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Village Officials,:Merchants SeeNeed
By Ben Clarke

their federal taxable income, makes the same ad-

l'orce and in other areas where the new revenue

$1,000 exemption in reaching the taxable in-

On corporations he said, "I think they should
the taxed higher. They can distribute their profits
in expansion activities better than individuals."
He added that the corporation tax should not
bq so high that it interferes with expansion and a
re isonable return through dividends to in-

cl:ould be spent.

ditions and deductions but allows only one

The Illinois income tax on individuals and corporations that is to take effect today was viewed
with mixed emotions by Mount Prospect public
officials and businessmen though most said there

come figure.
Mayor Robert Tecihert said of the individual
tax, "I think it was a necessity for the state. Per-

is a pressing need for programs that the estimated

Teichert said he favors a sales tax with' ex-

$1 billion revenue would finance.

haps it is the more equitable way to get taxes than
from real estate and sales."

ve.'s tors.

ktichard Hughes, president of the Chamber of

emptions on groceries, medicine and other neces-

able income figure that starts with their federal

sities of life.

Commerce and a vice president of the Mount
Prospect State Bank, said of the tax on individ-

adjusted gross income, then adds back municipal.

HE NOTED THAT real estate taxes are (local
taxes, with the money coming back directly to
school, park and library districts. He said that
only about one -twelfth, or an cstamted $6.70 per
municipalities.

uals, "I think its great if we get some tax relief in
other directions."
He .said he would like to see the personal property tax eliminated and suggested that use of the
income tax revenue to supplement local school
tax programs could result in a decrease in real

state for more highways, better jail facilities,

estate taxes.

The 21/2 per cent tax on individuals uses a tax-

and state bond interest, the 50 per cent capital

gains deductitin and the $100 dividends exclusion. From this figure is subtracted federal
obligation interest, national bank interest and the
number of exemptions times $1,000.

The result is the taxable income figure, ac-'
cording to the Illinois Department of Revenue.
The 4 per cent tax on corporations begins with

Teichert said that there is a definite need i n the

settle in Illinois.
Richard Jesse, Mount Prospect's finance di-

of money for all its facilities."
He, said, "I think the 4 per cent tax on corpo-

HARRISON HANSON, president of

Hel said he would like to see the tax rate on
individuals and corporations the same.
Raymond S. 7ohnston, president of the First
National Bank of Mount Prospect, said he does
not think the corporation tax is ',too out of line."
"There probably would be ah increased sales
tax otherwise that would hit the small man too
much," he said.

dorsement

in

the

strongest

If the new service proves
successful additional racks

The Chicago and North

Western Railway will install
bicycle storage racks at she
Mount Prospect and Arliktton Heights stations by Aug.

!

will be installed, and more stations will be added to the list.

LENSKE SAID the commuter train trip is only one-

15.

,

Concerned about the physi-'
cal fitness of its communters,

tONW railway officials con-

,

Oucted a potential usage survey and decided to place bike
n acks at 16 stations on its
and

west

ni orth,

northwest

"OUR TRAINS are

so

the out -of -shape condition of

of

some

the English, science, math and
social studies departments.

HE SAID the district had

The district will empty 50

abundance of
fine applicants" and had hired
received

"an

only two or

three

inexperienced teachers at

a

salary level of $7,400 as well as
16 teachers with a master's degree and maximum experiencc

teachers

from Chicago schools.

"They (city teachers) don't

at a salary level of $11,692..

flock out here as much as we'd

-

An Open House party will
be held Aug. 10 from 2 p.m. to
4 p.m. at the Addolarata Villa
for The Rev. Lawrence Spring-

er former assistant to the
Rev. Edward Morgan of St.
Mary's Catholic Church, Buffalo Grove.
Father, ,Springer also served

under the Rev. George Ball weber (Pastor Emeritius) as
assistant and
selor.

Addolarata

Youth CounVilla

is

in

Wheeling, on McHenry Rd.
and Rt. 83. All friends, parishoners and former parishoners
of St. Mary's are invited.

was

instrumental

in

hired, Cudney said. Last year

the district hired only 37 in-

Archdiocese Basketball
League.

The Open House committee
is asking for volunteers. Please
contact the village at 537-6860
or. 537-2900.
-

Father Springer has been
transferred

to Our Lady of

Victory parish, 5212 W. Agatite St., Chicago..

Republican Committeeman in
1966, a position he held until

was unanimous.

he resigned a month ago to de-

"No other c andidate was
nominated, no

other was sug-

or & focussed," said
Richard A. C2owen, Wheeling

gested

Township

T Cepublicau

corn-

vote his full energy to cam-

paigning for the seat in congress.

SCHLICKMAN IS a resi-

(Continued an Page 16 ;

Palatine Woman to Head
Crane Campaign Unit
Mrs. Glen -Ann

Jicha of

Palatine, a Republican leader
in the northwest suburbs, has
been named women's chair-

wh, .5 resigned his congression-

seat to head the Office of
Ficonom'ic Opportunity and
al

Township GOP organization.

In the primary, one Republican and one Democrat

become; a special assistant to
President Nixon.

are to be nominated. A special

Philip Crane of Winnetka

/CRANE WAS endorsed

one of 10 candidates in the sp

two weeks ago by the Palatine
Township Republican Organization. Mrs. Jicha is com-

when the successor to Rumsfeld will be chosen.

man of the Crane -for -Congress Organization.

cial Oct. 7 primary in the 1-3th
Congressional District see' King
to succeed Donald Run'
.

mitteewoman in the Palatine

/

general election for the 13th
District will be held Nov. 25

In making the announcement, Crane said: "Our Cainpaign organization feels it is a
distinct honor that Glen -Ann
has joined our team. Her widely known experience and lead-

ership qualities will give our

campaign' an enthusiastic
women's committee that we
expect to be a vital part of our
effort."

Rumsfeld's

Of The

support for Crane, Mrs Jicha

Day

'said:

IN ANNOUNCING her

"Phil is the only candidate
who measures up to the high

to a neighborhood

standard set by Don Rumsfeld.

ale and find high
N.I.!

He is a young, intelligent and
dymanic individual who has a

prices on funk.

clear
Nitit

-111`.:1W

ta!:TM

understanding

of the

problems felt by the people in
our district.
"His record of tireless sup-

port of the Republican Party
has made him a sought-after

experienced staff members.

NEW STAFF includes two
division heads hired in May,
Leo Hundt and Jame's Wick- ,
lund. Wicklund replaces Miss
Alma Leonhard as head of the
English department at Arling-

ton High ,School. Hundt replaces Miss Jane Mahin as
head of the Forest View High
School English department.

The women resigned from
teaching in June after giving
a

teacher for the deaf, and five
part-time teachers were also
hired for the 1969-70 school
year.

super-

competing in the Northwest

Passage, a passenger terminal
connected, to city rapid transit.

ing Township. He was also
elected Wheeling Township

Don
gressman
campaigns.

garage

THIRTY-TWO new teachvising the High School religion classes. He guided St. ers will serve the English deMary's boys to several win- partment; 20, science; 19,
ning Basketball seasons, while

will soo.9 open the Northwest

in 1964 and carried Wheel-

Gri,pe

To g

cally cut" from last year's average of $9,200 by the high

A school psychologist,

Father Springer was coordinator of the Teen Club and

Av., downtown Chicago. It

recommended.

Schlickman was originally
elected to .the state legislanire

tains. The vote for Schlickman

votes. Earlier there had been a
candidates night followed by a

meeting of the township's executive committee in which a
Schlickman endorsement was

ment session.

Mrs. Jicha had a leading
role in each of former Con-

the district 49 combined years
'
of service.

Open House to Honor
Rev. Lawrence Springer

River \boat service to MiChigan

joritycap-

ing bicycles to and from their
trains." Lenske said.

number of novice teachers

THE MAJORITY of teachers were hired for positions in

"We are in dire need of

commuters,"

fers the commuter a Chicago

and frame their own endorsement. A two -t' nirds mais required c if the
al

ders to get their exercise by rid-

transfers
frequently bring well -qualified, experienced teachers into

three full-time power mechanics teachers," he added.

vice on all three segments of

VFW Hall in Arlington
Heights when the nearly 90
precinct captains cast their

mitteeman, after. the endorse- .

THE PRECINCT capt,
under Wheeling Tow nship
rules, are free to affirm tf ,se recommendation or to rci ieet the
executive committee's propos-

"We're encouraging our ri-

emphasized.

he. added.

hc'pes to provide the best ser-

The Arlington Heights state
legislator was unanimously endorsed by the Wheeling Township Republican Organization. The final step in the
Wheeling endorsement procedure came last evening at the

and. passenger services.

The average salary of the new
staff, $8,768, has been "drasti-

ing said.

our

commented H. A. Lenske, di reel or of the CNW commuter

142 Teachers Hired
By High School Dist.
the district which this year will
have a total certified teaching
staff of 822 men and women,

said,

the ',commuter's trip and so of-

comfortable that I'm afraid
the:y may be contributing to

Tonight's "Oklahoma" performance at Hersey High School features Dan Renz, 116 E. Orchard St. standing at (left); Dick Rausch, 1315 N. Chestnut; Debbie Peterson, 2503 N. Ridge;
seated at (left) and Eve Lacker, 1316 E. Eastman, all of Arlington Heights. Their roles will be
performed Saturday by Dave Good, Ken Burke, Nancy Schneider and Sarah Bryan Miller. More

third of -the commuter's journey considering that the commuter must also get to and
icrom the train.

The CNW, Lenske

Hines.

teachers, Robert E.. Cudney,
director of instructional staff-

(Continued un Pip Iv 16 ;

He said that the raise in state aid t o $550 per

CNW Is Out To Get
Flabby \Commuters

base salary cost of $1,245,087.
Negotiations and interviews
are in process for 18 additional

Johnston said the tax at 4 per cent is not a
"material thing" with indulstry, but added, "I

other (states."

manner from Wheeling Township that has more GOP votes
to. commit than any other
township in the 13th District.

the 13th Congressional District Republican race for the
seat in the U. S. Congress vacated in May when Don Rum-

Executive

.

director of systems for Hart Schaffner and Marx
clothing firm, Chicago, said:
"1 think the income tax was inevitable rind the
state (hasn't done its share in certain sar eas, for
example in the support of education as ,s done in

sistant to President Nixon.
Schlickman received the en-

of Arlington Heights moved
forward Thursday evening in

like to think they do," Cudney

he

Mount Prospect School District 57 board and

steld resigned tobecome ate as-

Rep. Eugene F. :Schlickman

District 214 has hired 142
full-time new teachers for the
1969-70 school year at a total

rations was strictly politics. I think the added cost
will be passed on directly to the consumer."

rector, said he assumed the village's share of the
to
new revenue, an estimated $180,000
$210,000, would go into the general corporate L
for general village purposes.

heeling Township GOP
Backs Rep. Schlickman
By Richard Crabb

than 200 students from District 214's six high schools are involved in the performances.

Tax

pupil this year was made possible only because of
the ni;.w income tax.
Hanson said, "More money is needed, if properly used, in welfare, and the state is badly in need

said. "You destroy incentive and eliminate funds
that could be used for reinvestment and building
new companies."
lie said national corporations may not want to

"I ddn't like the corporate tax at all," Hughes

more mental hospitals, an expanded state police

ors

math; 11, physical education
(male) and 7 physical education (female).
Thirteen, social studies; 10,
business education; II, foreign language; five each in
home economics and industrial education; 3 each in art, music and guidance; and, one in
distributive education (work
study programs) special education, and speech correction.

Gerald Marks
'to Campaign

figure by civic and Republican
organizations across America.
Yet he has maintained his ties
to this district, where...he was
born, and has been a real spark plug at many district GOP

Gerald M. Marks, Renal 'heat)

candidate for the 13th

functions."

congressional seat in the U . S.
Congress in the special Oc t. 7
primary, will attend the Jay ,cee,

Freight
Train

Carnival in Rolling Mead ows
Sunday.
Marks is scheduled to sr renr .1

the morning and early pa rt
the

afternoon

tl ae

meeting

crowds at the fair. Later sd,nday Marks will appear a t t the

1

paign in the Lake Micl hi .gan
towns of the 13th district.

town Mount Prospect for

15 Windows
were
windows
Fifteen
Junior
broken at Dempster
High School late W 'ednes,

Tower in Des Plaines said a
trainman found the coupling,

day night or early ye sterday
.

day.

15

minutes early this morning.
The train blocked crossings
from Central Rd. to Emerson
from 12:20 to 12:35 a.m. when
its brake line locked automati,cally after the coupling parted.
A spokesman at the Deval

Vandals Brea. k

lahnke,
Edward
morning,
the
o f
custodian
head
yesterschool, told police

Stalls
A disconnected air line coupling was blamed for stalling a
southbound Chicago & North
Western freight train in down-

ArArt Fair at Plaza Delago.
ty next week Marks will ci am-

The final touch is now being put on the new Arlington Heights water tower at the corner of Golf
and Arlington Heights Rds. Workman are painting the tower white, covering up the red primer
which has been an eyesore since woe first began on the structure. (Photo by LeRoy Meyers)

hooked

it up again and the

train proceeded without need
for repairs.
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tearbrook Center Planned

child develop mentally, physically and socially.

A site for the Des Plaines

planned for Maine Twp, residents will be announced within 30 days according to W. J.
McAllister, director of devel-

gram are placed in one of thre e
areas. The social activities;
section serves the severel y

promise, and the work activity
area helps individuals who c an
work but not on a competit:ive

to serve mentally retarded and
chilmultiply -handicapped
dren and adults.

basis.

Many students may start in
one section and progress to the

THE CENTER has not decided whether or not to use a
temporary site in Des Plaines
or to wait until permanent facilities are built. If they decide
on the latter, Maine Twp. residents will continue to use the
Rolling Meadows Center until
the permanent building is finished.
The nevv center should serve

to 30 people, depending
upon the number of children
new cenwho will enroll at
ter. For inaance, the center
15

has. a day-care program for 3 to
16 year olds, and many of these

permanent full-time employment. Last year the center
eight people

placed

in

SEVERAL FIRMS have
participated in the adult workshop program. I ittellus,e and
Ampex paid the workers to assemble

fuseholders

for

months a year.
Clearbrook Cent er provides

for mentally retarded or multiply handicapped adults.

EIGHT CHILDREN and
six adults from Maine Twp.,
atitend the Clearbrook Center
in Rolling Meadows. Four
more children and three adults

are waiting for placement at
the center. "With the building
of a new center in Des Plaines,

we hope to .make room for
these seven people plus others

who do not know about our
center," said Bryn Witt, executive director of Clearbrook.
Children unable to participate in the public schools' edu-

check the value!

au-

tomobile fuses and to -salvage
tape from tape recorders.
Byrn Witt hopes m ore companies will cooperate with the
adult workshop cent er, which

is open five days a week., 12

also

V check our quality!
V check our service!

in-

dustry.

day basis only.

have a sheltered workshop and
vocational training program

-J

work activity section. Soma of
these students may then 'find

children will come on a half -

The new center will

. . .

son. Another section is used by
who shc,w
those students

Clearbrook Center is a private, non-profit agency, licensed by the state of Illinois

help develop motor skill% and self-expression.

at Lee Optical
we've been doing'
the'same thing for
over twenty-five' years!

hancRapped or retarded pe

opment at- the Clcarbrook
Center in Rolling Meadows.

curriculum to
Pre-school children involved in their art work, which is part of the Clearbrook

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

Adults who are enrolled ir
theirsheltered workshop pro-

Clearbrook Center being

N.,

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

guage therapists to help the

By Janet Rohan

-

when Henry Ford started

homebound program for
children and adulits who are
unable to get to the center.
Last year Clearbrook sent a
teacher to 17 different homes.
These children and adults received therapeutic recreational and educational services
a

geared to their needs.

satisfaction guaranteed!
GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

ro REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
mu REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
RESARDLESS'OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR, OR TINTED, OR SUNGLASS LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOtCE OF OVER 200

OF FASHION'S NEWEST. FLATTERING FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
NEW SHAPES AND COLORSI ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
(Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame' of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

Tuition at Clearbrook is
based on ability to pay. At this

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO
1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: 259-9456

time the maximum monthly
rate is $35 for tuition and $20
for transportation.
Clearbrook Center receives
most of its money from local

3 EAST WASHINGTON

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

and the Illinois State Department of Mental Health.

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

NORTHWEST SIDE

WAYNE BRENNAN
WRSIOA re SHOPPING

limited to three or four children, the size of each class is
determined by the social and
intellectual development of

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTH SIDE

sources, such as Maine Township Mental Health Budget

cation courses are eligible to
enroll at Clearbrook.
Although most classes arc

WEST SIDE

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

1111 11114

DOWNTOWN AURORA

CENTER

31 NORTH BROADWAY

3e/2-4080
ARLINC;TON HEIGHTS
St

f

I

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th 1. CICERO. KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

III' XIII Casualty CtI1,11.1'4

the children. "We try to individualize our program as
much as possible," said Witt.'

THE CENTER employs soIn the social activity center, trainees develop skills
signed fOr the moderately handicapped adult. -

in food preparation. This program is de-

cial workers, consultants, psychiatrists, and speech and Ian -

Kids Round Up Carts
For Chances on Bike
Boys and girls who help
keep the K -Mart parking lot at
Lee and Oakton free of shop-

K -Mart shopping cart brought

from the front parking lot to
the guard's desk at the front of

AT

Tama

blank. They may enter as often

as they wish, one entry for
each cart brought in.

One entry will be drawn at
random Aug. 25, and that person will be awarded a boy's or
girl's bike valued at $30.

Zes

?deaf eoleuil

YANKEE
DOODLE
FEATURING

*

your *

B

with
entire family or use our
* fast carry -out service.
in

/tee
DANDY
WITH EVERY PURCHASED

DANDY
S.

AUGUST 3 ONLY

SUNDAY Aug. 3, 1969
12 PM to 4 PM

It

* "RIGHT ACROSS FROM THE R.R. STATION" *

Come

AINT OUS

the store, a youngster will b e
eligible to fill out one entry

ping carts have a chance to win
a bicycle
F o r each, red -handled

*

*

Puppet Show and

Treats for the kiddies
5'

and
Snacks from our Snack Shop

'f I

N

SPECIAL APPEARANCE ... Fresh neVif
look that goes places. Styled along easy
lines in a crepe knit of Celanese® Fortrel®
polyester by Waumbec Mills.

A. Dress with pants. Black or brown.

$66.00

B. Dress alone. Black or brown..

$42.0d

C. White frosting trim. Patch pockets.
Black, brown, or purple.

$42.00

Sizes 41-16

and always featuring
AGED PRIME BEEF, HOMEMADE SAUSAGE
CORNED BEEF, SMOKED MEATS
WHOLESALE & RETAIL

Zei ?Idiots 7adeinf empattf
1843 Oakton Des Plaines III.
Open 6 Days a Week 9 to 6
827-8194-5

LI 14

10 E NORTHWEST HWY.
MOUNT PROSPECT

PHONE 259-6458
OPEN DAILY 11 TO 9

28 S. Dunton Ct.

Phone: 253-1766
Arlington Heights, III.

tillimmenw400°P

The Days Prospect.

Cereal Party

An Invitation
To Be Involved
"InVitation to _be Involved."

By Fern Schneider -

'

The women were exhibiting,- -judging.

If you needed a flower show
judge on July 23, 24 or 25, you
wouldn't have had to look far.
At least 200 of them were as-

sembled at O'Hare Concord
Motor Inn in Des Plaines.
The scene was the Sixth Annual Symposium presented by

the Garden Club of Illinois
and the Illinois Council of Nationally Accredited Flower

speaking, examining
and designing: in between they

enjoyed dining, visiting, comparing and analyzing.
Some of the women commuted to their homes each
night: others made a short vacation of the show and stayed
at the Concord Motor Inn for
three days.

Show Judges. Women from
the Garden Club of Illinois
were present as well as contigents from Wisconsin, Indiana and Missouri.

THE SYMPOSIUM was an

Many unusual and interesting designs were in evidence

at the symposium, and it was

more than just a little overwhelming to be surrounded by
that much talent all under one
roof.

Invitational exhibits in the halls of the O'Hare Concord Motor
Inn attracted Mrs. Archie Lingle of Des Plaines, ticket chairman
of the Sixth Annual Symposium, and Mrs. Eugene Tamillo, past
president of the Des Plaines Garden Club. Over 200 women
attended each of the three day -long sessions presented by the
Garden Club of Illinois.
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Sail into a Cereal Sculptor Party with nut cup boats also made to serve at edible place markers.

10 minutes. Pour into greased

Do you have a cereal sculp-

large bowl. Melt butter and

tor in your family?

marshmallows in top of double

On those "what can I do

now?" summer days pop some
cereal into a pan, add an adhesive concoction of marshmallows and butter, then let small

Attending the Sixth Annual

fry artists turn out edible ani-

Symposium were nationally ac-

mals, sweet treat characters
imaginative digestible
and

credited master flower show
judges as well as judges working for their Master Certificate.

delights.

Master Judge Mrs. Daniel E.
Kissom, past president of the
Garden._ Club :if Illinois, discusses an arrangemCOC With
Judge Mrs. Joseph Koenen.

..

.::::;:i:i:i,::,.,:::,,,

Use 6 cups puffed rice, 3 ta-

blespoons butter, 4 cups min-

40,

,

tea-.
iature__marshmalloyvs,
spoon vanilla, 1/2 teaspoon
I

boiler over boiling water, stirring constantly until smooth.
Stir in vanilla and food coloring. Pour over puffed rice, stirring until evenly coated.

Grease hands lightly and
shape mixture into any animal,

clown or any other imaginative item that comes to mind.
Allow mixture to harden.
Serve with ice cream for a
smooth sailing treat.

food coloring.

Both women are members of
the Arlington Heights Garden

HEAT PUFFED rice

in
shallow baking pan in preheated 350 -degree oven about

Club.

an

'Ibis cereal idea can become
excellent party theme.

Make invitations from cereal
box characters such as Snap,

Crackle and Pop. Invite just a
few friends over. Prepare work
area.

HAVE MIXTURE

lecting a special topic.: -Circus,

playground, football,ligating,
etc.

,

Nut cup boats made- from
this mixture filled with candy
are made by adding a wooden
stick mast with paper sail bearing name of each guest. These
may mark indWidual pleceS at
the table.
A party is defined as a.select
group having fun. With cereal

sculpture it is a tasty fingerlickin' affair, too.

g'71 -1i rifird 6If tf C b 811-irifTIMITMITrnril

Mrs. A. J. Fremouw of Homewood, president of the Garden
Club of Illinois, and Mrs. Jeome Thelander, president of the

pre-

pared ahead. You, can even
plan an overall display: by se-

,Ilage 3

PROSPECT DAY

__Garden Clph of Mount Prospect, admire the topiary trees deco-

rating the halls of the O'Hare Concord Motor Inn for the Sixth
Annual Symposium July 23-25. Smaller topiary bees served as
centerpieces at each table.

South Church Youth Hold College Camp -In

Friday, August 1, 1969

Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor

a

Was it a retreat, a camp -out:

a "live-in" discussion group?
Sleeping bags, tents, It) to
15 college students coming
and going and serious evening
discussions of critical church

The Rev. Robert Odean, pas-

tor of the all -Negro Garfield
Park Baptist Church in Chicago, relates a humorous incident to some of the South
Church college students participating in the "college

concerns added up to what
a "college
camp -in" beginning July 20

might he called

and concluding with dinner

camp -in" before entering their
more serious discussion of the
"Crisis of the Church" as seen
in the inner City.

Friday, July 25.

THE CAMP -IN took place
in the 'home and backyard of
Rev. and Mrs. Paul L. Sandin
at 508 S. Maple, Mount Prospect. Sandin is associate minister of South Church, Community Baptist.
Participating youths con-

tinued with their jobs during
the day, changing into their
"grubs" after work. They as-

a

sumed responsibility for tasks
to be done, contributed toward
the food and lived at the Sand -

Better
Market

in home for the week. A ten cent fine was assessed for any
contact with their homes.
The students included Debbie Anderson, Debbie Hedges,

Carol Knechtel, Davis Jensen, Roger Meyer, Mike Minnetti,
Gail Plagge, Kim Stahnke,

Values

Kirk Stahnke and Jane Strong.
J. Wesley Bahian, pastor -in -

training at South Church, assisted in planning the week's

The continuous fall in live-

August Calendar of. Produce

stock and fryer prices over the

Values

past few weeks changes the
market outlook. The whole-

(*Peak supply month)

sale cost drop is accelerating.

1

'1

Melons: cantaloup, casabas,

Church discussed the "Crisis
of the Church" as seen
through the eyes of the laity.
On Wednesday evening, the

Fryers specifically cost Crenshaws", honeydews''' Per-

most factors six cents less than

sians and watermelon.
Vegetables: beans,

tail, regular prices hold at 43 to
45 cents.

and tomatoes.

Beef is also cheaper to retail
by five to six cents a pound for

figs. , grapes,

beets,
in early July. Fresh Grade A
girds at warehouse are now corn, Cucumbers, eggplants
2834 cents to 29 cents. At re- garlic, okra, onions, peppers"

Rev. Robert Odean of Garfield

Park discussed the crisis as
seen in the inner city. Odean,
pastor of an all -Negro church,
Will be Director or Urban
Ministries of the Chicago Baptist Association starting Sept. I.

Fruit: bananas, blueberries,
lemons,

limes,

mangos, nectarines, peaches,

carcass and hindquarters.' pears and plums".
Rounds hold steady.
Pork

loins

average

two

cents under early month cost
quotes. Bacon is cheap only on
selected brands. Top grade bacon quotes low at 79 cents and
hig at $ 1.05.
Fresh fruit and vegetable

Meati: round and sirloin
ground chuck And

steaks,

chuck steaks, rolled rump and
rotisserie roasts, grpund beef,

markets follow heavy seasonal

pork chops, loin end roasts.

supply trends not necessarily
reflected at retail for these

bacon.

items noted on the calender.

Dr. Dean Nelson of Park,

Most of these produce items
are rated as market buys, along
with meats surveyed as current
and common values.
Chicago -area Food Values

Poultry: whole fryers, fryer
parts, turkey.

program.
Included in the program
were three evening discussion
speakers. On Tuesday evening,
Clarke Robinson of South

Ridge was guest speaker at the I
camp -in on Thursday evening.
He led the discussion of
`elk

Tents and sleeping bags dotted the backyard of Rev, and Mrs.
Paul L. Sandin July 20-25 as South Church college youth moved
in for a "camp -in", a sort of in -residence retreat with speakers
and discussion periods each evening. Included among the students were (standing) Kim Stahnke of Arlington Heights and
Debbie Anderson of Mount Prospect, both students at Northern
Illinois University; and (sitting) Jane Strong of Mount Prospect,

a student at Wisconsin State University and Gail Plagge of
Mount Prospect, University of Illinois.

"Crisis of the Church," this
time in the light of special
problems of the suburbs,

You are Invited to
anInforrnalModeling
of "Back to School"
Fashions!
SUNDAY AUGUST 3rd

12:00 to 5:00 P.M.

cielft14741V4:1',;c1-fiYashionc-Pree

locor*
kt

859 W. Dundee, Wheeling, Ill.
Dunhurst Shopping Center
Hours: 10 to 6 daily; Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6 and Sunday 11 to
PH: 547-3690

tub

Day Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch

If you're busy doing some-

thing during what you call
your "leisure," then this is for
you.

If you are properly using

----- Leisure

Besides this stimulant type
of leisure -killing, there is, of
course, the narcotic, such as
when we sunbathe, sit and
sip, lounge and loaf. Always
without a single thought or reflection in our cranium.

your leisure to invite your
soul, meditate the Muse, possibly plan a not -so -far-off jaunt
to the moon, then excuse us for

istence, providing the lovely

siesta.

drop tremendous distances be-

breaking in on your mental

This is a'sort- of free -fall ex-

delight described by folks who

plummet out of planes and
fore pulling the ripcord of the

SOME TIME AGO we
mentioned a quiet form of con-

tagious disease invading 'our
which
suburbs,
northwest
showed up as work addiction
in one form.
-- _
We got personally quite
tired of the labor of explaining_
this work addiction ailment,

parachute. We'll

tion.

students-of leisure that all
Americans, even those not of

we are talking about, leisure is,
by definition, the idle time left

prevent them from relishing

Sometimes, of course, we
are egged into activities by our

family or friends, who detest
seeing us.,.at peace, with

the

world in a hammock with a

direct ancestry

tanic strain in their make-up to

It is usually assumed at once

Henry! How's your ole multiple independently
targetable re-entry vehicle?"

Pro5pect Dap

"Honor the iriginal dream by (111171pjealottsly keeping

the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."

-- Marshall Field III
Friday, August 1, 1969

It seems we subconsciously
feel that if the Creator worked
six days and only rested on the

seventh, who are we to improve on that blueprint?

Page 4

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Mho i Stanton, Editor. and Publisher
William J. Kie;dai

Managing Edith

The Roman populace, once

not know what to do with

themselves. Cleverly, their rut ers provided "circuses,"
bloody spectacles in the arena,

to do!" is one of the com-

If this is not a variation of
the work addiction, show me.

Today, more than ever before, there are more spectator
sports than you realize. There
is hope, sure enough, for our
young people to develop more
interest in actual participation, and we approve heartily

of the way local swimming
pools,

"arena,"

was

quite

tennis

play-

courts,

grounds for the small fry are
thronged.

rial carnage.)

And the trend hailed by the

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, 111. 60056

Branch OffIces:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

Main Street

HIDEAWORD
TRIGLET
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

Bon Voyage

c

Presbyterian
Community
Church says "bon voyage" to

Pastor Tom Phillips and his
family on Sunday evening. A
coffee -punch -cookie party at
the church at 7:30 will give the

community an opportunity to
wish them a good year in Australia
Pastor Phillips and his family will be spending one year in

Melbourne on a pastoral exchange They will be leaving
Mount Prospect in a few days.

COMING HERE from the
church where Phillips will be
located in Australiais the Rev.
Thomas Howells. He and his
family will be arriving at the
end o'f September.
Each pastor is using the other's-iv:Rise and car to make the
yeatexchange easier.
Sandy Haugh, fifteen -year ,

of the Robert
old
Hatkhs, Is visiting the William
Meth family, former Mount
-Prospectors of Edward St. The
Kiethi-hut been in New Jersey
and tripived'14-it May to North

elude the crowning of the King

and Queen of North Cook
County 4-H and a performance by the "Sing -Out -Pala-

tine" group. Outfits sewn by
4-H youngsters will be shown
dress review at 7:30
tonight and also tomorrow

in a

night.
A rooster scramble is set for
tomorrow at 3 p.m. Kids chase
and catch roosters, take them

the baking event. Three

sewing exhibition.

first plane tide for Sandy.

DID YOU SEE Repertoire
Workshop last Tuesday night

`on- CBS -TV? Mount ProsGrady in
"Shovicase; 6" came through
as a topnotch performer, composer and arranger. Eight
were performed,
numbers
pect's

James

P.

three of which were Grady
originals -one with Grady as
soloist All numbers were Grady -arranged

and

Grady -ac-

companied One song, "Hey!
N What a Way!" was outstanding
He's a handsome lad, a tal-

ented credit to our community
and to his folks, the J. M. Gra-

dys oe.fils S. Albert St. His
mom's the local piano teacher.
Bet she started him on his way-and proud the must be of him!

The North Cook County
4-H Fair is being held this
weekend at Sundance Ranch,
Route 58 and Roselle Rd.

TONIGHT'S EVENTS in -

t.. .

-

Questions
Blast After

Endorsement
Editor:
Though I am not presently
supporting any candidate in
the 13th District Congressional race and have no connection

with the Palatine Twp. Regular Republican Organization, I
was frankly shocked and dismayed at the statement by
James

T.

manager

Ryan, campaign
for Rep. Eugene

Schlickman, which you published July 23. This followed
endorsement of the renowned
educator, Dr. Phillip M. Crane

of Winnetka, by the Palatine
group and 'characterized him.
as "a stranger to us" who "has
simply unpacked his'earpetbag
for a Congressional contest."
Assuming that Dr. Crane or
any other candidate for public

To each his own, and every-

him what he needed.

----And we are not telling you

for enjoying leisure.

what, you need.

To our own self, quietly but

firmly, we do offer a word of
advice: Leisure is idle time.

ure. And who said it was to be
YEARS AGO;AGO,-an-acquaintemployed? Why not jusL ac-----and-e-eiinfided that he was
cepted as "idle time free from spending his vacations reading
occupation?"

Don't work at enjoying it ---

work at spending their leisure
time for their boss back at the

Remind
GI Students
To File

PREGNANT GIRL
Dear Lee Janson,
My girlfriend is pregnant, and our parents are going to have a

big meeting to decide if we should get married or not. We think
we should make that choice. We love each other, but we recognize the difficult time we would have if we married under these
circumstances. We would prefer to let the baby be adopted, and
get married when I finish college in three years. We've learned
our lesson.

Sorry now
I hope your parents listen to both of you. You sound very

pect in November, according
to Veterans Administration
E.
Donald
Administrator

sensible.

Johnson.

Tohnson- said he would_be_
very happy if veterans who are

college -bound on the GI Bill
veteran proved him wrong this
fall.

Johnson said that many who
were enrolled in college last se-

mester have failed to send in
their end -of -term Certification of Attendance cards, and

BEER BUST
Dear Lee Janson,
I went to a party where some of the kids who were underage
were drinking beer. The place was raided by the police, and we
had to go to the station. The police called all of the parents and
they had to come to the station to get us out. The police said they
found 27 empty beer cans. I didn't drink any beer, and I told the

police so, but I still had to go to the station. My parents were
very angry andArtitated, because .they had to leave their own
party to come get me out. They also got a lecture from the police-

cannot be paid until they do.

man. I can't tell other kids not to drink, and I didn't drink. Why

He said the VA is holding should my parents be angry with me?
nearly a $500,000 in June GI
Loser, Roselle
Bill checks, which cannot be
mailed until the attendance
Having learned your lesson the hard way, you now kno' that
cards reach VA computers.
GI Bill students who mailed
their attendance cards in June

there is nothing that compels you to stay at such a 1.4E1ft-cling.

When the first beer can Ltoperted, and the foam begins loll*,

will be paid the new term allowances on time -but those
who didn't won't.

head home. You won't be missing much.

Send your questions to Lee Janson, c/a Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Carry Home FEDDERS

'

COOLING!
and sleep in comfort tonight

quality quiet portable

DISCOUNT

is displaying work in baby-

air conditioner for
every size bedroom.

sitting, room improvement,
teen -time foods, sewing and

Save money! Get

vegetables.

the exact size you need.

technique. She is in a group
by Mrs. William J. Ryan. Mr.
Ryan has a group called the
Prospectors.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

Joe: "Looks like the horn
on your car is broken."

Thruout Our
Entire Store!

Joe: "Indifferent?"
Moe: "Yep. Doesn't give a
hoot."

Letters to Editor

CaroloilOhe trip provrdEd a

spectator.

body has a different formula

Answer on Comic Page

Moe: "No, it's just indiffermakers 4-H Club, led by. Mrs.
Jean Lavoie, are participating, ent."
members are involved in the

It was a wise man who said
he didn't need anybody to tell

at the

NOW... a

called the Prospector-ettes, led

in

ute.

members

at noon on Sunday for a rooster crowing contest.

pect Heights Future Home-

workbench, around the house,
or lolling in a corner as a sports

displaying
projects at the Fair: Terry and
Cindy Trochuck and Carol Kiner. Carol has gone all out and
three

home and "teach" them to
crow. They return with them

ON SUNDAY at 9 a.m.

up in special chores

leisure due you, not a feeling of
cramming activities and lots of
doings into every possible min-

THE SEW and Hoe Club
led by Mrs. Dan Kiner has

Twelve -year -old June Sat ton of 307 S. Pine has sewn a
dress which is being shown at
the State Fair for construction

there is a horse show. At 2 p.m.
t h e Northwest Obedience
Club will have a dog obedience
demonstration.
All 15 members of the Pros-

,

at weekends is now swallowed

draw refreshment from the

12. good, 18 excellent

Lil Floras

Technically, I suppose these
fail under the heading of vacaflans, not leisure as such. But
to many of us, as we can see;

the leisure formerly available

Thousands of veterans in
IT'S AS IF we are not able college
this fall will not get the
to enjoy any leisure unless we GI education check they exactually work at it.

cidentally, the Latin word for
useful in absorbing gladiato-

different railroad.

He genuinely wants you to

ternal ears.

to help fill their leisure. (In"sand"

The Day is published daily, Monday through Fri ay, by Day Publications, Inc.

Even the little ones are af-

monest wails beating on ma-

they got free hand-outs, did

made a point of a train trip on a

of an encyclopedia; another

back in fine fettle, able to sustain your work load.

Ah--you see, you said "em-

as if they were clocking off

welcome suggestions to fill up
the crevices of time.

less he had to search for hectic
interests to amuse him._

ploying you, you'd be astonished to--learn-that when he
sends you off on your annual
vacation, he sincerely hopes
you get a real rest and come

grounders or run with the pigskin. The trouble with watching is that we are using up our
leisure, often not even in the
Way we might actually prefer.
The lazier part of us wins out.
Quite so. Well, you ask,
what are we supposed to do to
employ our leisure properly?

we have free time on our hands
and at once start some project.

must be bored to death and will

to be an intellectual snob, we
respectfully refer them to the
pages of history. The more an
individual had interior resources on which to rely, the

through a many -volumed set

game than to get out and chase

er words, we feel guilty when

flicted with this feeling of
boredom. "Ma, I have nothing

WITHOUT SETTING out

IT'S A LOT easier to dial in

a baseball, football or other

JUST TOO MANY friends
and neighbors in our northwest suburban area actually

loafing for its own sake. In oth-

cool drink.
that any person so uninvolved

upswing.

job. If you were able to see inside the skull of the man em-

IT HAS BEEN -hinted -by minds is to make use of the leisfrom Mayflower passengers, have a Puri-

employment, business, professional occupation.

mer Olympic champion, as
"back to the bike" is on the

ployl.--the- key word in our

Just so we both know what

over when you are free from

e

their

take

word for it, being so absentminded that we might forget
the vital ripcord handle loca-

Reverend Bob Richards; for-

ments for residence, it seems to

me that the location of his
home and the time he has lived
there is no more relevant to his
what
than
qualifications

church he attends or from

extra humid days. Also look for: Automatic Thermostat, Washable Germicidal Filter, Zinc -Clad Steel Cabinet,

BuiltIn Mounting Device. Why wilt
again this summer when you can live
refreshed with a quality Fedders!

6,000 BTU's
513995

for average bedrooms

8,000 BTU's
for master bedrooms and

9 9495

large living rooms

WORLD'S LARGEST SELLING AIR CONDITIONER

iriztAilaw

antiweltr's

The man (no ladies have,

the
unfortunately, entered
field) who will be elected to the
for many years
seat, ably
by Mrs. Marguerite Stitt
Church and recently vacated
by Don Rumsfeld, will be able
to campaign both in the primary and the special election on
the issues. An issue, Messrs.
Ryan and Schlickman, is
Thomas P. Breen Jr.

$104"

FEDDERS

to the level of "gutter politics," a malady we have been
fortunate enough to avoide
throughout my residence in
the 13th Congressional District.

for small bedrooms

summer night's dream. They're trim
- only 20" wide, fit regular windows
and narrow windows. You get Reserve Cooling Power' for extra hot,

and Many Others

whence his parents came. To
allege otherwise is to descend

5,000 BTU's

rier design soaks up sound like a
sponge - to let you enjoy your mid.

Diamonds
Watches
Clocks

office meets the legal require

You expect top quality extras from
the maker of the world's largest sell.
ing air conditioner. These handsome
new models have them. Sound Bar-

*an ilhurst Shopping.CiontiwMt. Prospect 392.0840'

HOME APPLIANCES

opoNpairizir...20. SAT. Safi° rti stalk,

-1272Virtitor4orit
:tk

Melrose

:flt5

<

Msfroseterk
,
'` F!;3*,761

COYvei'llENTCREDITTER*<
ti

"

1000 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Open daily 9 to 6, Mon., Thurs., Frt til 9 pm

CL 5-0700,

2 Blocks west of Euclid
FREE

parking
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sensed that this was neither sat-

By Dad Poling
For a long time people in the

Church thought that their best
ideas and comment came from
religious publications If a
magazine or book had the offi-

cial blessing of a denominaor publishing.
tional
house, well, that was enough.
Same was true for films, color
slides and phonograph
records Cs
press

A religiou s -sounding,

was

-label

Bible -vocabulary

adequate for sales approval.
The material and content may
have been poor or great Never

mind, just so it had the usual
phrases that make up most of
the religious "vocabulary"
But

down

deep,

1

people

the unofficial seers, prophets

writers, composers, publishers
never stepped inside the theological tents yet produced hon-

often available from the nearest theater or drive-in.

est, exciting stuff abate the
love of God, and the needs of
man. You would catch this in
the theater, on campus-anywhere that folks were trying to
be free and honest. Too ofifi
these creative people were not -

haul's you are confronted with

the activity, joy, perversion,
punishment, worship and war

TODAY, THIS HAS really

of entertainment and sensation
to ask some of the major questions of western society.

society, relationship and encounter needs the evaluation

What does it mean to be a
privileged white man in an un-

changed. Every human

than a thousand priests, nuns
and laymen visitors.

States or wherever you happen

Illich is a once -in -a -century

to be? To struggle with these
scenes is not easy or pleasant
but it is an imperative film that
should be shown in every

leader who understands theology, sociology, education,
politics and the System. He especially understands the System that builds a hierarchy (religious, political, educational)
which has a habit of becoming

world and its people.

Aside from being a technical
achievement of real merit, it
presses beyond the boundary

"The Christian and the Su-

preme Court" will

discussed at the Tuesday meeting
of the Northwest Christian
be

George B. Newitt, partner
in the law firm of Bair, Freeman & Molinare, 135 S. LaSalle St., Chicago, will talk
about the practical effect on

4

evangelical Christians of some

of the Supreme Court's deci-

sions dealing with religious
matters, including the FCC
Fair Doctrine Case, the Arkansas Anti -evolution Statute
case and the older school prayer and Bible reading cases.
NORTHWEST CBMC meets
p.m.
from 12 noon until
1

every Tuesday at Nielsen's
Restaurant, on Mannheim Rd.
just south of Higgins Rd.

George B. Newitt

All men are invited to attend.

Editor of "The Christian
Lawyer," Newitt is also a

Good Students

member of the American Bar
Association, the Bar Association of the Seventh Circuit,
Chicago Bar Association, Chicago Patent Law Association,
Christian Legal. Society, College Church of Wheaton and

Gail Connelly and Scott A.
Nyquist, both of Mount Prospect, have been named to the

dean's list for the past spring
semester at Ripon College, Ripon, Wis.
Gail, a junior, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C.
Connelly, 914 S. Maple.
Scott graduated in May with
a chemistry -biology major. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
John Cardinal Cody celebrated a special mass at the Brass Rail Nyquist, 504 N. Wille St.

Friday

Bishop. Bishop Coyle, who is a native of Oak Lawn, was greeted

F again Enrolls

by several hundred priests from all over the country. Cardinal

The Billy Graham film,
"Touch of Brass," will be
shown on the lawn of the Cumberland Baptist Church, 1500
E Central Road, Mount Prospect, Sunday, Aug 3, 8 30

pm
Filmed in the homes and
fadtories of Manchester, Eng-

land, with an authentic local
dramatic cast, "Touch of
Brass" addresses itself powerfully to the generation grow-

cludes

p.m., Aug. 8 at 7800 West

than 300 incoming freshmen

Lyons, Morton Grove. Rabbi
Lawrence H. Charney will
lead the services and Cantor

at pre -registration sessions of
Wisconsin State UniversityRever Falls, July 19 and 22.

Andoniadis
Registers

George Andoniadis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel AndoThe public is invited to at- niadis of 709 N. Fairview St.,
tend this challenging film. The Mount Prospect, was one of
Rev. Elmer A. Fischer is pas- some 700 incoming students to
tor of the Cumberland Baptist the University of Wisconsin
who registered last week.

Church.

Calendar Of Events

from the University of Notre
Dame.

Although CBMC is oper-

ated by business and profes-

1

ter, 1 p m

Prospect Heights School District 23, Board of
Education, MacArthur Junior High, 7:30 p.m.

out to men in all occupations.
The luncheon meetings each
week provide consideration of
a Christian point of view from

Randall Bosch, pastor, and is
being directed by Mrs. Warren
TenHaken. The teaching staff

by a committee of six local Mrs. Dave Vellenga. Assisting
businessmen. C. W. Gaasrud, will be Mrs. Nick Betzold,
a contractor with offices in Mrs. LaVern Boelkens, Mrs.
Park Ridge, is chairman of Richard Bolt, Mrs. Gary DanNorthwest CBMC. It is one of nys, Mrs. Ron Edmondson,
700 chapters in the Mrs. William Grew, Mrs. AshUnited States and around the by Gibbons, Miss Linda Harvey, Mrs. Henry Hoekstra,
world.
over

"Love" Lesson Topic
"Love" is the subject of the
lesson -sermon to be heard this

Sunday in all Christian Science churches. Included in the
sermon is the statement: "And
though I bestow all my goods
to feed the poor, and though I

St. John
Lutheran Church
1100 S. Manxman. Ms. Prospect
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufort

Pastor

Gidon A. Levi will chant the
liturgical portion of the service. Following the worship,
an Oneg Shabbat will be
served. All Jewish residents in

Communion 8:00

the area are cordially invited

"God's Groat for
the Church today"

to attend.
Saturday morning, at Traditional services, Joseph, son of

Mr. and Mrs. Norman Gold
will be called to the Torah for
his Bar Mitzvah. Rabbi Charlie), will deliver the charge and

Sunday School and Bible Claw
9:15 A.M.
Meaning Worship Services

11:00 10:30

Edwin I. Ste'vens teaching the

book, "A Place for yok" by
Paul Tournier. Mrs. 'Paul L.

Health with Key to the Scriptures" by Mary Baker. Eddy.
Services at First Church of
Christ Scientists, 401 S. Ever-

green, Arlington Heights, are
open to all and begin at I I a.m.

IS

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M

---

Morning Worship:

TenHaken at 392-1430 or the
church office, 439-0039.

10:50-

"A Visit to a Farm's? Horne'

Trinity United '

$

Evening Services:
7:00

r,S

Methodist -

"Things God Can Not Do"

605 Golf Rd.
Mount Prospect

Nursery Provided Far,.
All Services
Pastor: Albert A. tuf;hi
CL 3-2407

Iv

Dr. Robin! E. Matthews
391.6316
Church Scheel: 9,30 AM

Worship Saving: 4115 AM

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

Como as you are Service

I

"Lay Prosontotion"

Worship Simko: 9:30 AM

"Imitating the Real Thing"

IlinIkeinnsyncritimuni aim&

It

Lutheran

Church of the Cross
Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

.

Nursery Provided at Both Services

'feople Oat 044 Coma

2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS *
jAk
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL
'

......................100.41P.
SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

100
SOUTH
SCHOOL

CHURCH

STREET

PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CUFFORD KAUFMANN
J. E. GOUSCH

1160kc
7:00 a.m. W.UD
7:30 a.m. WLS
1120kc
9:30 a.m. WAIT
10:30 a.m. WJJD FM/04.3mc

Mkt

Worship Hours 8:00, 9:30, 11:00 A.M.
Sunday School 9:30 A.M.
Thru 8th
Christian Day School -Kindergarten

.

MOUNT
PROSPECT

linrrd Tewurtt Shttrittg the Joy. CL 5-0332
and .Coteteitetestt
Freed

SPEAKS

TO YOU

the Gtespel with people.

.

- United Church of Chriar -027-7229

'Thu Friendly Church with the Vital Message

it

'

axs

7

Community
Presbyterian
Church
PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111

1.

HOURS:

Wonhlp Sonia, 9115 and Ilt00 a.m.
Child Can and Church School
9:15 and MOO a.m.

"The Dangerous Name"
4

1;1

Drake
IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY

Mount Prospect Combined Appeal, Board
Meeting, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

698-3368

THURSDAY

&Om- FUNERAL HOMES
IN CHICAGO
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE
561-6874

Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in

We work in close cooperation with clergymen throughout the area to serve Tamflies of all faiths appropriately and well.
7itesdet'

THIORIM

SERVICE

I. MOTT

OF Tlit
601001f1V11

Newest and Finest in the Suburban Area

Is happiness out of date?
Morals are not just human codes.
They are powerful, spirtual laws that are
the very basis of joyous and happy living.
If you feel you need more satisfying
reasons for being moral, you'll be inter=
ested in finding out what Christian
Science has to say on this subject.
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT THE'

24 -HOUR
AMBULANCE

11

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

* Eilma"''

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series for some interesting insights on this
question.
It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:

BIBLE

CHURCH

be obtained by calling Mrs.

NECESSARY?

Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church ScheolkMonsing Wonhip

dents are invited to come to
Synagogue Aug. 10 and 17,

Teen Club of Parents Without Partners, Elk

NAIM Conference (Catholic Society for the
Widowed), Knights of Columbus Hall,
Arlington Heights, 8:30 p.m.

All children entering kin-

EXHAUSTION

THE

BAPTIST

Miss Carla Woods.

dergarten through grade 9 in
September are invited to attend. Information regarding
the school or enrollment may

.

Rand and Control

dush following the services.
Herbert
Vice president,
Terman, membership chairman announces that area resi-

10:30 to 3 p.m.

Mount Prospect Clutii; Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
VFW Prospect Poet 1337, business meeting,
VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

4
FIRST

Rene Hoekstra, Mrs.
Glenn Kastein, Mrs. John
Schott, Mrs. Russ Stahl and
Miss

Church of the Master --

Joseph and Cantor Levi will
chant the service. Mr. and
Mrs. Gold will host the Kid-

Grove Community Service Center, 7:30 p.m.
Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY

Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7.30 p m
TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p,m.
VFW Prospect Post 1337 Ladles Auxiliary,
business meeting, VFW Hall, 8 p m.

includes Mrs. Bruce Groat,

a layman or occasional mis- Mrs. Jim Harvey, Mrs. Don
Howard, Mrs. William .Huy
sionary or, clergyman.
The laical group is managed ser. Mrs. Ken Scholten and

Tel. 437-3224.439.0412

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping Center, Buffalo Grove,

Mount Prospect Toastmasters, Mount Pros- Center, Community Presbyterian Church, 10:30
to 3 p.m.
pect Community Center, 7 45 p m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in CenMount Prospect Youth Commission, Village
ter, Westgate School, Arlington Heights, 10:30
Hall, 8 p m
Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA, to 3 p.m.
Mount Prospect Library Board, Staff room of
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m
Mount Prospect School District 57, board library, 7:30 p.m.
meeting, Administration Building, 8:15 p.m.

TUESDAY

each morning from 9 to 11:45
a.m. from Aug. 18 to 29.
The Bible school is under

the supervision of the Rev.

River Trails School District 26, Board of Edu- Sunday from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.
for registration. The memberthe Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce. cation, Park View School, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8 ship and executive committees
Any organization wishing to be included should
will be on hand to meet all regcall Mrs Helen Becker, CI 3-7469 Deadline for p.m.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines, In- istrants and answer any queslisting is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
ternational, St. John's United Church of Christ, tions. If their is any questions
calendar covers the week of August 2-8.
during the week feel free to
Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.
call the office, 965-9099 from
SUNDAY
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
WEDNESDAY

Country Club, 12 15 p m
MT TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen-

Friday sessions will be held

sional men, the welcome mat is

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard

tist Children's Home in Lake
Villa. An adult class has also
been scheduled, with pastor

Sandin is the Vacation Church
School director.

Preparations for vacation
Board of Trustees of
Wheaton College. He holds a `Bible school are underway at
B.S. degree in chemical engi- Peace Reformed Church, Golf
neering from Wayne State and Meier Rds., Mount ProsUniversity, and a J.D. degree pect. The Monday -through -

Northwest Suburban Jew-

George Beverly Shea.

MONDAY

trip for juniors to Central Bap-

heaval that has dominated our
churches-and it comes from .a
"nonreligious" magazine.

the

A correlative passage will be
taken from "Science and

Crabtree Ln., was one of more

"To God the Glory," presenting the Billy Graham platform
team with Cliff Barrows and

Des Plaines, 7 30 p m.

know how to laugh, who take
things too seriously." The 11lich article is an important
contribution to our understanding of the religion up-

come the intellectual network

me nothing," taken from I Corinthians 13:3.

ish Congregation resumes it's
Friday evening services at 8:15

cloud. Program ina musical featurette,

Fifth Wheelers, Trinity Lutheran Church,

A number of special trips
have been arranged for the
various groups, including a

"are those who don't

says,

in America. His Center has be-

have not charity, it profiteth

Bradley Fagala, son of Mr.
and Mrs. R. R. Fagala, 1206

ing up in the shadow of the
atomic

have completed sixth grade.
grade.

cation, -"My real enemies," he

give my body to be burned, and

Services
Resume

Restaurant for the elevation of the Rev. T. William Coyle to

`Touch of Brass'

year -olds through those who

Christian and Supreme Bible School
At Peace Church
Court Is CBMC Topic
Business Men's Committee.

Cody (left) raises the chalice while Bishop Coyle looks on.

Sessions will be held from 9:30
a.m. to 12 each day for three-

cious of the new autocracy, edu-

erfully imbued with the desire
to help the little people of Lat-

of The Saturday Review. He
writes about "Ivan Illich: The
Christian as Rebel." He visits

ticm church school Aug. 4.

record of the Roman Church
in Latin America and is suspi-:

antipeople.

blockbuster is an article by Peter Schrag in the July 19 issue

The South Church, Community -Baptist, of Mount ProspeFtwilLbegin_its.annotal vrkca-

He is not impressed with the

Illich is persuasively Christian and pow-

T H E OTHER summer

"The Catholic matter for
me is very simple; the Kink dram of_Godis_noLup_therein____
-the sky. Look among you."

the Christian Church to the
British empire or the United

church that cares about the

of an English boys' school.

Sessions

man. He says things like:

who has been the subject of
heresy trials in the Vatican
basement and hero to more

-just_whatjaihe_relationshipof_,

ing film of untold moral dimension. In less than two

for thousands who share his
desire to see the liberation of

tion of this ordained priest

work this one over: "What,

As example No. I, the British movie, "IF," is a stagger-

in the institutional church and
much' too frequently had suffered under its heavy handed
censorship, doctrine or tradition.

NE 05'

.A

and saints. And this message is

Begin
Vacation

the Center in Cuernavaca,
Mexico, that has been the crea-

black world?.
What is the goal of education
besides the preservation of,
status quo? And, oh, how they

derprivileged

and appraisal that comes from

isfying nor accurate. Many

Religion

no

ark Change

Secular Films, Magazines

-
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CHRISTIAN SCIENCE

READING ROOM
East Northwest Highway

Arlington Heights, illinoii

f
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Represents Area as Teacher of Year
Mrs. Elizabeth Rueck of

Barrington, just named northwest area winner of the Conservation Teacher of the Year
contest, -will- compete with 15
other entrants front Illinois
sections in the annual selection underway at the meeting
this week in Springfidld of Illinois Soil and Water Conservation districts.
vibe honor awarded the area

educator was announced by
Keith A. Chidlev. chairman of
the North Cook County Soil
and Water Conservation DisRand Rd.. Lake
trict, 71 S.
Zurich, and confirmed by

Kenneth E. Fiske. executive
director of the natural resources service center at the
Morton Arboretum. Lisle.
the area contest choice was

approved by 'both the Lake
County and the North Cook
County district boards of
SWCD. and endorsed by Dr.
William Petty. superintendent
of Lake County

THE PANEL of conservation education specialists
based their award on actual interest

in conservation, hack -

ground
workshop

preparation,
experience. and

and

both indoor and outdoor experiences planned for children.

The . honor bestowed on
Mrs. Rueck follows closely oil
her recent appointment as administrative assistant at Bar-

rington High School and is a
fitting'emphasis of approval by

qualified observers of her 22
years as a teacher, moving

steadily from grade school to
higher educational areas in a
spirit of dedication.
At Barrington High School
Mrs. Rueck has served for 13
science chairman,
coordinating the curriculum
years

as

by 60 foot shelter at the center,

raising the $1,000 needed for
materials and doing the construction on their own.
It's encouraging to know
conservation work is appre-

between elementary and high
drop -outs and "under-achievers.-

WITII A bachelor of sci-

vigorous career in conservation education in her record,
Mrs. Rueck was prime mover
having 60 acres set aside

:(long Rte. 25 for an ecological center in 1960. She
spurred students and residents
to plant 4.000 multi -floral
roses and 4.000 evergreen trees

plans for the best use of the
shelter; among other things
are proposals to erect a weath-

Fifty students at Illinois
State University from this area
have been recognized for scholastic achievement on the second semester Dean's List.
More than 1,800 students
earned grades of 3 point all or
better, and 171 earned straight
A's.

THOSE WITH straight A's
are Nancy Ebner, 708 E. Jules,

716 N. Ridge; Janis Lemein,
407 N. Haddow; Carol Loeffler. 16 Regency Ct.: Susan
Pierre, 602 S. Vail; Carol
Sally, 314 S. Forrest; Susan
Warren, 1505 E. Frederick;
and Arthur Weidner, 1131 N.
Dunton.
FROM DES PLAINES: Joan
Beyer, 610 Vantiuren; Stic

Bishop. 33 Mount Prospect
Rd.: Christine Calarns, 1638
Chestnut: Dennis Doyle.

at the center, now devoted to
the study of wild life.
One of the current projects
suggested by the area "Con-

Arlington Heights; Jeffry

the

Webster Ct.. Hoffman Estates:
and Keith Zaleski, 125 S. Waverly Pl., Mount Prospect.

linski. 1316 Forest; Margaret

ON THE Dean's List front
Mount Prospect are Cheryl

Dr.

servation

'leacher

of

Year" is the Illinois Tree Trail
developed at the highest point

in the 60 -acre section, with
students gaining local nursery-

men's help in donating specimen trunks, and the eventual

Huebner, 1546 N. Arlington

Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights; Gayle Kaplan, 110

Baldassari, 1016 S. Chestnut;

512 W.

goal defined as putting a representative tree along the trail to
perpetuate every species found

Barbara Bergslien,

in Illinois.

N. Kasper: James Gumz, 2118

Berkley Dr.. Lee Combs. 622
S. Dryden; Shirley Elsner, 819

E. St. James Ct., and Curtis

'ITIE STUDENTS mean- Haines, 716 N. Ridge.
Others from Mount Prostime took another idea offered
by Mrs. Rueck, and put up a 40

er station, to start a series of
succession studies which include burning off certain sec lions, and- the continuing way
of natural reigowth in the
area.

50 Students Honoi-ed
At Ill. State Univ.

schools, helping the brilliant
students as Well as potential

ence degree from DePaul University. a master of science degree from National College in
Evanston, a life supervisory
certificate in Illinois, and a

elated, by .students and other
educators, but right now Mrs.
Rueck is chiefly occupied with

pect are Janet

Hillenmayer,

618 -Second; Barton Niemtith,
649 Arlington; Robert Pc-

Ringl, 962 E. Grant; Linda
Schroeder, 1407 Forest; and
Alan Werckle, 286 Pinehurst
Also on the Dean's List are
Marion Carney, 186 Grissom

Ln., Hoffman Estates; John
Sevcik, 109 Tower Ln., Elk
Grove; Donna McKinnon
Lytle. 1707 Orchard Dr., Prospect Heights; Dean Jacobsen,
2600 Park, Rolling Meadows:
Linda Ruud, 500 S. Plymouth,
Schaumburg; Patsy Hender-

son, 200 Deborah I.n., Wheeling; and Edwin Martens,
22W308 Thorndale, Medinah.

FROM MOUNT Prospect:
Michael Long, 1104 W. Central, and Nancy Novello, 5 Audrey Lit.

From

Palatine:

James

Boughner, 710 E. Kenilworth;
Carol Kieser, R. R. I; Jacqueline Miller, 56 S. Ash; and Albert Schon, 215 S. Elmwood.
From Bensenville: Judith
Foss, 1312 Hillside Dr.; Judith
Mosehel, 457 S. Addison; and

Linda Spillone, 223 Mohawk.

FROM ITASCA: Douglas
Hight. 22(1 Par Ln., and Constance Reed, 239 Bonnie Brae.
From Roselle: Mary Albers, 41 F. Woodworth and

Peggy Pfortmiller, 22W370 Ir.
ving Park.

4

EIMLIDA

From Barrington; Brian Al-

len, 207 W. Hillside; Mary
Miller, 318 Liberty; Kristine
Olson, R.R. 2; and Annalee
Phillips, 142 W. Lake.

DESPITE THE EXPERT guidance of Mrs. Sylvia Stencil, Jill Sell (right) seems to think her
friend Coleen McCurdy(left) is more skilled at potato peeling. The girls are beginning the preparalion of hutch at the Girl Scout Day Camp, flume Woods Forest Preserve in Elk Grove.

ri

IVO

autographs durin banking hours, Please
The colorful array of personalities before you are not forrnertq;
Oscar winners. They don't belong to the 'road company: of a, j3
Broadway show. In fact, there 'is not an accordion player or: ,1
part-time tap dancer amongst them. What then, you may ask...)
is their claim to fame? Well, service for one thing. They spend:;9
each day being pleasant and helpful.' Then there'S the trainingir if

'

_

--
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Girl Scouts 'Bubble Over' at Day Camp
-r-

40...

Page 7
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Dancing around the "witch
doctor" (Marlene Cameron)

are Elk Grove "Indians" Ca-

rol" Oehl,

Carol Weber,
Therese Clifford, Kathy Klass man and Susan Pilson.

..AtAttiew.t

S
1

A new idea for luncheon? Not really, according to Mrs. Louis
Lucchesi, 385 Florian Dr., Des Plaines, and her daughter, Linda,
along with Mary Wendkandt and her mother, Mrs. Raymond
Wendlandt, 306 Diamondbead Dr., Cadette Scouts at St. Zach-

41

ary's.

4V

'VftTtiV-

"

,

It.

a

_

f

Joan Borzilleri, director of Camp Bubbling B

N H Knorr, president of
Watchtower Bible Society,
spoke to a crowd of 56,261 at

White Sox Park, Chicago. at

-UV
itia51110..

mothers during a closing ceremony at the camp.

week-long "Peace on
International Convention of Jehovah's Witthe

Earth"
k , sits with some of the Scouts and their

nesses

Tim Anderson never saw a giraffe like this one before, so he
wandered over for a closer look. His sister, Suzy, peeks out,
'(Photos by Connie Blanchette)

and banking know-how they each bring to their jobs:And finally,

I

,

F-

a

Highlight of Witness
Gathering Is Mass Baptism

there is that nifty new building. It has the most modern facilities ever devised for a bank. Asa result, this star studded staff
din perform even more capably. Yes, we're very proud of our
eitiployees. The kind of people that make Palatine National your
kind of Bank.
PALATINE NATIONAL BANK

A highlight of the gathering
for local delegates was the bap -

tism of 1650 persons on Friday

morning in Lake Michigan A
caravan of buses transported

assembled

The

thousands

Witnesses went on record to
the newly dedicated Witnesses reaffirm a strict Christian neufrom the stadium to the beach trality as regards radical poliarea, and the entire proceed- tics as a world remedy
ings were completed within a
The release of seven Bible
few hours
A resolution presented by commentaries was received by
the Watchtower Society presi- the delegates who had come
dent Saturday afternoon was from all 50 states and 22 forunanimously adopted by the eign countries.
_

_
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The Land of God

Manttoumt

Conference__
-

-

-

beautiful Apple River Coun-

Chief Blackhawk led his Sac-

-16-1831, one of the fiercest

-

Attend Youth

Friday, August 1, 1969

of all Indian battles, the Black hawk War, was fought in
northern Illinois It was in the

and -Fox tribe against the U. S.
Cavalry.
Now, nearly 140 years later,

,try when Apple Canyon Lake

serenity of "Manitoumi"-The
Land Of God -that the mighty

center for recreation in the

that time forgot," the area will

"Manitoumi" will become a

emerges as a reality.

Just a few miles east of his-

toric old Galena, "the town

Boosters

-Mr. and Mrs. kenneth Pohl
of 803 W. Milburn, Mount
Prospect,
will attend the Inter spe
national Farm Youth Ex change Alumni and Mid -Point
conference at Iowa State Universify in Ames, Aty,3_to 7

State, or, for,that matter, much
of the midwest.

This year's executive hoard
for the Viking Booster Club of
Fremd High School, held an
organizational meeting at the
home of the club's president,
William Hodge, July 23.
The meeting which included a pot luck dinner was the
first meeting of the new school

exchanges

M
soon offer the beauty_and-natu----to Sweden in 1962.
ral_splendor-OI-a spring -fed
In Ames, Mrs. Pohl will parlake as it now offers the whis- ticipate in a fund-raising 12
per of a gentle breeze, and the mile walk. Walkers are sponwarmth of a sun -drenched sky. sored for a given amount of
The incomparable beauty of
for each mile, they
the Apple River Country will money
walk.
be enhanced by more than fifProceeds will go to The esteen miles of shoreline around tablishment of a 4-H training
the three-mile long lake.
center in Jamacia and 4-H

The rolling hills truly pro- leadership development
vide living conditions unlike Washington.
anything else in the Prairie

tract

year.

HODGE NAMED chairmem for nine standing committees. They are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Johnson, membership;
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Hargrave

Jr., public relations and pub-

in

licity; William Stenstrom, fiMrs. Gail Buehler,
banquets; Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Thomson, fund raising; and
William Doggett, printing and
nance;

Picnic

Medinah Temple's annual
For a complete departure
from the "plains -look" visit Family Party for Shriners will
this scenic region, with all its be held Saturday at Oak Grove
traditions of days -gone -by. Farm, on Washington -NaperFor a free brochure on Apple ville Road, just north of 87th
Apple
write The
Branigar Organization, Inc.,
Irving Park & Medinah Roads,
Medinah, Illinois 60157.

River Country
Canyon Lake,

and

Yoking

St. in Naperville.
Attendance of about 5,000
Medinah members and-ttfeii
families is expected, say
spokesmen.

reproduction.
Two special

committees

were also formed. They are
Athletic Field Lighting with
chairman William Stenstrom
and Allen Bisantz; and Bylaws, Carl Buehler and Paul

United Air -Lines -will use its newest aircraft, the McDonnell Douglas DC 8-62, on daily non-stop
flights from Chicago to Honolulu beginning today. The DC 8-62, which has a range of 6,000 statute
miles, will make the 4,238 mile flight in eight hours and 50 minutes -more than one hour faster than
current one -stop schedules

McPhee.

es

O
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TAKE

"HER"

I limIAK77.
.

0

Restaurant
of the Week

OUT
TONIGHT!

THE BLACK FOX RESTAURANT
The Black Fox, located in the Rolling Meadows Holiday Inn, offers a full evening of
refreshing cocktails and delicious dining. The steoks are supurb and each course is
something to definitely enjoy And, if ste_aks are not your favorite the Fox has a
i
full menu to please each and every member of your family. And, Ladies,
here's the
latest in fashions designed to compliment you and your luncheon dining.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

;

.

.

I

COCKTAILS
Now Being Served At

COUNTRYSIDE

Enjoy a refreshing drink at our new
bar....in a relaxed, quiet atmosphere.

I

the finest in
No
FOOD 'ND DRINKS

I

COme to

I

Breakfast Lunch Dinner
1.3 West Campbell
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 392-9344

I

Fri. & Sat. tit 1 a.m;
Sunday 7 am. til 10 pm.

---tonlikArrhtosx,6 am til midnight

GOOD SERVICE :
FINE FOOD
POPULAR PRICES
7 Beautiful

I

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT I
corner of Dunton and Campbell

i.

I

9fouit

Rade

Roe!pitality,

LiKESIGDS!

Open 7 ;6(14 a ((leek

$1.09

SUNDAYS &
HOLIDAYS

$1.49

$1.79

PARTIES

SNOW WHITE AND THE 3
HUMPTY-DUMPTY BURGER

LATE SNACKS

I I/

99c9799

We serve portions
9

:

LUNCHEON

DINNER

SHRIMP
OPEN EVERY DAY

:

PHONE - 822-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590
OPEN DAILY 6:30 TO 3 AM
BREAKFAST

for grownups, tool

1-

MEETINGS
15 to 600

LITTLE JACK HORNER STEAK .
CHICKEN LITTLE

All gm em eat
EVENING

.

...and kids like Mr. Steak,
too i:
$1.20

DELICIOUS CHICKEN
SUCCULENT SWEDISH MEATBALLS
TASTY FISH EVERY FRIDAY

NOON

:
:

ZgrEAK

Banquet Seems for:

! WEDDINGS

O'Hare Concord
at the
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

CHILDREN UNDER 10 EVEN LESS

766,1010

1018 Igt. ?am 71ria

GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD PALE, ILL.

tow 7weped
g

THIS GUIDE

MIZE DOOD
FIUM111

REACHES OVER

l'A!

63,000 - HOMES

4

ALSO . . DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

N*Vitti
THE FUN PLACE TO EAT

WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
We Specialize In

Delicious

Mouthwatering

.3andutic1ies
Etsh 'n Chips

From the barrel

Derr

Erstaturant

'The .Ntortlitrest ShIttarbx
Mold Lit \we.' a Rex .... rotor'

THE NEW, NEW NIELSEN'S

r.e.totar'o LEOPg s iTisR R Y
Every Tuesday

Thru Saturday

at the

ORGAN BAR

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT
Mannheim & Higgins

PHONE 299-0011

824-7451

Across From O'Hare Airport

Make Your Reservations Now

SoFt Trinks

pitcher or glass
Hours

Mon thur , 11 A M.-12 A.M.
Fn Sot , 11 A M.-2A.M.

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

255-9181

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

t hitt a

nt

BANQUETS FOR UP TO

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

CALL ...
WAYNE
1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights.

CL 5-2441

A

Fast Service

Pick Up or Delivery

THE

400

NEUTRONS
WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

intliilkidellIF"1". 5;

Formerly "The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

RESTAURANT

154e

jb bed

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

014

".'?iglu (tura,. \ froth the Statitttl'

PIZZA!

NOW FEATURING!

BREAKFAST LUNCH DINNER

On Route 12 just 3 blocks. South
of Palatine Road
Come for lunch 11 a.m.

I

COMFORTABLE DINING

Tine

From the keg

Sun , 12 P M -10 P.M.

Eagirs

1050 Ookton St. Just West' f Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

Juicy

CARRY -OUT OR

PERFECT

DINE AT THE NEW ONC...

The Black Fox
Invites You Far

FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

956-1990

GOOD DINING &
ENTERTAINMENT.
Luncheon Fashion

Noon 'Tit 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, Ill:

For Resv. PhOne 259-5000

RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

1730 S. ELMHURST RD. (RT. 83) DES PLAINES

ELK. COLONIAL INN

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

--The place to be in Elk Grove--

233-3300

DONT' MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY--ALVYOU CAN EATI

SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE
.
Package liquor & grocery store, too - always open.
Bar open 7:30 a.m. to I a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays.

on Wood Dale Road just north of Thomdale
CALL: 766-3230

1

Friday, August

it

qualifies them to be senior

Grove Village, recently completed a I2 -week workshop
conducted by the Staff Development Department which

nursing assistants.
ceremonies
Graduation
were held July 24.
AMONG those qualifying

from Elk Grove Village were

Mrs. Patricia Rucinski, 947

Carswell Av.; Mrs. Marilyn
Schmid, 229 Holly Ln.; Mrs.
Helen Lottman, 511 Dogwood

Trail; Mrs. Cynthia Martens,

105 Clearmont Dr.; Mrs. Amy

Wiet, 1363 Carlisle Av.; and
Sandra Novelli, _1198

worth.

Helen Black, 548 Chippendale

TATES: Charmaine Marcoski, 202 Hawthorn Ln.;
Mrs. Charlotte E. Wingate,
351 Ashley Rd.; Susan R. Ban-

Mrs. Esther Cornmesser of
I 6W024 Pleasant and Mrs.

FROM HOFFMAN ES-

Bos-

CL
FROM

ta, 401 Newport Rd., and Mrs.

BENSENVILLE:

Earlene Khanjian of 17W200
Indian Hill Dr.

aO

1\.

_17

rum -1

,

FROM ITASCA: Kathy view Dr. Medinah; Mary Cardinal Dr., Rolling .MeadKrebs, 404 S. Princeton and . Leahy, 246 Mohawk Trail, ows.
Mary -Hodgson, 322 Catalpa Buffalo Grove; Mrs. Mabel
St.

Link, 1415 Yale Ln., Schaum-

OTHERS ARE Mrs. Florence Barnes, 22W I I I Wood -

Mrs. Ebba Johanson, 2205

Miss Rucinski and

Miss

Skrzypinskireceivedcx-

burg and Mary Skrzypinski,
211 Clark Dr., Palatine, and

ceptional

achievement cita-

tions.

0

TAKE "HER"

(rm

tislor7:

0::4E

Page 9
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Nursing Assistants Win Senior .Rating

_

-Mote Thin 20 nursing assistants at St Alexius Hospital,
800 W Biesterfield Rd., Elk

1,

OUT TONIGHT!

-;-9

a-

FOR A DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNER

POLYNESIAN --

ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE RESTAURANT

Restaurant
of the Week

Specialties

Zappone's Brandywine Restaurant, located in the Elk Grove Village Holiday Inn,
offers the tastiest dining....with a special emphasis on Italian Cuisine. Whatever
the nationality of your appetite, you'll find the food, service, and atmosphere of
the Brandywine to your liking. And, each day the Men in our world can enjoy a
strickly male lunch buffet on hot carved sandwiches and their first beer for only

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

a new addition to our luncheon 'dinner menu
... delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

10c,

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OPEN 7 Days

C64,164t Carved CL 5-4300

a1

I

LUNCHEON DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

M

From July 29 to Aug. 16
PACE SETTERS V

Chalet

at the
EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON CLUB
MONDAY TIIItU FRIDAY

TOOTHPICKS, One to a customer,

Every Sun. & Mon. -- "The Swingers"

while they last, at

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

ITASCA, ILLINOIS

Walnut St. & Orchard Sr.

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up fo 200

Meaty, capon breast Is moulded

'round a stuffnut, of aicriped
chicken liver, diced mtishfoo'f`is,
gentle seasonings. pi9iCtst Iran.

dy and sweet bUttln 7T11)* Is
bathed In a rich egg.dip7Allied
in fresh bread crumbs, baked
to golden crispness and served
in a nest of wild rice.
Chicken lives again:

...in our Boneless
Breast of
Callon

a la Kiev!
.

773-1800

905 E. Rand (Rt. 12) Mt. Prospect

439-2040

REASONABLE
PRICES

glaAce, ComtAti, Ciao

SCOTS RESTAURANT

RT. 83 & RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

Elk Grove, III.

or Leisurely Lunch in
Beautiful Surroundings

FREE!

Appearing Tuns Thru Sat

RIDER'S

CHICKEN
LIVES
AGAIN

11 by Not Enjoy a Quick Buffet

DINING-DANCING-ENTERTAINMEN
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

fie'

in the O'Hare American Inn

THE HERITAGE ROOM
Tank, at River Rd. Op Plaines
Fres taking Ileseraailtmc 299'2251

PARDNER
HOW LONG HAS

SWING INTO SPRING

IT BEEN SINCE

AT Zappone:v

YOU HAD
a

Ca*

RAND & EUCLID RDS. MT. PROSPECT

Country Club Living
Entertainment

Ai:Oral-01104r
in Elk Grove Village

RESTAURANT

OAST

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine

Dancing
Complete Dinners

friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

Businessmen's Luncheons

Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

FOR MEN ONLY!

EF
Always "USDA CHOICE"
Dine In
Carry Out

Old
rc rd
O
COUNTRY CLUB

MEN'S SANDWICH

EDDIE SHUM

BUFFET
Hot

Sun. thru Thurs. 11 AM to 10 PM Lee & Oaktonr
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM toll PM

Des Plaines

PH. 827-5246

Carved

He's a versatile man of

Sandwiches

many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....

served in the Brandywine
Noon to 2 p.m.

Lounge

"SEE

YOU
AT

piano, cordovox, and songs

Mondays thru Fridays
MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c

-

Enjoy your first glass of

for a full evening of entertainment...You'll like hind

frosty beer for only 10c

Dining that's
different and
delightful

in the

CL 5-2025

740 E.

BRASS
7 AM to 1 AM

Sunday thru
Thursday

III

featuring
Filet Mignon Nordic

BAIL
/Restaurant
In The Sheraton O'Hare

7 AM to 3 AM

Village

PHONE

259-4974

I

-I

PANCAKE HOUSE

RESTAURANT

For the Younger Set
JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)

Friday and
Saturday

Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk
Whipped
and Beverage
Pancakes,

S

WRAPPED IN BACON
WHICH INCLUDES LOBSTER
CRABMEAT NEWBERG
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

Butter,

Hot

Syrup

/ ri

Jr. Hamburger Plate -Hamburger Sandwich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce, 0.c

DRIVE IN n
superb row

and
THE VULCAN'S FORGE

REFRESHING SUMMER
SPECIAL

NOW

HARCZAK's

With all the trimmings

DRIVE-IN

25

Smothered in
Whipped Cream
and a tall glass

of ice tea ....

Nordic Hills

1"

From Friday, Aug 1 to Friday Aug 8

Club

/n Milwaukee Ave. in Wheeling, III.

"ANYTIME IS PANCAKE TIME" at the

Polish SoUsage

I,_1111NOIS
1S.

RT. 5311111WERN RT. 19 &20)
I

StAMANAYIA SW* 723-0924,__...)

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef

FOR DINING ADVERTISING
CALL - 255-7200

GOLDEN BEAR

Bratwurst
CARRY -OUT SERVICE

Phone: 537-8866
"We Make Our Own
Sausage I Sauerkraut."

Good children who eat all their food can take their choice
from the candy basket.

PANCAKE SANDWICH

FRESH STRAWBERRY
PANCAKE

EESTAutnirr
1051 ELMHURST RD. DES PLAINES
1

OLEO

Beverage

LARGE

OPEN

CHAR -BROIL YOUR OWN STEAK
JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT -

awn 773-04110

CLUB"

RAND RD.
MT. PROSPEC

SCANDANAVIA ROOM

VULCAN'S

THE

Reservations
Help us to
serve you

Phone: 956-1170
Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove Village

2 fabulous restaurants at
Nordic Hills Country Club

prices start at$1

Complimentary Champagne Served
to Celebrate Your
Anniversary or Birthday

blk. North of Algonquin Road on Rte. 83

'THE BERRYS"
QUINTET

ar

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Strips
.417
of Bacon
Beverage

look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

in the King's Lair Lounge
NOW APPEARING
TUB thru SATURDAY

IOTA ;NNE
DANCINS

'YOUR FAVORITE

PICKWIcK
HOUSE'
The Ultimate in Gracious . .
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

DINNERS COCKTAILS

6E10 N. Mannheim Rd.
ROSEMONT
827-5171

Palatine, Ill.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

ly

1HE DAY

Friday, August 1, 1969
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`A Funny Thing Happened.'

"The Joint" in Palatine kis been cleared of debris and will

soon be remodeled by the teens.

`The oint,' a once Club
Built by Teens, or Teens
If the above picture shows how they went, then indeed "A Funny Thing Happened On The Way

ern Illinois University in Dc
Kalb

night, but
director believes

last

play's

the
au-

diences tonight and Saturday
also should feel they're attending premiere performances
"We don t consider just the

opening night the premiere,"
said Dr Willard Welsh of
NW's theater division "We

NW's modern

500 -seat

in

is a rare opportunity for stu-

Welsh and Astrachan, who has
been a visiting lecturer in

dents, faculty and the general
public "

Fine Arts Building Theater.

appearing in the premiere are
Craig Compton, of 707 Green-

wood, Mount Prospect, and
Geoffrey Sorenson of 1411

want audiences all three nights
to feel they are watching a new
drama being presented for the

Orchard

first time and because of this

8 p m each of the three nights

Dr.,
Prospect
Heights.
The play will be presented at

tional organization at the for-

will be decided by the teens.

teens had a "jog for the joint"

WORK has already begun
on the barn. It is heated and

Upon returning to his writing retreat in southern France
next month, Astrachan hopes
to work on a novel set in the
American Midwest, tentatively titled "Taking Stock," and

The

teens

about

raised

$60,000 on their "job for the
joint" June 7 and hope to raise
another $40,000 soon. The

ton.

possibly on another play, "The
Concierge," which deals with
the trial of Marshal Petain.
Even before its premiere,

out the American West

than

Robert

Brustein,

of the Yale Drama
School and an internationally
dean

recognized

theater

expert.

Comparing the new play with
others such as "The Wall" and
"The Investigation," Brustein
said

"Horror

Scope"

is

"much the best thing that has
been written on the subject,"
theatrically."
particularly
BRUSTEIN

"We don't want the club to
look clinical, but we want it to
reflect the teens' tastes," she
added.

THE PLANNERS want to
the

"old

ale elub said it will cost be-

The world premiere of novelist Samuel Astrachan's play,

sity in DeKalb. The narrator of the drama about Nazi death
camps is portrayed by two actors, one as a young man held prisoner, the other as the same man today, 25 years older. Staring

through the gate is Geoffrey Sorensen (son of Mr. and Mn.
Robert W. Sorensen, 1411 Orchard Dr., of Prospect Heights) us

the younger man. At right, the older narrator, played by Craig
Compton (son of Mr. and Mrs. William Compton, 707 Greenwood, Mount Prospect).

in the Old Orchard
Country Club

country C11-113
theatre

Rand & Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

DfNNER
THEATRE

ON OUR
STAGE...

The' organization

has

re-

ceived donations from persons

and groups in the community
to help complete their project.

PTYO are from Palatine High,
Fremd, Sacred Heart, St. Via tors, Forest View High School
and Harper College.
"I think people are anxious
to help kids who want to help
Mrs.
LaSusa
themselves,"

$5.95
THEATRE

ONLY

from

V

5111

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

facilities for.,.

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

ever. From audience seats, the
wire couldn't be seen.

wane
\

1

CARNIVAL TIME AT MR. STEAK

Let our experienced staff take care
of your next meeting or banquet!

-IIIIII

%WI&

Contact Ken Dawson

crews
Undaunted, stage
wound short pieces of plastic covered electrical wire around
long strands of electrical
cable. From the audience, Potenza reports, the plastic looks

Assistant Innkeeper

Elk Grove

1000 Busse Elk Grove Village, III

956-1170

itt
46 -4

41

nious.

s

$3.00
THEATRE for
CHILDREN
It

AMPLet
PARKING,

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

and interests...so treat yourself to one great evening!

1

REALLY GREAT PIZZA AT WAYNE'S
If you're a pizza bug like I am and can eat it all the time
because you love it...take my word for it and try Wayne's

Pizza in Arlington Heights. Wayne has every kind of

40 Inches High ---$740 (Down To Earth Price)
WAS THIS WEEK!
$753
$690
$729
$99
$494
$459
$619
$795
$659
51133

$880
$845
$925
$525
$775
$875
$725
$1405

Custom -Made

20% OFF
CARPETING

.

$184
$690
$1128
$1530

If you already enley your piano or organ, please
clip this bulletin, and give it to your neighbor or
relative.
.

Mt. Prospect Music Center
Main St. (Rt, 83) & Busse Av.
OPEN SUNDAY 2 til 5

PHONE ORDERS 259-1300

the other. Treat that pizza appetite with some of the
best!

SNACKTIME, ANYTIME!
Have

Estimate -

At no obligation

Model
Interiors

breakfast,

lunch,

or

dinner....even

THE FABULOUS THREE TWINS!
Wherever the Three Twins go, I go! I wouldn't miss their
zany act for the world. My husband and I saw their show
at the Allgauer's Concord Inn and would advise everyone
to make a date with them soon. Allen, Ray and Kenny are
a singing,instrumental
a singing, instrumental trio with a quick wit for comedy.

They have an easy way of making the audience part of
their 'act...and anxious to come back again for another
night of entertainment. Watch this column next week for
some details on the Three Twins Annual Golf Outing. More fun with golf than you've had in a long, long
time!

1707 Rand lid.

Palatine, Ill.

359-6630

a

snack...anytime day or night at the Snacktime Resturant
in Elk Grove Village. The food is good, the service fast,
and the hours great! Hungry? Drop in right away.

$3.99
Call for FREE

$795
$1335
$1995

pizza you can imagine and each one tastes as good as

DRAPERIES

FROM

ORGANS too!

.

age "GO.::,

special menu just for the little ones!

The "Berrys" are a whole variety show in themselves.
Ronnie, Cliff, Pat, and Nancy Berry are currently wowing
audiences at the Sheraton O'Hare Brass Rail....with a
wild combination of music, singing, dancing, juggling,
and comedy. They have an act that appeals to all tastes

wire that first made DeKalb fa-

$119

Mr. Steak in Georgetown Square Shopping Center in
Wood Dale is going along with the fun carnival days set
for this weekend. Take the kiddies out for some great
rides and happy times....and then treat the whole family
to fine eating ay Mr. Steak. And, remember....there's a

IT'S THE "BERRYS"!

more authentic than the real

Kimball Cherry Console (Rental-Retum)
Kimball Walnut Spinet (Studio used)
Story & Clark (damaged leg)
Upright "As She Stands!"
Whitney Kimball, 88 keys
Fischer console, trade-in.
Cable Walnut Console
Yamaha Contemp. Walnut (top nicked)
Yamaha Danish Walnut (rental -return)
Kimball PLAYER piano

DONNA DAY Eli

_

Organizations hour utillixed our

MOON SHOT SPECIAL

MI*

oc7,1tc).Potje.:.,t <!,0.°01.2to

OVER 45

41

There was a problem, how-

Farfisa Chord Organ
Thomas Organ, trade in.
Yamaha Organ, with reverb & sustain
Kimball "Swinger" Horseshoe
Kimball PLAYER organ (ever 000 one 77?)

41rsje

from

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Dave Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North),
Information WE 9-2500

1111

with

CL 9-5400

.0

Quinellas Pertecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

to complete the center.

Save Substantial Dollars
On Fully Guaranteed Pianos & Organs

I orltesrrations ,

Kees cool-ell interim sesvhilsts sir.condlUonsd
Isl. and Mel. 2:11 PAL
PoslParadas Men. Wu Thurs. 290. rd.

tween $75,000 and $100,000

MUSIC CONVENTION SALE
"Horror Scope," is being presented at Northern Illinois Univer-

thing."

ARLINOTONIVIIK

Last Month

Potenza naturally wanted to
scenery

that

as

SINCE THE play is set in a
World War 11 Nazi concentration camp, set designer Tom
string stage
barbed wire.

added

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

MEMBERS OF THE

teens, she said.

"The Joint"

LaSusa

young people can "do their

"The Barb City."

"Horror Scope" has received
favorable comments from no
less

and "It's Here" were chosen

give

Mrs.

"The Joint" is a place where

dance.

netic Playground. They also
plan to bring him to the "It's
Here" coffeehouse in Evans-

because they are popular with

Because of the early development of the barbed wire industry in DeKalb, the community once was known through-

until dusk.

urday and Sunday they will put
gravel in the barn so they can

York.

Dostoevsky" and "Rejoice,"
the latter to be published next
spring.

will he provided from noon

and make curtains for it. Sat-

Jews, is Astrachan's first play.

To Dying," "The Game of

10

has a fireplace. The teens have
worked on weekends to clean it

War II Nazi death camp for
His novels include "An End

which will he free to everyone.
Continuous
entertainment

said Mrs. LaSusa. "Wc wan! a
place where they can go now."

through an agent have the play
submitted to producers in New

"HORROR SCOPE,"

he an open house Aug.

chitectural drawings thus far
and will continue to work with

west Hwy., Palatine. It was begun when the community

at NIU,
plans to prepare a final draft
incorporating the innovations
worked out with Welsh and

which takes place in a World

tine, on Aug. 8. There will also

wan is Club, has donated all ar-

great. They've helped us to cut
down the cost and realize our
goal," the chairman said.
She added if anyone has any

property., Representatives of

tation

The teens will have a dance

member of the Palatine Ki-

thing the kids want it to be,"

PTYO paid $55,000 for the

NIU's English department for

board

at Fremd High School. Pala-

the group.

YOHANAN will work with

Astrachan

any

a

Robert Jessen,

N. Smith St., just off North-

bring Joseph Yohanan, a pro,
fessor of architectural drawing
at Harper College, to Chicago
to view the architecture of Ki-

Following its initial presen-

should contact
members.

"THE PEOPLE have been

Friday night the teens will

writing --a poetry of despair
and hope."

ideas or suggestions that they

Besides money, the group
has been offered ceiling tile,
wallboard and help with

"The center will be any-

to sell bonds to raise money for
their organization.

cited Astrachan's work for its
"rich poetry that rises up
frequently in the course of the

said.

plumbing.

the teens to plan a recreation
center the teens will like that is
architecturally sound, said
Lorraine LaSusa, chairman of
adult advisers for
"The
Joint."
The Kinetic Playground

The two -act drama is the result of months of effort by

the past year.

AMONG CAST members

Township Youth Organization (PTYO).
"The Joint" is a new recrea-

made into a dance area and a
house will be made into a coffeehouse. The PTYO hopes to
have tennis courts and a pool
someday. Most of the land will
be needed for a parking area,
and the decor for all buildings

mer site of Levade Ranch, 938

`Horror scope' In World Premiere
At Northern Illinois University
we re giving everyone an equal
chance to attend.
"There are no tickets necessary and admission is free. This

A barn on the land will be

Work is continuing on the
remodeling of "The Joint," a
community teen club run by
Palatine
members of the

heights dreamed up the above scene to advertise their joint production which will open on Friday,
September 12, in the Guild Playhouse. The musical is being directed by Tom Ventriss. Seen above
in various stages of dishabile are Mert Stanley (driver), of Palatine, Mary Chiddester and Mike
Woulds of Schaumburg and crowned with the laurel is Ted Weiss of Elk Grove Village. Bringing
up the rear surrounded by beautiful slave girls is Dick Galloway of Park Ridge. The slaves are
Debbie Chiddester of Schaumburg and Judy Dadabe of Des Plaines and marching along fanning
the breeze are Beth Woulds of Schaumburg, Sandy Grabowski, Dorothy and Ray Quid of Arlington Heights. Season subscriptions which include "A Funny Thing" may be ordered by writing the
Des Plaines Guild at P. O. Box 84, Des Plaines 60017 or calling 296-1211. The cost for the season
is $10.

1 he world premiere of novelist Samuel Astrachan's ' Horror Scope" took Ohice at North-

look."

By Judy Ressler

To The Forum." Dressed in the costumes of ancient Rome and riding in a very modern conoyance, the thespians of the Des Plaines Theatre Guild and Music On Stage, Inc. of Arlington

"Have a great weekend!"

Larsen Family Combines For
Athlete of the Week Award
It

if

is unusual

more than
standing athlete,
has

conference chamthe
pionships next week.
at

unique for an entire family
excel in athletics. For
their performances Wednesday night and throughto

I

Prospect Park District swim
have
as

been
the

meets

summer, the Larsens
have accumulated 38- -fifStseconds
13
place ribbons,
and eight ' thirds.

far the best in the area.
will he
who
Jeff,

the

in

for

the

entered
Larsens
The
competitive swimming only
last September, in a some-

this past winter and was
sixth in the state in the 25
freestyle. She has recorded
15.6 seconds in
a time of
the 25 free, a 22.0 in the

breaststroke, and a

25

different manner than
most people. Their mother,
what.

Barb

is

the

family,

the
tossed- _into

youngest of
been
having

-her
ties.

of six. She has been
swimming butterfly and the

a

took

complimented

on the children's abili"1

morning that the kids were
going to 'Y' to take les-

she

Patti

sons."

in every race. She and Patti

The

takes

she

announced at the
the
next
table
breakfast

age

and
second only to

there

people

the tough com-

relay,

had

Larsen,

which

her children to the 'Y' for
swimming lessons and the

petition at the tender young
freestyle

Ro
in

Mrs..

dream

19.7

the 25 butterfly.

in

Ir,

v.

Friday,
August 1,

Larsens

then

en-

--

The Garlic of the Day

Junior B Title to Dooley's Realtors
Dooley Realtors beat Dog
'N' Suds, 10-5, to clinch second place in the Waycinden
Boys' Baseball Junior B

Carl Treppfedi followed with a
single to center to drive in
Ruud, and Treppiedi tallied

make it 6-4.

Carl Trappiedi got a run

Dog 'N' Suds matched that

DOOLEY REAL'IURS (10)
ab r h bi
Player

Hess was hit by a pitch and

Elmer, 2b
Pilewski, 3b

outfield for an error.

record in :'ague play.

Doe 'N' Suds came back in,

in

Both runners moved up on a
wild pitch, and Parrish scored

4'14'
;e's 1'77

on Mike Zahakayla's groun-

ORS

dout. Bob Getschow then
singled for the second run.

7 73

DOOLEY STRETCHED its

lead to 6-2 with a run in the

Nawrot's single to make it

left fielder Terry Lundquist'

couldn't handle Ken Dohm's!
fly ball.
The Indians practically put
Wildcats were soundly
trounced. 16-3. by a strong the game away in the second
Niles West club last night at when they tagged Jarzenthe Wheeling diamond. The bowski and Tyler for six runs
on six hits. Three Wildcat mis-defeat removed the Cats from
cues didn't help matters, but
the single -elimination state
tournament and abruptly en- mostly it was just Niles' night
Wheeling's Summer League

ded their season.
Four Wheeling

to hit..
pitchers

failed to stop the Indians' onslaught, as they pounded out
18 hits including a home run, a
triple and two doubles. For the

home team, Mike Groot and
Scott Day had doubles and
Sheridan
round -tripper.

Dean

clouted

a

THE WILDCATS also displayed poor support in the
field. They committed a total
'of seven errors, three each in
the second and fourth when
Niles came up with most of its
runs.

-

Only .in the third and the
sixth

did Wheeling escape the

Indians' scoring barrage. Bill
Tyler retired the side in order
in the third, and Sheridan went
one step further in the seventh
by striking out the side.

Starting pitcher Glenn Jarzenbowski was in trouble from

the beginning, as Niles West
reached him for an unearned
run in the first inning when

WHEELING MOUNTED
a minor rally in the third when
Gary Schweitzer and Day got

the first hits of the night off
Niles hurler Stu Colton with
one out. But it soon fizzled
when Dan Hull popped up and
Lundquist flied out.

Three more runs in the top
of the fifth knocked out Tyler,

Wasielewski- gave up an RBI

single, but then proceded to
put down the next two batters
and get out of the inning.

THE MOST prolific scoring of the game for the Wildcats came in a last-ditch, two out rally in the last of the seventh.

Rob Richter singled with
two down and scored on a
double by Groot, who had
gone into play third when
Schweitzer was ejected from
the game. Day then singled in
Groot, but the contest came to
an end when Hull popped out
to second.

Wheeling thus ends a suc-

DeBolt

cessful campaign with a formidable record of 15-3, including
two wins and a loss in the tour-

brought in Sheridan to try his

nament. The Wildcats cap-

luck. The big right-hander was
the most effective Wildcat
hurler of the evening, but poor

League crown with

and

coach

Ron

fielding behind him let in two
more runs in the inning and
two in the fifth.

ture d

the

Mid -Suburban

mark.

to spare.

Niles made the score 16-1
with two runs in the top of the
seventh,

and

Casey

Wasie-

lewski was called in to relieve.

4

0

0

0

38 16 18 11
WHEELING (3)
ab r h bi
Player
Totals

0

3

0

I

I

I

I

4
4

0
0

2

3

0

0
0

2

I

I

Jarzenbowski, p 0
0,
Tyler, p

0
0

0

Giles, ph

I

0

Baker, If

I

C)

0
0
0
0

Waslewski, p
Newman, ph
Wiesen, cf

0

0
0

0
0

0

0

Dyson, ss

3

0
0
0

I

3

Bencriscutto, 2b I
2
Richter, 2b
29
Totals

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0

I

I

0
0

3

6

3

Madden,

2B --Groot, Day,

Anderson; 3B --Nelson; HR-Sheridan,
derson.

Nelson;

SB--An-

PITCHING SUMMARY

NILES WEST (16)

Pitcher

76 3-3

Player
Nelson,c
Madden,cf

Snider, cf
Dohm, ss

Jakubik, lb
Colton, p
Johnson, If
Klipowicz, 3b

r h bi

ab
3

3

3
2
5

3
2
2
2

5

0

5
5

3

2
3

-2
I

2
2

0
0

4

3
3

2

2
2

0

I

I

0

Hit Tourney Trail Tomorrow

6

1

Jarzenbowski 1-2
324 6

Tyler I -1

6-2

0

0

4-3

I

I

Waycinden Boys' Baseball game, 10-5. (Photo by Mike Imrem)

Sheridan3-I
3's 7

6-2

4

3

32,'.3

0-0

I

0

Waslewski2
1

I

2

2

0

Treppiedi, lb

4

2

3

2

Baldwin, ss-p

3

0

I

I

Dunsing, rf
Delew, rf
Clark, cf
Kluge, cf

2

I

I

0

2

0

0

I

0

I

Projahu, If
Calmyen, If

2

0
0

I

0

I
I

0

32 10 13

to second on an error and
while Nawrot was
reaching on another error.
Ruud then doubled to- put
rummers on second and third.
Nawrot came hoine on Trepscored

0
0
0
0
0
5

piedi's groundout and Ruud
followed him home on Mike
Baldwin's single to Make the
score 10-4.

Dog 'N' Suds tallied a consolation run in the seventh.
Hess singled with one away
and scored when the third

W i n n e r --Colton; Loser-

r

ab
2

O

I

O

2

O

1

2

h bi
0
0 0
0 0

3

I

Zahakayla, I f
Getschow, ss

4

O

3

O

Gaurisco, rf
Pignato, rf
D. Anderson, c

2

I

I

O

0

2

O

I

I

O

0
9

Szkudlarek, c
Totals

29

Keefer's Keeps
Tivilight Lead

0

4

O

Giolli's infield hit.

1

Giolli, p-ss
Parrish, lb -p
Pratt, 3b

3

baseman threw wildly on Don

1

2

1

(1

1

5

Keefer's Pharmacy kept its
lead in Tuesday night Mount
Prospect Twilight Golf by
downing Licht's Paint Store,

0
2
1

0
0
0
0

8-2.

Other scores were Kirch-

4

hoff Insurance

golf comInternational
petition comes to Chicagoland

Wis., Aug. 22-23.

for the first time since 1928

play 10 U. S. amateurs in foursomes and singles, scoring on a
point system. Like the National League in the All -Star Base-

when the Walker Cup Matches
are
played at Milwaukee
Country Club, Milwaukee,

Last itH Sio-aup
27,

The final signup for the Arlington Heights Boy's Football
Program will be held Aug. 2
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon, at
Little League Headquarters
building, located just south of
There arc openings for only
a limited number of boys to fill
the program, and the boys will
basis.

Boys -that have preViously
registered and have not been
weighed in or been measured,
must do so on Aug. 2 so team
assignments can be completed.
Football practice starts on
Aug. 26.

Ten British Amateurs will

ball game, the United States
carries a substantial edge in the

win column, but this is in no
way detracts from the comLENNOX G. HALDEMAN, president of the Chicago District Golf Association, said, "I can't stress
enough

the

Range Line Rd. in Milwaukee.
Daily admission to the matches if $4.50 for adults and $2.25
for those under 18. A two-day

ticket can be purchased for
$8.00. Tickets will be sold at
the gate or can be ordered in
advance from the Milwaukee
Country Club.

unusual

corn -

petition people will see at Mil-

waukee Country Club, an I
urge all midwestern golf fans
to take advantage of this opporzunity to see a unique
sports event in an ideal setting.
The course measures, 6,721

yards with par of 35-35-70.
The Milwaukee River affords
two water holes, the I78 -yard
12th and the 402 -yard 14th.
The club address is 8000 N.

9 a.m. and

I

Louie's

Busse Company over Kersting

MATCHES WILL begin at

petition and color.

over

Barber Shop, 9-I; George L.

`Cup' Draws Foreign Golfers

be accepted on a first come

,,
3'3 4

-Jarzenbowski.

Dooley Realtors' Greg Nawrot takes a good cut in the first
inning and raps a single against Dog 'N' Suds. Dooley won the

the Recreation Park swimming
pool.

r-

Colton

Sheridan blasted a home run

in the bottom of the fourth for
Wheeling's only tally until the
seventh. The drive cleared the
fence in left center with room

13-2

a

Mueller, rf

Sheridan, c -p

I

Hess, p
I

I f -c

I

B. Anderson, cf

I.

Lundquist,

0

I

2

2

out of reach with three runs in
the sixth. Jim Luschen started
the inning with a single, went

1

DOG 'N'SUDS (5)

I

Day, rf
Hull, I b

1

4
4

Player
Hansen, 2b
Thomson, 2b

3

Groot, 3b

I

DOOLEY PUT the game

0

0

I

2
2

Totals

Anderson, 2b

Schweitzer, 3b

3

Luschen, ss-p
Nawrot, p-ss
Ruud, c

the second with a pair of runs.
Royce Parrish opened with a
single and Dave Pratt walked.

third after the loss.
DOOLEY JUMPED out to a
quick lead with a five -run
burst in the bottom of the first
inning. John Elmer reached on
an error and scored the game's
first run on John Pilewski's
triple to right.
Pilewski scored on Greg

right -center for a home run. It
was Treppiedi's third straight
hit in the game.

ground out. They added
another in the fifth when Tony

pitches.

back for Dooley in the fifth
when he hit a long drive between the outfielders in

Parrish singled him home to

run in the top of the fourth on
singles by Getschow and Dick
Anderson and Mike Hansen's

when his hit got through the

Dooley ended up with a
Dog 'N' Suds remained

when Mike Clark was hit by a
pitch and scored on two wild

single and a throwing error.

League last night.
13-5

third. John Dunsing singled
with one out, went to second

2-0. Nawrot stole second and
came around on John Ruud's

By Mike Imrem

Wildcats Lack Spark in Finale
As Summer League Indian,sRomp
By Jim Stuart

-

Barb, Dave, Patti and Jeff-Larsen

1969

fresh-

varsity..

Suburban YMCA

Northest

/VI

Page 11

a

mainstay on the Prospect
his
earning
squad,
tank
sophomore letter. He was
rarely beaten in the 50 -yard
is
being
and
freestyle,
coun ted on for next year's

terfly. She and Barb make
the 100 -yard freestyle relay
unbeatable.
swam
Patti

enthusiatic about swimming and plan to continue.
Each of them would some
day ,like to swim in the
are

school
school.

man last winter. Jeff was a

but-

25 -yard

A KNIGHT

AS

unbeaten in
freestyle and
breaststroke,

and lost only once in a close
race

expert

water and snow skiers and
enjoy many outdoor sports.
Unlike many swimmers of

sophomore at Prospect this
fall, competes in the 13
and Irt age class. Jeff has
been tuning in consistently
performances against
fine
comtough
very
some
petition.

In the eight and under age
is

LARSENS,
are

free relay that is by

feated

second and Jeff took a
first and a third.
Patti is the most successful of the four this season.
she

THE
Barbie,

even

Bruce join Doug Schlak and
Paul Sigfusson on an unde-

a

25 -yard
25 -yard

class at school; and Jeff en-

mate Craig Bruce. He and

IN THE FINAL dual
meet of the season Wednesbrought
night, Patti
day
four blue ribbons,
home
Dave finished first in three
events, Barb got a first and

the
the

ALL

I

gymnastics
baseball,
was president of his

and
fishing
skiing,
joys
girls.
What does the future
hold for the Larsens? All

careers.

and a relay.

this

group,

and

like
age,
they
Dave , alms it up
Olympics. As their father
Dave has been a con-,___ when- he 'says, "It's fun."
it,
puts
Larsen
Individually, Barb. likes R o y
sistent winner jn both_ of his
be a fitting
individtral-events, losing in horses, animals and one of "Wouldn't that dream."
vend to mother
breaststroke only to team- her swimming coaches; Pat-

named
Day's

Athlete of the Week.
In six park swim

golf,

Barb and__ Dave fourths. Tbis began
short bite successful

and

their

in
and 12 age group,
the
swimming backstroke,
breaststroke and the free
relay. Unlike his younger
a
conference rule
sisters,
restricts him to two events

Larsens, Jeff, Patti, Dave
and Bard, of the Mount

collectively

has 5.6 of them; Dave likes

DAVE- COMPETES

out the season, the
team,

the 'Y' in which Patti took a
first
took

tt

ti likes stuffed animals and

tered a novice swim meet at

are confident that their free
relay will win a blue ribbon

family
one outbut it is
a

p.m. both days.

Garden, 8-2; Mount Prospect
Savings and Loan over Striking Lane, 6-4; Illinois Range
over Kruse's Tavern. 61/2 -31/2;

and Carter's Music Store over
Hardware,
Busse Biermann
6-4.

Ed Liming shot the low
gross score for the week with a
40, and Walt Kadlec had the
low net with a 29. Birdies were
carded by Ted Small, George
Kratsch and Bob Kline.

The morning rounds will be

STANDINGS

two -ball foursomes, two men
from each side playing alterafternoon
"singles,"
with one American versus one
Britisher in match play.
nate shots. The
matches will be

Each match win counts one
point and no points will be giv-

en for tics. The country with
the greater number of points at
the end of Saturday's matches

wins, and will be awarded the
Walker Cup for two years.

Team
Keefer's

Pts.
96

Kirchoff

.81

801/2
George L. Busse.
75
Strikinc Lanes
721/2
Kruse's
701/2
Illinois Range
681/2
Busse Biermann
66
Mount Prospect Savings
631/2
Carter's
57
Louie's
521/2
Licht's
5/1/2
Korstings

think future Save now
For your own trip
to the Moon

THE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY,.
of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
in the Arlington Market
These boys represent a team composed of members of the Arlington Height's Major National
League. The team will compete in four tournaments during the month of August, starting tomorrow at Deerfield. Front row left, Ward Whittmeyer, Tom Wegner, Bret Erase; second row: Dave

Smithem, John Abbs, Paul Kastner, Dave Helwig, Billy Wilson, Mike Fogel; Back row: Tom
Michalec, Ed Krause, Ward Schell, Joel Fantuzzi, Bobby Thompson; not present
for the picture were Pete Damiano, Mark Zakula, Matt Zakula and Ron Swanson.

Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255-7900

oa

SHORT RIBS.

Tbe Det.p
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TONIGHT

.

11 Smart Sewing

9

26 LuLs Carlos Ur-

OUR BOARDING HOUSE'

__OUT OUR WAY-- ( RATS' -I

KNEW I WOULDN'T

BE ABLE TO
KEEP THIS
CHECK IT WAS

1 TOO GOOD
TO SE
'TRUE

(HEY! WHO'S

KIDDING WHO?
MINES FOR 2.7+
-.AND I PUT

THE CAT BURGLAR
IS SUCH A BRAGGART

EDS HERE. THE

IN 50 HOURS

THAT HE SCRATCHES

COMPUTER REALLY
GOOFED 01.4 HIS
AND MADE IT OUT

LAST WEEK!!

-

THEY

ALMosi-

NO, YOU CAN
KEEP THAT ONE!
I11 -JUST TAKE

TAKE IT !SACK!

A BIG X AT THE
SCENE OF EACH

FORE 3,600.00!

AN -PC

ACROSS
, THE

wrre4
ONLY

Y

6:00
News
News
News

2

MISSING!

5
7

AND

TI -1A1 ONE

College All -Star

World

Game

ists" The story of a

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

11 Tonight in Per-

search for an alternative so nihilism in the

tinuous struggle be-

inferno of Auschwitz. The play is the
last in the triology

and
townspeople
who want to preserve
their trees. Until
12:20 a.m.
11:15

SuR6LARY. NOW TAKE
A BIG LOOK AT THIS
MAP! THE PINS 12EP.RESENT HIS PAST

WANNA HEAR A

Around the

Name of the

5

son

32 News

REALLY FUNNY JOKE?

6:25

2 WBBM-TV Edi-

5
7

7:45

6:30

-me GUY WITH

is ItZl.TM 14. %Li ht

THe MOST

Oa

7:55
32 Baseball
The White

9

32 Movie

thc

lawyer tries to uncover the identity of
a shrewd criminal.
Until 12:40 a.m.

Chess

Sox
Tigers at

the

face

Detroit

Least!

The Addams

13(0605eX^ -

MsGrniTcK.

26 Market Wrapup

ROBIN MALONE

7

7:00
Summer

Focus

1969
MISS MAGGV ANDI HAVE TRIED
EVERYTHING ! WE'RE HOPING
YOU CAN Po SOMETHING

"The

IcAur IMAGINE

Right

to

Live." A docu-

SUCCEEDING WHEN

MAGGIE HAS FAILED!

WI-1En DID

'Al Stat.. IT?

season

1968

battle the' world

"Man in

the

Middle" Robert Mitchum, an American

The Saint

5

India at the end of

7

W.W. II to rise.to the

26 A Black's View

10

mentary on the suc-

7

Cross" A light farce
about a frontier gal

Back Home with
the King Family

9

News
News
News

assigned to destroy
supply line to Vicksburg. Action -packed
tale. Until 2:20 am.

10:30

12:30

Movie
"The Massacre at
Fort Perdition" Sole

Abroad
A CBS News special covers President

who sets out to nab a
marriage -shy adven-

turer. Until 10 p.m.

survivor of a mas-

Nixon's trip to New

sacre tells his story
when he is put on
trial.

Delhi and Lahore.
5
Tonight Show

Movie

7

12:40

"If I Had a Mil-

32 News Final
12:50

lion" W. C. Fields
stars in this delightful story about a pe-

Movie
"Walk East on
Beacon" Story about
the FBI and their
struggle to discover
2

culiar millionaire

who decides to will

BUGS. BUNNY

his money to people

MY GOOD
AlW1116 GENTLY,
MAN...6ENTLY/

'

1. or Saturday

1 10 (July 24 -Aug. 231-Make generous allowances
tot those you know not to be as
talented or as tolerant as yourself Seek to better understand

GOT 71-I' BUM'S

RUSH AGAIN,

HEY, SYLVESTER:

MA

WHY DON'T YOU QUIT
TRYIN'T'MOOcH MEALS

I PREFER
YOU
N' T

MIND:

'r(*.

A4,

4

UNDERSTAND,
GUY' NOR:

se\

1:00

My

"After the Thin
Man."

front
an

cussed.

Street
an-

.

9

2:20
News
2:40

Five Minutes to
Jive By
9

and

26. Red
Blues

MORTY MEEKLE

Movie

7

thology of Russian
poems with English
adaptations, will be
dramatizdd find dis"If you'd ever rather detail to a drum or a horn
Instead of that organ, lust let me know!"

1111141 (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231-Listen to the voice of your

in

on

Poets

rI

Stick to initial plans.

2:20 a.m.

Movir!
"World!

Corners,"

1RGO ( Aug. 24 -Sept. 231-Don t allots outside inter=
Terence to put a damper on SatUIdas plans for the entire.famiIs

a.m.

Pocket"
/11._ Critique
Selections

CAFE

Now sell

the plans of an espionage ring. Until

9

I'M AFRAID YOU
DON'T QUITE

'EJECTED'
... DOIF

ON WIALITY1

RESTAURANTS IN TOWN"'

THE WORD

Aft)

COMPROMISE

IN THE MOST EXPENSNE

phone book. Until 12

picked from a tele-

1 REFUSE 70

-

'I' h e President c 5

2

CARNIVAL By

Your
Horoscope

Confederate's

The

32 Town and Country Music

Movie

Chicago Show
Movie

a Civil War officer,
and his outfit are

of the News

"Many Rivers to

7

diers" John Wayne,

10:15

cesses and failures of
Medicare with newsFrank Reyman
nolds.

Midnight Report

"The Horse Sol-

2

Until

5

9

10:00

tween American and
British commands in
surface.
p.m.

Ringer" A

12:00

9:30

5

2:50

With Big Bill Hill.

2

Late Report

EEK & MEEK

ossn conscience and you can
come up w, Mt the solution to a
problem unolving younger
Limits members.
S( ORPIO (Oct. 24 -Noy..
22) Make whatever adjustments are necessary today as
you attempt to satisfy both
yourself and those working '
55101 you in hobbies.

S161I rARius (Nov.

DLL

221- 1 ou can increase

tout populantv luting gieatly
sun pi \ 11\ not pretending to be

ss hat you men t. Be yourself.
(Dec. 23 APR1C ORN
201 - I rust in knowledge
gained in the past. Enter into

Jan

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN. LOSER

[ley, adventures with.a will but

Answer to Previous Puzzle

oath an element of caution.
1QUARRIS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

19)- \ on can avert morning
disappointment by not responding to another's plea for
help You may regret -having
done so however.

rits(

ACROSS

1 Tiger

5 Cherokee

9 Golden -

(l-cb. 2(1 -March 211

- lake your own good advice
and don t gm, in to a morning
mood of pessimism. This is a
Satin da \ tot enjoying things.

12 Celebes ox
13 Exposed
14 Camels' hair
cloth

.

15 Evening -

kR11 's (Match 22 -April 20)

!hue ale those who wait
pat lends tut a good word front

sou Do sour best to deliver it
to them at this time.
1At RP, ( April 21 -May 21)

--I cl your natural good taste
rule

the

(las

You may be

tempted bs another to let your
hail doss n to an unseemly
length
(,1. MINI (May 22 -June 21)- T lough sou not have every

CAPTAIN EASY
SAW
WAS AFRAID
BUT MRS. COBB
A LIGHT ON YOUR MESA! VOU'D FIND50VE

POSSIBLY A THIEP- I

RUSE TO GET PAW'

tUARt NOW GO
',VU'. AND PONT

DARE REEK!

I WAITED TOO LONGoltWAS

TOPROCK SETS TWO CONVERGING

UT WHEN

W ROWS OP STAlsES TOPPED BY REFLECTORS,..

STARTS

TO DIG IN

THEN TILL
PIE WHERE

LOCO TO THINK I STILL.
HAD THE STRENGTH: I
MUST TRUST EASY!

THE LOOSE

C

RETURN.

he pis ng
CANCER (June 22 -July 231

-You may be in for a most
pleasant surprise this Saturday I ook beneath the surface

instrument

make a major discovery

TM.

37 Left -over

UL PM OH

scraps
38 Down with

about another

Answers to
Hideaword
title
tile
tiger

tilt
trite
tire
trig
tier
titre

CAMPUS CLATTER
CINDY SAYS TO TELL
YOU SHE'S DECIDED TO

GLITTER

MAJOR IN ART, GYM
AND FRENCH.

gel
gilt
girl
girt
rite
rile
relit
liter

litter

8 Sword -shaped,
P
(pl.)
(p1)
mint, for
as a leaf
104 (Roman)
example
9 Idle fellow
18 Bartenders
24 Babylonian
(Bib.)
19 Distend
mother
21 Voracious fish 10 Death notice
goddess
Masculine
22 Abounding
25 Exceeds
23 Mister (Ger.) 16 nickname
26 Violated
Unit of
27 Horn sound
reluctance
2925 Biblical
28 Philippine
20 Celtic
sweetsop
Neptune
30 Swiss
30 Outer layer of
22 Depends on
physicist
blastoderm
31 Negative word 23 Home-grown
32 Operate
8
7
5.
6
4
2 3
I1
33 Optical
refracting' part 12
13
34 Enemy
35 Scottish wind 15
15
20character

GRAVEL. HLS
CHEST PAINS

BOTHR05 L51INE9

reason and right to discover
precisely what is going on in
anot bet s Ire don't appear to

to

I-1ANS P 0
AL
A LA E
-r A W S T
A
R T SU
O
2 Japanese
T
MU
girdle box
MA
PiR
3 bagging
S
R
AR R
E NJ NJ A 0 A T
4 Chatter
T -r
5 Darling (Irish) A T -rtigs NJ
S GAR
6 Harvest
LAT
C U AG
goddess (Ital.) E
RO1-AR I ANS T O
7 Shabbiness
COT
lB R
SPE-r
(coll.)
-r O M E H E
Sec
rt E
0A

Summer. Garden

I ake anot het s advice.

39 Hindu(Fr.

WE'RE SO GLAD YOU'RE
SETTLING DOWN TO

SERIOUS STUDYING!

title'

of respect
40 Coral islands
43 Fern leaflets
.46 Regulation

47 - fern

49 Native metal
50 Prophet
51 Far (comb.
form)
52 Cushion
53 Slavic ruler
54 Biblical tower

29

30

32

33

.

49

DOWN

1 Northern
Scandinavian

36

35

46

82

9

42

10

11

27

28

14
17

26

25

24

41

capital
42 Obligated
43 Young salmon
44 Hall (Ger.)
45 Small Danish
weights
48 Vegetable

22

21

40

36 Chum
37 Adorned
39 Courtesy title
40 Askew
41 Ancient Irish

20

19

18

23

r

31

34
37

-

39

J38

1

'

11:30
News

9

11 Blink Journal

lieutenant, causes the
mounting tension be-

6:55

"The

Jets at. Soldier Field.
9:00

Movie

2

Family

College All -Star
Football Game
The top seniors of
champion New York

8:00

26 Today's Racing
32

Has Tie

tween lumbermen

"The Seekers."

Master

11 Grand
4a 110

drama about the con-

32 On Deck Circle

Deal
somE17,%\eZ,

T h e Material-

'

8:30

Wild, Wild West
High Chaparral
Let's Make a

2

Ist 8:CA)

Movie
"Guns of the Timberlands.'
Melo-

2

1GHT

.

L.

11:00

Football game.
11 NET Playhouse

7:30
Gomer Pyle

2

torial
26 Quiz

Nt I-

10:45

32 News

HOUSE!!

LAMP

ROBBERIES:

JUST LUCKY

32 Baseball Report

Show
11

ONR THIS

CITY!

Honey-

.

Mike Douglas

9

WILL.

ibe
32
The
mooners

A I I -Star Game
Preview
13 i I I
Hemming
takes a look at what
to expect in the 1969

44 46

43
47

50
53$

48
51

1--gt

2
1

ryr-

NAREB Urges LOng-Range

Federal Action in Housing
Congress was urged today by

The FNMA is a govern -

Real Estate Boards to take
long-range steps to solve the re-

privately
owned corporation which buys
and sells residential mortgages

curring problem of the mort-

insured by the Federal I -lousing

the National Association of

gage market, including authorizing the Federal National
Mortgage Association to deal
in. conventional loans so as to
help make these nationally
marketable commodities as Is

now the case with FHA and
VA loans

Don E Dixon, Lincoln,
Neb , chairman of the Realtors' Washington Committee
of the 89,000 -member organization declared in testimony to
the House Housing Subcommittee that 'the existing state

of the mortgage market has
created a crisis in the housing
and real estate industries which
is almost without precedent

HE ATTRIBUTED the current situation of h.gh interest
rates, consumer resistance, and

slowing down of housing construction and turnover to "too long neglect of long-range and
more fundamental approaches
to the problem "

brochure
new free
"What Every Homemaker

Should Know About Floor

Care offers 19 pages crammed with consise updated tips
on floor maintenance
This is one handy guide that

every housewife should get
and consult If you ve eves
been confused about what to
do to remove stains from vinyl,
wood, and carpeted floors,

Northwest Suburban

Administration or guaranteed
by the Veterans Administration This provides liquidity
and stability in the home mort-

Are dlif
(411.116.--,..4124

Realtor Dixon told the subcommittee that considerable
progress has already been made

in developing a strong secondary market for residential

m o r t g ages by authorizing

FNMA to tap new capital

sources by issuing long-term

obligations backed by pools of
mortgages held in its portfolio.
"But FNMA should have an
impact on the entire mortgage
market, not just that part con

sisting of FHA and VA mortgages, ' he stated.

Real' Estate &Builders
Page 13
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economy and the, needs of the

American public,

"HIGH INTEREST

rates

have generated intreased consumer resistance seriously affecting the normal turnover
and upgrading process so vital
to home building, the national

"Still higher

rates

i; nterest

would aggravate rather than
ease this problem ," M r. Dixon
said, He explained that, in NAREB's opinion, "I he most decisive step that Congress could
take to relieve th is situation is
to complete
House -passed

ac Lion

on

the

bill extending

the tax surcharge and repealing

TIPS ON HOW to keep in-

door -outdoor carpeting or
broadlooms fresh and new and
ot her valuable data are
presented in convenient form.
1 he five sections on every-

day floor care were compiled
after exhaustive studies by the

Armstrong Cork Company,
based on a volume of letters
from consumers with related

the investment credit."
In discussing specific points
of the Adminimr ation's housing proposals, Mr. Dixon explained N AREW: s request for
an amendment to Section 235
(the home owner ship interest
rate subsidy progi ram) to permit existing housii ig units to be
eligible without lir nitation, and
the Association's i ipposition to
increasing the mo rtgage limits
under the progran1.1 in order to
insure that the prc igram would

remain one prima rily for low-

questions.

income families.

how to select the proper floor

Write for your free copy of

Cax, how to save time cleaning
oors or what to do tor general

Floor Care Pamphlet P1-15 to
Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa 17604.

HE CALLED for extension
of the rent supp lement pro-

oor care this is for you

i.*41010_

4

gage market.

Ground Rules
For Floor Care
A

Day Publications'

m e n t -sponsored,

gram to make existing units eli-

gible and for an experimental
program under which' tenants
under the rent supplement pro-

gram could select their own
standard rental units in the private market. This would be accomplished by paying monthly
housing allowances to the tenants in the amount of the difference between 25 per cent of the

tenant's monthly income and
the maximum fair market rental in the community as set by
the Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development.
Mr. Dixon called for greater
emphasis on the program under which public housing rental units are converted into units

for ownership by the tenants,
and on the Section 23 leased
housing program, under which
existing dwellings are used to
provide adequate shelter for
low-income families, with part
of their rents subsidized.
He concluded by calling for
passage of a measure already
would
which
introduced,
create a trust fund for use in the

development of urban mass
transit systems.

Apple Canyon Lake property office, visitors' hospitality center and parking areas are shown in
photo above. The new lake will completely cover the entire complex shown here when so me 400
acres of water is impounded by the new I,000 -foot dam.

Start
Work
On Dam
The million dollar dam
which will impound 3 billion

gallons of water to form Apple
Canyon Lake was begun when

Les Harbor, vice president of
the developing company, The

Branigar Organization, Inc.,
of Medinah, set off a dynamite
blast at the site. The blast sym-

the opening of the
"borrow" quarry which wilt'
provide rock fill for the dam
bolized

structure.

About 1,200 feet long and
90 feet high, the dam will require 360,000 cubic yards of

,

'4,114,

)t1,1

74

rock and earth. The core of the

tt,,,q47

dam will consist of clay compacted (0.95 per cent of Proctor denisty, about 10 per cent
more dense than natural earth
in place, according to the
Bauer Engineering Co. of/Chi-

'

."" *"6".'

-11111114"-

cage., designers of the struc-

ture. The remainder of the
dam will be largely rock. Closure will be attained by or be-

Drawing of cross-section of dam at Apple Canyon Lake showing compacted clay' core a ,nd rock
fill which' will compose the structure. Map of lake impounded by the dam is at upper right

fore January 1, 1970,

ELMER SWANSON Jr.,

Dranjgar vice ,president and.'
ral waterfall,
head of the sales organization

"The spillway will actually
be an additional attraction to

at Apple Canyon Lake said
that the spillway adjoining the
dam itself will be so constructed that it will resemble a natu-

the natural beauty of the lake site landscape," Swanson said.

nium. Even undler t hese conditions, there would' ail' he three

"Also, the engineers have designed enough capacity into
the spillway to provide for
flood conditions which would

feet of 'freeboard' ' which provides an ample m .argin of safety," Swanson sat d.

only occur once in a mille-

WE
H2791

10% DOWN PAYMENT...e..F.RA.
area, dining room Carpeted

Weathersfield Subdivision Charming 3 bedroom ranch /1/2 baths Kitchen with eating patio Owner says bring me
living room with fireplace Den 11/2 car garage and a lovely fenced in back yard with
any reasonable offer! F H A financing available Low down payment

ex.h

1'

Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

emmett
-

REALTORS \N

LI

See

Our Display
of Homes

at t the Holiday Inn
in! sit. Prospect and
R' oiling Meadows

OPEN 9 TO 9

E

KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE as

advertised on'WGN Tv

Aa.

F2859

ATTENTION BUILDERS

VR2556

78 acres of level and clear adjoining school. 50 acres now
within 11/2
leasing for $1,30000 per year All utilities
blocks Annexation probable Very desirable area close to
schools, shopping and transportation

5 ACRE HO RSE OR PONY FARM

-imminsatat

West of Elgin near. I tollwoy. B room 4 bedroom home.
large barn --10 pony stalls. Large tool shed, other buildings. Deep well. Moil land available. Needs some work.
Excellent terms.

4,810 per acre

4;39,000

rtig.Lor

1

-

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

IMMEDIATE, POSSESSION

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED, full basement, FAMILY ROOM,
21/2 baths, complete bit -in fcimily kitchen, FOUR BEDROOMS,
carpeting and deluxe extras included, WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS,

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED ., all alum sided, even the soffits,
FOUR BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, I FAMI LY ROOM located just off the

complete bltin kitchen, all cal peti ng, huge exhaust fans included,

$40,300

$43,500
H1744

OPEN 'TO OFFER

H2667

INCOME OPPORTUNITY

Two, 3 bedroom apartments, with garage, and front and,
rear porch Close to schools, shopping and transportation,
Low taxes and a monthly income of $275.00. Tenants pay
all utilities

2 bedroom, sun porch1 a nd garage. This house is in A 1
conditIon...within walking' distance of schools, shopping
and tansportation. Mutit 'be seen to be appreciated Low
taxes.

ASKINIG $25,000

Vt,:. ea.

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
FIVE BEDROOMS, 2t/2 baths, FAMILY IROOM located just off very

large family kitchen with all appilances, full basement, located
close to ARLINGTON HEIGHTS schools', vacant and ready to go,

IMMED' LATE POSSESSION
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS t 'op location, 3 good sized bedrooms, A.S-

.0AN, washer, dryer, refrig.; window c ov.

SUME LOW INTEREST

erings included, vacant and ready for occupancy,
I

-

CLOSETS, CLOSETS galore,

H2790

M

F141r4.':1I

b.

H2789

DUTCH GIRL CLEAN
Move right into this sparkling 3 bedroom ranch. A woman's dream of an airy kitchen, excellent traffic pattern,
family room off kitchen, 2 full baths. A fireplace and an
oversized garagi to please Dodl Must be seen to be
appreciated

tlagrir'l I

A REAL BUY

central
range, combination re frigerator freezer,
air-conditioning, wall ht wi 211 carpeting Hardwood trim
throughout. Inter-com with stereo music

$4S),900

C. NEAL R ALTY

HOMES - COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - FARMS - REAL ESTATE I

VESTMENTS

666 East Northwest Highway Palatine, Illinois 60067 T lephone 359-1232
55

$22,950

$45,01010

5 bedroom 2 bath raised rar rch style home on 100'X75' lot
in Wood Dale. Custom .cabi nets, built in double oven and

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

3

OFFICES IN1

Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Road

CONVE NIENT OFFICES

OFFICES IN
358-5560
299-0082

Hoffman-Schaumhurg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

5

894-1800

Arlirigtan Height's:
6 E. Northwes t Hwy.

253-2460

1 1 1 1 S. Arling jton Hetights Rd.

956-1500
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New Ceiling

itaises Value
You can help put a ceiling
on infkrtion by putting a new
ceilinOn:your home.

With inflation soaring

ing cost if you resell the house.

Even if you plan to keep living
in it. you'll probably never
find it less costly: and, of

course, there's the big extra
dividend of more living com-

fort for the family.
If the old ceiling has cracks

or peeling paint or other
detects,

a

tile

ceiling or

a

plank ceiling should he conSidered,

You must keep in mind the

overall appearance of the
room interior. Don't put in

according to Arm-

strong Cork COmpany planners.

or or pattern that will clash with everything eke.

MAKE A point of asking
your local Armstrong representatives for advice. In this
area, they are Coloramic Tile
Co. in Mount Prospect and
Heights Wall & Floor Cover

ey market, with skyrocketing

shop July 30 through Al tg.

the builder who only thinks in
terms of single family dwell-

of U.S. Steel Corporation's homes division, which
is hosting a three-day workI

in

of U.S.

meeting poll

They can suggest the best
design and the most practical
ceiling for you need. They

ings

is missing some of the

U.S. Steel makes

building components at a New
Albany, Ind., plant.

"As a builder, he's totally

housin g

ernment -sponsored

programs."
Stump stressed that the
"packager" is becoming ,a

building industry's best opportunities," Stump said.

Steel

programs.

he must consider the opportuinities in constructing school
dormitories, nursing hjimeir,
apartments, townhouse., rvlocatable classrooms, and opportunities under various gov-

land, labor and materials costs,

Louisville, Ky. It will focus on
problem areas fixed by a pre -

ings in Arlington Heights.

simply a 'builder' without specialization. To be successfu I,

"IN TODAY'S tight mon-

dent

prime mover in the business of
building homes, particularly
its the government housing

"The home builder should
think of his organization a s

--homes across the country. The
seminars will be conducted by
Bill Elliot and Associates of
Bogota, N.J., building industry consultants.

Home Builders who haYe -concentrated- on -single family units were urged today to take
a look at other opportunit ieS in
the construction field.
Forest J. Stump, who made
the reconimendation, is presi-

some startling contrast in col-

upwards. a new ceiling is one
of the best ways to insure that
you will get back the remodel-

tilen Scope

Home Builders Urge

market- is for

today,"

Stump said.
One of the most recent prod-

ucts to he presented at the
workshop sessions will be loose steel studs aimed at taking the place of the customary

diversified and knows the need

2 by 4 wood stud in interior

for project .feasibility studies,
how to arrange millions of dollars of financing, understands
the complexities of federal
housing programs and what

tain wall panels for high-rise
building construction, factory-produced, will also be in-

partitions. Steel -framed cur-

troduced.

know enough 'to propose

sound -killing acoustical patterns for the proper areas.

'

Honey Talks

WHY NOT SEND THEM
OFF TO SCHOOL

Are You an Impulsive Buyer?
By Donald F. Morton, President
Arlington Heights Federal Savings
and Loan Association

FROM ONE OF THESE HOMES?
---.

i"

,0'4

OPEN 1-4
SUNDAY AUG. 3, 1969

MT. PROSPECT
Five bedi sooni colonial with family room, recreation
room, VA bc,ths, 2 car garage, intercom, central lighting systen 1, brick and aluminum.

'Two bedroom ranch with complete kitchen, large living room, on channel leading to Fox, Nippersinic and
Grass lakes.

$15,500

HE BECAME so engrossed
during the depression with the
plight of persons suffering

how these purchases relate to
their financial capacity to pay
for them.

garnishment orders that he organized a service to aid them.
It has become a prototype for
some 50 similar agencies
across the country.

As one of the founders of
the American Association of

JUST LISTED

Credit Counselors, he and his
organization have helped to set
standards and qualifications

Arlington Heights 2 bedroom
brick ranch, full basement, din-

and have worked for regulatory credit legislation.
A common characteristic of
families that have consulted
him during the past four decades is that they can't explain
why they made the purchases

from wage assignments and

544 Lake Dr. Spring Grove, Ill.

$49,900

Most Americans arc mere

children in the handling of
their financial affairs.
This is the observation of an
expert in financial counseling
who has spent almost 40 years
helping desperate families get
back on their economic feet.

that

got them into trouble.

They have little or no idea of

ELK ROVE
Four be, 'l room, air condi 'oned colonial, slate entry,
paneled., 'a mily room with fire place. 2,/2 baths, 2 car
ger094.,rk stoma 51/290 mortage.

Step down to luxury ano
into a sunken tub, suggests the

$43,500

Tile Council of America.

i

The council reports that
custom -styled "plunge" tubs

50 YEARS OF SERVICE

are enjoying a new surge of
popularity, mainly because of
modern home fashion trends
that have focused attention on
the bathroom, making it "the
new design center of the

259 E. Rand Road
(RT. 12)

Member REV. )A, INC.

Mt. Prospect

Nationwit to
Relocation Se, 'vice

home."

CL 3-7600

There are many decorative
advantages to a sunken tub.
For one thing, you can depart

tri

THIS T RAIT is not confined to an y single level of income. It applies to middle -and
high -as

wi :If

as

low-income

ALL THEY KNOW is that
they want them or think they
need them. They are "impul-

"A man came in recently, in
panic because his wife had run

sive buyers," our expert says, a

two depart merit stores during

distinguishing trait of those in

the past rru mth," he said.
"Though he. earns $28,000,
he is in fins incial hot water. His

financial distress.
Such people are likely to run
away from anything that
would deny them the satisfaction of a pleasurable purchase.

"About three of every four

11

ramic tile, your color and design choices are as unlimited as

the variety of ceramic tile colors, color combinations, desizes

and

And the uncluttered look a
plunge tub has will make any
bathroom look and feel more
spacious.

"SHE IS a good woman; she

doesn't gamble or throw the

city."

most any free -form shape. And
since this type of tub is usually
covered inside and out with ce-

Its.

wife justifies her purchases as
family necassities.

tion to their financial capa-

from the usual oblong to al-

signs, textures,
shapes.

up another $1,000 in bills at

money awiry. It's just that she
buys on impulse with no atten-

Sunken Tubs Are 'In' Again

$27,900

,

'0

customed incomes. There is no
they have gone
reason why
overboard c :xcept that they fell
into a ere -cult situation provoked by it npulsive buying."

families.

ing room, walking distance to
everything.

families that come to us are
regularly eimployed with ac-

With th e seductive advertismerchandising that
engulf all of us nowadays, it is

A new copper -care product, Coppersmiths' Wash, is claimed
by the distributors, W.I. Hagerty & Sons, Ltd., Inc., to bring back
the lustrous beauty of both antiques or daily -use utensils and

prevent tarnish five times longer than ordinary cleaners. The
easy "wash and rinse" technique will probably also bring a
gleam to the eye of suburban homemakers previously plagued
with copper care problems.

ing and

little won der that those who
succumb to each childish im-

pulse get themselves into financial d ifficulties.

It take s maturity and selfdiscipline to resist these impulses. T his is probably what
prompts r mr expert to make his
comment , after 40 years of

study, about the financial I.Q.
of most 4moricans.
His first test question: "Are
you an i mpulsive buyer'?"

Copper Lovers
G et Help
A new copper care product
cleans, polishes, and prevents

according to Mrs. Mary Gaffney, Hagerty home care in-

tarnish in an easy "wash and
rinse" two-step operation that

stitute consultant.

will gladden the heart of the
homemaker.

Coppersmiths' Wash is the
to the problem of
cleaning cherished copper antiques or maintaining utensils
answer

in daily use. Now being in-

You'v& been
sendingi your
friends itol the

troduced by W. J. Hagerty &

for years,,

copperware maintenance may

Arlington Realty.

leaving the copperware gleam-

ing. More important, since it
sets up a tarnish -preventing
barrier, the copper item stays

Palatine,

new wash prevents tarnish five
times longer than ordinary
cleaners, the Hagerty firm
claims.

A I7 -ounce jar costs $3.

will keep Coppersmiths' Wash

easily be the "good news" of
the century for' owners and
lovers of the lustrous metal.

you by serving you bone r. Put your confidence In

tarnish down the drain and

V & S Hardware stores in Arlington Heights, Mount Pros-

THE NEW product for

Last year, 75% -of our hom e buyers were referred to us
by friends and clients. We plan to keep it that way,
and the only way we can do this is to keep pleasing

ap-

attractive longer.

Northwest
and
suburban department stores.

Arlington
Realty

Wash,

Sons, Ltd., Inc., a South Bend based firm, it is available in the

pect, Elk Grove Village and

and we appiaate

Coppersmiths'

plied with a soft, damp cloth,
rinses off, swirling the copper

The barrier set up by the

"The modern homemaker

handy to use while washing
dishes, tea kettles, copper -bot-

tomed pans; cooking utensils
and prized antiques can all be
kept

beautiful by using the

"wash and rinse" technique.

Crystal LakeControlldEstates
e Homes"
'Quality

INCORPORATED
1

ESTABLISHED 1950

Unit #3 Now Open
Paved Streets
Top Rated School Districts
3.4-5 Bedrooms

4 WAYS TO SITIIVE YOU. EMU
In Ariktiton Ma

lit Ma/dine

la Ar112775.

Lis

$33,900 and up
Ranches

Split.Levels
Georgians

Sensible Tax Rates

Mount Prospect

U.S. 14 Northwest to Ill. 31.. 1 Mile N. on 111. 31

Crystal Lake Estates, Inc.
AUUNT PROSPECT
20, 9 SOUTH MAIN STREET

CL 5.1515

1/

SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NORTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

03S SOUTH ARLINGTON HES. RD

050 WEST NORTHWEST HWY

CL 3-8100 .

392-6100
A

PALATINE
rip NORTH NORTHWEST HWY

35941'00

1

Phone (815)459-2430
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Carpet Makers in Kitchen Debate

=ir

comforting and inviting shel- kitchen, resilient flooring
ter, carpet can play a major makes for less work and great role, Armstrong admits. But_er.peace_of-mintifor the hoiKe=
For making_the_home-a-fortheaCHY,g-areas. such as the wife.

the spill easily accessible, even
hours later, and makes it cornpletcly removable.

eyeball -to -eyeball

an

1n

with

confrontation

!

other

makers of flooring products.
Armstrong Cork Co. offers to
prove that carpet does -not -he,

long in the kitchen.
Contrary to sonic claims,
there Is no one type of flooring
material suitable for all home
areas, say the Armstrong researchers. In a well designed
home, there's a place for hard
and soft surface floors, and a
need for both resilient flooring

t';
V4.4,

if

and carpet.

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, AUGUST 3rd 1-5 p.m.

sr.

IN ROOMS where luxury is

Looking for your own Sherwood Forest? In the heart of the fastest growing suburban area, you'll find

spacious comfortable living in this 5 bedroom home. Picnic -like area backed by a 3 car heated
garage. Horse shed for your friend Flicku. Large open space with 20 x 60' ranch home for extra

the aim, carpet is the ideal material. BLit when it collies to
kitchens and other high traffic

income. Full basement. Home is in excellent condition. Property is divided into 3 parcels, wooded lots.
Fruit trees galore. 2 acres.
DOLLAR FOR DOLLAR VALUE!

Armstrong insists the
need is for a practical long areas,

M

wearing product. stain -resistant and easily cleanable.

MAKE YOUR MOVE
WITH M.V. E. REALTY

Armstrong Cork Co. makes
carpet as well as resilient floor-

ing, so it makes sense to find
their reasons for no carpet in
the kitchen.
It turns out that the true test

Onehappy solution to the kitchen controversy of whether to

elegant living -room displays a color -matched carpet to extend the
floor color scheme and offers the warmth and comfort desired for

blending of luxury and practicality, with a popular Valargo vinyl

this area. Both products are available from Armstrong Cork
(' puny distributors in northwest suburban stores.

use carpet in the kitchen has been arrived at in the above skillful
. embossed pattern providing the flooring in the kitchen, while the

how completely. Spilled foods
usually can he removed front
carpet without leaving traces.
The claim for resilientllooring
is that spills are not just visibly
removed, but totally removed.
even after they have been on
the floor for an extended peri-

I

While modern synthetic
carpet fibers have fairly good
prompt attention, there are
times when a busy housewife
cannot care for spills. The
longer they remain, the harder
they are to remove.
Again, soft surface floor
coverings have the third di-

dition of your lawn. If you
have

thatch, I
recom-

considerable

certainly would

so

mend.

dependent on its curves.

The principle behind such
construction is easily demonstrable. If you take a piece of
fairly flexible cardboard mea-

suring about 4 inches by S
over. But if you roll each end
so as to form curves going in
opposite directions, you will

SERPENTINE walls are
not new 'by any means. You

err
arrU

will find a beautiful example of

a serpentine wall at Monticello, Thomas Jefferson's estate in Virginia.

BOTTOM BELOW
FROST LINE

For case of construction
and durability, build your wall
on a good foundation such as

6.4

PLAN

S ECTION

PLAN

that shown in the cross section.

NO. 622

GEORGE E CREED

Q. Are there any drawbacks
in using peat moss as mulch?

type peat moss, you will find
that it will crust over and become almost impermeable. if

many spillable liquids?

either side), you need only
erect a post at the center point

of each curve and, with

aerate, according to W.H.
Johnson, whose Johnson's

under sidewalks, reach for the
24 -inch heavy-duty auger, and

Industrial Supply Co., 1941
Karlin Dr., St. Louis, Mo.,

a

63131, makes and distributes

Other uses include drilling

the device.

near the foundation of your

Johnson, who distributes
the earth auger through the
Chalet Nursery and Garden
Shop of Wilmette, says the

home so you can fill the holes
with insecticide chemicals and
protect your house, garage, or
shed front termites and other

auger is becoming --,popular,
especially with sug-urbanites.

crawling pests.
The all -steel construction of

The low price and versatil
ity of the JISCO earth auger

the tool makes it useful for

have a lot to do with its ac-

spading up a whole area,

ceptance. The $2.25 postpaid
cost of the 9 -inch -long Junior'

replacing plants, soil or sod.
It can be easily cleaned and
put on the shelf, ready for the

auger makes sense to the
homeowner who wants to

many jobs that used to require

'text job.

Comparison
Shopping

Tile Cleitit
of the

outstanding

ilar surface,: clean, all that

,

Plans

Available

the extensive use of cermic tile

is.

in

required is an occasional once-

kitchens and bathrooms-

27 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine, III.

-sure signs of quality construction.

over with soapless detergent
and water.

Buss E
Member National Multi -List Service

REALTORS

Member. M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

a
7.5

any kind of wall, you must

ji1111111116101

"0

raralk1b.

IF, AS IN the case of the
wall illustrated, there is earth
fill on one side of the wall, a
good method for establishing
the curvature you want is to.
construct two templates consisting of a framework of one
inch hoards
inch by
faced with a piece of eight inch
plywood bent to the radius desired. As noted in the plan, one
of these will have a convex face
three

Inc.

IvirC" TOM

,

keep it vertical as you progress
with each course of bricks.

$35,900
Vinyl sided 3 bedroom ranch has spar.
kling built-in appliance kitchen, 2 tile
baths, living room fireplace, cozy family
room, 2 car attached garage. Large
A-1
convenient lot near everything

SUPER STYLED!
$43,900
Central air conditioned split level with 4
bedrooms, 2V2 baths. Hos dream kitchen with custom built-ins, 25' family
room, wall to wall carpeting. Separate
laundry room, 2 car electric door ga-

condition throughout!

rage.

MAINTENANCE FREE

he

concave.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

LAKESIDE!

COUNTRY CHARM,
lovely 3 bedroom ranch on
sacious 1/4 ocre lot. Cera
bath, boy living room,
ic
.. unique SunblOrSI ceiling. dou

garoge, plenty of closets and
ooroge

Q. Would you recommend

CALL 439.4700

hie oven, range, refrigerator.

washer, dryr, wall

room split level. Includes range
dishwasher. disposal, 21' tarn
sly room, glass doors leading
to patio, 71/2 hams, large living

and dining areas.

2

!ached ginciae.

CALL 253-1800

11111.

$42,900

wall

APPRECIATE BEAUTY?
You'll love this well designed

TOP LOCATION

Dromc lively deigned 4 bed

most professional uses.

rooms, 11/2 ceramic 1301113, 113' cypress

paneled family room, modern ktichen
with all built-ins, screened porch and

car at.

2 bedroom brick ranch with

its living room fireplace, jolou I
sied porch,

to patio and beautiful yard, attached
garage.

sundeck, 21/2 car attached garage.

'

CALL 253-1800

tile baths, full
with all purpose
2

basement
room, kitchen built-ins, 11/2 car

attached garage and parklike
yard.

CALL 255-91 I 1

$39,900

8 HAPPY ROOMS!
like new 4 bedroom split lea.
el has a relaxing family room,

100 FOOT FRONTAGE
Beautifully maintained 3 bed

roorn ranch has lovely tand
lot. living 1.0Orr, fire.
place, tiled baseinere. patio, 2
car attached garage. Choice

soaped

location
area.

in

shady

residential

00101/5

$35,500

LIKE NEWT

3 bedroom raised ranch

On

wooded lot in choice location.
Paneled family room, lb' hobby room can be 4th bedroom.
Custom floored kitchen hos
convenience,
saver"
"wife
11/2

ceramic

baths,

tile baths. lovely cero
kitchen with everything,
21' living room, car attached
garage. Carpeting, storms
screens. Choice large lot.
21/2

CALL 359-7000
$36,900

CALL 255-9111

CALL 439.4700
$26,900

$31,900

fitting % and If inch drills for.

to

carpeting, oversize 2 car go-

"'"'

$38,900
elightful 4 bedroom Colonial in charm
ing section and A-1 condition! Living
room fireplace, full basement, paneled recreation room, enclosed porch opens

$33,900
Builder's own home, this split level in
eludes many custom features. 4 bed

CALL359-7000

immaculate 3 bedroom ranch
with priceless view of a shins
meting lake. lovely family
room dining area with fireplace, 11/2 baths, large kitchen.
3 separate patios,. attached

GREAT LOCATION,

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

CALL 255-9111

CALL 439-4700

and fertilize, water and aerate
flowerbeds. The next size, the
18 -inch regular, makes holes
big enough for taking soil
samples. The 24 -inch jumbo
at $6.50 is a heavy duty tool,

original model of Johnson's
earth auger and is a general

Other
lots and

piece of cord. cut to the radius
of each curve and fastened to a
post. you have a good guide for
laying your bricks. As with

while the other face will

$27,900

272-0928
359-2600

Do some comparison shopping. Look for such things as

walls, floors. counters and sim-

on fully improved Lake Zurich lots.

$33,900

Shopping for a new home?

characteristics of ceramic tile
is cleaning ease. To keep tile

Also similar new raised ranches

4 bedrooms, 2t/2 ceramic tile baths, family
room, 2 -car garage-on 60' x 190' improved
lot just W. of Winston Park in Palatine 2200
sq. ft. living space. Financing available.

vinyl flooring surface keeps

ken up.

plant bulbs or tree seedlings

The I8 -inch size is the

TO BE BUILT

A SMOOTH, nonporous

If you build a freestanding
wall tone with no earth till on

conduit, or drilling holes
out

NEW RAISED RANCH

stains, syrup, bacon grease and

you don't keep it moist or bro-

One

$42,500

depend on how far down your
ground freezes. This varies
from region to region. But it is
important to have the bottom
of your foundation below the
frost line. The top of the foundation should be level.

walls made of rock, brick or
railroad ties so you can run
outside electric wiring and

presto! you've turned
professional job.

14. Like new 3 bedroom, 11/2 ceramic tile baths. All brick ranch -2 car elect. eye garage, basement, Central Air Conditioning --located in Willow Wood subdivision. Firm Mortgage Committment.

The depth of foundation will

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

Auger Tool For
Good Gardens
Dig this new earth auger.
Better still, dig with it. It's the
easy, quick, convenient way
to plant, fertilize, water and

409 Willow Wood Drive, Palatine, N. of Baldwin, just E. of Rt.

myriads of tiny spaces where
spilled food can dig in and
stay. Vacuuming will remove
dry crumbs and dirt, but what
coffee
stains,
about milk

find that it will stand quite well
by itself.
,TEMPLATE

OPEN SUNDAY 1-5

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

mension of depth and offer

A. If you use the sphagnum

inches and try to balance it on
One of its long edges it will fall

given

stains,

to

resistance

A. It all depends on the con-

You can build a very strong
wall that is only the thickness
of one brick, provided you
build it on a series of curves.
The stability of such a wall is

is

kitchens.

lawn do

my

r.

...._.

what Armstrong advocates as
the most practical idea for

Use Curves for Strong Wall
have
that
thatched?

394-1600
Member of M.A.P. Multiple listing Service

,pis
,:ps

Phone

od.

VINYL FLOORING

By George E. ('reed

1624 W. Northwest Highway,
Arlington Heights

V

of a kitchen floor is not how
easily it can he cleaned but

$52,000

JUST REDUCED

beauti.

fully appointed plus 11/2 car
attached garage.

CALL 359-7000

FORMAL DINING ROOM!
Custom 3 bedroom split level

in choice

location near

schools, shops and pork. 2
baths, 23' family room, fire
place, built in kitchen oppli
ances, dining room. 2 car at
'ached garage, sharp traffic
pattern.

$43,900

0\100.N/0"40'9°

purpose workhorse. Any electric drill l/4 -inch or larger in

size will drive the auger into
any lawn or garden soil for

Sale

the hole treatment recommended by professionals for
water, fertilizer and aeration

ANNEN

of trees and shrubbery, getting

the nourishment down to the

roots. The auger works by

Idsey,'

"stripping the threads" of the
soil, elevating the loose soil up
and out. It is excellent for tak-

-

r:

,

EALTORS

ing soil samples to check out

what is ailing your home
grounds and preventing sturdy
shrub or tree growth.
For drilling holes beside

USSE

Three sizes of JISCO earth auger, from 9 to 24 inches long,
allow any amateur to do a professional Job of drilling next to

walls of rock, brick, railroad ties; for such tasks as installing
outdoor electric conduit.

MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE U.S.A.?
,forentteen el Imre, Or, ore for tole all
1.1 SA througho.o to oov.io.no
Stole,,,,, NMiS Cult us to dqcots vo, new

PALATINE
'225 N. Northwest Hwy.

359-7000
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

HOME

253-1800

TRADE YOUR HOME?
We will u.oruniee iu wko yo, home .rt
110tle

need to

0, .era

sold heir,. vo,

,,.rr1,,,rutonorhe,

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

* 570 E. Higgins Rd.
439-4700

MOUNT PROSPECT
104 E. Northwest Hwy.

255-9111

Sold

ANNEN
ow,/

BUSSE
REALTOR S
Hutt me.
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Wheeling Township GOP
Backs Rep. Schlickman

Sanita District Urges Compliance
By_Robert-Katz

(Chapter 139. section 160.34

The Metropolitan Sanitary
District has asked township
governments in Cook County
to cumpl% with a state ordi-

of Illinois Revised Statutes)

nance which allows townships

to be responsible for the

is-

suance of sewer construction
unincorporated
permits in
homes and subdivisions. "

We re Irving tt, cover up
has

something where there

been a vacancy for years." said

Allen Lavin sanitary district
attorney
In incorporated areas, sewer

(sewers) are a self-sustaining
system. Funds will come from
people -who use it. either
through permit fees or monthly charges."

which the sanitary district. has
called to the attention of township governments reads: "The

Board of Town Auditors of

MRS. KATHLEEN Woj-

any township may initiate proceedings under the provision
of this Act by adopting an ordinance describing in a general
way the contemplated project
and referring to plans and
specifications prepared for
any construction work."

supervisor, said she did not
think

new homes annex into the vil-

diately

bility

-

-. -=').1ctik said

p

werejulectuiiv

haumburg
Township Board of Auditors it

'Christine Gunderson of 213
N. Emerson, Mount Prospect,
is spending=h third-Year of
with the
----summer-einployment
Kemper Insurance Co. of CM If you arc interested in actcago. Miss_Gundersiin, one of

Need for Tax

fore. We'd have to hire a spe-

cial engineering firm with an
inspector and a repairman."
He ti,ought the funds for

(Continitedfrom Page I )
wouldn't want to see it go higher, or we wouldn't
attract the industry."
He said that Wisconsin is losing industry to
Illinois because of its higher corporation income

To Audition for
Theater Group

conic
would
from levying the owner.
maintenance

ship from 6 to 10 p.m. in the
Athenaeum Theater, 2936 N.
Southport, Chicago.

Thomas R. Petrosino, for-

the-4631-unes S. Kemper Foun-

dation scholars receiving on-

which' Schlickman won the
Wheeling ;Township endorsement indicates that he holds a
commanding lead in the township capable of delivering the
largest total of Republican

votes of any township in the
13th district.

Schlickman did not attend
endorsement _meeting -Wednesday_evenhiC but after

graduate of Prospect High
School, Miss Gunderson Is attending the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor,
where she is majoring in business administration.

Players

"There's an old saying, 'Figures don't lie, but.
- liars can figure,' The governor said he needed
it 1 dOn't know. Like in the case of the federal
goverament. They say they still need the sur-

"Mame," "Little Me," "My

AIR CONDITIONING
Your present furnace and
ducts may be entirely satis-

15

60`

-

STARTS

FRIDAY

_--

ON OUR

'actory for total air condition-

BRtLLANT
SCREEN
IN`COLOR

a

ing. An add-on system may

'""P21 S""''

ANTHONY
QUINN
A modern-day story of
faith, courage, and
intrigue!

by the
GOP

leaders when he appeared in

AUGUST SPECIAL

FREE

staff also should come to the
audition.

WITH EACH

BEST THINGS IN LIFE
WAYNE BRENNA

392-4080

Mrs. Kolerus said "I'm
hoping we can share staff with

ARUNISTON HEIGHTS

State Farm Life Insurance Company

113 E PROSPECT
MT. PROSPECT

house

split system can

be

simple and economical. Get
the facts, call us for a no obligation system survey.

111E SHOES

OF THE
FISHERMAN

EE

FE

Penevisiod"ena Metrocolor

Weekdays
6:25, 9:20

sure

if it's Westinghouse

P

HRS. 7 til 6 PM WEEKDAYS

203 So. EMERSON

8 tit 12 SAT.

MT. PROSPECT

(NEXT TO THE CAR WASH)

259-2727

R

It

Sat. & Sun.
12:50, 3:30,
6:25, 9:20

K

'Shoes of the
Fisherman

REFRIGERATION

CL 3-1634
414110ANCI

a George Englund
production

Installation of a Westin&

A-

SERVICE ORDER

TTTTT 44444

WESTGATE SHOPPING

GM presents

You can be

CAR WASH OR OIL CHANGE

-CE4WMV

million "

THEATRE
'11

hall. He was given a standing
ovation of duration
Wheeling Township

CORIHR U.S. ii C ti. S.

ADULTS

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

the Vine was taken he was
asked to come to the VFW

FRANK SCHMIDT
AUTOMOTIVE

rector.
Crescent intends to produce

months ago.

tax, hut they came up with a surplus of $3

60C,
IOU h.READY MAYOWN

l;

in Mount Prospect,

will be Crescent's resident di-

Wheeling Township's large
unincorporated area, Prospect
Heights, will not prove a problem, for they formed their own
sanitary district about 14

be abolished to compenSate in some degree.

victory as I have so many times

look forward to working with

he

ested in being on the technical

Toni Co , commented on the individual tax.
"The legislature passed it and we have to live
with it I think the personal property tax should

endorsement by the Whecli

and
rganiTownship Republica
given __zaticm;"---Sald Schlickman.

Palatine

per companies, is working in
the investment department. A

said "the whole program will Fair Lady," "Man of La Mancome out of permit' fees anti cha" and "Oliver,"
Auditioners should bring a
use charges. It can't come
from the township and it can't typed resume and be prepared
to sing two songs. Those intercome from a levy."

Albert W. Jackson, treasurer of the Mount
Prospect Park District and ci4dit manager for

in the past."
"Our march toward victory -will stsp_up_rapidly-Trom this
point on," said James T. Ryan
of. Arlington Heights, Schlickminis campaign coordinator.

the-job training with the Kem-

WHEELING TOWNSHIP such musicals as "Camelot,"

Johnston said that the new tax on individuals
may result in the abolition of the personal property tax

"I AM EXTREMELY
pleased, grateful and humbly
thankful for this unqualified

mer resident director of Capris

Supervisor Mrs. Ethel Koleru

taxes

for the 13th congressional seat
who resides in the western end

Schlickman strot_jg_pluralitie-SEy-in--his races for the
repea
d District seat in the Illinois
Legislature.
The decisive manner in

needed-er-

er done this sort of work be-

nization right on through to

Barrington' have also

I

take on the project." She said
the money that will be
for initial work cannot be allocated until April I. 1970.
William Rohlwing, super- ing or in the technical work of
visor in Elk Grove Township. producing plays, tonight is
admitted he wasn't too famil- your last night to audition for
iar with the ordinance, but he Crescent Productions.
has arranged to confer with
Crescent Productions is a
Northfield about their oper- new musical company which is
ation.
holding auditions for memberRohlwing said, "We've nev-

our Wheeling Township orga-

by the display of loyalty, his remarks v. -re brief.

Schaumburg,

L ast Chance

is not feasible at this time to

added township task will not
he an economic burden. "It

to help.

the hall. Obviously impressed

dent of Wheeling Township.
He is also the only candidate
of the district. The neighboring townships of Elk Grove,

ink it's real fine move by the
sanitary district.

"

o

. 011.

of Palatine Towt,

she said.

Lavin said Northfield and

accepting responsifor unincorporated

homes already built.
"Unincorporated areas have
asked us for help before,"
said Robert Olsen, supervisor

lage for sanitation anyway."

1 he sanitary district has been sued by their permit.
Lavin explained that townissuing sewer permits for unincorporated areas to the local ships also may take the responcontractors but have found sibility. tOr sewer maintenance
that the contractors eventually in older unincorporated areas.
'depart leaving no one respon- even though the permits were
sible for mainentnance. said issued to the contractor.
Lavin pointed out that this
Lavin

,,

would

ordinance

have a great impact. "Most

Leyden -Townships already opdirtane.
permits are issued by the vil- erate under
are responsible!
lage making the village- re- ---mu-iiEiTthey
for maintenance of sewers issponsible tor maintenance.

THE ORDINANCE

the

(Continued from Page 1)

didn't know if there would be
sufficient funds for imme-

Township

Schaumburg

cik.

neighboring townships. The
ordinance just indicates another roic, where we (townships)
can be of service." She said she

Rated G.

Best Show Buy in the

At ea

.

.

"OUR TIME IS YOUR TIME"
AND THEIR HOURS
LISTED BELOW ARE MANY OF THE AREA'S STORES & SERVICES
EASIER
OF OPERATION...REFER TO THIS GUIDE TO MAKE YOUR SHOPPING
---__

_
a

MAGNAVOX STEREO AND COLOR TV
PIANO REBUILDING AND REFINISHING

Diamonds
Watches

Jewelry

PIANOS

1

ORGANS;

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

LESSONS

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

Arlington Heights, Ill.

1415 Ellinwood St. Des Plaines, III.

Mt. Prospect, III.

M & Fri. 9-9:00

T -Sat 9-5:50

The Chic Boutique

Your Franchised _S-c...k.sm.inn- Dealer
We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
Phone
M -F 9-8

824-4131

Phone: 394-0820

506 E. Northwest Hwy.

SHEET MUSIC

MARIA SCHAEFER MUSIC STORE, INC.

Hours: M,T)W,Sat 9-6
Th., & Fri 9-9

Roped Sike Skop

Sat. 9-5:30 .

Dunton Court

Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766
Daily 9-6 Thur 8 Fri 9-9

312-259-4569

In VILLAGE SQUARE

LEIDER

{

CENTER

GARDEN

"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

WELLBORN'S SHOES

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED

PUT YOURSELF
IN OUR SHOES

5,000 sq ft bag normally 57.95 NOW $6.95
to,000 sq ft bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

TurfBu

25 W. Prospect Ave.

LEIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177

Mt. Prospect,
CL 3-5757 f

Panel
Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Tile
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM
Carpets
o , Century Supply Company
,

Hours:

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

All Merchandise

,

Mt. Prospect, Ill. 392-4700

Open Mon -Wed. 9:30.6 Thur-Fri: 9:30-9 Sof. 9:30-6

353 Georgetown Square

Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

Wood Dale 595-0665

.you,r Custom Drapery Specialists

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades
Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30-5

Painting Restoration
:Custom Framing
Art Instruction
32 S.

Evergreen Arlington Heights, M.

394-3083

SUN 12-5
Mon -Sat 10-11

Thar& Fri le:9,

JOG IN FOR THESE BUYS

PHONE 2.59-9544

AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORES

413 S. Arlington4leights Rd.ArlIngton Heights, Ill.
CL 3-1905
fine Fu TTTTT ure /or the Home 6 Patio

Iron by

Woodard
Meadowcraft
Many others

Unusual Gifts --Lamps
Statuary --Fountains
Pictures

Custom Fireplace Screen -built to order
Gas logs Glass screens

Open 7 days a week & 5 nites

_S-c->JALA.A.n_ Bicycles
THE

ARTER MUSIC SHOP

coin School of *laic
Home of the famous

CONN ORGAN
12 MOdels from $895.00
27 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, III. CL 3-5592 Daily 9 to 5

with this Coupon

849 W. Dundee Rd.
Phone: 537-1909
r

e .04 1,1. r 01 I ri,.

/

Daily 9-6 Sat. 9-5
',MI IMilv

1381 Prairie Ave.

Des Plaines

10:30-9 P.M.
Sat. 9 to 5:30

10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NORTHWEST

METALCRAFT STUDIO

RAZOR CUTS $4,00

Hours

IMPORTED a DOMESTIC DELICACIES

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

4

Mon-Thur-Fri

SUNDAY 12-5:30
M -Fri. 10-9
T,W,T,S 10-10

Gordon

KING MIDAS BARBER SHOP
Wheeling, Illinois

Step

Continental Delicatessen

ANTIQUE PAINTINGS

HOURS
DAILY 9-6
FRIDAY 9-9

116 S. Northwest Hwy
Palatine - 358-6050

'HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SLINDAY9-9

1505 Ellinwood.
Des Plaines, Ill.
724-7364

The Sportswear Boutique

Art Gallery

20% off
VIOLET FASHIONS

1010 East Central Road

LR

Mon -Sat

Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

L
S

44 W. Palatine Rd.
358-7350
Palatine, Illinois

Wink's 13.!ke Shop
"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES & SERVICE
Hours: M d F 9:00 to 8:30 7,84-9:00 to 4100 Sat. -9 to 5:30

115 E. Dpvis St.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-0349 - CL 3-0350

827-6603

BARON'S
KIMBALL MUSIC CENTER

$399.00

New Spinet Piano Only

KNUPPER'S NURSERY
GARDEN CENTER

Everything You Need
For Better Gardening
Hours: M -F 8-8

Sat. 8-6

359-1080

Sun. 9-5
'

Rand Rd. (US 12) & Dundee Rd., Palatine

THE DAY

Your Weekly

Friday, August I. 1969

What's -Happening

Horoscope

Mations, 117 S. Main St.,

"What's Happening" is a
listing of activities in the area
BY OLGA
for youths. The activity may be
sponsored by a club, church,
(Aug. 2-7)
school or park, or it may be a
ARIES (March 2I -April 19): During week ahead, you may commercial event. Send inforfind yourself preoccupied with negative thoughts. This will drain mation on what's happening to
you of energy and leave you fatigued: Do your utmost to fight What's Happening, Day Pub-

Mount Prospect 60056. Tell us

and The Day will tell others

against this. Seek out new people and places. This will help somewhat. Week ends on note of hope.

$3.50 at the Sports Complex,
located just south of Dundee

Sam Lay, formerly the drummer

Rd.

for the Paul Butterfield Blues

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

Saturday performing at the
Cellar will be Crow. Admission tomorrow will be $3. The.

RAVIN1A:

Band. Admission is $3.50.

The Cellar presents tonight

Amusement
Calendar

TAURUS (April 20-May20): Forget phony excuses_in week
ahead, Taurus. One in_authority will see through you. Entertain
over-weekend:LiuI don't be flashy. Stop trying to cross your
bridges before you come to them. This only leads to mental anguish. As week ends. pressure slackens.
GEMINI (Mays21-June 20): You've been wasting time, Gem,
and you're leaving a great deal unfinished. Be relentlessly honest
with yourself in week ahead. If you do this, fragments will merge

the Corky Seagle Blues Band,
featuring the always fantastic

"What's Happening."

.

Cellar box office opens at 8:15.

The Cellar is located at Salem
and Davis Streets.
The St. Viator advanced
theater workshop directed by
James J. Stamm will perform
tonight, Monday and Tuesday

the play "The Glass Menagerie" at St. Viator High
School. 1213 E. Oakton, Ar-

MOVIES

lington Heights.

into a picture which will be of great help to you as far as decisions
are concerned.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Let off steam in week ahead,

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

Evergreen. Arlington

Heights.

Performances are held at

8:30 p.m., and, admission

is

Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 4:45, 7:20, 10 p.m.; Saturday free.
Moonchild, or your personp.1 little pot just may boil over. As
week progresses, try to get enough rest. As week wanes, stick and Sunday, 1:30, 4:15, 7:10, and 10 p.m.
SCHAMBURG:
close to phone, for important message is sure to come. And CATLOW THEATRE. 116 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturdays, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
wouldn't you just kick yourself if you weren't there to get it?
There will be a Splash Party
LEO (July 23 -Aug. 22): Oh, Leo, there is one with whom you DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Shoes of the Fisherman: Weekdays, 6:25 and 9:20 p.m.; Satur- tomorrow at the Schaumburg
come into daily contact who could cause you a great deal of
pool. Playing at the party will
trouble if you don't mind your Ps and Qs. This person is probably day and Sunday, 12:50. 3:30, 6:25. and 9:20 p.m.
be the Liquid Sunshine. Adof the opposite sex. Now that old Olga has warned you, if you GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Good -Bye Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 3:50, 5:55. mission is 75 cents and the
want to get into mischief it's your problem.
pool will be open from 9 until
VIRGO (Aug. 23-ept. 22): Are you having an off -again -on - and 10:05 p.m.
11 p.m.
again relationship. Virgo? Is this what you really want? If not, do MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.
something about it. Week is favorable for dramatic action.
WHEELING;
Rascal: Daily and Weekends, 2:06, 6:01, and 9:56 p.m.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 -Oct. 22): Libra, Libra, what is old Olga going
Swiss Family Robinson: Daily and Weekends, 3:41 and 7:36
to tell you? You already think you know all the answers, don't
The Wild Goose, at the Cheyou? Well, you are in truth most perceptive, but at the same time, p.m.
vy Chase Country Club, Mil-'
PICKWICK
THEATRE,
5
S.
Main,
Park
Ridge
either
the
sign
of
you are easily influenced by one born under
waukee Av. and Lake Cook
Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday Rd., presents Monday the New
Aries or Pisces. This person could be a good force in your life.
and
Sunday,
1:15,
3:55,
6:40,
and
9:30
p.m.
But make no snap decisions in week 'ahead.
Coloney Six. The Wild Goose
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 -Nov. 21): Week ahead may have aus- PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
is open from 8 to I I p.m. and
Romeo
and
Juliet:
Weekdays
and
Saturday,
7
and
9:20
p.m.;
picious beginning, then tend to go downhill. Make any important
admission is $3.50.
Sunday,
2:20,
4:40,
7,
and
9:20
p.m.
/-----nnove necessary on either first or second day of week. Cool your
RANDHURST
CINEMA,
Randhurst
Shopping
Center,
Mount
heels emotionally for remainder of week.
NOR'THBROOK:
(
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 21): Days ahead should be Prospect.
Sports Complex, 2300
Chitty
Chitty,
Bang
Bang;
Daily
and
Weekends,
1,
4,
6:35,
and
which
are
most productive if you take advantage of opportunities
Pfingston Rd., presents on tosure to be presented. Good week to evaluate motives toward one 9:30 p.m.
morrow from 7:30 to 10:30
you love. Are you playing the game according to the rules? If not, OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Winning and If It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium: show p.m. the Friends of Distinction,
better get house in order.
Illinois Speed Press, and ConCAPRICORN (Dec. 22 -Jan. 19): Matters of the heart seem to begins at dusk.
querer Worm. Tickets are
be in focus in week ahead. Key word is "test." Do not allow one
who is grossly incompetent to influence your thinking. Trust
your own judgment. Cap.
THEATRE
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 -Feb. 18): Be fiercely independent in
A

days ahead, Aquarius. Use that fine mind that Heaven has

?410

blessed you with. Use also your intuitive nature. It will be unusually keen in week ahead.
PISCES (Feb. 19 -March 20): STOP COMPLAINING. You
are Pisces, not Portnoy. Your personal problems are no greater
than those of the guy who sits next to you on the subway or in the
office. In truth, you have a rather decent week coming up. Better,
in fact, -than usual. A bit'of romance may even enter the picture.

I

inal New Orleans Jazz bands.

This group has played for
standing room only engage-

the

1967,

1968

and

1969

Standford Summer Festival in,
California. Afterwards; five'
Mack Sennett Comedies will'
be shown in Murray Theater.

Prokofieffs "Concerto for Piano No. 3, Opus 26."
On Wednesday the fantastic
and versatile composer Frank
Zappa, leader of (he Mothers
of Invention will present the
Mothers in concert at Ravinia
for the first time.
On Thursday and on Saturday, the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra, conducted by Giu-

seppe Patane, General 'Music
Director of the Royal Opera

House in Copenhagen,

band may- attempt to be as

"freaky" as possible. Following this the Marx Brothers_
movie "Duck Soup" Will be
shown.

NINE
to

make their debut in the Murray Theater.
Andre Vandernoot, musical
director of the Brussel's Royal

Opera, will conduct the Chicago Symphony Orchestra on

Your relatives
have descended.
And they need
your car.
Look up
George Poole Ford!
Were In INF Meanest of toeing cam
too. You can gra a beoutliul new Pod,
sporty Mustang et o luxury Squire
Wagon for just as long as you need
Ws the easl«rt way ow Intaw ee ovoid

these «meow, fonaly car problems.

Our ItermACor rotes ore low, se
them'.ne thetaon Me family budget
either
And insusonte Is always Included The

'kith 3E

emmerb
REALTOR

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

Ira Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

In Hoffntan-Schaumburg

8944800

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Higgins-lf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

GEORGE POOLE

Look for us each week in

FORD'

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

CL 3-5000

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

CHRISTINA

9

SAVE NOW

$19000

Toke 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

os $13 rut month. All work

fully guaranteed for I year.

"A Professional Stylist"

!maul PT Azir Xollions

(FULLY INSTALLED)

PHONE
NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING 8, AIR CONDITIONING CO.965-8500i

1713 E. Central Road (Convenient Shopping Center)
Corner of Busse R. Control, Arlington Hts.

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

439-8070
4r

.40.101010.~00"

Murphy'
TIME:

MON. Through SAT.
9:30 to 9:00
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0110110.0
10010
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direct
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You
-weight for the Amazingly
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much as
529.95.
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Cast
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them
5

higher.

SELECT
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Costs
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'A-AG.C.MURPHY CO. First Quality Always
'Mk
'RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS - MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA.
Um Our No -Charge LAYAWAY PLAN

or Midwest Bank Cords Accepted

STORE

HOURS: Boll. BIN Fel, 'Oen.%

Salm*, 910 a.m. to 540 p.m. Sendey 11 o.m. to 540

pm,

will

present Verdi's "Aida."
Next Friday night the Vanilla Fudge will be in concert.
The
contemporary .psy-,--c h edeli c -symphonic- rock

-OPEN

"Young Peoples Program,"
Ella Jenkins, will return to Ra-1
vinia to present a Hootenanny
at 11 a.m.
Monday, Aug. 4,-it:iv'
Shankar and his musicians will

Arlington Heights
0

As soloist, John
perform

Browning, will

On Saturday as part of the,

400 W. N/W HIGHWAY

To Our Staff ...

Tuesday.

ments at New York's Philharmonic Hall, The Fillmore
West, The Fillmore East and

cm might be esorweriresS loak us up
We'.. right In the neighborhood

We're Proud To
Announce The Addition

SALE

Tonight, pop night at Ra-

v i n i a features The Preservation Hall Jazz Band, considered the greatest of the orig-

nest time it looks os If the family

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday. 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

AIR CONDITIONING

t

.Pttae 17

NOW

11111.111I
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BUSINESS

Serv_ice_ Directory

CLASSIFIED.
INDEX

Let us help make your DAY

20
109
107

Auction Sales

Aviation
Auto Parts and Access.

k`iii/As

----

.

Auto Trailers & Compers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . 101

/Iii.),
trisys-/.4.,

ft,44
4. .

.

9

Card of Sympathy

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
---ogencies.Mers
,EmplaYinent Agencies -

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
_ -Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory-Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Central Art Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 4p7-4195 or 255-8532
Georges /tearing & A/C service

Cleanup ,& Haul Away Service
Specializing in oil types of
cleanup. HOMO Owners, con.
tractors; and.so on. Coil
time, HARROLD'S 299 7830.

HINES LUMBER CO.
Custom Remodeling

anyKitchens
,,oiloble. 356.3411.

Counseling
SERVICES

ALTERATIONS 8. HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

By Appointment

359.6630

Hemming &

Decorator

Free interior 8. exterior decorat.
ivy ideas. A Christian business

-

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

SERVICE
Serving the commercial art

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Moiling Pieces
'Cartooning
and other services.

anions. Rees.

styling.

Painting -Decorating
NEW WAY PAINTING
Decorating E. Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392.3450
or
CL 5.3991

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CI 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK.

Electrical Work
Electrical work; air -cord.;

out -

etc, 253-4792

Auto Repair & Equipment

Fencing

We Don't

XCELL
FENCE
-

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

We
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

squeegees

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

with

done

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

259-9440
299-0119

work.
quality009.

392 1492
Cull Vince
Custom Homes RoomAdditions,
Garages, Basement A. Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259 4348.

Call "the rest" than coil "THE
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. Nc jobs
too small. 766-8034
BEST"

CALL 297-2266
Fl oorS
Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529.1211

Frey Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

Custom

E & 0 CARPENTRY

and

odditions,

Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Fi. 8-4543
re -gluing

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

FIND

FREE 6, Vz pints U.T.C. with

394.0630

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates

537-6122

ALL CHICAGO DRYWALL

Carpentry & General Contracting. We ore not big but we give
big service: Dormers, Additions,
Garages & General Remodeling.
Concrete work included. For Free
Estimate, call 296.6250

PROFESS100 AL WINDOW
with
FREE
cleaning. 296-1450

CLEANING

Reasonable. 259.1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Call 392-4750

Home Maintenance

carpet

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach, wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. -Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.

Cement Work
KANZLER & SON
.Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalk,, 8
Foundations
Prompt Service
free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 yours in business

plumbing,

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL
'

home

Carpentry, etc.

a

,

297-3987

Ceramic Tile
CO.,uorry, 255-1096

Marble
Installed & Repaired

OF THE

extra customers

15

attention to your sale and bring you
(limit 1 sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,

specialist.

loc.

RAGE
GASA

Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

1

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

ap

Get

and phone

ads

.

cquoted
offer, reg. $15 per
M

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,
your home. Permanent waves

DAY PUBLICATIONS

-

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384
in -

Piano TuningService

terior designer. 255.4374

TurningRepoiring

Day Want Ads

Used P10110 Wonted

Sell Things Faster

Plastering
Nave Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

STUMP REMOVAL
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

546-5516

EXPERT PLASTERING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

824-7510

JOE ORTMAN

Radio -TV Repair
TV SERVICE & REPAIR

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

827-7588

COMPLETE

SAVE YOUR EYESI

LANDSCAPING

it's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Hume Service Calls..
All Bank Credit' Cords Honored.

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

.

big or small. Free estimates.
i

I

Ray's

CL 5-5692

296-6709
11

BUSINESSMAN

their advertanreent 'end:In

AND FOR THE

classified

HOUSEWIFE,

con be mods. In the efront of
error or omladoth ttel `thtwri

DAY

paper:will re rowistoiblik for
the find inceenett
ONLY
insoriten end only to the rei

WANT ADS

tent of74he space that the ad

arse of error to notify the

deparathint of
onto in order the tosioetion

roguing*,

rectified

GET RESULTS ,

I'

Arl. Hts
-1

boon
by I republication

'

efeassi Mak& yew- ado 'staid

QUICKER,

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Coloyor block & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADS!
AtIverlisors ore requested to
check "the first insertion of

FOR THE

'

& REMODELING

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns , flowerbeds I. top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - 525.00 Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

CLASSIFIED DEPT.

392-6817

Ned Williams

Landscaping

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Patios and driveways,
sldswalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
-No fob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

by

1

marten! $10 comp. MU 5.5400

Interior Designer

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate. Call anytime.

KANZLER BROTHERS

or drive -way.

x 20 inch sign will attract

This

Permanent waves given in your

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

Permanent Waves

PHONE 439-8614
If no ans. 815.385-8999

"Ted" Smith

Tile: Slate,

Exterior painting preferred
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

NO JOB TOO SMALL

CALL 166-5084

766-1943

3113

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Heating, electrical,
carpentry,

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

IN THE

YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
nsu ed. Free estimates. Jim.
253-4769

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

CONFORTI & SONS

Carpet Cleaning

in -

sured.

NEARING AIDS FOR RENT

.

SALE SIGN!

PAGES

"DAY"

[I ERE

-

Hearing Aids

.

CLASSIFIED

ARPP16.114TNESIg

any 5 gallon purchase.

2 STRONG MEN
Carpenter Work I ile AND
FloorsEXTERIOR-INTERIOR
CL 5-8232
Quality workmanship. Fully

Call for Estimate ,
359 -1906

ON THE

--

358.9038

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK

Remodeling Additions

296-1450

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Ad. Hts.

General Hauling

garages. 529-2478.

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392-5208

.

FREE

WINDOW

PROFESSIONAL

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

.

sign

253-8551
Window Washing

520 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating
........,

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

RECOVERED

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Furniture Refinishing

Carpentry & Cement Work

DINETTE CHAIRS

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Reasonable

rates 671-0

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

Carpentry -Remodeling

KEY TILE

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

Interior& Exterior Painting.

top

Reasonable rotes.
VOORHEES.SEALING 358-4150

Remodeling,

AAMCO

mote call 392-6604

colored. Good job guaranteed.

,

3

437-4093

brooms439-4454
-not justUpholstery

seoling
&

102
92
42
82

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wonted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

Transmission Service

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Interior & exterior. For FIEEesAtilI

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Asphalt

.

18

Travel
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

RICK'S DECORATING

to sell!

73
76
.

Tile

FREE ESTIMATES

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are
looking for just those items you intend

81
To Rent Miscellaneous.
Fe Rent Resort Properties. 79
.
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices.

also SHARPENED. 3513-0845

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118:

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

Arlington Body Croft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Asphalt

.

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

To Rent Houses

Apartments

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

WALL PAPERING

& IRON CO.

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

your sale with a DAY

ANNOUNCE

94
88
96

74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property. 78

To Rent Furnished

.

appliances and much more).

.

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

1

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wonted -Men. 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods

"Small Engine Repair'

For best results use
Day Want Ads

lets; yard lights, garages wired;

91

useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

Rooms -Board -

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

537 1244 or 437 3160

Mc BRIDE ELECTRIC

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

FREE ESTIMATES

ALL TYPES

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages

Real Estate -Wanted

Shop At Horne Service
All Work Guaranteed

REVERS MASONRY

14

Real EstateVacont

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

.

Electrical Contractor

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

615.50 per

concrete,r
frig. Brick,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days
nights 956-1640.

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding'
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

255-7200

chair plus fabric,.
per sofa plus fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

358-7791$24.50

Individualized

Contact Dick Westgard

'

MASONRY .

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter

ban business for:
,

teed & reosonable. 259-9246

Personals

GATHER those no longer used, but still

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

& brick work. All work guaran

Dressmaking -Sewing

needs of Northwest subi,

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

SLIP COVERS
repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

255-2570

Nursery Schools -

Slip Covers

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Dog Grooming

ART

After 5 pm.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

anon. CALL 296-3953

CREATIVE

No fob too small or too large
50% financing available.

. Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

DECORATOR

83

5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

iAnO'S

Masonry

Kenneth A. Pearson

439-3532

47

(To Rent)

Art Service437-6732
Alterations

26

Furniture.
Industrial Property

REPAIRS & REMODELING

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2 3 ...

-27

Home Furnishings -

Repairs & Remodeling

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Mrs, Dillon

392-5410

_

Sot. to 3 P.M. Mon. & Thurs. to 8
Ask for Mr. Richard

CHUCK TONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

24

Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

Choice of Finance Pions

392-8763

COUNSELING & REFERRAL

CL 9.3517

Dorrners
Basements *Garages
Rm. Additions isFences-

LAWN CARE

2
.

All types -all season or vacation
Fully insured & Guaranteed
only. Call Cooperative EnterCL 3-4300
prises. 223.0352, if no answer Mt. Prospect

Alterations
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

__

1

Fulonroisrtas

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

,

Farms

Remodeling & Supplies

Landscaping

Clean Up Service

LE

25
57
93

EqWuorpmmeennt Rentals

Air Conditioning

YOUR OWN

Boats and
....37
Marine Supplies
38
- -Boat Storage
66
Business Opportunities.
17
Business Services

.4.

___ --

HAVE

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Shore
, 34
Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered_ by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

EASIER!

notify, us at

,

.onceL C.C.0141,

dons are accepted by pitons:
9
9 wookelerys.i .9'84.12
Sutufdays.

?HOW 255,720,;,.

25

-

or

00
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24 -Help Wanted Men'

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

HELP WANTED
MALE

iS choice lots in The Garden of
Our Saviour. located in the Garden of Memories

Arl.

in

Hrs.

287.0550.

"Help Wanted

dog

Peekcipoo
"Peppy" July 22,

B/k/br.

Berl

nanie
seriville. Sod family. PO 6-1773

Maltese Dog, all ccinte
iconic -Puppy", !note, REWARD,
299.3742
Lost

10 speed bike at State
& Davis Street. REWARD!! Call

11 a.m.

they are available with-

927-690E1

horst, REWARD, 437.9215

For the Des Plaines and Arl-

coln & Kenilworth. $10 for

in-

formation lending to recovery.
392.1570

wages, excellent fringe bene

Opportunity for aggressive
individual to work under excellent working conditions.

INTERNATIONAL
HARVESTER
SALES 8 SERVICE
Wheeling

sive

dies along with jig mot

Airconclibuilding.
plant, good starting
ate, steady overtime.

commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago
Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,
III. #60302.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

WAREHOUSEMAN
METHODE
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

299-2206

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

392-3500

A. H. ROBINS CO.
DES PLAINES

COOK
Experienced, for full time permanent position clays. Good
salary, fringe benefits and
working conditions.

Day's WANT ADS

today..."

PLASTIC MOLD
REPAIRMAN

100 N. RIVER RD.

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

DES PLAINES

home. 392.5501

procedures. 394.2159.

US

REASONABLE

259-1964
core

for

Day
CHILD CARE
working mothers in A.H. Planned
achy., hot lunches. 259-0145. Lic.

perience preferred.

Young fill:11ft, general (cowry
work. Best benefits available
with excellent pay.

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

253-0185

KINNEY SHOES

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS
Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various

,.

651thea

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

ATTENTION

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

MOONLIGHTERS
$2.79 PER HOUR

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

FOR WEEKENDS

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in
building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
945 2525
Mr. A. Cooper
.

STARTING RATE $4.37

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

(-C.7

KITCHENS

411.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

OF SARA LEE

wir

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

With Expanding Machine Shop

ized field of PLASTIC MOLD REPAIR.

964. 1 306

MR. BAKER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

shiftopening.

500 Waukegan

WOODWORKER

Immediate Opening
World leading manufacturer of aluminum foil containers seeks
experienced woodworker to use woodworking equipment and
hand tools in the construction of prototype wood dies. Should
be able to work from drawings. Must be skilled in use of plane,
joiner, table saw and lathe. Additional experience in working

with plastic or metal desirable. Excellent skirting rote, fringe

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

benefits and working conditions.

CONTACT PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT
.

EKCO

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

1650 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD

OUR NEW JOB OPENINGS

PROGRAMMERS

Fabricator

BAL-RPG 5800-5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299 7191
Miner, D.P.

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working con.
clitions.

.

UTILITY CLERK

Great Lakes

10 TECHNICIANS
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

1625 W. Algonquir.
439-7010

BUYER

industrial
ledivicluol must

ledge of total material con
trol and will be responsible
for negotiations of all pur.

NOT A "SUMMER"

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervi
sion in a position of ever in.

Ask TOM PALERMO

359-5800
Palatine

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

INC.

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
I.Arlington Hts., III. 60005
GENERAL FACTORY
Due

to

expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,

$10,800 to $12,500

air conditioned facility. kill 0

No Fee
Opportunity here for top mon.

small group of coworkers who
enjoy the following benefits:
I. Excellent start plus 3 weeks

°gement.
to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Holdo
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,
800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.
1

Prospect.

ACCOUNTANTS!
Tar.

$660

mo.

$800 mo.

Lt.

Financial Analysis
Auditors

$800 MO.
$900

Geri.

1110.

$1166 mo.
$1250

mo.

I st year
2. Free Uniforms

3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount
PLEASE CALL MRS. MC GUIRE

299-1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

Carp, ...S;sr do lid..
ISIS 91'48 SI CIS HALMS. Itl. LOOM
111 Y) r',01. 0:80. 7831272
'
OPEN bit seiSS till 8 P. B.

CUSTOMER

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start
NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dotes and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

A small but extremely fast
presently
thorganizing his plant to meet
is

e needs of his rapid growth.
A takecharge Inloll is required
to organiAi and efficiently
handle what is now a
one-man deportinenl, arid be
able to plan for its immediate
growth. Experience as an inspeclor is not necessary but

opportunities

Pip

4

est at pE

Box 313

Day Publications
722 S. Center St.
Des Plaines, III. 60016

you can not stop by for an interview mail

resume to:

THE COCA-COLA CO.
P.O. Box 188, Valparaiso, Indianci 46383

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

or call collect

(AREA 219) 462-0586

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vacations ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial arid automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour del -Wilding on qualifications and experience.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - ALL SHIFTS
Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shill. Should be experienced in blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

PRODUCTION
MEN
CLEAN UP.
MEN

MACHINISTS
BORING MILL OPERATORS
If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

41,
..ii
$2.79
PER HOUR Cit

Please Call

'

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men

Plater's

Helpers

Material Handlers
Cable Formers
P i pef itters

Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

opportunity 4 -west et

Variety of Duties
We Will Train
Advancement Potential
All Fringe Benf its

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC®
A MEMBER OF THE GT& k FAMILY OF COMPANIES

o:00 A.M. TO NOON

SATURDAY

_A.

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

403 N, WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

An Equid Opportunity EmployerJ

437-5400

-I 4.

.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

945-2525

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY T11 8U FRIDAY
TO 4: 00 P.M.

8.00 A

Miss Gaffke
_....

4 Raises First
Year
..

Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Fe,. interview Call MR. A. COOPER

the

salary required to:

If

Evenings

the 11-10111111)11 have worked in

injection molding field.
Salary open. Send resume and

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

S. Cicero Ave., Chicago - Thursday, July 31st and
Sunday, August 3rd from 9 am to 7 pm.

Apply in person

INSPECTOR

PLASTIC INJECTION

will be interviewing at the Southwest Inn, 4501

sary.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

grovetig molder

Must have sanitary can manufacturing experi-

Full Company benefits.

$1500 mo.

& _AMC.

Has immediate openings for CAN LINE FOREMEN
in our brand new can manufacturing- plant
located in beautiful Valparaiso, Ind.

Our company representative, MR. JIM CALLAHAN,

Full time employment
with the leading evening doily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

corn

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,

Hallmark Personnel
N.W. Hwy.

in

The COCA-COLA Co.
Food Division

.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

responsibilities.

Please send resume
aloe confidence to:

(*la

Excellent wages and benefits

SPORTS WRITER

Pure Oil Division

in

have a good working know

creasing

FOREMEN

ence. Others need not apply.

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

JOB

Doorfiold

500 Waukegan Rd.

mum of 2 years
electro mechanical

Hi School grad.

William Berube
824 0144

.

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

Engineering Co.

purchasing.

.14

SOITICchouffeuring. Chauffeurs class C license required.

We seek 0 man with
with o Milli

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

We need a few men to work in new modern bUildingi Close
to horn, Excellent hourly rate plus raises to men who ore
qualified for these cleaning jobs. Most be (leperlc/able and
have transportation.
For more information call:

945-2525- Ext. 258

Individual will have a variety of duties in our mail room, including

Runway &

$650 No Fee

dividual awaiting military draft would h_e_s.citisfactory candidate.

Part Time - Evenings
Mon. - Fri. 6 PM - 10 PM

4448#

Many company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

Start your career in the petroleum industry cis o mail clerk. In-

EXTRA PER MONTH?

... iir

PERMANENT WORK

MAIL CLERK

DO YOU WANT $15u TO Szuo

ilk

AIR CONDITIONED

We will train individual to operate Xerox and Multilith Machines
in our duplicating deportment. No prior experience required.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC
TOP UNION RATES

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

Metal

PRODUCTS INC..8:00 AM to 4:30 PM

THE DAY DOES IT!

$600 - CAR & Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

.

Wheeling, Illinois
777 Wheeling Road
537-1100

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

WE'RE ROARING OVER

23-Emialeymerit Agencies Male

SALES TRAINEE

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays, Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

PURE OIL IS SO GREAT

439-5510

Deerfield

....1

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

CHERRY

"'

:1. - c i It''

6

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

,

-..

'MAST
Se rzn
Iter%/iiCK4L.1.;:-:'

types of Hyrclraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

trades to be trained in the spe'cial-

Elk Grove

392-2866

My Home.

....k:m otario n

CONTACT MR. LIPKER

Randhurst Shopping Center

;4

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex

65 Scott St.

STENO, TYPING,
DICTAPHONE

Heavy
fax Super
lax Mgr.

be 17 years of age.

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

831-2100

GENERAL FACTORY

WII I DO IRONING IN MY HOME

Gen.

EVENINGS

We are restaffing several of our account buildings in the Des
Plaines Mt. Prospect - Wheeling areas As a leader in the
contract cleaning field, we are .Continually seeking dependable, conscientious people. The work is steady and the wages
are excellent. Hours are 3 to 5 per evening. Monday through
Friday. A short training period will prepare you for a reward.
ing part time position.

people most important. Must

JOHN HEN RICKS INC.

Wanted For Permanent Positions

TOOL & DIE REPAIRMAN

MACHINE SHOP

Exp'd secy. Temporary work by
week or month. Typing, short.
telephone,
all office
hand,

E.

PART TIME

ex-

.

Experienced seamstress desires
dressmaking & alterations in

800

No

REPAIR or who has had experience
in tool and die or precision machine

Tlt is

HOSPITAL

1510

available.

perience necessary, will train.
Neatness and ability to meet

We are looking for ci man who is
experienced in PLASTIC MOLD

is a progressive growth opportunity for the right person.
LET US decide whether or not you qualify.
We are now in Highland Park bet will be moving to new plant facilities in Waukegan in
early 1970.
If you are tired of working for that Medicare company and want to improve yourself CALL

HOLY FAMILY

hours

Good wagei.-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GOOD STARTING SALARY 0 BONUS PROGRAM * PROFIT SHARING
PROGRAM

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

AGE NO BARRIER!!

Oic)

69 RAWLS RD.

"Hello Mary?
I found a real
bargain in the

Full time to load and
haul hay. Year around.

MFG. CORP.

PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

358-2699

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is

24 -Help Wanted Men

24711elp Wanted Men

PART TIME

ENGINEERS

field of electro

fixture
tioned

New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.

Palatine area.

in the

mechanical products with cm
opening for an experienced
tool arid die !linker. Work con
silts of repair mid maintenance an high speed pr fires.

opportunity employer.
4

PROGRESSING

We are a leading Mortufac
toter

Earn Extra Money

SEMI -DRIVER

STARTING RATE $4.37

TOOL & DIE

Good pay. Many big company
benefits. Experience preferred

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

An Equal Opportunity Employer

537-6110

Piano lessons

Rolling Meadows

'4700 Hicks Rd.

Dynamics. --

AAA 1 Homing Aid Repair Sery

15 -Instruction

METHODE MFG. CORP.

TRACTOR MECHANIC

14 -Personals

Rental plan. 392 4570

392-3500

Competitive

fit program. Contact JERRY
KROZEL 447-3155. MATERIAL
SERVICES, Division of General

2441elp Wanted Men

55 E. Pcilcnine

ice on al/ makes. Free loaners.

area.

ington

Day Publications, Inc.

but nut necessary. An equal

TAKEN: Green Varsity 10 speed
Vicinity Lin& gold Stingray.

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

JOURNEYMAN
MECHANICS

392 9705

Lost Pekingese, brown F. white,
female, vic. of Ookrori & Elm

You wilVreport to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

OR

AD # A-137

discrimination as
to sex unless specifically designed as -jobs for
men."
out

Will

Recreation Pk. on 7/25 PLEASE
return. REWARD. 1106 \rioter
Ct. Arl. tits. 259 0938.

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

cleaning

store

Suit. & Sun. 8 cmo. to 11 a.m.

LOST:

the party who took green
Schwan,- Stingray --bike- from -

for

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to

listed here are those historically filled by men;

13 -Lost and Found
LOST:

PART TIME MEN
Needed

-- Jobs

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

600 WAUKEGAN RD.

.

DEERFIELD

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

,..

/

Friday, August 1, 1969

25-Emplornent Agencies -Women

2511100111not Agencies -60o

Maintenance Mon
For new apartment complex in

HORT IRIER
COOKS

5 days a week. Little

Excellent
suburb.
Northwest
salary plus apartment. 537 7419

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

the start.

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

DR. ASSISTANT
S550,1650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299.7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

Plaines

Des

Miner

1510

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST
"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

.

DES PLAirriS. ILL,

151C titttfR Sr

Exec. Secretary
GOLF COURSE

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439-0336

Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Smd,ll congenial office.
Age and salary open.

RETIRED MEN

GIRL FRIDAY $540
This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.
You'll keep busy setting up

outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dates, learn
to discuss menus,

Looking for something to do? ?

Cash in on 2-4 of those spore
hours each day Do as many

holmes & assoc.

retirees ore already doing...

Rondhurst,

Drive a school bus this Sep.

Suite 23A

temberl No experience neces

63 E. Adams, Chi.

pro -shop gets busy, give the

fellows a hand. Fun jobl
winter work for boss in

Level
Upper
392-2700
939-4866

regular

and reserve o place for your-

liking

business.

In
his

loaded with ill Free to you.
IVY

.

SP 4-8585
297-3535

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

GIRL FRIDAY

rector of international division

of famous loccl firm. A chalinteresting positon
nteresting position
with many unique benefits.
Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

SECRETARY

966-0700

-Bus Line

$110 WEEK

$550

LPN

We ore looking for a person

Excellent salary
Good opportunities

all the different track sched-

ules. rules, distances, etc, Free.
AMY

SHIPPING

PERSONNEL,

16

W.

peop17

all day long? If

this. one is for you. Lovely sv

burban firm will train you
Free.

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,
255.9414
Miss Paige

This is an opportunity to show
a

TRAVELING SECY

career in the production, labo
ratory, or office.

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

to

Must have safe driving record.
Will make some deliveries with
station wagon. Excellent fringe
benefits and profit sharing.
Starting wage $2.50 per hour.
CONTACT MR. BENEDICT

:ROBERTS &

TEXAS, SEATTLE

ALL EXPENSES PAID!

Almost every week you'll find
yourself in a different place.
Vice

President

is

your

He's constantly on go - you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - some previous exp as secy. Ability to
get along with all types is important - you'll be meeting
the time. You'll learn the busi
ness..then take trips on your
own as company representative! Fantastic jobl Salary!
Free to you. IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4-8585

297-3535

SALES

DOCTOR'S

CORRESPONDENT
years

perience.
volves

office
Position

order

exin-

detoiler,

handle telephones &
liaison between plant &
customer,

salesmen

&

representatives. Franklin

Park office of national
manufacturer. CALL

966-0700

Dempster

6028

BABY DOCTOR
COMPLETE TRAINING
100% PUBLIC CONTACT

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young
baby Doctor's office. Keep
appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys & gals into
Doctor when he's ready. It's a

busy job but fun too. It calls
for

someone

understanding,

who likes kids. Training takes
CU/11111011

sense.

Doctor

says

of $542 mo., call:

SECRETARY

Fiat Products Deot.
9301 W. Belmont
Franklin Park

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

9 S. Dunkin
6028 Dempster

966-0700

about making plane reservations, confirming, selling tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel questions. Its all public contact
You'll

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

394-0880

966-0700

to

excellent opportunity with pro.
fit sharing, life and health
insurance, paid vacations and
other benefits.

Phone

666-3853

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

-

SP 4-8585

297.3535

Mr. Hoover

TEMPORARY
WORK

774-3047

Personnel

NOW OPEN

Assistant
100% Public
Contact

We ,are presently interviewing for temporary clerical positions now open on
our day shift. Length of assignments will

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn
all areas of personnel while
Working with the Most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained

vary from 4 weeks to 9 months. Some
involve no typing others with moderate

unvon

Call or see Jean Yale

$498 MONTH

Pure Oil Division

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show resorts, motels, travel bureaus
how to operate the reservations system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In

addition to excellent starting
salary, there are
benefits inuding
bonus systeek Free.

complete
terrific
a

lynn
Pure Oil Division

259-7010
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

FULL TIME

DAYS or NIGHTS

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

During 4 Week Training Period
We are now interviewing neat. -ttoctive ladies

tions, free insurance programs.
Apply in Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. Mts. 93 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

WOMEN

PACKERS

manent jobs. Excellent starting salary. Automatic
increases. Company paid benefits. Choose your

hours from 3 shifts: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.; 3 p.m. to

394-0880

-

11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

966-0700

6020 Dempster

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON
Between 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

HELP WANTED

CONTINENTAL

FEMALE

"Help Wanted

--

Jobs

CAN COMPANY, INC.

listed here are those historically filled by women;
Estes & Elmhurst Roads

625-0962

Elk Grove Village

An Equal. Opportunity Employer

LOOKING?

26 -Help Wanted Womer

Look Our Way

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND LAUNDRY ONE DAY A WEEK

MOTHERS HOUSEWIVES

359-0160

wanted for evening work in
travel agency. 392.6770

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Earn big money. Women needed
os supervisors. Will train. Should

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

PART TIME CLERK

be aggressive & salesminded.
Must have own car. Call 4395741, aft. 2 p.m.

on

days.

school

Preferably

could furnish own transportation, 437-3283.

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.
Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

EXPERIENCED

Secretaries

Key Punch Operators

Stenographers

Comptometer Operators

Clerk Typists

File Clerks

General Clerks

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,

, engineering, personnel, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.

You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
,
Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

Full' time. Pleasant congenial
conditions. Paid vorntion, insurance, profit sharing.

tall Mr. Lyngaan of Mr. Chirp,

255-9000
Arlington Heights
Federal Savings
Al equal opportunity employer

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

trO

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

.KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No. Fees Top rates

TELLER

Mt. Prospect III.

.WAITRESSES

We will train you for light, clean work and per-

Capable women to care for
baby from Noon 'til 4 o'clock

1800 West Central Road

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Day Publications, Inc.

011/151011 of Addressograph Multigraph Corp

ROLLING MEADOWS

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

davis

warn an."

EharlA Bruning Eampany

259-1620

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employe benefits, including paid vaca-

designated as jobs for

"PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT --

ala=11C3c, oat.

for the position of WAITRESS.

typing skills.

Excellent

out discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

CL 5-1900

Contact
Mrs. Kobus

1100 HICKS RD.

they are available with-

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

must.

An Equal Opportunity ErncLoyer

advancement. CALL

right on the job.
salary and benefits.

TRAINEE

WORK A MINIMUM

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN

PURCHASING SECRETARY
Interesting diversified duties make this an outstanding position. Individual must have gooc. typing skills, shorthand preferred but not essential. A "smiling" telephone manner is o

THE BUNKER-RAMO CORPORATION

In Arlington Heights

TURRET LATHE OPERATORS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
WELDERS - SPOT, ARC

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

and the people you

9 S CUnton

MACHINISTS

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

METHODE MFG. CORP.

2801 S. 25th -Ave., Broadview

Miss Paige

OF 20 HOURS PER WEEK

'

Good starting rates
'
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION

24 -Kelp Wanted Men

MOONLIGHTERS

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

345-9000

vo'`

just

YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE

You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi-

An Equal Opportunity Employer
24 -Help Wanted Men

will get in on MARVELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all
You

TRAVEL

Miss Paige

0 place

LA 9-6929

Good salary. Opportunity for

for reservations or info.

position,

Apply Employment Office Weekdays
8:30 am. -5 pm. or call for appt.

gpod

Personable young ladies wanted to handle anyone who calls

$625 MONTH

dent in charge of sales. You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making air.
line reservations when he or
his staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.

a

IN HIS OWN HOME
Roselle area

Varied interesting duties in an
attractive office. O'Hare area.

meet and the people you work
with/ Fast raises plus bonuses
like long weekends and longer vocations when you're
part of this famed airline.

SP 4.8385
297-3535

Permanent

Village.

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.
TO CARE FOR YOUTH

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475

it

for training and then transfer
to new building in Elk Grove

FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

GENERAL OFFICE

or corms into this famous air-

Chicago

SECRETARIES

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

love

Free.

FORMICA CORP.

WOMAN NEEDED

Free.

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs an, intelligent, neat ap
nearing girl he can train as
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of patients in

his busy office. You'll earn to
greet all who enter, set ap

you will then set-up
appointments with companies.
Lots of phone work, light typing and general variety. Free.
16
W.
AMY PERSONNEL,
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect,
255-9414

cants

he'll teach you the ropes! $520
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

orations and soles.

in

DAYS ONLY

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN.
827.6628

10U% of Ilie.litne!

international and foreign op

start working

CALL MR. MUTI
292-2812 FOR APP T.

people. You'll interview appli
corns seeking office positions
and give standard tests. After
learning the skills of the appli-

line

of

positions

fascinating

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 ,a.m.

to 6 months, wants a girl

439-3050 for app't.

able girl who likes working wills

RECEPTION FOR

NO STENO

doctor is free. Only skill req'd
is lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with a starting salary

678-8533

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

RECEPTION

keep everyone
pointments,
feeling comfortable, till the

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD

In Arlington Heights

boss.

company reps or customers all

PORTER
1001 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village
439-8770

1-2

as -

the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

DEPARTMENT
your ability. Can lead

so,

the

Village area. Call Miss Rok1d.

owner of many race
horses needs to acid a compe-

ords on all horses. Learn about

YOUNG MAN FOR

PART TIME

RECEPTION

Do you enjoy meeting new

benefits including profit
sharing. Plan now to work in

day week, Order Department
and general office. Elk Grove

RECEPTION

tent girl to his staff. This man
needs a girl who can handle
his correspondences, answer
phones, keep charts and rec

Ritzenthaler

are excellent starting
salaries,
liberal
employee

Permanent, 4 hours per day, 5

Elk

Grove Village in approximately

Clerk Typists
There

6028 Dempster

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
Chicago firm moving to
5
to

774-0609,

To Owner of Race Horses
Busy

Mr. Weidner

tion Clerks

tions.

Free.

PERSONNEL

Mr. Kane

ARLINGTON HIS.
392-9300

Export Documenta-

starting salary and fringe benefits; excellent working condi-

WOMEN
OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS

TRAINEE

Secretaries

LEGAL SECRETARY

Law offices located in downtown Arlington Heights. Good

Ar5Egual Opportunity Employer

OFFICE

need -

297-201.

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

935 Lee St.

like to work close to home. We

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.

FRONT DESK

$600

362-7900

439-0330

SECRETARY

self in September.

MUNDELEIN

EL -MAR PLASTICS

at 9575 Higgins Road, Rosemont, Illinois, and have full
time positions for women who

for

public contact a must! Job's

sary, we will train you. Don't
wait
CALL US NOW

etc. Type

confirming letters. When

Here is a ground floor opportunity with a new and exciting

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

Mueller Industries

Pure Oil Division

Union Oil Company of California

international company. We ore
setting up new modern offices

lenging,
lenging,

lo

A subsidiary of Admiral Corp.

Light Production Work

You'll be secretory to the di.

uni

12 AM to 8 AM. Paid insurance,

many company benefits,

EXECUTIVE

Des Plaines

shift.

shifts.

all

cared in Elk Grove Village.

'WOMAN WANTED

$723 MONTH

EXPERIENCED

8 AM too PM; 4 PM to 12 AM;

EXPERIENCED FOR:

WIG

2517;01, CHO 7636772

.

ENTERPRISES

Assistant or Receptionist. 4t/2 days per week. NO
EVENINGS. Salary open. Call
253 8598.

OPEN EVENINGS DLL 8 P.M.

To work for president.

INTERNATIONAL

Dental

Pataline

SWITCHBOARD OPERATOR

We are seeking an experienced telephone operator for our
busy switchboard. This is a permanent position on our day

LIGHT FACTORY WORK

IS TRAVELING YOUR HOBBY?
not work Of it? .Travel
agency needs secretary with
dictaphone and bookkeeping
experience. 392-6770

HALLMARK

.

-500-E1T.V17.-tiVv-y.

ADMIRAL

Why

A_': .'..urge Merton - 359-5800

_km
tit

2 Busy Salesmen. 537-3300.

$95 wk. No Fee. 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.

get in on this new office from

or no

Good
needed.
experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
insurgroup
major rnedicol
ance. Opportunity for advancement

New sales & tlistr. office opening Aug. 25 in Des Plaines. Be
the Distr. Mgr's RIGHT-HAND
GIRL. Should have S -H or dictaphone, type well. Come in &

INJECTION
MOLDING

New, Small Electronic Office. For

TRY TELEPI-ONE SALES

$425 to $475 Free

2441e1P Wanted Men

24414 Wanted Men

GIRL FRIDAY

CAN YOU TALK?

STAFFING NEW OFC.

26 -Help Wanted Women

24 -Help Wanted Nen

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

2641e1oriantedwomen

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100-Ext. 734

AUTOMAT/C
ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, Ill. 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer

White Collar Girls

OF .AMiRICA. INCORPO AAAAA
MT. PROSPECT

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

-

_
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Friday, August I, 1969
26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Consider your fall expenses now.
2 to 3 evenings per wk. will earn

$50 to $100. Can you afford to
pass this up? Car necessary.
Call 333-5914

WAITRESSES

GENERAL OFFICE
This diversified and interesting position requires a sharp girl,
preferably with.some foreign export experience. If you_sfa..not-will train.
have ranyi?gsLexporience-croct-are-ini&CstecCwe
-Eirelre-nt company benefits, plus paid sick leave. New modern air conditioned office.

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

FULL TIME

FLAMIlkIG TORCH
RESTAURANT

333 Era 26,h, A...

duties.
miscellaneous
Excellent salary and benefit

and

Des Plaines

. D.. Plain.., III. 60015_,2924461.- Area

Various hours
(including 9:15 PM shift)

TYPISTS

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
500 Waukegan Rd.

Mrs. M. Hart

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.
POSITIONS OPEN

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

SUPPLY CORPORATION
Has immediate openings for:

* CREDIT CORRESPONDENT
* KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
* ACCOUNTING CLERKS

PLASTIC PARTS

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.

Grow with us. We will be moving to Waukegan in
January to bigger and more modern facilities.

ASSEMBLERS

Apply or Call

REGISTER

No Experience Necessary

259 3500

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

296 5515

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

Evanston,III

S U PEI:61769530R P.

2020 Ridge Ave

Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

P.O. BOX 871

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL

APPLY IN PERSON

2510 Dempster St. Des Plaines

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

864-6050

1806 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington Heights

Women

21 -HO Wanted Men

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

AMERICAN HOSPITAL
Deerfield

ELAINE REVELL, Inc.

months.

between

255 9261

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

ARLINGTON MARKET

WANT TO MAKE
TOP MONEY!!!

With a check from

We hove immediate assign
ments available close to your
home. Work days, weeks or

'Applicant must call
6:30 pm and 9 prn.

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

MAKE FRIDAY PAY DAY!

27 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

I

SHARP TEEN

Good voice and personality for
part time switchboard work.

Becker. 359 4676

255-7200 after 4 PM

Will train

STENOS

once preferred. Dr. William J

Full Time; ability to use camera helpful
but not necessary; paid vacation; group
Blue Cross -Blue Shield available. Call
George Hamilton at.

4 Rasies 1st year

824-0181

tioner's office in Palatine. Experi

POLICE REPORTER

$2.67 PER HOUR

CALL MR. SHAW

77414 Wanted -Men " Women

---253-9325

C646 312

WORKERS

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

_

MATURE DENTAL
ASSISTANT.RECEPTIONIST
for General Practi
Wanted

Spiegel Order Store

5940 Touhy at Lehigh

WOMEN.
PRODUCTION
LINE

Cumberland Area

local store.
Reichardt Cleaners-

439-3405

advancement, CALL:

21 -Help Wanted Men " Women

SECRETARY

Wanted for September in
Mt, Prospect area.

diversified work. Company
benefits and opportunity fo

647.8100 of ---J. & H. 1NT'L CORP.

manufacturing and sates company

253-3300

pony requires girl for typing
at 60 wpm, light dictation

you'll be earning 52.50-53,00
per hour within 6 months. New

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women,

CALL CARL KRAMER

299-4446

253 E. Rand Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Niles sales

Wcimen over 25. $2.25 guaranteed plus incentive so that

SUBSTITUTES

Experience preferied in some
line of credit work, however,
will train beginners with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and

program.

_

.

department of
marketing core

Advertising

Light Industrial 9-3pm

NURSERY SCHOOL
TEACHER HELPER

CREDIT CLERKS
Full Time --

OFFICE
ADVERTISING DEPT.

26 -Help Wanted Women

26414 Wanted keen

2641elp Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ESTATE
Clas fed REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant
Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate

71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

74 -To Rent Apartments
Des PI. sub -let Ira. 2 bedrm. Apt.,
overlooking pool.
11/2 baths,
5215 me. 297-8687, 299-4837.

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service. 11 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

Mt. Prospect: I bedrm. garden
apt. Air conri'd stove. refrig.

Immed occup. $140 mo. 82/-

THE HOME
YOU WANT._

16 -To Rent Houses

3433

3 bedroom ranch,
attached garage, fenced yard.
Elk Grove

Heated 1 bdrm., 5 closets. cror.,

app(., ceramic pastel bath, se-

5235 mo. 437.9499.

cluded, priv. $180. 827.4702

New 3 room garden apartment,
available September 1, call

Could be

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified

439 0544
Des

Pl.

3 bdrm. townhse, 11/3

Mt. Prospect 2 story brick Geor-

gian, 2 bdrm., panel tam. rm.
fenced yard, appliances, drapes,
carpet, walk to schools, train,
shops. Avail. Aug. 15. $260.

working girl/teacher,
no lease, 2 need 3rd to share
Special

furnished 3 bedrm. Des Pl. twnhse, utilities included, $90, call
manager, CL 5.6175

Prospect, 2 bedrm. APT.
Sub lease Sept I, $170. All
appliances. 439-9585
Mt.

NEW BUILDING
STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UPl2 baths/
Contact agent in Model Apt,
)1 am to 6 pm Phone 439-78137

sep.

Split-level by owner. 5 bdrms.,
sewing rm., 3 full baths, 2 car
heated gar., central air condi

tached Gar.,

182
bedroom
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
ooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

Ultra -deluxe

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor
or Mfr. Rep.

DON HAGER, REALTORS

SWIMMING POOL

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to stropping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

359-6050
82 -Wanted To Rent

reliable mature lady wants to
rent

room,

kitchen

privileges,

share home or apartment,

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

or

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Young female teacher wants
bdrm. apt. nr. Har.
furnished
per College or will share larger

I bdrm.

Arl. Hts. 392-9586

I
both 5190-5215
2 baths 5245-5275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320.5335
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.

2 bdrms.

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

aot. furnished or unfurnished.

437 7000, Ext. 24, wkdoys.

business man needs 4
bdrm. home in Arlington High
School Dist. Will pay $300 $350 mo. for suitable house.

83 -Industrial Property (To Rent)

83 -Industrial Property (To Rent)

garage. Ideal location,
walk to train, schools and
shopping. Full basement.

3

bdrm.

ranch, bunt., 31/2 car garage,
fenced yd., excel loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700,

rentals

includes all

cooking gas.

ATTENTION SUB -DIVIDERS & INVESTORS
F1422

120 acres of rolling countryside adjoining Inverness. Possi-

ble 200, half -acre lots. Can be annexed to Barrington.

1444 S. Busse

439-4100

Zoned residential. Property also has remodeled farmhouse
and out buildings. $4,500 per acre.
H1687

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Red hot location for apartments or retail businesses. Adjoining sewer and water. 250 x 528' lot with a 4 bedroom,

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

21/i baths, fireplace, carpeting & garage. $75,000.

Windsor Woods
wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right inl Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning
oven.

Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, play area, tencourts,

nis

modern

kitchens

completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidaire refrig
erator-freezer, Air conditioned,

free central heating and gas
cooking, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or
patios, ample parking.

2 - and 3 bedroom apts.
Some available Aug. 1st.
1

160 acres of red hot investment property in a fast growing

Brick and stone 3 bedroom

DR, lye. paneled form rm. w/

ranch,

Palatine. Asking -.$55,000 -good terms.

Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577

Open Daily: 11 AM - 7 PM
Easy ,to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West on Lake to Mil-

waukee. Right on Milwaukee
to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.

Just listed. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, full basement, 1/2 acre.
Patio with privacy fence. Many trees & mature landscaping.

Or take Rand Rd. to Windsor
Dr. Right to model.

PALATINE
New colonial. 4 bedroom, 21/z baths, den and full basement.
Double garage, 100 x 300' lot. Low maintenance exterior.

thorn Woods. 8 rooms --3 bedbaths. Large
21/2
rooms,

$54,000
PALATINE
5 bedrooms, 3 baths, over I acre. New contemporary raised

family room, screened porch,

oak floors, beautifully landscaped on one acre. Private
swimming and fishing nearby. Has everything. Owner
California.
to
'transferred

RESEDA
4 bedroom, 21/2 both colonial. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.
Full basemen?. Double garage. Fenced lot.

4 BEDROOM RANCH
EXTRA WOODED LOT

Remodeled American farmhouse on 21/2 acres. Many trees.
Born 35 x 125 solidly built, can be art studio, antiques, or 2nd

formal

dining rm., newly decorated
Inside & out, 2 baths, central
air conditioning, incinerator,
water softener, & carpeting.
Extra lot can be sold for
$9,000. $36,500.

.home.

3 bedrooms, 11/3 ceramic tiled

baths, 2 car attached garage
$27,900

morn & rec. rm. have fireplace. Laundry rm, & work
shop in full basement, air

C. NEAL
REALTY
666 E. NW Hwy.,.
Palatine
359-1232

REALTY,

PALATINE
INC.

27 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
359-2600
2720923

ful landscaping.

2

(5151 459 2436

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

LANDSCAPED LOT

VR2867
Already landscaped for that
dream home of yours. You
must see this tree bordered
132' x 66' lot in Palatine.
Priced for quick sale, $6,900,

C. NEAL
REALTY
666 E. NW. Hwy.,
Palatine
359-1232
89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

$25,500

MAINTENANCE FREE beautifully designed & conveniently
located, this 3 bedroom ranch
has 2 air conditioning units.
11/2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
att., garage. Brick & aluminum
siding.

ANNEN & BUSSE,
Realtors
439-4700
253-1800

359-7000
255.9111

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
500.33,000 sq. ft.

Attractive new office building.
Contact Ron Frain.

GOTTLIEB/BEALE

& CO.
782-6735
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NOW SHOWING
By Arlington Realty

500.26,000 sq. ft.
Beautiful new office building.

COMFORTABLE...all brick Georgian on beautiful tree lined
street is a sharp, quality built and easily maintained home.
Good room sizes including separate dining room & rec room,
garage, patio & lovely landscaping. $27,900.

IMMACULATE...Brick and frame splitlevel with heated at
tacked gaiage & 3 bedrooms has what it takes for better
living. Large family room. 11/a ceramic baths, separate dining.
room & a fine location in area of modern homes. $30,500.

VACANT FOR SALE
BUILDERS ATTENTION!
FOX RIVER GROVE

GOTTLIEB/BEALE

& CO.
782-6735
FOR SALE OR LEASE
Warehouse or manufacturing.
Arlington Heights

8.

pool. 3 bedrooms, 25' family room, paneled living -dining

area, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen built-ins, 2 car attached
garage, A-1 condition. $34,900.

EXQUISITE...Quality ranch home, stone & brick, 3 bedrooms,

full basement, kitchen with built-ins, plus good breakfast
area, 2 car garage, many lavish extras. Near schools 8. shops.

Cleorbrook

Industrial

Park.

10,000 sq. ft.
12,500 sq. ft.
15,000 sq. ft.
20,000 sq. ft.
Contact Larry Levy

$36,900.

GOTTLIEB/BEALE
ENJOYMENT...can be yours in this fine bi.level with 3 bedrooms

& /1/2 baths. Like -new carpeting, kitchen built-ins, intercom,
family room, large patio, fenced yard & 2 car garage. $39,900.

& CO.
782-6735

$11,500

Ideal location. 3 building site,

7 room, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
with dining room. Living

carpeted.

$64,900

BARRINGTON

closed porch. $35,000.

359-1232

To Be Built

GLITTERING...Sharp 7 room raised ranch, 2 blocks from park

$49,750

PALATINE

a 100 % 700' lot. Also en-

Palatine

NEW RAISED RANCHES

baths, 20' font. an., beautiful
kitchen with built-ins, big
patio, 2 car att. garage. Color-

ranch.

19 lots, 70' x 150' except corner lot. Sewer, water, gas &
electric. Low taxes, close to schools, shopping, & transpor-

C. NEAL REALTY

ALSO

4

$38,750

ExecUtive's Home. 6 yr. old
bi-level in beautiful Haw-

'ran. 21 x 24' playroom; modern
kitchen, 2 car garage. 1/2 acre
lot. Generous closets.542,900.

Contact Larry Levy.

$34,500

BARRINGTON

$11,500 per lot

LONG GROVE

$22,500

4 beautiful 1 acre home sites. Water, gas, electric, streets.

HIDDEN VALLEY
3 acre home sites around your own lake. Only 2 lef tl

car garage & lots of trees on

tation. $4,500 each.

split/level in excellent community near everything. 21/2

$10,500

2556320
359.6500
894./330

HOMES FOR SALE
PALATINE

H2781

construction,

bedroom

improved. Zoned.

R2439
Located in Palatine on an acre

of ground. 2 car garage, suit
able for business use. Large
kitchen & rear porch. $300 per
month

17' lam. rm.. ceramic

loads of cabinets.
laundry rm., full basement,
fenced yard with luscious
landscaping.
$43,500

Bruns Real Estate
QUINLAN &

baths,
kitchen,

SPACIOUS

on fully improved 66' lots.

lington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

CL 3-7600

VR2865

666 E. Northwest Highway

trains and town.

McCABE REALTY

3 BEDROOM RANCH

conditioned,

ATTENTION BUILDERS

Full

TYSON, INC.

259 E. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

H2851

-

base-

$39,900

ROOM TO SPARE

2 story modern barn, 30 x 100'. 2 septic tanks, adjacent
to new subdivision of attractive homes 2 miles west of

full

hall, Ideal location.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

Brick

5 ACRES

baths,

living room, dining room and

298.3061

H2872

R12878

11/2

ment, 1/2 acre lot, Carpeting in

21/2 yrs. old. $48,000. By Owner.

buildings. Close to all utilities. Act nowll $3,500 per acre.

Sign a 3 to 5 year lease now as this 3 acre site won't last
long, 1 story, air-conditioned office. Building has 12' ceilings with 110' of loading doors.

to schools,
$85,900,

Pros. His. 2 story brk., 4 bdrm.,
21/2 baths, foyer, LR, formal

area. Property has a 5 bedroom duplex, barn and out

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING....12c SQ. FT.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY

disposal.

$39,900

A BEAUTY with 3 bedrooms
near schools & shops. 2 full

6 flat lot on Route # 12. Fully

room 30 x 23 with wet bar.
Enclosed rear yard. Convenient

Henry Berenx

480 LOT SUBDIVISION

and

finished basement recreation

ELK GROVE

Must sell fast, asking $51,900

INVESTORS -BUILDERS

washer

$30,900

frplc., eat -in kit., enclosed patio,

LAKE ZURICH

with center island sink, dish.

car

PRICE SLASHED

SWIMMING POOL''

Centrally Air Conditioned. Carpeted throughout.
Florida room. Huge kitchen
openers.

3 bedroom brick Cap Cod, 2

560,500. 359-3904

2 car at

tacked garage with electric

MT. PROSPECT

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

appliances, heat. hotwater &

Newly Listed

296-6655

rooms, 31/2 baths,

area. Owner. Colonial, 4 bdrms.,
11/2 yrs. old. All quality features.
Low taxes, 1/2 acre. Must sell.
Owner.

646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 bl. S. of 62 on 31/

Beautiful white brick colonial
in Scarsdale. Four large bed-

Local

Please call Mr. °Mau.
394-3950

437-1926

658-5661

DU

Mtg. avail. 392.9365

by

BRADSHAW

64 14067111VIST HWY.

carpet thruout, drapes, $ appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.

Palatine

824 Waukegan Rd.
Northbrook
272 3550 or 273 4400

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

REALTORS
Al2RMCO
MINIS

BARRINGTON PK.-Inverness

Just available 6-yr. old home.
Crystal Lake Shoal District. 5
bdrms., 2 baths, paneled roc

family room with fire.

place, full basement, 2 car over
sized garage. $45,250.

359-6050

10*

Buffalo Grove
Better than new colonial. Popular size. 8 room, 4 bedroom,
21/2 baths, kitchen with built ins
"CAMBRIDGE"

20x10,

DON HAGER, REALTORS

trilevel. Att'd gar. w/w

Tacker Colonial, 3 Ig. bdrms.,
21/z baths, 21/2 garage, red rm.,
frplaces, screened porch,
2
$49,500. 255 3984

AYAR5REALTY CO.

lot, many extras. Mid 30's. Own-

yr. old

CARP ENTERSVILLE
Aluminum sided 3 bedroom
ranch, 11/z car garage. Nicely
landscaped. $16,200 full price.
$4,200 down to assume low
rate mortgage.

$35,400.

$30,500

fully carptd, 15x15 scr.
porch, 11/3 car gar., cen. air, Irg.

bsmt., 2 car gar., W/W cptg.

I

Atbase.

PRICED TO SELL

359 1450. Eves. CL 3-0297

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

rm.,
Full

Walk to Schools & Shopping.

rm.,

ments.
Sensible

Dining

bi-level, 2 baths, panelled tam.

Arl, Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 21/3 bath, 3

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened
porch with built-in Bar-be.que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
beautifully
a
yard. Immediate possession.

3 bedroom home with

tinning. Many extras. $49,900.
392.0152
Des Pl. Woycinden Pk. 3 bedrm.

18 -To Rent Business Property

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

& refrig. 5200. Oct. occupancy.

Arlington Heights

.14 -To Rent Apartments

You must see this lovely

1

er. 439.2327.

MT. PROSPECT

296-3908

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Igo, bdrms., 3 full baths,

392-7322

298-6779

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
3 bedroom brick bi-level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bed-

BRICK CAPE COD

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

4

panelled rumpus rm.,
sepor, utility rm., alt. gar., stove
baths,

Westgate Apts.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share
ROOM WANTED with lady looking for companionship by
healthy, cultured companionable
woman of 60. Refs. exch.

hdrie.
Ad. III, by owner,
home, 21/2 car cord garage. Assume 51/4% loan. 392-2616

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -houses

COOL...Centrally air conditioned split-level has 1 full ceramic
baths, 3 nice bedrooms, lovely kitchen with built-ins, beautiful large family room, 2 car garage, sodded lawn, great loco
tion. You'll love itl $41,900.

FOR LEASE
Centex Industrial Park
Elk Grove Village

HANDSOME...Cape Cod styled 4 bedroom split-level has what
it takes for great family living. Bright, cheery kitchen has builtin appliances, roomy, inviting family room, 21/2 baths, over-

4,500 sq. f t.
7,000 sq. ft.
12,000 sq. ft.
12,650 sq. ft.

features you'll enjoy. $41,900,

17,368 iq. ft.
17,760 sq. ft.

size 2 car garage & patio are just a few of the runny fine

Contact Ran Frain

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
Palatine, Ill.

ARLINGTON REALTY
253.8100
392-8100

359-4100
255.1515

GOTTLIEB/BEALE
&

782-6i35

FrIdaN August I, 1969
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214Ie1p Wanted Men * Wow

21 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

2641elo Wanted Women

31. Rummage & Garage Sale

Babysitter, 5 days, 8-5. My home
or yours. I child. Wolf & Central.
824-3060 after 6

Gar. .Sale.Furn., clothing, misc.
items. Aug. 2 & 3, 10 AM til dark.
136 Hilltop Dr., Schaumburg.

31 -Boats and Marine *Ores
fiberglass Crosby fishing'
14'
boat, tiny teeny trailer, $400.
hp. Evinrude motor, $90.
12

START NOW

TELLER

Men & Women

PROOF MACHINE

'68 O'Day Sprite 12' sailboat Excel. Cond. Oars included. $550.
439-5543

247 8. 255 N. Garden, Bensenville

(2nd SHIFT 3-1/FULL TIME)

FILE CLERK

*
*

Apt. Sale.9-5, Fri., Sat.
& 2. Colonial Townhouse
Apts. Rt. 83 Wheeling, 11/2 blks.
N. of K -Mart.

Girls white double dresser with

& 2.
Huge Garage 5ale-Aug.
Starting 10 AM. Earn., clothing,
appliances, toys & games, loads
of mist. 507 Oakton, Elk Grove.

Wont to buy: Small spot welder

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827.4411

BILLING

* Excellent starting rates

3/4

MFG. CORP.

HAIR DRESSERS

WOMEN
EXCITING
OPPORTUNITIES
AND

SALES

SALES MANAGEMENT
PART TIME
TIME
FULL
No experience necessary - We train you
Earnings commensurate with ability.

Mole or Female

867- 4351

CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desirable.

Rupp mini -bike. Excellent condi.'
ion. $150.

Assorted

CABINET DRAFTSMAN
gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

Beautiful English carriage w/
mattress S20; bathinette $10.
deluxe car bed $5. 437 8855
clothes, latest styles,
season. Sizes 1l, 12, 13,
worn
& 14.537-8814.
Lady's

1

8:30 a.m.

Baby equip., T.V., built-in range,
misc. garden tools, rear seat
for '66 Choy. Carry -all, reclining

Apply

P.M. ROUTES

CORTRON INDUSTRIES
1555 Times Drive

297.3400

ATI*
PO M4,
li
ktir$
lbmgav

, lir h.

TO A

..-

.-%.

now*
.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

choir, end tables, dresser. 392.

Cook County

Sacrifice 2 Spanish oak heavily
carved end table & cocktail
table; Mediterranean AM/FM
stereo console never used.

4775

Des Plaines

YOU'RE OFF

School Bus, Inc.
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439.0923

$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

ACCOUNTANT -

START

BOOKKEEPER

i:ez--

AT

BRUNING
MALE & FEMALE DAYS

DUPLICATING MACH OPERATOR
SCHEDULING & EXPIDITING
CLERK

EXPORT DOCUMENTATION
CLERK

ACCTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

267-7474 after 4 p.m.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

3040 S. Busse Rd.

FLYING

'

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER
Arl.
444 Rand Rd.

Rd.,

1800 W.'CENTRAL R OA

MT.,PROSPECT

255 - 1910D

water softeners & water con

inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee bene.
fits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educa
eon,. salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894-5800 for interview. Salary
is open.

ditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER
'

Auto. wash machine, 2 table
lamps new; used crib, bike,
mirror, maple tble. TW 4-9325

6 yr. crib complete $20; beige

wool rugs w/pad 12x16 & 4x8
best offer; Jr. Miss clothes like

colors $2.29 gallon.
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

GARAGE

394-0630.

SALE

,t,0 /OUR

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

3 ORS -13A.110

16' Wagemaker, 35 HP Johnson,
electric starter, trailer, $650.
437.1141

A--\-

Emerson, Mt. Prospect.

.

misc.

H.T., Automatic, Power,

616

4

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Tears.

1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
Hawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#1f 13 891

1968 XL
B 2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, AjT, R/H.

$1695

B

0

$1695
N

1967 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. HiTop, green V/8, AiT,

P/S. #2721A....$1495

1966 CORVAIR

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR
#

'67 MUSTANG
2

t

$1395

19718 Singer Zig-Zag

$2095

Excellent condition
V -8, ,,,,automaticp90transmission,

Automatic & Power

$1395

,

radio,

beater.

19i56. #V205L0K ASWAGEN STATION WAGON

$1195

D BBlue.e

Y '66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

$1295

Blue

B

u

dr. hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,

4

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
4 dr. hardtop,
V8 automatic

'67 CHARGER

'66 PONT 2 2
4 Speed

4 Speed

walls, buck. seats,

C011501e,

air conditionings

B 1965 CHRYSLER 300
2 DR Hardtop, White, V8, Power Steering,
0 Auto., Air Cond., Very Clean. #2675A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
cylinder, automatic transmission,

D6

power

steering, radio. 6 2771A

white Wall tires

'500 H DTP,

'500, 3 speed

Bright red with white convertible top. #26150 ..

PARK
A RLINGTON
DODGE

0
B

0
D

Y
1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

39276300

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

$1295 B

0

Blue hardtop, bucket seats, console, and AIR
CONDITIONING, V8 automatic, radio, heater,

'64 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE

55 -Musical Instruments

$1595 0

'65 BUICK SKYLARK

$1395

$995

$1195.

Y

'65 CORONET

$1295

Y

$2795

2186 A '65' BUICK SKYLARK

0 hardtop, power steering, radio, heater, white

$1795

'65 SPT. FURY

,0
$795D

tranSilliSSiOrt,

power steering, power brakes, factory air
N conditioning, gold. #15B7A

383 ENG., 4 SPEED

$1995

B

'65 IMPALA

'65 CORONET
Power

0

'65 MUSTANG
Stick shift, ve engine, green in color. 6 2733A

4 Speed

'

Automatic

$1495 : T

blue.

C7

8

$1.1
$629965

Tmaroon. #2771A

Sews

'65 OLDS 442

D

2, 4 speed

'65 SKYLARK

Sewing machine. Slightly used.'

$995

FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

'66 CHEVELLE 4 DOOR HT

Automatic & Power

0

9.

B

$2595

B

$1295

Y

V -B, automatic transmission, power ste

N

0

$1095

Radio, Heater #2819A

440 Eng., Automatic

$1195

Miss Hoydee - and SAVE.
253.9416

$1395 '

'67 PONTIAC GTO
4 speed, big motor, radio, blue. # 7A48

R/T 440 Ersg., Automatii

'67 CHEV. SS

low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

-

Y

hardtop, greens V8, Automatic trans
mission, power steering.#2721
dr.

2

'68 CORONET

I

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

D

T '67 FAIRLANE 500

6 cyl., Automatic

Palatine, Illinois

0

$2295

'68 PLYM. GTX

'66 MUSTANG

(3121469-7204

0

$2195

P891

68 DODGE .'4 TON PICKUP
#898,4

U

N

$2995

$1995 B

Automatic Trans.

As

TAPE SELECTION

Y

'66 LE MANS

I

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. # 1587

White, Runs Gnnd #244A

$1295

old bed & 2 liv. rm. chairs.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

T

$$$$$

V-8, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,

93" sofa bed, very gd. cond.
yr.
Orig. $500 asking $200.

204 Hicks Place

B power steering, power brakes, turbo hydro

0

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,
Power.

Traditional couch $150; gold Co.
ionic.' sofa $100. 956-1571

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

$3495 U

$2595

'66 OLDSMOBILE

both fruitwood & good cond;

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MALHINES

B

Champaign gold, V8 automatic, 4 dr., hardtop,

1966 ECONOLINE VAN

$1495

condition, mattresses if wanted.
827-0517
Fr. Prov. drop leaf tbl, 2 end
chairs $100, Fr. Prov. sofa $150,

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Al

'68 IMPALA

CORNER

358-9233

blind hems in dresses,
makes button holes, sews buttons'
on,
monograms and fancy
stitches. No attachments needed.
Five year parts and service
guarantee
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

USED CARS

1969 MACH I
Red 427 R, air Auto PS, PB Ready to go # P887.

O

$2195

$1395

table

Gigantic Gar. Sale: Thurs. July
tools, Honda, much
E. Euclid, Arl. Hts.

'66 CORONET

widow feet. $75. Coll
SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

Al
N

$1895

yr.

ears

dining

n

$4785

factory air. #1559

N '67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V 8, automatic transmission. #236A

Polar° 9 Pass., Power

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

31, Fri. Aug. I. Furs., glassware,

$495

439-8381

359-2251

Gar. Sale & Misc. hshld. goods &
clothing. July 31, Aug. 1, 306 N.
Evanvan, III.

864-6050

o
.

Automatic, bucket seats

Female, full pedigree, 2 years.

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

N

.31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

SUPPLY CORP.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

55 -Musical Instruments

$995

Gentle, all shots $100.

round

B
1969 T -Bird
0 Lime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner-

,D

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMANC

AKC,

4685
19¢9ORD CUSTOM

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

Jet Star, Power

_

Miniature Schnauzer, beautiful

Min. Schnauzer, female, 2

B factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner- Y
ing light, rear lamp outage indicator.
U #1519
$

'64 OLDS

Minatures, Toy stud n service,
choice of colors. 358.9233.

SAILBOAT: 12'10" long, used
once. $650 or BEST OFFER.
CALL: 392-8969

ir4f:/.44111\

r,,)I') \

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
2020 Ridge Ave.

B.

$1095

AKC, Tiny Toys &

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER

,4../ 1 ',

-

humidifier, baby Turn., assorted,
dressers, 3 pc. bedrm. set, elec.
heater, metal storage shelves,
hollywood beds, hitch, table,
metal folding chairs. 259-1549

& basement walls. White

Wag. 9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

392-7641.

LEND - LEASE

SPECIAL

MI"'

I

shots.

Moving: family rm. turn, de-

Interior Latex ideal for garage

F0111°1°

'

5 mos. old German Shepherd,

537 0247

HOME OWNER'S

'64 DODGE

$1295
'67 TR GT

children. Llewellin Setter/Brittany
puppies for sale. $35. 537.7172

POODLES

0

Sedan

reds, 6 weeks. 359-1308

Pheasant hunters with dogless

new szs. 5 & 7. 956-1307.

GROUND FLOOR NOW!

..

255.1107 or 3593200

Schwinns $7 to $38. 437-1760

D c000ns.1

FEMALE: MAIL CLERKS
MALE: * DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK
* SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERKS

67VOLKSWAGEN

5

Bunk beds, 2 years old, good

Boy'sGirl's bikes; 20", 24" & 26"
l/W, M/W, Ball. 3 spds &

.SIGN

Moving to Waukegan in Janifary
Immediate openings available for;

AKC,

1969 T -BIRD

Dsteering, power brakes. Broughm cloth & vinyl D
interior, black vinyl roof. Power windows &
Y way fold seats, tilt steering wheel,

'62 COMET

show quality. $125:4194-2930.

mules, 2 females, blk., tans &

$2750 0

Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise o-matic,
power steering, power brakes, white walls, power windows, torqee steering, electric defrost,

$1095

$1995

537-1930

CONDITIONING CO.

i$VagIED

GET IN ON THE

,

Hts'.

monthly and annual reports,

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

253.6162

-

body side mold, exterior molding, cruise-o-matic,

ing lights, 429 VB engine, cruise-o-rnatic, power'

Hdtp. Factory Air
Conditioned

2+2 Factory Air Conditioned

Dachshund, AKC, sm. min. fem.,
black & ton, 1st shorts, 8 wks.,

Antique

For information about the FINEST

INTERVIEWING HOURS

Ell BRIIItliNG

'67 MUSTANG

Irish setter puppies AKC, champ.
sired. Vacation board Free.

children

HARDTOP

B Champaign gold, power steering, radio, heater, N

man, #246,5

$1795

8 weeks, tri-color, $35.

with

0

mold, power steering, radio,
heater. #1524

'64 OLDS

Warranty

Beagle puppies, 5 males AKC,

good

$2525 U
T
1969 FAIRLANE 500

wheel covers #1509

N

side

$795

4 Dr. Hdtp., Factory

chopped, alt
shots, raised with children. $100.
Call 359 6142

of

.

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

'67 POLARA

414iime FurnishOgsfurriturn

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.
Supervision of payables and

receivables, preparation

$1795

392-5049

Capuchin monkey. Small,
Very tome. Best offer.
253-8392 after 5.

puppies

Aqua, all vinyl, door trim, foam padded seats, B
courtesy lights, cruise-o-matic, radio,

Automatic

Automatic Trans.

Pet

Dachshund

Y

NBrittany blue, all vinyl trim, cruise-o-matic, body N

4 DR. Galaxio $00,

'67 CAMERO

Siamese kittens, 7 weeks, adorable and reasonable.

SAVE $19 to $39

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

of America, W. Higgins

$3.00 each
Call 253.1828

old,

4 GYM SETS LEFT

DRAFTSMAN - SECRETARY

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY

pool

Swimming

sories. AM/FM stereo & R/C console, $75. 299-0253.

A.M. ROUTES

DEMO

PUPPIES FOR SALE!

CL 9-0751

w/filter, ladder, & comp. acces-

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

6:30

SALE:

FOR

DRIVERS
Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro

Sizes

girl's clothes.
8, 10& 12.51 to $4.
894 1583

CL 3-8351

TriColor

B

4 DR. SEDAN

'65 FORD

Auto., Fact. Warr.

Siamese kittens, 9
weeks old, litter trained $10.
827 7470

$2,500.00
CL 5.9035 evenings

Fury III, Automatic b.
Power

'68 DART CUST.

Beautiful

MONROE DESK COMPUTER

SCHOOL BUS

No experience necessary, will train.

3-2005

.

MALE & FEMALE

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

-

ser. Reasonable 773-0668 aft. 5.

Pros-

mats. 5 day week. Mt.
pect ci,u.

Beagle puppy.
$40 Call
439 26 '0

AKC

End coffee car. tables; refrig;
Grandfather clock; bed & dres-

FULL OR PART TIME

$2295

old Sorrel Gelding. Well
Western. $275. Ex.

yr.

Hollywood twin beds, white
headboard -520. Hide -a -bed $15.
Hand Lawnmower -55. 392-1496

RECEPTIONIST

'440 with Automatic

& Power

trained

26" Schwinn bike; 30" lawn
sweeper; tire like new #845

For Veterinarian. Must like oni,

H.T.

299-3512

perineced rider. 639-3595

emotionally
disturbed children, one for a setting for mentally retarded
children. Salaries competitive.
Liberal fringe benefits. Phone
Mrs. Koterbo. 255-0120.

WAGON

ter trained.
3

0

'68 CORONET

SIAMESE kittens, 8 weeks old. Lit-

cabinet bottom. 529.4917

for

setting

Horses Boarded. Box stalls. Pasture. Riding ring. Good feed. $40
a month. 639-3595

Kitchen cabinet: glass sliding
doors with firmico counter &

15, 824.0446.

'65 PLYM.

Automatic & Power

$2495

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

speakers, wheel covers, #1513

'68 CHARGER

8 weeks
4394891

0

1969 NEW CAR
D
INVENTORY REDUCTION y
1969 FAIRLANE HARDTOP

D

!y

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

SAVE THIS AD
& SAVE MONEY

visual group, whitewalls, dual rear

297.4887
Irish setter puppies AKC, champ.
sired. Free vacation board.

& female. Silver or salt & pepper.
Top quality, CL 3.2984

Pool filter $15. 437 1929

0

or TERMS!

FREE BLACK MOTHER CAT
Likes outdoors.

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male

walnut trim, exc. cond. $25 ea.

Teaching positions for mentally
retarded, multiple handicapped
and emotionally disturbed
children are open at Clearbrook
Center, 3201 W. Campbell, Rolling Meadows and at future location of a school in Des Plaines
for fall of 1969. Two supervisor
positions also open. One in day

SELECTION, PRICES

253-6162

green/blue chairs

olive

PAIR

FULL OR PART TIME
CL 3-1286

care

CALL,MR. ROBERTS

St.

5,000 Evergreens $1 ea.
Faith Nursery, 26W180 North
Ave. Wheaton.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255 1107
FL9-3200

2141elo Wanted -Men * Women

MEN

ea.

GRAND OPENING SALE

Rolling Meadows

everybody knows it!

255.0847

Stephens schl. hall, Spruce &
Prospect, Des P. Aug 2, 9-11

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

53-54-$5

desks:

B

Dodge Boys...and

LHASA APSO puppies, AKC, 6
weeks old. $150 and up.

392-2338.

METHODE

439-7603

built
Girls bicycle
for 2. Must be its excel. cond.
358.5797

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, shots, & clipped.
253.8840

TON

0

The Arlington Park

392 9363
WANTED:

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equiprrient

Air conditioner, Signature, 5800
BTU, 115 volt $75; Small formica
breakfast table & 2 chairs $20.
SChl.

in

good condition for our daughter.

AIR CONDITIONER
$50. 259.9183

392-3500

Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00-

blk.

1/2

$4 each. CL 5-1005

F08-F4JRTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

or

of State

Natural Hardwood

related clerical functions.

Metropolitan Printing Co.

E.

Children's Picnic Tables

good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other

Apply in Person to

Creative & educational toys

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

chine operator. Will also train

Paid Vacations
37'/2 hour week

*

blks,

2

UNDERSELLS

for 16 gauge steel.
259 5438

to sell.

and rewording
Interesting
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma.

Air Conditioned

827.5064

S. of Olive; turn, toys, baby items,
clothing, mangle, misc, all priced

OPERATOR

* Steady work
*

Hts,

MACHINE

Pleasant working conditions

*

maple or oak preferred,

Neighborhood gar. sole-Thurs.
& Fri, 9 5, 1201 N. Hickory, Arl.

* Many Company Benefits

NOBODY

mirror & twin beds complete

1

1

An equal opportunity employer

N

extras, 52550. 259.5992

You need, we got. Neighborhood
Aug.

Des Plaines

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

cover, curtains & top, skiis, 18
gal. bow tank & auxiliary tank,
tape deck, life jackets, & other
42 -Wanted to Buy

First National
Bank of

Proof Readers

son,

Gar. Sole: 2806 St. James, Rolling Meadows, Thurs, Fri, July 31,
Aug. 1. girl's clothes, mist.

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

Typist
Keyline Artists

17' Larson Velcro, 100 h.p. Johntrailer w/brake, mooring

bar. Sole -Housewares, clothing,
Turn., & mist. Aug. 2, 10-4i Airy
Trace, 1315 Fernandez, Arl. Hts.

OPERATOR

-

uto shopping center

766-3465

Gor. Sale July 30, 31, Aug. 1, 2.
Appli.,, stereo, sewing mach.,
toys, turn., clothing, much misc.

D

$995

$695

Transportation Specials
'64 CORVAIR

U

4 speed, Monza coupe #2592A

$395

'60 FIAT
#2788B

$125

'61 GALAXY
6 cyl., standard transmission #279413

Y

$99

'61 CORVAIR MONZA

Automatic transmission, good runner. #2067C.. $99

T
N

0
B

FORD

B

u AIKEY IN DES PLAINES
T

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163

Weekdays 9-9

Saturday 9-6

Y

Page 23

Friday, August 1, 1969
41-Heme Furrisbmgsfurature
ORNAMENTAL IRON TABLE

AND CHAIRS $185

107 -Auto Parts and Access.,

112 -Automobiles For Sale

New trailer hitch fits VW Sedan
8. Kormonn Ghia. Call 537.6110

'69 Chevelle Malibu, P/S, vinyl

ask for Harry Wennerstrom.

CL 9 0898
MODEL HOME FURNITURE

"

2 DEEP DISH, 14" CHROME
REVERSE WHEELS $35.

Closing out Call Corvet Construction Co 437 6606
table w/2
Oval dining rrn

296.4535

Needs

111Motorcycles and Scooters

ra Brand new carpeting made for
As model homes Heavy nylon pile.

1967 Hondo 160 Scrambler
good condition, $350.
253.0955.

make

Exc

server

some work 5200 894 7481

Huge discounts 824 7353 Distr,

1967 Yamaha

tt 4

GREEN FUR CHAISE LOUNGE
CHAIR $75
296 3979
DINING ROOM SET
SOLID MAHOGANY
255 2397

rs

180 Electric

interior, A/T. Excellent condition.
439-6658 after 5 PM
Chevy, 6 cylinder, stick,
fair condition. $150 call 392-8726
after 6 p.m.

'62

FINE COND., REAS.,
CL 3-9461
1962

P/S,

255 5245

1962 Chevy 409 with 4 speed.
Excellent condition $600.
537-2877

ment. GE 8.7690

$995. CL 3 1063

and size 894 8743

,

Child s chifferobt new $25- lg.
.4 easy choir $25 Ironnte mangle
iron w/cabinet $40 barber set
7 new $7 773 1707
Living Rm couch 2 choirs 2 end

hanging lamp,
decorator shelf twin head.
board 823 7293
cocktail rbl

ORIENTAL FURNITURE

",. Newly imported with beautiful
hand carved & Mother of pearl
inlay work All articles of solid

dual curbs, A/T, console, bkts.

90cc HONDA,

CLEAN

'63 Cad. DeVille low mileage,
full pwr., air., gd. cond. must
sell $995 or best. 894-4744

Caprice, all
cond., r/h, p/s, p/b, tilt steerigg

'65 Chrysler Newport 2-dr.,
white w/black vinyl top, full
power, FM. radio, air cond'g.
Call aft. 4:30 pm, 824-4789.
CHEVY, 1965 Bel Air, V-8, 283,
4-dr. Sedan, auto., very sharp,
original owner. LE 7-2517.

1961 OLDS

Full power, radio, heater, etc.

VW 1965, 1st class finish, brakes,

CL 5. 8391

battery & tires. Dependable in

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.

1968

50, 830 miles, $135, call
296-3131

vinyl top, fully equipped.
392.0763

'66 Honda 305 Scrambler.
Excellent condition; must see
to appreciate. 894.8094

64 Chevy Convert. Power steering, power brakes, leather
interior. 298-2966.

65

Riviera, ivory

Comet,

stand.

mist gold,

trans., r/h,

excel). cond., like new tires, low
mileage, 272 0914

'65 Hondo, "305" Super Hawk,

1962 Dodge Lancer, 6 cyl. Radio,

low'miles, clean cond., $370.
965-8292 after 6 PT.

heater. Good condition. Best offer. 394.2316

Hondo "305" Dream, good con.
dition. CALL 359-1098 after

'64

5 p.m.

Call 437 5787

Trimph '67 "650". High bars,
custom tanks & more, low miles,

Going to Army. Must sell 1968
Dodge Charger at once. Yellow

gd. cond., $850 gr OFFER.

w/black vinyl top. 392-0376

cold weather. Bought new. $825.
272-6439

'63 Chevy Belair wagon, 8 cyl,
stick, gd. cond. $300. 392-7423
or 392 9211,

'64 Falcon V 8 260 Spt. Coupe
like new. M., new engine, tires,
brakes, vinyl "top. white. $695.
296-1488

es

Con be seen in our home 253-

1963

GOOD CONDITION
$490. 259.4964

3 piece Slingerland drums with
hi hat & cymbals S220 or offer.

1959 PLYMOUTH, 4 dr.,

rash El Rey Music, 7 W Eastman

So

sz blood Kay bass viol stand
& cover $180, Kent boss drum
$30 White Fender precision bass
guitar, hard shell case, like new

5

1966 VW SEDAN, cream color,
low mileage, excellent condition,
823-5505.
P/S,

convert.
Buick Electra
Excellent condition.
394-3647

P/B.

1964 VW - $650 or best offer.
Good condition. Call
CL 3.3754 after 5 p.m.

$200 529 6206
%.II

/0

Tremendous

1960 VW
GOOD SECOND CAR

Savings!

392.0282
WE BUY USED CARS.

JULY 30 THRU AUG 2

ARLINGTON MOTORS, INC.
253.2707

On All Floor Model
UPRIGHT & GRAND PIANOS
& ORGANS
Reconditioned & Refinished

V-8, 283, standard trans. $1,300.
394-0588 after 7 PM

Mustang, 1966 Convertible, V.8,
P/5, immaculate cond., low miles,
259 4368
Hot 65 Marc, 4 on the floor,
raring to go, try me & keep me,

dark green w/black interior,
W/W. radio, P/S, best offer.
D. Gorski, days, 265.7116

NORWOOD FORD

'68 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr. Coupe,

Here is why we say

'67 Buick Skylark 2 dr. 1,itop,
300 A.M. Must sell & must see

$550, 439-0470.

to

1959 VW. Good Condition. Radio.
like new tires.

appreciate.

255.9798

or

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

253.2554.

CL 3-1570

65 Dodge Polaro, convert., 383,
bucket seats, excell. cond.,

Ford Falcon '64 red Convert. Private, I owner. Excel cond. Go rage kept. $700. 439-5543

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

$1 100, 595-0679.

47 Caddy, 9 pass. Sedan, needs
Best
& upholstery.
offer. 115 E. Lincoln, Barrington

'68 Pontiac GTO hdtop. coupe,
air-cond., A/T, P/S, red w/ blk.
vinyl, radial tires. Viet Nom
bound, 605 S. Bristol, Arl. Hts.

scrota%

body wk

'67 Ford 2 dr. vinyl
Low miles, $1800.

CL 3-5923.

top

LTD.

IN

537 9094

'62 Chev station wagon, 283 stick, $200 or best offer; '59
Rainbler station' wagon, 6' cyl-

Pontiac, body & inter. gd.
Needs eng. work. Con be seen

'62

at NIX1134(11

at 520 Dundee Ave., Barr,
381-1448

best offer, 824.0638 or
966.4447 after 6 pm.
stick,

-

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

/CHEVROLET

Over size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

tilt steering wheel, tinted

"VOILA/.

Huge Discounts
on al11969's!

THE 11 YEAR CAM
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

NEW '69

CHEVROLE

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

FORD LTD

duisx_ak,

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

_

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

IT TODAY AT

381-0899

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

OPEN EVENINGS

$3390

ctr4

CLOSED SUNDAY

Fully Factory Equipped with V -B, Radio, Vinyl Roof, Pull

CL 9-4100

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

Wheel Covers & More.

NEW '69 FORD:.
COUNTRY SQUIRE

WV 4.1-

We still hove low interest
rote bank financing

$3590

90 DAYS CASH

MARIA SCHAEFER
MUSIC STORE

Fib

TO CHOOSE
FROM

National collection agency desires a person interested in estab
iishing a franchised branch of Tice in your local area Can use

5'

your own home to start Very
little capital needed Contact:

a.

Yeatman

Blades

Mr

Station

Rd, landenberg, Pa 19350
NORTHWEST Suburban

coig..,

op car wash route, presently
netting $10,000 plus per year
on a part time basis working
weekends only Requires mini.
mum $10 000 cash
motion call
'1;1

98 -Mobile Homes

4. I

1967 Hartford, 12' x 60', like
new, appliances & carpeting
sell.
must
Reasonable
incl

4

359 6186

102 -Trucks, Traders

is

USED CARS

TO HOSKINS

For infer

392-9760

1966 F 100 FORD PICKUP TRUCK.

Low mileage, heavy duty equip.
ment 253 7419
112 Automobiles For Sale

THE

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
morel You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

60

66 -Business Opportunities

I.

EEC.

rfagESEETEI
11.5-aEa_31ca

OVER

1415 Ellinwood, Des Plaines
824-4131

lor'n

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

I

Save Now'

D.

auto shopping center

1967 Chevy II Nora 2 dr. hdtp.

Rambler American. R/H,

Ford Galaxie "500", 4.dr.,

good 2nd car, Best offer,
253.6234 after 5 pm

1962

sit

SPRITE,

1962 VW

55 -Musical Instruments

ad on any guitar amp banjo,
mandolin or uke in stock for

1965

tires. 5700. 255.5957

112 -Automobiles For Sale
rs

Nth

HEALY,

convertible, good coed, excel.

t

392 1853

sa

AUSIIN

W/W tires. $250 or best offer.
537.2376

hdtp., excellent condition. $700.

After 5 pm. 437-0195.

3926

Special 10% discount with this

Mt. Prosi+ect

Oldsmobile Cutlass "5"
convertible. MUST SELL. Call
after 6 p.m. 894.6846
1968

C

teakwood Unique bars curio
cabinets, coffee tables end
tables 8. gun cabinets Other
items custom made to order.

1963 Chevy wagon, 8 cyl., P/S,
$275 or best offer. 717 Hotlen,

CHEV. IMPALA CONVERT
Like new top, tires.
$350 537-2260

'63

to school. 259-1834.

wheel, asking $2100.
297-5398

A/T, $175

'65 Buick G.S. P/B, P/S, vinyl top.

EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 4 PM, CL 5.6512

1969 Mustang Mach I, law
miles, selling because returning

1967 -Chevrolet

Monterey,

Mercury

'68 Honda Scrambler 350. Low
mileage. $550. Seen by appoint-

90 brow" & gold Kroehlor sofa.
bed $50 or will trade for stand

tbls

439 1976

$325

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
v DRYER, $50 WHITE PERFECT
CONDITION 824 7281

,

-

65 CHEV., 2 DR. BELAIR, STICK,

leaves 6 chairs matching buffet
1;,,s &

1

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'112 -Automobiles For Sale

Now is the time
to trade . . . We need used
cars . . . We'll GIVE $500 in
trade on anything you can
tow, pull or push into our

DEAL

* DEALERSHIP

THAT CAN'T

*

'69 MUSTANG

$2764

'69 FAIRLANE

$2670

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear sear.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

2Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

'69 LTD FORD

$3492

'69 GALAXIE 500

$2982

2 -Dr. Hordtbp. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-omatic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio.
many extras. Demo.

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto, P.S., ww:s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
P.S., KB., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$1695

'67 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
Full Power, All White, Automatic Transmission.

$169

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

FULL PRICE $1595

'66 MUSTANG COUPE

6 cyl., auto. trans., Bower steering, radio, heater, W/W tires, full wheelcovers, sharp.

BE BEAT

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

IS FROM

V -B, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

WICKSTROM

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

CHEVROLET

2 dr.. fiord too, V-8, A/T, light.blue. Priced to sell!

$1195
$79.5

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped,with extras.

1965 MAUBU
4 doer, essiletesestie tame:
mksioll,ItIALLY [MAIM

$995
;51

WHEN OTHER
DEALERS CAN'T

HOS

1967

T

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P,B., radio. Many extra

IN

Regular Chevrolet

with full factory equipment

.

CHEVY1INOVA
xl

2 door hardtop, V., Stoaelard.
tromnassion.
omit*loan-

is

$995

3-5

%

1965 COMET
4400,* *4'14. aoremastk
0101141$01.

/

$895

DICK

410S KIN

$795

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

List $269375

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

LESS $500

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED,

$995
Radio, Heater, White Wall Tiles.

MORINO PAR RD.

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

YOUR

$219375

$395

'64 FORD GALAXIE "500"

4 dr., sedan. Body man's Special. V.8, automatic transmission

CLOSED UNDAY

Think of the deal you
can make with your car!

A

CHEVROLET

A
a

b

175 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD. - ELK GROVE VILLAGE

CHEVROLET

White.

'65 DODGE

4.,

WICKSTRO

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

,

439.0900
HOURS: MON. & FRI. 9-9 P.M. - SAT. 9.6 P.M. CLOSED SUNDAY

Il

0

1.

ROSELLE, ILL.

529-7070
suroArsi

f

A
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rickety Is OK In Decoratio

Staining Jobs Get
Dual Spray Attack

You can be a, homebody
_magician and produce decora-

of the room. A mirror place in
for tricks out of thin air like a a corner may make the whole
i oni st pulling rabbits area widen. If the mirror is not
stage illusions
too bulky, its an easy oper
out of a hat.
e family
You can move walls for- to have a member

TIT

Be a two-fisted do -it -your-,
selfer with a new aerosol liquid
stain, developed by Illinois
Bronze Powder & Paint Co. of
Lake Zurich. It makes an easy
job of finishing shutters,

ward or backward; you can holerltinposition while you
shrink a room or expand it; and others study the overall efyou can change the apparent fect it produces. This saves
temperature of an interior.

ornate furniture, fancy scroll
work, picture frames and other
intricate items.

much stress and strain over improper hanging.

Warm colors such as the
NOT JUST with mirrors, either, although the careful gold, yellow or red tints or orplacing of a mirror so that it ange variations, will always
reflects the outdoors will ex- warm up a room facing the af-

Called Spray Stain, the latquick -drying
acrylic dries to a uniform tone.
It can be coated with brush or
spray varnish or other top
coats after a half hour, according to William W:. -Henkel,
company vice president, marketing, who suggested that
Spray Stain can be used in tanfade -proof,

est
-RR

pand the spacious appearance

The new A to Z Rental Cen-

Schulz said that practically

ter, 359 N. Wood Dale Rd.,
Wood Dale, where you "can
borrow anything your heart

any tools or equipment for

is
continuing its
Grand Opening until Aug. 3.
The manager, T. V. Schulz

and

desires,"

cent product, Foamstain.

"WE CREATED this spray

said the center will be open

in

'seven days a week, with a "we

as a parallel item
matching colors to Foamstain,
which is a unique concentrated cream foam applied
from an aerosol can," Henkel
said "These twin stains were

stain

deliver" policy.

,

work or play will be available
for apartment dwellers, busihouseholders
tradespeople.
nessmen,

ing your home more aurae tive. The audience can be

large room a more cozy look.

vio

MAGICIANS HAVE fun
Color effects you can
achieve to expand or shrink a-v.-while they are working their
wonders for an audience. You
room rely on the basic fact th-at
lively colors seem to push forwArd, dim tints retreat. Warm
Ake
advance, and cool blues or
greenS operate to make the

grand prize drawing for all visitors.

.

fun, too.

di tel

1 ble I
El

hues on a wall seem to make it

4.

1

wall recede. It's all an illusion,
of course, but if you have any

doubt about it, just paint any
narrow hallway in some bright
See this beautiful dream house secluded on a one/half acre wooded
lot. All the luxury features you and your family have always dreamed.
Features like central air conditionina. brick fireplace. loran family
room with paneled book cases, 4 bedrooms, 21/2 baths, and dream
kitchen with dishwasher, self cleaning oven, large pantry. Low taxes.
Favorable financing available, Priced to self this weekend at $47,900.

elbows as you walk through it.
The same "tunnel" becomes a
more spacious walkway when
you use cool or dull colors on
the walls.
If you paint woodwork,
doors, and other construction
features in a room all one solid

U.S. 14 northwest to III. 31.. I mile N. on III. 31

CRYSTAL LAKE

ESTATES, INC.

color, you provide an unbro-

Schulz said he has planned a

yourself, and of course the
whole family will have extra

thin

ken surface to the eye, and the
room looks larger; if you paint
such trim and the doors in con -

Phone (815) 459-2430
MULTIPLE LISTING
SERVICES

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH
(D-8/1)

PROGRAM
'

Qu inlam and/ Ty s o Tv,

quid stains."
scroll work as well as flat surfaces, the combination of both
stains delivers a knockout
punch The spray gets into the
hard -to -reach spots, while the

HOMES.- APARTMENTS
INSURANCE

,

FINANCING

REALTORS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255.6320

foam stain can be applied to
flat areas with a damp sponge
and blended in to match the already stained portions.

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359-6500

eliminated

ti -

from any refinishing job are
the stirring, dripping, streak-

IN

or

can enjoy the process of mak-

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES

developed so the do-it-yourselfer can easily achieve a
quality finish on any bare
wood surface without the
messinesc of traditional li-

Automatically

green

even harmonizing

colors, you can give even a

tr

color and notice how you almost instinctively pull in your

Rental Center Has Everything

dem with the firm's other re-

ternoon sun, while cool tints
such as green, blue, yell

ing and blotching of conventional liquid stains, accord-

ing to Henkel. He said that
both stains are water-resistant
and seal the wood permanently
so no varnish coatings need be
used Some handymen will
want to apply a protective top
coat for objects to be used outdoors or in extra hard usage, in
which case a polyurethane
base in matte or glossy finish is
recommended.

BESIDES USING the twin
stains for unfinished wood
items, it is practical to apply

ail

,...t.-

IN THE HEART OF VIRGINIA TERRACE
Ideally located 3 bedroom ranch. Carport. Carpeting in living
room and hall. Large size family room is paneled for easy
maintenance. Nicely landscaped. Hop over to see this buyl

255-6320

$26,900

them when renewing antiques,

by making this lovely 4 bedroom colonial your next home. 21/z

lyl

359-6500

$35,900

359-6500

touching up old or scratched
furniture or in hobby or craft
work

ENJOY LIVING MORE

OWNER MUST SELL
Desirable location and large 'rooms are lust two of the many
features of this 7 room, 3 bedroom brick split-level. Spacious
21' paneled family room. Kitchen with eating area, living and
dining "1" plus 2 baths. 2 car garage and loads of storage.
New carpeting and drapes. See --Buy and Occupy immediate.

baths, full basement. 2 car attached garage. Dishwasher,
carpeted foyer. Paneled kitchen and rec room. Beautiful parquet floors. Do yourself a 'favor--malie this house your next
home.

Matching colors of both
stains include fruitwood, walnut, maple, mahogany, avocado and driftwood.
Stain

Spray

Both

113f Rf MU(

(Ill 'MOODS

1*010

Foamstain are super -concen-

wood,

while

the

8 -ounce

Foamstain can will finish

a

table and four chairs. Both
This Mrs. Fixit is doing a two-fisted job, with smiling ease, on a
tricky assignment, shutters, previously a tough chore for any doit-yourselfer. She is helped by using the latest product of Illinois
Bronze and Powder Company of Lake Zurich, a quick -drying,
water-resistant, fade -proof product called Spray Stain.

cans are priced at $1.98 and
will be available in northwest
suburban hardware, paint and
department stores.

YIN Itik

This 3 bedroom split-level hos plenty of storage room in the
attic. 11/2 baths, 2 car attached garage. Paneled family room.
Drapes in living room, stairs and hall. Panelling and ceramic
the in the kitchen to make cleaning easy for mom. This home
has slate foyer and by sliding.glass doors leading to patio.

894-8100

$30,900

PALATINE

PERFECT FOR RAISING A FAMILY!

wood floors in. bedrooms.

894-8100

1110110

hOPOIBROOr

ERFIEID

.-

HEIGHTS,.

INNETKA

* \,i

OILING
(VAMSIO

REIN RD

001100

50/0

55

010(1

Only '$1000 Minimum Caposit. Choose
Ovnruth to 5-yearmelorKies.
4

.4

.

0.0,11

Nn

KM(

I RICO. 1.0021

[NMI

I

CHICAGO

ROSELLE

REPEATED SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: THIS IS THE QUINLAN & TYSON STORY

Make all your
dreams come true, faste .
New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest -legal
rates in Chicago -51/4% Guaranteed Interest on

Guaranteed.Interest.
Interest
rt Savings Certificates.

SWOT

""R 1,0410

Sr DB P1111110

I IF ;;ROVE

SCHAUMBURG
PIAXOVIAIPARK

1'11101III

GLENVIEW

y, ppospict

SCRAUMBURG AO

$29,900

rAA

1101110

ARLINGTON

3 bedroom brick ranch with 1/2 acre lot. Large full basement.

2 car oversize attached garage. Built-in oven and range.
Carpeting in living room and hall. Drapes throughout. Hard

DEERFIELD

1111110 1.0011
11111111110

NEED ROOM FOR STORAGE?

LOCATIONS OF EIGHT
T AREA OFFICES

'E HID11

NroLARKAT\'(), and SERvING ALL 35
NORTHWEST AND
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES

Chili I11,

and

trated so that one 16 -ounce
can of Spray Stain will cover
16 to 20 square feet of bare

$41,000

All Interest
Compounded
Daily!

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden
Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find
that home owning can be easy' and fast, too..
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.
icnhtichaeghoeairlinoofisB660116Tzn., FiThhoenWe:eaFtinhaernclaell1=, Monroe and

BellFederal Savings and Loan Association

Clirk,

fa

rOpert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in mid
60s.
Tomorrow: Sunny,
warmer, more humid.

'

JD

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

12 PAGES

Monday,Atigust 4, 1969

Volume 4, Number 73

Arlington Heights Gets Nod

nnexation

sk Race Tr

Arlington Park as it appeared yesterday to Day
Photographer Steve Schmidt in an airplane piloted
by the village of Arlington -

By Richard Crabb

Heights, perhaps as early as

Arlington Park, with one of October.
In a special weekend news
the nation's foremost thoroughbred racing facilities and conference, attended by mema new multi -million resort ho - bers of the Arlington Heights
tells expected to be annexed Village Board, Mayor Jack

by Neil Krey, also of the Day staff. The view is east

across the new Route 53 expressway and Rohl -

available to parents when requested. Teachers and princi-

directly west of Wilke Rd., the
present western boundary of
the village.

between officials of Gulf and

The petition is an I -page
filing today with the village a document of historic signifipetition for annexation of ap- cance to the northwest sub-

THE PRINCIPALS in the

prOxintittely 456 tier& located

urbs. It has been worked out in

vgill discuss recommendations
made by the School -Commu-

pals, upon request, should pro-

nity Council at Monday's 8

vide test score interpretations

p.m. meeting.

to parents,

Open

to

the public,

the

TIONS include:
--Making all

test

of behavior.
educational
--Explaining
programs new to the district if

--Notifying parents when a

they are experimental or significantly different from other
District 59 programs. Parents
take part
Whose children

school is considering retaining

a child in his present grade.
Parents should be told of this
before spring vacation of the

T H E RECOMMENDA-

school term.

scores

when children have unusual
learning problems or patterns

rather than just

scores.

meeting will be held at Clearmont School, 280 Clearmont
Dr., Elk Grove Village.

--Having more frequent
par en t -teacher conferences

The legal counsel for the
builders of Fairview Gardens

subdivision used "legal
maneuvering" and "technical
delays" in holding up the trial

MSD's laws prohibiting channeling storm water into sanitary sewers.
The date the penalty is to be

In a hearing' on the twoyear -old suit in circuit court

calculated from is Nov. IS,
1966, according to the suit
filed in March, 1967, against
Robert J. Bluett & Sons and
Central Land Corp., builders
of the Fairview Gardens subdivision whb allegedly made

Thursday Judge John Lupe or-

the illegal sewer connections.

for a suit lodged by the Metro p o l i t a n Sanitary District,

MSD Atty. Julius Grubmann
said Thursday.

dered the Bluetts' lawyer to
file an answer to the suit within
21 days so that the matter can
finally be called to trial.
.

The suit calls for a penalty

of $100 per day for each of I 15
individual violations of the

"The judge and I have become impatient with this,"
Grubmann said. "Judge Lupe
said he won't go around on a
merry-go-round with it any
more. Immediately after an
answer is filed, we will take it
to trial."

than existing programs. Programs which do not
meet the standards of the district should be dropped.

OTHER ITEMS on

the

agenda include a report on
rental income sources, a report

on staff vacancies, and the
award of the milk bid for 196970.

An executive session also is
scheduled.
Parents

who

attend

the

Of the delays in getting the
suit to trial, Fagel said, "What
Mr. Grubmann considers legal
manuevering, I consider proper legal procedure. What I
might consider legal manuevcring, Mr. Grubmann might
consider legal procedure.
lawyer; I have a
client to represent and I do the
best I can possible do to repre-

"I'm

a

sent that client.",

arc discussed. In addition, the
board will. provide time when
questions may be asked about
other matters.

Enterprises completed a merger early this year.
The annexation petition will
be reviewed in public hearings
to be held by village agencies
in the same manner as all an-

the matter one way or another now. Many things
have changed since night racing was discussed.
Even the ownership of the race track has changed."

-

"We will not oppose night racing," Walsh
said. "Let us face the realities. While we might

wood and High Ridge Knolls
in Des Plaines, and Grant
Wood, Ridge, Rupley, Grove,
Clearmont, Hopkins, Lively,
Byrd, Salt Creek and Cook in
Elk Grove Village.

--Arlington Heights will ex-

western border of Arlington
Park.

--Arlington Park will have
(Continued on page 2)
kis.Urt.e,MMSII,Mtkena..44.00:744

from the police moments after
his auto crashed into a garage
at Beverely and Hawthorne in
Arlington Heights.
Charged with reckless con-

pin,WW,amr4IMUSRAMAMmiaia,

brothers were seized near the
wrecked auto. They are to ap-

auto reportedly reached speeds

up to 90 miles per hours, and

pear in Niles Circuit Court

into a residential area in the
northern section of Arlington

Sept. 24.

Heights.
The auto stopped at Beverly

and St. James moments after
smashing into the corner of a
garage and sideswiping a tree

Rd., Palatine Township.
Police were seeking

heavily damaged.
the

driver, identified as Jose F.
Martinez, 25, who was believed to be living on a farm

found an open can of beer in

Irritated

eral houses, hut the Casillas

on the property of Richard

and David Olson reportedly

in front of the house all

Others officers joined in the

chase on Euclid, where the

duct were Abel A. Casillas,
25, and Cesario A. Casillas,
24, both of 125 W. Palatine

in Lake County.
Patrolmen William Behrens

People who leave four or
five bags of grass clippings
week.

Two brothers were arrested
by Sheriff's Police early Sunday after a high-speed chase
through Mount Prospect and
Arlington Heights.

The driver, however, fled

tend west to the new Rt. 53 expressway which is the present

Day

Brent-

"I am not sure that there are feelings about

2 Held, Driver Sought
i
ter Hgh-SpeedChase

agreement are:

Frost, Jay Dempster, Holmes
and .Forest View ElementEinstein,

Mayor Jack Walsh discussed the issue frankly
in the news conference.

PROHIGHLIGHTS
VIDED in the annexation

Schools in District 59 are
Low in Arlington Heights;

vonshire,

ney general and that is the way it is.

nexations are handled. Final
action is expected to come in

Gripe
Of The

ary in Mount Prospect; De-

delay it we cannot prevent night racing at Arlington Park. We have a ruling from the attor-

ton Heights opens the way for night racing.

60 to 90 days.

meeting will have the opporcago, who represents the buil- , tunity to ask questions about
agenda items at the time they
ders, said yesterday, "We are
connections."

Gulf and Western and Chi-

-annexation agreement "Vvotked out be-

tWeen officials of Arlington Park and Arling-

cago Thoroughbred.

sued today from the New York
--Considering the adoption headquarters of Gulf and
of pilot programs for all Western, one of the nation's
schools when they have prov- leading conglomerates with
en more satisfactory and more which Chicago Thoroughbred

Pfeifer and DiAngelo, Chinot admitting to any illegal

Mayor Jack Walshgrs. Marjorie Everett of Chicago linnoughbred Industries and Philip J. Levin, president of Gulf
and Western Realty Corporation. It was Levin who originally proposed the merger to

dren.

ings where necessary.

Allen J. Fagel of Cohen,

long negotigtions 1ays .1)gc,C,

The formal announcement
tion of withdrawing their chil- for national release is to be is-

--Using a standard district
should get results of these pro- wide report card, with minor
grams, and should have the op - changes for individual build-

`Legal Maneuvering'
Charged in Sewer Case

Night Racing Is Coming

Western and its subsidiaries.

1

feasible

The race track is in the upper center with Arlington Heights just beyond.

an intensive exchange of views

Walsh disclosed that Gulf and
Western Industries, Inc., and
its subsidiary, Chicago Thoroughbred Enterprises, Inc., is

Dist. 59 Board to Study Views
Of School -Community Council
District 59 board members

wing- Rd. The new Arlington Towers Hotel and
Carousel Restaurant are at the lower right.

Kelley, 646 W. Beverely: The

garage and auto were both
Martinez fled between sev-

Meetings
of Education, MacArthur
Junior High School trailer,

Hintz on a speeding charge.

p.m.

to be intoxicated, to follow
the squad car to the sheriff's
police station in Niles, but
Martinez reportedly sped west
on Euclid.

Mayor Robert Teichert said
yesterday that the Mount Prospect Village Board will meet in
executive session Thursday
night to make its final decision

on the hiring of a new village
manager.

School District 23 Board

the Martinez auto after halting it at Milwaukee Av. and
The officers told Martinez,
who they said did not appear

Board Vote
On Manager
Due Thurs.

Mount Prospect,

7:30

School District 59 Board
of Education, Clearmont
School, Clearmont and
Ridge, Elk Grove Village,
8 p.m.

Interviews for the post have
been completed. Teichert said.

If a decision can he reached
and the board's choice contacted to find out if he will accept the job, he said, the new
manager will he announced
Thursday night.

Otherwise the Board will
hold a special meeting Friday

to announce the new manager,
he said.

Residents Move to Oust Trustee Lewis
By Ted Lacey
A move to oust Trustee Earl Lewis is afoot.

Dissatisfied with Lewis' handling of a critical Village Board
Judiciary Committee meeting last Wednesday, Robert Koch of
713 Hatlen, Mount Prospect, said he and a group of friends will
"try to get him off the Village Board," because "Lewis is not fit
to serve."

Koch was one of the Colonial Heights subdivision residents
urging official acceptance of the proposed West Park plan. He
and others want the plan, proposed by the Mount Prospect Park
Board, to get village co-operation because a retention basin lake
on the site at Lonnquist and Busse would improve flood control
in his area.

Village co-operation would be needed because the property
owner, Salvatore DiMucci, won't sell unless a five -acre parcel he
owns north of Golf Rd. is rezoned for apartments.
After Wednesday's hearing to consider this re -zoning, Lewis
and the other judiciary committee member present, Trustee Dan-

iel Ahern, both said they wig recommend the Village Board deny
it.
They both said their decision is dictated by procedures estab-

lished by village ordinances. The petition for rezoning made
before the Plan Commission previously was not in keeping with
these procedures, forcing the Plan Commission to deny the petition.
Despite opinions stated by residents and park officials that an
exception in this case would be justified by the public benefit it
would produce, Lewis and Ahern stuck to the law and concurred
with the Plan Commission's findings.
Afterwards, Koch and andther Colonial Heights spokesman,

Richard Buti of 806 S. Deborah, called the meeting "cut and
dried."
Buti, wh6 pre,sented a petition favoring the rezoning and the
park with .860 signitures, said attending the meeting "was a
waste of time."
Lewis admitted that long before the meeting he opposed the
deal, bat assured the more than 150 persons attending Wednesday that fle did listen to all sides with an open mind.

WHEN[KOCIHSA1D afterwards that he and his backers will
work to force Lewis out of office, he did noehave a plan of attack.

He said, however, that one source of power necessary to do
so may come from an aliance forming between Colonial Heights
and Hatlen Heights subdivisions.
"We are forming a joint civic.association," he said.
Koch said he speaks for "quite a few persons" when he speaks
against Lewis and others who opposed the park -rezoning exchange.

Lewis on' the other hand said he stands for the best interests
of the majority of residents.

"I doubt' very much whether Mr. Koch could accomplish
this," Lewis said of the threatened impeachment. "I think the
majority of Mount Prospect citizens are much more objective.
"Mr. Koch has not been able to take an objective look at what
he has been asking for and his arguements are completely selfserving.

"When you can't comprehend the problem, solutions are
always simple."

Trustee Earl Lewis
11

THE PROSPECT DAY

Pickets Protest Jewel
Refusal t Boycott Grapes
Area residents were picketing two Jewel Food Stores Sat-

urday to persuade customers
to observe the international
grape boycott.
_ -The stores are at Rt. 83 and

Camp NIcDonald Rd., Prospect Heights, and Higgins and
Roselle Rds., Hoffman Es-

The Elk Grove Township

the Jewel sold all its grapes, a

pathetic to "the cause," said
Mrs. Heidt. She added that

"Jewel

Profits

on

ban Complacency."
"Stamp Out Hunger, Stamp
Out Grapes."

in attendance or represented.

"Jewel, Don't Sell Pover-

About 35 pickets came at
different intervals during the

Jewel Buys Scab Grapes."

and as a result two new pickets
were added to the group.
Others, she said, walked out
of the store eating grapes.

opening boors of the Jewel at
Prospect Heights, and IS picketed at Hoffman Estates. Most
of them were housewives, but
children also picketed.

THE BOYCOTT grew out

"We are not violent pick-

California

ets," Mrs. Heidt said. "We just
want to prove that we are not
complacent."

Delano,

grape strike which began in

LYNN HEIDT. of 6 Mar -

1965. About two years ago the
boycott began against California and Arizona table grapes.
Representatives of the boy-

berry, Prospect Heights, an organizer of the pickets. said 28

cott said it will continue until
the rights of farm workers in

customers turned away from

California are recognized.
In addition to those turned.
away front Jewel, there were' -

the Prospect Jewel because of
the picketing.

A postal union leader here

the public will

pay heavily for any postal corporation set up to run the Post
Office on a self-sustaining

BILL NEWBY, director of
public relations for Chicago

-

Elk Grove Village and Rolling

lies in the monopoly price of

4545, United Federation of

today
suggested
Meadows,
that the directors of such a cor-

poration will use their rate -fixing power "to show a profit at
whatever cost to the consumer."
"It's human nature," he
said.

PLF-SA ALSO cited recent
studies by the union's national
headquarters

in Washington

which describe the legislation
pending in Congress as "the
most gigantic giveaway of taxpayers' assets in the history of
the United States."
"Billions of dollars in
plants. facilities, vehicles and
equipment will simply be
handed

over to

corpo-

the

ration's board of directors by
legislation,"

this

said,

he

OBITUARIES
Patricia Cappon
Patricia Cappon, 35, of 901
S. loka. Mount Prospect, died

Friday at Loyola University

stamps -an open-ended safe-

guard -backed by the full faith
and credit of you -know -who."

Surviving iseher husband,
Jerome.
Sct vices weie to be held this

PLESA ALSO pointed out

for about a year but is selling
them again. But Newby said
this is not true, and the Jewel
has never had any policy con-

"If enacted," he said, "the
request will be the fourth increase in first class mail rates

were

Services

to

he

this

morning at Lauterburg and

Oehler Funeral Home in Arlington Heights. Burial was,to

cerning the grape boycott.
They did not sell grapes, he

in the last 10 years which have
seen the country's basic stamp

said, from December to June

cost jump from 3 cents to 4
cents in 1959, to 5 cents in

son.

1963, to six cents in 1968 --and

are

the end is not in sight."

Jewel has lost many profits
from those who turned away.
Protestors hope to picket ev-

"On the basis of our union
headquarters analysis, "Plesa
who
"anyone
concluded,

because they were not in sea-

Mrs. Heidi said the pickets
encouraged because the

ery Saturday until the Jewel

thinks a corporation is going
to do better than a Congress,
politically sensitive to such

capitulates.

problems and to the American
public, has got bats in his philately."

Grove Village.

Day
The Guardsmen Drum and

in Mount Prospect, Ar-

lington Heights, Hoffman Estates, Schaumburg and Roll-

"About 80 children will be
participating in this project 'to
earn money to help with the
expenses for our trip to Philadelphia where we will particiin the national competition for all VFW -sponpate

sored drum and bugle corps,"

said Richard Ledig, Guardsmen director.

Ledig said that about 75
children, accompanied
by
adult chaperones, will participate

in

the competition on

Aug. 16. He said that the chil-

he a Memory Gardens, Ccrae-

dren come from all over the

tery.

northwest suburban area.

Next

Saturday

they will picket in Arlington
and

Heights,

Elk

possibly

Northwest Suburban I,ions
Clubs will be participating in a
candy sale this fall to benefit
the blind.
The "Candy Day for the
Blind" started in 1952 and
funds raised are given to the
Hadley School for the Blind in
Winnetka, Leader Dogs for,.
the Blind in Rochester, Minn.,

Illinois Lions Camp for the

Visually Handicapped Children, Dialogue 'Which is a
recorded service for the blind,
and the Illinois Society for the
Prevention of Blindness.

The goal this year for the
Candy Day which will be held
Oct. 10, is $600,000. This is
$50,000

above

year's

last

THE LIONS will

be

ex-

.

season.

--The village of Arlington
Heights secures the coopera-

tion of Arlington Park in expark's

the

private

station into an urgently needed

second public commuter station with parking that can
ser v e western Arlington
Heights, Buffalo Grove, eastern Palatine, Rolling Meadows and northern Schaumburg.

the area. Excluded are 13 acres

tion could be highly impor-

west corner of the park proper-

tant, even decisive, in the fu-

ty and the 15 acres next to

ture development of an

--Arlington Heights stands
to receive an income of up to
$400,000 a year from taxes
and fees. The municipal share
of the sales tax collected in the
first year following annexation
will exceed $100,000.

AS THE NEED develops,
the park would provide the
land and the village would
construct and maintain a po-

lice station and fire station,
perhaps next to one another, in

ARLINGTON

PARK

would be assured, for a period
of five years, of Arlington

Heights cooperation in maintaining and servicing any racing schedule approved for the
park by the Illinois Racing

Board which under existing
state law may authorize racing

between 12 noon and up to,
but not after, midnight.
--Arlington Park will have
the cooperation of Arlington

changing candy rolls for contributions.
The Hadley School for the
Blind has offices around the

world and offers more than
100 courses ranging from the

fifth grade level through college. These courses are taught
using the latest electronic aids.

Another beneficiary is the
Leader Dog School in Rochester,

vides guide dogs and training
for dog and master at no cost.
The school began in 1939 and
has trained more than 2,600
German Shepherds, Labrador
and Golden retrievers.

THE TRAINING course is

four months long and teaches'

the Arlington Park area.
--The agreement

0

Organisations have utilitzed our

operate with the park in the
possible development of highrise multiple dwellings, improvements to the race track,
new hotels and motels, sports
arena, theaters, convention
halls, office buildings, restaurants, commercial retail establishments and service stations.
The agreement does not in -

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

In !Vat)! uyer,1 Tollv,ay

(c Matta:53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

Lot Ten (10) (except the West 2

North, Range 11, East of the Third
Principal, Meridian, in Cook County,

Sylvia's
Flowers

Illinois.

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard. Dated at
Mount Prospect, Illinois, this Ath day
of August, 1969.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman

ments capable of giving great-

Mount Prospect Board of Appeals

1316 N. Arlington Heights ILL
Arlington Heights
Daily II lo 6
CL 5.4680

Published in
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prospect of having the oppor

tunity to cooperate and participate in the development of
expansion plans at Arlington

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

Park. These expansions are go-

ing to take place anyway, and
it is obvious that the best interest of the village will be served

AIR CONDITIONING
SAVE NOW

.19000
months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low
Take

3

as 513 re, month. All work

fully guaranteed for I year

1:

(FULLY INSTALLED)

NORTH AMERICAN

versity of Wisconsin Club of
Chicago.

BEST THINGS IN LIFE
WAYNEBkENNAf TTTTT !AM
WESTGATE SHOPPING

CENrie

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

11111.1111111C

tate Farm Lile Insurance Company

,r-1

HAVE

965-8500!
00*0041100400004110040"'

,-, f.

Titfashion Wee
Savings Up To 40% On

Nationally Advertised Fashions

Make the

you TRIED

THESE FINE STORES

Fall Scene

AND SERVICES'

at the
Fashion
Tree

WORLD' Rithand edi

ATI4, Gal*

TRAVEL
Complete Reservation
Service at No Cost to Youl

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS

KNOCKOUT KNITS

SCULPTURES
FRAMES & FRAMING

2534130

PH:

3427 Kirchoff Road

Rell'ng Meaduv, III.

381-4751

102 N. Cook Street

illiMIIIII
Barrington, III.

ARK

Afts

.

PH: 255-4434
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

Arlington Heights, III.

SELLS

OUR PRICE

Bird 8. Small Animal Boarding!

Evergreen Shopping Center

topped by long jacket
with saddlestitched trim.

$56.00

ouli3r.E,,,TwiiS

SORRY NO CATS OR DOGS/

1,2,3 -port stories told in
knits most potent fashion.
2 -pc. costume
Dress with pleated skirt

ELSEWHERE

"Yi
Find
a Friend in Us!"

PH: 394-3083

$4 8 60'
Final clearance on
summer merchandise.
1/2 Off!

'
.

JEWELERS

WMAQ GI RADIO 670,
THE GOOD LIFE

PHONE

Des Plaines resident Ronald
S. Leafblad recently was elect- / HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.
5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove
ed a vice president of the Uni-

sics, current fiction and non-

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State

Road, legally described as:
acres thereof) in Meier Brothers Subdivision, being a Subdivision of parts
of Sections 10 and 15, Town 41

larger police and fire depart-

Dialogue is a recorded literary service which records humor, poetry, short stories, clas-

AND FINEST FRAMING
SERVICE IN THE AREAI

Quinones Perfecta
450 Room ROSOII Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted GOY Course

of a greenhouse and nursery with
incidental parking therefor, in
addition to a residence at property
commonly known as 605 E. Golf

be the biggest taxpayer in our
village."
"The providing of additional services will cost the village
money, but even if the village
were just to break even, we
would he benefited by having

ing.

.

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 1947!"

PH: 253-4690
Corner of ()union & Campbell
Downtown Arlington !frights

HOMEOWNERS POLICY

"Call Dahl!"
MELVIN A. DAHL
3427 Kirchoff Rd.
,,,emasuesq,
TTTTT FARM
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

255-4535
Si,,, .F

con-

Petition by the Village of Mount
Prospect for variations for the
maintenance of signs, the operation

greenhouse grown flowers.

handi-

COMPLETE ART GALLERY

Keep cool-all Iniorlors eeayMeth alr.cesdlUaiod
PoslParads: Mon. Rua Thum ago. rd. 3)47, Sit. sad Hof. RIM P.M.

Highway,

CASE NO. 69-46A

Walsh. "Arlington Park will

"We are excited over the

Northwest

Mount Prospect as follows:

Show your appreciation with
a fresh bouquet of our own

whole."

E.

cerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of

run from

s9e.liafif

MINTONPARK

112

village front taxes and fees will
$300,000 to
$400,000 a year," said Mayor

Club Officer

Elk Grove

Cite

public hearing at the Village Hall,

crafts, nature study and hik-

Irairli
'1101#

r

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

the 28th day of August, 1969 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a

Walsh.

iiiIMEMIIIIMIMIM

956-1170

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

"VILLAGE MANAGER

er service to the village as a

255.4400
,.

.

L. A. Hanson estimates that
the increased income to the

Lake Villa. There are 2 twoweek session which include

AR...*

1

you plants

south of Euclid St. and west of
Wilke Rd.

located at Hastings Lake near
boating,

in

Rolling Meadows located

The Illinois Camp Lions is

swimming,

LEGAL
NOTICES
hdvcrtiding

at you maim?

by our being a partner rather
than a bystander," explained

Phone:

facilities for...

Contact Ken Dawson
Assistant Innkeeper

provides

that Arlington Heights will co-

tions of travel.

OVER 45

0
Z WA

Foods.

next to Palatine on the north-

Minn. This school pro- fiction.

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

NSIM.

all -

year sports arena.

11,

Let our experienced staff take rare
of your next meeting or banquet!

and citation certificate for 15
years of service with Kraft

for legal

of the real estate
owned by Arlington Park in

and convention center in the
Chicago area. This coopera-

BEEMACK
Last Month

has been rewarded with a pen

oit led fora pets

elude all

the dogs to lead the master
safely in all types and condi-

record total of $550,000.

Republican organizations

ttlk9 we

Heights in developing the
leading sports, recreational

Lions Clubs Set Oct. 10
`Candy Sale' for Blind

Plan Tag

Cemetery.

Survivors include his widow, Marlene: daughters Lisa
and Dcbroh; a son, Mark; his
father, Roscoe of Portland,
Ore. and a sister, Mary Jane
Wade of Charlottesville, Va.

Chicago & Northwestern Ry.

on first class and postcard rates

ing Meadows Saturday Aug. 9,
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

died July 31 at Mercy Hospital
in Chicago.

situation. The Jewel is not taking any sides," he added.
el chain stopped selling grapes

Bugle Corps will sponsor a tag

Frederick Stewart, 32, 302
Waterman, Prospect Heights

panding

for another one cent increase
and comparable rate boosts in
other types of mail.

(Continued from Page I )

"Congress should handle the

MILS. HEIDT said the Jew-

morning at Friedrich's Funeral Home and mass was to be
said at St. Raymon's Church.
Burial was to he at All Saints

Frederick Stewart

110nored

race that any candidate had
been endorsed by two of the

Track Annexation Set
available for the first time a
uniform municipal police service to regulate traffic and
back up the internal security
staff maintained by the park,
especially during the racing

ready asked Congress this year

day

Republican congressional candidate, Samuel H. Young of Glenview, and Elk Grove Township
Republican Committeeman Carl R. Hansen of Mount Prospect enthusiastically discuss the nearly
unanimous endorsement of Young by the Elk Grove organization. They are seen at a kick-off
campaign rally held Sunday in Glenview. (Photo by Rick Kiszka)

in

Stanley R. Saflarski of 647
Claredon, Arlington Heights,

Hansen observed. This action
also marks the first time in the

area Jewels, said the chain
would continue to sell grapes.
"We want to have what the
customers want-that is our
business," he said. He added
that the pickets do not reflect
the desires of the customers.
He also said that the Jewel is
not in a position to judge a labor dispute in California.

that the administration has al-

.Hospital.

The cars were parked

The Elk Grove Township
ite son candidate of its own,

Driver's seats were reported

stolen front two Volkswagons
early yesterday morning.
The cars belong to John
Bastian, 338 South Maple, Mt.

front of the owners' homes.

opportunity at an earlier public meeting to see and hear all
the candidates present their

arc complacent, she added,
and she believes Jewel is taking

The protestors are picketing
only the Jewel Food Stores because they believe that chain is
strongest in this area.
"If the Jewel capitulates,
it's likely that the other chains

A u to Seats

Mount Prospect.

R.

views.

will also stop selling grapes,"
said Mrs. Heidt.

representing
Postal Clerks,
clerks in Arlington Heights,

Michael G. Plesa, president

of Arlington Heights Local

Carl

bers of the organization had an

(4,

advantage of this com-

"But obiligations sold to the
public will not be guaranteed
by the United States. The
Treasury's purchase of such
obligations is limited to $2 billion."
"So the real fiscal back-up

basis.

Committeeman

that the township has no favor-

placency.

Thieves Take

-

Patrick D.
Prospect and
Burke, 336 South Maple,

Hansen noted that all mem-

SUBURBANITES

MOST

"along with authority to publicly borrow up to $10 billion
for capital improvements and
other needs.

captains and board members

endorsement is important in

Union Leader Opposes
Postal Corp . Proposal
predicts that

Young received a 40 -to -1 vote

outspoken to the pickets. One
woman, she said, "screamed

tates.

the

At a meeting of the Policy
Council .in the township hall,

of support from the precinct

and yelled" about her rights,

Grove Townships.

Rumsfeld.

"11IE ORGANIZER said
that some people were very

"Picket, Don't Pick It."

of both Northfield and Elk

the

13th District congressional
seat -vacated earlier this year by
the resignation of Donald

Farm

Workers Poverty and Subur-

of

Young of Glenview for

about 13 new pickets were recruited.

read:

the district, he said, especially
important because of the size

Republican Organization Saturday endorsed Samuel H.

-o

about 35 others who were sym-

spokesman said.
Signs that pickets carried

Elk Grove Township

'

1

GOP Backs Young

But in spite of the pickets,

By Judy Ressler

,Vr
...

- 2.7.
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859 W. Dundee, Wheeling, III.
Dunhurst Shopping Center
Hours: 10 to 6 daily; Mon. & Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6 and Sunday 11 to
PH: 537-3690

!M URANO

Far 5.151Cosuriliv Company

We Carry Sizes - 3-15, 8-18

The Day's Prospects

r

Zsa Zsa Shares
Her Secrets
By Dolores Haugh

Zsa .Zsa may not he every
woman's favorite celebrity,
but hardly a woman who
her performance

caught

in

"Blithe Spirit" at Golf Mill
could say she did not envy her

beauty. Her skin glows with
color.

She is now going to share
her secrets. The treatment will

extend all the way down to
your toes.

CARSON PIRIE Scott and
Co. is introducing the new line
exclusively, beginning today.
"Beauty Designers," representing Zsa Zsa Ltd., will encourage Carson's customers to

watch diet and to exercise.
They'll he demonstrating bow
to use the new products suc-

as Gabor will caress the full
line of over 50 products, including liquid makeup boasting second application without

flaking, face powder creating
the natural, youthful matte
finish. creme color for glowing
cover
eye
magically camouflage expression lines and
dark circles.

highlights

and

to

cream

eludes full-length body lotion,
bust creme, hand creme, bath
and shower treatment oil and
sexy perfumes called Zig Zag

look is emphasized by Bashing

a line of special beauty tools

ried from the exquisite packag-

THE OVERALL beauty
silver and brilliant coral, caring design through the decor
of the department.

Highlighting the line of
over 50 products will be their
new fragrance appropriately
named "Zig 'Lag." created

from expensive perfume
sence

and

deliciously

es-

Zsa Zsa shares her total treatment from top to toe in her new line of cosmetics exclusively distributed by Carson l'irie Scott & Company. beginning today.

in-

toxicating.

Bruch, and his new bride. the
former 1 errie Lee Elvsell,

all

daughter of NI r. and Mrs. Fred
Hysell Jr.. of Mount Prospect,
\sere Married .tune 14 at Trin-

graduates and undergraduates

of Illinois Wesleyan University, are receiving rave notices
front the critics. The Elden

Bruch Repertory Theater

ot

ity Methodist Church. Mount
Prospect.
The

is

giving four plays and one children's show this summer sea-

I

a.m. dmible

I

ring

ceremony smiting ihe couple

was conducted by the Rev.
Robot F. Mattheas. Bruch is

son.

The owner -director. Ciarr.

Mary Lynn Klippert
Mrs.

Klippert, Arlington

A.
C.
Heights,

announce the engagement of
their daughter, Mary Lynn, to
Eugene A. Kaczmarek Jr..
Mount Prospect. He is the son
of the senior Eugene A.
Kaczmareks, Mount Prospect.
Miss Klippert graduated
from Arlington High School
in 1968 and attended Harper

Junior

College.

She

currently employed by Day

Bruck of Appleton, Wis. He
and his bride met on the Illinois Wesleyan campus.

THE BRIDE'S gown, de-

of honor, as did that of the junior bridesmaid except that
her skirt was shell pink. All attendants carried bright pink
carnations, light pink daisies
find baby's breath, and wore

signed by the bride and made
by her mother, was styled with
empire waist, round neck bodice, and Juliet sleeves of re -em-

broidered lace. Over its taffeta
underdress was a chiffon overskirt and train. A veil of elbow length net fell front a headpiece of white daisies.
She carried a boughet of
white daisies with pink sweetheart roses and baby's breath.
by

the

matching flower headpieces.
Miss Maryjane Rials, sorority sister of the bride, performed as soloist.

Serving the groom as best
man was George Freeman of
Waukegan. Ushers were Gary.

through a joint effort of the

4

bride,

her

mother,

grand-

mother (Mrs. Ralph Moore of
Columbus, Ohio) and maid of
honor. Victorian in style, the

se

Cutlip of Berwyn. Following
the wedding ceremony, a buf-

fet luncheon was served for
100 guests at the Mount Pros-

pect VFW Hall.
THE BRIDE, a 1967 gradu-

of Forest View High
School, completed her sophomore year at Illinois Wesleyan
University, where she was affiliated with Kappa Delta Sorority. She is now a member of
the Elden Bruch Repertory
Theater C'ompany, owned and

voile long-sleeved
blouses, with neck, sleeves and

front trimmed with rows of

directed by her husband. in

lace. At the waist, a moss green
sash was tied in back, its hem -

Oshkosh.

length streamers trimmed with
pink rose appliques.
Miss Jackie Raschke of
Mount Prospect, a sorority sister of the bride, served as maid

The groom, who attended
Appleton High School, was
graduated from Illinois Wesle-

yan University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. The

toast

Young lathy
Ilornemod drming. gibo,ra,

Fri -

Fish Fry... All

$

65

you rare to eat

Saturday Night Special
Country Fried
CHICKEN
All you care lo eat

$1 675

for a Dinner or a Snack

Arlington Heights
602 W. Northwest Hwy.
Phone CL 3.3544
Wee4do, to I I p rn Fr, Sot, to 12

couple are livina in Annlotnn

of honor. The bride's sisters,
Laurie and Heckle, served as
bridesmaids, and younger sister,. AngLe,,
hridvsntaid

10,

junior

was

TIIIs
IDESMAIDS' attire matched that of the maid

410.***640,111141140*****

Linda Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Johnson of 1417 Chestnut, Mount
Prospect, announce the engagement of their daughter
Linda to Russ Rhzich, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Steven Ruzich
of Glen Ellyn.
.Miss Johnson, a graduate of

Forest View High School, at-

tends Northern Illinois Uni-

versity and will he graduated
in June 1970 with a degree in

CLASSIC
WL U

FRANKLY PA

'Air. and Airs. Carry Brach

of

Speech Pathology.
Ruzich was graduated from

Northern in 1968 and is in his
second year at Loyola Univer-

RANDHURST CENTER
Page 3

PROSPECT DAV

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

sity, Stritch School of Nledieine, in Hines, Ill.
Their wedding is planned

Phone 259-6080

for the fall of 1970.

DRESSES
Dolores Ilaugh - Woman's Editor

(Our Entire Summer Collection)
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Provide Camp
The Northwest

Suburban

Lutheran committee on scouting has again provided chap-

lains at Boy Scout Camps
Napowan and Namekagon

this summer. The Rev. Olson

of Calvary, Minong. Wis.. is
servicing Camp Namekagon,
and' seminarian Arleigh Jorgenson and his wife are at
Carole Boyer
' Rev, and. Mrs. Gdrald Boyer
St. Petersburg, Fla., announce the engagement of

'of

their daughter, Carole Kay, to

Reginald Jostrand Hawk-

Camp Napowan.

uate of Prospect High School
ant111965 graduate of St. Olaf
College, served in the Peace
Corps in Nigeria.
Roth Miss Boyer and Hawkteaching

inson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Hawkinson, 406 S. Na-Wa-Ta,
Mount Prospect.
Miss Boyer is a graduate of

inson

Rockford West High School,
1963, and Wheaton College,

for'Auguit 9 at 4 p.m. at Calva-

1967. Her fiance, a 1961 grad-

have

been

school in Chicago's inner city.

Their wedding

is

planned

ry Memorial Church, Rockford, Ill.

State Farm is an
you need to know
about insurance.
HAROLD E. NEBEL

Marilyn Ann Shea. daughter
J.

Shea, 800 W. Lonquist,
Mount Prospect. has been

PANT SUITS

your home
your life
and your health

See me.

On Honor List
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert

and

For your car -

212 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

PH: 253-5678

(many beautiful styles and colors)
$250 nli1r611an

$500-$1000.$500

Enlarged

tier fondest dreams come
true when you choose
CLASSIC diamond bridal set.

NONE 11 MUER-Originally Priced to 875.00

Bring in your rings
to be checked and
CLEANED FREE

THREE DAYS ONLY
MON. TUES. WED. AUG. 4,5,6th

MITCHELL'S

ALL SALES FINAL - SORRY NO LAYAWAYS
ALL SALES CASH OR MIDWEST BANK CARDS

JEWELERS

named to the president's
honor list at Drake University
for the Spring Semester of

20 S. Evergreen,

Arlington Heights

1969.

Miss Shea, who received

the Bachelor of Arts degree in
June, carried a full semester

STATE FARM

load, with a 4.0 grade point

Insurance Companies

average.

HomeOlfic. s:13loominglon.1111nois

EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

Charge it Midwest Bank Card

'

$125

Sugar Cured Baked $1 55
HarnDinner

ate

of bright

white

Northbrook.

Spaghetti
Dinner

pink crepe were topped with

ankle -length skirts

Company,

Mariann White

Gile of Appleton and Paul

bridal attendants were made

where he was affiliated with
Sigma No fraternity. He is
presently employed with All Insurance

the son of Mr. and NI rs. Elden

The gowns worn

Publications, Inc., Elk Grove.
Her fiance graduated from
Prospect High School in 1966
and attended Hiram Scott
College, Scottsbluff, Neh.,

State

tt

Terrie Lee llysell Weds Garry Bruch

*AA
6666..

and

sion each year.

1.

Up in Oshkosh. a talented

Mr.

given 400 hours of volunteer
service as a Cheeri-Aide at
Holy Family Hospital.
Only two new students are
added to the scholarship program of the Illinois Elks
Crippled Children's Commis-

Carson stores.

young troupe of actors,

fioff,

clerk at Van Driel Drugs and

derstand literature on diet and
exercise will be available also
in all the Zsa Zsa, I.td. areas of

at Carson's State Street, Randhurst, and Evergreen Plaza

Rings on
Their Fingers

The scholarship was awarded
on the basis of service to mankind, desire to enter the physical therapy field, financial

clude a line for treatment of
the entire body. Easy -to -un-

the new wet look, accent mascara and Zsa Zsa Lash, there is

and coral packages as feminine

Therapy Program at Northern

glamour, the products will in-

cessfully.
Special

needed to apply these beauty
paints artisticly.
BEAUTY FOR the body in -

as a Jewel cashier. and she has

Illinois University in DeKalb.

Rasp-

by Arlington Heights
Elks Lodge 2048. She is a 1969

The award will apply to-

cago at Carson-Pirie Scott
Co. on August 4 by Zsa Zsa,
Ltd.
Inspired by Zsa Zsa Gabor,
the star women seem to feel is
the essence of conic -hither

MISS WHITE was sponsored

graduate of Sacred Heart High
School. She has worked as a

wards Mariann's expenses as a
freshman in the Physical

Pink
Pink,

need and academic record.

the Crippled Children's Commission of the Illinois Elks.

A new concept in making
women beautiful is being introduced exclusively in Chi-

berry Cordial, Orange Stinger,
Red Beaujolias, Sweet Vermouth and Sangria.
In addition to the waterlight
eyeshadow to. according to

GILMMERING SILVER

Prospect, has been awarded a
S1,000 college scholarship by

new line of cosmetics, Zsit Zsa
will send you into a new world
of exciting beauty..

Chablis. Chambertine
Pink Claret, Maywine, Orange

stores.

I'

severence aided by the zingy

Zsa Zsa, "halo those limpid
pools poets are fond of extolling," eyeliners that create

literature on diet
and exercise will he available

White,

Mariann

i S -s

daughter of Mrs. William J.
White, 301 S. Pine, Mount

With application and per-

for frosting that shimmers in a
super -feminine way, are available in intoxicating colors

Julep, Peach Cordial.

bl

Fragrances.

Formula Z creme lipstick.

called New Wine.

Awarded Elks
Scholarship

Maui 'Street

the Prooett Dap

Happy Twentieth

"Honor the 0 -iginal dream by (111171p jealously keeping

the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill

Lit Floros

Monday, August 4, 1969
John F. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

Ion. She flew out to Washings
ton, D.C., where she stayed
with relatives for three weeks.

story of the men and the incidents that gave America the

She visited all the tourist attractions and had a "mar-

motor car. It's a 400 page -

velous time."

"Of course," she said.
"They don't give him any-

Chilton Book Co. of Phila- .

SOUTH CHURCH, Community-Baptist is holding its

thing to eat."

The book traces the automobile from its conception

annual vacation -church school
this week and next. The theme
is
"The Church and the
World." Irene Sandhi is the director.

"The Birth of a Giant," the

William J. Kiedaisch
A/mitieine Editor

documentary,

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ili. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington heights Rd.. Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center. Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

by

published

delphia, to be released about
November I.

in Springfield, Mass., in 1894

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

through World War II when
the industry turned to mass
production of war materials.

Crabb, "If the auto
makers hadn't been so well developed, who -knows what the
outcome of the war might have
been."
Says

Letter s to the Editor

Lutheran Church of Martha and Mary, 606 W. Golf
Rd., has its Vacation

Bible

School at the same time, this
week and next.
Prospect Heights says a big

"thank you" to William K.

most people think of the auto

Andrew, chief of the fire department. He spent 25 years
with the department, the last

Cott -Con Candidate's

industry as being spearheaded

six as chief. He retired Aug. I.

Views on. Petitions

som Olds had been 'doing his
thing' for a while already.

CRABB POINTS out that
by Henry Ford. But actually
when Ford came along Ran-

All sorts of facts and inEditor:

With regard to the filing of
petitions in this race for delegates to the Illinois State Constitutional Convention: Much
conversation and many state-,
merits have been made regarding the various possible improprieties and alleged misunderstandings, and I too would like
to make my feelings known.

Amendment No. 2, amending House Bill 948, which controls this issue, states: "The
name of the person first filing

his nominating petition with
the'Secretary of State shall he
certified first on the ballot, and
the names of the other candidates shall be listed in the order

that their nominating petitions
were filed with the Secretary of
State."

The a b o v c -mentioned
amendment changed the original law, which would have had
a lottery type drawing for position, to this first -come -first position manner.
I, HAVING a personal inthis election, read a
great deal of the publicity regarding the election. Also, I

On July 6, 1969; my wife
and I drove to Springfield so
that we could be among the
first to file petitions. Upon arriving at the Capitol around
8:30 p.m. we found some potential delegates already waiting, and we decided to also.

THE WAIT, about eleven
hours, was orderly and interesting. Someone had put up a
sign-up list on the door where

we would file, so that there

would

be
no misunderstandings. As it would happen,
Bill Robbins of our district was
already waiting, but we signed

the list and my father and I
were numbers 2 and 3 in our
district on the list.
After us, in line, arriving in
the morning were Mrs. Carlson and Douglas Cannon. Iron-

ically enough\ the five of us
that filed personally the first
day were the lasron the ballot.
I

can't say that what hap-

pened wasn't expected, but it is

terest in

exactly the reason my father

have read the legislative enactment that has brought the con-

and 1 arc running. Power politics are too strong, and this is
allegedly a non-partisan election.

vention into being. Nowhere
was it ever mentioned that

present when the Secretary of

Then after obtaining the nec-

that although they were al-

July 3, 1969, I called again re-

garding the manner in which

they could be filed. At that
time I was told petitions could
be filed in person of by mail,
but still nothing about mail
being taken first.

son waiting in line for being
angry with this type of corrup-

tion. To obtain 1,000 signatures and more without the aid

of an organization is quite a
chore. Also attempting to get a
higher position on the ballot to
help offset, if only slightly, the

political machine competition

and being "back-doored"

is

heartbreaking to any aspirant.

To further intimidate some,
any petitions that were sent to
tt,e Secretary of State's office
prior to July 7, 1969, were returned for being filed to early.
As a closing statement,
knowing how much work goes
into obtaining petitions, I

would challenge any and all
delegates from my district and

any other district to produce
for me or the news media the
return certified
mail receipts from the mailing
postmarked

of their petitions to

Springfield. I can't believe
such valuable papers would be
mailed any other way.
I defy the good people at the
top of the ballots to prove their

integrity and accept the challenge.

Robert A. Bush

cidents along the way of the
development of the motor car
are included in the hook. It
would make a dandy Christmas gift for dad or brother!
Congratulations. to Mr. and

Mrs. William E. Anderson of

308 W. Lonnquist on their
20th wedding anniversary.

"THE GLASS Menagerie,"
being presented at St. Viator,
has a performance tonight and
one more tomorrow night. The

being done by the
Viator Summer Theater

play is
St.

Workshop made up of students

and recent graduates of St.
Viator and Sacred Heart high.
schools.

Admission is free and the
general public is invited.
WORST JOKE of the Day: -

State's "boys" brought in the
mailed petitions at 12:30 a.m.
Also an interesting fact was
legedly mailed, they were unwrapped or unenvcloped in

PORNOGRAPHY PROBLEMS

Jeannie

stables; "Do you know how
they make a horse fast?" he

Dear Lee Janson,

asked.

through the mail. He, turns it over to me, and I just can't believe
people are allowed to mail this trash. Is there any way I can stop

My son is receiving the vilest pornography advertisements
it?

Mrs. S.N., Chicago
Yes. Asic your postmaster for POD publication 123. Fill out
the form which is attached. Return it to your postmaster, and
your son's name will be removed from the mailer's list.

July Earnings
Exempt from
State Tax

FLEE FROM DRAFT

Dear Lee Janson,

Although the state income
tax is being withheld from July
earnings paid of employes after Aug. 1, any over withhold-

ing for 1969 will be refunded
later, according to Revenue
Director George E. Mahin.
Mahin explained:
"The law required withholding to begin Aug. I. so employes who are paid July earnings after Aug. 1 will find the
tax withheld from their
checks.

"But when these people file

their returns for 1969, they
will be able to claim a refund
for any money withheld in excess of the amount of tax due.

Graduated

Louise Ridewout of 1011
Greenfield, Mount Prospect,
was graduated cum laude with

Two students from our school plan to go to Canada so they
won't have to serve in the Army: We are trying to talk them out of
doing such a terrible thing. How can we convince them they are
wrong?
For the U.S.A.
You probably can't. Many students are deeply troubled about
the Viet Nam war. A minute percentage opt for Canada as a way
out. Other men find various ways to solve the problem, and most
enter service. Each has a mind of his own, and must make his own decision based on his own convictions.

TEEN WEDDINGS
Dear Lee Janson,

Can teen marriages work'? I'm 17 and finished with high
school. I already have a good job in a beauty shop. My boy friend
is 18, doesn't want to go to college, and works as a mailman. He

keeps saying, "Let's get married, let's get married." I keep saying, "Let's wait awhile, let's wait awhile." We argue about it all
the time, and once he even slapped me. I'm just not ready for
marriage, but he says we wouldn't have any problems since we
both have good jobs. Do you think our marriage would work out?
Tired of fighting
The statistics are against it. More than half the teen marriages
end in divorce. Take your time.

a B.A. degree from the Un,

Send your questions to Lee Janson, c/o Day Publications,

versity of Toledo on June 13.

17 S.'Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

THERE'S A new real estate

firm in Prospect Heights. It's
the

Evans

Realtors at

309

it's our
19th

Palatine Rd. with Roger H.
Evans as owner. Evans has
been active in the real !estate
field with other local firms for
the past ten years.

Kathy Ursin of 707 Fair-

view received a high school
graduation gift of a three-week

trip to Europe from her mom
and dad. Mrs. Ursin accompanied Kathy on the trip that
took them to Lucerne, Rome.
London, Geneva and Paris.
Dad Ron Ursin and his other
two daughters, Debbie and
Lynda, met the travelers in
New York after the European
adventure. The whole family

Birthday

vacationed on the way home.

A n o t her vacation -type
graduation gift was received
by Central graduate Lyn Ney-

........

Sale

MY WIFE and I were also

mailed petitions would he first.
Similarly, I called the Secretary of State's office in
Springfield to obtain petitions.
essary signatures on Thursday,

I truly do not blame any per-

John was proudly showing
his uncle's riding

The Day's Richard Crabb
has written his . third book,

RELOCATING?

boxes before they got to the in-

dex department in the Secretary of State's office. Who
opened these alleged mailings

before they were brought to
the office?

We're celebrating 19 years

SIDE GLANCES By Gill Fox

of giving service and providing fine
.
.
furniture values to the northwest suburban
communities. This makes us the oldest. We
have continued the policy of service "before
and after a sale" and have offered the finest
furniture at the best prices consistent with
.

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

quality. This remains our pledge for the future.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding

We want to share our anniversary with you,
so starting Aug. 1

major cities of the U. S. or Canada

at no charge whatsoever
through our membership in

.

.

.

John Janszen

710ME7qpi

DEDUCT

Robert Myron

19%*from

the.

price
THE HOMEFINDING

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

10

392-8100
"With the cost 'of plant fertilizers and bug sprays,
this vegetable garden is eating us out of house and
home:"

HIDEAWORD

of any purchase, whether in stock or a special

Kt/
Marion Clark

order - 1% for each candle on our birthday
cake. This will be your opportunity to secure
the furniture of your heart's desire at a sub-

Kenneth Hartman

stantial savings.

'(19% does not apply to carpeting, priced as low as good business
permits, or to such fair traded items over which we have no control.).

Arlington Realty

Consult our interior designers at no extra charge.
Our designers will help you in color coordination
and room layout.

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

We honor all Midwest Bank Cards

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

THEANEH

in Arlington fits. in Mount Prospect
SOUTH

Open Mork,
Thins. A. Fri.

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERIC& NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

9 to 5,
Wed. to noon

using all seven of these letters.

LOOK FOR US IN THE
10 good, 13 excellent

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

Answer on Comic Page

ti

9 to 9,
Tues. 8. Sat.

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ARLINGTO

FURNITURE

on Arlington Heights Road

Carpet and Furniture Specialists
211-13 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,
Member Arlington Heights Chamber of Commerce

CL 9-1150

.

Initial Victories Over. Wheeling, Deerfield

North Stars Start With Two Tournament Wins
By Mike Imrem
The

Arlington Heights
Side All -Stars beat

North
Wheeling, 7-5, Saturday and
Deerfield, 2-I, yesterday to ad-

vance in the Deerfield Boys'
Baseball Ninth Annual Invitational Tournament.
The twin wins enabled the
North Stars to remain as one of

the two undefeated teams in

the double -elimination tour-

nament. Their next game will
be Saturday at 2 p.m. at Jcwett
Park in Deerfield.

WHEELING BOUNCED
back with a thrilling 9-8 victory over Round Lake Sunday to
say alive in the tourney.

Wheeling plays again at

10

a.m. Saturday against
Deerfield.
Allan Newman was the hero

in Wheeling's win over Round
Lake. Newman rallied his
team from an 8-5 defccit with a

grand slam homer in its final

turn at bat, then came in to

pitch an inning of shut out relief to secure the win.
Arlington
On Saturday,

broke into an early 7-I lead

and then fought off a spirited
Wheeling

comeback.

Joel

Fantuzzi came in to pitch for
the North Stars with the tying
runs on and nobody out in the
fifth and shut out Wheeling
the rest of the way.

ing with a walk. After the next
hitter popped up, Wegner walloped his circuit clout.
ARLINGTON OPENED the

scoring with three runs in the
top of the first. Dave Helwig
started the inning with a walk
and rode to third on Bill Wilson's double. Helwig scored

on Frase's ground out for
1-0 lead.

THE NORTH Stars scored
what proved to be the decisive

Thompson and Abbs followed with singles to score
Wilson and, after the next man

made out, Ward Wittmeyer
ning. The burst was capped by brought home the third run

tallies in a four -run third in-

a two -run homer by right fielder Tom Wegner.

Brett Frase led off the Ar-

with another single.
Wheeling got a run back in

the second when Ken Polifka
lington third with a single and doubled and John Muno sinwent to second when the left gled him home. It got two
fielder bobbled the ball. Bobby

Thompson drove Frase home
with a double to right center.

Thompson went to third on
a wild pitch and came home

more in the third on singles by
Bob Will and Steve Rymer and
Newman's two -run double.

WHEELING KEPT peck-

a

ing away and got single runs in
when John Abbs drilled
single to center. Abbs was out the fourth and fifth. Will drove

trying to stretch his hit, but
Ed Krause kept the rally go -

in the

first of these with a

single and Greg Mudry drove

Des Plaines Legion Post 36
finished its season with a 12-9
record, including an 8-4 mark

good for second place in the
regular season race.
The 36ers batted over .300

Additional attractions inThe finals of the Seventh
Annual Chicagoland Cham- clude the selection of a citypionship Softball Tournament wide sofball queen, and hit-

on Sunday, Aug. 17, at Thillens Stadium, Devon and Kedzie Ayes. in Lincolnwood.
The semi-finals will also be

for much of the season, but

ting, throwing and base -circl-

ing contests. The program of
activities will begin at 2i:15
p.m. and conclude at 10 p.m.

held at Thillens Stadium on

A total of 20 senior teams
and eight junior squads have
qualified for the single elimi-

Sunday Aug. 10 from 2 p.m. to
6 p.m.

of their records in sectional

ON AUG. 17 champions

will be determined in the juand

nior

senior

divisions.

There will also be exhibition
games in the freshman and
girls' divisions and junior and
senior consolation games.

nation tournament on the basis
league play.

The Lutheran Athletic Association of Greater Chicago
spon ors competitive athletics
for tne sports teams of the Lot'. aran churches in the Chigoland area.

hits in the first inning, when
the host team got its only run.
Arlington .tied it with a run
in. the second on Krause's

tally.

Saturday's Game

ARLINGTON (7)
ab r h bi
Player
HI ,
shortstop Wittmeyer got _____Damianog-rf--- i
0
O
Schell out of a jam by turning _a
0
3
potential -hit--intd- a double Wilson,cf
0 0
O
play. With a man on third and Fogel,cf
se
,3b
0
44
I
one out, he made an over -the- F ra
3
shoulder catch of a blooper in Thompson,
3
2 2
short left and cut down the Abbs,c
23
usee,2e,ss
br
Kriattrny
with
atfrueentntebrrow the plate
with a perI

1

1

1

1

1

I

1

rr!If-p

2

Fantuzzi,Kasine,p

27

Totals

of the sixth, the final regu-

0

I

0

TrsAuhndrYinp'scof

2

2

_1

0

1

2

I

I

n,11- ---1- 0 0 0

Sheilds,ph-lf
Muno,rf

0
0

2
3

0

0

2

I

0.0--0

I

0

0

I

0

28 5 11 5
Totals
E--Thompson;_213-Wilsoif,

Thompson:Newman. Polifka;
HR --Wegner; SB--Krause 2.

PITCHING SUMMARY
Player
Kastner
Fantuzzi
Jaffke

ip h r-er bb so
4 10 5-5 3 5
2 I 0-0 0 2

O

1

1

1

I

1

0

O

0

01

O

0

7

11

7

ARLINGTON (2)
Player
ab r h bi
Wilson, rf
3
0 0 0
3
0 0 0
Frase, 3b
2
Schell, p

Thompson, lb
Krause, 2b
Abbs, c
Fogel, cf

Damiano, cf-Wittmeyer, ss
Fantuzzi, 1 f

Wegner -if-Totals

I

I

0

0

0

I

2

0

2

0

2

0

0

0- 0

2
0
0

I

0

0

I

I

19

0

0

0

2

6

1'

I

-33

1

0

I

0

0

0

wound up with a .291 mark after collecting only three hits in
their final game against
Wheeling.

allaro's .348 average. 'Other
leading marks among the regu-

lars were .299 by Kent Koentopp, .294 by Bill Teichert and
.292 by Gary Pleickhardt.
Buzz Johnson led the pitch-

ing staff with a record of 4-I.
Artemenko was 3-2, Dennie
O'Keefe 2-I and Keith Bauer
for the other winning
marks on the team.
2-I

THE INDIVIDUAL hit-

stop -pitcher Bob Artemenko.
The lanky right-handed hitter
led the club in average with a
.458 mark, hits with 33,
doubles with six, triples with
two, and homers with three.

Team 7 Returns

Outfielder Rich Olson was
the No. 2 hitter on the team
with a .436 mark, followed by

Team No. 7 moved laz ck
into first place in the YMCA
Twilight Golf League by

baseman

Pete

Cav-

Bronco B Braves Are Champs

Player
Artemenko
Olson
Cavallaro
Klemens
Koentopp
Teichert
Pleickhardt
Caltagirone
Mary

Gruber
Johnson
Kasper

DES PLAINES
36ERS STATISTICS

ting star of the team was short-

third

Pahl

0
0

0

I

2

0

0

0

0
0

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er hb so
.6 2 1-1 3 6
Anatanik 5 6 2-2 2 5
Winner -Schell; Loser--Antanik.
Player
Schell

.

Loser-

Winner--Kastner;
-Jaffke.

Yesterday's Game

8

avg.
.458
.436
.348
.333
.299
.294
.292
.282
.242
.237

3

.231

ab h
72 33

67

24
23
7
20

55

66
21
51

15

48

14

43
62

15

3
13

I

1

8

I

17

2

19
Bartlett
5
O'Keefe
9
Galindo
Kellett
Team Totals. 611

0
0

.062
.000
.000
.000

179

.291

2

0

I

PITCHING RECORDS
Player
Johnson
O'Keefe
Bauer
Artemenko

WL
4

-2

May

.125 Teichert
.119 Team totals

I
I

2

I

3

2

I

3

0
12

I

9

Pct.
.800
.667
.667

.600
.250
.000
.571

Monday,
August 4.
1969

trouncing Kunkel Realtors
last Wednesday nigh'.

7 to vault past Allen's Store for

Can -Am Races Move

Men, which dropped to second. Allen's could only manage a tie against Coloramic

To Wisconsin Track

Tile.

T h e Canadian -American
Challenge Cup conies to Wisconsin this month, bringing to
the Midwest the richest series
in international road -racing
The schedule for the Road
America Can -Am which was

The win erabled Team No.

ner on the 14th hole and Dick
Tank on toe eighth.

Ahida..,;

Ncw Zealander McLaren team
of former World Champions.
Denis Hulme and Bruce
McLaren, who have dominated the series thus far.. Also
competing will he another formci

lishman John Surtees, and ex -

Sedan race and a Sunday spectacular for the unlimited horse-

Chuck Parsons.
The August 31 Sunday Race

t.

racers The August 29-30-31
event is the sixth race o' the
continent -spanning $1,000,000
series

THE ROAD Amcrica Can Am totals add up to a towering
sum of $77,000 as a lure for the

STANDINGS

America's roadrunners and many world -famed
Grand Prix drivers
best of

Points

Team No. 7
Allen's Store for Men

The Braves are the Bronco B champions of Mount Prospect little league after Tom Peterson
whiffed 14 batters to defeat the Pirates, 2-1. First Row, from left, Steve Leigeber, Dave Marofski,
Chris Grabowski, Mark Bihun, Randy Williams, Dave Brucki, Jerry Anderson, and Billy Grasse;
Second row, Jeff Kawa, Billy Wheeler, John Miscevich, Ed Henrich, Kurt Anderson, Tom Peterson, B. J. Pierce; Third row, coach George Miscevich, manager Hal Leigebar, coach Pete Peterson.

Mount Prospect
State Bank
Coloramic Tile
C.E. Jensen and Sons
Novak and Parker

Kur'tel Realtors
Kre-Ken Patterns
Team No. 8
Team No. 5

101/2
81/2

On the grid will he the crack

61/2
61/2

5

Bob Artemenko led the Des Plaines 36ers in hitting as well as
being the most dependable of their moundsmen for the summer

21/2

season. (Photo by Jac Stafford)

5

Golf Pro
Mohawk Country Club
Sponsored by the Branigur Organization
you'll find.

dressed golfer these days --probably stemming
from colorful Doug Sanders. In addition to the
usual dress df golf shoes, slacks, shirt, hat, glove
and, of course, matching socks; there is always
the proper rain attire.
NO TRUE RAIN golfer is dressed right unless
he is seen with golf rubbers, rain pants, matching
jacket and holding an umbrella.
The ladies are always dressed in up-to-date Pro
Shop fashion. They're offered an array of colors

ful blouses and shells with coordinated short4
and sweaters. Most of the ladies don't feel cor-

rectly dressed without a bright print hat to
match. The ladies' golf socks have been dis-

covered by many to be useful with other than golf
shoes.

Some other items that catch not only the

ladies eyes, but also the mens' eyes, are new golf
bags. T hse bags are designed to last a long time.
The bottoms are constructed so as not to rip or
tear out. They may tend to be a little large, but
they are expertly balanced for comfort.

THE LADIES usually like the bright bags,
such as hot pink, with matching head covers. The
men go for the brown or blue all -leather bag with
matching head covers and carry -all bag.
Golf clubs may be purchased at various prices.
For a beginner a very good but economical set of

clubs, along with other golf equipment, can be
obtained at a modest outlay. Golf doesn't have to

be expensive. It can be as economical or expensive as the golfer makes it.
o to
One problem people seem to have is,
ask, and where to ask. For an item like a golif ball
it's always wise to ask, especially for beginners.
'THE PROS at these daily fee clubs are processional golfers who have gone to PGA schools and
know what they're talking about. They can sug-

begin at

Both Friday and Saturday
will have extremely

crucial

competition in addition to the
actual 'aces, for the all important race grid position will be
determined by qualifying periods both days.

NINE

lark 3E.0,4

Within the last week there

By Dan,ny Silianoff

160 -mile race will

3 30

to

Three Aces
At Arlington

Rub 0' the Green

around the classic European styled road circuit and will get
started at 2:05. Saturday's

OPEN
NINE

6
51/2

41/2

U S Road Racing Champion

will he 200 miles or 50 laps

power Group Seven sports

GOLF LEAGUE

Team

World Champion, Eng-

announced by president, CH
Tufte, focuses on a Saturday

YMCA TWILIGHT

THE PRO SHOP on daily fee courses is designed to serve the general public. Of course the
Pro Shops do specialize in the basic items for
golfers such as clubs, bags and balls. What many
people don't realize is that many golf items are
not solely for the golf course. Golf slacks, shirts,
sweaters and other purchased sportswear, have a
usefullness far greater than just the first tee.
For the golfer the Pro Shop usually offers a
wild assortment of garments in all colors. It
seems the brightest -attired golfer is the best -

0
0
0

Page 5

Al Spooner, had low net scores
of 34.
Only birdies during the
night were registered by Spoo-

playing golfer is completely wrong.

I

Kruk3

terns team, Fred Heisler and

people have that the Pro Shop is only for the

0

0

0

SCHLICHTHAROLD
ING and Kurt Leis both posted a .score of 42 to share low
gross honors. Leis and two
members of the Kre-Ken Pat-

A Pro Shop can be defined in many ways. To
the golfer, it's the place to buy his tees and balls
and to settle his arguments about how many penalty strokes his partner should have for hitting
the wrong ball.
But the Pro Shop is much more than this. For
the non -golfer it can be a very rewarding gift
shop. The items found ,in the Pro Shop are not
strictly for the avid golfer. The feeling that

0

Abbs.

DEERFIELD (1)
Player
ab r h hi
Koopman,3b
David,Ss

3
2

Hedden, cf
0 0 '40
2
Nelson, lb
2 0 0 0
Totals
21 1- 2 0
E-Farituzzi, Krause, Antanik; 2B --Krause, Abbs; SB-Fantuzzi; SAC --Thompson,

I

0
0
0

A-

I

Smith,2b
Anatanik,pt
Wells,rf
Carlson, c.

0t,3b

2

2

G inac,If

30
3 7-661

1

WHEELING (5)Player
ab r h bi
Player

lotion inning. Schell led off by
being hit by a pitch. Thompson

I

I

1

1

THE NORTH Stars scored
the winning run in the bottom

0
I

2
3

jKaruke,PP

took over, snuffing out several
threats with great plays.
In the fourth, Arlington

Wegner,rf

0

4

NPolifka,c

ffk

-

I

0

3

catcher to score the winning

double, Abbs' sacrifice and a
wild pitch. The defenses then

2

I.

2 .0
b 2

bases, and Abbs followed with
a shot off the third baseman's
glove to score Schell, who
bowled over the Deerfield

hurled a two -hitter to beat
Deerfield. Schell gave up both

4

O'Ndif1,3b

came in to shut the door on both runners were safe on the
pitchers throwing error.
them.
Krause walked to load the
Yesterday, Ward Schell

36ers List Final Season
Plate Averages

Championship
Softball Match
of the Lutheran Athletic Association of Chicago will be held

Will, 2b

laid down a sacrifice bunt and

in the other,but Fantuzzi then

has been three holes -in -one on
the Arlington Park Golf

Course. Last year there was

only one hole -in -one all season

on the nine hole course.
The first shot was made by

Dave Rojek of Chicago on

AY

REALTOR

July 27. Rojek got his perfect
shot on the 115 -yard 16th with
a five iron.
The other two holes -in -one
came on the same day, the last

day of July. Jack Kraemer of
Wauwatosa, Wisconsin, sank

one on the 14th with a nine

iron and Herb Kern of Miami
Beach dropped one on the 125
yard 15th with an eight iron. i.

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Clubs Stolen

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

gest the right type of ball for each golfer and if
you run into trouble he is the best one to ask for
advice. Don't ever be afraid to ask questions,
that's what the Pro Shop is for.
Now that we have an understanding of what a
Pro Shop consists of, why not take advantage of

Three woods were reported
stolen from a set of golf clubs

it? Even you non -golfers will be surprised at what

Prospect .Saturday

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

belonging to John Trandel,
201 S. Kenilworth, Mount
eve-

ning.The clubs were stored in
Trandel's garage, which was

open. No other

belongings
were taken, he told police.

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500
894-1800

299-0082

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide

SHORT RIBS
WATS
UP?
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
AN' ',CU AN'SIS WILL

WHAT DO 'ICU MEAN,

tAOIGS LIKE

'THIS 15 ALL Vulte &D- TAKE El.101.36H CLOTHES
INO TO PACKT ONE SET_ FORA MONTH/ I GOT

MEN, WELL GET UP THE FAMED

F1SHIN' 6EAR, ARCHERY

---OPIAJOERWEAR , TWO

PERIMETER DEFENSE

SHIRTS ANDA PAIR OF 6ET, AN' CAMERAS TO
40 --THIS 'SALL I'LL
SOCKS? WE'LL BE
HAVE ROOM FOR
GONE TWO
IN THE CAR!
WEEKS/

--THE DUMP /MASTER

WILL BE

DEVELoPED

9 Hazel
26 The Deputy

6:00

MR GENERAL EiSENNOWER IN
WEARING
1145 oNa?
WORLD %APRIL/ YOU THREE FORM
THE OUTS RING, TEMFLETON AND PARACIALITE/
WILL MAN THE INNER CIRCLE
TO PROTECT THE MANOR. THE
CPT BuRCAAR WILL
A..4101;
NEVER GET

AND
WE'RE THE
ONES BEING
6140VED
OUT

5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

AO:
OUR

11"M'

-1006
.00

n

1 Dream of Jeannie

7

Summer

01.1 60 Rrzsr.o

HI5-0
WMMagaggA--'
TO EACH

011141m

McGrmicte-

VI HM

ROBIN MALONE

sequences

7:00

The Best Years

Craig Stevens stars
in the preview film as

a widower with the
responsibility of raising his daughters.

32 Movie
"Johnny

Adults Only. Until
'
9:30 p.m.

mine the Germans
during the occupation. Until 12:15

8:30
2 Family Affair

a.m.

12:00
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

9:00

2 Jimmie Rodgers
Show
7 Dick Cavett Show

12:10
2 Movie
"Bernadine" The
misadventures of a
student who allows
his older brother to
take care of his girl
- while he studies for

9 Perry Mason
11 Book Beat
Jessamyn West,
author of "Except

Acevedo

32 Truth or Con-

for Me and Thee,"
will be the guest of

8:00
2 Mayberry RED
7 The Outcasts
11 NET Journal
''A Matter of
Time" combines the
realism of a cancer
ward and the tradi-

host Robert Cromie.
26 Wrestling

exams. Until 2:05

9:30
11 Fact of the Matter
32 News

a.m.

9 News
12:15
9 News Final
12:30
5 Memorandum
9 Paul Harvey Comments

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

CARNIVAL

II Rainbow Quest
26A Black's View of

12:35
9 Biography

the News

pus, 5, weA. N, T14.. ILO ha OW

32 Town and Country Music

I

Your
Horoscope

LIKE I/ CALL OM
IELMER
FIRST:
HE

GIVES ME SUCH A
ROUGH TIME IT MAKES

FOR TUESDAY

NEVER

HIYA, FUDDSY:

I GOT A WHOLE MIND THE
SALES
NEW LINE CV.-

SPIEL: I

NEE

TA' REST Ol TH'
EASW

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Any activity not on the agenda for today should be

on the employment scene.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) --

Make every effort to gain the
rewards of today's labors.
They may seem small at
present; ultimately, they will

MORTY MEEKLE

goes to wreck the
pirate might of the

ESLWUS

12.10 a.m.

7 Joey Bishop Show

EEK & MEEK,

OUR VACATION '
TOMORROW...WILL
Y1L1 M1503 me

I a3G14T Tip SLAP

TE-f2-121BLY! I'LL caiur
THE MINUTES LINT I
'rat RE7L1RN,LIGI-IT

ettsrz 5655Y FACE:

Cr my LIFE!

L./

1

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --You could gain a
tidy profit today by wise, in-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

vestment'. Take spiritual gains

into account when you total
up.

I-'

U

Answer to Previous Puzzle

German Writers
ACROSS
Sachs

WHAT DO THEY KNOW

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --You can avoid an unpleasant situation if you do a

don't worry about gain or loss
to your popularity rating.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Should morning plans not

CAPTAIN EASY

21 -May

2I) --An excellent day for accomplishment. You might be

WAIT -71E5 MAY Eels WO:

wise to open up your schedule
until another chore or two can

AGO I HID A RESERVE IN GOLD
FOR A RAINY DAYL,

LISTEN, I'M NOT 6RoKE: LOW

be fitted into it.

I'M MORE INTERESTED
IN GETTING YOU TO A

IN MY DESK
A CHART

HOOPITAL-

EASY CAN USE

IT TO LOCATE
WHAT'S LEFTS

GEMINI

(May 22 -June
21) --Give up present plans for

TELL HIMIT

HoLLO-

DROLL:I
I'M AFRAID
MXTOPROCK
HAD ANOTHER

ATTACK!
HURRY!!

completing home chores

should you find it too difficult
to arrange for the time. Main- tain calm.
CANCER

(June

34

22 -July

the tortoise and the hare. Your
slow -start must not be allowed,
to discourage you.

HEATHEN
-

hate
heat
heath
hath
then
teen

thane

37 Periods of
time
38 German poet

I019.14 NA.1.471 -Ite

amm woum

CAMPUS CLATTER
I FED ALL wort
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA
AND VITAL STATISTICS
INTO THE COMPUTER!

insect
42 Terminate

AND ASKED IT
TO PICK OUT A
BOY FRIEND
FOR YOU!

15

14

43. American

author

.

45 Habitual

drunkard

19
23

24

51 Retired with

great honor

Ledf44:4---8-40ns s HIS.
NIA. lac

55 Loathe
57 Shakespearean hero
58 Egg -shaped
59 Shiverings

.1

22
28

33

37

35 36
39

38

43

40

41

44

49i

48

7

62

29

32

42 -

46

21

27

26
31

48 German
classic

(1749-1832)

20

'

25

30

ki

18

17

16

(1759-1805)

41 Diligent

theem
than
anet
aten
ante
neat
eaten

I)

own nature

1

23)-A day for remembering

Answers to
Hi deaword

WHUMMO
rgi1M G311a1M

60 Having its

1

ject of romance.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2 I )--Take whatever action
your conscience demands and

TAURUS (April

01=-30
&UM
Rimmucc7.4

MDI1la.1 FLoE.3a-loviio
cmuRIL-o mc..]Er
(German
DOWN
13C4.17A
cobbler and
POLAW0c/OP
NaltAM
poet)
1 Dress edge
OI=101
5 German
2 Mine entrance OUMMMQ aJAMMO
MOM End.a70WOMMP
romantic poet
Feminine
12 Redact
name
W013 kiEJOW 1011
13 Herb of mint
4 British guns
linked
nickname
5 Standard
14 lOarmeilY
character
24 A planet
6 Rio de ---excavation
45 Religious
7 Animal doctor 25 Fish sauce
group
15 Expostulations (coll.)
27 Nobleman
16 Two -seated
28 Ibsen heroine 46 Persian poet
8 Grow older
carriage
47 Par
29 Biblical
9 Ultimate
18 As well
(comb. form)
sinner
10 Preposition
19 Bring to court 11 Not too well 31 Pain
48 Weapons
49 Possess
20 Three -toed
33 East (Fr.)
15 Equal
50 And others
sloths
35 Metal
17 Entitle
(ab.)
23 Candlenut
36 Ancient
20
Arbor,
tree
52 Edge
39 Poetic
Michigan
53 Biafran
26 German
narrative
21 Follower
dramatist
40 European deer 54 Pitch
22 Identical
55 Sprite
30 Geological
23 Presidential 44 Behaviorepoch
10 11
9
7
8
6
6
32 Plant of
3 4
2
crowfoot
13
12
family

THAT x DON'T;

little checking before approaching a friend on the sub-

present ideas.

MUMWA EIRP1
OMEJO ag.1071
Wa3UMa1f

THE BORN LOSER

possible.

gel, rearrange your afternoon
schedule to accommodate exreworking
tra hours. for

2:10
2 Meditation

S Tonight Show

solves.

CAPRICORN (dec. 23 Jan. /0) --Engage in activities
in which close friends are already involved. Avoid the
company of strangers, if at all

2:05

2 Late Report

Spanish Main. Until

wet29 LEAVING ON

24 -Nov.

re-

1:30
7 Reflections

"If really isift so sudden. Actually we've boon awned
for throe paymontol'
8-11

the time being; stick to

man -o -war, with
skull and cross bones
nailed to its mast,

BD

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
--Consider making a change if
you think yourself out of your
element in present conditions

22) -Stick strictly to business
today. The wise Scorpio will
not even think about gains for

9 William Tell

leLe4

complished.

enlarge in value.
SCORPIO (Oct.

1:05

neer" A Yankee

2110

shelved until all planned -for
undertakings have been ac-

1:00
7 Perspectives

10:30
2 Movie
"Yankee Bucca-

BUGS BUNNY

French-

man" The residents
of the Breton fishing
village try to under-

tical

'26 Market Wrapup
5

a.m.

in -sarcasm and pracjokes. For

Gen.

9 Mike Douglas

6t55

before knowing his
mission. Until 12:10

boss and colleagues

7 Guns of Win Son nett
Show
26 Turin
Show

and the town becomes petrified, even

tempt for life on his

p.m.

Today's Racing
32 The Addams
Family

for the first time in

his con-

expresses

der who, stormed the
City of Khartoum
and eventually conquered it. Until 10

11

years, a man gets off

factory worker who

"Ferment in the
Church"
Catholic

I Love Lucy
TV College

'stops in Black Rock,

in a 60 -minute documentary drama. (Re-

plays an angry young

Charlei Gordon, the
English empire buil-

26

8_4

as

tional dramatic form

Bad Day at Black

32 Movie

Focus

9

4,

spectacle

,Rock When a train

9:30 p.m.)

Charlton Heston
stars in this historic

5

9 Movie -

peated Fri., Aug. 8,

"Khartoum"

discusses the pressures for and against
modernization in the
Catholic Church.

granaie.n.

7:15
32 TV College
,

1969

p.

.r.----

mooners

7:30
2 Here's Lucy
5 Movie

6:30
2 Gunsmoke

o

rt

2- The-Honey-

6:25
2 Editorial
26 Quiz

PA ID
-TAXES!

Night

"Saturday

and Sunday Morning" -Albert Finney

63

54

,___-_

55

57

58

59

60

56

4
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Car Stolen
A car belonging to Thomas
Wynn Jr of 1405 Devon, Park
Ridge was reported stolen Friday evening

4-H Club Not Only for Country Boys, Girls

The car had been parked in
front of Flagg Brothers Shoes,
Randhurst Center, Mount
Prospect

Kiner.

By Regina Oehler

Manor, a 4-H leader said.
FOUR-H IS ending the year

"4-H is not only for boys
and girls in the country." said
Merlyn Heyen, assistant 4-H
extension advisor for northwest Cook County. but it is

k

be competing for 52 trophies
ribbons,
through Sunday.

Chicago has about 2,000
clubs, and the suburbs have

2

several

today

The fair is not the most im-

100, Heyen estimated.
"You can do as much or as

portant part of 4-H," Heyen

little as you want," Mrs. Dan

it since

NoRGE-rowi

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.

DRYCLEANING

Arlington Heights

said. He says the members like
it

member signs up for a ,project,

winners.

structions from the University
of Illinois, free.

he receives a booklet of in-

MRS. K1NER praised the
system of giving "a pat on the
back" for 4-H members who
have d e an outstanding job
on t r projects.
" encourages the children
more," she said.
Fo -H has no national uniform or ues. Individual clubs
decided whether they want to

Ranch on Roselle Rd. !off Golf
Rd. in Schaumburg. Heyen estimates 700 4-H members will
an

year is much more important.

Money is also given to the

with a giant fair at Sundancc

also for urban children.

have dues or not. When a

what they learn during the

of 408 N. Prospect

is glamorous, but

"THE MORE YOU do, the
more you get," said Mrs. Kiner's daughter, Karen, also a
4-H member.
Projects range from agricultural and home economics to

Before showing their proj-

ects in north Cook County

competition, members of Mrs.
Killer's group demonstrate
projects before the other members.

This gives them more

confidence, she believes.

"I V ERY SELDOM corwhat they are doing,
might add somethough
thing," she said.

photography and electronics.

I

Winners in this weekend's

Learns Postal
Techniques

SPECIAL

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

sunglasses of various kinds.
Some are worn just for show.

Virginia Dodge to attend a

Postal Operations
Management course at the
new Postal Operations in Bethesda, Md
four -week

3 Shirts FREE with $5 or more Cleaning $ Pressing
Reg Prices -Men's Suits $1 75, Women's dresses & Suits $1.60

some to reduce glare and some

to hide corneal scars or other

s.

blemishes.

The course is designed to

FREE!

practices and techniques

..

FREE
also, self-service
coin machines

DRAPES, BLANKETS,
BEDSPREADS OR
SLIPCOVERS

STORAGE

In selecting a pair, it is inn-.
portant to get a type that does
not reduce your vision or your
ability .to distinguish colors.
especially if you use them for
driving. They should never he
worn for night driving or for
reading indoors, with or without artificial light.

been Assistant Superintendent
of mails for three years

Shirssbboresutfruollyn tunngdeerrsed .

The belief that the world

Your new, friendly, neighborhood cleaners

NORGETOWN

WESTGATE SHOPPING
CENTERS

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

p.m. Mon. thru Sot.

meet the

1per

ave.

better through rosecolored glasses is more fanciful than factual. Neutral gray
or smoke -colored glasses that
filter out 70 to 80 per cent Of
looks

WAYN, ORENNA

DAPCISANAVO

MULTI - SERVICE DRYCLEANING

Doily 7 30 a m to

eye

sunglasses may help you.

Kehe has been in the postal
service for 18 years, having
started as a carrier, and has

'8 LB - LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

The normal

does very well in the sunlight
without sunglasses hut, if you
are one of those in whom
bright daylight causes watering of the eyes or squinting,

train top and middle -level
postal service personnel in advanced skills and management

DRY CLEAN 6 LOADS

ONLY $6

Scholarships as well as cash
prizes and trophies are given to
state and national winners.

Every year. over S 100 million is spent in this country On

been selected by Postmaster

August 4 Thru August 9

lb. LOAD

then take part in the national
contest..

Choose Sunglasses
With Great Caution

Arlington Heights' assistant
superintendent of mails, Alvin
Kehe, 1028 S Haddow has

ONE WEEK ONLY!

20

fair to compete- with 4-H
members from other
counties. The state winner will

DOCTOR SAYS

437-7177

GET 7th LOAD

The winner of that conc-S./
petition will go down to the
club

rect

automotive care and safety,

north Cook County competition at Sundancc Ranch
will compete in the Cook
County competition. -

11411.111PNCI

William Habc_richter (left), program chairman of the Arlington Rotary Club; Mrs. Kay Collins.
representative of the League of Women Voters; George Harris, president of the Rotary Club, and
Arlington Heights Village Clerk Betty Revard, remind voters to register for upcoming Con -Con
elections. Village Hall will be open to registrants until Aug. 22, including each Saturday from 9 to
noon.; Signs were distributed to Rotary members to be displayed in their stores.

List Real Estate Transfers
County Recorder Sidney R.
Olsen listed 17 real estate transfers last week in Wheeling and
Maine Townships.

Price is indicated by $1 in
revenue stamps for each $1,000
in market valuation.

THOSE IN Arlington

Heights were: 1820 E. Avon
Ln., Richard D. McBride to
Richard D. Kemplin, $21.50;
1543 N. Kaspar, James R. Jolly

to George Weiss, $15.50; 707

E. Jules, Don D. Drake to Robert S. Drew, $55; 421 S. High-

land, James R. Howard to
Mark F. Whitney, $23.50 and
28 N. Regency Dr., Lincoln M.
Hurst to John A. Lovejoy, $25.
Those in Buffalo Grove
were: 1095 Plum Grove Circle,

Donald E. Bishop to Alex J.
Racz, $9.50; 452 Patton, Rob-

ert D. Wood to Marvin H.

Koch, $10.50; 4 Red Oak Ct.,
Carl I. Montoya to Walter D.
Kocski, $29 and 3 Roberta Ct.,

Amusement
Calendar

1

COMPOUNDED,
QUARTERLY

Charles L. Zuher to Richard A.
Horcher, $30.

Those in Mount Prospect

1426 E. Emerson,
Fraricis B. McCarthy to Glenn
P. Dowling, $17 and 1502 N.
Emerson Ln., Joseph Cicerchia to Louis H. Rucker Jr.,

were:

$42.

Those in Prospect Heights
were: 111 Birchwood, John I..
Sheehy Jr. to John C'. Fletcher,
$40.50, and' 1(18 S. Park, Harold Wessels to Angelo J. C'apulli, $30.
Those in Des Plaines were:
1659 Howard, Ronald P. Rossi

to Emil Svejnoha, $23: 1555
Lincoln, Paula Nannehorn to
Wilbur E. Kurtz Jr., $24: 1581
Van Buren, Edward B. Hradisky to Andreas Veremis, $27.50

and 327 Oxford, Robert P.
Kuznicki to Kenneth A. Weber, $28.50.

No matter what type you wind
up with, never use them to look
directly at the sun. The danger
of permanent damage to your
eyes is less when the sun is near
the horizon buts, even then, it is
still present.
'

Q --An automobile backed
up over my son, 4. and injured
his spinal cord. Now he is pat-

alyzed from his waist down.
The doctor calls it traumatic
paraplegia. bo you think he
will ever we- lk again.'?

A--Trau atic paraplegia is
paralysis o. both legs caused
by an injury. In patients who
survive for more than a week,

some improvement can he expected unless the injury completely severed the spinal cord.
The greatest improvement occurs when the paralysis is due
mainly to hemorrhage into the
spinal cord. As the blood is absorbed, the function returns
rapidly. The prognosis de-

the intensity of the light are

best, with green a close second.
The constant use of sunglasses

may cause you to develop too

great a dependence on them
and reduce your natural ability to tolerate bright light.
There are three types of
sunglasses - light -absorbing,
polarizing and coated. Ab-

sorptive lenses are made by

pends, therefore, on the type
and extent of the injury to the
cord.

()--My daughter, 6, has neurofibromatosis. Is there any-

thing new in the way of treatment for this disease? What is
the prognosis?
A--Neurofibromatosis, or
von Rechlinghausen's disease,

is a hereditary condition in
which pigmented spots on the
skin are widely distributed
throughout the body. Many of
lenses are specially valuable in these are elevated and appear
reducing glare, which is not to be skin tumors but are really
the same as intensity. This is a tumors of the nerve endings.
boon to motorists who must They are soft, vary in size and
drive facing the sun and to are painless. Strictly speaking,
fishermen who want to see be- this is not a disease, since it
neath the water's surface but does not affect the general
can't because of the reflected health. There is no treatment
glare. Coated or reflectorized except.. surgical removal ,of
sunglasses have a thin metallic those tumors that become
film over the front or hack sur- troublesome due to size or loface. They are a boon to per- cation.
sons who must wear glasses all

ridding certain chemicals to the

lenses to remove ultraviolet
and infrared rays. Polarizing

the time and prefer to have

Q. -My son, i, was found to
have a slightly curved spine. Is
this serious'? Call it be corrected?
A --A curvature not disI

their sunglasses incorporate
their prescription instead of
wearing clip-ons.
So choose the type best suited to your individual needs but

is
covered until a child is
not serious. A brace or body
cast will corect it if your docI

avoid cheap sunglasses. In the
long run, they are no bargain.

tor thinks any treatment is nec-

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

essary.
N.

Q --Does chicken liver have
the same value as beef or calf

Evergreen, Arlington

liver?

Heights.

A --Beef liver

Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 4:45, 7:20, 10 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday, 1:30, 4:15, 7:10, and 10 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturdays, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Shoes of the Fisherman: Weekdays, 6:25 and 9:20 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 12:50, 3:30, 6:25, and 9:20 p.m.
GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles,
Good -Bye Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 3:50, 5:55,
and 10:05 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros-

Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, III

przf,

:rt. 2:00 pm

rt,r4.-."°41d:,°? tT07. 491ppmm 3"tte"OdW d y
2

loY5 20 pm Friatty ClesAid Saturday

better

Q --Is peanut butter a healthful food? Is it hard to digest'?

A --All nuts are very nutritious. They are hard to digest
only if you don't chew them
well. In peanut butter, most of
the chewing has been done by
. machinery before it conies to
your table.
Q --What is the cause of intestinal gangrene? If X rays
and other tests were made two
months prior to death, would
they show that the intestines
were diseased'? In an elderly

'

person, could an operation
correct this condition'?
A --Gangrene

of the bowel

may be caused by a stran-

gulated hernia, kinking of the
bowel or a clot obstructing the
blood supply. An X-ray examination would give evidence of

Winning and If It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium: show

begins at dusk.
Saluday Aneopt W.d Friday sinning, 590 until I.

a

these.

Rascal: Daily and Weekends, 2:06, 6:01, and 9:56 p.m.
Swiss Family Robinson: Daily and Weekends, 3:41 and 7:36
p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Main, Park Ridge
Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday, 1:15, 3:55, 6:40, and 9:30 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Romeo and Juliet: Weekdays and Saturday, 7 and 9:20 p.m.,
Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 7, and 9:20 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.
Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang; Daily and Weekends, I, 4, 6:35, and
9:30 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.

LOUSY HOURS I 20 oro to 200 pm Pony tnns

is

source of iron and Vitamins
than calves' liver but chicken
liver is better than either of

pect.

Mount Prospect State
Bank
CLearbrook 9-4000

1

Robyn Holmes, a high school scholarship student at the Merton House, University of Illinois conference center near Monticello, sketches a glass Jar. Her three-week scholarship was pro-

these diseases if they were

present. They all constitute a
surgical emergency and, unvided by the Illinois Federation of Women's Clubs in con- less the elderly victim were in a
junction with the University of Illinois Division of University Very weakened condition, -opCOUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect. Extension. Miss Holmes lives at 1310 N. Chestnut, Arlington eration would offer the best
THEATRE

The Marriage Go Round; Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sun- Heights.
day, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

chance of recovery.

1
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BUSINESS

3 -Cemeteries & Lets

Service Directory

Automobiles Wanted. ..

LOST:

Business Opportunities. .
Business Services

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

Alterations
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remoqeling of draperies.
Cl 9 3517

9'

s

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

vailable. 358-3411:

Hemming &
Alterations
439 3532

Art Service

CREATIVE

ART

Clean Up Service

Mailing Service

Cleanup .& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299.7830.

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

man. CALL 296-3953

Dog Grooming

255-7200

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

MASONRY

BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

AAMCO

Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

X -CELL FENCE

Pick Up & Delivery

& IRON CO.

RICK'S DECORATING

253-8551

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Interior & exterior. For FREE esti-

mate call 392-6604

R. Pierce

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

time

Floors

392-1492
Coll Vince
Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259 4348.

Call "the rest" than coil "THE

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

296-1450

for expert carpentry,'
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too_smoll 766.8034

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs
Fl. 8-4543
re -gluing

and

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt, Prospect

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

plumbing,

439-8614

PHONE 439.8614
If no ans. 815-385-8999

JOB TOO SMALL
537.6122

CONFORTI & SONS

Carpentry, etc.

'PROFESSIONAL WINDOW,

carpet'

cleaning 296-1450
CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
1/2 price with!' ad, Installations,'
tinting, mach. wall washing,.
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
Iciriceri Des PI Serv. 296-6365.

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks
NO JOB TOO SMALL

298-4586
KANZLER & SON

Cement Contractors
Patios Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084

driveways, garage

floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es:
timate Call anytime.

,

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

,

LANDSCAPING
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed 'RoLotilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No lob too big or small. Free estimates.
.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

824-7510

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALLED. 358-5359

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Good
needed.
experience
starting pay, paid vocation,
major medical group insurance. Opportunity for advancement.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

1051 Elmhurst Rd., Des Plaines
439-0336

experience

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

WAREHOUSEMAN

opportunity con include that
ate hiring. No fee. Coll

New warehouse in Des Plaines
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.
PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

PARKER

299-2206

117 So. Erne-Fson.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

A. H. ROBINS CO.
DES PLAINES

ilEgliagraisMEN
Move UP to a more responsible position where your rewards
will match your tolerns and valuable experience.

/144

Palatine area.
358-2699
Guitar

Lessons.

Experienced

teacher. 8 wk. course. Guard

nonatonen.

EXPERIENCED BABY SITTING

woman

Reliable

wishes

If you're presently stymied by lack of responsibility and dull,
uninteresting work, we have a challenging position for you.
Hollicrafters needs several Lead Draftsmen who are capable

Will babysit In my home. Infants
welcome. $20 per week. Call:

Experienced seamstress desires
dressmaking & alterations in
home. 392.5501

WILL DO IRONING IN MY HOME
REASONABLE

CHILD CARE - Day care for
working mothers In A.H. Planned
actrv., hot lunches, 259-0145. Lic,

392-2866

.

TIGER
rainee

We are an international corexpanding at the
rate of 18 to 22 offices a year
poration

Also openings for:
EXPERIENCED DETAILERS & TRAINEES
Apply: Daily or Call

Initial

He will then assume the responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
office admini
advertising,
etc. Third

year in-

come will exceed $35,000. A
complete fringe package Including 2 weeks paid vacation,

profit sharing, and stock option potential Is included.
The man we seek Is mature In

thinking, over 23, has good ap
peotance, Inquisitive mind,

Pipe hancra fifers ca
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

f3

college or ,equhralent buff nets
For
necessary.
experience
confidential Interview call:
Ted Lawrence
Engineering Agency
296.1043

3113ap

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

294-670.9

7

GENERAL FACTORY
work. Best benefits available
with excellent pay.

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.
Elk Grove

65 Scott St.

per 01 WM..," employer

439-5510

(1E404

For Fast Results
READ andUSE.

Rams

DAYWANTADS1

EGULARLY!

Hallicrafters' continuing growth and expansion offers talented

These interesting positions Involve the illustratiortand preparation of operational and maintenance S repair Vbanuals. You
must be familiar with schematic layout, inking, exploded views,
Isometric drawings, and miscellaneous artwork as required. A
minimum of 1 year */ experience Is desired.

benefits program. Compare what Hallicraf ter, has to offer -and you'll see why it melon sense to work at Hollicraft.
rs--we offer more.

I

GENERAL FACTORY
Due to expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:
1. Excellent start plus 3 weeks
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Major Medical

Pan Time Evening Positions Also Available._

4. Free Life Insurancb
5. Paid holidays and vocations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount
PLEASE CALL MRS. MC GUIRE

299-1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.
You'll be responsible for the preponalon of operational and
maintenance manuals, test plans and reports, brochures, pro-

An equal opportunity employer

posals and venous other engineering reports on highly sophisticated military electronic and electro-mechanical equipment.

I1We seekBUYER
a man with a mini-

Applicants must be familiar with electronic theory and applications and possess a BSEE degree or equivalent work experience with at least 2 years writing experience. Any knowl.
edge of military specifications is helpful, but NOT required.

If you're Interested In working in environment conducive to personal and professional growth and joining o dynamic growing
company, please:

Apply Daily or Call:
Personnel Department

259-9600

(Evening interviews by appointment)

.

mum of 2 years experience in
electro mechanical industrial
purchasing. Individual must

have a good working know-

ledge of total material control and will be responsible
for negotiations of

all

pur-

chasing by our company. You
will work with little supervision in a position of ever Increasing

responsibilities.-

'

Please send resume in cam.

man of action, two years of

IN THE

perience preferred.
Young men for general factory

training

and his Income it In the
range, he
512,000-515,000
will have the opportunity to
relocate if he wishes.

HERE

MACHINE SHOP
Mon for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

259-9600

Evening interviews by appointment.

will be In one of Chicago offices. After about a year, or
less, when the man is trained

RIGHT'

DES PLAINES

vancement coupled with an excellent salary and company -paid
benefits program.

and are currently seeking a
man who we con completely
train to be one of our office

stration,

HOSPITAL
100 N. RIVER RD.

Individuals a chance to apply what you've learned and to move up too better position.

STENO, TYPING,
DICTAPHONE

managers.

HOLY FAMILY

Individuals selected will be responsible for directing and supervising a team of detail draftsmen working on various electrical
and mechanical drawing projects. Your past experience should
Include detailing and toyout ik design. Some experience in
sheetrnetal layout and fabricotion would also be helpful.

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

Exp'd secy. Temporary work by
week or month. Typing, shortall office'
hand, telephone,

296-6640

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

of assuming entire project responsibility, from inception to completion.

Personnel Deportment

Experienced cleaning woman,
Oays, Mt. Prosp. Arl. Hts. or
Des Plaines. 378-1683

OR

Experienced, for full time permanent position - days. Good
salary, fringe benefits and
working conditions.

These ore challenging positions with good potential for adto

care for one or more children

EXPERT PLASTERING

Radio -TV Repair

' 5 days a week. Little or no

COOK

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

JOE ORMAN

previous

15-Instnctisn

Plastering

& REMODEUNG

SHORT ORDER
COOKS

69 RAWLS RD.

EASIER!

392.6817

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

537-6110

QUICKER,

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

55 E. Palatine Rd., Wheeling

$4.00 Hr:+0.T.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.
296-1071

WANT ADS

255-720Q

manent $10 comp. MU 5.5400

Piano Tuning -Service

"Ted" Smith

START AT

O'Hare

DAY

23410Wormt6hexiettisle

in-'

546-5516

BREWER CONCRETE

_MAINTENANCE

Business Men's
Clearing House

HOUSEWIFE,

' My Home.

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per-

Ned Williams

PLANT

Company that needs 7 trainees

AND FOR THE

y

Get

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

STUMP REMOVAL

'

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi-

259.1964

your home. Permanent waves

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
' Des Plaines, Ill.

We offer you an excellent starting salon, and a complete fringe

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

Landscaping

Cement Work

BUSINESSMAN

PHONE

Jim.

Interior Designer
terror designer. 255-4074

Business Men's
Clearing House

TRAINEE

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

procedures. 39472159.

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

HARVESTER
SALES & SERVICE

.

Without

Piano lessons

Exterior painting preferred. 4
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

specialist.

opportunity employer.

held back.

FOR THE

KEEP

"DAY"

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

by loc.

Gtiod pay. Many big company
benefits. Experience preferred

INTERNATIONAL

296-1071

to learn to supervise own office. $500 - $575 + car. This
is the spot if you have been

SOLVER"

TRACTOR MECHANIC
Opportunity for aggressive
individual to work under excellent working conditions.

296-1071

MANAGEMENT

IS A REAL
PROBLEM

Permanent waves given in your

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

Carpet Cleaning

"THE DAY

Induitrial Products Division
nos openings in Cook and Mr
Henry County. Top Earnings,
Advancement to management,

O'Hare

OPEN EVENINGS 111.1. 8 P. It

82

OF THE

any 5 gallon purchase.

home

$1500 mo.

INDUSTRIAL SALES
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.

but not necessary. An equal
CALL BOB VAN

mo.

$1250

Super

1510 AMEN ST, DES PLAINES, ILL 60016
1EL. 2914191, CHIT. 763 6212

Permanent Waves

NO JOB TOO SMALL

kitchen remodeling.

a

$650-700

ma.,

JCip c-eapson

42

FREE 6,1/2 pints U.T.C. With

estimates.

is

fice manager. No experience.

$1166 mo.

Tax Mgr.

18

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED_

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Recreation rooms, powder

'Tax

102
92

PAGES

253-4769

Home Maintenance

359-1906

Gen. Heald

358-7587

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

Free
.

This

replacement for a retiring of-

$660 mo.
$800 mo.
Gen. Lt.
Financial Analysis $800 mo.

Rooms -Board -

CLASSIFIED

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

insured.

Call 392-4750

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Coll for Estimate

service.

customer

$900

CALL 827-7880

Territory. For appointment call Mr. Casper
(312) 5886781

Tres.

Auditors

days.

Protected

Train to supervise 12 in all of
lice operations; account credit

ACCOUNTANTS!

in my home days, 297-8650.

YOU name it -WE do ill Pointing,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE

No

weekends- and no holi-

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, BOO E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

time

Permanent part
evening janitors.

ferns the customer might hove.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

PARKER
Mt. Prospect

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Hearing Aids

E & D CARPENTRY

garages 529-2478.

Rental plan. 392-4570

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses

ON THE

Quality workmanship. Fully insured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

CL 5-8232

PHONE 392.5208

perb ttbijning a real chance. td
move up. tack,

DONE IN MY HOME,
827-6905

394-0630

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

FREE ESTIMATES

This. position offers in addition to sit:

AAA 1 HearingAid Repair Service on all makes. Free boners.

.

Shall Decorating
358-9038

General Hauling

MOONLIGHTERS

vious exp.

114 -Personals

n-Sitoations Wanted -Women

Fully Insured.

Furniture Refinishing

Carpentry & Cement Work

392-1520-

to play. Folk & pop. 253-5420

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
pointing. All work guaranteed

BEST

additions,

WINDOW

.

CALL 297-2266

After training you will move
up"l systems work. No pre-

69
Child Care
Office Fumiture-Devices.. 56

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

coln & Kenilworth. $10 for information leading to recovery.

Nursery Schools -

PAINTING & DECORATING

On all blacktop work during
August Call now & save. No
guaranteed.
Work
Amain()
Phone for free estimate any.

will be sent to the IBM school
tee of charge 'and receive
your full salary while attending.

90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start

TAKEN: Green Varsity 10 speed
gold Stingray. Vicinity Lin-

5
15

Real Estate -Wanted

543-7693
Full or part time work

delivery dates and any prob

94
88
96

for advancement within-GoodCONTACT MR. BALDWIN

BETTER -JOB anywhere. 'You

.253-660Ci

91

departments. Good opportunity
and many benefits.

You probably won't...find a

83

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loa ns Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

field with large growing compony in men & boy's clothing'
-itaifiti-g- pay plus commissions

hurst, REWARD, 437-9215,

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Privacy

:Go to School Free!
Train to Program

'417. So. Emerson

14

394-100G, HALLMARK,. 800 E.
,Northwesl Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros:

47

Personals

posure to 360 clinches it. Head
;up new department. Excellent
firm. Call Ron Halcia' at

Lost Pekingese, brown & white,
female, vic. of Oakton & Elm-

YOUR

rates. 671-0009.

Steel
Aluminum

30% OFF

(To Rent)

27
26

4 MEN NEEDED to work in sales

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable

439-4454

Carpentry -Remodeling

DINETTE CHAIRS
RECOVERED

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS,

Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings-Furniture.
Industrial Property

2
24

827-7448

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

GET RESULTS,

Free Estimates

Wrought,

Salary to $1000 per
month. Call Mr. Fredericks at

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

Upholstery

&

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

BLACKTOP SERVICE

299-0119

exterior painting,
Interior
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1 1 16.'

Blacktopping

967-5340

nmA

-

colored Good lob guaranteed.

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

WALL PAPERING

Asphalt

done with
brooms -not just

259-9440

Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Fencing

We seek two career minded
men, over 25, accustomed to

CUSTOMER

CI. Arl. His. 259-0930.

To Rent, Stores, Offices.. 77

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinskl
or
CL 5-3991
_892-3450

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN. WORK

sealing

437-4093

Transmission Service

Decorating & Remodeling

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647,0220

766-1943

FREE ESTIMATES

Painting -Decorating

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

PATIOS,

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

537-1244 or 437-3160

Asphalt

with

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

REVERS MASONRY

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

FREE

Tile

ALL TYPES - FREE ESTIMATES

Electrical Contractor

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

CLEANING

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

nights 956.1640.

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Free estimates

taws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

NEW WAY PAINTING

We Don't

1,

repair

chimney

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

and resort clothes designed to,
order. Coordinated wedding,
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

Auto Repair & Equipment

Remodeling,

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors
"Small Engine Repair"

Individualized styling. Formals

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

.

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterprbofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter.
ations. Rees. 358-7791

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

&

827-4637

& brick work. All work guaran
255-2570

Dressmaking -Sewing

Contact Dick Westgard

squeegees

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

GROOMING

Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

We

per sofa plus fabric,
117.50 per section plus fabric

Tuckpointing,

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

-

$15.50 per chair plus fabric,

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR
$24.50

EDMOND GRAY

DECORATOR

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

SLIP COVERS

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

-

Men or Women....

pect.

Stingray bike from
Recreation Pk. on 7/25 PLEASE
1106 Viator.
REWARD.
return.

Florists1
Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted

E.

& Davis Street. REWARDII Call

Schwinn

8
3

ilnnstjtiecmourniam

Slip Covers

Masonry

Kenneth A. Pearson

SERVICE

CL 5-5692

595-0051

Decorator

Arl. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service

-

392-8763

KEY TILE CO.

-

Ray's

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enter.
prises. 223-0352, if no answer

Ceramic Tile

392-5410

AO

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

LOST: 10 speed bike at State

Will the party who took green

WomenEmploymentMen25
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Farms

Radio -TV Repair

for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
of 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

392-9705

Agencies-

I

Any schooling or experience
qualifies hetre. Company will
completely train. Opportunity

1

23

Ag e n ci e s.

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT
KANZLER BROTHERS.. 7 yards
for $21. Half loads aPatios and driveways,

Georges Heating & A/C service

AL

Landscaping

[

SALES

'

public contact. Early manage-

$12,000 to $15,000

$650 No Fee

dog,

Peekapoo

Maltese Dog, all white,
name "Puppy", male, REWARD,
299-3742

Coins Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

Your Ad will appear daily in -The -Northwest Day,
The ProspectDay;and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline -for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Blk/br.

Lost

17
9

Card of Thanks Cemeteries & Lots

10 TECHNICIANS

senville. Sod family. PO 6-1773

37
38
66

Card of Sympathy

sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297;3.987 _

Hts.

name "Peppy" July 2Z Ben,

101

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boot Storage

Central Air Conditioning

BAL-RPG 5800-5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
11510 Miner, D.P.

ment.

Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Sales
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access, . 107
Auto Trailers & Camplirs 103
112
Automobiles For Sale

Spring Rater.
Free Estimates
CALL 437 4195 or 255-8532

Arl.

13 -Lost ad Fund

35

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Cement Work

PROGRAMMERS

Ken Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Let us help make your DAY

Air Conditioning

In

EXECUTIVE

SALES TRAINEE
'$600 -CARL Expenses

4 choice lots In The Garden of
Our Saviour, located in the Garden

2441slp Wanted Men

23irmirymeat Agencies -Male

Zlirefimmeet AgeocissMie

plete confidence to:

Rho hafficraners
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, In. 60008

BOX 1203
DAY PUBLICATIONS,
INC.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

An fgvol Opporwaiey Emple,.

Arlington Hts., III, 60005

A Subsidiary ot Northrop Corporation

Page 9

Monday, August 4, 1969
24 -Help Waited Men

24-He1p Waited Mee

24-lielp Waited Men

24711elp Wanted Men

Maintenance Man
For new apartment complex in

Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various

WANTED
SALEMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

STARTING RATE $4.37

,To establish own credit brokeroge_business-..-N6 investment.
To help get started we guarantee $150 weekly to man meet, ,ing our requirements. Age no
barrier. Write: Manager, Box

You will report to the QC Manager.

types of Hyrdraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

Your duties Jaspectionset-ups, layout,
lit Piece part, in process and quality audits.

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr: L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

SUNBEAM.
CORPORATION

700, Painsville, Ohio. 44077

5400 W. koosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

Earn Extra Money
hours

available. No

ex-

perience necessary, will train.
Neatness and ability to meet

ELECTRICIANS

people most important. Must

Openings exist for journeymen with plant maintenance experience, preferably in metal working

be 17 years of age.
CONTACT MR. LIPKER

low

Randhurst Shopping Center

Metal

AIRCRAFT

EVENINGS

-MECHANICS

TOP WAGES
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW

Fabricator
ditions.

Great Lakes
Runway &

conditioning, out of Wheeling.

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

Free.

541-1220

Miss Paige

WHEELING HEATING

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686-7020
OR APPLY

AIR CONDITIONING

6028

BUTLER

25 S. Milwaukee - Wheeling

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

SECRETARY
No Shorthand
$500 month

TOOL & DIE

OUR COMPANY HAS EXCELLENT

OPENINGS FOR YOUNG MEN

..S
....1...S

$2.79 PER HOUR

C'

LEARNING A
SKILLED MECHANICAL TRADE. OUR

4:03

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call,
945.2525
Mr. A. Cooper

AGE NO BARRIER!!
We are looking for a man who is
experienced in PLASTIC MOLD
REPAIR or who has had experience
in tool and die or precision machine

4.7

4 YEAR PROGRAM IS GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED AND APPROVED.
SCHOOL
HIGH
HAVE
MUST
EDUCATION OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

It'
STARTING SALARY $3.33 PER HOUR WITH
INCREASES.
COMPANY PAID BENEFITS.
PROGRESSIVE

KITCHENS

IN

INTERESTED

MANY

LIBERAL

OF SARA LEE

of repair and mainte-

handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone

nance on high speed progres.

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

sists

Air-condibuilding.
fixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

PROGRAM
This is a progressive growth opportunity for the right person.
LET US decide whether or not you qualify.

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

You can type at your own
speed in this suburban office.

METHODE

No one to look over your shoul-

der. A pleasant phone voice
will help you land this great
job. $100. Freel MUST CALL

MFG. CORP.

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m; Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat.

392-3500

Deerfield

500 Waukegan

Northwest Hwy, 4412*spect.
255-9414

sive dies along with jig and

Standard Screw Company

TOOL & DIE REPAIRMAN

for a sharp girl to help him

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool and die maker. Work con.

CHICAGO DIVISION

GOOD STARTING SALARY BONUS PROGRAM PROFIT SHARING

Regional Sales Manager of
large company has an opening

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electro-

trades to be trained in the specialized field of PLASTIC MOLD REPAIR.

TODAY... 298-2770

La Salle Personnel

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXECUTIVE

RETIRED MEN
Looking for something to do? ?

early 1970.

If. you ore tired of working for that Medicare company and want to improve yourself CALL

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

US

831-2100

* WELDER

CHERRY

SECRETARY

SPORTS WRITER

Cash in on 2-4 of those spare
hours each day Do as many

Full time employment

retirees are already doing...

$723 MONTH

temberl No experience neces-

You'll be secretary to rite di-

Drive a school bus this Sep.

* TOOL ROOM CLERK

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.
1650 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD

sary, we will train you. Don't
wait

and reserve a place for your-

* METAL POLISHER

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

self in September.

CALL US NOW

MUNDELEIN

sary.

rector of international division

of famous local firm. A chal-

* PRODUCTION FOREMAN

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

positon
lenging, interesting
longing, nteresting position
with many unique benefits.

362-7900

Free.

Mr. Kane

Miss Paige

ARLINGTON HIS.
392-9300

Full Company benefits.

'In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Mr. Weidner

Apply in person

PURE OIL IS SO GREAT

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

WE'RE ROARING OVER OUR NEW JOB OPENINGS

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

200 West North Avenue

Northlake

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

MAIL CLERK
Start your ',freer in the petroleum industry as a mail clerk. Individual awaiting military draft would be satisfactory candidate.

PROGRESSING

UTILITY CLERK
Individual will have a variety of duties in our mail room, including
same chauffeuring. Chauffeurs class C license required.

ENGINEERS

CLEAN U P.
MEN

I

.

$2.79

available to the qualified applicant. Salary is
commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

Pure Oit Division

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

."

PER

III. #60302.

.. NE

HOUR .....;.,4
_it

4 Raises First Year
Variety of Duties

It est at k

44N

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

With Expanding Machine Shop

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced in blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work rotes apply.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

Northwest Suburbs.

298-5051

WAREHOUSE

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

MEN

O'Hare Office Bldg.
WEST PERSONNEL

$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

1-2

years

perience.
BD

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US,

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

AMY
console switchboard.
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest

TRAVEL

office
Position

TRAINEE

exin-

$498 MONTH

order detailer,
handle telephones &

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show resorts, motels, travel bureaus
how to operate the reserva-

customer, salesmen &
representatives. Franklin

tions system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They

volves

Park office of national

will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting

manufacturer. CALL

salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific
bonus system. Free.
Miss Paige

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD

678-8533

In Arlington Heights
- 394-0880

'9 S. Dunton

FORMICA CORP.

6028 Dempster

Fiat Products Dept.
9301 W. Belmont
Franklin Park

xciting opportunity for

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Anocuf.
ENGINEERING COMPANY

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Exec. Secretary

holmes & assoc:

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

860 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
SATURDAY
SOO A.M. TO NOON

&Wei

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
500 Waukegan Rd.

Deerfield

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

.

'TO work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.
Age and salary open.

966-0700

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -.FREE

Miss Gaffke

:

An Equal Opportunity

O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit sharing. Light typing, will train on

Please Call

437-5400

Many company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

offices or managers. Lovely
new offices located in the

BORING MILL OPERATORS

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

salesmen, executives

and direct them to the proper

CORRESPONDENT

MACHINISTS

PERMANENT WORK

Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

A MEMBER OF THE GYBE FAMILY OF -COMPANIES

visitors,

Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

945-2525- Ext. 258

f\rvt

their reception desk. Will greet

liaison between plant &

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

AIR CONDITIONED

Pipefitters

r" AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC.

$550
This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to .handle

TOP UNION RATES

Material Handlers
Cable Formers

opportunity4-west at

MAIN LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST

SALES

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - , ALL SHIFTS

plus.

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
DEERFI

and be photo.

graphed in publicity
shots. Must have average steno. Salary $500

All

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

alities

KROGER

Train
Advancement Potential
Fringe Benfits
Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
For interview Call MR. A. COOPER
945-2625

500 WAUKEGAN RC,

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vaca-

show business person.

We Will

Wanted For Permanent Positions

An Equal Opportunity Employer

pony. Will show recording equipment to

PRODUCTION
MEN

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

SECRETARY
Attractive young worn an who is well groomed
and photogenic will
handle public relations
for well known corn

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"

We will train individual to operate Xerox and Multilith Machines
in our duplicating department. No prior experience required.

opportunities

PHOTOGENIC

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

CONTAINER CORP.

966-0700

6028 Dempster

Ritzenthaler
Bus Line

Evenings

SCHOLLE

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATOR

oft

Des Plaines

940 Lee 'St.

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

MEN'S DAY SHIFT JOBS

We are now in Highland Park but will be moving to new plant facilities in Waukegan in

r

966-0700

Dempster

CO.

AVIATION

FOR WEEKENDS

REPAIRMAN

and a winning smile are req'd.

CONTACT CLYDE DIAMOND

ATTENTION

MOONLIGHTERS

414
PLASTIC MOLD

To work nn heating and air

An equal opportunity employer

Engineering Co.
16254.N.41gonquin
439-7010

$110 WEEK

O'HARE FIELD

Employraent office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sot.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

-

Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? If so,
this one is for you. Lovely suburbcin firm will trnin you as
the official greeter. Lite typing

ASP LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

964-1306

MR. BAKER

RECEPTION

DESPERATELY NEED
FURNACE
INSTALLERS
& SERVICE MEN

FULL TIME

CHICAGO DIVISION

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

FRONT DESK

OR

SerViCeMASTER.

Standard Screw Company

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime.
Benefits. Excellent working con-

253-0185

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

5550-5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines
1510 Miner

Arlington Hts. & Rand Rd.
Arlington Heights

PART TIME

able, conscientious pc.s.,71e. The work is steady and the -wages

are excellent.'Hours are 3 to 5 per evening, Monday through
Friday. A short training period will prepare you for a rewarding part time position.

DR. ASSISTANT

JOHN HENRICKS INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME

Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner

1510

Good wages.

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

We are restafling several of our account buildings in the Des
Plaines - Mt. Prospect - Wheeling areas. As a leader in the
contract cleaning field, we are continually seeking depend-

factory.

KINNEY SHOES

time to load and
haul hay. Year around.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

Rolling Meociowi

TRY TELEPIONE SALES

$95 wk. No fee. 299.7191

Full

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

CAN YOU TALK? -

SEMI -DRIVER

STARTING RATE $4.37-Plus 10% Night Bonus

392-3500
'3700 Hicks Rd.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in
building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second
shift opening.

1.25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24-11e10 Wanted Men

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

Northwest
Excellent
subuib.
salary plus apartment. 537.7419

1124 -Help Wanted Men

24.11elii Magadan

l '244Ielp Waded Men

an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
keep an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

ister medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
1Randhurst,

Upper

'Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi,

Level

392-2700
939-4866

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

I
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25freaMement Agencies -Women

HELP WANTED
FEMALE

MATURE DENTAL
ASSISTANT -RECEPTIONIST

OFFICE
ADVERTISING DEPT.

Wanted for General Practitioner's office in Palatine. ExperiBecker. 359-4676

This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gol to
Make appts., greet the public,
help the doc elon his week. If
you are a capable person you
will really enjoy this stimu-.
luting job. Free! THIS JOB.

listed here are those historically filled by women;

department of
marketing cam,
pany requires girl for typing
at 60 wpm, light dictation
duties.
miscellaneous
and

they are available with-

Excellent

WON'T LAST...

women."

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK

Niles

J. & H. INT'L CORP.

EARLY BIRDS

11.) visitors
--' ( public school. Iriterest.
ing duties in lovely surroundings. Light typing
required. Salary 5450.

APPLY

PART TIME CLERK

MOLDED PRODUCTS
6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Baby sitter

O'Hare Office Bldg.

4:30 Mon. thru Fri. Own trans.

WEST PERSONNEL

CREDIT CLERKS
Full Time

preferred. CL 3-8656

Dental Assistant or Reception-

STAFFING NEW OFC.

days per week.
EVENINGS. Salary open. Coll
253.8598.
41/2

ist.

$425 fo $475 Free
New soles & distr. office open.
ing Aug. 25 in Des Plaines. Be
the Distr. Mgr's RIGHT-HAND
GIRL. Should have S -H or clicMahone, type well. Come in &

60014

DES PLAINS. a.

'1510 141NR ST

Good voice and personality for

Spiegel Order Store

part time switchboard work.
Applicant must call between
6:30 pm and 9 pm.
255.9261

251,1:01. MO. 763 6172
OPEN ivItorIGS Sill 8 r. M.

1(1.

EASY JOB

ORDER

Des Plaines
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

940 Lee St.

Capable women to care for
baby from Noon 'til 4 o'clock
on

WANTED:

Pennyrich

5

call
mation:
RICHARD 437-3700

$625 MONTH

lingerie

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

ful or will train responsible
party. Excellent commissions -

advancement opportunity.
INTRA.CONTINENTAL ADVER.
359-5566
Mr. R. F. Brown

BEGINNER
RECEPTIONIST
would

to

of AAA

firm, Arrange itineraries
:Ik'." I and appointments, hurl
--' die visitors and screen

calls. Must be able to

I make decisions: Good
benefits & raise potential. Interesting variety.
Average
skills.
Des

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employe benefits, including paid vaca-

WORKERS

Apply in Person

Will train

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Various hours
(including 9:15 PM shift)

300 N. Northwest Hwy. Mts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday '
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

WOMEN

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

PACKERS

500 Waukegan r.d.

hours from 3 shifts: 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.; 3 p.m. to

manent jobs. Excellent starting salary. Automatic
increases. Company paid benefits. Choose your
11 p.m.; 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

WEST PERSONNEL

Between 8 a.m. & 4:30 p.m.

trAr

Estes & Elmhurst Roads

255-3430

RECEPTION

Elk Grove Village

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

nearing girl he can train as
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of patients in

Law offices located in downtown Arlington Heights. Good
starting salary and fringe benefits; excellent working condi-

Miss Paige

tions.

774-0609

In Arlington Heights

6028 Dempster

966-0700

WOMAN WANTED
EXPERIENCED FOR:

Light Production Work
Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

Secretary

Mueller Industries

for

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
297-20

Television Station
$130 WEEK

Des Plaines

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Secretaries

DAYS ONLY

Excellent salary
Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

Office Clerk

at $130 a week with a

I

guaranteed merit,)
increase after 3 months.' it
Call for details.
'

1

detail - Ret?il Sales,
Order Desk, Service Clerk, or
General Telephone Experience
Light

helpful. No evenings or Saturday. PHONE:

Clerk Typists

'

255-1611
Miss McFeely

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID. TUTOR.HOSTESSBOOKKEEPER, ETC.

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will hove the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits ore here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Molar
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

QUALITY CONTROL
SPECIALISTS
1st Shift - 7:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
2nd Shift - 4 P.M. to 12:30 AM.
3rd Shift - 12:30 A.M. to 7:30 A.M.

WE OFFER:
Insurance...Major Medical Provisions
Hospitalization
Paid Vacations...Paid Holidays...0n The Job Training

File Clerks

General Clerks

BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS
SHIPPING AND RECEIVING
MATERIAL HANDLERS

PLANT HOURS

Comptometer Operators

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

PLUS:
The environment and training opportunity that will allow
you to advance as far as your abilities can take you.

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No Fees Top rates

CALL US NOW OR APPLY
AT OUR PRESENT LOCATION

VISION -WRAP

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday.8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 50-7100-Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE qr&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

117 So. Emerson'

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

Key Punch Operators

Stenographers

And, our opportunities for girls ore in important, interesting positions In sales, laboratories,

LPN

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

I.:.

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost,its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

engineering, personnel, marketing, Installation, purchasing and other divisions.

If you're good; you can

LADY PARKER

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

LEGAL SECRETARY

of $542 mo., call:

394-0880

Look Our Way

POSITIONS OPEN

WOMEN (WILL TRAIN)
PACKERS AND INSPECTORS

1

doctor is free. Only skill req'd
Is lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with a starting salary

9 S. Dunton

625-0962

LOOKING?

Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

everyone
pointments, keep
feeling comfortable, till the

AMBITION AND ABILITY

SLITTER OPERATORS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

his busy office. You'll earn to

greet all who enter, set op.

WE NEED PEOPLE WITH

MEN
FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMEN

CONTINENTAL

CAN COMPANY, INC.

32 S. Dunton Ct., An. Hts.

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs an intelligent, neat op

excellent career and future for you.

(WILL TRAIN)

Kenard's Children's Shoes Inc.

DOCTOR'S

beautiful brand new lant in Palatine, Illinois.
Our rapid exponsior program and solid growth all add up to an

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

439-3405

Full or Part Time
WILL TRAIN

VISION -WRAP VISION-WRAP
IS ON THE MOVE
GET IN ON THE GROUND
FLOOR AND SECURE YOUR
materials will be rel eating on or about September 1st in our

NURSERY SCHOOL
TEACHER HELPER
& SUBSTITUTES

SALES WOMAN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Vision -Wrap Industries a major converter of flexible packaging

439-3050 for app't.

O'Hare Office Bldg.

400,N. Wolf Road, Northlake, Ill. ea164

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Evanston, Ill.

864-6050

FUTURE

Deerfield

Wonted for September in
Mt. Prospect area.

10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

2020 Ridge Ave.

tions, free insurance programs.

We will train you for light, clean work and per-

Plaines. 298-5051

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

for the position of WAITRESS.

$2.67 PER HOUR

401 E. Prospect Ave
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

We are now interviewing neat, attactive,ladies

PRODUCTION
LINE

Excellent

right on the job.
salary and benefits.

During 4 Week Training Period

Grow with us. We will be moving to Waukegan in
January to bigger and more modern facilities.
Apply or Call

864-6050

259-7010

PART TIME

Permanent, 4 hours per day, 5
day week, Order Department
and general office. Elk Grove
Village area. Call Miss Robe.

SECRETARY
$650

* CREDIT CORRESPONDENT
* KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
* ACCOUNTING CLERKS

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

WOMEN'

davis

SECRETARY

Mt. Prospect. 255.9414

President

Exciting position if you are
terested in people. You'll learn
all areas of personnel while,
working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained

lynn

Reichardt Cleaners
253-9325

good salary. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest Hwy.,

SUPPLY CORPORATION
Has immediate openings for:

DAYS or NIGHTS

Route 12 & 83

local store.

etc. You'll work with 2 other
girls. Lovely modern office

AMERICAN HOSPITAL

McDonaldg

(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

21 -Help Wanted -Men ° Women

Women

WANT TO MAKE
TOP MONEY!!!

WAITRESSES

4 Rasies 1st year

you'll be earning 52.50-53.00
per hour within 6 months. New

pondences, typing statements

1l help Wanted -Men

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FULL TIME

Light Industrial 9-3pm

like

ROLLING MEADOWS

1100 HICKS RD.

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Coll or see Jean Yale

Women over 25. $2.25 guaranteed plus incentive so that

train someone to work in his
office. Lots of phone work,
meeting people, some corres-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

259-1620

orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week from

100% Public
Contact

knowledge of advertising help.

966-0700

Pure Oil Division

loot Be or. add. Alf.ke- MAN t0009 ,Ben 111mA w*7 h

Major Chicago Channel
Calling on top executives in
the real estate field. Some

Miss Paige

uni76n

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Assistant

MARRIED -SINGLE -FULL -PT. TIME
TELEVISION TIME SALES

Free.

typing skills.

McDcnaIds has a few openings for ladies to fill,

Personnel

IS TRAVELING YOUR HOBBY?
Why not werk at it? Travel
agency needs secretary with
dictaphone and bookkeeping
experience. 392-6770

dent in charge of sales. You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making air -line reservations when he or
his staff travel, and other.
varied and interesting duties.;

involve no typing others with moderate

Pure Ott Division

498-1500

now until June.

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi-

Contact°'
Mrs. Kobus

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

MR.

vary from 4 weeks to 9 months. Some

must.

MOM?

cated in Elk Grove Vil
lage. For further infor-

Preferably

consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.

SECRETARY

To

days.

school

could furnish own transportation. 437-3283.

NO STENO

,

newly created
position in our air conditioned, 3 girl office lo-

We ..are presently interviewing for temporary clerical positions now open on
our day shift. Length of assignments will

Interesting diversified duties make this an outstanding position. Individual must have good typing skills, shorthand preferred but not essential. A "smiling" telephone manner is a

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

handle

5741, oft. 2 p.m,

. La Salle Personnel ,

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

3

be aggressive & salesminded.
Must have own car. Call 439-

298-2770

dentist

to 5 flexible hours
daily. 5 days per week.
This position requires an
experienced gal to

392-8878

bonus. Free to you.

Northbrook

PART TIME

Earn big money. Women needed
as supervisors. Will train. Should

Type accurately of own speed
- no 'shorthand. In this area.
$100 per week plus year-end

1000 Sunset Ridge Road

PROCESSING

Mt. Prosp. area. Ref. necessary.
Salary open, own tronsp.

Work with friendly people.
Pleasant personality keyed
to this job. Varied duties.

Busy

Apply or Call 498-1500
MAILER, INC.

WANTED housekeeper 5 day wk.,

must have exp. in infant care.

6028 Dempster

* Fully Modern Air Conditioned Facilities.

ARLINGTON MARKET

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

PURCHASING SECRETARY

* Immediate Openings
* Day and Evenings Shifts
* Full or Part Time

Mrs. M. Hart

NOW OPEN

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

* No Experience Necessary

255-7500

WORK

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME!
WOMEN

advancement. CALL:

SHARP TEEN

Corte, ..S7nrci4Ills

Phone

666-3853

diversified work. Company
benefits and opportunity for

Coll 333-5914

fe n 0e8 30n &-A ot.

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

will train beginners with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and

$50 to $100. Can you afford to
pass this up? Car necessary.

the start.

excellent opportunity with profit sharing, life and health
insurance, paid vacations and
other benefits.

TEMPORARY

INSPECTORS

PUNCH 'PRESS OPERATORS

position,

line of credit work, however,

Consider your fall expenses now.
2 to 3 evenings per wk. will earn

get in on this new office from

learn.

Permanent

Village.

Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison k- CE -6-5688

Experience preferred in some

NO

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
ASSEMBLERS

for training and then transfer
to new building in Elk Grove

and meet us.

my home 8 to

in

you

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come in

255.5350

brook area A.H. 259-5781
._

and earn while

to Elk

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WOMEN

5 to 6 months, wants a girl
to start working in Chicago

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

AMPHENOL CONNECTOR DIVISION
THE BUNKERRAMO CORPORATION

Grove Village iri approximately

Only La Salle can offer really
big money potential based on
47 years serving industry. Join
our respected personnel firm

DANA

WANTED, baby sitter for 2 preschoolers for school year. Has -

298-5051
10400 W. Higgins
of Mannheim

ings available.

wanted for evening work in
travel agency. 392-6770

Northwest Suburbs.

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

Also a few immediate open-

359.0160

Chicago firm moving

299-4446 - Area Cada 312

60018

2801 S. 25th Ave., Broadview

TRAINEE

824-0181.

train you to be u Pluslic Press
Operator. Light, clean work.
shifts. Good hourly rate.
3

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND LAUNDRY ONE DAY A WEEK

direct
and
for suburban

. Des PlaI, III.

CALL MR. SHAW

'Now is the time to apply for
work in September. We will

Babysitter, 5 days, 8-5. My home
or yours. 1 child. Wolf & Central.
824-3060 after 6

RECEPTION
SCHOOL

333 East Tauhy A...

OFFICE

28-lieliWanted Women

345-9000

-

Day Publications, Inc

Des Plaines

Apply Employme I -Office -Weekdays
m. or call for appt.
8:30 a

manufacturing and solos company -

Gal Friday. Good typist,
versatile, capable steno.

5940 Touhy at Lehigh

cient Parking. PROOF OF CITIZENSHIP REQUIRED.

299-4446

.774-3047

Des Plaines

FULL TIME
Good starting salary and excellent benefits including Profit Sharing, Air Conditioned Offices,
Cafeteria on Premises, Credit Union and Suffi-

---

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

Mr. Hoover

Cumberland Arec.

26 -Help Wanted woolen

SECRETARIES

GENERAL OFFICE
This diversified and interesting position requires a sharp girl,
preferably with some foreign export experience. If you do not
have any past experience and are interested, we will train.
Excellent company benefits, plus paid sick leave. New mod
em air conditioned office.

advancement. CALL:

salary and benefit

647-8100 of

Chi., 7 W. Madison. CE 6-5688

Receive

Varied interesting diities in an
attractive office. O'Hare area.

Good salary. Opportunity for

SECRETARY

CALL CARL KRAMER

designated as jobs for

J.

sales

program.

out discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

La Salle Personnel
940 Lee St.

Advertising

"Help Wanted - Jobs

298-2770

ence preferred. Dr. William

GENERAL OFFICE

26 -Help Wanted Women

"26 Help Wanted Women

264Ielp Wanted Women

2641eW Wanted Wawa

26-lieln Warted Women

2S-tieli Wanted Women

VISION -WRAP

INCIUSTilllals INC*

INDUSTRIES, INC

White
Collar Girls
Or AN SCA, INCONPOR AAAA
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT'

3930 North 25th Avenue
Schiller Park, Ill.

678-9035 Ask for Mr. BRISKY
an equal opportunity employer
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26 -Help Wanted Wenn

I

27;14 wantetmen women

Children's Picnic Tables

GENERAL OFFICE
Young woman 25 . 40 for credit
No

deportment.

experience

necessary. Good salary. Steady
Employee

postion.

discounts.

RCA

POLICE REPORTER
Full Time; ability to use camera helpful
but not necessary; paid vacation; group Blue Cross -Blue Shield available. Call

Permanent, part time, early
evening positions available

now. Are you friendly,

255-7200 after 4 PM

benefits and hours.

Pool filter $15. 437.1929

20 E. UNIVERSITY DR.

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

ARLINGTON HIS.

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE_ CLERK

2 years minimum exporience-in accounts receivable desir
.

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS --

o FILE CLERK

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

First National
Bank of

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

black & tan,

'CORTRON INDUSTRIES
1555 Times Drive

Des Plaines

297-3400

PUPPIES FOR SALEI

TURNSTYLE FAMILY

$3.00 each
Coll 253.1828

Arl. Hts.

437.1 141

BILLING

GROUND FLOOR NOW!

OPERATOR

Moving to Waukegan in January
Immediate openings available for;

rewording
open in small con.

intereving
position

and

FEMALE: MAIL CLERKS

genial office for billing ma-

chine operator. Will also train
good typist. You will handle
all invoicing as well as other
FOR FURTHER DETAILS
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

392-3500

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

2020 Ridge Ave.

Apply or Call

8M-6050
AMERICAN

Gar..Sole-Aug. 8/9, furn, dryer,
baby Items, clothes, miscell,
297 Berkley Pl., Hoffman Est.,

thorne Ln., Hoffman Estates

HAIR DRESSERS

864-6050

(2nd SHIFT 3-11 FULL TIME)

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,
inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping bock..
ground could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee bone.
fits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, education, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894-5800 for interview. Salary
is open.

MALE & FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training
A.M. ROUTES

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES

2:30 - 5 p.m.
Cook County

392-1354.
220,
15,000
1
season, $155.
CL 3-8656

Air -conditioner
BTU. Used

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

THE HOME
YOU WANT...

Proof Readers

typewriter. Misc. 253-1673

26" Schwinn bike; 30" lawn
tire like new #845.
15, 824,0446.

* Many Company Benefits

6 yr. crib complete $20; beige
wool rugs w/pad I 2x16 & 4x8
best offer; Jr. Miss clothes like

* Excellent starting rates
Pleasant working conditions

Sacrifice 2 Spanish oak heavily
carved end table & cocktail
table; Mediterranean AM/FM
stereo console never used.
267.7474 after 4 p.m.
End coffee cor. tables; refrig;
Grandfather clock; bed & dres-

*. Steady work
Air Conditioned

* Paid Vacations
* 37'/z hour week

ser. Reasonable 773-0668 aft. 5.

Apply in Person to

25% DOWN

MetropolitOn Printing Co.

ESTATE
Vacant

Assorted girl's clothes.
8, 10 & 12.$1 to $4.
FOR

SALE:

Sizes

Swimming

pool

w/filter, ladder, & comp. accessories. AM/FM stereo & R/C console, $75. 299-0253.

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

Beautiful English carriage w/
mattress $20; bothinette $10,
deluxe car -bed $5. 437-8855

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

tioning. Many extras. $49,900.
392-0152

3433

An, Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 21/2 both, 3

3 bedroom brick bi-level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bed-

yr. old pi -level. And gar. w/w

room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Polio, plus screened
porch with built-in Barbe-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
a
beautifully
yard. Immediate possession.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.
Mtg. avail. 392-9365

BARRINGTON. PK.-Inverness
area. Owner. Colonial, 4 bdrms.,
1)/2 yes. old. All quality features.
LOW taxes, V2 acre. Must sell.

working girl/teacher,
no loose, 2 need 3rd to shore

Aug. 15, $250 mo. 537.6938

,You must see this lovely

Mt. Prospect 2 story brick Geor-

1

gian, 2 bdrm., panel lam. rm.
fenced yard, appliances, drapes,
carpet, walk to schools, train,
shops. Avail. Aug. 15. $260.

$35,900.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

BRICK CAPE COD

359-6050

3 bedroom home with
sep.

Dining

rm.,

LAKE ZURICH

At-

tached Gar., Full base.
Walk to Schools & Shopping.

etarial services and telephone'
answering available. Executive

improved. Zoned.

Secretarial Service.

14 -To Rent Apartments

3 bdrm. townhse,

Des Pl.

& refrig. $200. Oct. occupancy.
bedrm. APT.
I, $170. All

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

or Mfr. Rep.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

MT. PROSPECT

Weliabli mature lady wants to

ELK

1 ments.

SWIMMING POOL is.

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

rentals includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

or

439-4100

apt. furnished or unfurnished.

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
1&2
Ultra.deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.504
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas. master TV antenna, patio, balcony, rec. room.

SWIMMING POOL

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

Intimate privacy yet walking'
distance to shopping center.
290 N, Westgate Rd. 253-6300

Arlington Heights

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

e

Greta
Development Co.

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434'
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

P.O. BOX 871

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

IMMEDIATE
OCCUP'ANCYbdrm. bath $1904215
1

2 bdrms. - 2 baths $245.$275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320.$335
Dishwashers In all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

437-1926

fit

21/2 baths, kitchen with built-ins

family room with fire-

20x10,

place, full basement, 2 car oversized garage. $45,250.
AYARS REALTY CO.

824 Waukegan Rd.
Northbrook
272-3550 or 273-4400
$39,900

A BEAUTY with 3 bedrooms
near schools & shops. 2 full
baths, 17' tam. rm., ceramic
kitchen, loads of cabinets.
laundry rm., full basement,
fenced yard with luscious

SPACIOUS 4 bedroom
split/level in excellent commucity near everything. 2r/2
baths, 20' lam. rm., beautiful
kitchen with built-ins, big
patio, 2 car att. garage. Colorful landscaping.
MAINTENANCE FREE beau
tifully designed & conveniently
located, this 3 bedroom ranch

has 2 air conditioning units.
1 /2 ceramic baths, carpeting,
att. garage. Brick & aluminum
siding.

ANNEN & BUSSE,
439.4700
253-1800

Realtors

359-7000
255-9111

$34,500

Just listed. 3 bedroom all brick ranch, full basement, 1/2 acre.
Patio with privacy fence. Many trees 8 mature landscaping.

$38,750
PALATINE
New colonial. 4 bedroom, 2I/2 baths, den and full basement.

GROVE

Double garage. 100 x 300' lot. Low maintenance exterior.

baths, full base-

$54,000

PALATINE

ment, V2 acre lot. Carpeting in

5 bedrooms, 3 baths, over 1 acre. New contemporary raised
ranch..

living room, dining room and
hall. Ideal location.

Young female teacher wants
furnished I bdrm. apt. nr. Harper College or will share larger

$39,900

RESEDA
4 bedroom, 21/2 bath colonial. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.
Full basement. Double garage. Fenced lot.

259 E. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

CL 3-7600

business man needs A
bdrm. home in Arlington High,

$49,750

PALATINE

McCABE REALTY

Local

School Dist.
MT. PROSPECT

PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

kitchen privileges,

share home or apartment,

Arl. Hts. 392-9586

437-7000, Ext. 24, wkdays.

1444 S. Busse

MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS

room,

rent

11/2

Buffalo Grove
Better than new colonial. Pop.
ular size. 8 room, 4 bedroom,
"CAMBRIDGE"

PALATINE

Brick and stone 3 bedroom
ranch,

359-1450. Eves. CL 3.0297

HOMES FOR SALE

garage. Ideal location,
walk to train, schools and
shopping. Full basement.
$30,900

82 -Wanted To Rent

Sensible

27 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
359-2600
'72.0928

MT. PROSPECT

359-6050

)

REALTY,

INC.

car

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

$27,900

3 bedroom brick Cap Cod, 2

parking.
4 ROOMS, $185 & UP
5 ROOMS, $250 & UP(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

Timber Lake Village

POSITIONS OPEN

on fully improved 66' lots.

PALATINE

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor

' NEW BUILDING

baths, 2 car attached garage

296-7675

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

298-6779

bdrm.

$25,500

Be Built

3 bedrooms, 11/2 ceramic tiled
REALTORS
A1RMCO'
204Normsr NWT.

78 -To Rent Business Property

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines'
Gas heat, air conditioned, freeI

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

To

Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

appliances. 439-9585

21 -Help Wanted -Alen * Women

NEW RAISED RANCHES

N. Art.

11/2

baths, panelled rumpus rm.,
sepor. utility rm., att. gar., stove

Mt. Prospect, 2
Sub -lease Sept

11

ALSO

$30,500

3

543,500

stp,500

.

by Owner.

ranch, bsmt., 21/2 car gorage,
fenced yd., excel loc. Can be
purchased on contract. $29,700.

landscaping.

6 flat lot on Route # 12. Fully

PRICED TO SELL-

.71 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
Modern Dosk Space, Expert secr-

Wanted 1 bedrm. furnished apt.,
single working man, will do
some handy work, 296-6574.

STONECREST APTS.

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION
UNIROYAL, INC.

fully carptd, 15x15 scr.
porch, 11/2 car gar., ten. air, Irg.
lot, many extras. Mid 30's. Ownrm.,

sewing rm., 3 full baths, 2 car
hooted gar., central air condi:

Imnied occup. $140 mo. 827-

392-7322

894.15E33

439-7603 .

Commercial

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

$2,500.00
CI. 5-9035 evenings

or
Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00

ASK FOR MR. DENTON

er. 439-2327.

$235 mo. 437.9499.

CI. 3-2005
MONROE DESK COMPUTER

NATIONAL POK-O-GOLF
Box 377
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132:
314-423-1100

Des Pl. sub -let Irg. 2 bedrm. Apt.,
I /2 baths, overlooking pool.
$215 mo. 297.8687,299-4837.

296-3908

manager, CL 5-6175

litera-

descriptive
ture will follow.
Full

TAPE SELECTION

bi-level, 2 baths, panelled tam.

ap

with

AVERAGE EARNING POTENTIAL OF $1,500.00
A MONTH!
WRITE US TODAY. Please
include name, address

and telephone number.

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

560,500. 359-3904

tion. $150.

NO FRANCHISE FREE!
Minimum investment of $4975
available
proved credit.

Palatine, Illinois

Wheeling, Furnished 3 bedrm.
home. w/attached garage, quiet
yr. lease, Avail.
naborhood,

Rupp minlbike. Excellent condi-

the profits of one of the fastest
growing, most aggressive corn.
ponies of its type which has
diversified into other fields.

864ieal Estate4louses

3 bedroom ranch,
,attached garage, fenced yard.

furnished 3 bedrm. Des Fl. twnIlse, utilities included, $90, call

COMPANY
If accepted, you will share in

Palatine

Elk Grove

Special

PUBLICLY OWNED

Sprit -level by owner. 5 bdrms.,

16 -To Rent Houses

ROOM WANTED with lady looking for companionship by
healthy, cultured companionable
woman of 60. Refs. exch.

dealers.

86 Real Estate4fouses

439-0544

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

.

for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service

Des Pl, Woycinden Pk. 3 bedrm.

New 3 room garden apartment,
available September I, call

new szs. 5 & 7. 956-1307.

ur
bowling_rnachi
set up your business

Weal Estate4louses

1

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified

ey -making potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel
our product can produce more
money per location than the
well-known coin o elated

14 -To Rent Apartments

bedrm. garden
Mt. Prospect:
apt, Air cond'd, stove, refrig.

Could be

your own business. NATIONAL
POK-O-GOLF announces available distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

Leasing

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

built
Girls bicycle
for 2. Must be in excel. cond.
358-5797

& window font & Underwood

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

crc pped,

Part Time or Full Time
Bp your own boss and run

through $9950.

(312)469-7204

Residential

sweeper;

*

all
shots, raised with chileren. $100.
Call 359-6142

WANTED:

CAPITOL SEWINGaIIMACHINES
C
CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Min. Schnauzer, female, 2 yr.

for 16 gauge steel.
259-5438

FOR FREE DELIVERY

359.2251

AKC, ears chopped, all
shots, raised with children. $100.
Call 359.6142

ears

and fancy
stilches. No attachments needed:
Five year ports and service.
-guarantee.
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

old,

AKC,

dre saki -s buttons

in

makes button
011,r...roan grams

204 Hicks Place

Min. Schnauzer, female, 2 yr.

old,

blind hems

55 -Musical Instruments

55 -Musical Instruments

.139-8381

Kroehler sofa & chair, aqua, gd.
cond.; Toro rotary mower, 20".

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

*

tbls., cocktail tbl., hanging lamp,
decorator shelf, twin head
board. 823.7293

Gentle, all shots $100.

extras, S2550. 259-5992

Want to buy: Small spot welder

Living Rm. couch, 2 chairs, 2 end

Female, full pedigree, 2 years.

cover, curtains & top, skiffs, 18
gal. bow tank & auxiliary tank,
tape deck, life jackets, & other
42 -Wanted to Buy

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Closing out. Call Cornet Con.
struction Co. 437-6606

Miniature Schnauzer, beautiful

17' Larson Volero, 100 h.p. Johnson, trailer w/brake, mooring

GE air cond.-7,000 BTU -$85. Floor

*

AND CHAIRS - $185
CL 9-0898

32-kiscelanmas Merchanrise

*Typist
* Keyline Artists

of America, W. Higgins Rd.,

ORNAMENTAL IRON TABLE

Sews

& 10th. 111 South Elm, Mt. Pros,'
Turn, cameras, mowers, tent,
tools, boat, outboard, more.
Something for everyone.

BOOKKEEPER

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

Huge discounts. 824.7353. Distr.

Sewing machine. Slightly used.'

Gar. Sole 6-9 on 8th, 9-9 on 9

Men & Women

ACCOUNTANT -

Irish setter puppies AKC, chomp.
sired. Vacation board Free.
253.6162

Gar. Sale -Aug. 7.9, air conds.,
de -humid.,
sy.,
stereo tape

Gar. Solo Aug. 8 & 9, 9 to 4 pm.
Kit. sets; tables; lamps; picture
frames; much misc. 1410 W
Concord, Greenbrier, A.H.

START NOW

CL 3-1286

CL 3-6E191

wood, Buffalo Grove.

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

Mole Ior Female

CL 9.0751

529-2117

furn., much misc., 200 CottonEvanston, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FULL OR PART TIME

dusk. Aug. 7 & B. 207 Haw-

tin

HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

METHODE

HOME MAKE. $50

439-5543

31-Runonage & Garage Sale

Gor. Sale -Gas range & misc. 10

1968 Singer Zig:Zng

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

8 weeks, tri-color, $35.

'68 O'Day Sprite 12' sailboat Excel. Cond. Oars included. $550.

.

MALE: * DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK
* SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERKS

related clerical functions.

MFG. CORP.

Ari

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.

and size. 894-8743

Beagle puppies, 5 males AKC,

CANOE, FIBERGLASS,

1

90" brown & gold Kroehler sofa
bed, $50 or will trade for stand

827-7470

CALL: 392-9969

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

3 mos. old. $50. 437.3392

Beautiful Siamese kittens, 9
weeks old, litter trained $10.

SAILBOAT: )2'10" long, used
once. $650 or BEST OFFER.

GET IN ON THE

MACHINE

LEND - LEASE

6 LIGHT
MEDITERRANEAN CHANDELIER

Capuchin monkey. Small,
Very tame. Best offer.
253-8392 after 5.

BE YOUR OWN BOSS
;

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

299.5456

Pet

16' Wagemaker, 35 HP Johnson,
electric starter, trailer, $650.

Can be seen in our home. 253-

$20.00

Siamese kittens, 7 weeks, adorable and reasonable.
392.5049

NATIONAL

POK-O-GOLF

end

tables;

tables & gun cabinets. Other
items custom made to order.

DOUBLE BED COMPLETE

TriColor

Beagle pUppy.
$40 Call
439.2690

AKC

coffee

c3a92b6Inets,

827-0517

shots, Must sell. 255-1456 aft.
5,30--- -

r

66 -Business Opportunities

ORIENTAL FURNITURE

condition, mattresses if wanted.

Black & Fawn marked Dobeiman
Pinscher, 10 mos., papers &

1/2 sz. blond Koy boss viol stand

' $30; White Fender precision bass
guitar, hard shell case, like new
$200. 529-6206

Newly Imported with beautiful
hand carved & Mother-of-pearl
inlay work. All articles of solid
teakwood. Unique bars, curio

Bunk beds, 2 years old, good

Min. Schnauzer Male Pups,
AKC, ears cropped, shots,
clipped. 253-8840

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

An equal opportunity employer

server, Exc. make. Needs
some work $200. 894-7481.

table

dining

Antique- --round

$50; National Val -verb amp,
I like new $135. El Roy. CL 30180

& cover $180; Kent bass drum

&

-W-/claw feet. $75. Call
358-9233

1st shots, 8 -W -11s.,

show quality. 5125. 894-2930.

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

Des Plaines
733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

439.4891

Dachshund, AKC, sm. min. fern

Used 3 pickup red elec. guitar

'

table w/2
leaves, 6 chairs, matching buffet

AKC, Tiny Toys &

-

Perfect condition $800
259-5222

new $7. 773.1707,
Oval dining rm.

shOts.

Fernisttagsfurniture -

SAVE $19 to $39

CENTER
444 Rand Rd.

children

HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN

Child's chifferobe new $25; lg.
easy chair425; Ironrite mangle
iron w/cabinet $40; barber set

5 mos.. old GermOn Shepherd,

0 weeks

4 GYM SETS LEFT

Apply

Traditional couch $150; gold Colonial sofa $100. 956-1571

-good with
392-7641.

55 -Musical Instruments

both fruitwood & good cond;

COCKER SPANIEL PUPPIES

4775

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro.

reds. 6 weeks. 359-1308

Minatures, Toy stud service,
choice of colors. 358-9233.

Baby equip., T.V., builtin range,
misc. garden tools, rear seat
for '66 Chev. Carry -all, reclining
chair, end tables, dresser. 392-

No experience necessary, will train.

chairs $100, Fr. Prov. sofa $150,

POODLES

Children's sample dollies fur
sale, by- idg mft., at sample
prices, 9362 Twin Oaks Ln.,
Des PI, daily 11.4, 027.8357.

,_

males, 2 females. blk., tans &

& female. Silver or salt & popper.
Top quality. CL 3.2984

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

--

414fcce femistintsfurniture
Prov. drop leaf tbl, 2 end

Fr,

5

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male

For information about the FINEST

o TELLER

OPERATOR

253.6162

ditioning equipment contact.

able.

° PROOF MACHINE

Irish setter puppies AKC, champ.
sired. Free vacation board.

water softeners & water con-

AKC,

Pheasarg hunters with dogless
children. Llewellin Setter/Brittany
puppies for sale. $35. 537-7172

Likes outdoors.
297.4887

cabinet bottom. 529-4917

puppies

Dachshund

FREE - BLACK MOTHER CAT

Kitchen cabinet: glass sliding,
doors with firmico counter &

ment 259-7300.

WM. A. LEWIS

392-2200

walnut trim, exc. cand: $25 ea.

black & ton, lit shorts, 8 wks.,
show quality. $125. 894-2930.

255-0847

chairs

green/blue

olive

PAIR

tions you qualify. Good pay,
Call Mrs. L Beck, for appoint

person or call after 12 Noon.

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

out-

going, aggressive? If you can
answer, yes, to these ques-

George Hamilton at.

Profit sharing plan. Apply m

42 TON
AIR CONDITIONER
$50. 259-9183
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255.1107

NEEDS YOU

Dachshund, AKC, sm. min, fern.,

Miniature Schnauzer pups, AKC,
ears, shots, 8 clipped.
293.8840
LHASA APSO puppies, AKC, 6
weeks old. $150 and up.

Natural Hardwood
$4 each. CL 5./005

.

144 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

32-Misceilarieous Merchandise

21 -Help Wanted -Men Worm

Please call Mr. Dinou.
394-3950
86 Real Estate -Houses
Hts. by owner, 4 bdrm.
home, 2r/2 car att'd garage. As.
some 51/4% loan. 392-2616

Art.

yr. old bi-level, all brick. 2 car
gar., 3 Iv,. bdrms., 3 full baths,
1

Newly Listed

Remodeled American farmhouse on 2t/2 acres. Many trees.
Barn 35 x 125 solidly built, can be art studio, antiques, or 2nd

Beautiful white brick colonial
In Scarsdale, Four large bedrooms, 31/2 baths, 2 car at-

home.

tached garage with electric
openers.

VACANT FOR SALE
BUILDERS ATTENTION!
FOX RIVER GROVE

with center Island' sink, dish.

Ideal location. 3 building site.

Centrally Air Conditioned. Carpeted throughout.
Florida room. Huge kitchen

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

washer

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.

finished basement recreation

ranch, excel, Vons Pk. location,
close to comMuter, schls., pool
& golf course. $49,500.
255Piff

-1

ARL HTS.- $CARSDAlt
Tackett Colonial, 3 lg. bdrms:,
21/2 baths, 21/2 garage, rec rm.,
2
frplaces, screened porch,
$49,500.255-3984

and

disposal.

frplc., eat -in kit., enclosed patio,
bimt., 2 car gar., ION cptg.
21/2 yrs. old. $48,000. By Owner.
298-3061

$11,500

Full

$11,500 per lot

BARRINGTON

room 30 x 23 with wet bar.

4 beautiful I acre home sites. Water, gas, electric, streets.

Enclosed ear yard. Convenient
rfceM.

$22,500

t.0t44 GROVE
..411DDEN VALLEY.

.
QUINLAN &

TYSON, INC.

Pros. Hts. 2 story brk, 4 bdrm.,
21/2 baths, foyer, LR, formal

DR, Igo. paneled tam. rm, w/

$64,900

BARRINGTON

Will pay $300

$350 mo. for suitable house.

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330

di9ltrilIRAVithiil'orOures1 your own lake. Only 2 left)

N/we
Reedtet

358-1800
434 E. Northwest
Hwy.,
'
Palatine, III.

Monday, August 4, 1969

12

112 -Automobiles For Sale'

low
1969
miles, selling because, returning

1963 Chevy wagon, B cyl., P/S
$275 or best offer. 717, Hatton,

to school. 259-1834.

Mt. Prospect

1962 VW
GOOD CONDITION
$490. 259-4964

'64 Chevy Convert. Power steering, power brakes, leather
interior. 298-2966.

1959 PLYMOUTH, 4 dr.,

'63 Cad. DeVille low mileage.
full pwr., air., gd. cond. must

Mach

Mustang

55 -Musical Instments

3 piece Slingerland drums with'
hi hat & cymbals $220 or offer
392 1853

Ludwig super classic drums hd

good 2nd car, Best offer.
253.6234 after 5pm

cymbals, extra

Ludwig

cases,

Piaste cymbal & stand Exc cond
$500 CL 5 9311 aft 6

NORTHWEST Suburban coon
op car wash route presently

1966 VW SEDAN, cream color,
low mileage, excellent condition.

cond., rill, p/s, p/b, tilt steering
wheel, asking $2100.
297.5398

netting $10 000 plus per year

65 CHEV., 2 DR. BELAIR, STICK,

nn a port time basis working

FINE COND., REAS.,
CL 3.9461

392-9760

CHEVY, 1965 Bel Air. V-8. 283,

4-dr. Sedan, auto., very sharp,

394.3647

1962 Mercury Monterey,
A/T, $175

'62 Chev station wagon, 283 stick: $200 or best offer; '59
Rambler station wagon, 6 cylstick, best offer, 824.0638 or
966-4447 after 6 pm.

255:5245

537-2877

1967 Hartford 12
appliances
Reasonable
incl

x 60,
must

159 6186

D. Gorski, days, 265-7116

'67 Buick Skylark 2 di. hdtop,

merit 253 7119

ed $1195 or best offer 529 8665
TRAVELER

top, Brit. gr., CL 3.8428
CLEAN . 1,961 OLDS

Full power, radio, heater, etc.
CL 5-8391

Mustang, 1966 Convertible, V-8,
P/S, immaculate cond., low miles.

1968 Riviera,

259-4368

65

107 -Auto Parts and Access

ask for Harry Wennerstrom
2 DEEP DISH 14 CHROMt
REVERSE WHEELS 535

everybody knows it!

trans., r/h,

1962 Dodge Lancer, 6 ryl. Radio,

heater. Good condition. Best of

CL 3-1570

Ford Falcon '64 red Convert. Priowner. Excel cond. Gavate,
rage kept. $700. 439-5543

ler. 394.2316
'64

THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

IT TODAY AT

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

Ford Golaxie "500", 4-dr.,

Going to Army. Must sell 1968
Dodge Charger at once. Yellow

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

439 1976

68 Honda Scrambler 350 Low
mileage 5550 Seen by appoint
90cc HONDA

$1795
'67 POLARA

$1795

Honda "305" Dream, good con
after
CALL 359 1098
dition

5pm
High bars,

custom tanks & more, low miles,
gd cond, $850 or OFFER
After 5pm 437 0195

1969 CORONET 500

$1995

2 dr. Ht.(V-8 318) vinyl bucket
_ seats, auto trans., power steering, radio, whitewall tires, deluxe wheel discs, free fatty. air

67VOLKSWAGEN

$2211

Htftp. Factory Air
Conditioned

$1095

$1095

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM

Chevy 6 cylinder, stick,
fair condition $150 call 392 8726
after 6 p m

'62

69 Chcvelle Malibu P/S, vinyl
interior A/T Excellent condition
439 6658 after 5 PM
1964 VW $650 or best offer
Good condition Call
CL 3 3754 alter 5 p m

auto., steering &
radio, white walls,

CPE. V -B,

brakes,

factory air
ditioning

con-

$2295

1968 JAVELIN
Gold, console, P/S, A/T, V-8,
vinyl roof, very low '11003

$2045
'63 RAMBLER STATION

WAGON
Stick, 6 cyl., good transpOrto

1960 VW
GOOD SECOND CAR
392 0282

tion

$195

Full power, factory air. A/T...

Save $$$

DEAL

radio, factory air...

$1795

'66 FORD STATION WAGON
10 passenger, V-8, auto.,
steering.
power

power brakes....

$895

'66 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
2 dr. HT. silver, vinyl roof,

factory air, auto ,
full power

1968 FORD GT TORINO

THE

'2 Dr. HT, V.8, auto, power
steering & brakes, console,

$995

$495

$1495

6 cyl

$695

SATELLITE CONVERT

THAT CAN'T
BE BEAT
IS FROM

WICKSTROM
CHEVROLET

1961 CHEVY

V8, power steering,
Needs
console.

motor work

auto,

White, block top, black

in-

terior, auto 383 engine, auto
full power, like
new
$1195

stick,

gold, a good

.

$195

turg

$295

'66 CORONET
H.T., Automatic, Power.

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON

$995

3 speed, 6 cyl
1963 FORD FALCON

98 loaded with Fac. air con
ditioning, Black,

CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck

P/S,

Stock

$295

$1595

et seats

4

$2595
'68 PLYM. GTX

Automatic Trans.

440 Eng., Automatic

$495

$445

$2595

$1495
'66 OLDSMOBILE
Power.

$1295

$395

Door, Hardtop. Stock no.

'66 MUSTANG

'67 MUSTANG
2

4

$2095
'67 CHEV. SS .
4 Speed

$345

$1195
Automatic 8 Power

1967
CHEVY II NOVA

$1395

2 door hartiAlp, V8, fdoeidoni
tronamilsfwt. MARTI toed
dean

'65 OLDS 442

095

Automatic & Power

$1395

1965 COMET
4 door. wt. ootoi#4:414*14.
roio0o#1.

$4195

Huge Discounts
on all1969's!
RLINGTON HTS.
OPEN EVENINGS

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2-dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$595

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE
4 door sedan, air conditioning, outurnatic transmission, power steer
ings. Sharp!

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
V -B, Automatic Transmission, Power.

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE
2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

$1295

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"
2 dr.. hard top, V.8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM

'67 CHARGER
383 ENG., 4 SPEED

$1995

'$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many 'extra- White.

'65 DODGE

$795

'66 PONT 2 2

4.0r., 6.cyl., auto. Fine second car.

4 Speed

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

$995

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

*$795

$1795

'65 SPT. FURY

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

4 Speed

$1395

'65 CORONET

'65 CORONET

'500 HDTP,
Automatic

'500, 3 speed

$895

'66 FALCON,
4 door sedan. Economy car.

CLOSED UNDAY

$995

ARLINGTON PARK

a

DODGE

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

I

$3492

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'65 SKYLARK

A

-

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

2, 4 speed

6 cyl., Automatic

P584.

III II

DICK
WICKSTRO

WI 440 Eng., Automatic

'66 LE MANS

11104'

mission. BEAUX armurri

'68 CORONET

1964 FALCON

1965 OLDS LUXURY SEDAN

$1195

$2670

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.'

$1395

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
6 cyl. automatic
$595

1962 PONTIAC

2 dr. hdtp., blue, A/T,

CORNER

$1895

4 DR. H.T., Automatic,

W/W, vinyl roof

'69 FAIRLANE

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

1964 POLARA 880

6 pass, wagon, gold, power
steering & brakes,

2 DR., red, stick,

1962 PLYMOUTH WAGON

1967 POLARA
P/B

1965 MALIBU

6 cyl.,
runner

$395

''65 DODGE POLARA CONY.

66 DODGE WAG. HI-PERFORMANC
Polara 9 Pass., Power

(custom),
P/S, green

1965 PLYMOUTH

$2764

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruiseuci-matic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

'67 RAMBLER

4 dr. sedan, stick,

`69 MUSTANG

'69 LTD FORD

$2195

$1395

USED CARS
Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

Automatic, bucket seats

Automatic, transmission, V-8,

Red, 2 dr. HT, stick

Steering 8 Brake's, Power Rear Window, -Radio and
morel You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

Jet Star, Power

CONVERTIBLE

'67 MUSTANG

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power

TO CHOOSE
FROM

'64 OLDS

1965 CHEVY IMPALA

power steering, white walls,
radio, beige
$1095

OVER

60

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

112 Automobiles For Sale

$3 5 90

Wog. 9 Pass. Automatic,
Power

$1295
'67 TR GT

$2873

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

'64 DODGE

Sedan

MOON PRICE

'$3975

LIST PRICE

259 9215

00°0104

'64 OLDS

'62 COMET

cond., full fact. warranty.

125 cc $175
1965
1968 50 cc Wards $135

deer,

straints, plus many extras.

2+2 Factory Air Conditioned

EXAMPLE

6 cylinder, heater, turn signals, 15" wheels, head re-

$595

Warranty

'67 MUSTANG

65 Honda, 305' Super Hawk,
low miles, clean cond $370
965 8292 after 6 pm

FULL SIZED
FORD

4 dr. Automatic, Radio
8 Heater

Automatic Trans.

THESE!

296 3131

brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

'64 DODGE

'67 CAMERO

'66 Hondo 305 Scrambler
Excellent condition, must see
to appreciate 894 8094

4

$2295

$1395

Power

4 Dr. Hdtp., Factory

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM
50 830 miles $135, call

67 ' 650'

'440 with Automatic

& Power

$2895

LIKE

EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 4 PM, CL 5 6512

Trimph

'68 CORONET

FOR BUYS

meat GE 8 7690

tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, power

Fury III, Automatic A

4 spd. Like new

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
GO TO THE MOON....

180 Electric

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

WAGON

$2495

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

'65 PLYM.

'68 OLDS 442

1967 Yamaha
5325

Automatic & Power

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

w/black vinyl top. 392.0376

CL 3-5923.

'68 CHARGER

H.T.

381-0899

Call 437-5787

296 4535

1967 Honda 160 Scrambler
good condition $350
253 0955

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

or TERMS!

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

hdtp., excellent condition. $700.

'68 Pontiac GTO hdtop. coupe,
oir-cond., Aft, P/S, red w/ blk.
vinyl, radial tires. Viet Nam
bound. 605 S. Bristol, Arl. Hts.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

IN

3C.Ist114°P

'SELECTION, PRICES

*MEMO)

mileage, 272 0914

1959 VW. Good Condition. Radio.
Like new tires.

1

Ncw trader hitch fits VW Sedan
& Karrnonn Ghia Call 537 6110

stand.

Cornet,

excell. cond., like new tires, low

$550, 439-0470.

1

at 520 Dundee Ave., Barr.
381-1448

corittitiAll

gold,

ivory mist

392-0763

raring to go, try me 8. keep me,

FREUND S CAMPERS, INC

Dodge Boys...and

Needs eng. work. Con be seen

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

vinyl top, fully equipped.

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor,

1701 W Rt 120 /2 rni E of_
815 385 6333
McHenry

The Arlington Park

Pontiac, body & inter. gd.

--

-"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

UNDERSELLS

cond., AM -FM radio, like new

W/W tires. $250 or best offer.
537-2376

SYCAMORE

KING OF THE ROAD
Tent Trailers Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

'62

LTD.

Herein wily -we -say

excel!.

Roadster,

MGB

1966

1963 Rambler American. R/H

Coachman Travel Trailer,
leaps 6, used once self contain

68

top

2 dr. vinyl
Low miles, $1800.
537.9094

'67 Ford

439.9271

Oldsmobile Cutlass "5"
convertible. MUST SELL: Call
after 6 p.m. 894.6846
1968

103 Auto Traders & Beavers

CORSAIR

trans, low miles, 6 cyl., $1095.

$350 537.2260

1966 F 100 FORD PICKUP TRUCK

or

255-9798

253.2554.

'65 Dodge Coronet, 4-dr. Sedan,
ultra clean, radio, PIS, auto.

CHEV. IMPALA CONVERT.
Like new top, tires.

Low mileogr heavy duty equip

appreciate.

65 Dodge Polaro, convert., 383,
bucket seats, e ',cell. cond.,
5/100, 595-0679.

65 Chrysler Newport 2-dr., _
'62 FORD Station Wagon, air
white w/blackvinyl-tap`--full
cond., needs little work, excel.
sell
air cond'g.
_--P91."'F-PM"--rdd-io,
running cond. $250. CL 3-6891
Call aft. 4:30 pm, 824-4789.
'63

NOBODY

300 A.M. Must sell & must see
to

like

102 -Trucks, Trailers

III

'68 Olds Cutlass, 1/2-dr. Coupe,
dark green w/black interior,"
W/W. radio, P/S, best offer:

carpeting

&

STARCRAFT

1967 Chevy II Nova 2 dr. hdtp.
V.8, 283, standard trans. $1,300.

'47 Caddy, 9 poss.5edan,-neeclibocbc-wk-'S"'-upholstery. Best,
battery & tires. Dependable in offer. 115 C. Lincoln, Barrington
cqld weatherj5auglrtme$825.

Excellent condiron 5600.

rreN-.7

SPRITE,

tires. $700. 255.5957

VW 1965, 1st class finish, brakes,

1962 Chevy 409 with 4 speed.
98 -Mobile Homes

1965

convertible, good cond., excel.

original owner. LE 7-2517.

P/S,

HEALY,

AUSTIN

394.0588 after 77 PM

air

Caprice,

Chevrolet

1967

convert.
Electra
Buick
1962
Excellent condition.
P/S, P/B.

weekends only Requires mini
mum $10 000 cash For mfor
motion call

I,

sell $995 or best. 894-4744

823-5505.

66 -Business Opportunities

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'112-Automobles For Sale

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

39224300.

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON'
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

44....1
so tuo,

inbr,

1

,
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I

#

rt

t

A

IA

A

ootrt

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair,
Tomorrow:- Suntemperature
ny,
little
change.
low
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Plan Gets New Lease on Life

Further Park Study

,,,sks

-A- V -11K.

West Park is getting a stay of
execution.
Mayor Robert Teichert will

for or against the whole deal.
"But we are still in a state of

nothing finally having been

"I'm sure that the entire

determined," he said.

Village Board is still interested

in, and always has been interested in, the variety of problems involved in this particular subject.

ask the Mount Prospect Village Board tonight to postpone
the slated final decision on the

proposed park's fate because

erated; still a lot of avenues
that haven't been explored."

The Village Board
Judiciary Committee last week
held the biggest of the several
hearings on the matter so far.
It recommended that the Village Board deny a rezoning for

apartments on one site demanded by Builder Salvatore

altered and modified, as can

park plans and the plans of individual citizens."
But exactly what ideas will

"THE TRICK is achieving
all the good things without the
bad things."

"We are talking about a
park, a retention basin, open
space and zoning. All these

"there are still ideas being gen-

cause we thought it was essential to the bond issue planned
by the park board."
Now that the pressure is off,
"I expect village plans can be

in the position of being either

DiMucci before he will sell the
' proposed park site to the
Mount Prospect Park District.

By Ted Lacey

problems, which we have been
working on separately, are intertwined in this problem."
Of the problem of having to
rezone the property for apartments north of Golf Rd. before
acquiring the park property at
Busse and Lonnquist, Teichert
said it placed village officials

So far "we don't have a

be pursued cannot yet be re-

magic solution...but I can't believe there isn't some way,
some plan that would settle the
problems involved."
T h e "plausible suggestions" that some persons have
brought forward have not had

Along with his intention to
ask the Village Board tonight
to postpone a final decision on
the deal, Teichert said, "I am
hopeful that a genuinespirit of
co-operation among parties in-

vealed, he said.

volved would produce the ben-

a chance to come to fruition,
Teichert said, because "We
moved in a rapid manner toward the end there, only be -

eficial goals and results that
apparently everyone

is

seek-

ing."

In District 59

Students to Pay More or Mill
Milk prices are going up for
District 59 children when
school opens.
Elementary school students
in grade kindergarten through
five are going to pay four cents

r

per carton, up two cents from
last year's price.
Junior high students in
grades six, seven, and eight arc

.

,ett,sr ,m*451torstWAr'.,

going -to pay seven cents a car-

ton. They can get a "milk

card" with 14 punches, each
good for one carton. Cost of
the car, $1.

And District 59 teachers

was re-imbursed at three cents
per carton.
The answer, said Audi, was
that "since District 59 did not

have an approved lunch program in the junior high
schools, we were not entitled
to

re-imbursement.

Food

vending machines, he was told,
do not constitute an "approved" program.

AUDI SAID he explained
to officials that the milk was
not sold in vending machines,
but was sold to the students for

Holiday Youth
Dance Proposed
-

Audi then spoke with a Director of Purchasing Alan
Springfield official in the of- /Lawson to re -submit the disfice of the director of school trict's milk requirements for
lunch programs --who also
confirmed the "no reimbursement" opinion.

Plans for a dance for village

Milk costs were going up,
Audi said, and he felt that un-

will pay 10 cents per carton, up
a nickel.

youths of high school age for
the winter holidays is being
planned by the Mount ProsMANAGER pect Youth Commission.
BUSINESS
Louis D. Audi, who made the
Mayor Robert Teichert,
recommendations which the who attended last night'k comboard approved Monday, said mission meeting, said the Vilthat these prices "would pro- lage Board probably would be

Rosemary Woods, daughter of Cook County Sheriff Joseph I. Woods, displays respiratory
equipment with her dad. She is the poster child for the National Cystic Fibrosis Research Foundation which has a northwest suburban center at 114 N. Yates Ln., Mount Prospect. Sheriff Woods,
chairman of the Breath of Life Campaign of the Greater Chicago area, is seeking volunteers to
assist in the Chicago chapter's annual fund-raising drive during Cystic Fibrosis week, Sept. 14-21.

Goal for the door-to-door solicitation is $150,000. The foundation aids children with cystic
fibrosis as well as youngsters with other acute and chronic lung diseases.

Audi questioned both county and state authorities to find
out why District 59 could not
be re-imbursed for the milk it

Asks Teaching Assignment

Frost School Principal Quits
By Jan Bone

1967, became full-time head of

that school that fall, replacing

Principal Henry A DeFeo, Leonard G Garasha, who
head of District 59's Robert joined the central adminisFrost School in Mount Pros- trative staff
BOARD MEMBERS also
pect, has asked to be relieved
of his responsibilities as princi-

pal and to be re -assigned to a
teaching position
Board members discussed
De Feo's request in an executive session last

night and

agreed --provided that another
principal for Frost School can

voted to turn down the request
of Mrs Jean Griffith, Training
and Development Center staff
member, to have a leave of absence extended
Mrs Griffith, of 36 Wood crest Ln , Elk Grove Village,

had been with District 59 for

be found before DeFeo goes
back to the classroom

man read De Feo's letter

Gripe
Of The

Robert Frost is an expanding
one," DeFeo wrote
"Increased family responsi-

Day

Acting Supt Albeon Walt-

"The role of principal of

bility prompts me to make a
change in my position

,(,-;

,./*:
Golf courses that leave

grass clippings on the fair=
ways.
M.K.

signed to a classroom teaching
position
"My experience and prefer-

her leave of absence be extended for the 1969-70 school year
said that she planned to accept

ard Hess moved that Mrs.

a part-time appointment at Illinois Institute of Technology
and that she could be available

board member Harold Harvey and unanimously was

to District 59 on a part-time

session, board member Rich-

Griffith's request be denied.
The motion was seconded by
approved.

Costello asked Tielsch to

Rev. Richard Lehmann were
asked to help.

"The Lions Club was inter-

ested in sponsoring, a teen
dance earlier this summer,"

Costello said. One of the commissioners will see if the Lions
and other civic groups are still
interested in co-sponsorship.

"A dance probably would
cost about $1,800," he said.

check back files to find out
when her leave of absence had

been grarited, but he said he

neec s of fifth grade students I
would appreciate a fifth -grade
teaching assignment

A special Illinois House of
Representatives committee is
"I make this request be- meeting at O'Hare Inn in,Des
cause I believe it is in the best Plaines today to begin its investigation

of

the

Illinois

Thank you for your co-oper- Judiciary system
ation "
This committee was set up
DeFeo, who was summer after the recent Illinois Suschool principal at Frost in preme Court probe, which re -

stilted in the resignation of

Chief Justice Roy J. Soifisburg

Jr. and Justice Ray I. Klingbiel.

Members of this committee
include Representatives
George W. Lindberg, (R -Crys-

tal Lake), David Regner (R4

Youth

Commis-

sion Chairman Jack Costello
said of the proposed dance.

"One would be to have the

dance and the second would be
to show the youth that we are
interested."

SUBURB
SAYS
Seems like everybody knows all the time that we'd reach
the moon. Question: Now that we have, how do we get our
money back?

est).

Lindberg is chairman, Hyde
is vice-chairman and Elward is

ever, the National Council for
the Prevention of Drug Abuse

Reimann, being local,

recently came under fire in
news media for the alledged

would be a good man to learn
from, he said.
The information will be
used in planning a drug pro-

By Gary Shaman
The distinguished military
career of Lt. Col. Leonard A.

activities of some of its workers.

Believe It Or Not.

-iVeziiigrivii)'..1

HUGHES IS credited with
59 combat missions during the
Korean conflict. His most
memorable mission took him

Hughes Jr. ended yesterday

when

the

Mount

Prospect

40 miles behind enemy lines
to rescue a downed American
pilot and a North Korean who
aided in the escape. The res-

man received the Legion of
Merit award on his retirement

after nearly 21 years in the

cue

ex-

outstanding service," was given at a special luncheon in the
Loop attended by high ranking
Air Force officers from
throughout the midwest.
For the last three years,
Hughes was chief of the press
relations division at the
mid -west office of information
in Chicago.

SINCE 1963, Hughes has

Hyde, (R -Chicago), Paul El ward, (D -Chicago), Leslie
Jones, (R -Flora), Horace Calvo, (D -Granite City), and Anthony Scariano (D -Park For-

high schbol program. How-

secretary. The committee has
until April 1970 to make its
recommendations abut the judicial structure of the state Supreme Court.

lived at 308 S. Maple with his

wife, Alice, and three
children, Melissa, 14, Marion,

12, and Randolph, 10. The

family, however, will

soon

move to Lake Tahoe, Nev.
where Hughes will be community relations manager for the
Sahara -Tahoe Resort.
-

Yesterday's award was the
Today's meeting is an executive session and is closed to 15th Hughes has received
since he joined the Air Force
the news media.

effort earned

Hughes

prominent mention in the
book "Valley of the Shadow"

ceptionally meritorious conduct in the performance of

SIMON

Mount Prospect), Henry J.

called experts," whose goal is
to study and make recommendations on drug abuse.

Area .Air Force Colonel
Gets Legion Of Merit

The award, "for

she requested the leave's ex-

trative openings in District 59
at the present time."
When Mrs. Griffith's letter
was first discussed yesterday,
Dr. Richard Vlasak, who
heads personnel, said he would

Mils would be a two -fold
function,"

Air Force.

basis if the need arose. She said

tension "in view of the fact
that there are no adminis-

night said the county
school board has a panel of solast

the dance and the second

band together "12 to 18 kids to
organize" the dance. Commissioners Robert Bennett and

interested in a program for junior high schools."
The commission was originally planning to have the
same organization that directed such a program in area
high schools handle the junior

Commissioner Robert Bennett, who will do the asking,

sion Chairman Jack Costello
said. "One would be to have

program,"

Commission Chairman Jack
Costello said, "but we may be

ty studies on the us: of drugs.

sored it.
"This would be a two -fold
function," Youth Commis-

Judicial System ProberslMeet at O'Hare Inn

ence qualify me to serve the

a

gone from the district for a full
year.
Later, after an executive

did not think she had been

"I must request to be as-

interest of the children I serve

several years, and was the first
principal of Juliette Low
School in Arlington Heights.

Her letter requesting that

a dance, if the village spon-

17, suggested the dance be held
during the Christmas and New
Year holidays, "to provide
plenty of time for planning and
publicity."

"We are not looking for a

melodramatic

County Asst. Supt. Fred Reimann of 3-N. Pine to attend a
commission meeting on coun-

shopping center mall for such

would be to show the youth
sold in its four junior high that we are interested."
schools. Milk sold in the 16
The commission's youthelementary schools, he said, liason member, James Tielsch,

gram for Mount Prospect.

The Mount Prospect Youth

Commission will ask Cook

self-sustaining from past negotiations that
Randhurst would open its

Last year, said Audi, the district had a net loss of $7,564.75
in the "re-imbursable milk
program."

Milk bids will show up on
the board agenda again as soon
'as, Lawson has answers-probably in two weeks.

Drug Abuse Program

interested in sponsoring the
losses due to theft and spoil- dance.
age, and would put the proHe said also that he knows
a

competitive bidding.

Advice Sought On

vide sufficient income to cover
gram on
basis."

two cents a carton in the same less additional income was remanner as was done in the ele- ceived, the program could result in a loss to the district of
mentary schools.
He said that the next day he nearly $15,000. Audi said he
received a call informing him did not feel the district should
that "as long as the vending make a "profit" from the sale
machines remain in the junior of milk to students, but he also
high schools, the district can- did not feel it should "subsinot be re-imbursed under. ei- dize" the teachers.
t
ther the milk program or -the
BOARD: MEMBERS asked
lunch program.

written by the pilot, Major
Ward Milian.

"LOOKING back for just a
moment," said Hughes after
accepting yesterday's award,
"It was a kaleidoscope of exciting, sometimes frightening,
events that didn't seem to happen to me. It is as if I have

Lt. Col. Hughes

1948. Among the other
awards are a Presidential Citation, Distinguished- Flying
Cross and Air Medal.
He is also the only American in history to have served in
all four branches of the armed
forces. He served in the
Army, Marine Corps and
in

watched someone with my

name and my image survive
two wars, continually meet
new people and leap from one
activity to the next. It's been a
lot of fun --I've been lucky."
"Living in Mount Prospect

has been ideal," said Mrs.
Hughes last night. "We have
met the finest folks in Chi-

Navy during WWII, before

joining the Air Force.

The distinction earned
Hughes an appearance on the
To Tell The Truth television
program and a spot in Ripley's

cagoland here and the children

have been in good schools.
We've been received warmly
here."

I
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Con -Con Candidate Picks
Her Campaign Manager

Primary Election Bill

Awaits Ogilvie Action
an effort to increase the num-

By Richard Crabb

ber.

Rep. David J. Regner, (R -

REP. REGNER SAID he
Mount Prospect) asked officials in the Governor's office thought Gov. Ogilvie will sign
in Springfield yesterday when the primary bill. The Goverfforis_office

Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie's
would be -likely 'to--act-Orliffe

shaping the bill which at one
time called for moving the
primary election bill.
The bill which was passed primary to April.
by the Illinois General AssOgilvie pointed out that it
embly in June provides for
holding the Illinois primary in could be awkward having a

I970 and years after on the primary election during the
third Tuesday in March. The time the General Assembly is
first date for filing would be holding its "annual session"

which is scheduled to begin
April. I. The session could last
through May or June, hence a

Dec. 8 this year.

Regncr learned that Gov.
Ogilvie still must act on some
1,400 bills passed by the General Assembly. Ogilvie has
been acting on about ISO hills

primary date during either of
those months could compete
with the work of the legisla-

a week, but said he will make

ture.

Budget Hearing
By Robert Katz
In a committee of the whole
meeting last night the School

District 23 Board of Education expressed some doubt
about whether the rescheduled

walk installed around Eisenhower

School.

The

board

budget hearing in response to
residents' complaints over a
$36,500 cut in the tentative
educational budget.
Board President Robert Le Forge said he will be unable to
attend the Aug. 18 meeting because of his vacation. He told
the board that the date of the

to be held Oct. 7 and the special general election, Nov. 25.
Dec_8_if-he-wistteC fobe certain of having his name at the

head of the March primary
ticket.

If Gov. Ogilvie signs the
primary bill, Illinois will become the first large state to
hold a primary. New Hampshire has traditionally teen the
first to hold a primary, the first
Tuesday after the first Monday
in March. The Illinois primary
would fall from 10 days to two
weeks behind the New Hampshire primary

of Lutheran General, raised

"THE COST OF

con-

ducting such long primary
campaigns is becoming a real

Member Mrs. Maureen San-

months would he enough time
for candidates to make themselves known and discuss the

strom proposed that the board

issues."

new

business,

Board

The disadvantage of such an
draw up a resolution to have
the federal tax from the tele- early primary is dramatized by
phone bill be given to school the special elections in the
districts. She proposed that the 13th congressional district to

resolution be sent to the Il- select a successor to Donald
linois legislature with the Rumsfeld who resigned in
hopes that it could pass it on to
the federal government.

public hearing can be post-

May 'to become an assistant to
President Nixon.

Hospital.

The Education Committee
of Lutheran General is trying
to get the system in operation'
in the near future.
Students, medical personnel

and hospital patients will use
television facilities. Stu-!

dents will use the system in
their classes. Doctors, who
have been called on emergency, can see a lecture or a surgical procedure on videotape.

Mrs. Jerome Heidt, 6 Mar berry Dr., Prospect Heights,
told the board that she has con-

tacted many residents who intend to he present at the public
budget hearing.
Edward Grodsky, district
school superintendent, told

By Richard Crabb

at Arlington Park. is divided

Night racing at a leading

into four separate meets.

The first is the Balmoral Jockey Club meet of 30 days which
begins in mid -May and ends in

know the amount of the educa- track is almost certain to get is
tional budget befeire the school first trial anywhere in 1970.
With the expected annexayear begins.

mid -June.

Mrs. Heidt said, "In spite of tion of Arlington Park by Arbirthdays, in spite of vaca- lington Heights in October or
hope we'll all be here November, the village is comtions,

THE BALMORAL

1

mitted to cooperate with the

race track on whatever racing
that has been announced."
DURING THE superinten- schedule is approved by the Ildent's report on appointment linois Racing Board.
Under existing state law, the
of certified personnel, Mrs.
Heidt questioned some of the racing board may approve racboard's attitudes and prac- ing at any track for hours between noon and midnight.
tices.
NIGHT RACING is a criti"I'd like to know the board's
attitude toward teacher ap- cal matter for the Arlington

plicants who admit the are
avoiding the draft," she asked.

Grodsky replied, "I'd like
to avoid this kind of 'situ
ation." "Has there been any
attempt to hire black or yellow

may have a chapel service telecast to their room, or a quaran-

tined person may speak to a
visitor via television.
Last year the funds raised
from their Gala Benefit Dinner Dance were used to pur-

"We have received no such
applicants," Grodsky told her.
In other business, the board
made plans to investigate the

possibility of having a side-

racing season in Arlington
Heights is the Washington

518,731 in 1968 fro532,60 I

the year before. Wagering also

414,467 from 425,599 the year

declined to $48,446,000 from
$48,989,000 in 1967.
The total attendance at Arlington Park in 1968 was less
than it was 20 years earlier in

from

Jockey Club meet of 36 days
that began in mid -June and ex-

tended through July, the attendance declined to 599,323
from 612,429 in 1967. Wagering declined to $55,L67,000
from $55,932,000 in 1967.

attendance, but last year which
is the last for which reports are

During the first week in August there is six days of racing
known as the Chicago Tribune
Charities meet. This short
meet was the exception to the

complete showed for the first
time a decline in both attend-

trend.
In 1968 the attendance went

ance and wagering.

up to 105,662 from 104,731 in

Kenilworth

The Arlington Park has
repeatedly been improved dur-

tendance in 1968 dropped to

13th Dist. GOP Endorsement
Due Soon in Schaumburg
By Richard Crabb

THE FINAL meet of the

in both 1967 and 1968. At-

$41,309,000 a year eat tier.
For the Arlington Park

rise despite static or dropping

period left the Arlington Park
management with a critical

presented a total of 270 races

$ 40,409 , 000

vance in the last 20 years. This
year's attendance will not
break any records.
The wagering has tended to

1967. The wagering increased
too, going up to $1,626,105 in
I 9 6 8 as compared with
$1,574,778 in 1967.

Skokie by Niles Township,

by New Trier

Township, Philip Crane of
The endorsement spotlight Winnetka by Palatine Townin the 13th district congres- ship, Samuel H. Young of
sional race has shifted to Glenview by Northfield
Schaumburg Township where Township, John J. Nimrod of

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of

1948. The steep increase in op-

erating costs over the 20 -year

to be used by Duckers and Vilappre-

Duckers and Strong work

ciated one, Duckers said, since
his old quarters were in the po-

for Mount Prospect on a part-

The change

Sponsored by the Men of the
Yoke, the church's men's

---ALL DAY LONG

2,200 people.
Admission is

$1.25

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Thurs. 9 to 6
9 to 8
Friday
8:30 to 4
Saturday

for

adults and 60 cents for children under 12. A corn eating
contest will be held at 2 p.m.
for children 12 and under.

at both drive-ins and in the lobby

ships.

Three nights were set aside
for meeting candidates. Three

or four candidates were met

VIII

the last contests. In June the

twilight racing failed to improve attendance and the afternoon

schedule

was

re-

sumed.

There is no assurance that
night racing will solve the
problem. Night harness racing
has been highly successful in
recent years, an indication that
night thoroughbred racing

111

stalled

Member F.D.I.C.
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

might also stimulate attendance.

to make sure racing

conditions remained good for

Organizations /awe utilized our

111111

facilities for ..

%\4"14
,A.14...

.

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

GRACIOUS DINING

',11111:11111

4101110
CONTACT DUKE NOVICK
CATERING MANAGER

ELEGANT ATMOSPHERE

:

Let our experienced staff take rare
of your next meeting or banquet!

O.

THE

,iouiC.

ikeekas04

ci-acAno

Zede Row

O'HARF

678.0670

i 3801 N. MANNHEIM ROAD, SCHILLER PARK, ILL.

COCKTAILS

STEAKS

OPEN
NINE
to

Surrounds you with 231 Acres
of Natural Beauty

LOCATED on the site

.of the

OLD MARSHALL FIELD

GUN CLUB

each session with from 45 min-

NORTH R ERICRN

utes to an hour being spent

MATING VENTILATING SIC CONDITIONINI

with each.
To date endorsements have
gone to candidates in this order: Rep. Alan R. Johnston of

5915 W. Lincoln Ave.,- Morton Grove

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

ha Hoffman -Schaumburg

29

Higgins -Golf Shopping Ploza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

894-1800

299-0082

R.g. $71ir

PHONE

9858500

OUR FOOD IS SUPERB
OUR SERVICE IMPECCABLE

fi

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

Plume Rib

B

In Palatine

Installed)

11

ON THE REALLY
AR
NATIONAL FULL SERVICE BANK
BANK

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

TEEMS,

1111 II S
OM
AR
NATIONAL

THE ILLINOIS racing
board approved a twilight racing schedule. Lights were in-

IkeincPrlh 3c-erj.9

lab About Oar Convenient Credit

time basis.

group, the event last year fed

Fieldale & Higgins Rds.
in Hoffman Estates
1'/4 mi. East of
Barrington Rd. on Re. 72

Take Three Months to Pay. do Intend.

an

THAT LASTS AND LASTS
AND LASTS

Meadows, 2720 Kirchoff Rd.

been added,

ship endorsement on Saturday,
endorsement of Republican

AIR CONDITIONING

is

FULL SERVICE BANKING

munity Church of Rolling

things as air-conditioning, escalators and color TV having

With the Elk Grove Town-

type of candidates night that
provided much greater candidate exposure than has been
achieved in the other town-

making the arrangements.

Strong.

to 7 p.m. Saturday, at the Com-

ing the 20 years with such

NINE

SALE

"This solves a lot of problems," Duckers said of the
newly -painted well house office. "I think Mr. Zimmermann did a very good job" in

lage Social Worker Dr. John

Fresh, buttered sweet corn,
picked in the morning, will be
the main menu item at the 12th
annual corn fest from I I a.m.

problem.

ship.

WHOLEHOUSE - AL1 NAME BRANDS

private consultation, he said.

for an office in the wellhouse

111BUSINESS and PROFESSIONAL

ex-

expected .the endorsement will
be made in September before
the Oct. 7 primary.
Schaumburg's Republican
organization held a special

counseling felt un-

comfortable about having to
go to such a public place for

ing there last night.
Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann arranged

OVER 45

41

a decision on endorsement of a

Schaumburg Township Republican Committeeman Don
Totten yesterday reaffirmed
that the endorsment in his
township could be expected
not later than Aug. 15.
Evanston Township's Republican organization has not
reported when it will make an
endorsement, if at all, but it is

needing

Last Month ...

Arlington Heights by Wheeling Township and Samuel H.
Young by Elk Grove Town-

candidates has been made in
all 13th district townships except Schaumburg and Evanston townships.

The walls were merely parti-

tions that didn't extend to the
ceiling, contributing to a lack
of privacy, and many of those

which held its monthly meet-

Church Men's
Group Slates
Corn Festival

pediatrics. ---

Park Jockey Club meet of 31
days. Attendance 'declined to

before. Wagering declined to

track where attendance has
not made an important ad-

candidates?" she asked.

is

PATIENTS

chase an intensive care unit for

"The TV system is not limited to any special group. It is

The 103 -day racing season

the board he would like to American thoroughbred race

Republican candidate
pected by Aug. 15.

phones.

lice department of the Village
Hall.

Dr.

Highland at Emerson.
So he told the Mount Prospect Youth Commission,

calling of ,the convention. In

,deotape recorders, monitors,
-lighting equipment and micro-

Psychologist

Five, on the north side of

zen's committee who planned
and worked during 1967 and
1968 in the campaign for the

be trained to operate the equipment. The $25.000 will also he
,used to purchase cameras, vi-

HOSPITAL

Village

Ronald Duckers is satisfied
with his new counseling quarters in Village Well Number

Mrs. Carlson served as a
member of the state-wide citi-

A special studio will he constructed, and new people will

$25,000 for the pUrchase of a
closed circuit educational TV
system for Lutheran General

the

Delay Proposed
In Aug. School

Night Races Seen as Certain

poned until September.

on Aug. 18. That is the date

t

primary and the November

18.

vention.

meant to be used for all employes in all areas and for all
hospital patients," said Dean
Kruckeberg, Public Relations
Director of Lutheran General.

The Gala '69 Benefit Din-

ner Dance, sponsored by the

Service League, the Men's Association and the medical staff

district scats at the convention.

linois Advisory Committee on

Hospital Gala
Nets $25,000

paigning period would be
shortened between the Illinois

burden," said Regncr. "Two
In

House are satisfactory, Village
Dr.
Ronald
Psychologist
D ockers said.

Regner and most other legislators in the northwest suburbs would have preferred
moving the Illinois primary to

September so that the cam-

in Number Five Well

Sept. 23.

ry for con -con will be held

suburbs, seeking the two 3d

She has been working ac- Education.
In this election the two cantively for the last two years for
the convention which is sched- didates getting the highest
uled to open Dec. 8 in number of votes will be
awarded the two 3d district
Springfield.
seats at the constitutional con-

His new counseling quar-

ters

A special non-partisan prima-

zens Committee for a Constitutional Convention.
Mrs. Carlson is one of 16

The four candidates getting
the largest total of votes in the
primary will run in the special
general con -con eleCtion Nov.

University Women; and the 11:

time interest.

addition, she was a member of
the 3d Senatorial District Citi-

candidates in the northwest

3d district, has appointed as I am willing to work for a
her campaign manager Mrs. document that will serve the
Charles Toot, 205 S. Windsor, people of Illinois in the future.
The final document is sure to
Arlington Heights.
constitutional con- reflect the character and the
The
vention and the opportunity to abilities of the elected delewrite a new constitution for Il- gates."
Mrs. Carlson is a member of
linois is something in which
Mrs. Carlson has had a long- the American Association of

The man who is elected will
need to file 13 days later 011.--

to do the job, but should be

public budget (69-70) hearing
can take place August 18 as
had been planned.
The board had voted on July
14 to hold another public

THE SPECIAL primary is

agreed it has sufficient funds general election.
prepared to ask the park board
for help if need be.

"The convention must have
Mrs. Mary J. Carlson of
Prospect Heights, a candidate a cross section of the state pop-.
for one of the two seats at the ulation in order that it truly be
convention representative of the people,"
constitutional
from the northwest suburb's Mrs. Carlson said. "Therefore

Look for us each week in

The. Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

t

Featuring BOB LOVELL

at the Piano

$4.25
A goner.. cel-1 closely
oclmened reelYln.yeey mouth heel

courting with fidl.IWe lukes.

529-8840
Open Daily from 11:30 AM
Saturday Opens 5 PM

The Day's Prospects

Suit Your Guests
To a "Tea"
1 teaspoon ground cloves

By Dolores Haugh

(sugar free)

Tea for Two? Here are more
than two teas that you can en-

Strain and drink half a pint

Mix all ingredients very
well. Store on closet shelf in
air -tight jar for instant hot or

joy:

Summer thirsts tire of colas

and carbonated beverages. Tea

refreshment.

cold

is a welcome cool refresher.
With the new instant teas,
boasting lemon, sugar or arti-

Use

two

when these unusual and benefit:hit beverages are within
your reach.

Look on your cupboard
shelves at your canned fruit
juice.

Horticulturist Society of Chicago Mrs. Albert D. Farwell

If you enjoy the steaming

brew, make it as usual. Or ice
it. If you like variety, try some
of these recipes. They will suit
your taste to a "tea."

gave. the following recipes in
her "Herb Corner" column.

INSTANT RUSSIAN TEA
Featured by Peggy Mann of

North Caroline
1/2 cup instant tea
2 cups Tang
11/2 cups sugar

BY ADDING

cranberry

PEPPERMINT TEA

juice or pineapple juice to a

Place a few sprigs of peppei mint in a tea pot; acid one
pint of boiling water. Allow to
steep a few minutes. strain. If
sweetening is desired, add a

variety of warm weather thirst
quenchers. Acid sherbet or ice

teaspoon of honey.

teaspoon ground cinna-

PARSLEY TEA

mon

Mt

twice a day if you have .arthritis or rheumatism.
There is no reason to thirst

rounded teaspoonfuls per cup
of freshly 'Wiled water.
In the Garden Talk publication produced by the Chicago

ficial sweeteners, the basics are
simple.

1

PlaCe-a-handful-of parsley,
including stems, into a pint of
cold water. Bring to boil slowly and let simmer half an hour.

-

1 envelope lemonade mix

r

chilly tea base, you can make a

cream for still other types of
Almost all of the fruit -tea
floats
combinations can be laced
with runs or gin and garnished
with mint.

t-

Suit your guests to a "lea" with beverages-hot or cold, sweet
or tart but all with thirst quenching qualities.
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New Book Helps
In College Choice
THE GUIDE'S opening sec-

"Colleges come in a wide
,

range of styles as well as sizes,
and you cannot possibly deter-.

you until you've acquired a

it

j

ju its tisozo2000000400004tIo.10Q4017090499.12.9,9_2111.21

general impression of what's
available," says author David
Klein

the .tpost, out of high school,
how to improve prospects for
acceptance at a college and

Fashion's newest love, Art Deco, is interpreted in hand knitting of this simple little basic
gs of seven colors
pullover. The geometric color on color technique is achieved via fluid patte
knitted in juxtaposition to each other and held together with border stripes of one color down
either side and edging sleeves and bottom. For directions, write 'Die National Hand Knitting Yarn
Association, 15 E. 26th St., New York, N.V. 1(1010, Room 1806, enclosing stampedself-addressed

Tuesday, August 5, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

tion gives advice on getting

mine which is the right one for

Jet

=MI

2

envelope.

Tend to Your
(Fall) Knitting

how to decide the type of edu-

cation best suited to your individual needs and desires.

Klein has compiled material
from his articles in Seventeen

Magazine to come up with a
new book of expert advice to

The author also discusses.
merits and drawbacks of all
types of colleges and univer-

high school students
through the maze of decisions
"The
on college selection

portance of

help

Seventeen Guide to College
Choice" will he published by
the Macmillan Co on Sept. 8.
Its price is $5 95

sities, costs and financial aid,
application information, im-

Knitters will love fashion's
newest trend for Fall -- Art

grades, college

hoard scores and extra -curricular activities. Another section offers information and

Deco, that marvelous mood of

the twenties and thirties now
enjoying a fashion revival in

tips for freshman students.

will leave from
Mount Prospect Presbyterian
Church at 6 a m , returning
Buses

late the same evening The total cost for the 400 -mile all day excursion is $10 50 Only

The Child
And Pre -School
In Conference
"You, Your Child and Pre School" is the topic of a discussion to be led by Charles E.
Smith, psychologist, on Fri-

day, Aug 15, at 8 p m in the
multi -purpose room of the
Jane Stenson School, 9201 N.
Lockwood, Skokie
Smith is psychologist for

particular interest to those parents considering pre-school

for their children in the fall.

The public is invited
information
Additional
may be obtained by calling the
school at 729-5220

Epsilon
Sigma
Alpha

VESTS, THOSE great new
additions to young wardrobes,

designs. It's a natural for hand
knitting; knit -it -yourself de-

dividual look in a variety of

larly adaptable to the busy geometries.

tions are still available.
Included in the tour con-

p m August 6

Mrs

Storage
Hints

"Bowl for Children's

Re-

search Foundation" will be at
8 p m August 20 at the Bever-

0

McGinnes, 6910 Mannheim

arc large enough to hold a
large suitcase or two smaller
ones. This will keep the suitcases from collecting dust or
getting scratched.

Waxed paper and aluminum

foil cardboard tubes make
good storage tubes for large
pictures or important papers
or documents that you do not
want to fold or crease.
Roll the item, slip'inside the

the outside with
crayon or marking pen, and
tube, label

store in a drawer.
Open ends of tubes may be

covered with tape for extra

Sugar

Cubs Win
Last Thursday some 230
children and counselors from
the Mount Prospect Park District traveled to Wrigley Field
to watch the Cubs eat up the

Prospect about 6 p.m.
This Wednesday, August 6,

personal

3 On U. of Kan.

spoon of sugar or more per
serving is added to the salad,
the taste of any ingredient is
heightened, dependably.
Strange the things sugar gets

sugar listed with other
gredients. Not enough

Hour -1r Rolls
Three northwest suburban

students were among 2299

into. Look at almost any canned soup label, including
cream of chicken, and there's
into

sweeten; it takes only a little

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

His grandparents, Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Bcruhe and
Herburt
and
Mrs.
Mr
McGinnes, arc Des Plaines
21/2.

PH. CL 9-1450

.

230 See

the park district will send children to Brookfield Zoo.

on

accounts.

residents.

with onion when
dressing a shredded cabbage
depends

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE I'S

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us fur their health needs. We

tal. He has a sister, Donna Lee,

stamped self-addressed envelope.

the children brought lunches,
and some brought signs. The
buses arrived back in Mount

taste. But when a quarter tea-

physician directs.

welcome requests for delivery service and charge

Rd., have announced the birtn
of their first son, Donald Dene
Jr., 7 pounds 4 ounces, on July
17 at Lutheran General Hospi-

A so right partner to the current look of separates or pants outfits are these nifty hand-knit vests
for fall. The belted cardigan vest (left) is knit in a cross knit stitch with a rib stitch border extending
Irons beltline to bottom. The pullover vest (right) is worked in a mock vertical cablestitch and also
belted. Both vests are knitted in wool knitting worsted. For knitting directions, write -The National
Hand Knitting Yarn Association, 15 E. 26th St., New York, N.Y. 10010, Room 186ONV. Enclose

San Francisco Giants 12-2.
The three buses required to
transport the group arrived at
the park about I 1 a.m. Most of

protection.

salad

hostess

sources and should he started as curly as your

Mr. and Mrs. Donald D.

r

TOO MUCH MILK CAN LEAD
TO INFANT ANEMIA

early: whem the milk 01 foiu nit intake reaches ono
quart: when the infant weighs 10-1 I lbs. or baby is
3 mos. old. Your doctor will tell you when.
Other suggestions are to offer milk by cup at 5-6
months. encourage early self feeding, avoid force
feeding and eating specific foods. For needed iron enriched baby corals. meat and eggs are the hest

To protect suitcases when
r

needles clicki.vg and balls of
yarn rolling.

Sometimes new parents keep infants on "milk
alone" for too long. A leading Pediatrician suggests that baby should be started on solid foods

Crib Set

they are not being used, place
them in 32 -gallon plastic garbage can liner bags. The bags

are natural partners to the current look of separates or pants
outfits.
Hand knitting is right in the
forefront of the fall fashion
scene. Art Deco sweaters and
nifty little vests to complement
skirts or pants are sure to keep

Although milk is a wonderful substance by itself, it
does not alone supply all the essential nutrients.

Typical of the new Art Deco
designs now being developed
for hand knitters is the hip length basic pullover pictured,
with giant jagged blocks

CI 5-3169 before Aug. 9.

signed by the National Hand
Knitting Yarn Association,

VRORER:n0R5IIVROR

R

Deco interpreted with patterning knitted into the front while
the back is solid.

Church in Arthur.
For further information
contact Mrs. Walter Meyer at

mustard

Szydlowski will serve as co -

their knitting needles now can

look when their patterning is

market and the Rockome Gardens. Homemade meals will be
Methodist
at
the
served

radish with lemon juice or

Peter

versions.
knit -it -yourself
Smart young things who ply

worked in these Art Deco
forms. Long slithery cardigans
and neat little vests can be Art

ducted by a native guide will
be a visit to an open farmer's

Whether you add horse-

The Alpha Nu chapter of

have been given a fresh and in-

PULLOVER SWEATERS,
simple in shape, have a fresh

a limited number of reserva-

Uses

Epsilon Sigma Alpha will hold
their August business meeting
in the home of Mrs James Foster, 218 N Cady, Palatine, at 8

a yarn of 100 per cent Orlon

Art Deco is a color on color
interplay with fluid geometric

signs of all kinds are particu-

school District 25, Arlington
Heights, and is on the staff of
the Wheeling Adult and Youth
Mental Health Clinic He is
also consulting psychologist
for Countryside Montessori
School, which is sponsoring
the program
The discussion should be of

get hers by fall. These vests, de-

acrylic, Which comes in a wide
variety of fashion hues.

Seniors to Visit
Amish Settlement

15

have the new look of put -to -

seven

in

the sixties.
s

The Mount Prospect Extensioneers will be touring one of
the largest Amish settlements
in the United States on August

colors.

Knitted in a simple stockinette
stitch, the sweater is worked in

worked

-listed on the spring semester
honor rolls of the eight undergraduate schools of -the University of Kansas.

They are Cynthia J. John-
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Jy Lanes Mrs James Dodds

sugar to make a big difference

and Mrs Milan L Miller will

in the blending of other food

Glen Morrell of 3

serve as hostesses

flavors.

Dr., Prospect Heights.

Prospect

is here to help

with your
banking problems!
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Fred Wolf is the cashier at Our bank,

but his face may not be as familiar to
you as those of long-time Arlington residents. However, if you look closely,
you'll see the very close resemblance to

his father, Fritz Wolf, whom you may
know better.
Fred

most

recently

was

assistant

cashier at the First National Bank of
Lake Forest; prior to that he was employed at the Cicero State Bank in the

1Y

son, 736 S. Arlington Heights

Rd., ArlAton Heights, Carolyn Kubik, 211 S. Louis,
Mount Prospect, and Dennis

and WILFRED WOLF

MI

NY.:

VS
rlk:

The face is familiar .

loan and discount dePartment. He is a
graduate of the University of Denver;
during his college years there he gained
experience in area banks. Today he is

also on the staff of the American Institute of Banking. Fred is now a resident of Elk Grove.
Even if you haven't known Fred pre-

viously, stop in at our -new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good
service to our customers, old friends and
new!

,
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311 S. Arlington Heights Rd. '
394-1800
Arlington Heights

Main Stree.
Moon Not Available

-

Lil Floros
front, heavy iron chandeliers

for the moon,"
"I
said Robert Waller, "but they
asked

said 'no'." Waller is the science curriculum co-ordinator
for school District 59, and he is
making the arrangements for a

kin and Montgomery Ward,
using 10,000 square feet.

WALLER EXPECTS federal approval of the Randhurst

site almoA momentarily. It is
expected that $150,000 worth
of equipment, rockets and
space capsules will be shown.
It was hoped that moon

rocks or moon dust brought
back by Apollo II would also
be
exhibited. Waller did
request it, but apparently was
given a fairly firm negative an-

"One thing about playing golf as President-no matter
how you hit it, everyone says, 'Nice shot!' "

Charlie Houchins

has a tough assignment. He
takes the place of Dean De-

comreally

mented, "What you
mean is that the old truck
should be sent to an "old

Poy, who started the Wheeling
band and led it to national
award fame. DePoy is now di-

ter subsided, Superintendent
Eric Sahlberg said, "That

qualifies for Lil Floros' cot:umn."
Thanx a big bunch!

THE FLAG at the Prospect
Heights Post Office flew at
half mast last Wednesday. It
marked the memory of Mrs.
Betty Loibl, who died the pre-

WORST JOKE of the Day:
As usual, Terry was having
trouble with his arithmetic

vious Sunday.
Mrs. Loibl had been the

three pencils and sat through
two television programs with-

Heights postmaster
from 1941 to 1954. Her name

out getting anything on paper.

was

Mrs.

Richard

homework. He chewed up

At last he turned to his father. "Pop," he pleaded. "I
wish you'd do this arithmetic

Keough

then. She married John Loibl
after Keough's death.

After thinking a moment,
his father said: "You know,
son, if I did this problem for

At the District 57 school
board meeting last week, the
purchase of a new truck for the

you, it just wouldn't be right."
"Maybe it wouldn't," said
Terry. "But you could try."

district was being discussed.
On the subject of price, some-

with black grille work in the

one asked if the cost of the new

Word Meanings

is

-- Marshall Field Ill
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have
many
cannot put into

ideas they
words. They arc too unfamil-

from being poisoned in your
home? The National Clearinghouse for Poison Control
Centers has issued guidelines
and here are some of the most
important:
sprays --ordinary
Aerosol
exposure is harmless but deliberate spray sniffing may cause
rapid death.
After -shave lotions contain

alcohol and may lead to intoxication or dangerous low:
cring of the blood sugar.
Barbecue fluid may cause a
chemical pneumonia if
haled.

Body .conditioners --see after -shave lotions.
Bubble bath liquid soap-

-drinking will cause vomiting.
Cigarettes will cause vomiting if they are eaten.
-

Cigarette ashes are not
harmful when only small
amounts arc eaten.
Cologne--see after-shave lo-

amounts may cause vomiting.
Because manufacturers arc
aware of hazards to children,
every reasonable measure to
make them harmless is being

there any treatment
for the type of anemia that is
used, including ballpoint pen associated with an enlarged

inks, colored candles, caps for
toy pistols, children's crayons
(but not industrial crayons),
packets
the dehumidifying

found in some medicine bothowl additives,
matches, indoor paints, felt-tip
markers and sachets.
tles,

fish

Q --A friend advised me not
to use baby talcum powder on
girl babies because this could
clog the uterine tubes and
make them sterile. Is this true?
A --No.

Deodorizer cakes --if a child
spoonful, it should be removed
by washing out the stomach.
Kerosene --see

barbecue

fluid.
Lighter fluid --see barbecue
fluid.
Putty --if over three ounces
are eaten, it may cause me-

chanical blocking of the intestines.

Roach poison may contain
arsenic or boric acid. The ingredients are listed on the
package.
Shaving cream --see cigarettes.
Soap --see cigarettes.
The

glass may cut 'child's mouth.
The small amount of mercury
swallowed is harmless.

Toilet water --sec aftershave lotion.
Tooth paste --eating

large

Q --Is

spleen?

A --Several types of anemia
may be associated with splenic
enlargement. One of the most

common, splenic anemia or
Banti's disease, is best treated
by removal of the spleen.

purposes was paid

representatives, George Smith

words he should become fa-

and Ronald Jezowit, to Mal-

miliar with. "Wash the right

colm D. MacCoun, the ex-

hand first." "Put the right foot
in the right shoe."

redder each time I menstruate.
Will it become malignant?
What is the best treatment?

A--Strietl
speaking,
a
blood tumor or hematoma is a

collection of blood in the tissues due to an injury. In time it
is absorbed. What you have is
probably a hemaogioma or
vascular mole. These may be

As the child grows older,

Jewel-Osco complex located at

play games with him. "Simon

Arlington. Heights and Golf

says right hand up, Simon says

Rds., Arlington Heights, while
Smith works as the lead man
for the production department
at the Barrington Park Manu7
facturing Center.

left hand up, Simon says hop

Hartung, who lives at 403
We -Go Trail, was succeeded
by Wilmette resident Marvin
L. Rand in the club's annual
elections.

Editor:
We live in an area in which

a standard of excellence. We

school referenda has been consistently defeated. I have

enough, but it is all this community (and others) will afford

worked, along with others, to

at this time, thanks to the econ-

deliver a YES vote, to no avail.
I see people are, in defeating
such measures, misdirecting
their real wrath. People of our
disarea
are legitimately
enchanted and financially "up

omy, the law, and the unwillingness of each individual to
deal positively with our prob-

lip -service

is

if this tax is maintained, it be

earmarked to

speak for my entire community, that I was in a position to

family will no longer pay.
I hope that other individuals
in the community will consider thiS alternative, -From now
on, this family will pay directly
to District 23 schools the
amount of the Federal Tax on
our bills from Illinois Bell

a

reality --AT THE

POLLS --instead of the current
situation, giving lip -service to

(James can be played

Circle Campus Promotions
Gust E. Hermanson of 437 cago Circle Center, Herman S. Forrest, Arlington Heights, son will be responsible for spehas been appointed director of cial projects and assignments.
Hermanson has been with'
university bookstores at the
University of Illinois at Chi- the university since 1961,
when he was employed in the
cago Circle.

bookstore manager

Hideaword
CRESLUA
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
25 good, 33 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

RELOCATING?

at

"on," "over" and "under".
Collect eight or

ten

articles

your child finds

an object,

home, be sure that he listens

Then Jennifer understood that

and follows such directions as,

she was not "big like an elephant," and she laughed and

"Put the bread on the plate,"-"Put the toys in the box."

When a child helps in the

laughed.

ONE DAY I said to my little
I like the "I Am Thinking"
Game, as I call it. A child in , granddaughter, "Oh, honey,
my home once gave me this you are such a good little girl

"I am thinking of today!" She answered, "No,
something little in your kitch- Gram. I'm not a little girl. I'm
en --under your table --eating a BIG girl."
puzzler;

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

.

.

.

OME7qed

Escorted EUROPEAN TOUR
,P

THE HOMEFINDING

ASS t4

wtztovertc5t /4).:A\
7500
only

go

back

392-8100

per person

Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jet

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

Visiting - GERMANY -AUSTRIA-FRANCE
LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND-BELGIUM
HOLLAND - ENGLAND
Exciting Jet tour via T.I.A. tailored to give the "real.

Lynne Heidt'

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

in Arlington Hts/in Mount Prospect

ADDRESS

SOUTH

CITY

STATE

ZIP

I-

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

this

Telephone.

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

NAME

nity from which it is collected,
to be used for educational purposes. Until there is a positive
companies,

ArlingtonRealtyI4
in Palatine

r 71:Me rush brochure on European Tour featuring Der Okloberlesl.

DIRECTLY to the commu-

use for the lax collected by

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

trated brochure and reservations, see, write or Call:

federal government chooses in
expending these monies.
For these reasons, our family is no longer going to pay the
federal tax attached to our telephone services.
I
wish somehow I could

nity

Send your questions to Lee Janson. clo Day Publications,

home to learn the meanings of

feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illus-

the unfortunate priorities our

may make raising the educational standard of our commu-

Drop him fast. Can't you hear the stories at parties after you
are married? Who needs him? Surely, not you.

knife and spoons on the right
side of the plate, and the forks
on the left side.

-and little things, such as her
little kitten and a little mouse.

nity, obviously.
I ASK, at the very least, that

cancel- the Federal Phone Tax
of each person in School Dis-.
trict 23, so that these persons

to Mary's house and turn to
the right."
When he helps to set the
table, ask the child to put the

have him tell you if he found it
over, on or under something.

ity to speak for my commu-

structure and its inequities and

and scaly. It is worse in winter,
especially in persons who lives
in steam -heated homes, and it
is aggravated by the excessive
use of soaps' and detergents.
Although it can't be cured, it is,
helpful to use bath oils and toi
apply cold cream after bathing]

I began to play a game to

not

ulating agent. In some clinics
they are now treated with a laser beam. The type of treat-

dition in which -the skin is dry

When my boyfriend is at a party, he sometimes drinks too
much. Then he livens up the party by telling all our friends what
he and I do when we are alone.
It's terribly embarrassing because everyone laughs and laughs
at him. We've gone pretty far when we're alone, and he thinks his
description of how we get there is hilarious. He says it keeps the
crowd in stitches. The next day he's always very sorry, wants to
make up and promises never to do it at a party again. As soon as
he starts drinking, his promises go out the window. I don't know
what to do with him.
Embarrassed, Elk Grove

WHEN YOU give directions for going somewhere to
an older child, use "left" and
"right." "Walk straight ahead

have her name big things, such
as elephants and automobiles-

lems.11 do not have the author-

telephone

Dear Lee Janson,

featuring participation in Der

the wail," thanks to the tax

Q --What causes ichthyosis?,
Is there any cure for it?
A --This is a hereditary con-,

NEW PARTY FUN

and hid them over, under and
on objects in the room. When

ten.

School Standards
know

foot." Children play

"Simon Says" in kindergar-

Z'INII-

treated by injecting a coag-

ment would depend on the size
of the lesion and the surgeon's
preference.

takes care of him, using many

Jezowit is manager of the

Mount Prospect resident
Glenn J. Hartung recently relinquished his duties as president of the University of Wisconsin Club of Chicago.

ers.

In the development of all

can talk to her child as she

Past President

O.K. out there, give Letterman his sweater back. P.S. to all you
other lettermen out there. Coach says to hang on to your sweat-

reading readiness skills, par
ents can do much to help. It is
difficult for schools to do it all.

There are many things parents can do to help. A mother

on left

Letterman, Mount Prospect

very imitative in speech habits
and use the same words that

A $2,000 check was presented by Jew Food Stores

A Way to Raise

leg which my doctor says is a
blood tumor. It gets bigger and

A child should develop his
speaking vocabulary so that he
can express his ideas in com-

"round", and "square".

Letters to' Editor

base a dark spot on my

tions.

has eaten as much as a tea-

and before going to bed --especially on the arms and legs.

"little" and "hard."

those closest to them use.

hospital.

How safe are your children

able to translate his thoughts

"left", "right", "in", "out",
"big",
"big",
"sour", "rough", "smooth",

ecutive vice-president of the

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.'

ing a carrot. So my small visitor used "in," "under,"

plete thoughts. Children are

pansion
recently.

Against Poison in Home

When your child goes to
school, you want him to be

WHEN A CHILD begins to
read, he may not understand
the ideas behind words like

Community Hospital for ex-

Safeguard Children

and he was under my table, eat-

Receives
of a
$5,000 pledge by the Jewel
Foundation to the Northwest

DOCTOR SAYS

words that are exactly right.

Hospital
The first payment

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

difficult for them to find

into words, so that the teacher
can understand him properly.

$2,000

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount l'rospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center. Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

tell her to give it back.

assistant to the director of Chi-

something hard." I have a
small dog who loves carrots

iar with using language, and it

By Esther F. Colton

the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-

if you tell her to give me my sweater back, she'll do it. Please

internal auditing division at
He succeeds Harry Sum- the medical center.
mers of 1705 Whitcomb, Des
Summers joined the UniverPlaines, who has been named 'sity in 1946 when he became

Talk with a Teacher

"1101tor the original dream by (away.% jealously keeping

her to keep my sweater. Since she reads your column every day,

// 7 S. Mail& St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

problem for me."

THE NEW decor is Spanish

Vrooect 313ap

I went steady for two years, and during this time I gave my
girlfriend my letter sweater. Now we don't go steady anymore,
but she won't give my sweater back. I don't think it's right for

Volks home'."
After the groans and laugh-

rector of bands at Ball State
University at Muncie, Ind.
Brick is from St. Louis. He
was band director at Collinsville High School.

Prospect

Dear Lee Janson,

BOARD MEMBER

rector of the school's band. He

Speaking of Randhurst, the
new "Randees Restaurant" is
attractive, It takes the place of
same owner, Robert Splan. It's
located between Wieboldt's
and the Americana Shop.

said,

"There really is little or no value to that old Volkswagen."

Erwin Brick is the new di-

swer.

the Apple Basket, under the

really worn out. He

charge.

ping center. The exhibit will be
on the mall in an area near Bas-

"J. C. Busenhart, assistant su-

perintendent, said "yes." But
he went on to explain that the
old Volkswagen truck was

tomorrow evening at Heritage
Park, 7:30 p.m. John Higgins,
Osistant bond director, is in

April 6 to May 6 at the shop-

LOST SWEATER

the old one.

service now.
Wheeling High School's
summer band gives a concert

the spring.

National Aeronautics
and Space Administration exhibit is scheduled for next

in

upholstery

booths. There is no counter

space exhibit at Randhurst in
A

orange

and

truck included a trade-in on

LOOK FOR US IN THE

1419SPECT

2594030

Map
'666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

HOME BUYERS -GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

THE PROSPECT DAY
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E Sets

S

Tastesjor Art, Business
Combine in Gallery Here

Hiroshima
Observance
John Hersey, author of
"Hiroshima" and after whom

John Hersey High School, Ar-

By Bob Burns

lington Heights, was named,
will read an original piece at
the Aug 6 anniversary observance of the bombing of Hiro-

The vaunted European taste
for art and the equally vaunted

American talent for business
are being combined to make

shima to be held at the University of Chicago

art a success in Des Plaines.

Catholic Archdiocese to hold
Vendel is the new manager of ..such sales for Catholic wom-

the Nationwide Art Center,
1505 Ellinwood.
Opened this spring, it is the
seventh Nationwide gallery in
the Chicago area and the first
in the northwest suburbs.
Business has been something less than brisk and Vend -

by SANE, an organization
which advocates a sane nucle-

ar policy
Delivering statements and
readings on the meaning of our
in

the present nuclearized world
will be

ratory for Arthritic and Metabolic Diseases at the National
Institute of Health, Dr Robert

Gomer, professor of Chemistry at the University of Chi-

Places Fourth

cago, Dr Stanley Rubin of the
Argonne National Laboratory, and Hersey
Wednesday is also the date

The Nationwide Art Center
in Des Plaines basically offers
only oil paintings. One exception, however, is this ancient map inspected by salesman Bill Wesselak.

the U S Senate is scheduled to

vote on the ABM

2 Named
Clearbrook
Directors

This latter has proven pop.
ular with sometimes -fickle art

lovers who tire of a painting
after a few years or who move

and need different paintings
for their new homes.

Any time during the five
years a customer can return his
painting as long as it's in good
condition and get n full refund

on the price in exchange for
some other painting.

el, who lives at 239 N. Flake
Dr. in Palatine, attributes this
to several things.

came to America at the age of

a Goldblatt's store before he

their art work in Chicago or in
major suburban shopping centers, unaware they now have
an art store in the heart of their
own city's business district.

17.

Vendel, now 36, has been
with Nationwide for six years
and most recently managed

NATIONWIDE ART Censon, Dan. Simon was a clerk in

got the "art for everybody"
idea 10 years ago.

With about $1,200 in

pocket, he took off for Europe,

Nationwide offers original
oil paintings by European artists at all price ranges, from a

originals from unknown Eu-

where he bought a handful of

few

artists and brought
them back to the U. S.

to

$1,000.

sell

derstanding of art, particularly
oil paintings. To this end, he is
offering to conduct private
parties and sales for women's

move, the stores also offer
credit sales with up to 24

VENDEL ALSO is anxious
help Des Plaines homeowners acquire a greater un-

dollars to century -old
works going for $300 to

In a definitely un-European

ropean

It took him only a week to
these, so he got on the
phone and ordered more. He
set himself up in a small gallery
in Chicago.

(g)

store.

countrytheatre

ARNOLD SCHARRINGHAUSEN

C11.1.120

ELK GROVE
TOWNiptitgrLicomECTOR

Prospect and Prospect Heights

3201 W Campbell,

CL 9-5400

STAGE...

THEATRE

from

2nd Installment AUGUST 1 through AUGUST 31, 1969

They are George Grimelli
Ind,go, Prospect
of 401
Heights, and Bennett P Trapani of 222 S Pine, Mount

Rand & Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

ON OUR

DINNER

BILLS MAY BE PAID STARTING

Rolling Meadows

in the Old Orchard
Country Club

fer Paservoloons

Office at 2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
(Just north of Northwest Tollway overpass)

have been added recently to
the board of directors for
Clearbrook Center for the Re-

$5.95

at the following:

6414.

BANK OF ELK GROVE
MT. PROSPECT STATE BANK

Prospect

THEATRE

nlitiage'Gt);

ONLY

during banking hours only
and

The board provides the policy procedure and philosophy
for the operation of Clear brook Center for the Retarded
Clearbrook presently serves
Elk Grove, Wheeling, Maine,

from

Sy

$3.00

THE ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP HALL

2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
DAILY 9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
EXCEPT WED. & SAT. 9:00 TO 12:00 NOON
or MAIL TO P.O. BOX 129, MT. PROSPECT
Penalty Date... 2nd Installment- Sept. 1st.

Schaumburg

Barbara Doyle, of 203 N. Elm, Mount Prospect, won 4th place in the Jumping contest Sunday
at the North Cook County 4-H Club Fair at Sundanee Ranch. Here her horse misses the jumii bad
knocks over one of the hurdles. (Photo by Dan Batas)

Represents
Hughes
Aircraft

his

the chain's store in Gre.nview.

clubs and art groups at the

Two residents from Mount

Palatine
and
townships

exchange guarantee.

ters were begun by Germanborn Simon Anschel and his

that Des Plaines residents have
become accustomed to buying

Chemical and Bioligical Labo-

en's clubs in the area.
Other interested groups
may make arrangements for a
sale by, discussing it with
Vendel at the store.

months to pay and a five-year

The new manager moved
with his family from Romania
to Germany when he was 12
years old and it was there he
first began studying art. He

Tops on his list is the fact

Actor Tony Randall, Dr
Christian Anfinsen, chief of

tarded,

The store is closed for such a
function, and refreshments are
served. Twenty per cent of all
such sale proceeds go to the organization.
Vendel said he has received
permission of the Chicago

Romanian -born Frank

The memorial observance
will be held at 7 30 p m at the
Stagg Field Plaque and the
Henry Moore Statue The
commemoration is sponsored

destruction of Hiroshima

Page,5

.

LESLIE SUMO

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

PARKING

e-t

1 MILE
EAST OF

RAND RD.
(RT. 12)

RANDHURST

,Scanda House
WHERE

Sumer, Inc , 401 E. Prospect Av , Mount Prospect, was

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY

recently appointed manufacturer's representative for
Hughes Aircraft, Co., of Newport Beach, Calif.
Somer will cover Wisconsin, northern Illinois and east-

ern Iowa for the west coast
firm, which makes discrete
integrated
semiconductors,
frequency de-

circuits and

A

PREVAILS
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT.

WATCH FRIDAYS
DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

smorgasbordy

vices

H. T. Chilton of Mount
Prospect recently was named
vice president and director of
Service Pipe Line Co., now operated under the management
of American Oil Co., Chicago.

Chilton, a native of San Antonio, Tex., joined Service
Pipe Line in 1947 as a junior

arlington \ark towers

043

..at

"When a person has spent his
life in a house, he'has learned
to adjust to it. If he can'
continue to live there, he will
at least have memories around
him. He can still feel the
presence of his companion."

engineer. He has been assistant

, general manager of Service's
operating department and now

is manager of American Oil's
products pipelines. He lives at
1103 Lonnquist.

Bug Repair
Wilhelm Janisch, shop foreman at Doyno Motors, Inc , an

authorized Volkswagen deal-

er, 530 W Northwest Hwy ,

Mount Prospect, recently
completed a diagnostic and repair course on the Volkswagen
car models
The technical classes were
held at Volkswagen North

PONY
LOUNGE
Come ancfMeet

Central Distributor, Inc , mid west distributor located in
Deerfield

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and television star

And

Most aged persons live in homeathey own, a special United States Senate committee

reports. This comfort may be denied to them in the years ahead if they lack the
financial resources to keep them. The economic plight of those 65 and older is getting so desperate that home ownership, the most important asset of the elderly, is
becoming increasingly difficult to maintain as taxes rise along with costs of maintenance and repair.

BONNIE DAYE
her provocative piano

-

dGl

SAVE NOW. .. while you can

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394:2000.

a

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL/ SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

OIT

1.
.

ark towers
Chicago's new suburban hotel

ihe Unded Slain Goyarmnant
SAVINGS...mbar. federal Sayings and Loan insurance Cordorabon

SAmnber Unded SlainSayongs and Loan Leap.
Mimber. Sayings and Loan Foundalion

- 25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phonic 2554000

R

LY

Abe Oar
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
6002 605H, WART, THE
GRASS IS SOAKED WAY
OVER HERE-FORGOT
TO TURN THE WATER
OFF WHEN YOU WERE

- FILLING YOUR

so

TM

NOPE, ITS STILL RUNNINV

HOW ELSE ARE YOU SONKIA

PREDICTIN'

KEEP IT FILLED WHEN
THERE'S A RIP IN
TH' BOTTOM

GIVE TI-IPEE BLASTS
ON YOUR WHISTLE
WHEN svifOU spo-r

THE CAT BURGLAR!
TEMPLETON WILL
HIM DOWN

POOL, EH7

WHILE I SUMMON
THE ROLICE!

sT

6:00

HIS NIBS

STATION

THE WOOD
win.

FOES
STRAIGHT
ra THE

I PUT

INSTEAD OF HELL BE
PI-VPNIN'!

--

y

READY FOR

2 News
5 News
7 News
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

6:25

The Cubs arc at
Houston to take on

26 Quiz
-

6:30

2 Lancer
5 Star Trek
7 Mod Squad
11 'TV College
26 Today's Racing
Addams
3 2 The
Family
SIRE'. YOU CAN'T

OF A 'TURNIP!

26 Market Wrapup

05

THE WORRY WART

ROBIN MALONE
"Zki.

12:30

TV College

2 Movie
"California Conquest." While under

9:00
2 CBS News Special

President

Mexican rule, a

"Don't Count the

visit to
Abu Dhabi, a British
a

of Californians band together
group

Candles," an essay
on growing old, film-

KATHY! TM SURE
LOVE

ed and directed by

England's Lord

against the Russians
who are trying to

Snowdon.
7 Dick Cavett Show
Nuestra Raza
11
Habla

take over the country. Until 2:05 a.m.
5 Everyman
32 News Final

YC-6-ALL RIGHT'-

9 News

9 Tenth Inning

OF THIS PLACE
NOW /PERHAPS

A 6002 SCHOOL

.

CARNIVAL

1:00
7 Perspectives

10:00

BACK HOME,,.

_.""

12:40

9:45

ANYWHERE--

8irr6RMEMoRIES

1.14

Midnight
5 Midnight Report

7 Chicago Show

IS A LOVELY SCHOOL,

1%911 MA 1.,

a.m.

8:50

41155 CLAYMORES

.5HE1-LALWAYS p,4/

this portrait of men
at war. in "Skywatch." Until 12:30

American

26 Pan
Show

8:00
5 First Tuesday

of Haiti,

10:45

32 Movie
Action, comedy
and tragedy blend in

7 NYPD

7:30
2 Liberace Show

An interview with
Duvalier

7:00
9 News
26 How to Invest
32 News

11 Firing Line

8:30
2 Doris Day Show

5 Julia
7 It Takes a Thief

6:55

GET BLOOD OUT
viho

the Astros
32 Baseball
The White Sox
take on the Washington Senators at White
Sox Park.

9 Paul Harvey Com-

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

ments
1:05

9 Movie

11 Bridge with Jean
Cox
26 A Black's View of

no,

"Doctor at

Large." Doctor comically plunders his

the News

Horoscope
LEO (July

OFF THE GRASS" SIGN?

You can give a convincing account of your activities to anyone who asks --if you've been
wise in the keeping of facts and
figures

7 Reflections

2 Movie

SOLVED 1T1

BIT OF A SPACE
PROBLEM,,,

1:30

10:30

L..BUT, AS USUAL, MY AGILE BRAIN

I RAW INTO A

HEY, SYLVESTE12,1-IAVE YA
FINISHED ELMER'S "KEEP

24 -Aug. 23); -

w a y towards his
dream of being a surgeon. Until 3 a.m.

10:15
32 News

BUGS BUNNY

FOR WEDNESDAY

A pilot, who has

2:05
2 Late Report

lost his nerve, tries to

raise money by taking on a suspicious

2:10

flying job, and be-

2 Meditation

comes involved with
smuggling ring:
a
Until 12:30 a.m.
5 Tonight Show

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)
--The wise Virgo will forgo the
opportunity to make business
contacts with members of the
opposite sex Wait until tomor-

3:00
19

I

Five Minutes to

Live By

7 Joey Bishop Show

can fix that with just one small
adjustment ... removing the credit card."

"Cobbles gas, oh!

Annie

12:40 a.m.

were tortured by security police.
11 NET Festival
"The Rise and
fall Ot Mozart" covers the tragic last 10
years of Mozart's
brief life.

7:25
9 Baseball

of

Story

Oakley and her rise
from the backwoods
to the world's greatest hooters. Until

testiCallas, and
mony by Greek political prisoners who.

745
11 TV College
32 On Deck Cricle

2 Editorial

9 Movie

protectorate on the
Persian Gulf, a discussion with Maria

7:10
9 Leadoff Man

TONIGHT

WHO

CARES?
AFTER

row

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)
--Seek the reason for present
difficulties in your own past
experience You may not he as
much at fault as you think.

SCORPIO (Oct

MORTY MEEKLE

EEK & MEEK

24 -Nov.

I HATE IT WHEN

22) --Don't count on your abil-

THEY I:CNT EVEN
LET YOLI FINISH
YeZ12 eeNTENCEI

ity to interpret other people's
actions today Let others tell
you what it is they're trying to

BEAUTIFUL ATTEIZAIDOA/S
LIKE THIS ALWAYS REINIAJD
ME OF THE GOOD OLD DAY!

___-----'

accomplish

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --It you would know
success by day's end, begin
your work slowly and carefully Chance of pitfalls is
higlici than usual
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

4

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Though things may look

Hodgepodge
`IOU KNOW WI-1AT, MORMAIJ,
THAT'S THE U6L-IEST FIG/ -1

20 -March
(Feb
211 --Interest yourself in things
other than professional or.

0
O

area

O

5 Through
8 Measure of
wood

0

12 Region

13 Island (Fr.)
14 Smell
CtiCZ:b

problem from an emotional
standpoint Control your feel;

Craw»o.. Intr., byy

y

15 Granular
snow
16 Fairy fort

nC-n

ny, ow.

17 Gambling

CAPTAIN EASY
I HAD ALL

in authority The wise Taurus
will not wait until asked.

Z COULD TAKE
OF OLD LADY

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Undertake no activities

WAS SETTING
NOWHERE

on the spur of the moment.

1 Agricultural

00O

business success Make an effort to help another overcome
difficulties
ARIES (March 22 -April
20)--1 here is little to gain by
approaching an intellectual

2 I )--An excellent time for getting your point across to those

ACROSS

I'VE EVER SEEN!

ing
PISCES

21 -May

coBB,IRI5l X

IN all GLAD YOU'RE BACK,EASYI
Mg. TOPROCK IS IN THE HOSPITAL...WITH A HEART ATTACK:

HE HAD SENT ME
MUST'VE
TO DENVER...BUT I GOT OVER- EKERTED
UNEASY AND Rowel"
BACKI HE'D FALLEN
ON THE STAIRS:

HIMSELF; BUT

HOW;

50-

HE'D BEEN OUTDOORS. H15 CAP LAY BESIDE

KW HE TRIED DESPERATELY "V TELL ME
OF SOME GOLD HE ONCE HID FOR AN
LETS
EMERGENCY:
TAKE

A 1.001x.

ARouNc,
TN' YAK):

cubes
18 Mariner's
direction
19 Puff up
21 Approves
(coll.)
22 Enclosures

You need time to think things

24 Threads of a

over, almost everything tells
on your future
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --If you would keep the

26 Chairs
28 Brag
29 Educational

confidence others have in you,
make an effort to explain
present behavior You may be
being misunderstood.

30 Social insect
31 German (ab.)
32 Decay

Answers to
Hideaword
SECULAR

user
acer
acre
real

seal

rule
rale

slur
suer

rase

slue
sauce

ruse
race

ecru
earl
eral

scar
sale
Sure

lure
lace
laser

cart
curl
care
case

cure
clue
cruel
clear
scale
scar
scare

lc's.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

keep your eye upon your established goal and continue work-

1 AU RUS (April

.-Z1-..

..,--n--- ...6_........

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

unlikely at the present time,

ings

1/4'''-..._

CIIbln ntb.bY tni nyn In Po p.

20) --Young people may
well have the answer to family
disturbances Open your cars
have to say at this time.

.4.1:4

111.171101:,IN

Jan

and your heart to what they

A.0, ALL I HAD
WAS ONE !

`TCU MEAA.I GOOD

OLD DAYS, TONT sbu,

S

O
I7
0
R
E P
ANDS

54 Italian city
55 Masculine

A

nickname

L.

L-1,

A

EC

56 Gaelic

C

DOWN
1 Feminine

EXCELLENT REFERENCES
...RELATED WORK

EXPERIENCE!

JUST WHAT WE'RE
LOOKING FOR -BUT
UNFORTUNATELY
YOU WON'T DO --

nickname
2 Spheres of
action
3 Venerate
4 Girl's name
5 Medicinal
pellet
6 Pseudonym of
Charles Lamb
7 Pause

reluctance

00

A N -r

L- L.

-

T
A

G

0Oa
7H A 7 a
I -I

1410 \,/ A L.

S

MOR

19 Held in high

regard

20 Utilitarian
23 Peril
25 Opposed to
former
27 Hindu robe
8 Food fish
28 Stripes
33 Storehouses
9 Hateful
10 NASA gadget 34 Dormant
36 One who has
11 Attire

38 Tool for

turning soil

40 Expunge
43 Gem
44 Get up
45 Writing fluids
48 Sainte (ab.)
50 Exist
10

11

14

13

12

F'

on, as a hat
37 Gastropod
mollusks

7

17

la

18

33 Fragrant
oleoresin
35 Mergansers
38 Fixed look
39 Feminine
appellation
41 Light touch
42 Uncouth
46 Swiss river

47 Zoo primates
49 Fastening
device
50 Operatic solo
51 Small hollow
52 Request
53 Units of

T

A

R
-r A NO
A NJ t. M ONE
OR
BRAS

group (ab.)

SUMMA CUM LAUDE -.CLASS
PRESIDENT...MOST LIKELY TO
SUcCEED ...VALEClicTORIAN

A NJ 0
S 'T' S

1P6ilo

mystery

CAMPUS CLATTER

LCS

20

21

7

31

47

T

49
53
'

55

56
5

et s Debbie Scranton Bikes to rational 2d______
entered the Intermediate Girls
races, but fell and did not fin-

itzlis-,and mile races, while runmile.
ning third

By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

The National Bicycle rac-

The races were held at New
Field Velodrome in
Warren, Mich.

ing finals were held this weekend near Detroit, Mich., and a
Mount Prospect girl placed
second in her age group.
Debbie Scranton, in her

BROTHER,
DEBBIE'S
Dennis, competed -in the Intermediate Boys class and won all
heats for the three races he en-

ish.

The Senior Men's represen-

Borais

first year of bike racing and
running in the MidgetGirls

class,' took two seconds and a
third in the three - races- in -

which she competed, and her
point total for the meet placed
her second nationally. Debbie
was second in both the quarter

Unable to keep up the pace in
the semi-finals and didn't
make the finals. He did place
fourth in the two-mile semi-finals and finished sixth in the

Jilek pedaled in fifth with a
time of 21 minutes, 37 sec-

"THIS WILL he no landslide victory," says Anderson,

"but we hope to win and the
kids are pointing to win. We
arc prepared for a close finish."

Although all his age groups
arc strong, Andersen sees his

team in the conference. The
better swimmers from the other teams may cancel each other out.

relays. "We might take only
two or three firsts, but we
won't finish any lower than
third in any of them."
ROLLING
MEADOWS
coach Charles Mcindi is being
realistic about his team's chan-

ces. He is confident that his
charges

competitors in the 13 and 14
boys and girls and the 15 and

alizes that he can't be overly
optimistic. He expects North-

strongest. He expects to nearly
double the points of his nearest

1

win. "The odds are in our faSEVERAL INDIVIDvor, because we won all our UALS are being counted on
dual meets by good margins.
for good performances, both
A scratch meeting, to clari- as swimmers and leaders. Skip
fy the term, is a meeting of the Parent and Sue Chips are exhead coaches to determine pected to lead the 15 and over
heat and lane assignments of age groups, while Don Hudson

any other

ZORDANI WAS

older girls and boys as the

I

Wednesday than

onds.

and Barb Cope will lead the 13
and 14 swimmers.

Andersen also depends on
and Nancy
Bistany in the II and 12 categories, while Bob Zuccarini,
Anletta DiFrancesca and Sue
Bowersox pace the 9 and 10
class. Don Arrigo and Laurie
Nelson have been singled out
for their strong performances
Steve Zuccarini

in the 8 and under age groups.
Des- Plaines is strong in the

can

heat

Prospect

Heights and he figures to give
Arlington a good battle, but rebrook,

Park

Ridge,

Mount

Prospect, Barrington and

Glenview to finish ahead of
him.

Some of his swimmers will
be missing, and the loss of Bill
McCaffrey in particular will
hurt.
In the

lower age groups,

Mondi singled out Owen Hallerud, Tom Stahnke, Beth Kugelman, Chris Crouch and

Dan Mate for their fine performances this season and he
expects them to do well in the
finals.

In the older are categories,
Mondi counts on good times
from Mary Kay Mate, Scott

Crouch, Sue Stahnke, John
Mate, Kim and Kay Corbett

and the 15 and over boys med-

ley relay of Dan Burns, Jim
Spears, Randy4tobertson and

Nomellini's

Logan

to Mike Abinanti, Bill Madden
and Mike O'Donnell produced

Smith, Mike Golden and Mark

the runs before Westville got

Rossi. This made it 8-2, and
two -run innings in the sixth

end.

the side out.
The second game was a dif-

The Lions divided a pair
with Westville on Saturday,
dropping the opener, 3-2, and

ferent story as Logan Square
rapped out II hits for its 12
runs. The Lions scored four

and seventh ended the scoring.
The Lions never got started
in Sunday's opener against

bagging the nightcap, 12-2.
ON SUNDAY, Danville
whitewashed
Nomellini's
club, 3-0, in the first game, but

runs in

Square Lions traveled downstate and split a pair of double
headers in Danville this week-

the Lions roared hack to win
th'e second, 9-8.
Logan Square spotted West-

ville a 3-0 lead in Saturday's
first game, then fell short with
a two -run rally in the seventh
and final inning. Singles by
Mike Pettenuzzo and Jim
Kenny and consecutive walks

the third inning to

break a 1-I tie and they were
never headed.

STEVE SMITH and

Bill

Madden walked with one out.
A pair of infield errors

brought home two runs and
Mike Berdell's single accounted for two more.
Logan Square salted the

game away with (Ince inure
tallies in the fourth on a walk
to Jim Hynes and singles by

Mt. Prospect 'Stars'
In Elmhurst Tourney
Fifteen boys were selected
from nearly 40 aspirants for
the first Bronco all-star team
to represent Mount Prospect
in all-star competition in a
double elimination in Elmhurst Aug. 9 and 10.
This is the first all-star

squad ever fielded by Mount
Prospect on this level. The
team was forced to give players

who had been in opposition
throughout the season a sense
of oneness. The coaches and
managers were also curious to
see Km the team would do in
regional competition.

THE FINAL

15

players

were selected after three days
of tryouts from a field of 37
nominees. The boys had been

named to the tryout by their
coaches.

Final selections were made
all-star

managers

Hal
Leigeber, Dick Gavre, Pete
by

Simes is from California.

Senior Men's racing was

held in four championship categories: the sprints, 4,000 meter pursuit, 10 -mile and 125 mile road race. The road race

ertson, finished identically in
all three of their Intermediate
heats. Both ran sixth in the half
mile and fifth in both the mile
and two-mile events.

Danville. They managed six
hits,

two

by

Smith,

but

couldn't put them together for
any runs.

THEN IN the nightcap, the
Lions trailed 7-1 before rallying back for the victory. They
got three runs back in the third

on singles by Brian Rooney

and Golden, a double by Kenny and a pair of ground outs to
close the gap to 7-4.
Logan Square then sent 10
men to the plate in the sixth for
five runs and its first lead of the

the 50th anniversary of the

class nationally and Kilfoy was

Nationals will...be held

Brown, Allan Slatin and Brian
Gavre of the Pirates, Tom Peterson of the Braves, Joe Slawinski of the Giants, Bill Faker of the Cardinals and Steve
Wilkinson of the Orioles.
The team will wear Pirates
uniforms and will be given all-

HEIGHTS
PROSPECT
coach Jay Magnusen believes
that his team will "surprise ev-

eryone" and says that "we'll

place in the top five teams."
Magnusen is hoping, along
with his team, for a change of
luck in the upcoming conference meet. The team has been
by every team in the national
conference, but Magnusen refuses to play the patsie role.
The coach believes that the
reason for the dual meet losses
lies in the team's lack of depth,
but his will not be as crucial in
the conference. Magnusen

stated that the team will im-

prove "because in a meet with
eight teams splitting the points
among themselves, the depth
doesn't matter as much."

MAGNUSEN SAYS that
"our team will still -take its first

places."

single into right for two RBI.

ished,

when

American

servicemen

stationed in Great Britain returned to the United States
with tiny, extremely manageable small cars, road racing
was reborn.

The idea of racing flat-out
stock automobiles is basically
European. The original American involvement in this form
of the sport began around the
turn of the century when
wealthy Americans indulged
their devil -may -car fancies by
staging road races, principally
the famed Vanderbilt Cup
series.

WORLD WAR I put an end
to such dalliance and, besides,

Henry Ford put America on
wheels and there was no longer
room for the gentlemen sports-

men to scare chickens and
children on public roads.
American racing turned to dirt

and board tracks in the image
of Indianapolis.
In

Europe, however, au-

tomobile racing meant road
racing, which is what GIs
found out after the war. They
also found out about N1Gs and

other sports cars. In the late
'40s these veterans indulged
their

fancies at places like

An error by Danville's third roads and onto closed circuits.
baseman let two runs score and
But what Americans did not
gave the Lions new life. Rossi bring from Britain and Europe
and Madden took advantage of was the international concept
the miscue by capping out sin- of rallying, the notion of getgles to wrap'up the win.
ting from point A to point B in

boys, where Steve Salerno,
Rich Lynch, Dave Takata,

Larry Salerno and Tom Harrison provide the nucleus of two
strong relays and some good
individual swimming.
The Prospect Heights squad
has been infected with Magnu-

t he. racc.

right fielder again booted the
ball, allowing Abinati to come

all the way around to score
and Hynes to reach second.

for their best performances.
Arlington coach Pete Clark
thinks that his team has "a real
good chance for sixth place,"
he feels that he can beat Prospect Heights and Rolling

ncll beat out a single to deep
short to load the bases. Keller then scored when the shortstop booted Mike O'Donnell's
grounder.

was

--

A SPECIAL RACE will he
run this Saturday at the Mead-

owhill track. The race is the

Oscar Wastyn

Memorial
Sprint Championships, named
for a bike shop owners in Chicago who had a reputation as
being one. of the best bicycle
mechanics in the area. The

race begins at 6 p.m. and the
rain date is Sunday at noon.

0

S
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Clark was lavish with his
praise of Kathy Dalton, who
swims 15 and over. He believes

just a very fine swimmer."

MARSHA KAIPUS is an
who
should take two first in the

swimmer

"excellent

all
al equipment (some of

the famed Monte Carlo Rally
leading the list.

AMERICAN rallyists had

would rather drive than operate a slide rule, there is a category known, for sonic reason,
as "barefoot."
Barefoot drivers need only

to he content with a controlled
sort of rallying which amounted to a sedate drive in the coun-

know how to read an odometer
and, possibly, how to add and
subtract and understand a

plenty

There is at least one legiti-

sense still conducted here by,
appropriately, the Long Island
Center of the MG Car Club.
Called the International 1000
Rally, the August event covers
a road course of about 1,000
miles through the northeast
and Canada.
Entrants will still have to
pay attention to detail and
mileage, for example, is mea-

or

expensive)

it

is

who

map. Obviously, one doesn't
enter a rally alone; there has to
be a pilot and a navigator,
which often makes for a pleasant togetherness.

WHICHEVER team

skill.

mate rally in the European

amasses the least points win.
The penalties for not observing the rules are stiff. For example, if the car is more than

of turning country roads on
the route.

four days.

For drivers who disdain the
use of complicated navigation -

I.

xa

view and Arlington have improved a great deal, especially
in the older age groups.
Aukerman counts the 8 and

bon and Toni Gallagher finishing right behind him.

under girls and the II and 12

Jim Young, Kurt Thompson and Fred Schmidt give Ar-

lington enough talent for two
good relays and some high finishes in the individual events.

CLARK'S SQUAD will be
hurt by the loss of Toni Rowe

to vacation as Clark put

it,

boys among his strong points.
He adds. with some reservation, the 15 and over boys, "if

they can put everything together."

When asked about his best

individuals,

Aukerman said,

"I have to pick Patti Larsen,

"Unfortunately, Tom Rowe is

Doug Schlak, Paul Sigfusson,
not swimming. The way he was George Halm and Jema Allen
swimming the last couple of as our strong individuals."
weeks, he could have won the
PHYSICALLY,
think
100 -yard butterfly."
Sandy Gabler gives the team we're ready. We had a good taconsistently fine performances per. If the kids match their
physical abilities with some
in the 13 and 14 age group.
Clark thinks that host Bar- 'smart' swimming, they should
rington will have a slight ad- do a good job of representing
vantage because they have Mount Prospect in the conbeen swimming in the pool all ference meet."
summer. He is confident that
Aukerman says that the
his swimmers will do well be- pool is fairly fast at Barringcause they have swum in the ton, but some teams, including
pool twice this summer.
Mount Prospect, might be
"IF WE CAN put every- hurt by the lack of backstroke
have
thing together, speaking in flags. "They don't
terms of 'abilities', we can fin- backstroke pennants, at least
ish in the upper half," says this was the case in our dual

Mount Prospect coach Gor- meet."
Other than that, Mount
Aukerman. "Based on
dual meets, would say that Prospect is ready for the meet
Northbrook and Park Ridge and should be the best of the
don

I

will finish ahead of us. Glen - area teams.

any control, then the team gets
500 points. A traffic violation

means automatic disqualification.

If

a

control

point is missed, chalk up another 500 points.

Glendora.

Only the courageous need
apply.

Dog Show
The Fox Terrier Club of

Chicago announces a sanctioned match for all ages will
he held in conjunction with the

UNLIKE the Monte Carlo
or Canada's Shell 4000, driving will he done during daylight hours only for a period of

is counting on a one-two t mish
in the 100 backstroke, with
Herb Betts taking the blue rib-

live minutes early or late at

sured to the nearest 0.005 mile.
It will he important for drivers

to reach checkpoints on time-not early, certainly not late.
Still there is ample opportunity for entrants to exhibit driving skill, considering the sort

1969

I

a defined time span. Rallying
is still a huge slice of motor

try, with check points, stopwatches, portable computers
and a host of clerical tricky track and gimmickry which
put the emphasis on timing
and mathematics, not driving

August 5.

group.

1

sports on the continent with

Tuesday.

10 class, and Barb Dalton and
Ward Schell should make the
top three in the 11 and 12 age

three events she swims." Miss
Kaipus and Miss Dalton give
Meadows.
Arlington a "fantastic female
CLARK'S TEAM is strong- foursome" relay that is nearly
est in the 13 and 14 and the 15 unbeatable.
and over age groups. He has
One of the strongest points
some standout individuals in is the 15 and over boys. Clark

Great Lakes Terrier Associ-

Dimensions 1
THE ONLY VINYL FABRIC
WALLCOVERINGS

GUARANTEED

ation show, Sunday, Aug. 17,
at the Lake County fairgrounds, Grayslake, Ill.
Entries will be taken until
noon; entry fee is $2. Judging
will begin promptly at I p.m.

Open Tennis
Tourney Set

For
Thursday
'P

The Mount Prospect Park
District is sponsoring an Open

Tennis Tournament for all
ages Thursday and Friday of
this week.

ily

OP'

YEARS BY

mpenal

The tournament is primardesigned for those who

have taken lessons through the
Park District this summer, but
anyone may. play.

IMPERIAL WALLPAPER

SIGN-UP FOR the tournament will be tomorrow only,

SUBSIDIARY OF IMPERIAL
PAPER COMPANY

from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., at
Park District office,
the
Mount Prospect Country
Club, or by phone, 255-5380.

The tournament will consist
of 11 different divisions with
singles and doubles competition in each. Boys and girls

MILLS, INC.

COLOR CONSULTANTS

14 and under will have the

courts first, 9 a.m. Thursday.

John Keller drew a walk,
one of three he received in
three at -bats, and Billy O'Don-

he

is rumored that next year

It

her attitude is excellent and
sen's enthusiasm and arc 'up' she works very hard. "She's

and

then scored on Mike
Abinanti's single to center.
Jim Hynes followed with
another single to right and the

although

knocked down at the start of

then the season will end. -

gories.

this special event.

right fielder misplayed his hit

things going bydrawing walks.
After a wild pitch advanced
the runners, Jim Kenny lined a

Kilfoy also entered the Intermediate road race and fin-

There will he regular racing
this Thursday and next, and

Among the team's strong
Clark said that Mike Schell
points will he the 15 and over is one of the best in the 9 and

The Exactin,
Shortly after World War II,

fin-

Northbrook track where most
of the local riders practice and
race every Thursday evening.

and seconds, and we'll let the the lower age groups, but has
others split up the other many more in the older cate-

star caps and T-shirts which
they will keep to remember

Kenny got to third when the

run third came after the first
two men made out. Bill Madden and Mike Golden got

Kilfoy for fourth place,

ishing with four points overall.
Kilfoy had three.

w

Senators, Mark Wertz of the
Sox, Paul lzban and Brian
O'Mara of the Tigers, Charles

The Logan Square Lions

Mike O'Donnell went the

racewhile Vehe was out of the
race. Vehe turned the tables in
the half mile, Vehe nosed out

Two brothers from Mount

minutes and 51 seconds.
Dennis Ellertson of Arlington Heights finished 25th of 92
contestants in the 125 -mile
marathon from Farmington to
Lansing and back.

game. O'Donnell opened the Watkins Glen and Bridgeinning with a single and went hampton, N.Y., until anxious
to third on Rooney's single.
citizens shooed them off the

Peterson and Joe Carcerano.
The players to survive the fi
nal cut were Scott Spielman of
the Indians. Scott Nelson, Joe
Carcerano and Louis Citro of
the Orioles, Jose Nieves of the

scored six runs in the third inning and held on to beat Riis
Park, 6-3, at St. Viator last
distance on the mound to pick
up the win for the Lions. The
lanky left bander allowed six
hits and six walks while striking out five.
LOGAN SQUARE'S six -

races of the class. Kilfoy
was fourth in the quarter mile
all

Prospect,13jch and-Greg-Roli-

was won in five hours, two

Logan Square Blanks
Visiting Riis Parkers
night.

fifth.. Again, placement came
as the result of points earned in

MIDGET MARK Peterson
of Melrose Park ran up a perfect score of 21 points, winning all heats and ll finals in
the class. But Dennis Kilfoy
and Rich Vehe weren't far behind the leader, who just had
his 12th birthday and moves
into the Intermediate class for
this week's racing.
Vche-fitii;died fourth in the

on the open roads in essentially

Mark Bailey.

Lions Halve Twin Bills
Larry

paired

mile, and Sirnes rode his way to
the national championship.

ers' Conference h

until over boys.
Among other Des Plaines
tonight's (Monday)
scratch meeting, he believes strong points are the 15 and
and 12 boys
that if his swimmers perform over girls, the
as well as they should, they can and the 9 and 10 girls.

naries Tuesday for the finals

has. Zordani, however, did not
qualify for the finals although

Another Scranton, Denise,

after

more swimmers in the prelimi-

heat of the 10 -mile race, covering a five -mile heat 30 sec-

onds faster than anyone else

says he can't be sure

Andersen, should qualify

pect, set a "record" in one

tered. However, Dennis was

W1

the swimmers in each event. If
a swimmer is not to swim in a
particular event, he is taken
out or scratched."
Des Plaines, according to

Zordani of Arlington Heights
and Tim Jilek of Mount Pros-

I5 -mile road race.

Par
By George Halas
Des Plaines coach Pete Andersen is confident that his
swimmers can win the American conference at Niles with a
little luck, but Arlington,
Mount Prospect and Prospect
Heights compete in the tougher National conference at Barrington, and the respective
coaches anticipate stiff competition.
ALTHOUGH ANDERSEN

tatives from this area, Don

with Jackie Simes in the 10 -

Those over 14 will play Thurs-

Schmoyers in Eastern Matches
Tennis twins Claire and Kay Schmoyer of Arlington Heights have spent the past two weeks on
the eastern tennis circuit, most recently playing on the lawn courts of Pennsylvania.

day and Friday evenings after
7:30.

There will he men's and
women's competition as well
as matches for the youngsters.

4maimswa piaftmfiftilmawftaiiimminviami
SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 43 YEARS

214 N. Minton, Arlington Heights
Also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge

CL 3-5338

Insurance Men
Neet in Florida

Tuesday, August 5. 1969

age 8

Andrew R. Jackson Jr., 835
Northwest P1., Des;Plainei, a
New York Life Insurance

IT'S
GARAGE
SALE

Can't turn
back the
calendar
Ever dream about the
"good old days?" Only
a mile to school. $25-a
month hired men. And
low, low auto insurance.

But there's no going
back. And who wants
-to?- Mud roads. Forty bushel corn. And auto
insurance with half the

MONTH

benefits you get to

day from Country
Companies
Many Clounstrr-Cgm-

panies auto insurance
coverages simply aren't

DAY OFFERS YOU

available from most
other companies. And

you'd have to look a
Icng time to find better

Company agent, recently attended the annual meeting of
the life insurance industry's
Million Dollar Round Table at
the Diplomat Hotel in Hollywood, Fla.
More than 2,000 members
of the 7,500 -member MDRT,
representing nearly 350 life insurance companies, participated in a week-long exchange
of information and ideas.
Technical sessions, including _
panels, workshops, and evening' "room -hopping" meetings, coVe,:ed a variety of advanced aspects of business insurance, corporate and private
pension plans, client financial
planning, and personal and of-

Wief *Miff I
Ark4111\ /1116

fice efficier,:y. Less than two
per cent of all life underwriters

qualify in any given year for
MDRT membership.

Jackson joined New York
Life in 1963 in Chicago. His
headquarters are in the company's LaSalle St. general office in Chicago.

rates.

Why not let me tell

HIS DOUBLE -BONUS

Area Bands

you more?

To Compete

H YOUR 3 -LINE, 5 -DAY

At State Fair

Your

Country
Companies,
Agent

RAGE SALE WANT AD

Bands representing

car, all just to get a chance to say a few words about his candidacy
for a seat in congress.

Maine

Township High School East,
Park Ridge, and William
Fremd High School, Palatine,
will be among 35 high school
bands vying for top honors at
the Illinois State Fair in
Springfield.
Both bands will compete on
the fair grounds Monday Aug.
I I

JIM DRAKE
201 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Gs AA LRE ASGI GE

FREE

What won't those 13th district candidates think of next! Gerald Marks of Wilmette campaigning for the special Oct. 7 Republican primary is seen at the Arlington Market in Arlington
Heights this week helping a housewife carry the groceries to the

.

B.
Richard
The Gov.
Ogilvie trophy will be present-

Gerald Marks of Wilmette
who is campaigning for the

ed to the winning band at 4

special

p.m. Saturday, Aug. 16.

The fair gets underway on
Aug. 8 and runs through Aug.

PHONE: 253-6441

17.

This easy to spot, large,
printed sign will help make

,

4

and it's free at The Day with
your 3 -line, 5 -day want ad.

GARAGE
SALE

-

'

withdrawing,

U.S. troops should be withdrawn only after the North
Vietnamese troops arc Also

"I believe that an effective
representative ,must under-_
stand the views of his constituents. I seek the views of
our citizens, and I promise

troops should be withdrawn

Two of the questions relate
to young people. One asks vot-

South Vietnamese have time to
group for defense of their
homeland or whether U.S.

immediately.
Marks also asks voters if the
government should
federal
spend the same, more or less on

air and water pollution, foreign economic aid, education,
food programs, space programs and national defense.

Auto Taken

DON'T DELAY-OFFER GOOD
DURING AUGUST ONLY

parked in his driveway had

voting age to 18. Another asks
if voters favor the federal goy-

ings were taken, he told police.

ophe-e/tioah
e/li

been entered, but no belong-

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

N.

Evergreen,

Arlington

Heights.

Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 4:45, 7:20, 10 p.m.; Saturday

and Sunday, 1:30, 4:15, 7:10, and 10 p.m.

Get the benefit of our professional
Bridal Consultants.- FREE
See the Newest patterns in exciting
China, dazzling silver, & precioui China
Learn about current Bridal Gift Trends
and numerous tips for the Bridal Pars
Receive a Gift for attending

722 Center Street
Des Plaines, Ill.

day morning.
The car had been parked in
front of Sproce's home. A car

Amusement
Calendar

THURSDAY, AUGUST 21, 7:00 p.m.

amme. DAY PUBLICATIONS WANT AD DEPT. lakweek

A car belonging to Ralph A.

Sproce, 81 W. Dullas, Des
Plaines was stolen early Satur-

ers if they favor lowering the

eAide

Start your Day Want Ad Soon!

delaying

withdrawal until 1970 so the

citizen groups besides.

CORDIALLY INVITES
ALL BRIDES-TO-BE
TO ATTEND THE

or

new survey.

ties and making mailings to

Don't miss this double bonus opportunity to pick up extra cash
for your family summer budget...Plan your Garage Sale now and

LINE

"This is evidence that I will
keep alive the tradition established by Donald Rumsfeld,"
said Marks in introducing the

He is using the questionnaire
in all his campaigning activi-

3 -LINES, 5 -DAYS, ONLY $3.00::

OR

THE FIRST question re-

national issues.

naire to determine how citi-

THERE ARE seven quesj.

orders.

lates to the future use of American troops in Vietnam.
Voters may mark any one of
four alternatives, asking if

tions with which the sub -questions cover a wide range of issues. Marks expects to use the
questionnaire to secure several
thousand voter opinions on the
major issues before the nation.

COST! (DURING AUGUST)

Arlington Heights, Ill.

sional district began this week
distributing a special question-

reports carefully."

SPECIAL LOW

217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Republican

that I will consider the voter

I RO,PICT DAY
PCS FlA,NES DAY

411

7

when voting in Congress later

DAY PUBLICATIONS

ARLINGTON DAY

Oct.

ernment taking an active role
in controlling campus dis-

primary in the 13th congres-

zens of the district feel on key

your garage sale a success...

h0Q141411 DAY

Marks Samples
Voter Opinion

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturdays, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Shoes of the Fisherman: Weekdays, 6:25 and 9:20 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 12:50, 3:30, 6:25, and 9:20 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Good -Bye Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 3:50, 5:55,
and 10:05 p.m.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

1

Rascal: Daily and Weekends, 2:06, 6:01, and 9:56 p.m.
Swiss Family Robinson: Daily and Weekends, 3:41 and 7:36

ENTER YOUR NAME IN OUR

LINE 2
LINE 3

p.m.

BRIDE -OF -THE -MONTH DRAWING

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Main, Park Ridge
Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday

ALLOW ABOUT 5 WORDS PER LINE

win a valuable Gift Certificate ...
and your picture in the Newspaper

NAME

a

ADDRESS

TOWN

PHONE

i

and Sunday, 1:15, 3:S5:6:40, and 9:30 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Romeo and Juliet: Weekdays and Saturday, 7 and 9:20 p.m.;
Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 7, and 9:20 p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount

DOOR PRIZE REFRESHMENTS

Prospect.

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang; Daily and Weekends, 1, 4, 6:35, and
9:30 p.m.

BY RESERVATION ONLY Phone Dottie Hartman

OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Winning and If It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium: show

CL 3-7900'
or stop in at . .

1Persin and RalblIzoint
404-

SPECIAL. GARAGE SALE RATE

COSTS YOU ONLY $3.00 FOR 3 LINES FOR 5 DAYS
DURING AUGUST ONLY!

4401)4,0* .s.. 1.0

am«

0111111 Mill te NOM

begins at dusk.

.34 South Dunton Court

tit

.

THEATRE
C.N

Artineon Heights

CLearbrook 3.7900
Open Thursday and Friday to 9 p.m..

4

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m, Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.
It

BUSINESS

choice lots 'in The Garden of Our Saviour, located -fn the Gar-

Service Directory
.

-

den of Merriories

Automobilesand

Wanted. .

Boats
es

-ii

1

4 c: -.-,'..r '

,,-

Business Services

..-

,,

Card of Sympathy

`-4.

_

__

Business Opportunities.

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200
-

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,

EmApgloeynmcieesn-tMAegnencies-

Women
Equipment Rentals

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

-

1

Cement Work

Air Conditioning

-

-

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations
No lob too big or too srPoll.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
.. 297,3987
-

Georges Heating & A/C service

Alterations
-Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

vailable. 358-3411.

-,

392.8763

17 S. Evergreen

392-5410

Alterations
439.3532

Art Service

595.0051

Also Roof Repairing

DECORATOR

.

SERVICE

Meyers'

man. CALL ; 96-3953

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suborban business for:

a
Tuckpointing,

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING .

repair

Home inprovements & remodel.'
leg. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
..
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days
night. 956-1640.

Dressmaking -Sewing
Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter.
ations. Rees. 358.7791
Individualized styling. Formals

255-7200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN_WORK

n2-1450.

or

panelling & tiling. C13-11111.
RICK'S DECORATING

Asphalt

X -CELL FENCE
sealing

Asphalt
squeegees

8,

done with
brooms -not just

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

,

All types of fencing: Chainlink, mate call 392.6604
Redwood, Stockade, Wrought, Interior & Exterior Painting; All
iron. 647-0220
top quality work. Reasonable
.

colored. Good job guaranteed.

-STA-RITE
- FENCE CO.

Reasonable rotes.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

e_

Steel

blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No
On

CHAIN UNK NWT

..

30% OFF

all

Colors
Privacy'

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, 59.95 Comp.
Reffnish'g offered. 529-1211

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

392-1492
Call Vince
Custom Homes . Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259-4348.

White interior Latex $1.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

Wayne* Furniture SorvIto
refinishing.

Custom

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Burns

&

.

YOU name It -WE do itl Painting,
Papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

.

253-4769

Call 392.4750

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Recreation rooms, powder'
NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates

NO JOB TOO SMALL

.

PHONE 439-8614

CLEANING

FREE

Permanent Waves
home by

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

ONLY

t

`,1 610114V
-

ON THE

PEOPLE

Plastering

546-5516

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

"Ted" Smith.

298-4586
KANZLER & SON

RICH FERTIUZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new towns, flower.
beds & top dressing.

71°

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084

REMODELING

PROMPTBi&
EstimatesCeilings,

walls & patching.
No lob too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

g4DYEtylotaRt

827-7588

I

COMPLETE

-

Radio-TVRepair

LANDSCAPING

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs -frees
big or small. Free estimates.

driveways,

gorog
PATIOS,
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Call anytime.
766-1943
-

i

Allmiltwalolerkd gRuciatoratinliti,..Ang .11:NoGrioabditoong.

358-5346

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

i

296-1071

NO FEE

Business Men's
Clearing House

Set up new procedures. Supervise small Clerical force to

O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.
296-1071

It pays to advertise
'with Day Want Ads.

Individuals selected will be responsible for directing and supervising a ream of detail draftsmen working on various electrical
and mechanical drawing projects. Your past experience should
Include detailing and layout a. design. Some experience in
sheatrnetol layout and fabrication would also be helpful.

These era challenging positions with good potential for od.
voncement coupled with an excellent salary ond company.paid
benefits program.

Also openings for:
EXPERIENCED DETAILERS & TRAINEES
Apply: Daily or Call

259-9600

Personnel Deportment

Evening interviews by appointment,

ghe ha/Pc-rafters co.
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

Hallicrofters' continuing growth and expansion offers talented
Individuals a chance to apply what you've learned and to move up toe better position.
These Interesting positions involve the illustration and prepara-

tion of operational and maintenance & repair manuals. You

Results!

kV

255-7200
OR

296-6640

..--.....

NO

296-6709

IS

Your Day Want Ad works!

Whatever you want to
sell, buy, rent or trade,

;

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

3113

illP

bencilits program. Compare what Hallicrafters has to offer --and you'll see why it makes sense to work at Hallicroftrs-we offer more.
Part Time Evening Positions Also Available.

the Dayl
"

'Ed1NICAIL

WRITERS

Get smart!
Start a Day
Want Ad
working
for you!

You'll be responsible for the preparation of operational and
mointanance manuals, rest plans and reports, brochures, proposals and various other engineering reports on highly sophisticated military electronii and 'leans mechanicol equipment.

Applicants must be familiar with electronic theory and applio SUE degree or equivalent work ex cations and po
parlance with at least 2 years writing experience. My knowledge of military specifications Is helpful, but NOT required.

Phone

['ERE

255-7200
or

296 -6640

.

For best results use
Day Want Ads

We offer you an excellent starting salary ond a complete fringe

you get fast results from

RIGI-fr

IN THE

Reasonable Rates
-CALL ED. 358-5159

mutt be familiar with schaMatic layout, inking, exploded views,
isometric drawings, and miscellaneous artwork as required. A
minimum of 1 year of experience is desired.

If you're interested In working In environment conducive to per.
son& and prefessionol growth and joining o dynamic growing
company, please.

.

_ions, patios, sidewalks.LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO,

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

A RE

-

-A$N1YW5MHERE

'

r.

read
the Day and its Want
Ads...5 days a weekl
People

EXPERT PLASTERING

Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat-

PAGES

because your wont ad is
not lost in a mountain of

FINDIN6

.

,

CALL BOB VAN

PHONt

-

Licensed & Insured.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

You get a high readership

"DAY"

- Reasonable. Prompt service.'

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

390

CLASSIFIED

OF THE

-

BREWER CONCRETE

CUSTOMER

of assuming entire project responsibility, from inception to completion.

Readership!

Apply Dolly or Coll:
Personnel Department

_

259-9600

(Evening Interviews by oppo

ghe halAcrafiers
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

-

i

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

OPM,
4

a

$650-700

If you're presently stymied by lock of responsibility and dull,
uninteresting work, we hove a challenging position for you.
Hallicrafters needs several lead Draftsmen who are copable

newsprint.

.

I

1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

tEgidatdISMIEN
5 DAYS

's

your home. Permanent waves
cleaning. 296.1450
$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384
DULL DRAB DECOR?.
ZARPET & FURN. shampooing,i, Consult budget conscious in -'
1/2 price wffhis ad. Installations,' tenor designer, 255-4374 ,:',.:. .! Piano Tun-ing-Service
. ' 'tinting, mach. wall washing,: AP '
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low Landscaping
TurniTtgRepairing'
'priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
Used Piano Wanted
STOMP REMOVAL ' Ned Williams
392-6817

Cement Work

is

fice manager. No experience.

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

3 LINES

;

296.1450

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR;

Interior Designer

carpet',

specialist. Get

loc.

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per -

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,
Carpentry; etc.

with

-

Permanent waves given in your

CONFORTI & SONS

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW

This

replacement for a retiring of-

will match your talents and valuable experience.

Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

'

If no ans. 815-385.8999

Carpet Cleaning

service.

customer

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

nities!

By the hour or the lob.

4394614'

ocarPenny.

I

537-6122

Reaching
Results!

Want Ads reach
throughout the Northwest
suburbs to over 64,000
households in 17 commu-

Exterior painting preferred."

1

plumbing,

electrical,

Heating,

82

1Day

for High

.. STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED..

'

Home Maintenance

359-1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

92
42

Reach!

Train to supervise 12 in all office operations; account credit

---

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

18
102

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE

k

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

PROF` ".":10NAL

Quality workmanship. Fully in sured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Hearing Aids

and

73
76

Mt. Prospect
253.660D

394-0630

CL 5-8232

garages. 529-2478.

PARKERII
17. So. Emerson

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

.

E i D CARPENTRY
additions,
Remodeling,

up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This position offers in addition to superb training a real chance to

Move UP to a more responsible position where your rewords

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

AND 2 STRONG MEN

PHONE 392-5208

31

WINDOW

any 5 gallon purchase.

NM:WA 1 TON TRUCK

1

FREE ESTIMATES

$600 CAR &Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.

Window Washing

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

Scratches Removed. Repairs S.
for expert carpentry,: re -gluing
BEST"
R 84843
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small. 766.8034
General Hauling
Carpentry & Cement Work

SALES TRAINEE

YOUR

MORE

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Furniture Refinishing

tee of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.
After training you will move

PROGRAMMERS

KEEP

Fully insured.

Shell Decorating
358-9038

Floors

Carpentry-Remodefing

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
You

23-Emplment Agonies Male

70

'

CALL 2 97-2266

967-5340

Train to Program

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

move up. Call:

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
and
exterior
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

- Go to School Free!

STENO, TYPING,
DICTAPHONE
392-'2866
My Homo.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

'

Aluminum

guaranteed,
Work
Phone for free estimate anytime.

waiting.

259-1964

CHILD CARE - Day care for
Working mothers in A.H. Planned
activ., hot lunches. 259-0145. tic.

96

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

4394454

'

BLACKTOP SERVICE

.

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000

free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

or

REASONABLE

88

rates. 671-0009.

...

R. Pierce

Hts.

WILL DO IRONING IN MY HOME

RECOVERED

.

Blacktopping

cleaning woman.

Days, Mt. Prosp. Arl.
Des Plaines. 378-1683

.

253-8551

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

& IRON CO.

'

Ads

Des Plaines

'

to

358.7587
Experienced

299-0119

DINETTE CHAIRS _.

'

Interior & exterior painting:'

Fencing

651 Pearson

Upholstery

George Klein 392.0803
WALL PAPERING

Wanted To Rent

259-9440

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing

Electrical work; air-cond.; outBODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24
lets; yard lights: garages wired:
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.
- etc. 253-4792.
Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

ARMCO

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CIS -3991

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. His
830 W. NW. Hwy.

NEW WAY PAINTING

wishes

BAL-RPG 58004900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
1510 Miner, D.P.

To Rent Miscellaneous. .. .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77

Transmission Service

Decorating & Remodeling

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

We Don't

To Rent Houses

437-4093

FitEE ESTIMATES

Painting -Decorating

225-0W
. .
Electrical Contractor
horst.

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

Apartments

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

REVERS MASONRY

Coordinated wedding,
parties. Alterations. Near Rand -

Auto Repair & Equipment

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

537-1244 or 437-3160

order.

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

Tile

ALL TYPES -FREE ESTIMATES

and resort clothes designed to,

woman

CHO. 163 6212

OPEn EVENINGS TILL t P. H.

Will babysit in my home. Infants
welcome. $20 per week. Call:

Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property -78
To Rent Furnished

also SHARPENED. 358-0845
__

Ott ?MIMES, III. EOM

TEL. 2934 Ill.

in my home days, 297-8650.

Situations Wanted -Men.. 21

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

MASONRY

358-3534

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

German Shepherds only

,

care for one or more children

Real Estate -

"Small Engine Repair"

teed & reasonable. 259.9246

-.Ken otzrion eg)

DONE IN MY HOME,
827-6905

Reliable

mo.

$1500 mo.

:1510 MiSER ST.

2

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus, Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale. _91
Loons Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

$1166
$1250

Super

Tax Mgr.

85

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

& brick work. All work guaran

255.2570

Contact Dick West and

We

chimney

'Tax

Experienced
Lessons.
Guitar
teacher. 8 wk. course. Guar'd
to play. Folk & pop. 253-5420

14

Personals

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

.

Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Dog Grooming

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

Gen. Heavy

358-2699

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

- aimne sr Repaired, Rebuilt

Kenneth A, Pearson

Palatine area.

Nursery Schools -

fabric,
fabric,
17.50 per section plus fabric

515.50 per chair plus
524.50 per Sofa plus

Masonry

Decorator

ART

-

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

time, HARROLD'_S 299-7830.

CREATIVE

SLIP COVERS

$660 mo,
$800 mo.

Lt.

Financial Analysis $800 mo.
Auditors
$900 mo.

-22-Situations Wanted -Women

47
Furniture.
Industrial Property
83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Gen.

Piano lessons

Home Furnishings -

Slip Covers

Mailing Service

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types 0E1
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any

27
26

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. His.
CL 5-5692

---

Clean Up Service

Hemming & .

-

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & RePalred

Help Wanted
Men or Women .. .
Help Wanted Women

Radio and TN, Repair
(Color or black & white)

All types -all season or vocation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

255-1096

KEY TILE CO.

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

24

Ray's

LAWN CARE

ACCOUNTANTS!
Tres.

EXPERIENCED BABY SITTING

i irectors
D
Help Wanted Men

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

i

'

t

.

Ceramic Tile

..

SAVE YOUR EYESI

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT
TV Check-up time. Antennas
7 yards for $21. Half loads a-' it's
Repaired. Home Se ice Calls.

firm. Call Ron Halda at
394-10130, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

15-Mstroction

"Rs"
of

25
57
93

No Fee
Systems background and exposure to 360 clinches it. Head
.up new department. Excellent

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

'The

17
9
8
3
10
12

$12,000 to $15,000

14 -Perseids

Florists.FFnnnerasi

, Radio -TV Repair

I

-

KANZLER BROTHERS..

Central Air Conditioning

Spring Rote:
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532

CL 9-3517

Landscaping

37
38
66

Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23

1

.

.

.

'SYSTEMS ANALYST

FOUND: black & white cat, vic.
600 block Owen St., Mt. Prospect. Calla 5.9588

392-1570

-

23-Emidoyment Agencies -Idle

Peekapoo dog.
name "Peppy" July 2Z, Bensenville. Sad family. PO 6-1773

Blk/br.

Lott Maltese Dog, all white,
name "Puppy", male, REWARD,
299-3742

coln & Kenilworth. $10 for information leading to recovery.

101

e

*.

13 -Lost and found

-'TAKEN: Green Varsity 10 speed
& gold Stingray. Vicinity Lin-

Auto Parts and Access...107

I3 -Lest and Found
LOST:

,Ifurst, REWARD, 4374215.

Auto Trailers & Campers..103
112
Automobiles For Sale

Ms ocrarti nset oSruc

,,,/''''--

Hts

Lost Pekingese, brown & white,,
female, vlc. of Oakton & Elm-

Aviation20

ill7
"ti

I

_Apts: and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
Auction Safes
109

-N-:----

41'4,,

35

Air Crclitionintr-

Let us help make your DAY

...=....-=

in Art.

287-0550.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputstble--business people in your community ... CAL11).- NE-NOW!

-

Page 9

Tuesday, August 5, 1969
I -I -Cemeteries & Lots

Tuesday, August 5, 1969

Page 10

24 -Help Wanted

24 -Help Wanted Men

I 24--HelfirWarded Men

24 .-Help Wanted Men

2441elpWaideetien

4 MEN NEEDED to work in sales
2441elp Wanted Men

23-EnploinientAiencies-Male

TREE TOPPER

Time and
886

10 TECHNICIANS

40

over

Milwaukee,

S.

hours.

Wheeling

Apply in Person

Maintenance Man

$650 No Fee

.

'/

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

For new apartment complex in

FREUND BROS.

Excellent
suburb.
Northwest
salary plus apartment. 537-7419

350 S. N.W. Hwy. Barrington

Salary

$1000

to

per

month. Call Mr. Fredericks at
827-7448

CORRESPONDENT

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE
to learn to supervise own of $575 + car. This
fice. $500
is the spot if you hove been
-

held back.

STANLEY K 1GH
P

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

APPLY IN PERSO
EPT.
PERSONNE

HOLY FAMILY

CALL BOB VAN --

296-1071

Business Men's

Clearing House
O'Hare

Due

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

MAINTENANCE
START AT

$4.00 fir+ 0.T.
you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant imrnedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

PARKER

Young,men for general factory
work. Best benefits available
with excellent pay.

DESPERATELY NEED
FURNACE

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.
439-5510

-

CONTACT CLYDE DIAMOND

TGER
rainee
expanding

AIR CONDITIONING

the

at

and are currently seeking a
man who we can completely
train to be one of our office

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Shopping Center

25 S. Milwaukee - Wheeling

training

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
'An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

will be in one of Chicago offices. After about a year, ar
less, when the man is trained

adminiadvertising, office
stration, etc. Third year im

MAINTENANCE MACHINISTS

man of action, two years of

STARTING RATE $4.37

Plus' 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

Ted Lewrence
Engineering Agency
296-1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave.

Jobs

--

they are available with-

We offer an excellent starting salary and fringe benefits package including: a stock purchase plan, bonus arrangement, life
and health insurance, paid holidays and paid vacations.

men."

give you the background to

improved procedures. Executive level spot ;with benefits

Purchasing
Trainee
$7,500 Free

24-114 Wanted Men

COMPUTER OPR.
installation.

2nd

of 6 months 360 experience.
CALL ROY SEDREL for Appt.
359.4200

first hand from the man you

growth here.

will assist. Excellent career opportunity in a lucrative field.
Call us now.

INDUSTRIAL SALES
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
Division

Accounting
Supervisor
$12,500 Free

has openings in Cook and Mr
Henry County. Top Earnings,
Advancer ,unt to management,
Protected Territory. For
pointment call Mr. Casper

ap

Head up newly created department in the cost area.
Take over and get things done.

(3121 588-6781

Your know-how and initiative
will take you to the top here.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

All promotions from within.

FULL OR PART TIME

Quality Control
Manager
$14,000 Free

Experience preferred
Apply

SUBURBAN
STANDARD
Wolf & Euclid
Mt. Prospect

WAREHOUSEMAN

your imagination and
vision you can get off the routine and into creative Mechanical Research. Plenty of room to

With

move up and up.

Ass't to Chief I.E.
$14,000
Company plans for opening
additional facilities are following along. The Chief needs

a back-up man to help with
cost reduction and time study
programs. This ground floor
opportunity gives you a chance

Set up quality control procedures, oversee methods and
standards and supervise per-

to grow with a fast growing

sonnel. Your complete author.
ity over production quality
procedures gives you the opportunity to prove you're
"management material".

Programmer Trn...
Computer oper...
Methods Analyst ...
Programming Jr...

company.

Systems Analyst....

$9,000
$8,400
$12,000
$10,800
$17,000

WIDE

;

ore'

299.2206

A. H. ROBINS C0.1

298-5021

.

69 RAWLS RD.

PERSONNEL, INC,

DES PLAINES
A.

Mannheim &
Higgins

Des Plaines
(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

OUR COMPANY HAS EXCELLENT

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

1600 S. Hicks Road

,e

C.

MICRODYNE, INC.
255-4500

Il

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

OPENINGS

flo

FOR

YOUNG MEN

A'
LEARNING
IN
SKILLED MECHANICAL TRADE. OUR
4 YEAR PROGRAM IS GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED AND APPROVED.
SCHOOL
HIGSH
HAVE
MUST
ON OR IT E
UC
INTERESTED

EDATIQUIVALENT.,

11"

STARTING SALARY $3.33 PER HOUR WITH
PROGRESSIVE INCREASES. MANY LIBERAL
COMPANY PAID BENEFITS.

Standard Screw Company

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

O.D. & I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CHICAGO DIVISION

Employment office hours

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

MACHINISTS

CALL MR. McGRATH
,358-5800 ,

BORING MILL OPERATORS
a rapidly growing company in doing your own
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operptions. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

437-5400

nocute

Deerfield

ENGINEERING COMPANY

MEN'S DAY SHIFT JOBS

PRODUCTION
MEN
CLEAN UP
MEN

I
SCHOLLE

$2.79
PER HOUR

CONTAINER CORP.

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"
TOP WAGES
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

Northlake

200 West North Avenue

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

Standard Screw Company
CHICAGO DIVISION

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat.

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

MALE
FACTORY

4 Raises First Year

CV/

Variety of Duties
We Will Train
Advancement Potential
All Fringe Benfits
Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. fo 4 P.M.
For interview Call MR. A. COOPER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

945-2525

PLASTICS --(INJECTION MOLDING)

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC
AIR CONDITIONED
PERMANENT WORK

Many company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

lik

ie
,.. IN

...14.

945-2525- Ext. 258

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

Set -Up Men
Troubleshooters
Maintenance Men

Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeterid, free parking in
private company lots plus other fine benefits.

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

348-1828

AMERLINE
Division of CERTRON

Chicago, Illinois 60614

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
Deerfield

DEERFIELD

500 WAUKEGAN RD.

SPORTS WRITER

Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for
experienced men on injection molding machines.

1800 W. Fullerton' Ave.

500 Waukegan Rd.

/

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

* METAL POLISHER

factory.

C-

Miss Gaffke

OF SARA LEE

* PRODUCTION FOREMAN

Openings exist for journeymen with plant maintenance experience, preferably in metal working

S.1,

Please Call

KITCHENS

An Nvol Opponundy Employer M A r

TOP UNION RATES

EDP

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

New warehouse in Des Plaines.
needs a man to work full time.
Excellent wages and benefits.
PLEASE CALL MR. BURGETT

Draftsman for R & D
$11,000 Free

O'HARE FIELD
An equal opportunity employer

* WELDER

ELECTRICIANS

the department. Their training
will dovetail your background
to the position. As a beginner,
you will learn procedures

AVIATION

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

AMERLINE

to match.

$10,000 Free

OR APPLY

build our

* TOOL ROOM CLERK

financial operations and aid
management with setting up

Maintenance
Foreman

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686-7020

Solderers

BUTLER.

spectrum of

Oversee the entire maintenance staff. You'll learn to set
measurer
up
preventative
against breakdowns and see
that all repairs are completed
quickly. Great opportunity for

You'll be slated to take over

shift. Palatine area. Minimum

Products

will

take over a branch in Chicago
with complete authority.

!Day Publications, Inc.

-

348-1828

1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60614

It

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

500 Waukegan

Liaison
$14,000 Free

picture".

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

You'll be supervising a variety of hand and bench operations
including drilling, boring, milling, sanding, polishing, grinding,

Manager

"corporate

TIME

A&P LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
945-2525
Mr. A. Cooper

Division of CERTRON

ally designed as jobs for

___------FULL

FOR WEEKENDS

Financial
full

OR...------

$2.79 PER HOUR

For an interview please write or call our Personnel Deportment

Coordinate

--_..---'

MOONLIGHTERS

at:

The home office training is
just long enough to get you
acquainted with the over-all

PART TIME

Duane L. Blietz, Comptroller
City Hall
Des Plaines, Illinois 60016

ATTENTION

Business

$10,000 Free

discrimination as
out
to sex unless Specific-

- MECHANICS

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

255-4500

An Equal Opportunity Employer

listed here are those historically filled by men;

AIRCRAFT

experience desired, but not mandatory. Salary to

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

1600 S. Hicks Road

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

MALE

vising new engineering department. Municipal

MICRODYNE, INC.

SUNBEAM.
CORPORATION

HELP WANTED

An Equal Opportunity Employer

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

shearing and punching.

types of Hyrdraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

Chicago, II..

B. S. C. E. degree required. Applicant should be
capable of setting up and subsequently super-

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

come grow with us.

Must be experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various

college or equivalent buisness
For
necessary.
experience
confidential interview call:

.

aggressive and fastest growing companies. Our products are
interesting and you can learn while you earn and prepare for
advancement as we continue to grow. Our salary program
and benefits are tops. Come in or Call Mr. Bowser for more
details at:

growing. This position will afford you with the opportunity to

Rolling Meadowi

1700 Hicks Rd.

(.51CORPORATION
5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
11

CITY ENGINEER

Leading plastics electronics manufacturer has an opening for an
Assembly Foreman that promises both professional and personal
growth. We've grown a lot in the past few years and we're still

METHODE MFG. CORP.

The man we seek is mature in
thinking, over 23, has good ap.
pearance, inquisitive mind,

Industrial

the ground floor of one of the Northwest Suburbs most

ASSEMBLY
FOREMAN

tion potential is included.

360/30

Quality Control

Foreman

392-3500

come will exceed $35,000, A
complete fringe package including 2 weeks paid vacation,
profit sharing, and stock op-

For

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

He will then assume the responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,

"Help Wanted

III. #60302.

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

and his income is in the
range, he
$ /2,000-$15,000
will have the opportunity to
relocate if he wishes.

I

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,

CONTACT MR. LIPKER

CO.

rate of 18 to 22 offices a year

Initial

Morning, Afternoon & Evening
hours available. No experience necessary, will train.
Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must
be 17 years of age.

WHEELING HEATING

We are an international cor-

Earn Extra Money
PART TIME

541-1220

is

commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

If you have some electronic training and some experience
with simple test equipment, this is your chance to get in on

conditioning, out of Wheeling.

SUNBEAM

---700, Poinsve e, Ohio. 44077

5........

available to the qualified applicant. Salary

Elk Grove

65 Scott St.

To work on heating and air.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

managers.

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is

An equal opportunity employer

INSTALLERS

poration

Engineering Co.

GENERAL FACTORY

STARTING RATE $4.37

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

products and INSPECTORS to electrically test them. If you
have some experience in soldering, inspection, or testing we
can offer you an excellent position with salary to match your
experience and raises based upon your ability. Come in or
Call Mr. Bowser for more details at:

ENGINEERS

perience preferred.

shift opening.

Investment.

No

Microdyne, Inc. needs SOLDERERS to help us

Runway &

& SERVICE MEN

117 So. Et -nor -son

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
PROGRESSING

MACHINE SHOP

299-1141 For Appt.

543-7693
Full or port time work

Inspectors

Great Lakes

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 5. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

CONTACT MR. BALDWIN

ATTENTION

255-7200 after 4 PM

1625 W. Algonquin
439-7010

ss

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

experience

Blue Cross -Blue Shield available. Call
George Hamilton at.

ditions.

expansion we have

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

PLANT

previous

to

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:
I. Exc_L nt start plus 3 raises

business.

To help got started we, guarantee $ /50 weekly to man meet.
ing our remiTrements. Ago no
barrier:- Write: Manager, Box

SEND RESUME TO:

Full Time; ability to use camera helpful
but not necessary; paid vacation; group

Experienced or will teach. Full
time with plenty of overtime
Benefits. Excellent working con

GENERAL FACTORY

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.
296.1071

-----P6.10E REPORTER

Fabricator

DES PLAINES

age

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in
building or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second _

$15,000.

Metal

HOSPITAL
100 N. RIVER RD.

964-1306

___________------------

MR. BAKER

in

equipment
desirable but will train.

COOK
Experienced, for full time permanent position - days. Good
salary, fringe benefits and
working conditions.

Company that needs 7 trainees

Without

food service
for similar field

Experience

To establish own credit broker-

and ninny benefits.

---

3 ermemASTER

ESTIMATOR &
SALES

public contact. Early manage-

SALEMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

1 124 -Help Wanted Mtn

244lelP Wanted Men

---WANTED

field with large growing corn pony in men 8 boy's clothing -departments. Good opportunity
for advancement -Wain. Good
startingpay-Plus commissions

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW
CT

We seek two career minded
men, over 25, accustomed to'
ment.

EVENINGS
We are restoffing several of our account buildings in the Des
Plaines - Mf. Prospect - Wheeling areas. As a leader in the
contract cleaning field, we are continually seeking dependable, conscientious people. The work is steady and the wages -are excellent. Hours are 3 to 5 per evening, Monday through
Friday. A short training period will prepare you for a rewarding part time position.

381-5300

EXECUTIVE SALES

pect.

PART TIME

TRUCK MECHANIC
WANTED

-

.

Full time employment
with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs, Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
Experience in Photography helpful but not necessary.

Full Company benefits.
Apply in person

Mrs. Linda H.amilton
255-7200
Evenings

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect
An Equal Oppornerr; Employ.... M L F

S
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25-Employmnt Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

25-Entliyment Agencies -Women

STAFFING NEW OFC.

time:

New sales & distr. office opening Aug. 25 in Des Plaines. Be

No

weekends and no holi-

5550-5650 No Fee
Ken Larson 8. Assoc. 299-7191
Des Plaines

days

CALL 827-7880

get in on this new office from
the start.

TRACTOR MECHANIC
Opportunity for aggressive
individual to work under excellent working conditions.

TRY TELEPLONE SALES

$95 wk. No Fee. 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
Des
Miner
1510

Iii

BEGINNER

015 POINIS. Ill

0ev EvIteNLS 1101

but not necessary An equal

56.010

CRGO 763 5212

257-7191.

55 E Palatine Rd, Wheeling

SHIPPING DEPT.
SUPERVISOR
opporexperienced

Excellent

for

Light

etc.

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475
Personable young ladies wanted to handle anyone who calls

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

or comes into this famous airline for reservations or info.
You will get in on MAR-

437-4504

VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

SHORT ORDER

about making plane reservations, confirming, selling tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel questions. It's all public contact,

or no

Little

Good
needed.
experience
starting pay, paid vacation,
insurgroup
medical
major
Opportunity for adance
vancement

1000k -of thetirnel You'll just
it and the people you
meet and the people you work
with!' Fast raises plus bonuses
love

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Golden Bear
Pancake House
Restaurant

ger vacations when you're
part of this famed airline.
YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy

1051 Elmhurst Rd Des Plaines
439 0316

ning plant

handle

the Vice -Presi-

screening

staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.
his

Please contact Mr Schilling
at 299 1141 For Appt.

Free.

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

An equal opportunity employer

6028 Dempster

TOOL & DIE

$500 month

experienced

tool and die maker Work con-

Manager of
large company has an opening
Regional

repair and mainte-

of

966-0700

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

We are a leading manufacturer in the field of electromechanical products with an

nance on high speed progres-

handle all salesman's produc

Air-condifixture building
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.

Lion reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing

necessary, also a good phone

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255-9414

METHODE

WANT TO RENT

MFG. CORP.

Free.

Miss Paige

1700 Hicks Rd (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

SOMETHING MISTER?

392-3500

That'll be the question you ask
execs who come in or call
about company service. They

rent everything from cars to
desks. You'll learn to discuss
terms, type contracts. A cheerful personality is best here.
Free.

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4.8585

297 3535

6028

966.0700

Dempster

Gifts & Houseware
Shop Needs
Girl Friday
$525
interesting

diversified spot. The buyers 8,
salesmen's visits & calls will

keep you busy while you act
as right-hand to the manager.

9420 Foster at River 992.2111

SECRETARY

$723 MONTH

MEN
$3 84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

KROGER

You'll be secretary to the di.
rector of international division
of famous local firm. A char

with
Free.

Miss Paipe

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394.0E180

6028 Dempster

9620700

555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK
This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gal to
make appts., greet the public,

SALES

CORRESPONDENT
1-2

years

perience
volves

office
Position

order

interesting positon
nteresting position
many unique benefits,

longing,
lenging,

exin-

detailer,

help the doc plan his week. If
you are a capable person you
will really enjoy this stimulating job. Free! THIS JOB
298-2770
940 Lee St.

customer,

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

salesmen

&

La Salle Personnel
Des Plaines

representatives. Franklin

Park office of national
manufacturer CALL

MRS. MARGE
McDONALD

WOMAN WANTED

regular

for

Light Production WOrk

Des Plaines

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 65688

Meet Large Corp.
Executives
As Aid To Car
Leasing Director

$600
Busy exciting business working

for a top remya-cor firm deal,
ing primarily in fleet car
rentals to sales managers. An

interesting job offering variety

and public contact.

Ford Employment

MAIN LOBBY

keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
keep an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to administer medication to ani-

phone,

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

sorts,

RECEPTION

Commissions. Call or write
Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn, 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

Lions system developed by the

company and already

LEGAL SECRETARY

sold

Law offices located in downtown Arlington Heights. Good

to the people you call on. They

will completely train you.

starting salary and fringe benefits; excellent working condi-

In

addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific

tions.

774-0609

bonus system. Free.
Miss Paige

Good opportunities

Secretary
for

Office Clerk

Television Station
$130 WEEK

Light

appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys & gals into
Doctor when he's ready. It's a

busy job but fun too.
for

understanding,

It calls
someone

who likes kids. Training takes
common sense. Doctor says
he'll teach you the ropes! $520
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Dos Pl.

of $542 mo., call:
Miss Paige

9 S. Dunton

SP 4.8,85
297-3535

6028 Dempster

(...)

394-0880
966-0700

For fine Apartment Complex in
Arlington Heights. Experience
required. Beautiful apartment,
good salary.

desired

Experience

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

McDonald'8:_

VE 5-0034
FOR APPOINTMENT

ARGUS, INC.
2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village
437-4504

OFFICE CLERICAL
PART_TIME

Des Plaines

Young woman 25 - 40 for credit

8:30

to

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you
for this interesting and
challenging position.
Newspaper office located in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

urday. PHONE:

necessary. Good salary. Steady
Employee

discounts.

Profit sharing plan. Apply in

Deerfield

500 Waukegan Rd.

WAITRESSES
FULL TIME

experience

No

deportment.

postion.

Morning only

DAYS or NIGHTS

MISS MARY
KLIPPERT

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

During 4 Week Training Period

GENERAL OFFICE

guaranteed merit

Varied interesting duties in an
attractive office. O'Hare area.

increase after 3 months.'
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

392-2200

advancement. CALL:

Mr. Hoover

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Keypunch Operator
550

FEMALE

"Help Wanted - Jobs

Local company needs 5 girls
with a minimum of 3 months
experience to fill new openings in expanding ot.eration.
Noreen Block 298-5021 Wide

listed here are those historically filled by women;

they are available without discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

women."

EARLY BIRDS

Day Publications, Inc.

Now is the time to apply for
work in September. We will

2641elp Wanted Women
PART TIME CLERK
in

Personnel

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employe benefits, including paid vaca-

Assistant

tions, free insurance programs.
Apply in Person

100% Public
Contact

ities.

'No

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

experience

neces-

sary. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

Scope

designated as jobs for

for the position of WAITRESS.

EMPLOYEES

774-3047

HELP WANTED

We are now interviewing neat, attactive ladies

WM. A. LEWIS
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Good salary. Opportunity for

117 So. Emerson

Exciting position if you are interested in people. You'll learn
all areas of personnel while
working with the most respected organization in the
Midwest. You'll be trained
right on the job.
salary and benefits.

Excellent

MIr

MOTHERS HOUSFWIVES

....,

.

Coll or see Jean Yale

WHEELING
BANK

_1ST & SAVING

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

11

k
CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID-TUTORHOSTESSBOOKKEEPER, ETC.

lynn

train you to be a Plastic Press
Operator. Light, clean work.
shifts. Good hourly rate.
3

Also a few immediate open.

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

davis

ings available.
APPLY

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

DANA
in

12:30 to 6 PM.

must. hove exp. in infant care.
Mt. Praia. area. Ref. necessary.
Salary open, own transp.
392-8878

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255-5350

OFFICE
ADVERTISING DEPT.
of
department
marketing com-

Advertising

brook area A.H. 259;5781

pany requires girl for typing
at 60 wpm, light dictation

Baby sitter in my home 8 to
4:30 Mon. thru Fri. Own trans.

Niles

sales

duties.
miscellaneous
Excellent salary and benefit

and

program.

MATURE DENTAL
ASSISTANT -RECEPTIONIST

CALL CARL KRAMER

for General PractiWanted
tioner's office in Palatine. Experi-

J. & H. INT'L CORP.

647.8100 of

J.

537-0020

MOLDED PRODUCTS

WANTED, baby sitter for 2 preschoolers for school year. Has -

ence preferred. Dr. William

-

298-2770

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

® Will train
® Various hours
(including 9:15 PM shift)
Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

person or call after 12 Noon.

at $130 a week with a

Becker. 359-4676

$2.67 PER HOUR

and meet us.

helpful. No evenings or Sat-

Miss McFeely

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

410

® 4 Rasies 1st year

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

940 Lee St.

di

ft,
- vi

WOMEN'
PRODUCTION
LINE

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

La Salle Personnel

,em.431,_

Route 12 & 83

WORKERS

Only La Salle can offer realty
big money potential based on

.

Lank fee nu ow.. Apars*- wt.,. ewer snot, 1,,......n

(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

CALL COLLECT

GENERAL OFFICE
Sales,

255-1611

preferred. CL 3-8656

In Arlington 1 -eights

Retail

-

General Telephone. Experience

his busy office. You'll earn to

FORMICA CORP.

detail

Order Desk, Service Clerk, or

COMPLETE TRAINING
100% PUBLIC CONTACT

everyone

for immediate

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come in

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

CALL 259.3220
WANTED housekeeper 5 day wk.,

keep

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME
McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

BILLER -TYPIST

benefits.

47 years serving industry. Join

EXCELLENT SALARY

966-0700

6028 Dempster

Mt. Prospect.

pointments,

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

our respected personnel firm

LPN

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 5. Dunton

pearing girl he can train as

feeling .comforiablo, till the
doctor Is free. Only skill req'd
is lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with a starting salary

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL
MOM?

and earn while you learn.

NURSE for doctor's office

greet all who enter, set ap-

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

neth Kruss for information.

1

motels, travel buLeaus

Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of patients in

METHODE MFG. CORP

not

how to operate the 10501,0

wanted for evening work
travel agency. 392-6770

DOCTOR'S

though

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days
Good starting rates
Modern air conditioned plant
Safe clean work
Background music
Incentive &bonus AS

Ford Employment

Needed

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
297.2041

$t1xcliSngWopEpEoKrtu-nFityREfoE,

an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

Our busy Mt. Prospect area office must odd the woman who
enjoys phone and public con-

MANAGER

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show re-

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

Mueller Industries

$498 MONTH

If you're good, you can

Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

Noreen Black 298-5021. Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN
Work now 'til Christmas. High

$550
their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices or managers. Lovely
new offices located in the
O'Hare omen. Good company
benefits including profit shar-

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

An equal opportunity employer

Des Plaines

RECEPTIONIST
This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle

WOMEN
OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m., to 1 a.m.

but will train qualified applicant. Phone or see Mr. Ken-

TRAVEL

296.4446 - A,., C.d. 312

10016

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

employment. Many company

1720 Algonquin

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

RESIDENT

SP 4.8585
297-3535

5.. PIal, 111.

333 E..t Teuh, A...

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5,2400
2446 Dempster
O'HARE

359-4200

manufacturing and sales company

'IP

with unusually high earnings.

EXPERIENCED FOR:

needs an intelligent, neat ap

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young
baby Doctor's office. Keep

An Equal Opportunity Employe

In
his

-- 4

HARPER COLLEGE
Palatine, III.

a hard worker, and want to
start a new exciting career

& Higgins, Des Plaines.

fellows a hand. Fun jobl
winter work for boss in

299-4446

as he travels a great bit. Call

253-9325

RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCTOR

678-8533

Fiat Products Dem.
9301 W Belmont.
Franklin Park

discuss menus, etc. Type

pro -shop gets busy, give the

TRAINEE

WON'T LAST...

handle telephones &
liaison between plant &

per hour within 6 months. New
local store.
Reichardt Cleaners

confirming letters. When

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

tion). Full fringe benefits, 371/2
hr. week. Call Mrs. Goodling.

essential if you are ambitious,

Young executive in major local
firm will train personable
girl. You will great his visitors,
answer his phone, arrange his
busy schedule. Soon you will
be handling much on your own,

you'll be earning $2.50.53.00

outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dates, learn

La Salle Personnel

switchboard. AMY
console
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest

EXECUTIVE

WAREHOUSE

Women over 25. 52.25 guaranteed plus incentive so that

preferably with some fOreign export experience. If you do not
have any post experience and are interested, we will train.
Excellent company benefits, plus paid sick leave. New modern air conditioned office.

PAYROLL

perience helpful

to 600

439-3050 for app't.
Light Industrial 9-3pm

GENERAL OFFICE

tact. Any office or soles ex-

Secretary

Village area. Call Miss Robe.

GOLF COURSE

Type accurately at own speed
this area.
- no shorthand. In
$100 per week plus year-end

940 Lee St.

cated in Elk Grove Village. For further inforMR.
call
mation:

day week, Order Department
and general office. Elk Grove

loaded with itl Free to you.

Work with friendly people.
Pleasant personality keyed
to this job. Varied duties.

lo-

RICHARD 437-3700.

GIRL FRIDAY $540

.IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

tioned, 3 girl office

Permanent, 4 hours per day, 5

public contact a must! Job's

EASY JOB

to

PART TIME

This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.
You'll keep busy setting up

Liking

hours

handle newly created
position in our air condi-

SECRETARY

Des Plaines
940 lee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

business.

flexible

5

experienced gal

439-3405

La Salle Personnel

to

to

437-4244

This diversified and interesting position requires a sharp girl,

Des Plaines

This position requires an

Wanted for September in
Mt. Prospect area.

TODAY,.. 298-2770

with imported E.
merchandise has

Busy store

PART TIME

daily. 5 days per week.

NURSERY SCHOOL
TEACHER HELPER
& SUBSTITUTES

job. $100. Free! MUST CALL

Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

Bank of

PROCESSING
3

Elk Grove Township

1505 Ellinwood, Des Plaines

Norene Black 298.5021 Wide

First National

ORDER

359-5566
Mr. R. F. Brown

der, A pleasant phone voice
will help you land this great

NATIONWIDE ART CENTER

ARLINGTON MARKET

INTRA-CONTINENTAL ADVER.

2407 Hamilton Street

Apply

details for east second. Excellent salary and benefits.

TELLER

Spiegel Order Store

Excellent commissions'
party.
advancement opportunity.

You can type at your own
speed in this suburban office.

PART TIME ONLY
INTERESTING WORK

cost, etc, Will perform varied

Mrs. M. Hart

knowledge of advertising help
will train responsible
f ul or

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

general area of accounting
such as receivables, payables,

255-7500

Major Chicago Channel
Calling on top executives in
the real estate field. Some

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

WANTED .

advancement. CALL:

MARRIED -SINGLE -FULL -PT. TIME
TELEVISION TIME SALES

No one to look over your shoul-

ing. Light typing, will train on

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

TRAVELING YOUR HOBBY?
not work at it? Travel
agency needs secretary with
dictophone and bookkeeping
experience. 392-6770

tive! Fantastic job! Salaryl
Free to you. IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Oes Pl. 297-3535

394-0880

9 S. Dunton ,

will train beginners with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and
diversified work,. Company
benefits and opportunity for

IS

ness..then take trips on your
own as company representa-

In Arlington Heights

Sales

for a sharp girl to help him

sive dies along with jig and

Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? If so,
this one is for you. Lovely suburban firm will train you as
the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

line of credit work, however,

Why

your boss.

is

Experience preferred in some

Mrs.

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

company reps or customers all
the time. You'll learn the busi-

298-2770

In Arlington Heights

Des Plaines, Ill.

part time. For epp't call

ALL EXPENSES PAIDI

bonus. Free to you.

Miss Paige

1938 S Wolf Road

sists

his visitors

and phone calls, making airline reservations when he or

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates
available

$110 WEEK

$625 MONTH
dent in charge of sales. You'll

advancement and security.

RECEPTION

O'HARE

without

consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or

SP 4.8585
297-3535

SALESLADY

With some experience in the

perience a plus but will train.
NeW facilities available 2nd
week in August (same loca-

CREDIT CLERKS
Full Time

26 -Help Wanted Women

46-11elp Wanted Women

Accounting Clerk

Some payroll experience desi,
ed. Data processing ex-

tion. 437-3283.

He's constantly on go - you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - some previous exp as secy. Ability to
get along with all types is important - you'll be meeting

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster

You'll
shorthand, to

Ability readily rewarded with

for on

FRONT DESK

& Higgins, Des Plaines.

-

Almost every week you'll find
yourself in a different place.

MOUNT PROSPECT

secretary,

,(baby -,from Noon 'til 4 o'clock
'be school days. Preferably
Could furnish own transporta

TEXAS, SEATTLE

President

only lite typing. Local firm, Call
Noreen Black 298.5021. Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim

Capable women to care for

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Vice

with receptionist, do easy to
learn calculator machine and

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

SECRETARY
be

2 to 3 evenings per wk. will earn

You'll share reception duties

for them. Type. Free

NEL,

Ford Employment

NO STENO

Due to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new, modern and award win-

opening

297-3535

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

General Office
433

Call 333.5914

is, when artists want
special something you'll find it

16 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

girls.
good salary. AMY PERSON-

long weekends and lon-

like

Dental Assistant or Reception.
ist. 4i/2 days per week. NO
EVENINGS. Salary open. Call
253.8598.
Consider your fall expenses now.

$50 to $100. Can you afford to
pass this up? Car necessary.

When artists finish a painting
or drawing they'll give it to
you to be stored away. You'll
keep records on where every-

TRAVELING SECY

Level
Upper
392-2700
63 E. Adams, Chi. 939-4866

ARGUS, INC.

Babysitter, 5 days, 8-5. My home
or yours. 1 child. Wolf & Central.
824-3060 after 6

ARTIST'S

office,

modern

Lovely

Suite 23A

ment

COOKS

You'll work with 2 other

Randhurst,

young man Many company benefits Phone for
details and appoint-

5 days a week

To work for president.

meeting people, some correspondences, typing statements

holmes & assoc.

For immediate employment
tunity

train someone to work in his
office. Lots of phone work,

shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.
Age and salary open.

537-6110

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND LAUNDRY ONE DAY A WEEK
359,0160

people. $100 Free to you.

thing

would like to

dentist

Busy

Exec. Secretary

HARVESTER .
SALES & SERVICE

RECEPTIONIST

P. a

tl

opportunity employer

INTERNATIONAL

Make appts. Send reminders
'to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with

26-HelitWanted Women

GIRL FRIDAY $100

Carer, -Ciur tilts
1510 61515 11

hood. You'll learn to work at
front desk. Be the receptionist.

CAN YOU TALK?

Xen .errion

Good pay Many big company
benefits Experience preferred

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Small office. Popular in nabor

1510 Miner

the Distr. Mgr's RIGHTHAND
GIRL. Should have S -H or dictaphone, type well. Come in &

DENTAL OFFICE

DR. ASSISTANT

$425 to $475 Free

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part
evening lanitors

25 -Employment Agencies -Women
.

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

5940 Touhy at Lehigh

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

259-7010
401 E. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
also
Chicago
36 S. State St.
-

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME!
WOMEN

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No Fees - Top rates

* No Experience Necessary

Immediate Openings
* Day and Evenings Shifts
* full or Part Time
* Fully Modern Air Conditioned Facilities.

Apply or Call 498-1500
MAILER, INC.
"

-1000-Sunset Ridge Road

Northbrook

498-1500

41!:
White Collar Girls

OF AMFAICA. INCOI1P0 AAAAA
RANDHURST CENTER' MT. PROSPECT

392-523n

.,,

Tuesday, August 5, 1969

Page 12

Male or Female
CL 3-1286

NEEDS YOU

GROUND FLOOR NOW!

For Fast Results
READ -and USE

tions you qualify. Good pay,

MALE: * DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK

Call Mrs. L. Beck, for appoint.
ment - 259-7300.

Apply or Call

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Gar. Sale -Gas range & misc. 10
nil

AMERICAN

thorne In., Hoffman Estates

MALE & FEMALE

HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.
2020 Ridge Ave

Gar. Sale -Aug. 8/9, furn, dryer,
baby items, clothes, miscell,
297 Berkley Pl., Hoffman Est.,

SCHOOL BUS
Evanston, Ill.

529-2117

DRIVERS

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

864-6050
An Equal Opportunity Employer

2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desirable.

6:30 - 8:30

a.m.

P.M. ROUTES 2:30 - 5

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

p.m.

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439 0923

Des Plaines

of America, W. Higgins

START NOW
Men & Women
(2nd SHIFT 3-11 FULL TIME)

*
*

Typist
Keyline Artists

* Many Company Benefits

de -humid.,

7-

sale by Senior Scouts, Thur. & Fri.,
Aug. 7 & 8, 9:30 to 5:30. 1586 Algonquin Rd., Des Pl.
324Aiscelfawous Merchandise

long, used
SAILBOAT:
once. $650 or BEST OFFER.
CALL: 392-8969

Roper gas range $200. Aft. 4
p.m. 297-6570

Metropolitan Printing Co.

Triple bunk beds complete. Can
be used as 3 single beds.

or

255-7058

Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00

hand

brakes,
good cond., 31/2 hp., shocks,
$125 or offer. Coll 297-7885.
Fox

439-7603

mini

bike,

For information about the FINEST

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

water softeners & water conditioning equipment contact.
JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200
55 -Musical Instrumunts

55 -Musical Instruments

SUPPLY CORPORATION

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

Has immediate openings for:

* CREDIT CORRESPONDENT
* KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
* ACCOUNTING CLERKS

359-2251
STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

864-6050

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

864-6050

16' Wagemaker, 35 HP Johnson,
electric starter, trailer, $650.
437-1141

17' Larson Volero, 100 h.p. Johnson, trailer w/brake, mooring
cover, curtains & top, skiffs, 18'

gal. bow tank & auxiliary tank,
tape deck, life jackets, & other
extras, $2550. 259-5992
42 -Wanted to Buy

Want to buy: Small spot welder
for 16 gauge steel,
259 5438
Girl's bicycle built
for 2. Must be in excel. cond.
358.5797

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK
TAPE SELECTION
Evanston, Ill.
21 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

21-Heip Wanted -Men * Women I

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.
POSITIONS OPEN

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

AKC,

puppies

5

males, 2 females, blk., tans &
reds. 6 weeks. 359-1308

Pheasant hunters with dogless
children. llewellin Setter/Brittany
puppies for sale. $35. 537-7172

5 mos. old German Shepherd,
good with
392-7641.
POODLES

-

children

AKC, Tiny Toys &

Minotures, Toy stud service,
choice of colors, 358-9233.

Beagle puppies, 5 males AKC,
8 weeks, tri-color, $35.

Call 437.8866
home. FREE.
after 4:30.
Siamese kittens, 7 weeks, adorable and reasonable,
3925049

Miniature Schnauzer male pups,
AKC, ears, shots, & clipped
253.8840
Lovely AKC min, poodles, 2 blk.

2 silver M & F, home raised, 7

shots, raised with children, $100.
Call 359-6142

2 puppies looking for home, Part
cocker -terrier, 6 weeks. $10.
255-7058

GENTLE PLEASURE HORSE for
novice rider - $125.
259-5685

Black & Fawn marked Dobermon
Pinscher,

10

mos.,

5:30

Irish setter puppies AKC, champ.
sired. Free vacation board.
253.6162

& female. Silver or salt & pepper,
Top quality. CL 3-2984

414inee Funishings-Fumiture
round

table

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
out. Call Cornet Con

structlon Co 437.6606
6 LIGHT
MEDITERRANEAN CHANDJkIER

Gibson Melody Maker, single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp
w/12" speaker. 12 string folk
guitar vv/single elect, pick-up.

Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

NORTHWEST Suburban

furnished 3 bedrm, Des Pl, twnhse, utilities included, $90, call
manager, CL 5-6175
13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

weekends only. Requires mini-

some handy work, 296.6574:

Wanted I bedrm. furnished apt.,
single working man, will do

mum $10,000 cash. For information call -

DICK

1

WICKSTRO

auto trans., body good cond.,
$150 or best offer. 255.7818

'CH EVIROLET

gd. cond. $600. 894-3751

57 Chev., 4 dr, hdtp., p/s, p/b,
auto/trans, body & engine good,
trans. needs work, $100,

555 IRVING PARK RD.

'ROSELLE, ILL

'63 Chevy convert. 283, V 8, P/S,
P/B, like new tires. White

529-7070

top -aqua body. Can be seen at
Industrial Standard, Dundee &

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Kennicott, Arl, Hts.
392-8053

Vacant

Commercial

Des Pl. 3 bdrm. townhse, 11/2
baths, panelled rumpus rm.,
separ. utility rm., att. gar., stove

98 -Mobile Homes

& refrig. $200. Oct. occupancy,

1967 Hartford, 12'
new,

x

60', like

must

Reasonable,
359:6186.

bedrm. APT,
I, $170. All
appliances. 439-9585

Mt. Prospect, 2
Sub -lease Sept

sell.

Tent Trailers . Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

1 -BEDROOM, $185 & UP
2 -BEDROOMS, $250 & UP

New trailer hitch fits VW Sedan
& Karmann Ghia. Coll 537-6110

(2 baths)

Contact agent in Model Apt.

ask for Harry Wennerstrorn,

11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

2 DEEP DISH, 14" CHROME
REVERSE WHEELS $35,

MT. PROSPECT

296.4535

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

1114Motorcydes and Scooters

SWIMMING POOL '
rentals

Sensible

includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

Honda ;67, "305" Super Hawk,
excel, cond., low mileage, $475.
392.8498

1444 S. Busse

439-4100

'68 Honda Scrambler 350. Low
mileage, 5550. Seen by appoint-

MT. PROSPECT

ment. GE 8-7690

Westgate Apts.

bedroom
182
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room,
Ultra -deluxe

90cc HONDA,
EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 4 PM, CL 5.6512

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
50, 830 miles, 5135, call

SWIMMING POOL
'Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

'66 Honda 305 Scrambler,
Excellent condition; must see
to appreciate. 894-8094

'65 Honda, "305" Super Hawk,
low miles, clean cond., $370.
965-8292 after 6 pm.

Arlington Heights

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

Honda "305" Dream, good condition. CALL 359-1098 after

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

5 p.m.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

"650". High bars,

custom tanks & moreTow miles,
gd. cond., $850 or OFFER.
'

1124intomobles For Sole

cylinder, stick,
fair condition. $150 call 392.8726
after 6 p.m.

bath 5190.5215
2 baths 5245.5275
2
baths
5320-5335
3 bdrms.
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
1 bdrm,
2 bdrms.

-

1

-

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week,

4 spd. Must sell, $995.
255-0828

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor
or Mfr, Rep.

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

yr. old trilevel;Att'd gar. w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.
Mtg. avail. 392-9365
Des Pl. Waycinden Pk. 3 bedrm.

bidevel, 2 baths, panelled fare.
fully carptd, 15x15 scr.
porch, 11/2 car gar., cen. air, lrg,
lot, many extras. Mid 30's. Owner. 439-2327.

- Des Plaines by Owner: 6 rm.
brk. ranch Alan. gar., 11/2 baths;

I7x32 rec rm. w/wet bar, 10x
17 pone/led office -work shop,

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

359-6050

1

per College or will share larger
apt. furnished or unfurnished.
437.7000, Ext. 24, wkdays.

business man needs 4
bdrm. home in Arlington High
School Dist. Will pay $300 Local

mo. for suitable
Please call Mr. Dinou.
394.3950

$350

close to schls. $37,500.
827-3287

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
3 bedroom brick bi-level on
lot 100' x 200'. Master bed.
room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened
porch with builtin Bar-be-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
a
beautifully
yard. Immediate possession.
$35,900.

DON HAGER, REALTORS
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

house.

359-6050
LAKE ZURICH

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Palatine

by ownei.

3

bdrm.,

ranch, basmt., 21/2 car garage,

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be

6 flat lot on Route # 12. Fully
improved. Zoned.
$10,500

purchased on contract. $29,700.

Split-level by owner. 5 bdrms.,
sewing rm., 3 full baths, 2 car

16 -To Rent Houses

To Be Built
3 bedrooms, 1V2 ceramic tiled

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrrn,

baths, 2 car attached garage

ranch, excel. Lions Pk. location,
close to commuter, schls., pool

on fully improved 66' lots.

& golf course. $49,500.
255.7819
ARL. HTS. - SCARSDALE
Tackett Colonial, 3 Ig. bdrms.,

21/3 baths, 21/2 garage, rec rm.,
frplaces, screened porch
2
549,500.255-3984

Pros. Hts. 2 story brk., 4 bdrrn.,
baths, foyer, LR, formal

21/2

DR, Ige. paneled f am. rm. w/
frplc., eat -in kit., enclosed patio,
bunt., 2 car gar., W/W cptg.
21/2 yrs. old. 548,000. By Owner.
298.3061

RANCH

- $26,700

bdrm. home in excellent condition. Large
living rm, and dining rm,
combination, 2 full
baths. Large garage
with patio. Many trees
3

on property. Must see
,

ARMCO
REALTORS

4 bdrm, bI-level, 2 car garage,
carpeting, drapes included, 5377850 or 259-0254, 716 N. Prospect Manor, Mt. Prospect

ALSO

NEW RAISED RANCHES

heated gar., cent. air condi.
Many extras. $49,900. 392-0152

437-1926

6

'67 Buick Opel Rally. Spt. Coupe,

plus lots of extras. 299-3547
Hts, by owner, 4 bdrm.
home, 21/2 car Med garage. As.
sume 51/4% loan. 392-2616
Art.

.359.1450. Evens. 253-0297.

1 ments.

1967 Honda 160 Scrambler
good condition, $350.
253-0955

I yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

rm.,

PALATINE -VILLAGE
SQUARE

Young female teacher wants
bdrm. apt. en, Harfurnished

STONECREST APTS.

107 -Auto Parts and Access.

Chevy,

18 -To Rent Business Property

82 -Wanted To Rent

parking.

'62

Secretarial Service, 11 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222,

New 3 room garden apartment,
available September 1, call

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free'

815-385.6333

Trimph '67

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

Des Pl. sub -let Irg. 2 bedrm. Apt.,
overlooking pool.
1 V2 baths,
$215 mo. 297-8687, 299-4837.

439 0544
NEW BUILDING

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/2 mi. E. of_

McHenry

Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

298-6779

appliances & carpeting

incl.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

74 -To Rent Apartments

392 -9760

1965 - 125 cc - $175.
1968 - 50 cc Wards - $135.
259-9215

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

1959 Ford Fairlane, gd, trans.
fare, driven, gd,
portation,
cond. Asking 5125. 392.8353

Wheeling, Furnished 3 bedrm.
home. w/attached garage, quiet
naborhood, I yr. lease, Avail
Aug. 15, $250 mo. 537.6938

op. car wash route, presently
netting $10,000 plus per year
on a port time basis working

$20.00
299-5456

1

$895

tires. $625. 827-5362

76 -To Rent Houses

coin -

DOUBLE BED COMPLETE

LEND LEASE

mission.

CL 5-0404

64 Chevy Convert, Impala, Blk.,
8 cyl., W/W, P/S, P/B, like new

ROOM WANTED with lady looking for companionship by
healthy, cultured companionable
woman of 60. Refs. exch.

working girl/teacher,
Special
no lease, 2 need 3rd to share

FOR SALE: Established sower
and septic service business
with equipment, 255-1680

After 5 pm. 437.0195.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

1965 COMET
4 door, 6 cyl, automotk trans

71-Apts. and Rooms to Share

296-3908
66 -Business Opportunities

3 mos, old, -550. 437-3392

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or trade In for new furnishings. Ask for

$99$

-

Chevy Convert. All power,

V.8, Auto., Priced to sell,

Residential

296-3131

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male

2 door hartftop, VL Standard
SHARPI and

transmission,
clean.

Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.

papers &

shots, Must sell. 255-1456 aft.

1967
CHEVY II NOVA

stereo tape, radio,
& extras, best offer. 537.1725
'61

trans:

$995

trans, P/5,

brato arm, bronze wood finish.

'

Min. Schnauzer, female, 2 yr.
old, AKC, ears chopped, all

automatic

ied REAL ESTATE

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semi.
occoustic, double pick-up, vi-

wks. 259-8207 or 392-3286

Closing

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

537-2376

Mustang, 1966 Convertible, V-8,
P/S, immaculate cond., low miles.
259.4368

TRAVELER
CORSAIR
SYCAMORE
5 fARCRAFT
KING OF THE ROAD

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

1963 Rambler American, R/H,

new. CL 3-5073 aft. 6.

1965 MALIBU
door,

mission. BEAUX UMW

824-1230

W/W tires. $250 or best offer,

253-6162

ACCOUNTANT

P.O. BOX 871

mileage, 272-0914

Irish setter puppies AKC, champ,
sired. Vacation board Free,

Adorable kittens need a loving

trans., r/h,

excell. cond., like new tires, low

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Capuchin monkey. Small,
Very tame. Best offer.
253.8392 after 5.

stand.

Comet,

CHEVROLET

Mustang Convt, '68, V-8, stand.

'65 (:ambler Classic 770, R/H,
A/T, W/VV, like new snow tires,

65

$30; White Fender precision bass
guitar, hard shell case, like new
5200. 529 6206

'67 Ford 2 dr. vinyl top LTD.
Low miles, $1800.
537-9094

mist gold,

Riviera, ivory

vinyl top, fully equipped.
392.0763

sz. blond Koy bass viol stand
& cover $180; Kent bass drum

'47 Caddy, 9 pass. Sedan, nerds
body wk & upholstery. Best.
offer. 115 E. Lincoln, Barrington

IS FROM

WICKSTROM

4

65 Dodge Polar°, convert., 383,
bucket seats, excel!. cond.,

BE BEAT

-

or

'255.9798

'63 Chevy, 6 cyl. 4-dr., P/S, P/B,

1968

CL 9.0751

Pet

appreciate.

to

Ford Falcon '64 red Convert. Priowner. Excel cond. Gavate,
rage kept. $700. 439-5543
1

Bundy clarinet, good condition.
Elec. guitar w/arnplifier both like

shots.

dining
Antique
w/claw feet, $75, Call
358-9233

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.

National Val -verb amp,
like new $135. El Rey. CL 30180

$50;

255-6727

WANTED:

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

Grow with us. We will be moving -to Waukegan iii
January to bigger and more modern facilities.
Apply or Call

An Equal Opportunity Employer

439.5543

-

AMERICAN HOSPITAL

2020 Ridge Ave.

'68 O'Day Sprite 12' sailboat Excel. Cond. Oars included. $550.

Dachshund

$550, 439.0470.

CL 3-1570

Buffet Clarinet, B flat, good
condition, $75.
392.5829
Wurlitzer console piano, fruit wood finish, like new. Asking
$645. 439-1017

CL 3-8899

Apply in Person to

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the flour,
raring to go, try me & keep me,
1959 VW. Good Condition, Radio
Like new tires.

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

12'10"

253-1446

966.4447 after 6 pm.

HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN

Used 3 pickup red elec. guitar

CL 3-6891

Like new coppertone dbl. oven

'62 Chev station wagon, 283 stick, $200 or bet, offer; '59
Rambler station wagon, 6 cylstick, best offer, 824.0638 or

3 piece Slingerland drums with
hi -hat & cymbals. $220 or offer.

Slt, & Pepr. Coll., potbelly stove,
tables, choirs, rocker, doors, window, dishes, FL 9-0525

HOMEMADE, $50

SLIDING GLASS SHOWER DOOR
Exc. condition $25.

55 -Musical Instruments

Perfect condition $800
259.5222

3/4 TON

yr.

original owner. LE 7-2517.

Piaste cymbal & stand. Exc. cond.
$500. CL 5-9311 aft. 6..

CANOE; FIBERGLASS,

air

CHEVY, 1965 Bel Air, V-8, 283,
4-dr. Sedan, auto., very sharp,

4 GYM SETS LEFT

54 each. CL 5.1005

1

sell 5995 or best. 894-4744

(312)469.7204

x4

'67 Buick Skylark 2 dr. hdtop,
300 A.M. Must sell & must see

wheel, asking $2100.
297-5398

392-1853

Natural Hardwood

dark green w/black interior,
W/W. radio, P/S, best offer,
D. Gorski, days, 265-7116

cond., r/h, p/s, p/b, tilt steering

Ludwig super classic drums, hd.
cases; Ludwig cymbals, extro

Children's Picnic Tables

FINE COND., REAS.,
CL 3-9461

Caprice,

THAT CAt#11T

V-8, 283, standard trans. 51,300.
394.0588 after 7 PM

'68 Olds Cutlass, 2 dr, Coupe,

Chevrolet

DEAL

1967 Chevy II Nova 2 dr, hdtp-

$1100, 595-0679.

IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

Arl. Hts.

Needs eng. work. Can be seen
at 520 Dundee, Barr. 381-1448

'63 Cad. DeVille low mileage,
full pwr., air., gd. cond, must

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.

SAVE $19 to $39

'62 Pontiac, body & inter. gd.

65 CHEV., 2 DR. BELAIR, STICK,

1967

THE

heater. Good condition. Best offer. 394.2316

253.2554.

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

8060

excel!.

1962 Dodge Lancer, 6 cyl. Radio,

960 Merc. Colony park wagon,
p/s, p/b, elec. windows, $200 or
best offer, 4378817

FOR FREE DELIVERY'

Store, 1920 5. Wolf Rd., Wheeling

34 -Arts and Antiques

12 X 15 rubber carpet padding,
rider mower, Jacobson Clean.

* 'Paid Vacations
* 37'/2 hour week

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

makes button holes, sews buttons
fancy
on, monograms and
stitches. No attachments nAded.
Five year ports and service.
guarantee.
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

Roadster,

top, Brit, gr., CL 3-8428

'65 Chrysler Newport 2-dr.,
white w/black vinyl top, full
power, FM radio, air cond'g.
Cal/ aft. 4:30 pm, 824-4789.

1968 Singer Zig-Zag
Sewing machine. Slightly used.
Sews blind hems in dresses,

'65 Monza, 2-dr. Hdtp, buckets,
R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439-

cond., AM -FM radio, like new

auto. trans., R/FI, good tires. $75.
259-5438
'68 RIVIERA, ivory mist gold, vinyl top with airr $3750.
392-0763
Buick Electra convert,
1962
Excellent condition,
P/B,
P/S,
394-3647

Traditional couch $150; gold Colonial sofa $100,956.1571

1959 PLYMOUTH, 4 dr.,

good 2nd car, Best offer,

------253-6234

439-9271

MGB

1966

'60 Studebaker wagon, 6 cyl.,

fruitwood & good cond;

both
Sizes

THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
Lustre is easy on the budget. Restores forgotten colors. Rent electric shampooer $1. Ben Franklin

ing, ail kinds & much misc. Bake

misc. articles. 537-1117

WANT TO MAKE
TOP MONEY!!!

.

Schwinn Varsity 10 spd. bike.
Elec. guitar/Kalamazoo amp.
Star Roamer shortwave radio.
Aurora roadrace set.
110 lb. bar -bell weight set.
CL 9.4566

444 Rand Rd,

Pool Table 4' x 8' & accessories
in good cond, $74; odd chairs &

Air Conditioned

server, Exc. make. Needs
some work 5200. 894.7481.
Fr. Prov, drop leaf tbl, 2 end
chairs $100, Fr. Prov. sofa $150,

Children's sample clothes for
sale, by Idg. mft., at sample
prices, 9362 Twin Oaks In.,
Des PI, doily 11.4, 827-8357.

JUMBLE SALE -Girl Scout Adults.
Cloth.
Backyard -Garage -Patio.

old. $60 or best offer.
529-4099

* Steady work

&

TURN -STYLE FAMILY CENTER

12'x3' pool, filter & cover,

Excellent starting rates
Pleasant working conditions

*

sy.,

$50.259.9183
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255-1107
F19-3200

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

*

tape

AIR CONDITIONER

is open.

tion. $150.

new szs. 5 & 7. 956-1307.

cott, Arl. Hts.

inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee' benefits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, education, salary requirements, and
other pertinent factsito Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894.5800 for interview. Salary

Rupp mini -bike. Excellent condi-

things at low prices.

9. 9 to 6. Antiques, lots of furn.,
pool table, accordion, plus 100's
of misc. items, 2230 N. Kenni-

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual repOrts,

new 57. 773-1757.
Oval dining rm.

table w/2
leaves, 6 chairs, matching buffet

6 yr, crib complete $20; beige
wool rugs w/pod 12x16 & 4x8
best offer; Jr. Miss clothes like

Multifamily Gar. Sale Aug.

Rd.,

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.

Child's chifferobe new $25; Ig.
easy chair $25; Ironrite mangle
iron w/cobinet S40; barber set

ser. Reasonable 773.0668 aft. 5.

man Highlands, Saturday, August 9, from 8 am to 4 pm. Nice

& 10th. 111 South Elm, Mt. Pros.,
Furn, cameras, mowers, tent,
tools, boat, outboard, more.
Something for everyone.

BOOKKEEPER

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

End coffee cor. tables; refrig;
Grandfather clock; bed & dres-

Gar. Sale: 106 Cambridge, Hoff-

Gar. Sale 6.9 on 8th, 9-9 on 9

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

A,, equnl opoort,..v err.rior.,

condition. Reasonable.
253-0093 after 6 PM.

Assorted girl's clothes.
8, 10 & 12. $1 to $4.
894-1583

Gar. Sale Aug. 8 & 9, 9 to 4 pm.
Kit. sets; tables; lamps; picture
frames; much misc. 1410 W.
Concord, Greenbrier, A.H.

ACCOUNTANT -

CORTRONAPIINDUSTRIES

'59 Plymouth, Automatic. Good

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

quality
prices, Aug. 8 & 9. 1516 Anderson, Winston Pk. Palatine

wood, Buffalo Grove.

3040 S. Busse Rd.

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

Brand new carpeting made for

$2,500.00
CL 5-9035 evenings

furn., much misc., 200 Cotton-

School Bus, Inc.
Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

6757. Des Plaines.

MONROE DESK COMPUTER

stereo

Cook County

No experience necessary, will train.

and size. 894.8743

wheel,
Utility trailer 31/zx41/2',
hitch, cover & spare tire, $75,
253-4455

running cond, $250. CL 3-6891

trans, low miles, 6 cyl., $1095.

823 -5505.

8-6 pm. garden tools, furn., misc.
2-3 Birchwood, Prosp. Hts.

Gar. Sale -Aug. 7.9, air conds.,

'62 FORD Station Wagon, air
cond., needs little work excel.
'65 Dodge Coronet, 4-dr. Sedan,
ultra clean, radio, P/S, auto.

1966 VW SEDAN, cream color,
low mileage, excellent condition -

Antique & Gar. Sale: Aug. 8,9.

Variety,

cold weather. Bought new, $825.
222,6439

conditioned. Like new tires:
439.4888

bed, $50 or will trade for stand

CL '3-2005

Extraordinary)

A.M. ROUTES

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

297.3400

dusk. Aug. 7 & 8. 207 Haw-

bottery & tires. Dependable in

'64 Chevy Convert. Power steering, power brakes, leather
interior, 298-2966.

90" brown & gold Kroehler sofa -

1962 VW GOOD CONDITION
5490.259-4964

VW 1965, lit class finish, brakes,

to school, 259-1834,

2 TRUNKS for sale; / wardrobe,
I
flat, in good condition. 2991

20 E. UNIVERSITY DR.
ARLINGTON HTS.

864-6050

1555 Times Drive

& window fans & Undorwood

EGULARLY!

benefits and hours.

* SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERKS

low

miles, selling because returning

5350_437-3392

typewriter. Misc. 253.1673

DAYWANT ADS

answer, yes, to these ques-

I,

Mediterranean, pecan D.R. set.
'includes 6 choirs, over 1St,- 2 leaves, china cabinet, like new. '66 Buick- Skylark P/S, P/B, air

GE air cond.-7,000 BTU -$85. Floor

now. Are you friendly, outgoing, aggressive? If you can

FEMALE: MAIL CLERKS

220,
15,000
Used 1 season, $155.
CL 3-8656

Air -conditioner
BTU.

Permanent, part time, early
evening positions available

Moving to Waukegan in January
Immediate openings available for;

Living Rm, couch, 2 chairs, 2 end
tbls., cocktail tbl., hanging la"m15,
decorator shelf, twin head
board. 823-7293

392-1354,

FULL OR FART TIME

RCA

GET IN ON THE

Kroehler sofa & chair, aqua, gd.
cond.; Toro rotary mower, 20".

HAIR DRESSERS

27 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

2141eM Waited -Men Women

Mach

Mustang

1969

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Automoblles For Sale

,112-Automobles For Sale

4741me Furnishings -Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

27410nWantedlen* Women

27 -Help Wanted -Men ' Women

N6*TRWtli Hwy.
DES

Ali

296-6655

$27,900

PALATINE

REALTY,

INC.
27 S. Northwest Hwy. Palatine
359-2600
"72-0928

Newly Listed
Beautiful white brick colonial
in Scarsdale. Four large bedrooms, 31/3 baths, 2 car at-

tached garage with electric
Centrally Air Conditioned. Carpeted throughout.
openers.

Florida

room.

kitchen

Huge

with center island sink, dishwasher

and

disposal.

Full

finished basement recreation

room 30 x 23 with wet bar.
Enclosed rear yard. Convenient
schools,
$85,900.

to

trains and town.

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN &
TYSON; INC:
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-1330
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For Harper College

4.6 illion Budget tudircl
The Harper College budget
committee, headed by board
member Milt Hanson last

de4clopmcni

proposed educational

fund is $ I '19v)t hagarace
than ti._ 14-44,44 to* how* of
$2,949 22

night reviewed a 54 ti million
operating budget for 196970

Expenditures cover seven

instructional divisions, a
learning resource center, stu-

dent services, a data processing center, a research and
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Hit Frequency Snag

_ur
UHF -TV use, but NABER is

By Judy Ressler

attempting to get some of these
frequencies for business use

Radio Communications in
the suburbs is a much larger
problem than most people
think

The National Associati

UHF use should be given to

month there is a meeting of all

NABER for business use.

users.

munication is -slow, he added,

NABER BELIEVES all the

and there

from the FCC

is less

"air" time

available for all users.

BUSINESS USE includes

ontair fir
u el

Co., General Electric, Montis

is working to

must share the same communicationschannel.

ambulances,

plumbers and many others.

solve the problem, says Al

"Those on the frequencies
practically crawling on
others' backs," said Nemirow.

About 4 98 per cent of the

frequencies with many other

arc

Nemirow, president of NABER's Chicagoland chapter

radio spectrum is allotted to all
land mobile users, and accord-

The basic problem is the
overloading of existing fre-

only 1412 per cent is available
to American industry.
1-

quencies Nearly 50,per cent of

"We nix(' communcations
between the offices and the

ing to a NABER pamphlet

the frequencies arc for future

As new users come to the FCC,
they are assigned to share old
users.

"The old frequencies have
become a jungle," Nemirow

He added that there is no new
space for the radio user.

said.

The members of NABER

The president of NABER
believes
quencies

some

of the

allotted for

meet the second Wednesday
every month, and every other

frefuture

they

have

television is adequate, and not

many more stations arc nec-

equal

rights on a frequency," said
Nemirow. Some people, he

UNITED

the utmost," Neimrow said.

en 111)4-51PILLE4-bralc-5ssIF-t-ZrreielaiLtil[lete
says 10 to 50 firms
,...datg-strires71115---------Cration
rists.
cy users will hurt the old users.

dealers,

MOTOROLA,

Air Lines, Sears; Roebuck and

associationqu

"EVERYONE BE-

LIEVES

. existing space has been used to

service companies, such as ne-

of Bult;zisisrEL____tilt pica nant.LR

R)

field," said Nemirow. With
overloaded frequencies. com-

essary

for television. He
added that business concerns
are more important.

added, have future interests in
UHF -TV, and they, of course,

gomery Ward and many other
companies are involved in solving these problems.
The association is working
to get stations 14 through 20,
which are not in use now, but
they must first get the coopeartion of the
The only w y to gain recognition is by bonafide organi-

ONE OF- NAIIER's-in-ain

would probably not support
NABER.

-

But_expansion-of tiPsiness is
limited in business commu-

precautions

nications because they cannot
use these empty frequencies. If

Tonight: Partly cloudy,
low in upper 60s. Tomorrow: Partly sunny, warm,

as

.

ambu-

.

"NABER is asking that permission be given us by the
the
freFCC to pol
quencies,"
mirow said.
"The FCC doesn't have

have plenty of space and businesses would be more satisfied.

enough nri,iliower. and NA DER wan:, io helm"

Nemirow said he thinks the
present number of stations on

Vro5pect Dap

WEATHER

such

lances.

the space they now have is
doubled,. the UHF would still

zation such as NABER, said
Jerry Orloff, director of public
relations for Motorola.

Conceens is safety. Nemirow
believes separate frequencie
should be set aside for safety

TOephone

255-4400
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Board to Study

Park Plan Further
site to the park district.

By Ted Lacey

The Village

The West Park plan was taat last night's Moffitt
Prospect Village Board meeting to provide time for further

bled

The

Randhurst

Shopping

Center in Mount Prospect attracts shoppers from
nearby communities and when
the children come along,
there's a lot to keep them occumany

pied. Last night Beth Franson,
6, of Mundelein, kept busy

playing on the bronze
sculptures in the Randhurst
mall while her mother shopped.
(Photo byLeRoy Meyers)

study.

The Village Board had been
slated to vote on a rezoning for

apartments, a contingency of
the Mount Prospect Park District's acquisition of 18 acres
at Lonnquist and Busse for a
park site with storm water retention lake.
Builder Salvatore DiMucci,
who owns both sites, claimed
he needed five acres north of

Golf Rd. rezoned for apart'-ments so he could recoup the
financial loss he Would incur
from selling the proposed park

Man Dies

In Boat
e.,acm:

,,,smisa

Gripe
Of The
Day

Collision
A former Des Plaines resident was one of two persons
drowned in a boat collision

(. 4,

For Harper College

4.6 illion Budget Studied
The Harper College budget
committee, headed by board

development section, and

member Milt Hanson, last

nel

night reviewed a $4 6 million

proposed educational
operatinr budget for 1969-70
Expen.litures cover seven

instructional divisions, a

various administrative person-

The proposed educational
fund is $1,739,935 higher
than the 1968-69 figure of
$2,949,22 1
"The State

learning resource center, stu-

dent services, a data pro-

of Illinois is
seeing the worst possible picture," Robert Lahti, Harper

cessing center, a research and

president commented.

HE REFERRED to the
large expenses as "gearing up

costs" for equipping library,
labs, and other facilities in the
new six -building Harper com-

The total of $2,653,752 for

the seven instructional

divisions is broken down as
follows:

Division of Business,

plex which will be relatively
ready for student use when

An old wound, the existence
tially -zoned lot, is reopened
Mrs Caroline Hoppe,

a

neighbor of the car dealer at
801 E Rand Rd , protested be-

fore the Mount Prospect Village Board last night that the
stipulations set a year ago on
granting a variation for the
building to be built in a resi-

dermal area have not been met,
The problem was aggravated,
according to Mrs.
Hoppe, by the fact that a fence

designed to shield the neighbors' view of the agency blew
down June 26 and is just now
being repaired
Mayor Robert Teichert
asked Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann to investigate the complaints enu-

merated by Mrs Hoppe and

Meetings
Tonight
Mount

Prospect

Plan

-Commission, Village Hall,
7:30 p.m.

some of her neighbors.
She claims that the fence is

shorter than required by the
ordinance granting the variations, that limitations on intensity and hours of operation

of outdoor lighting are not
being followed, that the prohibited use of Henry St. is ig-

which in an earlier hearing
voted to deny the rezoning because the presentation of ohe

rezoning request did not follow required procedures.
Mayor Robert Teichert last
night explained that village officials were trying to conclude
the controversial matter hastily to help the park board in its

attempts to expediate the issuance of bonds for several
park improvement projects.
But Teichert also said the
present deal as it stands is in-

yesterday after dragging operations.
The body of Patricia Stein,
I I, of Berwyn, had been found
Monday. Officers said four
other persons were rescued after the collision of boats -operated by Lars Gossel of Mount
Prospect and William D. Gaps
of McHenry. The collision occurred in mist and fog on Pistakee Lake. George Reinhardt
of Mount Prospect was among
those rescued.

An officer's report was unclear about which boat Rod well and Miss Stein were rid -

classes begin Sept. 15.

pliance.

sons west of Hatlen Heights,"
in supporting the rezoning and

the proposed park with the
f I oo d -controlling

retention

lake.

Teichert, however, would
not permit discussion to be reopened, because the matter
was tabled.

"How much time are you
going to take," Mrs. Koch
asked, concerning the re -investigation.

"I would hope only about

weeks," Teichert answered, "but it will be difficult
with trustees going on vacathree

tions."

"Everyone has indicated
they would like to pursue alternate solutions," he said.

"I DON'T think there

is

"Therefore I would ask for

Park

matter

for

further

study."
Trustee Earl Lewis, who according to Teichert had asked

-I would ask for a motion to
table the West Park matter for

"The field in question
further study," Mayor Robert
loaded with weeds and many Teichert said last night.
persons have hay fever," she
Park President Robert Jacksaid.
Teichert assured her that son, who said of the tabling,
the weeds on the proposed "The park district concurs
wholeheartedly with the acpark site will be cut down.
The final word came from tion."
is

Taxi Owner Asks

Higher Rates

A taxicab company, owner

C & D CabS, Slade St., Pala-

appeared before the committee of the whole of the Pala-

tine. He says he can make very

that the matter be tabled for

tine village board Monday to

present rates.

further study.

ask for a change in the village's
taxicab ordinance.

Birks is asking for permission to charge 85 cents for
the first mile, and 10 cents for
each additional fifth of a mile.

several days ago that more
time be given the matter before

the final vote, made a motion

The motion passed unanimously.

Some of the gathered resiapparently
dents,
were not satisfied with the dehowever,

lay. Many mountShire subdivision residents who had
hoped to see the whole dehl die
groaned when the reprieve was
granted.
In the other camp, Mrs.

Robert Koch of 713 Hatlen

He is Robert E. Birks, owner of the Prospect Cab Co., 13
S. Wille, Mount Prospect:
Birks asked for a change because he is considering buying

.x e,

little profit under Palatine's

The present rates are 75
cents for the first mile and 10
cents for each additional
fourth of a mile.

SIMON

SUBURB.
SAYS
This year's mosquito crop isn't all that bad. What better

a

excuse to put off that yard work?

Who Gets What

In Track Annex
EUCLID cmaP

3

tI)

Map shows the three parcels of land involved in annexatproposal by the owners of Arlington Park Race Track, Gulf and
Western Industries, Inc. and its subsidiary, Chicago Thorough-

ROAD

bred Enterprises, Inc. The three sites are enclosed by dotted lines.
Site (1) consists of 13 acres of land in the northwest corner of the

til

PR,

original property of Arlington Park, which has been isolated by

WO FP

I

RC:4O

the construction of Illinois 53. The owners of Arlington Park
want to develop the land and have it annexed to the Village of
Palatine. Site (2) is the land (450 acres) which includes the track,
golf course, Arlington Park Towers Hotel and the Carousel Res-

hturant, for which annexation to Arlington Heights has been

C NTRA L

Zimmermann will determine whether any of the stipulations for the variation are not

being met. If any are not, he
will set a timetable -for corn,

len Heights subdivision and
about 30 per cent of the per-

microphone.

should have a steadier operation,".Lahti emphasized.

nored, the public address system is too loud, unloading the
cars is too noisy at night, and
an area now covered with
gravel and tar on the north side
should be black -topped.
Frank Schoenberg, 105 N.
Louis, complained that junked
cars were permitted to remain
on the property.
As for the problem with outdoor lighting, Mrs. Hoppe
said, "I can read a newspaper
in my living room by the light"
from the Mufich property.

She said, "I represent Colonial Heights subdivision, Hat-

py with it.

ROAD

PALATINE

"Two years from now we

ences."

Mrs. Koch had a last complaint before relinquishing the

a motion to table the West

ty sheriff's office, the body of
Ernest Rodwell, 34, of Worcester, Mass. and formerly of
, Des Plaines was found early

to re -open discussion on the
matter and review her "griev-

adequate and that few are hap-

volved.'
According to the lake Coun-

eighbors Complain
About Car ealership
of Mufich Buick on a residen-

The committee concurred
with the Plan Commission,

erating one of the boats in-

Mount Prospect man was op-

To buy sale items and
base to tell the check out
clerk *tad the sale prices
M.G.
are

Judiciary
hearing the many sides in the
complex matter last week, determined that village ordinances prohibit the rezoning,
considering the circumstances
under which it was requested.

any doubt that each of us concerned has a common goal, but
we differ in our ideas of how to
reach that goal.

Sunday in Lake County. A

,/.1

Board
Committee, after

R06.0

proposed. Site (3) is proposed for development and the annexation to Rolling Meadows. The acquisition of the larger site and its
revenue -producing establishments by Arlington Heights is nearly equivalent to annexing an entire shopping center such as Ran -

aunt in Mount Prospect, one of the largest under one roof in
the world. Estimates of additional revenue for Arlington Heights
from Arlington Park have been as high as $700,000 a year. Ran-

- ANNENtrusl SOU' ND/ARIES

dhurst, according to Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert,
yalelds $900,000 a year in sales taxes to that village.
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WEXI-FM
-To Give Away

Swimming Pool Construction
In NW Suburbs Tops 1968
Swimming pool construction in the northwest suburbs
has increased by 20 to,30 per
cent over last year. according
to pool
panies.

construction . com-

sales is the people are prob-

ably tired of the poor condition of most lakes in the Chicago suburban area.
Pool sales increased despite
bad Weather.

Bill Carroll. service manager for Pile Swimming Pools,

Elrich

I-ool

Construction

4 4N445 York, Ben -

2301 Oakton, Elk Grove Village, said that in his opinion
one of the major reasons for

Inc.,

the substantial increase in pool

has received for building in the

has noticed a decrease

in the number of contracts it

Village Annexes

Parcel of Land
Of a farm and a residentially -developed area that were to

of more than 13 acres that is
already developed with homes.
It lies north of the Crumley re-

tention basin, west of Weller
Creek and east of Busse.
The village's purchase of
the Crumley basin property
and annexation several months
ago was the first move to

interviewed. another
factor creating an increased
demand for pools is the growing affluence of the suburbs.

jiom Page I

nexation proceedings, but he
withdrew them, asking the village hoard for more time.
Trustee George Reiter, because Worley's project has
been stalled before, objected to
last night's request to delay the

final vote on annexation because of the pending hoard of

surland
village
should, and will. he annexed to
islands

village." Mayor Robert
Teichert said last month when
the project of studying the propOsed annexations was turned
the

appeals hearing.

"I feel like my leg is being
Reiter
personally,"
said. "This has been going on
pulled,

four or five months."
The Village Board

will,

however, hold the final vote on
annexation
the involuntary
until the Aug. 19 meeting.

the judiciary com-

These small unincorporated

areas are technically not entitled to village services, such
as police protection, snow removal, tree trimming, etc.
"But if a resident in such an

The Mount Prospect and
Heights building
departments said that no exact
figures were available, though
indications in both villages
were that pool building of both

Arlington Heights radio station WEXI will give away a dune buggy on Aug. 29 as the top prize in

Arlington

a current contest for listeners.

Board of Education
Names Bond Principal

is

greater than it was last year.

Sciences,

fund (cafeteria, bookstore,

$239,256; Humanities,

athletic competition, college
center and data processing

$428,738;

Social

Mathematics and
Physical Sciences, $335,822;
and, Life and Health Sciences,
$420,289.
Life and health sciences
and social science, which were
formerly contained in other
division, become separate entities in the next operating
$266,453;

year.

OTHER EXPENSES

$642,737 auxiliary enterprise

leasing).

offices. A public hearing will
be held at 8 p.m., Aug. 14 in

Harwood's

the administration center,

Bond School principal.
Board president Harold Haney did note that Kobos "is 38
and still single."

$276,937; general institutional expense, $413,700;

Board members are expected to approve the budget
after the hearing.

which he said he built himself
in 1940, "to last 100 years."

facilities, $101,200.

and, operation of physical

Also reviewed were: -a

Kobos, a Bensenville resident, has taught for nine years

Illinois, both on the elementary and junior high lev-

Attends
Engineer
Institute

in

els. A science teacher, he now
is vactioning in Florida.

William R. Punkay, 937 N.

Chestnut Ave., Arlington

Heights, who teaches at Harper College, Palatine, is attending the Summer Institute
in Engineering Technology at
the University of Illinois at
Urbana.

Thirty-one teachers are attending the institute, which began July 16 and ends Aug. 9.
A $53,560 National Science
Foundation grant is support-

ing the institute, which is directed by Prof. Jerry S. Dob-

rovolny, head of the university's Department of General
Engineering.
T h e National

Bishop Timotheos Haloftis,
head

of the

second

arch -

diocesan district of the Greek
Orthodox Church in Chicago.
will officiate at the second an-

nual celebration of the Exultation of the Holy Cross.
Services will be held at 10
a.m. Sunday, Sept, 14. at
-T2111-St7iiiid Like ,sucnrgan,
adjacent to

the Adler Plan-

etarium.

Byzantine Emperor Heraklios.

During the Chicago ceremony, the Cross will be
thrown into the lake and recovered by young divers of the

Greek Orthodox faith.

so that members may attend
the service. There are approxi-

LAST YEAR OVER
25.000 persons attended the
ceremonies.

The celebration originated,
in the fourth century A.D. to
commemorate the finding of
the Holy Cross by St. Helen,
mother of the Byzantine Emperor Constantine. The patri-

urbs, including St. John the
Baptist Church, 2350 Dempster, Des Plaines.

The

second

archdiocesan

district, with headquarters in
Chicago, takes in 10 states and

arch of Jerusalem, the Holy

64 Greek Orthodox commu-

City. elevated the Cross in the

nities.

presence of the people. The
Cross was later taken by the

P. K. Ludas of 13 E. Miner St.,

per..,wts el, hem they conquered
Jet tlaA:171. hut ICH11 tied in 614

A D following the victory. of

vs

mately 250,000 Greek Orthodox church members and 20
parishes in Chicago and sub-

Arlington Heights resident.

is a member of the planning
committee planning the day's
program with the cooperation

as has been done in the past.

the contractor save the cornerstone.

WHEN THE new school
was built, the hoard had asked
the contractor to save the cornerstone. The contractor acci-

dentally destroyed it. according to Fritch, and the board is
asking for reparation.

Harwood asked the board
for permission to employ custodial help during their vacation time. He said he is short of
help. The board approved this
on an individual basis. Haney

Policeman Clar Trausch re-

ported that Holly Higgins of
281) W. Wayne in Wheeling
had fallen on her head and
shoulders and was lying immobile when he arrived. She was
taken by ambulance to Lutheran General Hospital where she
was released and sent home.

In other business, Harwood
wits able, with the hoard's ap- HOMEOWNERS POLICY.
proval, to solve a $2,500 budgWAYNE BRENNAN AAAAA
et deficiency. He said there are

currently three teachers and
one-half

counselor

student

contracted under the federal
program. Because of
Title
salary raises for the teachers,
he found the Title I $40,000
I

budget to be short by $2,500.

Harwood received the permission of the board to have
the school district pay half of
the

counselor's

salary

and

Title I will pay the remainder.
This remedied the deficiency.

WESTGATE SHOPPING'
CENTER

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Slate Farm Fi.e and Casucilt Company

See
The

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.
By'
Turk :E.

1(emme-rly

last week for building

new facilities for the Arthur J.
Audy home for juvenile
delinquents. -

The home, which would

Public Building Commission
just east of the present home at

Roosevelt Rd. and Kedzie in
Chicago.

The major objection to the
home was its size. Spokesmen

for civic and professional or -

including

John
Howard Society, an investigating group, said that the home should be at least 40 per
cent smaller.

ganizations

Mrs. Ruby Ryan, Democratic chairman of the board's
Audy home commission, said
that the size of the home repre-

sented "planning not just for
today and tomorrow but for
the future.",
Floyd Fulle of Des Plaines,

a member of the board, said
that the home should not exceed 300 beds.

The home, which will infacilities

clude

for

family

SUCH HOUSES would
help take some of the pressure

off of the Audy home, which
now houses delinquents whose
crimes range front leaving
home to armed robbery.
C. E. (Pat) Greco, chairman
of the Des Plaines Youth Commission, Said that for more
than two years the commission
has been looking into the idea
of halfway houses but nothing
definite had been decided.
It also has been cooperating
in the research with youth
commissions front Lansing,
III. to beyond Evanston.
John (Jack) Costello of 301
N. Dale. Mount Prospect. said
that the idea had not been before the Youth Commission,

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

Lose 10 lbs. in
10 days - The

Grapefruit Way

though he had heard of it and
Was interested in the idea. Fle

lege majors a candidate can

some half -way houses in some

added

of the northwest suburbs to
house runaways, other children who for some reason
can't live at home, and those
juveniles who Commit minor

about - because it melts
off fat like magic! Thou-

Bill Burroughs chairman tf
the Arlington Heights Youth

sands of people have used
this identical diet to regain
their youthful figures. Slimness without starvation.

take and only a few non -technical professional majors that
are prohibited.

ciding on his college plans, the

During the summers,

Navy recruiter at 1487 Rand

The regular NROTC is

be-

two or three years to build.
The Illinois Youth Com-

crimes.

that the commission
might discuss the idea later this
month.

Commission, however, said he
had not heard of the idea.

a

program designed to train career officers for the Navy and

men participate in at -sea training periods, which provide

sands upon thousands who have used

the diet and whose enthusiasm has
spread to others around the nation.
Follow the diet and you should lose

practical experience in naval
operations. Upon graduation
midshipmen may be commis-

provides a $50 monthly sub-

sioned as Ensigns in the U. S..
Navy or 2d Lt. in the U.S. Marine Corps,

sistence allowance to its members for four years, he added.
Selected candidates are en-

For Your Car, Your Home,

10 pounds In 10 days. Here's the way

It works: First 4 days - no weight
loss. On the 5th day - 5 pounds
have suddenly gone. Otis to toils day

- a pound a day dropped, Each 2
days after that -114 pounds off entity./ reach your desired weight. Never go hungry. Quite the contrary.
You can sluff yourself with the "no no" foods you love. Thick steaks,
bled chicken, gravies, mayonnaise,
lobster In bolter, bacon, sausage. In
fact, you should eat to your fullest
desire. You will still lose weight as

listed in the U. S. Naval Reserves and are appointed mid -

E. Stevenson Ill, state treasur-

shipment upon enrollment in
college. There are many col-

DeMAR AUTO SERVICE
AVAILABLE

SERVICING

TRANSMISSIONS
DIFFERENTIALS

POWER BRAKES
POWER STEERING

RENT -A -CAR

TOWING SERVICE
CREDIT TERMS

State Farm Is All You Need

SALE

To Know About Insurance,

WHOLEHOUSE - ALL NAME BRANDS

See Me,

AIR CONDITIONING

RAY LIEBROCK

Take three Months to Pay. Ho Interest,

1730 OAKTON ST., DES PLAINES
PHONE 824.5/19

Ask About Our Convenient Credit Perms.

I44

INSPECTIONS
HiGgiii.ESRYir WAIT)
W.
ROSEMONT, ILL.
WEST OF RIVER ROAD

outlined above. There's no big secret
how It works when you read the diet
instructions. Briefly, tat doesn't form

Your Life and Your Health
'

692-6172

......

29

(Fulls, Installed)

NORTH AMERICAN

STATE FARM

NEATIHD YENTO.OTINO . SIN CONDITIONING

Insurance Companies
-

Horne Mir.: Bloomington, Illinois

SANTA BARBARA,
CALIF. (Special) - Here is
the fantastic grapefruit diet
that everyone is talking

This Is the diet that works where
others have failed. Proof? The thou

tween college years, midship-

Rd., Des Plaines said.

ALL ' GREEK ORTHODOX Churches in the Chicago
area will be closed on Sept. 14

destruction of the old
school's original cornerstone.
The board had requested that

The board also moved that a
teacher workshop luncheon be
held the last Friday in August,

ing Pool.

mission is proposing to build

State, Paul Powell and Adlai
er.

agreed to hold the contractor
at Feehanville responsible for

A 13 -year -old Wheeling girl

was slightly injured yesterday
afternoon when she fell off the
low divine hoard at the Wheel-

Look into College NROTC
High Schoolers Urged

fees, textbooks, uniforms, and

ard B. Ogilvie, Chicago Mayor
Richard J. Daley, Secretary of

Feehanville. The board

on

help two weeks extra a year."

ut Pool
Injures Girl

court and other similar services, is expected to require

Marine Corps. The program
includes the payment by the
Navy of tuition, educational

including Illinois Gov. Rich-

posal

mated to cost $29 million. It
would be built by the Chicago

High school students planning their college education
should look into the Regular
Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Program before de-

of municipal authorities.
Dignitaries invited to attend

school and $18,000 for work

Finally, on Aug. 29 the
dune buggy will be presented
to the winner of a drawing
among all sticker recipients.

REALTORS

The Cook County Board of
Commissioners heard a pro-

house 516 children and is esti-

el.

Greek Orthodox Church
Plans Class Exultation

$42,000 for work on Bond

New Facilities Planned
At Home for Delinquents

Science

shortage of well -prepared engineering technology teachers.
Each teacher attending receives a $600 stipend plus allowances for dependents and trav-

knocking over a hurdle in the jumping contest Sunda) at the North Cook County 4-H Club Fair at
Sundance Ranch, Schaumburg, and the rider was erroneously identified as Barbara Doyle, of 203 N.
Elm. Mount Prospect. Here is Barbara and her horse, clearing the hurdle and winning fourth place.

Both Harwood and Wayne
Fritch,. school district architect, recommended that the
board complete payments to

Foundation is sponsoring the

program as part of a nationwide drive to meet an acute

Sorry about that, Barbara. A photo in yesterda y's Prospect Day - showed a rider and horse

recommendation

of Arthur Kobos as the new

Roselle and Algonquin Rds.

services, $367,576; data pro-

the Zoning Board of Appeals.
The only house on Worley's
property now is the farmhouse

The board approved without discussion Supt. Winston

operating budget at the college

center, $482,226; student

The payments were some

added the stipulation of "individual permission" on the
basis that "otherwise we'll
wind up paying our janitorial

the

District residents can view

the proposed 1969-70

included in the educational
fund are: learning resource

ces'sing, $261,370; institutional research and
development, $59,595;
general administration,

and Fechanville schools.

The River Trails School
District 26 last night approved
a new principal for Bond
School, contract payments for
work on two schools, a teacher
workshop luncheon, and a
plan to increase custodial help.

fund budget; a $608,745 bond

and interest fund; and, a

$438,630; Engineering,

contractors for work on Bond

By Robert Katz

proposed building

$300,610 Communications,

Meanwhile Worley will be
notified that for building variations he should petition the
Plan Commission instead of

area asks foie a policeman be -

list. This winner is entitled to a
4days and 3 nights stay for two
at a hotel in either Miami
Beach or Las Vegas.

the same as last year. Approximately 100 permits have been
issued in Des Plaines this year.

$589,420

an-

Every Friday a name is
drawn front the same sticker

Little pools are running about

permanent and portables

WEXI

record.

The Des Plaines Building
Department said that permits

Harper Unit Reviews
Budget of $4.6 Million

by involuntary annexa-

plans showing how his property could he subdivided and developed .to be used in the an-

Golf Rd.

over to
mittee.

According to several companies

WORLEY HAD submitted

extendland
incorporated
ing southward along Busse to
such
by
rounded

2,000 to 2,500 are expected to
be built by the end of the construction season, sometime in
October or November.

tion proceedings.

break into a corridor of un-

"All

1,600 pools were built in the
suburbs last year, this year

hour

nouncers give a time when
listeners may call and request
WEXIa window sticker. One
of those who request the
sticker, is named winner at
the end of the day of a stereo

manent pool permits were for

issued for both permanent por-

cent."
Berman also said that about

station.
Every

The Palatine Building De--

partment said only two permits
have been issued this year for
permanent pools. Both per-

ber of pools Holiday is contracted to build this year has
increased by 20 to 30 per

acres without the owners' con-

Board of Appeals earlier in the

of daily and weekly contests

currently being held by the

pools.

rainfall, even though the num-

The village may annex parcels of ,land smaller than 60
sent

award a dune buggy to one of
its listeners, Aug. 29. 'rhe bugsgy is the top prize in the series

THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS report an increase in

apartment complexes. Portable pool permits are reported
to he up in Palatine, though no
figure is yet known.

the cost in taxes, he said.

er Creek north of Lincoln. Its
annexation was held up by a
hearing on a building variation asked of the Zoning

had
and

struction of -pools has been
slowed down by this year's

Because these areas are get-

The seven -acre farm belonging to Emmett Worley,
lies along the east side of Well-

have

RON BERMAN, owner of

ting some village services and
no services from the county or
township, they ought to be annexed and pay a fair share of

it.

suburbs

Holiday Pools, 135 Dover Dr.,
Des Plaines, said, "The con-

no," Teichert said.

dentially -developed area made

its

throughout May, June
July this year.

bed, we aren't going to say

Mount Prospect by the Village
Board last night, only the resi-

WEXI, the 'M radio sta-

-tion at 120 W. University in
Arlington Heights, will

the amount of rain Chicago - both -permanent and portable
and

cause his house is being rob-

be annexed involuntarily to

day:
The parcel annexed consists

ground pools. Elrich representatives attribute the decrease to

Dune Buggy

-

8915,W, Lincoln Ave, Morton Grove

Rag. $719

PHONE

9658500

fat. The catalyst In the diet to start
burning fat is the grapefruit. Or
grapefruit Nice. Then you start losing those unsightly pounds. You
really can and should at to your
maximum all the foods listed In the
Grapefruit Diet, including all the
above good, tasty things and it Is
guaranteed that you will lose weight.

After gelling down to the level Mal

you've wanted for years, your weight
will remain constant. Without hunger

pains, without denying yourself the
good things in lite. You can have a
copy of this extraordinary Grapefruit
Diet Plan by sending $2 cash, check
or money order to AMERICAN IN
STITUTE FOR WEIGHT CONTROL,
P. 0. Box 5421, Santo Barbara, Calif.

03103. Your weight loss schedule:
7 pounds the Oral 7 days, 5 pounds
the following 7 days, 3 pounds every

2 days. Mall your order today for

fast, guaranteed weight toss. The
only thing you Gan if,. is tat. Tear
out this message as a reminder. Or-

der today - lose 10 pounds in 10
days. The Grapefruit Way.

The Day7s_Prospects

er o
oat ui ers

u

began to add to the skeleton
"We are going to have three

By Dolores Haugh

seats all padded in foam rubber," Steve continued, "and
we will put on a plywood exterior "

Summertime is shipbuilding

time for three boys in Mount

ta

81

Prospect

Ty; Zaigii.,1

"We got the idea of building

our own boat last summer,"

PAT 1% ILL share the ex-

said Steven Forton "We drew
up the plans and got some of
the wood, but it took us a long
time to do just the drawings -

pense of the special fiberglass

tape, which is guaranteed to
make the ship lakeworthy
The undertaking is a big one

Steven's best friend, Pat Foley,
is his partner in the project

for three pre -teen boys Their
moment of triumph will be the
launching of the boat on Beck
Lake later this summer, if con-

An o t her friend, Ricky

Tarson, Barrington, are Mrs. Ciro Rossini, Niles; Mrs. Julian

James, joined in the project
this year After much bending
and gluing, nailing and Fermi-

Smither, Barrington, and Mrs. L W. Arentsen, Rolling Meadows.
All area Kappa Delta actives and pledges are invited to attend.

ing) the skeleton of the boat is
now identifiable

Testing the water for Northwest Suburban KappaDelta's collegiate swim party and picnic, August 14, at the poolof Mrs. N. J.

Anyone who did not receive an invitation may call Mrs. John
Riecss at 358-5583

struction proceeds according- to plans Jusalso nice -to know
that all the boys know how toswim

And the dream goes on

irs PAPA who pays for

Steve said with a wistful look

materials, but Mama Forton

in his eye, "We might even add
my dad's three horsepower

admits it is the best investment

Engaged

ti

the family ever made "It surely does keep them busy in the

motor "
Bon voyage, boys No mat-

backyard," she said

ter how the boat floats, your
summer shipbuilding will always be a nostalgic recollec-

After the boys constructed
the hull of the boat, they left it

out to weather all winter As

tion

soon as summer arrived, they

IMF
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Nail, glue and screws are all utilized -to make the boat destined for launching on Beck Lake later
this summer a reality through the planning and hard work of Pat Foley and Steve Forton

Maureen H. Germain

Mr. and Mrs. Robert

E.

Germain of Mount Prospect
announce the engagement of
their daughter, Maureen, to
Thomas A. Ward III, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas A. Ward
Jr. of Schiller Park, Ill.
Miss Germain is a senior at

DePaul University, majoring
in philosophy. Her fiance is a
student at the Illinois Institute
of Technology.
at

The couple will be married
St. Vincent De Paul's

Church, a chapel on the De

. Wednesday, August 6, 1969

Dolores Haugh -Woman's Editor-

Meet "Alice" and Bucky

CREPE

Paul campus, on Sept. 20.

COMBO
JEAN -STYLE

SLACKS WITH
FASHION -WISE
BLOUSE!

7 99
II
it

SLACKS

99
BLOUSE

In full riding attire, "Bucky" Keys, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Keys, proudly introduces
"Alice B. Toldas," the horse she will ride in the 1969 Barrington Horse Show to be held August 7,
8, 9 and 10, at the Bateman Road Riding Center just north of Route 62 in Barrington Hills. More
than 300 entries from six midwest states, all amateur riders, will ride for pleasure as well as for
points. Horse show tickets at $1 for adults, 50 cents for children, per day, may be purchased at the
show.

Linda Cangiano
Is Plaza Belle

Mr. and Mrs. William
W. Bischof

JoAnne Jorgense
Becomes
Mrs. Bischof
JoAnne

Ellen

Jorgensen,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M. Jorgensen of Mount

Reigning over Casual Doh

"liar Days at the Mount Prospect Plaza last weekend was
Linda Cangiano, Goldblatt

both in sales and the offices.
Her ultimate goal is to teach
speech and drama in high
"coffee klatch" for all plaza school. A graduate of Forest
View High School and Harper
employees before the sale.
Miss Cangiano, 20, was Junior College, she will go on
chcsen from entrants from the to Elmhurst College as junior

Prospect, became the bride of
William W. Bischof, son of Dr.
and Mrs. H. F. Bischof of Lake

"Charm is a sort of bloom
the bride's cousins Mrs. Harold Lundstrom and Miss Lynn on a woman," said Barrie, the
Johnson. The attendants wore English playwright.
Charm is rather hard to deearly green linen dresses with

Geneva, Wis., at 6 p.m. on

matching

June 21.

.

carried

han provided the organ music.

THE BRIDE, given in mar-

riage by her father, wore a
skimmer gown of white peaude-soie with a cathedral train.

The empire bodice, sleeves,
and lower skirt were embellished with embroidered Alen con lace. The train had a center applique of the same lace.
Her cathedral -length veil of
French silk illusion fell from a
white cap covered with Alen con lace. She carried a nosegay

of .yellow roses encircled by
white daisies._

Serving as maid of honor

fine, because it takes so many

baskets of white and yellow different formi. For instance:
a little girl singing her dolly to
daisies.
sleep, a woman's face when

Pastor Nolan Watson perThe bride's mother chose an
formed the double -ring ceremony in St. Mark Lutheran ice blue, floor -length linen
Prospect.
dress with pearl trimming
Mount
Church,
-Sprays of -)Tellow daisies and -- around -the collar. She had a
white mums decorated the al- corsage of blue orchids. A pink
tar of the church. Robert Brei- floor -length dress with match-

she looks upon her new-born
child for the first time, a
small freckle -faced boy whistling and swinging 'his catch-

er of the groom, who wore a enough for a stray kitten to
cross the street.

WHAT DO these situations

JOSEPH RAILTON was have in common? Charm, of
best

were

man. The groomsmen course.
Charm isn't as simple as it
the groom's brothers,

James and Charles, 'who also
served as ushers. Ross Johnson, the bride's cousin, served
as acolyte for the ceremony.

A cnampagne dinner for
160 guests was held at the Old

people,

the way you make

them feel. You may be filled
with charm and never have
suspected it. Do people drop in
just to chat, to ask your advice,
borrow your recipes or tell you
their troubles?

Do your children try your
patience all day, then give you

a big hug and kiss at night?
Does your husband bawl you

out for spending too- much
money for an outfit, and then
er's mitt on his way to the baseball game, a brawny truck , concede, "Well, it does look

ing coat was worn by the moth- driver stopping his truck long

corsage of pink orchids.

of "Plaza
Belle" was made on the basis
of personality, appearance and
all around ability as an em-

ploye. The "final decision was

made by a panel of judges
made up from managers of

Fashion says it's a wild and wonderful
crepe season and Robert Hall has what you
,want! Acetate and rayon crepe slacks with
yoke front and back, contrast stitching,
zip front; sizes 8-18. Acetate and
nylon crepe blouse with button -front,
French cuffs on the long sleeves; 32-38.

stores who have no female employees.

Charm Hard to Define

was the bride's sister, Cheryl

and

in September.
The selection

employe, who was named
"Plaza Belle" at a special

Jorgensen. Bridesmaids were

veils

various. stores located in the

Plaza. She has worked at Goldblatt's for two and a half years,

might seem. It takes a hundred

different forms, but one thing
about it is always the same --the
person exposed to It is

charmed. He or she responds
with a warm pleasant glow of
admiration, appreciation and
affection. In other words, he is

Orchard Country Club, The
couple left for a wedding trip happy.
That's the secret of. charm!
to St. John in the Virgin Is It is the effect you have on.
lands.

well on you"?

THESE SIGNS indicate
that you have charm, whether

you know it or not. Every

cosmetics, hair styling, figure
control and fashions.
Far more important,
though, she can cultivate
'

AMERICA'S -LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

charming ways, like looking as
pretty for her husband as she
would for a roomful of people,
like complimenting people ii -

EST 1940

OPEN

9.30

stead of criticizing, like send.

ing a note of thanks for a

-611f/4 14/1

present, or a cheerful letter to a

friend who

or,a little gift

to a friend for no reason at all.

9:30

,

A WELL-KNOWN sociologist once said, "Charm is a
woman's strength, just
strength is a man's charm."

TIC

MIDWEST BANK CARD

as

Welcome Here

In developing your charm,

woman in the world has some don't be satisfied to imitate the

Most women
more than they think they

charm of others. Know your-

have, or try to use.
Youth is charming, graceful
even when awkward, with eyes
b r i ght , cheeks glowing.

carbon of someone you ad-

charm.

have

self and be your best self, not a
mire,
If you are by nature shy and
not a brilliant conversa-'

Youth, however, is brief. A tionalist, become a .superior
more enduring charm must listener, attentive and inter-,
come to take its place. With a ested in other people.
little experience and a lot of exIF YOU try to become the
perimenting, any _woman can Most womanly kind of woman
learn to develop her greatest you are capable of being then
physical charm with the use of you have charm.

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

PLAINES
1.507 RAND ROAD

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.
49,

ONLY 2
db.

EACH YEAR

MOUNT PROSPECT

A, STACK UP

lit:PrutPect

\PLAZA
-AM/

PLAZA

.

r"."ii.,-7107!...mr.(,!1%.

YOUR DOLLAR
SAVINGS
AT

71C
ORLON CARDIGAN, REG $3 00.

Ship & Shore Blouses, discon
$1 99 to $3.
reg $4 to $8
Ladles Summer Skirts, reg $411

to $399
Jamaica Sets,

y $2 to $11

.

to $7 98
Hosiery, reg 49c pr
Whimseys, reg $3 to $5
Reg $12 8 $16 Dresses
Reg $16 Laminated Coats 8 Toi
Human Hair Wig, reg $406 $4
Shifts & Pant Dresses, reg $2 5

-0011111111111111.911

$1 99 & $2 99

BRING THE FAMILY

99c-$1 99
Handbags, asst styles, values

They're always welcome
at these Mt. Prospect
Plaza Merchants!

$1 00
LARGEST EXCLUSIVE SUBURBAN MEN'S STORES

3 DAYS ONLY

-...M111111mmftmow,

BAR & FLAME CITY INC.
BURNY BROS. BAKERY
CITY BARBER SHOP
CUSTOLUXE CARPETS
FARMERS INS. GROUP
5 MINUTE HEEL SERVICE
FREDERICK INTERNATIONAL
JEWELERS

LEE OPTICAL
G. C. MURPHY
MR. DAHM'S STUDIO
of PHOTOGRAPHY
MT. PROSPECT
CURRENCY EXCHANGE
MERLE NORMAN COSMETICS
PLAZA SHOES

PLAZA TV

GINGISS FORMALWEAR
GOLDBLATT'S

PROSPECT PERSONNEL INC.

SCANDA HOUSE

HILLMANS
HOUSEHOLD FINANCE

SMORGASBORD
STATE OF ILLINOIS

HOUSE OF LORDS

Div. Vocational

BILLIARD CENTER

Rehabilitation

HOWARD FAMILY SHOES
IDEEL CLEANERS
JACK'S MEN'S SHOP
KROGER

35 FLAVORS ICE CREAM
TIERA BEAUTY SALON
VAN OAKS PET SHOP
WALGREENS
WALT BOYLE
WARNER PAINT

KWIK WASH
THE LAST STRAW
LEE DRAPERIES

Rand ACeiba/ Re., NNW Prespoet
FREE PARKING

to $3 99
Pant Dresses, reg $2 29 to $4 9

KNIT

SPORT
SHIRTS

Denim Slacks, reg $2 29
Knit Tops, reg $1 19 to $3 00

Cardigan 8 slip over sweats
to $4 99
Girls shorts, reg up to $1 19
Girls knit tops, reg $1.19
Girls sweaters, reg $2 to $4, b

$1 00

Short Sleeve Sweat shirts, ass
xl, reg $1 99
Mens Levi Slacks, special
29-36, reg $9 8 $9 50
Mens Short Sleeve knit shirts,

$1.59 2/$3
Short Sleeve Sport 8 Dress s

$1.69

$299

mow

Flannel Shirts, long sleeve,

SPOR

PANTS

COAT

Buy the first pair at
regular price ... get the second
pair in the same price
range or less at

Values from $39.95 to $95.00

Long Sleeve Knit Shirts, sitg

$1 00

sizes

Little Boys Jackets, corduroy
$.7 99
Snow
sixes

$4 00
Suits,

reg

$10 00

$5 00

Burro Prest no iron Double K
3 to 7, reg $3 00
Parma Press Shorts, half bo
9
3 to 7, reg $1 69

MT. PROSPECT.

From $2
END -OF -THE -SEASON

CLEARANCE ON

TIES

MEN'S
Values from $75.00

to $165.00

Regularity to $5.00

CABANA

$1 00

$1 49

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO PR

SUITS
SETS'

SWIMWEAR ,\\
WALK SHORTS'
is coming to The Day!

to $3 00

P J 's reg $2 29 & $3 29

Buy the first shirt at
regular price ... get the second
shirt in the same price
range or less for only

Buy the first shirt at
regular price ... get the second
shirt in the same price
range or less for only

Short Sets, reg $1 19 to $4 99

to $1 79

SHIRTS

SPECIAL RACK OF

!%, PLAZA

Bell Bottoms, reg $2 59 to $6 0

I SHORT SLEEVE

% OFF
Prbmpect

Clearance Straw Handbags,
$2-$4
$6 99
Summer Jewelry, reg to $3

to $2.99

SHORT SLEEVE

Read IA Central Rds., Wait Prospect
FREE PARKING

--

Blouses 8 Crop Tops, reg $1 99

DRASTICALLY
REDUCED
Values frorn $5.00 to $25.00

I

From

$50

1 & 2 Pant Models
Minor alterations Free
Charge Actounts !milted
We honor all Midwest Bank Charge Card$

NO REFUNDS

NO EXCHANGES

Fit
C

NATIONALLY
FF
Ranch Mart
Shopping Center
Dundee &
Buffalo Grove Rds.

1056 MT:. P
TA" x 45"

OW

RUGS

RAYON, MACHINE WASHABLE
REG
NON-SKID BACK

$6 00 $

1*

AT OUR
MT. PROSPECT PLAZA STORE ONLY!
RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS

NOW 10

.75

MATCHING COLORS
IN OTHER SIZES

1056 MT. PROSPECT P

Thiirsday, Friday, Saturda

AUGUST 7,8,9
OUT .. IT'S OCIL0131..ATT'S FOR FAMOUS BRANDS
$1.59
tmued styles,

49

Curtly Disposable Diapers, reg $2 99 $1 49
.
Infant & Toddler sportswear, reg $2 99 ..

$75.00
$99 50
2 doz sleeve of Agl Bulbs, rag. $2.79.. $1.59

$1 29

Royco Tape Recorder, reg $12.99

COSMETICS& DRUGS cant

Bell

,

$1.99

$8

.$1.00

3/1 00

99c

Stopette

$4 99
$7.99

. $33.00
(Ispprs.

reg.

$99.99

150

Polaroid Colorpack II w/case, reg. $31.99

4 lbs.

$25.88
Argus 364 Electric

Super Dry Antipersperont 6 oz

Instamatic,

Eye

PLANTERS
reg.

$34 99

$1000

Anscomatic Instamatic Elec Eye, reg. $23.99

Argus 164 Instamatic,reg $54.50... $10.00

_$17 99
Airquipt Slide Protector, reg $54.95 $44.95

$4.99-

Mans Leather Casual Shoes, not all

$3 99 to

reg

7x35 Wide Angle Binoculars, reg. $29.99

$19 99

sizes

styles,

disc

$149 99

reg

Instamatic Cases, reg $1 00
55c
Sylvania Flash Cubes, 12 flashes, reg. $1.84..

Miss Wonderful & Enna Jettrck, disc styles,
$7 00
rag $12 99 to $15 99
$3.00
Busken Hairs, reg $5 99 to $10 99

$1 99

$1 19

SALE PRICE

White or Rainbow
PACK

23c

REG. 37,

NOW

BOUTY PAPER TOWELS

90c

HUFFY BICYCLE

72c,

WITH HIGH RISE HANDLEBARS

3 Only

PLASTIC TABLECLOTH

NOW 76c

$1.67

3/$1 00

59c

RE G.

Reg.

Kiddies film subjects, asst titles, reg. $1.49....
Rayette Hair Dryers, reg. $19.95
$10.00
Sunbeam Dryer w/manicure, reg. $26.99

50c

.

4 transistor Walkie Talkie, reg. $15.99

Oster Hairdryer w/radio, reg. $39.95

$25.00

50c

$8.00
$10.00

Ronson Swingette, reg. $15.99
GE Hairdryer 2A, reg. $17.95
Aero Shave Cream, reg. 99c
Squibb tooth brushes, reg. 89c
Jargons lotion reg. $2.00
Manis & Dier Kiss Talcum, reg. 89c
Hair Brushes, reg. $1.00

$1 59
)cs, reg $2 29

$1 00

9c 2/$1 00
241.00
eken sizes

59c

3/$1.00
$1.39

24" Brazier Grill -warm oven, spit & motor,

3/$1.00

$10.00
reg. $17.99
$1.66
101/2" Teflon Griddle, reg. $2.99
88c
4 cup Electric Brewmaster, reg. $1.49
$3.33
Hibacki Grills, reg. $5.99
88c
Portable Grills, reg. $1.29
King Size Wagon Grills, reg. $29.99. $22.00
8.8c
1/2 gal Thermal Jug, reg. $1.29

size

$5 00
$1.44
$5.00

Lawn Ornaments, reg $2 29
6 ft steel wall pools, reg $7 99

irts, values to

$139.95
Zenith Stereo Phone, reg $149 95 $119.95

$59.95
Zenith Stereo Phono, reg $69 95
$89 95
Drum Set, reg $109 95
Zenith 23" Color Console TV, reg $498 88

Floor Samples Snow Blowers,

$199.00
$59 00
$79.00

reg $259 95
rag $74 95
reg $99 95

ize 6-16, reg

$448.00

"

$2 59, broken

10 tine Cavex Rakes, reg $2 49
77c
Swimming Pool Ladders, reg $11 99 $5 00

& nylon, reg

Steel Lawn Spreaders, reg $7 99
Steel Lawn Spreaders, reg $11 99

$434.00

$3.99
$7.00

RCA 22" Table Model TV, rag $178 88

$148.00
13 cu ft Frost Free Freezer, reg $238 88

II

broken
11

$208 88
$128.88
9 cu ft Freezer, reg $158 88
19 Cu ft Avocado side by side Refrigerator,
$399 00
reg $439 95
16 cu ft copper side by side Ref , reg
5378 88
$358.00

ee Jeans, sizes

74c yd

.99

Reg $1 49 Tern Cloth prints

er style, sizes

Bonded Rayon & Acetate Plaid, reg $2 99

$1.99 yd

yd

8
:

18" DEEP 75" DIAMETER

..

VALUES

REG.

PROSPECT

PLAZA

AUG. 7-8-9

REG. $2.37

NOW

'

I

I

.

REG.

REG. $1.43

I

NOW

$ 1 17, 94c

NOW

MEN'S
SWIMMING TRUNKS

'

DINING CANOPY
NOW

WOODEN COT
WITH CANVAS COVER

$

$58.17

NOW

49-97

REG. $9.17

ALE

SWIMMING TRUNKS

$4 1A.

SIZES S -M -L
VALUES TO $2.98

AGS

$5

SAVE $3.72

97c

i

:

0

REG. $11.17

$9.88

SALE I7

57c

16

SIZES 4-8

NOW

NOW 84

$2.97
NOW

NON OSCILLATING
REG.

8" ELECTRIC FAN

r

REG.
$10.913

SALE
SAVE $1.80

12" ELECTRIC FAN

NOW 3 .

asierwax

BEACH TOWELS

C SAVE 39c

34" x 62"

t

NOW

00 SAVE $5.98

REG.

SALE

$1

9

NOW

RUNNERS
D

REG.

$11.64

OSCILLATING FAN

SALE

.57

SIMONIZ AUTO

VISTA SMOOTH

FINISH SEALER

SUPER GLOSS
SUPER GLOSS WAX
FOR ALL CARS

,ASSORTED CARPET SAMPLES

$6.77

A

A

A

$1.97

$6VALUES

TO $11.84

37

GIRLS'

1 & 2 PC.
SWIMMING SUITS

NOW AS
LOW AS
VALUES TO

SIZES 8-14

$4.57

$2.67

MEN'S
SHORT SLEEVE
PERMANENT PRESS
SHIRTS

NOW

SIZES S -M -L

$2.77

22 FLUID OUNCES

Reg. $2.36

40c EACH
A

LADIES

1 and 2 PIECE
SWIMSUITS
SIZES 32 - 38

LADIES
COTTON JACKETS

REG.

$2.87

REG $1 59 FT

SAVE $1.09

8c

NOW ONLY
SAVE $1.00

NOW 96c

'Si

SALE

$1.88

VALUES TO $1.98

SIZES S -M -L

REG. $3.29

A

./

10" ELECTRIC

auto cleaner/wax

SEALS AND PRESERVES

A

$ is%

$15.88

SAVE $4.87

CLEANS, RESTORES,

REG. $2.97

VALUE

LADIES'
SWIM CAPS

3 SPEED BOX WITH CRADLE

CHOICE OF LIQUID,
PASTE, OR AEROSOL

1 new

PROOF

.57

$5.47

SAVE $6.12

1111.14,

SAVE 61 c

BEACH BAGS

DRESSES

$1 9 8

SAVE 71c

$1.98

OF WHITE EYELET

REG.

NOW

SAVE $1.97

CONFIRMATION

SUMMER DRESSES
SIZES 7-14

REG. $1.47

NOW

REG. $1.23

GIRLS'

GIRLS' COTTON

REG. $1.98

9.27 86c

SAVE $5.01

COLEMAN FUEL
1 GALLON

$1.37

$1.95

ONE STEP LIQUID

VINYL

A

INFANT BOYS'
SWIM TRUNKS

REG. $3.47

A

OSPECT PLAZA

NOW $1.32

45

SPORTSLINE SLEEPING BAGS
REG.

$1.99
BOY'S

SAVE $26.92

HACIENDA
1$17.7 SALE
DOUBLE SIDE ROOM CABIN
SAVE $3.63
17' x 7' BASE
CLOUD
REG.

NOW

SAVE $8.20

12.97

$19.91

SIZES S -M -L
VALUES TO $3.49

NOW

12' X 12' BASE
REG.

GIRLS' COTTON JACKETS

NOW

98

SWIMWEAR

ALAMO BUNGALOW - OUTSIDE
ALUMINUM FRAME
9' x 12' FRAME BASE

SIZES 3-5

I

REG.

$2.94

$ 1.

CAMPING SUPPLIES

0

1

0

253-8900

LADIES SUMMER
COTTON TOPS

23c

& All the trimmings
with an ice cold coke

KNIT TOPS

IN CITRUS COLORS
SIZES 3-6x

DETERGENT

ZA,

NOW

$2.57

HOTDOG'"'
DOGi-4.40,

INFANTS' 100% COTTON

INFANTS'

STRETCH SLACKS

mamerwax

TAKE YOUR PICK!

I

9419. 44174c

:E108.

19

$3.96

.57 46

NOW

REG.

$4.62

$6.94
SAVE $2.32

$R3EG.9.9

SLEEVELESS

A

$1

REG.

OFFICIAL SIZE
CLINCHER SOFT BALLS

GIRLS' KNIT TOPS

MT.
S

CAN

JACKET, SLACKS, SKIRT

SIZES S -M -L

A

Cleated

NOW

4 RINGS

INFANTS' SUN DRESSES

'

1

SAVE $6.94

SWIMMING POOL

$7.25

REG.

RPETS

SAVE $3.02

17

$1

MISSES' 3 PC.
COTTON SUITS

SAVE $1.42

INFLATABLE

Reg.

NOW

AT
A

P

SALE

:r3,Now$3.00

SWIMMING POOL $9:88
8' x 18" DEEP

SHOP

THESE

SALE

$1.61

$2.31
NOW

515

:r98 N°W $119

NOW

Ho

REG

TENDER JUICY

NOW
POLY POOL
5'x12" DEEP

FOR SWIMMING POOLS

STEEL WALL

WOMEN'S VINYL
PATENT SANDALS

10 lbs. REG. $1.00

TORLON - LIQUID

FOR
Ad

NOW $2. 1 0

99

INCLUDES ROD, REEL,
LINE, AND LURE

$REC
SALE
.9/199

97c

NOW

W

FISHING OUTFIT

m

$2.76

$1.58

25 lbs. REG. $4.50

:no NOW $1.77

aid Road & Central Ave. Plenty of Free Parking Time Payment Credit Plan

I

TENNIS RACKET
WITH BALL

REG.

NOW $3.50

NOW$1 .2 5

DITTCHLOR - BACTERICIDE,
ALGAECIDE
FOR TREATING WATER

Use Our Convenient

II

mow

$2.65

GARCIA

$1.10

6' NET, RULE BOOK

REG. $1.571

R SALE, WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

NO4.1

SAVE $1 17

PLASTIC SHUTTLECOCK,

CELITE DIATOMITE
FILTER POWDER

SALE

LAWN DART SET

EAGLE VOLLEYBALLS
OFFICIAL SIZE - WHITE
SUEDE FINISH

2 RACKETS with

2 lbs DRY
CHLORINE CONCENTRATE

AND

SPORTING GOODS

SALE PRICE

INSECT REPELLENT

Admiral 23" Color Console TV, reg $478 88

SOLIDS
REG. $3.90

BADMINTON SET

REG$3..n

G E Stereo Phonograph, reg $179 95

17c

SALE

$5.97NOW$2.67 SAVE
$3.30

Reg. 4.31

SWIMMING POOLS & SUPPLIES

SLACKS

SAVE $2.02

PLAIDS

REGULATION SIZE & WEIGHT

67c yd. VALUE

50 lbs. REG. $8.00

sst colors

PQLD

00

Yfdo: $ 1

REMNANTS
TERRY CLOTH

59c

Bath, reg. 99c
2/$1.33
All Sunglasses
1/2 PRICE
Jergens Lotion Soap, reg. 4/28
1 2/$1 .00
Scotts Toilet Tissue, reg. 15/ea ' 10/$1.00
Coppertone Suntan Lotion, rag. $1.41
97c

$1.57

NOW

3

SUMMER

5 .00

COLORING BOOKS
1;.E??.

$2.27

SUMMER MATERIALS

HOUSEWARES

V" gallon Shampoo, Creme Rinse or Bubble

t colors, s -m -l-

CLOSEOUT ON

$11.99

$/.99
Kodak Instamatic, 44, reg. $8.99
Keystone Reflex PowerZoom Camera w/caso,
reg. $79.99
$65.00
Anscomatic 6:1 PowerZoom Camera, reg.
$99.99
$109.99
Kodak cxl 26 12 exposure film, reg. $1.23 77c

$15.00

$1.59

purchase,

00

51.8641

99c

$1 59

1'9

NOW $

TUMBLERS NOW
76c
ARTIFICIAL
FLORAL CENTERPIECES

NOW

FLOOR MODELS

BUGGIES
:T9-9DOLL

10 AMBER GLASS REG. 99c

20" 3 SPEED

10 ROLL TOILET TISSUE
REG.
NOW

LADIES

COTTON

Reg. $34.41

While 8 Last

37c

WITH
RECLOSABLE
PLASTIC LID

r7.76.SALE $i

$2000

52" x 52"

Super 8 & Rag 8mm film cans & reels, reg.

PEANUTS

ICED

250 CT. NAPKINS

ROLL

Keystone Super 8 Movie outfit, reg. $159.99

$500

$1099 to$1299

1=1

$11 88

$2.00

& styles, reg $8 00
Cotillion -Thrall mates,

25c-$1.00

(o.

Kodak Instamatic 124 Camera, reg. $14.88

ly_onterts-Teiiiis, Children' Summer Casuals,
reg $2 99
.50C
(not all sixes & styles)

PLANTERS

$25.00

reg 99c
59c
Rayette Console Hair Dryers, reg $19 95

P.$4 99,

ito $3 29

SALE DATES Aug. 7-8-9-10

$6.99

Flimosound Camera,

& Howe?
$116 99

74c
--Nro Shampoo, 15 oz mg $1 29
Lustre Creme Hair Spray, 12 ox reg 59c

pr. for 55c

Murphy's

Argus 815 Super 8 Movie Camera, reg.

88c

Corduroy slacks & crawlers, reg $2 59

$4.47

NOW

$2.99
VALUE

NOW

LADIES NYLON
WINDBREAKERS

Use Our

No Chow

SIZES S -M -L

LAYAWAY
PLAN

$4.18

STORE

1.37

oS
MIDWEST
RANK
CARDS ACCEPTED

HOURS: Mon. thru fa, 9:30 a.m. to 9 p.m

Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sunday 11 a.m. to 530p.m,

Day Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch

That dirty word, pollution,
is back in the news. Let's be

That Dirty Word

sights on projects with more
limited scope, with the desirable goal of making sure that

what life has evolved on earth
mole accurate: it has never is enabled to be sustained.
That dirty word pops up in
been out. But it has been pushed aside for other more glam- connection with this reflection
'-on how life can be maintained
orous, exciting events.
But then, even the interest in the face of the pollution still
in. -the --moon -has-suffered--an- smothering -the -environmental
eclipse, to inflict a pun, and quality of the universe, specifically, our nation, state, and
Mars is already old hat.

The latest proposal by a

blue-ribbon panel of space scientists of the National Acadenty of Sciences, datelined Aug.
for plans to get underway
4.

for a tour of Jupiter, Saturn,
Uranus, Neptune and Pluto by
unmanned spacecraft in the
late 1970's.

The scientists explain that
the key result might be the dis-

covery of how life evolved on
earth.

WITHOUT appearing to be
needling the assembly of longrange planners, always useful

in our complex society, we
can't help focussing our own

concerns us right here, altion from both heat and radioactive wastes is a serious matter, indeed.

Now this is not, further using Charley's words, a picayune exercise in trivia. The
utilities can and do hire excellent talent to present their

The subtle, clever use of an=

case. In this instance, the dirty

other word to describe pollution by the utilities and their
spokesmen is what should be

word, pollution, is on its way

though such potential pollu-

observed and combatted.
The Conservation News, of-

ficial organ of the National

out of the public eye. Who
cares about waste heat, or
undersFaTfds what it means
anyway?

Pollution is not one of the

Wildlife Federation, this week

four-letter Anglo-Saxon words

called attention to the quiet,
Again, when we bring up inexorable threat of massive
another item concerning pol- thermal pollution of the nalution, it seems to head our tion's waterways. Editor Ed
way from far left field, to be Chaney pointed out how this
exact, the current proposal by menace "is moving towards
nine U.S. Senators and Con- reality as thermo-nuclear pow-

that have come in for heavy be-

right here in our northwest

suburban communities.

the process by which our atmosphere, water and environs
ment have been fouled so that
we cannot wait bur must take
steps now to make sure life will
continue, with some sure
promise of survival.

er plants rise to meet the coun-

THE UTILITILS have
scored the first point of the
game. How? They have re-

ing, a spade a spade instead of

"Big Muddy" about 33 miles
downstream from the Twin

placed the term "thermal pollution" with what Chaney

an agricultural implement
wdrth reviving.

Cities.

calls

"a camouflaged buzz
term 'waste heat' in the mass

THE DEBATE is not what

control region, set up under
the 1967 Federal Air Quality
act.

Every program starts with
an idea, a plan, a layout.

IF THE program for air

control of pollution in this
area is to set practical goals,
it's a good idea right from the
start

to keep the key word

"pollution" in the debates.
Not "waste heat" or similar
cot t o n -wadding to muffle
what is really at issue.

THE OLD saw about callis

The more the talk deals with

pollution, a dirty word describing in this particular case

dirty air, the sooner we may

The health and well-being
of all suburban areas adjacent

media."

City itself, are matters of con-.
cern to all watching themeetings, begun Aug. 5. by the Illinois air pollution control
board at 160 N. LaSalle St., to
get public response to the air
quality measures it will propose for the 6 -county Chicago

rating in these latter days. But
it is still the best description of

gressmen from Minnesota and
Wisconsin to set up a federal state -local task force to study
the possible pollution dangers
from a projected nuclear powered generated plant on the

try's burgeoning demands for
electric power."

to Chicago, not just the Big

battle through to breathe clean
air.

Main Street
Special Rate
Lil Floros
The Cook County Forest
Preserve District recently announced that as of Aug. I their
golf courses were to have spe-

cial reduced rates for senior

ro5pect Thp

citizens.
them!

rates

were

available for the oldsters here
right from the start of the season.

Marshall Held III

Robert C. Smith, General Mangier

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing,Editor

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered,
Out of town U S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six mmiths
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mounll'rospect, Ill. 60056

Each concentrated on her own

By the Staff of Forest Hospital
What are the emotional
problems of the aged? Does increasing longevity create more
of these problems?

DOCTOR SAYS

First, there is the so-called
change of life in both men and
women. Particularly with

Check All Safety Factors
Before Buying Toy Tunnel

women, these changes result in

emotional problems.

Then again, in the very elderly, there are certain stresses

which may be related to aging

Ws.G.11RANDSTADT,

manufacturers
under
such
names as "Batman Cave Tun neI
"Tun -L -Fun" and

"

"Funny Tunnel" have been
ordered off the market by the
and

Food

Drug

Adminis_

[ration The tunnels, about 30
inches in diameter and six to

eight teet long, are made of
wire hoops covered with fabric The hazard is the possibility of the fabric catching
flee while a child is in the tunnel

Although the manufacturers have labeled the tunnels
tests
"flameproof,"
FDA
showed that rain will remove
the flameprooting and that,
when dried, the fabric is flam-

mable Before purchasing such

device, you should assure
yourself that it is thoroughly

a

flame -resistant,
soaking

even

after

Because there has been a
great deal of contusion about

the safety of artificial sweeteners, a committee of the National Academy of Science
made a thorough studysof the
matter

..L

They found that,

al -

cer in mice is in no way related
chemically to the artificial
sweeteners.

about five times that of the forAfter reviewing the Academer. About 70 per cent of.the
cyclamate consumed is found my's report, the FDA recomin carbonated soft drinks. A mended that products contain12 -ounce can contains 0.25 to ing cyclamates be labeled to
show the suggested limits on its
one gram of this substance.
The Academy reported that, daily intake and the total
while an adult might safely cyclamate content of the bottle
consume five grams of cycla- or can. This should reassure

mate a day, prudence would

the users of their safety --an im-

limit the daily intake to 3.5
grams and for a child about

portant measure in view of the

22 5 milligrams per pound of
body weight a day. Even at
higher levels of intake, however, the only side effects observed are a softening of the

sumption of sugar in this country is now five times as great as

stools and an increased risk of
sunburn
(increased photosensitivity).
Occasionally, one hears
that, because these products
are derived from coal tar, they
are harmful. This is illogical
because aspirin and several
other products that cannot be
described as .poisons in the

lence of diabetes, dental decay
and hardening of the arteries.

fact that the per capita conit was 100 years ago and the
fact that this is a contributing
cause of the increased preva-

Q-1 am a diabetic. Does

saccharin destroy any of the
food value in what one eats?
Does it have any harmful side
effects?

A --No to both questions

and to sociological and psy=
chological factors which result
in patients going to a- mental
hospital for help.
It must be admitted that the
aged are quite a stress to the
younger people in the home,

time, therapists also work with
the people in the home to help
them learn to accept the relative or patient.

Because forced retirement
can age a man rapidly and lead
to emotional disorders, en-

couraging people to have a
hobby or interest or associ-

HIDEAWORD

pick

their

noses, then put the crusts in
their mouths. The boys are of
normal intelligence but the
mothers understandably want

to know how . to break this
habit.

Don't look now, but girls

PAMSREL
' Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters

do this, too. In normal

children it is a part of learning

about their bodies. In a very
few it may even indicate a

was taken of old people: namely, that their problems were

Answer on Comic Page

them who seems to be really

tual organic problems related
to strokes, in which there is a

real structural change within
the nervous system. In these
cases less can be done. But

here, many times tremendous changes in personality and in behavior can be
even

Some of the problems of

if the children want to

particularly true in a metro-

do this, they -must do it in the

politan area, In the past grandfather could stay on a farm and

privacy of their own rooms
and not where it may sicken
a squeamish onlooker.

putter around -and do something useful or grandmother

sit on it.
Who needs you?

I look forward to reading your next letter when it's written a
year from now. I just hope the return address isn't the local
jailhouse.
CONFUSED DAD
Dear Lee Janson,

I just finished high school and I want to go to college, but my
Dad won't help me. He said he never went to college and he did

O.K. He says I should go out and get a job and forget about
college. I'm crazy about chemistry, and 1 want to be a chemical

engineer, but I can't go to college withcut financial. help. My
grades were good, but not good enough for a scholarship. Why
does my Dad feel the way he does, and why won't he help me?
Student

Your father's attitude is the apposite of most parents these
dlYs, and I'm afraid he's wriitig. Every guy should get all the
education he can. Begin by tAk:ng with your school counselor.
There are all kinds of loan funds, scholarships and other forms of
aid. If all else fails, get a job, go to junior college nights, save your
money, and make it on your own.

-Send your questions. to Le- intison, elo Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Center Adds 11 to Board
Eleven northwest residents S. Newbury; E. Glenn Pace, of .
have been added recently to 706 S. Kennicott, and Allan
the board of directors for Peters, of 403 N. Belmont.
Clearbrook Center for the Retarded,

"Now we say that we will

John: "Nobody gave it to

help grandfather get over his me. sir. I had to fight for it."
problem," says Dr. Townley,
who is a psychiatrist. "We will
get him straightened around
and get him back to his real
self. We have a few families
who, when they want to go on
vacation or whenever they feel
they must get away from

New directors from Arling-

ton Heights are Michael J.
Brown, of 1415 N. Walnut.
Lloyd D. Christensen, of 1529
N. Arlington Heights Rd., and

Pine, Mount Prospect, George
Frianelli, of 401 Indigo, Pros-

403 S. Yale.
Also. Warren Lattof, of 608

Kellerman, of 2800 Owl Ln.,

Mrs. Edward H. Gilbert, of pect Heights, and Lawrence

Amusement
Calendar
115

N.

Evergreen,

Arlington

Heights.

Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 4:45, 7:20, 10 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday, 1:30. 4:15,1:10, and 10 p.m.

CATLOW THEATRE, 116 N. Main, Barrington.
The April Fools: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturdays, 7:30 and 9:30 p.m.

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Shoes of the Fisherman: Weekdays, 6:25 and 9:20 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 12:50, 3:30, 6:25, and 9:20 p.m.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 -Milwaukee, Niles.
Good -Bye Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 3:50, 5:55,
and 10:05 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Main, Park Ridge
Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 6:40 and 9:30 p.m.; Saturday
and Sunday, 1:15, 3:55, 6;40, and 9:30 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
Romeo and Juliet: Weekdays and Saturday, 7 and 9:20 p.m.;
Sunday, 2:20, 4:40, 7, and 9:20 p.m.

son to go to a convalescent

RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang; Daily and Weekends, 1, 4, 6:35, and
9:30 p.m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.

can't take care of themselves
and can't work anymore," Dr.

to Custodial hospital care.

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

P.M.

home, a nursing home or some
other arrangement if they

much better than it was years
ago when more and more elderly peOple were committed

MOVIES

Rascal: Daily and Weekends, 2:06, 6:01, and 9:56 p.m.
Swiss Family Robinson: Daily and Weekends, 3:41 and 7:36

many times they are not interested relatives, and in these
cases we usually try to make
some arrangement for the per-

though there is considerable
room for improvement, it is

Rolling Meadows.

pect.

aged relative is, they bring him

THIS ARRANGEMENT
works out fairly well. Al-

From Des Plaines arc John
Sietz, of 731 Polynesian Dr.,
and Rev. James Spicer, of
1151 Oakwood. Others are
Bennett P. Trapani, of 222 S.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros-

grandfather or whoever the

Townley said.

3201 W. Campbell.

Rolling Meadows.

The gallery is open from 1 to
relative is admitted to our hos- 5 p.m., except Mondays. This
pital. Years ago, when the fam- show will be there through Au-

caring for them, they do re- around and we take care of
him for awhile and then we
spond.
There are of course some ac- send him back home. Now,

older people concern their not
being wanted or. their feeling
that they are useless. This is

that,

27 good, 34 excellent

cation or sometimes just good
nutrition and someone around

the things you say not to. Please put that on your church pew and

the picture when the elderly

said to forget him. We will take
WORST JOKE of the Day:
care of him. Just forget that he
Gym teacher: "John, who
exists."
gave you that black eye?"

IN THE PAST, many of the
problems in the older people
were lumped into a category of
"chronic brain syndome",
and a rather pessimistic view

outgrow the habit.

should gently but firmly insist

summer institute in mathemat-

a great deal.

brought about.

Meanwhile, the mothers

Christmas.

MANY OF THE aged hope
DOLORES HUDSON, a
to find another "home" in one
of the state hospitals. Some- Prospect High teacher, is
times the hospital is little more spending most of August at
than a good place to stay. Northern Illinois .University
There are perhaps some activi- at DeKalb at a seminar for inties -nothing more important structors who will work with
than meeting people or doing student teachers.
Mrs. Mary Lou Huyck, a
something useful around the
ward. The attitude of the ward teacher at Elk Grove High
personnel helps to make these School, is participating in a

ily brought grandfather into gust 16.
the hospital, we would have

nutritional deficiency. The

boys will undoubtedly,

She was selected on the basis of
personality, appearance and

they actually are not wanted, have no female employees.
and these feelings sometimes How's that for impartiality!
There are 25 days till school
grow to the point where they
aggravate the emotional prob- starts. There are 140 days till

people feel that they are want-

column. Next year I'm quitting school and I'm going to try all

Forest View High

School and Harper College.

ations before they get right un
to the retirement age can help

treatable and that with mediand 7,

uate of

ten is no room for the aged all around ability.
The judges for the contest
relatives, and they do feel out
of place. As a matter of fact, were managers of stores who

lem.

Are you some kind of a puritan nut? All this jazz about not
making out, don't drink, don't use pot, don't get married in your
teens, don't do this, don't do that. You're years behind the time. I
get enough of that jazz at home without having to read it in your

works at Goldblatt's, is a grad-

gotten by everyone and many School.
For something different, zip
of the patients respond very
over to Arlington's Counwell to this.
According to Dr. Merlin tryside Art Center at 407 N.
Townley, of Wayne General Vail. The new art show there is
Hospital in Michigan, "As an exhibit in black and white.
much as possible we try to Subjects range from landbring the patient's family into scapes to abstracts.

sonous, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) would

6

LINDA IS 20 years old,

be made more acceptable in
the family home. At the same

many of these people are quite

Two mothers who have the
same problem ask why their

I could baby-sit. Now there of-

Plaza.

ed and that they are worth- ics at Lake Forest College. She
while individuals. This proves lives in Mount Prospect and
that they have not been for- formerly taught at Fairview

usual sense are also derived
from coal tar. If they were poi-

sons,

instrument. Carin worked on
the flute, Lynn on the piano.

the peridot.
Congratulations to Linda
Cangiano on being named
"Plaza Belle." The Mount
Prospect Plaza at CentrattInd
Rand Rds., selected Linda for
the title when the center had its
Casual Dollar Days last week.
She was chosen from entrants
from the various stores at the

but by the use of certain medications and psychological approaches, they can frequently

due to their aging. But now
psychiatrists are finding that

prohibit their sale. The coal tar
derivative that has caused can-

August is here and in case
you are interested and don't
know, August's flower is the
gladiolus and the birthstone is

Aged Face
Anxiety, Feeling
of Uselessness

The Dav is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

though saccharin and cyclamate are both used, the consumption of cyclamate is

enrolled in a two-week music
camp at Northern Illinois Uni-

could get a Season Privilege
pass for $45, which is half the
pass. For daily play without a

Toy tunnels sold by four

seven -part music.

theory and history of music.

YOU'RE PREACHING, LEE
Dear Lee Janson,

ON THE last night, Carin

pect High sophomores -to -be,

citizens

price of an individual adult

students.

vacation with learning. Carin
Morath and Lynn Reilly, Pros-

versity.
They attended classes on the

OUR SENIOR
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John E Stanton, Echtm and Publisher

Reduced

The gals stayed in a dorm on
campus with other high school

and Lynn performed in a concert featuring band, orchestra
and chorus. Carin played in a
12 -piece flute ensemble, with

Our own Mount Prospect Mount Prospect combined a

Park District is way ahead of

Hanoi the (attuned dream by always jealously keeping
the Panel's ft eedont and intellectual integrity."
l'age6

pass, the price is reduced one
dollar. That is, for nine holes,
cost is $2 instead of the regular
$3; for 18 holes, cost is $3 instead of $4.
Two young ladies from

Winning and If It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium: show
Robert W. Jones of 310 S.
Mount Prospect Rd., Mount begins at dusk.
Prospect, a 20 -year veteran
THEATRE
with Frederick Post, 700
Northwest Hwy., Des Plaines,
has been promoted to the posi-

tion of Manager of Customer
Services.

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.

CUT-UP OR
QUARTERED

Fully Cooked Semi -Boneless

/'
LB

LEG QUARTERS OR
I BREAST QUARTERS

Boneless Chuck

Fresh

Pork

Super

Whole
or Half

Super Right -Fresh

ED BEEF

I

Eckrich Brand

P RK s UTT ROAST

SKE

lb.

1 -LB. PKG.

Fresh

3 -oz.

Pkgs.I00

Spicy Beef

lb.

Super Right Quality

All Good -Sliced

Ham -Turkey
Pastrami Corned Beef -

lb.

Super Right -Fresh

89!

UND CHUCK

Right

Quality

lb.

Super Right

Super

Right

BACON

LIVER S

2 -lb. Pkg. $1.57

or
Smoked

AGE

lb.

1 RIM MOM NNW
1100

%ft.

ILO°

/r

RED

HONEYDEW

RIPE

W RMEL

MELON

1

I

JUMBO

16 TO 18 LB.

///

9 -SIZE

AVG.
..........

-... -...

Amin dismAAAO imil

A&P Brand -Chunk Style

61/2-100
Cans

LIGHT MEAT TUNA

4151/2

-oz.99

quality at unmatched '
values!

20

APPLE PIE

eraor"

-oz.° 00

Size

AMERICAN

wirer

Minute Meal Brand

....-

Banquet Brand -Frozen

Yoti superior

Cans

4ClikelairiliTH BEANS

........ ....-

-........,

/

12 -oz.
Pkg.

CHEESE

Ann Page Brand

15C1/2n-oz. /00

37-ozE 00

"patlysdBEANS

CORNED BEEF HASH

Cans

Mach Queen Brand

LUNCHEON MEAT

watilec'?L'''' SPANISH PEANUTS
-01:tarty
100

29-"'
Cans

BARTLETT PEARS

%I. GE l'Irk,

""

Bag

3=100

CLING PEACHES

PINEAPPLE

Sliced
Crushed
Chunks

E -Z Serve Brand -White

PAPER PLATES

61161b TE110 amps on

4 9
2(1-71:.

100 Ct.
9 -inch
Size

COW.

Mm
IS' LAP 6 UTIUTY TRAY
20' KING SIZE SERVING
TRAY

1-113.

A&P Brand Sliced Yellow

Pacific Isle Brand

001

MME

MCI

52.00

$ 99

3 00

309

RIO

MA

MAO

12 OZ. PILSENER GLASS

1.50

.69

100

.49

39

14 OZ. ICE TEA CLASS

1.00

.69

1/2 GAL THERMAL PITCHER, 6.00

2.99

6' SALTS PEPPER SET

150

.99

4 QT.THIRMALICE BUCKET

9.00

199

tY

(NT'

KING SIZE

DUNCAN HINES

FAB

LAYER CAKE MIXES

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

le 1/2 -oz. Pkg.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

32c

SAVE 20c

our plaid° stamp

Size

SPRAY STARCH

TISSUE

P

,

2 Pk.

19c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

thru Au:. 9, 1969

SAVE 10c

0EA.

8 -inch

SAVE 10c

REG. OR MENTHOL
11 -oz. Size

4

2 -oz.

skEEZE DRIED COFFEE

AURORA BATHROOM

A&P SHAVE CREAM

thru Aug. 9, 1969

It:-

20 -oz.
Loaves

P

SAVE 5c

SAVE 20c

Buttermilk

APPLE PIE

thru Aug. 9, 1969

SAVE 50c

Made with

f's1"4'

Ja-ne Parker -Famous

SAVE 5c

thru Au .9, 1969

)
1)
it

\11,

SAVE 50c

99c

el'

4°004

Ifs,- 1.40.4

$1.00 S .49

12 OZ. THERMAL MUG

200

SAL
4-0Z.

!%

PAM. clue

11' SALAD TOSSER SET

39r

32 -oz.
Btl.

muccning compnffinrsi

10' SALAD MIX 'N SERVE
BOWL

With this coupon and anPlourchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

litidDITERGENT

Jane Parker
1

COFFEE
3 769
Save
26c

.

Can

6 -12 -oz.
Bottles plus Btl Dep

PEPSI -COLA

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE
TWELFTH WEEK - 12-0Z. TUMBLER -ONLY 29c

A&P's Famous Eight O'Clock

\,

Vacuum

"Hits the Spot"

A&P's Iona Brand

A*A.

14 -oz.

'0

12 -oz.
Can

I

Jar

15 -OZ.
AEROSOL
CAN

Lydia

TISSUE

100 in
Pkg.

catalog features

hundreds of gifts for a more elljogOokappliertese

Prices Effective thru Aug 9th 1969
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LEGA I.

How to Keep the Anguish Out of a Moving Experience

NOTICE OF INVOLUNTARY
ANNEXATION

fend yourself under current

already overworked and hard
condjtions. Here are a few tips
to get the move made efyou should find helpful:
-ficiently when the company is
Pick a slow season. All other -short-handed.
There's no certain1Y that
things being equal, the worst
time to move is during the your move will be made more

teriorated even further of late.

perience with a sad tale to tell.

By Carlton Smith and
Richard Putnam Pratt

Some of the stories are posi-

THERE'S NO guarantee
that . either the ICC-or Con-

tively heart -breaking.

If you are planmng to move_
and tend to cry easily, the next

The most heart -breaking of gress is going to be able to
few months may be a tough these arc being repeated in make much of a dent in the
time for you Summer is the Washington these days and are practices of those who trans- summer months, particularly
sympathetic-hoari-ug--port-household-goods-nd- ni t IUSL Weeks gist-heft,' e
11*
r_
s
-ak
one home to another and from congressional com- even if they do, the effects are school begins.
I

s

friends and neighbors who undergo the experience are
bdund to fill youi ears with
tales of woe
Anyone who moves seems

to col% away from the

ex -

and

mittees

the

-Trying to move in the summer is like trying to get tickets
Meanwhile, if you have to - - for-opening night. Erveryone
move your family from one else is trying, too. This makes it
not apt to be felt for some time.

Interstate

Commerce Commission.

There is pretty general agreement that the frequently shoddy treatment offered to the home to another, you'll have
citizen on the move has de- to do the best you can to de-

Moves Up In
Ad Agency

hard to reserve the time you
want, hard to deal with people

BUSINESS NEWS
Walgreen
Prices Drop

other things Wal-

greens sells will be Wonder priced seven days a week.

The wall-to-wall scope of
the discounting produces an-

utive

A graduate of the University of Wisconsin, Pampel has
been national field sales manager for Seamless Rubber Co.
and a pharmaceutical representative for E R Squibb. He

level should

rarely advertised at cut prices.

Now these many non-competitive items will be discounted seven days a week."

DOES Walgreens anticipate

a profit squeeze? "Quite the
contrary," says S. S. Raab,
store operations vice president. "We're ready for this

move. Our bigger stores permit greater efficiency and pro-

ductivity, and resulting savings on costs permit us to sell

has had extensive field sales for less. Our operations are
management experience in the
hospital supply field

The Corbett organization

employs about 50 people and
handles $7 million in billing,
most in pharmaceuticals and
medical and hospital equipment and supplies

Seafood Manager
David M. Malone, of 1820
Forest, Mount Prospect, has
been appointed midwest resales

same.

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman

Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Wednesday, August 6, 1969

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Wednesday, August 6, 1969
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OPEN
9 30

9 30

More and more
women are
wearing our
R. L. Pohlmann

Gina Teresa

Robert L. Pohlmann, for-

imported knits!

merly assistant purchasing
agent of. A. J. Gerrard & Company, Des Plaines, has been ap-

pointed purchasing agent. He
succeeds M. E. Ross, who

New!

moves up to the position of
marketing manager, W. S. Migin, president, announced.

3 -PIECE WOOL
DOUBLE-KNIT
WALKING SUITS

Pohlmann joined A. J. Gerrard in 1961, leaving the post

of purchasing agent and inventory control manager for

Eversharp Corporation. He attended Northwestern Univer-

practice respectively.

where he pursued studies in ac-

counting and machine shop

manager

99

%

OVER 45

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

Organizations have utilitzed our

facilities for...

\kotuilguA

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

CaVkli4.9*

jeits4

IVWA

Contact Ken Dawson

Assistant Innkeeper

-

Elk prove - 41:

956-1170

1000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Professional Business Management

worth $50 to $60

gluk,

thomas wilnau associates

Mt Prospect, Illinois

You'll agree they're

Let our expe.rieneed stuff take care
of your next meeting or banquet!

.

tilia BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

Thrilling is the word for this
new -season collection of our
stunning knits imported from
Iii itish Hong Kong Fully
fashioned, meticulously made,
fashionably detailed, such as the
one shown with all-over ribbed
button-down walking jacket, slim
skirt, completely ribbed turtleneck shell Come see all the others
-one more fashion -wise than the
next and all marvels for the
money? Sizes 8 to 18 in group

we will prepare: Payrolls
Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
Journals, Ledgers, etc.

OPEN
NINE

Give Us A Call:
392-3878 -or- 255-6566

PURE WOOL

to

NINE

TON PARK

3 jack 3E.

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
Keep cool-ell Interiors oempletelp elPeondIt/oned
tookleerede:Men.1119/ 7111111.2aa. Fri 344S, lit. end Hot. Sill P.11.

Quinellas Perfecto
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

REALTORiel3

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North)
Information WE 9-2500

MIDWEST BANK CARD,

Welcome Here!

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

141 I. illy Y 141.111 MI,IWILItull111.xlitHill11:11. illtiltilltill'irar INNM.,.
11,1

In Palatine

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER 2.
Cool Pure Air Process

I.

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Before you start treatments:
Ask Mrs.

Chapman what then

Medical Profession has

to ra.

say about Permanent Haiti
Removal.

GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
Member of Illinois
Electroldgist s Assoc.

I

RANDHURST

U

392-4975

U

"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

894-1800

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

HOFFMAN ESTATES

110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

299-0082

Look for us each week in

DES PLAINES
DUNDEE

et

of August, 1969.

'TIL

Walgreens."

Pampel and his family live Reddi Whip Inc., and director
at 217 N Harvard in Arling- of sales for Chun King Corpoton Heights
ration in Duluth.

NproorsthentILcnofinweedrihR-3Alsoeca,:eecl

Village Clerk

O EST 1940

sity and the Lewis Institute,

Last Month

Petition for variation of property

DONALD W. GOODMAN

be spread out

r,t

follows:
Ers't. ---IVICA-6-5°-6ETTNO").s6P974c7Aas

1

xr,

son in Chicagoland to know
that if anyone can hang up a
sign 'No Inflation Here,' it's

has been sales manager for

Zoning Ordinance of thaVillago_of

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

more evenly acrctss the week,
providing more efficient customer service, more economical operation. Three, the
broader, faster overall inventory turn -over will naturally raise investment return. It's
simple. When customers benefit, the company does, too."
Public announcement of
Walgreens' Wonderprice program breaks Sunday, Aug. 3.
Milton S. Schoenberg, Walgreen director of advertising,
says-"We're launching the
promotion with a record breaking advertising program-in radio, TV, newspaper-with heaviest accent on newspaper ads. We want every per-

of
Brilliant Seafood, Inc. Malone
gional

p2ub
E. Northwest
chearingaHighway; concern
ing a petition for change to the

1

gins. Two, this higher volume

fect. As a Walgreen spokesman stated, "A great proportion of drugstore items are

(except the west l/s of the

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
on the 28th day of AugusJ, 1969 at
the hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be
theVillage Hall,

The west 1/2 of Lots
and 4 in
Meier Brothers _Subdivislon_being--a-clesrribed-a-s- TOT
subdivision of ports of Sections 10
through 6,
Resubdivision of Lots
and 15, Township 41 North, Range 11,
both inclusive, in Block 1, together
East of the Third Principal Meridian,
with the vacated alley therein and
all in Cook County, Illinois.
all of vacated Thayer Avenue, in
The
property is 12.741 acres
First Addition to Centrolwood in
bounded by Lonnquist Boulevard
the Southeast 1/4 of Section 33, Town
and Meier Road.
ship 42 North, Range It, East of the
This ordinance will be presented
Third Principal Meridian, in Cook
at the`spaular meeting of the PresiCounty, Illinois, according to plat
dent and Board of Trustees of the
recorded on January 20, 1969 as
Village of Mount Prospect to be
Plat Document 20 733 147 This
held on Tuesday, August 19, 1969
variation is for changing the re
commencing at the hour of 8:00
quired land area per unit from 2400
P.M. in the Village Hall, 112 East
square feet to 2370 square feet per
Northwest Highway, Mount Prospect,
unit.
Illinois
All persons interested in the above
This notice is pursuant to the Illpetition will be heard. Dated at
inois Revised Statutes pertaining to
Mount Prospect, Illinois, this 6th day

the narrowing of profit mar-

other customer -benefiting ef-

ton Heights has been appointed vice president and account
supervisor of the Frank J Corbett Inc advertising agency of
Chicago Pampel has been
with the advertising agency for
three years as an account exec-

1/4

deal with profits in pennies per
transaction.
"Wonderprices will also
have several highly beneficial
company effects. One, we expect a substantial volume lift-immediate and continuing-which will more than equalize

metics, candy, cigars, household needs, and the thousand -

Fred C Pampel of Arling-

1

east

sell in volume as no one else
can. We can literally afford to

gally be cut.
Drug and health needs, cos-

Fred C. Pampel

lowing descrighd property, to -wit
The south 1129-39 feet of the west
337-71 fe6t of Lot
in Owners Division befog a subdivision of the South-

biggest. We buy in volume; we

fran-

chise lines which may not le-

and -one

will consider passage of on ordinonce To involuntarily annex the fol-

number one drugstores. The

cepts only the relatively few
and

systems

distribution from
manufacturer to consumer.
"And we're the world's

m
is discount -pricing
10,000 different items; a wallto-wall reduction which ex-

rely on the carrier's coverage.
His liability is limited to 60

great confusion about cost es- but for a six -pound radio it is
timates in interstate moves. In- ridiculous. If the -radio cost
experienced -customers tend to -$50, all you'd get back would
regard them as bids, and often be. $3.60.
You can buy adequate covchoose the firm that submits
the lowest figure. Estimators, erage by paying an extra fee. It
of course, know better, but do can be bought either through
little to educate the customer the shipper himself, or from an
:ince it may only lose them a independent insurance broker.
contract.
Keep your eyes open. When
The only purpose of the esti- .they arc loading the van, look
mate is to provide you and the land see what's going in.
shipper with some idea of the Movers have been known to
size and cost of the shipment. carefully pack firewood and
Since all interstate carriers then forget the lawnmower.
levy identical charges for ship- Take careful note, too, of the
ping, based on the weight of condition of every item.
the shipment, the figure is not
When the time comes to ofa bid.
B e adequately insured. fload, examine all items careWhile it is true that damage to fully and ask the driver to sign
your goods is only one of the your list of articles that show
many hazards you face when signs of transit damage.

nomical

g

one you can .insure yourself
against, so it's wise to do so.
You cant, however, simply

easily in January than in .1121y,. cents per
P:21"ICLEQL11311115-1°St-TSItiWsheip31-21414-Ntifteh°,11fia'n".ge
but the ouds run that way.
or damaged.
This is Fine if he
Meridian;
Discount estimates. There is loses one of your garbage cans, of'the Third Principal
together with

streamlined for the most eco-

Drug Store in Chicagoland,
the new "Wonderprice" pro -

maintained -price

our

computerized,

Effective in every Walgreen

Promotion

you hire a mover, it is the only

NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

The President .and Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount Prospect

1507 RAND ROAD
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

cl-

SHORT RIBS

a

Wednesday, August 6, 1969
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IM-IAT DO "Al WANT)

FURLESS LEADER.?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

TONIGHT

OVER AND CALL fTA LOAN
KEEPS TELLING ME I SPOIL,,OU
KIDS ROTT. N, BUYING YOU EVERY- WHEN YOU KNOW PERFECTLY WR
THING YOU V. *,14T/ YEAH, SHE'S
HIM TO REPAY IT/ GO AHEAD
_ABSOLUTSLY-ic-sHT--Su 1LL
AND GIVE IT TO HIM,AND DONT
LEND YOU THE MONEY POR
INSULT MY INTELLIGENCEA NEW TENNIS RACKET:
I'M NOT THAT STUPID:

onsters---

32_The

OUT! WHY LET MR.X PICK
US OFF ONE AT A TIME?,
WITH
LAST Ifrrt4Y I LONGER VOITI4

AAE THAN AN ICE CREAM
CONE ON THE BEACH /
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2 Tarzan
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7 The King Family.
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LADIES IS --

START"

THERE ARE NO,.
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12:20

2 Movie

into a star, discover
bellboy Jerry Lewis.
'Until 10 p.m.
11
News in Per -

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 World Press
26 A Black's View of
the News
32 Baseball Report

spective

New York Times

32 News

staffers Max Frankel

7:15
11 TV College
32 On Deck Circle

Semple Jr. evaluate
the President's jour-

and Robert B.
ney.

7 Chicago Show

9 Tenth Inning
10:00

7:10

12:00

5 Midnight Report

32 News Final

an unknown to make

9 Leadoff Man

ROBIN MALONE

Deep

12:10

lywood looking for

26 Luis Carlos Critic

8-6

ti.1 4011 NI ON

transportation.

9:45

7 Movie
"The Patsy." Hol-

7:00

"Stake -Out

fulfilling their ambi-

10:15

12:30

5 Farm Forum

CARNIVAL

12:40

2 Movie-

9 Paul Harvey Com-

" M e n of the
Fighting Lady." An

ments
12:45

embittered pilot in
.Korea, having vowed
to care for no one but
himself, finds that

"no man is
land." Until

9 Movie
"Thunder Road."

Robert Mitchum

stars as a Korean war

an is12:20

hero who joins

5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

.101,441. TM lo. Vt.

LEO' (July 24 -Aug.

ORCHESTRA:
WE NEED
INSTRUMENTS!

23) --

Until you have realized some
benefit from present action,
you might be wise to discuss
your plans with no one.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
--Take whatever precautions
arc necessary to minimize risk

ALA

SORRY, THAT'S

ONE THING
T HAVEN'T

Gar:

V

HELP

DO YOU

MIND IF

YERSELF,

WE LOOK CICERO!

KIDS!

WE FOUND
s/V.ST WHAT

The nerve tingling story of a
confused young man
who holds the city at

_cool

AROUND
ANYWAY?

4R

,

.0117

":"

on the run from the

V
4W11,4: gra

CsOc.

rrb7Heonli-Y

.OkVALJ-1

TALENT I HAVE!

IF YOU FEE
THAT WAY,
WHY CLONT

XXIQUIT7

CC
r

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23Jan 20) --Take an active part in
community affairs. The se-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Writeri

hi. US re. 011,

C Ito 1,

dentary life may suit you het -

THE BORN LOSER

ter --but physical activity will
gain you more
AQUARIUS' (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Increase your ability to
make friends by cultivating an
air of easy grace. Extend ' a
helping hand where needed.
20 -March

today where matters of the
heart are at issue. Don't make
others guess your feelings.
ARIES (March 22 -April
louder
speak
20) --Actions

than words --but don't mistake
normal courtesy- for a sign of
affection Remain on your
guard

21 -May

2I )--An interest in education
matters could be expanded to

CAPTAIN EASY

the point of gaining you a position of influence in the coming
months
GEMINI (May 22 -June
2I) --Even if asked for your

NO SIGN OF WHATMR. TOPROCK WAS
DOING OUTSIDE BEFORE 415 HEART
ATTACK: DOES HE STILL DRIVE;

HE ASKED THAT YOU HELP
RECOVER THE GOLD HE'D
MENTIONED HIDING, ELM-

ray.THEss

STAKES AND
SPADE- IN THE
CAR: DID YOU

THE SPADE

WHY, NOI HOW
ODD: HE MUST'VE
DONE IT: BUT WHY;

s000esro

HE MIGHT'VE MEANT
TO DIG UP THE GOLD:

PUT 'EM THERE

DID HESAY WHERE
HE'D HIDDEN IT;

opinion about another's personal affairs, be on your guard.
Tact is your best weapon
against anger

23) --If you would have a com-

5'

modity worth selling to higher-ups on the employment
scene, let your imagination

I

8-6

roam Ideas are plentiful.
t

Answers to
Hideaword
SAMPLER
slip
slim

rime
ripe

pliers
pile

sire
spire
simple
smile

rips
isle

prim
prime

impel

pearl

limp
tier

primer

lime

mile
mire
miser
merl

slime
simper
sperm
spite
rise

lies

rile

prise

lisp
emir

ires

l
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53 Put an end to
L. - L -I
56 Get up
57 Female sheep
1.
Greek portico
R R0
and historian 58
SMEws
M
L.
Distinct part
5 19th -century 59
s
-r
N5
R
A
60
Basic
color
French writer 61 Soothsayer
Tat 0 R I .g.,11 A AR
9 American
IN A IA
E5
AR
62 Disorder
ASK
EN
poet
LI EiRs :
5
T
E
L
E
DOWN
12 By mouth
13 Retired to
1 Peruvian
40 Like titmice
21 German
sleep
Indian
classic
41 Postulate
14 Footed vase
(logic)
2 Typist's
25 Malayan
15 College cheers
expunger
42 Sea duck
gibbon
16 Telegraph
43 Italian
26 City in
3 Perennial
(coll.)
medieval poet
ancient Gaul
plant
17 Cushion
28 English river 47 Bohemian
4
Otherwise
18 Canadian
'reformer
Jurisprudence 30 Roman
writer (1849- 5
49 Cuckoopint
philosopher
6
Japanese
sash
1919)
50 Hardens, as
31 French
7 Succinct
20 Droop
cement
matheniatician
8
Mental
image
22 Preposition
52 Man's
34 English
9 Young dog
23 East Indies
nickname
dramatist
10 Speechmakers
(ab.)
11 Witch of - 35 Moslem man's 54 Female deer
.24 Winglike
55 Boating
name
(Bib.)
parts
implement
19 French poet 37 Busy insect
27 Scent
29 Rogue
31 Equal
32 "Emerald

tit

22 -July

ER

ARM

LATEC 0 KE 55
Y RD S
S A T SIB 0 A -r
AA

2

'

Isle"
33 Philippine
sweetsop
34 German
novelist,
Thomas
36 Ornamental
band
38 On the
sheltered side
39 Undertake
42 Man's name
43 Factual items
44 Exclamation
of satisfaction

9

8

20

1'

18

24
29

25

10

11

22

21

28

26

0

31

33
35

36

37

38

40

48 Roman

60

41

44

42

57

gods

7

17

46 Cry of

51 Sovietriver

6

14

1

household

4

15

45

satisfaction

3

12

45 Symbol' for

Minium

I
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ACROSS
1 English
theologian

21) --Express yourself openly

(June

,N ON

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

something of an air of glamor.

CANCER

Live By

EEK & MEEK
THERE'S A DIRTY

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 22) --Emulate one of
Dec
whom you arc proud. If you
would gain the admiration of
another, you must take on

TAURUS (April

9 Five Minutes to

INFORMER ON THE BEACH!

r

toward success for others.

(Feb.

2:35

torious Englishman

MORTY MEEKLE

22) --Move away from activities that are merely self-inRewards for the
dulgent
Scorpio who turns his efforts

2:05

2 Meditation

"It Always Rains
on Sunday." A no-

nice things about working for God Is his
retirement plant"

itO %
it.

serve you best at this time.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.

PISCES

2 Late Report

32 Movie

What did I learn in Sunday school? Well, one of the

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) -Make no effort to let your hair

A relaxed but dignified air will

2:00

sky-

scraper.
10:45

ities

down in the midst of strangers.

York

New

'

AV

today You may be called upon
to participate in unusual activ-

not to jump from a

RIUg74

`r,0

1:30

7 Reflections

while he is entreated

aff.MO

<AS

Ski

1:00

7 Perspectives

bay, day and night

covo

WE WANT:

-

bootleg delivery run.
Until 2:35 a.m.

"Fourteen Hours."

HI, BUGS! WE'RE
STARTING AN

his

making
folk and
becomes a driver on a

whiskey
mountain

a.m.

FOR THURSDAY

,

tions.
9 News

10:30

Horoscope

on

Dope Street." Three
teenagers find a fortune in uncut heroin
and (Nei& to sell the
narcotic in hopes of

32 News

-

PACKING/.A

BUGS BUNNY

the problem .'of

on

Probe" reviews studies conducted on the
Pacific Ocean's floor
by scientists.

London

9 News

features a discussion

II Spectrum
"Project

5 Music Hall from

6:55

"Rnigh
Speed
Ground -Transport"

9:30

2 Beverly Hillbillies

26 Market Wrapup

-

I1 Review

de
"Pas
and "The

Quatre"
Charioteer."

8:00

11 TV College
26 Today's Racing
32 The Addams
Family

hi-

11:00

The Illinois Ballet
Perform

ton Senators at Mil-

6:25

4117111-11

a

In,,

married and has a
family. Until 12:10

9:00
2 Hawaii Five -0
5 The,Outsider
11 Chicago Festival

Houston to challenge
the Astros.
32 Baseball
The White Sox
take on the Washing-

5 News
7 News
26 Spanish News

YOU GUYS BUT X FIGURE
ITS FOOLISH TO SPREAD

Wit),

( -Vet 4.

fiancee who is now

The Cubs are at

BAH! I 6IVE UP!GLOSS fT

MOTHER'S 12161-1T--sHE

police seeks

8:30
2 Green.Arrec

7:25
9 Baseball

6:00

46
2

48

47
53

54

50

55

6
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OPEN

rft"-2/11"-"-LT"'""7/4"-

MIDWEST

SUNDAY
10 A.M.
TO 2 P.M.

BANK CARDS

so

HANDSPLIT WESTERN

WELCOME HERE -

ifigLi

RED CEDAR SHINGLES 7F-11.1

ALL MIDWEST BANK CARDS
HONORED HERE

1:471111

'Wsint something different for an accent wall In your
den or rumpus room, a rustic treatment for your go,

-

ag or summer house, boat house or work shed?
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Consider this ...
We stock at all Hill Behan Yards, a large inventory of
Western Red Cedar Handsplit Shingles. Now being
used by some of .Chlrogoland's largest builders.

ONLY

C

Aezi

%

$995 per BM.

11111

(Bundle covers 20 Sq. Ft.)

CO41 cf n.

ESTIMATE Call Mr. Hill

FOR noun Mousy

HILLMAN

36".galvanized after weaving chain

link fabric -11i" HEAVY top rail,

costs less than you think.

5 Ft. line posts. Complete with all
fittings.

PREFINISHED ORIENTAL ELM

'

Summer special-save over 301/4. This is a fine medium tone panel.
light enough for your basement rumpus room, rich enough for your
living room. Face veneers are clear, free from knots or defects. A
fine first quality panel. 4.01'.

36" and 42" CHAIN
LINK

$1750

CORNER POSTS WITH

'NOW:ONLY

399

RE(;'

Ideal for use Inside pnd outOil.t
410irpl for ,ehiaserrtent ceilinis of wall paneling. Either side usable,
'7,46114-sandirit.thijcithoir rough; War.

NOW
ONLY

We've got the finest quality and the lowest prices, tool
All we ask is the chance to prove it. Call Mr. Hill,
625.0840 for free estimates. Finest heavy galvanized fittings, posts and gates.

GATES

FITTINGS

ncr.64.

-

$c25

'0E0.

f44***ItsktN****Sliit. END POSTS WITH
4'FITTINGS

Ea.

BEFORE YOU ORDERTERMS ALSO
Remember-bcoure hat -dipped chain link
fen. lasts so long, it Is a very low cost,
attractive protection for your property; '

plei I nce lob.

fabric, lin. tr.

SPECIAL

FRAMING LUMBER

7.

lin.

'

A geed economy

qid lei the

36
lin. so.

handymen. Soon

in.

Zoe

selection Ile.ed
le Msere yew nen.

10 Ft. to 20 Ft... ft.
2o6

10 Ff. to 20 Ft...
10 Ft. to 20 Ft...

212

10 Ft. to 20 Ft...

35.w S14e. S&L.

.

.

Clean, straight 2.2's, kiln dried.
perfect for panel installation or
any job calling for a wood base.

NOW
ONLY

9ZW.

NOW
ONLY

115.
fl

Hem'. your chalice to 'spl the newest style
fence, sturdily constructed

Pickets are staggered at the popular 36" to
40" heights, assembled Into on r long section, ONLY

lie. cgsC
ft. IsP7

ACOUSTICAL CEILING TILE

ALUMINUM
COMBINATION DOOR
NEW 1!'. -INCH THICK PRE- !
HUNG, SELF STORAGE WITH
LOCK. BLACK HARDWARE.

tile may be installed with mastic or
staples. (Note-we loan you a staple
gun free.)

panel andkoy loth

This tile

SPECIAL!
lx2 furring strips

$4.1..

DOOR SPECIAL

is

Gets Rid of Smoke and Smells
from Anything You Can Cook Up!

./1" thick. 12'c12' it is pin

perforated for the "new style" look.

Insulated and soundproof. White
painted bevel.

for less than 21/2c
lin. ft. On length.

We hove dozens of Narrow flush doors collected at our
Schiller Park Warehouse for final closeout. Most have a

Never before has such a deluxe value been offered at a price like this

Mny range hoods have a "hidden
price'-the high cost of having them

basement. 13/4" THICK, 80" LONG, 12" to 18" WIDE.

Schiller Park Warehouse for final close out. If you're:
thinking of adding a room, enclosing a porch, a building, a cottage, here's your chance to

SAVE

SAVE

SAVE

NO

SHEATHING GRADE
PLYWOOD

This plywood is tongue and grooved
along the I' edge. Ideal for use as a
sub floor, paneling backer ... many
other uses. Made with exterior grade
ss

installed But the Nautilus D8OKSP is a
no -duct range hood that your husband
can put in himself on a Saturday morning A convenient wall.mounting bracket
is included in the price.

ONLY el. / z. 17:

OOOOO
4x8 Ft.

Vs -Inch Sheet.

FIR PLYWOOD SPECIALS

Unison erel seeded
few Wester use

packed activated carbon filter makes
smoke and smells disappear like magic.

NOW ONLY

The lifetime aluminum grease filter
snaps out for easy cleaning.

Mak Skarn Owls

HILL-BEHAN
9700 IRVING PARK
Schiller Park
CHICAGO PHONE 211.01140

SUBURB/JO PHONE *7.40
Op.. Deity A.M.-S.30P.M.

4'x8'- Vs"
Thick

.///11,,,,

OTHER 4x11 -FT. SHEETS

Mee. & them INN. 'III P.M.
Seaday 10 A.M.4 P.M.

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

5601 ELSTON AVE.

538 N. MORRIS

Chicago

Mundelein, Ill.

apes Deily A.11146 PAL

S66-5300

Immlory 10 A.J41 P.M.

Om. Dolly AJA...1.310 P.M.
MI Day ISIMrdey

Mom Thom 11.111 P.M.

blended copper -tone in 36' or 42'

widths Or choose modern stainless
steel with steeltone splash plate for

Complete
$3999

only $59.99 in 36" width, $64.99 in 42"
width
Come in and see our exciting selection

In 36"
and 42" Widths

Includes Wall Mounting
Bracket & Electric Cord

today By this weekend smoke at'd
smells can be banished from your

"1" °"*"'"*"

kitchen forever.
-

Schiller Park, Elston Ave.
Arlington Heights and Hanover Park

OPEN TODAY, SUNDAY

ALL MIDWEST
BANK CARDS
HONORED HERE

RO 3-4160

The D8OKSP is available in whit* or

ONLY

: SALE
5.50 s/s-INCH THICK .... 8.68 ,ii
1/2 -INCH THICK
7.18 Vs -INCH THICK .... 9.51
1/2 -INCH THICK
AAAAAAAAAstsninit****ASSAAAAARAAAAAAAas OOOOO ***** ""
We liner All Mood

The Nautilus D8OKSP will add years to
your kitchen paint job. Its powerful fan
sucks air through a big triple mesh filter
that really catches g
. Its densely -

""

glue.

All Sales Final

MIDWEST

a real two -speed range hood

with built-in lighting, that helps free your kitchen forever from cooking smoke,
and clinging smells Saves expensive installation costs.

ONLY

good face and will make dandy shelves for garage or

We've collected all of our surplus window units, frames
<I sakh, door units and other assorted millwork at our

per B'
section

money saving special. Get rid of those
unsightly ceiling cracks for pennies. This

Door has decorator

SAVE 50%

$598

nauttiue

e

TRUCK LOAD SALE
Improve your home now with this

81'. 36"181".

each
YOUR CHOICE $149

of bright whit

fir rails and attractive Idaho pine picket.,

$3295:
PERMA-WHITE.

safety chain which is furnished.

56c

Made with western fir pickets 47' high,
2143 Fence fails.
8' long

2x2's-8 FOOTERS

slvaioirt.Pri.cut to

"n'
ft.
35`

10 Ft. to 20 Ft... ft.

,ing. Install lock, closer, and

43c l'olb"rre.,7,,".°4.

ty Per Safety
fier Protestirtn f
Get a HIll IIhan O

laclion. Dry end

ft. Ma

'lit.

2x10

DOOR

48c

cause prices are down! NOW'S THE TIME TO BUY!

10 Ft. fo 16 Ft... ft.

LOOK! Full I.inch thick, hinged
door. All you do is fit door and
frame into regular door open-

clerked. Urnry pert tar In

33c ;',;:,7;,°,7,1'..

If you've been putting off a home project because of high prices, get your saw and hammer ready, be-

2x2

PRE -HUNG

'

We can supply materials or do your corn.

LUMBER PRICES ARE DOWN!
HILL-BEHAN PASSES THE SAVINGS TO YOU!
CONSTRUCTION GRADE

ALUMINUM

lin.

GET OUR COMPLETE PRICE

WIRT INSTALLATION
y reliable workmen

.69C

arlic1,11n7

ALL

PRE -HUNG ALUMINUM
COMBINATION DOORS

1.

625-0840To

FREE

TOU GET NOSE /

Paneling increases the value of any home, you'll get back the cost of paneling and, yes, your labor too
.. when you sell. There's no reason why you and. your family can't enjoy the beauty and comfort of a
paneled room or two NOW. End the drudgery of washing walls, wallpapering or painting. Panel Now! If

$2488

Ill

Without Obligation

. . . with Paneling! Check These Values

.

"

1111

ratt '
L.T,to

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

a

* FREE DELIVERY.

:

II

Unless otherwise specified all Items in this ad will be delivered free of charge on any order total.
leg $1000 or more. For lesser amounts a small additional charge will be made for delivering.

HILL-BEHAN
3 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

HILL-BEHAN
Rt. 20, H

Park

Arlington Heights

TE 7-2051

Ors. Rally A.M..1.30 P.M.

one Dolly A.A1..41 P.M.

Sunday 10 A.M..2 P.M.

Maolay 10 AJOL.4 P.M.

CL 3-4910

Moo I Urn. In.,. 'HI P.M.

Km lea& vu P.M.

HILL-BEHAN
5 5. York Rd.
sm.

PO 6-1800
Open Dolly

IMO AJ11.4140 P.M.

All Goy 111

ithlify. for Finals
By George Halas

At the end of the preliminaries in the National Confer-

ence of the Northern Illinois

Swimming

Conference,

Northbrook Park District had
a commanding lead over the
rest

of the field with 305

points.-

-

Park Ridge Park District
was second with 276, 'Glenview third with 200, Barrington totaled 192, Mount Pros-

a

Prospect Heights was third gory, placing second in both
and Jan Allen of Barrington the 200 free and the 200 IM.
was fifth.
He joins Herb Betts Fred

Kent Higgins was sixth with

Schmidt and Kurt Thompson
in the.medley relay which was
placecT second, while Young,
Thompson, Schmidt and Gene
O'Hara, placed fourth in the

44.8.

400 freestyle relay.

In the 14 -under boys diving,
Keith Hayden was second with

54 points, Brian Cavell; fin-

ished fourth with 48,8 and

upset in the I5 -over mixed diving, taking second with 137.65

FRO M BARRINGTON
Wayne White placed first in

points. John Butzman of Bar-

both the 200 and 100 fre

over boys and 13-14

along with a second in
the 11-12 boys. Mount Prospect got a number one seed in
the 11-12 boys and a number
three seed in the 15 -over girls.
Pro4iect Heights did well in
the 15 -over boys events. The
medley relay of Steve Salerno,

Tom Harrison, Dave Takata

Nudge Logan Square
BY Mike Imrem
Rockford's Legion team
rallied for four runs in the final
inning to beat Logan Square's
Lions, 5-3, at St Viator last
night
Rockford's winning spurt

came at the expense of Mike
Pettenuzzo, who had a four hitter going into the seventh
Rockford managed only one

hit in its big inning, a single off
reliefer Brian Rooney, but Pet-

tenuzzo's wildness and some
fielding lapses hurt the Lions

THE VISITORS opened
the scoring on Greg Lemek's
triple and Brian Klaas' single
in the second, but the Lions
toqk advantage of some sloppy
the
Rockford fielding in
fourth to go ahead 3-I
Mike Golden started the Lo-

gan Square fourth by beating

out a grounder to third and
continuing to

second on a

followed to

man

and Rich Lynch holds the top
slot while the 400 freestyle relay of Salerno, Lynch, Takata

and Larry Salerno is seeded

load the

third.

bases and Rooney came on in
relief

Rooney struck out the first

single to left Lundberg got
two RBI on the hit and a third

combined with Rich Schwan -

ing, Chuck Ivison and Keith
Liden to place their
freestyle relay first,

ferty, B; 9-10 boys 50 free -I.

I
I

Ely,

FINAL RESULTS: 14-under girls -I, Kaine, A, 65.8; 2.
Miller, B, 56.6; 3. Morava,
PH, 55,2; 4. Satterfield, G.

Loudolf, AH; 11-12 boys 50
RM; 2.
Bruce, MP; 13-14 girls 50
breast -1. Stahnke, RM; 2. Lesbreast --1.

breast --3. Larsen, MP; 5. Ta-

kata, PH; 6. Westdale, .MP;
boys 25 breast -4.
Eliot, PH; 5. Rafferty, B; 9-10
girls 50 breast --2. Enander, B;
9-10 boys 50 breast -I. Busse,

MP;' 5. Crouch, RM; 11-12

den, RM, 54; 3. Pernce, PR,
50.6; 4. Cavelli, Ph, 48.8; 5.

girls 100 IM --none; 11-12 boys

100 IM --4. Schell, AH; 5.

Schlak, MP; 13-14 girls 100

Wagner, B, 47.85; 6. Higgins,
RM, 44.8; 15 -over mixed -1.
Kersting, PR, 143.85; 2. Cash -

ty, B; 13-14 Boys 100 IM -1.
Savage, B; 3. Schlak, MP; 4.
Iverson, B; 6. Dun, AH;

girls 25 back -6. Takata, PH;

Heights; 5. Rolling Meadows;

ing Meadows; 15 -over girls 2(10

free relay -1.

Arlington
Heights; 3. Mount Prospect; 5.
Rolling Meadows; 6. Barringnter, PH;
8 -UNDER GIRLS 25 FLY- ton;
15 -Over boys 400 free relay-5. Larsen, MP; 6. Dee, B;
8 -under boys 25 fly --1. Raffer- -1. Barrington; 3. Prospect
ty, B;-3. Jump, PH; 5. Soja, Heights; 4. Arlington Heights;
MP; 9.10 girls 25 fly -4. DiS- 5. Mount Prospect.
omma, PH; 5. Rafferty, B; 9-10
boys 25 fly -1. Stahnke, RM; 4.
Mate, RM; 6. Newcomer, B;
11-12 girls 50 fly --none; 11Hoffman Estates Liquors
12 boys 50 fly --3. Feezer, PH;
6. Weir, AH; 13-14 girls 50 fly- shot down Arnie's Aces in a
-2. Gentzler, MP; 3. Gabler, 12-2 win last Tuesday at GoldAH; 6. Corbett, RM; 13-14 en Acres Country Club in the
9-10 girls 50 back --2. Enander,
B; 5. Fitzsimmons, MP; 6. Pay-

6. Rolling Meadows; 9-10 boys
200 free relay -2. Rolling

Meadows; 5. Mount Prospect;
6. Prospect Heights;

Mount Prospect; 4. Prospect

Barrington; 4. Prospect

8 -under boys 25 back -1. Eliot, 200 free relay -I. Barrington;
PH; 5. Markwell, MP; 8 -under 4. Arlington Heights; 5. Roll-

Arlington Heights; 4. Mount
Prospect; 6. Barrington; 9-10
girls 200 free relay -2. Bar rington; 4. Prospect Heights;

rington; 6. Rolling Meadows;

Ladies Golf

8 -under boys 100 free relay -3.
Heights; 5. Barrington; 15-

boys 50 fly -1. Stofft, B; 2.

Hoffman 59ers Ladies Golf

League. This moved the LiMate, RM; 5. Palachek, AH;
15 -over girls 50 fly -1. Dal- quorettes all the way from last
ton. AH: 4. Foster, MP; 5. Cor- into first place.

Bruns Real Estate stopped
Roselle State Bank, 8-6, leav-

14 boys free relay is seeded

The next hitter
grounded out, but Jim Kenny

drove Golden home with a

0

Linda Stahnke of Rolling Meadows starts the 9 and 10 girls 25
backstroke last night. Linda ran Into some stiff competition and

4

I

I

0

3

0

I

0

was unable to qualify for the finals.

2

I

I

I

3

I

0

0

league.

I

I

0

0

Low gross of 60 was shot by
Jerri Urban and a low net of 35
was posted by Terri Hall.

Carnhart, ss

ing the

fifth for tonight.
Jim Young of Arlington did
well in the 15 -over boys cate-

single to right

r

ab

M O'Donnell, lb 3 0
Smith, 3b

4

Kenny was picked off first Madden If
for the second out, but Pette- Golden, c

4
3

nuzzo kept the inning alive Rooney, cf-p
with a single off the second Kenny, rf
baseman's glove Jim Hynes Snyder, pr

3

3

0

0
then reached on an error, and Abinati,rf
both runners moved up on a Pettenuzzo, p-cf 2
3
Hynes, 2b
wild pitch
B O'Donnell, 2b 3
28
PETI'ENUZZO SCORED Totals

0
0

I

0

took over third place in the

A

HOFFMAN 59ERS

LADIES GOLF LEAGUE

0
0

1

0

0

2

I

0

0

0

0

Steve Salerno of Prospect Heights displays fine form in the butterfly portion of the 15 and over
boys 200 IM. Salerno however did not fare as well with the rest of his strokes, failing to qualify for

0

I

I

I

0

0

0
3

I

0

6

2

the finals in this event.

E--Lemek, Guzzardo, GarnO'Donnell,
Hynes,
hart,

Mike O'Donnell brought the
third run home with a single, Smith, Golden, Madden, 2bone of three hits he had in the -Severson, M O'Donnell, sb-Severson 2, sac--Guzzardo,
contest
The lead held up until Rock- Pettenuzzo
ford came to bat in the seventh

with darkness setting in Pettenuzzo walked the leadoff man

PITCHING SUMMARY

and Steve Smith's error put
two runners on with nobody Player

ip

h

r-er bb so

7

9

3-I

Pettenuzzo then uncorked a Pettenuzzo 6

5
I

Klaas

out,

wild

pitch and one runner Rooney

scored when the catcher threw
wildly trying to nail the runner
at third A walk and a hit bats-

I

Winner--Klaas,
tenuzzo

2

4

5-3

5

3

0-0

0

I

Loser -Pet-

_

_

Arlington Heights' Barb Dalton was already finished in the
Individual Medley while others in the race were still swimming.
Barb won her heat and will be In the finals tonight at Barrington.

eeling All -Stars Force 3d Game in Playoff

the go-ahead iun when the

Rockford shortstop bobbled
gi ounder
Bill O'Donnell's

Pts.
Team
Hoffman Estates Liquors 891/2
87
Roselle State Bank
Twinbrook V and S
831/2
Hardware
821/2
Brass and Glass
811/2
Bruns Real Estate
81
Arnie's Aces

I

0

I

0
0
0
0

S

Hardware pounded Brass and
Glass in a 10-4 victory and

h bi
3

Bankers in

place. Twinbrook B and

26 5 6 3
Totals
LOGAN SQUARE (3)

Player

second

0

I

throwing error by the third
baseman

relay --1.

Mount Prospect;4. Arlington
Heights; 6. Rolling Meadows;
13-13 girls 200 free relay --2.

Young, AH; 4. Halas, MP; 6. Mount Prospect; 13-14 boys

15 -over boys 200 medley relay -1. Prospect Heights; 2.

100;yard backstroke.
Prospect's
Mount

boys 200 free

12

15 -over girls 100 IM -1.
Kaipus, AH; 2. Dalton, AH; 4.
Foster, MP; 15 -over boys 200
Schwarting, B; 2.

87.9.

lerno is seeded second in the

11-12 girls 200 free relay --4.

Mount Prospect; 5. Barrington; 6. Rolling Meadows; 11-

IM --3. Stahnke, RM; 5. Raffer-

more, PH, 137.65; 3. But zman, B, 115.75; 4. White head, G, 101.15; 5. Johnson,
RM, 94.3; 6. Snowden, B,

_-

niak, PH; 4. Pietsch, B; 13-14
boys 50 breast --2. Busse, MI';
4. Stofft, B; 15 -over girls 1(10
breast --I. Dalton, AH; 2. Tobin, MI'; 5. "Lazarus, RM; 6.
Diorio, B; 15 -over boys 100
breast -5. Martin, RM;

8 -udder

54.2; 5. Allen, B, 52.8; 6.
Hammond, A, 48; 14 -under
boys -1. Merritt, G, 54.2, Hay -

Crouch,

0

Ib

Lemek, 3b
Loefgren, If
Klaas, p
Carlson, c

Busse, MP; 2. Schell, A; 6.
Soja, MP; 8 -under girls 25

over boys 200 free -I. White,
stroke. Brad's relay also quali- B; 2. Young, A. ; 4. Halas, MP;
fied fifth and will swim 5. Thompson, A; 6. Ivison, B;
'tonight.
15 -over girls 100 free -I.
John Mate of Rolling Meadows is placed first in th 13-14 Kaipus, A; 3. lvison, B; 4. CorWO freestyle and is second in bett, RM;_6. Foster, MP; 13-14
the 50 butterfly while the 13-

I

-

wald, RM;5-. Ogilvie, B; 6. Raf-

MEET RESULTS

Lenz, B; 15 -over girls 100

back -1. Kaipus, AH; 3. Allen,
MP; 4. Kolin, RM; 6. Geissler,
PH; 15 -over boysi_00.back--t-TSchwartint, B; 2. Salerno, PH;4. Betts, AH; 6: Liden,,13;
11-12 girls 50 breast -5.

9-1G girls 50 free --3. Grun-

400

S -under girls 100 free relay-

Busse took firsts in the 9-10
boys 50 free and 50 breast-

run scored when the left fielder let the ball get through him
ROCKFORD (5)
ab r h hi
Player
0
2
Severson, rf
4 0 0 0
Ryden, cf
0
2 0 0
Guzzardo, 2b
2
0
Lundberg, ph -2b
0
0
3
Miles, lb
0 0 0 0
Sewakee, pr
I

-under-boys-25-fretriliir=

LYNCH IS seeded second

Brad

MP;

ferty, B; 2. Eliot, PH; 3. Jump,
PH;

in the100 freestyle and Sa- -3. Mount Prospect; 5. Bar-

man he faced, but pinch -hitter
Bill Lundberg followed with a

I

boys

Schlak, MP; 5.

13-14 girls 50 back -4. Kofree -1. White, 13; 2. Lynch, lin, RM; 5. Gabler, AH; 6. RafPH; 6. Patience, MP; 8 -under ferty, B; 13-14 boys 50 back -2.
glAs 25 free -2. Larsen, MP; __Dunn,--AFt;-37 Iversen, B; 5.

rington was third and-Ieff--in-the-loveroup, and

was100-yard

Rockford Visitors

Freestyle -3.

.:Feezer, PH; 15 -over boys 100

Don Cashmore suffered an

cj_was_fourth-with--1-577-A-r=-16hnson of Rolling Meadows
was fourth.
Itngton was sixth with 144,
Prospect Heights was seventh
with 103 and Rolling Meadow
ARLINGTON MADE a
killing in the IS -over girls
was last with 96.
t
events -as Marsha Kaipusio0.
THE DIVING events were
seeded first in
.spirnallile!
completed in last night's meet.
freestyle and the 100 -yard
backstroke. Kathy Dalton
In the 14 -under girls diving,
410V-,srmholds the top spot for tonight's
Mount Prospect's George Hales is temporarily in second during the breaststroke leg of the 15 and Mary Lou Kaine of Arlington
winner with 65.8
races in the 50 butterfly and
over boys 200 IM. Halas won his heat and qualified fourth for the finals tonight (Photos by Linda was the
the 100 breaststroke. She and
points. Nancy Morava of
Hamilton)
Miss Kaipus placed one-two in
the 100 individual medley.
The Arlington 15 -over girls relay is also seeded first tonight.
Page II
Barrington and Mount
Prospect both qualified in five
Wednesday,
of the last six relays, BarringAugust 6,
ton being placed first in the 151969

girls 100 free -2. Rafferty, B; belt, RM; 15 -over boys 10011y4. Freezer, PH; 13-14 boys
-1. Schmidt, AH; 2. Schwart100 free;:l. Mate, RM; 2.
ing, B; 3. Westdale, MP; 11-12
Palachek, A. 4. Savage, B; 6:
girls 50 back -3. Allen, M P; 4.
Freeman. B:
Adams, B; 6. Loudolf, AH; 1111-12 girls 100 free --4. Al- 12 boys 50 back -2. Sigfusson,
len, MP; 11-12 boys 100 MP; 3. Schell, AH; 4. Larsen,

By Bill Copeland

After defeating the Wheeling All -Star team Monday
night, 8-1, in 10 innings, the
Waycinden All -Stars took a
2-0 setback last night at Kopp
Park The championship game
will

be tomorrow night

at

more

hits than Wayciden,
three of which were extra base

was a base on balls by Doug
Groot. In the top of the third

hits.

Wheeling got two baserunners

Wheeling hit one of their ex-

on after two outs had been

tra base hits in the top of the made. Throp got his second hit
first. Mark Thorp, Wheeling's ' of the night and Jim Fedro
second baseman, smashed a managed a.walk off Pete Ceraulo. However, Ceraulo got
triple but his teammates
out of the inning by striking
couldn't get him any farther.
Waycinden went down in out the next Wheeling batter.
order in their half of the first,
Waycinden put Wheeling

Kopp Park
No two teams could be more
evenly matched than these two
ball clubs The two ball clubs but Ken Mitsuoka led off with
didn't show any effects of last a double in the bottom of the
night's fierce battle as they second. However, Bob Peters
sent the next three Waycinden
both were in fine form
THE BIG difference in last batters down in order.'

A L L THAT Wheeling
night's game was the hitting
Wheeling came up with five could manage in the second

down in order in the fourth but

couldn't hold then in the fifth
as they scored one run on three
hits and took a 1-0 lead.

Art Taylor led off with a

ground out to Gary Martin at
shortstop for the first out.

Wennistrom, p
0 0 0
28 2 7 2
at four times at bat. Thorp Totals
WAYCINDEN (0)
needed. Bob Peters and Mark came through with a single,
ab r h Iii
Neiween hit back-to-back sin- double and triple to take the Player
4 0 O 0
gles and Thorp drove Peters batting honors. Neiween had Raymond, c
0 O 0
two singles at four times at bat. Maher, 2b
home with a double to center.
0 0 0
Buckley, p
WHEELING CAME back
WHEELING (2)
0
3
0
ab r h bi 'Mitsuoka, cf
with another run in the top of Player
0 O 0
3
4 0 2 0 (Martin, ss
the sixth to increase their lead Neiween, c
0 O 0
3
IDurkewith, lb
4 0 3
to 2-0. Groot contributed the Throp, 2b
0 0 O 0
0 Kiolbassa, lb
2 0 O
double which led to the score.
Fedro, cf
3
0 O 0
4 0 O 0 Stevens, rf
Waycinden's only two hits Henricks, ss
0 O 0 Misura, rf
0 0 O 0
3
in the game were a double by Kaage, 1 b
I
0 Holan, If
2
2 0 O 0
Mitsuoka and a single by Rick Groot, 3b

Three straight hits then gave
Wheeling

the

edge

ting department with three hits

I

they

1

I/

1

1

.

Haaning. The Waycinden
pitchers teamed up for 10
strikeouts and three walks.
Thorp led the Wheeling hit-

Reynolds, rf
Taylor, If

3

0

O

3

O

Kriffel,. p

0

0
0

Peters, p

2

I

0

Haaning, P
Richter, 3b
0 Parker, 3b
0 Totals

1

O
1

0

0

1

O

0
0

0
0

O

2

0

O

1

27

Waycinden Rally Falls Short, 4-3
,

-

By Jim Stuart
A last -inning rally fell just
short, as Waycinden suffered a
4-3 defeat at the hands of 19th
District Patrolmen last night
at Thillens Stadium. The defeat was the second for Waycinden in the WMAQ-Thillens
statewide tournament and it
knocked them out of the
double -elimination affair.

Waycinden went into the
bottom of the sixth trailing,
4-2,

but Terry

Fitzpatrick

opened the frame by socking
an inside -the park home run
over the left fielder's head.
RAY MEINSEN followed
with a solid

single up the

middle, and Greg Meyer kept
things going with a bunt down
the third base line for a base
hit. On the first pitch to Keith
Keller, Meinsen was cut down
trying to steal third and Meyer
ended up on second.
That play turned out to be
the biggest of the night, becuse
Keller smashed a single to

Waycinden's Ray Meinsen is cut down trying to steal third In sixth inning of Thillens tourney
contest with 19th 'District Patrolmen. Meinsen represented the tying run of the gante and was an
- important out for Patrolmen. (Photos by Jim Stuart)

der to third and Doug Spohr
struck out to end the game.

IT WAS A disappointing
end for Waycinden, which had

collected four hits in the inning while coming up with
only one run. The local club
outhit the Patrolmen, 10-4,
but was unable to get the
clutch hits when they were
needed.
Southpaw John Springer
started on the mound for Way-

cinden and he ran into trouble
right away in the first when he

committed two balks and a
wild pitch that

led

to an

unearned run.
Waycinden tied the game in

the second on a single by
Meinsen, a walk to Greg Mey-

er and an RBI single by Keller. But the Patrolmen came
back to score three unearned
runs with two outs in the top of
the third.

SPRINGER FANNED the
first two hitters, but the Waycinden hurler failed to come

right center on which Meyer up with a routine grounder
had to hold, up at third. Pete and that led to the three goHahn drew a walk to load the ahead tallies.
bases with one out, but Mike
Singles by Mike Meyer and
forced his brother,
Greg, at the plate with a grounMeyer

Spohr and a ground out by Jim

Altergott brought in a run in

the Waycinden half of the
third, but Dave Matzl flied out
to end the rally.
The Patrolmen went out in

order in the fourth with the
help of two fine plays by second baseman Greg Meyer. In
the bottom of the inning, Fitz-

patrick led off With a single

but was erased when Greg

Meyer grounded to short.
Meinsen flied out, Springer
struck out and that was that.

Mouzakis, cf
2 0 0
Sam, ss-p
3
0 2 2
Magallon, c
3
0 0 0
Williams, 3b
3
Hartman, I b
3
0 0 0
Cintron, p-ss
3
0
0
Ludwig, If
2 0
0 0
Cali, rf
0 0 0
Totals
22 4 4 3
WAYCINDEN (3)
ab r h bi
Player
0
Mike Meyer, lb 4
4 0
0
Spohr, 3b
0
Altergott, cf-p
3
0
0
0
3
Matzl, ss
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

out and striking out the third.
Altergott tripled to deep left

center with two down in the

last of the fifth, but Maul

fouled out to the catcher to end
another threat.
HAHN CAME up with two

defensive gems in right to get
Altergott out of a tight spot in
the sixth, and Waycinden Began its futile, last-ditch rally.

Fitzpatrickc

3

I

2

I

h

0

bt

0

Sam

1

Springer
Altergott

1

()

Q

2

I

0

0

0

0

0

0

3 10 3

4

8
2
2

2

2

5
I

3-3

0-0
4-0
0-0

4

'2

I

3

3

I

0

Giants Win MP Championship
.

The Giants swept the opening two' games of a best -of three from the Orioles to capture

the

Mount

Prospect

Bronco Major League 1969
championship.
The Giant!, shut out the Ori-

oles in the first contest, 7-0.
The winning pitcher was Greg
Martindale who threw a one -

only extra base hit, a double.

Even though the Giants rapped out only one hit in the second game; they took the contest on a combination of sacrifices, walks and Oriole fielding
miscues. The losing pitcher
was again Keane who pitched

creditably. Wagner went the

hitter. Absorbing the loss for
the Orioles was Mark Keane.

distance on the .iill for the winners and allowed only two hits.
The contest's three safeties

feties and were led offensively

were knocked out by Orioles
Bill Novack and Tom Iverson
and Giant Tom Hermansbn.

19th DISTRICT PATROL- The Giants pounded out 11 sar

0

I

I

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w

Pitcher
Cintron

I

I

2

0

3 B --A I te r2B--Magallon;
gott; HR --Fitzpatrick; SB-Meinsen, Greg

I

When the lefty walked the
first two Patrolmen in the
fifth, Jim Altergott came in
from center field to finish up.
He got out of the jam by getting the next two hitters to fly

MEN (4)
Player
ab
3
Workman. 2b

Meinsen, rf-cf
3
Greg Meyer, 2b 2
Keller, If
2
Springer, p
2
Hahn, rf
0
Totals
26

by Bob Wagner. He drove in
three runs and had the game's

4

'

a

v

all to Val
s
iscoun
JTLX a
-

$1"

Watch Your Cost of

Living Go DOWNir
Two Exceptions: One, some items simply cannot be discounted

-by law or contract-not by anyone. Two, and this is a great

7

PAY

II
$1" Preparation
OINTMENT 1 OZ

Discounted 311=

16's
43c Aspergum,
CHEWING GUM

Discounted

$129 Dristan Mist

Discounted

SIZE ASPIRIN IN

SIZE NASAL

SIZE MEDICATED,

SIZE 1000 -INCH ROLL. 1/2" WIDE.

DA

39, Steno Notebook

Crayola

SIZE COIL BOUND. 72 SHEETS.

66c Pack 20 Pencils

WAX

SIZE DESERT -TONE. MEDIUM SOFT.

49c Composition Book

CRAYONS
Box 16. With coupon

thru Aug. 9. Limit 2.

SIZE COIL BOUND. 58 SHEETS.
I
I

Discounted

Discounted 4.

Discounted

$125 Vitalis with V7

Discounted 28=

7-0Z. PLASTIC.

z

SIZE POGO LIBRARY TYPE. 4.8-0Z.

Discounted

49c Sanford's Sharpie

29°

SIZE MARKER. BLACK OR RED.

Set 6 Tempera Colors

SIZE
I

SANFORD OPAQUE WATER COLORS

I

3 -Ring Vinyl Binder
ASSORTED COLORS. WITH CLIP

Discounted

SIZE

fudge lirmp,
SPurnon

Strawberry limple
Toasted Pecan

=1`,
trp"'
Buttericetsb"reppm
Cho.

7 35c

44c
5c r-- 44c
3c --; 26c
5c 7 44c

WonderprIced1.4: 99c

99c

o .gem.,.

Darinee. ud
Raspberry 'Wrote

Pos.,. Sherbet

$349 G -E Room -Mate
Seller BEDROOM ELECTRIC ALARM.

89, Rubber Gloves
Seller FLUFF BRAND. FLOCK LINED.

0

89c Lemon Pledge

SIZE JOHNSON WAX. 7 -OZ. SIZE.

69c One -Wipe Dust Cloth

Discounted

Discounted 11c

Seller DOUBLE SPECIAL -TREATED.

Discounted 6c

Apollo Alarm Clock

ICE CREAM

MARK' IV. 30 -HOUR SPRINGWOUND.

Wonderpriced!

Wonder 5 Pints S
Priced!

For

"KEAPSIT". STRONGLAS FILLER.

6 -Ft. Extension Cord
WITH CUBE TAP. IA LISTED.

73f

1/2 GALLON

Pint Thermos Bottle

7 -Pc. Plastic Salad Set
5 BOWLS, SALAD FORK & SPOON.

Wonderpriced!

Antiperspirant. 6 -oz. Spray.
Price Includes 12c Off Label.

0

RACERIFIC SET

Meister Brau

With coupon.

I R.

12 -ounce cans.

399

6 -PACK

Realtone SOLID STATE

Assorted flavors. 12 -ounce CANS

CLOCK RADIO
plastic cabinet, featuring
genuine Telechron clock!
$14.88 Seller,. Now

12"
.0Y

wroolio-

Crack -Proof Plastic!

Folding, Family Size

24 -in. GRILL
1" aluminum
legs fold
ms

7:7"--

89c

Canada Dry Beverages

SIZE

A beautiful walnut veneer

(Limit 1)

DRAFT or Regular Premium

WOW! Race against the clock!
Starter/timer starts, times &
stops race! (All included but
batteries!) $4.99 Seller

3th3jr4u1,ug

39°

97c

nly

KING
OSCAR
I

lg

EXTRA
DRY

REFRESHERS!:

Sardines

212.

1Wonderpricedll 49c

MOTORIFIC CAMARO

1

78c
63c

Wonderpricedl7

VIONDERCOUPON
DA

2"

6, 783c

Walgreens Wonderful

SIZE

Only 46 R

Discounted 52, :;-:

Oran.* sherbet

29 Ar_ nu

Rolaids
Antacid Mints.
Roll 12. (Limit 2)

ft varr'

Iteopes,rr
Cherry Nut

Nen. Vend,

23c

WonderprIceef

WONDERPRICES!

SX'C':tate

Discounted 22'

29c Sanford's Paste

97c

EVERYDAY

New York Lberry

Discounted

22(= 87c

$1" Corn lltiekers
LOTION. 7-0Z
SIZE HAIRGROOM.

CoRZW

6c

30(= 99c

SIZE MAN'S HAND

MORE!'WI-IY

WONDERPRICES!

29c Tuck Cello Tape

99c
37c

DECONGESTANT. 15cc

EVERYDAY

B"ll
uY.

129

Cream
Discoutired-ni= 88c
$110 NoxzemaSOOTHING
-6-0Z--

day you

lower than our low everyday Wonderpncesl Okay with you'

ay=

SIZE HEMORRHOID

discount prices,
are everyday
ViONDERPRICES than you would usually pay
lower
It's your way to
considerably
elsewhere.
item
any
for the same thousand items . . to save
Walgreens!
SAVE on ten
shop at any Chicagoland

exception!-our "BONUS BUYS" are limited -time specials, even

Discounted

TYPE QUART

H
E
SIZES EXTRA

DAYS A WEEK

Oil

SquibbEAVY Mineral

' TRASH CAN
MT. PROSPECT

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

THURSDAY THRU
SUNDAY SALE

I

NOTE: Most Walgreen .stores carry all advertised
items, unless limited by space or -local conditions.

**Sorry! Limited quantities available to us at
special cost, so we must
limit the Bonus Buys to
be sure that everyone
will share the savings.

guarantee

244

6 R 49c

'41°41b Aft

SUPER

y

Prices effective

thru Aug. 9th.

slt4V
ciu

We reserves the

right to limit
quantities.

sCsiM

STAMPS

SWIFT'S PREMIUM CORNED BEEF BRISKET.

Coupon Expires August 9

August 9

'"`7177"77Irc

NATIONAL

-

Mt This Cape. S Penton. et

:1- MIEKLEBERRY Sliced Pork toin-S.or-, Cooked
Smoked Liver Sausage -14.b. Chub

(ForDrIllr-Ratiiserie) (Avg. Weight 3Lb.)
Coupon Expires

AsV k I

11org GREEN

GREEN

HA IM, Comm I hides* et

/

i( kV

)1)7T)

wookowt

W6(lta(1(lU,S11,n(1(JIM,(.VICIVAI(l(k(HAQUZ:j
ItrIA On
fl Po, C.....

-1t2 GREEN

GREEN

1100 4,XSTAMPS

STAMPS.

C ... . Smuttiest el"

Welt Iles Coop. E Pectlista

Thee4.oz. Jars
VITA SHRIMP COCKTAIL

or More Boneless
ROLLED BEEF ROAST
Augul, 9

Coupon Expire,

ACoupon Ep4es

........

WESTERN STEAK
BARBECUE

August

NeknoNiii-Ty17?)151'}'YYYTti'

VYMYYYM vtiA110.111.

.

-

!...1.(kV..{,(,(,(4f,(,(,(r(,(,(,(,,,(,.(.(,6(,(.(,(,11,(,(P,Va

EN

ka.

..

Lotris thick chock
(about 4 poundssteaks
total)
Umeasoned
cup minced /Heat tenderirer
onion
1.,; rup
drippings
cup Freibacon

Pc
Prepare

ketchup,
Wor.
and
prepared

restertilt

Isorseradsris

1/2 tsp salt
fop peper
I large garpb('
clove, minced
mashed
or
2 bay leaves
1,4

.... .. ... .......
CLIP THIS

Wilt
Two Pound HYGRADE

I
I
I

Coupon Ensy;, es

August 9

)M))))111)

NATIONAL

rt.

7idSddddddddSdd

0

C

42/ GREEN
STAMPS
OSCAR MATER Sliced 49logne-13-ox., Beef
`,OSCAR MATIR B.coc. Sliced rologe Seel Sol or

Costa Salerno, Pickle ond Pimento tool or

Olive tool

AND SAVE

Coupon Expires

t -y-

I

1-,

August 9

T))1YY)IYPYY)VYY:NATICII..19,,XYMYYMYYY)

------1

Colorado Corn -Fed Beef

SAVE
UP TO

CK

t

'

PORK SAUSAGE ROLL

.

steak with tenderizer
to package
Saute onion
directions.
in melted
drippings
just until limp. bacon
in remaining
ingredients. Stir
sauce over
Pour
steak and marinate
room temperature
at
utes. Turn
for
30
minsteak once. Barbecue
steak over hot
coals
ness You
to the doneeach sideprefer (about d minutes
for rare).
remaining marinade.Baste With
serving pieces.
Cut into
Afakes
ous servings.
6 genes.

I this,'
lemon Juice
pn. eireach of

tex

.... .. n ..

14411'SGTRAEMPS

I

.

NATIONAL',

"(47

Lb.
WITH COUPONS ON
THIS PAGE

G

NATIONAL -FAMOUS FOR FINE MEAT

//

/

tsc

I

CASH

10/
VALUE

/,11

1406 SCOTT LOH,

UO Cr

FACIAL TISSUE ...
30,

Coupon

iceiTga;%4:
steak from Na-

Boneless chuck
.

It

.

.

Comes to

The Magnificent hamburger is
always mode with tne lean, juicy

ter of National's rib steaks in

tional's own Colorado Corn -Fed
next to nothing when
Beef

front

N ational's rib roost is guaran
to ed for uniform goodness and

trouble, but monu

mental in tas et

to

see.

Colorado Brand Corn -Fed Boneless

the

family

tonight.

They'll show you why National

(ground beef, ground beef chuck,

is famous for its meat.

ground

beef

tional!

Colorado Brand
Corn -Fed Beet Standing

Colorado Brand CarnFed Beef

RIB

RIB

ROAST

STEAKS
7.4n. Cut

CHUCK
STEAK

Lb.

Lb.

When you need that quicky
meal, cut down on work but
not on nourishment. Serve the

round) from

Na-

HILLSIDE

BOOTH Breaded

Fresh Lean

CASH .`

Ot

family fish this week.
VANITY I Arlt txxchenx

SKINLESS
WIENERS

GROUND
CHUCK

$109 Lb.89

7-In.Cut

Lb.

of

for a "minute
meal?" You'll cut down on work
and not on nourishment if you
serve them plump, juicy weiners
from National.
Really pinched

Go ahead, test it. Place a plat-

m2.4' 29

NAPKINS
Ccupox

COOKED
PERCH

0

I.

CASH

;

10f
AtIPORA

Lb.

Lb.

35c

r::1465!

TISSUE

56,

7 To.

e!F>
&I

.

Alegna

Cut Green Beans, Broccoli Cuts, putter Deans;
Peas and Carrots or

VAN!,nice

TOILET TISSUE ...

-1 disr

4:3S
:"

5
O

qIT

LH----"i*AELIEceOTTADEj
'

CORN

(650 1

ST -OTT

PLASTIC WRAP ... 1.. 19`

_--

v,ihou'Ccu ,on

79,

:7'".ZI(SW;y-Tnler4.'Il\iTTtvxce(ci

11:

"DAWN -DEW" FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

CASH

Value

ITALIAN

PACS

."'

SPAGHETTI SAUCE

PRUNE PLU
84P7 CASH

7

10,
HAW
C

Lb.

0,1 CA ISHA

PINEAPPLE

....

wokaat Coupon

2 or 365i
70

21, teu

41*tk`L
A Taste Delight-Large 6 Size Melons

HONEYDEWS

CASH

59,/

Each

10?
DELICIOUS

BLUE-

Form Fresh

A

CASH

15,
PAWS
, y

10e

10,
.....

:sir

."'-",`"..

15
(woo. I.o Ax0xa 7.

Wohour Coupon

t -r -` 69

79e

-

?)

GREEN PEPERS ... P"
,

Wohout Coupon

59,

20,
39

C.,,^ tan .1.11,,,o Pn

VALUE

si

Mem pcon

flerl Exchdados

PATIO DINNERS
Wohuut Coupon

..

20,

11.

Wohoui Coupon

34,

"Pf.. 24?
°

.19c

N'TISMtl,;"

&Cox

addi.m.1,1

la>

140

d

89ie

ICE (REAM

07.

W.Moul Cove o n

$1.19

Wit

Prrrfil

z

Tide SUPER

CAVI

30,
.....

Co.pox

,lAwThfORNMELIODY
I lox°, of
Month

oc E

AMERICAN CHEESE P"
Wahout Coupon

,5W,T7TTT'l

CASM

10,
VALUE

Couto,. Op pw Axqx., VT.

TOP TASTE Slaed

ca'a Lk-iq 77%

iliki

cw
6101zWhieA

a as us

(wow bc.....9-"°'"

CRACKER CRUST .
59t

API
15e

JOHNSON Ready Crcrn

12...

Nvirgek Apiworolopr.

11 a55

ks,_,_,IDM'dtrzrrrrrn

OFF

SALAD DRESSING

1,7`243/

WOhool Coupon

..................
Appi,'''''Werde

CASH '

17 10?
10, OFF LABEL
Any B.oz. BO. MILANI

JOLLY POP

71°' 70,

-

VALUE

0,0

P,H I, or Groat ,O, rage

BLEACH

CASH

HOLLOWAY HOUSE Srulled
"

c,,

47,

Co, ,,x

C,,oux
MIRACLE WHITE

PORK & BEANS .

so.

10/

7,
PAM
27,0,23

.11

wohout Coupon

HAWTHORN MER00, All000d

POPSICLES

10

32a *37
'DETERGENT

53,

CASH

12W CAW

VALUE

6 61

"'iY 43

Coupon

...............
CASH

9

7 INSTANT COFFEE .. 64f'
Is.777rr
aP:r1V1V9VZSA
4ref17 CAMI

17ANIS"bluANDEr
/0
0

BERRIES

SWEET CORN 12Ears5951
8

NS-Wr
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23-EmploymentAgenctes-Male

BUSINIE 41rK S

Service Directory
_-

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Serv-

SALES TRAINEE

ice on all makes. Free loaners.

$600 CAR & Expenses

Rental plan. 392-4570

Piano lessonF

waste your time this
summer. Fiona lessons in your
home. $4.00 call 5298305.

Than't

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

_ 294-6-kam----

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

core for one o

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392 5410

Clean Up Service

Hemming &
Alterations

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types ofp
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any
time, HARROLD'S 299.7830

439 3532

Art Service

CREATIVE

Kenneth A. Pearson

ART

DECORATOR

Free interior & exterior decorating ideas. A Christian business

SERVICE

Landscaping

Dog Services

7 yards for $21. Half loads available. 358-3411.

Advertising layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
letterhead Designs

GROOMING

255-2570
SPECIALIZED TRAINING

Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

LAWN CARE

Mailing Service

595-0051

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964
Tuckpointing,

358.3534

Dressmaking -Sewing
Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter

255-7200

ations. Peas. 3513-7791
Individualized styling.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.
Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259-6160

Transmission Service

Painting -Decorating

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or
392-3450
CL 5-3991

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Electrical work; air-cond.; out-

lets; yard lights; garages wired,
etc. 253-4792.

Fencing

259-9440

Asphalt sealing done with
squeegees & brooms -not just
colored Good job guaranteed.

299-0119

Upholstery

WALL PAPERING

RECOVERED

Interior 8. exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-11/ A.

Pick Up & Delivery

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

Redwood,

Wrought

Stockade,

Reasonable rates
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

iron. 647-0220

Blacktoppmg,

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

-R. Pierce

439-4454

BLACKTOP SERVICE

On

all

August

30% OFF
blacktop work during

Call now & save. No

waiting
I hone for
lime

guaranteed.
Work
free estimate any -

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

t all Vince
392.1492
Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages 6c/salient & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348

Call "the rest" titan call "THE
for export carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No lobs
too small 766-8034
BEST"

Carpentry & Cement Work

PHONE 392.5208
and

additions,

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537-6122

Free estimates

Call 392-4750

Home Maintenance
plumbing,

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

PHONE 439-8614

If no ans. 815-385-8999
CONFORTI & SONS

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

Carpet Cleaning

Carpentry, etc.

F'ROFESSIOVAL WINDOW
with

Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

carpet

Interior Designer

cleaning 296-1450
DULL DRAB DECOR?
:ARPET & FURN shampooing,, Consult budget conscious in/ price w/this ad Installations, terior designer. 255-4374
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. low Landscaping
priced Des PI Sore 296-6365.

Cement Wort:
BREWER CONCRETE
Garage Floors Driveways
& Sidewalks
NO JOB TOO SMALL

298-4586
KANZLER & SON

Cement Contractors
Patios Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
licensed Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766 5084

Driveways gar floors, foundations patios sidewalks.
LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

358-5346
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free estimate Coll anytime.
76631943

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U.T.C. with

any 5 gallon purchase.
DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

insured.

case of error to notify the
classified

at

department

once in order the correction
can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will re responsible for
the first incorrect
ONLY
insertion and only to the extent of the space that the ad
Errors
will be
requires.
rectified by republication
for one insertion.

Please check your ads and
notify us at once, Comm-

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big B Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd, Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7508

COMPLETE

LANDSCAPING
Sod Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

at

to be aria of our office

managers.

Initial

experience

you corn now start at $4 Oft hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of revving to Forewarn of a 14
mon crew. New plant imonedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

training

will be in one of Chicago offices. After about a year, or

will have the opportunity
.locate if he wishes.

Free

9 to 9 weekdays & 9 to 12

advertising,
office
admini
stration, etc. Third year in-

come will exceed $35,000. A
complete fringe package in
eluding 2 weeks paid vacation,
profit shoring, and stock op
lion potential is included.
The lean we seek is mature in
thinking, over 23, has good op
pearonce, inquisitive mind,

man of action, two years of
experience

Permanent waves given in your
home

by

loc.

specialist.

Get

necessary.

Ted Lowrance
Engineering Agency
296-1043
2720 Des Plaines Ave.

Individuals selected will be responsible for directing and super.
vising o team of detail draftsmen working on various electrical
and mechanical drawing projects. Your past experience should
design. Some experience in
include detailing and layout
sheetmetal layout arid fabrication would also be helpful.
These a challenging positions with good potential for ad
vancemenre i coupled with an excellent salary and company -paid
benefits program.

Also openings for:
EXPERIENCED DETAILERS & TRAINEES
Apply: Daily or Call

To work on heating and air

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

-

conditioning, out of Wheeling.

Wolf & Euclid
Mt. Prospect

CONTACT CLYDE DIAMOND

ESTIMATOR &
SALES

WHEELING HEATING

541-1220

AIR CONDITIONING

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE

CO.

food service
for similar field

Experience

in

25 S. Milwaukee - Wheeling

equipment
desirable but will train.

STANLEY KNIGHT
Train to supervise 12 in all office operations; account credit
customer service.

This

is

a

replacement for a retiring office manager. No experience.

$650-700

TOOL & DIE

CORP.
We
tuner

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

perience preferred.

GENERAL FACTORY

Business Men's
Clearing House
O'Hare

Young men for general factory
work. Best benefits available

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

296-1071

experienced
tool and die maker. Work con
sists of repair and reointe
nonce on high speed progressive dies .along with jig and
fixture
building.
Air-conditioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

with excellent pay.

65 Scott St.

leading Ill 0 MI fac field of electro

opening for an

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

296-1071

in the

mechanical products with an

MACHINE SHOP

CALL BOB VAN

are a

METHODE

MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

Elk Grove

439-5510

392-3500

AGE NO BARRIER!!

*PLASTIC

MOLD
REPAIRMAN

We are looking for a rean who is
experienced in PLASTIC MOLD
REPAIR or who has hod experience
in tool and die or precision machine
trades to he trained irn the specialized field of PLASTIC MOLD REPAIR.

TOOL & DIE REPAIRMAN
GOOD STARTING SALARY 0 BONUS PROGRAM 0 PROFIT SHARING
PROGRAM
This is a progressfte growth opportunity for the right person.
LET US decide whether or not you qualify.
We are now in Highland Park but will be moving to new plant facilities in Waukegan in
early 1970.
It you are tired of working for that Medicare company and want to improve yourself CALL
US

831-2100

CHERRY
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL.

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vacations ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

We offer you on excellent starting salory ond a complete fringe

benefits program. Compare what Hollicrafters has to off er.ancl you'll see why it makes sense to wort at Hallicraft-

est at it

opportunities

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

ers-we offer more.

$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must.have experience in electrical maintenance ond'
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work or, any sh,,!.

Port Time Evening Positions Also Available.

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES
Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

13 -lost and Found

Piano Tuning -Service

LOST:

Blk/br.

Peekupoo

name "Peppy" July

22,

clog,
Ben

senville. Sad family. PO 6.1773

Lost Pekingese, brown & white,
female, vic. of Oakton & Elmhurst, REWARD, 437-9215.

TAKEN: Green Varsity 10 speed
& gold Stingray. Vicinity Lin-

coln & Kenilworth. $10 for information leading to recovery.
392.1570

Lost: Brown billfold in Mt. Pros.
Belongs to W. Brewster Merrill,

Con,

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

New Canaan.

Radio -TV Repair

pect. Call CL 5.9588

For best results use
Day Want Ads

DESPERATELY NEED
FURNACE
INSTALLERS
& SERVICE MEN

"

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

use Be familiar with schematic layout, inking, exploded views,
isometric drawings, and miscellaneous artwork as required. A
minimum of I year of experience is desired.

"Hello Mary?
I found a real
bargain in the

56.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

An equal opportunity employer

1650 OLD DEERFIELD ROAD

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

439-4500

CORRESPONDENT

ghc hafficraners

your home. Permanent waves

& REMODELING

299 1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

CHERRY ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION

These interesting positions involve the inostrolion and preporo

Day's WANT ADS

EXPERT PLASTERING

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

Mt. Prospect.

Evening interviews by appointment.

'ion of operational and maintenance & repair moncols. You

today..."

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

For

..Hwy.,

259-9600

Personnel Department

Hallicrafters' continuing growth and expansion offers talented
individuals a chance to apply what you've learned and to move.
up too better position.

manent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

392-6817

Ex-

8:30

Hours

I. Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

GINN & CO.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

will moron, your talents and valuable experience.

-yerivicel
ellusfitootts

acquainted offer,. reg. 515 per

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

as sales corresponclents. Intercellent benefits.
AM to 4:15 PM.

expansion we have

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vbcations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

With office experience to train

esting and varied work.

10

r ---

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Permanent Waves

CLERK TYPISTS

Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

confidential interview call:

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Due

openings in our new, modorn,air conditioned locilllyr-Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

Saturdays.

Jinn.

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the jab.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

he
to

He will then assume the re
sponsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,

NONE 255-7200

estimates.

the

college or equivalent buisness

PARKER

GENERAL FACTORY

Division

Products

tions are accepted by phone,

253-4769

Plastering

296-6709

CHECK YOUR ADS!
Advertiser are requested to
check the first insertion of
their advertisement and In

YOU name it -WE do itl Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,

Reasonable. Prompt service,
Licensed & Insured.

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

rate of 18 to 22 offices a year
and are currently seeking a
man who we con completely

expanding

pletion.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

Reasonable. 259.1039

sured.

Ned Williams

"Ted" Smith

the

train,

359.4200

Experience preferred
Apply

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dotes and any prob
lens the customer might have

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully in-

STUMP REMOVAL

546-5516

TIGER
Trainee

We are an international corporation

--entl-Pbv SEDREL for Appt.

,

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

NO FEE
Set up new proff dures. Supervise small clerical force to

If you're presently. stymied by lock of responsibility and dull.
uninteresting work, we have o challenging position for you.
Hallicrafters needs severol lead Drobsrnen who ore curable

Ken's Painting & Decorating

Hearing Aids

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Ridge_ Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

White interior Latex 51.99
per gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints 51.99 per gallon.

General Hauling

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

BILLS HOME REPAIRS

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

394-0630

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

aurages 529-2478

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
pointing. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shall Decorating

CALL 827-7880

SERVICE

of assuming ertire project responsibility, Iron, inception to corn-

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

'

WINDOW

296-1450

Recisonable

days.

$145 to $165 To Start

Move UP to a more responsible posmon where your rewords

CLEANING. 50c outside only.

PAINTING & DECORATING

Furniture Refinishing
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &.
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

Window Washing

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Ref inish'g offered. 529-1211

CL 5-8232

E & D CARPENTRY

top quality work.
rates. 671-0009.

e$'1500A
g
OC.

ILEMIlastpkiSME

Free Estimates

PROFESSIONAL.

Interior & Exterior Painting: All

358-9038

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

FREE ESTIMATES

FREE

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

Floors

Carpentry -Remodeling

CLEANING

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Privacy
Aluminum

CALL 297-2266

967 5340

Si modeling

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

mate call 392-6604

mo.
mo.

2nd

of 6 months 360 experience,____

FULL OR PART TIME

296-1071

360/30 installation.

shift. Palatine area. Minimum

24 -Help Wanted Men

253-8551

& IRON CO.

$1250

CUSTOMER

Des Plod's, Ill.

DINETTE CHAIRS

X -CELL FENCE
All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

RICK'S DECORATING

Asphalt

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

537 1244 or 437 3160

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

$4.00 Hr.+O.T.

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

weekends and no

For

mo.

51166 mo.

Super

2720 Des Plaines Ave.

his income is inn
.512,000.515,000
range,

MAINTENANCE
START AT

previous

Gen. Heavy

No
holi-

Protected Territory. For,- up.P_Ointmant call Mr. Casper
(312) 588 6781

$800 mo.

Lt.

COMPUTER OPR.

time

has openings in Cook and Mr
Henry County. Top Earnings,
Advancement to management,

Financial Analysis $800 mo.
Auditors
$900 mo.

Clearing House
O'Hare

and

PLANT

Without

Gen.

barrier. Write: Manager, Box,
_700, Poinsville, Ohio. 44077 .

MOONLIGHTERS'

Permanent part
evening janitors.

'1510 MINER ST.
DES PLAINES, ILL. 50018
TEL. 267.7191, CtICO. 163 5212
OPEN EVENINGS TILL F P. IL

less, when the morn is trained

Tile
Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

Formals

posure to 360 clinches it: Hedd
firm. Call Ron Holden. at
394-100G, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

nights 956.1640.

Electrical Contractor

BUY OR SELL CARS
We Specialize in QUAIITY
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

up new department. Excellent

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Homo inprovements & remodel
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand 255-0348
burst,

We Don't

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

order.

Auto Repair & Equipment

No Fee
Systems background and ex.

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

and resort clothes designed to,

A DivisiOn of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

$12,000 to $15,000

"Small Engine Repair"

MASONRY

392-2866

SYSTEMS ANALYST

& brick work. All work guoran

543-7693
Full or port time work

Industrial

5660

-

-Aen .-Arion

Business Men's

BALRPG 5800.5900
Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
Miner, D.P.

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors
repair

chimney

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

PROGRAMMERS

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

CONTACT MR. BALDWIN

Creer S4.1.m21L1

515.50 per chair plus fabric,
524.50 per sofa plus fabric,
;17.50 per section plus fabric
827-4637

car. This

-

Tao Mgr.

Educ. Degree. 824-8875.

1510

1-

Tr,

Tax

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

SLIP COVERS

5575

the spot if you have been
fold back.
is

Sect. work. 3 days/wk., excel.
shrthnd and typing. Acct., Bus.

My Home.

Slip Covers

- Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

free. 5500

Arl. Hts.

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOO KCILLAR

to learn to supervise own of

STENO, TYPING,
DICTAPHONE

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

German Shepherds only

Contact Dick Westgard

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Curds Honored.
Ray's

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

,

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

PARKER
.------/T-Tr o. Emerson
1...

Company that needs 7 trainees

To estoblIsh own credit brokerage business. No investment.
To help get starred we gooron
tee $150 weekly to man meet
ing our requirements. Age no

JEKILLSTRtAr5ALES
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.

ACCOUNTANTS!

TRAINEE

more children

Experienced cleaning woman.
Days, Mt. Prosy. Arl. Hts. or
Des Plaines. 378-1683

Radio -TV Repair
SAVE YOUR EYES!

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

man. CALL 296-3953

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for

i

EDMOND GRAY

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros.
pea.

to

358-7587

Masonry

Decorator

move up. Call:

2.53-6600

Will baLysit in coy honer. Infants
welcome. $20 per week. Call:

CL 5-5692

255.1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

,KEY TILE CO.

at 394-1000, HALLMARK, BOO

Mt. Prospect

in my home cloys,r 297-8650.

392-8763

Ceramic Tile

CL 9 3517

Any_schmoling or experience
quail los here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete

MANAGEMENT
wishes

woman

Reliable

1

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Alterations

your full salary -while attending.

-ATFeriraining you will move
up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This position offers in addition to superb training a real chance to

DONE IN MY H
905

48 willappear daily in The Northwest Day,

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

will be sent to the IBM school
:cc of charge and receive_

E

_WANTED
SAL EMAN
FULL OR PART TIME

and many benefits.

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB -anywhere. You

EXPERIENCED BABY SITTING

FOR ADVERTISING

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437 4195 or 255.8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

244Ie1p Warded Men

departments. Good opportunity
for advancement within. Good
starting pay plus commissions

You

$650 No Fee

to play. Folk 8,llep_2_53-5420--

Cement Work
KANZLER BROTHERS

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

10 TECHNICIANS

Palatine area.
358-2699
Experienced
Lessons.
Guitar
teacher. 8 wk. course. Guard

Air Conditioning

Train to Program

Kern Larson & Assoc.
1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

154nstruction

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

255-7200-

Wanted Men

field with large growing company In men & boy's clothing

' Go to School -Free!

-23-froptoynfent Agencies -Mlle

14-Fetsonals---

-Let us-ketp-iiiiiiike your DAY

OR

1p

4 i1AEN-NEEDED to work in sales

House

guest at CL 3-1553.

FOUND: black & white cat, vic.
600 block Owen St., Mt. Pros.

irc.ctracmvvRrrEfts
You'll be responsible for the preparation of operational and
maintanonce manuals, test plans and reports, brochures, proposals and various other engineering repo. on highly sophisficoted military electronic and electromechanical equipment.

Applicants must be familiar with electronic theory and appli.
cations and possess a MEE degree or equivalent work experience with at least 2 years writing e.pebence. Any knowl
edge of military specifications is helpful, but NOT required.
II you're interested in working in i'invironment conducive to personal and professional growth end joining a dynamic growing
company, please:

Apply Daily or Call:
Personnel Department

259-9600

12 & 53. REWARD. Phone Ross -

3582938
terrier

White

puppy.

white collar w/blue stones. Female,
Children
Reword, 259-4328

Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced
ing operations. Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

Cab I e .Formers

Pipefitters

, Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

Millwrights

heartbroken.

Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters
Shipping Clerks

Stockkeepers
APPLY IN PERSON

hallicrafters moo
600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, III, 60008

Material Handlers

Dri I I Press Operators

.5

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

in bloolk

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Assemblers
Machine Operators

(Evening interviews by appointment)

LOST: large white angora cat,
large tail, blue collar. Vic. Rt.

LOST:

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - ALL SHIFTS

-

opportunity 4--vvest at

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,'
A MEMBER Or THE GYBE FAMILY OF COMPANIES
400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

8:00 A.M. TO 4.00 P.M.
SATURDAY
8.00 A.M. TO NOON

An &pal Opportunity Employe

Wednesday, August 6, 1969
24-Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Must be' experienced in Repairing and Rebuilding various

TRUCK MECHAN

types of Hyrdraulic Presses. Opening on Second Shift.

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

Plus 10% Night Bonus.
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am 10 1 pm

meet

people most important. Must

FREUND BROS.

be 17 years of age
CONTACT MR LIPKER

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Shopping Contee-

Solderers

Microdyne, Inc. needs SOLDERERS to help

SUNBEAM.
CORPORATION

350 S. N.W. Hwy. Barrington
_
381.5300

suburb.
Excellent
Northwest
salary- plus apartment. 537 7.119

us

build our

shift opening.

BUS DRIVER

STARTING RATE $4.37

George Hamilton at.

Standard.Screw Company
Employment office hours
7 a m To 4 30 p m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 110011 Sat.
An Equal Opportunity Lin! lovor

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN --

PROGRESSING
ENGINEERS

ment & recommendation methods & procedure
improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.

A college degree & 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers
excellent interal promotion opportunities in the

100 N. HICKORY

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
0 D and/or I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

4

259-5010

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

STARTING SALARY $3.33 PER HOUR WITH
INCREASES.
COMPANY PAID BENEFITS.
PROGRESSIVE

OPERATORS -

ASSEMBLY

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

We can offer perinonimt.full time employment with excellent
ations arid free in.
employee benefits, rtclorling pa il
surance program

MOONLIGHTERS
$2.79 PER HOUR

BORING MILL OPERATORS

Mostly Night Shifts & Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
945.2525

shearing and punching. "

Manager

Liaison
$14,000 Free

$10,000 Free

Coordinate full spectrum of
financial operations and aid

will

improved procedures. Executive level spot with benefits
to match.

pis Jur,-

It

give you Mr background to
take over a branch in Chicago
with complete authority.

Purchasing
Trainee
$7,500 Free

Deerfield

-AnOCUlte/
ENGINEERING COMPANY

Forerrian
$10,000 Free

MEN'S DAY SHIFT JOBS

Oversee

You'll be slated to take over
the deportment Their training
will dovetail your background
to the position As a beginner,
will learn procedures
you

first bond from the mon you
will assist Excellent career op.
portunity in a lucrative field.
Call us now

the

2375 Estes Ave.

opening for trainee in
tablet department. No
experience necessary.

measures

preventative

against breakdowns and see
that all repairs are completed
quickly. Great opportunity for
growth here.

your imagination and
vision you ran get off the mum, rind into creative Mechani-

Head up newly created department in the cost area.
Take over and get things done.

Your know how and initiative
will take you to the top here.
All promotions from within

Quality Control
Manager
$14,000 Free

cal Research. Plenty of room to
move up and up

Ass't to Chief I.E.
$14,000
Company plans for opening
additional facilities are fat
lowing along. The Chief needs
a' back Lin man to help with
evict reduction Lied time study
programs. this ground floor
opportunity gives you a chance

Set up quality control procedures oversee methods and
standards and supervise per.

to grow with a fast growing

sonnet Your complete author.
ity over production quality
procedures roves you, the op.

Programmer Trn...
Computer riper..
Meth ids Arrolyt.t..
Programming Jr.
Systems Aliolyst...

portunity

to

prove

you're

' management material".

company.

EDP
59,000
58,400

5;2,000
S 10,800

es

Mannheim &

Higgins

AIRCRAFT
SCHOLLE

PART TIME

CONTAINER CORP.

PERSONNEL, INC.

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

$2.79
PER HOUR

"A GOOD PLACE TO WORK"

ASP LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

Northlake

200 West North Avenue

Mr. Pettinger 562-7290

MALE
FACTORY

BUTLER

AVIATION
O'HARE FIELD

0/,

For interview Call MR. A. COOPER
945-2525

PLASTICS --(INJECTION MOLDING)

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

Set -Up Men
Troubleshooters

500 WAUKEGAN RD.

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Busy

dentist

would like

girls.

Lovely

modern

to

office,

good salary. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospeh 2559414

WANT TO RENT
That'll be the question you ask
execs who come in er call
about company service. They

SPORTS WRITER

Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for

terms, type contracts. A cheerful personality is best here.
Free.

Full time employment

experienced men on injection molding machines.

IVY

7215 W. Toully
1496 Miner, Des PI.

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
Experience in Photography helpful but not necessary.

SP 4 8585
297 3535

SECRETARY
No Shorthand
$500 month

Full Company benefits.
Sales Manager of
large company has an opening

Regional

AMERLINE

945-2525- Ext. 258

Division of CERTRON
1800 W. Fullerton Ave.

Chicago, Illinois 60614

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
500 Waukegan Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

rent everything from cars to
desks. You'll learn to discuss

348-1828

Many company benefits including
stock purchase plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

DEERFIELD

Maintenance Men

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

PERMANENT WORK

I 601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

SOMETHING MISTER?

Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeteria, free parking in
private company lots plus other fine benefits.

AIR CONDITIONED

LABS, INC.

train someone to work in his
office. Lots of phone work,
meeting people, some correspondences, typing statements
etc. You'll work with 2 other

Advancement Potential
All Fringe Benfits
Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.

An equal opportunity employer

ARNAR-STONE

RECEPTIONIST

Variety of Duties
We Will Train

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686-7020

Full time work in modern
plant.
proExcellent benefit
gram. CALL 255-0300

air-conditioned

BEGINNER

4 Raises First Year

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

Des Plaines
298-5021

Bel s

MECHANICS

$17,000

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

WIDE

An tqunl OPPertunily Employer M 6 F

TOP UNION RATES

.

MEN
CLEAN UP
MEN

* METAL POLISHER

OR APPLY

Draftsman for R & D
$11,000 Free
With

Accounting
Supervisor
$12,500 Free

* PRODUCTION FOREMAN

FULL TIME

ance staff. You'll learn to set
op

PRODUCTION

* TOOL ROOM CLERK

entire mainten-

IHARMACEUTICAI,
Established pharmaceutical manufacturer has

Elk Grove Village

* MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

OR

800 W. Biesterfiefci Rd.
Elk Grove Village

TRAINEE

management with setting up

Maintenance

RECEIVING MAN

HOSPITAL

1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60614

horne olive training is
lust long enough to yet you
acquainted with the over all
The

437-4504

APPLY PERSONNEL

and health insurance, paid holidays and paid vacations.

Division of CERTRON

Financial

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

ST. ALEXIUS

We offer an excellent starting salary and fringe benefits package including: a stork purchase plan, bonus arrangement, life

AMERLINE

Business

ARGUS, INC.

in__Dietary Dept. Good salary.
and benefits.

* WELDER

300 N Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

for

437-5400

OF SARA LEE
500 Waukegan

opporexperienced

Excellent

tunity

Full

Miss Gaffke

KITCHENS

You'll be supervising a variety of hand and bench operations
including drilling, boring, milling, sanding, polishing, grinding,

348-1828

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

For immediate employ.
ment.

time day position avail.
able for experienced mature
man. Duties include assisting

Please Call

at:

Apply In Person

SHIPPING DEPT.
SUPERVISOR

ment.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits..

FOR WEEKENDS

For an interview please write or call our Personnel Deportment

$2.50 PER HOUR

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

US.

come grow with us.

GRILL MEN

available.
Please contact Mr. Schilling
at .299 1141 For Appt.

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

ATTENTION

growing. This position will afford you with the opportunity to

-

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

Leading -plastics electronics manufacturer hos an opening for an
Assembly Foreman that promises both professional and personal
growth. We've grown a lot in the past few years and we're still

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of

advancement and security.

young man. Many company benefits. Phone for
details and appoint-

MACHINISTS

Mr. A. Cooper

FULL TIME NIGHTS

Ability readily rewarded with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

ASSEMBLY
FOREMAN

GRILL MEN

ning plant.

An equal opportunity employer

Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat.
Air Equal Opportunity Employer

1

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Foreman

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new; modern and award win-

Due

.

CHICAGO DIVISION

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

255-4500

358-5800

LIBERAL

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

259-5010

CALL-0MR. McGRATH

MANY

Standard Screw Company

MICRODYNE, INC.

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

YEAR PROGRAM IS GOVERN-

MENT CERTIFIED AND APPROVED.
SCHOOL
HIGH
HAVE
MUST
EDUCATION OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

insurance, paid vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

details at:

1600 S. Hicks Road

INTERESTED

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

With Expanding Machine Shop

A
LFANNING
IN
SKILLED MECHANICAL TRADE. OUR

ov

fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

If you have some electronic training and some experience
with simple test equipment, this is your chance to get in on
the ground floor of one of the Northwest Suburbs most
aggressive and fastest growing companies. Our products are
interesting and you can learn while you earn and prepare for
advancement as we continue to grow. Our salary program
and benefits are tops. Come in or Call Mr. Bowser for more

Wanted For Permanent Positions

FOR YOUNG MEN

OPENINGS

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicant. Company been -

Quality Control

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXPRESS, INC.

Rolling Meadows

OUR COMPANY HAS EXCELLENT

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

Re -locating in Oakbrook, Ill.

WINGS & WHEELS.

'1700 H:cks Rd.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

- FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT -299-0116

METHODE MFG. CORP.

III. #60302.

ci3rrent salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,
III 60005

-

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago
Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,

Send a complete resume in confidence giving

1

1

392-3500

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

commensurate with experience. Send resume and

future

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.
Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is

based corporation for an Internal Auditor.
Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, develop-

CALL ROBERT THOMAS

332.5711, EXT. 3118

An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

INTERNAL AUDITOR

-15Y arrangement.

-For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR

--enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago

Flexible

man required due to unusual
hours and assignotenti. &aut.
feuris-perinit needed. Salary

AniqutirOPPortonitY Employer

Some knowledge -of`i-Plumbing, electrical, welding
and_preventative maintenance in assembly and

255-7200 after 4 PM'

CHICAGO DIVISION

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

assignments.

tional

Chicago; ll:

Blue Cross -Blue Shield available. Call

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

PART

WAREHOUSEMAN

F'ull Time; ability to use camera helpful
but not necessary; paid vacation; group

TOP WAGES
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.

255-4500

POLICE REPORTER

Wheeling

Work out of O'Hare airport to
downtown Chicago for pronto.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

S.

TIME

Plus 10% Night Bonus
Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office
Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

MICRODYNE, INC.
1600 S. Hicks Road

Openings exist for journeymen with plant maintenance experience, preferably in metal working
factory

Milwaukee,

h.vp experience in performing highly skilled work in
budding or repairing compound & progressive dies. Second

886.

products and INSPECTORS to electrically test them. If you
have some experience in soldering, inspection, or testing we
can offer you on excellent position with salary to match your
experience and raises. based upon your ability. Come in or
Call Mr. Bowser for more details at:

An Equal Opportunity ,:mployer

TREE TOP'zrER

Time and Vi doer 40 hours

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

5400 W. Roosesielt Rd.
Chicago, II..

ELECTRICIANS

24-414 Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

.

ATTENTION
Inspectors

STARTING RATE $4.37

availabIL

Pet:Fief

For new apartment complex in

AINTENANCE MACHINISTS

PART TIME

'corporott

15

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Maintenance Man

Earn Extra Money
hour,

24 -Help Wanted Men

anted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Deerfield

Apply in person

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200
Evenings

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect
An Equal Opportun; Employer M &

for a sharp girl to help him
handle all salesman's production reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone
voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255.9414

5'
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&Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

25-EmP.bytnent Agencies -Women

PART TIME CLERK

$550-$650TioFee
--1CgiLarson & Assoc. 299-7191
1510 Miner
Des Plaines

$98 wk. No Fee. 299-7191 '
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
bes
Miner
1510

-

STAFFING NEW OFC.

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

$425 to $475 Free

You can type_at-your-67.m

New soles & distr. office opening Aug. 25 in Des Plaines.

--scree-diii this suburban office.
No one to look over your shoul-

the Bibr.__M_grfs--RIGHT=RAND
.-G4Rt-sSTC-Ould hove S -H or dic-

This large busy company needs
on attractive girl to handle

their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices or man r
ce - located in the

O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit sharing. Light typing, will train on

der. A pleasant phone voice
will help you land this great
job. $100. Free! 'MUST CALI.

tophone, type well. Come in &
gel in on this new office from

298-2770
La S61Ie Personnel
Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

_Ken crar3an

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

Can-, Spec ia
Cfs eubiits. IIL

STOLE

26, 7:9I. Cx60. 763 6272
opt,/ 04 601;;; 1111 8 P. U.

COMPLETE TRAINING
100% PUBLIC CONTACT

rector of international division

of famous local firm. A chal-

baby Doctor's office. Keep
appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys & gals into

positon
lenging, interesting
longing, nteresting position
with many unique benefits.

Doctor when he's ready. It's o

Free,

It calls
someone

busy job but fun too.

Miss Paige

who likes kids. Training takes
common Sense. Doctor says
he'll leach you the ropes! $520

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

Free.

966-0700

6028 Dempster

IVY

SP 4.8585

7215 W. -foully
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

297.3535

DENTAL OFFICE
Small office. Popular in nabor-

hood. You'll learn to work at
front desk. Be the receptionist.

To work for president.

Make appts. Send reminders
to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with

Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

people. $100 Free to you.

ARTIST'S

Age and salary open.

Upper

Randhurst,

When artists finish a painting
or drawing they'll give it to
you to be stored away. You'll
keep records on where every-

Suite 23A
63 E. Adams, Chi.

Level

regular

for

business.

.IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SECRETARY

Type accurately at own speed
no shorthand. In this area.
$100 per week plus year-end

dent in charge of soles. You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making airline reservations when he or
hit staff travel, and other
varied and interesting duties.

bonus. Free to you.

298-2770

La Salle Personnel
Chi., 7W. Madison, CE 6-5688

Miss Paige

Meet Large Corp.
Executives
As Aid To Car
Leasing Director
$600

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempste

966.0700

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK

inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

WON'T LAST._

298-2770

La Salle Personnel
Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

Chi., 7 W. Madison. CE 6-5688

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475
Personable young ladies want.
ed to handle anyone who calls

or comes into this famous airline for

will

reservations or info.
get in on MAR-

VELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

about making plane reservations, con! igning, selling tickets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
onswers to their travel quespublic contact
100% of the time! You'll just

tions.

love

It's

all

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

ger vocations when you're
part of this fanned airline.
YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE
IVY
-

SP 4-8585
297-3535

Girl Friday

diversified spot. The buyers &
salesmen's visits & calls will

keep you busy while you act
as right-hand to the manager.

Ford Employment

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES
TEXAS, SEATTLE

Almost every week you'll find
yourself in a different place.
Vice President is your boss.
He's constantly on go - you'll
be on expense account. You
need good skills - some previous exp as secy. Ability to
get along with all types is important - you'll be meeting
company reps or customers all

the time. You'll learn the business -then take trips on your
own as company representa.
Fantastic jobs Salaryl
Free to you. IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535
nivel

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs an intelligent, neat ap
peoring girl he can train as
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of patients in

of $542 mo., call:
Miss Paige

you

tins one is for you. Lovely su

burbun firm will train you as
the crificiargreeter. Lite typing
and 0 winning smile are req'd.
Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Denton.

6028

Dempster

394-0880

966 0700

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come in

our respected personnel firm

they are available withdiscrimination as
to sex unless specifically

women."

ist.

41/2

increase after 3 months.'
Call for details.
LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

,

benefits.

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

Experience

desired

but will train qualified applicant. Phone or see Mr. Ken.
neth Kruss for information.

First National
ARGUS, INC.
2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village
437-4504

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME!
WOMEN

-

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie

consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.
Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

Apply or Call 498-1500
MAILER, INC.
1000 Sunset Ridge Road

Northbrook

498-1500

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

General Telephone Experience

Morning only

helpful. No evenings or Sat.

Major Chicago 'Mann&

knowledge of advertising help
ful

will train responsible
party., excellent commissions-'
advancement opportunity.
or

INTRA-CONTINENTAL ADVER.
359-5566
Mr. R. F. Brown

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

MOM?
11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS
McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.
CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

look Ste Me Golden Arch. -10, quellry osas thslo...emy dai

PRODUCTION

8:30

to

for this interesting and
challenging position.

255-1611
Miss McFeely

office located in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask
Newspaper

GENERAL OFFICE

$2.67 PER HOUR

No Experience Necessary
ALSO AVAILABLE

4 Rasies 1st year
CLERKS

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL

SYSTEM

MISS MARY

advancement. CALL:

Will train
Various hours
(including'9:15 PM shift)
Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
Deerfield

500 Waukegan Rd.

KLIPPERT

Mr. Hoover

central telephone company of Illinois

774-3047

,WAITRESSES
FULL TIME

Country Club

DAYS or NIGHTS

Theater

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed
Needs 2 girls for their Box Office. Light office duties.

During 4 Week Training Period

259-5400
Ask for Norman Rice

We are now interviewing neat, attactive ladies
for the position of WAITRESS.

General Office

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employe benefits, including paid vaca-

433

tions, free insurance programs.

You'll share reception duties
with receptionist, do easy to
learn calculator machine and

Apply in Person

only lite typing. Local firm, Call
' Norene Black 298.5021. Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

LOOKING?
Look Our Way

Higgins, Des Plaines.

,&

PAYROLL
perience a plus but will train.
New facilities available 2nd
week in August (some loco -

HARPER COLLEGE
359.4200

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking .. look West, to Automatic Electric.
Automatic Electric is co great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Secretaries

must have exp. in infant care.

TELEVISION TIME SALES

METHODE MFG. CORP.

WOMEN'

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you

Palatine, Ill.

Calling on top executives in
the real estate field. Some

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

LINE

for telephone sales,
part time. Good wages. Call
439-5741, aft. 4 p.m.

MARRIED -SINGLE -FULL -PT. TIME

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

WORKERS

lion). Full fringe benefits, 371/2
hr. week. Call Mrs. Goodling.

IS TRAVELING YOUR HOBBY?
Why not work at if? Travel
agency needs secretary with
dictophone and bookkeeping
experience. 392-6770

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

McDonald's n roll.

Light' detail - Retail Sales,
Order Desk, Service Clerk, or

Girls -Housewives--Expectant

1

INSPECTORS

IF YOU WANT TO WORK' PART TIME

PART TIME

Teacher

Immediate opening in a modern
girl office located in Mt. Prospect. Good typing skills needed.
Hours 8:30 to 4:30, Monday
through Friday. Salary open.
Call Mr. Dranberg.
394-1820

ASSEMBLERS

OFFICE CLERICAL

498-1480

Some payroll experience desir.
ed. Data processing ex-

desires baby sitter
for 2 children my home, own
Elderly
expd.
transp.,
refs,
lady preferred. 296-6401.

WOMEN

Route 12 & 83

at:

$50 to $100. Can you afford to
pass this up? Car necessary.

days. Preferably
school
could furnish own transportation. 437.3283.

299-4446 - Ara Coch 312

(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

with excellent working conditions. Salary open. Call Mr.
Bright for personal interview

Consider your fall expenses now
2 to 3 evenings per wk. will earn

on

60018

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

ability. Full company benefits

Woman to live-in on week -ends,
and help widow. Good salary.
894-2979

GENERAL OFFICE

guaranteed merit

employment. Many company

days per week. NO

EVENINGS. Salary open. Call
253-8598.

0., Moon., III.

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

Accounting Clerk

Stenographers

With some experience In the

Clerk Typists

392-8878

at $1.30 a week with a

Needed for immediate

TELLER

Assistant or Reception-

Dental

299-4446
manufacturing and soles company

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

ea

333 Ex. Touhy A... .

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

BILLER -TYPIST

typing and some shorthand

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND LAUNDRY ONE DAY A WEEK
359-0160

Mt. Prosp. area. Ref. necessary.
Salary open, own tronsp.

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

MOUNT PROSPECT

437.5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO
5.2400
5945 Dempster

26 -Help Wanted Women

966-0700

ary for one of the top

Ford Employment

This diversified and interesting position requires a sharp girl,
preferably with some foreign export experience. If you do not
have any past experience and are interested, we will train.
Excellent company benefits, plus paid sick leave. New modern air conditioned office.

tronics, Inc. Must possess good

FEMALE

6028 Dempster

perience? Be a secret-

with unusually high earnings.

La Salle Personnel

Immediate secretarial position
open in North Brook area with
regional office Tamar Elec-

HELP WANTED

WANTED housekeeper 5 day wk ,

for

a hard worker, and want to
start a new exciting career

learn.

298.2770

SECRETARY

urday. PHONE:

394-0880

where. Why not work
where every day is o
new and exciting ex60,

966-0700

9 S. Dunton

If you're good, you can
make top money any-

enjoy meeting new

Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

47 years serving industry. Join

Mothers

In Arlington Heights

not

essential if you are ambitious,

Office Clerk

Capable women to care for
baby from Noon 'til 4 o'clock

$130 WEEK

people all day lent)? If

6028 Dempster

enjoys phone and public contact. Any office or sales ex-

800 W. Biesterfield Rd..
Elk Grove Village

437-4244

GENERAL OFFICE

Our busy Mt. Prospect area office must add the woman who
perience helpful though

Elk Grove Township

1505 Elliewood, Des Plaines

* Fully Modern Air Conditioned Facilities.

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

Call 333.5914

Television Station

DC/

Only La Salle can offer really
big money potential based on

Day Publications, Inc.

ALL EXPENSES PAID!

O'HARE

$140 WEEK

Local company needs 5 girls
with a minimum of 3 months
experience to fill new openings in expanding operation.
Norene Black 298-5021 Wide

Good salary. Opportunity for

Secretary

RECEPTION

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

you

2407 Hamilton Street

Apply
NATIONWIDE ART CENTER

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

* Immediate Openings
* Day and Evenings Shifts
* Full or Part Time

FOR APPOINTMENT

and earn while

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

* No Experience Necessary

VE 5-0034

Keypunch Operator,
550

designated as jobs for.

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster

FRONT DESK

CALL COLLECT

1

TRAVELING SECT

MOUNT PROSPECT

9420 Foster or River 992-2111

Work now 'til Christmas. High

'Commissions. Call or write
Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

out

'

For fine Apartment Complex in
Arlington Heights. Experience
required. Beautiful apartment,
good salary.

.

Varied interesting duties in an
attractive office. O'Hare area.

lite typing, If you are interested in an all public contact
position with o starting salary

Busy store with imported &
interesting merchandise has

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

listed here are those historically filled by women;

is

$525

tions system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific

PART TIME ONLY
INTERESTING WORK

appointment call CL 5-4115.

An equal opportunity employer

"Help Wanted - Jobs

MOUNT PROSPECT

pointments, keep everyone
feeling comfortable, till the
doctor is free. Only skill req'd

Shop Needs

$498 MONTH

starting pay and increases. For

733 Lee St., Des Pldines
827-4411

827.6628

and meet us.

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show resorts, motels, travel buleaus
how to operate the reserva-

WANTED

Des Plaines

MANAGER

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

his busy office. You'll earn to
greet all who enter, set ap

Gifts & Houseware

Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

SALESLADY

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

Bank of
RESIDENT

EXCELLENT SALARY

Scope

TRAINEE

and public contact.

meet and the people you work
with! East raises plus bonuses
like long weekends and Ion

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

TRAVEL

for a top rent -a -car firm dealing primarily in fleet car
rentals to sales managers. An
interesting job offering variety

and the people you

it

LPN

ister medication to ani-

In Arlington Heights
394-0480
9 S. Dunton

Ford Employment

Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines,

betw. 1 and 5 daily

bonus system. Free.
Miss Paige

Busy exciting business working

This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gal to
make appts., greet the public,
help the doc plan his week. If
you are a capable person you
will really enjoy this stimu
lating job. Free! THIS JOB

You

Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

Free.

as he travels a great bit. Call
Norene Black 298-5021. Wide

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

appoint-

an

EASY JOB

You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, to the Vice -Presi-

SP 4.8585
297-3535

PART TIME

Pleasant year around working

HOSPITAL

Young executive in major local
firm will train personable
girl. You will great his visitors,
answer his phone, arrange his
busy schedule. Soon you will
be handling much on your own,

4 day week. Ideal for married
woman with children in school.
Apply to

and

salary

ST. ALEXIUS

297-204k

SECRETARY

Ex-

APPLY PERSONNEL

to 600

2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines

ment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

SP 4.8585
297-3535

Work with friendly people.
personality keyed
Pleasant
to this job, Varied duties.

$625 MONTH

typing and clerical skills.

Secretary

Mueller Industries

xciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

keep

MR.
call
D 437- 700

Light Production Work
Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

keep

tion in our medical records
dept. Should possess good
cellent starting
benefits.

827 E. Rand Rd. Mt. P.

IVY

NO STENO

Liking

CLERK -TYPIST

Interested in a challenging position? We are seeking a mature. young woman for- a
beginning full time day posi-

EXPERIENCED FOR:

loaded with ill Free to you.

is, when artists want
special something you'll find it
for them. Type. Free

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

'WOMAN WANTED

public contact a mustl Job's

thing

392-2700
939-4866

mation:

will be trained to admin-

GIRL FRIDAY $100

holmes & assoc.

In
his

phone,

NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

Exec. Secretary

preferred. CL 3.8656

pro -shop gets busy, give the

You'll be secretary to the di-

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young

Baby sitter in my home 8 to
4:30 Mon. thin Fri. Own trans.

discuss menus, etc. Type

fellows a hand. Fun job!
winter work for boss in

handle -newly" created
position in our air condi-

tioned, 3 girl office located in Elk Grove Village. For further infor-

'

537-7500 for Appt.

This position requires an
experienced gal to

school year. Has schoolers
brook area A.H. 259.57,81

confirming letters. When

$723 MONTH

to 5 flexible hours
daily. 5 days per week.

WANTED, baby sitter for_2, pre-

trial cafeteria In Des Plaines.

handle accounts receivable
Land light typing. New
air-conditioned building - all
employee benefits.

3

during

days; 3 afternoons in Berkley Sq.
area. 259-1456 aft. 4

This is a side business for boss.
It's. a popular golf course.
YoU'll keep busy setting up
to

SECRETARY

RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCTOR

an opening for a woman to

PART -TIME -

school year for 4. yr. old boy. 2

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY $540

Todd Leasing in Wheeling has

PROCESSING

to 6 PM.

needed

SITTER

Accounts Receivable
Clerk

ORD
in

26-Heln Wanted Women

CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus-

Age 19.28. 296-5527

CALL 259 -3220 ---

BABY

outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dotes, learn

EXECUTIVE

ILL

understanding,

Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255-9414

12:30

Prospect.

Mt.

TODAY...

the start.

15I0 MilIO 5t

switchboard. AMY
console
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest

NURSE for doctor's office

.26-lielp Wanted Women

26414 Wanted Women

2641etp Wanted Wooten
physicians

office In Des Plaines - An, area.

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

$550

TRY TELEPFONE SALES
-

wanted ' for evening work In
travel agency. 392-6770

-

RECEPTIONIST

CAN YOU TALK?

DR. ASSISTANT

for

MAIN LOBBY

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

for

RECEPTIONIST

general area of accounting
sych as receivables, poyables,

cost, etc. Will perform varied
details
cellent

for cost second. Exsalary and benefits.

Norene Black 298-5021 Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

CREDIT CLERKS
Full Time
Experience preferred in some
line of credit work, however,
will train beginners with figure
aptitude. Very interesting and

diversified work. Company
benefits and opportunity for
advancement. CALL:

Mrs. M. Hart

Spiegel Order Store
ARLINGTON MARKET

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

Comptometer Operators

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,
engineering, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.
You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will hove the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudda.

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100-Ext. 734

White Collar Girls

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. 80184

OF ANIRRICA. iNCOOPORATIID
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

An Equal Opportunity Employer

392-5230

A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
_

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

Key Punch Operators

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC

255-7500

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.
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2641eln Wanted Women

RECEPTIONIST

COOK

Light switchboard and typing

Prefer hospital or institutional
experience. Excellent working

TRAINEE

near

office

New

Mannheim and Touhy.
manent - position.

Per-

Experience

Top

conditions.
benefits.

preferred but will train.

full time day position offers

APPLY PERSONNEL

stimulating and varied duties.

CORP,

HOSPITAL

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

APPLY PERSONNEL

HOSPITAL

clean
To
conditioned

SCHOOL BUS

1 -Girl Office

CALL 255-0300.

A.M. ROUTES

to young, vivacious, fun
atmosphere. Good salary.
in

NEEDS YOU

439-0923

in

going, aggressive? If you can
answer, yes, to these questions you qualify. Good pay,

PROOFREADER

benefits and hours.

Call Mrs. L. Beck, for appoint.

in new professional building.
interview

ment . 259-7300.

call

Mr. Edwards at

20 E. UNIVERSITY DR.
ARLINGTON HTS.

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.

297-8669, Ext. 104

For

WAITRESS

PHYSICAL THERAPY

will train.

Full time day openings available. Excellent opportunity to
learn a fascinating field, Good

experienced, neat,
fast worker. Excellent pay.
be

APPLY PERSONNEL

For Appointment
call 439-7600

EAST PUB
823-4333

ST. ALEXIUS

2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desir-

ings available.

able.

APPLY

DANA

,

No

Employee

*

297-3400

nil

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

TO A

sale by Senior Scouts, Thur. & Fri.,
Aug. 7 di 8, 9:30 to 5:30. 1586 Algonquin Rd., Des Pl.

CREDIT UNION CLERK

OPERATOR

starting
sharing,
medical

864-6050
An Equal Opportunity Employer

no lease, 2 need 3rd to share
furnished 3 bedrm. Des Pl, twnhse, utilities included, $90, coil
manager, CL 5-6175

73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Wonted 1 bedrm. furnished apt.,
single working man, will do
some handy work, 296 6574.

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY

CP74.

76-Te Rent Houses

BRUNING

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

255-1910

MT. PROSPECT

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN
MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

CREDIT

ASSISTANT
At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level
in all phases of credits and
collections by letter and
phone.

ACCOUNTANT

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

Excellent salary with lull
range of company benefits.

BATHROOM

PRODUCTS CORP.
2201 .Touhy Ave.

Elk Grove Village
439-1800

bedroom
apartments. Elevator building.
From
$187.50
Fully carpeted.
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.
18.2

SWIMMING POOL

INDUSTRIAL NURSE
-

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

P.O. BOX 871

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705,

sell

$5.001

PHONE 437-0872

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies
CANOE, FIBERGLASS,

HOMEMADE. $50

16' Wagemaker, 35 HP Johnson,
electric starter, trailer, $650.
437.1141

Family SAILBOAT, A-1 cond., fi
bergloss, docron sail, alum.
must, trailer $400. 253-4722
after 5 p.m.

55 Musical Instruments

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place
359-2251

CL 9-4566

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Store, 1920 S. Wolf Rd., Wheeling

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

4 GYM SETS LEFT
ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

SAVE $19 to $39

TAPE SELECTION

TURN -STYLE FAMILY CENTER

Arl. Hts.

444 kond Rd.

74 -To Rent Apartments
Des Pl.

3 bdrm. townhse,

baths,

panelled

rumpus

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

Windsor Woods

11/2

rm.,

sepor. utility rm., att. gar., stov,
& refrig. $200. Oct. occupancy.
Mt.

Prospect,

2

86 -Real Estate -Houses

4 bdrm. bi4evel, 2 car garage,

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrms., 3 full baths,

carpeting, drapes included. 5377850 or 259-0254. 716 N. Prospect Manor, Mt. Prospect
Wheeling, Furnished

bedrm. APT.

naborhood, I yr. tease, Avail.
Aug. 15, 5250 mo. 537-6938

Des Pl. sub -let Irg. 2 bedrm. Apt.,
baths, Overlooking pool.
11/2
$215 mo. 297.8687, 299-4837.
I

Mt.

inn

Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 bath, A/C,
carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping center. 5240. 394.0826

PALATINE
VILLAGE SQUARE
2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
I

AGER

I,

includes

all

cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse

439-4100

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.
Greta Lederer
Development Co.

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY
bath $190.5215
I bdrm.
2 bdrms. 2 baths $2455275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320.5335
Dishwashers in all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
-

1

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

437-1926
PROSPECT HTS.

GRAND OPENING
PHASE II

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

oven.

churches.

359-6050
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

RENTALS $205 $245

Some opts. available now.

Secretarial Service.

11

1/2 lot. Giant spruces and pines.

basement. 2 car electric
garage. Pool table. Rotary TV
antenna. Immediate possesFull

sion. $23,000 full price. $17,342

mortgage assumable at 61h%.

Arl.

N.

BRADSHAW

259.7324
Local

PROSPECT HEIGHTS
3 bedroom brick bi-levetriin'
lot 100' x 200'. Master bed-

Please call Mr. Dinou.
394-3950

room has dressing area. 2 car
garage. Patio, plus screened
porch with built-in Barbe-que
affords outdoor enjoyment of
landscaped
beautifully
a
yard. Immediate possession.

business mon needs 4
bdrm. home in Arlington High
School Dist. Will pay $300 $350 mo. far suitable house.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arl. HIS. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

PHONE 537.7419

REALTORS

Mtg. avail. 392-9365

359-6050

Des Pl. WaKinden Pk. 3 bedrm.
bi-level, 2 baths, panelled tam
rm., fully carptd. I5x15 scr.
porch, 11/2 car gar., can. air, Irg.
lot, many extras. Mid 30's. Own-

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.

Easy to reach: On Rte. 45 (Riv
er Rd.) 1/3 mile So. of Palatine
Rd. and I mile NO. of Euclid
(Lake Ave.). From Chicago:
West on Lake Ave. from Edens
to River Rd. Right I mile.

AGERI

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.

balconies. Ample parking.

Open daily I I AM - 7 PM

535,900.

yr. old tri-level, Att'd gar. w/w

refrigerator. Private patios or

areas.

(4 bl. S. of 62 on 311' -

1

close to schls. $37,500.
827-3287

pool,

heated swimming
clubhouse and play
Air conditioned, free

646 S. Main, Algonquin

car garage in Mt. Pros.
pect - Arlington Hts. area.

Large

658-5661

"

82 -Wanted To Rent

bage disposer, Frigidaire

Dr. Right to model.

Ige. paneled fans. rm. w/

frplc., eat -in kit., enclosed patio,
bsint., 2 car gar., W/W cptg,
21/2 yrs. old. $48,000. By Owner.

Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

brk. ranch w/att. gar., 11/2 baths,

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West an Lake to Milwaukee. Right on Milwaukee
to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.
Or take Rand Rd. to Windsor

brlan.,
formal

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

gas cooking and central heating, wall-to-wall carpeting,
oven -range. dishwasher, gar-

Some avail. Immediately
Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577
Open Doily. 11 AM - 7 PM

4

LR,

Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

free central heating and gas
cooking, wall to wall carpet.
ing, private balconies or
1

foyer,

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

Exclusive

- 2 - and 3 bedroom opts.

baths,

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS

modern kitchens
completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidaire refrig
erator-freezer, Air conditioned,

patios, ample parking.

Pros, Hts. 2 story brk.,

Arlington Heights

Rent a beautiful new opt. in
charming close in North suburb. Near good schooli, transportation, shopping and

courts,

heated gar., cent. air condi.
Many extras. $49,900. 392-0152

4 bedroom Cape Cod. Lake
privileges, Large corner and

SWIMMING POOL ''''
rentals

Split-level by owner, 5 bdrms.,
sowing rm., 3 full baths, 2 car

298.3061

REALTORS

ments.

appliances, heal, hotwater &

359-1450. Evens. 253.0297.

DR,

ft.

lower level, $75.

corm.,

3

ranch, basrm., 21/2 car garage,
be
fenced yd., excel. loc.
purchased on contract. $28,700.

room

Mfr. Rep. 150 sq.

by owner.

Palatine

21h

1+2 bedroom deluxe apartSensible

1

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

parking. Excellent for Doctor or

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village

bedrm.

3

home. w/attached garage, quiet

All

Sublease Sept I, $170.
appliances. 439-9585

wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right inl Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning
Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, play area, ten-

76 -To Rent Houses

.298.6779

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

nis

APPLY IN PERSON

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.

Westgate Apts.
Ultra -deluxe

Intimate privacy yet walking(
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

POSITIONS OPEN

537-0020

GENERAL

STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking,

(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439.7887

6.

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

OR CALL MR. LAWRENCE

NEW BUILDING

1 -BEDROOM, $185 & UP
2 -BEDROOMS, $250 & UP

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

1-

film drying

CL 3-6891

55 -Musical Instruments

THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
Lustre is easy on the budget. Restores forgotten colors. Rent electric shampooer $1. Ben Franklin

Apt. to sub -let Sept.

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

Evanston, III.

2020 Ridge Ave.

-

INTERVIEWING HOURS

Stainless Steel cut
hanger. Priced to

ESTATE
Classified REAL
Residential Comniercial Vacant
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share
working girl/teacher,
Special

PRODUCTION CONTROL

and

hangers,

developing

dows, dishes, FL 9.0525

15,000
220,
Air -conditioner
season, $155.
BTU. Used I
CL 3.8656

Schwinn Varsity 10 spd. bike.
Elec. guitar/Kalama2oo amp.
Star Roamer shortwave radio.
Aurora roadrace set.
110 lb. bar -bell weight set.

Petri Strobe light with mounting
bracket to fit all cameras. Color
corrected. Priced to sell 510.001
19-4x5 stainless steel cut film

Sit. & Pepr. Coif, potbelly stove,
tables, choirs, rocker, doors, win-

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, III.

bulbs.

flash
$25.00!

ICOnes; $5, outdoor Santa Claus
& stand; 51. 299-0253.

$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

from. Larger size also on sale.

sell

to

FOR SALE: Filter for 12' pool,
dining rm. table, w/2 extra

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

EVERGREEN SALE
1000's to choose

Priced

34 -Arts and Antiques

crated; Spanish oak AM/FM stereo console 1W-MPEX. Sacrifice
$275 or split. Call aft. 4,
478-2499 or 478 4421
each.

of

cartons

four

golf clubs & bag,

elec. adding machine;
Electrolux vacuum cleaner still

ing, all kinds & much misc. Bake

Your Guide'
To the best
Real Estate

CLERK

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

neces-

WHEELING \
TRUST & SAVINGS!
BANK

AT
BRUNING

GET IN ON THE

ities,

sary. Excellent
salary. Profit
pension plan,
benefits.

JUMBLE SALE --Girl Scout Adults
ClothBackyard -Garage -Patio.

GROUND FLOOR NOW!

Apply or Call
864-6050

tools B. misc.

START

DUPLICATING MACH.

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

Gar. Sole: Aug. 9 & 10, 411 S.
Lynn Ct., Des Pl. Odd chrs,

FLYING

SECRETARY
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

FEMALE: MAIL CLERKS

Est., 529.2117.

Ladies clothing sz. 10 & 12,
shoes sz. 7, misc. liv. furn.
Aug. 9 & 10. 323 N. Main, Mt. P.

SCHEDULING and

MALE: * DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK
* SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERKS

experience

Gar. Sale -Aug. 8/9, 9 to 6 p.m.
furn, dryer, baby items, clothes,
miscall, 297 Berkley Pl., Hoffman

YOU'RE OFF

Moving to Waukegan in January
Immediate openings available for;

dusk. Aug. 7 & 8. 207 Haw-

thorne En., Hoffman Estates

Temporary nights

EMPLOYEES

No

Gar. Sale -Gas range & misc. 10

Argus with F 3:5, coated lens.
Case and folsh included, also

24' wood ext. ladder; workbench
81/7 X 21/7'; 2 mowers, rotary &
hand; spreader; wol. china cab-

Victor

439-7603

set

'

model, like new, 35 mm

$40. Call 7665723.

inet. 400 N. Fairview. M. P.

$1

$35.00!

12 gauge auto. shotgun; 5100.

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359 3200

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Praktiflex EX 35 rerri with case
and flash. Has a F 1:9 lens with
thru the lens viewing. Two car.
tons of flash bulbs and GE light
meter included. Priced to sell

Va price. 813.Graceland, Des Pl.
827.4784

9 club

$90.001

sell

to

Priced

Alum. boat, 12', $75; antiq. fruit
crusher, $15; gar. sole leftovers,

ditioning equipment contact.

EXPEDITING CLERK

392-2200

flat, in good condition. 299-

water softeners & water con

Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00

Des Plaines

Portable Hotpoint dishwasher,
good condition, $45,
439.2839
IBM elec. typewriter, 12" carriage, excel. cond, for office,
school or home. $175. 537.1535

$30.00!

sell

to

Leica 35 mm with carrying case.
Has F 1:5 lens, plus accessories.

Late

CL 1-2005

253.3205
For information about the FINEST

Or

Profit sharing plan. Apply in

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect,

5125 or offer. Call 297-7885.

G.E. air conditioner heat pump,
BTU;
$100. Hotpoint
11000
electric range; 550. Arl. jacket
& zippered bag; $25.

Metropolitan Printing Co.

An i9vol OPPorNxity employer

WM. A. LEWIS

brakes,

hand

Rupp mini -bike. Excellent condition. $150.

Apply in Person to

CORTRONAPIINDUSTRIES

person or call after 12 Noon

bike,

Krochler sofa & chair, aqua, gd.
cond.; Toro rotary mower, 20".

1

Paid Vacations
371/2 hour week

ply

experience

1555 Times Drive

postion.

mini

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

wheel,
Utility trailer 31/2x41/2',
hitch, cover & spare tire, $75.
253.4455

* Air Conditioned

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

discounts

Fox

Priced

255-7058

6757. Des Plaines.

* Steaay work

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

necessary. Good salary. Stead

PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Slide Projector in case, 35 mm
with F 3:5 'coated lens. Seven
Airequipt magazines in special
carrying case. Screen included.

colt, Arl. Hts.

1

* Pleasant working conditions

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

Young woman 25 - 40 for credit

CL 3.8899

Triple bunk beds complete. Can
be used as 3 single beds.

2 TRUNKS for sale; 1 wardrobe,

* Excellent starting rates

255.5350

GENERAL OFFICE

sample clothes for
sale, by Idg. nit., of sample
prices, 9362 Twin Oaks Ln.,
Des PI, daily 11.4, C27 8357.

SLIDING GLASS SHOWER DOOR
Exc. condition 525.
253-1446

Multi -family Gar. Sole Aug. 79. 9 to 6. Antiques, lots of furn ,
pool table, accordion, plus 100's
of misc. items! 2230 N. Kermi

typewriter. Misc. 253.1673

* Many Company Benefits

No experience necessary, will train.

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Children's

p nn 297.6570

& window fans & Underwood

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

MOLDED PRODUCTS

new szs. 5 & 7. 956.1307.

Like new coppertone dbl, oven
Roper gas range $200. Aft. 4

GE air cond.-7,000 BTU -$85. Floor

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

Also a few immediate open-

department.

is open.

Sizes

wool rugs wiped 12x16 & 4x8
best offer; Jr. Miss clothes like

12 X 15 rubber carpet padding,
rider mower, 'Jacobson Clean

& 10th. 111 South Elm, Mt. Pros.
Furn, cameras, mowers, tent,
tools, boat, outboard, more.
Something for everyone.

phone

yr.

I

misc. articles. 537-1117

Gar Sale 6.9 on 8th, 9-9 On 9

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

For best results use
Day Want Ads

MISS MARY KLIPPERT

train you to be a Plastic Press
Operator. Light, clean work.
shifts. Good hourly rote.
3

6 yr. crib complete $20; beige

Concord, Greenbrier, A.H.

(2nd SHIFT 3-11 FULL TIME)

HOSPITAL

ask for:

Now is the time to apply for
work in September. We will

or

12'0' pool, filter & cover,

good cond., 3t/2 hp., shocks,

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

EARLY BIRDS

Gar. Sale Aug, 8 & 9, 9 to 4 pm.
Kit. sets; tables; lamps; picture
frames; much misc. 1410 W.

salary and benefits.

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

THE O' HARE

wood, Buffalo Grove.

Send resume of personal and
business background, education, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.

Assorted girl's clothes.
8, 10& 12. 51 to 54.
894,1583

Pool Table 4' x 8' & accessories
in good cond, $74; odd chairs &

with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
office

52,500.00
CL 5-903.5 evenings

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255.1107

529-4099

Turn., much misc., 200 Cotton

bene-

MONROE DESK COMPUTER

AIR CONDITIONER
$50. 259-9183

old. $60 or best offer.

Gar. Sale -Aug. 7-9, air cords.,
lope sy., de humid.,
stereo

894-5800 for interview. Salary

TRAINEES

4:30 nil 8:30
Must

864-6050

things at low prices.

inventory controls, etc. Person

James Hanson,

v'

perience helpful or we

PART TIME EVENINGS

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,

man Highlands, Saturday, August 9, from 8 am to 4 pm. Nice

Typist

Permanent, part time, early
evening positions available
now. Are you friendly, out

Des Plaines.

personal

Evanston, 111,

0,

RCA

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.

For

Rd.,

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.

son, Winston Pk. Palatine

V4 TON

392.1354.

School Bus, Inc.

necessary.
conditions

of America, W. Higgins

An Equal Opportunity Employer

An equal opportunity employer

2:30 - 5 p.m.

3040 S. Busse Rd.

experience
Pleasant working

2020 Ridge Ave.

Men & Women

4 Women needed immediately to work for large national

No

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

exceptional employee
fits. Opportunity for
management.

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Cook County

office

Gar. Sole: 106 Cambridge, Hoff-

P.M. ROUTES

$2.00 PER HOUR TO START

branch

BOOKKEEPER

START NOW

GIRLS --WOMEN

with

SUPPLY CORPORATION

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

LORENZ,
296-7126

firm

ACCOUNTANT -

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC)

CALL MISS

PART TIME WORK
9;30 - 1:30 or 4 - 8 P.M.

plant area

ufacturer. Full time work.
Excellent benefit program.

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

Prefer personable girl, about
30, who is a self-starter to fit

air-

small

of pharmaceutical man-

DRIVERS

O'Hare Office Center; Des
Plaines. Busy small soles
branch of electronics mfr.
wants top-notch secy who can
handle much responsibility.

AMERICAN HOSPITAL

Variety, quality
prices, Aug. 8 & 9. 1516 Ander-

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Extraordinary!

864-6050
Janitor or Janitress

8-6 pm. garden tools, fern., misc.
2-3 Birchwood, Prosp. Hts.

CL 3.1286

Grow with us. We will be moving to Waukegan in
January to bigger and more modern facilities.
Apply or Call

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

31 -Rummage & Gmage Sale

Antique & Gar. Sole: Aug. 8,9.

Male or Female
FULL OR PART TIME

* CREDIT CORRESPONDENT
* KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
* ACCOUNTING CLERKS

"

-ST. ALEXIUS

MALE & FEMALE

SECRETARY

Women

27-Heto Wanted -Alen

Has immediate openings for:

Top salary and benefits.

ST. ALEXIUS

21 -Help WantedMen * Women

WANT TO MAKE
TOP MONEY!!!

Excellent opportunity to learn
our print shop operation. This

salary and

STANLEY KNIGHT

(

HAIR DRESSERS

PRINT'SHOP

required.

2741elo Waded -Men * Women

er. 439.2327.

Des Plaines by Owner: 6 rm.
17x32 rec rm. w/wet bar, 10x
17

panelled office -work shop,

ranch, excel. Lions Pk. location,
close to commuter, schls., pool

16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

RANCH - $26,700
bdrm. home in excellent condition. Large
living rm. and dining rm.
3

full

combination.

2

baths.

garage

Large

with patio. Many trees
on property. Must see

& golf course. $49,500.
255.7819
ARL. HTS. . SCARSDALE

Tackett

Colonial,

lg.

3

bdrms.,

21/2 baths, 21/2 garage, rec rm.,
2
frplaces, screened porch,
549,500. 255-3984

s,

REALTORS
1764 NOVENWEST HWY.

off

PLAINES

296-6655CO
A110*RM

Wednesday, August 6. 1969

Pags: 18

311eats and Marine Supplies

41 -Heine Fonistings-Firnitnre

15' boat, wood, 40 h.p. Evinrude
elec., trailer, top shape. See to
apprec. $860. 392.5499

Antique round dining
w/claw feet. $75. Call
358-9233

42 -Wanted to Buy

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Closing out. Call Cornet Con.

Want zo buy: Small spot welder:

struction Co. 437.6606

for 16 gauge steel.
259.5438

6 LIGHT
MEDITERRANEAN CHANDELIER

3 mos. old. $50. 437-3392

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Mediterranean, pecan D.R. set.
includes 6 -chairs, oval tbl., 2
leaves, china cabinet, like new.

bicycle built
for 2. Must be in excel. cond.
358.5797

FREE.

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

D

LEND - LEASE
As low as $30 per mo. rental.
1 year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

437-8866

after 4:30.

Miss Haydee and SAVE.
253-9416

Siamese kittens, 7 weeks, adorable and reasonable.

B

Miniature Schnauzer male pups,

Sewing machine. Slightly used.,
Sews blind hems in dresses,;

0

AKC, ears, shots, 8. clipped
253.8840

makes button holes, sews buttons,
and fancy
monograms
on,
stitches. No attachments needed:
Five year ports and service.
guarantee.
$71.20 TAX INCLUDED
OR PAY $5.10 PER MONTH

Lovely AKC min. poodles, 2 blk.

2 silver M & F, home raised, 7
wks. 259.8207 or 392-3286

Min. Schnauzer, female,

2

yr.

old, AKC, ears chopped, all
shots', raised with children. $100.
Coll 359 6142

FOR FREE DELIVERY

Call
CAPITOL SEWING MACHINES

2 puppies looking for home. Port
cocker -terrier. 6 weeks. $10.

CREDIT MGR. UNTIL 9 P.M.
IF TOLL CALL COLLECT

255-7058

(312)469-7204

GENTLE PLEASURE HORSE

for

novice rider - $125.
259-5685

3 piece Slingerland drums with
hi -hat & cymbals. $220 or offer.

mos., papers &
shots, Must sell. 255-1456 aft.
10

392-1853

Ludwig super classic drums, hd.
Ludwig cymbals, extra

5:30

cases;

Pure bred German Shepherd
puppies 6 weeks old $50

Piaste cymbal & stand. Exc. cond.
$500. CL 5-9311 aft. 6.

CL 9-2438
Cute

7 week old kittens, free

HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN

to loving homes, box trained.
297.6002

Perfect condition $800
259-5222

Mixed breed puppies for sale.
Very healthy and
weeks old. 392-6157
81k.

active,

Used 3 pickup red elec. guitar
$50; National Vol -verb amp,

6

Buffet Clarinet, B flat, good
condition, $75.
392.5829

AKC registered. Friendly & had
all shots. $85. 392-5817 aft. 4

tabby kittens,
old, litter trained. Call

8

weeks

Wurlitzer console

wood finish,

394-1039

Bundy clarinet, good condition.
Elec. guitar w/amplifier both like
new. Cl 3-5073 aft. 6.

& female. Silver or salt 8, pepper.
Top quality. CL 3-2984

5 mos. old German Shepherd,
good with
392.7641.
POODLES

B

children

WALNUT SPINET PIANO
$325
255-4095

shots.

AKC, Tiny Toys &

4 Ludwig drum set, 2 Zildjian

Minatures, Toy stud service,
choice of colors. 358-9233.

cymbols, $325 or best offer.
296-8906

Beagle puppies, 5 males AKC,.

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semiaccoustic, double pick-up, vi-

8 weeks, tri-color, $35.
CL 9-0751

brato arm, bronze wood finish.
Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.
Gibson Melody Maker,' single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp
w/12" speaker. 12 string folk

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy 1,./1,1 pile.
Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.
SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

guitar w/single elect. pick-up.
Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

4

255-6727

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

66 -Business Opportunities

537-1930

FOR

DOUBLE BED COMPLETE

Established sewer
business
s'eptic service

ing light, rear lamp outage indicator. $468

like new -new muffler system The car you will

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

D Tan V B Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice

$2995

car. #1587

Y 1968 XL 2 DR, HDT
1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. #1,891

'$2195

'64 COUNTRY SQUIRE
U9 passenger -beige with paneling, V8 Automatic
trans., power steering, ideal 2 car for the family.
Reduced to
'67 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. hardtop, green, V8, Automatic transmission, power steering. #2721
N '67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V.8, automatic transmission. #236A

0

U
T

maroon. #2771A
'67 FAIRLANE 500
dr.

2195
$2995

THE

'66 PONT. GTO

CLASSIFIED

$1995
$1895

$1295

'66 PONTIAC

B

$1495

0

VVVVVVVVV

'64 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE

MONDAY

0
D

Y

THROUGH
B

FRIDAY
4

4 door, hardtop

0

$695'

Ransportation Specials

'60 CHEVY

Y

U

'66 MUSTANG

AAkAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA.4 g

4 speed

'65 PLYM. FURY

2

$1795

$1795

1400 E. 'NORTHWEST HWY.

PARK RACE. TRACK

9-6

V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"
2 dr.. hard too, V.8, Air, light blue. Priced to sell/

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$1195
White.

$795

'65 DODGE
4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

$995

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$795

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

$89.5

'66 FALCON,
door sedan. Economy car.

;39776300
Open Daily 9 A.M. to 9 P.M.

Sat. 'til 6 P.M. Closed Sundays

OPEN DAILY 'TIL

9, SAT. ?ILA,

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

NORWOOD
FORD INC.

DODGE

CLOSED SUNDAY

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

4 'Peed $1395

'APROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON

750 E. IISITHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163 y

V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

CLOSED SUNDAY

.

PI AINES

$595

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE

4

$1395 '

$1795

'65 PLY. FURY

ARLINGTON PARK

FORD

.4irhckcia

'66 PONT 2

6 cyl., automatic

40'

DES

$1895

T

'

U AIKEY IN

T

B

.

2 door sedan -6 auto. Clean as a whistle make
us an offerlll
'61 CORVAIR MONZA
Auto trans. Good 2nd car for your home nnly$92.50'111

JIM

4 speed

9 passenger wagon

$35.00
$395
$125

60 FIAT

'67 IMPALA SS

$1295
$1195

IIIIIIYVVVVYV

#27888

4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.8., radio. Many extra

$1995

'66 OLDS '88

D

! Bright red with white convertible top. #26158...

$2595

383, 4 speed

B

HERE'S A REAL CLASSIC

4 speed, monza top #2592A

j'68 CORONET RT

$1395 '67 CHARGER

$2795 N

ONE OF A KIND!

B

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$2595

Automatic A power

power $ 1 2/5 °

'64 CORVAIR

440 eng., automatic

'66 CORONET H.f440 eng"

a

'60 RAMBLER

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

$2895

'68 PLYM. GTX

$795

'56 T -BIRD -2 tops'4 BBL carburetor VB auto trans
P/Steering

N

'$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

4 door sedan, air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steer.
ixgs. Sharp!

automatic

$1-395

AAA

AUTO PAGES

$3492

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

'68 OLDS 442.

LeMans, automatic

$795 D

4 dr. hardtop, V8 automatic, power steering,
power brakes, fact. air, gold #1587A

Y

$2670

'67 L.T.D.

$2995

passenger Polara

dr.,. hardtop, 6 cyl, auto, power steering,
maroon #277IA

D

'69 FAIRLANE

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

'69 SUPER BEE

'66 DODGE WAG. 4 speed

hardtop, green VB automatic, power

steering;r0dio. # 277IA

CORNER

.

4 speed

'68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

;

HI-PERFORMANC

Fact. air cond, convertible

vvvvvvvl 0

'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission,

$2764

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o.rnatic P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact, air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

$1696

4

B

'69 MUSTANG

'69 LTD FORD

'67 TR GT

400, paint lob

steering #2721
'65 IMPALA

N

$295

$1295

$1295

dr. hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,

4

Factory air cond.

'66 CADILLAC

USED CARS
Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

WAGON

VOLKSWAGON.
Sedan

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can hove air conditioning- just a little more.
1989'pr

49

TO CHOOSE
FROM

'62 PONT.

'67

OVER

$495

$1795

$1395 D
Y

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4
'65 IMPALA

2

SHOP

'62 COMET

0

Stick shift, V8 engine, green in color. #2733A $795

B

$3590

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

'65 MUSTANG

$595
Automatic trans.

$1695

V -B, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,
Excellent condition
'68 IMPALA
Champagne gold -V/3, automatic trans., 4 dr.
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, turbo.
hydro. #2465
1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Blue. # 250A
Blue

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

'67 OLDS

2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

Y

$2211

$1095

Cutlass, 4 door

$1495 0
$1095 B
$1295 0

Radio, Heater #2819A
1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A
'66 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 dr. sedan, turquoise -factory air, V8, fully
automatic full power. A bargain at

D

9 passenger sta. wagon

$1095 N

1967 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T, R/H, P/S. #272IA....

straints, plus many extras.

'64 DODGE WAG.

N

$1395

outg at

6 cylinder, heater, turn signals, 15" wheels, head re-

$995

$1795

$895 Y

D seats and all other standard equipment. Sell-

FULL SIZED
FORD

4 Dr. HDTP., factory warranty Perfect 2nd car

D

n 1963 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Real prestige -fact, air, full power -6 way power

tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

Automatic trans.

$1995 B

Howiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#P 891

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

'67 CAMERO

$ $$$$

matic. #2465

B

Automatic transmission

2 door hardtop, power

T

B Champaign gold, V8 automatic, 4 dr., hardtop,
power steering, power brakes, turbo hydro.

0

'64 CHEV. IMP.

'67 POLARA

U

$695

'68 IMPALA

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

B

N '65 FALCON

0 like only. #2809A.

'68 MUSTANG

$1795

Al USED CARS Al

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

$1095

$1995

SEE US

0

Factory air cond., hardtop

$2295

Y

Ctiikt4C51

$795
'64 OLDS '98

g

J

'65 FORD GAL.

Automatic, power warranty

0

Y

IN

4 door with automatic

'68 CORONET

5N

BLime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner- B
ing lights, 429 V8 engine, cruise-o-matic, power
0 steering, power brakes. Broughm cloth & vinyl
interior, black vinyl roof. Power windows & 6
D way fold seats, tilt steering wneeI,$4785 D
factory air. #1559

V-8, automatic transmission, power steering
N # 2782A

BUYS!

Power, factory warranty

$2995

1969 T -Bird

0

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

AUTOMOTIVE

'69 CHARGER

Y

N #1519

Y

BEST

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

D

1966 CORVAIR

THE

B

factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner-

U
D

FOR

TERMS, NOBODY.

1969 T -BIRD

SALE:

and
with equipment. 255-1680

$20.00
299.5456

0

U Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise-o-matic,
brakes, white walls, powT power steering, power steering,
electric defrost,
er windows, torque

$645. 439-1017

Min: SChnauzer puppies. Male

SELECTION, PRICES,_

...MUST BE SOLD

piano, fruit -

like new. Asking

N

ALL BRAND NEW

Y

like new 5135. El Rey. CL 3.0180

8 mo. old female poodle.

Cute,

SELL'OUT

551Musical instruments

Black & Fawn marked Dobermnn
Pinscher,

to make room for our new Models

D

,viiittlatit

Dodge Boys!

NEW 1969 FORDS MUST BE SOLD IN AUGUST

1968 Singer Zig-Zag

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

The Arlingtori Park

N THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YOUR NEXT CAR T
0 NEW CAR INVENTORY AT $1,500,00 250

392.5049

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

EVER...

1969 NEW CAR
INVENTORY REDUCTION
BE A BUYER AT
JIM AIKEY FORD

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Adorable kittens need a loving
home.

SAVINGS'

Here is why we say

o

_& SAVE MONEY':

5350. 437-3392

Capuchin monkey. Small,
Very tame. Best offer.
253-8392 after 5.
Pet

Coll

BIGGEST

NORWOOD FORD

o

-SAVE THIS AD

table

Girls

WANTED:

auto shopping center

....

Tbe tUpto..

inft r.

FREE

1

CREDIT CHECK!

phone RO 3-1500

6333 N. HARLEM Ave.

ppingcenter

..osh
66 -Business Opportunities

cylinder, slick,
fair condition. $150 call 392.8726
after 6 p.m.

1960
MODEL A FORD

'62

FOR SALE

Chevy,

6

PHONE 894-4249

1967 Hartfbrd, 12 x 60', like
new appliances & carpeting
Inc!
Reasonable
359 6186

must

sell.

Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accesgories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.

1701 W Rt 120 11/2 mi. E. of
815-3856333
McHenry

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

New trailer hitch fits VW Sedan.
Karmann Ghia Call 537-6110
ask for Harry Wennerstrom.

CL 3.9461

Chrysler Newport 2-dr.,
white vv/black vinyl top, full
65

r., good
1956 Oldsrno
_locokrairsportation. $50.
529.8878

103 -Auto Traders & Campers
TRAVELER
CORSAIR
SYCAMORE
SfARCRAFT
KING OF THE ROAD
Tent Trailers Travel Trailers

FINE CONE)

8 cylinder, 3 on the floor.
Gold. $2400; 2551773.

power, FM radio, air .condrg.
Coll aft. 4:30 pm, 824.4789.

'63 Olds. MUST SELL! BEST
OFFER! PRIVATE!

65 Dodge Polaro, convert., 383,
bucket seats, excel!. cond

296-1689

51 100, 595-0679.

original
'59
TR3,
excellent
condition, like new top, tires,

'47 Caddy, 9 pass. Sedan, needs
body wk & upholstery. Best
offer. 115 E. Lincoln, Barrington

& muffler, 2968906.
1968 Oldsmobile F.85, 2 door.
Best offer
358-7046 or 358-0962

'67 Ford 2 dr. vinyl top LTD.
Low miles, $1800.
537-9094

1959 Plymouth, 4 dr., push button
drive, R/H, P/S, good cond.,

Mustang Convt, '68, V.8, stand.
trans, P/S, stereo tape, radio,

BEST OFFER. 259.9576.

& extras. best offer. 537-1725

'67 Ford Galaxie 500 convert.
P/B, A/T, very

P/S,

'61

low miles

2 DEEP DISH, 14' CHROME
REVERSE WHEELS $35.
296 4535

'67 Buick Skylark 2 dr. hdtop,
300 A.M. Must sell & must see
appreciate.

to

255.9798

Chevy Convert. All power,

'64 Chevy Convert. Impala, Blk.,
8 cyl., W/W, P/S, P/B, like new

or

1962
P/S,

Buick Electra convert.
P/B. Excellent. condition.

394.3647

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor,
raring to go, try me & keep me,

'68 Honda Scrambler 350. Low
mileage $550 Seen by appointment GE 8 7690
90cc HONDA,
EXCELLENT CONDITION
CALL AFTER 4 PM, CL 5-6512

1965 Suzuki motor bike, CCM.
50, 830 miles, 5135, call
296 3131

'66 Honda 305 Scrambler.
Excellent condition, must see

to appreciate 894-8094

65 Honda, "305' Super Hawk,
low miles, clean cond, $370.
965 8292 after 6 Pm.

Honda "305" Dream, good con359 1098 after
dition
CALL

1967

Chevrolet

Caprice,

$3766.15
1968 /MPALA CUSTOM

WICKSTROM

SALES & SERVICE
AUTHORIZED
JEEP-DATSUN DEALER

136 W. Northwest H
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

CPE. V.8, auto., steering

radio, white walls,
factory air con
$2295
ditioning

1965 MALIBU
4 door, automatic transmission. REALLY CLEAN!!!

1968 JAVELIN
Gold, console, P/S, A/T, V-8,
vinyl roof, very tow miles

$2045

$995
1967 CAMARO

Gold. V8, A really

clean,

clean car.

$1895

WAGON
Stick, 6 cyl., good transportation

$195

Full power, factory air. A/T...

Save $$$
4 door, 6 cyl, automatic trans-

Mach

on al11969's!

low

I,

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

1962 Belair Chevy, 2.dr., 6 cylinder, stick shift, perfect cond.,
$450. 272.0622.

CHEVROLET

\ ARLINGTON HTS.
OPEN EVENINGS

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V-8, Standard trans., P/S, P/B,

ALE

$895

'66 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
2 dr. HT. silver, vinyl roof,

$1495

1964 DODGE POLARA
2 dr., hard top, V-8, auto.
trans., power steering.

$795

auto,

$595

WAGON
cylinder, auto. trans.,
6
power steering, factory warranty.

$1295

1967 POLARA
2 dr. hdtp., blue, A/T, P/S,

1962 PLYMOUTH WAGON

I

$1295

P/B

$295

Stock

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
6 cyl. outomeete

II
'

$595

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON
(custom),
P/S, green

$495

DR., red, stick,
3 speed, 6 cyl
2

$445

1963 FORD FALCON
CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck
et seats

$395

1962 PONTIAC
4

Door, Hardtop Stock no

9584.

$1595

sa

$295

1964 FALCON

1966 COMET STATION

$395

steering & brakes,
turn

factory air, auto ,

$345

'

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Piave

lughi
ND

1964 POLARA 880

529-7070
CL 9-4100

243-4934

EAR

$895

power brakes....

1966 VW BUS
Radio, big heater. SHARP!

ROSELLE, ILL.

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

12/1-1, W/W. Sacrifice. 51795.

1964 CHEVY IMPALA
v,a, auto. trans., poWer steer
ing, power brakes., new tires.

terior, auto 383 engine, auto
full power, like
new
$1195

555 IRVING PARK RD.

Pontiac 4 dr. sedan. Good
condition. Automatic, power
steering. $150. 255-7526

$1795

'66 FORD STATION WAGON
V-8, auto.,
10 passenger,
steering,
power

1962 VW BUS
NICE/

'65 DODGE POLARA CONY.
White, black top, black in-

CHEVROLET

radio, factory air...

Automate, transmission, V 8,
power steering, white walls,
radio, beige
$1095

SATELLITE CONVERT

V8, power steering,
Needs
console.

DICK
WICKSTRO

CONVERTIBLE

1965 PLYMOUTH

motor work

Huge Discounts

1965 CHEVY IMPALA

Dr. HT, V-8, auto, power
steering & brakes, console,

full power

1968 FORD GT TORINO

1965 COMET

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX
2

6 pass, wagon, gold, power

'63 RAMBLER STATION

fi

SAY

&

brakes,

CHEVROLET

$895

'61

'66 BISCAYNE, 4 dr Low mileage 1 owner $700 Call after 7
PM 827 5093

MOTOR

wheel, asking $2100.
297-5398

Mustang

YOUR PRICE: --

IS FROM

cond., r/h, p/s, p/b, tilt steering

1969

control

mirror,....burnpe; guards rear & front, wheel
covers, white walls, vinyl roof, rear defogger -

LIST: S4778.90.

MiSsian.

8060

2

BE BEAT

/CHEVROLET/

'65 Monza, 2-dr. Hdtp, buckets,
' R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. S650. 439

dr., hard top, delux radio, & rear speaker,
air conditioning, tinted glass, power steering,

f.

power .-Isralas, auto. trans., rem ore

DECIDE!

Kennicott, Arl. Hts.
392-8053

NEW 1969 MONACO

air

to school. 259-1834.

112-AutomobRes For Sale

THAT CAN'T

sell $995 or best. 894-4744

custom tanks & more, low miles,

259 9215

THEN

top -aqua body. Can be seen at
Industrial Standard, Dundee &

,11,11111bikS

miles, selling because returning

125 cc $175.
1965
1968 50 cc Wards - $135.

WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

DEAL

63 Chevy convert. 283, V 8, P/S,
new tires. White
P/B, like

1960 Merc. Colony park wagon,
p/s, p/b, elec. windows, $200 or
best offer, 437-8817

Tamph '67 "650" High bars,
After 5 pm 437 0195.

excell.

BARRINGTON

gd. cond, $600. 894-3751

(41C/410

'63 Cad. DeVille low mileage,
full pwr., air., gd. cond. must

381-0899

.DATSUN

$150 or best offer. 255-7818

'68 RIVIERA, ivory mist goldviny/ top with air, $3750.
392-0763

5pm

gd cond , 5850 or OFFER.

966.4447 after 6 pm.

L

THESE!

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

THE

'65 Rambler Classic 770, R/H,
A/T, W/W, like new snow tires,

W/W tires. 5250 or best offer.
537-2376

LIKE

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

DRIVE A

auto trans., body good cond.,

tings $150 392 2932

auto. trans.; R/H, good tires. $75.
259.5438

Roadster,

$550, 439.0470.

trans. needs work, $100,
824-1230

IT TODAY AT

r.

top, Brit. gr., CL 3 8428

auto/trans, body & engine good,

'62 Chet, station wagon, 283 stick, $200 or best offer; '59
Rambler station wagon, 6 cylstick, best offer, 824.0638 or

MGB

cond., AM -FM radio, like new

CHEVY, 1965 Bel Air, V-8, 283,
4-dr. Sedan, auto., very sharp,
original owner. LE 7-2517.

'67 Buick Opel Rallye Spt. Coupe,
4 spd. Must sell, $995.
255.0828

'60 Studebaker wagon, 6 cyl.,

1966

FOR BUYS

THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

"THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER

4399271

823-5505.

1963 Rambler American. R/H,

302 8498

'65 Dodge Coronet, 4-dr. Sedan,
ultra clean, radio, P/S, auto.

trans, low miles, 6 cyl., $1095.

57 Chev., 4 dr, hdtp., p/s, p/b,

condition. Reasonable.
253-0093 after 6 PM.

running cond. $250. CL 3.6891

1966 VW SEDAN, cream color,
low mileage, exceli,nt condition.

tires. $625. 827.5362

'59 Plymouth. Automatic. Good

'62 FORD Station Wagon, air
cond., needs little work, excel.

conditioned. Like new tires.
439 4888

253-2554.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

272,-64351

'66 Buick Skylark P/S, P/B, air

Sears air conditioner used only
I season 3 spd w/8 temp. set-

Honda '67, ' 305" Super Hawk,
excel cond , low mileage, $475.

cold weather. Bought new. 5825.

'63 Chevy, 6 cyl. 4-dr., P/S, P/B,

V-8, Auto., Priced to sell.
Cl. 5.0404

51800. 259.8968

battery & tires. Dependable 'In

Needs-. eng. work. Can
381.1448
at 520 Du

Chevy Convert. Power steering, power brakes, leather
interior. 298-2966.

65 CHEV., 2 DR. BELAI

1969 CUTLASS

98-Mobtle Homes

5, 1st class finish, brakes,

Pontiac, body & inter. gd.

'62

VOIATO

112-Automoblljgor_Sale---7-

i112-Automoblei for Salo

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Appliance repair business. Low
down Payment the rest on contract 392 9586

YOU DON'T HAVE TO
GO TO THE MOON....

say

NBEATABLE

ADENDORF'S

TO

ES
/ALUES

/Ar

E for LUVer's onl !
You can have "Immediate Delivery"
and "Immediate Savings" if you
trade now at Ladendorf Olds.

gio

COME ON LUV-ER, SAY "YES" AND DRIVE HOME A BEAUTIFUL
NEW OLDSMOBILE

'111rINIVestessree...--

-

s'e

-'

PHONE
827-3111

Make your big 'LUV Scene' at
The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership

-

P&UIsn

N

\IP4

ss
HOU!?
Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays

Rand & Central Rds/Des Plaines
6
rr

NO IF'S, AND'S
OR BUTTS

CE S

CL

OVER 90 -USE

SE FROM

S TO Cic

C

DID YOU KNOW
YOU CAN BUY A NEW

INCLUDING ROW AFTER ROW
OF LUXURIOUS
PLYM UT S -CHRYSLERS &
STATION WAGONS

'69 FURY I 2 DOOR..
"THE BIG ONE"
WITH AUTOMATIC TRANS.

FURY I

7

for as little as $23

DRAG RACE SET WITH '
EVERY APPRAISAL
.Cluistme TM'
Ellutdownl Comp,.
moros-pC11,
Carl., 12 Mel Cl
oind ...kb model. .MM 0.7 ,...re.1

114anvf

Ns,

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY III
1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU SUPER SPORT

rock

$i 795

2 door hardtop 396 V 8, Bronze fin

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY II
1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK
2 seat, V,8, Turquoise finish

"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Brakes,
Seats

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

Silver

Finish,

Red

1967 DODGE DART

1966 VOLKSWAGON

1965 DODGE CORONET 500

2 door, radio, blue finish

2 door hardtop, V-8, Auto

ish

soots

Finish

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRF
966 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPOR1
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer
ing, Black finish

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN
2

seat,

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA.COUPE

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

automatic, power

cyl.,

6

steering, gold finish

full power, balance
factory warranty, green finish
4

V8, Blue finish

6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT
4 DR. Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fin
ish, Black vinyl top

door,

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

$1895

Blue finish

1966 BELVEDERE

of

steering,

1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON

$695

4 door, 6 cyl., beige finish

Power

Automatic,
Power Brakes
VO,

1963 DODGE DART

$1795

$795

1795

finish, Black vinyl roof

"396" V8, Power Steering, Like new,
Burgundy finish

Power

1968 DODGE CORONET

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

$1495

Power Steering,

Turq

steering, turquoise finish

V8, 3 Speed, green finish

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White

2 DR HT VS Auto

$2595

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

$2495

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Blue fin

Trepower, black finish, white bucket

ing, Air Conditioned, White Finish ...

V8 auto Power steering, Green finish, black vinyl top

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

4 SPEED 1966 PONTIAC GTO.

10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer.

DR, VB, Power Steering, Radio
Green Finish, Balance of factory
warranty.
4

4 DR, 6 Cyl, Red finish

$2395

Bucket

1968 TORINO

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

3 seat VO, automatic, power steer
ing. Factory air, blue finish luggage

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

4 DR 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
whiff. finish

4 door, V.8, Auto

Iosed.Sundays

L..

AMMON. =00*1,,

fastest growing and highest trading dealers
handling the hottest BIG car brand on Rand

to sell BIG at BIG savings to you. John Mufich
Buick where low profit per car and high volume

and all Chicagoland! We'll take all you can

makes the big difference ... the one BIG reason

spare on the "FRESH NEW CROP" 'cause we

you get more car for less money now or any other

verloaded IAA nil

in

HARDTOP
Speed, with Pow/Stder., Rom Air induction
"389" V-8, P.B. Radio, Road Wheels. Brite
Blue with a Black Vinyl Roof.

1967 BUICK ELECT. "225" 4 DR.

$1995

Whites, Wheel Covers. Antique Gold with

a

$1995

Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Sono
Radio, Whites, Full Wheel Covers. Aztec Gold
finish with a Black Vinyl Roof. Hard
Fact.

$2295

to find Gem.

1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
2 DR. HARDTOP
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, "327"
V-8 Engine, P.B. Radio, Whites, Wheel Covers.
Brite
Roof.

Blue

with

a

Black

Vinyl

$1995

New Car Warranty. Your Choice of
2DR. Hardtops Or 4DR. Hardtops.
LeSabres with Vinyl Roofs, Factory
Air Conditioned, All with "400" V-8
Engine, Full Power. Come Early For
Best Color Selection!
FANTASTIC SAVINGS!
1968 BUICK ELECTRA "225"
2 DR. HARDTOP
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Auto. Trans., Pow/
Brakes, Pow/Windows, Pow/Seats, Sono. Radio,
Whites, Soft Cream
Black Vinyl Roof.

finish with

1967 BUICK SKYLARK 3 SEAT
CUSTOM SPORT WAGON
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Auto. Trnos., Pow/
Brakes, P.B. Radio, Whites. Wheel Covers. Mint
Green Beauty with a Wood Trim Handcrafted
Interior.
Green
A Rare Beauty.

Luggage

Rack.

$2595

1967 OLDS. DELMONT
"425" 2 DR. HARDTOP
Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brokes, Auto,
Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites. Flashy Steel Grey
with a Black Vinyl Roof and Sparkling Red Vinyl Interior.

$2195

Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, P.B. Radio,
Whites, Wheel Covers. Brilliant Yellow with a
'Black Vinyl Roof.
$1 795

1967 PLYMOUTH "FURY III"
2 DR. HARDTOP
Fact. Air Cond., Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., Pow/
Brakes, 383 V-8 Engine, P.B. Radio, Whites.
Interior.

$1995

Auto.

Pow/Brakes,

Green

4 DR. HARDTOP

$995

1967 OPEL 2 DOOR
Economy king with Radio, Heater and Whites.

Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Auto.
P.B.

$1095

Lite Gold.

Radio, Whites. Brilliant Red Finish

with Red Leather Interior. Absolutely spotless

$2295

1963 BUICK "SPECIAL" 4 DR.
Economy V.8 with Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites,
Wheel Covers. Hard to Tell from
$895
New. low, low miles.

Fact. Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Pow/
Windows, Pow/Seat, P.B. Radio, Premium Whites,
Auto. Trans. with Console. Snow White with
Black Vinyl Roof. Factory Fresh.
$21 95

1965 OLDSMOBILE 3 SEAT
VISTA CRUISER
Air Cond., Pow/Windows, Pow/Steer.,
Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites,
Fact.

Wheel Covers. Sparkling Red with
Black interior.

$1695

1965 BUICK SPECIAMAGON
cyl., engine for economy 3 speed with P.B.
Radio, Whites and Wheel Covers.

6

Visit the NEW John Mufich

PAIAIINIRD

$3695
2
r.'

.1

`'. \o

$2495

1968 CHEVROLET IMPALA
CUST. 2 DR. HARDTOP
P.B.

Vinyl
Miles.

Roof.

Round

the

0:

2

Block

$2195

801 E. RAND ROAD * MT. PROSPECT * 394-2200
t

:

111°

G011110

Radio, Whites,

Wheel Covers. Mint Green finish with a Block

i,5

(t/C110 ID.

BUICK!

Sono.

Fact. Warranty.

Pow/Steer.,

\

RA Y'

"BUICK OK

....,,L

Trans.,

.$595

As Is Special!

0

Trans.,

$1595

Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,
Auto Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites, Full Wheel
Covers. Economy Special.

Radio, Vogue Premium Whites. Blue Charcoal
with a White Vinyl Roof. Bal. of

Auto.

The

1964 OLDS "88"

-

1968 BUICK LE SABRE
2 DR. HARDTOP
Pow/Steer,

and out.

inside
newest one in town.
Mist

"TORONADO"

1966 FORD
"THUNDERBIRD LANDAU"

1967 CHEVROLET
IMPALA HARDTOP

Snow White with Red
Round the block Miles.

$1 695

"350"

Trans.,

V-8 Engine with luggage rack, Radio, Whites.

1966 OLDSMOBILE

inside and out.

CLOSEOUT OF ALL 1968 DEMONSTRATORS

Never Titled, Never Owned. Complete

"289" V-8 Engine with 3 Speed Floor Mounted
Trans. and Red Line Tires. Snow White with
Block Bucket Seats. Mint Condition

Auto.

Pow/Brakes,

Pow/Steer.,

2 DR. HARDTOP

inside and out.

1967 BUICK LE SABRE .
HARDTOP

1965 BUICK 3 SEAT
SPORT WAGON

1967 FORD "MUSTANG"

Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio,

From New.

m©Ele 'Rrrao es1

11

Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, P.B. Radio,
Whites. Lite Beige with a Black
$1295
Vinyl Roof.

1967 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE
2 DR. HARDTOP
Black Vinyl Roof. Cannot Be Told

LATE 1968's!

-0WRI re,
1967 MERCURY MONTEREY
4 DR.

4

Auto. Trans., Pow/Steer.; Pow/Brakes, P.B. Sono
Radio, White Side Walls. A Fine
$2195
car priced low.

Last of the GREAT

time of the year!

El We

1967 PONTIAC G.T.O.

Meons
Prices!
Used
Cur
Buick, Opel &
'This ils It

At John Mufich Buick we continue to stock BIG

have a place for each and every one!

ROP
DROP
FRESH NEW

John Mufich Buick, new home of the buiest,

'

(/
4y

N

t

a

a

ILA

3 9 NO IF'S, AND'S
OR BUTTS

AI ENG 1969'S
RS TO CHOOSE FROM ...
(OU KNOW
N BUY A NEW

IINCLUDIN6 ROW AFTER ROW

2 DOOR..
fE BIG ONE"
TOMATIC TRANS.
le as
RY I

OF LUXURIOUS
PLYMOUTHS -CHRYSLERS &

$2397

STATION WAGONS

I

VALUES

V8, Power Steering, Rader,
Creen Finish Balance of factory
DR

4

Vd n.1

$2495

we rranty

$1495

...

2 goo, rod,. lies' f.1,1/,

2 door hardtop, V 8, Auto, Power

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

V8.

6 Cyl , Auro, Pu.ver Sreeriii9, Gold

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT

$1895

roof

$695

4 door 6 cyl . liege

1968 CHRYSLER NEWFORT CUSTOM

1966 BELVEDERE

$2995

Power

steering,

Ohre finish

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

Power Sree6ng

DR 6 C. t.

Autorpahr ,

Power Brakes.

1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON

1963 DODGE DART

$1 795

.

1968 DODGE CORONET

$1795

V8, 3 Speed, green finish

finish. Block

I
door full paws r balance
factory warranty green finish

steering, turquoise finish

4 door. V8, (1010111a tic, factory "ir

$1495

4 DR Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fe
ish Black vinyl top

9095

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
Frresh

Toro. finish

1965 DODGE CORONET 500

$2495

4 DR Auto, Power Steering, Whirr

top

1966 VOLKSWAGON

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER
4 DR Hardtop Full Power, Billt. fir.

2 DR. HT, VEI Auto, Power Steering,

$2595

Power steering. Green Cr%

101,1b.

1967 DODGE DART
DR 6 Cyl Red finish

1968 TORINO

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

$1395

4 <loos. V 8. Auto

a
I

.

.

TO ME" TIME!
John Muf ch Buick, new home of the busiest,

At John Mufich Buick we continue to stock BIG

ng and highest trading dealers
fastest gr
handling the hotest BIG car brand on Rand

to sell BIG at BIG savings to you. John Mufich
Buick where low profit per car and high volume

makes the big difference ... the one BIG reason
you get more car for less money now or any other

and all Criicagoland! We'll take c.h you can
spare on .he "FRESH NEW CR(.,P" 'cause we

time of the year!

ho /0 a plr ce for each and every one!

rloaded

w i like -new, one -owner, late -model trades!
1967 MERCURY MONTEREY
4 DR.

1967 PC.NTIAC G.T.O.
HARDTOP
"389"

V-8, P.B.,

Blue with a Block V

4 DR.
B Sono

;2195

.

Ai,. s 0. r.

no

Ie ,t

$1995

Whites, Wheel C. ,er Antns,*
Black Vinyl Roof. ann.a

$2295

$1995

SEAT

3N
.

Powl
tAint

prof red

$2595

P

s
el

Auto.
Grey

;2195

floor Mounted
289 V B Engine with 3
trans and Red Line Tires. 5, v White with
BI:sf k Bushel Sews Mint Condition
$1695
inarri and Out

1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE
2 DI . HARDTOP

L.fit ,1`.
a

17'

8.

rs

ovr.

B ,.

$1995

Whites, Wheel Co

f,

A,,

4.,

11

1967 PLYMOUTH "FURY
2 DP. HARDTOP
I.,
Fact. Air Cond..
Brakes, 383 V B Fr
Snow White w ii
Round the block M. his

6

5.

-

nir

$1995

Ar Cond. Pow:Steer , Pow/Brakes, Pow/

$2195

,.1

1965 OLDSMOBILE 3 SEAT
VISTA CRUISER
Air

Cond.

Pow; Windows,

The

$1595

1964 OLDS "88"
4 DR. HARDTOP
Factory Air Cond., Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes,
Auto Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites, Full Wheel
Covers. Economy Special.

$995

1967 OPEL 2 DOOR

Pow 'Seat. P B Radio. Premium Whites.
with Console Snow White with
A. to
110.6. Vino Roof Factory Fresh.

or

and out.

Economy king with Radio, Heater and Whites.

C"nd , Pow/Steer., Pow/Brakes, Auto.
tans . P 8 Rado, Whites. Brilliant Red Finish
w-ith Red Leather Interior. Absolutely spotless
out
$2295

Fa.,

4

S1795

Black Vinyl Roof.

1966 OLDSMOBILE
uTORONADO"

1966 FORD
"THUNDERBIRD LANDAU"

1967 CHEVROLET
IMPALA HARDTOP
Auto. Trans., Pow/f

Green inside
newest one in town.
Mist

2 DR. HARDTOP

AM.,

Roof.

Pow/Brakes, Auto. Trans., "350"
V.8 Engine with luggage rock, Radio, Whites.
Pow/Steer.,

1967 FORD "MUSTANG"

e$

Pow/Steer., Pow/0. .se

Fact. Air Cond., t
V-8 Engine, P.O.
Brite Blue with

$1295

Vinyl Roof

1967 POt. [IAC EXECUTIVE
2 DE. HARDTOP

From New.

es, Sono
see Gold

Auto Iran,. Pow ,Steer , Pow/Brakes. P.B. Radio,
Whaies Lit. Beige with a Black

1965 BUICK 3 SEAT
SPORT WAGON

Pow/Steer.,

Auto Irons. P.O Radio. Whites,
ihreel Curers Sporkhng Red with

e.ei takes

$1695

$1095

Lite Gold.

1963 BUICK "SPECIAL" 4 DR.
Economy V.8 with Auto. Trans., P.B. Radio, Whites,
Wheel Covers. Hard to Tell from
New. Low, low miles.

$895

1965 BUICK SPECIAL WAGON
6 cyl., engine for economy 3 speed with P.B.
Radio, Whites and Wheel Covers.

.$595

As Is Special!

Visit

the NEW John Mufich
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1.11.41./ fil,
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WEATHER
Thundershow- ers ending, partly cloudy,
cooler. Tomorrow: l'artly
Tonight:

255-44(H)
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sunny, cooler, less humid.
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Village Wins Annex Battle
By Ted Lacey
All legal objections to Mount Prospect's year -long attempt to
involuntarily annex 16 parcels of tax -rich kind south of Algonquin Rd. were overruled by Circuit Court Judge Helen
McGillicuddy yesterday.
Atty. Robert DiLeonardi, who fought the proposal on behalf

of Des Plaines,

after yesterday's hearing that Judge

said

McGillicuddy's decision "in effect turned the whole of state law
governing annexation on its head."
Both he and the other main objector, Patrick O'Brien, attorney for United Air Lines, said they may appeal the matter in a
higher court if Mount Prospect wins the next round.
The judge's overruling of all objections permits Mount Pros-

through it will have "a big impact" on the village.
Annexation of the land "would mean quite a bit of an increase
in assessed evaluation for the village, which means more ,tax

pect to stage an election to determine whether the residents of the
land to be annexed want that action to be taken.
Attorney Marlin Smith, who represents Mount Prospect in the
case, will ask the court on Sept. 8 to order the election and set a

dollars.

"But perhaps more important than broadening our tax base,
this annexation would be the link to the orderly and proper annexation of property southward to the tollway.
DiLeonardi has all along accused Mount Prospect of using
illegal means to grab land, and once said "I refuse to recognize
Elmhurst Rd. as a natural boundary between Des Plaines and
Mount Prospect," He also called that thoroughfare "The Congreve curtain," after Daniel Congreve, during whose term as

date for it.

IF DILEONARDI and O'Brien decide to appeal, they will
have to wait until after the election and after the results arc
canvassed to do so.

The land in question runs along the south side of Algonquin,
along the west side of Elmhurst Rd. and along both sides of
Oakton. On a map the tract looks "U" -shaped.
Mount Prospect Mayor Robert Teichert said of the court decision. "it's wonderful news," and if the annexation election goes

(C'ontimird 00 page 21

Urge Rezoning For Restaurant
Howard

Cooper said after the meeting.

Cooper wanted to make his
Farmer Cooper's restaurant

"The only way the restaurant
would be salable is with the
B-3 (commercial) zoning and
with the possibility of getting a
liquor license left open."

The

rezoning

bankruptcy closes his doors was
more

before

salable

recommended by the Mount
Prospect

Plan

Commission

The restaurant has been the

last night.

subject of many hearings to

Cooper is unhappy, however, that the commission also
recommended that the present

consider Cooper's requests for
a liquor license, which he
views as the only salvation for
his ailing business.

prohibition on the sale of liquor on the premises, at 303 E.

the restaurant was built on a

Kensington, ride with the re-

residential lot with a zoning

zoning.

One reason village officials
balked at the liquor idea is that

"I think

it's

ridiculous,"

variation, and the variation
prohibits alcoholic beverages.

Last night's hearing on rezoning came at the request of

the village administration, at

the direction of the Village

tion except Bergen and Norris.
"This is just a game to try to
get me out," Cooper said later.

to make the restaurant more
salable so that bankruptcy pro-

morally and legally entitled to
it."

ceedings would not make the
place stand vacant for a long

Six real estate brokers and a
couple of restaurant chain op -

time.

the village to rezone to 13-3,"
Plan Commission Chairman
Malcolm Young said last
night. "I don't see how we can
turn it down," because the surrounding property is zoned

SIMON
SUBURB)
SAYS

Mount Prospect court Aug. 27 at 9:30 a.m. Hart's companion
wouldn't give his name to The Day photographer and police
records listed him only as Jack Moehling of Mount Prospect.
(Photo by Gary Palucli)

Have you tried to spend just a nickel lately? Well, anyway,
a dime makes a pretty fair screwdriver.

13-3.

"YOU JUST SAY 'no,' "

Commissioner Frank Bergen
said.

Staying in the black and out

of the red is a good objective
for school boards, even if it
to some rather odd sounding conversations.
The District 59 school
board spent five minutes,
leads

Monday discussing why their
yellow sheets didn't match up
with their blue sheets.
Their colorful conversation
will be recorded on the "green
sheets" which District 59 uses
for mimeographing its minutes.

ceive lots of background information before meetings --reports, lists, bids, and similar

items --so they can study and
know facts before discussion
during the meetings.
Included in this information arc disbursement lists,
which
District 59 mimeographs on yellow paper, and
financial
e n d -of -the -month
statements which are done on
blue paper. "Blue sheets" list
not on I y current disbursements, but also cumulative totals, by accounts, for the

BOARD MEMBERS

re -

Medicaid
Officials of Chicago's

Mount Prospect Village
Board special meeting, Village Hall, 9 p.m,
Mount Prospect Public

Library Board, Public Library, 7:30 p.m.

June.

HE SAID IT will always be
impossible to match the yellow
sheets with the blue sheets exactly because of bookkeeping
adjustments and additional entries.

"For instance," Audi said,
"we may pay some adminis-

each

account

DISTRICT 59'S annual audit by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell
& Co. is now in progress, and
may be completed within the

next three weeks. A budget
committee meeting, open to
the public, has been scheduled

for 7 p.m., Sept. 8, before the
regular board meeting.

Schools in the district are
Low in Arlington Heights;
Jay, Frost, Forest View Elementary, Holmes and Demp-

than alphabetically, as they do

Salt Creek, Hopkins, Clear-

bursement lists did not seem to

now. An alphabetical breakdown listing persons who will

mont, Ridge and Rupley in Elk
Grove Village.

bert, and John Hersey, 1900 E.
Thomas, all in Arlington
Heights.

Elk Grove, 500 W. Elk

Grove Blvd., Elk Grove Village; Prospect, 801 W. Ken-

Schools in the district, arc;,. _ sington Rd., Mount Prospect
Arlington, 502 W. Euclid
and Wheeling, 900 S. ElForest View, 2121 S. Goeb
mhurst, Wheeling.
Counselors are available at
each school thrOughout the
summer from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m., Monday through Friday.

Meetings
Tonight

vided under
number.

by account numbers, rather

New Dist. 214 Students
six schools.

("yellow sheets") which were
approved during the first
meeting in July arc expenses
incurred during the month of

old Harvey, a banker, asked
why his yellow sheets of dis-

Registration Help For
term by contacting any counselor at each of the district's

items on the disbursement list

receive the checks will be pro-

BOARD MEMBER Har-

Reporters also receive this
information.

Northwest Social Security Of- match expenditures on the
fice, 4415 N. Milwaukee Ave., blue financial statements.
Business Manager Louis
said Medicaid applicants
should apply at the Illinois De- Audi told Harvey that alpartment of ,Public Aid, 4238 though the "blue sheet" financial statement carried a June
N. Lincoln Ave., Chicago.
Persons arc coming into the 30 date, it actually showed disoffice daily t,i .pply for Medi- bursements the hoard had apcaid, said spokesmen. Social proved at the last meeting in
Sec u r i t y only administers June and the first meeting in
Medicare, a federal insurance July.
Audi later told The Day that
program, they added.

Students new to the District
214 high school region can begin registration for the fall

Commissioner Lloyd Norris said, "I would rather wait
until a potential purchaser is

trative travel expenses but later get re-imbursed from a federal grant."
Later this fall, District 59
disbursement lists Will he
changed to list disbursements

school year.

They will review a new student's

educational program
and develop a schedule for the
1969-70 year.

ster in Mount Prospect, Einstein, Devonshire, Brentwood
and High Ridge Knolls in Des
Plaines and Grove, Grant
Wood, Cook, Lively, Byrd,

found to see what he wants to
do with the property before we
rezone it."

Word on

"From a practical standpoint,
it has to be commercial, as the
adjacent property is B-3. I am

"I would rather wait until a potential purchaser is found to see

orators agreed with Cdoper
that the only way to sell the res-

what he wants to do with the property before we rezone it,"
Commissioner Lloyd Norris said of Farmer Cooper's Restau-

taurant with B-3 zoning and a
liquor license, Cooper said.

rant.

College President
Named Panel Head
Harper

College

President,

Robert E. Lahti, was recently
elected chairman of the Amer-

"Simple

to do our business by telepossible,"
Harper's president explained.
phone

GT/70 board of trustees since
1968, succeeds Oliver Laine,
former president of Pima College, Tucson, Ariz.
Harper College joined nine

GT/70 was formed to help

provide models which could
be useful to new and developing community colleges of the

in

1968.

1970's.

THE PRESIDENTS of the

Manager
ected

10 -member colleges will conduct a Sept. 29 GT/71J board

A new village manager for
Mount Prospect is to be appointed at tonight's Village
Board meeting.

The board will begin the

meeting in executive session at

8 p.m. in the Village Hall; to
discuss manager selection and
acquisition of land.

TH E

CONSORTIUM'S

main interest is centered in
areas of common concern

to community colleges-operations, education, and meth-

Dance Slated
For Lions Park

ods.

from 9-10:30 p.m. Admission

made later when the meeting is
opened to the public.

is 75 cents for pass holders and

control their spread and growth in vacant lots,
said Dave Creamer, director of the Public Works
Department.

Eleven GT/70 programs
developed for the consortium's library include films,

geting and management.

PROGRAMS ARE now
orideveloped for
entation and training of community college administrators
being

and faculty members.

Other two-year institutions

comprising GT/70 include
Colorado State College. Glen-

wood Springs, Colo.; Essex
Community College, Newark.
Miami -Dade
N.J.:
Junior
College. Miami, Fla.: Oakland
Community College,
Bloomfield
Hills,
Mich.;
Portland Community College,

Portland, Ore,; and Brevard
Junior College, Cocoa, Fla.

Gripe
Of The

thing slowing down the work on weed control.
"Persons tend to want to dump things they no ,

longer want into any vacant lot handy, forcing
the village to take the time clearning the refuse
and debris off a vacant lot before the Public
Works Department can cut down the weeds in
that lot," he said.

whether he will take care of the lot or if he wishes
the village to do the job and send him a bill for the
work done.

"Tracking down the owner and seeing to it
that he received the proper notification of the
weed problem often is difficult," Creamer said.

He said that most persons contacted are cooperative and either take care of the weeds themselves or reimburse the village promptly.

fees and pick up class schedules during segistration week,
beginning Aug. 18 in most of

Creamer, "gill is turned over to the village

"When the owner doesn't pay the bill," said
attorney, who can, if he has to, get a lien on the lot
until proper payment is made."
4

-'"7"

Day
We have a vehicle tax
and other taxes and we still
have chuckholes. M.M.

of, said Dave Creamer, director of Public Works.

Creamer said that rain hasn't been the only

requests that the owner contact them about

projects,

education

junior college planning. bud-

A vacant lot on the corner of Hi-Lusi and l'rospect,in Mount
Prospect, looking northwest, has a luxuriant growth of weeds
produced by this year's heavy rainfall. This same rainfall has
slowed down the village Public Works Deliartment, hampering
the control of weeds in vacant lots that owner's aren't taking care

This year's heavy rainfall has produced a luxuriant crop of weeds and has hampered efforts to

Before the department can begin cutting down
the weeds though, said Creamer, the owner of a
vacant lot must be notified in a letter that the lot
is in violation of village ordinances. The Public
Works officers Department, in the letter,

slide -

from private

foundations and governmental
The Prospect Heights Park agencies. Programs are based
District will sponsor a dance upon the shared talent, ideas,
for teen-agers Friday, Aug. 8, and experiences of member infrom 9-11 p.m. at Lions Park stitutions, and are made availpool. Tile dance, will feature a able to newly developing colleges throughout America and
hattle" of the bands.
Swimming will be allowed other countries.

$1 for others.

and

films on teaching techniques,

Financial support for GT

70 is derived

he

The appointment will

whenever

member colleges work closely
to improve themselves and to

other two-year insitutions 'to
consortium

both

points, has influenced the
group to agree that we attempt

Lahti, who has served on the

the

economy,

from time and expense view-

(GT/70).

TV video-tapes
special

said.

ican Junior College consortium, "Group 10 Community
Ccilleges for the Seventies"

launch

meeting viii a conference -call
telephone connection, Lahti

Weeds Choke Vacant Lots

This will shorten the time
required for students to pay

the six schools.

may establish a precident.
"That is a single -purpose

think the R-1 (residential) zoning with a variation would not
preclude sale, nor would it he a
stumbling block."

Money Lists Don't Match
By Jan Bone

He said he opposed the annexation because he fears it

building," he said. "1 would

In School Dist. 59

tain the liquor prohibition.
All voted in favor of the mo-

Board, in keeping with a recommendation made by the Inand
Development
dustrial
Economic Commission. That
commission had recommended that rezoning be entertained

"We have a petition from
Shortly after this photo was taken yesterday afternoon across
the street from The Prospect Day office at Main St. and Northwest
Hgwy., John K. Hart Jr. (right), 19, of 1020 Watling Rd., Arlington Heights, was arrested for disorderly conduct because of the
61/2 foot long boa constrictor he was carrying over his shoulder.
Mount Prospect Policeman Edwin Hactuncister arrested Hart at
Main near Evergreen. Hart posted $25 bond mid is to appear in

Commissioner Harold Ross

made the motion to recommend the Village Board rezone the property and main-
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Village Wins Annex Battle

GiveNod
To Bank
Drive -up

(Continued from PaRe I )

mayor of Mount Prospect the involuntary annexation proceedings began.
Teichert said last night, however, that the land from Elmhurst

Rd. (Illinois 83) westward to Meier Rd. and southward to the
Northwest Tollway "is Mount Prospect's natural growth area; I
don't care what anyone says."
Annexation of the land "would be like the heart of Mount
Prospect," Teichert said, "but to Des Plaines it would be per-

'

ipheral."
DILEONARDI HAS objected to this and to past squabbles

By Ted Lacey

Emerson to house a drive -up
facility got the green light
from the Village Board Tuesday night.
The Village Board agreed to
proceed with the rezoning, but
will hold off on the actual ordinance reading until its Aug. 19
meeting. to allow time for a revised plat of resubdivision to

j A
ea

United Air Lines is involved because the proposed annexation
would cut its vast office complex and stewardess training center
at Algonquin and Linneman off from annexation to any munici-

pality other than Mount Prospect if annexation were ever

plan

rezoning
was urged by downtown mer-

sought.

(

Also, a small parcel of land owned by United Air Lines is
included in the pending annexation plan.
The arguments used by the United Air Lines and Des Plaines

chants. They said the facility
and increased parking space.

counsels, however, centered around suspected illegalities in
Mount Prospect's procedures.

would benefit the -central business district.

First, they claim the property to be annexed is not really con
tiguous to Mount Prospect's boundaries withio_tlie_tnemino of

To build the facility, bank
officials asked rezoning and
resubdivision of residential
S. Emerlots at 109 and
son. and WS, 110 and 112 S.
1

1

1

Bank officials expect to ex-

THE BEEF THAT TAKES LESS COOKING TIME

TO DISPEL 'qualms village
officials had about losing 11
parking spaces to a driveway
to

CUT AND
FREEZER
FOR YOURWRAPPED

Film librarian Mrs. Betty 1 oten scans a strip of film with Charles Miller coordinator of the
District 214 film library. Miller attributed the film library's success to its "convenience factor,"
which helps to eliminate six-month rental waiting periods. Special equipment allows the district to
:,
inspect and clean the 694 films it owns.

Films Make Learning
Easier at District 214
By K. C. Radtke

the district, he teacher must

shortened class hours in a semester, evening school teach-

schedule

millimeters go a
long way in the classroom ers seldom have time to show a
where films are used as teach- film, Miller explained.
Copyright .and handling
ing instruments.
Sixteen

nut (hale was workinzaribr.halfdUniteci Air Lines.

returned its value four brary.
COLOR FILMS, twice the
times over to teachers and stu-

"There is quite a movement
for self -learning materials,"
Miller said.

dents in high School District price of black and white, are
only purchased when they can

"SOME FILMS

The District's film library, make a major beneficial con-

created seven years ago, has
cost "slightly less than
$90,000" spread over eight
years of acquisition.
HIGH PRICED for canned
plastic?

"We have had the $90.000
initial cost returned to us
slightly over four times," re huts Charles J. Miller, district
coordinator for library services, audio-visual and state

periences,

but most are

cent black and white," Miller

=

trict to buy a specific film by
getting two staff members to

recommend the purchase.
ON TWO -DAYS' notice, a
teacher can request and have
and federal projects.
Miller said the film library. in her possession almost any
housed in the basement of the film shelved in the film library.

.

library acquires more films
and retires old ones.
"We've had exceptionally
usage," Miller adds,
"with many films kept in du-

good

plicate and some in triplicate.
Estimating the cost per film

in the neighborhood of $100

tional films had taken a turn
for the worst then," Miller
said.

The district had been borrowing films, and still does so,
from various state universitites
and private film rental firms.
o continue to rent without

some return was "not a very
productive approach" and so
the district organized the film
library first at Arlington High
School, later moving it to Forest View High, and finally to
the Central Administration office.

ACCORDING TO Miller,
district -owned films compose
about half of the motion picture material used in the six
district buildings. The district
also rents, when necessary,

It recently "leased for the
life of the print" at a cost of
$190, "The Boxer Rebellion,"

an excerpt from the movie,
"55 Days at Peking."
Fifty films were purchased

with funds from Title II, the

OVER 45

federal elementary and secondary education act, which provides for usage of these materials by Catholic schools in the
district, in this case. St. Viator
High and Sacred Heart High.
MILLER SAID he had no.
way of knowing how these 50
filMs were received and used in
the parochial schools.

Most of the films are availfor adult education
able

but because of the

79c Lb.

69c

Extra Lean

89c

GROUND CHUCK
Meat Prices thru Sat. Aug. 9

3 for
3 9C

TWIN PACK
TISSUE.. )50
FAAssorted

....4 for$1

Sexton

PARIS DRESSING..

Full Quart

$ 1 .69

SMITHFIELD FRESH
BAKERY SPECIALS
Strawberry Strip

87c
$1.08

COFFEE CAKE
Butter Cream or Chocolate

Baskets Made to Order
A Perfect Gift
For Hospitals, Home etc.

S

"

a

PESCHE'S

FOODS

ALWAYS FRESH
BIG E

00 G

SD

SLRs1

1UC

7iDeAosaQ.*Go<

SVECI LS

FROM OUR LIQUOR DEPT.

STOCK UP

ON ALL YOUR

0 ICE coop

Queen Ann

PARTY NEEDS

AT

PLUM

PESCHE'S

Now ... you can earn 5,/,, % at First Federal Savings of Des Plaines on six month
savings certificates of 51000 or more (with increments of $100 made at the time of
purchase), paid quarterly. Interest earns from date of purchase. Purchases made
before the 10th earn from the 1st.
Regular passbook savings accounts earn 4 % paid and compounded quarterly ...
that's the highest rate allowed by law.
top rates in your front yard.
First Federal Savings of Des Plaines
.

NEW LOW
PRICES!

3 Lbs
Mister Brau 6-12 Ox.
fop Pop Cans

BEER Old Style Lager 6-12 Ox.

, fop Pop Cans

BEER

89
99 c

WHISKEY

SAVI
i

.;,' ullr

HOURS: Mon., Tam, Thum 9 to 5: Fri. 9 to 111; Sat. 9 to I; Wad. closed

----

(Extra month)

NECTARINES

3 Lbs. .

Southern
4 Lbs.

69c
694

Green

Burton Reserve

of DES PLAINES at 749 LEE STREET

Le Grande

PEACHES

Canadian Mist Imported

SCOTCH

FIRST

111

Label

OK

annually

vtvzza

3 for 79

303 Tin', ... 4 for Si

Ultra

FINER

1470

ITZtFi;

LPEACHES.. Sliced or Halves

MARBLE LAYER CAKE

678-0670

$1000

Phone:824 6118

3 for 39'

Tins

ASSORTED TOWELS

CHICAGO O'HARE

es plaines

FEDERAL

303 Tins

Gala

FRESH FRUITS

3801 N. Mannheim Road Schiller Park, Ill.

3 for 39c:

21

GIANT TIDE..10c off

FLOWERS and LIQUORS

.;4

in

IN THE NORTHWEST IT'S

Lb.

20104

.

.

KERNEL CORN
Elberta Free Stone

9c:

303 Tins

Count

RECEPTIONS

.

303 Tins .. 3 for

GREEN BEANS

ROUND BONE...
CHUCK, STEAKS

about the same number (694)
of films it owns, and also leases
special films.

POT
ROAST

3 ,c. 79.1
3 for 19c

21/2 Tins

303 Tins

French Style

Whole

SOCIAL CLUB FUNCTIONS
WEDDING PARTIES &

earns

RAGGEDY ANN SALE --

Cut

rentals.

now

average for each film it is easy
to see why the district curbed
films renting seven years ago.
"RENTAL ON instruc-

r

pkg.

5 Lb. Bag 49C

FLOUR

Swift Premium PROTEN

Tender PROTEN

.

1

Chocolate,49 C Per,

SPACE FOOD STICKSPeanutButte
Carmel'
r

RED KIDNEY BEANS

Miller estimated a cost of

CONTACT DUKE NOVICK
CATERING MANAGER

ing, contains 694 titles and be- because of its limited learning
scope or infrequent usage in
tween 900 and 1.000 prints.
IDEALISTICALLY, MILLER had hoped for 1,000

REGISTER AT OUR MEAT DEPARTMENT

$54,164.50 if the same service

Organizations have utilized our
facilities Jar

3tkekaam
roattata
.."'"" -

Central Administration build- But if the film must he rented

he still proposes to attain as the

three-part color production
shown to seniors.

had been provided through

in -

Last Month....
S

Teachers are invited to preview at least 300 to 400 films a
year and can persuade the dis-

titles with 1,500 prints, a goal

selfex-

are

contained learning

tribution to teaching.
"I suspect our film library is
40 per cent color and 60 per
said.

six

request

a

Miller's latest tally on film
In less than IS minutes, usage for the past school year
films returned to the library shows: 8,333 total bookings;
arc inspected and cleaned, say-. 43 bookings a day; 12 booking the district approximately ings a title; and 57 bookings
for one film, "The Odssey", a
$2.50 for each reel.

has

214.

her

Pillsbury

GREEN BEANS

structional and require
teacher's explanation."

A"

55`

(48 tea bags)

Pillsbury

NO PURCHASE NECESSARY

OPEN THE DOOR TO TENDERNESS

months in advance.

The film, the "prima don- problems hamper community
na'. of audio-visual materials, usage of the district's film li-

classes,

BEEF RIB

WIN A

accommodate

27 cars will be provided on two
of the lots.

Teichert said of the possibility of objections arising after the
election, "We would be foolish to believe that after having such
strenous objections based on more technicalities and stated in a
less direct manner, there would not be further objections."
The "less than direct manner" comment refers to the fact that
United Air Lines kept its identity secret during the early part of
the time it was raising objections to the annexation.
In fact, attorney Robert Fink, from O'Brien's law firm of
Meyer, Friedlich, Spiess, Tierney, Brown and Plann in Chicago,
who initiated the objections before O'Brien took over, flatly de -

LIPTON TEA

eventually to 107
Emerson and 106 S. Maple.

Maple

After yesterday's court decision DiLeonardi said, "There

FROM OUR
GROCERY DEPARTMENT

pand

traffic from the facility. Dudley Sullivan, attorney for the
bank, said public parking for

9

'

MEAT PgireCIALS

Maple.

on

in excess of 10 acres," DiLeonardi said after a July

hearing on the case. "Annexing pieces of parcels is an attempt to
get around the statute."

"It is being -considered, but it is not in the cards until this fall
an interest in annexing land they own south of the village to
- --- some t i me."
Mount Prospect." -

necessary

the

tracts

were some very significant legal questions raised abot this. Judge
McGillicuddy's finding "that statutory requirement for annexagrabs all that land, it would deprive us of a free choice whether to lion were met, interprets the statutes rather liberally. If -the election favors_annexation to Mount Prospect, we would be inclined
annex any of the land all the way from Algonquin south to Oak - to appeal the decision in the appellate court."
_
ton."
O'Brien said of the possibility of his appealing the decision,
Teichert said that "several persons have in the past indicated

be submitted.

APPROVAL OF HE

THE SECOND objection involves a technicality of the law
that holds that a parcel of land larger than 10 acres may not be
annexed without the consent of the owner.
"A number of the 16 parcels involved are merely portions of

over land between the municipalities, saying "The position of
Des Plaines throughout all these battles has been that we have
never had designs on any land west of Illinois 83, but we should
still have the freedom to choose to annex. If Mount Prospect

Extension of the Mount
Prospect State. Bank across

and

the state statute governing annexations. Annexation would, they
claim, constitute "strip" or "corrido annexation."

Fifth

Quart

11.411

Advertised Prices Effective

Aug. 7 thru Sun. Aug. 10

$x99
$3 . 8 9

CABBAGE
SWEET CORN
Vine Ripe

TOMATOES

Lb....
5 Ears.

6

4

29c

25

Compare to $15.00
Our Reg. 10.56...Jet Sweep

Our Reg. Sl...Porcelain-Enameled

ENAMEL
COOKWARE

lialt

ti140( LEIS
PE

ORTHO-GRO®

your
choice

lawn food

PEDAL AUTOS
For

C

go-getting tykes: Jet
pedal autos...each
a 3 -position pedal

Sweep
having

93

drive with nylon bearings,

attractive seat pad. Embossed

headlights and bumper.

Length: 31 inches. Body

.."...;;;;;;e

width: 15 inches.

Tit11
For a Limited Time Only!

8 -Cup
Percolator

lc SALE
ORTHO-GRO

GRAND PRIX RACER -BO

2 -Qt. Avocado -

234

color Enameled
Tea Kettle

Streaks across country with a firing
engine...and booming noise. Driver
is at wheel.

16-1n. Stove

or Bake Pan

LAWN FOOD
2

t3-1Q0

for

20W or 30W
Oven

Sct

age box for only 4.95...get second
one for only Ic.

t4

Enameled Dutch

3 -Pc. Bowl

SAVE 4.95 Buy one 5,000 -ft. cover-

QUART

14 -Qt. Dish Pan

SAVE 8.94 Buy one 10,000 -ft.
coverage box for only 8.95...get
second one for only le.
Ortho

5,000 Sq. Ft. Pkg.

795 2nd Pkg.

2nd Pkg.

Double Boiler

HELPERS

,000-Sq. Ft. Pkg. 10,000-Sq. Ft. Pkg.
I52,500

milk bottle.
close.

HOSE
°REELS 499

Reg. 78c...
Sparking

Reg. 78c...
Spring -Powered

Compare to $1

Reg. 6.88...Douglas

wet. Eyes open,
close.

Eyes open and

88C

le

Each with bottle...they drink,

With rattle and

YOUR CHOICE

795 2nd Pkg. 1295 2nd Pkg.

:R`.13oiiestL

66°

Colorful HouSehOld

14'95 le
lc
ORTHO LAWN GROOM

I k .2`

DOLL IN
HIGH CHAIR

11/2 -Qt. Ettatne et

Roaster, gravy well

5/IS

QUART

Our Reg. 78e

CRAB GRASS CONTROL
Sq. Ft. Pkg.

AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION
FLUID
°

NON DETERGENT
OIL

4 -Qt. Windsor
Pot, cover

boxes

Community

Community

.r1.0Sviuce

.t -Qt. Basin

LOCOMOTIVES

SIDEWINDERS

Drainboard Trays
Dish Drainers

Clockwork Motor

4 Sharp Models

66'

Bath -Shower Mats

Demountable....can
hold 150 ft. of 1/2 -inch
hose. With sill cock.

Permanent key
can't he lost.

C

Cupbinat
PlateStorage Racks

Our Reg. 1.97...60 -Foot

GARDEN
HOSES

1_66

1/2 -in. diameter, with brass

fittings. Durable and flexible.

Our Reg. 9.99...Electronic
'
5-1.
onagal

INSECT

POWER

ON

688
.iliT.
KILLERS.
k. ammuto .
Actinic-Lite" exterminates
zrarmaisc

rrommumw,

Reg. 39.88...Super 8

Our Reg. 10.88

SPRAY
CLEANER

ZOOM
CAMERAS

ANSCO 126

Destroys

and g rhn

no

streaks or

MOVIE FILM
119

688

CD2
40 Automatic
electric ' eye.

27'

8mm

CAMERA

2888

101,__

Reg. 1.49...Ausco

Indoor or daylight,
processing inclu
ed.

Limited Quan-

tities Instant
loading.

Limited Quantities.

Compare to $99...Heavy Duty Galvanized

15 -Ft. by 42 -In. FAMILY SIZE
11)

SWIMMING POOLS
Pool
Only

i

79 88

"Lock -frame" construction,
corrugated steel wall, vinyl
liner.

24 -In. Barbecue

COMPLETE "25

GRILLS

PACKAGE
Above pool, with

Rotisserie, motor.

9.99

grease

stonily,eave..
les
fihn.

10111111111

Reg.

...with replacement flint.

Real fun!

eg. 33e...1 Qt. Power On

ugly'

insects electronically.

Powerful motor

redwood ladder

and Hydronies An.
thro-jet

699
ON SALE AT THIS STORE ONLY

Thursday -Friday -Saturday -Sunday

August 7, 8, 9, 10

MOUNT PROSPECT
201 WEST RAND ROAD
255-7700

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST CENTER

ALL STORES OPEN

10 AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY IDAM TO 8PM

CHARGE IT
WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

Fliteline

ZIPPERED

Hard -Sided

LUGGAGE

AIRPLANE
LUGGAGE
21 -Inch

Weekenders

21 -Inch

Weekenders

747

787

24-1n. Pullmans. 10.47
26 -In. Pullmans. 12.87
20-1n. Pullmans. 16.47
Men's Car Bags...14.47
Ladies' Car Bags.16.47

8.97
fruit. Cases
24-18. Pullmans 11.47
26-In.Pullmans 13.87
29-1n. Pultmans 16.47

shopping, visit our
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,

While

2:

lunch or supper...or one of
our superb desserts!

YY

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

'I

ni

Day Light
Our mentor serenely ad- claiming

By Joseph Stubenrauch

The time, has come to dereaders, of these ekplorations
of the suburban way of life.

The most practical way to
do this is to show you how to
make a big cash saving, right
now.

WITH LAST week's escalation of taxes in such nitty-gritty essentials as tobacco, liquor
and so on, plus suggestions we

out. Still; as a financial wizard,
I think he should have gone on

too.
It has been a few years since

to higher things, such as a Cabinet post. or speech -making at

we paddled in a sand box with
our assortment of pedal digits,
and it all sounds like fun.
But not $450 worth of fun.

seems unsound to you, come
along while I price some plywood and nails at the local
lumberyard.

the United Nations.

THE 'SIMPLE formula for

device a pressing one, it might
be a good time to take a vacation.
On the other hand, who arc
we to say what the big thinkers

Our favorite financial adviser was, oddly enough, the
professor who taught literature and made quite a point of

reading out the sound, corny
maxims of Poor Richard, such
as "A penny saved is a penny
earned."

ONE CLASSMATE tried

tripping him up with the
seemingly innocent question:

"What if you just don't have a
penny to save?"

"Ilanar the miginal dream by always .iealausly Aeepitig

If this way to save money

ecutive sand box just put on

running home behind a taxi,
thus managing a net paper
profit of $2.80.

otic necklace.

the ledge and play in the sand,

and you find the need for the

'cents the first day, then upped
his saving the second day by

gown, ornate cufflinks or ex-

without ever figuring that one

do not rush out and buy the ex-

all the way home, saving 40

you have set your heart: a set of
1, If clubs, that elegant hostess -

Then don't buy it.

ing I've promised you is this:

the man who ran behind a bus

Just think of something
equally expensive on which

even invited friends to sit on

vitations by local merchants to
buy the back -to -school items
needed by the youngsters, the

Before you get your hopes
too high, we wish to alert you
that this saving will be based
on the principle ilinstrated by

Progpect Dap

Most of my fellow-classmen
have stumbled through life

Mars and some cordial in-

you to stow away a fat saving.

e

genuine

IF YOU ARE an executive

time is definitely here to help

It's UNAMERICAN!"

is

you to make that big cash sav-

start to save up for_ a jaunt to

the networks-it's not only UNCONSTITUTIONAL!

there

therapy in using the sandbox,
while others have 'found it useful to pay an extra sum for the
set of metal combs which produce sand patterns, and have

vised: ."Just concentrate on
what you can buy with the penny, if you had saved it."

clare a dividend 'for faithful

"THIRTY HOURS of this crummy moon landing on all

Big Cash Saving

the market for $450 plus shipping from the Canadian manufacturer.

If

I CALCULATE that I can
get enough lumber and acces-

sories for about $6 so

four bags of local sand, not
white,, just run -of -the mill,
there ought to be a net saving
of close to $440.
Say, don't run so fast! I had

the original idea, didn't I?

SIDE GLANCES

who handle the urgent prob-

instantly cry lems of today actually need to
"Fraud!" because you are not keep them on an even keel?
It's possible that instead of
an executive, slow down while
slugging away at the bourbon
the explanation unrolls.
'you

The device is actually well or inhaling a handful of tran-

worth it, according to tense quillizers, the mere chore of
businessmen who have been holding a personal conference
cluttering up the order desk at with your sub -conscious while
Opus Intl., Inc., in Toronto constructing a sand -castle may
with eager demands for the 42 -

cut down mental wear -and -

inch square sandbox. (There's tear.
a choice of rosewood, teak or
THE ORIGINAL root of
walnut veneer, with a ledge to
sit on, and fluorescent light- the idea seems to be Greek citiing. It comes complete with zens' use of "worry -beads"
four bags of white Canadian fondled and handled quite
sand, and it is the brainchild of openly, as many tourists to
a
creative designer, Hugh Hellas can testify. It also

Spencer, whose substitute for brings to mind Captain Quecg
daily dosages of aspirin, spiri- of "The Caine Mutiny," who
tus frumenti, or similar paci- had a penchant for small steel
fiers has without doubt solved globes. And you know what
his own problem of how to in- happened to him.
crease sales.

INCIDENTALLY,

So, if you're an executive
we've shown you the way to
some save cash. If you're not, you

customers have been quoted as can still save cash.

"Poverty level? We're so far below it, the baby has
to sleep in the box the TV set came in!"

-- Marshall Field III
-1,
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Happy Birthday
Lil ,lorosi
Tomorrow is Village Engineer William McManamon's
birthday He gets all sorts of
icky problems in his job --so
wish him a happy birthday!
McManamon has a super

headache right now with the
stoplights at Central .and

still not operating.
When the right parts arrive.
there's about a day's work
Owen

necessary to get the lights operating

WHEN MCMANAMON

was asked if he thought the

!lights would he ready and operating for the start of schodl;
he answered with a very deter-

mined "Definitely!"
Winn& of the hindquarter
of beef at Meeske's 44th anni-

versary celebration was Ann
King of Palatine
Doren' Pharmacy has a
dandy "Poison Antidote and
chart
Counterdose"
Drug
available It's free, back at the

All mommies
with young children should
have this sort of thing in the
drug counter
house

IT WAS A family affair
when former Mount Prospector John A Koester was ordained as a Lutheran minister
in Milwaukee recently. His fa-

ther officiated and his brother
brother-in-law particiand
pated in the service. Koester
was recently graduated from
Concordia College in Mil-

They
course,

visited Rome, of
and then Florence,

Zurich, Paris, Amsterdam and
London.

Rita had a variety of com-

Don't forget that the Secretary of State's mobile unit is at

ments on the trip:
In Rome, they saw the Pope.
They ate the famous noddle -

Randhurst this week. Those
staffing it will have all the an-

cheese dish at Alfredo's. Delicious, the Muffles thought.

waukee.

swers to questions about driver's....liceases,,.. renewals per-

Rome was filled with small
cars. It looked like a city of

mits, tiesf$, etc.

little boys with toy cars.

many long-time residents remember when the area where
Randhurst is now located was

used as a dumping grounds.
Not for garbage. mind ,,you.

IN PARIS, language was a
problem. The subway,

real

called the 'metro,' was great. It
seemed better organized and
quieter than ours.

In London, the mini -skirts

clippings, shrub are almost unbelievable. They
' only come down to the bottom
branches, odds ansd,cids...
Before Randhurot, garba,ge of the panty, which is pulled up
was limited in Mount Proipect tight:
In Amsterdam, everyone
to two 20 -gallon cans. If residents had more;,.they ate it -or ride bicycles. Businessmen
dumped it where Randhurst is ride them with attache cases;
housewives shop with them,
now located.
students use them, everyone

For grass

PETER AND RITA MUT.FIE of 203 Pri3Spect Maniir
recently returned from a threeweek trip to Europe. Peter had
won a one -week trip to Rome

in a sales contest for Parke Davis. They took that trip and
then stayed in Europe for another two weeks.

HIDEAWORD
THEANEH
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

10 good, 13 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

agi

isPr

FIRST MONTHLY INCOME CHECK

it,

plan
Another first in Des Plaines from First National Bank. FMIC is an exciting new savings
that's designed to supplement your monthly earning power. With a minimum deposit of $5,000,
will send an
you earn 5% interest per year from date of deposit, paid monthly. That's right, we
deposit
interest check to you for $20.83 each month for a $5,000 account. Of course, if you
$10,000, your monthly interest check will be $41.66, or even more on larger amounts.

Junior: "No. I thought I
was going to, though. The first
day at practice, the coach took
one look as me and said, 'Oh,
brother, this is the end'."

If you prefer, we will deposit your monthly interest check directly into a checking account or
in 90
regular savings accqpnt at First National Bank of Des Plaines. FMIC accounts mature
added in
days and are automatically renewable for additional 90 day periods. Deposits can be

rides.

WORST JOKE of the Day:
Junior: "I went out for end
on the football team,"
Dad:
huh?"

"Didn't

make

amounts of .$500 or more at any time.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES
733 Lei:rid/set Des Plaines, III. 60016

Letters To
The Editor

Come in today and begin to increase your

ATTN:-Jack Lavotd, Cashier
Please send more data and forms regarding FMIC.

All letters

coupon to obtain easy -to -use forms and

*iltiallalleSS=111,41111111=113101341314t

to the

editor must be signed, but

mimes will be withheld up-.
on request.

L et 1 e r s

should be as brie) as possible, typewritten. if possible. .and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity

can be checked.
Ir4ZIOSCIMMECKM64111.

"4

Add $2083 or more to your
income every month with

As Randhurst prepares to
celebrates its seventh birthday,

can

guest, also. Even allowing for

the paper..SIITC110111(111t1 intellectual integrity."

Page 4

I

build a sandbox big enough for
me, possibly enough for a

i,

monthly income-or mail the attached
more data on safely increasing your

name

address
I

monthly investment earnings with FMIC. L

****94, 1 FIRST

* JP

city/state/zip code
phone

-1

NATIONAL BANK OF DES PLAINES

CORNER LEE AND PRAIRIE DES PLAINES, ILL. TELEPHONE 827.4411
Member federal Depict Insuronr Corpora Iv Member Federal Resenv System

The Day's Prospects

Summiertime-is Des
as a compliment to your breakfast cereal, fruit salads and
N sauces.

By Dolores Haugh
Strawberries,
Raspberries,
Blueberries too
Make summer recipes
easy for you.

A giant glass brancy snifter

or punch bowl filled with a
combination of berries makes
an excellent centerpiece as

serving
dish.
Go creative with these "berry 'good" ideas.
well as a different

Produce sections of grocery
stores are bulging with bright
juicy berries. Combined in a
variety of delicious ways, they
make for lip smacking compliments repeating "It's the

Use berries with milk for

special cool shakes.
DUNK BERRIES in spiced

Berries."

whipped cream made by simply adding one-half teaspoon
of nutmeg and two tablespoons
of honey to one cup of heavy
whipped cream.
Peaches or pears filled with
berries make tasty garnishes
when served with meat of any
kind.

Gooseberries too make excellent pies. They boast a

history of centuries of tasty
cooking secrets.
YOU CAN try your hand at
duplicating the recipes picite recipes. You can freeze the

berries, can them

for

mid -winter treats or add them

Berries floating in an ice
block can pretty up any festi;le

punch bowl, adding their flavor as the ice &Its.
Top raspberries with

It's
the
Berries

whipped cream or topping and
have a shortcake supreme.

POUR BERRIES over ice
cream, fruit -flavored gelatin,
sherbet or puddings in mix and -match combinations of all
three.

Fill corn muffins with fresh

berries before baking. Serve
hot.
Broil berries on top of
toasted cheese sandwiches.

No matter how you use

them your gourmet life can be
exciting and creative when

you add a special bowl of berries.

Parks'
Drama

CREAM CHEESE ALMOND MOLD

1 cup cold
One envelope unflavored gelatin, Vs cup water,
milk, 1 teaspoon vanilla, 2 envelopes whipped topping mix, 1 cup
confectioners' sugar, 44 teaspoon almond extract, 2 eight -ounce

packages cream cheese (softened), 1/2 cup toasted chopped almonds, Vs cup macaroon crumbs, 1 pint strawberries (sliced), I
tablespoon granulated sugar.
Combine gelatin and water in small saucepan; cook and stir
over hot water until gelatin is dissolved. Combine milk, vanilla,
and whipped topping mix in a deep narrow -bottom bowl. Whip
as directed on package; blend in confectioners' sugar and almond extract, using medium speed of electric mixer or rotary
beater.
Add cheese, a small amount at a time, blending until smooth
after each addition; blend in gelatin mixture. Fold in almonds
and macaroon crumbs. Pour into 8 by 4 -inch loaf pan lined with
wax paper. Chill at least 4 hours. Unniold on platter; remove wax
paper. Combine strawberries and granulated sugar; spoon over

'4

top of loaf. Makes about 51/2 cups, or 16 servings.

Season
Three plays will be presented this weekend at Lincoln Ju-

nior High School closing: a
summer session of dramatics
sponsored by the Mount Prospect Park District.

Friday at 7 p.m. the 6-8 year

old drama class will present
"Snow White and the Seven
Dwarfs." All costumes and
props were made by the students with crayons, construction paper and burlap.

SATURDAY AT 7 p.m. a
double -bill of Ray Bradbury's

to

"Dandelion Wine" and Marion Murdoch's "The Cuckoo" will be presented by the

4
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s",:

9 -to -12 year old group and the
13 -to -18 year old class.
All three productions are di-

rected by the drama instructor

for the Park District, Mrs.

Linda Abbott, assisted by Miss
Denise Leo.
Admission is free.

,

Wednesday, July 16, 1969

'Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

Nancy Wangerin
WOMEN OF
LEMON FLAKE BLUEBERRY CAKE

Membership for 4

THE WEEK

One package lemon flake cake mix, 1/4 teaspoon cinnamon, 11/4 cups
water, 2 eggs, Cinnamon Whipped Cream, 2 cups fresh blueberries.
Prepare cake mix as directed on package, adding cinnamon with water

and eggs before beating. Bake as directed for a 9 -inch square pan. Cut
cooled cake crosswise in half to form two layers. Spread 1 cup Cinnamon
Whipped Cream over bottom layer and top with about I cup blueberries.
Place second layer on top and swirl remaining cream over cake. Sprinkle
with remaining blueberries. Cut in 3 -inch squares. Makes 9 servings.
Cinnamon Whipped Cream. Combine 1 cup (1/2 pint) heavy cream, 2
teaspoons sugar, a dash of cinnamon, and I/2 teaspoon vanilla in a chilled
bowl. Whip just until soft peaks will form. Do not overbeat. Makes 2 cups.
(If preferred, 2 cups prepared whipped topping, flavored with cinnamon,
may be used.)

As announced last Friday'
night over WEXI 92.3 FM..
Four

area residents

ens, both of Arlington Heights,

are

and both teachers at Pros-

among 22 persons to be initiated into the Northern Illinois University chapter of
Delta Pi Epsilon, a graduate

pect High School; Nancy
Laud of Bensenville, a teacher
at West Leyden High School in
Northlake, and Mrs. Margaret

business education honorary

Smith of Mount Prospect, a '

society.
They are: Mrs. Dorothy

teacher
School.

Cutlip and Mrs. Marie Hutch-

at

Palatine

High

Arlington Heights, the

Mount Prospect Federal:
SaOings and Loan Associ::
ation Woman of the Week is'
Miss Nancy Wangerin, 14'
N. Louis, . Mount Prospect,
Nancy Wangerin meritsitt.is salute as "Miss Mount
Prospect", the village's representative in the Miss
Illinois pagent held recently
in Aurora. She was the local
Jaycees -sponsored

conies-,

cant, representing her community with distinction after
winning three phases of
local, competition -swimsuit,

arlington dark towers

evening gown and talent.
She performed a Chopin
waltz in E minor piano solo

for the talent competition

and made her own pink
formal.

PONY
LOUNGE

The Mount Prospect Federal Savings and Loan Association salutes Nancy Wangerin as a .worth .representa-

tive of her village in both
beauty and talent.,
WE INVITE YOUR
NOMINATIONS FOR MAN'
OR WOMAN OF 1HE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS.
VISIT US FORT

Home Loans

Come and Meet

Money Orden
Savo by Mail
Frn Notary Service
Nos Parking
Insured Savings
High Earnings

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and television star

And

BONNIE DAYE
er provocative piano

BLUEBERRY GLACE PIE
One three -ounce package Concord
grape flavor gelatin, 1/2 cup sugar, Vs teaspoon salt, 11/2 cups boiling water, 2 tablespoons lemon juice, envelope whipped
topping mix, I baked 9 -inch pie shell, 1/2
teaspoon almond extract, I cup fresh blueberries.
(You may use I cup drained canned or
thawed frozen blueberries, in place of the
fresh blueberries, but then decrease sugar
1

to 1/2 cup.)

Dissolve gelatin, sugar and salt in boil -

ing water. Add lemon juice. Set aside 1/2
cup gelatin mixture. Chill remaining gelatin until slightly thickened. Prepare topping mix according to package directions.
Measure 11/2 cups and blend into the
slightly thickened gelatin. Spoon into pie
shell; chill until amost firm.
Meanwhile, add almond extract to re-

served gelatin and chill until thickened.
Stir in blueberries; spread over filling and
chill until firm. Garnish with remaining
whipped topping and almohds, if desired.

Show time from 5 p.m.
argo.
No ci;t
vggashed.
Rosarvali
Call 394-2

-

Mount Prospect.
Federal Savings
And Loan Association'

.

arlington \ark ''towers
Chicagos new suburban hotel

15 E. Prospect Ave.
CL 5-6400
Free Parking Just

South of Our Offices

,

II

Mobile Classroom Is

THE DAY
Thursday, August 7, 1969

to

It's Blueberry Time Again
ture in recent months. these,
blueberries are unusually large

and really top quality. Blueberries are a particular favorite with most menfolk.
Be sure if you have room in
your freezer to freeze a quantity sufficient to last_ you.._.all
the

winter. Blueberriesare

easiest of all fruits to freeze:
they need only be washed,
stemmed, and poured into
freezing cartons. Seal, date, la-

bel and set into your freezer.
.The smiles and thanks you'll
.get when you serve fresh Blue-

berry Cobbler next winter will
rite ample reward for your efforts now.

: BLUEBERRY. COBBLER

and

beat

continuously.

Add egg and mix well. Combine milk, salt, baking powder
and vanilla. Add alternately
with sifted flour, beating well
after each addition.

old-fashioned cobbler. It is moist and

into greased It -quart casse-

juicy and just brimming with
.blueberries. Sure to he everyone's favorite.
Yield: 6-9 servings
1 pint blueberries
cup sugar
Grated rind of 1 lemon
Juice of 1 lemon
Water
V.3 cup butter or margarine
1/2 cup sugar
1 egg
1/2 cup milk

Pour hot blueberry mixture

for 30 minutes. Serve warm
with whipped cream or vanilla
ice cream.

to

interest

particular

day. Aug. 9.
This exhibit should serve to
spark the interest of the amateur photographer, as well as
creating new ideas for action
photos. Admission is S 1 for

PROCEEDS FROM last
year's brunch were' used to
purchase

and salt. Stit_in-water.-Ark1
blueberries and

bring to

provide electrical,

boil. Simmer until clear and
Remove from heat and add
lemon juice, rind and butter.
Stir until butter is melted.
Chill.

ilar services were provided for
a second mobile unit as a part
of the same project.

The cllsroom will provide

TO FREEZE: Spoon into

(If your

TO SERVE WHEN FROZEN: Simply thaw to room

Triple recipe:
Yield:. 3 pints

temperature.

plumbing

and communication services
from the main building. Sim-

thickened, about four minutes.

family -size cartons.

mobile class-

the

room, install washrooms and

a

grated rind of 1 lemon

space for 15 additional children at Clearbrook Center.

........-.

The mobile unit has been
memorial to
a long-time
member of the Friends of
Clearbrook, who passed away
last year.

and freeze.

dedicated

as

Dorothy

Pratt,

a

This year's brunch will be

1.

VARIATION: Add or 2
tablespoons of cointreau or
runt just before serving for a

11/2 cups sugar
11/2 cup cornstarch
1/4 teasp0000n salt
11/2 cups water

gourmet touch.

Proceeds from last fall's brunch given by the Friends of Clearbrook provided a mobile class
room for Clearbrook Center for the Retarded. Mrs. John Jarecki, (left) chairman of last year's

3 pints fresh blueberries
3 tablespoons lemon juice
3 tablespoons butter

Strawberries,
currants,
blackberries and raspberries
may be substituted.

brunch, presents a plaque dedicating the mobile classroom in memory of Dorothy Pratt, to Gerald
Beauvais, president of Clearbrook Center's Board of Directors. Mrs. William McAllister (right) is
chairman of this year's brunch to be held Oct. '19 at Arlington Park Towers Hotel.

I

held Sunday, Oct. 19. in the
Jimmy Durante Room of the
Arlington* Park Towers Hotel.
Mrs. William Kelly, 392-7430,
may be contacted for brunch
tickets.

BLUEBERRY SAUCE
You'll find many uses for
this delicious fresh blueberry
sauce. It is excellent served
over ice cream, custard -filled

RAND

HEAVY DUTY GALVANIZED 15"x42"

1313 RAND RD. &

Am

DES PLAINES

"Man in Sport"
Photo Show
Of

all brunch.

Combine sugar; cornstarch

family is small, use cup or pint
containers, leaving V2 inch
head space.) Seal, date, label

eclairs, sponge, angel or pound

'men and boys is the inter 'national photographic exhibit,
:-Man in Sport." opening in
:The Morton Wing of the Chicago Art Institute on Satur-

raisinsn ua

brook. Their principal fund-

dash salt
1/2 cup water
1 pint fresh blueberries
1. tablespoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon butter

role or baking pan. Spoon on
cobbler hatter. (It will be thin
and sink to the bottom.) Bake
in a moderate 375 degree oven

throughout the year for Clear -

rind

cakes.
1 cuo sifted flour
Preheat oven- to 375 deNow that blueberries -are -in
grees. In a saucepan combine
blueberries, sugar..lemon rind, _season,--ybit-inay wish to make
this recipe up in a large quanlemon juicc..and.add suffiCient
-water to the lemon juice to tity and freeze it for those days
make 14 cup liquid. Bring to when fresh blueberries are no
longer available.
boil, stirring constantly. ReSingle recipe:
duce heat and simmer for
Yield: About 2 cups
about five minutes.
1/2 cup sugar
In your mixing bowl cream
2 teaspoons cornstarch
butter or margarine until soft

If you want to make someone really happy, prepare this
honest -to -goodness

kinds of puddings, bread puddings, custards, and it can be
spooned over waffles or pan-

and fluffy. Add sugar gradu-

The Friends of Clearbrook
is a community organization
of 25 women who raise funds.

grated rind of 3 lemons or
3 teaspoons dried lemon

cake. ft is marvelous with all

'/4 teaspoon salt
11/2 teaspoons baking powder
11/2 teaspoons vanilla

ally

development center has been
presented to Clearbrook 'Center for the Retarded, 3201 W.
Campbell, Rolling Meadows,
by the Friends of Clearbrook.

Dedicated at Clearbrook

Cold, Cool World

The blueberry season is here
again. Because of all tthe mois-

A 1000 -square -foot mobile
classroom to be used as a social

VISIT OUR NEW and

ow

COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS FOR

Vacation
School, Henry and Cora Avenues, tonight, 7 p.m. These art
works were made by the children under the school theme,
"The Church in Today's

World." The daily offerings
are used to purchase hives of
Kees to send to help families in
need. Refreshments will be
served after the program.

Jet Filter

Redwood Ladder

rt

top

04a1

conilruc

bottom
duty vinyl

and

Heavy

liner.
-I int

vinyl

Baked -on

and

trouble -free

tobsrts drain

10 0

system.

COMPLETE WITH
FILTER AND
LADDER
)011'

PLAYHOUSE

DINNER

FOR THAT MILLIONAIRE FEELING
MUSKIN'S SUPER -SPECIAL ALUMINUM -DECK
Aug 12 -Mon. Sept

"SWANK" FAMILY POOL

OVER-ALL

1

ABBY
DALTON
or TV's Jonathan Winters Show

SIZE
301/2 FT.

Fri. Sept 5.21

Pool six.. .. 24'
Aluminum wall

Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays

supports

Phone orders 584.1454 Chicago
Tickets on sale at
No 261.7943

Tickelron Offices

"walk -around" deck

Aluminum structure

ti

at

5' 'COUNTRY -CLUB" PATIO
IN -AND -OUT FOLDING ALUMINUM

v-5'

20 -gauge virgin vinyl
liner guaranteed by
manufacturer for 5
years (prorata)

'

'A Thousand Clowns'

Playhouse Box Office Also

24" wide redwood

wide., 48" deep

,

PETER BRECK

PACKAGE INCLUDES

POOL FEATURES

WIDE

'Love in E -Flat'

LADDERS

COMPLETE "ALL -AROUND -THE -POOL"
VINYL -COATED SAFETY WIRE FENCE

43

including Ticket

Central. Montgomery Ward and
Marshall Field Dial T.I.CISET.S
for Outlets near you

45 minutes from the Loop
on North Avenue -Route 64
3 Miles East of St. Charles

It

DOUBLE INSULATED STANDARD

Deluxe Folding Aluminum

LAWN CHAIR
Adult

fashion `Tree

1 99
ttQlnl

Deluxe jacquard webbing (5x3x
3") construction, polished aluminum legs and frame. Your choice
of colors.

Savings Up To 40% On

Dee

ovtkt

16.50

LIQUID

Deluxe Folding Aluminum

FINAL SUMMER

aluminum
chaise
lounges has

CLEARANCE

(6x 15")

Reg. $8.00 to $11.00

Burmudas

Operates at single forward speed
only -2100 R.P.M. Lightweight,
powerful. 2.5 amp motor. Has

C

ONE
QT.

convenient
webs

21

and

is

74"

plug.

Low

workshop.

S.171\:A

tion adjustment.

$3.50

FROM CALIFORNIA

REDWOOD BARK

$3.00

Reg. $6.00 to $9.00

2 -prong

cost quality fool for the home

Opens stubborn drains,
won't hurt plumbing

long. Features 7 -posi-

$7.50 to $11.50

yahoo

PLUMBER

CHAISE LOUNGE
Holding

Culotte Shorts

1/4 in. DRILL

NEVER BEFORE AT THIS LOW PRICE!

each

Slte

Nationally Advertised Fashions

Reg. $18 to $32

"Hydronlcs" Anthrafilt

.'Z

tit

Full

200 Dresses

-

tile. Corrugated deel
will lock: Into heavy

Children's

Christ Church

"

PET SUPPLIES
AUTO SUPPLIES
OUTDOOR STATUARY

r7=loeyez

Paintings, sculptures, col-

,

HARDWARE
PLUMBING

28.

lages, mosaics and other art
works will he exhibited at the

$139

"l ock F:arnii"

adults, students 50 cents. The
exhibit closes on September

Art Works
On Display

FAMILY
POOL

Seaboard

CHOICE

Shirts and Tops

distinctive landscaping around trees,

OF

$3.00

Reg. $5.00 to $8.00

For

COLORS

shrubs,
ers.

Pants

$5.00

Reg. $8.00 to $12.00

Pant and Crop Top Sets
Reg, $22.00

planters, flow-

3 Cu

VIIIILIA I ge101111011111QV

:19

- -,

Oscillating

$10.00

ers 1,850 Sq. Ft.

ALL SALES

GARDEN HOSE

199

17

inches long, 5 inches
wide

STURDY .

.

. DURABLE CONCRETE
PATIO BLOCKS
Or
Blocks
Rod Blocks

FINAL

17 ea.
C
EA.

Casli and Carry Only

I" Wide, 16" Long, 2" Thick.

,

Sit

tt

1. t

DP -8769

t

tit tittltit

-

A

PH: 537-3690

Bag

Seaboard

Natural
:onsrote color

DP -8769

F.

SSW

vElIVILI:111 460111;10M

'/3" DIAM. 60 FT. LONG

SPRINKLER
Ailenco Caddy Cov-

859 W. Dundee, Wheeling, Ill.
Dunhurst Shopping Center
Hours: 10 to 6 daily; Mon. 8 Fri. 11 to 9
Sat. 10 to 6 and Sunday 11 to 5

288

Ideal

for

pool

base

uses.

swimming
walks,
and many of hr

,

Beautifully
Decorative

LAWN

GARDEN

SEED

ROC

88c

Th Ideal mulch for Flower
Gardens and Shrubs.

LARGE

$1.88
colors: Georgia

SO lb. bag
Choice of
White, Whit
Granite

Rom Grey

A. 771, YUZ,..

SOLD ONLY
BOXES

PURE

IN

5

LB.

MERION

BLUE COVERS 1750 SQ.
FT.

NANO
POOL
PATIO

e

We Carry Sizes 3.15, 8.18

11

11,
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Country Club Theatre D1 rector Norman Rice has azinounced

that Tom Elrod
(right) will replace Stephen
Cox in the current production,
"The
Marriage -Go -Roane
Tuesday, Aug. 19. Once again,

Ice Cieam Treat at Band. Concert Tonight
Something special will

,

added to the Palatine Village
Band performance tonight at
8.

The First

plenty of the listeners' favorite
marches. This will be the ninth
in a series of ten concerts that

folding chairs or blankets to sit

were given each week in the

us after the concert," Gould,

Methodist

"People always come up to
who lives at 15 S. Roselle Rd.,
Roselle, said. "They tell us

tine Rd. and Northwest Hwy.

chairs and booths in the Pala-

opposite thi

LESLIE GOULD who is in
charge of the publicity for the

The social will begin at 6:30
and the concert will start at 8.

well-known band estimated
that 600 music lovers gathered
beneath. the stars last week to

Rice has run into the same

Shoemaker Gets Hawaii Appointment

problem, too much audience
interest and previous com-

mittments for an actor. Cox

on.

Palatine Park, located at Pala-

Church of Palatine will have
an ice cream social complete
with ice 'cream parlor tables,
tine Park just
Band Shell.

listen. Most of them brought

The program will include

be

-

what they like and what they
don't like. It seems that everybody loves marches. We try to
play our lighter numbers during the summer months."

Shoemaker,

semhles at the University of

musical director of the Palatine Village Band and well-

Hawaii at Honolulu.
Dr. Shoemaker was born in
Hinsdale, attended school in
Downers Grove, and earned
his Bachelor of Music degree
at Drake University, his Master's degree at Northwestern
University, and his Doctorate

Dr. John

R.

known musical educator in the
Palatine and northwest suburban area, has announced his
appointment assistant pro-

of musical education
and conductor of special enfessor

Grace's Daze

had

time, but has been in musical
education and a band director
in the Michigan schools.
Having appeared as a guest

engagement

remain in "The Marriage -Go -

Ground" until Sunday, September 14, closing date. Elrod

conductor with the band this

is 'a long time favorite of the
Country Club play goers. The

summer, he will be no stranger
to park listeners and will direct
the ninth concert of the series
tonight from the bandstand at
Palatine Community Park,

at Washington University at
St. Louis. He was Music Department Chairman at Pala-

another-

which would not allow him to

Box Office number

CI

is

9-5430. Reservations can be
made for dinner and theatre.

Northwest Hwy. and Palatine
Rd., in Palatine.

tine High School from 1959 to
1965.

He has many credits as guest

-.SOT. BUYS IN -

conductor of leading organizations and as a trombone and

Weekly 'Write -In'

baritone horn soloist and has
played with the St.'Louis, Des
Moines, and Evanston symphony orchestras, and dance
bands such as Ralph Flanni-

By Grace Mott
With "Summer, 1969" going into its final act, "Grace's
Daze" is !back with a weekly
report from a front rosy seat on
the local drama.
Happiness in the Walter

Kirchhoff family came in an
announcement of the marriage
of daughter Elisabeth Ann
Nielsen to Mr. William A.

Mittel Jr-on July 19. The ceremony took place in the Kirchhoffs' S. Owen St. home before

only the couple's immediate
families and a few close personal friends of Betty and William. It was followed by an athome champagne buffet supper.

Currently living in Betty
Ann's Des Plaines apartment,
the newly married Maids are
making plans to move into his
house in Prospect Heights.

WITH THEIR usual opendoor policy of hospitality, the
Kirchhoffs also played host to
Emily's brother and his wife,
the Fred Siebels from Davis,
Calif., who..visit did not bring

where Frances Knoll died July
I; the household of Robert
I.
Less than a year ago Mr. and
Mrs. Clifford Morgan sold

Mrs. Conrad Nordli July

1

year -old Leslie is a violinest.

The Shoemakers will leave
soon for the islands. Their new

home will be in the Manoa
Valley, overlooking Waikiki
Beach, just five minutes from
the University.
A spokesman for the band
said, "Dr. Shoemaker's in-

best nights weather-wise the
event has ever drawn, despite a

slight altercation betwixt Otto

moved to the corner of SeeGwun and Lonnquist Blvd.
With the barrels and boxes
barely unpacked at that address, the big van rooled up
again, this time to take the
family to Cincinnati, Ohio,
transferred there by the Philip

Graham, coach for the college
boys and Sample who momen-

Naim J. Elias

father and son at the T.V., are
eventually the grass
stops growing and doesn't

Writes Article

need mowing, and the win-

dows just get dirty on the outside again anyway.

tric Laboratories, has written
an article, "Overseas Autovon

sons and a daughter moved
three weeks ago.

Maintainability Field Trial,"

New owners of the split-level at 801 S. See-Gwun are Mr.

Reliability, and international

for

and Mrs. Fred Wrede, whose
college -age daughter, Jill, is a
student at York College, near

the best of the last five years in

They sold their house at 505 S.

or near the Kirchhoffs' home,
has returned to Spain to live.
The ctbse friendship began
when his sister Marie, affectionately known to hundreds
of Prospect' High students as

We Go Trail to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Maloney, from Alex-

house

is

and

Sally Joins

journal based in London, Eng-

Baird, Warner

land.
The article describes the tes-

AM °Mimi beef guaranteed tender
for 114taWar Meat Replaced. All
meat ald Hagoineketght.

will carry us through, as he
THE TWO remaining park
programs in the "Concert For
A Suminer Night" series will
be directed by Rufus W. Bolling, 613 S. Chestnut St., Ar-

his education.
July 6 brought the marriage
in The South Church of a pair

who had 'known each other
through happiness and heartbreak. Both widowed, Myrtle
Holmes and Daryl Oldaker became husband and wife before
their respective children, all
grown. They honeymooned in
Hawaii before returning to

;

No Poyinents Till Sept. 1

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE.

U

lington Heights. Bolling is a
member of the Palatine Vil-

C

pand and one of the first

I

self-employed as a
lumber broker at the present
is

near his business.

his family's real estate business
in Missouri and Illinois for
the past 14 years, holds a bach-

andria, Va. The Maloneys
have a lively household made

elor's degree in business and
public administration from the
University of Missouri. He

that way by Matthew 10, Kate
six, and Joseph, three years
old. New Elgin address of the
Longs' is 2650 Flagpole Ct.

and his wife, Patricia,
five children.

have

S.

ELIAS, WHO lives

I

at 563

Debra, joined Automatic Electric in 1963 as a staff engineer.

three

daughters,

Lena,

A

A

Elias and his wife, Lorraine,

have one son, Joseph, and

S

10,

Mary, 7, and Diana, 3.

AUGUST

ea
try a little
tenderness!

I -41
Ili
.1

live in Daryl's house on S.
Candota. Both the Holmes and
Oldakers have lived in Mount I
Prospect many years, and were
for a long time -neighbors on S.
Wa-Pella Ave.

ULF
DRYERS '

WASHERS

BUY NOW AT PRICES

YOU'LL LIKE!!

_

Mr. P. Gregory Conlon, S.

EASY TERMS

George St., headed home with
his oWn brand of happiness last
week: the announcement that
he had been made a partner in

Arthur Andersen & Co., certified public accountants. With
the firm 15 years, he has
worked in the regulated in-

BRAND NEW IN

dustry division of the company. He was made a manager
in 1964.

FROM: OTTAWA,

FREE FINANCING

-

FREEZER' OSEtOORS -

early foreign student exchange

programs, and liked America
and Mount Prospect so much
she persuaded her brother to
come to America to continue

105 Days Some as Cash'

NO .FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE A

planned."

IC:111R

STANDARD CUT

With Purchase Of Beef Half or More'

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

government's worldwide
communication system, which
has been installed by Automatic Electric. This system is
E. Prospect Av., Mount Pros- called AUTOVON and stands
for Automatic Voice Netpect.
Sally, who has been active in work.

Don Sally, of Arlington
Heights has been named manager of the Baird and Warner,
Inc., management office at 21

daughter.

Long family, whose new ranch

GUARANTE11131

ting and immediate restoring
of service provided for the U.

the family's former home at
New Cumberland, Pa. The
Wredes also have a married

family Alfonso Francoy .of
Madrid, Spain, who has spent

Microelectronics

F RE E

tta

given us a new vitality which

Naim J. Elias, a Des Plaines
engineer with Automatic Elec-

40

Offibbi1litt"11WAILABLE
FROM 43' Lb.

spired work with the band has

tarily lost their cool. Oh well,
fall and winter Saturdays with
cozy,

Carey Corp., who bestowed a
higher executive post on Mr.
Morgan. The couple, their

Late in June Elgin, Ill., became the home of the Donald

Madrid in one of the school's

and organist, and his daughter,
Jenice, 11, plays the flute. Six -

on what had to be one of the

their Busse Rd. house and

them in time for the wedding.
Almost -a - member - of - the

"Chu Chi," came here from

His wife, Merle, is a pianist

new girls? FOOTBALL! It's
back! It all began last Friday
night with the All -Star game

Nordli, who lost his mother,

'I

I

gan and Blue Baron.

T.N.T. (This 'n That)
Hey! Hey! (Baseball) isn't
over yet, but so what else is

her mother, Mrs. Icey Lang ,ford; the. Warren Knoll home

()RIG%

AL FACTORY

AU- coLoits1

CARTONS!

Ca-

nada, Mr. and Mrs. George
Paris came to town for the July

I

19 wedding of their son Scott

and Margaret Owen, in The
South Church. Former residents in Mount Prospect. Mrs.
Paris was on the elementary

school district 57 faculty

at,

Fairview and Lincoln Schools.

Unable to be here for her
brother's 'wedding was the for-

mer Beth Paris who grew up
here. She and her husband,
Gordon Gaecke, were busy
welcoming a son, David
Charles, born in Michigan.
July 7. It was to the Gaeckes'
the Parises hurried after their
stay of a few days in the Glen-

view home of Mrs.

ROAST BEEF Samkojek
LOTS OF SPECIALLY PREPARED JUICY,
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF SLICED EXTRA
THIN AND PILED HIGH ON A BUTTERED
. M -M -SIMPLY DELISESAME BUN
CIOUS!
.

.

Paris's

mother and father.
On the sick side of the summer Walter Barnett, Louis

McClellan, and Vernon

Pletteau, all recovering from
conditions, Miss Jo
Anne SmOtzer still recovering
from an automobile accident,
Miss Lyn'h Mitchell home after foot surgery, John Miller in

(IN THE "HEART" OF)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Northwel Community Hospital, Mrs1 Robert Sttvanson,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

heart

208 S.

19

1141,-Athirrivi
YANKEE DOODLE/
DANDY

tled

in

a number of

local

homes, including that of Mrs
Smith at the death of

011 SOME

Marta Dishwashers.
GIANT CAPACITY
EASY LOADING

Maytag Disposer

NO NEED TO PRE -WASH
3 SPRAY ARMS

CUTTING BLADES

MA1TM;

GRINDS
ALL TYPES
OF FOODWASTEI

DISPOSERS

JET WASHING ACTION .

7

..
.

TOP - MIDDLE - BOTTOM
ALL COLORS PLUS
DECORATOR PANELS

BUILT IN DISHWASHERS

PORTABLE DISHWASHERS

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

CURTIS BROS.

1615 N. Rand Road( U.S. 12)

4

Call 392-2800

IN SCHAUMBURG:

24 W. Golf Road

a

Call 894-1900
HOURS:
eitesuil

ROAST BEEF Sayzafg&A e

CHIPS

FLOOR SMAPI.B.DE.14011SIRATORSSLIGIII
g

JAM RESISTANT
LARGE CAPACITY
WHISPER QUIET
EXCLUSIVE

also a summer accident victim

SUMMER SADNESS set-

ORS OR

- CLOUD SUNDAYS

INSTANT CREDIT - EASY TERMS - LOW RATES

WASHER
DRYER CO.

SHORT RIBS
Thursday. August 7. 1969

Page 8

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
IT'S ANOTHER OF YOUR HAREBRAINED IDEAS 'RD SHOW THE
NEIGHBORS HOW LAZY YOU ARE,
YOU MEAN! THERE'S NO NEED
TO ADVERTISE IT, 50 PUT THAT
FISH LINE AWAYAND GET YOUR

WHAT'S WRONG WITH 17-1ISF

THE PAPER BLEW OFF TH'
PORCH --AN' RATHER THAN
GET SOAKED GATHERIN' IT
UP, I SIMPLY 7055 OUT A
LINE AN' REEL IT. IN, PIECE
"BY PIECE! IT'S GOOD
CASTIN' PRACTICE,

YOU'LL

NEVER
MAKE IT,

THE PLACE IS
SWAIRMIN'
WITH

RAINCOAT!

HE USES AN
ELEPHANT

GUN ON

COPS!

7001

AN'TNE
OWNER IS
50 TOUGH

MOSQUITOES!

I A_ 0,

TONIGHT

8:00

6:00

2 Movie
Incredible
"The
Mr. Limpet." Don

2 News
5 News
7 News

STOP IT YOU GUYS,
YOU'RE'MAKING ME
SHAKE/ BUT I'LL. LET
YOU IN ON A SECRET,
SEEN' THAT YOU
BE TELUN' tIORODYWON'T.,
TVG OPENED BOXES OF MAPSHAAALLows

\,vrAV

McKay.

true
when he falls into the

7

water off Coney Is-

1969

7 Masters of Pop: InAnarchy
nocence,
and Soul

6:30

The history of the

5 Hattie! Boone

7 Hying Nun

rock music

9 1 Love Lucy
11 TV College
26 Today's Racing
Addams
3 2 The
Fatuity

nomenon

KATHY YE

mentary based on the

playwright.

performance of the
musical, "Fiddler on
the Roof' by an all black company of
Brooklyn junior high

12:30 a.m.
12:00

7 Chicago Show
12:20

2 Movie

paperman,

case, aids the victim's
sister

crime.

plot to destroy the
British Empire. Un-'

12:50

the News

9 Paul Harvey Com-

32 Town and Country Music

5 Dragnet 1969

ments
12:55

Washington
11
Week in Review

Show

9 News
32 News Final

26 A Black's View of

8:30

9 Mike Douglas

12:30

5 International Zone

11 Focus on Sweden

til 9:31) p.m.

5 Ironside
7 Bewitched

UNCLE agents, Solo

9 Movie
"Goliath Against
the Giants." Goliath
returns from a victorious campaign to

and Kuryakin, take

find

10:30

2 Movie
"The Five_Daugh-

1.9

1.

Affair."

ters

CARNIVAL

t

in solving the
Until 1:55

a.m.

5 News
7 News
9 News

sets out to
learn the details of a

7:15
11 TV College

usurped by trea-

w or Id

cherous

race with
THRUSH to learn a
secret formula. Until

pg

1:00

5 Tonight Show

BUGS BUNNY

lioroscope

1:30

I`TOO BAD,
I'D HAVE r SYLVESTER,
WELL,
BEEN
\sHERE'S MY
FIVE
BUS
MINUTES
STOP:
EARLIER

231 --

You will need to reline ideas
concerning a new project if

BETTER LUCK

The

his wife was killed
9

breakdown.

BUS
8-7

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

single goal by nightfall. To

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

over

many areas may end in dis-

I'M 5TARMNG A

(Oct. 24 -Nov.
can't encourage

\MONDE -RING

CLUB, ANC).

LIKE TO...

TIP THE HEAD WAVE!

Vol.) ccnrr WANT 10

SURFILK, Ft E,uRED

cAuAt 1.1

-MX! HAVE TO

ITS SIMPtE ...IF

I FINALLY CDT

010

1 WA5

PETS' AUXILIARY OF

THE FRIENDSHIP

another by a good word. you

to

"This inflation business is getting out of hand! It takes
three times as many tantrums now to get
movie money:"

,(411P

STOP

Five Minutes

Live By

Until 12:30 a.m.

Concentrate on achieving a

221 --If you

2:05

and fights against a
mental

upper hand today.

appointment.
SCORPIO

2 Meditation

in Burma, learns that

THE
JOB!

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
--Open discussion will serve
you better than secret anger.
Don't allow others to gain the

activities

2:00

Peck, an RAF pilot

others.

your

2 Late Report

Purple

Plain." Gregory

GOTTEN

drawing hoard. Consult with

1:55

9 Movie

NEXT TIME;

I'D HAVE

you are ever to get plans off the

7 Reflections

7 Joey Bishop Show

1...S0 IF

FOR FRIDAY

spread

ministers.

Until 150 a.m..
7 Perspectives

Your

24 -Aug.

kingdom

his

off on an around -the-

12:20 a.m.

LEO (July

in-

vestigating a murder

"Four Just Men."
peace,

Yard

"Scotland

Inspector." A news-

2 News

mooners

Until

5 Midnight Report

9:30
32 News

A man, dedicated to

7:30
2 The Prisoner

r!

rich fiancee for an
unkept, penniless

26 Wrestling

32 Movie

--

and beautiful Josephine discards her

10:00

9 Hazel
26 Cinema Special
32 The Honey-

LETS NOT TELL -

Focus,

Show

7:00,-

YES,MAGGtE mi66

26 Open Line
32 Movie
"Josephine
and
Men." The-- young

school students.
9 Time Tunnel
11 Our People

26 Tony Quintana

7 That Girl

CLAYMORES 15,A VERY
HORSEY 50-1001.! BUL-

1923 silent version
of "The Hunchback
of Notre Dame."

11 French Chef

26 Market Wrapup

ROBIN MALONE

phethree

_stagessignificant
-the- early days, the
psychedelic era, and
the soul trend.

6:55

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

in

Summer

11 The Toy That
Grew Up

Fiddler:
"Bl4ck
Prejudice -and the
Negro" is a docu-

land. Until 10 p.m.

2 Animal Word

ce142..1

a

f i s h --comes

6:25
2 Editwrial
26 Quix

11 -IAN THIS PLACE!

only -wish-to be

Knotts stars as Mr.

9 Flintstones
26 Spanish News
32 'the Monsters

THAT HAD MORE 1461 -CT

Limpet, a man whose

9:00
5 The Golddiggers
6 u -e s t s include
Deana Martin, Tommy Tune, Albert
Brooks and Allison

WIPE -OUT._

OUT!

IF YOU'D

would he wise to say nothing at

i3g g R12 R

all. Criticism will not he wel-

,r2

come at this time.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 221 --Keep a wary eye on

7

the budg'e't. You could easily
be persuaded into spending
more than you can afford --to
your regret.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Jan. 20) --Save yourself embarrassment later on by dis-

Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

covering at once where your

competition is and how far
along it has come.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191-Don't accept a mediocre
product. Get what you pay for
--or refuse to take delivery.

DOWN THE

ACROSS
1 Carnivorous

RS

tory sense.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
an
intellectually
211-Seek

U

I

4-

stimulating atmosphere today.

k

Otherwise, you may find that
you are unable to reach your
goal.

(March 22 -April
clever employment
of timing and the natural swell

ARIES

8'7

201 --The

of humor

should see you
through this day in good order.

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21)-The more dramatic effects you can bring into play,
the more happily you will he
able to mix business with pleasure.

GEMINI (May 22 -June
211-1 f you know where to look
for them, you should be able to

CAPTAIN EASY
MR. TOPROCK SAID A CHART IN HIS DESK WOULD HELP
LOCATE THE GOLD HE HID: HE TRIED TO SAY ivoRe.gur
THE PAIN INTERRUPTED
Aft: THIS MUST BE IT:

Pig

conic up with vital ideas this
morning. Guard against a fi-

pear
pate

probe
port
pert
part
prate
brat
bear
hare

I

WARNED ittM NOT
TO USE THE TERM 'Love"
AROUND MISS

hate

FITTS!

aper
orate
opera
rate
reap
rope
41'

r

"A" I* MARXOpt

BUT THERE'S NOTHING TO INDICATE

ITS LOCATION! ARE ANY PRIMITIVE
FIGURE5 SCRATCHED ON CUFFS OR

CAVES NEAR HERE?

QUITE

A FEW!
BUT NONE

LIRE TtlI5
THAT C.
RECALL:

URN
A

-r o
ID

48 Negative reply
49 Go by
052 A fox is this
54 Gaseous

element

58 Having
weapons
60 Whirlwinds
62 Zoo primate
63 Sluggish
64 Gratifies
66 Salamanders
67 Simple

substance

DOWN
1 Violent anger
2 Operatic solo

17

16

15

Flin

20

19

18

__

profit

CAMPUS CLATTER

borate
aport
abort

IT'S AN INDIAN
PICTOGRAPH WITH
DOTTED LINES THAT
CROSS WHERE AN

44 Nets
46 Gains as clear

things to come if you study the
design inherent in the present
situation.

hear
bore
boar
boat

EA5YI

42 Journalist

vague idea of the shape of

PROBATE

15 NO HELP

AL
ASCA

3 Coin
4 Symbol for

P.
ID

RE
A

B IR
AT S
cobalt
mammal
S ASH
5 Bullfight
8 Musteline
-r
cheer
mammal
H
C ID A T A
6
Rowing
LA R
13 Interstices
L AH A
paddles
17
S
ID 0 N U
14 Aromatic herb 7 Kind of tide
TO
U
EWE
15 Snare
(pl.)
M
E
5
O
E
R
R rD
16 Age
Rodent
17 Slight
49
Distress
27 Craggy hills
9 Lion, for
colorings
50 English
28 Auditory
instance
18 Consumes
composer
29 Lion's bellow
10 Fork prong
food
30 Young owls 51 Merganser
11
Italian
city
20 Furtive
53 Shout
12 For fear that 32 Portrait
watcher
55 Comfort
statue
19
Observe
22 Encounter
33 Organ of smell 56 Unclosed
21
Is
filled
with
23 Out of (prefix)
57 Bird's home
34 Obtains
25 Wheys of milk 24 desire
59 "Pink
37 Diphthong
Early
Tarzan
elephants"
27 Bullfighter
43 Small map
portrayer
(coll.)
31 Suffering
within larger
(movies)
from an
45 Charged atom 61 Observe
26
Dominated
by
65 Part of "to be"
ailment
(comb. form) 47 Incline
35 Siouan Indian
36 Adjudge
10 11 12
8
9
2 3 4 5 6 T
38 Mine shaft hut
14
39 Narrow inlet
13
40 Combine
41 Hops' kiln

CANCER (June 22Quly
231 --You can get more than a

Answers to
Hideaword

Ir BUT THIS

B

1

nancial reverse.

rapt
robe
rape
rote
trap
tear
tare
toper
tarp
trope
tape
tore
tabor

A
S

Employ your fine discrimina-

pare
pore

L 0 1-

Animals
DID YOU FALig.

27

8

2

30

29

34
4

147

40

39
43

42

58

33

37

35

49

32

31

-

-

50

59

-

45
-.

53

52

51

44

60

63

64

66

67

55

56

57

111662
65
-

7

ospect s 5th is Highest Area Finishl

Mount
Park Ridge surprised power-

ning the 200 individual medley
and the 100 butterfly and tak-

911/2.

Arlington started things

ful Northbrook as they won
total 357 points last night at
Barrington.
a
finished
Northbrook
strong second with 332 points.
Barrington defeated -Glenview
in meet points, 2151/2-212, but
Glenview was given third

winning relay.

Sheila Rafferty of Barring-

ing second in the 100 back-

off

ton was the 13 and 14 girls

stroke.

with a win in the I 5 -over boys
medley relay as Eric Lindblad,
Jim Young. Fred Schmidt and
Kurt Thompson won in 1;48.4.
more than two seconds. ahead
of the second place time.
Wayne White of Barrington
came through with one of the
finest performances of the

the National conference swimming championship with a

pair joined Terry Horwath
and Sandy Gabler on the

fine job for Barrington, win-

Seventh with 94 and Prospect
Heights- was a fighting last at

by George Halos

100 free, and John Mate won
the boys 100 free. Brian Raf-

Arlington's dynamic duo of

Kathy
Dalton performed admirably,
Marsha

Kaipus

and

ferty was the winner of the
8 -under boys 25 free.

taking four individuals firsts,
two seconds and a relay win.
Miss Kaipus closed an illustrious career by winning the
I5 -over 100 free, 100 back

girls 150 breast, then Mark
Savage of the same squad won
the 13-14 boys 100.
John Eliot of Prospect
Heights won the 8 -under boys

25 backstroke, then Sue Enander took another first, this
time in the 9-10 girls 50 hack.
Brian Rafferty won another
one, taking the 8 -under boys

BRAD BUSSE took a pair
in the 9-10 group 2.511y.
TOM STAHNKE took one
for Mount Prospect; winning
the 50 free andthe 50 breast- of Rolling Meadows' firstplaces in the 9-10-bo s 25 fly,
IM. She bows outof.--- -strOke. Brad won the breastanil3r-oabler loSt a
place because they had won meet as he took the 15 -over and 100
stroke by more than four se- then
swimming with_ -this -meet.
boys
200
and
100
freestyles,
their dual meet with Barringconds over second placciji jtr ge's decision in the 13-14
and teamed with Keith Liden, Miss-Dalt-oh- won the 100
girls 50 fly to finish second.
ton.
Rielc- breaststroke, took second by isher Chris Crooch-orRoll- John Stofft of Barrington won
I vison
MOUNT PROSPECT took Chuck
a mere tenth of a second in ing Meadows:"
Schwarting-to-Win
the
400
fifth with 1591/2 points, followEnander of Barrington the 13-14 boys 50 fly.
the 50 fly, and was second to. Jema_Allen of Mount Pros ed closely by Arlington with -- free -relay.
Miss Kaipus in the- IM: -The was the winner of the 9-10 pect won the 11-12 girls 50_
SCHWARTING
ALSO
did
a
150. Rolling _MeadoWs was
back, but the next area-firSt
came eight_eventslater when
SJta Sralinke of Rolling Meadows won the 13-14 girls 50

of firsts

breast.

Area foursomes succumbed

to the Park Ridge and Northbrook machines in the final
six relays, but they managed
In the event with a time of 36,8. to take the two 15 and over
boys
50
butterfly.
Feezor
was
fourth
Bob Feezor of Prospect Heights strokes for the finish of the 11-12
relays, with Arlington winning
the girls and Barrington taking
the buys for the third year in

Arlington Jaycees
To Sponsor Hockey

The Arlington Heights Jaycees are going to lead a pro-

gram that will be open to all
Arlington Heights boys interested in spending their fall and
winter playing ice hockey.
Plans show that there are to
be 12 teams broken into three

group sections of four

age

through 10 (must be 10 not prior to Jan. I. 1969); Pee Wee,
10 through 12 (must be 12 not
prior to Jan. I, 1969); and Bantam, 12 through 14 (must be 14

9-10 boys 200 free relay -2. Rolling Meadows; 5. Mount

Prospect; 6. Prospect Heights;
8 -under girls 100 free relay -4. Mount Prospect; 5. (tie)
Barrington, Rolling Meadows;
8 -under boys 100 free relay -3. Mount Prospect 5. Barrington;
15 -older

Aug

8.

Sophomores

and

freshmen can go through on

either Monday afternoon or
Tuesday morning.
should
UPPER-CLASSMEN
turn their physical examin-

ation forms into Russ Attis'
mail box at Arlington during
the week of the Ilth.

this time. No equipment will
be issued to a boy who has not
passed through the registra-

tion line.

Freshmen should not buy
football shoes. All boys must
have a combination lock, gym
shoes and shorts for the first
day of practice, Aug. 20.
Boys who intend to be managers should report to the
weight room on Aug. 15 in order to ready equipment for issuance on the following Mon-

Brad Busse of Mount Prospect has been chosen for the
Central Association AAU
Swimming and Diving ,Team
for the 1969 events.
Brad, swimming unattackcd

from Mount Prospect, earned
his berth for winning the boys
10 and under 50 -yard breaststroke in. the Illinois State
Championship Swim Meet in
Bloomington this spring.

a

RM. 8 -under girls 25 fly -2.
Larsen, MP; 6. Dee, B;
8 -under boys 25 fly -1. Rafferty, B. 2. Jump, PH; 6. Soja,

with a long drive down the left -

field line in the first. Bill Mad-

girls 25 fly --4. Di -

M 13;9-10

boys 25 fly- I. Stahnke, RM;
4. Newcomer, B; 5. Mate,

to

RM;
fly -none -

11-12 girls 50
11 -12 boys 50 fly --4. Feezor,

NINE

PH; 5. Weir, A; 13-14 girls
50 fly --2. Gabler, A; 3. Corbett, RM; 4. Gcntzler, MI';
6. Feezor, PH;
13-14 boys 50 fly --I. Stofft,

REALTOR

gave up five hits and six walks

but only two of each came

first

inning.

LOGAN SQUARE (12)

leading off the third and Mike
the
the

fourth.

O'DONNELL

didn't have any homers for the
Lions last night, but he continued to swing the hottest bat on
the team. The lanky first base-,
man slapped four straight hits
against Lane and, added to his

three in a row against Rock-

M. O'Donnell, lb 4

2

4

0

right to score O'Donnell and

Keller, I b
Smith, 2b

0

0

0

0

Smith. The homers by Madden

3

5
4

2
2
2

and Abinanti then increased

Abinanti, 3b

2
3

Rooney, p

I

2

0

1

Kenny, rf
Madden, If

3

0

4

2

2

Pettenuzzo, cf

3

I

I

Hynes, ss

3

Drolet, c

3

ford Tuesday night, they gave
him seven consecutive safeties.

r h bi

ab

Player

Player

I

the lead to 9-3.

Logan Square wasted two
singles in the fifth, the only in-

I

ning it didn't score, but Jim
Kenny drove home Abinanti

3
1

I

0

I

0

with the 10th run in the sixth.
Smith's single to right in the
seventh brought two more tal-

32 12 14 11

lies home and ended the scoring.

I
I

3585560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

made out, but two runs scored
on Madden's single to left and
Madden followed them in
when the ball got through the
left fielder. Pettenuzzo capped
the burst with his homer.
The Lions scored twice
more in the second when Rooney drilled a two -out single to

The Lions got Rooney all
the runs he needed in a big

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

THE NEXT TWO men

after the third inning.

five -run

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

with a triple to right center and
Steve Smith drew a walk. Abinanti followed with a line
single to left for the first run.

go the distance and pick up
with the win. The big righty

den hit his homer to left -center

MIKE

OPEN
NINE

Soma, PH; 5. Rafferty, B. 9-10

O'Donnell led off the frame

Logan Square's Brian Rooney weathered a tough start to

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

299-0082

Look for us each week in
0.;

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

Above -Tom Stahnke of Rolling Meadows (foreground) and

Mike Soja of Mount Prospect
appear to be even at the start
of the 9-10 boys 50 backstroke,

but Soja pulled out and tied
for fourth in this event while
Stahnke was -sixth. (Photos by
Linda Hamilton)

LANE TECH (3)

Win Golf Meet
Twenty three boys teed off

last week for the Optimist's
Club Junior Open at the Arlington Country Club. Five of
the golfers brought back sub -8
scores.

Kim Walter froth Mount
Prospect won the A Flight trophy with a six under par 76. St.

Viator's Ken Mattini won the

h bi

r

ab

Player

Trinzah, rf

4

I

I

0

Parcyh, cf
Kozurn, ss
Wrahuniz, c

3

0

0

0

3

0

2

I

0
0

0

Brcm, lb

4

Puzzero, If
Ryniec, 3b
Rockwell, 2.b

3

Puszak, p
Totals

0
0

I

I

1

0
0

3

I

3

0

3

0

2

28

3

5

1

0
0
0

sey's Scott Schubert took the C

Flight honors with a 92.

After a three way tic with
Marszalek and Art
Haag, Doug Chaps took the
Chris

3

runnerup spot in the first flight
with a 78. Bill Welnhofer with
an 83 was runnerup in the second flight and Jim McBee was

second in the third flight with

E--Abinanti, Smith, PuzParcyh,
Rockwell,
Brem; 2b--Brem, Kenny; 3b-O'Donnell, Trinzah, Puszak;

zero,

H R--Pettenuzzo,
Abinati; SB--Hynes.

Madden,

PITCHING SUMMARY
Player
Rooney

the

boys made while com-

peting in high school and summer play.

SALE

GIFTS

AND ACCESSORIES.

WHOLEDOUSE - ALL NAME BRANDS

We Must Reduce Our Inventory

AIR CONDITIONING

BUY NOW AND SAVE

mirmmasciorair

Take Three Months to Par. No Interest.

ip

Ask About Our Convenient Credit Terms.

r-er bb so

110.

The flights were determined
on the basis of average scores

BOATS, MOTORS, TRAILERS,
SKIS, SKI ROPES, SKI JACKETS,
LIFE JACKETS, SEAT CUSHIONS,
PADDLES, OARS, FENDERS,

I

B Flight with a 79 and Her-

day.

B. Busse Named
On AAU Roster

back --4. Soja, MP; 6. Stahnke,

conference meet last night.

At the time of registration,
mission cards will be issued at

free --

9-111 girls 50 back --1. Enand-

er, 13; 5. Fitzsimmons, MI'; 6.
Painter, PH; 9-10 boys 50

ILISilInat

"

Marsha Kaipus of Arlington heads for the finish of the 15 -over
girls 100 backstroke. Marsha won this event and three others,
putting a fitting end to her career which ended with the Barrington

insurance, book and towel fees

should be paid. Parent per-

200

6. Ivison, 13; 15 -older girls 100

By Mike Imrem

Mike Pettenuzzo got the
first circuit clout for the Lions

tration line, located near the
office, on Monday morning

boys

1. White, B; 3. Young, B; 4.
Thompson, A; 5. Halos, MP;

cago last night.

Juniors and seniors should
go through the school's regis-

boys 25 back -1. Eliot, PH:

Barrington; 4.
Prospect Heights; 6. Rolling
Meadows;

wallop Lane Tech, 12-3, at
Lane Tech Stadium in Chi-

p.m. Freshman will pick

1969

hack --6. Takata, PH; 8 -under

LS Lions Flex Muscles
In Homer -Filled Win

Abinanti drilled way to
same spot leading off

RTS

PI

Young, A; 8 -under girls 25

Ridge in 1:53.7.

project

Prospective gridders at Arlington High School will be issued equipment Aug. 18-19.

I

Dave

free relay -2.

Logan Square clouted three
homers among its 14 hits to

up grid gear at 3 p.m.

I1-12

Prospect's

Heights; 4. Mount Prospect;
6. Barrington. 9-10 girls 200

Grid Gear
Pickup Set

at

Page 9

Rafferty, B; 13-14 boys 100

4. Markwell, MP;

followed.

uled to be equiped on the 19th

MP; 5. Schell, A; 13-14 girls
100 IM --5. Stahnkc, RM; 6.

15 -over boys medley relay,.
I. Arlington; 3. l'rospect

Team sponsors are also
game for a 28 -game season.
Other financial arrangements being sought at this time. If inare pending and will probably terested call Clark.
minimize this fee.

the 18th while juniors will report one hour and IS minutes
later. Sophomores arc sched-

11-12 girls 100 IM -None: 11 -12 boys IGO IM--.4:-Schfak,

MEET RESULTS

pay a registration fee which chairman, at 394-1468. It is
will fall somewhere between prefferred that you call after
S35-45, or about $1.40 per 5:30 p.m.

Seniors will report at 1 p.M. on

breast-- I .Busse, MP; 2.Crouch

won a tough race with Park

THE JAYCEES would apurbs. The season is anticipated preciate any volunteer help
to run from the middle of Oc- that anyone wishes to give.
For more information call
tober to the middle of April.

equalized time policy will be

pect.

50

Foste- MP; 15 -over boys 200
Schwarting, II; 2.
IM --1.

the new indoor ice rinks located in the northwest sub-

THE FIRST few game sessions of the season will be entirely an instructional period.
While the instructions continue throughout the season, a
competitive schedule will be
played at the same time. An

3Thrlington: 4. Prospect Heights; 5. Mount Prosin

Kaipus, A; 2. Dalton, A; 4.

upon registration. The pro-

Jaycee

50
3.

boys

Larsen,

gram will provide pads, gloves
and a facemask that is required
to be worn by the goalkeeper.
not prior to Jan. I. 1969).
now Team sweaters and hose will
are
Arrangements
being made to rent ice at one of also he provided.

Clark,

pect; 5. Barrington; (5..dwer"---boys 400 filee..-rekcy-: I. Barr -

breast -5.

Craig Bruce arid Doug Schlak

own equipment. There will be
a list of mandatory items that
will be handed out to the boys

Bob

15 -over girls 200 free relay --

1. Arlington; 3. Mount Pros-

August 7.

Therefore, acceptance will be
on a first come, first serve

Each boy will he required to

lington 6. Rolling Meadows;

breast --2. Crouch, RM;
Bruce. MP; 13-14 girls 5
2.
breast --1. Stahnke

25 breast --3. Rafferty, B; 5.
Eliot, PH; 9-10 girls 50 breast-boys

relay-- 3. Barrington; 4. Ar-

over boys 100 back --2. Schwarting, f3; 3. Salerno, PH; 4.

Betts, A; Liden, B;
11-12 girls 50
Loudolf, A.11-12

MP; 2. Schell, A; 6. Soja, MP;
8 -under girls 25 breast --4.
Larsen, MP; 5. Westdale, MP;
6. Takata, PH; 8 -under boys
9-10

Kolin, RM; Geisler, PH; 15 -

MP; 4. Iversen, 13; 6. Dunn,A;
100 IM -1.
15 -over girls

All boys must obtain their

THE SQUIRTS are aged 8

-

Enander,.-B;

Prospect; 13-14 boys 200 free

Kaipus, A;'3. Allen, MP; 4.

9-10 girls 50 free --4. Grunwald,
RM- 5. Ogilvie, 13; 6. Rafferty,
B;
boys 50 free- I . Busse,

boys 2(10 free relay of Paul

basis.

teams per group.

_

Thursday,

Sigfusson,

'9

MI'; 5. Stofft, 13;

1M--1. Savage, B; 2. Schlak,

Mount

termined, but will be in September. Due to limitations of
the available ice, a limit must
be placed on the number of
boys that wish to participate.

RM; 5.

ton, A;

13-14 girls 100 free-- I. Raff-

- FOSfer, MP; 15 -over boys 100 15 -over girls 100 breast -1.
erty, B; 5. Feezer, PH;
Schwarting, B; 2.c Dalton, A; 2. Tobin; MI'; 3.'
boys 100 free --1. Mater RM;
Diorip;_ 6, Lazarus; I5 -over
Schmidt, A; 3. Westdale;
3. Palachek. A; 4. Savage, B;
11-12 girls 50 back -Allen.- boYS-100 breast--4.Martin, RM;
6. Freeman, B; 11-12 girls 100
11-12 girls 200 free relay --4.
MP; 4. Adams. B; 6. Lotidoif,
free --3. Allen, MP; 11-12 boys
A; 11 -12 --boys 50 back -2. Barrington; 5. Mount Pros100 free --2. Schlak, MI'; 5.
Schell. A; 3. Sigfusson, MP; pect; 6. Rolling Meadows;
Feezer, PH;
6. Larsen, MP; 13-14 girls 50 11-12 boys free relay 1. Mount
15 and over boys 100 free: back --3. Gabler; 4. Markus, Prospect; 5.Arlington Heights:
B;_4. -Lynch, PH;
PH; 5. Kohn, RM; 6. Rafferty, 6. Rolling Meadows;
5. Liden; B; 6. Patience, MP;
B;
8 -under girls 25 free --2. Lar13-14 girls free relay --3.
13-14 boys 50 back --2. Lenz,
sen, MP; 6. Dee, B; 8 -under
Barrington; Prospect Heights;
B; 3. Iversen. B; 5. Dunn. A.
boys 25 free --1. Rafferty, B;
5. Rolling Meadows; 6.Mount
100 back-- I-.
15 -over girls
2. Eliot, PH; 3. Jump, PH;
,

a row.

The registration day for the
program has not yet been de-

B; 2. Mate, RM; 3, Palacheck.--Pietsch, B; 3. Lesniak, PH;
A.15 -over girls 50.11y-,2flial- 13-14 boys 50 breast. -3. Busse,

free--Kaipus, A; 3. lvison, B;
4. Corbett, RM; 6.Foster, MP;

Puszak

7
7

3-2 6
5
14 12-1 1 7

Winner --Rooney;
-Puszak.

5
5

Loser-

'29:

(Full.. Installed)

NORTH AMERICAN
MATING VLNY/tATING . AIN CONDITIONING,

6E15 W. Llnooln Arc, Morton Grove

MARINE INC.
"THE PLACE THAT'S DIFFERENT"

Rag. $7/

PHONE

985.
8500

HOURS

955 RAND RD., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Tues thru Fri. 9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Sot , & Sun 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Closed Mon.)
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A Boy_Wito Wants

To Be a Cowboy,Ends

ive Dollars a Minute

Up At West Point

-

_-

And-Precome cs-Ttenerar
the boy. The clown 1-_11 lost--proud-and-happy. His dream -Of
being a rider had come true.
The
tossed off. The crowd yelled! Her eyes seemed to say, "I'm____Hc.-wasn't-TO-Thappy.
glared at him. Their Now he'd shown them what he
Boys do dream Perhaps Then a new boy tried, and an- sorry. I did my-best-rbut it crowd
looks said, "Pay up! The boy could do! He would become a
thet dream of being President! other. None could stick to the -wasn't -TOO -a enough." The boy won!" So he paid. Slowly he
famous rider!
4r a banker' Or at least some- pony! Soon _m_crowd-giitt he still sat on her back!
His parents had other ideas,
counted out five silver dollars.
thing wonderful' rhen....they joke. -The -pony was trained to
though. He wanted to go West
The boy grinned. He was
THE CROWD cheered for
grow up Dreams dorl_t_alwaysrcome buds. No one could ride her.
trtic.-Strthey go to work. The rest of the boys hung back.
Butlire work is not the same as Nobody else wanted to try.
A small ten -year -old boy
their dreams
OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 8,
stood quietly. He had been

Each was quickly pony: She gazed back at him.

a third.

B) John A Hurst

Once, a boy dreamed of

being a cowboy He wanted to
star in a _rodeo Instead, he
_-wound-iip in the White House.
He had his chance to ride. And
he proved that he could ride.
But, he proved it the hard way.
Let me tell you how he did it.

ITS A 1101 day in 1832.
We are in Georgetown, Ohio.
The whole town is excited. The

people all stand on the main
street The circus is 'coming!
Boys, girls, moms and dads --in
Gm. the whole town has

turned out They all want to
see the parade
Horses' Lions' Elephants!
Clowns' A noisy steam organ.

Oh' It was a great sight! The
crowd walks behind the parade 1 hey sing' They dance in
the streets' Right to the doors
of the circus tent
A clown stands by the gate.
He holds a small pony. He

boys hack there hear me too!
See this little pony" I'll pay

Point!

a n d so the story
goes...." of a boy who wanted

great General.

THE CLOWN looked at the

lad. He laughed. "All

right, boy," he said, "have
your try! Step back, folks!

At once, he wrapped his
arms around her neck. The

100 WEST NORTHWEST. HWY.

Youth
Football
Equipment

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT

pony jumped! She bucked! She

sunfished! She reared up! She

E

ARE?

seemed to have glue on his

Famous Brand, Top Quality Selection

pants. He stuck! She couldn't
pitch him off!

"Your Kids deserve the best"

THE BOY'S arms were
ride here' Five silver dollars!
Just for riding this pony! Any tight. He hugged the pony's
neck. He wasn't about to let
takers" Who wants to try?"
go. The pony was mad. No riOR ten boys der had stuck like this! All at
EIG H1

once she fell to her knees! She
was about to roll over! The boy
would have to jump off. If he
"Let me' "Me first r"
"All right All right," said didn't, he'd get rolled on!
The crowd gasped. But the
the clown "There, you with
the read hair You try first! boy was smart. He had a trick,
Stay on for Just one minute! too. The pony was going to roll
to the right! The boy twisted
You'll have five bucks!"
The red head grinned. He, her head that way! Of course,
Jumped up on the pony's back. the pony changed her mind.
His smile seemed to say, "Just She didn't even try! Instead,

then President was....Ulysses
S. Grant!

for

Give the boy room. Go to it,
kid! Five dollars if you can
stay on her!"
Slowly, the boy walked to
the pony. Her mane had been
cut off. There was no saddle.
Her sides were as sitiooth as
silk. The boy stood for a moment. Then, with a leap, he was
on her back.

who became a General and

Your
Headquarters

"Look, mister," he said. "I
can ride that pony."
small

After it was over, he was
elected President. The boy

Part of his

dream did come true. Battles
were fought on horseback. On
his own horse, he led his men
to war. He was a hero of the

the clown's sleeve.

five dollars to any boy who can

shouted

school did he attend? West

Civil War.

make it. First, he became a

Sat. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

watching the others. Slowly,
he moved toward the clown.
With great care, he looked at
the pony. Then he tugged at

shouts, "Step right up, folks. had a whole back of tricks.
Take a chance' Win five dol- And she used them all. The
lars' Five whole dollars! Come pony did everything she had
closer, boys' I'll tell you how been taught. But the boy

- to do it' Step close...let the

and ride horses. Instead, they
sent him East to school. What

to be a cowboy. He didn't

"I wit!'" "I'll try!"

'Give me a chance at her."

watch me' I'll do it," But in a
few seconds he bit the dust!

she got to her feet. Her head
hung down. She walked over
to the ciown.

A SECOND boy tried, then

FOOTBALLS

WILSON'S CANTILEVER STYLING. BODY
AND CAP PARTS COMPLETELY PADDED

WILSON, THE POPULAR, INTERMEDIATE
INDESTRUCTO FOOTBALL. PROFESSIONAL

WITH SHOK-GARD. WEB HINGES. REINFORCED NECK PADDING. WEB CANTILEVER AND WING SWEPT EPAULETS
FOR MAXIMUM PROTECTION. ADJUSTABLE WEB BODY STRAPS WITH BACK

LOOKING, FULL GRAIN LEATHER COVER.
DOUBLE LINING. DURABLE SEAM STITCHING.

RUBBER VALVE BLADDER. TAN WITH TWO
WHITE STRIPES.

EXTENSION...

The clown looked at the

AR up [111,thismo ill art it mu.

ri ova' ot,mr,

UNWANTED HAIR
REMOVED FOREVER

EACH $11.00

WILSON'S
INDESTRUCTO

$550
WILSON'S CANTILEVER STYLED PAD WITH
WILSON'S DURABLE YOUTH MODEL. MOLD-

ED BODY PARTS. STURDY WEB HINGES
AND SHOULDER
EPAULETS
CONNECT

Cool Pure Air Process

6

Before you start treatments:
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the i
Medical Profession has to

vs.

say about Permanent Hair!

I

Removal.

SPALDING OFFICIAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SIZE & WEIGHT

$1 2.40

CAPS. BODY PADDING ENCLOSED IN CLOTH
LINING. ADJUSTABLE BODY STRAPS WITH
/
BACK EXTENSION...

WINGSWEPT EPAULETS. CORRUGATED
EPAULETS, SHOULDER CAPS AND BODY
PARTS. DURABLE SHOCK RESISTANT PADDING. STURDY WEB HINGES. LINED NECK.

ADJUSTABLE BODY STRAPS WITH BACK
EXTENSION...

EACH $8.00

RANDHURST
GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
Member of Illinois
Electrologist s Assoc.

392-4975
"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

KENTS FOOTBALL
& KICKING TEE

$2.50

WISLON'S HIGH or LOW
NYLON CLEATS

$3.50

HELMETS

SHOES
V

OTHER SHOULDER PADS STARTING AT

EACH $6.75

$1 2 .75

WILSON

$9.95

SPAULDING

$6.60

WHERE ALL

YOUR FINE

WASHABLES
ARE LAUNDERED TO PERFECTION!
Holiday's 3/4 family finish laundry service is more than lust perit is the very finest quality care your washables can refection
ceive outside your own home.

CONVERSE BOYS
FOOTBALL SHOES
CANVAS SHOE HAS BLACK DUCK UP
PERS. MOLDED RUBBER OUTSOLES,
SPONGE INSOLES. CUSHION
ARCH SUPPORT. 61/2 to 13.

HOLIDAY'S % FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY SERVICE

.

flatwork, including handkerchiefs,
ironed and beautifully finished. Bath towels,
washable rugs, sox and
fluff -dried and

All

$26

HEEL,

REG. $12.00

SALE $1

0 00

PADDED
PANTS

folded - ready to use.,Ls7knitwear
7
Other apparel fluff -dried.

1'4'I.. --

$11.50

SHIRTS FINISHED
24cwhen weighed

with laundry
bundle

Send your dry cleaning when you send your Iaundryl

LAUNDRY a
DRY CLEANERS
MT. PROSPECT

TURF -STAR OXFORD. RUBBER STUDDED
MOLDED OUTSOLE. FEATURES SOCCER

STYLE CLEATS. IDEAL FOR ALL FIELD
SPORTS. STURDY DUCK UPPERS. FULL
SPONGE INSOLE. SIZES: 2% to 13.

$9.25

412 W. NW HWY.

392-4554
Des Ploinos

1111W5:'

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727

FM PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7r00 A.M.

telamillimignosiminvisgme

ALSO:
TEETHGUARD - SINGLE OR DOUBLE
SNAPGUARD TEETH GUARDS
CUP SUPPORTERS
CUP PROTECTORS

BUSINESS

Vietnam
Club to Fill Ditty Bags fora.m.
the first and third ThursBusiness meetings are held
at 8 p.m. on the second Thursday of each month at Heritage

The members of the over 50

Club of Wheeling has volunteered to fill 10 Red Cross ditty
bags to send to the men in Viet-

Social meetings arc at

10

in

House

Park Field
weather.

ing.

their activities of the summer.

Service Directory

day of each month at the Potowatomie Forest Preserve in
good weather or at Heritage

Park Field House in Wheel-

nam for Christmas as one of

Page 11
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Let us help make your DAY

bad

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Ad

_

1 Ir-4

,r..-

"P.,./dsS

and VIRGINIA LEMKE
is here to help

/4,,
11,,

1

.....,,,/..,4

with your
banking problems!

4
0.4

))

AO
47 ip...._,%

-=.-_....-a

4.,r

eJ

,....

FOR ADVERTISING
296,6640OR
255-7200

._

-

---

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.
National Bark and the Old Mississippi

Mrs Lemke counts many Arlington
Heights residents as old-time friends,
having lived here since 1954. She is
married to Ray Lemke, of Bruns Real

Estate and formerly of Gieseke's Store.

Even

Virginia, one of our two assistant

She hos had 26 years of experience
including service at the First Arlington

Alterations
Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

'

new!

CL 9-3517

---- NORTHWEST

Itwat S- ScwiAtcyaBcutle

Art Service

CREATIVE

bon business for:

MILLER

SALE
CHATEAU LOUIS

0

["/

139

Large
Bottle

1

Case of 12
12-0z. Btls.

hurst.
'

BUY OR SELL CARS

WISCONSIN BEER

6

Case of

12 oz dep
bottles

12 oz
cans

Electrical work; air -sand.;

lets; yard lights; garages
etc. 253-4792.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

89c

squeegees

&

done with
brooms -not just

colored. Good job guaranteed.
Reasonable rates.
VOORHEES SEALING 358-4150

IMPORTED
SCOTCH

The Saving Is Yours!

DIXON

Distilled & Blended
In Scotland

SPRINGS
Whiskey -A Blend

109

9 89

Le

12 oz. dep.

Carpentry & Cement Work

bottles

PHONE 392-5208

49c

additions,
garages. 529-2478.

59

PLACE

Fifth
Povl Most. Vmvords Sorotogo Col

Award Winner

The Savings Is Yours!

BRAND NAME

MARCA

EITAILIII-OVENETIAlt
.4.1.11.10 W MISS ettviser" Ceeocil
Woe limes reveitatiek

Half Gallon

44c

.11

.00f

NO JOB TOO SMALL

R e c r ea lion

rooms, powder
537-6122

Free estimates

FREE

with

cleaning. 296-1450
'CARPET & FURN, shampooing,

liaS"ytsroy

C,

NOMIlK
7533

CHICAGO

105 E. Roosevelt

1429 W Taylor

CICERO
6105 W. Roosevelt

FOREST PARK
7339 W. Madison

LOMBARD

©Famous Liquor Stores -Ph. 287-6447
%pH Reserved to Limit Quentin's

Beer & Beverages Specials Not Iced

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs., Fri., Sot. and Sun.

ARLINGTON HOTS.
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.

156 Broadway

FOREST PARK
7533 W. Roosevelt

ADDISON
85 E. Fullerton

STUMP REMOVA1.
Reasonable. Prompt service.
licensed & Insured.

Plastering

2.28-4,586

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

827-7588

LANDSCAPING

-

358-5346
PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.
Ornate. Coll anytime.

766-1943

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296-6709

392-6817
;

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH
EXPERT PLASTERING

'

& REMODELING
Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. load - $15.00

COMPLETE

Driveways, gar, floors, foundat
ions, patios, sidewalks.

Turning -Repairing
Used Piaor5Wonted

"Ted" Smith

30 year"" business
CALL 766-5084

O

..-----

Piano Tuning -Service

Ned Williams

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

licensed, Insured, & Bonded
,

Get

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or C13-3384

NO JOB TOO SMALL

KANZLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates

specialist.

in -

546-5516

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

loc.

your home. Permanent waves

Landscaping

BREWER CONCRETE

by

acqucjinted offer, reg. $15, per
monent $10 comp. MU 55400
LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

DULL DRAB DECOR?

Lonsul l budget conscious
tenor designer. 255-4374

V] price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low

89

home

Interior Designer

o

oU

ARE
FIND NG

Permanent waves given in your

Carpentry, etc.

carpet

255-10
296

Permanent Waves

CONFORTI & SONS

140FESSIOHAL WINDOW
CLEANING

,

Heating, Electrical -Plumbing,

Carpet Cleaning

Phone

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

plumbing,

PHONE 439-8614
If no ans. 815-385-8999

NO JOB TOO SMALL

O

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

439-8614

NO JOB TOO SMALL

morns, kitchen remodeling.

Cement Work

LIQUOR STORIES

s

Home Maintenance
Heating, electrical,
carpentry.

r-

,

253-4769

Call 392-4750

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III.

California Wine

FRESH MILK
Carton

Your Home or Office

'priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365

PETRI

Ken's Painting & Decorating
YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

359-1906

PEOPLE

Reasonable. 259.1039

,,

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Coll for Estimate

MASSON
Port
Sherry
Burgundy

sured.

Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

PAUL
California Wines

394-0630
EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully in.

Hearing Aids

Remodeling Additions

Madeira
Chablis
Sauterne

any 5 gallon purchase.

CL 5-8232

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

77c

O

lir

FREE 6, 1/2 pints U. T.C. with

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

and

390

CI)

DECORATOR'S PAINT CENTER
1445 E. Palatine Rd. Arl. Hts.

General Hauling
'

Remodeling,

FIRST

BRAND
NAMES

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. .Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

E & D CARPENTRY

GINGER ALE

Bottles

ONLY

MORE

White interior latex $1.99
gallon in 5's.
Eggshell enamel, white & light
tints $1.99 per gallon.

Custom

FREE ESTIMATES

SPARKLING WATER

3

'

PAINTER'S SPECIAL

Furniture Refinishing

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too_smolf. 766-8034

SQUIRT

Large

Shall Decorating
358-9038

Ecklund Floor Servic e
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

BEST"

NO DEPOSIT

SOAK

Fully insured.

Floors

Call "the rest" than call "THE

QUININE WATER

3 LINES

,.......

...41Pil4..
... e.'

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

.

Carpentry -Remodeling

i

PAINTING & DECORATING

CALL 297-2266

967-5340

Call Vince
Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259-4348.

The Saving
Is Yours!

CANADA DRY

guaranteed.

estimate any

.

392 1492per

Fifth

7,4\

Work
free

WINDOW

296.1450

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

time.

PROFESSIONAL

CLEANING, 50c outside only.

rates 671-0009.

Colors
Privacy

Steel
Aluminum

Window Washing

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

. CHAIN LINK FENCE

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Fifth

The Saving Is Yours!

for

Phone

253-8551

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable

439-4454

30% OFF

waiting.

Wrought

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

all blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No

RICK'S DECORATING

Free Estimates

mote call 392-6604

STA-RITE FENCE CO

On

RECOVERED

Pick Up & Delivery

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

-

BLACKTOP SERVICE

DINETTE CHAIRS
-

& IRON CO.

R. Pierce

299-0119

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118.
JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Redwood, Stockade,
. iron. 647-0220

Results!'

Des Plaines

651 Pearson

Upholstery

XCELL
FENCE
All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Blacktopping
The Saving Is Yours

WALL PAPERING

Fencing

sealing

Asphalt

out.
ed,

Reaching

259-9440

Painting & Decorating
and Woll Washing
George Klein 392-0803

'

Asphalt

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5-3991

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

AAMCO

Decorating & Remodeling

McBRI DE ELECTRIC

for High

Transmission Service

NEW WAY PAINTING

'

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

537 1244 or 437 3160

Electrical Contractor

We Specialize in QUALITY
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

BAVARIAN
Club Beer

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

AD!

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

255-0348

-

WANT

,

Tile

nights 956-1640.

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

We Don't

Wisconsin Brewed

Home inprovements & remodel
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days

wedding

Coordinated

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

parties. Alterations.Painting
Near-Decorating
Rand-'

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

FAMILY

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

and resort clothes designed to.

Auto Repair & Equipment

The Saving Is Yours!

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

MASONRY35ft-3534

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
otions. Roos. 358-7791
Individualized styling. Formals
order.

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors
"Small Engine Repair"

Dressmaking -Sewing

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

89

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

aDAY

O
O

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

& brick work. All work guaran

German Shepherds only

255-7200

NO DEPOSIT

American Champagne
or Sparkling Burgundy

repair

chimney

Ter kpointing,

255-2570

LAUNCH

r-

'17.50 per section plus fabric

-Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

GROOMING

Contact DickWestgard

High -Life Beer

d15.50 per chair plus fabric,
524.50 per sofa plus fabric,

Masonry

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
ond other services.

CHAMPAGNE

B595
595-0051

'

needs of Northwest sub.,

O

SLIP COVERS
SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

827-4637
Free interior & exterior decorat- EDMOND GRAY
ing ideas. A Christian business
Meyers
man. CALL 296-3953
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
Dog Services
CL 3-5964

Serving the commercial art

The Saving Is Yours! I

-

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE

DECORATOR

SERVICE

Award Winning Liquor Stores

Sill) Covers

--

Kenneth A. Pearson

ART

CL 5.5692

Mailing Service

Decorator

Arl. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

255-1096

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service

.

392-8763

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
all types of;
SPeci°11"9 in owners, CO,
cleanup. Home
tractors, ond-soon. Coll any
_
r;rno HARROLD'S 299.7830

439-3532

Ray's

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

dean Up Service

Hemming &
Alterations

x

O

All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.

LAWN CARE

,

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

392-5410

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
394.1.8O10
Arlington Heights

voilable. 358-3411.

Ceramic Tile
KEY TILE CO.

ALTERATIONS P. HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

,-Radio-TV Repair

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT
TV Check-up time. Antennas
7 yards for 521. Half loads °- Its
Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3907

Georges Heating & A/C service

,

SAVE YOUR EYESI

KANZLER BROTHERS

Central Air Conditioning

if you haven't known Virginia

Landscaping

>

Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437.4195 or 255-8532

previously, stop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good
service to our customers, old friends and

cashiers, is well -qualified for her post.

Cement Work

Air Conditioning

Valley Trust in St. Louis. Supervision of
our tellers is her main responsibility,
although her background includes a variety of experience in banking.

JOE ORTMAN

RIGI41

824-7510

HERE
IN THE

Radio -TV Repair

-i

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL E13. 358-5359
'1

For best results use
Day Want Ads

-r N.)
CO

ai

.I
,

CI)

C3) N)

-4N 0

00

ed

WiWeel)
you
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$600 -CAR& Expenses
Ken Larson & Assoc.

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Aliction Sates
109
Aviation

Industrial

READS

PROGRAMMERS

Protected

Ken Larson & Assoc.
299-7191
Miner, D.P.

ess.

1510

Auto Parts and Access. 107
Auto Trailers 8 Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale
101
Automobiles Wanted.
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66
.

Business Services.

17

,

isra-of-Sympath.9

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries it Lots
..10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals
93
Farms
Florists
2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
1

Men or Women....
Help Wanted Women

27
26

.

Home Furnishings 47

Furniture.
Industrial Property

83

(To Rent)

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

SYSTEMS ANALYST

THE DAY'S

$12,000 to $15,000

WANT ADS!

No Fee
Systems background and ex-

13 -lost and Found

Lost: Brown billfold in Mt. Pros.
Belongs to W. Brewster Merrill,
New Canaan, Conn. House

pert. Call CL 5-9588
RABBIT

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE

LOST: large white angora cat,
large tail, blue collar. Vic. Rt.
12 & 53. REWARD. Phone Ross 358.2938
White
terrier puppy
LOST:

$660 mo.
$800 mo.
Financial Analysis $800
Auditors
$900 mo.

Gen.

Rental pion. 392-4570

Real Estate -

94

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

88

96

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage EL Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

70

Apartments

73
76

To Rent Houses

31
21

.

18

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy

102
92
42
82

Wanted To Rent

$1250

Tax Mgr.

469-7204

assignments.

Flexible

Palatine area.
358-2699

DES PLAINES, ILL 60015
235.7191. CeCO. 763 6272

TEL

aro tvtrunGS TILL 8 P. It

home. $4.00 call 529-8305.
11-8usiness Services

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

RECEIVING MAN
time day position available for experienced mature
man. Duties include assisting
in Dietary Dept. Good salary
and benefits.

days/wk., excel.
shrthnd and typing. Acct., Bus.

23-EmPloiciner;t6Aiencies-Male

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Wolf & Euclid
Mt. Prospect

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PRODUCTION
MEN
CLEAN UP
MEN

shearing and punching.

We offer on excellent starting salary and fringe benefits package including: a stock purchase plan, bonus arrangement, life
and health insurance, paid holidays and paid vacations.
For an interview please write or call our Personnel Department

ATTENTION! !

348-1828
!

AMERLINE

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

Division of CERTRON
1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60614

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool datair
ing from designers layouts and are looking for a positianzwith
a growing; aggressive young company, call us ...

F

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews a7O1 fine fringe
benefits.

SPORTS WRITER

Full time employment

Please contact Miss Cake

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

-Anocut'

Experience in Photography helpful but not necessary.

Full Company benefits.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Apply in person

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200
Evenings

2375 Estes Ave

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

Elk Grove Village

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

$2.79
PER HOUR

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

TRAINEES!

4 Raises First Year

THE DAY DOES IT!

40 Variety of Duties

WeNTITrain
Advancement Potential

HELP WANTED

3

Educ. Degree. 824-8875.

You'll be supervising a variety of hand and bench operations
including drilling, boring, milling, sanding, polishing, grinding,

An Equal °pp.:won't,. Employer /A 1.

APPLY PERSONNEL

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right Individual. Coll

Will babysit in my home. Infants
welcome. $20 per week. Call:

Sect. work.

Elk Grove

439-5510

Experience preferred
Apply

$145 to $165 To Start

Reasonably priced. Palatine.
CALL: 358-6509

Experienced cleaning woman.
Days, Mt. Prosp. Arl, Hts. or
Des Plaines. 378-1683

come grow with us.

at:

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

CALL ROBERT THOMAS
332-5711, EXT. 3118

SERVICE

358-7587

growing. This position will afford you with the opportunity to

feur's permit needed. Salary

CUSTOMER

care for one or more children

Leading plastics electronics manufacturer has on opening for on
Assembly Foreman that promises both professional and personal
growth. We've grown a lot in the post few years and we're still

437-5400

1510 litIMA ST.

to

III. #60302.

with excellent pay.

by arrangement.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Foreman

hours and assignments. Chauf-

Don't waste your time this
summer. Piano lessons in your

DONE IN MY HOME,
827-6909
woman wishes
Reliable

available to the qualified applicant. Salary is
commensurdte with experience. Send resume and
Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,

man required due to unusual

mo.

Can, Spcciatith

ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.

Degreed individubl with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is

GENERAL FACTORY

ntarson

Yen

Lessons.
Experienced
Guitar
teacher. 8 wk. course. Guard
to play. Folk & pop. 253.5420

ENGINEERS

Young men for general foctory

65 Scott St.

1

ASSEMBLY
FOREMAN

salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

work. Best benefits available

$1500 mo.

AUFfingeBenfits

MALE

1

Help Wanted
23 -Employment Agencies -Male

perience preferred.

CALL MR, SULLIVAN

Piano lesson: -

in my home days, 297-8650.

To Rent Miscellaneous.. . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices.

MACHINE SHOP

Salary plus commission. No experience needed.

$1166 mo.

Super

Tax

EXPERIENCED BABY SITTING

22
48
74
78

Lt.

Gen. Heavy

15'lnstruction

CALL ROY SEDREL for Appt.
359.4200

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

ACCOUNTANTS!

Loans -Personal, Business. 65

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56
14
Personals
Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

We trained him - we can train
you also. We will even pay you
during your training period.

FULL OR PART TIME

ice on all makes. Free loaners.

Nursery Schools -

Last

Week!

tional

hours.

Wheeling

Full

Trn.

90

2nd

shift. Palatine area. Minimum
of 6 months 360 experience.

pect.

4

14 -Personals

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Serv.

13
lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

13121588-6781

Work out of O'Hare airport to
downtown Chicago for promo-

$650 No Fee

large black & white
near Orchard Place
School Des Plaines. 827.5423
LOST:

heartbroken.
male. Children
Reward. 259.4328

For 360/30 installation.

TIME

10 TECHNICIANS

.40

PROCESSING

__COMPUTER OPR.

Our Top Man

Made $600

over
1/2
Milwaukee,

Part
time. Good pay. Mt. Prospect
Plaza Standard Service Station.

Ad # A-141

ap-

Far

S.

attendants.

927-6908

BUS DRIVER PART

FOUND: black & white cat, vie.
600 black Owen St., Mt. Pros.

15

50

posure to 360 clinches it. Head
_up_new deportment: Excellent
firm. Call Ron Halda at
394-1006, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

guest at CL 3-1553.

white collar w/blue stones. Fe.

Territory.

886

station

Gas

store windows.

pointment call Mi.

BALAPG-$8004900

Time and

24114 Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men
TREE TOPPER

washer

needed to wash ground level

Division

Products

window

Experienced

hos openings in Cook and Mr
Henry County. Top Earnings,
Advancement to management,

1510 Miner, D.P.
299-7191

.

PART TIME

INDUSTRIAL SALES
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.

SALES TRAINEE

EVERYBODY

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

23-Ernploynent Agencies-M.1e

Apply Monday through Friday
8:30 A.M. to 4 P.M.
For interview Call MR. A. C,OOFER

Jobs

--

listed here ore those historically filled by men;

945-2525

FIELD ENGINEERING

'

they are available with-

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

discrimination as
out
to sex unless specific-

ally designed as jobs for
men."
Move UP to a more responsible position where your rewords
will match your talents and valuable experience.

If you're presently stymied by lack of responsibility and dull.
uninteresting work, we hove o challenging position for you.
Hallicrafters needs several Lead Draftsmen who ore capable
of assuming entire project responsibility, from inception to cam.

600 WAUKEGAN RD.

'Day Publications, Inc. I

DEERFIELD

ELECTRICIAN

MAN WANTED

pletion.

Individuals selected will be responsible for directing and supervising a team of detail draftsmen working on various electrical
and mechanical drawing projects. Your past experience should

Man or boy with own truck or
car to deliver Sunday pope,. 4

and

Cash Bonus plus Stock equals 15%!

-

Call 827-8992.

sheen -metal layout and fabrication would also be helpful.

These are challenging positions with good potential for advancement coupled with an excellent salary and company -paid
benefits program.

Also openings for:
EXPERIENCED DETAILERS & TRAINEES
Apply: Daily ar Call

259-9600

Personnel Department

Evening interviews by appointment.

hours. Call 392.1830.

Past requires 1 4 years working on machinery

and lighting circuity. Other duties will be main-

Maintenance Man
For new apartment complex in
Excellent

suburb.

salary plus apartment. 537 7419

High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This

is a permanent part time posi-,
tion. Call 392-1830.

haincraners co,

GENERAL MAINTENANCE

AM -8:30 AM. Good pay -short

Northwest

taining physical structure of the factory and of-

.^

vehicle

your

This is is a permanent responsible job. If you
possess knowledge of any or all of this function
please contract us.

or

Call

ours.

INTERVIEWS IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS!

Apply in Person or Call

381-1700

PART TIME MEN
for

store

eroquip

cleaning

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to
11 a.m.
OR

taus-moots

Hollicrafters' continuing growth and expansion offers talented
individuals a chance to apply what you've learned and to move.
up to a better position.

AD # A-137

Barco Division
Barrington, III.
500 N. Hough St.

MOONLIGHTERS

Permanent part
evening janitors.

time.

Call: Mr. Beels

CALL 827-7880

MACHINISTS

Evening & Weekend interviews by Appt.

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED.

BORING MILL OPERATORS

tion of operational and maintenance & repair manuals. You

days.

We offer you an excellent stoning salary and o complete fringe
benefits program. Compare what Hallicrofters has to of.

ter --and you'll see why it makes sense to work at Hollicroft.
ers-we offer more.
Pori Time Evening Positions Also Available._

21 -years and over. Men must

be dependable and neat in
appearance. Full or part time

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pert area.

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

TEwRITEctiNIRsCAI

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill.

642-6943

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

FREUND BROS.

259-9600

93

600 Hicks R.oad, Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
An kw., OPpomomy f

437-5400

R. G. STANTON & ASSOCIATES, INC.

350 S. N.W. Hwy. Barrington

If you're interested in working in environment conducive to per canal and professional growth and joining a dynamic growing
company, please:

(Evening interviews by appointment)

392-3630

Miss Gaffke

Apply in Person

Applicants must be familiar with electronic theory and oppli
cations and p
a BSEE degree or equivalent work experience with at least 2 years writing experience. Any know!.

--

Please Call

WANTEM

posals and various other engineering reports on highly sophis.
ticated military electronic and electro mechanical equipment.

392-2094

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

TRUCK MECHANIC
You'll be responsible for the preparation of operational 'ond
maintenance manuals, test plans and reports, brochures, pro-

edge of military specifications is helpful, but NOT required.

training and/or experience of any kind, we want to talk to you!

"An Equal Opportunity Employer"

No

weekends and no holi-

must be familiar with schematic layout, inking, exploded views.
isometric drawings, and miscellaneous artwork as required. A
minimum of I year of experience is desired.

Our client has retained the recruiting section of our management
consulting firm to locate a total of 13 technically inclined young
men for an extensive formal training program that begins on

August 25, 1969! If you have both mechanical and electrical

Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
927.6908

These interesting Positions involve the illustration and preparo-

A Subsidiary of Northrob Corporation

Immediate Hires!

fice.

392-1830.

Needed

Rho hallicraners co.

Free Medical - Entire Family!
No extended Travel!

7AM. Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Ilinois 60008

.

Free Insurance!

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM-

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Apply Daily or Call:
Personnel Deportment

$107.00 to $122.00 A Wk. to Start!
Automatic Raises!

New Car!

24 -Help Wanted Men

to work full time landscaping.

include detailing and layout a design. Some experience in

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

381-5300

FULL TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

n

ENGINEERING COMPANY /
203 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights

MT. PROSPECT
STANDARD
.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

RT. 838. Dempster
MT, PROSPECT

439-1334

n*A

44

4fAV.e.---

-atexk

s.-
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Him sday, August 7, 1969
24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

244Ie1p Wanted Men

24-Itelp Wanted Men

WANTED Assistant manager to
work in men & boy. clothing
deportment Salary plus corn.
mission Good opportunity for
advance's,' nt

Quality Control

CONTACT MR BALDWIN

543-7693

If you have some electronic training and some experience
with simple test equipment, this is your chance to get in on

Man To Work In

aggressive and fastest growing companies. Our products are
interesting and you can learn while you earn and prepare for
advancement as we continue to grow. Our salary program
and benefits arc tops. Come in or Call Mr. Bowser for more

Parts Department
Must be 18 years old or over

details at:

Starting range betweerv$11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago

WAREHOUSEMAN
Air Freight For.carder looking
for 2 capably men
DAYS
NIGHTS

WINGS & WHEELS

excellent interal promotion opportunities in the

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-50 1 0

EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

ATTENTION

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

!Inspectors

CHICAGO DIVISION

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500
Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

CORRESPONDENT

Solderers

Microdyne, Inc. needs SOLDERERS to help

us

build our

products and INSPECTORS to electrically test them. If you
have some experience in soldering, inspection, or testing we
can offer you on excellent position with salary to match your
experience and raises based upon your ability. Come in or
Call Mr. Bowser for more details at:

AIRCRAFT
PART TIME

An Equal Opportunity Employer

FULL TIME

food service
equipment for similar field
train
di -con -able but

OUR COMPANY HAS EXCELLENT

STANLEY KNIGHT

OPENINGS

FOR YOUNG MEN

A
LEARNING
IN
SKILLED MECHANICAL TRADE. OUR
INTERESTED

CORP
1600 E Birchwood Ave.

Established pharmaceutical manufacturer has
opening for trainee in
tablet department. No

Des Plaines, Ill.

O'HARE

An equal opportunity employer

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

SHIPPING DEPT.
SUPERVISOR

Small office. Popular in nabor

young man. Many com-

front desk. Be the receptionist.
Make appts. Send reminders
to patients. Type bills. Doctor
says you should be good with
people. $100 Free to you.

pany benefits. Phone for
details and appoint-

GIRL FRIDAY $100

ment.

601 E Kensington Rd.

Mt Pro.pect
An equal opportunity t rnplayer

We are a leading flICIIIllf oc
the fir Id of electro

mechanical products with on
opening for an experienced
tool and de maker Work con
sists of repair and mainte
mince on high speed progressive dies along with jig and
Air -Bondi.
building
plant good starting
rate steady ow. tome,

fixture
honed

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company nenefits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life
insurance, paid vocation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for I

An equal opportunity employer

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
° General Machinist
° O.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

MFG. CORP.

500 Waukegan Rd.

Deerfield

Financial
Liaison
$14,000 Free

take over a branch in Chicago
with complete authority.

TEMPORARY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
TURRET LATHE OPERATORS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
o WELDERS - SPOT, ARC

Purchasing
Trainee_
$7,500 Free

CL 51900
"PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT --

to match.

will

learn

procedures

will assist. Excellent career opportunity in a lucrative field.
Call us now.

Accounting
Supervisor
$12,500 Free
Head up newly created department in the cost area.
Take over and get things done.

Your know-how and initiative
will take you to the top here.

FASCINATING FUTURE
MECHANICAL

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit shoring
7. Product discount

mainten-

preventative

measures

against breakdowns and see
that all repairs are completed
quickly. Great opportunity for
growth here.

-

Draftsman for R & D
.5.11,000.Free
imagination and
vision you can get off the routine and into creative Mechanical Research. Plenty of room to
move up and up.
your

Company plans for opening
additional facilities are following aloof. The Chief needs

o back-up mon to help with
cost reduction and time study
programs. This ground floor
opportunity gives you a chance

EDP

company.

Programmer Trn...
Computer oper...
Methods Analyst ...
Programming Jr. . .
Systems Analyst...

$9,000
$8,400
$12,000
$10,800
$17,000

COME IN OR REGISTER BY PHONE

Higgins

Mt. Prospect III.

Coll or write James A. McEleny at 867-5000 for a
Personal Interview.

1510 Miner

for a sharp girl to help him
handle all salesman's arodec
tion reports, expense accounts,
and flight schedules. Typing
necessary, also a good phone

DR. ASSISTANT
$550.5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. 299-7191

'Des Plaines

0/.

execs who come in On C011
about company service. They
rent everything from cars to
desks. You'll learn to discuss

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

Northwest Hwy, Mn, Prospect.
255-9414

WANT TO RENT -

Free.

is,5 .

Des Plaines

SP 4 8505

297 3535

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475
Personable young ladies wonted to handle anyone who calls
or COI/ICS 0110 IhIS f0/1101. airline for reservotions or info.
You will get III 011 MARVELOUS, COMPLETE TRAINING
PROGRAM! You'll learn all

about making plane reserva
tons, C011{1,111109,

RECEPTIONIST
Busy

Set -Up Men
Troubleshooters
Maintenance Men

would

like

to

train someone to work in his
office. Lots of phone work,
meeting people, some caries
pondences, typing statements

You'll work with 2 other

etc.

girls. Lovely modern office,
good salary. AMY PERSON-

Immediate openings are available on 1st, 2nd and 3rd shifts for
experienced men on injection molding machines.
Good pay, CTA bus to our front door, elevated stop a few blocks
from our plant, just off the expressway, cafeteria, free parking in
private company lots plus other fine benefits.

Apply in Person
or call Personnel Department

348-1828

AMERLINE
Division of CERTRON

Chicago, Illinois 60614

16 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospect. 255 9414
NEL,

like

long weekends and Ion

vocations when you're
part of this fanned airline.
ger

YOUR OWN TRAVEL FREE

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 485E15

297-3535

NO STENO

COMPLETE TRAINING
100% PUBLIC CONTACT

You'll be the one to welcome
kids & their folks into young
baby Doctor's office. Keep
appts straight, answer phones,
usher little guys & gals into

Doctor when he's ready. It's a
busy job but fun too. It calls
for understanding, someone
who likes kids. Training takes
common sense. Doctor says
he'll teach you the ropes! $520
IVY

EmpCover M

and the people you

meet and the people you work
with! Fast raises plus bonuses

RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCTOR

Free.

(O'Hare Office
Bldg.)

dentist

selling tick.

ets, cancellations. You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
dnswers to their travel gees
lions. It's all public contact
100% of the time! You'll just

BEGINNER

PLASTICS --(INJECTION MOLDING)

1800 W. Fullerton Ave.

Sales Manager of

large company has an opening

terms, type contracts. A cheerful personality is best here.

Mannheim &

298-5021

Regional
25 -Employment Agencies -Women

MALE
FACTORY

50016

$500 month

An equal opportunity employer

merits!

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ill

ill 5072
C,,C.,J
6,1soiss Till 8 P IL.

SECRETARY
No Shorthand

299 1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1930 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

This is a unique job for a unique individual, wino wants to join
a winning learn where there's always room at the top!
Company benefits include paid hospitalization, major medic
al and life insurance, paid holidays, vacations and pension
program.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

i

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

love it

Ass't to Chief I.E.
$14,000

standards and supervise per sonnet Your complete authority over production quality
procedures gives you the opyou're
to prove
portunity
"management material".

PERSONNEL, INC.

Sr

growth potential, and a wide variety of interesting assign.

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.

th
GE; iii9iti(5

1510 mists ttf

That'll be the question you ask

the entire

Lint.

r-ra rJon
Can,

AN AEGSG COMPANY

to grow with a fast growing

Eh ar.es
I Bruning Company

Excellent start plus 3 raises

SOMETHING MISTER?

Set up quality control procedures, oversee methods and

WIDE

Due to expar;sion we hove
openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

ROTARY SEAL CORPORATION

Oversee

With

New soles & distr. office Opel,
ing Aug. 25 in Des Plaines. Be
the Distr. Mgr's RIGHT-HAND
GIRL. Should have S -H on dictophone, type well. Conte in &
get in on this new office from
the start.

Foreman
$10,000 Free
up

first hand from the man you

STAFFING NEW OFC.

Maintenance

the department. Their training
will dovetail your background
to the position. As a beginner,

Quality Control
Manager
$14,000 Free

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

Improved procedures. Executive level spot with benefits

You'll be slated to take over

All promotions from within.

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN

Coordinate full spectrum of
financial --lrations and aid
monagernt nt with setting up

ance staff. You'll learn to sot

you

CORP.

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Do you have a background in mechanical designing or draft.
ing? Do you enjoy working with people ... talking to salesmen
and CO51010010 Are you interested in a fascinating, rewarding future with a blue-chip company?
If you're our mechanical designer/draftsman, we offer you a
Career Opportunity, on excellent starting salary, unlimited

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, III.

will

job! Salary!
live! Fantastic
Free to you. IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

$425 to $475 Free

DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN

It

-

the time. You'll learn the busi
ness..then take trips on your
own as company represent?,

MFG.

METHODE

1.

Deerfield

picture".

you'll be meeting
portant
company reps or customers oil

392-3500

GENERAL FACTORY

Apply In Person

give you the background to

get along with all types is in,

Rolling Meadows

surance program.

"corporate

-

OF SARA LEE

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free in-

OF 20 HOURS PER WEEK

-

both

include

President is you, boss.

you'll
He's constantly on go
be on expense account. You
need good skills sonic pre.
vious exp as secy. Ability to

1200 Hicks Rd.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

WORK A MINIMUM

Vice

Call or see our Personnel Department.

KITCHENS

GRILL MEN

$10,000 Free

TEXAS, SEATTLE

ALL EXPENSES PAID!

Almost every week you'll find
yourself in u different place.

FOR WEEKENDS

500 Waukegan

The home office training is
just long enough to get you
acquainted with the over-all

TRAVELING SECY

MAINTENANCE

IlOrICO.

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of

MO'lEIGMTERS

966.0700

6028 Dempster

PLANT

Responsibilities

Mostly Night Shifts& Early Day Shifts or Sunday.
For Interview: Call:
945 2525
Mr. A. Cooper

FULL TIME NIGHTS

Business

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Denton

Man in our modern light manufacturing plant. Should have
electrical background as well
usual maintenance skills.
CIS

MOONLIGHTERS

GRILL MEN

Manager

positon
position
benefits.

Free.

AIR CONDITIONING

experienced Maintenance

$2.79 PER HOUR

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

1800 West Central Road

WHEELING HEATING

plant and equipment mainte-

CALL MR, McGRATH
358-5800

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE

lenging, interesting
longing, nteresting
with many unique

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

$2.50 PER HOUR

1700 Hicks Rd (Nr Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

rector of international division
of famous local firm. At <ha/

Rewarding position open for

259-5010

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

METHODE

$723 MONTH

54 1 -1 220

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

0 TOP UNION RATES

945-2525- Ext. 258

297.3535

SECRETARY

CO.

ATTENTION

0 PERMANENT WORK

SP 4.8585

EXECUTIVE

CONTACT CLYDE DIAMOND

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

0 AIR CONDITIONED

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

437-4504

25 S. Milwaukee - Wheeling

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Many company benefits including
stock purchaso plan.
For Interview call:
MR. A. COOPER

is, when
artists want
special something you'll find it
for them. Type. Free

thing

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

With Expanding Machine Shop

CHICAGO DIVISION

MECHANIC

TOOL IL DOE

When artists finish a painting
or drawing they'll give it to
you to be stored away. You'll
keep records on where every-

ASSEMBLY

AVIATION

Wanted For Permanent Positions

MAINTENANCE
ELECTRICIAN
MAINTENANCE

ARTIST'S

You'll be secretary to the di

BUTLER

Standard Screw Company

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC.

for

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 aTrt. to 12 noon Sat.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

hood. You'll learn to work at

opporm:perienced

Excellent

ment.
tunity

conditioning, out of Wheeling.

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

OR APPLY

O'HARE FIELD

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

DENTAL OFFICE
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED

To work on heating and air

OPERATORS -

CALL Mr, CLARK - 686-7020

COMPANY PAID BENEFITS.

YO 5.2400

5945 Dempster

DESPERATELY NEED
FURNACE
INSTALLERS
& SERVICE MEN

ENAMELIN SHOP -

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES,

N14441

necessary.

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

/938 5. Wolf Road

255-4500

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

STARTING SALARY $3.33 PER HOUR WITH
MANY LIBERAL
PROGRESSIVE INCREASES.

Full time work in modern
air-conditioned plant.
Excellent benefit program CALL 255 0300

MOUNT PROSPECT

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

1600 S. Hicks Road

A&P LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

MENT CERTIFIED AND APPROVED.
HIGH SCHOOL
HAVE
MUST
EDUCATION OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

PHARMACEUTICAL
TRAINEE

Ford Employment
1720 Algonquin

2060 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

OR

4 YEAR PROGRAM IS GOVERN.

Des Plaines
296 5586

and public contact.

available.
Please contact Mr. Schilling
at 299 1141 For Appt.

MICRODYNE, INC.

MECHANICS

Re -locating in Oakbrook, Ill.

in

rentals 10 sales managers. All
interesting job offering vUliety

ARGUS, INC.

III. 60005.

SALES

for a lop rent.a-car firm deal.
ing primarily in fleet cur

For immediate employ-

Standard Screw Company

Send a complete resume in confidence giving
current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

ESTIMATOR &

Busy exciting business working

advancement and security.

future.

EXPRESS, INC.

392-3500

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

100 N. HICKORY

TOP WAGES

ment & recommendation methods & procedure
improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.
A college degree 8, 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

factory.

based corporation for an Internal Auditor.
Immediate assignment Will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, develop-

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299 0116

tuner

Rolling Meadows

Openings exist for journeymen with plant maintenance experience, preferably in metal working

ORITEERIAll. AUDITOR

to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bap
telt packaging experience in
new; modern and award winDue

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates

ELECTECILMS

255-4500

CALL MR JACOBS
686-7055 or 686 7040

experience

Ability readily rewarded with

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

1600 S. Hicks Road

O'Hare Field

tei

ning plant.

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

MICRODYNE, INC.

AVIATION

Experience

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

392-3500

'1700 Hicks Rd.

BUTLER

1

Future Unlimited.
Call or see out Personnel Department

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Meet Large Corp.
Executives
As Aid To Car
Leasing Director
$600

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Will rain

1

SEMERAL illikONTEMANCE RIM

You will report to the QC Manager,
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

the ground floor of one of the Northwest Suburbs most

25-Emplopent Agencies Vlomen

24-11elp Wanted Men

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

241Ialp Wanted Pen

24-11p Wanted Men

24 -112IP Wanted I!, en

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Minter, Des Pl.

SP 4.8585
297-3535

SECRETARY

$625 MONTH
You'll be secretary, without
shorthand, to the Vice Presi

dent in charge of sales, You'll
handle screening his visitors
and phone calls, making airline reservations when he or
travel, and other
his staff
varied and interesting duties.
Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

-
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WANTED housekeeper 5 day'wk.,
25 -Employment Agencies -Women

must have exp. in infant care.
Mt. Prosp. area. Ref. necessary.

HELP WANTED

Solory open, own transp.

TRY TELEPhONE SALES

$95 wk. No Fee. 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc.
Plaines
.Des
Miner

1510

"Help Wanted

--

discrimination as
to sex unless specifically

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

women."

63 E. Adams, Chi.

392,2700
939.4866

CALL 259-3220
desires baby
Teacher

sitter
for 2 children my home, own
exod. Elderly
tramp., refs,

You'll keep busy Setting up
outings for company groups,

men's clubs. Set dotes, learn
-to

discuss menus. etc.

When
ng letters
pro -shop gets busy, give the
fellows a hand.- Fun job! In

conf

inter work for boss in his

regular business. Liking for
public Contact a must! Job's
loaded woli it! Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4-8585

297.3535

MAIN LOBBY

and direct theirs to the proper
offices or managers. lovely
located

offices

SECRETARY

1 -Girl Office

employee benefits.

537-7500 for Appt,

894 2979

executives

in

$50 to $100. Can you afford to
pass this up? Car necessary.

MANAGER

the

O'Hare area, Good company
benefits including profit shoe
light typing, will train on
AMY
switchboard.
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy, Mr. Prospect. 255-9414

during

needed

SITTER

days; 3 afternoons in Berkley Sq.
area. 259.1456 aft. 4

console

WANTED, baby sitter for 2 pre
schoolers for school year. Has
Baby sitter in my home 8 to
4:30 Mon. thru Fri. Own trans.

FRONT DESK

to young,

fun

vivacious,

GENERAL OFFICE

1.10 WEEK

linmediate opening in a 'modern
girl office located in Mt. Prospect. Good typing skills needed.
Hours 8:30 to 4:30, Monday
through Friday. Salary open.
Call Mr. Dranberg.
394.1820
1

Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? It so,
this one is for you. Lovely se
burban firm will train you as
the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

office

New

Mannheim and

Per-

MARRIED,SINCOLE FULL PT. TIME
TELEVISION TIME SALES

Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394 0880

9 S. Dumont

966 0700

Dempster

6028

Gifts & Houseware
Shop Needs
Girl Friday
$525
Busy store with imported &
interesting merchandise has
diversified spot. The buyers &
calls will
salesmen's visits

keep you busy while you act

Major CI-jcnigo Channel
Calling on top executives in
the real estate field. Some

knowledge of advertising help
f ul

or

train

-will

responsible
commissions

party. Excellent
advancement opportunity.

MOUNT PROSPECT

437.5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster

Mueller Industries
2275 Mt. Prospect Rd.
297.2041
Des Plaines

HAIR DRESSERS

helpful,

1001 S. Busse, Mt Prospect

salary. there Me complete
benefits including a terrific
bdrius system. Free.
Miss Paige

General Office

433
You'll share reception duties

with receptionist, do easy to
learn calculator machine and
only lire typing. Local firm, Call
Norene Black 2985021. Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines,

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Denton

394-08130

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Accounting Clerk
With some experience in the
general area of accounting
such as receivables, payables,

SECRETARY

S/HAND OR DICTAPHONE
Posntnon requires alertness and

good typing. assist association
direc tor. Interesting dunes,

help set up and nnend node
shows. Excellent bench's and
dory.

Coll 827-8107

ecru-

cost, etc.. Will perfogn varied
details for cost seCond. Ex-

cellent

salary

benefits.

and

Norene Black 298.5021 Wide
Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines,

2720 S. Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

PAYROLL
Some payroll experience desir
ed. Data processing ex-

lion). Full fringe benefits, 371/2
hr. week. Coll Mrs. Goodling.

HARPER COLLEGE
Palatine, ill.

359 4200

RECEPTION
Pleasant, neighborhood doctor
needs en intelligent, neat an,
eeering girl he can !ruin as
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of ',alien's in

his busy office. You'll earn to
greet all who enter, set op
',ointments, keep everyone
feeling comfortable, till the
doctor is free. Only skill req'd

lire typing, jf you are inter
cited in an all public centric,
position with a starling salary
is

of $542 moo, call:

Immediate secretarial position
open in North Brook area with
regional office Tamer Electronics, Inc. Must possess good
typing ond some short/to/1d
ability. Full company benefits
with excellent working conditions. Salary open. Call Mr..
Bright for personal interview
at:

498-1480

Country Club
Theater

Miss Paige

InArlingion Heights

A

9 S. Dunion

394.0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

as he travels a great bit. Call
Norene Black 298.5021. Wide

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you
office

Newspaper

benefits.

Needs 2 girls for their Box Of.
lice. Light office duties.

259-5400
Ask for Norman Rice

An Equal Opportunity Employer

postion.

Early afternoon and late afternoon
Apply Monday through Friday
Hours 8:30 AM to 4 PM
Saturdays 9 AM to 12 Noon
500

KITCHENS OF SARA LEE
Deerfield
Waukegan Rd.

WAITRESSES

desired

but will train qualified app(
Cant. Phone or see Mr. Ken.

FULL TIME

nett, Kress for information.

ARGUS, INC.
2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

4374504

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE
Our busy Mt. Prospect area office must add the woman who

person or call after 17 Noon.

EMPLOYEES

DAYS or NIGHTS

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

Mt. Prospect, /II.

392-2200

IF
you're thinking about going back to
work...

$2.00 Per Hour Guaranteed

/No

experience necessary. Excellent starting
Profit sharing,
scifary.
pension plan, medical
benefits.

WHEN

ASSISTANT

school starts again..

phone.

Type minimum 40 w.p

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS

APPLY IN PERSON

OR CALL Mk. LAWRENCE

ARLINGTON %ARK
TOWERS

GENERAL

BATHROOM

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

NEEDED

Also

21 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

TYPIST

ACCOUNTANT -

WITH SWITCHBOARD

BOOKKEEPER

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

of America, W. Higgins

Liberal Company Benefits
Full Time Only
Liberal Salary

inventory controls. etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping bock.
ground could qualify. Congenial association stuff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee bone
fits. Opportunity for office'
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educe
?ion, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to M.
James Henson, or phone
894 5800 for interview. Salary
IS Opel,

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

We are now interviewing neat, attactive ladies
for the position of WAITRESS.

DES PLAINES

414 E. GOLF ROAD

27 HO) Wanted Men " Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

Rci.,

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.
Supervision of paycnbles and
receivables, preparation of
monthly ond annual reports,

During 4 Week Training Period

tions, free insurance programs.

BANK

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

Apply in Person

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Division of

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 141 Palatine, Ill.

DART INDUSTRIES

537-0020

\ 4.0(

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME!
WOMEN

* No Experience Necessary

* Immediate Openings
* Day and Evenings Shifts
Apply or Call 498-1500
MAILER, INC.
1000 Sunset Ridge Road

498-1500

Northbrook

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES
WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

1/4ry

))

ilit\''

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

Des Plaines, Ill.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

TUTORR. HOSTESSc0

In your SPARE TIME
k

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

oK N %Ras 0E K,KAER op FE NR r ERT

c H A u F FE

MAID

put ono WHITE COLLAR

J

* Fully Modern Air Conditioned Facilities,

61

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate.

TYPISTS
CLERKS
- KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

No Feet Top rates

products we have a job for you. The only requirements nec
cessory to qualify for this job would be light typing and an
interest in engineering activities. The job entails operating our
blueprint 'machine, recording and indexing changes and oth
er miscellaneous clerical functions. Whether you are young or
more mature we would enjoy talking to you.
Call Dorothy Ulrich for appointment or stop by.

411It

APPLY IN PERSON

White Collar Girls

296-8116

ated with those individuals who develop and create our

LITTELFUSE, INC.
A 'Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
Des Plaines, Ill.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$2 96
$2 70
.

: $2.70
$2.08

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

In working within our Engineering Deportment, being associ-

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

m.

Excellent salary with full
range of company benef

today or call 394-2000.

with unusually high earnings.

437.5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level
in all phases of credits and
collections by letter and

apply now!
PANTRY HELPERS
CASHIERS
FRONT OFFICE WAITRESSES
HOUSEKEEPERS LAUNDRY
Full time. . .Some part time

SEE MR. BROWNLEY

We can offer permanent employment with excellent employe benefits, including paid vaca-

a hard worker, and want to
start a new exciting corner

1720 Algonquin

CREDIT

ities.

enjoys phone and public con,
tact. Any office or sales experience helpful though not
essential if you are ambitious,

Ford Employment

WM. A. LEWIS
Randhurst Shopping Center

EXPERIENCE

in`mediote

Experience

discounts.

Employee

Profit shoring plan. Apply in

CLERK -TYPIST

Various hours
(including 9:15 PM shift)

cated in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask

experience

No

necessary. Good salary. Steady

PRODUCTS CORP.

Will train

lo-

MISS MARY

../z.

4 Rasies 1st year

for this interesting and
challenging position.

* Full or Part Time
SECRETARY

'DOCTOR'S

Young executive in major local
firm will train personable
girl. You will great his visitors,
answer his phone, arrange his
busy schedule. Soon you will
be handling much on your own,

$2.67 PER HOUR

to

MOUNT PROSPECT

perience a plus but wilt train.
New facilities ' available 2nd
week in August (same loco.

4.Y.a./ATE$ /NC:

--)--;,-*

WORKERS
8:30

Morning only

437-5010

Trevel expense free through

111,
. al

WOMEN'
PRODUCTION
LINE

PART TIME

employment. Many company

not

Young Tjre & Supply

lions system developed by the
company and already sold
to the, people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting

HOSPITAL

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

KLIPPERT
but

deportment.

Save travel time. Work in your local communtiy in
new, modern facilities. Visit the personnel office

OFFICE CLERICAL

CI 3-1286

Experience
necessary.

out the U.S. as you show re
sorts, motels. travel bureau
how to operate the reserve

Route 12 & 83
(Acrc.ss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

ST. ALEXIUS

Needed 'for

Young woman 25 40 for credit

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

THEN

/--.-.. C.-\

f

McDonald
s,:::=7-.:::4,..
Loot for rt.. Oaidsn Arrlsoi-W., prerr from IhrstA.....PY a#

and

BILLER -TYPIST

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

4)498 MONTH

CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

SALARY OPEN
Mr. Anthony's

GENERAL OFFICE

CLERKS

ALSO AVAILABLE

central telephone company of illinois

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

Full or Part Time

O'HARE

TRAINEE

Ex -

STANLEY KNIGHT

APPLY PERSONNEL

EXPERIENCED FOR:

No Experience Necessary

CENTEL
SYSTEM

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

benefits.

to 600

9420 Foster at River 992.2111

TRAVEL

salary

Secretary

Drill Press, Milling Machine, Hon
ing, etc.

good

possess

typing and clerical skills.

WOMAN WANTED

as right.hand to the manager.

Ford Employment

CLERK -TYPIST

INTRA CONTINENTAL AbVER.
359-5566
Mr. R. F. Brown

Light Production Work

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

Experience

preferred but will train.

Interested in a challenging position? We are seeking a mature young woman for a
beginning full time day posi.
!ion in our medical records
starting

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
255 5350

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

near

Touhy.

manent position.

FOR APPOINTMENT

Should

MOLDED PRODUCTS

.

MOM?

RECEPTIONIST
required.

VE 5-0034

c client

Also a few immediate open

DANA

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

Light switchboard and typing
CALL COLLECT

dept.

Now is the time to apply for
work in September. We will
train you to be a Plastic Press
Operator. Light, clean work.
shifts. Good hourly rate.
3
APPLY

17g0 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

296-7126

preferred. CL 38656

RECEPTION

EAST PUB
823-4333

atmosphere. Good salary.

For fine Apartment Complex in
Arlington Heights. Experience
required. Beautiful apartment,
good salary.

-

THE O'HARE

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

METHODE MFG. CORP.

CALL MISS LORENZ,

brook area A.H. 259 5781

=sump

ings available.

Good starting rates
'
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

O'Hare Office Center; Des
Plaines. Busy small sales
branch of electronics mfr.
wants top-notch secy who con
handle much responsibility.
in

school year for 4 yr. old boy. 2

be experienced, neat,
fast worker. Excellent pay.

Must

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Prefer personable girl, about
30, who is a self-starter to fit

Call 333.5914
BABY

297-8669, Ext. 104

-

RESIDENT

Between 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

INSPECTORS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. toil a.m.

personal interview call
Mr. Edwards at
For

,

Consider your fall expenses now.
2 to 3 evenings per wk. will earn

GINN & CO.

4,30tiL8,30

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

conditions

receivable

accounts

CALI-259-491 Cr

-

ASSEMBLERS

and light typing. New
all
airconditioned building

handle

PART TIME EVENINGS

Ex-

cellent-- benefits. -Hours -8.30
AM to 4:15 I'M.

7994446 - ik,!, Code 312

WOMEN

necessary.

No

an opening for a woman to

Woman to live-in on week ends,
and help widow. Good salary.

their reception desk. Will greet

Des Plaines.

Todd Leasing in Wheeling has

starting pay and increases. For
appointment call CL 54115.

Estis large busy company needs
cil1 attractive girl to handle

new

Accounts Receivable
Clerk

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

WAITRESS

10 p.m.

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

in new professional building.

Pleasant? year around working

$550

salesmen,

experience
Pleasant working

CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus.
trial cafeteria in Des Plaines.

RECEPTIONIST

visitors,

Scope Personnel, Mannheim
& Higgins, Des Plaines.

Mothers for telephone sales,
part time. Good wages. Call
439-5741, aft. 4 pow

for physicians
office in Des Plaines An, area.
Age 1928. 296.5527
RECEPTIONIST

EARLY BIRDS

$2.00 PER HOUR TO START

4 Women needed immediately to work for large national
firm with branch office in

Girls -Housewives- Expectant

1) Plein, Ill. tolls

333 Ea 7.0, Av

Local company needs 5 girls
with a minimum of 3 months
experience to fill new open.
ings in expanding operation.
Norene Black 298.5021 Wide

lady preferred. 296.6401.

Type

-

PART TIME WORK

Service, Arl. Fits:
CL 9 1222

9:30 - 1:30 or 4 . 8 P.M.

550

NURSE for doctor's office in
Mt. Prospect. 12:30 to 6 PM.

This is o side business for boss.
It's CI popular golf course.

With office experience to train
as sates correspondents. Inter

esting and varied work.

general office. 5 day week. Mrs.
Morgan, Executive Secretarial

HOURS: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday eves. 6 to

439 4500

manufacturing and sales company

GIRLS -WOMEN

CALL 392.8E129

Mature woman, Doctor's
Office, Arlington Heights.

299-4446

An equal opportunity employer

Keypunch Operator

Assistant or Reception
days per week. NO

CLERK TYPISTS

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

.

733 lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

school.
Vicinity Dwyer
392-1464 after 6 P.M.

437-4244

This diversified and interesting position requires a sharp girl,
preferably with some foreign exporrexperience-If-you-do.not.._
have any past experience and are interested, we will train.
Excellent company benefits, plus paid sick leave. New modern air conditioned office.

Des Plaines

1

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45, Car necessary.

GOLF COURSE
GIRL FRIDAY $540

Bank of

Commissions. Call or write
Sortie's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
12031 673 3455.

Wonted: Baby sitter. 1st. grade

-

_

41/2

RECEPTIONIST

EVENINGS. Salary open. Coll
253 8598.

2407 Hamilton Street
Elk Grove Township

GENERAL OFFICE

First National

Work now 'fil Christmas. High

26 -Help Wanted Women

Level

Upper

.

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

Day Publications, Inc.

girl.

Suite 23A

_

designated as jobs for

Age and salary open.

Randhurst,

5 day week. Excellent working
conditions. Full tringe benefits.

Good opportunities

Dental

26-11e41 Wanted Women

EXPERIENCED accurate typist &

359 0160
ist.

betw. 1 and'5 daily

TELLER

EXCELLENT SALARY

out

holmes & assoc.

4 day week. Ideal for married
woman with children in school.
Apply to
827 E. Rand Rd. Mt. P.

LPN

listed here are those historically filled by women;

To work for president.
Light shorthand, typing
and public contact.
Small congenial office.

PART TIME

26 -Help Wanted Women

FOR GENERAL HOUSEWORK
AND LAUNDRY ONE DAY A WEEK

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

Jobs

they are available with-

Exec. Secretary

SECRETARY

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

392 8878

FEMALE

CAN YOU TALK?

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.

26 Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

'OP AMSPICA. INCORPORATIO
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

.

Monday thru Friday
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Page 15
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274160 Wanted -Men Women

21-HeM Wanted -Mena Women

COOK
lop

TRAINEES

and

salary

ST. ALEXIUS

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

800 W. Biester field Rd,
Elk Grove Village

Permanent, port time, early
available
positions
evening
now. Are you friendly, out

Earn Extra Cash
Paid -Training

2020 Ridge Ave

rnent - 259 7300.

P.M. ROUTES

AMERICAN
HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

Evanston, Ill.

864-6050

Cook County

small airclean
conditioned plant area

3040 S. Busse Rd.

of pharmaceutical man-

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

ufacturer. Full time work.
Excellent benefit program.
CALL 255-0300.

PROOFREADER

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC)
601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.
For

An equal opportunity employer

will train.

TRAINEE
Excellent opportunity to learn
our print shop operation. This
full time day position offers
stimulating and varied duties.

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 ant.

Top salary and benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

For Appointment
call 439-7600

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

*

sale by Senior Scouts, Thur. B. Fri.,

Air Conditioned

son, Winston Pk. Palatine

Variety, quality
prices, Aug. 8 & 9. 1516 Ander-

Gar. Sale: 106 Cambridge, Hoff-

man Highlands, Saturday, August 9, from 8 am to 4 pm. Nice

* 371/2 hour week

things at.low prices.
Gar. Sale -Aug. 7.9, air coeds.,
tape sy., de -humid.,
stereo

Apply in Person to

Metropolitan Printing Co.
or

Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00
855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

TO A
FLYING
START

AT
BRUNING
SECRETARY
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

Temporary nights
CREDIT UNION CLERK
SCHEDULING and
EXPEDITING CLERK

DUPLICATING MACH.

GROUND FLOOR NOW!
FEMALE: MAIL CLERKS

OPERATOR
PRODUCTION CONTROL
CLERK

MALE: * DATA DISTRIBUTION CLERK
* SHIPPING/RECEIVING CLERKS

INTERVIEWING HOURS

Apply or Call
864-6050

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY

AMERICAN

[4] BRUNING

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

HOSPITAL
SUPPLY CORP.

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT
Evanston, Ill.

2020 Ridge Ave.

864-6050
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Gar. Sale Aug. B & 9, 9 to 4 pm:
Kit. sets; tables; lamps; picture
frames; much misc. 1410 W.
Concord, Greenbrier, A.H.
& 10th, 111 South Elm, Mt. Pros.
Furn, cameras, mowers, tent,
tools, boat, outboard, more.
Something for everyone.

No experience necessary, will train.

Moving to Waukegan in January
Immediate openings available for;

wood, Buffalo Grove.

Gar. Sole 6.9 on 8th, 9-9 on 9

439-7603

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

turn., much misc., 200 Cotton-

255-1910
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.
POSITIONS OPEN

OFFSET PRESS. OPERATORS

DESIGNERS
DRAFTSMEN

MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

ACCOUNTANT
INDUSTRIAL NURSE

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PLANT
UNIROYAL, INC.

Multi -family Gar. Sale Aug. 79. 9 to 6. Antiques, lots of fern.,

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434
Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53

For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

from. Larger size also on sole.
FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.
Schwinn Varsity 10 spd. bike.
Elec. guitar/Kalamazoo amp.
Star Roamer shortwave radio.
Aurora roadroce set.
110 lb. bar -bell weight set.
CL 9.4566

255-7058

359-6737.
LANE LAMP TABLE, LARGE, CL
5-5676.
1

Go -Cart. Good condition. Must
see to appreciate.
CL 3.8660
Sizes

Lady Kenmore Dishwasher $15.
910 S. Chestnut.
Arlington Heights.

TURN -STYLE FAMILY CENTER
Arl. Hts.
444 Rand Rd.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
S20; Distr. 251.7385.

Win. fan $15; slide prof. $15;
tbl. lamps $10; portacrib $15,
For student - must sell steno graph machine, very reasonable,

15,000
220,
season, 5155.
Used I
CL 3-8656

cott, Arl. Hts.

inet. 400 N. Fairview. M. P.

Late model, like new, 35 mm
Argus with

Case and faith included, also
four

of

cartons

525.001

sell

to

bulbs.

flash

Petri Strobe light with mounting
bracket to fit all cameras. Color
corrected. Priced to sell 5.10.001
19-4x5 stainless steel cut film
developing hangers, and 1.
Stainless Steel cut film drying
hanger. Priced to sell $5.001
PHONE 437-0872

Mats aid Woes
Slt. 8 Pepr. Coll., potbelly stove,
tables, chairs, rocker, doors, windows, dishes, FL 9-0525

for

sale, by Idg. mft., at sample
,prices, 9362- Twin Oaks Ln.,
Des PI, daily 11.4, 827.8357.

kittens, free

Mixed breed puppies for sale.
Very healthy and
weeks old. 392-6157
Blk.

active.

6

8 mo. old female poodle.

AKC registered. Friendly & hod
all shots. $85. 392-5817 aft. 4
Cute, tabby kittens, 8 weeks
old, litter trained. Coll
394.1039

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male
& female. Silver or salt & pepper.
Top quality. CL 3-2984
41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture
MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Closing out. Call Corvet Con
struction Co. 437.6606
6 LIGHT
MEDITERRANEAN CHANDELIER

LEND - LEASE
4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

HOMEMADE. $50
CL 3-6891

sample clothes

7 week old

to loving homes, box trained.
297.6002

3 mos. old. 550. 437.3392

CANOE, FIBERGLASS,

338.5874

Children's

3:5 coated lens.

F

CL 9-2438
Cute

Rio& and Marine *dies

elec. sterilizer $5. 392.1496

Air -conditioner

Pure bred German Shepherd
puppies 6 weeks old $50

535,001

Priced

2 AMANA AIR CONDITIONERS,

SAVE 519 to 539

5:30

590.001

Praktiflex FX 35 rem with case
and flash. Hos a F 1:9 lens with
thru the lens viewing. Two cartons of flash bulbs and GE light
meter included. Priced to sell

craft encyclopedias -515.

Assorted girl's clothes.
B, 10 & 12. SI to $4,
894 1583

Block 8. Fnwn marked Doberman
Pinscher, 10 mos., papers &
shots, Must sell. 255.1456 oft.

$30.001

sell

to

Priced

Norge electric dryer -545. Child

4 GYM SETS LEFT

to sell

leica 35 mm with carrying case.
Has F 1:5 lens, plus accessories.

Alum. boat, 12', $75; ontiq. fruit
crusher, $15; gar. sole leftovers,
t/2 price. 813 Graceland, Des Pl,

Store, 1920 5. Wolf Rd., Wheeling

2 puppies looking for home. Part
cocker -terrier. 6 weeks. $10.
GENTLE PLEASURE HORSE for
novice rider - 5125.
259-5685

827-4784.

THE proven carpet cleaner Blue
Lustre is easy on the budget. Re
stores forgotten colors. Rent electric shampooer $1. Ben Franklin

ears

AKC,

Slide Projector in case, 35 mm
with F 3:5 coated lens. Seven
Airequipt magazines in special
carrying case. Screen included.

IBM elec. typewriter, 12" car
riage, excel. cond. for office,
school or home. $175. 537.1535

EVERGREEN SALE
1000's to choose

yr.

2

chopped, all
shots, raised with children. 5100.
Call 359.6142
old,

PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

439-2839

of mist. items! 2230 N. Kenni

As low as S30 per ma rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for
1

Family SAILBOAT, A.1 cond., fi
berglass, dacron sail, alum.
mast, trailer 5400. 253-4722
after 5 p.m.

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

ESTATE
Classified REAL
Residential Commercial Vacant
74 -To Rent Apartments

7144its. and Rooms to Share

working girl/teacher,
no lease, 2 need 3rd to share
Special

furnished 3 bedrm. Des Pl. twnhse, utilities included, $90, Call'
manager, CL 5.6175

73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Wanted 1 bode, furnished apt.,
single working man, will
some handy work, 296 6574.

do

74 -To Rent Apartments

Apt. to sublet Sept.

APARTMENT FOR RENT

Rolling Meadows area. 1 bdrm,
Close to schools. Call 392-1739
or 259-0055.
Prospect, 2
Sub -lease Sept

in Mt

1

Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 both, A/C
carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping con
ter. 5240. 394.0826

77 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -seal Estate -Rouses

Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

3 bdrm. all brick bilevel. Walk

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

to public

1 yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 lye. bdrrns., 3 full baths,

Secretarial Service. 11 N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., An, tits. CL 9-1222.

bedrm. APT.

Mt,

1,

All

$170.

appliances. 439.9585

Large 1 car garage in Mt. Pros
pect Arlington Hts. area.

NEW BUILDING

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free
parking.
1 -BEDROOM, $185 & UP
2 -BEDROOMS, $250 & UP

(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pm Phone 439-7887

86-Rea1 Estate -Hoses
Des Plaines, cumborlonol.High.

land sec. 3 or 4 bedrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, 21/2 car gar.,
fenced yard. Asking $33,900.
827.4579

MT. PROSPECT

ments.

Windsor Woods

cooking gas.

ARL HTS. - SCARSDALE
Tackett Colonial, 3 Ig. bdrms.,

1444 S. Busse .4 39-4 1 00

21/2 baths, 21/2 garage, rec rm.,
2
frplaces, screened porch,
$49,500.255.3984
Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.,
ranch, basmt., 21/2 car garage,

wants you to join the Country
Club set. Moo, right MI Everything included from drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning
oven.

Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, ploy area, tenmodern

courts,

nis

kitchens

completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidaire refrigerator -freezer, Air conditioned,

free central heating and gas
cooking, wall to wall carpeting, private balconies or
patios, ample parking.
1

-

2

and 3 bedroom apts.

Some avail. immediately
Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577

Open Daily: 11 AM - 7 PM

Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West on Lake to Milwaukee. Right on Milwaukee
to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.
Or take Rand Rd. to Windsor
Dr. Right to model.
PROSPECT HTS.

GRAND OPENING
PHASE II

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

Rent a beautiful new opt. in
charming close in North suburb. Near good schools, transportation, shopping and
churches.
RENTALS $205 $245

Some apts. available now.

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

SWIMMING POOL s.
Sensible rentals

all

includes

appliances, heat, hotwaler &

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
182
Ultra.deluxe
apartments. Elevator building
Fully carpeted. From 5187.50
heat
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
polio, balcony, rec. room.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

1

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days o week.

parking. Excellent for Doctor or

Mfr. Rep. 150 sq. ft.

bage disposer,

Frigidaire
refrigerator. Private patios or

Split-level by owner. 5 bdrms.,
sewing rm., 3 full baths, 2 car
heated gar., cent. air condi.
Many extras. 549,903. 392-0152

Pros. Hts. 2 story brk., 4 bdrm.,
baths, foyer, LR, formal

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appli
ances, rec. rm. w/frplc, semi.
Mtg. avail. 392.9365

Will buy this spotless 3 bedroom ranch home. 11/2 boths,

1

to River Rd. Right 1 mile.

Garages
shopping.

N.W.R.R.,

churches.

100 S. Vail S.W. car. Sigwalt &
Vail

Edward Schwartz &

894.8100
359.6500
255 6320

LAKE -1N -THE -HILLS

4 bedroom Cope Cod. Lake
privileges. Large corner and
Full basement. 2 car electric

359-6050
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

Year round home located on
channel leading to Fox, Nip
persink & Gross Lakes. 2 bedrooms, year round porch could
be third. Owner leaving practically all furniture including
kitchen appliances. $15,500.
OWNER TRANSFERRED

Immediate occupancy. 5 bedroom colonial to save mom
steps with Intercom and central lighting system. Family

room off kitchen for the little
ones with large rec room in
basement for the. teenagers.
Many extras. $49,900.

REALTY
McCABE
259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3.7600

$55,000
APPEALING 8 LARGE ROOM
COLONIAL! 4 bedrms., 21/2
1st

floor laundry rm. Paneled tarn.
rm. & colorful corner fireplace,
bitilt.in kitchen appliances,
custom cabinets, bsmt., patio
plus 2 car ott. garage &
storage.

bedrms., Tile bath, air cond.
living rm., large kitchen with
plenty of table space, carpeting, washer, dryer, 11/2 car
Nicely

garage.

sion. $23,000 full price. 817,342
mortgage ossurnots ot 61/2%.

landscaped,

too.

goroge. Pool' table. Rotary TV
antenna. Immediate posses-

$39,900
BETTER THAN NEW! Mid -level

with 8 super centrally air cond.

rooms. 4 big bedrms. 26' tam.
built -Ins, 2

1

Aug. 15, $250 mo. 537-6938

baths. Utility rm.,

free -form patio, 21/2 car att.
gor., Only t block to school!

4 bdrm. bi.level, 2 car garage,

Wheeling, Furnished 3 bedrm.
home. %v/attached garage, quiet
yr. lease, Avail.
naborhood,

baths.

BRADSHAW

658-5661

646 S. Main, Algonquin
(4 61. S. of 62 on 30

Large

full

2

garage

with patio. Many trees
on property. Must see

ANNEN & BUSSE
REALTORS
255-9111

439-4700

REALTORS

A17RMCO

64 HORTHWIST HWY.

DIS NAIKIS

04

296-6655

PALATINE
INVERNESS
COUNTRYSIDE

A beautifully designed
Williamsburg Colonial just 2
years old on one acre. 4 bed.
moms,

21/2

ceramic

baths,

large 14.8 X 25 ft. living room.
Two fireplaces. living room
and family room. Separate 14
ft. dining room. Family room,
recreation room. den 9 rooms
in all, 2700 sq. ft. of living
area. CENTRAL AIR. 2 car at.
?ached garage. at $72,500, it's

hard to beat. Immediate pos
session.

WHEELING
3 bedroom Cape
Cod on over on acre. Parklike
setting of beautiful mature
shade trees and orchard. Fire.
place in living room. 21/2 car
garage. A real show place at
Charming

535,000.

MOUNT PROSPECT
Quality built brick, and stone
home in desirable neighbor.
hood. 4 bedroom Bilevel, 21
ft. family room, 19 ft. kitch
en -dinette. Beautifully land-

scaped 75 ft. lot. Priced for
quick sale at only $35,500. Irn
mediate possession.

$22,500
WHY RENT? Here's a neat picture book ranch, 2 airy

rm., ceramic kitchen with all

carpeting, drapes included. 537-r
7850 or 259-0254, 716 N. Prospect Manor, Mt. Prospect

combination.

392-8200

INC.

1/2 lot. Giant spruces and pines
AGER1REALTORS

bdrm. home in excellent condition. Large
living rm. and dining rm.
3

Co.

QUINLAN & TYSON,

76 -To Rent Houses
PHONE 537-7419

Walk to

baths with mom's delight

$26,900

balconies. Ample parking.

Easy to reach:'On Rte. 45 (River Rd.) 1/2 mile So. of Palatine
mile No. of Euclid
Rd. and
(Lake Ave.), From Chicago:
Wee on Lake Ave. from Edens

dances.
Elevator Bldg.

DR, Ige. paneled tom. rm, w/

Schaumburg
Palatine
Arlington Heights

RANCH - $26,700

A luxurious "in town" condominium. 1.2.3 bdr. apt. rest

21/2

room

lower level, $75.

swimming
pool, clubhouse and play
areas. Air conditioned, free

gas cooking and central heating, wall-to-wall carpeting,
oven -range, dishwasher, gar-

359-1450. Evens. 253-0297,

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

heated

Exclusive

fenced yd., excel, loc. Con be
purchased on contract, $28,700.

fence. Don't pass this byl

PALATINE
VILLAGE SQUARE
2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good

close to schls. 537,500.
827.3287

FOX LAKE AREA

2 car garage, paneled family
room, patio with privacy

437.1926

10x

17 panelled of ficework shop.

yr. old tri.level. Att'd gar. w/w

bath $190-$215
2 baths 5245-5275
3 brims. 2 baths 5320-5335
Dishwashers in all apts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.
1 bdrm.
2 bdrms.

1702 rec rm, w/wet bar,

HAWTHORNE HOUSE

& golf course. $49,500.
255.7819

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft, 2 bdrm. 21/s both, 3

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

brk. ranch w/ott. gar., 11/2 baths,

for

ranch, excel. Lions Pk. location,
close to commuter, schls., pool

bsmt., 2 car gar., W/W cptg.
21/2 yrs. old. $48,000. By Owner,
298-3061

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

.

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.

trait., eat -in kit., enclosed patio,

Arlington Heights

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS.

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

Des Plaines by Owner: 6 rm.

Arlington Heights

259-7324

For best results use
Day Want Ads

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
pf Arlington Heights

Timber Lake Village

or catholic schools.
$39,000. Exc. cond. 299-3625.

SNEAK PREVIEW

82 -Wanted To Rent

STONECREST APTS.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Open doily 11 AM 7 PM

P.O. BOX 871

Portable Hotpoint dishwasher,
goad condition, $45,

each.

Min. Schnauzer, female,

Arl. Fits.

444 Rand Rd.

Priced

crated; Spanish oak AM/FM ster478-2499 or 478-4421

Lovely AKC min. poodles, 2 blk.
2 silver M 8. F, home raised, 7
wks. 2598207 or 392-3266

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER

lion. $150.

eo console IW-MPLX. Sacrifice
or split. Coll aft. 4,
$275

253-8840

bike, good

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
*SAVE 25%

Rupp minibike. Excellent .condi-

adding machine;

speed

2

condition, Stn 206.2127.

3t/u

CL 1.2005

BTU.

Boys red & chrome 26" medium

bike,

good cond,

24' wood ext. ladder; workbench
x 21/2'; 2 mowers, rotary &
hand; spreader; wal. china cab-

pool table, accordion, plus 100's

mini

253.8109

Miniature Schnauzer male pups,
AKC, ears, shots, & clipped

358.2261

Schwind

Electrolux vacuum cleaner still

$1

shots, chgmpionline.Calf--

front. Gibson guitar. Call

hand brakes,
hp., shocks,
5125 or offer. Call 297-7885.

Fox

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359.3200
elec.

.8 capacity gun cabinet w/glass

Triple bunk beds complete. Can
be used as 3 single beds.
255-7058 .,

JOHNSON WATER

Victor

Aug. 7 & 8, 9:30 to 5:30. 1586 Al.
gonquin Rd., Des Pl.

Extraordinary!

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

GET IN ON THE

ditioning equipment contact,

Steady work

able.

Des Plaines

water softeners & water con

Est., 529-2117.

ClothBackyord.GaragePatio.
ing, all kinds & much misc. Bake

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

297.3400

miscell, 297 Berkley Pl., Hoffman

ton, Arl, Hts.

Pleasant working conditions

2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desir-

1555 Times Drive

253.3205
For information about the FINEST

JUMBLE SALE -Girl Scout Adults.

YOU'RE OFF

NI INDUSTRIES
CORTROAP

& zippered bag; $25.

Gar. Sale -Aug. 8/9, 9 to 6 p.m.
Turn, dryer, baby items, clothes,

CL 9-3210

AKC, COLLIES, 8 weeks, sable,

p.m. 297-6570

electric range; $50. Arl. jacket

weeks, shots, raised with kids.

299.5496

Like new coppertone dbl. oven
Roper gas range $200. Aft. 4

Hotpoint

$100.

BTU;

Collies AKC, Male & female, 6

EXCELLENT CONDITION. $40.

CL 3-8899

items. 537-6129

'Dress Maker leaving state, Selling silks, wools, knits, & cotton
fabric for cash, S & H, or Plaid
stamps. Sat. Aug. 9, 617 S. Bur-

* Many Company Benefits
* Excellent starting rates
*

11000

BASSET PUP, female, AKC. home
raised, shots, 5100. 529-1350

529.7428

SLIDING GLASS SHOWER DOOR
Exc. condition $25.'
253.1446

G.E. air conditioner heat pump,
'

ed. 5100 8 $125. 259-2273.

lent condition. MUST SEE. $50.

12 X /5 rubber carpet padding,

typewriter. Misc. 253-1673

Labradors, black, 8 weeks old,
AKC, registered, shots & worm.

Kenmore electric dryer, excel.

rider mower, Jacobson Clean.

& window fans & Underwood

bench -54. Misc. items. 255-0210.

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

MISS MARY KLIPPERT

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

GE air cond.-7,000 BTU -$85. Floor

Dinette tbl., 6 chairs -530, wood
kit. tbl.-$4, old West. sew. mach.
$15, wag. stand -51,
cab.

ask for:

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

8-6 pm. garden tools, turn., misc.
203 Birchwood, Prosp. Hts.

10 to 5. 579 Maple, Buff. Gr.
children,
motorcycle;
clothes all sizes; misc. hshld.

'Paid Vacations
PRINT SHOP

perience helpful or we

392-1354.

3 family Gar. Sale Aug. 1 1 & 12

Typist

To

School Bus, Inc.

Antique & Gar. Sale: Aug. 8,9.

bar

chairs -575, GE port. dishwasher,
3 yrs. old -$I00. 299 2324.

21" ZENITH TABLE MODEL TV.

misc. articles. 537-1117

437.8866

Call

FREE.

after 4:30.

swivel

vinyl

blk.

4

Pool Table 4' x 8' & accessories
in good cond, $74; odd choirs &

Kroehler sofa & chair, aqua, gd.
condi; Toro -rotary mower, 20".

home.

$2,500.00
CL 5-9035 evenings

yr.

1

Adorable kittens need a loving

MONROE DESK COMPUTER

old. $60 or best offer.
529-4099

Utility trailer 31/2x41/2', I wheel,
hitch, cover & spore tire, $75.
253-4455

bell, Rolling Mdws.
DON'T MISS THIS ONE - OVER
1,000 ITEMS. Aug. 8, 9 to 9. 1107
2nd Ave., Des Plaines.

(2nd SHIFT 3-11 FULL TIME)

Janitor or Janitress

12'x3' pool, filter E. cover,

324Aiscellaneous Merchandise

Gar. Sale Sat. Aug. 9. Kit. set;
toys, odds & ends. 2003 Camp-

Men & Women

ARLINGTON HIS.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

Household

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

32 -Visitations Merchandise

B. stand; $1.299-0253.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
'
255.1107
FL93200

158 S. Plum Gr., Pal.

,

20 E. UNIVERSITY DR.

12,

liv.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

START NOW

Call Mrs. L. Beck, for appoint

10 &

golf clubs & bag;

leaves; $5, outdoor Santa Claus

effects,
clothing, misc. items. Sat. 10.5.

Furn.;

benefits and hours.

sz.

misc.

7,

sz.

Gar. Sale:

An Equal Opportunity Employer

lions you qualify. Good pay,

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

tools & misc.
Ladies clothing

set

FOR SALE: Filter for 12' pool,
dining rm. table, w/2 extra

Odd chrs,

Pl.

turn.
Aug. 98 10. 323 N. Main, Mt. P.

going, aggressive? If you can
answer, yes, to these ques

A.M. ROUTES

Des

Ct.,

shoes

Grow with us. We will be moving to Waukegan
January to bigger and more modern facilities.
Apply or Call

NEEDS YOU

DRIVERS

12 gauge auto. shotgun; $100.

Sale: Aug. 9 & 10, 411 S.
Lynn

DAY..."

* CREDIT CORRESPONDENT
* KEYPUNCH OPERATORS
* ACCOUNTING CLERKS

RCA

SCHOOL BUS

$40. Call 766-5723.

IN THE

864-6050

MALE & FEMALE

9 club

thorne Ln.. Hoff man Estates

Has immediate openings for:

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Gar. Sale -Gas range & mist. 10
til dusk. Aug. 7 & B. 207 Haw-

SUPPLY CORPORATION

APPLY PERSONNEL

HOSPITAL

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

WANT AD

AMERICAN HOSPITAL

Full time clay openings available. Excellent opportunity to
learn a fascinating field. Good
salary and benefits.

APPLY PERSONNEL

I

WANT -TO MAKE
TOP MONEY!!!

PHYSICAL THERAPY

Prefer hospital or institutional
experience. Excellent working
conditions.
benefits.

27 -Help Wanted -Men Women

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

27 -Help WairtedMen Women

253-1800
359-7000

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
$24,900 - Miracles Do Happen
Don't pass this "Buy".
First offering in this sought.
after Cape Cod 6 room (3 bed.
room) plus breezeway, fire.
room.
family
plus
place,
Built-in oven and range, washer, dryer. Storms and screens.
Avocado nylon carpeting in liv.
ing room, hall and stairs. 2 car

garage, on a 75 X 220 ft. lot.
Immediate possession.

°ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Just 4 years old, a real family
home. 4 bedrooms, 2 ceramic
baths, family room, kitchen
with builtcins, dishwasher, disposal. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. 2 car attached go.
patio.
available Sept. 1st.
rage,. large

541,900,

FBK REALTORS
CL 5-8000

392-7150

Thursday, August 7. 1969

Page 16

FOR

and

47 -Home Fumishuts-Furniture

55 -Musical Instruments

Brand now carpeting 'node for
model homes Heavy nylon pile.

3 piece Slingerland drums with
hi -hot & cymbals. $220 or of9z,_

with equipment. 255-1680-

Hygo discounts 824 7353 Distr.

DOUBLE BED COMPLETE

ent the rest on

c586.

1969 Singer Z19 Zag

wood finish,

ey-rnaking potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel

like new. Asking

Bundy clarinet, good condition.
Elec. guitar w/arnplifier both like
new, CL 3-5073 aft. 6.

$53 20 Tax Included

WALNUT SPINET PIANO
5325
255-4095

pay

int tits of 5532 pre month For

amp
70 watt National
demonstrator new inst. guar
antee, cut from $450 to $320;
Kay tenor bonjo, new, $69.95,

Irct holm sh monstratitn roll
Capitol Chi (lit Manager until 9
469 7204

case free; special $99.50 classic guitars 574.50; Kay 12
55 -Musical Instruments

Ludwig drum set

552.50;

new

2

Sears air -conditioner used only
season -3 spd. w/8 temp. setI
tings 5150. 392-2932
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service

'67 Ford Galaxie 500 convert.
P/S, P/B, A/T, very low miles

PUBLICLY OWNED
COMPANY
If accepted, you will share in

V -B, Auto., Priced to sell.
CL 5.0404

1966 Yamaha, 250cc, also bike
trailer, make offer,

the profits of one of the fastest
growing, most aggressive corn
panics of its type which has
diversified into other fields.

824-7347.
1965 - 125 cc - $175.
1968 - 50 cc Wards - 5135.
259-9215

NO FRANCHISE FREE!
Minimum investment of $4975

Allstate COMPACT SCOOTER,
LIKE NEW,

CL 9.2438 after 6 pm

with

op

include name, address
and telephone number.

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

litera-

descriptive
ture will follow.
Full

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums
ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK
TAPE SELECTION

ASK FOR MR. DENTON

or

255.9798

Rambler American. R/H,

1963

W/W tires. $250 or best offer.
537.2376

'59 Plymouth. Automatic. Good
condition. Reasonable.
253.0093 after 6 PM.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'68 RIVIERA, ivory mist gold, vinyl top with air, $3750.

cylinder, stick,
fair condition. $150 call 392-8726
after 6 p.m.

1960 Mere. Colony park wagon,
best offer, 437-8817

'66 Comet 2 dr., 6 cyl., A/T, R/H,

'66 Buick Skylark

good 2nd car, $975. 392-2592

conditioned. Like new tires.
439 4888

'62

Chevy,

6

PORSCHE 1960 model 356 A.
Engine just overhauled.
537-1886

'62 Meteor V8, economical, P/S,
P/B, A/T, 4 door, exc, cond.
best offer. 255.2800.

IMPALA,

CHEVY

63

327,

speed, posi, Ford Eater. $500.
894-3830.

REASONABLE OFFER. 299-6757.

W/W. Nice car. Only

'67 Buick Opel Rallye Spt. Coupe,
4 spd. Must sell, $995.
255-0828

1967 CHEVELLE

H.

1965 COMET

$1595

4 door, 6 cyl, avtornatic trans
mission.

$895

$1095

1966 KARMAN GHIA VW
2

Dr. Hardtop, Radio, Heater, W/Wall Tires.

9095

Only

DICK

1964 RAMBLER

condition.

Ambassador. Reclining seat, V.E1, AT, PS. R, H,
W/W. Only

'65 Monza, 2.dr. Hdtp, buckets,
R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439

Vista Cruiser Station, Wagon. Factory Air. AT. It.

$695

WICKSTROM

$2195

CHEVROLET.'

1967 OLDSMOBILE
H, PS, PB. Clean Car.

8060

1962 TRIUMPH TR-4

$495

Roadster 4 SPEED, as is

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

555 IRVING PARK RD.

'67 Rebel wagon V-8, 3 speed,
A/C, P/S, AM -FM, like new tires.

Hillman

cony.

Minx

ROSELLE, ILL.

BENDER-RIEGER
BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

$2,095. CL 9-1370
'60
'59

clean,

$1895

'2395

2 Dr. Sedan, Stick, R&H, Perfect Condition

$50;

Rambler wagon $40; '55

529-7070
OPEN SUNDAYS!

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

Ford wagon $30. 595.0132
ZgAisk°14Wirli:'1,

fYr Att vigkgaralrezet.19;,..i

0;44.s:tieto.norriimm,.qtrik..A,14ir isaib...4toomt*A,

Catalina Coupe, Vinyl top, AT. PS. PB. R.

tires. $625. 827.5362

'61 Corvoir wagon 4 spd. $150;

1961 PONTIAC CATALINA STA

TION WAGON, ASKING ANY

1967 CAMARO

Gold. V8, A really

1966 PONTIAC

1962 Beloir Chevy, 2-dr., 6 cylinder, stick shift, perfect cond.,
5450. 272.0622.

4

$995

$1895

clean car.

Conditioned, Automatic Trans.,
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater. Low
Mileage

Pontiac 4 dr. sedan. Good
Automatic, power
steering. 5150. 255-7526

air

'2095
xu

Factory Air

'61

p/s, p/b, elec. windows, $200 or

4 door, automatic transmission. REALLY CLEAN!!!

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

299.1598

392-0763

P/S, P/B,

1965 MALIBU

1967 PONTIAC

1958 Choy., hdtop, 49,000 miles,

1960 Chevy 2 door sedan.
6 cyl. automatic $175
537-6389

CHEVROLET

1967 MUSTANG, GT
Fastback. Factory AC. Bucket Console. Wide

p/b, p/s, a/t, 5225 or best offer,

auto, trans., R/H, good tires. $75.
259.5438

WICKSTROM

Kennicott, Ad. Hts.
392-8053

trans. needs work, $100,
824-1230

'64 Chevy Convert. Impala, Blk.,
8 cyl., W/W, P/S, P/B, like new

253.2554.

'60 Studebaker wagon, 6 cyl.,

after 6.

NATIONAL POK-O-GOLF
Box 377
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132.
314-423-1100

appreciate.

auto/trans, body & engine good,

Chevy Convert. All power,

'61

'67 Buick Skylark 2 dr. hdtop,
300 A.M. Must sell & must see

IS FROM

top -aqua body. Can be seen of
Industrial Standard, Dundee 8.

57 Choy., 4 dr, hdtp., p/s, p/b,

trans, P/S, stereo tape, radio,
& extras. best offer. 537-1725

51800. 259.8968

to

gd. cond. 5600. 894-3751

Mustang Convt, '68, V.8, stand.

mileage. $550. Seen by appointment. GE 8-7690

CL 3 8428
lop,
'63 Chevy convert. 283, V 8, P/S,
White
P/B, like new tires.

Catalina, 4 door, AC, AT. PS. PB. R. H. W/W
low mileage

'68 Honda Scrambler 350. Low

BE BEAT

cond., AM FM radio, like new

ovals, AT, PS, PB, R, H, W/W. Perfect

BEST OFFER. 259-9576.

excel!.

Roadster,

MGB

'67 Ford 2 dr. vinyl top LTD
Low miles, $1800.
537.9094

dealers.

AVERAGE EARNING PO
OF $1,500.00
TENTIAL
A. MONTH!
WRITE US TODAY. Please

359-2251

1459 Tlyrnouth, 4 dr., m,sh button
drive, R/H, P/S, good cond.,

1966

'65 Rambler Classic 770, R/H,
A/T, W/W, like new snov:, tires,

'47 Caddy, 9 pass. Sedan, needs
body wk & upholstery. Best.
of fer. 115 E. Lincoln, Barrington

1968 Oldsmobile F-115, 2 door.
Best offer
358-7046 or 35150 ',2

439,9271

auto trans., body good cond.,
$150 or best offer. 255-7818

51100, 595-0679.

muffler, 296-8906.

excel. cond., low mileage, 5475.
392-8498

available
proved credit.

Palatine, Illinois

original
excellent
TR3,
'59
condition, like new top, tires,

THAT CAN'T

trans, low miles, 6 cyl., 51095

'63 Chevy, 6 cyl. 4,dr., P/S, P/8,

2

65 Dodge Polaro, convert., 383
bucket seats, excell. cond.

296-1689

Honda '67, "305" Super Hawk

Leasing

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

'63 Olds. MUST SELL! BEST
OFFER! PRIVATE!

oney per location than the
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company will set up your business

EL REY, 7 W. Eastman, Arl. H.

204 Hicks Place

2 DEEP DISH, 14" CHROME
REVERSE WHEELS $35.
296 4535

75% DOWN

CL 3-0180.

529.8878

ask for Harry Wennerstrom.

through $9950.

$115. Supro elec. guitar $85.

Zildjion
cymbols $325 or best offer
296 8906
1

guitars,

string

1956 Oldsmobile, 2 dr., good
local transportation. $50:

New trailer hitch fits VW Sedan
& Karrnann Ghia. Call 537.6110

mur product can produce Mare

5645.439-1017

machine in storage cabinet Doi s ovo rything without
amichint tits

9

your own business. NATIONAL
POKO-GOLF onnounces avail
able distributorships in your
area. This is a tante silt opportunity for unlimited mon-

Buffet Clarinet, B flat, good
condition, $75.
392-5829
Wurlitzer console piano, fruit.

U

or 5532 dawn and

Part Time or Full Time
Be your own boss and run

$50; National Val -verb amp,
like new $135. El Rey. CL 3 0180

Mediterrain on po can DR set.
includes 6 chairs oval tat, 2
loaves China cabinet like new.
5400 137 3392

595-0132

$550, 439-0470.

door, V-8, automatic. Runs & looks good. $175
259-8595
'66 VW sedan, gd. condition,
radio, interior carrier rack,
$1,000. 439-5312.

1959 Ford

DEAL

'65 Dodge Coronet, 4 dr. Sedan
ultra clean, radio, P/S, auto

raring to go, try me & keep me,

PM. 827-5093

8 cylinder, 3 on the floor
Gold. $2400; 255-1773.

-THE

running cond. 5250. CL 3-6891

Hot 65 Merc, 4 on the floor,

'66 BISCAYNE, 4 dr,,-Low mileage. 1 owner. $700. Call after 7

1969 CUTLASS

61 Corvair Wagon. '61 Rambler
Station Wagon. For ports.

394.3647

at 520 Dundee, Barr. 38 / -1448

FOR SALE

PHONE 894-4249

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

POK-O-GOLF

Used 3 pickup red elec. guitar

gd.

Frigidaire dryor
cond , S50 each 394 0162

on -

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

Perfect condition $800
259-5222

/962 Frigid., washer

1964

cAppliaricr_;coparir

NATIONAL

HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN

$20 00
299 5456

n

P/S,

Needs eng. work. Can be seen

'62 FORD Station Wagon, air
cond., needs little work, excel.

Buick
Electra
convert.
P/B.
Excellent condition,.

1962

'62 Pontiac, body & inter. gd.

0
MODEL A FORD

Trailer,

-edz-5117best offer. 529-8665

trovCi. 349 2W-9"586

SELLING OUT FURNI1912_,E_In--rt- ----Ludwig super classic drum-kz-Lick.
cases; Ludwig cymbalS, extra
Piaste cymbal i-tond. Exc. cond.
537 1930
5500>CL-5-9311 aft. 6.

&

'68 Coachman Travel
sleeps 6, u se &once,- ee

-business.

model honit_s_VWftloparate We
xiekrourri-ish or Term,

Deluxe

Established sewer
business
septic service

SALE:

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

ArderrobOofFirSaie

112 -Automobiles For Sale

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

66 -Business Opportunities

On3:410:41,10.0.1e4.9%30

;

.01.4tAliegthiMIM.S11..

'

TIME

250 NEW FORD CARS11:411:9SEEFDRIEZDEMYE MONTH OF AUGUST

me,

THE"MAVERICK" PRICE

1969
FORD CUSTOM 2 DOOR
6 cylinder. All standard factory equipment

'69 CUSTOM 4 -DR

21195
Over 75 customs to choose from - some

equipment.

Full factory equipment
OVER 26 THUNDERBIRDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

Over 75 customs to choose
from - some with factory air
conditionin

with factory air conditioning.

M

jiVittir,

IFIDUSED;e
'68 TORINO GT

'69 RAMBLER
AMERICAN 2 -DOOR
Like now very low mileage, Wimbledon white.
6 cyl auto trans power steering, radio, heater,
whitowalls full factory warranty. Special Price
this Wt.( k Only Full Price

1879.32

FASTBACK
Candy apple red, C stripes, for the PERFOR-

MANCE SPECIALIST, 390 V-0, automatic, power
steering, power disc brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls, high rear axle lifts, wide oval tires on
chrome wheels. Full Price

'69 MUSTANG
Candy apple red V B, auto. trans., power steer
ing power brakes radio, heater, whitewalls
under factory warranty. Full Price

whitovialls with, factory warranty. Full Price

Acapulco blue, 283 V-8, standard trans., radio,
heater, whitewolls, sharp tor. Full Price

$1395

Price

$2395

gauges and accesories. IMMACULATE CAR, must
be seen and driven to appreciate. Full Price

SPORT COUPE
Aztec copper, black vinyl roof, 390 V -B, automatic, power steering, power disc brakes, radio,
heater, whitewalls. Full Price

1645

$2395

TRUCKS

FORDruc

Any Job ... BETTER!

$875

power brakes,
pass. Champagne Gold, Arniqued Wood Si
V8, auto., power steering,

1295.42
'64 GALAXY 500
White, 6 cyl., automatic, radio and hooter, white

4 -DR. SEDAN
walls. Full Price

$725

$1095
'67 CHEVELLE MALIBU

'66 FAIRLANE 2 -DR.

'65 THUNDERBIRD

SPORT COUPE
Royal maroon, black vinyl roof, 327 V-8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, AM -FM

SPORT COUPE
Meadowlark yellow, 6 cyl., automatic, radio,
heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof, extra sharp. Full

COUPE

'66 IMPALA
10 PASS. WAGON

White, black bucket seats, T -Bird VB, automatic,

Aspen Green, V8, Auto. Power steering, Power

power steering, power brakes, whitewalls. Full

brakes, luggage Carrier. Full Price

radio, wide oval whitewalls. Sharp carl

Price

Price

Price

Full

ROADSTER
Import Specialty, 4 speed, radio, heater, whitewalls. Full Price

$1395

1 Year

'67 GALAXIE 500

-'66 DODGE DART
4 -DOOR SEDAN

2 -DOOR HARDTOP

Emerald aqua, 6 cyl., radio, heater, whitewalls,
excellentjfor the little lady. Full Price

$995

$1545

$1845

$1395

$1995

Lime Gold, black vinyl roof, VB, Auto. Power steer-

Warranty

ing, power brakes. SHARP CAR. Full Price

nUSED

CARS

$1495

USED TRUCKS
SLIGHTLY USED BUT NOT ABUSED

1969 CHATEAU CLUB WAGON
123" Wheel Base, 12 passenger, Wimbleton White with Coachman Beige
Metope deluxe tutone. 302-2V8, Rear Door glass vent, armmeture and oil
pressure gauges, Cruis-O-Matic, Dual Western Bright Metal Mirror, heater
and defroster - High Output, Inside day and night mirror, radio, 42 amp
alternator, 70 amp battery. Full price

v.,

Ford's Newest CORTINA dealer

,.

4OLF RD.

OAKTurf

1":1.11__

NyV

iRrK

z
Mon. thru Fri.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat. 9 a.m. to 6.p.m.
CLOSED SUNDAYS IN AUGUST

10

Full Price

'65 FORD 4 DOOR
GALAXIE 500
Price

'67 AUSTIN HEALY

TksTh Do

white with black vinyl roof. Full Price

Fawn gold, V-8, Factory Air Conditioned, automatic, power steering, radio, whitewalls. Full

1645

'67 MERC. CALIENTE

DYNAMIC '88
V.8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,

$995

cyl., radio,

FASTBACK

$2295

'65 FORD SQUIRE STN. WGN.

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE
Price

heater, whitewalls. Full Price

'

1095

$895

2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Hunter green, black vinyl roof, 6

heater, tornmeau cover, 411 posi. A Most Unusual
Car Immaculate. Full Price

'64 OLDSMOBILE

Firebird red, white bucket seats, vinyl interior.
Grand Prix Pontiac engine with all Grand Prix

CAR. Full Price

'68 TORINO GT
ing power disc brakes, radio, heater, wide oval
whitowolls Full factory warranty. Full Price

$615

Yellow, 283, V -B, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Full

$2695

Black lade C stripes V -B, automatic, power steer-

Red, 4 -speed, radio. Full Price

'64 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

'66 CHEVELLE MALIBU
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

'67 MUSTANG

Porformanco supreme, V -B, white, crimson red
bucket Seat interior automatic, power steering,
radio 'Inciter whitewalls, full factory warranty.

Royal plum, 396 V8, close ratio, 4 speed, wide
oval red line tire with chrome wheels, radio,

Marine Blue, V8, auto., power steering. NICE

'69 TORINO GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

PICK-UP

'62 VOLKSWAGEN
SUN ROOF

$945

054 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

$2895

Full Prico

Full Price

'67 THUNDERBIRD
4 -DOOR LANDAU
AM -FM Radio. Cloth bucket seats, Power steering, power brakes', power windows & seats. Full

'69 MUSTANG

over 20 ranch wagons to choose from

P7PTP:PPI

Verde green, the Italian Delight, 4 speed trans.,
radio, heater, whitewalls, for the economy buyer.

$1565

Royal maroon, 283 V.8, automatic, radio, heater,
whitewalls. Full Price

$1695

6 cyl., power
steering, radio.

Ras

Prior

Thunderbird Aqua, black vinyl roof, factory air,

$2695
2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Azure aqua V 8, auto. trans., power steering,
pos., r brakes Factory Air Conditioned, radio,

Full

'67 CHEVROLET IMPALA
4 -DOOR HARDTOP

2 -DOOR FASTBACK

$237

'67 FIAT WAGON

Meadowlark yellow, V -C, 4 speed, radio, heater,
whitewalls, bucket seats, chrome wheels. GT

$2095

THE MAVERICK- PRICE

RANCH

'67 EL CAMINO

'67 FOAD FAIRLANE GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP
equipped for the performance enthusiast.

'69
WAGON

6 cyl., all standard factory

THE -MAVERICK" PRICE

1969 THUNDERBIRD

THE "MAVERICK" PRICE

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
1200 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

Phone 439-9500

"In The Heart of Elk Grove Industrial Park"

ro

ro

IOU HY

AVE,

-Yo Buy Utility Water Co.

No Increased Rates Nee
pany were established under a

The Utility Sewer and Wabuy itself for
Mount Prospect, at no addi-

legislation --b ser-i.,ien
DiMucci-and-several village

Oct. 18 closing of the deal," as
-- At one time during the hisestablished by the consent_de------- tory of the acquistion proposal, the cost of the utility was set
cree, he said.

_....' the--p-iiieriase, with a slight sur-

provements."
Users pay on the average 59
cents per 1,000 gallons of wa-

massive

tional cost to its customers.
That came out in last night's

officials.

Village Board hearing to establish all the legalities surrounding -the village's pur-

Townsend

and

waterworks, water dis-

approval

of the

boawl last

_so_ciated-Of Paul D. Speer and

_

.--Ilie-e-ondition under which
the village may buy the corn-

cluded drilling a deep well and
adding to the facilities' storage
capacity, which later were
deemed capital improvements
the entire village and not solely

"The present rates of the
utility company will provide

Evanston prepared the ordi-

the responsibility of the utili-

sufficient funds to repay -the

nance authorizing the issuance

ty's users.
The company serves most of

purchase," said consulting engineer Paul Johnson.

__------ Associates, a municipal bond-

Attorney Marlin Smith of

ing consultant firm said that
the $1 million in bonds to be
sold to buy the utility can be

night, said, "It is my _opinion
and the opinion of the company that the present rates of
the utility company will pro vice sufficient funds to repay

tnbutton and sanitary sewer
system from Salvatore Di -

N expect to have
W
the purchase price paid back
by May 1, 1984," he said of his
timetable of repayment which
was apprOved by the board.

village price of 55 cents
Ronald V__Norence, an as -

Associates,

whose engineering feasibility
report on the acquisition won

at $1.5 million. But that in-

ter, compared to the presept--

Paul JOhnson of Consoer;

chase of the private company's

Mucci

,

consent decree in 1967 settling--- plus that could be used for im-

ter Co. will

of the $1 million on bonds.
That too was approved and

delivered by Sept. 29.

"We are working for an

that are the responsibility of

'

residents south of Golf

the

Rd., Teichert said.

passed by the board last night.

Tbe Pro5pect ;Dap

WEATHER
Tonight- Fair, low in
low 60s. Tomorrow: Partly
sunny, IS per cent chance
of precipitation.

Telephone
255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

24 PAGES
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w Village Manager Named
ing the Aug. 19 Village Board meeting."

He was manager of Wood River from August,

By Ted Lacey

Teichert said he is satisfied with the choice

1965,. to April, 1968. Before that he was city

of the new manager.

manager of Eaton, Ohio, and before that, assistant to the village manager of Glencoe.
Recently he has been involved in consulting

Mount Prospect has a new village manager.
He is Virgil Barnett, 41, of Wood River, Ill.
After a final hashing on the qualifications of

"We had an excellent selection to choose
from," he said. "That was the difficulty; we had
several well -qualified candidates. It speaks well
of Mr. Barnett that he got the nod of the board,
considering the caliber of the competition.
"He brings good depth of experience to the
job. He is a very personable individual, he has
strong personal qualities and he is obviously an
administrator."
Barnett, to earn a salary of $18,700 a year,
replaces Robert Moore who got $15,000 a year,
Teichert said.

work in municipal development and population growth patterns in conjunction with the
Southwestern Illinois Metropolitan Area Planning Commission and Southern Illinois Uni-

the three candidates left in the field, the full
board of trustees emerged from executive session last night to announce their selection.
When the final vote was called for to approve

of hiring Barnett, only Trustee Donald Furst
voted "nay."

versity, Carbondale.

Barnett was graduated from Southern Illinois
University with a B.A. degree in Sociology and
Political Science in 1958. He earned an M.A.

"I have no doubt that he is very qualified and
will serve as a very competent manager," Furst

said later. "I just preferred one of the other

degree in public administration and political

candidates."
Barnett told the board by phone when he was

science from the same school in 1960.

called to confirm the appointment that he will
visit Mount Prospect early next week to begin
looking for a new home. He will assume his
new responsibilities as soon as he can sell his
present home, conclude his present business

HE HAS HAD additional courses in advanced
management training and computer training.
The Barnetts have three children --a daughter,
7, and two sons, 4 and 2.

Moore resigned as village manager on May 1,
shortly after the village election deposed Mayor
Daniel Congreve.
During the -search for a replacement, Village
Atty, John Zimmermann becanie acting village

responsibilities and complete the process of relocating.

"We hope," Mayor Robert Teichert said, that
we can introduce Mr. Barnett to the public dur-

attorney.

manager in addition to his regular duties as

Commission Gets Federal Grant

FinanceAirport Noise Study
re-

Housing and Urban Development (HUD) for a 15 month "Metropolitan Air-

ceived a federal grant to study

craft Noise Abatement Policy

and make recommendations
concerning the aircraft noise
problem around O'Hare field.

study."

The Northeastern Illinois
Planning Commission con-

firmed yesterday it

has

This is West Park. The field of weeds seen northward through
this storm tile is the existing storm water retention basin on the
proposed park site on the south-west corner of Busse and LonnMatthew L. Rockwell, execquist. The park board plans to turn the area into an attractive re -- utive director of the NIPC,
creational area with a permanent lake. (Photo by Harold R. Wam- said a $65,931 grant has been
awarded by the Department of
bach)

Planners Agree Rezoning
Policies Clear Enough
The Village

Board

An attempt to get the Mount
Prospect Plan Commission to
issue a statement reaffirming
its rezoning policy, especially
on rezoning demanded by

chase, was tabled Wednesday
after much discussion.
Commissioner Harold Ross,

builder Salvatore DiMucci in-

record as being 100 per cent

deal as it stood was unaccep-

opposed to this rezoning (of
five acres north of Golf Rd.)
or any rezoning it if circumvents the ordinances of the

ind the Village Board that "if
we permit any property to be

at the commission's meeting.

said, "I would like to go on

volving the West Park pur-

Gripe
Of The

Day
,(

Handbills and newspapers thrown all over the
lawn and
flowers.

breaking my
Griped

.

commission found it necessary
to deny the request because it
did not follow legal proce-

Youth Drowns
In otel Pool
ed Wednesday night in the
pool of a motel to Eldon, Mo

Survivors include his parents, Richard and Mary, and

in anyone's way. He was a son

every father would be proud
of."

The youth worked at the

"Mark was one very fine

boy," said one neighbor who
declined to be identified "He
was a quiet, friendly boy, never

DuPage counties.

County Commissioner
Floyd T. Fulle, who represents
Cook county on the NIPC, has

been named chairman of the
aircraft noise abatement technical advisory committee.

FULLE'S

COMMITTEE

pleasure

p.m. this

evening

Friedrich's Funeral Home, 320 W.
Central Rd., Mount Prospect.

mittee's study was two -fold:
1. To see what can be done
to lessen the physical and psychological effects of the noise

considered in the study.

on persons working or living
near airports such as O'Hare.

2. To see what standards

FULLE SAID that representatives of several municipalities, engineers,

technical

the committee.

Fulle said that he does not
know what they will find out.
He does not believe much can
be accomplished at O'Hare

Field unless it-is expanded.

persons and hoepfully repre- The committee hopes to make
(Continued on page 2)
sentatives of the airlines, thg

Day Wins Promotion Prize

Also included are Rosemont, Schiller Park, Frank-

lin Park, Norridge, Harwood
Heights, Elmwood Park, Melrose Park, 'Bloomingdale,
Itasca, Wood Dale, Roselle,
River Forest, River Grove,
Addison, Bensenville, North lake. Villa Park and Elmhurst.

and a proper presentation have
been made," Ross said.

His motion, which he asked

SAYS r.`
From Day want ad: Monday: For sale, three lovely kittens, $5; call until 2 p.m. Tuesday: For sale, three kittens,
$1. call before midnight. Wednesday: Three darn cats, free!
Call anytime!

his fellow commissioners to
pass, was intended not to "be

offensive, but I mean it as a
statement of position."

COMMISSIONER J. C.
Busenhart said of the motion,
"I don't think we are showing
good faith in doing that," implying that the Village Board
already agrees with such a policy.
Commissioner Frank Bergen said of the village trustees,

Driver Arrested
For Blowing Horn
Arlington Heights police
arrested a youth early yesterday evening for disturbing the
peace by blowing his car horn

youths used her driveway to
turn their cars around. When

Meadows Park, Mount Pros-

Mrs. Strunk also complained that the children in the
use
cannot
neighborhood
Meadows Park because of the
profane language of the youths
that gathered there.

Rev. Mr. David Quill offici-

cept Ross, Lloyd Norris and

The youth was identified by
police as Robin Brachen, 17,
713 N. Fairview, Mount Pros-

ating.

Eugene Martin.

pect.

Ross'

signed

she had talked to them about it,

Services will be Saturday at.
Friedrich's at 2 p.m. with the

table

A complaint was

against Brachen by Mrs. Ruth
StrUnk of 525 S. Rammer, Arlington Heights.
Mrs. Strunk told police that

Later in the evening, Mount
Prospect police were called to
disperse a gathering of youths
near Gregory and Rammer in

motion, which
automatically would postpone
the voting on Ross' motion until the next meeting.
All voted for the tabling ex-

at

the role of the airport will be

SUBURB\

Visitation will be after 7

and

when the mishap occurred.

that the purpose of the com-

ning Commission will be on

SIMON

want to do with it."
Bergen made a motion to

business

linois, O'Hare field, HUD and
the Federal Aviation Administration.
The portion of Chicago included in the study area is
bounded roughly on the cast
by California and the south by
Diversey Parkway.
Among the suburbs in the
area are Palatine, Arlington
Heights, Rolling Meadows,

Federal Aeronautical Association, and the Chicago Plan-

Ross made a motion to rem-

for a while to decide what they

Prospect.

Chicago, the affected suburbs,
DuPage county, the state of Il-

Mount Prospect, Elk Grove,
northwest corner of Chicago Des Plaines, Park Ridge,
and the west and northwest Niles, Skokie, Morton Grove,
suburban areas in Cook and Glenview and Northfield.

trip

Mount

more at Forest View High
Whom everyone liked

table.

people living in a 233 square mile area around O'Hare field
and of ways to lessen the impact of noise upon them,
Rockwell said.
The study area includes the

The

Rd.,

family was on a combined

nice boy and a hard worker'

to the Village Board that the

a

"they are all over 21. This is long and loud at the intersomething they are going to section of. Gregory and Ramhave to hold in their mouths mer, Arlington Heights.

McDonald's at 100 W. Rand

his sister, Linda
Neighbors of the youth,
who would have been a sopho-

School this fall, said he was a

up the Plan Commission's determination in recommending

rezoned by special legislation
or special agreement," it
After a past hearing on the would establish a precedent
DiMucci rezoning, which is village officials could not live
needed before DiMucci sells with in the future.
the proposed park site at Busse,
"I am opposed to any rezonand Lonnquist to the Mount
ing unless a proper hearing
Prospect Park District, the

dures.

Mark Hugen, IS, of 914 S.
Elm, Mount Prospect, drown-

Judiciary Committee backed

INCLUDED WILL be

detailed investigation of how
aircraft noise affects the

FULLE, SAID the com- should be used in the building
mittee will set their objects and or enlarging the bigger airdetermine their time schedule ports.
Building construction and
at a meeting Sept. 5. He said --

will include representatives of

pect.

Mrs. Strunk said, they threatened her and her property.

Another first for the Day - John Stanton, editor and publisher of Day Publications, mounts another award in a growing trophy display. The first place plaque was presented to Richard N. Puetz
(right), circulation director, by the International Circulation Managers Association for the best "promotion display" poster. Entries were Judged from 900 participating newspapers throughout the world
at the association's recent meeting In Toronto, Canada.

Day Publications has been
awarded first place in promotion display by the International Circulation Man-

depicted a wiglet offer to Day
customers. More than 1,500
subscribers responded to the
offer as well as more than 100

agers Assn.

new customers.

Entries were submitted
from more than 900 participating newspapers throughout

the world during the association's meeting in Toronto,
Canada, recently.

Richard N. Puetz, circula-

Puetz said the offer was intended to express appreciation
to Day readers. Because of the
"surprising response," other

merchandise of special value
and quality will be offered to

the

Day readers, Puetz added.
He cited as a recent example

The specific poster display

a flag offer and said The Day

tion director, accepted
award for The Day.

will shortly suggest another
item of special appeal.

"The response was most
gratifying," Puetz said. "Basically the idea of offering merchandise as an inducement for

a new subscriber is not new.
But passing along such items
to existing customers, at cost
or below, suggests a new role
for newspaper service. We intend to do just that, after care-

fully studying quality, volume
price and appeal," he added.
r.
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come Sports Center

o Heights -May
Arlington Heights

is

ex-

pected to become the nation's
foremost sporting center in the

This does not mean that taxpayers will be expected to foot

the bill to build. a domed allweather

1970s.

sports

facilities.

It

The Arlington Park annexa-

may Mean that use of some

tion agreement between Arlington Heights and Gulf and
Western Industries, Inc.. is to

public bonds may be necessary

at the annual session next year.

area.

AS OF APRIL 30, 1969

Statement of Municipal Treasury at April 30, 1969:

5

General
Waterworks and Sewerage
Public Benefit
Special Assessments
Police Pension
Firemen's Pension

Receipts for the Fiscal Year Ended April 30, 1969:
General Corporate Fund: Property Taxes $96,901.83, Sales Tax
$1,017,855.42, Fire Insurance Tax $6,593.30, Village Ordinance Fines
$50,940.00, Building Permit Fees $46,508.07, Elevator Inspection $650.00,
Plumbing Fixture Fees $5,801.00, Dog Licenses 57,143.00, Business Licenses

selected

521,715.00.

area, and perhaps not in any urbs.
other major urban center in
The bill provides for major
the country, make these developments logical.
use of public bonds. It was
ARLINGTON PARK is in sponsored by Rep. Jack E.
the very heart of an interstate Walker, of Lansing, Republitollway and expressway com- can leader in the legislature.
plex unequaled anywhere and
which places millions of sports

fans within an hour of Arlington Park.
The network of fans extends

from the Indiana Line, to the

Fox River on the west and

being

done for County Stadium in
Milwaukee. It is the procedure
approved at the recent session
of the legislature for the erect-

Lake County on the north.

ing of additions or buildings

The park's close proximity
to O'Hare Field.
Arlington Park is in the

for privately owned hospitals.
In the case of those buildings,
the state is expected even to
recover its administrative ex-

midst of the largest population
center made up of people who
can afford to regularly patron sporting
professional
ze

General Obligation Bond and Interest
Public Works Building Construction

penses.

In the 1969 session of the

events.

state General Assembly, a hill
THE PARK has a big head to huild an all-weather sports
start toward providing enough arena in the Chicago area, and
parking space, and can already ultimately in other areas of the
handle more than 15,000 cars state, passed the house and has
within lighted, fenced and pa- made surprising progress in
the senate.
trolled areas.

345,907.68
311,532.71
5,659.24
131,190.45
409,390.63
146,374.16
2,215.05__ _
3.26:12
7,552.74
23,970.40
6,342.77
1.390.461.95

103,431.68
311,482.71
5,659.24
73,096.45
1,304.15

$

Fire Equipment
Motor Fuel Tax
Parking System Revenue

1

Investments
at cost

Cash

Mount Prospect
State Bank

on Hand
.

400.00
50.00

S

242,076.00

$

--58,094.00
408,006.48
145,955.95

-------

41/3,21
------

'

$

2;215.05
326.12
768.48
23,970.40
6.342.77
529,095.26

5

450.00

$

$3,155.12, Charles L. Hengels $30.00, John Henrichs, Inc. $21.00, Herman F.
Hinz & Co. $91.60, H.H.Holmes Testing Laboratory $746.00, Highway Sales,
Inc. $4.09, Elton L. Hill $112.50, James J. Hilliger $9,965.08, Hillyard Sales Co.

$12,000.00, Mary E. Joern $30.00, Arthur P. Johannsen $5,600.68, John E. Reed

Parking System Revenue Account: Parking Meter Collections $29,391.00,
Parking Lot Leases 51,935.00, Miscellaneous $315.03, Total Parking System
Revenue Account Receipts $31,641.03.
Motor Fuel Tax Account: State of Illinois $129,688.00, Total Motor Fuel Tax
Account Receipts $129,608.00.
Police Pension Account: Property Taxes $30,947.62, Members Contributions
$20,048.57, Interest Income $19,423.58, Proceeds of Bicycle Sale $898.50,
Total Police Pension Account Receipts $71,310.27.
Firemen's Pension Account: Properly Taxes 523,465.84, Members Contributions $10,641.46, Interest Income $5,911.41, Donations $85.00, Total Firemen's Pension Account Receipts $40,103.71.
Fire Equipment Account: Interest Income $366.69, Total Fire Equipment
Account Receipts $366.69.
Waterworks and Sewerage Fund: Water Sales S491,363.68, Water Penalties $4,260.58, Sewer Charge $26,721.00, Meter Rent 58,801.00, Water Fees
$465.00, Water Taps $2,090.00, Interest Income $15,747.98, Hook -On -Charges
$1,900.50, Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago $19,334.46, Miscellaneous 53,737.72, Total Waterworks and Sewerage Fund Receipts

& Assoc. $40.00, John E. Shanahan 8 Assoc. $725.00, John F. Garlish 8 Sons
$198.26, John Sexton Sand & Gravel Co. $165.00, Catherine Johnson $30.00,
Elaine P. Johnson 530.00, Marvin H, Johnson $2,932.64, Richard L. Johnson
$501.67, Bernard W. Johnston $1,140.51, Joseph D. Foreman Co. $1,213.09,
Joseph Electronics, Inc. $204.66, Journal - News Publications $229.75, Julian,

Civil Defense Fund: Property Taxes 57,769.51, U.S. Government One Half
Cost Equipment $6,090.42, Total Civil Defense Fund Receipts $13,859.93.

Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund: Property Taxes -$27,281.17, Total

Il-

linois Municipal Retirement Fund Receipts 527,281.17.

Public Benefit Fund: Property Taxes $6,133.60, Total Public Benefit Fund

:Mary 5. Vavro $30.00, Veto Soles Service $94.00, V & G Printers, Inc.
53,587.61, Village of Arlington Heights $160.02, Village of Mt. Prospect

860,916.69
E.
Hendricks

$72,543.27.

Street and Bridge Fund: Property Taxes 5114,819.76, Vehicle Licenses
$108,323.25, Total Street and Bridge Fund Receipts $223,143.01.

$2,679.42, Universal Stationers $122.95, University of Illinois $26.00, U.S. Civil
Defense Council $7.50, U.S. Microfilming Corp. $197.50, Utility Sewer & Water
Co. $860.00, Dominic A. Valentino 5636.86, Van Oriels Drug Store $381.28,

Lumber Co. $53.48, Bernard H.R. Hemmeter $326.00, Alice

General Obligation Bond and interest Account: Property Taxes
$72,543.27, Total General Obligation Bond and Interest Account Receipts

$1,436,258.64.

----Marguerite A. Tuttle $30.00, Jean Ullman $30.00, Union Linen Supply Co.

6,784.26

$112.25, Vince Hoffman $60.00, Holiday Inn Mt. Prospect $30.97, Edward F.
Holtz $4,566.87, Homelite $1,208.70, John M. Homolo $10,744.97, Eugene
Hooters $8,843.45, Edmar J. Hoppe $30.00, Joseph M. Hors $2,260.32, Howard Worthington, Inc. $63.24, Howell Tractor & Equipment Co. 5503.33, Joan
Hujanen $6,953.24, Ibbotson Heating Co. 535.95, Illinois Assoc. Bds. Fire &
Police Commissioners $72.00, Illinois Auto Electric Co. $33.26, Illinois Bell
Telephone Co. $9,919.69, Illinois City Manager's Assoc. $10.00, Illinois Civil
Defense Council $10.00, Illinois Fire Chiefs Assoc. $20.00, Illinois Fire Extinguisher Co. $240.30, Illinois FWD Truck & Equipment Co. $253.95, Illinois
Law Enforcement Officers $16.00, Illinois Municipal League $1,186.27, Illinois
Municipal Retirement Fund $29,547.38, Illinois State Bar Association $214.50,
Illinois Suburban Police $754.37, Industrial Metal Protection Co. $38.50, Industrial Temperature Service $622.00, International Association of Chiefs Police
$58.00, International Association of Electrical Inspectors $16.30, International
Association of Fire Chiefs $15.00, International Business Machines Corp.
$151.92, International Harvester Co. 58.81, International Institute of Municipal
Clerks $20.00, International Salt Co. $15,621.06, George Jacobsmeyer $40.00,
Frank Junkie $20.00, J.A. Renaldi 8. Co., Inc. $65.77, The Jarp Corporation
$9.70, J.C. Licht Co. $89.36, Robert H. Jenkins $181.50, Richard L. Jesse

Engineering Inspections $185.00, Liquor Licenses $23,900.00,
Mount Prospect Rural Fire Protection District $13,543.48, Elk Grove Rural Fire
Protection District 554,778.00, Waterworks and Sewerage Fund $36,000.00,
Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago $3,200.00, Plan Examination
Fees $2,115.00, Sale of Code Books 5454.65, Community Hall Rental
$2,000.00, Deposits for Plan Commission and Appeals Cases $6,939.95, Inter
est uri U.S. Treasury Bills 57,803.11, Repayment of Advance from Library Fund
$3,500.00, Miscellaneous $27,731.83, Total General Corporate Fund Receipts

Receipts 56,133.60.

THIS IS WHAT is

Total Cash &
Securities

.

FUND

This time it is likely to be taiAN ALL-WEATHER year- lored to fit Arlington Park
round sports arena at Arling- specifications which the 1969
ton Park is in the picture and bill was not.
Arlington Park's position as
would mean that Arlington
Park could conduct two a sporting center will be furmajor sports during the same ther enhanced through the
season, possibly on the same convention business that is
beginning to develop. Those
day.
At least two sports could be attending conventions pro-

from thoroughbred vide of the best sources of
racing, major league baseball, support for sporting events.
AISO Important is the hotel
or professional football, hockand motel complex that is
ey or basketball.
Four factors not duplicated being planned for Arlington
anywhere else in the Chicago Park and the inn thwest sub-

$435.00, Terrace Supply Co. $243.47, Texaco, Inc. 512,400.46, Dennis R. Thill
58,916.21, Willard M. Mill 545.00, Harold B. Thingwold $939.13, Thomas Low
Book Co. $7.00, Thorne Electric Inc. $474.09, Helen A. Till $30.00, Ralph S.
Timm $9,277.72, Tousbe,-Ross, Bailey & Smart $4,387.50, Traffic Institute - NW
University $100.00, Transo Envelope Co. $809.75, Joan Ann Treu $30.00, Tri R
Signs --$7:50, Tri State Clearing, Inc. $9,426.56, Leonard L. Turner $508.89,

And Statement of Receipts and Disbursements
For the Fiscal Year Ended April 30, 1969

with the private organization.

paying them off over...a-pciiod
be finalized soon.
of years froro.-folids collected
is" fans..spot in the form of
Officials on both sides are from
determined that the annexa,.. --fickets and concession sertion will becoroc_..-anr-in- vices.
THE BILL is expected to he
strumentfor-erruifiined aggressive-ptifilic development in the introduced into the legislature

Swanberg $30.00, Swenson Spreader Co. $2,245.00, Amelia' Ann Szalo
$30.00, Clarence A. Szymoszek 5336.63, Francis Tarchalo $1,346.50, Tec
Search, Inc. $8,016.46, TechSyn Corporation $41.90, Robert D. Teichert

VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT
STATEMENT OF MUNICIPAL TREASURY

Legal No. 8063

Betsey 8 Assoc. $90.20, Leonard A. Kaiser $9,151.15, James R. Kapustiak
$3,109.75, KAR Products, Inc. $1,223.70, Kasle Steel Corp. $868.34, Henry S.
Kaup $9,015.29, Kay's Animal Shelter $1,200.00, Gloria J. Kazmar $30.00,
Kenneth Kozmar $20.00, Keefer's Pharmacy $21.60, Kee Lox Mfg. Co. $137.64,
Ken Rand Corp. $125.00, Kersting's Garden Center $402.94, Hermon E. Kieper
$1,012.50, Francis B. Kilfoy $7,220.52, John P. Kilroy $435.00, Kinder Industrial

Supply $62.25, Harvey Klehm $13.00, Eileen Klein $742.50, William K. Kline
$4,546.17, Gloria Klingman $30.00, Lynn M. Kloster $300.00, Paul A. Krnet
51,476.69, Edward J. Knoch $390.00, Lydia Knosp $1,282.50, Robert J. Koch
$5,544.44, Lilliom Kocher $30.00, Kenneth C. Koeppen $9,509.48, Raymond E.
Kordecki $10,117.83, Norman Kozy $10.00, Franklin R. Krantz $47.50, Edward
H. Krause $716.18, Ronald F. Kroll 56,563.32, Kronos Construction Co. 564.80,
Stanley E. Kuras 3025.00, Robert Kuzrnerz $1,168.50,

Lake Tire Co., Inc. $224.80, James D. Lange $8,598.54, Joann R. Lange
$1,080.00, John R. Larson $738.38, Lattof Motor Sales Co. $3.30, Sandra L.
Lautings $30.00, Law Bulletin Publishing Co. $6.00, Henry L. Lawson $8,904.70,
Disbursements for the Fiscal Year Ended April 30, 1969:
Virginia Lawson $2,750.00, The Lawyer's Co-operative Pub. Co. $195.00, LeadGeneral Corporate Fund: Aarnco Transmission $448.00, A. American Blind
er Newspapers $50.40, Betty Jean Lebsock 530.00, William Lebsock $281.00,
Co. $79.50, Able Fire 8 Safety Equipment Co. $492.15, Acme -Wiley Corp,
Barbara Lee $4,950.00, Lee's Brake & Clutch Service $384.32, Leon M. Golding
$106.39, Anton J. Adams $755.00, Addison Building Material Co, $521.41,
& Associates $58.41, Dennis R. Leonard $8,638.55, Raymond C. Lessner
Addressograph Multigraph Corp. $1,582.33, A.J. Davis Co. 52,696.49, A.J.
$9,224.67, Earl W. Lewis $435.00, Roland G. Ley $25.00, Libertyville Industrial
Gerrard 8 Co. $16.10, Allied Asphalt Paving Co. $145.99, Allied Electronics Towel & Uniform Co. $209.40, Lincoln St. Louis $41.12, Roland B. lischalk
Corp. $52.25, Allied Radio Corporation $4.09, Alpine Camera Co. $8.67,
$8,982.89, Lou N Key Service $21.45, Jahn Loibl $6,743.15, John S. Lopata
American College Surgeons $140.00, American Insurance Assoc. $222.40:
$8,796.62, Mary Lopata $30.00, Michelene M. Lucoceroni $30.00, Lundstrom's
American La France 5608.78, American Research Corp. $21.00, Bernice A.
Orchard Hill Nursery $16,335.00, Lutheran General Hospital $15.00, Harvey
Amundson $30.00, George Anderson $326.00, Anderson Locksmiths $21.50,
W. Lutz $66.60, Margaret B. Lytle $30.00, Mock Cadillac $518.90, Maine
George B. Anderson & Assoc. $4,137.02, Judith Anderson $30.00, Miriam G.
Automotive Supply Co. $407.95, Management Information, Service $85.00,
Anderson $30.00, Virginia Anderson 530.00, Aqua Rama of Illinois $14.40, A &
Manpower, Inc. $446.13, Manufacturing Co. $18.95, Mark Motors, Inc.
R Electric Co. $135.70, Arlington Auto Parts $407.83, Arlington Body Craft
Caroline Marshall $4,025.24, Marshall Jackson Co. $1,769.11, Joyce
(CO/Willie(' from Page I )
plane must learn to live to- $80.00, Arlington Concrete Products Co. 553.10, The Arlington Day $10,00, $464.42,
M. Marsiglia $30.00, Constance D. Martin $270.00, Eugene F. Martin $355.00,
Arlington Elevator & Materials Corp. $1.90, Mildred T. Arrigo $30.00, Arrow
recommendations for building gether in peace.
Janet
A.
Martino $30.00, Alfred Messner Inc. $44.82, Masters Supply Co.
Road Construction Co. $1,192.96, Asplundh Tree Expert Co. $265.15, Associ$516.34, Matthew Bender & Co., Inc. $64.50, Mautz Paint 8 Varnish Co.
new airports.
ated Radiologists $6.00, Astrofilms, Inc. $48.40, Al - Trenching, Excavating
"As long as noisy airports $150.00, Dorothea A. Aurnann $010.&, Auto Clutch 8. Parts Service $28.00, $377.37, Maxon Shooters Supply $84.30, Diana McClory $4,116.97, Allan J.
Dr. Robert G. Ducharme,
deputy director of the NIPC, seem destined to be essential Axle & Equipment Sales $8.45, Bachmann Const. & Supply Co. $9.02, Harry A. McCombs $56.99, McCord Tire & Supply, Inc. $500.15, Charles Mc Corkle
5465.00, Joseph K. McGrath $130.00, McGraw Hill Publications $47.00, Jerry
will direct the study. Fulle's parts of the 20th century met- Bade $33.10, Balko Tool 8 Machine Co. $119.95, Edward P. Banach $429.85, McIntosh $990.14, Gloria McKee $30.00, Stuart C. McKillop $8,577.92, William
8 H Blueprint 8. Supply Co. $458.37, Robert G. Barone $9,318.54, Charles D.
group will meet regularly to ropolis, it's imperative we try 13
McManamon $12,060.00, Anthony McMurray $30.00, Medical Supply Co.
Barr 58,249.74, Donald E. Barra $9,008.94, Harold E. Barra $9,111.92, Barring$22.00, Angel Mehoola $30.00, James C. Mertins 533.81, Lucille H. Messer
review work of the NI PC staff to find ways to avoid perpetual
ton Trucking Co. $159,930.64, Nancy E. Bartlett $30.00, John R. Badman
and to provide technical ad- warfare between airports and $30.00, James D. Barton $84.18, Bauer Engineering, Inc. $13,039.78, Janet $30.00, Metalex Corp. $16.50, Metro Reporting Service $68.40, Meyer Material
Co. $121.50, Meyer TV & Hi Fi $36.20, Meyer & Wenthe, Inc. 551.80, Michael J.
Baylis $30.00, Lawrence E. Bayne $1,792.84, BDC Rex Rotary Inc. $299.45,
their neighbors."
vice and assistance.
Allan D. Beckstrom $25.00, Bell 8, Howell $12.40, Fronk R. Bergen $260.00, Dalton & Co. $2,465.00, Michlin Chemical Corp. $977.50, Middle State Motor
superplanes
Freight Co. $6.04, Midtown Ignition & Parts Co. 5201.77, Midwest Handling
Ludmillo Bertok $30.00, Esther A. Biernacki $30.00, Biff Equipment & Sales CO.
planned for the future, the inInc. $53.70, Milburn Brothers, Inc. $12,875.18, Mitch L. Milford $1,619.82, Betty
$414.00, Robert Bloski $35.00, Blouw & Sons $5,806.83, Arthur H. Boesch°
the
ROCKWELL
SAID
Miller $742.50, Minnesota Mining & Mfg. Co.
dications are that the aircraft
E. Miller $30.00, Charles J.
$9,360.64, Joseph I. Bopp $10,506.15, Bornquist, Inc. $186.00, Edward Boswell
$4,958.30, Mitchell Electric Co. 533.40, M.L. Ruane M.D. 530.00, Mobil Oil Corp.
primary
purpose
of
the
study
is
noise problem is going to get
51,406.06, Melvyn L. Both $1,640.42, Paul Both $1,079.50, Diane Boxleitner
$57.00,
Joseph
Mocerino
$3,307.76,
Richard H. Monroe $1,200.00, Montgomto
consider
measures
that
air$30.00, Eugene Bradtke $290.00, Lois A. Brady $30.00, Brake Alignment
worse."
ery Ward 8. Co. $116.90, Robert F. Moore $15,625.00, Moore Business Forms
Supply Co. $541.60, William F. Brelle $8,243.55, William E. Broderick
FULLE SAID, "While the ports and affected commu- Service
$120.88,
Motorola
C.
&
E.,
Inc.
$2,486.10,
Mt. Plaines Animal Hospital $115.00,
$9,491.24, Edward Brodsky $20.70, Densil A. Brown $3,720.39, Bruce MunicipMt. Prospect Auto Parts $2,339.78, Mt. Prospect Bible Church $588.75, Mt.
aircraft industry assures us it's nities can take to provide the
al Equipment, Inc. $3,351.20, David H, Brunner 51,470.00, Doris E. Bryant
aircraft
from
relief
desired
Prospect Chamber of Commerce $690.00, Mt. Proipect Hardware Inc. $12.15,
working hard on the problem,
$30.00, Eric Bublitz $1,189.02, Marvin W. Bublitz $535.49, Budd Signs $16.00,
Mt. Prospect Public Library $25,797.00, Mt. Prospect Public Schools $308.23,
noise.
Building Officials Conf. of America $50.00, Burdett° Smith Co. $208.50, Don.
it offers little hope of being
Mt. Prostiect Safe Deposit Corp. $7.00, Jack E. Mueller $395.00, Mufich Buick,
Burkhart
$350.00,
Burroughs
Corp.
old W. Burkhardt $570.63, Thomas 'B.
He said the causes and
able to lessen aircraft noise to
Inc. $25.00, Russell N. MultIman $64.20, Richard E. Muller $8,715.26, MuniJ.E. Burroughs $22.40, William F. Burris $9,041.00, J.C. Busenhart
growth of the problem will be $131.76,
cipal Finance Officers Assn. 540.00, Municipal Ordinance Book $10.60,
any appreciable extent in the
5295.00, BusseBierrnann Co. $364.97, Busse's Flowers & Gifts $57.50, George
The Municipal Yearbook $12.00, Muni Quip Corporation $69.84, Mutual Truck
studied, and an effort will he R. Busse $415.00, Gilbert Busse $360.00, Wallace E. Busse $325.00,
foreseeable future.
Co. $291.16, Edward D. Nastek $8,845.22, National Cash Register Co.
"To be realistic, therefore, made to determine what im- Callaghan & Co. $60.00, Karl 13, Campbell $2,701.01, Marion S. Carey Parts
$210.82, National Chemsearch Corp. $711.59, Notional Committee on Uniform
Central Watch Service $60.00, Century Auto Supply Co. $6.27,
we've got to explore other pact aircraft noise has had on $1,282.50,
Traffic Laws $5.20, National Fire Protection Assoc. $99.50, National Institute of
B. Gray Sales & Service $29.25, Charles Bruning Co. $183.11, Chicago &
Municipal Law Officers $87.50, National Police Chiefs Information Bureau
ways to lessen the impact of people's lives and pocket- Chas.
NW Railway 547.50, Chicago Bar Assoc. $88.00, Chicago Cut Stone Co. $8.50,
$8.50, National Process Printers $18.00, Nationwide Papers, Inc. $77.25, Navy
books,
such
as
the
effect
on
the ever -mounting roar. ModChicago Kent College of Law $65.00, Chicago Litho Products Co. $252.75,
real estate values.
Chicago Sanitary Products $7.40, Chicago Title & Trust Co. $14.00, Christ Brand Mfg. Inc. $149.50, NEICDDC $5.00, Marvin G. Neitzke $615.00, Roger A.
ern man and the modern airNeitzke $685.00, Elin M. Nelson $30.00, Nelson Equipment Co. $4.65, Nelson,
Building Material, Inc. $61.10, Cincinnati Time Recorder Ca. $31.81, Robert A.
Harker & Molloy Inc. $50.00, Nelson Tire Service Inc. $18.79, Harry F. Neuck.
Cishek $3E1.20, Clark & Barlow Hardware $26.05, Commerce Clearing House,
ronz, Sr. $1,046.25, New Steel Warehouse, Inc. $331.27, Nick's Enco Service
Inc. $4.00, Commonwealth Edison Co. $32,230.02, Daniel Congreve $1,999.92,
Harold J. Conklin 5861.03, Elizabeth M. Conlon $30.00, P. Gregory Conlon Station $25.25, Judith A. Norris $30.00, Lloyd Norris $295.00, Richard L. Norris
$438.04, Northern Illinois Gas Co. 51,078.34, Northeastern Illinois Planning
$50.00, Connecticut General Life Insurance Co. $18,354.91, Laura Conroy
Commission $100.00, North Shore Assoc. Chiefs of Police $140.00, Northwest
$6,799.92, Construction Digest $27.00, Cook 8 Riley $126.75, Leslie E. Cooper
$30.00, T.A. Copple & Co. $4,742.50, James P. Corcoran $495.14, Council of Building Officials Conference $25.00, Northwest Clean Towel Service 5488.70,
Northwest Electrical Supply Co. 5489.08, Northwest Ford Truck Sales $149.71,
with driving on a suspended liBy Slade Lander
Gov. of Cook County $312.00, David L. Creamer $6,150.00, Robert G. Creamer
Northwest Municipal Conference $319.50, Northwest Office Machines
cense and without a safety cer$9,134.52, William J. Creamer 59,101.63, Dennis Creighton $151.00, Kendal A.
$1,292.65, Northwest Stationers $109.44, Northwest X -Ray Lab $100.00, North.
A tip-off from the Schaum- tificate. Tovar was released to Crooks $1,116.00, Evelyn S. Crumley $50,575.00, George T. Cullens $8,842.86, western University Law $10.00, Novak & Parker $50.83, The Nucleus $37.41,
J. Dalebroux $60.00, Lorraine Dolton $2,173.92, Donley Lumber Co.
burg Police Department and immigration officials who Carol
$20.00, Davey Tree Service $165.00, Day Publications, Inc. $4,587.59, Margie Nu View Construction Co. $76.80, Oakton Automotive Service $11.74, Erwin L.
Lattoff Motor Sales, 800 E. placed him under arrest on a Deisenroth $30.00, Delta Patrol Service $539.00, Frank DeLuca, Jr. $1,982.02, Oehlerking $8,719.92, Old Orchard Country Club $72.80, Orkin Exterminating
Co. $940.00, William J. Ostermann $8,615.63, Overhead Door Co. Elk Grove
Northwest Highway, Arling- charge of illegal entry into this
Delucorte Press $15.85, Elaine V. DeMars $30.00, Robert E. Demmert
$167.13, Paddock Publications, Inc. $3,919.51, Lawrence A. Pairitz $11,836.95,
$1,032.12, William J. Demmert $590.50, Dennis' Snack Shop $25.00, Dependton Heights led to the arrest of country from Mexico.
Palatine Welding & Engineering $23.00, James R. Palmer $2,225.65, Panable
Concrete
$87.50,
Des
Plaines
Publishing
Co.
552.80,
Detroit
Bullet
Trap
Schaumburg police issued a
two men in Arlington Heights
ama -Beaver, Inc. 5105.26, Ted Pandak $20.00, P & W Industrial Sales $428.88,
Corp. $46.45, Kathy Dick $30.00, Dileonardi & Hofert $58.00, Alex DiPietroyesterday afternoon, police re- bulletin to Arlington Heights
Joseph F. Pannhausen $3,655.32, Richard L. Pascoe $9,681.50:Pennzoil Co..
paolo $78.40, Ditto, Inc. $649.45, Ralph J. Doney $10,102.20, Robert W.
police to look for Saiker. Ar- Doolittle $3,737.16, Edward A. Druffel $7,939.24, Du Art Color Corp. $30.03, 5995.26, Permalawn Products Co. 5484.73, James E. Pershenski $1,1115.74, P.F.
ported.
Pettibone & Co. $138.41, Joseph D. Pfander $323.47, Editlr Pfeiffer $1,282.50,
Detained were Edmond Sai- lington Heights police reportVirginia Duback $1,479.01, Ronald L. Duchers, Ph. D. $4,275.00, Robert L, Dul
PIC Communication $2,648.22, Pinner Electric Co. $431.70, Pitney -Bowes, Inc.
ker, 1022 Carol, Wheeling and
ed they were tipped off by Lat- $3,002.42,Dytron Alloys Corp. $78.00, Dorothy Egan 54,634.10, E.G. Smith $274.10, Plane View Block Soil $103.50, Postmaster, Mount Prospect
Magdalena Vega-Tovar, Old tof Motor Sales that a car and Equipment Co. 520.00,E 8. H Utility Soles $1,545.87, Edward Hines Lumber Co. $3,955.01, Power Equipment Co. $9.30, Prospect Garage Door Co. $258.00,
The Elgin Courier News $27.63, Elgin Lumber 8. Supply $298.25, Elk
Earl C. Quist
Orchard Country Club, 700 driver matching the descrip- $11.32,
Grove Blueprint 8. Supply $21.40, Elk Grove Township Republican Orgn. Prospect High School $1,218.29, Prospect Sign Co. $22.50,
W. Rand, Mount Prospect, a tion of Saiker and his car were $25.00, Elmhurst -Chicago Stone Co. $129.84, Marion E. Else $30.00, Edward $779.50,
Shop $22.79, Rand Road Auto
Radiant
Corp.
$248.79,
Randhurst
Camera
laborer worting for Saiker po- in the inspection lane, waiting Erickson $150.00, Newell T. Esmond $12,100.00, Explorer Post 267 $499.00,
Rasking, Downing & Dammom
Wash $509.00, Andrew C. Rapp $6,118.44,
lice said. Sriiker was released to
for an inspection sticker. Po- Forella Municipal Supply Co. $894.00, Righter S. Farris $30.00, Joyce. Fasig S100.00, RediCast Concrete $382.50, Elmer 0. Reetz $1,202.50, Geraldyne S.
$475.05,
Joseph
A.
Fazzio
$4,217.36,
Federal
Sign
&
Signal
Corp.
$268.00,
Reising 530.00, George J.
Schaumburg plicc who arReighaut $30.00, Russell J. Reilly $7,323.71, Martha
lice investigated, identified
Products, Inc. $83.70, Peter
Lowell J. Fell $2,006.00, Robert R. Fendius $8,618.41, Eilmach $47.10, Fire
rested him and charged him Saiker, and detained him.
Reproductions
Engineering $7.00, Firestone Stores $444.03, First National Bank of Mount Reiter $435.00, Rernrand $107.08,
$38.98, Donald P. Reynolds
C. Rettn $10,485.00, Donald C. Reynolds
Tovar, who was with Saiker,
Prospect $5,065.98, Warren A, Fischer $9,275.71, Edward C. Foran $2,335.30,
$8,789.92, Reynolds Radio & Electronics $556.45, Joyce L. Rezny $1,314.00,
Cook
County
police
Dist.
was also questioned,
Forest Atwood Paper Co. $331.58, Forest Preserve
R.G. Smith Equipment Co. $94.78, R.H. Lyons Equipment Co. $4,527.05, Errol F.
$1,404.00, Charles J. Forlorn $8,830.59, Gerald W. Fox $4,290.37, Fox River
said, because he had no identi$30.00, Shirley Richardson
J. Richardson
Welding Products $31.00, Fox Valley Police Reserve $470.00, Terrance W. Richardson $50.00, Florence
fication.
Police
reported
that,
$4,385.45, Edward P. Richter $2,656.85, Riddiford Bros. Inc. $182.70, Rit.
Randall Iglewski
Frakes $695.00, Frank Thornber Co. $327.15, Caroline A. Frekot $60.00, John
Textile
while under questioning, To- M. Frekot $25.00, Myrtle L. Frey $30.00, Friden, Inc. $54.50, Sylvia F. Froehli zenthaler Bus Lines $50.00, Road Materials Corp. $948.39, Roberts$160.25,
Center $68.49, Jean A. Robinson 530.00, Rochester Germicide Co.
Randall Iglewski. 14, of var admitted that he had illecher $30.00, Donald Furst $20.00, Fuze -On Products Co. $79.60, Michael P.
Donald P. Rogers $285.00, Rollins Burdick Hunter $2,968.00, Harold Ross
1702 Azalea, Mount Prospect, gally immigrated to this counGaffney $195.85, G.A. Rafel & Co., Inc. $863.50, Martin Galis 5570.00, Gar $305.00, Ross, Hardies, O'Keefe, Babcock, McDugald 8 Parsons $18,575.86,
Wood - Chicago 563.60, Gateway Transportation $17.70, General Body Sales
died Wednesday at Billings try from Mexico. Tovar was
Rydin Sign Co. $918.72, Robert W. Sadler $1,235.84, Safety Equipment Supply
Corp. $235.38, George L. Busse & Co. $20,054.08, George Poole ford
Hospital in Chicago. He was a then detained and immigraCo. $269.33, Sargent -Sowell, Inc. $53.95, John Savage $10,611.81, Peter K.
$1,170.55,
Otto
E.
Georgi
$1,414.98,
John
A.
Gibson
$8,865.29,
William
R.
student at River Trails Junior tion officials notified.
Scherer $2,523.80, Schimming Oil Co. $82.30, Jay R. Schmaren $135.00,
Gilmore $53.77, Gerald A. Glascock $10,248.90, Glass House $340.67, Dominic
Schmidt
Robert F. Schmid $42.20, Frank B. Schmidt $210.00, Kenneth R.
High School,
Glass° $4,923.15, Globe Glass & Trim Co. $115.20, Fred Gluesing $1,462.50,
$8,252.31, Virginia L. Schmitt $30.00, Marsha Schoeneberger $941.00, School
Survivors include his parPolice repotted that Tovar
Goldblatt's $54.60, Golf Land Development Co. $30.643, Luclif M. Golsen
District #59 $30.00, David A. Schulte $24.06, L. Adrienne Schultz $30.00, Roy
$30.00, Stuart Gomm $371.37, Don Goodman $25.00, Goodyear Service Stores
ents, Jack and Virginia; two said that "possibly there are 10
Schultz $326.00, George F. Schuman. Sr. $6,953.34, Schuster Equipment Co.
sisters, Susan and Cheryl; to 15 others of this status work$1,141.15, Donald H. Gosswiller $8,385.20, Robert C. Goerniem1774.02, Ddr$3,648.84, Schwoab Label Co. $37.99, Arthur Schwieger $9,360.00 Mariano
bora D. Graham $30.00, Thomas A. Graham $877.50, Gravely Equipment Co.
grandparents John and Gen- ing at the Old Orchard CounSciales $1,425.00,Scott Aviation Corp. $29.65, Sears, Roebuck & Co. $52.94,
$213.09,
Great
Lakes
Fire
8
Safety
Equipment
Co.
$4,256.37,
August
Greco
try Club."
Jack M. Seigel $1,285.00, Margaret C. Shaffer $30.00, Arnold Sharringhousen
evieve Iglewski of Chicago,
$12.40, Joseph J. Grittoni $435.00, Doris L. Grunlee $30.00, Guard Fence, Inc.
$280.04, John R. Sheaffer $3,000.00, Shepard's Citations $133.30, Siciwell
and John and Mary Myscofski
$118.00, Gunnell's Restaurant $744.15, Catherine Gutherie $825.00, Louise
Studios Inc. $771.22, Bettyrose M. Skafte $30.00, Skil Corporation $12.30,
A spokesman for the club,
of Orland Park.
Haase $30.00, Edwin Haberkarnp $12,269.16, Edwin Hachmeister $8,577.25,
James L. Smith $46.60, Smith Salt Service $39.10, Snap on Tools $60.00,
Visitation was to be today at contacted by telephone, said Randi Hagen $513.00, Edwin L. Hall $7,622.03, Patrick L. Hollihan $8,482.45,
Society of Municipal Arboritum $15.00, Robert E. Soderman $180.00, Margaret
Hall
Sign
&
Post
Inc.
$1,044.24,
Robert
Halvorson
$4,279.75,
Margaret
L.
Oehler Funeral Home in Des he had no knowledge of Tovar
D. Spooner $30.00, Ralph L. Stadler. Jr. $545.00, State of Illinois Dept. of
General Service $70.00, Sterling Products Inc. $3.54,-- Gerald 0, Stevens
Plain,- Services will he Satur- living at the club. All immi- Hanson $30.00, Hantau & Otto $528.19, Marie T. Hard $6,804.42, Thomas D.
Harris $67.80, Harry A. Bade Paper Corp. $39.95, Clyde E. Harting $8,920.25,
$9,257.55, Stevens Chemical Co. $17.40, TheodoraStraps$30.00,Jol n Stron
'1.,t 19
gi Ant tt, .cr, .it the dub have
$3,000.00, Suburban Building Officials Conference $15.00, Gail J. Sullivan
Peter
J.
Hartmann
Co.
$29.65,
Paul
H.
Hartwig,
Jr.
$2,684.48,
Fred
A.
Hedlund
proper
working
a.m. isui ial will he at All Saints
papers, the
$966.47, Sunnyside Dodge Co. $113.42, Beatrice E. Swanson $67.50, Diem, D.
$10,243.95, The Hedmon Co. $57.50, Eleanore Heldmann $30.00, The Heller

Grant Finances
Noise St dy

"With the

Tip Leads to Arrest
Of 2 Area Residents

Obituaries

Cemetery in Des Plaines.

spokesman said,

$574,421.92.

Special Assessments Account: Principal Collected $18,718.55, Interest Coll.
ected $10,426.84, Total Special Assessments Account Receipts $29,145.39.

$5,108.80, Village of Niles $5.60, Village of Wilmette $300.00, Ervin H. Villie
$9,167.01, Vinyl Corp of America $70.55, Vise -Flash Rentals, Inc. $60.00, John
A. Wagner $1,425.00, John L. Waring $3,219.80, Warning Liles of Illinois
560.00, Warren Cook Chemical Co. $51.00, Irene M. Waterhouse $30.00,
Kenneth Weber $3,300.00, Weeks Business Forms $120.17, Muriel J. Weidenfeller $30.00, Alvin A. Werner 51,012.50, West Publishing Co. $15.00, Western
Engraving 8 Embossing $20.00, W. H. Barber Chemical Co. $102.66, 645
Wheeling Rd. Sales Corp. $9.02, Wheeling Township Republican Organization
525.00, Kathleen M. White $30.00, WhiteCronen $6,604.05, Elizabeth A. Whitechurch $30.00, Donald R. Wiese $1,101.26, Elmer J. Wille $7,117.04, Wille,
Inc. $320.76, Wm. L. Kunkel & Co. $5,000.00, Douglas D. Winkelmann $315.00,
Winkelmann's Radiator Co. $179.50, Winkelmann's Shell Service $751.78,
Robert D. Winkler 52,440.38, Janis Wirth $2,300.00, Dolores B. Wolski $30.00,
David B. Woodward $487.13, Marion Woodward $2,260.00, W.S. Dorley & Co.
$36.80, Leslie H. Wuollett $9,006.02, W.W. Grainger, Inc. $19.30, Edith M.
Young $30.00, Malcolm Young $510.00, Richard E. Yost $9,276.65, Ziebort
$60.00, John J. Zimmermann $10,500.00, Zoning Bulletin $40.00, Kenneth E.
Zschoch $8,894.70, Marshall H. Zeman $10.20.

Waterworks and Sewerage Fund; Anrnro Transmissions 5475 00, Arid
Products Inc. $555.38, Addressograph Multigraph Corp. $205.28, Allied Electronics Corp. $92.67, All Types Rope & Sling Products $102.99, American
Notional Bank 8 Trust Co. $92,136.00, American Research Corp. $392.50,
American Water Works Assoc. $200.00, Ampress Brick Inc. $36.00, Anton J.
Adams $50.00, A-1 Trenching, Excavating Truck Service 530.00, Arlington Auto
Parts $28.67, Arlington Concrete Products $77.78, Arlington Pork Dodge $4.50,
Augard Mfg. Co. $14.80, Arlington Elevator & Material $178.65, Badger Meter
Mfg. Inc. $6,179.44, Baker Equip. Co. $13.45, BDC - Rex Rotary $75.00, W.H.
Barber Chemical Co. $42.54, James D. Barton $95.28, Lawrence E. Bayne
$1,409.63, Bell & Gustus, Inc. 552.50, Berry Bearing Inc. $7.24, Biff Equip. &
Sales $792.00, The Bileo Company $172.47, Blouw & Sons $448.43, Bob's
Trenching $65.00, Edward Boswell $902.82, Melvyn L. Both $5,683.55, Brake
Alignment Service Supply 59.20, The Bristol Co. 565.93, Eric Bublitz $1,340.64,
Marvin W. Bublitz $7,707.60, Donald W. Burkhardt 5386.15, Burmeister Sod
Farms $130.35, Burroughs Corp. $43.92, Busse - Biermonn Co. $171.31,
George L. Busse Inc. $4,537.31, Karl D. Campbell $710.07, Capitol Controls Co.
$172.30, C.A. Roberts Inc. $55.33, Chicago Bridge & Iron Co. $46,284.75,
Christ Building Materials $2,218.20, Cincinotti Time Recorder $4.81, Clark &
Barlow Hardware $118.80, Clow Corporation $6,463.83, Commonwealth Edison $53,089.28, Complete Reading Electric $10.62, Concrete Specialties
$177.05, Harold J. Conklin 5379.24, Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
$2,841.74, Consoer, Townsend & Assoc. $307.40, Consolidated Electric $30.60,
Cook & Riley, Inc. $230.75, James P. Corcoran $83.49, R.L. Corry & Co.
$274.90, David L. Creamer $6,150.00, Dennis Creighton $14.00, Frank DeLuca,
Jr. $6,369.69, Des Plaines Motor Sales $3,285.00, Robert E. Demmert $429.32,
William J. Demmert $529.50, Robert W. Doolittle $5,244.14, Drain Line
Construction Co. $34,143.17, Du Page Septic Tank Co. $462.60, Dytron Allays
Corp. $60.60, E 8, H Utility Safes $769.92, Edward Hines Lumber Co. $3,024.69,
Electric Rust Proofing $1,176.00, The Elgin Courier - News $27.63, Elmhurst &
Chicago Stone Co. 5539.13, Joseph A. Fazzio $5,269.76, Fleetwood Contractors, Inc. 52,615.91, Flexible Pipe Tool Div. $5,748.92, Edward C. Foran
$1,504.02, Joseph D. Foreman & Co. 522,225.03, Forest Atwood Paper Co.
$11.85, Michael P. Gaffney $595.32, John F. Garlisch & Sons $73.36, GarWood
Chicago Truck Equipment Co. $1,414.80, Gateway Supply Co. $39.64, George
Poole Ford $3,816.24, Gilmore International $48.96, William R. Gilmore $36.79,
Dominic Grosso $2,338.93, Globe Glass & Trim Inc. $48.64, Goldblatt's Store
$9.45, Goldblatt Tool Co. $68.70, Stuart Gomm $111.63, Goodyear Service
Store $263.37, Robert C. Gottman $1,343.23, W. W. Grainger, Inc. $141.20,
Charles B. Gray Inc. $64.00, Great Lakes Fire Equipment Co. $111.48, Greenley
& Hansen $1,444.77, Edwin L. Hall $2,067.83, Paul H. Hartwig, Jr. $1,131.20,
Hautou & Otto $247.41, The Hedmon Co. $57.50, The Heller Lumber Co.
$405.98, Hersey.Sparling Meter Co. 51,672.94, Fred S. Hickey Corp. $40.50,
Hillsman Equipment Co. 5110.20, Holman Brick Inc. $21.76, Edward F. Holtz
$616.30, Homelite 551.30, Hydrite Chemical, Inc. $1,260.00,
lbbotson Heating Co. 596.00, Illinois Auto Electric $27.24, Illinois Bell Telephone Co. $2,027.87, Illinois Drilling & Testing Inc. $103.00, Illinois Fire Extinguisher Co. $279.82, Illinois Municipal Retirement Fund $9,205.02, J.C. Licht
Co. $142.65, Arthur P. Johannsen $1,987.11, Marvin H. Johnson $1,185.03,
Richard L. Johnson $404.56, Bernard W. Johnston 5363.55, Journal News
Publications $56.00, KAR Products, Inc. $733.16, Kerstings Garden Center
5386.40, Kinder Industrial Supply $49.25, Kee Lox Mfg. Co. $133.53, William K.
Kline 53,509.84, Paul A. Kmet $7,091,12, Barbara KaKoff $3.35, Franklin R.
Krantz $128.13, Ronald F. Kroll $1,047.28, Robert Kuzmerz $246.00, John
R.Lprson $180.81, Lattof Motor Sales $107.48, Layne Western Co. $7,872.98,
Lee's Brake & Clutch Service $138.70, Lincoln St. Louis $5.22, John Loibl $355.20,

McCord Tire & Supply $126.40, Jerry McIntosh $8,402.20, Mock Cadillac
Jackson Co. $772.07, Martel Engineering, Inc. 51,894.30, St.
Elmo Massengale, Jr. $16.50, Masters Supply Co. $236.00, Material Service
Corp. $28.00, Mautz Paint & Varnish Co. 5473.05, Meyer Material Co. $152.89,
Meyer TV 8. HiFi 56.09, Midtown Ignition & Parts Co. $44.10, Milaeger Well &
Pump Co. $13,962.00, Milburn Brothers, Inc. $174.75, Mitch L. Milford $350.21,
Miller Supply Co. $14.03, Mitchell Electric Sales & Service $112.00, Mobil Oil
Corporation $112,69, Joseph Mocerino $4,599.33, Molorla $705.55, Mt. Prospect Auto Parts $439.89, Mt. Prospect Public Schools $38.19, John Mufich
Buick $109.27, Myers - Sherman Co. 516,438.15, Myhoy, Inc. $12.36, The
National Cash Register Co. $210.83, National Chernsearch Corp. $280.67,
Navy Brand Mfg. Co. 530.88, Richard L. Norris $569.54, Northern Illinois Gas
Co. $968.99, Northwest Clean Towel Service $94.15, Northwest Electrical
Supply Co. 5934.42, Northwest Ford Truck Sales $11,398.00, Northwest Office
Machines $236.00, Northwest Stationers $10.14, Northwest X-ray Lab $260.00,
Okeh Electric Co. $1,769.76, Oliver Corporation $16.34, Hnas Olman $11.00,
Paddock Publications, Inc. $108.07, James R. Palmer $52.51, Panama Beaver,
Inc. $37.50, P & W Industrial Sales $64.24, Pasquesi Trucking Co. $1,414.09,
Patten Industries, Inc. $7,000.00, Pennzoil Co. 5222.45, Jmoes E. Pershenski
$256.11, Joseph D. Pfander $189.95, PIC Communications $91.60, Plane View
Black Soil $334.50, Postmaster, Mt. Prospect $1,591.21, Producers Chemical
Co. 51,955.66, Prospect Garage Door Co. $12.50, Rand Steel, Inc. $64.00, Earl
C. Quist $4.00, Rernrand $34.56, Road Materials Corp. 54,657.59, Rock Road
Construction Co. $300.00, Rosemont Building Supply Co. $16.80, Rossetti Contracting Co. 5570.00, Safety Equipment Supply Co. $594.15, Sonfax Corpo- ration $446.95 Sanitary Service 8 Sales $288.00, The Sauganash Corp.
$138.70, Saunders & Co. $12.57, Peter K. Scherer $903.57, M.P. Schneller &
Assoc. $202.50, David A. Schulte $282.64, Schimming Oil Co., $665.92, Schuster Equipment Co. $531.42, Sears Roebuck & Co. $409.51, Servall Engineering
$99.20, Marshall

$138.83, Service Center Locksmith 555.20, John Sexton Sand & Gravel $15.60,
R.G. Smith Equipment Co. $53.73, South Side Control Supply $86.04, Sunnyside

Co.
Dodge Co. $8.60, Clarence A. Szymoszek $323.15, Terrace SupplySmart
&
5425.15, Harold B. Thingwold $2,231.99, Touche Ross, Bailey
Works
$6,944.15,
52,288.50, Transo Envelope Co. $202.56, Traverse City Iron
Leonard L. Turner $52.92, Union Linen Supply Co. $968.83, United Laboratories

$377.93, UrbN-Gas Chicago Corp $26.00, V & G Printers,

Inc. $569.13,

Dominic A. Valentino $571.90, Village of Mount Prospect $38,608.31, R. Wagner Co. $2,176.00, John L. Waring $1,173.82, Warren Cook Chemical Co.
$65.00, Herbert L. Weeks 510,200.00,Donald R. Wiese 5394.42, Wille Building
Material $26,38, Elmer J. Wille $521.41, Wille, Inc. $649.57, Winkelmann's Shell
Service $72.00, Robert D. Winkler 5153.14, Janis Wirth $2,300.00, David B.

Woodward $447.87, Worthington Corp $38.68, Howard Worthington, Inc.
$78.84, Ziebort $230.00, Ziebell Sales $3,855.90, William Ziegler & Sons, Inc.
$146,770.20.

Parking System Revenue Fund: BusseBiermann Company $9.49, Chicago
8 Northwestern Railway $4,197.58, Commonwealth Edison Company $104.03,
Connecticut General Life Insurance Company $208.35, Dependable Concrete

Products Company $315.00, Duncan Industries $352.56, George L. Busse
Company 5651.61, Hautau and Otto $14.97, Illinois Municipal Retirement
Fund $71.16, Rockwell Manufacturing Company $1,466.37, Rollins Burdick
Hunter Company $195.00, Union Linen Supply Company $88.80, Herald Wine
$1,536.00, Repayment of Advance to Water Deposit Fund $16,087.34.
Public Benefit Account: Village of Mount Prospect $9,418.92.

General Obligation Bond and Interest Account: Exchange National Bank

of Chicago $31,673.50, First National Bank of Chicago $15,090.00, The Northern Trust Company $26,334.18, Village of Mount Prospect -Repayment of
Advances $10,031.75.

Fire Equipment Account: Industrial Gas and Equipment Company $176.20.
Motor Fuel Tax Account: Allied Asphalt Paving Company $98,798.60, Arrow
Road Construction Company $2,896.10, Consoer, Townsend and Associates
$456.99, The Flood Company $837.05, Paddock Publications, Inc. $47.60, G,A.
Rafe! Company, Inc. $6,137.77, Wood Electrical Construction Company
$19,325.60.

Pollee Pension Fund: Director of Insurance $25.00, Ambrose E. Kranz
54,200.00, Mount Prospect Safe Deposit Corporation $7.00, George E. Whitten berg $6,300.00.

Firemen's Pension Fund: Director of Insurance $25.00, Gerald W. Fox

$2,587.44, Joseph F. Pannhausen $1,765.94, Dr. Carlo Scuctbro $25.00.

Special Assessment Accessed: Anderson EquIpMent Company $4,593.26,
Herbert R. Anderson $2,592.01, Beyer and Company $1,005.60, Capitol Cement Company, Inc. $1,824.40, Conway Brothers, Inc. $1,005.00, M. Ramsey
$887.04, George Simmons $1,570.24,

The foregoing, to the best of my knowledge, is a true and correct statement
ol the Village of Mount Prospect receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year
ended69 April 30, 1969, and ,f the state of the Village Treasury as of April 30,
Village Treasurer
Received the above Treasurer's Report on this 29th day of July, 1969.
Donald W. Goodman
Richard L. Jesse
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Student
Wins Buick

Pool Bond Referendum Set

David Ristau, 17, of 180 N.
Michael, Des Plaines, yesterday received a new 1969 Buick

GS 400 that he won as first
prize in a national "Pit Stop',
Contest.

The; contest, sponsored by

Coca-Cola USA, The CocaCola Bottling Co. of Chicago,
Buick Motor Div. of General

-The River Trails Park

feet that would run from 1 foot

District will hold a bond issue
referendum on Aug. 23, for a
swimming pool to be located

to

for $47,500 -to build the pool,
_--bathhouse, lighting and parking facilities and for develop-

ment of some of the

tling Company of Chicagp;
Arnold Westfall, division vicepresident for the firm; And

John Mufich, owner of John
Mufich Buick, Inc., 801 E.
Rand, Mount Prospect. The
car was presented to him at
Mufich Buick. David also won
a picnic cooler filled with

few months, at a cost of more
billions of dollars? Why must
we go hack there again in No-

Speaking at women's luncheon meeting at the Seven
restaurant in Des
Eagles

Coca-Cola.

Host Bible
School
Grace Evangelical

Lutheran Church, 1010 N.
Euclid. Prospect Heights. will
host the 1969 Vacation Bible
School beginning Monday at
9:30 a.m.

The school, which is open

vember?"

Plaines this week, Yale Roe,
Republican 13th District con-

cept of delayed gratification?

Whatever happened to the basic Republican concept of fiscal
responsibility? Why is there no

tinued, frequent moon flights
would be a study in extravagance."

etousness," Roe warned, "certainly there is a place in the national budget for continued exploration of the universe."

"after man has survived for

weekdays, through Aug. 23.

denly have to go there every

from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m.

Escapes
Injury in
Vietnam.
The last time Mrs. Evelyn
Lackey,

541

E.

bor, Baffalo Grove, told the

lice Chief Harold Smith before
making a statement, said Ra- wanted to sign a complaint
dio Operator Ralph Wagner. against Mrs. Winter, accusing
He said this procedure is com- her of using foul and abusive
mon as far as his experience language toward her children

Buffalo Grove Police and Fire
Committee last night.

She claims Buffalo Grove
police would not allow her to
a
counter complaint
against her neighbor, the wife
of Buffalo Grove's Fire Chief
Wayne Winter, for more than
13 hours after her first request

Mount Prospect, heard from
her son Michael, then Sp. 4,
was July 18 and he was in Vietnam.

Patrolman

night or early yesterday morning, police said.

day will also be used to call

Kura cool-oll Interlope completer/ rdr-condltIonod
Pool-Pormlo: Mon. 15w Thum 530, Frt. 3545, III. and Hot. 2:11P.M.

law discrimination against

attention to accomplishments

blind people was signed into
law by Gov. Richard B. Ogil-

of the blind.

Quinellas Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted GO Course

In writing the bill and guid-

with the Illinois Congress for
the Blind and the Illinois district of Lions International.

w'r

that a. blind person may take a

guide dog into public places.
"Many transportation sys-

the last states to make provis-

ions," he continued. The bill
provides that an owner of a
dog will be responsible for any
damage it causes, Schlickman

Having The
Utmost Faith

render a service
satisfactory from every angle, we do
not hesitate to submit, as reference,
the names of many families whom we
have assisted heretofore.

In our ability

tems, stpre,s and buildings now
prohibit blind people from
bringing their dogs with them,"
Schlickman said.

"This legislation was much
needed, and Illinois is one of

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

1

I

to

1.--.

1111

Schlickman's . bill also de-

visual handicap in hiring for
jobs supported by state funds
for which they are qualified.

The bill also provides that
the governor will designate a
day annually as White Cane
Safety Day in order to call the
public's attention to the need

to be aware of blind pedes-

Northwest Hwy., Arlington
Heights. until Aug. 22.

The Park Board will have a
public meeting at the River

Trails Junior High School,

1000 Wolf Rd., Mount Prospect, on Aug. 19, at 8 p.m. to
show pool plans and to answer
questions.

CENTER

302-4080

Rex

K

HARRISON

NEWLEY
E,

R

19)0Citeke

Volittto
Weekdays
6:30, 9:10

K

Mrs. Stephanites.
Later the same evening, Pa-

when she requested it, saying

trolman Gozdecki returned to
the

Stephanites

residence,

screaming and hollering, Mrs.
Stephanites described to the

committee. She said the policemen told her that her hus-

her. She said later that she has
no proof the complaint was de-

livered, and she was not informed of the court date.

Mrs. Stephanites said she
knew Sgt. Hart and his wife

to

NINE
3Jark 3E_

`actory for total air condition-

ing. An add-on system may
lie all that you need,

Are REALTORielal

P
,AF

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine
F
'RN

E.

IP

Installation of a WiSsting;
house split system can be

simple and economical. Get
the facts, call us for a no obligation system survey,

sure

K

if it's Westinghouse

N

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Prospect Heights

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

394-3500

13 S. Wolf Rd.

A-

P
REFRIGERATION
203 So. EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

Best Show Buy in the Area

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

You can be

R

SAT. & SUN.

1:30, 4:10
6:50, 9:35

he had not made a copy for

OPEN
NINE

411110
iNSUNANCI

Samantha

Anthony

guage against the Stephanites'
children and for defamation of
their characters.
"He wanted to write the

11 TATO IAN At

Family

p

using foul and abusive lan-

want to hear about it," said her a copy of the complaint

AIR CONDITIONING
Your present furnace and
ducts may be entirely setts-

BRILLANT
SCREEN
IN COLOR

Rated G.

plaint against Mrs. Winter for

MRS. STEPHANITES said
the patrolman refused to give

THEATRE

A

Gozdecki. Gozdecki, she said,
didn't want her to sign a corn;

Winter told Stephanites to
"get out of here," and "I don't

YOU ALREADY MAYOWN

FRIDAY

E

he went to see Mr. Winter.

Slate Faro, Mutual

MIONF /174-V7,1

ENTERTAINMENT

I

When husband John Step- same complaint Mrs. Winter
hanitcs returned home Aug. I, gave," she said.

1/2 OF TOTAL HOME

P

and that the policeman was

p.m.
police station about
and waited to see Patrolman

child into a stickler bush.

' ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CORNER U.S. 14 & U.S. 45

Des

band had been abusing Winter,

259-2727

Look

for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

think future Save now
For your own trip
to the Moon
62-

_AAMMIInm.

noted.

clares it state policy that blind
people shall not be discriminated against because of their

Township Office, 1818

and pushing her three -year -old

WESTGATE SHOPPING

which was
from
parked in the same garage on
July 27, Engleking told police.
car,

the

I.

ing its passage through the legislature, Schlickman cdoperislature, Schlicman cooperated

may register at the Wheeling

FAST CLAIM SERVICE
WAYN_ BRENNAN

The keys had been stolen

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

man's "white cane" bill to out-

---§,,,illo

her she couldn't sign a counter
complaint, and she "wasn't

EGGAR

trians using such canes. The

The new law will provide

According to her recitation
of the incident, the police told

home's garage late Wednesday

said.

Schlick-

attending the bill -signing ceremony.

gave the police bond while still
on her own property and later
discovered that was against Illinois statutes.

Goz-

A car belonging to LeRoy

ON OUR

`White Cane' Bill
Signed by Governor ARLINGTON PARK

Congress from the 13th Congressional district, and campaigning will prevent him from

Mrs. Stephanites said she

M. Engelking of 1727 W. Lincoln was stolen from his

Heights. Editor John Stanton spoke for The Day.

a candidate for

Ronald

Lackey took basic training
at Fort Leonard Wood in Missouri. He stayed there for ad-

Mrs. Lackey said Michael
should be hone on furlough
next Christmas. "I just hope
everything is all right," she

Mrs. Winters, and told her she
would have to sign and provide
$25 bail or go to jail.

Car Stolen

vanced clerk typist school and

Co-operation in publicizing the campaign of the League of Women Voters to encourage voting
in the election of delegates to the state Constitutional Convention (Con Con) and to provide voter
information was pledged yesterday by Day Publications in a meeting yesterday in The Day offices.
Representing the I,WV were (from left) Mrs. John Shubeck of Arlington Heights, Mrs. Richard
Strahs of Mount Prospect, Mrs. Clifford Townsend of Palatine and Mrs. Robert Collins of Arlington

I

absent front the hearing. Sgt.
Frank Hart is on vacation, said
the committee.

STARTS

per cent of his class, according
to his mother.

1820 E. Kensington Rd.,

Mount Prospect on Aug. I I.
Only registered voters may
vote for the Park Referendum.
Persons not already registered,

warning Stephanites. At about
10 that evening, Mrs. Stephunites said she contacted her
attorney who told her she was
being discriminated against.
The Stephanites reached the

fight.
Mrs. Stephanites said she reMRS. STEPHANITES told
the committee the two police- fused to fight.
delivered a commen Aug.

BOTH THE policemen involved and Mrs. Winter were

, 1968. He is supposed to get
his discharge in May of 1971.

earned a meritorious student
award for being in the top 1()

available at the Park Office,

Court date is Set for Aug. 23.
Mrs. Stephanites said she

hanites' complaints.

plaint against her signed by

3I

is

Chief Smith was not

available for comment.

The complaint filed by Mrs.

Lincoln,

ate of Prospect High School.
After attending Wisconsin
State Universtiy at Oshkosh
for a year, he enlisted on May

Schlickman, Rep. Arlington

ficer."

anites of disturbing the peace
and trying to start a fist fight.

promotion and of his safety.
Two Americans were killed
and 57 wounded in the raid.
Lackey. 20, is a 1967 giadu-

Heights,

about to argue with a police of-

the incident later last night,
preferring to confer with Po-

of any sane approach to prior-

It was then that Mrs. Lackey
learned of her son's apparent

vie Wednesday in Springfield.

decki refused to comment on

"I don't like someone taking my rights away from me,"
Mrs. John Stephanites of 8 Ar-

Winter accused Mrs. Steph-

ities.

Absentee ballots will be

Charges Rights Denied By Police

of $100 billion, is a rejection

Tuesday the Army reported
that Sgt. Michael Lackey had
escaped uninjured from a Viet
Cong raid on an Army hospital
195 miles Northeast of Saigon.

F.

from 6 a.m: to 6 p.m.

to sign one.

ROE CONTINUED "The

clared, "than search for a different one."
series of moon shots is budg-

will vote at Euclid School,
1211 Wheeling Rd., Mount
Prospect. Polls will be open

idea of going to Mars as soon
as possible, at a projected cost

work we have better," Roe de-

Pointing out that the next

Those living west of Wolf Rd.

Mrs. Stephanites said she
The committee is waiting
for the return of the sergeant then told Mrs. Winter to leave
involved before holding fur- her children alone, and that
ther hearing on Mrs. Step- Mrs. Winters tried to start a

"I would rather make the

thousands of years without going to the moon, must he sud-

$40

S. Lee, Prospect Heights.

runs.

ourselves less frequently'?"

"By why," Roe demanded,

children of the community 3 years old through
6th grade will be held daily

door activities.

Trails Park District is to vote
at Indian Grove School, 208

sign

longer any curb on our appetites that allows us to wait
before we spend and gratify

"The purity of that moment
must not be damaged by cov-

at

ary times."

HAP"WHATEVER
PENED to the puritan con-

said
candidate,
"The recent moon landing was
a study in excellence, but con-

gressional

to all

Eugene

and used as a skating shelter
in the winter and for other in-

The pool would be able to

billion, Roc
charged that expenditure of
this amount of money is not
warranted "in these inflationeted

Everyone living east of
Wolf Rd. within the River

hold 800 to 1,000 persons and

Yale Roe Urges Restraint
In Space Exploration

Park District the cost, on the

struction, synchronized swim-

"kiddy" pool, 55 feet by 20
David Ristau, 17, (right) senior at Elk Grove High School admire's new 1969 Buick GS 400
which he won in a national safe driving contest. With hint are his parents Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Ristau and his sister Gail. They live at 180 N. Michael in Des Plaines.

president of Coca-Cola Bot-

District, officials said.
To the homeowner...lir-the
average, would be about $3 a

There also would be a separate

an athlete. He plays on the
football, basketball and baseball teams at Elk Grove High
School where he will be a senior next fall.
The Buick was presented to
David by Werner Cederberg,

sur-

ate 40 feet by 35 feet diving
well and three diving boards.

David, in addition to his interest in automobiles, is quite

would be adeequate for the
future growth of the Park

Besides the regular swim-

ming, swimming teams and
special separate nights for
adults and teenagers. The
bathhouse would be heated

rounding area.
The main pool would be 165
feet by 471/2 feet with a separ-

tions' auto racing and teen -oriented magazines.
Ristau was one of only six to
win a car.

in depth. There

ming, the pool would have year more than his 1969 park
swim lessons, life saving in-. tax.

The bond issue would be

niques shown in a 30 -minute
color film titled "Pit Stop"
andwas open to drivers
PublicaPetersen
through

feet

looking the smaller pool.

Prospect Heights.

and Contact Marketing, focused on safe driving tech-

21/2

would be a concession stand
and a raised patio area over-

on Euclid near Wolf in

Motors, Petersen Publications

Rep.
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Oehler
Funeral Home
THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER-cane"

LEE AT PERRY STREET, DESPLAINES 824-5155
National Selected Morticians

THE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

.

Day Light

Mirror, Mirror

ing in his own neck of the

By Joseph Stubenrauch

NATIONALLY, the big-

Richard J. Daley and Mrs.

gest help the GFWC got was
Charles H. McLean, the cordRight now, there is an an- mittee will make -civic beau- through Cities Service Oil Co.
A true suburbanite knows
nual activity getting underway tification awards for out- (CITGO), which backed up
that the grass in the neighbor's
in the Big Smoke to the south standing efforts throughout - the one million members and
backyard is, now and again,
15,000 GFWC clubs in comof us which causes us to do a their town.
greener than his own.
This reminds us of the en: piling and distributing a
double -take.
Now always. Sometimes.
Call it the "brighten up the couraging leadership shown "Business for Beauty" manA good suburbanite also adual.
mits that occasionally a good corner where you are" motif. last year by the General FederLocal GFWC units aims at
idea is advocated by a commu- Give Chicago an E for effort, ation of Women's Clubs, in
encouraging area restaurants,
nity other than the one where anyway. The Chicago Beau- sponsoring a national awards
retail shops, motels, manufactiful committee this week program to spur businesses to
he makes his home.
turing plants "andindustrial
improve their appearance by
asked Chicagoans to submit
complexes to take steps .to
landscaping and similar beauTHE PROGRESSIVE sub- the name of their favorite
tification techniques, and at beautify their sites by simple
urbanite goes a step farther beauty spot in the city. Headed
proviaing
landscaping procedures.
local level
tree
and considers whether the by Mrs. William A. Krafft,
There will be state awards,
through various northwest
good idea might be worth try- chairman, assisted by Mrs.
regional judging, and evensuburban affiliates of GFWC.
woods.

tually six national winners to
be honored at an awards program in Washiongton, D.C.,

Main Street

this fall. Cash grants have been
proposed for GFWC clubs

Disappointing

those who attended their Stop -

was. The results were disappointing.
The questionnaire

asked

"Gee, if I'd known you were going to get all dressed up
-I'd have worn my NEW BLUE JEANS!"

Sotor, the radiologist who con-

They boarded a boat there and

sores

went the rest of the way to
Alaska by water. The boat

hearted attempts to tidy up
and look neat, which with

served as their "motel" while
in that new state. They took

just a bit more effort could be

ducted the clinic, would not

such things as "Did you quit
smoking?" "If you didn't quit.
why not?" and "Were there
any withdrawal symptoms?"
The hospital worked iu cons
nedtion with the American
Cancer Society, which com-

scheddle another. The results
were too discouraging.

"The trick, of course," he

piled the results.

ONLY ONE-THIRD of

FAMOUS BEAUTY Shop
on Sunday. They're having a- at Randhurst has remodeled its
shop on the lower Town Hall
questionnaires. Of those. only - picnic in Grove 3 at Busse- level. It's now a pretty blue and
one-third said they stopped Woods, from noon to 6 p.m.
white hair styling wig boutique
answered

TO Pro5pect Dap

Picnic lunch is being provided
for the employes and their

smoking.

All who answered praised

"Honor the originaldream by ohiwyskatously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

cenary side, gentlemen,- where
can you dig up an easier way to
'achieve state, local, and even

national publicity?
All of it favorable, too. Even
the losers at least get an honest

close-up of how they look to
others. If not favorable, such a
view has a certain practical
value.

Barrington OKs
Contract for
Garbage Pickup

some

Under the terms of the new
contract, effective Aug. I ,

each family unit in the village

will pay $4.50 a month for
twice weekly pickups of garbage and rubbish at the rear of
premises at ground level.
However, there will be' a

nominee for the firm which

-1

r?

blanks must be in by next

11

awarded.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

DIAMONDS

Bob: "Where's your older
brother been for the past four

"Better look into this, Ralph. The neighborhood kids
are staging a protest play and Arnold has been cast
Obscenity:"

years?"

WATCHES
CLOCKS

Mary: "At college taking

medicine."

Bob: "Is he finally' getting

well?"

DOCTOR SAYS

GEORGE POOLE FORD

Safety Precautions For Boating Buffs
With an estimated 38 million. Americans seeking recreation in over eight million
pleasure boats, some accidents

in the bow, stern or sides.

these are the fault of the operator and 17 per cent of the in-

motorboat carry

juries incured involved boats
that were towing water skiers.

The commonest causes of
boating accidents are failure of

the operator to keep a proper
lookout for hazards, overloading the boat and stunting
inexperienced

operators.

The U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary, the U.S. Power SquadWhat he does at the market is his business, what he does in ron and the American Red
your home is ydurs. Just tell him, politely, "Don't squeeze the Cross offer basic courses in
seamanship and the handling

tomatoes."

of small craft. It is essential
CHILD OF DIVORCE

that a boat owner receive ade-

quate instructions on how to

Dear Lee Janson,

I'm a high school senior. Mrproblem is my parents. They are
getting a divorce. Everything is in a turmoil at our house. I can't
keep my mind on my own work because my Mother cries all the
time.
I don't have any brothers or sisters to talk to. I wish my parents
weren't getting a divorce. They seemed very happy. I need someone to talk to besides my girl friend. I'm very sad. Life seems very
cruel, sometimes.
Stormy

shore because it is always farther away than it looks and you
may become exhausted. Don't
stand up in a small craft or sit

are bound to occur. Most of

by

operate his boat.
Oars, fire extinguisher and a

bailing can should be carried
in the boat at all times. If the
craft you are in swamps or cap-

sizes, hang on until help arrives. Don't try to swim to

Life can seem cruel, even to high school seniors. Whatever the
reason for your parents actions, all of you need to be as understanding of each other as possible. Talk to your minister, your
school counselor, or a favorite teacher. Even with heavy hearts,
people find ways to make life worthwhile. I hope you can, too,
since you have your own life to live.

The law requires that every
a life pre-

W. G. BRANDSTADT,M.D.
swimmers. It the belt slips below the hips, it becomes even
harder to keep your head
above water and if you arc unconscious you will drown.

The yoke buoyant vest will
keep your head out of the wa-

what type is best. Although the
buoyant cushion is the cheapest, it is not the best because it
slips away easily and is no help
to a person who has lost consciousness.

boat.

National Safety Council conducted a study to determine

The buoyant vest will keep a

person afloat but it won't turn

you over if you are unconing is broken the kapok filling
will become waterlogged and
lose its buoyant y.
The

buoyant

belt

a

Hide. aword

THEATRE

I5 good, 20 excellent

ONLY

from

because our Ford Rent-A-Car rates
is In.
ducted.

Poole Ford's Rent.A-Car service.

As your neighbor, we're glad to
help out.
A,

GEORGE POOLE

4,

RoncOnnet Shopping Center
Mt Prospect ;39241140

MN DAILY to To 1h90. SAT. 9.40 ro slo

1272 Winotan Pork Plaza.
Mubsie Park '

,..

'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Slate f atm f at, and Casually Company

"

: CL!'0444
.

,-

.

'

,

124 Brotrdirreie,

Whose Park '
It 3.7988

CoPONIENT,CRE111T,TEIIMS

worn

head out of the water. They arc
not recommended for non-

We invite you to...
"The World in Miniature"

-.

Ilth Annual Midwest

In the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand & Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

oNsAi

CL 9-5400

AUGUST 15-16-17

r-aNi

FRIDAY -SATURDAY-SUNDAY

9am to 6pm
No Admission Charge

...at 10 and 11 each morning...at 2:30, 3:30, and
4:30 each afternonn...Kanell Domoto, nationally
famous expert on Bonsai, will give his talk and
demonstration on the Oriental Art of Bonsai.

41)'.

.........../
e

°nage "GO

VI°

Each afternoon at 1:30. You will see how you

4 LESLIE STEMS

too, may have a Court Garden of your own.
THEATRE for
CHILDREN

AMPLE

141114t,43NT

The next time you're faced with

an empty garage, call George

around the waist, chiefly by
water skiers, won't hold your

$3.00

PARKING

Answer on Comic Page

no ;train on the family budget
are low. And Insurance

from

THEATRE

using all seven of these letters.

family car is out of smite. There's

CL 375000

392-4080

0

AT DISCOUNT PRICES
THRUOUT OUR STORE!

fill that void caused when the

$5.95

DERPEVA
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

STAGE...

ITEMS NOW ON SALE

:ling or Squire Wagon for a doy,
a weekend or month.
It's the easiest way we know to

Arlington Heights

CENTER.

Send your questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,

ON OUR

AND MANY OTHER

We're only a few blocks away
and we can rent you a Ford, Mos.

400 W. N/W HIGHWAY

WESTGATE SHOPPING

scious and enter the water face
down. Furthermore, if the cas-

JEWELRY

FORD

BOAT INSURANCE
WAYNE BRENNAN

(. Nosonrallens

DINNER

Can Save You From
That EMPTY Feeling.

ter, allowing you to relax completely. Although not foolproof, it is probably the best
type available and is especially
recommended for children
They
nonswimmers.
and
should wear this type of jacket
at all times when they arc in a

server for each passenger. The

club
y-theatre

117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

newspapers

Thursday, Aug. 14. Forms are
available at Jubilee Headquarters, 315 E. Dundee Rd. The
parade will be held at 2 p.m.,
Aug. 24. Prizes will be

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, 517.00 a year: $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

by with fresh fruits and vegetables. Everybody in the family enjoys his generosity very much. He usually stays for a couple of
beers, and when I go near him he pulls me onto his lap. I'm 16,
and I don't like to sit on his lap. How can I tell him politely, so we
don't lose out on the fruits and vegetables?
Appreciative, Chicago

bundled

refuse,

has displayed the most civic and appliances. Formerly this
zeal in beautification. This is, service was done twice a year.

Groups planning to enter
the parade to mark Wheeling's
Diamond Jubilee better get
their applications. Entry

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount l'rospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 111. 60005
722 Center, Des I'laines, Ill. 60016

Dear Lee Janson,
My uncle works at a produce market, and he's always stopping

Village

1:30.

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing,Editor

FRUITY PROBLEM

Barrington

The

Board, has approved a new
5 -year contract with the Barrington Trucking Co.

half-

Forest Preserve. The picnic
will be in Grove 5, starting at

SIDE GLANCES, '

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

ates, but, strictly on the mer-

be held Sunday at Deer Grove

Friday, August 8, 1969
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the annual contest. We appeal
to their interest in the community where their business oper-

The annual Indian Guide Princess -Warriors picnic will

fabulous vacation this year, as

there should be more frequent

As a fringe benefit, such

competition may surprise the
various firms induced to enter

Salon.

Henry and Mae Herout, of
105 W. Euclid, took another

tions, like that it should be a
continuing program and that

the whole area.

Let each community in this monthly pickup of additional
first name its personal trash such as furniture, yard

called Mo'nay Wig and Beauty

families. Games are planned.

the clinic. Many made sugges-

step up the beautification of

area

the

and returned

even

Go a step farther. Instead of
merely encouraging local
firms through the personal appeals of GFWC members, why
not do just what Chicago does?

nual employe's summer outing

those who attended the clinic

or

genuinely attractive.

talking about next year's trip.
They think Hawaii would be a
good nlare to visit

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY Hospital holds its an-

this pleasant annual project to

inthrough the expanding
dustrial plant section of your
village. You don't have to be
an expert at landscaping to
be able to spot a few choice
disaster areas, genuine eye-

their I5 -year -old grandson,
Lee Nejdl, with them.
Henry and Mae are already

said, "is for people not to start
smoking. Once it's a habit, it's
hard to stop."

to combine their energies in

quick glance around the next
time you visit the shopping or

Jack Ryan, public relations
director for the hospital, who
smokes cigars, said that Dr.

nervousness and headaches.

Smoking Clinic last February
to find out how successful it

IF COMMUNITIES in this
area can unite their efforts in a
commission to abate mosquitoes, they ought to be able

NO MATTER what community you live in, take a

downtown area or whiz

Withdrawal symptoms they
complained about most were

done best.

they can keep up the beautification work.

they do every year. This time
they went to Alaska. Mae, by
the way, is the warm, thoughtful, effervescent white-haired
gal at the Gift Box.
The Hcrouts drove as far as
Vancouver, British Columbia.

sessions.

a blue-ribbon panel of judges
decide which community has

sponsoring the top winner, so

Lil Floras
Community
Northwest
Hospital sent questionnaires to

already being done in some.villages. But then go on and have

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd
IMF

DAIL
NURSERY
GARDEN CENTER

Dundee, lllinois...Corner Routes 31 and 72

'

'

1

L

Church School Begins Aug. 11

_Christian Action in World
Affairs Is CBMC Topic

Cross, 2025 S. Goebert Rd.,
Arlington Heights, will be
held from Aug. I I to 22. Class

or

ton D.C. office of NAE in

ness Nlen's Committee will he
addressed Tuesday, Aug. 12,

by Dr Clyde W Taylor, Geri' eral Director and Director of
'Public Affairs of the National
'Association of Evangelicals,
and Executive Secretary of the
Evangelical Foreign Missions
Assn

'

He will speak on "Evangeli-

1944.

grade are eligible for enrollwill study
"Discovering God's World,"
taught by Mrs. John Verdico,
Three -year -olds

the Inca and savage Campa In-

dians of Peru. Later, with Mrs.
Taylor, he served ten years in
an unevangelized area of Columbia.

cal Christian Action in Government and World Affairs."

DR. TAYLOR was pastor
of one of the largest Baptist

Nielsen

Restaurant,

"Monkey Business," a 55 -

Northwest CBMC Tuesday

minute color film, will be
shown in the parking lot of the

luncheon from 12 noon until I
p.m. All men are invited to attend this smorgasboard Aug.

Dr. Clyde W. Taylor

Cumberland Baptist Church,
1500 E. Central Rd., Mount
Prospect, Sunday. Aug. 10, at
8:30 p.m.

12.

,

MIIIIDXSMIDASIIMiDASMi0XSmiDAS1180DASEIMIDAStnioxsMiDASSMiDASraiDAS1111DXS

lieve God created monkeys to
be monkeys, just as he created

that has been part of the tax

people to be people." From

regulations of our government
is under scrutiny. This means

make car. Replaced, if necessary, at any
Midas Muffler Shop for a service charge

bonds as well as lavish write-

Cumberland

been manipulated by
families or individuals who

created them. The loopholes
are not only being closed but
sealed as well.

BUT A closer look at the reyzing crunch on a vast number

of worth -while, even neces-

sary, institutions of our na-

2 5 54400

Petition to appeal the decision of

tional life.
A bill being considered
would virtually abolish life income contracts and charitable
remainder trusts for colleges,
hospitals, churches and other
non-profit organizatiOns. In
simple language, it means
that a person would no longer
have d tax incentive and a tax
advantage to give securities,
property or real estate in return for a life income contract.
The individual now enjoys

the Building and Zoning Commissioner in order to install a sprinkler
system in the public parkway at 911
Robert Drive, legally described as Lot
26 in Jackish Subdivision, a subdivision in the West V2 of the Northwest

charity or church or college of
his choice through the gift of
property or securities that
have appreciated over the

Legal No. 69-50A
NOTICE OF HEARING

E: Northwest Highway, concerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
112

Mount Prospect as follows:
CASE NO. 69.50A.

All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 8th day of August, 1969.
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER

Chairman
Mount Prospect
Board of Appeals
Published in

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

V satisfaction guaranteed!
GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE
KIND
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR, OR TINTED, OR SUNOLASS
OF OVER 200
REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE

IN EXCITING
OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERING FRAME STYLES
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
prescriptions to be
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S
filled in the frame -of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: ,259-9456
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

WEST SIDE

3 EAST WASHINGTON

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747.MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

31 NORTH BROADWAY

OF

money comes from a rather

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS
FOR

POLICEMEN

The Village of Mount Prospect, Ill.
inois announces that it is holding open
competitive examinations for positions of policemen on Saturday, September 6, 1969. Written examinations

will be held at 9:00 A.M. at Prospect
High School, 801 West Kensington,
Room

156.

Physical agility tests will follow at
about 10:30 A.M. at the same location.
QUALIFICATIONS:

Applicaht must be a United States
citizen of good moral character, and
he must be a high school graduate
or its equivalent. Applicant must be
of sufficient good health to pass the
physical examination conducted by
the Fire and Police Commission

small minority. Take for an example, that church -related
college in a neighboring community. You don't have to be a
math major to realize that the
tuition and fees 411cge each
student are not enotsith to car-

ry the costs of operating the
school.

I doubt if the income from

these charges could equal even

half the operating expenses:
The rest of the money comes
from alumni, friends, a few

lions are:
Age: 21 to 35 years
Height: 5'8" to 6'5"
Weight: 145 lbs. to 250 lbs.
Note:

Height and weight

correspond in accordance with Fire
and Police Commission regulations
SALARY:

$8760.00 to $10,200.00 per annum. Beginners start at $8760.00
with regular increoses, .based on
merit, of $15 a month at the end of
each six month period, until top pay

is reached after four years of service.

above
qualifications and passing written

Applicants

meeting

the

nam catastrophe.

That doesn't come under
tax reform but it is the biggest
loophole of all.

`Go With

Christ' Is
VBS Theme

Friday, Aug. 22. Boys and
girls 6 to 12 years of age are
invited to participate in Bible centered lessons, handcrafts,
music, games and contests.

A family potluck picnic will
climax the week's activities on
Saturday at noon on
church grounds, 1211

4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8541 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

SLUE ISLAND

MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN
15 -DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

THOMAS ACKERMAN,
Commissioner
KENNETH O'CALLAGHAN,
Commissioner

Published in all
DAY PUBLICATIONS:

Friday, August 8, 1969

Methodist

liti\:

.1

605 Golf Rd.
Rooub:irt,

eas you ore Service

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi
CL 3-2407

t

I

i

..:eristras

es

"Our Warm -Hearted Moments"

4(

Nursery Provided For
All Services

P,

E. Matthews
392 6346

Dr.M

Morning & Evening Services
Our Guest Speaker
Will Be
Rev. George McCune
A Former Missionary
To Japan

I

J

1

Sunday School: 9:45 AM
Morning Worship: 10:50 AM'
Evening Services: 7:00 PM

1

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

vim ',Laimmosarani

-- United Church of Chrlat

Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship
"The Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series for some interesting insights on
question.

Pastor

this

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:

Tel. 437-3223 - 439-0412

1160kc
7:00 a.m. WJJD
890kc
7:30 a.m. WLS
820kc
9:30 a.m. WAIT
10:30 a.m. WJJD FM104.3mc

Sunday School and 8161. Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

8:00 - 10:30

THE

BIBLE SPEAKS

TO YOU

Community
Presbyterian
Church
407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.

PHONE 392-3111

HOURS

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:009.m
Child Core and Church School
9115 and 11:00 a.m.

"the Gift of the Day"

827-7229

Rand and Central

Good Care

1100 S. Linneman - Mt. Prospect
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert

PASTORS

Morning Worship:
U

Trinity United

'.4

Do. You Take

Lutheran Church

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.

Church of the Master --

Fire and Police Commissioners

Chairman

CHURCH

Corps, who will talk about the
church's mission to its immediate community and the
world beyond.
Other speakers will be Dr.
Marvin E. Smith, editor of the

"Our Hymn Heritage"
Worship Service: 9:30 AM

Signed: Jugust 5, 1969, Board of
LAURENCE W. OSTLING,

BAPTIST

Thomas Houser, assistant deputy director of the Peace

tion. A fee of $1.50 per child is
being requested. The Rev. Albert Lucchi, pastor, invites all
area youngsters to attend.

Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway, Mt.

13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
07th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.

Sept. 12 and 14. Featured
speaker on Sept. 12 will be

Church School: 9:30 AM
Worship Service: 8:15 AM

Complete information and appli
cations are available at the Village

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET

FIRST

The services of dedication
for the new unit will be held

W.

of Yourself?

"Different Ways of
Receiving Christ'

pastor, will deliver the sermon.

or call Mrs. Ray Truelsen at
253-9248 for further informa-

so processing should be complete in
about two weeks.

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

the

On Sunday, Aug. 10, the Christian Church's publicaChristian Church of Arlington tions, and Dr. A. Dale Fiers,
Heights will conduct the first general minister and president
worship service in their new of the Christian Church.
t etr= vire.
unit, now almost completed.
=volt 011tlt tlintStr
The Rev. William Robertson,

Campbell, ArlingtonHeights. ?i
Registrations can be made 4
Aug.,I0 apil 17 at the church, 1

Prospect, Illinois.

SOUTH SIDE

Baptist

the First

Church of Arlington Heights,
beginning Monday, Aug. 18,
from 9 to 11:30 a.m. through

wealthy "angels" and perhaps
$25,000 from a national mission board or agency.

Communion 10:30

New Building
Nears Completion

slopped and sunk into a Viet-

St. John

must

The Rev. William Robertson, pastor of the Arlington Heights
Christian Church, will deliver Sunday's sermon from this raised,
red brick pulpit one of several unusual features in the church's
recently completed new unit. It is believed that this architectural
style is the only one of its kind in the Chicago area.

that have been squandered,

physician. Other physical qualfica

and physical fitness exams will be
given the medical examination and
the oral interview shortly thereafter

NORTH SIDE
3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

ANNOUNCEMENT

14.I'.:,

lots of billions upon billions

school at

our charitable causes have attracted and cultivated a broad
following, the largest chunk of

.

country has lots of tax money,

socked with a whopping tax on

stitution discovers that
pected sources of income and

LEGAL NO. 8076

Illinois,

And it doesn't take a math
professor to tell you that this

stock. The donor would be

While it is true that most of

Prospect,

tional life.

the theme for vacation Bible

donations have vanished.

Mt.

flavor and quality to our na-

"Let's Go With Christ" is

ex-

Friday, August 8, 1969

V check our quality!
V check our service!
check the value!

T H E NEW provision
would place a tax on the market value of a farm or home or

the capital gain and the in-

DAY PUBLICATIONS

. . . at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five years.

the option of supporting the

now, in these days of inflation,
new services and broader coverage. But the search for new
income must not be pursued at
the expense of those institutions that provide so much

years.

1/4 of Section 14-41-11.

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

form. We must experience it

committee suggests a paral-

public hearing at the Village Hall,

when Henry Ford started

YES, WE must have tax re-

form proposals of the Long

the 28th day of August, 1969 at the
hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a

Enti0XSEIMIDXSMiDASIIIMIDXSIEMIDASIMMiDASIElniDASINIT00.X.SEIMiDASEIMIDASIIMi0ASsminsm

health, education and welfare
pour out of our private, sectarian centers. To tamper or hinder or shut down these fountains of vitality and inspiration
would be a sickening result of
tax reform gone mad.

have

LEGAL
NOTICES
for legal advertising '

;A.

A tremendous amount of

It affects many so-called
"foundations" which really

Baptist

fe'.

mental serivces.

offs in business expenses,

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES

This should be no surprise

ter in tax exempt municipal

BEFORE THE

BRAKE SERVICE AVAILABLE

property.

It touches the high income
brackets of multimillionaires

MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

259-0421

penses that are the result of appreciated securities or real

educators, they come to an invigorating respect for both science and the Bible.
The public is invited to see
"Monkey Business." The Rev.

only!

990 N. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

Friday. August 8, 1969

tens our national life through
the expansion of nongovern-

and Canada: Midas Mufflers ore guaran-

teed for as tong as you own your U.S.

sources, you will find that they
represent major capital gifts or
donations for operating ex-

who have found pleasant shel-

the

EWS

look

and through the aid of two

department,

NE S

these outside

tablished by the Congress. It
encourages the flow of gifts to
the private sector and strengh-

Church.

Aug. I I.

ALOJ

companies.

lowance enjoyed by the oil

Elmer A. Fischer is pastor of

The vacation church school
is open to the public, and enrollments will be taken on

II

the 27 per cent depletion al-

mirth to a bedrock search for
sniritual and scientific truth.
THE TWO boys visit a unibiology

the music program.

Religion

and ought to be praised as one
of the brightest things ever es-

versity

good coast -to coast, U.S.

AND WHEN you

-

Mrs. Phillip May will direct

Larry Cartford as their teachers. -

closely at

the area of tax reform. Almost
every special consideration

these two viewpoints springs a
story that runs from cinematic

GUARANTEE

Arthur Havlic and the Rev.

"Followers of Jesus" will

ate Finance Committee is in

people." Jim counters, "I be-

Fast, Free Muffler Installation
. . . and the FAMOUS MIDAS

schmidt.

An essential and vital dis-

"monkeys are an awful lot like

THE MIDAS TOUCH!

Fifth and sixth grade will study
"They Knew Jesus" with Mrs.

cussion being held by the Sen-

Tohy. "Face it," Toby says,

chert and Mrs. David Pollock,
who will direct all of the
school's creative art work.

Far." Mrs. Thomas Wuerffel
is the department head; the
teachers are Mrs. Chris Devona and Mrs. LeRoy Rodig.

Roth and Mrs. William Brock-

By David Poling

The film traces the adventures of a teenager. named Jim
and his impetuous friend

vision of Mrs. Donald Teu-

Third and fourth grade will
study "Christians Near and

Tax Reform -Not at Expense
Of Churches

an Outdoor Film.

partments for more effective

be studied by the first and sec-

Manasos and,

`Money Business'

Man-

nheim Rd. one block south of
Higgins, is the location of the

churches of metropolitan Bos" ton and taught at Gordon Col' lege of Theology and Missions
before going to the Washing-

Robert

Mrs.

-

teaching and learning. The -art
department is under the super-

kindergarten

completing

Sonia Klauzek, Mrs. James

ment.

Haines, Mrs. Donald Victor son and Mrs. Donald Nettles.

Holmes, department head,
Mrs. Donald Dietz, Mrs.
Mrs.
Krautsack,
Richard

those who have completed 6th

He served three terms as
missionary in South America
with the Christian and Missionary Alliance, first among

courses, there are special de-

Teachers

will study "This Is My
Church", with Mrs. Lee

a.m. to noon each weekday.
Children three years old by
December I, 1969. through

these

department head.
are Mrs. Elwood

Cornwell,

CHILDREN ENTERING

sessions will be held from 9:30

Northwest Christian Busi-

depart-

Angelo Campagna,
ment head.

IN ADDITION to

ond grade under Mrs. John

Mrs. Donald Munn with Mrs.

The vacation church school
of. the Lutheran Church of the

40
SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN

ft.

CHURCH

100

SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CUFFORD KAUFMANN
J. E. GOLISCH

MOUNT

Suntric'te School 9.30 A M.

PROSPECT

,

Worshm Hours 8 00. 9.30, II 00 A.M.

Christian Day School.Kindergorten Thru 8th

:limed Toictird Shoring Inv joy. CL 5-0332
reetbun. and Coninsi ',tient of
the

:
..
.
.

with people.

Lutheran

V

Church of the Cross
Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

.

Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

I

.-

.

.

Nursery Provided at Both Services

?topic Out Otly &teem
2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

Lo........
,....................EPEPRPO...
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, August 8, 1969
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Library Has Books For Hearty Campers

5 Couples
to Take Golf
Visit to Athens
Four

By Laurie Rossi

If you're looking for a lastminute vacation that can provide you with swimming, boating, animal watching, shell"
and rock collecting, bicycling,
hiking, and picture taking,
camping is probably the vacation you want.
Your camping trip can be a

couples

Barrington

and a couple from Prospect
Heights will be included in a
group of 2,000 midwesterners

who will spend nine days in
Athens during next fall and
spring, participating in one of
12 Greek golfing holidays

The couples arc Mr. and
Mrs. Gerry Schnur, Mr. and

Library can help you plan
your camping trip in every-

Mrs. Howard Brown, Dr. and
Mrs. Donald Helgers and Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Jolicoeur,
all of Barrington, and Mr. and
Mrs. Victor Kopinski of Pros-

thing from the road routes to
the outdoor conditions, mile-.

made bread baked -fresh over

an open fire) and dozens of
ways to use aluminum foil to

coded, you can know what fa c i I it i es to expect. Rand

simplify cooking.

FORD HAS several books
on camping right in your station wagon. They contain field

Spain's Costa del Sol.

The Chicago District Golf
Charities, Inc. was organized
in 1944 to provide golfers with
their own corporation enabl-

ing them to make contribu-

tions to worthy charitable en-

Robert Starck of Starck Realtors, Mount Prospect, presents a sponsorship check to Dan Bartlett,
501 W. Lincoln, Mount Prospect, of the Guardsmen Drum and Bugle Corps. Richard Ledig, 365
Cumberland, Des Plaines, the corps director, looks on. The corps, which recently won the Class B
competition of the Illinois Drum and Bugle Corps contest, will compete tomorrow in Springfield at
the state fair. The Guardsmen has members from throughout the northwest suburbs.

A Cot oi good eatilty

Upper Iowa
To Graduate

Charles Parker
candidates

at

college's

the

Mr. and Mrs. Ray Parker of summer commencement exProspect Heights, will receive ercises who will hear an ada B.A. degree in psychology dress by Dr. Benjamin C. Willfrom Upper Iowa College, Fa- is, retired superintendent of
yette, Iowa, Aug. 14.
He will be amont 98 degree

public schools in Chicago.

The library is open week
days 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. and Saturdays 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

In other books you can find

AN

all the finer tips in outdoor
cooking (for example, home -

AUTO LOAN
ALL DAY LONG
Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Thurs. 9 to 6
9 to 8
Friday
9 to Noon
Saturday
1111 !I sir
ON
AR
NATIONAL

come a runnin'.

33

FLAVORS

Ice Cream Shop
NORTHPOINT SHOPPING CENTER

POST 1337 V.F.W.
DANCING 9 till ?

come.

TO GET

sour cream.

A grand and glorious parade of 33 taste.thrIlling ice cream flavors
-your choice hand -packed before your very eyes. Pints, quarts.
half -gallons, gallons-any quantity-even mixed flavors, If desired.
Complete fountain service. Party specialties-ice cream cake logs.

AUGUST 16, 1969

FOOD SERVED 6 PM

go to the library. Book donations before the sale are wel-

meals, including pheasant in

OPEN' ...NOW

Itifkt,(#

at Central School on Saturday,
Aug. 23, at 9 a.m. All proceeds

STILL THE BEST PLACE

Ice cream pies, etc. Fancy goods made to your requirements.
Come, Join the parade. Treat the whole family...the gang...a
your "steady"... or just come and treat yourself. But
friend

terprises as a group with a love
of golf as a common bond.

Charles . E. Parker, son of

Don't forget also that the li-

brary's book sale will be held

test reports on camp gear, descriptions of campgrounds and
recipes for the best in outdoor

The World's
Greatest
Ice Cream
Extravaganza

THIS IS THE second travel
"venture of a local golf group.
Last year the Chicago District
Golf Association, sister organization of the Golf Charities,
sponsored twenty golf trips to

The library also has pamphelts on camping, and one
contains a bibliography of
many more sources 'of information: --

Join the parade to

pect Heights.

e

and

by state.

modern, depending upon what
you want it to be.
The Mount Prospect Public

trict Golf Charities, Inc.

routes,

McNally has put out one listing all this information state

brief excursion, a lengthy expedition, rustic or luxuriously

sponsored by the Chicago Dis-

alternate

campsites for tents and trailers. These are generally well

age,

601 N. MAIN ST.

ADULTS 51.75
CHILDREN $1.00

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

RAND & PALATINE RDS.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

M. ANDERSON, OWNER HOURS: 10 A.M. to 10 P.M. Daily

DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Member F.D.I.C.

"OUR TIME IS YOUR TIME"
LISTED BELOW ARE MANY OF THE AREA'S STORES 8t SERVICES AND THEIR HOURS
OF OPERATION...REFER TO THIS GUIDE TO MAKE YOUR SHOPPING EASIER.
Diamonds
Watches

-

Jewelry

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

PIANOS

ORGANS

LESSONS

Arlington Heights, III.
,,Sat.
9-6
M,T9-9
W

1415 Ellinwood St. Des Plaines, III.

Phone: 394-0820

824-4131

M & Fri. 9-9:00

T -Sat 9-5:50

/*

Nailed Bike Skop

SHEET MUSIC

MARIA SCHAEFER MUSIC STORE, INC.

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

Th.Hours:Fri.
,&

MAGNAVOX STEREO AND COLOR TV
PIANO REBUILDING AND REFINISHING

506 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

'Your Franchised Sc.k.u. Dealer

The Chic Boutique

We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
Phone
. M -F 9-8

Dunton Court
Arlington Heights
CL 3-1766

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

Daily 9-6 Thur & Fri 9-9

In VILLAGE SQUARE

GARDEN

LEIDER

CENTER

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED
5,000 sq. ft. bag normally $7.95 NOW $6.95
10,000 sq. ft. bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

[EIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177
CENTURY
SUPPLY CO.

;F

Panel
Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Tile
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM
Carpets
Century Supply Company
Hours:

1010 East Central Road
Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

TILE

"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

WELLBORN'S SHOES
PUT YOURSELF

IN OUR SHOES

25 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

Mon -Sat

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

All Merchandise

20% off
VIOLET FASHIONS

Mt. Prospect, Ill. 392-4700

Open Mon -Wed. 9:30-6 Thur-Fri. 9:30-9 Sat. 9:30-6

Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

353 Georgetown Square

1505 Ellinwood

Wood Dale 595-0665

44 W. Palatine Rd.
358-7350

TAILORED
DRAPERY,

Palatine, Illinois

Your Custom Drapery Specialists

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades

724-7364

Art Gallery

11,

Painting Restoration
Custom Framing
Art Instruction

StO

tg A 44

32 S. Evergreen Arlington Heights, Ill.

394-3083

Mo`z,k\c

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS

NORTHWEST

METALCRAFT STUDIO
413 S. Arlington Heights Rd.Arlington Heights, 111.
CL 3-1905
Fine Furniture for the Home 6 Patio

Iron by

Woodard
Meadowcraft
Many others

Unusual Gifts --Lamps
Statuary --Fountains
Pictures

Custom Fireplace Screen -built to order
Gas logs Glass screens

Open 7 days a week & 5 nites

10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PHONE: 259-9544

C

SUN 12-5

CONN ORGAN
12 Models from $895.00
27 W. Prospect Ave.
Mount Prospect, III. CL 3.5592 Daily 9 to 5

849 W. Dundee Rd.
Phone: 537- t 909

Dail 9-6 Sat. 9-5

Hours

1381 Prairie Ave.

Mon-Thur-Fri
10:30-9 P.M.
Sat. 9 to 5:30

827-6603

Des Plaines

BARON'S
KIMBALL MUSIC, CENTER
JOG IN FOR THESE BUYS
AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD STORES

_S-

Home of the famous

with this Coupon

Thur & Fri 10.9'

.ti Bicycles

THECARTER MUSIC SHOP

ad &loot of *laic

RAZOR CUTS $4.00

Mon -Sat 10-6

IMPORTED Oc DOMESTIC DELICACIES
SUNDAY 12-5 PM
MON. & FRI. 10:30-9 PM
T,W,T,S 10:30-5PM

Bob

Gordon

KING MIDAS BARBER SHOP
Wheeling, Illinois

Continental Deiicafessen

ANTIQUE PAINTINGS

HOURS

DAILY 9-6
FRIDAY 9-9

Palatine - 358-6050

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9 -9

Des Plaines,

The Sportswear Boutique

116 S. NortI4west Hwy

Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30.5

Wink's Bike Shop
"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
§ALES & SERVICE
Hours: M d F 9:00 to 8:30 T,W,T-9:00 to 6:00 5at.79 to 5:30
'

115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights, Ill.
CL 3-0349 - CL 3-0350

$399.00

New Spinet Piano Only

KNUPPER'S NURSERY
& GARDEN CENTER
Everything You Need
For Better Gardening
Hours: M -F 8-8

Sat. 8-6

Sun. 9-5

359-1080
Rand Rd. (US 12) & Dundee, Rd., Palatine

Guys and Dolls
Begin New Season

The Day's Prospects

M. P. Library
Under Construction
non-fiction books not read be-

By Dolores Haugh

fore.

Reports must be written on
forms available at the library

There is a lot of activity at
the Mount Prospect Public Li-

and may only be given on one

brary. It isn't all due to the

Mary Jo Hutchings, head librarian, if a donation is to be

not be acceptable.

made.

All written reports arc to be
handed in by Aug. 16 in order
to qualify for attendance at the

slipped through the require-

The lucky day for the Polar
Bear Club members who have

theater party in September.
All Mount Prospect children attending public or parochial schools, grades one

cial program will be given in
the Central School Gym. Tickets for the performance will be
available after Sept. I.

Boy Scout Merit Badge Manuals," Mrs. Hutchings report-

brary cards, may join the club.

THE SECOND library activity involves books being
brought in to fill the barrels.
These donations will be sold

ments is September 13. A spe-

Schmid family, we have 21
ed.

on Aug. 23 from 9 a.m. until

THE CHILDREN in grades

1

p.m. This year the sale, cosponsored by The Friends of

one through three are required
to read and report on ten

books; grades four through
eight, twelve books.
The library suggests club
members choose fiction or

are

arator racks, a clock for the

Central School.

Children's

Department,

for-

In the third pertinent proj- eign language records and 16

ect, the library is soliciting do-

mm films.

first club function for the year.
Membership is now open to

Scouts attending the Seventh
National Boy Scout Jamboree
in

Jon and Christy Rubalcabe, children of Mr. and.Mrs. Timothy Rubsdcaba of Motmt Prospect,
piece thelL book donations in the Mount Prospect Public Library barrels. Money raised by the
annual sale is used for improvements at the library.

................................... .....................

needed, under

the Library, will be held at

ward Brezina, vice president;
Mrs. Ernest Lockwood, secretary; Mrs.' George Schmitt,
Mrs.
Lawrence
treasurer;
Fronezak, hospitality; Mrs.

couples in the area with an
Aug. 15 deadline. For further
information please call the
membership chairman Mrs.
Stanley Anderson --537-0532.

Jamboree Highlights

Page 7

home last week, accompanied
by Scoutmaster John Dunham
and Assistant Scoutmasters
Walter Kerkera and Tom
Clauter.

Highlight of the jamboree
was a message sent by Eagle

StitigitJULLI-M9-2-212.U.9 9_9.1.1U-2-211...91111-01111.1UULRJUULJU.SUJULJULIUULJULJULLUIJUI

for the astronauts. t hey placed
a small American flag on each
of the 20,000 tents at the Jamboree.

Other highlights were visits
from astronaut Frank Borman, from Olympic champion
Jessie Owens, from former
boxing champion Archie
Moore and from Irving J.
Fiest, national president of the
Boy Scouts of America.
A show was presented in the
Friendship Arena by "Up

my fellow scouts and scouters
at the Jamboree," the message

With People," a group that

said.

strives to further preservation

ON MONDAY, July
Friday, August 8, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

northern Idaho, returned

Scout Neil Armstrong 'from
Apollo I I. "Best wishes to all

gwyteETt

a

chair,

ting for "Sand Shuffle," the

About 40 area boys: who
were among the 35,000 Boy

stenographer
browsing bin for
records, two portable coat
racks, planters, three film sep$100,

Holiday Park will be the set-

cers of the board are: Mrs. Ed-

Donald McGowan, publicity;
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stroccius

PROSPECT DAY

Items still

bership.

president,

Robert Houston. Other offi-

"THE MOUNT Prospect
District of Camp Fire have albulletin
ready donated a
board, and thanks to the Allan

brary cards may also join.

the home of the

newly acquired space in the library.
Individuals and organizations are invited to check with

book in a series. Reports on
primers and pre -primers will

Children with non-resident li-

ing on Wednesday, July 23, at

nations of equipment for the

remodeling.
First, the registration for
the cool Polar Bear Book Club
will end tomorrow, Aug. 9.

through eight, and having li-

The new board of the Pros- and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wilpect Heights Guys and Dolls liams, dance chairmen, and
social club held its first meet- . Mrs. Stanley Anderson, mem-

21,

the 35,000 scouts participated
in a special service conducted

of freedom, self-discipline,
creativity for the needs of humanity and maturity to live for
the future and not the moment.

Wedding Bells For Four Couples
i

St. Raymond de Penefort
Catholic Church in Mount
Prospect was the scene of the

6:30 double -ring wedding of
Mary Kennedy, daughter of.
Mr. and Mrs. John Kennedy of

Mount Prospect, and James
Keith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Le-

land Keith of Flora, Ill., on

June 28.
The bride carried a bouquet

of ten white orchids as she

white orchid.
John, brother of the groom,
carried out his duties as best

walked down the aisle on the
arm of her father. Her gown of
silk organza with cap sleeves
had small and large appliqued
flowers and bands tif flowers
at the bottom.. Her floor length double layered veil

man assisted by the bride's

was edged with lace. She wore
a small appliqued headpiece. A
long train flowed from the bodi

A RECEPTION and dinner
for 200 guests was held at the

long train flowed from the

couple will be at home in Chi-

bodice.

cago.

THE BRIDE'S sister, Kathleen, served as maid of honor

A graduate of Forest ViewHigh School, the bride has attended the University of Iowa

in a pale aqua silk organza

brother

Pat

Kennedy

Doug Schuemann,

and
Steve

Hurst, Gerry Garrett, George
Hanson and Tom Barnett, all
fraternity brothers.

Arlington Park Towers. The

and Millikin University. She

floor -length gown. She carried

will graduate from Mundelein

a cascade of yellow frangi-

College in June, 1970.
The groom holds a degree in
industrial engineering from
Millikin University, and is
now employed as an IBM Systems Engineering Assistant.

Five bridesmaids, all
school friends and sorority sis-

Mr. and Mrs. James Keith

t h y Schuemann, Suzanne
Hodson, Christine Johnson
and Alice Gibson.
The bride's mother chose an
ice -blue silk worsted dress and
chat ensemble and a white orchid. The groom's mother
wore a mint -green silk ensemble with beaded trim and a

panis.

ters of the bride, were dressed
identical to the maid of honor.

They were Lynn Doolen, Ka -

Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Frank
Craig, Jr.

Floral arrangements, bows
and greenery and candelabra
decorated South Church,
Mount Prospect, for the mar-

I

riage of Carolyn Ann Ray,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. El-

0. Ray, and Gilbert
Frank Craig, Jr. son of Mr.

don

and Mrs. Gilbert Frank Craig

of Carmel Valley, Calif., on
June 21. Rev. Paul Sandin
presided over the 5 p.m. June
double -ring ceremony.

The bride's gown was fashioned of silk organza over taf-

feta, with a fitted bodice and
bell -shaped sleeves and skirt.

A chapel -length train, decoisf04
'

ing in the Palatine School Dis-

trict were united in marriage
on July 5.
Joyce M. Fargey, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. John M. Fargey of Mount Prospect, became the brideof Paul C. Hanson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hanson of Paxton, Ill., at
St. Hubert Church. The 6 p.m.
double -ring, candlelight ser-

vice was conducted by the
Rev. Stanley Orlikiewicz of
Mary Queen of Heaven
Church, Elmhurst.
Soloist Mrs. J. Jarzemsky

sang "Ave Maria" and "The
Lord's Prayer." Organ music

velvet bow, it had long full
sleeves,

a

mandarin

lace -

trimmed collar and a semi train. Her cathedral -length
veil with bubble tiers was
trimmed in matching lace. She

carried a nosegay of white

chose a jacket dress of antique
silk in frosted gold with headed
mandarin collar and matching
tea rose corsage.
Dale Hanson of Champaign,
Ill., served as best man. Robert

daisies.

Matron of honor, Mrs. M.
Terhoch of Winnipeg, Manitoba, wore a full-length pink

Mike Smith ofChampaign were
groomsmen. Ushers were Bob

Graham of Hoffman Estates

dotted swiss gown with a scoop

and Darrell Lee of Paxton.
Lee of Paxton.

bellished the empire waistline.

Mrs. A. R. Campbell, of

Following a buffet dinner
for 135 guests at the Arlington
Carousel, the couple left for a

two-week honeymoon in Mi-

bride, and Miss Jan Smith of
Ludlow, Ill., wore gowns iden-

ami and New Orleans.

The bride, a 1969 graduate

was furnished by Mrs. Netter.

of Illinois University, is a li-

THE BRIDE'S mother
THE BRIDE'S formal - wore a turquoise 'semi -fitted
length white organdy gown ,sheer silk print with long

District. The groom, also a

was striped with daisy lace and
Venetian lace. Fashioned with

sleeves and rolled collar, Her
corsage was of matching tea

empire waist trimmed with a

roses.

The groom's mother

and Scott 0.

Following a buffet reception at the Citation Room of
Arlington Park Towers, the
couple left for a one -week honeymoon in New Orleans. They

will be at home in Independence, Mo.

The bride is a graduate of
was also worn by the bridesmaids, Mrs. Steve Sproul and Crown Point High School and
Sally Craig.
Both mothers wore lime
green cymbidiums. Mrs. Ray's
was on a yellow A -line street length dress, and Mrs. Craig's
was on a white silk and wool.

William Woods College

The groom, who is a member of the United States Naval
Reserve, is a graduate of Hor-

ton Watkins High School in
A FRATERNITY brother,

Ladue, Mo., and Westminster

rosebuds, was attached at the
waistline. Her waist -length

Dwight E. Chalker, came from
Narragansett, R.I., to be best
man. David Ray, Steve Fasick

was a member of Kappa Alpha

by matching
white roses. The pearls she
wore were a gift of the grom.
veil was

held

brarian in the Palatine School
graduate,

Northern

is

em-

Winston Junior
High. The couple are living in
Arlington Heights.

ployed

at

Thomas F. Stengren, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Sten-

water, arrived by plane in time

gren of Addison. The double ring ceremony, conducted by
the Rev. Harlan C. Wendler,
took place at St. Paul's Evangelical Lutheran. Church in
Addison at 5:30 p.m. in a candlelight setting. Baskets of
white gladioli adorned the al-

for Rosemary Kovacs' wed
ding on June 14. The unusual
flowers were a gift of a grower

in Malibu, Calif., who sent
them at the request of Mrs.
Warren C. Petterson, close
friend of the Kovacs family

and cousin of the grorier.
Combined with violets, they

Francis W. Weber of Sauer land's Flower Shop.

Carrying this striking tiriu-

quet, Rosemary K

tar.

ORGANIST NORMAN
Himmler accomapnied soloist
Mrs. Winnifred Clarkson, who

sang "Love" and "Feed My
Sheep," Mary Baker Eddy

Charles J. Kovacs of Mount

poems set to music.
The bride wore a white peau
de soie gown with lace bodice.

Prospect, became the bride of

Her chapel -length illusion veil

daughter of Mr. and

in

Fulton, Mo.,

rated with appliqued white

Thirty-six white theonopsis
orchids, each in a little vial of

were fashioned into a beautiful
bouquet designed by Mrs.

Sarnia, Ontario, a sister of the
tical to the matron of honor.

the gown of the matron of honor, Mrs. Rogner Liljequist.
Her dress was chiffon over taffeta in an empire style.
Blue chiffon over taffeta

Thatcher, Jr.
Craig, Jr.

College in Fulton, where he

and Craig Hiscott were the

fraternity: He is employed at Alton Box Board

ushers. Standing with the best

Company in Blue Springs, Mo.

social

Stengren

Hanson of Earlville, Ill., and

neck and hem edged with a
ruffle. Pink velvet bows em-

BLUE WAS THE color for

man were groomsmen J. W.

Mr. and Mrs. Thomas F.

Mr. and Mrs. Paul S. Hanson
(Photo by Baston, Oak Park)

A couple who were graduated from Northern Illinois
University and are now teach-

s -v

Pale blue stephanotis were inserted in her bouquet of white
roses and baby's breath.

fell from a satin bow head-

wore white orchids.

Thomas W. Thackery IV of

Addison served as best man.
Groomsmen were Joe Restivo

piece. Matron of honor, Mrs.

Heights, wore a
Victorian -style gown, deep

Arlington

pink karate skirt with white
lace top. She carried a bouquet

of old-fashioned garden flowers.

Attendants

Mrs.

Douglas

Schuemann of Decatur and
Miss Janet Carlson of
Champaign were attired the
same as the matron of honor.
The mother of the bride wore a
pale pink silk dress with
amethyst buttons and a white
orchid corsage. The groom's
mother chose a pale green silk
costume coat and dress with
beaded neckline, and she also

HAROLD SCHARLAU of
and Ronald VanDerStuyf of
Addison, Edward Hintz of
Palatine and Thomas W. Tha-

cker IV of Arlington Heights.
A reception dinner for 115
guests at Henrici's in Oakbrook followed the ceremony.
The newlyweds left for a few

in Lake Geneva, Wis.
They arc now living in Cardays

bondale, Ill., where the groom
is continuing with his school-

ing at Southern Illinois University. The bride, a Prospect

High School graduate, completed a two-year course at
Southern last June.
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Amusement Calendar
MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE, 115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heights.

Ice Station Zebra: -Week -as: 4:45, 7:25 and 10:05 p.m.; Saturdny_and-Snifday, 1:30, 4:20, 7:10 and 10:05 p.m.
DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
Doctor Dolittle: Weekdays, 6:30 and 9:10 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 1:30, 4:10, 6:50 and 9:35 p.M.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
Good -Bye Columbus: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 3:50, 5:55, 8
and 10:45 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Prospect.

Paper Lion: Weekdays, 6:15 and 10:30; Saturday and Sunday,
1:55, 6:10 and 10:25 p.m.
Ice Station Zebra: Weekdays, 8:05 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday,
3:45 and 8 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 113 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

Finian's Rainbow: Weekdays and Saturday, 7:02 and 9:30
p.m.; Sunday, 2, 4:30, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect.
Winning: Daily and Weekends, 2:20, 4:50, 7:20 and 9:48 p.m.
__
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
Ice Station Zebra and Our Mother's -Mike: show begins at
dusk

THEATRE

The Oblong Box: Daily and Weekends, 1:45, 5:05 and 8:30
p.m.

How to Commit Marriage: Daily and Weekends, 3:25, 6:50
and 10:15 p.m.
PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Main, Park Ridge.

Heights.
The Illinois Speed Press, appearing tonight at The Cellar in Arlington

COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.The Marriage Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, 8:30 p.m.
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OUT
TONIGHT!

HO WAH CHINESE RESTAURANT
to treat you to some of

Restaurant
of the Week

ready
Delicious Chinese food is a treat anytime and Ho Wah's in Park Ridge isalong
with your favorites....and
the finest Oriental dining in our area. Try some of their unusual dishes
will have you coming back for more again and again. As a note
if you're new to Chinese food, Ho Wah's
unusual Oriental places in their lobby. Stop by soon and get

of interest ....they have beautiful and
acquainted.

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

COCKTAILS

-

WAft

Now Being Served At

7 Beautiful

bar....in a telexed, quiet atmosphere.

SUMMER SALADS...FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH!

Now for the finest in
FOOD AND DRINKS

Slim -Trim Plate

Come to
COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT I

YOUR NOSY

TONY UlU

corner of Dunton and Campbell

Hours

Mon thru Thurs 6 am tit midnight

$115
$135

Chef's Salad

r

NOW FEATURING!

Telephone 692-6124

THE

CARRY OUT ORDERS

WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

DINNER

LUNCHEON
LATE SNACKS

at the U O'Hare Concord
MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

766-1010
'GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, ILL.

Telephone 692-6124

NEUTRONS

BREAKFAST

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

AMERICAN STYLE DISHES ALSO AVAILABLE
Complete Dining and Carry Out Service
1339 WEST DEMPSTER - DE WEST SHOPPING CENTER

.

OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 3 AM

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!

Specializing In Food Cantonese Style
Served In An Informal Atmosphere of
Gracious Simplicity

DROP IN or CALL IN YOUR RESERVATION

ei4

PHONE - 827-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590

$'30

Fruit Salad Plate

Breakfast Lunch Dinner
1-3 West Campbell
Arlington Heights, III.
Phone: 392-9344

Banquet

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600

CHINESE RESTAURANT

COUNTRYSIDE
Enjoy a refreshing , drink at our new, I

Fri. & Sat. tit 1 a.m;
Sunday 7 am. ill 10 p m.

GOOD SERVICE
POPULAR PRICES Rooms fon

FINE FOOD

a

A

A

hG
111P1:',

I

Formerly "The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

ELK .COLONIAL INN

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE
Package liquor & grocery store, too - always open.
Bar open 7.30 a.m to 1 a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays

on Wood Dale Road just north of Thorndale
CALL: 766-3230

DINE AT THE NEW ONE

tlitrit-TEttgirs
"The. Nordi ire,/ Sil

SOMETHING NEW & DIFFERENT!

RI

SPECIAL

105U Oakton 5t. Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.

ALSO . . DELICIOUS
ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

OF THE WEEK

PHONE 299-0011

FISH & CHIPS

Make Your Reservations Now

"Right a( or, from the Stamm'

THE NEW, NEW

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

.

LEON BERRY
at the

ORGAN BAR

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT
,

824-7451

Across From O'Hare Airport

984

FOR A DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNER
FORMERLY BLAZ'R STEAKS

POLYNESIAN

253-3300

a new addition to our luncheon 'dinner menu
specially prepared in
. . delightful Polynesian
.

our new Polynesian Kitchen

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OPEN 7 Days

CataNed CL 5-4300

served in our special sauce
Give your taste a treat!

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

Specialties

NIELSEN'S
Presents

Mannheim & Higgins

Delicious Pizza
Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish n' Chips
Beer from the barrel
Wine From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

CARRY -OUT OR

Thru Saturday

WE SPECIALIZE IN

Noon 'Til 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

COMFORTABLE DINING

Every Tuesday

"BRING THE FAMILY"

8

Luncheon Fashion Shows

It,,,.; I if,. r.

CALL

1404G

A

arstaurant

ADVERTISING

esitslos
so-

A

ENTERTAINMENT

FOR DINING

255-7200

-

GOOD DINING &

wk.

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT
WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

IP

The Black Fog
Invites You Fnr

--The place to be in Elk Grove-

DONT' MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY --ALL YOU CAN EAT!

a

/bide'

-T

SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

&Peal/ 10$

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
On Route 12 just 3 blocks South
ours
of Palatine Road
255.9181
Come for lunch 11 a.m.
11
0;11M

I MEW 1....n9111

IM111=1

.*F9ig RUPP"k1401111W

pup 0,

4

ol

g

TAKE
,

111100.
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Restaurant

F.

THE DALE HOUSE

TONIGHT-!

Newly opened on the site of Old Marshall Gun Club is the Dole House :.. an elegant restaurant -bar with
a true touch of rustic splendor. All of this mood atmosphere is enhanced by the Mine, fine food.
Entertainment, piano bar, and red carpet service for all .... we're sure It's going to be a favorite of yours!
It's fast becoming one of aunt_ - -

rlh;Week

* EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.
__40BSTER

ENJOY DINING &

7E.

STEAKS
PRIME RIB

DANtLINIAT----

BANQUET

r:.

DRIVE

superb zovvd

NOW APPEARING FRI & SAT
IN THE ACTIC ROOM

12 NOON

4

inn

Now that you've tried our

Roast Beef

PANCAKE HOUSE

RESTAURANT

DRIVE-IN

ANOTHER

JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)
Nugget size chunks of fresh

SEAFOOD

boiled Maine lobster are
blended with big. meaty

LIVES Or

Louisiana gulf shrimp and

ht Milwaukee Ave. in Wheeling, Ill.

sauteed In a puree of sweet

Polish Sausage

rooms end diced garlic cloves
Over this is folded a rich dress

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef

butter, sherry wine, mush

AGAIN!

ing of hot butter, fresh lemon

Shrimp

juice, Worcestershire and

Lobster Hoteliere

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

Phone: 537-8866

Des Plaines
free Parting RessrestIons: 299.2251

Syrup sin

Hot

.e/ V

Beverage

85

FAVORITE

HAM 'n

Good children who eat all their food can take their choice
from the candy basket.

PANCAKE SANDWICH

in the O'Hare American Inn

Trolly st River Rd

Butter,

wich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce,

"We Make Our Own
Sausage 8. Sauerkraul."

THE HERITAGE. ROOM

Whipped
and Beverage

Jr. Hamburger Plate - Hamburger Sand-

Bratwurst

chopped parsley Served steam
ing hot eta casserole Yes,
seafood lives again!

Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk
Pancakes,

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Stripsti C

7 el

of Bacon
Beverage
41.

Look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

SWISS

NG INTO SPRING

S

DINE IN

ATAcJappone:v
1

it

in Elk Grove Village

Hot

Carved

!f

EDDIE SHUM
a

He's

Sandwiches

versatile man of

and vocalist all

THE HOLLYCAST TRIO
(By Popular Demand)

'TIL 4 A.M.

tainment....You'll like himi

Enjoy your first glass of

968 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, III.
PH: 537-0777

Phone: 956-1170

Zwie

a

FOR

on AUG. 12th of

Be sure and visit our unique Gift Shop
AND
See our Beautiful Hand Painted Pictures.

frosty beer for only 10c

in the

THE RETURN ENGAGEMENT

ir. one....

for a full evening of enter-

MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c

a

255-7200

piano, cordovox, and songs

Mondays thru Fridays

ms
k

CALL

ENJOY FINE FOOD & ENTERTAINMENT

many talents....a musician

served in the Brandywine
Lounge .. . Noon to 2 p.m.

OP -

41010

ADVERTISING

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

BUFFET

lib

FOR DINING

friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

MEN'S SANDWICH

DES PLAINES
41111101101110

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

FOR MEN ONLY!

LEE & OAKTON
Sun. thru Thrus. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH. 827-5246

CARRY OUT

raubgwitv
RESTAURANT

USDA
CHOICE

ASK FOR

For the Younger Set

Northwest Hwy. & Quentin Rd.
Palatine, Ill. CALL 358-2800

EVERY WEDNESDAY

259-

s

HARCZAK's

AL ROSSI QUARTET

PARD'NER

PHO497NE

Village

OPEN

RESTAURANT
FASHION SHOW
LUNCHEONS

RAND RD.
MT. PROSPEC

WEEKEND
FUN...
READ

s

"Swing
With
Donna Day!"

Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove Village
PERFECT

The rustic splendor
of the former

geigiCTIZ

.**10111'

HOUSE

MARSHAL FIELD ESTATE

The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

IS

CALL

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

Now available to you at

DINNERS COCKTAILS

Palatine, Ill.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone: 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight,

Why Not Enjoy a Quick Buffet
or Leisurely Lunch in
Beautiful Surroundings

at the

WAYNE
1618 W Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

CL 5-2441

Zde Rade

THE

PIZZA!
EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON CLUB
MONDAY THRU MIDDAY

Fast Service

Pick Up or Delivery

gialiCa°

*ant* eld

REASONABLE
PRICES

773-1800

ITASCA, ILLINOIS

`Walnut St. & Orchard St.

COCKTAILS

PRIME STEAKS

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.
LUNCHEON-DINNERCOCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Featuring

1/4a4 Rowe 4 ,Rodpitdity

BOB LOVELL

Appearing Tues. Thru Sat.

From job, 29 to Aug. 16
1

at the piano

LOCATED on the site

of the

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

Plate Rat
ei Bed

$4.25
A gessomrs swl el 4if
0,di ostIsslosrw-amoth
'

"nine wish 41104A Wm.

OLD MARSHALL FIELD

GUN CLUB
Fieldale & Higgins Rds.
in Hoffman Estates
IV4 mi. East of
Barrington Rd. on Rt. 72

Open 7 Zell

PACE SETTERS V
Every Sun. & Mon. "The Swingers"

a, Week

RT. 83 & RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

DELICIOUS CHICKEN
SUCCULENT SWEDISH MEATBALLS
TASTY FISH EVERY FRIDAY

ott

e

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

Elk Grove, III.

eat,

NOON

EVENING

SUNDAYS &
HOUDAYS

$1.09

$1.49

$1.79

LI

I.

CHILDREN UNDER 10 EVEN LESS

Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM
529-8840

1018

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up ;a 200

7
?aped

A

%it&

I,

:I

Ns

Wilmette Short Clicarn-gs Logan
_____ ---

'

game with three runs in the

borrowed two players from full seven innings;giving up
Northbrook's legion team to seven -hits -add striking out 1 I.
play the game. The loss ---Ward fanned the first two

fifth inning and went on to

dropped the Lions season -Mate

beat the Logan Square Lions,
6-2, in Winnetka last night.

to 31-23.

By Mike Imrem
Wilmette broke open a tight

-------

Logan Square, hit by illness /THE LIONS were the vietims of a fine pitching job by
only seven of its -players for the Wilmette's Norm Werd. The
ganu_e CoaChLarry Noinellini tough left-hander hurled the
.
----:---- :'
and other problems, suitectiM

Logan Square hitters in the
first, but three straight hits
then produced a Lions run.
Bill Madden, Mike Golden

and Jim Kenny got the hits
with Kenny getting credit for
the RBI.

in the top of the fifth, again

Wilmette got that run back
in the second on a walk and
Tom Dix' two -out single to
left. The host team then went

uarelNine, 6 -2-

Wilmette then took advan-

WILMETTE (6)

with a two -out rally. John Kel- tage of sloppy Logan Square
ler walked and moved to sec- fielding to score its three fifth
and on Jeff Dupre's single. inning runs. The Lion left
Werd then attempted to pick fielder played routine fly into a.
Keller off second, but his double and the shortstop
throw got past the shortstop. dropped a pop fly to put pitch -

ahead in the fourth when Werd

hit a prodigious homer over
Mike O'Donnell's head in cen-

Player
Feldman, 2b
bossen, 3b
sprigal, ss

mcMullen, lb
wald, rf

to put the game away.

to third got away.

THE LIONS tied the game

By Bill Copeland
The

All -Star

Waycinden

team met the- Wheeling All Stars -for the third time laSt
night and beat them 9-2 to take
the championship. Wheeling
had beaten Waycinden, 8-7 in
their first contest, but Waycin-

den bounced back with a 2-0
victory in the second game to
force a third game playoff.
Both teams were evenly
matched in their first-- two

games but it was a different
story last night as Wheeling
lost some of their drive.

Walks to Ken Mitsuoka, Gary
Martin and Mike Dukewich to
begin Wheeling's downfall.
Mitsuoka and Dukewich both
scored on wild pitches and
Martin crossed the plate on an
infield grounder by Tom Parker.

Another three runs in the

IN THE FIRST

inning

der, but Wheeling managed to
get two men on in their half of

the first. Mike Nelweem led
off for Wheeling with a single
to right. Ron Henricks then
struck out and Mark Thorp

was safe on a fielder's choice
but Nelweem was forced out at

second. Bill Fedro then flew
out to Don Stevens in right.
their
Waycinden began
scoring spree in the top of the

Taylor_on "the mound, Tom
Maher and Pete Ceraulo hit
back-to-back singles to get the

rally started. Maher, who had,

gone to second on an error and
stole third, scored on Ceraulos

CERAULO STOLE

two
bases himself and came home
to score on an infield grounder
Martin. Martin
by Gary

third run on a
passed ball after stealing his
way to third.
Wheeling made the score
6-I in the bottom of the third.
Ron Henricks had the big hit
scored the

fourth to make the score 9-I.
Raymond led off and made
all the way to second when
Henricks threw one over Ool
Kieffel's head at first. -Rick
Haaning was-thed safe with a

single -arid Ceraulo drew a

__---

_----

__---

SCORED

WHEELING

their second and last run the
their half of the fourth on two
,
nits. Bob Peters and Don
Groot led off with back -to -

hack singles but Peters was lat-

er called out because of interference in a play to field a ball

hit by Mark Schmitt. Groot
scored their run on Dale Kieffel's grounder to shortstop.
Neither team could score in
the last three innings and the
game ended 9-2.

when Thorp hit one through
Dukewich, Waycinden's first

Taylor gave up three straight

baseman.

in any record books, and for

will momentarily get off their

the past two years he has been
the toughest man in the league

pennant express to make a personal appearance at Town

to strike out.
Kessinger's is one of the big

House TV, 7243 Touhy Ave.,

success stories in modern base-

Park Ridge, from 6:30 to
8:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Aug.
27.

league

chael Moore of TAn House
TV arranged the appearance.
The stars will he available for
autographs, and the public is
invited to attend the party.

SECOND BASEMAN

Beckert, who took over the
keystone sack after the tragic
death of Ken Hubbs five years
ago, is one of the most under-

ball. His ability to field majorfashion

never

was

doubted, but he was brought
up before he had learned to hit
big -league pitching and it was
not until 1966 when he learned
to switch -hit that he came into
his own at the plate.

Beckert and Kessinger arc
both around the .300 mark this
season, and they are acknowledged by most baseball experts
as the best double -play combination in either league.

rated players in the National
League. His ability to go to the

opposite field doesn't appear

re7;eammimimmlea/z/

New IHSA Rule

-.Apr

PLAYHOUSE

DINNER

The Board of Directors of
the Illinois High School Asso-

ciation at a meeting held on
July 28-29, has announced
that any member school which
is not in full operation and
staffed with a full complement
of teachers shall not engage in
any interscholastic activities.
This ruling does not apply to

Aug. 12Mon. Sept

1

ABBY
DALTON
at TV's Jonathan Winters Show

school holidays or vacations,
provided school is in full oper-

'Love In E -Flat'

ation on the school day preceding the school holiday.
Regularly scheduled practice sessions may be held during a period when school is not

PETER BRECK

fully operation provided that
they are of normal length and
frequency, they are conducted
by appropriate personnel and
the health and safety of partici-

pants can be adequately

o n2db-, c _____4

r

ILIA --

--I --i

0

2

Ijaanfng 2b

2

I

I

0

Ceraulo, 3b
Mitsuoka, cf
Martin, ss

3

2

1

I

2

1

0

1

1

1

3 2.--0
Dukewich, 3b---2-- I 0

Player
Nelween, c

0

Maher,Raym

1

ab
1

r

0--

McGinn;_cq__---2-Th
4
Hentick ss
3
0
--Thorp, 2b
3
0
Fedro, cf

0

1

Peters, lf,p

3

2

Stevens, rf

Richter, p
Buckley, p

0
0
0

0
1

29.

9

5

0

0

0

I

0

0 -I--

I

0

Henricks.-m

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip

r-er so

h

3

3
2

I

0
0

0-0

I

0

3-0

2

I

0
0

0
0

0

3

0

Peters

3-I

2

2

0

3-0
Kieffel
Wennerstrom 3' 2: 0-0

I

1

6

4

Totals

26

2

0
4

I

2

I
1

1

1

O

2

2
1

0
0

1

0

4

O

2

2

1

0

0_

1- 0

O

0

3

O

0

0
0

29

2

7

I

4

0

3

0
0

0

0

parker, If

E--Werd, Bossen, Sprigel,
Dupre, Dominick; 2b --Parker;

2

2

I

0

3b --Wald;

26

6

8

5

1

HR-Werd;
McMullen, Madden.

mB B. 00' ppoonnnneel {I, ,2ct if

44

O

1

ip hr-er bb so
7 7 2-1 3 11

Werd
Berdell

0

7 8 6-5 3 8

Winner--Werd; Loser-Ber-

O .0

_--

SB-

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitching

h bi

ab

dell.

----
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unbeaten ParkView Captures River Trails Loop Crown
The River Trails Park District Men's Softball League
finished

the

regular season

with undefeated Park View
winning the title with an 11-0
record.
During the next two, weeks,

the team will be participating
in the annual single -elimination tournament.

clot Knights and the Woodview Benders won their final
two games, while Park View
won their only contest to remain unbeaten.
The final standings and statistics were released by the

Park District.
TEAM STANDINGS (FINAL)

During the past week, Cam -

L

Team

Park View

11

woodview Benders
Rainbow Ridge Cubs
Rainbow Ridge River
Rats

9
6
5

Camelot Knights
Forest River Fire
Department
Riverhurst
Euclid-Lakers

5

O

2
5

6
6

3

8

3

8

2

9

LEADING HOME RUN
HITTERS

No.

Player

Gibbon, Knights
Berner, Riverhurst
Steinmetz, Knights
McLaughlin, Krrights
B. Lucas, Fire Dept.
Willming, Fire Dept.

5

4

Player
Toye, Cubs
Brunner, Benders
Silicani, Rats
T. Stanley, Cubs

4
4

TRIPLES

No.
3

2

2

2

DOUBLES

3

Player

3

Wadman, Fire Dept.
B. Lucas, Fire Dept.
B. Newman, Park View

No.
8

6
5

as-

Fri. Sept. 5.21

E

ON 1969 # 124 CUB CADET
TRACTOR WITH

48"MOWER...

12

HORSE POWER
ALL GEAR DRIVE
ELECTRIC STARTING
HIGH FLOATATION TIRES
OVER 60 ATTACHMENTS
AVAILABLE!

'A Thousand Clowns'
Luncheon Matinee Wednesdays
Phone orders
504.1454 Chicago
261 7043 Tickets on sale at
Playhouse Bon Office Also at 13
Ticketron Offices including Ticket
No.

Central. Montgomery Ward and
Marshall

Field

Dial

for Outlets near you

BUILT BY THE

TI-C-KE-T-S

45 minutes from the Loop
on North Avenue-Route 64
3 Miles East of St. Charles

"BIG TRACTOR" PEOPLEF

OUTSTANDING
FEATURES!

sured.

IS FOR KEEPS!

DIRECT DRIVE, ALL METAL
BIG TRACTOR TRANSMISSION

NO BELTS TO WEAR OUT!

START IN ANY GEAR ...

VIlLANIP'
INTERNATIONAL

SALE

AIR CONDITIONING

55 EAST PALATINE ROAD
WHEELING, ILL.

537-6110

Take Three Months to Pay. ho Interest.
Ask About Our Convenient Credit Terms.

29

(Pulls Installed)

NORTH AMERICAN
NESTING VENTILATING . AIN CONDITIONING

5915 W. Lincoln Ave.; Morton Owe

$8, 500
NOW ONLY

HARVESTER

WHOLEIIOUSE - ALL NAME BRANDS

111

1

0

3

2

1-0
I-1

0

1

I

1

0

1

w

2
2

I

3

I

2

O

3

Player

artin (2), -Parker; E. Dukewich (2), Nelweem, Henricks
g-1 1,
(2), Groot, LOB -Wheeling
Wavcinden, (5). ----Pitefier
Richter
Buckley
Haaning
Taylor

1

3

UARET1)-----

0

1

Totals,"--

h bi

0
0

__---2--1
Groot, 3b
2 0
Schmitt,-rf3
0
0 0 _Kieft -el, lb, p
4
2
0
0 -0--0 Taylor, p, If
2
0
1- 6 0 0 Wennerstrom, p
2

___mPairsIctierra;:lIff-

2B -Henri
Mah
eraulo

1

1

LOSE OUT

Kessinger, Beckert Slate
Personal Appearance Here

Howard Newhouse and Mi-

WAYCINDEN (9)

Player

I

1

3

of the inning, a hard hit double
to right field. Henricks scored

second with three runs. Art

Chicago Cub stars Don
Kessinger and Glenn Beckert

itab

scored

again

top of the third gave Waycin- _-walk. Two errors, a wild pitch,
and a sacrifice fly by Mitsuoka
den a .6-0 lead. After. --Mike
put the three runs across.'
Raymond grounded out to
-

single.

Waycinden went down in or-

Waycinden

three runs in the top of the

____--___--- WHEELING (2)

4

0

1

4

dix, c
zuckerman, cf
Totals

Waycinden Rebounds Against Wheelin

0
1

word, p

Keller went to third and con- er Mike Berdell in a jam. A
tinued home when the throw walk and two singles followed

ter.

3

Madden,3b,lf
Golden,c
Kenny,rf
Keller, lb
Duprc,3b
Dominick,ss
Berdell,p

h bi

r

ab

4t.

NO NEED TO "SHIFT -UP".

SLIDING GEAR DESIGN
GIVES EASY,
CLASH -FREE
SHIFTING!

WHILE THEY LAST - SUPPLY LIMITED
REGULAR PRICE WAS

$1200.00

Just West of Milwaukee Ave.
Across from Palwaukee Airport

Reg. S719

PHONE

96
8500

12 MONTH GUARANTEE AND FACTORY BRANCH SERVICE HERE...SALES SERVICE PARTS

HOURS:
8 TO 5 DAILY
8 TO 12 SATURDAY
CLOSED SUNDAY

Three Win Bicycle
Races at Northbrook
finished second in the same

Dan Jiiek of Mount Pros-

heat and took a fourth in the
finals. Bryan Kilfoy of Arlington Heights was' fourth in his

pect won the Senior Division
Mile and Dennis Ellertson of
Arlington Heights captured
the

Senior

10 -Mile race

heat.

to

Rich Vehe of Mount Pros-

highlight last night's bicycle
racing at Northbrook's Meadowhill Park.

pect won the Midget half -mile,

with Rich Kilfoy second and
Glenn Berg, who is only seven
years old, was third.
Rich Robertson finished
second and Greg Berg fifth in
the Intermediate miss -and -out

Dennis cranton of Arlington won an Intermediate half mile heat and finished second
in the final of the event.

race.

Mount Prospect's Greg Berg

Right-Dan Jilke readies
himself to go into the warm up
session before last night's com-

petition at Meadowhill Park.

Dennis Ellertson (right) of Arlington Heights peddles non-chalantly around the track with a

friend before last night's Senior I 0 -mile race which Ellertson won.

Washington Park Handicap
On Tap Tomorrow at Track
The nation's leading handicap horses, including No double, Verbatim, Promis,
Kissin' George and Rising

Market, will gather at Arlington

Park

Saturday for

the

$100,000 added Washington
Park Handicap.
The one -mile classic will
besrun for the 42nd time and
its past winners read like the

Who's Who of racing.

Last

year's race went to Dr. Fager,

While others who have won
this race include Round Table,

Pucker Up, Swaps and Armed.

IT WAS IN the W.ishington
Park Handicap last year that
Tartan Stable's brilliant Dr.
Eager set his blazing world
record of 1:32 1/5 for the mile.
and

it

came under the top

weight of 134 pounds.

the recent Majorette here.
Nodouble, the winner of
three 5100,000 stakes this
year, is presently the reigning
Handicap champion and a candidate for "Horse of the Year"
honors. However, he is receiving a late challenge by Elmendont'

The other Arlington Park
stake this week, the 520.000
added Lassie Trial Stakes. will
bring out many of the leading
juvenile fillies on the grounds,

including Andrew and Dan
Ctehrs Belle Noire. winner of

The Tankers, better known
lead in the second half of the

YMCA Twilight Golf League
although

Allen's

Store

for

Men cut their lead by taking
41/2 points from Novak and
Parker.

Although the weather was
perfect only four birdies were
registered during the evening's

play. Ed Nixon got two on the
13th and 18th holes on his way

Other birdie shooters were
Nlax Pemoller on seven and
Dick Tank on 18. Art Kruse
and Dick Nixon of Allen's tied

for second low gross of the
night with scores of 40. Bart
Kenny and Ed Nixon tied for

YMCA TWILIGHT

Monmouth Park.

GOLF I.E.-kG1.1.:

John Andrup led Heights
Cleaners, shooting a two -under -par 34, to maintain their
three-point lead over Baird
and Warner and Behrens Inin the Arlington
surance
Height's Twilight Golf

The last three include the
Arlington Lassie on Sept. I,
Arlington thc
$400,000
Washington Futurity on Sept.
6 and the closing day feature,
the $50,000 added Laurance

AS ARLINGTON PARK
heads down the home stretch

MOUNT PROSPECT
PARK DISTRICT'S
16 INCH SOFTBALL
STANDINGS
Monday Night League

Armour for three year olds
and up on Sept. 8.

In State Finals

STANDINGS

the

August 8.

S P/0 RTS

Friday.
1969

5

6

their

Vail Lounge

5

4
2

3

14th Annual Illinois Ju-

5

6

Johnson's

I

6

League

Yankee Doodle
Arlington Mortgage

7

0

Assoc.
T and C Barber Shop

7
6

2

Data Power
Delta Air Lines

WL

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Team
Heights Cleaners

Pis

W
It)

I.

a

2

Warners

Wednesday Night League

1

Isdarkiewicz with a 30.

COLE

0

Jake's Pizza
Beef and Barrel
L and S Standard

over

with Vince Gecan and Jim

point getters of the night. Binzel Industries stayed within
good range of the leaders with

Elk Grove Inn

Village Sports
Stevens Engineering
Romano's

victory

81/2-31/2

also shared the low net honors

9

6

2

with

John Andrup with a 34 who

TWILIGHT

3

2

Insurance,

close enough range to win the
six coveted trophies for the top
spots in each division.
Loss gross honors went to

Crest Heating, were the big

Gay Blades

Team

Tuesday Night
' Team
finalists are V and G Printing
The area
George Busse of Mount Pros- Jake's Pizza
pect, Martin Engseth of Buf- Ye Old Town

7

2

4

3

6
6

4

5

5

3

5

5

9
(1

7

9-7

win over Baird and

KOOPS MUSTARD took
City Welding, 71/2 -41/2 , with
Eli K,00ps kading the way with
three points for himself.
The individual races for

championships arc really up
for grabs in the next four
weeks. There are 40 men in

LEAGUE

Baird and Warner
Behrens Insurance
Binzcl Industries
Arlington Struc. Steel
Crest Heating & AC'
Koops Mustard
Bank of Arl. Hgts.
City Welding Sales
Harris Pharmacy
Lauterberg & Oehler
Horcher Decorators

85

82
82

8I
75
72
691/2
681/2

67
661/2

falo Grove, and Paula Turn -

91

9

ball and Kathy LaPorte of

8

Mount Prospect.

Coach Art Klein piloted his
to the Arlington
Heights Junior League title for
Buckeyes
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4

7
6

Arlington Buck eyes Win Loop
THE PROSPE('T I):\1'

Annen and Busse

League.
Behrens

Wille Bruins
Willie's Tavern
Arlington Park Dodge

and Saturday at Granite City.

Coloramic Tile
Novak and Parker'
Team Eight

4

0

nior Sports Jamboree Friday,; Clark Products

NI P. State Bank

4

L

competing in the state finals of

Allen's Store for Men
Kunkel Realtors

Shakey's

Team

Four area athletes will be

Team
Team Seven

C.E. Jensen & Sons
Kre-Ken Patterns
Tearn Five

Andrup Helps Cleaners
Hold Lead in Twilight

man)

on Aug. 27, and the American
Derby, which offers a purse of
SI00,000 added on Aug. 30.

late, including the $100,000
added Haskell Handicap at

low net with 33's while several
other players had 3-1's.

They .arc the $20,000 added
Futurity Trial on Aug. 20, the
$50,000 added Matron for
three year olds and up, fillies
Horseshoe
added
$20,000
Club for three year olds and up

has taken three major stakes of

to a low gross of 30 for the
night.

last night by putting a little air into his tire. Scranton won the
Intermediate competition last night. (Photos by Mike Needle-

and mares, on Aug. 23, the

Farm's Verbatim, who

Allen's Golfers Gaining
On Tank's YMCA Leaders
as Team Seven, held onto their

Dennis Scranton prepared himself to go into the racing scene

of its combined meeting, there
arc seven stakes left after the
Washington Park Handicap.

the second season in a row this

toli with a .709 average. Drolet

also led the pitchers with an
8-2 record.

'The Bucks, who finished
with a 16-4 season record,

Playing for the Buckeyes
were Jack Kemper, John
Dennis Drolet,
Reinhardt,

league playoff final.

Sbertoli, Kevin Sheehan, Steve

DENNIS DROLET led the
learn in hitting with a .721
mark, followed by Mark Sber-

lo, Tint Klein, Bob Sutton,

season.

clinched the title with a 2-1
victory over the Owls in the

"S

John Thompson, Chris Devona, John Beauvais, Mark
Flack, Mike Duffy, Matt GalJohn Colangelo, Pat Reitmeyer, and Richard O'Keefe.

Esser on
Title
41.!

311-

jr41.1441.

Team
Jim Esser and Bill

Von

Boeckmann, both of Arlington Heights, have just returned

from the Second Annual Illinois Western Open tennis
matches in Galesburg.
Esser and Von Boeckmann
teamed up in the doubles com-

petition and came home with

the first place trophy. They
won two matches to get into
the finals and then beat Steve
and Mike Wilkensen from
Sioux City, Iowa, 9-7, 1-6, 6-I
to win the championship.

ESSER AND Von Boeckmann heat the first seeded
team in the semi-final match.

Von Boeckmann, a student

EARN APPROXIMATELY $400
A WEEK DELIVERING
THE NORTHWEST DAY
Routes now available
in Rolling Meadows and Buffalo Grove. Deliver in the

a daily, afternoon newspaper

immediate vicinity of your home. DAILY - MONDAY

at Harper College, and Esser, a

student at the University of
Iowa, also competed in the
men's singles. Von Boeck-

.40"

mann lost in the quarter finals
to the fourth seeded man, but
Esser finished runner up in the
men's singles to Steve Wilkensen. Esser lost to Wilkensen
6-3, 6-4, in the Championship
match.

Von Boeckmann and Esser
Bill Von Boeckmann (left) and Jim Esser, both'of Arlington Heights, display the trophies they won
In the Illinois Western Open tennis tournament. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

arc both uncertain at the
present time about future
matches.

THROUGH FRIDAY.
maintain good
- Papers will be delivered to your home. Applicants must be dependable,

to excellent school ,grades and be' prepared to devote an hour's work each afternoon,
4:00 pm to 5:00 pat. Additional cash, prizes or trips may be earned by obtaining customers to this exciting new paper at the conclusion of the free sample period.

PHONE 255-7200
DAY PUBLICATINS, 217 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

64
51

SHORT RIBS
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Ma; SIRE.?

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY,

8:00

HE COMES IN 10
MINUTES EARI.,"?

NOW THAT

OUGHT TO DO

SOMETIMES
SHOoK.
TREATMENT

avemv.moieNINe

IT! WHEN HE
DROPS HIS

AH17-PROMPTLY

IS THE
ONLY
CURE!

GOES TO SLEEP!
'.--THEN IT TAKES

LEG IT Yq11-1--

- SE

US A HALP HOUR

Di..coDsvit-t-e,

THOSE DRATTED
BOARDERS MUST
BE SLEEPING

UP ON 114EN\

ALGADY,...I HAVEN'
SEEN ONE .. -

Nip -1W0 CUP& OP

2 News
5 News
7 News

AND-

7 News
9 News

2 Movie

6:00

Days

"Seven

in

May." Burt Lancas-

,

6:25

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

the News

Untii--

10:20

star in the shocking
tale of an attempted
military coup by the
Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff
of the U,S. Until

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West
5 High Chaparral
7 Let's Make a Deal

10:20.

7 Judd for the Defense

11 NET Playhouse
91 Love Lucy
Dayid-HemminT3S
11 Grand Master -- ----gaFs in "Auto-stop.26 Today's Racing

8:30
32 Baseball Report

26 Market Wrapup
7:00
7 John Davidson
Show
Guest is singer

114111:

GENERALS- NEVER st-sep.a

THE JOKE

John Hartford.

1 1 The Swedish

Woman
26 Luis Carlos Uribe

ROBIN MALONE
to

Ya

'lb BEM -ONE/ OH, HOW SWISH

7:30
2 Gomer Pyle
5 Name of the Game

COULD 6ST AWAY BY MYEE1.-F!

9 Mike Douglas

JUST A FEW HOURS,

KATHY, AND watt.. se

9:00
5 The Saint
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 Perry Mason

"

9:30
Journal
NET
A Matter of

Time."

10:00

Show

wHeRe THE Aaron' IS!

11 Tonight in Person

1:00

10:30

7 Movie

5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop
9 Movie
"State Fair." At
the Texas State Fair
the whole family enters the competition,
but the only winner is
the daughter who
finds romance. Until

"Hour Before the
Dawn."
Somerset
Maugham's story of
a pacifist in war -torn

England who marries a Nazi secret
agent. Until 2:30
a.m.

1:10

12:50.

8:45
32 Baseball
White Sox -Detroit
Tigers second game.

11

12:50

9 News

2 News

9 Paul Harvey Com-

11 Critique
"The Art

6:55
TM BROKE, WHAT ARE YOU
GOING 1l DO ABOUT IT?

THEMALONE ENTERPR16V6 JET -WHISKS
ROBIN AND KATHY TOWARD NEW YORK

which later becomes
a
gorilla monster,__

Kirk Douglas

ter,

26 Spanish-NeWS--

COFFEE TO GET
HIM GOING!

110

26 A Black's View of

9 The Flintstona

A
SCARE,

s in a 1 1 chimpanzee,

You

ments

Can't Escape --Ar32 News Final

chitecture."

Hot and

26 Red
Blues

1:15

9 Movie

"Phantom of the

10:50

Rue Morgue."

2 Movie

Claude Daupin portrays Inspector Bon-

"Auntie Mame."
delightful adventures of a warmhearted woman and
The

nard who finds the

killer of

who

pretty
French girls in gaslit

comes to live with

Paris. Until 2:55 a.m.

her. Starring Rosalind Russell. Until
1:35 a.m.

2 Movie

nephew

her

1:35

to

32News
11:45

Terror." After a six year absence, a son
returns home to his

32 Movie

mother in an attempt

11:15
CARNIVAL

Down

"Step

5 News

to avoid the police

"I Cover the Wa-

terfront." A crusading reporter vows

searching
h i m --a psy-

who are

for

chopathic killer.

to "get" a smuggler
suspected of murder,

but his fight against
crime is complicated
when he falls in love
with the criminal's
daughter. Until 1:10.

BUGS BUNNY

I Horoscope 1
FOR SATURDAY
LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) -Your very real emotional attachment to an unsuccessful
venture could be taken for

CICERO DOGMA BE
PLANIN1
OUTSIDE
FOR

3:15

at

7.-

from Africa with

163 14401

'IV Vow'
Io

3:55

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

a

"What could the bride expect to find In this May December marriage? How about Christmas?"

tiliffv2ra.

7.1.4.1ls.U1.1. oft'

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

(

THAI'S BILLY.. THEY
B'HOOLID OFFER

upset

setting

2 Meditation

12:30

5 Movie
Lon"Konga."
don scientist returns

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22 --Work

3:10

2 Late Report

7 Chicago Show

.7

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)
--Both good and bad stimuli
must be met with at this time.

2:55

9 Nake City

Midnight
5 Midnight Report

POSITIVE

IDENTIFICATION?

O
O

HOURS/

stubborness by others. Explain
your situation

Don t be overly encouraged or
discouraged by either.
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) -Determined effort in combination with a reasonable approach should see your problems considerably lessened by
day's end

JUST A MINUTE,
KID! YA GOT ANY

.CLIA/reW

HUNGRY! HE'S BEEN

2:30
7 Reflections

10,000

morning affairs straight.
Otherwise, a single morning
incident can spoil what could,

GONFLOWE:12.

6EED5...

AERMAAA LINCOLN,

THEY'D HAVE

THOMAS EINSOM, BEA1JAMIA1
FRANKLIN, 14FAtP,e FORD,

lari IN COLINTRY

,....

IBACZPOr

1 -COKING

u.s-IAT Ti -'e HECK.

ARE tril-, DONE?

ALBERT ms-rvu, mozART.

couraleunoN lUAILE THEY
IUGFzE

OP VAN WINKLE I

LYING DOWM !

HIM!

be an excellent day.

EVER HEAR OF
ANCHELANGELO, OR

IM JUST POIIJIWG OUT THAT AO
PERSOM EVER MADE A GRP-AT

`IgNii ?

1

r 'Ia. wk.. TY 1.. o.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Think twice before
you consent to tackling an other's difficulties. Your reputation as a "fixer" is at stake.

CAPRICORN (Dec.

6,41,

,

a,4

el_a__9
S.%
A-----,

t_t-3-,

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

23 -

Jan 201 --Don't be overly con-

cerned about a morning upset Afternoon hours should

things set naturally to
rights
see

Answer to Previous Puizie

Space Travel

THE BORN LOSER

Se

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb,
I91 --You can't expect to have

your feelings taken into consideration if another does not
know what they are. Express
yourself

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2 I )--A

Saturday

for giving

with little thought for gainful
return Open affection toward
others is the key to happiness

ARIES (March 22 -April 20)
--Get to the bottom of the
situation before you attempt to

pass judgment on it. This is
especially important
children are involved.

TAURUS (April

where

CAPTAIN EASY

21 -May

21) --Though it may seem that
disadvantages are your sole re-

1: ANYONE CAN IDENTIFY THAT
PICTOGRAPH, EASY, ITS JUDGE
HITEI HES THIS REGIONS TOP

ward for faithful service, you

HISTORIAN'

could he wrong Look ahead to
a bright future
GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Get your facts straight
and then enter upon group ac-

tivities forcefully. A winning'
day for the Gemini who is precise and decisive.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23)--Another's actions may

GOODt
TOPROCK

THERE ARE 17
PICTOGRAPHS NEAR.
0/WOW...MOSTLY 11.1

EUREKA GULCH...
BUT NONE QUITE

LIKE THIS!

MAY NOT PULL.

THRU 1115

CRISIS;

Answers to
Hideaword
FANCIER
fair
fine

race

fire ,/

fiacre
near
nice

rice
rein

farce
fern
fare

nare
crane
care
cane

face

cairn

fear
fiance

cafe '
leer

infer
rain
rife

acer
acre
acne
earn

fern

IF TOPROCK HAD FOUND
OTHER5. BUM , wouLPN,r

HE HAVE 701.0 'MUT

HMAL.HE HINTED THAT- HE WO, ONCE...

JUST AFTER HIS ISALLOON ACCIDENTLY
SOT ON HIS RETURN FROM A DENVER.

HOSPITAL HE DENIED ITt

35 - rays
c

37 Century plant
38 German prison
camp

Fil,

* 4407!iGGj 11111111

41

il;0;k

not fit in with your own moral
code --but you would be wise to
say nothing for the time being.

3 Poker stakes
4 Intimation
1 Outer -6 Astronaut, for 5 Babylonian
deity
one
6 Nearest point
11 Horns
in orbit
12 Antarctic
7 Masculine
volcano
appellation
14 Speak
8 Permits
pompously
9 Death notices
15 Unkeeled
10 Private
16 Sport of
instructor
any lcind
11 Cozen
17 Polynesian
13 Stitches
banana
.17 Cone -bearing
19 Pack away
tree
20 Throws
23 Seniors (ob.) 18 Termination
21 Girl's name
24 Mauna -, 22
Wild
Hawaii
24 Resinous
27 Severe trial
substance
29 Shakespear25 Gold (Sp.)
ean spirit
26 Three -toed
31 Avoids
sloths
capture
ACROSS

iihrill11111111111.

IIIIII11111111111111111111,1111M11111110111IIIMI

mammal
42 Carbonated
beverage
45 Farthest point

in orbit

CAMPUS CLATTER
DIG THAT

CRAZY BIRD!
I PAY HER A
COMPLIMENT
AND SHE
GETS MAD:

47 Martian
(comb. form)
49 Take to court
50 Aromatic seed
54 Austrian town'
56 Feminine
appellation
57 Necessitate
58 Projectile
59 One of five

senses
60 Close (poet.)
DOWN

1

3

4

6

5

11

12

14

15

16

17

7

25

18

54

Jonathan

58 Egyptian sun
god
10

8

23

22

32

31

P" I

44 I.
II 46
48

49
55

33

34

52

53

37

36

47

pillar

55 River islet
56 Diminutive of

28

35

43

reclines

53 Buddhist

19

26
30

42

44 Five
(comb. form)
46 Evolve
48 Harem rooms
51 Novelist Chase
52 One who

13

21

24

_0-41
46
50

51

56

57

1 Wading bird AI
2 British vehicle

2

28 Loiter
30 Printer's
measures
32 Flatfish
33 Woman's
appellation
34 Harden, as
cement
36 Space vehicle
39 Feminine
nickname
40 Grow old
42 Pointed stake
43 Praying figure

sr

Never a Hint
Of Monotony

LET YOUR LITTLE ONES

WALK TO SCHOOL

At Three Fountains Apartments in Plum Grove, one of
the most attractive features of

'FROM ONE OF THESE HOMES'
-'I

estate -like development-for visitors and residents,
the

lilkiewwwwww

alike --is the eye-catching variety of the architecture.
Now nearing completion,
exterior styling of Three
Fountains' eleven three-story
buildings is reminiscent of the
great baronial estates of 18th
Century Europe. There is

never any hint of monotny,

OLDER, BUT NICE, ARLINGTON

2 bedrooms full basement dining room, fireplace,
-everything,--ociect- closet and,
wolking---distonce storage space

however, because each building presents its own individual
characteristics --withstyling
out losing any of the dis-

MT. PROSPECT
2 bedroom, brick cape cod, with full basement. Could

be expanded fa 4 bedrooms for -your large family.
Close to everything-schools, shopping, train.

tinction which keynotes the

$26,950

$27,900

entire development.

Entrance to Three Foun-

tains --via a winding drive and
if

quaint, Old World stone

a

gatehouse --is

Algonquin

on

Rd. (Rte. 62), about a quarter -

mile east of Rte. 53 just north
of the Northwest Tollway.
Covering approximately 25
acres, the widely -spaced build-

FULL BASEMENT - ELK GROVE
Absolutely nothing to do but move in. immediate possession 3 Bedrooms 11/2 baths 2 car brick garage,
Excellent traffic pattern, large lot excellent location.

Ad;

$

ings are irregularly positioned
along curving, fully finished
avenues. The terrain is gently
rolling and the carefully -land-

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
You can walk to everything from this three bedroom
cape cod, Full basement, carpeting, S/S, a lovely
home located on quiet residential street.

$30,900

$37,900

IlificCABE
ri REALTY

Nationwide
Relocation Service

/AN
WOW

carried in residents' cars to operate the garage doors.

Exterior lines of the individual Three Fountains build inks incorporate mansard roofs
and mullion windows, and construction is of well-balanced

brick and stone in subdued
colors. Each suite, regardless

*me-. :

of size or layout," -boasts a
fully-usuable balcony
patio just outside the

large,

or

living room. This overlooks
the attractive, well -maintained
grounds and, in practice, provides an inviting extension

,...essrwx

r,

of ,the livi3sg room for family
relaxation or entertaining.
Attractively - furnished
model apartments are open
daily at Three Fountains, from

The impressive entrance to Three Fountains Apartments-located on Algonquin Rd. (Rt. 62), a
quarter -mile east of Rt. 53-immediately proclaims the prestige and distinction of this unusual
complex to approaching visitors. The estate -like grounds and model suites are open to inspection

daily until dusk.

a.m. to 7 p.m. They may
also be viewed by appointI I

A Calk in Time
Saves Money

ment.

Day Publications'

Northwest Suburban,

scaped grounds present broad
expanses of green terrace, accented here and there by
stands of mature, stately shade
trees.

RENTALS AT Three

50 YEARS OF SERVICE

Member RECOA, INC.

II

cilities. Indoor parking is also
available, with electronic units

259 E. Rand Road
(RT. 12)

Mt. Prospect

CL 3-7600

Fountains start at $200 per
month for the one -bedroom

suites --and $255 per month for
the two -bedroom suites, All of
these Scholz -designed apartment homes stress comfort and
modern 'luxury --and include

heating and air conditioning,
wall-to-wall carpeting, individual storage_ and parking fa...

BUYER'S GUIDE
Real Estate & Builders
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A calking gun is easy to use.
Calking isn't expensive and
it takes no skill to apply it. Not
calking leads to expensive

Remember us when you need
a friend in real estate ...

11

maintenance problems and
problems that may require
professional help to cure.

pack a calking gun and then
clean it out. For people in construction work or painters the
lower cost of bulk calking
makes sense.
Knife -grade

calking com-

that.

pound is a little stiffer and is
packed in place with a putty

any time except when the tem-

flexible as the gun -grade.

The choice is as simple as

YOU CAN CALK most knife. When it dries it is just as

perature drops below 40 degrees. Any' season is the right
season. It makes sense to calk

before ybu' pal lie, 'andiany held

e.
4

xr-

construction must be calked.
Calking compound is a puttylike substance, only more

CALKING COMPOUND
adheres well to most any surfacer -wood, brick, concrete,
stone or metal. It will adhere
better, however, if the surface
is clean. Old calking should be
scraped away.
completely
Brush off loose particles. Wiping with turpentine or thinner

pliable, that is used to seal
cracks and joints in your
house. The stuff lasts a long will remove any trace of old
=Zs. oike.,1113,..

PALATINE
NESS COUNTRYSIDE
iiarosiburg Colonial just 2 years old on

'-tiittlamic baths, large 14.8 x 25 ft.
o kuep aces;tilg room and family room,Separ,,...,,Ii..
6
ate 14 ft dining room Family room, recreation roorri,
rooms in all, 2700 sq ft. of living area. CENTRAL AIR.. 2
attached garage, at $72,500, it's hard to beat. Immediate pros -,,11

VI ...Awl

.3,

MOUNT PROSPECT

. WHEELING

Charming 3 bedroom Cape Cod on over an acre. Park -like
setting of beautiful mature shade trees and orchard. Fireplace in
living room. 21/2 car garage. A real show place at $35,000.

Quality -built brick frame, and stone home in desirable neighborhood. 4 bedroom Bi-level, 21 ft. family room, 19 ft. kitchen -dinette. Beautifully landscaped 75 ft. lot. Priced for quick sale
at only $35,500. Immediate possession.

A

session

Iq

time but it should be checked calking front the surface.
Do not calk when wood is
occasionally and replaced if
any of it has dried out or wet. Wait a few days if it has
shrunk and no longer fills the rained.
On raw wood it is a good
gap.
Calking should be applied idea to coat the surface with
around window and door linseed oil. If you don't, the
frames, between siding and wood will soak up all the oil in
vertical corner boards, be- the compound and leave it dry
tween window sill and siding, and crumbling.
KEEP STEADY pressure
between dormer and roof, between chimney and roof, be- on the. trigger of the calking
tween siding and top of foun- gun to assure an unbroken and
dation, between steps and por-

fairly wide head of calking.

ches --almost every joint you
can find on the outside of the

be completely covered.

is available in two grades--gun-

own plastic nozzle. Just slip
the cartridge into ,a calking
%34,900 Miracles Do Happen - Don't pass this "Buy". firs
()Hering in this sought after Cape Cod 6 room 13 bedroom) ph.ls,!...
breezeway, fireplace plus family room. Built-in oven and rang*,
washer dryer Storms and screens. Avocado nylon carpeting
living room, hall and stairs. 2 car garage, on a 75 x 220 ft. 14

4,years old, ,a real family home. 4 bedrooms, 2 ceramic
die,britillirlaom, kitchen with built-ins, dishwasher, disposal.
TRAVAIR:ONDITiONING. 2 car attached garage, !apart
:$41,440,.0i0iloble Sept. 1st.

WHEELING
SAY IT AGAIN - I LOVE THAT HOME!
Only $21,900 is the full price of this 3 bedroom home, including
'storms and screens, washer, dryer, stove, carpeting throughout.
Sliding glass doors to patio plus 11/2 car garage. Immediate
possession.

Immediate possession

gun and you are ready to work.
Gun -grade also can be obtain-

re-

. Cracks in wood or small

CALKING COMPOUND

grade and knife -grade. Gun grade can be bought in a prepackaged cartridge with its

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Use calking for minor

house.

AV.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The crack or opening should

trsr

taut spots can be filled

with calkins and painted over.
Clean out all the decayed wood
before filling. Small cracks
should be cleaned out and widened, wider at the bottom than

at the surface, so that calking
will hold.

into a calking gun.
For the average homeowner

Calking keeps in heat in
winter, cool air in summer and
keeps moisture from seeping in

the cartridge method is best.
The few times you will use it
hardly makes it worthwhile to

leads to expensive damage.

ed in bulk for hand packing

whenever it- rains. Failure to
calk (or recalk when needed)

Crystal Lake Estates
Quality Controlled Homes"

n:11100.1111.

ki
firer

-

MOUNT PROSPECT
A deluxe quality built brick, Lannon stone and frame 3 bedroom
Bi level on large beautifully landscaped lot. 8 rooms, including
office or den, family room with crab -orchard fireplace. 19 ft.
kitchen, Chambers range, dishwasher. 2 car attached garage.

BUFFALO GROVE
"Oh give me 'home, where the Buffalo roam" - but make it a
smart 3 bedroom, 2 both brick and aluminum Ranch that I can
love to play ping-pong.
afford - with a full basement as
I

Beautifully landscaped, patio, garage. Only $25,250.

DELUXE KIDNEY SHAPED HEATED POOL, PATIO & PORCH. A real

.

PALATINE'
HAVE YOU SEEN PEBBLE CREEK

iri-se,:ow we ari. for/um:tee* offer o 7 month old Colonial
hatnertitiMmettllate posiessIati, 5.bedrooms, 4 up, I down. 2'/a
kneled beamed. ceiling family room.
tiromic 'baths, l
I? ft.'paneled kitchen with built -Ins, dIshsiraiher, refrigerator. 2

$33,900 and up

car attached garage, Includes carpeting. and draperies. At

value at $57,500, immediate possession.

$54,900, you'Illove it.

Unit #3 Now Open

K
REALTORS
150 S. Main

Meniber Previews Executive Homesearch
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

MOUNT PROSPECT

Open Weekday Evenings

392-7150

Ranches
Paved Streets
Split -Levels
Top Rated School Districts
Georgians
3.4-5 Bedrooms
it Sensible Tax Rates -

Half acre wooded and unwooded lots available.
Select your future homesite now.

From $1500 down

U.S. 14 Northwest to Ill. 31... 1 Mile N. on Ill. 31
-

Crystal Lake Estates, Inc.

Phone (815) 459-2430

r.'
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Market Research Comes Up With 'Dream Kitchen'
Realty Company of America Inc Iris come up with the

ognized by 91.03 per cent of

a few bonuses
Stated -preferences -include;
Wood cabinets, 92 31 per
cent, Garbage disposer, 84.61

the surveyed homeowners), include

built-in range that features a

slight to the woman of , the

per cent, Built-in dishwasher,
69 23 per cent, Formica brand
countertops, 64 10 per cent;

two -speed exhaust fan and self -

house.

==- DREAM_ kitchen of-_

Ifs

lis,st ket n

search survc}
The kitchen, with more than
166 square feet of space, is fea-

tured in the "Jamestown", a
colonial
model, which was introduced
for the first time at Kings bridge in Arlington Heights
$49,900

the house and family acitivites.

Jamestown kitchen along with

Gas oven and range, 64 10 per
cent
Realcoa is installing high -

two-story

It is centrally located
with access from three directions --from the dining room,

the backyard and a hallway

gable ends of the roof.

HARDWOOD

FLOORS
throughout the
Jamestown except where tile is
provided. The removable Anderson windows are aluminum
are

used

on the outside and wood on the
inside.

floor, abundant work count-

cedar siding. The gabled roof

ers, a double sink and ample

by

a kitchen that is hidden off in a

se 1 f -sealing
shingles.

RCA Whirlpool (a name rec-

corner, away from the rest of

room for a table and six chairs.
The Jamestown is a four -

bedroom, deluxe home with
full basement and attached
two -car garage.

-LANDSCAPING,- INCI.U.
DED in the price of the house.
provides for an asphalt drive.
top
soil.
machine-spiead
seed. two tiers and five
shrubs. A s entre lot ',lie!. are

has

asphalt

exterior appointinclude shutters, a
cross-titick door with diamond -grill glass, side lights
Other

ments

Take sonic of the pain out of
replacing that broken window

to measure the broken glass if
one stretch remains unbroken,

glass by measuring properly.

either along the width and

Always tneastre from the

length. Check that measure-

inside of the sash opening, deducting one -eighth of an inch

ment against the figure you've
jotted down.

its dream kitchen plus four from both the width and the
other luxury models, take the length to allow for contraction
Northwest -Follway to Elm- and expansion of the frame

glass, tiny fragments often re-

To see the Jamestown with

The Jamestown exterior
combines face brick and rough

Friday, August 8, 1969

Take Pains When
easurtng anes

70 by 125 feet.

In other research, Realcoa
discovered that women dislike

APPLIANCES, ALL

want and included them in the

architectural

and a beamed effect al the

vinyl asbestos tile.

come -back as the result of public demand.

mica countertops

owners, Realcoa discovered
what features most people

filtered hood.
The most significant bonus
in the dream kitchen is a fully
shelved walk-in pantry, an accommodation that is making a

such

no

fers

the backyard. The flooring is

that connects to both the living
and family rooms.
Other kitchen features include a vinyl asbestos tile

quality wood tabinets with a
choice of chestnut or walnut
finish and post -formed For-

BY SURVEYING a repre,taitaiie sample of 78 home

bage disposer, a gas oven and a

THE DAY
Page 14

hurst (Rt. 83). go north to
Golf Road. then west to Kings -

When removing the old
main imbedded in the sash.
Wear gloves for protection.

with weather changes.

MEASURE AT LEAST two
bridge (four blocks past Arlington Heights Rd.). Models times. Check your , figures.
are open daily and Sunday, Don't rely on memory. Jot the

Run the edge of the putty tool
slowly along the sash to see if a

sliver has buried itself in old
putty or woodwork.

data down. It helps sometimes

from If) a.m. until dark.

IT INCLUDES a spacious
master bedroom suite, measuring 23 feet by 13 feet 8 inches,

with walk-in closet, separate
dressing room and private ceramic -tiled bath. There are
three other generous -sized

bedrooms, one with an addi-

tional walk-in closet. All are
located in the second floor, as
is a ceramic -tiled family bath
with double sink.
a
The first floor has
gracious entry hall featuring a
vinyl -tiled floor, oak -railed
staircase and spacious guest

closet. A powder room is located just off the hall.
The living room is 23 feet 2
inches by 12 feet and joins the
11 feet by 12 feet informal dining room.

An, all -brick fireplace with
raised hearth is the focal point

of the wood -paneled family
room. Offering 320 square feet
space, the family
room has an insulated 9 -foot

of living

sliding glass door leading to

Waterproof
A bathroom's ceiling is subject to just as much steam and
moisture as any other area in
the bath and should be protected just as the walls and floor

are, says the Tile Council of
America.

Floor Shows Ugly Joints

Earl Moore hasn't mowed his lawn all summer.
Yet Earl s family has one of the
hest looking yards in the corn

munity
They livc in Elk Grove Village
Town Housc Estates, where your

Town House living There's also:
The 34 -acre spring fed lake
around which the town house

across Arlington Heights Road.
Of course, churches of virtually every faith. And community

community is built The schools,
elementary through high school,

service clubs.
Drive out today. See the spacious 2, 3 and 4 bedroom town
houses, with up to 3 baths. All
the advantages of home ownership with the carefree convenience of town house living.

parochial as well

association takes care of the
mowing and all exterior mama nancc
But, easy living isn't all that's

Then, shopping Two full service shopping centers Recreation,
an abundance of parks, plus the
2,000 acre Forest Preserve

great about Elk Grove Village

Elk GroveV

Employing the results of a market research survey, Realty Co. of America, Inc., has devised the
"dream kitchen" for its Jamestown model in Khigsbridge. The kitchen includes a walk-in pantry,
wood cabinets. garbage disposer, built-in dishwasher, Formica brand countertops, gas oven and
range, as well as other plus features.

Q. The linoleum in my
kitchen shows the joints of the

Floor covering experts have
discovered a remedy.

They first lay over the old
wood floor underneath, and I
want to replace it because of floor some Masonite Underthe appearance and the fact layment, panels of a very
that it is wearing out at the ". smooth and uniformly -thick
joint lines. What can I do to (just under one-fourth inch)
prevent a recurrence?

A. Irregularities in a floor to

be covered with linoleum or
various kinds of tile will "mirror" through and spoil the ap-

e Town House Estates

wearing
qualities, as you have learned.

H Iwo) Rd att 72) west to Arlington Heights Rd. South, follow signs.

pearance

Another prestige development by Centex Constnsaion Company, Inc.

and

the

hardboard that will hide the
old floor's imperfections and
provide a perfect surface for

.

teltlar,;...1k,..INIGiStliskemsgari::i:

'

T

Member of M A P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

i

vmmerb

D

REALTORS

REALE

E

of the Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

-..si

,sa

Wedge into it a piece of Maso-

---,

ni t e one -fourth -inch pegboard, cut to size with a keycoping saw. Then
prime and paint the perforated
The sharpened
hardboard.

Ar'
s1

EMT: 14ittet7777"--:71
11."1"."1:'
Ali

1

...1

ciil

-

the

can or a similar container.

KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE as advertised on WGN TV

.

44
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Pencil Holder
home or office, paint a coffee

OPEN 9 TO 9

u:,..

:Ft

MOM

r

For a pencil well in

7

-7"14Itop"Ig41;:iiti 41

7b.ds " `jjarit

R

AP:-

s . t.

imprinted right on the panels.

See Our Display
of Homes

,

;46,
IiillklidlaitlaWtrwr i._.teems.
....,4:4,,,,,,,,,,
_.

nails according to the manufacturer's directions which are

WE

II' kckt IJIJs.
entirsksWiii.`""
............11101111preellim*

the new covering.
Available in three -foot -by four -foot and four-by-four
sizes at lumber yards, the
Mason i t e underlayment
should be fastened with screw

e

viers. 1.0-

-

.,..,141ailetk_ -.

--.

....--

.

-...--,--

hole or

points fit into the holes, making pencil selection easy.

The "Jamestown." a $49,990 model, featuring the homeowners "dream kitchen," was Introduced for the I io-t time at Kingsltridta in %I -tinfoil Heights.

KNOX

ViktUk
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

ENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED, full basement, FAMILY ROOM.

CENTRALLY AIR CONDITIONED, all alum sided, even the soffits,
FOUR BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, FAMILY ROOM located just off the

V2 baths, complete bit in family kitchen, FOUR BEDROOMS,
orpeting and deluxe extras included, WALK TO ALL SCHOOLS,

complete blt.in kitchen, all carpeting, huge exhaust fans included,

$40,500

$43,500

H 1744

H2667

INCOME OPPORTUNITY

,,,,, rind.
Two, 3 bedroom apartments, with garage
rear porch. Close to schools, shopping and If
Low taxes and a monthly income of 527500 Ttniints pay
all utilities.

FS r:

OPEN TO OFFER

2 bedroom. sun porch and garage. This house is in A -I
coolition. ,w.thin walking distance of schools; shopping
and tansportahon. Must, be seen to be appreciated. Low
taxes.

ASKING $25,000

ar
t

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS top location, 3 good sized bedrooms, ASSUME LOW INTEREST LOAN, washer, dryer, refrig., window coverings included, vacant and ready for occupancy,

FIVE BEDROOMS, 21/2 baths, FAMILY ROOM located just off very

large family kitchen with all appliances, full basement, located
close to ARLINGTON HEIGHTS schools, vacant and ready to go,
CLOSETS, CLOSETS galore,

$22,950

$45,000

F2859

.

H27895

5 ACRE HORSE OR PONY FARM
bedroom home
West of Elgin near tollway. Et iosim
large barn -.10 pony stalls. Large tool or? -r
ings. Deep well. More land-avcriabie Nines+ -ri.
.1

.

CONVENIENTOFFICES

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITFI

OFFICES IN

Prospect Heights
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

1.1

1-11

refrigerator -freezer, central
wall to wall carpeting. Hardwood trim

-wian

throughout. inter cow with stereo music.

$39,000

de OFFICES IN

Palatine
728 E Northwest Hwy

Excellent terms.

A REAL BUY

bedroom 2 hat, raised ranch style home on 100'X75' lot
,stain cabinets,
,double oven and

Arlington Heighti:

358-5560

A

t4_1"11111

394-3500

894-1800

I

t

111 1

' 'grthwect Hwy. .
S. Arlington Heights Rd.

253-2460

956-1500

rA

000

.0

I

081110

Are Teens as Lazy As Media Say?
By Donald F. Morton, President
Arlington Heights Federal Savings
and Loan Association

can hardly blame him.
Everywhere, through teleradio,
vision,
newspapers,
books, magazines, movies and
the legitimate theatre, the image is fearful enough to make

won't, for he knows 'they'd

campuses where we have had
more than passing contact
with them --all this experience
indicates that these young
people are being tragically
misrepresented to their elders
and the world.

just want a thousand dollars or
something."

Of course there are shortcomings and sins, mistakes and

THE BIRD & Son firm,

he'd like to help the einemployed

walk toward him on a dark
street.

or

but

something

is much finer stuff in

is

guilty before he opens his
mouth in defense. It's almost
to
prompt some
enough

youngsters to reply, "OK, if
that's the way you think I am,
that's the way I'll be!"
With the help of one of the
country's best known opinion
research firms, a national
magazine developed this pro-

real

listed 20

estate

transfers last week in Wheeling Township. Price is in-

McNichols Jr.

31(1

N.

-1-

need not be grounded, and wil
not interfere with radio or tele
vision reception. Since vinyl i:
very poor thermal con
a
ductor, it is a prime insulating

material, cuts down on hea
penetration in summer ant
cold in winter and reduces out
side noise level in buildings.
the

Besides

"unshakeable

shake," the Bird & Son company makes and distributes
solid vinyl siding and roofing
materials of traditional as
phalt, all with innovations
such as self -scaling features,
protection

superior

against

fire and simpler installation

A
No special equipment, just normal tools of the trade are required to apply the new solid vinyl "unshakeable shake" which
this workman is using to up -date the weather-beaten home with
the roughhewn beauty of wooden shake appearance and the
durability of solid vinyl,

For a sunshade at the beach.

Prop it up with a stick, or form
a tent with two of the boards.

boards are available at lumber
yards,
Here are some of the uses:

The only preparation sug-

For card and other table
ground.

Unsightly Kitchen Cabinets?
Don't Paint! Don't Paste -over!

around or spill.

sdwood. These splinter -free
;Ind moisture -resistant hard-

diana wilderness. Would teenage Abe have replied, "I figure
to be one of America's greatest

gested is to round the corners
slightly and file the edges a
little. The, two -by -three size
will fit readily into most auto

For use as seats on damp

1

trunks,

FOR FORMING a picnic

LOW

CONVENIENT

INTEREST
RATES

PAYMENTS

o
AteIrk,.
4,1111141lelleiteetee'

To West Suburban Contractors

Lessen, $25.50; 1008 N. Kaspar, Ernest H. Gore to Alexander E. Maier Ill, $31.50.

Church of Arlington Heights,
536; 618 W. Burning Tree Ln.,
Berkley Square Co. to James
L. Bladecki, $36.50.

For the Finest Quality in

CUSTOM BUILT

Those in Mount Prospect

823 Highland, Donald A.

Garages, Room Additions,
Recreation Rooms, Kitchens & Baths
Dormers

were: 306 N. School, John B.
Arrigo to Adelhaid Peiffer,
$22.50; 1301 W. Lincoln,

Straka to Virgil L. Fuchs,
N. Wilke,
$32.50; .-1703
-

Thomas A. Ryan to Arthur
Schiller, 528; 802 Burr Oak
Dr., Millers Builders, Inc. to

Gustav C. Holzrichter to Al Ian R. Laquey, $40; 603 Dog wood, Fred D. Thayer to John

Formella, $39;
13(17 W. Mulberry, Donald V.
Speese to Robert E. Hansen,
$52; 1312 Leaona Ter., Leon-

Stephen

ADVANTAGES

EXTRA

of the siding are that vinyl wit
not conduct electricity ant

to a board and it won't slide

\Veatherall or Tempered Pre-

games.

mond F. Barthen to Paul W.

Lutheran

Evangelical

Ben Slove Roofing Co., 1975
Howard, Des Plaines.

2211 Michael Manor, Ray -

Stratford, Floyd G. Moore to
Faith

B.

Nelson, $34; 504 Lincoln Ln.,
James A. Krczowski to David
K. Mason, $19,50.

Wayne C. Shannon to Joseph

it 11 e-1 o o r t h -inch Masonite

Presidents"?

Harry. $40.50; 742 N. Hickory, Carl Musaus to Carl S.

Those in Arlington Heights
were: 545 S. Evergreen Av.,

G. Martin; $37.50:

to Bruce

For covering an unsightly
picnic table.
For carrying pies and cakes
safely. Just tape the container

is two by three feet. cut from

pollster

the

table, using pop bottles as legs.

For summer outings, ;ilways
have in the car several all-purpose boards. A suggested size

who found his way to the In-

to John F. Kenney, $31.50;
519 S. Evanston, Bernard J.

dicated by SI in revenue
stamps for each 51.000 market
valuation.

answered

have

cr Builders, Inc. to Edward J.
Vogt, $37.50; 519 W. Hack berry Dr., Berkley Square Co.

County Recorder Sidney R.

Arlington Heights, and

ton,

Car Trips Easy

But we wonder how young
Abe Lincoln, in his log cabin
on 1.ittle Pigeon Creek, would

ation--or the liquidation --of
the human race."

List Real Estate Transfers
Olsen

Authorized dealers for Bird
& Son, Inc., which is based in
East Walpole, Mass., include
Edward C'. Coy, 209 S. Dun -

M.

"All types of cement work"

[gross, $31; 603 Eastman
Dr., Russell D. Brown to Glen

J.

Workmanship Guaranteed
543-3693-94
Addison, Ill.

In Prospect Heights

was:121 Bayberry, Joseph R.
Hoeflinger to Geroge P. Papp.

McCook, $1 I.

503 BURR OAK Dr., Mill-

24 Hr. Answer service

$35.

et

00

Throw away the old
doors and drawer fronts
and replace with

lel

Member National Multi -List Service

REALTORS

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

AFTER

BEFORE

NO MONEY DOWN

D. Oppenlander, $31.50.

and J. Hester to Thomas J.

LAMINATED PANELS

"SA

TREE SHADED!

21/2 YEARS NEW!

$41,500

$37,300

bedroom ranch in out.
lined locatiat near
schools, shops and depot. 11/2 ceramic
3

tree

baths, generous kitchen with built-ins.
enclosed porch, full basement and at.
tacked garage.

IMPRESSIVE DESIGN!

CLOSE IN!

Attractive 3 bedrooro bilevel ready for
immediate occueary. 11/2 baths, 22'
family room, del.._ kitchen, ,arpeted
patio, gas BBQ grill. 11/2 cdr attached
garage, large pleat aft lot!

A classic split level that has a balcony
dining room, stone fireplace in family

spar klinq ranch that has 2

Fiere's a

tile Cash, carpeted living
room, full 1105(411i it. Low maintenance
costs...ideal for 51,10 II I arttily1

bedrooms,

2

CALL 253-1800

7 CHOICE ROOMS
Sharp 4 bedroom ratsed ranch
that .s a short walk to schools

and shops 2 baths. 22' pone

led recreation faintly room,
mot ern cabinet kilChcn, patio,

on. garage plus many qualoy
extras..530.500

Well built

,.I.ce, 2 c or .attoc Ist,1 woos, e,
ou scantling yard, toth,"
and shrubs 011 I acre
lot

CALL 359-7000

bedroom CM,

1

CO I is refic,,, tor .oimed.ote at
ly room
t),1,111, y 1st !loco
I' baths. 11V111() MUI11 fire

536,200

Glamorous centrally air cond

MOVE RIGHT IN!
Immaculate, It 2 ceramic t10111

See this extra large, like new 4
bedroom Colonial. You'll like

itioned 4 bedroom CV1,0111i/1.(1

I011( II

kitchen

built-in

appliances,

bnolent,
26' walnut pa' IIled
Ok
recre
stools.

door,

to

patio

sur

p'of essionally

wet
canto
119hilrlij

11/111$1101

bud, ms,

grrunds.

garage.

and gardsnecl
el,gonr
21/2 baths,
kitchen . 559.500

bar,
f (IC

wol,
lotchen
unoClind
(01
I
538.900

forge

litres.

lar dscoped

corals,/

CALL 359-7000

bedrooms,

room hos white irk fireplace,

rounded by

choice tocation.....$38,900

3

full

split level P.srquet Iloor 101114
slichng

huge living and dining area,
21/2 tile baths, large lot and

win.

.Use CABINETPAK'S*

andlY ruorn, generous kitchen
plus range, washer, dryer, util,
ty room, 2 car gerage and lo.s
more. 527,500

New
Doors and Drawer
Fronts To Replace
Your Old.

CALL 253-1800

9 HUGE ROOMS!

the comfortable family room,

7

re,Ira
Culclesac locohon just I
blIck to school Tile bath, 27'

CALL 439 4700

VERY SPECIAL!

PRE -DRILLED HOLES
SCREWS AND HINGES PROVIDED
A SCREW DRIVER DOES IT1

ON 1/2 ACRE!
cious rooms on quiet, Sr

PARK LIKE SETTING!

RARE VALUE!

CALL 439-4700

Drawer fronts.
Other exposed areas are covered

has patio and 2

CALL 439 4700

Pleasant 3 bedroom brick
from, bi.lenel that hos a
separate dining roon., lovely
Kitchen with range, refrig-

to :drool location 521:500

baths,

nets. the lot is large
car at ached garage.

CALL W.9 7000

It', tile baths. patio and walk

al, remain and serve as a framework for these NEW Doors and

built-in oven, range,
dishes, sher, disposal, attractive cobiroom.

CALL 255 9111

erotor, dryer. Plenty of storage.

laminate.
Present cabinets, wood or met-

$39,900

$25,900

Do It Yourself ..

ASSUMABLE x53'4%
MORTGAGE!
3

bedroom brick Cope Cud

IV, car go
Iota

rage Choice
hon. 527.000

CALL 255-9111

cam'

tlioiitir,

home

u SA no,A
Con

in

Inc 01.on wet be

L.',

or e to;

,0 .0. ,,,,, fire yoo, iinbcrtr &cano.,

to ...int vikoi
V,er) V..'

ANNEN

*ELK GROVE VILLAGE
570 E. Higgins

MOUNT PROSPECT
104 L Northwest Hwy.
41)

255-9111

Rd.

439-4700

Alt

PALATINE
225 N. Northwest HWy..

359-7000

Kitchen.

or .. We Will Install
Kitchens by Adrian

Ii

Adams.

BUSSE

REALTORS

I

I.

PHONE

1

ALL THE INIFOR-II
0 seaJRATION
mu 011
CAJMNITPAL

i Nam
1

253-1800

Weekend.

YES! I Am Interested!

,,-

TRADE YOUR HOME?

VI.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
28 E. Northwest Hwy.

Do -It -Yourself in a

CL 9-2355

41111111111111111111111111101111,

MOVING ANYWHERE IN
THE U.S.A.?

-A NEW

KITCHEN

802 E. Golfhurst Mt. Prospect

CALL 253..1800

253-1800

with matching Formica brand
laminate that is merely ironed on
- and presto!

No Messy Tom -out

filiegoit

shag. "upto.the.m;nute"
talc hen. full basement has bled
lloor citid ceiling,
r/2 baths.
hay

plastered walls,

r M11.

Your kitchen can have a new
look that will last for years with
little maintenance. No painting or
refinishing...ever!
Just install Cabinetpak's
NEW doors and drawer fronts
surfaced with Formica brand

-.1

Gracious
standing

Page 15

2Ts,

Boards Make

WE FINE) THEM am

ity; this is the generation that
will participate in the perpetu-

"He wants very little hecause he has so much and is
unwilling to risk what he has."
After interviews with 3,000

tools are needed, to install it.

Friday, August 8, 1969

factors.

bilious. True, we don't encounter any who, as the aforementioned magazine noted
disparagingly, aspire to he
president of the United States
or the international leader of a
united world.

poverty. We see
them in their cotton -batting
world of gossip, television
thrillers, and adolescent mat ing rites. These arc the major -

has little spirit of adventure...

ex-

applied for"
roll -action joint. Only usual

The firm says it is free from

ened years.

tellectual

er than risk high failure. He

an

clusive "patent

shake."

industrious than their forebears of a depression era. who
make much of their belt -tight-

scrubbed faces politely --and
corn shamelessly --revealing
promise, conformity and in-

"OUR TYPICAL youth
will settle for low success rath-

locked together with

of farm youth, they are more

"We see a hundred well

well -publicized "expose":
"He is a pampered hothouse
plant and likes it that way...

Adding anew dimension to
exterior sidings, the vinyl
shake is easy to handle, since

new product the "unshakeable

ation an industrious cross's].
Except for the vanishing breed

cool generation" concludes:

file of American youth in a

could

We find the young gener-

dare say, from observation and
experience, that he is definite ly not the all-American boy.
This magazine study of "the

item.

firm, now diversified and expanded into paper materials
and solid vinyl building materials. has reasons for calling

these

generation

tions of the familiar pioneer

started back in 1795 as a paper

young people than the world
realizes, possibly better than
our own
claim.

or dent like metal. It is rugged
and distinctive, with a hand split, tailor-made "shake"look,
presenting the irregular stria-

the panels arc easily and neatly

errors; but on the whole, there

THAT THERE is a brute of
these dimensions we do not
doubt. But to present him as a
typical is an affront to the
American family. We have not
engaged any pollsters, but we

metal; it needs no paint, will
not peel, blister or rot like
wood, nor will it corrode, pit

The new solid vinyl shake

college

on

siding, offered in 11 -by -38 inch panels, has the hold
coarse -grained appearance of
authentic hand -split wooden
shake, but provides the advantages of trouble -free solid yin -

has had three cars of his own
and a motor scooter, who says

adult

A TEENAGER today

amibitions, in our local high

tall --who, in the last two years,

cringe
whenev er teenagers pull
alongside him on a highway or
average

the

they talk about their plans and

schools and

all the infirmities of wood and

in

materials, the "unshakeable
shake" has just been announced by Bird & Son, Inc.

years through their teens as

tions, the publication singled
out the "typical American
youth." He is "the whining
boy in Albuquerque. a huge
youth --six feet,' three inches

innovation

latest

home improvement building

earliest

youngsters --from

was asked more than 200 ques-

ture drawn of him in today's
communications media, you-

The

OUR EXPERIENCE with

boys and girls, each of whom

If the American teenager is
resentful of the sickening pie-

THE DAY

Siding Copies
Wooden Shake

Money Talks

Zip

I
PLEASE CALL ME FOR Awl
'APPOINTMENT

1

.1

Wall of Railroad Ties
Will -Last a Long Time

THE DAY
Friday, August 8, 1969

Page 16

- ---BY GEORGE E. CREED
Two men can easily make a
Wall of railroad ties like that
,

New

Line'
Of Light

wall as a scat. Whether to do

wall keep these holes lined up
one under, the other and, when
you, have finished placingy_our
ties, insert rods.-in-thitieTholes

this will, of -course, depend on
and

thelocation-of-the

LEFf-The new' directions
in home furnishing fashions
today are the key to the latest

wall. To -make such a scat long shown here. Since ties are
pressure -treated with wood_and-pound them firmly into Tasting, give the planks two
is
Thoir-userio
t the ground so -that their top coats of a good grade exterior
t
a long tirIe,
reconrmended for high retain- ends Will be flush with the sur- paint on all sides. Next, drill
--

ing walls, but they serve well

walls up to four feet

in

in

face of the top tics. At,the ends
of each of the middle ties, it is a

holes for spikes or lag bolts and
fasten planks to the top tics. As
is mentioned in the sketch, it is

good idea to insert a half tie
that will extend back into the
first establish the alignment slope; for walls higher than

height.

a good idea to countersink

To build a wall of this kind,

you want by stretching a string
between two stakes. Then level

PLANK

PAINT ALL SIDES I. -14'e FASTEN TO
1I
TIES WITH NAILS
OR LAG BOLTS --r-"COUNTERSINK HEADS

greater stability and keep it in
in each end of each tie to re- proper alignment.
You can use the top of the
ceive.vertical supports. These,
as the cross-section indicates,
should be about 44 inches in
diameter to receive half -inch
pipes or iron construction

r PIPE OR IRON ROD

IN EACH HOLE I FIRM IN GROUND

PLAN
E

NO.

623

tie.

LANDSCAPE ARCHITECT

CREED

AS YOU BUILD up your

wants, the firm introduces polished chrome, squared -off and
curved, handsomely fashioned

'

to suggest the "architectural"

look growing in popularity.
Designed to fit strikingly with
both current and electric settings, the 14 white candles furnish ample lighting. The new
chandelier is expected to retail
at about $187 in local leading
lighting showrooms authorized to handle the progress collection.

Boards.

it, even at high interest, you
might as well grit your teeth

t.

marketing. Quick to pick up
the contemporary message of
what the modern homeowner

$21,160 this year, according to
a recent report by the National
Association of Real Estate

If you can find a house you
like, grab it.
If you can get financing for

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

'

Home Buying
Picture Won't
Get Any Better

rods. Each hole should be
about 6 inches from an end
and on the center line of the

EACH TIE, INSERT

GEORGE

coming unsightly give them a
coat of shellac or paint. For a
more finished job, fill the
countersink holes with wood
filler, sand smooth and paint.

wall will rest. Next, drill a hole

DRILL A Si HOLE
IN EACH END OF

1

bolt heads from rusting and be-

the ground upon which the supports, will give your wall
TIE 4.-5' LONG

11

each hole. To keep nail or lag

that shown use full-length tics.
These, along with the vertical

49 -piece collection of designs
in lighting fixtures offered by
Progress Lighting, a division
of Lighting Corp. of America,
Philadelphia, according to Da vid Weisberg, vice president,

Because of the scarcity of
money, interest rates on mort-

and sign up.

gages have risen to unprece-

The immediate future for
home buyers does not look any
brighter, according to the

dented highs.

SHOULD A PROSPEC-

Family Economics Bureau of
Northwestern National Life
Insurance Co.

TIVE home buyer wait a while

in hopes interest rates will go
down?

A

The advice from Saul Klaman. chief economist for the
National Association of Mu-

TO MEET NATIONAL

shk.:-

goals set in the Housing Act of

1968, builders would have to

put up 2.6 million units -houses and apartments-- a
year. The forecast for this year
is 1.5 million.
Even if builders were able to
meet the year's goal, there

nial Savings Bans, is buy now.
Since World War II there

has been an "inexorably up-

ward push" of prices, he said.
Even if interest rates did go
down in six months or a year,
the cost of housing would have

would still be the pent-up demand of the past several years
to meet.
The result is the housing,
new and old, is snapped up as
quickly as it becomes available. He who hesitates in the
home buying race winds up in

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.
3 bedroom brick ranch. Attached 2 car garage, fireplace, completely
finished basement, 11/2 ceramic tile baths, patio. Extras include: carpeting, draperies, stove, refrigerator, window air conditioner and built-in
dishwasher. A well kept home, convenient to everything. Pioneer Park
area

risen enough to wipe out any
saving, he said.

"AND THERE IS nothing
in the offing that would logically lead one to say he should
wait for prices to come down."
Even if one assumes inflation will abate, Klaman

an apartment. (The market
there is not much better. In

$43,900

said, the backlog of demand
for housing will keep prices

many metropolitan areas, the
vacancy rate is as low as two
per cent.
Another major problem fac-

YOUHAVE MORE TO CHOOSE FROM AT

rising for some time to come.

There is some hope that the the "Jewelry" look of the crysViet Nam War will end and re- tal chandelier offered in the release money for domestic cent Town & Country collecneeds and that strong federal tion of Progress Lighting, soon
interest in housing will help available in leading area lightease the strain in the next few i n g showrooms. Progress

ing home buyers is money. The

cost of housing has shot up,
and so has the cost of borrowing money.

SENNE REALTY
(312) 358-9555

PALATINE, ILLINOIS 60067

19 SOUTH BOTHWELL STREET

THE PRICES OF LAND,

Lighting, a division of Lighting Corp. of America, Philadelphia, recalls the pomp of an
bring a slight decline in inter- 18th century court with this
est rates in the coming year.
24 -inch wide treatment of
But for today's home buyer, multi -faceted crystal Jewels
the motto seems to read "Buy draped from each tier like dianow and pay and pay and pay mond necklaces. The "Stress"
later."
chandelier was inspired by the
original idea of Josep Strasser,
years.

There is some hope that
monetary and fiscal policy can

labor and materials have
raised housing by 10 per cent
or more a year, the insurance
company's Family Economics
Bureau reports.
The demand for existing
housing has raised the median
price from $18,680 in 1966 to

EXCHANGES

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

HOMES

MULTIPLE LISTING

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

PROGRAM

()-8/8)

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255.6320

SIGN
OF
SERVICE

Viennese jeweler of the period,
who devised uniquely cut and
polished lead crystals to simulate the brilliance of diamonds.
The six white candles and cen.
ter light provide a breath-

taking magnificence for the

HOMES - APARTMENTS

uinlam,REALTORS
and,Tys
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS -MT. PROSPECT

A B 0 V E-Brightest new
lighting fixtures glitter with

INSURANCE,

FINANCING

main room of any house. The
$412 lavish lighting fixture is
one of the latest 49 -piece collection presented by Progress
Lighting.

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359.6500

-sk

parks and shopping. 11/2 baths, 2 car attached garage.
Carpeting in living room, dining room, hall and 3 bedrooms.
Imported fruitwood cabinets in kitchen. Family room has
raised hearth wheathered lonon stone.

255-6320

$40,500

Beautiful 3 bedroom ranch is in perfect condition inside and
out. Carpeting in all bedrooms. Nicely landscaped; fenced
yard with complete privacy. Oven range. 2 year carpeting in
living room, dining room. and hall.

- 359-6500

this latest lighting fixture offered by the Progress Lighting
company allows the decorator
searching for something dif-

2000 SQ. FT. OF LIVING AREA

PERFECT PLUS

DESIRABLE LOCATION
Thos 3 bedroom bi level is conveniently located near schools,

$32,900

ferent to mix -or -match this

Country Club location is yours with this 3 bedroom raised
ranch. 21/2 baths, full basement. 2 car attached garage plus
a sun deck for soaking up the sun's rays. Carpeting in living
room, dining room and all draperies and curtains. Intercom
system in all rooms for mom's convenience.

c h a,n delier with Spanish,

Mediterranean or Country style
furnishings. The lantern effect
of the 19 -inch diameter copper
shade, suspended over six

$39,900

255-6320

white candles supported by
black wrought iron scrolls,

BEAT THE HEAT
. .1 LOCATIONS OF EIGHT

1111,1111

LAME

*

FOREST

XA

IPA LWOW -.._

imin11111111111111Ed.

40f

PAN

Hrd

-

RIO MOM DEERFIELD
ma co

Q and T AREA OFFICES
SERVING ALL 35
NORTHWEST AND
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES
F

with central air conditioning in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch on 1/3 acre. Center hall plan offers worry free
traffic flow. Two fireplaces Roofed porch. Basement. 2
car garage. Close to excellent schools and shopping.

I.911AID ERNI

\S*
PALATINE

CALIFORNIA CONTEMPORARY

ENJOY, ENJOY, ENJOY

Large lot with fenced yard and 8 fruit trees. 2 bedroom home
with 2 baths, family room, 1 car attached garage. Carpeting

Those hazy days of summer by making this 3 bedroom ranch
your new home. 11/2 baths, 11/2 tor attached garage. Log
burning fireplace in the living room. G.E. Coloromo kitchen
(paneled) washer, built-in over/range, dishwasher, disposal.
Fireplace equipment. Book cases.

In living room, dining room, family room, hall and study.
Breakfast counter Newly painted inside and out.

894-8100

$29,900

894-8100

$27,000

*

*

INNETKA

1,,if ICI
11E KRIS

1RANCEK

ARLINGTON
RINH

CLENVICW
EVANSIO

110,14A

Edir 1,1T5, '410SPILI

Its

IIVISIIR MOM,

1111115
SCHAUMBURG A

SCHAUMBURG
IlAhOVIRIFARK
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I
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C53)

°3/4MT,t,

Ilk WOVE
VILLAGE

500A

DIS RIAINIS

,00
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SI

shat
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1150101

FRIO

REPEATEI? SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: THIS IS THE ..tiArkit...-41iiw IYSOk

7
8

EVANST

r

8 E. Northwest Hwy. Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Member of MAP Multiple Listing Service

CNICJC,2

CL 5-2010
kI

ABOVE-The unique use of
leather straps to buckle together copper and wrought iron in

adds a warm touch to any interior, while providing ample
light. Priced at just under
$100, the item is also available

in a 13 -inch width with four
candles and is one of the new
49 -piece collection of chandeliers soon available in local_
leading lighting showrooms.

It's Audition Time

What's

Happening
What's Happening is a listing of activities in the area for

Brothers movie "Duck Soup"

youths. The activity may be
sponstfred by a club, church,
school park, or it may he a

Theater.

commercial event. Send information on what's happening to
What's Happening, Day Publications, 117 S. Main St.,
Mount Prospect 60056. Tell us

ducted by Giuseppe Patane,
General Music Director of the

will he shown at the Murray
Tomorrow
Symphony

and The Day will. tell others
"What's Happening."

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,
The Cellar presents it's
weekend of entertainment, be-

ginning tonight with the Illinois Speed Press, and an always entrancing, friendly nat-

Guild well into rehearsals for their September
ipening of "A Funny Thing Happened On The

Way To The Forum" the Elk Grove and the
Arlington Heights players met for separate
play readings to start their own season.

Royal Opera House in Copenhagen. will present Verdi's

"Aida."
NORTHBROOK :
Yesterday marked the end
of the Northbrook - Sports
Complex's summer of music,

during which was presented
some of the top popular groups
in concert.

W A UK EGAN:

the

excitement
continues with the Mauds and

Rd. and Lewis, presents Thursday, Aug. 14, Reo Speedwa-

Masque and Staff, the little theatre group of Elk Grove Village held their first reading for their
October production of "Any Number Can I)ie", last Monday night in the town library. Shirley

once again the Mason Profit

gon plus Procwell and a miniskirt contest. Doors open at 8

Johnson, who has directed Masque and Staff since its founding ten years ago is shown watching

Reunion. The box office opens

Sharon Peterson and Liz Brodersen sign in. Waiting to begin the audition are (I.. to R.) Bob

at 8 p.m., and admission for

p.m., and admission is $2.

Johnson, Art Hassel and Jerry Burkhalter.

both nights is S3. The Cellar is

At Chevy Chase Aug. 12
will be the Spencer Davis
Group from 8 to 11 p.m.

located at Salem and Davis
Streets.
A newly formed theater
group, 'Fenzel Productions,

The Wild Goose, Belvidere

Admission will be $3.

composed of 30 young drama-

ALGONQUIN:

tists, will present the musical
comedy "Once Upon A Mat-

New Place offers the Mead
tomorrow plus a parachute exhibition in the parking lot. The'

tress" at 8 p.m. Aug. 16. St.
Viator High School, 1213 E.
Oakton, in the school auditorium. Tickets are on sale at
$1.50 and can be reserved by
calling 358-1)927.

MOUNT PROSPECT:

There will be a swim party
tomorrow at the Lions Park
Pool, 41 I S. Maple, from 9:30

till 11:30 p.m. Entertainment
will be by the Greenwood

County Farm. The pool
;'o.

With the combined musical companies of
Masque and Staff and the Des Plaines Theatre

ural folk sound from the Mason Profit Reunion.
Saturday

s

the Chicago
Orchestra, con-

Last Monday, boys and girls from all over the
Northwestern area who had spent the summer
growing hair, met with their long -tressed contemporaries to audition for the Chicago company of "Hair." It was the age of Acquarius for
the suburbanites they left behind who held their
own auditions on Monday night.
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box office opens at 8:30 p.m.
and admission is $2.25.

CHICAGO:
The Kinetic

Playground
presentS Friday and Saturday
the Super Session, featuring Al
Cooper and Mike Bloomfield.
They have serveral albums out
of just such appearances as
this.

alirommi
That's Director Arnold Nelson surrounded by Arlington Heights Village Theatre, Inc. thespians.

The occasion was the cast selection for the two one act plays VT will send to the Illinois Community
Theatre Association Festival which will be heist -at the Old Town Theatre starting Thursday, Sept. 4.
Nelson gives instructions to newcomer Dennis O'Donnell (back to the camera), Jack Ellis, blonde
Betty Grayson and Barbara Conner.

Miss Faracy
`Best ,Ictress'

Their reputation is such that

is

the audience can never tell

presently under repair, and it is

who will come up on stage with

not certain whether the pool
will he open tomorrow. If the

the group to play. In the past

pool is not open, the party will
be held at Kopp Pool. 420 W.
Dempster. In case of foul
weather, a dance will be held in
the field house at Lions Park.
Regardless of location, admission will be $1.50.
Three plays will be presented this weekend at Lincoln Junior High School to terminate
a summer session of dramatics
sponsored by the Mount Pros-

op and Paul Simon have appeared. Appearing with them
will be Felix Popilardi's University Summer Theatre
"Mountain." Felix is the Institute.
Stephanie, the daughter of
coordinator of the Cream al-

pect Park District. Tonight at

ground is $3 on Sunday and $1
on Tuesday, which is jam
night.

The program brings high
school students between their

Days and a Night, and Mead.
The Chicago Symphony Orchestra will present an outdoor
concert in the Civic Center
Plaza at noon on Friday, Aug.

their choice.

7 the 6-8 year -old drama class

will present "Snow White and
the Seven Dwarfs."

Tomorr6w at
9-12

year -old

7 p.m. the
will
group

present Ray Bradbury's "Dan-

delion Wine," and the 13-18
year -old group will present

Marion Murdoch's "The
Cuckoo."

such performers as Elvin Bish-

bums. Also on stage will be the

Stephanie Faracy of
Grange Rd., Elk Grove Vil-

lage, was one of the eight winners in a competiton conducted by the Northwestern

opens at 7:30 p.m., admission
is $5 for about 7 to 8 hours of

live entertainment. The Play-

THE PLAY was a production of the Cherub Program.

junior and senior year to the
At the Aragon tonight and campus in Evanston for spetomorrow are appearing For cial training in the field of

Irwin Hoffman will con-

Stephanie will be a senior

next month at Elk Grove High

School. Her tuition was paid
by the Elk Grove Masque and
Staff and Kiwanis.

trict, is presenting the musical

zian

ances arc scheduled for Aug.
15 and 16 at 8:30 p.m., Aug.

Igor" which has

17. 2 p.m.. and Aug. 22 and 23,

cago Symphony Chorus and
The All City High School

8:30 p.m. in the Niles North
Theatre.

9800

N.

Lawler,

Skokie. Tickets are $2.25 for
adults and $1.50 for children.
12 and under. 'rickets may he
purchased at the Niles North

ao

the Steve Faracys, won the

"Half a Sixpence." Perform-

the Morton Grove Park Dis-

o

Dances,

front

"Prince

been

pre-

viously performed by The ChiChorus.

0 00 0 0

DONNA DAY

Robinson Trophy for best acThe Playground is at Clark tress for her work in "Chiland Lawrence. The box office dren On Their Birthdays."

1.5.

NI or ton Grove Music
Theatre, a group sporisored by

O000

Sun.

Scott Lebin, head of the
duct the Chicago Symphony
and the 135 -voice Nieghbor- High School Drama Departhood Youth Corps Choir in ment, said. "We expect Stepthe
Vienna hanie to go far. She is exfront
"Tales
Woods," selections from the tremely talented."
"King and I" and the Polivet-

MORTON GROVE:

Unsightly Kitchen Cabinets?
Don't Paint! Don't Paste -over!

STUDENT SPECIAL AT HARCZAK'S
Harczak's Sausage -In Drive -In on Milwaukee Ave. in Wheel-

ing would like to make "going back to school" just a little
easier! So, attention all students! Starting this Monday, August 11th, and good through August 29th is a special offer....FREE COKE with each food order. Polish sausage, Italian
sausage, Bratwurst, Hamburgers, Hot Dogs, Bar BQ Ribs, and
many more taste tempters will be mighty good with your free
coke. Hurry over to Harczak's....and enjoy being a student
soon again!

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

HOMEOWNERS POLICY
WAYNE BRENNAN '
WESTGATE SHOPPING!
CENTER

392-4080
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
State Futtr7ive and Cosuull Con noV

A newly formed group of some 30 young dramatists, in the
Northwest suburban area will present the top musical
comedy...."Once Upon a Mattress"....at 8 p.m., August 16th
at St. Viator Auditorium. Tickets are on sale at $1.50 and can
be reserved at this number....358-0927. These young, enthusiastic actors are known as Tense! Productions and are sponsored by the Palatine Pro Shop in the Palatine Plaza.

AFTER

BEFORE

Throw away the old
doors and drawer fronts
and replace with
FroTultm:

LAMINATED PANELS

box office or by calling YO
5-1200.

!LAVINIA:
Tonight the Vanilla Fudge

10c BEER IS BACK!
Your kitchen can have a new
look that will last for years with
little maintenance. No painting or
refinishing ... ever!
Just install Cabinetpil'a
NEW doors and drawer fronts
surfaced with Formica brand

are in concert. "Hie contempo-

rary rock hand, if they follow
their reputation, will attempt
as "freaky" an exhibition as
possible. To add to the Hilarity
the evening the Marx

of

Sorry galsl....this is only for the men! Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant in

the Elk Grove Holiday Inn has a special

all male lunch each day of hot carved sandwiches and their
served in the Brandywine
first Michelob beer for only 10c
Lounge from 12-2 pm each day. Real man-sized sandwiches
of Roast Round of Beef, Smoked Ham, Bratwurst, or Kosher
Corned Beef.

laminate.
Present cabinets, wood or met-

For a delightful night under the stars and an array of fashion
with the girls of the Zodiac....make your reservations today.

Drawer fronts.
Other exposed areas are covered
with matching Formica brand
laminate that is merely ironed on

al, remain and serve as a framework for these NEW Doors and

ICHAELS
HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING
FREE -ESTIMATES

PRE -DRILLED HOLES
SCREWS AND HINGES PROVIDED
A SCREW DRIVER DOES IT!

The Friends of Astrology are welcoming the public to their
get-together Thursday, August 14th at 7:30 p.m. at the Chicago -O'Hare Holiday Inn on Mannheim Road inSchiller Park.
The dinner buffet is $4.50 per person and the fashion show

S.Use CABINETPAK'S*

should be "out of this world"! Call either 271 5152 or
LOCATED AT

New
Doors and Drawer
Fronts To Replace
Your Old.

329-9252 for your tickets today? Not much time left!

BAR 8 -FLAME CITY
1034 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT
,

259-3936
"BEAT THE HEAT"
CENTRAL AIR -

CONDITIONER

PLAY GOLF WITH THE
"TREE THREE TWINS"

That wack and wonderful musical trio, currently appearing
at the Affgauer's Concord, is having their 4th Annual 3 Twins
Invitational Golf Outing. Plan ahead for September 28th at
the Brae Lock Country Club in Wildwood. Keep your eye open
for more information to come....or get in on the fun now by
calling the Three Twins for information at the Concord.

IT'S A YANKEE DOODLE DANDY

AND ENJOY YOUR

FREE BAR
AND TWO STOOLS

Yankee Doodle, in Arlington Heights and Mt. Prospect both,
lets you feast on great hamburgers, malts, and roast beef
sandwiches for a good low price. The service is quick, the
surroundings pleasant, and the food great! Treat yourself! Eat
out today at Yankee Doodle.

NIAGARA
HEATING - COOLING

Do It Yourself

'HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

- and presto!

-A NEW

KITCHEN Do -It -Yourself in a
Weekend.

No Messy Torn -out
Kitchen.

.. or .. We Will Install

riihrog

Kitchens by Adrian

802 E. Golfhurst Mt. Prospect

CL 9-2355

r

FROM

MICHAEL'S

Wj

Nem ,

YES! I Am Interested!
[3

Address.
.PHONE

sae 11111 All THE moil
RATION ON CAINNIVAL I

Zip

I

CAR AU FOR AN I
!APPOINTMENT

.1

4,1
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SALES TRAINEE

Lost: Brown billfold in Mt. Pros.
Belongs to W. Brewster Merrill,
New Canaan, Conn. House

EXPERIENCED BABY SITTING

DONE IN MY HOME,

'

827.6905
woman wishes

quest at CL 3-1553.

Reliable

FOUND: black & white cat, vic.
600 block Owen St., Mt. Pros.

in my home days, 297-8650.

pect. Call CL 59588
block & white
'near Orchard Place
School Des Plaines. 827.5423
LOST:
RABBIT

large

LOST: large white angora cat,
large tail, 'blue collar. Vic. Rt.
12 & 53. REWARD. Phone Ross
358-2938

puppy

terrier

White

LOST:

$600-Cor & Expenses
Coll Dave, ext. 2, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

13 -Lost and Found

MALE
"Help Wanted -- Jobs

14 -Personals

AAA I Hearing Aid liePaTr.75erv-

ice on all makes. Free loaners.

Hts. or

Palatine area.
358-2699
Experienced
Lessons.
Guitar
teacher. El wk. course. Guar'd
to play. Folk & pop. 253 5420
Don't

waste

your

this

time

summer. Piano lessons in you
home. $4.00 call 529-8305.

PROGRAMMERS -SYSTEMS

5660-51200 mo. New Bldg.
Call Jane, ext. 7, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING

to sex unless specific-

'Day Publications, Inc. I
244Ielp Wanted Men
TREE TOPPER

Time and
886
Gas

1/2

over 40 hours.

Milwaukee,

S.

Wheeling
Part
Prospect

attendants.

station

tin,. Good pay.

Mt.

advancement.
CONTACT MR. BALDWIN

Ken Larson & Assoc. Err1p. Ser.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

SYSTEMS ANALYST
$12,000 to $15,000
No Fee
Systems background and ex
,,osure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
firm. Call Ron Halda at
394-1006, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

543-7693
High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This

is a permanent loan time position. Call 392.1830.

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or ours. Call

pect.

CUSTOMER

The Odds Are

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supersmall clerical force to

vise

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual, Coll

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

toddarkfirSIVIEN
If you're presently stymied by lack of responsibility and dull,
uninteresting work, we have a challenging position for you.
Hallicrofters needs several Lead Draftsmen who are capable
of assuming entire project responsibility, from inception to completion.

Individuals selected will be responsible for directing and supervising a team of detail draftsmen working on various electrical
and mechanical drawing projects. Your post experience should

These are challenging positions with good potential for ad.
vancement coupled with on excellent salary and company -paid
benefits program.

Also openings for:
EXPERIENCED DETAILERS 8 TRAINEES
,

Apply: Doily or Call
Personnel Department

259-9600

For immediate employ-

and good references, will qualify you
for this one job. Invol-

No

days.

PART TIME MEN
store

cleaning

Monday thru Friday 8 a.m. to
11 a.m.
OR

Sat. & Sun. 8 a.m. to 11 a.m.
927-6908

AD # A.137

Division

Products

has openings in Cook and Mr
Henry County. Top Earnings,
Advancement to management,
Territory.

Protected

For

ap-

pointment call Mr. Casper
(312) 588-6781

21 years and over. Men must

appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pect area.

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.
737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill.

642-6943

.^

Last

We trained him - we can train
you also. We will even pay you
during your training period.
Salary plus commission. No experience needed.

Flexible

assignments.

man required due to unusual
hours and assignments. Chauf-

feur's permit needed. Salary
by arrangement.
CALL ROBERT THOMAS

332-5711, EXT. 3118

ilus-rita-roRs

Hollicrafters' continuing growth and expansion offers talented
individuals a chance to apply what you've learned and to move.
up to o better position.

These interesting Positions involve the illustration and prepara-

272-1000

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,'

TOOL 8. DIE

Rewarding position open for

We are a leading manufac.
turer in the field of electro

plant and equipment mainte-

mechanical products with an
opening for an experienced
tool and die maker. Work consists of repair and maintenance on high speed progressive dies along with jig and

nance.

fixture

Man in our modern light manufacturing plant. Should hove
electrical background as well
as usual maintenance skills.
include

Responsibilities

both

Colt or see our Personnel Department.

FULL TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

Air-condi.
building.
plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
firmed

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

METHODE

MFG.

METHODE

Cute

ENGINEERING COMPANY.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

TRAINEES!
FIELD ENGINEERING

MFG. CORP.

CORP.

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

1200 Hicks Rd.

392-3500

Rolling Meadows

PHARMACEUTICAL
TRAINEE

DRAFTSMAN
With design experience
to assist in the developproduction
ment
of
packaging for several
new product lines. North-

west suburban location.

CALL ED SUREK

Established pharmaceu-

tical manufacturer has
opening for trainee in
tablet department. No
experience necessary.
Full time work in modern
air- conditioned plant.
Excellent benefit program. CALL 255-0300

ARNAR-STONE

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

$107.00 to $122.00 A Wk. to Start!
Automatic Raises!

New Car!
Cash Bonus ;+ Stock = 15%!
Free Insurance!

Free Medical - Entire Family!
No extended Travel!

Immediate Hires!

LABS, INC.
601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

An equal opportunity employer

INTERVIEWS IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS!

INTERNAL AUDITOR
Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago
based corporation for an Internal Auditor.
Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, develop-

ment & recommendation methods & procedure
improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.

A college degree & 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers
excellent interal promotion opportunities in the
future.

Our client has retained the recruiting section of our management
'consulting firm to locate a total of 13 technically inclined young
men for an extensive formal training program that begins on
August 25, 1969!' If you have both mechanical and electrical
training and/or experience of any kind, we want to talk to you!

Call: Mr. Beefs

Send a complete resume in confidence giving
current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

RT. 83 & Dempster

We offer you on excellent starting salary and a complete fringe

MT. PROSPECT

Re -locating in Oakbrook, III.

benefits program. Compare what Hallicrafters has to offer -and you'll see why it makes sense to work of Hallicraft
erswe offer more.

439-1334

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MACHINE SHOP
Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some experience preferred.

GENERAL FACTORY
Young men for general factory
work. Best benefits available
with excellent pay.

Applicants must be familiar with electronic theory and appli
cations and possess a BM degree or equivalent work Co.
with or least 2 years writing experience. Any knowl-

An

PLANT

MAINTENANCE

STANDARD

moimononce manuals, test pions and reports, brochures, proposals and various other engineering reports on highly sophisticoted military electronic and electro mechanical equipment.

ENGINEERS

437-4504

MT. PROSPECT

You'll be responsible for the preparation of operational and

437-5400

PROCESSING

commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

must be familiar with schematic layout, inking, exploded views,
isometric drawings, and miscellaneous artwork os required. A
minimum of I year of experience is desired.

TEdoniCALi
WRITERS

benefits.

Please contact Miss Gaffke

Northbrook

in

tion of operational and maintenance & repair manuals. You

Part Time Evening Positions Also Available.

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

272-1000

Work out of O'Hare airport to
downtown Chicago for promotional

If you hove severol years experience in Machine Tool detail.
ing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noon Sat.

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Our Top Man
Week!

!

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/544-3500

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

For more information

TIME

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois 60008

ATTENTION! !

Standard Screw Company

ARGUS, INC.

be dependable and neat in

Made $600

MENT CERTIFIED AND APPROVED.
SCHOOL
HIGH
HAVE
MUST
EDUCATION OR ITS EQUIVALENT.

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is

BUS DRIVER PART

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

livery
area.

CALL ED SUREK

392.3500

INDUSTRIAL SALES
LEAR SIEGLER, INC.
Industrial

4 YEAR PROGRAM IS GOVERN.

STARTIN G SALARY $3.33 PER HOUR WITH
MANY LIBERAL
PROGRESSIVE INCREASES.
COMPANY PAID BENEFITS.

vis local pickup and de-

experienced Maintenance

CALL 827-7880
for

A
LEARNING
SKILLED MECHANICAL TRADE. OUR

record

ment.

time

469-7204

haRcrafters coc,

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

MOONLIGHTERS

Needed

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

III. #60302.

CALL MR. SULLIVAN

Evening interviews by aopointment.

DRIVER

SHIPPING DEPT.
SUPERVISOR

Rd., Des Plaines. 437-4113

Permanent part
evening janitors.

tit*

YOUNG MEN

CHICAGO DIVISION

that's guoranteed to end

ply you with everything you need.
Contact Curtis Wick, 625B Dulles

include detailing and layout & design. Some experience in
sheermeral layout and fabrication would also be helpful.

25 S. Milwaukee - Wheeling

The ability to handle a

ment. Excellent opportunity for experienced

(ts)

Vv

OPENINGS FOR
IN
INTERESTED

CO.

Just show VX 6, the Battery Ada -

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED.
Move UP to a more responsible position where your rewords
will match your talents and valuable experience.

AIR CONDITIONING

Please contact Mr. Schilling
at 299-1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, III.
An equal opportunity employer

pany benefits. Phone for
details and appoint-

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start

WHEELING HEATING

Ability readily reworded with

young man. Many com-

tine

426-4851

CONTACT CLYDE DJAMON-6-

ning plant.

Carpentersville,

400 Maple Avenue

----OUR COMPANY HAS EXCELLENT

conditioning, out of Wheeling.

54-1-1-220

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.
Pennwalt Corp.

--

(2 blocks N. Dundee High Schaal)

To work on heating and air

Due to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new; modern and award win-

392-1830.

weekends and no holi-

WANT ADS

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Make big money fast: spore
fate, full time, anytime! I've got
openings for men who want to
put extra $$$'s in their pockets.

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

255-4500

DESPERATELY NEED
FURNACE
INSTALLERS
& SERVICE MEN

381-5300

department. Salary plus corn.
mission. Good opportunity for

battery failures forever. I'll sup-

THE DAY

350 S. N.W. Hwy. Barrington

ACCOUNTANTS $660-51500
Gen.-Auditors-TaxCost
Call John, ext. 3, 299-7191

MICRODYNE,. INC
1600 S. Hicks Road

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates
available.

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept, Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE

When You Use

CALL MR. JACOBS

WANTED -Assistant manager to

work in men & boy's clothing

Also, we are developing and standardizing our tool control
program and are seeking on individual with machine shop
inspection, tooling and/or drafting knowledge to assist and
administer this program. Attractive and rewarding employ.
ment. Contact personnel office for interview.

details at:

686-7055 or 686-7040

FREUND BROS.

Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

$650 No Fee

With You

Apply In Person

advancement and security.

10 TECHNICIANS
is

AVIATION

Opportunity for tool design draftsmen for permanent full time
employment. Machine tool knowledge with light design and
extensive layout experience to develop engineering drawings
for tools, jigs, fixtures, eic. Samples of your work will be
helpful during interview.

If you have some electronic training and some experience
with simple test equipment, this is your chance to get in on
ihe groend floor of one of the Northwest Suburbs most
aggressive and fastest growing companies. Our products are
interesting and you can learn while you earn and prepare for
advancement as we continue to grow. Our salary program
and benefits are fops. Come in or Call Mr. Bowser for more

O'Hare Field

Plaza Standard Service Station.

11 -Business Services

Experienced in fine clothes.
Palatine.
Reasonably priced.
CALL: 358-6509

discrimination

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

LAB TECHS to $650
R & DElec.Mech.-Chem.
Call Rich, ext. 5, 299-7191

Piano lesson:.

as

ally designed as jobs for
men."

MY HOME!!
437.3934

--WANTED

re available with-

Educ. Degree,.8.34:805.

Rental plan. 392 4570

151nstnictio

listed here are those_bistorically f'lle-el-b-y men;
out

ACCURATE TYPING

BUTLER

TRUCI1MECHANIC

Sect. work. 3 days/wk.,
shrthnd and typing. ,Peet., Bus.

he251bLolserr--

FOUND: Walkie-Talkies, vic. of
Greens Park, Arl. Hts.
392-5739

cleaning woman.

Mt. Prose. Arl.
Des Plaines. 378-1683
Days,

Will train.

359-4200

4358-7587

Quality Control

For

HELP WANTED

Will bobysit in my home. Infants
welcome. $20 per week. Call:
Experienced

360/30 Installatidif.-2,4-2---shift. Patotims- oreo. Minintirm
Parts Department
of -6 Months 360 experience:
Must be 18 years old or over.

TOOL' ENGINEERING

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

an To Work In

CALL ROY SEDREL for Appt.

core for one or more children

white collar w/blue stones. Fe.;
mole. Children
Reword

to

COMPUTER

24-Heip Waded Men

24-Hdp Wanted Men

24-lielp Wanted Men

24414Wanted Men

244* Wstel Men

244elp Wants Ms

23-Bnplayient Agencies -Male

III. 60005.

COMPANY EXPANSION -WE NEED HELP!

Experienced preferred, however we will
train qualified people.

--

392-3630

DAY SHIFT: 8 am. to 4:30 pm.

WELDING
SHIPPING & RECEIVING

PARTS

Elk Grove

439-5510

392-2094

Openings available in the following department:

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.
65 Scott St.

Evening & Weekend interviews by Appt.

NIGHT SHIFT: 4:30 pm. to 1 am.

REFRIGERATION ASSEMBLY

R. G. STANTON & ASSOCIATES, INC.

edge of military specificotions is helpful, but.NOT required.
If you're interested in working in environment conducive to per tonal and profestionol growth and joining a dynomic growing
company, please:

Apply Daily or Call:
Personnel Department

259-9600

(Evening interviews by appointment)

Phe hallicrafigers
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

0

600 Hicks Road, Rolling Meadows, in. 60008
x,itev.01,ttr.,b,,eltirer

RECEIVING MAN
Full time day position available for experienced mature
man. Duties include assisting
in Dietary Dept. Good salary
and benefits.
. APPLY PERSONNEL.

'ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS
PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
RETIREMENT PROGRAM
HOSPITALIZATION,
INSURANCE '
Call PAUL RUIZ or come in for a
Personal Interview

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.
850 Pratt Blvd.

439-5650

Elk Grove, Ill.

MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS
20 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights
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24 -Help Wanted Men

--PART-TIME

MAN WANTED

to work full time londscaping.

24 -help Wanted Men

2441e1p Wanted Men

Call 827-8992.

Man or boy with own truck or

WAREHOUSEMAN

ESTIMATOR &
SALES

hours, Coll 199.1{118

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

CORRESPONDENT
Experience

equipment

car to deliver Sunday papers. 4
AM -8:30 AM. Good pay -short

food service
for similar field
in

1

1

&suable but will train

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

FULL OR PART TIME

Experience preferred
Apply

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

STANLEY KNIGHT
CORP
1600 E Birchwood Ave.

SUBURBAN

WINGS & WHEELS

Des Plaines
296-5586

,-

STAN DAR D"
Wolf & Euclid
Mt. Prospect

EXPRESS, INC.

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

..-------

Call or -56e our Personnel Department

-'--

392-3500

1600 S. Hicks Road

Standard Screw Company
CHICAGO DIVISION

2701 W. Washington/Bellwood/344-3500
Employment office hours
7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Weekdays/7 a.m. to 12 noonSat.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Open Saturday 9 are to I pm

259-5010

k

8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

34 15 to $4 58 per hour - based on shift. Must hove experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES

Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

insurance, paid vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Shipping Clerks

Stockkeepers

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand

259-5010

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

SPORTS WRITER

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Full time employment

CALL MR. McGRATH

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
Experience in Photography helpful but not ,eces-

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

8:00 A.M. TO NOON

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTNLAKE, ILLINOIS, 602E4

358-5800

FULL TIME NIGHTS
We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of GRILL MEN

tit

In Arlington Heights
3940880
Dempster

6028

9660700

pnsiton
partition

5t

y

Free

MSS 80.ge

9 S. Dunton

I., Arlington fleighis
'9.10880

9 S. Duffle],

yoa 0700

6028 Dempster

S/HAND OR DICTAPHONE

receptionist

Position, requires alertness and
good typing, assist association
director. Interesting duties;

goof!
We ore to dire need ot
otf
u'i' IWti. 50

help set up and attend trade
shows. Excellent benefits and

w. p

buss I

,

eerUASSOCIATES INC

2720 S. Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

WORK A MINIMUM

and

on, to ...,11.01111.
young
kid, & their folk..
bolt'? Dor ten's other. Keep
You'll b..

TRAINEE

$498 MONTH

FASCINATING FUTURE

tions system developed by the
company and already sold
to the people you call on. They
will completely train you. In
addition to excellent starting
salary, there are complete
benefits including a terrific

DESIGNER/ DRAFTSMAN
Do you have a background in mechanical designing or drafting? Do you enjoy working with people ... talking to salesmen
and customers? Are you interested in a fascinating, reward.
ing future with a blue-chip company?
If you're our mechanical designer/draftsman, we offer you a
Career Opportunity, an excellent starting salary, unlimited

GENERAL MAINTENANCE
Past requires 1.4 years working on mOchinery
and lighting circuity. Other duties will tie main-

Call or write James A. McEleny at 867-5000 for a
Personal Interview.

ROTARY SEAL CORPORATION

AN JEGRG

taining physical structure of the factory ai4c1 office.

COMPANY

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656
An Equal Opportunity Employer

This is is a permanent responsible jols, If you
possess knowledge of any or all of this unction

,

381-1700

GIRL FRIDAY $540
This is a side business for boss.
It's a popular golf course.

You'll keep busy setting up
outings for company groups,
men's clubs. Set dates, learn
to

discuss menus, etc.

Type

confirming letters. When

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

Barco Division
'
Barringfpn, III.
500 N. Hough St.
"An Equal Opportunity Employei".'

CL 5-1900

MATERIAL CONTROL

"PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT --

Promotion creates opening in product coordinating: Includes
expiditiag, coordination of scheduling, inventory cthitroi and
related services in production of product line. Expprience in
production planning, production control and/or matierlal control and related functions In manufacturing. Excenelti oppor-

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.
Please Call

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

tunity for qualified individual. Contact personnel btiice for
interview.

winter work for
regular

business.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.
Pennwalt Corp.
(2 blocks N. Dundee High School)

i5

426-4851
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

IVY
7216 VI. Laidig
1496 M111,/, Des 16

.`

4 11585

297 .1535

SECRETARY
No Shorthand
$500 month

for a shin

.IVY

of

SP 4.8585
297-3535

to help lino
.

voice. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W.

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
255-9414

NO STENO
SECRETARY

loaded with it! Free to you.
72/5 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

!tat

bundle all solesionn'S prOrlriC
to-Conn15,
lion reports, 4.111, ..
and Huth, schedule, Typing
good phone
necessory, filsa

public contact a must! Job's

$625 MONTH
You'll be secretory, without
shorthand, to the Vim Presi

dent in charge of Sc/es. You'll
-

handle screening his visitors
and phone calls
line

resetvations whit, he or
and other
loterestom duties,

staff
vareal

traueL

his

their reception desk. Will greet
visitors, salesmen, executives
and direct them to the proper
offices. or managers. Lovely
new offices located in the

O'Hare area. Good company
benefits including profit slier.
ing. Light typing, will train on
AMY
switchboard.
console
PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest

Hwy, Mt. Prospect. 255.9414

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
Pleasant, neighborhood doctor

needs on intelligent, neat op
pearing girl he can train os
receptionist to handle the
constant flow of patients in
everyone
pointments, keep
fe.eling comfortable, till the

doctor is free. Only skill req'd
is lite typing, If you are inter.
ested in an all public contact
position with o starting salary
of $542 mo., call:

Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

.194-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

AIRLINES TRAINEES
COMPLETE

TRAINING
TRAVEL! $475
Pei sortable yoking Inches want.

ed to brindle oriyont who calls
or comes into ties famous air.
(or reservoriaiis or info.
will get
MARi
VELOUS, COMPLI
IR:,INING
PROGICAM, You It I. am all

line

You

alai
ae,erya,
lions. Laub:m.0g. selling tickets, cam °nations You'll wear
chic outfits & help people find
answers to their travel questions. It's all public contact
10096 of the time! You'll just
about

love

it

and the people you

meet and the in

with! First ron,

le you work
houo5e,

like lona wireulie

Miss Paige

Carpenterisrille, III.

400 Maple Avenue

Free

boss in his
Liking for

his busy office. You'll earn to
greet all who enter, set ap

-An cut°/

he'll teach you the Mites! $520

pro -shop gets busy, give the
fellows a hand. Fun job! In

BORING MILL OPERATORS

US.

Doctor

sense.

co moron

snips

large cOroptiny lei, tin opening

$550

set ups, operating lathes, mills S. grinders, CALL

'One

for understriodita?,

who likes kids. Ir.:ling Ickes

Regional Soles Manager

GOLF COURSE

This large busy company needs
an attractive girl to handle

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

11110

966-0700

6028 Dempster

MACHINISTS

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

.1.1S

O

11111.

Doi -tar ....ben In.'s read,. Ir's
busy lob but tun It, it culls

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

RECEPTIONIST

Apply in Person or Call

usher

.

MAIN LOBBY

please contract us.

phones,

app's stra.ohl,

bonus system. Free.
Miss Paige

ments/

This is a unique job for a unique individual, who wants to join
a winning team where there's always room at the top!
Company benefits include paid hospitalization, major medical and life insurance, paid holidays, vacations and pension
program.

9'19-1866

RECEPTION FOR
BABY DOCTOR
100"., PUN IC r VN IAC I

Travel expense free through
out the U.S. as you show resorts, motels, travel buleaus
how to operate the reserva-

MECHANICAL

Apply In Person

MOONLIGHTERS

Upper Level
392.2700

Suite 23A
63 E. Adams. Cll.

COMPII if RAirono

TRAVEL

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

for

$2.50 PER HOUR

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

holmes & assoc.

lAien-

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

ELECTRICIAN

Mt. Prospect III.

You'll be secretory to ,tie di
rector of international division
of famous lac it! Inn, A chat
longing,
with

Miss Paige

Evenings

growth potential, and a wide variety of interesting assign-

1800 West Central Road

Free.

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

300 N. Northwet t Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Itl.

Ch ar.es
I Bruning Company

$723 MONTH

Apply in person

GRILL MEN

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN

$110 WEEK
Do you enjoy meeting new
people all day long? If so,
this one is for you. Lovely su
burban firm will train you as
the official greeter. Lite typing
and a winning smile are req'd.

R and Lis, st

Full Company benefits.

An Foust Opportunity Employs

TEMPORARY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
TURRET LATHE OPERATORS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
WELDERS - SPOT, ARC

EXECUTIVE

nary.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

SATURDAY

OF 20 HOURS PER WEEK

SI' 4-8585
'29/ 35.35

U. -S Pi

Call 827-8107

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

800 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

IVY

7215 W. loiihy

salary.

surance program.

opportunity 4 --west at

Free to you
1496

SECRETARY

employee benefits, including paid vocations and free in-

APPLY IN PERSON

own 05 COrriputly ....pre5ento.
Sfilnry!
live! FOOTaistit.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

Cable Formers

Millwrights

Arlington Heights, III.

100 N. Hickory

ness..then loke trips on your

SECRETARY

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

With Expanding Machine Shop

the time. You'llthr liosi

RECEPTION

Wanted For Permanent Positions

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

P ipef itters
Relay Adjusters
Heat Treaters

1

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

.

Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced in blanking operations Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

-

fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

An equal opportunity employer

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS - ALL SHIFTS

Material Handlers

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

irsh..torriSall

COrupony reps Of

FRONT DESK

ASSEMBLY

AVIATION

-

.--'DR. ASSISTANT
$550-$650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
1510 Miner, Des P. 299-7191

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

O'HARE FIELD

He's constantly on go
be on expense M.; ouro, You
need good skills some pre.
vious exp us sec y Ability to
gen along with sill types
you'll Ito uteeling
portrait

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

OPERATORS -

BUTLER

TEXAS, SEAT ILE

ALL EXPENSES PAID,

you'll find
AlitiOSI every
yourself in n adieu:nit place.
boss.
.s
your
Vice President

An equal opportunity employer

ENAMELING SHOP -

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vaca-

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

NEW YORK, LOS ANGELES

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 5. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

of

Lots

TRAVELING SECY

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount
299-1141 For Appt.

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

PART TIME

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

. FULL TIME

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS
tions

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

'shone work,

meeting people, some correspondences, typing statements
etc. You'll work with 2 other
girls. Lovely modern office,
good salary. AMY PERSONNEL, 16 W. Northwest Hwy.,
Mt. Prospers 255 9414

enjoy the -following benefits:
1. Excellent start plus 3 raises

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

office.

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

A&P LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

train someone to work in

expansion we have

to

to
his

like

would

dentist

Busy

GENERAL FACTORY

MECHANICS

OR APPLY

est at

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

100 N. HICKORY

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686.7020

opportunities

KINNEY SHOES

OR

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RECEPTIONIST

Randhurst Shopping Center

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

AIRCRAFT

Apply Mr. 1. Hoeft, Employment Office

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

BEGINNER

Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must

Due

LIBERAL EMPLOYEE COMPANY PAID BENEFITS

Starting rate $4 37 per hour.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

PART TIME
Morning, Afternoon & Evening
hours available. No ex.
perience necessary, will train.

255-4500

TOP WAGES
EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS

parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

build our

CONTACT MR. LIPKER

factory.

Must be experienced in surface plate & layout inspection on complex sample

us

MICRODYNE, INC.

Rolling Meadow;

'.I700 Hicks Rd.

ing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per houriplus 10% nite bonus.

INSPECTOR ANALYST

help

I

I

I.B.M. TVA.NTI
'rap.
/00.S120 k. lyte
Call Terri, ext. 45, :UV 7191
Ken Larson & r.ssac En.p. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

Earn Extra Money

be 17 years of age.

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Openings exist for journeymen with plant maintenance experience, preferably in metal working

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Experienced in maintaining die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.

to

Ad # A-141

products and INSPECTORS to electrically test them. If you
have some experience in soldering, inspection, or testing we
-- can offer you an excellent position with salary to match your
experience and raises based upon your ability. Como in or
Call Mr. Bowser for more details at:

yr. exp.& type wcr

Cull Mike, fort.
Ken Larsen E. A
1510 Minei

927-6908

InspectorsATTENTION _-Soiderers
Microdyne, Inc., needs -SOLDERERS

I

store windows.

....

You will report to the QC Manager,..,
Your duties - Inspection set-ups,--14-otit,
1st piece part, in process_antrq-uality audits.
Future Unlimited.

TYPINC,1311.011:.

washer

needed to wash ground level

..

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repair-

window

..-Eiiporienced

..,

ELECTRICIANS

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

25-EmpluT:nt

2441elp Wanted

244elp Wanted Men

24 -He ipWanted Men

244felp W301 111481I,

24 -Help Wanted Men

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

ger v,4 olio,
prtrt of /hi.

fork

too- I

you're
iiirrale.

YOUR OWN !RAVI I. FRI I-

nn'
7215 Mt Tauhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

Sf' 4.8585
297.3535
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-26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Mothers

for

sales,

telephone

Ashland & Lee. 827-3457.

part time. Good wages. Coll
439-5741, aft. ,4

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392.8829

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or

Mature woman to care for children in my home. Vicinity of

Girls -Housewives-Expectant

Wanted: Baby sitter. 1st. grade
Vicinity Dwyer school.
girl.
392.1464 after 6 P.M.

part' time. For app't call

MARRIEDSINGLEFULL-PT. TIME
TELEVISION TIME SALES

. TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

NURSE for doctor's office in
Mt. Prospect. 12:30 to 6 PM.

Work now 1;1 Christmas. High
Commissions. Coll or write
Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,

CALL 259-3220
Teacher desires baby sittor
for 2 children ny. home, own
tromp., refer expd. Elderly

06001.
(203) 673 3455.
Conn.

Telephone

Salary, Pleasant Surroundings,
Modern Air Conditioned Office.
Many Fringe Benefits. I Block

must have exp. in infant care.

to young, vivacious,
atmosphere. Good salary.
in

498-1480

CALL 372-9895

OPERATOR

CAFETERIA HELP to attend industrial cafeteria in Des Plaines.

3.11 P.M. Shift
6 day week

* Immediate Openings
* Day and Evenings Shifts
* Full or Part Time
'

starting pay rind inceases. For

ALSO WEEKEND HELP

appointment call 0.1.5`4115.

Mature person for weekends.
Apply in person

fun

Fully Modern Air Conditioned Facilities.

Apply or Call 498-1500
MAILER, INC.
1000 Sunset Ridge Rood

ARLINGTON INN
CASHIER

esting and varied work.
cellent benefits.
AM to .1:15 PM.

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

40 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,

MOM?
IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

be 21 Years of Age.

Ex-

PART TIME

GINN a CO.

CASHIER

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

439-4500

Also Needed

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

Country Club

McDonalds

KINNEY SHOES

Theater

loot Par M Gold. *Owe -when quIlly snorts ',deo...v.4,

Needs 2 girls for their Box Office Light office duties.

Mount Prospect

Profit sharing plan. Apply in

experience, necessary.
it
Pleasant working -s
No

392-5900

all phases of credits and
by letter and

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village
437.4504

Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men n Women

HEY EARTHLINGS!!

collections
phone.

We need help!

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

FULL TIME
This is your opportunity to work in a new modern
building. Doing light cleaning work. Excellent

Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

starting salary, with periodical advancements for
the woman who qualifies. Must be reliable & dependable. And have own transportation. For further information call:

CLERK TYPIST
Electric typewriter experience preferred

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL Mk. LAWRENCE

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
2 years minimum experience in occounts receivable desir-

MR. BERUBE

GENERAL

able.

824-0144

BATHROOM

WOMEN

PRODUCTS CORP.

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS
ASSEMBLERS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

- 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS
No experience necessary, will train.

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

CABINET DRAFTSMAN
a
Above positions represent on excellent opportunity
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro.

.-

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

1st shift

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Wage reviews every 90 days
Good starting rates
Modern air conditioned plant
Safe clean work
Background music
Incentive & bonus jobs'

MAINTENANCE MAN (DAYS)

OFFICE CLERICAL

Semi retired or retired gentleman would fir this picture nicely.

PART TIME

CORTRON INDUSTRIES

METHODE MFG. CORP-.
1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

Morning

only 8:30

2973400

1555 Times Drive

to

Des Plaines

emplu,

c,uol

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you

for this interesting and
challenging position.

YOU'RE OFF

Newspaper office lc):
toted in Elk Grove Vil-

TO A

lage. Call 439-7600 ask

FLYING
START

MISS MARY

PANTRY

HELPERS

AT

KLIPPERT

WAITRESSES

-.111

WAITRESS

BRUNING
SECRETARY
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

GIRLS

Temporary nights

THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE

CREDIT UNION CLERK
SCHEDULING and

NEED! WE HAVE GOOD

PART TIME EVENINGS

ARLINGTON SARK
TOWERS

4:30 tit 8:30
experienced, neat,
last worker. Excellent pay.
be

CLERK-TYPIST

THE O'HARE
EAST PUB
823-4333

NEEDED
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

TYPIST

MANAGER

WITH SWITCHBOARD

SEE

VE 5-0034

MR. BROWNLEY

FOR APPOINTMENT

CLERK

INTERVIEWING HOURS

Call or Visit

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY
SAT 9 AM TO NOON

Mr. E. Surek

272-1000

eg

411f

TELLER

255-1910

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

LOOKING?

Bank of

Look Our Way

Des Plaines
733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827.4411

An equal opportunity employer

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Per-

Experience

preferred but will train.

Secretaries
Stenographers

Clerk Typists

Key Punch Operators
Comptometer Operators

CLERK -TYPIST

Interested in o challenging position? We are seeking a ma.
lure young woman for a

beginning full rime day posi
tine in our medical records
possess good
skills. Ex-

typing and clerical

salary

APPLY PERSONNEL

ST. ALEXIUS
BOO W. Biesterfielci Rd.

and

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

)11

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTORHOSTESS.BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate .
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

In your SPARE TIME

11111)

put one WHITE COLLAR

111116.

engineering, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.
You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus oil the benefits ore here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schrnudde.

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

it

TYPISTS
CLERKS
KEY PUNCH PRERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid. Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

.

.

Des Plaines, Ill.

(S, of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)
WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

,

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

\,,,,,,r....

STANLEY KNIGHT
CORP.

Division of

DES PLAINES

DART INDUSTRIES

light switchboard and typinc,
near

INC.T

414 E. GOLF ROAD

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

RECEPTIONIST

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

(

BANTAM BOOKS

First National

I

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook
21 -Help Wanted -Men' Women

5 clay week. Excellent working
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

Mannheim and Touhy.

OPERATOR
PRODUCTION CONTROL

MAIL CLERKS

-

Liberal Company Benefits
Full Time Only
Liberal Salary

CALL COLLECT

DUPLICATING MACH.

SECRETARIES

EXPERIENCE
For litre Apartment Complex in
Arlington Heights. Experience
required. Beautiful apartment,
good salary.

EXPEDITING CLERK

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

CLERK TYPISTS

Also

RESIDENT

Elk Grove Village

ASSISTANT

21.He!p Wanted -Men

in

Save travel time. Work in your local communtiy in
new, modern facilities. Visit the personnel office
today or call 394-2000.

297.8669, Ext. 104

HOSPITAL

107 N. Hickory
Arl. Hts.

LAUNDRY
Full time...Some part time

Mr. Edwards al -

cellent starting
benefits.

ARGUS, INC.

Grigsby -Barton,

HOUSEKEEPERS

in new professional builS11g.
For personal interview call

Should

neth Kru ss for information.

at wholesale or industrial level

MATRON
DAYS & EVENINGS

apply now!
CASHIERS
FRONT OFFICE

Des Plaines.

desired

but will train qualified applicant. Phone or see Mr. Ken.

Paid vocation
Paid holidays

CREDIT

THEN

ately to work for large national
firm with branch office in

dept.

Experience

benefits.

school starts again...

4 Women needed immedi

position.

employment. Many company

WHEN

52.00 PER HOUR TO START

manent

small

a

in

At least one year experience

you're thinking about going back to

9:30' 1:30 or 4- 8 P.M.

office

Needed for immediate

informal
company with excellent working conditions.
Free insurance
Automatic wage increases

Des Plaines, Ill.

work...

PART TIME WORK

New

SOLDERERS

Inc.

A Subsidiary of Trocor, Inc.

IF

GIRLS-WOMEN

required.

BILLER -TYPIST

We can offer you interesting

392-2200

LITTELFUSE, INC.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

brook area A.H. 2595781

ASSEMBLERS &

discounts.

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

259-5400
Ask for Norman Rice

Must

Employee

postion.

products we have a job for you. The only requirements neccessary to qualify for this job would be light typing and an
interest in engineteIng activities. The job entails operating our
blueprint machinerecording and indexing changes and other miscellaneous clerical functions. Whethei you are young or
more mature we would enjoy talking to you.
Call Dorothy Ulrich for appointment or stop by.

Route 12 & 83
(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Randhurst
Shopping Center

necessary. Good salary. Steady

ated with those individuals who develop and create our

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

8:30

Hours

Full Time
Hospitalization, Commission,
No Saturday or Sunday. Must

With office experience to train
as sales correspondents. Inter-

all

WM. A. LEWIS

498-1500

Northbrook

948 E. NW Hwy.

_---experience

WANTED, baby sitter for 2 preschoolersfor school year. Has.

,deportment:-No

in working within our Engineering Department, being associ-

Good opportunities

CLERK TYPISTS

-

537-7500 for Appt.

3594200

HOUSEWIVES WELCOME!
WOMEN

including Saturdays

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

typing---New-

_air-conditioned building
employee benefits.

-

An Equal Opportunity Employer

* No Experience Necessary

EXCELLENT SALARY

receivable

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED

LORENZ,
296-7126

SWITCHBOARD

LPN

accounts

and light

tion). Full fringe benefits, 371/2
hr. week. Coll Mrs. Goodling.

CALL MISS

at:

DESK CLERK &

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

handle

an opening for a woman to

26 -Help Wanted Women

Baby sitter in my home' B to
4130 Mon. ?lin, Fri._,rassus-44
_ ue4erred7C1-3--8656

person or call after 12 Noon.

Prefer personable girl, about
30, who is a self-starter to fit

Salary open, Own transp.
392.8878
charge,
full
BOOKKEEPER
general ledger, payroll etc.
Excellent starting salary.

Pleasant year around working

New facilities available 2nd
week in August (same loco-

Young woman 25 - 40 for credit

26 -Help Wanted Minn

work

1 -Girl Office

ability. Full company benefits
with excellent working condi.
tions. Salary open. Call Mr.
Bright for personal interview

RA 6-6900
Ext. 335

Mt. Prosp. area. Ref. necessary.

Todd Leasing in Wheeling hos

HARPER COLLEGE

O'Hare Office Center; Des
Plaines. Busy small sales
branch of electronics mfr.
wants top-notch secy who con
handle much responsibility.

typing and some shorthand

Mr. Moriarty

WANTED housekeeper 5 day wk.,.

perience a plus but- will train.

-

GENERAL OFFICE

Clerk'

SECRETARY

tronics, Inc. Must possess good

To Union Station. CALL:

Accounts Receivable

PAYROLL
Some payroll experience desir.
ed. Data processing ex-

Palatine, III.

Immediate secretarial position
open in North Brook area with
regional office Tamar Elec-

5 Day Week, Good Starting

delivery & collections.' Earn up to
55.00 an hour. We need you now.
439.5241 oft. 2 p.m.

Service, Arl. Hts.
CL 9 1222

SECRETARY

TYPIST

Women or girls with cars. Light

knowledge of advertising help

general office. 5 day week. Mrs.
Morgan, Executive Secretarial

INTRACONTINENTAL ADVER.
359-5566
Mr. R. F. Brown

Woman to livein on weekends,

-

EXPERIENCED accurate typist &

advancement opportunity.

lady preferred. 296 6401.
and help widow. Good salary.
894 2979
for physicians
RECEPTIONIST
office in Des Plaines Arl. area.
Age 19.28. 296-5527

-Major Chicago Channel
Calling on top executives in
the real estate field. Some
ful or will train responsible
Excellent commissions
parry.

1

Mrs.

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

No Fees - Top rates

$2 96

$2 70
.

$2.70

$2.08

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Shciring

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100-Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC®
A MEMBER OF THE OW FAMILY OF COMPANIES

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. 601134

An Equal Opportunity Employer

IIII
White Collar Girls
AAAAA
-,

OP A 1611tRO

APPLY IN PERSON
a

296-8116

:A. INCORPO

RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

Monday thru Friday
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

hsday, August 8. 1969
26-1121P Wanted Women

26414 Wanted Women

26-11elo Wanted Women

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

EARLY BIRDS

Now is the time to apply for
work in September. We will

Experience
necessary.

train you to be a Plastic Press
Operator. Light, clean work.
shifts. Good hourly rate.
3

helpful,

but

not

Full or Part Time
SALARY OPEN

Young Tire & Supply

Mr. Anthony's

437-5010

CI 3-1286

4 day week. Ideal for married
woman with children in school.
Apply to

,11 -Help Wanted -Men " Women

214letp Wanted -Men * Women

214Ielp Wanted -Men ° Women

airsmall
clean
conditioned plant area

ufacturer. Full time work.
Excellent benefit program.

Elk Grove Township

437-4244

CALL 255-0300.

21414 Wanted Men *Ifirkmen

25c 5350

CHOOSE UNIROYAL, INC.

Mature woman, Doctor's

POSITIONS OPEN

Office, Arlington Heights.

10 p.m.

Between 10 a.m. & 8 p.m.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.
WORK CLOSE TO
HOME WHERE
FRIENDLINESS

IS A WAY OF LIFE

Pleasant

surroundings,

genial people.

APPLY IN PERSON:

20 E. UNIVERSITY DR.
ARLINGTON HTS.

112 E. Northwest Hwy.

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

A, M. ROUTES

P.M. ROUTES

2:30 - 5 p.m.
Cook County

* Steaay work

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

INDUSTRIAL NURSE

* 'Paid Vacations
* 37'/2 hour week

Air Conditioned

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL

439 0923

.PHYSICAL THERAPY

Apply in Person to

TRAINEES

Metropolitan Printing Co.

Full time day openings avail.
able. Excellent opportunity to
learnt a fasCinoving field. Good
salary and benefits.
APPLY PERSONNEL

Call Wayne Milligan anytime after 3:00

ST. ALEXIUS

439-7603

Plant Located 10 Miles South of Joliet on Route 53
For Further Information Write Chester Galuska, Bldg. 705

Mount Prospect, 111.

HOSPITAL

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

* Pleasant working conditions

JOLIET, ILLINOIS 60434

ST. ALEXIUS

DRIVERS

Excellent starting rates

*

P.O. BOX 871

APPLY PERSONNEL

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

or

Village Hall

and

salary

SCHOOL BUS

* Many Company Benefits

ACCOUNTANT

Finance Director,

.

MALE & FEMALE

EXPERIENCE Helpful but not necessary.

.*

Top

conditions.
benefits.

mom - 259.7300.

Typist

*

JOLIET ARMY AMMUNITION PL NT
UNIROYAL, INC.

con.

Call Mrs. L. Beck, for appoint.

(2nd SHIFT 3-1 1 FULL TIME)

Interesting job, shorthand and

typing required. 5 day week.

HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Men & Women

DRAFTSMEN
MAINTENANCE CRAFTS
INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERS
PROJECT ENGINEERS
PROGRAMMER/SYSTEMS
ANALYST

CALL 259-4910

benefits and hours.

START NOW

o OFFSET PRESS OPERATORS
o DESIGNERS

NEEDS YOU

going, aggressive? If you con
answer, yes, to these gues
tions you qualify. Good pay,

ST. ALEXIUS

An equal opportunity employer

RECEPTIONIST

COOK
Prefer hospital or institutional
experience. Excellent working

Permanent, part time, early
evening positions available
now. Are you friendly, out

APPLY PERSONNEL

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Whether you're just beginning
Or about to make a change
...choose with care

HOURS: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday eves. 6 to

Excellent opportunity to learn
our print shop operation. This
full time day position offers
stimulating and varied duties.
Top salary and benefits.

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC)

6 S. HICKORY
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

21 -help Wanted -Men * Women

RCA

TRAINEE

of pharmaceutical man-

DANA

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Women

PRINT SHOP

To

2407 Hamilton Street

827 E. Rand Rd. Mt. P.
betty. 1 and 5 daily

ings available.
APPLY

1..

Janitor or Janitress

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

PART TIME

MT. PROSPECT CINEMA

1001 S. Busse, Mt. Prospect

Also a few immediate open-

21 -Help Wanted -Men

SECRETARY

HAIR DRESSERS

Page. 21

21 -Help Wanted Men * Women

11 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

26-11eln Wanted Women

16-11elp Wanted Women

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale
Gar. Sale Aug. 14.15, 9 to 5. 2025

Lilac, A.H. wagon wheels, toys,
clothes, odds & ends.

fBig basement sale; Household
items, clothes

.CanDoto,

HOSPITAL

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

600 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

EMPLOYEES

8.

602

misc.

S.

Mn. Prospect.thes

Garage sale1832 Whittier Way,
Schaumburg. Braided rug $35;
6 yr. crib, bar stools, misc.

0

NEEDED
For our new modern facilities.

experience necessary. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
No

benefits.
73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

some handy work, 296 6574.

1

Plum Grove
IN THE PLUM GROVE -

537-0020

walking
Intimate privacy
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

1 -BEDROOM, $185 8 UP
2 -BEDROOMS, 5250 8 UP

(2 baths)
Contact agent in Model Apt.
11 am to 6 pin Phone 439.7887
APARTMENT FOR RENT

bdrm.
Rolling Meadows area.
Close to schools. Call 392-1739
1

FOUNTAINS
garden apartment suites
DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

MT. PROSPECT

Timber Lake Village

Greta Lederer
Development Co.

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart -

IMMEDIATE
OCCUPANCY

Sensible

1 bdrm.
2 bdrms.

-

1

SWIMMING POOL

bath $1905215

2 baths $245.$275
3 bdrms. 2 baths 5320-5335
Dishwashers in all opts. Fully
carpeted. Swimming pool.

GENERAL OFFICE

,

35 hour week or part time, You
- key adding
machine and assist in general
office
duties. Prefer some
bookkeeping knowledge. Mod-,
ern office downtown Mt. Pros-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Exquisite atmosphere in a
superbly landscaped setting.

Grand Opening!
Luxury Rental Apts.
Right in the Village
of Arlington Heights

'will operate 10

pect.

PHONE 392-8700

,

Individual patios overlooking
wooded stream; private lake,
Underground parking.
Elevator; heated pool.

Mr. Holbrook

ACCOUNTANT BOOKKEEPER

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.
Rd.,

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,
inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping background could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee bone.
fits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educa
Lion, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phone
894-5800 for interview. Salary

Luxury units with every
amenity. One -bedroom units
from $200.
Twobedroom from $255.
Prices include all heating and
air conditioning, carpeting,
underdropes; also indoor
parking.

1444 S. Busse

Prestige Plum Grove, Rolling
Meadows area. Schools, shopping, medical and recreational
facilities.
Unexcelled convenience. Lo.
sated on Algonquin -rd., just I/4

mile east of the Route 53 and

tollway interchange. 30 minutes to the
Loop. 12 minutes to O'Hare.
Northwest

Furnished models open daily 9

PROOFREADER

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
Village.
Previous
exFor

perience helpful or we
will train.

nis

modern

courts,

kitchens

completely equipped with everything incl. Frigidaire refrig
erator-freezer, Air conditioned,
free central heating and grSs

cooking, wall to wall carpet.
ing, private balconies or
patios, ample parking.
1

-

2

- and 3 bedroom opts.

to 7 - Sun. 11 to 7 ... or call
for

an appointment
255-1998.

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVE

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

THE HOME
YOU WANT...
Could be

For Appointment
call 439-7600

ask for:
MISS MARY KLIPPERT

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified
Section!

bdrm. bi-level, 2 car garage,
carpeting, drapes included. 5377850 or 259-0254. 716 N. Pros4

Wheeling, Furnished 3 bedrm.

balconies. Ample parking.

old trilevel. Att'd gar., w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 apyr.

pliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.
Mtg. avail. 392.9365

Arl. Hts. 2 yr. old 4 bedrm. brick
Colonial, walking distance to
schls, Features include Central
air cond., carpeting, tile bsmt.,
1st floor laundry, all appliances

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

lease $375 mo. 253.0020

etarial services and telephone

6

ranch,

rm.

3

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decorNicely

outside.

scaped. Walking distance to
schools. Possession Sept.

1st.

215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. Hts.
253-5500

734 Lee St., Des Plaines

too.

$39,900

built-ins,

298-5055

Arlington Heights
SNEAK PREVIEW
for

HAWTHORNE HOUSE
A luxurious "in town" condominium. 1.2-3 bdr. apt. resi
deuces.
Elevator Bldg.
Garages
Walk to N.W.R.R., shopping,
churches.
100 S. Vail S.W. cor. Sigwolt 8.
Vail

Edward Schwartz &
Co.

2

fireplace, patio. 25 x 35' rec
Carpeting, 'draperies,
stove, refrigerator, window air
conditioner and built-in dishwasher. Immediate possesroom.

RANCH

Year round home located on
channel leading to Fox, Nip-

- $26,700

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.
Schaumburg
Palatine
Arlington Heights

4

894-8100
359.6500
255 6320

LAKE -IN -THE -HILLS
bedroom Cape Cod. Lake

basement. 2 car electric
garage. Pool table. Rotary TV
antenna. Immediate possession. 523,000 full price. 517,342
mortgage assumable at 61/2%.

on property. Must see

pit100

Family

Many, extras, $49,900.

SENNE REALTY
CL 3-7600

IMPROVED LOTS
$4,500 EACH

(4 bl. S. of 62 an 311

PALAT NE
JUST LISTED!

corner lot. Sewer, water, gas
& electric. Low taxes, close to

shopping & trans

schools,

podotion.

H2881

REALTORS
253-1800
359-7000

PALATINE
INVERNESS
COUNTRYSIDE

Williamsburg Colonial just 2
years old on one acre. 4 bedrooms,

baths,

ceramic

21/2

Excellent location...near schools & shopping. 3 bedroom
ranch, hardwood floors, carpeting, drapes, washer & dryer,
refrigerator and range. 2 car garage...concrete drive. This
home is in excellent condition inside and outl Open offer.
Call now, won't last)

FAMILY SPECIAL

A beautifully designed

H2855

3 bedroom ranch with full basement, 11/2 car garage. Near
schools and shopping. Perfect home for the growing forni
ly. $23,000.

large 14.8 X 25 ft. living room.
fireplaces,

living

VALUE PLUS

room

and family room. Separate 14
ft. dining room. Family room,
recreation room, den 9 rooms
in' all, 2700 sq, ft. of living
area, CENTRAL AIR. 2 car attached garage, at $72,500, it's
hard to beat. Immediate pos-

H2877

3 bedroom brick and frame ranch. Full basement, 11/2
baths, spacious kitchen with generous built-ins. Patio,
landscaped yard. Family moving out of area desires quick
sale. Low taxes. $29,500.

HALF BLOCK TO
PRIVATE BEACH

session.

WHEELING
Charming 3 bedroom Cape
Cod on over an acre. Park -like
setting of beautiful mature
shade frees and orchard. Fire-

place in living room. 21/2 car
garage. A real show place at
$35,000.

MOUNT PROSPECT
Qualitybuilt brick, and stone
home in desirable neighbor.
hood. 4 bedroom Bi-level, 21
ft. family room, 19 ft. kitch.
Beautifully

land-

First offering

in this sought-

Immediate possession.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Just 4 years old, o real family
home. 4 bedrooms, 2 ceramic
baths, family room, kitchen
with built-ins, dishwasher, disposal. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. 2 tar attached ga$41,900,

FBK REALTORS
CL 5-8000

392-7150

89 -Real Estate -Bus. Property

INVESTORS,
DEVELOPERS
MV2429
Rare - opportunity for right
person or group to parlay
moderate investment into
large holding. Apartment

site, already zoned for 63

units. Ready to build. Choice

highway frontage. Close to

new 100 million dollar de
velopment now under way.

ATTENTION

H2852

2 bedroom home constructed with aluminum siding and
stone. Very clean older borne has all knotty pine walls,
modern kitchen with generous cabinets. Built in bar -b -quo

on patio. Located in private, quiet lovely section. Home
comes with 2 additional lots. Owner will finance with 20%
down. Price including 2 additional lots is only $25,000.

PRICE SLASHED
H2781

Executive's Home. 6 year old bi-level in beautiful Haw
thorn Woods. 8 rooms...3 bedrooms, 21/2 baths. Large fami-

ly room, screened porch, oak floors, beautiful landscaped
on one acre. Private swimming & fishing nearby. Has
everything. Owner transferred to California. Must sell fast,
asking $51,900.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
$24,900 - Miracles Do Happen
Don't pass this "Buy".

rage, large patio.
available Sept. I st.

259 L. Rand Rd MI. Prospect

LANDSCAPED LOT
VR2867

VR2865
19 lots, 70 x 150' except

646 S. Main, Algonquin

4 BEDROOM RANCH
EXTRA WOODED LOT
H2872

7 room, 3 bedroom, 2 baths with dining room. Living room
and rec room have fireplace. Laundry room & workshop in
full basement, air conditioned, carpeted. 2 car garage &

system.

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

658-5661

DES PUKES

296-6655

garage, on a 75 X 220 ft. lot.

lighting

359-1232

ATTENTION BUILDERS

BRADSHAW

REALTORS

1764 NORTHWEST HWY.

tral

steps with intercom and cen-

room off kitchen for the little
ones with loige rec room in
basement for the teenagers.

666 E. NW Hwy., Palatine

Priced for quick sale. $6,900.

Immediate -occupancy. 5 bedroom colonial to save mom

OWNER TRANSFERRED

1

Already landscaped for that
dream house of yours. You
must see this tree borderer.
132' x 66' lot in Palatine.

Brick construction, formal dining room, newly decorated
inside and out. 2 baths, central air conditioning, in
cinerator, water softener & carpeting. Extra lot can be told
for $9,000. $36,500.

kitchen appliances. $15,500.

Immediate occupancy. Sign a
3 to 5 year lease now as this
3 acre site won't last long.
story, air conditioned office.
Building -pas 12' ceilings with
10 ft. loading doors. In new
industrial park.

Full

after Cape Cod 6 room (3 bedroom) plus breezeway, fire.
room.
plus family
place,
Built-in oven and range, washer, dryer. Storms and screens.
Avocado nylon carpeting in living room, hall and stairs. 2 car

be third. Owner leaving practically all furniture including

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

privileges. Large corner and
1/2 lot. Giant spruces and p'nes

bdrm. home in excellent condition. Large
living rrn. and dining rm.
combination. 2 full
baths. Large garage
with patio. Many trees

es

86 -Real Estate -Houses

ANNEN & BUSSE

mediate possession.

PHONE 537-7419

19 S. Bothwell, Palatine
3d 555

close to schls. $37,500.
827-3287

gar., Only 1 block to school!

scaped 75 ft. lot. Priced for
quick sale of only $35,500. Im

392-8200

persink & Grass Lakes. 2 bedrooms, year round porch could

over to see this romblin' brick
ranch. 3 bedrooms, 1I/2 baths.
Full basement completely finished for your whole family's
enjoyment. Attached garage,

brk. ranch w/alt. gar., I1/2 ball.,
17432 rec rm. w/wet bar, 100
17 panelled office -work shop,`At

room ranch liorne. 11/2 baths,
2 car garage, paneled family
room
patio with privacy
fence. Don't pass this byl
BRUNS REAL ESTATE

Utility rm.,

baths.

en -dinette.

FOX LAKE AREA

MAKE YOUR MOVE

Plaines by Owner: 6 rm.

$26,900
Will buy this spotless 3 bed-

free -form patio, 21/2 car att.

Two

259-7324

sion. $43,900.

1

bedrms., Tile bath, air cond.
living rm,, large kitchen with
plenty of table space, carpeting, washer, dryer, 11/2 car
garage. Nicely landscaped,

439-4700

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1

plus lots of extras. 299-3547

land-

car garage in Mt. Pros
peer - Arlington His. area.
1

yr. old bi-level, all brick, 2 car
gar., 3 Ige. bdrrns., 3 full baths,

rm., ceramic kitchen with all

bedrooms.

Open daily 11 AM - 7 PM
Easy to reach: On Rte. 45 (River Rd.) I/4 mile So. of Palatine
mile No. of Euclid
Rd. and
(Lake . Ave.). From Chicago:
Wusr r,"
A.e. born Edens
to River Rd. Right I mile.

WHY RENT? Here's a neat picture book ranch, 2 airy

with 8 super centrally air cond.
rooms. 4 big bedrrns. 26' tam,

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT. G.I. MTG.

public or catholic schools.
539,000. Exc. cond. 299-3625.

to

3

$22,500

BETTER THAN NEW! Mid -level

82 -Wanted To Rent
Large

21/2
1st

floor laundry rm. Paneled faro.
rm. & colorful corner fireplace,
built-in kitchen appliances,
custom cabinets, bsmt., patio
plus 2 car att. garage &
storage.

& many custom extras. 392-8748.
Asking $53,500

Aug. 15, $250 mo. 537.6938

RENTALS $205 $245

bage disposer, Frigidaire
refrigerator. Private patios or

bedrrns.,

baths with mom's delight

2700 sq. ft. 2 bdrm. 2I/2 bath, 3

home. w/ottachad garage, quiet
naborhood, I yr. lease, Avail.'

churches.

swimming
Exclusive heated
Pool, clubhouse and play
areas. Air conditioned, free
gas cooking and central treating, wall-to-wall carpeting,
oven -range, dishwasher, gar-

4

Arl. Fits. Dunroven S. by owner.

pect Manor, Mt. Prospect

PROSPECT HTS.

Some apts. available now.

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.

COLONIAL!

3 !Arm. all brick bi level. Wolk

Des

APPEALING 8 LARGE ROOM

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service. / I N. Arl.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. CL 9-1222.

urb. Near good schools, transshopping and

yr. old trilevel. Att'd gar. w/w

$55,000

16 -To Rent Houses

Or take Rand Rd. to Windsor

portation,

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

359-6050
16 S. Bothwell, Palatine

Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

Rent a beautiful new apt. in
charming close in North sub-

fenced yard. Asking $33,900.
827-4579

255-9111

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

purchased on contract. $28,700.
359-1450. Evens. 253.0297,

$22,900.

to Palatine Rd. Left on Palatine
to Windsor Dr. Right to model.

PHASE II

land sec. 3 or 4 bedrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, 21/2 car gar.,

bdrm.,

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be

REALTORS

waukee. Right on Milwaukee

(312)

3

Des Plaines, Cumberland -High-

ranch, basret., 21/2 car garage,

AGER'

3 bdrm., 2 bath, fem. rm., frplc.,
2 car carport, bsmt, all drapes &'
carpet, nr. park, schools, shops.
Avail. imm. Sec. deposit 10 mo.

GRAND OPENING

Palatine

ated

Some avail. immediately
Rentals start at $205.
Phone: 394-2577
Open Daily: I I AM - 7 PM
Easy to reach: Edens Hwy. to
Lake Ave. West on Lake to Mil-

Dr. Right to model.

is open.

2 rooms, 1st floor, 300 square
feet plus waiting room. Good
parking. Excellent for Doctor or
Mfr. Rep. 150 sq. ft. I room
lower level, $75.

wants you to join the Country
Club set. Move right inl Everything included front drapes on
the windows to a self-cleaning
Heated swimming pool, private clubhouse, ploy area, ten-

439-4100

PALATINE
VILLAGE SQUARE

Windsor Woods
oven.

includes all

cooking gas.

437-1926

unity.

rentals

appliances, heal, hotwater &

2415 S. Goebbert Rd.
Open 7 days a week.

'Northwest suburban Chicago land's finest apartment Comm.

255-7819
by owner.

Mtq. avail. 392-9365

PRINCE CHARLES
LUXURY APTS,

THREE

ranch, excel. Lions Pk. location,
close to commuter, schls., pool
8 golf course. $49,500.

parking.

or 259.0055.

Arlington Heights

OLD TOWN INN
392-3750

of America, W. Higgins

725 W. Dempster, Des Plaines
Gas heat, air conditioned, free'

yet

Milwaukee Ave. al Dundee

Housewife or retired man. Part
time, kitchen help. Days.

Westgate Apts.

SWIMMING POOL

RESIDENTIAL AREA

WAITRESS WANTED

STONECREST APTS.

bedroom
18.2
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

ROLLING MEADOWS

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

MT. PROSPECT

Ultra -deluxe

14 -To Rent Apartments
ill Mt.
Apt, to sub -let Sept.
Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 bath, A/C,
carpeted, Igo. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping center. $240. 394.0826

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.

NEW BUILDING

Wanted I bedrm. furnished apt.,
single working man, will do

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS!
BANK

; 86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 Real Estate -Rouses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

Apartments

14 -To Rent

SUB -DIVIDERS

AND INVESTORS
F1422

120 acres of rolling noun
tryside adjoining Inverness.
Possible 200, half acre lots.
Can be annexed to Barring-

ton. Zoned residential.

Property also has remodeled
farmhouse and out buildings.
54,500 per acre.
H1687'

Red hot location for apartments or retail businesses.
Adjoining sewer and water.
250 x 528' lot with o 4 bedroom,

21/2

baths, fireplace,

carpeting and garage.
$75,000.

666 E. NW Hwy., Palatine

359-1232

ROOM TO SPARE
90 -Investment Property

H2851

lots of trees on a 100 x 700' lot. Also enclosed porch.
$35,000.

INVESTORS -BUILDERS

480 LOT SUBDIVISION
160 acres of red hot

in-

vestment property in a fast
growing area. Property has a

C. NEAL REALTY
,

359-123,2

5 bedroom duplex, barn &
out buildings. Close to all
utilities. Act nowl $3,500 per
acre.

7177 7T:

"

'"

000 L. No/

359-1232

Friday. August 8. 1969

Pii,se 22

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Gar. Sole Sat. Aug. 9. Kit. set;
toys, odds & ends. 2003 Camp-

9

vs.

bell, Rolling M1/

DON'T MISS ,r1IS ONE - OVER
1,000 ITEMS. Aug. 8, 9 to 9. 1107

Antique & Gar. Sole: Aug. 8,9.
8-6 pm. garden tools, Turn., misc.
203 Birchwood, Prosp. Hts.

Des

Ct.,

Lynn

Pl.

shoes

sz.

misc.

7,

sz.

10 &
liv.

Sole:

clothing, misc. items. Sat. 10-5.
158 S. Plum Gr., Pal.

3 family Gar. Sale Aug. 11

10 to

5.

1969. Singer Zig Zag

pion blood -line, shots, groomed
& trained. $125. 439.8165

Used machine in storage cabi-

1

sectional -green.
437-01324 after 5

top, 530. 259-2114.

net. Does everything without

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Dinette tbl., 6 chairs$30, wood
kit. tbl.-$4, old West sew. mach.
-

available
proved credit.
Leasing

4 Ludwig drum set, 2 Zildjian

359-2251

typewriter. Misc. 253 1673
Hotpoint

$100.

BTU;

11000

ing, all kinds & much mist. Bake

electric range; $50. Arl. jacket

sole by Senior Scouts, Thur. & Fri.,
Aug. 7 & 8, 9:30 to 5:30. 1586 Algonquin Rd., Des Pl.

253-3205
For information about the FINEST

& zippered bag; $25.

ASK FOR MR. DENTON

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

ditioning equipment contact.

For bestTesults use
Day Want Ads

TAPE SELECTION

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255 1107 or 359.3200

Gar. Sale: 106 Cambridge, Hoff-

man Highlands, Saturday, August 9, from 8 am to 4 pm. Nice

Victor

things at low prices.

crated; Spanish oak AM/FM ster-

eo console 1W.MPLX. Sacrifice
4,
$275 or split. Call aft.

Gar. Sole -Aug. 7 9, air coeds.,
tie humid.,
sy.,
tape
stereo

wood, Buffalo Grove.

to

1000's

each.

choose

$1

Kit. sets; tables; lamps; picture
frames; much misc. 1410 W.

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, III.

Concord, Greenbrier, A.H.

Schwinn Varsity 10 spd. bike.
Elec. guitar/Kalamazoo amp.
Star Roamer shortwave radio.
Aurora roadrace set.
110 lb. bar -bell weight set.

Gar. Sale 6-9 on 8th, 9.9 on 9
& 10th. 111 South Elm, Mt. Pros. ,
Furn, cameras, mowers, tent,
tools, boat, outboard, more.
Something for everyone.

Multi-( omily Gar. Sale Aug. 79. 9 to 6. Antiques, lots of furn.,
pool table, accordion, plus 100's
of misc. items! 2230 N. Kenni
cotl, Arl. Hts.
32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Priced

wheel,
Utility trailer 31/2x41/2',
hitch, cover & spare tire, $75.
253-4455
36" white caloric gas range,
$75. Television, $15 Call
392 7815

'68 CORONET

'64 OLDS '98

Automatic, power warranty

Factory air cond., hardtop

'68 MUSTANG

'64 CHEV. IMP.

Automatic transmission

2 door hardtop, power

-

to

sell

Automatic trans.

9 passenger sta. wagon

Sears # 76 sew machine, cabinet, button hole maker, attach.
meats.

$35.00!

299-1854

N & HO

I

gouge. Tunnels, bridges, mill.
$10 or best offer. 394-0538
old. $400

year

value. SACRIFICE $125.
766.4315

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

$200 sac. $35; hide abed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251 7385.
15,000
220,
season, $155.
Used
CL 3-8656

Air -conditioner
BTU.

Late 'node!, like new, 35 men

24' wood ext. ladder; workbench
BV, X 2V2'; 2 mowers, rotary &
hand; spreader; wol. china cab-

'67 OLDS
Cutlass, 4 door

Automatic trans.

Stainless Steel
hanger. Priced

to

sell

SLIDING GLASS SHOWER DOOR
Exc. condition $25.
253-1446

Like new coppertone dbl. oven
Roper gas range $200. Aft. 4

255-705B

34 -Ails and Antiques

IBM elec. typewriter, 12" carriage, excel. cond. for office,
school or home. $175. 537-1535

Alum. boar, 12', $75; °wig. fruit
crusher, $15; gar. sale leftovers,
1/2 price. 813 Groceland, Des Pl.
827-4784.

Norge electric dryer.$45. Child -

ft encyclopedias -$15

c

359-6737.

Want to buy: Small spot welder

vinyl

swivel

ed. $100 & 5125. 259.2273.
BASSET PUP, female. AKC, home
raised, shots, S100. 529-1350

$495
1964 FALCON

$395

Station Wagon 6 cylinder,

3 speed, 6 cyl

'65 DODGE POLARA CONY.

auto. trans., power steering,
factory warranty.

1963 FORD FALCON

motor work

in-

$1195
P/S,

$1245
$1295

$295

Boys red & chrome 26" medium
Schwinn 2 speed bike, good
condition, 52n 206.2127.

healthy and active,
weeks old. 392.6157

weeks

1'68 CORONET RT

Champagne gold -V8, automatic trans., 4 dr.
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, turbo.
hydro. #2465
1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Blue, # 250A

10
D

'

'67 IMPALA SS
4 speed

$1195
'65 PLYM. FURY
9 passenger wagon

394.1039

8" white toy -$50,
jet block
small miniature -excel. pedigree 1

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

2

dr. hardtop, green V8 automatic, power

Dachshunds, AKC registered, 5
moles, black, ton & red, 7 wks.

N '65 IMPALA
dr.,

/larches',

n maroon #2771A

6

cyl, auto, power steering,

$795

'68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

4 dr. hardtop, V8 automatic, power steering,

$2795 N

B power brakes, fact. air, gold #1587A
U

0

'6$ CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
cylinder, automatic transmission,
6
steering, radio. # 2771A

$ 1 295 0

power

vvvvvvyvvvvvvvvvl
-B
ONE OF A KIND!

'/Steeringtrans.

'56 TBIRD.2 tops.4 BBL carburetor VB auto trans-

2

HERE'S A REAL CLASSIC

4 speed

AAAAAAAAAAAA
'64 VOLKSWAGEN CONVERTIBLE
Bright red with white convertible top. #261513,

'65 PLY. FURY

$695

Y

VVVIIVVirrlyVVVIF

Tranwortation Specials
Drive it away for

B

ARLINGTON PARK

0

DODGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$35.00 U

RACE

CHEVROLET
CL 9-4100

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

TRACKPARK

t.

$395
4 speed, rnonza top #2592A
'60 FIAT
$125 .
#27889
'60 CHEVY
2 door seclam6 auto. Clean as a whistle make
us an off erlIl
61 CORVAIR MONZA
Auto trans, Good 2nd car for your home only$92.50

.0

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4B

392-6300.

'ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$1395

steering #2721

'60 RAMBLER

$95. 537-0797

OPEN EVENINGS

$795 D

Tmaroon. #2771A
'67 FAIRLANE 500

'64 CORVA1R

mak

Top quality. CL 3-2984

0

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAN 0

D

'66 PONT 2

N

$795

U '65 IMPALA
4 dr. hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,

4

$1995

1 295

vvvvvyvvvvvyvvvvl

MUSTANG

$2595

$1395 '67 CHARGER

$$$ T

$1195

'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

BtAAStick shift, V8 engine, green in color. #2733A

H.T144° eng" automatic

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

old, litter trained. Call

old. 359-1308.

E$

$1696

Excellent condition

Blue

'66 MUSTANG

on al11969's!

all shots. $85. 392-5817 aft. 4

8 female. Silver or salt & pepper,

for
sale, by Idg. raft., at sample
prices, 9362 Twin Ooks Ln.,
Des PI, daily 11-4, 827-8357.

Y

4 door, hardtop

Huge Discounts

6

8 mo. old female poodle.
AKC registered. Friendly 8 had

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male

sample clothes

V-8, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,

B '68 IMPALA

'68 PLYM. GTX

Automatic & power

$1395 D
Y
$1295

2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

0
0

'66 OLDS '88

8

Blk.

I

$2995

$2595

6 cyl., automatic

$1295

V.8, automatic transmission, power steering
N # 2782A

$2895

$

.

$1095 N
$1495
$1095 B

1966 CORVAIR
Radio, Heater #2819A
1966 VOLKSWAGEN SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

D

FAN-

Very

8

seats and all other standard equipment. Sell-

4 speed

elec. sterilizer $5. 392-1496

338.5874

.

CHEVROLET/

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

kittens,

'66 CORONET

$1695

out at
01967 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. H/Top, green V/8, A/T. R/H, P/S. # 272IA....

440 eng., automatic

$1495

$1395

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

383, 4 speed

wks. 2598207 or 392.3286

Cute, . tabby

$1895

D

automatic full power. A bargain at

'68 OLDS 442

9 passenger Polara

A

2 silver M 8 F. home raised, 7

Win. fon $15; slide proj. $15;
tbl. lamps $10; portacrib $1S;
For student - must sell steno
graph machine, very reasonable,

$345

r

Lovely AKC min. poodles, 2 blk.

Mixed breed puppies for sale.

358-2261

Door, Hardtop. Stock no

AtiW14,

EXCELLENT CONDITION. $40.

front. Gibson guitar. Call

'66 PONT. GTO 14 speed

$1295

CALL 439.2690

8 capacity gun cabinet w/gloss

$295

CL 9-3210

253.8840

B
')

0

$895 Y

'67 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. hardtop, green, V8, Automatic trans.

'69 SUPER BEE

LeMans, automatic

P584.

$1595

'

'64 COUNTRY SQUIRE
U9 passenger -beige with paneling, V8 Automatic
trans., power steering, ideal 2 car for the family
TReduced to

I

N

$1995 B
$2195 0

Howie:In Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#P 891

'66 FORD CUSTOM 500
4 dr. sedan, turquoise -factory air, V8, fully

400, paint job

'66 PONTIAC

weeks, shot,, raised with kids.

21" ZENITH TABLE MODEL TV.
299-5496

4

I

$2995

$2995

Y '1968 XL 2 DR. HDT

CORNER

1962 PONTIAC

1962 PLYMOUTH WAGON

k

$445

Collies AKC. Mole & female, 6

bar

Kenmore electric dryer, excellent condition. MUST SEE. $50.
529-7428

stick,

CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck
et seats

1966 VW BUS
.Radio, big heater. SHARPI

Stock

.

'66 DODGE WAG. 4 'Pe"d
$495

2 DR red,

I

Labradors, black, 8 weeks old,
AKC, registered, shots & worm-

(custom),
P/S, green

1966 DODGE CORONET

P/B

437.8866

after 4:30.

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON

Miniature Schnauzer mole pups,
AKC, ears, shots, & clipped

choirs -$75, GE port. dishwasher,
3 yrs. old -$100. 299 2324.

Children's

trans., power steering.

auto,

Fact. air cond. convertible

$1995

dr., hard top, V-8, auto.

NICEI

V8, power steering,
Needs
console.

$295

1964 CHEVY II WAGON
6 cyl. automatic
$595

1962 VW BUS

2 dr. hdtp., blue, A/T,

Adorable kittens need a loving

steering & brakes,
turq

$1795

2

1967 POLARA

253-810/4

blk.

factory air, auto ,
full power

HI-PERFORMANC

'66 CADILLAC

$$$$$

Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587

$795

1964 POLARA 880
6 pass, wagon, gold, power

'66 CHRYSLER IMPERIAL
2 dr. HT. silver, vinyl roof,

Full power, factory air. A/T...

new

44 -flogs, Pets and Equipment

V.8, auto. trans., power steering, power brakes., new tires.

T

13 Champaign gold, V8 automatic, 4 dr., hardtop,
power steering, power brakes, turbo hydro.
vatic. #2465

P

B

$695 U

0 like only. #2809A

mission, power steering. #2721
N '67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V 8, automatic transmission. #236A
O 1963 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Real prestige -fact, air, full power -6 way power

2195

$1095

radio, beige

1964 CHEVY IMPALA .2 DR HT.

$895

power brakes....

1964 DODGE POLARA

terior, auto 383 engine, auto
full power, like

259 5438

Call

$295

power steering, white walls,

$1795

1968 FORD GT TORINO

White, black top, black

Go -Cart. Good condition. Must
CL 3-8660

Like newnew muffler system The car you wilt

Factory air cond.

Automatic, transmission, V-8,

'66 FORD STATION WAGON
10 passenger, V-8, auto.,
steering,
power

SATELLITE CONVERT

42 -Wanted to Buy

AKC, COLLIES, 8 weeks, sable,
shots. champion line. Call

4

$195

radio, factory air...

1965 PLYMOUTH

apprec. $860. 392-5499

LANE LAM, TABLE, LARGE, CL
5.5676.

see to appreciate.

$2295

Save $$$

15' boat, wood, 40 h.p. Evinrude
elec., trailer, top shape. See to

2 AMANA AIR CONDITIONERS
!

con,

tion

Family SAILBOAT, A-1 cond., fi
berglass, doctors sail, alurn.
nest, trailer $400. 253.4722
after 5 p.m.

FREE.

CONVERTIBLE

WAGON
Stick, 6 cyl., good transporta-

CANOE, FIBERGLASS,
HOMEMADE. $50
CL 3-6891

home.

Dr. HT, V.8, auto, power
steering & brakes, console,

'63 RAMBLER STATION

for 16 gauge steel.

mini bike, hand brakes,
good cond., 31/2 hp., shocks,
$125 or offer. Call 297-7885.

2

$2045

Slt. 8 Pepr. Coll., potbelly stove,
tables, chairs, rocker, doors, win.

Fox

auto., steering &
CPE.
brakes, radio, white walls,

1968 JAVELIN
Gold, console, P/S, A/T, V-8,
vinyl roof, very low miles

p.m. 297-6570

Triple bunk beds complete. Con
be used as 3 single beds.

1965 CHEVY IMPALA

factory air
ditioning

$5.001

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

V-8,

PHONE 437-0872

Pool Table 4' x 8' 8 accessories
in good cond, $74; odd choirs 8

WAGON

'67 TR GT

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM

USED CARS Al.

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. # P891

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

cut film drying

dows, dishes, FL 9-0525

CL 3-8899

Al

N '65 FALCON

D

$495

$1295

$3766.15

Petri Strobe light with mounting
bracket to fit all cameras. Color
corrected. Priced to sell $10.001
19.4x5 stainless steel cut film
developing hangers, and 1.

inet. 400 N. Fairview. M. P.

12 X 15 rubber carpet padding,
rider mower, Jacobson Clean.

Y

SEE US

1968 CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

'62 PONT.

Sedan

YOUR PRICE:

bulbs.

four cartons of flash
Priced to sell $25.001

misc. articles. 537.1117

$595

VOLKSWAGON

0

1969 T -Bird

'68 IMPALA

'62 COMET

'67

2 dr., hard top, delux radio, & rear speaker,
air conditioning, tinted glass, power steering,
power brakes, auto. trans., remote control
mirror, bumper guards rear & front, wheel
covers, white walls, vinyl roof, rear defogger.

LIST: $4778.90.

Argus with F 3:5 coated lens.
Case and foists included, also

1

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

$1795
NEW 1969 MONACO

$4685 N

Lime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner- B
ing lights, 429 V8 engine, cruise-o-matic, power
0 steering, power brakes. Broughm cloth & vinyl
interior, black vinyl roof. Power windows & 6
D
Dway fold seats, tilt steering wneel,
y factory air. #1559

$90.00!

sell

to

Priced

N #1519

$1095

$1795

$30.00!

U Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise-o-matic,
brakes, white walls, powT power steering, power steering,
electric defrost,
er windows, torque

0

4 Dr. HDTP., factory warranty Perfect 2nd car

BUYS!

Y

1969 T -BIRD

ing light, rear lamp outage indicator.

'64 DODGE WAG.

'67 POLARA

D

factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner.

'67 CAMERO

Leica 35 mm with carrying case.
Has F 1:5 lens, plus accessories.

Proktillex FX 35 mm with case
and flash. Has a F 1:9 lens with
etru the lens viewing. Two cartons of flash bulbs and GE light
meter included. Priced to sell

1

B

$995

$1795

B

...MUST BE SOLD

$1095

$2295

0

ALL BRAND NEW

Y

$795

$2995

1

Mink stole,

D

4 door with automatic

Power, factory warranty

N

to make room for our new Models

'65 FORD GAL.

'69 CHARGER

BIG

Slide Projector in case, 35 mm
with F 3:5 coated lens. Seven
Airequipt magazines in special
carrying case. Screen included.

T

SELL'OUT

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

$

THESE

CL 9-4566

B

NEW 1969 FORDS MUST BE SOLD IN AUGUST

TERMS, NOBODY

$1995

A KICK
OUT OF

from, larger size also on sale.

THE BEST PLACE TO BUY YOUR NEXT CAR

B

EVERGREEN SALE

Gor. Sole Aug. B 8 9, 9 to 4 ans.

Train board 4' X 8'

N

SELECTION, PRICES,

YOU'LL GET

478.2499 or 478.4421

furn., much misc., 200 Cotton-

Dodge Boys!

'112-Automdries For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

elec. adding machine;
Electrolux vacuum cleaner still

op

NATIONAL POK-0-GOLF
Box 377
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132:
314-423-1100

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

water softeners & water con

quality
prices, Aug. 8 & 9. 1516 Anderson, Winston Pk. Palatine
Variety,

1969 NEW CAR
INVENTORY REDUCTION
BE A BUYER AT
JIM AIKEY FORD

Y

litera-

descriptive
ture will follow.
Full

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

G.E. air conditioner heat pump,

JUMBLE SALE -.Girl Scout Adults.
BockyardGaragePatio. Cloth-

with

include name, address
and telephone number.

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

& window fans & Underwood

ton, Arl. Hts.

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON

NEW CAR INVENTORY AT $1,500,00 250

AVERAGE EARNING POTENTIAL OF 51,500.00
A MONTHI
WRITE US TODAY. Please

cymbols, $325 or best offer.
296-8906

GE air cond. 7,000 610.585. Floor

D

25% DOWN

55 -Musical Inarurnents

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

392-135.t.

EVER...

& SAVE MONEY B

through $9950.

55 -Musical Instruments

Kroehler sole & chair, aqua, gd.
cond.; Toro rotary mower, 20".

Dress Maker leaving state. Selling silks, 'wools, knits, & cotton
fabric for cash, S & H, or Plaid
stamps. Sut. ,:urt. 9, 617 S. Bur-

469 7204

Arl. Ht

444 Rand Rd.

$15, rnog. stand $ I,
cab,
bench -54. Misc. items. 255 0210.

B

The Arlington Park

NO FRANCHISE FREE!
Minimum investment of $4975

p.m.

Miss Hayden - and SAVE.
253.9416

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER

the profits of one of the fastest
growing, most aggressive cam
ponies of its type which hos
diversified into other fields.

meats of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

1

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%

Est., 529.2117.

If accepted, you will share in

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

SAVINGS

"0

SAVE THIS AD.

0

COMPANY

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

LEND - LEASE

N

PUBLICLY OWNED

$53.20 Tax Included

cream table & 2 chairs
black wrought iron with glass

BIGGEST

dealers.

attachments.

Ice

stereo, 8 track tape player, Phoff
zig-zag sew. roach., 2 oak carved end tbls. Call after 4 PM
weekdays. 478-2639

miscell, 297 Berkley Pl., Hoffman

Extraordinary!

1964 Frigidaire dryer, gd.
cond., $50 each. 394-0162.
&

toy poodle, male, AKC, rare
chocolate, 4r/2 rtm. old, cham-

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

Gar. Sale -Aug. 8/9, 9 to 6 p nl
furn, dryer, baby items, clothes,

ey -making potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel
'our product can produce more
money. per location than the
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company will set up your business
for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service

Deluxe 1962 Frigidaire washer

297-6002

Painting by Giovoni, Med. AM -FM

hshld.

clothes all sizes; misc.
items. 537-6129

White wrought iron dinette, sett
Tbl. w/forrnico top, 6 chairs, 2

7 week old kittens, free

auto shoppingcenter

your own business. NATIONAL
POK.O.GOLF announces avail
able distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

$20.00
299-5456

sidetbls., $135. 259-2441

Bed, spring, chest, dining on.
table w/drop leaf, mangle iron
er, 700 x 14 w/w tire, 2 piece

12.

childrens

motorcycle;

Furn.;

A.

579 Maple, Buff. Gr.

Part Time or Full Time
Be your own boss and run

DOUBLE BED COMPLETE

loving homes, box trained.

tt

BE YOUR OWN BOSS

537-1930 'II

$20. 437-92513

effects,

Household

Cute

$100. Goff clubs: 3 woods, 5'irons

Aug. 9 & 10. 323 N. Main, Mt. P.
Gar.

FL9.3200

POK-0-GOLF

4

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

CL 9-2438

Sears deluxe auto. air cond.

12,
Turn.

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

Pure bred German Shepherd
puppies 6 weeks old $50

$20; 20" fan $10. 8942427

tools & misc.
Ladies clothing

5,30

mower 55; cony baby Ferriage

chrs,

On J

for

Block. & FOW11 marked Doberman
Pinscher, 10 mos., papers &
shots, Must sell. 255.1456 aft.

Hoovermo tic washer $30; hand.

S.

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

GENTLE PLEASURE HORSE
novice rider - $125.
259-5685

& bag;

NATIONAL

model homes, Heavy nylon pile.

255-7058

leaves; $5, outdoor Santo Claus
stand, $1. 299-0253.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255 1107

Gar. Sale Gas range & m, c, 10
til dusk. Avg. 7 & 8. 201 law.
thorn° In.. Hoff ma, root,
411

Brand new carpeting made for

FOR SALE: Filter for 12' pool,
dining rm. table, w/2 extra

2nd Ave., Des Plaines.

Gar. Sale, Aug. 9 & 10

47 -Home Farrishings-Furnitere

2 puppies looking for home. Port
cocker -terrier. 6 weeks. $10.

12 gauge auto. shotgun; $100.

club set golf clubs
$40. Call 766-5723.

66 -Business Opportunities

44 -Bogs, Pets and Equipment

B

JIM

U
AIKEY
T

FORD

IN DES PLAINES

750 E. t4011THWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2162

Weekdays 9-9

Saturday 9-6

y
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107 -Auto Parts and Access.

55 -Musical Instruments

Ludwig super class, drums, hd.
cases; Ludwig ryinhols. ixtrir
Pinste cymbal S stand. Ear. eond.
5500. CL 5 9311 aft 6.

Corvair Worm, '61 Rambler
Stallon Wagon. For parts.
595.0132

Sears airconclitioner used only
I

HAMMOND SPINET ORGAN

Perfect condition $800
259 5222
motor

Used 3 pickup red elm.

5,15011 3 spd. vv/8 temp. set.

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

Buffet Clarinet, 8 flot, good
condition, $75.
392-5829
bug.
5\Wurlitzer conscrle piano,
viYorod finish, like new. Asking
$645.439.,1017

new. 437-2425

392-8498

537-6309
1934

tract. 392-9586

tires. $625. 827-5362

'67 Buick Opel Rallye Spt. Coupe,
4 spd. Must sell, $995.
255-0828

1958 Choy., hdtop, 49,000 miles,

steering. $150. 255-7526

65 Monza, 2.dr. Hdtp, buckets,
R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439
8060

'59 Plymouth. Automatic. Good

der, stick shift, perfect
$450. 272-0622.

'60 Studebaker wagon, 6

'59

392-0763

air

P/B,

conditioned. Like new tires.
439.4888
327,

63

good 2nd car, 5975. 392.2592

speed, pdsi, Ford Eater. 5500.

Liberty, 50s12, (084 fern,
A/C, $5000. 259.52.19 call ire

after 6.

894-3810.

1

pun or after 6 pm

102 -Trucks, Trailers
1963 13' Shasta TraVel Trailer

Sleeps 4-6 w/built-ins & extras
$550. 299-1787

Pontiac

'62 Meteor V8, economical, P/S,
door, exc. cond.
best of fer. 255-2800.

gain. 894-8970 aft. 5.

A/T,

4

'66 BISCAYNE. 4 dr. Low mileowner. $700. Carl after 7
age.

'68 Coachman Travel Trailer,
sleeps 6, used once, self-contain-

ed. 51195 or best offer. 529 8665
ALLSTATE

I

wheel covered trail

er and hitch, 3 yrs. old. 550.
894-4609

2

door, V.8, auto -

11[C111, Runs & looks good. $175

259.8595

'66 VW sedan, gd. condition.
radio, ulterior carrier rack.
51,000. 439-5312.

IT TODAY AT

BARRINGTON
IMPORT MOTORS

1963 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE,
283 -STICK SHIFT. $250.

827-7576

PM. /127.5093

1959 Ford

THE 11 YEAR CAR!
SEE AND TEST DRIVE

good

condition, low miles, good bar-

I

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Executive,

'67

11;B,

C-voluvo)

4

'61 Choy., auto., P/S, P/B, 1 owner, best offer over $200. Call
Glenn 392-6100

PORSCHE 1960 model 356 A.
Engine lust overhauled
537-1886

CHEVROLET

Here is why we say

1965 MALIBU

4 door, automatic transmission. REALLY CLEANIII

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

$995

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"
1967 CAMARO

Gold. VS, A really

vittitiO

clean,

clean car.

$1895

III§

IN.

126 N. COOK ST.,
BARRINGTON

We buy used cars.
Arlington Motors, Inc.
253-2707

381-0899

1967 Cougar, factory air, P/S,
P/disc brakes, good condition.

THE EXCLUSIVE DEALER
WITH
THE FINEST SERVICE."

14/

ItisPaX°C°1'

1965 COMET
4 door, 6 cyl, automatic trans.
mission.

$895

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

Rambler wagon $40; '55

Ford wagon $30. 595.0132

IMPALA,

NORWOOD FORD

WICKSTROM

'61 Corvair wagon 4 spd. $150;
'60 Hillman Minx cony. $50;

1960 Mere. Colony park wagon,
P/5, p/b, nice. windows, $200 or
best offer, 437-8817

CHEVY

IS FROM

$2,095. CL 9.1370

'66 Cornet 2 dr., 6 cyl., A/T, R/H,

fore

3 speed,
A/C, P/S, AM -FM, like new tires.

'68 RIVIERA, ivory mist gold, vim
51 top with air, $3750.

'66 Buick Skylark P/S,

BE BEAT

cond.,

'67 Rebel wagon V

cyl.,

auto. trans., R/H, good tires. $75.
259-5438

'63 Olds. MUST SELL! BEST
OFFER! PRIVATE!
29616(19

auto shopping center

THAT CAN'T

1962 Belair Chevy, 2.dr., 6 cylin

original
excellent
TR3,
'59
condition, like new top, tires,

1956 Oldsmobrle, 2 dr., good
local ironsporration. 550.
529.8878

DEAL

299-1598

'61 Pontiac 4 dr. sedan. Good
condition. Automatic, power

trans. needs work, $100,
824-1230

PHONE 894 -1249

& muffler, 296-8906.

THE"--\

p/s, °A $225 or best offer,

98 -Mobile Homes

'68

K

8 cyl., W/W, P/S, P/B, like new

Ford Galoxie 500 convert.
P/B, AfT, very low miles

condition. Reasonable.
253-0093 after 6 PM.

1969 CUTLASS

Appliance repair hoseress low
clown pay mint Iho sr on C.011

'64 Chevy Convert. Impala, Blk.,

57 Chev., 4 dr, hdtp., p/s, p/b,
auto/trans, body & engine good,

cylinder. 3 on the floor.
Gold. $2400. 255 1773.

servrce
and septic
with equipment. 255-1680

V.8, AUto., Priced to sell.
Cl. 5-0404

'65 Rambler Classic 770, R/H,
A/T, WfW, like new snow tires,

6 cyl automatic $175

66 -Business Opportunities

Chevy Convert. All power,

'61

ad. cond. 5600. 894-3751

253-6727

sower
business

top, Brit. gr., CL 38428
1968 Oldsmobile F-85, 2 door.
Best offer
358.7046 or 358-0962

auto trans., body good cond.,
$150 or best offer. 255-7818

1960 Chevy 2 door sedan.

Melody Maker, single

Established

excel!.

'63 Chevy, 6 cyl. 4-dr., P/S, P/6,

112 -Automobiles For Sale

FOR SALE

SALE:

Roadster,

MGR

$1800. 259-8968

LIKE NEW,

MODEL A FORD

FOR

Mustang Convt, '68, V-8, stand.
trans, P/S, stereo tope, radio,
extras, best offer. 537-1725

cond., AMEM radio, like new

P/S,

CL 9.2438 after 6 pm

Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.

w/12"
guitar
Spanish. 6 siring classical germ,

Kennicott, Arl. Hts.
'392.8053

'67

Allstate COMPACT SCOOTER,

brato arm, bronze wood finish.
Silvertone amp
streaker. 12 string folk
w/single elect. pickup.

top -aqua body. Can be seen at
Industrial Standard, Dundee &

'65 Dodge Coronet, 4.dr. Sedan,
ultra clean, radio, P/S, auto.

1459 Plymouth, 4 dr., push button

824.7347.
1965 175 cc- $175.
1968. 50 cc Wards - $135:
259,9215

Ricken.Bocken, 6 string semi
accoustic, double nick up, vi

plus

running cond. $250. CL 3.6891

1966 Yamaha, 250ric, also bike' drive, R/H, P/S, good cond.,
BEST OFFER. 259-9576.
trader, 11101., offer,

WALNUT SPINET PIANO
$325
255-4095

Gibson
pick-up,

'63 Chevy convert. 283, V 8, P/S,
White
P/B, like new tires,

1966

HONDA '66 SPORT FIFTY, under

Honda '67, "305" Super Hawk,
excel. cond., low mileage. 5425

Ludwig "Big Beat", 5
drums, 4 cynr., hst $860 11 buy
$475. 894-9311 after 6 poi.

'62 FORD Station Wagon, air
cond., needs little work, excel.

439.9271

550 total miles, can't tell from

New

112 -Automobiles For Sale

trans, low miles, 6 cyl., $1095.

too, 51/0 392.2932

550; National Val -verb arna,
like new $135. El Rey. CL 3 111110

Bundy clarinet, gond r enamon.
Elec. guitar or/at/riddle, both likri
new. CL 35073 aft. 6.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

DICK
WICKSTRO

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

tilt steering wheel, tinted

CHEVROLET

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

555 IRVING PARK RD.

FULL SIZED
FORD

ROSELLE, ILL,

529-7070

6 cylinder, heater, turn signals, 15" wheels, head
straints, plus many extras.

OPEN SUNDAYS!

Day Want Ads
Sell 'Things Faster

re-

$2211

,

$2,000. 625-1932.

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

$3590
OVER

a

Loaded with Fords
/PI
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

0.11

hill

HOOSE
C9
FROM

TO

USED CARS

Find
"The

*

up"

'69 FAIRLANE

$2670

2 Dr

,

Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright

HOWCIII

Blue color.

'69 LTD FORD

$3492

'69 GALAXIE 500

$2982

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

$1095

2 Ur. Hardtop. Now lime color. 351 V-8, cruiseo-nratic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. oir, radio,
manly extras. Demo.

Now is the time
v- to trade . . . We need used
cars . . . We'll GIVE $500 in
trade on anything you can
tow, pull or push into our

"LINE -

$2764

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

TO HbSKINS
You 'I

'69 MUSTANG

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

4 Dr.,\/ -8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
P,B , 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, while wall tires.

$595

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE
dom selmi. drr conditioning, automatic transmission, power steer -

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

DEALERSHIP *

el

Lansnus shoo, Power,

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE
2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
V48, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

New

.

Used
Cars
n

8 cyl. Aura, factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many.extra

HOS

IN

Regular Chevrolet
with full factory equipment

.

List $269375

/

HOSKINs

shopPin9

er

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

ff WHEN OTHER

DAYS

"auto

2 dr., hard lop, V-8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

DEALERS CAN'T

T -I -1E

LESS $500
YCOUR

$219375

Think of the deal you
can make with your car!

-HosKIN CHEVROLET
175 N. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD. - ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Al

HOURS

NW

439:060
t PM. i'9 ii,11K, Sit. $.6 P.M. CIOliti S8N13AY

HERE

$1195
White.

$795

'65 DODGE
4-0P., 6 cyt., auto. Fine second car:

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

$995

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$795

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

Mg., Wheels.

$395

'63 CORVAIR MONZA
4 Specci

CLOSED SUNDAY

NORWOOD
FORD iNC.
°

RO 3-1500

F IND YOUR
AUTO

1-1APPINET

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

Ju'st Minutes
NORWOOD

FORD (Used Card

From Home'

THE DAY
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Designed for Young Buyers
The Winston Development
Corp. has completed a survey
of the last 100 custom home
buyers in its Hunting Ridge
community in Palatine. The
trend of the survey indicates

to $25,000 (80 per cent)

is

steadily rising. The four, five
and six bedroom $42,000 to
$53,000 homes comfortably
accommodate his family of
up to four children.

Generally (68 per cent), he
younger market, one which is has owned a home before, in
interested and buying homes the northwest suburbs (48 per
the emergence of an increasing

in the $40,000 to $50,000 cus- cent), Chicago (16 per cent) or
tom class, and which is becom- the west suburbs (I per cent).
ing as major a factor in the Not infrequently, however, his
home buying market as it has., company has transferred him
into the area (20 per cent).
in other marekts.
Average Hunting
Mr
COMMENTING on' their
Ridge, as his profile develops
from the survey, is 30 to 39 new home, Mr. Hunting Ridge
years old (41'per cent) or even and his wife discuss their faI

.

younger (19 per cent of the vorite features. "We love the

buyers are under 30). His aver- overall spaciousness of the
age annual income of $16,000 house. All the rooms are large

and airy...especially the bedrooms.

"Today, because we, and

most of the people we know for

that matter, don't have fulltime help, the whole family
lives in one home the year
round so we need a multi -purpose
self-contained room
where each one can enjoy himself and where we can dine and
entertain informally. Our first
floor family room is ideal with'
its easy access to the kitchen.

Of course, we love the elegance of our separate dining

room. It's exactly right for
more formal occasions.

of 12,000 square foot home
sites and range in price from

in-

$42,000 to $53,000. The com-

corporated into the house we

How To Tackle Glass
Replacement

If the doctor orders a sleeping board, get a panel of Masonite one -fourth -inch Tem-

from your
chose and the other four mod- pered Presdwood
dealer. It's strong,
els we saw, And the space has lumber
-free and easy to keep
been well designed for con- splinter
venient family living as well clean. Here are the standard
sizes:
Double,
feet by five;
as gracious entertaining. In twin, 30 -inchfour
by five feet; cot
short, because of its large vol- or day bed, 24 -inch by five
ume purchases and vast labor feet. Round edges and corners
resources, the Winston Devel- with a file or sandblock and
opment Corporation was able
the panel between the
-to' give us more space, value slip
and mattress. For King
and comfort in our home than spring
Queen size -beds, ask your
we. saw 0-1 any competitive or
dealer to Supply two cut -to house in this price range."
size panels.
ALL FIVE distinctively designed homes in Hunting
Ridge are built on a minimum

"We are impressed with the

amount of living space

For Sore Backs

Lap Boards for Meals Enroute
Even in the most modern
kitchen, a utility board is a
convenience and necessity. A
handy one is about 20 by 24
cut

Masonite
Tempered Presdwood. This
inches,

from

hardboard product is splinter free, extremely smooth' and

moisture resistant.
It

won't absorb odors, ei-

ther, and can be cleaned easily
with a damp cloth.
SUCH A BOARD, with its
corners rounded and edges

lightly 'beveled with a sand block or file, has various uses

munity has been planned so
that there will be 2.2 houses
per acre, The balance of the

dale,
bath

taking a few practice
swings with his golf clubs.
Replacing a broken window

room, ten -room colonial with

pane is still one job that most
any homeowner can tackle.
You needn't have a glass cutter in your tool box. Most
hardware stores will cut glass
to size for you.
SEEMINGLY THE easiest,
but probably the most important part of the job is getting
the dimensions of the glass.
Measure the inside of the sash

Carnegie, a four bedroom, 21/2

the same amount from the
width.

Making the glass slightly

bedrooms,

touching it for a moment with

the inside of the window. Then

a hot soldering iron. A blow press the glass into the putty.
torch will work as well but is
Next place glazier's points
more dangerous. Work care- in by pushing them into the
frame very four or five inches.

fully in either case.

moved easily with pliers.

with a chisel in scraping out

glazier's

the old putty. Try to avoid tak-

ing pieces out of the wood. If
the putty proves too stubborn
for a chisel, try softening it by
Removing the old broken
glass can be hazardous unless
gloves

are worn to protect

your hands. Pull out all pieces
that will come with a slight effort. Small pieces that remain
behind will come out with the
putty when you remove that.

with your fingers can be re-

With all the old putty and
points

out,

brush

some linseed oil on the wood
frame where the new putty will

go. This was a necessary precaution when putty was uni-

If you are house hunting, a
good indication of whether a
home is well designed can be
gotten from its bathrooms,
says the Tile Council of Amer-

ica. Are they conveniently located? Are they efficiently designed? 'Are walls, floors and
vanity tops surfaced with durquality materials
such as ceramic tile?
able,

top

and

vented the linseed oil in the
putty from being absorbed by
the wood, Now glazing compound, which is far better, is
generally used for puttying.
But brushing on linseed oil is
still a good idea --it's good for
TAKE A SMALL amount
of compound and roll it in
your hands until it's about the

shape and size of a

pencil.
Press this into the frame all the

way around where the glass

will go.
Next set the glass in the put-

ty -lined frame. Examine the
glass carefully, and you will
see that it has a slight curve.

feature a basement and oversized two car garage. Model
homes located at 831 Exner
Court in Palatine are open for
inspection daily from 10 a.m.
to 7 p.m.

THE WINSTON Development Corp. currently has
the following

THE LUXURY OF MODERN DAY LIVING ...

CLASSIC BEAUTY
Without a doubt one of the most lovely homes we have to offer.
Double entry doors in this eight -room Colonial home. Four large
bedrooms, two and one-half baths. Central air conditioning, and
electronic air filter and humidifier on furnace for year-round
comfort. Very modern kitchen with all built-ins. Large paneled

family room. Electric garage door opener for the two and
one -half -car garage. Located on a quiet cul-de-sac for your
pleasure.

Prospect Heights

$47,900

... are all combined for your pleasure and comfort in this very
exceptional tri-level home. Nine large rooms, separate formal
dining room, four large bedrooms, two and one-half baths. This
home offers a large family room and recreation room. 24 -foot
swimming 'pool and equipment. Beautiful living room balcony
overlooking gorge entry hall. A very sharp home in "Brentwood"
across from school and park for the convenience of yourselves
and your children.

Des Plaines

$47,900

active devel-

opments in the Chicagoland
market: Hunting Ridge, Winston Hills, Winston Knolls,
Winston Towers and Willow
Creek. The corporation is a
MAKE MORE rolls of put- subsidiary of the N.K. Winty and press them infii Place,. sten Corp., one of the counThen bevel the putty with the try's largest publicly -owned
realty companies and a major
putty knife. After three or four
days for drying you can paint developer of regional shopping centers.
the putty to match the frame.

versally used, since it pre-

the wood.

Check Baths

baths

31/2

space in two stories. All homes

slightly.

WORK CAREFULLY

with

3,282 square feet of living

weather conditions. If the glass
were a tight fit it would crack

when the frame changed size

home

mid -level

bath ranch with 2,412 square
feet of living space; the Darlington, a four bedroom, 21/2
bath home with 2,802 square
feet of living area on two levels; and the Eldridge with six

bedded in the wood every few you put in the rest of the putty.
inches 'and then covered with Use new points if the old ones
putty. Those you can't pull out are rusty.

regularly with changing

council.

or 3 baths that features
2,739 feet of living area; the

frame, something that happens

sible expansion of the wood

pairs.

or jot down

21/2

Remove the old glazier's Use the flat side of a putty
points as you go along. These knife to do it. The points will
are small pieces of metal im- hold the glass in place while

smaller will allow for the pos-

As a surface for cracking
nuts or doing small kitchen re-

these separate compartments
together, because tile is one of
the few surfacings with both
the practicality and decorative
versatility for the job, adds the

For a lapboard on which to
write letters
menus.

space; the Belmont, a four bed-

it

again. A third time won't hurt
either. Then deduct an eighth
of an inch from the length and

FOR COOLING hot pies or
cakes.

facilities --shower, tub, lavatory and vanity --are partitioned
from each other to permit their
simultaneous use. Ceramic tile
is often used to decoratively tie

2,482 square feet of living

dad

measure

or salad

Tile Council of America. In
such a divided bathroom, the

a five bedroom, three

come crashing through in any
season. Warm weather, however, brings its added hazards
with youngsters playing ball or

1 hen

lery.
As a sandwich
board.

Among the most popular
bathroom design trends is the
compartmented bath, says the

The homes available in
Hunting Ridge are: the Avon-

storm -tossed branch can

opening.

To protect table tops from
extremely hot dishes, or from
being scratched by sharp cut-

THINK OF
US!

have 427 families,
-a

house. Here are a few:
For rolling pie crusts.

Thinking of
Buying or Selling?

land will be devoted to parks,
churches of every denomination and school sites. When
completed, the 200 acre Hunting Ridge site at Quentin and
Illinois Roads in Palatine will

Almost any time of the year
is a time for broken windows-

A Bath Divided

in the kitchen and about the

Available Innnediately

WONDERFUL AREA FOR CHILDREN

WHY PAY RENT? ...
. when you can own this very nice six -room, three -bedroom, two
full baths brick and stone ranch home. This home has a separate
dining room and large kitchen with pantry. Nicely landscaped fenced yard. Two -car garage. Be sure to call us for additional information on this lovely home.

Wheeling

$27,500

Seven -room bi-level home with three bedrooms, one and one-half

baths. FULL basement, two -car garage. Large concrete patio
lends this home for those great fall cookouts. Large family room.
Slate entrance foyer. A very well landscaped yard and only a
few blocks to Randhurst Shopping Center.

$33,900

Mt. Prospect

4

See this beautiful dream house secluded on a one/half acre wooded
tot. All the luxury features you and your family have always dreamed.

Features like central air conditioning, brick fireplace, large family'
room with paneled book cases, 4 bedrooms, 2h baths, and dream
kitchen with diswasher, self cleaning oven, large pantry, generous
closets. Low taxes. Favorable financing available. Priced to sell this
weekend at $47,900.

CRYSTAL LAKE ESTATES, INC.

Place the inside of the curve on

Phone (815)459-2430

"".KUNKEL & CO., REALTORS
TWO CONVENIENT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

DES PLAINES

215 S. Elmhurst Rd.

734 Lee Street

253-5500

298-5055

Make all your

new home dreas come true, faster.
New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51/4% Guaranteed Interest on

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden

A

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only 51000 Minimum Deposit. Choose
6 -month to 5 -year maturities.

Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Ulmer, Monroe and Clark,

Bell Federal Savings and- Loan Association Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6.1000

Pro5pect

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in
mid -60s. Tomorrow: Partly

p

Telephone

255-4400

sunny, warmer, more hu-

Your Home'Newspaper

mid.
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Question Church Traffic Control

Civil Defense Unit Probe Ordered
By Gary Shiffman

An investigation stemming from traffic control work by members of the Mount Prospect
Civil Defense chapter is being conducted by
State authorities, the Day has learned.
John Fascia, Cook County Civil Defense mutual aid co-ordinator, told The Day he is "extensively checking into the legality of church traffic

control work by several Mount Prospect Civil
Defense members."
The probe, according to Fascia, was ordered
by Col. Donovan Vance, State Civil Defense director.

"THE BASIC question," said Fascia, "is money. Is it proper, under Civil Defense statutes for

men to be paid as individuals for traffic control
services? That is the question we must decide
on."
Five members of the Mount Prospect chapter
have directed Sunday morning traffic at St. Raymond's Church, 311 S. Ioka, since July 7. Although wearing Mount Prospect Civil Defense
uniforms, the men have been paid by the church.

to the four men again before seeking an opinion
from state Civil Defense legal advisors.
"Civil Defense,", Fascia said, "is intended to
be an extension of government in the time of an
emergency --natural or otherwise. We realize, of

course, that individual units often became involved in other functions, depending on situations in their own municipalities.
"The non -emergency functions of a Civil Defense unit may consist of assisting local police
and fire departments on a regular basis or during
parades, carnivals or other public gatherings.
"Our rules are rather loose, permitting such
work, but the basic statutes must always be ob-

Fascia said he has questioned Larry Pairitz,
Mount Prospect Civil Defense director; Newell
Esmond, chief of police; John Zimmerman, village attorney and acting village manager; and
Donald W. Hageman, chief of the Illinois Suburban Police Reserves, who had directed traffic at
St. Raymond.s and other area churches until served.
"It is unquestionably illegal for members to
Feb. when they left the streets because of a disaccept compensation for work done under Civil
pute with the village.
THE CO-ORDINATOR said he expects to speak Defense auspices. Donations are permissible, as

long as they are made to the unit and not to any
individual. It is also illegal to use Civil Defense
equipment for individual gain."
Pairitz defended the Mount Prospect position,
but added that the unit would abide by any decision resulting from the investigation.

"It is my understanding," said Pairitz, "that
we are completely right in this matter. The men
arc working as individuals and the fact that they
wear uniforms is no different than our policemen
wearing their uniforms while working part-time

Patient, 14, Dies After
Open -Heart Surgery
Randall Iglewski, 14, of
1702 Azalea Ln., Mount Pros-

pect, died Wednesday in Billings Hospital, four weeks after open-heart surgery.
A neighbor and friend of the

IgIcwski family, Mrs. Ronald
Civil Defense member Art Seber directs traffic near St.

Ware of 1703 Azalea Ln., said
a public request for blood do -

Raymond's Church.

Head Start Teacher Quits;

Pcfreit Plan to Picket

the results of an autopsy are

ation received a "great response."
Randy, who had a rare type
of blood, needed the emergen-

disclosed, she said.

cy donations to replace blood
lost through hemorrhaging.
"The heart operation was a

day morning at

ress, said "His condition kept

going from better to worse,"
and back and forth again.

"Complications" apparently caused the death, but the exact cause won't be known until

resignation of Mrs.
Dorothy Adams. 1120 W.
The

Oehler's Funeral Home in
St. Emily's

Cat holic Church, Mount

contacted some 12 members of
the parents advisory com-

suburban

mittee. Out of this grew the

ents who are misled. The resignation is an excuse to get Head
Start out of Norwesco. I wish I
knew who was at the bottom of

Northwest Hgwy., Arlington
Heights, last Friday from her
teaching post at the "Arlington
Heights Head Start school

say Mrs. Adams has appointed
herself spokesman for parents
who are not vocal themselves.
She has parents who are interested, but I just don't consider

Fankhauser said, "I would

may be the cause of a "concerned parents" picket of the

Head Start classes planned for
this morning. Officials expressed concern that the pickets might also strike the
Wheeling, Des Plaines, and
Palatine schools.
Mrs. Adams claims she was
forced to resign because "I've
been too involved with parents

her particularly capable."
According to Mrs. Jane
Broten, chairman of Nor-

.

Randy is survived by his

parents, Jack and Virginia and
two sisters, -Susan, 16, and
Cheryl, 4.
Blood donations are still
needed to replace supplies.bor-

rowed front dther agencies,
Mrs. Ware said.

teacher's job."

like the reason."

School District 59 has
scheduled registration for stu-

students

dents from Wed., Aug.

DAVID FANKHAUSER,

13,

through Tues.. Aug. 19.

said; "She (Mrs. Adams) tends
to use parents to get things for
herself. The picketing is a way

11.30 a.m. and from Ito 3 p.m.

of trying to get herself reI

arc in-

Norwesco who
want the Head Start program
to flounder," she said. "I've
been told what the protest is
about, but that doesn't seem
in

wesco, the parent organization

area director of Head Start,

"I told her

"1 THINK there

fluences

wanted her

out," said Fankhauser. "I
asked her to leave simply because she has trouble following rules and regulations."
Mrs. Adams said she was
told by Fankauser to cease all
recruitment of children and to
end parental contacts. She said
she was told not to attend
Meetings of the Norwesco Op-

portunity Council and confine
her teaching to the classroom.

AFTER FRIDAY'S resig-

SIMON

%NI
Ado -

;Oft.

SUBUI/13\
SAYS:\
Have you noticed that some people, given an inch, think this
makes them rulers?

Hours will -be from 9 to
Book rental fees for chil-

dren in kindergarten through
eighth grade will be $10.

A T GROVE JUNIOR
High School in Elk Grove Village, some seventh and eighth -

graders take part in a dual enrollment program with Queen
of the Rosary Parochial
School. These pupils will pay a
$5 book fee.
Some fees are optional.
Children in the elementary

buildings who are in kindergarten through fifth grade may
pay a milk fee. This year it will
he $7.20.

Sixth -through eighth -grade
at Lively, Holmes,

Grove, and Dempster Junior
High Schools may buy milk
cards at $1 each, which entitles them to 14 cartons of
milk.

which says that families will
pay a maximum of two book
rental fees and three fees for

be attending District 59's new
Dan Cook School in Elk

any other consideration.
This means that a family

Grove Village will register at
the building, 711 Chelmsford
Ln., unless they are given dif-

with more than two children

ferent instructions.

attending District 59 schools is

STUDENTS WHO LIVE

only charged two book.rental

PARENTS WHO HAVE

more than one and one-half
miles from school get free

fees. And, if a family has more

moved into District 59 and arc

transportation. Those who live
between eight -tenths of a mile
and a mile and a half from the
schools they attend may ride a

"pay, bus" if they wish to do
so.

The "pay bus" fee is $25

and covers September through
June.

Bus information will be giv-

en to students at the time of
registration.

DISTRICT 59 has a policy

than three children who are
eligible to ride the pay bus, it
would be charged a maximum
of three "pay bus" fees.
Though District 59 had kinlast
registration
dergarten
spring, parents who have not

up kindergarten

not sure which schools their
children should attend can call
the district office at HE
7-1000 for instructions.
Buildings in the district, and
their addresses, are:
J u n'i o r high

schools between Aug. 13 and
Aug. 19 between 9 and 11:30
a.m. and I and 3 p.m. Proof of
age is required.
Parents of children who will

Livley, 999 Lancaster Rd., Elk
Grove Village.

signed

children may do so at the

fire department and returned

Quick action by a Mount

Endre was transported by

ternoon saved the life of his
neighbor, pinned beneath a

fire ambulance to Holy Family
Hospital, Mount Prospect,
where a hospital spokesman
said he is currently hospi-

car.

Ray Endre, 414 N. Elm,
Mount Prospect had been re,
pairing his car in his garage,
police reported, when it
slipped off of jack and'wooden

talized in the intensive care

unit. His condition could not
be learned from the hospital
last night.

blocks supporting it, trapping

pinne,d beneath the front end
of his car.

Kitzing said that Endre was
resting on a mechanic's dolly
with his right side down when
he found him. Endre' face had
become discolored from lack
of air, Kozing reported, but he
was still conscious and groaning lightly.
Mrs. Endre was grateful for
Kitzing's rescue. "Mr. Kitzing

Kitzing called to Endre's

is a man who should feel 20

him beneath it.

Ken Kitzing; 415 N. Elm,

Mount Prospect said he was
walking out of his garage when

he saw a mechanic's "trouble
light" fall from the car in
in-

vestigated and found Endre

wife, Tracy, to call police and

feet tall," she said.

Elementary (kindergarten
through fifth grade) buildings:
Juliette Low School, 1530 S.
Highland, Arlington Heights.
Jay. 1835 W. Pheasant Tr.;

Forest View Elementary,
Estates Dr.; Robert
1901
Frost, 1308 S. Cypress; all in
Mount Prospect.

BRENTWOOD, 260 W.
Dulles; Devonshire, 1401

S.

Pennsylvania; Einstein, 345
W.
Walnut; High Ridge
Knolls, 588 S. Dara James, all
in Des Plaines.

Byrd, 265 Wellington; Dan
Cook, 711 Chelmsford Ln.;
Mark Hopkins, . 23 , Shady wood Ln.; Ridge, 650 Ridge;
Rupley, 305 Oakton; Salt
Creek, 65 Kennedy Blvd.;
Clearmont, 280 Clearmont;
Grant Wood, 225 E. Elk

Village.

.Pointing "
The Way Meetings
Tonight

44.

to the car. He said he used the
jack to raise the car off Endre.

Prospect resident Saturday af-

He

Getting ready for fall and football yesterday at Wa Pella and Lincoln in Mount Prospect were
(from left) Jeffrey Ferino, 400 S. Wa Pella; Tony Wyleta, 316 S. Wa Pella and Paul Moats, 406 S.
Wa Pella. (Photo by Steve Schmidt)

Grove Blvd.; all in Elk Grove

Man Pinned Under Car
By Slade Lander

schools:

Holmes. 1900 W. Lonnquist,
Mount Prospect; Dempster,
420 W. Dempster, Mount
Prospect; Grove, Grove and
Ridge Sts., Elk Grove Village;

yet

Quick Action Saves

Endre's garage.

:*? :Y.'

Where, When, How To Sign Up

groups. But this is part of the

hired."

area, "This is a
bunch of well-intentioned par-

it."

relict=

Prospect.

z'

of Head Start in the northweSt

planned protest.

(Continued on page 2)

Des Plaines made the arrangements for a funeral held Satur-

rW?..

nation, Mrs. Adams said she

Robert Katz

The Mount Prospect uniform consists of a
white shirt with a CD patch, dark pants, and a
white helmet with a CD emblem. Pairitz said

I

nations after the July 9 oper-

success," Mrs. Ware, who kept
close track of the youth's prog-

at Randhurst. This practice has never been questioned by the' village."

S

I

Left-Scout executive Robert McCarthy of Des Plaines
points the way to summer fun
at Camp Napowan near Wild
Rose, Wis. With him are Allen
Lindberg (left), camp director,

and Joe Miller, who once
owned the land where the

Prospect

Heights

John L. Pope family of 400 S.
Maple.

Park

School, 7:30 p.m.

School District S7 Board

of Education, 701 W.
Gregory, Mount Prospect,
8 p.m.

Gripe

of Education, MacArthur
8 p.m.

1..

4#

Theipe

School District 23 Board

to the boys as "Ole Napo wan." For more photos by
photographer Connie
Blanchette, see page 3.

of Oak Forest, visiting relatives in Mount Prospect, the

District Board, John Muir

camp is located and is known

staff

Keeping busy yesterday at
Lions Park was Gregg Gordon

Junior High School Trailer,

Mount Prospect Park

District Board, 600 Sec
Gwum, Mount Prospect, 8
p.m.

'

To get a great tan and

theri be confined in bed be-

cause of an ear infection.
G.B.S.

Pickets Hit Stores
In Grape Boycott

THE PROSPECT DAY
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ork
Of Civil Defense Group

Probe Ordered into
(Continuedfrani Page I1
each man paid for his own shirt and pants and the

Village Board Feb. 10 in the form of a final no gun edict.

Food Stores Saturday by pickets observing the international
grape boycott, said Lynne
Heidt, an organizer of the

pal ordinances before the men began working at

the church and had "found no possible violations."

"THE MEN ARE doing a fine job," Esmond
said. "and as far as I know, we are on solid
ground in this matter."
Hageman's group quit working for the
churches in the midst of the dispute with the village concerning the wearing of firearms by the
men while working on the street.
Chief Esmond, on Jan. 9, ordered that the Reserves no longer could wear sidearms on public
streets. Esmond's ruling was backed up by the

her town for the third time.

THE CIVIL Defense traffic control contin-

The store is at Rt. 83 and Camp

gent is headed by Ken Fletcher, who was a member of the reserves until shortly after they left the

McDonald Rd.

streets.

OTHERS THAT were picketed were the Randhurst Jewel, the Palatine Jewel, Plum
Grove Rd., the Arlington
Market Jewel, Kensington and
Dryden, and the Hoffman Es-

The village's Civil Defense unit first was char-

tered in 1961 and reorganized under Pairitz's
leadership in 1965. The group has worked during
many emergencies and public gatherings. Mem-

bers donated more than 250 man hours during
the Independence Day weekend.

THERE WILL be II names

By Richard Crabb

on the primary ballot. The

The winner in the 13th dis- winner will oppose the Demotrict congressional special Re- cratic candidate in a special
publican primary on Oct. 7 general 13th district election.
will need less than 15,000 Nov. 25.
The election will determine
votes. The contest will be
Who says so?

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman of
Arlington Heights arc the
leading GOP candidates in the
race with two months of campaigning yet to be done.

dates to respond to three ques-

"Mr. Johnston, a longtime
friend of Mr. Rumsfeld," said
The Monitor, "has solid support in the affluent eastern

The candidates believe the
WITH TWO MONTHS re- total vote will be approximatemaining before the primary, ly 40,000 votes in the special
The Day invited the candi- primary.

ONE CANDIDATE esti-

QUESTION THREE --Do

earmark around $245,000 in
state motor fuel tax (MFT) rebates to

pay for

the three

bridges, "in case" the final decision is made to build them.

The Mount Prospect Fire
and Police committee will
study the engineering aspects
of bridges across Weller Creek

at School, Candota and William Sts. at 8 p.m. tonight in

ships.

The 13th congessional district race is a matter of national interest. The Christian Sci-

The ordinance to do so has
not yet been passed.

A public hearing will

be

held soon so affected residents

com"ONE ASSET believed to puter will record the courses to
be favoring Mr. Schlickman is be taken, notify the students by
his broad appeal to younger video screen if classes are
suburbanites-an asset that closed or in conflict, and instood Mr. Rumsfeld in equally dicate the tuition and fees to be
good stead."
paid.
Returning full-time stuCandidates in the eastern

section of the district generally dents will register by appointexpect low total votes than ment on Aug. 12, 13, 14, and

and See-Gwun Ave., and afterward recommended their con-

didate responding expects the
margin between the winner
and the runner-up to be more
than 10 per cent. Several candidates expect the victor's
margin may be less than 1,000

struction with funds that were

votes.

tested bridges at George St.

already earmarked.

Mitchell
Named to
VFW Panel
280 N. Westgate, Mount Pros-

pect, has been appointed to
serve on the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United

States Americanism and
mittee at the

day a new census "may mean a

lot to the residents of Mount
Prospect in state motor fuel

If

I. 9 a.m. - 12 noon Sept. 6;
M - Z I:30 p.m. - 5 p.m. Sept.
6.

Part-time students who cannot come in on a Saturday will
he able to register evenings
Sept. 10 and I according to
the following schedule:
,

A - C 7 p.m. Sept. I(); D t. 9
G 8 p.m., Sept. 10;

p.m.Sept.

10;

NI -C)

7

gious leaders picketed during
the day, said Mrs. Heidt. The
Prospect

JeWel

"manned" during

Store was
all hours

the Jewel was Open, but most
others were picketed until
noon.

soon as possible by calling the

counseling center of the col
lege and making an appointment with his counselor.

The victim, Salvator Mestas.

In addition to formal registration for classes, these ses-

of 810 Waikiki Dr. in Des

Plaines, was beaten in the Plas-

sions will include orientation

tiflex parking lot, 2245 Pratt
Blvd. as he was leaving work.
Mestas reported that he was
pulled out of his car and beaten

about the head and face by
Chavez in a dispute arising
over the recent firing of Chavez from his job at Plastiflex.
Alcxius Hospital, treated for

ahead," he said.
The last village census, tak-

censuses only once every three
years," he said.

A nine -year -old Wheeling
boy suffered a fractured pelvis
in an accident in front of Ren-

Del's Motel, 397 Milwaukee
Ave., Wheeling yesterday.
Ricky Taylor, of 305 Edge wood St., was struck by an atitomohile driven by Randal
Niaday, IS, of 1402 Ironwood,

Wheeling, but it was, not grant-

ed. Mrs. Heidt said she believed Wheeling police were
violating the law by not allowing them to picket.
"I am very encouraged he -

cause people showed up to
picket that I never saw before," said Mrs. Fledit, She
believes people are becoming
more interested and less complacent.

SHE ALSO SAID she
thought less customers shopped at the Prospect Heights
Jewel than before. Jewel officials were not available for

See
The

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.
By
7 Nth X.

emm erb

questioning.

MRS. HE1DT received spepermission from the
p.m. cial

Sept. II; P - S 8 p.m.. Sept. Mount Prospect police chief
and the Randhurst Corp. to
11; T - Z 9 p.m.. Sept. I.
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CONVENIENT

` LOCATIONS /

SALE

Easy -to -Use GLIDDEN Latex Paints
cuts working time from days to hours!

Chavez was released on
$ f ,o0o bond. He is to appear in

ACRYLIC LATEX
SPRED' HOUSE PAINT

court Aug. 27 in Schaumburg.

Aa

A

_I

AA A

/At

98

age over soundly primed siding
and ONE paint for every exterior

GAL.

finish that resists weather and

surface. Dries to a' hard, flat
soil. 874 decorator colors.

/ /A
'11111.11%.

SPRED SATIN®

I

LATEX WALL PAINT
With this paint's fast drying and
minimum odor, you can decorate
in the morning, re -arrange your

room by noon and use it that
evening. Looks soft, but gives

S.

Oh

III

II
.

.

0

spred
satin
LATEX WALL PAINT
motto Pal

nhddon

you a tough, washable surface.

I

2,694 colors.

A

a9

I.

COUNTRY STORE

I

CHARGE ITI

OVER 45

euynow
and pay later
on a GLIDDEN

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

Organizations have utilitaed our
facilities for . .

easypayment plait.

Mount Prospect State Bank

.

MEETINGS and BANQUETS
Let our experienced .taff take care
of your next meeting or banquet!

Busse and Emerson Mount Prospect, 111 CLearbrook 9-4000

'
Ir

1

u \-1

AND DECORATING CENTER

LOSWY HOURS 3 CO ens In 200 Dm daily Oyu

liiiiiT

1000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Wheeling Boy
flit by Auto

Mount Prospect. Ricky was
The pickets also attempted taken to Holy Family Hospital
to get permission to picket in where he was admitted,

the wounds, and released.

be losing money.

nicipalities to hold their own

outstanding

Elk Grove Village DetecAlejandro Chavez, 26, of Villa
Park Thursday morning on a
charge of battery in Elk Grove
Village.

which time the village would

ZimmerMann said.
"A state statute permits mu-

an

tive Robert Canary arrested

until a year or two later, during

Contact Ken Dawson

The proceeds are to finance

1

The federal government is
scheduled to take a national
census in 1970. But the information on the village's population would not be available

$20,000, we are still money

Assiitant Innkeeper

5

-

p.m. Sept. 6.
New Part -Time Students: A

1

ping areas.

Dries in 20 minutes under good drying conditions!

"Even if the difference in
the money we get is only

1

Aug. 23: NI - R 9 a.m. - noon

-

day in Mount Prospect's shop-

Not only saves you time-but

delphia.

So, the village will arrange
for its own census, to be conducted as soon as possible,

'1

watch the paper for details,"

Sept. 6; S - Z 1:30 p.m.

pect sponsored a tag day Satur-

money, too, with one -coat cover-

70th Annual' National Convention, Aug. 15-22 in Phila-

tax rebates" the village gets on
a per capita basis.

Last Month

Clergymen and other reli-

organization's

residents here.

Acting Village Manager
John Zimmermann said Fri-

Estates.

Community Activities Com-

en in 1966, counted 30,200

new census.

Arrested
For Beating

Candidate comments gener- and a tour of the new campus
ally indicate that the decisive buildings.
New students who will be
votes will be cast in the western
carrying full-time 'schedules
sections of the district.
THE LAST primary held in will register August 18-22,
the 13th congressional district August 25-29, and September
took place in June, 1968, and 2-5. Invitations have been sent
there were more than 47,000 to 90 students for each mornRepublican votes cast. In this ing and afternoon session durprimary there was a full com- ing the three-week period al pliment of candidates from the 1 o t t ed to new students.
top of the state ticket to the Campus tours and orientation
bottom' of the country ticket sessions will be scheduled for
the appointed time.
on the ballot -

Mount Prospect
Slates Census
Mount Prospect is due for a

tion to college credit courses
will be offered in the evening
curriculum. Twenty programs

elsewhere. Candidates 15. Any student who has not
agree without exception that made arrangements to
the race will be close. No can- pre -register should do so as

ward, the Fire and Police committee will make its formal recommendation on the bridges.

By Ted Lacey

determine community needs.
Short courses, seminars,
and training programs in addi-

those

may air their views. After-

The same committee held
public hearings on hotly pro-

not listed in the fall catalog, so

with industrial, civic and professional groups of the northwest suburban community to

"ON-LINE"

'ITIE

lead the pickets in Hoffman

are currently scheduled.

to avoid congestion during the
final days of registration,"
said Donn B. Stansbury, Har-

he an-

The Guardsmen Drum and
Bugle Corps of Mount Pros-

Mayor Robert Teichert said

Glenelk Rd., and Mrs. Robert
F. Black, of 629 Chippendale
Rd.. both of Hoffman Estates,

"These new programs are

nounced next week.
Dr. Olson has been working

Guardsmen
Sell Tags

a trip to Philadelphia to participate in a VFW National
and
Convention.

ton Market picket; and Mrs.
Philip Southworth, of 522

to register at the assigned times

uing education will

'

Harold "Scotty" Mitchell of

the village hall.

For the second time, computerized registration will enable students to register for
courses with the use of a
"2260" video terminal, su-

in the growing western town-

Village Unit to Discuss
3 Weller Creek Bridges
The commitee had recommended that the village board

5,000 students are exptected to
register.

cessfully used for the first time
trict while Mr. Schlickman has at Harper College for summer
garnered considerable strength school registration in June.

many votes will be required to

you expect the contest to be

activities scheduled for
new campus at Algonquin and
Roselle Roads, Palatine. Over
the

lakeshore townships of the dis-

tions with the understanding mates that the total vote will be
they would not be directly "not more than 40,000 and
quoted.
that any candidate getting 25
ONE --How per cent of the votes will be the
QUESTION
many votes do you expect to be winner." The highest estimate
cast in the 13th district prima- for total votes is 60,000 with
ry?
the winner getting "18,000 to
TWO --How 20,000."
QUESTION

close?

gin Sept. 15 for both daytime
and evening courses, with all

Johnston of Kenilworth and

Higgins

there maybe picketing on

der, of 103 E. Olive St.. Pros they are
pect Heights lead the Arling- . group. -

Dr. Olson said.
For further information
per's director of admissions and registrar. "If it is impos- about Harper Collge, call the
Office of Admissions, 359sible to preregister at the
scheduled time, facilities for 4200.
P A R T -TIME
students,
registering will be open daily
both new and returning, will
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Septembe able to register on one of
ber 1 through September 12."
two Saturdays from 9 a.m. unhe added.
til 5 p.m. The following schedHARPER'S ADULT eduule will he in effect:
cation program, under the diReturning Part -Time Sturection of Dr. Omar Olson, the
dents: A - F 9 a.m. - noon Aug.
College's new dean of contin23: G - I. 1:30 p.m. - 5 p.m.

ter of the new campus.
Harper's fall classes will be-

The newspaper reached the
conclusion in its report issued
this weekend that Rep. Alan R.

The best informed and most signed his 13th district scat in
concerned men on the subject Congress to become an assisof the special primary --the tant to President Richard M.
Nixon.
candidates.

wino

"We encourage all students

Picketing will continue on

Marion Skinner, of 116 E. of the effort, "Anyone who
Dennis, Wheeling, lead the saw them perform in the
Randhurst pickets; Nellie Fol- Fourth of July parade knows

Harper Registration

past week.

who will succeed Donald
Rumsfeld of Evanston who re-

close, perhaps hairline.

Jewel.
Roselle.
tates

Walter M. Schirra Jr., right, one of America's seven original astronauts, shows Cook County
Commissioner Floyd T. Fulle of Des Plaines, how the first humans landed on the moon, Schirra,
who was command pilot for last year's Apollo 7 flight that perfected space rendezvous technique,
was in the Chicago area over the weekend prior to the visit of the three Apollo II Astronauts who
landed on the moon.

Early registration will get

promised to send them to their
area Jewel.

Ibursdf-tYS also.

picketing at a Jewel Store in

under way at William Rainey
College tomorrow
Harper
ence Monitor, a newspaper when returning full-time stuwith national distribution, also dents will plan their programs
studied the trends in the 13th and complete registration for
Congressional District this the fall term in the college cen-

About 35 form letters were
accepted by customers who

during the day at different
Jewel Stores.

Mrs. Heidt, of 6 Marberry

`13th' Candidates See
Contest 'Hairline' Close

were

Saturdays, but Mrs. Heidt said

Ln., Prospect Heights, lead

Any decision made as a result of the current
probe will not affect the normal operation of the
group.
"In an over-all comparison," Fascia said, "I
would rate them in the top 10 per cent of all units
in the country"

pickets

three

allowed at Randhurst.

pickets.

About 50 people picketed

approved by county authorities before the five The Delta Patrol agency did church traffic
man unit took to the street.
control Work from the time the reserves left until
Pairitz also stressed that the men doing traffic the Civil Defense men took over.
control work are covered by their own insurance

Zimmerman said he had made a complete
check of Civil Defense regulations and munici-

than

About 30 customers were
turned away from area Jewel

The reserves chose to leave the streets rather
helmet and some foul weather gear was pro- than submit to the ruling which they maintained
vided by the village.
was illegal.
Pairitz, a lieutenant on the Mount Prospect
The reserves also had been members of the
Fire Dept., said the traffic control work had been Civil Defense unit forseveral years.

and neither the village or the civil defense organization is liable for their actions on the street.

picket in that town. No more

By Judy Ressler

Saturday, swept Vied friday omens 5 30 uniii I
OMR UP HOURS 1.30

Elk Grove

I.

00 pen daily

friday 1 30 am to S90 pm 50.11 30 ant to 2-00 pm

956-1170!..

WALK-UP HOURS 200 prn to 400 orn 140041.1.
'

Tuesdey *Mondry 1,30 to 490 pm Wednesdly.
200 to 5 30 PM friday Gond satutley

DUNTON CT.
CL 5-6369

'
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er- urt a

cout Camp
,e

Modern Robin Hoods are these
boys on the camp archery

range. Frotti the left are Don

-Brabak, 1112 Hemlock,-

Davis, 902 Barberry

.c'

r

Mount Prospect, who- coin
pleted his badge requirements
in- one and a half weeks, Scott
1.n.,

Mount Prospect, and Bob Roth
of Skokie. A scout must shoot
30 . arrows at 30, 40 and 50
yards for a score of 251) points
to get his archery badge.

IA4

-;;-iiii
A camp adviser checks the boys for safety practices on the rifle
range. To serve thousands of scouts from Skokie to Barrington,
the Northwest Suburban Council operates Camp Napowan and
also -the Namekagon Scout Reservation near Hayward, Wis.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MONDAY AUG. 18
ONE DAY ONLY
SPON. BY B.P.O. ELKS

-

-1

at 51*

Keeping their cool while they

!AIM

work on life saving badges are
these three Boy Scouts at Camp
Napowan. near Wild Rose,
Wis. From the left are Don

.t

Marquis, 824 N. Patten, Jim
Wojtkjewick, 920 N. Ridge,
and Hal Muller, 1221 W. Clarendon, all of Arlington
Heights: The camp is operated
by

the

ALL NEW THIS YEAR

Northwest Suburban

Boy Scout Council.

4

Twice Daily 2.8 P.M.
Doors open 1-7 P.M.

00

1

THRILLS -LA

TENTS

ELEPHANTS

Worship is also a part of camp life. This George Parks
Bruce Bittner, 206 S Kasper, Arlington Heights, waits on two
was dedicated last year for
boys at the camp trading post The customers are Rich Laicle - Memorial Chapel at Camp Napowan son of Tom Parks of 'Park
use by all faiths. It is named for the
(center), 1124 Juniper, Mount Prospect, and Scott Loftus, 1501

11/1.r."-wsll

Ely

SAVE

BUILD YOUR
FUTURE...

AT REDUCED PRICES

START WITH AN

g
Yi

AFTERNOON

s

ROUTE.
Even though a full-time cook is

hired for the camp, there is a
-4'
4

certain amount of KP work.
Here two counselors pitch in
for some kitchen detail. They
are John Chapman (left), 168
Princeton, Arlington Heights,
and Robert McCarthy of Des
Plaines. (Photos
Blanchette)

by

Connie

1 II

On Dean's List
Prospect
Mount
1wo
youths were rt.Lentb named to
the spring semester dean's list
: at Northern Illinois Universay, DeKalb
-

They arc Sandra L Logan
-of 410 N Elm St and Joanne
M Snyder of 1213 Green
:Acres Ln
The girls were among 240
undergraduate students who
.

received
ing

You'll earn money ... trips
Develop responsibility, business sense, salesmanship.
prizes

straight "A" grad-

Arlington
Heights has hum awarded
diploma from Bale Technical
Institute at Blaisville, Pa
11

4%

He has recently returned
from a three-week advanced
training course in auto damage
estimating and repair tech-

niques at the institute He is a
claim representative for State
Farm Mutual Automobile In' surance Company. 3530 W Irving Park Rd in Chicago

l'hone: 296-6640
NM

is coming to The Day!

and mail to the Day offices.
Talk to your parents, first.

I

we'll phone you.

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
722 Center St.
Des Plaines. Ill. 60016

NAME
I,

Maras
Town

When a route opens up in your

immediate neighborhood,

mi

-r-mAIL TO

If you are ten or older, want a
route, fill out this application

Robert M Smith. 1510 E

1.1 Ilia

...

I

Earns Diploma

ACROBATS.

ADVANCE TICKETS

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

Ridge, council treasurer.

V-

100

WILD ANIMALS AERIALISTS

1'

Orchard, Prospect Heights

Hs

FAMOUS
CIRCUS STARS

ACRES OF

I

Phone No.

LBirthelate

month

day
=.1116

FROMMO

Museum on the Move

Day Light
Schaumburg is on its way to

Schaumburg now plans to
relocate the George F. Har-

Mayor Atcher as far back as
1960 when Schaumburg offi-

ding museum collection of me-

cials hired Eugene Baughman,

ureheads of ancient ships, ship
models, statues from the
Middle Ages, the curiously
made musical instruments.
And much, much more.

dieval armor paintings, musical instruments, World War I
posters, Frederic Remington

city planner for Indianapolis
and former city planner with

IF YOU STOP to reflect

By Joseph Stubenrauch

complete the plan described by

paintings, and
similar rarities, in a new home
bronzes

and

St. Louis.

Residents wanted a devel-

Back

in

corporated residents_ went on

iecord that what they wanted
;as to preserve a ' way of life
on the land I he fundamen-

EVIDENT

IS

- "11

that

Nice Welcome

to the metropolitan center to
see treasures of the past involves traffic problems,

cuses for ng_t_inakinglfie jourthe museum's halls under the____D ey,---Thii is not an Illinois

tion of antique arms and art,
then housed at 4853 S. Lake
Park in Chicago.

closed its doors in -1962, so that

viewpoint, but was discussed
in July last year by a special
New York survey team which
came up with the proposal that
a few substantial regional mu-

seums can serve more adequately

-

collecdon reflected his im- previously -an elegant neighpulses to buy whatever pleased - borhood, it was difficult to dehim or intrigued -his "instinct cide where to house the collec-

for
adding to his collection of tion. Temporarily most of it
good, bad and indifferent ob- was deposited at the John Crejects from all over the world.
rar library at. Randolph and
Make no mistake. There Michigan in Chicago; a few
were genuine treasures, such items are on display at the -Art
as the eight bronzes by Fred- Institute.
eric Remington, who captured
the 'spirit of our American
We hope that Mayor AtWest in sculpture and paint- cher's efforts to acquire the
ing. There was also trash, such collection for Schaumburg are
as some of the World War I successful. It's astonishing
in secondhand bookstores at
marked -down prices.

The 58 suits of medieval ar-

mor, the guantlets, helmets,
breastplates. swords, halberds.

battle-axes and the armored

recent

years the subject of the Harding museum has come up,
with "What a shame!" as the
last remark by others who visited it in its heyday.

WHILE THE

from Northern Illinois University at its largest summer
commencement to date.
The graduates are:
Janet Cernosek, Richard

Hoppe, Donna Johnson, Vivian Johnson, Adele Mathieu,
Robert Moore Jr., Marilyn

Murdock, Linda Pollitz, Robert Ross, Rita Shure and Mary
Tr u mph y of Arlington
Heights.

Alvin

Alexander

Jornd,
welcomed visitors and dis- James L. Kunberger and Patributed mementos at West- mela Nowlen of Barrington.
Brian Gellerson of Benern's C....tenial exhibit at Rand
senville.
burst Job 25,26, and 27.

Charles

Louis Goebrecht,

Terrance
Richard Jensen,
Tomkins, Beverly Wagner and
Gary Whiting of Des Plaines.

Thomas Harrison and Michael Isaacs of Hoffman Estates.

Michael

Francek,

Robert

Hayd and Thomas Kukula of
Mount Prospect.
William Boscamp, Gerald
Clarke, and Patricia Sanderson of Prospect Heights.
William Croutch and Susan
Johnson of Rolling Meadows.
Thomas Gack and Charles
Graziano of Wheeling.

James Borkowski of Wood
Dale.

that the vision and hearing he
checked because any deficieno, in these functions can make

school a nightmare for your
child and might even make a
pupil with normal intelligence
appear
tarded.

to be

mentally

re-'

IT IS IMPORTANT, too,
to make sure your child has
had all the immunizing shots
and boosters he should have. If
he expects to go out for vigor -

Mental Health Group
Names 2 New Directors

place called Fleetwing Farm.
Fleetwing is located between Ela and Freeman Rds.
in a still unincorporated, unadulterated area of wooden

beauty and is surrounded by
Cook County Forest Preserve
property that will someday he
open to the public.
A haven for fledgling horse
my where one can rent a horse

The riding at Fleetwing is limited to instruction for those
who want to learn what is
termed in the horsey set "balanced scat equitation."

for beginners as well as advanced stude. .s who learn to
jump or "ride to the hounds".
Students also have classes in
the anatomy of the horse and
learn to "tack up" (saddle and
bridle).
There are two outdoor riding rings and an indoor arena
on

Fleetwing

grounds

miles of trails through

with a recreation room and
cafeteria. Just a few yards
away is the swimming pool.
Horseback riding is the

main sport at Fleetwing. The
horses are all

of the

tor's O.K. before letting him

If this will be your child's er stables in the Chicago area.
first year in school, it is essen-

tial that he be reassured that
you are not trying to get rid of
him and that you still love him
very much but that school attendance is a part of growing

MRS. JAYNE is also the director of the resident camp, in
its second year. There are eight

senior and five junior counselors who teach riding, swim-

up so "he can be smart like ming, archery and arts and
crafts to the 25 to 30 full-time

daddy."

If your child

is

to ride a campers. The counselors also

school bus, he must be taught
to obey the rules designed for

rich

cultural

heritage in the heart of what
was once called "the cornfields."

There are many other-ani:
mats on the grounds for the
children to play with and learn
to care for, such as clucks,
geese, gerbels, rabbits, a parrot, an Afgan Hound and even
a nine -month -old Ocelot (kept
in a cage).

The campers begin with
breakfast at 8:15 a.m. and bedtime is 9:30 p.m. There is no
TV anywhere on the premises.

SOME OF THE counselors
their Sunday's competing in Illinois Horse shows.
Donna Rose, senior counselor, won the Champion
spend

Green Hunter Award at the
Coach House Stable Horse
Show on June IS. Sue Shaw,
counselor and riding instructor, won a championship in the

Vie Prooect Dap

Silverwing Stable Horse show,
June 22.

Raine Ray, a junior counselor took a fourth place at the
International Horse Show this

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

Spring. Raine is also a junior

member of the Oak Brook
Hounds Hunt Club, in Naperville.
are

ten

advanced

enough,

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

take

part in the "cubbing" at the
Oak Brook Hounds. This is
when the new puppies are
so they can be ready for the
chase when hunt -time rolls

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill, 60016

around.

Fleetwing Farm is a fun
place to learn sportsmanship
as well as horsemanship, and
it's

a chance for city bound
Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111, 60056

children to get away -from the

hustle and bustle of the fast
world of today. It's a great

ACTIVE IN community
work, Pierce is vice president

of the Mount Prospect Art
League

and

participates

in

Little League and football activities. He lives with his wife
and three children at 620 N.
Elmhurst, Mount Prospect.
Richard N. Schar, of Fisher, Altwright and Master, Chicago construction firm, is the
second member. Active in civic work, Schar has managed lo-

cal and regional political campaigns, and is a member of the

Rolling Meadows Zoning
Board of Appeals and

the

Lil Floros

Baptism of Christine was
held in St. Peter's Lutheran
Church, Schaumburg, with
the Rev. John R. Steinberg officiating. A reception was held

in the Heidt home for family
and friends.

NEW NEIGHBORS

Dear Lee Janson,
A Negro family is going to move on our block in the suburb
Q --Please recommend a
good book I could give my son, where we live. My mother is all shook up. They have a 15 -year 13, explaining his developing old son, the same age I am.
I told my mother I'd like to invite the new neighbor boy to
sexuality.
A -The American Medical walk to school with me the first day. My dad thinks it's 'fine, and
Association, 535 N. Dearborn says that we should invite them to visit our church on Sunday. I
St., Chicago 60610; and the hope the new boy enjoys baseball as much as I (Id- and can go out
Children's Bureau, U.S. De- for the team with me. How can we get mom to see things our way?
Wanting to help
partment of Labor, Washing-

Chuck and Marilyn Gunsaulus who won a trip to
Puerto Rico on the TV show
"Personality." took the trip
last week. They flew to San
Juan and spent the week.
While there, they went deep

fishing, "something that
Chuck has always wanted to
do," Marilyn said. "We were
sea

that

instead of giving your she Just take the coffee pot and rolls down to the new neighbor's

five children at 2209 Birch

where he will be sure to find it
and read it on the sly.

to read it, you should hide it

Send your questions to Lee Janson, c/o Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

week vacation in the west.
They toured Yellowstone National Park and the Grand Tetons.

The flower arrangements in

the Mount Prospect public library for the month of August
are being done by Mrs. Max
Reisner

and

Mrs.

Vernon

They had an interesting experience at Old Faithful. They
were staying at the Old Faithful Inn and suddenly there was

Schneider, members of the

eight inches of snow. They

Congratulations to Robert
F. Schmid on being named

out for about four hours in
very choppy waters. We all

were "snowed in." As a result,
they had to stay a while, and

took dramamine and then the
bouncing around didn't bother us."

ful through sunshine, rain and

they managed to sec Old Faith-

Mount Prospect Garden Club.

president of Fred Schmid Associates, food facility planners.

snow!

The new addition to the

WHILE IN THE Grand Sports Chalet shop located on
pound tuna. Marilyn caught ar Tctons, they took a raft trip Randhurst's lower level is a
' CHUCK CAUGHT a 51 -

baby tuna, a ten -pound fish.

They had good weather all
the while they were in Puerto
Rico and were able to do some

golfing and make a trip to the
race track.
On the way home, the Gunsauluses, who live at 104 N.
Emerson, stopped in Atlanta
to visit friends.

NINE FAMILIES from
Community Presbyterian
Church arc at family camp this
week. The camp is at Conference Point on Lake Geneva.
Several high school youths
from St. Mark Lutheran
Church attended a "work
camp" at Riverside Bible
Camp in Story City, Iowa, last

week, They spent the week
ton, D.C. 20025, both put out
Suggest that she invite your new friend's mother in for coffee painting, clearing up a junk
an excellent series of pamphlets dealing with sex education the first morning they arrive, the same us she'd do with any new heap and cutting trees. The
for boys and girls at various neighbor. She just might find, to her surprise, the nicest neighbor project was set up to improve
ages. One wag has suggested and best friend she's ever had. On second thought, vhy doesn't the camping facilities at the
child the book and telling him house?

Ln., Rolling Meadows.

burg's first police detective.

or pushing.

VFW.

He lives with his wife and

Personality Trip

Mr. and Mrs. William Heidt,
of Bartlett. Heidt is Schaum-

Is there anyone that understands girls? Just when I think I've
figured them out, I go out with a girl who turns out to be a
complete paradox. They play coy, they tease, they get angry if

bus quickly without crowding

Main Street

Mr. and Mrs. Peter Swis-

you do the same, and just when I think I know what's going on, I
find out I don't. I sure wish I could figure out what's with girls."
Totally confused
dow. He should not tamper
with the fist -aid kit, emergenWelcome to the club.
cy doors or other bus equipment and he should get off the

Richard N. Schar

Ben Pierce

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

trained to the scent of the fox,

for a train. Your child Dear Lee Janson,

should keep his books and
packages on his lap or on the
floor under his seat -never in
the aisle. He should never put
his head or hand out the win-

Monday, August I I, 1969
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EACH YEAR students that

CAN'T FIGURE IT

approaches a railroad
crossing so the driver can lisbus

lumbia University School for
Hospital Administrators.

of our

some

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

On the bus, loud shouting
and roughhousing are out as
they distract the driver. All
talking should stop when the

Pierce, business ad-

It's a thought. Let's look
forward to seeing, close up,

towicz of Schaumburg Sunday
became godparents of Christine Noreen Heidt, daughter of

case, you should get your doc-

horseplay with other children.

J

the heart of what was once

to have our horses ruined."
Mrs. Jayne has "been in the
participate in football, base- horse business all her life,"
and formerly owned three othball, basketball or hockey.

ous sports, a doctor's certificate may be required. In any thing that makes it possible not

the street and not indulge in

Ben

of our rich cultural neritage in

Godp arents
Are Named

bus, he should stay back from

ministrator for the Psychiatric
Institute of Cook County Circuit Court, is one new member Pierces scholastic background includes a psychology
major at the University of Chicago, business administration
at Illinois Institute of Technology, and special training in
administrative medicine at Co-

It's a though. Lei's loOk forward to seeing, close up, some

good stock if you had a livery
stable. The fact that our riding
is well supervised is the only

rives. While waiting for the

association

three

gaited hunter variety, a kind of
horse that is hard to find and

five minutes before the bus ar-

nations and elections for the

and
the

woods. For the resident campers, there is a dormitory or

safety. He should leave
home in time to allow four or

was announced by William
Radtke, chairman of nomi-

tures as a temporary display.

Working Hunter Stake, at the
CLASSES IN horsemanship are offered year-round

his

the appointment of two
new members of the Board of
Directors of the Northwest
Mental Health Association

ucks;-tff-be plugged in

place and it's not far way.

W.G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

such an examination.It
is especially important

can he found a lovely quiet

MARTHA JAYNE, owner
and manager said, "It would
be impossible to keep such

Preschool Checkup Is Wise Move for Child

time for you to arrange for

tates, Schaumburg or Palatine

even harder to keep the way
with different riders riding
them all the time.

DOCTOR SAYS

lion children will be going to
school Unless your school
provides a physical checkup
for all pupils, this is a good

Es-

for an hour or two of riding.

33 from Area Graduate
At Northern Illinois U.

In t few weeks, some 17 mil-

On a road called Central just

minutes from Hoffman

youngsters who went along can and should be done to prethat last time we visited the serve the artifacts and crafts of
Harding. recall other items pioneer settlers of our area,
that gave delight: the fig- there is room for a more far -

Thirty-three area students
received
degrees Thursday

bitions of built-inunits;-tin

instruct the children who
come daily for riding lessons.

By Barbara-Vidtnar

lovers, Fleetwing is not a livery stable, nor a riding acade-

glitter in my memory. The

One of the solutions mentioned included traveling exhi-

Fleetwing Farm
For Horse Lovers

Arlington
Heights Historical Museum is
an excellent example of what

knights astride their horses,
best seen from a balcony, still

Miss Diane [Metzler of 707
Cambridge Dr., Schamburg,
department clerk at Western
Electric, Rolling Meadows,

suburban

one of the problems arising

the new --urban construction

posters, such as are still on sale how many times in

adjacent

communities. It appears to he

WE CAN report that -the could get going _in -what'-was

_

place.

crowded streets and other ti -to-Fermanent suburban struc-

that the children who toured

paintings of cowboys and Indians .in bronze or oils, then
you get some idea of the surrealistic combinations of the
Harding collection.
When the museum finally

since we last viewed the collec-

1956,
when
inwas

`Ichaumburg

tal idea was not to prevent deselopment but to avoid a slipshod community organization, with proper allocation
for industrial areas, schools
churches and residences.

There are many museum enthusiasts in suburbia, but a trip

opment that would be progres- guidance of teachers-or-pai---sive, balanced and complete, entswere-chiefli-atracted by
-the magnificent display of meaccording to Atcher.
And if you.---want-Com- dieval weapons and by the Re_leteness in your community, mington's stirring life -like

in the community that typifies
the latest word in modern population e plosion
the negotiations under way
to provide the museum with a- there is just nothing like adding a museum.
new address in Schaumburg
It's been about a decade makes good sense

from too many people in one

ranging bit of foresight.

vamp.

The Jim Phillips family of
314 S. Mount Prospect Rd.
recently returned from a three-

down the Snake River. At the
time, it was a cold 28 degrees.

College boys taking them on
the trip claimed it was the coldest they'd ever seen. Jim, Joan
and their two boys, James and

John, were wearing long undies and heavy winter clothing.

Then, two days later, when
they were in Denver, the temperature was 99 degrees.

definite plus. The new space,

all carpeted, allows for easy
browsing to see the sportswear

for men and women available

there. It's all very nicely displayed.

WORST JOKE of the Day:
"If you refuse to go out with
me," said the boy with intensity, "I shall die."
She refused.

Eighty-five years later he
died.

Hideaword
SOWBRED
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of thesc. letters.
25 good, 32 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

)
".;s)
"i

a

_

I

MIR

Shorts and sneakers were the order of the day as the Forest View band practiced at Conference
Point. Fred Elliot, director, believes the intensive summer practice has contributed to the band's
superior rating.

IN

tr

si
V

Waiting for her cue to beat the drum is freshman Leslie Mats,
who will be appearing with the high school band thus fall Leslie's

Jeff Heck, son of Dr and Mrs l'aul Heck of Mount Prospect,
drum major of the Forest View band, "struts his stuff' while
members of the band relax on the drill field. (Photos By

parents, Mr. and Mrs William Pfouts, were among the camp's
seven counselors.

Rites -Schneider)

Musical Holiday

Band Members. Combine

Practice and Play
By Fern Schneider

. Can you imagine the "St.
Louis Blues" played by a fiftyone piece band on the shores of
Lake Geneva?

Ask the members of the For-

est View High School band.
They spent the past week at
Conference Point Camp in

The rustling leaves of an old oak tree were only part of the music heard last week as Forest View
band members Collie Munn, Georgia Steffens, Kathy Ledding and Cory Van Schaick enjoyed a
week at Falcon Band Camp.

Lake Geneva, Wis. Although

lovers whose feet are busy tap-

ties, swimming, boating, team

to them at the Illinois State

the

ping the floor as they play are

games and crafts. No one is

Fair last year.

best," according to band di-

doing more than practice for

rector Fred Elliot, "so much is
accomplished in a week that it
makes a noticeable difference
in their appearance and performance in the fall."

spending a week in the company of friends, gaining valu-

ever without something to do.
The band also spends a part
of each day learning intricate
marching drills in preparation
for fall football games.

"the

accoustics

aren't

THESE YOUNG

music

the school year ahead. They're

able experience in group living
away from home.

Their intensive study is alternated with the camp activi-

A rating of superior was
awarded to the band in the

The Falcon Band Camp,

Page 5.
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now in its second year, has had

good response from students
and parents. The camp is man-

aged by Mr. and Mrs. Roger

State Band Concert Contest

Steele of Mount Prospect, who
provide top-notch facilities,
food and housing for the

and the same honor was given

guests.

Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

Sorority
Happenings
Alumna Receives
AOPi Golden Rose
Mrs. Mottweilcr's list of
A011 accomplishments includes helping to colonize new

Holy Family Brunch
Holy

Family

Women's

Auxiliary has announced its
program of activities for the
rest of the year.

Wednesday, Aug. 13, there
will be a lunch and fashion
show for Cotillion IV. The
guests will be the debutantes

from Cotillion IV and Cotil-

lion Ill, as well as the mothers
A011 chapters at two univer- and escorts of the debutantes
sities, many jobs within the of Cotillion IV. The reception
North Shore and northwest is at 10:30 a.m. followed by
Suburban Alumnae Chapters, lunch at 11:30 a.m. and a fashAssociated Collegiate Direc- ion show.
tor and Alumnae Director in
SUNDAY, OCT. 5, the
Illinois and Iowa.

Newlyweds Mr. and Mrs. Jay H. Knutz and Mr. and Mrs. Harold G. Koenig, all of Mount
Prospect were feted with a surprise shower recently by the Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, the

senior citizen group of which they are members. The Knutz couple were married June 7, the
Koenigs, May 10.

Monday, August I 1, 1969

auxiliary will have a brunch in
the Round Table Room at Arlington Towers, at 11:30 a.m.
"Christmas Sugar Plum Parade" is the title of the Christ-

nounced its schedule.

Sunday, Aug. 9, they will
hold a car wash on the hospital
grounds, beginning in the
morning.

Tuesday, Nov. 18, in the hospital cafeteria, at 10 a.m.

Saturday, Aug. 23, they arc
planning a Father -Daughter
' square dance.

Saturday, Dec. 27, Cotillion
IV will begin with the presen-

he the site of the Annual Formal Ball, to be held Saturday,

tation of the debutantes at 8
p.m. Arlington Towers.

Sept. 6.
Thursday,

mas Tea and Bazaar to be held

NORTHBROOK "Y" will

17IE CHERRY AIDS, who
also work in the hospital and
help the auxiliary with many
of its activities, has also an-

Oct.

23,

the

Cheery Aids will be holding a
Costume Pot Luck at the hospital.

They also have a booth in
the auxiliary tea.

Presently she is regional ex-

pansion director, responsible
for collegiate and alumnae
chapter growth in Illinois,
Iowa, Kentucky and Wiscon-

Come To The Bonsai Show
The Annual Midwest Bonsai Show will be held Friday,
Aug. 15, through Aug. 17 all

day until 6 p.m. at the Hill
Gardens in Dundee. This is the

llth consecutive year that exhibitors throughout the mid west area who practice the age-

old Japanese art of dwarfing
trees will compete for awards
are Hill Gardens.
You have to become a Bon -

sal enthusiast

to understand

how a tree 300 years old can be

demonstrations and lectures
by Kaneji Domoto, noted Bon-

'no more than a foot high.

sai expert and landscape architect; view the largest display of

BONSAI ENTRIES will be
judged in competition in the
novice and professional categories, with a grand award for
the "Best of Show."

Bonsai in the midwest; learn
how to start their own Bonsai
and browse through the Ori-

Visitors to the Bonsai Show

may stroll through the Many
Japanese Gardens; attend

ental Gift Shop.

The Hill Gardens of the D.
Hill Nursery Company are located at the junction of routes
31 and 72 in Dundee.

Guests From Tunisia

um=

sin.

Kappa Delta
Alumnae
Patricia Mottweiler

Mrs. Patricia Jacobs Mottweilcr of Alpha Omicron Pi

Northwest Suburban

Delta Northwest
Kappa
Suburban Alumnae Assn. will
hold a new membership coffee
Aug. 21 from 2 to 4 p.m. at the

Charles Hoffman and Linda
Pichler were married June 21
at
Lutheran
Resurrection

home of Mrs. Allen Starkey,
718 Eastman, Mount Pros-

double -ring

Alumnae Chapter was one of

pect.

18 women to receive the gold for outstanding
rose
en
achievement during Alpha
Omicron Pi's 48th Inter-

Any Kappa Delta in the area
is welcome. Phone Mrs. Leighton Jorgensen,- chairman, at

national Convention in Los
Angeles this summer.

sioneers of Mount Prospect
and the Buffalo Grove Over 50
Club.
_Both groups will participate
in three special activities, the

first a bus tour to Arthur, Ill.,
on Aug. 15, where the seniors

people.

by bus. The third activity is an
area picnic at Pottawatomie
Park in St. Charles, in which

the two groups will travel by

bus to join other northwest

ceremony

The newlyweds will live in
DeKalb where the bride grad-

uated from Northern Illinois

University in June. Charles is
a graduate of Prospect High

School and will continue his
education at Northern Illinois

-was

performed by Rev. R. Dahlman.

The bride wore a Victorian -

style gown of antique ivory

cented

by

her

bouquet of

baby's breath and pastel flowers.

MAID OF HONOR Cindy
Westbrook wore a floor -length
gown of blue dotted swiss and

seniors for a picniV itifin ,and carried a basket of pastel
flowers. Em -Marie Pichler,
outdoor activities.
that Linda's sister, as flowergirl,
Seniors arc remin
reservations are now o n for wore a blue dotted swiss forD.C. mal with a white organza rea five-day Washingt
and Williamsburg tour, begin- dingote and carried a miniature
ning October 12 or 13.
flower basket.
The Extensioneers,will hold
Flowers were distributed to

"Drop In Center Days" Aug.
14 and 28 and Sept. 4 at the

will tour the Amish country Communit y Presbyterian
and partake of home-made Church in Mount Prospect.
The Buffalo Grove Over 50
Amish food.
Club, which meets at the
ON AUG. 19, both groups
will attend the Cubs -Atlanta
ball game following a picnic
lunch. Transportation will be

Church, Franklin Park. The

residents.

peau de soie and silk organza
392-2096 if you, arc planning with a chancel -length veil. Her
to attend or have any ques- gown was trimmed with handtions.
made Swiss embroidery ac-

Seniors Active
in August
August activities have been
announced by two area senior
citizen groups, the Exten-

Looking over the Itinerary for their stay in this country are Tunisian exchange students Abdelwahed Azeb, Hedi Guella, Fawzia Khenissi, Ferida Osman and Catherine Puiggall. A coffee was
held for them at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Beckwith of Mount Prospect, who are in their
eighfh year of hosting students. Ten other area families have opened their homes to the young

Twin Guitars Provide
Wedding Accompaniment

Ranch Mart Shopping Center
at Dundee and Buffalo Grove
Rds. will hold Drop In Center
days August 20, 27 and September 3. On August 9, they
will host a Saturday night party at their center to which they
havt invited the Extensioneers.

all female guests by Carol Barranco and Beverly Kraft. Nancy Stoehrman sang "The

Lord's Prayer" accompanied
by two guitars.
Serving as best man was
Paul Hoffman. Neal Hoffman
and Michael Pichler served as
ushers.

The bride's parents, Mr. and

Mrs. Herman Pichler, reside
in Franklin Park. The groom's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Hoffman, are Mount Prospect

MR. AND MRS. CHARLES HOFFMAN

THE PROSPECT DAY
Monday, August I I, 1969
-.
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'7 Students Aiding at Clearbrook.
Seven students from the
northwest suburbs have spent
the month of July doing volunteer work at Clearhrook Center for the Retarded. 3201 W.
Campbell. Rolling Meadows.

Assisting summer day

teachers were: Rick
Uppling. 2411 School Dr.. Cathy Rogers, 2210 Cedar. KathGagnon, 313 Fremont.
ie

school

Forest View High School
came to Clearbrook because
he was interested in special
education and liked working
with children.
"I live near Clearhrook and
I
heard they needed volunat

teers. I thought this would be a

good chance to see if I would
enjoy working in special edds.
cation." he said.
Kathleen Blaker, 3102 St.
"1 work in the gym with the
James and Cindy Niirdlund. children, playing hall or
3905 Eagle. all of Rolling wheeling them in wagons. One
Meadows: Debra Horan. 1006 boy I've been working with
Arlington loves to play baseball. When I'
Frontenac.
W
Heights. and Vi:11US Kudela. first started working with hint
Des he didn't even know how. to
Ln.,
Meadow
9448
swing a bat. I taught him sonic
Plaines.

1

.4

show him a baseball diamond.
He was pretty excited when he
saw that home plate was in the
ground.

it's a nice feeling to know you
can help someone. I'm pretty
sure I'm going to go into special education and I plan to
come back to Clearbrook next

"I had been Working with a
neighbor's retarded child and I

"He's getting pretty good at
playing ball and the other day
he hit a ball clear across the
.gym." said Rick.
"Each child
helped with

summer." he added.

decided to try it.
"I didn't really know whatto

I

has a different problem. But

has been working with the pre-

suggest
expect.
ethatggestielint,
one interestedI'd

school primary group IS and

Clearhrook should visit a class

6 -year -olds) at the center.

to see the kids and see what it's

A new Northwest suburban
group will present the musical

A TYPICAL DAY for Debhelping the
children work puzzles and
play games. Soon it's time for

milk and cookies before the
class goes to the gym to ride
hikes, climb and play ball.
After playing in the gym the

14111

who is a St. Viator senior and

tresses.

Need Health, Age Records

vidual and not just put all retarded children in one group."

pianist, and Mark Gallia of

placed under her twenty mat-

from sun -glare

or swim in_theportable-poolS:

St. Viator Auditorium.

ty by detecting a small pea

Springfield, through Aug 17, is for farmers. Here's one way to mow the home grounds while shaded

After lunch they play outside

Mattress" at 8 p.m. Aug. 16 at

princess that proves her royal-

Not all equipment on display by International Harvester at the 117th Illinois State Fair in

make puppets until lunch time.

summer I've learned

based on the
fairy tale "The Princess and
The Pea." It is the story of a

411111114114..-

it's worktime-Lime to color or

to look at each child as an indi-

musical fable

4
.41

Jay Thompson, Marshall
Barer, and Dean Fuller wrote
the hook, Marshall Barer the
lyrics, and Mary Rodgers
(daughter of Richard Rodgers)
penned the music.

The new group with 30

y, I.

r

Mount Prospect, an acting student at the Goodman Theatre,
Chicago.
Tenzel Productions is sponsored by the Palatine Pro -Shop
at Palatine Plaza.

"1

.

14."

,
/

4.

for everyone-even kindergarten children.
are

No child can enter kindergarten without first complying
with rules set down in the Illinois State School Code and
the school district
State law says a child must
be five years old on or before
Dec
of the school year to he
enrolled in kindergarten A
birth certificate must he
presented at registration as
proof of age
I

PARENTS WHO DO not
have their child's birth certificate may get a duplicate for a
small fee from the clerk or

Lose 10 lbs. in

..%.r

Karen Mason of Arlington
Heights will star in the Carol
Burnett role of Princess Win-

10 days - The

(A%

441,4
4

int(

nifrcd.

A young boy in Clearbrook Center's summer day school program is introduced to baseball by Rick Uppling, who has been
doing volunteer work at Clearbrook.

lington Heights as the nagging
queen, Steve Linsner of Palatine as the silent king.

search at

'The DuPage County Health

Deptartmcnt is at 222 E. Willow St.. Wheaton.

Some school districts also
will accept hospital or baptismal records verifying a child's
age if a birth certificate is not

require

59

A 38 -year -old Palatine con- which was found late Friday
struction worker was charged night burning in a field.

Saturday by the FBI with the
Gornick was arrested early
$8.834 armed robbery Friday Saturday morning and after
of the F irst National Bank of questioning
formally
was
East Dundee
charged by the FBI with the
Bail was set at $40,000. crime. He was found walking
James Gornick, of 449 E. on a dirt path behind a barn
Baldwin MulS tried and con- near Sutton add Penny Rds. in
victed 12 years ago for rob- Barrington Township after
bing the same bank in an Barrington Hills police had
identical manner as in Fri- received a call from a resident
day's holdup

saying he saw a suspicious

A preliminary hearing was
held Saturday before United

person there.

States

Commissioner

James

Balog Gornick was identified
by Raymond Beti, hank president, who testified that Gornick was the man who had or-

dered -him to fill a flour sack
with money
Gornick also was identified
in the hearing by a Des Plaines

auto dealer who said he had
sold Gornick a tan 1962
Chevrolet on Aug 8
FBI agents said that the
getaway car used by the robber
was a tan 1962 Chevrolet

CPA Meeting
Mr and Mrs John Meinert
of 605 S William, Mount
Prospect, attended the recent
annual meeting of the Illinois
Society of Certified Public Accountants at,the Playboy Club
Hotel in Lake Geneva, Wis.

Area and county police and

the FBI co-operated in the
manhunt.

The robber Friday entered
the bank and shoved a carton
made for holding long -stem

roses into Beu's back. In the
carton was a sawed-off shotgun. The robber ordered Beu
to collect the money from
three tellers' windows.

Sgt. Joseph Bopp,

commander of the Mount
Prospect Police detective divi-

sion said a complaint will be
lodged with the Federal Marshall today charging Gornick
with the July 7 armed robbery
of Walt Boyle's novelty store.
Police arc also investigating
the possibiltiy of Gornick's involvement in the robbery of

Hillman's Finer Foods July
17.

Both stores are in the

Mount Prospect Plaza shopping center.

er

Registration

fur

$10.

Parents should check with
the district office for registration times. They should regis-.
ter a child at the school he will
attend.

The School Code of Illinois
says

a school must provide

transportation for those living
11/2 miles or farther from the
school they attend. Boundaries
are determined by the district.
There will be no transportation in District 57 because all students live less than
11/2 miles from school, said Superintendent Eric Sahlherg.

STUDENTS IN District 59
who live more than 11/2 miles
from the school they attend
shall receive free bus transportation. Students living 8/10
of a mile to 11/2 miles from
the school may ride the bus for
a $25 fee.

No free bus transportation
is provided in District 23.
State law also requires that
kindergarten children attend
school no longer than a half a
day, five days a week.

Insurance is offered to children entering school, but it is
optional. Prices for insurance
covering students to, from and
during school range from $2 to
$3 a year.
School districts also offer
insur24 -hour, year-round
ance for a larger fee.

LUNCH IS NOT provided
for kindergarten pupils because they only attend school
half a day. In District 23 parents may send milk to school

with the child or pay $7 for
milk and cookies for the year.

Schools in District 23 are
Betsy Ross, Anne' Sullivan,
John Muir and MacArthurJunior High.
District. 57 includes Busse,
Central, Fairview, Gregory,

Lincoln, Lions Park, Sunset
Park and Westbrook.
Junior
Dempster

High,

Robert Frost, Holmes Junior

High, John Jay and Forest
View Elementary are in District 59.

- a pound a day dropped. Each 2
days atter that-t% pounds oil until

John

you reach your desired weight. Ne-

ver go hungry. Quite the contrary.

You can sluff yourself with the "no -

no" foods you love. nick steaks,

Parsons' statement

fried chicken, gravies, mayonnaise,
lobster In butler, bacon, sausage. In
fact, you should eat to your fullest
desire. You will still lose weight as

that the hoard might he broke
by the end of the fiscal year.

outlined above. There's no big secret
how it works when you read the diet
Instructions. Briefly, tat doesn't loan

When it was time to vote.

DISTRICT 23 will hold

District 59 will be Aug. 13
through 19. The fee will be

have suddenly gone. 6th to 10th day

year that we've stuck our neck
out," said Board president Gil
Liehenow in reply to Treasur-

e

registration at the schools beginning Aug. 25, a $3 fee will

students.

10 pounds in 10 days. !fete's the way

It works: First 4 days - no weight
loss. On the 5th day - 5 pounds

"It's only the third time this

exam-

be charged. Registration for
District 57 will take place
Aug. 18 through 20 for new

the diet and whose enthusiasm has
spread to others around the nation.
Follow the diet and you should lose

brary.
,

Physical forms can be ob-

.

sands upon thousands who have used

stallation of carpeting on the
stairs and upstairs of the li-

tained from the schools during
registration or during office
hours at the school.

ination near the time of his

This Is the diet that works where
others have failed. Prout? The thou-

spend up to $3,500 for the in-

physical.

must have a physical exam-

an Arrested
In Bank Theft

The Mount Prospect Library Board last night voted
4-2 to authorize its Building
and Grounds Committeti to

ination apart from the regular

THE 1967 SCHOOL code,
the latest edition, says a child

and economic commission laid

dental

sands of people have used
this identical diet to regain
their youthful figures. Slimness without starvation.

By Robert Katz

the Cook County

a

about - because it melts
off fat like magic! Thou-

4,

of the physical examination.
However, districts 23, 57 and

available.

for industrial development in for him."
Mount Prospect, at the time
Zimmermann said the ordithe village board was to pass nance is important especially
the finished work last Tuesday. for development of the indusThe industrial development trial lands south of the village.

To Purchase
Carpeting

Board of Education, said these
arc precautionary procedures
and added that the examination must be given by an Illinois physician.
A dental check often is part

cago.

SANTA BARBARA,
CALIF. (Special) - Here is
the fantastic grapefruit diet
that everyone is talking

Library

immunized against measles,
diphtheria, polio, smallpox,
tetanus and whooping cough.
V
Bill Cote director of re-

office is at 130 N. Wells, Chicago. The Board of Health office is at 54 Weber St., Chi-

'A special vote of thanks to
the ground work for the ordiJohn Zimmermann (acting vilnance, the plan commission
lage manager)" came from In- revised it and Zimmermann
Development and
put everything into ordinance
dustrial
Economic Commission mem- form.
ber George Flaherty last week.
"He did an exceptionally
The "thanks" were for fine job on this ordinance,"
preZimmermann's work in
Flaherty said. "Passage would
paring an updated ordinance ne six months away were it not

Grapefruit Way

N141.4"-C,'

44t*4::

Other members of the cast
include Kathy Schafer, of Ar-

school entrance and must be'

The Cook County Clerk's

Gives Special 'Thanks'
To Zimmermann frr Help

-

V. ,-i-'1

to Enroll in Kindergarten
health department of the county in which the child was born.

circle. They sing songs and say
the Pledge of Allegiance. Then

Productions, taken from the
names of the co -directors
Chuck Tennes, of Palatine,

Tickets will cost $1.50.
Once Upon A Mattress is a

r.

children come back to their
room and make a singing

,

members, is known as Tenzel

comedy hit "Once Upon A

IMIORigakk

y. -

by begins with

To Put On 'Once
Upon a Mattress'

11411W1

any-

like." she said.

basic things about the game

agivitQa

Rules

found out that Clearhrook
needed summer volunteers so I

DEBRA HORAN, a junior
at John Hersey High School.

RICK UPPL1NG, a junior and took him to the park to

By Judy Ressler

enjoyed that," said Debby. "I

em

"

however, Parsons favored the
purchase of carpeting.
"We'll simply have to
scramble for it," he said.
Liebenow agreed, saying,

re!

%
'4

,

"If we

. ."1"'

Store Catalog --A Trip

Back to Roaring 20s
a newly -published edition of

Mongomery Ward's 1922
catalog.

Copies of the catalog were
presented to the Arlington
Heights and Mount Prospect
Public libraries yesterday by
Mal Pavik, manager of Ward's
Randhurst retail store.

"To open the pages of this

catalog and gaze at the
descriptions

of the

raise

sweaters,

Jubilee catalog, will he of interest to historians or those

square -toed

shoes,

similar to today's prefab

"Listed are player pianos,
detachable shirt collars, suspenders, shawls, fur neck-

looking coats.

Cartooning
and other services.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

last, guaranteed weight loss. The

only thing you can lose Is lat. Tear
eel this message as a reminder. Or.

der today - lose 10 pounds in

10

days. The Grapefruit Way.

:lark 3E_

'

1

imentREAullte9
,

1,1

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

.19 '4

SALE

In Palatine

WHOLEHOUSE - ALL NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Tike Three Months to Pay. No Interest.
Ark About Our Conyeelent Credlt Terms.

Contact Dick Westgard

255-7200

2 days. Mall your order today for

to

our.

CREATIVE

4.enerhead Designs
Brochure Design
Moiling Pieces

the following 7 days, 3 pounds every

NINE

tion.

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations

93103. Your weight loss schedule:
7 pounds the lirst 7 days, 6 pounds

OPEN
NINE

without the top and

"Among other things, we

SERVICE

P. 0. Box 5421, Santa Barbara, Calif.

request for donations towards
library improvement.

windshield.

see something of what

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

pains, without denying yourself the
good things in life. Yue can have a
copy of this extraordinary Grapefruit
Diet Plan by sending $2 cash, check
or money order to AMERICAN IN.
STITUTE FOR WEIGHT CONTROL,

for payment of the

ly $93.50 -- somewhat cheaper

underwear similar to today's
body stockings. Long Look

that time," said Pavik.

ART

you've wanted for years, your weight
will remain constant. Without hunger

"If we're going to get in-

Autos were becoming

with horses.
There also are suits with an
Edwardian look, Long John

u,1.1

Is

After getting down to the level that

volved in remodeling, this is
the time to do it," said library
director Mary Jo Hutchings.
Liebenow stressed that the

popular in 1922 and a Super
Speedster model body could
he bought for a Ford chassis.
It included underslung parts,
a top and a windshield for on-

equipment designed for use

'11

all the

homes, mackinaws and mod -

pieces, knickers and farm

',,1 1,1

including

guaranteed that you will lose weight.

fund". The fund is simply a

Wardway ready -cut homes

Diet,

above good, tasty things and It

and part of the downstairs of
the library.

luxuries

The catalog, referred to at
the time of its initial publication in 1922 as the Golden

Grapefruit

painting and carpeting will fall
on the newly -established "gift

and necessities of the day is
like opening a door on life at

their homes were furnished
and what they did for recrea-

maximum all the foods listed In the

The hoard also voted to seek
bids on painting of the upstairs

burden

who lived through this era and
want to rekindle memories.

Americans were wearing, how

really can and should eat to your

what's

needed we might as well just
fold up and quit."

Mal Pavik, manager of Ward's Randhurst retail store, Mrs. L.E. Hutchings, director or the Mount
Prospect Library, and Harold J. Ard, the Arlington Heights executive librarian, take a trip to the
Roaring Twenties through a 1922 Words Catalog, copies of which were presented to the two libraries.
(Photo by Jac Stafford)

Northwest suburban residents
can get a look at the Roaring
Twenties through the pages of

can't

fat. The catalyst In the diet to start

burning fat Is the grapefruit. Or
grapefruit Juice. Then you !start losing those unsightly pounds. You

29

(Pulls, Installed)

NORTH RMERICRN

HEATING VENTILATING AIR CONDITION INS

11915 W. Lincoln Aro., Morton Orm

Rag. 5719

PHONE

9658500

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

894-1800

394-3500

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY
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BUSINESS
Service Directory

FOUND: Walkie-Talkies, vic.
Greens Pork, Arl. Hts.'

of

DRAFTSMAN -

392-5739

pect. Call CL 5-9588

large

LOST:

black

white

&

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

for Chief when you're

you

near Orchard Place
School Des Plaines. 827-5423

ready! Call for interview or

terrier

White

puppy

white collar w/blue stones. Fe-'
Children
male.
Reward. 259.4328

heartbroken.

FOR ADVERTISING
296,6640-OR
255-7200

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

-pear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.

Your-Ae.':.1711

al al

EX - G.I.
TEST DRIVERS

riveways,
S, -driveways,
PATIOS

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rate:
Free Estimates
CALL 437.4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

vailable. 358-3411.

766-1943

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

--"
Ceramic Tile

358.5346

.

CL 9.3517
ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hemming all garments. 437-3934
SPECIALIZED:

Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

392-5410

439-3532

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

German Shepherds only

358-3534

ART

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

air-cond.; out

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

mate call 392-6604

Interior & Exterior Painting. All.
quality work.
rates 671-0009.
top

All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Redwood, Stockade, Wrought
iron. 647-0220

Blacktopping
BLACKTOP SERVICE

30% OFF

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Financing

967-5340

Carpentry -Remodeling

College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur
ed. Free estimate' after 6 p.m.
392-1542
2

CALL 297-2266

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Floors

392-1492

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

Custom Homes Room Additions,
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259.4348.
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small. 706-8034

Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &,
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

BEST"

Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Pointing Service
CL 3-3067

General Hauling

PHONE 392.5208
E & D CARPENTRY

YOU name it -WE do it! Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

and

CI. 5-8232

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

359-1906

home

.

537-6122

Carpet Cleaning
ZARPET & FURN. shampooing,
V2 price w/this ad. Installations
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
Living Rm. & Hall carpet cleaned $17.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95
8. Up. Expert Work. 894-9141

Cement Work
BREWER CONCRETE
Garage Floors, Driveways
Potios & Sidewalks
NO JOB TOO SMALL

_298-4586
KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Fret estimates.
297-3987 _.
KANZLER & SON

Cement Controctors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Free Estimates
Prompt Service
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.

Get

iDay Publications, Inc.

up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This. position offers in addition to superb training a real chance to
move up. Call:
117. So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect

10 TECHNICIANS
$650 No Fee

appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pect area.

FULL OR PART TIME

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.
296.1071

SUBURBAN
STANDARD

O.D. and/or 1.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)
Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

TOOL DESIGNERS
SETUP MEN AND PRESS

PLANT

experience

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

BUS DRIVER PART
Work out of O'Hare airport to
downtown Chicago for promoassignments.

hours and assignments. Chauf-

feur's permit needed. Salary
by arrangement.
CALL ROBERT THOMAS
332-5711, EXT. 3118

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant imordiate hiring. No fee. Call

Flexible

man required due to unusual

opportunity con include that

OPERATORS
PERMANENT JOBS ALSO FOR:

TIME
tional

EXCELLENT
OPPORTUNITIES

In Growing Powdered Metal Operation For:

Wolf & Euclid
Mt. Prospect

FULL TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

*PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.
SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS
Experience preferred
Apply

117 So. Emerson

With Expanding Machine Shop

642-6943

Clearing House
O'Hare

296-1043

Wanted For Permanent Positions

be dependable and neat in

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

MIKE HANSEN

MT. PROSPECT

STANDARD

PRODUCTION AND PRECISION
GRINDERS

PRESS SETUP MEN AND
OPERATORS

TOOL MAKERS
JOIN A PROGRESSIVE
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
Contact Personnel Offiie

BURGESS NORTON MFG. CO.
232-4100
Geneva, Ill.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

RT. B3 & Dempster
MT. PROSPECT

439-1334

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wonted
in-

terior designer. 255-4374

Ned Williams

392-6817

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insu'red.

546-5516

EXPERT PLASTERING

"Ted" Smith
RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827.7588

COMPLETE

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359
SATE -YOUR EYESI

Sod - Evergreens Shrubs - Trees

Repaired. Home Service Calls,
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

cate if he wishes.
He will then assume

Radio -TV Repair

It's TV Check-up time. Antipnnas

Installed 13otptilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

have the opportunity to relo-

IL REMODELING

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or Vatic & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
Arl. Hts.
CL 5-5692

ration expanding at the rate
of 18 to 22 offices a year and
are currently seeking a man
who can completely train to
be one of our office
managers. Initial ;aining will
be in one of Chicago offices.
After about a year, or' less,
when the man is trained and
his income is in the
$12,000415,000 range, he will

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824.7510
JOE ORTMAN

LANDSCAPING
big or small. Free estimates.

WAPPINET

Plastering
Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

STUMP REMOVAL

PART TIME

You Get Home"

RIGI-ti
HERE

IN 'THE

Dap

man of action, two years of
college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For confidential interview call)
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines,

Good Working Conditions
Major Cleaning Company

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW
964-1306

MR. BAKER

ai? CONDITIONED
VI FACTORY
NO EXPERIENCE

the

responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office administration, etc. Third year income
will exceed $35,000. A complete fringe package including
2 weeks paid vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option potential is included.
The mon we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, hos good
appearance, inquisitive mind,

TED LEVERENZ

Several openings are now available in the Mt. Prospect area
for part time JANITORIAL SERVICES. The hours are: 9 p.m. to
2 a.m., Monday through Friday.

Excellent Wages
Steady Employment

WOMEN

WORK
IN OUR

We are an international corpo-

'

Landscaping

MEN

"Call Me When

Piano Tuning -Service

Carpentersville, Ill.

426-4851

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

previous

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.
Pennwalt Corp.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

21 years and over. Men must

to learn to supervise own office. $500 $575 + car. This
is the spot if you have been

interview.

24 -Help Wanted Men

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED.

Company that needs 7 trainees

tunity for qualified individual. Contact personnel office for

(2 blocks N. Dundee High School)

Any schooling or experience
qualifies hero. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
'for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE.

PARKER

Promotion creates opening in product coordinating. Includes
expiditing, coordination of scheduling, inventory control and
related services in production of product line. Experience in
production planning, production control. and/or material control and related functions in manufacturing. Excellent oppor-

400 Maple Avenue

24414 Wanted Men

Interior Designer

296-6709

charge and receive

discrimination as
out
to sex unless specific-

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3.3384

439-8614 or 815-385.8999

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult 'budget conscious

line processes.
Then spot potential problem
areas, break bottlenecks, set
up and improve manufacturing °per...clans. Advance to
top management! CALL

ENG1NEERING'O'HARE

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,
your home. Permanent waves

NO JOII TOO SMALL

Heating,

specialist.

BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school
of

MATERIAL CONTROL

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

loc.

all

production

acquninted offer, reg. $15 per-

Home Maintenance

Recreation rooms, powder

by

probably won't tina

You

Without

you'll move around the

operations, oversee

Permanent waves given in your

Call 392-4750

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

ally designed as jobs for
men."

$4.00 Hr:+01T.

plant, become familiar with all

Permanent Waves

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Call for Estimate

First

FINDING

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

MAINTENANCE
START AT

$700-$850 FREE

ARE

they are available with-

Business Men's

PRODUCTION
TROUBLE
SHOOTER

253-4769

Hearing Aids

Remodelirig Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

Palatine

mem.
CALL GEORGE CARLSEN
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Go to School Free!
Train to Program

valuable exposure that will be
your springboard to advance.

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Jobs

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, III.

$7004900 FREE
Be involved in Research and
Development in the area of
steel. You will be assisting the
engineers, giving you in-

Quality workmanship. Fully in.
sured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Furniture Refinishing

Call "the rest" than coil "Tkli

PEOPLE

--

listed here are those historically filled by men;

held back.

RESEARCH
TECH
METALS

PAINTING & DECORATING

"Help Wanted

359-5800

Hallmark Personnel

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

guaranteed.
Work
Phone for free estimate anytime.

waiting.

Hi School grad.

Shall Decorating
355-9038

439-4454

blacktop work during
August. Call now 8 save. No
all

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

TRAINEE

Ask TOM PALERMO

N.W. Hwy..

III. #60302.

pect.

JOB

E.

tech. school

MALE

MANAGEMENT

NOT A "SUMMER"

Fully insured.

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

Any military or

anywhere.

HELP WANTED

O'Hare

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

800

found

Mt. Prospect
253-6600.

253.660(1

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

ENGINEERS

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,

Halda,

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

PROCESSING

117 So. Emerson

roe

rations. Potential to staff posi-

Reasonable

Apply in Person

commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

fice manager. No experience.

best electronics

engineers

your full salary while attending.
After training you will move

$11,000 to 512.000 No Fee Be
involved in both commercial
and manufacturing appli

MORE

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
pnd
Wallpapering
pointing. All work guaranteed

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

R. Pierce

Gen.)Auditors-Tax-Cost
Call John, ext. 3, 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
1510 Miner St.
Des Plaines

Interior & exterior. For FREE est.

& IRON CO.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
with carpet
FREE
CLEANING
296-1450
cleaning.

Elk Grove Village
1000 Busse Road

PARKER

a

296-1071

ACCOUNTANTS $660-$1500

Window Washing

HOLIDAY INN

Elk Grove

CALL BOB VAN

is

R & DElec.Mech.Chern.

253-8551

RICK'S DECORATING

X -CELL FENCE

BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Freisestirnates

Free Estimates
Pick 1/p & Delivery

WALL PAPERING

Fencing

additions,
Remodeling,
garages. 529-2478.

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

RECOVERED

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

$650-700

This

Business Men's
Clearing House

Call Rich, ext. 5, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

PROGRAMMER

DINETTE CHAIRS

11 P.M. to 7 A.M.
7 A.M. to 3 P.M.

training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For further information
see or call:

service.

LAB TECHS to $650

COBAL

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or_ 392-3450
CL 5-3991

FULL TIME BELLMEN

customer

$660-$1200 mo. New Bldg.
Call Jane, ext. 7, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

Ron

GENERAL FACTORY

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers. A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is

PROGRAMMERS -SYSTEMS

Coll

3 P.M. to 11 P.M.
Saturday & Sunday

perience preferred.

of the

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

tion.

RELIEF

NITE AUDITOR

439-5510

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and
on-the-job training with some

296-1071

AAMCO

Upholstery

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 1-1110

lets; yard lights; garages wired
etc. 253-4792.

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

Call Vince

NEW WAY PAINTING

Ad # A-141

Train to supervise 12 in all office operations; account credit

MY HOMEII
437-3934

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

299.0119

Decorating & Remodeling

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE

ACCURATE TYPING

Transmission Service

Des Plaines.

927-6908

MACHINE SHOP

Seldom found opportimity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

Educ. Degree. 824-8875.

259-9440

Painting -Decorating

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Electrical work;

437-4093

651 Pearson

Electrical Contractor

We Don't

On

537 1244 or 437 3160

Palatine. 253-4476,255-0751

Auto Repair & Equipment
We

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

2 Exper'd seamstresses; alterations/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

FREE ESTIMATES

nights 956.1640.

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359-1894

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

MASONRY

wedding
Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

255-7200

Tile
DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Home inprovernents & remodel
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

order.

Contact Dick Westgord

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

and resort clothes designed to

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

saws. Riders 8 LAWN MOWERS

& brick work. All work guaran

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alley
ations. Reas. 358-7791
Individualized styling. Formals.

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain
repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

Dressmaking -Sewing

SERVICE

"Small Engine Repair"

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

255-2570

CREATIVE

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

GROOMING

Art Service

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Alto Roof Repairing

Palatine

replacement for a retiring of-

Sect. work. 3 cloys/wk., excel.
shrthnd and typing. Acct., Bus.

plus

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Masonry

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

sofa

per

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

595-0051

Dog Services

WILL BABYSIT, 5 DAYS
A WEEK, ELK GROVE
AREA. 439-7912

fabric,
.17.50 per section plus fabric

1,24.50

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Hemming & .
Alterations

$15.50 per chair plus fabric

Mailing Service

Cleanup& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types or
cleanup. Home owners, con
tractors, and -so -on. Call any

ALTERATIONS 8 HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Phone 537-1411

Cletin Up Service

waste your time this
summer. Piano lessons in your
Don't

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

SLIP COVERS

store windows.

Man for machine shop work
and other duties. Some ex-

65 Scott St.

$150-$170

washer

needed to wash ground level

HALLMARK
800 E. N.W. Hwy.

home. 54.00 call 529-8305.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING

255-1091
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

into chief test drivers. Call Tom

Slip Covers

392-8763

KEY TILE CO.

Experienced in fine clothes.
priced. Palatine.
Reasonably
CALL: 358.6509

338.4084

Ref.

Trainee

window

Experienced

with excellent pay.

Audio Communications

-

PART TIME

Young men for general factory

Electronic

the wheel for a top-flight au-

Palermo 3S9-5800

Palatine area.
358-2699

in

JOE'S REFINISHING

All types -a8 season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

ions, patios, sidewalks.

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

refinished

LAWN CARE

Driveways, gar. floors, foundot-

Alterations

Kitchen cabinets

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-, your home.

Call 827-8992.

work. Best benefits available

Adventurous opportunity open
if you have a clean drivers license and a form DD214.
Buckle on the helmet and grab

Piano lessons

Refinishing

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

ssrage

floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.
timate. Call anytime.

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

$140 a week to start

tomotive specialities firm. They

115 -Instruction

Landscaping

Cement Work

.

.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

want men who can develop

Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Air Conditioning

No Fee
Supervise 25 people. Excellent working conditions. Call
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,

NO FEE

14-Petsonals

that's guaranteed to end
battery failures forever. I'll sup-

MAN WANTED

to work full time landscaping.

Rd., Des Plaines. 437-4113

$700 to $800 a Mo.

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

guest at CL

Just show VX 6, the Battery Ada -

ply you with everything you need.
Contact Curtis Wick, 625B Dulles

FOREMAN

ENGINEERING O'HARE

House

Conn.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

PRODUCTION

CALL JOHN LAWRENCE
296-1043

Lost: Brown billfold in Mt. Pros.
Belongs to W. Brewster Merrill,

New Canaan,

-C-6-11 Steve Markley, 394.1000,

time, full time, anytime! I've got
openings for men who want to
put extra $$$'s in their pockets.
ti e

LOST: large white angora cat,

LOST:

Make big money fast: spare

rongements.

large tail, blue collar. Vic. Rt.
12 & 53. REWARD. Phone Ross 358-2938

24 -Help Wanted Men -

24 -Help Wanted Men

$11,004 to $13,000

$675 FEE PAID
The basic knowhow anc_l_s;tuidonce you'll rectFie- qualifies

RABBIT

Consult this daily guide, of reliable services, offered by reputable

DESIGN ENGINEER

BECOME ENGINEER

FOUND: black & white cat, vic.
600 block Owen St., Mt. Pros-

Let us help make your DAY

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

23-Emploiment Agencies -Male

134.ast and Found

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

NECESSARY

Quality Control

AGE OPEN

If you have some electronic training and some experience
with simple test equipment, this is your chance to get in on

the ground floor of one of the Northwest Suburbs most
aggressive and fastest growing companies. Our products are
interesting and you can learn while you earn and prepare for
advancement as we continue to grow. Our salary program
and benefits are tops. Come in or Call, Mr. Bowser for more
details at:

We are staffing new air conditioned plant. YOu will receive
a good salary and excellent benefits including "profit sharing
and yearly bonus plan. MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION
Call 537-7100 or Apply
8 AM to 6 PM Mon. thru Fri.

POWER TOOLS

MICRODYNE, INC.
'1600 S. Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

255-4500

1444 S. Wolf Road

(S.W. Corner of Palatine & Wolf Roads)

Wheeling

Monday, August 11, 1969
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Gas

COMPUTER OPR.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wasted Men

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. We
your vehicle ' or ours. Coll
392-1830.

Earn Extra Money
PART TIME

High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This
is a permanent part time posi.
tion. Call 392.1830.

TRUCK MECHANIC.
WANTED

Morning, Afternoon & Evening

hours available.

ex-

No

350 S. N.W. Hwy. Barrington
381.5300

CALL MR. SULLIVAN

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Man To Work In

CORRESPONDENT

food service
for similar field,

Experience

in

equipment
desirable but will train.

STANLEY KNIGHT
CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

to

Ability readily rewarded with
advancement and security.

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates
available.
Please contact Mr. Schilling
at 299.1141 For App?.

DRIVER

PLANT

The ability to handle a

1

WINGS & WHEELS

include both

plant and equipment mainte-

MFG.

METHODE

sire to work with people and
have soles or public contact
experience we will train. We
are the notion's largest with
coast.
Draw., comm. 57.10,000 first

!

ment.
tunity

Excellent

TOOL & DIE

oppor-

maintenance man who
has the experience &
ability to handle general
maintenance work. Ex:.

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

sive

We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

dies along with jig and

building. Air-condifixture
tioned plant, good starting
rate, steady overtime.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

ILLINOIS
METHODE

cellent wages.

ARGUS, INC.

MFG. CORP.

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village

1700 Hicks Rd. (Nr. Euclid)
Rolling Meadows

437-4504

392-3500

DRAFTSMAN

PHARMACEUTICAL
TRAINEE

437-8500
1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village
GENERAL FACTORY

to expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy thefollowing benefits:

With design experience
to assist in the developproduction
of
packaging for several
new product lines. North-

Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

ment

1.

west suburban location.

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

For more information

PLEASE CALL MISS MC DIIIRE

-

Arlington Heights

272-1000

OPERATORS
Immediate openings for
experienced 360/30 operators. Jewel offers you
an excellent opportunity
for advancement. Good
starting salary and outstanding company benefits including profit

DRAFTSMEN

necessary.

IN TODAY'S FLUID EMPLOYMENT MARKET, IT IS

EASY TO BECOME STAGNATED & REMAIN A

pointment.

OFFICE PERSONNEL

DRAFTSMEN IN OUR ORGANIZATION, BEGINNER
OR EXPERIENCED, WILL BE JOINING A COMPANY

EXT. 594

EQUIP THEM TO CUSTOM

FOOD STORES

DESIGN

OUR

PRODUCTS. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE THE END

RESULTS OF YOUR LABOR. YOU WILL WORK
CLOSELY WITH OUR MANUFACTURING PEOPLE
TO BE SURE THAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE RECEIVING ONLY QUALITY MERCHANDISE.

426-4851
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

TRAINEES!
FIELD ENGINEERING

Free Medical - Entire Family!
No extended Travel!
Immediate Hires!

INTERVIEWS IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS!

Our client has retained the recruiting section of our management
consulting firm to locate a total of 13 technically inclined young
men for an extensive formal training program that begins on

August 25, 1969! If you have both mechanical and electrical
training and/or experience of any kind, we want to talk to you!

IN ADDITION, THRU YOUR OWN EFFORTS, YOU

CAN ADVANCE TO A POSITION WITHIN OUR
SALES TRAINING PROGRAM. WE NEED PEOPLE
WITH EXPERIENCE, WHO EVENTUALLY CAN OWN

Call: Mr. Beets

& MANAGE ONE OF OUR SALES OFFICES LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. AS A
MATURE SALES ENGINEER YOU WILL HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY OF OWNERSHIP OF ONE OF OUR
SALES OFFICES WITH OTHER PEOPLE WORKING

III. 60005.

Re -locating in Oakbrook, III.

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

WHICH INCLUDE SOME SHOP WORK TO BETTER

Send a complete resume in confidence giving
current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

JEWEL

(2 blocks N. Dundee High School)

WHICH PRIDES ITS SELF ON THE MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM EQUIPMENT. OUR MEN
RECEIVE AN EXTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM

future.

DEPT.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Open Weekends & Evenings to 9 P.M.

FOR YOU. THIS TYPE OF A POSITION AFFORDS
YOU AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN A HIGH 5 FIGURE YEARLY INCOME IN A SATISFYING & CHAL-

COMPANY EXPANSION -WE NEED HELP!

LENGING POSITION.

Experienced preferred, however We will
train qualified people.

BENEFITS GALORE:
FREE LIFE INSURANCE
FREE HOSPITALIZATION

Openings available in the following department:
DAY SHIFT: 8 am. to 4:30 pm.

REFRIGERATION ASSEMBLY
NOW THAT'S OUR STORY
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO
--OFFER???

* PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS
* PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
* RETIREMENT PROGRAM
* HOSPITALIZATION

392-3630

16

R. G. STANTON & ASSOCIATES, INC.
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANTS

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

41 INSURANCE

Personnel Office

HICAZI;) BLOWER

Call PAUL RUIZ or come in for a
Personal Interview

KROGER
555 Northwest Aye.
Northlake,

TUITION' REFUND PROGRAM
8 PAID HOLIDAYS PER YEAR

NIGHT SHIFT:
A 4:30 pm. to 1 am.

$3.84 Hour To Start'
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northloke
Warehouse. Kroger has'
an outstanding benefit
programll It will pay
you to investigate! Apply

--

PROFIT SHARING

SHIPPING & RECEIVING

WAREHOUSE
MEN

392-2094

NON-CONTRIBUTORY

WELDING
HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

Carpentersville,

400 Maple Avenue

FERENT????

An equal opportunity employer

A college degree & 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers
excellent interal promotion opportunities in the

& 3rd shift. Call for ap-

HILLS-McCANNA DIV.
Pennwalt Corp.

BOARD MAN ALL THE REST OF YOUR WORKING
YEARS. WHAT MAKES OUR COMPANY SO DIF

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.

10% night bonus on 2nd

ment. Contact personnel office for interview.

Free Insurance!

LABS, INC.

INTERNAL AUDITOR

able for rotating shift

Also, we are developing and standardizing our tool control
program and are seeking an individual with machine shop
inspection, tooling and/or drafting knowledge to assist and
administer this program. Attractive and rewarding employ-

New Car!
Cash Bonus 4. Stock = 15%!

IF YOU ARE A DRAFTSMAN
OR A BEGINNER IN THIS FIELD
THEN YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO READ THIS AD.

Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago
based corporation for an Internal Auditor.
Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, development & recommendation methods & procedure

sharing. Must be avail-

Opportunity for tool design draftsmen for permanent full time
employment. Machine tool knowledge with light design and
extensive layout experience to develop engineering drawings
for tools, jigs, fixtures, etc. Samples of your work will be
helpful during interview.

Automatic Raises!

ARNAR-STONE'
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

COMPUTOR

O'HARE FIELD
An equal opportunity employer

$107.00 to $122.00 A Wk. to Start!

Full time work in modern
air-conditioned plant.
Excellent benefit program. CALL 255-0300

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

BUTLER

AVIATION

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!

116 W. Eastman

CALL ED SUREK

299.1141 For Appt.
!AWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.
An equal opportunity employer

OR APPLY

BELL TELEPHONE

Established pharmaceutical manufacturer has
opening for trainee in
tablet department. No

experience

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686-7020

ability con take you up into management.

tool and die maker. Work consists of repair and mainte'
_nonce on high speed progres-

ment.

THE HERST ALLEN CO.'

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you con move into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and

mechanical products with an,
opening for an experienced

for experienced
young man. Many company benefits. Phone for
details and appoint-

A&P LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

ENGINEERING COMPANY

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may hove a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

We ore a leading manufacturer in the field of electro-

For immediate employ-

MAINTENANCE

345-0500

ATTENTION! !

AnOCUte

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you hove the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

SHIPPING DEPT.
SUPERVISOR

GENERAL

'Due

OR

FULL TIME

benefits.

Answer: Counter -clockwise.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

Rolling Meadows

point.

needs

PART. TIME

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

Northbrook

in

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

1200 Hicks Rd.

Snelling and Snelling for ap-

facility

MECHANICS

TOOL ENGINEERING

272-1000

year. Call Mr. Reich, 255-5084.

house

livery
area.

CORP.

offices coast to

ware-

Which way will gear B move?

CALL ED SUREK
392-3500

sized

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

vis local pickup and de-

nance.

SALES employment counselor.

Medium

MECHANICAL PROBLEM?

Rolling Meadowi

AIRCRAFT

437-5400

If you hove the ability and de-

495

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Rd.

Apply In Person

record and good references, will qualify you
for this one job. Invol-

Call or see our Personnel Department.

SALES

$2.50 PER HOUR

Rew'arding position open for
Man in our modern light manufacturing plant. Should have
electrical background as well
as usual maintenance skills.

392-3500

surance program.

Please contact Miss Gaffke

Responsibilities

EXPRESS, INC.

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free in.

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

experienced Maintenance

Future Unlimited.
Call or see our Personnel Department

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

MAINTENANCE

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT -299-0116

GRILL MEN

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS

686-7055 or 686-7040

An equal opportunity employer

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of -

emmommimm711%

O'Hare Field

You will report to the QC Manager.
Your duties - Inspection set-ups, layout,
1st piece part, in process and quality audits.

FULL TIME NIGHTS

2020 5. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

AVIATION

For an EXPERIENCED INSPECTOR
An EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY

GRILLMEN

299-0111

CALL MR. JACOBS

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines, Ill.

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:
1

BUTLER

hours.

Milwaukee,' Wheeling

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

Must be 18 years old or over.
Will train.

S.

For further information
come in or call:

Parts Department

ning plant.

WAREHOUSEMAN

PLAN

469-7204

expansion we have
openings for mechcinics with
glass packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new; modern and award winDue

886

1st & 2nd Shift
We are a fast growing company who are willing
ta_train_men to become machine operators and
material handlers. This is your opportunity to
learn a skill and progress with our company.
Look at these outstanding benefits:
3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
SICK PAY POLICY
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL

Last

Salary plus commission. No experience needed.

Time and

MATERIAL HANDLERS

Our Top Man

Made $600

TREE. TOPPER
Vz over 40

Part

MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

CALL ROY SEDREL for Appt.
359-4200

FREUND BROS.

KINNEY SHOES

ESTIMATOR &
SALES

of 6 months 360 experience.

We trained him -.we can train
you also. We will even pay you
during your training period.

Randhurst Shopping Center

attendants.

Plaza Standard Service Station.

Week!

Apply in Person

perience necessary, will train,
Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must
be 1/years of age.
CONTACT MR. apicER

For 360/30 installation. 2nd
shift. Palatine area. Minimum

station

time. Good pay. Mt. Prospect

11 24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wilted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-Ileip Waded MN

1675 Glen Ellyn Road

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.
0

850 Pratt Blvd.

439-5650

Elk Grove, III.

.

Glendale Heights

tone mite nirth el North An I

I

An Equal Opportunity Employer

203 S. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Heights

1
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24 -Help Wanted Men

24Help Waded Men

24 -Help Waded Rea

2 NIGHT MANAGERS.2 or 3
nights per week. 6:30 til midnight. Permanent position. Operate cash register and deli.

24 -Help Wanted Med

I 24 -Help Wanted Med

24 -Help Waded Men

Man or boy with own truck "or
car to deliver Sunday papers. 4
AM -8:30 AM.. Good pay -short

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

Aggressive person '21-35 to

Permanent evening

in food store. Call 437-9150 before 6:30ter appointment.

work in our unit in Hoffman
Estates. 5600 a month salary
to start. Unlimited opportunity
for advancement. For appoint.

work. Light office cleaning.

ment call:

827-7880

MACHINISTS

894-7474

es

3 to 5 years experience in set-

ATTENTION

Inspectors

DR. ASSISTANT

5550-5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
1510 Miner, Des P. 299.7191

our
Microdyne, Inc. needs SOLDERERS to help us build
products and INSPECTORS to electrically test them. If you
we
inspection,
or
testing
have some experience in soldering,
can offer you an excellent position with salary to match your:
ability.
Come
In
or
experience and raises .based upon your
Call Mr. Bowser for more details at:

1600 S. Hicks Road

Automobile furnished. Deliver proofs to northwest
suburbs & Chicago area. FULL TIME - 5 days a
week - Monday thru Friday. Company benefits.

conveniences

our

em-

ployees have Include: ample
cloSe-in

modern
parking,
completely
and

cafeteria
air-conditioned building.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY
CALL OR COME IN

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
for 1 year.
vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks

439-8500

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

SYSTEMS, INC.

TELLER TRAINEES

HALLMARK

$110 WK. NO FEE

Palatine

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

..100 N. HICKORY

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

An equal opportunity employer

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

Current salaries' run
$400 to $725 mo. FREE. For a

done.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Must have experience in performing

highly skilled work in building or repair-

ing compound & progressive dies.
$4.55 per hour, plus 10% nite bonus.
Second shift opening. Starting rate

MOLD REPAIRMAN
dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.
Experienced in maintaining die-cast
Starting rate $4.37 per hour..

refreshing change try

ENAMELING SHOP -

Arlington's oldest Employment

OPERATORS -

insurance, paid vocation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

1

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

259-5010

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

3

SPORTS WRITER

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, IL.

Full time employment.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

MEN

Experience in Photography helpful but not necesadvanceAre you tired of being laid off then recalled?NO steady employment. NOqualify for
from
withinl
this
is
you
and
you
can
ment opportunity. NO promotions
any of these jobs.

Type accurately at own speed
- no shorthand. In this area.
$100 per week plus year-end

Full Company benefits.

2nd and 3rd Shifts

* ENGINE LATHE

* BORING MILL

* TURRET LATHE

Evenings

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

* CYLINDRICAL GRINDER

FASCINATING FUTURE

PLANT ENGINEERING:

MECHANICAL

* MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

BUCYRUS-ERIE CO:

1100 MILWAUKEE AVE. SOUTH MILWAUKEE, WIS.
(414) 762-0900 Ext. 291
An Equal Opportunity Employer

opportunities

digest at pE

DESIGNER/DRAFTSMAN
Do you hove a background in mechanical designing or drafting? Do you enjoy working with people .., talking to salesmen
and customers? Are you interested in a fascinating, rewarding future with a blue-chip company?
If you're our mechanical designer/draftsman, we offer you a
Career Opportunity, an excellent starting salary, unlimited
growth potential, and a wide variety of interesting assignments!

La Salle Personnel
Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rates.
Boss travels a tot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY - 2559414, FREE 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3 doors
west of Rte 83)

CUSTOMER
CONTACT GIRL
Large firm has opening for a
girl with a good speaking

voice who can handle

in-

quoting prices, giving delivery
dates, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY at
255-9414, Free 16. W. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3

$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES

US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut con offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES
Assemblers

Material Handlers

Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men

Cable Formers

Please Call

437-5400

Plater's Helpers

Heat Treaters

Millwrights

Shipping Clerks

Stockkeepers

ENGINEERING COMPANY

APPLY IN PERSON
opportunity 4 --west at

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC
A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
403N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164'

--Anocuf/

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
COO A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

plus.

8:00 A.M. TO NOON

Elk Grove Village

An Equal Opportunity Employ.

.

.. , ... ,

.

tion). Full fringe benefits, 371/2
hr. week. Call Mrs. Goodling.

r -HARPER COLLEGE

1

opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

appointschedule, and
keep

phone,

WEST PERSONNEL

ment

make out pet case histories. You will learn to
keep an inventory of

VARIETY

OFFICE

medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

$563 MONTH

ister medication to ani-

GENERAL

will be trained to admin-

We are in dire need of a good
general office girl. Type 50
w.p.m., handle busy phones.

OPERATOR
3-11 P.M. Shift

6 day week
including Saturdays

ALSO WEEKEND HELP
Mature person for weekends.
Apply in person

ARLINGTON INN
948 E. NW Hwy.

RESIDENT

LADY PARKER

MANAGER

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

STRAIGHT

For fine Apartment Complex in
Arlington Heights. Experience
required. Beautiful apartment,
good salary.

RECEPTION

CALL COLLECT

genial office where everyone
helps each other. Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880

VE 5-0034

$500 MONTH

9 S. Dunton

966-0700

FOR APPOINTMENT

You'll be the official greeter
the

company,

so

you

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

holmes & assoc.

give a favorable first impres

RECEPT
Decorators & clients from all
over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

everyone. Have them sign in.
Call salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting & talking to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO
experience

needed)

sion. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check
appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

WON'T LAST...

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

9 S. Dunton

6028 Dempster

966-0700

for

where. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting ex-

SECRETARY

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
Interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll hove free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

help set up and attend trade
shows. Excellent benefits and
salary.

Call 827-8107

4en_

1

To Union Station. CALL:

Mr. Moriarty
RA 6-6900
Ext. 335

ary for one of the top
television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

at $130 a week with a

guaranteed merit

WAITRESS

increase after 3 months.'
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

PART TIME EVENINGS

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Miss Paige

6028

Dempster

4:30 til 8:30
be experienced, neat,
fast worker. Excellent pay.

Must

RECEPTION

THE O'HARE

BABY DOCTOR

EAST PUB
823-4333

966-0700

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE
WILL TRAIN -BEGINNER
like working with

If you

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel

&

meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in DOCtor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patlents-make sure they're
comfortable 'til Doctor
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doc-.
tor. Type bills, few letters. Ex-

perience NOT

NECESSARY.

Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants --he'll
teach you everything else. Free
$520

2720 S. Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines,

Salary, Pleasant Surroundings,
Modern Air Conditioned Office.
Block
Many Fringe Benefits.

in Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

ChI., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

Position requires alertness and
good typing, assist association
director. Interesting duties;

5 Doy Week. Good Starting

117 So. Emerson

Des Plaines

PHONE

TYPIST

perience? Be a secret-

You'll be secretary to the di-

La Salle Personnel

S/HAND OR DICTA-

An equal opportunity employer

Television Station

298-2770

SECRETARY

Des Plaines
733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827.4411

Secretary
$130,.WEEK.

$130 WEEK

This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gal to
make appts., greet the public,
help the doc plan his week. If
you are a capable person you
will really enjoy this stimulating job. Free! THIS JOB

Bank of

If you're good, you can
make top money any-

LITE STENO

LOCAL RESORT

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK

First National

MISS PAIGE

Free

298-5051

WEST PERSONNEL

5 day week. Excellent working'
conditions. Full fringe benefits.

NONEI

Northwest Suburbs.

IMO W. Higgins

TELLER

ance and a nice personality to

the receptionist. Say "HI" to

940 Lee St.

DESK CLERK &

SWITCHBOARD

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, con-

6028 Dempster

359.4200

Palatine, Ill.

=FREEhxciting

SHOWROOM

2375 Estes Ave.

SATURDAY

966-0700

should hove a neat appear-

receptionist

Miss Gaffke

P ipefitters
Relay Adjusters

6028 Dempster

for

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

BORING MILL OPERATORS

394-0880

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN'
$135 WEEK

doors west of Rte 83)

AN AE0213 COMPANY

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

Experienced Punch Press Operators needed for second shift. Should be experienced in blanking operations. Shift premium and piece work rates apply.

graphed in publicity
shots. Must have average steno. Salary 5500

facturer's representatives

public school. Interesting duties in lovely surroundings. Light typing
required. Salary $450.

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with
a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS ALL SHIFTS

cording equipment to

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and manu-

and direct
Receive
visitors for suburban

MACHINISTS

perience a plus but will train.
New facilities available 2nd
week in August (same loca-

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

re-

show

part of this position for small,

ROTARY SEAL CORPORATION

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
paid vaca.., advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ...
tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

Will

public contact, etc., are all

RECEPTION
SCHOOL

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE

handle public relations
for well known cam.
pony.

498-1480

Some payroll experience desir.
ed. Data processing ex-

Miss Paige

298-5051

Call or write James A. McEleny at 867-5000 for a
Personal Interview.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

at:

PAYROLL

Ian who is well groomed
and photogenic will

10400 W. Higgins

Upper Level
Randhurst
392.2700
Suite 23A
939.4866
63 E. Adams, Chi.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60656

with excellent working conditions. Salary open. Call Mr.
Bright for personal interview

to start. Free.

Northwest Suburbs.

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines

This is a unique job for a unique individual, who wants to join
a winning team where there's always MOT at the topl
Company benefits include paid hospitalization, major medical and life insurance, paid holidays, vacations and pension
program.

7440 WEST LAWRENCE AVE.

ability. Full company benefits

alities and be photo-

298-2770

for

These positions offer excellent fringe benefits and they are high paying jobs with a
well established company. located 15 to 20 minutes from Milwaukee or Racine
Area. We will train with some experience.

typing and some shorthand

Phones, general office duties,

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

* BORING BAR

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
con jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. $498

show business person-

sary.

Apply in person

MACHINE SHOP:

Work with friendly people.
personality keyed
Pleasant
to this job. Varied duties.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

Immediate secretarial position
open in North Brook area with
regional office Tamar Electronics, Inc. Must possess good

SECRETARY
Attractive young wom-

bonus. Free to you.

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

SECRETARY

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who /ome to you
for help in deciding where to

PHOTOGENIC

EASY JOB

ASSEMBLY
fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

layout inspeCtion on complex sample
Must be experienced in surface plate &
parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

LADY PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

(24 hr. Phone)

4 W. Miner

Service, Arl. Hts.
CL 9-1222

go for vacation, how to get

392-6100

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

general office. 5 day week. Mrs.
Morgan, Executive Secretarial

WILL TRAIN

1

.

SHEETS INC.

CALL 372-9895
EXPERIENCED accurate typist &

TRAVEL SERVICE

117 So. Emerson

Service.

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bone -

INSPECTOR ANALYST

derails,

full charge,
general ledger, payroll etc.
Excellent starting salary.
BOOKKEEPER

FOR LOCAL

1

We kid you notl We have a
reputation for getting things

259-5010

O'Hare Office Bldg.

p.m. or
p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call for

hours -8 a.m. to

CHASING?

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

delivery & collections. Earn up to
55.00 an hour. We need you now.
439-5741 aft. 2 p.m.

WEST PERSONNEL

Magnificent
suburban bank will completely
train. Take your choice of

TIRED

Arlington Hts., III.

Age 19-28. 296-5527

Women or girls with cars. Light

10400 W. Higgins at Mannheim

Northwest

new

for physicians
office in Des Plaines - Arl. area.

RESERVATIONS

Ask Marge Merten 359-5800

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

894-2979
RECEPTIONIST

Plaines. 298-5051

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect.
(3 doors west of Rte 83),
255-9414

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

Woman to live-in on week -ends,
and help widow. Good salary.

Des

skills.

Elderly

expd.
transp., refs,
lady Preferred. 296-6401.

of AAA

benefits & raise potem
bal. Interesting variety.
Average

sitter

for 2 children my home, own

calls. Must be able to

able. FREE AT AMY, 16 W.

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

CAU. 259-3220
Teacher desires baby

I make' decisions.' Good

and be responsible for holding
down the fort while they are in
court. They would like some.
one who is neat and person-

in

12:30 to 6 PM.

Mt. Prospect.

firm. Arrange itineraries
and appointments, hen
idle visitors and screen

offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule appointments answer phones

SP 4-8585
297-3535

President

To

Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely

IVY

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Des Plaines

NEED

Free to you.

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

NURSE for doctor's office

SECRETARY$650

RECEPTIONIST

& be of help to all. Salary hi.

GEORGE W. MAKELA

WEBER MARKING

LOCAL LAWYERS

You'll be #1 girl to Social Workers in clinic set up lust for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents

7215 W. Touhy

529-3087 after 6.

La Salle Personnel,

297-3535

Chi.. 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

Reliable woman to care for 2
small children in my home.

TODAY... 298-2770

SP 4-8585

940 Lee St.

1510 Miner St.

255-4500

reviews.

der. A pleasant phone voice
will help, you land this great
job. $100. Free! MUST CALL

IVY

Call Terri, ext. 45, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

No one to look over your shoul-

Free to you.

of

WORK NEAR HOME

speed in this suburban office.

51004120 wk. Type & ofc. exp.

profit sharing, free life insur-

ance, group health insurance,
credit union and regular wage

You can type at your .own

ing for "arty" peoplel $575.
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pi.

dren in my home. Vicinity
Ashland & Lee. 827-3457.

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

designs are born, brought to
market, sold. It's a job that
asks for common sense & lik-

TYPING -BILLING -KEYPUNCH

MICRODYNE, INC.
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Our employees enjoy a liberal
benefit program including:

Mature woman to care for chil-

delivery dates. Get to see how

11 yr. exp. & type well 5100-5150
Call Mike, ext. 11, 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
-1510 Miner St.

2641elii Waated Women

25-Eraploymedt Age:ies-Women

designers who dream up exciting fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help meet deadlines, follow thru on orders,

1.11.M. TRAINEE

machines.

The

You'll work with the artists,

1

25-Empleymeet Ageddes-Weawe

Solderers

DISPATCH COURIER

required. Knowledge of
lathes, milling machines, drill
press and automatic screw
ups

DESIGNER'S SECT

hours. Coll 392-1830.

ASSISTANT MANAGER

PART TIME

25-Eawlowneat Agencies4Vomea

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297-3535

comfortable til the doctor's
free, then show them to exam.
Ming room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist Is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,
5 days, no Sats. 5525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
short training period. Convenient neighborhood location.

BILLER -TYPIST
Needed for Immediate

employment. Many company
benefits.

Experience desired

but will train qualified appli

cant. Phone or .see Mr. Kenneth Kruss for Information.

Free.

ARGUS, INC.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

966-0700

2080 Lunt Ave.
Elk Grove Village
437-4504

Monday, August 11, 1969'
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Melo Wonted Women
Vicinity Dwyer school.
392.1464 after 6 P.M.

girl

LPN

2611e1d Waded Women

Wanted Baby sitter. 1st. grade

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus-

Good opportunities

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

starting pay and increases. For

827.6628

NO EXPERIENCE

AIDES

learn.

To work in nursing section of

298-2770

800 W. Oalston, Arl. Hts.
Phone CI. 3-37)0

La Salle Personnel
Des Plaines

No. Se -nit -day or Sunday. Must
,

be 21 Years of Age.

PART TIME

DANA

CASHIER

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Also Needed

Chi, 7 W Madison, CE 6-5688

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

6 S. HICKORY
(2

Country Club
Theater

SALES employment counselor.

Needs 2 girls for their

and hove sales or public contact experience we will train.
We are the nation's largest
with 495 offices coast to coast.
Draw, comm $5-7,000 first
year Call Mr Reich, 255-5084.
Snelling and Snelling for ap-

duties.

If you have the ability and
desire to work with people

required.
manent

ing conditions.

WORK CLOSE TO
HOME WHERE
FRIENDLINESS
IS A WAY OF LIFE

Free insurance
Automatic Wage increases
Paid vacation
Paid holidays

'coed in becoming secretary to
our Assistant Advertising
Manager

Grigsby -Barton,

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

107 N. Hickory
An. Hts.

Inc.

Full time position. Outstanding
opportunity with the world's

largest band instr. dealer for
aggressive Girl Friday. Trans.

cribing experience helpful. Excellent pay with secure future.
Call Mi. Lunde at 827-1151.

surroundings,

MATRON
___
DAYS & EVENINGS ---FULL TIME
This is your. .opportunity to work in a new modern
building. Doing light cleaning work. Excellent
starting salary, with periodical advancements for
the woman who qualifies. Must be reliable & dependable. And have own transportation. For further information call:

MR. BERUBE

8244144_

Keypunch Oper.

Part time. Experienced ope,ators for evenings, 5:30 to 9,
and/or Sot. Salary corn-

-WOMEN--

SWITCHCRAFT INC.
Manufacturer of Electronic Components

mensurate with experience

Near Central Chicagp _5555 N. Elston
774-1515
Ample 'Parking Facilities
CTA to Door
on our Premises

and skills. CoILMl6s Kleeman,
827-1151
KARNES MUSIC CO.
Des Plaines
.9800 Milwaukee

SECRETARIES

.

- OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

--ASSEMBLERS

PUNCH PRESS OPERA -TORS

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Good starting rates
"
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus lobs

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows .
392-3500

CLERK -TYPIST

tometer, you've an excellent
opportunity to enjoy an interesting and enjoyable job. All
modern offices with the most
up to date equipment. Com-

NEEDED

Also

pany paid insurance and hospitalization.

TYPIST

CALL TUESDAY AUG. 12
10 A.M. to 2 P.M.
279-8766

711 W Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

Village Hall

OFFICE CLERICAL

112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect, III.

PART TIME

EXPERIENCE

Liberal Company Benefits
Full Time Only
Liberal Salary.

Peter Eckrich & Sons
730 Larch Ave. Elmhurst, Ill.
House of fine meat specialties

2 GOOD TYPISTS

CREDIT
Morning only 8:30 to
12:30. Monday thru Fri-

NEEDED TO LEARN:

day. We will train you
for this interesting and
challenging position.

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level
in all phases of credits and
collections by letter and

Newspaper

phone

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

office

Mortgage and Investment Business.
Salary Commensurate with ability and experience.
Full Company Benefits.

lo-

cated in Elk Grove Vil-

Will work in new modern office located on

lage. Call 439-7600 ask

DEMPSTER-ROUTE 83,
DES PLAINES

Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MR. LAWRENCE

MISS MARY

CALL MR. MARSHALL

KLIPPERT

For Appointment

225-3800

GENERAL

BATHROOM

Secretarial

MOTOROLA

here, because at Motorola people

THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE

For women who want the excitement a young fast moving

NEEDI WE HAVE GOOD

company can offer.

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

414 E. GOLF ROAD

Openings now exist for girls to
fill positions as secretaries,
typists, and clerks. We offer an
excellent starting salary, plus

Tr
,o
IL

a host of valuable extras including profit sharing and em-

Algonquin & Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800
.
ortunity Employer

272-1000

1657 Shermer'Road
Northbrook

White Collar Girls

OF AIIIIFRICA. INC0i!0 AAAAA
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

Which connection will put
Jean Hartford through to
her sister in Connecticut?

E. Tower Road
Schaumburg
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)

LOOKING?

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Look Our Way

secretaries & clerk typists
who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and' dedication
We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of
interest:

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old lob has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Secretaries
Stenographers

ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked "Tandem 3"

Key Punch Operators
Comptometer Operators

Although it would take a trained operator to know that, we
just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,

interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.

Clerk Typists

Marketing Contract Administration

I
I

Engineering Services Research
You'll enjoy an excellent starting
salary, automatic salary progression every 13 weeks and com-

Apply: Personnel Department
Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. -

pany -paid hospitalization and life
insurance.

J.
siCr-

These are career positions

the hallicrafters co.

if
you're career minded, 'stop in TODAY and tell us of your interests.
-

Bring a friend along, she'll rappredate the tip about a better

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, Ill. 60008

job at Hallicrafters.

PAG hall/trailers co.
A Subaldlary of Northrop Corporation

an .goal aa.pa.aainf..plava,

I i...O.

Ilt

Electro Counter & Motor Co.
1301

in your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

No Fees - lop rates

ECM CORPORATION

Mr. E. Surek

*

....1...:111
.'

KEY PUNCH ciliIERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

Call or Visit

IN

TYPISTS
CLERKS

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

MAIL CLERKS

CHAUFFER-COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAIDTUTOR-HOSTESS-BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

'6)

done, and reward you for your efforts.

LERK TYPIST

i

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well

SECRETARIES

Ae....,

AA MOTOROLA

DES PLAINES

,MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

lAi

ployee discounts.

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES

if

ojways come first.

10 Additional Openings

GIRLS

MR. BROWNLEY'

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

That's part of the fun of working

EXPANSION

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

,k

You meet the nicest people at.

An Equal 0

PRODUCTS CORP.

SEE

An Equal Opportunity Empioyer

(By August 15th)

ASSISTANT

.

WITH SWITCHBOARD

To arrange a convenient
interview

APPLY IN PERSON:

_

If you can type 45 wpm and

genial people.

Finance Director,

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

METHODE MFG. CORP.

know how to operate a comp-

con-

SYSTEMS, INC.

INSPECTORS -

.1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift-- 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

WEBER MARKING

An equal opportunity employer

Met Waded Women

261Ielp Waded Women

Apply or Call Personnel
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

TUITION REFUND

Interesting job, shorthand and

392-5900

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
-PERMANENT POSITIONS
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING
EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
NEW CAFETERIA ON PREMISES
GOOD TRANSPORTATION

Secy-Gen. Office

General Office
TOP SALARY

typing required. 5 day week.
Pleasant

train for clean, light (sit-down) Assembly Work.

LIMERAL BENEFITS

1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

small informal
in a
company with excellent work-

Day or Night Shift

Experienced preferred, but not necessary. Will

TYPE 45 WPM?

CORP.

work

MACHINE OPERATORS

Per-

Experience

positi6n.

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call 'or write
Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

near

STANLEY KNIGHT

We can offer you interesting

or better, you may be inter

office

ASSEMBLERS

Mount Prospect

preferred but will train.

SOLDERERS

dictaphone and type 65 wpm

New

Mannheim and Touhy.

ASSEMBLERS &

If you can use a

Randhurst
Shopping Center

RECEPTIONIST

Ask for Norman Rice

SECRETARY

KINNEY SHOES

Light switchboard and typing

259-5400

Enjoy varied secretarial work
in pleasant comfortable sur-

Arlington

from

Aim

Box Office. Light office

point

blocks

Market)
Arlington Heights
255-5350

SALES

roundings

Hospitalizcitioti,- Commission,

APPLY

THE LUTHERN HOME &

SERVICE FOR THE AGED _-

and meet us

40 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,

WILL TRAIN

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 a.m.
11:30 ram. to 7:45 amf.
Clecto_work=-Good rate

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

1

CASHIER

Full Time

NURSES & NURSES

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come in

940 Lee St

392.5262

Pleasant year around working

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

you

Ross. Ross Distributors.

EXCELLENT SALARY

trial cafeteria in Des Plaines.

appointment call CL 5-4115.

Only La Salle can offer really
big money potential based on
47 years serving industry. Join
our respected personnel firm

and earn while

WANTED. 5 Pennynch lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app's call Mrs.

1 264ieti Wanted Women

2641e$ Wanted Women

26f alp Waded Wows

26.11elp waded Women

engineering,' marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.
You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will hove the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medico! ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside
AcRvities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100-Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. MU

An Equal Opportunity Employer

people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first
year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the' people you'll

be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're an equal opportunity employer.

ILLINOIS
BELL TELEPHONE

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

392-6600

Page
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264ielp Wanted Women

GENERAL -

Janitor or Janitress

clean small air
conditioned plant area

_OFFICE -WORK
Ei-rpe acne°

To

but not

helpful,

necessary

of pharmaceutical man

Young Tire & Supply

ufacturer. Full time work.
Excellent benefit pro-

1001 S Busse, Mt Prospect

437-5010

-

GENERAL_
OFFICE -WORK

gram._
CALC255-0300.

-

Housewife or retired man. Part
time, kitchen help. Days.

SALESMEN

Inc., Realtors, a 'large
volume, well established firm
with offices in Arlington Hts.
F -B -K

and Mt. Prospect, hos
opening for salesman in either

TELLERS

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

MACHINE

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.

lOpm

perience helpful or we

CALL 259-4910

Our salespeople earn more

CanDota, Mt. Prospect.

craf t encyclopedias -$15.

than the average. Experience
while desirable, is not a requirement -we can teach you.

For an interview, coil

Mr. Al Streich, Manager, or
392-7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

Kenmore electric dryer, excel-

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

Dinette tbl., 6 choirs -530, wood'
kit. tb1.-$4, old West. sew. mach..
stand -51,
cab. - $15, mag.

EMPLOYEES

Cook County

NEEDED
For our new modem facil-

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S Busse Rd.

ities.

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL

439 0923

Na experience nec6S:
sary. Excellent starting

ACCOUNTANT -

salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

BOOKKEEPER

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

of America, W Higgins Rd.,

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

WHEEUNS
h-FIUST & SAVINGS
BANK

Supervision of payables and
receivables, preparation of
monthly and annual reports,'
Person

Semiretired or retired gentleman would fit this picture nicely.

Des Plaines

297-3400

N. Beverly, Art. His.

An eq.i opportvnity ornplopor

YOU'RE OFF

TO A

set, hollywood beds,

START

537-0020

phone.

AT

IMilwaukee Ave. at Dundee

is open

BRUNING

-

SECRETARY

WOMEN

KEY PUNCH OPERATOR
Temporary nights

YOU Come

DUPLICATING MACH.

Wirers & Solderers
Communication

SAT 9 AM TO NOON

Security Guards

in

yr.'old hi -level, all brick, 2 car
t gar., 3 Igo. bdrms., 3 full baths,

persink & Grass Lakes. 2 bedrooms, year round porch could
be third. Owner leaving proc.
tically all furniture including
tkitchen appliances. $15,500.

.

Mt.

Des Plaines, Cumberland -High-.

ments.

stand; $1. 299-0253.

SWIMMING POOL

Sensible rentals

includes all

Williamsburg Colonial just 2
years old on one acre. 4 bedrooms,

Building Custodians

MAKE YOUR MOVE

Air Conditioning

over to see this ramblin' brick
ranch. 3 bedrooms, 1 V2 baths.
Full basement completely finished for your whole family's
enloyment. Attached garage,

Elevators
Parking

room.

725W. Dempster, 1-2-3 bedrms.,

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrrns,

Division of
FULL TIME DAYS

INCLUDING:

DART INDUSTRIES

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

posses-

.

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

Increases

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machin Feeder and Trainee Starting rate

Top Vacation
Plan

Profit Sharing
Much, Much
More

Apply:
Mom thru Fri. 8AM-3PM- -Saturday PAM -NOON

R

Sorter-Packer Starting rate

$2.96

$210
.

.

$2.70
$2.08

,

SENNE REALTY

4 bdrm. bl-level, 2 car garage,

19 S. Bothwell, Palatine

carpeting, drapes Included. 537.7850 or 259-0254. 716 N. Prospect Manor, Mt. Prospect

358-9555

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

6 rm.

Profit _Sharing

ated

3

bedrooms.

outside.

Nicely

land-

scaped. Walking distance to

Moder n besk Sisace. Expert secr-

-M.H.i.

ranch,

schools. Po
'

Ion Sept.

1st.

N. M.

$24,900 - Miracles Do Happen
Don't pass this "Buy".
'First offering in this soughtafter Cape Cod 6 room 13 bedroom) plus breezeway, firefamily room.
place, plus
'Built-in oven and range, wash ter, dryer. Storms and screens.
lAvocado nylon carpeting in liv-

4

AA

OTOROLA

11141kaltellot
n70. 1 car garage In -Mt. Pros-

APPLY IN PERSON

pect - Arlington Hts. area.
.

Algonquin (Rt. 62)
& Meacham Rds.

296-8116

Schaumburg

359-4800
an equal opportunity employer

Monday thru Friday
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

259-7324

Meal Establesses
'Palatine by owner. 3 bdrm.,

ranch, basmt., 21/2 car garage,

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

fenced yd., excel. loc. Can be
i purchased on contract. $28,700.
.359-1450. Evens. 253-0297.

$39,900
BETTER THAN NEWI Mid -level

with ft super centrally air cond.
rooms. 4 big bedrms. 26' farm
;

rm., ceramic kitchen with all
built -Ins, 2 baths. Utility rm.,
free -form patio, 21/2 car att.
gar., Only I block to school'

ANNEN & BUSSE
REALTORS

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.'
215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. Hts.
253-5500

'734 Lee St., Des Plaines
298-5055

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

:Just 4 years old, a real family
home. 4 bedrooms, 2 ceramic
'baths, family room, kitchen
with built-ins, dishwasher, dis,posaL CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING. 2 car attached garage, large patio. $41,900,
available Sept. 1st.

.

,

1814tesert Propietiniter
on

RESORT- BY OWNER
Lake Minocqua,

famous

New 2 bedrm. year round

home and carport. 5 fully
Ifurnished modern 2 bedrm.
cottages. Also 5 alum, boats,
picnic area, beaut. grounds,

FBK REALTORS
CL 5-8000

253-1800
351-7000

255-9111

439-4700

hentedleihe possession.

1

airy

land-

ling room, hall and stairs. 2 car
garage, on a 75 X 220 ft. lot.

$22,900.

2

ing, washer, dryer, 11/2 car
garage. Nicely landscaped,
too.

I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT. G.I. MTG.

71 -To Rent, Stites, Offices

11

Beautifully

21/2

bedrms., Tile bath, air cond.
living rm., large kitchen with
plenty of table space, carpet-

scaped 75 ft. lot. Priced for

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decor-

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive

$ Here's
WHY RENT22H2,5e
tura book ranch,

quick sale at only $35,500. Im
mediate possession.

3 bdrm., 2 bath, lam. rm., frplc.,
2 car carport, birrit, all drapes &
carpet, nr. park, schools, shops.
Avall. Imm. Sec. deposit 10 mo.

Secretarial Service.

'en-dinette.

bedrms.,

floqr laundry rm. Paneled fom.
rm. & colorful corner fireplace,
kitchen appliances,
built -In
custom cabinets, bsmt., patio
plus 2 car att. garage &
storage.

place in living room. 21/2 car
garage. A real show place at

home in desirable neighborhood. 4 bedroom Bi-level, 21
'ft, family room, 19 ft. kitch-

4

baths with mom's delight lot

Quality -built brick, and stone

lease $375 mo. 253-0020

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
HosPitalizatithi

COLONIAL!

MOUNT PROSPECT

to 6pm. Telephone 439-7887
,16 -To Rent Homes

Finest Working
Conditions

$55,000
APPEALING 8 LARGE ROOM

$35,000.

Model opts. open daily, 11 am

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

Automatic

baths,

seltzer

2;6-665S
,AR111110.0
I

Cod on over an acre. Pork -like
setting of beautiful mature
shade trees and orchard. Fire-

conditioner and built-in dishwasher. Immediate
Ilion. $43,900.

REALTORS
116411011MM WI.

WHEELING
Charming 3 bedroom Cape

Carpeting, draperies,
stove, refrigerator, Window air

Storage Lockers on so. floor

ceramic

full

2

garage

on property. Must see

..session.

fireplace, patio. 25 x 35' red

Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Srayndproof

Des Plaines, III.

21/2

ex-

with patio. Many trees

large 14.8 X 25 ft. living room
Two fireplaces, living room
and family room. Separate 14
ft. dining room. Family room,
recreation room, den 9 rooms
:in all, 2700 sq. ft. of living
area. CENTRAL AIR. 2 car at.
'tacked garage, at $72,500, it's
hard to beat. Immediate pas -

1444 S. Busse 439-4100
NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

Large

baths.

A beautifully designed

.

.

combination.

PALATINE
INVERNESS.
COUNTRYSIDE

appliances, heat, hotwater &

2141e3p Wanted -Men " Wm=

bdrm. home in

cellent condition. Large
living rm. and dining rm.

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3-7600

894-8100
359-6500'
255.6320

.Schaumburg
;Palatine
,Arlington Heights

RANCH - $26,700
3

I II REALTY

,QUINIAN & TYSON,

1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

leaves; $t, outdoor Santa Claus

Mtg. avail. 392.9365

LICCABE

$26,900

INC.

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm, w/frplc, extras.

Many extras, $49,900.

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

Timber Lake Village

yr. old tri-level. And gar. w/w

ones with large rec room in
basement for the teenagers.

Will buy this spotless 3 bedroom ranch home. Ws baths,
2 car garage, paneled family
room, patio with privacy

cooking gas.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

steps with intercom and central lighting system. Family
room off kitchen for the little

& many custom extras. 392-8748.
Asking $53,500

-a

An, His. Dunroven S. by owner.
12700 sq. ft. 3 Enirm. 2,/2 both, 3

room colonial to savp mom

Arl. Hts. 2 yr. old 4 bedrm. brick
Colonial, walking distance' to
schts, Features include Central
air cond., carpeting, tile bsmt.,
1st floor laundry, all appliances'

MT. PROSPECT

FOR SALE: Filter for 12' pool,
dining rm, table, w/2 extra

17x32 red rm, w/wet bar, 10x
17 panelled office -work shop,
close to schls. $37,500.
827-3287

OWNER TRANSFERRED

fence. Don't pass this byl

inet. 400 N. Fairview. M. P.

brk. ranch w/att. gar., 11/2 baths,

Immediate occupancy. 5 bed-

I fenced yard. Asking $33,900.
827-4579

ntimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

FULL TIME NIGHTS

__.i

land sec. 3 or 4 bedrm. brick
I ranch, 2 baths, 21/2 car gar.,

SWIMMING POOL

24' wood ext. ladder; workbench
81/2 x 21/4'; 2 mower,, rotary &
hand; spreader; wal china cab-

Des Plaines by Owner: 6 rm,

FOX LAKE AREA

1

Westgate Apts.
bedroorri
18.2
Itro-deluxe
apartments. Elevator building
Fully carpeted. From $187.5
heat
appliances,
including
ooking gas, master TV antenna
patio, balcony, rec. Morn.;

misc. articles. 537.1117

Employer M/F

Machine Operators

1

86 -Real Estate -Rouses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Year round home located on
channel leading to Fox, Nip-

MT. FROSPELT

Pool Table 4' x 8' & accessories
in good cond, $74; odd chairs &

255-1900
An Equal Opportunity

Commercial

or catholic schools.
/ $39,000. Exc. cond. 299-3625. :
I

ter. 5_240. 394.0826

di.

12 X 15 rubber carpet padding,
rider mower, Jacobson

1800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

TAPE SELECTION

to public

Pros. 2 bdrm., 1I/2 bath, A/C,
carpeted, Igo. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping cen-

ing mach. Reasonable. 253-5610

El BRUNING

Packers

player w/radio,

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

3 bdrm. all brick hi -level, Walk '

I plus lots of extrqs.,299-3547

At. to sub -let Sept.

CL 3-8899

INTERVIEWING HOURS
745 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY

Stock Handlers

rec,

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

I86 -Real Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

Excellent

nett° set, desk, old Singer sew-

CLERK

Technicians

299-1854

Blk. & white TV, low boy console
-$75. Gas dryer -$20.
392.7034

OPERATOR
PRODUCTION CONTROL

Light Assembly

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate

12x17 beige, wool, sculptered

TV,

Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Residential

condition. Aft. 6-1(I 5-0854.

EXPEDITING CLERK

MOTOROLA!

ments.

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 Hicks Place

REAL ESTATE
Vacant

Sears #76 sew machine, cabinet, button hole maker, attach.

rug. One year old.

SCHEDULING and

FIRST at

$400

55 -Musical Instruments

55-Mosical Instruments

Tollway, I blk. east of Rt. 53.
III., Wis., & Iowa', "DEALINGEST"
dealers. Adm. 50c 12 yr. &

Train board A' X 8' for N & HO

1

469-7204

$5.001

to sell

Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows., 1/2 mile north of NW

$75. Television, $15. Call
392-7815

year old.
Mink stole,
value, SACRIFICE $125.
766-4315

IFor best results use
Day Want Ads

cut film drying'

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET
August 17, 10-5:30.

36" white caloric gas range,

mill,

,

Des PlaMes, Admission 50c,

3244iscellaneous Merchandise

gouge. Tunnels, bridges,
$10 or best offer. 394.0538

ments of 35.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

Arl, His under FREE.

444 Rand Rd.

FLYING

$53.20 Tax Included
or 55.32 down and 9 pay-

iature, carries brown genes.'
$125. 259-3679 or 259.1156.

Sunday,

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER

de -humidifier, 5,000 BTU air
cond'er. 514 NoWaTo, Mt. Prosp.

attachments.

6

Must sacrifice champion male
poodle. 10 mos. old, black min-

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%

active,

Very healthy and
weeks old. 392-6157

, Sunday, August 17, 10 to 5, VFW
Hall, 2067 Miner St. Rt, 14,

weekdays. 478-2639

net. Does everything without

CALL 439-2690

dows, dishes, FL 9-0525

ed end tbls. Call after 4 PM

Moving Gar. Sale, Thurs., Fri.,
Aug. 14, 15, 9-4pm. Misc. hsehold items, garden tools, lamps,,
clothing, dolls, Daystrom dinette,

Used machine -in storage cabi-

Mixed breed puppies for sale.

Sit. & Pepr. Coll., potbelly stove,
jtables, chairs, rocker, doors, win-

stereo, 8 track tope player, Phaff
zig-zag sew. mach., 2 oak carv-

1969 Singer Zig Zag

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

; 34 -Arts and Antiques

Pointing by Giovoni, Med. AM -FM

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

wks. 259-8207 or 392-3286

PHONE 437-0872

sectional -green.
437-0824 after 5

lation. Hsehold items, lady's & '
maternity clothes so 12, baby
turn., girl's clothes sz 1-4. 410

CORTRON INDUSTRIES

-

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
1 year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

2 silver M & F, home raised, 7

bulbs.

cartons of flash
to sell $25.001

Stainless Steel
hanger. Priced

Bed, spring, chest, dining rm.
table w/drop leaf, mangle ironer, 700 x 14 wive tire, 2 piece

must sacrifice 15 yrs. accumu-

894 5800 for interview Salary

MEN

9-5, Aug. 158.16.

590.001

19-4,6 stainless steel cut film
developing hangers, and 1 -

WO. Golf clubs: 3 woods, 5 irons
$20. 437-9258

6 pm, Moving to West Coast,

ground could

or

Sears deluxe auto, air cond.

sell

Petri Strobe. light with mounting
bracket to fit all cameras. Color
corrected. Priced to sell $10.001

520; 20" fan $10. 894-2427

Gar. Sale: Aug. 15,16,17, 10 an,
Apply

Priced

mower $5; cony, baby carriage

Fri. -Sat.,

Buffalo Grove,

Pkwy.,

'four

Hoovermatic washer $30; hand -

Gar. Sale -Salesman's Glassware
Samples, A/C, clothing, toys,
knick-knacks, etc. 736 St. Mary's

MAINTENANCE MAN (DAYS)

with solid bookkeeping back-,
qualify Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee benefits Opportunity for office
management
Send resume of personal and
business background, education, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.

childrens

motorcycle;

clothes all sizes; misc. hshld.
items. 537.6129

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

1555 Times Drive

Hoffman Estates, III 60172.

10 to 5. 579 Maple, Buff. Or.
Rini.;

CL 9-3210

338-5874
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9-3200
255-1107

3 family Gar. Sale 'Aug. 11 8. 12.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

AKC, "COLLIES, 8 weeks, sable,
shots, champion line. Call
253-8108
;Lovely AKC mm. poodles, 2 blk.

to

'LEND - LEASE

weeks, shots, raised with kids.

Has F 1:5 lens, plus accessories.

graph machine, very reasonable,

bench -$4. Misc. items. 255-0210

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

must sell steno.

For student

$30.001

Late model, like new, 35 mm
_Argus with F 3:5 coated lens.
' Case and faith included, also

! elec. sterilizer $5. 392-1496

top, $30. 259.2114.

Collies AKC. Male & female, 6

535.00/

tbl. lamps $10; portacrib $15;

ALLI 120 S. Owen, Mt. Prospect.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

inventory controls, etc

TV, dryer, clothes, lawn mower,
toys, misc. COME ONE -COME

No experience necessary, will train,

P.M. ROUTES

Boys 'red & chrome 26" medium
Schvvinn 2 speed bike, good
-condition, $20 206-2127.
Win. Ion $15; slide pro'. $15;,

Ice cream table & 2 chairs,
black wrought iron with glass

ied. $100 & $125. 259-2273.
, BASSET PUP, female, AKC, home
i raised, shots, $100. 529-1350.

Praktiflex FX 35 mm with case
1 and flash. Has a F 1:9 lens with
thru the lens viewing. Two car; tons of flash bulbs and GE light
meter included, Priced to sell

358.226,1

4741onte fvnishings-fwribre

laic° 35 mm with carrying case.
Priced

front. Gibson guitar. Call

Gar. Sole: Aug. 13 8, 14. 9-7 pm.

to sell

.

299-5496

Meadows

Countryside, Rolling

receivable desir-

Priced

8 capacity gun cabinet w/glass

Sale: Thur. Aug. 14, 9-5, Furn.,
humidifier, rugs, floor polisher,
misc. 4359 Hoover, Plum Grove

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

Airequipt magazines in special
! carrying case. Screen included

EXCELLENT CONDITION. $40.

297-6002

toy poodle, male, AKC, rare
chocolatet 4i/a mo. old, cham1

Labradors, black, 8 weeks old,
AKC, registered, shots & worm-

with F 15 coated lens. Seven

21" ZENITH TABLE MODEL TV.

9-4.

to loving homes, box trained.

1 Adorable kittens need a loving
pion blood -line, shots, grobmed
I home. FREE. Call 437-8866 ' & trained. $125. 439.8165
I after 4:30.

Slide Projector in case, 35 mm

lent condition. MUST SEE. $50.
529-7,428

Cute 7 week old kittens, free

GENTLE PLEASURE HORSE for
novice rider $125.
259.5685

PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

3 yrs. old -$100. 299-2324,

Clothing, Ige. mirr. & much misc.
510 Longwood Dr., Buffalo Gr

able.

miSs MARY KL1PPERT

James Hanson,

Garage Sale: Fore., misc. Aug.
,14, 15. 1355 Cumberland Circle
14,15,16.

cocker -terrier. 6 weeks. $10.
255.7058

CL 9-4566

bar

chairs -$75, GE port. dishwasher,

Sale -Aug.

824-3705

Pure bred German Shepherd
puppies 6 weeks old $50
CL 9-2438

2 puppies looking far home. Part

SchwInn Varsity 10 sad. bike.
Elec. guitor/Kalomozoo amp.
Star Roamer shortwave radio.
Aurora roadrace set.
110 lb. bar -bell weight set.

8-6 pm. garden tools, turn., misc.
203 Birchwood, Prosp. His.

Gar.

choose

1Ave., Wheaton, II).

Go -Cad. Good condition. Must

swivel

5 MONTH OLD SHEPHERD
COLLIE $20

8 Track, CL5-1542

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North

1 see to appreciate.
CL 3-8660

vinyl

old. 359.1308.

WANTED:
STEREO TAPE PLAYER,

from. Larger size also on sale.

/ LANE LAMP TABLE, LARGE, CL
5-5676.

West, Elk Grove Village.

1

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

to

1000's

each.

St

3594737,
2 AMANA AIR CONDITIONERS.

blk.

Dachshunds, AKC registered, 5
males, black, tan B, red, 7 wks.

42 -Wanted te any

EVERGREEN SALE

Norge electric dryer -$45. Child-

'4

I 8" white toy -$50, I jet block
Ismail miniature -excel. pedigree $95. 537-0797

478.2499 or 478.4421

1/2 price. 813 Graceland, Des Pl.

Antique & Gar. Sale: Aug. 8,9.

2 years minimum 'experience in accounts

ask for:

'Alum. boat, 12', $75; antiq. fruit
crusher, $15; gor. sale leftovers,

eo console IWMPLX. Sacrifice
4,
$275 or split. Call aft.

Neighborhood gar. sale. Aug.
11.4 & 15,30 Willow Trail, Wheel. log, after 9 am.

Electric typewriter experience preferred

A.M. ROUTES

crated; Spanish oak AM/FM ster-

Schaumburg__Braided r1.141 $35;
; 6 yr. crib, bar stools, misc.

CLERK TYPIST

For Appointment
call 439-7600

school or home. $175. 537-1535

Garage sale -1832 Whittier Way,

255-8000, Arlington Hts. office

1st Arlington
National Bank

MALE & FEMALE

DRIVERS

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

827-4784.

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Mole
,18, female. Silver or salt & pepper.
./Top quality. CL 3-2984

Family SAILBOAT, A-1 cond., ftberglass, dacron sail, alum,
mast, trailer $400. 253-4722
after 5_p.m.

JOHNSON WATER

Big basement sale; Household
items, clothes & misc. 602 S.

clothes, odds & ends.

HOURS; 11 pm:to 7 am.

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

ditioning equipment contact.

mission schedule for listing or
selling is one of the highest.

Gar. Safe Aug. 14-15, 9 to 5.2025

We need help!

SCHOOL BUS

shocks,

IBM elec. typewritir, 12" carVictor elec. adding machine;
riage, excel. cond. for office,. . Electrolux
'vacuum cleaner still

31-Runince. e & bagel*

HEY EARTHLINGS!!

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

hp.,

31/2

I $125 or offer. Coll 297.7885.-

Mr. Holbrook

will train.

Between 10 a m & 8 p rrv,

1

brakes,

BOOKKEEPING

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000
For

good cond.,

766-8666

8 weeks

394-1039

1

15' boat, wood, 40 h.p. EvinrUde
elec., trailer, top shape. See to
apprec. $860. 392-5499

twater softeners & water con-

hand

Lilac, AN. wagon wheels, toys,

PERSONNEL

HOURS. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday eves 6 to

bike,

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our com-

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

Mature woman, Doctor's
Office, Arlington Heights

253-3205
,For information about the FINEST

tabby kittens,
old, litter trained. Coll

Cute,

14

& zippered bag; $25.

OPERATORS

RECEPTIONIST
PROOFREADER

electric range; $50. Art. jacket

mini

1 448ogs, Pets and foment

ft. ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, fully equipped. $400,

1

Hotpoint

$100.

p.m. 297-6570

ore interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is
buying or selling, you no doubt

An equal opportunity employer

437-4244

PHONE 392-8700

office. If you have a pleasing
personality, like people and

BTU;

11000

' Triple bunk beds complete. Co
Ibe used as 3 single beds.
; Fox

'

I

G.E. air conditioner heat pump,

255-7058

ect.

I

37 -Beats and Maine Soles

253-445-5

Like new coppertone dbl. oven
Roper gas range $200. Aft.

,machine and assist in general
duties. Prefer some
' ffice
bookkeeping knowledge. Mod-.,
rn office downtown Mt. Pros.1

11

1

golf clubs & bag,

set

$40. Call 766-5723.

twill operate 10 - key adding !

Male or Female

OLD TOWN INN
392-3750

.;

;35 hour week or port time. You

on

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC)

2407 Hamilton Street
Elk Grove Township

REAL ESTATE

9 club

GENERAL OFFICE

_

WAITRESS WANTED

324fisce1mems lierchanise
12 gauge aut.° shotgun, '$100

27410 Waited -Men * Women

274Ielp Wanted -Alen * Women

!

21 -Help Wanted -Men* Women

274ielp Wanted -Men Women

32-likscelaneoes ileactudise
wheel,
Utility trailer 31/2x41/2',
'hitch, cover '& spare tire, $75

392-7150

546,000 terms. Lee
fiAlnocqua, Wis. 54548

Baker,

a

Page 12

Monday, August 11, 1969

1Dar5.

.

auto sh

.6
41-lieue Fereiskiegs-finitore

1014eti Parts and Access.

Brand new carpeting made fot
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

'61 Corvalr Wagon. '61 Rambler
Station Wagon. For parts.
595.0)-32

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

Sears air -conditioner used only
season -3 spd. w/8 temp. set-

White wrought iron dinette set:
Tbl. w/formica top, 6 chairs, 2

1

tings $150. 392-2932

sidetbls.. $135. 259-2441

Deluxe 1962 Frigidaire washer
& 1964 Frigidaire dryer,
cond., $50 each. 394-0162.

gd.,

11141otorcydes and Scooters

HONDA '66 SPORT FIFTY, under

Heywood Wakefield, blond, dining table. 6 upholstered chairs.

550 total miles, can't tell from

Best offer. 255-1089

Honda '67, "305" Super Hawk,
excel. cond., low mileage, $425

new. 437.2425

23" Console TV $80, beautiful

392.0498

537-2416

1966 Yamaha, 250cc, also bike
trailer, make offer,

matic. Runs & looks good. $175
259-$595

er,

Moving out of state, must sell,
king

sz.

bdrm.

set

dresser, mirror & chest;

2 pc.
couch; 2 Danish mod.
choirs; kit. table w/4 chairs,
many misc. items. 394.2197

sect'!

4 Ludwig drum set, 2 Zild iar

'59 TR3,
excellent original
condition, like new top, tires,
& muffler, 296-8906.

cymbals, $325 or best offer.
296-8906

Buffet Clarinet, 8 flat, good
condition, $75.
392.5829
Wurlitzer console piano, fruit -

wood finish, like new. Asking
$645. 439-1017

Bundy clarinet, good condition.
Elec. guitar w/arnplifier both like
new. CL 3-5073 aft. 6.

$475. 894-9311 after 6 pm.

Epiphone 12 string guitar, spruce
top, mahogany side
$1251E1 Rey, CL 3.0180

& back

Hofner bass guitar, $200. OF-

A/C, P/S, AM -FM, like new tires.

1959 Plymouth, 4 dr., push button
drive, R/H, P/S, good cond.,

8 cyl., W/W, P/S, P/B, like new
tires. $625. 827-5362

'67 Buick Opel Rallye Spt. Coupe,
4 spd. Must sell, $995.
255-0828

'67 Ford Galaxie 300 convert.
P/S, P/B, A/T, very low miles

$150 or best offer. 255-7818

Mustang Convt, '68, V-8, stand.
trans, P/S, stereo tape, radio,
& extras. best offer. 537-1725

'61 Corvair wagon 4 spd. $150;
'60 Hillman Minx cony. $50;
'59 Rambler wagon $40, '55

'65 Monza, 2-dr. Frdtp, buckets,
R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439.

Ford wagon $30. 595-0132

8060

Power, factory warranty

4 door with automatic

$2995

$795

'68 CORONET

'65 PLY. FURY

Automatic, power warranty

4 speed

$2295

Chevy Convert. All power,
V-8, Auto., Priced to sell.

'61

auto/trans, body & engine good,
trans. needs work, $100,
824.1230

'62 Meteor V8, economical, P/S,
P/B, NT, 4 door, exc. cond.
best offer. 255-2800.

'65 FORD GAL.

p/b, p/s, a/t, $225 or best offer,

'65 Rambler Classic 770, R/H,
A/T, W/VV, like new snow tires,

Buick Skylark, 2-dr. HT, 300
A.M., must sell, must see to appreciate.
255-9798 or 253.2554

'69 CHARGER

1958 Chev., hdtop, 49,000 miles,
299-1598

CL 5-0404

1967 Cougar, factory air,

P/S,

P/disc brakes, good condition.
$2,000. 625-1932.

Kennicoo, Arl. Hts.
392.8053

'64 OLDS '98

Automatic transmission

Factory air cond., hardtop

$1995
'67 CAMERO
Automatic trans.

$1095

4 pieces, 60 watt amp.,

'67 POLARA

253-6727

FOR SALE: Established sewer
and septic service business
with equipment: 255-1680

Appliance repair business
down payment the rest on con.
tract. 392.9586.

NATIONAL

POK-O-GOLF
BE YOUR OWN BOSS
Part Time or Full Time
Be your own boss and run

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!
HUGE DISCOUNTS

your own business. NATIONAL
POK-O-GOLF announces available distributorships in your
area. This is a fantastic opportunity for unlimited mon-

ey-rnaking potential with our
golf putting machine. We feel
our product can produce more

money per location than the
well-known coin operated
bowling machine. Our company will set up your business
for you in a proven method of
success. All you do is service

on all 1969's

'62 COMET
Automatic trans

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

VOLKSWAGON
5.1.

Over- size white wall

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

$2195
CORNER

$2995

400, paint job

$1895
CHEVROLET

NO FRANCHISE FREE!
Minimum investment of $4975

HI-PERFORMANC

'68 OLDS 442

$2895
'68 PLYM. GTX

$2595

LeMaas, automatic

$1495

25% DOWN

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

op.

TENTIAL OF $1,500.00
WRITE US TODAY. Please

Automatic 8. power

$1395

OPEN SUNDAYS

include name, address
and telephone number.
litera-

NATIONAL POK-O-GOLF
Box 377
10407 Liberty
St. Louis, Missouri 63132:,
314-423-1100

auto shopping cente
AtliCtf,

j

_

9841elile HIBIES
Liberty, 50x12, fully Turn.,
A/C, $5000. 259-5249 call be-

'66 OLDS '88
4 door, hardtop

$1295
'66 MUSTANG

$2595

r

'67 CHARGER
speed

$1995

383 4

'65 PLYM. FURY
9 passenger wagon

102 -Tacks, Trailers

$1395

1963 13' Shasta Travel Trailer.
Sleeps 4-6 w/built-ins & extras.

19' Yellowstone, self-cOntained,
trailer, sleeps 6, hitch, mirror

Huge Discounts

Reason. 537-2673 oft. 4.

Tent Trailers Travel Trailers Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories
FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.

1701 W. Rt. 120, 1y2 mi. E. of,,
815-385-63331

$1895

'67

4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
P.5., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2-dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$595

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE
4 dooreedon, air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steerings. Sharp!

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON V -8, Automatic Tionsmission, Power.

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

$795
$995

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

OLDS CUTLASS

$1995
'66 PONT 2+2

$1795

"Peed

392-6300

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

ACROSS FROM THE ARUNGTOM
PARK RACE TRACK

CHEVROLET

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

$795'

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Max:Wheels.

$395

'63 CORVAIR MONZA
peed.

CLOSED SUNDAY

' A

CL 9-4100,

OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

"":..J

I

114:9 r

0

V

0
a

1

DODGE

S

OPEN EVENINGS

speakers, body molding. Demo.

'65 DODGE

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!
\ ARLINGTON HTS. J

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear

ARLINGTON PARK

on al11969t1

TRAVEL
CORSAIR
Svc/owe-41
SfARCRAFT
KING OF THE ROAD

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

$550. 299-1787
103 -Auto Trailers S. tampers

$3492

'67 IMPALA SS

*1195

fore 1 pm. or after 6 pm.

ALLSTATE 1 wheel covered trailer and hitch, 3 yrs. old, $50.

$2670

4 speed

Supreme, 4 spd.

/ CHEVROLET/

'68

'68 CORONET RT

66 CORONET H.T:

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

A MONTH!

'69 FAIRLANE

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

2 dr.. hard top, V-8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sent

529-7070

AVERAGE EARNING PO-

$2764

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

'66 PONTIAC

through $9950.

'69 MUSTANG

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck fear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

speed

passenger Polaris

growing, most aggressive corn.

USED CARS

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise.o.matic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

'66 DODGE WAG

If accepted, you will share in
the profits of one of the fastest

tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

'69 LTD FORD

'66 PONT. GTO

DICK WICKSTROM

diversified into other fields.

$295

'67 TR GT

$1995

ponies of its type which has

Factory air cond.

4 speed

dealers.

COMPANY

'62 PONT.
" WAGON

$1295

'66 CADILLAC

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

$495

$2995 '69 SUPER BEE

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

PUBLICLY OWNED

McHenry

TO:CHOOSE
FROM

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
"Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

$595

'67 OLDS

'67

ASK FOR MR. pENTON

43

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

$1795

66 -Business Opportunities

$3590

E. -7157r

'64 CHEV. 4 DR.

Cutlass, 4 door

OFFICIAL

Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

descriptive
ture will follow.

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

V,,

IR

$995

$1795

brato arm, bronze wood finish.
Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.

Full

/111r411Air

4 Dr. HDTP., factory warranty Perfect.2nd car

Gibson Melody Maker, single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp
w/12" speaker. 12 string folk
guitar w/single elect. pick-up.

available with
proved credit.

EXAM LE

'64 CHEV. IMP.

$1795

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semiaccoustic, double pick-up, vi-

Leasing

budget!

,2 door hardtop, power

FER! Excel. 437-1737.

Garrad turntable, 15" electro
voice speaker, Bogen AM -FM
radio. 298-2472.

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

$1395

'68 MUSTANG

FER? Silvertone amp., $60. OFHi Fi,

'Ztokixott

OVER

'63 Chevy convert. 283, V 8, P/S,
P/B, like new tires. White

top -aqua body. Can be seen at
Industrial Standard, Dundee &

,,tivitte0
We have the Wagon and specifications.suites to meet your

64 Chevy Convert. Impala, 81k.,

BEST OFFER. 259-9576.

AND RAISED ELSEWHP

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

$2,095. CL 9-1370

'67

after 6.

TERMS, NOBODY

'67 Rebel wagon V-8, 3 speed,

1968 Oldsmobile F-85, 2 door.
Best offer
358-7046 or 358-0962

57 Chev., 4 dr, kdtp., p/s, p/b,

good 2nd tor, $975. 392-2592

SELECTION, PRICES,

1962 Belair Chevy, 2-dr., 6 cylinder, stick shift, perfect cond.,
$450. 272.0622.

gd. cond. $600. 894-3751

'66 Comet 2 dr., 6 cyl., A/T, R/H,

New Ludwig "Big Beat", 5
drums, 4 cym., list $860 a buy

steering. $150. 255-7526

auto trans., body good cond.,

'63 Olds. MUST SELL! BEST
OFFER! PRIVATE!

Dodge Boys!

'61 Pontiac 4 dr. sedan. Good
condition. Automatic, power

'63 Chevy, 6 cyl. 4-dr., P/S, P/B,

1956 Oldsmobile, 2 dr., good
local transportation. $50.
529-8878

The Arlington Park

condition. Reasonable.
253.0093 after 6 PM.

$1800. 259-8968

1969 CUTLASS

8 cylinder, 3 on the floor.
Gold. $2400; 255-1773.

296-1689

WALNUT SPINET PIANO
$325
255-4095

827-7576

best offer, 437-8817

FOR SALE

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE ,7

59 Plymouth. Automatic. Good

1960 Merc. Colony park wagon,
p/s, p/b, elec. windows, $200 or

1960 Chevy 2 door sedan.
6 cyl. automatic S175
537-6389

55 -Musical instments

1963 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE,
283 -STICK SHIFT. $250.

392-0763

PHONE 894-4249

good

gain, 894-8970 aft. 5.

'68 RIVIERA, ivory mist gold, vinyl top with air, $3750.

1934
MODEL A FORD

Executive,

condition, low miles, good bar-

'58 Jaguar 3.8 Liter Sedan, needs
$450
body work.
766-8666

112-Automobies For Sale

motching

Pontiac

'67

1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS
FOR $900
255-0044

CL 9.2438 after 6 pm

Here is why we say

best offer over $200. Coll

Glenn 392-6100

some

LIKE NEW,

GOOD CONDITION -- $20
CL 9-3636

SAVINGS

894-3830,
'61 Chev., auto., P/S, P/B, 1 own-

'66 VW sedan, gd. condition,
radio, interior carrier rack,

Allstate COMPACT SCOOTER,

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

--SAVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

CHEVY IMPAIA 327, 4
speed, posi, Ford Eater. $500.

63

824-7347.

sell $140 or $70 ea. 255-4364

conditioned. Like new tires.
439-4888

'66 BISCAYNE, 4 dr. Low mileage. 1 owner. $700. Call after 7
PM. 827-500
1959 Ford 2 door, V-8, auto.

NORWOOD FORD

BIGGEST

'66 Buick Skylark P/S, P/B, air

PORSCHE 1960 model 356 A.
Engine just overhauled.
537-1886

$1,000. 439-5312. -

condition; 5 pc. kitchen set $30.

2 Rembrandt lamps 52" new,
never used, retail $150 ea. will

'112-Autetiabiles For Sok

1124otimobles For Sale

t1

VO.V.
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NORWOOD
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Above: A new skinny ribbed sweater is combined with herringbone flared pants with a wide hardware belt adding the final touch.
Below: Robin selects a skinny avocado knit sweater to compliment
her avocado, red and white jumper. From Carson Pirie Scott & Co.
1k

6

i

0

...

J

Left: Snug as a bug in a great fake fur? This great polar bear is
wrapped up protection against wintry breezes. In young junior areas
at Carson Pink Scott & Co. Above: Color co-ordinated
"Tumble -Weeds" for boys team houndstooth checkpants of Fortrel
and cotton with a cotton knit body -fit shirt. Both from Carson Pirie
Scott & Co.

I
I
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Above: Casual conversation
in corduroy...culottes in a rich

"GIVE YOUR CHILD A
WONDERFUL FUTURE!'
She

will never be a little girl again.

.

.

.

She is

orange no wale corduroy are
teamed with a silky Gibson
Girl blouse. Bright brass buttons

lell'

so

adorable -so precious --so energetic. She deserves the
best, and you can give her the best for very little cost.
Give her dance training today, and be assured that in her
many tomorrows she will grow to be so lovely --so

liven the

long

vest.

Matching slacks are available.
From Marge's Apparel in Ar-

lington Heights. Right: Don
Sophisticate creates the layered look. -with a square neck

gracious --and so nice to know.

Nouse and jumper of wool.
From Muriel Mundy's in Arlington Heights and Palatine.

REGISTER NOW FOR FALL CLASSES

Photo by Harold IL Wam-

CURRICULUM UNLIMITED

bach.

STUDENTS FROM 3 YEARS OLD TO ADVANCED,- SPECIAL TINY TOT CLASSES AGES 3 TO 6.
SPECIAL TUMBLING & TAP CLASSES FOR BOYS.

--

7,14

LADIES BALLET CLASSES

peapd attOtijill

All

cam,.

t9 afe ad aikty
DANCING DOLL

.:

6(it 49#

Dainty ballet slippers, tap shoes, leotard and tu-tu's (the

ruffles that make her feel like a fairy princess) are all
available at our Gift Shop for your convenience.

eila SCHOOL OF DANCING)

25

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PALATINE PLAZA

TW 4-3833

CL 3-3500

"

835 2320

358-1459

For 'As' in Fashion

'

NORTHBROOK

BARRINGTON

.

...to "1..
:;,''t

,.

It's Schoolgirl Look

1

11 Or

I

+ ;71';:

I

loud, gigantic plaids. They're

Want to earn As in the fashion scene as well as in school?
Then it's the Schoolgirl Look
for you! And that means, jack-

try a tailored shirt of a striped,
necktie. For the perfect finish-

teamed with "Big Rounds"-shades with cosmetic lenses
for instant makeup and eye -

ets or blazers, tweed skirts,

ing touch, slip on a big cro-

widening appeal.

man -tailored shirts, big goggle
eye glasses and even neckties-

cheted tam and a pair of Foster

Grant's new "Six -Sided"

"

WE RIDE OUR

sheer cotton voile, and add a
wild paisley scarf tied like a

-just like in an English boarding school.

The only difference is that
this year's All-American girl
will do it with pizzazz, so that

shades with bookworm tortoise frames and appealing,

ber:

smoke -tinted lenses for that

too far out --everyone gets tired
of fads.
Do buy versatile, interchangeable clothes, and do

Don't buy fashions that are

look of knowledge.

Or, if suits don't suit you,
jumpers arc staging a comeback this fall. They come in

the whole look becomes earthshaking, mind -bending and
definitely chic.

ItitUstatIL.

Some dos and don'ts for

smart schoolgirls to remem-

learn how to accessorize them
with shades and scarves so you

straight schoolgirl shapes, but
the colors are wild, as are the
fabrics, and the smart school shades that go with them are
big, bold and where it's at.
Schoolgirl shirtdresses are
on the scene, too --but in 1969
they're in soft, sweet, prints or

INSTEAD OF a severe,
straight -cut blazer, choose a
warm, natty Norfork jacket-right out of Sherlock Holmes,
my dear Watson! --with match-

ing herringbone skirt. Then

can create a variety of great
looks.

And finally, don't spend all

your time on your clothes-nothing is less appealing than
a

well -dressed

Niiing_mgamemagpsramememiliimeggo

FtBack to school discoveries 1
a
0
M from
-n-1-

1

"KRATES"

COLLEGIATE®

&at

ril

Men's Cronel Skin Diver's
Watch with Calendar

$7.88

Westclox
"TOURINO"

;

Travel Alarm Shatterproof

-

Alarm Indicator - Luminous Hands
Crystal -Sweep

$2.99
Men's Ronson

Off to school, or anywhere we hair* just the new Schwinn to fit every
need ... new junior bikes, with or without training wheels, bikes for
little boys and for little girls and bikes for high school and collegiate
rick& Wink says, "Rids:the best ... ride a Schwinnl"

Butane
Varaflame Control
"COMET"

<<

,

\

Lighter

1/2 off on all

$3.99

Over 150 bikes on display -fully assembled and ready to ride

9

I

§

Summer Costume Jewelry
."RING -RIOT" Fashion Rings - Latest "MOO" and antique Myles

- Accessories-

Ladies "MOD" or Pendant Watches -Latest styles and Colors

LadiesI"MOD" Watch Bands. Latest Styles and Colors

$1.064
$4.88 e

2for

`fort $1.00 pi

Repairs

WINK'S BIKE SHOP - "The Bike Rider's Pal"
115 E. Davis

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

348 E. Rand Rd.

CL 3.0349

Open Dolly 9-6, Mon. & Fri. to 8:30, Sat. to 5:30

Mtn ham all laiditst lank

ants

an

Arlington Heights

..41

392.4222

ea/
COMPLETE W ICH EPAIR SERVICE

girl

who's

flunking out.

84 C South Waukegan Rd ra
Deerfield, Illinois

498-2535

MaffisiiiraMMIM10117KIMUNIMMIRMIRWINIMUNIEN

Saving

Treasures
School. memories can be
kept forever with an album of
school photographs. Instead of
letting a child leave all of the
school/photographs she collets
from her friends in a drawer,
give her an album to put then
in. She will have a lot pf fun
putting it together, and in
years to come it will remind
her of all the wonderful times
she had at school.
Let her be creative and arrange them anyway she wants.
For instance she might want to
use colored construction paper to make some more than
others stand out from the page.
Or she might like to arrange

them by size and color. No
matter how she does it, it will
be all hers- when she is.finished._

Next year she will probably

want to make another album
with all of the new pictures she
gets. Then she will have a good

time pouring over the two albums to see how everyone has
changed. If she does this every
year, by the time she graduates, she will

have an in-

valuable collection of photographs.

'

1

THE DAY
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,ampus Fashion Capers for '69
Campus belles will play the fashion game this
fall Everything is an accessory to something
else

A pantsuit jacket doubles as a minicoat. A

tunic becomes a dress to wear over little pleated
skirts or over pants.

Jumpsuits and jumpers go it as separates or
parts of ensembles. And they turn up in a variety of new shapes -teardrop, suspender, cutout armholes, bib tops. Add a blouse with billowing sleeves or a sweater and you have a
whole new thing.

Shapes are never uptight. They're soft but
not loose, slim, flared or pleated. Pants are
either slightly belled or straight. The tendency is

to veer away from the huge pant legs of last

Hi

season

Gracefully flared pants are seen on a Carnival

Jrs. three-piece outfit in red, white and black
Glen plaid It has a cape that flaunts a red lin-

!CT

ing and collar to match a tunic. Fashion capers
can be cut with endless switching. The same designer does a costume in heather Shetland wool

SC HO(

NO

with Edwardian -collared coat and identically
buttoned and belted dress.

Soft furs will make it on campus -wolf, raccoon, kid fox and lamb. And since anything
phony is fashionable this year, fake furs are in.
Fabncs in the school bag for this semester are

Shetlands, nbless corduroy, plaids, jacquards,

Left: Fall brings pep rallies
football games. Man-

argyles, checks, stripes.

and

Color favorites are rust, brown, camel, berry, forest green, navy, wine, gold, purple and

made furs are big news on
campus. Michelle leaps into
action with cuffed trouser knit

the Victorian dusty tones.
Back -to -school fashions this time around are
all products of young designers who are with it

pants and jersey topped with a

sleeveless tunic top of manmade fur. From Muriel Mundy's in Arlington Heights and
Palatine. Photo by Harold IL

in the dating and mating game.

Wambach.

Left: Western fashions aregorraling new interest in back
to school duds. The wide wale

corduroy jacket is lined with

'1111111111V"711"""'"'

man-made sheepskin and worn
over bell-bottom slacks. Made

1

111111111111111111111111

F

by Ethel's Golden Thimble in
Prospect Heights from a modi-

111111111111110111111m

11,11- -

fied Simplicity Pattern 8412.

Photo by Harold R. Wambach.

11110111101111111.11
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CREATED FOR STUDENTS WHO WANT
STYLE, PRECISION, AND VALUE

imonumains
---"lawarlairo FALL FABRICS!
41111INP 1111i

FASHION RIGHT!

BRAS AND

V LINGERIE
sall

Th

Ttveenr a.

ure
Figure

The
The Expectant Mother

Ii The Mastectomy Patient

%Mkt

elle&

CALL JUDIE ROSS 392-5 62

001-001
THIMBLE
Welcome Students
Save on all your school needs
Dictionaries
Vinyl coated Binders
Assorted Clips
School Bags
!World Globes
Metal, Wooden Rulers

Portable typewriters
And all other school

11)

WIDE, WIDE SELECTION OF

CORDOUROYS WOOLS

KNITS DOUBLE KNITS
FAKE FURS PARTY VELVETS

supplies

/
1

Plus

IMPORT BUTTONS TRIMS

BEADS,

ZIPPERS PATTERNS ACCESSORIES(
Corner of Wolf &
Comp McDonald Rds.

Hours. Open daily

9:30 to 5:30
Monday, Thursday,
a Friday nites tit 8:30

Wheeling, Ill.

PHONE: 537-7212

3

The watch that won't quit,
whether you're on land or
sea, driving a racing car,
or a golf club. Withstands
jars and jolts, water,
moisture, extremes of
temperature and comes up
with accuracy.

man's Seastar
Visodate

automatic
and
chain strap. $95

man's isamar Sosiorillisodote autsmertic. $69.95
ladles' Noe dial, pillow top, soolnloos Pool, sq. coos. $59.95

lodipt diPnetivo oval skspooll wash, f49.95

F'crsin earici RolDblin
,25ewekeue.z.
24 SOUTH DUNTON COURT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TO 9 P.M.

CL 3-7900
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parents' homework

Don't let words throw you

I

MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
IN THE CLASSROOM

has a standing assignment to
read the paper --cover to cover-each day. It begins to look as if

THIS

The school bus has just

DR. SAMUEL B. DILL

school -age child and the house

is so quiet you can't believe it.
You may have a smitch of nostalgia, but a second cup of cof-

OPTOMETRIST

MORNING

and you're amazed to find out
how it's changed. Well, maybe
it's just the ivords which hale

changed. On the front page
fee and the luxury of having alone there are words like
"reciprocity."
the morning paper all to your-. "secular,"
"abrogation," 'malaise," and
self cures that quickly.
Usually the paper-crum- "module:" Further on there
pled and jelly-stained-is some- are words like "compendium"
thing you retrieve from under and "efficacy."
You begin to grow uneasy.
the dog's paw about ten a.m.
By that time you're usually too It occurs to you that if these
tired to read it and you don't are words which appear in the
feel terribly guilty about lining daily paper, your children are
the garbage pail with it, then exposed to them too. You re-

Eyes' Examined

Contact Lenses
Glasses Fitted

THE DOCTORSVENTER
850 W. Dundee Rd. (Just West of #83)
Wheeling
replacements
Repa.rs and

L

you

pulled away with your last have time to study it. though.

-

call that ten -year -old Johnny

going to bed.

your hardest job as a parent

from this point on may be
keeping up with the kids.
Most educators would agree

with you. They would also
probably advise you to

get

some help. One of the best allies you could have is the new

College Edition of the Random House Dictionary. A
comprehensive,

most

up-to-

date dictionary, the Random
House College Edition will
stand up to the most varied
family demands. Its 155,000

entries include over 7,000 new
genera,l, scientific and techni-

cal words-which should include any surprise ones your
youngster might throw at you.

that it can be used anywhere in word, don't hesitate to admit
the house with perfect con- 'it, before promptly looking it
up. Many psychologists say it's
venience.

Second, consult it yourself.
Keep the dictionary with you

healthy for patentsto admit
that they're not perfect. Besides, looking up a word together can become a family

HERE ARE some hints on when you are reading your
using the College Edition to daily paper and regular maga- project-a fun -filled challenge
zines. Don't skim over words that has hidden educational
best advantage:
benefits.
First, keep it handy. The which are unfamiliar to youOften fmnilies make games
best place for a dictionary is -make a paint of looking them
'out
of.....tice words looked up
wherever the family is going to up. Your children's vocabularies
won't
flower
if
Mother
each
week. They keep a list of
use it most. That means smack
in the middle of the dining and Dad can't converse in the each word and the meaning,
'then on the weekend have conroom table if that is where latest terms.
tests of mix -them -and -match homework is done. Actually,
the Random House Dictionary
is

so Compact and portable

THREE, AND probably

them, or games in which syno-

most important, don't be afraid to say, "I don't know." If
you're not familiar with a

nyms are provided and the
children have to supply the
words.

The Great Put-on
O

0%13

3
B

One inexpensive and easy
way a student's surroundings

/

can be improved is through
wallcoverings. With their doit-yourself, prepasted capabilities, the colorful wall coverings can be installed in a
jiffy by anyone, and they can

alejirAz

CORDUROY'S
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY
IN PLUS - SIZES FOR TEENS

Psychological tests have
shown that surroundings have
a marked bearing on study effectiveness. For example, the
surveys have shown that one is
likely to get more out of study
time in a pleasant, neat room.

be applied to everything but
the kitchen sink.

to

181/2). Top that

g1

The print shirt of rayon/acetate
in brown/orange or plum/navy

NEXT, ACTIVATE

the

paste on the prepasted wall covering by completely submerging it in a basin of water
for the recommended time.
Remove the wallcovering and

arty combinations, (also sizes
181/2., $9.) The new -U deep -cup

iumper, $14. The ruffled sissy shirt in white Arnel® triacetate
crepe, $7 The long sleeveless

place it carefully on the sur-

fly -front -

face, sliding it around until it is

flared pants, $14.

in

BULOVA offers

e
LAN

tact papers).

investment for

1top

BWANT 392-5200

back to school.
MINUTEMAN "R"
17 jewels
CONCERTO "AG"
17 jewels

available at
s),7,.si 611,4

Then make sure there are no
creases or bubbles and smooth
out with a damp sponge. If you

are unable to get rid of all air
bubbles, prick them with a pin
and smooth. They'll disappear
when the wallcovering dries.
You can trim off unneeded
edges with a razor blade while

FLAHERTY

the wallcovering is still wet.
Very carefully, so you don't
mar the surface, make a cut

JEWELERS

where

.2 N. Dunton Arlington

if

the proper position. (The

ability to slide the wall 'covering into position gives it
a distinct advantage over con-

you a timely

LANE B YANT RANDHURST

decorating

lap.

$7. The flippy scooter shirt, $11.

The

the

First, measure the wall coverings to the proper length
and width as you would measure wrapping paper for a gift.
Then trim the wallcovering
to size, allowing a slight over-

high -pockets bodyshirts (Dacron®

$11

a kaleidoscope of color with
the new look of a striped or
floral wallcovering.
Wallcoverings by United D e -S o t o are particularly
adaptable for applying to all
types of surfaces (including
walls, of course) because

scheme).

looks (all, teens' 121/2 to 161/2)
Choose from left to right The

vest -locket,

plain wastebasket can become

change

with fab show -shirts for good

polyester and Avril® rayon) in
gold, navy, bone or burgundy,

applying
wallcoverings
to
.such furnishings as dressers,
clothes hampers, closet doors,
shelves and mirror frames. A

in full width strips to comply
with college regulations or to

great put-on - hi -low ribby
cotton separable: in plum or
brown with hardy hardware
handles and trim (all teens'
121/2

bedroom or dormitory room
into a work of art simply by

they're pre -pasted for ease of
installation, washable, and
most arc istripable'(removable

They're here in the year of the

sizes

FOR EXAMPLE, creative
students can turn an ordinary

you wish the wall covering to end and strip away
the unwanted section.

1 i

,

i
1

15

I

I

uti,

If,
A

Cf

The Haber -Dash

Back to IL

We give you pause! To consider the excellence of
fine traditional suits, sports jackets, trousers and
the furnishings that are needed In the long run. All,
made to our own standards, all available In widest

.

11 .4.

,

t,

,..

1
WE LOVE OUR CHILDREN!

ARK PETS
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Hgts.-255.4434

assortment of colour, fabric and pattern. U. will
need a full wardrobe.

BEEMACK WORLD TRAVEL

J. S OBODA SONS'
7n&N,

StOt&'"

12 S. Dunton Ave. Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 255 2595.
Open Monday & Thursday Evenings

3427 Kirehoff Rd. -Rolling Meadows -253-4130

MEL DAHLstate Farm Insurance Companies
3427 Kirchoff Rd. -Rolling Meadows -255-4535

FLAHERTY JEWELERS
Dunton & Campbell -Arlington Hgts.-253-4690

PAUL'S BARBER SHOP
Arlington Park Towers -Arlington Hgts.
Call 392-4100 or 394-2000

STEPHANY ARTS

Evergreen Shopping Center -Arlington Hgts.
394-3083

We duet
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Here Come the School Belles

THERE'S

than ever popular in luscious
imitations of beaver, crushed

sportswear in silhouette.

There will be no student unrest over the fashions designed
for back -to -school this fall.
There are good-looking outfits for every activity and
every climate--playsuits sporty
fur fabric coats and dress
coats with matching hats.
Variety and design are almost
limitless.

Closings range

from

to singlebreasted to side or zip fastenings. Lots of metal and leather
buttons are featured, too.
Fabrics ,are more varied
than in past seasons. Woolens
are rich, lush, flat, while plaids
and checks are unusually
colorful and beautiful,
double-breasted

SOMEWHAT

more fit in coats, a gentle shap-

BROADCLOTH, FLEECE,
melton are all top fashion
.fabrics. Fur. fabrics are more

ing with a comfortable but not
exaggerated flare. There's a

classic look, an influence of

Brown, from dark to camel to
taupe to beige, is popular as
well as certain shades of blue
'
bordering on turquoise.

lamb, Persian lamb, opossum,

cheetah - and other zoo animals, while curly lambs or pile

BLACK AND WHITE

fabrics turn up as linings for

checks are big in the school
scene, and white leads the
march in fur fabrics and flee-

Orlon acrylics, corduroys
and shiny vinyl.
Colors tend to be soft, and

plaids turn up in new com-

ces.

binations.
There are several shades of

color and many styles and fab-

green in the hunter or forest
tonesRed is again important,
but in the- draker shades.

to -the -classroom crowd.

In short, there is plenty of
rics to choose from. This is a
great fashion fall for the back,'

PERMA PRESS
GIRL'S

BLUE GYM SUIT
$6 95
$5 49

VALUE
SALE

SHOP EARLY

PRO SPORTS CENTER
PALATINE PLAZA
PALATINE
359-5200 359-5221

Nft.7111M7111011111M1h...
S

DON'T GO

Clark helps Mary get ready for colder days ahead. Mary's black and white fun fur comes with
matching hat. Clark's Dallas blue Beach Club jacket is teamed with a Tom Sawyer shirt and
Speigler's in Des Plaines. Photo by
' permanently pressed Levi slacks. Both outfits are available at
Harold R. Wambach.

Mini MissesLike Mini -Hems
What are the mini misses
gathering for back -to -school
wardrobes this year'

From the first -graders up,

and insists upon fabrics that

important fashion has a special

durable press finish.
From enjoying these easy -

miniature pants suits that com-

care fabrics in her own wardrobe, Mother knows synthetic
fabrics require little more than
touch-up ironing.

THERE'S NO indecision

NEW SPRAY sizing is a big
help when doing this touch-up
work, because sizing replaces

above the knees Mini hems on

checked and plaid skirts are
with contrasting
accented
binding, or edged with embroidery or ruffles
And although Mother lets
the mini miss make her own selections from season -spanning

checks, plaids, old fashioned

granny prints and wild floral

acter of little girls, too. One
minute

the

body, and smooths the

puckered seams. Not only that,
it takes the place of dampening
and cuts down on ironing time.
Magic sizing gives all these

mini fashions

a

"like new"

look and feel, without the
scratchy stiffness little girls
hate.

Another style the little girls
like is the "layered look." This

all

they're

woman,

neat, tidy and demure. The

"tomboy"
takes over, and they're runminute

next

the

ning, jumping and hopping
hedges just like their little
brothers.

Carefree gypsy fashions fit

this

pattern,

too,

and

full -

circle skirts that swing easily
from one season to another

will report for class. In fact,

.

.

UNTIL YOU SHOP AT
GOLF -MILL SHOPPING
CENTER FOR CLOTHES,
SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT.

Books aren't the only subjects of interest when school
starts. Ellen's, (left) back to
school outfit shows the layered

Career Plans

bine pants with turtle neck
sweaters, blouses and sleeveless jumpers. Pants suits seem
to fit the chameleon -like char-

.

-

are machine -washable, with a appeal in mini versions with

they looked into big sister's
closet, liked what they saw,
and this year have their own
"mini" look
on hems, since the brightest
designers say pint-size skirts
should be a brief five inches

BACK TO
SCHOOL

A comprehensive 32 -page

i booklet, "Your Career Op-

portunities in Medicine," lists
academic

qualifications, ex-

plains the variety of careers
available and compiles the me-

dical schools and schools of
basic sciences in the
United' States. It is available,
free of charge, from Dept. BH,
the

Pfizer, 235 East 42nd Street,
New York, N.Y. 10017.
Information on the Ameri-

look. The cream turtle neck
dress features an avocado,
purple and cream plaid skirt
can Niedical Association's
Education and Research accented with an avocado
Foundation's student loan green belt. Clark sports perprogram can be obtained by manently pressed plaid Levi
writing to the Foundation at slacks and no -iron shirt. Sue
535 North Dearborn Street, selects a one piece dress with
matching vest in fall shades.
ChiCago 60610.
in Des
For material on govern- All from Speigler's
ment aid, write Division of Plaines. Photo by Harold R.
Student Financial Aid, Bureau
of Higher Education, U.S. Of-

fice 'of Education, Washington, D.C. 20202.

GOLF -MILL
GOLF AND MILWAUKEE, NILES

4\ \I\

Wambach.

WELCOME TO:

back -to -school fashions are so
appealing, big sisters also may

find inspiration from them.

designs, she reads the labels

Cottons
Style comfort and carefree
fabrics are still the pre-

ANNOUNCING

requisites when girls are selecting their back -to -school wardrobe
Permanent press prints head
the list for fall's warm days and

cooler nights
step-by-step

S

McCall's new

patterns

make

ALL NEW

WHEN BUYING this seaprecaution to study your pattern thoroughly before selecting a fabric Matching a design
may require more fabric than

AND
B -W DRY. CLEANERS

420 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

is prescribed

A new style trick is in run-

2 N. DUNTON

Arlington Heights
CL 3-4690

ALL NEW MACHINES
ALL NEW FILTRATION
SPECIAL OFFER

color

fro.

3

THEATRE OF FASHION

DRY CLEANING VILLAGE
AT
220 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights,

son's bold designs, it is a wise

Mini -Swinger

& FALL APPAREL

NORGE COLONIAL LAUNDRY

Big Selection to
Compliment Your
Back to School Wardrobe

covering

the bodice horizontally, skirt
up and down Or for a dimensional effect, mix two sizes of
checks or stripes in the same

BACK -TO -SCHOOL

Post and Wires

sewing a simplified task, as
more and more girls are dis-

ning a design in two directions

ft

e

Vi

"Get Your Head Together -For Back to School!

Mon. Thru Fri. ONLY
Aug 11th to 15th

Everything from Haircuts
to Razor cuts...Styled to
Groove with your scene!

AT BOTH LOCATIONS
Clean 8 lbs-for c' Pillow Renovation

9.75
9.75

TOM'S BARKER SHOP

Reg 'Size

26 S. EVERGREEN
EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

SUITS & PLAIN DRESSES $1.00

Arlington Heights
CL 3-9879

DRAPES -CLEANED, PRESSED &

DECORATOR FOLDED.. 9 .50 panel

Step over the footlights to our....

"YOUNG VIEW POINT ROOM"

aD

See the largest selection ever in
back -to school or career -minded fashions.

BE THE "FASHION STAR" ON YOUR SCENE!
Dramdtic, exciting, and colorful SKIRTS, SWEATERS, SUITS, CAR COATS, STADIUM JACKETS,
DRESSES, & CO-ORDINATES...for the look

young America wears! Sizes 3 Jr. Petite to 18.
LET MARGE'S FASHION COUNSELORS HELP YOU FIND YOUR WARDROBE.
...ALWAYS AT LOW, LOW SAMPLE PRICES!

All special orders must be picked up within one
week.

For swingers of all

ages,

General Electric's Mini -swinger, an AM 'miniature, portable (Model P2740) designed'
tp look like a mini -size of luggage-offers real excitement in
sound.

SAMPLE

MANY MORE SPECIALS

SHOP

BOTH STORES NOW
AIR CONDITIONED
FREE.COFFEE

10 N. Dunton Arlington Heights, III.
Phone: 392-2003
Mon. thru Sat. 10-5130 pm

Thurs:nites til 9 pm
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BEAUTY IS A BUSINESS
Want a Wonderful Future?
Start one today

Sweaters and students go to-

gether like fall and football.
That's especially true, reports

SkOkti

'SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE INC.

677-6347.

Low Tuition State Accredited
GI Approved Expert Instruction
Regular & Brush -Up Courses

citement since the "Collegiate
Era" of the Roaring 20's."

roiled collars.

they are the standard pull-

Many of the fashion favorites of that bygone period have

ers with mock -turtle-, crew-,
boat-, or real turtlenecks.

of

returned in updated models
and those revived ideas are

joined by a host of brand new
1969 sweaters. PrOminent

among the knits of the '20's

are argyles with their diamonds in both bright and
heathery mixtures. They come
in

Obviously,

overs, some with V -necks, oth-

As usual, men will have a
great variety of sweaters to
choose from, popcorn stitches,
fancy intarsia designs 'and
smooth sweater -shirts. The
sweater shirts are collared and

sometimes the collars are at-

sleeveless pullovers to be _ tached to crew -necks. In other
instances the collars top placket openings.
This fall, knitted sport shirts
will get renewed fashion com-

petition from those made of

CLEAN!
,

and blazers or just as a topping
for shirts and slacks. Remem-

fall will offer the most style ex-

Insitute

Men's and Boys' Wear. This

HAIR STYLING GROOMING
PERMANENTS COLORING

worn either under sportcoats

ber the buttoned coat sweaters? They are back, this time
with belts in addition to their

American

the

LEARN THE LATEST IN THE
BEAUTY CULTURE FIELD:

9308 N. Skokie Blvd.
Skokie, Ill.

Argyles are Back.
and tattersalls are high, in fashion favor.

woven fabrics.

Many of the Fall 1969 woven shirts will make the most
of the vivid designer colors.

In a major break with tradition, new, longer, pin -or -not
collars will at least equal the
appeal of the Mitton-downs,

The lively blues, golds, greens,
raspberries, tans and grays
have a strong hold on the fancies of the young set. Accom-

and in some areas will edge
the old favorites out of their

panying those hues are some

former leadership.

very deep tones of blues,
browns and reds that make excellent mates for sweaters,
slacks and sportcoats.

Vests now live a life of their

own with the school set. In
knits, real leather, leather types, fancy fabrics, _plain,

Knit sport shirts show a
trend toward placket -collars

fringed or embroidered-vests'

are an important part of the

and mock -turtles, both styles

"look." Some vests are reminders of the "Virginian" of TV
fame, others look like those of

with long sleeves for cold
weather wear. Worn under
sweaters, they have the wanted

"layered look."

the Indians and others look

Dress shirts also are strongly influenced by the vivid colorings. Stripes, windowpanes

will be worn without a coat,

like nothing ever seen before.
As often as not, the "in" vests
"Western style."

Start back to School

with fresh as new
clothing . . . You'll
look and feel better.
Above: Colorful patterned sweaters pass the
campus fashion test, according to the American
Institute of Men's and Boys' Wear. Men's and

We give "daizle" clean looks to

boys fashions available at Svoboda's in Arlington Heights. Left: Colorful, clean, cut diamonds
In argyle plaid are a favorite pattern them in knitted wool for fall. Alberic of Beldoch-Popper uses

clothes. Sport togs or formal
wear are "like new" garments,
after our cleaning.

pliable all-American knitted wool to crest an
argyle pattern for a long, bleted V-neck sweater
vest. Woolknit Associates, Inc. photo.

FREE ESTIMATES!

OUR TRUCKS ARE IN YOUR
AREA DAILY

Book Fee

Gift that special
him with the
LeCoultre Memovox!

CLEANERS

The alarm feature will re-

FitSchoor,

mind him of dates with

2 PROSPECT HEIGHTS, CL !=6174
7 N. Elmhurst Rd.
TORES.

TO
SERVE

YOUI
Prompt

school year will be given to
parents when book rental and
other fees are paid. Students
eligible for bus transportation

MITCHELL'S

.

MT. PROSPECT.

you and business appointments. MeMovox 1210, in
stainless steel, $89.95.

(Rt. 83 &McDonald Rd).

e

CL 54600

will receive their assignments
then. Children in special education will receive bus assign-

JEWELER

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

ments by mail after Aug. 21.

205. EVERGREEN

20 Years ... the Choice of Northwest Suburban; Families

Pt

Parents of children who will
attend schools of Community
Consolidated District 54 are
reminded that Aug. 21 is Book
Rental Payment Day.
Children's room and teacher assignments for the 1969-70

- 394.0820 -

Bolivar,

BOOK RENTAL fees and
weekly newspaper costs will be

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$8.25 for children in grades
one through six. Junior high
school student fees will be

$8.75. There also is a $3.75
towel fee for students in 7th

ou can bea"Ritz

and 8th grades, The kindergarten fee is $3.75 a child.
Book fee payment hours are

Gal"

IT'S
REWARDING

9 to 11:30 a.m, for childrep

with last names beginning with

A through L and 1-3 p.m. for
those with last names beginning with M through Z. Fees
also may be paid from 7 to 9

School College
Fashions that include
sportswear for classes,
dormwear shifts and that
Back to

all

important

dress

p.m.

PARENTS OF 7th and 8th
grade students assigned to Jane

for

Addams Junior High School
will pay fees at Robert Frost
Junior High School and 5th

concerts. variety reviews,
etc. Let Penny from Purdue help you select your

and

college wardrobe.

at

grade schools.

MAISON DE ROMAYNE

Parents of 6th grade students from the Schaumburg

Arlington Heights

School and Blackhawk School
areas scheduled to attend Robert Frost will pay fees at Robert Frost.

43 S. Dunton

EXPERIENCE'

CL 5-5543 9:30 to 5:30

6et Set In Sch0Oli

We are asking you to do the community a public service and earn extra money with-

out committing yourself to full-time work; having holidays and summers free to
spend with family and friends. We can offer you all of these luxuries and still have
most of your daytime hours free. You need only to give us as little as two hours a

6th grade students

Campanelli, Dooley or Hale

.0.7

day --two in the morning and afternoon or just afternoons only.

The increase in population has increased our school bus fleet. We are therefore
asking you as citizens and parents to consider driving a bus. Before you say no,
let me tell you a story about a little lady. One of our long-standing and loyal drivers is Maria Utley. Maria is all of four feet eight inches tall in her elevators. When she
was first approached to drive, she thought itwas out of the question. She couldn't
imagine herself maneuvering a school bus. Being a positive person, she volunteered to learn. In a short period of time, Maria was able to master a school bus along with
the best of our drivers. The size of the bus was misleading, and she now looks back on
her skepticism with humOr.

Children arle the most precious cargo in the world. You will be paid for part-time
work while doing a real service to the community. If you are a homemaker, retiree,
or just looking for an additional job, you're just the person we have in mind.

Join our family --call us now and become
a "RITZ GAL" in September

"MAKE THE GRADE"

-.IQ Cr

COMPASSES PARKER PEN SETS
COMB & BRUSH SETS

TIMEX WATCHES

!......"'-'_......,

II-----....''_.
------:"

ad take cae
20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

RITZENHALER BUS LINES, INC.
2001 E. DAVIS, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ar

PENCILS NOTEBOOKS PAINTS
PENS PAPER COMPOSITION BOOKS
COSMETICS PORTFOLIOS CRAYONS
STENO PADS ERASERS BRUSHES

PHONE:

392-9300

x

WITH THESE SCHOOL -RITE ITEMS!

fowudif

SQUIBB BROXODENT

ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH
HARRIS PHARMACY

PH. CL 9-1450

FAMILY VITAMINS
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The Clean Look is in!

axi, Belted or Leather.
Coats for Campus Bound

sql

When young men pick their

shirts forsake their sea -going

two basic requirements ruggsd good looks, and new style

colorful plaids. By the same to-

ideas

coats get a bit longer and more
shapely and appears in tweeds

This fall they will have little
difficulty meeting both re-

and striking windowpanes as
they move into an Edwardian

quirements. reports the Amer-

concept.

outerwear to wear back to background for a lumberjack
school in the fall, they have look as they take to bold and

4.

ican

Institute of Men's and

Traditionally, outerwear
each scar offers serveral new
looks keyed to the leading
fashion trends." notes Ken
AIMBW Fashion
0 Keele

ments distinguish many that
carry tall, rolled "Napoleon"
collars. Some call the latter

Director and this is a bonus

"Regency"

sear

The campus hound youngster will he able to pick from a
host of fresh styles, among
them leather and leather -type
coats, heltsd models, new interpretations of the wool
C P 0 shirt long, shapely
maxi coats

Another style scheduled to
star with students is the "winterized safari coat " Similar in
detailing to its familiar warm
weather interpretation, fall
sermons

of

the

safari

coat

home call them "hush coats')

are often lined in either pile

purely

are

and

man-made

on collars and lapels.

"TIME"

Look

FROM BULOVA

of freshness!

breasted model, there are
many single-breasted styles,
too.
Ski -type outerwear is as

popular with young non -skiers

as it is with slalom students.
Nylon is the key word for those

jackets and the newest look

makes use of wet -look cire

DEWDROP "AK"

LEADING LADY "LN"

Graceful advanced styling.
17 jewels. 10K gold. Yellow

Unusual design. 21 jewels.

or white

Yellow or white
.

$49.95

....

Smart and functional.

Some of the ski jackets reverse from one color to anoth-

It's so smart
to send
your laundry
when you
send your
dry cleaning

Call for

HOLIDAY'S
3/4 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY
SERVICE,

LAUNDRY &

$49.95

SEA FLIGHT "K"

DRY CLEANERS

17

Waterproof. Yellow
$49.95
"When you know what makes a watch tick...You'll choose a BULOVA
jewels.

types.

Gives

Back to School
Apparel
the Top Grade

While
most of the Edwardian are in
the highly favored double-

MT. PROSPECT

412 W. NW HWY

392-4554

er, while others reverse from a

quilted to a plaid side. Many
carry versions of the familiar

.aveleits

racing stripes and a few will be

in prints similar to those used

range from tough

Fur and the look of fur is

poplins and gabardines
suede or smooth leathers

many outerwear coats will car-

ry both real and fake fur trim

models.

fabrics or hose quilted warmers built-in Fabrics of the outer shells

fash-

ion look. Some of the "furs"

ken, the standard navy pea-

Edwardian models continue
to score in models that include
knee -lengths and maxi -styles.
Curved back seams, broad lapels and a host of pocket treat-

Boys Wear

another youth -oriented

,421

Des*Plaines

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727

PALATINE PLAZA
NORTHWEST HWY.

in summer. slacks.
PALATINE, ILL.

PH: 358-6588

FREE PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

to

Belts are an important part
01 the new swung' outerwear
look Belted coats and jackets
ranging from hip -length safaris to maxi -coats that approach ankle -length get a large
share of the student vote

There are even some waist -

Keep warm and be in style with a maxi -overcoat, says the length Western and aviatorAmerican Institute of Men's and Boy's Wear. This trim double- ts pes that have a belt in place
breasted model with high -standing collar has the style and flair of the snug -fitting waist band
Some of the updated C P 0
for the young crowd.

Pantsuit with cape -ability A new dimension in coordinated separates A belted, fully
lined hemngbone cape over matching wide -pants Fashion awareness is a growing
thing at Muriel Mundy

s

"4y.

Tied up with polka dots, Jonathan Logan's ginger

I
I

colored Dacron and wool knit jumper with its
coordinated "off-white" knit blouse create the

Seaton Hall

greatest scoop of the season. 5-15, $38.

For the real "low-down" in fashion see,

Latch on to Jonathan Logan's slightly empired
orange dirndl dress of Dacron and wool knit
linked with gold for a precious look. Sizes 5-15
$24.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
28 Dunton Court

Arlington Heights

CL 3-1766

Phone 824-6164

1467 ELLINWOOD ST.
7

THE DAY
Monday. August 1 I. 1969
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----Navy. yellow. vclaillt. and red plaid wool separates by Bobbie Brooks are contrasted by a very:

feminine pale blue blouse worn by Nancy. Ensemble available at Speiglees in Des Plaines. Photo 1.
by Harold Rt %% :unhitch.

.Alime: belted fisherman
knit in the new longer length is

For Miss and Mrs.
Smart Fashions for

paired up with Clifford
bright red plaid slacks.
Outfit and ivory pendant from
%laison de Romayne
Heights. Left: \a11,1:
14 ears emit, -nes sii lllll lag
iuiir mai coat from Coburn's

Back -to -School

in :%rlingto Heights. Photos by

Harold R. lt ambach.

from Wille
100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT
111/ARIE

Fashion -watches
For every mood.
The signal today may be the
whir of a computer rather than
the clang of the old school hell
but youthful hearts respond
just the same

They eagerly troop hack to
books and friends sights and
adventures everything that s
brand new and now The world
turns just for them, revealing
its marvels, its puzzles, giving
tantalizing glimpses of what s
beyond just for them
And keeping on top right, in
swinging time with her times is
the modern miss She makes

her fashion stateimjnts loud
and clear, independently

in

her own style Never still and
unchanging, she seeks the different, likes the challenge In
this spirit, says the Jewelry Industry Council. she selects the
fashion jewelry that keeps her
right on teen lime

WATCHES ARE 4 necessary part of her busy every (las,
but she doesn't want them

looking like dreary necessities

The magic she prefers in the

harmonizers and personably

FOR THE SWEATERS,

cues, are the brighthiced ,.say

the blouses, the jumpers in her
scholarly lile, pendant watches
make the grade. Serene even
come fancy enough tor her.

to look at her watch fashions
for this school year. Unusual
shapes. linked and chained to
her wrist for time -telling tenacity, get her to school with
minutes to spare. The watch
looks that can he chained to

her belt, her hag, her many
neck chains are vital to her

dressy.

And n hen

hours.
she

wants

a

watch tor those special social

hours. she turns to the gold

endless styles

bracelet watch with its look of
continuous beauty circling her
youthful wrist. Or to the tailored gold watch, shining with a
modern finish and just is (lain.

to -school miss

ty and feminine as she.
Hine has never been so rewarding, so fulfilling, such
fun!

school hours, too.
Rings go round her fingers

in profusion and her fancy in
Ring watches.
their faces clearly exposed or
secretively covered, arc in the
right time zone for the hack -

Of Diction try Fame
Noah Webster of spelling
hook and dictionary fame. was
born Oct 16 17i/i. He graduated from Yale in 17711, despite Revolutionary War interruptions His father's graduation gift was an eight -dollar
probably
Continental bill,

worth half its face value. and
he Was tOid that front that

tors,iii! Ile mn.I ref.

,

'IL'
hint
I

sc11. IIc turned to seho..lie.h.11-

mg. and. Ittidin-g that tack of

CORDOVEL JACKET

textbooks was an urgent problem. he began compilation and
publication of his speller.

White Stag's eAcitiny 0,.the jacket is spanked
with welt seaming and the silvery touch of snaps
and buckles. The sleeve styling is set-in from the

front and raglan from the rear. Adjustable cuff

big and bold face, the rainbow

bands and tab front porkers.

strapped watch must match
her moods for her varying
schooldays, and most impor-

COLORS: Taupe, Blv.
Rose.

Sizes: 8.16

tant, her wardrobe ways
Interchangeable bands and

uze, Dubormta Vr.ty

$26.00

bezels, their colors acting as

I

KASSEL STUDIOS
OF DANCE
Directed by

Sharon Kassel.
REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS

for a
complete
selection
of the newest

Bonded

PRE-SCHOOL

Advanced, IL Professional
sauna
Seoblerod Shopping Center

30 S. EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

ARLINGTON HEIGHT$
253-4280

polyester.

Double

$35.00

OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 8-8.
Sat. 8 to 6. Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

start Sept 1st!
CI l
Limited Class Sizes

Beginning, Intermediate,

embossed

Sizes 4-16

Back -to -School
Fashions!

PH' 392-2228

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN

rue'

breasted, belted, modified trench coot body.
COLORS - Block and red.

CITY VEST

CORDOVEI. SKIRT
fi ,ws in n fc sh,on
Aline and :.ipt tit If,

F11:

Striped and sniort. this deep V

is closed by

a row of matc hints buttons.

CrItr:i'S
F....7.es- 8.10

12 ..)0

Sizes, 8 16.

$18.00

tl
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have V -necklines and are sash-

new "do -your -own -thing" interpretations of those classic
old favorites -the separates-

ed or ribbed at the waistline.
They pair well with safari
shirts and flirty skirts.
Jumpers are worn with or

-according to 280 teenagers
who ought to know.

prove of having more

without blouyes. Boys, too, ap-

V-neck and mock turtle heck
sweaters are traditionally pre.

junior high schools throughout the country, the 280 boys

ferred. Some students like long

and girls are members of stu-

flat -knit sweaters, others like

estab-

the interest of cable stitch trim.
V-neck sleeveless pullovers

dent

advisory panels

lished by Avon Products to
give young people an oppor-

universally liked -insolids and argyles -with brown.
green or
blue the predominating colors.

tunity to express -their opinions
on fashion, grooming, eti-

quette, and other subjects of
interest to them.

-74

IN SLACKS, the straight
leg or modified bell-bottom silhouettes are more popular ei-

SWEATERS AND skirts,
skirts and shirts, jumpers and
tOle.
Ph.

's .y

,

ars

ther in solid colors, or muted
patterned fabrics such as her-

robe --are still the backbone of
a student's fall fashion collection, these teens say. But this

plaids.

.114.

0

perennial

ringbone tweeds or shadow

The student advisory panels, which were first set up by
year they vote for using
Avon
three years ago, agree
prisingly new and interesting
combinatidns of fabrics for that good gromming contribtheir mixing and matching- utes to the over-all fashion ef-and for more variety in their. fect, and is important to both

a,.

if

-?7 41/....",:'.,../"..':llf E.

com-

ponents of a separate ward-

blouses --the

tt4

t-

academic and social success.

mix -match components.

The name of the separates

As'

"fashion game this year is
"fun," and teens highly ap-

`,.46,.....%

-A. -

tweed skirts with printed paisley or striped tops as a change
from the old, solid -color -with
plaid combinations.

-,......,

:,..0

I

is

Seafairer

Cool as a breeze -.swift as the wind. That's how

contrast stitching on torso plus
three -button cuffs to make our
boy feel right "back -in -the

you'll peel in this smart Dacron / Cotton. A
quick ,sudsing-hangup to dry and irs ready
for class. Uttle or no ironing needed. You'll
look swell:in this long -lined walst-slimming

Dress shirts are also groov-

Docket.

added support to the new widespread with longer dagger

Completp sollictise

points, perfect for wide wide

Boys' gym suits athletic

idea gym ends

your desk, your room and oth-

manner.

when overtired. First, get some
exercise, then begin to study.

First, the place where you
study is important because it
determines how much you will
accomplish. Pick a place with

good lighting and ventilation,

work, stay with it. You will
get

hours at one time. Get up, take
break, then begin again.

a

You'll find you get more accomplished.

used to studying

there.

Dean Crafts also ericourages students to learn to listen,
take notes and read. These are
priceless qualities that will last

its white swt der, blue vest and plaid pleated skirt. From Speiglee's in Des Plaines.

ACK-TO-SCHOO
SPECIAL
Gold Atn?hru Au

ii

.1 ti
.1

.

, or.l.

j, )7

3

and think how many
children are maimed or
by,
year
each
killed
automobiles. School traffic safety is your responsibility. So, take time to STOP and THINK ....when
you drivel

DRIVE-IN

ITALIAN BEEF
HAMBURGER
SHAKES
MALTS

FREE COKE

St. Paul Boys

CANVAS

14"

SPORT BAGS 16"

THE INSURANCE CENTER

RINGS
FRENCH
FRIES

537-8866

X4.95

SWEAT PANTS

$2.98

SWEAT SHIRTS

$2.49

Short or long Sleeve starting at

$2.50
per set

GIRLS GYM SUITS
NO IRON, WASH & WEAR
set

`'

X6.60

9
IRO

GYM BAG

BRAT WORST

piOT DOGS

White or Navy

Prospect Knights $4.98

POUSH SAUSAGE

ITAUAN SAUSAG

High or Low cut

Exclusive at Wille!

SWEAT SHIRTS

ONION,

,

PT.

Prospect Knight $0.A

GRIFFITH INSURANCE
103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.
Phone: 253-5971

CONVERSE BOY'S ATHLETIC SOCKS $1.00
BOYS GYM SHORTS $1.29
GYM SHOES

29th

HARCZAK'S

liti
t. m

School Savings from Wille

GYM SHORTS
and T-SHIRTS

1

-

-

times.

HEY STUDENTS!

.

Cm*

Pack up these Back -to-

Often, your dormitory room is
not the best place. Try a
study carrel or a room in the
library where you can obtain a
businesslike atmosphere at all

, cc dress gives the appearance of separates with

-

w. helm ail Mblwast

sa

Your approach or frame of throughout your life. But the
mind is the third point. How' ,ability to study is one of the

Jenny's one

121 R. Da* &boas Heights

1

won't interrupt you.

SECONDLY, don't study

HARDWARE

BOWEN

Education and knowledge
will not fall into your lap. You
must go out and work to acquire them. And learning to
study will definitely help.

AND LAST, once you find a
place where you can concentrate and accomplish your

and also one where you friends

too long at one time. Your attention span is limited at first,
but it will expand. Limit yourself to no more than 1 to 11/2

*pram socks school

gym shorts. etc.

dent can possess.

readiness is

ers s w t shirts

su

greatest assets a college stu-

pears to be, according to Wil-

also important. Don't study
immediately after dinner or

IMInt:211.

suit -cuffed shott, ja unty square collar, no-spi0

ties.

ready are you to study? This
includes the appearance of

lege in Monmouth, Illinois -if
it is approached in the proper

tt

PH: 358-0022 P

by MOORE

scarf and jeans. B.V.D. has

ing it with the tapered torso.
The two -button collar gives

cult and boring it often ap-

you.
Psychological

405 N. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

APPOINTMENT

2-aitligwolt%

How the Experts Study
er factors that may distract

LEETW000 SHOPPING CENTER

WASH BINEAD+NEATEST.stutnnen IbOtt

saddle."

knitted, the 1969 vests are
longer than last year's. Some

liam B. Crafts, Dean of Stu-

4FI

CONVENIENC

combined with a wild apache

ion "A" with the girls. Often

dents at Monmouth College, a
coeducational liberal arts col-

ii

Regulation Gifittsuit Now, Here

ment, the body shirt in denim,

or cotton and polyester,

tunics and jumpers rate a fash-

STUDYING IS not as diffi-

=I

.9e4 SaPiq

IN THE CASUAL depart-

to

ercising good taste and using
their imagination, they say,
they can create more personalized, individualistic school
outfits -and have fun doing it.
In line and design, vests,

Ole the cape swings into the fashion pkture. Michelle selects an unusual combination of a large
plaid from Country Set with co-ordinated tweed slacks and cream rib knit sweater. From Coburn's
in Arlington Heights. Earrings from Flaherty Jewelers in Arlington Heights. Photo by Harold R.
Wambach.

PVA

WITH THIS COUPON
ONLY
7.:
VOID AFTER 8-21
.a=2:11======.1.1..
4sbia

material into his trousers
everytime he stands up.

tion and scale of the mixed patterns, students feel. By exNa

li

if

SHAMPOO & SET ONLY
ON TOES - WED & THURS
SPECIAL
FOR BACK TO SCHOOL

ii,

11

bulk. No longer will he stuff

"what goes well with what" in
combining fabrics should be
based on the relative propor-

,11

ami.

ii.

I:

HAIR CUT
wini

Or

.414

ii
ii

young man a new freedom in
movement and removes fabric

argyles.
as

FREE

IIW

ii..

that is! The shaped shirt,
whether sport or dress is at the
head of the class for fall.
The tapered torso gives our

wide -wale

THE DECISION

VALUABLE, COUPON

ers is to be in shape...shirts,

corduroy
skirts --or with the soft -hand
plush velours and velvets.
Suedes are big vote -getters in
combination with a whole gamut of patterned fabrics-plaids, tweeds, jacquards and
with

brown classic sweater. From' ii
Malson de Romayne in Ar-1 11
::
Wigton Heights.

The most important fashion
news for boy back-to-school-

Other favorites are dainty
floral print blouses combined

,,,,,,.....-.Is.. - -.., ,.....:...-.4.....,....,,

skirt blends into the chocolate; Ei

Rated 'neat'

of combining herringbone or

,,,,

42

HITUT
Above: Separates do their LI
thing for college bound gals. is

Shaped -shirt

prove. They like the newyness

.........eleswir,..., ...,*....,:4,,

,..

ex-

citement in .their separates.

Representing their fellow
students in 56 high schools and

".
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thi ng'

n,your-ow

Popular back -to -school
fashions for Fall 1969 will be

-r^, .12

THE ,DAY

BAR BQ
RIBS

,ttotaMIIMMEMIlw

-in Navy-

18"

$2 50
$3 00
$3 50

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

fir
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Prices Go
Palatine, Mount Prospect
and Arlington Heights has had
the greatest increase in the resale prices of houses during the

1967-68 period, based on a
1962-64 period, the Arlington
Heights Federal Savings and
Loan Assn. s: d in a report issued yesterday.

Up

Palatine has shown the larg-

showed a 31.1 per cent in-

crease in the resale price of
Heights
Arlington
houses.

over 1967. During the same
period Mount Prospect increased 9.8 per cent and Ar-

shows an increase of the resale

price of houses there of 29.7
per cent. Mount Prospect had

lington Heights increased 8.9
per cent.

Compared with the

HAVE

Palatine

period,

1964

and

est average increase in 1968
with 11.5 per cent increase

a 24.9 per cent increase for the
same period.

1962

YOUR 0

LEGAL NOTICE
ORDINANCE NO. 2175
- AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 27, 28, and 29 OF THE ZONING
ORDINANCE OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT.
-

WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of the Village of Mount Prospect did hold
Public Hearings on April 18 and June 20, 1969, at the hour of 8:00 P.M. in the
Village Hall pursuant to proper legal notices, under case No. 69-12P and Case
No. 69-20P respectively; and
WHEREAS, the subject matter under consideration in Case No. 69.12P was
the proposed text for amendments to Sections 27 and 28 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Mount Prospect; while the subject matter under Case
No. 69-20P was a similar text for Section 29 of the said Zoning Ordinance; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission did recommend in each case the approval
of the said amendments to Sections 27, 28 and 29 of the Zoning Ordinance of
the Village of Mount Prospect contained hereunder; and
WHEREAS, the Judiciary Committee of the Board of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect has on July 8, 1969 reviewed the subject matter herein and

has recommended to the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect concurrence with the recommendations of the Plan Commission
under Case No. 69.12P and Case No. 69.20P; and

WHEREAS, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount
Prospect concur with the Plan Commission's recommendation, and have determined that the same is in the best interests of the Village of Mount Prospect;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: That Section 27 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, as amended, be and is hereby further amended, so that the
said Section 27 shall hereafter be and read as follows:
"Section 27. Minimum Side Yard:
A. Residential Districts
1. In the R -X, R-1, R-2, R-3, and F2-4 Districts there shall be provided and

2.

maintained along each side of the lot a side yard yard having a width
of not less than 10 per cent of the width of the lot which side yard
need not exceed 10 feet in width.
In the R -A District the side yard on each side shall not be less than
5 feet.

B. Business Districts. Any building or structure hereafter erected in any

change in that area would in no
way be detrimental to the Village
of Mount Prospect and has recommended that the zoning change be

front lot line but such buildings shall not be located within 20 feet
of the side lot line of a corner lot, nor within 2 feet of the side lot line
of any other lot
2. Steps, open terraces, and underground structures; and
3. Eaves, chimneys, bay windows or other ordinary projections extending
into such yards not more than 18 inches."

SECTION TWO: That Section 28 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, as amended, be and is hereby further amended so that the
said Section 28 shall be and read as follows:
"Section 28. Minimum Front Yard:

A. Residential Districts. Any building or structure hereafter erected or relocated in the Village shall be set back from the front lot line and have
a front yard of at least:
1.

Forty (40) feet, if it is for a use allowable in the R -X District.

2.

Thirty (30) feet, if it is for a use allowable in the R -A, 8.1, R-2, or R-3

Districts.
3. Twenty (20) feet, if it is for a use allowable in the R-4 District.
B. Business Districts.

In the B-1, B-3, and B-4 Districts, no front yard shall be required;
except if it is for a use on a lot abutting another zoning district, in
which event the setback shall be not less than that required' in the

WHEREAS,

the

SECTION THREE: That Section 29 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, as amended, be and is hereby further amended, so that the
said Section 29 shall hereafter be and read as follows:
"Section 29. Minimum Rear Yard.

A. Residential Districts. Any building or structure hereafter erected or relocated In the Village shall be set back from the rear lot line and have
a rear yard of at lest:
1. Twenty-five (251 feet in the R -x, R -A, R-1, 8-2, and R-3 Districts.

2. Twenty (20) feet in the R.4 District.
B. Business Districts. Any building or structure hereafter erected or relocated

in the Village shall be set back from the rear lot line and have a rear
yard of at least twenty (20) feet in all the zoned business districts.
C. Industrial Districts. In the 1.1 and 1-2 Districts there shall be required the
following rear yards:
I. Where such 1-1 or 1-2 District abuts a zoning district that requires a

rear yard, then the rear yard requirements of the immediately adjacent properties of the said "I" Districts shall be the same as that
district they abut.

2. However, where such "I" District rear yards abut a residential dis
trict, the said rear yard shall have a depth not less than 40 feet from

the adjoining residential lot or 50 feet away from any residential
building it abuts, whichever would result in the lesser rear yard.

In all other instances there shall be required an industrial rear yard
having a depth of not less than 20 feet from the rear lot line it abuts.

D. The regulations contained in this Section 29 shall not apply to:
1. Steps, open terraces and underground structures; and
2. Eaves, chimneys, bay windows, or other ordinary projectionsextending
into such yards not more than 18 inches.

3. Incidental or accessory buildings in R1, R-2, R-3 and R.4 Districts,
provided that such buildings located on corner lots in the said dis
tricts shall not be located within two (2) feet of area lot line.

SECTION FOUR: That this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval, and publication in the manner provided by
law.
AYES: 5

recommendation

in

PASSED and APPROVED THIS 5 DAY OF AUGUST, 1969.

ANNOUNCE

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman

Mount Prospect
Board of Appeals

Case

No. 69-23P regarding the subject

SECTION ONE: That Map 6N of
the Zoning Ordinance of the Village
of Mount Prospect, as amended, be

looking for, just those items you intend

LEGAL NO. 2172

and is hereby further amended by

ORDINANCE NO. 2172
ANNEXING
AN
ORDINANCE

the

ER CREEK, EAST OF BUSSE ROAD
AND SOUTH OF A LINE 777.56 FEET

reclassifying from R-1 (Single Family Residence District) to B-3 (Business -Retail

&

Service

District)

to sell!

13.63 ACRES LYING WEST OF WELL -

following described property:

SOUTH OF THE CENTER LINE OF

The West 70 feet of Lots One to
Nine inclusive in Block Three (3) in
the Ernst Busse Addition to Mount

CENTRAL ROAD.

Prospect, a Subdivision of the South

wholly bounded on all sides by the
Village of Mount Prospect; and
WHEREAS, the said territory is
not presently within the boundaries
of any municipality;

WHEREAS, the land hereinafter
described

543 feet of the East Half (I / 2) of
the Southwest Quarter (1 / 4) in
North,
Section 34, Township 42

Range 11, East of the Third Principal Meridian.
SECTION TWO: That this Ordinance shall be null and void and of
no force or effect whatsoever: until
after its passage, approval publication, and a permit for the construction of a United States Post Office
shall have been issued by the De
partment of Building and Zoning of
the Village of Mount Prospect and
such construction commenced within thirty (30) months of the date

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

and

sign

the

pursuant

President

and

FREE

OR
GAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
IT

BE

SALE SIGN!

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK

PASSES and APPROVED THIS 5
DAY OF AUGUST, 1969.

COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: That all land and

ROBERT D. TEICHERT

territory legally described as fol-

Village President

This 15 x 20 inch sign will attract

lows, towit:

The South 560 feet of Lot "F" and

ATTEST:

the South 560 feet of lot "1" lying
west of the center line of Weller
Creek and that part of Lot "K" ly-

DONALD W. GOODMAN
Village Clerk

ing west of the center line of Weller

Creek and North of a line drawn
from a point on the West line of
said Lot "K" which is 283.66 feet
North of the Southwest corner of
said Lot "K" and which runs East
from the aforesaid point along a
line parallel to the South line of

LEGAL

Legal 69-50A
NOTICE OF HEARING
BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

CASE NO. 6950A
Appeal from decision 'of Building
and Zoning Commissioner for sign
to be located at 740 E. Rand Rood,
using existing ground columns for
erection of new double face sign,
changing business name from Aunt
Jemima to Village Inn.
This property is legally described
as: That part of the Southwest
quarter of Section 35, Township 42
North, Range 11 East of the Third
Principal Meridian in Cook County,
Illinois, described as: Beginning at
the Southwest corner of the Northwest quarter of said Southwest
quarter, thence North of the East

line of said Northwest quarter of

said Southwest quarter 429.86 feet;
thence West on a line parallel wit!,
the South line of said Northwest

quarter of said Southwelt quarter
1136.88 feet to the center line of
thence Southeasterly

along the center line of Rand Road;
thence Southeasterly along the cen
ter line of Rand Road to the South

line of said Northwest quarter -of

said Southwest quarter; thence East

889.90 feet to the place of beginning (except that portion of the
premises lying in Rand Road).
interested

in

the

extra customers

(limit 1 sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

said Lot "K" all in Kirchoff's subdiof the Northwest V4 of the
Northwest

1/4

and the

North

10

chains of the Southwest V4 of the
Northwest 1/4 of Section 11, Town.
ship 41 North,: Range 11, East of the
Third Principal Meridian.
which territory is not presently

within the boundaries of any municipality but is in the unincorporated territory of Cook County, is
contiguous to the Village of Mount
Prospect, is wholly surrounded by

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!
and phone

the Village of Mount Prospect, and
comprises 13.63 acres and is, therefore less than sixty (60) acres in
size; be and is hereby annexed to

the Village of Mount Prospect so
that hereafter said territory shall be
included within the boundary lines

and limits of the Village of Mount
Prospect - as is by law in such case
made and provided.
I

SECTION TWO: That the Village
Clerk of the Village of Mount Prospect is hereby directed to record a
copy of

certified

this

ordinance

together with an accurate plat of
said territory with the Recorder of
Deeds of Cook County, Illinois.
SECTION THREE: That this ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage and
approval according to law.
AYES: 5

NAYS: 0
PASSED AND APPROVED this
day of August, 1969.

All
above petition will be heard.
Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,

ATTEST:

this) lth day of August, 1969.

Village Clerk

DONALD W. GOODMAN
ROBERT D. TEICHERT.

Village President
GEORGE JACOBSMEYER, Chairman
Published In,
DAY PUBLICATIONS
Monday, August 11, 1969

attention to your sale and bring you

vision

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
on the 28th day of August, 1969 at
the hour of 8:00 P.PM. there will be
a public hearing at the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, concerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:

Road;

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

or drive -way.

NOW, THEREFORE,

NAYS: 0

.

provide for the annexation of such
territory by the Village upon pas.
WHEREAS,

AYES: 5

.

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

said

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois, find and believe it to be in
the best interests of the Village of
Mount Prospect that the said land
and territory be annexed thereto;

of

.

property
comprises less than (60) acres; and
WHEREAS, the Illinois Revised
Statutes, Chapter 24, Section 7-1.13
the

of an Ordinance
thereto; and

and shall have recorded a plat of
with Recorder
Deeds of Cook County, Illinois.

to

contiguous

sage

shall have submitted building plans
resubdivision

is

WHEREAS,

hereof; and that prior to the is
suance of such permit the builder

Rand

your sale with a DAY

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are

Published in the
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.
Monday, August 11, 1969

COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

ATTEST:

Village Clerk

the

in

interested

Dated at Mount Prospect, Illinois,
this 11th day of August, 1969.

Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
DONALD W. GOODMAN

persons

All

above petition will be heard.

and

ROBERT D. TEICHERT

Village President

appliances and much more).

Petitioner request variation to install coffee shop in existing bakery
and is not in compliance with parking requirements.

by the adoption of the Plan Com

persons

NAYS: 0

V4 of Sec.
12-41-11 Re-recorded June 24, 1952..

Board of Trustees of the Village of
Mount Prospect have determined
that the best interests of the Village
of Mount Prospect will be attained
mission

legally de-

Avenue,

Prospect

II and part of the N.W.

Com-

President

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

scribed as Lots 38 and 39 in R. H.
Berry Co. Colonial Manor, a subdivision of port of the N.E. t/4 of Sec.

mittee of the Board of Trustees of
the Village of Mount Prospect did
meet on July 8, 1969 and reviewed
Case No. 69-23P and has determined that said recommendation of
the Plan Commission would be in
the best interests of the Village of
Mount Prospect; and

district the said B-1, B-3, or B-4 district lot abuts.

2. Any building or structure hereafter erected in the B-2 District shall be
set back from the front lot line and have a -front yard of at least 20
feet; except if it is for a use on a lot abutting another zoning district,
in which event the setback shall be not less than that required in the
district the said B-2 District lot abuts.
3. Any building or structure hereaftererected in the B -2.I District shall
be set back from the front lot line and have a front yard of at feast
20 feet; except if it is for a use on a lot abutting any of the residential
districts, in which event the setback shall be not less than that required in such residential district the said B -2.I District lot abuts.
C. Industrial Districts: Any building or structure hereafter erected in on
I-1 or 1.2 District shall be set bock and hove a front yard of not less
than 30 feet from the front lot line.
D. The regulations contained in this Section 28 shall not apply to:
1. Open steps and terraces
2. Eaves, chimneys, bay windows, and other ordinary projections extending into such yards not more than 18 inches,"

3.

Judiciary

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3.»

CASE NO. 69.48A

W.

ever, that construction of a United
States Post Office shall hove commenced within thirty (30) months of
the date hereof; and
the

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
on the 28th day of August, 1969 at
the hour of 8:00 P.M. there will be a
public hearing at the Village Hall,
112 E. Northwest Highway, concerning a petition for change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect as follows:

Request for variation of prOperty
presently zoned R-3 located at 15

granted with the condition, how-

LAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK

hereunder, such side yards shall be not less than 3 feet wide.
In all instances where such a zoned business district lot abuts a zoning

district requiring a greater side yard than provided herein, such business lot shall have on each side a side yard which shall be not less
than that required in the district the said business district lot abuts.
C. Industrial Districts. In the I-1 and 1.2 Districts there shall be required the
following side yards:
1. Where such I -I or 1.2 District abuts a zoning district that requires a
side yard, then the side yard requirements of the immediately adjacent properties of the said "I" Districts shall be the same as that
district they abut.
2. However, where such "I" District side yards abut a residential district, the said side yard shall have a depth not less than 40 feet from
the adjoining residential lot or 50 feet from any residential building
it abuts, whichever would result in the lesser side yard.
3. In all other instances there shall be required on industrial side yard
of each lot of not less than 30 feet from the side lot line it abuts.
D. The regulations contained in this Section 27 shall not apply to:
I. Incidental or accessory buildings located more than 75 feet from the

1.

certain property hereinafter described from R.I (Single Family Residence) to B-3 (Business -Retail 8 Service); and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission
has determined that the zoning

district.

2. Where side yards ore provided without a requirement for same
3.

on June 20, 1969 did
conduct a Public Hearing pursuant
to proper legal notice under Case
No. 69-23P on a request to rezone

less than 20 feet wide, where such lot abuts a zoned residential

In the B.2.I District the side yard on each side of the lot shall be not

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

heretofore

property;
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND
BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE VIL-

zoned business district shall not require a yard; except that:
1.

NOTICE OF HEARING

-WHEREAS, the Plan COmmission

of the Village of Mount Prospect

WHEREAS,

SALE

LEGAL NO 69-48A

No. 2173

Published In
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Monday, August 11, 1969
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North Stars Crowned Champs
At eerft 1 's Tournament
by Schell off relief pitcher
Ralph Schopp.
Northbrook scored two
runs in the fifth and threatened

but he was cut down at second
when Ed Kruase grounded to

By Jim Stuart

Ward Schell pitched and short.
A force play started by first
batted the Arlington Heights
out of a jam in the bottom of
the first, but a lone single by
Damian() was all the North
Stars could come up with in

strike out the Northbrook side

Northbrook. The North

in order in the bottom of the
second, and the North Stars

SCHELL HAD three hits in
four trips, including a three run homer in the first inning,

collected two more runs in the
third.
Thomson got his second
straight single and went to second when John Abbs was safe
on a fielder's choice. Thomp-

and drove in four runs. His

son and Abbs stole third and

pitching was magnificent, as

second, respectively,

he gave up only four hits while

ground out to first by Krause

striking out I() in a distance

let both runs come in when the
Northbrook first baseman
threw the ball into left field.
Northbrook finally reached
Schell for a run in the third on

performance.

North Star Matt Zakula scrambles back to first and "submain Arlington
Heights' championship victory game in the Deerfield tourney.

and a

Damiano, If
Helwig, ph

al

8-7 win over Bensenville in a
double elimination tournament at Elmhurst yesterday.
Scott Spielmann, Bill Faler
and Paul lzban each contributed two hits to Prospect's total of 12 Slawinski and Spielmann teamed up on the mound

for the winners and gave up
seven runs on eight hits.

PROSPLCI 100K an early 1-0 lead in the top of the
first Spielmann and Carce-

The three singles were provided by Spielmann, lzban and

Lu Citro. Wertz and Tom Peterson both got on with walks.
Spielmann, Peterson and lz-

ban all scored front third on
wild pitches and Citro raced
home on Carcerano's infield
grounder.

Tod Mundell and Frank
Welkinski had singles for Ben-

in the first but they
couldn't get any runs on the
senville

scoreboard until the second.

RICHARD EVALA lead
off in the second for Bensenville with a walk and Larry
Cuciarone followed with a

single to right. Marlin Hummell drove them both in with a

winski drove hint home with a

single to left that got by Bensenville's Carcerano.
Neither team scored in the
third inning and the only hit
was a single by Prospect's Fa-

single

ler.

rano both lead oft with fly outs
but Mark Wertz Lame through

with a single, to right. Wertz
then stole second and Sla-

Prospect crossed the plate
lour more times in the second

Majors Combine
For 4-3 Edge
B) Bin Copeland

In the top of the fourth Pros-

the throw went to the plate in a

hopeless attempt to stop the
run

Prospect had three errors to
make their comeback a little

easier. The hits were singles by

Scott Hone, Welkinski, Creg
Shamhart and Terry Fisher.
After losing a five -run lead,
the Prospect All -Stars stayed
in the game and scored one run
in the top of the sixth to regain

the lead 8-7. A walk by Joe
Nieves and singles by Slawinski and lzban gave Pros-

1

Mike

halls and Randy Mendell followed with a single past short-

DESPI I E 1 HE outcome of

the game, Bensenville had four
hits to Prospect s two. Pros-

pect's two hits were a single by
Steve Speilmann and a home -

run blast by big Mike Radoll,
Prospect's first baseman.

A couple of errors in the
Bensenville

gave Prospect three runs and
was the turning point of the
game Stese Speilmann led off
and was safe at first when Mike
at

Greg Martindale then hit a
grounder back to the mound
and Sparky Lewis turned and
fired to second in an attempt to
force Spellman at second.

However, Lewis' throw went
baseman's

head into center field and the
runners made it to second and
third Mark Keane then got

drove in Lehman for the score.
Bensenville came hack with

two runs in the third to tie the

3-3. An error by the
shortstop and a walk put Mendell and Tim O'Brien on base.
Mendell scored their first run
score,

on a sacrifice fly to right by
Bill Waterfield and O'Brien
crossed the plate on an infield

grounder by Lewis to tie the
score.

RADOLL WAS the hero
for Prospect in the bottom half
of the third when he put Prospect back out in front 4-3 with
a homer to center field.
Lopata's pitching was too
much

for

Bensenville

and

Prospect held on to their one
rum lead for the remainder of
the game.

Prospect's next game is tomorrow night at Butterfield
Park in Elmhurst.

I

1

hi
0
0

3111
I

Totals

one run on two hits.

Lewis was credited with the
RBI with a single to right that

the second

CAROL GEISLZR of
Prospect Heights made the finals

in Class B,

I3 -year -old

girls. Carol was seeded sixth,

held

Kelley, 2b
Mundell, rf,ss
Welkinski, 3b
Pacifici, c,p
Evala, 1 b
Curciaronc, ss
Shamhart, ss
Hummel!, If

Ben-

Elmhurst.

fifth, as Benenville rallied for
five big runs to make the score
7-7. Bensenville smashed four
hits during the inning and

walks

over

MATE'S WIN came in a
close race with Todd Ford of
Winnetka. Mate grabbed an

morrow night at Elm Park in

PROSPET HELD Bensenville in the fourth but it was
a brand new ball game after the

hits and didn't give up any stop.

innings. In the first they scored

pitching and struck out eight
of them He allowed just two

second

seconds at the finish. Her winning clocking was 1:04.6.

Anderson, rf
Fisher, p,c
Totals

MOUNT PROSPECT (8)

PROSPECT (4)
Player
ab r h
Speilman, ss
3
Martindale, 3h
0
3
Keane, p
0
3
Radoll, I b
Buczek. lb
0 0 0

ter and went to second when
from scoring.
Keane then stole third and

Bensenville

Lehman dropped the ball

win in the 16 -17 -year -old girls.

Pacifici

2

0

2
2

0
0

0

2

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0'0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

2

3

I

0
2
0
1

0 0
22 4

(1

0
0

0
0
(1

BENSENVILLE (3)
Player
ab r h bi
Lehman,2b
2
0 0,
Mendell,cf
3
0
O'Brien,3b
2
0
Waterfield,c:
0 (1
3
Lewis,p
2
0
3
I

I
I

I

r

Player

ab

Spielmann, 2b
Carcerano, If
Gavre, If
Nelson, 2h
Wertz, ss
Slawinski, p
Faler, cf
Peterson, lb
Nieves, lb

3

1

2

0

I zban, 3b
Brown, c

4

1

3

0

1

I

Citro, rf
Wilkenson, rf
Totals

h hi
0

2

0

1

I

0
0

0

3

2

I

I

4

1

3

2

4

0

2

0
0
0

I

I

I

I

0

2
30

ab

4

I

8 12

5

r
1

0

O

0

0

O

3

(1

I

3

0

0

0
0
0

24

3

4

3

Lettieresd
Riggio.ss
Bieffeld.rf
Totals

H R--Radoll,
man h, Martindale, (2),
E-Speilmann, Lehman, Riggio.

('ITCHING SUMMARY

Pitcher

in h r-er so w

Lewis
Keane
Lopata

3

5 2 4-1 73
2 3-0 5

3

3 2 0-0 8 0

Winne r --Keane, Loser-

-Lewis WP -Keane

Mount Prospect

301 00 421
Bensenville 102 000 343

I

0

1

0

1

0

0

2

I

0

0

rf-2 b32

uu

I

Totals

3

2

29

0
0
0
0

0

1

I

1

I

0

I

0

0

0
0
5

7 11

NORTHBROOK (3)
Player
ab r h hi

Fritz, lb

3

I

I

0

1

B0

0

Schell
Caplis
Schopp

6 4 3-2 10 5

31/2 8 6-3 3 0
21/2 3 1-0 4 4

Winne r --Schell; Loser-Caplis.

--z
Northbrook's Ralph Schopp reaches first on sixth -inning error on Ward Wittmeyer. The Arlington first baseman is Mike
Fogel

but moved up to fifth in the fi- Geiser and George Halas qualified for the finals in Saturnals.
Miss Geisler's fifth place day's prelims. Halas finished
was a compromise placing. fourth missing third by .1 sec-

Originally, she finished ond and Geiser was a close
fourth. with a 1:08.7 a fact
which was verified by the two
fourth -place judges. A mix-up
at the scorer's table had given
Carol seventh place.
Her coach, Al Geisler, who

ter a long and involved discussion, gave her the compromise fifth place medal.

and also finished sixth in the
finals with a 1:19.8. Sunday
was a tough day for the swim

1

2

2

0

2

mcrs in Classes AA and A,

2

1

I

0

1

0

I

1

who had to swim semi-finals in
addition to finals.

2

O

1

2

I

O

0

3

I

1

7

8

SB--Nieves; HP; Kelley;
E -Hone (2), Kelley, Welkinski, Pacifici, Evala, Spiel m a n n , Carcerano, Wertz,
Brown.

semi-final was not scheduled.
In the preliminaries, seven
qualifiers had already been
named, when an error by one
of the timer's was pointed out
by a parent.

the finals.

In Class F. Bill Hlavin of
Elk Grove was third with a
57.0.

Bill's competition

in-

cluded Jim Fieldhouse, who
recorded one of the meet's hest
times ever.

Monday.
August

I

I.

1969

the Class D girls, although a

Pitcher
Slawinski

41/2 8 7-3 3 2

The error was a 10 -second
mistake, and it put another
swimmer in the finals. This

Spielman!

.11/2 0 0-0

neccesitated
heats.

140 201 8124
020 050 786

in

corn --

petition eliminated hint from

P/R

of Elk Grove, qualified for the
finals in the same age group,

Kim Corbett of Rolling
Meadows qualified twice in

Bensenville

but stiff

Page 23

0

3 6 5-1 2 2
Fisher
3 6 3-1 1 2
Pacifici
Winner-Spielmann, Loser-

AA,

THE PROSPECT DAV

CINDY ANTONIK, also

0

0

Class

1:14.4.

2

I

Paul Sigfusson, dividing his
time between the Tribune meet

boys, Buckeye took a sixth in
some tough competition with a

1

ip Ir r-er so w

DAN MATE, John's broth-

Class AA, for 10 and under

0

PITCHING SUMMARY

Oak Park, ran into some fierce
competition in the semi-finals
and his 1:07.3 didn't reach the

er, made the semi-finals

John "Buckeye" Epstein of and the Junior 'Olympics at
Elk Grove qualified in the

2

28

sixth.

Annette DiFrancesca of
Des Plaines was originally
named as one of the finalists in
Class AA, but was then elimidoubles as her father, pro- nated because a faster girl had
tested to the officials, who, af- been overlooked by the judges.

0
0
7

h hi
1

0

3

Pacifici WP -Fisher (5), Pacifici (2), Slawinski. Prospect

two

semi-final

KIM SWAM well in all of
her races, and wound up sixth
overall, missing a fifth by less
than .2 seconds.

In the Class E boys,

Bill

Kathy Dalton of Arlington Heights won a first -place in her
age division medal at the Tribune Swim Meet Saturday.

Holan Tosses 1 -Hitter as Shoppers Win
ab
Player
Perrone, c, I b,ss 3
Herrmann, 3b
0
Kondrat, ss,p, c 3
4
Holan, I b, p
Scott, p, c
Blondin, cf
Taliani, 2b
Kloster, 2b
2
Dorsch, cf
(1
Jackson, 3b
Longo, rf
0
McCown, rf
3
Parzy, rf, ss
Kostopoulos, If 2
Nelson, If
23
Totals
1

I

1

A

called after six innings because

Shoppe

of rain, both teams played exceptionally well.

determined Cynthia
(American League)
dethroned Alderman Shilling -

CYNTHIA SHOPPE (4)

h bi ton's 8th Ward nine (National
0 League) on a 4-0 shutout win
0 O to capture the minor league

0

I
I

O

0

O

I

3

2

1

1

0
0

O

0
0
0

O

0

O

O

0
0
0
0
0

O

0

0
0

4

4

4

O
O

O
O
O

9-10 year old championship of

the Waycinden Area Boy's
Baseball League at the High
Ridge East Field last Saturday.

0
I

Although the game

was

1

2
Richter, 2b, p
Martinski.j, p, lb 3
Martinski, W., ss 3
3
Dahl, I b, p
0
Dc Loria, cf
Reitz, cf
Wroblewski, If 0
Ciesiel, If
0
Hilliger, 3b
Varey, 3b
Bell, Randy, rf I
Bell, Ricky, rf

0

By Mike Imrem

The Logan Square Lions

1

1

1

night, but before they
could get away, the Winnemac
last
bi

O

0

0
0

O

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

Park Stars gave them a rude
bon voyage with a 10-5 beating in Chicago during the
afternoon.

The Lions changed clothes
and caught a bite to eat after
the game, then departed Chi-

O

0

0

O

0
0

0
0

cago's Dearborn Station on

O

O

0

0

O

0
0

0

land.

0
0

0

O
O
O

Totals
19. 0
2B - Holan (2)

solve

out, Mike DeLoria and Dan
Wroblewski walked and Jim
Hilliger was hit with a pitch.
But southpaw Ricky Holan

struck out the next two batters

three runs across in the
third inning as John Perrone

ed

walked, stole second and
scored on Ricky Holan's

double to left. Glen Scott singled and Scott Blondin was hit
to till the bases. Dave Kloster

was nicked in the ribs by a

stray offering and Dave Jackson walked to tally two more

runs.

First baseman Larry Dahl
of the Ward prevented a nohitter as he drove a sharp
single to center in thefourth
for the losers only hit.
The victors go an insurance
run in the sixth stanza as fleet
Frankie .Hermann walked,
stole second and third and finally tallied on Ricky Holan's
third hit of the contest.

Lions Suffer Rude Sendoff for Canada

0
0

left on a road trip to Montreal
8TH WARD (0)
ab
h
Player
O
0
3
Zeller, c

8th Ward couldn't

Cynthia Shoppc's pitching and
made their only serious threat
in the second inning. With one

to close the frame.
CYNTHIA SHOPPE 'push-

0

I

2
3

Haerr, 1 b

4
4

0
0
0

1

BENSENVILLE (7)

Hone, cf

0
0
2
0
0

1

Player

0
0

I

0

to Take Firsts in Trib Meet

in 56.4. He had qualified

gap to a margin of nearly three

Tournament.
Prospect's next game is to-

the two runs reality.

two RBI's with a single to cen-

hatters in his three innings of Lehman led off with a base on

inning by

0
0

then Dalton followed with a

Joe

and Faler and an error made

pect the edge they needed.

second

All -Stars yesterday

first

0

Saturday and Sunday.
Mate won the Class C competition for 14 -year -old boys,

senville hitless in the last inning and captured Prospect's
first victory in the Elmhurst

bunt singles to load the bases.
Two more singles by Slawinski

Lopata, rf
Engibovs, c
O'Brien, cf
Cederberg, ph
Novack. cf
Maas, If
Quanstrum, If
Craf, 2b
Baranowski,-2b

I

1

0

qualifying heat Saturday. In
Sunday's event, Miss Dalton
jumped off to an early lead,
then continued to increase the

early lead then held Ford off at
the finish to take the gold med-

Wilkenson

Steve

pect made the score 7-2 with

Mark Keane and Mike Lohome for the third run of
pata teamed up on the mound raced
inning on a wild pitch.
to lead the Mount Prospect theBENSENVILLE
SCORED
Major Division All Stars to a
4-1 win over the Bensenville their runs in the first and third
I

I

I

rospect Stars in 2 Close Wins

Joe Slawinski went three for -four and drove in two runs
to lead the Mount Prospect
Minor Division All -Stars to an

Lopata laced

3

second on Saturday.
Dalton's win was easier but
none -the -less impressive. Only
seven girls entered in the class
E competition, so there was no

the Chicago Tribune Swim
meet held at California Park

hits.

I

1

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (7)
Player
ab r h bi

Rolling Meadows each took

lead off and was safe when
Evala dropped the throw to
first. Spielmann and Bryan
Gavre then hit back-to-back

0

Fogel, ph

Paul

Highwood for still another
tourney.

individual championships in

four

4°

2

PITCHING SUMMARY
quickly through. Next Saturip h r-er so w
day the North Stars head for Pitcher

Heights and John Mate of

on three hits to take 5-0 lead.

03

I

ss

,

Kathy Dalton of Arlington

Slawinski Leads
8-7 MP Victory

02

3

I

alton,

ount

0

Gallagher, rf
0
I
2
0 0 I
Caplis, p-cf
2
AN ERROR by shortstop Wit- Esp, If
0
3
tmeyer with one out in the McAnaney, c
0 00
3
Northbrook sixth put Schell in Schopp, cf-p
00
(1
3
a minor jam, but he fanned two Ellis, 3b
of the last three hitters he faced Thompson, 2b
0 0I 00
23
to end the game and bring the Cajka, ss
crown to Arlington Heights.
221 32 4 3
A tired North Star team lost Totals2
--Wilson (2), HR --Schell;
a 1-0 game to Berwyn last
night in the Niles Invitational S B --Schell (2), Thomson,
Tournament. That was a Abbs, Krause, Kastner, Witsingle -elimination affair and t meyer.
so Arlington Heights was

By George Halms

Taking off at the start of the Class D competition at the Tribune meet is Tom Gallagher of
Arlington Heights Gallagher's effort was good but not good enough for the finals. (Photos by
George Ilalas)

2

pitch.

Arlington Heights knocked
out a total of 11 hits, including
two apiece by Bill Wilson and
Bobby Thompson. Thompson a walk, a wild pitch and a
had hit the longest home run of single, but Arlington added
the tournament on Saturday, a another tally to its total in the
mammoth drive over the fourth to knock out starter Jim
Caplis and make the margin a
scoreboard in left field.
Schell's round -tripper came comfortable 6-I.
Pete
with nobody out after
Damiano had reached base on
WARD WITTMEYER led
an error and Wilson had off with an infield single, went
doubled hint to third.Thomp- around to third on Wilson's
son singled after the homer, double and came in on a single

(Photos by Jim Stuart)

pinch -hitter

I

41

Wegner, 3b

Kastner in the fifth, but in the
sixth they added a finaly tally
when Schell singled, went to
second on a passed ball, stole
third and raced home on a wild

SCHELL BORE down to

feated and had only to win one
of two games front once -beat-

Stars came through in the first
contest, thus making a second
confrontation unnecessary.

rines" Northbrook first baseman Brian Fritz

by

Single

3

Thomson, lb

ZK

The North Stars wasted a

their half of the second.

yesterday's final round undeen

tip make it a big inning, but a
great throw front Wittmeyer to
the plate cut down the
woul&be third run and
stopped the rally short.

baseman Thompson got Schell

North All Stars to a 7-3 victory
over Northbrook and the
championship of the Deerfield
Boys Baseball Tournament
yesterday at Deerfield.
Arlington Heights went into

Wilson, cf
Fantuzzi, pr-cf
Schell, p

0

the 9 p.m. train to the north-

THE NUCLEUS' of the
team was made up of members

of the Logan Square legion
0 team: coach Larry Nomellini,
I , 0 Jim Hynes, Mike O'Donnell,
-Mike Berdell, Steve Snyder,

John Keller, Al Feldman, Bill over in Toronto and will play
O'Donnell and Mike Golden.
its first game tonight against
In addition, Nomellini pick- the Dorval Cougars. Single
ed up Gary Anderson from Ar- games are scheduled each
lington Heights' legion team night through Friday with day
and Bill Sifferman, Mike Per- games slated for the weekend.
As for yesterday's game, the
e'', Bob Gilbert and Rick
Skrodzski from Niles College, Lions will probably find somewhere Nomellini is basketball thing else to talk about on the
coach.

ride north. The Stars scored

The players will stay with
families of members of the

eight reins in the first and .two
in the sectInd and Logan

team from the Montreal suburb of Dorval.

Square just couldn't win the
game of catch-up.

Lion is the $50 train fare and
whatever else they decide to
spend on their own.
THE TEAM WAS scheduled to arrive in Montreal at 2
p.m. today after a brief stop-

four runs in the third, Feldman, Anderson and Mike 0'

All the trip will cost each

V

The Lions came back with

SKRODZSK I CAME
through with a single to left to
score Feldman and Anderson
and make it 10-2. Sifferman
walked to load the bases again
and Perell slapped a two -out

single to right for two more
runs.

The Lions added their final
in the seventh when

tally

Skrodzski,
Sifferman
and
Golden rapped consecutive
singles, with Golden getting
the RBI.
Logan Square got strong re-

bases with nobody out, and

lief pitching from Berdell and
Mike O'Donnell, who held the
stars to two hits over the final
five innings. Unfortunately,

they held as the next man popped out.

reach.

Donnell all singled to load the

the game was already out of

SHORT RIBS

Tilt map
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

WEW, try BEEN NCE

60 ON -WHAT NEVER MIND
ME TELLIN'
HAPPENED
YOU THE REST -70 JACK
WHEN HE 60T WE'RE GONNA
FWD OUT
TO THE 'TOP
FIRST HANG;
OF THE
IN ABOUT
BEANA MINUTE:STALK 7

jam.
eV

r

Friday, August 15, 1969

cl4ArTiNG usT14 NIDU BoY5".1

You SOUND

ALL THE

-rat! NGXT
srbU wAlwik
, TRY WATC1-114'
A TV MovIG/

'TONIGHT

FLAY PGTG

NOW DLL 60_1M

GeT-mr-m-,y/ onO04 WALL
SHALL 7. PUT MY X ON?
X WANT THE FUZZ
I'VE PONE MY TI-ONGf

9 Hazel

"HANK GOODNESS

FOR EAR P UGS!

8:00
2 Mayberry RFD

Willie De

6:00
2 Newk
5 News.
7 News
9 The Flintstones
26 Spanish News

32 The

nese mine fields. Until 12:15 a.m.
32 Movie

Hatiey:

'

11 NET Journal

mooners

of love ,and
murder against the
Story

7:15
11 TV College

2 Family Affair

7:30
2 Here's Lucy

2 Jimmie Rodgers

8:30

6:25

Is i

2 Gunsmoke
51 Dream of Jeannie
7 The Avengers
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
26 Today's Racing
32 The Addams
Family

..'4

"it

.....0 ......V1),

...1--_41,4'10',1444,7,,,:.tv.,,,
-liwar-...

''''*-:.1&.i., '

0.14

;.,:.

1/61//.:

Luoil.R4,...t.Rai.,,'4:,f:Irw:!"v1943.1::::1,,..tatt:..14":
"3'''''' .A'''''
'
. 0,:ni...,,,ELLW,

ar
111111caZ

THIS TRAFFIC IS
IMPOSSIBLE

PERHAPS IF WE

TURN ONTO FIRST
AVENUE

26 Turin Acevedo
Show

26 Wrestling

32 Movie

"The Mark." Rod
Steiger plays an un-

to live

50 MEO1JE

9:30
11 Fact of the Matter
32 News

psy-

7:00
5 Baseball
oles.

CAN'T STAND 1IE SCREAM &

Show

chiatrist who helps

vs.

HELP
TOM!

.

26 Market Wrapup

CANT LIVE
WITH MYSELF/

9 Perry Mason
11 Book Beat
Roderick Thorp,
author of "Dionysus" is guest to host
Robert Cromie.

9 Mike Douglas

derstanding

6:55

ROBIN MALONE

Show
7 Dick Cavett Show

7 Guns of Will Son nett

6:30

the mentally maimed

in a world

Oakland Athletics
Baltimore Ori-

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Rainbow Quest
26 A Black's View of
the News

enter-

casts. Adult

tainment. Until 9:30
p.m.

AMR A HOW ON 'THE TM!

a.m.

Midnight
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show
12:15

9 News
12:30
2 Movie
A
"Blackout."
blinded veteran
awakes with blood on

his clothes and be-

he has

lieves that

10:00

where they are out-

a

castle in the Black
Forest. Until 12:30

9:30

26 Quiz

of

background

32 The Munsters

commited a murder.
His eyesight is re-

stored

and he
searches for the clues

to the crime. Until
2:30 a.m.

5 Memorandum

32 Town and Coun12:35

try

10:30
2 Movie
"Romanoff and
Juliet." Peter Ustinov, the president of

CARNIVAL
.1

Horoscope

MORE CAREFULLY
FROM NOW ON:

DON'T BE
71)0 CAREFUL...

FOR TUESDAY

LEO (July

LOOK AT IT THIS WAY, PETUNIA...
YER SAVIN'PW/LENTY ON TOWIN'
CHARGES,
B11 AGES
t
GARAGE

I'M COIN' TO DRIVE

24 -Aug.

1:00

.7 Perspectives
9 William Tell
1:30

7 Reflections

12:30 a.m.
5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

I

I NEED TH.
BUSINESS:

23)-

12:40

9 Biography
"Winston
Churchill."

Concordia, wants to
keep his nation
anonymous so that
he won't be absorbed
by the Red Block nor
forced to accept aid
from the U.S. Until

BUGS BUNNY

Your

9 Paul Harvey Comments

-Success comes easily for the
Leo who knows how to combine the right amount of pru-,
dence with an ever-increasing

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

"Beachhead." Before a crucial battle,
four Marines are sent
on a dangerous mis-

2:30
2 Late Report

sion to check Japa-

2 Meditation

2:35

enthusiasm
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)-

-Take care that you don't lose
in the long run through your
own impulsive action. Don't
be your own worst enemy.
LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)-Keep a healthy respect for the
abilities of your competitors.
If you underestimate your adversary, you will be in for disppointment
SCORPIO' (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Make each moment count
toward your goal throughout a

rt

0 HUM Wonor
An,
TA. t.t. U 3. Po. 00/.

84

"Learning to live away from civilization will be very
helpful ... he'll be going to college some day,
you knowl:"

.r

MORTY MEEKLE.

EEK & MEEK

'I'LL GO

I

71-11MGNA51Y-')

AND S.

Aftr-NARF 16

SHORTENS THE TEMPER!

day which may seem to offer

,

more than it can deliver. Work
through difficulties.
/. 23 SAGITTARIUS Dec 22) --Don't allow another

AQU kRIUS (Jan. 2) -Feb.
19) --The wise Aquarius will
keep from making major decisions at this time Unusual ten-

between you and co-

sions

workers should ease soon.
PISCES (Feb 20 -March
2I) -A show of real determination and effort should gain you

channels
spiration open up
21) --New

of infor the

Taurus who keeps his mind

OKAVIVOu JOKER LET'S 40!

THAT'

-

6125E141M ARE YOU WAITIIIID

yt5..:HE

WASN'T MR. TOPROCKE MOTHER RETURNING FROM
VISITING HIM IN A DENVER HOBPLTAL WHEN HE SAW

GLENN CAME

GEMINI

HOMEWEAEKUTBO

WAS

WHEN NIS.
FOLKS MOVED

HERE FROM
BOSTON!

A
LATER!

have

today if you would demonstrate to others your ability to
get the job done

CANCER (June 22 -July

23) -Keep a smile ready. This
is a day when a show of opti- !
mism-even if you don't really

Itot I, NIA. he Ilk W. ILL tot OH

it -could gain you your

Answers to
Hideaword

orbed
odes
weds

wore
word
worse
rowed
rose
robe
rode
resod
brow
browse
brew

bower
bred
bode
bore
bowed
sword
sower
sober
soed
sore
swore

M

LJ

E

CAMPUS CLATTER
is

A

IN

S

T0
S S

A
1 Fury
0
S
v AG DE
2 Paradise
A R.
.tA AV E
3 Church sewing -c 0 S M I c
T
A
G
ALA16Vi
society
8 "Sitting
p, os E
Fp O P
4 Flags
(Sioux)
LL
A E
5 Pelvic bones
12 Stir
A
I_
A N 0 A L -I
6 Flee (slang)
13 Turkiih
N T A L. R 0
NE
7
Wild
animal
regiment
TASTE
8 Territories
14 Ox of
42 Iroquoian
27
Ban
under ban
Indonesia
Indian
28 German river
(var.)
15 Apache
43 Irritate
32 Female
9 Integrated
chieftain
44 Entomb
ruminant
17 Unless (Latin) 1 0 Nonwinner
33 Mariner's
46 Indiana (ab.)
1 1 Dens
18 California
48 Shield (var.)
direction
1 6 Lubricant
live oak
49 High in
35 Ottawa
2 0 Superlative
19 More trim
stature
Indian chief
suffix
21 Malt brew
50 Foray
23 Abstract being 36 Foot -driven
22 Asterisks
51 Prune (Scot.)
lever
23 Bitter vetch 2 4 Regret
38 Indubitable 54 Japanese
2 6 Little island
25 Fastener of
herb
41 Request
(var.)
steel plates
29 Greek letter
9
10
2
30 Snow vehicle
31 Groom (India)
12
34 Month (ab.)
37 Great Barrier 15
16
Island (N.Z.)
39 Preposition
40 Speechmakers
42 Be indebted
for
43 Longs for
45 Moral offense
31
32 33
29
30
47 Entrance
conduit
39
38
37
34
35 36
49 Piano

Su

(Sur r THOU6HT HE WAG
(BORN IN A CABIN ON 1%
MEGA MRS. COBB NOw
CoNN54

OH. NO!

IlL9

MOTHER HATED

RURAL WEI 9HE

PIED 91111 IMO
BACKMOVE

EAVI

adjusters

BROWSED
drew
doer
dowse
dose
dower
does
drowse
owed

DOWN

RA

IC

CAPTAIN EASY

ngs

feel
ends

ACROSS

G

4 "Wild
Hickok"

VA

Ii

Yes. -

(May 22 -June
hidden 'resources of energy, call on them

COR

1 ----skins

FOR IT TO TURN PURPIZ?.

at

2I) --You

SPACE

Indians, Sheriffs

51404 ONLY HA ONE SHADE OP

clear in the midst of outer tur-

Take a new look

s-.1

Answer to Previous Puzzle

The BANDITS ON Mott pA999

moil

-,I1D
..___ ,..,_

THE BORN LOSER

(March 22 -April
capacity for

TAURUS (April 21 -May

a

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

20) --Let your

one

,

........,,,,,.............

gain

leadership take you front and
center today To be taken for a
leader, remember to act like

- ...
J

/1_

_

more support on the present
project than all your talk of
ARIES

T,

,,

to mistake your intense interest for stubbornness. Today
could bring good beginnings.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Let your ideas find
expression in action. This is no,
time for talking unless you can
really deliver the goods.

A WORD 'TO THE WISE
CMG THE DiSCUSSIOKII

DISTURBED SLEEP

PROLONGED SLEEP
DULLS 'ME SENSES!

WAITING FOR
(.19 OUTOCEI

52 Chew of
tobacco
53 Custodian
55 Russian
.

mountain
range

56 Unemployed

Expire
58 Action (suffix)

. 57

59 Vended
60 Subjoin

40
43

44

47

-

42

41

45
49

48

52

53

55

56

58

59

45
50

51

64

57
11

rents Protest Area HeadStart Program
In a Spanish -language meet_ing at the_Northwest Opportu-

tittles Center Rolling Mead-

ows, last night 60 parents of

'

Head Start children aired their

----- - -complaints-to a -Cook County

Office of Economic Opportunity (CCOEO) representalive about the way the Head
Start program has been con-

of the Head Start program,
According to a limited time
under the contract.
contract which ends Aug. 31
The parents are asking that
between the OEO and Northfunds for the Head Start pro west Community Organizegram be given through a group
lion (Norwesco) funds would
be -given -for a Head -Start -pro------ other- than-Norwe.co-and-that- David Fankhouser not be
gram conducted under certain
reapproved as director of the
specifications.
northwest suburban area.

tions was that parents have a
voice in the decisions made for
the program. The parents,

FANKHOUSER recently requested that a station wagon
for Head Start use be paid for
by Norwesco, the Center and

however, said they did not

A committee of 10 from Des
Plaines, Arlington Heights,

have this voice.

OEO also approves or dis-

Wheeling and Palatine led the

CCOEO.

approves the choice of director

discussion

cook and aid do all the parent
contact work.

bute funds as- the vehicle was

not necessary and the funds

'

Tonight: Fair, low in mid
Partly
Tomorrow
cloudy, warm
60s.

'

Adams, a Head Start teacher in

Arlington Heights, who was
told that she should confine
her activities to teaching the

.

.

-

-

-

_

Telephone

255-4400

Decision Expected
On Calling School
Addition Referendum

A Giant
Moving

Project

that area. (Photo by Gin,
Shiffman)

'

left unresolved.

In other business the board

The District 57 Schbol
Board last night agreed to decide next week on the possibility of holding a referendum
to finance a $440,000 addition
to Lincoln Junior High

accepted the bid of Murphy
Miles, a branch of American
Oil

School.

work on Weller Creek in Des
Plaines have been approved,
Mayor Herbert H. Behrel was
told yesterday by officials in
Springfield

He said the state division of
waterways will advertise for

bids as soon as "minor ease-

the Chicago & North Western
Ry. spur westward to Mount
Prospect Rd.
Behrel said the Washington
St. bridge over Weller Creek
should be completed in about

part

Ogilvie.
Ogilvie

and fairly on all our citizens,"

Gerald M Marks of Wil- willingness to be creative al-

ready demonstrated during his

one term as Sanitary District

Illinois in the Republican 13th
district congressional campaign that culminates in a special primary to take place Oct.

Trustee."

7

that demonstrated by Donald
Rumsfeld when the IVI endorsed Rumsfeld in his 1962
(first) hid for the 13th district

"Our board", Gardner said,
"felt Marks' youth and vigor

Hwy.

Truck Found
A missing truck belonging
to the Illinois Bell Telephone

Co., 301 N. Arthur, Mount

Prospect, was recovered by potal areas of air and water pollu- lice yesterday afternoon in the
tion control. We are pleased to parking lot of Forest View Elegive the full support of the In- mentary School.
The truck was found with
dependent Voters of Illinois to
this honest and dedicated can- the doors open and the key in
the ignition.
didate," said, Gardner.

along with a payment schedule

will meet Aug. 25 and that it
would be wise if the school

board sought its support of the
referendum at that time.
The board also heard a citizen's complaint about the fail-

ure to provide busing to Lin-

coln Junior High from the
Golfhurst area. Al Moeser,
president of the Golfhurst Civ-

SIMON

SUBURB\

to him in an article in The Day
which quoted him as saying no

one in District 57 lives more

Got in an extra hour of radio listening this morning on the way
to work. Soo Line freight train. Also caught heck from the boss.

Senate

approved

Bill 816 which exempts from
taxation household furniture
and one auto a family.
"This is a tremendous step
toward overhauling the regressive tax structure of Illinois,"

than 1.5 miles away from Lincoln. He said his statement was

that the majority live within
the 1.5 mile radius and do not

ing a judicious silence about
the hundreds of thousands of
dollars

their

municipalities

will be getting soon in additional state tax funds
They talk cautiously

of -

some chance for local tax re-.
ductions or the possibility of
funding some long -neglected
municipal project But it's too
early, they say, for anything
more specific than that.

ti

turned to municipalities.

On the wall of one of Des
Plaines fire station, for example, there's a newspaper
clipping that tells of the more
than $900,000 Des Plaines is
scheduled to receive from the
state. The firemen just may

THE INCOME tax rebate
will be given in unrestricted
block grants, allowing local
governments to use it in any

And when representatives
of the Arlington Heights Park
District recently asked village
trustees for help in policing the

The money will be coming
from an increased state sales
tax allotment, from higher mo- ,
tor fuel tax revenues and from
the one -twelfth of the new in-

Coulson (R -Waukegan), and

stitutional amendment to re-

the Senate by Sen. Robert
sponsored in the House by

come tax revenues to be re-

way they wish --even for local
tax reductions. Because of this
no -restriction rule, many loCal

groups are eyeing the funds
with great anticipation.

want a raise.

parks, they were careful to
point out that the village -will
get something like $650,000 of

annual revenues
from the state. The park disk
increased

residents are hoping for some
flood control measures.

Arlington Heights needs a
parking garage, Des Plaines
would Wm a new municipal
Mount Prospect
wants new fire fighting equipment --the list goes on and on.
building,

It's no wonder the mayors are

for

a

con-

peal the personal property tax.

confident that voters will take

the second and final action
next year when they can ap-,
prove a constitutional amendment ending this, pernicious

TAX OFFICIALS estimate
the' bill will block taxation of
the personal property of more
than 80 per cent of Illinois taxpayers,
Ogilvie said tax -sharing leg-

islation passed this year will
help offset the loss of local revenues resulting from the bill:

Under the tax -sharing act;
cities and counties will get
one -twelfth of the revenues of
the new state income tax.

Gripe
Of The
Day

(

( /.*
%-`ils1

Why do police allow

Philip Crane (left), Repbulican candidate for the 13th district
congressional seat vacated by Donald Rumsfeld, welcomes Lanny Bateman of Mount Prospect to his campaign team. Bateman
will give special direction to Crane's campaign in Mount Prospect.

Ranny Bateman of Mount can candidates campaigning
Prospect is joining the Philip for nomination in the 13th disCrane campaign team this trict special Oct. 7 primary for
a successor to former Rep.
week.
Crane is one of 10 Republi- Donald Rumsfeld.

Little League fans to park

on the street when there is a

school parking lot a few
feet away.

ta

Bateman to Join
Crane Campaign,

fr,

Part of the problem is that

from the state are expected,

calling

move to eliminate the tax. 1 am

IN MOUNT PROSPECT,
where more than $500,000 of
increased

1970,

"The personal property tax
devised for the farm economy
of the I 870s, is easily the most
hated, unfair and in equitable
element of our antiquated local tax system.
"This bill is an important

trict, they said, has reached the
limit of its taxing power.

revenues

ments.

said Ogilvie.

reluctant to commit them-

annual

personal property tax assessThe -Legislature also ap;
proved, a referendum in Nov.

M.S.

a ors Mum on Spending New State Funds

Like any wise men about to
receive a large cash windfall,
the mayors of Arlington
Heights, Des Plaines and
Mount Prospect are maintain-

Rep. Edward Madigan (R-I-incoln).
It takes effect with the 1970

The bill was introduced in

Ogilvie said.

much closer.

rected a statement attributed

SAYS

Legislation to exempt most ' I have performed as governor.
Illinois families from the per- I am sure there will be many

ic Assn., said his area is 2.3
miles from Lincoln and that
"SIGNING THIS bill is
buses are made available to
areas in the district which are one of the most gratifying acts

SAHLBERG SAW the
board has the legal right not to
provide busing but it was not a
sound idea. Sahlberg also cor-

are of the same high quality as

Republican congressional nomination.
"The engineering background of Marks' should make
him, if elected, one of the most
knowledgeable and effective
members of Congress in the vi-

SAHLBERG SAID he will
have the architect work out a
more definite remodeling cost

basis of deficit financing.
Sahlberg added that the
PTA Coordinating Council

commuter line and Northwest

Independent Voters Back
Marks for '13th' Seat

chance and it is such a superior
alternative." He said the board
should not resolve at last
night's meeting to hold a referendum because three members
were absent.

planning the budget on the

new culverts under the C&NW

Ogilvie Signs Bill to Cut
other measures to distribute
the tax, burden more equally

passage of a referendum by the
end of September will be difficult and that he will proceed in

Creek project which included
a new overflow channel and

flexible bid of 7.67 with a ceil- oil last year.

sonal property tax has been
signed by Gov. Richard B.

the board'i: consideration of

before the referendum decision. Sahlberg did admit that

of the current Weller

Great Northern submitted a Miles provided the district's

the district's

the referendum, for it must be

erendum. "I think we have a

two weeks. Sidewalks will be
installed on the east approach
to the bridges, he said. This is

on

Personal Property Taxes

when the budget must be filed
with the county.
Board President Harrison
Hanson said he favors the ref-

ment problems" are cleared
up. The creek channel will be
widened and improved from

Co.,

Supt. Eric Sahlberg, said he
favors the adoption of a referendum in order to avoid deficit
financing. Without a referendum, the addition would be financed by tax anticipation
warrants.
Time is a considerktion in
passed by the end of September

Approve Weller Creek Funds

130,000 to 170,000 gallons of ing of 7.92, but Board Secretary J. C. Busenhart said the
oil annually used.
Murphy Miles' . bid was a market is likely to go up '/a of a
firm 7.81 cents per gallon. point during the year. Murphy

need b-tises. The matter was

By Robert Katz
Yesterday was moving day for
this huge electrical transformer. Commonwealth Edison
crews, with the assistance of a
police escort, moved the 20
MVA (million volt-ampeers)
transformer from its old home
near Busse and Dempster in
Mount Prospect to the Soo
Line tracks in Des Plaines
where It was loaded onto a flat
car. It was taken to DeKaib for
re -installation. A new 33 MVA
transformer has been installed
in Mount Prospect to meet the
increased electrical tweeds in

Funds for the remaining

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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Gardner cited Marks for his
"domonstrated integrity, responsible liberal initiative, and

Plaines.

MRS. ADAMS had visited
use anytime. The parents were FANKHOUSER HAS also
parelks of Head Start children
been criticized_by-some- antitold by Ron Saunders, the
in the evening and was trusted
CCOEO representative, that
by them according to__Don------povertyv-Vorkers for his lack of
the first thing to do would.beto----effort in encouraging parent
Moldtinado, director of the opwrite and_sign a petition statr__ --participation. Children who
portunity center in Rolling
will attend kindergarten in the ---ing-What they objected -to d
Meadows.
why- and what they, wanted,
fall, make up the bulk of the
She was also asked to not
- - -9
which was then done. students. Each of the four --lo- attend Norwesco Board meet___
- cations serves about 35 pupils
__ _
ings.
Plans _are -being made for a
each and are scheduled to end
Parents boycotted the Head
this Friday with new classes. - --future meeting.
Start schools yesterday in sup-

Your Home Newspaper

Volume 4, Number 79

Sheldon Gardner of Evanston, chairman of the I V 1 , 22
W Monroe St , Chicago, made
the announcement in a special
held in
press conference
Skokie Monday

ton Heights- and one in Des

-

to better use.

parents was Fankhouser's ultimatum to Mrs. Dorothy

Moldonado urged the par ents to stand behind their be'fiefs and said that the center
would be available for their

dren attending, one in Arling-

Tbe Propect ;Dap

WEATHER

mette was endorsed Monday
by the Independent Voters of

-.

beginning in the fall.

port of her with only, two chil-

-

advising them no to contri-

Head-Start-progrant-in-the----__coujdheput
Another complaint of the

'ONE - OF THESE condi

ducted

children and should let- her

When Norwesco voted to
pay its share, Head Start staff
members wrote a letter to the
advisory board of the center

selves.

they have not received official
word from the state as to when
local governments will start
getting state funds. No budget

committments can be 'made
until that time, the mayors say.

"WE'RE REALLY talking

its

full

amount this fiscal

year."

"The taxes we're getting,"
Teichert said, "we estimated
the year before. The real MI -

pact won't be felt until next
year."
Both

Teichert and Des
Plaines Mayor Herbert Behrel
said there is a good chance of
using the money for reducing
local taxes.

"UNDOUBTEDLY, THE
money can be used to lower the

about next year's budget,"
said Mayor Robert Teichert of

real estate tax levy," Teichert

Mount Prospect. "The money
is not going to be available in

(Continued on pe.,ec 2)

said. "I'm sure it will be to

Bateman is experienced in
political

organizing

cam-

paigns in Mount Prospect. He
has managed successful cam-

paigns in the last three vil-

lage elections in Mount Prospect. -Bateman has served as
chairman of the Fire and Po-

lice Commission of Mount

Prospect. Mr. and Mrs. Bateman live at 307 Mari Awa.

Said Bateman in accepting
the appointment to the Crane
campaign team, "Dr. Crane's
vast knowledge and understanding of government and
his, intelligent, practical and
common sense approach to
current problems such as inflation and crime on the streets
and campuses have earned my
support."

1

Cicada's Creeping in Early
And Scientists Wonder Why

THE PROSPECT DAY
Tuesday,- August 12, 190.
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Rep. Johnston to Open
District Office if Elected
fully staffed at least two days a
He then introduced John- week and will be served by an
ston, a four term member of answering service the other
the Illinois legislature and days of the week."

Rep. Alan R. Johnston of
Kenilworth will, if elected this
fall to the congressional seat
vacated by Donald Rumsfeld,

called him one of the better
qualified candidates running
in the special primary.

open an office in the northwest
suburbs.

Johnston would spend one

day in the office each week
that he is in the 13th district.
These plans are announced

by Johnston, one of the

JOHNSTON SAID, "Friends
on the eastern shore of the dis-

10

GOP candidates campaigning
aggressively for the 13th district special primary Oct. 7 in a
talk Monday evening at Golden

Acres Country Club in

Schaumburg.

-HE SPOKE before a meeting of Republican leaders and

officials of Schaum-

elected

burg Township. It was the cli-

max of a solid day of campaigning in the Township that

trict frequently urge me not to
worry about the northwest
suburbs, assuring me that lcan

business and community leaders and included appearances
at six shopping centers in
Hoffman Estates and Schaumburg Village.

Eleanor Johnston pay us this

HE SAID HE 'will spend
one -day in the western office
each week he is -in the district,

and will be back in the district

as regularly as his duties in
congress permit.

I will continue the frequent
newsletters with voters issued

community in the district -so Schaumburg audience, "It is
that I may -effectively repre- unrealistic to -expect that wel-

sent the interests of the.entire -rare can be eliminated, but the
President has offered a new apdistrict in congresS:"1 will open an office in the proach which should elimi-

nate many faults of existing

IT MAY BE a little frightening. Leaving home for long
hours. Crossing lots of streets.

understand him.

But ask mothers who have
been through it before. They'll

Parks to Invest
Bond Sale Money

all interest of 7.5 per cent.

The motion to invest the
money was made by Richard
Ward, park commissioner and
chairman of the finance committee. The longest period of
investment is to earn $997,
633 for 270 days. The shortest
period of investment is to earn
$349,173.86 for 90 days.

The bond money, according

to Ward. will be earning 1.7
per cent more interest than
the 5.8 per cent needed when
the money is to be paid back.

The money was invested

has been promoted to depart- with the National Mortgage

ment chief at Western Elec- Assn. and in U.S. Treasury
tric's Hawthorne Works in Notes, all but $56,000 being
Chicago. Allen will head the put in the Park District's
engineering personnel rela- checking account for building

bond money. The money earn-

TEICHERT SAID he

be reduced, but how much.

doubts if any of the income tax
rebate will be passed on to local school districts.

projects the

These = taxes largely

support

our public schools. I think our
urban schools are going to be
very hard pressed for funds in
the next seven or eight years.

"I would favor graduat
grants directly frorprn e eral government to- school districts in -Order to provide
l;chool funds and get some relief from high property taxes."

tell you it isn't so bad. You'll
both get over it and look back
on your old, restricted life with
ONE WAY TO make things

easier and more real to your
when choosing his equipment
and clothes. You can give him

some idea of what to expect

taxes.

"We could go in any one or
all of these directions," Walsh
said, "depending on what the
amount of money will be and
how and when it is paid."

Walsh said the village has
received no authoritative figures from the state indicating
the amount of the increased

See
The

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.

tor of insects, in his prelimi-

nary report on the unpre- 'pest, Palatine, Wheeling and
icented occurrence in Chicago- Wood Dale.
Dybas and Lloyd have been
land. "And, perhaps. we never
studying the periodical cicada
will know," he adds.
Publ'.; response to a mu - in various areas of the country
scum request for information for several years. From these
and specimens of the I7 -year . studies they have developed
for -_extracting
periodical cicada made it pos- techniques
sible to document this unusual much !gamin ion from the
r e m e n t s of empty
event in the most extensive
detailed_ way ever done:- e- nymph skins and from their
numbers and distribution with
_cause of _Rubli cooperation,
sa

Dyb-as, he and his col-

LOCATtIONS

cicadas from the 1956 emer-

since 1956 with the previous

gence that have come out four
years ahead of schedule.
SUPINFORMATION

has been some conspicious

Dybas reports that sightings
came from within the known

out the causes of this June's

the environment.

17 -year period to see if there
change. Perhaps by 1973, the
year the Chicago area will be
"invaded" by periodical cicadas, more will be known ab-

THE SCIENTISTS know PLIED by the public strongly
that the 17 -year cycle is re- supports that conclusion.

postulates which will be tested
against field data over a period
of years.

range of Brood XI II, the scien-

markably precise and that occasionaly individual insects
make a mistake and emerge in

give her ideas about wearability and washability of fabrics. And it will give her some

cautious children. "How

roy slacks. There he stands,
been going on for two years. swamped in a too -large size. Is
The district has been trying it worth it? Will they last long
to acquire 31/2 acres of land in enough for him to grow into
the center of the Park District - them? Probably not, a mother
Country who has been through it all
Mount
Prospect
tells her. The knees may wear
Club's 13th fairway.
out in two months.
These will make good shorts
The 31/2 acres, owned by
builder Salvatore DiMucci next summer, though, when
who has been negotiating with
the Park Board for the land at
Lonniquist and Busse, was

sold to the Park District last
night for $42,783.

will be Mom's biggest' boon
when ironing school clothes

start. Permanent
course.

has become just another chore.

press,

medium machine -washable

weight ,
cardigan sweater is a useful
item. It's a jacket on cool
mornings, a lining in a yellow
slicker on rainy days and
added protection under his
winter coat. Mark his name inside so it won't get lost.

JACK MAY want to buy up

the whole store. But a child
can get choosy after he's worn
everything once or twice. He'll

Tires Stolen
Four tires and wheels were
stolen from two cars parked in

Then the day comes and you
let go of Jack's hand. Does he

look a little smaller than the
of other kids? Do you think he

A dark -colored,

emergence.

can get his fingers around that
enormous red crayon?
Well, at least you know he's

the parking lot of Twin Links
Golf Course, 199 W. Rand,
Mount Prospect, sometime between July 30 and yesterday.

well dressed.

The cars belong to Roto
Mercury, 1410 E. Northwest
Hwy., Arlington Heights.

RAND RD.
(RT. 12)

1 MILE
EAST OF
RANDHURST

Scanda House
WHERE

Obituaries

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY

Mrs. Alice Weinert

PREVAILS

Mrs. Alice Weinert, 85, of
Glen Ellyn, died Sunday at
Holy Family Hospital, Des

Prospect; five grandchildren,

Plaines.

at

and 13 great-grandchildren.
Services will' be Wednesday

3 p.m. at Oehler Funeral

Home. in Des Plaines with the

Survivors include her husband, Max, her daughters Mrs.

Bessie Tagge of Mount Prospect and Alice Class of Mount

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT.

Rev. Mr. Mark Bergman officiating. Burial will be at Memory Gardens Cemetery in Arlington Heights.

WATCH FRIDAYS
DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

STOP

ssmorgasbord.,

COOL OFF WITH THESE

HOT WEATHER SPECIALS

at the

Jack, a kindergarten
graduate by then, will think
knees.

he's a teenager.

What about that shirt Jack

NOW THRU AUG. 24

dountry club

In the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand i Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

TWIN LIKE
POPS
6 39

CL 9-5400
hr Itsoonreflon.

10 oz. Bottles

OWNER

ON OUR

a,

STAGE...

THEATRE

e

too.,

FOODS

4'each

46 EAST
THEATRE

ONLY

geGo8;'

from

"One of the state's main

raised its support level to $550
per pupil annually.

cut off and fringed

school and you wash weekly,
three shirts and two or three
pairs of slacks are enough to

wants to try on. Is it permanent
press? Permanent press clothes

LOW SWUM

$3.00

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
Al4PLI
PARKING

i

.00

r._

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

The face is familiar .

.

PALATINE. RD.
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M.

SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

CHOCOLATE MILK

DR. PEPPER

SKIM MILK

16
Bottles

is here to help

79

4

Miss Tischer, one of our two assistant

cashiers and who heads our bookkeeping department, counts many Arlington Heights residents as old friends,

having lived here all of her life and
graduating from school here.
Lorraine has fskj) experience in gener-

al bookkeeping and data processing,

having worked in all phases since she
joined the Mt. Prospect State Bonk in

3

-

Package of 8

29'

\I- NORTHWEST 'Jtuat

Saw

13iutle

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Htights 394-1800

EGGS 1
/ DOZEN

OFF

Reg. Price

Ar

.01

VALLEY

ICE MILK

STOP

Stay slim with
this low cal treat.

BUNS

Even if you haven't knbwn Lorraine
previously, stop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to providb good

MIX OR
MATCH

ILLINOIS

694

RAINBO HOT DOG
OR HAMBURGER

1952.

service to our customers, old friends and
newt

20 Oz.
Loaves

004

QUARTS

.411111.11/4

WHITE BREAD

law

BUTTERMILK

HOMOGENIZED MILK

RAINBO OLD FASHIONED

banking problems!

-41111111k

LUDWIGS

2 BLOCKS E, OF SQUARE

and LORRAINE TISCHER

with your

..40111111

Plus Dep.

PALATINE

LARGE GRADE A A

REAtiniLTORSery.

unts are being conducted in

certain defined areas this year.
it is inconceivThe scje.nlists-will than return
able that the June emergence
1973 to
'documented
could repre,sent a previousiY--eieh year through
learn what percentage of the
unknown_broocl-r5117-year cipopulation was affected this
eadaCitinorthern Illinois. The
June. Their long-range project
only conclusion that can be
also includes a comparison of
drawn, says Dybas, is that
the general weather conditions
these were genetically 17 -year

University of Chicago, have
been able to develop several

don't buy too much --it will just
sit in the closet.
If he'll be changing into
playclothes immediately after

By

4 CONVENIENT

Because the emergence of
cicadas is well-

periodical

respect to various features of

league, Dr. Monte Lloyd of the

lap and looks through a back to -school catalogue. This will

Mayor John Walsh said the ad-

vent a tax increase or to lower

current issue of the Field Muscum Bulletin.
"We don't know yet, " says
Henry Dybas, associate cura-

pick out a couple of favorite
items to wear constantly. So

you plan your own
procedures.
Mom takes little Jack on her

condemnation suit that has

pupil contribution to school
taxes and he hopes the state re- districts." The state recently

ditional funds can be used to
speed up improvements, pre-

ahead of schedule, reports the

while

MOM TAKES Jack in and
In other action, the Park
Board concluded work on a buys him three pairs of cordu-

'seriously considering lowering

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

"Local property taxes must
have relief. Especially older
people are being badly hurt.

out.

little while at least."

goals in passing this tax," he
able."
Behrel said his city has been - said, "was to increase the per bates "will help us reduce real
estate taxes next year.'

enough revenue to solve major
local problems.

for the Park District, for a She's got her budget all figured

revenues, He said he could not
make any predictions until
those figures are received.

much whether the tax levy will
certain

ments are capable of raising

ed in interest on this invest- much does that cost?" he asks,
ment will cover any rises in pointing to a handsome plaid
the cost of building and work jacket. "Oh, we might have
being done by contractors enough for that," Mom says.

Mayors Mum on Uses
For New State Funds

trustees have in mind, but for
which funds are not avail-

federal
revenues with local govern-

of the "locusts" four years

ideas about what kinds of
Ward said, "I think this is things may be needed.
Maybe Jack is one of those
a good move, investing this

tions department. He has been .and grounds to cover the cost
of immediate improvements.
with Western since 1957.

against

"SHARING OF

child is to bring him along

The money will earn an over-

This will have to be balanced

and local governments.

Mom, too. Watching the little
one go off by himself into the
hands of people who may not

It can be pretty hard for

night voted to invest $2.4
million from the sale of bonds.

I don't know yet."
"The real question isn't so

of federal revenue with state

scorn.

of Park Commissioners last

(Continaedfront Page 1)
.some extent, but to what exten,

important featureOf the President's new domestic program is the sharing

Meeting strange, maybe hostile children.

The Mount Prospect Board

James T. Allen of 1812
Pheasant, Mount Prospect,

-

First Day of School-- Start of An Adventure

By Jacque Batchelder
School. The very first day is
Township Republican committeeman, introduced Rep. coming for a lot of children.
Watch them "playing
Johnston saying, "This township is proud to be in the 13th school" sometime. They think
congressional district. There it has a lot to do with blackare more capable men seeking boards. They expect to have to
a seat in the Congress in this take a lot of orders. They think_
special campaign to select the they'll have to do things that
successor to Rumsfeld than arc very hard. They think
have run for congress any- they'll learn to read in a couple
of days.
where in the United States.

here in Schaumburg Township
are honored to have Alan and

-

spend a regular schedule of lisNorthfield Townships.
"Possibly this may be true, ten-ins_across-the district."
but if I am to be the congress - -Questioned on his views of
man fromthe-1-3th-diiirict, I the new Nixon _welfare pro am -determined to establish a gram,_.Johnston told his

Don Totten, Schaumburg

"This is a credit to the district. the men and to the citizens of the 13th district. We

the premature June emergence
-

"Another

get enough votes- to win in by Donald Rumsfeld, but I
New Trier, Evanston and plan to go a step further. I will

began with a breakfast with northwest suburbs. It will be

Chicago's large metropolitan
area, may be responsible for

programs.

visit."

By Richard Crabb

MORE THAN 500 persons, 'the wrong year.
' tif_i_c_i_ei sigaation- of-the-Ch -ages5 to 86, contributed speciIn 1962, Dybas and Lloyd- tcago area cicadas. Most people
the
.hypothesized-thal a four-year I who had lived at their present mens and information on
off-year emergence. These - mistake in development, trig- 'address 13 years ago, he continues, reported that the insects
helpers represent Chicago and ,gored perhaps by some envi80 communities in the metro- ronmental factor such -"as ex- had emerged from the same
places in 1956.
politan area.
treme weather, may be easier
From these preliminary
Reports on the emergence to make than one of some othfindings, Dybas and Lloyd are
of 17 -year cicadas have come er period of time. This would
assuming that only part of the
from the following northwest help explain the origin of the
underground population has
suburbs: Des Plaines, Elk
13 -year cycle of periodical cimade off-year mistake.
Grove Village, Mount Pros - cadas in the South.
Complete numph skin co -

Possible changes in the local
weather, brought about by

HALF

GAL

Plus
Dep.

)

Go
FO iODS

THE DAY.

Just One Big
Step From Barrington

The Moon
By Catherine O'Donnell

Although there are many.
families who wish their in-laws

would go the moon, the Alfred S. Trude, Jr. family of
Barrington

Hills

not

arc

among them. But one of their
in-laws did go to the moon and
the Trudes with the rest of the
world were praying for his safe
eturn. Mrs. Trude, whose
"Illhame is Carolyn, is a sister of

Janet Armstrong, whose hus, band, Neil, was the first man
on the moon.
Carolyn was with her sister
in the Houston suburb when
Astronaut Armstrong made
that first human footprint on
the surface of the moon and
the
calmly announced
world that "it is only one small
to

step for man but a giant leap
for mankind." It was also a gi-

ant leap for the hearts of the
sisters, and their mother, Mrs.

nel in the Ccleveland, Ohioinstallation. Astronaut Arm-

strong will probably be aur-

-prised to learn that the neighbors

the "wind tunnel" made. "Astronaut" had not been introduced to the public. It was
impossible at the time to know
that man was seriously aiming
for the moon and it is hard to
believe that it has really happened in less than 20 years.

If the neighbors around the
tunnel complained of the noise they would

NACA wind

have been silent at the sound
when Apollo 11 blasted off on
the morning of July 6. Carolyn

and Bud Trude were there at
5:30 a.m. Carolyn, Barrington
High School counselor and

husband, whose given
name Alfred has succumbed to
her

the constantly used nickname,
"Bud", were among the VIPs.

Clarence Shearon, who had
spent the early part of the evening watching what Mrs.
Trude describes as a "normal
evening of television watching, until the moment came for
the. first step. Television

screens all over the world as
well as in the Neil Armstrong
home in Houston, were tuned
exclusively to the moon landing.

THE EXCITEMENT for
the Shearon sisters, who are
Nancy, a Pittsburgh resident

"WE WERE NOT with
THE

VIPs,"

Mrs.

Trude

quipped. "There was quite a
distinction," "We had to arrive very early and stay in our
seats so that they would not be
taken. It was crowded and the
crowd was fascinating to
watch. We were told by NASA
that children would not be

was speaking French and

It was there she met the

young man from Ohio who
had entered Purdue as a freshman when he was 16. Instead,
of finishing her college educa-

tion Jan came home to Wilmette to marry the brilliant
young graduate of the School
of Aeronautical Engineering.
"The night that Neil stepped

onto the moon was the first
time that we had all been together since Jan's wedding,"
Mrs. Trude said.

THE KOREAN WAR had
started just about the time of
the graduation. Neil began experimental flying for NACA.

At that time, the "S" which
stands for "space" was only a
dream that was seldom mentioned in the program. The

emphasis was on planes that
could fly faster and higher.
Tests for the rocket planes
were conducted in a wind tun-

busy helping one man in front

of me. He had dropped his
camera a few times. While we
were waiting, I thought that he
I

practiced a few
French phrases that I though I
mentally

would nonchalantly toss off
the "next time." I stopped
when he turned to the fellow

included

for President Nixon, former
President Johnson and their
parties. As we looked toward
the space rocket which was

Sherry, with her. When the invitation came, Carolyn

checked with Jan Armstrong
who said that it would be all right to accept it for all of the

ry, who will be a senior and
Patty, who will be a sopho-

i;

*P"f4

astronaunts. So the Trudes
drove into Chicago.

more at Barrington High
School, are very proud of their
Uncle Neil but both girls are at

glows chiefly in their eyes. The
two boys; Mike, who will be a
seventh grader and Jack, an up

Jan was asked one question
by an interviewer and her answer with every meaning possible describes the attitude and
thoughts of her family, as well

and coming sixth grader, are

you think of the moon shot?"

the age where their happiness

:;40..

%,

-4

i1.07#

i:st

as everyone else. "What do

delighted and delightful. Jack,
who was out riding a pony
called Annie, came tramping
in, in his black cowboy boots
during the interview.
He sat quietly and listened
and when he was asked about
his Uncle Neil answered,

she was asked. "Just out of
this world," she answered.

Mrs. Alfred Trude, Jr. and son, Mike, are shown in the yard of Armstong, moon astronaut, who with fellow astronauts Mike
their home on Dana Lane in Barrington Hills. In the background Collins and F.dwin Aldrin will appear in the Chicagoland parade
six -month -old Baron, the German shepherd, worries five-year- tomorrow.
old Pepper, the Schnauzer. Mrs. 'Trude is the sister of Mrs. Nell

The bright light cast by the
moon men and reflecting on
the Barrington relatives has
not

been

%'.,

unpleasant.

n,

"He's a real neat guy. He's

nice. I like him." He also said
that he thought he might try to

be an astronaut. He looked

t.;tt,J.E. THIS WEEK ONLY!

Trude said that she has been
annoyed by the newspaper and

television coverage. "For instance," she explained, "the
television interviewers would
have all day to formulate their
questions yet my sister went
outside of her home she was
bombarded

with

questions

irrevelant, inane or stupid.
And then there was that article

NEW! FRIGIDAIRE
F OSTNPROOF SIDENBYSIDE
ONLY 32" WIDE!

McCalls."

It was written by someone
named Lyn Tornabene who is
described in a brief introduction as, "a McCall's reporter who has watched them
(the astronauts) at work at
Cape Kennedy, and lived

three miles away, there was an
immense group of photographers in front of us aiming
their cameras in our direction.
though of Dr. George
I
Trimble of NASA saying that
way back in 1949, he was there
on the Cape shooting off small

among themin Houston su- -

rockets, and fighting off big

woman. The article actually is,
filled with generalizations.
Las t Wednesday,' Mrs.
Trude was invited by the Chi=

mosquitos.

"WHEN THE BLAST began, it was a roar that became
an emotional thing. You could
feel the vibrations ricocheting

off your body. The crowd

seemed awed at the magnitude
of what was happening."
Mrs. Shearon and her three
daughters flew back to the

"SPECIAL

rAw*ANAvnAZIAANIOUvOIAI

for the entire family, Mrs.

that appeared in this month's

the area that had been reserved

Trude to bring her daughter,

since. The four children; Sher-

think they call it the Banana
River, watching from a boat.
clear the photographers from

the

from

The Bible Society wanted Mrs.

rate to say that life has been
quite the same for the Trudes

next to him with a very American phrase.

While we waited, too, we were
amused by the efforts made to

prayers

Shrine Hospital for Children.

IT WOULD NOT be accu-

such as, "What did you say to
Mrs. Aldrin on the telephone?" They were almost all

"Jan was out on the river; I

lishment. Passersby were

Director for Young and Rubicam ad agency in Chicago, returned home.

been a wonderful experience

ence Shearon, chief surgeon at
Presbyterian -St.
Chicago's
Luke's Hospital until his death
in 1945. "He was the one who
would have been the proudest

of us all when Neil made his
walk on the moon," Carolyn
said. "We talked about him
that night in Houston." The
excitement has been building
ever since Jan decided to attend Purdue University.

tern in front of their estab-

asked to inscribe a prayer or a
scriptural verse into it. It also

press section reserved for foreign newspapers and I was kept

Their father was Dr. Clar-

igan Blvd. and accept .a Bible
that had been placed on a lec-

Bud Trude, who is Media

very much as one would imagine his Uncle Neil looked
when he was the same age.
Although the moon trip has

now, Carolyn and Janet, began
in Wilmette where the family
moved from Chicago after the
girls were born.

-4

their headquarters on Mich-

Texas."

allowed to attend so we had to
leave our four at home. It was
fun watching the people. We

were sitting just behind the

it

cago-BibleSociety-to7-appearal-

Armstrong home in Texas after the blastoff. Jan went back
in a NASA plane, Carolyn in a
private plane rand "Mother,"

around NACA com- said Carolyn, "I really don't
know how mother got to

plained about the noise that
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burbs

Frigidaire Side -by -Side

Refrigerator with 198 -lb.
size Vertical freezer

FRIGIDAIRE

Side -by -Side Convenience! Yet this
15.9 cu. ft. foodkeeper measures just

REFRIGERATORS

3g" wide!

Frost -Proof! You'll never defrost

"

THE ARTICLE Mrs. Trude
said, is filled with inaccuracies

again!

FlipQuick Ice Ejector. Flip lever.

5 -YEAR

cubes zip into the handy server.
Easy to clean, removable trays for 28

and exaggerations. "Jan and
the other wives do not even
know who she is," Carolyn
said, assuming that "lyn" is a

NATIONWIDE
WARRANTY

eggs!

1 -year Warranty for repair
of any defect in the entire

refrigerator, plus 4 -year
Protection Plan for repair

FAMILY PROTECTOR
cAuWayne Brennan
Westgate Shopping
Center
392-4080
Arlington Heights

of any defect in the refrigerating system.

AAAAA MIN

IN.U.ANCI

Stat.? Far, Life Insiira.)ce Compar-,

SPECIAL OFFER - 2 -DOOR REFRIGERATOR
11111"7"-.40111VR
111.5a2),;;

arlington \ark towers

irJltjir/ I

I

I

MI

Frigidaire BIG 20
Side -by -Side Giant!

Ci

" momn

7.05 cu. ft. Freezer!

,

WHILE

PONY
LOUNGE
Come and Meet

SUPPLY
LASTS
Model FPC0.200VP

JESSE LOPEZ

AVAILABLE IN

nightclub and television star

200 co ft

Special Feature! Add an Automatic
Ice Maker now or later! Replaces the

present ice service in this refrigerator. ,
Easy moving! Snioothglide nylon Rol-

COLOR AT

lers make cleaning behind easy.

And

BONNIE. DAYE
her provocative piano

$199

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.

4=0
Chicago's new suburban hotel

CHARGE

C.> tABJ

Reservatipns suggested.
Call 394-2000.

arlington \ark towers

Frost -Proof! You'll never have to de-

NO EXTRA

it_1406u
I; 1:1

1410110116,NO

-le.";

L.) S

T.V. & APPLIANCES
Z43 W. TOUHY

NIA

frost again!

LISTEN TO

THE LONE RANGER
WEDNESDAY EVENINGS

6:30 P.M. WLS-FM 94.7

PHONE

631-6030
631 6512

823-3171
631 7436
ST011 HOURS:

MaiwkarlIwooderfeidey
9 A.114.-9 PA.

A
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tweider949944149
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A Priceless Bedspread
An Old Sea Captain
Disguises His Most Valued
Possession In a Very

Peculiar Place
around him. A cold, piercing

The Stars and Stripes! Fifty

stars' A reminder that there
are now fifty states Fifty states
bonded together into one great

nation Our country' Our flag!
There is one particular flag,
however, with a lot less stars.

And this flag is one of our
country's most prized treasures

AS A BOY, young Willie

Driver always wanted to run

off to sea He lay awake nights
dreaming about it. He

dreamed about the swish of
water against the sides of the
ship He could hear the wind.
He could feel the salt spray on
his cheeks

At last, his parents let him
sign aboard a ship He became
a cabin boy His dreams were
now comuig true
In 1831, Willie Driver is
twenty-eight years old. He

stands on the deck of a new

particular flag, that goes to the
rescue of the famed mutineers

Turning to the captain of

the 6th Ohio Regiment, the old
sea dog says, "Look, son. I got

of The Bounty. After the rescue the ship returns the mutineers to Pitcairn Island. This

wind fills the canvas. In a moment he will give the order to
cast off. He looks up. A young

friend of his is running down
'the dock. He has a large bundle

in his arms. This young friend

is calling to him. He shouts,
"Hold on a minute, Willie!
I've brought you a new flag for
your new ship!"

Climbing aboard, the Captain's friend fastens the flag to
the halyard. It is slowly raised
into the air. Captain Driver

sea, He returns to Nashville,
Tenn. He takes the old flag.

and St. Patrick's Day. Oddly
enough, St. Patrick's Day is

But what do you want a guard
for, old-timer? Must be a pret-

hides his precious flag. It

is

well known that he has it.
Grey -clad

Confederate

the

world!"
For more than thirty years
Chalres Daggett plows
through the seas. Captain
the

Driver is always at the helm.
On each voyage, that same flag

ship It is the Charles Daggett.

Willie is no longer just a cabin

boy N6w he stands on the
bridge of his own ship. Willie
is now Captain William Driver'
Heqs-ready to weigh anchor.
He will Set sail on his first voy-

age as naptain of a ship.

flies from her masthead. Captain Driver has given the flag
an
affectionate nickname.

Over the years, the blue in

the flag fades a little. Some of
the stitches finally rip, but

Captain Driver mends them.
He always has this flag flying
from the rigging.

Lee Janson
*LISTENS

JO YOU

search

own hands, he runs up the flag.
He stands bareheaded. His
white hair is blown by the cold
breeze. He stands smiling up at
the red, white, and bluc'banner
proudly whipped from the
flagpole!

officer

guard of Union soldiers march
down the street. In the middle,
his head held high, is old Captain Driver.
He leads the guard into his
cottage. Inside he takes them

out of the trunks in the attic.
They empty every drawer. In
they

fully he climbs the stairs to the
Capitol dome. There, with his

"All right. You'll have your
guard." In a few minutes, a

tain stands by. He watches
them search with twinkling

fact,

Old Captain Driver walks

snaps to attention. He says,

diers often stop at the "Cap-

eyes. They search every cup-.
board. They dump old clothes

in

T H E YOUNG

sol-

very top of the main mast. It
breaks out and flutters in the
stiff breeze. The young Captain shouts, "There flies the
flag

the eve. He says, "It is, son. It
is!"

Old Captain Driver

begins.

tain's small house. They come
to search the house. The Cap-

beautiful

ty special flag?" Driver looks
the young officer straight in

the old Captain's birthday!
The war between the states

and his crew watch with broad
grins. The banner slides to the

most

stiffly into the building.-Itain--.-

hangs

his prize possession
from his doorway. These days
Birthday
are Washington's

his men. "Forward! March!
One, two, three, four!" They
leave the house and march

the old

The young officer looks at
captain's face. He
looks up at the small flag. Finally, he .says, "That one up
there isn't very big, I'll admit.

Two days of each year he

Again the officer commands

it..,

like to sec it up there 'stead of
that little one. I'd be obliged if
you would appoint a guard to
come home with me and get

and the Captain retire from the

takes his place)with the guard.

back down the street. Captain
Driver proudly carries the old
banner to the front steps of the
Capitol.
' Again the officer shouts a
command, "Conipany...halt!"

me a large flag at home. I'd

rescue is the last voyage of the
Charles Daggett!

After this rescue, the ship

SNOWFLAKES WHIRL

BY JOHN A. HURST

watches The small flag flutter
from the tall flagopole.

IT IS HIS ship, flying that

through the door to his small
bedroom. The officer of the
guard commands his men,
"Company...Halt!"
The guards stand at attention. Captain Driver pulls the

anything

large enough to contain the
flag. Each time, however, they

leave empty-handed. No one
but the old Captain knows
where the flag is hidden.

knitted cover from his bed.
There under the cover is a
faded crazy quilt. Carefully,

NOW IT

IS February,
Union troops . march
into Nashville. They put a very
small banner up on the Capitol
dome. It is the Union Stars and
1862.

rips the sailor stitches.
From inside the quilt, the Captains pulls his beloved flag!
he

Stripes. The old sea captain

ONCE MORE the Captain

stands on the street below. He

That old flag is nearly fifty

years old. But to Captain Driver it is still the most beautiful
flag in the world.

...AND SO the story
goes..." of that flag which can
still be seen in Washington. It
is on display in the Smithsonian Institute. This is a prized
treasure. It belongs to all of the

American people. It is a flag
loved by the whole nation just
as it was loved by Captain
Driver.

He fondly gave the flag its
nickname. You and I know
that nickname well. It has become a second name for the
Stars and Stripes everywhere

in the world. It was Captain
Willie Driver who gave our
American flag that beloved
nickname: "Old Glory."

Association of Ideas

Talk with a Teacher
make up a riddle about any-

By Esther F. Culton

thing they can. The sentences
must make you think and guess

TEEN PLAGUE
De,

Lee Janson,

My face IS all broken out with acne, and it looks so bad

I

don't even want to go to school any more. I'm only a

sophomore, and if I'm going to have this trouble for the next
three years, school isn't going to be much fun. I've tried lots
of different lotions and soap, but nothing seems to help. My
mother says to stop worrying and pretend it isn't there, but
it is there and I do worry. What can I do?
--Dimples with pimples

Visit your family doctor or a dermatologist, and follow his
advice. You'll probably have to give up some things to gain
skin improvement, but the sacrifice will be worthwhile. Acne
can now be fairly well controlled, if you carefully follow the
medic's advice If it's any consolation, sonic of today's most
successful and handsome men and women were plagued in
high school with the same problem you're ha'ving:

The five sense (sight, smell,
touch, taste and hearing) what they are thinking. Examshould be used whenever pos- ples:

It is a large farm animal. It

sible to help children learn.
When a small child hears a

may be brown, white or black.
train whistle and sees the train The farmer takes care of it. It
flash past, you help him associ- eats grass and hay. It gives
ate the sight and sound as a milk. (cow)
This person helps other
train. When he cats ice cream, .
you say, "good." Thus, you people.'He rides on a red Mick.
make use of the senses in He climbs on ladders. He puts
out fires. (fireman)
teaching your child.

It lives in the jungle or the
zoo. It swings from branches
or bars. It likes peanuts. It

Before and long after children are introduced to beginning reading, they need some

training in the use of their chatters and scolds. (monkey) .
senses. There are many ways
parents can help, but since the
various aspects of learning

to an adult, but it is not easy for

overlap and cannot be separated, parents should at all

complete sentences.

THIS SOUNDS very easy

a child to think and talk in

times try to teach their chilGO AHEAD
Dear Lee Janson,

finished high school, and also secretarial school,
I've been working in Chicago. I live at home with my parents
and brothers and sisters, and I'm the oldest. Last month was
my 21st birthday I've told my parents that I'm going to Puerto
Rico to live and work, because I went there on vacation and
Since

I

Frye Progpect Dap

dren to listen, to look, to
touch, to taste and to smell.

ONE OF MY favorite

Children love to think of

riddles for you to guess. For
the little Ader child, I like a
different way of associating
ideas. I say one word, cat, for

games to help with association

of ideas is called "The Riddle

example, and they are to name
all things 'the word suggests

Game." Ask the children to to them; cat, kitten, milk,

I'age 4

"Carpenter"
etc.
could suggest wood, hammer,
mouse,

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

saw, nails, house, etc.

The last game to help with
the 'association of ideas we
call

the

I still want to go to Puerto Rico. Do you think I should?
--Traveler

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day l'ublications, Inc.
117 S. Slain, Mount Prospect, Ill. 611056
Brunch Offices:

"I Am Thinking

Game."
I am thinking of something.

217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center. Des Plaines, III. 60016

It is .soft, It is smooth, It is
yellow, It has black seeds. It
is not round. It is long. It is

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; $5.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy

good to eat. (banana)

I am thinking of something.
It is shaped like a rectangle. It
is soft. I use it at night. (a pillow)
I am thinking of a little boy.

Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111. 601156

,Street

He sat in a corner. He ate a pie.
He was a good boy. (Jack Horner)

or:

GAMES, PUZZLES and

Makes your parents more relaxed, buy a round-trip ticket, and

hope you won't need the other half right away. Incidentally,
you're not unique. Many mothers just can't bring themselves
to see the first bird leave the nest.

Send sou, questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
1 /7 S Maui St , Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

"I'll Open!"

Volunteers Needed

L

riddles will help children to develop the techniques of learn-

ing. These activities also encourage habits of paying attention.

Lil Floros

In my next column, I will

talk about phonics --short vowel sounds.

volunteers
always needed," Mrs.
Florence Villadonga, former

period of three months.

director of volunteers at Holy

and

"Male hospital

are

Family Hospital, said recently.

"They are needed in all de-

DOCTOR SAYS

Inspect Nursing Homes -Before Final Selection

Mothers aren't going to like my answer, but I think you
should. You're of legal age, you have skills, you know how
to job hunt, and you know what you want. Go ahead and
do it. Keep your parents informed of your activities, write
often, enjoy yourself while you have the opportunity. If it

sons' lungs? I have emphysema but I never smoked and

The number of available
nursing home beds has in-

premises take note of the gen-

creased by nearly 25 per cent
in the last three years, thus reflecting an increase in the
number of elderly persons
who, for one reason or another, cannot be taken care of in
private homes. Nursing homes

and attitude of the attendants.

do not live in an area of ex-

And finally, get a clear state-

cessive air pollution.

in general provide either short -

or long-term care for persons
who are chronically ill or dis-

cleanliness

atmbsphere,

ment of the basic cost and what

additional charges you may
expect.

The more yOu find out before a commitment is made,
chance for disthe less
appointment later. For more
details you may want to write

If you have to select a nurs-'
ing home for a relative, friend

or even yourself, you should

visit the home and find out
whether it 'is licensed by the
state or local government.

hurst is the only male volunteer at Holy Family. He is a

loafing
studying, walking,
around. gambling, repairing

license. It should he displayed
in a prominent place.

they get red. I have tried wearing glasses, taking capsules for
allergy, yellow oxide of mercury ointment and eye drops but

SELECT A HOME that

nothing helps. What can I do

Don't be afraid to ask to see the

provides the level of nursing
care recommended by your
doctor. Ask whether a night
shift is maintained. Is' a staff
physician available and can
yip, if you prefer, have your
own doctor?

Is there an organized program of recreational activities? What are the visiting
hours? Are there facilities for
physical therapy and rehabili-

tation? In an emergency,

is

transportation to a nearby hos-

pital available? Ask to see a
week's menus.

As you look, around

the

to get relief?

A-You have conjunctivitis.
Rubbing

always

aggravates

this condition. Allergy is often
the cause and, in such cases,
identifying then avoiding the
allergen is much more effec-

tive than antihistamine capsules or any drugs. If your

trouble is caused by an infection, sulfacetamide or Neosporin eye drops should help
you.

Q-What effect could prolonged exposure to formaldehyde crystals have on a per-

house, we're a family of hospital volunteers. My wife, my sis-

things). To be answered True
or False: "In some instances
stealing can be justified:"
"Our government should provide more federal aid to poor."

gram at

the

program for superior undergraduate students.

tained at less than five parts

drive them-fback and forth, I
might as well help out there,
too."
"Many years ago, when we
lived in Elmhurst," Schell
said. "my wife was a volunteer
at a hospital there. We moved
to Pittsburgh and she did the

per million by means of an en-

same thing. Then, when we

closed hood over the work

moved back here, she contin-

ritate the mucous membranes

of the eyes and respiratory
tract. Direct contact irritates
the skin.
Where

formaldehyde

is

centration should be main-

tion. It is conceivable that pro -

ued with volunteer work at
Holy Family."

'longed exposure might cause
emphysema, but no such cases
have been reported.

LORENE STACK is the
new director of volunteers at
Holy Family and would appre-

Q --My husband had coc-

ciate hearing from males or fe-

cidioidomycosis.

Could this
lead to heart trouble? He has
had several heart attacks after
bad coughing spells.

males who would like to help
out at the hospital. The hospital number is 299-2281.
At Mastercraft Cleaners on

A-Some other source for
his heart attacks should be

Prospect Av., there's a little.

sought.

holder on the counter that contains intriguing paper fold -ups
marked "For Single Adults

Q-What are the symptoms
of carbon monoxide poisoning? Could it cause nosebleeds?

A-The chief symptoms are

headache, mental, Confusion,
lightheadedness, blurred' vi-

sion and nausea, but not nosebleed.

Only."
Actually, it's a leaflet put
out by the Make -a -Date folks,
the computer dating service.
_Those interested are to an-

swer a questionnaire "truthfully," .enclose

and mail.

They will receive' a listing of
"compatible matches" for a

world."
Better yet was a sign at a

kool-aid stand with a mini "Moon
saying,
Juice with real moon rocks
proprietor

and dust in it --two cents."
Wonder what was really in
it?

WORST JOKE of the Day:

Jack: "I know the name of
capital

the

of North Caro-

line."

Jill: "Really."
Jack: "No, Raleigh."

Robert Lund of 103 S. HiLusi has been appointed to the
Edmund J. James honors pro-

University of Illinois. This is a

bench and adequate ventila-

rub them,

SCHELL IS AN enthusias-

tic fellow who says, "At our

1

and 1 all help out.
"1 figured that since I had to

Q-My eyes burn and itch all
I

The short-

physical build is

tdr-in-law, who lives with us,

A-Formaldehyde fumes ir-

used in a workshop, the con-

the time. After

statements -to -he -com-

pleted are funny. Like, "My

Urbana Champaign campus of the

the American Nursing
Home Association, Suite 607,
1025 Connecticut Ave., NW,
Washington, D.C. 20036.

to

abled.

SOME OF THE questions

est acceptable height of my
enjoy the followdate is....,
ing: "(a list of items includes

tired. At the hospital he assists
in the business office and
works on delinquent accounts.

W. G. BBANDSTADT,M.D.

Moonburger. It's out of this

partments and situations at the
hospital."
Louis Schell of 501 S. Elm-

former accountant, now re-

eral

Robert C. Smith. General Mona.(!e r

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

it's great My secretarial school will help me find a job.

My mother is "shook up." You'd think I was going to the
end of the earth She tells me I'm stupid, and that I have
aclgood job and should be happy here. I know all that, but

'./honor the orieiind dream by alway.s jenionAly Aerpine
the /,u/ire's freedom and iniellernial integrity.-- Marshall Field III
Tuesday, August 12. 1969

Mount Prospect's WarneiH. Bartleson is new merchandise control manager in Montgomery Ward's refrigeration
department. He had been central buying manager for housewares and traffic appliances.

2 Are Marines
-Iwo Mount Prospect resi-

dents left Aug. 5 for active
duty in the Marines and are
now. undergoing eight weeks

of recruit training in

San

Diego.

They arc Gregory

McLaughlin, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joseph McLaughlin, of
118 Dogwood I.n.. and Phillip

Cieske, son of Mr. and Mrs.

nating their products to the

John Geskc, of 603 Fairview.
undergo the
110111
same training at the recruit depot, and then transfer to Camp
Pendleton. Calif., for basic in-,
fantry tactics training.

moon shot. One of the newest
is the sign at the nearby A & W
Root Beer stand saying, "Try a

ing.

TOMORROW the Apollo
II moon crew comes to Chicago for a gala parade. All
sorts of businesses sire coordi-

They will be allowed a 20 day leave following their train-

ilideaword
CHIPOEN
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
22 good, 28 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

4,

Alice and the Moon Mn..e
By Dolores Haugh
When the moon men land in

though we expected to hear the
sound, we could not hear anything for several seconds.

huge, huge amount of statistics
that must be calculate.i in anti

conditioned bus and bounced
out to the field. I sat_withMrs.
Walter Cronkile-,-and all of us

on July

16.

-were as one,
"Our vantage point was per-

"I WAS fortunate;" said

fect. Apollo II is 360 feet, or

_Alice; "to be among those in-

three and one-half miles away,

36 stories, high. It can be seen
from a distance of 15 miles, so
at less than five miles one feels
right up close.
"Loud speakers kept us
constantly informed as to what

she said.

was going on, and soon the

vited to view the historic action from
tance."
Even

a

four -mile dis-

President

Johnson

and the other officials were

--quad

"It is not often that relatives

count -down began.

ation.

"THE TIME seemed 'quite
long before the noise and actual vibrations hit us. 'It was

"While touring the Vehicle
Assembly Building where_theApollo/Satutn _and -umbilical

;

tower -were assembled, (thaw are later hauled into place and

'like someone gently patting;

put together for the launching), we met Astronaut Gor-

your arm. We had to shield our

__eyestrain the sun as they lift0,

don Cooper with his family."

off, but we were able to follow
them out of sight."

ALICE FINISHED her_elt-citing account_withihil bit of
_philosophY, "I feel that this

Alice, who is' normally vocal, was at a loss for words,',
when asked how she felt a),
the actual point of lift Off.- "There -just--aren't words to
-describe

the

seeking venture into space is
actually a way of man trying to
find God."
And what about Armstrong.
Collins and Aldrin tomorrow?
"I'll be on the corner of State

feeling," ,she

_

. said.

'I was in one way perhaps a

little less in awe of the spectacle because of the tour we

and Madison cheering with tIW
crowd."

had before the launch.

'ii,

.47 a

4 17,=.74
)44.,,,4
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cipation of the entire °pet-

not a violent feeling, but rather

"ON THE DAY of launching we boarded our non -air-

picture recording engineer,
Earle. She was present at the

t=47-7.--

you will have to admit, was

Cape Kennedy, Fla.

married- to CBS-TV-motion

'N\NN

"It is impossible for a normal mind to comprehend the

man of the Board of Stivers
Lifesavers, Inc., to jet to

Mount Prospect Business and
Professional Women's Club, is

I I

"At lift-off we saw the aetual ignition and flames, and

something special."
Alice took time off from her
job at- secretary to the Chair-.,,,

Chicago. tomorrow, it will be
an extra exciting experience
for Alice Platt.
Alice, an Arlington Heights
'resident and member of the

lift-off of Apollo

of the news media men are invited to such events, but this,

Vs,
'
.7$

!'",dir"

ri

yr%
Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

Tuesday, August 12, 1969

0004000

This picture was taken moments before the blast-off of Apollo 11 on July 16 at Cape Kennedy by

:11

the Earle Plaits of Arlington Heights.

re, -"c''

*

all Creations In Cotton

The Apollo 11 and launching tower viewed from a helicopter prior to thelatccessfUl tikerall
by Astronauts Armstrong, Collins and Aldrin.
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Cotton in bold block plaid gives a lively look to fall sportswear.
Patty Woodard of California chooses It for a sleeveless jacket and

Demure is the word for this young lady in her all -cotton gabardine dress in brown and white. By Cinderella, it is fashioned with
high yoke, pussycat bow and oversized white collar and cuffs.
Fashions from the National Cotton Council.

.

a wrap -around tunic for wearing over a panel -pleated skirt or
campus pants.

o I Approves ,Lutheran General
I

2

Officials at Lutheran General Hospital, Park Ridge, expressed pleasure at the news

T.L. JACOBSEN, execu-

that the University of Illinois
College of Medicine had ap-

tive vice president for administrative affairs, pointed out the

proved Lutheran General as a'
new clinical hospital. The approval was made by the Uni-

new affiliation will be important to the community.
"An active program of medical education means a higher'
standard of care in the hospital. Hospitals with active
teaching programs are generally recognized as being better

versity board of trustees on
July 23
"We arc greatly pleased at
this approval We believe that

Lutheran General can offer
the advantages of continuing,
comprehensive, personalized
medical care and facilities in a
system of private practice that

can make an important contribution to medical education,"
said Dr Alexander Ruggie,
J

theran General, pointed out

vice president for professional
services at Lutheran General.

,

.

'

that -the board had committed
itself to a broad education program and feels that this affiliation is a recognition of the fine
medical staff which the hospital is fortunate in having. The
fact that the medical staff has
taken an active interest in Medical education has helped
bring about this new affiliation

with the University of Illinois
College of Medicine."

hospitals." This affiliation is
also a recognition of the many
fine facilities which are available at Lutheran General."

Dr. Ruggie pointed out that
the program would get underway this fall when second year
medical students from the
University are tentatively

Paul C. Johnson, president
of the board of trustees of I

scheduled to take some of their
clini9,1, studies at Lutheran

General.

"THE

AFFILIATION
with the University of Illinois
is another step in the growing
program of education conducted at the hospital," Jacobsen explained.

The culotte jumper is classroom -bound in a centuries -old fabric
that's suddenly brand-new looking. It's cotton corduroy, gone rib less this year for a smooth and yelvey appearance. By Seaton Hall.

Bassinet Set

approved are

a

three

year

school d'nursing, a two year
school of radiologic .. technology, a collegiate medical
technology school, affiliation
with a practical nursing program, clinical pastoral edUtation, medical residendies, internships and clerkships, social work affiliation arul oth

,?,;;If:,

Mount Prospect and a baby 4.;,,pi
sister for Katherine Ann, age
2. Mary Katherine was born
July 10 at Lutheran General
Hospital weighing' 6 pounds 7
ounces. Grandparents of the
children are Mr. and Mrs. Ed-

.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth L.
Bollmann of Mount Prospect
welcomed their first child July
14 at Lutheran General Hospital. Tina Marie weighed 8

pounds 244 ounces. Eroud
grandparents are -Mr. ail Mrs.

August Bonuczhi, of Arlington

ofEehsenville.

,,MR. AND MRS. Gordon
W. Pellegrinetti of Mount
Prospect announce the birth of
their second child, a girl, Gina
Catherine, born July -21. Gina
weighed 7 pounds 91/2 pounces

at birth in Lutheran General
Hospital. She joins a brother,

ward Richtfort of Arlington
Heights and Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Miller of Waterman,

'

Among programs currently

. Mr.. and Mrs. Louis Bollniann

It's a second girl for Mr. and

Mrs. Robert T. Richtfort of

--

.9ordon, 21/2 years old. Grand- ''-'parentS of the children are Mr.
siand Mrs. William Pellegrinetti

*0f1 Andrew Itary,' all of Chi.

Heights and Mr. and 'Mrs.
Henry C. Bollmann of Des

7 Pounds 8 otiffee. Mr. and

Plaines-This lucky baby also
has two sets of great grand-

cago and Carl Kamlin of

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Harnack of Des Plaines and

'

Three great -grand.
pare* also reside, in chiCago.
First child for !Ai'. and Mrs. ,
Robert L. Zaun :of Mount
Prospect is ,it girl, Stacy.
lene. Stacy Was. born JOIY'21 ac
St. Aleitini Hospital: weighing

;14a g

Mrs. Franklin L. Zaun of Chi.

i
-

Coeur D'Alene, Idaho, are the
baby's grandparents.

iIsi sji

.11"

crafts made during summer
day camp under the super-

.c

ut RICAN

AC

Camp Fire Girls are crafty.
They also are generous. Today
they share some of their handl,

'!t`r TNI Li Lt..

vt to Tr.

pi(

NA141/15).

fr..1 WI 9

vision of Mrs. S.M. Toczyski
of Mount Prospect. Her
daughter, Barbara and Gloria
Bateman exhibit a drum made
from a two pound empty coffee can. The outside is deco-.
rated with brown construction
paper and then painted Indian
style. Bright feathers and yarn

IC

II,[f (NO

5ECAuetEs

-

are added to the colorfarifesigns. (Photos-by Eleanor

What is your favorite pledge or motto? Select one and then create a placque from weathered
wood. The letters are from a package of alphabet noodles. Glue each letter in place. Add a daisy or
two and varnish twice to create a very meaningful wall dorecation.

n8prALISEIVENSIMENSVA2=

AUGUST CLEARANCE
SALE
MANY ITEMS REDUCED UP TO

50%
GLASSWARE,*
PICTURES

JEWELRY

Are you a junior weather
man? You can be if you have

one empty gallon ice cream
carton, an 18 -inch dowel, a
four -inch square of wood and
a little time. Place the dowel in

Make a sun dial. This is the
earliest form of thne telling devices known to man. It is made
from a square and a triangle of
wood. The triaagie_is placed
perpendicular to the ce
the circle which has the mark-

ings of the hour burned or
painted onto the circle. The
other half of the sun dial is
painted with Indian designs.

the center of the square of
wood, glue in place. To indicate wind direction place

ta)12,

DESK SETS

thomas wilnau associates
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

fl

Professional Business Management
we will prepare: Payrolls

with many colored designs.

Give Us A Call:

Place dot on upper edge of carton and when evading in-

47c

'BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

paper feathers on the top
dowel. Place square and dowel in carton. Decorate carton

e;

PARTY PAPER
LAMPS, ACCESSORIES 1/20FF

quit

Cheeks, Sales Tax Forms,

Journals, Ledgers, etc.

107 L MAIN IT.

U 34214!

MT. PROMO

392-3878 -or- 255-6566

Emaaraszsgmaragrgrassrmsragrazsgr

dications this should point to
the north.

RELOCATING?

Page 6
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"I heard an elderly person
say, 'We have enough money

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Tuesday, August 12, 1969

Realty and find buyers that will
please you.

if we don't live too long.'
It frightened me."

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

ONE DAY
ONLY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

RAIN ORP
SHINE

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

MONDAY AUGUST 18th

.

.

4f7
47AL

OMETqf,:d

SHOWS 2 & 8 PM
(Lot)

r

.

SPONSORED BY B.P.O. ELKS

P:4:7WOR
Sells &Gray

imo LAU'S
\\

THE HOMEFINDING

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

253-8100

Arlington Realty
I

d

I

ity

4110'

IrIIIIIIIII90lii
91111119 'IL

`4ill

I

I)

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

MD.

IS-TYIN

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

11.:

in Arlington Hts. in Mount ProspJct

111111111N 111111"°"11111111111011111051

Over -65 Americans are facing more years and uncertain financial needs with the
limited resources they had on retirement. Widows and other aged women living
alone are especially distressed. Six of every ten women living alone have incomes
below the poverty line set by the Social Security Administration-$1,565.
Moreover, a recent United States Senate report notes, the numbers of elderly
women continue to increase. This disproportion of women 65 and older to men is
expected to grow from a ratio of 134 to 100 at present to one of 150 to 100 by 1985.

SAVE NOW ...while you can

SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICR, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

POPULAR .4 CHILDREN
PRICES

Vs

PRICE

ACRES OF TENTS

WILD ANIMALS
ELEPHANTS

*SAVE

1 00 THRILLS-Y.TAUGHS 100

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

tttttt d byjna Una** Smits Governmen1

FEDERAL/SAVINGS Mamba, Cadval Savngs and Loan I ttttt nct Corporation
WORLD FAMOUS CIRCUS STARS
ALL NEW THIS YEAR

ADVANCTEICTKICETTOSNASTARLEEDNUOCWED PRICES

SAVE*

LOAN ASSOCIATION

Mamba, Un;led Vales Savings end Leen lingua
Mamba,. SanneS and Loan Coundat,on

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9000

te,

UOP E ployes Learn Management Skills
ing, both of Prospect Heights,

Top administrators in Uni-

-4011106._

R Fenske, manager -of
instrument development, and
M R Jurco, in charge of estimating and utilities, both of

versal Oil Products in Des
Flames are going back to
school
Twenty-one of these arc

THE DAY

Tuesday, August 12, 1969

Palatine

from the northwest suburban
area
,

They are. A R

W. H. GROSSE, vicenresrdent of marksung-raird J. F.

Morris,

treasurer at Procon, Inc, A
G Petkus, manager of the
North American division a

W at.t.,,-con'tirate vice presi-

ent and treasurer, both of

Procon, and Dr Allen-ek.

Barrington

search with UOP, all of Des
Plaines

team from the University of

JAMES R. BRITT, a vice
president and general manager

Chicago

of general industry, L J Goulet, D D Hansen, UOP attor-

faculty

ney on

from the Indiana
School of Business, the Sloan
School of Business at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Harvard and Stanford Universities
Prof H Edward Wrapp
said that the aim is to get men

Donald E Lewan, UOP spe-

administrator,

and W M Swanson, manager

of the Japan district of Far

East marketing, all of Arlington Heights
D B Carson, of the process
division, director of engineering, N M Hallman of the process division, assistant to the
vice president of engineering

and development, G E

,t`d0"1
V*1>t

Prof. Wrapp says, "It's
pretty easy to bpeome obsolete

these days." According to the

wouldn't normally think

about, and shuck the tendency
toward one-dimensional selfjustification "

II-

PROF. WRAPP said that
managerial decision -making is

Lickus,

manager of experiment devel-'
oping department, George G
Meier, manager of corporate
marketing services, E W

a dynamic process or a neverending game of cat and mouse
which "the manager
n
pounces on daily opportunities

Schnable, director of Carib-

that seem to fit into a grand

bean and Latin American marketing, and W J Taylor, manager of construction, all of
Mount Prospect
Donald H Belden, corpo-

strategy

The program is conducted
in five three-day periods at
Pheasant Run Country Club

'

and thC4University of Chicago.

rate director of research administration, and B A Oclt-

So far 75 UOP division heads,
staff executives, and "up-and-

gen, manager of Asian and Pacific district of far east market -

been through the program.

coming" young

men

have

Set or Randhurst.

a

college degree

won't produce a good manager
of itself, and on-the-job work
programs help prepare the
manager for involvement in
problem -solving and long -

J

A. G. Petkus

Donald E. Lewan

Donald Belden

range planning.
THE CLASSES begin with

Then the men are questioned as to whether they think

Dr. Allen K. Sparks

"to, think about things they professor,

lingworth, associate research

coordinator, A G

14
?"

The program is assisted by

the corporate staff,

cial assistant

``."="7

The UOP Management Development Program, now approaching its fourth year, is
conducted principally by a

Sparks, assistant director of re-

case history studies, with the
men telling what they think

their fellow students arc right
and are forced to defend their

ation. Prof. Wrapp says that

The seminars are not all

and "bull sessions::
Prof. Walter Fackler, economics teacher at the school,
says that it is possible for businessmen to become practiced
in accurately spotting real

classroom lectures and study.
The program allows free time,
a limited amount of recreation

product through watching certain leading economic ba-

should be done in a given situ-

this is when the men are most
outspoken and positive about
their solutions.

viewpoints.

trends in the gross national

and to prepare them for state
examinations --will

con-

be

ducted during the fall semester
by the University of Illinois.
Locations will be Elmhurst,
Rock Island, Chicago (two
sections), LaGrange, Urbana,
Arlington Heights, Marion,
Blue Island, Rockford and
Waukegan.
Enrollment will be limited,
and advance registration is required by Aug. 25, according
to the announcement of the U.
of I. College of Engineering at
Urbana -Champaign and Division of University Extension.
Participants will be charged
$51 apiece.

tricity, fluid mechanics, gas
laws and chemistry, civil engineering, mechanical engineering, engineering economy and
electrical engineering.

A set of bound notes, "Professional Engineer Notes,"
has been prepared by members
of the instructional staff and is
used for the course. A number
of problems used on previous
Illinois examinations have
been published as a booklet by
,he Illinois Society of Professional

Engineers.

Both

the

bound notes and the booklet
are distributed without additional charge at the first meeting of each class.
T H E SCHEDULE of
classes is as follows:
beginning
Wednesdays
Sept. 3 --Room 186a York

CLASSES BEGIN the high School, Elmhurst, and
week of Sept. 2. The Profes- Training Branch Building 60,
sional Engineers Examination Rock Island Arse al.
Thursdays begi ning Sept.
will be given this year on Dec.
ter, the
4-F-1 Lecture
4-5.
Registration materials and University of Illinois at Chiadditional information can be cago Circle, Chicago, a 170
obtained from Jimmy W. Sey- Lyons Township Junior Coller, academic coordinator, Extension in Engineering, or'Extramural Classes, Division of
University Extension, both lo-

cated in Illinis

Hall,

Champaign 61820.
Registration checks should

lege, LaGrange.
Saturdays beginning Sept.
6--F-1 Lecture Center, U. of I.

at Chicago Circle, and 253

Mechanical Engineering

THE COURSE

IS

con-

ducted as a series of 15 threehour lecture, discussion, and
problem -solving sessions. The

15 sessions are each three
hours long. Each course is

conducted by several members

classes are 6:30-9:30

p.m. except those on Saturdays, which are 9 a.m. to 12
noon.

will be sent by the field representatives to acknowledge
receipt of enrollment materials
and checks for fees.

enroll in classes held in Arlington Heights, Blue Island, Chicago, Elmhurst, LaGrange,

Dist. 54 Board
OKs Principal

A. J. Protean, Room 223, LaSalle Hotel, 10 N. LaSalle St.;

School District 54 board has
approved hiring Darrel Little

and Waukegan should mail
their materials and checks to

Chicago 60602; those planning to attend in Marion, to
Fred W. Steuernagel, Room
212 Goldnihn Building, 338
Missouri Av., East St. Louis

&e

14-22

l

Zelivat
fit

IUMBIdeibrimera...a

62201.
Those

Rockford and
Rock Island, to Leon A. Mayin

half pint is the difference between what the district pays

725 Wright St., Champaign
61820.

Admission to the first class

.

for the mild and its federal subsidy.

2206 Algonquin Rd Rolling Meadows
Southland Shopping Center

...."";"-n.

::8060"rins:

PHONE: 255-6060

per. phrson
Round trip from Chicago
via T.I.A. Chartered Jet

SEPTEMBER 20 -OCTOBER 4, 1969

Visiting -GERMANY -AUSTRIA- FRANCE
LICHTENSTEIN-SWITZERLAND-- BELGIUM
HOLLAND- ENGLAND

tailored to give the "real
feel" of the countries you visit! For colorful illustrated brochure and reservations, see, write or call:
Exciting Jet tour via

r

Please rush brochure on,guropean Tour featuring Der Oktoberlest.
NAME
ADDRESS
STATE

CITY

ON DEVON

ZIP

I-

half block west of River Road

823-433i4'
Bring the gang in to
MOUNT

share'a pitcher of

;PROSPECS.Vacti

Draft Beer and enjoy one of

our great sandwiches.
Stein of beer 10c
with Sandwich on
Mon. & Thurs. evening.

259-6030 666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

SILVER
For Brides! For Homemakers!
Eight 5 -Pc. Place Settings
Wm. Rodgers 1858 Silverplate

Plus
Free Bonus
of Serving Pieces

only $1850

NINE

42 Pieces

Retail Value $60.00

emmerb
K'ac"
REALTOR

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

First Place Setting

$1.00 with each
New Saving Account

It's All In

FIRST ARLINGTON'S
"New Account Jubilee"

358-5560
253-2460
956-1500

Tellers give Silver Stamps with Deposits In

Golden Passbook (5%) Accounti
($100 or more)

Regular Savings (4%) Accounts
($25 or more)

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza
RESIDENTIAL OFFICE

District 54 to install additional
toilet facilities. adjoining the

-

only

O'HARE EAST PUB

Senior High, Rockford, and
128 Waukegan High (West),

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

ideas by our own experiented decorator

munity Consolidated School

0

be $5.75 a year or $3 a half
year. This cost -- 3.2 cents a

those in Urbana, to Robert L.
Johnston, Extramural Classes, -

NING Sept. 8 --Room 220 Arlington High School, and Senior High School, Marion.
Tuesdays beginning Sept.
High
Eisenhower
9--421
School; Blue Island, 130 West

In Palatine
Fabric & labor at one price .with current trend

A bid from Stompanato
Plumbing Co. in the amount of
$2,800 was approved by Com-

Ar

and maintain milk coolers.
The milk fee to students will

er, 56 Dixon National Bank
Building, Dixon 61021; and

MONDAYS BEGIN-

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

PRACTICAL PRICES FOR PRACTICAL PEOPLE

Bid Approved

and planning; budgets: con- multi -purpose room of the
cepts, methods, uses; market . Schaumburg School.

The board also approved a
bid from Modern Dairy Co. to
provide milk during the 196970 school year for 6.2 cents a
half pint, Modem will furnish

fade-tolkk-WeastueThepeties.
arrive ready to hang & enjoy in 2 WEEKS!

Some of the subjects studied
are management objectives

principal of Twinbrook
School at a salary of $14,900.

to

ZIA,

business

as

OPEN
NINE

day Circus Celebration, Aug.

be average work week, layoff
rate, new orders, commercial
and industrial construction,
common stock prices, industrial raw material price index,

Consolidated

Community

'111111.041111C11

The two Torreams, who will
be seen on the Randhurst mall
during Randhurst's 7th Birth -

marketing options, statistics and computers
and finance.
investments;

SOME OF THESE might

THOSE PLANNING to

Champaign.

of the engineering staff of the Waukegan.
University of Illinois and other qualified professional engineers through the Division of BEST THINGS IN LIFE
University Extension.
WAYNE BRENNA STATI 111.4
WPSTGATESHONING
Subject -matter areas to be
covered are engineering math392-4080
ematics, statics and strength of
materials, dynamics, machines ARLINGTON HEIGHTS A
and heat transfer, basic elec- State Farm Lilo Insurance Company

structure; pricing; planning:

rotneters.

inventories, and business failures.

sessions are by cards which

Building, U. of I. at Urbana -

be made payable to the University of Illinois.

All

program.

changes in

Professional Engineer Course
Eleven sections of a Professional Engineer Course --intended to bring graduate engineers up-to-date in their field

E. W. Schnabel (right) of Mount Prospect talks with James
Finney, marketing director at U01"s Air Correction Division in
Darien, Conn. during a break in the management development

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

394-3500

Watch for Your Silver Card in the.
Mail. Please Remember the Supply is Limited.

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

-

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL

BANK

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs.
9 to 6

Saturday 8:30 to 4
Friday, 9 to 8

,

DOWNTOWN PLAZA

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
'MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

I

L
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Ryan Maly's 4 -Hitter Wins Colt All -Star Game, 1-0
MOUNT PROSPECT (I)

Swider, IF
House, C
Totals

0

2

0

0

0
0

I

1

Rud, 1B

0

1

I

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
26

0

0

0

1

4

1

0
0
0
0

take. It was the same story in score early in the first inning
winning mark.
the sixth when Elmhurst com- when their lead off hitter hit a
Prospect had two other
sr --- single, stole second, and went
.baserunners during the inning, mitted two errors and
pitcher gave u
to third on an error. However,
er walk.
Gus Esposito who got on with
-Maly settled down and got the
a fielder's choice and Bob Rud __MAL HAD Elmhurst
three batters on strikes.
Maly had little trouble with second inning with two big who drew a base on ballsfrom- fled during his-sevelf:frining next
Elmhurst started their third
staid.-Elnifiiirst's four hits
the Elmhurst team as he struck hits. Maly started off the at- Elmhurst's
tack with a single and Mike-- "Prospect had three baserun, --Were spread out so they didn't inning with a triple but again
out 12 and gave up no walks.
Weides, Prospect's left fielder -- ners in the fourthstwovelks have more than one hit in any Maly buckled down under a
little pressure to fan the next
long and anerror-but couldn't ca one inning.
Mike Garafalo, Prospect's finished the job with
three batters.
on Elmhurst's misElmhurst threatened to
second baseman, led I in the triple_ that scored Maly for the
Ryan Maly pitched a four - hitting department with a
hit shut out to lead the Mount triple and a single.
Prospect Colt League All PROSPECT CAME up
Stars to a 1-0 victory over the
Elmhurst All -Stars Sunday. with their winning run in the

O
O
O
O

O

I

O

O
O

Garafalo,

2

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

140

Mount

SP) RTS

ball

at Hersey High School

will be issued their equipment
Monday and Tuesday of next
week. Registration for fall
sports will be this Friday, all

August 12,
1969

Prospect 010 000

Paul Kastner hurled a five -

reached on an error to open

homered to lead the Arlington
Heights little league's North
Side All -Stars to a 5-I victory
in the

The little lefty struck out 13

semifinals of the ninth Annual

and walked four to pick up the

over Highland Park

THE NORTH STARS got
off to an early lead with a run the frame and moved to second
in the second. Thompson sin- when Dave Helwig walked.
The next man struck out
gled up the middle to lead off
and raced home on John Abbs' and Ward Schell forced Kastner at third, but some sloppy
double down the left field line.
Arlington gave Kastner a Highland Park defensive play

Kastner was in several jams
during the six -inning game,
but he was tough in the clutch
and left 10 runners stranded.

hitter and Bobby Thompson

more comfortable bulge with
three runs in the third. Kastner

win.

Deerfield Boys Baseball Invitational tournament Saturday.

gave Arlington new life.

ONE RUN SCORED when
the Highland Park pitcher attempted a pickoff play at third.
Helwig got back safely, then

got up and scored when the
third baseman threw the all
away trying to nail Schell at
first.

Thompson then capped the

rally with a long home run
good for two runs. The ball
cleared the fence and the

scoreboard in left and landed
among some trees for the longest blast of the tournament.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (5)

Arlington Heights hitting star Ward Schell blasts a single in fourth inning of championship
game with Northbrook.

Grove Advances
The Elk Grove Traveling
All -Stars walloped Villa Park,

10-4, to advance in the Thillens Statewide Boys Baseball
tournament in Chicago.
It was Elk Grove's third win
in four tourney games and left
them as one of 33 survivors out
of the original 50 teams in the
double -elimination competition. The All -Stars next game
will be against Northwest on
Saturday at 9 p.m. at Thillens
Stadium in Chicago.

JIM HAMMER went the
distance to pick up the win for

Elk Grove. He limited Villa
Park to three hits while striking out 11 and walking four.
Hammer also chipped in with
doubles, three runs
scored and an RBI.
The All -Stars struck early
with five big runs in the first.
Glenn Stromberg opened the
spurt with a single and scored
on Mike Brandt's triple.
three

Brandt then came across on
Dave Millner's double.
Randy Ramano's single sent
Millner to third and he contin-

ued home on Doug Roden's
sacrifice fly. Hammer's first
double

and

Jim

Samuel's

single drove in the last two
runs in the inning.

ELK GROVE put the game

away with tour more in the
third. Doug Roden was hit by a
pitch leading off and Hammer

came across in the fourth on
Hammer's double and Pritchard's single.
ELK GROVE (10)
ab r h bi
Player
2 0
3
Stromberg, 2b
2
Brandt, cf
4
1

Millner, lb
Ramano, ss
Roden, If
Hammer, p
Pritchard, c
Samuels, 3b

1

3

1

I

I

3

I

2

0

I

1

0

I

3
3

3

3

I

1

2

3

1

I

2

3

0
2 0 0
Spees, rf
0 0 0
Sokniewicz, rf
26 10 13 9
Totals
VILLA PARK (4)
ab r h bi
player
0
I
3
Topal, cf
0 0
2
Lavery, p
I
2 0
Lake, ss
0
2
Richard, 3b
0 0
2 0
Gourley, lb
0 0 0
3
Bronson, 2b
I

I

1

1

I

1

Gentile, If
Wolf, rf
Meisner, c
Totals

2

2
2

20

1

1

0
0
4

0
0
3

lifeguards, this

The highlight of the game

run

1

their

defeated

held on Sunday, Aug. 3.

and the fourth came on a run10th

again

time by a 17-2 score in their
second annual softball game

oh Samuel's fielder's choice
down play.
The All -Stars'

once

ton Heights

Pritchard rapped another double to knock a pair home. The
third run of the frame scored

r

ab

h bi

0

1

0

0

I

I

I

0

2

0
0
0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0

0

3

1

1

I

3

2

2

2

3

0

1

1

2

0

2

0
0

2

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

Sophomores can pick up
their equipment Tuesday at

was a three -run homer by Des
Plaines' Brian Hoover. The
second contest between the

two teams will be Sunday,
Aug. 17, at 10 a.m.
DES PLAINES (17)
Player
Gary Blume, p
Steve Heston, c
Claude DeRusha, 1 b
Tons Helms, 2b

the 14th Annual Illinois Jun-

ior Spots Jamboree held at

Granite City High School this
weekend.

A total of 486 boys and girls

The boys and girls com-

peated for state tiles in three

20

5

5

0
4

HIGHLAND PARK (1)
Player
ab r h bi

Mendelsoh,3b
Styer,ss
Moroz,p
Swire,cf
Bonamarte,rf
Dollard, I b
Williams, lb
Rich,c

0

3

0

4

1

1

0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

3

0

-2

0

2

0

1

0

2
2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I

0

0 0
McCaffery,c
0
2
Moran,2b
0 0
Eichengreen,2b'
0 0
2
Schramm, I f
0 0
0
Venturi,lf
25 1 5
Totals
E --Williams, Mendelsohn
2,
McCaffery, .Wittmeyer,
Krause, Wilson; 2B --Schell,
I

I

Abbs; HR --Thompson; SB-Thompson; SAC--Zakula.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er bb so
Pitcher
Kastner
6 5 1-1 4 13
Moroz
6 5 3-3 2 5
LoserWinner--Kastner;
-Moroz.

.

Baird and Warner
Binzel Industries
Arlington Structural
Steel
Crest Heating
Koops Mustard
Harris Pharmacy
City Welding
Lauterburg & Oehler
Bank of A.H.
Horcher Decorators

851/2

P h a r macy and Arlington
Structural Steel are making a
bid for the trophy in the Arlington Heights Twilight Golf
League. If they keep up their
present pace, they may chal-

Dennis Scranton and Rich
Vehe added to their bicycle
racing laurels over the weekend when they became the
in

then won both the Inter-

Brian Hoover, If
Gary DeRusha, rf

mediate half mile and mile finals. Vehe won both heats and
was named champion.

Mike Albers, sc
Al DeRusha, cf

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (2)
Player
Ed Condon, p
Ernie Earnst, c
Jim Waldron, lb
Fred Schmidt, 2b
Joe Herrity, ss
Herb Betts, 3b
Scott Guilfoil, If
Bruce Starek, rf
Ken Vermilion, sc
Jim Young, cf

THE MIDWEST Sprint
Championships were held Saturday night at Meadowhill
track in Northbrook.

Steve Pederson of Mount

Prospect earned two points by

placing third in one heat and
then sixth in the Intermediate
mile. Scranton had 14 points.
Debbie Scrahton was also a
winner, taking the Midget
Girls quarter mile final.

Tim Jilek of Mount Pros-

Boys will receive a parent

card when they

By Jim Stuart

was no longer in doubt, as

Wheeling All -Stars
w er e kayoed from the
Deerfield Boys Baseball Tour-

against tough Deerfield hurler

The

Wheeling couldn't get going

Mike Smith while the host

nament Saturday when they 'team was pounding lumps on
dropped an 11-1 decision to three of its moundsmen.

divisions, the midget age 10
and I I, the juniors age 12 and
13, and the Intermediates age
14 and 15.

WHEELING COULD only
manage two hits off Smith, a
first -inning single by Kevin
O'Neill that brought in his

team's only

Hersey Huskies

will

ball out of wet grass, you're us-

be

The Arlington Heights Park

711/2
71
551/2

lessons in its tennis program

hole.

If water intervenes between
club and the spin will be errat- the ball on the putting green
ing,

Wednesday, Aug. 20 at 8 a.m.
Hersey will be the first
school in Dist. 214 to play under its own lights in its first sea-

in effect, an ungrooved

and the hole, the player may

ic.

The shot resembles a knuck-

lift the ball and place it without

pitcher. There are several
things you can do to overcome

to the lift, away from the water, but not nearer the hole.
Learning these rules may
save you strokes the next time

son of varsity football. According to head coach Len

loball thrown by a baseball penalty in the nearest position

Burt, the lights are now up and
in working order.

this hazard. (I) Try to hit the
ball as cleanly as possible. (2)

Burt supervised a "paint in" when the lettermen and

Play for the "fat" part of the you play on a rainy day.
Rain pants, rain jacket, golf
green. (3) Steer clear of traps
rubbers, rain hats, and umand other obstacles. Whenever it rains there is brellas are some of the items
usually "casual water" lying sold in pro shops for rain play.

several interested girls painted
the light poles "Hersey Or-

ange" with paint furnished by
the Booster Club.

During play in a rain take care
water" is any temporary accu- of your grips by wrapping
mulation of water which is not them in a handkerchief before
intended to be a hazard in it- you swing. This will prevent
slipping from wet grips.
self.
The U.S. Golf Association
If a player's ball lies in or
touches casual water he has especially suggests that players
these options: Before reaching understand their right to stop
around the course. "Casual

The varsity will play an
eight -game schedule with all
home gam6 under the lights
starting with St. Viator, Friday, Sept. 12. Hersey will trav-

el to Prospect on the 19th and
then will host Elk Grove the
26th and Wheeling Oct. 3.

the green the player may lift

which was run in 21 minutes,

38 seconds. Don Zordani of

and drop the ball without penalty as near as possible to the
spot where lifted but not near
the

hole on ground which

avoinidsa thhazesaerdcr fittioins.

player

lift and drop the balla eithere iaywithout penalty in the hazard,
as near as possible to the point
of lift, but not nearer the hole,

Arlington Heights was 12th.

on ground above water, or under penalty of one stroke,

- IN THE PRELIMINARY
heats, Arlington's Dennis El-

lertson ran a second and a

14.0

fourth

and caddies are urged to take
precaution against lightning.
Seek shelter in buildings, or

other locations which offer

protection. Golf carts are especially dangerous to be riding in
during lightning storms.

Enjoy yourself in all kinds
of weather by using these tips.
See you at Indian Laalk.

one heat with a

12.1 and Tim was also fourth
in one heat in 12.1.

Vehe of Mount Prospect

was first in his division, winning the Midget Boys quarter
mile final by taking both heats
run. Dennis Kilfoy of Arlington Heights ran second in one
heat and third in the _other but

lost a runoff to a Michigan

boy, coming out with an overall third.
Glen Berg of Arlington was
fourth and Mike Kilfoy, Dennis' cousin from Mount Prospect, was fifth.

r

h bi
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.520
.423
.125
.238
.400
.333
.474
.375
.454
.200
.100
.214
.619
.308
.333
.000
.000

ab

Player
Mike Brandt
Bob Brunn
Steve Carroll
Jim Hammer
Dave Millner
Don Pippin
Steve Prtichard
Doug Roden
Randy Romano
Jim Samuels
Mark Sokniewicz
Tom Spees
Glenn Stromberg
Eugene Tomczyk
Keith Van Hauter
Mark Vormittag
Ken Wajerski

timing, Dan Jilek was
in

play if they think lightning
threatens them. All players

ELK GROVE TRAVELING
ALL-STARS AVERAGES

third with a time of 12.7 seconds for the final 200 meters.
Zordani won one heat with a

6 II

9
6
4 10
2 3
3

22

15
10 2 I
14 2 3
21 8 13
3
2

4

3

8

2

0

13

1

0 0

1

run

and

a

In the Midget girls high
jump event, Kathy LaPorte of

Mount Prospect

finished

bunt single by
Bob Will. The Deerfield pitchthird -inning

er struck out nine and didn't
allow a walk.

Will opened the game by
reaching first on an error by
the Deerfield second baseman

and came in on O'Neill's hit.

brought on .d try to stop the

lead for good in the second,
however, by coming up with

ter luck. He and Scott Hide -

'

by, the
first inning after giving up sin -

er for Wheeling, got

brand combined to give up the

Will's bunt threatened
the

was the closest Wheeling could

struck out.
Ed Kauk, the starting pitch-

onslaught, but he had little bet-

inning.

A GROUNDER to

to

trigger a Wheeling rally in the

top of the third, but O'Neill
was called out on strikes and

come to a hit in the second, as
Gary Mudry and John Memo
went down swinging.

Deerfield turned the game
into a rout in the third by scor-

ing six tallies to knock out

inches.

Valery Neal of Des Plaines

Rymer lined out to deep center
field. It was even easier for
Smith in the fourth, when

in

the

lenge first -place Heights Cleaners for the championship.
Heights Cleaners is holding

on to the league lead by five
and one-half points and is followed by Behrens Insurance

this summer.

Players wishing to partici-

inter-

mediate girls long jump competition. The first place jump
was 16 feet, nine inches.
Ir

and Baird and Warner.
Charlie Kleinofen led the

pate must sign up with instructors at one of the parks today.
The tournament for fifth

c

abb
3

2

2

2

4

0

2

3

I

I

0

0
0

Antonik, lb
Smith, p
Sliedth, 2b
LHeeudtdeor

2100

rfc

Nelson, If

I

2

0

I

I

0

3

I

2

I

3

0

Player
Will,2b
O'Neill.
Rymei
Newman, t o
Polifka,c
Peterson.lf
Thompson.ph
Mudry,cf
Hildebrand,p
Memo,rf
Shields,rf
Kauk, p

ab

0
4
0

r

h bi
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2

0

I

I

I
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0
0
0
0

0
0

2
2
I

I
I

0
1

0
1

0
14

0
0
0

0

0
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0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1
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Heddon;

2 B--Koopman,

Ralph Clarbour and Ted Lindstrom, both recording 38's.

meet starts on Wednesday at 1
p.m.

NDoavrdidassIss,

Jahnke, p
Totals

golfers with a one under par
35, but was hard pressed by

and sixth graders begins tomorrow at 9 a.m., while the
seventh and eighth graders'

Player
Koopman, 3b

19 11 7 9
Newman, Polifka and pinch - Totals
hitter Bob Thompson all
WHEELING (1)
fanned.

ti

7, kr= At

DEERFIELD (11)

was

ror.

went to third on a wild pitch,
Politica

Jahnke

final three runs in th s fourth

shortstop by Dave Peterson

Newman and Ken

Ken

two runs on one hit and an er-

O'Neill took second on a sacrifice bunt by Steve Rymer and
but he was stranded there as Al

Kauk .

gles to the first two hitters with
the help of a fine play by shortstop Rymer. Deerfield took the

fourth. The winning jump in
this event was four feet, five
took second

77

District will hold a tennis tour n a m e n t Wednesday and
Thursday for players who took

games at Palatine on the 25th
and at Glenbard North, Saturday, Nov. I.

of difference in the way the the spot where the ball was liftball travels. When you hit aqi ed between himself and the

The first practice for the

SAC --Rymer

rios

.

PITCHING SUMMARY
.

Arlington Heights Tennis Tournament Sign -Up

75

up their season with away

A spot of water between outside the hazard, again not
clubface and ball makes a lot nearer the hole and keeping

register and should bring that
and his physical examination
card to the equipment pickup.

-

751/2

on two strike outs and a fly out.

Wheeling All -Stars Bow Out of Tourney

85
831/2
781/2

Elmhurst's last hit was in

the sixth and the runner made ,.
it to second on a stolen base.
Maly got the next three batters

Golf Pro
Indian Lakes Country Club
Sponsored by the Branigar Organization

aboorno....

Welding, Harris
STANDINGS
Team
Pts.
Heights Cleaners
91
Behrens Insurance
861/2

down on fly outs.

By Tom Speck

9:30 a.m., and freshmen at 11
a.m. Late arrivals who did not
register in time should pick up
football equipment at I p.m.
Tuesday.

Scranton, Scranton
And Vehe Take Firsts

3 Make Bid to Catch Twilight Leaders
C it y

The next two batters went

Rub 0' the Green

should come at I p.m.

permission

pect was second in the Senior
mens division 10 -Mile sprint

host Deerfield for their second
defeat.
2
The game was halted in the
0 fourth inning when Deerfield
0 scored its 11 th, marker due to
4 the 10 -run rule. The outcome

from all over Illinois competed
in the two day event under the
sponsorship of the Illinois
Youth Commission and the Illinois Jaycees.

0

Scranton won both preliminary heats in his division and

Bruce Blume, 3b

Two Place Highly in State Track
Two area girls placed in the
final field event competition of

Kastner,p
Totals

0

Midwestern Champions
their diviiions.

DP Guards Victorious
s
Don Tamasello, ss

The Des Plaines lifeguards

traditional rivals, the Arling-

doubled him to third. Steve

Player
Tlelwig,If
Damiano,rf-lf
Wilson,cf
Zakula,lf
Mt. Zakula,rf
Schell,c
Thompson, I b
Abbs,3b
Krause,2b
Wittmeyer,ss
Wegner,rf
Fogel,cf

hit but a quick move to first by
Maly got the runner off guard.

doing so Monday at 9:30 a.m.

their football shoes at the
school at this time. The price is

2

Saturday, Oct. 17 at Fremd
and then host Conant the following Friday. They will wind

LETTERMEN WILL be
the first pick up equipment,
Seniors will be issued their
gear at 10 a.m., and juniors

Homers Help Heights Into Final Game
By Mike Imrem

The Huskies will play on

$8.

day.

Freshmen should purchase

0 140
Elmhurst 000 000 0 040

0

I

All boys going out for foot-

Tuesday,

Winner -Maly, Loser-Lockerbie.

IN THE FOURTH inning
Elmhurst again began with a

Hersey Equipment Date Set

Page 8

Pitcher IP h r-er so w
Lockerbie 7 4 I -I 6 6
0
7 4 0-0 12
Maly

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

PITCHING SUMMARY

h bi

r

3

3 B-Lockerbie,
SB-Ficcorelli (2).

ELMHURST (0)
ab
Player
3
Ficcorelli, C
3
Wilson, 2B
McGoldrich, 1 B 0
3
Tilden, I B

3

Fara'," IF,CF

3
Coen, CF0
Newman, 2B
2
Lockerbie, P
0
2
Rowe, RF
McCarthy, RF 0 0 -0
Totals
25 0 4

h bi

Player
ab r
Rochelle, CF
4 0
Garafalo,"2b
4 0
Jesperson, ss
4 0
Maly, P
3
Weides, LF, I B 2 0
3
0
Brink; RF
0
3
Esposito, 3B

Delugas,1313-

Pitcher

in h r-er so w

Smith
Kauk

21/2 4 6-6 15

Jahnke.
Hildebrand

Wheeling's Bob Thompson takes a cut during fourth inning of tourney loss to Deerfield on
Saturday..

4 2 1-0 90

4-3 2 5
45 2 1-1 0
45

1

Winner --Smith; Los-

er--kauk

e

BUSI

,

LAssnaPROGRAMMERS -SYSTEMS

Let us help make your DAY

Auctiontion109

Boats

.

Business Services

appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
The Prospect. Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Central Air Conditioning

Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255.8532

Georges Hearing & A/C service

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Coll anytime.
766-1943

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

358-5346

Experienced in fine clothes.
priced. Palatine.
Reasonably
CALL: 358-6509

Children's dress
making. Alterations & heroming all garments. 437-3934

255-1096,
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392.5410

Cleanup ,& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so -on. Call any
time. HARROLD'5299-7830.

Hemming
Alterations

.

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

358-3534

Blacktopping.

all blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No
guaranteed.
Work
waiting.
Phone for free estimate any
time.

967-5340

Carpentry -Remodeling

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality

work.
rates 671-0009.

All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

Wrought

Custom Homes - Room Additions,

Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 259-4348.

Call "the rest" than call "THE
for expert carpentry,
remodeling 4 additions. No jobs,
too small. 766-8034
BEST"

Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

E & D CARPENTRY.

and

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Recreation rooms, powder
Free estimates

537.6122_

Carpet Cleaning
:ARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Va price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
Living Rm. & Hall carpet cleaned 517.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95
8. Up. Expert Work. 894-9141

Cement Work
BREWER CONCRETE
Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks
NO JOB TOO SMALL

KANZLER BROTHERS.
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.

No lob too big or too 'Mall.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987 _

439-4454
,

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &.
Fi. 8-4543
re -gluing

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

CL -8232

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

$3.90
PEOPLE

specialist.

439.8614 or 815-385.8999

IS A REAL

DAY

Phone

GET RESULTS,

255-72°°

QUICKER,

Landscaping

392.6817

EXPERT PLASTERING

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

827-7588

COMPLETE

vious exp. needed. This position offers in addition to superb training a real chance to

guest at CL 3-1553.
'tSmall

move up. Call:

PARKER

P.

117. So. Emerson
2.93-66011

MAINTENANCE
START AT

$4.00 HrP÷ 0.T.
Without

your

waste

- PARKER

BECOME ENGINEER

117 So. Ernelson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

'Call Me When

rangements.
this

You Get Home

CALL JOHN LAWRENCE
296-1043

We are an international corporation expanding at the rote
of 18 to 22 offices a year and

ENGINEERING O'HARE

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

WILL BABYSIT, 5 DAYS
A WEEK, ELK GROVE
AREA. 439-7912

are currently seeking a man
who can completely train' to
be one of our office
managers. Initial training will
be in one of Chicago offices.

Electronic

Sect. work. 3 days/wk., excel.
shrthnd and typing. Acct., Bus.

Audio Communications

Educ. Degree. 824-8875.

Trainee

ACCURATE TYPING

MY HOME!!
437.3934

Call John, ext. 3, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines

cote if he wishes.
He will then assume

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and

1510 Miner St.

on-the-job training with some
of the best electronics
found

engineers

1Q TECHNICIANS

anywhere.

Any military or tech. school
training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For further information
tee or call:

$650 No Fee
'Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will

completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

hel
girlI will

man of action, two years of

college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For confidential interview call,
TED LEVERENZ

PARKER

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

15 FOREMEN
$12,000

Production
Assembly

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, III.

CHEMICAL LAB TECH

1-1APPINE%

MACHINE DESIGNER

$800

0 2,000

$12,000
Manufacturing
General
$15.000
$12,000
Production Control
Shipping & Receiving$11,000
$11,000'
Quality Control

You will be trained by Ito
chief chemist in R & D for
their new products. Suburban location. Unlimited op -

to $13,000
mechanization
and production machine
design & development. From
nuts & bolts to theoretical.
Automation,

'

portunities.

ADMINISTRATIVE.
ASSISTANT

to $15,000

DRAFTSMAN
All

FOR SALES

Local

company

program
equipment

-

training

mechanical

-

any

board

background qualifies.

levels

of

design

perience in areas of

exma -

chine control, automatic controts, process control equipment and circuit Bevelopment.

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359
SAVE -YOUR EYESI

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

big or small. Free estimates.

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white).
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts:
17 S. Evergreen
. CL 5-5692

Ray's

.

RIGI-11

HERE

N THE

3D al/

tial full company benefits.

be hired.

NO FEE

298-5021

NO FEE

.

ASSISTANT CONTROLLER

.

Learn to interview, test, anal-

Fast growing division of mul-

uate, and hire pldnt and oflice personnel for Blue Chip

General

Company. A likeable personInst

Outstandinggrowth poten-

ground qualifies. Call now
for an immediate confidential interview.

$500-5600

Radio -IV Repair

$550-$700
Cash in on your general of f ice experience. Join a
progressive local firm as an
assistont to the manager.

ADMINISTRATIVE
Management. Trainee ...$833
Customer Service
$850
Market Research
Investigator
$600
Broker Trainee
$650
Marketing
$10,000
Advertising Trainee
$675

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

824-7510

JOE ORTMAN

the

responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office odminis.
tration, etc.' Third year income
will exceed $35,000, A complete fringe package including
2 weeks paid vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option potential is included.
The man we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, has good
appearance, inquisitive rtuncl,

117 So. Emerson

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

less,

when the man is trained and
his income is in the

have the opportunity to relo

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

ACCOUNTANTS $660-$1500
Gen..Auditors-Tax-Cost

After about a year, or

512,000.515,000 range, he will

$150-$170

23-Eniploiment Agencies -Male

E.

experience

DRAFTSMAN -

The basic knowhow and guidance you'll receive qualifies
you for Chief when you're
ready! Call for interview ar-

time

previous

you con now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi
ate hiring. No fee. Call

Wide Scope Personnel

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

KANZLER & SON

296-6709

After training you will move
up to systems wofk. No pre-

House

Conn.

& REMODELING

Cement Contractors

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

charge and receive

PLANT

DESIGN ENGINEER

546-5516
RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

New Canaan,

a

your full salary while attending.

Plastering

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

"Ted" Smith

:ee of

Lost: Brown 'billfold in Mt. Pros.
Belongs to W. Brewster Merrill,

out ad tpace

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255.3822
DAN KRYSH

STUMP REMOVAL

heartbroken.

Children
male.
Reward. 259-4328

O'Hare

BETTER JOB anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school

white collar w/blue stones. Fe'

296°16644

your home. Permanent waves

Ned Williams

You probably won't find

puppy

terrier

White

LOST:

Get

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted
in.'

12 & 53. REWARD. Phone Ross
358.2938

pect.

Piano Tuning -Service

brier designer. 255.4374

296-1071

WANT ADS

Interior Designer
DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 + FREE

"THE DAY

HOUSEWIFE,

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.

LOST: large white angora cat,
large tail, blue collar. Vic. Rt.

E.

22 -Situations Waded -Women

AND FOR THE

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400

NO JOB TOO SMALL

2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

home. $4.00 call 529-8305.

EASIER!

loc.

Train to Program

&

summer. Piano lessons in your

FOR THE

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per-

Home Maintenance
Heating,

by

near Orchard Place
School Des Plaines. 827-5423

SOLVER"

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

home

' Go to School Free!

large back

Palatine area.
358-2699

PROBLEM

Quality workmanship. Fully in.
sured. Reasonable. 259.1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

It's TV Check-up tirrte. Antennas

CALL 766-5084v

ONLY

Permanent waves given in your

Call 392-4750

white

LOST:
RABBIT

Piano lessons

5 DAYS

Permanent Waves

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

800

NY,

253-4769

Hearing Aids

Palatine

N.W. Hwy.

Prosp.

394-0731 or 259-3020

Don't

FIND, NG

Business Men's
Clearing House

Hallmark Personnel

Found: Siamese cat, female, vic.

$675 FEE PAID

BUSINESSMAN

YOU name it -WE do ill Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,
insured. Free estimates. Jim.

296-1071

359-5800

Greens Park, Arl. Nits.
392-5739

3 LINES

ARE

CALL BOB VAN

Ask TOM PALERMO

FOUND: Walkie-Talkies, vic. of

Rental plan. 392.4570

College

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

$650-700 .

Hi School grad.

PLAINES. 824.4302

a

is

replacement for a retiring of lice manager. No experience.

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

FOUND: FEMALE SIAMESE
CAT. GOLF & POTTER, DES

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free boners.

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Custom

customer service. This

Mt. Prospect

392-1542

Furniture Refinishing

13 -Lost and Found

14 -Personals

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.

Ecklund Fioor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp
Refinish'g offered. 529.1211

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

train to supervise 12 in all office operations; account credit

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

of Central Rd. in Arl.-Mt.
area. Reward 439-4287

Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur2

top monagementl CALL
MIKE HANSEN

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

black tailess dog
wearing red harness. Male. S.

MORE

PAINTING & DECORATING

.

IN THE

DAY..."

Mt.

and improve manufacturing operations. Advance to
up

ment.
CALL GEORGE CARLSEN
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

WANT AD

Fairview School,

oversee all
production line processes.
Then spot potential problem
areas, break bottlenecks, set

operations,

5700-$900 FREE

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR

you'll move around the

plant, become familiar with all

Be involved in Research and
Development in the area of
steel. You will be assisting the
engineers, giving you invaluable exposure that will be
your springboard to advance'

L15-nstruction

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

$700-$B50 FREE
First

296.1450

Reasonable

LANDSCAPING

Patios, Sidewalks, 8.
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

cleaning.

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

Palatine

RESEARCH
TECH
METALS

LOST:

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

Shall Decorating
358.9038

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Wanted To Rent

102
92
42
82

Window Washing

Fully insured.

General Hauling

PHONE 392-5208

Results!

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy

RECOVERED

$20 Points Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

Floors

392-1492

18

Reaching

PRODUCTION

HALLMARK
800 E. NI.W: Hwy.

253-8551

mate coil 392-6604

CALL 297-2266

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale .31
Situations Wanted -Men. . .21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous. .
To Rent Resort Properties .79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices. .77

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

& IRON CO.

On

additions,
Remodeling,
garages. 529-2478.

Free Estimates
Pick Up & Delivery

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

X -CELL FENCE

30% OFF

Coll Vince

Pointing & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

BLACKTOP SERVICE

Upholstery

RICK'S DECORATING

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

R. Pierce

for High

94
88
96

Des Plaines

299-0119

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling.' CL 3-1118.

Fencing

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

651 Pearson

WALL PAPERING

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

259.9440

DINETTE CHAIRS

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

We
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

537.1244 or 437 3160

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or_ 392-3450
CL 5-3991

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

Decorating & Remodeling

Electrical Contractor

We Don't

AAMCO

NEW WAY PAINTING

Palatine. 253-4476, 255.0751

Auto Repair & Equipment

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Painting -Decorating

2 Exper'd seamstresses; alterations/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Tile

nights 956-1640.

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359-1894

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Rooms -Board -

Walls and Floors
MASONRY
Remodeling and Repairs
Horne inprovements & remodel437-4093
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete, FREE ESTIMATES
plastering, waterproofing,
'
Transmission
Service
foundations, patios. Coll days

wedding
order. Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand 25S-0348
hunt.

255-7200

Real Estate -Wanted

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

and resort clothes designed to

Contact Dick Westgard

FAMILY

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Tom

drivers.
nto
Palermo 359.5800

296-6640

91

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

the wheel for a top-flight au-

or'

83

14

Supervise 25 people.' Excellent working conditions. Call
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,.

tomotive specialities firm. They
op
/to c a develop
want t

47

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property .89
86
Real Estate -Houses

No Fee

Adventurous opportunity_ open
if yOu have ci clean drivers license and '.a form 00214.
Buckle on the helmet and grab

27
26

Personals

$700 to $800 a Mo.

NO FEE

69
Child Care '
Office Furniture -Devices.. .56

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

& brick work. All work guaran

Graduate So. American Fashion
School, designer. All kinds alterations. Revs. 358.7791
Individualized styling. Formals.

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

aDAY

FOREMAN

$140 a week to start

Nursery Schools -

repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

Dressmaking -Sewing

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

"Small Engine Repair"

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5944

German Shepherds only

SERVICE

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

255-2570

ART

CALL NOW 251-7767
North Shore Interiors

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

GROOMING

CREATIVE

Shop At Home Service
All Work Guaranteed

Masonry

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Art Service

100's of Fabrics
to choose from

595-005)

Dog Services

439-3532

per sofa plus fabric,
,17.50 per section plus fabric

$24.50

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

2

24

PRODUCTION

EX - G.I.

255-7200

15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. .65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
55
Musical Instruments

05.50 per chair plus fabric,

Mailing Service

57
93

In Memoriamnin

SUMMER SALES
50% OFF
ON ALL LABOR

Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Clean Up Service

SPECIALIZED:

Rent)

SLIP COVERS

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

KEY TILE CO.

Industrial
Fur nt ure Property

Slip Covers

392-8763

Ceramic Tile

CL 9.3517

JOE'S REFINISHING

LAWN CARE

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING

Kitchen "cabinets refinished in
338-4084
home. Ref.

7 yards for $21. Half loads a- your

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

TEST DRIVERS

Phone

1

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women.
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -

Refinishing

vailable. 358-3411.

ions, patios, sidewalks.

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.

Farms
Florists

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat-

Alterations

EqWuoipmmeennt Rentals

Landscaping

Get smart!
Start a Day \
Want Ad
working
for you!

9

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
.10
insca--Hobbies
pbbies
Coins
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
,Employment
23
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

No Fee

-

37
38
66
17

Card of Sympathy

DESIGN ENGINEER
_--111,030 to $13,000
Call Steve Markley, 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

LAB TECHS to $650
R & D-Elect-Meth..Chem.
Call Rich, ext. 5, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
lain
1510 M' er St.

Auto Parts and Access. . .107
Auto Trailers & Campers..103
112
Automobiles For Sale
Automobiles Wanted. . . .101

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.

Cement Work

5660-51200 mo. New Bldg.
Call Jane, ext. 7, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
Des Plaines.
1510 Miner St.

35
Air Conditianitig
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
20
Sales

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Air Conditioning

23-EnTiornentAgencies-Male

23 -Employment Agencies**

irectory

e
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Tuesday, August 12, 1969

me.

ality and an open mind will

ti plant manufacturer.,
accounting

back-

[

(O'Hare Office Bldg -)
De s Plaines, Illinois
Mannheim & Higgins
Call anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be available to assist you.

Tuesda. August 12. 1969

Page 10

Port
Prospect

attendoets.

statioh

Gas

Mr.

rime. Good poy.

MANAGEMENT

MALE

TRAINEE

SHOP 8 WAREHOUSE

Full Time to loud and haul hay
year round. Good wages.

Company that needs 7 trainees

Arl. Hts. E. Rand Roads

to learn to supervise own of
car. This
fice. $500 $575
is the spot if you have been

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED.

Arlington Heights

21 years and Over. Mee stoSt

253-0185

held back.

nPPervance. Full or parr time
for guard work in the' Mt. Pros
pect area.

1-

be

dependableand neat

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

in

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, III

642-6943

Business Men's

Clearing House
O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.
296 1071

"Help Wanted

--

Manager.

hours and assignments Chord-

!hi, 77777 n will be in his middle

by arrangement.

sr late two lll i l .s and he may
be working far one of the
notional franchise chains.

Jobs

listed here are those historically filled by men;

they are available with-

II he feels stymied and senses
an opportunity with a growing
company, he should call MR.
DINOU at 394.3950.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

MT. PROSPECT

ally designed as jobs for
men."

208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

STANDARD
RT. 83 8 Dempster

PHARMACEUTICAL
TRAINEE

MT. PROSPECT

!bay Publications, Inc.

439-1334

Established pharmaceutical manufacturer has
opening for trainee in
tablet department. No

MACHINE SHOP

24 -Help Wanted Men

MAN WANTED

to work full time landscaping.

Man for machine shoo .seds
and other duties. Some es

Coll 827.8992.

perience preferred.

Man or' boy with own truck or

GENERAL FACTORY

car to deliver Sunday papers. a
AM -8:30 AM. Good pay -short
hours. Call 392-1830.

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM7 AM, Monday through Saturday.

4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or orirs. Coll
392-1830.

experience

necessary.

Young men for general factory
work. Best bench's 0..olIcible
with excellent pay.

Full time work in modern
air- conditioned plant.
Excellent benefit program. CALL 255-0300

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS,
INC.

ARNA.R-STONE
LABS, INC.

65 Scott St

window

washer

store windows.

927-6908

Man To Work In

MAINTENANCE

Make

BUTLER

battery foilures forever. I'll sup-

AVIATION

ply you with everything you need.
Contact Curtis Wick, 6258 Dulles

O'Hare Field

Rd., Des Plaines. 437.4113

PIPE FITTERS
1st Shift
Measure, install, insulate, pipelines for air,

Will train.

Just show VX 6, the Battery Adotive that's guaranteed to end

gas, water, & steam. Ex-

perienced

only need apply. Excellont benefits.
CALL:
RO 3-1900,

WAREHOUSEMAN

or come to

PART TIME

work. Light office cleaning.

Ext. 309

5700 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

- DAYS
- NIGHTS
I

1

BODY MEN WANTED

Arrangements can be
mode for Saturday or
Sunday interviews.

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

Chevrolet dealer in new facilities. Excellent working condi-

Hit tquul Opportunity Employer

tions.
CALL RALPH SOWKA

Due

have

FULL TIME BELLMEN
11

P.,'..I. lc 7 A.M.

1000 Busse Rood

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

Apply in Person

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III.

PERSONNEL

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

299 1141 For Appt.

$9,000 to $13,000

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

We need a young Matt to train

272-1000

for the men's division of our
new

operation;

long

the

513,000

to

519,000

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

bracket your second year. We
train completely in all phases
of counseling and manage.
moist Procedures. For appointment please call Carl Culberg
oi:

for this one job. Invol-

Roland-Arl. Hts;
751-1160

vis local pickup and delivery
area.

in

Northbrook
,

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

272-1000

experienced Maintenance
Mon in our modern light manufacturing plant. Should have
electrical background as well
as usual maintenance skills.
Responsibilities

to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging andlor bartelt packaging experience rn
new; modern and c.verti y.m.

include

both

plant and equipment maintenance.

Call or see our Personnel Deportment.
392-3500

conveniences

our

em-

modern
parking,
completely,
and
cafeteria
airconditronecl building.
close -in

CALL OR COME IN

ning plant.

439 8500

MFG.

CORP.
1200 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Experienced in, maintaining die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.
Starting rate $4.37 per hour.

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

SYSTEMS, INC.
51 Ali., 011,0 RS.
Arirrigton:Hir.ghts
1

An equal opportunity employer

FULL TIME - WANTED IMMEDIATELY

3 Experienced Printers
Off -Set & Letter Press
Should know letter press make ready end be experienced on
Heidelberg Platen and Miehle V50. Off Set experience on
10,15, 14,20 Multilitks. 10,15. '7,22, 23+29 ATE Chiefs, and
23,36 Harris.
INTERVIEWS kept confidential. Days: 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM,
Evenings by appointment.

PHONE 766-6510

Suburban Impressions Inc.
16W281 Thorndate Rood
!Near Fick Reedy Coro

Bensf-n,ille, Illinois
Nest of York Road/

ml'

Call PAUL RUIZ or come in for a Personal Interview'

APPLICATION ENGINEERING, CORP.
850 Pratt Blvd.

439-5650

Elk Grove, III.

INTERNAL AUDITOR

Must be experienced in surface plate & layout inspection on complex sample

Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago

parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

EXPERIENCED
TOOL &
DIE MAKERS

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

based corporation for an Internal Auditor.
Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, develop-

Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

ment & recommendation methods & procedure

Steady jobs. Plenty of
over time. Paid vacation,
holidays & insurance. Excellent working conditions.

improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION
5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..
An Equal Opportunity Employer

A college degree & 2 years public accounting or auditing experience preferred. The position offers
excellent interal promotion opportunities in the
future.

Send a complete resume in confidence giving
current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

Re -locating in Oakbrook, Ill.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SKO-DIE, INC.
8050 N. Austin
Morton Grove, III.

MOONLIGHTERS

COMPUTOR
OPERATORS

WORK A MINIMUM

Immediate openings for
perienced

OF 20 HOURS PER WEEK

ex-

operators.

360/30

standing company benefits
including profit sharing. Must
10% night -bonus on 2nd & 3rd
shift. Call fat appocptment.

OFFICE PERSONNEL
DEPT.

345-0500

EXT. 594

JEWEL

TEMPORARY OPPORTUNITIES
FOR
TURRET LATHE OPERATORS
PRESS BRAKE OPERATORS
PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS
DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
WELDERS - SPOT, ARC

C

PLEASE CALL OR COME IN

MEN
$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

co

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

rapidly growing company in doing your own
CALL

us.
We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.
Please Call

Miss Gaffke

437-5400

noout®/

ENGINEERING COMPANY

esommommomommIN

"PEOPLE MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE AT --

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS
MECHANICAL. PROBLEM?

Charles Bruning Company

KROG ER
555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

''

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

CL 5-1900

WAREHOUSE

MACHINISTS
BORING MILL OPERATORS

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders,

Jewel offers you an excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Good starting salary and out-

Which way will gear B move?

Mt. Prospect III.

1800 West Central Road

co
Answer: Counterclockwise.

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN:

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Techni
clan. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may hove a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

WEBER MARKING
71

.

REFRIGERATION ASSEMBLY
* PAID VACATION & HOLIDAYS
* PROFIT SHARING PROGRAM
* RETIREMENT PROGRAM
HOSPITALIZATION
INSURANCE

INSPECTOR ANALYST

point.

FACTORY PRODUCTION

advancement and security.

TOP PAY FOR YOUR KNOW HOW. MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

METHODE

offices coast to coast.
Draw., comm. $7-10,000 f'rst
year. Call Mr. Reich, 255-5084.
Snelling and Snelling for ap495

ing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per hour, plus 10% nice bonus.

Ability readily rewarded with

at 299 1141 For Apot.

Rewording position open for

Our ernrdayees enjoy a liberal
benef it prograni including:
profit sharing, free life insur
once, group heolth insurance,
credit union and regular wage

ployees have include: ample

Please contact IV,. S.,,,,11',,g

. MAINTENANCE

machines.

The

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates
available.

PLANT

3 to 5 years e.penence in setups required. Knowledge of
lathes, millurg nischrees, drill
press and automatic screw

reviews.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Due

CALL ED SUREK

MACHINISTS

estab-

lished firm. Some rollego or,
ferred, a forceful personality.
creative mind, aqd the desire
to earn big Mose, will put you
in

record and good references, will qualify you

If you have the ability and de
sire to work with people and
have sales or public contact
experience we will train. We
arc the nation's largest with

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

Elk Grove Village

Major Medical

The ability to handle a

have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repair-

SALES employment counselor.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

CALL ED SUREK

HOLIDAY INN

4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit shoring
7. Product discount

DRIVER

SALES

7 A.M. to 3 P.M

I. Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

An equal opportunity employe,

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

production
of
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information

3 P.M. to II P.M.
Saturday E. Sunday

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

PARTS

ment

NITE AUDITOR

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we

SHIPPING & RECEIVING
NIGHT SHIFT: 4:30 pm. to 1 am.

With design experience
to assist in the develop-

RELIEF

439 0900

DAY SHIFT: 8 am. to_ 4:30 pm.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

437-8500

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

DRAFTSMAN

EXPRESS, INC.

Elk Grove Village

Openings available in the following department:

(Rand and

1600 Busse Road. Elk Grove Village

FOOD STORES

WINGS & WHEELS

HOSKINS CHEVROLET,
INC.

ability to handle general
maintenance work. Ex-

COMPANY EXPANSION -WE NEED HELP!

Experienced preferred, however we will
train qualified people.

444 E. Rand Dr.

&

experience

be available for rotating shift

A. B. DICK

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men,

827-7880

applicant

' CALL MR. JACOBS
686-7055 or 686-70.10

Permanent evening

the

Good Working Conditions
Major Cleaning Company

MR. BAKER

Apply to MR. LAMAR CHIDDISTERS

An equal opportunity employer

Must be 18 years old or c. --r.

big money fast: spare
time, full time, anytime! I've got
openings for men who want to
put extra $$$'s in their pockets.

needs

'

III. 60005.

Parts Department

Ad # A-141

ware-

YO 5-1130

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

PART TIME
needed to wash ground level

sized

facility

maintenance man who
has

24 -Help Wanted Men

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW 964-1306
-

TURN - STYLE FAMILY CENTERS

Apply at once or call:

439-5510

Experienced

house

I

FULL TIME

out discrimination as
to sex unless Specific-

Medium

1

Excellent Wages
Steady Employment

cellent wages.

man required due to onuses!

CALI! ROBERT TH(r.V.,S
332.5711, EXT. 3118

We have job opportunities at our Arlington Heights location, full and part time
days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

feur's permit needed Scurry

HELP WANTED
MALE

GENERAL

We seek a young Matt for the
Positron at Assistant Unit -

Flexible

assignments.

corn

MAINTENANCE

Randhurst Shopping Center

Work out of O'Hare airport to
downtown Chicago for promotional

both

in

PART TIME

KINNEY SHOES

TIME

involved

Be

Earn Extra Money

CONTACT MR. LIPKER

PART

BUS DRIVER

24 -Help Wanted Men

Several openings are now available in the Mt. Prospect area
for part time JANITORIAL SERVICES. The hours are: 9 p.m. to -2 a.m., Monday through Friday,

AUTOMOTIVE CLERKS

394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

Morning, Afternoon 8 Evening
hours available. No experience necessary, will train.
Neatness and ability to meet
people most important. Must
be 17 years of age.

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

244ielp Wanted Men

RECEIVING CLERKS

511.000 to S12,000 No. Fee.

muck)l and manufacturing
applications. Potential to staff
posttion. Call Ron Hold°,

John Henricks Inc.

Rosemont Area.
Call 824-2168

1

PART TIME

PROGRAMMER

Plaza Standard Service Station.

124 -Help Wanted Men

COBAL

SEMI -DRIVER

24 -Help Wanted Men

24*ln Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

Permanent Work
Top Wages
Pleasant Working Conditions

Cone in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electricalimechonicataptitude for this rewarding career.

2 to 6 weeks paid vacation
9 paid holidays
Hospitalization benefits for
employees and dependents

Plus others, all company paid

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you can move into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your arythejob experience, advanced training, interest and
ability can take you up into management.

We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your croft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. 'Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer. '

Interviewing daily 8 am - 4 pm., Saturdays by appointment. Call 689 1200

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER Co.
P.O. Box 133, North Chicago, III. 60064
Skokie Hwy., 1 rtfile South of Buckley Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

1

Tuesday August 12, 1969
114aielp Wanted Men

2441elp Weed Men

High School or college student
able to drive stick shit). After-

2

I

-

24 -Help Wanted Men

NIGHT MANAGERS. 2 or

1

night. Permanent position. Op

noons, Saturday 8. Sunday. This

register

orate cosh

it a permanent port time post

and

deli.

fore 6:30 for appointment.

Estates. $600 a month salary
start. Unlimited opportunity
for odvoncement. For appoint

OR

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

OR APPLY

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

AVIATION

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for I year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review- _after

O'HARE FIELD

'

An equal opportunity employer

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

MACHINE OPERATOR TRAINEES

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

MATERIAL HANDLERS
1st 8 2nd Shift
We are a fast growing company who are willing
to train Men to become machine operators and
material handlers. This is your opportunity to

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

learn a skill and progress with our company.
Look at these outstanding benefits:
0 3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
o 8 PAID HOLIDAYS

ENAMELING SHOP
OPERATORS -

o SICK PAY POLICY
6 MAJOR MEDICAL

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY

,

PLAN

'.;(777\ -

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

.

For further information
mine in or call:

299-0111

'

1i

ASSEMBLY

4
y

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

`C..,

/01
,, -

N
1

,...

yeor. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY
2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY(

1496 Miner, Des PI.

CUSTOMER

Randhurst
Upper Level
Suite 23A
392.2700
63 E. Adams, Chi.
939.4866

CONTACT GIRL
Large firm has opening for a
girl with
voice

a

good
can

who

EXCELLENT

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and man,

Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rates.
Boss travels a lot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY - 255.
9414, FREE 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3 doors

f (lc turer's representatives
quoting prices, giving delivery
dates, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY at
255-9414, Free 16. W. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3
doors west of Rte 83)

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

TODAY... 298-2770

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

940 Lee St.

sary.

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

, west of Rte 831

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200
Evenings

OPERATORS

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.
117 S. Moira Sr.Mount Prospect

asks for common sense & lik

With Expanding Machine Shop

PRESS SETUP MEN AND

market, sold. It's

TOOL MAKERS
JOIN A PROGRESSIVE
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

people who come in for treatment. It's a whole training pro.
gram. You'll greet everyone,

GENERAL
IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

public contact, etc., are

all

part of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, con-

genial office where everyone

Arlington's oldest Employment
Service.

Miss Paige

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

SHEETS INC.

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
.

966-0700

6028 Dempster

DISPATCH COURIER

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
15

WHICH PRIDES ITS SELF ON THE MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM EQUIPMENT. OUR MEN
RECEIVE AN EXTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

HERE

experience

NONEI

needed!

LITE STENO

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

IN ADDITION, THRU YOUR OWN EFFORTS, YOU

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Arlington Hts., III.

SALES TRAINING PROGRAM. WE NEED PEOPLE
WITH EXPERIENCE, WHO EVENTUALLY CAN OWN

ATTENTION! !

!

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

BENEFITS GALORE:
FREE LIFE INSURANCE
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
NON-CONTRIBUTORY
PROFIT SHARING

TUITION REFUND PROGRAM

benefits.

Please contact Miss Goffke

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
If you like working with

APPLY IN. PERSON ONLY

Anocuite
ENGINEERING COMPANY

pii-en0/2 CILCeir-12
ct. o ANION
Glendale iieights

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village.

comfortable

11

Doctor

is

ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Ex-

perience NOT

reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

$520,

IVY
7215.W. Touhy
SP 4-8585
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297-3535

baby

NO EXPERIENCE
WILL TRAIN

sitter

Women or girls with cars. Light

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 a.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.
Clean work - Good rate

delivery & collections. Earn up to
$5.00 an hour. We need you now.
439.5741 aft. 2 p.m.

DANA

for 2 children my home, own
Elderly
refs, expel.
transp.,
lady preferred. 296.6401.

the company, so you
should have a neat appear
once and a nice personality to

full charge,
general ledger, payroll etc.
Excellent starting salary.
BOOKKEEPER

-

CALL 372-9895

sion. Clients, visitors and oth.
ers will come to you to check
appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all

APPLY

MOLDED PRODUCTS
6 S. HICKORY

(2

from Arlington
Morketl
Arlington Heights

blocks

EXPERIENCED accurote typist &

general office. 5 day week. Mrs.
Executive Secretarial
Service, Arl. Efts.
CL 9 1222

255.5350

Morgan,

public contact position. Free.
MISS.PAIGE

SECRETARY
394-0880

Immediate seureturiol position
open in North Brook area with
regional office Tamar Elec-

6028 Dempster

966-0700

tronics, Inc. Must possess good

In Arlington Heights

typing and Tome shorthand
ability. Full company benefits
with excellent working condi-

Secretary

RECEPTIONIST
Light switchboard and typinc

9 S. Dunton

Salary open. Call Mr.
Bright for personal interview
at:

498-1480

$130 WEEK

DESK CLERK 8,

If you're good, you can

Mannheim and
manent

office

near

Touhy.

position.

Per-

Experience

preferred but will train.

STANLEY KNIGHT
CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood Ave.
Des Plaines
296-5586

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

make top money anywhere, Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

3

I

ASSEMBLERS &

P.M. Shift

I

6 day week
including Saturdays

SOLDERERS

ALSO WEEKEND HELP

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

Mature person for weekends.
Apply in person

at $130 a week with a

ARLINGTON INN

guaranteed merit
LADY PARKER
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

5

informal
in
a small
company with excellent workwork

Free insurance
Automatic wage increases
Paid vacation
Paid holidays

Grigsby -Barton,'

TYPIST

117 So. Emerson

We can offer you interesting
ing conditions.

948 E. NW Hwy.

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

Inc.

Day Week, Good Starting

107 N. Hickory
Art. Hts.

Salary, Pleasant Surroundings,
Modern Air Conditioned Office.
Many Fringe Benefits.
Block

392-5900

To Union Station. CALL

BABY DOCTOR

CASHIER

Mr. Moriarty

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel
comfortable nil the doctor's
free, then show them to examining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,

5 days, no Sots. $525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
training period. Convenient neighborhood location.
short

Full Time

Ext. 335

Hospitalization, Commission,
No Saturday or Sunday. Must
be 21 Years of Age.

WAITRESS

PART TIME
PART TIME EVENINGS

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394-0000

966.0700

fast worker. Excellent pay.

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS
FIRM NEW TO THIS
AREA

HOURS - 9 to 5

get

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Soles Order Desk

$650
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

NCR Operator

employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your vacation. If you

can't get in at once, register
by

phone.

GREAT

GREAT BENEFITS.
new office.

FIRM

-

Beautiful

MOUNT PROSPECT

In Arlington Heights
' 394-0880
9 S. Dunton
966.0700

Randhurst
Shopping Center

Mount Prospect

FULL TIME
This is your opportunity to work in a new modern
building. Doing light cleaning work. Excellent
starting salary, with periodical advancements for
the woman who qualifies. Must be reliable & dependable. And have own transportation. For further information call:

MR. BERUBE

824-0144
CAFETERIA HELP
Full or Part Time

Congenial

Ford Employment
Miss Paige

KINNEY SHOES

MATRON
DAYS & EVENINGS

EXCLUSIVELY

there, what to see and whet to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. 5498
to start. Free.

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

EAST PUB
823-4333

THIS WEEK

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

go for vocation, how to

Also Needed

Must be experienced, neat,

routine.

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

CASHIER

4:30 til 8:30

THE O'HARE

Miss Paige

6028 Dempster

RESERVATIONS

40 Hour Week, Paid Vocations,

Free.

mals. Light, simple office

6028 Dempster

New

required.

tions.

ister medication to ani-

NECESSARY,

Doctor will train'you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants --he'll
teach you everything else. Free
'

appointschedule, and
keep

WILL TRAIN

meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients --Make sure they're

desires

Teacher

RA 6-6900

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK - FREE

TRAVEL SERVICE

&

point.

-

for

FOR LOCAL

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

437-5400

OFFER???

966.0700

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

8 PAID HOLIDAYS PER YEAR

NOW THAT'S OUR STORY
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO

Dempster

year. Call Mr. Reich, 255-5084.
Snelling and Snelling for op -

for physicians
office in Des Plaines Arl. area.
Age 1928. 296-5527

You'll be the official greeter

LADY PARKER

6028

and have sales or public contact experience we will Trailn.
We are the nation's largest
with 495 offices coast to COOS!.
Draw., comm. $5-7,000 first

RECEPTIONIST

RECEPTION

297 3535

$130 WEEK

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Gunton
394.0880

83),

STRAIGHT

SP 4-8585

keep an inventory of
medical supplies and

Miss Paige

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ..

If you have the ability and
desire to work with people

1

make out pet case histories. You will learn to

LENGING POSITION.

Ric

255-9414

RECEPTION

LOCAL RESORT

rector of promotions and soles
of local -resort hotel. This is ah
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll have free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

west of

doors

(3

desk. $115 Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

392-5660

894 2979

callers when you help at front

ment

You'll be secretary to the di-

MANAGE ONE OF OUR SALES OFFICES LO-

529-3087 after 6.

Woman to live-in on weekends,
and help widow. Good salary.

one who is neat and personable. FREE AT AMY, /6 W.
Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospec

on theirs. Run adding machine
tapes. Greet steady stream of

phone,

SECRETARY

Reliable woman to core for 2
small children in my home.

and be responsible for holding
down the fort while they are in
court. They would like some-

ure work & meeting people.
You'll help sales chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen

txciting opportunity feu'
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

GEORGE W. MAKELA

TO BE SURE THAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE RECEIVING ONLY QUALITY MERCHANDISE.

YOU AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN A HIGH 5 FIGURE YEARLY INCOME IN A SAT1$FYING.& CHAL-

everyone. Have them sign in.
Coll salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting & talk
ing to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO
IVY

CLOSELY WITH OUR MANUFACTURING PEOPLE

CATED THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. AS A
MATURE SALES ENGINEER YOU WILL HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY OF OWNERSHIP OF ONE OF OUR
SALES OFFICES WITH OTHER PEOPLE WORKING
FOR YOU. THIS TYPE OF A POSITION AFFORDS

the receptionist. Say "HI" to

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

RESULTS OF YOUR LABOR. YOU WILL WORK

CAN ADVANCE TO A POSITION WITHIN OUR

over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

Free

WHICH INCLUDE SOME SHOP WORK- TO BETTER
EQUIP THEM TO CUSTOM DESIGN OUR
PRODUCTS. YOU WILL BE ABLE 10 SEE THE END

LIKE FIGURES?
''MEETING PEOPLE
Great job for gal who likes fig

Decorators & clients from all

DRAFTSMEN IN OUR ORGANIZATION, BEGINNER
OR EXPERIENCED, WILL BE JOINING A COMPANY

(24 hr. Phone)

SHOWROOM

BOARD MAN ALL -THE REST OF YOUR WORKING
FERENT????

4 W. Miner

PROMOTIONS COME FAST

RECEPT

Automobile furnished. Deliver proofs to northwest
suburbs & Chicago area. FULL TIME - 5 days a
week - Monday thru Friday. Company benefits.

392-6100

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

EASY TO BECOME STAGNATED & REMAIN A
YEARS. WHAT MAKES OUR COMPANY SO DIF-

offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule appointments answer phones

We kid you not! We have a

refreshing change try

helps each other. Free.

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

Television Station

reputation for getting things
Current salaries run
$400 to $725 mo. FREE. For a

SP 4.8585
297 3535

SALES employment counselor.

for

done.

INC.
1100 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

RECEPTIONIST
Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely

297 3535

TIRED

VAS -00 MONEY
MANAGEMENT PLANS,

SALES

SP 4-8585

CHASING?

typing required.

dren in my home. Vicinity of
Ashland & Lee. 827-3457.

$563 MONTH

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

IF YOU ARE A DRAFTSMAN
OR A BEGINNER IN THIS FIELD
THEN YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO READ THIS AD.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

outpatient clinic.
Learn to take histories from
in

Type. Free

OFFICE

IVY
7215 W. Tautly
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

give a favorable first impres

keep medical charts up to
date, call Doctor on duty, get
patients taken care of fast!

VARIETY

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

DRAFTSMEN

tone mile north at North Are.)

to work

Phones, general office duties,

BURGESS NORTON MFG. CO.
232-4100
Geneva, III.

1675 Glen Ellyn Road

HOSPITAL WILL
TRAIN BEGINNER

hours and pleasant working
conditions. Shorthand and

you

SP 4-8585
297 3535

$500 MONTH

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

a job that

great job for a nice someone
who enjoys working with and
helping people. $110 Free to

Full time all around of lice girl.
Good starting salary with short

2641e$ Wanted Women
Mature woman to care for chil-

JOB

Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

area running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a
Lion

259-5400
Ask for Norman Rice

NEED

La Salle Personnel

-

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

Contact Personnel,Off ice

TI -115

duties.

Dental Clinic

training place for young dentists right out of school they
come here to work, get ex.
perience before opening their
own practice. You'll be their
front desk receptionist. Greet
patients, answer phones, set
appts., type bills, keep recep

LOCAL LAWYERS

298.2770

ing for "arty" people! 5575.
Free to you.
IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
297.3535
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand

OPERATORS

job. Free)
WON'T LAST...
Inning

designs are born, brought to

Wanted For Permanent Positions

GRINDERS

Des Ploines

delivery dates. Get to see how

PERMANENT JOBS ALSO FOR:

PRODUCTION AND PRECISION

This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gal to
make appts., greet the public,
help the doc plan his week. If
you ore a capable person you
will really enjoy this slimy.

La Salle Personnel

You'll work with the artists,
designers who dream up exciting fabrics. Be secy to one
of lop men. Help meet deadlines, follow thru on orders,

Apply in person

TOOL DESIGNERS
SETUP MEN AND PRESS

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK

DESIGNER'S SECY

Full Company benefits.

OPPORTUNITIES
In Growing Powdered Metal. Operation For:.

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI.

Theater
Needs 2 girls for their
Box Office. Light office

This well known clinic is like a

one -follow up when they don't
return pictures. Handle detail,
some lite typing. Free to you.

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines

speaking
handle In-

der. A pleasant phone voice
will help you land this great
job. $100. Free( MUST CALL

259-5010

0 0 0

holmes & assoc.

This place really moves with
photographers, touch-up art
ists, writers in & out to Check
film or look for things in files.
You'll keep track of photo in
ventory. Get to know every-

Country Club

Polotine

Reception
-

No one to look over your shoul

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

IN TODAY'S FLUID EMPLOYMENT MARKET, IT

SP 4-8585
297-3535

You can type at your own
speed in this suburban office.

Full time employment

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Mt. Prospect
253 6600

IVY

298-6983 or 824-1384

Straight

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

pm, also weekends.

HALLMARK
800 E N.W. Hwy.

We are in dire need of a good
general office girl Type 50
w.p.m., handle busy phones.

RN - LPN orNURSES AIDE.
Full time or part time 3 to 11

Ask Marge Merten 359.5800

117 So. Emerson

Free to you.

7215 W. Toulty

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

details.

receptionist

You'll be #1 girl to Social Work-'
ers in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential re
ports. check details for parents
& be of help to all. Salary hi.

392.1464 after 6 P.M.

Sitter for I child beginning in
Sept., mid morning tit mid after.,
noons, call 299.8408 afternoons
or evenings.

Des Plaines

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

LADY PARKER

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

SPORTS WRITER

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. Hickory

Des Plaines
940 Leo St.Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-S688

com-

in

298-2770

940 Lee St.

1

La Salle Personnel

stock

La Salle Personnel

to I p.m, or
p.m. to 5 p.m. Heavy public
contact. Meet new interesting
people every day. No previous
experience required. Call for

298-2770

BUTLER

pany.

hours -8 a.m.

bonus. Free to yon.

pension,

Ins.,

Magnificent new Northwest
suburban bank will completely
train. Take your choice of

-

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

DR. ASSISTANT
5550.5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
ISTO Miner, Dot P. 299.7191

CALL Mr. CLARK - 686-7020

$500

$1 10 WK. NO FEE

Type accurately at own speed
no shorthand. In this area.
5100 per week plus yearend

ABP LICENSES PREFERRED. EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING;

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

Wanted: Baby sitter. 1st. grade girl. Vicinity Dwyer schOol.

STOCK ROOM GIRL

TELLER TRAINEES

Work with friendly people.
keyed
Pleasant personality
job. Varied duties
to this

894-7474

I

26 -Help Wanted Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Some exp. needed. Top pay

EASY JOB

ment call:

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

insurance, paid vocation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

to

FULL TIME

100 N. HICKORY

to

work in our unit in Hoffman

PART TIME

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

person; 21-35

Aggressive

MECHANICS

in food store. Call 4379150 be-

lion. Call 392-1830.

yr. exp. & type well 5100.5150
Coll Mike, ext. 11, 299.7191

1

ASSISTANT MANAGER

AIRCRAFT

I.B.M. TRAINEE
$100.$120 wk. Type & ofc. exp.
Coil Terri, ext. 45, 299-7191
Ken Larson& Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

TYPING- BILLING -KEYPUNCH

KENTUCKY FR/ED CHICKEN

3

eirthts per week. 6:30 tit mid-

Page I

25 -Employment Agencies Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

244Ielp Wanted Men

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

1720 Algonquin
5945 Dempster

YO 5.2400

air conditioned plant cafeteria with modern
kitchen seeks 1 full time and 1 part time assistant to help with

Beautiful

food preparation and clean-up. Top starting pay and many
benefits accompany these positions as well as the opportunity
to be with just very fine people. Your day will end at 3 PM.

CONEX
Div. of Illinois Tool Works
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois

O'HARE

296-2266

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

An equal opportunity employer

Tuesday August 12 1969

Pdge 12

Capable woman,
small child,

EXCELLIAT SALARY

Good uadartunilies

& light office work. Kull, or part
time. Experience not necessary.

WANTED - HAIRDRESSER

In Des Plaines.
824-4024

antee plus up to 70% corn

CONTACT MPS CHAPIN
8. 5623

gi..ng

nc

mission. Full or part time.

AMERICANA BEAUTY

Wages

YANKEE DOODLE

at

SI 75 per hour See MR DINOU

CLERK -TYPIST

ability

Also

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

208 S Arlington fit Rd

394-3950
BORED

Our busy Mt. Prospect area of.
lice must add the woman who

HOUSEWIFE?

enjoys phone and public con-

Liberal Company Benefits
Full Time Only
Liberal Salary
SEE MR. BROWNLEY

tact. Any office or soles ex

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

perience helpful though
start

OUR PLACE

.a

RESTAURANT

Ford Employment

BANTAM BOOKS

MOUNT PROSPECT

1 S Wolf Rood
Prospect Heights

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5 2400
5945 Dempster

DES PLAINES

414 E. GOLF ROAD

Call for app't 824 7100 aft. 4

EXPANSION

WORK CLOSE TO
HOME WHERE
FRIENDLINESS
IS A WAY OF LIFE

surroundings,
genial people

10 Additional Openings
For women who want the excitement a young fast moving
company can offer.

con-

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

APPLY IN PERSON

Finance Director,

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well

Village Hall
112 E Northwest Hwy.

done, and reward you for your efforts.

Mount Prospect, Ill.

Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

'No experience necessary. Excellent starting

salary. Profit
pension plan,
benefits.

Des Plaines

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
Wheeling, Ill.

777 Wheeling Road

WHEEUNG
BAN

Enjoy varied secretarial work
in pleasant comfortable sur-

BOOKKEEPING
PERSONNEL

Secretarial

SYSTEMS, INC.

Roland-Arl. Hts.

(By August 15th)

here, because at Motorola people

REAL ESTATE

SALESMEN
newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.

Salary Commensurate with ability and experience.
Full Company Benefits.
Will work in new modern office located on

OFFICE CLERICAL

will train.

and Mt. Prospect, has on
opening for salesmen in either

PART TIME

Openings now exist for girls to
fill pasiti6ns as secretaries,
typists, and clerks. We offer an
excellent starting salary, plus

THE MORE WE GROW
'THE MORE GIRLS WE
NEEDI WE HAVE GOOD

....

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our commission schedule for listing or
selling is one of the highest.

day. We will train you
for this interesting and
challenging position.
Newspaper

office

lo-

For an interview, call

cated in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask

MISS MARY
CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID TUTOR.HOSTESS-BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

HEY EARTHLINGS!!

KLIPPERT

We need help!
CLERK TYPIST

At least one year experience

able.

at wholesale or industrial level

all phases of credits and
collections by letter and
in

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

phone.

No experience necessary, will train.

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.
Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

CABINET DRAFTSMAN
Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

APPLY IN PERSON

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

OR CALL Mk. LAWRENCE

White Collar Girls

Algonquin 8 Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg
359-4800

CLERK TYPISTS

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desir-

No Fees - Top rates.

A4A- MOTOROLA iiAA

An Equal 0

Electric typewriter experience preferred

ASSISTANT

-KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

EXPERIENCED AND

SECRETARIES

ortunity Employer

OP AMERICA. INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

GENERAL

392-5230

BATHROOM

0011MINEMIEMMIIIN

PRODUCTS CORP.

MAIL CLERKS

Which connection will put
Jean Hartford through to
her sister in Connecticut?

Call or Visit

Mr E Surek

272-1000

MAINTENANCE MAN (DAYS)
Semi retired or retired gentleman would fit this picture nicely.

CORTRONAIINDUSTRIES
2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

1555 Times Drive

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO:
Division of
DART INDUSTRIES

Ao.

secretaries & clerk typists

TA N

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.
k.
L.,

We offer talented women a rewording and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility ore needed now in.the following areas - choose your area of

ANSWER: any connection in the top row marked "Tandem 3".

interest:
Although it would take a trained operotor to know that, we
just wonted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping
people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

Marketing Contract Administration
Engineering Services Research
You'll enjoy an excellent starting
salary, automatic salary pro-_
gression every 13 weeks and corn -

Apply: Personnel Department
Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. if you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.
The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first
year. The benefits Bell offers ore tops and the people you'll

be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're on equal opportunity employer.

pony -paid hospitalization and life

2

CT'

crs

insurance.

the hallicrafters co.

These are career positions - if
you're career minded, stop in TO:
DAY and tell us of your interests.
Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

job at Hcillicrafters.

hallicrafters cco.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corisoreloon

Des Plaines, III.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

I

Des Plaines

297-3400

An equal opportunify employer

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

1

255-8000, Arlington Hts. office,
Mr. Al Stretch, Munoger, or
392-7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAnclivw, Manager.

ask for:

CREDIT

ployee discounts.

TRAINEES

Our salespeople earn more
than the overage. Experience,
while desirable, is not a requirement -we can teach you.

For Appointment
call 439-7600

MISS MARY KLIPPERT

cluding profit sharing and em-

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

buying or selling, you no doubt

Morning only 8:30 to
12:30. Monday thru Fri-

a host of valuable extras in-

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

office. If you have a pleasing
personality, like people and
are interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

CALL MR. MARSHALL

225-3800

Inc., Realtors, a large
volume, well established firm
with offices in Arlington Hts.
F B -K

perience helpful or we

DEMPSTER-ROUTE 83,
DES PLAINES

For Appointment

Male or Female

For

Mortgage and Investment Business.

TYPISTS
CLERKS

always come first.

GIRLS

1st Arlington
National Bank

An equal opportunity employer

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

That's part of the fun of working

FR 2-0320

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

PROOFREADER

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

You meet the nicest people at

MOTOROLA

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

537-0020

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

bother

MACHINE
OPERATORS'

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

information please call Mary
Ellen Cellulit] or

TELLERS

WEBER MARKING

Electro Counter & Motor Co.

be active persuasive business
minded and like peuti'i, Two
vacations yearly plus many

An equal opportunity employer

'TRUST & ('SAVINGS.

SECRETARY

2 GOOD TYPISTS

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

go well over that You should

601 E. Kensington Rd.
Mt. Prospect

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

ECM CORPORATION
Schaumburg
E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)

sharing,
medical

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

CALL OR COME IN
439-8500

TRAINEE

1301

ARNAR-STONE
LABS, INC)

ested in becoming secretary to
our Assistant Advertising
Manager.

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

We are opening beautiful new
offices at a choice tpcation in
Arlington Height, and are now
hiring our staff Earn $700
throughout training period,
earnings last complete year
will be between $7000 to
$10 000 with bonuses it con

2,

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come ip
and meet us.

or better, you may be inter

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

For

ities.

dictaphone and type 65 wpm

COUNSELOR

be

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

learn.

you

clean small airconditioned plant area
of pharmaceutical manufacturer. Full time work.
Excellent benefit program.
CALL 2550300.

roundings. If you can use a

PERSONNEL

special

EMPLOYEES

NEEDED TO LEARN:

Interesting lob shorthand and
typing required 5 day week.
Pleasant

volves light typing.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Part time evenings
Have fun while you work!

and earn while

Janitor or Janitress

To

Only La Salle can offer really
big money pbtential based on
47 years serving industry. Join
our respected personnel firm

940 Lee St.

We currently have full time clerical openings in
our Plastic Department and Credit Department.
We also have a part time position (4 hours per
day) in our Industrial Engineering Deportment. All
positions require a good figure aptitude and in-

INC.N

1720 Algonquin

WE WILL TRAIN

& FULL TIME

537-1100

with unusually high earnings.

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS.

298.2770 .

Jan Battaglia

new exciting career

Mr. Hof brook
27 -Help Wanted -Men * Warren

La Salle Personnel

For further information please contact:

a hard worker, and want to

PHONE 392-8700

Phone CL 3.3710

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

not

essential if you are ambitious,

800 W. Oakton, Art Hts.

437-5010

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modem air conditioned plant Background music

PART TIME

EXPERIENCE

jmachine and assist In general
'pffice duties. Prefer some
jboaltkeeping knowledge. Modem office downtown Mt. Prospect.

not

Young Tire & Supply

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

WITH SWITCHBOARD

but

THE LUTHERN HOME &
SERVICE FOR THE AGED

1001 S. Busse, Mt. Prospect

EXPERIENCE NOT -NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

TYPIST

helpful,

'will operate 10 - key adding

To work in nursing section of

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK Experience
necessary.

'35 hour week or part time. You

AIDES

appointment call CL 5-4115.

METHODS MFG. CORP.

NEEDED

259-6458

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

starting pay and increases. For

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

GENERAL OFFICE

NURSES & NURSES

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Incentive & bonus jobs

Des Plaines.

Pleasont year around working

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS

Good starting rotes

Mount Prospect

and let us know your avail.

trial cafeteria in

WOMEN

-Sole clean work

-nt-IORTHOURS,NO-t-tOttaftf 5 -

Ideal for housewife or
college student('

;tart

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN
Work ow 'til Christmas. High
Con, mans. Coll or write
1

.259.5020

CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus-

ASSEMBLERS

Parties. Inc., Avon,
Santa
06001. Telephone
Conn
(203) 673 3455.

SALON

WiVeS, who can work daytime
hours, any or all days from
Monday thru Friday
No restaurant experience is
necessary

Ross: Ross Distributors.
392-5262

-NO WEEFiNDS

DAYS

Wt. are seeking local house-

WANTED. 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.

Experienced and sharp. Guar-

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

We need to replace our tee n

agers, who shall
bock to school soon

for

care

255.2838

DENTAL ASSISTANT
RECEPTIONIST

LPil

to

week day per

Week on permanent basis. Must
have references, transportation.

26-HelpWanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

I

2) 410 WantedMen * Women

26-tlelp Wed Women

1 26 -Help Waited Women

126 -Help Wanted Woolen

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN
Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

$2 70
.

.

$2.70

$2.08

Major Medical
Life Insurance

Pleasant Working 'Conditions
Paid Vacations

Shift PremiOrns

Paid Holiday;

Profit Sharing

Hospitalization

Illinois Bell

$2 96

APPLY IN PERSON

lrg

296-8116

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

392-6600

Monday thru Friday

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Page 13

Tuesday, August 12, 1969
Waited-tAen " Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

FULL TIME

Apply

OLD TOWN INN

CAL's ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

827-4784.

MALE & FEMALE

ACCOUNTANT -

SCHOOL BUS

BOOKKEEPER

Norge electric dryer -$45. Child-

of America, W. Higgins

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

1 LANE LAMP TABLE, LARGE, CL
5-5676.

inventory controls, etc. Person
with solid bookkeeping bock ground could qualify. Congenial association staff of 22,
excellent working conditions,
exceptional employee benefits. Opportunity for office
management.
Send resume of personal and
business background, educo
Lion, salary requirements, and
other pertinent facts to Mr.
James Hanson, or phorle
894-5800 for interview. Salary

P.M ROUTES

2:30 - 5 p.m.
Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S Busse Rd
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL
439 0923

is open.

YOU'RE OFF.

TO A

4

299-5496

B capacity gun cabinet w/glass
front. Gibson guitar, Call-

9-5, Aug. 14, 15, 16, New & used
hshld. items, clothes, dishes.

West Elk Grove Village.

338.5874
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255.1107
Fl9-3200

misc.

hsehold

items,

men, women, children's clothes,
1330 S. Dunton, AH, Aug. 15,16,

Clothing, Igo. miry. & much misc.
510 Longwood Dr., Buffalo Gr.

AT

Garage sole -1832 Whittier Way,

EXPEDITING CLERK'

DUPLICATING MACH.
OPERATOR

PRODUCTION CONTROL
CLERK

INTERVIEWING HOURS

7:45 AM TO 7:15 PM DAILY
SAT 9 AM TO NOON

BRUNING

1 800 W.'CENTRAL ROAD MT.,PROSPECT

255-1900
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Sears deluxe auto. air cond.

6 yr. crib, bar stools, misc.

Big basement sale; Household
items, clothes & misc. 602 S.
CanDota, Mt. Prospect.
Gar. Sole Aug. 14-15, 9 to 5. 2025

Lilac, A.H. wagon wheels, toys,
clothes, odds & ends.

Neighborhood gar. sale. Aug.
14 & 15, 30 Willow Trail, Wheeling, after 9 am.

Bsrnt. Sale: Girl's clothing sz. 814, Wed,Thurs, Aug. 13,14, 10.

WOMEN

YOU Come

FIRST at
MOTOROLA!

'68 Liberty,

Collies AKC. Male & female, 6
weeks, shots, raised with kids.

leaves; $5, outdoor Santa Claus
& stand; $1. 299-0253.

AKC, COLLIES, 8 weeks, sable
shots, champion line. Call

Luggage rack, alum/canvas with

25343108

Gar. Sale: One Day Only I

By

Church Group. Low Prices! Sat.
Aug. 16,13 am 3 pm. 224 S. Harvard, Arl. Hts.

19' Yellowstone, self-contained,
trailer, sleeps 6, hitch, mirror.

Ryan's

Susan

Annual Garage

Sale: 204 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
Antiques, linens, furn. Aug. 14,
15. 16. 9 to 3.

Sale: Thur. Aug. 14, 9-5, Furn.,
humidifier, rugs, floor polisher,
misc. 4359 Hoover, Plum Grove
Countryside,

Rolling Meadows

Gar. Sale: Aug. 13 & 14. 9-7 pm.
TV, dryer, clothes, lawn mower,
toys, misc. COME ONE -COME
ALL( 120 S. Owen, Mt. Prospect.

Dinette tbl., 6 chairs -S30, wood
kit. tbl.-$4, old West. sew mach.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 12.16, 10 AM.
6 PM. 713 S. Hatlen, Mt. Prns.
Zoyr old Slingerland Drum Set.
$40. 14" 3 Igt. pulldown light
fixture. Clothing, G.I. Joe, etc.

3 family Gar. Sale Aug. 11 & 12.
10 to 5. 579 Maple, Buff. Gr.
childrens
Furn.;
motorcycle;
clothes all sizes; misc. hshld.
items. 537-6129
Gar. Sole -Salesman's Glassware
Samples, A/C, clothing, toys,
knick-knacks, etc. 736 St. Mary's
Fri. -Sat.,

9.5, Aug. 15 & 16.

Naborhood
rugs., air

sectionol.green.
437-0824 after 5

healthy and
weeks old. 392-6157
Very

ed end tbls. Call after 4 PM

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER

1

choose

from. Larger size also on sale.
FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

new. 437-2425

1934

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

GOOD CONDITION -- $20

water softeners & water con-

Communication

Gar. Sale: Aug. 15,16,17, 10 am

ditioning equipment contact.

top, 530. 259-2114.

Packers

Machine Operators
Security Guards

Building Custodians
FULL TIME DAYS

N. Beverly, An. Hts.

Moving Gar. Sale: Thurs., Fri
Aug. 14, 15, 9 4pm. Misc. hsehold items, garden tools, lamps,
clothing, dolls, Daystrom dinette

set, hollywood beds,

de -humidifier, 5,000 BTU air
cond'er. 514 NaWaTa, Mt. Prosp.

FRIDAY 12.7 pm. & SATURDAY:

10-8 pm. Bikes & trikes, lawn
sweeper, $80 tent for $25 used
once, ladles dresses sz. 12-14,
children's wear Infants to sz. 8,
many other bargains.
573 Miller, Des Plaines:

FULL TIME NIGHTS

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

36" white caloric gas range,
$75. Television, $15. Coll
392 7815

Train board 4' X B' for N & HO

Increases

gauge. Tunnels, bridges,
$10 or best offer. 394-0538

year _old.
Mink stole,
value. SACRIFICE $125.
766-4315

mill.
$400

1

Sears # 76 sew machine, cabinet, button hole maker, attach.
meets.

Top Vacation
Plan

Profit Sharing

Much, Much
More

Apply:
Mon thru Fri. 8APA.3PM
Saturday 9AM-NOON

Call 255-6769

en stove. Good condition. $25.
259-8428

44" mower, Case, 150 yd. trachydrostatic drive,
starter, $300. FL 9.0944

Algonquin (Rt. 62)
& Meacham Rds.
Schaumburg

359-4800'
an equal opportunity employer.

12

volt

Maytag washer $25; elec dryer
5

doors $5 ea;

set, 15'x18' gold rug, 13.x10' oval
rug, misc. 392.7580

adding machine;
Electrolux vacuum cleaner still ,
crated; Spanish oak AM/FM stereo console 1W-MPLX. Sacrifice
$275 or split. Call aft. 4,

3 pc. mod. sect., beige & brn.
linen, $60; 2 matching living rm.
chrs., $20 each; good condition,
825-5127.

Slide Projector in case, 35 mm
with F 3:5 coated lens. Seven
Airequipt magazines in special
carrying case. Screen included.
sell

sell

to

Priced

Moving out of state, must sell,
king

of

sell

Priced to

bulbs.

flash

Steel
Priced

4

kitch.

choirs $2 ea. 537-7415 aft 5 pm.

cut film drying

to sell $5.001.
PHONE 437-0872

condition. Aft. 6-13 5-0854.

Blk. & white TV, low boy console
- $75. Gas dryer -520.
392-7034
rec. player ,w/radio, dinette set, desk, old Singer sewTV,

ing mach. Reasonable. 253-5610

296-1689

door, exc. cond.
best offer. 255.2800.

LEND - LEASE

'58 Jaguar 3.8 Liter Sedan, needs
$450
some body work.
766-8666

As low as $30 per ma. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

1959 Ford 2 door, V -B, auto-

Miss Haydee and SAVE.
253-9416

matic. Runs & looks good. $175
259-8595

1

'66 VW sedan, gd. condition.,
radio, interior carrier rack,

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Used machine in storage cabi-

$1,000. 439-5312.
1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS
FOR $900

attachments.

255.0044

$53.20 Tax Included

'61 Corvair wagon 4 spd. $150;

or $5.32 down and 9 pay-

'60 Hillman Minx cony. $50;
'59 Rambler wagon $40; '55

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9
p.m.

Ford wagon $30. 595-0132

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

554Ausical Instruments

ANTIQUE FLEA MAR ET
O.
Sunday, August 17,
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Ro ng
Mdows., 1/2 mile north of NW
blk. east of Rt. 53.
Tollway,
III., Wis., & Iowa., "DEALINGEST"
dealers. Adm. 50c 12 yr. &
1

under FREE.

3/ -Boats and Marine *pros
15' Switzer Craft, 40 h.p., Mercury, elec., trailer, 3 pair water
skis, toll line & ski belt. $475.
CL 3-8827'

Apt. to sub -let Sept.

in

1

Palatine, excellent neighborhood, 3 bdrm., brick ranch, 11/2
bath, kit., built-ins, 21/2 car gar.,

Mt.

bath, A/C,

Pros. 2 bdrm.,
carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping cen11/2

ter. $240. 394.0826
Cooperative housing,

food

basemt., en -closed yd. Avail. im.
med. 392-7587.

&

day care in Ig. Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow w/26
young children. Must have own
transportation. $20 per person
UNFURNISHED
DUPLEX APT.

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner,
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 2V2 both. 3

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.

111 -To Rent, Stores, Cites
Modern Desk Space. Expert secr-

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service.

11

N.

Arl.

Mtg. avail. 392-9365

$26,900
Will buy this spotless 3 bedroom ranch home. 11/2 baths,
2 car garage, paneled family
room, patio with privacy
fence. Don't pass this byl

BRUNS REAL ESTATE

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.

Hts. Rd., An, Hts. CL 9-1222.

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
182
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building.

894.8100
359-6500
255-6320

Schaumburg
Palatine
Arlington Heights

, 82 -Wanted To Rent

MT. PROSPECT

large 1 car garage in 'Mt. Prospect - Arlington Hts. area.

Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

MT, PROSPECT .,

fenced yard. Asking $33,900.
827-4579

yr. old tri-level. Att'd gar. w/w

basement, walking distance to
parks, shopping &
trains. Immediate occupancy.
$225 monthly. No pets. Call:
155-0100 or 437 8596

11/2

land sec. 3 or 4 (!bdrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, 21/2 car gar.,

3 bdrm., 2 bath, fam. rm., frplc.,
2 car carport, bsmt, all drapes &
carpet, nr. park, schools, shops.
Avail. imm. Sec. deposit 10 mo.

baths, full

bedrooms,

public or catholic school,.
$39,000. Exc. cond. 299.3625.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

lease $375 mo. 253-0020

per week. 392-0870

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT. G.I. MTG.

259-7324

86 -Real Estate -Houses

An, Hts. 2 yr. old 4 bedrm. brick
Colonial, walking distance to
schls, Features include Central
air cond., carpeting, tile bsmt.,

ranch,

6 rm.

3

bedrooms,

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decor.
ated

outside.

Nicely

land.

lit floor laundry, all appliances

scoped. Walking distance to
ion Sept. let.
schools. Po

& many custom extras. 392-8748.
Asking $53,500

$22,900.

I

Timber Lake Village

A.M., must sell, must see to ap-

meets.

MAKE YOUR MOVE

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.;

SWIMMING POOL ''''

preciate.

255.9798 or 253.2554

5541asical Instruments

Sensible

rentals

includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

1444 S. Busse

Palatine, Illinois
359-2251

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

Full basement completely fini-

NEW BLDG--STONECREST APTS.

shed for your whole family's
enjoyment. Attached garage,
fireplace, patio. 25 x 35' rec

725 W. Dempster, 1-2-3 bedrms.,

room.

2 baths In the 2 & 3 bedrms,
. INCLUDING:

Air Conditioning

Carpeting,

Soundproof

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances
Model apts. open daily, 11 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887

215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. His.
253-5500

734 Lee St., Des Plaines

298-5055

draperies,

stove, refrigerator, window air
conditioner and built-in dishwasher. Immediate posses-

914asett Prgertles (yid.

sion. $43,900.

Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

Storage Lockers on ea. floor

ALSO FEATURING'A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

over to see this ramblin' brick
ranch. 3 bedrOoms, 11/2 baths.

439-4100

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

TAPE SELECTION

3 bdim. all brick bi-level. Walk

Des. Plaines, Cumberland -High.

14 -To Rent Apartments

1+2 bedroom deluxe apurt-

204 Hicks Place

brick

bedrm.

to

'67 Buick Skylark, 2.dr. HT, 300

Sunday, August 17, 10 to 5, VFW
Hall, 2067 Miner St. RI. 14,
Des Plaines, Admission 50c.

3

rage, near Randhurst. Avail Sept
1, $210. mo. 253.1931

schools,

4

Prospect,

392-4873 after 6 pm.

'62 Meteor V8, economical, P/S,
A/T,

Mt.

ranch, family rm., 11/2 car ga-

.3

P/B,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

16 -To Rent Houses

ranch home to

share with same. Age 25 to 40.

after 6.

good 2nd car, $975. 392-2592

34 -Arts and Anticoes

1

1207 beige, wool, sculptered
rug. One year old. Excellent

'63 Olds. MUST SELL! BEST
OFFER! PRIVATE!

net. Does everything without

525.001

19-4x5 stainless steel cut film
developing hangers, and 1.
hanger.

matching

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Petri Strobe light with mounting
bracket to fit all cameras. Color
corrected. Priced to sell $10.001

Stainless

bdrm. set

1956 Oldsmobile, 2 dr., good
local transportation. $50.
529-8878

Bachelor has

couch; 2 Danish mod
chairs; kit. table w/4 chairs
many misc. items. 394-2197

590.001

Late model, like new, 35 mm
Argus with F 3:5 coated lens.
Case and falsh included, also
cartons

13 cylinder, 3 on the floor.
Gold. $2400; 255-1773.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

'66 Comet 2 dr., 6 cyl., A/T, R/H,

j

Praktiflex FX 38 mm with case
and flash. Has a F 1:9 lens with
thru the lens viewing. Two cartons of flash bulbs and GE light
meter included. Priced to sell

four

sz.

Commercial

dresser, mirror & chest; 2 pc
sect'1

$30.001

Leica 35 mm with carrying case.
Has F 1:5 lens, plus accessories.

1969 CUTLASS

cond. $65 ea. Des. Pl. 297-4284

PHOTO EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

to

original
excellent
TR3,
condition, like new lop, tires,
& muffler, 296-8906.
'59

avocado green pads, excellent

478-2499. or 478-4421

Priced

PORSCHE 1960 model 356 A.
Engine just overhauled.
537-1886

Two Early Am. Maple Love seats,

469.7204

25 X 21 electric Kelvinator kitch-

$25;

MOTOROLA

299-1854

Air conditioner 6000 BTU, $35.
20" fan, $15. Oak. Chest $40.

tor,

Walnut dresser, maple dinette

$35.001

Automatic
Finest Working
Conditions

CL 9-3636

elec.

iff/ REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

PHONE 894-4249

1960 Chevy 2 door sedan.
6 cyl. automatic $175
537-6389

314 S. Windsor, An. Hts.

Stock Handlers

112 -Automobiles For Sale

FOR SALE

Ice cream table & 2 chairs,
block wrought iron with glass

Victor

OPEN SUNDAYS

CL 9-2438 after 6 pm

MODEL A FORD

Wirers & Solderers

must sacrifice 15 yrs. accumulation. Hsehold items, lady's &
maternity clothes so 12, baby
furn., girl's clothes sz 1-4. 410

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

LIKE NEW,

never used, retail $150 ea. will

clothes -all excel. cond. Aug. 14
9-4 pm, Aug. 15, 9-2 pm.

Technicians

529-7070

824-7347.
Allstate COMPACT SCOOTER,

2 Rembrandt lamps 52" new,

electric range; $50. Arl. jacket

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

1966 Yamaha, 250cc, also bike
trailer, make offer,

537-2416

Hotpoint

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

and Scooters

550 total miles, can't tell from

sell $140 or $70 ea. 255-4364

air conditioner heat pump,

6 pm, Moving to West Coast,

1

sidetbls., $135. 259-2441

23" Console TV $80, beautiful
condition; 5 pc. kitchen set $30.

EVERGREEN SALE

Sears air -conditioner used only
season -3 spd. w/8 temp. settings $150. 392-2932

HONDA '66 SPORT FIFTY, under

Heywood Wakefield, blond, dining table. 6 upholstered chairs.
Best offer. 255-1089

DICK WICKSTROM

Corvair Wagon. '61 Rambler
Station Wagon. For parts.
595-0132 .

1114110tINCYde3

1964 Frigidaire dryer, gd.
cond., $50 each. 394-0162.

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1014ubi Parts and Access.

White wrought iron dinette set:
TM. w/formica top, 6 chairs, 2

& zippered bog; $25.
253.3205
For information about the FINEST

wind. fans, bikes, books, toys,

1701 W. Rt. 120, /1/2 mi. 8. oL
815-385-6333
McHenry

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

&

land, 1 blk. East.

$100.

6

Deluxe 1962 Frigidaire washer

Moving: Washer; dryer; furs.;
lamps; tape recorder; some antiques. 614 S. McKinley; A.H. 4
blks. N. off Central on Cleve-

to

FREUND'S CAMPERS, INC.

active,

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

21" TV, Space Command Zenith
B & W $25; Snow tires 8.25x14,
season, have Mercury
used
wheel, $18; boy's 20" bike, as is,
$5. 259.3760 aft. 2 pm.

BTU;

Tent Traers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

41 -Home Fuoisbingi-Fornitwe
Brand new carpeting made for

An. Hts

44 Rand Rd.

on al11969's

TRAVELER

SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

iature, carries brown genes.
$125. 259.3679 or 259-1156.

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%

11000

CO=17

Must sacrifice champion male
poodle. 10 mos. old, black min-

weekdays. 478-2639

1000's

$550. 299-1787

CALL 439-2690

zig-zag sew, mach., 2 oak carv-

each.

13' Shasta Travel Trailer.
Sleeps 4-6 w/built-ins & extras.
1963

S fARCRAFT

Mixed breed puppies for sole.

Painting by Giovani, Med. AM -FM
stereo, 8 track tape player, Phof f

HUGE DISCOUNTS

Buffalo Grove.

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

er, 700 x 14 w/w tire, 2 piece

$1

Cox

4.

CL 9-4261

Bed, spring, chest, dining rm.
table w/drop leaf, mangle iron-

GE

Gar. Sale: furn.,
cond., de -humid.,

Pure breed Beagle puppies, 6
weeks old, no papers. $20 each.
Call 299-4735.
trailer to sleep
Cadet or similar.

Reason. 537-2673 aft. 4.

15' travel trailer, gd. cond., can
be seert at: 734 Golfview Terr.,

After 6:30 PM 392 7650

Tent

wheel covered trail-

er and hitch, 3 yrs. old, $50.894-4609

FREE TO GOOD HOMES, 3 kit-

Remington cash register, 19"
color TV, heavily carved AM/FM,
stereo console, Mediterranean.
Call after 4:30 pm. 463-2356
or 267-7474.

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

103 -Auto Trailers & Cowers
ALLSTATE 1

CL 9-3210

tens, 8 weeks old, box trained.

falo Grove.

OFFICIAL

50x12, fully furn.,

front
50x10,
Belvidere
kitchen, 2 bdrm., extras.
$2500 call 439-1637.

carpet $30; girl's & Lady's cloth-

canning jars, 339 Melinda, Buf-

$2200. 392-0653

537-2260

'63

BASSET PUP, female, AKC, home
raised, shots, $100. 529-1350.

ing, boots. 773-1707

Plymouth 1967, Fury III, 4..100r,
Hdtp., air, excel. cond., low
mileage, 4 new tires, $2550.
359.3051 after 5:30 pm

'68 Ford Bronco Station Wagon
low miles, perfect for Gas Station, Handyman or Sportsman,

1963 Chevy Impala Convertible,
A/T, like new tires & top. $295

over seas,

fore 1 pm. or after 6 pm.

ed. $100 & $125. 259.2273.

r

CL 3-2852

A/C, $5000. 259-5249 call be-

zipper, new $20; 9x12 green

Pkwy., Buffalo Grove,

Light Assembly

98 Mobile Homes

females. $10.00 each.
827-7919

Bsmt. Sole: Aug. 14.16, 9 AM on.
Sofa bed -$20, TV -55, Chair -$2,
Material -10c a yd., baby bottles,

cab. - $15, mag.
bench -$4. Misc. items. 255-0210.

-

Mixed puppies - 2 males and 2

4pm, 1132 S. Douglas, Arl. Hts.

stand -$1

MEN

FOR SALE: Filter for 12' pool,
dining rm. table, w/2 extra

mo. old. Going
$3,000. FL 9-0944

country must sell.

& extras. $1800. 537-1725

SALE route. 359-3655

Labradors, black, 8 weeks old
AKC, registered, shots & worm-

24' wood ext, fodder; workbench
81/2 x 21/2'; 2 mowers, rotary &
hand; spreader; wal. china cabinet. 400 N. Fairview. M. P.

439-2831

Ford LTD, 2 dr. vinyl HT, Disc
brakes, power, deluxe packages,

'67 Mustang, red, white vinyl, 6
cyl., auto., excel. cond., leaving

Mustang Convt., '68, V8, stand.
trans., P/S, stereo tape, radio,

Dry Cleaning RouteSalesmon
We con handle your WHOLE-

pion blood -line, shots, groomed
& trained. $125. 439-8165

Combination fan & humidifier, 3
wks old, used twice, $33, sell for
$25. 253-1595 aft. 5:30.

pick-up, vi-

Plymouth Belvidere, $350.
Excellent Condition. Call

tract. 392-9586.

297-6002

$100. Golf clubs: 3 woods, 5 irons
$20. 437-9258

Schaumburg. Braided rug $35;

'63

Appliance repoir busines:
down payment the rest on con-

kittens, free

toy poodle, mole, AKC, rare
chocolate, .41/2 mo. old, cham-

-

5 pm.

'65 Mustang convert, V-8, 4-sp.,
low miles, excel. cond. $1050 or
best offer. 529.5262

66 -Business Opportunities

1

$20; 20" fan 510. 894-2427

P/5TP/B, good cond. 392-2189

253-6727

to loving homes, box trained.

mower $5; conv. baby carriage

9.4.

14,15,16.

Sale -Aug.

1964 Dodge Dort GT, Medallion
Blue, $745. Call 253-56.45 after

lent condition. $650.
299-0362 after 4:30 PM

Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

CL 9-2438

Hoovermatic washer $30; hand -

10-5

'63 Chevy Impala Convert, white,

$2,095. CL 9-1370

Gibson Melody Maker, single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp
w/12" speaker. 12 string folk
guitar w/single elect, pick-up.

Pure bred German Shepherd
puppies 6 weeks old $50

Cute 7 week old

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel-

A/C, P/S, AM -FM, like new tires

Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.

824.3705

For student - must sell steno graph machine, very reasonable,

sal

brato arm, bronze wood finish.

5 MONTH OLD SHEPHERD
COLLIE $20

elec. sterilizer $5. 392-1496

Garage Sale: Furn., misc. Aug.
14, 15. 1355 Cumberland Circle
Moving:

accoustic, double

old. 359-1308.

Win. fan $15; slide proj. $15;
tbl. lamps $10; portacrib $15;:

Gar. Sale: 1611 N. Ridge, A.H.

START

Temporary nights
SCHEDULING and

Er7

bike, good
2 speed
condition, $20 206-2127.
Schwinn

misc. 519 S. Vail, Arl. Hts.

Hi Fi, 4 pieces, 60 w?_.n..--a p.,

'67 Rebel wagon V-8, 3 speed,

Dachshunds, AKC registered, 5
males, black, tan & red, 7 wks.

61 Chevie Sedan
4 -door 6 cyl.
437-1523

black_jop, blaCk interior, auto,

1962 Belair Chevy, 2.dr.,

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semi-

Coll after 6 pm. 253-9043

299-1598

FER! Excel. 437-1737.

$95. 537-0797

358-226.1

-

Boys red & chrome 26" medium

p/b, p/s, a/t, $225 or best offer,

1963 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE,
283 -STICK SHIFT. $250.

1

'68 Mustang, V-8, auto., excel
cond., must sell, under $2000.

1958 Chev., hdtop, 49,000 miles,

der, stick shift,__perfect cond.,
$450. 272-06227-

Gorrad turntoble,---15 ' electro
voice speaker, Bogen AM -FM
radio. 298-2472.

jet black
8" white toy -$50,
-small miniature -excel. pedigree I

$2,000. 625.1932.

827-7576

Hofner bass guitar, $200. OFFER! Silvertone amp., $60. OF-

& female. Silver or salt & pepper.
Top quality. CL 3-2984

EXCELLENT CONDITION. $40.

31 -Rummage & Gmage.Sale

weeks

Min. Schnauzer puppies. Male

21" ZENITH TABLE MODEL TV.

Gar. Sale -Moving: Aug. 15,16,
furn., clothes, hsewares, much

8

259-2554

'60 Pontiac Convertible, Good
condition. Must sell. $125
359.6527

1967 Cougar, factory air, P/S,
P/disc brakes, good condition.

'61 Pontiac 4 dr. sedan. Good
Epiphone 12 string guitar, spruce
condition. Automatic, power
top, mahogany side & back '
steering. $150. 255-7526
$1251E1 Rey, CL 3-0180

394-1039

lent condition. MUST SEE. $50.
529-7428

Gar.

SECRETARY
KEY PUNCH OPERATOR

tabby kittens,
old, litter trained. Call
Cute,

mugs.

Glenn 392-6100

gain. 894-8970 aft. 5.
5

'61 Chevy 348, 3 speed, stereo,

er, best offer over $200. Call

good

Executive,

Pontiac

1,112-Automdel1s For Sale

Sale1

'61 Chev., auto., P/S, P/B, 1 own-

condition, low miles, good bar-

$475. 894-9311 after 6 pm.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Kenmore electric dryer, excel-

'67

drums, 4 cym., list $860 o buy

8 Track, CL5-1542

bar

swivel

vinyl

blk.

Beat",

"Big

Ludwig

New

1124utomohies For

BEST OFFER. 259-9576.

WALNUT SPINET PIANO
$325
255-4095

STEREO TAPE -PLAYER,

chairs -$75, GE port. dishwasher;
3 yrt. old -5100. 299 2324.

FLYING

BRUNING

1959 Plymouth, 4 dr., push button
drive, R/H, P/S, good cond.,

Baron's. Ask for Mike. 827.6603

WANTED:

CL 3-8660

Rd.,

Supervision of payables and
receivables. preparation of
monthly and annual reports,

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

KIMBALL PROFESSIONAL ORGAN
w/Leslie, one only, 1/2 price.

42 -Warded to Buy

Go -Cart. Good condition. Must
see to appreciate.

Hoffman Estates, III. 60172.

A.M. ROUTES

1968 Oldsmobile F85, 2 door.
Best offer
358-7046 or 358-0962

after 5 p.m.

,

PM. 827-5093

Hammond Walnut Spinet Organ.
Model M-3. Perfect condition.
$800. 259-5222

2 AMANA AIR CONDITIONERS,

MAN OR WOMAN
For Bowling Proprietors Assoc.

DRIVERS

'66 BISCAYNE, 4 dr. Low mileage I owner $700. Call after 7

cymbals, $325 or best offer.
296-8906

Family SAILBOAT, A-1 cond., fiberglass, dacron sail, alum.
most, trailer $400. 253-4722

-craft encyclopodias-$15.
359-6737.

4 Ludwig drum set, 2 Zildjiari

15' boat, wood, 40 h.p. EvinrUde
elec., trailer, top shape. See to
apprec. $860. 392-5499

1/2 price. 813 Gracelond, Des Pl.

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

392-3750

112 -Automobiles Poe Sale

766-8666

Alum. boat, 12', $75; antiq. fruit
crusher, $15; gar. sale leftovers,

Housewife or retired man Part
time, kitchen help Days

55-Moskal Instruments

14 ft. ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, fully equipped. $400.

riage, excel. cond. for office,
school or home. $175. 537-1535

NIGHT MANAGER

WAITRESS WANTED

31 -Boats and Marine Soles

3245sceltmecos Madoodise
IBM elec. typewriter, 12" car-

RESORT - BY OWNER
on

famous Lake

Minacqua,

New 2 bedrm. year round
home and carport. 5 fully

SENNE REALTY
19 S. Bothwell, Palatine
358-9555

furnished modern 2 bedrm.
cottages. Also 5 alum, boots,
picnic areo, beaut. grounds,
$46,000 terms. Lee
Minocqua, Wis. 54548

Baker,

SHORT RIBS

Dar
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
CORRECTION)! MOT
WELL, WHY NOT GET AT
AL WAY!, YOU DON'T
IT AND GET THE JOB
DONE --NO POINT IN STALL - SAY! ONLY WHEN
501.1RVIMAN.PV16.1
THE MORNING . INC) AROUND, I ALWAYS
OR PRODUCER 15
SAY!
AND SUCH VIM
OVERSEER./ 11-1'.7013
AND VIGOR,
FROM THE BACK
WINDOW:4

HURRY, CLYDE WE
MUST RUSH
To PROTECT THE

TONIGHT
6:00

WALKED two
CAPTURED!

U put_As:zps

7:25
32 Baseball
The White Sox

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
26 Spanish News

THE 'TRAP AFTER
WE (SOT

,MANOR) IF ONLY

---

HES SO SLOW

-THAT FIE EVEN

-to CATCH 4 ON

BULLY FOR YOU

HARD AT WORK
FIRST THING IN

STAYED ALERT
THIS WOULDN'T
RNIE HAPPENep!

HAPYO

7 NYPD
26'°- Victor

face the Boston Red

White Sox

at

Sox

9:00

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

9 Mike Douglas

6:30

AM.,,X
W-WHAr HAVE 1 GOITEN

-

--

_

Midnight
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

between four sons
and.their fathers..
_7_111elaravett Show

12:25
9 News
32 News Final

9 Burke's Law
11 Action People

5 Movie
"Ride to Hangman's Tree." A bandit trio, after a close
escape from the law,
decide to go straight,
only to wind up in the
business again. Until

12:30
5 Everyman

10:00

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

12:40
2 Movie
"Scarlet Angel."

A saloon girl be-

11 Bridge with Jean

10 p.m.

Cox

friends a widow and

9 Hazel
26 How to Invest

11 NET Festival
"The Mozart
Concerto"

10:15
32 News

widow dies,

7:15
32 TV College
32 On Deck Circle

26 Motorsports In-

2 Movie

7:00

ROBIN MALONE
1'

8:0D

2 Lancer
5 Star Trek
7 Mod Squad
9 I Love Lucy
11 TV College
26 Today's Racing
32 The Addams
Family
26 Market Wrapup

-

and
"Fathers
Sons," examines the
conflicts and bonds

Show

0111441(0.6.Thi.....P.

the dictator responsible -for their father's death.

2 CBS News Special

7:30
2 Liberace Show
5 Julia
7 It Takes a Thief

6:25

REMOTE CONTROL

Ortega.

Pan -Am Show

Park.

32 The Munsters

rs

"Secret People."
Two orphaned sisters
become involved in a
plot against the life of

8:30
2 Doris Day Show

her son. When the

10:30

wealthy

"Anna Karenina." Tolstoy's

ternational

fitY5E1-F yob?

she

adopts her identity
and takes the son to
live with the child's
grand-

parents.

Russian classic of a

12:45

romance
woman's
with an army officer,

9 Paul Harvey Comments

spurns her and sends
her to disaster. Until
12:35 a.m.
-5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Shoe
9 Movie

12:50
9 Movie

a lover who finally

CARNIVAL

"The

lice recruit captures
a thief who has killed
a policeman.

"A Man Alone."

A yellow fever flag,
quarantining a sheriffs house in an Ari-

turns the house into
an unexpected sanctuary for a notorious

BUGS BUNNY

Your

Horoscope

HEY,

THERE'S A SPOT

COMING, ELMER!

ON THIS
TABLECLOTH;

BUGS!

Irg A VEWY

UNAPPETIZING
ti. THING TO
OKAY,
LOOK AT;

FOR WEDNESDAY

0

LEO (July 24 -Aug 23) --Mi-

nor changes in plans could
turn a mediocre project into a
major source of material and
spiritual gain Grasp oppor-

THINGS 'TIL I ON COVER
TN' SPOT WITH 'MR

William F. Buck-

EEK & MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

sr 'recs.

MEEK, WHAT

YEAH IBIS OF ,em,

IS RELATIVE,

IS" SUCCESS ',

LI.MT,I.Cj

Dec 22)--A tide of unrest on
the employment scene could
keep you from moving forward as anticipated Do your

-.4.44.....--2-,,,a-.._____

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Olio

THE BORN LOSER
ACROSS
1 Canadian

province, -

Columbia
8 Thin, crisp
cake
13 Narrate again

well

20 -March

21) --It is more important than

14 Idolize
15 Cuckoo

you might care to admit that
others think well of you at this
time Make every effort to

blackbird
16 Correlative
of neither
17 Untamed
18 Hops' kiln
20 Cooking

please

(March 22 -April
20) --Those who have placed
ARIES

their confidence in you must
not be disappointed A fondness for your own pleasure

utensil

22 Editors (ab.)
23 Hypothetical

CAPTAIN EASY

2I) --You may find that best

pend upon afternoon and evening for a calming influence.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
21 )--If you would please those
who have authority over you

WHY WOULD MR. TOPROCk LIE -

ABOUT HI5 MOTHERS DYING WISH,
TO to BURIED ON THAT MESA,EA9YI

ALEO FIND our WRY Ha
WHEN HE RECOVER&
ENOUGH TO TALK, I'LL LATER DENIED TELLING
IN5I5T ON THE TsTritt JUDGE HIVE HE'D. De COVERED SOME AhValNO

pRamws Agri

TO EXPLAIN
THE URGENCY

FOR DINING n.,
YET HIDE HI5

M.MORVE:

today, you would he wise to develop accuracy in your work.
CANCER (June 22 -July

23) --Undue excitement could
prevent you from gaining control over a situation that, out of

hand, could jeopardize your

Answers to
Hideaword
PORCINE

prone
pone
peon
pier
coin
core

HAPPENED IN THE HO5PiTAL.

TO CHANGE He MIND?

structural
unit
25 Pattern
27 Fates
(Roman)
31 Chinese

weight

65 Singing voice
66 Braced

cope
crop
cone
corn
crone
rope
rice
rein
ripen
icer

iron
icon
encor
epic
nice
once
open
opine

oner

CAMPUS CLATTER
ARE YOU KIDDING; POPS?
BASKETBALL, BASEBALL,
FOOTBALL--'

suffix

wallaba
60 Greek letter
62 Mountain
crest
86 Principal

5
I uNT
A E ricA I

P,

arZIC e

29 Organ part
8 Inferior (var.) 30 Wandering
32 Ecclesiastical
9 -Revoke a
vestment
legacy
10 River crossing 33 European
river
11 Ages
34 Loiters
12 Unit of
37 On account
reluctance
(ab.)
19 Twitching
21 Spanish city 45 Choler
46 Muse of lyric
24 Spruce
poetry
26 Chinky
27 Time gone by 47 Make into law

RU35

II
42

3

4

5

6

7

8

65

49 Bird bill

protuberance

50 Arabian gulf
52 Box

54 Native of

Latvia
55 Italian
(comb. form)
56 Rodent
57 Saul's uncle
(Bib.)
59 Zoo primate
61 Malt brew
64 Exists
9

10

12

11

14
16

23

22

20

19

24

29 30
36

25

126

1

31

U

37

43U

611

"

62

53

57

58

66

34

32

33

33

RU

41

40

63

'OM

f

17

4

56

I

-

28 Official acts

6 Cease
7 Wading bird

RS

E

111,7

REIffirt.L.

5 John (Gaelic)

deity

49 Vehicle
51 Trains (ab.)
53 Samuel s
teaCher (Bib.)
56 Fortification
58 Brazilian

L -r

ce

DOWN
1 Italian city
2 Nevada city
3 Egyptian
goddess
4 Size of shot

2
32 Mountain pass
35 High card
13
36 Preface
38 Harem room
15
39 Sainte (ab.)
40 Boulevard
''1113
in Madrid
41 Pretext
42 Small child
27 29
43 Babylonian

44 Willows
46 Sea eagle
48 Comparative

N I rn

C

framework

,

future

pine
pore
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emotional turmoil
AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
19) -Intuitive knowledge has a
of accuracy today.
high de
d upon it entirely,
Don't
employ reason as
how eve

during morning hours. De-

1.13.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

the home front must be ap-

friends cause the most trouble

,..

WOW. 4 TA 441 ha Pl.

best to quiet things
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Present problems on

must be counteracted
TAURUS (April 21 -May

kaki taomy!

,

T si3

24 -Nov.

a purely business nature.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

PISCES

Live By

t......

take advantage of a personal
relationship to makes gains or

(Feb

2:30

9 Five Minutes 'to

32 Movie

221 --Take care that you don't

jective approach will lead to

2 Meditation

10:45

dictate activities

proached objectively The sub-

2:20

Jr. discusses
How
"Marijuana:
Harmful?"

"Congratulations! That was a real sleep -shatter tip
sermon you preached, Reverend!"

,oelow>...ii,

appear to be larger than they
really are Don't allow fear to
SCORPIO (Oct

2:15

2 Late Report

!ey

ft,
tw14

1:30
7 Reflections

gunman.
11 Firing Line

THAT'LL TAKE CARE 0'

FLIDOSY...

^-._...

tunity early
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)
You could be talked into taking a position of weakness at
this time Make every effort to
counter another's Influence.
I IBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23) Today's obstacles to success

1:00

7 Perspectives

town,

desert

zona

Blue

Lamp." A young po-

.

60

69

64
12

WEATHER

Telephone

Tonight: Partly cloudy,

255-4400

Tomorrow:
Sunni, quite warm:
low

In

70s.
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robe into Twp.
Assessor's Office
tional taxes on property that

By Richard Crabb
Supervisor William

has not previously been on the
rolls. This map was requested

Rohl -

wing of Elk Grove Township
announced

today

that

by Hodlmair.
-- The internal forms used
by the assessor's department
should be changed to allow

the

township board of auditors, of

which he is a member, has
completed an inquiry
management practices

vik

into

more information to be en-

and

tered. This change should result in better record keeping.
- That a sign -out sytein

procedures of the township's
assessor's office.

should be instituted for all of
the records sent to the Cook

The township board has recommended a number of oper-

I0,

County Assessor's office.

ational changes.

- The current practice of

Members of the board are
Auditors Bernard Lee, Mount
Prospect; Richard M. Hall,

the Cook County Assessor's
office is to send a monthly
statement of all new permits is-

Des Plaines, and Arthur M.
Dave Roe 'of Glenview, 13th congressional district Republi'can candidate in the Oct. 7 speck)! primary, speaking before a
lawn -coffee group 'Tuesday afternoon in Mount Prospect at the

home of Mr. and Mrs. Norman : Lenz, 108 E. Council Trails.
(Photo by Harold Wambac .)

"My campaign for the 13th
congressional district in the U.
S. Congress is going to cost me

$50,000 to $75,000. I don't
have that kind of money. I'd
love to have 50,000 people in
the district contribute $1 each
to my campaign.
Relaxed and speaking with a
disarming frankness, Dave

and how as congressman he
would face them.

WELFARE-"Only about
20 per cent of the estimated
$50 billion spent on welfare in
1968 by all governments actually reached the poor."

UNEMPLOYMENT --"In
Chicago alone there are 14
government

agencies

com-

Roe spoke and chatted at a peting to find jobs for the.
Mount Prospect coffee -lawn unemployed."
party in his honor Tuesday afternoon.
The event, took place on the

lawn of Mr. and Mrs. Norma
F. Lenz, 108 E. Council Trail.
It was Roe's third such affair
in 20 hours. He had both talkl
ed and listened intensively to
some 250 persons since the
same time the afternoon before.

certified at midnight in

Springfield the new listing of
Constitutional Convention by

from any of the township Re-

lottery earlier last night.
Chance dealt a startling jus-

race," he continued, "that
would not get endorsement
I

tice in the lottery for the 3d

don't expect to come out first
in many townships on Oct. 7,

District. Wilfred L. Robbins of
Mount Prospect who stood in
line at Secretary of State Paul
Powell's office in Springfield
from 2 o'clock in the afternoon
of July 6, and all through the
night, in order to be able to be
the first to file from the Northwest Suburbs 3d District won

publican organizations.

but the candidate that averages

third or fourth in all of them is
likely to be the next congressman from the 13th district.
"Our campaign is being developed around an aggressive
volunteer organization that is
active in every township. Don
Rumsfeld did it by putting together such a volunteer organization."
In his opening remarks, the
lake shore newspaper executive who has taken a leave to

have my doubts about sending
the money to Washington and

bringing it back. Anything the
federal government does at
the state level will cost more
than if the state did it. Today
we get only 78 cents back from

first place on the ballot.

Eugene L. Griffin of Arlington Heights who was first on
the old ballot ended up in seventh place.

Proving

that

chance

is

stranger then fiction, the fafrom
Mount Prospect won second
combination

campaign for congress, gave a
f r e e -wheeling account of

ther --son

problems facing the country

and third places on the 3d Dis-

education and 37 handle problems of the aging."

CAMPAIGN COFFEES -"Some of them are large af-

a total figure. This procedure
makes follow-up impossible

more.

two federal agencies deal with

trict ballot of 15 names, second
longest in the state.

office are Rolling
Mount Prospect, Elk GE9ve
Village and Des Plaines,e.

assessor's

T H E MANAGEMENT
REVIEW began in April. The'

viewed by the board. The first

government."

"Forty-

nities served by the township

home to take part. Each coffee

evening when the men arc

office was that of Elk Grove

hadn't been necessary for him
to demand its passage. We are

Township collector.
Charles A. Hodlmair of Elk
Grove Village is the township
assessor. He is in charge of instituting the new procedures.

on the threshhold of developing "entry proof" rockets.

THE FINDINGS and rec-

ABM-"l support the views
of the President, but I wish it

This is a fearful prospect."

SERVICE-I would establish a citizens' advisory council, a youth council and an advisory coucil of persons over
60.

for the township assessor's office. There have been several
actions . or recommendations

ship, all or parts of commu-

assessor's office is .the second
township office to have its
management
practices re-

on the average leads to two

EDUCATION--

corporated area of the town-

fairs. The best ones arc in the

funds we send to the federal

Puts Robbins 1st

I

"I knew when I entered the.

FEDERAL SHARING --"I

Con -Con Lottery
By Richard Crabb
The Illinois Electoral Board

ship assessor. This statement is
not broken down, but is merely

In addition to the non -in-

Roe Speaks About Race

ommendations of the township
board are:

-- The aerial map photograph has proven highly bene-

ficial and should result in the
collection of substantial addi-

I

sued by the county for unincorporated areas to the town-

Stevens Jr., Mount Prospect,
Town Clerk George R. Busse
of Mount Prospect and Supervisor Rohlwing.

made as a result of this review.

The company providing the
township aerial map, Sidwell
'

Studios, was engaged to make
a complete survey of additions

William Rohlwing

Charles A. Hodlmair

,

change could result in consid

office. This list is being used
erable additional income for
for follow-up of the county.
When the county issues the Elk Grove Township, as well
(Continued on page 2)
new record of property on the
tax rolls within Elk Grove
Township, the list will be

checked against the tax rolls.

to property and property not All property in question that
on the tax rolls. A survey was has not been added to the new
made from blow-ups on the ae- tax rolls will be personally inrial map. A complete list of spected by a qualified inparcels of property in question
has been forwarded to the

Cook County Assessor's office.

THE COOK COUNTY Assessor's office has already begun to make follow-up checks
on

information' supplied to

them by the township assessor.
To insure that all property gets
on the tax rolls as soon as possible, a copy of the list sent to
the Cook County Assessor was
kept in the township avlessor's

spector.

The objective of this program is to reduce the time
lapse for the addition of real
property to the tax rolls. The

Meetings

Tonight
Village Board Building
Committee,
8 p.m.
Drainage

Hall,

Village
and

Clean

Streams Commission, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

Walkway, Bridge OKd
For South of Forest View
A walkway and foot bridge
will be constructed along, the
south property line of Fdrest
View High School.

Cost of the 405 yard 4 -foot at
is estimated
$4,050, plus an estimated $450

wide walk

for the bridge which will cross
a drainage ditch.

Four will be elected in the
Sept. 23 Con -Con primary.
Two of these will win seats in
the constitutional convention

from the Mount Prospect vil-

from the Northwest Suburbs at
the Con -Con general election
Nov. 18. Names will appear on

courts, and west to the existing
sidewalk on Falcon Dr.

The walkway will extend
lage limits to the school tennis
courts, north along the tennis

the 3d District Ballot as fol-

Installation of the pathway
and bridge will eliminate the
need' for at least two school

lows:

Wilfred L. Robbins, Robert

Bush, Annis Bush, Mary J.
Carlson, Lester Bonajuro,

according to Robert
Weber, assistant to the supe
intendent for business ser
vices, because more students
will be able to walk to school.
The board of education has
approved the installation as
well as the busing of students
buses,

Douglas Roy Kannon, Eugene

L. Griffin, Donald E. Colby,
William R. Engelhardt, 'John
G. Woods, Virginia MacDonald, Winn C. Davidson,
Madeline Schroeder, Lemoine
Stitt, Jr. and Samuel Lasusa.

)4

living less than a mile and a

half from Forest View who
must walk along Algonquin,

In National

Golf or Arlington

Heights

Rds.

Competition

A'af:',.4,-;;;;,,,k7".,:1,'.

Area girls in the Coronets

Color Guard & Drill Team

Gripe
Of The

will leave for National finals in
Philadelphia Saturday.
The team won first place in
the girls competition at the Illinois State Fair, and also won
the flag presented to the high-

SIMON

.

SUBURB\
SAYS --

"0111

New family moved in down the block. Behaving suspiciously.
Suppose they could be Democrat.?

The team is sponsored by
the VFW Post 981 in Arlington Heights.

Day
To get a busy signal on a
telephone call for two

est scoring drill team of all
teams competing Sunday.

,(

A lush growth of weeds, caused by this year's rainfall, surrounds
this house under construction at the northeast corner of S. Emerson and Lonnquist, Mount Prospect.The same rainfall that produced the weeds has slowed down the village's Public Works Depart -

ment crew, responsible for cutting down weeds In vacant lots where

the owner of the lot has let things get out of control, according to
Dave Creamer. Public Works dl7ctor.

hours, finally have it ring
and get no answer. J.B.C.

Vandalism Growing Costly, Park Board Report Reveals
At Monday night's meeting
of the Mount Prospect Park
Board 'a report on the vancialism -committed -on---Park
District property was submitted.by Commissioner Wil-

benches cut in half; three trees
cut in half; one chain on Rocket cut; one merry-go-round
broken; two ball boxes broken

by prying windows or door,
each time door had to be re-

into; one backstop damaged;

had to be washed down.

cost, $722.

Warming Shelter door ripped off several times; inside
walls had to be repainted be-

liam Selep.

The vandalism report was
compiled by Ralph Darling,
superintendent of grounds and
maintenance. It covers park
vandalism from Sept. 1, 1968
through July 22, 1969.

BUSSE SCHOOL - Ball boxes
broken into; bleachers ripped

apart; two trash cans stolen
cost, $75.00.

COUNTRY CLUB PARK

swing cut in half;' all swings
tied on top of bar support; goal

supplies

post torn down; one post bor-

thrown on walls, interior walls

ken; one cross bar broken; one

painted;

restaurant

cause of holes; cost, $200.

bench broken; three bars removed from Muscle Man
equipment; swings tied up on
top bar; park sign cut in half;
three benches cut in half;
swing chains cut in half; two

PARK:, swing seats cut in half; four
Horse -head on swing broken; trash can stolen; one basketfour signs were removed;,' ball ring stolen; three picnic

COUNTRYSIDE

BRENTWOOD: One bench

(Main Building): twelve win-' wrapping on tree taken off fort tables broken; two swings broken, one pitcher's mound sto1
dows broken; night light bro- fifth time; cost, $140.

broken - two trees cut 'down;
swing chains cut in half park

ken; front door broken; breakin, during night, several times

len; cost, $398.40.

DEVONSHIRE PARK: One. EINSTEIN: Ball boxes bro-,

ken into; two trash cans stolen,
cost, $30.

EMERSON: All "no dog, no
ball playing, no dumping"
signs were removed during
night and foundnext day, conduit in shelter house ripped out
ball boxes broken in third
time, glass, beer cans around
play area; cost, $200.

FAIRVIEW: Bleacher boards
broken; two trash cans stolen;
three picnic tables broken;

damage ball diamond; cost,
$85.

HIGH RIDGE KNOLLS:

speaker stolen; tennis nets rip-

park

benches broken; new
boards were -put -on -last week,
same benches; warming house

cost, $290.

door ripped off; replace swing
seat, four picnic tables broken;

trash cans stolen; cost, $150.

Swings tied on top bar; two ped; ball boxes broken into;

four ball boxes brqken into;
one large tree stolen; one large

LINCOLN SCHOOL: Ball diamond bleachers ripped apart;'

LIONS PARK: Seven blea

chers overturned; four boards
broken; PA stand overturned

tree cut down; six trash cans and broken; one bench bro-

stolen; homeowners dump ken; 15 trash cans turned over;
their grass clippings, branches,
etc.; 25 signs "no dumping, no

swings tied 'to top bar; swing
seat cut in half; two swings dis-

dogs, no ball playing, no golf' mantled; main building brohave been stolen; cost,' ken into door ripped off; slide
base pulled from ground; 17
$648.40.
M. P. KOPP PARK: Loud windows broken; one muscle
s

bar broken; warming shelter
broken into, candy machine
broken into; scoreboard
smashed; six tennis nets cut with knife; fence torn down;
two picnic tables stolen; two
picnic tables broken beyond
repair; cost $2,137.

MEADOWS PARK:

Park

bench broken; paint sprayed
on building; five windows bro_
ken, cover remoyed from light
pole around pool;, choo choo

train and rocket equ'ipment
(Continued on Page 3)
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,Candidate Disputes Tax Pions

1969.

Eugene L. Griffin of Arlington Heights, a Wheeling

Township candidate for a 3rd
district seat to the Illinois constitutional convention, Tues-

day took sharp_issue-withiliOsee.

wh propose constitutional tax
ceilings oh income and a constitutional abolition of person-

al property tax at, the same
time.

"Persons proposing such
plans," said Griffin, "which at
first blush appeal to the voters,

are either intentionally misleading the people, or are la
traying an abysmal lack of understanding of the facts of tax-

ation in Illinois and specifically in the Third Senatorial

District of Cook County.
IN 1968-1N Cook County
the personal property tax levy

was $232,153,000 or 20 per
cent of the total real estate,
personal property and railroad
levy. In the Third District the
personal property levy was by

I

township:

Ezekiel.L. Omitola, assistant police commissioner of the Federal Republic of Nigeria, is asking
questions of Jerry Powell, right, of Motorola Communications and Electronics, Inc., in Schaumburg.
He expressed interest in the mobile telephone he's bolding. At left is Northwest Day City Editor Joan made Wermes.

Nigerian Goes 12,000 Miles
To Learn About 2 -Way Radios
By Joanmarie Wermes

carry weapons unless absolutely necessary.

Ezekiel L. Omitola, 42, Assistant Police Commissioner

of the Federal Republic of Nigeria has- traveled more than
twelve thousand miles to visit
the Motorola plant in Schaumburg.

At the invitation of the U.S.
Department of State he is tour-

ing the United States, having

first visited major European
cities.

HIS COUNTRY'S main in-

dustry is agriculture and Nigeria ranks third in the world
in the cocoa export business.
Other leading exports include
peanuts and palm oil used in
making soap.
Nigeria is larger than our
state of Alaska.
Omitola and his wife Elizabeth have seven children. The
newest addition, a four -week .
old baby girl, named Genesee.

$250,039;

Hanover,

Barrington,
Maine (Part 3d

Dist.) $3,829,081 and North-

field (Part

3d

Dist.),

ty tax levied against individualsis r
"THE HOMEOWNERealtivelyinsignific
the Third District, strangled
by real estate taxes, is now

inant.

said, "At the same time, corporations in Illinois will be relieved of the personal property
tax which they now pay, for an

income tax easily controlled
by deductions for depreciation
and business expense.

Panel Completes Probe
Into Assessor Office
(Continued from Page 1)
as all the other taxing bodies in
the township.
During the review it became
obvious that the best way to get

new perMits issued by the
county on the tax rolls without

a lag of two to three years, was

I

.

Obituaries

legislation at the state level to
Henry Frederichs
require the county assessor offices to submit new permits to
Henry_ Frederichs, 74, of
the appropriate township! immediately after the county_ap- 131 S. Walnut, Arlington
proves them. Rep. David Reg - Heights, died Monday at his
ner (R -Mount Prospect) has home.
Survivors include his widindicated willingness to assist
ow, Minnie; sons Glen of Prosin this.
pect Heights and Leroy of St.
Louis; sisters Mrs. Clara Niebuhr of Alabama, Mrs. Stena
Topper of Florida, Mrs. Ella

Harper Jr. College
Sets Budget Hearing

A public hearing on the proIN ADDITION," the Ar- posed 1969-70 Harper Jr. Col-

lington Heights con -con candidate said, "large corporations will benefit by a constitutional ceiling placed on a
flat or graduated income tax,
since the legislature will not be
able to tax those best able to
pay. As a result the middle -income group will again bear the
lion's share of the tax.

"With this shift in the tax

property tax as to individuals, burden, the homeowner who
institute an income tax, if pays the lion's share of the real
$232,000,000 now being, le- needed, applying different estate tax - $21,773,340 in
vied in the form of personal rates to individuals and corpo- ,Wheeling Township alone property tax in Cook County? rations and legally classify real can receive relief where relief
"WITH A FLEXIBLE rev- estate as to residential, com- his sorely needed."
governmental costs remain the
same, who will pay the

being duped into trading a

relatively small personal property tax bill ($20 to $30) for a
larger income tax bill ($200 to
$400) which under the new income tax statute is a certainty
($15,000 a year adjusted gross
income with 4 independents at
2 and a half per cent will produce an income tax bill of
$275)."
Further explaining, - Griffin

mercial and industrial.

"The money must - come enue article the legislature
from somewhere. Assuming could abolish the personal

lege budget will be held at 8
p.in. in the school's board
room at Algonquin and
Roselle Rds. Funds appropriated are: $4,587,956 educational; $690,620 building;
$642,737 auxiliary enterprises
(cafeteria, bookstore, inter-

collegiate athletic corn -

petition, college center, and
data processing leasing); and
$608,745 bond and interest.

Dohe of

Bensenville,

Mrs. Gertrude Mulligan of
children.

Visitation will be after 3
p.m. today at the Lauterburg
and Oehler Funeral Home in

After approving the budget,
Arlington Heights. Services
the board members will move will
be tomorrow at p.m. at
their, meeting from the former St. John's
United Church of
administration building to the
Burial will be at St.
new board room in the College Christ.
John's Cemetery in Arlington
Center of the newly construct- Heights.
ed Harper College complex.
I

The wedding ceremony it-

ness.

Al though some young

AT MOTOROLA he was
shown how two-way radio

and the caesarian delivered
child were out -of -danger and
doing well.

about 52 pound or $15 he said.

1R-ANIDIEUR srr

th

dyed cotton tied at the waist.
An average outfit would cost

"I tried to decide what to
name the child, whose birth

THE BRIDE carries a bounotice I received while in this quet of native, flowets inwonderful country," he said, cluding Rose Periwinkle, Afriboast every modern con- "and because I was in that re- can marigolds and roses.
If the coUplo is Christian,
gion at the time, I named her
venience.
the wedding festivities end
Federal Nigeria has 12 Genesee."
His wife has added the name with thanksgiving services in
skies. He lives in the Western
State of Nigeria which has a Adetola, which means crown church.
Festivals are a Nigerian traof wealth.
population of 10 million.
Omitola said if a man's par- dition, One important festival
Considered a plain clothes
detective, he is head of the ents are living, it is the custom that takes place during the
Criminal Investigation De- for the grandparents to name year is in celebration of souls
the child, in addition to the departed.
partment.
christian name given in BapOMITOLA DESCRIBED
GRADUATING tism.
AFTER
one of the events as a whipping
from Government College, he
BESIDES GENESEE, the contest, in which the conjoined the police force as a
constable in 1948. "I became Omitola's have five other girls testants, at the sound of a
interested in police devel- and a boy. They are: Comfort whistle, whip their opponents
opment when as a youngster I Adebola, 13, Helen Bosede, 9, until a winner is declared.
The best festivals though,
read detective stories," Omi- Beatrice Folashade, 8, Ematola said. "I tried another posi- nuel Adelokunbo, 6, Morin, 5, according to Omitola are the
religious ones.
tion, but knew then that police and Adeshola, 3.
The last two, have not yet
work was for me."
Today he leaves for Sioux
been baptized in the Anglican
Promoted quickly he passed Church so have not received City, Iowa, to visit a typical agriculture
center. Then he will
their Christian names.
through the ranks of lance corOmitola admits to being an travel to Denver, San Franporal, corporal, sergeant, sub amateur photographer and cisco, Los Angeles, Houston,
superintendant,
inspector,
Miami and end his tour next
chief superintendant and final- says he loves the movies.
month in San Juan, Peurto
ly assistant commissioner.
Rico.
WESTERN CUSTOMS are
Nigerian policemen do not

111

a

-game

`11111111r
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CABOT'S DECKING STAINS FOR

D

75 Stores and Sery

PORCHES&DECKS
and wooden floors

WITH CARSON PIRIE SCOTT, WIE

DTS AND MONTGOMERY WARD

than 70 of them - loaded with quality merchandise

Durable

COME ONE! COME ALL! FREE!

Waterproof
Weatherproof

and offering the tops in value. Make a day of it at
Randhurst - see our circus and our great
stores - now through August 23rd!

AUGUST 14Ih THRU 23rd

Liir-104
Resists cracking, peeling or scaling. Cabot's

3 RING CIRCUS 3 PERFORMANCES
EVERY WEEKDAY 10:30 A.M., 3:00 P.M., 9:30 P.M.
SATURDAY 10 A.M., 5:30 P.M.
CLOWNS BALLOONS COTTON CANDY
ALL THE GAIETY OF A REAL -LIFE CIRCUS

Decking Stains provide a durable exterior

and 'interior stain finish for all types of

wood decking - ideal for use on redwood, red and white cedar, western pine,
Douglas fir, white fir, larch, hemlock,
spruce, rough -sawn southern

One r

While you're visiting our big circus, take
time to visit the fine stores at Randhurst. More

Decorative

pine and

hardwoods. In 10 modern colors to meet
your decorpting requirements.

Daily 8 ta 5:30
Mon. & Fri. to 9

COLOR CONSULTANTS

SERVING THE
COMMUNITY FOR
44 YEARS

214 N.Sunfon

SPECTACULAR

FIREWORKS FRIDAY, AUGUST 22, 10 P.M.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3-5338

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////7////

Also at 135 Vine
Park Ridge

RAND (U. S. 12) AND ELMHURST (RT. 83) ROADS / MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

4

grand-

Palatine, and three

self is preceeded by the engage-

ment ceremony, a time when
many people celebrate and
wish the young couple happi-

Mrs.

Amanda Meyes of Itasca and

gaged man pays a dowry to his
fiancee's parents. With six
daughters Omitola says he has
it made.

IT WAS IN the Genesee
Valley in Buffalo, N.Y., that
he received word that his wife

is put together
from the first tiny wire to the
finished product. He was par,
tkularly fascinated with the
giant police consuls which

$ 4 9 5, 8 8 6;

($360,000,000), 80 per cent of
$288,000,000 is paid by corp-orations," said Griffin. "The
Cook Cottrifk -Personal proper-

mains is the fact that an en-

nication.

equipment

$ 578 , 160 ;

$2,429,031.
misconceptions
"Present
notwithstanding, the fact is
practiced in Nigeria, but one (that of the total personal propnative custom that still re-

brides prefer the Western style
wedding dress and veil, others
continue to wear a three-piece
outfit consisting of a head tie, a
buba (short sleeved blouse)
and a wrapper of hand woven

His primary purpose here is
to investigate all types of police equipment and procedures, but especially commu-

Wheeling, $2,835,384; Elk
Grove, $3,382,448; Palatine,
Schaumburg,
$1,085,754;

erty tax collected in Illinois

.
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LOOKING FOR SAVINGS?
IMPROVE YOUR VALUE VISION

Day

Lorraine Anne's

WITH

Carriers
Visit
Chicago

ANNIVERSARTSALE

Twenty Day Publications
carrier boys and girls won a

in-OurWay oaying "Thank You"

boat (pp on the Chicago River

-and-Lake Michigan Saturday
in a contest to gain new sub-

for Our 20 Years of Service to Our
Customers for Their Patronage!

scriptions. Supervising the trip

were Bob Dannen (left), Des
Plaines Day circulation manager, and Chris Pancratz, a circulation supervisor. In the seat
behind them is Ron Burns, 640

20% OFF

Maple Ct., Mount Prospect.

ON ALL OUR NEW FALL
MERCHANDISE:

Pro Mount
Prospect girls, who carry the
Prospect Day. eyed the Loop
Right --I hese

skyline

the

as

Sportswear, Dresses, Handbags, Lingerie and Jewelry.

boat started

dorm the Chicago River, but
they were also conscious the
camera was aimed their way.
I hey are Denise Klis (left),
708 Holly Ct and Missy I lal-

3 DAYS ONLY--THURS., FRI., & SAT.

sorsen, 505 Garwood. (Photos
by Bob Burns)

ontmiled

We'll be open both THURS. & FRI. NITES

to thank all our customers for their patronage!

an a is on Rise

ar
14(1111

,

AUGUST 14, 15, & 16.

into and ladders damaged then
thrown into pool, cost $600
OWI.NS: two trash cans stolen, drinking fountain damaged, picnic table broken,

Pai,e I I

damaged, two park benches
broken and burned in fire pit,

four base mounts and bases
stolen, picnic area torn apart,
tree brances and trimmings

cost $150
SUNSET PARK: Bleachers
taken apart, dugout fence broken, four signs stolen, cost,

dumped in park, grass scalped
in cast at ea tor flying model
airplanes cut without park
district s permission, bb holes

$57

in windows of 111,1111 building

WILLER CREEK PARK:

25 to 30 holes, pool broken

Electric timer and fuse box

rinned oft Dole, conduit ripped

own private garden growing

end of Volkswagen dumped in
park, five signs ripped off; baketball loop and net removed;
debris placed in park at night;
cost, $165

dogs for their relief. This rep
ort is based on September, '68
thru July 22, '69. The amount

"We have lost about 135 'no
dogs allowed. no golfing. no

higher,

Lorraine Anne

vegetables --others take their

off, tree limbs broken; front

of money spent to repair

Shop

is

18 W. Campbell CL 3-5909 Arlington Heights, III.

very low estimate --it could be
1

doubt very much it

would be lower --full total in
damage is $5,932.80," said
Ralph Darling, superintendent
of grounds and maintenance.

dumping' signs throughout the

park system Some residents
are using the parks for their

Member of the
Arlington Credit Card

Sizes: Jr. Petite 3-13, Misses 6-20
Half Sizes 101/2 - 241/2

R.A.M. DISCOUNT CENTER
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

6 E. CAMP McDONALD RD.
SALE DATES: THURS.
FEATURING NAME BRAND
COSMETICS HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDS
NOTIONS
COLOGNES
GIFT ITEMS
SUNDRIES

MOUTH WASH

$319

ALL BRANDS
FEM MIST

LYSOL

JUST
WONDERFUL

WOODBURY

SCHICK

SHAMPOO

INJECTOR

FEMININE DEODORANT

SPRAY

HAIR SPRAY

8 OZ.

Package of 4

SPRAY

7 OZ.

89c Value

89c Value

$1.50 Value

$1.19 Value

49'

49'

79°

69'

$2.19 Value

$ 29

C

SHAMPOO

COTTON BALLS

JOHNSON'S
FOOT SOAP

16 OZ.

260 COUNT

49c Value

ALL KINDS

$1.38 Value

BRECK

MODESS
SANITARY NAPKINS
REG. or SUPER

$ 09

HRS. MON. TUES. WED. SAT. 9 til 7
THURS. FRI. 9 til 9
CLOSED SUNDAYS

PHONE 394-3100

IGARETTES
MICRIN

August 14, 15, 16

- FRI. -SAT.

$1.98
Value

°

C

CURITY

49'

29'

COPPERTONE

SUNTAN OIL

COMMAND
HAIR SPRAY

or LOTION

for MEN

$2.89 Value

$1.25 Value

$1179

69'

COSMETIC BAG

TOUCHE

CLAIROL

BAYER

ULTRA BRITE

BROMO-

with SLIPPERS

BATH OIL

CLAIRICARE

ASPIRIN

`TOOTHPASTE

SELTZER

$1.75 Value

$1.00 Value

$1.29 Value

C

C

4

50's
63c Value

$1.09 Value

$1.19 Value

for

39'

69°

79'

mioo

ALBERTO V05

DRISTAN

5-DAY ANTI DRY

Q-TIPS

CEPACOL

PEPSODENT

HAIRDRESSING
AND CONDITIONER

6 CAPSULES

DEODORANT

384 COUNT

MOUTH WASH

TOOTHPASTE

$1.00 Value

$1.79 Value

$2.19 Value

$1.49 Value

83c Value

ALL
KINDS

411.09
Value

C

89'

89'

Daylight
on behalf of the American Waterworks Association.

' marks of appreciation fer the
metallic monument, symbol of
your
particular
whatever

By Joseph Stubenrtioch

The old water tower has
This week in August departs
been under attack by city plan fancy calls it.
from the traditionally dull
Almost lost in the shuffle of ners from time to time. Fortu"dog days" afflicting merchants,homemakers, ancLeven_preparation-is-the-J00th-year--nately-enouglr-citi
commemoration of Chicago's nostalgic feeling for the landthe youngsrers with the "sumWater Tower, set for Tuesday, mark to preserve it, even if the
mer slows."
new Michigan Avenue built in
Aug. 12.
While the Illinois State Fair
1918 had to be diverted.
roars ahead down in
Springfield, our own area is
marking not fewer than three
major events.

WEDNESDAY, AUG.

13,

is a red-lettec day for all of us,
with as many area residents as
can manage it heading for
downtown Chicago to wel-

come the three astronauts at
parade

the

and

tu-

other

multuous doings in their honor for their historic landing on
the moon.

Friday, Aug. 15, is the second anniversary of the dedica-,
lion of the Picasso sculpture in
the Chicago Civic Center

plaza. There will be a symphonic concert among other

That Giant Leap

a

WHEN THE white -turreted structure was completed
in 1,869, it represented a tremendous accomplishment -in

' them here with their stories of
the rich soil and boundless op .portunities of the Prairie State.

MANY OF THESE of
e-remained-hr-Chlca-g-u,
and the need fora public water

the magnificence of the journey of the astronauts and the
pin -point precision of each de-

tail of their landing.

THE ADVANCES made

5-0

supply for the growing populace there led to the famous
water tower.

by today's technology, the vast

sums of treasure poured into
the lunar exploration, the cold
courage and scientific skill of

the

The communities that de-

the trio of moon venturers

Aug. 12, 1869 completion of

veloped in the northwest area
of Chicagoland did not have to
be bludgeoned into seeing the
ne&d for water supply for their

without any of these factors,
the giant leap for mankind

A GLANCE back to

the water tower may seem

be

could not have been the historic entry in man's annals it now

civic foresight and effort. The

out of tune with the more ex citing events Wednesday, Aug

138 -foot standpipe included in
facilities, the equipment

13, as crowds roar with Fheqrs

for Armstrong, Aldrin, and

liv&stock and their personal
use, not to mention the civic

is.

the

which could pump 18 million

Collins.
But in its own time, the water tower signified just as vital
a message for Americans, a big

necessity of available water for

same basic spirit of pioneering,

local volunteer fire brigades.
The first artesian well in Palatine, for instance, was drilled
in 1873. Other communities

who would -come after tit*,

followed suit.
Let nobody de-emphasize

their move ahead.

gallons of water a day and even

the ornate design of the tower
were hailed as a first in provid-

step indeed for all citizens of
the Union which had just survived the carnage of the Civil

ing water as a public service.

Today,' Chicago pumps an
average of 1.2 billion gallons
daily. Not through the old wa-

c,

In a raser way, but with the
scientific know-how and planning for the betterment of men
did those who erected t

'wa-

ter tower back in 1869 make

War and now had the future to
plan and provide for.
The soldiers returning from
the War Between the States to
their farms and homesteads of-

ter tower, for sure, which is
now preserved as an historic
landmark. Mayor Richard Daley will formally attach' a
plaque to the tower this week

ten induced others to follow

DOCTOR SAYS

Hepatitis Treatment Not Always Successful
TIRE SQUEALERS
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

"The astronauts had a tickertape parade in NYC and
Chicago and a formal reception in LAwhat did YOU do today?"

Stranger than fiction was
the treatment recently given to
a woman in South Africa who

had infectious hepatitis and
was in a coma. She had been
given

Pro5pect map

e

trans-

a cross circulation with a live
baboon was set up. Her blood
passed through the baboon

and back to her own circulation. The baboon's normally
functioning liver cleared her

blood of the poisonous by-

Wednesday. August 13, 1969

products of her infection, and

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

John E Stanton. Editor and Publi.+her

large

improvement. As a last resort,

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the pane, '.s freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Ill
Page 4

several

fusions without showing any

den was able to play tennis at
70 because he never used his
advancing age as an excuse to
give up. Even if you can't play
tennis every day, you can increase the length of your daily

Q -Is there any way to prevent premature senility?

A -Although some drugs
are being used for this purpose,
authorities agree that the most
important measures have to do

maintain a keen interest in the

value

in carefully selected
cases include small doses5of
Hovizyme,
anticoagulants,
Benizol and stanozolol. None

life around them rather than
retreat from the stress of living
remain youthful at any age.

Tissues and functions that
are not constantly used dete-

of these are wonder drugs and

Another human being could

riorate. King Gustav V of Swe-

medical supervision.

Hideaword

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount I'rospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005

have transferred the disease to
that person. Unfortunately,

when this treatment was tried
on four persons whose failing
liver function was due to
chronic disease rather than to

METIPON

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year: 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
SecondClass postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

to properly selected patients
who would otherwise die.

discover no on really cares, and especially after they've receiv-

ed their first of second traffic ticket. Tell him how you feel,
and if he inists on driving wild, get out and walk. It's your
life he's playing with. Don't lose it.

none should be taken without

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

ation was unsurePssful. There
is hope of success, however,
when the treatment is applied

.me. He roars away from intersections as if he were being
chased. Also, he' guns the motor while waiting at lights and
has the car fixed so it makes loud noise. I like this guy very

with one's mental outlook on
life. Fear of senility can age
you faster than anything else.
Those who struggle to keep
their appearance neat and to

she made a complete recovery.

an acute infection, the oper-

Why do boys who drive feel they have to squeal the tires

'much, but his car is rapidly coming between us. Why do boys
walk with or without jogging. get so excited, and spend their time showing off in cars?
Avoid overweight, abstain
--Car crazy's girl friend
from smoking and observe all
Usually, because they have no other achievements in which
the other rules of healthful livto take pride, a ear gives a boy a feeling of power he gets
ing.
The drugs that may be of in no other way. They almost always tame down when they

not have been used for this
purpose because this would

722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

Dear Lee Janson,

at every stop? I'm going with a nice guy, but his driving scares

WANTS TO DATE
Dear Lee Janson,

My boy friend is in Viet Nam and will be gone at least
a year. I said I'd wait for him and not go out on dates. Now
I've discovered I'm missing all the fun. I want to date, but
I don't want to hurt his feelings.
--Soldier's Girl

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
21 good, 28 excellent

Level with him if you're starting to date again. You can
be sure that he'll hear it from somebody if you don't. If he's
worth waiting for, you can pick up where you left off when
he returns. He won't enjoy receiving letters telling him all
the fun you are having going out with other boys, so you'll
have to find something else to write about. Obviously, your
resolves not to date didn't last long. Maybe he will end up
being the winner.

Send your questions to Lee Anson, c/a Day Publications,
Answer on Comic Page

New Law No Panacea
The

federal

Consumer

Credit Protection Act, known
as the "truth -in -lending" law,
while rightfully hailed as a victory for the consumer, is by no
means a panacea for his credit
problems, the Illinois State Bar
Association says
The new law, parts of which
became effective July I, calls

for full disclosure of costs in
virtually all credit transactions, whether borrowing cash
directly, charging a purchase,
or financing a car Consumers
can shop more intelligently for
credit and distinguish between
the different kinds of credit ar-

obtain all
promises in writing, avoid
long-term, high -interest, low payment contracts and be sure

charge before the final papers

to make payments on time to

disclosure

avoid repossession or garnishment proceedings.

law. A prospective charge account customer must be told

fore signing

it,

are signed.

Revolving charge accounts
are directly affected by the full

provisions of the

While exercising all of the

the conditions of the credit

above cautions, the consumer

agreement before he opens an

should also be aware of the
protections afforded him by
the truth -in -lending law and
take full advantage of them.
The ISBA cited some of the

account. In addition, he must
be told what his' billing cycle
will be so that if he wishes he
can make purchases early in
the cycle and payments later
on. Also, the customary one
and one-half per cent monthly
service charge on charge accounts must be labelled as an
annual percentage rate of 18

law's new protections concerning real estate transac-

tions and revolving charge ac-

group advises, the consumer
should continue to exercise

counts:
Mortgage contracts must
disclose their annual percentage rate. However, in
some cases, finance charges on

caution before becoming involved in credit transactions.
In particular, the ISBA said,

a first mortgage do not have to
be disclosed. Consequently, it
is advisable for the borrower to

comply with the law, by either
withholding information or

buyers should always read the
installment sales contract be-

ask the mortgage lender to

subject to a maximum penalty

rangements, the ISBA says.

HOWEVER,THE bar

compute

the

total

finance

a

MM
ATv.

$5,000 fine or a combination
of both. Further, a borrower
may sue the lender for twice

the amount of the finance
charge.

Patrolling of the law will be
up to the consumer and to several
government
agencies.
Most consumer -credit com-

plaints should be directed to
the Federal Trade Commis-

sion,

117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

Washington,

--r

A DRAGON?

Last Month

Organisations have utilitxed our
facilities for, .

On Rand & Dundee Rds.

D.C.

.

MEETINGS and BANQUETS
Let our experienced ataff take care
ofyour next meeting or banquet!

COMING SOON
Bring the Kids! Join the Fun!

OVER 45

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

ZWA. :

IIIII

Contact Ken Dawson
.Assistant Innkeeper

Elk Grove

1000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill

956-1170

M

20580.

per cent.

LENDERS WHO fail

to
it

giving false information, are
of a year's imprisonment,

a

liesW
Zak Row
Redtwuutt

A boala

butri taa &at..

COCKTAILS

PRIME STEAKS

bogy &km cud accemoke
.

cl-t-6119dous leo

The Former

MARSHALL
FIELD

GUN CLUB
Fieldale &
Higgins this.
in Hoffman

arlingtoark towers

Estates

Featuring
BOB LOVELL

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

at the piano

PRIME RIB of BEEF

$4.25

Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM
-

The Most Beautiful Clothes, anywhere, any season
Playboy Club Hotel
Lake Geneva, Wis.

529-8840

,

ArlingtOn Park Towers
Arlington Heights

Downtown Beloit
Beloit, Wis.

Law Begins Protection of Antiquers
First in a series on protective legislation for Antique
collectors.
Antique collectors need
Only
protective legislation
you can see that they get it.

ductions along to unsuspect-

passed oft as an authentic item.

dealers have in the past months

pre-

INTEREST
serving American and foreign
antiquities has grown over the
past less scars a large market
has deseloped Manutacturers
have seized the opportunity to
Vs

flood the market with reproductions of sought-atter items.
especialls glass artifacts.
It is literally impossible to

detect frauds in glassware. Experts trained in detecting small

defects prevalant in old glass

A BILL
To protect collectors of antique glassware
manufacture in

!here is nothing w rang in
reproducing antique reproductions as long as the purchaser is ass are that the,. arc repro-

ductions

IN I lit C %SE of glasse however old established

against the
the United

was manfactured before 1940.

(2.) The term "permanently

marked" means molded into
the glass or otherwise per-

States or the importation of

manently

imitations -of such glassware.

glass.

House of Representatives of
the United States of America
in Congress assembled, that
the manufacture in the United
States for introduction into interstate or foreign commerce.
or the importation into the

tique groups. appraisers and
accelerated efforts to get protection through state and federal legislation. Laws could re-

United States, of any imitation
antique glassware product

quire all reproductions to he
marked as such, with the date

which is not plainly and per-

of reproduction permanently

manently marked with the ca-

stamped into the actual object.

Congressman Louis C. Wyman of New Hampshire. The

in which such
product was manufactured is
unlawful, and shall he an unfair method of competition,
and an unfair or deceptive act

hill reads as follows:
91st Congress

the Federal Trade Commis-

lendar year

THE FIRST OF such federal legislation was instigated by

or practice in commerce under

-

sion Act.
Sec. 2 For purposes of this

H R 12284
in the House ofsRepresenta-'
tives

Act --

June 18. 1969. Mr. Wyman (for himself. Mr. Watkins and
Mr. Schadeberg) introduced

t

( I.) The term "imitation ani q u e glassware product"

means any product which --

(A) is wholly or in chief value of glass, and (B) resembles,

the following bill: which was
referred to the Committee on

by reason of its design, color,

in

inscribed

the

(3.) The processing of a

glassware

product so

as

to

Scc. 6 The first section ot
this Act shall take ellect

mission is authorized and directed to prevent any person
from violating the provisions

ment of this Act:
IF YOU WANT to squelch
unfair misrepresentation and

of this Act in the same manner.
by the same means, and with
the °same jurisdiction, powers,
and duties as though all appli-

to aid in the passage of this pro-.
tective legislation, write to

days after the date 01 the enact-

product (such as
changing its color) shall be
such

marked "I am in favor of this
bill," with your signature and

Act were incorporated
into and made a part of this
sion

treated as a manufacture of

address, to:

the Federal

Act; and any person violating
the provisions of this Act shall

Trade Commission finds that

be subject to the penalties and

because of the nature, form or
quantity of any glassware

entitled to the privileges and

such product.
Section

3

If

your federal representative.
'Address your letter or a
copy of this feature clearly

cable terms and provisions of
the Federal Trade Commis-

cause a substantial alteration
in

Trade Commission
Act.
(b) The Federal Trade ComFederal

texture, and markings (if any)
any glassware product which

Be it enacted by the Senate and

ing collectors as the real thing.
Individuals, organized an-

1st session

have been tooled

y,

merce.

cations are close to perfect. At
present these reproductions
are designated as reproductions by a gummed label. Dishonest dealers simply remove
the label and pass these repro-

Unscrupulous dealers have
tound easy pre s in the unint or m e d antique collector
through sales of reproductions
in

Interstate and Foreign Com-

firms have resurrected antiquated molds, and the dupli-

By Dolores Haugh

Sen. Everett Dirksen
107 Senate Office
Washington, D.C. 50510
or
Sen. Charles Percy
1200 New Senate
Washington. D.C. 50510
This is only the first of many
needed laws. Reproductions of
other antiques in copper. pew-

immunities provided in the
Federal Trade Commission

product, compliance with the
first section of this Act is not
necessary for the adequate
protection of collectors of an-

Act as though the applicable

terms and provisions of the
Federal

Trade Commission

Act were incorporated into

tique glassware, the Commission shall promulgate regu-

and made a part of this Act.

ter, tin, china and others are

section of this Act shall be

dealers, members of antique
societies will follow in this

subject to seizure and forfeiture under the custom laws of

series. It is only through the assistance of the individual voter

Sec. 5 Any glassware product the importation of which
is made unlawful by the ,first

lations exempting such pro-:
duct from the requirements of
this Act consistent with the
purposes of this Act.

Section 4 (a) Except -as

otherwise specifically provid-

already flooding the market.
Interviews with individuals,

of the importer, his agent, or
any other person knowing or

and taxpayer that protection
from unfair practices can he
stopped. You can help with a

having reason to know of such
unlawful importation.

Isn't it worth it'?

the United States in the hands

ed herein, this Act shall be en-

forced by the Federal Trade
rules.
under
Commission
regulations. and procedures

provided for pursuant to the

six -cent

investment.

stamp
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Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor

Garden Walk
The Garden Group of the
Prospect

Club held a garden walk 'for
their July meeting. About 15
women toured nine area gardens, including the gardens of
Mrs. Joseph Lesniak, Mrs.
Richard Rix, Mrs. Marion
Den Beste, Mrs. Donald Bennett, Mrs. Donald McGowan,

Mrs. Paul Galle, Mrs. Robert
Bandelow and Mrs. Kenneth
Sandstrom. They ended the
tour with refreshments at Mrs.
Edward Sakach's.
Mrs. Lesniak's garden was
an outstanding example of the

Kim Kent, eight -year -old daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robed H. Kent of Prospect Heights,
stopped to smell the geraniums in the garden of Mrs. Joseph E. Lesniak, one of the gardens on
display at the Prospect Heights' Woman's Club garden study group.

Beverly Bjorklund Now
rs. James O'Neill
in

Arlington

The

Heights

Over 50 Club calendar for the
month of August includes:
Thursday, Aug. 14-Business meeting after lunch.

Saturday, Aug. 16-Saturday night party at Pioneer
Park. Light refreshments furnished. 7:30-12.
welcome.

Everyone

Thursday, Aug. 21 --Bingo.
Bring an unwrapped gift
which has a monetary value of
75 cents to one dollar. The gift

tion, call Mrs. Rix, 259-8774.

Wine Book

Deans List

helping connoiseurs of fine

1968-1969 school year at Har-

and ivy. Her three -tiered veil

of silk illusion was held

well tended garden and Mrs.
DenBeste's showed the most
variety of flowers.
The group is open to members of the Prospect Heights
Woman's Club. For informa-

Peter H. Kulik, 1083 East
Villa Drive, has attained the
Dean's List for the entire

buttons the length of the gown.
She carried a colonial bouquet
of phalanopsis, stcphanatis

Over 50 Calendar

6,0114 Ortufil

Woman's

Heights

A new full -color booklet for
wine --and other travelers --get
to and around the vineyards of
France by rented car, has just

been issued by Hertz RentA-Car.

vard University, Cambridge,
The unusual 64 -page bookMass. This is the third con- let contains an introduction to
secutive year of such high ac- ''-:the wines of France and ten arcomplishment for Kulik. He ticles on the principle grape
graduated from Maine West in

growing

regions

and

1966.

their

you bring allows you to win

effroloti°'

one Bingo prize.
Thursday, Aug. 28: -Cubs
ball game. This is ladies' day.

0000

Women's tickets are free but
men must pay $1.50 for grandstand

seats.

Bus

sew th.hne ent b CI

will leave

August
at

relocated
they dyed.

Westgate School at 10:30 and

n
twotunpon, Rood
en fom

will stop at Oasis for lunch.

eSt 1vio9

Please make reservations with
Kay Gilday, 392-0034, by
Aug. 21. Men please pay their
$1.50 at reservation time.
People not interested in going
to the game will come to Westgate School as usual.

in

1 0 OA

Available
wines by Frederick' S. Wildman Jr., a regular contributor
to Gourmet Magazine.

of

Copies

"Gourmet

the

Holidays,

booklet
Wine

Tours of France by Rented
Car" and other information
on the tours may be had without charge from Gourmet

Holidays, 407 N. Eighth St.,
St. Louis, Mo. 63101.

place with a headpiece of satin
and organza flowers with pearl
stamens.

A combination of a white
organdy bodice,

pink satin

sash and navy blue chiffon

PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

over taffeta skirt was worn by
the matron of honor and
bridesmaids.
They carried

open white baskets of pink

HOLIDAY INN'S FAMOUS

French carnations and white

_PACKAGE PLAN INCLUDES

daisies with pink satin streamers, Serving the bride of as ma-

tron of honor was Mrs. Gene
Pawlowski. Mrs. Bruce Bjork-

liance. Select from a large group of

MRS. BJORKLUND chose

RESTAURANT 956-1170 LIQUOR SERVICE

3/1 et. round diamond ring with 2 tapered

r---.-

baguettes
3/4 ct. Marquise diamond ring
1/2 ct. Pear shape diamond ring

Miss

a pale yellow coatdress of satin

brocade with a beaded collar

and an ivory cymbidium orchid. The groom's mother
chose an aqua coatdress of silk
worsted and also wore a cym-

bidium orchid_

Wearing a traditional silk
erly Lou Bjorklund, daughter
of Mr and Mrs H Lars Bjorklund of Mount Prospect, became the bride of James Wil-

liam O'Neill, son of Mr and
Mrs Daniel O'Neill of Chi-

satin pew bows and pink and
white flowers on the altar decorated the church.

ROBERT BREIHAN provided the music, which includ-

ed "The Lord's Prayer" and
"Song of Ruth."

cago. on June 27

The bride's Victorian style
The

ceremony

was

per-

formed by the Rev Mr David
J Quill in St Mark Lutheran
Church in Mount Prospect A
7 p.m Two candelabra, white

gown was re -embroidered with
Alencon lace and had organza

ruffles at the wrist and neck.
The lace extended down the
front of the dress with covered

from our collection of diamonds
chosen for color, clarity and bril-

7 COURSE MEAL
WEDDING CAKE
BAND
ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE;

and

organza over taffeta gown, Bev-

'

Barbara Christoe
were her bridesmaids.

lund, Mrs. Lowell Bjorklund

Mr. and Mrs. James William O'Neill

FOR THE ,RECEPTION

Robert Cassin was best man,

John O'Neill, Daniel O'Neill,

WITH EACH PACKAGE PLAN THE
BRIDE & GROOM WILL RECEIVE A
COMPLEMENTARY BRIDAL SUITE AND
INFORMATION FOR SPECIAL
PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

Name

Following a buffet supper

JEWELERS

for 120 guests at Old Orchard

Address

Country Club, the couple left
for a week'S honeymoon in

City

Lake Geneva.

Wedding Date

Both graduates of the University of Illinois, the couple
will live in Arlington Heights.
grade in Palatine. The groom
is a systems engineer for IBM'
in Chicago.

$550
$650
$350

A CHAMPAGNE , BREAKFAST

and Kenneth Sands ushered,

The bride will teach second

styles in all price ranges:

Phone

MT. PROSPECT

MON., THURS., Mi., 9,70 3-3,. 93 9,00 pm.
TWA, WED., SAT., 9130 cm., TO MO p.m:

Mall to Zappone's Brandywine Restaurant
ELK GROVE HOLIDAY INN
1000 Busse Rd.

I

1080µ1'Rfimet
trol Refs. Pk" 394.1140
Rand &

CHICAGO

Elk Grove Village, III, 956.1170
sr

Ilk

440CsesVat'uls)

29 E. Madison (Sulfa 808) 372.8923!

Antique Antics

Beginning Collector

A lap desk from the collection of Dennis Daniels is dated
circa 1850. from England.

Selectsr Pewter
By Marilyn Heifers

A pewter collection belonging to Dennis Daniels of
Mount Prospect attracts a

great deal of attention in the

antique section of Mount
Prospect Hardware, 101 W.
Prospect.
Daniels started his collection only 21/2 years ago when
Mount Prospect celebrated its
50th anniversary. "During the

anniversary we had the front
window filled with antiques
and so many people inquired
about purchasing them that I
decided to start selling antiques in the store," said Dan-

An antique pewter collection belonging to Dennis Daniel of
Mount Prospect is on display in the Decorator's Antiques section
of Mount Prospect VS Hardware, 101 W. Prospect. (Photos by

iels.

Marilyn Heifers)

0

U
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traced back to the Romans,

Company of Pewterers in England go back as far as 1348 in

trades would have been unnec-

their records." The guilds set essary."
During the Revolutionary
standards for making pewter
and required each pewterer to War the colonists had a shortinvent a mark or "Touch" and dttge of bullets and many family
"to register it by striking it pieces of pewter were sacriupon a Touch -plate at Pewte- ficed to make them. "Trenrers" Hall. Frequently his cher -bees" were held in many
touch had to contain the nu- homes with a woman inviting
merals of the year in which he many of her friends and neighwas admitted to mastership or bors to spend the evening and
a design denoting the quality "bring every pewter article
with them which they could
of his pewter."
The pewterer in America possibly spare. The young men
was not bound by the same of the village whittled and
regulations. He was indepen- shaped enough trenchers of

to America.

indoor show will be held at
Prospect High School field house on Kensington Rd between Rt 83 and Northwest

dered limestone." -"The Collector's Manual," by NI HudBooks on pewter are available at local libraries and a
large collection of antique
pewter may be seen at The Art
Institute in Chicago.

Gi4e UsA Call:
392-3878 -or- 255-6566

\

i111

AND MAKE UP FOR LOST TIME!
Just cut this out and take it to any Branigar

ANTIQUES

II II II 111 ill III
I am a Toofer!

GALORE

YES WE'LL BE OPEN LONG PAST SUMMER
but now is the best time to play golf at one of these Branigar clubs!

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

I

Mt Prospect
V&S Hardware

And don't forget to bring your 'loafer!
Operated by

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
MT PROSPECT

ANTIQUES

Flea Market Sale
4th Sunday of each Month
Town Halt, Lower Level
of Randhurst
Rte 12 & 83 Mt Prospect
Antiques Etcetera Managers

392-0383

253 9117

Barrel O'Bygones

Antiques
203 S Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling,

Phone 537-9874

round of golf valid any week day this year!

1111

MOHAWK

BUFFALO GROVE

MIDLANE

GOLF CLUB

COUNTRY CLUB

COUNTRY CLUB

400 take Cook Road
Buffalo Grove, Illinois

Yorkhouse Road

Phone: 537-5819

Wadsworth, Illinois
(near Waukegan)
Phone: 244-1997

Church Road, north of
Irving Park Road
Bensenville, Illinois
Phone: 766-0140

INDIAN LAKES -

WHITE PINES

TALLY' HO

GOLF CLUB

COUNTRY CLUB

Church Road, north of
Grand and south of
Irving Park Road
Bensenville, Illinois
Phone: 766-0280

Route 45, between
Half Day and Mundelein

Schick and
Bloomingdale Roads

Bloomingdale, Illinois
Phone: 894-5330

Mundelein, Illinois
Phone: 362-3910

Day or evening appointments invited. Ask about our 60 day no carrying charge or our regular revolving charge account.

rotls
e

Call 358-7460 Mon. thru Thurs. 9 a.m. to
.5:30 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m. to 9 p.m., Sat.
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

.

Selected irregulars of
famous brand luggage

'

--.1.9.14P .

.......-/

Here's a chance to own a handsome set of
famous brand luggage at a fraction of the

it" 14

price you normally pay! Slight irregularities
will not affect the wear or appearance of any
piece. All built on light, strong magnesium

9

^

.

'

frames with chrome -finish recessed locks. Easy

,

V

1

care, too, because the cases wipe clean with
a damp cloth.

/

If Perfect

41

I

club any day, Monday through Friday. We'll
give you and everyone in your party (up to IMIN

a foursome) who pays for one 18 -hole
round of golf a certificate for one free

154 N. NORTHWEST HWY., PUTINE

" It

STATE FARM
FOR THE PRICE OF ONE

PHONE 358-7460

DRAPERIES -WALLPAPER -NYLON. WOOL do ACRILAN CARPETING

IF Z:-.01--<1....)--

TOOFER!

Home OH lc.* Bloomington, Illinois

INTERIORS

SAVE 7.12 TO 25.12.

ONLY 39 DAYS

PLAY TWO ROUNDS OF GOLF

Call for oar interior
Decorattsa estimate in your
hone at no obligation;

WiebOidtS'

now looking at a ...

insurance Companies

any Arinstrong,
Masland, MaGee,
or Monarch

-.-

BUT (HAPPY DAY) IT'S NOT TOO LATE!
In fact, now's the best time to play golf at a Branigar club! First, because they're all in peak
mid -season condition and second, because you are

4116
.

e

Carpeting

h3Jack

If you've let summer slip by without playing golf on one of these superb Branigarmanaged golf courses, you've made a ghastly error, but (whew!) one that can be
corrected!
You've missed the excitement of playing golf on the' fairest fairways and greenest greens in the Chicagoland areal
You've missed the convenience of reserving your starting time and playing golf
when you want to play!

1730 °ANTON ST. DES PLAINES
PHONE 824-3121

and latest fabrics.

By

(and discover what a Toofer* is)

RAY LIEBROCK

Save important dollars

Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.

HERE'S HOW TO MAKE THE MOST OF 'EM!

See Me,

. . . 'select from our
almost limitless collection of smart colors

Rubber padding
when purchasing

Northwest

LEFT THIS SUMMER!

Hwy in Arlington Heights

FREE.

The inimitable beauty of Golden Touch
draperies . . . custom -crafted to your measure.

See
The

e lm

Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
journal's, Ledgers, etc.

-

Limited
Time

son Moore .

CONVENIENT
"1 LOCATIONS

we will prepare:Payrolls

GOLFERS

r

broken glass and polished,
them with a sand made of pow-

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

The Northwest Obedience
Club Inc of Palatine will hold
its twelfth annual obedience
trial on Sunday, Aug 17 The

OFF

rough wooden vessels with

thomas wilnau associates

Profeslitinar BusinesiManagemerif '

30 %

7

women smoothed down these

two, 'BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

Sally Marum, 13, of Arlington Heights will be among the

SALE

maple and poplar wood to supply the housewives' needs. The

jects the pewterer had to ac- lished by Hawthorn Books,

many hopefuls entering her Lubrador Retriever, Wendy, in the
Northwest Obedience Club's shim at Prospect High School Sunday, August 17.

face.

their need to work at other

But under pressure from
who used it during their occupancy of England. The com- guild pcwters English authorposition of English pewter var- ities raised the duty upon imied according to the object ported raw tin bars.and placing
being made. The highest quali- no duty on imported pewter ty of "Plate Pewter contained ware. "American craftsmen
no lead at all, but 100 parts of were forced to rework and retin. 8 of antimony and 4 of cast old pewter." He was not
copper. Common pewter of required to use a Touch mark
Trifle, from which small ob- although many did use them to
jects and toys were made con- advertize their pewterware.
tained 82 per cent of tin and 18 "The Complete Encyclopedia
of Antiques," compiled by
per cent antimony."
In order to make pewter ob- The Connoisseur and pub-

1

rate the wooden box that contains a place for pen, ink and
paper with a flat writing -sOr-

quire a set of expensive gun- Inc. states that "there is no
metal molds. Since the molds truth in the belief that unwere too expensive for each Marked pewter can always be
pewterer to purchase, they classified as American. If this
formed guilds or companies were the case, the production
and took turns using common of our colonial pewterers
mo I d s . "The Worshipful would have been so large tfitt

As a new collector, Daniels
said that both he and his wife
Select articles from an artistic
point of view. "We buy things
that appeal to us and we learn dent and free to choose the
about them through research type of items he wished to
and from people who come make. "The record of Richard
Graves, who opened a pewinto the store," he said.
Daniels spends his day off terer's shop in Salem, Mass.,
looking for more antiques, but in 1635, is the earliest referhe also acquires them through ence to a pewterer in the
overseas buying; takes them on American colonies." It wasn't
consignment; buys them at long before English pewterers,
farm sales; buys from dealers wishing to escape some of the
and through "The Antique regulations of the guilds and
hearing about the opportunity
Trader," a newspaper.
The history of pewter can be to own land, decided to come

36'ptibtfiClfbo63afa"rlfrSooaoAoeooaasaes0000Kr,
Page 6

Wood and shell inlays deco-

-

Petite Tote

30.00

Nandi Tote

33.00

Beauty Case

40.00

22.88
23.88
29.88

21" Weekender

42.50

31.88

24" Pullman

50.00

26" Pullman

60.00

29" World Traveler

70.00

Mens 1 Suit Carry On

50.00

36.88
44.88
52.88
74.88
36.88.

Mens 21" Companion

42.50

31.88

Mens 2 Suiter

60.00

Mens Three Suiter

65.00

Mens 24" Cam panion

50.00

44.88
47.88
36.88

folding Wardrobe

4,

Ai

Sale Retail

100.00

'

41
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ielboldtc

Luggage 7 Randhuist

I

S

I

I

I

Ni Be K mart Smart

I

1:017;ome comparing of food prices.

You will find K mart's everyday low
prices save you more on your total
food bill Shopping at a store that
has a few,tow price specials and all

YOUR FRIENDLY K MART FOOD STORES ARE OPEN SEVEN
INE CONVENIENT CHICAOOLAND LOCATIONS.
DAYS A WEEK
CTIVE WED ,AUG. 13 THRU Ste, AUG 17, 1969.
PRICES,.

other items much higher priced, does
not save you money.
Shop K mart for total savings

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES.

in all department*.

WILSON'S

Corn King

-011101

Sliced Ba n

1 LB.

PKG. mm

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

Skinless
Franks

2 28

LB BAG

U.S. GOV'T INSPECTED

RIB CUT

Country Style

Center Cut
Pork Chops

Chicken Legs

LEAN & MEATY

Country Style

nus uys
"Bonus Buys" are new temporary low prices
established thru manufacturers' promotional

Spare Ribs.... LB

allowances. Byy these items for extra savings.

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

Sliced
Bologna

1 LB
PKG

LEAN & MEATY

Tenderloin Cut
Pork Roast

AEI

LB.

I.B.

LB

U S D.A "CHOICE"

Ground

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE" BONELESS

Chuck

otisserie
oast
uc

LB mor

U S. GOV'T INSPECTED

Country Style
Chicken Breasts

LB.

LB.

NDDiscount Prices On
'

//

PICNIC NEEDS

AI

.ice

MAL63C Paper Plates. ....g.1.0066C

4Z2Z 84c Ice Cream

.

oc

DETERGENT

Ivory Liquid
ream

CHEF PACK - WHITE

GOLD DISH

GIANT SIZE

Tide Detergent.

2BTL2OZ

CAKE MU HAMBURGER OR

CHOCOLATE

Hershey Syrup..
Nestles' Quik

. CAPT. 2 /C

INSTANT

ASSORTED COLORS - PUFFS

Facial Tissue

2.00.`z2 7c

ALUMINUM

Reynolds Foil

Rou

30c

SO RICH -IT WHIPS

21/.75

Wiener Buns

Tomato Ketchup. g i°. '22c

_V)

141110212c

Milnot

PoK,°,; 28c

CAN

DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE CUT

Green Beans

ALL FLAVORS

C16ANOZ 26c

EARLY GARDEN

Del Monte Peas... CA
'7.

24c

EveNday 130614 77116

'

S

*1

SQUIRE HARDWOOD

.

'JIM.--

I

tiN.
Pork & Beans

WM".

.thi0OtA

WI

.Ck,41414A

.4111110r.

II

CAMPBELL'S

Cr
'lit

IIII

monalmossolfs

Grape Juice

20 709

Tomato Soup

.

it' ---

.-_---

cD.LA

.zro

(r.

9c. .LE

..Z9APIZ 32c

. .

.17AtIZ 25c

CRUSHED

Dole Pineapple. . cAN"24c

CAI °VN2".14c

Barbecue Sauce.. Wiz43C
(al 10C

ZIN
cARtraoT

Salad Mustard.
Napkins

.

JAR

C0
Canned Pop

Meadowdale

Dill

28c

gr 2 7c

KOSHER

ZIP OR

Fruit Cocktail.

Vegetable Soup

Oz. 12c

OPIN PIT

PERT WHIFF

.

CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF

LemonadeMEADOWDALE

so.1.,

DEL MONTE

2BTALOZ.415c

WYLER'S INSTANT

DEL MONTE YELLOW

aa

Charcoal

4C602.2 7C

Onion Soup Mix. . Zo°.10C
.-..., _--: -----... ,

.Aatio

Cling Peaches.

WELCH'S

LB. BAG

,.....;,-,..

16 OZ.
CAN

Hi -C Fruit Drinks

AR

z 55c

On

DAIRY

/to
I

36 SIZE -VINE RIPENED

MIX OR MATCH -ALL VARIETIES

GRADE "A"

Plums

Cantaloupes

Large Eggs
DOZ.
KELLOGG'S

Corn Flakes

'a Oz -37c

Wheaties

LBS.

GENERAL MILLS

Cheerios
FRESH SUN BLUSHED

Peaches

3. 58

I
I

Lemons. .

PKG12 0L34C

I "46C

MCO

KELLOGG'S

FRESH LIMES OR

. . IA.

5$

Rice Krispies
CARNATION

58

GRADE "A"

BREAKFAST OF CHAMPIONS

FOR

..s.

13"

PRO

45c

Medium Eggs

.54c

11011011410, MEADOW GOLD

Sour Cream
MEADOW GOLD

Cottage Cheese... 4CTtud:69c
KEMPF WOW ELMO

Instant Breakfast ZeL68C American Cheese. :::z.59c '6

HWY. 83 & DUNDEE RD. WHEELING

5
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Dist. 59 Lists Seit-661Bus Routos
:-

Mount Prospect children and -Belmont; Haven 0- and Haven and Kennicott; Haven vanja;-Windsor and Pennsyl- Bus No. 16, yellow. Starting
who attend District 59 schools -Dnuglas; Belmont -and Count and Harvard; Harvard and, - vinia; Springfield and Penn- time 7:25. Stops: Old Ivy; Lake
Briarwood; Cedar Glen and
wilt receive bus assignments cil Tr.; Tonne and Council Noyes; Harvard and Cedii; sylvania; St. Zachary School.
Kim; Cedar Glen and Shady
Tr.; 243 Golf; 501 Golf;. 605 'Harvard and _-White oak;
during registration.
BUS NO. 5, orange. Start- Way; Embers and Shady Way;
Children who live more Golf; 611 Golf; 801 Golf; 812 Princeton acid Haven; Harthan" one and one-half miles Golf; Lancaster and Golf; vard and cul-de-sac; Juliette ing time 7:55. Stops: Willow Prince Charles Apts.; Shalafrom school will get free trans- Lancaster and Sunset; Lancas- Low School; Shalamar Apts.; and Fern; Willow and Birch; mar Apts.; Golf Rd.; Golf Rd.;
Roberts and Willow; Palm and Mimes Junior High School.
ter and Lonnquist; Forest John Jay School.
portation.
St. Zachary School: Bus No. Roberts; St. Zachary. School.
View Elementary School.
Bus No. 17, orange. Starting
Bus No. 6, dark green. Startblue. Starting time, 7:55.
Robert Frost School: Bus
CHILDREN WHO LIVE
ime 7:25. Stops: St. John
between eight -tenths of a mile No. I, blue. Starting time 8:25. Stops: Lillian and Miller; Lil- ing time 7:55. Stops: BirchApts.;
Timberlake
Apts.;
and one and one-half miles Stops: Touhy Trailer Court; lian and Westmere; Debra and wood Terrace Apts.; Redwood
Lonnquist and Waverly; Lanfrom school may ride the "pay 400 Elmhurst Rd.; Bel Aire Beau; Sandy and Beau; Kath- and Dempster; Fern and Caleen and Beau; Ambleside and
talpa; Birch, middle of the caster and Sunset; Waverly
Ln.; Frost School.
bus" if they want to do so. Fees
block; Cottonwood and Birch; and Glenn; Sunset and RobBus No. 2, red. Starting time Beau; St. Zachary School.
for this are $25 per child per
BUS NO. 2, red. Starting Cottonwood and Cypress; St. erts; Lonnquist and Roberts:
8:25. Stops: Lehman Trailer
year.
Meyer and Vista; Holmes
District 59 uses a "color Court; Algonquin Rd.; San time 7:55. Stops: Westmere Zachary School.
St. John Lutheran School: Sghool.
coding" for buses. Specific as- Souci Apts.; Greenhouses on and Marihall; Dulles and MarBus
No.
19,
light
green.
Stops:
shall; Dulles and Brentwood;
signments and bus pass infor- Dempster: Frost School.
Bus No. 18, purple. Starting
Millers and Dara James; Mill- 818 Richard Ln.; 645 Brant mation will be given out at the
JOHN JAY SCHOOL: Bus ers and Bell Dr.; Kathleen and wood; Charing Cross and time 7:25. Stops: Pheasant and
time parents pay book rental
1818
Busse;
Ridge,
1417
S.
No. 6, . dark green. Starting Marshall; Lance and Shawn;
L av ergne; Magnolia and
fees, Aug. 13 through Aug. 19,
from 9-11:30 a.m. and from time 8:25. Stops: 3124 Busse Ambleside and Marshall; SC, Patton; 118 Seeger Rd.; 400 Tamarack; Catalpa and LaDebra;
1141
W.
Golf
Rd.;
St.
Zachary
School.
Rd.; 3031 Busse Rd.; Algonver g n e; Thornwood and
1-3 p.m.
quin Rd.; Algonquin , Rd.;
Bus No. 3, purple. Starting John Lutheran School.
Tamarack; Palm and -Lavergne; Holmes School.
Forest View Elementary 2121 Arlington Heights Rd.; time 7:55. Stops: Leahy and
BUS NO. 20, black. StartBus No. 21, light ,green.
School, Bus No. 7, pink. Start- 2111 Arlington Heights Rd.; Ambleside; Leahy and Lance;
ing time 8:15. Stops: 2513 E. Starting time, 7:25. Stops:
ing time 8:25 a.m. Stops: Wa- 2003 Arlington Heights Rd.; Kathleen and Victoria; Fre1929 Arlington Heights Rd.; mont and Westgate; Warring- Higgins Rd.; Route 2, Box 61. Ridge Dr. and Fernandez;
verly and Lonnquist; Waverly
and Green Acres; Glenn and Seeger Rd.; Briarwood (east); ton and Harding; Bradley and Bensenville; Touhy Trailer Victoria and Fernandez;
Prk; Willoway Trailer Park; Haven and Fernandez; Noyes
Roberts; Sunset and Roberts: Briarwood (west); John Jay LaSalle; Leahy Circle and
Walnut; Leahy and King; 700 W. Lincoln; Westfield Ln. and Fernandez; White Oak
Lonnquist and Roberts; 900- School.
Juliette Low -John Jay Bus Horne and Walnut; Clark and and Mount Prospect Rd.; 1165 and Fernandez; White Oak
909 Meyer; 901 Busse; 807
Busse Rd.; Forest View Ele- Routes: Bus No. 12, brown. King; Marshall and Monroe; Stark Pl.; Wilkins and Dulles; and Ridge; Holmes School.
503 W. Westmere; 465 Bell
Dempster Junior High
Starting time 8:20. Stops: Golf St. Zachary School.
mentary School.
Rd.; Golf Rd. and Dwyer;
Bus No. 4, brown. Starting and Miller; 501 W. Dempster; School: Bus No. I. dark blue.
South Fern Dr.; 1115 and Starting time 7:25. Stops: ElmBUS NO. 8, yellow. Starting 2100 Arlington Heights Rd.: time 7:55. Stops: Millers and
1408; 1007 Roberts Dr.; St. hurst and Old Higgins Rd.;
time 8:25. Stops: 139 Golf 407 Algonquin Rd.. south; Leahy; Bradley and Leahy;
Jarmouth and Old Higgins
Terr.; Council Tr. and Arling- 412 Algonquin Rd.; 523 Al- Westmere and Galleon Way; John Lutheran School.
Holmes School: Bus no. 12, Rd.; Sell Rd., Hinsdale Rd.;
ton Heights Rd.; Pickwick and gonquin Rd.; 525 Algonquin Little Path Rd.; Jeffrey and
brown. Starting time 7:25. Mount Prospect Rd. and HigArlington Heights Rd.; Noyes Rd.; Harvard and Kennicott; Danbury; Dover and PennsylStops: Arlington Heights Rd. gins; Mount Prospect Rd. and

Main Street

and Algonquin; Martin Ln. Wille; Dover and Danbury;
and Algonquin; Dwyer and Dover and Pennsylvania;
Golf; Patton and Golf; Mil - Danbury and Jeffrey; Demp-

Visit Home Town
LEI Floras
Muriel and George Paris
were in town recently when
their son Scott married Margaret Owen from Prospect
Heights. The Paris' are former
M o u n t Prospectors who

moved to Toronto, Canada,
about five years ago. Muriel

was a fourth -grade teacher at
Fairview School.

Scott and his bride met at
Prospect High. Scott was grad-

back after a trip to New York
City to see her daughter, Sherry Miller, graduate with a de-

John F. Andrews on being ap-'
pointed senior vice president
in charge of planning and de-

spending the summer working
in Tucson at Kitt Peak National

velopment for the Midwest
Stock Exchange Service Corp.
Sincere sympathy to the
family of I5 -year -old Mark

Wendy Wilder!

Hugen of 914 S. Elm. Neighbors of the lad, who drowned
in Eldon, Mo., said he was a
fine boy, quiet and frendly. It
is Mount Prospect's loss.

gree in math. Miss Miller is
Obserw.trry. She will be
back at New York University
this fall to continue studies for
her doctorate.

Happy birthday today to

uated from the University of
Michigan and will continue
his education at Indiana Uni-

SPEAKING OF birthdays,
Randhurst starts its big sevversity. His bride will be teach- enth birthday celebration toing in Indiana.
morrow and continues
through Aug. 22. All sorts of
THE PASSARELLI FAM- gala things arc planned to
ILY of 6 S. Hi-Lusi seem to mark the occasion, including a
have gone in all different di- three-ring circus.
One of the oustanding cirrections for vacations this
year. Daughter Patty had her cus acts will be trapeze artists,
first plane ride to Boston to visit Mary Gentile, a former local

The Torreanis. While on a

friend. Another daughter Debbie took a trip with Grandma
and Grandpa Passarelli to the
Los Angeles, Calif. area. Son
Mark went along with mother
and dad, Marge and Julian, to
Green Lake, Wis., for a quiet
vacation. Son Teddy Passarelli
stayed home.
There'll be excitement at
Clarence and Ardell Jiede's

and use a bicycle and unicycle.
They perform three times

home soon. Son Bruce, who
has served in the U.S. Navy for
the past four years, is expected

home momentarily. He called
home from San Francisco and
announced that he will be discharged "soon." He served in

tinct?"

Albert: "Yes. Miss French,
our canary. The cat extincted
him last night."

Nab Striker
On 3 Charges
A striker at the Chicago
Magnet Wire Co., 901 Chase,

Elk Grove Village, was ar-

daily, 10:30 a.m., 3 and 9:30
p.m. On Saturday, they're on

rested Sunday on three charges
of criminal damage to proper-

at 10 a.m. and 5:30 p.m. There
are no Sunday performances.

ty, Elk Grove Village Police

added to the board of dirctors
for Clearbrook Center for the
Retarded. The men are George
Grimelli of 401 Indigo, Prospect Heights, and Bennett P.
Trapani, 222 S. Pine, Mount

Chicago

has

been

ircy

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
9564 500

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

to know about
Insurance.

A
,,,,,

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

IAea

"PATS TARSI LIM INSURANCE CONPANT
MOMS OPTICS: BLOOMINGTON. IILIZNOLO

Holmes School.

894-1800

394-3500

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

Lillian;

Lillian

and

West -

mere; Westmere and Beau;
Millers and Easy; Easy and
Debra; Bell and Westmere;
Millers and Marshall; Millers
and Beau; Dempster School.
Bus No. 9, black. Starting
time 7:25. Stops: Wilkens and
Norman Ct.; Wilkens and
Dulles; Bradley and Galleon
Way; Little Path and West mere; Westmere and Leahy;

BUS NO. 4, brown. Starting

Westmere and Dara James;

Dempster School.
Bus No. 10. light blue. Starting time 7:25. Stops: Elmhurst

Dayton; Miami

and

Springfield; Phoenix and Denver; Penn and Roxbury; Penn
and Diamond Head; Dempster

and Dulles; Dulles and Beau;
Dulles and Bennett; Bennett

and Norman; Norman and

Marshall; Norman and Lawn;
Lawn and Dulles; Dulles and
Marshall; Dempster Junior
High.

Bus No. II, light green.

Starting

time

7:25.

Stops:

3300-3100 Busse; Busse and
Cottonwood; Busse and Willow; Palm and Fern; Willow
and Birch; Palm and Roberts;
Roberts and Catalpa; Catalpa
and Birch; Roberts and
tonwood;
High

Dempster,. -'Junior

School.

Bus No. 5. orange. Starting
time 7:25. Stops: Algonquin
and Adrian; Algonquin and
Doreen Dr.; Mount Prospect
Rd. and Westfield Ln.; Roxbury and Windsor; Marshall -and

Dorothy; Florian -and Pcrda;
Florian and Seymour; Seymour and Dorothy; Colonial
Apts.; Dempster Junior High
School.

Bus No. 6, green. Starting

ARLINGTON PARK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing/
Kenn seat-ail Winos ffifetet, idneendidoned
Post-Panda:

lire Thurs. K2& Fn. SAS, SM, end sot. Mil PJL

QuInellas Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

time 7:25. Stops: Marshall and

Monroe; Monroe and Clark;
Clark and Kincaid; Clark and
Eaker; Clark and Leahy;
Leahy and Stark; Leahy and

Walnut; Walnut

and

Spruance; King and Ingram'

Northwcstem trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
information WE 9-2500

Dempster School.

Bus No. 7, pink. Starting
time 7:25. Stops: Beau and
Lance; Lance and Marshall;
Lance and Kathleen; Kathleen
Leahy; Victoria and
r Lance; Ambleside and Leahy;
Dempster School.
and

BUS NO. 8, yellow. Starting

THE ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS ELKS

# 2048

Presents

the

SELLS AND GRAY 3 Ring Circus
Monday August 18th
Route 53 and Palatine Rd.
(In the vacant Property South of the Elks Club)

TWO SHOWS: 2:00 P. M. & 8:00 P.M.

Children (under 14) $1.25
Adults: $2.00
(50c more if purchased after Aug. 16th)

Tickets maybe purchased

at the following locations:

through AUGUST 31, 1969
at the following:

Northwest TRUSTS SAVINGS
311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

BANK & Trust Co. of

BANK OF ELK GROVE
MT. PROSPECT STATE BANK

during banking hours only
and
THE ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP HALL

2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
DAILYi9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.
EXCEPT WED. & SAT. 9:00 TO 12:00 NOON
or MAIL TO P.O. BOX 129, MT. PROSPECT
Penalty Date... 2nd Installment- Sept. 1st.

Arlington Heights
909 Kensington
Arlin/ton Market

Arlington Heights

First Arlington National Bank
Campbell It Dunton
-Arlington Heights

Tom's Barber Shop
Evergreen Shopping Center

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights
Elks Club
2323 Wilkie Road
Arlington Heights

For Further information call CL 3-2048

How to milk a Long Distance call for all it's worth.
Here are some neat little tricks
of the trade that will help you get
more out of the minutes and the
money you spend on a Long
Distance call.
The Old Eggtimer-by-the-Phone
Trick: Just keep one of those
three -minute eggtimers next to the
phone when you dial. It's a great
help for people who just don't
know when to say goodbye.
The Old Talk -a -Little -Longer

,lark

him qualified to answer any in-

State Farm
Is all you need

Haven; Haven and Harvard;

AUGUST 1

time 7:25. Stops: Millers and

time 7:25. Stops: Miami and

2nd Installment -

NINE

Farm Life policy designed to fit

Farm auto insurance)

Noyes; Cedar and Vail; Cedar
and Evergreen; Noyes and
Belmont; Haven and Belmont;
Holmes School.
Bus No. 15, red. Starting
time 7:25. Stops: Surrey Ridge
West, Harvard and Kennicott;
Haven and Kennicott; Noyes
and Harvard; White Oak and
Harvard; White Oak and
Princeton and
Princeton;

School.

BILLS MAY BE PAID STARTING

to

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights'Rd.

(tt's the same good deal as State

Evergreen; Emerson and
H ig h land; Highland and

Highland Park.

In Palatine

Farm's up-to-date protection.

time 7:25. Stops: Bolf Tcrr.,
Council Trail; Emerson and

time 7:25. Stops: Willoway
Trailer Park; 2513 Oakton;
Dover Ln.; Dover Dr, and
Marshall; Oakton and Ridge;
Ridge and Lincoln; Lincoln
and Short Terr.; Dempster

PHONE 437-0900
Office at 2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
(Just north of Northwest Tollway overpass)

Kenneth Smith of 5026' W.
Quincy, both of Elk Grove
Village and Allan Simon of

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

surance question you might have.
So call now, and ask about State

BUS NO. 14, blue. Starting

charged

REALTOR

Your needs exactly. And his special training and experience make

Fire Plug 1635; Highland and
Victoria; Highland and Pickwick; Holmes School.

Bus No. 3, purple. Starting

ELK GROVE
TOWNSHIP COLLECTOR

with damaging three automobiles belonging to Gerald
Hamel of 618 Grosvener,

*mmeril
can provide you with a State

and

Dempster School.

ARNOLD SCHARRINGHAUSEN

OPEN
NINE

know that

A good person to see for all your
family life insurance, that L. He

Chesterfield

Park; Lehman Trailer Park;

Bobby R. Roberts, 24, of

Prospect.
CONGRATULATIONS to

Did you

is good
for Life?

Milbrook;

ster School.
Bus No. 2, red. Starting time
7:25. Stops: Touhy Trailer

reported.

Two area men have been

Guam and Japan.
Mrs. Paul Franklin and son
Charles of 402 N. Fairview are

PH: 253-5678

Teacher: "Albert, can you
name a bird that is now ex-

tight wire, they skate, dance

the Pacific and has visited

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

WORST JOKE of the Day:

brook and Surrey Ridge; Surrey Ridge and Fire Plug 1635;
Pickwick and Surrey' Ridge;
Holmes School.
Bus No. 13, pink. Starting
time 7:25. Stops: Pickwick and
Chesterfield; Chesterfield and

Oasis Trailer Park; Cordial
and Susan; Devonshire and
Elizabeth; San Souci Apts.;

Trick: After the first three minutes, a call is charged in one
minute increments. So if you talk for three -and -a -half
minutes, you might as well talk for four minutes, since it
won't cost any more.
The Old Station -to -Person Trick: Not sure the one you
want will be there? Think about this: you can often make
two station -to -station calls for about the cost of one
person -to -person call.

If you want to learn more neat tricks of the trade, just
write to Illinois Bell, Box LD-30D, 225 W. Randolph,
Chicago, Ill. 60606.
We'll send you a free folder, "How to Get .More for Your
Money on Long Distance Calls," with tips taken right
Q Illinois Bell
from the Operator's manual.

We're a lot more than just talk.

--
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-A 0 0

rp

Ell

mom

LB.

BONELESS
El

LB.

"KING OF ROAST"

nitssth

ROAST
BEE
RI
1st thru 3rd Ribs $1091B
Si;11:c1

Super Right
7" Cut

T

I

LB.

11 LIVER SAUSAGE

LB

Blade

CHUCK ROAST

Cut

so

1/4 Pork Loin Sliced

Fresh

79s. HALIBUT STEAK

Super Right

65c PORK CHOPS

Fancy

9 to 11 Chops

-

ei

JUMBO 27 SIZE

FIRST OF SEASON

EL
ITALIAN

FORS

LBS.
Sultana Brand

39

2-1b.

J LLY

jar

BEANS 4i 5cYa2:z9g
loo

I

Minute Meal Brand

EF HASH

3151:1;:x

Seasoned

16 -oz.
cans

with

LS

Butter

9

FRUIT COCKTAIL

PEACH HALVES
ca :::.

990

ASP Fluoride

FyAaC jeAL

and

4 4ca-onrs.

stems

gg

100

TISSUE

count

100

aerosol

34c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

thru August 16th, 1969

8 -oz.

mi

size

COLOMBIAN
COFFEE

COFFEE

16 -oz.

POTATOES

Sliced

100

can

sloe loc

1 -LB. CAN
SAVE 8c

Jane Parker

4'

SHOESTRING POTATOES

ANGEL FOOD CAKE

Fleischmann
E

Famous
Recipe

3 7-".
cans$100

1-1b.

tern Delight

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE

ASP Fresh

TUNA

ORANGE JUICE

69c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
Ohm August 16th, 1969

.SAVE 8c

SAVE 10c
All Varieties

38x:25c

BISCUITS

ULTANA FROZEN DINNE
pkg.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

thru August 16th, 1969

.

SAVE 10c

LIGHT CHUNK

SAVE 20c

35c

thru Au ust 16th, 1969

LIME PARFAITT:25c

artywar

MARGARINE
pkg.
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

A&P-Fresh

Lipton - Lemon Flavored

NOODLE SOUP it:. 16c

39c

A&P Brand

SAVE 15c

pkg.

MACARONI DINNER

E PAPER PLATES Z:;cf,t.590

Ann Page -Chicken

TOOTHPASTE

3 6':::100

6111111111151111110111008011111060111110
co_. ace
PIM
Ma
MIA
mu
1S' LAP & UTILITY TRAY

ran

PAR

12 04THEIMAL MUG

1.99

12 OZ. PRUNER CLASS

150

.69

2.00

.99

14 OZ. ICE TEA CUSS

1.00

.49

1.00

.69

1/2 CAI -THERMAL FETCHER

6.00

2.99

-130

.99

4QT.THERMALICE BUCKET

5.00

3:99

6' SALT II PEPPER SET

idstamP-gifts

CREAM CHEESE

$1.00 5 .49

5 .99

10' SALAD MIX N SERVE
BOWL

Philadelphia

caw. MA

3.00

TRAY

SAVE 5c

compiesersi

57 .00

20' KING SIZE SERVING

11' SALAD TOSSER SET

1

100

290

15 -oz.

SPRAY STARCH

TEA MIX 51.-roz. 29c

SAVE 15c

SAVE 20c

can

Pik Nik

Yellow Cling

bill.

12 -oz.

MOSHROOMS

Serve U Rite

15 -oz. size

1/2 -gal

3 30c;onz.100

PINEAPPLE JUICE

WAIT

Cheese or
Sausage

I

PURPLE PLUMS

99,4

A&P Regular.or Drip

IZZA

6'

""°Z.
tub*

cans

pieces

John's Frozen

Brand

4 29 -oz.

Ann Page with Cheddar Cheese

Butterland Assorted

C.H.B.

39

Tao:.

Sultana

Minute Meal Brand

ILI

MEAT

00

er livin

With this couPon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
Dino August 16th, 1969

SAVE 5c

eaSier
9

nia.k-RESESPRIII"SIFinFECTIVE THRU AUG. 16, 1969 IN ALL CHGO. DIVISION STORE

r\

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday, August 13, 1969

Page -I0 _
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OUR BOARDING 11O -USE

OUT OUR MAY
'ATS WHAT I SAID/ THE "( HOW ABOUT THIS,THEN? DONT60
AWAY -I WANT 70 PROVE SOME
71-IIV 70 YOU! LISTEN TO THIS AN
AGONY MAKES FRACTIC' SEE IF ME BEIN' PERCHED HERE
INO LOOK LIKE IT'S MORE LIKE A STARCHED PARROT WITH
A STIFF NECK MAKES IT SOUND
THAN FLESH AND BLOOD
ANY BETTER! NOW
CAN BEAR:
LISTEN CLOSE..
)
WAY YOU'VE BEEN SLUMP.
INS OVER. THAT PIANO DJ

Nocr

Amos,

-614;s\

ONE OF-Nt7UF2 FRIENDS
COMES FlERE TO SPEND
HE N1 61 -1T, HAVE HIM.

EGAD; MARTHA
WHAT ARE COU -

--

TONIGHT

-

R11461146 BELL LIKE A

2 NeWs

5 News
7 News

evIRE/AT

CIVILIZED PERSoN I X WAs
SO FRIGHTENED WHEN HE
CLIMBED IN THE WINDOW_

2 Beverly Hillbillies

underground agent
and an orphan search
"Stimulants" feks, ____for_a_jcwel-foftut in
Germany.
postwar
exppeeri
Until 12:20 a.m.
photographic effects
7 Joey Bishop Show
and an interview
concerning t seeof
11:00
LSD.
11 R&D Review
"Landing on the
10:00
features
Planets"
2 News
U.S. programs de5 News
signed to land men
9 News
on Mars.
w

7:25
32 Baseball
The White Sox
meet the Boston Red

6:00

"TALKING ABOUT/
X CAME TO SEE IF 114E
CAT BURGLAR- 1-1A2

Sox, -

9 The Millstones --

CAESAR!

II Around the

T1Vcr z BANGED HIM-'
WITHM-f SKILLETJ-

9:30
11 Tempo

World

__

7:30

_ 2 The G000d Guys

26 Spanishh-News

_-32-1W1Munsters

7 The King Family

9 Mike Douglas
Show

6:25
8:00

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

5 Music Hall From

e3ss

6:30
2 Tarzan

London

q1.1 World Press

5 The Virginian

7 Movie
"The Sands

the News
32 Baseball Report

he assumes charge of

10:15
7 News
32 News

7 Here Come the
Brides
9 I Love LuCy

4

VIDEO AND AUDIO

UI
vrapose.,./vrcomme..E

8 -13
..1141.1.1

11 Forecasts of the
Year 2000: An Ad-

NATURAL
:STAK E..
e., tarn
11..4.11.1,4

dress by R. Buckminster Fuller
Addams

The

32

Family

ROBIN MALONE
1F1111111111111iitind

6:50
26 MarRet Wrapup

7:00

9 Hazel
26 Luis Carlos Uribe
32 News

LOST AM,
TERRIFIED
Y TRE''
50f/1.10D AND

FURY OF

7:15
32 On Deck Circle

THE 816 CO;
KATHY

Midnight
Midnight Report -

26 A Black's View of

of
Kalahari." An arrogant hunter tries to
prove himself when
air -crash survivor's struggle for survival. Until 10:15
p.m.
International
1 1

12:15
7 Chicago Show

12:20

32 News Final

six

12:25

10:30

2 Movie

2 Movie

Lancaster,

Rogue River." The

a

Magazine

Foreign Legion sergeant, leads a small

8:30
2 Green Acres

band of Legionnaires
into the desert to attack the fortress city
of Tarfa. Until 12:35

9:00
2 Hawaii Five -0
5 The Outsider,
9 Perry Mason
11 Chicago Festival

"Battleofthe

"Ten Tall Men."

Burt

army sends a major
to negotiate a truce
with the Indians so
that Oregon can be-

come a state. Until
1:50 a.m.

a.m.
12:35

5 NBC News Special
-

601.75 L IKEA
SPOOKED

HORSE..,

Coverage of the

9 News

reception in Los Angeles for the Apollo
II astronauts.
9 Movie
"Dial M for Mur-

12:55

9 Paul Harvey Comments

der." Suspense and
mystery are the elements which are re-

Four
loroscope

1:00

portedly mixed with
dangerous romance

9 Movie
A
"Hoinicide."
detective investigates
a transient ranch

murder. Directed by

1:15
7 Perspectives

in the story of a
three -cornered love
affair which leads to _

- BUGS BUNNY
I ALWAYS LOAD UP ON
REFRESHMENTS AT

WHAT'S THE IDEA OF
WAIDING MY

AS SOON AS I CHANGE WEELS

I'LL SHOW YOU MORE OF

FOR THURSDAY

Hitchcock.
Alfred
Until 1:00 a.m.

INTERMISSION!

WEFWIGEWATOR
YOU
WASCAL?

MY HOME MOVIES I

worker's murder,

1:40

2 Late Report
10:45
1:45

32 Movie

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)--A
disappointment during morning hours need not spoil the entire day. Face the reality of the"
situation squarely and it begins
to solve itself.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
Contact another and offer
your services. It may be- that
timidity or false pride is keeping a call for help from being

2 Meditation
7 Reflections

"Treasure of San
Teresa." A German

"My aim Is to build something Pop can take over
when he retiree!"
.

issued.

11.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23) Unusual and profitable could
be the results of a conversation

EEK & MEEK

with a stranger. Don't keep

HOW

come YOU12E.

PLAYING f00113ALL

opinions to yourself.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Don't separate your moral nature from your activities.
Whatever you enter into, do so
with good conscience.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Ba

EL6E16 PLAYING

6

est\se.eAu_.?

1

r

1(

10,

Dec. 22) --You may have to
make amends late in the day
for transgressions of morning
hours. An emotional time for
the harried Sagittarius.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 20) --Custom could bind
you to an easy course of action
today unless you make effort
to seek out the new and differ-

WANT 10

MY CAREER..

WHLBN EVEIZYBODY

RUGGED
INDIVIDUALIST/

WHAT 1719 YOU

I'M PRACTICING
FOR

04,14.1.0

I

mom

DIOG

atilt -14

P-13

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to Previous Puzzle

THE BORN LOSER

Rivers in Literature

ent.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 2I -Feb.

I 9 )--Investigate

114

wherever

your curiosity leads you --but
don't make it obvious that you
are concerned about another's

ACROSS
.1 River of
forgetfulness
(Greek)
6 River crossed
by Caesar
13 Pains
14 Stupid
15 Perfume
16 Pharmaceutical ointments

Is NOT A

affairs.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
2I )--Take intelligent Action to-

WORKI146

NUMBER,,,
PLEASE HApb

day --even if you are mistaken

for a coward for doing so.

UP Al1/412 DIAL

Know the difference between
courage and foolishness.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Take no action either at
home or on the employment

MAINi

17 Between 13
and 19 (comp,

scene without first allowing
emotional responses to subside.

TAURUS (April 21 -May

2I )--The wise Taurus will keep
from mixing business with
pleasure today. Make gains on
the one level; enjoy yourself on
the other.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Keep an old friendship in
one piece by the exercise of ad-

word)

CAPTAIN EASY
itzdze'd/ WHERE MR. TOPROCK RECOVERED
HOPE HEEIP
FROM HIS BALLOONWIACCENTi
THIS

A5 W

IMO!

cially
views.

in

19 Costume
20 Consumed
food
21 School for

THE PATE tie
SHOWll

RECORDS

ASK IF THEY

MEP RECORDS

afteK TWO -

PAR t

'

your

expressing

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Don't give in to the temptation to make this a lazy day.
Much can be accomplished by
sticking to routine and adhering to duty.

Answers to
Hideaword
PIMENTO
emit
mint
mine
mien
mite
mote
mope

omit

pent

topi
tone
time
tome
tempo

pinto

tope

pone

tine

'poem

omen pint
open

pine

opine point
into
item
note

.

CAMPUS CLATTER
I HEARD THAT PROFESSOR.
-THUM THE PERFECTIONIST,
FINALLY. MADE A MISTAKE!

DON'T OE SO MODEST,

BMW i HEARD THAT )0U
'HAVE PROOF OF HIS
ENORMOUS ERROR!

.4P4+
PIA

PROOF

OF WHAT
ENORMOUS
ERROR?

DOWN
1 Final
2 Behold

(Latin)
3 Objective of
"thou"
4 Hair dyes
5 Landed
properties
6 Watercourse
7 Utilize
8 Avian

9 Surrounded

10 Quote

11 Individuals

12 Cape
18 Obtqining
21 Managers
athletes (coll.) 22 Crow calls

THE PATIENT WAS GLENN Topgock...
ADMITTED JULY, 1907. DO YOUR.

WHILE
YOU GET A
REPORT, rLI.

ditional caution today --espe-

1

IABR

NU,4(136Iz

k/Ou DIALED

YOUR GRADE.
MAN -HE GAVE.
YOU A PASSING

GRADE

0 S-11

56 11615rew

ascetics
57 Succinct

aR

E
AC
S -r
-r

RE
R

-r e

ADO R

FE ROiS
-rite
N0

0 L-

L
EM
00

1=1

e

QO A
PEG,

5 RERS
I

I1
1I

F) A

AP
RE

OR

L

II

ET
-r A
-r L

44 Unhurt

25 Yugoslav
bigwig
27 Hawaiian

45 Name of 12

Popes

46 Does -wrong

vegetable

47 Fruit drinks
48 Rolled steel
29 Fewer
shape (2
34 From one side
words)
only (2 words)
49 Police officers
36 European
(slang)
martin
40 Move spirally 50 Woody plant
52 Suffix
42 Retinue
28 So be it!

22 Plate -holder 23 Dismounted
(photog.)
24 Agile
26 And others
(ab.)
5
4
2
3
30 High mount
31 Mix
32 Knight's wife 13
33 Telegraphic 15
cable
35 Detail
18
17
37 Thing (Latin)
20
38 Chief river
of Hades
24
23
22
39 Nine -sided
polygons
31
41 Printing (ab.) 30
43 Attempt
35
34
33
44 Lance
47 Confine
39
38
51 Foray by
bombers (2
41 42
words)
44 45 48
53 Toil
54 Stealthy
52
51
55 Public

staehouse

1

1=,

'

ER

R 'T' S 1-4
S -1- A, -r
N .

I

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

26

27 28

29

37

,,

14
16

19
21

25

32

36

40
43

48

49 60

63

54

55

56

57
13

Keane, P rospect Pound Elmhurst
By Bill Copeland

-

.

Mark Keane pitched a
three -hitter last night to lead
the Mount Prospect Major Division All -Stars to an easy -12-2

victory over Elmhurst. This
was Prospect's second straight

win in the double elimination
tournament. Another win to -

morrow night will put Prosin the
gaMe Sunday.
pect

championship

Keline not only excelled on
the 'Mound with seven strike-

outs and no walks, but also
three-for:four at the
plate. Among his hits were a
went

homer, a triple and a single.

of 12. Steve Maas and Mike
Lopata each contributed two
hits to the total. Maas had a
third inning triple and a fifth inning homer for his hits.
Keane gave up one of _his

hits to Elmhurst in the top of
the first. Keane got the two
leadoff hitters on a strikeout
and an infield grounder, but
Steve Meyers, Elmhurst's first
baseman, smashed a single by
the shortstop into left. Keane
got the cleanup hitter on a fly
out to Maas in left.

Prospect took a quick 3-0
lead in their half of the first.
Steve Spielman led off and
rounded the bases on two
throwing errors. Keane then
hit a home run down the right

ibus, Prospect's catcher, drove

another run in the second
when Paul Baronowski began
a rally with a walk. Spielman
ond baseman who cot Bara-

followed with a strikeout. Kris
Castitli then hit an infield
grounder which should have
been a routine out, but the

MOUNT PROSPECT (12)
Player
Spielman, ss
Martindale, 3b

ab

Keane, P
Radoll, I B
Cederberg, PR
Buczek, 1B

to

failed

All -Stars

League

come up with a single hit off

Jespersen was the closest Pros-

play when he popped out to

pect could come to a hit in the
bottom of the first, and in the

second.

3

1

0

4
4

2

I

1

2

3

1

1

0
0

0

4
0
0

0

0

2

2

2

0
1

3

Rochelle.
to

RELIEVER JACK Brink did
a fine job, striking out the next
hitter in the inning to end that
rally and hurling scoreless,
hitless ball until the fifth.
Prospect again went out in

The defeat evened Mount
Prospect's record at 1-1 in the
tourney.
double -elimination
The local club will return
tonight at 6:30 for another

1

0
0

0
0
0

I

2

2

0
0

I

0

0

0

3
1
1

game.

order in the second, off RonDowiarz, but in the third man-

LAST NIGHTS affair was
almost an hour late getting un-

aged to score twice without the

der way, and it was called in
the top of the sixth with Villa
Park batting. There were no
arguments from Prospect, as
the lead was insurmountable

benefit of a hit against relief
pitcher Jerry Leonard.

by that time.
The game was pretty much
decided in the first inning,
when Villa Park greeted starter Scott Rochelle with six runs

balls. When Leonard threw the

The Mount Prospect Minor
A League All -Stars were defeated by the Elmhurst All -

the way to third. He tallied
when Rochelle grounded out
to second.

in the rally.

JESPERSEN WAS

VILLA PARK (14)
ab r h bi

- Player
Milazzo, 2b
Dowiarz, p -3b
Spann, If
Cummings, 'c
Fencl, I b
Gausius, rf
Leonard, 3b -p
Muraski, ss
Vasquez, cf

Totals

3

I

I

2

1

0

0
0

4
4
4

2

I

0

2

1

2

3

3

0

3

2

I

1

3

2

3

5

3

I

2

2

3

0

0

ab

Rochelle, p-rf
Garofola, 2b

3
1

2

.

Stars last night at Elm Park in

Elmhurst. 'the final was 6-2,
and the win was awarded to
Mark Grvetti.
The frst run of the game appeared in the bottom of the
first inning when young Tommy Speilman of Prospect
sprinted accross home plate.
As leadoff man, Speilman

A HIT BY shortstop Mark
Wertz let Speilman score easily from the second base position. Bill Faler got the second

hit of the game for Prospect
but was unable to score as
Grvetti fanned one batter and

0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

I

I

0

I

Rud, lb
Totals

I

0

14

2

HR --Leonard;

0
0
0

threw one out at -first to retire
the side.

catching

hurst batters in order in the

bag, making the force a cinch.
Elmhurst stole the lead
from Prospect in the top of the

shot,

Schwass-

runners scored on a hit to right
by leadoff man John Visk, who
also accounted for another run
when Scotty Kurtznal got a hit

-

1

0

iris

h7

to left. At this time Faler was
replaced by Gary Peterson,
who soon brought the surge to
a halt.

0
0
0

Prospect fell in order once
again when they came in to bat
in the last of the third inning.

1

PETERSON GAVE

SB--Fencl,

persen, House.

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w
Pithcer
0
0

0-0

2

0

2-I

1 i5 6

8-5
6-3

4
0

3

4

4

Winner-Dowiarz;

the

Mount Prospect hurler Ea- .--fired the ball to first -to catch
ter was able to retire the Elm- Citro about three feet off the

Bill Ryan was on first and
Grvetti was on second. Both

Gausius, Muraski; HBP--Jes-

31/2 6

WITH ONE MAN OUT,
and Lou Citro on first from a

bases.

0

2

order in the last of the second
inning as Elmhurst pulled off a
fine double play.

walk, Al Slatin hit a line drive
to the Elmhurst second baseman, Rick Schwass. After

killso*orar

0
0

Esposito, 3b
House, c
Swider, If

3

three batters he faced.
Prospect also went down in

turned into the first out.

cerano allowed the first two
batters of Elmhurst to get on

0
0

3

Loser -

Rochelle.

Scott Rochelle of Mount
Prospect fouls off first -inning

pitch in Colt League tournament game with Villa Park.
(Photo by Jim Stuart)

up
three final runs to Elmhurst in
the fourth and was replaced by
Speilman. Ryan was walked to
start the surge once again. He
went to second on a hit by Visk
with one out and went to third
on another hit by shorstop Ron
Stefani. Both he and Visk were
brought across the plate by a
Relief pitcher Tommy Spellman deliversanotherpitch in last double off the bat of Kurtznal.
night's contest. Speilman washrought in early in the fifth inning Stefani scored a few pitches.
later on a ground ball to sec totry to haltanElmhurstsurge. (PhotosIby MikeNeedleman)

Ponies Take Time for Win
By Bob Hellerman
Led by the relief pitching of
Ray Seeber and the power hitting of Jim Linkman, the
Mount Prospect All -Stars won
their first two games in the

Elmhurst Pony League Tournament.

Opening with a 3-0 victory

over host Elmhurst on -Sunday,

the Prospect stars continued
their winning ways during the
week by defeating Palatine,
4-2, in a game which required
two days to complete.

the game came in the sixth in-

JAY VOGELE started the

single. He moved to second on

comeback with a single. Linkman grounded out, advancing

a walk to Chilvcr. Both run-

Vogele to second. Then two

ners advanced on a sacrifice by

successive errors by the Palatine defense on balls hit by Jim

ning. Secber led off with a

Jay

Vogele, and scored on

Tom Meyer's single.
Elmhurst was able to put
two men on base three times
during the game, but each time
Seeber bore down to retire the
side without a run being
scored.

in the first inning. With two
outs, Seeber singled, and was

doubled home by Mark Chil-

allowed the tying runs to score.
From this point on, neither

team was able to threaten seriously until the game was
stopped in the seventh.
When the game resumed on

Tuesday, both teams finished

their regulation innings with-

game began Monday night,

out a decision. In the top of the
eighth Palatine failed again,

but was called because of dark-

IN THE FIRST game,
Mount Prospect took the lead

Anderson and Jim Altobelli

SECOND

PROSPECTS

ness in the top of the seventh
inning with the score tied 2-2.

Returning last night to Butterfield park in Elmhurst, the
Prospect nine was extended

but one extra inning was all
Prospect needed. Tom Meyer
grounded out, short to first,
but Vogele walked to put the
winning run on base.

into extra innings before a dramatic home run with one on by
Jim Linkman ended the game
in the last half of the eighth.
In this game it was Palatine

man, and he ended the game in

jury. At this point the score
was 1-0 in favor of Mount

who jumped off to the early

field fence.

lead by scoring in the first on a

With this victory; Mount

Prospect, and Seeber finished
out the game in fine style, al-

walk and two singles, and in

Prospect remains undefeated
in the double elimination tournament. According to coach

ver.

In the second inning, Sceber

was' moved from shortstop to
pitcher when the Prospect
starter was removed due to in-

lowing no runs and only two
hits.

the second on an error, a sacrifice and a ground out.
But coach Vic Incinella's

boys fought back in their half

The only other scoring in

of the second.

Maas' homer, Keane's triple

ab

0

h

r

3
3

0

Meyers, I B,P
Cozzi, 2B

3

0

3

Kay, C
McGuick, ss
Bullock, 3B
Wojohn, CF_

2

0
0

2

0

2

0

2

2

0

0

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

1

0

1

0

22

0
3

2

bi

0

Keith

2

4

Meyers
Keane

3

8

6

3

4-2
8-4
2-0

3

I

7

0

row night when they go against
the Villa Park All -Stars.

Finals in 23 track events
were heldAug. 9 at the Granite City High School athletic
field, concluding two days of
competition in the state finals
of the 14th annual Illinois Ju-

George Busse of Mount
Prospect placed fourth in the
Intermediate Boys' 880 -yard
run. Paula Turnbull, also from
Mount Prospect, copped fifth
in the Midget Girls' 50 -yard

nior Sports Jamboree.

dash.

Des Plaines' Valery Neal
took third place in the Intermediate Girls' 50 -yard dash.

from all over Illinois competed
in the grand finals of the summer long meet sponsored by
the

George Swegles captured fifth

place for Hoffman Estates in
the Intermediate Boys' 220 -

Illinois Youth Commis-

yard dash.

sion and the Illinois Jaycees.

2

2

Prospect will be going for
their third straight win tomor-

Nearly 500 boys and girls

0
0

0

and a single by Spielman.

Post Final Results
Of JC State Track

2

28 12 12 11

Castitli, RF
Keith, P,1B

FOUR AREA youngsters
turned in performances that
rated recognition from the
meet sponsors.

The next batter was Linkdramatic fashion by drilling a
home run over the left -center

Incinclla, the next game will
be played in Elmhurst, tomor-,,
row night.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MONDAY AUG.18
ONE DAY ONLY
SPON. BY B.P.O. ELKS

SELLS&GRAY
Owner alma

Page 11

Wednesday,

SP/ORTS
and by Dan Wendt.
in their attempt to

CIRCUS

August 13,
1969

3 ium

get b.ack

into the game, Prospect got together to score one more in the

2

2

Stefani, ss
Kurtznal, cf

2

2

0
2

3

0
0

I

Wendt, I b
Kunesh, 3b
Legger, cf

3

0

0
0

3

0

0

Schwass, 2b

3

0

Ryan, If
Grvetti, p
Wilson, p
Totals

2

2

0
0

2

1

0

0
0
0

1

0

0

0

6

5

6

.

Visk, rf'

Slawinski led the attack by getting a single off hard -throwing
Tommy Wilson, who was in as
a replacement for Grvetti.

He moved to second and
third due to balks by Wilson,

who was having a little trouble
adjusting to the mound.
Slawinski was brought in by
a sacrifice grounder to second
base by Jose Nieves. The in-

h,bi

ab r
4 2

Players

last of the fourth inning. Joe

ning was soon brought to an

1

4

27

1,4

1

4

0

A
i

PROSPECT ALL STARS (2)

end, leaving the Prospect nine
four runs down.

ELMHURST DREW A Players

Speilman, 3b

walk in the sixth for their only
baserunner, whom they were
unable to bring in for another

ab

r

h bi

21 0

0

Carcerano, 2b

A(
ALL NEW THIS YEAR

0

0

Wertz, ss
Slawinsnki, c

3

0

1

1

3

1

1

0

Faler, p
Nieves, lb

3

0
0

2

01

ACRES OF

FAMOUS

0

I

2

0
0
0

0

CIRCUS STARS

Hits by both Faler and Slawinski started the last of the
sixth inning, which was Pros-

Wilkinson, cf

TENTS

pect's last chance to get back

Izban, 3b
00

00

13

0
2

0
4

0
2

run.

3

Brown, c

1

Citro, rf

1

into the game. Both runners

Slatin, If

remained on base as the game
slowly came to an end.

Peterson, p

Totals

11

0
22

1

0

100 THRILLS -LAUGHS 100

0
0 WILD ANIMALS AERIALISTS
0
ACROBATS
ELEPHANTS
0

SAVE

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Thurs. 9 to 6
9 to 8
Friday

8:30 to 4

Saturday
fill

1111

ON
AR
NATIONAL

MENS & BOYS WEAR
PALATINE SHOPPING PLAZA
.,r

BACK -TO -SCHOOL

Men's & Student
SPORT COATS

This is it!.......
The 6 button model double-breasted
blazer with advanced body tracing,'

or the 3 button single breasted in
100% wool in BLACK, NAVY, GOLD,
or BLUE

GREEN

Sizes 35 to 46 Intl, Longs

$3500

TO

TROUSERS

$6000
SHIRTS

by

by

FARAH
HAGGAR

ARROW
VAN HAUSEN
MC GREGOR
CAMPUS

LEVIS

H.I.S.

SHAPELY

SWEATERS
CAMPUS
MC GREGOR

DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Member F.D.I.C.

ADVANCE TICKETS
AT REDUCED PRICES

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

BANKING
SHIFT TO FIRST ARLINGTON
THE ALL -DAY BANK

1

Twice Daily 2-8 P.M.
Doors open 1-7 P.M.

ELMHURST (6)

MUST FULL SERVICE

STOP AT 2 P.M.?

it up in

on three hits. The big hits were

inning he fanned two of the

big runs. An error by Faler and
another by second bagger Car-

0
0

0
0

2

2

Bill Carcerano that was

third stanza by getting three

h bi

r

2

Jespersen, ss

Leonard
Rochelle
Brink

top of the second inning. In the

29 14 12 11

Player

Dowiarz

lead the attack. He moved to
second base on a ground ball
by

drew a walk from Grvetti to

MOUNT PROSPECT (2)

Maly, cf
Brink, rf-p

also

nicked by a pitch to start the
fourth, but Ryan Maly struck

base as Elmhurst's Bob Bullock readies himself to field the ball,

hurst their second and last run.
run.
Prospect scored three more

'Prospeer wrapped

the fifth with three more runs

Minor A's Stopped by Elmhurst, 6-2
By Mike Needleman

in to score and Swidcr went all

and two stolen bases also aided

third out.

Mount Prospect's Mike Lopata successfully slides into third

RBI with *other single.

runs in the third to make the
score 7-2. A triple by Maas,
singles by Lopata and Bara-

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip h r-er so w
Pitcher

and in the Prospect fifth walks

Jerry House was hit by a
pitch to open the frame and
Tom Swider drew a base on
ball into center field on an attempted pickoff. House came

on four hits. An error by second baseman Mike Garofola

scores in the top of the fifth,

Rochelle popped up for the

1

smash to right that Castitli
should have had. Martindale
raced into second on the miscue. Keane drove Martindale
home with a single to center
and Lopata later got the other

throw went through Radoll's
legs at first and allowed Wojohn to score. Another error
on the same play gave Elm-

0
0

1

I

1

Frullari, LF
Totals

A home run by Leonard led
two more Village Park

to Swider and Bobby Rud
amounted to nothing when

1

3

1

Player

second Villa Park picked up
two more runs to knock out

two Villa Park pitchers as they
dropped a 14-2 decision last
night in the Elmhurst Invitational Tournament.

h bi

r

3

ELMHURST (2)

Elmhurst's Rick Wozohn makes sure he steps on first on a close play as Mount Prospect's first baseman Mike Radoll hugs the ball. (Photo by Bob Privratsky).

By Jim Stuart
The Mount Prospect Colt

with two more runs. Martindale started things off with a

Elmhurst and Dan Frullari

Totals

out and Brink started a double

IN THE FOURTH Prospect came closer to the victory

then hit a grounder to the sec-

Baranowski, 2B
Wallentin, 2B

Colts Fall in No -Hitter

nowski, and a couple of errors
made the rally possible,

with a double.
Elmhurst took advantage of
two errors in the third to score
their only two runs. Rick Wojohn lead off with a single for

PICKED up

PROSPECT

PROSPECT HAD at least
Lopata, RF
one hit in every inning and, field line and Mike Radoll Engibus, C.
ended.,the game with a total.-: tripled to center. Mike Eng- O'Brien, CF
Anderson, CE
Quanstrum, LF
Maas, LF, CF

A fly ball to right by Randy

nowski on the force. Spielman
then stole second and Greg
Martindale drove him home

Radoll home with a single past
shortstop.

by
JANTEZ
REVERE

BERNARD ALTMAN
111111111111110/11r
ti
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EXTRA!

Extra!
,
111.

//

EXTRA!

A

Z1

c, Sorry! Limited quantities available to us at
special cost, so we must
limit the Bonus Buys to
be sure that everyone
will share the savings.

MT. PROSPECT

YOUR PRESCRIPTION id

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT-

aecT moat cmiltaltawt 4cl/soma. a elite

-

- Comptoto Service at Low Cost
NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised
items, unless limited by space or local conditions.

EXTRAORDINARY

and How About THISIR

Spectacular Limited
-Time

-Bonus

EititysFOR THUR.-FRI.-SAT.

OFFERS

.

.

. even lower than our low

everyday WONDERPRICES
.

ANY Day You Shop You Save, Save, Save with
ALGREENS TEN THOUSAND EVERYDAY

.

.!

39C Size, 1000

Saccharin
Worthmore U.S.P. 1/4 -grain. (Limit 1)

...Deep DISCOUNTS!

5281 Size, 165

... 7 DAYS a Week!...

WATCH YOUR COST OF LIVING GO DOWN!
Waegriteespi

$2.4'. A Dozen Ball Pens

53c

3 Ring Filled Binder

Discounted to

COLORS! WITH PAPER & DIVIDERS.

10 -Pack No. 2 Pencils

21

flavors

119

Discounted $10

PACK WEAREVER STICK TYPE PENS.

ICE
CREAM

WONDERPRICESI
Discounted 6c

PACK ASSORTED SIZES. PACK 10.

Acid Indigestion Tablets. (Limit 1)

EVERYDAY

SchooLlipeds
59' Artist's Brushes

Gelusil

dr" 99G

Cherry Nut
French Vanilla

"Roll Top" Pencil Box

Discounted to +

2 PENCILS, ERASER AND 6" RULER.

57c

ft

I

Laminated Clip -Board

Discounted to = 69c

PLASTIC A CLASSROOM "MUST".

Black or Olive Zip Bag

Discounted to 4'

RAINPRUF VINYL COVERED. 16".

EVERYDAY

Fudge Ripple
Spumoni
Strawberry Ripple
Toasted Pecan
Chocolate Almond
Chocolate Chip
Butterscotch Ripple
Choc. Marshmallow
Banana Fudge
Raspberry Ripple
Pineapple Sherbet
Orange Sherbet
English Toffee
New York Cherry

Discounted to # 33°

CAMPUS BRAND BONDED #2 LEAD.

Yes! 21 flavors in
all! Stock up now!

Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Neapolitan

Clairol
Creme Formula Hair Color Bath. (Limit 1)

Wonderpriced

$1
73c

HALF -GALLON

Black Walnut

2.61

°165 Size, MISS

12C Size

4 -Pack

Lux Soap Mill

Regular Size Bars. (Limit I 4 -pack)

COUPON

WONDER

500 SHEETS OF
[Ni FILLER PAPER!
CI With coupon thru Aug. 16. (Limit 1)

fidakZgi

larl9iteedg40

77c PACK DA

TaLegiltega4.

WELCOMES ALL

49

Prais Insured Nylons

MIDWEST

Guaranteed against runsfor any reason or pair free!

BANK CARDS
5-

(EXCEPT FOOD SERVICE)

7 88

s1 ss

Primatene Tablets

SIZE

SYMPTOMATIC RELIEF. 24's.

2" Sinutab [bottle 30]
$2.21

"TRIPLE ACTION" TABLETS.

Allerest Tablets
RELIEF FOR ALLERGIES. 48's,

SIZE

qEmhth

7=4=
= VI=

$1.25 Smoker Special
LIGHTER. FLINT,
LIGHTER FLUID

929 Dristan Nasal Mist

69c

Discounted 16'

+ 119

Discounted

311

2.4

Discounted

284#6

117

99c

SIZE

DECONGESTANT. 15cc SIZE.

Discounted 301:7"'

$129

Sinex Nasal Spray
VICKS DECONGESTANT. 15cc

Discounted

SIZE

lg

24'
1

$350 Asthmallefrin
SIZE

WONDER PRICED

Forget the alarm . wake to
MUSIC! This quality made
solid state GE is a BUY-!
.

SIZE

EVER -READY

NASAL & ORAL MIST. 15cc,

Anefrin 2-24 Capsules
2-24 HR. SUSTAINED ACTION. 10's.

Discounted 21' =
Discounted to

319-

89c

.

69' Plastic Shoe Box
Seller CLEAR "STACKABLE" COVER.

48c

10'

79,

WITH LEMON WAX. 7 -OZ.

2 for 43' Batteries
EVEREADY "D"-FOR FLASHLIGHT,'

$129 Roller Covers 121
Seller FOR BIG 9" PAINT ROLLER.

981 Ironboard Cover
SIZE "MAGLA" COTTON. PASTELS

9x12 Plastic Dropcloth
ALL IN ONE PIECE. NO SEAMS.

Jumbo 54" Garment Bag
ZIPPER. HOLDS UP TO 16 ITEMS.

WONDERPRICESI

Discounted 21,

891 Johnson "Favor"
SIZE

EVERYDAY

Discounted

FOLDING SLIPPERS
Soft sole style.
Assorted colors.
metallic trimmed
Wonderpriced!

Mastercraft by Ingrahamfull TWO YEAR guarantee

Usually at $3.44

Thirst -Quenchers!

YS BEER

Discounted
Discounted

52'

10' =

77c
88c

Discounted to = 23c
Discounted to

88c

12 -PACK...
Pepsi -Cola! Diet Pepsi!
12 ounce CANS. Get a supply!

47c

Discounted 4, = 2:139c

25"

WONDER

STORAGE CHEST

In wood -grain

fiberboard; with
stay-lok cover.
Wonderpriced!

1186

Elec. Alarm Clock

12 -oz. no deposit bottles.

Home Values

for

GE Clock -Radio

KODAK Instamatic 44
Instant load!
Wonderpriced!

PR.

Usually 99c a Pr.

CHARGE ANY PURCHASE OF $1 OR UP

166

6 for 66c
ciao

COUPON

TOMATO JUICE
2 for 25c LIBBY

With coupon thru August 16. (Limit 2) 131/2 -ounce.

Waigirxeded.

DA

908

subparagraph (c) is below prohibited.
(c) Method of Measurement.
I. Vibration shall be expressed as displacement in inches and
shall be measured at the property lines of the subject premises with a
threecomponent measuring system, approved by the Director of Build-

LEGAL NOTIC
ORDINANCE NO. 2174
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING SECTIONS 19.2,22, AND 31' OF THE'ZONINGORDINANCE OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT.
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission of the Village of Mount Prospect did hold

p Public Hearing on March 26, 1969, at the hour of 8:00 P.M., in the Village
HaP,'pursuant to proper legal notice, under Case No. 69.14P; and
WHEREAS, the Plan Commission, as well os the Industrial Development
and Economic Commission before it, did recommend approval of thei
changes to the B-4 and t -I Zoning Districts and the inclusion of certain,
definitions within the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Mount Prospect;
and

WHEREAS, the Judiciary Committee of the Board of Trustees of the Village
of Mount Prospect have on July 8, 1969 reviewed the subject matter herein,
and have recommended to the Board of Trustees concurrence with the recommendation of the Plan Commission under Case No. 69.14P; and
WHEREAS, the President and Board of Trustees of the Village of Mount
Prospect concur in the Plan Commission's recommendation, and have determined that the some is in the best interests of the Village of Mount Prospect;
`NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE PRESIDENT AND BOARD OF!
TRUSTEES OF THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT, COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS:

SECTION ONE: That paragraph 7 of Section 19.2 of the Mount Prospect
Zoning Ordinance, as amended, be and is hereby further amended by ad-

ding thereto certain provisions for off-street parking and waiting, so that
the said paragraph 7 shall hereafter be and read as follows:
"7. Automobile Laundries with an adjoining paved, off-street parking
area sufficient to provide one off-street parking space for each 100 sq. ft.
of gioss floor area of the building of the said automobile laundry, plus
an additional number of off-street parking spaces equal in number to ten
(10) times the maximum number of automobiles capable of being laundered
at any one time which shall be determined by the physical characteristics
of the said laundry building."

SECTION TWO: That Section 22 of the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of
Mount Prospect, os amended, be and is hereby further amended in its entirely by upgrading and enlarging the standards of the I- District (Light Industrial) so that the said Section 22 shall hereafter be and read 03 follows:
;

District.
"Section 22.
A. In the 1.1 District, the only uses which may be established are:
I.

Bakeries

2. Bottling Works
3. Building material storage yards, but only when such material is
stored in a building or is enclosed in a fence not less than eight (8) feet
nor more than ten (10) feet in height and with openings representing.
less than twenty-five (25) prudent of the surface of the fence, and including:

(a) Coal, coke, or wood yards
(b) Lumber yards
4. Cleaning, dyeing, and laundry establishments
5. Industrial and manufacturing plants (not excluded by sub -section
B hereof) where the process of manufacturing, compounding, packaging, or treatment of materials is carried on in such a manner as will
conform to the performance standards as set forth in sub -section F hereof.

6. Research laboratories (not excluded by sub -section B hereof)
wherein operations are carried on in such a manner as will conform to
the performance standards set forth in sub -section F. hereof.

7. Municipal buildings, including: Village Hall, Police Station, Fire
Station, and other buildings necessary for the implementation of municipal services.
8. Professional or business office
9. Public utility sub -stations and facilities
10.

Industrial training center or clinic

11. Storage warehouses, including wholesale warehouses or businesses.

B. Uses specifically excluded from this District ore:
I. Abattoirs

2. Acetylene gas manufacture
3. Acid manufacture
4. Alcohol manufacture
5. Ammonia, bleaching powder or chlorine manufacture
6. Amusement centers, including: theatres, indoor and outdoor; or codes; dance halls; miniature golf courses; and golf driving ranges.
7. Animal hospitals, including dog pounds
8. Arsenal
9. Asphalt, manufacture or refining
10- Automobile garages, and wrecking, or junk yards
11. Bag cleaning
12. Boiler works
13. Blast furnace
14. Brick, tile or terra cotta manufacture
15, Candle manufacture
16. Celluloid manufacture
,17. Cement, lime, gypsum, or plaster of parrs manufacture
8. Central mixing plant for cement, mortar, plaster, or paving mate
vials

19. Coke, ovens

20. Crematory
21. Creosote treatment or manufacture
22 Disinfectants manufacture
23. Distillation of bones, coal or woad
24. Dyestuff manufacture
25. Emery cloth and sand paper manufacture.
26. Exterminator and insect poison manufacture
27. Fot rendering
28. Fertilizer manufacture
29. Fireworks or explosive manufacture or storage
30. Fish smoking and curing
31. Forge plant
32. Gas (illuminating or heating manufacture)
33. Glue, size or gelatine manufacture
34. Gunpowder manufacture or storage
35. General hospitals for humans

37. Iron, steel, brass or copper works or foundry
38. Junk, iron or rags storage or b
39. Lamp black manufacture
40. Oil cloth or linoleum manufacture
41. Oiled, rubber or leather goods manufacture
42. Ore reduction
43. Orphanages, homes for the aged and any use which
use of living quarters on the premises.

.

60. Smelters

61, Soap manufacture, other than liquid soap
62. Soda and compound manufacture
63. Stock yards or slaughter of animals or fowl
64, Stone hill or quarry
65. Stave polish manufacture
66. Tallow, grease or lard manufacture or treatment
67. Tanning, curing or storage of leather, rawhide or skins
68. Tar distillation or manufacture
69. Tar roofing or water proofing manufacture
70. Tobacco (chewing) manufacture or treatment
71. Truck terminals, bus terminals, milk distribution stations, and carting, express, hauling, or storage yards
72. Vinegar manufacture
73. Wool pulling or scouring
74. Yeast plant
75. All uses whether or not of the kind specifically mentioned above,
which may be obnoxious or offensive by reason of the emission of odor,
dust, smoke, gas or noise
C. Height Regulations:

1. No building or structure shall exceed three (3) stories or a maximum of thirty (30) feet in height; provided, however:
(a) that antennae, chimneys, steeples, or water towers may exceed
thirty (30) feet upon variation after public hearingbefore the Board of
Appeals and upon approval of the President and Board of Trustees;
(b) that flag poles and staffs shall be excluded from the provisions
of this sub -section c.
2. No goads' stored in the open shall exceed twenty (20) feet in
height.
I-1

Industrial District.

I. For all buildings and structures erected and all uses of land established after the effective date of this Ordinance, accessory parking and
loading facilities shall be provided as required by the regulations hereunder for each of the specific uses in the 1.1 District:
(a) One off-street parking space shall be provided for each 200 sq.
ft. of gross floor area of the building in relationship to those permitted
uses as set out in sub -section A of this Section; and all such uses named
herein shall further melt the requirements for off-street truck parking
spaces and loading spaces as set forth In paragraph 2 of subsection D
of this Section.

(b) However, whenever goods are stored in the open pursuant to -

Displacement
in Inches

Displacement
in Inches

Oto 10

.0008
.0005

.0004
.0002
.0001
.0001
.0001

0001.0002
.0001

30 to 40

40 and over

$200
BA 3-5564 after 7 PM

13 -lust and Nand
FOUND: FEMALE SIAMESE
CAT. GOLF & POTTER, DES
PLAINES. 824-4302

FOUND: Walkie-Talkies,
Greens Park, Arl. Hts.
392-5739

,

4. One additional space for each 100,000 sq. ft. over the base

100,000 sq. ft.

(b) There shdll be required two (2) off-street truck parking spaces
for each loading 'space and one additional such space for each truck
owned or operated by the occupant of the building or lot, the use of
which is served by the said truck.
3. As used in this Section "off-street parking space" and "loading

space" shall correspond to the definitions found in paragraph B of
Section 20 of this Zoning Ordinance.

4. When two or more distinct zoning districts or uses under the Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Mount Prospect ore located on the same
lot or within the some building, parking spaces equal in number to the
sum of the separate requirements for each use shall be provided. How-

ever, Whenever there is any doubt as to the specific use os shall be
designated for any given area upon such lot or within such building,
the parking requirements for such area shall be calculated as per the
use requiring the greatest number of parking spaces per hundred
square feet.
5. For the purpose of this Section 22, the specified parking spaces
contained and required herein shall be interpreted to mean space of an
area specified in the respective definitions thereof, which area shall be
net, and shall be exclusive of access or maneuvering areas, ramps,
columns, or other construction, and shall be kept exclusively as a storage space for vehicles in operating condition; and shall be so surfaced,
pitched and drained as to retain storm water and prevent the flow of
water from such areas onto adjoining property or onto unpaved streets
and alleys; and shall be surfaced in the following manner:
(a) Off-street parking spaces, and loading spaces, their access or
maneuvering areas, ramps, and driveways shall be constructed and
surfaced pursuant to the specifications of the Village Plan for commercial and industrial streets as set forth in sub -section (b) of Section 7,
Article II of the said Village Plan of the Villageof Mount Prospect.
(b) Off-street parking spaces, their access or maneuvering areas,
ramps, and driveways shall be constructed and surfaced pursuant to

the specifications of the Village Plan for residential roadways as set
forth'in sub -section (o) of Section 7, Article II of the said Village Plan of
the Village of Mount Prospect, or may. in the alternative be constructed
and surfaced with a two (2) inch Class asphalt having a minimum
underlayment of six (6) Inches of crushed stone as a base for the as-

ceed

100 impulses per minute shall be permitted twoce the dis-

placements shown above in Columns I and II."

Cocker,
Black male
hit by car Sat., taken to vets.
Call 297-4996

"FRONT YARD: Upon any lot, that front -most area abutting o street in
the zoning districts of the Village of Mount Prospect cas required by this
Zoning Ordinance and maintained, except for ingress and egress drives
and sidewalks transversIng the same in o fashion other than parallel to
the front lot line it abuts, as open space.
INDUSTRIAL REAR YARD: A rear yard located upon a lot found within
any "I" District of the Village of Mount Propsect, and maintained as open space except for the parking of vehicles thereon.
INDUSTRIAL SIDE YARD: A side yard located upon a lot found within

LOST: Small black tailess dog
wearing red harness. Male. S.
Central Rd. in Arl.-Mt.
area. Reword 439-4287
of

Lg, white cat. Lg. tail,
blue collar. Vicinity of Rand &
LOST:

any "I" District of the Village of Mount Prospect, and maintained as

Hicks Rd., Pal. Answers to
Whitey. $50 REWARD! Phone:
Ross at 358-2938.

open space except for the parking of vehicles thereon.
OFF-STREET TRUCK PARKING SPACE: An area 10 ft. x 45 ft., exclusive

of accessory drives, romps, and aisles.
OPEN SPACE:. That area found within the rear, side and front yards

ices shall be increased through the addition of gross floor area, the
parking and loading facilities as required herein shall be provided for
such increase in intensity of use.
I1. Whenever the existing use of a building or structure shall hereafter be changed to a new use, parking or loading facilities shall be
provided as required for such new use.

1.1

district lot shall be the some as that

than 30 feet from the side lot line it abuts.
2. Minimum Front Yard: There shall be a front yard having a depth of
not less than 30 feet from the front lot line.
3. Minimum Rear Yard: No rear yard shall be required, except that:
(a) Where such rear yard abuts a residential district, the said rear
yard shall be not less than 40 feet from the adjoining residential lot or
50 feet from any residential building it abuts, whichever would result In
the lesser rear yard.
(b) Where such. I.1 district lot abuts a zoning district that requires a
greater rear yard than that required herein, then the rear yard require-

ments of the said abutting

1.1 district lot shall be the same as that

district it abuts.
(c) In all instances other than (a) and (b) above, the only require.
ment shall be that of an industrial rear yard having a depth of not less

than 20 feet from the rear lot line it abuts.
4. Exceptions: Exceptions from the above three area regulations
are eaves, chimneys, or oth, ordinary projections extending into such
yards not more than 18 inches.
5'. Intensity of Use:

(a) The maximum ground area of all buildings Including parking
facilities, open or enclosed, shall be eighty (80) percent of the tot or
area.

(b) The maximum floor area ratio, as defined in Section 31 of this
Zoning Ordinance shall be .75.
6. Minimum Lot Size: The size of the minimum lot in an 1-1 district shall
not be less than four (4) acres.
F. Performance Standards. Any use established in the I.1 district shall be
operated so as to comply with the performance standard regulations
prescribed in this sub -section, and no use lawfully established on the
effective date of this Ordinance shall be hereafter altered or modified
so as to conflict with, or further conflict with such performance standards.
1. Noise.

(a) The sound pressure level of sound emanating from an I.1 zoning district, which level is to be measured as described below, shall not
exceed the following decibel levels in the designated octave bands
when adjacent to the designated types of use districts:
Sound Levels in Decibels
Octave Bond
All Business
All Residential
Cycles per Second

0 to 75
75 to 150
150 to 300
300 to 600
600 to 1200
1200 to 2400
2400 to 4800
over 4800

Districts

Districts

58
54

73
69
65

so
46
40
33
26
20

41

35

(b) Method of Measurement.

i. Measurement is to be made at the nearest boundary of the
nearest residential area or at any other point along the boundary
where the level is higher.

ii. Sound levels shall be measured with a sound level meter. nnd
associated octave band filter manufactured according to standards prescribed by the American Standards Association and Measurements shall
be made using the flat network of the sound level meter.
iii. Impulsive type noises which cause rapid fluctuations of the
needle of the sound level meter with a variation of no more than plus or
minus two decibels shall be subject to the performance standards prescribed in this Section.

iv. Noises incapable of being measured, such as those of on
irregular arid intermittent nature, shall be controlled so as not to become a nuisance to adjacent uses.
2..Smoke, odors, noxious gases and other matters. Smoke, odors,
noxious gases, and other matters shall be regulated by and shall meet
the cequirements set forth in Article VII of Chapter 19 of the Municipal
Code of Mount Prospecrof 1957;as amended.

3. Glare arid Heat. Operations producing intense light or heat shall be
performed within an enclosed building and shall not be visible beyond
any lot line bounding the property whereon the use is conducted.
4, Vibration.
(a) Any operation or activity which shall cause at any time and at
any point beyond the boundaries of the lot, earthborne virbatIons,
er than background vibrations produced by some source not under con
trol of this ordinance, such as the operation of motor vehicles or other
transportation facilities, In excess of the limits set forth in Column I of.

37

3a

Business Opportunities.

.

66
17
9

Business Services

Card of Sympathy

8
3

Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies

Day
Camp12
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

23

MAegnencies.
EmploymentAog

25
57
93

Equipment Rentals

1

Fu
FFaionnnreisrastsi

2

Directors

24

Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women..
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings -

27
26
47

Industrial

14 -Personals

debris,
REAR YARD: The rearmost area of any lot in the zoning districts of the

8383

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

Village of Mount Prospect as requited by this Zoning Ordinance and
maintained, except for ingress and egress drives and sidewalks transversing the same in a fashion other than parallel to the rear lot line it
abuts, as open space.
SIDE YARD: That area of any lot located between the side lot line
thereof and a building or structure thereon; found within the zoning
districts of the Village of Mount Prospect as required by this Zoning
Ordinance; and maintained, except for ingress and egress drives and
sidewalks transversing the same in a fashion other than parallel to the
side lot line It abuts, as open space.
TRUCK TERMINAL: Either end of a carrier line or junction point with
other lines having classifying yards or dock facilities, management offices, storage sheds, and freight and passenger stations."

Don & Ann

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE

CHECK YOUR ADM

Aovirtisitts are requested to

chock the first losortion of
their odvortitontont end In

toff of *trot to notity,:tho
.dorritiod deportment at

once in order tiro conottfort
.can be made. Ia the ',vont of
.orror or omission, the MVO,
pair 4411 re yosponsiblo tio-

SECTION FOUR: That all other Ordinances or parts of Ordinances in
conflict herewith are hereby repealed.

Ornoturct

ONLY

SECTION FIVE: That this Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from
and after its passage, approval and publication in the manner provided

holation 'oast only 'to the rnt.'
tote efoho space that Oro iof

roguints.: , Mori *311 fie
toolflost Joy topubtleollon

AYES:

loom knottioru
Mos* throb your ads and
*fey ore at snow, Cony*.

NAYS:

PASSED and APPROVED THIS 5 DAY OF AUGUST, 1969.

flons ore

9, to it

ROBERT D. TEICHERT

by phone,

9 40 11

Village President

AMONE 2.15200,

DONALD W. GOODMAN
Village Clerk
Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS, Inc.

Wednesday, August 13, 1969
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Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale

31
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22
48
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74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
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76
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Rules for Driving
Traffic accidents continue
to soar, yet the programs devised to solve the problems remain costly and complex.
A nationally prominent

traffic safety authority, Haskell Schultz, proposes that the
solutions are actually simple if
drivers would only remember

certain fundamental rules of
the road.
Detailed in his recent book,

"Design For Safe Driving",

published by Christopher Publishing Company, Schultz explains that "accidents are usually caused by first-time offenders who are employing poor

driving habits." Schultz contends that application of his
rules would greatly reduce in city traffic accident rates.
SUGGESTS
SCHULTZ
drivers test themselves by an-

swering the following questionnaire.

1. Your car is..traveling 30
miles per hour; your reach a
point 25 feet from the corner;
you see a car approaching
from your right. You start to
stop. How many feet into the
intersection will you be before
-completing the stop? (a) 10
feet, (b 15 feet, (c) 25 feet.

2. Driving at 20 miles per
hour on a side street, you approach an unregulated intersection.

Remembering

that

streets are only 25 to 30 feet

advantage of how many feet
when he brakes first? (a) 10
feet, (b) 15 feet, (c) 25 feet

4. WHEN APPROACH-

ING a parking space in front
of your house, how many feet
in advance would you start to
stop your car (transfer your
foot

to

the

brake pedal)?

fit) 50 to 75 feet, (b) 75 to 100
feet, (c) 100 to 125 feet.
5. The traffic is light as you
drive down a city street at 20
miles per hours. There are cars
ahead but none behind. Should
you be (a) one car length behind to be cautious? (b) two car

lengths behind 'except when
stopped? (c) whatever the traffic will bear?

6. Before driving through
an intersection, do you look

first (a) to the right? (b) to the
left?
7. When approaching a
preferential boulevard (stop

street) where parking is not restricted, how should you nego-

tiate the crossing? (a) stop at

.

15 -Instruction

Piano lessonr.
Palatine area.
358-2699
a

11 -Business Services

Qualified college student can
do interior pointing inexpen-

able.

8. When crossing a highway
where cars travel at maximum
speeds, how close to the high Way should you stop? (a) two
feet, (b) 10 feet, (c) 20 feet.

sively 358-1588
Puzzled? not us

Weddings our specialty.
Prospect Catering
C15.4833

9. You are stopped behind

another car at a red signal

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

light. The light turns green.
Should you (a) immediately

Will do your ironing in my home.

follow the car ahead? (b) wait 'a
few seconds before following?

WILL BABYSIT, 5 DAYS
A WEEK, ELK GROVE
AREA. 439.7912

392.7321

(c) move around the front car
so as not to tie up traffic?

ACCURATE TYPING

MY HOME!!
437-3934

IF YOU ANSWERED any
of the above incorrectly, you
could be responsible for an accident. According to Haskell
Schultz, the answers are the

23-Ernplornent *cies-Able
ACCOUNTANTS $660-$1500
Gen,Audiiors-Tax-Cost

rules.
1. (c) Beginning to stop at 25

Call John, eat. 3, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
1510 Miner St.
Des Plaines

feet from the intersection you
would be 25 feet into into the
intersection (which is about
the entire length of the street.)
2.

PROGRAMMERS -SYSTEMS

S660-$1200 mo. New Bldg.
Call Jane, ext. 7, 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per, Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

(b) Transfer your foot

from gas to brake pedal at least

50 feet from the corner in or-

you will not avoid a collision.
4. (c) You should give yourself 100 to 125 feet to pull up to
a parking space.

drive aggressively through because it is dangerous to drive
too slowly?
3. The driver ahead has an

_

line, look both ways, if no cars
are seen proceed' to cross, (c)
make a second stop at the right

mately 50 feet from the corner

and continue cautiously? (c)

82

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

crossing, make one full stop
about five feet past the curb

der to stop before the inter-

to the brake pedal approxi-

92
42

14 -Personals

tersection, look both ways and
if no cars are seen, proceed to
cross, (b) if no pedestrians are

hand curb lane so you are no
longer blocked by trees and
parked cars, then move when

102

Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

the cross -walk, ease into the in,

across, would you (a) maintain
your normal speed looking
carefully from side to side? (b)
transfer your foot from the gas

61

55
43

Boats and
MarineI Supplies
Boat Storage,

Furniture... .

required by this Ordinance and maintained without and free of any
goods or materials, structure, or building, parking lot or space, and/or

ATTEST:

Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
35
Arts and Antiques
34
Auction Sales
20
.109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access...107
Auto Trailers & Compers..103
tomoblies-For
Automobiles Wanted, ...101

P.

'

yard.

fixtures ore utilized at the perimeter of such parking areas, no light and
pole shall exceed an overall height of fourteen (14) feet.
9. The parking spaces herein provided for shall be located in the
same zoning use district, whether on a lot or In a building, as the
district use that it serves, and where required parking facilities are provided on land other than the lot on which the building or use served by
such facilities is located, they shall be and remain in the same possession or ownership as the lot occupied by the building or use to which
the said facilities are necessary. Evidence of such control or ownership
must be shown in the manner established in paragraph E of Section 20
of this Zoning Ordinance.
10. When the intensity of the sue of any building, structure, or prom-

white

Found:

by law.

8. The specified parking spaces contained and required herein may-

'of

Place
School Des Plaines. 827-5423
RABBIT

tions:

6. All open parking areas containing more than four (4) off-street
parking spaces or more than two (2) off-street truck parking spaces
shall be effectively screened on each side of the area adjoining or
fronting on any residential property by a wall or a fence or a densely
planted compact hedge not less than five (5) feet high nor more than
eight (8) feet high.
7. In all instances wherein industrial side yards and/or industrial
rear yards are utilized for parking, wheelstops of masonry, steel, or
heavy timber shall be required and shall be placed not nearer than five
feet from the lot line abutting such industrial side or industrial rear

be illuminated, provided all such outdoor lighting shall be of a non glare nature, shall not be aimed directly or indirectly at or upon surrounding property, shall meet the following requirements:
(a) No light and pole shall be so constructed as to exceed an
overall height of twenty (20) feet.
(b) Whenever mercury vapor lamps, quartz lights or fluorescent

large black &
near Orchard

LOST:

SECTION THREE: That Section 31 of the Zoning Ordinance of Mount
Prospect of 1957 as amended, be and is hereby further amended, by .
placing therein, in alphabetical order, the following additional defini-

I

phalt.

vice

Found: Siorneid cat, female, vic:
Fairview School, Mt. Prosp.
394-0731 or 259-3020

Impact vibrations which are -discrete pulses that do not ex-

district it abuts.
(c) In all Instances other than (a) and (b) above the only requirement shall be that of an industrial side yard having a depth of not less

includes the

Frequency in
Cycles per Second

10 to 20

100,000 sq. ft.

ments of the said abutting

44. Paint, oil, shellac, turpentine or varnish manufacture
45. Paper and pulp manufacture
46. Petroleum or its products, refining or wholesale storage of
47. Plating works
48. Potash works
49. Printing ink manufacture
50. Pryoxylin manufacture
51. All restaurants, except employee cafeterias incidental to the uses
permitted in sub -section A above and operated during business hours
only and for the convenience of persons employed by the occupant of
the building or lot within which or upon which such cafeteria is located.
52. Rock crusher
53. Rolling mill
54. Rubber cooutchoue or gutty percho manufacture or treatment
55. Salt works
56. Sauerkraut manufacture
57. Schools and colleges (other than those specifically permitted in
paragraph 11 of sub -section A above), and churches
58. Shoe blacking manufacture
59. Shopping centers

D. Off -Street parking Requirements -

2. As used in this SectionTand-"off-streetinKIL--Parking-TPace-sha
be 10 ft. a 45 ft., the required number of which shall correspond to the
following schedule:
(a) Number of Loading Spaces:
1. One loading space for each building of 10,000 sq. ft. or less
2. Two loading spaces for each building between 10,000 and
30,000 'sq. ft.
3. Three loading 'spaces for. each building between 30,000 and

I

refuse

4 groves in Memory Gardens.

Vibration Chart.

uses permitted under sub -section A of this Section, there shall be pro.
vided one additional off-street parking space for each 800 sq. ft. of lot
area used for such storage; and for the purpose of meeting thh,furiher.
requirements for off-street truck parking spaces set forth in parOgraph
2 of sub -section D of this Section, the lot area used for open storage
shall be construed as building area.
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3temeteries & tots

ing and Zoning based upon accepted engineering practices, which measurement shall be compared with the chart below. '

E. Area Regulations.
1, Minimum Side Yard: No side yard shall be required, except that:
(a) Where such side yard abuts a residential district, the said side
yard shall not be less than 40 feet from the adjoining residential lot or
50 feet from any residential building it abuts, whichever would result in
the lesser side yard.
(b) Where such t district lot abuts a zoning district that requires a
greater side yard than that required herein, then the side yard require-

36. Incineration or reduction of garbage, dead animals, offal, or

THE exOsPECT DAY
Wednesday, August 13, 1969

LAB TECHS to $650
R & DElec..Mech.-Chem.
Coll Rich, ext. 5, 299-7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

section.

3. (c) The driver ahead has
an advantage of 25' feet, so if
you're following too closely,

COBAL
PROGRAMMER
$11,000 to 512,000 No. Fee.
1

involved
merciol and
Be

5. (b) YOU SHOULD be a
minimum of two car lengths or
25 feet behind when traveling
down a city street.

6. (b) Traffic coming from
the left will be in the lane the
driver crosses. Therefore, he
will want to see that car first.
7. (b) It is not technically il-

legal to edge your car past the
stop sign, and it is much more
realistic to stop about five feet

for High

quire 250 feet to stop and avoid colliding with merging
traffic.
9. (b) You should wait a few

seconds before moving, since
you do not have a clear view

and must give the driver a-

head the benefit of good judgment.

corn

10 TECHNICIANS
$650 No Fee

Results!

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Krlete
at .394-1000, HALLMARK, BOO
E.

trees or buildings.

cars on the highway would re-

both

394.1000, HALLMARK, BOO E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

Reaching

past the curb line so you are
not blocked by parked cars,
8. (a) YOU SHOULD be
about two feet from the entrance' to the highway because there may be obstructions blocking the view, and

in

manufacturing
applications. Pidential to staff
position. Call Ron Halda,

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

pect.

RESEARCH
TECH
METALS

3 LINES
5 DAYS

ONL0Y

t 39

$700-$900 FREE
Be Involved in Research and
Development In the area of
steel. You will be assisting the
engineers, giving you in-

valuable exposure that will be
your springboard to advancement.
CALL GEORGE CARMEN
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.
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WAREHOUSE WORK. Mon with
..jciod work
record. Excellent
company benefits. Call 7663057.

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

23-Emp'went Agencies -Male

MAN WANTED
to work full time landscaping.
Call 827.8992.

DESIGN ENGINEER
---$11,000 to $13,000

PRODUCTION

FOREMAN._ ----

Man or boy with own truck or

No Fee

$70P-io $800 a Mo.
No Fee

Call Steve Markley, 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy Mt. Prospect.

Supervise 25 people. Excel.
lent working conditions. Call
Lorry Kriete at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or rugs. Call

PRODUCTION
TROUBLE
SHOOTER

392.1830.

$700-$850 FREE

you'll move around the

First

EX - G.I.

plant, become familiar with all

TEST DRIVERS

operations,

$140 a week to start

production

NO FEE

all

oversee
line

processes.

potential problem
recs. break bottlenecks, set
nufac
improve
up cilia
spot

The

Adventurous opportunity open
if you have a clean drivers tic
ense ancl a form DD214.
Buckle on the helmet and grab

Wring operations. Advamonce to
top management! CALL
MIKE HANSEN

the wheel for a top flight au

296.1043

want men who can develop

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.

Palermo 359 5800

I.B.M.'s New 360

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

800

E

Up to systems work. No pre
vious exp. needed. This posi-

N.M. Hwy.

PARKER

Palatine

The basic knowlsow and guid-

rangements.
CALL JOHN LAWRENCE
296-1043

MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE
to 'corn to supervise own of

Clearing House
O'Hare
2720 Des Plaines Ave.
Des Plaines. III.
296 1071

national franchise chains.

MAINTENANCE

anywhere.

see or call:

START AT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

Arlington Hts. Public School
District 25, 301 W. South St.

SECURITY GUARDS NEEDED.

21 years and over. Men must

be dependable and near in
appearance Full or port time

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

are currently seeking a man
who can completely train to
be one of our office
managers. Initial training will
be in one of Chicago offices.
Alter about a year, or less,
when the man is trained and
Isis income is in the

OPERATIONS
TRAINEE'

512,000.515,000 range, he will

have the opportunity to redo.
cute if he wishes.
assume
He will then

(rain to supervise 12 in all of.
fice operations; account credit

the

is

five manager. No experience.

will exceed $35,000. A con,
plete fringe package including
2 weeks aced vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option potential is included.
The man we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, has good
appearance, inquisitive mind,

5650-700
CALL BOB VAN

296-1071

FULL TIME

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANTS
MT. PROSPECT

STANDARD
RT. 83 & Dempster

439-1334
RELIEF

NITE AUDITOR

college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For confidential intirview call:

O'Hare

TED LEVERENZ

2720 Des Plaines Ave
Des Plaines.
296 1071

letter or print neatly. We
Provide a secure future for a
person willing to apply him
Company

benefits

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Elk Grove Village
1000 Busse Rood

MACHINE DESIGNER

ban location. Unlimited op-

Shipping & Receiving$11,000
$11,000
Quality Control

portunities.

to $15,000.
All

FOR SALES

levels

of

design

ex-

mechanical

perience in areas of ma.
chine control, automatic con-

any board
background qualifies.

trots, process control equipmerit and circuit devel-

Local

company

program

,

-

training

equipment

opment.

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

Fast growing division of multi plant rnonuf acturer.
General accounting bockground qualifies. Call now

Company. A likeable person-

for

ality and an open mind will
'ye

an

immediate

fidential interview.

hired.

to $13,000
Automation, mechanization
and production machine
design & development. From
nuts & bolts to theoretical.

$550-$700
Cash in on your general of fice experience. Join a
progressive loco) firm as on
assistant to

the

con-

WORK
IN OUR

Man in our modern light manufacturing plant. Should hove
electrical background as well
as usual maintenance skills.
include

both

r ;if? CONDITIONED

nonce.

tY FACTORY

)11

392.3500

NO EXPERIENCE

AGE OPEN

CORP.

298-5021

would

and

like

YO 5-1130

Wheeling

1444 S. Wolf Road

offer.

(S.W. Corner of Palatine & Wolf Roods)

for you to aid our engineers
in the development, and testing
of engineering prototypes,
find steady work, with
opportunity for advancement
plus
benefits that include
free life and hospitalization,
insurance. Contact Engineering
Deportment.
You'll

ATTENTION! !

!

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

MOLON MOTOR

SKO-DIE, INC.
8050 N. Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detail.
ing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company. call us ...,

& COIL CORP.
3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe
benefits.

Des Plaines, Illinois

Call anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be available to assist you.

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Please contact Miss Gaffke

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY
Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life
insurance, paid vacation I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for
1

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

437-5400

-Anocuf
ENGINEERING COMPANY

AUTOMOBILE
REPAIR MEN
STOCKMEN
JANITOR -MAINTENANCE
No experience necessary. Excellent earnings plus sharing in SEARS famous profit
sharing benefit program.
ArPt.) IN PERSON AT l'EllSONNELDEPT.

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY-9:30A.M. to 5P.M.

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
Golf Mill Store

400 Golf Mill Shopping Center,

Arlington Heights, Ill.

259-5010

Sears

These are permanent job opportunities.

OPERATORS -

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Arlington Hts., III.

FULI.TIME

ENAMELING SHOP -

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

Mannheim & Higgins

-

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

POWER TOOLS

in touch

with us to see what we can

Steady jobs. Plenty of
over time. Paid vacation,
holidays & insurance. Excellent working condi-

100 N. Hickory

Automobile furnished. Deliver proofs to northwest
suburbs & Chicago area. FULL TIME 5 days a
week Monday thru Friday. Company benefits.

SWA

interesting

diversified work get

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

NO FEE

NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

GEORGE W. MAKELA

8 AM to 6 PM Mon. thru Fri.

I

NO FEE

DISPATCH COURIER

NECESSARY

MFG.

METHODE

We have immediate openings
in our engineering department

manager.

Management Trainee...$833
Customer Service
$750
$860
Market Research
Investigator
5600
Broker Trainee
$650
Marketing
$10,000
Advertising Trainee ' $675

WOMEN
FOR

PLANT

IF

EXPERIENCED
TOOL &
DIE MAKERS

Outstanding growth poten-

ADMINISTRATIVE

,

uate, and hire plant and of.
fice personnel for Blue Chip

YOUNG MAN -

MAINTENANCE

Responsibilities

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

1:::0*.r"
MEN

tial full company benefits.

ASSISTANT CONTROLLER

$500-$600
Learn to interview, test, eval

Sunday interviews.

CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

DESIGN ENGINEER
DRAFTSMAN

Apply In Person

and yearly bonus plan. MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION
Coll 537.7100 or Apply

Apply at once or call:

$800

$2.50 PER HOUR

We are staffing new air conditioned plant. You will receive
o good salary and excellent benefits including profit sharing

tions.
CHEMICAL LAB TECH

Contact Personnel Office

you are mechanically inclined

HOLIDAY INN

23-Emeloinnent Agencies -Male

You will be trained by the
chief chemist in R & D for
their new products. Sober-

be
or

made for Saturday

tact Engineering Department.

FULL TIME BELLMEN

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent
employee benefits, including paid vacations and free insurance program.

BURGESS NORTON MFG. CO.
232-4100
Geneva, III.

in

dude company paid hospitoli
nation, life insurance, paid
vocations, and holidays. Con.

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

Wide Scope Personnel
15 FOREMEN
$12,000
Production
$12,000
Assembly
Manufacturing
$12,000
$15,000
General
$12,000
Production Control

can

Call or see our Personnel De.
partment.

Apply in Person

296.1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines. III.

Arrangements

ence. We will consider a quali
fled trainee with the ability

self.

JOIN A PROGRESSIVE
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY

A. B. DICK

5700 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

plant and equipment mointe-

to

GRILL MEN

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Immediate opening for detail
draftsman with some experi

3 P.M. to 11 P.M.
Saturday S. Sunday

11 P.M. to 7 A.M.
7 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Ext. 309

We ore now interviewing. neat alert men for the position of

TOOL MAKERS

experienced Maintenance

DRAFTSMAN

FULL TIME NIGHTS

OPERATORS

Rewarding position open for

An equal opportunity employer

GRILL MEN

PRESS SETUP MEN AND

or come to

299 1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, III.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GRINDERS

need apply. Excellent benefits.
CALL: RO 3-1900,

7. Product &scoots?
PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

642-6943

mars of action, Iwo years of

Business Men's
Clearing House

Major Mediccl
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill

MT. PROSPECT

responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office adminis
,lbws: etc. Third year income

replacement for o retiring of

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we hove

Re -locating in Oakbrook, III.

PERMANENT JOBS ALSO FOR:

only

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

Send a complete resume in confidence giving

OPERATORS

perienced applicant

955 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

future.

III, 60005.

SETUP MEN AND PRESS

1st Shift

General Bottlers

excellent interal promotion opportunities in the
current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

TOOL DESIGNERS

Measure, install, insulate, pipelines for air,
gas, water, & steam. Ex-

/

Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies,.-deVelopment & recommendation methods- procedure
improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.
A college degree & 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers

PRODUCTION AND PRECISION

PIPE FITTERS

Pepsi -Cola

INTERNAL AUDITOR
Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago
based corporation for an Internal Auditor.

In Growing Powdered Metal Operation For:

MAINTENANCE

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

and medical insurance.

III. 60005

$3.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benefits

PARKER

You Get Home"

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

i:as
for

117 So. Emerson

We ore an international corpo
ration expanding at the rate
of 18 to 22 offices a year and

117 So. Emerson

2nd Shift

Rd.,

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

"Call Me When

PARKER

S.

(Centex Industrial Park)

for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pect area.

ate hiring. No fee. Call

Day

217

O'HARE FIELD

OPPORTUNITIES

Publications,
Arlington Hts.
Arlington Heights,

c/o

WAREHOUSE

openings
bottle sorters.

Due

strict

in

confidence to: Box 1211

created

Estates. $600 a month salary
to start. Unlimited opportunity
for advancement. For appoint
nient call:
894-7474

Year round employment.. 4C
week. Hospitalization

resume

Send

Aggressive person 21-35 to
work in our unit in Hoffman

hour

desirable western
suburb. Modern plant,
profit sharing, & many
other fringe benefits.

AVIATION

An equal opportunity employer

EXCELLENT

in

208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

Our expansion
827-7880

ed, aggressive, methods
concious man. Mechani
cal Assembly - Specialty
Valves. Rapidly growing

small company located

I. Excellent strut plus 3 raises

experience

service. This

DINOU at 394.3950.

CL 3 6100 Ext. 227

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

you can now start at $4 an hr
If you've hod some good trade
school training. Your future
opportunity can include that
of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

customer

an opportunity with a growing
company, he should call MR.

ASSISTANT MANAGER

Any military or tech. school
training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For 'further information

PLANT

previous

Fully

If he feels stymied and senses

BUTLER
-

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

ASSEMBLY

Manager.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

on-thejob training with some
of the best electronics
found

An equal opportunity employer

We seek a young man for the
position of -Assistant Unit

OR APPLY

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

Rd., Des Plaines. 437-4113

ing.

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and
engineers

Without

O'Hare Field
686-7055 or 686-7040

AIRPLANES AND AIRPLANE ENGINES.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, III.

CALL MR. JACOBS

OVERHAULING, REPAIRING, ASSEMBLING ALL PARTS OF

CALL Mr. CLARK 686-7020

advancement and security.

available.
Please contact Mr. Schilling
at 299 1141 For Appt.

AVIATION

A&P-LICENSES PREFERRED_ EXPERIENCED IN DISMANTLING,

Ability readily rewarded with
Liberal fringe package, over.
time and excellent pay rotes

BUTLER

work. Light office clean-

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

With Expanding Machine Shop

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

Trainee

Business Men's

Wanted For Permanent Positions

ning plant.

Will train.

PART TIME

$150-$170

OR

We need an experienc

worldwide manufac
tuner needs an experienced or
countant to work in all areas of
general accounting. Some superexperience desirable.
visory
Pleasant modern plant. in Des

PART TIME
FULL TIME

or late twenties and he may
be working for one of the

Growing

MECHANICS

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

ply you with everything you need.
Contact Curtis Wick, 625B Dulles

Audio Communications

CALL BOB VAN
296-1071

AIRCRAFT

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
gloss packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new; modern and award win.

GENERAL

Electronic

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Due to

Must be 18 years old or over.

Permanent evening

fice. $500
the spot if you have been
held back.

is

Apply in person

Heights, Ill. 60005.

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

Parts Department

Good Working Conditions
Major Cleaning Company

MR. BAKER

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

ACCOUNTANT

Excellent Wages
Steady Employment

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW
964-1306

Full Company benefits.

Day Publications, 217 S. Arl
ington Heights Rd., Arlington

FOREMAN

paid insurance
program. Call Mr. Hoffman.
299 4446

car. This

r

sary.

This man will be in his middle

Just show VX 6, the Battery Ado live that's guaranteed to end

Plaines.

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

Company that needs 7 trainees

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

Evenings

Man To Work In

3

battery failures forever. I'll sup-

ance you'll receive qualifies
you for Chief when you're
ready! Cull for interview or.

Mt. Prospect
751 nnon

$575

is n permanent part rime posi

Several openings are now available in tire Mt. Prospect area
for part time JANITORIAL SERVICES. The hours are: 9 p.m. to
2 a.m., Monday through Friday.
../-,

the right man. Box 1210 c/o

An

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

noons, Saturday & Sunday. This

$675 FEE PAID

17. So. Emerson

Ex

'PART TIME

with the leading evening daily in the"Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.

excellent opportunity for

An

437-8500

Hi.jh School or college student
aide to drive stick shift. After-

NIGHT MANAGERS. 2 or

Liberal Starting Salary, Bonus,
Company Car, Plus Many
Other Fringe Benefits.

1" 24-lielp Wanted Men

Wanted Men

Full time employment

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

time, full time, anytime! I've got
openings for men who want to
put extra 555's in their pockets.

BECOME ENGINEER

perb training a real chance to
move up. Call:

ability to handle general

Make big money fast: spare

DRAFTSMAN -

tion offers in addition to so

experience &

maintenance work.
cellent wages.

Ad # A -14I

Hallmark Personnel

your full salary while attending..
After training you will move

the

927-6908

359 5800

will be sent to the IBM school
.-ee of charge and receive

sized wareneeds
facility
maintenance man 'who
house

1-24-11elp Wanted Men

-

SPORTS WRITER.

Ar.Dee & other national brand
lines offers a rewarding oppor
tunity to right man.

Medium

Experienced
window . washer
seeded to wash ground level
store windows.

Hi School grad.
Ask TOM PALERMO

probably won't find a
BETTER JOB anywhere. You

GENERAL

MAINTENANCE

PART TIME

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

You

Prospect News Agency.
392 1830

in food store. Call 437.9150 be.
fore 6:30 for appointment.

Go to School Free!
Train to Program

$650 + FREE

stuff newspapers. Early Sat.

nights per week. 6:30 til mid.
night. Permanent position. Op.
crate rash register and deli.

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

Palatine

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

to

2

DesPloirses,111.

HALLMARK

392-9344

hon. Call 392-1830.

tornotive specialities fires. They

into chief test driver, Coll Torn

Boys. age 13 through 15 wanted

Apply

Foods a
American Home
manufacturer of Chef Boy

COUNTRYSIDE INN

hisq

AM. 3 AM to II AM. Call Mt.

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

I W. Campbell,. Arlington Hts.

hours. Call 392-1830.

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM-

WANTED

BUSBOY -

car to deliver. Sunday papers. 4
AM -8:30 AM. Good poyshort

24lielp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men --

24 -help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

Niles, Ill.

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and a
Member of the Chicago Merit Employment Committee

Wednesday, August 13, 1969
2441eiii Wanted Men

Waited Men

244ieli Waited M011-

24 -Help Wanted Men

Gas

SEMI -DRIVER

SECURITY

Full Time to load and haul hay year round, Good -wages.

starting salary
shift. Good
with periodic raises, --fringe
benefits -8 working conditions.

John Henricks Inc.

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

FULL TIME - WANTED IMMEDIATELY

Plaza Standard Service Station.

Chevrolet dealer in new f ca.

Monday through Friday. Meal,
and uniforms furnished. Paid

3 E*perienced Printers

MALE
SHOP /Li WAREHOUSE

vacations and holidays. We will
train.

Should know letter press make ready and be experienced on
Heidelberg Platen and Miehle V-50. Off.Set experience on
10x15, 14x20 Multiliths, 10x15, 17x22, 23x29 ATF Chiefs, and

CALL RALPH SOWKA

STOUFFER'S MANAGEMENT FOOD SYSTEMS

HOSKINS CHEVROLET,
INC.

Arl. Hts. 8 Rand Roods
Arlington Heights

Off -Set & Letter Press

Elk Grove Village

c/o Pure Oil Co.
200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine
LA 97700 ext. 196

23x36 Harris.
TOP PAY FOR YOUR KNOW HOW. MANY COMPANY BENEFITS
INTERVIEWS kept confidential. Days: 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM,
Evenings by appointment.

439-0900

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PHONE 766-6510

253-0185

Suburban Impressions Inc.

HOLY FAMILY

16W281 Thorndale Road

HOSPITAL

Bensenville, Illinois

(Near Flick Reedy Corp., west of York Road)

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

EIVING CLERKS

R

AUTOMOTIVE CLERKS

AUTOMOBILE SALESMEN

New and Used.
Experienced only. Good hours,
top pay plan. Salary plus commission and demo. Closed Sun-

TRUCK HELPERS

-

We have job opportunities at our Arlington Heights location, full and part time
days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.

opportunities for young men on beverage routes.

TURN

- STYLE FAMILY CENTERS

Pepsi -Cola

General Bottlers

Call 298.4220
Des Plaines, Chrys, Plym., Inc.
622 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Apply to MR. LAMAR CHIDDISTERS

Elk Grove Village
_(Centex Industrial Park)

955 Estes Ave.

444 E. Rand Dr.

STOCK ROOM GIRL

PRINTED WIRING
LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Immediate openings for ex360/30 operators.
Jewel offers you an excellent
opportunity for advancement.
Good starting salary and outperienced

benefits

company

standing

Including profit sharing. Must
be available for r-B1t5ling shift
10% night bonus on 2nd 8 3rd
shift. Call for appointment.

OFFICE PERSONNEL
DEPT.

345-0500

EXT. 594

JEWEL

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repairing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per hour, plus 10% nite bonus.

Are you interested in a challenging and reward.
ing career? If so, investigate our laboratories'
requirements for draftsmen to layout electronic
circuits on printed wiring cards. Work with circuit
routing of conductors on double -sided and multi -layer cards. Circuits, employing discrete components and integrated circuits, will become part
of electronic switching systems now under devel
opment.

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Experienced in maintaining die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.

25-EinploymentAgencies-Women

pany.

DR. ASSISTANT

$5508650 No Fee
Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
1510 Miner, Des P. 299-7191

I.B.M. TRAINEE
$100-$120 wk. Type 8. ofc. exp.
Call Terri, ext. 45, 299-7191
Ken Larson 8. Assoc. Emp. Ser.
1510 Miner St.
Des Plaines
TYPING -BILLING -KEYPUNCH

Call Mike, ext. 11, 299-7191
Ken Larson 8 Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP
You'll be #1 girl to SortaiWorkers_in clinic setup just for kids.
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents

8 be of help to all. Salary hi.
Free to you.

Starting rate $4.37 per hour.

Roland Sargent at 562-7100, Ext. 735

INSPECTOR ANALYST

Interviewing:

Must be experienced in surface plate & layout inspection on complex sample
parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 AM. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

Open Sciturday 9 am to 1 pm

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

An Equal Opportunity Employer

MEN

US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for

a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits..

MACHINISTS

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES

press and
machines.

automatic

screw

Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualificationi and experience.

437-5400

Anocuf
ENGINEERING COMPANY

Our employees enjoy a liberal
ance, group health insurance,
credit union and regular wage
reviews.
conveniences

our

em-

ployees have include: ample
modern
close -in
parking,
completely
cafeteria
and
air-conditioned building.
CALL OR COME IN

439-8500

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators
Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers
Production Machinists
Stockkeepers

WEBER MARKING

Material Handlers
Cable Formers

Pipefitters
Relay Adjusters
Punch Press Operators
Shipping Clerks

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,

8:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

8:00 A.M. TO NOON

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

An equal opportunity employer

oimmommimmiii%
CAN YOU SOLVE THIS
MECHANICAL: PROBLEM?

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

opportunity 4-west et

girl with
voice who

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and mom,

facturer's- representatives
quoting prices, giving delivery
dates, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY at
255.9414, Free 16. W. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3
doors west of Rte 831

DOCTOR'S
FRONT DESK

GO
This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

2 to 6 weeks paid vacation
9 paid holidays
Hospitalization benefits for
employees and dependents

Plus others, all company paid

you

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

RECEPT
over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be
the receptionist. Say "HI" to
everyone. Have them sign in.

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -FREE

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

phone,

an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

ister medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER

Call salesmen to show them

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

thru. It's a real meeting 8. talk
ing to people job. They'll show

you how to bill on typewriter
follow up phone inquires. NO
needed!

NONE!

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

$500 MONTH
VARIETY

will really enjoy this stimulating job. Freel THIS JOB

GENERAL

You'll be the official greeter
for

company,

the

so

You

should have a neat appear-

WON'T LAST...

OFFICE

298-2770

La Salle Personnel
Des Plaines

SP 4.8585
297 3535

keep

Decorators 8 clients from all

help the doc plan his week. If
you ore a capable person you

$563 MONTH
Phones, general office duties,
public contact,

etc., are

ance and a mce personality to
give c, favorable first iinpres
Sion. Clients, visitors and oth.
ers will come to you to check
appointments, ask for inform°.
hot, and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

all

LOCAL LAWYERS

highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand

NEED

genial office where everyone

is req'd. This is o friendly, con.
helps each other. Free.

RECEPTIONIST
Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely
offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule appointments answer phones

and be responsible for holding
down the fort while they are in
court. They would like some-

SP 4-8585
297-3535

TIRED

for

Television Station

$130
DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE
WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
you like working with 8
meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
If

contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome 8 seat
patients --make sure they're
Doctor is
comfortable 't
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Experience NOT NECESSARY.
I

WILL TRAIN
You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

392-6600

You'll help soles chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen
on theirs. Run adding machine
tapes. Greet steady stream of
callers when you help at front
desk. $115 Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4.8585
297-3535

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS

392-6100

ure work & meeting people.

increase after 3 months.
Call for details,

THIS WEEK

SHEETS INC.

Great job for gal who likes fig-

guaranteed merit

EXCLUSIVELY

TRAVEL SERVICE

PROMOTIONS COME FAST

at $130 a week with a

IVY

Arlington's oldest Employment

LIKE FIGURES?
MEETING PEOPLE

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297.3535

FOR LOCAL

(24 hr. Phone)

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

$520

refreshing change

4 W. Miner

WEEK

If you're good, you can

Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants -he'll
teach you everything else. Free

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay In the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you can move into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and
We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specially, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

Secretary

966-0700

Current salaries run
$400 to $725 mo. FREE. For a

ability can take you up into management.

966.0700

6028 Dempster

RESERVATIONS

Service.

6028 Dempster

394-0880

We kid you notl We have a
reputation for getting things
try

394.0880

9 S. Dunton

CHASING?

done.

9 S. Dunton

Miss Paige

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospeut.
(3 doors west of Rte 83),
255.9414

IVY
7215 W. Tautly
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

MISS PAIGE

In Arlington Heights

'In Arlington Heights

one who is neat and person.
able. FREE AT AMY, 16 W.

HERE

P.O. Box 133, North Chicago, III. 60064
Skokie Hwy., 1 mile South of Buckley Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

966-0700

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electricpl/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

Interviewing daily 8 am - 4 pm., Saturdays by appointment. Call 689-1200

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.

Dempster

Straight
Reception
Dental Clinic -

SP 4-8565
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

Type. Free

Answer: Counter -clockwise.

Permanent Work
Top Wages
Pleasant Working Conditions

6028

This suburban office is looking
for a bright, willing gal to
make appts., greet- the public,

keep medical charts up to
date, call Doctor on duty, get
patients token care of fast)

FACTORY PRODUCTION

Randhurst
Upper Level
Suite 23A
392-2700
63 E. Adonis, Chi.
939.4866

IVY

to work in outpatient clinic.
Learn to take histories from
people who alma' in for treat-

An Equal Opportunity Employ.

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

We are in dire need of a good
general office girl Type 50
w.p.m., handle busy phones.

Free

HOSPITAL WILL
TRAIN BEGINNER

SATURDAY

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN:

Miss Paige

experience

ment. It's o whole training program. You'll greet everyone,

GO

receptionist

part of this position for small,

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Which way will gear B move?

APPLY IN PERSON
1

SYSTEMS, INC.

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll hove free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

SHOWROOM

good speaking
can handle in.

SP 4-8585
297-3535

great job :or a nice someone
who enjoys working with and
helping people. $110 Free to

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

Excellent opportunity for qualified Drill Press Operators (Woodworking). Good starting pay.
Excellent incentive bonus earnings. Strong job advancement potential.

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

LOCAL RESORT

CUSTOMER

a

IVY

7215 W Tautly
1496 Miner, Des PI

lion area running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

940 Lee St.

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS (WOODWORKING)

benefit program including:
profit sharing, free life insur-

SECRETARY

them, direct them to showroom

CONTACT GIRL

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

LITE STENO

You'll be secretary to the di-

Well known food co. Buyers
from all over country come
here to see what's new in
gifts 8 to buy. You'll welcome

Free to you.

training place for young den,
fists right out of school they
come here to work, get experience before opening their
own praciice. You'll be their
front ,.sk receptionist. Greet
patients, answer phones, set
appts , type bills, keep recep

$130 WEEK

Learn Switchboard
Small Office -$100

follow dim on orders,

delivery dales' Get to see how

This well known clinic is like a

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

TODAY... 298-2770
CE61'1:
P -5;8e8s

lines,

can imagine. You'll never find
a more exciting opportunity.
No previous experience re
quired. Call for details.

der. A pleasant phone voice
will help you land this great
job. $100. Freel MUST CALL

Large firm has opening for a

555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

ups

working the greatest hours you

speed in this suburban office.

Des

artists,

the

holmes & assoc.

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

Chi., 7 W. Madison,

work with

designers vdho dream up exciting fabrics, Be secy to one
of top men. Help meet dead-

TELLER TRAINEES

$110 WK. NO FEE

LADY PARKER

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

Miss Gaffke

3 to 5 years experience in set-

_9414,-114E6 16 W.-NOrthwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3 doors
west of Rte 83)

You can type at your own

940 Lee St.

You'll

designs are born: brought to
market, sold. It's 0 job that
asks for common sense 8 lik
ing for "arty" people! 5575.

Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and 'figure rates.
Boss travels a lot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY 7...155-

.

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non.contributory pension plan ... paid vaca-

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

The

BORING MILL OPERATORS

Please Call

tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

Des Plaines

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines

Palatine

MACHINISTS

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

required. Knowledge of
lathes, milling machines, drill

HALLMARK

SP 4 8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

opportunitiesest at k

La Salle Personnel

Ask Marge Morten 359-5800
600 E. N.W. Hwy.

com-

in

7215 W. Touhy

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

WAREHOUSE

KROGER

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

Type. TRAIN! Free
IVY

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

La Salle Personnel

FOOD STORES

1955 W. North Ave.
Melrose Park

SP 4.8585
297.3535

stock

298-2770

940 Lee St.

- NO college or special know-how

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

pension,

Ins.,

No one to look over your shoul-

Apply in person or call:

DESIGNER'S SECY

$500

Some exp. needed. Top pay.

IVY

(Rand arid Palatine Rd.)

COMPU TOR
OPERATORS

25-tinployment Ilp,emics-Women

125-Emplopient Agencies -Women

Rosemont Area
Call 824-2168

yr. exp. & type well 5100.5150

Expansion at our new location has created excellent
Minimum age 18, no experience necessary.

days.

Part

BODY MEN WANTED

GUARD
Mature man to work full time.
Permanent, 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

attendants.

station

time. Good pay. Mt. Prospect

COFFEE MAKER -

Excellenl_working 'Condi-

---

I 24 -Help Wanted Min

244Ieip Waded Men

go for vocation, how to get

FIRM NEW TO

THIS

AREA

HOURS - 9 to 5
Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk
NCR Operator

$650
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. 5498

Congenial employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your vacation. If you
can't get in at once, register

to start, Free.

GREAT BENEFITS,
new office.

by

phone,

GREAT

FIRM

-

Beautiful

Ford Employment
Miss Paige

-MOUNT PROSPECT

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton
394-0880

1/20 Algonquin,
437-5090
MORTON GROVE
5945 Dempster
YO 5-2400

6028 Dempster

966-0700

O'HARE

9420 Foster at River

992-2111
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251Joiloiment Atencies-Women

lent company.benefits. 766.3057

Mature woman to core for children in my home. Vicinity of

EASY JOB

CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus
riot cafeteria in Des Plaines.

Ashland & Lee. 827-3457.

Work with friendly people.
Pleasant
personality keyed
to this job. Varied duties

Pleasant year around working

298.2770

Full time all around office girl.
Good starting salary with short

Des Plaines

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

_82)-6628

DIOPHOTO
GIRL FRIDAY

VAS -CO MONEY

-

NURSES & NURSES

WITH SWITCHBOARD

AIDES

EXPERIENCE

THE LUTHERN HOME &
SERVICE FOR THE AGED '

INC.

Isis, writers .in & -out to -check

800 W. Oakton, Arl. Hts.

one -follow up when they don't
return pictures. Handle detail,
some lite typing. Free to you.

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

RECEPTION

3 11 P.M. Shift
6 day week

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

BABY DOCTOR

ALSO WEEKEND HELP

including Saturdays

DANA

Sears

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Needs

APPLY

6 S. HICKORY

from

blocks

Arlington

26 -Help Wanted Women

TYPIST

.

Reliable woman to care for 2
children in my
529 3087 alter 6.

small

home.

RN - LPN or NURSES AIDE.
Full time or part time 3 to 11

5

Day Week, Good Starting

Salary, Pleasant Surroundings,
Modern Air Conditioned Office.
Many Fringe Benefits. I Block
To Union Station. CALL:

Mr. Moriarty

pm. also weekends.

298-6983 or 824-1384

RA 6-6900

full charge,
general ledger, payroll etc.
Excellent starting salary.

Ext. 335

BOOKKEEPER

CALL 372-9895
PART TIME WOMEN
in

dryt

EXPERIENCED accurate typist

8.

small

work

Service, Arl. Hts.
CL 9 1222

ing conditions.

small

child,

1

for

care

to

week day per

week on permanent basis. Must
have references, transportation.
255.2838

& light office work. Full or part
time. Experience not necessary.
In Des Plaines.
824-4024
,
WOMEN

Show Wigs Door-toDoor
High Salary Plus Commission,

Sample Wigs. Write

informal

Philp,delphio, Pa. 19119

Part Time

COUNTER SALES
Palatine High School Junior
Work after school also.
INTERVIEW:

Thurs., Aug. 14, 4:00 PM

CLERKS

ALSO AVAILABLE

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

TYPISTS
CLERKS

Interesting job, shorthand and

typing required. 5 day week
surroundings,
genial people.
Pleasant

An Equal Opportunity Employer

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

SEWING
INSTRUCTRESS

WORK CLOSE TO
HOME WHERE
FRIENDLINESS
IS A WAY OF LIFE

No Experience Necessary

con-

No Fees - Top rates
APPLY IN PERSON:

Finance Director,
Village Hall

This is a permanent job opportunity.
Excellent earnings plus sharing in
SEARS famous profit sharing benefit

112 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mount Prospect, Ill.

central telephone company of illinois

White Collar Girls

OF AMERICA. INCORPORATE°
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

program.
Apply in Person at Personnel Dept.

SECRETARIES

392-5230

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.
SATURDAY -9:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Which connection will put
Jean Hartford through to
her sister in Connecticut?

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and
a Member ratite Chicago Merit Employment Committee

Free insurance
Automatic wage increases
Paid vacation
Paid holidays

Grigsby -Barton,

WANTED!!!

107 N. Hickory
Arl. Hts.

4

392-5900

ANSWER: any "Connection in the top row marked "Tandem 3".

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

Girl Friday full time for a busy newspaper
office in Arlington Hts. You will type

Mr.

Scott Fashions, P.O. Box 18841.

In your SPARE TIME
put on o WHITE COLLAR

company with excellent work

Inc.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
RECEPTIONIST

Free

a

in

Port lime evenings.
Have fun while you work!

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

GolfiMill Store

We con offer you interesting

general office. 5 day week. Mrs.
Morgan, Executive Secretoriul

Capable woman

/

400 Golf Mill, Shopping Center, .
Niles, Ill.

SOLDERERS

cleaning. 259,2566

I S. Wolf Road
crospect Heights

Call for app't 824.7100 aft 4

Sears, Roebuck and Co.
ASSEMBLERS &

3 days per week. 8 AM to 4 PM.

Good pay. For counter

OUR PLACE

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE ,ARDENER
MAID TUTOR HOSTESS BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

--

Market
Arlington Heights
255-5350

WOMAN TO CARE FOR
CHILDREN IN MY HOME
MT. PROSPECT. 394.3117

HOUSEWIFE?

RESTAURANT

WILL TRAIN

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 a.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.
Clean work . Good rote

12

i

Need extra spending money?
Bea waitress -at ---

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

NO EXPERIENCE

966.0700

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

METHODE MFG. CORP.

948 E. NW Hwy.

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton

394-3950

WE WILL TRAIN

ARLINGTON INN

Miss Paige

-- 208 S. Arrington Ht. Rd

DES PLAINES

414 E. GOLF ROAD

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive &'bonus jobs

Mature person for weekends.
Apply in person

Free.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

BORED

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

INSPECTORS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

DESK CLERK o,

comfortable til the doctor's
free, then show them to exam
fining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9.5,
5 days, no Sats. $525 ma. to
start, with generous raise after
short training period Convenient neighborhood location.

ability.

Near Central Chicago
774-1515
Ample Parking Facilities
CTA to Door
on our Premises

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

6028 Dempster

SWITCHCRAFT INC.
Manufacturer of Electronic Components

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

PHONE 966-6225

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel

is

necessary. Wages start at
51.75 per hour. See MR. DINOU
and let us know your avail-

5555 N. Elston

ASSEMBLERS

297 3535

Monday thru Friday.

No restaurant experience

Apply or Call Personnel
froni 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

WOMEN

83.

SP 4.8585

We are seeking local house
wives, who can work daytime
hours, any or all days from

GOOD TRANSPORTATION

1

You'll keep track of photo in
ventory. Get to know every.

We need to replace our teen
'avers, who -shall be going
back to school soon.

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
NEW CAFETERIA ON PREMISES

SEE MR. BROWNLEY

Phone CL 3.3710

392-5660

or 2 evenings, 3 or 4
hours. Vicinity of Northwest Highway _and Rte

files.

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
PERMANENT POSITIONS
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING

Liberal Company Benefits
Full Time Only
Liberal Salary

To work in nursing section of

Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

train for clean, light (sit-dovvn, Assembly Work.

TYPIST

1100 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mr. Prospect

Secretary

Day or Night Shift

Also

SALON

EXCELLENT.SALARY

Experienced preferred, but not necessary. Will

254-5020

MANAGEMENT PLANS,

PART TIME

This place reolly moves with
photographers, touch-up art

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

AMERICANA BEAUTY

LPN

MACHINE OPERATORS

NEEDED

mission. Full or parttime.

typing required.

Good Opportunities

Chi.,7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

film ilook for things in

hours and pleasant working
conditions. Shorthand and

EXCELLENT SALARY

La Salle Personnel

antee plus up to 70% com-

tatting pay and increases. For

ASSEMBLERS

CLERK -TYPIST

Experienced and sharp. Guar-

appointinent call CL 5-4115.

NURSES

bonus. Free to you.

WANTED - HAIRDRESSER

conditions, 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, S45. Car necessary.
CALL 392.8829

Type accurately at own speed
no shorthand. In this area
5100 per week plus year-end

940 Lee St.

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Pleasant working conditions. Excel.

26 -Help Wanted Women

26-Help.Wanted Women

126 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

I 2G-Helit Wanted Women

26 -Hell Wanted women

26 -Help Wanted Wenn

26 -Help Wanted Women

Our busy Mt. Prospect area office must add the woman who

enjoys phone and public con.
tact. Any office or sales ex.
perience helpful though

not

essential if you are ambitious,

Although it would take a trained operator to know that, we
just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping

copy, handle tear sheets, file, do mat
service, etc. High School Grad. Good
opportunity to
sales later.

work

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.

advertising

into

Prefer age 18-21, but not

I

limited. Call: for appointment:

a hard worker, and wont to
start o new exciting career

An Equal Opportunity Employer

people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first
year. The benefits Bell offers are tops and the people you'll

be working with...great. Start your career helping people
today. We're on equal opportunity employer.

with unusually high earnings.

Reichardt Cleaners
310 N. Northwest Hwy.. Pal.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT

CLERK - TYPIST
varied work in
comfortable
pleasant
Needed
surroundings.
in our advertising deEnjoy

437.5090
MORTON GROVE
5945 Dempster
YO 5-2400

1720 Algonquin

CASHIER

40 Hour Week. Paid Vacations,

&
dictaphone
general office experience. Excellent employee

be 21 Years of Age.

benefits & working conditions.

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

392-6600

CASHIER

Also Needed

who expect rewards to mych their
intelligence, abilities and ethcation

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

WEBER MARKING

We offer talented womeri a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas choose your area of

KINNEY SHOES

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

Randhurst
Shopping Center

An equal opportunity employer

Mount Prospect

interest:

2 GOOD TYPISTS

Marketing Contract AdMinistration

(By August 15th)
NEEDED TO LEARN:

You'll enjoy an excellent starting
salary, automatic -salary. pro-

CALL -MR. MARSHALL

For Appointment

225-3800

Apply: Personnel Department
Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m.

5 p.m.

gression every 13 weeks and com-

Salary,Commensurate with ability and experience,
Full Company Benefits.
Will work in new modern office located on

r pony -paid hospitalization and life
insurance.
ee'

-

Secretaries

Clerk Typists

Stenographers

Comptometer Operators

engineering, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.
Ybu will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews:
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross, Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit, Union .. plus Outside
Activities, and more.
Visit our -personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

the hallicrafters co.

if
These are career positions
you're career minded, stop in TO
DAY and tell us of your interests.

Are you o recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or. maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking look West, to Automatic Electric.
Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,

Engineering Services Research

Mortgage and Investment Businew

DEMPSTER-ROUTE 83,
DES PLAINES

Look Our Way

secretaries & clerk typists

PART TIME

439-8500

LOOKING?

%I.EMEMMEMEMES

Hospitalization, Commission.
No Saturday or Sunday. Must

CALL OR COME IN

SYSTEMS, INC.

Illinois Bell

255-7200

Full Time

partment. Good typing
skills,

GEORGE MAKELA

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, -III. 60008

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

AUTOMATIC
ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

job at Hallicrafters.

ghe haifkraners
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100 -Ext. 734

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, Ill. 601

91

An Equal Opportunity Employer
Kr
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2641elp Mead Warm

164Ie4p Wanted Women

16 -Help Waded Women

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or

- PART TIME
HELP WANTED

Full or Part Time
modern

Beautiful aIr conditioned plant cafeteria with
kitchen seeks 1 full time and 1 part time assistant to help with

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS

food preparation and clean-up. Top stoning pay and many
benefits accompany these positions as well as the opportunity

Large Suburban

Ideal for housewife or
college students

to be with just very fine people. Your day will end at 3 PM.

Needs woman with

FULL TIME

General office. Will train for

CLERK

Runway &

437-5010

Engineering Co.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

686-7578
1141eli Wadoillen

21414 Wadmillon Wow

I

oft Tables?
n You Run A Dining Room?
Call This Number

824-0144

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

GENERAL OFFICE

956-1170

EXPANSION

HOURS: 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM

Company Benefits

Inquire about a job with a rapidly expanding
Restaurant chain with a location near O'Hare

649 Vermont, Palatine

For women who want the excitement a young fast moving
company can offer.

A.M. ROUTES

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Male or Female

ARLINGTON HIS, ILL.
439-0923

F B -K Inc., Realtors, a large
volume, well established firm
with offices In Arlington Hts,

and Mt. Prospect, has an
opening for salesmen in either

I

PROOFREADER

office. If you have a pleasing
personality, like people and
are interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is

EMPLOYEES
NEEDED
for our new modem facil-

buying or selling, you no doubt

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
Previous exVillage.
For

experience necessary.. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our eon,
mission schedule for listing or
selling is one of the highest.

perience helpful or we

Our salespeople earn more

will train.

than the average. Experience,
while desirable, is not o requirement -we can teach you.

For an interview, call
255-8000, Arlington Hts. office,
Al

Mr.

done, and reward you for your efforts.

& SAVINGS:
TRUSTBANK

For Appointment
call 439-7600

Gor.

Electric typewriter experience preferred

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK

Invest in the 'small company with the growth plan.

and meet us.

MOVING: Aug.

La Salle Personnel

KEYPUNCH
OPERATORS

1301

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern Industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro-

Junior and Senior Keypunch
Operators for' Full Time or

gram in our modern air conditioned offices,

Schaumburg
E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Part Time Positions.

Secretarial

M.I.S. Business
Systems

MAINTENANCE MAN (DAYS)
Semi retired or retired gentleman would fit this picture nicely.

You meet the nicest people at
CORTRONAPIrillYOUSTRIES

MOTOROLA

'Des Plaines

An squat oppor.o.Y s.Okomr

here, because at Motorola people

Niles

297.3400

I 555Timits Drive!

That's part of the fun of working

Golf Mill Plaza

always come first.

298-5019

LANE BRYANT
Randhurst Shopping
Center
Mount Prospect, Ill.

MEN

a host of valuable extras including profit sharing and em-

Has Immediate
Openings for Sales

ployee discounts.
'

M MOTOROLA/

People
FULL OR PART TIME
3-4 or 5 DAYS
PER WEEK

starting
wages,
salary
commensurate with
experience. Many benefits:
hospitalization, life insurance,
Excellent

-

WOMEN

MT. Prospect, Ill.
392.5200

IMM

2/Help Wanted Mee Women

121 -Help Wanted -Men

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

Building Custodians

Division of

FULL TIME DAYS

Des Plaines, Ill.

(S. of Oakton Sty between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

Automatic
increases

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN
Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting, rate

Morning only 8:30 to
12:30. Monday thru Fri-

lo-

cated in Elk Grove Vil-

MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

Pleusant Working 'Conditions
'
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

.

1I-Apts. and Rooms to Share

14 -To Rent Apartments

Bachelor hos ranch home to

Apt. to sub -let Sept.

share with same. Age 25 to 40.
392-4873 after 6 pm.
Cooperative housing,

food

&

day care in ig. Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow w/2-6
young children. Must have own
transportation. $20 per person
per week. 392-0870

Modern, nice Ix. 2 bedrm, apt.
All utilities except electricity.
Good location, plenty of yard
space, adv. parking. lamed. occupancy. $175 mo. 827-1110 or
824-9420 eves.
MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
bedroom
Ultra -deluxe
162
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.50
heat,
including
appliances,
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec, room.

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center,
290 N. Westgate Rd. 2516300

MT. PROSPECT

$2.70

ToppnVocation

Tim ber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe opurt.

Plan

ments.

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

A

SWIMMING POOL 4.'

Profit Sharing

Much, Much
More

Apply:
Mon. thru Fri. SAM-3/AI
Saturday 9AM-NOON

Sensible

rentals includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &
cooking gas.

1444-S. Busse

43? -4100
.

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, 1-2-3 bedrms.,

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms,
INCLUDING:

MOTOROLA

APPLY IN PERSON

Algonquin (Rt. 62)
& Meacham Rai.

296-8116

KLIPPERT

Monday thru Friday
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMt'LOYER

Schaumburg

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

359,4800
an equal opportunity employer

canning jars, 339 Melinda, Buf
folo Grove.

16 -To Rent Hanes
1

in

Mt.

Air Conditioning
Elevators
Parking

Master TVAntenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

Model apts. open daily, II am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887

Mt. Prospect,

3

bedrm.

brick

Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 bath, A/C,
carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping cen-

ranch, family rm., I 1/2 car ga-

ter. $240, 394-0826

Palatine, excellent neighborhood, 3 bdrm., brick ranch, 11/2
bath, kit., built-ins, 2t/2 car gar.,

UNFURNISHED
DUPLEX APT.
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, full
basement, walking distance to
schools, parks, shopping &
trains. Immediate occupancy.
$225 monthly. No pets. Call:
155-0100 or 437 8596
3

16 -To Rent Houses

3 bdrm., 2 bath, fam. rm., frpic.,
2 car carport, ()snit, all drapes &
carpet, nr. park, schools, shops.
Avail. imm. Sec. deposit 10 mo.
lease $375 mo. 253.0020

14 -Ts Rut loadments

rage, near Randhurst. Avail Sept
I, $210. mo. 253.1931

basemt., en -closed yd. Avail. im.
med. 392-7587.
11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices
'Modern Desk Space. Expert secr.

etarial services and telephone
answering available. Executive
Secretarial Service. 11 N. An.
Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts. Cl 9-1222.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

$2.70
$2.08

Bsmt. Sale: Aug. 14-16, 9 AM on.
Sofa bed -$20, TV -$5, Chair -12,
Material -10c a yd., baby bottles,

Classified REAL
ESTATE
Residential Commercial Vacant

$2 96

lage. Coll 439-7600 ask

MISS MARY

fixture. Clothing, G.I. Joe, etr

Niles, Ill.

FULL TIME NIGHTS

DART INDUSTRIES

Meadows

MOTOROLA!

Machine Operators

Women

Rolling

400 Golf Mill Shopping Center,

Finest Working
Conditions

day. We will train you
for this interesting and
challenging position.

Countryside,

Gar. Sale: Aug. 13 & 14. 9-7 pm,
TV, dryer, clothes, lawn mower,
toys, misc. COME ONE -COME
ALLI 120 S. Owen, Mt. Prospect.

FIRST at

Security Guards

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

PART TIME

Sole: Thur. Aug. 14, 9-5, Furn.,
humidifier, rugs, floor polisher,
misc. 4359 Hoover, Plum Grove

Gar. Sale: Aug. 12-16, 10 AM
6 PM. 713 S. Hatlen, Mt. Pros.
Zoyr old Slingerland Drum Set.
$40. 14" 3 Igt. pulldown light

new professional build-

OFFICE CLERICAL

15, 16. 9 to 3.

Sears, RoebUck and` Co.

Packers

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

These are permanent job opportunities.
necessary. Excellent
No experience
earnings plus sharing in SEARS famous
profit sharing benefit program.

cab. - $15, snag. stand -$1,
bench -$4. Misc. items. 255-0210.

Stock Handlers

POSITIO

AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA

Ryan's Annual Garoim

Sale: 204 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
Antiques, linens, Turn. Aug. 14,

SATURDAY -9:30 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Technicians

For personal interview

Susan

YOU Come

Communication

Randhurst Shopping Center

ing.

Church Group. Low Prices! Sat,
Aug. 16, 8 am 3 pm. 224 S. Harvard, Arl. Hts.

Dinette tbl., 6 chairs -$30, wood
kit. 161.44, old West. sew. mach.

Wirers & Solderers

firm. NO experience
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

Gar. Sale: One Day Only! By

We are an Equal Opportunity Employer and
a Member of the Chicago Merit Employment Committee

SEE MR. PARDYS

j

6 yr. crib, bar stools, misc.
529-8079

9:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M.

Light Assembly

114Ie1p Wanted4Aen women

Schaumburg. Braided rug $35;

.

etc.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
OR APPLY IN PERSON

for
GIRLS - WOMEN
Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:301:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
hour to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national

Garage sale -1832 Whittier Lane,

DEPT.

ortunity Employer

An Equal 0

14 & 15, 30 Willow Trail, Wheeling, after 9 am.

Golf Mill Store

Algonquin & Meacham Rd
Schaumburg
359-4800
.

Neighborhood gar. sale. Aug.

APPLY IN PERSON AT PERSONNEL

Openings now exist for girls to
fill positions as secretaries,
typists, and clerks. We offer an
excellent starting salary, plus

Lane, An. Hts.

clothes, odds 8. ends.

NEEDS
Full Time
SALES POSITIONS
GENERAL CLERICAL

"mien%

$105 to $160 Weekly

Lincoln

Gar. Sale Aug. 14-15, 9 to 5. 2025

Sears

'CABINET DRAFTSMAN

Electro Counter & Motor Co.

Toys,

17,

Lilac, A.H. wagon wheels, toys,

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

ECM CORPORATION

N.

501

No experience necessary, will train,

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

Des Plaines

16,

appliances, Turn., misc.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

BLUE PRINT OPERATORS

298-2770

items,

hsehold

misc.

/0-5

MISS MARY KLIPPERT

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

9-4.

men, women, children's clothes,
1330 S. Dunton, AH, Aug. 15,16,

ask for:

537-0020

2 years minimum experience In accounts receivable desk -

14,15,16.

Sole -Aug.

Clothing, Ige. mirr, & much misc,
510 Longwood Dr., Buffalo Gr.

able.

Plush new offices. 5 figure income can be yours. Come in

Streich, Manager, or

392-7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

Moving:

47 years serving industry. Join

office

REAL ESTATE
SALESMEN

Cook County

1st. Arlington
National Bank

"

314Ramtage & Gmaie Sob

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well

our respected personnel firm
and earn while you learn.

Newspaper

OLD TOWN INN
392-3750

WHEEUNG

We need help!

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

FOR DES PLAINES OFFICE

WAITRESS WANTED

2:30 - 5 p.m.

PERSONNEL

Des Plaines

Housewife or retired man. Part
time, kitchen help. Days.

P.M. ROUTES

BOOKKEEPING

CAL's ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee & Oakton

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

OPERATORS

CLERK TYPIST

Only to Salle can offer really
big money potential based on

940 Leo St.

MACHINE

-

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

HEY EARTHLINGS!!

PERSONNEL
COUNSELORS

Apply

TELLERS

(No

10 Additional Openings

359-5500

SCHOOL. BUS

DRIVERS
Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

.

ities.

Airport.

OHMTRONICS

NIGHT MANAGER

Car

MR BERUBE

HOSPITAL

MALE & FEMALE

FULL TIME

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

Can You Cooke----

ther information call:

HOLY FAMILY --

1625 E. Algonquin
439,7010

noons, call 299-8408 afternoons
or evenings.

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

-skirting salary, with periodical advancements for
the woman who qualifies. Must be reliable & dependable. And have own transportation. For fur-

and working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON- -

1

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission. Excellent company benefits, paid vacation, uniform
supplied.

FULL TIME
This is your opportunity to work in a new modern
building. Doing light cleaning work. Excellent

Full lime permanent position
open for 11 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.
Good salary, fringe benefits

Great Lakes

Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
'Conn. 06001. Telephone
(2031 673 3455.

Young Tire & Supply

_ZPielpWartted-Men* Women

-2T-Help-WantralMen Women

Sitter for I child beginning in
,Sept mid morning til mid after-

FULL TIME & PART TIME

MATRON
DAYS & EVENINGS

ADMITTING

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

3911464 after ei P.M.

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

,An equal oppOrtunity employer

392-3922

not

1001 S. Busse, Mt. Prospect

296-2266

TYPIST

but

__-----

Wonted: Baby sitter. 1st. grade
school.
girl. Vicinity Dwyer

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

SALES CLERKS

Div. of Illinois Tool Works
190) S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois

general office and insurance background. CALL:

Mount Prospect
259-6458

Experience helpful,
necessary.

)1641s la Wanted Women

21 -Help Wanted-hien * women

CONEX

General Agency

YANKEE DOODLE

GENERAL
OFFICE WORK

CAFETERIA HELP

part time. For app't coil Mrs.

DAYS

.

2561p1hulell Wont

26-114 Wanted warn

WXIe9 Women

.

PROSPECT HTS.

GRAND OPENING
PHASE II

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

Rent a beautiful new opt. in
charming close in North sub.
urb. Near good schools, trans.
portotion. shopping and
churches.
RENTALS $205 - S245

Some apts. available now.
heated swimming
clubhouse and ploy
areas. Air conditioned, free
Exclusive

pool,

gas cooking and central heating, wall-to-wall carpeting,
oven -range, dishwasher, gar.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

3 bdrm. all brick bi-level. Walk
public or catholic schools.
$39,000. Exc. cond. 299-3625.
to

Des' Plaines, CumberiondHigh-

land sec. 3 or 4 bedrm. brick
ranch, 2 baths, 21/2 car gar.,
fenced yard. Asking $33,900.
827-4579

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath, 3

yr. old tri.level. Att'd gar. w/w

carpet thruout, drupes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.
Mtg. avail. 392.9365

Central air cond., 3 bedrms, 2
full baths, den, built-in-appli
onces, attached garage, patio,
ig. rear yd, carpeting,, drapes,
58.5, many extras, upper 20's,
available Sept.,
437.1919

Arl, Hts. 2 yr. old 4 bedrm. brick
Colonial, walking distance to
schls, Features include- Central
air cond., carpeting, tile bsmt.,
1st floor foundry, all appliances

bage disposer,

& many custom extras. 392.8748.
Asking $53,500

balconies., Ample parking.

91 -Resort Proptaties Ear Sale

Frigidaire
refrigerator. Private patios or

RESORT - BY OWNER

Open daily II AM- 7 PM
PHONE 537.7419

Easy to reach: On Rte. 45 (River Rd.) V2 mile So. of Palatine

Rd. and 1 mile No. of Euclid
(Lake Ave.). From Chicago:
West on Lake Ave. from Edens
.to River Rd. Right 1 mile.

on

famous' Lake

Minocqua.

New 2 bedrm. year round
home and carport.

5

fully

furnished" modern 2 bedrm.
cottages. Also 5 alum. boats,
picnic area, beaut. grounds.
$46,000 terms. Lee
MInocqua, Wis. 54548

Baker,

Wednesday. August 13. 1969

:Page 18

32-hitsiellanecus Merchandise

3141ummage & Garage Sale

1331-M. Sale: Girl's clothing sz. 8.

14,Wed,Thurs,- Aug. 13,14,
4pm, 1132 S. Douglas, Arl. Ht.

Combination fan & humidifier, 3
wks old, used twice, $33, sell for
525. 253.1595 aft. 5:30.
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

10.

Gar. Sale: 5 N. Waverly, mt.
Prospect, Aug. 14.15.16.
Clothes, glassware, iris plants
much misc.

255-1107

FL9-3200.

0
B

mower $5; cony, baby carriage
S20;-20" fan $10. 894-2427

D

Sears deluxe auto. air cond.

misc. 519 S. Vail, Arl. Hts.

I

air conditioners. 6500 BTU.
Used only 1 season.
259.8120

2

Gar. Sale: 1611 N. Ridge, A.H.
9-5, Aug. 14, 15, 16. New & used
hshld. items, clothes, dishes.

f

V

-

$100. Golf clubs: 3 woods, 5 irons
$20. 437-9258

Gar. Sole -Moving: Aug. 15,16,
furn., clothes, hsewares, much

West, elk Grove Village.

Gar. Sole: Aug. 14, 15, & 16. 317

Navajo, Buffalo Gr. Dundee Rd.
to Buffalo Gr. Rd. north to Ber-

Call 3595996

N

2 single beds, covers, bolsters.
Can be used as couches, Jbl.
desk w/chair. 931 N Haddow AH

0

Portable bar on wheels with 4
stools, light walnut color with

nard, west 1 blk. to Navajo.

mosiac top, 297.4864.

Youth trundle beds; GE Hassock
floor fan; Bozo draperies; child's

D

rocker. CL 5-5031.

Y

S.

Prindle, Arl.

items, accordion, & etc.

Fri. &

ing light, rear lamp outage indicator.
N #1519

N

0

0

register,

19"

color TV, heavily carved AM/FM,
stereo console, M. diterranean.
Call after 4:30 or, 463.2356

Rd,, Mt. Prospect
827.0534

or 267-7474.

Gar. Sale: furn.,
cond., de humid.,

spring, chest, dining rm.

Bed,

wind. fans, bikes, books, toys,

stereo, 8 track tape player, Phaff
zig-zag sew. mach., 2 oak care-

6 pm, Moving to West Coast,
must sacrifice 15 yrs. accumulation. Hsehold items, lady's &
maternity clothes sz 12, baby
turn., girl's clothes sz 1-4. 410

ed end tbls. Coll after 4 PM
weekdays. 478-2639

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%

N. Beverly, Arl. Hts.

Moving Gar. Sole: Thurs., Fri.,
Aug. 14, 15, 9 4pm. Misc. hsehold items, garden tools, lamps,
clothing, dolls, Daystrom dinette

TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER
An. Hts

444 Rand Rd.

set, hollywood beds,

21" TV, Space Command Zenith
B & W $25; Snow tires 8.25x14,

de -humidifier, 5,000 BTU air
cond'er. 514 NaWaTa, Mt. Prosp.

used

10.8 pm. Bikes 8. trikes, lawn
sweeper, $80 tent for $25 used
once, ladies dresses sz. 12-14,
children's wear infants to sz. 8,

I

seoson, have Mercury

Moving: Washer; dryer; furn.;
lamps; tape recorder; some antiques. 614 S. McKinley, A.H. 4
blks. N. off Central on Cleveland, I blk. Eost.

many other bargains.
573 Miller, Des Plaines.

MOVING! Everything must go!

choose

to

1000's

each.

$1

from. Larger size also on sale.
FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

mings, toys, antique, & much
misc. 537-1922.

For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water con
ditioning equipment contact.

32-Miscellamous Merchandise

JOHNSON WATER

$75. Television, $15. Coll
392 7815

65 MUST
Stick shift, V8 engine, green in color. #2733A

0 1968AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1
CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

$2995

Y '1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
Howiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.#P 891

$1995 g

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. # P891

* $2195 0

$10, each. 437.2583.

Mink stole,
year old. $400
value. SACRIFICE $125.
766.4315

Sunbeam snowblower, $50.

Sears #76 sew machine, cabinet, button hole maker, attach-

$60. Misc. articles.
537.1117

1

piece dining rm.

set,

gidaire, 60 lbs., top

Sunday, August 17, 10 to 5, VFW
Hall, 2067 Miner St. Rt. 14,

Coll 255.6769

25 X 21 electric Kelvinator kitch-

-V-8, automatic transmission, power steering
# 2782A

44" mower, Case, 150 yd. tractor, hydrostatic drive,
starter, $300. FL 9 0944

volt

12

Maytog washer $25; elec dryer

5 doors $5 ea;

4

kitch.

chairs $2 ea. 537 7415 oft 5 pm.

12x17 beige, wool, sculptered
rug. One year old. Excellent
condition. Aft. 6-KI 5-0854.

rec. player w/rodio, di.
nette set, desk, old Singer sew.

ing mach. Reasonable: 253-5610

Norge electric dryer -$45. Child -

c -aft encyclopedias-$ 15.
359-6737.

2 AMANA AIR CONDITIONERS,
' LANE LAMP TABLE, LARGE, CL

5-5676.

15' Switzer Croft, 40 h.p., Mercury, elec., trailer, 3 pair water
skis, toll line & ski belt. $475.

'66 VW FASTBACK

259-1556

-

front, Gibson guitar. Call

trailer to sleep
Cadet or similar.

4.

Cox

WE
0

Wanted: Used compact car, '64
to '66. Will pay $50 more than

bike, good

condition, Stn 2°6.2127.

Win. fan $15; slide pro'. $15;
tbl. lamps $10; portocrib $15;

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Mixed puppies - 2 males and 2
females. $10.00 each.

For student
must sell steno graph machine, very reasonable,
338.5874

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

$200 sac. $35; hideo-bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251-7385.
1

labrodors, black, 8 weeks old,
AKC, registered, shots & wormed. $100 8. $125. 259-2273.
1

N

0
0
D

toy poodle, male, AKC, rare

D

Y

$2895.

-

R

JIM

u AIKEY

DES

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's. Stock #1587

USED CARS
'69 MUSTANG

$2764 .

'169 FAIRLANE

$2670

Sports roof, demonstrator, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

21Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

$3492

'66 OLDS '88
4

door, hardtop

$1195
'66 MUSTANG

9 passenger wagon

PL AIN'S

$2595
440 eng., automatic

$2595
'67 CHARGER

75'0E. t40)1THWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2161 Y
pion blood -line, shots,
groomed Weekdays

speakers, body molding. Demo.

-

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

$1095

4 Dr., V -B, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1795

'67 L.T.D.

$595

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE
4 door sedan, air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steer
ings. Sharp!

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON .

$1695

V-8, Automotic Transmission, Power.

$895
$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON
V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"
2 dr., hard top, V.8. Ail, light blue. Priced to sell!

'66 FORD CUSTOM

.

$795

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

383, 4 speed

$1995

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

'67 IMPALA SS

$1895 !

14 speed

$795

.'65 DODGE
4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

$995

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

'66 PONT 2+2
"Peed

$1795 1

$1395

1400 E. NORTHWEST_ HWY.

392-630

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

wx

11

Z
,

i

rbr.

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

$395

'63 CORVAIR MONZA
4 Speed.

CL 1 SED SUNDAY

4 Speed

DODGE

OPEN DAILY TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

Silver jade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wheel covers, rear defogger, rear

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

6 cyl., automatic

$1095

$2982

'69 GALAXIE 500

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

'68 CORONET RT

0

FORD

IN

N\,

'68 PLYM. GTX

ARLINGTON. PARK

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A

1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON
Blue. # 250A

tilt steering wheel, tinted

/

,,

440 eng., automatic

$1195

muffler

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

chocolate, 41/2 ma. old, cham T
& trained, $125. 439-8165

4 speed

'65 PLYM. FURY '65 PLY. FURY

Blue

827.7919

elec. sterilizer $5. 392.1496

'68 OLDS 442

LeMans, automatic

Automatic 8. power

'66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

dealer. 437.2704,

358-2261

$2995

'66 CORONET H.T.

B

system & our famous detail approval

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stern radio,

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires

Another Immaculate car priced to sell ImMediately:

CL 9.-4261

Boys reJ 8. chrome 26" medium

a new owner.
'67 BURGUNDY VW
Fastback with complete new

`69 SUPER BEE

'66 PONTIAC

$1395

with air conditioning Color white & this
car is truly immaculate.
'66 BLACK VW "BUG"
- New car trade-in - real clean & ready for

WANTED: SMALL, USED,

8 capacity gun cabinet w/glass

speed

7 to choose from
'64 VW RED CONVERT
- White Top - Mint Cond. - This model is
hard to find - come in today.

8 Track, CL5-1542

Tent

B

B

VOLKSWAGEN CLOSEOUT SALE

CHEST -TYPE DEEP FREEZER

21" ZENITH TABLE MODEL TV.

$895

6TVVVVVVVVVVIPTIFTTIVVM

WANTED:

Kenmore electric dryer, excellent condition. MUST SEE. $50.
529.7428

299.5496.-

D

STEREO TAPE PLAYER,

3 yrs. old -$100. 299 2324.

$1895

N

$2795

power

$4669

Lime Gold, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows.

P.S., P.B. 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

passenger Polara

$1395

dr. hardtop, V8 automatic, power steering,
power brakes, fact. air, gold #1587A
'65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
6 cylinder, automatic transmission,
'steering, radio. # 2771A SPECIAL

HI-PERFORMANC
CORNER

$2995

ONE OF A KIND!

4

B

Wire Wheels

$1995

'68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

O

bar

$1395

\--

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V.8, cruise-amatic, P.S., P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,
many extras. Demo.

'67 MUSTANG

NseAAAAAUAA

15' boot, wood, 40 h.p. Evinrude
elec., trailer, top shape. See to
opprec. $860. 392.5499

$495

$1995

U

'56 T -BIRD -2 tops -4 BBL carburetor V8 auto Iran
P/Steering

42 -Wanted to Buy

CL 3.8660

4 Speed,

B

HERE'S A REAL CLASSIC

766.8666

'62 COMET
Automatic trans.

Sedan

VVVVVVVVVVVV

T

ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, fully equipped. $400.

chairs -$75, GE port. dishwasher,

EXCELLENT CONDITION. $40.

hardtop, green V8 automatic, power

U

CL 3.8827

Go -Cart. Good condition. Must
see to appreciate,

swivel

dr.

steering #2721

259.4016

TV,

2

B2

ft,

14

'67

$1095

'66 CADILLAC

$895 0

maroon. #2771A
'67 FAIRIANE 500

TRAILER, $65

3927034

vinyl

4 dr. hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,

RACING BOAT &

- $75. Gas dryer -$20.

$1695

'66 DODGE WAG.

Y ' '65 IMPALA

,__-,-;

Factory air cond., hardtop

2+2 Factory
air cond.

Auto Irons. Good 2nd car for your home anIr4,Y2.50

31 -Boats and Marine Worms

Blk. & white TV, low boy console

B

Transportation Special

1

'64 OLDS '98

Fact. air cond. convertible

CLAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

/-

Cutlass, 4 door

$1235
$2195

EV ,o,

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio' and
more! You can hdve air conditioning- just a little more.

$1295

'67 TR GT

'61 CORVAIR MONZA

Sunday, August 17, 10.5:30.
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows., 1/2 mile north of NW
Tollway,
blk. east of Rt. 53.
III., Wis., & lowas, "DEALING EST" dealers. Adm. 50c 12 yr
& under FREE. _

$1595

4 speed

B rvvvvvvvvvirvirvvvvvvvy

-

and Power

4 Dr. HDTP., factory warranty

$1295 D

Excellent conditioh

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

259.8428

'65 CORONET

'67 POLARA

2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

V-8, automatic, !iodic', heater, power steering,

'''.59289:=.3

'69 LTD FORD

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

Des Plaines, Admission 50c.

en stove. Good condition. $25.

$1595

$1095 0
$1395

1, jp

TO CHOOSE
FROM

$1995

'67 CAMERO

$1095 N

dr. sedan, turquoise -factory air, V8, fully

.-_-_,..,____---...---____zegiff,
,---=,-------. __

tl *

43

$3 590

-- ------')

,........-....

Skylark, Power

$1195

$ 1 695

N '68 IMPALA
Champagne gold.VB, automatic trans., 4 dr.
0 hardtop, power steering, powerlbrakes, turbo.
hydro. #2465

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

'65 BUICK

$1995

$1495

yautomatic full power. A bargain at

freezer,

34 -Arts and Antiques

Air conditioner 6000 BTU, $35.
20" fan, $15. Ook Chest $40.

hardtop, green, V8, Automatic trans-

0 1963 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Real prestige -fact, air, full power -6 way power
Bseats and all other standard equipment. Sellout at

8
$40. Fri-

299-1854

Automatic transmission

FAIRLANE 500
dr.

..7"--

,,p--..,...,,,,......,

$695

VOLKSWAGON

$895 Y

mission, power steering. #2721
N '67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V.8, automatic transmission. #236A

4

movie camera 'w/light bar,
$30. Baby scale, $5. Baby car
seat, $3. Un-painted milk cans,

0

'64 COUNTRY SQUIRE

2

-

A.-zz.,,,,,_

4 Door with Automatic

'67 OLDS

D Tan V 8 Auto PS, PB, air condition. A very nice
car. #1587

Reduced

_-'1/1 In
.:........."1,..

'65 FORD GAL.

'68 MUSTANG

-NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

gaer es. irm..."

OVER''.:

.$795

U 9 passenger -beige with paneling, V8 Automatic
trans., power steering, ideal 2 car for the family.

EXAMPLE
_.

'500 With Automatic

B rvvryvvvvv ^^^'^^^'1 y

T

$2495

$2295

B

$695 U

D '66 FORD CUSTOM 500

ie

gauge. Tunnels, bridges, mill.
$10 or best offer. 394.0538

Schwinn

Like new -new muffler system The car you will
like only. #2809A

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

,

N '65 FALCON

Radio, Heater #2819A

8 mm magazine loading Brown

Train board 4' X 8' for N & HO

blk.

Al USED CARS Al

1314

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

_.. :.

Automatic trans.

n 1966 CORVAIR

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359.3200

36" white caloric gas range,

4

SEE US

EVERGREEN SALE

Make our loss your gain. Comp.,
dining rm., TV, stereo 13, 8 mm
projector & screen, crib, play
pen, Christmas tree & all trim.

$25;

ing lights, 429 V8 engine, cruise-o-matic, power

0 steering, power brakes. Broughm cloth & vinyl n
interior, black vinyl roof, Power windows & 6
D way fold seats, tilt steering wneel
'$4785
y factory air. #1559

wheel, $18; boy's 20" bike, as is,
$5. 259.3760 aft. 2 pm.

FRIDAY 12.7 pm. & SATURDAY

ments.

1969 T -Bird

Pointing by Giovani, Med. AM -FM

Gar. Sale: Aug. 15,16,17, 10 am -

Automatic 8 power
fact. warranty

Automatic, power warranty

BLime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner- B

sectional -green.
437-0824 after 5

314 S. Windsor, Arl. Hts.

Power, factory warranty

'68 CORONET

factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner-

table w/drop leaf, mangle ironer, 700 x 14 w/w tire, 2 piece

clothes -all excel. cond. Aug. 14,
9.4 pm, Aug. 15, 9-2 pm.

'68 CHARGER

$2995

er windows, torque steering, electric defrost,

10$1

budget! !

'69 CHARGER

Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise-o-matic,
power steering, power brakes, white walls, pow-

Condition. 437-3176

Remington cash

& much misc. 1711 E. Foundry

Y

T

ing, boots. 773.1707

15 from 10-3. 9 piece dining rm.
set, clothes, TV, English buggy

air

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

1969 T -BIRD

U

zipper, new $20; 9x12 green
carpet $30; girl's & Lady's cloth-

5 family gar. sale: Aug. 14 &

rugs.,

B

9 pc. Drexel Mahog. Dining Rm.
set; Leather top drum table, step.
tables; Occasional chairs. Excel.
Luggage rock, alum/canvas with

Fri, -Sat,,

9.5, Aug. 15 & 16.

Naborhood

$55.

255.1313 or 629.0045.

Gar. Sale -Salesman's Glassware
Samples, A/C, clothing, toys,
knick-knacks, etc. 736 St. Mary's

Buffalo Grove,

B

bottle

Pepsi

machine, good condition,

Sat. 15 & 16 from 9 'til dusk.
400 N. Willie, M.P.

Pkwy.,

operated

Coin

Gar. Sale: Clothing, household

StVIti*ItiltIld.
(.00°`

TERMS, NOBODY

D

...

IN

0

must sell. $125. CL 5.4413

er, misc items.

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

Dodge Boys!
SELECTION, PRICES,

Price Fighter
Aikey is Champ
For Saving you more

Masterwork 8 track tope stereo
player plus tapes, Great sound,

Hts, Toys,

games, snow tires, air condition.

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

The Arlington Park

LT'

730 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 127-2163

159 E. Walnut, Des Pl., pr. of 45
walnut lamps, tv, sew. mach.,
mix master, etc.
513

EVER...

JIM

B

Here is why we say

Y

AIKEY IN DES p(...

Gar. Sole - Aug. 168 17, 10 - 4,

Gar. Sole: Aug. 16, 9:30 5 pm,

°

AT

22', fine condition,

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

SAVINGS

BETTER DEALB

LAWN MOWER, self-propelled,

Garage Sale: Furn., misc. Aug.
14, 15. 1355 Cumberland Circle

-

to Give
You A

NORWOOD FORD

BIGGEST

'N

Fight

,

o

HoovermatICkWasher $30; hand -

I Big basement-- safer -Household.
-iterni: Clothes & misc. 602 S.
CanDoto, Mt. Prospect.

We

N

center

sho

.a

Irb 11:),Iap'5

NORWOOD
FORD INC.
6333 N. HARLEM

mmczazz===
DEVON

Ito 3-1500

,e NOtWOOD POND

Daily 9 to 9

...,,,,,,- Mow Corsi

lielf ,

Just Minutes

h,-...,

NOtW009
l'A'^v
FORD Weed Card
Kennedy I epressway

From Home!

1112
474eme Fondsliogsforratme

55 -Musical Instruments

-Automobiles For Sale

Brand new carpeting made tc:7
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

Hammond Walnut Spinet Organ.
Model M-3. Perfect condition.
$800. 259 5222

'65 AUSTIN HEALEYt excel.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

44 -Deis, Pets and Equipment

BASSET PUP, female, AKC, home

Must sacrifice champion male
poodle. 10 mos. old, block min.

2 Rembrandt lamps 52" new,

brown genes.
$125.259-3679 or 259-1156.

sell $140 or $70 ea. 255-4364

raised, shots, $100 529 1350

Collies AKC Male & female, 6 -

-

iature,'- carries

never used, retail 5150 ea. will

GOOD CONDITION - $20

41 -Home Fumishings-Furniture

AKC, COLLIES, 8 weeks, sable,
shots champion line Coll
253 8108

FREE TO GOOD HOMES 3 kittens, 8' weeks old, box trained.
After 6 30 PM 392 7650
AKC BEAGLE PUPPY

TRI COLOR. $4000
CALL 439 2690

8" white toy poodle $50, jet
block small miniature excel pedigree $95 537 0797

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

weeks, shot, raised with kids
CL 9 3210

CL 9-3636

MODEL HOME FURNITURE
Closing -out. Best Offer Takes
437-6606

Ice cream table & 2 chairs,
black wrought iron with glass
Walnut dresser, maple dinette
set, 15'08' gold rug, 8'x10' oval

covers, 529 47/ 7.

rug, misc. 392-7580

Dining

Rm. set w/48" buffet,
drop leaf tbl., 6 chairs, canopy

Two Early Am. Maple Love seats,

bed -complete & mist. 437-1582

cond. $65 ea. Des. Pl. 297,4284

Garrod

sidetbls., $135. 259-24411

voice

Deluxe 1962 Frigidaire washer

radio. 298-2472.

Best offer. 255-1089

23" Console TV $80, beautiful
condition; 5 pc. kitchen set $30.

avocado green pads, excellent

'

Schnauzer puppies Mole
& female Silver or salt & pepper.
Top quality CL 3 2984
Min

to good

lovable kittens
homes Litter trained
FREE

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

1969 Singer Zig Zag

4

model 'harries. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537-1930

linen, 560; 2 matching living rm.
chrs., $20 each; good condition,

$53.20 Tax Included

MUST SELL Leaving for vacation AKC, blk min Poodles, 7
wks 2 males 253 7267

Pure breed Beagle puppies 6
weeks old no papers $20 each.

king

bdrm.

sz.

set matching

mod.
choirs; kit. table w/4 chairs;
many misc. items. 394-2197

secti

couch;

Call 299 4735

2

Danish

55 -Musical Instruments

3592251

Holiday Inn
17
On Rte 12 across from Rand
hurst, Mt Prospect 10 a m 5 pm
For

discriminative

the

beautiful

blk

min

owner,
poodles

Males & femoies

1

older blk.

standard female All
reasonable 529 2670

,ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

guitar
Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

p/b, p/s, a/t, $225 or best offer,
299-1598

61 Chevie Sedan
4 -door 6 cvl.

437 1523

63 Chevy Impala convert, white,
P/S, P/B, good cond. 392-2189

'65 Mustang convert, V.8, .tsp.,
low miles, excel. cond. $1050 or

Station Wagon. For parts.
595-0132

goiter

best offer. 529.5262
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

259.2554

'60 Pontiac Convertible. Good
condition. Must sell. $125
359-6527

1966 Yamaha, 250cc, also bike
trailer, make offer,
824-7347.
Allstate COMPACT SCOOTER,
LIKE NEW,

Call after 6 pm. 253-9043

Honda 50 cc. '66 model, excel

lent condition. $650.
2990362 after 4:30 PM

Honda '69 SL90, Motocross, un-

BARRINGTON

der 500 miles, still on warranty,

MOTOR

$425 or offer. Call John after

super

gear,

1964 Dodge Dort GT, Medallion
Blue, 5745. Call 253.5645 after

scrambler,

'63 Plymouth Belvidere, 5350.
Excellent Condition. Coll
439.2831

112 -Automobiles For Sale
V-8, P/S, A/T, black interior,
MUST SELLI $1500 or best.

774.3166

W/W,

R/H,

8 mo. old. Going over

Sacrifice.
234 4934

$1795.

529-7070

seas.

$3,000. FL 9.0944

.

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V.8, standard trans., P/S, P/B,

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

Ford LTD, 2 dr. vinyl 1-11, Disc
brakes, power, deluxe package,

'67 Chevy Impala, 2dr., hdtp.,

136 W. Northwest H
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

CHEVROLET

5 pm.

5 pm. CL 5.4327

AUTHORIZED
JEEP-DATSUN DEALER

DICK WICKSTROM

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel

cond., stored since 9-'67, $125.
259-5690

trail

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

'68 Mustang, V-8, auto., excel
cond., must sell, under $2000.

CL 9-2438 after 6 pm

SALES & SERVICE

CL 9-4100

mugs.

now. 437.2425

DECIDE!

on all 1969's

'61 Chevy 348, 3 speed, stereo,

550 total miles, can't tell from

THEN

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

HUGE DISCOUNTS

black top, block interior, auto,

101 -Auto Parts and Access.

'61 Corvair Wagon. '61 Rambler

DATSUN

CLOSED SUNDAY

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

1958 Chev., hdtop, 49,000 miles,

815.385 6333

McHenry

DRIVE A

OPEN EVENINGS

best offer over $200. Call

FREUND'S,CAMPERS, INC.
1701 W. Rt. 120, 11/z mi. E. of

112-Automobles For Sale

CHEVROLET

&

OFFICIAL

$2,000.625-1932.

TRAVELER

'HONDA '66 SPORT FIFTY, under.

EATT O F

built eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259-9504.

'67 Buick Skylark, 2dr. HT, 300
A.M., must sell, must see to op
preciate.
255.9798 or 253-2554

BARRACUDA,
6, excel.

1967 Cougar, factory air, P/S,
P/disc brakes, good condition.

SYCAMORE
KING OF THE ROAD

w/case, 5. EL REY MUSIC 7 W.
Eastman, Arl.H. CL 3 0180

ARLINGTON HTS. f

PLYMOUTH

Glenn 392-6100

Tent Trailers - Travel Trailers
Truck Campers & Toppers
Supplies & accessories

demonstrator, one only, $80;
double pickup Supro guitar, 5

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

Herst

'61 Cher., auto., P/S, P/B, 1 own-

5 f ARCRAFT

amp, reg.5524.50, one only
amp
$360; $110 National

Huge Discounts
onal11969's!

"283",

speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, re-

$2,095. CL 9-1370

er,

CORSI' IR

12

w/casel Used classic

Chevelle,

'64

'60 Hillman Minx cony. $50;
'59 Rambler wagon $40; '55
Ford wagon 530. 595-0132

A/C, P/S, AM -FM, like new tires.

13' Shasta Travel Troiter.
Sleeps 4-6 w/builhins & extras.
$550.299-1787

253.6727

112 -Automobiles For Sale

brakes & tires, excel. cond.,
$1850. 439 9209 aft. 5.

255-0044

'61 Corvair wagon 4 spd. $150;

air cond., P/S, Slant
cond. 5900. 537-3779

Buffalo Grove.

Brand new 2 piece Gibson
112 -Automobiles For Sale

'66

be seen nt: 734 Golfview Terr.,

string folk
w/single elect. pick-up.

TAPE SELECTION

convert.,

cond. 392-3879 after 6 PM.

1963

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

w/12" speaker.

1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS
FOR $900

5

Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.
Gibson Melody Maker, single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp

shots,

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Beat",

brat° arm, bronze wood finish

sition AKC, all shots Cho-npion

sired Father best in show winner.

"Big

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semiaccoustic, double pick-up, vi

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

bred for confirmation & dispo-

Ludwig

FERI Excel. 437-1737.

KITTEN SHOW

Aug

Radio.

$1,000. 439.5312.

67 Rebel wagon V-8, 3 speed, -

Hofner bass guitar, $200. 'OFFER I Silvertone amp., $60. OF-

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

824 3705

Blue.

"300"

full power, A/C, gold, like new

$2200. 392-0653 -

vinyl top, gd. cond.MUST SELLI
$1250 or best. 255-2983.

Chrysler

66

68 Ford Bronco Station Wagon
low miles, perfect 'for Gas Station, Handyman or Sportsman, -

ALLSTATE 1 Wheel covered troil ..Mestaiig-tonvt., '68, V8, stand.
er and hitch, 3 yrs. old, $50.
drums, 4 cym., list $860 a buy
trans., P/S, stereo tape, radio,
894-4609$475. 894-9311 after 6 pm.
& extras. $1800. 537.1725
--1-9'----Yell;;;;Tone, self-contained
prae-e- trailer, sleeps 6, hitch, mirror.
Epiphona 12 string guit
1963 Chevy Impala Convertible,
side & back
Reason. 537.2673 aft. 4.
top, mahaga
A/T, like new tires & top. $295
s125151 Rey, CL 3.0180
537.2260
15' travel trailer, gd. cond., can
New

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

5 MONTH OLD SHEPHERD
COLLIE $20

827-7576

offer. 392-2539
II.

'66 VW sedan, gd. condition.
radio, interior carrier rack,

58 Jaguar 3.8 Liter Sedan, needs
$450
some body work.
766-8666

'65 Buick LaSabre, 2.dr., hdtp.,
P/S, P/B, A/C, elec. windows,

Chevy

2 door, V.8, autO
matic. Runs & looks good. $175
259.8595

'62 Meteor X8, economical, P/S,
P/B, A/T, 4 door, exc. cond.
best offer. 255.2800.

good

'62 CHEVY, good running con',
dition, needs body work, Best
1962

1959 Ford

Good tires. Very good running-

103 -Auto Trailers &Campers

Baron's. Ask for Mike. 827.6603

469 7204

55 -Musical Instruments

Corvette, '68, Coupe, 327-350,
A.reri oosi-traction, $3900.
358-7688 after 6 pm

front
Belvidere 5E410,
kitchen, 2 bdrm., extras.
$2500 coil 439 1637.

KIMBALL PROFESSIONAL ORGAN
w/Leslie, one only, V2 price.

p.m.

_-

Dachshunds AKC regIstered;-5moles black,- tan & red, 7 wks.
old 359 1308

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care'

fore 1 pm. or otter 6 pm.

55 -Musical kistruments

mews of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

dresser, mirror & chest; 2 pc.

8 cyl., 3 on the floor,
Gold, $2300. CL 5-1773

'63

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

Moving out of state, must sell,

Executive,

1963 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE,
283 -STICK SHIFT. $250.

1969 OLDS CUTLASS,

Liberty, 5002, fully turn.,
A/C, $5000. 259.5249 call be-

Pontiac

after 6.

gain. 894-8970 oft. 5.

Dry Cleaning RouteSalesman
We can handle your WHOLESALE route. 359-3655

'68

Miss Hoy.2.:, - and SAVE.
253.9416

good 2nd car, $975. 392.2592

condition, low miles, good bar-

439-4295

98 -Mobile Homes

1

attachments.

3 pc. mod. sect., beige & brn.
825.5127.

255 1627

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum leaser. Rental
applies to purchase or trade
in for new furnishings. Ask for

'67

'65 Chevy Impala, clean, one
nwner, 283 engine, full power.

child care, Age 21/2-5.
Diversified
play.
Supervised
creative activities. 255.7019
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112 -Automobiles For Sale

'66 Comet 2 dr., 6 cyl., A/T, R/H,

PORSCHE 1960 model 356 A.
Engine just overhatiled.
537-1886

owne r. $395. 824.6423 aft 6.

Excel.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

Used machine in storage cabi
net. Does everything without

.

537-2416

LEND - LEASE

.112-Automobles For Sale

.

'61 Chrysler Newport 2 dr. H.T.
P/S, NT, radio, low mileage, ? -

66 -Business Opportunities

Heywood Wakefield, blond, din.,
ing table. 6 upholstered chairs.

1960 Chevy 2 door sedanT
6 cyl. automatic $175
537-6389

cond., Roadster, owirdrive,
$1600. 255-7200,'ext. 43

4 piece's, 60 watt amp.,
turntable, 15" elect"'
speaker, Bogen AMFM

Hi Fi,

&
1964 Frigidaire dryer, gd.
cond., $50 each- 394.0162.

top, $30. 259-2114.

2 pc. walnut family room set,
with custom extra pair zipper

White wrought iron dinette set:
TbL w/formica foci, 6 chairs, 2

1

1

Wednesday, August 13, 1969
112 -Automobiles For Sale

4741ime Fornishings-Fureibre

-

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

Plymouth 1967, Fury III, 4 -door,
Hdtp., air, excel. cond., low
mileage, 4 new tires, $2550.
359 3051 after 5:30 pm

OPEN SUNDAYS

DES PLAINES CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH
E TELL IT LIKE IT IS"
"
CLEARANCE SALE ON ALL REMAINING 1969'S
NO IF'S, AND'S OR BUT'S

OVER 90 USED

CARS. TO CHOOSE FROM..
EXECUTIVE DRIVEN

INCLUDING ROW AFTER ROW

1969 CHRYSLER CUSTOM NEWPORT
4 DR. H.T. FULL POWER
FACTORY AIR-CONDITIONED

OF LUXURIOUS
PLYMOUTHS -CHRYSLERS &

LIST PRICE $4828.85
ALE PRICE

STATION WAGONS
1965 PLYMOUTH FURY III

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

3 seat V8, automatic, power steering Factory air, blue finish, luggage

2 door hardtop 396, V-8, Bronze fin

rock

ish

$1795

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY II
2 seat, V 8, Turquoise finish

$995

10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer.
ing, Air Conditioned, White Finish .

Seats

seats

$1795
$1695

seat, 6 cyl, automatic, power

$895

$1995

2 door hardtop, V 8, Auto., Power
steering, turquoise finish

1968 DODGE CORONET
4

door,

V-8,

automatic,

factory

air

finish.

V8.

966 CHEVROLET IMPALA SUPER SPOR

$1695

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE
V8, Dluefinih

$995

power steering,
power brakes, electric windows,
electric 6 way seat, blue finish, balance of factory warranty, white top.
V-8,

Automatic,
Power Brokes

Power

steering,

$699

$1095
$895

9095

4 door, V 8, Auto

1966 VALIANT "200"
4 dr., sedan, 6 cylinder, automatic,
radio, balance of factory warranty,

$1045

$1295

blue finish.

$2095

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKE R

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

$2495

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Blue fin
ish

$1795

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold
finish, Black vinyl roof

Finish

9895

1966 CHRYSLER NEW PORT

1963 DODGE DART
4 door, 6 cyl., beige finish

DR. Hardtop, Full Power, Gold Fin
ish, Block vinyl top
4

$695

.

$1795

1968 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT CUSTOM
-

4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
white finish

$1495

4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White

1966 BELVEDERE

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

$2495

Green

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON
Blue finish

$2595

automatic,

V8, 3 Speed, green finish

1963 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

DR, V8, Power Steering, Radio.
Finish, Balance of factory
warranty.
4

V8 auto. Power steering, Green fin
ish, black vinyl top

1967 PLYMOUTH FURY III CONVERTIBLE

1965 DODGE CORONET 500

hard top, "289"-V-8, disc.
brakes, radio, red bucket seats, red

"396" V8, Power Steering, Like
Burgundy
.,

steering, gold finish

2 DR. HT, V8 Auto., Power Steering,
Turq. finish

2 dr.,

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN.
2

$1895

$1695

-

-

$2395

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1966 MUSTANG GT

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steering, Black finish

$1795

AIR CONDITIONED CARS

COMPACTS

1968 TORINO

1966 PONTIAC GTO
Tri-power, black finish, white bucket

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

$$ VALUES $$

1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK
"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, .Silver Finish, Red Bucket

STATION WAGONS

$3699.00

4 -SPEEDS

.

-

4 door, lull power, balance of fac-

$1395

tory warranty, green finish

$2995

I
41111...

-

-

4

top

e

res

John Mufich Buick's already big used car supply is growing bigger and bigger as a result of
"FRESH NEW CROP" Buick sales! And to you,
this means savings bigger and bigger as we
attempt to trim back to normal. If you're a
used car buyer why not drop by and take your

USED CAR savings

pick. You'll find alniost every branch of the
industry represented and, you'll also findthat
we're ripe to make_you any blooming kind_of
a deal just to move these beauties now.

opportuni-tree!

"BUICK ON RAND" USED stock grows bigger an' bigger!
1968 BUICK ELECTRA "225"

2 door hardtop, factory air, power steering & brakes, automatic transmission, power windows, seats, Sonoo radio, white
walls, soft creme finish with black vinyl roof

1966 OLDSMOBILE "TORONADO"

1967 OLDSMOBILE LE MONT, "425"

factory air conditioning, power steering & brakes, automatic
transmission, push button radio, Bright red finish with red
leather interior. Absolutely spotless, inside and out

2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering &
braless, automatic transmission, radio, white walls, Flashy
steel with o black'vinyl roof and red vinyl interior

$2195

$2195

$3595

1966 BUICK ELECTRA "225"

1967 PONTIAC; GTO

r,

hardtop, factory air conditioning, automatic transmission,
push button radio, white walls, full power. A real low mileage
one owner beauty

hardtop, 4 speed, RAM AIR, "389" road wheels, bright blue
with black vinyl roof

1968 BUICK, LA SABRE

$1995

$2095

1967 BUICK ELECTRA "225"

2 door hardtop, factory dir conditioning, power steering,

2 door hardtop, automatic transmissiorb power steering, power brakes, Vogue premium whites, Sdno radio, blue charcoal
with white vinyl roof. Balance of factory warrantee

$2395

1966 MERCURY "MONTCLAIR"

4 door, automatic trorisMission, power steering & brakes,

power brakes, automatic transmission push button radio with
rear speaker, white walls, and full wheel covers bright yellow
with a black vinyl roof. Absolutely the newest one anywhere..

Sonomatic radio, white walls, Fantastic saving

$2095

1968 OLDSMOBILE, "CUTLASS "S"

$1395

2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering,
automatic transmission,

push button ,radio,

white walls.

Around the block mileage. A beauty

1967 MERCURY MONTREY

1966 PONTIAC 2 + 2

4 door, automatic transmission, power steering, & brakes,
push button radio, white walls. light beige with black vinyl

$2795

automatic transmission, power steering, power
brakes, console with bucket seats, push botton radio. White
Walls and wheel covers. Gold with a black vinyl roof
hardtop,

roof. Price to sell

1967 CHEVROLET "CAPRICE"
hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering, brakes,
automatic transmission, "327" V-8, engine, push button radio,

white walls, Bright blue with black vinyl roof, Newest one in
town

$1195

$1595

1967 BUICK LE SABRE

1965 BUICK "WILDCAT"

hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering, power

4 door, factory air conditioning, power brakes, steering, automatic transmission, push button radio, white walls. A lot of
car for the money

brakes, Sono radio, white walls, automatic transmission, lite
gold beauty with a block top

$1995

$2295
1967 FORD "LTD"
2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering,
power brakes, automatic transmission, push button radio,
white walls. A gold finish with black vinyl roof. Factory fresh
inside and out

$1695

Tree-mendous Buys on Great

$1095
1964 BUICK ELECTRA

1967 FORD "MUSTANG"
hardtop, "289" v-8, engine with 3 speed, floor mounted trans
mission and red line tires. Snow white with block buckets. A
beauty

2 door hardtop, factory air conditioning, power steering,
brakes, power windows, seats, radio, white walls, bucket

$1595

$11,95

seats. A black beauty with vinyl roof

300 NEW BUICKS MUST BE SOLD

late sixty-eight Buicks!
CLOSEOUT OF ALL 1968 DEMONSTRATORS
Never Titled, Never Owned. Complete. New Car Warranty. Your
Choice of 2 DR. Hardtops Or 4 DR. Hardtops. LeSabres with Vinyl
Roofs, Factory Air Conditioned, All with "400" V-8 Engine, Full

Mt. Prosper t

Power. Come Early For Best Color Selection!

80\1

FANTASTIC SAVINGS!

" UV"

E. RAND ROAD * PHONE 394-2200

CONQUERS

.!r
-..111=1116___

ANDENDORF'S U NBEATALBE VALUES

ARE NOW EVEN BETTER DURING OUR

3`

YEAR-END OLDS CLEARANCE... .

Come See and Conquer .a new '69
Olds of your own at Lowest prices

-*#

IT Breaks our heart to let these
new Oldsmobiles go for so little.

BUT, we promise to give each new
Olds our famous "loving care" service.

...
,

The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership
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;
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111

7-

Dependability;ce1926

HOURS

Phone
827-3111

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays

Ladendorf Olds

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS, DES PLAINES

4

Progpert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight. Punk cloudy ,
a little cooler, low in 60s
_

Tomorrow: Eairand mild

-

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 Cents

16 PAGES
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Candidates Call
Con-ConLattery
System A Farce
Con -con candidates in the

Even the minor changes
which occurred in the lineup
were strange. In District 3 all

generally

three top positions on the lotte-

find the results of the new lottery ticket just short of a

ry ballot went to three of the
four candidates from Mount

By Richard Crabb
northwest

suburbs

farce.

As a group, the 25 candi-

Rather than fight the traffic to the Loop, many northwest
suburbanites Joined the throng which greeted the astronauts at
O'Hare Airport, where they transferred from President Nixon's

dates from the northwest suburbs for the four seats in Districts 3 and 4 in the Constitutional Convention to open

jet to helicopters for the Loop. An estimated 2,000 persons were
on hand at the airport and about 500 still were waiting when the
astronauts returned to leave for Los Angeles and a state dinner.

in Springfield Dec. 8 doubt if
the final words have been said

on the matter of placing the

Suburbanites

names on the Sept. 23 primary
ballot.

Greet Crew
Of Apollo 11

tioned whether a federal court
has the right to enter into the

More than half of the 25

be
candidates who could
quesWednesday
reached

matter. Several pointed out
that a lottery is illegal in Illinois for any purpose.

MOST RESENT the tactics
of Secretary of State Paul Pow-

In District 3 which extends
from western Des Plaines to
Barrington the names of the 15
con -con candidates appear in
this order as a result of the lottery.

Prospect, but that was not all.

Wilfred L. Robbins, 1808

The -father-son team on the
last four positions remained

W. Pheasant Trail, Mount
Prospect.
Robert A. Bush, 726 Dempster St., Mount Prospect.

unchanged.
candidates list,

Robert and
Annis Bush who were listed
back-to-back on the Powell
ballot in the 9th and 10th positions, merely moved up to second and third positions but remained in the same order.

Annis F. Bush, 107 East
Council Trail, Mount Pros-

their same positions and the
other three remained nearly
static. In the 3rd District the

Lung Cancer Cells Tested
eral Hospital, Park Ridge, may
have uncovered a new method

cancer it is usually too late for
a cure."

VALAITIS ALSO said that

Since 1965, with a $22,650
grant from the American Can-

three of the 135 persons showing abnormal cells were found
to have cancer, though none of
the normal symptoms had ap-.

cel Society, Dr Valaitis has
been experimenting with a
group of 1,078 volunteers

peared and the three persons
seemed to be in good health.
None of the three cancers had

from Park Ridge
Of the volunteers. 3,123
were "high risk" smokers,

showed on x-rays.
The pathlogist

of early detection of cancer
cells

confirmed

aged 30 and older who hail

the three cancers by using a
long flexible brush which per-

smoked at least one package of

mitted inspection of remote

cigarettes a day for more than

inother in-

b.r onchial chambers

10 years A control group of

accessible to

955 non-smokers was tested
for comparison

struments.

"Two of the cancers were

operated on more than a year
ACCORDING TO Va- ago and the patients arc doing
Valaitis said.
laitis, for three consecutive beautifully,"
mornings the volunteers de- "They are very happy people."
posited a sputum sample for
examination of abnormal cells
by medical technicians 1 he
findings were varified by Valam and, two consultants
Of the 2.650 smokers who
provided samples satisfactory
for testing, 135 persons, or 4 8
per cent, showed abnormal
cells in their lungs, according

Gripe.

Of The
Day

to Valaitis Among the nonsmokers, 9 per cent, seven persons, showed abnormal cells

"This was a study in detec-

tion of lung cancer before it

Cyclists who ride against

traffic and cause a safety
hazard when two motorists
meet.

H.S.

was detectable in x-ray exam-

ination," Valium said 'This
is

very

important

The third person with cancer
is still under observation.

Valaitis said

the

persons

who showed abnormal cells,
but not cancer, arc suseptible

field

Shopping

Golf Rd.

and

complex

Illinois

at

53,
to

Schaumburg, scheduled
open in August, 1971, has hit a
Mayor
snag.
construction

Robert Atcher told the Village
Board Tuesday.

He said the reason for the
delay was that the stores will
not start building until they
have the deed to -the property.
"However," he added, "the

Chicago Title and Trust Co.
will not release the deeds to the
stores until the entire shopping

center site is within the village
limits."

CAUSING THE PROBI:EM
is a quarter mile 6f acreage on
the southern boundary of the

Meetings

Tonight
River Trails Park Board,
1820 E. Kensington, Mount
Prospect, 8 p.m
Harper College budget
hearing, Harper College,
and
Roselle
Algonquin
Rds., 8 p.m

cancer.

order as they appeared on the
Powell ballot and then removing them in the same approximate order.

Heights.

In District 4 which consists

Arlington , ships, the names of the 10 con con candidates appear in this
order on the lottery ballot:
Douglas Roy Cannon, 8 N.

Heights.

Louis St., Mount Prospect.
Eugene L. Griffin, 603

Thorntree Terrace, Arlington
'

Donald F. Colby, 38 Glen brook Dr., Prospect Heights.

Anna H. Evans, 986 Jean-

Mrs. Judi Schenki. a Carson

Charged with theft of $34
worth of clothing is Miss Susan M. Turner, 18. of 55 W.
Strong, Wheeling. police said.

Sept. 4.

SIMON

SUBURB\
SAYS=
The Astronauts were in Chicago yesterday. They may have td
go back to the moon for a breath of fresh air,

tempts by his committee to
solve the problems of drainage, sewers, water runoff and
flooding in Mount Prospect.

One of the problems cited

to act on flooding problems
by

here.

Hysell was referring to at -

Hysell

involves

1,100

houses in the older northern
residential section of the village where downspouts from
the gutters around the houses
are tied directly into the sewer
systems, either storm sewers,
sanitary sewers, or combination sewers.
In heavy rain periods these

downspouts pour. an uncon-

derson Corp., industrial -commercial developers. It is also
part of a Y4 mile -long piece of
land to be used as an access

closed center, which will have
1,600,000 square feet of retail-

the sewer systems. According
to Hysell an ordinance prohib-

ing space and will be larger

iting the downspouts and requiring disconnection of those
in use was passed in 1962 by
the Village Board.
The commission has conducted a survey to obtain the
actual number of these down-

road by the center.

in

than Randhurst, Old Orchard,

Oakbrook, Ford City or any
other shopping center in the

Brandel-Anderson said it,
would agree to the annexation

Chicago area.

by Schaumburg if the village

is Taubman and Co., Detroit.

approves the developer's
request for rezoning of the entire 160 -acre tract for industrial -commercial purposes. -

Developer for the complex

spouts and their locations. The
survey was conducted by having village water meter readers
observe each house they visited,

village officials have been slow

trolled volume of water into

Samuel T. Cohen, 6520 N.
Drake Ave., Lincolnwood.
Franklin Lee, 4057 W. Suffield Court, Skokie.
James I. Gottreich, 8526
Crawford Ave., Skokie.
Wtlliatri C. Nigut, 8235
Karlov Ave., Skokie.
Clude Parker, 7325 Lowell
Ave., Lincolnwood.

noting the location of

each house with

an

illegal

downspout.

The problem, according to
Hyssell, is that the village has
disaction in
connecting these downspouts.
The men required to do the distaken

no

connecting of the downspouts
from the sewers have to be approved by Acting Village

Manager John Zimmerman.
Up to now, said Hystell, Zimmerman has neither sent out
men to disconnect downspouts

in violation of the village ordinances nor allowed the commission to review the detailed
list of which houses have the

some action on this problem."1

said Hysell, "nor on any other
constructive attemps we have

made to find solutions to the
city's drainage problems."

The other constructive attempts Hysell was referring to
were moves to obtain a new re-

tention basin, either at West
Park or any other site where
land could be obtained, and a
thorough report the commission had complied last August
to detail the problems of drainage in the village and to offer
possible solutions.

The possibility of a West
Park retention basin was tabled at the Aug. 5 Village
Board meeting. The report and
possible solutions, according

to Hysell, were buried by vil-

illegal downspouts.

lage trustees and the drainage
Commission never even heard
a reply to its request for a cost

sponse from the village man-

estimate to run tests on pos-

ager when we have tried to get

sible solutions.

"WE HAVE HAD no re-

Source Still Unknown

request

was made only Tuesday and it

takes at least three weeks to
process and approve, no work
is being done at the center site.

Grading and leveling were to
have begun Aug. I and foun-

Once the rezoning is granted, Brandel-Anderson will ask
Schaumburg to annex the

employe, told police she had
seen Miss Turner taking merchandise from the store and

Marshall S. Howard, 510 N.
Ashland Ave., Park Ridge.
Michael Howard Lavin,
9240 Fern Lane, Des Plaines.
Theodore A. Shapero, 9319
Kilbourn Ave., Skokie.
Jerome Goldstick, 4415 W.
Greenlead St., Lincolnwood.
nette St., Des Plaines.

the completely en-

land, which will be just a formality. Atcher said.

IN

LeMoine D. Stitt, Jr., 501

of Maine and Niles Town-

E.

Heights.

Forrest Ave.,

spots

BUT, SINCE the

Heights.

Lester A. Bonaguro, 327 S.

Lane,

ID MOST candidates it appeared that in their haste the
State Election Board's lottery
exercise consisted largely of
carefully placing the names in
the "coffee can" in the same

acre holding of Brandel-An-

center.
The acreage is part of a 160 -

called the police.
Miss Turner i5 being held on
$1,000 bond, police said. Her
court date has been set for

4

fort to prove any connection
between smoking and lung

complex, which is not in the
village, but is needed by the

Girl Arrested
For Shoplifting
A teen-age girl was arrested
yesterday for shoplifting at the
Carson. Pirie Scott ,Itc Co..
store at 999 Elmhurst. Mount
Prospect. police reported.

to developing cancer. He emphasized that the experiment
was not undertaken in an ef-

dations were to be started Sept.
I.

because

when x-ray actually shows a

Fred Hysell, chairman of
the Mount Prospect Drainage
and Clean Streams Commission, charged last night, that

Construction Snag Hits
Woodfield Shopping Mall
The $100 million Wood-

Chestnut Ave., Arlington

Commission Chairman Charges
Delays in Fight on Flooding

New ethod of Detecting
Doctor Jonas Valitis, chic(
pathologist at Lutheran Gen-

Winn C. Davidson 649 N.
Clark Dr., Palatine.
Madeline Schroeder, 1923

Prospect

Mary J. Carlson, 207

School

inclined to believe that he act

chette)

Heights.

N. Inverway Rd., Inverness.
Samuel A. LaSusa, 357
Roberts Rd., Barrington.

pect.

ell in the matter, but they arc
It wasn't the moon, but it was the northwest suburb's closest link ed within the limits of existing
with space --O'Hare International Airport. The three Apollo 11 practice and perhaps acted Leastronauts arrived at the military section shortly after 2 p.m. yes- gally.
The farce -like quality of the
terday for a triumphal tour of the Chicago Loop. Coming down the
ramp (front to back) are Neil Armstrong, Edwin (Buzz) Aldrin and "coffe9 can" lottery was eviMichael Collins. Heading the reception line (backs to camera, right dent in the results of both disto left) were Chicago Mayor Richard J. Daley, Gov. Richard Ogil- tricts of the northwest suburbs.
vie and Cong. Roman l'ucinski of Chicago. (Photo by Connie Blan In the 4th District, seven of the
10 candidates remained in

William R. Engelhardt. 416
N. Inverway Rd., Inverness.
John G. Woods. 214 S. Bel
mont Ave., Arlington Heights.
Virginia B. Macdonald, 515
S. Belmont , Arlington

THE MEANTIME,

Schaumburg . Village Atty.
Jack Siegel said he will contact

Rodney Johnson. attorney for
Brandel-Anderson to see if the
developer will agree to the an-

nexation of just the quarter -

mile stretch of land for the
road and then at a later date,

"do something about the rezoning of the rest of the acre -age."
There are more than 300 ap-

plicants for the IOU available

Free Beer Driver's Favorite
If someone is passing out free beer. in Des
Plaines, it's nice to know it's Mike Kuzmenko's
favorite brand.
Mike, a spry 73, who lives at 2462 Scott, was
arrested April 8 in the parking lot of ForestVue
Lanes following an accident at 1:30 a.m. at

Touhy and River Rd. A traffic standard was
knocked down in the accident.

When Police Officer Teryl King arrived at
the scene, he told the Des Plaines Misdemeanor
court yesterday, the car that had done the damage was gone, but Kuzmenko was located a short

time later in the lot. Yellow paint was found on
the damaged front end of his car. Kuzmenko
was drirkng a can of beer at the time the officer
arrested him in his car. King said. Later, at the
station, another full can was found in his pocket.
Ten more cans, some full, some empty, were
found in his car, King said.
"So help me, judge. I don't know where those
other 10 cans came from. I never saw them before in my life," I swear," said Mike.

"Careful," warned the judge. "Lightening
might strike the building."
Asked what brand of beer he was drinking,
Mike said, "Schlitz."
"What kind of beer was in the car?" asked the
states attorney.

"Schlitz," said Mike.
"Now there's a coincidence," laughed the
judge.
Kuzmenko said he had worked at his son's gas
station until I a.m., then was on his way to feed

his dog Queenie, whom he loves very much,
when four guys pushed him off the road into the
light standard.
Judge John Kelly found Kuzmenko not guilty
of driving while intoxicated and interfering with

a traffic device. He fined him $10 and $5 for
transporting open liquor in his car.

"By the way," wondered the judge. "Does
Queenie drink beer."
"Nope," said Mike. "Only coffee....two cups
a day."

)
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A modern joust over a lady
fair cost two men $120 in Des
Plaines Misdemeanor court

Lead to Name -Calling
drew excited discussion and
some name-calling in the Nor-

Last night's presentation of
the petition drawn Monday

night by the parents of children in Head Start program

meeting

Board

wesco

at

Wheeling High School.
The petition, written in
Spanish with an English trans -

Wednesday

There was some

programs in

Palatine,

Wheeling, 'Arlington. Heights
and Des Plaines. They requested.

for

I. That the contract

Rolling Meadows Awards
City Pistol Shoot Trophies

Head

Start funds

be

taken

from Norwesco. The contract

Joe Papp took second place
with a tally of 225. Third place
went to Lew Blue with a score
of 223.

3. Re-employ Mrs. Dorothy
Adams as teacher in Arlington

ing Meadows city employes

Both are employes of the

Alice
Payne as teacher in Palatine,

and officials held in May.

presented the silver and blue
engraved trophies during the
City Council meeting, he reminded, The annual shoot is
held only for city employes

THE FIRST PLACE indi-

otticials--not the police
department
and

OUT OF A

POSSIBLE

score of 300, Fireman Ted
Loesch, scored 246 points to
win first place

The parents also asked to
know how and what was the

cling trophy.

purpose of the parent advisory
Three parents from each
center were elected to the
board hit their duties and

amount of participation were
never made clear, they said.

They also requested further
with a committee
from the Norwesco board and

appeal for a zoning variation.

DiMucci wants to build a
shopping center at 86.500 sq.
ft on a land area of 346.000 sq.
ft Mount Prospect Zoning ordinance 13-3 states that in a

It was finally decided that
the parents committee of 12,

shopping

center

under

one

roof the builder must provde 4
It of parking space for ever} square ft. of building
space DiNlucci's plan provides only a 3-1 ratio.
A B -I zoning ordinance
permits a 3-1 building to park-

sq

' ing ration. but also stipulates
that the roof be subdivided.
DiMucci claims that a subdi-

and a committee comprised of
Norwesco hoard members se-

lected by the parents would
meet 7:30 p.m. tomorrow at
the Northwest Opportunity
Center in Rolling Meadows to

DiMucci intends to build a
beauty parlor, barbershop, a

discuss the situation.

drug store.
liquor store, food

laundry, baker,

store and an ice cream store
(which falls under an entirely
different ordinance for "con-

sumption on the premises."

demanding more parking
space.

COMMITTEEMAN EARI.
said,

"It's

not

true

that he is given trouble just

Then at 8:30 David FanMrs. Adams, and
Mrs. Payne would attend to
khouser,

clear up the requests and questions of the parents.

Three Complete
ROTC Camp
Three Mount Prospect resi-

because he is Sal DiMucci."
But it's not easy for Di -

dents have completed the basic

case for a zoning variation to
the Board of Appeals on July
24, and was voted down 7-0.
The board went on to say that
he did not need a zoning vari-

They are: Robert Brawley,
1512 N. Emerson, a law stu-

Mucci. He first brought his

ation in the first place.
"The Board of Appeals misguided Sal," said Zimmerman.
"and I don't think he's ever
been misguided in his life."
"It seems to me that we have
no recourse but to agree with

Phillip Sinkovich. 202 N.
Eastwood, a student at Wisconsin State University in
Oshkosh; and I'aul Sommerfeld, 318 S. George, a student
at Northern Illinois Univer,

Committeeman Robert Soder-

St.

nance

man,

"DiMucci based his appeal
on economic hardship," said
Lewis, "and we can't grant it
on economic hardship."

"IF HE (DIMUCCI) goes

"But you can look at the

ahead and subdivides he can
get more building space and
less parking said Village Attorney John Zimmermann
but esthetically it's not good
to divide roofs."
There is something wrong

facts and take notice of those,"
said Zimmerman.
Lewis suggested that Di Mucci reduce the building
space by 17.300 sq. ft., increas-

ing the parking to building ratio to 4-I. The committee then
decided to explain the matter

with our zoning ordinances
with respect to shopping cenadmitted Zimmerman.
ters
If a builder ,splits into sepa-

to the Village Board

at

the

board's next meeting.

1c

and kicked him in the chest

Police Officer Wayne

Adams answered the call He
testified that he separated the
two men and sent Baum to the

hospital by ambulance Both
men, he added, were loud and
boisterous
Judge John Kelly found
both men guilty on charges of
disorderly conduct and battery

It

and fined them $25 and $5
costs on each count

The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce will hold its
annual dinner dance Sept. 12
at the Arlington Carousel. En -

ing with an -arm around his
throat He said a large man
pulled Seversen off his back
and Baum then got up and
grabbed Seversen by the left
foot, yelling for the police

Seversen told the court he
did not attack Baum from the

ners of a band contest at Navy

Van Driers Drug Store, CL

rear and that Baum pushed
him, then struck him in the
chest He admitted they had

Pier

3-6494

exchanged

tertainment will be furnished
by the Top Brass, recent win-

Anyone wishing to attend
should contact Max Ullrich at

blows

and

said

Blythin
Named Bank
Cashier
A Mount Prospect man has
been appointed cashier at the

First Commercial Bank, Chicago

He is William Blythin of
1010 Greenleaf

Blythin had been in the
cashier's division of the Harris
Trust and Savings Bank He is
past president of the Cleveland

chapter of Robert Morris Associates and the American Institute of Banking

The cashier is treasurer of
the Randwood Civic Assn of
Mount Prospect

He and his wife, Norma,
have two children, Bonnie, 15,
and David 6

Tim Ubben, ark ason, Faris Chesley,
Tim Baird, Ted Bosler, Paul Fairchild,
Walt Bissell, and Ji Garard, Jr....
Support Joe athe son for Congress.

Here's why!

sity.

under the

vide less parking. The reason:
economic hardship. -

them Baum grabbed his foot
-

dent at De Paul University:

the Board of Appeals," said

B -I zoning ordiallowing him to pro-

when the large map separated

ROTC summer training camp
at Fort Henning, Ga.

Sinkovich and Sommerfeld
High
School, and Brawley attended

vided root v, ould he asthetically unappealing. Nonetheless,
DiMucci scants to be classified

Chamber Sets Dinner Dance

membership.

rate buildings. It is not a shopping center."

Lewis

A bill sponsored by State Reps. Eugene Schlickman (R. -Arlington Heights) and David Regner
(R. -Mount Prospect), meant to stop flooding in nine villages in the Northwest suburbs, authorizes
an engineering examination, survey and report on the Buffalo Creek -Wheeling drainage ditch
watersheds. The repdrt is to filed by Jan 31, 1970. Pictured above is one of the drainage ditches
involved in the project.

meetings

Plan Hits Snag

failed to decide on DiMucci's

and turned to get into his car
the other man jumped on his
back and blocked his breath-

up.

Blue, Papp and Daniel Meyer.
all public works employes,
were the winning team.
According to Blue, the publie works team has always won
first place.

cleaners,

wife, told him "You're in my
territory "
According to Baum, when
he refused to fight Seversen

board which was recently set

super -

visor of public works, with

By Robert Katz

Plaines Baum said Seversen,
who is a friend of Baum's ex-

ing in any degree.

vidual team also received en -

McFeggan,

confronted by Gordon Seversen of 910 Beau Dr , Des

Mrs.

the only center still function-

Shopping Center
Salv'atore DiMucci wants to
build a shopping center at the
southwest corner of Golf and
Busse but, as usual, it is not
that eass fhe Mount Prospect
Building Committee last night
chose to leave the decision to
the Village Board when it

Remove

graved trophies besides a
plaque to put on the large tray James

pleted his shopping he came
out to the parking lot and was

forced to resign.

public works department.

As Mayor Roland Meyer

ignored each other He said
that later, when he had com-

Heights if she was fired or
4.

I

market, he said, he saw his exwife and she saw him, but they

ends Aug: 31.
2. Remove David Fankhouser as director of Head Start.

Trophies were awarded Aug
12 to winners of the fourth annual
pistol
marksmanship
competition between the Roll-

dis-

crepancy in combatants' stories of the action, which took
place May 30 at 10 a m in a
supermaket parking lot at 819
Elmhurst Rd
Robert Baum of 2230
Goebbert, Arlington Hts , said
he went into the parking lot to
mail a letter and shop at the
market As he approached the

lation, listed four points of dissatisfaction' with the Head
Start

A

Fight over Lady Fair
Proves Costly for 2

Protests of Head Start
By Jan Burns

- '

attended Prospect

Joseph High School
Westchester:

in

Boy, 13, Drowns
I3 -year -old
Rolling
A
Meadows boy, Larry Grieshaber, reportedly drowned yesterday at Holiday Park near

Highways 134 and 12.

The boy's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Val Grieshaber of 3203
Thrush Ln., Rolling Meadows, were told of the drowning

by Rolling, Meadows police
who received a report from the
Lake County Sheriff's Office.

"We are concerned about who will represent us
in Congress from the 13th District. Initially un-

committed, we got together and analyzed the
backgrounds and personal attributes of each of
the candidates. We chose Joe Mathewson
"We found Mathewson to be a man of today.
A 'doer' . . a man deeply concerned with the
problems we face. Problems like pollution, inflation, the runaway growth of Federal government, and the security of the U S.
"This is the man who is proposing solutions-

-.1i1Prrtwk

.(I
P

.

not restating problems He is dedicated He
cares.

"Mathewson has truly 'gone to the peop e'
with his campaign. For the past 13 weeks, he

ANNOUNCING
OPENING SPECIALS

Machine Sewn Wigs

$2995
Reg. $79.95

Joe

$3995

I

in

'Li
L

-His lead articles in the Wall Street Journal on subjects ranging
from economic assistance and foreign aid to taxation to pollution
indicate a fundamental knowledge of many vital aspects of governmental affairs.

Hand Tied Wigs, Cascades
and curls, plus many others.

Reg. $69.95

-As a Boai'd Member of Erie Neighborhood House he has an understanding of the plight of the disadvantaged citizen

WE ALSO CAN RESTYLE

Featuring the Finest

European politics and economics at the Bologna School of Advanced
International Studies.

PRESENT WIG YOU OWN

-His experience in journalism and television

WITHIN TWO DAYS

news 'broadcasting qualify him as an articulate spokesman for the 13th District

Convenient Lay -a -way plan
No service charge

gt:TI

144

di

- He has a brilliant academic'background-having earned Phi Beta
Kappa distinction at Dartmouth, followed by graduate studies in

& RECONDITION THE

100%
HUMAN HAIR.
Goods

Th.&

Mathewson Has the Necessary Qualifications

-He has a practical awareness of the "workings" of Congress from
his coverage as a writer -analyst for the Wall Street Journal

MINI -FALLS
Wigs Falls Wiglets

has been consistently seeking their advice and
presenting his case.
"He's the kind of man we want to represent us.
And we hope you will take the opportunity to
analyze all of the candida as we did We think
you will agree with us."

4

-He was Governor Ogilvie's Press Secretary

..q/tOpp&:Li

- He has the proper balance of idealism and

eel

pragmatism to direct our youth in a constructive path.

.1

nV
ON

1187 ELMHURST ROAD DES PLAINES.
PHONE 437-9082
HOURS: Closed SOncinv

-1day 10 to 9
A x'iday 8.1
Doily 10 to :..

_1:7)--TELS-E2. PHHLDH

H (-L L E

(Left to Right) lames L Gerard, Ir Walter II Bissell, Timothy H Ubben, Theodore A Bosler, Faris F
Chesley, lames C Baird, Paul Fairchild, Marcus C Mason ill (biasing )

Sponsored by the above named Citizens
For Joe Mathewson For Congress

,

Peggy

r-3-1--1-

TA

't

Prisoners of Love

Irree. Day's Prospect

Bootleg Antiques Must Stop

(Second in a series on protective legislation for antique

tions,, so readily available to-.
the dealers and the-- public,
make dishonesty very tempt-

collectors)

I am

manufacturing
lumbia,
pewter porringers, plates and
other objects duplicating to every detail the original Revolu-

that they have been able to
cheat the public so openly
without some form of legal
control."

tionary era pieces. A Hawley-ville, Conn., lamp catalogue
offers hundreds of glass ob-

This statement was made by

old and has accumulated an

unbeliesTableAwount of
knowledge over the past years.

She is vice president in the
Scrimshaw Chapter of QuesInc.,

the

national

an-

tiquing organization backed
by an act of Congress. She is
also an executive member of
the board of directors for the
Mount Prospect Historical

"THERE ARE firms

ing to farms and buying animal urine. They soak repro-

cents.

Hampshire is concerned, it is
an excellent step in the right
direction. Only by the individual making his wishes known
to his federal and state representatives can this law or any
future laws be passed.

"I wish that everyone who
sincerely wants to preserve our
American heritage, perpetuate

the past through preservation

of authentic American and

detta against unfair fleecing of

in this to age
them.Others beat, bruise and
bury reproductions in order to
give them that antique look.

the nubile.

opinion. The voice of the

about these unfair and dishon-

they must do is act."

By Fern Schneider

1

Holiday Inn Rte. 62
Rolling Meadows

MORE INFO. IN
CLASS. SECTION

many is Mrs. Edward Brefeld,
Cook of the Day, who lived on
Chicago's northwest side. Of
Italian al..:estry, cooking is a
natural for her, as is evidenced
by her family recipes.

PROSPECT DAY

ranch home in good taste "to
suit each individual's perference is a pleasure,", said

AveEll It

Rose, who said their move here

Thursday, August 14, 1969

Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

was prOmpted by the need for
more room. Even their cocoa
poodle has his own room.

Herbs and unusual combinations seem to be the cooking rule in the Brefeld's household. Here are a few of Rose's
favorites.

MUSHROOM APPETIZER

Seniors to Root for Cubs
Mount

August
Prospect

the

munity Presbyterian Church

Exten-

parking lot at 10 a.m. The fare

19,

Mix together:

for the group.
The bus will leave the Com-

If you're interested in seeing

the Cubs play Atlanta next
Tuesday,

pounds fresh mush11/2
rooms, cleaned and drained

sioneers have a few tickets
available. accordine to Mrs

1/2 cup oil
1/4 cup vinegar
2 tablespoons sugar
dash of onion, chopped fine
salt, pepper

is $1.25.

For information, call Mrs.

Walter Meyer. tour director

Cover mushrooms with oil
mixture and allow to stand at
least 24 hours. Drain. Serve
with picks.

Meyer at CI 5-3169.

CARROT CASSEROLE

bratwurst

makes

marvelous sandwiches for
Set up a
table with lots of rye bread
and all the trimmings. Toast
the bratwurst over the charcoal, and let everybody fix his
own sandwich. They'll love it.

Fully cooked sausages are
great on the grill. Since they're
already cooked, there's no

worry about doneness. You
just cook them until they're
heated through and look the
way you like them.

BEFORE COOKING,
brush the sausages with melted
butter. Make sure that the

coals are just glowing, so that
the fire is not too hot. Then put'
the sausages on the grill. Turn
'them with tongs for even

browning. Be careful not to

prick the surface of the sausage, or flavorful juices will be
lost.

Be sure ,to cook enough
sausages. They're so good, fla-

vored with charcoal, that demand is sure to be high.

of talk about

BEER by SCHLITZ
Case of 24
12 oz. bottles

.. there's a lot of talk about
the low prices at
Famous Liquor Stores
AND IT'S ALL TRUE'

Liquor Stores
.

This Saving Is Yours!

AND

.

.

285

plus dep

at Famous

CARLING'S

BLACK LABEL

IT'S ALL

`'3 whole chicken breasts,

NO DEPOSIT
12 oz. bottles

6

TRUE! !

88

For

The Saving,ls Yours'
The Saving
Is Yours!

Brown chicken and mushrooms in butter. Add soup,

COLONEL

seasonings. Cover. Simmer 30
minutes, stirring occasionally.
Add cream. Heat slowly. Serve
with rice. Four to six servings.

WINGED BRASS

HELLO DOLLY CAKE

Imported from Italy

LEE
KENTUCKY

CORK
SCREW

Straight .Bourbon

989

(STUCK

Filth

100

In a 9 -by -9 -by -2 -inch pan

melt VI pound butter or margarine. Add I cup graham

RTA BLANCA

cracker crumbs, I cup flaked
coconut, I cup chocolate
chips, I cup chopped walnuts.
Pour I can Eagle Brand
sweetened condensed milk (15

Mexico's Popular Beer
6No Deposit
12 oz. Bils.

DIET
PEPSI

ounces) over the entire mixture. Bake at 350 degrees for

30 minutes or until brown.
Cool in pan. Cut into squares
while slightly warm.

55

Full

Gallon
The Saving
Is Yours!

8

BRATWURST AND SAUERKRAUT SANDWICHES

FLEUR DE LIS
New York State

CHAMPAGNE

69C

16 oz. deo 1,11,

oz.10 ri,n0/

Nolurolly its -mesh rl is Bonk

Brut Extra Dry Pink

.. there's a lot of talk about the

WICHES

.cook -out dinners.

OLD MILWAUKEE

split to make 6 pieces
1 cup sliced fresh or canned
mushrooms (about 1/4 pound)
2 tablespoons butter
1 can cream of chicken soup
1 small clove garlic, minced
dash of crushed thyme
dash of rosemary, crushed
cup light cream of milk
'

Grilled Bratwurst
Cookout Favorite
Sizzling

There's a lot

the low prices

Blend until creamy. Pour

CHICKEN MAGNIFIQUE

Mrs. Brefeld many busy days.
Decorating their lovely

<s$

The Saving Is Yours!

1/2 cup milk
1 teaspoon salt
carrots

. ACTIVITIES IN-

St. Raymond's Church and a
Camp Fire group have given

IS YOUR

Award Winning Liquor Stores

done.
Place the following In
blender:
1 egg
3 ounces cheddar cheese

Prospect," said Rose and her
daughters Laura and Karen,
who have been caught up in
the whirl of suburban living.

CLUDING summer school,

0`,-4-`
IRE SAVING

one -pound bag carrots,

into buttered one -quart casserole. Sprinkle bread crumbs on
top. Bake uncovered at 350 degrees 45 minutes to one hour.
Serves four to five.

"We love it here in Mount

Page 3

AM

cut small. Cook until almost

Ever notice how many
northwest siders from Chicago
live in this area? One of the

linatissosoassassssasissonoosso

Sun. Aug. 17,
10 - 5:30

senior student at Evanston Hospital; Yoder is a, printer at Leader
Typesetting. They now reside in Chicago.

Italian Ancestry
Is Valuable Asset
To Cook

rannerntra

Antique
Flea Market

people can still be heard. All.

"What more can we do

home
Mrs. Edward Brefeld, Laura and Karen are enjoying the summer in their air conditioned
the ingredients for Hello Dolly Bars, an easy
where baking is a pleasure. Here they are assembling
project for children to undertake.

NORTHWESTS LARGEST

Caught in the Lifting Stock at Paradise Valley 1.odge, near
Mt. l'ocono, l'a., are Mr. and Mrs. Donald Eugene Yoder, who
spent their honeymoon at this resort exclusively for newlyweds.
The former Linda Sue (eething of Mount Prospect became Mrs.
Yoder July 19 at the Prospect Heights Baptist Church. She is a

foreign artifacts, would write
today voicing that individual

"This is my personal ven-

ductions

across the nation advertising
antique reproductions openly
in the antique section of na-

+

"As far as the Bill 12284 in-

he could have been
duped. I tell him to go to any
supermarket and buy the same
bottle, filled with syrup, for 69

easily

.7

troduced by Congressman
Louis C. Wyman of New

"1 HAVE yet to have a sale
that one person did not offer
me anywhere from $5 to $25
for that bottle.
"I immediately tell him how

all
REPRODUCTIONS,
unmarked, such as 1800 cast
iron banks are being doctored.
By this I mean dealers are -go-

11 A P

`yrr.;1111a...

..tc.1.1
s

state laws that the antique buyer can be protected.

be earned.

group. -

Society.

"The only way for the individual -collector to oyerconie

ticity. This sense is not something you just wish for. It must

Locally in Pennsylvania" at a
cost of $48 for "choice of any

w w

shameful

ductions, American and foreign. from flooding the market in this manner. It is only
through strict federal and/or

whenever possible and develop
a sixth sense regarding authen-

other than an easy -to -remove
gummed label.
"Another metalware producer otTers "Handmade Paul
Revere Candle Lanterns made

antiques since she was 12 years

a

need for some kind of laws to
stop the unidentifiable repro-

handle the authentic objects

without any warning marking

Mrs. Wilson has been studying

"THERE IS

brown glass jar. I put on the
price tag of $25.

these dishoneslfleatas is to beStudy,'
come selfredbcated.

jects from paperweights to ash
trays, turned out and sold

Mrs. Rodney Wilson, an authoratative antique collector.

ters,

must be educated in antiques, I

Pa.,

s

ce

to protect the collector. Ex-

terworth Pancake Syrup

"There is one firm in Co-

*

.

perts who have spent their entire lives becoming ' author alive antique appraisers have
even been fooled.

take the label off a Mrs. But-

ing.

appalled at the
fraudulent mis-representation
practiced by__some antique
clealers-11seems unbelieveable

.

est dealings? There are.no laws

"Occasionally. have a private sale when I must for personal reasons part with some
of my antiques. As a symbol of
my feelings that the public

tional magazines, metropolitan newspapers and wholesale
catalogues. These reproduc-

By Dolores Haugh

.

low prices at Famous Liquor Stores

1/2 cup butter or margarine
1/2 cup prepared mustard
12 slices rye bread
12 slices (3 -by -4 inches)
caraway cheese
1 can (1 pound) sauerkraut,
drained, heated if desired

LorL3c-

2 89

Bottle

.

AND IT'S ALL TRUE!
The Saving Is Yours!

GOLD COIN

MONASTERY

6 grilled bratwurst sausage
links, cut in half lengthwise

Peppermint

8 -Year -Old

Schnapps

Kentucky Straight. Bourbon
86 -Proof

60 Proof

Cream butter and mustard.
Spread on bread. Arrange 2
slices of cheese, 1(6 of the

959

0

Fifth

sauerkraut and a whole

tile
,

bratwurst link on 6 slices of
bread. -Teri with rem-a-mini'

198
V Fifth

I

09

bread slices. If desired, sandwiches may be served open face.

GRILLED
BRATWURST,
CHEESE, AND TOMATO
SANDWCHES
1 package (3 ounce) cream
cheese, softened

2 tablespoons horseradish
12 slices rye bread
12 tomato slices

Grilled bratwurst makes a m arvelous sandwich on crusty dark rye bread. Add senerlaant and
caraway cheese to make It even more delicious.

CHICAGO

12 thin onion slices
6 grilled bratwurst sausage
links, cut in half lengthwise
Beat

cream

cheese

and

Spread

bread

slices with cream cheese

ture. Arrange 2 tomato and 2
onion

slices

and

a

whole

bratwurst link on 6 slices of
bread. Top with remaining
bread slices. If desired, sand-

wiches may be served open

0

1429 W. Taylor

CICERO
horseradish.

LIQUOR ST0.11 ES

6105 W. Roosevelt

FOREST PARK
339 W. Madison

efomdus Liquor Stores -Ph. 267.6447

Beer I Brown Specials Not
Right honed to Limit (Nautili's
CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS. Thurs.:Fri., Sat and Sue.

ARLINGTON HTS.

MELROSE PK.

1307 Rcind Rood

136 Broadway

LOMBARD
105 E. Roosevelt

FOREST PARK
lad 7533 W. Roosevelt

ADDISON
RS E. Fullerton

Con -Con Issues imitl
Mrs. Macdonald ,-Says
Seminar speakers included
Edward J. Hanrahan, Cook
"The range of. things, some County state's attorney:. Gerimperative arid some startling.. ald Getty, Cook County public
which can and well -may be defender; John A. Kennedy,
c o n si.d.e-r-e'd-by the Con- former aide to Gov. OttoKer:stitutional Convention is al- ner; Harold W. Sullivan. Cook
County circuit judge; and
most endless."
This is the conclusion of Samuel W. Witwer, Chicago
'Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of lawyer who had much to do
Arlington Heights who took with getting voter approval for
part in the convention seminar the convention that is schedTuesday at the Chicago Circle uled to open in Springfield
Campus of the University Dec. 8.
of Illinois. Mrs. MacdonTHE SEMINAR was sponald is a candidate for one of
the two convention scats from sored jointly by the university
By Richard Crabb

the

northwest suburbs'

Dis-

trict 3 that extends from Des
Plaines to Barrington.

and the Chicago Jaycees.

' "Most of the public attention" explains Mrs. Macdo-

-Should the right to "take the

nald," has been focused on re-

just as present practice pro-

vision of the revenue article,
the judicial article and the

fifth" be modified or even
eliminated in certain condi-

home rule issue, but these well
'known leaders of the. con -con

tions.

vides for grade and high school
education. Getty is runni
for a seat at the conve
and

APPOINTMENT OF JUDG-

Chicago d*

seminar frankly discussed a
wide range of other: possibilities."

Harold Sullivan,
Conceding that there are many ,...---TUDGES-How will they be
incompetent judges in tjr..--tr selected under the new conat the
stitution. Downstate people
linciis courts, ur
generally want them to he
convention ns er making it
elected for limited terms tinder
o immediately make
p
regular party procedures.
emporary appointments when
judges leave the bench.
GOVERNOR -It is pro-

SIZE OF THE JURY-

interest of speeding up handling of trials and reducing t
cost of justice. ,-----

-

R 01,

GRAND

posed that the governor should
be sole, intermediary between
state and federal government.

BAIL -Should bail be tight-

ight not accused
personsbe granted the right to
by-pass the grand jury and immediately stand trial in court.

ened, Or liberalized, How much

evidence is needed for reten-

tion of individuals police be-

CON -CON DELEGATES-Should see total problems of
all of Illinois.

lieve have broken the law,

AMENDMENT-

FIFTH

DEFENDERPUBLIC
-Gerald Getty who defended
' Richard Speck pointed out
that there was no public defender in Illinois until 1930.
Gettysaid, the Bill of Rights In

DOCTOR SAYS

Eating Too Fast A Cause of Gas

HIGH DRAMA-Siimuel
Witwer who pointed out that
there have been 35 attempS
since 1870 to
present Illinois

have

an

excessive

amount of gas after meals no
matter what I cat. The nonprescription. drugs I have tried
have not helped. What do you
advise?

A -Eating too fast and conscious efforts to belch cause

"Speaking as your doctor, and as a member of AMA,
I'm pleased to tell you you're in good shape, now!"

creases the gas both in your
stomach and your bowel. In

tinal diseases.

Q --After every meal I have

stitution should guarantee ev-

abdomen. I also belch a lot. Is
this due to indigestion or an ul-

such tests made?

ery citizen a. college eduCation,

cer?

of a baby's blood yi.ith the serum of the _alleged father is
negatiVe, this would prove that
the man is not.the father. If the
test is positive, it indicates that
the man may be the father but
it is not proof thereof. This test

A -Your rumblings are
caused by the movement of a

mixture of gas and fluid in

When you cat a meal, the dis-

can be made in any clinical

tention of your stomach puts

Q -I am 'taking Librium for

added pressure on yotir lower
bowel and increases the expulsion of gas.

bloating and stomach upsets.
Do you know of anything better for those conditions?
A -Librium is a tranquil-

Q -I have been taking At:omit:1-S for a heart condition.
Do these tablets cause an increase in urination?
A -Not unless you use a lot

Several preparations that
methypolysiloxane,
contain
some of them requiring no pre-

Robert C. Smith, General Mtinatter

scription. are now available.
They have been a godsend to
airplane pilots and astronauts

in whom high altitudes favor

Shriners
Set f9r

p.m. Aug. 24.
The "Genies and their Flying Carpets" unit is composed

Summer in South Africa

of seven motorized carpets,
each piloted by a Shriner mem-

ber of Medina! Temple and
Northwest Shrine Club, Chi-

Lil Floros

from this area to South

..,sof4tfric..1

Shirlynn Spacapan, who
lives in Arlington Heights and
attends Prospect High. is

mostly as a family.
Language doesn't seem to
be a problem. However, at one
point someone asked Shirlynn

dent has already arrived from

what her hometown, Arling-

come from Peru.
Anyone interested in learn-

ton Heights, is known for. The

only thing she could think of

spreading American good will

was the Arlington Race Track.
That seemed to cause a slight
They
misunderstanding.
thought she referred to something about South Africa's
"race" problem! She straightened that out in a hurry!

and enjoying South African

language,

spending the summer in the
'provence of 1 ransvaal. near
Johannesburg It appears that

doing a grand job of

hospitality at the same time.
SHE WRIT ES delightful

letters in a sort of diary style.
They re tilled with happy little
interesting

items and informative bits as
well

She tells a cute story about

Regarding

Shrilynn claims to have received

the

supreme

com-

pliment. A 19 -year -old young
man told her that she speaks a
fine British English --not
American English.

ONE OF THE

strange

Johannesburg.

Hersey's

stu-

dent will come from France
and Arlington's student will
ing more about the AFS program and how it works is invited to call Mrs. Prinslow at
392-5099 or at the high school.

sago,

Members preform without
compensation toward the goal

of their motto, "Shrine Motor
Units Roll So Crippled Children May Walk,"

Boy, 19, Beaten
Outside Home
Wheeling Police said yester'
day that a 19 -year -old Wheel-

ing resident reported he had
ing to help support the pro- been beaten by an unknown
gram are invited to ask about male Mexican in front of his
Merchants who would be willthe

program.

People

who

would be interested in having
one of the students visit their
home) for dinner or for an evening are encouraged to do so..
WORST JOKE of the Day:

Joe: "My sister is going to
play Beethoven tonight,"
Moe: "I hope she wins."

home Monday night.

Robert Freeman, 19, of 169
E. Norman, Wheeling, said he
was beaten on the head when
he went outside his home to inare

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST
SHOPPING CENTER

Mount

Prospect

Savings & Loan

the
Federal
Associ-

is

MARTIN,

EUGENE F.
Mount

Pros-

pect.

Gene Martin merits this salute

upon

his

retirement

after more than 50 years of
service with the Illinois Bell

powered because of the abun-

dance of coal in that country.

brother who

plays

The honoree went to work
with the telephone Company
when 15 years old, just after
the U.S. government had re-

they got into a very .nice car
and went to what Shirlynn

tives.

Mrs. Edward Prinslow of

telegraph systems to Private
ownership. Previously Pres-

A

America's most asked -for -by -name tire!

ident Woodrow Wilson had
ordered government control
during World War I.

FULL 4PLY 1151011 CORD 1100Y

fn. vs,..11.111 ItaiI ion end mileage

Gene Martin has given
countless hours of service
to his community in
responsible roles on the vilboards. For this devotion he

I

4 no limit on rnllao

ctr...44.4

deserves being named
"MAN OF THE WEEK."
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U4 Tea

Is Tea

the 7.1

'28.00 '18.80 '31.75 '19.05
29.75
30.75
32.50
35.75
39.25
43.75
45.25

17.85 33.75 20.25
18.45 35.00 21.00
19.50 37.25 '22.35
21.45 40.75 24.45
23.55 ,44.75 26.85
28.25 49.75 29.85
27.15 51.50 30.90

W.
;9"

'i,id

22 2261

;4

}31

.0:
ig?

r 'ARAM
If we should sell out of
your file. will Will issue

you a "reincheck" as

Check our everyday low prices
on other Firestone tires

Firestone

in

Ube.. WIlltowelle

InTin

des.,"

I"'IS5
:'
-11-26-1--

tread MX:death

.....

curing later delivery at
these prices.

CHAMPION

Full 4 -Ply Nylon Cord Tires!

95
.0013

Tubeless

Stockwell

Low
PRICES
ON ALL

sREs

Drive In TODAY! Charge it...buy on convenient terms! Fast, expert service!

Vacation
Car Service

And Loan Association

I. Align front end
2. Balance front
wheels
3. Adjust brakes
(Drum Typal

of influential parents us well.

Send your questions 'to lee JallSeill, clo Day Publications,

TRANSPORT
6 -ply, heavy duty

70013

60

Only one site...bot WOW what a price!

Firestone

DELUXE CHAMPION
'WHITE STRIPE TIRES

Otipiall Equipment en many el
Anntrica!t finest new '69 care(

4$

Parts loin.
If needed

Free Parking Just
South of Our Offices

ft -

MoM American Cars

Berie harp. Itir rink with air
.. i ..

BLACKWALLS

VANS, -CAMPERS -

torpor sties OE -Whitewalls add $1.25

95

AU

1

el.
314 to SS. tees dr. Fed. Iscls taw. sales
I. enn ntroO00101 mire tame sire oN r r ro,

bearings

15 E. Prospect Ave.
CL 5-6400.

nylon cord tires
for PICK-UPS,

70014
1

front wheel

ed .from all over the country, not only by students, but lots
I17 S. Muin St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

DLC-I00 RETREADS

4. Repack outer

--Fly Girl
Elimination of the reduced student fare was proposed by

Firestone

AnystTSi/1 e
7 35 14
51:1 13

Our expert mechanics
do -all -this work--

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

ANOTHER GREAT BUY I

'firestone

OFFER

No. thd I don't suppose you'd want your doctor to give

MacKenzie and she will

Byers. Wheeling's AFS stu-

bad Ins

1st Tom

GUARANTEED IN WRITING

rune cooler far greater durability

Vella Ilocknolle

slit

planning and zoning

will the Army tell me?
--Wondering -

the CAB, but has not been put into effect. Protests were receiv-

staying at the home of Mellissa

TNACNTEITID AT TURNPIKE SPEEDS

High Earnings

MRS. PRINSLOW reports
that Prospect's new AFS student will be arriving soon from
Barbados. Her name' is Hazel
be

KINN PEIFOILIANCE COISTRUCTION.
Stir en,. handling ill turnpike...pew%

for grtettt.r impart remIonce
,OTTRA FLAT TREAD CONTOUR

Save by Mail

oat theressffs of your last physical to anyone that called him.
calls- "rriansioli."--HeY" firiSf Arlington- Heights isthe-presi--STUDENT FARES
explained that he thought most dent of the local American.
people expect only ox carts Field Service committee at
Dear Lee Janson,
and grass huts in South Africa- Prospect High. She is an eager
-so he said it as a joke.
Is is true that they are going to eliminate tbe student air
enthusiastic gal whO speaks
fare? I think this would be awful for a lot of college students
It is winter in South Africa, with great praise for the AFS
who couldn't get home for holidays because of the cost.
and Shirlvnn attends school program,

with a girl her same age. She

Pat AT OUR

EXCHANGE rem

irestontiOnji

turned the telephone and

noises, like machines and jets.

dents who went there as American. Field Service representa-

YOU BUY THE

TIRE WHEN

1.0W EVERYDAY

Free Notary Service
Free Parking
Insured Savings

Then, too, she hears modern

and said. Fine, let's go."
It developed- that actually

us they call them. And they go

ON ThE 2nd

Home Loans
Money Orders

drums.

F

Telephone Company.

WHAT'S WRONG?
After her eight weeks as a
cart ,ind head for my grass
visitor. Shirlynn will be taking Dear Lee Janson,
hut'
This boy I know was rejected by the Army when he went
SHIRLYNN GULPED but a two-week trip around South
put forth her best A FS attitude Africa with the other 45 stu- for his physical. He won't tell me what was wrong. If I call,

SHE SAYS that there appears to be little or no TV in
South Africa Everyone goes
to the movie's, or the "flicks,".

4

ation MAN OF THE
WEEK

lye

SAT. TIL 5. SUN. 11 TO 5 P.M.

VISIT US FOR:

are quite strange to her. Also
drums in a constant beat..She
Shirlvnn s,iw her name on a claims that reminds her of her

students there

253-6880
OPEN EVERY N1TE TIL 9 P.M.

Arlington Heights.

WE INVITE YOUR
NOMINATIONS FOR MAN
OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS.

ing

wears the uniform word -by

920.N. ELMHURST ROAD

things to Shirlynn is the varie-

with whom they would be liv-

t _get going We II hop in my ox-

-MT. PROSPECT

in-

could easily find the people - She hears animal noises which

sign by a fellow who gave her a
warm greeting and said, "Let's

Answer on Comic Page

vestigating the incident.

her arrival in Johannesburg. ty of noises she hears, from the
People who were to house the very. primitive to the modern.
AFS students niet the plane She hears trains, which are
and were holding signs with very loud since they are coal the American students' names
on them That way the students

16 good, 22 excellent

of water to get them down.

EUGENE F. MARTIN

lage

vestigate a noise.
Wheeling Police

using all seven of these letters.

over WEXI 92.3 FM

Motion flying for Wheeling's
Diamond Jubilee Parade at 2

Main Street

GHITCEN

As Announced last Friday

Atop flying carpets taken

gaged and no rehearst

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

OUR MAN

directly from the Arabian
Nights, Shriners will preform
comedy routines and do for -

Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, 111. 601156

script written; for
which no actors have been enbeen a

Hideaword

laboratory.

OF THE WEEK

Wheeling

.Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy

Mount Prospect and the Arlington Heights area should be
proud indeed of the American
Field Service representative

izer. Although it may help to
relieve a "nervous stomach,"
it will not remove the underlying cause, which, should be
determined by your physician

for which there has not yet

A -If an agglutination test

ated with various gastrointestinal disturbances.

bers of the cabbage family.

Broadway play soon to ',open

Q -Can the paternity of a 18 years. for both men and
child be determined through women and that the new conblood tests? If so, where are

/loth h the otiffittal dream by alwavA jettlan.sly keeping
the rarer*Oreedunt and intellet itul inteKrity.-- Marshall Field III
Thursday. August 14. 1969

tion of such foods as dry beans,
corn, peas, potatoes and mem-

convention can be liked to a

rumbling and gurgling in my

ii.ralro5pert Dap

the Day is published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Iii. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Ileights Rd.. Arlington Heights, III. 60005 "
722 Center. Des Plaines, III. 60016

pleasant

contained in the body.

should be retained intact.
Getty wages the convention
should lower the voting age to

your digestive tract. They are

Mini/gine Editor

stories

or a specialist in gastrointes-

not, in themselves, a sign of either disease but may be associ-

William J. Kiedaisch

she s

the expansion of any gases

el comes from the fermenta-

John F Stanton. hilib». and Ptiblisher

tit

of the best in the nation and

addition to this, gas in the bow-

e
Page 4

you to swallow air. This in-

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

the

amend

constitution
and that only 14 of them succeeded said that the upcOrning

the present constitution is one

Q --I

'tales in his

et.

ES --Judge

-Hanrahan suggested consideration of a smaller jury in the

-

is one of 12 ca

Pita 52.47 ye tire Fed
E solar, I 5. sales t

and 4 fires oil your

Or

8.65.15
(13.45.15)

FOR
V
Fill many Buick,. Chewy Wagons.
Chryslers. Ford Wagons, T.Birds,
Mercurys, 0.1de 80s, Pont."
and Plymouth Wagons.

AS LOW AS

2 FOR

42

6.70.15 Blackwell
'Plus 52 40 per lice FI41 E..

Ida. sales la..nnti 2 lire,
all Our

A

Lyman Speaks To -Spares

Cold Cool Work(

or Nectiirifies

Peachy Rem
PEACHES AN
NECTARINES

be made using either peaches
or nectarines; both theie fruits
may be used interchangeably-

The produce counters in
our stores are loaded wtth an
abundant supply of fresh

in practically all recipes.- it is
usually not necessary, however, to peel the ntarines.
When: -buying peaches or

peaches and nectarines Benects :nes, make sure, that
cause of the long distance that
they must be shipped, we often ---YOur fruit is of the freestone
find this fruit in our stores variety Not only is it easier to

hard and not sufficiently ripe.
Fruit must he fully ripened for
maximuin-flavor
Let your fruit ripen at home
in a SEALED paper hag in a
warm place away from three
sunlight (Above your_refrii:
erator is an ideal place) You'll
be amazed at hay., quickly your
peaches -will ripen in this man -

tier' Twenty-four to thirty-six
'hours is usually sufficient

handle, but the fruit is much
more attractive when it is

I dove Odic, minced
2 teaspoons salt

Vo cup frozen chopped onions

1 cup raisins
2 ceps dark brown sugar
I tablespoon

chili powder

ain

are

Four boiling water over
aches and let set in boiling

3 tablespoons mustard seed
3 cups cider vinegar

water for about 5 minutes.

Scald, peel and dice enough
fresh peaches to measure eight

PEACH CHUTNEY

kettle. Add chopped ginger.

With fresh fruit in season,
now is the time to -get your

MAKE SURE that all the
triiit will need about the same

amount of time to ripen, or
check periodically Otherwise

you will find some fruit partially, spoiled before the rest is

fully ripe

freezer full of goodies. The following_PeaCh Chutney is mar-

velous served with fowl and
pork dishes, along with the
traditional curry dishes, which
may also include seafood. And
don't forger, it's not too early
to think about Christmas gifts.

of

Some

You are sure to enjoy the
following recipes, which can

these

Winnetka, 111., will speak on
"Basics in Estate Planning"

Mutual Fund Corporation' in ,ager of Eaton and Howard of Boston and was regional man-

Boston.-- -

follovied by a question and

Yield: Abair 11,balf pints
tape diced halt peachescup flady-tisopped
1/2
crystalized ginger"

easily t
peeled after a thorough scaldPeaches

sliced

.

Henry, H. Lyman Jr. of

label. When cool, set in quick

peaches are also no longer

freezingpart of freezer and

available.
Single Recipe:

freeze.

For those of you who do not

Yield: Approx. 2 cups

have sufficiently large freez-

4 medium size peaches

ers, this chutney may be ladled

inot hot sterilized jars and

filled to within 1/2 -inch of the

top. Seal
cool.

immediately

and

FRESH PEACH SAUCE

You'll find many uses for
this fresh peach sauce. Serve it

on ice cream, over custard -

to boiling, stirring occasion-

filled cream puffs, sponge, angel or pound cake, puddings,
bread puddings, custards, as
well as waffles and pancakes.
Also delicious with crepes. By
adding a tablespoon of warm
brandy you can serve Peaches

ally.
Lower heat and simmer for

with Flaming Peach Sauce.

cups. Put into a very large
minced garlic, salt and onions.
N o w add remaining in-

gredients into kettle and heat

one hour or until thick. Ladle
hot chutney into freezing conLeave one -half -inch
head room and seal, date and
tainers.

Jubilee; also Crepes Suzette

You will probably wish to
make this sauce up in a large

quantity to serve during the
winter months when fresh

answer period on August 17,
7;30_ p.m: at the Glenview
-Community Church, 1000
'Elm- Street, Glenview, for the

HOMEof the DAY

Spares Club meeting. tv1r.---L-y-

man is a graduate -of eolgate
the Trust2 tablespbons creme de alSchoorit
Northwestern-Unimond*.
'--Versity. He js..-asSistant viceTriple Recipe:
president -in the trust departYield: Approx. 6 cups
ment -it LaSalle National Bank
12 medium size peaches
in the area of estate planning
1 cup sugar
1/1 cup sugar;

' University

and . new

1/4 cup pits 2 tablespoons

creme de al:lon-0
Scald 'peaches with boiling
water and let them set for
about five minutes. Peel. Remove stones and cut corasely
into blender. After all. -the
peaches have been weir blended, add sugar and creme de almond: Refrigerate until
serving time.

*If you do not have an al-

mond liqueur, substitute I teaspoon almond flavoring. Add
a few drops of red food coloring to give sauce a pale peachy
color.

goodies make marvelous gifts
at Christmastime.

-

11 W-012-116WWW.02IUMMUWALILLIWUUMULLILW

__,ta-ti6-ools and shopping, kitchen with Built In's, Largo -Lot with

ONLY $27-,900

Call Today

Third
Printing

-------SALES COUNSELOR

of the DAY

of Book
A book by the Rev. John E.
Keller of Lutheran General
Hospital, Park Ridge, has now
gone into its third printing.

litation Center, a treatment facility for alcoholism at Lutheran General.
Thursday, August 14, 1969

Yes, with only -45;1300 down you can purchase this 3 bedroom 2
bath, Brick -8 Frame Ranch.Home featuring choice location, v.,cf likMature Landscaping.

The book, "Ministering to Alcoholics," was, published in
1966 by Augsburg Publishing
House, Minneapolis, Minn.
Pastor Keller is administratiiie director of the Rehabi-

homemade

_SSA 0 DOWN

devel

business

opment. He previously served
as vice-president with Fidelity

The book

has

been

ARLINGTON HTS RD

at HIGGINS
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

956-0880
MOVING?

.Delores Lauschke

Anywhere in the U.S.A. Yours (reef Complete

impartial community information, descrrp.
eve brochure, of available hornet. this is a
no cost public servic of tiered by the AIMS
Corporation and Gallery of Homes and their
3000 of (droved of f rts -Everywhere
wide.

Notion

Delores, her husband ilia and their
three children Kathy 12, Mary Ann

eleven years.

de-

scribed as being one of the best

written on alcoholism.

It's simple to whip up a big bowl of punch with the new fruit
ade concentrate now made by Sealtest. If you want a snarler
amount, the concentrate may be kept for a month if refrigerated.
Add your own favorite fruit and garnishes.

Marines Reveal 120 -Day

Training Delay Program
The Marine Corps has an- ness At the end of the delay
nounced a 120 -day training period the enlister begins an'
delay program for young men extensive training program at
who join the U. S Marine the Marine Corps Recruit Depot at San Diego, Calif.

Corps now

For more information con-

-

The program enables the recruit to complete his education

tact Marine Recruiter Gunnery Sgt. Martin Reith at 1563

or finish any personal bum - Ellinwood, Des Plaines.

FREEZZR
MEATS
'44leftermwe

WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!
Did you know, that when you purchase a Side of
beef at the J i B Freezer Meats, Hind and. Fete

Quarter, 69c fb , you con get as many as SO
1 -inch individual steaks and as many as 15
boneless rolled beef roasts

31b. avg? Everything

for the grill or spit
Member of National Mitilure of Locker

USDA

ramie Preirisieners

SPECIAL!

THIS
WEEK

CHOICE

Special purchase! Big price savings on

LOIN END

dresses for casual, leisure wear - savings
that'll make you want to pick out a whole
b.

HALF CATTLE
300 to 320 lbs.

69c

lb.

IND QUARTER
150 TO 160 LBS.
AVERAGE
AU. AGED TO PLEASE
YOU

79c

"MEATS WITH A REPUTATION"

J & B FREEZER MEATS
15 W. Busse Mt, Prospect

392-9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT, OF AGRICULTURE

wardrobe! Wide assortment of styles in

favorite gay colors for wearing now
through fall. Wear them shopping, on
outings, any time for any occasion that
_calk for cool casual comfort. Shown are
only four styles from this great savings
collection, all

sizes 10-20.

Acetate knit jersey shift skimmer with halo
style collar, back zipper. Blue or berry.
Shift skimmer with boat neck, 100% ace-

Cool!

Comfortable!
Easy -Care
And Only

tate knit jersey. Royal/green, brown/
orange.

Swiss dot shift, dacron polyester/cotton

blend. Square neck, button front with
fluted trim. Black, red or blue with white.

549

Sutton front shift with square -neck, --all cotton sateen, in multi -color abstract
paisley.

lb.
C 14

Cr

Choose it than charge It at Cantons Randhurst
Elmhurst and Rand Roads In Mt. Prospect
Shop Monday through Friday 10:00 to 9:30
Saturdciy 9:30 to 5:30

10,

qnd Jo Ellen 8, live at 1151 Berken
shire lane Elk GrOtre Village. They
have all (except Mary Ann and Jo
Ellen) lived in the Village for the lost

st 14. 1969.

Thursday

---Pirge 6

aretionslisted

Careerse /Outlook Favorable for Aerospace Engineers
ing

engineers.

Aerospace

0011cerned with all phases of

products from the initial plan-

Bing and design to the final
Manufacture -and testing. usually sOCualizing in a particular
area of work such as structural
guidance and control,
instrumentation, etc
Employment opportunities
for these people are expected
to be favorable all through the

Continuing &vet-

_

sonic and vertical -lift aircraft
Missile activities should result
in a moderate increase in requiremcnts for aerospace engi-

.

ate with training in physics.

veers and additional job op-

one of the other natural scion=
ces. or in mathematics may
qualify for some engineering.
Some persons without a degree are able to become engineers after long experience in a

portunities will also arise from
the need to replace engineers
Who transfer to other fields, re-

tire or die
THt LEVEL of defense expenditures is an important determmant of the demand for

related

occupation --such

d r a f t s m a n or engineering

the majority of these engineers
are engaged in activities. related to national defense.

technician --and some college -

lt defense activity should

cialities, such as nuclear engi-

differ substantially from the
level prior to the Vietnam

ncering, training is generally
available only at the graduate

build-up the demand for aerospace engineers will be affected accordingly
Average (median) annual
starting salaries for engineer-

level.

EDUCATION LEADING

to it bachelor's degree in engineering is offered by about 250
colleges. universities, and en -

Drawings Re lect Inner
Con lies o Psychotics
What are needed.- says
Brown 'are systems of therapy in psycho -iconography. Today there are courses one may
take to learn what I learned

made

Draw ings

by

psy-

chotic patients are sometimes
a mute crs for help sometimes

through experience and the
help of interested physicians.
Perhaps tomorrow we will

a frightening glimpse of the
toi mented inner world of a
mind unhinged
A schizophrenic may reveal
himselt in a sell -portrait showing his f.ice

know enough to develop scien-

middle a graphic recognition
of his inner conflicts
This is the viess of Walter L

emotionally -ill
patient can express himself
Brown senior art therapist at ' through art can be described in
these examples
OverEssex Counts IN I
How

1

hiook Hospital

in an article

A picture of an imaginary

'

Shopping center and housing
development is divided by a
road. expressing the patient's

appearing in Sandoz Panama
inIncreasingly mental

dread of where life is going.

stitutions are recognizing the
to
significant contribution
therapy that is made when a
patient creates a drawing or

ONE DAY
ONLY

sculpture
1 hrough

patient s

an

states Brown
interpretation of a
a
psyartwork

The calm serenity or the

tempetuous storms underlying.
a patient's illness can often be -

RAIN OR
SHINE

SHOWS 288 PM.

Art can help him identify'

SPONSORED BY B.P.O. ELKS

fudge progress ,
toward improvement in a
patients condition For the

conflicts and

JO'

patient creating a piece of art
is a therapeutic act in itself.
providing a momentary free-

"IP

dom. an escape from disease

FOR A PA I TENT with difin verbal communication art may be a new
voice he can use to reach the
outside world which may
t mutts

bring new hope of eventual
cure
Brown begins a drawing
session with mental patients by
using a,plece of paper which is
blank except for one large dot
This is less overawing than

a completely blank paper. he
said

As the patient works. Brown

POPULAR * CHILDREN

leads him to talk about his

PRICES

draw mg

V3

PRICE

WILD ANIMALS

ALL NEW THIS YEAR

ELEPHANTS

psychiatrist what the patient
communicated to him He re-

*SAVE ADVANCE

fers to the practice he uses as

MINUTES

00 THRILLS -LAUGHS 100

WORLD FAMOUS CIRCUS STARS

ACRES OF TENTS

1 here is a knack in learning how to listen he said
Brown then passes on to the

tag
1

TICKETS AT REDUCED PRICES

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

psycho -iconography

emmerly
THERE'S 5. KEMMERLY.OFFICES

a

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED'TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

Sage,

of

Outstanding Values in
Prices Ranging from $5 to $275
Handsomely Framed
Over 1000 Paintings on Display
Open Daily & Sunday

1001

saxophone.

Also selected were Nancy
Lilja, of 968 S. Sixth Ave.. Des
Plaines, flute; John Cummings, of 506 Columbine Cr..

Palatine. trumpet; Mark
E.

In ArlingtOn Heights

358-5560
253-2460

Rd.

956-1500

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
tnvost HwY.
6 E. NS. ortArlington
Noights
1111

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Higgins-OoN Shopping Plaza

ationWide

in

1505 EILLINGWOOD ST., DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

PHONE 298-3970

SAVE*

1

BEST _111311S ltd.

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

;

MEMBERSHIP i-E6S,

BUY. DON'T' HAVE 'A

RI ...

FREEZER? USE

6 MONTH TREE STORAGE.
'

I

t.

105 Days Sarno as Cob
FREE FINANCING

No Paymonts701Sopt.1%,
.

I.

The Home Buyer's Guide

All members auditioned, at
the university in Champaign
during the summer and have
received preliminaiy assignments as to which band they
will be in.

IN THE DAY

How to milk a Long Distance call for all it's worth.

Here are 'some neat little tricks
of the trade that will help you get
more out of the minutes and the
money you spend on a Long
Distance call.
The Old Eggtimer-by-the-Phone
Trick: Just keep one of those
three -minute eggtimers next to the
phone when you dial. It's a' great
help for people who just don't
know when to say goodbye.
The Old Talk -a -Little -Longer
Trick: After the first three minutes, a call is charged in one
minute increments. So if you talk for three -and -a -half
minutes, you might as well talk for four minutes, since it
won't cost any more.
The Old Station -to -Person Trick: Not sure the one you
want will be there? Think about this: you can often make
two station -to -station calls for about the cost of one

If you want to learn more neat tricks of the trade, just .
write to Illinois Bell, Box LD-30D, 225 W. Randolph,
Chicago, Ill. 60606.
We'll send you a free folder, "How to Get More for Your.
Money on Long. Distance Calls," with' tips taken right
Illinois Bell.
from the Operator's manual..

OTHER BEEF AVAILABLE

FROM 43' Lb.
GUARANYVID1

gradod beef guaranteed terakr
for 10 days or Moat Replaced. All
All

meatsald Hanging Weight.

In. Hoerr Doily 9 in 8, Sninriny 9 it

BENSENly TUE FREEZER' MEATS
WI 101111

QUANTITY

r.

SOO

Look for us each week fn394.-3

person -to -person call.
HU CLUB 10.47
NO FREEZERS

0701. 1 OW

pad.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

nosis as well as in therapy

:lack 3E.

revealed in his depictions of
brush, and paint, and sketch-

MONDAY AUGUST 18th

chiatrist can use art in diag-

Victor

cussion.

grief.

NINE

By Important Prize Winning Artists

Medinah St., Bensenville. alto

Woodworth Pl., Roselle. per-

nothing else. At last, as a sort
of offering, she scribbled the
page as an expression

to

inalignonimivia.11)Isigurie
Ott
I

dian Tr.. Barrington. bassoon.

schizophenic who had been
hospitalized many times and

with grief at separation from
her baby and could express

tific systems of art therapy for
Mental patients

split down the

Several students from this
area have been selected for
membership in the University
of Illinois bands.
They are: Barbara Beck, of
1508 E. Campbell, Arlington
Heights. who plays the oboe;
Jacqueline LaRue, of 22 In-

Roger Holmes. of 206

after giving
birth to a daughter. ,In her interview she was Ctinsumed

OPEN
NINE

REALTOR

ing" was made by a woman, a
undifferentiated
again

ingon, D.C. 20004.

Directory, published by Engineers Joint Council; Scientific
and Technical Societies of the
United States and Canada,
published by the National
Academy of Sciences, National Research Council.
Some engineers are merit-

7 Suburban
Students in
Il.of I. Bands

and

able from the U.S. Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D.C. 20402, at a price of.
10 cents provides depth information.

The Amerigan Federation
of Technical Engineeri (AFLWashCIO), 900 F St..

ENGINEERING- SOcieties
braries:

New York, N.Y. 10017; /
National Society'of Prbfes-

MacRae, of 109 N. Fairview.
Mount Prospect. trumpet and

retuned

the National Society of Professional Engineers.
In addition to the organize-

Manpower

A PAGE WHICH could be
referred to as "plain scribbl-

chronic

tion on registration bf engineers may be obtained from

gingering profession. -Many
are listed in thelollowing pub lications available in most li-

U. S. Labor Department
.Bulleiin No. 1550-33, avail-

berS of 100f -unions. Informaengineering unions
tion
may be obtained from:

Council, 345 East 47th St..

level training.

In some engineering spe-

broochesocieties.reporesef

*

gineers' Council . for Profess
siohal Development. Informa-

thnet:ctnhe

Commission. Engineers Joint

as

because

'

above, other engi-

D.C. --inneerviindguasi

lulus and on training and other
enqualifications
qtruaanIcifiecianttio
profession
npeerodfeesdsi
also be obtained from the En -

ries for graduates with thedoc- _including ' student selection
tor's degree -wire generally be and guidance, professional
training and ethics, and saletweed $11,000 and $ / 4,500.
BAC'HELOR'S DE- ries and other economic as A
GREE in engineering is the peels of engineering --may 1:fe
generally accepted education- obtained frotri
Engineers' Council for Pro al requirement for entrance
345
into engineering positions., fesslonal Development.
Well -qualified college gradu- East 47th St.. New York. N.Y.
'
10017,
Engineering.

Washington,

INFORMATION ON engineering schools and curricu-

ally received from $1,000 to
GENERAL INFORMA52.000 a year more; and sale- TION tin engineering careers-

-Mind advancement in space and

Bs the Staff of Forest Hospital

20006.

engineering specialities are
taught in relatively .few in
situtions.

Commission.
Graduates with the master's
degree and no experience usu-

in supersonic. sub--

aerospace engineers

N . W W. ,

elor's degrey' in the /4r pace throughout the country.
Although curriculums in
and defense industry were
engimore than $8,450, according the larger branches of
in most
to a recent survey conducted nearing are offered
by the Engineering Manpower schools, some of the smaller

'The development of aerospace

1970s
Opments

sional Engineers, 2029 K St.

graduate/with thce-/bach- gineering schools located

We're a lot more than just talk.
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sdie-vin Is a Theatre Swingerta'

.

her shadow anymore Joining

the (Add Pla'yers Ito; mei ly
knm% 0 as' the

of two Jewish mothers, one in
"Come Blow Your Horn."' the

'MS ffiger

MM ho told me she used to hose a
piohtud 'talk lug to people.

Theater, a repertory
group, in South Haven, Mich.
lage

"Stedman and Son."
Those parts were for the Village Theater in Arlington
other,

Black.
Shelearned, the accent firsthand from another guild 'member, her friend Norma Simone.
who was raised in the East.

her;

CURRENTLY SHE .10heting in the Sleeping Hollow Vil-

SHE' ALSO bit) the parts

later Idle pigkdd rup a -script.'
"Light Up- the Sky." and be Came interested in the kooky
BrOoklyn character. Francis

cal ah Levin s not e'cared

Sarah is in four plays this
month. "They said it couldn't
he done." she laughed. "hut

Heights.

it's an experiment we tried,

In "South Pacific" she did a
Tonkonese accent for the part
Fven though slit_ had studied
of Bloody Mary.
music an.J;dgutity,,, she
has worked with evpart.liel- -4got tiOthe netts. to use het' tal-' "
clirStL,-.11,4was then she dis- cry' crew in amateur theater.
Lilts
inOuding 'set construction.,
could do.deeent'S.
'''-4.";IFO'N''',-ttrdiii...11..,
Sli$ haSdesigned sets for "The
IN "I 11GH St HOD1 she' ' . -"DO M(?) accents was a way,

and for us it work."
Aug. *15 and 30 she will be
doing "Brick In the Rose" and
"The Subject Was Roses," in

.

v,ould tun;to th4- link

cii Is.

which she plays Nettie Cleary.

In "Brick" she does five dif,
ferent voices. The audience
sees only the narrator and the

'''lit' hiding' from royself.:' she', Crucible" and ''Fun) Jones,"

has. been a stage manager. di 1001D DI tents It \ W had to give .- said) ,:".:I -hen I
boy in the story. Nine actors sit
the charac- reeied "Finian's Rainbow"
a 1L. p(U t Mule 114 a ,,enti-nix 'Thitymol'e. l' became
behind the stands and speak 47
.ant
has designed costumes:
a
ter,and forgot my fears.'
,
Iona ,II, I,
I
parts.
,Her
favorite
part,
was
that
of
S o. et Meats ago she (Lad for
.ONE:
OF HER fa'vOrite
O
ON ALTERNATE weekIt almost.,.the grand duchess in "Anas-, chores was designing Costumes
thL Cu
..:tii,sia.,;: On- which 'she used a for; "The King and I.- l'iti de.:. . ends (Aug. 7 and 23) she did
killLd e slic said She delide
and is going to do "Marriage
paii bat thi Le months - kusAairdecent.
get t
signed. and made all the',.jew--"Hallow Go Round- and
elect headpieces.and masks her-

wasn't Sarah
.

;

'

ild Pw
lo+

-,

''

self,

her ,family was grow'LIP. 'she was -a neighbor-

u.=

Mien Sarah begins -a prnj,,..,,WInte:

ecil she doesn'tslop -until-She.
finishes, even -if i t:means work-int straight through -front Sunday tb Tuesday 'night without
sleeping. That is,what she 41
Aljen.she made *headpieces.
-,Although her.main interests

hood Girl Scout Chairman and

had her own. Brownie,.Iunior

the

and Girl Scout troops all
,
.
.
same time.
She yeas a Hillel'est School
PTA ways and means ,ehairman and on the bcntrd of direc.

lie in theatre work, -She also en -

joys ,reading histOrical 'novels.

tors.

But reading scripts -for enjoymentis her fiivorite p aSthne.

W nai

SHE WAS' .presideht of
Sholom when she lived

MAINE' TOWNSHIP
JEWISH CONGREGATION
..;.(coNsERNATIvE)

;-

, 4. a, 44.4 t1.111100 '; fir heatrc.
'1.";
f;
in Chitago'iGarfteid PEON'v, r
Thi3 Levins live in Hoffman the small theatre groups in the,
Estates. They have one. boy northwest subdrban area coins,
and fourgirls, Sulam 19,Aisa,....bined. we could have a tre.*

mendous, nucleus of all types
of,:theatre..including _comedy,
musical. Shakespeare, chitKaryn. 16. a junior a,t Conant dren's. We would be able to ofJoyce.
a
constant program
and..throughout the year. some -iCLnant.14r
soplomtheo.ozin
20. (now Mrs: Bruce Wadoi-at

-,

tending Northern Illinois, Ut*
versity with het husband.).

Highe r

'

.

'

Sandy, 10, in

fifth grade in

thing for everyone::

HiilcrestSis
ciho(i'
SAID ' she has met
Sarah \Vtrained..- as an opt
cian by her husband. Nate.,20 ,'people who filiVe-fitied in the

years ago. She is nuinagerolan area for 30years and have nevoptical shop for Almer Corbin' i.er Seen a live production.

"My dream," she Said. "is
Highland Park: Her husband
has an executive position with for all local theatre and art
New Era Optical Company :, groups to band together .in.a

"

:.,CLIILUral: r.:.001110Y-- -'811110Sph0F0

-

'If II IF... greatest,:isvhete- people would he ex chopped liver makeranyvihere'. 'posed to all kinds of art.7:
, She continued,- -"We need
and I'll take any challenges,"
Sarah boasted.' -She likes_to..- good schools and recreation
cook and bake._ and if .her, centers it is true, but unless we
schedule pernitts shewill hake; have culture to offer to our

M

cakes on Mondays and Fri-' ,youngsters, they'll live
days. Another4amily favorite-,: half void."
is Chide. a .0,ew0h)yi...ast,-oug':
twist.

Inevitably conversation;

in a

SARAH BELONGS to four
theatre groups, The Guild

MEAT,PECIALS

si.1+119..,4

r--',.

.---- .f''-

'-

"Eta the best chopped chicken liver maker anywhere and I'll
take ably challenges." said WHOLE WOMAN Sarah Levin of

flotlit(an I states

4

.

a Whole Woman? Write to
Joarimarie in care of Day POlications, 117 S. Main St.;
hlatint ProSpect, or call her at
255-7200.
FROM OUR
DAIRY DEPARTMENT

3/ $1

BUTTER

Half & Half

Size),

MILK

2 lbs. $1.19

Raggedy Ann

SMITHFIELD FRESH
BAKERY SPECIALS

2VS cons

CATSUP

RouNp 954
STEAK

SPECIAL!
,20%

Butler Strip

Bottle 4/$1

BREAKFAST
DRINKS

5t

106% Pure
RUMP ROAST ...;,

SUMMER,

20 0,

COFFEE CAKE.... 83c

Vita Gold Assorted

GROUND BEEF

OFF

$1.59

CAKE

Raggady Ann

. 7:30 - 10

20%

German Chocolate

3/$1

COCKTAILS

1

'

.-89c

No Dep. Carton

or
Folgers

FRUIT

Jay Karzen, Rabbi
Dr. Norman Meltzer, President
Elieer. Silverman, Educational Directort

1/2 Pi 29c

Cream

$1.19

Hills Brothers

.9- 4

19t

MILK

27c

'

.......... 10 -

questions

have

about makeup, hair care, fashions or diet or a suggestion for

go. stop thinking only of them -

COFFEE

297-2006

''.- - -2......'

-411.drgif0

0.'

Do you

be-

complish if they all co-operated with each other. What a
well of talent they could draw
from!"
"When all the little egos lei

(King
X. qsr.-

HIGH HOLIDAYS
Sept. 12-14
BOSH HASHANAH
Sept. 21-22
*OM KIPPUR
FOR INFORMATION CALL SYNAGOGUE OFFICE

`...

"Maybe members will

gin to realize what they can ac-,

SOFTNER

SYNAGOGUE MEMBERSHIP

it

each.

Downy Fabric

(HEBREW, SUNDAY & POST BAR MITZVAH)

.,

arah Levin is The pay's
first WHOLE WOMAN.

-canard-this by her presence in

TOWELS

'

....

have growth," she said.

among the_groups-and--she

TOWELS (Assorted)..

SWIFT PREMIUM PROTEN

REGISTRATION FOR RELIGIOUS SCHOOLS

DAILY:, .
Sunday .
Mon. & Thur. Eve.

:Village -TIniater. because she
wants to "stress co-operation

Gala Decorate d

TRY THE TENDERNESS:,OF OUR -

297-2006

selves and combine together
and be'satisfied to be a little
fish in a big pond, then

Players -BOB Players. Village

,Theater and Sleepy Hollow

Ga/a Decorated Twin

(LBlock North of Lutheran General Hospital)

HOURS
ri..

Playing the pitino is one way of relaxing for Sarah Levin.

FROM OUR
GROCERY DEPARTMENT

PES1CHE'S

'

BBDOHaliatErEnti. ' Des Plaines

Page 7

15c

10c

on 16 oz. size

toward purchase of

Oscar Meyer

BOLOGNA

12 Oz.! pkg.
Reg. or Beef

WORTH

Miracle White,

ULTRA

non-clorine

69c
79c

FRANIKS1-:
SLICED BACON

Aug. 14 thro Aug. 17

THIS COUPON

S4NDWICFITIME
,Sodift,PreliViine; );N:

Advertised Prices Effective

SAVE
Lb.

$109

1/2 Gal. 3/9

Bleach

COLORS
Facial Tissut,s

with coupon . . 44c
withoist coupon 59c
.

Lb.

by Lady Scott
COUPON GOOD TILL

COUPON GOOD TILL
AUGUST 17th ONLY

69

AUGUST I 7th ONLY

-J

Meet Nees thru Sat. Au4,

OFF

ON 32,000 YARDS

FRESH FRUITS-:'''
FLOWERS and LIQUORS '

OF

DRAPERY
SLIPCOVERS
-AND

170 N.

Baskets Made to Order A Perfect Gift,

ifir

RIVER RD

Des

Home etc.;

PLAINES

UNIQLSTERY
FABRIC IN'STOCK

1 CUSHION CHAIR

48" COTTON FABRICS

2.5°

WITH
SCOTCHGARD
2 TO 10 YARD PIECES

Fabric
, Labor included

ALWAYS FRESH

OF $249-$298-$350

2 or 3 CUSHIONSOFA

,i;

PESCHE'S

1500 YARDS

CUSTOM SLIPCOVERS

100 PER
YARD

BY THE PIECE

62"

OF

DECORATOR

REMNANTS

eaLovit,

;

,

01.01tER,

.600 YARDS.

qN ALL

50c

,.20cY

TWIN OR FULLSIZE 'CANNON
BED SPREADS 17iP"Agk7

I

995

WAVERLY 2.98 VALUE

$100

tE3CYEASRD

400ids:oL&HEik.2-1;11

PER

YARD

e Qr.

DOLPHIN

OVERNITER SLUMBER BAG

._00RDINATED OATH FASHIONS

FOR PAJAMA PARTIES SLEEP AWAYS CABIN CAMPING
WEEK -END GUESTS BOATS -SKI LODGES TV WATCHING'

ECTARINES

pi/EET HEART ROSE PATTERN

PACK IT IN ITS
TIE IT WITH ITS STRAPS
ROIL II UP
OWN MATCHING TOTE BAG (THERE S.PLENTY OF agpv,
IN THE TOTE BAGFOR PAJAMAS AND PERSONAE ITEMS)''
AND YOU'RE READY TO
DRAW THE STRING

revels

TUBMATS

Californid'Seeclieis

COVERS SHOW

ERU:NTAINS RUGS. WINDVY0 DRAPES'
CAPE CURTAINS HAMPERS

'

'

GO GO GO

'COt1LIETTE PATTERN

REVERSIBLE GAY CALICO o. LEOPARD
100°. RUSTPROOF DOUBLE TAB ZIPPER
72 SIZE
36
ACRnIC FIBER FILLED

-SHOWER CAPS PINCURL BONNET' CUR
LER CARRYALL
MADE UP CAPE

$1400

HAMPERETTE

HANGERS

GRAPES

SCUFFS

TISSUE DIS

PENSER TISSUE TOPPERS

Lb:

ai.gMichigane,os

REALEMON PUNCH DRINKS
,CE LERY

11 S. DUNTON ARLINGTON HTS.
SHOP EARLY - 119110.- SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED

a 3&SIAPP

INTERIORS

;

MON. & THUR., 9 to 9 TUES., WED., FRI., SAT. 9 to 5:30
CLOSED SUNDAY

6 oz. Cans

6 Flavors
to Choose From

xiiiiy6;h;,t.a.,...:.!'"?.:..:;" al 6,

GREEN :PEPPERS
s,

1.

;:

,

SHORT RIBS
Thursday, August 14. 1969
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1'

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY .

,

.

NO, WE klEvERyi HAVE, BUT I

THINK rrs GOOD

SEEN THIS ONE
ABOUT THE °LC,
WEST..

7:25
32 Baseball
The White- Sox
take on the New

TONIGHT
6:00

ENOUGH TO SEE

A SECOND

TIME!

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 Clvonicle
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

1 THOUGHT SOMXI-- BUT
TIME AROUND
THE

mom

ID ROOT FOR
SAT
HE INDINS
TBSANA

'THROUGH rr ONCE MORE
I'D PROBABLY BE CON-

VimcEP WE SHOULD
GIVE 'EM BACK THEIR
COUNTRY/

York Yankees

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

eqi

O RAAAPAW

RE -RUN OF THE RE -RUN OP THE RE -RUN

or mg

I.. 4.. ro

ROBIN MALONE

only as long as the

German occupation.
Until 12:30 a.m.

Lockin and Jackie

Show

Bill Frink visits the

11130

7 Chicago Bears Special

w h o befriends a
prostitute and her
young daughter. The
chance meeting
brings changes in the
lives of all three. Un-

6:55
26 Market Wrapup

til 10:00 p.m.
7 This is Tom Jones

7:00
2 The Prisoner
7 That Girl

11 French Chef

11 Maureen Forres-

Show

ter
26 Cinema Special
32 News

8:30
5 Dragnet 1969

son of Cochise is
named chief of the
Apache nation but

Bear's training camp
for a chat with superstar Gale Sayers and
coach Jim Dooley.

clashes with his

brother who wants to
join forces wit Ge'ronimo. Until 1:00

9 Time Tunnel
11 Our People
26 Wrestling

got, a mute janitor,

7 Flying Nun
9I Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
3 2 The Addams
Family

Movie
Son
"Taza,
of
Cochise." The eldest
2

reporter

Sports

Gleason stars as Gi-

a.m.

Midnight
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

9:30

7 Passage to Adventure
10:00

12:25

2 News.
5 News
7 News
9 News

32 News Final
12:30

5 International Zone

11 Focus on. Sweden
26 A Black's View of

26 Tony Quintana

12:35

the News
32 Baseball Report

9 News
12:55

10:15

9 Paul Harvey Comments

32 News

11 Washington Week

7:15
32 On Deck Circle

fall in love but realize
their love will last

5 The Golddiggers
G vests include
Deana Martin, Tommy Tune, Danny

Gayle

8:00
7 Movie
Jackie
"Gigot"

6:30
2 Animal World
5 Daniel Boone

9:00

-

7:30
5 Ironside
7 Bewitched

9 Mike Douglas

6:25

1,1111ti

--

10:30
2 Late Show Musical
Special

in Review

1:00

7 Perspectives
9 Movie

"The Gordon
MacRae Show"

CARNIVAL

"The End of the
River." A Brazilian

Sin gerG ordon

native boy flees his
village to work on a
river boat but finds
himself more miserable than he was at

MaeRai-is joined by
Barbara McNair and
Rich Little in this
musical

o n e -hour
special.

home.

5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

BUGS BUNNY

10u r
I o roseope

commanding
officer awaits orders
to clean up the murderous Apache situpable

ARE YOU stme 'iOU CAN
GET WID OF THE MICE
IN PIKS; MINUTES?

THERE AIN'T A LAW

THING THAT CAN STAND
SYLVESTER'S ACCOR' ON

%sir

FOR FRIDAY

mus

c

would

he

secure,

to an escape prisoner,

hoping that the mon-

long-stariding

ey can be used to help

family troubles. Until 12:30 a.m.

him. Until 2:55 a.m.

Grew Up
"The Phantom of

7 Reflections
2:35

11 The Toy That

be

cautious On the other hand,
new adventure beckons and offers reward to the courageous.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
Don t fret overlong should

"Ho could wind up In government ... maybe Internal
revenue. He. too, thinks I hare lots more money then
really dot"

you find you are attracting the

EEK 8; MEEK

MORTY MEEKLE

.....-

for the time being. Friends and

neighbors may be willing to

i.;

gw'r THE

HI.

AICCAQUE!

9 Five Minutes to

26 Open Line

Live By
2:45

10:45
Movie

2 Late Report

"So Little Time."
A music student and
a Germany officer

port elsewhere as the project
demands

WICK IS VAT?

A

Ciz::.

situation may well shock your

I

sense of beauty --hut it must be
faced if solutions arc to be
tound

11 I Or

ilk

'

2:50
2 Meditation

ITS A IONE.D?
116AR-rs CURII

.'''.?

;.'%7:1

help but you would be wise to
forgo aid
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 --The reality of the present

1:30

the Opera."

32

wrong sort of people. Seek sup-

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Make an effrot to go it alone

den finds and buries
$100,000 belonging

ation and solve his
own

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 231 --If
you

1:05

2 Movie
"Behind the High
Wall." A prison war-

" R i o Grande."
John Wayne, a ca-

P

...41.41millYs.P.01.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22) --Do something now
about providing for possible

s'.1422:1

'''''''''-''.--'.'4'''$'7f4'-'''
.

'7*".........."

fn4.'

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

lean days ahead. It may be too

late to buy an umbrella after

Answer to Previous Puzzle

the storm breaks.

CAPRICORN (Dec.
Jan 2(0 (Jet around

a

high

risk of failure inherent in to

THE BORN LOSER

ACROSS
1 California's

-Joaquin

AQUARIUS tJan. 2 / -Feb.

river

19)--A slow start carit,be made

up for through methodical action The fewer mistakes you
make
the sooner success
comes
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 --Take an active part in social activities at this time.

tI

a

Don t allow your work to keep
you from the pleasure of others company
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Appear to he concerned

3.1Y

about another s business activ-

TAURUS (April 2I -May
2

I

1 --Don t

take

another 's

word that business or domestic
partnerships
are
faltering.

CAPTAIN EASY
PA 0...
So TOPROCK WAS HOSPITALIZED ONLY
NOT THREE WEEKS AS EVERYONE THOVEHTI LEFT
ON AV6U5T 1,1907.nm DAY THAT LOAD 0' em.0
WAS, HIJACKED ON THE oxsoyi ROAD"

Look into the situation yourself

GEMINI (May 22 -June
211 --The wtse Gemini will he
satisfied to remain in the background for the time being.
Front and center may, be a risky place to be
CANCER (June 22 -July

(coll.)

. 30 Pious
32 Idolizes

success Have a place for everything --and keep everything
in its place Avoid confusion.

ETCHING
cent
cite
chin

chit
hinge

hin
Inch
itch
etch

eight

niche
night
nice
neigh
nigh
thing
tine

CAMPUS CLATTER
y
WE'RE
GOING TO TUE
MOUNTAINS
TO STUDY
FLORA AND
FAUNA

WHAT ARE

\

YOU GOING

TO DO ON

YOUR

VACATION,

MISS

FITTS?

FIND SOME SUCKERS
THAT HAVEN'T BEEN
CLEANED OVINE

SHARKS AND
ACK UP A
FEW CLAMS!

53 to the Inside
54 Light brown

f)017.11

01-

U -10111A(1

55 Gaseous

norms i ik1ac1
MUI-Orq

element

CYLIMF4
alPFLI

MniaKi GEN100C,INMPJ
4 Ancient Irish 56 Mexican
filWAH U00
laborer
capital
FAPIEANC441-4
57
Abstract
being
nurziwonimi]
MONDIqal
8 Drama
IME11111M1-q
ligOagf4
segments in
DOWN
19FAD-01F7theaters
1 Droops
12 British brew
examinations
2 Tropical plant 19 Farm
13 Found ht
structures
38 Testify
3 Films for
mines
40 Turkish
23 Angry
making
14 American
vilayet (var.)
photographic 24 European
wild plum
41 Malicious
river
prints
15 Magog's
burning
4 Type of lens 25 Ancient
ruler (Bib.)
Persian
42 Bridge
5 Dry
16 Japanese
26 Discolor
43 Musical
6 Fall back
vehicles (var.) 7 Request
27 Mineral
quality
18 Vacation spot 8 Ash -gray
28 English
44 Preposition
20 State founder 9 Social group
cotinty
46 City vehicle
and family
47 Persia
10 Village (dial.) 29 Superlative
21 Twitching
suffixes
48 Cooking
11 Soap -frame
22 Phong
utensils
31 Custom
bar 24 Masculine
50 Tear
33 Certain
17 Swift
appellation
4 5 6 7
8
0 10 11
2 3
1
26 Withered
27 Hawaiian
13
14
12
musical
instrument

23) --Order is the key to today's

Answers to
Hideaword.

EIP4=1ten

1.-qa1E1EliNPi

day's undercurrent of confusion by means of careful
planning

ities even if you aren't. There
may be profit in it for'you.

OMMURRM
1[

rur i it ire

Here and There

23 -

15

34 Ancient name
of Urfa
35 Despot
36 Legal point
37 Military.

assistant

39 Social insects
40 British

19

21

24

25

30

'

m

thine
thing

49 Heavy
51 Masculine

tinge
gent

52 Against

name

.

27

37

44

43
-

28

n

n
.

n

30

40
S42

'

23

33

.

36

45

vegetable

111°-

n

41 Mohammed's
42 Passive
45 Root

22

31

princess

son-in-law

17

L.16

10

41

I.45
50

46

'

47

I

48

51

52

53

54

66

56

67

I'

-it

Prospect MinorsClobberOpponents,13By B111 Copeland

The Mount Prospect Minor

winski\ led in the hitting department with four of Prospect's seven hits. Bill Faler,
PauLlzban and Mark Wertz
were on the mound and only

Division All -Stars stayed alive
in the Elmhurst Invitational
Tournament by defeating Elm= - gave up six hits to Elmhurst.
hurst, 13-7, last night. Pros-

pect will take on their next

challengers tomorrow night.at
Butterfield Park in Elmhurst.
Scott Spielman and Joe Sta-

man, led off with a bunt that
was good enough for a single.
Scott Nelson then went down

swinging and Wertz went to
first with a walk. Spielman
scored the first run on an error

by Elmhurst's catcher, Dan

PROSPECT GOT off to a

Stensland.

After Filler was hit by a

good start in the top of the first

with three runs. Prospect's -pitch, Tom Peterson was safe
little second baseman, Spiel- on a fielder's choice. Pros-

Mark Stob then was safe at
first when Wertz missed a play

pect's other two runs scored on
two walks with the bases
loaded.
Elmhurst had a scoring
threat going in their half of the

at shortstop and Rick Constantino, Elmhurst's cleanup

first. Scott Sowers led off with

a walk but was forced out at

the fifth as they scored three
more runs to make the score
13-3. The only hit during the

of the inning by fanning the

hitting was a double by Izban.

The Mount Prospect Colt
League All -Stars were eliminated from the Elmhurst Invitational Tournament last
night when they were shut out
by Bellwood, 8-0. The loss was
the second for Prospect in as
many nights after a first -round
win.

The Mount Prospect club
again ran into difficulty at the
plate. this time against left-

hander Dave Dusack. Dusack
went all seven innings, giving
up only four hits while striking
out 10 and walking one.
TWO OF THE safeties were
solid singles by third baseman
Gus Esposito. The others were

a single to left by Ryan Maly

and an infield hit off the bat of
Tom Swider.
Prospect went out in order
in every inning but the second
and the fourth off Dusack. In
the fifth the All -Stars reached
the height of frustration when

Bobby Rud, Scott Rochelle

called out at first on an ex-

tremely close play following a
grounder to second to end the
threat.

The only other frame that
resembled a rally for Prospect
was the fourth, when Maly led

off his line single. He was

and Mike Garolfola all struck
out.

A walk to Mike Weides with
one out started a potential rally
for Prospect in the second. He
took second on Esposito's first

hit of the evening, but both
runners had to hold as Jerry

erased at second on a ground
ball to the right side by Weides,
but Esposito's second straight
hit put runners on first and second with only one out.

That fire was quickly ex-

PROSPECT SCORED five
more runs in the second to increase their lead to 8-0. Three
hits, two walks and a hit batter
made the scoring spree passible. The hits were singles by

Elmhurst, but his support last
night was somewhat less than
outstanding. His teammates
made five errors behind him,
and only three of the eight runs
he allowed were earned.
The contest was decided in
the first inning, when Bell-

Spielman, Slawinski and Fa-

wood reached Maly for two

Elmhurst got a rally going

was called out on strikes and
Swider went down swinging.

SWIDER BEAT out a
ground ball to the shortstop to
load the bases, but Rud was

MALY WAS NOT as sharp
as he had been Sunday when he

threw a four -hit shut out at

ler.

Prospect .picked up another

1

single by Slawinski and a sacri-

Wertz, ss,p

3

2

fice fly to left by Joe Carce-

Slawinski, cf
Faler, p
Carcerano, 2b

4
2

2

3

O

Peterson, c
Nieves, c

2

O

fourth and fifth innings and
capped their scoring with a

single and a walk. Both run-

Constantino led off with a
ners advanced one base on a
passed ball and Andy Ganster
drove them both home with a
long single. Ganster then went
to second on a fielder's choice,

lzban, lb, p
Brown, 3b
Wilkensen, 3b
Gavre, If
Slaytin, If
Totals

to third on a wild pitch and
ab
4
4
4
4
4

Kornus, rf
Betti, 3b
Sumski, ss
Ziemba, I b
Converse, c

Verpale, cf
Demaria, If
Morciere, 2b
Dusack, p
Totals

h bi

r
I

1

2

1

1

1

3

I

3
3

2
0

4

0

33

8

0

PROSPECT MADE the

0

score 10-3 in the fourth and Iz-

1

I

0

3

0
2

1

1

1

home for the third score on a
throwing error.

0

1

f

1

ban did most of the work. Izban got on with a single, went
to second on a wild'pitch and
on to third with a stolen base.

4

The Team No. 7 Tankers

MOUNT PROSPECT (0)

took four points from Kre-

Kan Patterns and held onto
Player

ab

Rochelle, cf
Garofola, 2b

3

Jesversen, ss

3

Maly, p
Weides, If

h bi

r
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0
0

2

0

0

Esposito, 3b
House, c

3

0
0

2

Swider, rf

2

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

3

0

1

0
0

2

0

0
0

25

0

4

Brink, rf
Rud, lb
Totals

1

1

1

0
0

1

0
2

2

3

1

4

2

1
1

0
0
1

1

0
2
1

ELMHURST (7)
ab r h

Player
Sewers, ss,lf

0

3

Johnson, rf

4
Stob, lb, ss
3
Constantino, p, lb 1

Ganster, If, p
Kahule, 3b
Stensland, c
Ohlson, cf

3

0

1

1

1

2

1

0

Prospect's Scott Spellman hustles down to first to beat out his
second straight bunt in their game against Elmhurst last night. '
ip h r-er so w
I
2 Pitcher
3
Hazen, 2b
21/4 2 3-2 4 4
24 7 6 5 Faler
Totals
' 21/2 0 0 0 I 0
2B--lzban, Stob, Hazen; SB- lzban
I 4 4-3 t) I
Spielman, lzban; HP-Faler; Wertz
1/2 1 3-0 I 3
E -Wertz, Peterson, Stensland; Constantino
41/4 6 10-3 3 7
LOB -Prospect (12), Elmhurst Stob
1 00 0 1 0
(5).
Ohlson

bi
1

0
0
0

1

2

1

1

2
.2

0

0

1

1

0
0

3

1

0

0

Team 7 Picks Up 4 More Twilight Points

0

1

12

h
2

2

3

make the score 9-3. Stob and

BELLIVOOD (8)

MOUNT l'ROSI'ECT (13)
Player
ab
Spielman, 2b,3b 4

Citro, rf

an error. The winners picked
up single runs in the third,
three -run seventh that included a home run by Ron Ziemba.

doubles by Stob and John Hazen, and singles by Jerry John son and Stensland.

Nelson, rf

rano gave Prospect a 9-0 lead.

It

The hits for Elmhurst were

one hit. Back-to-back walks, a

in their half of the third to

Player

-

needed at least six just for a tie.

run in the top of the third on

unearned runs on two hits and

tinguished, however, as House

House's bunt attempt was
caught on the fly by Dusack.

Elmhurit scored four runs

in the last of the sixth but they

Colts Eliminated on Shut Out
By Jim Stuart

A.

him home for the score.
Prospect didn't let up any in

hitter, drew a walk to load the
bases. Faler got Prospect out
next two batters.

second on the next play when
Elmhurst's
Jerry Johnson,
right fielder hit a grounder
back to the mound.

Another wild pitch brought

first

place

in

the YMCA

Twilight Golf League. In the
evening's

other

important

match, Allen's Store for Men
split

with Mount

Prospect

State Bank, each club taking
three points.
Ed Nixon was the night's in-

dividual star, capturing both
low net and low gross honors.
In head -to -head competition

with Dick Dixon, one of the
league's most consistent golfers, Nixon shot a par 35 for

LEAGUE STANDINGS

the low gross title. He carded a
32 to cob low net kudos.

Team Number 7
Allen's Store for Men
Kunkel Realtors
Coloramic Tile

TRAILING NIXON in the
gross department were Ray
Snyder with a 39, and Dixon
with a 41. On the basis of net

231/2
201/2
161/2
151/2

M.P. State Hank
C. E. Jensen & Sons

Novak and Parker
Team Number 8
Team Number 5
Kre-Kan Patterns

14
131/2

13
12
11

101/2

score, Steve Stadnick and Bill

Kuivinen shared the runner-

THE ARLINGTON

up position, both totaling 34's.
Nixon also knocked in a trio

of birdies. He performed the
feats on the 15th, 16th and

HEIGHTS ELKS

18th holes. The evening's only

Presents

other birdie was turned in by

the

# 2048

Harry Brodski who deuced the
12th.

SELLS AND GRAY 3 Ring Circus

2B--Sumski; HR--Ziemba;
SB--Conversa, Verpale, Demaria.

Monday August 18th
Royte 53 and Palatine Rd.
(In the vacant Property South of the Elks Club)
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PITCHING SUMMARY

SPIRTS

h r-er so w
4 0-0 10

Mount Prospect pitcher Ryan Maly has nobody to throw to at first base after fielding Tom
Kornus' first -Inning grounder. First baseman Bobby Rud looks on helplessly. (Photos by Jim
Stuart)

Pts

Team

ip
Pitcher
1
7
Dusack
8-3 8 3
7 12
Maly
LoserWinner-Dusack;
-Maly.

TWO SHOWS: 2:00 P. M. & 8:00 P.M.

Thursday,

Children (under 14) $1.25
Adults: $2.00
(50c more if purchased after Aug. 16th)

August 14,
1969

Tickets maybe purchased

at the following locations:
Northwest TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK & Trust Co. of

Park District to Hold
Children's Carnival
The Mount Prospect Park
District will sponsor a carnival

Friday for children who have
participated in this year's playground programs.
The carnival Will be free for
children who are judged "reg-

Tom's Barber Shop
Evergreen Shopping Center
Arlington Heights

First Arlington National Bark
Campbell & Dunton
-Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights

p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Prizes will be

Elks Club
2323 Wilkie Road
Arlington Heights

awarded to the children totaling the most points in the various events.

311 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights
909 Kensington
Arlington Market

For Further information call CL 3-2048

ulars in the playground programs. Others may participate in the games for 25 cents.

EACH PARK will
Rehearsing for their opening act, "Autumn [.eaves," Sue Griffing, Norma Hobbs and Nancy McGrath
(left to right) slow ly enter the water.

total

Might as Well be Spring," and
"Easter Parade," in which the
only male performance of the
evening will take place. Six

their spare time each morning
for several weeks to prepare
the 14th annual Water Ballet

boys couple with an equal
number of girls to make up the

to be held

Maryellen and Jeanne will
then star in the feature ballet
event of the evening, doing a

at

the Prospect

Heights' swimming pool Friday, Aug. 15, beginning at

series of difficult maneuvers to

and Maryellen Geisler, both
guards at the pool, who have
sacrificed much more than

"Summer Place."

their spare time. The two girls
have also been searching for,
and taping the appropriate'
music for the 11 routines in the
show, which they themselves
worked out.

quite a different order will fol-

The salute to the seasons will
find its finish in a routine
performed

to

the

theme,

A PERFORMANCE

BOATS, MOTORS, TRAILERS,
SKIS, SKI ROPES, SKI JACKETS,
LIFE JACKETS, SEAT CUSHIONS,

to

low, as Jan Lesniak and Joyce

Raedal will perform a ritual

PADDLES,

fire dance with a dramatic finish. They will light a gasoline drenched cape on the shoul-

year's program will be "The
Four Seasons", and the theme

swam dive off the three meter

Turn!" by the Byrds. The girls
will have different acts to por-

The grand finale will follow,
a surprise tribute to Prospect

tray the different seasons.

Heights, performed by
members of the show.

teenage girls performing symetrical maneuvers in the water.
The show will then move on to

Christmas, and to the happy
season of spring, featuring "It

FENDERS,

GIFTS

We Must Reduce Our Inventory
BUY NOW AND SAVE,

all

According to Jeanne and
Maryellen, they look forward
with optimism to Fridayhight.
Maryellen, awaiting, her first
show as a director, said "At
first it looked kind of hopeless
when only seven kids showed
up, but now we somehow en-

ded up with 50.

OARS,

AND ACCESSORIES.

song will be "Turn! 'Turn! ..diving board.

The ballet will open with a
tribute to fall, and the routine
will be centered around the
song "Autumn Leaves."
The act will consist of six

for a $5,000 loan.

the tune of "Love Is Blue."

ders of Jay Magnusen, who
will then execute a blazing

this

Ask your brotherinelaw

parade.

8:30 p.m.
The event is free to the public.
The show this year is being
directed by Jeanne DiSomma

THE THEME OF

of 28 booths, ranging

from a bean-bag toss to miniature golfing.
The carnival will go from 1

Water Ballet
Tomorrow

By Tom Harrison
A group of 50 youngsters,
all
residents of
Prospect
Heights, have been spending

con-

struct two activities, making a

MARINE INC.
INC.
"THE PLACE THAT'S DIFFERENT"
HOURS.

955 RAND RD., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Tues. thru Fri. 9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Sat. & Sun, .9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Closed Mon.

He'll tell you
his troubles.
Guys like this must be good for something.
Think hard. Harder yet. Like maybe holding
while you do the hammering. And

providing the wife a place -to visit. Andthere must be something else. How about
when you need help? It's like talking to

yourself out in the middle of the woods.
Come where you'll be listened to. At
our place. With more than 500 offices
coast to coast we do a lot of listening.
And a lot of helping. Need money? '
That's what we're here for,

See Commercial Credit&

Loans up to $5,000
11 N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Phone: CL 9-3151

Credit Life and Disability Insurance Avillable to Eligible Borrowers
* Commercial Credit Loans, Inc.

PHONE VANDE' B
HOMEOWNERS 2ND MOR1GAGES AVAILABLE

-

1 hursday. August 14, 1969
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State Fair Not What it Used to Be
By George Hamilton

i)

low in,itenour ea
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State fairs have gone modern. They once were events at which

is

0.'s

rural Americans displayed their farm products and city dwellers
sampled country cooking.
-

1,-4107'7-17r-7

'r1

A visit to the Illinois State Fair over the weekend revealed hOWtimes have changed. Farmers still display their products, but the

displays reflect the nationwide decline in family farms and the
'ill -crease in farming by corporations.
This is the trend.

BUT STATE FAIRS won't ever be the same.
Individuals can still win contests or prizes for raising the best

steer or for excellence in driving a tractor. But many. of the

'w,

traditional family farm contests now go to big companies.
For example, the butter contests were won by Beatrice Foods
of Chicago and Beatrice Foods of Champaign. Winners of the
cheese, ice cream, milk and milk products competition also were
large firms.
Large stables domainted the horse shows, and many were from
out of state.

Cl'

that the farm has gone modern and the state fair has, too.

'

The Illinois State Fair this year reflect:S howrural America has gone modern. One of the

1,

'

THE COUNTRY COOKING will be missed, by nonfarmers,

Stretch

Like country fried chicken, steamed fresh corn on the -cob,
fresh cider, fresh pies and cakes, real buttermilk and many oth-

your

ers.

Now the concessionaires at the state fair what is usual to city
dwellers but perhaps novel to those from the farm: foot -long hot
dogs, hambargers, tacos, (Tech -fried chicken and barbeched
beef. Onb ZoncessionaireAt this year's fair was selling shiskkebab at a place called "Omar Khayam's."

the attendants offers the specialty of the stand called "Omar Khayam's,"

I

additions at. the fairgrounds in Springfield is this chair lift, affording ;visitors tt ride above. and
, ucroac.the Alsplay area. (Photo5'.by-Ceiirge,ilamilkiiii
-

though. We once could look forward to tasty samples of what the
farmer gets for his meals at home.

Shish -kebabs are among the items that have replaced country -style meals at the state fair. One of

/

r

Aram._

This doesn't imply that anything is wrong with companies
rather than individuals winning the blue ribbons. It just means
y

#,

'

But the pastries, home cooking, jams and jellies, fruits and
vegetables are behind counters and behind glass --to be seen and
judged, but not tasted.

That's the price if progress.
1.1,1:,

i0

,-rit.:!
t::4

'OWr family
livingY
extra;Y

ri Western Wood deck!

85

!t: easy to add a Western Wood deck to your home. Tell us how big you wont

wherebuild\Moll put together

everything you nerd -new deik and
-nails, framing, decking, railing, preservative. With our help, it's easier than you thinks
Come in and see -- free plr vs for building the 3 clicki'sho,ein.
,

c.

Another modem touch at the state fairgrounds is this slide,
where the "passengers" ride a rug down a rolling, smooth -surfaced incline.

+,:. ,[ ;D::

No.
_''

'

I.

;

ELLKII I.,44mber

,._lo

1.7:',

Arrlitttgt4n HeightVFS

Z4 N6 Hickory'

J
V

btoc N. of Kensington,l, block 54'/: oflu(ington

-"

...,..;...

,

Fri.

39i43.4,-.

r#urclaY7;3037,7.p

...

0...,

4
What does a farm boy do

E

when Ive.Roes to the state fair?

Go for a ride on a camel, of
course. There are elephant

OPEN

rides available, too, for those

who are bored by the usual
farm animals.

t

'alder aim

Ili
" .417. ".

iya

t!;',i

0

.

:

"

7.

IN'

e .1
,

i

.).; 19,1.

c

PANTRY
FOOD MART

Children can have a great time at the state fair once they get to the right place. Here they burn up
their excess energy on a giant air-flUed plastic mattress.

arlington dark towers
announces the
PILLSBURY'S

FUNNY F'
OR

TART & TANGY
.

Come and Meet

3 Pkgs. 23c

FINAL WEEK

JESSE LOPEZ

i.

nightclub and television star

BONNIE DAYE

,

And,

her provocative piano

,

,

der and his horse appear to be
reflecting on the passing of an

era.'s

rlingto

,

t SOrIect Printers Errors;

-OR

All alone in a sea of motor

the Illinois State Fair, this ri-

..:..,,LWe_ReserVe The, Rightlelimit..Quantities'and
t
1* ;.

ORANG

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.
Call 394-2000.

vehicles and modern devices at

!

:SAMENDSSUNDAY, AUG. 24

.

ers

I

HIRES
ROOT BEER
160Z.
,

NO DEPOSIT
NO RETURN

"

k

S

I.

Chi'c ago's rkiiglaurhan hotel
nom

mom ram omi ono amp rem

,

'

mairlown
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BUSINESS:
Directory
-.-=---Service
us
help
make your DAY
Let

,

.

.
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-

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in yo faihttnuni ... CALL ONE NOW!

t:/

--.'.

aN

-

,

,

-15.4,:viv

AV

Ai 14

YOUR OWN

414,,,,i,4.,

460"-L

s-.. /

.1

,...,./--

HAVE

.

*/

FOR ADVERTISING

255-7200

296-6640

OR

.

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plainei Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.
V

Cement Work

Air Conditioning

ditg

Central Air Conionin

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.
timate. Coll anytime,

Georges Heating & A/C service

7664943

.

Sprin Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437.4195 or 255.6532

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a
voilable. 358.3411.

'

draperies.also
LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

Alterations and general towing,

358-5346

392.8763

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design

Ceramic Tile

Cl. 9.3517

ALTERATIONS DRESS MAKING

Experienced in fine clothes.
Palatine.
Reasonably priced.
CALL: 358.6509

255.1096

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hem
ming all garments. 437 3934

392 5410

Specializing

trkk & Masonry

358-3534

_

ART

MASONRY .
Home inprovements & remodel Mg. Brick, block. stone, concrete,
plastering, waterproofing,

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

foundations, patios. Coll days

cleaning.

nights 9564 ma

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

Painting -Decorating

'''

Free Estimates Ed Sonvinskt

a 5.5991

Electrical Contractor

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE
.

Coll Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Auto Repair it Equipment

WALL PAPERING

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-11118.'

letsi yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 2534792,

RiCK'S DECORATING
JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

mate call 392.6604

BUY OR SELL CMS

Arlingtori Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 2594160

top

& IRON CO.

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Crocks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallp Qering

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

painting. All work guaranteed

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

Sholl Decorating

439-4454

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

.

Blacktopping

30% OFF

blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No
On all

_

guaranteed.
Work
waiting.
Phone for free estimate any
time.

Carpentry -Remodeling

-.)

Call "the rest" than .call "THE
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No labs
too small. 7664034,
Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

II 0 CARPENTRY
additions,
Remodeling,
garages. 529.2478.
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter WorkTile Floors
Call for Estimate

359494

Wheeling, III.

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

NO JOB TOO SMALL
537:6122

Carpet Cleaning
:ARPET & FURN. - shampooing,

V2 price w/this ad. Installation*,
timing, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
Priced. Des PI. Serv. 2964365.
Living Rm. & Hall carpet clean
ed 517.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95
a. up. Expert Work. 894-9141

Cement Work
BREWER CONCRETE
Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

CL 34067

'

CL 54232

2534769 .

'

Permanent Waves"

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Your Home or Office

.

hoMe

Call 3924750

Home Maintenance

Founsfations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 -years in business

www.e

CALL 7664084

specialist. Get

Oa

ilk

/2

and phone

C31

your home. Permanent waves

plumbing,

56.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384

carpentry .
439.8614 Or 815.385.8999

Piano Tuning Service

Interior Designer

NAPPINR

Turn,n9.R.poirin9

.

Used Piano Wanted
in.

392.6817

Ned Williams

tenor designer. 255.4374

.--.

Plaitering

Landscaping

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repoin

STUMP REMOVAL
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

DAN KRYSIS

546-5516 '

DAY PUBLICATIONS
CLASSIFIED DEPT.

2554E22

EXPERT PLASTERING

"Ted" Smith

t

& REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.

ISIg B Yd. Load 325.00

No lob too small.'

JOECIRTMAN-

.824.7510

Big *Yd. Load - $15.00

TV SERVICE I REPAIR

827-7588

.

COMPLETE

2614r,

Radio -TV Repair

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Reasonable Wei
CALL ID. 3584359
SA E YOUR EYES!

LANDSCAPING

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas

Sod . Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Repaired. Home Service Calls.

Installed Rototilling I. Grading.
All work gdarenteed. No lob too

All Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

(Color or black a whits)
19 Yrs. of Expert &mice
M. Hts.
17 S. Evergreen

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CE NTER, INC.
'

a. 54692

or

.

HERE
IN

TIE

Radio and T.V. Repair

big or small. Free estimates.

2964709

GARAGE

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!

...

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Pulverized & weed free,
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.

KANZIER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &

loc.

manent SIO comp. MU 5 5400

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

79"7-39117

by

acquainted offer, reg. 115 per

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

.

s- ,.414.

Permanent waves given in your

-2214./86
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps,
Garage floors & foundations.
Na lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Fri* estimates.

A RE

FINDING

YOU name it -WE do 41 Painting,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs, exp. refs.,
insured. . Free estimates, Jim.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

KANZLER BROTHERS

Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

electrical,

(limit 1 sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

refinishing; Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs IL,
FL 84543
re -gluing
Custom

Heating,

extra customers

lured. Reasonable. 259 1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Wayne,. Furniture weir.

.

15 15 x 20 inch sign will attract
attention to your sale and bring you

EXTERIOR.INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully In.

Furniture Refinishing

Hearing Aids

SALE SIGN!
This

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.
392.1542

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Ridge Home Improvements

..

College Students beginning;
Sth summer In exterior painting. !
%Wily work, reasonable prices, .
excellent references, fully Insur I

Average Room, 39.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

and '

PEOPLE

I

2

.

General Hauling

PHONE 3924208

FREE

Mir

'

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
4374214
Free estimates

ire
Icklund Floor Souk*

BEST"

....

(cftt*

/1/

PAINTING & DECORATING

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

Floors.

392 1492
Coll Vince
Custom Homes . Room Additions.
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Coll Chuck 359.4348.

-

3584038

. CALL 297-2266.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

MO' %oh

Fully insured.

'Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

967 5340

-....

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647.0220

R. Pierce

Reasonable

. 671-0009.

All types of fencing. Chainlink,

BLACKTOP SERVICE

quality work.

or drive -way.

MORE

Interior & Exterior Painting. All

X -CELL FENCE

QUALITY

BODY, FENDER I PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

HOMES

Interior & exterior. For FREE enS-.

Fencing

We Don't

'

Electrici;I work; oircond.; ou t
.

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"
sign . . 2 FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY
WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

63,000

George Klein 392.0803
,

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
2)7 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
- Arlington Heights, III.

REACHES

392-3430

of

Painting & Decorciting
and Wall Washing

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

-

PAPER

WAY PAINTING'
Decorating & Remodeling

wine. 253 4476, 3550751

potential cash buyers, many of whom are
looking for just those items you intend
to sell!

296 1450

THIS

537 1244 or 437 3160

en. sew g. Hr. Rand &

tion
P

255 -7200

Free estimates

Window Washing

'NEW

Contect Dick Westgard

In

253-8551

teed & reasonable. 259 9246

-

We Specialize

Pick Up & Delivery

& brick work. All work guaran

g
Dressmakin-Sewing

your sale with a DAY
WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000

ANNOUNCE

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

Graduate So. American Fashion
School desiiiner. All kinds alter
SERVICE
miens. Real. 358 7791
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest sub'.Individualized styling. Formals
and
resort clothes designed to
.
ban business for:
order: Coordinated wedding
Advertising Layout & Art
parties. Alterations. Near Rand.
255.0348
Spot Illustrations
hurst.
Letterhead Designs
Custom dressmaker, alteration
Brochure Design
service. Expert fitting.
Mailing Pieces
Edwina Brandelle 359.1894
Cartooning
and other services.
altera
seomstr

-

DINETTE CHAIRS

CL 34964

German Shepherds only

CREATIVE

299.0119

.

All types & Fireplaces

-

Des Plaine'.

Upholstery

Meyers

2

.

appliances and much more).

259.9440
651 Pearson

8274637

EDMOND GRAY

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

.

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
Arl. tits
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

POODLE & SCHNAUZER
ING
GROO55.2M570

"Art Service

Transmission Service

Masonry

Dog Services

439.3532

useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
furniture, musical instruments, toys,

437.4093

PRE! ESTIMATES

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR
595 00 51

Cleanup .& Hauliway Service
in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, con
tractors, and -so on. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299 7830.

Hemming &
Alterations

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

Mailing Service

Clean Up Service

GATHER those no longer used, but still

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

POWER RAKING

Inalled
& Repaired
st

SPECIALIZED:

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Trimming Fertilizing

Tile; Slane, Quarry, Marble

SHARPENED. 35848415

Tile

.

-

KEY TILE Co.

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3

LAWN CARE

ions, patios, sidewalks.

plus remodeling of

Kitchen cabinets refinished in
338.4084
your home. Ref.
JOE'S REFINISHING

All types -all season or vocation "Small Engine Repair"
only. Coll Cooperative Enter Outboards, mini -bikes, chain
prises. 223.0352, if no answer saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Drirewort gar, floors, (Ounclal

Alterations

SALE

Refinishing

Landscaping

aP

MM.

200

Thursday, August 14, 1969
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13 -test and found

LOST: Small black tailess dog
wearing red harness. Male. S.
of Central Rd. in Art. -Mt.
area. Reward 439.4287

Air Conditioning
Apts and Rooms to Share .71
.34
Arts and Antiques

ice on all indices. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392.4570

109

Aviation

107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sole
101
Automobiles Wanted
Boots and

-Piano lesson!

.38
.66
.17

Boat Storage

Business Opportunities
Business Services

. .12
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
. 23
Agencies Men
Employment Agencies ..25
Women
..57
Equipment Rentals

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture
Industrial Property
(To Rent)

Many fine and unusual items
in jewelry, cutglass, expensive
old china and glassware, car-

..26

nival, music box, clocks, trunks,
primitives, matched chairs, slot

..47

machine marble game, paint-

..83

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property

ings & frames, kerosene lamps
& much misc. To be held in the
cool V.F.W. Hall, Miner St., Des
Thurs. nite,

Plaines, Ill., next

. .90
. .50
Landscaping
Walls -Personal, Business. .65
..13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
..32
Merchandise
..98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111

Aug. 21, 7 p.m. Auctioneer: Al
Klug, Fort Atkinson, Wisc.
Phone.

(414)563.4550

ACCURATE TYPING

Real Estate -Apt Building ..85
Real Estate -Bus Property. .89
. .86
Real Estate -Houses

Reliable woman wants to go

Resort Properties For Sale...91

...94
.

.88

.

.96

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale..31
Situations Wanted -Men . .21
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
. .74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property..78
To Rent Furnished

Apartments
To Rent Houses

3-Cemeterms & Lots

4 groves in Memory Gardens.
$200
BA 3 5564 after 7 PM

DESIGN ENGINEER
$11,000 to $13,000
No Fee

13 -Lost and Found

FOUND Wallue-Talkies, vic. of
Greens Pork An Hts
392 5739

Call Steve Markley, 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

PRODUCTION

,PLAINES 824 4302

Fairview School,

Mt
394 0731 or 259 3020

Prosp.

male Cocker,
hit by car Sat, taken to vets.
Call 297 4996
Black

white cot

Lg

$700 to $800 o Mo.

Lg.

Supervise 25 people. Excellent working, conditions. Call
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Pal

Rd ,

Answers

10 TECHNICIANS

Ross at 358 2938

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will

(3,4141( YOUR ADS ..
art isapassted'

completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Larry Kriete
of 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800

Puma'

the fiat 'Weak* of

OW& 'odrutisemsne lind

,-et toot to netify.....

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

E.

pect.

company, he should call MR..

900 tt adr Ott ON yitsett of

COBAL

fontOr see tieekstion, thu

imitOr
lisot
4**10000 ani$,Atnip it> the
thOtlthO

With design experience
to assist in the develop-

GENERAL

of
production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information
..

Your '0161101

AS isosc- ;Vow,
by y ens

$11,000 to $12,000 No. Fee.

involved

Be

in

both

cam

merciol. and manufacturing
applications. Potential to staff
position. Call Ron Holdo,
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

.

.

has
for

created openings
bottle sorters.

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

No

wooer

eedeL,

NOT A "SUMMER"
JOB

23Bralayment Agencies -Male

23 -Em Mpent AtendesMale

Hi School grad.
Ask TOM PALERMO

359-5800

15 FOREMEN
$12.000
Production
512,003
Assembly
$12,000
Manufacturing
$15,000
General
$12,000
Production Control
Shipping & ReceivingS11,000
$11,000'
Quality Control

E.

N.W. Hwy.

portunities.

to $15,000

local

TEST DRIVERS

$140 a week to start
NO FEE

Adventurous opportunity open
If you hove a clean drivers lic
ense and a form DD214.
Buckle on the helmet and grab

the wheel for a top-flight automotive specialities firm. They

want men who can develop
into chief test drivers. Call Tom
Palermo 359-5800

HALLMARK
800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Palatine

244bli Wadi Nos
Boys age 13 through 15 wanted

to stuff newspapers. Early Sat.
AM. 3 AM to 11 AM. Call Mi.
Prospect News Agency.
392-1830

All

FOR SALES

EX - G.I.

company

P ro ram

-

-

training

me c h a n 1 c a I

any board
background qualifies.

equipment

levels

of

design

perience in areas of

ex-

ma-

chine control, automatic con trots, process control equip ment and circuit drivel -

opment.'

$550-870
on your general ofaf--

Ca.. n ,

lice xperience. Join o
progressive local firm as an
assistant to

the

manager.

Outstanding growth potential full company benefits.

'

$500-$600

uate, and hire plant and of:
five personnel for Blue Chip
Company. A likeable person-

ality and an open mind will
'ae hired.

NO

FEE

..

Management Troinee..3833

Fast growing division of mul.ti pla`nt manufacturer.
General accounting bock.

ground qualifies. Call now
for an immediate confidential interview.

298-5021

Mannheim & Higgins

'

.

current salary to: Box 1209 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,
III. 60005.

IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY A LEAD MAN,

Re -locating in Oakbrook, Ill.

GROUP LEADER,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Presently we ore in need of an individual to act as a workin.,
surervisor on our niyht shift, 4:30 PM tot AM, who has had
experience in leading, directing and scheduling a production
department with female operators. If you are presently a
working supervisor that is ideal. Salary would commensurate
with previous experience, ability and backyround, and this
job would be accompanied by fine employee fringe benefits.
Interested applicants who feel they hove some 'or all of the
rualifications may call Don Sundt or sto, by.
e

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS
MECHANICAL. PROBLEM?
Which way will gear

e*

824-1188

LITTELFUSE

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

CI

Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

Customer Service
Market Research
Investigator
Broker Trainee

Marketing
Advertising Trainee

B

move?

0

Answer: Counter -clockwise.

EXCELLENT

1h'n(4 problem illustrates the bosic-understanding of mechanics

necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Techni.
cian. Yef, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

OPPORTUNITIES

$1.150

$600
$650
$10,000
$675

NO

Des Plaines, Millais

Call anytime 24 hours a day. A counselor will be available to assist you.

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you hove the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

TOOL DESIGNERS
SETUP MEN AND PRESS

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you can move 'into one
of six interesting communication croft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and

OPERATORS
PERMANENT JOBS ALSO FOR:

PRODUCTION AND PRECISION.

ADMINISTRATIVE

ASSISTANT CONTROLLER

-Learn to interview, test, oval-

.

Send a complete resume in confidence giving

In Growing Powdered Metal Operation For:

.

PERSONNEL TRAINEE

improvements, & cost reduction within each plant.

A college degree & 2 years public accounting or
auditing experience preferred. The position offers
excellent interal promotion opportunities in the
future.

to $13,000
Automation, mechanization
and production machine
design & development. From
nuts & bolts to theoretical.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT

DESIGN ENGINEER
DRAFTSMAN

Reach them fast
and easy with a low
cost Day Wont
Ad Phone
255 7200 today

their new products. Suburbon location. Unlimited op-

Palatine

Immediate assignment will involve accounting
& procedure of sub-sidiary companies, development & recommendation methods & procedure

Des Plaines, III,

MACHINE DESIGNER

$800

You will be trained by the
chief chemist In R & D for

Hallmark Personnel
800

Someone else writ
be happy to buy any
of those still good
household items
you no longer need.

CHEMICAL LAB TECH

.

based corporation for an Internal Auditor.

Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

Wide SCope Personnel

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

Starting range between $11,000-$13,000
An opportunity exists on the Corporate Accounting Staff of our growing -multi -plant. Chicago

Apply in person or call:

CALL/ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW
964-1306

& 9,:to 1

X255.7200

INTERNAL AUDITOR.

opment.

MR--BAk ER
23-6e0to1ment Agencies -Male

259-5010

JOB FOR YOU.

Good Working Conditions
Major Cleaning Company

Excellent Wages
Steady Employment

an equal opportunity employer

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

LEAD SET UP MAN WE COULD HAVE A

Several openings ore now available in the Mt. Prospect area
for part time JANITORIAL SERVICES. The hours are: 9 p.m. to
2 a.m., Monday through Friday.

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PART TIME

Apply
Monday thru Saturday

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Are you interested in a challenging and rewarding career? If so, investigate our laboratories'
requirements for draftsmen to layout electronic
circuits on printed wiring cards. Work with circuit
routing of conductors on double -sided and multi -layer cards. Circuits, employing discrete components and integrated circuits, will become part
of electronic switching systems now under devel

400N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

(Centex Industrial Park)

272-1000

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

955 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

1

yeor. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC.

General Bottlers

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III.

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

2nd Shift

Our expansion

Pepsi -Cola

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

Available
Immediately For

LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN

insurance, paid vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

Interviewing:

WAREHOUSE

$3.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benefits

CALL ED SUREK

,

fits include: Paid health and medico! insurance, paid life

PRINTED WIRING

Roland Sargent at 562-7100, Ext. 735

ment

FACTORY

WORK

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT
208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

TELETYPE
CORPORATION

PROGRAMMER

-1004Xt

DINOU at 394-3950.

DRAFTSMAN

'11th in 'onto Os *truth*

'Pk,
AtiokinfOrs,

If he feels stymied and senses
an opportunity with a growing

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

An excellent opportunity for
the right mon. Box 1210 c/o
Doy Publications, 217 S. Arl.
ington Heights Rd., Arlington

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company tsetse.

notional franchise chains.

TELEPHONE 439 2210

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY

300 N. Northwett Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, III.

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

METALS, INC.

Other Fringe Benefits.

OPERATORS -

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

HOLY FAMILY

or late twenties and he may
be working for one of the

PRE FINISH

ENAMELING SHOP -

Apply In Person

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

This man will be in his middle
CALL OR WRITE

Heights, 111. 60005.

starting

benefit package- free work

8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

siiipaelinsont

salary
with periodic raises, fringe
benefits & working conditions.
Good

clothes.

Liberal Starting Salary, Bonui,
Company Car, Plus Many

$2.50 PER HOUR

Mature man to work full time.
Permanent. 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
shift.

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

surance program.

We seek a young man for the
position of Assistant Unit
Manager.

American Home Foods a
manufacturer of Chef Boy
Ar.Dee & other national brand
lines offers a rewarding oppor
tunity to right man.

CALL MR. McGRATH
35B-5800

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of

employee benefits, including paid vocations and free in-

GUARD

10 weeks of training on days.
Quality control experience
helpful but not required. Good

$650 No Fee

.10VERT1SeltS.

'

Apply in Person

.

to

$50 REWARD! Phone:

Whitey

Elk Grove Village
1000 Busse Road

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
.
holidays. Miidern shop in ffoffman Estates.

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

SECURITY

We are a metal coating firm
looking for an individual who
hos some high school or college chemistry; who is
mechanically inclined; an
individual who is willing to
work the third shift after 8 to

HOLIDAY INN

FULL TIME NIGHTS
GRILL MEN

TECHNICIANS

toil,

blue collar Vicinity of Rand &

Des Plaines, Chrys, Plym., Inc.
622 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

LAB

GENERAL

No Fee

GRILL MEN

272-1000

FULL TIME BELLMEN

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

Call 298.4220

NITE AUDITOR

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
.0.D. and/or I.D.Grinding Hand

117 S. Main St. Mount Prospect

Northbrook

1657 Shermer Road '
Northbrook, III.

FOREMAN

Found Siamese cat, female, vic.

in

With Expanding Machine Shop

Evenings

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

RELIEF

An

FOUND FEMALE SIAMESE
CAT GOLF & POTTER, DES

AUTOMOBILE SALESMEN

Mrs. Linda Hamilton
255-7200

Elk Grove Village
(Centex Industrial Park)

Wanted For Permanent Positions

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.

CALL ED SUREK

824.0166

Call John, ext. 3, 299-7191
Ken Larson &
sac. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines

LAB TECHS to $650
R & D-ElectMech.-Chem.
Call Rich, ext. 5, 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
1510 Miner St.
Des Plaines

Apply in person

days.

livery
area.

11 P.M. to 7 A.M.
7 A.M. to 3 P.M.

Ken Larson & Assoc. Per. Ser.
Des Plaines

642-6943

yin local pickup and de-

1510 Miner St.

955 Estes Ave.

Full Company benefits.

New and Used.
Experienced only. Good hours,
top pay plan. Salary plus commission and demo. Closed Sun.

ACCOUNTANTS $66041500
Gen..AuditorsTax-Cost

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

record and good references, will qualify you
for this one job. Invol-

23-EXdoiment Agencies-10ale

General Bottlers

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.
sary.

Arlington Hts. Public School
District 25, 301 W. South St.

and medical insurance.

3 P.M. to 11 P.M.

1510 Miner St.

pect area.

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

Saturday & Sunday

5660-51200 mo. New Bldg.
Call Jane, ext. 7, 299-719

in

appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros

The ability to handle a

out

392-7321

be dependable and neat

SCHOOL CUSTODIAN

Ask For Don

Will do your ironing in my home.

Pepsi -Cola

GUARDS NEEDED.

21 years and over. Men must

Yeor round employment.. 4C
hour week. Hospitalization

clothing. Call:
766-7053

Minimum age 18, no experience necessary.

Full time employment

827-7880

DRIVER

815 547 5750.

babysitting. Transportation
needed. 359.1906

opportunities for young. men on beverage routes.

SPORTS WRITER

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill.

urbs. Call collect:

MY HOME!!
437-3934

Expansion at our new location has created excellent

ing.

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows, Ill.

PROGRAMMERS -SYSTEMS

To Rent Miscellaneous . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices . .77
Travel
. .102
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wonted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

Hicks

Do you have 10 hours spare
time per week? Would you like
to convert that to 55$? $50 or
more per week. No experience
necessary. Established territory
available in Northwest sub

TRUCK HELPERS

work. Light office clean-

r.....URITY

.

DES PLAINES

299 2206

Permanent evening

in

Bensenville, Illin'ois

16W281 Thorndale Road

A. H. ROBINS CO.

PART TIME

elude company paid hospitali
zation, life insurance, paid
vacations, and holidays. Con.
tact Engineering Deportment.

To Work In FUneral Home

Sewing alterationi for women's

benefits

Company

PHONE 766-6510

Suburban Impressions Inc.

69 RAWLS ROAD

letter or print neatly. We
provide a secure future for a
person willing to apply him.
self.

:LOP PAY FOR YOUR KNOW HOW. MANY COMPANY BENEFITS

(Near Flick Reedy Corp., west of York Road)

392-9344

to

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man

WILL BABYSIT, 5 DAYS
A WEEK, ELK GROVE
AREA. 439-7912

..69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices . .56
..14
Personals

LOST

DRAFTSMAN

Off -Set & Letter Press

.

Should know fetter press make ready and be experienced on
Heidelberg Platen and Miehle V.50. Off Set experienc on.
10x15, 14x20 Multiliths, 1005, 17x22, 23x29 ATF Chiefs, nd
2306 Horns.
,
INTERVIEWS kept confidential. Days: 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM,
Evenings by appointment.

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

Apply

.

3 Experienced Printers

COUNTRYSIDE INN

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

22adsations Wanted -Women

Nursery Schools -

Found

Fully

CL 3 6100 Ext. 227

..55

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

Des

paid insurance
program. Call Mr. Hoffman.

Plaines.

WANTED

Immediate opening for detail
draftsman with some experi-

299.4446

.. 27

Real Estate -

worldwide monufoc
turer needs an experienced ac.
countant to work in all oreas of general accounting. Some super.
desirable.
experience
visory

PUBLIC ANTIQUE
AUCTION

. .24

Musical Instruments

ACCOUNTANT

Growing

20 -Auction Sales

sun -

ence. We will consider a qualified trainee with the ability

Pleasant modergplant in

..93

Farms
Flonsts

_

.

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:
Paid Vocation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

BUS BOY

Rd., Des Plaines. 437.4113

Call

Service Station Attendant. Part
full time. Apply at Texaco
Station, 425 Devon, Park Ridge,

sively 358.1588
Puzzled? not us
Weddings our specialty.
Hall, Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal.
Prospect Catering CL 5-4833

..10

ours.

We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment

Top Wages

ply you with everything you need.
Contact Curtis Wick, 6258 Dulles

392.1830.

Qualified college student con
do interior pointing inexpen-

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
Day Camp

battery failures forever.

'11 -Business Senices

Estates. $600 o month salary
to start. Unlimited opportunity
for advancement. Far appoint
merit call:
894.7474

FULL TIME- WANTED IMMEDIATELY

WAREHOUSEMEN

to

Just show VX 6, the Battery Ada-

Mon or boy to work 3:30 AM'oP

21-35

work in our unit in Hoffman

time, full time, anyiimel I've got
openings for men who want to
put extra $55's in their pockets.
tive that's guaranteed to end

vehicle

person

Aggressive

2411t1p Wanted Mee

244Ielp Waded Men

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

Make big money fast: spare

hours. Call 392.1830.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-Melp Waded Men

ASSISTANT MANAGER

fore 613d for appointment.

car to deliver Sunday papers. 4
AM -8:30 AM. Good pay -short

your

Palatine oreo
358.2699

Mglisia-Supplre-s------ .37

MALE

7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use

15 -Instruction

3

nights per week. 6:30 tit mid

Man or boy with own truck or

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Ser,

.20

Auction Sales

or.

night. Permanent position. Operate cash register ono den.
in food store. Call 437-9150 be-

Rosemont Area
Call 824.2168

-mats
1&I

.35

NIGHT MANAGERS 2

2

SHOP & WAREHOUSE

P.

4-11eli Waded Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-11Wp Wanted Men

WAREHOUSE WORK. Man with
good work record. Excellent
company benefits. Call 766-3057

GRINDERS

PRESS SETUP MEN AND

'

ability con take you up Into management.

We offer you a good starting salary, raises of least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefiti. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.
-

OPERATORS

TOOL MAKERS
JOIN A PROGRESSIVE
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY

1:1

Illinois Bell

Contact Personnel Office

Arlington Heights

BURGESS NORTON MFG. CO.
232-4100
Geneva, III.

392-6600

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

116 W. Eastman

.
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GENERAL
sized

ware-

facility

needs

Medium
house

experience

the

tions.

vacations and holidays. We will
train.

ability to handle general
maintenance work. Excellent wages

HOSKINS CHEVROLET,
INC.

c/o Pure Oil Co.
200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine
LA 9.7700 ext. 196
Equal Opportunity Employer

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

John Henricks Inc.

Elk Grove Village

Arl, Hts. & Rand Roads
Arlington Heights

253-0185

439.0900

GENERAL- OFFICE

Arrangements

ning plant

Ability readily rewarded with

TURN - STYLE FAMILY CENTERS

advancement and security,

Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent pay rates
available

Apply to MR. LAMAR CHIDDISTERS

Please contact Mr Schilling
at 299 1141 For Appt.

1938 S Wolf Road--

(Rand and Palatine Rd.)

-Des Plaines III.
An equal opportunity employer

17

TYPING -BILLING -KEYPUNCH

TOOL & DIE MAKERS

holidays & insurance. Excellent working conditions

Apply at once or call:

ing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per hour, plus 10% nice bonus.

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Experienced in maintaining die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

IF
you are mechanically inclined

offer

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

We have immediate openings
in our engineering department

An Equol Opportunity Employer

for you to aid our engineers

tions ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities.

lines, follow thru

MACHINISTS

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES

lathes

Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

machines

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS (WOODWORKING)

Our employees enjoy a liberal
bent fit program including:
profit shoring free life insure
once group health insurance,
credit umon and regular wage
reviews
The

conveniences

our

em-

ployees have include: ample
modern
parking,
and
completely
cafeteria
air conditioned building.
close in

CALL OR COME IN

Excellent opportunity for qualified Drill Press Operators (Woodworking). Good starting pay.

Material Handlers
Cable Formers

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill Press Operators

Pipefitters

Silk Screen Layout Men
Plater's Helpers

Relay Adjusters
Punch Press Operators

Shipping Clerks
INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THOU FRIDAY

4-weet at

SYSTEMS, INC.

ELECTRIC.

711 W Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

An equal opportunity employer

8:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
SATURDAY

8:00 AM. TO NOON
An Ewe, Opportunity Employ*

west of

Rte

GO

255-9414

This place really moves with
photographers, touch-up art
ists, writers in & out to check
film or look for things in files.
You'll keep track of photo in
ventory. Get to know every-

297 3535

MAINTENANCE 11ECHANICS

We are in dire need of a good
general office girl Type 50
w.p.m., handle busy phones.

FACTORY PRODUCTION
2 to 6 weeks paid vacation
9 paid holidays
Hospitalization benefits for
employees and dependents

Plus others, all company paid

GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
P.O. Box 133, North Chicago, III. 60064
Skokie Hwy., 1 mile South of Buckley Rd.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

6028 Dempster

966-070C

avers, who shall be
back to school soon.
$650
575
550
650
450
500
450
550

Exec. Secretaries
Dictaphone Secys
Personnel, no steno
Bookkeeper
Receptionist
Figure Clerks
Sales Order Desk

NCR Operator

can't get in at once, register
by

phone.

FIRM

GREAT

-

GREAT BENEFITS. Beautiful
new office.

YO 5-2400

O'HARE
I

Housekeeper & child care to
live in; room, board plus salary,
free weekends, call

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. P1. 297.3535

for

in outpatient clinic.
Learn to take histories from
people who come in for treatment. It's a whole training program. You'll greet everyone,

to

the

company,

so

you

appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

dote, call Doctor on duty, get

patients taken core of fast!

'SP 4.8585
297-3535

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Monday thru Friday.
No restaurant experience is
necessary. Wages start of

Grigsby Barton,

$1.75 per hour. See MR. DINOU

107 N. Hickory
An. Hts.

Inc.

and let us know your avail.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT
208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

392-5900

CLERK - TYPIST

394-3950
varied work in
comfortable
pleasant
Needed
surroundings.
in our advertising deEnjoy

CASHIER

40 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,

Hospitalization, Commission,
No Saturday or Sunday. Must
be 21 Years of Age.

partment. Good typing
&
dictaphone
general office experience. Excellent employee

skills,

benefits & working con-

PART TIME

ditions.

CASHIER

CALL OR COME IN

Also Needed

439-8500

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

WEBER MARKING

CALL 372-9895
PART TIME WOMEN

Mount Prospect

An equal opportunity employer

3 days per week. 8 AM to 4 PM.
in dry

Good pay. For counter
cleaning. 259 2566

Capable woman to care for
week day per
small child,
week on permanent basis. Must
have references, transportation.
255-2838

WOMEN
Show Wigs Door -to -Door

High Salary Plus Commission,

Free .Sample Wigs. Write Mr.
Scott Fashions, P.O. Box 18841,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19119

ASST. HOUSEKEEPER
Woman wanted part time, Mon.
day through Friday, 3 or 4 hrs. a
day, morning or afternoon. No
laundry, rho windows, no child
CAFETERIA HELP to attend indus-

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

Free insurance
Automatic wage increases
Paid vocation
Paid holidays

711 W. Algonquin Rd.
Arlington Heights

ten. CL 3.4810
MISS PAIGE

Type. Free

We are seeking local house
wives, who can work daytime
hours, any or all days from

ing conditions.

Randhurst
Shopping Center

-

In Des Plumes.
824-4024

should have a neat appearance and a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check

going

charge,
full
general ledger, payroll etc.
Excellent starting salary.
BOOKKEEPER

& light office work. Full or part

You'll be the official greeter

small informol
a
in
company with excellent work-

work

KINNEY SHOES

DENTAL ASSISTANT
RECEPTIONIST

$500 MONTH

We can offer you interesting

279.1168

1

$520

SOLDERERS

call

Full Time

437-5090
MORTON GROVE

529 3087 after 6.

contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients --make sure they're
comfortable 11 Doctor is
ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Experience NOT NECESSARY.

-

ASSEMBLERS &

ability.
employer hiring
thru us alone. Start now or
after your vocation. If you

Congenial

Reliable woman to care for 2
small children in my home.

&

conditions

297-8669. Ext. 104

26 -Help Wanted Women

meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public

necessary.

We need to replace our teen

9420 Foster at River 992-21 I

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
If you like working with

Have fun while you work!
Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

THIS

6028 Dempster

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

4 Women needed imrnedi
ately to work for large national
firm with branch office in

For personal interview
Mr. Edwards at

EXCLUSIVELY

1720 Algonquin

966-0700

WE WILL TRAIN

Part time evenings.

in new professional building.

time. Experience not necessary.

HOSPITAL WILL
TRAIN BEGINNER

1 S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

52.00 PER HOUR TO START

No experience
Pleasant working

5945 Dempster

Randhurst
Upper Level
Suite 23A
392-2700
63 E. Adams, Chi.
939-4866

RESTAURANT

Des Plaines.

MOUNT PROSPECT

Miss Paige

RECEPTION

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

394-0880

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

holmes & assoc.

keep medical charts up

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

Ford Employment (

STRAIGHT

to work

Interviewing daily 8 am - 4 pm., Saturdays by appointment. -Call 689 12p0

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vocations or
frequent long weekends. 5498
to start. Free.

Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner it what he wants --he'll
teach.you everything else. Free

receptionist

POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE IN:

Permanent Work
Top Wages
Pleasant Working Conditions

SP 4.8585

OUR PLACE

GIRLS --WOMEN

HOURS - 9 to 5

WILL TRAIN

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
)496 Miner, Des Pl.

Mount Prospect
259-6458

Miss Paige

FOR LOCAL

83),

one -follow up when they don't
teturn pictures. Handle detail,
some lite typing. Free to you.

GO

Bea waitress at

AREA

go for vacation, how to get

doors

HOUSEWIFE?

PART TIME WORK

FIRM NEW TO

NEED.

(3

BORED

YANKEE DOODLE

OUR OFFICE OR THEIRS

LOCAL LAWYERS

able. FREE AT AMY, 16 W.

NO WEEKENDS

Need extra spending money?

SP 4-8585

RESERVATIONS

down the fort while they are in
court. They would like someone who is neat and person-

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster

Ideal for housewife or
college students

THIS WEEK

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule op
pointments answer phones
and be responsible for holding

Ford Employment
1720 Algonquin

9:30. 1:30 or 4 - 8 P.M.

TRAVEL SERVICE

Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely

with unusually high earnings.

SHORT HOURS :NO HOLIDAYS

comfortable til the doctor's
free, then show them to exam
ining room where the doctor's
nurse lakes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,
5 days, no Sats. $525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
Conshort training p000ti
venient neighborhood location.

297 3535

not

essential if you are ambitious,

MOUNT PROSPECT

Free.

ing for "arty" peoplel $575.
Free to you.
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W Touhy
297.3535
1496 Miner, Des PI

RECEPTIONIST

a hard worker, and want to
stort a new exciting career

DAYS

delivery dotes. Get to see how

a job that

perience helpful though

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their par.
ents, help make them feel

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
)496 Miner, Des Pl.

ALSO WEEKEND HELP
Mature person for weekends.
Apply in person

ARLINGTON INN

BABY DOCTOR

orders,

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prospect

APPLY IN PERSON

WEBER MARKING

on

designs are born, brought to

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

Production Machinists
Stockkeepers

439 8500

citing fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help meat dead-

Excellent incentive bonus earnings. Strong job advancement potential.

SP 4-8585
297 3535

desk. $115 Free to you.

asks for common sense & lik

54.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shift. Must have experience in electrical maintenance and
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

IVY

HERE

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

enjoys phone and public con
tact. Any office or sales ex-

including Saturdays

RECEPTION

Great job for gal wholikes figure work 8. meeting people.
You'll help soles chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen
on theirs. Run adding machine
tapes. Greet steady stream of
callers when you help at front

Arlington

Market.
Arlington Heights

Our busy Mt. Prospect area office must odd the woman who

3 11 P.M. Shift
6 day week

948 E. NW Hwy.

PROMOTIONS COME FAST

You'll work with the artists,
designers who dream up ex-

MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS

OPERATOR

great job for a nice someone
who enjoys working with and
helping people. 5110 Free to,

LIKE FIGURES?
MEETING PEOPLE

from

blocks

PERSONNEL
INTERVIEWER
TRAINEE

DESK CLERK 6

running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a

966.0700

Dempster

6 S. HICKORY
(2

255-5350

SWITCHBOARD

patients, answer phones, set
appts., type bills, keep recep

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

1

12031 673 3455.

own practice. You'll be their
front desk receptionist. Greet

in-

quoting prices, giving delivery
dates, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY nt
255 9414, Free. 16 W North
west Hwy.,' Mt, Prospect (3
'doors west of Ric 83,

market, sold. It's

Commissions. Call or write
Santo's Parties, Inc.. Avon,
Telephone
Conn. 06001.

This well known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists right out of school they
come here to work, get en
perience before opening their

pool, game room, etc. Free.

6028

speaking

who can handle

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ... free life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pensidn plan ... paid vaca-

3 to 5 years experience in setups required Knowledge of
milling machines, drill
press and automatic screw

Reception

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

DESIGNER'S SECY

& COIL CORP.

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN
Work now 'til Christmas. High

Dental Clinic

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll hove free access to their

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

MOLON MOTOR

-

You'll be secretary to the di-

f oeturer's representatives

opportunitiesVest at

NURSES
EXCELLENT SALARY

facilities inching swimming

good

with a

WILL TRAIN

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 min. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 a.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.
Clean work - Good rate

Straight

Miss Paige

voice

NO EXPERIENCE

359.6661

Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rates.
Boss travels a lot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY - 2559414, FREE. 16 W. Northwest
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect 13

$130 WEEK

Large firm has opening for a

Ext. 335

APPLY

LOCAL RESORT

CONTACT GIRL

RA 6-6900

REICHARDT CLEANERS

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

SECRETARY

CUSTOMER

3

51/2 days. You will be working
with 3 other neighborhood
women.

DANA

Palatine

SP 4.8585
297-3535

Mr. Moriarty

bonus
months.

plus

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines

LITE STENO

Free to you.

girl

necessary. $105
incentive after

Good Opportunities

359-5800

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and reanu

in the development and testing
of engineering prototypes.
find steady work, will
opportunity for advancement
plus benefits that include
free life and hospitalization,
Insurancc Contact Engineering
Department

New local store. No experience

To Union Station. CALL:

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

HALLMARK

7215 W, Touhy
1496 Miner, Des 'l.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

interesting

diversified work get in touch
-,ZitIr us to see what we can

You II

TELLER TRAINEES

ion area

You'll be #1 girl to Social Work
ers in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential re
ports, check details for parents
& be of help to all. Salary hi.

1

310 N. Northwest Hwy., Pal.

117 Sc. Emerson

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

IVY

Open Saturday 9 am to 1 pm

Salary, Pleasant Surroundings,
Modern Air Conditioned Of fi)e.
Block
Many Fringe Benefits.

LADY PARKER

doors west of Rte

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

Must be experienced in surface plate & layout inspection on complex sample
parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

5 Doy Week, Good Starting

INTERVIEW:

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

you

INSPECTOR ANALYST

SKO-DIE, INC.
8050 N Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Starting rate $4.37 per hour.

YO 5-1130

Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

Ask Marge Merten

966-0700

6028 Dempster

1 yr. exp. & type well 5100.5150
Call Mike, ext. 11, 299.7191

Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repair-

Steady lobs Plenty of
over time Paid vacation,

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Work after school also.

Reichardt Cleaners

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be
working the greatest hours you
con imagine. You'll never find
a more exciting opportunity.
No previous .experience re
quired. Call for details.

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

I.B.M. TRAINEE
5100.5120 wk. Type & of c. exp.
Coll Terri, ext. 45, 299.7191
Ken Larson & Assoc. Emp. Ser.
Des Plaines
1510 Miner St.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

EXPERIENCED
TOOL &
DIE MAKERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

TYPIST

Thurs., Aug. 14, 4:00 PM

$110 WK. NO FEE

Miss Paige

Sunday interviews.

COUNTER SALES
Palatine High School Junior

MANAGER

made for Saturday or

DR. ASSISTANT
5550.5650 No Fee
Ken Larson & ASSOC. Per. Ser.
1510 Miner, Des P. 299-7191

444 E. Rand Dr.

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

be

can

NONE!

IVY

Phone's, general office duties,
public contact, etc., are all
part of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, congenial office where everyone
helps each other. Free.

5700 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, III.

Part Time

Free

$563 MONTH

or come to
A. B. DICK

needed!

experience

Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

WOMAN Ti.) CARE FOR
CHILDREN IN MY HOME
MT. PROSPECT. 394.3117

everyone. Have them sign in.
Call salesmen to show them
thru. It's o real meeting & talk
ing to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO

VARIETY

Ext. 309

iNe have job opportunities at our Arlington Heights location, full and part time
days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.

RECEPT

the receptionist. Say "HI" to

Measure, install, insulate, pipelines for air,

EXCELLENT SALARY

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, 545. Car necessary.
CALL 392.8829

Decorators & clients from all

1st Shift

LPN

Ashland & Lee. 827-3457.

over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

Des Plolnes

940 Lee St.

Mature woman to,care for chit..
dren in my home. Vicinity of

SHOWROOM

com-

in

La Salle Personnel

PIPE FITTERS

AUTOMOTIVE CLERKS

expansion we 'have
openings for mechanics with
gloss packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new modern and award win
to

stock

298-2770

pany'

MAINTENANCE

need apply. Excellent benefits.
CALL: RO 3-1900,

RECEIVING CLERKS

like

Ins.,

only

MAINTENANCE
!MECHANIC

would

$500

pension,

26 -Help Waited Women

26-Heln Wanted Women

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

Some exp. needed. Top pay.

perienced applicant

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

and

STOCK ROOM GIRL

gas, water, & steam. Ex-

437-8500

Due

High School 'or college student
able to drive stick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This
is a permanent port time posl.
hon. Call 392-1830.

Full Time to load and haul hay
year round. Good wages.

CALL RALPH SOWKA

STOUFFER'S MANAGEMENT FOOD SYSTEMS

&

SEMI -DRIVER

Chevrolet dealer in new foci!.
ities. Excellent working condi.

Monday through Friday. Meals\
and uniforms furnished. Paid

maintehance man who
has

BODY MEN WANTED -

COFFEE MAKER

MAINTENANCE

24-t 1p Waited Men

24-f1etp Waited Men

24 -lido Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25-Ca.loped Agincies-Wemen

24 -Help Wanted Men

trial cafeteria in Des Plaines.

Pleasant year around working
conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

starting pay and increases. For
appointment call CL 5.4115.

SYSTEMS, INC.

MATRON
DAYS & EVENINGS
FULL TIME
This is your opportunity to work in a new modern
building. Doing light cleaning work. Excellent
starting salary, with periodical advancements for
the woman who qualifies. Must be reliable & dependable. And have own transportation. For further information call:

MR. BERUBE

824-0144
CAFETERIA HELP
Full or Partlime
Beautiful air conditioned plant cafeteria with modern
kitchen seeks 1 full time and 1 part time ossistont to help with

food preparation and cleanup. Top starting pay oact many
benefits accompany these positions as well as the opportunity
to be with just very fine people. Your day will end at 3 PM.

CONEX
Div. of Illinois Tool Works
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois

296-2266
An equal opportunity employer

Thursday, AUgUst 14, 1969

Page 14

child beginning in
Sitter for
Sept., mid morning tit mid after-

tfillealhettiffami

26ildji wasted Wren

1

noons, call 299-8408 afternoons
or evenings.

SALES WOMEN

Dress and Sportswear deportment..,
'
Steady and part time.
Must have experience
..,,,;,....,.
Excellent salary.
Commissions on all sales. r

26-Helpylanted Women

2641elp wanted Women

164lelp Wanted Wotan

-

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
part time. For app't call Mrs.
Rois. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

Full time all around office girl.
Good starting salary with short
hours and pleasant working
conditions. Shorthand and
typjqg required.

Excel.

lent company benefits. 766-3057

WANTED HAIRDRESSER

NEEDED TO LEARN:

antee plus up to 70% corn
mission, Full or part time.

AMERICANA BEAUTY

.

WM. A. LEWIS

_ - 1st and 2nd Shifts
Small congenial work force
Eight paid holidays
Group hospital, surgical and major

Rondhurst Shoppit4Center----- -Mt. Prospect

' -

392-2200

-

'

EKCO

rw

medical insurance

10 Additional Openings

225-3800

2416 ESTES AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

For women who want the excitement a young fast moving
company can offer.

SALES CLERK

1ST SHIFT
PHONE 437-3700

7:45 AM to -4:15 PM

*

PART TIME

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

ADD 15c PER HOUR FOR 2nd & 3rd SHIFT
Free Major Medical & Life Insurance
9 Paid Holidays Many Company Benefits.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

done, and reward you for your efforts.

Unusual opportunity for salary 8 commission.
Uniforms supplied.

We currently have full time clerical openings in
our Plastic Department and Credit Department.
We also have a part time position (4 hours per

Investin the small company with the growth plan.

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

day) in our Industrial Engineering Deportment. All

Monday through Friday.
Light work.

positions require a good figure aptitude and in-

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

volves light typing.
Excellent company benefits.
Paid vocation.

-

For further information please contact:

Jan Battaglia

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well -

FULL TIME & PART TIME

& FULL TIME

3RD SHIFT'
12:45 AM to 7:45 AM (61/2 hours)

extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

We have all

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

2ND SHIFT

EKCO
SERVICE ASSISTANTS

ECM CORPORATION

686-7578

537-1100

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Phone CL 3-3710

EXPANSION

.For Appointment

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

PRESS PACKERS $2.3r/2 to start

800 W. Oakton, Arl. Hts.

Mt. -Prospect

CALL MR. MARSHALL

Uniforms furnished

PRODUCTS INC.

THE LUTHERN HOME &
SERVICE FOR, THE AGED

39275660-- -

259-5020

- - DEMPSTER-ROUTE 83,
DES PLAINES

_

To work in nursing section of

1100 W. Northwest Hwy.

SALON

Salary Commensurate with ability and experience.
Full Company Benefits.
Will work in new modern office located on

Stilling Rate $2.05 Per Hour
Permanent Full Time Openings

AIDES
_

-

_

Employee benefits and discounts,
Pleasant surroundings
. r
'
Profit sharing. Apply or call after 12 noon.

NURSES & NURSES
_

VAS-COMONEY, - MANAGEMENT PLANS,
INC.

Experienced and sharp. Guar-

Mortgage and Investment -Business.

CANDY PACKERS

.

+4

ant working conditions.

(By August 15th)

-

Over age 20

GENERAL OFFICE WORK: Pleas-

2 GOOD TYPISTS'

264IeM Wanted Women

264ielp WNW Women

264IeM WNW Women

261elp Wanted Women

Wheeling, Ill.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1301

GENERAL FACTORY

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

Electra Counter & Motor Co.

1ST & 2ND SHIFTS

Schaumburg
E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

We have several openings for women with little
or no experience for general factory positions.
Look At These Outstanding Benefits:
'

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK PAY POLICY

WOMEN
.fr
i o,..1.1.-

.4.1.1 ....y.,4

,..

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

-_..

i

CLERKS

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer
'

.

.

.

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

I

,--49
C.-.

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR 5 PM -1 AM

Must have at least 2 years experience in alpha
and numerical keypunching.
ENGINEERING CLERK 8 AM -4:30 PM
Light typing is the only prerequisite. The job en-

tails engineering charge orders, filing and blue8 AM -4:30 PM

Some light typing required along with some

MAID TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

In your SPARE TIME
put on 9 WHITE COLLAR

..011r,

1111

. At tiV

Ability' to transcribe from dictaphone. Some telephone contact along with typing some sales quotatiori's and filing.

TYPISTS
CLERKS

No Fees - Top rates

8 AM -4:30 PM

OFFICE SERVICE CLERK

Some typing is the only prerequisite 'necessary
for this job which involves servicing all our office
departments.
sales and engineering departments feel free in calling us.
All these jobs ore accompanied by progressive and up to
date benefits and are surrounded by ultra modern working

For light line work in our modern NEW Food Processing
Plant.

DAY SHIFT -- 7:30 A.M. -- 4:00 P.M.
HOUSEWIVES SPECIAL SHIFTS

9 A.M. -- 3 P.M. OR 5:30 P.M. -- 11:30 P.M.

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

WE WILL TRAIN

EXCELLENT BENEFITS UNIFORMS FURNISHED
Apply in person 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

824-1188

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

White Collar Girls
Or AMINICA. I

Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would yov like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job hos lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're a leadei in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

Secretaries

Clerk Typists

Stenographers

Comptometer Operators

LITTELFUSE

MT. PR6SPECT

engineering, marketing, installation, purchasing and other divisions.

You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Medical ... Free Life Insurance ... Employee Store and Employee Credit Union ... plus Outside

INTERVIEWING

FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
Schaumburg

601 E. Algonquin Rd.

And, our opportunities for girls are In important, interesting positions in soles, laboratories,

Activities, and more.
Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

POLO

1/2 mile west of Meacham Rd. on Route 62

eiMmmlommimmis

conditions. Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich or Dan Sundt about
these jobs.

RANDHURST CENTER

Look Our Way

(AGE IS NO PROBLEM)
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

Job involves telephone customer contact work
and individual condidates should be proficient

For further elaboration of these jobs existing in our accounting,

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS .
COME IN AND REGISTER

LOOKING?

LADIES

AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
CLERK TYPIST - 8 AM -4:30 PM

typists. (Minimum 50 w.p.m.,.

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

HELP WANTED

knowledge in processing and checking billing.
DICTAPHONE TYPIST - 9 AM -3 PM

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER

2020 5. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

Lir__

print recopying. No previous experience required.
BILLING CLERK

WE UNIRSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

'

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

ARE NOW OPEN FOR:

central telephone Company of Illinois

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

i

METHODE MFG. CORP.
CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

IlmmilM

299-0111
.

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Inipntive 8 bonus jobs

CENTEL
SYSTEM

1P---7.

.....

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

No Experience Necessary
ALSO AVAILABLE

For further information
come In or call:

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

.

,,,,Ii i

LIBERAL VACATION POLICY

PUNCIPRESS OPERATORS

A 1, r

--

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

3 INCREASES THE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100- Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,
A MEMBER OF THE GIBE FAMILY OF COMPANIES

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, III. 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Which connection will put
Jean Hartford through to
her sister in Connecticut?

Des Plaines, HI.

MISS Wanted -Men " Women

I

214100 WantedMen * Wren

Division of
DART INDUSTRIES

r

secretaries & clerk typists

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibilitypre needed now in the following areas , choose your area of
interest:

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN
ANSWER: any connection in the top row, marked "Tandem 3".

Although it would take a trained operator to know that, we
just wanted to give you some idea of how you'd be helping
people if you were an Illinois Bell Telephone operator.

Marketing Contract Administyation

Interested? Then come in now and we'll find out if you have
the necessary potential. If you do, then we'll' train you at full
pay for this rewarding career.

Engineering Services Research

The starting salary is good, plus you'll get two raises your first

You'll enjoy on excellent starting
salary, automatic salary pro..

.

.

Apply: Personnel Department
Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. 5 p.m.

be woPking with-great. Start your career helping people'
today. We're an equal opportunity employer.

gression every 13 weeks and com-

the hallicrafters co.

These are career positions - if
you're career minded, -itop in TO

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008:

DAY and tell- us 'of your interests.

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the' tip abdut a better
job of Halliciafters.

gips halikta fifers coo
*ihopeldlati.ot Northrop CorponSaon

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

year. The benefits Bet offers are tops and the people you'll

r pany-paid hospitalization and life
insurance.

Des Plaines, Ill.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

(

214IeM Wanted -Men * Women

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

A Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

392-5230

I

Illinois Bell

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

$2 96
$2 70
.

.

$2.70
$2.08

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

APPLY IN PERSON

n .9.ni opponunny Snip**,

Arlington Heights

296-8116

116 W. Eastman

392-6600

Monday thru Friday.
' AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Thursday. August 14, 1969

Mk. WNW Wow

TYPIST

21414 Wantededen *Women

ASSISTANTS
Willing To Train
827-6628

Runway &
Engineering Co.

General Agency
with

general office_and
once back-dround. CALL:

ADMITTING

392-3922

CLERK -time permanent position
open for 11 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.
Good solary, fringe benefits
and working conditions___ -PEit-tON
AP
PERSONNEL DEPT.

RECEPTIONIST
New Des Plaines office has
opening for young lady with

44:lattsact

HOLY FAMILY

1. Good Solari
2s. Pleasant Working Condi-

HOSPITAL

Blue

3.

_100 N:firiiTer Rd., Des Plaines

2:30

5 p,m,---

--G0F.-Sa1e-Movingi Aug. 15,16,
furn., clothes, hiewares, much

3040 S. Busse Rd.
_ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

misc. 519 S. Vail. Arl. Hts.-

Gar. Sale: 1611 N. Ridge, A.H.
9.5, Aug. 14, 15, 16. New & used
hshld. items, clathes,sdishes.

Garage Sole: Furn., misc. Aug.
14, 15. 1355 Cumberland Circle
West, Elk Grove -Village.

mist. hand tools,
high chair, & accordion. Sat.
Sole:

(by education;

ORDERLIES
(will train,

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE

and Moor

CanDota, Mt. Prospect-

School Bus, Inc.

NURSESAIDES

Cross -Blue

T

p,vs

R.N.'s

Big basement sale; Household
items, clothes & misc. 602 S.

aok County

Need Help?
Advertise with Day
Want Ads

light typing skills and pleasant
phone voice.

ing, after 9 am.

P.M. ROUTES

1st Arlington
National Bank

ASE CALL MISS McGUIRE

at 299-1141 For Appt.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

KEYPUNCH

scale.

OPERATORS

Brookwood Convalescent Center

Junior and Senior Keypunch
for Full TiMe

Operators

DES PLAINES

2380 DEMPSTER ST.

GENERAL OFFICE

296.3334

Hours: 8:30 am to

M.I.S. Business
Systems

items. Fri. Aug. 15, 9 am -5 pm.
258 N. Brookdole Ln., Palatine

956-1170

$10 or best offer. 394-0538

5 family. gar, sale: Aug. 14-8 -

year, old. 5400
value. SfACRIEICE$1i5z------- -11-ort--ablelriar on wheels with 4

WAITRESS WANTED

for

Airport.

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
hour to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national
NO experience
firm.
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

new professional building.

Apply

Electric typewriter experience preferred

CAL's ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee & Oakton

Des Plaines

ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE CLERK
2 years minimum experience in accounts receivable desir-

For personal interview

able.

REAL ESTATE

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

81k. & white TV, low boy console
- $75. Gas dryer.$20.

BLUE. PRINT OPERATORS

Male or Female

OFFICE CLERICAL

No experience necessary, will train.

Realtors, a large
volume, well established firm
with offices in Arlington Hts.
F B -K

Inc.,

and

Mt.

Prospect,

has

an

opening for salesmen in either
office. If you hove a pleasing
personality, like people and
are interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is
buying or selling, you no doubt

PART TIME

to

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you

for this interesting and
challenging position.
Newspaper office, located in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our com-

CABINET DRAFTSMAN

Gar. Sale: Clothing, household
items, accordion, & etc. Fri. &

MAINTENANCE MAN (DAYS)
Semi retired or retired gentleman would fit this picture nicely.

is one of the highest.

Our salespeople earn more
than the average. Experience,
while desirable, is not a requirement -we can teach you.

For an interview, call

255-8000, Arlington Hts. office,

Mr. Al Streich, Manager, or
392.7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

ply

297-3400

Des Plaines

Arrequoloppenvoihremplevoi

1124utomobies For Sale

Gar. Sole.Solesmon's Glassware
Samples, A/C, clothing, toys,
knick-knacks, etc. 736 St. Mary's

Pkwy., Buffalo Grove,

CORTRONApliDUSTRIES
1555 Times Drive

Sat. 15 & 16 from 9 'til dusk.
400 N. Willie, M.P.

112-Anteenebiles For Sale

Fri. -Sat..

9-5, Aug. 15 & 16. 537-8627.

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.
112-Automoblas For Soh

MOVING! Everything must gol
Make our loss your gain. Comp.,

dining rm., TV, stereo 8, 8 mm
projector & screen, crib, play
pen, Christmas tree & all trimmings, toys, antique, & much

Hoovermatic washer $30; hand $20; 20" fan $10. 894-2427

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
Village. Previous ex-

$20; Distr. 251 7385.

perience helpful or we
will train.

NEEDI WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

SECRETARIES

CLERK TYPISTS

For Appointment
call 439-7600

MAIL CLERKS
Call or Visit

Mr. E. Surek

ask for:
MISS MARY KUPPERT

272-1000

Northbrook

LANE BRYANT
Randhurst Shopping
Center
Mount Prospect, Ill.

Has Immediate
Openings for Sales
People
FULL OR PART TIME

food

experience

necesExcellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical

sary.

benefits.

New cars, executive & demonstrator models
DICK WICKSTROM, k

WHEEUNG
TRUST & SAVINGS

SANK

CHEVROLET

PER WEEK

starting
wages,
salary commensurate
with
experience. Many benefits:

537-0020

555 IRVING PARK ROAD
529-7070.
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

SEE MR. PARDYS

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

OPEN SUNDAYS

Wanted: Usd compact car,' '64
to '66. Will pay '550 more than
dealer. 437.2704.
WANTED: SMALL, USED,
CHEST -TYPE DEEP FREEZER

259-1556

Apt. to sublet Sept.

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments
Young man to share furn'd
Des Plaines townhse. $90. Utilities Incl'd. Occup. Sept. 1.

1

in

Mt.

room,
543,500.

1 VS

car garage.

split2 Plie9v4eP17 g? cis 4Yhew'atrj, 1.1/24

,

CL 9 3281.

JUST REDUCED

101 N. Ad. Hts. Rd., An. Hts.
259.1500

824-9420 eves.

$2,000

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, 1.23 bedrms.,

253-1927

2 baths In the 2 & 3 bedrms,

14 -To Rent Apartments

MT. PROSPECT
bedroom brick with full
basement. 2 car garage. Ideal
location, walk to train, schools
& shopping.
3

INCLUDING:

3 rm. opt., deluxe bldg., walk

Air Conditioning'

to town & train Des Pl., air cond.,

Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

$145, call Sun.; after 7 on rest

'

of days, 297 5568.

$30,900

Soundproof

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

Model apts. open doily, 11 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439.7887

2 bedroom brick Cape Cod
can be expanded to 4, full
basement, close to
train & shopping.
$26,950

78 -Ts Rent Homes
Hoffman Estates 3 bdrm. ranch,
att. gar., big yard, $200 per
month. 392-6818.

bath, kit., built-ins, 21/2 car gar.,
basemt., en -closed yd. Avail. im
med. 392.7587.

SWIMMING POOL
includes all

appliances, heat, hotwater &

MT. PROSPECT

bedroom
apartments. Elevator building.
Fully carpeted. From $187.56
heat!
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master. TV antenna,'
patio, balcony, rec. room.

SWIMMING POOL

'

83-Indestrial Property

-

'

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3.7600

In

Ion

1

InvernessArea
acre homesite with wooded
in rear 'of property.

ravine

58,500.

Wheeling Area
acre homesite 2
34
blocks from high school. Priced
to sell at 57,900
Large

sun deck In
wood fenced area. Real fami-

164ta1 Estate -Houses

ly

Pioneer Park, 3 bdrm. brk.
&

766.4864

101 N. Arlington His. Rd., Arl.
His.

259.1500

904nvestmed Property '

living

in

8

room

brick

bi.level -3 bedrooms, office or
den, 22' family room. with
crab -orchard fireplace. 2' car
attached garage. Reduced to
555,500,

Palatine

Small motel'with oportmerp on

plus acre frontage on Ober
highway. Additional land
available. Termr.available.
I

572 000

imnsedlate 'posses.

sion.

&PETERS

,

JUST LISTED

SPACIOUS
4 bedroom Colonial 21/2 baths,
finished rec room, separate
dining room, large living room.
Ideal for the large family.
Well landscaped lot. Good
location. Only $41,500.

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

REALTORS

Expansive

too,

cptg. remodeled kit,
bathrm. $29500.392.7815

omparxy

a°

MOUNT PROSPECT
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY,
1-6 P.M.
110 Sunset.

POOL. Jacuzzi whirlpool bath,

frplc., fully landscaped, 75 X 183
lot. Financing avail. High 30's.

Easy to reach: On Rte. 45 (Riv.
er Rd.) V2 mile So. of Palatine
mile No. of Euclid
Rd. and
(Lake Ave.). From Chicago:
West on Lake Ave. from Edens
to River Rd. Right 1 mile.

car heated garage,

LUXE KIDNEY SHAPED HEATED

heated swimming
pool, clubhouse and pi*
areas. Air conditioned, free

PHONE 537-7419

view. $17,000.

2 blocks south of Lonnquist, 2
blocks east of Route 83. A DE-

Some apts, available now.

Frigidaire
refrigerator. Private patios or

plus acre homesite setting
1
very high commanding scenic

ditioning, furnished.

Wood Dale -4 bdrm. face brk.
ranch, 2 car att. gar., full bsmt.,

bag* disposer,

Pros.

Meal Estaleifacant

1/2

Rand Rood

churches.

gas cooking and central heating, wallto-wall carpeting,
oven -range, dishwasher, gar -

Elmhurst,

2 office suites available $210
and $275. Heat and air con.

car,

Exclusive

baths up,

A real value at $35,900, im.

urb, Near good sohooli, trans-

portation, shopping and

ceramic

11/2

down, kitchen with built-ins,
18' x 25' paneled family room,
cludes carpeting & draperies.

(To 160

PROSPECT HTS.

Rent a beautiful new opt. In
charming close in North sub-

MOUNT PROSPECT
Just 3 years old, 3 bedrooms,

mediate.p
MT. PROSPECT

S.

734 Lee St., Des Plaines
298-5055

REALTY
MCCABE

21/2

1&2

215

Beautiful Inverness

lease $375 mo. 253.0020

Westgate Apts.

$42,900.

Hts.

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3 7600

3 bdrm., 2 bath, tom, rm., frplc.,
2 car carport, bsmt, all drapes &
carpet, nr. pork, schools, shops.
Avail, imm. Sec. deposit 10 mo.

439.4100

Sub -basement. 1st floor family
room. Top area in Brentwood.

schools,

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.

garage. Central air.

253-5500

Palatine, excellent neighborhood, 3 bdrm., brick ranch, 1 i/a

1+2 bedroom deluxe spurt.

Owner anxious. This lovely 3
bedroom tri-level has a 2 car

Wm. L. Kunkel 8. -Co.

MT. PROSPECT

Storage Lockers on ea. floor

meets.

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

rm.,

z
wet .bar, paneled lam.
frpl., cptg. & dishwasher, many

extras. $49,900. Apps only.

electricity.

except

available Sept.,,
437 '1919,.

car gar., poneled rec

Good location, plenty of yard
space, priv. parking. Immed. ac.
cupancy. $175 mo. 827-1110 or

Gentlemen. References. S. side
Des Plaines. Room with private
entrance. $15 weekly.

1

To Everything

carpeted, We. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping center. $240. 394-0826
utilities

Central air' cond., .3' bedrins, 2
full baths, den, built iniappil
oozes, attached garage; ,batior
lg. rear yd, -carpeting, dgarfe2
As, many extras,* upper', 204,

Immaculate 3 bedroom ranch,
2 baths, large kitchen with
appliances, separate dining
room: ,2 fireplaces,, large rec.

Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 bath, A/C,

All

yr. old tri level. Att'd gar, w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appli
antes, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.
Mtg. avail. 3929365

Walking Distance

Modern, nice sz. 2 bedrm. apt.

CL 5.6175

Ultra -deluxe

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath. 3

Asking $53,500

Utilifies'incl. exteptelec.
968-0369 or 968 0388

young children. Must have- own
transportation. $20. per person
per week. 392.0870

Sensible rentals

86 -Real Estate-lionses

B&W Estate-lieeses

or 259.0055

&

Open daily I1 AM - 7 PM

etc.

41 -Waded to Buy.

An. Hts. 2 yr. old 4 bedrm. brick
Colonial, walking distance to
schls, Features Include Central
air cond., carpeting, tile bsmt.,
1 and 2 bdrms. Rolling Meadows
area. Close to schools. Friendly 1st floor laundry, all appliances
& many custom extras. 392.8748.
neighborhood. Call 392-1739

balconies. Ample parking.

hospitalization, life Insurance,

11

$60. Misc. articles.
537.1117

14 -To Rest Ambush

RENTALS $205 - $245

Excellent

Randhurst Shopping Center
MT. Prospect, Ill.
392-5200

weekdays. 478-2639

day care in lg. Palatine home,
Ideal for working widow w/2-6

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

3-4 or 5 DAYS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
OR APPLY IN PERSON

zig-zag sew, mach., 2 oak carv-

A/C apt. avail, immed. $160.

housing,

NEEDED
For our new modern facilNo

$10, each. 437 2583.

Mt. Prosp: apt. sub -let Sept. 1.
One bedrm., air cond., swimming
pool $165.956-1656

PHASE II

on (1111969's

seat, $3. Unpainted milk cans,

392 4873 'after 6 am.

cooperative

EMPLOYEES

ities.

CL 3.8827

movie camera w/light bar,
$30, Baby scale, $5. Baby car
is

Bensenville -Wood Dale: 1 bdrm.

GRAND OPENING

or

1657 Shermer Road

HUGE DISCOUNTS

'15' Switzer Craft, 4d h.p., Mercury, elec., trailer, 3 pair water
skis, toll line & ski belt. 5475.

8 mm magazine loading Brown

share with some, Age 25 to 40.

1444 S. Busse

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

5.450. 824-6023.

.

Sunbeam snowblower, $50, B
piece dining rm. set, $40. Fri
gidaire, 60 lbs., top freezer,

Your Guide.
To the best
Real Estate

MT. PROSPECT

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

Johnson, skis and many. extras..

ditloning equipment contact.

Commercial

cooking gas.

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

766.8666

16' Doha sieerl boat, 4u, horie

REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

Timber Lake Village

OFFICIAL

2594016

14 ft. ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, fully equipped. $400.

water softeners & water con
JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359 3200

ed end tbls. Call after 4 PM

For

THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE

19"

register,

er, 700 x 14 w/w tire, 2 piece

3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths, full
basement, walking distance to
schools, parks, shopping &
trains. Immediate occupancy
$225 monthly. No pets. Call:
255.0100 or 437.8596

PROOFREADER

For Information about the FINEST

'sectional -green.
437-0824 after 5
$100. Golf clubs: 3 woods, 5 Irons
Painting by Giovani, Med. AM -FM
$20. 437-9258
stereo, 8 track tope player, Phaff
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

DUPLEX APT.

KLIPPERT

GIRLS

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

-

$200 sac. $35; hide abed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

Moats and Marine Supplies

choose

zipper, new $20; 902 cieen

Bed, spring, chest, dining rm.
table w/drop leaf, mangle iron-

mower $5; cony. baby carriage

& under FREE.

TRAILER, $65

to

1000's

each.

$1

color TV, heavily carved AM/FM,
stereo console, Mediterranean.
Call after 4:30 pm. 463.2356
or 267.7474.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9.3200
255 1107

1

RACING BOAT &

from. Larger size also on sale.

cash

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET
Sunday, August 17, 10-5:30.
Holiday Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows., V3 mile north of NW
blk. east of Rt. 53.
Tollway,
III., Wis., & lowas, "DEALING.
EST" dealers. Adm. 50c 12 yr

EVERGREEN SALE

Luggage rack, alum/canvas with

Rernington

-

Des Plaines, Admission 50c.

land, 1 blk. East.

carpet $30; girl's & Lady's clothing, boots. 773-1707

misc. 537.1922,

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

Sunday, August 17, 10 to 5, VFW
Hall, 2067 Miner St. Rt. 14,

blks. N. off Central on Cleve-

LAWN MOWER, . self-propelled,
22', fine condition,
Call 359.5996

UNFURNISHED

MISS MARY

Moving: Washer; dryer; furn.
lamps; tape recorder; some antiques. 614 S, McKinley, A.H. 4

air conditioners. 6500 BTU.

573 Miller, Des Plaines.

season, hove Mercury

1

wheel, 518; boy's 20" bike, as is,
$5.259-3760 aft. 2 pm.

Used only 1 season.
259.8120

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

er, misc items.

mission schedule for listing or
selling

2

Bachelor has ranch home to

gram in our modern air conditioned offices.

21" TV, Space Command Zenith
B & W $25; Snow tires 8.25.14,
used

ing mach. Reasonable. 253.$610

Gar. Sale - Aug. 16 & 17, 10 - 4,
159 E. Walnut, Des Pl., pr. of 45"
walnut lamps, tv, sew, mach.,
mix master, etc.

Gar. Sole: Aug. 16, 9:30 - 5 pm,
513 S. Prindle, Arl. Hts. Toys,
games, snow tires, air condition-

24" bike $15 like new 439.4888

TV,

sweeper, $80 tent for $25 used
once, ladies dresses sz. 12-14,
children's wear infants to sz. 8,
many other bargains.

nard, west 1 blk, to Navajo.

Above positions represent an excellent opportunity with a
fast growing modern industry. Excellent fringe benefit pro.

17 cp. ft. copper tone refrig.
$100; de -humidifier $30; girl's

rec. player w/radio, dinette set, desk, old Singer sew

10-8 pm. Bikes & trikes, lawn

ranch, mink stole, skirts,
, and shoes. Plus other

household Items. CL 3-7893

392.7034

FRIDAY 124 pm, & SATURDAY

Bsmt. Sale: Aug. 14.16, 9 AM on.
Sofa bed -$20, TV -$5, Chair -$2,

Gor. Sole: Aug. 14, 15, & 16. 317
Navajo, Buffalo Gr. Dundee Rd.

wicker couch. CL 9.2445

condition. Aft. 6-KI 5-0854.

32411seollams Mercloodise

fixture. Clothing, G.I. Joe, etc.

Antiques: Glass front bookcase,
gold coin scale, antique razors,

offer. CL 3-4315.
de

de -humidifier, 5,000 BTU air
cond'er. 514 NaWaTo, Mt. Prosp.

Gar. Safe: Aug. 12 16, 10 AM
6 PM. 713 S. Hatlen, Mt. Prns.
Zayr old Slingerland Drum Set.
$40. 14" 3 lot. pulldown light

34 -Arts and Antiques

9
Beautiful blonde dr e
drawers & 8 -flat Clarinet. Best

choirs $2 ea. 537 7415 aft 5 pm.

12x17 beige, wool, sculptered
rug. One `year old. Excellent

Sale: Thur. Aug. 14, 9.5, Furs.,
humidifier, rugs, floor polisher,
misc. 4359 Hoover, Plum Grove
Countryside, Rolling Meadows

255.1113 or 629-0045.

Dk.

to Buffalo Gr. Rd. north to Ber-

SALESMEN

volt

Moving Gar. Sale: Thurs., Fri.
Aug. 14, 15, 9 4pm. Misc. hsehold items, garden tools, lamps,
clothing, dolls, Doystrom dinette

set, hollywood beds,

bottle

Pepsi

.

.

tricycle Ir.5.1 537.5049.

machine, good condition, $55.

$25; 5 doors $5 ea; 4 kitch.

Material 10c a yd., baby bottles,
canning jars, 339 Melinda, Buffalo Grove.

CLERK TYPIST

FULL TIME

12

operated

Coin

Maytag washer $25; elec dryer

ALL! 120 S. Owen, Mt. Prospect.

We need help!

NIGHT MANAGER

hydrostatic drive,
starter, $300. FL 9 0944
tor,

N. Beverly, Arl. Hts.

w training wheels & basket -32u.
pedal dump truck 55.
1

en stove. Good condition. $25.

maternity clothes sz 12, baby
furn., girl's clothes sz 1-4. 410

Sears deluxe auto, air cond.

Like new, used, 3 months. 16"
boy. girl sidewalk bike

must sell. $125. CL 5.4413

25 X 21 electric Kelvinotor kitch-

44" mower, Case, 150 yd. trac-

Annual Garc..e

of szs. Call for price qua. 278 -6534 or 529.7437 aft. B.

player plus tapes, Great sound,

Call 255-6769

6 pm, Moving to West Coast,
must sacrifice 15 yrs. accumulation. Hsehold items, lady's &

10-5

tic liners -Commercial wt. Choice

20" fan, $15. Oak Chest $40.. Masterwork 8 track -tape' stereo

259.8428

Gar. Sale: One Day Onlyl By

Gov't. surplus disposable plas-

Youth trundle beds; GE Hassock
floor fan; Bozo draperies; child's
rocker. CL 5-5031.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 15,16,17, 10 am.

TV, dryer, clothes, lawn mower,
toys, misc. COME ONE -COME

HEY EARTHLINGS!!

OLD TOWN INN
392-3750

299-1854

Exorciser. 824 8802.

moslac top, 297.4864.

Air conditioner 6000 BTU, $35.

clothes -all excel. cond. Aug. 14,
9-4 pm, Aug. 15, 9-2 pm.- _ 3141. Windsor, Arl. Hts.

hsehold items,

$25. 253-1 595. cif t-5.30

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc. dining
breakfront;
rm.
set,
Incl.

light walnut color with

stools,

766-4315

ments.

wind. fans, bikes, books, toys, .

Schaumburg. Braided rug $35;

Ryan's

-

1

Sears #76 sew machine, cabinet, button hole maker, attach-

Gar. Sale: turn
cond., de -humid.,

Naborhood
rugs., air

Gar. Sale: Aug. 13 & 14. 9-7 pm.

Housewife or retired man. Port
time, kitchen help. Days.

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

-- -

& much_mlscrt711 CFoundry

Sale: 204 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
Antiques, linens, furs. Aug. 14,

Inquire about a job with a rapidly expanding
Restaurant chain with a location near O'Hare

23:100 Wanted -Men * Women

Mini( stole,

1_5from-10-3. 9 PleCe dining rm.
set, clothes, TV, English_ .buggy-

Garage .sale1832 Whittier Lane,

Susan

Combination fan & humidifier, 3
Wks old, used twice, $33, sell 'for

124 Bernord, Buffalo Grove.

Gar. Sale: 5 N. Waverly, Mt.
Prospect, Aug. 14.15.16.
Clothes, glassware, iris plants
much misc.

Church Group. Low Prices! Sot.
Aug. 16, 8 am 3 pm. 224 S. Harvard, Arl. Fits.'

32-leistelmens Merchandise

2 single beds, covers, bolsters.
Can be used- as couches,"-dbl.
desk w/chalr. 931 N Haddow AH

thru 22 from 10 arn: to 6 pm.

Bsmt. Sole: Girl's clothing sr. 814. Wed,Thurs, Aug. 13,14, 10

misc.

324scellamess Ilealandise

Train board 4' X 8' for N & HO
gauge. Tunnels, bridges, mill.

15, 16. 9 to 3.

GIRLS - WOMEN

only 8:30

'household

Call This Number

359-5500
IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA

Morning

Sole:

men, women, children's clothes,
1330 S. Dunton, AH, Aug. 15,16,

649 Vermont, Palatine

298-5019

Moving -Gar.

Can You Cook?
Can You Wait Tables?
Can You Run A Dining Room?

OHMTRONICS

Golf Mill Plaza
Niles

& Sun. 507 Holly Ave. Mt. Prosp.

Moving:

5:00 pm
- Company Benefits

$105 to $160 Weekly

$75. Television, $15. Call
392 7815

.

6 yr. crib, bar stools, misc.
529.8079

or

Port Time Positions.

36" white caloric gas range,

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!

Gigantic - Rummage ' Collec '
Antigues. Misc. galore
table
Cheap prices. Everything A 21 15

4pm, 1132 S. Douglas, Arl. Hts.

Openings on day and evening shifts. Fully accredited nursing
home. Holiday and weekend bonus. Free Meals. New salary

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

Lincoln Lane, An. Hts.

N.

Page 15,

lbomees likedurose

3241

,

Neighborhood gar. Sale. Aug. - "fitd., Mt. Prospect
14 & 15, 30 Willow Trail, Wheel,
827-0534

6:30.- 8:30 a.m.

Dodds12B5r9Li5e000

Toys,

Lilac, A.H. wagon wheels, -toys, 'clothes, odd; &

A.M. ROUTES'

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

17,

Gar. Sole Aug. 14.15, 9 to 5. 2025

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

PERSONNEL

Needs woman

Full

DRIVERS

Large Suburban

16,

appliances, turn., misc.
501

BOOKKEEPING

1625 E. Algonquin

4397010

SCHOOL BUS

OPERATORS

CONTACT MISS HECHT

Great Lakes

MOVING: Aug.

MACHINE

9-4.

14,15,16.

Clothing, Ige.mIrr. & much misc.
510 Longwood Dr., Buffalo Gr..

MALE & FEMALE

. TELLERS

FULL TIME

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Sole -Aug.

Gar.

NURSES

General office. Will train for

Wanted -Mena Bonn

27-11eM

314biemage & Garage Sale

31-Rumlnage & Garage Sale

255-6320
359-6500
894.8100

REALTORS:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Like living in a park with estate atmosphere 3/4 acre

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd ,"Arl.

professionally manicured garden. 3 bedroom brick R. alum)
num ranch full bsmt., ent., 14'
kitchen with loads of cabinets.
14' x 38' rec room, ' 2 fire-

9141esort Preperlea !co Sale

,,

His.

'259.1500

RESORT By OWNER

places. 2 car garage. Could

on

divide & build on or sell
extra 75' x 140' lot. $53,500.

New 2 bedrm, year round
home and carport. 5 fully

FBK REALTORS

furnished, modern 2 ,Etedrni.
cottages. Also 5 alum. boots,
picnic area, beout. grounds.

CL 5.8000

392.7150

famous Lake

Minocqua.

546,000. terms. Lee
Mlbatqua, WIC 34518

Baker,

Thursday, August 14, 1969

Page 16

2 Rembrandt lamps. 52" -new,
will
never used, retail $150 "

trailer to sleep
Cadet or similar

4

Tent

WANTED

Mixed breed puppies.

Pure breed Beagle puppies
weeks old, no papers $20 each

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

White wrought iron dinette set:
Tbl. w/formica top, 6 choirs, 2
sidetbls., $135. 259-2441

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI COLOR $40 00

Living room set, 2 twin beds,

CALL 439 2690
1

1

Closing -out. Best Offer Takes
437.6606

Schnauzer puppies Mole
& female Silver or salt & pepper
Top quality CL 3 2984

1

toy poodle

chocolate

mole, AKC, rare

4l/2 mo old chain

carries brown genes
$125 259 3679 or 259 1156
!afore

Holiday Inn
On Etc 12 across from Rand
hurst Mt Prospect 10 a m 5 pm
17

the

discriminative
min

blk

Males & females

older blk.

1

standard female
reasonable 529 2670

392 2669 after 6

19' Yellowstone, self-contained,
trailer, sleeps 6, hitch, mirror.
Reason. 537.2673 aft. 4.

condition. Must sell. $125
359.6527

'68 Mustang, V-8, auto., excel

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel

Buffalo Grove.

lent condition. $650.
299 0362 after 4:30 PM

13' Shasta Travel Trailer
Sleeps 4.6 w/builtins & extras.
1963

1964 Dodge Dart GT, Medallion
Blue, $745. Coll 253-5645 after
5 pm.

'63 Plymouth Belvidere,
Excellent Condition. Call
439.2831

HONDA '66 SPORT FIFTY, under

550 total miles, can't tell from

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

469 7204

R/H,

Vista Cruiser Station Wagon. Factory Air. AT, R,

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

i

full power, A/C, gold, like new

"283",

Chevelle,

$2195

cond.,

Herst

BENDER-RIEGER1
BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. 381-6000

4

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5;.CLOSED SUNDAY

speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, rebuilt eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259.9504.

&

Go to the head
of the class with

CM

,

/

..

bo

1967 OLDSMOBILE

seas.

convert.,

112-Automobles For Sale

i
,

"300"

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V-8, stondard trans., P/S, P/B,

..

'i

,

1964 RAMBLER

$2200. 392-0653

'64

$1095

Ambassador. Reclining seat, V-0, AT. PS, R, H,
W/W. Only

68 Ford Bronco Station Wadon
low miles, perfect for Gos Station, Handyman or Sportsman,
Chrysler

Dr. Hardtop, Radio, Fleeter, W/Woll Tires

Only

H, PS, PB: Clean. Car.

5 pm. CL 5-4327

A

..--oan.t.,

2

Ford LTD, 2 dr. vinyl HT, Disc
brakes, power, deluxe package,

brakes & tires, excel.
$1850. 439 9209 aft. 5.

`'';:,it...MIt

'

1966 KARMAN GHIA VW

$2,000. 625-1932.

over

$1095

2 Or. Sedan, Stick, R&H, Perfect Condition

1967 Cougar, factory air, P/S,
P/disc brakes, good condition.

mo. old. Going
$3,000. FL 9-0944

H.

1967 CHEVELLE

'61 Chen., auto., P/S, P/B, I owner, best offer over $200. Call
Glenn 392-6100

V.8, P/S, A/T, black interior,
MUST SEW $1500 or best.
774-3166

$1795.

1966 PONTIAC

W/W. Nice car. Only

.

'66

W/W, Sacrifice.
234 4934

Air Conditioned, Automatic Trans ,
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Hooter, Low
Mileage
Factory

1963 Chevy Impala Convertible,
A/T, like new tires & top. $295
537 2260

8

$895

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

Catalina Coupe, Vinyl top, AT. PS. PB. R

Honda '69 5L90, Motocross, un
der 500 miles, still on warranty,
trail gear, super scrambler,

$425 or offer. Coll John after

Catalina, 4 door, AC, AT. PS. PB. R. H. W/W
Low mileage

259 2554

'67 Chevy Impala, 2-dr., hdtp.,

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and B TRACK
TAPE SELECTION

$350.

Plymouth 1967, Fury III, 4.door,
Hdtp., air, excel: cond., low
mileage, 4 new tires, $2550.
359 3051 after 5:30 pm

cond., stored since 9.'67, $125.
259 5690

1967 PONTIAC

'61 Chevy 348, 3 speed, stereo,
nags.

Convertible. Good

cond., must sell, under $2000.
Call after 6 pm. 253-9043

15' travel trailer, gd. cond., can
be seen nt 734 Golfview Terr.,

ovals, AT, PS, PB, R, H, \kW. Perfect

Radio.

Blue.

II.

Chevy

'65 Mustang convert, V-8, 4-sp.,
low miles, excel. cond. $1050 or
best offer. 529-5262

V -B, good condition. $700.

Honda 50 cc. '66 model, excel.

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Porsche

Pontiac

Fastback. Factory AC. Bucket Console. Wide

offer. 392-2539

cond. 392 3879 after 6 PM.

1965 Ford Custom 4 dr. Sedan,

'60

1967 MUSTANG, GT

dition, needs body work, Soot

Good tires. Very good running

radio, clean. 392.0482

new. 437-2425

359-2251

p.m.

shots,

All

1962

1114Motorcydes and Scooters

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

358-7688 after 6 pm

Chevy 'Biscayne, 6. stick,
4 dr. R/H, low mileage. $365.
827.4210

$550.299-1787

253-6727

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

merits of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

sired Father best in show winner.

guitar w/singfe elect. pick-up.
Spanish 6 string classical guitar.

55 -Musical Instruments

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

bred for confirmation & dispo
sition AKC all shots Champion

brato arm, bronze wood finish.
Conrad, 6 string classical guitar.
Gibson Melody Maker, single
pick-up, plus Silvertone amp
w/12" speaker. 12 string folk

Miss Haydee - and SAVE.
253.9416

$53.20 Tax Included

owner,
poodles

& back

Ricken-Backen, 6 string semi.
accoustic, double pick-up, vi-

1

Used machine in stylish cabi
net. Does everything without
attachments.

KITTEN SHOW

beautiful

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

1969 Singer Zig Zag

5

$1251E1 Rey, CL 3.0180

As low as $30 per mo. rental.
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or tradein for new furnishings. Ask for

9 pc. Drexel Mahog. Dining Rm.
set; Leather top drum table, step
tables; Occasional chairs. Excel.
Condition. 437.3176

Beat",

mahogany side

top,

LEND - LEASE

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537-1930

Must sacrifice champion mole
poodle 10 mos old, black rein

For

ALLSTATE 1 wheel covered trailer and hitch, 3 yrs. old, $50.
894.4609

bed.complete E. misc. 437-1582

pion blood line, shots groomed
& trained $125 439 8165

Aug

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

Epiphone 12 string guitar, spruce

"Big

Ludwig

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY

Corvette, '68, Coupe, 327-350,
post -traction, $3900.

'62 CHEVY, good. running con.

drums, 4 cym., list $860 a buy

ele.c.

4 -speed,

'58 Jaguar 3.8 Liter Sedan, needs
$450
some body work.
766.8666

1962

A/C,

.

CApe, red
w/black leather interior, AM.FM

50x10, front
Belvidere
'63
kitchen, 2 bdrm., extras.
$2500 call 439 1637.

$475. 894-9311 after 6 pm.

Rm. set w/48" buffet,
drop leaf tbl., 6 chairs, canopy

827 7919

fore 1 pm. or after 6 pm,

A/C, $5000. 259.5249 call be-

couch; 2 Danish mod.
chairs; kit. table w/4 chairs;
many misc. items. 394.2197

Dining

Mixed puppies 2 males and 2
females $1000 each

KIMBALL PROFESSIONAL ORGAN
w/Leslie, one only, Vz price.

windows,
vinyl top, gd. cond.MUST SELL!
$1250 or best. 255-2983.
P/B,

P/S,

B cyt., 3 on the floor,
Gold, $2300. CL 5.1773

'63

New

covers, 529-4717.

255 1627

50,02, fully f urn.,

'68 -Liberty,

sz. bdrm. set matching
dresser, mirror t. chest; 2 pc.
sect'1

pc. walnut family room set,
with custom extra pair zipper
2

to good

lovable kittens
homes Litter trained

Moving out of state, must sell,

98 -Mobile Homes

FER! Excel. 437-1737.

"'run's. Ask for Mike. 827.6603

king

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

Min

Hefner bass guitar, $200. OFFER/ Silvertone amp., $60. OF-

825-5127.

dresser. After 5 PM.
255-0018

let
8 white toy poodle $50
block small miniature excel ped
595
537
0797
igree

and mutes. $40.
394.2383

Heywood Wakefield, blond, dining table. 6 upholstered chairs.
Best offer, 255.1089
3 pc. mod. sect., beige & brit.
linen, $60; 2 matching living rm.
chit., $20 each; good condition,

Buick Skylark, 2 dr. HT, 300
A.M., must sell, must see to op
predate.
255.9798 or 253.2554

'67

'65 Buick LaSabre, 2.dr., hdtp.,

439-4295

1965 Cadillac .4 dr. Calais with
air. $2300. After 5.
358.5479

Excel. child care. Age 21/2.5.
play.
DiversiTied
Supervised
creative activities. 255.7019

1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS
FOR $900
255-Q044

good

gain. 894.8970 aft. 5.

1969 OLDS CUTLASS,

PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA,
coed., P/S, Slant 6,, excel.

cond. $900. 537-3779

'Holten 8-47 Trumpet with case

cond. $65 ea. Des. Pl. 297.4284
,

'air

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

253.7728

1963 CHEVY CONVERTIBLE,
283 -STICK SHIFT. $250.
$P,
/327-7576

oyux'

condition, low miles, good bar-

'65 Chevy Impala, clean, one
owner, 283 engine, full power.

.cond. .$55..392.9268

'66

ROSS", MAHOG. FINISH.

avocado green pads, excellent

model /terries. Heavy nylon pile.

FREE TO GOOD HOMES 3 kit,,
tens 8 weeks old box trained
After 6 30 PM 392 7650

-

Executive,

Pontiac

'67

owner. $395, 824-6423 aft 6.

P/S, P/B, good cond. 392-2189

'59 Studebaker Station Wagon,
6 cyl. stick shift, excel. running

66 -Business Opportunities

& extras. $1800, 537 1725

61 Chrysler Newport 2 dr. H.T.
P/S, A/T, radio, low mileage, 1 -

black top, black interior, auto,

SALE route. 359-3655

SPINET PIANO, LESTER, "BETSY

Two Early Am. Maple Love seats,

cond., Roadster, overdrive,
$1600. 255.7200, ext. 43

'63 Chevy Impala convert, white,

turntable, 15" electro
voice speaker, Bogen AM -FM
radio. 298 2472.

Gorrad

Mustang Convt., '68, V8, stand.
trans., P/S, stereo tape, radio,

'65 AUSTIN HEALEY, excel.

61 Chevie Sedan
4 -door 6 cyl.
437.1523

$400. 259 5222

- Dry Cleaning Route Salesman
We can handle your WHOLE

55 -Musical histrinienti

rug, misc. 392.7580

414=e Funishingsfurniture
Brand new carpeting made for

Call 299 4735

1

1

Walnut dresser, maple dinette
set. 15'x18' gold rug, 8'xI0' oval

week

8941046
6

2

top, $30. 259-2114.

old. 510 choice.

44llogs, Pets and Equipment

FREE

1

Hammond Walnut Spinet Organ.
Model M-3. Perfect condition.

'112 Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

,112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Antony:kiss For Sate

-

Hi Fi, &pieces, 60 watt amp.,

fruit wood liv. rm. this.,
3 drawer chest,
antique drop
leaf tbl. fruit wood open -42" sq.
Arl. Hts. 255.1285

CL 9.3636

cream table & 2 chairs,
black wrought iron with glbss

824.3705

8 Track, CL5 1542

blk. laquer liv. rm. ibis.,

2

Ice

5 MONTH OLD SHEPHERD
COLLIE $20

STEREO TAPE PLAYER,

299-8237.

GOOD CONDITION - $20

old. 359-1308.

CL 9 4261

reupholstered, $50, call

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

Dachshunds, AKC registered, 5
males, black, tan & rod, 7 wks.

Cox

Early American couch, newly

I

sell $140 or $70 ea. 255.43 4

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

42 -Wanted to Buy

55 -Musical Instalments

414iune Furnishings -Furniture

4141ame Furristrings-furnItwe

one of these back
to school buys.

DEALER

ALL MODELS FOR

250 NEW FORD CARS IN STOCK FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST.

THE"AfAVERICK" PRICE

'69 CUSTOM 4 -DR.

1969
FOltD CUSTOM 2 DOOR
6 cylinder. All stan ord factory equipment

$3825

Full factory equipment
OVER 26 THUNDERBIRDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

$2195

Like new, very low mileage, Wimbledon white.
6 cyl, auto trans, power steering, radio, heater,
whitewalls, full factory warranty. Special Price

Over 75 75 customs to choose from - some
with factory air conditioning.

SPORT COUPE
Meadowlark yellow, 6 cyl., automatic, radio,
heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof, extra sharp. Full

Thunderbird Aqua, black vinyl roof, factory air,

Price

Price

$2095

2 -DOOR FASTBACK
Candy apple red, V 8, auto. trans., power steering power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls
under factory warranty Full Price

Royal maroon, 283 V -B, automatic, radio, heater,
whitewalls. Full Price

4541-A

$1695

Full

$1995

Price

3753-A
'67 AUSTIN HEALY

ROADSTER
Import Specialty, 4 speed, radio, heater, whitewalls, Full Price

$134.

4939-A

Emerald aqua, 6 cyl., radio, heater, whitewalls
excellentilor the little lady. Full Price

$995

$1395

4889-A

Aqua V 8 Automatic Transmission, Power Steering Rodio White Walls, Factory Air Conditioning.

$1795

4962-A

AM -FM Radio. Cloth bucket seats, Power steering, power brakes, power windows & seats. Full

'62 VOLKSWAGEN
SUN ROOF
Red, 4.speed, radio. Full Price

$615

$2395 4830-A

4388-B

'64 OLDSMOBILE

'64 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

'66 DODGE DART
4 -DOOR SEDAN

Firebird red, white bucket seats, vinyl interior.
Grand Prix Pontiac engine with all Grand Prix
gauges and accesories. IMMACULATE CAR, must
be seen and driven to appreciate. Full Price

$1095

5023-A

DYNAMIC '88
V 8, automatic, power steering, power brakes,
white with black vinyl roof, Full Price

$875

4969- A

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE

'66 IMPALA
10 PASS. WAGON

2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Marine Blue, V8, auto., power steering. NICE

Yellow, 283, V.0, automatic, power steering,
radio, heater, whitewalls. Full
powerrice brakes,

Aspen Green, V8, Auto. Power steering, Power

CAR. Full Price

Price

'64 FORD GALAXIE 500

'67 MUSTANG -

'67 THUNDERBIRD
4 -DOOR LANDAU

'66 FAIRLANE 2 -DR.

radio, wide oval whitewalls. Sharp carl

2696

100 CARS..- READY TO GO!

tovit These LOW PRICES';

SPORT COUPE
Royal maroon, black vinyl roof, 327 V-8, automatic, power steering, power brakes, AM -FM

'67 CHEVROLET IMPALA
4 -DOOR HARDTOP

$2695

over 20 ranch wagons to choose from

'67 CHEVELLE MALIBU

chrome wheels Full Price

4870-A

$ 224 5

6 cyl., power
steering, radio.

FASTBACK
Candy apple red, C stripes, for the PERFOR

walls, high root axle lifts, wide oval tires on

'69 MUSTANG

THE MAVERICK" PRICE

'68 TORINO GT

$1879.32 4369-A

P-252

conditioning.

ere, Brea kin

MANCE SPECIALIST, 390 V-8, automatic, power
steering, power disc brakes, radio, heater, white-

this Week Only Full Price

Over 75 customs to choose
from - some with factory air

'69
RANCH

WAGON

equipment.

.RIFIeUSE0CARS'
69 RAMBLER
AMERICAN 2 -DOOR

THE ^MAVERICK. PRICE

6 cyl., all standard factory

THE "MAVERICK" PRICE

1969 THUNDERBIRD

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

3648-A

$995

$895

brakes, luggage Carrier. Full Price

$1545

4884-A

'65 FORD 4 DOOR

GALAXIE 500

'69 TORINO GT

'67 MUSTANG

2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Performance supreme, V-8, white, crimson red
bucket sent interior, automatic, power steering,
radio, heater whitewalls, full factory warranty,

4726A
'66 DODGE DART
4 -DOOR SEDAN

Emerald aqua 6 cyl radio, heater, whitewalls,
excellent for the little lady Full Price

4915-A

$995

matic, power steering, radio, whitewalls, wheel

2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Hunter green, black vinyl roof, 6 cyl., radio,

disc. Full Price

4935-A

heater, whitewalls. Full Price

2695 42.50-A

Full Price

Fawn gold, V -B, Factory Air Conditioned, auto-

$1645

transmission, power steering, Luggage carrier.

$1295
P-256

Meadowlark yelloW, V-8, 4 speed, radio, heater,

whitewalls, bucket seats, chrome wheels. GT
equipped for the performance enthusiast. Full

Verde green, the Italian Delight, 4 speed trans.,
radio, heater, whitewalls, for the economy buyer.
Full Price

FORD
TRUCKS

pressure gouges, Cruise-O-Matic. dual
western bright metal niirror, high output

heater and defroster, inside day and
night mirror, radio, 42 amp alternator,

White, black bucket seats, T -Bird V8, automatic,

walls. Full Price

power steering, power brakes, whitewalls. Full

$725

$945

4381-A

Price

$1645

P-182

WARRANTY ON
USED CARS

'62 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon $185

FORD,
SQUIRE

2 -DOOR HARDTOP

$375

'65 FORD, 2 door

'65
'67 GALAXIE 500

$145

'62 RAMBLER AMERICAN

STATION WAGON
$795

'62 RAMBLER, 4 door

$137.50

Lime Gold, black vinyl roof, V8, Auto. Power steering, power brakes. SHARP CAR. Full Price

4430-A

$1495

Ford's Newest CORTINA dealer,

SCHMERLER FORD

GOLF KO

70 amp bettery.

5013- A
FULL PRICE

Mon. thru Fri.
9 a m. to 9 p.m.
Sat, 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

COUPE

1 YEAR

'67 FIAT WAGON

123" wheel base, 12 psgr,, Wimbledon

The Trucks That Do
Any Job BETTERI

4 -DR. SEDAN

$1465

3428-A

white with coachman beige metallic
and regular deluxe tutone. 302-2V8,
rear door glass vent, ammeter and oil

'65 THUNDERBIRD

White, 6 cyl., automatic, radio and heater, white.

Price

Slightly used
and not abused

1969 CHATEAU.
CLUB WAGON

'61 RAMBLER, Station Wagon ...$95

'61 FALCON, Station Wagon ...$100
'64 GALAXIE 500

'67 FORD FAIRLANE GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

'65 COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
10 passenger. Champaigne gold, v 8, automatic

$1095

0A KT(31`1 '9T

$3345

m
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

CLOSED

SUNDAYS
IN AUGUST

1200 fiLsse Pd. (Rte. 83)

Phone 439-9500

"In The Heart of Elk Grove Industrial Park"

it Challenges Township Tax Collectors
-Bob-Bums- -

shim, nearly S1 million.

,__

suit on behalf of Chicago
taxpayers to throw out the sys-

claim that 100 per cent of Chicago tax payments go to ben-

tem of collecting Real Estate
and Personal. Property taxes

only .98 per cent of township

TOWNSHIPS ARE
ALLOWED to keep 2 per cent'

Plaines, longtime Maine

Legislature.

township receives no share of

Township collector.

of all taxes collected by the col-

The suit would result in an
estimated loss of $6 million

taxes directly to the county.

which comes out of the town-

"They want to steal money
from our local taxing bodies to
spend more downtown" Tuttle
charged. He said previous ef-

ship's share.

lector. Chicago has no township, hence its residents pay

revenue for Cook County's 30
townships, with a resultant

on this amount is $10,000,

.

gain for the county. It could
cost northwest suburban town -

IN

Township

THE SUIT was filed in
County Circuit Court by attorneys Kevin M. Forde and William J. Harte for Thomas M.
Flynn and Mrs. Clare S. Harte'
of Chicago on behalf of all tax-

Maine
residents paid

pending a complete hearing on

ABOUT 70 PER CENT of
the money collected by the

the suit or to spend any commission money they are holding for township purposes and

township collectors is for
school districts, and the collec-

payers in Chicago.

to account for all the money

tors Usually remit this directly

in parentheses are:
Barrington $1,162,410.46
( $ 2 3 , 2 0 0 ) ; Elk Grove,
($230,000);
$11,500,532.43
$6,706,911.74
Schaumburg,
($134,000);

the 30 township collectors and

$4,905,834.19 ($190,000). No
report was available for
Wheeling Township because

they have collected.

to the school

Named as defe9dants are

Palatine,

ADDITION

--the-county to lose "substantial --the- present systern, the suit
also asked the court to temporevenues" from interest on
rarily restrain township collecthese collections.
tors from collecting taxes

cessed.

Amounts collected by other
northwest suburban township
collectors, as reported by the
treasurer's office, with the
township's approximate share

In addition to striking down__

the County Treasurer, causing

its report had not yet been pro-

this.

lected $21,019,189.07 in personal proPerty taxes and the
first installment of real estate
taxes in Junc..Two per cent of
this would be $420,000, which
would go into the township
treasury. Tuttle's commission

tax payihents do so.

night by Milton Tuttle of Des

$1322,421.33 directly to the
county Thasurer's office. The

According to the County
Treasurer's office, Tuttle col-

efit the entire county, while

through township collectors
was called , outrageous last

forts to do away with township

collectors have failed in the

Bascially the plaintiffs

County Treasurer Edmund J.
Kucharski.

Tuttle said this helps the
school districts avoid having
to issue tax anticipation war-

Among other things, the

rants and thus saves the money

suit contends the collectors de-

which would be spent on inter-

lay transmitting collections to

est.

The second installment on
real estate taxes must be paid
by Sept. 2 to avoid a penalty.

Cook County is the only Illinois county still using the
township collector method.

t

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in 60s.
Tomorrow: Sunny, not
much change in temperature.

Schlickman
`Washington
Walk' Set

By Robert Katz
The River Trails Park
Board last night received bids
for construction, plumbing,
heating and installation of
electricity for a new office and
recreation building.
The park district now uses a
trailer behind Parkview
School.
The low bid for general con-

struction was $59,874 from

By Richard Crabb

Aspen Enterprises Inc. Robert
Phillip Inc. presented the low
bid for plumbing, $10,365.

Speaking

by Donald Rumsfeld in May,
announced that he will make a
10 -hour walk through each of
the townships in the district.

"I think the costs for

plumbing and heating are way

off base." The total for the

Evanston will be the first,

bids is more than $84,000. In

Bjorvik advised the board to
(Continued on page 2)

The president

of Harper

College was given a $3,000
salary increase and a second
three-year contract last night
despite the objection of a for-

mer Harper student, now a
board trustee.

The board overwhelmingly
renewed a contract for Robert

E. Lahti, head of the college
since its inception in 1965.
Effective July I, 1969, the
contract gives Lahti a $33,000
yearly salary and $50 a month
retirement annuity fringe benefit paid by the college.
Board trustee, Larry Moats,

21, a former Harper student
elected to the board last April,
voted against the three-year
term. His colleagues affirmed
the renewal 6 -to -I .

"I'd happily support a oneyear contract with some compensation," Moats said, refer -

Meetings
Tonight

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman visits with Republican leaders in
his campaign for congress after announcing Thursday his "walk
to Washington" that begins in Evanston tomorrow and will include a 10 -hour walk through each of the townships in the north-

ring to certain "problems in
the past."
Moats did not go into detail.
He added simply that while he
his
"observations
realized
were made over a short period

of time," they reflected

his

"sincere opinion and responsi-

bility to the public."
Moats attended Harper for
two years and will transfer to
of Illinois
the University
Circle Campus this fall.
Lahti was appointed president of Harper in September,
1965, at a salary of $21,500.
He later was re -appointed for
consecutive three-year
one-year terms.

and

James Hammitt, board trus

called the contract and
raise a reaffirmation of faith
in the college administrator
which would put Lahti "in the
top 10 per cent" of junior coltee,

lege presidents "where he belongs."

Bob (Lahti) has done a good
job and alttmigh we can't pay

impending

"morale

slump"

west suburbs. Left to right Barbara Kearney of NorthbrGok,
Schlickman, Bobbie O'Connell of Wilmette and Barbara Hanner
of Arlington Heights (Photo by Jack Stafford)
ic,":f.er,aMatatergai4..

short time, indicating a vigorous

the job accomplished

here

without the board and efforts
of the administration and faculty."

He admitted that Harper
has had its problems and could

expect more in the next few
years.

"Any organization that has
nothing, no precedent, no history in which to work, can expect quite a few differences of
opinion, especially in higher
education,"- the Harper president said.

Lahti added that the difficulty comes when such differences "get out of balance and
cause the institution to shudder."

He said the fact that such

BOARD CHAIRMAN,

the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary

trustee

Richard

8 p.m.

ministrators to be aware of any

Johnson

cautioned

Lahti and other Harper ad-

cent favorable evaluation by
Schools.

That report praised Harper
administrators for a

and its

Civic Defense Official
Denies Major Probe Here
John Fascia, Civil Defense
Cook County, has denied that
his office is conducting an extensive investigation into traf-

"The situation," said Fascia, "involves a point of law
resting on the thin edge of a

fic control work by several

knife blade."
The co-ordinator said Civil
Defense legal advisors will de-

members of the Mount Pros-

cide on the point -in about a

pect chapter.

week.

Fascia explained that he is
checking only on the legality

a

of the members accepting payment from St. Raymond's

Church, 311 S. loka, for Sunday morning traffic control.

"I am not qualified to make

decision on this myself,"

cago.

/./

ership."

Rep. David J. Regner (R -

e
will be tighter controls over
governmental

County supervising a recount
of the legislative vote cast in
the November, 1968 election

Illinois.

in which the difference

H Ouse of

a

in

T H E 77 -BLOCK hike
through Evanston will be the
first of pedestrian tours
through the length of each of
the eight townships in the district, Schlickman said.
The trek will start at the

Aside from the one question

"I'M MAKING this kind
of walk through Evanston and
the seven other townships in
the district because I want to

will he accompanied by a spe-

establish 2 -way commu-

cial musical group known as
the "City Schlickers."

nications with the voters on
won't be giving
my walks.

Schlickman girls,
"Schlick Chicks," will distribute free balloons, buttons,
bumper' stickers and literawre

prepared speeches but will he

The

along the route. Schlickman
will have lunch at I p.m. Saturday at the Sidewalk Cafe of the

1

asking the views of those
meet and answering their ques-

tions," Schlickman declared.
Schlickman's schedule is as

follows:10 a.m., Ridge Ave.
and Oakton St., II a.m., Chicago Ave. and Greenleaf St.,

Orrington Hotel.
Schlickman's walk will take Noon,

him north on Ridge to Main
St., East on Main St. to Chicago Ave., north on Chicago
Ave., Sherman Ave. and Orrington to the hotel, north to

Sherman

Ave.

and

Davis St.; 1-2 p.m. Orrington

Hotel; 3 p.m., Sherman Ave.
and Colfax St.; 4 p.m., Central
St. and Ashland Ave.; 5 p.m.,
Central St. and McDaniel

Ave.; 6 p.m., Central St. and
on Sherman to Central Ave., Ridgeway Ave.; and 7 p.m.,
west on Central to Crawford Crawford Ave. and Glenview
Ave., and northwest on Craw- Road.
Clark, west to Sherman, north

SIMON

SUSUR8
SAYS Summer is nearly over, and you can soon quit worrying about
crab grass. The leaves will hide It.

southeast end of Evanston and

C

member of

Elections committee.
Illinois laws provide that the
House may grant a recount in
event there is question about
the validity of the vote through
which members of the House
win seats in the legislature.

r

The law also stipulates that
members of the elections committee must personally super:
vise the recount.
REP.
REGNER began
work at 8 a.m. Thursday at Edwardsville, Madison countyscat. He expects to finish Saturday or Sunday.
Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie
signed two bills this week

'VW

sponsored by Rep. Regner in
the recent session of the legislature.

HOUSE BILL' 2116

amends

the

joint

govern-

is a party of a joint agreement

for the purchase of personal
property.

of payment, he said, the plan
has his full approval.

than any other Illinois candidate for state representative,

ford to Glenview Road.

Representatives

been approved by state CD paper and also in another local
authorities before being put paper when the State of Illinois
into effect.

end at the northwest township
border. The Arlington Heights
attorney, who in both 1966
and 1968 received more votes

be-

tween the winning and losing
candidate appears to be but
two votes.
Regner is

purchasing

Mayor Jack Walsh in ArtingMrs. Walsh is
woman' chairman of the Schlickman cam-

. ton Heights.
13th District

paign.

Rep. Regner Aids
Probe into '68 Vote
Mount Prospect) is in Madison.

The Schlickman announcement was made at the home of

rtTntal units 'purchase of perstatements attributed to him in sonal property' act.
The act provides the State of
a story Monday, Aug. 11. He
said . that. in his initial dis- Illinois be included as a govcussion with Civil Defense, ernmental unit, to prescribe
police and village officials he the bid letting authority. It also
had learned that Mount Pros- provides for publishing of nopect's church traffic plan had tices in the official state news-

Fascia added.

Fascia asked that a "further
explanation" be printed ..in
The, Day to clarify several

trict adjoins the City of Chi-

Coin -operated light meters at the park which give
you 15 minutes of light instead of an hour.

lead-

competent

ner of Howard and Ridge.
Schlickman chose Howard St.
as the beginning of the Evanston Township walk to dramatize the fact that the 13th Dis-

"It goes without saying,"

Leroi Hutch-

added
ings.

Day -

making "rapid strides in a very
and

&.S.V.14*Z4

Gripe
Of The

college has gotten past the first
four years.

Lahti said, "that you don't do

hike through Evanston Township will begin tomorrow
morning at 9 with a news conference in Evanston at the cor-

likely to occur now that the

differences had not interfered
with Harper's development is
reflected in the college's re-

him the toriay in Illinois, we
can give him a small raise,"

Mount Prospect Plan
Commission, Village Hall,

mutual aid co-ordinator for

marathon walk taking
place Saturday. The 77 -block
the

Harper President Given New
Contract, $3,000 Pay Hike
By K. C. Radtke

Re-

the congressional scat vacated

tricity, $5,313.
Architect Charles Conlon

project. Board attorney Roger

before key

publican Women from across
th 13th Congressional District
Thursday noon, Rep.' Eugene
F. Schlickman, candidate for

/

The low bid for heating was
$8,900 from Northlake Engineering Co. M.M. Electrical.
Co. had the low bid for elec-

its May 8 meeting the board
had allotted $80,000 for the

Newsstand Price 10 Cents

28 PAGES
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Recreation
Building
Bids Opened

said,
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At dress rehearsal last night for the performance of "Once
Upon A Mittress" at 8 p.m. tomorrow in St. Vlator School auditorium, Arlington Heights, are (from left, front), Mark Ganzel as
Dauntless and Karen Mason as Winifred. Both are from Arlington Heights. Bakk row (from left) are, Tom Barclay of Prospect

Heights and wren Schafer and Jim Gallen, both of Arlington
Heights. Th play is being presented by Tenzel Productions, a
new gru f 30 performers from the Northwest suburbs, spon.
sorediby e Palatine Pro Sports Shop Plaza. (Photo by Harold R.
Wambach)
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Wheeling Towitihip iil-,
May to become an assistant to
pees and George Hauff, Elliott
largest block of Repub,-;'.
By Richard Crabb
President Richard M. i$ixon.
urbs'
District
3
that
extends
Richard A. Cowen of Ar- Johnson and Marshall The- from Des Plaines to' BarringTHERE 'ARE 11 ,candi- votes in -the northwest sutiurt----,
Wigton Heights, Wheeling roux of Arlington Heights.
dates filed for the Oct. 7 prima- to commit-to-thefe important
ton
and
from
Elk
Grove
Vil-'
eloctiOns.
Township Republican corn- Mrs. Kolerits and Theroux are
lege to 'Buffalo Grove. There ry. A special generaLelection-fall
mittceman, announced Thurs- newly, elected officials of . are 16 candidates seeking the 'in Wheeling-Tawnship and the
day that 10 additional 'pre- Wheeling Township.' Mrs. Ko- two northwest suburb Seats -M -13th District will take place
Nov. 25.'
cincts are being added in lerUs is township supervisor. the primary,- -Wheeling Township before the Theroux was elected township
__------The fOur candidates getting "Wheeling Township Re A distributor. was :stolen
publicans have an intense in Sept: 23 primary for candi- assessor.
"The ad 'tion-orifese per- the most voteswill run in the terest in all four 'of these key from a car belonging to
dates running for seats at the
election
confor
general
o our executive staff will,
convention from the north. --s
elections this fall;" Said Cow - Liam Liddle of 490 W. Crystal,
give our township Republican vention delegates on Nov. 18. en Thursday, "A majority of Mount Prospect, late Wedrinswest suburbs.-3rd-Disitici:
The
two
getting
the
most
votes
balance.
day night while the car was
The addition of the new pre- organization better
will be assigned seats at the the con -con candidates in the parked in the Randhurst Parkcincts, largely in the northern We are fortunate to have such Constitutional
3rd District are residents of
Convention
section of the township, results well qualified individuals who s c h e d u I e d to open in Wheeling Township. One of ing lot.
from the increase in popu- are willing to serve." said Springfield Dec.8.
the large field of Republican
lation in that area since the Cowen.
In addition there wilt be oth- candidates, Rep.i.Eugene-F.
Cowen
made
the
announcegeneral election last year.
er important elections in Schlick rtfa n of Arlington
With the new precincts, the ment of new precincts and the Wheeling Township this fall. ' Heights, is a resident of Wheeladditions
to
the
party's
adminWheeling Township precinct
ing Township."
istrative group in mid -August On Oct. 7 a special primary
Anthony Skrzynski. of 100
total stands at 89.
Wheeling Township Rewill be held in Wheeling
in
order
to
provide
time
to
orAddition of the 10 precincts
13th con- publicans have already en- N. Elmhurst Av., Mount ProsTownship
and
all
ganize
effective
campaigns
in
dorsed the candidacy of Rep. pect, a student at Northern Ilmakes it necessary for the the major elections to be held gressional district townships to
township Republican organiselect a successor to former Schlickman. The township linois University, has comin
Wheeling
township
and
the
zation in Wheeling Township
Congressman Donald Rum- GOP organization has yet to pleted basic ROTC summer
camp at Fort Denning, Ga.
to be reorganized with the ad- northwest suburbs this fall.
sfeld. Rumsfeld resigned in endorse con -con candidates.
weeks
remain
ONLY
FIVE
dition of new precinct offi.

.

Sept. 23 in Ate northwest sub-

.

,

Thief Takes
Distributor

-

.

Skrzyrtski
At ROTC

until the special primary in

cials.

IN HIS announcement yes-

which delegates to the state's

terday, Cowen named four m i d -century constitutional
new deputy committeemen. convention will be elected.

et the opening

Joseph Mathewson of Wilmette (second from left) GOP candidate for Congress,
E. Northwest Highway in Arlington Heights
of his northwest suburban headquarters at 210Mathewson
campaign activities In Wheeling, Elk
Thursday evening. The headquarters will direct
Schaumburg, MathGrove, Schaumburg and Palatine Townships. From left: Judy Fitzgerald of
of Wilmette. (Photo by
Arlington
Heights
and
William
H.
Alexander
ewson, Mrs. Toni Hanlon of
Steve Schmidt)

Each deputy has an area to supervise.

The new deputies are Mrs.
Ethel Koleus of Mount Pros -

Head Start Parents Protest

Parents of children in the

Then the parents asked by

Mrs. Adams had been dismissed.

David Fankhouser, director

satisfaction with the program

Mrs. telling them these things.

for.

much loyalty."

whether this meant 'she had

asked Fankhouser to give the
reasons why he had fired Mrs.

One of the parents asked

been telling the parents things

They then asked whether he
should not be discussed in an
open meeting, but the parents had fired her because she was
insisted on discussing it.

a meeting of five board
members. eight members of
at

the parents committee and the

dis-

agreement discussed was the
dismissal of a teacher, Mrs.
Adams. who had
in the Arlington

Heights program.
.Parents said that they were
members of a parent advisory
committee and part of the education committee of Norwesco, but did not receive information about the meetings
or their responsibilities at
these meetings.

Mrs. Adams had been asked to
do certain jobs, but she hadn't
done them.
He added that Mrs. Adams
was extremely impatient with
any children or families which
presented unusual problemi or
were difficult to get along
with.

HE SAID THAT in August,

1968, Mrs. Adams had sug-

gested that the Head Start
school day consist of two

FINALLY THE parents

Adams.

He gave the reasons, but
said first, "now I'm leaving
out a great deal."

Park. Building
Bids 'Opened

Fankhouser answered that

staff of Head Start and the
Northwest Opportunity Cen

taught

that

of the local Head Start pro- he didn't want known and he
gram, said that the dismissal replied, "yes."

The parents voiced their dis-

ter in Rolling Meadows.
Another point of

said

He replied that that was "a
notices of the meeting, and Adams went around "badstarter" and that he
that she always had mailed mouthing" the organization good
and persons she had worked didn't believe that "it showed
them out.

Head Start program administered by the Norwesco
board, last night charged that
they were made to feel that
their presence was not important at meetings.

Dorothy

He also

wesco, said parents should get

By Jan Burns

-micutslmiOASSMIOASIIMIDASISMIDASSmiDASS MUMS M WAS M WAS iMfoAsamioRseml.,7a

THERE'S

A
DIFFERENCE
... you will soon taste
in an open FLAME
BROILED Dandy,

hamburger or
cheeseburger. Enloy
them here or carry
some home.

THE MIDAS TOUCH!
.

OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

. . .

make car. Replaced, if necessary, pt any
Midas Muffler Shop for a service charge

0 Midas, Inc. 1958

only!

be withdrawn for 30 days. brochure explaining- th6 pool
Conlon said he wilt make a issue to binemyttersk-the bro-

classes for four hours and listed reasons which he said were:
--To secure `a small group
MRS. VIOLA Martinez, relationship;
The brochure goes on to
--To make possible a lot of that "Everything is in order"
one of the parents, said she had
past 21/2
attended one of the Norwesco parent and family related ac- for the Aug. 23 referendum on say, "During the
years, the estimated construcmeetings. but hadn't been no- tivities.
the $475,000 swimming pool tion costs of the pool have in--Mrs. Adams added that bond issue. Weiss said he has
tified of others.
creased at least 6 per cent per
She added that the board she also had listed two others:
been speaking to civic asso--To give the assistant teach- ciations, informing them about year." The pool is to be 165
members just said, "Well, just
feet .by 471/2 feet, to be lighted
a few parents are here..." and er more experience under the pool, and the responses by night."
then continued with their busi- close supervision;
have been favorable.
--To divide the children by
ness.
1 would guess at- least 90
HOMEOWNERS POLICY
Another parent said that age.
She added that this only per cent of the absentee ballots
when they tried to say someWAYNE BRENNAN
are
in
favor
of
the
pool,"
said
thing they were told that the would be an experiment.
WESTGATE SHOPPINGI
Fankhouser said that he had Weiss.
meeting wasn't going by the
CENTER
not
been
able
to
identify
any392.4080
rules.
AUG. 19 the board will
ON
thing
that
had
been
accomARLINGTON HEIGHTS,
Mary Ann Garcia, one of
hold a public meeting in the
the board members of TNIZir- plished with this setup.

good coos/ -to coast, U.S.
and Canada: Midas Mufflers are guaranteed for as long as you own your U.S.

MUFFLER
SHOPS

plans and to answer any clues lions. Weiss: aiso,haT nailed a

study qm the two -,lowest bid-, chure says, 'Swiin 110i -one
Of the Most healttdt i activities;
categorjr anti
ders
port to the bodid 'oti; Aug. 2S' iririniritirtift.a.ni, tit in aehild's
when t bids will be reviewed. and adult's' personal -safety
In oth r business, Parks Di- knowledge; swimming is just
rector Marvin Weiss reported plain fun."

and the FAMOUS MIDAS

GUARANTEE,

11 A.M. to 9 P.M.

cafeteria of River Trails Ju(Continued from Page I
amend the allottment if the nior High to display the pool
bids are accepted.
Bjorvik said the bids cannot

Fast, Free Midfler Installation

259-0421

990 N. Northwest Hwy., ' Mt. Prospect

BRAKE SERVICE AVAILABLE

10 E. NW. Hwy.
Mt. Prospect

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES
miux.s.minasmatinAsigraloxsomithisiminxs MIDAS'S MiDAS MiDAS INniDAS

ve 20% Sale
Lined or Unlined
DRAPERIES MADE JUST -FOR -YOUR WINDOWS ...

YOUR PERSONAL CHOICE OF
FABRICS AND COLORS

etioutaeitd
COLLECTOR BUTIK

s. ED' rasmussen

me Oda

to aiwxuece

eV yijt

TAILORED WITH DETAILS
OF QUALITY AND BEAUTY.

ditOpd

DELIVERED, READY TO HANG,
WITHIN A FEW WEEKS

GRAND OPENING
AUG. 17 -- AUG. 24

CUSTOM-MADE...
not CUSTOM -PRICED

at 1618 No. Rand Road (Route 12)

Arlington Heights, Ill.

now, with 20% SAVINGS

Pudattal

HOW TO MEASURE (USE RIGID RULE):
Width of rod, end -to -end.
Desired length, rod down.
Bring us your measurements.

CRYSTAL,
a treasure trove of selected gifts from the world's finest arts and crafts centers --

PORCELAIN, PEWTER, STAINLESS STEEL, MUSIC BOXES, WOOD CARVINGS, GOURMET
ITEMS, HANDCRAFTS, ETC.

wits woslIlaftwas &wet
ANRI CATHRINEHOLM COPCO BING & GRONDAHL
DAHL JENSEN ROYAL COPENHAGEN LALIQUE DELFT

VAL ST. LAMBERT BAROLAC HUMMEL HUTSCENREUTHER
HOLMEGAARD AYNSLEY LLADRO ISRAEL KAY BOYSETV
MICHELSON AND MANY OTHERS

We Jim
COLLECTOR'S ANNUAL PLATES,

FORKS, AND SPOONS....

Belgium, Denniark, England, France,
Germany, Israel, Norway, and Sweden

FREE VALUABLE DOOR PRIZES
with each nu/I/lase you will receive a key to
our Treasure Chest.

?km

O

You may be lucky!

2206 Algonquin Road
Rolling Meadows, III.
in the Southland Shopping Center

00.4 44.4(14004

SHOP AT HOME WITH OUR OWN

1618 N. Rand,Rd.

EXPERIENCED DECORATOR

PH: 255-6060

11/2 miles north of Randhurst

Arlington Heights, III.'

259-4077

FURNITURE

-DRAPERIES

CARPET

OFFICE FURNITURE

1
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The Day's Prospects

hat is Being Done Now To
Gain Protective Legislation?
Dennis paid many times that
much for it.lt would if not de-

By Dolores Haugh

(Last in a series on_protec-__ tected been -passed along -tin!
tivriegtsliktiatifor antique col- knowingly by a dealer in-.
nocent of personal fraudulent
lectors)
practices..

"I have been footed on reproductions passing as authen-

tic antiques."
This was the reluctant admission of Dennis Daniels who
operates the antique section of
the Mount Prospect Hardware
'

Store.
.

Through trade journal advertisements many midwes-

Daniels continued, "When
I found a copy of House Bill
12284 reprinted in the An-

tique Trader dated July 29.
1969, I decided to start my one
dealer campaign.

"I posted a copy of the bill
in the store calling it to the attention of customers and collectors.

"I wrote to my congress-

tern dealers must place orders

for replenishing their antique
stock.

Daniels ' sent

to New

York for some "authentic antique lighting equipment."

Stewardess Evy Vermilyea of Arlington Heights (second from
right) offers a sample of the ',Picnic in the Sit,"- to Ptospect Day
writer Fern Schneider, Harvey G. Foster, Chicago Vice President
for American Airlines, Mary Rose Noel, manager of Public Relations for American at O'Hare, and Barbara Peterson, Des Plaines'
Day,writer.

Page 3

THE PROSPECT DAY

Pici4 In
The Sky

Friday, Augus 15, 1969

Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor

Public Invited
To See Film
Cumberland

Baptist

Church. 1500 East Central
Road, Mount Prospect, will be

film "My Favorite Phony" on
Sunday, August 17th, at 8:30
This

thought

provoking

film will be shown in the

"I had zerox copies of the

article made to give to any and
all who are sincerely interested
in getting legislation to protect

"When the shipment arrived. I was especially delighted with a small tin antique

the public from these frauds
and cheats. This can only be
done if all reproductions are,

lamp. I asked Edith Wilson to
look at it expecting her toad -

clearly and permanently
stamped with the date of repro-

mire my new addition. She

duction."
Another source , of help
being organized for the same

looked at it, quietly returning
it to me. I asked her what was
the matter. She replied that it

purpose is through the Nation-

"just did not look right" to

al Questors, Inc. and their 97

her. I asked her to take it to an

chapters.

antique appraiser she knew
and trusted. Her final report

At the May 9, 1969, National Executive Board Meeting of
Questers, Inc., Mrs. Orville P.
Loper, first vice president gave
a special report on the need of

was --fraud."

Edith Wilson 'had just re-

turned from a visit to her fami-

ly home ip the east. "I recognized the metal in the lamp as
the same used in the railing on

the front porch of my family's
home which was built, in the
early 1900's. Dennis' lamp

laws

demanding

the

per-

manent marking of reproductions. Action was taken and a
petition placed in the Onvention hall for signatures.
"I have the petitions ready

was supposedly 1700."
The light was actually worth

about 19 cents in materails.

chapters across the nation. We
willobecome law in the near fu-

ture. Bill 12284 is good as far
it goes. More laws are

needed."

but was defeatedafter the third
reading in the Senate. This was

Mrs. Evelyn Stadelman of
Arlington Heights, national
secretary and area organiatpersonally visited many of the
area chapters carefully instructing members to write individually to their state representative to support Illinois

on June 23. the week before
thuate legislature adjourned.
This defeat undoubtedly was
due to the enormous amount
of bills being acted upon dur-

to see this film.

fraudulent practices involving
unmarked reproductions.

unmarked reproductions

Both representatives are eager to instigate pertinant state
Mrs. Chapman
legislation.

she concluded.

quins and pearls on appliques

Following a reception in
Moose Hall in Lockport for

York at 2 p.m., 2:30 p.m., 3

250 guests, the couple left for
an eastern and Canadian hon-

p.m: and 3:30 p.m.

If you're planning an afternoon trip to New York, try the

eymoon.

picnic flight-you'll just about
have time for your basket of

After graduating from Joliet Township High School,

David Regner immediately

Education from Northern Il-

Write right now.

is his second year as delegate.

when the subject of consumer

fraud on the agenda is discussed at the conference," he
said.

Attorney Carolyn Krause, a

member of the

Scrimshaw
Chapter' of Questers has in-

HOME INSURANCE
"thWayne Brennan
Westgate Shopping
Center

392.4000

Arlington Heights

ARLINOTON PARK

e

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing]
Intsdles sesuffitettls sliscondltIonsd
resSPorsde:/44.0. Ihno Timis. 140, ii. 34S, PM, and H.P. 5:11

QUinellaS Perlecta

450 Room Resort Hotel....
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course
Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Ti/ -State
to Northwest To//way
to Route 53 (North).
information WE 9-2500

American Airlines' new
"Picnic in the Sky" features a
basket with all the trimmings

for a picnic, with a bottle of

e

wine tucked in. It is available
on Chicago to New York after-

noon flights,

ttheatw

presents it's -- 69-70

PROVOCATIVE SEASON
* ODD COUPLE

linois. She is teaching physical

education at Clinton Rosette

tlanftree

The hilarious situation of
two opposites not attracting

October 3,4,10,11

Middle School.

A graduate of Prospect
High School, the groom re-

THEATRE FOR CHILDREN

ceived his B.S. in business, and

November 22,23,29,30

is now employed by the Uni-

YOU ALREADY MAY
OWN 1/2 OF TOTAL

versity Food Service.

HOME AIR
CONDITIONING

Your present furnance and

cluster of pearl -trimmed illusion petals.

4

Diane Lynn Brown, maid of
honor, the bride's sister, wore
a mid-victorian, floor -length
petal pink gown of karate and
organza. It was trimmed with
bands of ruffled valentia lace.
The wrist -length sleeves were
puffed. She wore a picture hat
of Swiss hairbraid wire of
matching petal pink.

ducts may be entirely satis
factory for total air conditioning. An add-on system may
be all that you need

!.3

A fantasy to please the young
and young at heart

4( AN EVENING OF ONE ACTS
February 20,21,27,28

* INTERVIEW

A poignant commentary on life

* SHINY RED BALL

The games people play

A humorous frustration
every man will relate to

* NEXT

* ROYAL GAMBIT

A fascinating insight into the
life of king Henry VIII

May 15,16,22,23

SIGN UP NOW FOR PATRON MEMBERSHIP and SAVE!
Patron members enjoy preferential seating at a saving. See all four
plays for only $12.00 a couple a $16.00 saving. Patrons receive advance notice of each show with option on preferred dates, plus the
opportunity of ordering guest tickets. Village Theatre is in it's 20th

Bridesmaids Miss Joyce
Johnson, Mrs. Thomas Geister

and Mrs. Robert Bowers at-

ins allaiion

gowns st

of a

Westing-

season -Become a Patron and see why!

house split system can be

identical to that of the maid of

Mail Today

simpler and economical. Get

"fhe fan, -call

us--for---cs, no --

obligation system survey.

FIVE -Y EAR -OLD Vickie
Laurie preceded the bride as
flower girl, dressed in pink, the

You can be
sure
if it's Westinghouse

same as the attendants.
Pink was also chosen by the

_

A-P

REFRIGERATION

worn by the groom's mother
who wore matching accessories and. white cymbidium.
orchids.

representation can he stopped.

York --refreshed!

Her tiered veil was of imported
silk illusion, falling from a

bidium orchids.
A coat ensemble in blue was

tions in requesting state and
federal representatives to introduce needed legislation on
permanent marking of reproductions, American and foreign, that this fraudulent mis-

"I will try to introduce the

food before you arrive in New

the bride received her B.S. in

and a petaled cathedral train.

bride's mother in a lace coat
ensemble with matching accessories and white cym-

ested antique collectors, dealers, appraisers and organiza-

took up the possibility of into be sent to the proper federal troducing the problem at the
representatives," reports Mrs. open forum at the National
Loper. "We have several hun- Legislation Conference. This

sengers.

gown was enhanced by a sabrina neckline, juliet lace sleeves

tended the

It is only through the persistant vigilance of the inter-

tive session.

Modifications of the "Pic-

of lace. The princess A -line

bride in

knowingly could be subject to
fine rather than jail sentence,"

volunteered to check out the
possibility of this type of taw
and begin drafting one for introduction at the next legisla-

salad makings. First class pas-

American's picnic snack
flights leave Chicago. and New

length gown of imported silk
organza was chosen by the
bride. It was trimmed in se-

probably involve only a misdemeanor charge. That is, a
dealer found to be circulating

aware of the scope of the

French bread (a Chicago favorite), or roast beef and
muenster cheese on a roll,
fried chicken, or shrimp with

ushering.

A TRADITIONAL floor -

dy is also possible but it would

facts regarding this situation

choice of an entree. This might
be-salami, gouda cheese with

nic in the Sky' (sans wine) are
offered to sky -club coach pas-

St. Peter's Evangelical Lutheran Church in Joliet at 4 p.m.
Presiding over the double -ring
candlelight ceremony was Reverend Martin Frenk.

dealer and may sight the law
for support. A criminal reme-

Regner admitted they were not

wine tucked in the basket. '

The wedding took place in

civil or criminal remedy is possible. The Civil remedy means
that the citizen who is harmed
'can bring a law suit against a

writer, state represenfatives
Eugenia Chapman and Dave

ger a basket lined with a red
and white checkerboard napkin. Nested in the basket are
fresh fruit and a sweet, and a

JOHNSON
RICHARD
was his brothers best man.
William Body, Larry Ehrhorn
and Charles Rubner did the

who were married July 19.

reproductions

Of

mandatory and that either a

When interviewed by this

sengers also find a bottle of

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Keats
Johnson of Mount Prospect,

marking

stewardesses give each passen-

Marriage Unites
Laurie Brown And
Howard Johnson
Northern Illinois 'University claims its share of married
couples who met while attending school there. Among them
are Laurie Joy Brown, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Gordon Brown of Joliet, and Kenneth Howard Johnson; son of

"I feel that state legislation
should be instigated to make

Illinois Bill 204 failed.

nounced the treat for express;
flights to New York.
Every picnic begins with a
fitted basket, so American

tist Church, invites the public

ing the closing days of the session.

Bill 204 dealing with mandatory written warranties on works
of art and also to their federal
representatives to instigate legislation regarding the marking
of reproductions.

Astrojet 727 express
flights. Harvey G. Foster,
American Airlines' Chicago
Vice President, has an-

Reverend Elmer A. Fischer,
pastor of the Cumberland Bap-

"The bill pasked the House

as

lected

you will remember and think
about for a long time.

Bill 204. She found -it was -a bipartisan sponsbred bill.

hope that motelederal control

Flying is a picnic! And it's
the only picnic without ants,
now being proven by American Airlines in their new "Picnic in the Sky" offer on se-

church parking lot. It is a message -saturated motion picture

showing a 30 minute color
.m.

By Fern Schneider

man.

vestigated the only state protective legislature .introduced,

dred names of members from

203 So. EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

259-2727
Mr. and Mn. Kenneth Howard Johnson

Village Theatre Inc.
P.O. box 32 -Arlington Heights, Ill. 60006

NA -ME

phone CL9-3200

Please print as you wish it to appear
on program listing

STREET
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PHONE

ZIP
New Patron 0 Former Patron 0
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Dayligh
grumbling about "petty
meanings" sought in his work
as

Richard Hunt,thicago. seupltor, and' Louis Sudler, presi.dent of the Symphony associ-

By Joseph Stubenrauch

Suburbanites who toil in

ation,

downtown Chicago may have

'
by observers.'
He really shtouldn't find
fault. If nothing else, his

other,paintings shoppers could
choose as a free premium, the
Picassos were rapidly snatched
up by area housewives.
Perhaps it was felt that a Picasso in the home, even in an
oilette copy, was a smart states

rather than the sculpture he
made and gave to Chicago.

The 88-year-oldartist progressed .creatively -throtigh-

"blue" and a "rose" period of
conventional paintings to the
unique assemblage of "steel,'
angular planes he used in later
air, and light" is the conversa- .
day. from the Civic Center
He was inor Daley on Picasso's struc- tion piece .of the town and of gsymbol, We do not feel the
plaza.
Ibeurge to possess a still-life of fluenced along the way by Ibeevery visitor to it.
ture,
an
overwhelming
'numThe
-event
scheduled
by
the
.
ap sculpture, Negro masks
several fish on a kitchen table' rian
ber of others have developed
City Fathers may even have
THOSE WHO FIND the was a definite strong artistic be-art-of-Cezanfie, and he
drawn some northwest subur- their own ideas of what the
ere. It worked in every possible artisfigure ugly anlydlio_ttLmean,---trand-irriocal
work signifies.
ban residents from the chore of
is', of course, possible, as one tic area, including pottery.
The colossal five -story -fig,--- inWiddiFalso at the reproclearing their desktops of urductions on the market for shopper put it, "I like the col - You may not admire or underure has been called everything
gent trifles before heading for
from a whatzit, a giant bird tourists to take back home as *ors." Nothing said about her stand everything he has proa weekend back at Mortgage
about to take off, a "mod" souvenirs of their Chicago vis- family's addiction to a fish duced. For output, vigor, sus.
Manor.
tamed enthusiasm in anything diet.
put-on, a replica of Kabul, the it. By issuing a $250 license to
The "happy birthday" festi- pertaining to artistic exartist's pet afghan hound, to a those making reproductions,
THE CHICAGO Symsymbol of the wings of prog- the Chicago Building Com- vities at the second anniversa- pression, however, he merits
phony Orchestra presented an
mission has at least effected ry of the dedication may in- our felicitations.
outdoor concert to mark the ress, a phoenix and an angel.
Let Pablo, old in years,
duce some well-wishers to
some control over the quality
second anniversary of the deyoung in spirit, be honored to,
speak
of
Picasso's
figure
as
the
of
the
replicas.
NO
MATTER
what
you
dication of the Picasso metal '
day as a living symbol. Happy
It's interesting to note that "Birthday Girl."
think of it, the Picasso in the
figure. Notables expected to
We say the emphasis ought years ahead to you, Birthday
when an inexpensive color reCivic Center plaza has proved
attend the ceremonies includto be on the artist himself, Boy!
production of an early Pir-Kso
to be a magnet for artists, phoed Mayor Richard Daley, Wilstill-life
was
offered
to
super
30"
tographers,
"over
liam Hartman, the Chicago arcouples, young lovers, chil- mart customers receptly in
chitect who induced Pablo to
northwest suburban commucreate the figure and Chicago dren and educators.
Picasso himself is on record nities, together with a bevy of
officials to accept the gift of it;

While some viewers have

been lured by the strains of

*

accepted 'the, "lovely woman"
designation bestowed by May-

music proceeding at noon to-

-

DOCTOR SAYS

Gout, like 'Diabetes' An Error of Metabolism
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

"Yes, sir! We KNOW this is private San Clemente beach
-we're your Secret Service men!"

-

Q -My doctor says my blood

skin tumors (tophi) consisting

uric acid level is high. What

of the same crystals may form,

does this mean and what can be

done about it?
A -This usually means gout.
It is caused by a failure of the

body to eliminate uric acid in
the urine. Like diabetes, gout
is an inborn error of metabolism. It is not caused by high
living as was once believed.
With modern drugs, this dis-

Tbe Prooect Dap
"Honor the righted dream hr always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
Marshall Field III

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

treated, may lead to serious
kidney damage. Heredity is

for gout? What are their side

Q -I have gouty arthritis.

A -When uric add crystals

Former Mokon Grove patrolinan Kenneth Ri Alley is
expected to. join, Ate Schaum-

burgtfmlicelorte tomorrow as
the first of two new men hired
to meet the needs of a rapidly

lentils.
To a lesser degree, purines

may cause liver damage and
should not be taken with iron
salts. Persons who take it
should have periodic liver -

are found 'in asparagus, cau-

function tests.

liflower, kidney beans, navy

the

12th

annual

obedience

trial, scheduled from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m.

There'll be 450 dogs from

Evelyn Mitchell, Christi Hanson,

Marlene Hunt, Arlene

Kargacos and Diana Weber.

The Karson Trio of Mount
Prospect's Wilkins School of
Music competes at the Illinois

State Fair Music Contest

in.

vising the school, and Mrs.
Warren TenHaken is directing. The theme is "Living
God's Way."
St. Mark Lutheran Church
will hold its vacation church
school next week for children
from St. Mark and black chil-

Springfield this weekend.
The Trio, Allyson, Lisa and
Steve Karson, competed at the
Illinois Music Association's
ninth annual state champion-

dren from Community Lu-

ship contest in May in Chi-

Four -and

the area visiting old friends
and neighbors. Daughters of

cago. They won the top trophy
and the trip to the State Fair in
guitar competition. They won

have classes at St. Mark. The
theme is "Be God's Pebple,"

Dave and Lenore Weatherby,
they formerly lived on N. Elm-

elle."

seven states competing for 275
prizes in eight classes. This is

one of the

ten largest dog

shows in the country.
T w o delightful young
ladies, Mary Frances and Julie
Weatherby, are currently in

hurst Av. and now reside in
Indianola, Iowa.

THE MOUNT PROSPECT Extensioneers tour an
Amish settlement today at Arthur, Ill. Two buses with 70

oldsters aboard left at 6 a.m.
They'll visit an open farmer's
market and will have a homemade meal at the local Methodist ChurCh there.
Five artists from Mount

Prospect are showing in the
'Gold Coast Art Fair on Chicago's Rush Street this week-

end, today through Sunday,

with their rendition of "Mich-

SEVERAL AREA

churches will be holding their
vacation church schools starting Monday.
Presbyterian
Community

man of the Police and Fire

Domele will give Police Chief

reason why it should not be favorable."

force of 16 men.

holds theirs for grades -kindergarten through sixth grade

next week, Aug. 18 to 22.
Their theme is "Christian Living with One Another."
Peace Reformed Church,
Golf and Meier Rds., holds

their Bible school for two
weeks, Aug, 18 to 29, for children enterting kindergarten
through grade nine. The Rev.

Mr. Randall Bosch is super-

Hideaword
CHUNBED
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can: In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

Two residents from this area
are among more than 200 students who have completed the
requirements for a masters de:

gree at Illinois State University.

They are William Wurl Jr.,
of 2903 Dove, Rolling Meadows, and Richard Schuler, of
34 S. Wille, Wheeling.

ant circus on Sunday sponsored by the -Elks Club. This is
a super -sized circus in big tents
with performing elephants,
monkeys, aerialists, acrobats,
jugglers, wire walkers, novelty

acts and a Wild West exhibition.
Performances are Sunday at

2 and '8 p.m. on the grounds'
next to the Elks Lodge, 2323
Wilke Road, north of Palatine
Road. To save a bit, buy tickets

in advance at $1.25 and $2--a'
saving of 20 per cent over door
prices on cir&ts day.
WORST JOKE of the Day:

Horace: "I asked that girl
for a date, and I would have
something she said."
Morris: "What did
say?"

Answer on Comic Page

Horace: "No!"

she

about 400 a month, we will still
be short-handed," he said.

RITA MORENO

the

I

don't have a father to talk to about thiS. The

spanking hurt, but even worse, it was embarrassing. Besides,
I'm more angry with my' mother now than I was before the
spanking. It just seems to me a 15 -year -old girl shouldn't be
spanked. Am 1 right?
--Bruised, Top and Bottom

Yes, you are. At your age, restrictions and withholding
privileges are far better disciplinary measures than paddling.
I hope your mother will agree.
WHAT'S WRONG?
Dear Lee Janson,

I'm a junior in high school, and 1 have a problem. This'
real, great, good looking senior lives right next door to me

and we've been neighbors since I was eight years old. He often
comes over and sits on the steps and tells me all his troubles,

including problems with girls he's dating. He eats my' Mom's
cookies, listens to our stereo, borrows our lawnmower, and

watches our TV, but he never asks me for a date.

I date

lots of other boys, and was Junior Queen this year, so I know
I can't be repulsive to' him. Instead of coming out and asking
him, I'll ask you what I've done wrong.
--The Neighbor's Girl
Nothing. It's the old forest and the trees problem. You're so
close, he can't see you, except as little sister. When he returns
from college for his first vacation, he'll probably discover what a
beautiful and wonderful nek,hborhe
' has. Then watch out!
Send your questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

abrade

FREE
YOGI BEAR
TEE SHIRT.

NVorker
Tues. - Fri. 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 6 IL 9:30 p.m.
Sun. 7 p.m.
Mat. Wed. 2 p.m.

Resv. 248-6800' 3000 N CIaf4 St.

.,,,,,C.-1,4. Voids. V.v. C.. -,eras.,,..

City

No. In Family

Ages

Please Reservs (3 days)

I

0 Motor Route Information Desired.

(OHM)

Mall To: HORSESHOE DEVELOPMENT CORP.,
Horseshoe Bend, Arkansas 72536

ILL

69

FREE VACATION
at HORSESHOE BEND in. the Arkansas Ozarks
THREE DAYS AND TWO NIGHTS .

.

.

and to enjoy, free of charge, lodging
and our many fun facilities. Your
expense will be transportation to and
from Horseshoe Bend and home cooked meals at our fine restaurant
where meals are moderately priced.
Other than a nominal fee for gentle
saddle horses, you will have free
access to tennis, archery, swimming

development has been under way a
brief five years ... but already many
major projects have been completed.
You owe it to yourself and your family
to visit HORSESHOE BEND 'and to
see for yourself what lagoing on. You
should know about our unique private

club membership program designed
to build a. program for congenial
people enjoying mutual ownership of
superb facilities for excellent vice.
tIonresort-recreation-retirement living.

(In a modem outdoor pool or in an
ole-fashioned swimmin' hole In fa-

Mous Strawberry River), badminton,
hunting (in season), miniature golf,
beautiful 18 hole golf course with 9

able now at development prices that
represent an opportunity of a-Hfetime: -Fill out and mail the coupon today for
your free vacation! Reservations will
be confirmed promptly on first come,
first served basis. You'll
never forget (or

completed, square damning,
hdriashoes, washirs, shuffleboard.music, nature' study, fishing (the

HORSESHOE BEND is 10,000 acres

of Incomparably beautiful Ozark
Mountain land being transformed Into

41/411

ESTATES

.1

0.)69

With Every Purchase of Yogi Bear's Beehive of.
Honey Fried Chicken or Seafood

Memberships and homesites are avail-

holes

finest) and water sports. You'll make
new friends from all sections of the
country In the pleasant atmosphere
of our spacious clubhouse. You'll rest
In solid comfort In modern living
quarters, including summer cottages
and our own motels.

11.1,0416w

Plod..1,00s toe
to

a Shangri-La for leisurely, relaxed
year-round vacation -resort -recreation retirement living. HORSESHOE BEND

You are invited to be our guest for

dated her if it hadn't been for
8 good, 11 excellent

have been losing my hair ever
since I started. Is there another
doesn't
anticoagulant that
have this side effect?
A -Although there are other
anticoagulants, they all may
cause loss of hair.

"But with the village population increasing at a rate of

Address

I

continues its three-ring, circus

Arlington Heights has a gi-

problems.

Name

[4'S REALLY circus time
in the area now. Randhurst

urday at 10 a.m. and 5:30 p.m.

Last week, after a big argument, my mother turned me over
her knee and gave me a spanking. I told her that, at IS, I
was too old to be spanked. I think we should discuss our

WE ACCEPT YOUR FREE VACATION OFFER

will

week. There are two performances tomorrow and next Sat-

TOO BIC
Dear Lee Janson,

Q -I have been taking
Coumadin for five years and

be

2 Get Degrees

sixth grades will attend an outdoor day camp at Camp Beard.

and 9:30 p.m. through next

cine.

The addition of Alley and
Martin' J. Conroy a full-time

have completed first through

celebrating its seventh birthday with three shows every
weekday at 10:30 a.m. and 3

with gout. Both drugs work
best when given with colchi-

physical.

Cotrunission, "and I see no

theran in Chicago. Those who

five -year -olds

nol works better than probenecid for some but not all persons

in Arlington Heights for

six weeks after he passes his

$8,429.40.

noon to 10 p.m. Exhibiting are

my,

"We are only awaiting the
results of his physical," said
Dr. Martin J. Coniglio, chair-

yearly salary will

triggered an attack. Allopuri-

the Northwest Police Acade-

three and a half years experience in police work. His

Lil Floros

A -The water pills have not
caused your gout but may have

mele will be requited to attend

Alley, 26, who is married

Obedience Club Show

stomach.

Having had no previous experience in police work, Do-

and has two children has had

Northwest Obedience Club of
Palatine holds a dog show on
Sunday at Prospect High. It's

Q. -The diuretic ,pills I am
taking for high blood pressure
have caused gout. Would aliopurinol work better than probenecid? The latter upsets my

The second man is Leroy M.
Domele, 34, of Elmhurst.

increasing population.

Main Street,

The

rash. Allopurinol (Zyloprim)

g..;to)rOlice Force

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

alert!

Probenecid (Benemid) may
cause nausea, headache and a

foods as glandular cuts of meat
(kidney, liver and sweet-

Schaumburg to Add

Robert C. Smith, Getieral.Manager

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, III. 60016

lovers,

A -The basic drug is colchicine. The dosage required to
control the disease' often
causes nausea and diarrhea.

high in purines.

breads), meat extracts (bouillon cubes), shellfiSh, fowl and

are deposited in a joint, usually
in the big toe, there is redness,
swelling and acute pain. Small

effects?

Please list the foods that are

Q. -What are the symptoms
of gout? How serious is it? Is it.
hereditary?

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Dog

Q -What are the' best drugs

one of the causative -factors.

gout
A -Persons
with
should avoid such purine-rich

Friday, August IS. 1969

Page 4

especially in the external ear.
Chronic gout, inadequately

cured.

ease can be controlled but not

lima beans, mush
rooms, spinach, rye bread, gra
barn crackers, whole whea
bread, shredded wheat and
other wheat cereals.
beans,

,

-OFFER GOOD

ALL THIS MONTH:

regret) your FREE
VACATION at

Horieshoe Bend
In the beautiful
Arkanias Ozarks.

8

HORSESHOE BEND,ARKANSAS 72536

HONEY FRIED CHICKEN
1262 LEE STREET 298-2250

DES PLAINES

THE PROSPECT
Page 5

Friday, August

Iv.toon.:-Feat Grp_,
By David Poling

_-

religion, some brilliant theologians anticipated this hour

s country will not soon
get over the excitement and
the whole world We thought
we were prepared for it. So
many other rocket launches
and orbitings that one almost

pect

must he counted as one of the__
brightest lights within the
traditional church to_ see the
link between earth and the

century

e for landing on the moon.
From the depths of our hearts

we pray for a safe return of
Neil ArMstrong, Edwin Al-

as the seminaries 'of Europe.

He knew that religion would
have to run to catch up with

nel who literally

vancing science, _ He also
hoped _that- man would close
the gap and find the synthesis

-how could it fail to be with
--such vast horizons opening before it and with stich_problems
to be-soIved?"
And Teilhard added a

are

success on the moon mock our
failures on the earth.

their

"Excite our imagination to
our many other needs lest our'

The Reverend Poling is presi-

dent of the Christian Herald
Assn.)

Luther League
Chritian Business
Good Shepherd OKs Junior
Youths Plan Beach Party'
Talk -on `SiiCc'ess7

I

$170,000 Building
has
Shepherd
The Good
approved the architectural

The Junior Luther League,
and organization of youth of
Prospect Heights and serves 7th grade through Freshman
Wheeling, Buffalo Grove and High School, of Grace Evanthe northern parts of Arling- gelical Lutheran Church,

plans for a S170.000' building

Prospect Heights, are sponsor-

The Lutheran Church of
Legal No 69 42A
ti

NOTICE OF HEARING

BEFORE THE MOUNT PROSPECT
BOARD OF APPEALS

program which will include a
new worship sanctuary multipurpose, educational and adhour of 8 00 P M there will be a ministrative space. The archipublic hearing at the Village Hall, tects for the program are BoNOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on
the 28th day of August 1969 at the

Highway,

Northwest

con

ton Heights.
To accomodate the present

congregation of 1,000, three
worship services arc held each
Sunday and two Sunday
Church Schools.

nesz, Maas and Buccola of

Mount Prospect as follows
CASE NO 69 42A

Petition for variation of property
located at Rand and Central Roads
(Shell Service Station) to place 6'

Grbund breaking is scheduled to take place before Jan.
I, 1970.
Good Shepherd is located in

Shell letters on 35 poles
legal description follows

That part of

the

South

1653.37

feet of the East one half of the
Southwest quarrel (measured on the
East line of said tract) and the South

west quarter of the Southwest quar
ter of Section 35 Township 42 North,
East of the 3rd Principal
Meridian (except Central Road) in
Cook County Illinois
All persons interested in the above
petition will be heard
Dated at Mount Prospect. Illinois,
this 13th day of August, 1969.
Range 11

GEORGE JACOBSMEYER,

Chairman
Mount Prospect Board of Appeals
Published in the
i'RC)SPECT DAY

Teenagers Aid
At Bible School

church at 8 A.M., and are expected to bring a lunch. The
cost is $1.00 and watermelon
and pop will be supplied.
The number of youth, who

Loren K. Reed, Executive
Manager for Success Aisociates International; Inc.: will
by calling Miss Karen Boint, address the Northwest ChrisCom7
259-0899 or Mark Malmberg, tian Business Merirs
C13-8952. Parents are being mittee (CBMC) at noon. Tues-

ing a Sunday Beach party at
Camp Augustana, Lake Geneva, Wisc. on Sunday, August.
24. Youth are to meet at the

asked to supply transportation
to and from the Camp.
.

,,,,T,our is the subject of the
Christian Science lesson -sermon to be heard Sunday in all
Christian Science churches.
The responsive reading includes these verses from

thee...Violence shall no more
be heard in thy land, wasting
nor destruction within thy bor-

Ice Cream Social

ders."

and Shubert St., Palatine, will
be having an ice cream social

I

I

The CBMC is

the church.

A HO ngton Heights,

New Pastor
Welcomed
will assume his new duties'
as pastor of rospect
Heights Baptist Chur

Sept.

.

MEETINGS and BANQUETS

1

He comes to Prospect
Heights after 13 years ministry
at Calvary Baptist Church, Ottumwa,

Let o- ur experienced staff take cure
of your next meeting or banquet!
Wikert,ov se:

While ministering to this
congregation the membership
increased from 40 persons to
350 and the church went
through four building programs. The Rev. Mr. Knauss
has also written six books on
various Christian subjects. He
has a B.A. degree from
Venaard College and 'degrees
from Burton College and Seminary.

437-6010

in the, Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand& Euclid Roods
Mount Prospoct

CL 9-5400

Itttratiorta

The Rev. Mr, Knauss and
wife Nellie, have three

his

THEATRE

ON OUR
STAGE...

daughters, Penny, 18, Doris,
15 and Kim Sue, 3.

81,04°.

411

THEATRE

ONLY

from

$3.00
WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

PARKING

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

Summertime is a time for
music, indoors and out.
Thousands of people prove
this every night at. Ravinia

LIVING INSURANCE

i ion ti. Linneman Mt. Prompeet
Rev. Waldemar IL Stteufert

Pastor
.

Tel. 437-3223 -.439-0412

the coming trends and con
cepis of 20th century music
you'll find an interesting sec-

Sunday School and Bible Class

9:13A.M.
Morning Worship Servim

8:00 - 10:30
No Communion

tion On the new electronie music

In "Introduction to Con-

"Faith Wins over Doubt"

How DO You

Get Along

With Parents?
Listen this, Sunday to the

Christian Science Radio
Series
esting

for some inter-

insights on this
question.

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:
7:00 a.m. WAD

1160kc

890kc
'
820kt
9:30 a.m. WAIT
10:30 a.m. WJJD FM104.3mc
7i3O a.m. WLS

THE

BIBLE SPEAKS
TO YOU

education;

...FROM EQUITABLE

Brake&Son- FUNERAL HOMES

sic.

Ravinia has all kinds of mu-

says

HOW MANY TIMES ARE
YOU GOING TO THINK
ABOUT TALKING TO AN
INSURANCE MAN
BEFORE YOU TAKE
ACTION?
,

BEN BALDWIN
Phone: 25IM409

sic throughout. the summer,
with free parking, a picnic

IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY

area, and restaurant.

The Mount Prospect library
too can help ,you have a musical summer.
It has shelves of records -and
quite a selection of *books .on

698-3368

IN CHICAGO
n03 N. WESTERN AVENUE
561-6874

titudes toward others," says
John Cornwell, chairman of

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.

the social Ministry committee,
"and this is one way we felt we
could help ourselves as well as
help others."

Morning Worship:
1 0:50
"Three Significant
Conversions"

Evcning Services;
7:00
"Abiding in

Trinity United

Christ's Love"

Methodist

i

605 Golf Rd.,
Mount Prsotpett '

41

(,4

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
392.6346

;

lt

Church Scheel: 9:30 AM
Worship Benda.: 8:15 AM

Nursery Provided For
All Services
Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi
CL 3-2407

.

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights
Phone: 392-1712

I,

9

0

Cpme as you are Service
LAY MEDIATION

Tk

Worship Service: 9:30 AM

11111131.111117Mil

111111111Millabillti

"STAND STILL GROW TALL"

3

Rand and Central

8274229

4
Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship

Community
Presbyterian
Church

PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen'
Thomas A. Phillips

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church Schodl
9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

' "Message and Messenger"

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH
PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CUFFORD KAUFMANN
J. E. GOLISCH
Worship Hours 8.00, 9.30, I I 00 A M
Sunday School 9.30 A M

100

SOUTH
SCHOOL
STREET

MOUNT

PROSPECT

Christian Day SchoolKindergarten Thru 8th

1.111111rd Shwrisig the Joy.

CL 5-0332

boxisei with pewple.

We_vork in ,c10,F eqoperation :with der --

Omen throughbut the area to serve families.of all faiths appropriately andwell.

.

.

Lutheran

.Church of the Cross
lorry D. Cartford 5.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

24 -HOUR

AMBULANCE

It

SERVICE

1404 Dogviood Lane - Mt. Prospect

Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

tV
.#
.
.
4.

Nursery Provided at Both Services *

Phelan 321,5235

?eople Out Oalif &KCMG t

401 N. Michigan Art. - Chicago
The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society Of the United states
C1964
Home 011100.1285 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y.I9,

CHURCH

groWing With regard 'to our it-

i

BAPTIST

Freedom: It

_music. j f you wonder ,about
5

-

"We all( mist' sio 'a lot or

co,

when they take a seat under the

BEN BALDWIN

out -to' help youth With their

46e Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

temporary Music."

bandshell or spread out their
picnic blanket on the grounds
to listen to their favorite mu-

FIRST

-- United Church of Chriet --

St. John
Lu theran. Church

By Laurie Rossi

-..................,.............._

Church of the Master --

Eight young citizens of Mount Prospect attended the solemn funeral rights given for squirrel arta
a rabbit. The funeral took place In the back yard of John Showron, 10, of 216 S. Elmhurst Rd. The
funderal was attended by (back row from left) Bob King, 10, 214 S. Elmhurst; Jim McGuinnis, 10,
221 S. Elmhurst; John Showron; and Kevin Gilligly, II, 213 S. Elmhurst. Front row, frau, left, Annette King, 7, 214 S. Elmhurst; Alice Stienmiller, 8, 218 S. loka; Tim Gillogly,11;2i3 S. Ehnhurst, and
Mike Hall, 7, 217 S. loka.

Mount Prospect Library
Fills the Air With Music

We hope to do even More in
the future."

Ci-OSs *VAR:1h Wanted to reach

Ada

_41t.

from

$5.95

church becoming alive in
helping others, it is a step in the
right direction of involvement.

The Seholarship Fund was
begun by the -Church of the

The Rev. Keith E. Knauss
.

DINNER

has

MexicanAmerican scholarships, to Mr.
Eloy Salazer of Wheeling, Mr.
Juan Sauceda of Arlington
Heights, and Mr. Luis Sauceda
of Wheeling.

Rev. Knauss

OVER 45

Country theatre
Chit)

comments, "Though this is
just one small step toward the

awarded three

lington Heights. Throughout
the two-week period they
worked in the nursery, assisted
in music and recreation activities and did much of the cleanup after refreshment periods.

1.000 Busse Elk Grove Village, Ill.

The Rev. Lam, Cartford

The Lutheran Church of the

the Christian Church of 'Ar-

H

Loren K. Reed

Cross, 2025 S. Goebert Rd.,

tion Bible school conducted at

e
Contact Ken Dawson
Assistant Innkeeper

non -deno-

Scholarships Awarded

Eighteen teenagers served
as aids during the recent vaca-

Organizations have Lai:treed our
facilities for . .

rat

Northwest CBMC meets
Tuesday's during the 'summer
months and is open to all men
whp are ihtercsted in attending

17, from 3 p.m. till 5 p.m. at

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL

'

His subjeci Will he "How to
Achieve Success."

and bake sale with an exhibit inr
art and antiques Sunday, Aug.

Friday August 15 196

Last Month

Mannheim Rd.

enibraces
and
minational
from
Christian leadership
many denominations.

St, P6ilip's Church, Wood

I a.m. at
First Church of Christ SciIsaiah: "Arise, shine; for the the
enlist's, 401 S. Evergreen, Arlight is come, and the glory of
lington Heights.
the Lord is risen upon
Services begin at

day; at the Nielsen Restaurant..

the meetings.

can participate iS limited to 30,
and reservations may be made

'Arise, Shine'

curling a petition In; change to the
Zoning Ordinance of the Village of Northbrook.

I

_

of Peace, they Son."

with the achievements of -science and.the expectation of re:ino prayer
ligion were

transfer this genius Of co-oper-,,
ation and spirit of teamwork to

that would bring happiness-not horror--to mankind. He

"Even as our astronauts go
to the moon in_ the -name of
_ peace: our world aches from
the pain of wars. We perfect
the means for destroying human life and then believe we
have found security. May the
nations trust not in the power
of their arms but in the Prince

At the White HouSe worship service on July 20, the
President asked Sen. Mark
Hatfield, R -Ore., to offer the
prayer. Here, again the sensitive words of a man at home

brothers' keepers.

the express -train pace of ad-

of thanksgiving:

"Let me give you' a difinition of ethics: It is good to
maintain life aud further life;
life. And this ethic, profund,
universal, has the_significanceof a religion: It is religion."

tain their wives, children and
families during these anxious
days. We are grateful for the
thousands of suppdrt person-

the scientific academies as well

once put it this way:

it is bad to damage and destroy

drin and Michael Collins. Sus-

mis-

and

philosopher

sionary. was comfortable in

"Whatever may he said, our
century is religious --probably
more religious- than any other-

geological studies in China__
and his theological prOjections
for an , expanding universe where God invited man nosy to

that will dominate our education, industry and national priorities for the remainder of the

and

1954:

logical waiting rooms.
A true giant of this century
was Perc Teilhard de Chardin-a French Jesuit known for -his

three brave space pioneers pre -

of him so often as physician

heavens. And he said.it so well, friends, when he wrote in

orthodox and

the

by

misunderstoOd by the average
mind that frequented theo-

forgets names and faces of the
first travelers Bu( the space
race goes on and we arc caught
up in the scientific dimensions

E

but he tirelessly labored and

and greeted it with excitement
and anticipation. They were in
the minority. considered sus-

drama of the first man walking
on the moon --in full, view of

112

could stand his line of thought,
,

"Our Father, we Marvel as

stroke after
that when he wrote:
'The Only thing is that it has
yet the God it can adore."
Albert Schweitzer. we think
sledgehammer

be a co -creator. Not many

--in-spite-of the 19th century
contest between science and

UNE
cOtOta RU1E'

411111=111111111111111111111=Newest

..####41...
2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

TM 0111/1/1.

and Fmeit in the Suburban Area

.
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Scout Units to Be Organized

THE DAY
Friday, August 15, 1969

Page 6

Two local organizations
have agreed to organize a new

Palatine Band Gives
Last Concert of Summer
The Palatine hand will con-

cluded their tenth and final
Concert For a Summer Night
in the Palatine Park Band
Shell, last night The band
gave their only guest appear-

ance away from home this

ducting' the group's public reGraybeil,
lations), Warren

Anthony Greenwall:Iim Har-

mon, John Harmon, Carol
Harrison,

George Hawkins,

Bob Hawley, George Huffman, Al Isaacs.

summer on Wednesday eve-

SHERRI JENSEN, Jim
who is vice-president of public Jones, Bill Karch, Marcia Kerelations, sent along a list of bel, Karl Krueger, Grant Lawthe names of the Band mem- rence, Libby Losch, Bill Moberg, Sam Malambri, Ray
bers
Mell, Larry Oomens, Len
Listed alphabetically, the
Durrell Petersen,
Paulsen,
music -makers are Neil Ben- Gene Reinhold, Bob.Ross,
son, Barbara Bowers, Rufus Tony Schell, Art Schmidt,
Richard Burger,
Bowling,
Ralph Schroder, Marilyn SieSkip Carroll, Carl Casperson, gert, Paul Siegert, Lou Sloss,
Bob Chandler, Jim Cochran, Melvin Smith, Glenn StepRobert Coe, Tom Conforti, hanson, John Sunstrum, Jerry
Cunningham, Jonell Tapp, Bob Tindall, Tom TrimJohn
Davis, Wally Degner, Lowell bor n, . Jone Vanderwest,
Dummer, Jerry Dunn, Fred Charles Van Meter, Gene
Elliot, Susan Falk, Loren Wagner, Nancy Walber,
Flouhouse, Gitana Folkes,
C h u c k Widamen, Diane
Richard Carrod, Lyman Widamen and Eloise Zensius.
Gould (who also plays trumpet
in the band as well as conStudent guests have been

ning in Elgin Lyman Gould,

ninghaM, Brian Dittman, Barbara;Heile, Gail Helsel, -Robin
Heigard and DaveStark. NeW
applications have been re-

William J. Ulrich, of 235

Russ DeWey,

Peach Tree Ln., Elk Grove

Dick Ligon, Donna Mark=
ovich, Carl Moneyhon, Jay
Moneyhon, and John Roeger.
Included in the instruments

-

Village, has accepted the posiLion of scoutmaster.

-

Frank E. Splitt, of 376 Ce-

Worker Hurt

trombones, ten trumpets;mirle-

teen-clarinets including two
bass and one alto. Other instruments are five,percussion,
one alto saxophone, four
tubas, sixt; French horns, two

bassoons, two string

basses,

-

one Sousaphone, one baritone
saxophone, one oboe and two
baritones.

'There hMe been many pictures of the Palatine Village Band
which will wind up its series of 10 Concerts For a Summer Night
tonight in the Palatine Park Shell. SKiilvn above is a view of the

for the last few concerts,

people In the park taken by an avid band member -cameraman.

FREE

ESTIMATES

Schaumburg police reported yesterday that a man working for Curran Pipe Con-

259-3936

tractors was injured when a

ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANER

company steam shovel struck
him.
Carl Ferrell, 64; of Huntley
Ill. was laying pipe in the 700

-

CENTRAL SYSTEMS

--X49.95-

block of Braintree when the shovel operated by Charles
Geile of Belvidere III. struck

Directors for the summer
Dr. John Shoemaker,
who has gone to make more
music in Haikaii and Rufus
Bowling, who took his place
were

for the past -two years.

LOCATED AT
BARB FLAME. CITY
1034 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT

dar, Elk Grove Village, will

played were 17 clarinets, six
flutes, two Euphoniums, eight

committee

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING -

will sponsor the clubs.

Drolet,

troop

ICHAEL'S

Scouts of America and the

ceived by Tom Applewhite,

as

The first meeting will be
Both Ulrich and Splitt are Sept. 3 at 8 p.m. at the church.
trained volunteer scouters and Anyone interested in lead-have been responsible for ership training courses may
adult leader training courses also attend the meeting._

Scout Pack at Christus Victor
Lutheran Church, Elk Grove
Village.
The Organization and Es tension Committee of the
Pathfinder District, North _west - Suburban Council, Boy

Bobette Adams, John Cun-

Joan

serve

chairman.

Boy Scout Troop and Cub

him.
He was taken to St. Alexius

(Clean Thq Air In Your Home)

Hospital by the Schaumburg
Fire Department ambulance,

ALSO: ROOM TO ROOM UNITS AVAILABLE

treated and relepsed.

,

.4"-'4%

.

WHEELING DIAMOND JUBILEE

r-

rri

August 15th Thru 24th. . .1894 To 1969

"7.

\

9

-

'"

COLOR TV

WHAT YOU'RE
HUNGRY FOR

Henry's
MOTOROLA

L!

FROM

1614

773 W. Dundee Rd.

COLOR T V

roue

AT
TAMALES

MILK SHAKES

OLSON'S TV, RADIO & HI Fl

Wheeling, Ill..

SPOT SNAK SHOP
BREAKFAST & LUNCHES
CARRY -OUT SERVICES

537-0101

98 E. Dundee

EXPERT SERVICE

t

AISOr

Vas

Sheets Television Specialists
111

A REAL SALE ON

HENRY'S DRIVE IN
Ne Add

CONGRATULATIONS
WHEELING

NOW

HENRY'S HAS

Wheeling, III.
PH 537-9752

TV RADIO HI-FI* RECORDS

Peter G. 8, Elaine Maniatis, Prop.

ALL
THE FOLKS AT

HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY

HAPPY "75"

KING MIDAS BARBER SHOP

f

PH: 537-0863

III

FROM
ALL THE FOLKS AT
Wheeling Heating & Air Conditioning
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

THE BARBERS WITH THE "GOLDEN TOUCH"

DUNHURST PARK N' SHOP
DUNDEE & RT. 83
WHEELING

88 E. DUNDEE RD.
WHEELING, ILL.

LOOKING FOR HONEST SERVICE

75 YEARS WELL DONE

Bob Carlson
AT

WISH YOU A

/1

CONGRATULATIONS
ON

Gordon Miley
Bill Schilling &

B.J. APPLIANCE SERVICE

ANNIVERSARY

(Next to Wheeling Furniture)

FROM

VARIETY STORE
GENERAL ELECTRIC
WASHERS & DRYERS
SALES & SERVICE

Henry s

"Happy Anniversary"

FRANKLIN

BEN

FROM

88 E. DUNDEE RD.
WHEELING, ILL.
Phone: LE 7-0750

RT. 68 & 83

Wheeling, III.
oec
537 1361
OPEN 11 a.m. to 11 p.m.
SAT. 'til 12 p.m.

IN DUNHURST SHOPPING CENTER

25 S. Milwaukee

PH: 537-0909

PH: 541-1220

CHILDREN ALWAYS WELCOME

1 --

ffiergpromisaisb.,
Jor

POWER SPORTS

IS NOW

Under New Management

-

y

747/toad

IN WHEELING

735 W. Dun ee Rd.
537-6770
.

BEAUTIFUL FOLK GUITAR

,

.

,;,,,, ,,.

-

SECOND TIME AROUND THRIFT & GIFT SHOP
(Bonefits -Lake Bluff Children. Home)'
CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE
NEW & USED CLOTHING
AGE OF WHEELING
VILLAGE
HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
ON HER
.

SALES

Visit our booth at the Wheeling High School during the JUBILEE
Be sure and Register to Win One of These Fine Prizes
$300 CHORD. ORGAN
DELUXE ELECTRIC GUITAR OUTFIT
..ame!WJIONe-.-

761 W. Dundee Rd.
Wheeling, III.
PH: 537. 5052

DUO MERCURY

Wheeling, Ill.

INSTRUCTIONS

Glamour Beauty Salon

CARVER SHELL LAKE

109 N. Wolf Rd.

-

,644cesi

PH: LE 7 5410

PH: 537-9526

-*t. 77,1"

Agiciatioy

860 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling, III.

Open Tues Thru Fri 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Mon & Sat 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
For An Appointment

tate pit 754

ca

MARINE SALES & SERVICE,

WIGS & WIGLETS
SALES & SERVICE

I

Weit%te bp, go be Icee to help pa

WILLIAMS

Studio One

"50" OTHER RIZES

-

TUESTHRU FRI 10-4 '
562 N. Milwaukee Ave.
75th ANNIVERSARY
SAT 9-3.
CLEARANCE SALE ON ALL SUMMER...5..i_JM_MG

' ..-"...--- -
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THE DAY

Abby Dalt

Friday, August 15, 1969

`Streetcar'
Scheduled

at Pheasant Run

Abby Dalton lit up the scene

at Pheasant Run Playhouse
where she opened in "Love In
E -Flat" last Tuesday night.

old enough for high school sex
edncation classes will enjoy.

The Roselle Guild Players
fir* play of the season will be

Abby is a doll.Sherica-c-lever

Tennessee Williams''A

comedienne and as she grows
nonsense by Norman Krasha_--ac-automed to the role of Amy,
about an intern Who_ is haying the teacher, she will give a
an affair with a schoolteacher throughly fine performance.
who-discovers that, he has She wears clothes that sluts
pest
"bugged" her apartment. She stunning as one woo
and her sister decide to give to see on a -former model. Her
intern friend is played quite
him and his roommate a real
earful, and they even write a well by Dan Conway, who is
script so that they are letter. becoming a dependable reguperfect. The results are hi- lar at the theatre.
.Her sister Bea is..haneller
larious.
There is not much plot, and very capably...by-15-1forrison,
rght on time with the
there is- little suspense, but wh
quick quips that make the play
there is merriment and so

The play is a fluffy bit of

----ON. TUESDAY NIGHT

the timing was off so that the
first act dragged too much, but

the actors shifted into high

gear in the second act. The rapid-fire delivery and action
continued through the third
act and succeeded in, erasing

the. memory of the first act.
The first act tempo should be
quickened by now. "Love In
E -Flat" is a play that everyone

Arlington Heights' Tom
Petresino of Lillian Ln. would
like to remind readers that his
Atthenaeum Theatre, 2936 N.

Amusement
Calendar

S.,

dent. Gloria Dee is vice presi-

dent; Penny Striegel, secretary; and Jeanne Erickson,

day and Sunday, 1:30, 4:20, 7:10 and 10:05 p.m.
CATLOW THEATRE, 116 W. Main, Barrington.

A Lion in Winter: Weekdays, 8 p:m.; Saturday, 7 and 9:30

p.m.

Antome who

brought his magic gypsy violin
to the Northwest suburban res-

taurant last Tuesday night for
the first time He will be there
for an indefinite- engagement
Wearing the traditional gypsy
golden earring and velvet vest,

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
If It's Tuesday, This Must be Belgium: Weekdays, 6:40 and'
10:05; Saturday and Sunday, 3:30, 6:55. 10:20 p.m.
Support Your Local Sheriff: Weekdays, 8 p.m.; Saturday and
Sunday, 2, 5:25, and 8:50 p.m.

n.m.

Hook, Line, and Sinker; Daily and Weekends, 4:15 and 8:15

p.m.

well as romantic modern ones

His brother, Joseph, accompanies him on the guitar The
men are both members of a
gypsy family, one of the more
Than 1,000 living in the Chicago area

At 'Ivanhoe
Rita Moreno, who captured
Chicago's heart in George
production of
Keathley's

"The Rose Tattoo," returns to
the Ivanhoe Theatre as Annie
Sullivan in "The . Miracle

Worker" The William Gibson drama opens Thursday,
Aug. 21 for eight weeks

"The Miracle Worker," replaces the production of "The
Deputy," originally scheduled a
i n g to producer -director'
George Keathley, he was
unable to cast his "first

choice" actor for the leading
role Rather than accept a second choice for the part, he decided to shift the production to
early next spring
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

MONDAY AUG. 18

treasurer. Directors of the cor-

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Main, Park Ridge.
If It's Tuesday, This. Must Be Belgium: Daily, 6:20 and 10:25
p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 2:05, 6:10, 10:20 p.m.
Ice Station Zebra: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday, 3:45
and 7:55 p.m.
PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main,.Mount Prospect.
Finian's Rainbow: Weekdays and Saturday, 7:02 and 9:30
p.m.; Sunday, 2, 4:30, and 9:30 p.m.
RANDHURST CINEMA, Randhurst Shopping Center, Mount
Prospect:
Winning: Daily and Weekends, 2:20, 4:50, 7:20 and 9:48 p,m.
OASIS DRIVE-IN, Bensenville.
The April Foots and Wait Until Dark: show begins at dusk.

"Love in E -Flat" at Pheasant
Run Playhouse through Labor
Day, Sept. 1. Conway has appeared in four of the last five
Pheasant Run productions.

corn -

ally he hardly seems the type to

be a medic, but he makes the
most of his funny lines. The

play contains a happy meeting
of" cript and players.

The play will add Labor

Day, Sept. 1, to its run. Doors
open at 6:30 p.m. for dinner,
and the curtain is at 8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.
In the cast are Michael Austin, Dolly Laurie, Michael

More information and ticket
reservations can be made by

Nearill, Gerald Bailey, David
ReAnn Miller,
Scott Crawford, George Vaneck and Lawrence Green.
"Camelot" will be the first
play given under the new season subscription plan. For
more information, call 935Kuznidge,

392-5740.

A eta 4 Good &AI
A 1141*(1,4

winter season. Anyone interested in the group may obtain
further information by calling

HOME of the DAY

Vi

ROLLING MEADOWS

i guaranteed!
satsfacton

GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE

20' X 20' PANELED FAMILY ROOM

NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

Don't miss seeing this attractive ranch which features large family
room, 2 baths, 3 bedrooms, oversize 2 car garage, choice location,
large lot with mature landscaping, More square feet of living area
than you'll find in most homes in this price range.

CALL 'TODAY 956-0880.

is REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
is REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.

REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR. OR TINTED, OR SUNOLASS LENSES.
CHOICE OF OYU' 200
REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR
STYLES IN EXCITING

JUST $28,500
SALES COUNSELOR

OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERING FRAME
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS, ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
filled in the frame ,of ur choke from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

of the DAY

OE COMM
NORTHWEST

e

MT. PROSPECT

22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
AREA OFFICES
TELEPHONE: 2559-94156

REALTORS
ARLINGTON HTS RD

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

at HIGGINS

956-0880
MOVING?

NORTH SIDE
3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

Beverly Losito

Anywhere in the U.S.A. Yours

Beverly, her husband Joe and

free) Complete Impartial corn

their four children

destrip
munity information;
five
brochure of available

Debra 14, Jim 12 and Susan 10
have lived at 115 W. Emerson

Robin

15,

homes. This is a no cost public
service offered by the AIMS
Corporation and Gallery of
Homes and their 3000 affiliated

Arlington ,Heights for the past
two years. Beverly is very fam
iliar with the troicsfree's prob
lams having been in that situ

offices...Everywhere Nationwide.

ation many times.

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

\\.........DOWNTOWN AURORA

MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

LARGE DISCOUNTS ON ALL MODELS
18 ft. Leisure Time travel trailer

1111 VAN LOOS

U MUIR MSS

cgutueRISTS

101 "SlIfORMENS

5250,000 INVESTED

tt

OAR! WWI

i POPULAR PRICES megnirag

Truck Camper
Reg. $2895

117th 1. CICOERO , KORVETTE GTO.

MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

WAUKEGAN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

Sale
-

9295

$0005

Sole

For your own trip
to the Moon

THE BANK
& TR-UST COMPANY -of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sale $

Tradewind Camper
glAPOLLOS

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
AK LAWN

Save now
urt

CLEARANCE SALE

Reg. $1575

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

think future -

ADULTS $1.75
CHILDREN $1.00

Leisure time travel trailer &
Truck Campers & Tradewind CaMpers

SO WILD ANIMALS

91 NORTH BROADWAY

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

601 N. MAIN ST.

Reg. $2495

WEST SIDE
6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

3 EAST WASHINGTON

.

THE COLOSSUS OF,
ALL. AMUSEMENTS

and Quinn in Schaumburg.

V check our quality!
V check our service!
V check the value!

A

444:4-"CAFN

.

Weekdays 8:30
Saturday & Sunday
2:00, 5:25, 8:50

He lives with his wife, Susie,
and their two young sons Clint

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five' years!

POST 1337 V.F.W.
DANCING 9 till ?

"SUPPORT YOUR
LOCAL SHERIFF"

.

Chicken Fry & Dance
AUGUST 16, 1969

FOOD SERVED 6 PM

plus
JAMES GARNER

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Motint Prospect.
The Marriage Go Round: Saturday, 7:30 and 10:50 p.m.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday, /3:30 p.m.

"Rashomen", but lighter fare
like "Arsenic and Old Lace."
His last performance with the
Roselle Guild Players was in
"The Little Fokes" production last October.'
He has a long history of activity in non-professional and
amateur theatre.

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

publicity;
Dave Lindemann, social
chairman; Joan Schroeder,
historian.

der.
Mrs. Erickson has announced several committee
h a i r m a n appointments.

Weekdays 6:40, 10:05
Saturday & Sunday
3:30, 6:55, 10:20

when Henry Ford started

6860.

Cameo Players produces
one comedy a year, during the

activity in theatre has included
not only_ direction of such dramas as "Saint Joan", and

calling 584-6300 or 261-7366.

'

772-,
4

Dr. Johnson's interest and

Norman Krasna comedy,

ONE DAY ONLY
SPON. BY B.P.O. ELKS
SHOWS 2 A 8 PM

I

from the University of Illinois
in Champaign.

"bugs" her apartment in the

petition for best acting comes
from. Rick Plastinit. Occasion-

Randy Shannon and Don Yo-

poration are Floyd Hillman,

SUZANNE PLESHETTE

in

and his M. A. and Ph. D.

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
If It's Tuesday, This Must Be Belgium: Daily and Weekends,
4:05 and 8:10 p.m. '
MacKenna's Golf; Weekdays and Weekends, 1:50, 5:50, and
9:50 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 Rand, Mount Prdspect.
MacKenna's Gold: Daily and Weekends, 2:05, 6, and 9:50

he playi Old World tunes as

for this time period Accord-

duced under Petrosino's direction on three successive weekends beginning on Friday,.
Sept. 5 and ending on Sunday,
Sept. 20. The curtain will be at

in Cofor

Program Rated G.

HE RECEIVED his B. A.
from the Austin Peay State

will lead the group as presi- Phyllis Banister,

115 N. Evergreen, Arlington
Heitihts.
Ice Station Zebra: Weedays: 4:45, 7:25, and 10:05 p.M.; Satur

Plaines Is

Southport Av., Chicago will
open their season with "Camelot." "Camelot" is being pro-

Georgia

University of
Athens, Ga.

Dan Conway plays Abby
Dalton's intern boyfriend who

penlaoyuegdh.by Kermit Allen well

A bby's sharpest

on our Wide
BRILLIANT SCREEN

well as set- technique at the

Cameo Players, Inc., has Jeanne Erickson will act as
elected new officers for the membership chairman; Gloria
coming year. Ruth Erickson Dee as program chairman;

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

Oakton and Mannheim In Des

Starts Friday

previously taught drama as

Cameo Players Name Officers

MOVIES

Featured attraction at the
Seven Eagles Restaurant at

date will be announced....------'
Dr. JohnsoiLliaa-Mught all
phases...of-teeFnical theatre at
-ttfr-University of Illinois
Circle Campus since 1966. He;

COOL -ED

Johnson, The exact opening'

College in Clarksville, Tenn.,

A small part becameir good
characterization by Ralph
Foody as an electronics salesmen who carries his product in
a violin case. Bea's husband is

Camelot Presentation

Part of the clown contingent who will be in A rlington Heights for two performances of the Sells
Gray Circus on Monday, Aug. 18. The Circus is being brought to town hy the local Elk's Club and
will beheld on their grounds on 2323,N. Wilke. Performances will begin at 2 p.m. More infanta:tion about tickets can be obtained by calling the dub at 253-2048.

Sensibly

bright.

very funny l-

rtir

Streetcar Named Desire." It
will be directed by Dr. Raoul

7

1 mile North of Irving Park
itasca,'III.
on Route 53
.

-

in the Arlington Minket
. Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255-7900

.

...... .

,
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Child's Exploration-Dangerou
are the innumerable accidents
that occur -when children con-

School has been out a while
now, and for most- children the

novelty has worn off. When
usual playtime activities cease
to amuse young people, the
National Safety Council finds
t h e more -adventuresome
among them begin to look fo
new forms of entertainment -often in da5gerotts places.
The -National Safety Councif-urges that parents fade the

O

fact that children are natural
explorers No one would want

when it comes to

standing; and because they
can't yet analyze a situation
for

doned. -buildings that vandals
may have rendered additionally unsafe.
Last summer, for example,
one 14 -year -old boy's sense of
adventure led him to climb a

the un-

know can hurt them.

a baseball and glove; he

IN ONE CASE history reported to the Council, a small
boy discovered art ingenious
and safe plaything, but a fatal
playground. While playing in

arm. Still, the Council says, he

is

can and should be done on
playgrounds in all commu-

in-

n o v a t i o n s in playground
equipment show.
A few supervised play areas

children not only know, but

understand all the reasons be-

of

LET THE CHILDREN in
your care use their imagina-

p r o du c e d, as recent

was fortunate compared to
-most victims of hazardous play
area accidents. He lived!
Adult supervisors are responsible for making sure that

Just as senseless and tragic

In these areas, the hazardous elements of unauthorized
play areas have been rendered
safe by moving them to a safe
environment. The same thing

The attractiveness of unauthorized play areas can even be re-

sporting an artificial leg and

a cardboard box in an alley, he
was run over by a car.,

these

hazards,

tractive, safe play areas that
will satisfy their expanding
minds and growing energies.

'
volt power line:
THIS SUMMER, instead of

play areas, what they don't

unseen

warnings, present direct challenges to, the young -chances
to tempt the law, to "get away
with something."

tions, but see to it that they do
so in safety. Teach them to recognize and stay clear of perilous playgrounds. Establish at-

fall was broken by a 23,000

knowns inherent in hazardous

playgrounds approximates the
natural environment children,
find so attractive -real rocks,
tree stumps, construction materials, etc.

and "Keep Out.':

too often on these excursions,
the boy slipped and fell: His

terms with the unknown. But

--W i t ho -u -t- that under-

gregate for play around ex---

cavation and construction,
sites, walk on_caili-niti tracks,
swim in_quarries, play in sand,----

water tower. As happens all

to kill their enthusiasm for discovery Their desire to come to

tions_ safe y. The recreational

that read "No Trespassingl - "equipment provided at these

pile climb utility poles- and
towers or investigate aban'

hind ` yotniit*-- such as signs

rIt
;

nities.

BEFORE SUMMERTIME
boredom sets in, make special
efforts to entertain your children. Take them to safe swimming areas, get them involved
in organized activities that
reflect their interests and
abilities, help them to find safe

IS;
"Al;

UAW
Water sports are good, wholesome Pon, but they can be dangerom for young people. Accordhig

pursuits to satisfy their curiosity and enemy levels.

already exist where children

Children are our most precious product. Do. what you

can climb, explore, build, daycheam and use their imagina-

their sensitive gowing years.

to National Safety Council statistics, 2,357 young people under 15 years of age drowned last Year.
The Council advises that children should receive expert training in swimming and water survival
' techniques, and should be discouraged from swimming in or playing near rain -filled excavation
ditches, quarries and other unsupervised bodies of water.

can to protect them during

$

TAKE

la MI la

"HER"

11100kir.
0

.

Restaurant
of the Week

OUT
TONIGHT!

GOLDEN EAGLE RESTAURANT
- .
The Golden Eagle Restaurant in Arlington Heights has a special atmosphere...perfect for
good dining and cocktail pleasure. It has a special businessman's luncheon, plus a fashion
.

it is presenting a swinging
trio...straight from an engagement from FRush Street. Do yourself a favor...go to Golden

show for the ladies every Wednesday. And, right now,
Eagle soon.

" EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

FINE FOOD GOOD SERVICE :

COCKTAILS

fb

POPULAR PRICES

Now Being Served At

7 Beautiful

COUNTRYSIDE
IEnjoy a refreshing 'drink at our new

Now for the finest in
Come to
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
West Campbell

Arlington Heights, 111.
Phone: 392-9344

I

NOW FEATURING!
te.

THE

OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 3 AM

BREAKFAST

Chef's Salad

DINNER

.

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!

at the

OPEN EVERY DAY

FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

CHILDREN UNDER TO EVEN LESS

1018

.

401

.

LUNCHEON
40 LATE SNACKS

Fruit Salad Plate

$1.99

$1.69

$1.19

PHONE - 827-0700

CHICAGO- 763-5590

Slim -Trim Plate

SUNDAYS &
HOLIDAYS

DINNER

NOON
do,

Week

eat

,4 g9a e

corner of Dunton and Campbell

Fri, IL Sat. tit 1 a.m;
Sunday 7 am. ill 10 n m.

SUMMER SALADS...FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH!

DELICIOUS CHICKEN
SUCCULENT SWEDISH MEATBALLS
TASTY FISH EVERY FRIDAY

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT

Hours
Mon thru Thurs. 6 am tit midnight

a

Oleic 7 2Sayd

FOOD AND DRINKS

1-3

'house 0/ Reap

y0

bar....in a relaxed, quiet atmosphere.

Banquilt Rooms for.

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600

?aped '

Lloe. 766-1010

O'Hare Concord

MANNHEIM 8 HIGGINS RDS.
a

'GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, ILL

%lila ?Wiped

NEUTRONS
WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST
Formerly 'The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

is

ELK COLONIAL INN
--The place to be in Elk Grove --

GOOD DINING &

DINT' MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE

Luncheon Fashion Shows

Noon 'Til 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE
Package liquor IL grocery store, too - always open.

Bar open 7.30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays.

on Wood Dale Road just north of Thorndale
CALL: 766-3230
Why Not Enjoy a Quick Buffet

773-1800

Every Tuesday
Thru Saturday

Higgins

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

'

runt Ettgirs

Delicious Pizza
Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish n' Chips
Beer from the barrel
Wine,From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

SPECIAL
OF THE WEEK

And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.
.REASONABLE

ITASCA, ILLINOIS

NIELSEN'S1
Presents

LEON BERRY
at the

ORGAN BAR

NIELSEN'S RESTAURANT
Mannheim

For Rosy. Phone 259-5000

105U Golden St. Just West of Metnnheity

Shwa, exult* ela6

lop

WE SPECIALIZE IN
1(1:

/OM.....

MULES

Ito
4143 ttaltlas

aA

-The .N..rt !twee. .Lii. loft rim

EXECUTIVE LUNCHEON CLUE
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY

THE NEW, NEW

"BRING THE FAMILY"

.

itrestaurant

or Leisurely Lunch in
Beautiful Surroundings
-at the

St. & Orchard St.

e

ENTERTAINMENT.

FISH FRY --ALL YOU- CAN EATI

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT
WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE

.
The Black Fox
Invites You For

824-7451

Across From O'Hare Airport

PHONE 299-00111.
Make Your Reserviitions Now

DRAUGHT BEER`

.

FOR A DIFFERENT. UNCH OR WO:

RESTAURANT

--POLYNESIAN

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

Specialties
a new addition to our luncheon dinner menu
... delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
OPEN 7 Days

ge&Ora 0-414464 C115. 4300

253-3300
SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

eoper,i4

ott.1

Large Pitcher 1.25
Great for theie
hotsummer days! light.8; dark
1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
On Route 12 just 3 blocks South Carry
out
of Palatine Road
255.9181
Come for lunch 11 a.m.

Anir=.4"1 irtair
LASPI"WiliirintP"'

1.

TAKE

HER",
OUT
TONIGHT!

HARCZAK'S "SAUSAGE -IN" DRIVE IN

Restaurant
of the eek

Harczak's "Sausage In" Drive In Restaurant in Sheeling is one of the unusual in our
area...they make all their own sausage and sauerkraut The Harczak's have been in
business for years and use an old family recipe. Their food is delicious and there's plenty of
it. And, right now through August, Harczak's is having a special for all students. To help
make going back to school a little easier, they are offering a free coke with each food order.
Don't miss it, students You deserve the treat...and the good eating

EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

I

'YOUR FAVORITE

Dining that's
different and
delightful

CD I cl

Orchard
COUNTRY CLUB
RAND d EUCLID RDS. MT. PROSPECT

The Prestige Name for

DRIVE-IN

Country Club Atmosphere

Palatine, III.
10 Northwest Hwy.
Phone' 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

Complimentary Champagne Served
to Celebrate Your
Anniversary or Birthday

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef
CARRY -OUT SERVICE

AT
THE

Reservations
Help us to
serve you

CLUB"

Cl 5-2025

Phone: 537-8866

COME
ENJOY

RESTAURANT

THE
BERRY'S

For the Younger Set
JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)

and
THE VULCAN'S FORGE

"We Make Our Own
Sausage & Sauerkraut "

PHONE

259-4974

PANCAKE HOUSE

WRAPPED IN BACON
WHICH INCLUDES LOBSTER
CRABMEAT NEWBERG
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

Polish Sausage

Bratwurst

MT.. PROSPEC

featuring
Filet Mignon Nordic

ln Milwaukee Ave. in Wheeling, Ill.

"SEE

V inu8
RD.xlitt*

740 E.

SCANDANAVIA ROOM

avow

,

KING'S LAIR LOUNGE
IN THE SHERATON O'HARE

DINNERS COCKTAILS

RAND

Consult our Professional Staff

YOU

The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

2 fabulous restaurants at
Nordic Hills Country Club

Weddings & Private Parties
Formal Elegance ...

BRASS
RAIL_

PICKWICK
HOUSE

Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk
Whipped
and Beverage
Pancakes,

CHAR -BROIL YOUR OWN STEAK
JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT -

With all the trimmings

Butter,

Tuesday thru Saturday

Syrup 7ft

Hot

a

4.1

*NERTAINNE*7

Jr. Hamburger Plate - Hamburger Sandwich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce, 85

MODESTLY PRICED

Beverage
G'ood children who eat all their food can take their choice
from the candy basket.

t rr
AT

4A4A,

-

ATMOSPHERE AT

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

Carved

He's

Sandwiches

a

Opening Aug 19
THE BIRDIE CASTLE SHOW

RESTAURANT

414/

LAMER'S

AL ROSSI QUARTET

RT. 83 & RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

Chalet

NOW APPEARING FRI A SAT
IN THE AZTEC ROOM
NORTHWEST HWY. IL QUENTIN RD,
PALATINE, ILL. CALL 3584E00

FASHION SHOW
LUNCHEONS
MON. WED. B THURS.
12 NOON

CL 5-2441
Fast Service
Pick Up or Delivery

Every Sun. & Mon. -- "The Swinaers"

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

Elk Grove, III.

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

.100

"Old World Recipe"

piano, cordovox, and songs

Mondays thru Fridays
-

for a full evening of enter-

World Finest Pizza

tainment....You'll like. himl

Enjoy your first glass of

B.

ALSO ... DELICIOUS
. ROAST BEEF SANDWICHES

Served Sizzling Hot

frosty beer for only 10c

CARRY -OUT OR

Carry outs available

"Mk

Phone: 956-1170
in the

WAYNE
I618 W. Nor.thwesr Hwy.
Arlington Heights

From July 29 to Aug. 16

Ye Old Town Inn

versatile man of

many talents....a musician
and vocalist all in one....

served in the Brandywine
Lounge ... Noon to 2 p.m
MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c

CALL

LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

EDDIE SHUM

BUFFET
Hot

PIZZA!

PACE SETTERS V

friendliest atmosphere you've eves known.

MEN'S SANDWICH

PERFECT

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 KITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

Ste -

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

FOR MEN ONLY!

8274171

Look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

I

PRIME RIB
BANQUET
ROOMS FOR
UP TO 150

Mae thesiar

Groveit
Village

'
'

LOBSTERSTEAKs

ENJOY DINING IN MEMORABLE

ROSEMONT

'

Beverage

KS.

ttl,

in

of Bacon

ITASCA, RUNOIS
RT. 53 (111TWBUI RT. 19 fk 20)

VULCAN'S 1,014;23-010.
StoP4KAYIA BC212*

6810 N. Mannheim Rd.

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Stripsra

Country Club

.appone:c
Eu

PANCAKE SANDWICH

Nordic Hilts

NG INTO SPRING

S

DANCING

'ikoakialk ZwA. Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd.,'Elk Grove Village

COMFORTABLE DINING

-Right at rims from the .51,116.1.

Business Mens Luncheon
Colossal Sandwiches
Fine Dinners

open 7 days a week
Friday 8. Saturday til 1:30

10 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect
Phone 259-6458

v.

The rustic splendor of the former
MARSHALL FIELD ESTATE

PARD'NER

is Now available to you at the

Now that you've tried our

Rowe

LUNCHEON,

OUR

'atameAt
PRIME STEAKS

(USDA CHOICE)

ASK FOR ANOTHER FAVORITE

COCKTAILS

at the piano

ON A WESTERN SUN

MARSHALL -FIELD

GUN CLUB

Bee()

$4.25
Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM
529-8840

Fieldale t Higgins Rds.
in Hoffman Estates
11/4 mi. East of

Barrington Rd. on Rt. 72

711e{do,,

EAGLE

NOW APPEARING:

The
Fabulous

ALL BEEF WIENER
Located on the site
of the former.

GOLDEN

ve

1111"Pler:if:F"IFNi;LIAS/

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

"RANCH DOG

Featuring BOB LOVELL

_SPECIALTILotthe_ROUSF.._

*ROAST BEEF

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

cars
LEE & OAKTON

Sun. thru Thrus. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. & Sat. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH. 827.5246

DES PLAINES

FOR DINING ADVERTISING
CALL -

2554200
1

JOHN FRIEND
widely acclaimed

throughout Eke

'

United Stated'

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

FROM 11:00 A.M. to1:00 A.M.

knote of thanks to Day
subscribers...
e in offering
Day Publicbtions
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested cooking booklets for

ii

$1.00.

Your money back if you are not completely
sa t i sf i ed .

4,

r

t"

ANY FOUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS
Here's an international resume, cjof cooking ideas to
brighten yourculinary accomplishments...delight the
'family...and make meal planning enjoyable. These
menus are carefully tested, written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each
booklet contains over 100 menus.

COOKBOOKS

00

ONLY

1.

OF YOUR CHOICE
Om. 4/

AMM6A6MAWAM

I

1

1

M6h3h6hd

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulation Dept.
722 Center St. Des Plaines, III. 60016
Please send the four booklets I have chocked off below. I understand If l am not completelysatisfied I may
return the,, and be refunded

0 115 Entertaining Six or light

0 101 Quick. Dishes

102 Cameral. Cookbook
0 103 French Cookbook
0104 Chocolate Cookbook

0 105 Cakes
0 106 Italian Cookbook
0 107 Splads
0 108 Ground Meat Cookbook
0 109 ElOgant Demons
0 110 Creole Cookbook
0 111 Dishes Children lave
0 112 Gourmet Foods
0 113 Scandinavian Cookbook
0 114 Hungarian Cookbook

The Arlington Day

I

MAIL THIS COUPON to:
_DAY PUBLICATIONS

I

722 Center St.,
Des Plaines, III. 60016

0 116 Chaos* Cookbook

0 117 Cooling Mhos
for Hot Weather
0 118 New England Cookbook
0 119 Sunday Night Suppers
0 120 German and.VIennoist
Cookbook

0 121 Cooking withSeur Cream
0 122 Southern and
Southwestern Cookbook
0 123 Fabulous Low -Calorie
Recipes

0 124 Holiday Cookbook

The Prospect Day

The Des Plaines Day

Name
0,111

Address

ir

I;704

City, zone

0 1 ain a subscriber to the Day
0 I wish to subscribe to the -Day for the next 3 months
ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER

VMVINcyCV9Vili

111rail

THE PROSPECT DAY,

LEGAL NOTIC

sanitary sewer system and the conncection and incorporation of the same into

ORDINANCE NO. 217&

paying the cost of operation and maintenance of such combined system,
providing an adequate depreciation allowance, and paying the principal of
an interest on the bonds of sold VilIdge that are Issued under authority of
said Code and ore payable by their terms only front the revenue of the
combined waterworks and sewerage system and making all payments re-

the combined water works and sewerage system of the Village, and the
Installation of a fire flow water meter with check valves and appurtenant
facilities on the said water works and water distribution system to be so
acquired, all as hereinabove referred to and described, and in order to raise
the funds required for such purposes, it is necessary that the Village borrow
the sum of $1,000,000 and in evidence thereof issue additional Waterworks
and Sewerage Revenue Bonds in that amount, such additional Waterworks
and Sewerage Revenue Bonds to be on a parity with and to share ratably
and equally in the revenues of the combined waterworks and sewerage

AN ORDINANCE authorizing and providing for the issue of $1,000,000
Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds, Series 1969, of the Village of
Mount Prospect, Cook County; Illinois, for the purpose of drfraying the cost of
improving and extending the combined waterworks and sewerage system of

siad Village by the acquisition of an existing privately owned water works
and distribution system and an existing privately owned sanitary sewer system of the Village with the Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds now
system, prescribing all the details of said bonds, providing, for the collection, outstanding and referred to and described hereinabove and as were author-.
segregation and distribution of the revenue of the combined waterworks'and
ized by said Ordinance No. 907 adopted on May 14, 1963; and
sewerage system of sold village for the purpose of paying the cost of the
WHEREAS pursuant to the provisions of Division 139 of Article 11 of the
operation and maintenance thereof, providing an adequate depreciation Illinois Municipal Code, approved May 29, 1961, and all lows amendatory
fund therefor and paying the principal and interest of said Waterworks and thereof and supplementary thereto, this Village is authorized to issue WaterSewerage Revenue Bonds, including those Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds heretofore issued and presently outstanding, and -providing for the

maintenance and continuation of certain accounts of the Waterworks and
Sewerage Fund of the Village.

.

quired to maintain the accounts as referred to and described in the provisions
of the Ordinance pursuant to which this bond is issued.
It

waterworks and sewerage system to be applied in the roomer -cis here
inabove set forth; and it is hereby covenanted and agreed -that rates will be

of so improving and extending the combined waterworks and sewerage
system and in the manner hereinabove referred to:
OW, THEREFORE, Be It Ordained by the President and Board of Trustees
"f it Village of Mount Prospect, Cook Ceentv, Illinois, as follows:
tion 1. That said Village of Mount Prospect has caused on estimate to
be mode of the cost of improving and extending its combined waterworks

WHEREAS the Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County, Illinois, has here- and sewerage system by acquiring the existing water works and water _
tofore by ordinance provided for the combination of its existing municipally distribution system and the existing sanitary sewer system owned and operowned waterworks system and its existing municipally owned sewerage ated by the Utility Sewer and Water Company, an Illinois corpora lion, and
systein into a combined waterworks and sewerage system in accordance with connecting and incorporating the same into the combined waterworks and
the provisions of Division 139 of Article II of the Illinois Municipal Code, sewerage system of the Village, and installing a fire -flow water meter with
approved May 29, 1961, and all laws amendatory thereof and supplementary check valves and appurtenant facilities on the sold water works and water
thereto; and
distribution system to be so acquired, all as described in the preambles of this
WHEREAS the Village has heretofore entered into contracts with Utility ordinance, and all in accordance with the plans and report of the engineers for
Sewer and Water Company, an Illinois corporation, which is presently oper- said Village heretofore approved by the President and Board of Trustees and
ating a water works and water distribution system and also a sanitary sewer
now on file with the Village Clerk for public inspection, and does hereby
system within certain portions of the Village and also in unincorporated areas
that the estimated total cost thereof, Including all legal, engineeradjacent to the Village and situated south and southwesterly of the corporate determine
ing, administrative costs and bond discount, is the sum of $1,000,000.
limits of the Village and under the terms of which contracts, it was provided
Section 2. That the President and Board of Trustees do hereby determine
that the said water works and water distribution system and said sanitary
that it is In the best Interests of the Village of Mount Prospect that the
sewer system could be acquired by the Village from said, Company; and
aforementioned Improvements and extensions be made to the combined
is
hereby
deemed
necessary
and
for
the
best
interests
of
the
WHEREAS it
waterworks and sewerage system by the acquisition of the aforementioned
Village that said existing water works and water distribution system and said
water works and water distribution system and sanitary sewer system, and
existing sanitary sewer system, above referred to, be acquired by the Village
the conncection and incorporation of the same into the combined water works
and connected and incorporated into and mode a part of its combined and sewerage system of the Village, and the installation of a fire flow water
waterworks and sewerage system, and after such properties have been
meter with check valves and appurtenant facilities on the said water .works
acquired, that a fire flow water meter with check valves and appurtenant and water distribution system to be so acquired, and that thereafter said
facilities be installed on the said waterworks and water distribution system to
system and the existing systems of the Village of Mount Prospect be operated
be so acquired, such existing water works and water distribution system and
as a combined waterworks and sewerage system, and hereby do determine
such existing sanitary sewer system being further described as follows:
the period of usefulness of said combined waterworks and sewerage system,
Existing Water Works and Water Distribution System
including the proposed improvements and extensions to be mode thereto, to
Consisting of cast iron mains and fittings, gate valves, and valve manholes,
be forty (40) years.
hydrant leads nd fire hydrants, a 500,000 gallon ground level water storage
Section 3. That the Village of Mount Prospect does not have sufficient funds
ester pumping stotion, water pumping equipment, consisting of
reservoir, a
available
for the purpose of so improving and extending its combined waterIon
per
minute
and
one
1000
gallon
per
minute
pumps
complete
one 500
works and sewerage system by the acquisition of the existing water works
with a autornatiticontrols appurtenant thereto, water chlorination equipment
and water distribution system and the existing sanitary sewer system, and the
and ester dlsjftbution facilities composed of the following:
connection and incorporation of the same into the combined water works and
sewerage system of the Village, and the 'installation of a fire flow water
6 inch cost ire mains - 5.72 miles
meter with check valves and appurtenant facilities on the said water works
8 inch cast iron m rrs 6.43 miles
10 inch cast iron mains - 0.05 miles
6 inch cast iron gate valves and manholes 62 each
8 inch cast iron gate valves and manholes 57 each
Fire hydrants with valves - 137 each
Copper water services including corporation cock,

box and cast iron and copper service varying from
3/4 inch to 3 inch (and including appurtenances) - 5.77 miles
Water Meters
3/4
1

11/2

2

3

inch meters
inch meters
inch meters
inch meters
inch meters
Total

862
41
4
21

2

6 inch and 8 inch diameter vitrified clay pipe - 6.33 miles
8 inch diameter vitrified clay pipe - 6.39 miles
10 inch -diameter vitrified clay pipe 1.70 miles
12 inch diameter vitrified clay pipe - 1.60 miles
15 inch and 24 inch diameter vitrified cloy pipe - 0.08 miles
48 inch diamter manholes . 168 each
36 inch diameter manholes 17 each

Which sonitray sewer collecting system is a gravity system discharging into
existing intercepting sewer located in Busse Road, of the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greater Chicago;
together with such additional mains, pipes, and appurtenant facilities as may

be constructed between the date of this ordinance and the date that the
aforesaid water distribution system and sanitary sewer system is acquired,
which said additional facilities are such as will be needed to provide water
and sewer service to on estimated additional 128 single family dwellings and
239 multiple family dwellings which it is estimated will be constructed in the
area served by the aforesaid system prior to acquisition by the Village; and
WHEREAS the total estimated cost of improving and extending the combined waterworks and sewerage system of said Village by the acquisition of

the existing water works and water distribution system and the existing
sanitary sewer system and connecting and incorporating the same Into the
said combined water works and sewerage system of the Village, as here
inabove referred to, and as prepared by the engineer of said Village
employed for such purpose, including the cost of installing a fire flow water
meter with check valves and appurtenant facilities on the water works and
water distribution system to be so acquired, and including legal costs,
engineering, administrative costs and bond discount, is the sum of $1,000,000;
and
WHEREAS the Village of Mount Prospect does not have any funds on hand

and available for the purpose of improving the combined waterworks and
sewerage system by the acquisition of the aforesaid existing water works and
water distribution system and the existing sanitary sewer system, connecting
and incorporating the same into the said combined water works, and sewer-

age system of the Village, and installing a fire flow water meter with check
valves and appurtenant facilities on the said water works and water distribution system to be so acquired, all as above referred to, and for such
purpose it will be necessary for the Village to borrow the sum of $1,000,000
and in evidence thereof issue its Revenue Bonds in the principal amount of
$1,000,000 for the purpose of paying the cost of so improving the combined
waterworks and sewerage system of said Village; and
WHEREAS pursuant to Ordinance No. 907, heretofore adopted on May 14,
1963, the Viltoge of Mount Prospect has heretofore, in manner and form
prescribed by low, issued, sold and there are now outstanding Waterworks
and Sewerage Revenue Bonds of said Village in the aggregate amount of
s1,185,000,which said bonds by their terms are payable, both as to principal

which it forms a part Is issued.

This bond may be registered as to principal In the come of the holder on
the books of said Village in the office of the Treasurer of -sold Village, such
registration to be evidenced by notation of said Treasurer upon the back
thereof _after which no transfer hereof -shall be valid unless made on said

books and similarly noted hereon; but it may be discharged from such
registration by being transferred to bearer, after which It shall be transferable by delivery, but It may be again registered as before. The registration -of
this bond shall not restrict the negotiability of the coupons by delivery merely.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, sold Village of Mount Prospect, Cook County,
Illinois, by Its President and Board of Trustees, has caused its corporate seal

to be hereunto affixed and this bond to be signed by Its President, and
attested by the Village Clerk, and the coupons hereto attached to be signed
by the facsimile signatures of said President and said Village Clerk, which
officials, by the execution of this bond do adopt at and for their own proper
signatures their respective facsimile signatures appearing on said coupons,
and this bond to be dated as of the first day of August 1, 1969.
President, Village of Mount

amounts as follows:
1971

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

$25,000
30,000
40,000
45,000
50,000
60,000
75,000
85,000
95,000

Prospect, Cook County, Illinois

Attest:

Village Clerk

Sewerage Revenue Bonds, Series 1963, of said Village; and

WHEREAS under the terms of said Ordinance No. 907, above referred to
and adopted on Moy 14, 1963, and authorizing the issuance of said Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds above referred to and which are now
Outstanding, it was provided that additional Waterworks and Sewerage
Revenue Bonds of said Village could be issued on a parity with the bonds

therein authorized for certain purposes, including the acquisition of additional

waterworks or sewerage systems, or any combination thereof, or for the
purpose of constructing improvements of the system of the Village, provided
that the amounts required to be credited to the respective accounts (o) to (dl,
inclusive, of Section 9 of said ordinance, up to the date of the authorization of
such additional bonds, shall hove been credited to said respective accounts
and the net revenues of the system for the fiscal year then next preceding
have been equal to not less. than one hundred thirty-five per cent (135%) of
file maximum combined principal and Interest requirements for any succeed' leg fiscal year during the life of the then outstanding bonds of (I) all bonds
then outstanding payable from the revenues to be derived from the operation
of the system and (ii) on the additional revenue bonds then proposed to be
issued; and
WHEREAS the President and Board of Trustees of this Village have caused
to be prepared and have examined an dudit of the-iaMings of the combined
system for the last preceding fiscal year -ending on April 30, 1969, and do
hereby find and determine that the earnings of said combined system for the
last preceding fiscal year were sufficient to comply with the restrictive covenants contained in said ordinance adopted on May 14, 1963, restricting the
right to issue additional bonds on. a parity with the bonds therein authorized

and that the President end- Board of Trustees of said Village have the
authority at this time' to issue the additional Waterworks and Sewerage
Revenue Bonds in the aggregate principal -amount of $1,000,000 and as
'hereinafter provided for by the provisions of this ordinance, which sold

1980

$ 95,000

1981

1.00,000

1982
1983

100,000
100,000
100,000

1984

the Village of Mount Prospect,
On the first day of
Cook County, Illinois, will pay to bearer out of the Waterworks and Sewerage
Dollars ($-)
Fund of sold Village
in laWful money of the United States of America at
being interest then due on its Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bond, Series
1969, dated August 1, 1969, number

President, Village of Mount
Prospect, Cook County, Illinois

ly Installments of $1700 in each fiscal year, while any of the bonds ore
outstanding, such amount to be inclusive of and *8,400 'in addition to
the annual 'amount required to be credited to said Account under the
provisions of Ordinance ,No. 907, adopted May 14, 1963,crceof:nrrtesdhatoll
hereinabove in the preamble hereof. The monies in said
be used only to pay principal -of or interest on the bonds and parity""
bonds of sold Village when there are insufficient funds avoilable at any
time to pay such principal or interest from any other -source; provided,
however, whenever the balance'in sold Account equals the maximum
principal and interest requirements on all bonds and parity bonds for

any fiscal year, any surplus_over and above said maximum amount
shall be used forth. retirement of the bonds and parity bonds that are
subject to redereption prior to maturity; provided, if none of said bonds
are subject to redemption prior to maturity or will not become subject
to redemption prior to maturity within the next sixty (60 days, then the
Village Treasurer shall request tenders far the purchase of said bonds,
if available, in the open market. The President -and Board of Trustees
may direct the acceptance of bonds which, In its
loWest tendered price to the advantage of the Village but shall reserve
the right to reject any and all tenders. No tender er_perthase at more
than the par value and unpaid accrued intereil on any of
shall be considered. All suchbonds-p-nrchased or redeemed shall be
cancelled.

and Extension Account monthly installments of $2550 for the fiscal years
ending April 30, 1970 through April 30, 1973, and the monthly sum of
$3400 in each fiscal yeas -thereafter, such amounts being inclusive of
the annual amounts required to be credited to said Account under the
provisions of Ordinance No. 907, adopted May 14, 1963, referred to here-

inabove in the preamble hereof and $12,600 in addition to the annual
amount required for each of the fiscal years ending April 30, 1973, and
$16,800 in addition to the annual amount required for each fiscal year
thereafter. The monies In said Account shall be used first to provide an
adequate allowance for depreciation as shall be determined from time
to time by the President and Board of Trustees, which allowance shall
be Used from time to time to pay for any extraordinary maintenance,
repairs and necessary replacements, or for improvement or extension of
the system. Said funds shall be used at any time to pay principal of
or interest upon any revenue bonds outstanding whenever there are no
other funds available to pay the same; provided, however, that from
and after such time as said account aggregates the sum of $100,000,
any sums In excess thereof may be transferrred to the Bond Reserve
Account or to the Surplus Revenue Account at the discretion of the President and Board of Trustee.
(e) In the event that in any month, there are insufficient monies in the Revenue Fund to make the 'required monthly credits to any of the foregoihg
accounts (a), (b), (c) or (d), then the amount of such deficiency shall be
added to the requirements for the succeeding month and made up in
the priority in which said funds are herein listed.

( f) All revenues deposited in the Waterworks and Sewerage Fund bank
account after crediting the required amounts to the respective accounts
herein provided for, shall, at the end of each fiscal year, be credited to
the Surplus Revenue Account and the amount so credited shall be held
and used for the purpose and in the priority hereinafter mentioned,
to -wit:

In Whose Name Registered

Date

(1) For making up any deficiency necessary to credit accounts (a) to
(d), Inclusive, with the required amounts therefor for each fiscal
year as hereinabove provided.

Village Treasurer

(2) If,

(C) The word "system" shall include ail of the properties and
facilities of the combined waterworks and sewerage system of said Village
presently existing and now being acquired whether lying within or without the
boundaries of sold Village, as now existing or under construction and as they
may hereafter be Improved or extended while any of the bonds heretofore
issued and now outstanding or any of this bonds herein authorized or midi Banal bonds herein permitted to be issued on a parity therewith remain outstanding; including all improvements, additions and Extensions thereto or
r -placements thereof hereafter constructed or acquired by purchase, contract
or OffierWisei and all contracts, rights, agreements leases and franchises of
every nature owned by said Village and used or useful or held for use in the
operation of the system or any port or portion thereof.
(D) The word "revenues" shall mean gross revenues and shall'
include all receipts received directly or indirectly from the
Initial and continued use and operation of the system.
(El This term "net revenues" shall mean tficit portion of the revenues received from the continued use and operation of the

system remaining after providing sufficient funds for the

reasonable and necessary cost of maintenance and operation

of the system as defined in Section 7. (F) hereof, and prior
to ally provisions for depreciation or payment of principal
or interest.

coupons attached to said bonds evidencing the rate or rates of interest sold
bonds will bear shall be executed by the facsimile signatures of said President and said Village Clerk, and said officials by the execution of said bonds
shall adopt as and for their own proper signatures their respective facsimile
signatures appearing on said coupons.
(D) Said bonds, together with interest thereon, shall be payable
solely from the revenues derived from the combined waterworks and sewerage system of said Village in the manner hereinafter described, and such
bonds shall not in any event constitute an indebtedness of said Village within
the meaning of any constitutional or statutory limitation and shall be coequal
as to the pledge of said revenues securing the payment thereof and share
ratably and equally without any preference, priority or distinction of one over
another as to the source or method of payment and security of said bonds. Any of said bonds maybe registered as to principal at any
Section 5.

(F) The phrase "cost of maintenance and operation" shall mean
oil costs reasonably incurred In connection with continued operation, use and
maintenance of the system, other than capital improvements, necessary to
keep the system in efficient and economical operating condition, including the
payment of premiums for Insurance hereinafter requiredto be carried on the
system and generally all expenses (exclusive of depreciation) which under
good accounting practice are properly chargeable to and are reasonable
and necessary to the efficient maintenance and operation of the system, and

shall nor include any transfer in lieu of taxes or general supervision or
administration charges by the

(0). The term "fiscal year" shall mean the period commencing
May 1 and ending the lost day of April of each succeeding calendar year and
said systetri shall be operated, and all revenues shall be accounted for, on
said fiscal year balls.

(H) The word "bonds" shall mean and Include all the bonds

time, prior to maturity, in the name of the holder on the hooks of said Village
in the office of the Village Treasurer, such registration to be noted on the
back of the bonds by the said Treasurer of said Village, and thereafter the
principal of such registered .bonds shall be payable only to the registered
holder, his legal representatives or assigns. Such registered bonds shall be
transferable to another registered holder or back to bearer only upon pres-

heretofore Issued under the provisions of Ordinance No. 907, adopted on May
14, 1963, which may be outstondleg and unpaid and shall mean and include
each of the bonds in the principal *mount of 81,000,000 authorized under the
terms of this Ordinance.

entation to the Treasurer, with a legal assignment duly acknowledge or

herein authorized and as such bands may hereafter be issued under the

approved. Registration of any such bonds shall not affect negotiability of the
coupons thereto attached, but such coupons shall be transferable by delivery

provisions of Section 10 of this Ordinance.

merely.
Section 6.

connectingsystem users of the combined waterworks and sewerage system to said

That the form of said bonds shall be substantially as follows
with appropriate omissions and insertions to give effect to differences of
maturity dates, rates of interest, name of paying agent, number and recitals:
(Form of Bond)
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
STATE OF ILLINOIS COUNTY OF COOK
VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT
WATERWORKS AND SEWERAGE REVENUE BOND,
SERIES 1969

$5,000

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS, that the Village of Mount Prospect,
Cook County, Illinois, for value received, hereby promises to pay to bearer, or
if this bond be registered, as hereinafter provided then to the registered

holder hereof, solely from the Waterworks and Sewerage Fund of the Village
of Mount Prospect, as hereinafter mentioned and not otherwise, the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) on May 1, 19_, together with interest on said
per
sum from dote hereof until paid at the rate of
ceht (____%) per annum, payable November I, 1969, and Semi-annually
thereafter on the first days of May and November in each year and until the

maturity hereof upon presentation and surrender of the annexed interest
coupons as they severally become due.

Both principal of and Interest on this bond are hereby mode payable in

lawful money of the United States of America at

This bond Is one of on authorized issue of 11,000.000 in principal amount,
issued to provide funds for paying the cost of improving and extending the
combined waterworks and sewerage system of said Village by the acquisition

of on existing water works and water distribution system and an existing
sanitary sewer system presently being operated in the southern and
south-westerly portions of said Village and In unincorporated territory situated

southerly and southwesterly of the corporate limits of said Village, and the
connection and Incorporation of the same into the combined water works
and sewerage system of the Village, and the installation of a fire flow water
meter with check valves and appurtenant facilities on the said water works
and water distribution system to be so acquired, all as provided by the Con 'elution and laws of the State of Illinois, Including Division 139 of Article 11
of the Illinois Municipal Code, approved May 29, 1961, and all other lows a.
mendatory thereof or supplementary thereto, all as more fully described in
that certain Ordinance adopted by the Board of Trustees of the Village of
1969, authorday of
Mount Prospect on the

(I) The phrase "parity bends" shall mean such bonds as may

hereafter be issued on a parity with the $1,500,000 principal amount of bonds

(J) The words "connection charge" shall mean any fee paid for

Section 8. That the net revenues of the combined waterworks and sewerage system are hereby pledged to the Payment of the principal of and the
Interest on the bonds and the parity bonds, and the bonds and the parity
bonds shall be secured by a prior and paramount pledge of the net revenues. All of the bonds and parity bonds shall be equally and ratably secured
by said pledge without priority of one over the other by reason of date of sale
or delivery or Series designation or purpose or otherwise.

Section 9, So long as any of the bonds or parity bonds remain outstanding, all of the revenues shall from day to day as collected be deposited
in a bank account separate and apart from all other Village bank accounts,
and shall thereafter be accounted for in a separate accounting fund, which
shall be known as the "Waterworks and Sewerage Fund of the Village of
Mount Prospect" (sometimes hereinafter referred to as the "Revenue Fund").
All monies and Investments therein shall be used solely for maintaining the
following accounts, which accounts were heretofore created and established
by Ordinance No. 907, adopted on May 14, 1963, and which ordinance
authorized the Issuance of the Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds,

including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, salaries,

wages, costs of materials, supplies, insurance and power, and inducting one -twelfth of oll such expenses paid on an annualized basis.
Beginning August 1, 1969, there shall be credited each month to the
Bond and Interest Account on amount equal to not less than one -fifth
of the interest becorhIng du* on all bonds and partly bonds on the next
succeeding interest payment dates, and beginning on May I, 1970 an
amount equal to not toss than one-Nnth of the principal becominetlue
on; this nest succeeding May .1 of 'all bonds and parity bonds, until there
shall havebeten accumulated In said Account on or before thirty dclys

-izing the issuance of said bonds and -this bond -and the Issue of which it forms

a Part does -not constitute an indebtedness of sold Village within any con.
stitutional or statutory limitation.
This bond and all other bornis of said total authorized Issue of $1,000,000

preceding each such current maturity dote of principal or Interest, or
both, an amount sufficient to pay such principal or interest, or both,
of all bonds and parity bonds maturing by their terms on such current

are payable solely as to principal and Interest from the revenues to be
derived by said Village from the operation of said combined waterworks and
sewerage system of said Village and are coequal as to the pledge of saldrevenues securing the payment thereof and share rolobly and equally without
any preference, priority or distrinction of one over another, as to the source or
method of payment and security of said bonds, and for, a more complete
statement of the revenues from which and conditions under which this bond
and interest hereon,are payable and a statement of the conditions on which obligations may hereafter be issued on a parity herewith and the general
covenants and provisions pursuant to which this bond. is Issued, reference Is
1969.
hereby made to sold Ordinance adopted
Under said Code and Ordinance adopted pursuant thereto, the revenues
from the operation of the combined waterworks and sewerage system shall
be deposited In a separate fund designated as the "Waterworks and Sewer.
age Fund of the Village of Mount Prospect", which shall be used only In

dent and Board of Trustees and used for any lawful purpose, including an annual transfer for general administration of the combined system equal to 10% of the annual gross revenues, or such
other percentage as may be established from time to time by the
President and Board of Trustees.

(g) Monies remaining in any of the Accounts hereinabove created, may by
resolution of the President and Board of Trustees be invested from time
to time but only in direct obligations of the United States Government,
maturing not later than the earliest date on which it is estimated the
moneis irr said Accounts will be needed, but in no event later than two
years from the date of such Investment. Such securities shall be sold
from time to time without further authority of the President and Board of
Trustees as monies may be needed for the purpose for which said Accounts have been created. All accrued interest on any monies so invested, or any gain or loss on any such investment, shall be credited to
the Account for which the investment was made. All uninvested money
on hand shall be deposited in banks selected as depositaries by the
President and Board of Trustees from time to time so as to be available
when needed. Such bank accounts shall be separate from all other
Village Accounts provided that all money in the Waterworks and Sewerage Fund may be deposited in a single bank account, except money in
Accounts (b) and (c) thereof, which shall be deposited in one or more
separate bank accounts.
Section 10. It Is hereby covenanted and agreed that while any of the
bonds issued hereunder are outstanding, the Village will not issue any other
bonds or obligations of any kind or nature having a pledge on the revenues
of the system which is prior to the lien on such revenues of the bonds herein
authorized.
(A) Said Village reserves the right to issue at one time, or from
time to time, as shall be found necessary and for the best interest of said
Village by4he President and Board of Trustees, additional bonds on a parity
with the bonds authorized hereunder for the purpose of constructing improvements, replacements and extensions of the system of the Village, or for the
acquisition of additional waterworks or sewerage systems or any combination
thereof or for the purpose of refunding any of the Waterworks and Sewerage
Revenue Bonds of the Village, or for any combination of such purposes, but

only provided the Village shall have complied with the following require.
ments:

(a) The amounts required to have been credited to the respective Accounts
(a) to (d), Inclusive, of Section 9 of this Ordinance up to the dote of auth
orization of said additional bonds shall have been credited to said respective Accounts.

(b) This net revenues of the system for the fiscal year then next preceding
or the average adjusted net revenues of the system for the two then next
preceding fiscal years, If such revenues are adjusted as herein provided,
have been equal to not less than one hundred thirty-five per cent (135%)
of the maximum combined principal and interest requirements for any
succeeding fiscal year during the life of the then outstanding bonds, of
(I) all bonds then outstanding payable from the revenues to be derived
from the operation of the system and (ii) on the additional revenue bonds
then proposed to be issued. Net revenues for the purpose of this subparagraph (b) shall mean the gross revenues of the system less the actual costs of operation and maintenance before making provision for
depreciation or other Accounts as required by this OrdiRance for such
fiscal year or years and shall be evidenced by audit of an independent
certified public accountant. Principal and interest requirements shall
include principal and Interest due May I as a requirement of the fiscal
year ending April 30 Immediately preceding such May I maturities.
In the event there shall have been a change In the rates of the system

from the rates in effect for either of the two immediately preceding
fiscal years, which change Is In effect at the time of the issuance of any
such additional bonds, then the net revenues as provided in this subparagraph (16 shall be adjusted to reflect the net revenues of the system

for each of the two immediately preceding fiscal years as they would
have been had said then existing rates been in effect during all of each
of said years. Any such adjusted net revenues shall be evidenced by
the Certificate of an Independent consulting engineer employed for
that purpose, which certificate shall be approved by the President and
Board of Trustees prior to issuance of the additional bond and filed

Series 1963, of the Village which are outstanding as of the date of the

passage of this Ordinance, and which said several accounts as hereinafter
referred to and described shall be continuously maintained until such time os
all the bands heretofore issued and outstanding and as heroin authorized
shall have been paid In full, both principal thereof and Interest thereon, or
until proviiion has Wean mode for the payment thereof and to which such
several accounts then shall be credited as of the first business day of each
month, except as otherwise hereinafter provided, all such revenues so deposited in sold Revenue Fund, in accordance with the following priority:
(a) There shall be credited to the Operation and Maintenance Account as
of the first business day of each month an amount sufficient to pay the
reasonable and necessary cost of maintenance and operation of said
system under economical Management for this next succeeding month,

FromMaantudraitYftedrbttih's issuance of any of the bonds hereby authorized, and

upon receipt of the purchase price therefor, there shall be credited to the
Bond and Interest Account all accrued Interest derived from the sale of sold
bonds.

All monies in said Account shall be used only for the purpose of paying
interest on and principal of the bonds and parity boils of said Village. Funds
sufficient to- pay interest or principal, or both, ornd bonds, together with
be transmitted to the payment'agent not less than
fiscal agency feet,fifteen days prior to each current maturity dote of either principal or Interest,
or both, provided that all fiscal agency fees shall be paid from the Operation
and Maintenance Account.
(c) Beginning the first day of the month following delivery of these Series
s-

after complying with the requirements of subparagraph, (1)

hereof, there remains a balance in the Surplus Revenue Account, it
may be transferred out of said account at the discretion of the Presi-

For the purpose of this Ordinance, the following words, terms
Section 7.
and phrases shall hove the following meanings:
(A) Village of Mount Prospect Is hereinafter designated the "Vil
loge".
(B) The governing body of said Village is hereinafter designated
the "President and Board of Trustees".

(C) Said bonds shall be signed by the President and attested by

'

(d) Beginning-thefirst day of the month following delivery of these Series
1969 Bonds, there shall be credited to the Depreciation, Improvement

(Form of Registration Certificate)

the Village Clerk, with the seal of said Village affixed, and the interest

Number__

1969 Bonds, there ;hail be credited to the Bond Reserve Account month-

Village Clerk

specified In the resolution providing for the delivery of sold bonds as here
inafter provided, and both the principal of and interest on said,bonds shall be
payable In lawful money of the United States of America at such bank or trust
company as shall be mutually agreeable to the Village and the Purchaser of
said bonds and os shall be specified in the resolution to be.adopted providing
for the delivery of the bonds.
(B) The Interest on said bonds falling due on and prior to the
maturity of said bonds shall be evidenced by appropriate interest coupons to
be attached to said bonds, and such interest shall be payable November I,
1969, and semiannually thereafter on May 1 and November 1 of each year
until paid.

(Form of Coupon)

Number

Section 4. (A) Said bonds shall bear interest from date thereof until paid at
such rate or rates, not exceeding seven per cent (7%) per annbm,' as shall be

and interest, solely and only from the revenues to be derived from the
operation of the combined waterworks and sewerage system of said Village,
-such bonds so authorized by said orindance and presently outstanding and
unpaid being described as follows:
$1,185,000 Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds dated Moy 1,
1963, of the denomination of $1,000 each, numbered consecutively
from 266 to 1450, inclusive, due $50,000 on May 1 of each of the
years 1970 to 1971, inclusive, $55,000 on May 1 of each of the yeart
1972 and 1973, $60,000 on May I of each of the years 1974 to 1976,
inclusive, $65,000 on May 1 of each of the years 1977 and 1978,
$70,000 on May 1 of each of the years 1979 and 1980 and $75,000
on May I of each of the years 1981 to 1987, inclusive, bonds maturing
on and after May 1, 1975, being redeemable from revenues only on
any interest payment date on or after Moy I, 1974, and from any
monies on any date on and after May 1, 1978, said bonds bearing
interest at varying rates and said bonds being ail the bonds now outstanding of a total authorized issue of $1,450,000 Waterworks and

additional Writerworksond Sewerage Revenue Bonds, when issued, shall be
on a parity with and share ratably and equally in the revenues to be derived
from the operation of sold combined waterworks and sewerage system with
the Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds hereinabove referred to and
described and which are now outstanding; and
WHEREAS it is hereby found to be necessary and for the best interests of
'the Village and the public health of the Inhabitants of said Village, that the
combined waterworks and sewerage iystem be Improved by the acquisition
of the existing water works and water distribution system and the existing

principal of and interest,upori all bonds Issued by said Village,- which are
payable solely tromthi-revenues of said combined system, and to make all
payments required to inointala the accounts referred so and described in the
provisions of the Ordinance pursuant to which this bond and the series of

issue by said Village of Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue Bonds to the
amount of $1,000,000, such bonds to be payable solely and only from the
revenues to be derived from the operation of the combined waterworks and
sewerage system of sold Village and which said bonds are authorized to be
Issued under the provisions of Division 139 of Article 11 of the Illinois Municipal Code, approved May 29, 1961, and all laws thereunto enabling.
Said bonds shall be designated "Waterworks and Sewerage Revenue
Bonds, Series 1969", shall be in the principal amount of $1,000,000, In the
form of negotiable coupon bonds, dated August 1, 1969, numbered 1 and
upwards in consecutive order ending with number 200, of $5,000 denomination, and shall be expressed to mature on May 1st in each of the years and

Existing Sanitary Sewer SysteM
Consisting Of:

-

charged for the use and service of such combined -Waterworks and sewerage
Of operation and maintenance of
system sufficient at all times to pay the
said system, provide an adeqyaadequateepreciation
depreciation allowance, and pay- the

and water distribution system to be so acquired, all as referred to and
described in the preambles hereof and, for that purpose, it will require the

930

is hereby certified and recited that all acts, conditions and things re

gulled to be done precedent to and In Issuance of this bond have been done
and have happened bed have been performed In regular and due form of
law, and that provision has been made for depositing In said Waterworks and
Sewerage Fund the revenues received from the operation of sold combined

and Sewerage Revenue Bonds in or, amount sufficient -to pay the cost

-
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with the Village Clerk upon its approval.
(B) The Village also reserves the right to issue additional bonds on
o parity with the bonds authorized hereunder for the purpose of acquiring the

sanitary relief sewer system in portions of the Village of Mount Prospect
presently owned and operated by the Metropolitan Sanitary District of Greatwhich

er Chicago, and for the purpose of refunding any bonds of said District
may be outstanding and having a lien on the revenues thereof. In the event of
the Issuance of parity bonds for such purpose or purposes. the Village shall
employ an independent consulting engineer to examine the reports of operation of such sanitary relief sewer system for each of the two immediately
preceding fiscal years, and such engineer shall report as to the amount of
revenue and expanse which would have been attributable to said system for
each of said fiscal years had said system been owned and operated by the
Village of Mount Prospect, and should the Village then establish new rates
for such sewer service, the actual revenues shall be adjusted for such per poses to reflect the revenues of the system as they would have been had such
rates been in effect for all of each of said fiscal yews. Said adjusted net
revenues shall be added to the net revenues of the existing combined
waterworks and sewerage system of the Village of Mount Prospect for the
purpose of making the computations required to be made under subparagraph (b) of paragraph (A) of thiy Section, and any such additional bonds to
be Issued for the purposes outlined in this paragraph (8) shall be thus subject
to the restrictions of the aforementioned subporagrpoh (b) of poraDrpOlt (A).
(C) Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions the Village reserves
the further right to issue bonds to refund any of these bonds or bonds on a
parity therewith provided'they are issued to refund bonds due within three
months of the date of refunding and for the payment of which no other funds
are or will be available at the maturity thereof.
D) Any additional bonds issued as parity bonds shall be on on equal basis
in all respects with the bonds herein authorized, shall share ratably and
equally In the revenues of said system, and shall mature as to principal on
May 1, and as to Interest on May I and November 1.
Section 11. That the Village hereby covenants and agrees with the holders
of sold bonds and coupons hereby authorized that so long as the bonds or
any of them remain outstanding and unpaid, either as to principal or interest,
that rates charged for the, use and services of the system shall be sufficient at
times to pay I costs of operation and maintenance; to provide and
ants hereinabove referred to and described in Section 9 of ' maintain the Ac
this Ordinance, o pay the interest on and principal of all bonds which hy their
terms ore payable from the revenues. --of said system and have heretofore

.

----
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LEGAL NOTICE
been issued and are presently'butstanding as -of the date of passage of this
Ordinance, to pay interest on and principal of all bonds which by their terms

are payable from the revenues of said system that -are oethorized to be
issued under the terms of this,Ordinance-Ond including all bonds hereafter

gineers in. charge, of the construction thereof, stating the nature 'ot:
'the work Completed -6d Ore amount due and payable thereon.

Within sixty days after the acquisition of the water distribution system and'
the sanitary sewer system, and the connection and Incorporation of the some
Into the combined water works and.seWeroge system of_the Village, and the
installation of a fire flow water meter with check valves and appurtenant

facilities on the said water works and water distrubitidn system to be so
acquired, any -surplus remaining In sold Acquisition and ConstructionFund
Account shall be transferred to the Depreciation, Improvementand Extension
Account.

Prom the proceeds derived from the sale of the bonds, the sum received -csaccrued interest on said. bonds shalt be creditedto the Bond and Interest
issued and on a parity with the bonds herein authorized, and to carry out the
convenants of this Ordinance. There shall be charged against all users of .said --Account.The monies credited to the Acquisition and Construction Fund account may
system, including'the Village, such rates and amounti for water and sewer
be invested from rime to time in direct obligations of the United States of
services as shall be adequate to meet the requirements. of this Ordinance;
America having o maturity not later than the date or dates when such funds
provided the Village, need not charge itself for water and sewer services so
will be needed, such date or dates to be determined from time to time by the -7
I,Sng as the revenues of the system are otherwise adequate to meet all the
President and Board of Trustees, and any such inVetments shall be promptly
requirements of this Ordinance. To the extent permitted by law said Village
sold without further authority of the President and Board of Truitees_whetyper-rfurther covenants not to grant airy competing franchise for the operation of a
necessary to provide money to carry, our the Purposes for which such Ac aunt
waterworks system or a sanitary sewef ago system or any combination thereof
was created,
.in said Village.
I _Sectian-19:If any section, pbragraph; clause or provision of this'OrdiricinEe'-.
Section 12. That the Village hereby covenants and agrees with the holders
shall be held invalid, the invalidity of such section, paragraph, Clouse or
of said bonds and coupons hereby authorized "that so long as the bondi or
provision shall not affect any of the other provisions of this Ordinance.
any of them remain outstanding and unpaid, either as to principal or interest,
Section 20. Ordinance No: 2000 of the Village, passed and approved April
that .any -holder of a bond or bonds issued hereunder, or of any of the
29, 1967, be and it is hereby repealed and all other ordinances, resolutions or
law
or
in
equity,
coupons representing interest accrued thereon may, either in
orders, or ports thereof in gonflict with the provisions of this Ordinance ore to
or compel
by suit, action, mandamus or 'Other proceedings, enforce
the extent of such confliCt hera'y repealed.
performance by the officials of said Village of all duties required by law and
Section 21. This Ordinance after its passage by the President and Board of
by this Ordinance, including the making and collecting of sufficient rates for
Trustees shall be published once in the Prospect Day, a newspaper published
water and sewer services and segregating the revenues of said system and
in and having a general circulation in the Village of Mount Prospect, and -shall
the application thereof to the respective Accounts hereinabove referred to
be effective in the manner, form and time as provided by law.
and described in Section 9 of this Ordinance and in the time and manner as
PASSED this 7 day of AUGUST, 1969, by the following roll call vote:
herein provided.
AYES; 6, Ahern, Furst, Kilroy, Lewis, Reiter, Soderman
Section 13. That the Village hereby covenants and agrees with the holders
of said bonds and coupons hereby authorized that so long as the bonds or
NAYS: 0
any of them remain outstanding and unpaid, either as to principal or interest,
ABSENT: 0
to carry insurance on the system of the kinds and in the amounts which ore
APPROVED this 7th day of August, 1969.
usually carried by operators of similar properties including, without limiting
--/Sr/OBERT D. TEICHERT
the generality of the foregoing, fire, windstorm, public liability, and all monies
Village President
received for losses under such insurance policies shall be deposited in the
Recorded
in
the
Village
Records
this
7th
day
of
August,
1969.
Revenue Fund and thereafter credited to the Depreciation, Improvement and
Attest.
test
Extension Account and be used in making good the loss or damage in respect
'
DONALD W. GOODMAN
.

of which they were paid either by 'repairing the property damaged or
replacing the property destroyed, and provision for making good Such loss or
damage shall be mode within ninety days from dare of the loss. The payment

Published in
DAY PUBLICATIONS

Section shall be considered a maintenance and operation expense.
Any proceeds received by the Village from policies covering public liability
shall be paid into the Revenue Fund and thereafter credited to the Operation
and Maintenance Account and be used in paying the claims on account of

Birchers to
Picket Pickets

Section 14. That the Village hereby covenants and agrees with the holders of said

year, the number of metered water customers at the end of the year
and the quantity of water pumped.

All expense incurred in the making of the audit required by this Section
shall be regarded and paid as a maintenance and operation expense, and it
is further covenanted and agreed that a summary of such audit report shall
be furnished to the holder of any of the bonds at his request. Statements of
revenues and expenses of the system shall be furnished by the person In
charge thereof to the President and Board of Trustees at least quarterly and
copies of the same shall be mailed to the original purchaser of the bonds
authorized by this Ordinance and shall be furnished to any bondholder upon
request. A copy of each such annual audit report shall be moiled promptly
upon completion to the original purchaser of the bonds authorized by this
Ordinance and such original purchaser of said bonds herein authorized shrill
have the right to discuss with the accountant making the audit the contentsiof
the audit report and to ask for any reasonable explanation of the contents
thereof.

Section 15. That the Village hereby covenants and agrees with the holders

of said bonds and coupons hereby authorized that so long as the bonds or
any of them remain outstanding and unpaid, either as to principal or Interest,
that it will punctually perform all duties with reference to said system required by the Constitution and laws of the State of Illinois, including the
making and collecting of sufficient rates for water and sewerage service,
segregating the revenues of said system and the application thereof to the
respective Accounts created by this Ordinance, and it hereby convenants and
agrees not to sell, lease, loan, mortgage, encumber.or in any manner dispose
of said system, including any and all extensions and improvements that may
be made thereto, except as in this Ordinance recited (Provided, however, that
the covenant in this Section shall not prevent the said Village from disposing
of any property which in the judgment of the President and Board of Trustees
is no longer useful or profitable in the operation of said system nor essential
to the continued operation of said system without a reduction in the revenues
to be deriver' therefrom and the proceeds from the sale of any such property
is credited to the Depreciation, Improvement and Replacement Account here.
inabove referred to in Section 9 of this Ordinance), and that the Village shall take no action in relation to said system which would unfavorably affect the
security of the bonds herein authorized or the prompt payment of the principal of an interest thereon, until all of the bonds herein authorized to be issued
shall have been paid in full, both principal and interest, or unless and until

provision shall have been made for the payment of all such bonds and

interest thereon in full: and the Village further covenants and agrees with the
holders of said bonds to maintain in good condition and continuously operate
said system.

Section 16. That the provisions of this Ordinance shall constitute a contract

betWeen the Village and the holders of the bonds herein authorized to be
issued, arid after the issuance of said bonds, no changes, additions or
alterations of any kind shall be made therein, except as hereinbefore provided, until such time as all of said bonds issued hereunder and the interest
thereon shall be paid in full or unless and until provision shall have beep
made for the payment of all such bords and interest thereon in full.
Section 17. That as soon after this Ordinance becomes effective as may be,
the Series 1969 Bonds herein authorized shall be sold by the President and
Board of Trustees of said Village in such manner as it may hereafter determine and an award of the sale of said bonds shall be made to the accept.
able bidder upon the basis of the lowest interest cost to,the Village, provided,
that the price for the total authorized issue shall be such that the interest cost
to the Village for the money received by the Village from the sale of such
bonds shall not exceed seven per cent (71'4) annually computed to maturity
according to standard tables of bond values and in the event of a discount,
then at such a price as to produce for the Village not less than ninety eight
per cent (98°,4r) of the par value of said bonds. If the acceptable bidder offers'
to purchase any of said bonds bearing interest at a lower rate or rates than
herein provided, then the President and Board of Trustees .shall adopt a
resolution fixing the interest rate or rates on such bands In accordance with
the terms of the acceptable offer to purchase the' some and directing the
officers of the Village to execute and deliver said bonds to such purchaser
bearing interest at such lesser rate or rates so specified by the acceptable

bidder, and at the price designated in said acceptable bid, arid.RISo by
resolution shall designate the bank to act as the paying agent for all of said
Series 1969 bonds.

Section 18. That the proceeds derived from the sole of said bonds, exclusive of accrued interest, shall be by the Treasurer segregated into the
"Acquisition and Construction FundlAccount of the Village of Mount Prospect",

which is hereby created, which proceeds shall be kept separate arid apart
from all other monies of the Village and deposited in one or more qualified
banks or trust companies in the State of Illinois, which shall be designated.
from time to time by the President and Board of Trustees as depositaries for
monies of said Acquisition and Construction Fund Account. Sold monies shall
be held and used solely to acquire the water distribution system'and the'
sanitary sewer system herein provided for the aforesaid Improvements to the
said system proposed to be acquired, as provided for by this Ordinance, and
shall be held for the benefit of the Village for the purposes herein provided
and for the benefit of the holder or holders of the bonds hereby authorized as
their interest may appear The cost of legal, engineering and financial sere.
ices and all costs incidental to acquisitionbf the' systems and issuance of the
bonds shall be deemed costs of acquisition and construction. Said' monies
shall be withdrawn from said depository from time to time by the Tr eower of
the -Village only -upon submisslon-to him 6f the
(Al A duplicate copy of the order signed by the President and Village Clerk,

or such other officers that may from time to time by law be authorized
to sign or countersign orders on the Treasurer of the Village, stating
specifically the purpose for which the order is Issued; and Indicating
that the payment for which the order is issued has been approved by
the President and Board of TRustees of said Village;

(B) In the case of the acquisition of the existing woofer works and distribution system and the existing sanitary sewer 'system owned and
operated by 'the Utility Sewer and Water Company, an Illinois corporation, and which said systems are proposed to be acqufred as im-,
provements and extensions of the combined waterworks and sewerage system, a duplicate copy of the order signed by the President and
Village Clerk stating the purpose of the order and Indicating that the
payment has been authorized .by the Pre'sident and Board of TRustees
of the Village.

By Regina Oehler
Pickets will be, picketing
pickets in this area as the John
Birch Society defends the Jew-

el Food Stores' action in selling grapes despite protests

from various groups, Mrs.
Marie Dowd of 467 Cedar Ln.,
Elk Grove Village said last
night.

No specific date has been

set, though Saturday is a possibility, she added,

work done in connection with the construction of any Improvements and
extensions shall be accompanied by a certificate executed. by She en-

musical instruments,
appliances and much more).

furniture,

ing to break our stri)(e," he

ANNOUNCE

added.

The UFW is suing the government for "being such

scabs," and the growers are
suing the UFW for the loss of
money they incurred through
the boycott.
"I'm not so sure Nixon

looking for just those items you intend
to sell!

grape boycott from a former cording to Medina's figures,
8 pounds of grapes a
California migrant grape receives
year. He added that the govworker, Eliseo Medina.
ernment was saying. the sol-

MEDINA GAVE THE, diers are "crazy for grapes."
background on the

group

Chicagoans stop buying

grapes from Jewel, which is
the largest foqd chain in Il-

sign

the third largest consumer of

grapes.
Instead of eating grapes,
warned that Americans are Medina suggested drinking
being poisoned by DDT and wine, since wine grape pickers
other pesticides.
are covered under contracts.
After the meeting Mrs.

Dowd said the boycott was

JEWEL SAYS it is supplying the consumer with what he
wants, according to what
members of the meeting were
told by Jewel. They were also
told by managers of Jewel
stores that national Jewel policy dictates the managers must
sell grapes.

U.S., and thus take over the
country. She had information
contrary to Medina's.
"No industry has a right to
exploit its workers," Medina

said. He told the numerous

civic associations present that
workers do not receive $2.50
an hour as stated by growers.
The children work on the

.

Last summer, oe manager
of a Jewel store promised to
grapes, asking people not_ to
buy grapes, if the boycott sym-

the parent in order to evade
child labor laws. On a good
day, a goqd worker and his
family may make $2.50 an
hour, but on other days, the
hourly wage is considerably

This year the grapes are

back in the Jewel stores, and
civic associations are picketing. Jewels picketed to date are
the Randhurst Jewel; Hoff-

man Estates Jewel, Higgins

less.

and Roselle; Arlington Market

Medina said the grape pickers make about $2,025 a year.

.

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

or drive -way.

FREE

SALE SIGN!
This 15 x 20 inch sign will attract
attention to your sale and bring you
extra customers

(limit 1 'sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be picked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,
Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

Jewel, Kensington and Dun ton; Prospect Jewel, Camp

McDonald Rd. and Rt. 83, and
the Palatine Jewel, Plum Grove Rd.

THEY HAVE NO com-

prable minimum wage scale.
They are excluded from laws
that help other migrant farm
workers, said Medina..

Leader Class

He said that many of the

Bruce Finch of 906 S.

'workers live in box cars, with
out adequate, if any plumbing.
Neither do they have heating

Maple, Mount Prospect, a student at Bradley University,
l'eoria, is among the 300

or air-conditioning.
Strikes by farm workers

members of Phi Kappa Tau

fraternity who will attend the
fraternity's second annual

were "brutally broken" said

Medina, "Many of the farmers
have died in this struggle to organize."
"We have nothing to lose,"
he said, adding that the farm.:
ers would continue to struggle
to gain their rights.

leadership

Aug.

school

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!
and phone

24

through 27 on the campus of
Georgetown College, Georgetown, Ky.

DAY PUBLICATIONS
CLASSIFIED DEPT.

MEDINA SAID HE he is
more interested in getting hospital and welfare benefits than
in pay increases,

"To be able to stand up as
people, not as farm implementlOr as animalsrwas an-

255-7
or

other area of concern.
- The :groweri-filed -an- in -Junction against the state, calling the laws unconstitutional,
and the workers could not file

If the grape pickers try to

1

Strike, the growers bus in Mex-

-

icans from across the border,
Robert J. Appleton of 917
said Medina. This breaks two
laws in California -=the state 1 -Oka, Mount Prospect, has
one of not bringing in strike been elected a director of the
breakers from across the bor- Administrative Management
der, and a federal'one of bring Society, Chicago Chapter. He
'

"The boycott is effective
enough for the U. S. govern-

.

put up a sign on top of the

farms, and the money is paid to

'

.

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house

linois, says Medina, Chicago is

part of a Communist effort to
control the food supply of the

5,

LOCATE 4your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

,

The union is asking that

United Farm Worker's Union,
accused President Richard
Nixon of being a strike -breaker, gave a resume of the grape
worker's plight, complained
about the lack of law enforcement for migrant workers, and

your sale with a DAY

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are

cago area who filled the hall at. ment buying of grapes)," Me'
St. John's. United Church, 308 dina said.
Arlington
N.
Evergreen,
EACH SOLDIER then, acHeights, to hear about the'

ing in aliens.

toys,,

ment to take steps and buy the
grapes," Medina said.
"We are not going to let the
government get away with try-

Mrs. Dowd was one of the didn't have anything to do
many persons from the Chi- with it (increase in govern-

.

(C) Each order drawn for payment to a contractor or contractors for

GATHER those no longer used, but still
useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby

Friday, August 15, 1969

which they were received.

various accounts provided hereunder.
(b) The accountant's comment regarding the compliance by the Village with
the accounting requirements -of this Ordinance, and the accountant's
recommendations for any changes or improvements, of the manner in
which such records are kept.
(el A list of till the insurance policies in force at the end of the fiscal year,
setting out as to each policy the amount of the policy, the risks coveted,
the name of the insurer and the expiration date of the policy.
,
(d) The number of sewer customers served by the system at the end of the

IT'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3...

Village Clerk

of premiums for all insurance policies required under the provisions of this

bonds and coupons hereby authorized that so long as the bonds or any of
them remain outstanding and unpaid, either as to principal or interest, that
prbper books and records and accounts will be kept and maintained by said
Village separate and apart from all other records and accounts of sold
Village showing correct and complete entries of all transactions relating to
the system, and that the holders of any of said bonds or any duly authorized
agent or agents of such holders shall have the right at any and all reasonable
times to inspect the records, accounts and audit report relating thereto, and to.
inspect the system and all property comprising the system. Said Village
further convenants and agrees that it will within not more than ninety days
following the close of each fiscal year cause an audit of such books and
accounts to be.mode by an independent public accountant, and that such
audit report will be available for inspection by the holders of any of the
bonds. Each such audit report in addition to whatever matters may be thought
proper by the accountant to be included therein, shall without limiting the
generality of the foregoing, include the following:
(a) A statement in detail of the revenues and costs of operation and maintenance of the system for such fiscal year, and including credits to the

SALE

has been employed by the Toni
years and is
Company for
office services manager.

Imo -

Resume Play Tomorrow at Elmhurst

Record in Tourney Evened at 1-1
Arlington
Colt
.
In a game featuring the walk

fo was able to end the inning,
Villa Park had batted around
and added three more runs for
a 6-0 lead.

through the fifth, but Villa
Park showed they also could
hit the long ball by scoring
four runs in their half of the

and the long ball, the Arlington Heights Colt League All Stars dropped a 10-8 decision
to Villa Park in the Elmhurst
tournament last night.
There was no scoring in the

the fourth that Arlington was
able to reach Muraski for their
first hit. But the first hit was
followed by four more in the

run homer by first baseman

By Bob Hellt'wn

74,Terer47.---

of Arlington and Dave Muraski of Villa Park, seemed to
be heading for a fine'pitchers'
duel.

But John Brodnan,

inning, and Arlington had

Going into the last of the
seventh with Arlington trail-

BUT IN THE top of the

slashed a single past third.

Vasquez.

grounded out, pitcher to first.
Russ Kirchoff then worked
Vasquez for a walk to bring the

John Brodnan followed with a

ELSBERG S RED from
VASQUEISTARTED off third before
booming home run over the
irchoff. washead of the Villa Park center__ theliMing by striking out Mike tagged, making..the-final score

third with Villa Park at bat, the
game changed drastically.
.-'2______Moffo-walked-his mound opponent Muraski to lead off the
inning. The next batter slashed

di

ning.

Ray Spann.

closed to within one run of ing, 10-5, the Villa Park coach tying run to the plate in the
their opposition at the end of made a pitching change, lifting person of Ken Martin. Martin
Dowiarz, who had held Ar- was not given a chance to hit as
four complete innings of play.
In the fourth Gene Elsberg, lington scoreless through the southpaw-Vasquez threw
the Arlington center fielder, fifth and sixth inning, and Ofekly to first base to catch
was the first hitter and he replacing him with lefty Mark_' Kirchoffoff e bag.

starting pitchers, Mike Moffo

,

seemed to have a good chance
to win the game in the last in-

.sixth on two home runs, a solo
IT WASN'T until the last of blast by Muraski, and a three

two innings, and both

first

d* into the left field corner.
At this point Arlington had
a man on third with only one
out and the score 10-7, and

-- fielder.
Russ KirchOff--stiigled for

Moffo, but then walked pinch
hitter Dennis Kamps. Brad
Smith moved Kamps to second

a grounder to Craig Stiles_a t-the_.Third-colcutive hit, and

10-

-Arlington Heights is now

-

one and one in the double
third and was safe at first--as-was driven home by Ken Mar - as he was hit by a piteb, and elimination tournameni and
Stiles' throw pulled the Arlington first baseman off the

The error seemed to unsettle
Moffo because he then walked
the next two hitters, forcing in
the first run of the ballgame.

By Bill Copeland

Bellwood didn't give up
easy, as they threatened to

The Arlington Heights Colt
League All -Stars defeated
Bellwood, 4-3, in their first
game in the Elmhurst Invitational Tournament. Ken Martin went the full seven innings
for Arlington to pick up their
first tournament win.

score in the fourth, and finally
did manage a run in the fifth.

IN THE FOURTH inning

Bellwood had two hits, but

Martin managed to get out of
the inning with three fly outs.
In the fifth inning Bellwood
scored their run with two singles. It was a bad inning for
Hogan, Arlington's third baseman, as he committed two errors during the inning to allow
the runner to score.
Arlington tried to increase
their one run lead in the last

Martin gave up one hit to

Bellwood in the top of the first
but struck out two batters and

got the other one on a fly ball
to Jeff Chase at second.
ARLINGTON TOOK a 1-0
lead in the bottom of the first.

the first hit of the inning as he
lined a single to center, driving
in two more runs. Before Mof-

on

an

Arlington again had a scor-

ing threat going in the fifth
when-Brodnan got on with a
single and Hogan an error.
Bellwood's pitcher made an

with a single ant,( Chase with a

walk. However, the scoring
threat was ended when Mark

t.4O"' :1*/

any runs to Bellwood after the
did
have a single 'n th sixth nd

inning.

Bellw

one in the se

-

P/IRTS

rallied for three

runs in the third to recapture
the lead, 4-2. Hits during the
inning were singles by Moffo
and Chase. Martin provided
the third baserunner after he
drew a walk from Bellwood's
pitcher. All three baserunners
came home with some clever
base running and a couple of

ab

r

h bi

Moffo, I B
Hogan, 3B
Brodnan, SS

3

2

2

Forest View High School

2

0
0

2
0

0

1

I

bolstered its coaching staff
recently by adding Tom Seidel,
Bill Mohrmann and Mike

(1

Frase to its ranks, athletic di-

3

0

0

2

0

I

0
0
0

1

I

I

0

Seidel will replace the late

I

I

0 0

4

6

M. Hal Sprehe as head baseball
coach; Mohrmann will take

21

Totals

rector Bill
nounced.

3

Beckman

an-

over for Keith North as head
track coach and will also be a
cross-country

BELLWOOD (3)
ab r
4 0
4
4 O

Player

Laverso, RF
Betti, 2B
Ziemba, lB
Comversa, 3B
DeMaria, CF
Mooieri, LF
Sumski, SS
Verpole, P
Derwin, C

1

assistant;

and

Frase will be an assistant in
h bi

both football and grmnastics.
SEIDEL graduated from

0
0

Evergreen Park High School
and went on to earn a B.A. in

0
3

physical education at Washing0 0 ton State University in 1966.
3
O
0
The new baseball coach has
3
0 0 had plenty of diamond ex2
2
perience, having played at
3 O
O
Washington State and then
3
O
0 0 five years of minor league ball
3
29 3 8 3 in the Cardinal and Indian
Totals
farm systems. He also coached
three years in Washington
PITCHING SUMMARY
high schools.
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

"We feel very fortunate to

Seidel on our staff,"
Beckman said. "He was playing on a semi -pro team with
with Wheeling baseball coach
Ron DeBolt this summer and

have
Pitcher

ip

h

Martin
Verpole

7
6

8

6

r-er so bi
3-0 5
I

4-1

5
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Bike racing at Meadowhill
Park in Northbrook came to a
close for the season last night
with six area racers winning

1969

first places.
Midget Debbie

Scranton

Boueren of Mount Prospect
won the 13-14 boys quarter

Forest View Gets
Three New Coaches

Player

2

Winner -Martin; LoSer-Ve-rpole.

heard about the opening we

nile final and a generator light
Ind Dennis Scranton won a set

ucts lengthened its first -place

lead in the Mount Prospect
Fr'day night Twilight Golf
'League to five points with a
key 8-2 victory over FBK
Realtors.

Jake's Pizza continued their
march to contention, moving
into second place by topping

Town and Country Barber

Instrumental to

Jake's win was Len Berquist
who carded the low net for the
evening, a 33, worth three
points to his team.

opportunity to hire

Mohrmann. Mohrmann is a
veteran of about 10 years of
coaching and has produced
quality teams at Brother Rice,
St. Rita and Lake Zurich high
schools.

this area, having lettered in

Midget division. Rich Vehe of
Mount Prospect won a medal
in the Midget Miss -and -Out

Wille Lumber, paced .by
Don Bertrand, defeated Doyno Motors. Busse Food and Li-

Zordani v,?.46rd in number
of laps 10"-:'

The racers will go next to

the Illinois State Cross -Country Championships at Palos

Park Sept. 7 for an obstacle
course -type race.

quor .reamined in contention
with a 7-3 plastering of Mount
Prospect State Bank., Keefer's

2

1

0

NINE

0

1

1

1

2

0
0

0
0

0
0

2

1

1

2

1

1

0

0

3

0

0-

0
0

27

8

6

7

orr ',link 3E.

Vmm.erb

ab
2

r

0

4

2
2
2

4

0

0

3

I

2

4

2

2

0
0
0

3

2

2

1

3

I

2
2

28 10

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

h bi
0
0
3

0

0
2
.0
0

0

0

1

I

9

6

7
3
3

Dowiarz
Vasquez

h

r so

9 10
4

1

1

1

4
1

3

0

is well known in the Chicagoland area. They're straight from

Pte.

S and H Packaging
681/2
631/2

60

Town and Country

40
Barber Shop
Bainbridge Apartments 391/2
Clayton Courts 341/2

Doyno Mote's

291/2

an engagement on Rush Street and here in the suburbs to offer
fine entertainments

SEAFOOD LIVES AGAIN!
If you're a seafood lover, as I am...you're always looking for a
good place to get the best. I've found onel The Heritage Room
of the O'Hare American Inn in Des Plaines whips up one of the
best seafood fares in our area. Boiled Maine Lobster blended
with Louisiana shrimp and sauteed with butter, mushrooms,

garlic, and wine will really treat you to good eating. Don't
miss this onel

"BACK -TO -SCHOOL"
SPECIAL AT HARCZAK'S

Sunday Sept. 14, 1969

Hey students! Harczak's "Sausage -In" Drive In in Wheeling

would like to make it a little easier to go back to the books
and the school year. Now through August they are offering a
free coke with each food order to all students. The eating is

$ 65 2°

PERSON

$70.00

mighty fine and the portions are hearty. Plus, Harczak's
makes all their own sausage and sauerkraut!

for single

Accomodation

NEW INNKEEPER AT

INCLUDES:

Air Conditioned Buses Free

Beer,

Pop, And Snacks. Superior Rooms At

The Chase Path Plaza (Where The
Cubs Stay) Transportation To And
from Both Games. Buses Will Depart
Approximately 11:30 A.M. Saturday
From: Mt. Prospect Vacations, Inc.

666 E. Northwest Highway
(Route 14)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois
And Return Same location Sunday
9:30 P.M.
Depending On Length Of Game.

Night

Approximately

ALL TICKETS ARE TERRACE BOX
SEATS FOR BOTH GAMES

, 481/2
411/2

DONNA DAY

FRIEND AT GOLDEN EAGLE

N/ Saturday Sept. 13, 1969

Mount Prospect State
Keefer's Pharmacy

ocilitc).°04.°6..:0;06%.!°°. l' o 11.00:0

John Friend Trio, a swinging threesome, is currently appearing
at the Golden Eagle Restaurant and Lounge on Rand Road in
Arlington Heights. The Trio is a blend of swing and pop...and

'See

Busse Food and Liquors 571/2
49
FBK Realtors
481/2
KrUse's Tavern
Bank

Norammomilommis.

;,,I1/16

VMeet Me in St. Louis and Possibly
the Pennant Flinching Games.

race found Ellertson running
second and Don Zordani of

LEAGUE STANDINGS

IN THE DAY

Loser-

Baseball Special!

termediate Miss -and -Out, and
the Senior version of that

Apart-

Look for us each week in

I

"We Lubs the Cubs"

IP

394-3500

13 S. Wolf Rd.

6 ,te.

2ND ANNUAL

up a notch in places. Dennis
Scranton was third in the In-

the evening, Kruse's Tavern

In Prospect Heights

6
2

CUB

Miss -and -Out, but both moved

Pharmacy and Clayton Courts
tied and in the final match of

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

The Home Buyer's Guide

1

Greg Berg of Arlington was
second in one heat of the Intermediate two -lap with Scranton

253-2460
956-1500

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

-w

312

Winner-Muraski;
Moffo.

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Elsberg; HR-

ip

Pitcher
Moffo
Muraski

ran right behind Vehe in the

20_

In Palatine

00

AT ENTION

Heights was third. Kilfoy also

Page

Products
Jake's Pizza
Willie Lumber

1

I

elpwgq,°og,

and -Out.

Rich Vehe was second and
Dennis Kilfoy of Arlington

More
,Sports

Team

1

PITCHING SUMMARY

line and in number of laps led.

and Tim Jilek, also of Mount
Prospect won Iffyenior Miss -

baseball, basketball and football at Arlington High School. running fourth in another beHe also played on the Arling- fore winning the final.
Steve Pederson of Mount
ton Legion baseball team that
went to the national tourna- Prospect was second in that final with Berg fourth.
ment in 1965.
DAN J1LEK was fourth in
- *Frase went from ArSenior two -lap heat while
lington to. Illinois State aDennis
Ellertson of Arlington
University where he picked up
a degree in physical education. Heights was first in his heat
He played a year of football at with Tim Jilek running fourth.
1SU, then gave it up to concen- Tim was third in that final and
Ellertson was fourth.
trate on basketball.
In the Midget one-lapifinal,

stomped Bainbridge
ments, 7-2.

2

3B -Martin,

second both across the finish

lap final.

had. He gave us his credentials

Shop, 9-I.

2

Brodnan, Taggart, Spann, Muraski; SB-Fend, Leonard,
Gaucius.

Arlington third.
Ellertson won $5 in the Sen
for 10 -mile Open by finishing

S and H Licks FBK in Twilight Golf
S and H Packaj ing Prod-

2

0. 0

1

to

2

of bike wrenches for his victory in the Intermediate two -

CONTINUING THE victory string, Glen Berg of Arlington Heights, only seven
and they were very good."
WITH NORTH moving on years old, took advantage of
to the post of Dean of Students the track handicapper, winat Hersey, Forest View jumped ning the one -lap final in the
at the

2

Totals

6 Bike Racers Take
First in Final Meet

and a generator light and some
bike polish, I2 -year -old Jim

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (4)

1

jra;111bil*

...0.4111Orleig6.1;7rt,'

Charles FIB, Arlington Heights' first baseman, awaits a late
pickoff throw as Villa Park's Tom Gaucius drives back to the

won two quarter mile races

passed balls.

0

44'4-`

-'ate

cy
g ter -

never -were in goo
ritory.

0
4
4

Milazzo
Dowiarz
Spann
Cummings
Fencl
Gaucius
Leonard
Genanio
Muraski
Vasquez

bag.

After going down in order
in the bottom of the second,

0

0
2

Player

MARTIN DIDN'T give up

sible.

0

Stiles

REALTOR

third.

Bellwood's scoring attack pos-

3

2
0

VILLA PARK (10)

off Brodnan and Hogan was
thrown out at third by Bell wood's centerfielder later in
the inning. Moffo made the
other out with a grounder to

take over the lead. A single,
walk and three errors made

3

Leonard
Kamps

Totals

Bellwood came back in the
second and scored two runs to

Elsberg, CF
Leonhard, LF
Fill, RF
Taggart, C
Chase, 2B
Martin, P

1

excellent move to first to pick

fifth

the fourth inning against Villa
Park.

OPEN
NINE

r h bi
0 0 0
0 0 0
I
0 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
1

ab

Fill

Hogan
Smith
Elsberg
Brodnan
Kirchoff
Sheahen
Martin
Extrom
Chase
Taggart
Heise
Moffo

-

catcher.

3

The score remained 6-5

ti

error by Bellwood's

Arlington

runs when Martin was driven
across the plate by Dean Taggart's home run.

Fill grounded out to third.

have much success. In the
fourth Dean Taggart got on

single and was sacrificed to
second with a bunt by Brian
Hogan. Moffo advanced to
third on an infield grounder
and went in for the first score

clouting a two -run homer in

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (8)

striking out Jeff Chase. Arlington picked up two more Player

Leonhard and Martin went
down swinging and Charles

three innings of play but didn't

Mike Moffo lead off with a

in Elmhurst at 1:30 p.m.

Ar Ington Heights' John
Brodnan crosses the plate after

get the first out in the inning by

Ray Spann, the Villa Park
first baseman then collected

Colts' Ftrst Win Comes
With 4-3 Heights Edge

play their next game
tomorrow at Butterfield Payk
will

as Gene Elsberg lined a triple

AT THIS PONT Muraski
was lifted for a new pitcher,
Ron Dwiarz, who was able to

bag.

Craig Stiles of Arlington Heights fouls off a pitch against Villa Park before drawing a walk in
the first inning. (Photo by Mike Imrem).

bothS Smith andK

tin's triple.

'mourrr
PROSPECT

259-6030

Inc.
666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

ELK GROVE HOLIDAY INN
The "Day" would like to welcome Edward S. Hillenbrand, brand
new innkeeper for the Elk Grove Holiday Irv,. Mr. t4ellenbrand
is well schooled in fine service, having previously been with
the Sheraton O'Hare, the Oxford House, and the Conrad Hilton. He studied hotel administration at the University of New

Hampshire originally. Stop in and say hello...and enjoy the

fine services of the Elk Grove Holiday Inn.

PROVOCATIVE SEASON OF LIVE THEATRE
The Village Theatre of Arlington Heights is offering an extra
special season of good play going! The Odd Couple, Theatre for
Children, An Evening of One Acts, and Royal Gambit are some

of the greats. Watch for their ad today or call CL9.3200 for
year tickets. Live theatre is still great...and the Village Theatre
Group makes it come alive for everyonel

"HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND!"

0,

SHORT RIBS

Vie Zaa-1)
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TONIGHT
6:00

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

YOU GOTTA

THA76 WHERE THE y NOT ONLY 1
THAT, BUT
OLD DRINKING
THE NEW
FOUNTAIN USED TO

ONE IS 4
JUST

EsE , AND. THOS --E

Guy'S STILL

GoNGREGATE THERE
FORCE OF HABIT,
I GUESS.

WELL IF IT 16RT PRO-

THE PUBUCITY HOUND
DERWORLD!
OF 11-1E

OUTSIDE
OFFICE :

World
"Where the Gods
Play" features films
o f the Colorado

CREEPS ARE
STRICTLY

FESSOR GOO ARM;

THE BULLS

11 Around the

13E g4050lot:Ntsri
-r1-

puSsYcAT
BLOT THE
OLP LAWS

WE SHOUNULD 1-1AVE.

GUOrr...CP

A MAN-EATIN1
T1GE12/

WERE THE BRA
SLAPPAN' WS ON

ALL hCUR HITS!

t WAS RUNNING FOR COVER
AND COLLIDED WM A 6ENERALI

lessness and crime,
with Frank Rey-

11 NET,Playhouse

nolds.

Theater of the Deaf,
Encore" features the

9 Hazel
11 Liza's World
The world of a seven -year -old mentally
retarded girl. is seen
through ' her own

32 The Monsters

7:15
32 Baseball
The White

whp speak with their
fingers, doing Anton
Chekhov's dialogue
'On the Harmfulness of Tobacco."

12:30

Show

11 Tonight in Person
8:00

2 Movie
"The Blue

MARTHA

PHANTOM FOUNTAIN

6 Market Wrapup
7:00
Summer
1969 '

ROBIN 'MALONE

7

priates

A

pelting drama tells
the tragic story of a
lonely 'high school

26 A Black's View of
the News
32 Baseball Report

lured to his destruc-

10:15
32 News

tion by a seductive
dance hall entertai-

and deliver a treasure
map. Until 2:45 a.m.
9 News
1:00

7 Movie
Man."
"Hunted
Gangster invades' a

ner. Until 10:00 p.m.

10:30

at the measures being

7 Judd for the De-

taken to check law -

fense

2 Movie
"The Saboteur."

.

the

hold and holds the
family for ransom.

murder of his best

Until 2:25 a.m.
9 Paul Harvey Com-

friend sets out to find

ments

and

sabotage
CARNIVAL

the real Hazi saboteurs. Until 12:40

"Road

5 Tonight Show

9 Movie "Stage Fright." A

1 loroscope
FOR SATURDAY

(Jul'

LEO

girl helps a suspected
murderer escape and
later learns that he is
the real murderer.

24 -Aug.

REIN' AWFUL

....e...7!. -1-,N.

ieUIET:
p!

23)

The things you can easily attain for yourself should not be
sought in the household of another. Make an effort to he in-

full play today if you are to
succeed in the race of com-

pendable, the other
foolhardy but loyal,
find a solution to
their long -drawn but
fraternal feud about

T h e non-fiction
film, "Salesman" is

2:25
7 Reflections

studied by a panel of
critics.
26 Red Hot and

2:35
2 Late Report
2:40

E1-star.+41

2 Meditation

10:45

A

32 Movie

"Cottage to Let."
A famous English

1 11

2:55

9 Naked City

scientistandhis

"This doesn't pay as much cash as working, but It has
hotter fringe benefits!"

pared for having your ability
tested, this may he the day for
it. Remain calm.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Reason must be brought into

one resolute and de-

Blues

dependent.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
. Though you may he little pre-

Den-

which one is boss.

Until 1:15 a.m.
11 Critique

THAT KID'S

k,.\

to

ver." Two brothers,

7 Joey Bishop Show

BUGS BUNNY

1:05

9 Movie

a.m.

r

house-

respectable

A man accused of

0

in order to

his own neck

save

News

coat -

botany professor
Focus

"The Violent
Americans" is a look
STONEWALL OACt.ZoN!

but is almost sidet-

".

9 Mike Douglas

1-.-2-2---Thrs

New York racketeer

racked from his
7 PGA Golf Tourney
sion. Until-2:30-a.m.
.Highlights
_
11 NET Journal12:40
-"Fasten Your Seat
2 Movie
Belts: A Report on
"The Princess and
the Crisis in the
the
Pirate." Bob
Air."
Hope, a swashbuckling vaudeville come10:00
fitnadian
2 News
way princess from
5 News

Chess

The-Ail-dams ,
Family

"Blast of Si-

lence.!... -A hired killer
sets out to eliminate a

9:30

7:30
_
2 Gomer Pyle
5 Name of the Game

26 Today's Racing_--

5 Movie

Sox_-

York Yankees.

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West
5 High Chaparral
7 Let's Make a Deal
9 I Love Lucy
11 Grand Master

32 News Final

9:00
5 The Saint
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 Perry Mason

take-on-ttie--N-ew

--

Midnight
5 Midnight Report
7 Chi&go Show

26 Luis Carlos Uribe
32 News

6:25

a.m.

company of actors

eyes.

Springs area.
26 Spanish News

2 Editorial
26 Quiz_

agents. Until 12:25

"The National

plans of a new bombsight are the target of
German espionage

3:55

Five Minutes to

'9

Live By

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE

How CAM YOU
LIVE turn*

WORE THE MOST
ONPRoCUCTIVE PERSON

petition. Others may be wait-

sbutzset.F

nI6 EVER. MET! YOU
'AVER- OD AN'atilkn

ing for a.break.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Interests and duties may

well he two entirely different
things today. Take care of the

latter even if the former suffers.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --Take care to concentrate your efforts along a single

line of action today. The wise
Sagittarius
.

has

a

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

one-track

mind at this point.
CA l'RICORN (Dec.
Jan. 2(I) --You can

way that your plans for the fu-

ture become theirs. Avoid a

Answer to Previous Puule

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

Tucker"

4 "The
Rock Candy
Mountain"

7 "Captain -"

(Feb. 20 -March
2I) --Though what younger
family members call advenPISCES

ture may seem insignificant to
you_ enter into things whole-

S

heartedly.
the aid
interested party if

22 -April

of a

dis

trying to
solve long-standing difficulties. You may be standing
too close to the trees.

TAURUS (April

21 -May

21)--1-he decision is yours to
make. Will. you take a chance
and perhaps make exceptional
gains --or will you remain secure in your niche'?
GEMINI (May 22 -June

CAPTAIN 'EASY
MR. TOPROCKS ATTEMPT TO GET Me THE
SMALL FORTUNE' HE'D HOARDED PRO:ABLY

HASTENED HIS DEATH:

Z LEARNED HE LEFT THE 140$91Thi. IN 1907 WITH

HIS itftOTHSRm/D, SOONER THAN sveRYONE

THouetir,oH TH' PAY THAT GOD WO Hanxao
ON THE IVNYER-0XI1OW It0AVI.

21) --Best to read up on new in-

-

CANCER
23) --If

you

(June 22 -July
have accepted

more help than you needed on

the present project, you can't
cOinplain about the results.

Ans)Ners to

Hideaword
BUNCHED
bend
bench

bund
bunch
dunce
dune
cube
chub
cued
hued
nude

CAMPUS CLATTER
COME HERE, BIMO,
AND PHOTOGRAPH ME
!HMV CAP AND GOWN

2

1

spikes
30 "Git Along,
Little
33 Reluctant
35 Untarnished .
36 Touch
(comb: form)
37 Outdoor game
40 Birdhouses
Chicken,

the water.

3 Close to
4 Supporting
device for
volumes
-(2 words) '
5 Belong to
6 Crystal -filled

TOtCRAPA A

A LITTLE... A LITTLE

THIS PHOTO WILL SUM
UP YOUR FOUR YEARS
OF EDUCATION AT

MORE... O.K., pERFeer!

DOOLITTLE COLLEGE

table

IN

OUT

L.

OrsuziROu
N

7

3

12

13

14'

15

16

17

P

N

23

"

25

'
45 Embraced
49 Expect
50 Strike ,
51 Boy's name
52 Sweet (music)
53 Frozen

30

dessert

54 Outfit
55 hfasculine
name
56 COnducted
57 Compass point

33

34

38

37
41

9

10

11

26

27

28

47

48

22

121

24

8

20

9

19

Iiittenidfor

MOVE OVER BY THOSE
pOORS...TO THE LEFT

S H, A
P NNS
EN
E
S
SS

R
-r
12 Presidential
PEON
N
N
nickname
13 Number
....,Science degree lichens
39 Hair shirt
14 Harden (var.)
(ab.)
rocks
41 Faculty of
15 Goddess
23 Exploit
' 7 David's
speech
(Latin)
father (Bib.) 24 Molten rock
16 Exclamation
25 Betel -giving 42 Bury
8 Skull
17 Hindu drugs
tree (2 words). 43 Indulged
-,protuberance
18 Fondled
44 Absent
27 Vegetables
9 Cloisters
20 Melodies
without
.28 Saxon servant
10 Military
permission
21 Antiseptic
31 Having
rifle (coll.)
23 Levelness
(ab.)
tubular sheath
11 Soap -frame
46 "Sweet Betsey
26 Reformed
bar
(bot.)
Protestant
from -"
32 Sheen
19 Musteline
34 Guido's note 47 Ireland
Episcopal
mammal
(ab.)
38 Dyestuff from 48 Desert fruit
22 Didactic
29 Having

fruiting

terests before you begin any
real activity pertaining to
them. Keep your head above

GOG
C
se
S
ENA 1 LOEV 0 s-r
Ee S

DOWN.
1 Fathers
2 Encourage

ACROSS
1 "Old

`THERE ARE NO HONEST AkEkl.

19( --Make certain that your
schedule does not overburden
the young. A Saturday for cementing, not breaking, relationships.

20) --Seek

N TARA ACTyS
ALE ORES SLOE
W S

Folk Songi,

THE BORN LOSER

fuss.

(March

.

23 -

influence

those close to you in such a

ARIES

S.'s]

1901414.4 ti TA Y. 01 PA Offl.

31

32

35

38

39

42
45

49

50

51

52

63

54

56

57

55

-

It
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Vinyl Accessories Preserve Beauty
A I74 -year -old firm With
young ideas claims to have
broken through the building
time barrier, telescoping decades of research and devel-

opment to offer an array of
ahead -of -their -time products.

Bird & Son, Inc., an East
Walpole, Mass., firm, with authorized dealers in _this area,_

Edward C. Coy of Arlington
Hcights-,-a-ti-d-Ben Slove Roof_

ing Co. of Des Plaines, say
their solid vinyl horizontal and

vertical siding and soffit systems, shutters, gutter systems,
and roof edgings provide leisure hours, extra living comfort
and freedom from maintenance worries.

THE COMPANY began

Before the solid vinyl siding was applied to this home, the exterior appeared unsightly, shoddy
and badly in need of repairs.

Thc

average

bathroom uses

tested "no cut-out" shingles
and a complete line of solid

'Northwest Suburban

American

1:71,0:

'

4Vii -inch

With solid vinyl siding In place and shutters and other accessories all replaced with vinyl

vinyl materials.
The solid vinyl is not a coating or veneer, but has the color
built in clear through the pro-

materials, the home's original beauty, fully restored, requires little or no maintenance to endure.

AS INSULATION, vinyl
minimizes heat penetration in

no reason why an

BUYER'S GUIDE

imaginative designer cannot
specify any combination of

glazed wall tile, ceramic mosaics and quarry tile They are
available in a large selection of
colors, designs, sizes and

Real Estate & Bwiblers

shapes

the vinyl.

summer and cold in winter,

In addition, solid vinyl will
not support or spread flame
and. tends to slow down the

level in buildings.

and also reduced outside noise

or fallen power lines cannot
carry through vinyl, which
does not conduct electricity
and need not be grounded.
Furthermore, vinyl does not
interfere with radio or TV re -

pre -punched slots under the
first course of shingles at eaves

and rakes, and sidewall stains
are eliminated through a specially extruded vinyl 'tip which
throWs off water.
The solid vinyl products
have been tested on a nation
widd basis 'for six years, and
sales show dramatic increases,
attributed to the material's resistance to damaging climatic

the solid vinyl line, and elbows, gutter connectors, collector outlets and hangers are
all standard.

Applying the vinyl, siding
panels is easy, since they arc
secured by corrosion -resistant
nails through pre -punched
slots. Breather holes in each
panel allow the moisture vapor
to escape, and the panels are

spread of fire by retarding the
heat build-up. Electricity from .
accidental shorting, lighting

edges is flexible and resists water, mildew and rust. This edgging is nailed down through

downspouts are the solution to
weathering and exposure deterioration problems, say Bird &
Son officials. The conventional rain -carrying system
accessories are all included in

ception.

nct. There is no need for repainting the house sided with

square glazed wall tiles on the
walls, and one -inch square or
one-tn c h -by -two-inch rectangular unglazed ceramic
mosaics on the floor, says the
Tile Council of America
However, the council adds,
there is

versified. It now offers paper
products of all kinds, felt, asphalt shingles and roofing machinery as well as its hurricane

Day Publications'

Tile Variety

back in 1795 as a paper -making firm, but expanded and di-

ACTUALLY, THE

new

vinyl gutters can carry more
water than those of the same
width in wood, since the vinyl

available with or without in-

conditions and varying envi-

gutters have thinner walls.

sulating backing.

The edging for critical roof

The solid vinyl gutters and

ronments,

Begin Dam at
Apple Canyon Lake
Remember us when you need
a friend in real estate ...

Ryan, Inc: of Wisconsin, a
heavy and highway construction firm based in Janesville,
Wis., will build the 1000 -foot -

long dam at the new Apple
Canyon Lake near Galena, Ill.
Elmer Swanson Jr., vice president of the Branigar Organiza-

TOO SOON
FOR PHOTO
PALATINE
,"

1

,.7411YERI1IESS COUNTRYSIDE
e, kmiudibitty 414908'ktililltamsburg Colonial just 2 years old one

op. acre.,04tlfroOmSe-2',/z, ceramic baths, large 14.8 X 25 ft.
living r00111. TWitti fireplecetjtet4 room and family room. Separom, recreation room, den
coo-Forni
ate 14 ft dining coon
rooms in all, 2700 sq ft of living area. CENTRAL AlkAleittj,";::
attached garage, at $72,500, it's hard to beat lmrnedlithi8121/BA

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
PIONEER PARK AREA

MOUNT PROSPECT
hist 3 years old, 3 bedrooms, 11/ ceramic baths up, 1/2 down,
kitchen with built-ins, 18 X 25 ft. paneled family room. 2t/2 car
heated garage, includes carpeting and draperies. A real value at

21/2 ceramic-boths, kitchen with built-ins. Newly carpeted, fenced
yard $43,500, available immediately:

Session

Walking distance to train, schools, both public and Catholic, an
shopping, in area of mature shade trees 3 bedroom brick Ranch',
Jolousied breezeway could be family room Ash paneled 40 ft
Rec room Only $36,900, immediate possession

,

Explosive

Engineers,

Polo, Ill, and Sweeney Brothers, a landscape firm in Watertown, Wis.

Apple Canyon Lake, a pri-

the lake, made the announce-

vate second -home lake development, includes 2200 lots, a,
complete recreation center,
and a separate private camping

Construction of the dam,
which began July 7, will be

completed in December, 1969,

according to William Henry,
area supervisor of Ryan, Inc.
William Zabel, of Fort Atkinson, Wis., is construction supervisor for the 80 -foot high

Based on extensive studies
of average rainfalls and meeting snow in the Apple Canyon
Lake' area along with the

amount of water which will
flow into the basin from Hell's

dam, located at the south end
of the three-mile long lake
which will be depths up to 70

Branch Creek, a tributary of
the Apple River; the lake will

feet.

reach permanent depths in two

THE RYAN

Organiz4ation,

founded in 1886, builds highways, dams, airports, lakes,

Apply Canyon Lake

sales

offices are open every day
from 10 a.m, until dusk. To get

golf courses, sewage treatment

to the lake, take highway 20

plants, railroads and other related construction.
Janesville Construction Co.

west

4

through Freeport and
Stockton; then follow the
signs.

'

STAPE

s,

& SONS INC.-, REALTORS
"...Another Name for Service"

MOUNT PROSPECT

MOUNT PROSPECT

I I I

years.

Ideal for public and ,Catholic schools and Pioneer Recreation
pork swimming pool, etc. 3 bedrooms, 14 X 22 ft. family room.

;

contractors include Dikor, a
division of Servikor, Carmi,

tion, Chicago developers of
ment.

JUST LISTED!

holds the contract for the concrete portion of the dam. Other

RANDWOOD AREA
AM

101 X 135 FT PROFESSI

droom brick Bs level, 2 baths,
am Home decorated in excel!
d drapes 2 car attached brick
real value at $41,900, immediate

4 years old, this 3 bedroom, 2i/2 ceramic bath Eli -level with

al Air is an outstanding value, 2 huge bedrooms, family
kitchen with built ins, dishwasher, disposal, 2 car attached
ge Includes carpeting and draperies, at $43,900, don't miss

WE HAVE BUYERS

g

FOR YOUR HOME!
010.'

BUYERS WITH NO FINANCING
PROBLEMS LOOKING FOR ALL
KINDS AND SIZES OF HOMES

..1!-

WE NEED HOME

LISTINGS NOW!
PALATINE
BEAUTIFUL PLUM GROVE HIGHLANDS
is setting for this expandable Ranch - 100 X 200 ft. garden with
17 mature trees 2 large bedrooms, could be more. Paneled and

beamed ceiling family room 2 car garage plus garden shed.
$47,500

MOUNT PROSPECT
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY.

1 6 p.m. 110 Sunset
Two blocks south of Lonnquist, two blocks east of Route 83. A
DELUXE KIDNEY SHAPED HEATED POOL, Jacuzzi whirlpool bath,

too. Expansive sun deck in wood fenced area. Real family living
in 8 room brick Bi-level 3 bedrooms, office or den, 22 ft. family
room with crab -orchard fireplace. 2 car attached garage. Re-

GTON HELIOS
with .se tesititmosphere

sV

acre profes-

brick and aluminum
csids of cabinets. 14 X

OUR EXPERIENCED STAFF CAN
QUICKLY LOCATE THE RIGHT BUYERS FOR YOUR SATISFACTION.

qt*Ciscgiiiiitictill..Could divide and

duced to $55,500, immediate_possession.

HOURS
MULTIPLE LISTING
111AL ISSAS; SIMVICE

Mon. thru Fri. 9-a.m. to 9 p:m. Sat.& Sun. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

704 N. River Rd., Mount ProspV

150 S. Main
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150
; antwiee.aa.:,s,

REALTORS'
Member Previews Executive Hernesearch
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

Open Weekday Even:ogs

299-6121
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member Northwest Suburban Beard of Realtors

THE DAY
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Riviera Homes Presents 6 Models
Six new model homes that that are so widely admired and
combine features -of contem- universally accepted.
Quaint window boxes set
porary European and American design are being presented

at Riviera Hothes in Arlington

Heights by Aldridge
Construction Commny.
The homes range in size and

price from the three -bedroom

Villa at $44,900, which combines split-level design with a
French touch of graciousness,

to the magnificent five -bedroom Chateau at $48,500,
with roominess and warmth
that is emphasized by highly
stylized architecture.

MARTIN HENRY

BRAUN, the internationally

Homeowner Gives
Himself Away When
He Chooses Paint
Now that color is being used
as extensively on the outside of

the house as on the inside_a
homeowner may be refeahng
more about himself to his
neighbors than he realizes.
Psychologists say that colors

not only influence moods, but
often reflect the personality of
the user. Accordingly, if a
homeowner wants his house to
connote friendliness. he might
-be wise to choose a green shade,

with perhaps a yellow trim for
confidence.
TO
THE

expressions of this
trend. Apartment dwellers, too,
are brightening otherwise drab
facades by their choice of

several

bright colors for trim. doors,
windows and even protective
metal grilles.
Roofing

contractors

are

finding that heavyweight colors are richer and more dramatic, while blends arc more
subtle. Used properly the same
colors can transform large un-

broken or steep roof surfaces
into a pleasing whole.

ter

Braun's home designs are
noted for providing convenience and privacy --yet they

shutters and even drainpipes.

PSYCH01.0-

NEW TECHNIQUES and

blue doesn't
sadness.
mean

the growing desire of the home-

owner to give his house a dis-

CONTRACTORS SAY that

Among other things, it shows
tenderness. Brown connotes
fellowship: red, excitement:

tinctive look are contributing
to more colorful homes, ac-

colors can create various illusions. If the house is low, for
example, a light roof will make
it look higher. A dark roof will

(;Is7"s

eye,

necessarily

violet

enchantment;
orange. strength, and
intimacy.

red -

pink,

Today's homeowners have
become more sophisticated in
using color on the exterior of
the house. Doors in tangerine(
kumquat. pastel root
and
shingles and metal siding that
has the look of woodgrain are

cording to Harry H. Chapman,
marketing manager of Inmont

Corporation, formerly Inter chemical Corporation, which
is a leading manufacturer of

make the too -tall house appear
closer to the ground.

As an example of new production techniques, a process

A bright pastel roof will give
that extra touch to a small
ranch. A green, red or brown
blend will relate the house to

has been developed by Inmont

the surrounding landscape, and

finishes.

whereby any visual effect in c l u d i n g woodgrain, brick

maintain a totally unique family atmosphere. All Riviera
'domes have oversized bath-

rooms and abundant closet
space.

The process, which is now
being used to finish aluminum
siding for houses and mobile
homes, makes it possible to
create attractive deSigns with
three-dimensional multicolor
effects. Mr. Chapman said the
process could also be used to
finish metal awnings and canopies, storage sheds, metal
roofing shingles, decorative

a distinctive color will give individuality to a row house.

spacious living room or leads
into the kitchen. The kitchen is

the true heart of this home.
From this point there is easy
access to the paneled family
room (with its optional fire-

The Aldridge Construction
Company and Martin Henry
Braun combined have been
building homes in Chicago land for more than 60 years.
Many of their homes have won
national awards, including

American Home's award for
building the "best home for
the money."
Riviera Homes models have
been furnished and decorated
by C. Tony Pereira of Los Angeles. Mr. Pereira's approach
to interior decorating is highly
unique and he is noted for his

GARAGE

place), the formal dining room

and a hall which leads to the
upstairs bedrooms or the utili-

ty hobby room on the lower
IN THE BURGUNDY
central access to all areas is

Versailles Homes development in Mount Prospect
and Prospect Heights. f4r.

or use.

On entering this home you
step into a designer's tile foyer.
The foyer opens onto the

level.

most recent achievements was

UTILITY/HOBBY
ROOM

design in a' warm brick and cedar exterior.

oped these new floor plans, has
designed homes in Paris, Can-

the

stone, stucco or masonry can
ke produced on metals for ex -

which develops its distinctive

renowned architect who devel-

nes and Chicago. One of his

,

the tone for the Burgundy,'

provided and yet full privacy is
retained. There are four large

bedrooms and two full baths
on the upper level. This home
was designed for the growing

family and the separation of
the sleeping area from the living and playing area highlights
this thought.
The master bedroom has a
walk-in closet, a regular closet,
and a private bath with separate oversized vanity and
dressing area. The three family
bedrooms are grouped toward
the front of the home, and all
have abundant closet space.
All baths feature decorator

mirrors and cultured marble

oven and range, a dishwasher,

Etc homemaker will find all

a disposal, Yorktowne or IZL
custom cabinets, it hood fain,
a double sink, vinyl asbestos

the equipment she needs to

floors and Formica counter

vanity tops.

prepare

a snack or

a

sev

en -course dinner in any of the

Riviera Homes' spacious efficient kitchens. These kitch
ens come equipped with a gas
or electric eye -level double

tops.

available, and the interiors can
be custom -styled to the owner's preference.

To get to Riviera Homes
Interstate 294 (or any

take

north -south thoroughfare) to

Average lot sizes included Willow -Palatine Rd., then go
in the price of the home are 70 west to Rand Rd. (Route 12)
feet by 145 feet.There are many and then north one -and one-

exterior design variations half miles to our entrance.

Make Most of a Moving Experience
Moving

Moving to another home

use of bright colors and fol-

breaking job.

lowing one color theme
throughout an entire home.

THE FOUR -BEDROOM

Families who move often

Brothers, psychologist and advisor to -Greyhound Van

even gain a stronger sense of
family closeness by setting out

Lines, in a booklet entitled

together to a new area, she

"The Psychology of Moving."

corporates the split-level design with the warmth and
charm of a French villa. Few

SOME OF THE

said.

subjects

THE BOOKLET

the pamphlet covers are: leav-

styles have been developed

not a bad ex-

proached in the properjrame
of mind.

Moving can be an exciting
experience, says Dr. Joyce

two and -one half bath Burgundy is one of six new models offered. This home in-

is

perience, she says, if it is
planned carefully and ap-

isn't always a tedious, back-

tributed

ing old friends and surroundings; the new job; how moving
affects children; timing and financing the move and choos-

free by

is

dis-

the Grey-

hound Van Lines. It may be
obtained by writing to "Moving," Box 7338, Chicago, Ill.,
60680.

ing a mover.

Dr. Joyce Brothers

WE
Member of M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

`usurp

T

emmerb

R

See Our Display
of Homes

at the Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS
OPEN 9 TO 9

E

'KEMMERLY REAL ESTATE as advertised on WGN -T

Xffte):21

CONVENIENT LOCATION
To Schools, Churches and Transportation. Lovely three Bedroom
Ranch. Ceramic Tile Bock -splash and beautiful cabinets in this
Modern Kitchen. Two Window Air Conditioners. Carpeting. Lovely
landscaped yard. Large one and one-half car garage. You will be
amazed at the price.

$24,900.00

Des Plaines

PERFECT FIT FOR SCHOOL
Economy minded? We don't know of a better buy. Three sizeable
Bedrooms, Large Living Room and. Separate Dining Room. One
and onehalf Baths. Carpeting in the good sized Living Room and
Hall. Garage. Lovely large patio. This is a fine clean home on a

well landscaped yord. Get your family settled before school
110113.

Elk Grove Village

$26,900.00

ASSUME LOW INTEREST LOAN

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
WALK TO PARK, SCHOOLS, STORES, 3 twin bedrooms, 11/2 full
baths, FAMILY ROOM, all carpeting, bit -ins, disposal, window
coverings included, ASSUME LOW INTEREST LOAN, immediate

$29,900

possession,

$33,750

TO
See is to believe when you inspect this outstanding Face Brick
Ranch Home. This home offers the ultimate in living pleasure for
the most discriminating buyer. Central Air . Electronic Air Filter
Raised Hearth
and Humidifier - Underground lawn sprinkler
Stone Fireplace in Family Room. Carpeting and Drapes. Seven
rooms, three large bedrooms. Master Bedroom with huge Vanity
Bath. Imported Maria Theresa Chandelier in Living Room. Cedar
stockade fence surrounds private yard. To sum it all up, This
home is a "CREAM PUFF".

Prinect Heights

$64,900.00

JUST REDUCED $2,000 OWNER ANXIOUS
EXTRA "GOODIES"
Include Centro, Air Conditioning with Humidifier. Drupes and
Curtains. Matching Built-ins and refrigerator in kitchen. Much
more is offered in this Seven Room, Three Bedroom, Two and one

half Bath, Brick and Aluminum Bislevel. Large Family room with
sliding glass doors to the lovely patio. Two car attached Garage.
This is a very well cared for home, and a pleasure to show. You
will love it too.

$42,900.00

Des Plaines
.

ASSUME LARGE LOW INTEREST LOAN
FOUR GIANT BEDROOMS, Ph baths, FAMILY ROOM, carpeting,
draperies, dishwasher, disposal, Included, WALK TO SCHOOLS,
PARK, POOL, immediate possession,

"'KUNKEL si

ASSUME 53/4% LOAN
baths, partial basement, carpeting
thru-out, dishwasher included, FAMILY ROOM is terrific, large
FOUR BEDROOMS. 2l/7

patio, WALK TO SCHOOLS, SHOPPING, immediate possession,

$35,900

$34,900

.

-

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

CO., REALTORS

TWO CONVENIENT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU
DES PLAINES

215 S. Elmhurst Rd.

734 Lee Street

253-5500

298-5055

5 CONVENIENT OFFICES

OFFICES IN

Palatine
728 E. Northwest Hwy.

Prospect Heights
PROSPECT HEIGHTS

FOUR LARGE BEDROOMS, large kitchen, 2 baths, FAMILY ROOM
WITH FIREPLACE, carpeting, all window coverings, range, refrig.,
loads of blt-in bookshelves included, immediate possession,

13 S. Wolf Rood

IN
358-5560
394-3500

,Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plozo

'

894-1800

Arlington Heights:
MOFFICES
6 E. 'Northwest Hwy.

.1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

253-2460
956-1500
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"Pug" Roams 300 -acre Windings

TAGGEb FOR REAL SAVINGS!

An unusual new vehicle
called the "Pug- is being put
to excellent use in displaying
the hilly, wooded terrain of

411

The Windings of Ferson Creek

ti2

RARE CHANCE
rooms, 3 bedrooms

to prospects who like to view
these homesites in complete
comfort.

HIGHWAY

V1.2349
7 acres
schoo/s, shopping on U.S. 83

Festival
Tribune
oak
Executive Home
porch
Model.Chicoyo
H 2781
Screened
Way 1963
Hawthorn
2t/2 baths
Family room
beautiful
Lary.,
neor by. Hos
1 acre in
Bt Level B

with sesverd

According to Lee Graham

of The Branigar Organization,
developer of "The Windings,"

FRONTAGES

the "Pug" is ideal for trans-

$14,000

of Homes
Landscaped, on
and fishing,
California.
floors
swimming transferred to
Woods ,rivote

opment near St. Charles, Ill.
The unit was specially de-

per acre

signed for this purpose.

Owner was

"The 'Pug' will go anywhere," Graham said, "and

sell lost.
everything
market to
Vriced below

$51,000

ASSUME

HORSE
10 ACRE

2

the prospects relax in comfort
on soft cushioned seats while
our salesmen take them to any
part of the development. It's
far better than trying to bring
them part way by some other
conveyance and then aSking
them to walk over the rough
ground which is still by no
means fully cleared for final

MORTGAGE

3 bedrooms,
full
115' lot that
is fenced
on basement with 11,2 car gore
des. Within
ge 60' x
block of schools,
and

sho2855

at $42, 500

See Henry

4%%

H

FARM

Full basement.old.
bedroom Home.
All 1 year
rY
Room. 3
3 car garage.Woodstock.
Ve
F 2853 6
30 x 3e
3 Miles to
story born, main highway,
Fenced On
lost long

neat Wont

II

$23,006

Berens

development."

5 ACRES

QUICK SALE
R 2878 2 sfory

and wood home 'machctIt/2 baths brick ed
Garage indu
H 2877 3 bedrooms x 300 londscop
ge
style on a
range olso a large polio.
in
oven
and
ed plus built

roody for your

terms.

"THE 'PUG' looks some-

prospects bring children
along, the kids have a wonder-

fantry division that could have Avenue (Rte. 641 west through
used these to good advantage a St. Charles. to Burlington Rd.

ful time with the 'Pug.' They
compare it to riding in a fire

saved a lot of sore. feet."

me. 2 miles x 100'. 2 septic ranks
west of Palatine.
(.00d

Asking $55/000

$29,500

Recorder Sidney

Country

R. Olsen listed 33 real-estate
transfers in Maine and Wheeling Townships last week.

BEACH POWER!
S ACRE

spray

keeled over in the off shore wind,
from this 2
view
H 2 052 Sailboatssummer sun is the serene
Block from private
glistening in the
1/2
style home that is Illinois. Completely modbedroom ranch
in Lake Villa,
and fixtures. 2
beach on Three Lakes
pine walls and modern kitchen
ern with knotty
available with property
additional lots ore

Price is indicated by $1 in

PONY FARM

stamps for each
$1,000 in market valuation,
revenue

F 2859 Nest
of Elgin 8
10 pony stalls
room, 4 bedroom
Home. Large born
room for more.
ings
silo
large tool shed,
(feet
well. Near tollway.
other build
Needs some
work Excellent
More
land available.
Terms.

THOSE IN Des Plaines
were : 1132 Van Buren, Ernest
B. Cardwell Jr. to Ewald Hein,
$34; 911 W. Grant, Evelyn M.

Price $39,000

$25,000 plus lots.

"Turn right on Burlington to
the water tower then left onto
Empire Rd. to The Windings.
Right now, it is saving a lot Additional information may
of time and effort for both be obtained from The BraniBranigar's salesmen and pros- gar Organization, IrVing Park
and Medinah Rds., Medinah.
pects at The Windings;
The Windings May be 111. (Chieagoa NA 5-8200;
few years ago. It would have

engine."

Manufactured by the Bruce
of
Corp.
Manufacturing

Bruce, Wis., the "pug- has

evoked some interesting comments. Graham said that one
man remarked, "I know an in-

reached

F

718 N. Evergreen, Walter J.
Meyer to Frank A. Borek,
$24.50; 334 S. Bristol Ln.,

111121 C. NEAL REALTY
1.

HOMES COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - FARMS - REAL ESTATE INVESTMENTS

666 East Northwest Highway Palatine, Illinois 60067 Telephone 359-1232

Those

Those in Prospect Heights
were: 316 Park Dr., Coach
Light Manor Homes, Inc. to

Inc. to Charles A. Gundlach,
$38; 703 Hackberry, Berkley
Square Co. to Kathryn Stew-

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES

Hwy., William L. Kunkel and

Carl M. Paharik to Michael
Kormas, $32.50; 1738 Jon-

SERVICES

SIGN
OF
SERVICE

quil;

David

I.

Dresser to

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

viewer 20 problems in a test
course made up of piloting and
sat -et) problems common to to-

Evert Lindstrom, $9, and 203
S. Elmhurst. Anton Czemiski
to W.A. MeGarvey. $38.

ter, $32; 1312 E. Northwest
cott, $ / 8.50; 1512 N. Kaspar,

ested in boating safety.
The half-hours film, said to
be the first of its kind, takes the

$30.

Burr Oak Dr., Miller Builders,

safety

Motors. Waukegan. 111. 60085,
is available to groups inter-

Turman to Shirley H. Bringas.

Douglas, James R. Korey to
John Borysenko, $14.50; 402

boating

Here's ;I test question:
When a sailboat, under sail, is
a
powerboat,
overtaking
which has the right-of-way?
A NEW FREE motion picture, available from Johnson

THOSE IN MOUNT Pros-

Charles T. Ellis, $37; 1304 N.

1158 N. Hickory, Forest C.
Seamrow to Stanley F. Hollis-

ommended
practices?

pect were: 1622 Ceder Ln.. Aldridge Construction Co. to

Boikou to Walter W. Hill, $28.

Klepitch, $16; 2302 Michael
Manor, Sextans Builders Co.,
Inc. to John J. Terry Jr., $39;
423 S. Windsor Dr., Norman

the road? Are you up on rec-

ert A. Bachrach to Emil Woitechko, $42.50.

1322 Park, Robert P. Bledsoe
to George L. Anderson, $51;

art, $39.

Just
about pleasure boating rules of

Grove

Campbell to Henry Sauer.
$8.50; and 7 Regent Ct.: Rob-

George F. Welling Jr., $33:

Donald E. Viken to William J.

MULTIPLE LISTING

day's boaters. "IV personality
and yachtsman Ed Herlihy is
at the helm.
Each viewer is required to
Those in unincorporated answer a specific problem and
areas were: 950 N. Norman is rated on overall performLn., Lawrence R. Voelz to ance at the end of the test.
Jimmy R. Norsworthy,$23.50,
Flow about question No. I.
139 Laurel Ct., Ray Burling- Did you say, "The sailboat"?
ham to Edythe T. Ash. $15, Sorry you're wrong! The boat
and 231 E. Wayne PL, Ken- being overtaken always has the
neth L. Funk to Curtis 'D. right-of-way. In 'this case, the
Franklin, $23.
powerboat has the privilege of
the road,

PROGRAM

untlamREALTORS
ancl,Tys o
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E Northwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255-6320

Buffalo

were: 644 White Pine, lee R.

Dwight E. Dendy to Marshall
G. Olsen, $15; 1705 N. Kaspar, Andrew M. Toth to

Co., Inc., to James L. West-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT

in

710 W. BURNING Tree James F. Wenzel, S46 and
Ln., Berkley Square Co. to 1113 Hemlock. Lester G.

Pettett to Dale E. Unger, $16;
NA01

$24.50.

1004 W. Miner, William J.

Hall to John B. Kevorkian,
$37.50; 2830 Bel Aire Dr.,

mussen to Elizabeth L. New-

were: 115 N. Kaspar, Roger G.

Film Tells
Rules in
Boat
Traffic
what do you know

Thomas E. DeMuyt, $37.50;
and 2716 Briarwood, Roy C.
Brown to L. Thomas Moire,

R. Polo to Theordore J. White,
$8.50.

408 W. Thomas, Milton P.

Jack G. Strobach to Roger A.
Herrmann, $28.
Those in Arlington Heights

br`v."1",,

....,

(Suburbsa 894-1400.

North

Weith to Gerald C. Weith;
$28; 500 State, Henry Rasburg, $40; and 2860 Scott,

(D 8/15

taking

by

List 33 Real Estate Transfers

type barn, 30'

dream honewer

Miniature earthmover? No, it's actually a "Pug," a new type of vehicle for transport over any
kind of terrain and now being used to show homesites at "The Windings of Ferson Creek," a new
development of the Branigar Organization near St. Charles, Ill. It can carry as many as six people
in cushioned comfort.

thing like a miniature of the giant carthmoving machines because it bends in the middle, it

can swivel its way around obstacles and through tight
pas6ges," Graham said. "It
can carry as many as six people
at a time, but usually we have
only two passengers when we
are showing homesites. When

fl
PRICED FOR

.f;

porting prospects over the 300
acres of landscape in the devel-

in Etul foto
and transportation.
rove.
and water
I deal
Close to
adjacent
to property. for developenent

HOMES - APARTMENTS

Inc.

INSURANCE

A McCABE HOME

FINANCING

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE .

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

IS A HAPPY HOME!

PALATINE AREA OFFICE

"Ish.

132 S. Northwest Highway -359.6500

A

_aviAwarsessawasuwo.oliallelll

MT. PROSPECT
Five bedroom, brick and aluminum colonial, family
room, Rec. room, 21/2 baths, Excellent condition,.
Waiting for your large family.

BETTER THAN NEW
This 3 bedroom new colonial is in excellent condition. 21/2

baths, full basement Large foyer Excellent floor plan. Spa
claws interior over 1,700 sq ft First floor family room. 2 car
attached garage Hardwood floors throughout. Beautiful now,.
al trim Birch cabinet kitchen with large pantry. Sun deck on
garage roof Exterior easily maintained -with oluminum siding.

'ACROSS FROM PICTURESQUE FARM
'ACROSS
How would you like your next home to be ideally located a-

cross from a picturesque farm. Lovely starter 3 bedroom ranch
with I car attached garage. Range, refrigerator and washer
included in the price. AN UNBEATABLE DEAL...COME SEE FOR
YOURSELF!

894-8100

$22,000

YOU WON'T BELIEVE YOUR EYES
until you come see this 3 bedroom ranch home for yourself.
11/2 car attached garage. Beautiful wood burning franklin
fireplace in the living room. New carpeting in living room, din-

56,500

49,900

ing room, and hall. All drapes stay. Bookshelves In dining room
and bedroom. A MUST TO SEE...

$25,900

894.8100

$36,900

255-6320

I

f efOrinll

'f

\ LAKE
FOREST

iihrOt14111tt
111.1FACODS
i,l E2

PUTS ON QUITE A SHOW

A HOME AWAY FROM HOME!

this 4 bedroom colonial could entertain you and your fadilly for
many years to come 21/2 baths, full basement, 2 car attached

Year around 8 room home located on water. Private beach.
4 bedrooms provides plenty of room for,your family & friends.
Large paneled family room for entertaining. Handy kitchen
with separate breakfast nook. Carpeting in living room. Alum.:
Mum storms and screens.

garage Extra large patio GE range and oven, dishwasher.
Carpeted foyer, paneled kitchen 8. rim room. Beautiful parquet floors This home shows went

$41,000

REPEATED SERVICE TO Si

255-6320

I Am

_

LOI1tipFLIC.

*

H11,05

$28,000
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$38,900

rixxxxani
13.

viiivin\

GLENVIEW

'I ulS " novas
,St1 ,.

,

50 YEARS OF SERVICE
259 E. Rand Road
(RT. 12)

PROSPLTI

140-^,DAT

tensor Mats

Balance 61/2% Interest

thank&

ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS.,

ARLINGTON CLOSE TO TRAIN
Lovely, charming tape Cod in threw heart of Arlington. 3. screened porch
bedrooms, 2 baths 2 fireplaces
Small garage apt. icier:11.1,1cm arrangement.

$37,900

C

AGHNiLL

Ittrafa

LARGE LOT FULL BASEMENT
Absolutely nothing to do but move in, immediate pos
session, 3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths 2 car garage, Excellent traffic pattern.
$10,000 Down

L.L ILIO LTc.!

WARMS
PALATINE

LOCATIONS OF EIGHT
Q and T AREA OFFICES
SERVING ALL 35
NORTHWEST AND
NORTH SHORE
COMMUNITIES

DEERFIEID

1k

K.Arc

358-1502

t,.ARLINGTON
Five Bedroom Sri Level, 21/2 baths, Central Air condi
boning, Oak doors and trim, Double cloiets in all Bedrooms, Two bedroorh off kitchen, Three bedrooms on
upper level.

oral

CAM
rotiS

SI

0.0.

EvANS5

r
°WACO

FIELD

ISFIED CLIENTS: THIS IS THE SLJINLAN & TYSON STORY

Member RECOA, INC.
Nationwide

Mt. Prospect

Relocation Service

CL 3-7600

4

3 Fountains Designers
Looked to Old World
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New FHA Requirements

More than 100,000 home

to

specifications, according

George R. Stoltz, vice presi-

injuries a year should be elimi-

nated once the Federal Hous- dent of Russell Aluminum
ing Administration effectively, Corp. of Miami and president

_ requires_installation-of-safety
glass in all sliding glass doors.

of-AAMA.

-

THE ANNUAL toll of injuries involved medical attention in each case, and more

The FHA, which this week
adopted the recommendations

of the Architectural Alumi-

than one-third of the cases

num Manufacturers association, have already relayed

five to 14 years old.

handled dealt with children

two minimum property stan-

dard revisions to apply to one -

and two-family housing and
also

housing

multi -family

The FHA's adoption of the
improved standards is the latest victory in the AAMA's 10 year effort to upgrade the safe-

Estates

'uality CLakeontrolled Homes"
CryQstal

ty characteristics of sliding
glass doors, according to

with the safety glass.

Over the years, Stoltz says

Stoltz. Negotiations with the' his organization haj had active
FHA had been going on since help from the National Safety
-Council, the U. S. Standards
1966,_he_saicl
The testimony which clinch-

mind the distinction of classic
Institute, the injury control. Old World architecture.

program of the U. S. Health _Consisting of several three--Service as well as of Mer- story buildings, widely -spaced
dummy body being projected chandisers which have been_ __over some twenty-five acres of
tation of filatS Which showed -a --

through a sliding glass door.
THE AAMA has also
moved ahead onits own, while

pressing for safety glass, and
says it is the first major build-

manufacturing
group to adopt sweeping safety
measures on a voluntary basis.
Included in such measures are
safety glazing for storm dobrs,
a safety glass program for sliding glass doors, unglazed, shiping products

sliding glass
doors after being equipped
all aluminum

A decision to have a moth -

repellent cedar closet is an easy
one for most homemakers, but

sometimes the location

looked spot is the back of a

stairwell leading to the second
floor.

Half acre wooded and unwooded lots available.
Select your future homesite now.
From $1500 clown
U.S. 14 Northwest to 111. 31.. 1 Mile N. on Ill. 31

The shape may

be

strange, but as an enclosure

gently

AAMA represents the manufacturers .which make 80 per
cent of aluminum sliding glass

north of the Northwest Toll way and about a quarter -mile
east of Route 53.

repelling aromatic red cedar
boards, the amateur handyman need only to provide a

Phone (815)459-2430

nailing base of furring strips or

fessional and business people.

in-

terior lines of these Scholz -de-

sulating and ventilating products, storm windows, doors,
curtain walls, store fronts and
entrances.

signed apartments, with their
towering rooflines and mas-

make aluminum prime win- They readily identify the ex-

dows,

major

thermal

studs, depending on the nature
of the space.
If one entire side needs en-

closing, as may be the case,
studs spaced 16 inches apart

will provide a suitable backing

for the new wall paneling on
the exterior and for the cedar
on the inside.

One or two clothes rods,

some cedar shelves and a door

home craftsman should install
a light, too.
Floor and all other surfaces

of the new closet should be

covered with the cedar boards
to assure greatest moth repellency. Even the inside of the
door should be lined.

tl1
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tury Renaissance modified to
'
modern standards.

Each

building

differs'

slightly in outside color and
detail; yet all are complementary in appearance,

presenting an overall concept
reminiscent of the great baronial estates of the Old World.
The old stone gatehouse at the
entrance, and the outer stone
wall, add further to the overall

air of quiet, withdrawn distinction.
One -and two -bedroom suit-

es are offered at Three Fountains, with rentals starting at
$200 per month, Layouts vary,
with one, one -and -a -half or
two baths.

THE ENTRANCE to each
building at Three Fountains is
a large, thickly carpeted foyer
nearly two stories high. A wide

stairway leads up to the upper
floors. Main hallways and dis-

3 bedroom Cape Cod, 11/2 baths, 2 -car garage, on

garage, large sunny kitchen. New carpeting and all
appliances inc u d ed

$29,000

I

.

I

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS,
LOW DOWN PAYMENT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
3 bedroom brick ranch with full basement, 21/2 car

shaded 1/2 acre lot.

.

TOP LOCATION. $35,900

By JIm Crossley

It's not that New York City
needs the added population.
Every summer day there are

an estimated 55,000 tourists
and vacationers competing for
space on the sidewalks of the
city.

THEY COME primarily
for an exhilarating experience,
making the personal acquaintance of the most exciting city
in the world. But in addition,

among them each day are

thousands of avid hobbyists
from all parts of the nation,
drawn here as surely as art
lovers are drawn to the museums of Europe.
Along with everything else,

New 'York City is the hobby
capital

fireplace in living room, large kitchen, family room
combination, 2 car garage. Walk to schools, park

$34,500

It

is

are carefully selected and fin-

vety wallpapers.

appliances are color -matched
to complement the overall de-

ings are richly carpeted and ished and the modern soft decorated with molded wood lighting is both decorative and
paneling and contrasting vel- ,practical. In the kitchens, the
The ultra -luxury and prestige approach is further seen in
the corridor appointments,
which include antique wall
lights and massive door "hard -

shaped glass and polished
metal.

In bathrooms and dressing
rooms, vanities and cabinets

mages to the great city have a
guide and shepherd in the New
York Convention and Vistors
Bureau, Inc., at 90 E. 42nd St.,
New York City 10017.

Other conveniences for residents include an underground
heated garage for each building. Residents are furnished
small activating units, carried

in their cars, with which to
cor, and the cabinets are of control the electonically operfine furniture quality.

FLOOR SYSTEMS at Three
Fountains are double -layered
and sound -conditioned. Walls
are fully insulated in all suites,
and privacy is almost a fetish.

ated garage doors.
Furnished

apart

model

ments at Three Fountains are
open to visitors daily from
I a.m. to 7 p.m. They may al
so be seen by appointment.
I

of

about to go on the block are
displayed here.

PETER BLUM'S Soldier

Shop is a fabled world center
group tours. Across the street where lead soldiers and milifrom Grand Central Station is tary mementoes arc the stock
the bureau's rescue station, its in trade.
At the Aquarium Stock Co.,
Information Center, open 9
a.m. until 6 p.m. every day of Inc., see hundreds of rare species of fish. If you pick up an
the week.
It showers the inquirer with electric eel or other item. the

lists of free sightseeing de- shop will ship it to your home.

Indian artifacts? Museum
lights, brochures picturing the
city as a big summer festival of the American Indians with
("The City With Everything"), historic items on display.
maps, lists of stores, hotels and
AMERICANA? Museum
restaurants.

IT WILL ALSO assist the
devoted followers of hobbies
shrines if
they need the help.
Obviously, it's impossible to
to their national

all the hobby centers or

bloom on Manhattan. Here

specialized supply shops that

Charles Hamilton Galleries
would be your destination.

The catalogue available here

nostalgic

memories..the

Fire Museum, ancient apparatus back to 1820...CaswellMassey, a drugstore right out
fo the past...New York Historical Scoiety, a classic collection of horse-drawn vehicles..the American Museum

of Natural History.. the Gal-

lery of Gems and Minerals..the Money Museum.

And so it goes, onward to
the Record Hunter Fifth Avenue, the world's largest store
specializing

in

long -play

records, and the Ritz Thrift
Shop, "Fabulous coats, jackets,

stoles" --called second-

hand used but you'd never
know it."

Use 'Golden Oblong'
In Home Decoration

are a few samples.

If autographs interest you,

ers, who make their pilgri-

of the City of New York, full

collected signatures. Before
auctions, the framed items

The bureau helps plan the

list

of
Americans, hobbyists and oth-

gives an idea of the value of

visit by sending a free vacation
planning kit. It helps with

both vital to this highly organized substrata of American

THE THOUSANDS

I

tributing corridors in all build-

organization headquarters,
life.

$33,600

and shopping center.

of the nation.

crowded with specialty shops
dupliFated nowhere else and

ELK GROVE
VERY SHARP
4 bedroom bilevel, 2 full baths, family room, separate dining room. Recently decorated inside and out.
Price just reduced.

ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE
AVAILABLE NOW '
Beauty plus in this 3 bedroom ranch, 2 full baths,

At Three Fountains Apartments-located on Algonquin Road Just east of Rt. 53, In suburban
Plum Grove-the architecture recalls the style of Renaissance Europe. The luxurious model suites
are open to visitors daily.

New York Is Hobbyist's Mecca

,

--

1

sive construction, as 18th Cen-

i
:

:...

In 1 _ED E-47.

cated on Algonquin Road, just -

ing glass doors, the companies

to keep in the aroma are the
additional needs for such a
season garments will have a closet. For convenience, the

safe place..

land,

Fountains Apartments are lo-

doors and has 145 manufacTHE MAJORITY of resituring Members, with combined sales exceeding $450 dents in these one -and two million annually. Besides slid- bedroom apartments are pro-

lined with aromatic red cedar,
moths will shun it and out -of -

To prepare the back -of -the
stairway location for the moth -

Crystal Lake Estates, Inc.

4

is a

puzzler.
In most cases, space is where
you find it. A sometimes over-

rolling

Three

insisting on the safety glass for
as long as two years.

Cedar Closet

Unit # 3 Now Open
Ranches
Paved Streets
Split -Levels
Top Rated School Districts
Georgians
3-4-5 Bedrooms
Sensible Tax Rates

ceived, the designers had in

ed the decision was a presen-

ped knocked down and insistence that the AAMA quality
certified label be attached to

$33,900 and up

When the Three Fountains
Apartments estate -like complex in Plum Grove, was con-

If you remember just a little
from school days, you'll come

to life when we mention the
"golden oblong." You don't

have to be a square to apply
that basic Green idea for harmonious proportion in construction or in grouping furniture.

Today, some folks call

THE CHOICE IS YOURS

it

the"calculated rectangle" or

the "two by three oblong."
Same thing: it's a matter of

providing a pleasing proportion of all, though if you go a
step further, you'll find a three
parts to four also an intriguing
proportion ration.

TAKE A PIECE of cardboard and cut out a working
template of a rectangle (the
"golden oblong") two inches

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PLUM GROVE COUNTRYSIDE
3 bedroom ranch with central air conditioning,

Beautiful Hasbrook features this all brick 3 bedroom
ranch, 2 full baths, carpeting throughout. Priced to

21/2 car garage, 2 full baths. Perfect condition.

$41,900

sell

by three inches.

at

You'll see that whether you
look at the cardboard lengthwise, so it stands three inches

$25,900

1

F.;

tall, or place it sidewise, so it is
two inches high by three
inches wide, your eye is

i

III

i
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ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Sharp 3 bedroom home with 11/2 baths, 1 car attached garage WALK TO PARK, SHOPPING, AND
TRAIN

I

PALATINE
Maintenance free, all brick 3 flat in excellent condi-

i

pleased with the general proportion.
Take it frOm there. If you

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
3 bedroom brick ranch. Attached 2 car garage, fireplace, completely
finished basement, 11/2 ceramic tile baths, patio.. Extras include: carpeting, draperies, stove, refrigerator, window air conditioner and built-in
dishwasher. A well kept home, convenient to everything. Pioneer Park
area

$43,900

tion. Walk to trains, shopping, and schools.

60,000

$36,000

:----invest in happiness

1500

:

101 N. Arlington His. Rd.
Arlington Heights
OPEN 9 to 9
Maier M.II.P. Alehiple Udine Unice

inches tall, you will find you
can draw a line down the center to make the oblong appear

much narrower, and if you

draw a line across the middle
the height seems to shrink instantly.

NOW APPLY THIS principle to such room problems as

YOU HAVE MORE TO CHOOSE FROM AT

PETERS
oompany
REALTORS

look at the piece standing three

SENN1
HOMES

EALTY

INVESTMENT PROPERTY

EXCHANGES

a veryhigtrceilirtg,-or

dows whiokijipti plan to -fit
With drapeinVeduce their Ianky look, or even in the way you
hang pictures or group furniture in a room in a more pleasing arrangement.

It's a lot easier to cut out a
few of these cardborad pieces

and have fun juggling them,
back and forth as you plan,
perhaps even having the fami-

ly 'kibitz on your program,
19 SOUTH BOTHWELI)STREET

dy

PALATINE, ILLINOIS 60067

(312) 358-9555

than getting all worn out push.-

ing furniture around until you
are visually satisfied.

S..

100 human hair,
each strand 6 to 7"
long, matched to
your own.

rt23212071
"Alimbo:
I.

for

special offer
have
a
iti:,..am-,-.We
gubscriber.
you, our paid
your fall
brighten
May we
attractive
.

You'll love the many ways a Day j.
Dream hairpiece can be used to en home your own natural hair.

wardrobe

with an

11.

wiglet.

guaranPublications
tees your satisfactiomr;Viese,,s
cent huer
offering wiglets are
We're
man hair. only to our
for
this value
Day readers
Northwest
your carrier's
plus
$2:50,
for Aureceipt
collection
gust or September. will be
you
We are sure
pleased with it.

"4. r

'

.`

1,01

imsizzz
,Wherever you are, at horne or away,
this hairpiece will save the day for you

with a flattering, easy to keep hair
style.

23'4" x Vs" soft, oval base with
comb.

j
ki,t, 4

414

Ll iii1.4141.4.141.41414::&,1
1,1I

4 4'4,-qi '1,1

1,11

I

4.4 4
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4 4;4't '414
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This offer available only by
SPECIAL WIGLET OFFER FROM DAY PUBLICATIONS
PLEASE

Enclosed is $2.50 plus my corner's receipt stub for my August
(September) payment to the Northwest Day. Send my wiglet in a

ATTACH (SCOTCH TAPE)
A GENEROUS SAMPLE
OF YOUR HAIR.

shade matching the sample attached to:

I

Y PUBLICATION

NAME
ADDRESS

ZIP CODE

CITY
tAy 'paid receipt from my COITIEM is enclosed.

ellorthwestli

fl My_ carrier has not collected as yet. lam
enclosing $1.66 for his August delivery -áf
the Northwest Day..

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.

AND YOUR CARRIER'S RECEIPT STUB

.

a4

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights,

0005

li

Series Moves Back to Waycinden Tomorrow

Bases -Loaded Walk Gives Wher_eling 4-3 Wm

-Chobaniibreffad-the game by
After battling to a tie with a fielder. Wheeling, on the other techio's roller to short, but_ert-______THEYtaking a full count pitch over
tw_o,run__se_venth_inning,-the-hand,--has-used-the-stopper-Up-dicrup scoring when the first seventh, though, as a walk to
for ball four, to
Waycinden Little League All- the middle throughout their baseman's throw to the bag Wayne Martenski and a single -- the -letters
by Joe Dimitroff, put the tying force one across.
sailed into left field.
seven-year history.
Stars dropped a tough 4-3 deciThe visitors knotted the runs on base.
The extra man figured in the
sion to Wheeling last night in
Another walk and Don
scoring of last night's contest game in the top of the second
the latter's Am Vets field.
The victory by Wheeling a s several apparent hits by bunching three safeties. Tripp's single made the score
evened the best two of three through the mound were TomLunak cracked a leadoff 3-2, Wheeling. Tom Lunak
choked off and turned into single to left and two outs later, followed with a grounder to
series at one apeice, with the
scampered home on Tom But- short that looked as though it
showdown scheduled for to- routine infield outs.
Bruce Hubbard, a former
AFTER A fruitless first, ler's hit in the hole between would end the game, but the
morrow morning at 11 I.
Arlington High School star,
shortstop failed to find the
third and short.
A TWO -OUT, bases -loaded Waycinden committed two
WHEELING AGAIN took handle as the tying run crossed will be shooting to become ihe'
walk to Steve Chobanian costly errors in the bottom of
Northspelled defeat for the Way- the frame to put Wheeling on command, however, as they the plate. Swaren also tried to leading pass receiver infootball
cindener's who were out to the scoreboard. Curt Hoff- rallied for another tally in the tally on play but was thrown western University
sweep the series after stealing man, leadoff speed merchant bottom of the second. A walk out at the plate to end the in- history this season.
Hubbard, a senior split end,
to Chobanian preceeded a ning.
the first contest, 8-7, in anoth- for the home club, lined a
In the last of the seventh, needs only 40 pass receptions
sharp single off Dan Didier, single by Dan Mackie.
er spine-tingler.
Both runners moved up on a Waycinden pitcher Tom Lu- and 458 yards gained to beinnovation, the first of three Waycinden
An unusual
passed ball setting the stage for nak ran' into control trouble. come the school record -holder
new to the Des Plaines outfit,' hurlers.
Hoffman attempted to ad
Mark Stevens' RBI single. After getting the first out on a in both categories.
is the utilization of a 10th de-

Approaches
Record

fensive player, the short center

vance to third on Dave Fon

Page 20

Friday.
August 15,

SPIIRTS

in the third as they reached

AN ERROR put Thomas
aboard but a good defensive
play by the shortstop got the
lead runner at third on Piet's

he eventually scored when he

grounder. Widmer was given a

School, and Darrell Splithoff
of Chicago's Lane Tech High

Ricky Holan, representing Cynthia Shoppe for the Waycinden All -Stars, got the end of the bat
on the ball and sent a squibbler to the shortstop. Nolan (Ached briefly for the Stars and was touched

beat the throw ' to the plate

pass to load the bases and

School.

for one run during a two -inning stint.

Fontechio's

DAN PIET walked

and

Chobanian singled to center to
load the bases, but Holan

pitched out of the jam by

nings although each left the
sacks filled. Waycinden reciever John Swaren squelched a
Wheeling rally in the fourth by

firing a strike to third in time
to get a sliding Bill Hildebrandt who left off with a
single to right. Dan Harbeck

nalist.

pitch, but Nolan got Thomas

When his tour of duty is up,
Goodman, his wife Mary and
their two children will be looking forward to a golfing life as
Goodman has had offers to become a golf pro at one of several California country clubs

to pop to short.
Waycinden followed suit
with three men reaching on an
error, an outless fielder's
choice, and a walk A popup to

Goodman, 26, is the son of
Mr., and Mrs. Eugene Goodman of 506 W. Sunset Rd. He

Hittman of Wheeling High

fifth inning by Villa Park tied

By George Halms,

the score.

Neither team could dent the
plate durung the next three in-

jor US Air Froce golf tournaForce Championship.

defensive back Brad Somers of
Arlington High School, Jon

Grand S lam SpoilsTight 111P Game

whiffing Mackie.

Mount Prospect was recently
crowned champion of two ma-

third, the five-day World Air

There are three other Arlington Heights residents on
the Wildcats squad. They are

hit a double to left center to
open the frame. A wild pitch
advanced him to third where

high schooler in Dubuque, Ia.,
he won the city championship
and was a junior state semi-fi-

ments and is now playing in a

Passholt on four pitches.

Rick Holan for another score.
Hoffman banged his second

from short on
fielder's choice.

1969

Mount Prospect Man
On Air Force Golf
Championship Tour
Sgt. Gary Goodman of

roller to second, he walked

Wheeling's lead bulged to 3-I

and Hoffman each drew passes
while Jim Passholt was hit by a

grand -

CAESARITFI WAS also
the winning pitcher, coming

la Park broke open a 4-4 tie
and handed the Mount Pros-

into the game in relief in the
bottom of the sixth. Steve
Spielman, who relieved Mike
Lopata in the top of the sev-

A seventh -inning
slam by Tony Caesaritti of Vil-

pect Major All -Stars their first
the Elmhurst Inloss in
vitational Boys Baseball Tour-

Lopata pitched well in the
six innings he worked, allowing only two earned runs and
striking out eight.

AFTER VILLA Park got a
harmless

enth, was the loser.

Mount Prospect to take a 4-I

Spielman was the victim of
two errors, one by himself and
one by Lopata. Two of the four

lead in the first two innings,
but a three -run rally in the

unearned.

nament.
Some strong hitting enabled

runs in the final inning were

single

from

Mike

Richards in the first inning,
Mount Prospect jumped on
starter Gary Laver for three
runs in the bottom of the first.
Spielman led -off with a
single, then moved to second

on Greg Martindale's single.
Lopata followed by lofting a
fly ball to center for the first
out, and when Speilman tried
to take third, Villa Park center
fielder Joe Gentile threw him
out.

munipani

first, hoowever, prevented them

Mike Radoll sent Martindale to third with a single.
Mike Engibous put Mount

from cutting the lead

worked at both Mount Prospect Country Club and Sports-

Prospect ahead 3-0 when he

man's Country Club before

blasted a homer to left center.

joining the Air Force.

Villa Park got their first run
in the top of the second on a
,ingle and a triple, but Lopata
prevented any other runs by
Jetting the next hitter to

THE GOLF PRO at Hamilton Air Force Base near San
Francisco, Calif., where he is
stationed, Goodman entered
the 4th Air Force Tournament
at nearby Peacock Gap Country Club and won with a 70-71-

r

but was immediately erased on
a fielder's choice by Spielman.

ground into a fielder's choice
at the plate, then setting the

Martindale grounded out, and
Lopata lined'out to end the inning.

last two down on strikes.

MOUNT PROSPECT got
another run in the bottom of

LOPATA SET Villa Park

the inning when Steve Anderson hit a line shot down the left

down in order in the top of the
field line that kept going for a' sixth, but Mount Prospect
home run. Mount Prospect went the same way in the botalso got a single from Paul tom of the inning.
Spielman then relieved LoBaranowski, but they couldn't
pata, because under the tourget him around.
nament rules, a hurler in only
The only baserunners in the
allowed to pitch six innings per
third and the fourth were Steve
week.
Maas of Mount Prospect and

Ralph Wolf greeted Spell-

Laver, each reaching first on

Villa Park opened up with

man by grounding to Lopata at
shortstop, but Lopata had

three runs in the top of the fifth
to tie the game at 4-4. With two

was charged with an error. Jim

walks.

outs,

trouble handling the ball and

Bronson followed by tapping
to Spellman, who threw the
ball past Radoll at first for an

Laver got on with a

throwing error by Speilman,
then Richards followed with a
homer. Tom Edbrooke, who

error.

had been on second, when La-

T H E NEXT HITTER

ver batted, scored on Speil-

bounced out to Lopata, then
Maas made a fine catch of a
Laver drive in left. With two

man's miscue.

Baranowski walked to lead
off the Mount Prospect fifth,

out and first base open, Richards was intentionally walked.
The strategy backfired however, because Caesaritti followed with a tremendous
grand slam homer to right center that put Villa Park ahead,

is

69 performance.

From there he went on the
the Aerospace Defense Com-

-

8-4.

Caesaritti then held Mount
Prospect to a walk to Maas in

mand Tournament at Tindall
Air Force Base, Fla. He won

the bottom of the seventh to

that meet by six strokes, sport-

clinch the victory for Villa

ing a 149 after the first two

Park.

days of play in the four -round
tourney.

VILLA PARK (8)

Goodman is now at Langley

Field Air Force Base in Virginia for the World Air Force

Steve Maas, Mount Prospect's left fielder, fouled this pitch

Championship, which also includes men from other
branches of the service. From
there he will go on to the Continental Tournament, according to his mother.

off, and hit the next one Into center field. The ball was caught for
the first out in the second inning.(Photo by George Hulas)

Cub Caps Available Now
Cub baseball caps are being
given free at showrooms of the

Sgt. Goodman attended the
University of Arizona and the

of a new baseball promotion,

on the number of people and
kids who take the time to pick
up the caps at the showrooms
throughout the city," Borg

according to Jerold A Borg,

said

Chicago and suburban Pon-

University of Iowa, and, as a

tiac Dealers association as part

president
"Since we're one

Right --Gary Goodman, 26,

of Mount Prospect, has won
two Air Force golf matches
recently and is now playing in
the US Air Force World
Championships.

awareness and support based

of the

Cubs' sponsors, we felt that
this would hot only serve to
promote the team, but give an
indication of the public's

first -come, first serve basis

and will be distributed on a

Champions were crowned
in each of the three divisions as
Boy's
concluded play on Sunday.
the Waycinden Area
Association
Baseball

In the Senior league. Lattof
Chevrolet took the title with a
,13-4 record, while in the Junior league, Jerry's Super

Shell won the National division and the Optimist Club

took the American with identical 15-3 marks.

yens and Sean Herbert each

had two hits for the

losers

15-4. Rod Kiolbassa homered

while Rick Martinek, winning
pitcher Rich Rowley, Craig
Hippensteel and Jim Hickey
had a pair of hits for the win-

for the winners while teammates Mike Raymond and

ners.

DES PLAINES Jaycees lost

a pair, one to Dodge in Des
Plaines, 7-4, and one to Des
Chrysler Plymouth,
10-9. Tim Hurley, Jim Raffel-

Plaines

son and Bob Misura played
fine games.

Mufich Buick handed
Dodge another tough loss, 4-3.

CYNTHIA SHOPPE was

Winning pitcher Paul Billar-

the American division winners
in the Minor league with a 123-1 total, and 8th Ward was the

dello retired the first nine bat-

National division victor with

Mike Buckley's fine relief

In Senior League action, a
fine effort by Doug Wertepney

-job helped BPOE
win over Dodge in Des Plaines
and three hits by Pete Ceraulo

ters,

and battery mate Bob

Hahn caught a fine game.

not enough. as Des.
Plaines Jaycees lost to Latta,

of Dodge in, Des Plaines -was
wasted when their game with

were

Des Plaines Jaycees was called

12-4.

by darkness. Wertepney's bat

.

tarroF

PICKED up an-

was responsible for nine runs.
Dodge had better luck

other win as they rallied to

home run paced them to a 13-6
win.

Ron Stiff paced the winders
along with some fine fielding

against Rich's Bulko as winning pitcher Jim Raffelson's

cellar -dwelling Rich's Bulko,

beat B.P.O.E. 1526, 8-3. The
hitting of Mike Raymond and

B.P.O.E. 1526 rallied with Mark Whitney, Rod Kiolbassa
five runs in the late innings to and Jeff Marion.
Lattof won their last game
beat Universal Oil 8-7. Kenny
Holan, Tom Parker, Don Ste- / of the season as they defeated

Ron Stiff had five hits between

them. Jim Young and Jim
Hickey got a couple of big hits
for B.P.O.E.

Des Plaines Jaycees

bounced back to take a 8-6 win

Mike Meyer's fifth inning
home run made the difference
as Jerry's Super Shell edged
Johnson Sporting Goods, 1-0.
Greg Meyer, Doug Pryski and

Terry Fitzpatrick all collected
hits for the winners, while the

two Meyers and Fitzpatrick
held Johnson's to two hits.

for the victors.
In Minor League action,

Simoniz Car Wash defeated
Tiffanys, 13-6, on Jim Fitz-

Mike Engibus of Mount Prospect reaches down for a low pitch
and grounds out to third base last night. (Photo by Mike Imren)

IN JUNIOR league action,
the Thillen's All -Star Tourney
saw. Mike Meyer and George

'N Suds, 10-6, as -Cairn:6ppiedi went three for four including a home run. A home

Bragar shut out Winnemac
Park for three innings while
their teammates built a 35-0
margin. The umpires mercifully called the game in the

run by Ray Michaelsen paced -

Jerry's Super Shell to a 14-6
win over Clark's Mobil. Dave
Matzl and Jerry Parker paced
City Barber Shop to a 5-2 victory over Elk's Club.

Steve

Meyer

and

Bob

Selep Silk Screen, 12-6.

and Garden.

NelsOn Realtors edged the
league -leading Optimist Club,
5-4, then the Optimists rebounded to beat First National
Bank, 4-3. Nelson annihilated

Tiffany Coiffures won their
first game of the year as
Nicky Kekos Keith Schroeder
and Doug Shattuck struck out

feating Kunkel, 13-11. Terry
Fitzpatrick homered for the

winners and had two other
hits. Mike Meyer and Brian

Fitzpatrick each had three hits

Simoniz whipped
Burger Chef, 17-7. Oakton
Lawn and Garden beat Shaas

tional Bank, 8.2.
Tom Ciesielski, Steve Slater
and Bob Ladendorff were the

by

11 innings. Dog 'n Suds beat f' 4-I victory over Oakton Lawn

JERRY'S SUPER Shell
concluded a fine season by de-

turned in excellent performances

Hardware, 12-0.

Hartje helped 8thWard to a

A double, triple, and a home
run by Terry Fitzpatrick paced

all

key's,
game.

Car Wash, 20-3. Rex Porter hit
a grand slam, and Dan Kehoe
had three hits for the winners.

Sportman's Barber Shop 6-3 in

fourth inning.

Langowksi

FINE PLAY by Nick Baffa

from Universal Oil, then Mufich came back from a 2-I deficit to beat Augustine Interiors,
14-2. Catcher Bob Hahn got
five consecutive singles, 'and
Kim Ruff got a pair of hits.
Lattof whipped Des Plaines
Jaycees, 9-6, in the deciding
play-off game. A two -run
double by Rod Kiolbassa was
the big blow.

cluding a triple for the losers.

Shakey's beat

Mike

and Scott Perrone highlighted
a 3-2 win by Des Plaines National Bank over Cynthia
Shoppe. Steve Chromik, Willie
Dixon and Jim Fitzpatrick

Tom Butzen coupled with hits

Kunkel Realtors to an 11-4
win over Clark's Mobil. Alex
Howanski had two hits in-

homered as
STP, 10-2.

and

Market

homer.

JOHNSON'S LOST another tough one, this time to

Dooley, _Realtors beat Dog

by Bill Klier and John Loukis

Place smashed Jet Cit Thru

patrick's

A single and a double by

Selep 21-8.

I

1

4

0

0

0
0

Laver, p-cf
Richards, 3b
Gentile, cf-p
Caesaritti, p

4

1

2

0

3

2

1

2

3

I

1

1

I

I

Meissner, c
Campbell, c
Campbell, c

3

0

0

0
0

I
I

0
0

Topal, rf

4

0

0

Lake, ss

0

0

Edbrooke, If

3
2

0
0
'1

I

Wolfe, If

I

13, while Schroeder went three
for four as the squad beat Wille
Hardware, 14-5.

Kochan
BOB STEEN,
and John SWarek combined
for a no-hitter as Burger Chef
beat Des Plaines National

Bank, 9-3. Jim Maggio made a
fine catch to preserve the nohitter.
Simoniz Car Wash beat Shakey's Pizza, 10-8, then Bur chard Cleaners Tiffany's, 6-4.
Allen's Store for Men whipped
Jet Cit Thru Car Wash, 6-2.

Town and Country Standard fell to Oakton Lawn and
Garden, 19-16, while homers

1

I

33

0
4
1

1

0

0
0

8

9

7

MOUNT PROSPECT (4)

Waycinden Little Leaguers Ter inate Regular Season
By George Hahn

h bl

ab
4

Totals
Large supplies of caps have
been issued to each of the Pontiac dealers in the association

r

Player
Bronson, 2b
Buege, lb

12-6,

and Don Wiora were .not
enough to prevent a 5-4 defeat

Town and Country broke
open a close game in the fifth

big hitters as Zyare's beat. Mar-

of Dibbern's Appliance by Allen's Store for Men. Bur -

ket Place, 11-4, and 8th Ward
wiped out Tiffany, I9-1.

chard's mashed Allen's, 11-5.
Brad Case, Mickey Kim and

home runs from Tom Lunak

John Dimitroff were the big
hitters as Jet Cit Thru beat

and Tom Dorsch as they beat

Dibbern's 10-4 and clinched

Oakton Lawn and Garden, 145. A home run by Jim Fitzpat-

the Atnerieari title.

rick paced Simoniz to a 4-3
win over Des Plaines National
bank.

Ron Haaning and

Steve

Froelich hit homers that made
the difference as Mount Prospect Standard edged Wille,

CYNTHIA SHOPPE got

Tiffany, 4-3.

JOHN SWAREK, Craug
Sidor, Bob Steen, Jim Maggio

Senior League
Team

Lattof Chevrolet
D.P. Jaycees

Augustine
Chrysler Plymouth
bes Plaines Dodge

Rich's Bulko

Martindale, 3b

3

I

I

0
0

Lopata, p-ss

3

0

0

0

Radoll, lb

3

I

I

I

Engibous, c

3

1

1

3

O'Brien, rf
Maas, If
Anderson, rf

3

0

0

2

0

0

1

1

I

0

I

0

2

Baranowski, 2b 2
25
Totals

1

46

0
0

4

3 B-Meissner; HR-CaesaEngibous, Anderson;
E-Speilman (2), Lopata.

ritti,

150 Youths

To Play In
Tournament
Approxintately 130 boys
and 20 girls have signed up for
the 1969 Mount Prospect

Youth Golf tournament to be
held at Motint Prospect Coun-

try Club Friday through Sun-

FINAL STANDINGS
WAYCINDEN BOYS'
BASEBALL LEAGUES

9-8. A sacrifice fly by John BPOE 1526
Loukis brought the winning Universal Oil
run home as Shakey's nipped Mufich Buick

ab r
4 0

in an exciting

inning to beat Allen's Men's
teamed up for a no-hitter as Shop, 10-4. Dibbern's AppliSimoniz slaughtered Wille ance defeated Des Plaines NaHome runs by Tom Lunak

h bi

Player
Speilman, ss-p

day.

The meet is fot Mount Prospect residents between the ages

of 12 and 17. There is no

W
13
12

4

11

5

9
9

6
7

7

8

5

II

5

4 12
2 14

charge to participate.
The tourney, expected to become an annual event, is spon-

sored by the Mount Prospect

Park District, with the aid of
the Village Green Golf Club.
They will award trophies to
winners and
each division.

runners-up in
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BUSINESS

.

E..

The face is familiar

0
0
0 ct

License Revoked:
Driver Gets
7 Days in fail

rco co

Charges of driving with a re-

. .

and JERRY MILLIGAN

Let us help make your DAY

Lo

voked license led to a sevenday jail sentence yesterday for

Service Directory.

.

co

CNI

CN/

-

(NI

/

Thomas Muzzey, 22, plead-

ed guilty to the charge whit
a atine

was file

atrolman Norman Beacham.

with your

Magistrate Peter Bakakos sent

ILtrifff/r...l.r

4r4.

'

Muzzey to the county House
of Correction after noting that

ems.

`-,r4 7

..f.

,

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

the man's license had been re-

Co.

of our bank to help with your banking
needs

Lodge and Elks Club.

vice president at The Bank and Trust Corn -

Even if you haven't known Jerry previously, stop in at our new bank to meet

lie formerly served as assistant
cashier and, most recently, as assistant
pony of Arlington Heights. He is a graduate of the Illinois Bankers School and pre. -

Your Ad will appear doily in The Northwest Doy,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory-Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Burglars Hit
Piggy Banks

If you are a Lions member, you know
Jerry welt-foo, as he is president of the
Arlington Heights club as well as a member of the Arlington Heights Masonic

from Arlington High School.
Jerry is welf-qualified as vice president

-

voked last year after he was
convicted on charges of driving while intoxicated.
The case was heard in the
Arlington Heights court.

viously was a trainer at the Retail Credit

If you're a native of Arlington Heights,
chances are that you've known Jerry for
years for he grew up here and graduated

(1)

0

Hoffman Estates Police reported yesterday $60 was tak-

en from a home in Hoffman

us all. We're here to provide good service
to our customers, old friends and newt

Cement Work

0

three piggy banks.

priced. Palatine.
Reasonably
CALL: 358-6509

Hemming &
Alterations

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

Arlington Heights, Ill.

439-3532

Carpets
Paneling

Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM

Century Supply Company
1010 East Central Road
Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

Mt. Prospect, Ill. 392-4700
Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illintrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

..

t eaendy.

for

P/I0Oped Sate Skep

tSi40010jIrlak

506 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

Serving Suburban Northwest For 17 Years.

BAND INSTRUMENTS RENTED
For School Music Program

Daily 9-5
CI 3-5592

Home of
the famous
CONN ORGAN

$

27 W.
Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect

j

Your Franchised ,...S-c.kAu.irut.. Dealer
We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
Phone
M -F 9-8

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

967-5340

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9'-9

Continental Delicatessen

LEIDER

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED
5,000 sq. it. bag normally $7.95 NOW

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC DELICACIES
10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARUNGTON HEIGHTS

PHONE: 259-9544
"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

WELLBORN'S SHOES
PUT YOURSELF

IN OUR SHOES
25 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

Mon -Sat

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

_...SelALL.A.n.n... Bicycles

Wink's Bike Shop
"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES & SERVICE
Hours: AL g f 0:00 to 840 T,W,T-9:00 to 6:00 Sat. -9 to 5:30

115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights, III.
CL 3-0349 - CL 3.0350

CENTER

Custom Homes - Room Additions.

Garages, Basement & Kitchens,

,

Call Chuck 259-4318.

."

Call "the rest" than call "THE

for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No fobs
too small. 766.8034
BEST"

$6.95

10,000 sq. ft. bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

LEIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177

KNUPPER'S NURSERY
.

,_....

PHONE 392.S208

0>0

downstairs from Coach Light Inn

Rolling Meadows

253-4130

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

_

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Remodelling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906

. NO JOB TOO SMALL
53Z -612Z,

Carpet Cleaning
L'ARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Vs price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach, wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
Living Rm. & Hall carpet clean.
ed 517.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95

BREWER CONCRETE
Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks
'

'

NO JOB TOO SMALL

..----.2211A2116

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways.
' Sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.

No lob too big or too men.
Qiiality Work

0

IV

Average Room, 59.95 Comp. ,
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Furniture Refinishing

Quality workmanship. fully in.
cured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

wayeere kireirvre service

.

Prompt service, Free estimates..
297-3967
-

KANZLER & SON

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
i
Foundations
Free Estimates
Prompt Service
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084

STUDENTS-EXPERIENCED

refinishing. Bums &
Scratches
he Removed. Repairs 8.,
Custom

General Hauling

preferred.lCED

ExteriorSniE

By the hour or the lob.
Tom's Painting Service

Ft 11-4543

Cl. 3.3067

'

insured.

Free

2534769

.

estimates.

Jim.

.

Permanent Waves
Permanent waves given in your-

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Your Horne or Office

Qv,

home by loc. specialist.
acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

Call 392-4750

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

No JOB TOO SMALL

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
439.8614 or 8/5.385.8999

Heating,

your home. Permanent waves

Ned Williams

terior designer. 255-4374

V

-

392.6817

.

NA ppINESg
....--.

Plastering

Landscaping

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs

STUMP REMOVAL
ReasonablePrompt service.

546-5516

,

"Ted" Smith
RICH FERTIUZED BLACK.SOIL

Pulverized & weed
free.
_
.
Ideal for new lawns, flowerbeds & top dreising.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00

stis

t

2334822

DAN KRYSH

Licensed & Insured.

EXPERT PLASTERING1,

REMODIUNG
Ceilings, walls & patching.
NO job too Small.

"WITAIAN -

- - ---824`751°

Radio -TV Repair

Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

PROMRT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED. 358.5359

1127-7508

COMPLETE

.

Ra

'

TA1,C:.M74;
.

Sod - Evergreens . Shrubs - Trees

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big,or small. Free estimates.

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
296.6709

...,,
SR%

.

Piano Tuning -Service
Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wonted

in-

Ole

$6.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384

Interior Design
DULL DRAB DECOR?,
Consult budget conscious

...'s
'...

...

manent $10 comp. MU 5-5400

'Home Maintenance

-LANDSCAPING

ARE
FIND" N6

YOU name it -WE do ill Pointing,
papering, carpentry etc. 2
college students 6 yrs. exp. refs.,

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Hearing Aids

PEOPLE

College Students beginning

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.
392.1542

.........

109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, Ill.

Free.estimaire

1111se...

5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-

kklund Floor Service

G. 5-8232

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

2

---

---.

010° 'sr%
%ft

PAINTING & DECORATING

stC.HIAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Privacy
Aluminum

garages. 529-2478.

Cement Work

BEEMACK
WORLD TRAVEL
3427 Kirchoff Rd.

and

--

Sun. 9-5

Complete Reservation Service
at No Cost to You.

additions,

& Up. Expert Work. 894.9141

359-1080
Ranclitsl. (LISI?) &Dundee Rd., Phlatine

HOURS: Daily 9-5:30
Thurs. til 8
Sat. til 2
Sun. by appt,

439-4454

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

Everything You Need
For Better Gardening
Sat. 8-6

E & D CARPENTRY

Recreation rooms, powder

8 GARDEN CENTER

Hours: M -F 8-8

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS.

re -gluing

Carpentry & -CemeneWork

Remodeling,

Wrought

Floors

392.1492

FREE ESTIMATES -

GARDEN

MORE

Interior & Exterior Painting. Al;

CALL 297-2266 .

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Call Vince

'

top quality work. Reasonable
rates. 671-0009.

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Carpintry-Remodeling

0
0

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Interior & exterior. For FREE esti.

358.9038

August. Coll now & save. No

.

RICK'S DECORATING

520 Paints Meat Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed
Fully insured.
Shell Decorating

30% OFF

gt umaar

HOMES

panelling & tiling. CL 3.1118.

& IRON CO.

all blacktop work during

time.

ARTER MUSIC SHOP

Interior & exterior painting

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

R. Pierce
BLACKTOP SERVICE

63,000
'

mate call 392-6604

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 6.17-0220

Blacktopping

Workh:

WALL PAPERING

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 2594160

waiting.Phone

.

X -CELL FENCE
-

REACHES

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803-

Fencing

We Don't

On

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5-3991

Electrical work; air-cond.; out.
lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

Auto Repair 8. Equipment

PAPER

NEW WAY PAINTING

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

BUY OR SELL CARS
in QUALITY

,

THE

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

.

Decorating & Remodeling

McBRIDE ELECTRIC
,

THIS

-

Painting -Decorating

:Electrical Contractor

BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

116 S. Plortliwest Hwy'
Palatine - 358-6050

REVERS MASONRY

.-

296.1450

cleaning.

537 1244 or 437 3160

2 ExPer'd seamstresses; altera.

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

ALL TYPES - FREE ESTIMATES

tions/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &
Palatine. 253-4476, 255.0751

.

253-8551
Window Washing.

Horne inprovements & remodel ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
.
plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Call days
9561640.

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359.1894

We .Specialize

Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri, 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30-5

Pick Up & Delivery

MASONRY

and resort clothes designed to
order. Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand 255.0348
hurst.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades

Free Estimates

'

teed & reasonable. 259.9246
Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter.
°Kans. Rees. 358-7791
Individualized styling. Formals

255-7200

Yaw! Custom Drapery Specialists

CHAIRSERED
DINETTE
E coV

& brick work. All work guaran

Contact Dick Westgard

>-

Upholstery

repair

chimney

Tuckpointing,

Des Plaines

299.0119

Meyers
& Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

358.3534

ban bitsiness for:

Tile

Hours:

259-9440
651 Pearson

827-4637

EDMOND GRAY

German Shepherds only

SERVICE

4 ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
iX ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
Rembrandt
E. Cords
Compagnola IHOURS: M -S 10-6 Whistler
Millet W. Bauer
TH&F 10.9
K.Moser
ARTISTIC CUSTOM
-`CONTEMPORARY GRAPHICS
FRAMING
Jansem
Buffet
Dali

AAMCO
TRANSMISSIONS
Ad. Hts
830 W. NW. Hwy.

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also. Roof Repairing

255-2570

needs of Northwest sub.',

F-

Transmission Service

595-0051

.

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

GROOMING

Serving the commercial art

THE Northwest Suburban Art Gallery
32 S. Evergreen
Arlington Heights ,

Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

ART

(1)

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

-

Mailing Service

.

Tile

POWER RAKING

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

TIME

also SHARPENED. 358-0815

Trimming - Fertilizing

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

CREATIVE

4

Phone: 394-0820

Th., & Fri. 9-9

255-1096

Dog Services

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

Cleanup .& Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, con.
tractors, and -so -on. Call any
time. HARROLD'S 299.7830.

392-5410

Listed Below Are Many Of The Area's Stores & Services And Their Hours Of
Operation - Refer To This Guide To Make Your Shopping Easier.

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

392-8763

Clean Up Service.

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hem
ming all garments. 437.3931
SPECIALIZED:

Art Service

YOUR

Jewelry

358-5346

Tiler Slate, Quarry; Marble
Installed & Repairer! ,

.

Diamonds
Watches

prises. 223-0352, if no answer Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Ceramic Tile

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Is

only. Call

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

KEY 111.8 CO.

JOE'S REFINISHING'

"Small Engine Repair"

types -all II CseozspoenraotirvevacEanttieorn.

ions, patios, sidewalks.

____

cabinets- refinfiked in
338-4084
home. Ref.

men-- en

-

LAWN CARE

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat.

-

DIU__

7 yards_far-$21-.--Hall kinds a- your
vailable. 358-3411.

'

alma*. Call alillime.
766-1943

'

RefirIlabing.

gr.:=_______puwEptrErrEfgt-K

floors, stairs,, sidewalks. rs

ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.

OUR TIME

_

$AT1OS, driveways,

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rates
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
George,' Heating & A/C service

CL 9.3517

from the house was kept in

I -Landscaping

-

'

Air Conditioning

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies

the home of Mary Jane Weyker at 401 Apricot St. through
two rear utility windows. Police said that the money taken

311 South Arlington Heights Rd.
394-1800
Arlington Heights

-

rr

Alterations

Estates in a burglary Wednesday night.
Burglars gained entrance to

NORTHWEST %bat& Savikoial3cutie

Hours: M,T,114,Sat. 9-6

.

an -Addison man. -

is here to help

--_-__

.

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

It's TV Checkup time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cords Honored.

1 FI

Ray's

I

Radio and T.V. Repair.
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
17 S. Evergreen
.

ap

Arl. Efts.

CL 5-5692
'

"

t

1,7

,

FOUND: FEMALE SIAMESE
CAT. GQLF & POTTER, DES
,PLAINES. 824.4302

ondifiaartg

35

Aph and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques
_,
Auction Sales
....20
109
Aviatiorr
107
Auto Parts and Access
Auto Trailers & Campers .103
112
Automobiles For Sale
101
Automobiles Wonted
Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities
Business Service

'

66
17
9

Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots
Coins- Hobbies
Day Camp

37
38

8

3

10

-

Fairview

Employment Agencies Women
Equipment Rentals

25
57
93

Farms
Florists

Prosp.

Mt.
.

Cocker,
hit by car Sat., token to vets.

Real Estate -Apt Building 85
Real Estate -Bus Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
Real Estate -

94
88
96

Loans Mortgages

Real EstateVacant
Real Estate -Wanted

LOST: Small black toile's dog
wearing red harness. Mole. S.
of Central Rd. in Arl.-Mt.
area. Reward 439-4287

P.

LOST: Meadow Trace apt. area.
1 calico kitten. 6 weeks old, carmel & white, mole. REWARDI
CALL: 358 4263.

urbs. Call collect:

Supervise

25

people.

Excel-

815 547 5750.

lent working conditions. Call
Lorry Kriete at 394.1000,

position --of Assistant

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.- -

$50

to

be working for one of

WAREHOUSE WORK. Man with
good work record. Excellent
company benefits. Call 766-3057
MALE

to deliver Sunday papers. 4
AM -8:30 AM. Good pay -short
hours. Call 392-1830.

High School or college student

able to drive slick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This

night

tion. Call 392-1830.

'

Will do your ironing in my home.
392-7321

Reliable woman wants to go
babysitting. Transportation
needed. 359.1906
out

Sewing alterations for women's
clothing. Call:
766.7053

For Fast Results
and

an opportunity with a growing
company, he should call MR.
DINOU at 394-3950.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT-

ArDee & other national brand
lines offers a rewarding opportunity to right man.

Liberol Starting Salary, Bonus,
Company Car. Plus Many
Other Fringe Benefits.

An excellent opportunity for
the right man. Box 1210 c/o
Day Publicotioni, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, III. 60005.

7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or ours. Coll,

An

Equal Opportunity
Employer

DRAFTSMAN

ACCOUNTANT

SALES TRAINEE
$600 -Car,. & bipenses

Call Dave, 299 -7191

ACCOUNTANTS

$660 $1500
Call John, 299-7191

Permanent evening
827-7880

PROGRAMMERS SYSTEMS

LARSON EMPL.

Aggressive

MOLON MOTOR
& COIL CORP.

person

21.35

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

to

work in our unit in Hoffman
Estates. 5600 a month salary
to start. Unlimited opportunity
for advancement. For appoint
ment call:

894.7474

Due to expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bartelt packaging experience in
new; modern and award win

Ask For Don

BUS BOY
Apply

.

21 years and over. Men must'

LAB TECHS

TO $650
R & D-Elec.-Mech.Chem.
Call Rich, 299 7191

be dependable and neat in
appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pect area.

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

LARSON EMPL.
Des Plaines

1510 -Miner St.

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill.

642-6943

DESIGN ENGINEER
$11,000 to $13,000

ON THE

No Fee
Call Steve Markley, 11194-1000,

10 TECHNICIANS

OF THE

$650 No Fee

10 weeks of training on days.
Quality control experience
helpful but not required. Good
free work
benefit. package
CALL OR WRITE

MAINTENANCE
house

sized

ware-

facility

needs

mai enance man who
he

has

experience &

maintenance work.

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.

(Centex indusitial Park)

MAINTENANCE

PIPE FITTERS
1st Shift
Measure, install, insulate, pipelines for air,
gas, water, & steam. Ex-

need apply. Excellent benefits.,..
CALL: RO 3-1900,

Ext. 309

A. B. DICK
5700 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, Ill.
Arrangements

can

be

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

E.

pect.

AUTOMOBILE SALESMEN

EXPERIENCED
TOOL &
DIE MAKERS

of
over time. Paid vocation,
Steady jobs. Plenty

holidays & insy.irance. Excellent working conditions.

Apply at once or call:

PROGRAMMER
511,000 to $12,000 No. Fee.

New and Used.
Experienced only. Good hours,
top pay pion. Salary plus commission and demo. Closed Sun-

applications. Potential to staff
position. Call Ron Halda,
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

25-7200

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

OR,

$135 a week to start
Employer pays the fee

NOT A "S"UMMER"
JOB
Hi School grad.

Call 298.4220
Des Plaines, Chrys, Plym., Inc.
622 E. Northwest Hwy.
Des Plaines, Ill.

Hallmark Personnel
BOO

E.

N.W. Hwy.

Palatine

for this one job. Invollivery
area.

in

Northbrook

CALL ED SUREK

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III.

EX

G.I.

$140 a week to start
NO FEE

venturous opportunity Open
you have a clean drivers license and a form 00214.
Buckle on the helmet and grab

the wheel for a top-flight au-

tomotive specialities firm. They

want men who can develop
Into chief test drivers. Cat Tom
Palermo 359-5800

HALLNUNRK
800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Palatine

GUARD
Mature mon'to work full time.
Permanent. 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.
shift. Good starting salary
with periodic raises, fringe
benefits & working conditions.

117 S. Main-St-MO-unt Prospect

TECHNICIANS

ne west entry into the
Chemp ex °moony,
billion dollar plastics industry seeks qualified
IrABpRATORYthe

individuals as technicians in Research and -De,
velopment.

You will assist- o- professional in conducting ex_ -perimenti in a new modern research laboratory.
Positions open are in our polymer physics section,
polymerization research and the analytiCal lab -o
rotary. You must have a high school education and good
mechanical aptitude. Some college with emphasis on Science preferred but not required.
Qualified Individuals Should Call:
R. J. De Horn

Employee Relations Representative
Chemplex Company
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
(312) 437-7800

.40,

CHEMPL_EX
Chemplex is an equal opportunity employer

439-7400
MACHINISTS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

BORING MILL OPERATORS

WAREHOUSEMEN
We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment.
Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:
Top Wages
Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

Miss Gaffke

DES PLAINES

299 2206

437-5400

GRILL'MEN
FULL TIME NIGHTS

surance program.

CALL ED SUREK

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

PRINTED WIRING

272-1000

GENERAL

Available
Immediately For

LAYOUT DRAFTSMEN
Are you interested in a challenging and reward.
ing career? If so, investigate our laboratories'
requirements for draftsmen to layout electronic
circuits on printed wiring cards. Work with circuit
routing of conductors on double -sided and multi -layer cards. Circuits, employing discrete components and integrated circuits, will become part
of electronic switching systems now under devel
opment.

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

Roland Sargent at 562-7100, Ext. 735

Apply
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Mon. thru Fri. 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon

TELETYPE
CORPORATION

Interviewing:

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC.
A MEMBER OF THE 014 E FAMILY OF COMPANIES
MN. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY A LEAD MAN,

Leading National Gro-

diversified work get In touch
with us to see what we can

for you to aid our engineers

GRINDERS

PRESS SETUP MEN AND
OPERATORS
JOIN A PROGRESSIVE
WELL ESTABLISHED COMPANY
Contact Personnel Office

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

ATTENTION! !

!

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN
If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from.designers layouts and ore looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company; call us ....

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe
benefift.

deportment with female operators. If you are presently a
working supervisor that Is ideal. Salary would commensurate
with previous experience, ability and background, and this
job would be accompanied by fine employee fringe benefits.
Interested ctppliaants who feel they have some or all of the
nuallfications may cell Dan Sundt or stoby,

find Steady work, with
opportunity for odvoncement

Please contact Miss Goff ke

^

437-5400

824-1188

plus

benefits that include
free life and hospitalization,
insurance. Contact Engineering
Deportment.

555 Northwest

& COIL CORP.

Noithlake, III.

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows

,1

PRODUCTION AND PRECISION

You'll

MOLON MOTOR

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

OPERATORS
PERMANENT JOBS ALSO FOR:

-in-the dissiiioP-mi44, and testing
'of engineering prototypes.

KROGER
Ave.

TOOL DESIGNERS
SETUP MEN AND PRESS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

JOB' FOR YOU.

We have Immediate openings
in our engineering deportrhent

OPPORTUNITIES

in Growing Powdered Metal Operation For:

BURGESS NORTON MFG. CO.
232-4100
Geneva,' III.

Presently we are in need of an individual to act as a working
supervisor on our night shift, 4:30 PM tol AM, who hos had
experience in leading, directing and scheduling a production

off eg,

EXCELLENT

TOOL MAKERS
Apply in person or call:

you are mechanically Inclined
and would like interesting

HOSPITAL

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

$2.50 PER HOUR

$4.10 per hr.

.

nocut

ENGINEERING COMPANY

We con offer permanent full time employment with excellent

LEAD SET UP MAN WE COULD HAVE A

Apply personnel
office

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

A. H. ROBINS- CO.

GROUP LEADER,

has an excellent fringe
benefit
programt It
will pay, you to 'livestigatell

US.

Please Call

Apply In Person

an equal opportunity employer

jng tire inventory. Kroger

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

For more information

JOIN THE '

cery Chain has excellent
opening for man to
assume
responsiblity

a rgpidly growing company in doing your own

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

west suburban location.

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

Tire -Repairman

If you ore looking for an opportunity to work with

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

IF

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

Evenings

DAY PUBLICATIONS INC.-

Elk Grove Village

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free In-

Experienced

11 P.M. to 7 A.M.
7 A.M. to 3 P.M.

/ SECURITY

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

of
production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northment

272-1000

.Pf tire_repair _& rimintoin

TEST DRIVERS

plastics and teflon. Clean work in ideal conditions. Permanent
positiOns no lay offs. New air conditioned plant. Many fringe
benefits including COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING. Call or
apply:

GRILL MEN

KROGER
REVOLUTION

FULL TIME BELLMEN

Apply in Person,

255-7200

Will train several men for production lathe machining of

With design experience
to assist in the develop.

record and good references, will qualify you

Saturday & Sunday

r

Apply in parson

Mrs. Linda Hamilton

MEN WITH HIGH SCHOOL
MACHINE SHOP TRAINING

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of -

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

3 P.M. to 11 P.M.

1001) Busse Road

An Equal Opportunity Employer

.

WORK

NITE AUDITOR -

Elk Grove Village

354-6804

5301 Dansher Rd.
LaGrange,

DRAFTSMAN

The ability to handle a

RELIEF

HOLIDAY INN

& establishing
truckers for big volume

tracing

439-7400

SKO-DIE, INC.
8050 N. Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.

FACTORY

Ask TOM PALERMO

359-5800

Must be resourceful in

69 RAWLS ROAD

DRIVER

days.

involved in both corn
mercial and manufacraring
Be

receiving.

fits. Call' MR. EDWARDS
or MR. KENNEDY at

150 Gaylord
Elk Grove Village

YO 5-1130

TELEPHONE 439 2210

vis local pickup and deCOBAL

&

HALOGEN PLASTICS

Sunday interviews.

Ex-

437-8500

SHIPPING &
RECEIVING
MANAGER
Top notch_man-exp-eil
ence-d-in all facets of

ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Call or apply:

only

or come to

Full Company benefits.

(between Busse & York Rds.,

music corporations. New
southwest location. Salary open. Excellent bene-

perienced applicant

THE HERST ALLEN CO.
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity

sary._

125 Elizabeth DriVe
-- Elk -Grove Village, III.

shipping

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

cellent wages.

for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800

296-6640

We are a metal coating firm
looking for an individual who
has some high school or college chemistry; who is
mechanically Inclined; an
individual who is willing to
work the third shift after 8 to

clothes,

abil1 to handle general

PAGES

TECHNICIANS

GENERAL
Medium

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

LAB

COUNTRYSIDE INN

392-9344

Experience in Photography helpful but not neces-

John Henricks Inc.

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

Elk Grove Village

An equal opportunity employer

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

Des Plaines

with the leading evening daily in the Northwest
suburbs. Pleasant afternoon and evening work.'

Insurance, and Hospitalization,

1/2 block south of Ookton St.)

I st & 2nd shifts

-955-Eifiti Ave

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines, Ill.

WANTED

.

STARTING SEPTEMBER
FulL6-siart-T

advancement and security.

available.
Please contact Mr. Schillip
at 299.1141 For Appt,

824-0166

year round.-Goodwoges.

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

Ability readily rewarded with
Liberal fringe package, overtime and excellent. pay rates

To Work In Funeral Home

Experienced Help Only
Job Shop Production Work

Plenty of Overtime, Free Life

Donlon
Engineering Co.

253-0185

General Bottlers

ning plant.

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man

Full time employment

439-0900

Arl. Hts. & Rand Roods
Arlington Heights

$3.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benefits

3737 Industrial Ave.
Rolling Meadows, III.

SL..:URITY GUARDS NEEDED.

PHONE

benefits

SPORTS WRITER

MACHINIST OPERS

tact Engineering Department.

ASSISTANT MANAGER

$660 -$1200 MO.
Call Jane, 299-7191

1510 Miner St.

7

Company

self.

ing.

Des Plaines

$200

lc

for

made for Saturday or

LARSON EMPL.

4 graves in Memory Gardens

CLASSIFIED

openings
bottle sorters.

An spool Opportunity Employer

provide a secure future for a
person willing to apply him-

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

YOUR

created

in.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

1510 Miner St.

KEEP

2nd Shift
Our exponsio-n--bqs

dude company paid hospitalization, life insurance, paid
vacations, and holidays. Con-

PART TIME

Elk Grove Village

Full Time to load_anct haul Kay --

299.4446

LARSON EMPL.

.

WAREHOUSE

Immediate opening for detail
draftsman with some experience. We will consider a qualified trainee with the ability
to letter . or print neatly. We

MACHINISTS &

SEMI -DRIVER

worldwide manufacturer needs an experienced ac
countant to work in all areas of
general accounting. Some superexperience desirable.
visory
Pleasant modern plant in Des
Plaines. Fully paid insurance
program. Call Mr. Hoffman.
Growing

1 244110 Waded Mrs

.

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN

23-Esileimest liendes-Male

BA 3 5564 after 7 PM

c/o Pure Oil Co.
200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine
LA 9-7700 ext. 196
ckn Equal Opportunity Employer
-

'HOSKINS CHEVROLET,
INC.

Many fringe benefits. COMP-

Mon or boy to work 3:30 AM-

EGULARLY!

4-1

American Home Foods a
manufacturer of Chef Boy-

.

CALL RALPH SOWKA

STOUFFER'S MANAGEMENT FOOD SYSTEMS

Pepsi -Cola

REPRESENTATIVES

work. Light office clean-

DAYWANTADS

tions.

train.

GENERAL

392-1830.

WILL BABYSIT, 5 DAYS
A WEEK, ELK GROVt
AREA. 439-7912

0

Prospect News Agency.

3921830

U-Siteatiaes Weed -Women

iI

is a permanent part time posiBoys age 13 through 15 wanted
to stuff newspapers. Early Sot.
AM. 3 AM to 11 AM. Call Mt.

Palatine area.
358.2699

vacations and holidays. We will

SALES

Problems? Dial Inspiration.
Phone 439 9110 anytime day or

-Piano lessons

Chevrolet dealer in new facilities. Excellent working condi-

If he feels stymied and senses

Call 824-2168

151ostructin

BODY MEN WANTED

the

-208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

SH

Man or boy with own truck- or
AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Service on all mokes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

COFFEE

244b1j Minim! Mee

Waded MIN

.

Monday through Friday. Meals
and uniforms furnished. Paid

notional franchise chains.

Rosemont Area

14Persenals

24141111WilltrAlMiE

This mon will be in his middle
or late twenties and he, may

24-H4 Wanted Men

REVVARDI

Unit

Manager.

Service Station Attendant. Part
& full time. Apply. at Texaco
Station, 425 Devon, Park Ridge,

blue collar. Vicinity of Rand &

'

We seek a young man -for the

white cat. tg. tail,

Lg.

LOST:

Hicks-Rd;----Pal.--- Answers

Rooms -Board -

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
21
Situations Wanted Men
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
81
To Rent Miscellaneous
To Rent Resort Properties 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

necessary. Established territory
available in Northwest sub-

NO Fee

Call 297.4996

1

2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
27
Men or Women
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings 47
Furniture
Industrial Property
83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters 111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools.
69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices 56
14
Personals

----KriiTt per week. No experience

$700-ti:71800 a Mo.

Found: _Block- -mole

Whitey.

(Mgt, Pits and Equipment 44
Employment
23
_Agencies-MI-IP

School,

394-0731 or 259-3020

time per week? Would you like
r or
to coroti hat -to-§§

FOREMAN

Fournit-Sicrinese cat, female, vic.

--t7F

Do you have 10 hours spare

PRODUCTION.

134sst and Feud

244Ielp Waded MN

24-Help Wanted Mew

234201111811t AgelMOS-Mit-

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

DeS Plaines, Ill.

ENGINEERING COMPANY,

2375 Estes Ave

Elk GroveNilla§e
Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

Jr
p

Page 23

Friday, August 15, 1969
24 help Wanted Men

254Mplopnent Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

CLERK TYPIST
Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

$1 00 - $1 50
Call Mike, 299.7191

Several openings are now available in the Mt. Prospect area
for part time JANITORIAL SERVICES. The hours are: 9 p.m. to
2 a.m., Monday through Friday.

Good Working Conditions
Major Cleaning Company.

Excellent Wages
Steady Employment

holmes & assoc.
Upper. Level

- 392-2700

63 E A(101115. Ch,939 4866

PRODUCTION
SHIPPING

Call Terri, 299-7191
LARSON-EMPL.

CALL ANYTIME FOR AN INTERVIEW
964-1306
MR. BAKER

train!

Expansion at our new location has created excellent

Immediate opening on all 3
shifts in both our i-roduc tinn

opportunities for young men on beverage routes.

You'll be #1 girl to Social Work.
crs in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents

Minimum age 18, no experience necessary.

& be of help to all. Salary hi.

No Experience
will
Necessary We

TRUCK HELPERS

& Shipping ,Departments. Ex
cellent starting salary & bene
tit program.

Pepsi -Cola

General Bottlers

BAKING CO.
955 Estes Ave.

ASSEMBLY

Ask Marge Merton

359-5800

We need an experienc-

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Machine Shop

small company located
desirable western
suburb. Modern plant,
profit sharing, & many
other ,fringe benefits.
Send resume in strict

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

confidence to: Box 1211
Publications,
217 S. Arlington Hts.
Rd., Arlington Heights,
III. 60005
Day

SP 4.8585
297 3535

girl with
voice

OPERATORS -

PUNCH PRESS- - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY
rate for qualified applicant. Cornp6ny bene-

Excellent
fits include

Night work. Over -time
available. Over -scale
paid. Union or eligible.

Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

ii,urance, aid vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for
year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
1

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

421 43n

speaking
handle in-

facturer's representatives

quoting prices, giving delivery
dates, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY or
255.9414, Free. 16 W North
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3
doors west of Rte 83,.

DESIGNER'S SECY

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

CALL RUDY

can

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and manu-

KEYBOARD
OPERATORS

good

a

wino

259-5010

You'll work with

the

artists,

designers who dream up exciting fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help meet dead.
lines, follow thru on orders,
delivery dates. Get to see how
designs are born, brought to
market, sold.

job that

It's a

asks for common sense & lik
ing for "arty" people! $575.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repair.
ing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per hour, plus 10% nite bonus.

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Experienced in maintaining, die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.
Starting rate $4.37 per hour.

INSPECTOR ANALYST
Must be experienced in surface plate & layout inspection on complex sample
parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

SP 4-8585

7215 W Touhy

2973535

1496 Miner, Des PI

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines
Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rates.
Bass travels a lot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY - 2559414. FREE. 16 W. Northwest
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect 13
doors West of Rte 83)

An Equal Opportunity Employer

everyone. Hove them sign in.
Call salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting & talk
ing to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO

the receptionist. Soy "HI"

k

Automatic Electric offers you excellent wages ...4ree life insurance ... hospitalization and major medical insurance (dependant coverage available)
... advancement from within ... non-contributory pension plan ... paid vacations ... 8 paid holidays ... employee store and cafeteria ... social activities,

POSITIONS AVAILABLE
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
$4.15 to $4.58 per hour - based on shiftl Must bove experience in electrical maintenanceKand
trouble shooting on industrial and automated machinery, and available to work on any shift.

experience

needed!

Experienced
evenings, 5:30 to

9,

208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

Salary

CALL MlROGERS
827-11n

Junior and Senior Keypunch

Cross -Blue

Shield

at 299-1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

SWBD RECEPT.

Modern air conditioned office.

Excellent pay with generous
company benefits.
CALL MISS MITCHELL

766-9320
LYONS MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
2399 Devon Elk Grove Village

Secy Credit Dept.

5 Days A Week, No
Saturdays

Full time position. Outstanding
opportunity with the world's

Operators

for Full
Part Tirne Positions.

scale

Golf Mill Plaza
Niles

DES PLAINES

296.3334

298-5019

EXPANSION
10 Additional Openings

298 2883

For women who want the excitement a young fast moving
company can offer.

GENERAL OFFICE

We have all the extras others offer, plus one most don't offer.

largest band instr. dealer for
aggressive Girl Friday. Transcribing experience helpful. Excellent pay with secure future.

or

M.I.S. Business
Systems

Brookwood Convalescent Center
2300 DEMPSTER ST.

Time

$105 to $160 Weekly

home. Holiday and weekend bonus. Free Mrals. N w salary

Modern Doctor's
Office In
Des Plaines
Has Immediate
Opening For
Medical
Receptionist

close to home, Light typing
plus general office duties.

CALL MISS HEUTON

ORDERLIES

Openings an clay and evening shifts Fully accr, dited nursing

827.-1151

KARNES MUSIC CO.
9800 Milwaukee
Des Plaines

Hours: 8:30 am to
5:00 pm
Company Benefits

GENERAL OFFICE
on with good figure aptitude
to perform a variety of inter

649 Vermont, Palatine

766 9320
LYONS MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
2399 Devon Elk Grove Village

CLERK
Full time permanent position
open for 11 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.
Good salary, fringe benefits

PART TIME

chashier

mg and switchboard relief in
modern air conditioned store.

Electro Counter & Motor Co.
1301

Schaumburg
E. Tower Road
(Just South of the Tollway on Meacham Ave.)
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

and working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

with Sat.

9

ECM CORPORATION

ADMITTING

RECEPTIONIST

to

SEE MR. BAKER - 894-4000

359-5500.

CALL MISS MITCHELL

S

done, and reward you for your efforts.

OHMTRONICS

esting duties. Full time posy
,ion. Excellent pay with camp
any benefits.

Interesting position

We will treat you as an individual, respect you for work well
Invest in the small company with the growth plan.

Excellent opportunity for pers

CALL MISS TROKA.
827-1151
KARNES MUSIC CO.

HOLY FAMILY

KARNES MUSIC CO.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

HOSPITAL

Excellent opportunity for qualified Drill Press Operators (Woodworking). Goad starling pay.
r.

981.0 Milwaukee

necessary.

Engineering Co.

LPN
Good opportunities

Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prosper..
(3 doors west of Rte 831,
255-9414

-DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297..3535

LOOKING?

MEDICAL

Look Our Way

TRANSCRIBER

Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.
1

SECRETARY
Light shorthand. 35 hour week.
Good salary owl company
benefits Call 827-0088 for
appt.

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY
11 N. Broadway
Des Plaines

you-liker-working- with-_&
meeting people, you'll.love the
thni,s all pubItc_
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat

patients -make sure they're
Doctor is
comfortable 't

1625 E. Algonquin
439-7010

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827.6628

Work now 'tit Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

SATURDAY

An Equal Opportunity Employe

Runway &

offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule appointments answer phones

$520

8:00 A.M. TO NOON

Great Lakes

359-6661

Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely

INTERVIEWING:
MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
8.00 A.M. TO COO P.M.

400 N. WOLF ROAD, NORTHLAKE, ILLINOIS, 60164

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent,

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Ex,
perience NOT NECESSARY.
Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. -A friendly
manner is what he wants --he'll
teach you everything else. Free

APPLY IN PERSON

FULL TIME

General office. Will train for

bonus
months.

REICHARDT CLEANERS

NEED

I

Shipping Clerks

plus

after 3
51/2 days. You will be working
neighborhood
other
with 3
women.

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER

Punch Press Operators

$105

incentive

RECEPTIONIST

Material Handlers
Cable Formers
Relay Adjusters

TYPIST

New local store. No experience

LOCAL LAWYERS

OTHER OPPORTUNITIES

--Pipetitters

Des Plc nes

NA

EXCELLENT SALARY

one who is neat and person
able. FREE AT AMY, 16 W.

A MEMBER OF THE GT& E FAMILY OF COMPANIES

L.P.N.'s (by eth,cat,on,

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE(.11 train,

Excellent opportunity to work

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

Assemble, wire and adjust. Some electrical background required. To $3.74 per hour depending on qualifications and experience.

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC,I

OPERATORS

R.N.'s

tions
3. Blue

'and Major Medical

Arlington

Market)
Arlington Heights
255.5350

KEYPUNCH

2. Pleasant Working Condi-

PLEASE CALL MISS McGUIRE

from

blocks

394-3950

NURSES AIDES

1. Good Salary

and/or

commensurate
with experience and skills.
Sots.

NONE!

TELETYPE REPAIRMEN TRAINEES

opportunity t-weat at

6 S. HICKORY
12

ability.

Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

Free

and be responsible for holding
down the fort while they are in
court. They would like some-

DRILL PRESS OPERATORS (WOODWORKING)

it

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Decorators & clients from all

OUTSTANDING BENEFITS

Assemblers
Machine Operators
Drill.Press Operators
Silk Screen,Layout Men
Plater's Helpers
Production Machinists
Stockkeepers

and let us know your avail.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

phone voice.
for

operators

RECEPT
over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

Excellent incentive bonus earninas. Strong job advancement potential.

APPLY

DANA

light typing skills and pleasant

SHOWROOM

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II.,

Nest at

Monday thru Friday.
No restaurant experience is
necessary. Wages start at
51.75 per hour. See MR. DINOU

S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

New Des Plaines office has
opening for young lady with

KEYPUNCH OPER.
PARS TIME

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

opportunities

Clean work Good rate

We are seeking local house
wives, who can work daytime
hours, any or all days from

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

and/OR Sun. hours.

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

alters, who shall be going
back to school soon.

time and
three shifts

RECEPTIONIST

In Des Plaines.
824-4024

Evenings,

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 a.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.

We need to replace our teen

HOSPITAL

time. Experience not necessary.

Free to you.
IVY

WILL TRAIN

WE WILL TRAIN

& light office work. Full or port

NO EXPERIENCE

297-8669, Ext. 19,4

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you world

255.2838

259 -6458

Mr. Edwards at .

BORED

HOLY FAMILY

week on permanent basis. Must
hove references, transportation.

9800 Milwaukee Des Plaines

Large firm has opening for a

Mount prospect -

experience necessary.
Pleasant working conditions
No

/

KARNES MUSIC CO.

CUSTOMER

ENAMELING SHOP -

YANKEE DOODLE

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at
-

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

CONTACT GIRL
LINOFILM

Des Plaines.

in new -professional building.
For personal interview call

1

Day Want Ads
Sell Things Faster

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

dip rely.

OUR PLACE

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

4 Women needed immediately to work for large national
firm with branch, office in

RESTAURANT

DENTAL ASSISTANT
RECEPTIONIST

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS
DAYS

5 days per week including Sat
urdays. No Evenings. In
Arlington Heights. Start Immo

- no rotation. Shift differen-

Capable woman to core for
week day per
small child,

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

Ideal for housewife or
college students

tial, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

Full

ren, CL 3 4810

82.00 PER HOUR TO START

grade girl. I hour before & 2
hours after school. Area Dwyer
School, Arl. His -Call 392.1464

one -follow up when they don'.
return pictures. Handle detail,
some lite typing. Free to you.

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

Dental Assistant

WANTED: Woman to care for 1st

This place really moves with
photographers, touch-up art
ists, writers in & out to check
film or look for things in files.
You'll keep trpck of photo in
ventory. Get to know every.

in

PART TIME WORK
9:30 - 1:30 or 4 - 8 P.M.

Experienced.
part time. All

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

GIRLS --WOMEN

HOUSEWIFE?

ftc 6p

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
O.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand

ed, aggressive, methods
concious man. Mechanical Assembly - Specialty
Valves. Rapidly growing

Palatine

WANTED

253-5544

NURSES AIDES

or evenings.

day, morning or afternoon. No
laundry, no windows, no child

Scott Fashions, P.O. Box 18841,
Philadelphia, Pa. 19119
a

Exp'd Chair -Side

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

child beginning in
S'Ner for
Sept., mid morning til mid afternoons, call 299.8408 afternoons

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

Phone CL 3-3710

HOSPITAL

WOMAN TO CARE FOR
CHILDREN IN MY HOME
MT. PROSPECT. 394.3117

297.3535

WOMEN
Show Wigs Door-to.Door
High Salary Plus Commission,
Free Sample Wigs. Write Mr.

800 W. Oakton, Arl. Hts.

HOLY FAMILY

1

rmanent Positions

With Expah

FOREMAN

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Baby Sitter Wanted
8 AM to 2 PM Week Days
Hoffman Estates Call 894-5661

SP 4-8585

HALLMARK

c/o

WIG STYLIST

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

Elk Grove Village
(Centex Industrial Park)

Wanted Fo

Full time part time, all three
shifts. No rotation. Shift differential, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

To Manager Wig Salon
or
392-7940
827 7940

IVY

CONTINENTAL
9555 Soreng
Schiller Park

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

Free to you.

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

LPN%

529.3087 after 6.

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

THE LUIHERN HOME &
----SEGilCE FOR THE AGED

Good -Opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

Reliable wornbri to care for 2
small children in my home.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St,

Des Plaines

264ielp Wanted Women--

Office experience

- Type

NURSES

Tb work in nursing section_of

EXCELLENT SALARY

LARSON EMPL.
1510 Miner St.

Housekeeper & child care to
ASST. HOUSEKEEPER
live in; room, board plus salary, - Woman wanted part time, Mon.
free weekends, call day through, Friday, 3 or 4 hrs. a

AIDES

-

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

NURSES & NURSES

cleaning, 259-2566

Des Plaines

$1 0041 0 WK.
-

3 days per week. 8 AM to 4 PM.

Shorthand desirable

Typing

I.B.M. TRAINEE

284lelp Wanted Women

Good pay. For counter indry

-

Call -Jane, 299-7191

LARSON EMPL.
1510 Miner Sr.

on the lake. $550.

Randhurst
Suite 23A

Girl Friday
.$400 - $525

Waited Women

PART TIME WOMEN

GENERAL OFFICE

TYPING -BILLING
KEYPUNCH

PART TIME

2 6-11elp

25Employment Agencies -Women

Modern Doctor's Office
In Des Plaines. Medical
Preferred,
kperience
but Will Train. Full Time
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM, No
Saturdays.

NURSES

Staff nurses needed full time
- part time, all three shifts.
No rotation. Shift differential,
frintre benefits, good working

HOLY FAMILY
-

HOSPITAL.
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Secretaries

Clerk Typists

Stenographers

Comptometer Operators

And, our opportunities for girls are in important, interesting positions in sales, laboratories,

Southwest location has
immediate ppenings for:
-

i TYPISTS

CLERKS

FILL. .

engineering, marketing, installation, purchasing and other ditrisions.
You will be paid based on your capabilities, and will have the opportunity to advance through,
our regular reviews.
A handsome, steady pay check, plus all the benefits' are here: Blue Cross/Blue Shield and Major
Free Life Insurance ... EmployeeStere- and Employee Credit Union.,-plus-Oatside--:Medical

Activitiei, and more. 4 Visit our personnel counselor Chris Schmudde.

BILLING CLERKS
ORDER PRICING
CLERKS

conditions and salary.
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Automatic Electric is a great place to work. We're o leader in the electronic communications
field and we have many fine opportunities:

298-2883

O SECRETARIES

-REGISTERED

, Are you a recent graduate looking for your first job?
Or, would you like to foresake the loop and work out west, closer to home?
Or, maybe your old job has lost its appeal.
Whatever your reasons, if your looking ... look West, to Automatic Electric.

Outstanding Opportunity
Excellent Benefits

5301 Dansher
LqGrange

354-6804

INTERVIEWING:

Monday thru Friday 8:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Saturday 8:00 A.M. to 12 Noon
Or call Chris for an appointment at 562-7100- Ext. 734

AUTOMATIC ELECTA/C®
A MEMBER OF THE GT&E FAMILY OF COMPAN/ES

400 N. Wolf Road, Northlake, Ill. 60164

An Equal Opportunity Employer

._

Kicky, August 15, 1969
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natio WabilVam

2611810 Rad RINK

Pleasant year around working

WOMEN
OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

part time, For app't call Mrs.

conditions 8 30 to 1 30 Excellent

starting pay and increases. For
appointment call CL 5.4115.

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

CAFETERIA HELP
Beautiful air conditioned plant cafeteria with modern
kitchen seeks 1 full time and 1 part time assistant to help with

food preparation and clean-up. Top starting pay and many
benefits adompany these positions as well os the opportunity

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY -

CONEX
Div of Illinois Tool Works
1901 S. Mt. Prospect Rd.
Des Plaines, Illinois

An equal opportunity employer

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

SALES WOMEN

ASSEMBLERS MACHINE OPERATORS

296-2266

Dress and Sport?wear department.
Steady and port time.
Must hove experience.
Excellent salary.
Commissions on all sales.
Over age 20.
Employee benefits and discounts.
Pleas'ant surroundings.
Profit sharing.
Apply or call after 12 noon.

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
PERMANENT POSITIONS
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING

WM. A. LEWIS
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mt. Prospect

HOUSEWIVES SPECIAL SHIFTS

392-2200

Apply or Call Personnel
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

SALES CLERK

3 P.M. OR 5:30 P.M. -- 11:30 P.M.

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

WE WILL TRAIN

Manufacturer of Electronic Components

Near Central

5555 N. Elston

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

Ample Parking Facilities
on our Premises

FULL TIME & PART TIME
Unusual oppottunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

Chicago
774.1515
CIA to Door

EXCELLENT BENEFITS UNIFORMS FURNISHED

EKCO

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK
Monday through Friday.
Light work.
Excellent company benefits.
Paid vacation.

686-7578

2ND SHIFT

CANDY PACKERS

3RD SHIFT

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national

1st Arlington
National Bank

ing.
For personal interview

PART TIME

Free Major Medical & Life Insurance 9 Paid Holidays - Many Company Benefits.

1st and 2nd Shifts
Small congenial work force
Eight paid holidays
Group hospital, surgical and major

-- -

Call This Number

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

medical insurance

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

ARE NOW OPEN FOR:

2416 ESTES AVENUE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

Gar. Sale: One Doy Onlyl By
Realtors, a large
volume, well established firm
with offices In Arlington His.
and Mt. Prospect, has an
opening for salesmen in either

buying or selling, you no doubt

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our coin -

936-1170
-

KLIPPERT

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR - 5 PM -1 AM

PHONE 437-3700

and numerical keypunching.
ENGINEERING CLERK.- 8 AM -4:30 PM

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

BILLING CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

excellent working conditions, we would like to visit with you.

Some light typing required along with some
WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

knowledge in processing and checking billing.

experienced for the following positions:

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID -TUTOR -HOSTESS -BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE
CLERK TYPIST - 8 AM -4:30 PM

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

Job involves telephone customer contact work
and individual condidates should be proficient

Inhalation Therapy.
Purchasing Dept.
Housekeeping Dept.

typists. (Mininium 50 w.p.m.).

Print Shop
Cook

Print Shop
Cook
Stationary Engr.

OFFICE SERVICE CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

Some typing is the only prerequisite necessary
for this job which involves servicing all our office

TYPISTS
CLERKS

departments.
For further elaboration of these lobs existing in our accounting,

sales and engineering departments feel free In calling us.
All these lobs ore accompanied by progressive and up to
dote benefits and are surrounded by ultra modem working

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technicians

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technician

Inhalation Therapy
Cashier
NCR Operator

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

FEMALE

MALE

Medical Transcriber
Admitting Dept.

, Dietary Dept.

these lobs.

824-1188

thru 22 from 10 am. to 6 pm.

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

272-1000

wind. fans, bikes, books, toys,
clothes -all excel. cond. Aug. 14,
9-4 pm, Aug. 15, 9.2

For Appointment
call 439-7600

314 S. Windsor, Arl. Hts.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 15,16,17, 10 am -

6 pm, Moving to West Coast,
must sacrifice 15 yrs. accumulation. Hsehold items, lady's 8.
maternity' clothes sz 12, baby

ask for:
MISS MARY KUPPERT

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ities.

White Collar Girls

Des Plaines, III.

MT. PROSPECT

de -humidifier, 5,000 BTU air
cond'er. 514 NaWaTa, Mt. Prosp.

salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

10-B pm. Bikes & trikes, lawn
sweeper, $80 tent for $25 used
once, ladies dresses sz. 12-14,
children's wear infants to sz. 8,
many other bargoids.
573 Miller, Des Plaines.

Make our loss your gain. Comp.,

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

WHESUNG
TRUST & SAVINGS,
BAN

dining rm., TV, stereo 8, 8 mm
prolector & screen, crib, play
pen, Christmas tree & all trimmings, toys, antique, & much
misc. 537-1922.

Division of

A Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

392-5230

set, hollywood beds,

MOVING! Everything must gal

OP ANPRICA. I

RANDHURST CENTER

N. Beverly, An. Hts.

FRIDAY 12.7 pm. .& SATURDAY

800 E. Northwest Hwy

LITTELFUSE

furs., girl's clothes sz 1-4. 410
Moving Gar. Sale: Thurs., Fri.,
Aug. 14, 15, 9 4pm. Misc. hsehold items, garden tools, lamps,
clothing, dolls, Daystrom dinette

No experience necerssary. Excellent" starting

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL

Rd., Mt. Prospect
827.0534

Nabdrhood Gar. Sole: furn.,
rugs.,
air -cond., de -humid.,

NEEDED
For our new modem facil-

Monday thru Friday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. to 1 P.M.

800 W. BIESTERFIELD RD:

IS from 10-3. 9 piece dining rm.
clothes, TV, English buggy
& much misc. 1711 E. Foundry

EMPLOYEES

Mr. E. Surok

3241beslasse listiasise

DART INDUSTRIES

secretaries & clerk typists
who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication
We offer talented women a rewording and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of
interest:

Marketing Contract. Administration
Engineering Services Research
.

.

set,

Call or Visit

INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

124 Bernard, Buffalo Grieve.

5 family gar. sale: Aug. 14 &

MAIL CLERKS

conditions. Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich or Dan Sundt about

No Fees - Top rates

perience helpful or we

SECRETARIES

CLERK TYPISTS

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!

Gigantic
Rummage
Collec
table
Antigues. Misc. galore.
Cheap prices. Everything,A ZI 15

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

DICTAPHONE TYPIST - 9 AM -3 PM

Ability to transcribe from dictaphone. Some telephone contact along with typing some sales quotations and filing.

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.

NEEDI WE HAVE GOOD

We are presently seeking full time personnel trainees, or

14" 3 lgt. pulldown light

For

GIRLS
THE MORE WE GROW'
THE MORE GIRLS WE

$40.

Antique iron bed, round top
trunk, Ansonia clock. child's
desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 -nice, misc. 347 Alcoa, Hoffman Estates. 529.1569

PROOFREADER

OPPORTUNITIES
If you are seeking a position that offers top starting salary
and benefits, interesting and varied lob responsibilities plus

Bsmt. Sale: Aug. 14.16, 9 AM on.
Sofa bed -$20, TV -$5, Chair -$2,
Materio1-10c a yd., baby bottles,

Gar. Sale: Aug. 21, 22, 23. 10-5.
Dinette setS21:, hi chair -$5, humidifier -$5, folding bed -$5. Oth
er items. 2308 Sigwalt,, Roll.
Mdws.

will train.

Light typing is the only prerequisite. The job entails engineering charge orders, filing and blueprint recopying. No previous experience required.

Fri. -Sat..

9-5, Aug. 15 & 16. 537-8627,

Mr. Al Streich, Manager, or

lo-

MISS MARY

Pkwy., Buffalo Grove,

fixture. Clothing, G.I. Joe, etc.

lage. Call 439-7600 ask

Airport.

vard, Arl. Hts.
Gar. Sale -Salesman's Qlossware
Samples, A/C, clothing, toys,
knick-knacks, etc. 736 St. Mary's

255-8000, Arlington Hts. office,

392-7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

Inquire about a job with a rapidly expanding
Restaurant chain with a location near O'Hare .

Aug: -T6, 8 Sorts 3 pm. 224,S. Har-

than the average. Experience,
while desirable, is not a requirement -we can teach you.

day. We will train you
for this interesting and
challenging position.
office

Church Group. Low PriCesi Sat.

canning jars, 339 Melinda, But foie Grove.
Gar. Sale: Aug. 12.16, 10 AM
6 PM. 713 S. Hatlen, Mt. Pres.
Zoyr old Slingerlond Drum Set.

For an interview, call

Must have at least 2 years experience in alpha

r-

Male or Female

Morning only 8:30 ' to
12:30. Monday thru Fri-

Newspaper

Ryan's Annual Garoco

Sale: 204 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
Antiques, linens, furn. Aug. 14,
15, 16.9 to 3.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Uniforms furnished

(

Susan

F B -K Inc.,

cated in Elk Grove Vil-

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

Sat. 15 & 16 from 9 'til dusk.
400 N. Willie, M.P.

mission schedule for listing or

214Isle Wadeilles" Wow

Can You Cook?
Can You Wait Tables?
Can You Run -A Dining Room?

ADD 15c PER HOUR FOR 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

Permanent Full Time Openings

Gor. Sale: Clothing, household
items, accordion, & etc. Fri. &

selling is one of the highest.
Our salespeople earn more

12:45 AM to 7:45 AM (61/2 hours)

Starting Rate $2.05 Per Hour.

er, misc items.

office. If you have a pleasing
personality, like people and
are interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is

V2 mile west of Meacham Rd. on Route 62
27414 WNW -Ma W

mix master, etc.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 16, 9:30 - 5 pm,
513 S. Prindle, Arl. Hts. Toys,
games, snow tires, air condition-

REAL ESTATE
SALESMEN

new professional build-

OFFICE CLERICAL

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

Gar. Sale - Aug. 16 & 17, 10 - 4,
159 E. Walnut, Des Pl., pr. of 45"
walnut lamps, tv, sew, mach.,

Full time positions, Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

Schaumburg

601 E. Algonquin Rd.

Navajo, Buffalo Gr. Duhdee Rd.
to Buffalo Gr. Rd. north to Bernard, west I blk. to Navajo.

PERSONNEL

FOOD PRODUCTS CO.

1ST SHIFT
7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

-_

BOOKKEEPING

POLO

PRESS PACKERS $2.3r/2 to start

4pm, 1132 S. Douglas, Arl. His.
Gar. Sale: 5 N. Waverly, Mt.
.Prospect, Aug. 14-15.16.
Clothes, glassware, iris plants
much misc _.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 14, 15, & 16. 317

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

PRODUCTS INC.

Bsmt. Sale: Girl's clothing sz. 814. Wed,Thurs, Aug. 13,14, 10-

TELLERS

experience
NO
firm.
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

Apply In person 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

258 N. Brookdale Ln., Palatine

Des Plaines

.

household

items. Fri. Aug. 15, 9 am -5 pm.

OPERATORS

hour to.

SWITCHCRAFT INC.

Lee & Oakton

Sole:

Moving -Gar.

MACHINE

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA
for
GIRLS - WOMEN

DAY SHIFT - 7:30 A.M.- 4:00 P.M.
9 A.M.

Wept Elk Grove Village.

CAL's ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

392-3922

Plant.

GOOD TRANSPORTATION

Garage Sale: Furn., misc. Aug:
14, 15. 1355 Cumberland Circle

Apply

Needs woman with
general office and insurance background. CALL:

For light line work in our modern NEW Food Processing

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
NEW CAFETERIA ON PREMISES

9-5, Aug. 14, 15, 16. New & used
hshld. items, clothes, dishes.

253.6214

General Agency

(AGE IS NO PROBLEM)
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

ight (sit down) Assembly Work.

.

Gar. Sale: /611 N. Ridge, A.H.

Large Suburban

LADIES

Experienced preferred, but not necessary. Will train for clean

misc. 519 S. Vail,.Arl. Hts.

school

or be able to

FULL TIME

2020 S. Mannheim Rood
Dee Plaines, Ill.

Day or Night Shift

Grade

feur's license
pass same.

' NIGHT MANAGER

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

HELP WANTED

Gar. Sale -Moving: Aug. 15,16,
Turn., clothes, hsewares, much

children. Should have chauf

CONTACT MISS HECHT
827-6628

299-01 1 1

METHODE MFG. CORP.

routes.

noon

Willing To Train

For further information
come in or call:

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Bockgr6ir71 music

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus lel,'

NURSES

Toys,

.

N.

ing, after 9 am.

To drive Morning and after.

ASSISTANTS

17,

Lincoln Lane, Arl: Hts.
Neighborhood gar. sale. Aug.
'14 & 15, 30 Willow Trail, Wheel501

Bus Drivers Wanted

3 INCREASES.THE FIRST -YEAR

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF QUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

to be with just very fine people. Your day will end Cl 3 PM.

259-5020

16,

appliances, turn., misc.

PART TIME KITCHEN HELP
KRUSE'S RESTAURANT
100 E. PROSPECT, MT. PROS.

SALON

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK PAY POLICY

1st shift -8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Full or Part Time

AMERICANA BEAUTY

or no experience for general factory positions.
Look At These Outstanding Benefits:

MOVING: Aug.

274* Wadid.Ase Woes

mission. Full or paritiMe.

We have several opening's forwomen with little.

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392.5262

Experienced and sharp. Guar -

Clothi-g, Ige. miry. & much misc. ,
510 Longwood Dr., Buffalo Or.

ant working conditions.. Excellent company benefits. 766.3057.

Onto, plus up to 70% com-

1ST & 2ND SHIFTS

9.4.

1.1,15,16.

Sale -Aug.

Gar.

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Pleas -

GENERAL FACTORY

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no 'experience
necessary. Free training, full or

FETERIA HELP to attend. incids:
"Iftl cafeteria In Des Plaines.,

31-Romage & Urge Sale

Weetal Wm.

26-114 Waded Wpm

WANTED - HAIRDRESSER

25-11e*Waoted was

21110.18041181111811

MI6 Waled Woo

261iele Wahl Woo

You'll enjoy an excellent starting

salary, automatic salary pro& gtession every 13 weeks and company -paid hospitalization and life
insurance.

.

Apply: PersonnelDepartment..
.Mop. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

the hallicrafters co.

These are career positions

if
you're career minded, 'stop in TODAY and tell us of your interests.
-

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadowsi III. 60008

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

$25.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

253-6294

Des Plaines, Ill.

2 single beds, covers, bolsters.
Can be used as couches, dbl.
desk w/chair. 931 N Haddow AH

(S. of Oakton St, between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255.1107
FL9.3200

MALE & FEMALE

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee ,Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

.

.

$2 96

SCHOOL BUS

$2 70

DRIVERS

$2.70

$2.08

Air conditioner 6000 BTU, $35.

20" fon, $15. Oak Chest $40.
Call 255.6769

25 X 21 electric Kelvinotor kitchen stove. Good condition. $25.

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

259.8428

44" mower, Cate, 150 yd. 'roc hydrostatic drive,
starter, $300. FL 9-0944
tor,

A.M. ROUTES

Pleas-cfnf-WorkirigiCenciltiOns

Life Insurance
Shift Premiums

,Ppid_Vacations _
Paid Holidayi
Hospitalization

Profit Sharing

$25; .5 doors $5 ea; 4 kltch.

-KR ROUTES-

12417 beige, wool, sculptered

- 5 p.m.

rug. _One year old. Excellent
condition. Aft. 6-KI 5.0854.

Cook County

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc, dining

2:30

rm. set, incl. breakfront; Exorciser
824 8002

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

296-8116
Monday thru Friday

nft

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

8 AA. to 5 P.M.

Moving:

misc.

hsehofd

cu. ft.
14.1
dbl. dr.
refrig.-$140. 36" gas range -$85,

items,

men, women, children's clothes,
1330 S. Dunton, AH, Aug. 15,16,
10.5

rugs; all approx. 12'x12', lighted
medical cabinet 394.2731
RCA

31Bassep & Wage Sale
-

tA

1969 Hotpoint copper tone dishwasher; Toro snowblower; 4 area

3040 S. Busse Rd.

an *goo! *PP.,. nitY

volt

.7. c

School Bus, Inc.

APPLY IN PERSON

12

Maytag washer $25; else dryer

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

job at Hallicrafters.

gho Avg/crafters co,

26" boy's Schwinn. bike.

exc. cond. 10 X 1.5 blue nylon
carpet wiped -SOS. Port. -type

writer -$20. Leyt con. vac. clea
ner420. 253 4984 aft. 3:30

3246sta:lions Merchandise

34 -Arts arid Antilles

424Vated to Bey

Combination fan & humidifier, 3
wks old, used twice, $33, sell for

Antiques: Glass front bookcase,
gold coin scale, antique razors,
-wicker couch. C19-2445

Tent _troller to sleep
Cadet or similar.

1

32-Mucellamous Merchandise

.

Bik. & white TV, low boy console
- $75. Gas dryer -520.
392-7034

$25. 253-1595 aft. 5:30.

"a;

rec. player w/rodio, dinette sot, desk, old Singer sewTV,

ing mach. Reasonable. 253-5610

zipper, now $20; 9x12 green

Sunday, August 17, 10 to 5, VFW

carpet $30; girl's & Lady's clothing, boots. 773 -1707 --

Hall, 2067 Miner St. Rt.
Des Plaines, Admission 50c.

air conditioners. 6500 BTU.

2

21" TV, Space Command Zenith
B & W $25; Snow tires 8.25xI4,

Used only 1 season.

259-8120'

used

22', fine condition,
Call 359-5996
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

-

Moving:

Tollway,

turn.;

1No,sber-r-crary-e-r;

Masterwork 8 track tape stereo
player plus tapes, Great sound,
must sell. $125. CL 5.4413

operated

Coin

TRAILER, $65

For information about the FINEST

14 ft. ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, fully equipped. WO.

ditioning equipment contact.

bottle

Pepsi

255-1313 or 629-0045.

B mm magazine loading Brown-

offer. CL 3-4315.

ie

mink

ranch

skirts,

stole,

$10, each. 437-2583.

household items. Cl 3-7893

copper tone refrig.
$100; de -humidifier $30; girl's
17

ft.

cu.

Gov't. surplus disposable plas-

16' Silverline, 95 h.p. Merc. tilt

tic liners. Commercial wt. Choice
of szs. Call for price quo.

fully equipt,
cond. $1800 or offer.;

278-6534 or 529-7.137 oft. 8.

24" bike 515 like new 439-4888
Remington

stereo console, Mediterranean.
Call after 4:30 pm. 463-2356

w/training wheels & basket -520.
pedal dump truck -55.
tricycle 12--53. 537-5049.

259-1556

sr.

dresser, mirror

Its

.

KIMBALL PROFESSIONAL ORGAN.

To Rent: '69 Wheeicarnper, 575

one only, 1/2 price.
^men's. Ask for Mike. 827-6603

'694Iwsery Sarah ChM Care
Excel. child care. Age 21/2.5.Supervised play.
Diversified
creative activities. 255-7019

Palatine, Illinois

9841die Homes

359-2251

Belvidere
50x10,
front
kitchen, 2 bdrm., extras.
$2500 call 439-1637.
'63

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQU(PMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES
,;

sink, stove,

4,

box, electricity, 5550.
toted at 2 N. Elmhurst, M.P.

SALE route. 359-3655

204 Hicks Place

ice

Lo

wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,,
icebox, water supply. 279 5623
or 595.0090, after 6 p.m.

1114litorcycks and Scooters

1965 Norton Atlas,
For Sale
750cc, mint condition, after 4:30
call 297-2795.
'67 Sears 250 cc
Wrhelmet, low miles, "$265.
724.5770

Honda 50 cc. '66 model, excel.
cond., stored since 9-'67, 5125.
259-5690

Honda '69 SL90, Motocross, under 500 miles, still on warranty,
trail gear, super scrambler,

4425 or offer. Call John after
5 pm. CL 5-4327

112-Autoimbies For Sale
103 -Auto Traders & Campers

61 Chevie Sedan

19' Yellowstone, self-contoined,
trailer, sleeps 6, hitch, mirror.

Expert instruction on Guitar/Sass Or ()rums

set matching
& chest; 2 pc.

Camper: sleeps

Dry Cleaning Route Salesman
We can handle your WHOLE-

$1251E1 Rey, CL 3-0180

'68 Wards Camper. 4 sleeper.

FER! Excel. 437-1737.

Masten Oportunities

15" electro
voice speaker, Bogen AM -FM
radio. 298.2472.

$550. 299.1787

Hofner bass guitar, $200. OFFER! Silvertone amp., $60. OF-

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
AS IS, ANY OFFER.
392-9227

tarred turntable,

1963 13' Shasta Travel Trailer.
Sleeps 4.6 w/built-ins & extras.

Excellent condition. S495.
437 4086

Hammond Walnut Spinet Organ.
Model M-3. Perfect condition.
$800.259.5222

HI Fi, 4 pieces, 60 watt amp.,

I03 -A. -to Traders & Canvas

Land mutes. $40.
394.2383

w/Leslie,

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

,

bdrm.

253-9416

Epiphone 12 string guitar, spruce
top, mahogany side & back

554loolal bobcats

linen, $60; 2 matching living rm.
chrs., 520 each; good condition,

king

Holiday Inn
On Rte 12, across from Randhurst, Mt. Prospect. 10 a.m-5 pm

CHEST -TYPE DEEP FREEZER

469 7204

Moving out of state, must sell,

Aug. 17

-

p.m.

3 pc. mod. sect., beige & brn.

KITTEN SHOW

WANTED: SMALL, USED,

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

tables; Occailonal chairs. Excel.
Condition. 4373176

iature, carries brown genes.
$125. 259-3679 or 259-1156.

10121611belli

'or $5.32 down and 9 pay

set; Leather top drum table, step -

825-5127.

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

551lisical

$53.20 Tax Included

9 pc. Drexel Mahog. Dining Rm.

Must sacrifice champion male
poodle. 10 mos. old, black min-

exc.

A,

1

or 267-7474.

skiffs,

253-7728

Holten B-47 Trurru.t with case

-

Miss Heyde*. and SAVE.

attachments.

537-1930

week

I

SPINET PIANO, LISTER, "BETSY
FINISH.
-ROSS",

As law os $30 per mo. rental.
1 year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or trade
in for new furnishings. Ask for

Used machine in stylish cob'.
net. Does 'everything without

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

old. $10 choice.
894-1046

537 7691

Like new, used 3 months, 16"
boy, girl sidewalk bike

cash register, 19"
color TV, heavily carved AM/FM,

Mixed breed puppies.

CL 3-8827

cond. $65 ea. Des. Pl. 297.4284

Heywood Wakefield, blond, dining table. 6 upholstered chairs.
Best offer. 255-1089
SELLING OUT FURNITURE In 4

5 MONTH OLD SHEPHERD
COLLIE $20
824-3705

15' Switzer Craft, 40 h.p., Mercury, elec., trailer, 3 pair water
skis, toll line & ski belt. $475.

movie camera w/light bar,
$30. Baby scale, $5. Baby car
seat, $3. Un-painted milk cans,

dresses, and shoes. Plus other

FREE- lovable kittens, to good
homes. Litter trained.
255-1627

$450. B24-6023.

Beautiful blonde dresser 9
drawers & B -flat Clarinet. Best
Dk.

827-7919

16' Delta speed boat, 40 horse
Johnson, skis and many extras.

255-1107 or 359-3200

avocado green pads, excellent

Mixed puppies - 2 males and 2
females. $10.00 each.

766-8666

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

machine, good condition, $55.

Two Early Am. Maple Love seats,

CALL 439-2690

259-4016

water softeners & water con-

set, 15'x18' gold rug, 8'x10' oval
rug, misc. 392-7580

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

RACING BOAT &

1969 Singer Zig Zag

Walnut dresser, maple dinette

551lisical lostrnmeets

1

LEND-LEASE

bed -complete & misc. 437.1582

covers, 529.4717.

After 6:30 PM 392 7650

Mats ad Madge Wei

$20

drop loaf tbl., 6 chairs, canopy

After 5 PM.
255-0018

dr

blk. laquer liv. rm. tbls., 2
fruit wood liv. rm. tbls.,
3 drawer chest, 1 antique drop
leaf tbl. fruit wood open -42" sq.
Hts. 255-1285

Dining Rm. set w/48" buffet,

Living room set, 2 twin beds,

2 pc. walnut family room sot,
with custom extra pair zipper

weeks old, no papers. $20 each.
Call 299-4735.

tens, 8 weeks old, box trained.

FAITH NURSERY 26WI80 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

GOOD CONDITION
CL 9-3636

Closing -out. Best Offer Takes
437-6606

FREE TO GOOD DOMES, 3 kit-

from. Larger size also on sale.

HAMILTON GAS DRYER

newlySTEREO

o I st er ed, $50, call

Pure breed Beagle puppies, 6

& under. FREE.

choose

to

1000's

each.

$1

rocker. CL 5-5031.

sell $140 or $70 ea. 255-4364

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

III.,

EVERGREEN SALE

Youth trundle beds; GE Hassock
floor fan; Bozo draperies; child's

2

dealer. 437.2704.

blk. east Witt. 53.

1

2 RimbrOnch lamps 52" new,
never used; retail $150 *a. will

299-8237.

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

Wis., & lowas, "DEALING EST" dealers. Adm. 50c 12 yr

In.vrrriZni; recorder; some an $200 sac. $35; hideaeci.-CorrThiques. 614 S. McKinley, A.H. 4
$300 sac. 1.130wIrOgrbeds, 39"
blks. N. off Central on Cleve,...$24c9lain51-7385.
land, 1 blk. East.

Brand new 5.atieting mode for

Early....Amtri"can couch,

Wantecla-Akerganpact car, '64
pay $50 more than

10-5:30.
Sunday, Ay
Halides: `Inn, Rt. 62, Rolling
Mdows , 1/2 mile north of NW

wheel, $18; boy's 20" bike, as is,
$5. 259-3760 aft. 2 pm.

(AWN MOWER, self-propelled,

.

4741mm Fornlithwohniten

Huge -discounts. 824-7.3.53.-ChiTr.

WANTED:
TAPE PLAYER,,,,,,'"
8 Track,

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET -

season, have Mercury

1

14,

4711finkliquirmiten

model hornet. Heavy nylon Pi41:-

CL 9-4261

ANTIQUE FLEA MARKET

Luggage rack, alum/canvas-with

Cox

4.

Page 25

Fnday, August 15, 1969

414liam FinishIchonitere

4 -door 6 cyl.
. 437.1523

4 Reason. 537-2673 aft. 4.

15' travel trailer, gd. cond., can
be seen at: 734 Golfview Term.,

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and B TRACK
TAPE SELECIION

couch; 2 Danish mod.
chairs; kit. table w/4 chairs;
many misc. Items. 394-2197
sect'!

Buffalo Grove.

Mustang Convt., '68, V8, stand.
trans., P/S, stereo tape, radio,
& extras. 51800. 537-1725

sitied REAL ESTATE
Mt. Prosp. apt. sub -let Sept. 1.
One bedrm., air cond., swimming

THE HOME
YOU WANT...

O'Hare area deluxe

Westgate Apts.
162
bedroom
Ultra -deluxe
apartments. Elevator building,
Fully carpeted. From $187.501
heat,
appliances,
including
cooking gas, master TV antenna,
patio, balcony, rec. room.

bedrm
apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances,
Sept 1 occup. 5150. 453-8301
1

bdrm.
Bensenville -Wood Dale:
A/C apt. avail. immed. $160.
Utilities incl. except elec.
968.0369 or 968-0388
1

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified
Section!

Apt. to sub -let Sept.

Pros. 2 bdrm.,

11/2

bath, A/C,

carpeted. Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping center. $240. 394-0826
1

fully carpeted, pool, sub let immediately. 5170. 259 8232

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

housing,

food

&

Young man

shore

to

I

Des Plaines townhse. $90. Utilities incl'd. Occup. Sept. I.

.

.

to town & train Des Pl., air cond.,

.

$145, call Sun.; after 7 on rest

I

area. Close to schools. Friendly
neighborhood. Call 392-1739

electricity.

GRAND OPENING
PHASE II

WILLOW RIVER
GARDEN
APARTMENTS

Trace

churches.
RENTALS $205.$245

Elevator; heated pool.

I

parking.

Prestige Plum Grove, Rolling
Meadows area, Schools, shop-

ping, medical and recreational
facilities.

mile east of the Route 53 and
Inter-

change. 30 minutes to th

CL 3 -?600

Furnished models open do

Chicago:
West on Lake Ave. from Edens
to River Rd. Right I mile.

9

to 7 - Sun. 11 to 7 ... or call
for an appointment
112)
255-1998.

1

From

SCAB E

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

er Rd.) V] mile So. pf Palatine
Rd. and
mile No. of Euclid.
(Lake Ave.).

Rand Road

2 office suites available $210
and $275. Heat and air conditioning, furnished.
---

REALTY

balconies. Ample parking.

Easy to reach: On Rte. 45 (Riv-

63-lodestrai Property (To R1410

Loop. 12 minutes to O'Hare.

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVE

&PETERS
0 orriparly

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255-6320
359-6500
894-8100

11h

in-

Ion.

MOUNT PROSPECT
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY,
1-6 P.M.
110 Sunset.
2 blocks south of Lonnquist, 2
blocks east of Route 83. A DELUXE KIDNEY SHAPED HEATED

POOL, Jacuzzi whirlpool both,
Expansive

sun

deck

in

wood fenced area. Real fami-

$43;900

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.;
3709, sq. ft. 3 arm. ZieLl2ails._,I;
yr. old td -level. AWd gar. w/w
carpet thruout, drapes, 5 Cappli-

antes, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.;

__

5 BEDROOMS
Central air conditioning. Lot 66
x 330. Walk to schools.
Don Hansen Realtors

253-6920

Beautiful Inverness

view. $17,000.
Inverness Area

1 acre homesite with wooded
ravine

of property.

rear

in

$8,500.

Wheeling Area
Large 1/4 acre homesite 2
blocks from high school. Priced
to sell at 57,900.

One and a half baths, brick and wood home french style on a
large 100'400' landscaped yard. Garage included -plus built
In oven and range also a large patio.

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., An

REALTORS
Hts.

259-1500

Three bedrooms, full bosement

with 1V2 car garage 60' x 115' lot that is fenced on 3 sides,
Within o block of schools, and shopping.
523,000

RARE CHANCE

90 -Wattled Property
Palatine
Small motel with apartment on
plus acre frontage on motor
highway. Additional land
available. Terms available.
1

$72 000

Executive home

H 2781

BI -level 8 rooms, 3 bedrooms 21/2 baths. Was 1963 Model
Chicago Tribune Festival of Homes. Large family room,
screened porch, oak floors, landscaped on one acre in beautiful Hawthorn, Woods. Private swimming and fishing nearby.
Has everything. Owner was transferred to Californial. Priced
below market to sell fast.

ECONOMICAL...Top value for young marrieds & perfect for
just about anyone. Three BR ranch with full basement. Fine
ion.
location near schools, shops & depot. Immediate p
$21,900

TRADITIONAL...Mature 7 room home, completely remodeled'
and modernized. There are 4 nice bedrooms, separate dining
room, new kitchen & 11/2 ceramic baths. A most attractive,
well maintained home near schools and shops. Outstanding
value, Arlington Heights location. $28,900
SHARP...Charming split-level in excellent location in Arlington
Heights, near schools and shopping. Lovely kitchen has Oak
stained cabinets, built-in range & oven. Three EIRs, 11/2 ceramic baths, big family room' plus den or office. A real value
and immediate po
Ion. $31,900
PLEASUREFUL...Popular raised ranch styling with 3 bedrooms.

make this the Ideal home for entertaining In the spacious
family room or a possible In-law arrangement. 532,900

-

SCARSDALE...Four bedroom Colonial In wooded area near
schools and shops. Great room sizes for family living include
large panelled family room plus rec. rm. in bsmt. Lovely
kitchen with built -Ins, extras incl. fireplace, attch. garage, and
much more you'll see and appreciate. $44,900

PIONEER PARK...Delightful 4 bedroom split-level hos every
thing for real family living at ifs beitl Large family room with
kilcheriwIth oil. the_byllt-ins, 2. car garage &
fireplece,
top location. $49,900

conditioned! Immediate possession $54,900

666 E. Northwest Highway
Palatine, Illinois

359-1232
WWI Estattlee Moldy

&PETERS
company
REALTORS

2 HIGHWAY FRONTAGES

famous Lake

Minocqua.

New 2 bedrm. year round
home and carport. 5 fully
modern

2

bedrm.

$46,000 terms. Lee
Minocguo, Wis. 54548

Baker,

93fanns
5 ACRES

VI 2349

17 acres on U.S. 83 in Buffalo Grove. Close to Schools,
shopping, and transportation. Ideal ft/ development with
sewer, and water adjacent to property,
$14,000 per acre.

a

F 2878 Two story newer type
barn, 30' x 100'. Two septic
tanks. Ready for your dream
home. Two miles west of vela
tine. Asking
terms.

ATTENTION INVESTORS
#1236 90 acres of ground, food buildings. Very near fun.,
development. Within I mile of village limits of Cary, Ill.

INVESTORS/DEVELOPERS

$55,000

Good

10 ACRE HORSE FARM

F-2853 6 room, 3 bedroom
home. Full basement. Two
story barn. 30' x .36'-3 car
garage. All one year old.
Fenced. On main highway.
Three miles to. Woodstock.

Very neat. Won't last long 'at
542;500. See Harry Berenx.-"

Rare opportunity

large holding. Apartment site already zoned for 63 units.

4 Of ices
Multiple Listing Service
359-4100
255 1515

RESORT - BY OWNER
on

cottages. Also 5 alum. boots,
picnic area, beaut. grounds.

fpr right person or group to parlay moderate investment into

ARLINGTON REALTY, INC.

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

furnished

89 -Real Eolithic Property

MV 2429

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Like living in a park with es tote atmosphere -3/4 acre
professionally manicured garden. 3 bedroom brick & aluminum ranch full bsmt., ent., 14'
kitchen with loads of cabinets.
14' ut 38' rec room, 2 fire-

C. NEAL REALTY

112 baths, large (24 x 12) LR, and 2 (count Lm) two kitchens

sion.

room

OPEN HOUSE
SUNDAY 1-5

8aPETERS
company

H 2855

ultimate In family living. Here you'll have 8 rooms including
panelled family room with fireploce, separate DR, and ideal
kitchen with built-ins. Two cot garage, professionally landscaped grounds. A real beauty, and it's all centrally air

8

Arlington Hts. $37,900

plus acre homesite setting
very high commanding scenic

ASSUME 43/4% MORTGAGE

DELIGHTFUL...Four BR, 21/2 bath traditional colonial offers the

in

$34,900. CL 5.0039

$29,500

brick

living

storage,

Three bedrooms,

H-2877

bI-level -3 bedrooms, office or
den, 22' family room with
crab -orchard fireplace. 2 car
attached garage. Reduced to
$55,500, immediate posses-

ly

att'd

11/2

gd.

rooms,

19.

panel lam. rm., sub bosernent,
patio, fenced yard, walk to train.
Open House Sunday 1-6.

$51,000

MOUNT PROSPECT

too,

gar.,

PRICED FOR QUICK SALE

358.9555

mediate p

split level, 1 Va baths,

101 N. Arl. Hts. Rd., Arl. Hts.
259,1500

$25,000 with 2 lots.

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3.7600

car heated garage,

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.,

car garage.

is the serene view from this two bedroom ranch style home
that Is a half block from private beach on three lakes in Lake
Villa, Illinois. Completely modern, with knotty pine walls and
modern kitchen and fixtures. Two additional lots are avail
able with property.

19 S. Bothwell Palatine, 111.

21/2

lot. Financing avail. High 30's.
766-4864

$43,500.

Ready to build. Choice highway frontage. Close to new 100
million dollar development now underway.
253 8100
392.8100

5 ACRE PONY FARM

F-2859 West of Elgin. Eight
room, 4 bedroom home. Large

barn with 10 pony slalls.room
for more. Large tool shed,
other buildings -silo -deep well.

Near tollway. More land available. Needs some work. Price

places. 2 car garage. Could

8816121Edit9411111t$

;Mtg. avail, 392-9365

I V2

Sailboats keeled
H 2877
over in the off shore wind, spray glistening in the summer sun

SENNE REALTY

cludes carpeting & draperies.
A real value at $35,900, im-

(Rt. , 72)
Higgins -Rd.
to Hermitage Trace
Higgins -

MT. PROSPECT

room,

ranch, 2 car att. gar., full bsmt.,
frplc., fully landscaped, 75 X 183

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

schools,

Take

basemt., en -closed yd. A;ail.med. 392-7587.

Northwest -tollway

PHONE 537-7419

basement, close to
train & shopping.
$26,950

18' x 25' paneled family room,

Palatine, excellent neighborhood, 3 bdrm., brick ranch, 11/2!
bath, kit., built-ins, 21/2 car gar.,'

gas cooking and cegral heating, wall-to-wall carpeting,
oven -range, dishwasher, gar-

Open daily 11 AM - 7 PM

2=s

S4 1101/0401 WW1.

AT

service. You can walk to buses.
O'Hare is 15 minutes away.

month. 392-6E118.

air conditioning, carpeting,
underdrapes; also indoor

To Everything

4 bedroom Colonial 21/2 baths,
finished rec room, separate
dining room, large living room.
Ideal for the large family.
Well landscaped lot. Good
location. Only $41,500.

YOU HAVE MORE TO CHOOSE FROM

ceramic baths up, 1/2
down, kitchen with built-ins,

76 -To Rut Ruses
Hoffman Estates. 3 bdrm. ranch,
att. gar., big yard, $200 per

Luxury units with every
amenity. One -bedroom units
from $200.
Two -bedroom from $255.
Prices include all heating and

Unexcelled convenience Locoted on Algonquin -rd., just 1/4

Frigidaire
refrigerator. Private patios or

3

Hermitage Trace is just a few
minutes from commuter train

1

heated swimming
pool; ' clubhouse and 'play
areas. Air conditioned, free

bage disposer,

AISlt14)411111111.TORS

Pioneer Park area

MT. PROSPECT

Rd., turn left 2 blks. Model open
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 894 7410
By Kassuba
The Nation's No. 1 Lndlord

Some opts. available now.
Exclusive

Immaculate 3 bedroom ranch,
2 baths, large kitchen with
appliances, separate dining
room, 2 fireplaces, large rec.

ing, draperies, stove, refrigerator, window air
conditioner and built in dishwasher. A well kept

Just 3 years old, 3 bedrooms,

or Golf Rd. (58)

Rent a beautiful new apt. In
charming close in North suburb. Near good schools, transportation, shopping and

Walking Distance

SPACIOUS

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.

2 bedroom brick Cape Cod
can be expanded to 4, full

Model apts. open daily, 11 am 1
PROSPECT HTS.

JUST LISTED

Wood Dale -4 bdrm. face brk.

1148 N. Douglas

fireplace, completely finished . basement, 11/2
ceramic tiled baths, patio. Extras include: carpet.

734 Lee St., Des Plaines
298-5055

FROM $180 MONTHLY

direct

439 0186

Bruns Real Estate

3 bedroom brick ranch. Attached 2 car garage,

$30,900

race --1.2 baths, color coordi-

Exquisite atmosphere in a
superbly landscaped setting.
Individual patios overlooking
wooded stream; private lake.
Underground parking.

Storage Lockers on ea. floor

$24,900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

REALTY

heat, private balcony or ter

Air Conditioning

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

21/2 car gar., 24x9 work
area off gar. Alt this
and immed. poss. too.
Offered at

(evenings 526-6741)

Brand new and beautiful with
wall-to-wall carpeting, H. W.

INCLUDING:

Soundproof

$204. $22,500
A.V. BAYNAS
381 7161

1-, 2-, 3 -Bedroom

unity.

Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

24x15 fam. rm., Huge

Aparatments

Northwest suburban Chicago land's finest apartment comm.

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms,

WHEELING
Lovely 3 bdrms., ranch

num sided ranch. -59' x 387'
lot. 20' living rm., 15' rec. rm.,
2 bedrms., boat slip, pier. Tax

Pros.

Hermitage Trace.

725 W. Dempster, 1.2-3 bedrms.,

Alumi-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

1

C. NEAL

nated kitchen appliances. Ex
pect the mast when you visit

NEW BLDG.STONECREBT APTS.

River.

BEACH POWER!!

bedroom brick with full
basement. 2 car garage. Ideal
location, walk to train, schools
& shopping.

Hermitage

824-9420 eves.

to 6 prn. Telephone 439-7887

Elmhurst,

S.

253-5500

HOFFMAN ESTATES

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

Good location, plenty of yard
space, prix parking. Immed. oc
cupancy. $175 mo. 827.1110 or,

and Fox

MT. PROSPECT

FOUNTAINS
garden apartment suites

Modern, nice sr. 2 bedrm. apt.

215

conditioning, heat, water, gas,
and garbage pick-up In
and
Refrigerator
cluded.
stove. No children or pets

Super Size

' 255.0100 or 43741596

lake

Sept.,

CL 9-3281

or by appt. On the Pistakee

$34,500. Contract considered.
Donovan Real Estate.
428-2233

Sub -basement. 1st floor family

666 E. NW Hwy. PalatIno
359-1232

THREE

5225 monthly. No pets. Call:

garage. Central air.

Hts.

RESIDENTIAL AREA

DUPLEX APT.
3 bedrooms, Ph baths, full
basement, walking distance to
schools, parks, . shopping &
trains. Immediate occupancy.

att. gar., patio, Igo. lam. rm.,
many extras. Immed. occ.
259 5282
$35,500.

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
2 to 6 P.M.

Mt. Prospect by owner. 4 bdttn. Elk Grove Village -Central air
split level, gas heat, 21/2 baths, cond., 3 bedrms, 2 full baths,
2 car gar., paneled rec rm , den, built in appliances, atwet bar, paneled fam. rm., tached garage, patio, lg. rear
frpl., cptg. & dishwasher, many yd, carpeting, drapes, As, many
extras, upper 20's, available
extras. 80,900. Appt. only.

with

I. No children or pets. $150

ROLLING MEADOWS

UNFURNISHED

home

per month.

' blk. west of Arlington

Plum prove
IN THE PLUM GROVE -

or 259-0055

bdrm. ranch, 2 baths, full bsmt.,

this rambling 4 bdrm. ranch by
Sept. 1st. Owner transferred.
Lge. LR w/frplc., sep. DR, S/S
built in kit., full bsmt., enclosed
breezeway, 2 car att. gar. all on
3/4
wooded acre. Asking

Owner anxious. This lovely 3
bedroom tri-level has a 2 car

Deluxe 31/2 room apartment air conditioning. Close to downtown Palatine. Available Sept.

394 0246
By Kassuba
The Nation's Na. 1 Landlord

1 and 2 bdrms. Rolling Meadows

bathrm. $29500. 392.7815

*Rd Estate-Hceses

Weal Estebo-Noeses

gency model. Brk. & frame 3

An offer could move you Into

$2,000

One bedroom apartment in
Palatine on second floor. Air

Hts. rd..

of days, 297-5568.

except

bedroom

please. $150 per month.

.

68),

Arl. Hts., 2 yr. Berkley Sq. Re-

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

per month.

Modelsiiiren daily
and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Berkshire Trace Is located
just north of Dundee rd. (Rt.

3 rm. apt., deluxe bldg., walk

439-4100

lineal Estitibeses

Pioneer Park, 3 bdrm. brk. 11/2
car, cptg. remodeled kit. &

LAKE WOOD ESTATES

JUST REDUCED

includes all

garage. located in town. $215

electric.

1410 Rent Apartments

utilities

Three

shopping and schools ...
Rentals from $175 monthly include all utilities except

253-1927

All

rentals

RENTALS

ing facilities - minutes from

Gentlemen. References. S. side
Des Plaines. Room with private
entrance. $15 weekly.

owner 539,900.

By

$42,900.

recreation area, spacious landscaped grounds. Excellent park-

CL 5.6175

-

.

occ.

room. Top area in Brentwood.

luxury...
plus elegant pool and

f'urn't

built-ins, concrete drive, close to
schools, shopping, Ige. above
ground pool if desired. Immed.

86 -Real Estate-Herues

PALATINE

Spacious rooms, color coordinated appliance kitchen, wall to wall carpeting. 1-2 baths.
Superb sound conditioning, pri
vote balcony and patios. Real

per week. 392-0870

Cape Cod on 1/2 acre. 3 bdrm.,
2 baths, cptg., paneled lam. rm.,

SWIMMING POOL g!'

1444 S. Busse

New 1 2 Bedroom
Apts. Ready Now

day care in Ig. Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow w/2-6
young children. Must have own
transportation. $20 per person

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

I

cooking gas.

Berkshire
Trace

patio, Mid. 540's. 437 5484

ments.
Sensible

BUFFALO GROVE

share with same. Age 25 to 40.
3924873 after 6 pm.
Cooperative

Timber Lake Village
1+2 bedroom deluxe apart-

appliances, heat, hotwater &

Bachelor has ranch home to

baths, Colonial, paneled family
rm. with fireplace, slate foyer,
carpeted, drapes, built ins,

255.9107. 210 Waterman, 1 bik.
West of Rand. Prospect Hts.

MT. PROSPECT

bedrm.
Buffalo Grove. Deluxe
apt. Air cond., all appliances,

Trace. Owner
bedrms., 21/2

att. 2 car gar., covered patio,

SWIMMING POOL
Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6390

Mt.

in

1

Hts. Airy
transferred, 4

Arl.

MT. PROSPECT

pool $165. 956-1656

Could be

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

74 -To Rent Apartments

divide & build on or sell
extra 75' x 140' lot. 553,500.

$39,000 -Excellent terms.

C. NEAL

FBK REALTORS

CL 5-8000

392-7150

666 E. NW Hwy, Palatine
359 1232

REALTY

666 E. NW Hwy. Palatine

359'1232

Friday, August 15.1969
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4. '65 AUSTIN HEALEY, excel.

112 -Automobiles For SOle

112-Autoodks For Sok

'63 Chevy Impala convert, white,

1967 Cadillac Co upe:DeVille,
Phone: 824:5866

black top, block Interior, auto,

after 5:30
'64 VW. Gor-t running condition.
Clean. Red. 475.
CL 3 5667

P/S, PM good cond. 392.21139

'59 Studeboket: Station Wagon,
6 cyl. stick shift, excel. running
cond. $55. 392.9288

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue,
law miles. $1195.
394.2731 after 4:30 PM

1965 Cadillac 4 dr. Calais with,
air. $2300. After 5.
358 5479

1966 VOLKSWAGEN BUS
FOR t 900
255-0044

'58 Jaguar 3.8 Liter Sedan, needs
$450
some body work.
766.8666

1953 PONTIAC, 6 cylinder,

'63 Chevy Biscayne, 6 stick;
4 dr. R/H, low mileage. $365. "
827-4230
red
Coupe,
Porsche
1962

'66 Ford Golaxie 500, 4.dr., P/S,
vinyl roof, W/W, $1000.
437-2891
1963 Red VW
$500 or BEST OFFER
439..2963

'66 Chevelle, 2.dr. HT, V.8. auto,
trans., good cond. $1100.
537 9822, Ask for Eddie before 5
1963 Chevy Impala Convertible,
A/T, like new fires & fop. $295
537-2260

'66 VW, red with sun roof, like
new tires, Call 358 -4855 -after 6
PM. $1150

w/black leather interior, AM -FM
radio, clean. 392.0482
1965 Ford Custom 4 dr. Sedan,
V.8, good condition. $700.
392-2669 after 6

'60 Pontiac Convertible. Goodi
condition. Must sell. :925
359.6527

'68 Mustang, V-8, auto., excel
cond., must sell, under $2000.

$1250 or best. 255-2983.
'67 Buick Skylark, 2-dr. HT, 300

A.M., must sell, must see to op
predate.
255-9798 or 153.2554

'66 Mustang. Moss green. Low
mileage, V 8, 3 speed, inclu. 4
new studded tires & winter tires..
$1150. Please call aft 6 PM.
894.1934

434M1295'..0

.

196961.05cUTLXSS,

NEW 1969

tilx 3 on the floor;
Gold, $2300: CL 571973

DODGE DARTIVVIIV67ERM

Corvette, '68, Coupe, 329-J50,
4 -speed, posl-traction, 53900.
. 358.7688 after 6 pm

6 cylinder 2 door, hardtop, radio group,

1962

Chevy

II.

Radio.

Blue.

Good tires. Very good running
cond. 392.3879 offer 6 PM.

THE GO ING PRICE

'65 Mustang convert, V.8, 4-sp.,
low miles, excel. cond, $1050 or
best offer. 529.5262

$2650

61 Chevy 348, 3 speed, stereo,
magi.

$1795.

W/W, Sacrifice.
234.4934

'63 NW, radio, sun roof, excel-

Ford LTD, 2 dr. vinyl HT, Disc
brakes, power, deluxe package,

8 mo. old. Going over

Blue, $745. Call 253-5645 after
5 pm.

'63 Plymouth Belvidere, $350.
Excellent Condition. Call
439.2831

Plymouth, 1967: Fury Ill, 4 -door,
Hdtp., air, excel. cond., low
mileage, 4 new tires, $2550.
359 3051 after 5:30 pm

'67 Chevy Impala, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V.8, P/5, A/T, black interior,
MUST SELO $1500 or best.

774.3166

USED CARS

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2.dr, hdtp.,
V-8, standard trans., P/S, P/B,

1968 IMPALA CUSTOM

seas.

$3,000. FL 9-0944

'68 Ford Bronco Station Wagon
low miles, perfect for Gas Station, Handyman or Sportsman,
$2200. 392-0653

'66

"300"

Chrysler

convert.,

full power, A/C, gold, like new
brakes B. tires, excel cond,

sieso. 439.9209 aft. 5.
'64

Chevelle,

"283", Horst

4.

1969 FORD TORINO
CONVERTIBLE
bcouty,
Blue

&

horse,

350

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1965 CHEVY IMPALA

2 Dr. HT, V -e, auto, power
steering & brakes, console,

CONVERTIBLE

radio, factory air-.

$2295

ditioning

automatic transmission, pow
er steering, power disc
brakes, whitewalls, factory
warranty. !Oust go

1967 POLARA

4 door deluxe sedan, power
brakes,
power
steering,
carpet V8 automatic, radio,
heater

$1595

Full power, factory air. A/T...

Save $$$

1964 DODGE POLARA
2

$495

SATELLITE CONVERT
VB,

auto,

power steering,

console.

Needs

motor work

$200

White, black top, black. interior, auto 383 engine, auto
full power, like
new
$1195

2 dr, hdtp., blue, A/T, P/S,
P/B

1965 DODGE DART

6 cylinder automatic trans Excellent

2nd

car.

warranty

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1964 CHEVY IMPALA.2 DR HT.
V.8, auto. trans., power steer
ing, power brakes., new tires.

DICK WICKSTROM

$795

1964 DODGE 880
6 pass, wagon, gold, power
steering & brakes,
turq

$295

CHEVROLET

1964 CHEVY II WAGON

6 cyl. automatic--

$595

1964 "440" STATION
WAGON
(custom),
P/5, green

555 IRVING PARK ROAD
$495

529-7070

1964 FALCON

2 DR., red, stick,
3 speed, 6 cyl

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS
$445

OPEN SUNDAYS

DODGE

1963 FORD FALCON
CONVERTIBLE
Stick shift, buck
et seats

Factory

$995

1966 VW BUS
Radio, big heater. SHARP!

$1595

8247 1 51

$295

1962 PONTIAC

4 Door, Hardtop. Stock no.
P584.

$345

$1095

DES PLAINES

'n
ON MANNHEIM, NORTH OF OAKTON

DAY WANT ADS
ARE LOW COST

DAILY 9 TO 9 30
SAT 9 TO 6 00
cUN / 0 TO 6 or,

CHEVROLET

\ ARLINGTON HTS. I
OPEN EVENINGS

$295

Stock

1967 POLARA

PHONE

poWer steering, white walls,
radio, beige
$995

1962 PLYMOUTH WAGON

'65 DODGE POLARA CONY.

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

$795

1960 PONTIAC
VEti automatic transmission,
power steering, radio, heater,
for
trans; iodation
good
college boy or gal

$395

on all 1969's

Automatic, transmisSion, V 8,

dr., hard top, V.8, auto.

transpower steering.

1965 PLYMOUTH

LATTOF

$895

power brakes....

1968 FORD 13T TORINO

1962 VW BUS
NICEI

Huge Discounts
onal11969t!

$1795

'66 FORD STATION WAGON
10 passenger, V-8, auto.,
steering,
power

$2695

speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, re.

built eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259.9504.

'

CPE. V.8, auto., steering &
brakes, radio, white wolls,
factory air con-

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

HUGE DISCOUNTS

259.2554

R/H,

lent condition. $650.
299-0362 after 4:30 PM

protection group, automatic transmission,
vinyl roof, whitev;alls, bumper guards

'62 CHEVY, good vunning con-,
damn, needs body work, B ---at
offer. 392.2539

Call after 6 pm. 253.9043

1964 Dodge Dart. GT, Medallion

'65 Buick LoSabre, 2-dr., hdtp.,
P/S, P/B, A/C, elec. windows,
vinyl top, gd. cond.MUST SELL1

0 GO

'65 CheV11.: iri4tida, clean; One

nwner, 283eifgfaiii; full power.

Good mechanical condition.

stick, good condition.
Best offer. CALL 437 0765

.

'61 Chrysler Neyrport .2 'dr, li.T.
P/S. AFT, kicikt; 16w Pilliage, 1 owner. 3395.82}-6423 aft 6;

'66 PLYMOUTH BARRACUDA,
air cond., P/S, Slant 6, excel.
cond. $900. 537-3779

.1966 Falcon, 6 cyl. AfT. A/C
$800. 255-8117

cond., Roadttei, overdrive,
$1600.255-7200, ext.-43

CLOSED SUNDAY

CL 9-4100

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

1,40.shopping center

a,

CALL g:=
eztIT,99Xtl'

"WV"

CONQUERS

LADENDORF

VALUES

UNBEATABLE

ARE NOW EVEN BETTER DURING OUR
YEAR-END OLDS CLEARANCE.

4 1'
440

Come See and. Conquer a new 169'
Olds of your own at Lowest prices

IT Breaks our heart to let these

new Oldsmobiles go for so little.
BUT, we promise to give each new
Olds our famous "loving care" service.
I
\\I
The World's Largest Oldsmobile Dealership

}
r.

-

2ii

MIATIII W..

d

Ili.

1,

1

-0

Illah Il.

tl

CIIITIAl IR

._

y.

MU Mk

PR

I.
HOURS

Phone
027-3111

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays
Ladendorf Olds

6

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS, DES PLAINES

111111

It

i

aUtO S

a
BIGGEST

I

III

t

SAVE

NOW

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

IN

'69 CHARGER

'68 CHARGER
Fully Powered, Factory War
ranty, Factory Air Condi
honed

$2995
Automatic, power warranty

EXAMPLE

$2295

$2495

'68 MUSTANG
Automatic transmission

$1995

'65 FORD GAL.

43

TO CHOOSE
FROM

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

'65 BUICK

Over- size white wall

$1995

4 Dr HDTP , factory warranty

$1595

'500 With Automatic

Cutlass, 4 door

and Power

tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, powet
brakes plus many extra's.

'63 CHEV. IMP.

VOLKSWAGON

2 Dr H T, Stick, V 8 Eng.

Sedan

$495

$1195

$2670

'69 FAIRLANE

'67 MUSTANG

HI-PERFORMANC

2+2 Factory
air cond

CORNER

'69 SUPER BEE

$1995

4 speed

$2995

'66 CADILLAC
Fact air cond convertible

'68 CORVETTE

$2995

4 Speed, 2 Tops, Fully Customized

$4595

'66 DODGE WAG
passenger Polara

'68 OLDS 442

$1895

4 speed

$2895

LeMans, automatic

,'68 PLYM. GTX
440 eng , automatic

$1395

$2595

66 CORONET H.T.

'68 CORONET RT

Automatic & power

$1395

$2595

'66 OLDS '88

1'68 CUTLASS
Supreme, 4 Speed

$1195

$1995'

'66 MUSTANG

'66 PONT 2+2

6 cyl , automatic

4 speed

'65 PLYM. FURY '65 PLYe FURY

$2982

'66 CHEVY IMPALA 2 dr. hardtop, V8 engine,
radio, heater, auto. trans, power
roof,

whitewalls,

$1095

'64 COUNTRY SQUIRE

U

eige with paneling, V8 Automatic
passenger-beige
g
trans., power steering, ideal 2 car for the

STATION WAGONS

$595

PRICED FROM

.V.13; automatic transmission, power steering,

*2782A

0

WHOLESALE SPECIALS

B

'67 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. hardtop, green V8 automatic, power
steering #2721

$395

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$1995

$795

'65 CHECKER MARATHON

$345

'67 MG

$195

'62 CHEVY

$95

'63 CHEVY

$395

$995

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

$795

*th,,,,

mar nu*

4 Speed.

t'A

CARS

4 dr. hardtop, VB automatic, power steering,

O . power brakes, fact. air, gold #1587A
B

65 CHEVROLET IMPALA 4 DOOR HT
,6 cylinder, automatic transmission,

'1n

FOOD lUssd Cool

Inteney

7 to choose from

with air conditioning

0
D

Color white & this

Y

car is truly immaculate.
'66 BLACK VW "BUG"

- New car trade-in - real clean & ready for

HOSKINS CHEVROLET INC.

0

175 NORTH ARLINGTON HTS. RD.

D

B

a new Owner.
67 BURGUNDY VW
Fastback with complete new muffler
zys,tem ,& pure. lamau detail approval

AnotherimmocUlate car priced to sell Im

T

439-0900
SHOP HOURS

HOURS

8-5 MON to FRI

MON thru FRI
9 AM to 9 PM
SAT 9-6 PM

CLOSED SUNDAY

Blue

1966 VOLKSWAGON SQUARE BACK
Aqua Blue # 1250A
1966 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

II
NORWOOD

VOLKSWAGEN CLOSEOUT SALE

mediately.
66 VOLKSWAGEN STATION WAGON

DEVON

Mew Cent

$895

'64 VW RED CONVERT
- White Top Mint Cond. - This model is
hard to find - come in today.
'66 VW FASTBACK

N

,

1$ 2795

0 TVVVVVVVVVVIIVVIIVVVV 4

'.4s

?

power

'steering, radio. # 2771A SPECIAL

4

1

Y

11, '68 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

O

I

1

1 I '''R;3-

RENT

B.
D

HERE'S A REAL CLASSIC

AND

CLOSED SUNDAY
0 -'I

1,

/--1-0..\ no.

WE
LEASE

et*

$1395

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA4

'''WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T,'HOSKIN"

$395

ve NORWOOD POND

$895 0

P/Steering

D

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

392-6300

N

ONE OF A KIND!

$295

'64 CHEVY WAGON

B

U
T

'56 TBIRD-2 tops -4 BBL carburator V8 auto trans

4 -Dr., 6 cyl., auto. Fine second car.

1,

$2195

'61 CORVAIR MONZA
DiAuto trans. Good 2nd car for your home ant .$ 92.50

I . '65 IMPALA
i 4 dr, hardtop, 6 automatic, power steering,
maroon. #277IA

$1295

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

-$1395

Y

$1235

tAALI1AAAAA

USED CAR PURCHASED

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$1295

Transportation Special

01

WITH EVERY

'64 PONTIAC GTO

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

B

'66 FORD CUSTOM 4 DOOR

V-8, automatic, radio, heater, power steering,
u Excellent condition
N '68 IMPALA
Champagne goldVE1, automatic trans., 4 dr.
hardtop, power steering, power brakes, turbo.
hydro. #2465

S & H GREEN STAMPS

2 dr., hard top, V-8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

'65 DODGE

$1395

B

$1695

11

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

N

0

Oo
lo Radio, Heater #2819A

$1195

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

95

Sell -

4 dr. sedan, turquoise -factory air, V8, fully
Yautomatic full power. A bargain at

$295 to $1655

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'66 FORD CUSTOM

$1695

2140 A '66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

$1795

$895

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$895 Y

-lu9t6 CORVAIP.

i

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

D

$1495

N'67 FORD ECONOLINE VAN
V-8, automatic transmission. #236A
0 1963 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL
Real prestige -fact, air, full power -6 way power

B seats and all -other standard equipment.

N

$1995 B
$2195 0

9passe
Reduced to
'67 FAIRLANE 500
2 dr. hardtop, green, V8, Automatic trans
mission, power steering. #2721

$595

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

'

B

15

4 door sedan, air conditioning, automatic transmission, power steerings. Sharp!

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

$2995

Y 1968 XL 2 DR. HDT
Hawiian Bronze V8 Auto R, Heater, Ps.il, 891

$595

radio, heater

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, -full power, white wall tires.

'62 BUICK, LE SABRE

D Tan V 8 Auto PS, P8, air condition: A very nice
R. car. #1587

1968 XL
2 dr, HTop, sunlit gold V8, A/T, R/H. #P891

T

i

Stick shift, V8 engine, green in color, #2733A

0. 1968AAAAAAAAA
CHRYSLER NEWPORT CUSTOM

$995

P.S., P.B., 0 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

'67 L.T.D.

$695 U

EtTIMUvvvvvvvvv. .$795
"vvvl

'63 CHEVY IMPALA 2 dr. hardtop, V8 engine,

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

Like new -new muffler system The car you will

0 like only. #2809A.

B
vinyl

B

D 66 FORD CUSTOM SOO

4 Dr.., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

DODGE

CLOSED SUNDAY

$1695

new tires, one owner

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

ARLINGTON PARK

9, SAT. 'TIL 6, ,

mileage,

'63 MERCURY 2 dr. hardtop, V8 engine, radio
heater, auto. trans, power steering
and power brakes, whitewalls,

Silver lade, 8 cyl., auto., P.S., w.w.'s, radio, vinyl trim, wh eel covers, rear defogger, rear
speakers, body molding. Demo.

4 Speed

11-9-5-

OPEN DAILY 'TIL

Al USED CARS Al.

P.B., vinyl roof, fact. air, radio,

'63 CORVAIR MONZA

9 passenger wagon

low

SEE US

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

$1095

0

1969 T -Bird

N '65 FALCON

195

$3492

440 eng , automatic

4 door, hardtop

trans, whitewalls,
very clean

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

'66 PONTIAC

85 N

BLime gold, 2 dr., landau, vinyl roof, front corner- B
ing lights, 429 V8 engine, cruise-o-matic, power
0 steering, power brakes. Broughm cloth & vinyl 0
interior, black vinyl roof. Power windows & 6
D way fold seats, tilt steering wneel'$4785 D
y factory air. #1559

$1795

'65 CHEVY CHEVELLE SS V8 engine, radio,
-heater, auto. trans, power steering
brakes, whitewalls, . one
and
owner

2 -Dr., Hardtop. 8 cyl., auto., P.S., radio, sports appearance group. Demonstrator. Bright
Hawaii Blue color.

'69 GALAXIE 500

$1995

whitewalls,

one owner

Sports roof, demonstrator, El cyl., auto., P.S., exterior decor group, sports deck rear seat.
Priced to sell. Radio plus many extras. Lime gold color.

2 -Dr. Hardtop. New lime color. 351 V-8, cruise-o-matic, P.S
many extras. Demo.

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

brakes,

'66 'CHEVY CHEVELLE 2 dr., radio, heater, auto
,trans, power steering, whitewalls,-

$2764.

'69 LTD FORD

'67 TR GT

$2895

'67 FORD MUSTANG Radio, heater, auto.

steering,

USED CARS
'69 MUSTANG

'67

mag. wheels, low mileage, very

tiR,t, glass

$1295

$1695

0

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

'65 CORONET

'67 OLDS

ing light, rear lamp outage indicator.

clean, special tire

power
one owner

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

Skylark, Power

'67 POLARA

Y

1969 T -BIRD

N #1519

'68 PONTIAC GTO Air shocks, big engine, radio,
heater, 4 speed trans, stero tape,

ing,

$4669

LANDAU

$1595

B

heater, auto. trans., power steer-

NEW T'BIRD

Automatic trans

0

U Maroon, tint glass, 429 engine, cruise-o-matic,
walls, powT power steering, power brakes, white
er windows, torque steering, electric defrost,

'67 BUICK GT. CONVT. V8 engine, radio,

$695

DES PLAINES.

Price Fighter
Aikey is Champ
For $aving you more

B

USED CARS

4 Door with Automatic

'67 CAMERO

FORD

IN

factory air conditioning, stereo radio, front corner-

$3590
OVER

T

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-2163

Y

DEMOS.

NEW '69 FORD
-COUNTRY SQUIRE

'68 CHARGER
Automatic, Power, Factory
Warranty

0

EXECS &

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

$2795

AIKEY

B

D

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

'68 CORONET

BETTER DEAL .B

JIM

o

'69 CHEVY

Y

AT

N

budget!
Power, factory warranty

to Give
You A
%

CtiMkM46

N

Fight

AND RAISED ELSEWHERE"

evittatIt

TERMS, NOBODY

We

0

"PRICES ARE BORN HERE

The Arlington Park
SELECTION, PRICES,

S;1

Here is why we say

EVER...

Page 27
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-SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

SAVINGS

Dodge Boys!

Friday, August 15, 1969

Blue. #250A'

N

I0

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAALIA,AAZ g
B

AM

FORD

o,

AIKEY
-P°E.VAT'f"."'Y. IRTE. 14) 827-2141 y
IN DES PLAINES

T WNkda

9.9

Saturda 9-6

THE DAY
Page 28

Break Ground for Dawn

Friday, August 15, 1969

A" "
Kennedy

-t tens_builders

--a-

and develoya-et---

of luxury trad'e north

tiong_

suburbs, an-

and nort taw

rie1 has been

nounced tlFx

broken fora am

rra ria unity in

Plum Grove
ty-seven res. i

irk

built in two
from on ewill start at

_ S 1731.0 Fs It's site.

Accord i

similar to

tode rat of Kenne-

il I iam Ken-

_

a G ate will be

-X=re

commue_
in
Northis
in
its final
erz. vs. me ra t Tradi-

wl-az=

Cha
phase of d
nity,
brook,

with central air conditioning in this 3 bedroom brick
ranch on 1/2 acre Center hoff plan offers worry free

tional hors -s.
Spanish,

traffic flow Two fireplaces Roofed porch. Basement. 2
car garage Close to encelleni schools and shopping.

acre_Homes

e:=1

nedy, vice it=ae
dy Brother-

BEAT THE. HEAT

ra Gate. Forces are to be
_ Lots range

John Whitehead, administrator of the "Help Sell" program for
Hoffman Rosner Corp., is shown instructing an interested couple in
the fine art of selling one home before buying another in one of the
company's several communities. A veteran of 31 years in real estate
selling, Whitehead has assisted strangers in selling all kinds
of dwellings from house trailers to two -flats to apartment buildings.

of English,
srid
ed colonial
. The

derivationI aaais scheduled to
Int

new commz

nished me...L=3

akANCEK
Taking part in the groundbreaking for Dawn Gate, a new
Kennedy Brothers residential community in Plum Grove, are
(left to right) Tom LaDore, Kemmerly Real Estate Inc.; Bill
Brunelli, Kennedy Brothers general building superintendent;
Bob Kennedy, president, Kennedy Brothers; Jack L. Kemmerly,
Kemmerly Real Estate Inc., and Bill Kennedy, vice president in
charge of sales, Kennedy Brothers.

8 E Northwest Hwy. Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Member of MAP Multiple Listing Service

CL 5-2020

with

I

open in Ia.

-1_

DAWN
on Mead-ae_
north of -e4"...e.62) in the E
corporated

_

two fur-

He Helps Buyers
Sell Their Homes

Is located

1F2 d__ one mile
oho
n Rd.
w-tr-s G rove
(Rt.

TVA:411_1 ii

area in-

-part of Rolling

Meadows _

Helping strangers sell any buyers select the new home of
kind of dwelling from a house, their choice and then are given
trailer to a two -flat to an apart- 60 to 90 days to sell their
ment building so they can buy present home following plans
a new home may seem like wiz-

ardry, to sonic, but it's all in a

day's work for John White-

mendations on getting the
house in tip-top condition,
showing it the right way to

A veteran of 31 years in real
estate selling, Whitehead ad -

prospects and dealing with an
expert real estate broker when

m in ist ers the company's
"Help Sell" program which

necessary.

helps home -owners sell their
present dwellings before moving into new ones in any of the
company's communities.

friends to us
for years,

)4

DURING THE PAST year,
he assisted in the sale of 181
homes whose actual selling
prices totaled $6,238,000. The
homes sold on the average for
within two per cent of his' ap-

praisals, and many of them

we app

right down to the actual dollar.
Whitehead attributes his
success to long experience in
real estate plus a genuine liking and understanding of

ri

by Mends and clients. We plan to keep it that way,
end the only Way, we can do this -Is to, keepAirsi
you by serving you hotter, Put your Anti

"Knowing the market and
market values is essential, of
course," he said. "But more
important is getting to know

1.6J

Arlington Realty.

the people and their needs in
order to give realistic ana'profitable direction,"

INCORPORATED

st-

Among the 181 homes were
11 mobile homes, 17 two -flat
buildings, and three apartment
buildings, in addition to a full

range of single family dwell-

ESTABLISHED 1950

ings of various ages and value.

UNDER THE
1:"`

If the buyer can't sell the
home within the 90 -day period, he can select another Hoff-

man Rosner home for a later completion date or receive his
ernest money as a full refund
by terminating the agreement.

TO DETERMINE a fair
price, Whitehead recommends
that the seller obtain several
appraisals and then select the
best two to support the asking

price. He starts by furnishing
his own appraisal.

In cases where Whitehead
that

feels

people.

tq Ye

Lost year, 75% of our home buyeet wens

Included in hfs counseling
are an appraisal and recom-

Corp.

head of the Hoffman Rosner

You've been
sending your

and advice given by Whithead.

program,

the

owners

are

unable to do justice to the sale

of their property, he will suggest specific qualified brokers
in any given area.

All of the procedures for a
successful sale are contained
in

a

personalized

manual

which Whitehead reviews with
the family.

More information on the
"Help Sell" program is available from Whitehead at the
Hoffman Rosner Corp.'s main

sales office at High Point on
Higgcs Rd., in Hoffman Estates, 625-4901.

14;

4 WAYS TO SPITE you IOITTER':
At Pekin*

Accessories

inialfeerrerMs

M JItlitItif*Olti4
porot

Planning a new ceramic
tiled bathroom? Be sure to include such accessories as towel

bars, bathtub grab bar, soap

These and many other accessories are available in permanent glazed finishes to
match or complement ceramic

MOUNT PIOSPECT

dishes

and

tile colors in tub and shower

20*SOutn Malt ShrcEt

tumbler holder, suggests the
Tile Council of America.

enclosures and bathroom walls
and floors.

CL 51513

and

toothbrush

,

Er'

Make all y

t
f
come
t
ue,
ew home dreams New
f

LI re, landscaping, or even that down
IL- It
r. t , happens faster with a savings account
payrri

at Be I I

lEt

free.

earn f r-

We
ca Li se

give you up to 10 days extra earnings
at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
1st. And we pay the highest -legal
I-i i cago-51/4% Guaranteed Interest on

the

rates

savi
A

a

I
Guaranteed
Interest
Savings Certificates.
S1000 Minimum Deposit. Choose
maturities.
141,

1.11t,t1465 IILIIIf

fkg!

I

I

a.

n

Defer rBoni'

ceriterest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden

rtificates (Bell even offers a Tax -

--

-

I

lPa ss book account and 43/4% on regular

passb. iC=1, 4C:=7* i< savings all accounts compounded
uarterly,_Your money_is insured safe
daily, 1:=31.
and

b

i d dq by over $580 million in assets. Or, if

_

<= c lc i ng for a mortgage; come in and see
I
one o -F a a_i r Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find
you're_

that I -I 4c==::.

e owning can be easy and fast, too.

Build Sow- 4=1. 1_1 r- tomorrows with Bell, today.

"Or
..ceilr".. Ole

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Associaticowna

e heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,
Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6-1000

cal go,

Pro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight. Partly cloudy, low_

-

in upper 60s. Tomorrow": Mostly sonny and a little cooler.

.,Telephonte

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand -Price 10 Cpnts
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Police Units Join
In High -Speed Chase
1

.

By Jeff Clarkson
and Gary Shiffman
Twenty-one police units

from five area departments

were involved in a high-speed
chase late yesterday that began
in the parking lot of a Wheeling
drive-in and ended in a spectacular crash at Wolf and Cen-

Elmhurst, east on Dundee and
south on Wolf.
The auto sideswiped several
parked and moving vehicles before the dramatic climax of the
Chase at Wolf and Central.

Galindo's auto stirred up a
cloud of dust as it swerved onto

the shoulder of the road in an

tral.

attempt to avoid two

Three occupants in the auto

formed a road block at the intersection. The auto, however,

crash, but the driver, Raul Galindo, 21, of Mundelein faces
numerous charges by the police
departments involved.

sideswiped one of the

triggered by Galindo's attempt
to run down Wheeling patrol-

man Arthur Hochstader who

point, spinning onto the lawn

police, three by Des Plaines po-

lice and one each by Mount
Prospect, County and State police.

Bond for Galindo was set at
$3,500. He was to face a preliminary hearing into the
charges today at Circuit Court
District 2 headquarters in

The auto, a white Mustang,

front of Wheeling High
School.

GALINDO regained control of the car and sped west on

Gripe
Of The

Hintz, through sidestreets in
the Dunhurst area, north on

night meeting of the Old Town
Sanitary District board on tak-

' Recommendations will be
made to the Metropolitan San-

itary District board for construction bids on a $3 7 million interceptor sewer system
that will benefit the Prospect

Height' Old Town Sanitary

ing bids for local sewers that
will hook into the MSD interceptor sewer.
Schuld said that $650,000 in
general obligation, bonds already has been sold to finance
the $900,000 project. He said

District and some nearby
areas, said Forrest C Neil, acting chief engineer for the sanitary district

that after bids on the project

The recommendations are
to be made at the Aug 28

Town Sanitary District is 45

meeting of the MSD

Richard Schuld, president
of the Old Town Sanitary District, said that the recommen-

dations came after he had reminded George Thiem, head
of the MSD engineering committee, of a contract that the
MSD and the Old Town Sanitary District had signed on
Sept 5, 1968
contract committed
the MSD to completion of the
This

have been made, future financing will be discussed. Tile

present tax levy of the Old

cents per $100 of equalized assessed valuation.
Schuld said that the sanitary

district which he heads has
been in existence for about
three years and has collected
taxes twice. He added that taxpayers in the Old Town Sanitary District have been paying
taxes to the MSD for 13 years
without any services in return.

He said that there now arc
more than 1,150 homes in the

Old Town district that have

only septic tanks, and in a survey made two years ago, 20 per
cent of 600 wells tested were
found to be polluted.
Schuld said that one big
benefit of the Proposed interceptor would be the possibility
of giving the almost completed
Eisenhower School (District
23) near Camp McDonald and
Schoenbeck Rds. a permanent
sewer connection by next August.

He said that the total cost
would be about $15,000, including $5,000 for a temporary forced main connection to
the Arlington Heights sewage
system, and then an additional
$10,000 for the permanent
connection to the g vity flow
line of the Old To
nitary
District system.
Schuld said t

t ac ?)rding

to the report of op Engineers, the alternative, a per -

first phase of the interceptor

system

project

by

June

15,1970, and the second and

final phase by June IS, 1971

Neil said that bids could be
taken in October for the first
phase and in November for the
second phase, if the project

meets approval He said that
completion time for the first

phase would be Aug 31, 1970.
SCHULD SAID that a vote
is scheduled for a Tuesday

SIMON

manent connection to the Arlington Heights sewer system
would cost School District 23
$25,000 initially plus continuing service costs.
He said that in installing lateral lines to connect with the
MSD interceptor sewer, the
Old Town project would stay
"a month ahead of the MSD."

mated "with some degree of
unccrtainity" because of the
delay in receiving such in-

include

Summer vacation-when
the children are all home.
Mother
Et.aMiel.,AaA,

THE BOARD also

come.

Anticipated accrued revenue and fund equity for 1969-

ap-

"I'M NOT surprised\ if we
would go 50 per cent into tax

"The revenue sum does not

N '\

V
t's,

4

v

4;11Willet
'

jtf

Bakakos ordered Tamillo to submit to a pre -sentence investigation which will include psychiatric testing. The case was
continued until Oct 2
Tamillo. of 1500 E Lowden, was arrested shortly before I I
p m June 30 in the 1200 block of W. HaWthorne. Police had
been sent to the area moments earlier to investigate a complaint
of a loud party in an apartment at 1110 W. Hawthorne.

1

and .062 cents bond and interest.

New

Today
on

off water in a section of Mount

Prospect last night for almost
two hours.

vels
0

Four pump stations serve

404:4%

7.1f;

tf.-.:04

the Mount Prospect area.
The affected area, bordered

r,

tio!

by Kensington on the south,

run north along Wheeling Rd.
to Willow, and west along Willow to Hillside Av.

Wheeling Rd. on the west, Euclid on the north and Crabtree

The second phase would

normal when a repairman for
Citizen's Utilities of Illinois
turned on emergency booster
pumps upon arriving at the
Euclid station. The emergency
pumps bypass the main controls, which caused the failure.
The repairman said it was
simply "a case of a fuse popping in the heat." He said the

on the east, was returned to

Willow Rd., and west along

Willow to Waterman, the most
western point of the Old Town
Sanitary District system.

fuse's age also might have been

a factor. After turning on the
emergency pumps, the repairman said he reset the circuit

Arrest

breakers and replaced the fuse.

Tamillo reportedly fled from the apartinent while he and other
youths were being questioned by the police.
The youth was found on the porch Of a No -me about a bfb6k-

Meetings
Tonight

re -captured, was found guilty Friday on. a charge of resisting, patrolmen testified that Tamillo struggled when they attempted
Magistrate Peter Bakakos, however, delayed sentencing the
youth, Thomas Tamillo 20, and put off his decision on a charge
of battery

I

The blow-out of a fuse at the

of a wild party and battled two patrolman when he was away by patrolmen Larry St. Pierre and Ronald Knapp. The
arrest

TAX RATES, based on
$100 assessed valuation are:
cents for the educational
fund; 4 cents building fund:

Euclid Av. pump station cut

tinue south along Dale Av. to

Youth Guilty of 'wash

re-

sources.

Blown
Fuse Shuts
Off Water

4C7-1
et Z,11;
rit %IN

nilworth to Dale. It would con-

.

a greater extent on state

page 11 today.

million.
The first phase would tie into

nilworth, and west along Ke-

Daughter got a card today from her smart alecky boyfriend on
vacation. Said, "Having a wonderful wish. Time you were her ?'

Harper, as a junior college
district, receives less income
from local property taxes than
do most of its component high
school districts and depends to

for women starts

of the second

McDonald to Wheeling Rd.
The interceptor would then

Bill

ness.

"SHE" a weekly section

phase, 1.78 miles long, at $2
the existing interceptor system
at Wolf and Camp McDonald
Rds., then go west along Camp

commented

Mann, Harper dean of busi-

4Z4..

interceptor sewer
would be 1.25 miles in length
and cost an estimated $2 million, according to Neil. He estimated cost

warrants,"

70 is $6,070,455.

proved a nine per cent increase
in the bond levy to cover losses
and collection costs.

THE FIRST phase of the

SAYS=

grasp of Arlington Heights policemen investigating a complaint

'

"But they (the warrants) arc
still a possibility if some of the
estimated revenue does not
come up to expectations."
He said figures for state
reimbursement of vocational educational programs and
charge -back tuition was esti-

$1,485,000 for education and
$540,000 for building,

Day

-

funds

include tax warrants," Milt
Hansen, chairman of the
budget committee told the
board.

proposed

SUBURB \

_tly Garyftillifin(n

pectations."
Budgeted

MSD."

start at Willow and Hillside, go
west along willow to Maple St.,
then north along Maple to Ke-

A Mount 13.rb-specti.yoath,wholrenotteilljt eSCan-ed -Trim_ the

Harper Board Oks Budget

Immigration autorisip also
The Harper College Board
were reportedly investigating of Trustees, meeting for the
the possibility that Galindo and last time in their temporary adone of the passengers, Jesse J. ministration quarters, last
Jesus, 18, of Elmhurst, entered week approved the $2,025,000
the country illegally. The other 1969-70 budget during a pubpassenger, was released after lic hearing.
questioning.
The seven trustees briefly
discussed the possibility of using tax anticipation warrants
to cover expenditures if revenue "does not come up to ex-

in

By Ben Clarke

A high-speed police chase late yesterday that started in the parking lot of a Wheeling drive-in
ended at Wolf and Central when the sports car driven by a Mundelein man collided with two squad
cars at a roadblock. (Photo by Gary Paluch)

Skokie.

of Northwest Community swerved out of control at one

Old Town District to Urge
Bids on $3.7 Million Sewer

eta

Galindo was charged with
four violations by Wheeling

three of the four awards they had to dive away from Gawon at the Northwest Obe- lindo's auto as it sped past. The
dience Trial Sunday in Mount patrolman radioed for help as
Prospect. The four were 3d he pursued the speeding auto
place in Graduate Novice, 5th south on Elmhurst Rd.
place in Open Class A., Highest
Squad cars from Mount
scoring Schnauzer in Graduate erospect, Des Plaines, County
Novice, and highest scoring Sheriffs Police and State PoSchnauzer in Open A or B. lAt lice joined Wheeling units in

Hospital.

Aro
q

POLICE quickly converged
on the trio as they staggered out
of their wrecked auto.

been sent to Henry's
Anne T. Ward; 502 N. Har- Drive -In, 34 N. Elmhurst Rd.,
investigate a disturbance in
vard, Arlington Heights with to
her Miniature Schnauzer Cin- the parking lot.
dy's Tammy of Silimmerhill and
HOCHSTADER said he
had

the chase which reportedly
reached speeds in excess of 100
miles -per -hour.

Des

Plaines cars, spun around and
slammed into a Mount Prospect squad that was parked just
south of the intersection.

The chase was reportedly

left. licher Bill, German Shepherd, carries home one of the
two trophies lie won for his
owner, Dr. Marjorie E. Smith

Des

Plaines squad cars that had

escaped serious injury in the

to handcuff him and take hid)" to the police station.

"I was forced tb use Mace." St. Pierre said. "but even that
had no apparent effect in subduing him."

Both patrolmen said they suffered minor injuries during the
encounter. Tamillo claimed he was roughed up by the officers.
After announcing his findings, Bakakos asked Tamillo whether he would prefer to pay a $200 fine or submit to the presentencing tests.
"That's what I was afraid of," said the judge when Tamillo
said he would rather pay the fine.

4,061.
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Lions Park was the scene of a "hay carnival" last Friday with games and events the youngsters
dreamed up. Looking fora large darning needle In three minutes is as .good as any excuse for it
free-for-all and Scott Speros of 5 S. William St. shows the effects, all smiles and exhaustion, while
the search continues about him. (I'hoto by Jac Stafford)
.

Prospect Heights School
District 23 budget hearing,
MacArthur Junior High
School cafeteria, 7:30 p.m.
Village Board Finance
Committee, Village Hall,
7:30 p.m. District 57 School

Board, 701 W. Gregory,
Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.
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Panel Vote
On Liquor
Permits Likely

Views Endorsements As Stepping Stones
By Richard Crabb
"Township endorsements
are wonderful and I appreciate
them," said Samuel H. Young
of Glenview, candidate for the
Republican nomination for U.

Young said, these endorsements "can become a significant breakthrough and stepping stone to victory.

"Unless they are followed
up, however, they can mean
very little. I intend to follow

S. representative in the 13th

them up aggressively."

Congressional District's special Oct. 7 primary.
"Properly
developed."

vations

THESE WERE the obser-

given The Day by

Young after his endorsement

THE RELATIVE importhis weekend by the Schaumburg Township Republican tance of the eight townships is
best indicated by the per Organization.
The 13th district's special centage of the vote each cast in
priniary is to select a candidate the latest Republican primary
to succeed Donald Rumsfeld held in the district. The latest
who resigned in May to be- primary was held in June,
come President Nixon's spe-. 1968. A total of 46,000 Recial assistant and head of the publican votes were cast in the
Office of Economic Oppor- district then.
In that primary New Trier-tunity.
In four of the seven town- Township cast_19-per cent of
ships

where

ThOughts of booze will
dance in the heads of the
Mount Prospect Village Board

F i nauce Committee men

tonight when they hear five
requests for liquor licenses and

vote on four more cases that
were discussed at their last
meeting.

Requests to be heard are:

4.4

Chances R, which wants to locate at Busse and Golf or at a
shopping center; the Prospect

endorsements the_votes:-E-v-anston was sec -

have been made, the action and with 17 per cent. Wheel was in behalf of "favorite ing was third with 14 per cent.
sons". Young, Schlickman, Northfield and Niles Town Johnson and Nimrod reside in

ships --virtually tied for fifth

House Catering for a license
permitting liquor with food
only, a cocktail lounge in the

a

the townships that endorser andsixth positions' Elk Grove
them. Three townships have Township cast 11' per cent of

new building at Busse and Al-

gonquin; Kenroy, Inc. for a
store in the new development;
Gunnell's Restaurant for a refund on license for restaurant

the vote. Schaumburg Town ship cast six per cent.
In the year that has passed
-Crane in Palatine Township
and Young in Elk Grove and since that primary the increase
in population in the western
Schaumburg townships.
endorsed without having a
"favorite son" to sponsor

any of the 10 GOP candidates I or two.
campaigning for the special
primary. It now seems likely

there will be two party en-

dorsements in Evanston

T o w:n ship. The Evanston

Frank Dolven

Jack Theribold

AN INDEPENDENT en-

sentative in the 13th Congressional District's special Oct. 7
primary, expressed the hope,

is

expected

in

Evanston Township by the

the Ekco Housewares Co.
whose headquarters are in

Franklin Park.
was
The announcement
made Friday by the company
president, Arnold Thaler.
Jack Theobold of 201 S. Albert was named director of national consumer and trade advertising for the firm. Theo -

bold has been with the company since 1954.

Frank Dolven of 1115 S.
Oakley, Mount Prospect, was
named Ekco sales promotion
manager. He will supervise the
development of merchandis-

ing promotions, displays and
exhibits of major trade shows.

He has been with the firm

since 1961.
) Both men have been prominent in community work in

Mount Prospect and in Elk

Grove Township..

Theobold

has been an informational director for the Elk Grove
Township Republican Organization. Dolven directed the annual outing of the Elk Grove
Republican Organization held
June at the Hanover
Country Club.
Mr. and Mrs Theobold have
in

six children: Ronald, 15, attends Prospect High School, as
Paul, who is 14. David, 13, and

Young Republican. Organization. The Young Republicans
have begun interviewing can-

didates preparatory to an endorsement. Johnston is known
to have important support

among the Evanston Young
Republicans.

Vandals Paint
James A. Wallon of Crystal
Lake told to police that, while

Nannette, age 12, both attend his car was parked at 253 E.
Central Junior High School Rand, Mount Prospect Friday
and Janice, 10 and Kathy, 8,
the windshield was
attend Busse Grammer afternoon
covered with silver paint,
School. The Theobold's have leaves were put in the car and
lived in Mount Prospect since branches were put on the hood.
November, 1967.
The Dolvens moved to
Mount Prospect only recently.
They have a son, Scott, who is

Clubs Stolen

Golf clubs valued at $250
a senior at Bradley University
at Peoria, and two daughters. were stolen from Sam WeinBonnie Jean works as a secre- stein, of Skokie while at the
tary at Do/1.11 in Des Plaines Old 'Orchard Country Club,

.and Cindy Lou is a freshman at
Forest View High School.

700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect, Saturdapafternoon.

Hearing Tonight on Restoring
Cuts Made in School Budget
A large turnout is expected
tonight at the MacArthur Junior High School cafeteria
the Prospect Heights
School District 23 board holds
when

a public hearing to consider
restoration of cuts made in the
educational fund portion of its
1969-70 budget.
The board voted on July 14
to hold the hearing just a week

after it had trimmed $36,500
educational
fund items in passing the $1.5
million budget.
The $36,500 included elimination of the fine and practical
arts program, $3,000; the
Spanish program, $7,000; a remedial reading teacher at
from

proposed

present for tonight's meeting.
Board President Robert Le Forge is on vacation and out of
town.
Asked to predict what budget changes the meeting would

bring about, Mrs. Sandstrom

said, "I don't know.

I

hope

there will be a sane evaluation
of the curriculum and perhaps
a compromise will be made."
To implement the proposed

through the nation as the most the same time, it does not igaffluent area in the country. nore the needy who simply are
What most people do not not able to work."
SPEAKING OUT on the
know," Roe continued, "is
of chemical
that there is poverty within developfnent
weapons, Roc said,
that affluence."
"Once and for all we must
"Spanish-speaking
people
from Mexico and Texas have end our Dr. Strangelove obses-

trict.

of

production

REGARDING HUNGER
in the rich 13th District, Roe
said:

"There is hunger right here
in Wheeling. There is poverty

point at which we will stop this

"MANY LARGE families
are trying to get by on incomes
of less than $300 a month. This

means that after paying rent

also in Elk Grove and Pala- for some dilapidated dwelling,_
they have less than $50 a week

tine.

"The 13th District is known for food, medicine, clothing,
and the basic necessities of life.
"Hunger is also affecting
families in Evanston," Roe
continued, "Where high rents

madness. Even with the new
restrictions voted by the Senate, the military is still free to
produce these lethal gases,"

Saturdays Aug. 23 through
Sept. 27. The flights will leave
from American's passenger

terminal at Midway Airport,
55th and Cicero Av.

There will be five flights
each

Saturday

hour

every

fices in Chicago and Evanston,

twice

is

255.1.I00

night board member

that she expected all but one
member of the board to be

must be submitted in sealed
envelopes plainly marked "Police
Radar Speed Timer".

Army insisted that it had noth-

ing to do with those deaths,
and then went about paying
damages. What else is happen-

"The Pentagon has admitted to spending more than a

ing

THE VILLAGE OF MOUNT PROSPECT

DONALD W. GOODMAN

Village Clerk

that we know nothing

Published in
D Y PUBLICATIONS
ay, August 18, 1969
Mo

about or that will be denied if
we dare question?"

million dollars a day on chein

aW0013e MT. PROSPECT

for ramshackle housing uses
up a large part of the welfare
checks, leaving little for food,
and other needs. The elderly,

920 N. ELMHURST ROAD
ACROSS FROM RANDHURST

too, are caught in the price

SHOPPING CENTER

squeeze."

253-6880

Roc cited President Nixon's
new welfare plan as a perfect
combination of compassion

OPEN EVERY NITE 'TIL 9 P.M.

SAT. TIL 5. SUN. 11 TO 5 P.M.

and incentive.

"1 believe that most people

want the dignity of work,"
"The President's
plan offers persons on relief a
meaningful opportunity to
learn a skill and keep a job. At
Roc said.

it's our
19th

BY THE 1st Al OUR

TIRE WHEN YOU
PRIUCE!
EXCHANGE
LOW EVERYDAY

ON THE 2nd

preston."500"
America's most asked -for -by -name tire!
ILILL 4PLY NYLON CORD BODY

Sale

RICH PERFORMANCE CONSTRUCTION

re -.1,111.,

for 4,, 11.111(111.11: nl wmpikr sprats
TRACK-TESTIO AT TURNPIKE SPUDS

EXTRA FLAT TREAD CONTOUR

runs onlcs lor u''''-' thorolulity

fn.,,,,,,,,,,,.r,,,,.,,,unt entlmgr

Tubeless ISIonnalls
511(

450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

50 13

GUARANTEED IN WRITING
4

6 na

no limo on .1.

6 95 1.

land on manna

75 14

-

Mrs. Maureen Sandstrom said

SPEED TIMER

Proving Ground in Utah, the

Quinones Perfecta

being

POLICE RADAR

tensive research, development
and production has taken
Seated proposals will be received
place with the country and the by the Village of Mount Prospect at
the
Village Hall, 112 East Northwest
Congress hardly aware of
Highway, Mount Prospect, Illinois, en
what's going on.
or before 2:00 P.M. on Thursday,
"And even when thousands August 28, 1969 for a police radar
of sheep were recently killed speed timer. Bids will be publicly
by nerve gas near the Dugway opened and read at Mar 11/110. alas

Koos cool -ell 'Modem eemoietely elmrcorlitionse
Pesl-Parmis: Nes. Own Tows. SAO, RL &a, SEL end Hot n P.111

was passed by a 3 -to -1 vote
with only four members'of the

BID NOTICE

"THE PROBLEM is compounded by the secrecy that
surrounds it," Roc said. "Ex-

Birthday

was the fact that the budget

that

Rpe said.

Flightseeing

A mer i c an Airlines will
reinstate its 30 -minute "Public Flightseeing" trips for six

rect figure
amount."

lies, often with as many as nine including odorless, tasteless,
children. Irregular, low -pay- invisible gases that kill in sec-

weapons."

defense the

LEGAL
NOTICES
For bgel ark ereking

spend on food stamps for the
poor. And, there are responsible sources who say the cor-

urbs. Many have large fami- death than man can produce,

chemical -biological warfare

ecessary for American

The meeting will begin at

7:30 p.m. in the Village Hall.-

ical and germ warfare," Roe
said, "twice as much as we

with every weapon of

settled in some of these sub- sion

ing employment simply does onds ;and which, when used,
not provide enough money to cannot be controlled.
"The United States has
cover the cost of food and
housing. As a result, hundreds more . than sufficient nuclear
of children are going hungry power to deter any aggres'sor.
right here in our own 13th Dis- Certainly there must be some

paign headquarters in Wheeling also labeled as "immoral,
obscene and totally unn-

Tonight's meeting at MacArthur School is scheduled to
begin at 7:30 p.m.

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

Last

townships.
Roe, speaking from his cam-

trend.

gram.

board

welfare program would wipe
out hunger in Wheeling, Elk
Grove, Palatine and Evanston

TAWS of $270,000 and the
board wished to reverse this

ARLINOTON PARK

se v e n -man
present.

Sunday that the new Nixon

mated $233,500 in tax antici- or at American's passenger
pation warrants to cope with a terminals at O'Hare and Middeficit in the educational fund. way airports.
Last year's budget required

MacArthur Junior High and
cuts in the art and music proAnother source of criticism

nomination for U. S. Repre-

from 1:30 p.m. to 5:30 p.m.
Tickets may -be purchased at
budget, the board had recom- any of American's ticket ofmended the issuance of an esti-

_

Roe Cites Hung r Probkm

Yale Roe of Winnetka, candidate for the Republican

dorsement,

Two Mount Prospect men
have received promotions in

e

Towhship Republican Organization is likely to endorse a
candidate late in the

Ekco Housewares Co aigcamPromotes Two Men

which has been sold.
Votes to be taken on liquor
licenses are: Open Pantry -Food Market; Palos Plaza
Restaurant and Lounge and a
license transfer from Wayne's
Redwood Inn to Butch
McGuire.

A Mount Prospect soldier who received the Purple Heart for Injuries suffered in Vietnam combat,
was honored Saturday night by the Des Plaines American Legion post at its 50th anniversary
celebration. Shown being escorted to the rostrum is Leonard Suski, 133 Gregory St., commander of
the Sons of the American Legion. He is home on leave.

THE EIGHTH TOWN- I townships has been enough to
SHIP in the district, Evanston raise their prospective per Township, has not endorsed I centage of the vote by a point

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Toliway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

8:5
8

n)-1

e eels

hl Ine

in4 itts

ht T.

TN los

'28.00 16.80'31.75 '19.05
29.75
30.75
32.50
35.75
39.25
43.75
45.25

xI

17.85 33.75 20.25
18.45 35.00 21.00
19.50 37.25 22.35
21.45 40.75 24.45
23.56 44.75 26.85
26.25 49.75 29.85

27.15 51.50 30.90
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If we should sell out of
your size. we will issue

The face is familiar
and WILFRED WOLF

Full 4 -Ply Nylon Cord Tires!

plying sewk end prosiding fins
to If. northwest suburban
Molts.
carnawritiss. This makes us the aldnl. Ws

is here to help

.

116

hays continued the polity of sank. l'belous

with your
banking problems!

and ells o sale and barn altered*. lifto

DEDUCT

LA. Myrna

from
the
regular price
CI
1971*

Fred

most

recently

was

assistant

cashier at the First National Bank of
Lake Forest; prior to that he was employed at the Cicero State Bank in the

6 00 13
Tubeless
111.1.611

PLAICES

tiegkiegJw.

se starling Aog. 1

5.

know better.

Asitoy,

95 Lew

W. want la share ow anniwnory with you,

SAN Jae..

Fred -Wolf is the cashier at our bank,
but his face may not be. as faMiliar to
.....you,srs4hoza of igkerft4 Arlingtonrekt:
dents. However, if you leak closely,
lassithe 'very close tosembleocettst".41"
his father, Fritz Wolf, whom you may

Lap

Sri

furniture at It,. boll pines consistent rill,
quoirty.This ronsoina our pledge for the Muni,.

these prices.

'Firestone CHAMPION

We're celebrating 19 years
. :

you a "reincheck" as.
swing later delivery at

Check our everyday low prices
on other Firestone tires

1.

.

loan and discount department. He is a
graduate of the University of Denver;
cluzipg.his college years there he gained
experience in area banks. 'friday he is -

!..Olia 're the'-ifaileti-ififv44144ftelriT''''

Sin

44 err, redraw yrInifor In stork or sparial
wow for nod candle an our birthday

viously, stop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good

'

.flutAXPlanlec1111111a,

FAA. Tula X. lowa wromwry.* ww
serienaer5

I. Align front end
lo rums. mur4 .0.Ion
tonu
Ir.,ant)
ku..

nem Wes
'
--tat

annuosur sinsch len trsOwl am. unr,o,os

t

-1r:

service to our customers, old friends and
newl

Owe.,

NORTHWEST Twat & SaviAtoplioAtle
311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
394-1800

Vacation
Car Service

OFFER

&ate of Banking. Fred is now a resident of Elk Grove.
Even if you haven't known Fred pre-

Drive In TODAY! Charge it...buy on convenient terms! Fast, expert service!

TInes.

1m,

Ans.

545

AS,

Wee to rm.

r

Consult our infector designers ...Po

2. Balance front
wheels
3.

and roam layout.

rti

ARLINGTON

AW.....ent Cm*

.5

Carpet and Furniture Specialists

aullni. Holehas AL, Azioseesn Heigh,
40.4 .64.4.0.5.. el A.m.

\

61,4130

'Firestone

DLC-I00 RETREADS
Any Size
Listed

ALL

6 95 14

"0 '5

'Firestone
TRANSPORT
6 -ply, heavy duty

nylon,cord tires

BLACKWALLS

VANS, CAMPERS

larger sires $12 -Whitewalls add $1.25.

Plus 314 to 556 net me Fett Fcis lay sales
tilT111 ftit. oX ynPa CAI
lea a. Per,,trin

brrly on size...but WOW what a price!

'firestone

DELUXE CHAMPION
WHITE STRIPE TIRES

Original Equipment on many of

95

Parts extra
if needed
Most American Cali
bingo Ito torsuirli oir
undilistiong en tn.-inn

fan

teig

ittr
'.."HUFf 6 50 15

4. Repack outer
front wheel
bearings

DiTZT.V.M.

Al 1 sI3

Adjust brakes
(Drum Typol

Our dig ns's will help you in color coordination

ANOTHER GREAT BUY!

America's finest new '69 care

4 S88 8.55.15
18.45.16)

FOR

WAY_

Fits gnarly Burcks. Chevy Wagons.

Plus 52.43 per tire Fed.
Excise tae. sales a

and 4 lin, oil your car.

Chryslers, Ford Wagons. TItirds,
Mercury,. Olds 88s. Pontiacs
and Plymouth Weamt5

AS LOW AS

2 FOR

42

6 70.15 Bleckweit
Plus 32 40 par lire Fed Fs.

tan. sales ian and 2 Ines
oft ,autt yothn

1
Former Council
President Honored.
Daniel E. Sundt, personnel

manager 'Of I ittelfuse. Inc. of

Dcs Plaines, has _received an
engraved plaque and gavel for
his service as president of the

Northwest Industrial Council.
The recent presentation was
made on behalf of the council
by Sundt's successor, Howard

K. Hill. assistant to the vice
-president of industrial

rela-

tions of Uarco. Barrington.
Sundt has been a member of

the council since

1959 and
president this past year. He
was the organi zatioMs.-youngest president.

He also served the Council
as assistant secretary for_ two
years. second vice-Mesident
and first,vice president. Durpresident,
personNIrs. Dorothy
nel assistant at 1.ittelfuse.
served as his secretary. The

tenure

ing - his

as

Monday, August 18, 1969

Panel of Pros to Have Vote
On What's Built in Glenview

council gave her a certificate
of merit.
The Northwest Industrial
Council has more than 120
companies

member

the

in

northwest suburbs. Its membership is made up of owners,
top executives, personnel and
industrial relations managers

Northwest Community Hospital, 801. W. Central. Rd.. with

injured hand, hurt while

an

dences.

The commission, made -.up
Daniel E. Sundt (left) receives a plaque of commendation from
his successor as president of the Northwest IndustriaT_Ceuntil
., in
Howard K. Hill. Sundt is personnel directutof-Littelruse
Des Plaines.

gious hospital in the northwest
suburbs. Dr. Cornell said.

gency is more expensive than a

the emergency center.
Dr. Cornell said children
present a particular problem in
the summer. Children are

said.

EMERGENCY IS NOT al-

ways rushing, though.

came with a blood clot tinder
her thumbnail. A little boy had

"Whenever there's

heavy

a

available even when there isn't
a workload to.keep them busy:
that costs extra money. We
have more forms' to fill out

ert A. Cornell, head of North-

rainfall or snowfall the emergecny center all but- stops,"
Dr. Cornell said. "During the
last three months, May, June

west's emergency's NI edical
Emergency Service Associ-

and July, we've had less people
in emergency than we ex-

and prescriptions all have to be
filled out, We also have to have

pected because of the heavy
rainfall during these Months."
Dr: Cornell said that treatments in emergency fall off
when school begins and vaca-

a listing ofdoctors for referral,

tions ..endk In the slimmer
Months, with people'off on vacations or a weekend picnic or
just working around the house,
people often exert themselves

Ice Age.. the stone age, the
bronze and iron age. Today,
hospitals are caught up in the

more than they are used to.
And they often forget safety

ac-

ation (NI ESA I staff, terms "ur-

gencies". All urgent injuries,
but

iitjureis that

practicing

physician in his office could
take care of.

MESA IS A GROUP OF
trained,

experienced

physi-

cians, with their own private
practices. (hey. work in Community's emergency center for
the added experience or income.

It takes eight doctors, three
licensed practical nurses. four
clerk receptionists, an N -ray
technician and a medical technologist to keep the emergency
center at Community open 24
hours a day. seven days a week.
111
1968, the center treated
24.064 people. To the middle
of June, this year. emergency

has treated 17.010 cases. That
means more than 34,00 people
are expected in emergency by
the end of the year.
The problem is growing

more complex every year, as
more patients move into the
area or learn of Community,

The

rules over the Winter and find
themselves being treated by
Dr. Cornell or one of the other
NI ESA doctors.

Cases.. of cuts, broken
bones. bruises and overexposure to the sun, caused
by house and garden work or
active sports, all bring people
into emergency.

"MOST PEOPLE who
come in here are morZ in panic

Suburban

YMCA announced today that

9:15

including the popular

registrations are noun being ac-

a.m.,

cepted for all fall program activities.

Danish conditioning class on

Members and non-members

ondaY and the "Lose
Weight the Y's Way" program

throats, or any of the dozens of
household liquids.
And there are the falls from
swings, trees and fences. In
,

treating children who are minors is that a parent or legal
guardian must sign a release
form giving the hospital per-

that

hospidon't
need
talization.
"Man has been through the.

mission to treat them. Parents

'mom!' HIGHWAY

release form, either a written
note or a standard from provided by Community, for children to carry with them when
they are away from their par-

cidents account for only 10 per
cent of all cases treated by
emergencx, auto-accidents ac-

summer
monthS. Dr. Cornell said.
ents

the

ssd-uring

5 Firms Get ,'.20 Million
Area Highway Contracts
Rosemont - Paving Co. and
Construction
Consolidated
Co., Inc., located in Rosemont.

Contracts totaling more
than S20 million have been issued to five construction firms

-

for work on the state's high-

Director William r:Cellini.
Cook County was alloted 2(1

per cent of the funds with the
Greco

contract going to
Inc.,
Construction.

The work will consist of laying 2.73 miles of pavement on
Golf Rd. (Illinois 58) between
Algonquin
and
Meacham
Roads. Included in the contract will he the relocation and
modernization of the now
existing traffic control installations at the Meacham

Rd., Algonquin Rd. and the

Pure Oil Co. -Woodfield ShopDrive interping Center

sections, all south of Rolling

with classes in fitness, vol-

Meadows.

leyball, judo, karate, Ameri-

Included in the highway re-

can self-protection or general

workout in the weight room, pairs will he 4.65 miles of reon the handball courts or on surfacing on Lake -Cook Rd.

between the

the gym floor.

any of the 171) different classes
being offered.
Pre -School
complete
A

After an exercise class the
women can take a number of
skill classes. These include
paddleball, volleyball or ballet
on Monday or Tuesday and
badminton or trampoline on
Thursday. If mom wants relief

"Y members and available to the village of Barrington.
There will also be 9.20 miles
non-members on a fee basis.
19
For further information to of resurfacing on Illinois
register call the "Y" at 296- (C'hicago-Elgin Rd.) between

from a gym activity there is rd ways a cool dip in the pool any
morning. If she wants she may
combine sus'im or synchronized

Hwy. in Des Plaines.

teach skills in diving, synchro-

may choose courses in bridge,
dance,
chorus, decoupage,
painting, reading improvement and personal money

and will conduct boys and girls
swim teams.

Boys and girls may take a
number of skill classes. Highlighting these are the "Skill
Gym" classes for members.
Also available tin members
and non-members is instruction and competition in arch cry, basketball. , baton, dance,
gymnastics. judo, painting,

Hillside, for $888,837.

OPEN
NINE

dip.

For relaxation and stimulation of the mind the adults

nized swim and skin diving

3376 or drop in 9:00 a.m to Willard Av. in Elgin and the
10:00 p.m. Monday through DuPage Cook County line, by
Paving Co.,
Saturday at 300 Northwest Allied Asphalt

swim lesson with her morning

lar instructional swims for all
ability levels the "Y will

wrestling.

AAFeir
REALTOR
411110t...

for women are held
THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

SERVICE

KASSEL STUDIOS

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

OF DANCE
Directed by

-Sharon Kassel
"Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
BrochureDesign
MoilinisPieces
Cartooning
and other services.

REGISTEk NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS

PH: 392-2228
Classes start' Sept. lstl
Limited Class Sizes
,

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-24611.

Wry.

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

894-1800

255-7200
CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Beginning, Intermediate,
Advanced, & Professional.

Look for us each week in

Wen:Ix:L.1 n..Rgi.

The Home Buyer's Guide

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

PRE-SCHOOL

Southland Shopping Center

Glenview's

com-

stifled.
"The

actual

which.

plan

court decisions that have ex- for detailed study before appanded municipal powers to proval will be granted.
appearance.

regu (ale-

Glen. -

view recognized, Taylor said,
that existing zoning and building ordinances couldn't always
protect against unsightly
building and decided to enact
an appearance ordinance and
form a commission to enforce
it.

plan developed to the point
where it can be administered,"
Taylor said.

since its formation.' Final ap-

Village Board's
Monday night meeting.
I he cqpimission represents

Glenview

huge," said Taylor.

ning power as an application
of expertise in areas over
which municipalities are being

ance Commission were started
almost two years ago.

given greater control by recent
court decisions and new laws.

.

municipal zoning and plan-

In practice, Glenview's ap-

Special Dinners This Week

Shrine Club
Sets Meeting

The Northwest Suburban
Shrine Club will hold its next
meeting at the Maitre D' restaurant in Elk Grove Village
tomorrow at 8 p.m. Guest
speaker will be Dr. Donald
Unger. Club was organized in

Your home is your castle. It

Wed.

probably represents the
biggest investment you'll
ever make. And you'll be

145

ment with a State Farm

Roast

Thurs.

smart to protect that invest.

Homeowners Policy. This

Young Turkey
II...named. &going, 12.610

low-cost package of protection provides broader cover.
age for your home and belongings and for you. in case

of lawsuits ..

.

at

less cost than

many similar

125 members meet on the third

Tuesday of each month at the
Maitre D' restaurant.
The presentation of Charter

Fri.

-Mite will be Sept. 5, at the
Itasca Country 'Club at 6:30

Saturday Night Special

Fish Fry ... All
you care to eat

5165

.(

Restaurant

!PS
K

Country Fried

8109 or Bill Macher, 253-2545
at 57.50 per person.

CASTLE
INSURANCE

Sugar Cured Baked $155
Ham Dinner.....-....

S 1 25

Shrine Temple. At present the

Tickets may be purchased
from Bill Meinhardt, 255-

iiMEM.

Spaghetti
Dinner......

active members of any

psi).

-

Mon.

time with membership open to
all

"We feel that we have the

proval of the ordinance, under
which the commission will operate, is scheduled for the

it could he a boon to the il-

,Suburban

beautification projects such as
tree and flower plantings and

advising the Glenview Plan
Commission and Zoning
Board of Appeal informally

ing materials, the way a street
is developed in front of a building. traffic flow and many other things."
'Taylor said some architects
have opposed the Appearance
Commission because of its

"It came as the result of a

the interest of better esthetic
design. He said the commission also will encourage local

ties,

not so much an expansion of

PLANS FOR the Appear-

sizes or setback. distances, in

created
about a year ago and has been

philosophy under
wIfich we operate encourages
on a site, the relationship of rather than stifles thoughtful
one building to another, build- design. Properly administered,
the

such as changes in sideyard

THE APPEARANCE upgrading of various proper-

"We'll
with the location of a building
concerned

THE COMMISSION will

have the power, Taylor said, to
recommend zoning variations,

COMMISSION was

states

be

sionally prepared appearance
exhibits will have to he
presented to the commission

CHICKEN
All you core to eel

$1 75

for a Dinner or a Snack .

.

policies. Call me
for the details!
Harold E. Nebel
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.
PH: 253-5678
11111 111M 1111 1110 C1101111 COX11MI
11011/

602 W. Northwest Hwy.

011111

11001101010/1

illt11011

Arlington Heights

Phone CL 3.3544
Weeldo, to 11 p.m. Fri.. Set. to 12

.

BANK Ot
ELMHURST
THE

CHARTER (LuB
BY OPENING AND MAINTAINING A REGU
LAR SAVINGS ACCOUNT OF $2000.00 OR

A PROGRAM
DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY
TO MAKE YOUR

MORE, YOU WILL RECEIVE:

FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT

FAMILY BANKING
MORE CONVENIENT
AND ECONOMICAL

YOU MAY OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT
AND HAVE UNLIMITED USE, NO MONTHLY
MAINTENANCE OR CHECK SERVICE CHARGE.

STATEMENTS MAILED MONTHLY (LIMITED

AND WE'LL
MAIL YOU THE
NECESSARY
PAPERS

BANK OF ELMHURST
ELMHURST, ILL.

YORK AND GRAND

APPLICATION FOR NEW ACCOUNTS
NAME
ADDRESS

ZIP

CITY

TYPE OF ACCOUNT
D REGULAR CHECKING
D LOW COST CHECKING
[7 CHARTER CHECKING

ri

I SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS

EI AUTO OR PERSONAL LOANS
El BUSINESS LOANS

BUSINESS CHECKING

Ej REGULAR SAVINGS

"P.I.P." SAVINGS
Cl CHARTER SAVINGS
[] CERTIFICATE OF DEPOSIT

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION

In Palatine

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN

Contact Dick Westgard

Because

mission will he composed of
professionals, he said, architectural creativity will not be

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE
CLIP THIS
APPLICATION

bath 3U.

ART

have had people without professional training in esthetics," said Taylor.

Taylor said the village made
detailed study of architectural review: boards and
a

AN AUTOMATIC PERSONAL LOAN PRIVILEGE
AN AUTOMATIC LINE OF CREDIT OF $2,500.00
WILL BE ESTABLISHED FOR YOUR IMMEDIATE USE.

NINE

The men can stay in shape

CREATIVE

"One of their problems, in
our opinion, has been that they

citizens being upset," Taylor from the Appearance Commission. Taylor said professaid.

TO ONE CHECKING ACCOUNT)

roller hockey, tumbling and
classes

have been stifling creativity."

couple of rather unsatisfactory pearance ordinance waid rebuildings being built in very. - quire anyone seeking a buildprominent_ locations -in Glen- ing permit first to obtain a cerview and quite a number of tificate of appropriateness

to

management.

A YAM VEY OF exercise

required certain types of de-

Kane -Cook

on Wednesday.

for youngsters 9 months old to
kindergarten age. Classes are
offered in swimming, gym,
ballet and tap, musical kindergarten and a new state accredited nursery.
For school -age youngsters,
a variety of aquatic courses are
:wadable. Aside from the regu-

"CONTROLLING
ESTHETICS has been around

Most activities arc free to County line and School Rd. in

of all:ages may now enroll in

Curriculum is now available

"Building design is only a
part, certainly not the major
part, of our concern," Taylor

should fill out an emergency

paper age," Dr. Cornell said.

largest

at

pins, anything small
enough to fit down their
tlerraps:

for follow-up care for cases

ers them or because their doctor's schedule is crowded.

Thursday

strangest things: buttons, bot-

cal ffistories, hospital record

way network by Public WorkS

through

swallowing sonic of the

ance forms, medical and surgi-

and frightened than hurt," Dr.
Cornell said. "Some people
come here for convenience,
thinking their insurance cov-

each morning, Monday

brought into emergency after

than their own doctor. Insur-

Registration Opens
For Y Fall Classes
Northwest

st pearance Commission's powers' are broader than those of
architectural review boards
which have been tried in a few
cities.

"We have to have people

chitects say, stifle creativity in
building design.

sign and some of them actually

count for half of all fatalities in

-

similarity to architectural review boards, which, some ar-

area and may be the only one
environment within a community," Taylor said.

TAYLOR SAID the Ap-

visit to their own doctor.

beauty, order and the various
factors that create a pleasant

for years," he said. "Some architectural review boards have

They don't realize that emer-

the

and..: Land use matters, Glen view's Appearance Commission deals with "esthetics,

of three arclittects;-a-Tandscape
arechired and a landscape gardener, is unique in the Chicago

only operating non -reli-

playing baseball. A W0111/111
a cut on his cheek.,
They were all what Dr. Rob-

man D. Colder Taylor.
Unlike a plan commission,.
which has power over -zoning

and poor architecture.'
-Glenview has set up an Appearance Commission which
has tkle power to recommend
approval or disapproval of designs for all proposed buildings except single-family resi-

Hospital Treats Summer s Urgencies
A young !nail showed up atthe
at
Center
emergency

The Village of Glenview is
getting the jump on its subur-

nation of unsightly buildings

Plaines. Nlottpt Prospect. Arlington Heights, Barrington,
Rolling Meadows, Elk Grove
Village, Schaumburg, Hoff-

trial managers for an exchange
of ideas in the areas of employe
benefits, labor and other.manageMent problems.

of its kind in the country,
cording to commission chair-

ban neighbors in thc.control

and trade associations.
The
memher companies
have their plants in Des

The council's purpose is to
get together the area's indus-

By Bob Casey

and hopefully -eventual elimi-

of manufacturing companies

man Estates, Bensenville, Par
Ridge, C yrst al
commuZurich
nities.
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In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

IN THE DAY

394-3500

BANKING HOURS: Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday 9 a.m.-2:30 p.m. Friday 5 p.m. -8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-I 2:3Crp.m.CLOSED
MONDAY
DRIVE-IN WINDOW HOURS: Monday 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Friday 8:30 a.m.-8:00
p.m. Saturday 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m.

BANK Ot

I
_J

Ala

URST PHONE 833-9700

Daylight
By Joseph Stubenrauch

Smoker's Reverie
Therm he represents is a
of The America
Group, nation-wide organiza-

or making salesworthy
claims. have made the average
smoker so nervous he lights up
ing

Ever since the hazards of
cigarette smoking were announced to the devotees of My

Lady Nicotine, clouds of contradictory claims have befogged the issue.

Arguments about whether
this or that filter was superior
in reducing the chance of cancer, fights about printing
warnings to the public on
packages of cigarettes and related struggles about advertis-

member

tion -of- insuraned-firritS whtcfi
have at their beck and call actuaries, statisticians and an ar
ray of computer wizards. The

another tube of his_ favorite-

-

brandr-

ON THE PRINCIPLE that
insurance companies are not
in business to distribute alms

company is the insurance in-

to the deserving poor, nor ladle

out largess to all corners, we
listened carefully to'what Cliff
Luce. speaking for the State
Mutual Life Assurance Company of America, had to say on
the subject.

dustry pioneer in reducing
premiums for non -cigarette
smokers, Luce says.
---In 1968, 'SMA showed
6,196 pcilicies sold, compared
with 1,698 policies sold in

_

-

the SMA board, gave these figures for the five years SMA has

My boy friend always takes me to a drive-in movie, and
I spend all my time watching and pushing his hands. I haven't
seen a complete movie in two years. I like movies, and I like
my boy friend, but the two don't seem to go together.
-Show Time

pleisHie

General's

report on health
hazards of cigarette smoking.

For details of the plan, get in
,,touch with your friendly insurance advisor. It provides reduced rates to otherwise acceptable applicants who have
not smoked cigarettes for one

,year or more, with premium
reducations of course varying

snuff through a lifetime, pass

-away, the same applies.

The insurance people who
bet against the cigarette habit
are, using real cash in the debate. It sets one to thinking.

FOR THE OTHER side of
controversy, everyone
knows persons who are chain
smokers, yet are sound of wind
and limb and can do such tirethe

some feats as a dozen push-ups.

or sit-ups without breathing
like a moose in mating season.

Ladd Plumley, chairman .of

Dear Lee Janson,

troduced the_plan on April 1,1964, following the Surgeon -

by age and sex.

1964.

Luce brought up some big
guns to bolster his thesis. H.

MOVIES

policies, according to
Plumley, whose firm
insuch

An interesting sidelight

is

Some of you will want to

that such policy -holders have
been taking out larger policies.
The original policy in 1964 av-

know, out of curiosity, or plain
neighborliness, where I stand

eraged around $18,000, but

in this duel between the two

$35,000 is the current average.

schools of though.

offered the plan: 21,445 non cigarette smoker life contracts
have been issued, totaling almost three quarters of a billion

the

dollars.

bonded bourbon and other dis-

THE ARGUMENT about
value of corn whiskey,

Well, I've given it a lot of
thought. I've mulled over it
while wide-awake, and even as

tillations of spirits or even of

I indulged in reverie over the

THE NON -CIGARETTE

"wine for thy stomach's sake"

issue.

smoker plan accounted for 36
per cent of all SMA individual
life insurance policies bought
last year, against only 16 per

pops up every time some cente-

narian bites the dust, and authentic records prove he sipped the stuff regularly.

cent five years ago.

Surely you must have noticed how calmly I studied the
problem, as I sent smoke -rings

wafting skyward.
That's right. I'm
-

The first quarter of this year

rang up about $60 million of

When

old-timers who
chewed, smoked or inhaled

smoker.

'they show movies in places other than drive-ins. Try a
regular theatre next time.

44314fir

NO HELP

"I know it's a great idea, but I wonder if it isn't a little

Dear Lee Janson,

too obvious."

24cHour8

Other mothers must have the same problem, but no one
seems to have an answer. I've been a girls' club leader for
three years with a group of 11 girls. I have one mother who
serves as an assistant. Whenever we call on the other mothers

Day'

to help on a project, they have a dozen reasons why they
can't participate. They're always "very sorry," but they just
can't help. They are either working, tied up with other children,

Prooect Dap

e

"Honor the o i,einul drValll by ahrOyS jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

going to the airport for their husband, involved in other activities, playing bridge, going shriving, having their hair done,
painting the bedroom, weeding
baking cookies, without a
the garden or 20 other reasons, and I've heard them all. How
do we get other mothers involved?

--Very tired Mother

Plan a special mother -daughter program at a sufficiently
future date so excuses will be hard to find. Have the girls

.

make special presents for their mothers (such as an inexpensive,
specially potted flower bulb or plant) and send colorful, special

Monday. August 18, 1969

l'age 4

John F Stanton, Editor and Publisher

to

invitations home via the daughters. Using the daughters'
talents, plan a fast moving, interesting program. On a face

Robert C'. Smith. General Manager

to face basis, tie down help for future programs then and there.
Oh yes, we know that even then some mothers won't arrive, hut

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

few mothers are so hard hearted as to resist the plea of their
daughters that they "Please come to this meeting." But I'm sure
you also know that when help is needed, it's always the same

The Da) Is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day l'ublications, Inc.
117 S. Main. Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 111. 60005

people that come to your rescue.

Send yoltr questions to Lec Janson, c/o Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

722 Center, Des Plaines, I11.60(116

Subscription rates: 35 cents a ueek, home delivered.
Out of loon U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount l'rospect, III. 60056

RELOCATING?
...YOUR

Mount Prospect State Bank

Main Street

avings

View of the Moon Landers

,ar

Lil

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Floral

ccou.rit

Realty and find buyers that will
please you,

I S to downtown Chicago
last Wednesday to see the astronauts It was one of the most
exciting days any of us has ever

eramen were cruising around,
Chicago newspaper people
were snapping pictures and interviewing people. The Good
Year blimp was floating

spent

around.

1 here was Pat Hauslein,
300 N Prospect Manor, Mary
Fran Weatherby. visiting from
Indianola, lossa. and my two
daughters Carol and Nancy.
We lett Mount Prospect at 9
a m , thinking that traffic

We discovered that a good
number of other Mount Pros-

took four girls, aged 14

I

and

ti

would he fierce on the ex-

pressway and that front row
along the parade route
would he taken early.
"seats

pect

area people were also

looking for the moon men. We
saw Lou Schairer, biology
teacher at Prospect High, with
his little daughter perched on
his shoulders. Herb Froehlich
walked past. He didn't see us,
hut we saw him.

on transistor radios that the

ing. We screamed and
plauded

and

cheered

forward and was forced back
by the police.

It was a long wait till 2:45 in
the afternoon, but it was filled

with the dignitary cars as if he
were one of the newsreel

with thrilling anticipation.

people.

per year, compounded
Quarterly on Savihgs Passbooks

in

CALL

nitaries, the wives and the children came. The crowd surged

392-8100

THEY WERE gone in just a

5%

moment.
past

and said, "1 just saw the astros

Everyone was anxious for

west of the Michigan Avenue

on a TV in my office, and
they're still in New York.

bridgc

You're a little early."

souvenirs of the day. Signs on
posts saying "Welcome to
Chicago" were pulled off.
Ticker tape was stuffed in
pockets. Balloons were being
chased. Carol and Mary Fran

AT ABOUT 2:30 we heard

Arlington Realty

yellow one and managed to et
r'"-;:°

DALDCES
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

Somehow, we calmed down
enough to pick up daddy -o at
his office and get the car. We
smashed in, six of us and one
huge balloon.

interest per year, compounded
Quarterly on Golden Passbooks

d-.1C:OFlI'Deco [O

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

dashed after a giant 40 -inch

using all seven of these letters.

4%

THE HOMEFINDING 9 SERVICE OF AMERICA

The astronauts were in the
first car waving happily to the
crowd. Then the political dig-

the police line. He ran along

crea4rOid

is working and earning
more money for you!

OME7qCA

was happy pandemonium.

neck and managed to get inside

A's We WAITED, TV cant-

.

. . .

waved, like everyone else. It

He had a camera around his

Roy Tabbert walked

.

apand

necessary

We had taken folding stolls,

.

ing. Sirens and bells were ring-

9 40 a M which was really not

and we placed them on the
bend of Wacker Drive, just

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

Suddenly, fireboats in the
river sent up huge streams of
red, white and blue colored
water. Fireworks burst over
our heads. Ticker tape, confetti and balloons started fall-

we w cr c seated along a curb by

A( 1 DALLY, the ex-

major cities of the U. S. or Canada

heroes were coming south on
Michigan Avenue and the excitement in the crowd was at
fever pitch.

The Segers-JOan, Bob and
Susie --stopped to talk and
watch with us. Richard Dalbke
waved to us as he raced past.

pressway was lairly empty and

THEN: We'll find_ you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding

in Arlingtop Hts.
NORTH

-rs

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect
SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

,

Mount Pi Ogpect State Bank.
Busse end Emerson Mount Prospect, III CLearbrook 9-4000

We were spent. What ex- -

hilaration!
WORST JOKE of the day:
Dotty: "What's that you

16 good, 22 excellent

have there?"

Answer on Comic Page

Dotty: "Oh, so you're a vise
guy."

Clyde: "A clamp."

LOOK FOR US IN THE

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
Appearing Every Week In

DAY PUBLICATIONS

1011111 HOURS S:30 .m to 2:00 pm daily Ihru

Saturday...at Wed. Friday evenings. 5:30 until S.

211:4140"-intl!

Ntrl:Pa PI "to 2:00 pm

INALK-UR HOURS 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm Monde),
Tuestlay Thursday S:30 to 4:00 pm Vodnesdky.

2'00 to silo pm rOdeg clo..d Seturday

a

cigar

Co e One,

Co e All To Conference Point
By Fern Schnedier
Do you know where the oldest Sunday school camp in
America is? Where the National YWCA was organized?
Where Sallman sketched his
"Head of Christ?"
Conference Point Camp on
Lake Geneva --that's where!
This camp, which had its be-

ginning in 1873, is a popular
vacation spot for many mid western families.

One of' the 16 year olds

doing "K.P." at Conference
Point is Cory Van Schaick of

MANAGED BY Mr. and
Mrs. Roger Steele of Mount

agers enjoy the combination of
work and play and also benefit
from the group experience.

Prospect, the camp covers 30
acres on the highest hill on the
northwest shore' of Lake Geneva. Conference Point juts into

Mount Prospect. The teen-

the lake arid is bounded on
land by Williams Bay.
Thirty-six cottages, 22 cab-

ins and three large meeting
buildings accomodating 450

5.

people are set on the hill.
For conference and individual guests, the grounds offer a

variety of activities, including
swimming, boating, water
sports and shuffleboard.

\

A BOAT DOCK is available, as well as baseball diamonds and tennis and volleyball courts. Woods for hiking and nature study as well as
a golf course arc nearby.

TIP

The American plan is in ef;
fect at Conference Point, offering
meals

well

three
a

balanced

I

to 100 on the camp staff, including their families. A program for 15, 16 and 17 year -

'

--4;°T-

day. The adminis-

tration building also houses a
comfortable snack shop.
This year there are about 80

r

am

Diane Zelinski of Prospect Heights, a senior at Wheeling High School, and Peggy Liebenow of
Arlington Heights, .a senior at Hersey, are among the 28 girls who service the dining room at the
camp.

\

olds is in effect at the camp as a

work -play project. They work
in the kitchen as housekeepers,
or grounds keepers. When

Woo-

their work is finished, they're
free to participate in any of the
advantages of the camp.

THIS PROVIDES an excellent initiating

experience

for any young people looking
forward to college. Pangs of

Director -managers of Con-

ference Point Camp in Lake

homesickness are accepted as

Geneva, Wis., are Mr. and

part of the summer problems,

Mrs. Roger Steele of Mount
Prospect. A high school principal in Park Ridge, Steele
calls this his "summer job,"

but are dealt with by the underA
standing leaders.

Whether you're an individual with a day to spend, a fami-

but admits his wife works at it
all year, always planning for
the following summer.

ly looking for a vacation spot
or a group needing accomodations for a meeting, look

into the possibilities of this
camp
n o n -denominational
sponsored by the National

"1 really didn't bake all this," confesses Joy Steele, but "1 do have a hand in all that goes on
around here." All the food for the camp is prepared here, inclyding homemade bread and all their
bakery goods.

Council of Churches' Division

of Christian Education. For
information,

call

414-245-

5155.

U

Premi171 e
_J
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Dolores Haugh-Woman's Editor
u 110110

Linda Busse Engaged
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Those

Extra Fish
Camping fishermen with
too large a catch can easily salt
some for a less immediate

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Busse
E. Evergreen Av.,
Mount Prospect, arc announc-

Can't turn
back the
calendar

of 312

ing the engagement of their
daughter, Linda Sue, to Paul
E. Seils, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Elmer Seils of 305 Maple St.,
Mount Prospect.

Ever- dream about the
"good old days?" Only

meal.

Cut cleaned fish to cooking

A Gift For ahnke

size. Place in brine made of
one part rock salt to three parts
water, plus one tablespoons
sugar to each quart of brine to

preserve the flavor of fresh
fish. Soak 30 to 50 minutes depending on size. Remove and

wrap in cloth moistened with
brine. Keep cool.
Before cooking, wash in
several changes of fresh water.

Linda attends Northern Illinois University, where she
is a Home Economics major
and a member of Chi Omega

a mile to school. $25 -a -

month hired men. And
low, low auto insurance.

But there's no going
back. And who wants
to? Mud roads. Forty bushel corn. And auto

National Sorority.
Seils will also be in his sen-

ior year at Northern and will

graduate with a major in BUR -

insurance with half the

Linda Sue Busse

[less Administration. He is a

benefits you get to

member of Sigma Nu National
Fraternity.

day from Country
Companies.

A July 18, 1970, wedding is

Many Country Companies auto insurance

HEY STUDENTS!

planned.

coverages simply aren't

ACK-TO-SCHOOL

Jt

,

ii

o SHOW
rr`
See &maul
/41
in our store at 7:30 p.m.

VIED. 8.4TISURS.,-- AUG. 20 & 21st

4^

4 17

tafiG iOt

langlime to find better
rates.

Why not let me tell

FASHION

I

you'd have to look a

SPECIAL

Don't miss our big
FALL BACK -TO -SCHOOL

available from most
other companies. And

Goodg!ihru Au

you more?

29th

No

HARCZAK'S
Your

Country
Companies,
Agent

POUSH SAUSAGE
TONA_N,SAQ34P

fALIANlitEr"

BRATWURST

HAMBURGER t'
HOT DOGS
SHAKES

.,
Theodore Jahnke, lucky man, rates tops with these junior high misses from Central School in
Mount Prospect. They gathered together the 25 members of the seventh grade chorus for a party
and gift certificate presentation to their music director. Diane Lowry, Beth Vogele, Marianna
Velasco, Joanne Peterson and Sue Cedarholm made the presentation. Marianna is chorus chairman, the other girls section leaders. Jahnke heads the music department at Central School.

cilia OEM TIMIELE
MARX :HOPPE

LTS

ONION

Hours: Daily 9:30 so 3230
Mon., Thum, i F16.1114:30

PH: 537-7212

JIM DRAKE

RINGS

1960 S. Wolf Rd.

Comic of WO 6 Comp McDonald Rd..
WhoolIng111.

201 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, III.

FRENCH
FRIES

PH:537-8866
537-8866

BAR BQ
RIBS

PHONE: 253.6441.

-

r.

Monday. August I K. 1969

Page 6

BUSINESS

13 -Lost and Found

Air Conditioning
35
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
Arts and Antiques
34

rontult-thii- daily guide -of reliable-services;offered-by reputable-- -

Auction Sales

20
109
Auto Parts and Access. . 107
Auto Trailers & Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Sale

business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Aviation

Automobiles Wanted.

101

Boats and

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.

.

Business Services

17
9

Card of Sympathy

Card of Thanks
8
Cemeteries & Lots
3
.10
Coins- Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
Equipment Rentals
57
Farms
93
Florists
2
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
27
26
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings-

FOR ADVERTISING

- 296-6640

OR

Your Ad wit appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

-

Catering

Accounting
BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

for small businesses Done in my
private home 439-7373

Air Conditioning

Eckiund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529.1211

PUZZLED? NOT US

Weddings our specialty.
Hall, Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal.
Prospect Catering CL 5.4833
JO -LEE FOOD SERVICE

Central Air Conditioning
Free Estimates
Spring Rotes
CALL 437 4195 or 255-8532

(We cater just for you)

Georges Heating & A/C service

394.2882
358-1067
Arlington, Hts. III.

Alterations

Cement Work

Alterations and general sewing,
plus remodeling of draperies.
CL 9 3517
ALTERATIONS DRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.

Palatine.
Reasonably priced
CALL 358 6509
dress
hem.

Children's
Alterations &

SPECIALIZED

making
ming all garments 437 3934

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392-5410

439 3532

Art Service

CREATIVE

109 S. Main, felt. Prospect

Home Improvements

358-1588

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully in-

Screen & Storm Windows Rep'cl.
359-4650
130 S,N.W.Hwy

DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work & remodeling.
Free estimate. 298-4028
NO JOB TOO SMALL

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
439.8614 or 815.3858999

Instruction

Landscaping

Dancing Schools
Labovsky Dance School. Cies
sical, Ballet, Character & Boll

Le7-1676

Le7-0171

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259.6160

Dolores Eiler school of dancing.
Enroll now for fall class

30% OFF
all blacktop work during
August Call now & save. No
waiting
Work
guaranteed.
Phone for free estimate anytime
On

967 5340

546-5516

AGES 25-55
FOR INFORMATION

"Ted" Smith

263 2738

Dog Services

,

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

Carpet Cleaning

827-7588

255.2570

CARPET 8. FURN shampooing,
Vs price w/this ad Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced Des PI Sery 296-6365.

Living Rm & Hall carpet clean
ed $1795, Sofas cleaned $9.95
& Up Expert Work 894 9141

Finest low cost high quality car
let cleaning Artistic Carpet Rug
& Furniture Cleaners
537 8128

296-6709

Dressmaking, alterations, & curReasonable

styling.

Formals

595.0051

wedding
order.
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.

Custom Homes Room Additions.
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348
EXPERT CARPENTER. CALL

KEN ALL SIZE JOBS
359 1459
.

-

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359-1894

EDMOND GRAY

fat expert ccirpentry,.
remodeling & additions No jobs
too small 766.8034
BEST"

Carpentry & Cement Work
FREE ESTIMATES

Palatine. 253.4476, 255.0751

& brick work. All work guaran
teed & reasonable. 259-9246

MCBRIDE ELECTRIC
RESIDENTIA1 SPECIALIST

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

.

Call Bob CL 9-0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

537.1244 or 437 3160

MASONRY

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

PHONE 392-5208
E & D CARPENTRY

and

garages 529.2478

827-4637

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
repair
Tuckpointing, chimney

2 Exper'd seamstresses; alterations/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &

Electrical Contractor

Call "the rest" than call "THE

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Horn* inFirovements & remodel;
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

Fencing

nights 956.1640,

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

-

-.1iVrnodeprig
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors

Call for Estimate

359.1906
Ridge Home Improvements
Wheeling, III

Recreation rooms, powder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

X -CELL FENCE

RedwOod, -Stockade,
Iron. 647-0220
.

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

439-4454

537-6122.

PATCH S PANTRY
Complete Catering For

Weddings Banquets, Cocktail Parties CL 3 0353

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5.3991

_

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Catering

NEW WAY -PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling

Wrought.

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
'

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

CHAIN UNK FENCE
*
$20 Points Most Rooms
Colors j
All Cracks Repaired
Privacy Wallpapering
and
exterior
Financing

stew

Aluminum

Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CALL 297-22E6

eral and cost areas.

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Serv-

ice on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392.4570

cellent environment and corn
pony benefits, make this one
you won't want to miss. Call
Ron Heide at 394.1000
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

Problems? Dial Inspiration.
Phone 439 9110 anytime day or
night
WANTED: Monday thru
Friday in either AM or :'M to
Randhurit. 392 2750 or 439
RIDE

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

8378 after 6:30 m..

Go to School Free!

Train to Program

151nstruction

-Piano lessons

I.B.M.'s New 360

Palatine area.
358.2699

$650 + FREE
probably won't find a
BETTER JOB .anywhere. You

22-Sitmations Wanted -Women

You

Will do your ironing in my home.

will be sent to the IBM school

392-7321

tee

73
76

To Rent Houses

To Rent Miscellaneous. . . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . .77
.18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

Transportation

fringe

WIDE SCOPE

the wheel for a top-flight automotive specialities firm. They

want men who can develop

$700-$850 FREE
First

SALES TRAINEE
$600 -Car & Expenses

you'll move around the

plant, become familiar with all

operations,

line processes.
Then spot potential problem
areas, break bottlenecks, set
up and improve manufacturing operations. Advance to
top rnanogementl CALL

LARSON EMPL.
Des Plaines

ACCOUNTANTS

pointing. All work guaranteed
Fully Insured.

Shell Decoreting

350.9038

into chief test drivers. Call Tom
Palermo 359-5800

HALLMARK

all

oversee

production

Call Dave, 299 7191
1510 Miner St.

EX-G.I.

MIKE HANSEN

Electronic
Audio Communications

296-1043

$660 $1500
.

Trainee

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines,

$150-$170

Des Plaines

PLANT
MAINTENANCE

$660 -$1200 MO.

START AT

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

Des Plaines

Call Rich, 299 7191

previous

experience

you can now start at $4 an hr.
If you've had some good trade
school training. Your future

TO $650

1510 Miner St.

PAGES

OF THE

opportunity can Include that

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.
needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and
on-the-job training with some

of the

-

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

255-7200

training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For further information
see or call:

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

PARKER
117 So. Emeison
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

2441elp Wanted Men
MALE

Phone

"Small Engine Repair"
also SHARPENFD. 358-0845

255-0°
or

Tile
Walls and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

2966640

437-4093

our

Upholstery

DINETTE CHAIRS
RECOVERED

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

ad Wee
will help

uOtt you

at

then

mmioltacl

the find Insertion of

fink 'ad,nertisfintorst and In
tan, at *nor fo.notify*tho
cifiniffod doPollnion. at
once in order the Anfrootion

or ire mad*. In lls

*nor or omission, the nowt-,
paper will re- ntspins114cfer
ONLY - Ifte 'first iffisenni

Inoonion end only to thief,

tont of -No "oat that 4110 t at
loo
86.11

nictiflod
Jarrow kneltiiiet. ,

notify An 01 arum

Owner*

tie"

PORTABLE WELDING SERV,

factories

We are an international corpo-

OFFICERS

have the opportunity to relocate if he withes.
then assume the
He. will
responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office administration, etc. Third year income

will exceed $35,000. A com-

to train for executive manage-

plete fringe package including
2 weeks paid vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option potential is included.
The man we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, has good
appearance. inquisitiveinind,

ment positions.

man of action, two

$10,000 No Fee
Suburban

based

employers

want former military officers

9,

251

800 E. NW Hwy., Palatine

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

296.1450

THIS
PAPER
REACHES

63,000
HOMES

&

WAREHOUSE

Rosemont Area
Call 824.2168

Man or boy with own truck or
car to deliver Sunday papers. a
AM.8:30 AM. Good pay -short
hours. Call 392-1830.

High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. Afternoons, Saturday & Sunday. This
is a permanent part time posi
Lion. Coll 392-1830.

-

JANITORS 121

Part time evenings. Vicinity Golf
E. Northwest Hwy. 5 niter per
week, 3 hrs. per nice. S2.00 an
hr. Mr. Albers, 824-6830

COFFEE MAKER
Monday through Friday. Meals.
and uniforms furnished. Paid
vacations and holidays. We will
train.

STOUFFER'S MANAGEMENT FOOD SYSTEMS
c/o Pure Oil Co.
200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine
LA 9-7700 ext. 196
eat Equal Opportunity Employer
'

ors of

college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For con
fidentiol interview call:

359-5800
HALLMARK

TED LEVERENZ

SALES
Employment counselor

If you have the ability
and desire to work with
people and have sales

296.1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

or

public

contact

ex-

perience we will train.
We

Minimize down time. We spec

ialize in on the job repairs or
trucks, heavy equip't, machinery,
etc. Gas -arc Heliarc. 24 hr. sery
ALSCO Erectors, Rolling Meadows. 359 3150.

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Talk To An Ex GI
Call Dick Selma.

Sims* c1?eds *Jr ink

253-8551

Atten: contractors &

Supervise 25 people. Excellent working conditions. Coil
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,

0014Youg ADS!

It

You Get Home

$12,000415,000 range, he will

FOREMAN

,,ADVERTISERS
,PLEASE

"Call Me When

No Fee

PRODUCTION

296-6640

BARGAIN COUNTER
19 N Center St. Bensenville, III.

SHOP

$700 to $800 a Mo.

OR

anywhere.
tech. school

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

ration expanding at the rate
of 18 to 22 offices a year and
ore currently seeking a mon
who can completely train to
be one of our office
managers. Initial training will
be in one of Chicago offices.
After -about a year, or less,
when the man is trained and
Iris income is in the

pect.

electronics

found

Any military or

ate hiring. No fee. Call

Des Plaines

best

engineers

of moving to Foreman of a 14
man crew. New plant immedi

10 TECHNICIANS

`DAY"

Palatine

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

LARSON EMPL.

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

cleaning.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

NO FEE

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

R & D Elec. Mech. Chem.

1/2 PRICE SALE

FREE ESTIMATES

117 So. Emerson

Adventurous opportunity open
if you have a clean drivers lie
ense and a form 002 I 4,
Buckle on the helmet and grab

PRODUCTION

benefit

LAB TECHS

CLASSIFIED

LADY PARKER

TEST DRIVERS

253.M00

Without

ONLY

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

$140 a week to start

Mt. Prospect

298 5021

1510 Miner St.

- ON THE

ister medication to ani-

PARKER

.-ackage.

5 PAYS

inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to -admin-

117. So. Emerson

LARSON EMPL.

LINES

keep an

move up. Call:

I.B.M. TRAINEE

appoint-

keep

schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
ment

offers in addition to su-

Moth aptitude and sincere de
sire to break into the computer
field. Company pays for train
full

phone,

vious exp. needed. This posi

23implortent Agencies -Male

plus

txciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer

of charge and receive

perb training a real chance to

ing

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -FREE

your full salary while attending.

Call Jane, 299-7191

390

Report

directly to treasurer. rent y
of opportunity for advonce
ment. Review in 6 months. Ex

ore

the

nation's

largest with 495 offices

"ACCOUNTANTS"
What's Going On?
7 Spots That Need To Be Filled In Accounting Departments Due fo

coast to coast. Draw.,
comm. $7-10,000 first
year. Call M. Reich,

155-5084. Snelling and
SfielllitTfor Oppbinf:

Expdnsion.

Anclow.W.ashing

.,'111fINC,t-Cft't
All types of fencing: Cholnlink,

Set ui new procedures in .en

SYSTEMS

Resale Merchandise

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Masonry

800 E. NW Hwy., iolotine

No Fee

.

JOE'S REFINISHING

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

MANAGER

PROGRAMMERS -

Kitchen cabinets refinished in
your home. Ref.
338.4084

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Mailing Service

prices Call
Barb 529.8074 Schaumburg

tains.

359.5800
HALLMARK

$11,000 to $13,500

14 -Personals

out babysitting.

Call Don Morton

ACCOUNTING

$650 No Fee

All clothing 1/2 price

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

to

Whitey. $50 REWARDI Phone:
Ross at 358.2938.

Refinishing

Closed Wednesday & Sunday

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alterations. Rees. 358-7791

Answers

Pal.

Rd.,

Palatine

Lion

CL 5-5692

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too
big or small. Free estimates.

blue collar. Vicinity of Rand &
Hicks

N.W. Hwy.

E.

tail,

clothing. Call:
766.7053

Arl. Hts.

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Coordinated

392-1492

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service

358.3534

and resort clothes designed to

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

LANDSCAPING

Dressmaking -Sewing

Lg.

LARSON EMPL.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

German Shepherds only

Individualized

Carpentry -Remodeling

additions,

COMPLETE

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

white cat.

1510 Miner St..

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

GROOMING

Resultsi

3

17 S. Evergreen

Pulverized & weed free,
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd, Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load $15.00

800

CALL: 358 4263.

vvili do-.=

URGENT!
Military. Electronics schooling
or Devry a ,erfect fit.

Hallmark

Sewing alterations for women's
94
88
96

824-7510

-

Radio -TV Repair

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

CALL

Reaching

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

SINGLE CLUB

R. Pierce
BLACKTOP SERVICE

JOE ORTMAN

STUMP REMOVAL

call CL 3 3500 FL 8-1355

Blacktopping

359:5800

1

Lg.

cs,-Actual

Ask TOM PALERMO

LOST: Meadow Trace apt, area.
calico kitten, 6 weeks old, carmel & white, male. REWARDI
LOST:

$550 $700 No Fee
Any ex, ,erienceany-electrOri-

Hi School grad.

P.

_

-10-TECHNICIANS

Real Estate -

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Central Rd. in Ad. -Mt.
area. Reward 439-4287
of

NOrthwest Hwy.., -Mt. Prospect.

T-A-u-StiMMER"
JOB

LOST: Small block tailess dog
wearing red harness. Mole. S.

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
DAN KRYSH
255.3822

392-8763

Dancing Supplies. Dorn Slater
Shoes. Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine 359.0514

Black male
Cocker,
hit by car Sat., taken to vets.
Call 297 4996

No Fee
Systems background and ex
;ssure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new deportment. Excellent
firm.
Coll Ron Hold° at
394.100G, HALLMARK, 800 E.

$135 a week td start
Employer pays the fee

Found:

Plastering

& REMODELING

LAWN CARE

394.0731 or 259-3020

Call John, 299-7191

EXPERT PLASTERING

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

BUY OR SELL CARS

for High°

392-6817

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

vailable. 358.3411.

Vivian's School Music Dance and
Entertainment Service.

Ned Williams

7 yards for $21. Half loads a-

room. Wooddale CO 6.1963

We Don't

in-

Lisa's Interiors, Custom Slip Cov...
Cr,, Draperies, Upholstery.
11 S. Dutton
253-5249

time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

We Specialize in QUALITY
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

Used Piano Wanted

DULL DRAB DECOR?

Consult budget conscious
terior designer. 255-4374

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleonup. Home owners, con.
tractors, and -so -on. Coll any

Auto Repair & Equipment

Piano Tuning -Service
TurningRepairing

Clean Up Service"

PURCHASING
ASSISTANT

Prosp.

Mt.

needed. 359-1906

Apartments

Get

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3.3384

Interior

School,

After training you will move
up to systems work. No pre.

manent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

specialist.

Fairview

Reliable woman warLts to go

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

Inc.

2 ,8 5021

VVIDE SCO-1

,PLAMES 824.4302

Rooms -Board -

Permanent Waves
by

$1,000to$15,0002

Found: Siamese cat, female, vic.

14

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

Permanent waves given in your,
home

SYSTEMS ANALYST

year. Train inside for ten weeks
and then Contact manuf ucturin ,
and industrial corm ,rinies
your corn antes i.roducts.

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. .89
Real Estate -Houses
86
Resort Properties For Sale. 91

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . .21
Situations Wanted Women
22
Sporting Goods
48
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,
your home. Permanent waves

Piano Organ
Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

255-1096

Reasonable.

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.
392.1542

Heating,

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Personals

2 College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior pointing.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur-

Home Maintenance

Ceramic Tile

Child Care
69
Office Furniture -Devices.. .56

259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

sured.

.5

Nursery Schools -

Qualified college student can do
nterar painting inexpensively

tall 595-4750

358-5346

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts Rd.
Arlington Herghts, Ill.

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3-3067

Your Home or Office

83
. .

Instruction
15
Investment Property
90
Landscaping
50
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
Lost and Found
13
Miscellaneous
Merchandise
32
Mobile Homes
98
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
Musical Instruments
55

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Patios arrl driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987 _

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

(To Rent)

In Memoriam .......

Interior & exterior. For FREE esti-

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

ions, patios, sidewalks.

255-7200

Industrial Property

CL 5-8232

2213-4586
KANZLER BROTHERS

KEY TILE CO.

Furniture....47

mate call 392-6604

Hearing Aids

766-1943

Contact Dick Westgard

FL 8-4543

painting,

RICK'S DECORATING

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for

Free estimates

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

SERVICE

Remodeling,

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &

BREWER CONCRETE

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat-

Call Vince

Interioranell ings.ti&elixntge

General Hauling

timote. Call anytime.

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Moiling Pieces
Cartooning
and other services

WALL PAPERING

Furniture Refinishing

re -gluing

PATIOS, driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es.

ART

work. Reasonable
rotes 671-0009.
top quality

crior

FOUND: FEMALE SIAMESE
CAT. GOLF & POTTER, DES

Ex i.ense-s

You will earn $12,im,, the lust

1

Interior & Exterior Painting. All

Custom

KANZLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766.5084

Hemming &
Alterations

Painting -Decorating

Floors

37
38
66

Bonus Car

Salary

BA 3.5564 after 7 PM

INDEX

Let us help make your DAY

SALES TRAINEE

$200

CLASSIFIED

Service Directory

255-7200

23 -Employment Agencies4ble

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

4 graves in Memory Gardens.

Chief Accountant 3 to 5 Years Experience $12,000 to 4, I 4,IJUU
2 Senior Accountants - General, Any Experience -= $10,000 to $11,500
1 Chief Cost Accountant $14,000
3 General Accountants With General Accounting Experience - $700 to
$800 per Mo.

SECURITY
GUARD
Mature man to work full time.
Permanent. If p.m. to 7 a.m.

THE NEED IS NOW
CALL BOB VAN

shift. Good starting salary
with periodic raises, fringe
benefits & working conditions.
APPLY IN PERSON._.

296-1071

PERSONNEL DEPT.

Business Men's Clearing House
2720 Des Plaines Avenue

Des Plaines, Illinc

NOW

r

'

HOLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Monday, August 18, 1969
2441elp Wanted Men

PART TIME MEN
cleaning.

BUS BOY

Monday thru Friday 8 orn. to

WANTED-

Needed for

store

WAREHOUSE_WORK.-Maii with
Boys age 13 through 15 wanted
to stuff newspapers. Early S_ot- .ifeact-ViiiYik record. Excellent
AM. 3 AM !DA-I-AM:tall Mt. compariy benefits. Call 766-3057
ProspeCf News Agency.
392-1830
-

11 am.
OR

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM-

Apply

Saturday & -_Sunday-6- 0111. to
-1-r5rii7 927-6908. Ad No

COUNTRYSIDE INN

I W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

A-147.

24414 Wanted Men

-24-Help Wanted Men

2441e1p Wanted Men

392-93.14

7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or ours. Coll
392-1830.

YOting Retired Man
-Or Young Man

GENERAL
MAI NTENANCE
sized wareMedium
needs
facility
house

Young men with some basic

maintenance man who'

electrical and plumbing knowl-

has

experience

the

&

ability to handle general
maintenance work. Excellent wages.

INSTALLERS
Elk Grove Village Area

437-8500
1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

SiA.:URITY GUARDS

be dependable and neat in
appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pact area.

642-6943

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE
OPERATORS -

PUNCH .PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY
Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

fits

insurance, paid vocation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

I

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
days, sorni-annual thereafter. APPLY:

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of

plastics and teflon. Clean work in ideal conditions. Permanent
positions no lay offs. New air conditioned plant. Many fringe
benefits including COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING. Call or
apply:

-

GRILL MEN

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free

in-

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN -OR MR. TkRUNNER

surance program.

$2.50 PER HOUR

259-5010

Apply In Person

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
A leading Northwest Chicago area manufacturer
of, Quality Metal Products has immediate openings for Industrial Engineer to work on manufacturing problems and production standards for various high volume automatic machine- operations. Prefer 4 -years 1E or equivalent degree,
experience with standard time data, time study
and methods. Statistical analyst and manufacturing cost required. Reply in confidence giving
full qualifications and recent earnings or salary
required. Write Box 1212 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,III. 60005.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist
.0.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:
Top Wages

Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
Foods a
American Home
manufacturer of Chef Boy-

Ar-Dee & other national brand
lines offers a rewording opportunity to right man.
Liberal Starting, Sjjlors,__Honus;-

C'OariYn-ge Benefits.

Many

for

excellent opportunity

Heights, III. 60005.

Equal Opportunity
Employer

Ad

CALL MR. McGRATH

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

3513-5800

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.
WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

advancement and security.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

IF YOU ARE A DRAFTSMAN
OR A BEGINNER IN THIS FIELD
THEN YOU OWE IT TO YOURSELF
TO READ THIS AD.

MAINTENANCE

PIPE FITTERS
1st Shift
Measure, install,

in-

MACHINISTS

IN TODAY'S FLUID EMPLOYMENT MARKET, IT IS

gas, water, & steam. Ex-

-EASY TO BECOME STAGNATED & REMAIN A

perienced applicant

BORING MILL OPERATORS

BOARD MAN ALL THE REST OF YOUR WORKING
YEARS. WHAT MAKES OUR COMPANY SO DIF-

only need apply. Excellent benefits.
CALL: RO 3-1900,

259-5010
If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

MEN

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

WE WILL TRAIN YOU
FOR WELL PAYING JOBS
ON OUR 1st & 2nd SHIFTS

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.
Please Call

299-01 1 1

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY
2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

You will assist a professional in conducting experiments in a new modern research laboratory.
Positions open are in our polymer physics section,

polymerization research and the analytical labo-

RESULTS OF YOUR LABOR. YOU WILL WORK

An Equal Opportunity Employer

nocut
2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

SALES TRAINING PROGRAM. WE NEED PEOPLE
WITH EXPERIENCE, WHO EVENTUALLY CAN OWN

& MANAGE ONE OF OUR SALES OFFICES LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES. AS A
MATURE SALES ENGINEER YOU WILL HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY OF OWNERSHIP OF ONE OF OUR
SALES OFFICES WITH OTHER PEOPLE WORKING
FOR YOU. THIS TYPE OF A POSITION AFFORDS
YOU AN OPPORTUNITY TO EARN A HIGH 5 FIGURE YEARLY INCOME IN A SATISFYING & CHALLENGING POSITION.

folirmmmimmolis

NOW THAT'S OUR STORY
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO

benefits.

Please cdhtact Miss Goffke

o

-Anocut'
ENGINEERING COMPANY

2375 Estes Ave

Elk Grove Villafie

for this one job. Involvis local pickup and delivery
area.

Northbrook

in

We seek o young man for the
position of Assistant Unit
Manager.
This man will be in his middle

If he feels stymied and senses
an opportunity with a growing
company, he should call MR.
DINOU at 394-3950.

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

SHIPPING &
RECEIMNG
MANAGER
Top notch man experi
enced in all facets of
shipping & receiving.

Must be resourceful

APPLY IN PERSON ONLY

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

or MR. KENNEDY at

354-6804

5301 Dansher Rd.
LaGrange
ASSEMBLY
FOREMAN

,

Glendale Heights

We need an experienc-

over time. Paid vacation,
holidays & insurance. Excellent working condi-

ed, aggressive, methods
concious man. Mechanical Assembly - Specialty
Valves. Rapidly growing

tions.

Apply at once or call:

YO 5-1130

small company located
desirable western
suburb. Modern plant,
in

profit sharing, & many

SKO-DIE, INC.
8050 N. Austin
Morton Grove, Ill.

fringe

other

benefits.

Send resume in strict
confidence to: Box 1211
Publications,
Arlington Hts.
Rd., Arlington Heights,

c/o
217

Day
S.

III. 60005

DRAFTSMAN

We are a metal coating firm
looking for an individual who
has some high school or college chemistry; who is
mechanically inclined; on
Individual who is willing to
work the third shift after 8 to

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.
TELEPHONE

LINOFILM

With design experience
to assist in the developof
production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information
ment

CALL ED SUREK

KEYBOARD
OPERATORS

Night work. Over -time
available. Over -scale
paid. Union or eligible.

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

CALL RUDY

272-1000
421 4399

JOIN THE
KROGER
REVOLUTION

25Emplonnot Agencies -Women

GENERAL OFFICE

Experienced

Girl Friday
$400 - $525

Tire-Repairman

Shorthand desirable

Typing

TECHNICIANS

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

lone mile north of North Ave.)

Steady jobs. Plenty of

$4.10 per hr.

clothes.

1675 Glen Ellyn Road

in

tracing & establishing
truckers for big voIC-ne
music corporations. New
southwest location. Sal
ary open. Excellent bene
fits. Call MR. EDWARDS

EXPERIENCED
TOOL &
DIE MAKERS

CALL ED SUREK

CALL OR WRITE

439.2210

Leading National Grocery Chain has excellent
opening for man to
as;ume
responsiblity
of tire repair & maintain
ing tire inventory. Kroger

Call Jane, 299-7191
LARSON EMPL.

AL LAWYERS

has an excellent fringe
benefit
program)
It
will pay you to investigate!!

Apply personnel
office

KROGER
555

Northwest

Ave.
Northlake, III.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

RECEPTIONIST

Young Attorneys new in the
area have just opened lovely
offices near O'Hare. You'll
greet clients, schedule appointments answer phones
and be responsible for holding
down the fort while they are in

court. They would like someone who is neat and person.
able. FREE AT AMY, 16 W
Northwest Hwy, Mt. Prosper'
west

doors

(3

of

Rio

83),

255.9414

Answer: Counter-tlockwise.

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics,
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even If you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

TOOL & DIE MAKERS
Must have experience in performing highly skilled work in building or repair.

GENERAL

ing compound & progressive dies.
Second shift opening. Starting rate $4.55 per hour, plus 10% nite bonus.

FACTORY

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.
If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you con move Into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including'
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and
ability can take you up Into management.

437-5400

253-0185

ferences, will qualify you

10 weeks of training on days.
Quality control experience
helpful but not required. Good
free work
benefit package

OFFER???

An Equal Optmrtunity Employer

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

9555 Soreng
Schiller Park

Arl. Hts. & Rand Roads
Arlington Heights

re-

LAB

8 PAID HOLIDAYS PER YEAR

Which way will gear B move?

and good

record

272-1000

TUITION REFUND PROGRAM

MECHANICAL. PROBLEM?

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III.

BENEFITS GALORE:
FREE LIFE INSURANCE
FREE HOSPITALIZATION
NON-CONTRIBUTORY
PROFIT SHARING

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS

!

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

Sunday interviews.

The ability to handle a

172717EAZD

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

be

IN ADDITION, THRU YOUR OWN EFFORTS, YOU

Chemplex is an equal opportunity employer

ATTENTION! !

can

made for Saturday or

437-5400

R. J. De Horn.

Employee Relations Representative
Chemplex Company
Rolling Meadows, Illinois
(312) 437-7800

BAKING CO.

John Henricks Inc.

,

Arrangements

CAN ADVANCE TO A POSITION WITHIN OUR

train!

Immediate opening on all 3
shifts in both our Production

CONTINENTAL

A. B. DICK

WHICH INCLUDE SOME SHOP WORK TO BETTER
EQUIP THEM TO CUSTOM DESIGN OUR
PRODUCTS. YOU WILL BE ABLE TO SEE THE END

ratory.

You must have a high school education and good
mechanical aptitude. Some college with emphasis on Science preferred but not required.
Qualified Individuals Should Call:

No Experience
Necessary We will

u I Iiimo-tcr1Odd and haul hay
Year round. Gond wages.

5700 W. Touhy Ave.
Chicago, Ill.

DRIVER

billion dollar plastics industry seeks qualified

velopment.

WHICH PRIDES ITS SELF ON THE MANUFACTURING OF CUSTOM EQUIPMENT. OUR MEN
RECEIVE AN EXTENSIVE TRAINING PROGRAM

TO BE SURE THAT OUR CUSTOMERS ARE RECEIVING ONLY QUALITY MERCHANDISE.

the

individuals as technicians in Research and De-.

Ext. 309

or come to

DRAFTSMEN IN OUR ORGANIZATION, BEGINNER
OR EXPERIENCED, WILL BE JOINING A COMPANY

Miss Gaffl-e

ENGINEERING COMPANY /
LABORATORY TECHNICIANS
Chemplex Company, the newest entry into

FERENT????

CLOSELY WITH OUR MANUFACTURING PEOPLE

PLAN
For further Information come in or call:

PRODUCTION
SHIPPING

& Shipping Departments._ Excellent starting salary & bone Sit -program.

208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

sulate, pipelines for air,

We will train men to become machine operators
& material handlers in our fast growing company.
This is your opportunity to learn a skill & progress
with our firm.
3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
SICK PAY POLICY
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY
MAJOR MEDICAL

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SEMI -DRIVER

national franchise chains.

to

Liberal fringe package, overtime -and excellent pay rates

DRAFTSMEN

150 Gaylord
Elk Grove Village

An equal opportunity employer

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

100 N. HICKORY

439-0900

or late twenties and he may
be working for one of the

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

available.
Please contact Mr. Schilling
at 299,1141 For Appt.

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

HALOGEN PLASTICS

Any--Co

Ability readily rewarded with

299 2206

Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Call or apply:

INC.

ning plant.

DES PLAINES.

Many fringe benefits. COMP-

HOSKINS CHEVROLET,
Elk Grove Village

expansion we have
openings for mechanics with
glass packaging and/or bar.
telt packaging experience in
new; modern and award win-

A. H. ROBINS CO.

No experience necessary. Will
train for light ,clean work:

439-7400
CALL RALPH SOWKA

V2 block south of Oakton St I

Due

Free Uniforms

Full & Part Time
1st & 2nd shifts

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

tions.

Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment

69 RAWLS ROAD

Des

paid insurance
program. Call Mr. Hoffman.
Fully

Plaines.

STARTING SEPTEMBER

Chevrolet dealer In new facilities. Excellent working condi-

the right man. Box 1210 c/o

WAREHOUSEMEN

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

BODY MEN WANTED

(between Busse & York Rds.,

An

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

Donlon
Engineering Co.
125 Elizabeth Drive
_Elk Grovel/illage, III.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

Pleasant modern plant in
299-4446

Elk Grove Village

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

We can offer' persnanent full time employment with excellent

Experienced Help Only
Job Shop Production Work

Insurance, and Hospitalization.

HALOGEN PLASTICS

worldwide manufacturer needs an experienced ac.
countant to work In all areas of
Growing

general accounting. Some superexperience desirable.
visory

Plenty of Overtime, Free Life

439-7400

537-5920

FULL TIME NIGHTS

train several men for production lathe machining of

4'

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

ACCOUNTANT

An Equal Opportunity Employer

All benefits. Good salary with
excellent chance for advance-

GRILL MEN

MACHINISTS &
MACHINIST OPERS

150 Gaylord

24 -Help Waited Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WITH HIGH SCHOOL
MACHINE SHOP TRAINING
Will

Page 7

244110 Wanted Men

24 -HI ip Wanted Mon.

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, Ill.

824-0166

ovens and freezers. Will train.

24-HelplantedMar-

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

Ask For Don

edge to assemble and install

NEEDED:,

21 years and over. Men must'

To Work In Funeral Home

ment.

THE HERST ALLEN CO.

Service Station Attendant. Part
& full time. Apply at Texaco
Station, 425 Devon, Park Ridge,

-

.We offer fox a good starting salary, raises at least Avery six..".
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous. Bell benefits. Come ianoyv. We're
on equal opportunity employer.

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

392-6600

'-

orders
deliveries, order
fabrics and gener61 office duties. Accurate
typist. Salary open. NW

clients about
and

MOLD REPAIRMAN
Starting rate $4.37 per hour.

INSPECTOR ANALYST

Available
Immediately For

Must be experienced .in surface plate & layout. inspection on complex sample
parts, tools required. Starting rate $4.40 per hour.

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

Apply Mr. L. Hoeft, Employment Office

Apply
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

suburb.
'

5400 W. Roosevelt Rd.
Chicago, II..

O'Hare Office Bldg.
,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

,.WEST PERSONNEL

CUSTOMER

TELETYPE
CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois
.

298-5051
10400 W. Higgins
at Mannheim

CONTACT GIRL
Large firm has opening for a
girl with a
voice

SUNBEAM
CORPORATION

Assist division manager

'11'.,of well-known interior
decorator. Talk with

WORK
Experienced in maintaining die-cast dies or plastic molds. 1st shift opening.

ASSIST
INTERIOR
DECORATOR

an equol opportunity employer

good

speaking

who can handle

in-

coming orders. You'll be dealing with customers and manu-

facturer's representatives
quoting prices, giving delivery
dotes, etc. Some light typing,
lots of variety. CALL AMY nt
255-9414, Free. 16 W North
west Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3
doors west of Rte 83).

Monday, August 18, 1969

Page 8

2$Eiplipmet Apes -Women

TYPING -BILLING
KEYPUNCH
10

25-Woyment AgescletWonne

--e.

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST
"MEELAND-GREET
$425 to $500. FREE

Palatine

position. In addition youlLbo

working the greatest hours you
can imagine. You'll never Grid

__WORK WITH -KIDS

_WHO NEED HELP-You II be #1 girl to Social Work.
Cr, in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents

a more exciting opportunity.
No previous experience re
quired. Coll for details.

SP 4-8585

297.3535

1496 Miner, Des PI

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE
Type at your own speed in this
suburban office No one looks
over your shoulder. A pleasant
phone voice will help you land

this great job $100. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL
EVENING APPTS

298-2770

1

. after 6

I.B.M. TRAINEE

Call Terri, 299-71?1

255-2838

LARSON EMPL.
Des -Plaines

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located .in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

Plaines, area.

298-5051
10400 W Higgins
at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

should have a neat appear-

TYPISTS -STENOS

S'BOARD RECPT.

$500-$650

NEAR YOUR HOME.

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

TOP

EVENING APPTS

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER

If you like working with &
meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public

298-2770

La Salle Personnel
3 Blocks S of station.
Park Free
Chi

Desuelcipes

7 W Madison, CE

8

RECEPTION

SHOW
BUSINESS
J j Well known theatrical
needs recep_.,.. agent
tionist for new branch
of office Meet show
business

personalities

aarrange appointments,
Salary $500.
etc
O Hare area.

contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients --make sure they're
comfortable 'II Doctor is
ready. Arrange Goats. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Experience NOT NECESSARY
Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants --he'll
teach you everything else. Free

work with the artists,
designers who dream up exciting fabrics Be secy to one
of top men Help meet deadlines follow thru on orders,
delivery dates Get to see how
designs are born, brought to
market, sold Its a job that
asks for common sense & lik
ing for 'arty' people! $575.
Free to you
IVY

7215 W Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4.8585
297-3535

staffs. Like advancement
variety? This is ill
Call Norene
Widescope eersonnel

LOCAL RESORT

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their par.
ents, help make them feel

WOMAN TO CARE FOR
CHILDREN IN MY HOME
MT. PROSPECT. 394-3117

of

'THE LUTHERAN HOME &
SERVICE FOR THE AGED

To Manager Wig Salon
392.7940
827 7940
or

BABY DOCTOR

Free.

537-1100

(No Steno)
i-

$550

esponsible

with past office experience will act as
personal secretary to
consultant in small AAA
firm
Lots of phone

WOMEN

NW suburb.

298-505?
10400 W Higgins
at Mannheim
0 Hare Office Bldg.

WEST PERSONNEL

Women of any age
PUT $400-500 IN
YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT
EVERY MONTH

All yo.. need are

RAlo05in

FILE SKILLS We II place

a lob near your home...finest
companies Our MATURE,
PROFESSIONAL

counselors

want to meet you in our plush,
air Call offices All jobs FREE.
Call for CONFIDENTIAL EVEN
ING APPTS

298.2770

La Salle Personnel

for

Television Station
$130 WEEK
If you're good, you can

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

'

part of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req d This is a friendly, con-

genial office where everyone

time permanent position
open for 11 p.m. to 7:30 a.m.
Good salary, fringe benefits

CHAUFFER COOK NURSE GARDENER
MAID-TUTOR-HOSTE5S.BOOKKEEPER, ETC.

and working conditions.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

TYPISTS
CLERKS

No Fees

-

.

Near Central

5555 N. Elston

Ample Parking Facilities
on our Premises

Modern Doctor's
Office In
Des Plaines
Has Immediate
Opening For
Medical
Receptionist

FOOD PRODUCTS CO.
5 Days A Week, No
Saturdays

Schaumburg

I/2 mile west of Meacham Rd. on Route 62

White Collar Girls

Chicago
774.1515
CTA to Door

1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, III.

Top rates

601 E. Algonquin Rd.

GOOD TRANSPORTATION
Apply or Call Personnel
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

SWITCHCRAFT INC.

Shield

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

POLO

KEY PUNCH ciollERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
NEW CAFETERIA ON PREMISES

Manufacturer of Electronic Components

Cross -Blue

PLEASE CALL MISS McGUIRE

TEMPORARY WORK FOR
EXPERIENCED STENOS

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
PERMANENT POSITIONS
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPANY PAIDPROFIT SHARING

\

tions
Blue

and Major Medical

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

WE WILL TRAIN

ctZ)

Day or Night Shift

OP A ',gm; grA.
RANDHURST CENTER

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

298-2883

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
Division of

._

DART INDUSTRIES

r

secretaries & clerk typi sts

Marketing Contract Adminiitration.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

Des Plaines, III.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN
, Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

$2 96
$2 70
.

.

$2.70

$2.08

Engineering Services **Research
You'll enjoy 99 excellent starting,,
'sales

go for vacation, how to get

APPIP,Pe,r1911141! DePlirtment
Mon. ;Fri., 8:30

--T

pony -paid -hospitalization:and .life_
insurance.

if
These are career positions
you're career minded, stop in TODAY and tell us of your interests.

to start. Free.

CZ;

tie hallicrafters co.

'YU:OrMedical.
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

WOr king4C-onditions,

OrInd-cpardrncisZO n ev6:ry6n1163tie'wee'sl:Is!
a

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include free travel privileges awl ,you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vacations or
frequent long Weekends. $498

-

Paid Vacations
Paid Holiday.s,
Hospitalization

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, ill. 60008

Bring a friend along, she'll cip.:
preciate the tip about a bIstter

APPLY IN PERSON

an equal opportunity employer

lob at Hollicrafters.

966-0700

2. Pleasant Working Condi-

Apply in person 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

RESERVATIONS

6028 Dempster

1. Good Salary

9 A.M. -- 3 P.M. OR 5:30 P.M. -- 11:30 P.M.

T1;?

interest:

6028 Dempster

phone voice.

HOUSEWIVES SPECIAL SHIFTS

In your SPARE TIME
put on a WHITE COLLAR

A(t -!"--

HOSPITAL

xperienced preferred, liut not necessary. Will train for clean

helps each other. Free.

966.0700

Plant,

EXCELLENT BENEFITS UNIFORMS FURNISHED

ight (sit down) Assembly Work.

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

In Arlington Heights
9 5, Dunton
394-0E180

RECEPTIONIST
New Des Plaines office has
opening for young Jody with
light typing skills and pleasant

at 299-1141 For Appt.

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of

In Arlington Heights
9 S Dunton
394-0880

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

3.

117 So. Emerson

Miss Paige

HOSPITAL

(AGE IS NO PROBLEM)
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

DAY SHIFT -- 7:30 AM. -- 4:00 P.M.

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

Miss Polge

HOLY FAMILY

LADIES

WE UNDERSTAND YOU'RE NOW ...

TRAVEL SERVICE

Phones, general office duties, public contact, etc., are oil

HELFWANTED

For light line work in our modern NEW Food Processing

FOR LOCAL

$563 "MONTH

tial, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

increase after 3 months.
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

WILL TRAIN

- no rotation. Shift differen-

METHODE MFG. CORP.

1E

guaranteed merit

You'll enjoy -the constant flow
of tmitelgr3 whe;0rne, to you,_
in deciding Wheteto.
for

Experienced. Full time and
part time. All three shifts

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CLERK

Housekeeper & child care to
live In; room, boardq plus salary,
free weekends, call'

at $130 a week with a

OFF ICE

NURSES AIDES

825-4347

-

Wage revIewl every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Cie 7 W Madison, CE 6.5688

VARIETY

Please call Mr. Elsholz for appointment at

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

HOLY FAMILY

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

GENERAL

359-5500

All inquiries will be held in strict confidence.

ADMITTING

3 Blocks S of station.
Park Free
940 Lee St
Des Plaines

OHMTRONICS
649 Vermont, Palatine

INSPECTORS

MOTHERS -HOUSEWIVES

824-8538

Secretary

work & public contact.

5:00 pm
Company Benefits

Free Health Insurance
Free Life Insurance
Cost of Living Allowance
Stock Saving Purchase Program
Numerous Paid Holidays

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

ASSEMBLERS MACHINE OPERATORS
966-070C

Hours: 8:30 am to

clude:

800 W. Oakton, Arl. Hts.

Adult baby sitters wanted
Suburban Sitter Service

394-0880

6928 Dempster

experience. Outstanding company benefits in-

Wheeling, III.

MRS. PREZEK, CL 3-3710

WANTED BABYSITTER. 1.2 days
a week for child 17 months.
537-8432 after 5.

Miss Paige
9 S. Dunton

PRODUCTS INC.

GENERAL OFFICE

Full

In Arlington Heights

woman

General office positions are available at FMCC in
our Park Ridge office. Salary commensurate with

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

279-1

SECRETARY

EKCO

AIDES
elderly
patients, including feeding
and bathing. All shifts. Will
train in all areas.

Baby Sitter Wanted
8 AM to 2 PM Week Days
Hoffman Estates Call 894i5661

comfortable til the - doctor's
free, then show them to examining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours ore 9-5,
5 days, no Sots. 5525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
short training period. Convenient neighborhood location.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Jan Battaglia

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

R.N.'s - LPN's+

WORK NEAR HOME
15 hours, $45. Car necessary.
CALL 392-8829

HOLY FAMILY

GENERAL OFFICE

HOSPITAL

&

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827.6628

care

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

volves light typing.

Good opportunities

WIG STYLIST

RECEPTION

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

positions require a good figure aptitude and in-

LPN

in

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

day) in our Industrial Engineering Department. All

EXCELLENT SALARY

Help

LPN's
Full time part time, all three
shifts. No rotation. Shift differential, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

CALL 537-1100
OR VISIT US AT

We currently have full time clerical openings in
our Plastic Department and Credit Department.
We also have a part time position (4 hours per

ASSEMBLERS

ant working 'conditions. Excel.

Des Plaines

Free Major Medical & Life Insurance 9 Paid Holidays "Many Company Benefits.

& FULL TIME

Willing To Train

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Pleas-

11 N. Broadway

For further information please contact:

2641elp WNW Boma

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297-3535

686-7578
PART TIME

CONTACT MISS HECHT
827-6628

966-0700

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY

ADD 15c PER HOUR FOR 2nd & 3rd SHIFT

ASSISTANTS

Miss Paige

Dempster

2ND SHIFT

'

NURSES

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Denton

SECRETARY
Light shorthand. 35 hour week.
Good sofory and company
benefits. Call 827-0088 for
appt.

4:15 PM to 12:45 AM

777 Wheeling Road

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is on
Interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll have free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

6028

1ST SHIFT
7:45 AM to 4:15 PM

12:45 AM to 7:45 AM (61/2 hours)

298 5021

$130 WEEK

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des'Plaines

stdrt

PRESS PACKERS $2.37'/2 to

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vacation.

ponies 4 this area are seeking
girls to complete their keypunch

IVY

DESIGNER'S SECY
You II

PRODUCTS INC.

HOLY FAMILY

3RD SHIFT

Trainees, or exp. Expanding cow

lent company benefits. 766.3057

$520

10400 W Higgins
at Mannheim
0 Hare Office Bldg.

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

Monday through Friday.
Light work.

KEYPUNCH OPR.
$525 - FREE TO YOU

SECRETARY

298-5051

WEST PERSONNEL

ren. CL 3.4810

You'll be secretary to the di-

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

JOBS TOP MONEY. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL

940 Lee St

IVY

LITE STENO

9 S. Dunton

companies with best benefits

EKCO

-

Woman wanted port time, Monday through Friday, 3 or 4 hrs. a
day, morning or afternoon. No
laundry, no windows, no child-

PERSONNEL DEPT.

SALES CLERK

FULL TIME & PART TIME

Call Norene
Widescope eersonnel

NONEI

trilige benefits, good working
conditions and salary.

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

ASST. HOUSEKEEPER

- port, time, all three shiftship/Motion. Shift differential,

Des Plaines
299-7171

APPLY IN PERSON

train you in their young expand
ing offices.

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

In Arlington Heights

Our MATURE PROFESSIONAL
counselors will place you in

392-3922

NURSES

363 N. Third Avenue

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

-

.

Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06011. Telephone I
(203) 673 3455.

& enjoy variety, local firm will

298 5021

827 6628

--

-

Staff nurses needed full time

If you hove little or no ofc. exp.

Free

MISS PAIGE

WEST PERSONNEL

needed(

-

-PANASONIC

FILE CLERK

everyone. Have them sign in.
Call salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting & talking to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO
experience

-

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

$400 - FREE TO YOU

over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

ance arid a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check
appointments, ask for inform.,
tion and directions. Perfect, oil
public contact position. Free.

terfairlmenf products.

Good Opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

ance background. CALL:

general office and insur-

3 days per week. 8 AM to 4 PM.

the receptionist. Say "HI" to

boards receive visitors
& act as Girl Friday to
3 men, take their calls
& messages when traveling, typing, etc. Des

different stoles and countries? If. this is what you are inter.
ested in, we now have a position open in the Video Tape
Recording Dept. Typing and shorthand experience is a must.
Good company benefits. Employee discount on ail home en.

REGISTERED

cleaning. 259-2566

STRAIGHT

EXCELLENT SALARY

'CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Good pay. For counter in dry

,

NURSES

SECRETARY
Looking for an exciting job getting to meet people from

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

PART TIME WOMEN

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

RECEPTION

You'll, be the official greeter
for the company, so you

bonus
months.

359.6661

Needs woman with

Call Norene
Widescope Personnel
298 5021

Upper Level
,Sandhurst
392.2700
Suite 23A
939.4866
63 E. Adams, Chi.

Decorators & clients from all

button

3

----v.L'rRnEnIe-HARDT-CLEAFSERS

--General-Agency

call.

Des Plaines
940 tee St
Chi .7 W Madison, CE 6.5688

small

plus

5I/2 days. You will be working

Large Suburban

hand girl" to o young exec. in
plush new offices? Come in or

SHOWROOM

$500 MONTH

necessary. $105
Incentive after

with .3 other neighborhood

SECRETARY

holmes & assoc.

2641311 WNW Woes

MANAGER

New local store. No experience

Mrs,

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392.5262

$575 - FREE TO YOU
Would you like to be a "right

on the lake. $550.

(3

264I311 Waded !hams

time. Experience not necessary.

RECEPT

) Answer

part time. For appl call

In Des Plaines.
824-4024

Large airline company needs
a personable young lady for
their offices at O'Hare. You'll
handle correspondence, answer phone inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rates.
Boss travels a lot so he needs
a responsible girl. Great guy
to work for. Good salary and
benefits. CALL AMY - 2559414. FREE. 16 W. Northwest

TO $500

DENTAL ASSISTANT
RECEPTIONIST

& light office work. Full or part

Pork Free

-

1

CLERK TYPIST

GIRL FRIDAY
Airlines

RECEPTION

WANTED. 5 Pennyrich lingerie
consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or

Capable worngo__to core -for

week day per
- small Child,
week on permanent basis. Must
have references, transportation.

Type- Office eXperience

doors west of Rte 83)

3 Blocks S of station.

hour before & 2
grade girl.
hours after school. Area Dwyer
School, Art. Hts. Call 392-1464

--$1 004 120 WK,_

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

west Hwy., Mt. Prospect

La Salle Personnel

WANTED: Woman to care for 1st

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

Free to you
IVY

1510 Miner St.

LADY PARKER

& be of help to all. Salary -hi.
7215 W Touhy

noons, call 299-8408' afternoons
or evenings.

LARSON EMPL.

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact

HALLMARK
800 E N W Hwy

1

Call Mike, 299.7191.

T

$ 1 1 0 WK. NO FEE

Ask Marge Merten 359-5800

child beginning In
Sitter for
Sept., mid morning til mid after-

2641* Waded Women

64I31p Wad Wain

2611elp Woad We

26411p WNW Wan

254Apleymeit ApodetWomea

----167-Phe hag/crafters co.
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

.

296-8116
Monday thru Friday

('gz

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER'

Monday. August 18, I969
2741elp Waitedilen Wow I

28610 Warted WORM

26-DelpWanted Women

ANIMAL LOVERS

Wantel-Mes " Woo

Youth trundle beds;' GE Hassock

CAFETERIA HELP to attend Indus.'

$450

FREE TO
Local Dr.'s office needs assistant
to set up appts., type invoices 8.

Bus Drivers Wanted

Des Plaines.

trial cafeteria in

Pleasant year around working

do his bookkeeping.
Coll Norene
Widescope Personnel

starting pay and increases.,For

S/BD. RECP.

$450 - FREE TO YOU
enjoy public contact,
have lite typing skills & would

TYPIST

/No

like to learn switchboard, there

FULL TIME

local

ore

General office. Will train for

YOU

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Great Lakes

firms

that

need

Call Norene
Widescope Personnel
298 5021

Engineering Co.
1625 E. Algonquin
439=7010

REAL ESTATE

benefits.

Male or Female

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
hour to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national

TRANSCRIBER
Modern Doctor's Office
In Des Plaines. Medical
Preferred,

Experience

But Will Train. Full Time
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM, No
Saturdays.

firm. NO experience
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

SALESMEN

perience we will train.

PART TIME

nation's

Call

tic liners. Commercial wt. Choice
of szs. Call for price quo.
278-6534or 529-7437 aft. 8.

255.8000, Arlington Hts. office,
Mr. Al Streich, Manager, or
392-7150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

Remington

Mr.

255-5084. Snelling and
Snelling for appotnt.
We need to replace our teenagers, who shall be going
back to school soon.

We are seeking local house.
wives, who can work daytime
hours, any or all days from

Morning only

8:30

for this interesting and
challenging position.

Newspaper office located in Elk Grove Vil-

lage. Call 439-7600 ask

MISS MARY
KLIPPERT

208 S. Arlington Ht. Rd.

394-3950

GIRLS

Basic art schooling helpful but
not necessary. Excellent corn
pony benefits. (including
employee discount) and working conditions. Apply in person:

J..C. PENNEY CO.
2300 Arthur Ave.
Elk Grove Village
9 AM to 5 PM
or phone

THE MORE WE GROW'
THE MORE GIRLS WE
NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

SECRETARIES

956-1180
for appointment.

(CLERK TYPISTS

GIRLS --WOMEN
PART TIME WORK

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

LIKE WORKING
FOR IBG
responsibility, who want to learn and

so do people who like

$2.00 PER HOUR TO START

,

272-1000

PM,

Peter's

Sr.

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

MACHINISTS -Experience. Able to read
blueprints, Operate material processing
equipment
CARPENTERS -Inside work
TRUCK DRIVER -Class "E" license required
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

634-3131
ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

PART TIME KITCHEN HELP
KRUSE'S RESTAURANT
100 E. PROSPECT, MT. PROS.

MALE & FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS
Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

MOLDED PRODUCTS

A.M. ROUTES

6 S. HICKORY,
(2

blocks

from

Arlington

Sale: 204 S. Pine, Mt. Prospect.
Antiques, linens, furn. Aug. 14,
Gar..Sale: Aug. 21, 22, 23. 10-5.
Dinette set420, hi chair -$5, humidifier -55, folding bed -$5. Oth
or items. 2308 Sigwalt, Roll.
Mdws.
GAR.
1314

parel, misc. Irgrni. 894-9052.

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technicians

EKG Technician

Inhalation Therapy

Inhalation Therapy
Purchasing Dept.
Housekeeping Dept.
Print Shop

Medical Transcriber
,.Admitting Dept.

Dietary Dept.

INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

immediate openings for:

Cook County

SECRETARIES

School Bus, Inc.

WORK
IN OUR

CLERKS

PROOFREADER

32-Miscollammis Merckmose

Hoover vac..$25, 12 x '18 beige

rug$65, Electrolux vac.
w/attachments420. 358-1273,

CONDITIONED

Excellent Benefits

5301 Dansher
LaGrange

354-6804

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.
For

perience helpful or we
will train.

BORED

4

.19 FACTORY
NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY

HOUSEWIFE?'

$25.
253-6294

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

OUR PLACE
RESTAURANT

we ore .staffing -new .oir-cenditianecI _Wont, You _will tecelve_
a good salary and excellent benefits including profit 'sharing
and yearly bonus plan. MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION
Call 537-7100 or Apply

For Appointment

S /Z.

,toll 439-7600
1 S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

ask for:

Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

MISS MARY KUPPERT

.1444 5'. Wolf Road

F19-3200

Call 255-6769

(1.W. Comer of Palatine L Wall Rooth)
AA Equal Opportunity Employer

$145, call Sun.; after 7 on rest
of days, 297.5568.

Buffalo Grove. Deluxe 1 bedrm.
apt: Air cond., all appliances,
fully- carpeted, pool, sub let immediately. $170. 259 8232
Prestige 2 bedroom, Stonegate
area. Immediate possession.
No children or pets. Call
Robert A. Cagann & Assoc.
,

255-0100 or 437-8596

25 X 21 electric Kelvinator kitch-

en stove. Good condition. $25.,
44" mower, Case, 150 yd. tractor, hydrostatic drive,
starter, $300. FL 9-0944

12

$25; 5 doors $5 ea;

4

Berkshire
Trace

Port. Kenmore dishwasher excel.

cond. $55; 31/2 hp. snowblower
5115. 358 2324

.:Bunk -beds, comp.r 8 pc. dining-

Alit CONDITIONERS

5,000 BTU air cond'er, 3 yrs. old, $95; 5,000 BTU air cond'er,
8 yrs. old 520. 259 6157

14.1

cu.

exc. cond. 10 X 15 blue nylon
carpet wipcid.$65. Port. type
writer -520. Leyt can. vac. Cleo
ner-$20. 253 4984 oft. 3:30 PM.

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

transferred,

MT. PROSPECT
bedroom brick with full
basement. 2 car garage. Ideal
location, walk to train, schools
& shopping.
3

$30,900

MT. PROSPECT

2 bedroom brick Cape Cod
can be expanded to 4, full
basement, close to schools,
train & shopping.
$26,950

Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

Soundproof

WCABE

Model opts. open daily, 11 am

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.,
split level, 11/2 baths, 1'/2 cited
gar., Ig. rooms, gd. storage,

panel tam. rm., sub basement,
polio, fenced yard, walk to train.
Open House Sunday I -6.
$34,900. CL 5-0039.

Spacious rooms, color coordinated appliance kitchen, wall.

to wall carpeting. 1-2 baths.
Superb sound conditioning, pd..
vale balcony and patios. Real

ments. Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 including appliances, heat,
cooking gas, master VT an-

439 0186

Cape Cod on 1/2 acre. 3 bdrm.,
2 baths, cptg., paneled lam. rm.,

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3 7600

alt. 2 car gar., covered patio,

JUST REDUCED

255.3107. 210 Waterman, I blk.
West of Rand. Prospect Hts.

built ins, concrete drive, close to
schools, shopping, Ige, above
ground pool if desired. Immed.

$2,000

balcony,

rec.

Owner anxious. This lovely 3
bedroom trilistrel has a 2 car

garage. Central air.

Sub -basement. 1st floor family
room. Top area in Brentwood.
$42,900.

room.

SWIMMING POOL

intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

occ.

owner

By

SPACIOUS

215

Elmhurst,

S.

Bruns Real Estate

Pros,

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.

83411411 shial Property (To

MT. PROSPECT

Rand Road

2 office suites available $210
and $275. Heat and air conditioning, furnished.

. Rentals from $175 month
ly include all utilities except

McCABE
REALTY

.

electric.
Models open dolly

and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Berkshire Trace Is located
just north of Dundee rd. (Rt.
68),

1

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3.7600

blk. west of Arlington

394 0246
By Kassuba
The Nation's No. 1 Landlord

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Hermitage
Super Size

Trace

extras. $49,900. Appt. only.

2

frpl., cptg. & dishwasher, many

heat, priv,attC. balc.onY.__o_r_ ter

CL 9.3281

both's; color coordinoted kitchen appliances. Ex
pact the most when you visit

'Walking Distance

Hermitage Trace is just a few
minutes from commuter train
(Rt.
72)
Higgins -Rd.
to Hermitage Trace
Higgins:
or Golf -Rd. (58)

Take

direct

Immaculate 3 bedroom ranch,
2 baths, large ,kitchen.. with
appliances, separate dining
room, 2 fireplaces, large rec.

room,

1

1/2

car garage.

$43,500.

T'ETERS

Rd., turn left 2 blks. Model open

MOUNT PROSPECT
OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY,
1-6 P.M.
110 Sunset,
LUXE KIDNEY SHAPED HEATED
sun

Expansive

too,

deck In

wood fenced area. Real familiving

in

8

room. brick

bi-level -3 bedrooms, office or
den, 22'

family room with

$55,500,
sion.

immediate

crob-orchard fireplace. 2 car
another/ garage. Reduced to
posses-

101 N. Arl. Hts, Rd., An. Hts.
259-1500

view. $17,000.
Inverness Area
1

acre homesite with wooded
rear of property.

ravine in
$8,500.

Wheeling Area
3/2
acre homesite 2
blocks from high school. Priced
to sell at 57,900.
Large

,i3STER
EA Li/5,Y
101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd., Arl.
Hts.

259.1500

904nvestment Property
Palatine
Small motel with apartment on
1 plus acre frontage on major
highway. Additional land
available. Terms available,
$72 000

'PETERS

....

REALTORS --

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Likeliving in a park with es.
tate_ atmosphere,: VS acre
professionally manicured garden. 3 bedroom brick & alum)
num ranch full bsmt., eat., 14'
kitchen with loads of cabinets.
14' x 38' rec room, 2 fire-

places. 2 car garage. Could
divide & build on or sell
extra 75' x 140' lot. $53,500.

FBK REALTORS

10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 894 7410
By Kassubo
The Nation's No. 1 Lndlord

A real value at $35,900, Im.

.

To Everything

service. You can walk to buses.

O'Hare Is 15 minutes away.

in.

crudes carpeting & draperies.

ly

Brand new and beautiful with
wall.to wall carpeting, H. W.

FROM $180 MONTHLY

car heated garage,

21/2

many extras. Immed. occ.

Aparatments

Hermitage Trace.

MOUNT PROSPECT
Just 3 years old, 3 bedrooms,
II/2 ceramic baths up, 1/2
down, kitchen with built -Ins,
18' x 25' paneled family room,

POOL, Jacuzzi whirlpool bath,

259 5282

Beautiful Inverness
1

Arl. Hts., 2 yr. Berkley Sq. Re
gency model. Brk. & frame 3
bdrm. ranch, 2 baths full bsmt.,
an. gar., patio, Ige. farm. rm.,

Mt. Prospect by owner. 4 bdrm.
split level, gas heat, 21/2 baths,

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

plus acre homesite setting
very high commanding scenic

2 blocks south of Lonnquist, 2
blocks east of Route 83. A DE-

car gar., paneled roc rm
wet bar, paneled lam. rm.,

1-, 2-, 3 -Bedroom

734 Lee St., Des Plaines
298.5055

884teal Estate -Houses

$35,500.

255-6320
359.6500
894.8100

253.5500

mediate possession.

shopping and schools ...
.

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

Hts.

bath, kit., built-ins, 21/2 car gar.,
basemt., en -closed yd. A;raii. Im
med. 392-7587.

.

.

$39,900.

4 bedroom Colonial 2'/z baths,
finished rec room, separate
dining room, large living room.
Ideal for the large family.
Well landscaped lot. Good
location. Only $41,500.

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

Hoffman Estates. 3 bdrm. ranch,
on. gar., big yard, $200 per
month. 392-6818.

luxury...
plus elegant pool and

air

Village Centro!

Grove

Elk

cond., 3 bedrms, 2 full baths,
den, built in appliances. at
tacked garage, patio, Ig. rear

JUST LISTED

Westgate
Ultra deluxee"YabteedAroPoilm. apart-

patio,

Owner
bedrms., 21/2

Trace.

patio, Mid. $40's. 437 5484

MT. PROSPECT

tenna,`

4

baths, Colonial, paneled family
rm. with fireplace, slate foyer,
carpeted, drapes, built ins,

Sept.,

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

Airy

Hts.

yd, carpeting, drapes, s&s. many
extras, upper 20's, available

IT. REALTY

Palatine, excellent neighborhood, 3 bdrm., brick ranch, 11/2

kitch.

choirs $2 eo. 537.7415 aft 5 PM.

,Mtg. avail. 392-9365

725 W. Dempster, 1.2.3 bedrms.,

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms' '

766-4864
Arl.

electricity.

except

utilities

All

Good location, plenty of yard
space, piny. parking. Immed. occupancy. $175 mo. 827-1110 or

&

lot. Financing avail, High 30's.

carpet thruout, drapes, 5 appliances, rec. rm. w/frplc, extras.

16 -To Rent Hones

BUFFALO GROVE

volt

Maytag washer $25; elec dryer

yr. old tri-level. And gar. w/w

Modern, nice sr. 2 bedrm. apt.

11/2

ranch, 2 car att. gar., full bsmt.,
frplc., fully landscaped, 75 X 183

Inc.

259.0055

Hts. rd..

ft. dbl. dr.
refrig..$140. 36" gas range -$85,
Wheeling

$225 monthly. No pets. Call:

to town & train Des Pl., air cond.,

log facilities - minutes from

Air conditioner 6000 BTU, $35.
20" fan, $15. Oak Chest $40.

RCA

POWS R TOOLS

WE WILL TRAIN

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you workl

trains. Immediate occupancy.

to 6 pm. Telephone 439.7887

recreation area, spacious landscaped grounds. Excellent pork.

40" Frigidaire elec. stove, 2
large utility drawers, excel.
cond. $50. 392-0781
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
4255-1107

shopping &

parks,

schools,

Pioneer Park, 3 bdrm. brk.
car, cptg. remodeled kit
bathrm. $29500. 392-7815

Wood Dole -4 bdrm. face brk.

Arl. Hts. Dunroven S. by owner.
'2700 sq. ft. 3 bdrm. 21/2 bath. 37

DUPLEX APT.

3 rm. apt., deluxe bldg., walk

.

METAL SKI'S AND POLES
STEP IN BINDINGS.
CALL CL 3 9461

1969 Hotpoint copper tone dishwasher; Toro snowblower: 4 area
rugs, all approx. 12'x12', lighted
medical cabinet 394-2731

I AM to 4130 PM Mon. *re Fri.

One bedrm., air cond., swimming
pool ST 65. 956-1656

New 1 2 Bedroom
Apts. Ready Now

/Tn. set, incl. breakfront; Exorciser
824 8002

AGE OPEN

Mt. Prosp. apt. sub -let Sept. 1.

26" boy's Schwinn. bike.

259.8428

Outstanding Opportunity

UNFURNISHED

Air Conditioning

apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances,
Sept I occup. $150. 453.8301

$15. 392-5767.

WOMEN

ter. -$240. 394-0826

INCLUDING:

O'Hare area deluxe 1 .bedrm

desk w/chair. 9,31 N Haddow AH

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

MEN

ARLINGTON FITS, ILL
439-0923

FILING CLERKS

entrance. $15 weekly.
.
253-1927

Green winter coat, $35; Brown
suede, $35; Navy all weather,

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W. BIESTERFIELD RD.

3040 S. Busse Rd.

BILLING CLERKS
ORDER PRICING

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

'Gentlemen. References. S. side-.
Des Plaines. Room with private

2 single beds, covers, bolsters.
' Can be used as couches, dbl.

Monday thru Friday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. to 1 P.M.

bath, A/C,

824-9420 eves.

Make our loss your gain. Comp.,

Navajo, Buffalo Gr. Dundee Rd.
to Buffalo Gr. Rd. north to Bar.tard, west 1 blk. to Navajo.

Print Shop
Cook

Cook
Stationary Engr.

P.M. ROUTES

Southwest location has

per week. 392-0870

74 -To Rut Apartmoots

Gar. Sale: Aug. 14, 15, & 16. 317

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

Ideal for working widow w12.6
young children. Must have own
transportation. 520 per person

Antigues. Misc. galore.
table
Cheap prices. Everything A ZI 15

NCR Operator

Mt.

bedrooms, 11/2 baths, full
basement, walking distance to

392-4873 after ft pm.

-

Cashier

11/2

in

3

Cooperative housing, food &
...day care in Ig. Palatine home.

Antique . iron -.bed, round top
trunk, Ansonia clock, child's
desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 -nice, misc. 347 Alcoa. Hoffman Estates. 529.4569

work.

597 0550
1

carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks. from shopping can-

.

2 twin map 6 bookcase hdbds.,
childien'S & .kiclies coats & ap-

Georgian on 80 x 129' needs
JURGEN

Apt. to sub -let Sept.

'Pros. 2 bdrm.,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Schiller Park 2 bedroom

1768-0369 or 968-0388

share with some. Age 25 to 40.

RUMMAGE SALE

FEMALE

MT (ASCP)*

Utilities incl. except elec,

Bachelor has ranch home to

ALE: Aug.:. -t20,21, & 22..
ampton, Schaumburg.

bdrm.

1

A/C apt. avail. immed. $160.

71-Apti mid Rooms to Share

misc. 537-1922.

MALE

Bensenville -Wood Dale:

Teachers or working gals. Widow
has 2 spare bedrooms. All home
privileges. 255 5023.

15, 16. 9 to 3.

The Women's Guild of the
Living Christ Lutheran Church.
Fri. Aug. 29, 6pm9pm, Sdt. Aug..
30,
8:30am-noon. Community
Room, Rand Mart Shopping
Center, Buffalo Grove, Illinois.

experienced for the following positions:

Commercial

86 -Real Estate4lcases

14 -To Rent Apartments

104tootris-8oard4busekeeping

124 Bernard, Buffalo Grove.

OPPORTUNITIES

Market)

(2 blocks from
Arlington Market)

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate

thru 22 from 10 am. to 6 pm.

We are presently seeking full time personnel trainees or

1741elp Wanted -Men a Women

DANA

TAPE SELECTION

Residential

DON'T MISS THIS ONEI
Cofec
Gigantic . Rummage

297-8669, Ext. 104

APPLY

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

259-4016

Ryan's Annual Garage

dining rm., TV, stereo 8, 8 mm
projector & screen, crib, play
pen, Christmas tree & all trimmings, toys, antique, & much

p.m. to 11:45 p.m.

choose

ied REAL ESTATE
Vacant

St.,

excellent working conditions, we would like to visit with you.

Don't get caught "cash short"
for the coming holict2ys. Apply
now as a PLASTIC MESS OP
ERATOR. No experience required. Good hourly rate plus
hourly bonus. 2nd Shift - 3:30

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

.31 -Boats and Abrine Supplies
TRAILER, $65

A.H. Household items, clothing.

experience necessary.
Pleasant working conditions
No

PLAN AHEAD

of

level

& 83, Mt.
Prospect. Adm. 50c. 392 0383

RACING BOAT &

Lutheran

Church Gym, 111 W. Olive

Susan

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.

Mr. E. Surek

9

MOVING! Everything must got

call

Hall lower
Town
Randhurst. Rts. 12

Rummage Sale: Aug. 22, 9AM -

If you are seeking a position that offers top starting salary
and benefits, interesting and varied job responsibilities plus

personal interview
Mr. Edwards at .

Palatine, Illinois

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Sunday, Aug. 24 from 11 to 5.

& 253 9117.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Des Plaines.

For

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 Hicks Place
359-2251

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

Sat. 15 & 16 from 9 'til dusk,
400 N. Willie, M.P.

FIELD ERECTORS
EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Coll or Visit

4 Women needed immediately to work for large national
firm with branch office in

in new professional building.

to

2 males, 8 wks.
766 1463 _,
55 -Musical Instruments

55-Mosical Instruments

45

from. Larger size also on sale.

Gar. Sole: Clothing, household
items, accordion, & etc. Fri. &

grow, who expect to move up and ant ahead.
IBG is looking for people to fill these positions immediately:

MAIL CLERKS

9:30 - 1:30 or 4 - 8 P.M.

1000's

POODLES, AKC SMALL

tens, 8 weeks old, box trained.
After 6:30 PM 392-7650-----

FLEA MARKET SALE

DON'T MISS THIS ONE - OVER
1,000 ITEMS. Aug. 8, 9 to 9. 1107 2nd Ave., Des Plaines.

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you

YANKEE DOODLE
RESTAURANT

ADVERTISING
LAYOUT GIRL

each.

10 weeks old.

ns.

In

FREE. CL 3 7344 after 4

FREE TO GOOD HOMES, -3 -kit-

ANTIQUES

EVERGREEN SALE

296-3334

to.

$1.75 per hour. See MR. DINOU

ability.

wicker couch. CL 9-

& Suits Sizes 5 7 14.
CALL 392 1311
$1

white

4441ogs, Pets mid Emipmeot

Antiques: Glass front bookcase,
zors,
gold coin scale, antiqu

For Sale. 11 cu. ft. G.E. Refri
gerator $45. Fruitwood dining
room set $175. Ladies Dresses

ORDERLIES

DES PLAINES

2380 DEMPSTER ST.

Monday thru Friday.
No restaurant experience is
necessary. Wages start at

and let us know your avail.

19"

color TV, heavily carved AM/FM,
stereo console, Mediterranean.
Call after 4:30 pm. 463-2356

L.P.N.'s (by education)

calico kip6n and 2 tan and

34-Aits lid Antiques

or 267-7474.

Brookwood Convalescent Center

first
Reich,

register,

cash

437 4260"after 5
I

w/training wheels & basket -120.'
I
pedal dump truck -55.
tricycle 12".53. 537.5049.

Gov't. surplus disposable plas-

FREE KITTENS. TABBYS.
LITTER TRALNED - --

259-1556

sidewalk bike!

girl

Stud service. 439.6896

WANTED: SMALL, USED,

Like new, used 3 months, 16"

boy,

AKC Wire Fox Terrier pup,
mon., all shots. Also Champ.

scale.

Draw.,

$5-7000

$10, each. 437-2583.

ciser. 824 8002.

Openings on day and evening shifts. Fully accredited nursing
home. Holiday and weekend bonus. Free Meals. New salary

largest with 495 offices
year.

Call 359.5996

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc, dining
rm. set, incl. breakfront; Exor

For an Interview, call

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE(w.iii train)

OFFICE CLERICAL

seat, $3. Un-painted milk cons,

week

1

o)d. $10 choice.
894-1046
--

CHEST -TYPE DEEP FREEZER

movie camera w/light bar,
$30. Baby scale, $5. Baby car
le

to good -

Mixed breed puppies.

Cox

CL 9-4261

8 mm magazine loading Brown.

LAWN MOWER, self-propelled,
22', fine condition,

4.

Wanted:' Used compact car, '64
to '66. Will pay $50"more than
dealer. 437.2704.

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

Used only 1 season.
259-8120

827.7919
lo;rable kittens,
homes. Litter trained.
255-1627
FREE.

trailer to sleep
Cadet or similar.

ditioninaequipment contact.

air conditioners. 6500 BTU.

2

Mixed puppies 2 males and 2.
females. $10.00 each.

cond. $1800 or offer.

water softeners & water con.

24" bike $15 like new 439.4888

than the average. Experience,
while desirable, is not a re.
quirement-we con teach you.

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

and desire to work with
people and have sales
or public. contact ex-

comm.

Tent

cu. ft. copper tone refrig.
$100; dehuraidifier $30; girl's

selling is one of the highest.
Our salespeople earn more

g; NURSES AIDES

coast to coast.

42411818Rd to dlrry

land, 1 blk. East.
.For information about the FINEST

stole,

17

mission schedule for listing or

R.N.'s

SALES
Employment Counselor

the

blks. N. off Central on Cleve-

household items. CL 3-7893

buying or selling, you no doubt

If you have the ability

are

dresses, and shoes. Plus other

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

298-2883

We

537 7691

mink

$40.00
CALL 439-2690

TR I -COLOR

CL 3.8827

lamps; tope recorder; some ontiques. 614 S. McKinley, A.H. 4

ranch

Dk.

office. If you have a pleasing
personality, like people and
ore interested in their real real
estate problems, whether it is

537-0020

season, have Mercury

skirts,

offer. -CE 1747315.

could be earning upward of
12,000 per year. Our com

1

L6' Silveiline, 95 h.p. Mere. tilt
exc.
trail., fully equipt,

9

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY

IS' Switzer Craft, 40 h.p., Mercury, elec., trailer, 3 pair water
skis, toll line & ski belt. $475.'

wheel, $18;' boy's 20" bike, as is,
$5.259-3760 aft. 2 pm.
Moving; Washer; dryer; furn.;

dresser

drawers & B -flat -Clarinet. Best

1st Arlington
National Bank -

and Mt. Prospect, has an
opening for salesmen in either

THE DAY DOES IT!

For personal interview

used

blonde

weeks old, no papers. $20 each.
Call 299-4735.

$450. 824.6023.

carpet $30; girl's & Lady's clothing, boots. 773.1707

255-1313 or 629.0045.

Beautiful

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

volume, well established firm
with offices in Arlington Hts.

new professidnal building.

PERSONNEL

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

F B -K. Inc.; -Realtors; -o large

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

MEDICAL

.

zipper, new $20; 9x12 green

bottle

Pure breed Beagle puppies, 6

16' Delta speed boat, 40 horse
Johnson, skis and many extras.

machine, good condition, $55.

Pepsi

' 44-Degs, Pets and Equipment

3741oats mid AWN Supplies

21" TV, Space Command Zenith
B & W $25; Snow tires 8.25x14,

operated

Coin

BOOKKEEPING

nece-5-

WHSEUNGTRUST & SAW:4GS\
BANK

must sell. $125. CL 5-4413

OPERATORS

pass same.

253-6214

'Combination fan & humidifier, 3
wks old, used twice, $33, sell for
$25. 253.1595 aft. 5:30.
Luggage rack, alum/canvas with

Masterwork 8 track tape stereo
player plus tapes, Great sound,

MACHINE

feur's license or be able to

sary. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA
for
GIRLS - WOMEN

Runway &

experience

school

rocker. CL 5.5031.

children. Should have chauf-

ities.

If you

Grade

routes.

noon

NEEDED
For our new modem facil-

appointment call CL 5-4115.

298 5021

To drive Morning and after-

EMPLOYEES

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

floor fon; Bozo draperies; child's

TELLERS

Page 9

324disctim000s Mreclaoiso

32481scollavalos Merchandise

/771741Wanted4fien * Women

CL 5-8000

392-7150

91 -Reset ProporDesforSale
RESORT - BY OWNER

famous Lake Minocqua,
New 2 bedrm. year round
home and carport. 5 fully
furnished modern 2 bedrm.
cottages. Also 5 alum. boats,
picnic area, beaut. grounds.
on

$46,000 terms. Lee
Minocqua, Wis. 54548

Baker,
-

-Monday, August 18, 1969

Page 10

COLLIE PUPS

'63

w/black leather interior, AM -FM
radio, clean. 392-0482

1966

23" Console TV $80, beautiful
condition; 5 pc, kitchen set $30.

5800. 255-8112

'60 Pontiac

1953 PONTIAC, 6 cylinder,
stick, good condition,
Best offer. CALL 437-0765

537-2416

Brand new carpeting mode for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel-

2 pc. walnut family room set__
with custom extra pair_zippii:

537-2260

- covers, 529 -4717,_ -----

Walnut - die-sser, maple dinette
eel; 15'x18' gold rug, 8'x10' oval
rug, misc. 392-7580

:66 VW, red with sun roof, like
new tires, Coll 358.4855 after 6

Two Early Am. Maple Love seats,

avocado green pods. excellent

'59 Studebaker Station Wagon,
6 cyl. stick shift, excel. running

cond. $65 ea. Des. Pl. 297-4284

cond. $55. 392.9288

puppies,

healthy,

Strong,

gd.

w:children. MAKE OFFER. Also
sm puppies, port Manchester,

;

3 pc. mod. sect., beige & brn.
linen, $60; 2 matching living rm.
chrs., $20 each, good condition,
825.5127.
2 blk.

fruit

laquer lie. .rm. tbls.,
wood liv. rm. Ibis.,

2
1

1

Mustang Convt., '68, V8, stand.
trans., P/S, stereo tape, radio,

Ford LTD, 2 dr. vinyl HT, Disc

& extras. $1800. 537.1725

brakes, power, deluxe package,

Ford '68 Country Squire wagon,
9 pass, A/C, radio, .113, P/S,
luggage rack, incl. snow tires,
excel. cond., low miles, owner,
1

'66 Mustang. Moss green. Low
mileage, V 8, 3 speed, inclu. 4
new studded tires & winter tires.
$1150. Please call aft. 6 PM.
894.1934

Plymouth 1967, Fury III, 4 -door,
Hdtp., air, excel, cond., low
mileage, 4 new tires, $2550.
359-3051 after 5:30 pm

$1795.

W/W, Sacrifice.
234-4934

mo. old. Going over
$3,000. FL 9.0944

Coronet

4

Power, factory warranty

Fully Powered, Factory War
ranty, Factory Air Condi
tinned.

$2995'

"300" convert.,
full power, A/C, gold, like new
'66

door,

Chrysler

brakes & tires, excel.
51850. 439 9209 aft. 5.

after 5 P.M.

cond.,

Automatic, power warranty

$2295

"283",

Hemet

power & air cond.,

speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, rebuilt eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259-9504.

like new
tires, $1575. 259 3468 weekends;
after 5 pm weekdays.

&

NEIN '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

ES

$3590

'68 CHARGER
Automatic, Power, Factory
Warranty

$2495

'68 MUSTANG
Automptic transmission

$1995

Chevrolet Caprice, all ex
tras, & accessories, includes full

4

.4-11/77.
Ns._

'68 CORONET

'65

Chevelle,

EXAMPLE

$2795

52200. 392-0653

seas,

budget! !

'68 CHARGER

low miles, perfee for Gas Station, Handyman or Sportsman,

good runner. Needs some body
Phone 259 0487
work. $550
'64

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

'69 CHARGER

'68 Ford Bronco Station Wagon

8

Dodge

WEN COMES CLOSE!

299-1276

774.3166 -

R/H,

52885. 437 1423

antique drop
3 drawer chest,
leaf tbl. fruit wood open -42" 5q.
Arl. Hti. 255.1285

'61 Falcon 4.dr, auto.,
best offer.

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V-8, standard trans., P/S, P/B,

4 -door 6 cyl.
437 1523

TERMS, NOBODY

We have the Wagon and specifications at Paces to meet your

air. $2300. After 5.
358.5479

V.8, P/S, AR, black interior,I
MUST SEW $1500 or best.

Sc.0
ALL CARS IN INVENTORY
VEg
Pt"
FOR
IMMEDIATE
SERVICED

SELECTION, PRICES,

1965 Cadillac 4 dr. Calais with

'67 Chevy Impala, 2.dr., hdtp.,.

525. 358-0329.

9 pc. Drexel Mahog. Dining Rm.
set; Leather top drum table, step
tables; Occasional choirs. Excel.
Condition. 437-3176

259.2554

$1250 or best. 255.2983.

61 Chevie Sedan

el

Radio.

'61 Chevy 348,-3-1Peed, stereo,

'65 Buick LaSabre, 2-dr., hcilp.,
P/S, P/B, A/C, elec. windows,
vinyl top, gd. cond.MUST SEW

PM. 51150

BlUe.

--Wu-miles, excel. cond. $1050 or
best offer. 529-5262

ExCeller_21,Condiron. Call
439-2831

1963 -Chevy Impala Convertible,
A/T, like new tires & top. $295

Chevy _II.

65 Mus 'convert, V.8, 4-sp.,

Belvidefer-5350.

Plymouth

'63

Dodge Boys!

cond. 392.3879 alter:6PfsTr"

5 pm.

good cond,_-$1-100.
537 9822, Ask.forEddie before .5

trans.,

The Arlington Park

'62 CHEVY, 'good running condition, needs body work, 87.5t
offer. 392,2539-

Good tires. -Very good ',Tie,

1964 Dodge-b-a-rt GT, Medallion
Blue -,1745, Call 253-5645 after

'66 Chevelle, 2.dr. HT, V.13,

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

Closing -out. Best Offer Takes
437-6606

Corvette, '68, Coupe, 32i -i50,
4 -speed, posi-traction, $3900.
358.7688 after 6 pm

--I-9;C?

lent condition. $650.
299-0362 after

1963 Red VW
5500 or BEST OFFER
439..2963

dresser. After 5 PM.
255-0018

Convertible. Good

68 Mustang, V -B, auto., excel
cond., must sell, under $2000.
Call after 6 pm. 253-9043

437-2891

liouro

8 cyl., 3 on the floor,
Gold, $2300. CL 5.1773

condition. Must sell. $125
359-6527

'66 Ford Galaxie 500, 4-dr., P/S,
vinyl roof, W/W, $1000.

set 'w/4B" buffet,
drop leaf tbl., 6 chairs, canopy
bedcomplete & misc. 437-1582
Living room set, 2 twin beds,
Rm.

1969 OLDS CUTLASS,

V.8, good condition. $700.
392-2669 after 6

Good mechanical condition.

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

EVER...

439-4295

1965 Ford Custom 4 dr. Sedan,

Falcon, 6 cyl. A/T, A/C,

OVER

43

TO CHOOSE
FROM

'65 FORD GAL.

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brak,es, Power Rear Window, Radio and
morel You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

4 Door with Automatic

$695

'67 CAMERO

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

Automatic trans.

LEND - LEASE

$1595

4 ROOMS OF FURNITURE

As low as $30 per mo. rental,
year minimum lease. Rental
applies to purchase or trade.
in for new furnishings. Ask for
1

Miss Hoydee - and SAVE.
253-9416

$1595
'67 OLDS

Ati°4Y

attachments.

$53.20 Tax Included

469 7204

Hammond Walnut Spinet Organ.
Model M-3. Perfect condition,
$800.259 5222

Student Viola, excellent condition, used one year. V2 price.
358-4374 after 4:30 pm.

New $175 National folk guitar a
steal for $131 incl. case! EEI Rev

\ ARLINGTON HTS.
OPEN EVENINGS

CHEVROLET

and mutes. $40.
394.2383

V2

auto shopping ce

price.

$495

$1195

$1995
'67 PONT. GTO HI-PERFORMANC
Auto. Trans., Power

CORNER

Dry Cleaning Route Salesman
We can handle your WHOLESALE route. 359.3655

$2995

OFFICIAL

4 Speed, 2 Tops, Fully Customized

$4595
'68 OLDS 442

.98 -Mobile Homes

Bek;iciere

50x10,
front
kitchen, 2 bdrm., extras.
$2500 call 439 4637.

Trailer for sale 2 bedroom, nice
furnished,
anytime 824-6941.

$2200,

call

103 -Auto Traders & Campers
1963 13' Shasta Travel Trailer.

Sleeps 4-6 w/builtins & extras.,

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

5550.299-1787

'68 Wards Camper. 4 sleeper.
Excellent condition. $495.
437 4086
sleeps 4, sink, stove,
hex, electricity, $550. Lo

gClrflpf!r;

HUGE DISCOUNTS

Buffalo Grove.

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75
wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279 5623
or 595 0090, after 6 p.m.

on all 1969's
New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1.965 Norton Agog&
750cc, mint condition, after 4.n.r.

$2595
CUTLASS

'66 PONT 2+2
4 speed

$1095

$1795

$1195

2 dr., hard too, V.8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$995

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

$1595

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED,

$995
Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

$695

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON
Vocation Special Like New!

'65 PLYM. FURY '65 PLY. FURY
9 passenger, wagon

$1295

All. White. SHARPI

'$1995

$1195
cyl., automatic

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

Supreme, 4 Speed

`Su

4 Speed

CLOSED SUNDAY

$1395

$1195

11144otorcydes and Scooters

For Sale

1440 eng., automatic

'66 MUSTANG

$895

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

i'67

$1695

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

440 eng., automatic

$1395
'66 OLDS '88

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

'68 PLYM. GTX

'68 CORONET RT

Automatic & power

$1695

FACTORY EQUIPMENT.

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

$2595.

'66 CORONET H.T

4 door, hardtop

"toted at 2 N. Elmhurst, M.P.

15' travel trailer, gd. cond., can
be seen at: 734 Golfeiew Terr.,

$1395

$1795

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

$2895

.

LeMans, automatic

$1795

cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

V8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

4 speed

'66 PONTIAC

4 Dr., V-8, Automatic Trans., Power Steering.

'68 FORD FAIRLANE COUPE HARDTOP

'68 CORVETTE

$1895

$1095

'67 FORD CUSTOM 500

'67 L.T.D.

'66 DODGE WAG

child care. Age 21/2.5.
Supervised play.
Diversified
creative activities. 255-7019

V-8, Automatic Transmission, White Wall Tires, Radio, Heater,

P.S.,

4 speed

passengerPolara

$1495

'66 FORD MUSTANG COUPE

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

'69 SUPER BEE

$2095
$2995

66 -Business Opportunities

pc rch,

USED CARS

Fact, air cond. convertible

Excel.

IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY

'67 TR GT

'66 CADILLAC

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
AS IS, ANY OFFER.
392.9227

'63

$1995 & FREIGHT

2 Dr. H.T., Stick, V 8 Eng.

Sedan

^"ton's. Ask for Mike. 827-6603

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

LIL

MAYERICK
IN STOCK FROM

'63 CHEV. IMP.

CL 9-4100

KIMBALL PROFESSIONAL ORGAN

one only,

$1295

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

Holten B-47 Trumpet with case

and Power

CLOSED SUNDAY

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's.

'500 With Automatic

VOLKSWAGON

55 -Musical Instruments

Over- size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

'65 CORONET

'67

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

h.

.

tilt steering wheel, tinted

$1695

onal11969's!

$4669

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

$1995

Cutlass, 4 door

HugeDiscounts

or $5.32 down and 9 pay
meats of $5.32 per month, For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

w/Leslie,

Skylark, Power

4 Dr. HOTP., factory warranty

1969 Singer Zig Zag

P.m.

'65 BUICK

'67 POLARA

Used machine in styksh cabi
net. Does everything without

111/

I

SAVINGS

'owner. $395. 824-6423 aft 6.

.'65 Chevy Impala, clean, one
owner, 283 engine, full power.

red

Coupe,

Porsche

1962

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue,
low miles, $1195.
394-2731 after 4:30 PM

4141ome Furnishings -furniture

'61 Chrysler Newport 2 dr. H.T.
P/S, A/T, radio, low mileage, 1 -

.6--stta,--

-827-4230

CL 3 5667

5 pm. 359 1308

Biscayne,

Chevy

'4 dr, R/H, low miloogrE365,

II

k

BIGGEST

'65 AUSTIN HEALtY.-ext81.
cond., RI:_,6deter,overdrive,
_546007255-7200, ext. 43

0:11...hevy Impala convert, white,
black top, black interior, auto,
P/5, P/B, good cond, 392.2189

'64 VW. Good running condition.
Clean. Red. $675.

DACHSHUNDS, AKC, 8 weeks
old, 3 moles, "lease Call after

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

1967 Cadillac CoupeDeVille,
Phone: 824.5866
after 5:30

AKC, Sable & White
253.8108
Young Parakeet, new stand
and cage, 515.
253 6622

Dining

aut

112 -Automata's For Sale

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

enter

0

trbe Dapl

A

DICK WICKSTROM

I t

'67 Sears 250 cc
Mt/helmet, low miles, "$265.
724.5770

Honda 50 cc. '66 model, excel.
cond., stored since 9267, $125.
259.5690

1966 Honda "305" Scambler,
top ,running cond., new oaint.
$450 or BEST OFFER. 392 0175.

Hondo '69 5L90, Motocrdit under 500 miles, still on warranty,
trail gear, super scrambler,
X425 or offer. Call John after
5 pm. CL 5.4327

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

OPEN SUNDAYS

OPEN DAILY Ill
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

ask

AIPUIMM.

MIV

.1. z

yen.

DEVON

FROM THE ARLINGTON
'ACROSS
PARK RACE TRACK

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

529-7070

su y

392-6300

NODWOOD MID
New COH1

tsr.

7

I

Nok.'000"6-""
FORD lUsed%Card.96*.n'
Car
Kennedy Expressway

5
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I

Photos
by

Harold R. Wambach

t

has been created fpr the suburban womShe-an -a woman interested in all facets of life. Onde a week
She will provide fresh new ideas in interior decorating,
creative cooking and beauty. She will inform you of the
latest fashions and provide you with food for thought.
Marilyn Heifers, editor

I

Gowns from Marge's Apparel

THE DAY
Monday, August 18, 1969

Page 12

e says

Who is Tqbe.

Sweater -knit dress
Carries strong messa

Tobe is the staff of the coun-

try's foremost consultanbi on
fashion who'll brief you once a
week in what to look for fash-

ionwise, Just before it arriv
the
and while it's arrivi
e to shop.
stores where
on briefs will be
Tob
that-short, clear, accurate, extremely helpful to any
fashion shopper who wants to

e

Knits have become the fabric of the moment-make no mistake about it. Of all the many knit
fabrics around, newest is the sweater -knit, in
dresses designed for the junior customer. Whether a pullover or cardign coatdress, the sweater -

know what to look for and
what to buy now in apparel
and accessories.

111

knit dress sticks close to the ribs, then flips --nothing tubular or shapeless about this year's version.

WoOced into this silhouette arc ribs, tweeds or
geometric patterns.
The look comes off as something waif -like, in-

nocent, or ever, "intellectual." To carry it off,
wear the sweater dress with a crocheted beret,
dark and thick hose, and six feet or more of muffler. Also, because of the simple lines, sweater dresses make excellent tunics to wear over pants.
9
1-4

1.Ceaiut, to be a, mow

Argyle Happenings

.61

PHONE FOR YOUR

FREE MAKE-UP CONSULTATION

MERLE noRmiln COSMETICS ,..r
Arlington Heights, Ill.

16 W Campbell
Daily 10 30 to 6

Argyle is the big fall '69 news in plaids for all
ages. It adds new dimension in pattern and color
to dresses, sportswear, and accessories. Argyle
plaids range in size from mini to maxi, are most
often found in bonded acrylic, sweater knits, and
corduroy, and come in color combinations such
as brown/white, navy/burgundy/white, and
hunter green/navy.
Find argyle plaids made into simple little
dresses with solid banding; long sleeveless jackets
over two -piece -look dresses, handsome jumpers
and newly important V -necked, U -necked or
crew -necked sweaters. Argyle is what's happeni g and youngsters just won't want to miss out!

255-1270

Closed Weds

.7,, 7 r.

OSLO U N SALE

ter.%

Wool sweaters for Fail slither down to tunic length, shaping a long body line that gives new
animation to the pants costume. James Kenrob uses begudfully mitered stripes to add an extra
lively zest to this 8 -button cardigan in rib -knit alPAmerican wool, with self tie -belt. (Woolknit
Assoc photo)

w

JIMMIES

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
CLOCKS

,',

MORE
DECORATORS ANTIQUES

Mt. Prospect
V85 Hardware

253-4601
101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
MT. PROSPECT

JEWELRY

Flea Mark4t Sale

ITEMS NOW ON SALE

4th. Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower Level
of Randhurst
Rts. 12 8 83 Mt. Prospect
Antiques Etcetera Managers

AT DISCOUNT PRICES

THRUOUT OUR STORE!

392-0383

253.9117

Barrel O'Bygones
Antiques
203 S Milwaukee Ave
Wheeling,

Phone 537-9874
NORTHWEST'S LARGEST
00111040001

PPSAMPLE

ANTIQUES

AND MANY OTHER

Antique Flea Market
Every 3rd Sunday 10 - 5.30
Holiday Inn Rte 62

.1kt

kte,

Rolling Meadows
Kay Knudson, Mgr

11.0tiVt,10 g

cow -r vistrit§tortiefortip*

529-7169

SHOP

,FIRE HOUSE
Something new in the junior
field...a dress with real personallql "Now" fashion with
the trumpet sleeve and the ar-,
cular skirt.

"YOUNG VIEW
POINT ROOM"
Sizes 3 to 18

10 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, Ill
Ph: 392-2063
Mon.

Sat 10 to 5130, Thum s ill 9 p m

UMW

%Mt OMEN
IMMIMM WIMP

jilrer

WNW _7_ MIMS

rGEMillilf1111111ettLaL+blgm
ION NM MOB ammloMMMI

ISM Wee ,
SiM MOP

UMW

I

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS

MN MOM NM
ISM ANN am. waft
' sone
MOP

Be pm own

decorator?

IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

TOM 61.11 '

wan
IMP IMO

emow"

I

4::'

Earthenware
Wooden
Salad Bowli
& Carving boards

1131

Plastic
Serving Trays
& Salad bowls

DAt' OR

"Van of

e!,?:_

CAI

HAND sownU41.011740
- VMS [CANDLE HIXDUIS

hem Wand

avosna 171/AWAll from $.60 to $1.95

1

LOOK!

512

14 N W Hwy
Mt Prospect
255.8477

r

rii

r.. 9-9
Mou.,.7hur
-rues. Wed., Sot., 9.5:30
Starting Sept. 7, Open Sun.

KITCHEN ABOVE.

$1.69 Sq. Ft. to $1.89

Spies. pima tting

open Thursday
& Friday nites

12
SOUTH
EVERGREEN

BEAUTY SALON

392-0062
from43.95 to $7.50

MMUS RATWAII

50 PI.. .1

ONLY $114.80 OF DACOR
AND FOUR HOURS OF TIME
CREATED THE BEAUTIFUL

WOORTID STONIWAIll

--Arlington"-

from $11.95 to $27.30

255-0212

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

We style, cut and set your hair
to bring out its true beauty...
Experts in hair coloring too!
214 E. Grove (behind the White Hen)
Arlington Heights

OTHERS: 49c to 89c
4

Argyles return as thcies.,dMINK-Fri
'geometries for Fall, faiored by
both men and women. EvanPicone, 1969 Woolknit Design
Award Winner, splashes precision -cut diamonds on a long
and lanky vest of soft *allAmerican knitted wool, banding the V -neckline and twin
hip pockets with solid color.
(Wollknit Associates Photo)

Monday. August 18.1969

female chairman of board

the total look
The Zsa Zsa Limited system
for skin treatment has been developed on two basic premises:

Complete

Cleansing

Cream

should be used with Delicate
Skin Freshener or Tone
Balance Skin Tonique.

&

The skin must be clean in order to bring out its full potenu.:
tial: the skin must be_nor------1.0-APPLY:-TSmoOth
on
Shed-tiFi-S- 1-0 -100V and he over face and throat and tissue
off. For soap -and -water clean
young and vital.
feeling. apply again and rinse
Formula Z Evening Creme. with warm Water.
Delicate Skin Freshener.
The .developnient of this pale

r

This freshener is an delicate as

goldwonder-working cream

its lime green color and tart

.with a tlISsterious sweet herb
fragrance is as inspired by Zsa

Lemon/lime

Zsa Gabor. The basis of its
formula is a combination of
healing and moisturizing ingredients that Zsa Zsa brought

with her from Hunan in
generations.

It is suitable for every skin
tspe and is instant's absorbed

TO APPLY: Use cotton
pads saturated ssith Freshener
in upssard circular motions.

ingredients \sill eliminate drs soften

while the special ingredients stimulate and moisLeaves complexion_
turize.
skin

for the skin.

and ni!\ Cr greass . Formula Z's
and

stint door disturb delicate

soft and smooth is ithout ans
feeling. Also
tight. dray.
includes Vitamin C. is hich
may has e healing properties

a

cream that had been used
the women in her Tamil s tor

ness

It

fragranCe.

expression

Extra -Moisture Lotion. The
fragrance of fresh cucumber
permeates this pale green extra

rich lotion_An_under-make up
treatment Tor mature skins. it
moisturizes. protects and con-

Total Cleansing Oil A light

Tonique contains healing and
skin -building ingredients. as
%sell as an antibacterial agent.

quick. thorough cleanser. It is
specially formulated to remos e makeup. including ee

ward off dirt and grime and
"skin -building" ingredient. It should he used in
C011.11.1C1 ion- is ith Tone & I3a1ance Skin Tonique or Delicate
Skin Freshener.
a

TO APPLY: Moisten cotton ball is ith 'Fowl Cleansing
Oil and in ups% ard circular mo-

tions remose all make-up. Remo\ e Cie make-up is ith cotton
sas abs.

Cleansing

Cream. This is a peaches and
liquifsing cleansing
cream
that completely remuses all make-up and surface

Beneath -It -All -Creme. This
light moisturizer. is ith a fresh.
grsien. apple fragrance. is for

residue from the skin. Peachy

the

pink in color and frangrance.

moisturizing cream to a lotion.
It has a cumulative moisturizing action on the skin and pro tects as it softens. It is perhaps
just slightly richer than the 10 don. A v.s:rs small amount of
Beneath It .All -Creme should

it's formulated so that it can be

used with water and can he
rinsed off to cis e a soap -andwaiter '.lean feeling. Suitable
is es-

peidalls good used instead of
soap

on

dri .

diamonds.

Zsa Zsa said she maintains
her figure by swimming every
day in her pool. exercising on
electrical bicycle and
an
spending "an absolutely quiet
time in my sauna each day..No
one is allowed to disturb me.
dahling. when I am in thy

a difficult deci-

women and

want to help

I

pro-

lines

around

the, eyes

delicate skin.

Woman iho prefers

a

he scorn under make-up for

ill

The base for her powerful perfume is tuberose with a "touch
of animal scent."

TO APPLY: Smooth on
tiny amount with an upward

soon'

A lovely shade of pink. the
Masque exudes a delectable
strawberry fragrance as it is
heated and dries on the skin to
a plastic finish. It stimulates as

1713 E. Central Rood (Convenient Shopping Center )

5

439-8pp 070

5

'

cirejashion `rite

unusual base for this magic
cream is green apple.

,.

moisturizes. helping to rid

-

Pair Fasiitous

JCorner of Busse a Central, Arlington fits.

from Russia to Hungary by
Zsa Zsa's grandmother. The

Save 20% to 40%

FRANKLYCIA FABULOUSs

ir-------

.\
.

.

..
..

i

..
..

and moisturize every skin type.

5

us

l'Peaufifiti

Piric Scott & Co.. provide skin
treatment from head to toe. It
includes the mysterious Formula Z Evening Creme used
by all the Gabors and brought

..
..
..

and

mouth.

it

A have in 'mind. See

Yd eirtlzgsh=..

1..10...40..4.44

pads saturated is ith Tonique eye puffiness.
and cleanse is ith an upward
The cream applied under
circular motion until there is the Masque works deepls into
no trace of dirt or make-up left the skin. revealing a smooth.
on pads.
super -moisturized complexion
Beaneath-It-All-Lotion.
when the Masque is removed.
This light -vet -rich moisturizer
has a delicate green apple
Pull hack hair
To
fragrance. It is an instantly and cover. Smooth on generabsorbed lotion that has a ous amount of cream. Heat
cumlatise moisturizing action. wax in jar in a pan of is ater UnWhen used consistent)there til a creamy consistencs. Paint
is a moisture build-up resulton face and under chin line
ing in softer. smoother skin.
ith a brush. Allow to dry and
It contains anti -irritants and is ork on the face -15 to 51) minhealing ingredients and an an- utes.
tihacterial agent. It should he
Peel off the Masque. worksmoothed on before make-up ing slimly and beginning at the
and is for a woman who prefers forehead. It \s ill not pull off faa lotion to a cream.
cial hair and is ill conic off in

cream

for eery skin ts pe. t

it

hairdo for you for fall

Zsa Zsa's complete line of
let. and a ruby ring edged in cosmetics. available at Carson

TO APPLY: Use cotton ducing lines and around -the -

the top laser of flaky do skin.
rota' Cleansing Oil contains a special ingredient to

Complete

a long rope of cultured pearls.
huge diamond drop earrings, a
two-inch deep diamond brace-

the skin of impurities NS bile re-

make-up and lash adhesis e and

has

tastic jewels. She sparkled with

tects and contains "little tighteners" that help to erase tiny

a tangy peppermint fragrance motion.
and is a cleansing complexion
S k i n -Tight, Hot Facial
pick-up. I t has been adjusted Masque. This masque has been
to a l'H of 5. is hich means formulated to at once cleanse

oil is ith a crisp almond Iragrance and rosy color that is a

a S n 't

Zsa'sZvisdaea.st hbCiarujitristcarensdr 117etrwfth--sllingid.:17ona-irt

new

-121-7A-TaSHionable

sexy
Zsa

sion for you. Zsa Zsa. to share
your beauty secrets wirh other
womenr she was asked.
"Not at all. dahling. I like

for mature skin. or as a light
night cream for the younger
skin. Extra -Moisture Cream

10 APPLY: Smooth a ser\
small amount o'er face and

that it is perfect for normal
to oils skin and disturbed
skin.
Skin
&
Balance
Tone

the luncheon found it difficult

as she breezed through tables
at La Cheminee Restaurant.

tiny amount.
(Extra Moisture Creain. Cucumber cool. this cream is an
.xtra-rich moisturizer that
may he used under make-up

moisturizes.

Zsa Zsa's new psrfume_Zig,
especially for
her. "But mine is much cooler
than the_orte_iaour-line,,,-she-

_mecting_toJaonch_her- new -line

TO APPLY: Smooth on

lubricates.

sauna.- she said.

purred.

THEBUSINESSMEN at
Zsa ----7-7
bundle of"feminity.4-bilic."
Gabor floated into a luncheon

-1 for You

them all look beautiful." she

like

Looking

tains._ -little -tighteners' -that- of cosmetics. Dressed in a full help
eliminate tiny lines
skirted voile shirtwaist (with
around eyes and mouth. The
the hem at the knee) in a coral
rich forMula makes this an
spectrum with feminine flowideal night lotion -cream for
ing .sleeves.' the chairman of
young skins.
the board of Zsa Zsa Limited
picked up male compliments

is ipc complexion until pads
are completely tree of dirt.

throat. Excellent as a night
cream. or worn during the
bath or shoss er when steam opened pores absorb cream so
readily.

By Marilyn Heifers

New Bair -do,

Really Great

day -long protection and glow.

lines. It ss ill help to heal irritations. It leases the skin teeling
and looking younger.

Tone & Balance Skin Tonique
Sky blue Skin Tonique has

CA
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on quality
Nationally
known Fashions
The switchables from the

..
..
...
..
.

Fashion Tree. A happy mixer in this smart three-piece
ensemble by joyce. Cordu-

roy shapes the vest and
skirt, blouse of crepe.

1::#
Ittl.<

-I
WV.
Ottittlifil 4141/111

1411r1

iee.

..
..
.

Vest
Skirt
Blouse

Reg.

Sale

$15.00
$12.00
$11.00

12.75
10.20
9.35

(1141WID

4,250,.... Eni.,..d.

*

.

r

Her fondest dreams come
true when you choose a
CLASSIC diamond bridal set

* Bring in your rings
* to be checked and
, CLEANED FREE

41,

V

t.

one piece.

Protective Lip Gloss. This

MITCHELL'S .t
JEWELERS

DUNHURST
SHOPPING CENTER

smoothing ii bite ointment actually tastes like fresh cherries.
It both protects and adds gloss

20 S . Evergreen,

*

to the lips. It also contains a
medically approved healer for

Cut-out, see-through, hardly there...is today's fashion game
and women need to play it with a full-length beauty image. Designed for use from the neck down, Zsa Zsa's Full -Length Body

chapped or peeling lips.
Protective l_ip Gloss can be
worn over as well as under
lipstick.

859 Dundee Rd., Rte. 68
at Elmhurst Rd., Rte. 83

Arlington Height;

Wheeling, Ill.

EVERGREEN
SHOPPING CENTER

HOURS: Sunday, 11-5, Mon. & Fri. 10.9, 'Nem, Wed., Thurs. II Sat. 10-6

Charge it Midwest Bank Card

.

Creme smoothes and soothes the entire body.

the men's world
of buttons
The aesthetics in% ol% ed in
tailoring a suit go tar bei0111.1

the side and talsric. csen beond the 'mine and craftsmanship. The arnstrs of coordination goes right doss n to the
matter of buttons.
You might think it's
simple as picking up a button
and sewing the thing on. Not
so.

BUTION is selected is ith
due consideration csen to the
type of garment it adorns (muanal shoulder is. ads an cc lash-

ion. suit or sport coat. the col-

the surface of the
material ilitstrous sir flat finishl and its position on the
or fabric.

THINK SMALL

half the buttons are ever actually'pti to work.

MEN'S WEAR BUTTONS
generally fall into five cate-

gories: pure horn. metal. used

mostly for sportswear. pearl.
Vnthetic composition such as
imitation hone or polyester
and wood.

After the proper button is
selected the aesthetics of the
whole thing go one step fur ther-the thread with which

twenty-five dollars minimum balance.

they are sewn. Like linings and

other types of ':trimmings- on
garments. each fabric at Hart
Schaffner & Marx has its own
type and color of thread specl-

five per cent compounded daily.

tied:

garment 'large button', for
buttoning. small buttons on

This is to avoid "eyeball matching wherein each sewing

BUTTON, BUTTON...This is a sampling of the buttons used
on Hart Schaffner & Marx and related clothing. Lower right-

the sive% es t,

machine operator makes her
selection of
own personal

hand button inside circle is a special -order gold button available
through retail stores. Designed to adorn blazers, they're $95 a set
(three large buttons, four small ones for sleeves).

Alen's clothing manufacturers like Hart Schaffner &

Marx. Milt,se local dealer is J.
Svolsoda Sons. stock buttons in
great varlets. 1 hey're often
used for strictls decorative
purposes as in double-breasted
garments is here usual). only

thread color. This can result in
a variety of colors being used
on sine garment.

11 S. DUNTON
ARLINGTON
HEIGHTS

CL 3-5249

lip color

se colored s am or ribbon
to bring Cashion to sour hairdo by co-ordinating what you
are \searing to a hair style that
needs a how

1

GOLDEN PASSBOOK

OPEN DAILY

9 A.M. TO 5:30

Use a slicker if you're one of
those

minimum deposit.

-4111111111.

So the next time you button
yjnir suit or sport coat. have a
little respect.

hair ribbons

no

girls who prefers her

own natural lip color to shoss
through. but is ants the protect ion necessary for shiny lips.

I

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS

I DECORATIVE LADLE
in all Colors

BANK.

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
Sr

....4QWELEMEM8.11

Obed
LOVES

WOMEN!

13ealwait
Baths $$/.50
Guest $2.75

I

You Will Love Our Menu.

". FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON
Every Monday Noon to 2 p.m.

GOLDEN

DOLPHIN

COORDINATED ATH FASHIONS

Member
FDIC

Located at 3405 Algonquin Road in Rolling Meadows, Ill.

For Reservations Call: 259-5000

+NNW

"is

rJt
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antique world
-4.11"0.41L,

craning on a masterpiece
Our antique columnist Dea ropean, nothing is thrown
Juno was born in Inseam, in away, and it is not unusual to
Europe, where she sass "prac- have something in the family
for three or four generations."
ticalh es en thine is antique.
Dea majored in history and
She lived in a home built in
D and "being Eu- philosophy in college. She is
1200

also a charter member of the
Salt Creek Questers antique
club.

By Dee Jurco

When my husband Steve,
son Stephen' and I were in Istanbul. we motored to the top
of the highest hill overlooking
the Bosporus on the Asiatic
side of the ancient city. Look=
ing down on the blue water.

Just then Stephen broke the

sent _the. _beautiful- sheet:I-and
changing hues of a woven

understanding of the artistic
temperament of Asia. The
Asiatic wants his subject to

Masterpiece?
The design and -detail of an
oriental -rug -may -attract. but it_

have abstract qualities_Litidd:hism, the prevailing influence

is the coloringtharsholifd capture our imagination. These

in ..Asia^ teaches that a univer-

colors are derived-frorrrat-ii-Cnal
and vegetable dyes and mellow

sal spirit is manifest in each

form of nature. The highest

aim of Asiatic rug weavers
THE WOVEN MASTER

added to the composition. Did

The salad season is officially

here and brings with it a market both encouraging and
abundantly generous with salad fixings.

woven carpet on the sandy
shore.

BEING AN OLD history

turies:

bles, suits and knits for

sake "little girl" styles
for classic lines, softly

rimmed and a more
lady like image.

usually
lettuce,
Iceberg
available is the standby for
most salads accounting for 85
per cent, we are told, of the sal-

a family bringing the
fruit of hours of labor to be

ad greens eaten. This year's
crop is very large with ship-

washed and block.
"Down there you see a masterpiece as lovely as any of the

ments being somewhat higher
than previous years. Use other
salad greens --romaine. chicory. spinach and garden lettuce,
too. Mix in these dark greens

works of art in a museum,"
said to Stephen. My son's remarks of the effect of the sun
on my brain are easily imagi-

for flavor and textuure contrast.

nable. But this incident led to a
renewed interest in oriental

fresh peaches. blueberries and

Al an auction sale held in

MAISON de ROMAYNE
43 S. Dunton
CL 5-5543

9:30 to 5:30

Arlington Heights

in

same rug i5 worth $100,000 today. At the same sale a silk rug
seven by six sold for $35,000.
Can you imagine what this rug
would he worth today?
Oriental rugs come from
China. India. Afghanistan.

in combination with cottage
cheese. From ruby red strawberries to cool green cucum-

bers and golden kernels of

corn, the salads can be an endless variety. Dress them with a
tart herbed dressing made with

corn oil or a dressing made
with equal parts of dairy sour
cream and real mayonnaise.
It's herb season and even a few

backyard or terrace plants will
enliven salads all summer.
Snip off.a few fresh leaves or
buds and snip directly into the

WE DO NOT KNOW if the
art -of weaving originated in

China, Egypt or along the salad bowl for their delightful
banks of the Tigris. We do aroma and taste.
know from the few monuSTUFFED AVOCADOS

ments dating hack to 2000
B.C. that it is along the Tigris.
in the land of Abraham, the
Babylonians, the Medes and

sage blossom

1 (one -pound) package fro thawed,
crab meat,
n

z

drained and flaked (about 2

the Persians, that rug weaving
It

cups)

is

from this area that the most

2 tomatoes, peeled, seeded
and chopped
nerfect carpets have come.
1 tablespoon cider or wine
It is possible to tell where an
anituqe rug came from by the vinegar
2 teaspoons chopped parsdesign, weaving and color, but

This is a ring that is truly a luminous
phenomenon Its three diamonds set oboe

a blood bold band produce an effect

I will explain this in more de- ley
I teaspoon tarragon leaves
tail in my next article. The

that radiates o warmth as distinctive
as the womon who chooses it. And if th a
ring seems unique, so is its guarantee. II you
should want a larger diamond later on,
Orange Blossom will exchange it for its

modern rug is not as simple to
identify. The southwestern
part of Asia has been subject to

1 teaspoon chervil leaves
1 teaspoon chopped chives
1/4 teaspoon salt
1 cup real mayonnaise
2 tablespoons catsup
1 teaspoon Worcestershire

many invasions and to con-

full purchase price. Now for the
first time a diamond is really forever.

stant struggles for supremacy.

The rugs woven today

are

composites of the rugs woven sauce

Aurora by Orange Blossom

during these years of struggle.

colors. Recent installation advances now allow most sheet vinyl floors to be installed directly over
an existing floor without tearing up the old material. Armstrong dealers in the northwest suburbs
will show the color possibilities in this and similar patterns.

parents ask

when children don't
like to play outdoors

mixture. Serve immediately in lettuce cups. Makes
crab

6 servings.

If you prefer a simpler rice
recipe. cook one cup white rice
using two cups pineapple juice

butter, pineapple chunks, water chestnuts and dill weed.

iN

parents whose children don't
like to play outdoors? Like the

ones. Or the sprinkler turned
on in a fine spray makes a

children described by a recent
correspondent. dc; yours "lean

against the door and cry and
scream, or fall down the steps

or off the swing or off their

any girl on the go with lots of
gear to carry around with her-are still in style. The safari

tricycles'?"

If you have a leaner or one
who just can't seem to play by
himself, here are some practical suggestions of things 'to
do, from a mother of four:

hag, which was last year's fash-

ion news, has given way to
large bags of all styles. One of
the important things to considchoosing

when

er

one

is

"MY CHILDREN enjoyed
their sandbox most of anything. It was large, so they
could climb right into it and
there they could dig to their

whether your needs are suited
to a hag that's wideopen space
on the inside, or one which has
a
series of zippered compartments.

content.. I allowed
them to have all the water they
hearts'

wanted to wet the sand and
make it into shapes, houses,

Name Drive
Chairmen

trains, tunnels.

"Any use of water tends to
be surefire. I used a galvanized

arc communicating with them.
ones, doesn't really matter.

"What if you don't get all

your housework done? Most
any father would rather come

neered the study of child development. As present director of
research for the Institute, Mrs.
Ames draws heavily on the re-

sults of that research for her
Publishers -Hall Syndicate column and for the hooks she has

cells in hone marrow, lymph
nodes and spleen. It kills

authored or colauthored, including her latest, "Is Your
Child in the Wrong Grade'?"
MRS. AMES WAS horn in
Portland, Maine, in 1908, atthe
Deering High
tended
School there, and graduated

from the University of Maine
Louise Bates Ames, Ph. D.

lovely locks

Mrs.
Highland

Plaines;

Phyllis

If you're a nine -to -fiver, a
can of hairspray at your desk
or somewhere in the office is

Weber,

Itasca; Mrs. William Erickson
and

Mrs.

Donald

Kaider,

Mundelein, and Mrs. George
McNulty of Roselle.

Don't Buy a Piano Until

engagement.

daily care
Face care

is

an

everday

thing. A woman who wants
I

touching your hairdo or for a
quick reset before an evening

indispensable. It's great for re -

111

I

I

I

clear, smooth, creamy skin has
to wash and cream it every

cold cream is an essential of
face care, both for removing
make-up and for Moisturizing
the skin.

night. Throughout the year, '

I

You Have Heard the YAMAHA!

Is'

I

I

P,orist.00.2 P/ar,00-4itoorier/ii., ...ratoordr/ipt,1

t$i

For: Decoupage

HAIR

Tole

Paper Mache
and other Pro
jects

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-1600

III BACK TO SCHOOL

MOUNT PROSPECT

DACE/

STYLES

SPECIAL

,$,

FIT

RENT A PIANO
:S.

_$.45

FOR A

month

Walnut Oak

Cher ry Ebony

I

I

--LADY!

Story 8 Clark, Cable, Whitney and Kimball
t's

I

I

I

I

I

I

NNW

I

I

740,,
1/4A,-

I

I

I

Mt. Prospect Music Center
Main St. (Rt. 83) 8 Busse Av. (South of Central)

I

"

I

I

I

tt,

I

I

PHONE ORDERS 259-1300

I

I

I

I

I

member of the Yale Clinic of
Child Development from 1933

to 1950. first as personal research assistant to Dr. Arnold
Gesell, then as instructor, assistant professor and curator
of Yale films of child development. All of these appointments were held in the. Yale
Medical School.
Mrs. Ames is co-author with
Dr. Gesell, her column partner
Dr. 11g, and others of 13 hooks,
including the famous --and

now classic --trio on child development and behavoir. "The
First Five Years of Life," "Infant and Child Care in the Culture of Today" and "The
Child from Five to Ten."
These hooks pioneered new
theories of discipline, education and handling of children
and encouraged a positive aph, now widely accepted.
proach,
based on research into the
facts of children's growth pat-

CARPET
and

RA9fft

AMERICANA

.

I

with a B.A. in 1930, an M.A. in
1933, and, later, in 1957, an
Sc.D. She received her Ph.D.
in Psychology front Yale University in 1936. She was a staff

OWEN

I

Also

co-au-

They founded the Institute
in 1950 to continue the work
of Dr. Arnold Gesell, who pio-

CALLED "CANCER of

Mrs.

the
Author

Development.

the blood," leukemia is actually a related disease of the tissues that produce white blood

Park:

thing of

cated Gesell Institute column
"Parents Ask," was co-founder with Dr. Frances L. Ilg and
Dr. Janet Learned of the famous Gesell Institute of Child

kemia."

Des

a

beauty. 'Fry it and see. (('opy
right 1969 by the Gesell Institute of Child Development,
Inc.)

What you say, to very little

is no generation gap in Leu-

Is'

nois Bronze.

just like the feeling that you

dreary day into

Louis Bates Ames,

zo of Bensenville; Mrs. A. L.

PH: 359.1004

11

ry room, in your
home, with

grass,

Luekemitit can strike anythe middleaged and the old. The theme of
this year's campaign is "There

I Do Yourself a Favor - - -

cessories for eve

anthing--trees,

moon, how glass is made of
sand --really anything. They

one --the young,

Robert Schrek,

cross, people."

thor of the nationally syndi-

.111 lilairmsassamisioriasiiseimmaienteeim.immieerasoialio
Create lovely ac

about

ber.

Larson.

home at night to a happy family than to a spotless house and

Right you are. But what if it
fountain to play under, What if rains and they CAN'T go out'?
When school is in session this
they do get wet?
"Empty cardboard boxes isn't so had. But many a mothfrom a hardware store or gro- er has waked up on a rainy vacery store are usually obtain- cation morning and wondered
able free, and they can often do how she would get through the
more with these than with ex- day. Alvin Schwartz is here to
the rescue with his wonderful
pensive toys.
-LIKE MANY chil- new "The Rainy Day Book .fOr
Housebound Families" (Tridren, they want you to be right
there too, sit outside and do dent Press). The publishers demending, or put your sewing scribe this book as a survival
machine or ironing hoard out kit for harassed parents, and
on the porch or terrace. They you yourself may well find that
love to have you talk to them having it can turn that much

The Chicago Chapter, Leukemia Society of America has
stepped -up its 1969-70 goal
and is seeking 17,000 marchers for its annual door-to-door
drive scheduled for Septem-

Dora Burns and Mrs. Ella Riz-

PALATINE PLAZA
OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 6 PM
FRI. 'TIL 9 PM

Mirror Co.

wash tub which makes a good
bathing pool for the small

Jean Brink, Barrington; Mrs.

TUBS & SHOWER ENCLOSURES
WALL MIRRORS
REPRODUCTION PAINTINGS
PICTURE FRAMES
ALL TYPE GLASS REPAIR

77 ARM/Tr

Are you one of the many

international
national and
resarch programs, and further
increase benefits to patients
and their families.
Area chairmen are Mrs.

PATIOS - COMBINATION DOORS - WINDOWS

GLIDDEN PAIN S

By Louise Bates Ames, Ph.D.

door campaign will support

REPLACEMENTS

2 N. DUNTON - CL 3-4690
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

effect in Armstrong Montina Vinyl Corlon, joining the swing to bright, intense, vivid "live"

32,000 Americans annually.
Funds from the door-to-

3 avocados
Western iceberg lettuce

One must view an oriental

FLAHERTY
JEWELERS

Nothing "safe neutral" about the color in up-to-the-minute flooring. Muted pastels have faded
from the picture of the current underfoot scene. The latest today is the striking Sapphire Blue

Large handbags --a must for

The summer season is the
time for fruits sand vegetables

ones we know,

heights.

I44

Mix crab meat, chopped tomato, vinegar, parsley, tarragon, chervil, chives and salt.
Mix mayonnaise, catsup and
Worcestershire sauce. Add to
crab mixture. Toss until well
mixed. Chill. Cut avocados in
halves lengthwise and twist
slightly to pull apart. Remove
seeds. but not skin. Fill with

stuffed avocado salad.

began as small prayer rugs
used to prostrate oneself on.
and grew to the large -sized

attained great

expressing peace, joy. pensive ness and sorrow?

showingh.andbags

woolen Oriental rug and five
and a half by three-quarters
foot sold for $10,200: that

Beluihstan. Persia, Turkistan,
Caucasia and Asia Minor.
Egypt also produced rugs at
one time, but so long ago that
we know of none in existence.
All of these rugs probably

"Aurora" by

shades have different .moods

bananas and this year. good
crisp apples are arriving. Also
up on the green gro- cercounters are the summer
avocados. ideal for making a

1910, a

,

1/8

you know that the different

instead of water. Toss with
Among the fruits there are

rugsfor me.

New York City

a

make your salad a ballad

there?" We looked down and
saw a family washing a newly

latest coats. coat ensem-

present

design as perfect as one can
with a palette and brush: but
can the palette and brush pre-

What are they doing down

huff I thought how perfect this
was. We were seeing a scene
that must have been repeated
many times over for many cen-

cannot

,,, ,

tat

If wool of the finest quality
is used, a luster and softness is

PIECES

Id

with the years.

was to express this inner spirit.

spell by saying, "Look. Mom.

It's back to the grownup look for fall. as the

'ilti.14611L1.1'-11114..' 4
61.i:1:41.4.1:11111:1144111:1147411

rug with an eye for harmony of
color and design, and with -an

russet tiled roofs and the dome

of St. Sophia, we agreed that
this was one of those precious
moments in life.

sI

BEAUTY SALON

1620 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, III.

259-5020

HOURS

Tues. thru Sat. 9 to 5:30
Open Thurs. ult.!.

RUGS
ALSO

Serviro Master
Carpet, Fur nitut. 8. Wall

Ch.onmq
Visit our now showroom+ at

672 E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358-1500

THE DAY

now's the time

Monday August 18. 1969

bath soap

et's ave a uau
By Lois Czubakowski

Is your social life in a summer slump?
It doesn't need to be. August
is the perfect time for fun -type

outdoor party, provided you
can

written permission

get

from your friendly neighbor
hood mosquito tribe.

muu, invite all the neighbors
and let's have a luau.
Luaus are gay, friendly,
beautiful, informal, easy to

give and fun to go to. With a
little imagination you can
achieve a lavish tropical look
with a minimum of cost, using
materials and foods available

right here in the Northwest
suburban area.
Use your garden's own
flowers and greenery for background, and highlight your
patio with tiki torches, fish

nets and other island goodies
available at area stores.
Cover your table with a drak
green cloth or paper table cov-

er. For a centerpiece combine
ferns with melons, pineapples.
coconuts

bananas,

oranges,

and other fresh fruits, all spilling out of a native straw hat.

LUAU PAPER plates and
napkins and bamboo accesare readily available.
and you can get paper, plastic
or real flower leis to present to
your guests as they arrive. The
gift of a lei symbolizes joy. wel-

sories

come, farewell and any of a
thousand other emotions in
the islands.

If you're ambitious or want
something for the youngsters

to help with, you can make
your own leis out of facial tissue --the pretty colored or pais-

ley tissues arc especially suitable. Take about 60 regular sized tissues, open them and
fold into third lengthwise and
then into thirds across. Cut out
circles.

Each tissue will three-inch
circles. Thread circles onto a
42 -inch piece of string with a
darning needle. Tie the string
together. Twist circles by plac-

ing thumb and first finger of
each hand on circle on both
sides of the string. Twist circle
in opposite directions and resucceeding
peat for each
circle.
Much of what you serve will
be finger -food, and it's a good
touch to provide finger -bowls

boiling water and stir, with

mushroom pupus, drain a one
pound four and one half ounce
can pineapple chunks and two
eight -ounce cans button mushrooms. Combine one-half cup
syrup from pineapple chunks
and two eight -ounce cans butmushrooms. 'Combine
ton
one-half cup syrup from pineapple with one fourth cup tem-

three tablespoons butter, into
other ingredients. Cover and

anyone else in the family Pro-

one teaspoon seasoned salt,
one tablespoon prepared mustard and one-fourth teaspoon

land touch with a sweet-sour
baste. Mix one-fourth cup
pineapple juice, one third cup
soy sauce, one minced clove
garlic and one half teaspoon
ground ginger. Brush on ribs
the last 30 minutes of baking

AND FOR PINEAPPLE

paprika. Mix with pineapple
and mushrooms. Cover and
chill. When ready to serve,

skewer pineapple chunks and
musrooms on cocktail picks.
Some like it hot, and if you
prefer your hors d'oeuvres

warm and saucy, offer your
friends sweet-sour pineapple
fish balls. Balls should be made
on the smallish side so they can
be speared- with picks and
should be served from a chafing dish.

To serve 12 chop finely or
grind two pounds fresh or frozen sole or halibut, or use canned tuna or salmon. Also chop
or grind two five -ounce cans
water chestnuts, drained, and
one -and one-third cups macadamia nuts or almonds. Combine with two tablespoons
finely chopped preserved giner, four tablespoons soy
sauce and four tablespoons
mixture
Press
cornstarch.

two thirds cup sauterne. Stir
into hot liquid. Cook, stirring
until sauce thickens and
clears.

Add one cup thinly sliced
celery, one cup thinly sliced
onion and pineapple
chunks. Heat gently a few minutes. Add two large tomatoes,
cut in small wedges and keep
green

warm until ready to combine
with fish balls. Be careful that
vegetables do not overcook.

napkins.

Your menu should contain-

well with almost any island en-

, such traditional island foods as
pineapple, cocoanut. chicken

tree you decide on. To serve 10

with

paper

and fish. And you'll want to
have a variety of orange, pine-

apple and guava drinks and
in
frosty
glasses or hollowed -out cocoapunches

served

nuts.

PUPUS OR POLYNESIAN appetizers are always

cup dry sherry in a two -quart
casserole. Dissolve four chicken bouillon cubes in three cups

shower cap, and he sure to tist.

plenty of soap

\Yalu alone
cannot remove dirt

utes. Then remove cover and
minutes longer.
15
Sprinkle with slivered almonds

ImITTITT71-71

bake

and garnish with parsley just

I

1-

before serving.

1....11111-11 111111.11

If your entree is something
simple and outdoorsy like bar-

:

Z

I

#

becued ribs, you can add art is-

$

time. Good with Chicken too.
SET UP A small -fry tabie at

your luau, or give your small

fry a luau party of their own
with raisin bread. Brush both
sides with about one half cup
melted butter. On one third of
the slices, place half slices of
American cheese. Center with
a 'cooked ham wedge. Roll
bread slice over ham in cornucopia shape and fasten with
picks. Roll remaining bread

ten

slices in cornucopias without
filling. Bake in moderate oven
(350 degrees) about 15 minutes. until toasted.

We're celebrating l9 years
and prondono lino
. . of airing
vol., totothe noithwosl subotb.,
communities. Tha mak. os fho oldoci. W.
luny continued lb* policy of ..role o ''boforo
.

To Test New Question System

and altos a solo" and ham ollorod the finest
rnf nods
hanava. al A* ban! prises
quably. This sornoins ovr plod., forsonito Om future.

Roselle residents, wishing to .dress the board will fill out a
card, stating his name, address

We wont to shoat our annimnpry onth you,
so stoning Aug.1

address the village board will

now be asked to use a new and what he wishes to speak
procedure.
Spectators have been able to

about and give it to the village
clerk before the meeting.

address the board during or

The card system will be used
for the first period of the meeting. The second period will be

after meetings.

With the new procedure,

which will be used on a trial open to spontaneous
basis, anyone wanting to ad -

Joh. Josue*

24 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights
253-2290
HOURS: Monday thru Thursday
& Saturday 9:30 to 5:30
Open Friday Evenings
till 9:00 P.M.

com-

DEDUCT

19%*

fthe

regular price
of any potshot*. hallo.n in stock or a speniol

order - 1% for each toll* on ma birihdoy

ments and questions.

CatlecaG citui See

sok*. This will ha your oppoehmity to cecina
the bonito,. of your hcari's doilns at a sob.
Poona! sowings.

A Special Kind of
4.1 poloppy

Shop

wars or

Muriel Mundy's
Sportswear
Boutique.

Selediat. 4 --

4-

Is

tr.

lad n.dwm. orn

.

ber.

Our design., %Oil help you on sake inotchnution

and onto I. out.

BONNIE CASH IN Coats

All Back to
44 W. Palatine Road
in the Village Square in Palatine

School
Fashions

PH: 358-7350

ARLINGTON _2=1=7,
Carpet and Furniture Sperialists

211-131 snino... Night. ed. Ad..., firiln.

O.* II

popular. Fill a decorative pine-

apple with wooden picks for
spearing these golden goodies.

Each of the following makes
about four and a half dozen
pupus.

For pineapple salami pupus,

drain a one pound foUr and
one-half ounce can of pineapple chunks. Spiead 18 slices
of three-inch diameter alami
with one three -ounce pack-

softened cream cheese.
Cut each slice into three tri-

age

apgles. Place pineapple chunk
on each triangle; fold over and
skewer with small pick.
pineapple
sherried
For

Mt. Prospect, Illinois
PHONE 259-6080

pupus, draing a one pound

four and one half ounce can of

pineapple chunks. Add one-

half cup sherry, Cover and
chill. When ready to serve,
skewer each pineapple chunk
on small pick. Dip in one cup
dairy sour cream and then in

one half cup chopped salted
neanuts.

SHOW

!firOpine° 111.64

YOUR
THE NEWEST CONCEPT IN COMPLETE

APPRECIATION

BEAUTY CARE

TO THAT SPECIAL

SPNIKOSE MTH

AZALEAS.
FROM

Sylvia's
Flowers
1:316 N. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
CL 5 4680

Daily 8 to 6

xr,o/

Contull our intaior de,igners ul no aro char,.

Fall Knits

or 12, combine one cup wild
rice, washed, one cup long grain white rice, three tablespoons minced onion, three tablespoons soy sauce and one

ter and steam by wearing a

bake at.350 degrees for 30 min-

cup vinegar and two tablespoons soy sauce. Heat to boiling. Blend one-half cup sugar.
six tablespoons cornstarch and

tect your hairdo from the wa-

-and never share them with

For a small -fry luau try these raisin bread seashell cornucopias, filled with ham -and -cheese,
Tropical Tuna and Kamehameha Cocoanut. Serve in a large shell accented with pineapple, bananas, cucumber, avocado, and wash down with Tiki mugs tilled with Hawaiian punch.
Fill half unfilled corngraph and a stack of Hawaiian
DESSERT CAN he fresh or sticks to attach an assortment
ucopias with Tropical Tuna
records are ideal, and if you've
of colorful fruis all over the
filling and half with Kameha- canned pineapple, bananas, a
ice volcano. Surround the base got friends or neighbors who I
meha Cocoanut filling and ho 1 lo w e d -out watermelon
filled with melon balls, or a with greenery and a few blos- play the guitar or ukelele or
serve at once.
soms. Flame some spirits in the might liven the party with a
Make Tropical Tuna filling Mauna Ahi, better known as a
firmly into small balls about by draining and flaking a seven flaming volcano. You'll need a top contaier. Serve plain or hula, so much the better.
Most important is to keep
with bowls of sour cream atSd
ounce can of tuna. Mix in one big space in ,your freezer to
one -inch in diameter. Cook
slowly in one and one third tablespoon minced onion, one manage this one, but if you've nutmeg, grated cheese and the gay informal luau spirit.
The rest is up to your imaginacocoanut for a dip.
cups hot peanut oil, turning to fourth cup chopped maca-' got the room it's an impressive
DON'T FORGET the tion.
ending to your luau meal.
brown on all sides. Drain on damia nuts and one third cup
Aloha.
background music. A phonoUse a large amount of very
absorbent paper. Add to hot mayonnaise.
finely crushed ice and press toSweet Sour Pineapple Sauce
For Kamehameha Coconut
gether solidly to make a tall
made in the following way:
filling, combine a three -ounce
pack age softened cream cone with wide base on a shal.4)
TO SYRUP DRAINED cheese with one tablespoons low bowl. Imbed a tiny metal
or ceramic cup in the top, and
from 13 one half ounces cans orange juice, one fourth teastore in freezer until the last
of pineapple chunks, add spoon grated orange peel and
enough water to make two three tablespoons flaked or minute.
At serving time, use picks or
cups liquid. Combine with one shredded coconut.

POLYNESIAN RICE goes

along

Begin your bath by collec-

ting all the things you will

need You should have a personal washcloth and towel-

SO COME ON, shake the
moths out- of your grass skirt, . on juice, one fourth cup oil,
_ blackmail the old boy into putting on one of those loud aloha
shirts, put grandma in a muu

Pace I5

PERMANENT WAVES STREAKING
3, 13,,
HAIR STYLE ANALYSIS PERSONALIZED HAIR CUTS
FACIALS MAKE-OVERS WIGS LASHES
,333.

.

33

3

WITH TUNIC OF
FLORAL TAPESTRY

MAKE-UP ANALYSIS BODIFYING STRAIGHTENING

FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
405 N. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

358-0022

$40.00

.1

THE' DAY
Monday, August 18, 1969
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For a Change of Pace
HION- SHOWINGS
Monday -Black Fox Restaurant, Holiday Inn, Rolling Mead-

ows -noon Jim Seines Tralee Farm, Barrington Hills, 12:30-2

Jim Saints i tee-F10WW
Pickwick Restaurant, Palatine, 12-2 p.m.
Weller's Restaurant, Morton Grove, 12:30 p.m.

'-

p.m.__Monday-through-Friday---

Uncle Andys Cow Palace, Palatine, 12:30 p.m. Monday,

Wednesday, Thursday
Tuesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Bensenville, 12:15 p.m. .
Marshall Field & Co Hawthorne Room, Old Orchard 11:45
a m for college set until fall.

WednesdayrThe Arc Restaurant, Glenview, 12:30 p.m.

Edward's Restaurant, Old Orchard, 12:30 p.m.
Corrado's Restaurant, Arlington Heights, 1-4 p.m.; Friday,
12-3; 5-9 p.m.
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 12:30 _ _

Pheasant Run Theater, St. Charles, 2:30 p.m.
Lord's Restaurant, Palwaukee Airport, Wheeling, 12:30-2:30 - Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect; luncheon, 12:30
Wheeling Manor Restaurant, Wheeling, 1st Thursday of p.m., curtain 2 p.m.
month, 7:30 p.m.
_
SPECIAL FASHION SHOWS
Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 12:30 p.m.
Friday-Corrado's Restaurant,'Arlingtoa Heights, 12-3; 5-9 p.m.

Thursday-Stoutter's Restaurant, Old Orchard, 12:30 - 2 p.m.

August 20 and_21=3:30_p.m. Ethers-Goldeni_Thimble7-19-60-57-

THEATER-MATINEES------ ------- -iiliAblf_ltd_r__Wheeling,-Fahric-st&Fibb-Wing-of articles made with
fiatterns andfabric from the shop. Public invited.
Wednesday -Ivanhoe, -Chicago 2 p.m.

4110

( .3;
By Olga

Tt

Your

ffeekly Horoscope
August 18-24

NOW . . the first and only, fabulously convenient
TOTAL AUTOMATIC COLOR TV ... a new and exclusive
ELECTRONIC SYSTEM which COMBINES all the functions of
the three Magnavox innovations described below. If the Color TV
brand you're considering DOES NOT HAVE ALL THREE, it is
already obsolete; for only Magnavox TAC banishes annoying
color variations and the need for bothersome picture

LEO (July 23 -August 22): W000pee, Leo, this

is your week to really live. Your energy cycle
should be high Follow your hunches.
VIRGO (August 23 -September 22): Change is
everywhere, Virgo. You arc entering into a peri-

od of greater personal freedom. Your energy
cycle will be high However, alga suggests that

you make arrangements to spend some time
alone You need an emotional breather. If possible take a little trip.
LIBRA (September 23 -October 22): High
cycle in week ahead, Libra. Romantic interlude
is favored Stimulating person may enter the picture You are not frail, so go ahead and venture
out in emotional climate.
SCORPIO (October 23 -November 21): Don't
be stubborn as far as change is concerned during
first part of week, Scorp. If interesting opportunity presents itself, snap it up. You may not get
another Lhance As week progresses, dormant
energy returns Don't fear to lunge into uncharted areas
SAGITTARIUS (November 22 -December
21) Shake the shackles which bind, Sag. Accept
invitations which are sure to come your way.
What you feel you want and need is not out of
reach Understnad this and act accordingly.
CAPRICORN (December 22 -January 19):
There will be a "joining" of some nature in week
ahead, Cap It may be financial. On the other
hand, it may be of a romantic nature Avbid tendency to go 'halfway." Spend.
AQUARIUS (January 20 -February 18): Now
listen here, Aquarius, if you are ever going to
arrive at a solution to a problem which has been
troubling you, you arc going to have to compromise Pressures are building, and you would
be wise not to postpone decisions.
PISCES (February 19 -March 20): Your inability to communicate with one you Jove may
put you in a bind in week ahead. Stop mumbling
platitudes and say what you really mean. Clear
the air Do this and tensions will diminish.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): Week ahead is
one for self-examination, Aries. Especially on
first day of week Sort out values. Ask yourself
where you arc going, and why. Agonize if you
must, but do it Out of your agony should come
greater self-knowledge. And as you know,
"knowledge is power."
TAURUS (April 20 -May 20): Oh, Taurus,
those around you, especially your family may
make unusual demands upon you in days ahead.
Financial as well as emotional demands.
Give but only to the point which you feel is rea-

a

AFC

New
AUTOMATIC TINT CONTRW.

... eliminates green and purple faces. Magnavox ATC lets you
select the flesh tone colors most pleasing to you and keeps them that
way -in every picture, on every program, qn any channel! Just set the
Automatic Tjnt Control once -and forget it!

Ace

New and improved
AUTOMATIC CHROMA CIRCUIT

eliAinates the need for critical picture tuning. Invented by
Magnavox in 1964, AFT keeps all station signals locked -in to give you
a perfectly -tuned picture that is always precise -instantly and automatically -on every channel, every time!

7c,

of five

6 P.M SAT.

/ PICK-UP & DELIVERY
2 GREAT STORES
TO SERVE YOU

I

model 6930

French Provincial
model 6928

to the unequaled enjoyment of owning today's finest Color TV: New
Brilliant MX500 Color Tube -gives you vivid, natural color pictures
which are clearer and sharper, for more life -like picture fidelity and
realism. MX500 with huge 295 sq. in. screen -a combination of engineering advancements to bring you the ultimate in viewing pleasure.
Chromatone-for thrilling depth and dimension. Quick -On pictures
and sound -eliminate annoying warm-up delay. Bonded Circuitry
chassis sets a new standard of lasting reliability. 82 -Channel Remote
Control forUHF/VHF is optionally available on all models shown.

authentic
styles

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE
7AM 7 PM DAILY

Italian Provincial

TAC-plus these other advanced Magnavox features contribute

Your choice

Park Manor Cleaners

Contemporary -model 692 2
on concealed swivel casters

Early American -model 6924
on concealed swivel casters

Select from over 40 magnificent Magnavox Color TV styles...from 5259"

304 Waukegan Rd.

'Glenview, III.
724-5665

BEAUTY IS A BUSINESS
Want a Wonderful Future?
Start one today.,.,

Northwest Suburbs' Largest TV - Stereo Specialists

BEAUTY CULTURE FIELD:

HAIR STYLING GROOMING
PERMANENTS COLORING

:guide

SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE INC.

9308 N Skokie Blvd.
Skokie, III.

'71

PI

Instant
AUTOMATIC FINE TUNING

avoid acting like one. Good week to renew old
friendship with one whom you find interesting.

537-8414

11111111_

you change channels.

Think your own thoughts, and then follow
through You are not a puppet, you know, so

38 W Dundee
Wheeling, Ill

on concealed swivel casters

uniform color intensity from station to station -no matter how often

Keep your imagination under control as far as
new adventure is concerned.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): Olga doesn't enjoy telling you this, Gem, but you must know that
there is one who poses as your friend whose motives are questionable. Key word for week ahead
is "caution " Keep secret plans secret. Keep eyes
and cars open, but lips sealed.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): You must force
yourself to be more independent, Moonchild.

,

Mediterranean -model 6926

... reduces variations in color intensity. Magnavox ACC assures

sonable Don't make a door mat of yourself.

7 A M.

adjustments or tuning! TAC-so simple
a child can tune it perfectly!

677-6347

Low Tuition State Accredited
GI Approved Expert Instruction
Regular & Brush -Up Courses

'

PII

3.7.2187
Daily 8:30 to 9, Saturday to 6
Closed Sunday

FREE PARKING

700 E. Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14), ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

1,1

c<)

Grove One -Hits Arlington at Deerfield Pony Meet
By Mike Imrem

Tom Skinner had a no-hitter
for 61/2 innings and wound up
with a one -hitter as Buffalo

Grove topped Arlington
Heights, 5-0, in the Deerfield

Pony League

Tournament

yesterday.

Buffalo Grove moves into
the winners' bracket of the
double -elimination

tourney

and plays Niles at 5:45 p.m.
Wednesday. Arlington drops
into the losers' bracket and
plays at 5:45 p.m. tomorrow.

SKINNER WAS superb
but he also got excellent support from his defense. Buffalo
Grove reeled off three double
plays, with shortStop John
Therault being involved in all
of them

Arlington's pitchers, on the
other hand, were betrayed by
their defense. Buffalo Grove
scored four runs in the second
with the aid of three errors and
it got its final run in the fifth on
another miscue.

Bratko. Skinnder hit a weak
tap back to the mound which
Bratko

bobbled

threw into center field to put
runners on second and third., `

again

and

The Arlington shortstop let
Bob Wilbat's grounder go
him

and

0
0

2

2

3

0

0

2

0

0

0

score two more runs.
Buffalo Grove got an insur-

I

1

0
0

0

Stetz, c

Skinner, p

Skinner

scored, but Slepica was cut
down for the first out. Gary

3

20

Totals

Kunnen, ss

Caruso, ss.
Deerfield Tournament
Vukovich, 2b
BUFFALO GROVE (5)
ab r h bi Nelson, lb
Player

Slepica, 2b

I

Kloepper, If

2

00

Wilbat, if

3

2
I

Raupp, cf

2

0

0
0

I

52

PziRTS

0

'13

3
3

0

0

0

0
0

0

3

0
0

Obuchowski, cf

3

0

1

Good, If

2

0

Loughman, 3b
Phipps, rf

1

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

00

Monday,

August IS,

SAVE NOW AT HONG KONG PRICES -DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY

7-I. John O'Brien led off by
bouncing out to the pitcher,
but Paul Baranowski followed

with a walk. Wercy squelched
any rally plans by striking out
Randy Clark and Spielman.

Special Bargains
for Ladles
beaded dresses, suits,
sweaters, bags, etc. Ladies

unearned. Starter Mike Engibous was tagged with the loss.

Engibous held Elmhurst to
a single by Wercy in the first
inning, then Spielman led off
the Mount Prospect half of the
frame with a home run.
Elmhurst got to Engibous

for the tying run in the top of

ELMHURST (7)
Player
ab r
Cahill,2b
Wercy,p

4
4

Czerwinski, If
Scott, lb

2
4

I

Ramseyer, rf
4
Schumacher, 3b 2
Petersen, cf
4
DeFlyster, ss
2
Davis, c
2
Totals
29

0

h bi
0

I

1

2

2
0
2

0

3

0

I

1

()

0

2

1

2

0

7 11

4

the second inning. Two singles

put runners on first and seePat Petersen followed
with a single, and Mike Lopata

- ond.

cut down one run with a fine
throw from right field.

WITH RUNNERS on second and third, Rick DeFlyster

lofted a long fly ball to left

field to score Tom Schumacher from third.

3000

Maas

2010
2010
2000
1000
2000

tindale lost his grasp of the ball
during his windup for a walk.
Scott sent Czerwinski scampering home when he singled.

Winne r-Wercy; LoserEngibous; WP-Wercy (2);
HBP-Wercy (Baranowski).

welcome requests for delivery service and charge
accounts.

20 S. Dunton Ct.

,r3.

HAVE YOU

BEEMACK WORLD
TRAVEL

With 38" Mower
*Rugged Construction

Phone:

3427 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows, III.

Sunday by Appointment

.

253-4130

255-4535

,

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS

, ...... c,

YOU
SAVE!

e 8. .11,11e,r3

WHILE THEY LAST!

PETS

.
Fine art

for home;officeiplant.

PHr 394-3083

Evergreen Shopping Center
Arlington Heights, III.

SIMI Small Animal Boarding!
SORRY

NO CATS OR DOGS/

PH: 255-4424
102 W. Northwest Hwy.__

PH: 253-4690
Corner of Damon & Campbell

height.

JOHN F. GARL1SCH &SONS

Arlington Heights, M.

.

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 19471"

Downtown Arlington

"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Us!"

at fOatt dam

ge.
.

CONVENIENT
LOCATIONS

ARK

ETCHINGS
CUSTOM FRAMING

Your choice -42" or 48" Mower
*Powerful! Dependable!

"" ""

'3427 Kirchoff Rood
Rell'og Meador,. III.

JEWELERS
hJI,Ir

1969 NO. 124 CUB CADET
012 HP Gear Driven

"Call Dahl!"
MELVIN A. DAHL

A

By

1969 NO. 72 CUB CADET
*7,1-IP Gear Driven

eamiawahwarliterl

====.1

Stil

Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.

CAD

'nap

sixth to put the game out of

Northwest

B

AND SERVICES'
. .i

got three
unearned runs in the top of the

See
The

SPECTACULAR VALUES ON

ATHESE FINE STORES

.

Elmhurst

Mount Prospect went into

DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Member F.D.I.C.

BEAT THE 1970 PRICE INCREASE!

.

troversey arose when the base

the bottom of the sixth behind,

$45.00

R2RVR R

R, ORPV P,

R

.13,:0 Ft

He was out trying to steal on a

reach.

Year-round suits
Expertly hand tailored to your
personal measurements. Select your suit from 6,000 of the
from
world's finest fabrics

PH. CL 9-1450

pata led off with a pass, then
took second on a passed ball.

ning.

II

AR 'IIIII ON
NATIONAL

Sale on models mentioned in our ad

g

the fifth, both on walks. Lo-

ENGIBOUS FOLLOWED
with a walk, and Wercy wild
pitched him to third, but Nocak struck out to end the in-

HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS

R

R

baserunners in the bottom of

home plate ump was in better
position to make the call.

ROOM

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS

Arlington Heights

Mount Prospect had two

umpire, who was behind the
play'Crdiecl. Lopata out. The

A-

531'41V -I.1

R

promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs. We

Martindale got out of the inning by whiffing the next two

controversial play. The con-

0
0

REMAINING 1969 MODELS!

OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US U
U whenYOU
you need a delivery. We will deliver

batters.

0

marks can be removed or mode less noticeable.

Mount Prospect went three up
and three down in the bottom
of the inning.

moved to second when Mar-

1

1

Your physician should be consulted. He can suggest a specific type of treatment of value. He can
also tell you about new methods by which certain

lone single in the fourth, but

then

0

3 7 3-3 0 4
21/2 3 3-I 2 4
1-0 2 1
2/3

small areas.

Martindale held Elmhurst to a

A balk by Martindale
helped Elmhurst to another
run in the top of the fifth. Bill

o

19

0

ended the inning.
Greg

o

ip h r-er w so
6 4 I -I 6 II

Today there are many types of Preparations available to- cover unsightly marks. Most are creams
with chemicals, plus a pigment to give a range of
shades. We also carry non -allergic products with
similar color bases which are effective for covering

R

o

4 1
Wercy,
(2); PB-

SEE YOUR PHYSICIAN

Solo homers by Wercy and

a strikeout and a ground out

0

TO COVER A BIRTHMARK

Brian Scott gave Elmhurst
two more runs in the top of the

o
o

1

VRORINVir )IRVROR

Greg Martindale whiffed.

o

PITCHING SUMMARY

Martindale,3b-p-3b
Lopata,ff
Maas,cf-p
Engibous,p-c

ab r h bi

there as Spielman flew out and

200 E. Rand Rd. - Mt. Prospect
Please call Mr. Nandwani for Appointment

255-8800

Totals

pata, Engibous, Baranowski.

4111

MOUNT PROSPECT (1)

Graf,ss

their own pat-

0

'Dumke, p
.Bratko, p

I 000

U

21
H R --Spielman
Scott; SB-Novack

Spielman,c-ss

Novakif

in

HOLIDAY INN

terns.

I000

Liam, pn
Totals

Player

ond, but they were unable to
score. Bill Novack walked,
Paul Baranowski was hit by a
pitch, and Mark Buczek singled, but they were stranded

gled, then Novack walked, but

20

Wercy
Engibous
Martindale2

Mount Prospect loaded the
bases in the bottom of the sec-

third inning. Mount Prospect
again loaded the bases when
Lopata and Steve Maas sin-

Baranowski.2b
Buczek,lb
Clark,ph

may bring

0

Davis (2); E -Martindale, Lo-

0
0

I

0

O'Brien,3b-cf

1000

0

0

ADD

3 DAYS ONLY - August 18, 19, & 20
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday Men's Wrinkle Resistant
on

pitchers allowed I I hits, but
three of the seven were

0

Suits for the "Hard -to -Fit"

run for his team.

THREE MOUNT Prospect

0
0

Suits Dresses Topcoats Sportcoats Shirts

who allowed only four hits

0
0

2

0

0
0

Showing Exclusive Fashions for
Men and Women

1969

0
0
0

I

0

Mr. Paul Nandwani

Mount Prospect ran into a
fine pitching performance by
Jamie Wercy of Elmhurst

up six walks. Steve Spielman of
Mount Prospect started the
game with a homer for the only

Heidenson, c
Kaltman, c

LOLITA FASHIONS OF HONG KONG .

Page 17

Tournament,

while striking out 11. He gave

Hardman, rf

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (0)
Player
ab r h bi

by the pitcher.

scored.

through

3

McDougal, 3b

Therault rapped a single to Rowland, lb

catcher off the plate and a run

throw to the plate drew the

Therault, ss

40K KON6 COSTOit 'MORS

Mount Prospect Majors from
the Elmhurst Invitational

Czerwinski walked,

bases

walk off Arlington starter Al

Four errors and a balk
helped Elmhurst eliminate the

RELIEF HURLER

the

Al Stetz led off the Buffalo
Grove second by -drawing a

By George Halos

Baseball
7-1, Saturday.

load

TOM SLEPICA walked to
ance run in the fifth when
load the bases. Tom Klepper - Kloepper walked, went to
followed with a grounder to third on another error by the
third, but the third baseman's ' shortstop and scored on a balk

MP Majors Dropped, 7-1
Boys

then

and

Raupp was hit by ,a pitch to

PAUL'S

.-,-

1200 E. Higgins Rd. (Rte. 72) Elk Grove Village Ph: HE 7-2220

BARBER SHOP
MEN'S HAIR STYLING
RAZOR CUTS
CONVENTIONAL CUTS

MANICURES

6
Aillfribit.7(1441464
LOWER LEVEL
Shop PH: 392-4100

Hotel PH: 394-2000

Hours: Weekdays 8:00 to 5:30, Saturday 'til 4:30
Monday nites 'til 9 p.m. Parts Dept. closed daily at 5:00. Saturdays at 12:00 noon

FACTORY TRAINED SERVICE SALES PARTS

v..

.

I,-

OWL

TO
ENHANCE YOUR DAY

100 human hair,
each strand 6 to 7"
long, matched to
your own.

13121212a=07.

foi ,4,offer
l4-----,
We have a special
subscriber.
fall ,
you, our paid
your
May we brighten attractive ,...'''''.1_,
an
wardrobe with
,

You'll love the many ways a Day I

Dream hairpiece can be used to en -Is
hance your own natural hair.

wiglet.
guaranPublications
Day
These
satisfaction..
tees your, 100 per cent huwi gle is are
offering

Were
man hair. only to our
for
this value
readers
Day
Northwest your carrier's
Au
$2.50, plus
receipt for
collection
gust or September. will be
you
We are sure
pleased with it.

A

oi

Wherever you are, at horn* or away,
this hairpiece will save the day for you

with a flattering, easy to keep hair
style.

23/4" x 31/4" soft, oval base with
comb.
1111.11

11'

I

,k.4,4.

t-$.4

MINNIN

MEM% .11111.

=41)4i '

This offer available only by

SPECIAL WIGLET OFFER FROM DAY PUBLICATIONS
PLEASE

Enclosed is $2.50 plus my carrier's receipt stub for my August
(September) payment to the Northwest Day. Send my wiglet in a
shade matching the sample attached to:

I

ATTACH (SCOTCH TAPE)
A GENEROUS SAMPLE
OF YOUR HAIR.

DAY PUBLICATION

NAME
ADDRESS

ZIP CODE

CITY

CI My carrier has not-collieted as yet. -I-am
enclosing $1.00 for his August delivery of
the Northwest Day.

My paid receipt from my earier ii en-.
closed.

ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER.
AND YOUR. CARRIER'S RECEIPT STUB
11111111,1

4M1, M111=.

.111=1110

&Wm/ NORM, 11111

The Northwest Day

217 S. Arlington Heights Rd,
Arlington Heights, III.

60005

Prospect Ponies Tie for First at Elmliurstplay.

By Bob Hellerman

ing the same Winnetka team at
p.m. Sunday.
INCINELLI STRUCK out 1:30
Once again Prospect was
the next batter, but then issued
the home team, and once again

The Mount Prospect All Stars had to settle for a first place tie in the Elmhurst Pony

Park had already played one
game that day to reach the

In a battle of the unheatens

on Friday,-botli-Vic Incinelli
onifount Prospect and Perry
Pepoon of Winnetka turned in

outstanding mound performances. Incinelli allowed only

Winnetka's

game.

Meanwhile Villa Park had

After Didier set the side
down in order in the top of the
first , Waycinden rocked
Wheeling starter Steve Chobanian for four runs before a batter had been retired.

Little
League All -Stars, after splittThe

Waycinden

ing a pair of playoff games that
were decided in the seventh inning, exploded for 15 runs and
10 hits to take a 15-4 decision

extra -inning victory
over Bellwood and a 7-1 loss to

Villa Park gave the Arlington
Heights Colt League All -Stars
second place in the Elmhurst__
tournament this weekend.

August 18,

8-7, in the first confrontation

1969

to third by Tim Dixon's drive

however,
ionship match,
Waycinden never trailed as
visiting
the
blasted
they

Don got around on a Chobanian fast ball and sent it

Wheeling stars with a six -run
first, a five run fifth and a four run sixth.
Five Wheeling hurlers were

summoned in an attempt to
stop the erupting Waycinden
stars with only one, Bill Hildebrandt, having any success.

The home club, meanwhile,
used Dan Didier, Bill Klier
and

Ricky

Holan to keep

t.

3
2

0
0

0

1

0

0

1

2

Schatzeder
1

0
0

jmOAKno'azzoRdiweeirsiltzlnyoen

1

4
4

-.

0

0

1

2

Monroe.

0

Smith

0
0

3

.

1

Meyer

,

2

0

1

0

0

0

3

0

I

3

0

1_ _0

'

Miller

0

0

0
0

0 0
0t_u___ Altottelli_ -- -2-0 0 0
Anderson
0-0- 0
- -- -3-2 0 () Totals
26 2 6 2
2' 0 0 0
2B- Schatzeder, Seeber;
0 0 0 .HR- Erickson, Chilver;

- -.-- -

.

3

1

241_3 --1

Bales

1

PITCHING SUMMARY
I Ericson
3.
2
3
SB-Luchesi.
Pitcher
ip h r so w !Totals
29 5 5 5
PITCHING SUMMARY
Pepoon
7
8
2 10 2
MOUNT PROSPECT (2) (Pitcher
h
r so
ip
Incinelli
3
I
7
6 4
ab r h bi Incinelli
7
5
5
7
Winner-Incinelli; Loser-Pe- Player

2013

2

813

'Hartley

4

Vogele

2
3

_-

I- 0 0

1

Seeber

Chilver
Incinelli

0

0 Batas

1

1

0

0

0

I

0

3

1

1

2

3

0

0

0

Schatzeder

4

4

3

2

4

2

w
3
I

Winner-Schatzeder; Los -

. er-Incinelli.

Rich Betti. Betti proceeded to
walk the first five men he
faced, gave up two singles and
was further hurt by a two base

throwing error on the part of
his catcher.

When the inning finally ended, Arlington held a 10-7

ARLINGTON TOOK the
lead in the top half of the first

lead.

as leadoff hitter Mike Moffo
lined an infield single off the
leg of Bellwood starter Mark
Leonard. Moffo eventually
scored on an error to set the

of the next two innings to tie

But the game was far from
over. Bellwood scored in each
the score and send -the contest

into overtime.
Finally in the ninth, the Ar-

for the loosely -played

lington boys tallied the winning run as Brian Hogan singled to center, took second on
an infield out, and scored on a
single by Ken Martin.

THE WIN against

Bell-

wood put Arlington in
championship

game

the
against

Chase.

the team that had defeated

third Bellwood retaliated with
three singles of their own, and
a three -run home run to left

Park.

FillI
brodnan

gled home by Dowiarz as Villa
Park took a lead they never relinquished.

Heisearti

Smith

ADDING TWO runs in the Chase
third, Villa Park led 3-0 before
the locals were able to reach Leonard

Dowiarz for their first and Taggart

Totals

only score in the home half of
the inning.
Charles Fill singled and was
forced at second on a grounder
by Dean Taggart, Taggart
being safe at first. Taggart took
second as Villa Park's first
baseman allowed an attempted

center by Dave Dusak to take a,
7-3 lead.

played contest.

Ken Martin started for Ar-

ing mound opponent in Ron

bat in the fifth inning, the Bellwood coach lifted Verpale
Auld substii6ted third baseman

Villa Park scored first,
Their leadoff hitter in the sec:

0

0

0

4

2

2

1

5
2

I

I

0

0

2

2

2

0

2

I

Oliver

I

(10)

Ziemba

h bi

r

6

2

2

3
2
5

0

1

1

0

0

0

1

1

0

Verpale
Mike Moffo singled Taggart Fox

his blazing fastball.

0

ab

4

home, but Brian Hogan then
struck out to end the inning.
From that point on Dowiarz
overpowered Arlington with

0
0

4 0 11 12 8

pick -off throw to go into right De Maria
field.
Sumski

1

5

1

1

3

1

3

1

2

1

1

3

0

1

Morcieri

5

2

1

0
0

Dusack

4

1

3

Derwin

5

2
0

Totals
HR-Dusak.

44 10

1

15

1

0
8

ADDING SINGLE runs in
PITCHING SUMMARY
both the fifth and sixth, and Pitcher
ip h r so w
two runs in the seventh, Villa
Park remained undefeated as
they captured the Colt League
championship with ease.

HEIGHTS

ARLINGTON
(11)

Dowiarz.

reliefer Tim Verpale. Then as

'

0

BELLWOOD

lington and drew a speedball-

IN THE FOURTH Arlington added one run against

I

1

I

Player
Kornus
Betti

them earlier in the week, Villa

In contrast to the Bellwood
game, the Sunday championship was a well -pitched, well -

5

Player

ab

Moffo

r

h bi

21/2 5 3 2 3

Oliver

3131 I4

Dusack

Leonard
Elsberg

11/21111
1

2606

1/2 0000
4
5

7722
7350

0

6

3

1

ond, Glen Fencl, trtiled to Hogan

5

2

2

1

deep left center. He was sin -

5

0

2

2

Elsberg

Ziemba
Verpale
Betti

Loser -Oliver;

Winner-El-

sberg.

Rick Holan pitched the final two frames for the victors
and was touched for only one
hit during his shutout stint. He
and his teammates, however,
were adding icing to the cake
as they finished their last game
of the year withwith a four -run
sixth.

Klier started the final assault with a leadoff single to
center and Tripp followed

gave up a leadoff single to Hil-

rocketing down the left field
foul line. By the time he had
lumbered around the bases,
the entire Waycinden team
was waiting at the plate with

debrandt before an error put

congratulations.

to force a run across. Two outs

CHOBANIAN SETTLED
down and got the next two

later, Dan Piet doubled home

with a fielder's choice on
which Klier beat the throw to
second. Tom Ciesielski poked
a run scoring single and Tripp
jarred the ball from the catcher's mit on a play at The plate

Jim Passholt aboard.

Klier then ran into control
problems as he passed Kurt
Hoffman and George Knuck

Wheeling's third and fourth

hitters but Wayne Martenski runs.
and Joe Dominick contribuWaycinden, however, -ted back-to-back doubles for -sought back, this time at the

Wheeling in check °on four

0

Lucchisi
'Lavery

- 2B-Seeber, B. Ridenour

But in the bottom of the

choices and three more walks
paved the way for three Waycinden tallies before John Dimitroff singled in two more to
boost the score to 11-4.

lead to 6-4. Bill Klier, on the
mound for the Waycinders,

blast.

O

Arlington tied the score in
the third on four straight singles by John Brodnan, Ken
Martin, Brad Smith and Jeff

ONE OUT LATER, a rash

to left.
single.
Bill Klier then sent a hopper
to short and was credited with
a fielder's choice when SkwaTHE GAME DREW tightrek beat the throw to the plate, er in the fifth as Wheeling ralfor
Tripp's
setting the stage
lied for three more, cutting the

IN SATURDAY'S champ-

20

three runs on three singles and
an error.

of three outless fielder's

a rally' in the second us both
pitchers took charge. Wheeling broke the ice in the third,
though, on a walk to Bill
Knuth and Mel Thomas' RBI

rage and was quickly doubled

between the two squads, Waycinden dropped the second
contest, 4-3, on a bases loaded
walk in the bottom of the seventh last Thursday.

00

the Arlington Colts came to

Hildebrandt got the call and
by Holan's
run -scoring single before getting Didier to pop out as Waycinden batted around.
Neither team could muster

ed way over the left fielder's
head. John Skwarek reached
on an error to begin the bar-

two games to one.
Squeaking past Wheeling,

04

Bellwood came back in the
last half of the second, scoring

walk to begin a parade of ten
batters to hit in the 5th inning.

was greeted

THE HIGHLIGHT of the

Totals

feated team in the tourney, by
defeating Bellwood in nine innings 11-10.

stage
game.

Monday,

expense of Knuth and Fontechio. Dixon drew a leadoff

ing made a pitching change.
Waycinden batted around.

streak was Don Tripp's booming three -run homer that sail-

and the best -of -three series
against the Wheeling Stars,

Pepoon

0

lington qualified for a shot at.
Villa Park, the only unde-

An

another score before Wheel-

runs and four hits.

0

1

Last Saturday afternoon Ar-

By Bob Hellerman

Waycinden Rallies to Take
Game,15-4; Playoffs, 2-1
Asst. Sports Ed.

0
0

0

3

,Wittleden

2

1

0

poon.
ab r' h bi
VILLA PARK (5)
4 0 0 0
ab r h bi
4 0 0 _0_ -Player
4
0 0
3
Batas

Ginsberg
Hale

to fight their way into the 3:30

By Jim Cook

3

2 Lawlor

0
0

Heights Colts Win in Extra Ininings,
Take Second in Elmhurst Tourn ament

to park one of In-

SPIRTS

to win the title as Incinelli was
scheduled for Sunday's big

0

2933

Page 19

seemed to have the best chance

0

,,,w1%,..,"ar

trapped off base on the next
play to end the Mount Pros-

catcher, was the first batter,
and he was hit by one of Incinelli's sidearm pitches. The
next batter slammed a ball to
deep short and Jim Linkman
was unable to dig the ball out
of his glove. Linkman was
charged with an error on the_

1

0

0
0

3

2

1

MOUNT PROSPECT (2)

mainder of the game to receive

pect threat in the inning.
There was no more scoring
in the game and Mount. Prospect remained undefeated and

0

3

0

records for the tournament.

credit for the win.

netka first baseman, but he was

4

1

O

the players of
each team after the game as 'Player
both squads finished with 3-I Cassidy

and the new lefty held Mount
Prospect scoreless for the re-

CHILVER TOOK third on
a throwing error by the Win-

scoreless

through the first three innings
with Incinelli holding Winnetka hitless. But in the top of
the fourth Winnetka drew first
blood without getting a hit.

1

_

presented to

Park starter Tim Batas was lifted for reliefer Dan Schatzeder,

the plate with a single.

goon game up only two runs
on eight hits.

2

First -glace trophies were "'a WINNETKA (1)

But once again the Prospect

ing and winning runs across

one run on three hits, while Pe -

Hirsch
G. Ridenour

0
0

O

the difference -in -the game.

cinelli's offerings over the left

With one out Hartley sin-

2

1

four costly errors which made

gled to left field. Ray Seebet All -Stars came from behind as
then lofted a double to right they tied the game in their half
center field, Hartley stopping of the fourth on a walk to Vogele and a towering home run
at third. Mark Chilver stepped
to left field by Mark Chilver.
to the plate and promptly
In the fifth inning Villa
drove what proved to be the ty-

stars, 5-2.

Hale,

la Park 6-5, but committed

Ericson.

ceeded

Anderson
Meyer

Mount Prospect outhit Vil-

pite the fact they had left five
field fence for the first two
men on base through the first
runs of the ballgame.
four innings.

only a share of the title as they
were beaten by the Villa Park

Brian

Bob

ning that Prospect was able to
dent the scoring column, des-

championship, Mount Prospect was forced to settle for

ChilverIncinelli

pionship.

Hale from scoring, so Mark
Hartley threw to first for the
RETIRED
second out in the inning. In- theINCINELLI
batter on a fly to left,
cinelli then struck out Mark and next
then faced the last man in
Wittleden to retire the side.
free -swing
It wasn't until the fifth in- the batting order,Ericson
pro-

DESPITE THE fact Villa

4-

Linkman
share of the Eknhurst chant- Vogele

slashed a hard ground ball past
Vogele at second base, putting
a man on with one out.

down the third base line.
There was no chance to stop

mination tourney. All they had
to do to win the championship
outright was to win one game
against Villa Park on Sunday.

4

two singles for three runs and a

pitch Hale raced for the plate
inning with one out Mike Mazas Bill Lawler, Winnetka seczone, Villa Park right fielder,
ond baseman, dropped 'a bunt

O Friday of last week they
defeated Winnetka in a fine
pitchers duel, 2-1, to remain
undefeated in the double eli-

The game was

the seventh as they combined
a walk, a two -base error and

a walk to Greg Ridenour to it was the opposition which
load the bases. On the next drew first blood. In the second

League Tournament.

ab- -r-h-bi -B7 Ridenour

VILLA PARK scored the Player
Hartley
winning runs of the game in Seber

p.m. championship by defeat-

for another tally before consecutive errors by the Wheeling defense accounted for the
final two scores.

New Football
Rules Levied
Five rule revisions were
recently authorized for the

1969 football season at an
Aug. 4 meeting of the Illinois
High School Association in
Chicago.

First, a punt may now be

used as the free kick following
a safety. Second, a foul imme-

diately preceding a snap or

The winners and runners-up In the 14-17 division of the
Mount Prospect Park District Golf Tournament were, from left

free kick will cause the ball to
remain dead.
Third, the line of scrimmage
for an extra -point attempt will

front row, Bob Dodds, Jay Scott, Gary Mayer and Scott

be the three -yard line. Two
points will be awarded for a
run or a pass, and one point
will be given for a successful

Trophies to 30 Park Golfers

kick.
Fourth, it will be unsportsmanlike conduct to in-

Thirty

golfers

received

for their performances in the Mount Prospect
'Youth Golf Tournament Saturday and Sunday. Trophies
trophies

tentionally throw or kick the
ball from the playing field following a score. Fifth, particiWheeling All -Star Kurt Hoffman is a dead duck at the plate during championship game against
Waycinden Stars. In an attempt to elude tag by catcher Tim Dixon, Hoffman was called out for.
going out of the base line. (Photos by Jim Cook)

pation by a replaced player or
substitute constitutes illegal
participation.

were awarded to the divisional
winners and runner-ups in
three age brackets.

AH Park District Softball ,Standings
Arlington Heights

Shakey's Pizza
Inn Keepers
Pros Too

Park District

Clip Joint
Men's Ili -inch Softball

5

1

4

3

3

3

1

Misfits

0

Clip Joints

4
7

League Standings

2

3

Sportsman's League

1st Half

1st Half

Team
1The Guys

W L'
6

1

Inn Keepers
Shakey's Pizza
Pros Too
The Guys

WL

L

Arlington Country Club 5
Arlington Park Dodge 4

0
2
2
3

4
2
2

0'

Ready Men
Pine Crest

3

I

MVE Realty

2

2

21

Harris Pharmacy

Eddie' Lounge

Tower Packaging

I

3

Tally Ho

0

4

John Andrup placed first and
second in the "E" flight.
PHIL HAUSMAN 1Von the
Championship flight of the 1417 age group with a 36 hole

ond. Tim Carson and Tim

156 total.

total of 150, and Tom Neumann placed second with a.,

Bill Eilbracht was first and

GRADY
MARGARET
and Karen Magnus finished
first and second in the "A"
flight, and Anne Nagle and
Andrea Emmahule came in
one-two in the "B" flight.
Mirk Okuma won the
championship flight of the 12-

1

2

Team

John Buyers took the "A"
Team

WL
0-

Vail Lounge
Western Electric

4

Pure Oil
Loren Tool

3

1

2

2

4

N. D.

3

Bella's Pizza

score, while Gary Willert was
runner-up with a 194.

2nd Half

S;

-

Team

5

In the 12-17 year old girls bracket, Laurie Reising won
the Championship flight with
a 36 hole total of 142. Susan
Georgen -was second with a

13 boys bracket with a 191

Classic League

Team

1st Half

0

Arlington Jaycees

2nd Half
Centenial League

McGovney; second row -Bill Eilbracht, Rick Reed, Mike Schultz
and Phil Hausman; back row -Tom Schmidt, Tim Carson, Jim
Schmidt and Tom Neumann.

4

1

I

1

2
2

Vail Lounge
Western Electric
Pure Oil
Loren Tool
Bella's Pizza

WL
5

0

4
4
4

2

2

3

1
1

Tally Ho
N.D.

24
1

5

Tower Packaging

0

6

flight and Mark Wegerer was
second, while John Scottand
Jack Keyser finished one-two

160 score.

In

the "A"

flight, Scott

McGovney was first with a
168 and Jim Schmidt was sec-

Schultz came in first and sec-

ond in the "C" flight while
Gary Mayer was second in the

"D" flight. Bob Dodds and
Jay Scott placed one-two in the

"E" flight.

Teachers Attend
Drug Conference
Several local

teachers

recently attended a workshop

on "Safety and Liability in

Physical Education and Athletics" at Northern Illinois
in the "B" flight.
In the "C" flight, Jay Swob University at DeKalb from
was the winner with John Ap- June 23-27. Approximately
pleton finishing second. Rick
100 teachers registered.
Haaning and Steve Gibbons

finished one-two in the "D"
flight, while Tim Hulas and

Schmidt finished one-two in
the "B" flight.
Rick Reed and Mike

Area teachers who attended
were Letitia R. Myers and Sam

H. Renno from Arlington
Heights, Edwin Smith from

Buffalo Grove, Barbara .1. Bo-

venmyer from Mount Prospect, Kathleen D. Butler and
Kathryn L. Pierce from
Schaumburg, Richard 0. Kay
and Hertel V. Leaf from Barrington, and Ronald R. Davitt
and George D. Jurinek from
Des Plaints.

SHORT RIBS

Abe map
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a

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT.OUR WAY -

Is THAT wi-t?
THERE WAS
NOTI-lit4 IN

UM, YAS MEN, TVE BEEN
UNDER- THS PAPER
ABOUT YOU
WORLD MENTAUTY AND
TRANSFORM ORtMits101-06Y UEtst' UUDO
ON MR. X
INTO -A" sOtENCE!

ABLE 10 MAP

WI -Q.4 HE
SWUNG THE

TONIGHT
6:00
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 AfFew Castles in
Spain
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
-

2 Editorial
26 Quiz
6:30
2 Gunsmoke
5 Tiger! Tiger!

A new comedy -

drama about a veterinarian and his bride
who share their home
with a various assortment of animals including a 500 -pound

CZA-T CAN WE Do?
'YELLING IT
LIKE

1341'09e-omsCormIcle.

tiger.

Aru64-rr tIT-tAVE

-THE EXPEDITER -

7 The Avengers
9 I Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
3 2 The Addams
Family

ROBIN MALONE
HOWCAN Z
THANK YOU,

THOROUGHLY WRUNG our AMER HER
WILD ESCAPADE, KATHY 16 ESCORTED HagE/

tion stripped to the

post -World War 11

raw and how assorted

Until

ling cat.
32 Movie

"Part I. "Les Miserables." "Fhe story,
adapted from the
novel by Victor

8:30
2 Family Affair

Guys." Top-notch
calvary officers at-

9:00
2 Jimmie Rodgers
Show

uniformed recruits.
Until 10 p.m.

Joanie Sommers, Bill
Skiles and Pete Henderson.
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 Perry Mason
11 Book Beat

tempt to make soldiers out of newly

Hugo, about an es-

Guests include

7 Guns of Will Sonnet(

9 Mike Douglas

Gay Talesc talks

Show

26 Turin Acevedo

with

Robert

host

Show

Crornie about "The

32 Movie
"Open City." A
priest aids the Italian

Kingdom

underground in un-

ing book that examines the inner work-

dermining the Nazis

ings

and the
Power," his reveal-

caped convict and his
relentless
prusuer.
Part two will be
shown Tuesday at
10:15
p.m. , Until
12:30 a.m.

Midnight
2 Movie
"The Raid."

cape from a Union

prison camp and set
tire to a small town
for revenge.
1:40 a.m.

12:30
5 M emorand
9 News
32 News Final

10:00

12:50

9 Paul Harvey Comments
12:55

9 Biography
"Woodrow
son."

32 Town and Country Music

Your
Horoscope

I'M

WAIT JUST

ME
TOO!

FOR TUESDAY

BEFORE YOU
RUSH N TO
LOOK AT
TELEVISION!

1:25

9 William Tell

nouncer Arthur

Treacher, with spe-

IT'S NOT

ciaI

BIRTHDAY!

Tonight, Mery welcomes

1:30

7 Reflections

stars.

guests

EVEN MY

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) --Do
a co-worker a good turn today.

Leslie

1:40

Ug-

2 Late Report

gams, Woody Allen
and Joe Namath.
5 Tonight Show

It- will he worth the few minutes it takes --as you will see
when the results come in.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)

. too young for bodily
punishment and old enough to know Itt"

"He's at an awkward age' .

Make an effort to go about
your own business on another's terms. You may be surprised to find how well you
work in harness.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Choose the activity that suits
you best for your leisure hours.
Friends may forecast boredom--btit you know best.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --You will gain your ends

1:00

7 Perspectives
Trans"Heart
plants."

show, featuring an-

PRESENT FOR EACH
OF YOU!

A MINUTE

STUFF ED!

10:30

host for a five -nights a -week variety -talk

/4.1.
I.I.Tx 113. W. Oft

(-HERE'S A LITTLE

1:45

2 Meditation

7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

1:55

"Track of the

Cat."

An

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

unusual

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLE
ginr

WHEN I WA5 A YOLING MAN
ALL I HAD WAS 031.JRAGe

THE TQL1CJBLEWM-1
WO KIM 'TODAY

le >al HAVE IT
'TOO EASY:

AND DETERMINATION...

,

more easily today if you employ conventional methods.
The "odd -ball" approach will
be time consuming.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

irk

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

22) --An early -to -rise,
Dec.
late -to -bed day if you are to at-

tain your goal .in good time.
I Take responsibilities with utmost seriousness.
CAPRICORN (Dec.

23 -

Jan. 20) --If you keep yourself
in a receptive frame of mind,
you should be able to learn a
valuable lesson from today's

THE BORN LOSER

events.

I SAID 160T rr1°

aor IT!

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.

z

MATT

I 9) --Protect the source of your

powers at this time, whether
they' be of private or professional nature.

projection

Jsi-

serip

NIA I. TA Iq 51. 011.

CAPTAIN EASY
WEN IP MR.

TDPROCK DID

To Loo'
WHY WOULD HE
1.mo IT THERE
HIDE

scald
scad
lead
lade
lads
lace
case
clad

dead
deal
dale
deca
decal
dace
saddle
scale

tale

sled
seal
sale

aces
adds

16 Special

attention

MAYBE HE REMOVED IT
AS HE NEEDED ITl SINCE

19E3 MARI:IMO GOLD

jitpN ILLEGAL..

Ga. YEARSV

GOLD BARS WOULD SE'
HARD TO SELL.EXCEPT'
litY PRODUCING MINGS

MAYBE HIS YEARLY TRIPS
TO NEVADA WERE W SELL
A FEIN BARG THRU

THEN -WHY DID HE
STOP GOING THERE

YEARS AGO;

AGE. PERHAPS. OR
-rsa YEAR

HEY; THAT.

MRS. COES MOVED ON V'
LAND SHE INHERITED...
POSSIBLY ALMON& AMOS
TO H15 CACHE

FRIEND'a MINE!.

l'a
'

t"I,

DOO
am© OMMMO
ROM MMO E11121109

111DMIrffl
51M0111101O01
0011
1110111(71
100O0EtIO
fullE3R
MEIR11:10E1M:

POLO©

EHOURM REPIDPUEIR

OMOUU anno no
0000I1 ORO MIMI
ffIMMMal MOO OMM

past

4 California
city (2 words)
5 Buckets
6 British
composer
7 Ignited
8 Girl's name

'John"

35 Accuse
39 Intelligence

23 Point a

weapon

24 Deride
25 Iroquoian

Indian
26 Factual
information
9Girlona
campus (coll.) 27 Walked on
22 Quick thrust 10
28 Too
Major
24 Reward of
(constellation) 29 Promontory
bravery
11.Favorite ones 30 Fruit drinks
27 Parson bird
32 Sea
17 Steal
28 Literary
phenomenon
19 Far
-collection
(comb. form) 33 Ridiculed by
31 African
imitation
22 Spanish
seaport
32 Crushed
7
8
5
6
1
2 3 4
34 Honorable
13
12
mention
36 South African
16
15
fox
37 New Zealand
18
19
18 Vex

20 Harem rooms
21 Roman bronze

parrot

relatively confusing afternoon
without a scratch.

SCALDED

DOWN
1 Exclamatibn
of scorn
2 Presently
3 Time long

triumph

.38 Augment
39 Distinguished

CAMPUS CLATTER

Seryice

- Ps

MEET ROGER,CLoDAND GRUBBY. THEY'RE SPENDING A FEW DAYS
WITH USA WE'LL BE DOWN FOR

DINNER!

40 Tool for chop,
-114.AFRAIO.WtNE. -JUST 6.01' THE BARREL
OF MONKEYS THAT
COLLEGE IS SUPPOSEDLY
MORE FUN MAN;

O Ito N NIA, 1.e.

ping trees
41RiveT(Sp.)

31

stone
45 Ornamental
headband
48 Documents
conferring
honors
51 Egyptian bird
53 Piece out
54 Unadorned

37

25

group (ab.)
40 Everything
41 Gets up
42 European

river

43 Fresh -water
fish
44 Imitated
45 Challenge
46 Spanish river
47 Feminine title
49 Kimono sash
50 Insane
52 Bishopric
9

10

11

29

30

14
17

20

22

21

24

Puzzle

cum onrg mnmml

prescribed

honor (pl.)

Celebes
13 Operatic solo
14 Raw mineral
15 Bonelike

ter able to come through a

Answers to
Hideaword

5 Symbol of

12 Wild ox of

the present.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --Keep harsh words at an
absolute minimum or you may
find that one argument follows
'another throughout the day.

would keep your cool.
GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --Take care that you don't
give the impression of being a
busybody to those whose good
opinion you seek. Be tactful in
your curiosity.
CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Be moderate in word and
deed today and you will be bet-

57 Roman date
58 Amount

victory

range goals, Take care not to
be taken in by the promise of

jump to conclusions if you

ACROSS
1 Token of

9 Symbol of

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21 ):-Momentary desire may
well he at odds with your long-

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21 )--A day when friends and
family may test you for reactions to their plans. Don't

Answer to Previous

Marks of Distinction

8

27

26

,

33

i

42 Semiprecious

55 Gaelic
56 Communist

38

41

42

43

44

46

45

4

49

53

54

56

57

Wil-

2 PREMIERE. The
Mery Griffin Show
Mery Griffin is-.

BUGS BUNNY

Until

5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Rainbow Quest
26 A Black's View of
the News

CARNIVAL

A

group of bitter Con,
federate soldiers es-

of The New

York Times.
26 Wrestling
32 News

OFFICER?

amidst

the terror of a prow-

7:30
2 Here's Lucy
5 Movie

"The Glory

personalities resolve
themselves

8:00
2 Mayberry RED
7 The Outcasts
11 NET Journal

MY PLEASURE, GAOY1 SHE'S
LIV6TAVOIJIMYS4LLYS AGE!'

.5105ALL RIGHT; MOW
dUSTA Lrf7LO5C4RED
AND5HAKM LIP!

KATHY!

9 Hazel
11 World PreSs
26 The Deputy
32 The Honeymooners

story of human emo-

tion. One of -the best
Italian films.
9:30 p.m.

.7:00

5 -News

6:25

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORA

26 Market Wrapup

2 News

I WtsH THE
-TV CAMERAS
COL --Ilk
BEEN THERE
WHEN THE
--POLICE
CHIEF WAS

APOLOGIZIN'
TO YOU I
MACHETE, MAWR?

OF COURSE
THE TECHNIQUE IS
STILL. --ErT'ETJ

14,444-ti-AFF

during the occupa-

6:55

50

51

52

55
1e4

Tbe Vrooect Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly, cloudy,

cooler, chance of showers
and thundershowers early.
Tomorrow: Partly sunny,

Telephone -

255-4400

Your Horne Newspaper

less humid.
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Grade Schools Set Sights
On October Referendum
By Robert Katz
The Mount Prospect School
District 57 board last night ap-

proved a motion of intent to
hold an October referendum
of about $660,000 for the construction of Lincoln Junior
High School. A definite move
to hold the referendum is expected at a later meeting.

The total cost of the junior
high, as estimated by architect
S. Guy Fishman, will be about
million, $440,000 of
$1.1

which the board will receive
when the title to Central
School changes hands.

referendum.

said. "1 am in favor of a referendum, though I admit the
chances aren't rosy."

right," Houchins said. "We

Kimball said, "We have been

Board member Charles
Houchins did not favor the
ing.

"I don't think the timing is

Board member Mrs.

Pitt

all have been bombarded with
increased taxes. The bond

aggressive in presenting a sue-

budget and TAWs."
If the referendum fails, or if
the board should decide not to
hold it, the Lincoln construction will he deficit financed by
tax anticipation warrants.
Board member Leo Floros
opposed Houchins. "We owe

ident

cesful junior high program.
market is down. I think we This is no time to stop."
Ralph Walberg, board presshould go forward with the

The vote on the referendum

intention was 6-0, but consensus prevailed only in vot-

tern

last

night,

"I think we have a program
to sell," he said.
Houchins said, "1 just don't
think it can be done with a tax

it to ourselves and the voters to

bill this site. We're out on a
limb and we're going to ask the

public to get us off the limb."

HOUCHINS ALSO

give the opportunity to decide
on a

pro

agreed.

complete facility," he

said

that the proposed referendum

one junior high program." he

issue is the same as the one defeated in June.

said.

When asked whether he had

"The board doesn't have
the moral right to go to the

any alternatives to a referendum, Houchins said, "We
ought to either complete Lin-

with essentially the
same bond issue that was
presented in June," he said.
"There's a limit to how often
we can do it. We can't keep
presenting it and wait for the
public

coln with the resources at hand
or raise money in other ways. I
think that there_ is a strong pos-

sibility that this can be pursued."

opposition to have a had day."
Mrs. Kimball said that it is a

Houchins, however, voted
in favor of the intention, with
the stipulation that he could
switch when the final vote

different issue now that Central School has been sold.
Floros said that some voters
opposed the last referendum
only because ,they harbored

comes up.

District Supt. Eric Sahlberg
said a motion of at least intent
was essential because of the
time needed to prepare a suc-

hopes that a junior high would
he built at Gregary -School.

"Now we're committed to

cessful referendum. He said
the last one failed partially be-

School Board Reverses Stand
On Cutting. Education Budget
Melvin Lace presided over
The Prospect Heights the meeting in the absence of
School District 23 board last Board President Robert Le night, at a public hearing att- Forge, who is out of town on
ended by more than 50 pers- vacation.
on, voted to restore $38,230
MANY I'ERSONS in the auin cuts made in the educational fund portion of the 1969-70 dience who spoke before the
board considered the individbudget.
By Ben Clarke

During the lengthy meeting,
each budget item restored was
considered and voted on

The 20 -foot section of bleacher at the Sells and Gray Circus at 2323 -Wilke ReLT-ArlingtonHeights, that collapsed yesterday afternoon is inspected before the evening performance of the
circus.

Spectators Escape Unhurt
As Circus Stands Collapse
By Jan Burns
A 20 -foot stretch of bleachers, holding about

Arthur Jungdahl, exalted ruler of

individually, before they were
incorporated in the amended
budget by unanimous vote.

The $1.5 -million -dollar
budget originally was passed
July 8, after $36,500 was

trimmed from the proposed
educational fund items.
Tax anticipation warrants of

the

17,000 -member Elks Club, said that it was un40 persons. collapsed yesterday afternoon at fortunate that the bleachers collapsed.

the Sells and,Gray Circus at 2323 Wilke Rd.
sponsored by the Arlington Heights Elk Club.
No one was seriously injured, though there
were- reports of several minor injuries.
Mrs. Herman Behls of 730 N.

He said that he had received many com-

plaints from persons about the circus and added

that he "finds it hard to believe that a community like Arlington Heights can't welcome this
Drury, type of activity or entertainment."

Arlington Heights. said that she was among
those on the bleachers which collapsed.
She said that many persons became irate be-

cause between the police, the Elks, and the
circus staff it took a long time to get any assistance or refunds.
According to L.A. Hanson. Arlington
Heights village manager. the circus is inspected
for fire safety and the foodstands are inspected
by the Village Health Department.
The inspection of the circus was between the
lime of the collapse and this evening's
performance, he said.

about $270,000 now will be

;terns are developed significantly through the extra
curricular program, i.e., in-

tramural

item. Mrs. Jerome Heidt of 6
Marberry Dr., Prospect
Heights, earlier a strong critic

of the cuts, was the first to

"If it is a question

of TAWS versus education,

He said that the, circus and the Elks had

there were about 6.000 persons at the three
performances.

He said that from all reports he had no one

had been seriously injured.

He added that he felt despondent about the
whole affair, because of the way it has turned

out after so much effort was made to have

struction.
Sahlberg told the hoard that

official bids on construction
are due Oct. 10, presenting
problems in advertising an exact referendum figure.
He said that the board could
either have the public vote on
construction
estimated
an

Bates also made a strong

plea for the junior high Span-

cost, or they could vote on a
blank to be filled with the low-

ish program. In addition, he
said, the failure to hire certain
staff members would produce

est bid. If the referendum is to
be prepared for October, notices most be given before the

an enlarged teaching load of
the present staff, lengthened
(Continued on page 2)

date bids are due.

Harper Plans Faculty
Evaluation Process
By K. C. Radtke
The Harper College Board
of Trustees recently agreed
"in spirit" with guidelines for
faculty evaluation submitted

then education clearly should
win out."
Ken Bates. president of the
Prospect Heights Education
Assn., the teachers organization, made a plea for restoration of all cuts on behalf of the

required to cope with a deficit
in the educational fund. This
would be about 60 per cent of teaching staff.
Bates said, "The term
anticipated tax receipts, compared with the 1968-69 budg- school implies to me much
et, when TAWS also totaled more than the Three Rs.
$270,00t), but 66 per cent of School is enthusiasm, school
spirit. esprit de corps. These
the lower tax receipts.

planned for only two performances, but that so
many persons bought tickets that another
performance was scheduled. He estimated that

basketball.

band, clubs, publications and
student government. We urge
that these programs be returned to the curriculum."

ual program cuts, item,by-

speak.
She said,

sports,

cause of the lack of voter in-

by the school's vice-president
of academic affairs.

In a

17 -page booklet at-

tached to a cover letter, Clarence Shauer, Ph. D., offered

an evaluation process to be
used, he said, "as a possible
point of origin in the refinement and further development

Mount

Prospect) is

is a member of the

Election committee of the Illinois House of Representa-

one of

tives. In November of last year

them.

there were five hairline dcci-

New Frost School

Principal Named
The new principal for Robert Frost Elementary School,
1308 S. Cypress Dr., Mount
Prospect, is Ernest C. Bonhivert, District 59's School
Board announced last night

lished by Standard Education
of Chicago.
"I'm looking forward to

moving into this district and
administration," he. told the
school board last night.

Bonhivert begins work to 'morrow and will be receiving

IN THE CASE of recount
petitions, it is common practice to allow a "discovery

recount" in which a check of
20 per cent of the ballots cast
by counties is made. If this
check indicates an extremely
close vote, then the House is
likely to approve a full recounting of all the ballots.
In case a full recount is or-

dered, the law requires that
members of the Elections com-

mittee must personally supervise the counting of the ballots.
-Three of the close elections
have been resolved.
the
wardsville supervising
counting of ballots in Madison
County.
WITH ABOUT 200,000
votes cast last November,
Donald Barry, Democrat, was
delcared elected by a majority

cepting the principal's job at
Frost school

Before that, he wor.Ited at

Feehenville Elementary
in Mount Prospect,
Park Ridge schools, Glencoe
School

land Park as a principal

SUBURB\

and

allied

in-

vice president will then forward his recommendation to

SAYS

the college president, who will
make his recommendation to
the Board of Trustees.
Ideally, the forms when

New Neighbors quarrel constantly, but not loud enough for us
to hear what they call each other. We don't like them already.

picked up 35 votes and it was
about that way all the time we
counted votes."

completed will give an acct.,
rate picture of the faculty

sional attributes, outstanding

The Mount Prospect Village Board Finance committee

met last night voted to grant
one liquor license and to transfer another.
Charles Roumelpotis, co-

owner of the Flaming Torch
restaurant (formerly Blaz'r
Steak) located on Rand Rd.,
was given the committee's ap-

proVal for a Class R license
which permits customers to be
served drinks with their meals.

Butch McGuire, the new
owner of Wayne's Redwood

demanded a recount.

Inn 300 E. Rand Rd., received

20 per cent of the ballots gave

cense transfer which includes
a cocktail bar. Butch plans to
change the name of his estab-

votes. A full recounting of the
ballots was ordered.

"IN THE VERY first precinct we counted," reports

str en gt hs, primary weaknesses, plans for improvement,
professional upgrading and in-

stitutional and community service. Student evaluation of instructor and course is also provided for.

With only 60 precincts left

to count, Hittmier has a lead of
75 votes.

"This is an entirely different approach from the April

Panel Endorses
Liquor License,
Rejects Another

of only a few votes. Hittmier

Hittmier a - majority of two

Ernest C. Bonle.Vrt

process

strumentation," Schauer told
the board and faculty present
at last week's bi-monthly

appropriate vice president, division chairman, a faculty
peer, the faculty member himself, students and a dean. The

SIMON

The "discovery recount" of the committee's vote for a li-

public schools, and in High-

Bonhivert also lectured in
Science Education at Northwestern University, National
College, Trinity College and
Lake Forest College He has
authored scientific filmstrips,
various writings for educational magazines and "Questqlss Children Ask," pub-

sions in elections of members
to the House. The losers petitioned for recounts.

Rep. Regner spent Thurs-

Bonivert was acting superNorthbrook's
at
intendent
School District 27 before ac-

the

member's personal and profes-

day through Sunday in Ed-

$16,300 a year

Senate

Each form is to be channeled through the examining
hands of a faculty member's

iv

everything right.

(R -

David J. Regner

Rep.

Refiner

"THE FACULTY

has agreed with the 'spirit' of

board meeting.
Schauer's brainchild, an attempt to revise a document reviewed last April I I, contains
11 forms.

Regner Heads Nov. Vote Recount
Nil- some the November,
1968 election isn't over and

of an effective and systematic
procedure."

lishment to "Butch
McGuire's North, Inc."

James W. Chapman, presi-

Regner, "Hittmier picked up

dent of International Airport

30 votes and we thought a real
upset was in the mbking. Later
in another preynct Barry

resenting his 'two Randhurst
restaurants, lie Tree Top and

Restaurants, was present rep-

the Tartan Tray. Chapman requested an extension for Tartan Tray to be included in the
existing license granted to
Tree Top. The committee refused his plea. Chapman then
asked the committee whether

it could grant the Town Hall,
located in Randhurst, a liquor
license that would permit parties 'which would- be served
drinks during the holiday sea-

evaluation documents,"
James Hammitt, board member, commented.
Implementation

the
of
forms proposed by Schauer is
contingent upon the adoption
of a grievance procedure and

MAI review by thoi faculty in
September.

Gripe
Of The

(

)fr° Day:.

4

One hour parking meters

that expire in 50 minutes.
P.F.M.

son.

This would be used mostly
by Randhurst tenants for their
employes, he said. The committee told Chapman that it
would discuss the matter further with Village Atty., John J.
Zimmerman and other council

Meetings

Tonight
Village Board, Village
Hall, 8 p.m.
School District 26 Board,

members and try to get this
type of license in effect before
the holiday season.
The Village Board will meet
tonight to discuss and vote

James Thurber wrote of unicorns in the garden, but Dawn Bach

of 101 S. William, Mount Prospect was satisfied to find a white
rabbit in her yard Monday morning. "It's obviously not wild," she
said,
"it's wearing a silver colar and is very tame." Dawn said she
on the license requests presentis hoqg to find its owner,
ed.

Park View School, 1800 E.

Kensington, Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.

f

4

Drug Store
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Workers Go

Back to Jobs

Mrs. Virginia Macdonald To Install 'Hot Line'
By Richard Crabb

urbs to the constitutional convention, will, if elected, establish a "hot line" at her hotel in
Springfield during the con-

lington Heights, candidate for

Virginia Macdonald of Ar-

a scat from the northwest sub -

CUSTOM
and INTERIORS

SLIPCOVERS

$2.50

$66.50

$42.50

11 S. Dunton, Arlington Heights

so.

in Mount Prospect over the

SHE FIRST AN-

,A,,dy

highest total

plan at a reee"ption held for her

honored at the home of Mr.
and Mrs, Earle Miller, 105 N.

MRS, MACDONALD reported that she is asking as
many 3rd district citizens as

of the convention," Mrs. Mac- School, Mount Prospect.
donald explained, "so that any
Co -hosts with the Millers
citizen from the northwest
suburbs will be able to ques- were Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
tion me regarding convention Congreve and Rep. and Mrs.
developments or share views David J. Regner of Mount

with me within a few hours,

am at home on non -session
days, I will also maintain an

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY

open phone and in addition be
available for appointments."

ly to approve the new con-

PREVAILS

stitution when it is put before
them in a state-wide referen-

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT.

ard questionaire dealing with
the leading issues to be discussed by the constitutional
convention.

Prospect., More than 150
people from the northwest
suburbs attended.

"This convention is being
held to draft a new constitution for the people. If we
make them direct partners in
the undertaking, they arc like-

WHERE

she can meet to fill out a stand-

MACDONALD is
MRS.
running in the special Sept.
23 primary in the 3rd dis-

trict. which extends from Bar-

rington to, Des Plaines. The
district will send two delegates to the constitutional con-

vention scheduled to open in
Springfield Dec. 8.

OPEN
NINE

candidate

for

congress in the 13th District
special Oct. 7 primary, yesterday appointed William L.

Griffin of Arlington Heights
his campaign director in

as

Wheeling Township.

to

als or so-called conservatives
in the recent past. And in this
race it is a double pleasure for
me .to find a man who is not
only conservative -moderate in

emmer
REALTOR

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Palatine

"With the loss of Rep. Donald Rumsfeld, it appeared that

358-5560

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460
956-1500

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

what he says, but in the way he

In Prospect Heights

Look for us each week in

'I have had the greatest re-

The Home Buyer's Guide

1968. All of us who worked in
Eagle Eye, at any level, realize
what the Johnston Law did for
Illinois.
"Having served as an elected official of Wheeling Township and as a precinct captain

pect.

The program will be held
from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.,
Wednesday, in the Prospect

IN THE DAY

without charge unless a special
enabling referendum has been

will
teachers
Substitute
meet assistant principals for
instructional services and other school officials with whom
they will come in contact
throughout the academic year.

"The district, recognizes
that substitute teachers are a

very important part of our

arlington \ark towers
announces the

POI Y

LOUNGE
Come and Meet

JESSE LOPEZ
nightclub and television star

repairman, central office
inand
maintenanceman
stallation foreman. For the

asked to approve such a referendum."

DISTRICT 21 will distribute parent handbooks and
forms for physical and dental
examinations (required by law

of all kindergarten and fifth
grade students) when parents
register.

Two new buildings-Tark-

Longfellow -will
and
open Sept. 2. However, in order to allow construction
crews freedom to complete final work, those students who
ington

IN A NUTSHELL

Here's The Story On
The Northwest Day's
Distribution System
The Northwest Day's distribution system is new to the area
we serve, although in wide use in other parts of the country.
Here's how it works:
Families in the northwest area receive their Day each afternoon, Monday through Friday. Circulation reaches 63,000
homes daily.
The Northwest Day covers the news of interest and concern
to the 13 communities it serves. This is an important growth
step for the most rapidly expanding area in Suburbia, Ill. -

an area which needs both a "voice" dedicated to its best,
interests, and an advertising vehicle for its merchants.
Carriers for the Northwest' Day -- nearly 350 of them - are

paid by the newspaper, for delivering the paper to every
home. Once a month, beginning Aug. 18, carriers will ask
their customers to p y one dollar for the month's approximate

out news releases concerning
the board of education, administration and school activities.

School

Alcott
School, Bernard Dr., Buffalo
at

Grove.

Book rental payments and

nity Baptist Church, 501 S.
Emerson, Mount Prospect,
and of the Arlington Council
of the Telephone Pioneers 'of
America.

Four people were injured

And
her provocative piano

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394-2000.

prizes or participate in exciting events.
Paying customers of The Northwest Day may "spend" their
carrier receipts at full value (S1) toward a family want ad,
making their subscription price nil.
Secondarily, pay.Ing customers may use their receipt, plus

-414.

arlington \ark towers
Chicago's new suburban hotel

extended exclusively to our Northwest Day teaders during
August and September.

,

Family Hospital. Miss Klee man was admitted to the hospital suffering . from a broken
neck.

Beardslee was charged with

driving while intoxicated and
failure to slow down to avoid
an accident. He is scheduled to

appear in Arlington Heights
Traffic Court Sept. 23.

to the budget were:

reinstated, the PHEA would be restored."
ask that contract negotiations
Grodsky said that the state
"be re -opened as soon as office of public instruction had
possible."
told him of the possibility of

ry of hew teacher. $7,000.

thestate,

Bates said that if the educasince the budget was
tional programs were not passed, I think the cuts should

He said, "The PHEA will future increases in state aid.

not

sit

by

and

watch

the

educational opportunities for
He added, "I think the tax
the children of Destrict 23 be structure will be changed
eroded. We strongly encour- greatly and more revenue will
age the board to restore to our come back to the school dischildren the opportunities tricts from the new state inwhich we will be denied them come tax.
if the budget remains as it is."
The items finally restored

11111111111

AR
NATIONAL

THAT LASTS AND LASTS
AND LASTS

I

If MIDI

1

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Thurs. 9 to 6
9 to 8
Friday
8:30
to 4
Saturday
at both drive-ins and in the lobby

,1

ON THE REALLY
NATIONAL FULL SERVICE BANK

AR

$1,500.

--The Spanish program at
MacArthur Junior High, sala--The adding of a one-half
time kindergarten teacher at
Ross School, cost not to exceed $4,500.

--The hiring of a remedial
teacher for Mac-

reading

Arthur Junior High, at a salary
not to exceed $8,000.

--The hiring of a full-time

teacher for MacArthur
Junior High. Cost, $7,500.
This would free another teachart

er so that the art program for
the district could extend even
a

music

teacher for the band program

at a salary of $9,730. Supt.
Grodsky

the

recommended

whom he and Gerald
McGovern. MacArthur
School principal,
viewed.

had

inter-

The motion to restore the
fine and practical arts program
carried out in conjunction with
School District 21, cost
$3,000, was defeated by a
4 -to -2 vote.

Youi carrier is
now collecting
for month of

sir
1111

in-

hiring of a woman teacher

---ALL DAY LONG

IIIII

--The after -school

tramural program, at a cost of

to the first grade.
--The hiring of

FULL SERVICE BANKING

-

AUGUST
insist on receipt

when paying carrier

Seetpecial

$2.50 for the purchase of a wlglet as offered in this newspaper. Day Publications guarantees your satisfaction or money refunded. More than 1,500 customers to the other Day
newspapers haye taken advantage of this offer. It is

Klceman, 14, of 381 Thelma
Ct. and Carol Christophersen,
15, of 816 Fletcher, Wheeling,
and
himself,
Christiansen
Beardslee were taken to Holy

SUPT. EDWARD Grodsky
pointed out that because "we
in -class time and reduced "im- lhave received assurance of
portant planning time."
$520 per student from
(Continued front Page 1)

Money collected by carriers only helps defray the expense of

sion for them, as well as allowing them to earn valuable

in the
' Kathy

Two passengers
auto,
Christiansen

Board Reverses Stand
On Education Budget

a costly home delivery service. When a family pays, it increases the profits of their carrier and supports the Day's effort to bring the northwest Its own vigorious news medium.
Carriers will continue to make their regular delivery earnings. Your voluntary payment will be an additional commis-

plans.

burg.

22 issues.

BONNIE DAYE

At this time Newton has
made no decision about his

4 Injured in 3 -Car
Elmhurst Rd. Crash

registration will be held Thurs- Sunday in a three car accident
day and Friday at the follow- on Elmhurst Rd. near Dennis
and Fletcher Sts., in Wheeling.
ing schools:
Field, 51 St. -Armand Ln.,
Wheeling Police said an
Wheeling; Robert Frost, 305 auto driven by Clifford BeardAspen Dr., Prospect Heights; slee, 35, of the Glenview Naval
Holmes, 221 S. Wolf Rd., Air Station was going north on
Wheeling; Kilmer, 655 Golf Elmhurst Rd. when it
View Terr., Buffalo Grove and slammed into the rear of a car
driven by Eric P. Christiansen,
Alcott.
Also London, 1001 W. 17, of 26 W. Manchester Dr.,
Dundee, Wheeling; Poe, 2800 Wheeling.
was
car
Christiansen's
N. Highland Rd., Arlington
Heights; Twain, 515 E. Merle pushed across the road into a
Ln., Wheeling; Whitman, 133 car driven by Alwin E. WandeS. Wille, Wheeling, and Sand - rer, 57, of Elmhurst.

Robert Cudney said, director
of instructional staffing.

welcomed at the workshop.

member of the South Comma-

no longer the public informa-

tion officer for Maine Town"We are planning a trip to ship High School District 207,
Littleton, Colorado, in the Supt. Richard R. Short said
near future to visit our grand- yesterday.
His association with the
children, Jeffrey Sheppard, 7,
and Christine, 3," said Kut- school district ended when the
chera. "Then we'll continue district decided to "phase out"
on to Arizona and, possibly, this office, Newton said.
District 207 news will be
California."
A sports enthusiast, Kut- handled by various staff memchera enjobs golfing. He is a bers who will continue to send

THOSE WHO will be atLongfellow

Frank B. Newton of 105 W.
Sunset Rd., Mount Prospect, is

tween Dundee and Hintz Rds.,
Wheeling.
register

School Public
Relations
Post Ended

past three years he has been
district installation superintendent in Bellwood.

School should register and pay

to be even more effective,"

tration Center, '799 W. Kensington Rd., Mount Prospect,
or call Robert Cudney at the
center. New applicants will be

time a professional will get
overtime pay."
The contract contains a
union security clause ,which

staller in Crystal Lake and has
held numerous positions in the
plant department, including
communications serviceman,

in District 21 have not been

educational program and this
type of workshop helps them

Qualified candidates are
urged to apply at the Adminis-

through because this is the first

Kutchera joined the com- are exempt.
pany 40 years ago as an in-

book rental fees at Sandburg
School, Schoenbeck Rd. be-

said Supt. Kenneth Gill, "why
we have a book rental fee and
what it supplies.
"STATE
LAW forbids
from disschool
boards
tributing textbooks to students

new contract is quite a break-

Bell Telephone Co.

21.

for 24 -hour -a -day coverage.
"Parents frequently ask,"

Secretary -treasurer

Harold J. Kutchera, 802 S. means all pharamcists hired by
re- Osco from now on will have to
join the union. Present emtired recently from Illinois ployes who do not wish to join

approved by the voters. Voters

tending
should

PPA

Skipper Andrade said, "This

Vail, Arlington Heights,

will be attending Tarkington

fee, which is optional, is $2 per
child for coverage during
school hours and $10 per child

week.

Telephone
Co. Worker
Retires

made payable to Community
Consolidated School District

istration time. The insurance

we never would have had a
clean election in Chicago in

entation session for persons inschools.

an hour, with a 45 -hour work

Harold J. Kutchera

Registration,
Book Fees
Spelled Out

District 21 does not provide
accident insurance for students. Parents who wish coverage may sign up for it at reg-

High School cafeteria, 801 W.
Kensington Rd., Mount Pros-

terested in substitute teaching
any of the district's six

0 S C 0 PHARMACISTS
had been receiving $5 to $5.30

me so far do not favor a grad-

CHECKS SHOULD BE

will conduct fi workshop -oriat

tract.

"Most people are ready to
accept an income tax, but a
majority of those reporting to

District 214 to Conduct
WorkAop for Substitutes
High School District 214

week. The vote was 72 to 60 in

state government in the hands
of the people."

towel fee.

-

394-3500

13 S. Wolf Rd.

favor of accepting the con-

pils may pay an optional $4

votes.

during the past few years, 1
we would have no one of the have come to know the people
conservative -moderate vein and I have also come to know
left, " said " said Griffin. "I Alan Johnston. I feel the
have been bemused by the can- match is perfect."

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 8944800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In_general our citizens
seem to be saying that they
want to be sure that the new
constitution will keep the

grades seven and eight will be
$8. In addition, junior high pu-

Eagle Eye. He is now a village Suburban Chairman for Operation Eagle Eye. If Alan -Johntrustee in Arlington Heights.
In accepting the position on ston had not led the fight in the
Johnston's campaign team, Illinois House of RepresentaGriffin said, "Rep. Johnston is tives to pass the bill that
the only candidate prepared to cleaned up the election laws,

serve both ends of the 13th
Congressional District. He
plans to open an office in Arlington Heights. Rep. Johnston has a proven record. He
has a non -provincial vision.
He will serve all of us in the
district."

for working over 40 hours a

for junior high students in

Griffin worked with John- spect for Johnston since 1966
ston in 1966 on Operation when I served as Northwest

NINE

cern," she said.

Parents of children who will
attend schools in Wheeling Buffalo Grove District 21 may
register children and pay book
rental fees Aug. 21-22.
Registration hours are 9-12
a.m. and 1-3 p.m.
Book rental fees for kinder.
garten children will be $5, for
elementary pupils in grades
one through six will be $8, and

-

Osco drugstores, accepted a
contract which gives them $6
an hour and time -and -a -half

too early to report uated tax. Most people want
"It
what our citizens are telling to see the personal property
me about their major interest tax abolished."

Rep. Alan R. Johnston of didates who are so-called liberKenilworth,

The association, made.up of

pharmacists who work for

is

Griffin Appointed
Congress Candidate
Campaign Chairman

smorgasbord5

Jewel-Osco.

rule matters are of most con-

of votes Nov.

18_1wilf be 'awarded the 3rd
district scats at the-convention.

weekend. Mrs. Macdonald was

"I WILL, arrange for a per-

Scanda House

WATCH FRIDAYS
DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

the con -con general election
Nov. 18. The two getting the

,

NOUNCED her "hot line"

1 MILE
EAST OF
RANDHURST

.

number of votes will run in

matter how fine it may be,"

certainly the same day. When I
RAND Rig.
(RT. 12)..

no

every citizen in
the 3rd .district who wishes to
talk with her will be able to do

Fabric

2 or 3 cushion sofa

down

Mrs. Macdonald said.

manent telephone near the site
1 cushion chair

constitution

vention sessions.

In this

-

new

in a new constitution, but I can
say to you that revenue, electing a governor and lieutenant
governor from the same party, l
the judicial matters and home

In the primary, to be run on
a non-partisan basis, the four
candidates getting the highest

dum. If we don't make them
partners, they may turn the

PharThe
Professional
maceutical Association (PPA)
has settled it strike against-

WIGLET OFFER

Member F.D.J.C.
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON pEIGHTS

Inserted in
today's DAYI

The Day's Prospects

_

er Hobby Goes To Her Head
she purchases an extra yard of
material and creates that

supplies, she reblocks and
remodels her hats too.
Straw hats are the easiest to

Hecht, "Where did you get
that hat?" she answers, "I

hat to match.

made it myself."
"I have .always - enjoyed
wearing'a hat," she said,."and

There are tricks to all trades,
and Mrs. Hecht shares some of
them.

restyle and remake, but the
stitching is important. The
stitches must be made larger

By Dolores Haugh

"coordinated look" with her

When you ask Mrs. Donald

this led to my interest in millinery."

Beginners

should

use

a

frame at first. Sewing flowers
or bows to a frame is simplest

MRS. HECHT attended

for easy removal. To finish the
hat properly and cover the inside stitches, a bright print,
plaid or contrasting color fabric may be used for the lining.

District 214 adult education

for the beginner.

High
School, then immediately put
her lessons to work. She not
only made hats for herself and
daughter, but taught her Camp

YOU CAN USE flower

IN ADDITION to her hat
hobby and her activities in
Camp Fire Girls, Mrs. Hecht

pots or mixing bowls as block-

is a homemaker and mother of

ing forms. "Just make sure
they fit your head," Mrs.

ren, 8, and Randy, 4.

courses

at

Prospect

Fire girls of the 0-Da-Kon-

Hecht said.
Every hat Mrs. Hecht made
is carefully packed away when

Ya-Ko-Ki group how to make
their daisy bonnets.

Whenever Mrs. Hecht

makes herself a dress or suit,

TrIfirrrtnnnl

*not in use. In order to get the
most out of all expenditures in

6n tr6 0 is o

6-b

Dennis, 13, Wendy, 1I, War-

Why not Idt a hobby go to
your head this fall and join a
millinery class? It is a hobby
that can become profitable as
well as glamorously thrifty.

rfloOo

n 6-6-6 n

PROSPECT DA

Oot.
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Mrs. Donald Hecht displays some of her spring and summer
hats which she created. Glue, stitching, lining, blocking all have
their own tricky ways but once learned they combine to provide
an interesting and useful hobby.

6;1

if_

al

HEY POP!
SODA by the CASE ;
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Dolores Hauglw Woman's Editor

.-.:,._.

i

Camp Fire Girls Debbie Callahan and Sue Stevens model their daisy half hats which they made

under Mrs Hecht's direction. The entire group made daisy chapeaus this summer.

1 2 - 10 oz. BOTTLES .. NO RETURN

..

CHOICE OF 10 FLAVORS

$1.10

:
By Frances Altman

of Arlington
al
Heights and formal hair set-

last
A min i-luncheon
Thursday in the WhirlawayEquipoise Room of the Arlington Park Towers gave local debutantes, their mothers
and Holy Family Hospital
Auxiliary members an opportunity to become better acquainted The event was the

tings by the Beautiful Lady Sa-

first planning session for Cotillion IV, the annual holiday
presentation ball which is one

plans to bring the event to the
northwest area and hold it in

of the auxiliary s major ben-

of the Arlington Park Towers.
The three past presentations
were held at the Drake Hotel.

Terrace

efits
The late brunch, with a
showing of gowns by the Brid-

lon, offered an ideal atmosphere for this year's debs and
post-debs to talk about past
Cotillions.
committee
COTILLION
members and the debs' moth-

ers were just as excited over
the Jimmy Durante Ballroom

Co-chairmen of the debu-

-

per case

24 - 12 oz. CANS

6 FLAVORS, YOUR CHOICE

committee are Mrs.
John Reese, auxiliary first vice
president, Mount Prospect,
and 'Mrs. Bennett Trapani,
Mount Prospect. Mrs. Charles
Previn, Arlington Heights,
tante's

$2.50

PER CASE

044
PLUS OUR REGULAR

will do the choreography for
Cotillion IV assisted by Mr.

7 oz., 10 oz. & 32 oz.

ALL FLAVORS

:

Mrs. Charles Lubeck,
Mount Prospect, whose two
daughters bowed in past cotiland

i

lions.

The debs will now begin a
series of sessions under Mrs.

ARLINGTON BEVERAGE CO.
1326 W. Central Rd.
'Mt. Prospect, Ill.

:

.

instruction, climaxing in a dress rehearsal with
their fathers the day before the
Cotillion.
Previn's

-,-

PHONE CL 3-0030

...011111ak

RELOCATING?

Mount Prospect post debs, Miss Laurence Lubeck and Miss Marsha Georgen, look over
photographs from past years' Cotillions at the planning brunch held recently by the Holy Family
Hospital. Cotillion IV will he held at the Arlington l'ark Towers.

Relaxing

before

the

busy

ORTHI

days ahead are Mrs. Charles
Previn, Arlington Heights, Cotillion choreographer, right;
Mrs. Charles Lubeck, center,

EST
FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and fjnd buyers that will

and her daughter, Miss Lauren
Lubeck of Mount Prospect,
who bowed in Cotillion Ill. Mr.

and Mrs. Lubeck will

please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding

assist

Mrs. Previn in teaching this

major cities of the U. S. or Canada

year's dance figures. (Photos by
Frances Altman)

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

Fashion Show
A "back -to -school" fashion

An area rock group will
play during and after the showing of youth wear from the Sir
and Her Shop. Young men and
women from Carson's College
Board will model.

Stage area of Carson, Pine
Scott and
dhurst

Company,

Ran-

clutch
performer
ttttt

,

The matchless brilliance
of Bohemia lead crystal

IN

Call on B -I -N when you're stuck for a recommendation

CL 9-5400

DINNER
THEATRE

ON OUR
STAGE...

Arlington Realty

Aonday thru Friday -8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
Saturday -8 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.

Like all good clutch performers, B -I -N shines on
routine jobs too. Saves time while assuring top-quality
results. On any interior surface needing painting.

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

in Palatine

Phone: (312) 255-3700

in Arlington Hts.
PRESENTATION OF THIS COUPON
WILL ENTITLE BEARER TO A 30%
DISCOUNT ON ANY CHANDELIER
LISTING FOR MORE THAN $100.00.

1))0At
THEATRE

from

AMPLE
PARKING

Mount Prospect

SOUTH

$5.95

$3.00

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

from

ONLY

SERVICE OF AMERICA

253-8100

930 East Northwest Highway
Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056

primer -sealer can transform the grimiest, most porous
and hard -to -stick -to surfaces into a smooth uniform
base ready for a finish coat of paint. In just 46 minutes.

Itoservotions

4110..01111MIMMIk

.

CALL

NORTHWEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

on a really tough painting problem. This versatile
Rand & Euclid Road
Mount Prospect

THE HOMEFINDING

by ROMS

tlrett.t

In the Old Orchard
Country Club

.

OME7qpil
A

f

show will be featured at 7 30
p m , August 21, in the On

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERIC& NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

(iirtiage-GOANe

-

OOK POR

NW//////1 ,1
THEATRE for
CHILDREN

MATINEE

'The Invisible Dra
Starting Saturday Augusi 2nd.

:

BUY FOR THE

COMING HOLIDAY WEEKEND ..

..

Preview of Cotillion IV

CASH & CARRY

...li ft

SERVING THt COMMUNITY FOR 43 Y

214 N. Ounton, Arlington Heights.
AirioAt 135 Yoke, Prilih Rhtiflty

CL243,18 I

i

ME BUYERS GUIDE

NORTHWEST ELECTRICAL SUPPLY CO.

I

,

,t

a

'

,

Af44toring Elroy Week In

`-

DiVeltittBLIC*TIONS'

*

:
:

Grace's Daze

Main Street

Wedding in Rockford

Jaycees Survey Village

By Grace Mott

Lil Floros
game.

Tom Elrod steps into ".:The
Marriage Go Round" tonight
at Country Club'Theatre. He

ly. They answered every ques-.
tion. They drew maps and

made diagrams. They had all
sorts of comments and wrote
long letters," he said.

The Mount Prospect Post
Office is having its problems.
They need letter carriers-or
mailmen, as they are more

Rockford's Calvary Memorial

mailmen

they returned to the new Swe-

den House Motel where the
groom's mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Hawkinson

called. And by
they mean mail

were staying. The night before,
the Hawkinsons hosted a brid-

al dinner in the famous., 75 year -old Sweden House Restaurant.

THE BRIDE IS the daugh-

talization, pension, insurance,

The survey is under the di-

rection of Jaycee Donald R.

ter of the Rev. and Mrs. Gerald

etc.

Boyer who went to Rockford
from their home in St. Peters-

REGISTRATION FOR all
new students in School Dis-

Demski who directs and superprofessionally
vises surveys

for United Air Lines. All of the.

trict

Jaycees are, of course, helping.

Wednesday

57

is

for today,
Thursday.
and

Children who will be five by

the Jane Cees, are assisting.
Questionnaires were personally delivered by Jaycees to
all 8,650 homes in Mount

Dec.

Prospect. So far, 3.426 questionnaires have been returned.
This amounts to approximately a 40 per cent return --which
is "fantastic, according to

Demski. Normally," he said,
"a 20 per cent return is considered quite good."

"THE ANSWERS We received to our questions were
the largest outpouring of sugvillage --or

should register at the
I
school the child will attend be-

time give any real results of the

survey pertaining to particular
questions.

Demski did say, however,
that

Mount Prospectors indicated
as the big problems for correction in the village are flooding,
traffic and the downtown area.
It will be a while before
complete results arc tabulated.
They should be interesting!

'

It's a first grandchild for
Mr. and Mrs. A. B: Lytle. Other grandparents are Mr. and

vices were held last Saturday.

Jean, 21/2 years old.

and Randy's sister, 16 -year old Susan, is a part-time employe at the Woman's World

The Mount Prospect family
are Laura Kirstem 6, and Lisa are residents of Azalea Ln.,
Apropos of the close family
alliance, the ,former Bonnie
Barrow's father never missed a

day of writing to his daughter
in her four years at De Pauw
University. Once or twice he

was to sick to hold a pen,
which promptly brought an inquiry from daughter to father.
Mr. and Mrs. William Barnes are the new owners of the
house at 1450 Blackhawk Dr.

Integral part of their family
besides two sons, Richard, 16,
and William III, is Claire

Barnes' mother, Mrs. Marie
Fecura. The Barneses purchased the house from Mr. and

Mrs. William Mott, who, with
son Robert, will be moving to
Lincolnshire, Ill., in the fall.

LATE AUGUST will

see

Mount Prospect residents Mr.

tween 9 a.m. and noon or 1 and

Mount Prospect. The baby is

and Mrs. Thomas Mott mov-

3 p.m. If in doubt as to which
school a child will attend, call
the district office, 259-1200.
The child's birth certificate,
hospital record of baptismal

ing to the house they have
bought in Grays Lake, Ill.
Sadly, the efforst of myriads
of donors in the Mount Prospect area failed to restore lifeb-

record must be presented at the

Todd Jason, born Aug. 8 to
Mr. and Mrs. Darryl Phillips.
When the young couple take
their son home from Holy
Family Hospital, it will be to
the new house in Elk Grove

time of registration.

into which they moved only a

died last Wednesday. The 14 -

week ago.

year -old boy had undergone
open-heart surgery at Billings
Hospital July 9. Funeral ser-

WORST JOKE of the Day:
Joe: "What would you do if
a ship sank in mid -ocean'?"

Mrs.

And activity in the Lytle
family

continues

unabated.

The past weekend Mr. and
Mrs. Lytle and son Douglas

Moe: "I'd just grab a cake
of soap and wash myself were hosts to Miss Terry Ethier of Pittsburgh, Pa. The roashore."
mance

between

the

University of Wisconsin

Ill irtinelli
Nine Contest

number of Mount Prospect
women.
Thirtyttwo years in the same

pastorate. That was the milestone marked August 3 by the

Rev. Mr. Edwin I.

Stevens,

charter pastor of The South
Church, and the only area
minister to remain in the same

pulpit that long. In June 86
couples from 17 United States
and one couple now in Spain
responded to a Wedding Bells

church service invitation, attended by another 13 couples
whose marriages Pastor Steve
or other ministers of his
church had performed.

HERE ON WHAT has become almost an annual visit to

her former hometown is Mrs.
Kenneth Behnke, close friend
of 'several in the area, including Mrs. James Scott Sr.
Sunday both were dinner
guests of the Rev. and Mrs.
Stevens.

And just in case you are
wondering: After this week,
there will be only 109 shopping days left until Christmas!

DOCTOR SAYS

"If it's Tuesday this must be Bangkok!"

Several Causes Of Double Vision

where Douglas is a senior.

ANOTHER BABY is making news in two Mount Pros-

pect families. He is Lars Christian, who bears his later materEstates Dr., Mount Prospect is
great-grandfather's name,
the local winner of the Grand nal
horn Aug. 6 at Evanston HosBahama Contest sponsored by pital to Mr. and Mrs. Jon Lil-

Vince Marinelli Jr.,

lood to Randy Iglewski who

Beauty Salon, patronized by a

young

couple had its origin at the

1711

of Mount Prospect joined with

the Arnold Palmer Cleaning jequist. Besides the excitement
Centers.
which accompanies another
Marinelli will receive an twig on any family tree, Lars'
Arnold Palmer windbreaker arrival adds a boy to the genfrom the Arnold Palmer eology of grandparents Mr.
Cleaning Center, 1606 Golf and Mrs. Charles Barrow. Mr.
Rd., Mount Prospect.
and Mrs. Leon Liljequist, for-

Club for an outing today. They

who now live in Chicago, are

THE EXTENSIONEERS

the paternal grandparents. The
young couple's other Children

Albert M. Phillips of

any village --has ever had for
improvement." Demski said.

He said he could not at this

burg, Fla., for the event.

set

him. Even the wives' group,

things

Church, and the reception,

interested, call .372-2730.
Start at $3.06 per hour and
carriers get all sorts of extras
in the way of vacation, hospi-

ward local issues.

three

Hawkinson of Mount ProsAfter- the ceremony in

pect.

"men" or mail "women." If

dents and their attitudes to-

that the

bride of Reginald JostrInd

replaces Stephen Cox.

commonly

THE JAYCEES sent questionnaires to all households in
the village in June asking the
characteristics of village resi-

gestions that this

At least a half dozen families from here 'went to Rockford, Ill., Saturday to see Carole Kay Boyer become the

hopped on busses and went to
baseball
Cubs -Atlanta
the

"It's a fine tribute to the
citizenry of Mount Prospect,"
Don Demski said when discussing the Jaycees community survey of the village.
"People took them serious-

mer Mount Prospect residents

the Btiffalo Grove Over 50

Tbe Prooect Dap

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Q-What causes a person to

into the distance, and abnor-

see double? When I watch television, I see two pictures instead of one.

mally when one of the muscles
that controls the movements of

A --Double vision on one
eye may be dug to adislocation
of the crystalline lens, corneal

irregularities or partial retinal
detachment. With both eyes
open, double vision normally

occurs if you hold a finger
close to your eyes and look

flr

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

the eyeballs is paralyzed. If it
occurs only when you watch

TV, your antenna may need

Tuesday, August 19. 1969
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adjusting.

Robert C. Smith, Geneial.ltlanager

John E. Stanton, Editor and Publisher

Q-Is nearsightedness inherited?

William J. Kiedaisch

A-Nearsightedness may be

Managing Editor

hereditary or acquired

thropgh excessive use of your
eyes for close work with poor
illumination.

The Day Is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 111.60005
722 Center, Des i'laines, III. 60016

Q-Would reading while lying down or in a moving vehicle harm one's eyes? If so,
how?

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rale, 517.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

A-Reading while lying on
your back or in a moving vehicle will probably do no permanent damage but will cause

ocular fatigue and should not
be done for prolonged periods.

Phonics

Q-If the eyes are failing,

would it help to have my
glasses changed?

Talk with a Teacher

. A-Since there are several
causes for failing vision, you
should have a complete eye examination, including ocular
tension. A need for new glasses
is

By Esther Culton

only one of the possible

causes.

nfr

"It's too bad that at the end
of your life you have to leave
with a bad taste in your mouth.
After a whole life of working,
to come to this!"

Today I am going to try to

help Mrs. T. S. She wrote that
Q-I lived in India for two John's teacher had said John
trayears and contracted
needed help with his phonics,
choma. Although I have been especially the short vowel
treating it for 18 months, it is sounds.
not cured. What do you adIn a previous column, I
vise?

talked about the McGuffey

A-Such antibiotics as penicillin, tetracycline and erytheromycin in eye drops used for

Readers and the Hey Wingo
Readers. These books taught
the method of "sounding out"
words, and were used from

two or three weeks usually
cures this potentially blinding

about 1900 to 1935.

disease.

I HAVE SEEN many chilQ-With all the advances dren struggling to put isolated
made in medical science, why sounds together to make words
is a broken hip still a per- and during this process, all
manent injury?
thought of meaning often left
A-Great advances have their minds. I am going to talk
been made in the treatment of about the method I prefer to
all fractures, including those use when teaching phonics.'
I like the whole word methof the hip, so that in most victims the disability is farm from od in which we teach the
words as wholes and show the
permanent. In elderly, and occhild how the sounds appear'
casionally younger patients,
in each word.
however, such complications
as nonunion, demineralization
Today, let's talk about the
of the bone and infection in the
.

It's a fact reported recently by a special United States Senate task ft ce: Three out
of ten Americans 65 and older are living in poverty. Many others are desperately
and bitterly close to the poverty line,
"Today's inadequacies in retirement income," the report concludes, "should
be of direct concern not only to our population of aged and aging Americans, but
also to those in middle age and younger."

marrow canal may cause an
imperfect result.
that

excessive

coffee

drinking could damage the
heart. Is this due entirely to the

caffeine in the coffee? Would
drinking decaffeinated coffee
eliminate the danger?
A-Yes to both questions.

SAVE NOW... while you can

Q-I have been working in a

plant where the fumes from
freon are constantly present
because of inadequate ventila-

tion. At night I feel exhausted
and have a headache. Could
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FEDERAL SAVINGS `
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

te

ad Oa the Unnad Slat.* Goaornmont

Mamba,
Fadval Soangs and Loan Mouton. Coro...awn
b ar r
Umber. Undod Slate. Savings and Loan Limo.
%twat, 5."n5 and Loan Foonoollon

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9000

white cards, mothers can print

a capital "A" and a small "a"

Q-In a recent column you
said

short "a" sound. Using plain

these symptoms be caused by
the fumes?
A-Although freon is harm-

less except in very high concentration, adequate ventilation is essential if the exposure
is prolonged. The symptoms of

freon poisoning include headache, fatigue and. dizziness.

telling the child that we use the

big capital "A" when we write
someone's name. For a six -or
seven -year -old,
you would

need to print larger than you
write. On the other side of the
card, print the word "apple"
and draw or trace a picture of

letter while saying, seeing and
thinking the sound or meaning
adds a valuable sensory aid to
remembering.

For the older child who is
already

printing,

the

letter

together with some that do,
and see if your child can hear
the difference. You can say to

the child. "Now let's play a
game. If I say a word that

does not begin like apple. you

should be printed while the

are to put your hands over

child pronounces the word. A
very important part of this pro-

your ears."

The following mixture can

gram is to have the child repro-

be used, but do not use more

duce the phonics elements in
writing whenever possible.

than

One more card could be

used with the same procedure,

but not more than one at this
time.
T h e auditory exercises
which I will describe, using

this method, are taken from
"Beginning Reading," a text
published by J. B. Lippincott
Company.

PRONOUNCE

10 or 15 at one time:

apple, Ann, moon, puppy, kitten, ant, bee, Alice, after, and,
accident, bird, funny, car.
Short

"c," "i," "o" and

"u" sounds will be taught with
the same procedure, and more
short "a" sounds will be

taught as we teach the consonant sounds. Example: man,
men, sun, sat, sit, etc.

Remember that we are not

teaching children to "sound
OTHER

words with a beginning short

"a" sound, and have your
child pronounce each word after you. Pronounce each word
clearly and slowly, but not so

out" words, and we are not trying to teach your child to read.
This can be done by his classroom teacher. I am trying to
help mothers and fathers who
really want to know what to do

slowly that the sound of the
word is distorted: an, ant, after, afternoon, and, am, act,

and say to their children who
need help with phonics. I believe this is a workable meth-

add, attic.

od.

nounce words that do not be-

In my next column I will
talk about short "e" and the

gin with the short "a" sound

consonant "m."

Next we are going to pro-

HIDEAWORD

an apple.

We are now ready to point

to the "a" and tell the child
that this letter sounds like the
first letter in apple. Pronounce
short "a" several times, direct-

ing the child to watch your
mouth as you say it. Now turn
the card over and ask the child

to use his finger as II pencil,
and trace the "a" in the word
apple, while at the same time
saying the,Lword apple slowly
and distinctly.

TRACING A WORD or

CLINPAG
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all.seven of these letters.

18 good, 24 excellent
Answer on Comic

Per:

er oes

ea uers a to

on

a run -scoring single to left
Obuchowski wasn't ointe
lucky on the mound He

playing their second game of
By Mike Imrem
Arlington Heights' Pony the day They lost 5-0 to BufLeague All -Stars, up against falo Grove in the Deerfield

pitched 335innings and yielded 12 runs on 10 hits. Wild wood peppered him for ohree

Pony League Tournament and

an older and more experienced
opponent, were beaten by
Wildwood, 13-I, yesterday

runs with a three -run, oppo-

will play again tomorrow at
5:45 p.m.

runs in the first, two in the

Arlington's only chance to
cheer came in the bottom of
when it
Arlington's squad was.made the third inning,
u.o_f_13-yearzoWwhile most scored its run. George Vukoof Wildwood's players were 14 vich got a one -out single to
and 15 years old and veterans right and went to second on
Brian Nelson's sacrifice bunt.
of some high school baseball.
THE ALL-STARS were Paul Obuchowski then drilled

and eliminated from the Niles
Pony League Tournament.

third and seven in
ror -filled fourth.

hor-

a

site -field homer in the first and
a two -run single in the third
The All -Stars' run in the

Valario, cf
Slanick, cf
Zurkowski, 3b
Daynor, lb

nament and finished in second
place.

easy 13-1 victory over Bensenville. Prospect went into
the game with one loss in the
double elimination tourna-

the bases.

beautiful game for Prospect
and only gave up one hit in his
six innings on t -he mound. lzban also struck out eight Benonly
batters and
senville
walked three. The only run he
gave up was an unearned one
in the last inning.
Prospect took a 4-0 lead in

Tom Peterson,

Peterson

Bensenville's

by

Frank

Wlekinski.

ab

r

Scott Spielmann

Villa Park scored two runs

base and bounced off into foul

double by Al Slatin.

runner got on and scored because of several errors during
the inning.

Prospect, especially in the last

0

2

0
0

1

0

0
0

00

20

3

1

1

E-Kappel, Caruso, Dumke;
2b -Aiello; 367-Loessy; HR-

PITCHING SUMMARY -Pitcher

ip h r-er bb so

Loessy

7

22

1-1

3

Obuchowski 31/2 1012 -12:3. 7
Hardman
Bratko

11/2

0-0 0 .0

3

100
Winne r-Loessy; Loser1

3

Paul Obuchowski of Arlington Heights beats an atempted pickoff throw at first base in yesterday's game against Wildwood (photo by Mike Imrem).

.-Obuchowski.

YOU CAN COUNT ON

tst.;
C=7 L

the

i

Frigidaire Frost -Proof
Refrigerator with New
Up -Front Lighting

YOUR CHOICE OF

Double -Oven Range

FROST PROOF REFRIGERATOR

for the two runs in the fifth.

AUTOMATIC WASHER & DRYER
.ELECTRI-CLEAN RANGE

mhurst's lead to 4-2. The hits
wer singles by Carcerano and
Slawinski.

IT WAS A do-or-die situ -

FOR JUST

Holtzman to Speak Here

item now found in box scores.

second year.

been an amazing year in baseball, plus a glance at what
hopefully will be a World

Series in Chicago, at the dinner meeting to lead off the

Achim Lodge B'Nai B'rith's

The dinner meeting will be
at the Swedish House Smorgasbord, 203 N. Evergreen,
Arlington Heights (across
from the Arlington Theatre),
which will get underway with a
bar at 7 p.m. featuring 50 cent
drinks.
A N A L L -YOU -can -cat
smorgasbord dinner, priced at

The system in which relief
pitchers are awarded "saves"
was devised by Holtzman in.
1960. It was adopted by the
baseball's
News,
Sporting
bible, and is now in use in official statistics.

A MARINE CORPS veteran and an accelerated student

at the University of Chicago,

7:30. The
meeting featuring Holtzman
begins at 8:30. Reservations

$3, will begin at

can

be made with Howard

162
Holniker (537-1922),
Wildwood, Wheeling.
Holtzman, a member of the

Sun -Times sports department
for 25 years, has covered major league baseball for the past
13 years. In addition to many

journalistic awards and the
chairmanship of the Chicago

Holtzman also has had articles'
published in the Saturday Eve-

Model F PD-146TN

again! No space lost to frost.

room you want.
Twin vegetable Hydrators, Hold up to
23.4 qts.

your coffee -maker automatic.

rnl.:Gr.

Frigidaire
Electri-clean Oven cleans
more than itself
Even cleans the oven racks and sur-

face unit drip bowls. so you don't have to.
la Cook -Master oven control starts, stops
cooking automatically.

view of the World Series.

103 N. Arlington Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.
Phone: 253-5971

gon CUSTOM TAILORS
Mr. Paul Nandwani
Showing Exclusive Fashions for
Men and Women
SAVE NOW AT HONG KONG PRICES--

Suits for the "Hard -to -Fit"

3 DAYS ONLY - August 18, 19, & 20
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday Men's Wrinkle Resistant
Special Baryains
for Ladies

beaded dresses, suits,
sweaters, bays, etc. Ladies
terns.

their own pat-

Year-round suits

HOLIDAY INN

Expertly hand tailored to your

200 E. Rand Rd. - Mt. Prospect

lect your suit from 6,000 of the
from
world's finest fabrics

Please call Mr. Nondwanl for Appointment

255-8800

Automatic Appliance Outlet makes

personal measurements. Se-

545.00

Model DAN, electric

Model WSP

your coffeemaker automatic.

to Easy -view surface unit controls. New
convenience feature!

RSE.36P 30" electric

Colors or white

klirIMMAIMMAIMM
MEET CHICAGO CUB STARS

Durable Press Care

Even this thrifty

on this budget priced Dryer, too

Jet Action Washer has
DPC for no -iron fabrics
Durable Press Care. Gentle

Durable Press Care. Proper
temperature plus endot-cycle

water cool -down help no -iron

cool -down bring Durable Press

washing action plus a cold

items out ready to wear.
2 -Cycle Timer. Select exact
number of drying minutes.

fabrics stay "no.iron!"

let Action Agitator.
2 letAway Rinses.

No -stoop lint screen.

Cold Water Wash Setting.

,

fiewt eedvit cued Dew

e,4144t.ge/t

.HERE! WEDNESDAY P.M. - AUGUST 27, 1969

6:30 P.M. TILL 8:30 P.M.
BRING THE KIDS - GET THEIR. AUTOGRAPH

O W in
O L.)

DON'T MISS THIS OPPORTUNITY

Suits Dresses Topcoats Sportcoats Shirts

in

ELECTRICALLY

"iisset.r/Arot

LOLITA FASHIONS OF HONG KONG

may briny

CLEANS ITSELF
AUTOMATICAUY

THE INSURANCE CENTER

on

Lift-off (lower) door makes oven

cleaning easier.

Butter compartment, too. Conve-

INSURANCE

Jerome Holtzman

Automatic Appliance Outlet makes

nient! Holds a full pound.

Sox, but his exposure to the
American League leaders will
provide background for a pre-

G,RIFFITH

-1

CookMaster oven control starts,

stops cooking -automatically.

126-1b. size top freezer. The extra

A.:55;

c.

TC1

2 big ovens. Only 30" wide.

Up -Front lighting. Puts everything in
plain view.

cago Scene, Sports Digest and
numerous other magazines.
Holtzman covered the Cubs
during their amazing early
race, away from the gate, in the
National League's Eastern division. After the All -Star game
he switched over to the White

man is responsible for a new

\

Model RCI-639UL

Frost -Proof! You'll never defrost

ning Post, Sports Illustrated,
Sport, Baseball Digest, Chi-

Baseball
the
Chapter of
Writers Association, Holtz-

r.

F

lyal q1111.11,1i

Prospect scored a run in the
top of the fifth to cut El-

inning when one of Villa

Times Sept. 8 will provide a
first-person look at what has

\

Glamorous, feature packed Frigidaire

EYE LEVEL RANGE

IT WAS A lucky day for

B a s e b all writer Jerome
Holtzman of the Chicago Sun-

T AKE YOUR CHOICE

(THIS WEEK ONLY!)

Two singles by John Visk
and Bill conway lead the way

Slawinski and lzban and a

and two runs scored. The other

0

0

00

right.

were singles by Spielmann,

territory, but it was a fair ball

1

0

0
0

1

2
0
2

-

him home with a single to

completely around and scored
six runs to take over the lead,
7-6. The big hits in the inning

Peterson's double hit third

1969- -

fourth Bill Ryan hit a double
and Gary Schwass brought

the fourth when they batted

double by Tom Peterson.

Tuesday
August 19

it%.\116.

Another run in the fourth

Vicicandi and a home run by
Rich Yech.
Prospect's big inning was

hits during the inning were a
single by Joe Slawinski and a

1

1

0
0
0
0
0

0 0
0 0 0
Kunnen, 3b
0 0 0
Heidcnson, c
0 0 0-0Kaltman, c
Du mke,-cf-lb-11:2-11-0-0 0

game.

and two in the fifth gave Elmhurst a 4-I lead. In the

in the third with a single by

two outs had been made. The

2

called out on strikes to end the

eliminated

pitch.

right.

three runs were scored after

Caruso, ss

Davis, rf-cf
Loughman, 3b

Page 5

H owe ver, Carcerano was

on a throwing error. Jaegel
made it to third on another
play and scored on a wild

him home with a single to

third to make the score 7-0. All

was

ELMHURST TIED

one hit. Spielmann got on with
a walk and Mark Wertz drove

PROSPECT CAME back
with three more runs in the

2

0
Obuchowski, p -I f 3

ation for Prospect in the sixth.
They needed two runs for the
tie and three to take the lead.
The first two batters went
down swinging but Spielmann
was safe at first on an error by
Elmhurst's second baseman.

game in the bottom of the
third. Bob Jaegel led off and
made it all the way to second

Prospect scored its first run

error.

Good, I f
Hardman, p

2

second.

in the bottom of the third on

Brown home with a single to
right. Citro scored the other
run later in the inning on an

35 13 16 12
3

came through with an RBI
single to score Nieves from

Keith Mallott.

brought

0
0

Vukovich, 2b
Nelson, lb
Phipps, rf

Slawinski walked, and Eater

were singles by Mike Dash and

Lu Citro

0

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (1)
ab r h bi
h hi Player
0

WILDWOOD (13)

Player

first inning on one hit.

the

make the score 4-0. The hits

was then hit by a pitch and

1

3

Loessy, p
Player

With two outs. Joe Nieves and

more runs in the second to

catcher,

2

2

NILES TOURNAMENT

gave Prospect their first loss in
the tournament.
Prospect took a 1-0 lead in

drove in Lambke with a single
past third.
VILLA PARK scored three

thrown out trying to steal third

0

1

2

a 4-2 loss from Elmhurst.Elm
hurst was also the team that

single. Mike Vicicandi then

was

5

0

I

third game when they suffered

walk and John Kleinshmedt a

and Charlie Brown walked.

2

O

4

from the tournament in their

the first inning with two hits.
Ken Lambke led off with a

first baseman, then hit a single
to centerfield to drive in lzban

Howe ver,

game.
Prospect

and came back to get the win.
Villa Park took a 1-0 lead in

Prospect's

2

WarirM

-Russo; sac -Nelson

6-I, after three innings of play

game.

0

1

Park's players missed the base

close 7-6 victory over Villa
Park. Prospect was behind,

triple to right field to drive in
Faler for the first score of the

2

I

Rirs

runner to score.
Prospect's second win was a

Faler got the rally going when
he drew a base on balls from
Bensenville's pitcher, Terry
Fisher. lzban then smashed a

1

aia4 ezer
on

4

-

stop. Scott Nelson. Another
error by Nelson allowed the

the second on three hits. Bill

1

4

against Obuchowski and reliefer Jon Hardman.

and was called out. The tying
13-0 lead.
run had scored and the winBENSENVILLE SCORED ning run was on third but the
'their only run in the last in- runner that scored was called
ning'. Scott. Hone led off with a out for missing the base and
walk and Tod Mundell was the runner on third was picked
safe on an error by the short- off for the third out to end the

a

I

4
-4

Russo, c

a

the bases and give Prospect a

ment.

PAUL IZBAN pitched

Faler then hit

1

Majcher, rf

catcher Mike Russo.
husky left-handed swinger accounted for his team's first five

grand slam homer to unload

2

4

men came to the plate and seven of them rapped out singles

The

mann led off with a walk and
Joe Carcerano and Slawinski
followed with singles to load

Prospect's first win was an

0

2

0
4

tormentor was Wildwood

were scored on one hit, a single
past shortstop by Slawinski.
In the sixth inning Spiel-

1

3

Behoff, c
Kappel, ss
Heilscher, 2b

came the nightmarish seven run fourth. Twelve Wildwood

Prospect finished their scoring with two runs in the fourth

games over the weekend in
Elmhurst Invitational Tour-

O

4

Aiello, If

ARLINGTON'S -MAJOR

and four more in the sixth.
Their two runs in the fourth

1

third made it 5-1, but then

Mirtors Second at Elmhurst
By Bill Copeland
The Mount Prospect Minor
Division All Stars played three

3

T.V. & APPLTaketS
7243 W. TOUHY

REMEMBER!
TUNE IN THE LONE RANGER
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ite-O4 thanks to Day

Day -Publications takes pride in offerin
our subscribers another value...any four of
these carefully tested -cooking bboklets for$1.00.

Your money back if ypu az_eDot-co-mpletely
satisfied.

OUR OF THE FOLLOWING COOKBOOKS
Here's an international resume of cooking ideas to
brighten your culinary accomplishments...delight the
family...and make meal planning enjoyable. These
menus are carefully tested, written in a clear, step by
step method that assures successful results. Each

a

booklet contains over 100 menus.

COOKBOOKS

ONLY

10 0

OF YOUR CHOICE
4t'1,1
`41

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC. Circulation Dept.
722 Center St. Des Plaines, III. 60016
Please send the four booklets 1 have checked off below. I understand if I am not completely satisfied I may
return these and be refunded my $1.

0 101 Quick Dishes
102 Casserole Cookbook
0 103 French Cookbook
0104 Chocolate Cookbook
0 105 Cakes
0 106 Italian Cookbook

fi

0 107 Salads
0 108 Ground Meat Cookbook
0 109 Elegant Desserts

.44

soo

DAY PUBLICATIONS
722 Cent St.,

for Hot Weather
0 118 New England Cookbook
0 119 Sunday Night Suppers
0 120 Gentian and Viennese
Cookbook

110 Creole Cookbook

0 121 Cooking with Sour Cream
0 122 Southern and

0 111 Dishes Children Love
0 112 Gourmet Foods
0 113 Scandinavian Cookbook
0 314 Hungarian Cookbook

0 124 Holiday Cookbook

The Arlington Day

MAIL THIS COUPON to:

0 115 Entertaining Six or Eight
0 116 Cheese Cookbook
0 117 Cooling Dishes

Southwestern Cookbook
0 123 Fabulous Low -Calorie
Recipes

The Des Plaines Day

The Prospect Day

Name
Address

City, zone

Phone

Des Plaines, Ill. 60016
o I am a subscriber to the Day
El I wish to subscribe to the Day for the next 3 months
ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER
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Forest View quarterback candidate Mike Pirron helped teammate Ron Norberg try on a jersey
yesterday, when the school issued equipment for the coming grid campaign. All area schools will
start their official workouts tomorrow, the first day possible under Illinois High School Association rules.

A familiar sight will be a thing of the past for Hersey football players as the coaches' clippers

Sally Marum, 13, of 207 S. Reuter Dr. Arlington Heights, with her Labrador retriever, Littiefield's Wendy, and the third -place trophy she won in the Novic A class at the Northwest
Obedience Trails at Prospect High School Sunday. Sally also won four other awards: highest
scoring Labrador in novice, highest scoring Labrador in trial, second highest sporting dog and

busily (hop off a summer of sideburns for Rich Dulin.

1.

Below-Skip Peterson, who
missed much of Hersey's sea-

son last year due to injuries,
looks for the right helmet for

this year with help from assis-

tant coach Steve Chernicky.
The Huskies drew their equipment yesterday and will begin
practice tomorrow as will all
other schools.

Photos By Mike Imrem
and Linda Hamilton

highest scoring dog handled by a junior handler under 16 years of age.

Northwest Obedience. Club

Holds 12th Annual Trial
By Barbara Vidmar
The Northwest Obedience
Club, Inc., of Suburban Chicago held its 12th annual obedience trial last Sunday at
Prospect

High School. The

trial is recognized by the
American Kennel Club. Included was the club's 9th annual tracking test that took
place Aug. 10 at Algonquin.
The trial drew 336 dogs with
435 entries --some dogs were
.r

.41°'

in

entered

than one

more

event. There were 57 breeds
represented from II states.

States represented were Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Mich-

Montana, North Dakota,

1'10Phs
d11111h...

qaq

',,;;11111t

I

Missouri,

Minnesota,

igan,

Ohio, Oklahoma and Wisconsin. German shepherds were
the largest single group with 66
of the breed entered.

I`

Forest View trainer John Porter fits Greg Swanson with

Philip Cushing, 116 Phelps,
Heights was top

shoulder pads as assistant coach Art Klein looks on. The school
issued football equipment to grid candidates yesterday and starts
practice tomorrow.

Arlington

winner from the Northwest
Suburban area. With his Shetland sheepdog, Tiree Hall Sugar Plum, he won five awards.
This was his first show, he received his first leg in the Novice Class toward his C.D.
(Companion Dog). With a
score of 198 out of a possible
200, Cushing tied for 2d highwin it.
- est scoring dog in the trial.
In addition to Thillens and
There was a two-way tie for
- Berwyn, Elk Grove is entered highest scoring dog with
in the Highwood Tournament. scores of 199. In the run off
Its first game was called off Cushing's dog placed 4th'

Elk Grove Stars to Semi -Finals
The Elk Grove Traveling
All -Stars won a slugfest in the

single and Hammers scored on
an error

Berwyn Tournament and a
pitcher's duel in the Thillens
Statewide Tournament
the weekend

over

1 he Stars rapped out 26 hits

to score a 23-12 v,mory over
Augustana at Berwyn Elk
Grove's next game in this tour-

ney will be a semifinal contest
at 6 p m Thursday

a

At Thillens, the game was
little different. Hammers

pitched the first six innings for

Elk Grove, allowing five hits
while striking out II. John

Fleming relieved him and
hurled one -hit ball over the
last four innings for the win.

Elk Grove rallied back from
a two -run deficit with a pair of
runs in the sixth. Millner
doubled with one out and Raman() followed with an inside -

Al THILLENS

Stadium in
Elk Grove edged
Northwest, 3-2 in a 10 -inning
game The win gave the Stars a
4-I record in the double -elimination tourney and left them as

one of seven survivors from

1

I

50 -team

field

They play Lombard at 7 45
tonight

Elk Grove jumped off to a
14-2 lead after three innings
against Augustana and was
never headed The hitting
heroes were numerous, with
Mike Brandt hitting three
homers and driving in six runs,
Glenn Stromberg and Bob
Brunn getting four hits apiece

and Randy Ramano and Jim
Hammers adding three hits
each

The All -Stars got four in the

first when the first three men
reached and Dave Millner
cracked a grand slam homer
They added six in the second
on Brandt's three -run blast
and RBI hits by Ramano,

Hammers and Steve Pritchard

ELK GROVE

then

got

what proved to be the winning
runs in the third Brandt hit his

homer to

tje

the

The game remained tied un-

til the Stars broke through in
the 10th. Stromberg led off
with a single, stole second and

scored on Millner's single to

and re -scheduled for 4 p.m.

Highest Scoring in the Trial.

Saturday.

Other awards he won were 2d
place in the Novice A Class, 2d
highest Scoring Dog from the

Park District Trophy Winners

Chicago,

the original

the -park
score.

Three winners and three runers-up were given trophies for
second homer for two - ns their performances in the girls division of the Mount Prospect
Ramano scored on Hammers' Youth Golf Tournament held this weekend. From left, front

Miniature Schnauzer in

ing

Open A or B.
Linda

Holste,

17,

180

Brandywine, Elk Grove Village won her T for tracking
with her German shepherd,
V. Kaiserland's
Fury C.D. Her dog has already

r*eived it's three legs requirement in the Novice Class, and
can now use the C.D. behind

have

Renneden

it's name. With the tracking
requirement fulfilled her dog
now has the letters C.D.T.D.
There are no scores in tracking. The dog is rated "Passed"
or "Not Passed."

EACH CLASS in an obedience trial has a possible 200

points. To qualify for each
class you must receive a score
of 170 or better, and you must
get at least 50 per cent in each
exercise. Each time you qualify in a trial you get a leg, when
you receive three legs in three
different shows your dog then
receives a degree in that class
and you may go on to the next
class.

For the Novice Class after
three

legs you get a C.D.

(Companion Dog). After completing the Open Class you get

a C.D.X. (Companion Dog
Excellent). After three legs in
the

Utility Class you get a

U.D. (Utility Dog).
Margaret Casey, 172 Marion, Crystal Lake, won two
awards with her Dalmatian,
Champion Colonial Coach
"Peg 0' My Heart. With a score
of 1961/2 in Novice A, she received highest scoring Dalma-

tian in the Trial and highest
scoring champion of Record

Scoring Shetland Sheepdog in
the Trial, and Highest Scoring
Shetland sheepdog in Novice

in the Trial.
The Champion was won in
confirmation, which is a regular Dog Show, where the dog is

judged, not on obedience but

SALLY MARUM, 207 S.
Arlington Heights
also won five awards with her
labrador retriever, Littlefield's
Wendy. Sally, 13, trained her
own dog. She is a member of
Reuter,

the

Northwest

Obedience

Club. The, awards she took

on the dog himself and how he
conforms to the standards for
the breeds set up by the American Kennel Club.

is her second leg toward her

magazine. This award is given

C.D. Her score was

1971/2 .

to any dog that gets its three

four other
awards 2d Highest Sporting
Dog, Highest Scoring Labrador Retriever in the Trial,
Highest Scdring Labrador Retriever in Novice, and Highest
Scoring dog in the Trial with a

legs in Novice in three con-

handler under 16 years of age.

Nancy Marum, Sally's mother, received a leg toward her
C.D.X. with her Labrador retriever, Molly of Littlefield.

Anne Ward, 502 N. Harvard, Arlington Heights won

four awards with her Miniature

Schnauzer,

Cindy's

Tammy of Summerhill. She
took 3d place in the Graduate
Novice Class, 5th place in

row -Andrea Emmanule, Anne Nagle and Margaret Grady -back Open A Class, Highest Scoring
Miniature Schnauzer in Gradrow -Susan Georgen, Karen Magnus and Laurie Reising.

uate Novice and Highest Scor-

never

taken

a

dog

through a class or received a
degree can show in an A Class.

The Open Classes A and B
have the same restriction except that you may continue to
show in Open B, even after you

have received a C.D.X. with
your dog. This is why some
specific awards are for a hi
est scoring dog in Open A or B
that

has

not

received

it's

C.D.X.

AFTER THE Open Class
you may enter your dog in the
Utility Class. Two new classes
have been added in the vast
couple of years. Graduate
Novice, where you can enter
your dog until he receives his
C.D.X. You may enter both
the Graduate Novice and the
Open Class at the same Trial.
Graduate Open Class is for

dogs with their C.D.X. that
have not received their U.D.
The other new class is Versitility. This class combines exercises from three different
classes, Novice, Open and
Utility. The handler draws two
cards from each class, shuffles

them and hands them to the
Judge. He then performs the
six exercises on the judges
command.

Each Novice exercise
counts 25 points, each Open
Exercise 35 points and each
Utility Exercise 40 points. TOtal points are 200 the same as
al! other classes in an Obedience Trial.

Mrs. Casey also won the Judy

Award from "Dog World"

received

with the handler. Anyone can
show in B. Only people who

There arc not many people
who show their dogs in both
shows and obedience trials.

were 3d in Novice A Class, this
' Sally

her C.D. She also won the
highest scoring St. Bernard .in
the Trial.
difference between
The
Novice A and B Classes is only

Work i ng, Group, Highest

A or B.

C.D.; Edna Sydow, 295 Otis,
Barrington, with her St. Bernard, Meta Darling Rey Wood
Sheba, received a leg toward

secutive. trials with a score of
195 or better in each.

OTHER PEOPLE from the
area who'did well at the show
are: Rogene Peterson, 15, 524
Monterey, Roselle, who qualified for her C. D. with her Dal-

matian,

Jolly

Holly Mae;

Anne Copeland, 1034 E. Tulip
Way, Palatine, received a leg

toward her C.D. with her Samoyed, Sno-Bilt's Susie Snoflake; Bruce Reeder, 108 Cedar

Circle, Streamwood, with his
Doberman Pincher, Dutchess
Von Der Cas, got a leg toward
his C.D.; Patricia Bauer, 38 N.

Belmont, Arlington Heights,
with her Shetland sheepdog,
Leric's Cosmic Rebel Raider,
qualified for a leg toward her

Daniel A. Pellittiere Jr.,

1101 Greenfield Ln., Mount
Prospect, has been elected a
vice president

of the N.W.

Ayer and Son Advertising
agency. Pellitticre, who was
account supervisor

on

the

Alberto-Culver Company account, joined the company
in 1962.

Tuesday. August 19, (969
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Service Directory

Will do your ironing in my home.
392-7321

INDEX

--

Let us help make your DAY

Reliable woman wants to go

35
Air Conditioning
Apts. and Rooms to Share 71
34
Arts and Antiques

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Automobiles Wanted. .

Go to School Free!

Sewing alterations for women's

Train to Program

766-7053
WANTED: CHILDREN

NEEDING -FULL -C -ARE--392 0870

Boats and

Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.

.

Card of Sympathy

8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
.1
0
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies-Men

FOR ADVERTISING

255-7200

296-6640

OR

appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

for small businesses. Done in ms
private home. 439- 7373

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Recreation rooms, powder

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

537-6122

Free estimates

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rate:
Free Estimates
CALL 437-4195 or 255-8532
Georges Healing & A/C service

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Colors
Steel

Catering

Alterations
Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.
Cl 9.3517

ties. CL 3 0353

clings.

For

Wed.

Banquets, Cocktail Par-

CALL: 358.6509

JO -LEE FOOD SERVICE

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hem.
wing all garments. 437.3934

358-.1067
394-2882
Arlington, Hts. III

Furniture Refinishing

Qualified college student can do
interior painting inexpensively
Wayne's Furniture Service
Custom refinishing. Burns & 358-1588
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
EXTERIORINTERIOR
FL 8-4543 Quality workmanship. Fully in.
re -gluing
sured. Reasonable. 259.1039
General Hauling
Ken's Painting & Decorating

(We cater just for you)

SPECIALIZED:

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Cement Work

392.5410

BREWER CONCRETE

Hemming &
Alterations

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

NO JOB TOO SMALL

439-3532

Hearing Aids

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987 _

CREATIVE

ART
SERVICE
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

1

Home Improvements
THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Cement Contractors

Screen & Storm Windows Rep'd.
359-4650
130 S N.W,Hwy

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

Home Maintenance

CALL 766.5084

Contact Dick Westgard

255-7200

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat-

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

255.1096

KEY TILE CO.

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so on. Call Any

BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

BODY, FENDER a. PAINTING. 24

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Blacktopping

R. Pierce
BLACKTOP SERVICE

30% OFF

all blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No
Work
Phone for free
time.

Dancing Schools

Landscaping
7 yards for $21. Half loads a

room. Wooddole Po 6 1953

vailoble. 358-3411.

parking lots, patch work and
seal coating of all kinds. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates, 24 hr. service. 439-6616

All types -all season or vocation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

546-5516

INFORMATION

"Ted" Smith

CALL
263 2738

Carpet Cleaning

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Pillverized & weed free.
1

FURN. shampooing,
Vs price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365.
CARPET 8,

Living Rm. & Hall carpet cleon
ed $17.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95
Finest low cost high quality car
..et cleaning. Artistic Carpet Rug'
& Furniture Cleaners
537 B 128

Carpentry -Remodeling
CUSTOM CARPENTRY,
NO JOB TOO SMALL

3921492

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

255-2570

Custom Homes Room Additions.
Garages, Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259.4348.
EXPERT CARPENTER. CALL
KEN. ALL SIZE JOBS

359 1459

Dressmaking -Sewing !s*
Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
ations. Rem. 358.7791

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brondelle 359-1894

BEST" for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. Nc jobs
too small. 766.8034

2 Exper'd seamstresses; alters.
tions/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &
Palatine. 253.4476, 255-0751

Electrical Contractor

Carpentry & Cement Work

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392-5208

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

E & D CARPENTRY

additions,

and'

garages. 529.2478.
BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Coll for Estimate

Call Bob CL 9-06.41
I DO MY OWN WORK

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired:,
etc. 253-4792.

- Fencing

359-1906
REMODEUNG: kitchen, bath, &'
additions. Home repairs inclg.
plumbing & electrical. Free planning service. Norbert Construe j
tion 827.5673

X -CELL FENCE

& IRON CO.
All types of fencing: Chainlink.
Redwood,

Stockade, Wrought]

iron. 6/7-0220

Monday

392 2750
8378 after 6:30
Randhurst.

Reasonable Rates

or

358-2699

Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692

1/2 PRICE SALE
All clothing 1/2 price
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Results!

ACCOUNTING

MANAGER

$11,000 to $13,500

Closed Wednesday & Sunday

No Fee

BARGAIN COUNTER

eral and cost areas. Report

19 N Center Sr.Bensenville, Ill.

directly to treasurer. Plenty
of opportunity for advance.
ment. Review in 6 months. Ex.

Set up new drocedures in yen

"Small Engine Repair"

cellent environment and cam
pony benefits, make this one
you won't want to miss. Call
Ron Halda at 394-1000
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

595.0051

I

also SHARPENED. 358-0846

Tile

23-Ermllo1ment Ageades4ble

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Masonry
Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

827-4637

Was and Floors
-Remodeling and Repairs
437-4093
FREE ESTIMATES
?.4

Meyers
Mick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
repair
Tuckpointing, chimney

& brick work. All work guaran
teed & reasonable. 259-9246
REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

-537.1244 or 437 3160

MASONRY

'For best results use
Day Want Ads

opportunities. Let's get together.

Pick Up & Delivery

253-8551
Welding
PORTABLE WELDING SERV.

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

296.1450

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

259.6440

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN:
$135 WEEK =FREEExciting

opportunity kir

an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appoint'ment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
keep an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you
will be trained to admin-

ister medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine,

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

PART TIME MEN
Needed

for

store

cleaning.

Monday thru Friday 8 am. to
11 am.

A-147.

HARDWARE CLERK
Full Time

Audio Communications

Experienced or we will train,
Good opportunity, interesting

Trainee

work,

$150-$170

Melzer Hardware
1970 Shermer, Northbrook

272-2400

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Communications
areas. No previous exp.

ASK FOR TOM

PART TIME

needed. Your training will con-

Warehousemen

sist of in -plant seminars and
on-the-job training with tome
of the best electronics
engineers

found

Any military or

FOR LUMBER
DEPARTMENT

anywhere.
tech. school

Wille Lumber Inc.
14 S. Wille St.,
Mt. Prospect
255-1600

training opens the door to this
above overage career opportunity. For further information
see or call:

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

SLCURITY GUARDS NEEDED.

Mt. Prospect

21 years and over. Men must

253 -6600 -

be dependable and neat in
appearance. Full or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros
pect area.

"Call Me When

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

You Get Home"
We are an international corpo-

ration expanding at the rote

737 N. LaSalle, Chicago, III.

642-6943

of 18 to 22 offices a year and
are currently seeking a man
who can completely train to

GENERAL

be one of our office

managers. Initial training will
be in one of Chicago offices.

After about a year, or

less,

when the man, is trained and
his income is in the
$12,000-$15,000 range, he will

have the opportunity to relocate if he wishes. assume
He will then

the

MAINTENANCE
house

college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For con
fidential interview call:

needs

aintenance work.
cellent wages.
THE 4t 43E R7S-T8

Ex:

E N CO.

1600 Busse Road
Elk Grove Village

INSTALLERS

tential is included.

man of action, two years of

ware-

maintenance man who
,has the experience &
ability to handle general

responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office adminis
tration, etc. Third year income
will exceed $35,000. A complete fringe package including
2 weeks paid vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option poThe man we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, has good
appearance, inquisitive mind,

sized

facility

Medium

Elk Grove Village Area
Young men with some basic
electrical and plumbing knowledge to assemble and install
ovens and freezers. Will train.

TED LEVERENZ
296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE

All benefits. Good salary with
excellent chance for advance-

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

ment.

537-5920

4414 Wanted Men

:'

WAREHOUSEMEN

Chief Accountant 3 to 5 Years Experience $12,000 toy I 4,UUU
2 Senior Accountants - General, Any Experience - $10,000 to $11,500
1 Chief Cost Accountant - $14,000
3 General Accountants With General Accounting Experience - $700 to
$800 per Mo.

We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light: weight. We have
modern material handling equipment.
Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the 'benefits you will enjoy are:
Top Wages

Paid Vocation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

THE NEED IS NOW
CALL BOB VAN

repairs of

Window Washing

392-9344

Electronic

Expansion.

Atten: contractors & factories
Minimize down time. We spec

cleaning.

advance? Get
into company that is expanding
both in volume of business and
in scope of service. Assist
controller,
various
areas.
Learn first hand while earning
more money. Some account
ing courses or experience
desirable.

What's Going On?
7 Spots That Need To Be Filled In Accounting Departments Due To

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

iolize in on the job

298-5021

WIDE SCOPE

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

DINETTE CHAIRS

trucks, heavy equipl, mochingry,
Home inprovements & remodel- etc. Gos.arc Heliarc. 24 hr. sery
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete, ALSCO Erectors, Rolling Mead
waterproofing,
plastering,
owe. 359 3150.
4
foundations, patios. Call days
nights 956-1640.

EXECUTIVE
TRAINEE
Do you have the ability and sin
cere desire for management in
the near future? We hove the

"ACCOUNTANTS"

Upholstery

line processes.
Then spot potential problem
areas, break bottlenecks, set
, up and improve manufacturing operations. Advance to
top management! CALL

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

Palatine

availABILITY

298-502I

all

production

HALLMARK

Determine to

WIDE SCOPE

operations, oversee

OR

Fee Paid

5 DAYS

Apply
COUNTRYSIDE INN

1 W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

Saturday & Sunday 8 am. to
927-6908. Ad No.
I 1 am.

$700-$1000 to Start

LINES

WANTED

you'll move around the

296-1043

TRAINEE

3

BUS BOY

$700-$850 FREE
First

desirable.

paid insurance
program. Call Mr. Hoffman.
299.4446
Fully

Plaines.

MIKE HANSEN

MANAGEMENT

MAINTENANCE

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

EDMOND GRAY

Reaching

7 men needed with mechanical
and or electrical experience. Top
salary plus outstanding benefits.

JOE'S REFINISHING

LANDSCAPING

Mailing Service
.

for High

23 -Employment Agendes-Mde

Resale Merchandise

experience

Pleasant modern plant in Des

into chief test drivers. Call Tom
Palermo 359-5800
BOO E. N.W. Hwy.

$3.90

Palatine area,

ACCOUNTANT
worldwide manufacturer needs an experienced accountant to work in all areas of
general accounting. Some superGrowing

visory

112 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

plant, become familiar with all

want men who can develop

ONLY

Piano lessons

starting rate $2.10 per hour.
Steady.
Call Mr. Mathews 664-6186

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

Athrentordast opporturlity160p.
if, Ob have tlecin'drisekS'Ilc
DD314:
ense, :end a four)
Buckle on the helmet and
the wheel for a tojsiF116hr AuJ
tomotive specialities firm. They

thru
439

15 -instruction

SAVE YOUR EYES!

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

296-6709

Formals

wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand, s
255.0348
burst.

WANTED:

Friday in either AM or PM to

CALLED, 358-5359

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
/

tains. Reasonable prices Call
Barb 529.13074 Schaumburg

Coordinated

RIDE

big or small. Free estimates.

Dressmaking, alterations, & cur.

order.

night

PARKER

Even-

Skokie.

&

shift. Car necessary. Minimum

;Of IA

ate hirjng. Nn fW.+ Call'

quali

NO FEE

...

COMPLETE

358.3534

.

Call "the rest" than call "THi.

827.7588

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

and resort clothes designed to

824-7519

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

German Shepherds only

Individualized styling.

_

Problems? Dial Inspiration.
Phone 439 9110 anytime day or

;111e1

298-5021

$140 a week to start

Rental plan. 392.4570

Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load $25.00
Kitchen cabinets refinished in
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00
338.4084
your home. Ref.

Dog Services

& Up. Expert Work. 894.9141

Call Vince

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

man crew. Ntw oilviotinetpt.

fetid
of moving, tollidtilman

TEST DRIVERS

itkAA1 HearingAld Repair Service on all makes. Free loaners.

a REMODEUNG
Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

'STUMP REMOVAL

opportunity,

systems.
WIDE SCOPE

to

Answers

Pal.

trade

trolrtl:40: WO Miter,

14 -Personals

EXPERT PLASTERING

JOE ORTMAN

Rd.,

Plaines

ings from 5 p.m. & weekend

PRODUCTION

Whitey. $50 REWARD! Phone:
Ross at 358-2938.

,M Radio -TV Repair

392-8763

AGES 25-55
FOR

Plastering

LAWN CARE

SINGLE CLUB

Hicks

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING
Des

EX-G.I.

white cat. Lg. tail,

Lg.

hr. Mr. Albers, 824-6830

.Without previous experleincif
,you cpn,now start! Ot
:or% 'hr.

If you've hdd some'

298-5021

I 19.8 512

& Northwest Hwy. 5 nites per
week, 3 hrs. per nite. $2.00 an

Experienced in COBAL OR BAL
to assist in development of new

blue collar. Vicinity of Rand &

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

call CL 3 3500 FL 8-1355

Fall Special 20% cheaper thar
any contractor. New driveways,

LOST:

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

labovsky Dance School. Cies
sical, Ballet, Character & Boll

Dolores Eiler school of dancing.
Enroll now for fall class

ARLINGTON HTS.
BLACKTOP

CALL: 358 4263.

392-6817

Ned Williams

time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Dancing Supplies. Dorn Slater
Shoes. Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine 359-u514

estimate any

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

in-

terior designer. 255-4374

'Le7.0171

LOST: Meadow Trace apt. area.
/ calico kitten, 6 weeks old, carmel & white, male. REWARD!'

Piano Tuning -Service

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

Lisa's Interiors, Custom Slip Cov
ers, Draperies, Upholstery.
II S. Dunton
253-5249

Le7.-1676

967.5340

your home. Permanent waves

Interior

guaranteed.

waiting.

Black male Cocker,
hit by car Sat., taken to vets.
Call 297.4996
Found:

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

$4.00 Hr:+0:1

DESIGNERS
Plant layout, mechanical, structural or electrical: Full time,
steady 0.7., pension, vacation
and all fringe benefits.

134ost and Found

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Vivian's School Music Dance and
Entertainment Service.

On

Geri

monent $10 comp. MU 5.5400

'"

Auto Repair 8 Equipment Clean Up Service
We Don't

specialist.

DAYWANTADS

ties.
WIDE SCOPE

4 groves in tiernory Gceclens.
$200
BA 3.5564 after 7 PM

acquainted offer, reg. $15 per

Piano Organ
Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

Ceramic Tile

loc.

tion. Coll 392,183e.,
J

MAINTENANCE
START 'AT

accounting background

3 -Cemeteries & Lots

Permanent waves given in your

is a permanent part time posi-

Part time evenings. Vi)Inity Golf

ASST

To Rent Miscellaneous. . . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices... 77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

Permanent Waves
by

PLANT

CONTROLLER
Fast growing division of multi plant manufacturer. General

73
76

To Rent Houses

358-9038

home

Instruction

358.5346

te.Apt. Building

E

Shell Decorating

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
439.8614 or 815-385.8999

noons, Saturday & Sunday. This

For Fast Results
READ and USE

SYSTEMS

14
85

Apartments

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.
392-1542

NO JOB TOO SMALL

ions, patios, sidewalks.

A Division of
Doy Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur

Fully insured.

Heating,

298-5021

PROGRAMMER

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 22
48
SpWoortminegnGoods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
pointing. All work guaranteed

DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work 8. remodeling.
Free estimate. 298.4028

garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Call anytime.
766-1943

driveways,

PATIOS,

WEST PERSONNEL

Local

months.

six

7AM, Monday through Saturday.
4 AM -8:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or aim. Call

High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. After-

ence and ready for super
in

hours. Call 392-1830.

392-1830.

10400 W. Higgins

at Monnheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

EGULARLY!

ROoms-Board.

2

KANZLER & SON

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM-

Need man with some experi

WIDE SCOPE

Real Estate -Bus. Property. .89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
Itan l ,E t a te94
Mortgages
88
Real Estate -Vacant
96
Real Estate -Wanted

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

Call 3924750

Patios, Sidewalks, 8.
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

Real

PAINTING & DECORATING

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

public school. Interesting duties in lovely surroundings. Light typing
required. Salary $450.

298-5051

298-5021

car to deliver Sunday papers. 4

I AM8:30 AM. Good pay -short

growing company.

-Devices.. 56

Personalssta

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

t.

Officeh

NEW WAY PAINTING
Decorating 8. Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5-3991

CL 5-8232

2V.-4586

Art Service

Remodeling,

STUDENTS -EXPERIENCED

Exterior painting preferred.
By the hour or the job.
Tom's Painting Service
CL 3.3067

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

Man or boy with own truck or

and
direct
Receive
visitors for suburban

Northwest Suburbs.

PRODUCTION CONTROL
vision

full time. Apply at Texaco
Station, 425 Devon, Park Ridge,

&

application or sales enginering.

15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business, 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery Schools69
FC.cir
C

Painting 8. Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Floors

PUZZLED? NOT US

Weddings our specialty.
Hall, Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal.
Prospect Catering CL 5-4833

ALTERATIONSDRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.
priced. Palatine.
Reasonably

Service Station Attendant. Part

RECEPTION
SCHOOL

.

WIDE SCOPE

WAREHOUSE WORK. Mon 'with
good work record. Excellent
company benefits. Call 766-3057

I

5

mate call 302-6604

CALL 297-2266

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Personnel department leads to

83

In(TmcieRmenotr)iam

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Privacy Interior & exterior. For FREE esti

Aluminum

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

PATCH'S PANTRY

Complete Catering

RICK'S DECORATING

Excel-

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

No Board

47

Furniture. ,
Industrial Property

124-11eM Wanted Men

people.

up to systems work. No previous exp. needed. This pcsi.
son offers in addition ,ta sal

DRAFTSMAN

27
26

25

lent working conditions. Coil
Lorry Kriete at 294-1000,

PARKER

Home Furnishings -

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

439-4454

No Fee
Supervise

1117, So. Emerson

2
24

Directors
Help Wanted Man
Help Wanted
.
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women

WALL PAPERING

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Air Conditioning

o,

Painting -Decorating
Interior E. Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable
rates 671-0009.

'Any schooling or experience
.qualifies here. Company will
'completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

_pect.

FOREMAN

your full salary while attending.
After training you will move.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

$650 No Fee

$700 to $800'a Mo.

eve up. Call:

1

298-5021

-

PRODUCTION

erb training a real chanres tq

25
57
93

EFFcluionrmreisrstasl

Ridge Home Improvement!
Wheeling, III.

BOOKKEEPING 8. TAX REPORTS

We

EmploymentAgenciesWomen
Equipment Rentals

Fencing

Carpentry -Remodeling

Accounting

me of charge and receive

37
38
66
17
9

Business Services

WIDE SCOPE

a*

10 TECHNICIANS

:Assist PHD in the development
of a new product. Learn testing
& research. Free tuition in night
Blue chip company.

I.B.M.'s New 360
$650 4- FREE
You probably won't .find

CHEMICAL
TECHNICIAN

school. Need three men now.

BETTER JOB .anywhere. You
will be sent to the IBM school

101

.

298.5021

out babysitting. Transportation
needed. 359-1906

clothing. Call:

20
109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access. . 107
Auto Trailers & Campus -1113112
Sale
111-861r-I:TT-.
es
Auction Sales

Any experience in, general or
cost accounting. Tuition refund
available for non -grads.
WIDE SCOPE

23-Emplomnent Agencies -Male

23-Empao pent Agendas -Mete

JR. ACCOUNTANT

72 -Situations Wanted-Wom

titt_,$,S,IF1 .0

23-Emplopent AgenciesMaks

296-1071

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

Business Men's Clearing House
Des Plaines, Illinois

2720 Des Plaines Avenue

A. H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS ROAD

NOW

DES PLAINES.

299 2206
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244* Wed Mea

44ie1p Waded alea

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man
To Work In Funeral Home

Boys age 13 through 15 wanted

Work in High School Dist. 214
Administration Center. Mount
Fringe

'

Benefits.

Work varied.
259 5300

824-0166

Ex 37

AM. 3 AM to 11 AM. Call Mt.

PRODUCTION
SHIPPING

plastics and teflon. Clean work in ideal conditions. Permanent
positions no lay offs. New air conditioned plant! Many fringe
benefits including COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING. Call or
apply:

No Experience
will
Necessary We

shifts in both our Production

Elk Grove Village

& Shipping Departments. Excellent starting salary 6 benefit program.

439-7400

& FIELD TRAVEL POSITION

An Equal Opportunity Employer

e

Several openings for young men for general
factory work, no experience necessary. Also
field travel opportunity offered in interesting
line of work.

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS, INC.

BP

65 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village

R
U

OPERATORS=

COST ANALYST

will consider person with MBA degree in lieu of
experience Knowledge of accounting, statistics
and report wntina is important
Attractive starting salary with excellent opportunity
for personal development
Please submit in confidence complete resume in
eluding salary requirements to Mr J.A. Hoelscher,
CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY, 1800 W. Central
Road, Mount Prospect, Illinois
An equal opportunity employer, M/F

If you have the ability

and desire to work with
opreopple

icnd h

salesex-

contactave

owilol

eerie

year.

Call

M.

Reich,

155-5084.. Snelling and
Snelling for appoint.

an equal opportunity employer, M/F

tracing

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

Experienced Help Only
Job Shop Production Work

OPERATORS

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Brown 8 Sharp
SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Multiples

125 Elizabeth Drive
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

SET-UP MEN - 2nd Shift

CALL: Jeff Marlow

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

299-6310

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for i year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

SALES
REPRESENTATIVES

C&A METAL PRODUCTS

333 E. Touhy Ave.
Des Plaines, III.

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:
.

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

MACHINISTS

BORING MILL OPERATORS
100 N. HICKORY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with
ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

259-5010

An

Wanted For Permanent Positions
With Expanding Machine Shop

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

Lathe and/or Mill Hand
General Machinist

CALL MR. McGRATH
358-5800

Night work. Over -time
available. Over -scale
paid. Union or eligible.

Call Terri, 299-7191

\

/

Girl Friday
$400 - $525

MEN

Elk Grove Village

WE WILL TRAIN YOU
FOR WELL PAYING JOBS

\

421 4399

TELLER TRAINEES

PLAN
For further information corns in or call:

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be

GENERAL

working the greatest hours you

can imagine. You'll never find

WORK

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS
-MECHANICAL: PROBLEM?
Which way will gear B move?

a more exciting opportunity.
No previous experience re.
quired. Call for details,

AVailable
Immediately For

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

CLERK -TYPIST

299-0111
COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY
2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III.

ATTENTION! H
DETAIL DRAFTSMEN
If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detail.
ing from designers layouts and ore looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe
benefits.

Please contact Miss Gaffke

404'

0
0

-Anocur

8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

on the lake. 1550.

TELETYPE
CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics
necessary to become. an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've nevi,' known about.

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.
s
If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you con move into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, Installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced 4raining, interest and

holmes & assoc.
.

We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six'.
months until You reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

1311

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

2375 Estes Ave
-

JOIN THE
KROGER
REVOLUTION
Tire-Repairman
'

Leading National Grocery Chain has excellent
opening for man to
assume
responsiblity
of tire repair & maintaining tire inventory. Kroger

has an excellent fringe
benefit
program!
It
will pay you to investigate!!

Apply personnel
office

KROGER

555 Horthwst
Ave.
Northlake. III.

.

Upper level
Randhurst
392-2700
Suite 23A
939-4866
63 E. Adams, Chi.

fast paced

refer them to depart

ment heads who hire. Variety
of other duties. Light expert
ence or skills helpful. Free.

availABILITY
34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

259.6440

desk. $115 Free to you.
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST
,

Large busy company needs a
personable girl to handle
their reception desk. You'll
greet visitors, salesmen, axe
calves and direct them to the

proper offices or managers.
Lovely new offices located In
the O'Hare area. Good corn
party benefits including profit sharing. Typing required.
Will train on console switchboard. CALL AMY 255-9414,

16 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt.
doors

Rte 83/

.

west

of

at $130 a week with a

guaranteed merit
increase after 3 months.
Call for details.
LADY PARKER

patients, answer phones, set
appts., type bills, keep recep
area running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a
Lion

117 So. Emerson

great job for a nice someone
who enjoys working with and
helping people. $110 Free to

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

you

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP 4.8585

RESERVATIONS

297 3535

TRAVEL SERVICE

WILL TRAIN

LOCAL RESORT

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

$130 WEEK

go for vacation, how to get

You'll be secretary to the di-

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll have free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

free travel privileges and you
con jet to Acapulco, New York

Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. $498
or

to start. Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
6028

In Arlington Heights

966.0700

Dempster

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

9 S. Dunton

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Personnel Director
Needs Right Arm
$700
Recently moved to beautiful

SP 4-8585 1
297-3535

Women of any age
PUT $400-500 IN
YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT
EVERY MONTH

All you need are GENERAL OF
FICE SKILLS. We'll place you in

wont to meet you in our plush,
air con. offices. All jobs FREE.
Call for CONFIDENTIAL EVEN-

Great job for gal who likes fig
ure work & meeting people.
You'll help sales chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen
on theirs. Run adding machine
tapes. Greet steady stream of
callers when you help at front

television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

Miss Paige

PROMOTIONS COME FAST
'

,

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is a
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top

own practice. You'll be their
front desk receptionist. Greet

some lite typing. Free to you.

counselors

PROFESSIONAL

If you're good, you can

966-0700

6028 Dempster

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

LIKE FIGURES?
MEETING PEOPLE

Prospect '13

for

Television Station
$130 WEEK

SECRETARY

firm. Test, interview and judge
best white collar job appli

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pb.

Secretary

FOR LOCAL

a job near your home..,finest
companies. Our MATURE,

HERE

Experienced
$4.10 per hr.

.

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

Answer: Counter -clockwise.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Elk Grove Vificte

Apply
Monday thru Saturday

an equal opportunity employer

ability can take you up into management.

437-5400

.

966-070C

LITE STENO

This place really moves with
photographers, touch-up art
Isis, writers in & out to check
film or lqok for things in files.
You'll keep track of photo in
ventory. Get to know everyone -follow up when they don't
return pictures. Handle detail,

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

Well established

cants,

$110 WK. NO FEE

FACTORY

ON OUR 1st 8 2nd SHIFTS

Des Plaines

394-0880

6028 Dempster

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton
394-0880

$1 1 5 A Week

LARSON EMPL.

2375 Estes Ave.

We will train men to become machine operators
& material handlers in our fast growing company.
This is your opportunity to learn a skill & progress
with our firm.
8 PAID HOLIDAYS 3 INCREASE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
SICK PAY POLICY
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY'
MAJOR MEDICAL

Shorthand desirable

9 S. Dunton

MISS PAIGE

PERSONNEL

Call Jane, 299-7191
1510 Miner St.

255-9414. 16 W. Northwest
livy., Mt. Prospect. (3 doors
west of Rte 83)

GENERAL OFFICE

CALL RUDY

privileges.

Good Salary. Free at Amy,

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

In Arlington Heights

This well known clinic is like a
training place for young dentists right out of school they
come here to work, get experience before opening their

Airline company located at
O'Hare needs a pleasant
young lady to handle their
answer
correspondences,
phones inquiries, make out
travel

Miss Paige

should hove a neat appear-

Reception

cluding

LARSON EMPL.

Free.

you

ance and a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check
appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

Dental Clinic

schedules, and figure rates.
Many company benefits in-

Office experience

so

259-6440

OFFICE

Des Plaines

company,

Straight

AIRLINES
GENERAL

LARSON EMPL.

Type

the

availABILITY

Call Mike, 299-7191

$1004120 WK.

for

34 S. Main St., Mt. Prospect

$100 - $150

OPERATORS

comfortable til the doctor's
free, then show them to examining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,
5 days, no Sots. $525 mo. to
.start, with generous raise after
short training period. Convenient neighborhood location.

STRAIGHT

Fee paid.

TYPING -BILLING
KEYPUNCH

Typing

THOMAS ENGINEERING INC.

customer inquiries, light typing.

25-LIephrind Ageecils-Wasel

-Anocute

ENGINEERING COMPANY

90% Public Contact. Manag
er, nation wide firm, will train
bright, sparkly girl to resolve

I.B.M. TRAINEE

437-5400

Regular over time available. Hospitalization. Paid
holidays. Modern shop in Hoffman Estates.

TRAINEE
$103 Per Week

TELEPHONE 439.2210

Miss Gaffke

.0.D. and/or I.D. Grinding Hand
Gisholt Turret Lathe Operator
(Will train qualified individual)

CUSTOMER

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

Please Call

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel

$500 MONTH

3 Blocks S. of station.
Pork Free
Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
Chi., 7 W.' Madison, CE 6-5688

METALS, INC.

KEYBOARD

NONEI

You'll be the official greeter

RELATIONS

1510 Miner St.

needed!

RECEPTION

BABY DOCTOR

RECEPTION

298-2770

PRE, FINISH

LINOFILM

everyone. Have them sign in.
Coll salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting & talking to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO

TOP

La Salle Personnel

297.3535

the receptionist. Say "HI" to

EVENING APPTS.

CALL OR WRITE

US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

TECHNICIANS

JOBS.. TOP MONEY. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL

NEAR YOUR HOME.

clothes.

Equal Opportunity
Employer

9496 Miner, Des PI

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pb. 297 3535

counselors will place you in
companies with best benefits

benefit package.- free work

Heights, III. 60005.

experience

LAB

helpful but not required. Good

An excellent opportunity for
the right man. Box 1210 c/o
Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington

RECEPT
Decorators & clients from all

Our MATURE, PROFESSIONAL

10 weeks of training on days.

Liberal Starting Salary, Bonus,
Company Car, Plus Many
Other Fringe Benefits.

ing for "arty" people! 5575.
Free to you.
IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy

SHOWROOM

west of Rte 83)

$500-$650

Quality control experience

o
Foods
American
manufacturer of Chef BoyAr-Dee '8 -either national brand
lines offers a rewarding opportunity to right man.

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

S'BOARD RECPT.

We are a metal coating firm
looking for an individual who
has some high school or college chemistry; who is
mechanically inclined; on
individual who is willing to
work the third shift after 8 to

(between Busse & York Rds.,
V/ block south of Oakton St.)

citing fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help meet deadlines, follow thru on orders,
delivery dates. Get to see how
designs are born, brought to
market, sold. It's a job that
asks for common sense & lik

route company executives and
salesmen around the country,
making all necessary reser
vations and travel arrange
monis. Real interesting job
with lots of variety. Good start:
ing salary. FREE AT AMY, 16
Mt.
Hwy.,
Northwest
W.
Prospect, 255 9414. (3 doors

TYPISTS -STENOS

5301 Dansher Rd.
LaGrange

Donlon
Engineering Co.

You'll work with the artists,
designers who dream up ex-

Free

354-6804

Insurance, and Hospitalization.

SETTER OPERATORS - 1st Shift - Multiples

in

DESIGNER'S SECY

days.

5

259-6440

CLERK

establishing

259-6440

availABILITY

International firm new in the
O'Hare area needs an alert
girl with a good phone voice
and light typing ability. You'll

receiving.

34 5. Main, Mt. Prospect

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

RESERVATION

or MR. KENNEDY at

Plenty of Overtime, Free Life

necessary.

not

Des Plaines
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

music corporations. New
southwest location. Salary open. Excellent benefits. Call MR. EDWARDS

SCREW MACHINE

1

&

but

940 Lee St.

truckers for big volerie

MACHINIST OPERS

include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

3 Blocks S. of station.
Park Free

Must be resourceful

MACHINISTS &

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

La Salle Personnel

&

--- ciVallABIUTY --

Free.

HOLY FAMILY

shipping

phone.
pushbotton
simple
Very light -typing. $80 -per
week. Free.

Top notch firm, small office
Manager will train girl with
figure interest in administrative position. Typing' helpful,

298-2770

SHIPPING &
RECEIVING
MANAGER
Top notch man experienced in all facets of

largest with 495 offices
coast to coast. Draw.,
comm. $7-10,000 first

-

$550-$600 MONTH

EVENING APPTS.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

tt iroani ri.

Figure Aptitude?

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOSPITAL

Firrti, Friendly co work
ere. .Pleasant speaking voice
and neat appearance is need
ed to greet visitors and handle

Local
.

Palatine

800 E. N.W. Hwy.

Typont your own speecdin_lhis
suburban office. No one looks
over your shoulder. A pleasant
phone voice will help you land
this great job. $100. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL

starting

Good

HALLMARK

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

salary
with periodic raises, fringe
benefits Si working conditions.

.shin.

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

359-5800

Ask Marge Mer'ten

2120 N. Arlington His. Rd.

Mature mon to work full time.
Permanent. 11 p.m. to 7 a.m.

RECEPTIONIST

SWBD-RECEPTIONIST

253-7150

GUARD

SALES
Employment counselor

ASSEMBLY
ilisurance, paid vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

North Arlington
News Agency

SECURITY

9555 Soreng
Schiller Park

Expansion of our headquarters group has created
an opportunity on Operat ons Analysis Staff.
BA degree in Accountino or Business Administration
required Prefer 5 years experience in cost and
corporate economic analysis of manufacturing
distribution, produce cod functional costs; however,

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

fits

c/a Pure Oil Co.
200 E. Golf Rd., Palatine
LA 9-7700 ext. 196
An Equal Opportunity Employer,

BAKING CO.

i

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

Call for interview:

_

25-Era*iweet Agencies -Women

25-Enahmeat Agendes-Womee

"MEET AND GREET"
$425 to $500 FREE

STOUFFER'S MANAGEMENT FOOD SYSTEMS

CONTINENTAL
_

N

439-5510

train!

Immediate opening on all 3

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

GENERAL FACTORY

To work in newspaper agency
office. Permanent, part time
'position cpyld Lead to ft.!!!
time, computer billing.

Monday through Friday. Meals
and uniforms furnished. Paid
vacations and holidays. We will
train.

Prospect News Agency.
392.1830

Will train several men for production lathe machining of

MATURE LADY

COFFEE MAKER

to stuff newspapers. Early Sat.

MEN WITH HIGH SCHOOL
MACHINE SHOP TRAINING

eROGRAMMER
IBM 1401

Prospect.

Ask For Don

24.Help Waded Men

25inplinead Adeidas4dmeee

2411el1 WOW MM.

Mel; WOW MOR .

ING APPTS.

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
If you like working with &

new offices. This fine suburban

meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients-make sure they're

people,
variety.
benefits.

comfortable

't

I

Doctor

NECESSARY.

Doctor will train you to his way

of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants --he'll
teach you everything else. Free
$520

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297.3535

and
responsibility
boss .great
Nice

Customer Service
$475

is

ready. Arrange appts. Answer,
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Ex-

perience NOT

firm needs a gal who enjoys

Handle client service for
apparatus
scientific
firm.
-

Research men come to you
for their equipment. You ex
pedite deliveries, handle their
phone calls and orders. Very
interesting. 9 to 5.

Receptionist
$520
A busy switchboard front desk

public contact job. lovely new
O Hare area office. 9 to 5.

3 Blocks S. of station.
Park Free
Des Plaine%
940 Lee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688.

VARIETY

Variety - $600

GENERAL

EDITORIAL

OFFICE

Congenial office where you
will enjoy varied public con
tact position as aide to the

ASSISTANT

$563 MONTH

TO $465 PER MO.

Phones, general office duties,

Local Editor who travels needs

a friendly hard working girl
to rrzonege his affairs. Help

write manuscripts, coordinate
deadlines with printers and
Light
clients.
helpful. Free.

clerical

mgr. Get in on the ground

floor of the fascinating world

public contact, etc., are all

part of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is o friendly, con-

genial office where everyone
helps each other. Free.

skills

availABILITY
34 S. MaIn, Mt. Prospect

259-6440

Real Estate

of property sales and buying.

Figures Your Field?

$400 to $650
We're swamped with spots in
accounts payable, receivable,
payroll and full -charge book
keeping. Many openings for
trainees in: records, inventory
and bookkeeping machines.

Ford Employment
Miss Paige

MOUNT PROSPECT

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
5945 Dempster
WO 5.2400,

6028 Dempster

966-0700

O'HARE

9420 Foster at Rivei 992-2111
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WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP
You'll be #1 girl to Social Work-.
ers in clinic set up just for kids.
wericrt-k r,vv 1707

NO -calk

needed to type confidential re-i
ports, check details for parents
& be of help to all. Salary hi.
--

free to you.

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

in High School Dist. 214
dministration Center. Mount
Benefits.

Fringe

Prospect.

in General
Practi
tioner's office in Palatine. Ex,
perience preferred. CALL Dr.

Work varied.
259.5300
rti-37

orvert4sions,--C-oll-or--writeConn.

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie

different states and countries? If this Is what you are interested in, we now have a position open In the Video Tape
Recording Dept. Typing and shorthand_elperience_Ls_cs,,,,,._
- -Good-compcmy-beffefits. mp oyee discount on all home entertainment products.

SP 4.8585.
297.3535

1496 Miner, Des PI.

HOSPITAL WILL
TRAIN BEGINNER

New local store. No experience
necessary. 51/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
borhood women.

Type. Free
(1,

IVY

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

R.N.'s - LPN's
AIDES

26 -Help Wanted Women

Large Suburban

lent company benefits. 7663057

General Agency --

WANTED BABYSITTER. 1-2 days
a week for child 17 months.
537.8452 after 5.

FILING CLERK

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

Part time, should be familiar with accounting procedures.

ance background. CALL:

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

HOLY FAMILY

MOM?

3 days per week. 8 AM to 4 PM.

STARTING SEPTEMBER

Good pay. For counter in dry

Full & Part Time
1st & 2nd shifts

HOSPITAL

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

cleaning. 259-2566

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.

Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person

HALOGEN 7LASTICS
150 Gaylord

Route 12 & 83
(Across Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Elk Grove Village

439-7400

conditions. 8:30 to 1:30. Excellent

APPLY IN PERSON

bag making
and
Mechanical opti
Free
benefits,
tucie required.

PERSONNEL DEPT.

top rates and merit advance

machines.

9 a.m. - 11 a.m.

HOSPITAL

2 p.m. 4 p.m.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

RECEPTIONIST

DART INDUSTRIES

OLD TOWN INN
392-3750

SCHOOL BUS

A.M. ROUTES

Shield

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

OPERATOR

P.M. ROUTES

PLEASE CALL MISS McGUIRE

MANAGER

at 299-1141 For Appt.

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

New local store. No experience
bonus
months.

1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, III.

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate

REICHARDT CLEANERS

359.6661

NURSES

Sorter -Packer Starting rate

ASSISTANTS

$2 96

.

General office. Will train for

$2.70

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

$2.08

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

Willing To Train
CONTACT MISS HECHT
827.6628

LPN
EXCELLENT SALARY

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

OF AIIIINICA, IPICORPORAItQ
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

392-5230

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.

perience helpful or we

OFFICE CLERICAL

Basic art schooling helpful but
not necessary. Excellent cam
pony benefits. (including
employee discount) and working conditions. Apply in pers.

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

J. C. PENNEY CO.
2300 Arthur Ave.
Elk Grove Village
9 AM to 5 PM
or phone

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of
interest:

HELP WANTED.

for appointment.

LADIES

Modern Doctor's
Office In
Des Plaines
Has Immediate
Opening For
Medical
Receptionist

(AGE IS NO PROBLEM)
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY
For light line work in our modern NEW Food Processing
Plant.

DAY SHIFT -- 7:30 A.M. -- 4:00 P.M.

reel,

HOUSEWIVES SPECIAL SHIFTS

MO

9 A.M. -- 3 P.M. OR 5:30 P.M. - 11:30 P.M.

Marketing Contract Administration
Engineering Services Research
You'll enjoy an excellent starting
salary, automatic salary progression every 13 weeks and com-

EXCELLENT BENEFITS UNIFORMS FURNISHED

Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

insurance.

the hallicrafters co.
-

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

Apply: Personnel Department

r pany-paid hospitalization and life

These are career positions

WE WILL TRAIN

if

you're career minded, stop in TODAY and tell us of your interests.

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road

POLO

gh0 ha/tic-ilers co.

ww4

601 E. Algonquin Rd.

*1/2 mile west of Meacham Rd. on Route 62

to

Newspaper

office

For Appointment
call 439-7600

lo-

cated in Elk Grove Village. Call 439-7600 ask

ask for:
MISS MARY KLIPPERT

MISS MARY

EMPLOYEES

KLIPPERT

NEEDED
For our new modern facilities.

5 Days A Week, No
Saturdays

298-2883

PLAN AHEAD
Don't get caught "cash short"
for the coming holidays. Apply
now as a PLASTIC PRESS OP.

ERATOR. No experience required. Good hourly rate plus
hourly bonus. 2nd Shift - 3:30
p.m. to 11:45 p.m.

6 S. HICKORY

Schaumburg

8:30

for this interesting and
challenging position.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

FOOD PRODUCTS CO.

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

12:30. Monday thru Friday. We will train you

DANA

c.frquoloproortvnity empiosft.

PART TIME

Morning only

APPIY

Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

job at Hallicrafters.

A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

Apply in person 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
Saturday 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.

will train.

On:

956-1180

secretaries & clerk typists

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
439-0923

For

1625 E. Algonquin

, ADVERTISING

White Collar Girt§

Monday thru Friday

3040 S. Busse Rd.

392-3500

439.-7010

296-8116

School Bus, Inc.

Person:

No Fees - Top rates

APPLY IN PERSON

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

other

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

LAYOUT GIRL

Good Opportunities

as

PROOFREADER

Engineering Co.

COME IN AND REGISTER

Good opportunities

EXCELLENT SALARY "

well

METHODE MFG. CO.

Runway &

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827.6628

NURSES

as

related clerical functions. For
further details call or apply in

Great Lakes

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

FULL TIME

$2 70
.

invoicing

TYPIST

Start to work now or later....

Cook County

chine operator. We'll also train

good typist. You'll handle all

ON FALL JOBS...

2:30 - 5 p.m.

Interesting
and
rewording
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

GET THE JUMP

51/2 days. You will be working
with 3 other neighborhood
women.

es--t

MALE & FEMALE

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

MACHINE

and Major Medical

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

BILLING

1. Good Solory

Des Plaines, Ill.

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

PERSONNEL
Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

DRIVERS

1250 Pratt Boulevard
Elk Grove Village

2. Pleasant Working Conditions
3. Blue Cross -Blue

BOOKKEEPING

1st Arlington
National Bank

APPLY IN PERSON

phone voice.

Housewife or retired man. Part
rime, kitchen help. Days.

3

presses

New Des Plaines office has
opening for young lady with
light typing skills and pleasant

Division of

WAITRESS WANTED

men to operate web printing

ment.

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

starting pay and increases. For
appointment call CL 5.4115.

- no rotation. Shift differential, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

Metropolitan Printing Co.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

Pleasant year around working

OPERATORS

We are a manufacturer of
and

HOLY FAMILY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CAFETERIA HELP to attend industrial cafeteria in Des Plaines.

IN A
.SKILLED JOB
flexible packaging materials
with immediate positions open
for trainees or experienced

Miss Escher
439-7600

loot lb On &Man An:SW- efte grainy amts thta1...entry Ay

PART TIME KITCHEN HELP
KRUSE'S RESTAURANT
100 E. PROSPECT, MT. PROS.

MACHINE

time
three shifts

Experienced.
port time. All

Full

Hove fun while you work!
Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

TELLERS

WILL TRAIN YOU

359-5500
NURSES AIDES

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

McDonalds

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

649 Vermont, Palatine

WE WILL TRAIN.

Part time evenings.

27 HelpWanted-Men * Women

392-3500
METHODE MFG. CO.

or Phone

Many fringe benefits. COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.'
Coll or apply:

Woman wanted part time, Monday through Friday. 3 or 4 hrs. a
day, morning or afternoon. No
foundry, no windows, no child.

Call Personnel
Or Apply In Person:

OHMTRONICS

I S. Wolf Road
Prospect; rfeights

switchcontact, light

board, public
typing, billing and mail dis
fringe
Excellent
tribution.
benefit program.
Hours 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

Hours: 8:30 am to

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

small

Duties include

vities.

Full Time

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

ASST. HOUSEKEEPER

plus

HOSPITAL

BOOKKEEPERS

OUR PLACE
RESTAURANT

congenial office for, a person
who enjoys a variety of acti

GENERAL OFFICE

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

position in

Interesting

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW 8

necessary. $105
incentive after

HOLY FAMILY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HOUSEWIFE?
Need extra spending money?
Sea waitress of

SWITCHBOARD

5:00 pm
Company Benefits

PART TIME WOMEN

ten. CL 3-4810

ROLLING MEADOWS

1100 HICKS RD.

BORED

RECEPTION

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

1

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

354-6804

298-2883

conditions and salary.

259-1620

5301 Dansher
LaGrange

Saturdays.

NURSES

AL:10 abkc3

Preferred,

But Will Train. Full Time
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM, No

Staff nurses needed full time
- part time, all three shifts.
No rotation. Shift differentiol,
fringe benefits, good working

and working conditions.

WOMAN TO CARE FOR
CHILDREN IN MY HOME
MT. PROSPECT. 394.3117

hour before & 2
grade girl
hours aft', school. Area Dwyer
School, A.I. Hts. Coll 392.1464
alter 6 pm.

Experience

REGISTERED

Contact Mrs. Kobus

METHODE MFG. CORP.

CLERK
time permanent position
open for 11 p.m. to 7:30 o.m.
Good salary, fringe benefits

Baby Sitter Wanted
8 AM to 2 PM Week Days
Hoffman Estates Call 894-5661

WANTED: Woman to care for 1st

Excellent Benefits

ADMITTING
Full

WIG STYLIST

INSPECTORS

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

392-3922

Housekeeper & child care to
live in; room, board plus salary,
!tee weekends, call

To Manager Wig Salon
392-7940
827 7940
or

Hours can be arranged to suit your convenience.

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift.- 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

general office and insur-

Outstanding Opportunity

Modern Doctor's Office
In Des Plaines. Medical

HOSPITAL

Full time

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

824.8538

279.1168

ORDER TYPIST

ASSEMBLERS

Needs woman with

Adult baby sitters wanted
Suburban Sitter Service

TRANSCRIBER

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

GENERAL OFFICE WORK. Pleasant working conditions. Excel-

ing. .00d salary. 43, 6400

PERSONNEL DEPT.

WOMEN

MRS. PREZEK, CL 3-3710

TY.IST & BILLER. Part Time or
Full Time, must know bookkeeP

CLERKS

FILING CLERKS

HOLY FAMILY

686-7578

800 W. Ookton, Arl. Hts.

BILLING CLERKS
ORDER PRICING

MEDICAL

Light typing required

THE LUTHERAN HOME &
SERVICE FOR THE AGED

SP 4-8585
297-3535

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

Reich,

Snelling for appoint.

APPLY IN PERSON

GENERAL OFFICE

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vacation.

Help in care of elderly
patients, including feeding
and bathing. All shifts. Will
train in all areas.

Mr.

255-5084. Snelling and

part time, all three
shifts. No rotation. Shift differential, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

Full or port time

Monday through Friday.
Light work.

SECRETARIES

55-7000 first
Call

year.

Full time

OFFICE HELP

immediate openings for:

to coast. Draw.,

comm.

LPN's

HELP!!!

Hey out there, we need

359-6661

Learn to

people who come in for treatment. It's a whole training program. You'll greet everyone,
keep medical charts up to
date, call Doctor on duty, get
patients taken care of fast!

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

Southwest location has

largest with 495 offices
coast

.

1-1 tsk Broadway
Des Plaines

nation's

the

are

We

FULL TIME & PART TIME

REICHARDT CLEANERS

work in outpatient clinic.
take histories from

299-7171

for

AMERICAN
CANCER SOCIETY

If you have the ability
and desire to work with
people and have sales
contact ex-

Phone 255 1611
Miss Mc Feely

an
Call 827-0088

benefits.
appt.

perience we will train.
Des Plaines

--

Light shorthand.company
.

SALES
Employment Counselor

ight detail
retail sales,
service clerk,.
order desk,
mail order desk, telephone
answering or general tele-

PANASONIC
- 363-1C1hird Avenue-

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

SECRETARY

Mrs.

Ross. Ross Distributors.

evenings or Saturdays.

-

7215 W. Tautly

part time. For opp't call

phone answering helpful. No

CALL OR -APPLY IN PERSON

Manager -Palatine
$105 to $125

consultants, no experience
necessary. Free troinIng, full or

OFFICE CLERK

Looking for an exciting job getting to meet people from

SALES CLERK

(203) 673 3455.

26Help Wanted Women

26Help Waded Women

26 -Help Waded Rouen

SECRETARY

Parties, Inc., Avon,
06001. Telephone

Santa's

IVY

to

1 Work

Wonted

Christmas. High

Work now

PROGRAMMER
IBM - 1401

DENTAL ASSISTANT
- RECEPTIONIST

26Help Wanted keen

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

*Help Weeded Women

264Ielp WNW WOWS

26flelp Wanted Women I

6-Helo Wanted Women

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
hour to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national
firm. NO experience
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

Arlington Heights
-

necesExcellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
4benefits.
No

experience

sary.

WHEELJNG\ITTRUST
& SAVING

BANK

\11111141)11011V

new professional building.
For personal interview

(2 blocks from
Arlington Market)

2555350

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA
for
GIRLS - WOMEN

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

537-0020
*Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

Pk5!)

Tuesday, August 19, 1969
32-Miscelmmee5 Morchadise

31 -Rummage &Garage Sale

21414 WeettdMee* Women

r

DON'T M15S1H1S-ONE - OVER

9

Inc., Realtors, a

and Mt.
openihg for salesmen in either

Bsmt. sale, Aug. 20 thru 13, 9

Naborhood Sale: Camera equip
clothing, furn., misc. Aug. 21,

255-8000, Arlington Hts. office,

Single boys bed,
spreads & misc.

ADVANCEMENT.

Antique
trunk,
.\

pony benefits.

a full or part time basis. For
early morning
evening hours.
the

For interview appointment call:
Mr. P. Licko

or early

We also have need for an
experienced salad preparation
woman & 2 kitchen porters.
Good salary, benefits & workconditions. Call JOHN
JANUSZKO at 359 4200.
ing

ditioning equipment contact.

124 Bernard, Buffalo Grove.

$30. Baby scale, $5. Baby car
scot, $3. Un-painted milk cans,
epch. 437-25E13.

RUMMAGE SALE

The Women's Guild of the
Living Christ Lutheran Church.
Fri. Aug. 29, 6pm-9pm, Sat. Aug.'
Community
30, 8:30orn-noon.
Shopping
Room. Rand Mart
Center, Buffalo Grove, Illinois.

2:30 P.M. & 4:30 P.M. Drivers

Apply lion Weidner

RITZENTHALER BUS INC
Arlington Heights

L.P.N.'s (by education)
ORDERLIES

PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE(win train)

scale.

Brookwood Convalescent Center
DES PLAINES

296-3334

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

so do people who like responsibility, who want to learn and
grow, who expect to move up and Oct ahead.
18G is looking for people to fill these positions immediately:

FIELD ERECTORS
EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Pepsi

Prospect. Adm. 50c. 392 0383

634-3131
ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

rug -565, Electrolux vac.

We are presently seeking full time personnel trainees or
experienced for the following positions:

FEMALE

yohalation Therapy
Purchasing Dept.
Housekeeping Dept.

Inhalation Therapy
Cashier
NCR Operator
Print Shop
Cook

Medical Transcriber
,Admitting Dept.

694(ursery Schools - Child Care

child care. Age 21/2-5.
play.
Diversified
.Supervised
creative activities. 255-7019
Excel.

$450. 824-6023.

Admiral 23" Portable TV, very

trail., fully equipt, skiis,
cond. $1800 or offer.
537 7691

good condition $75.
394 3760

42 -Wanted to Buy

set. 259 8911

Jacobson 21" reel mower $55;
Chainsaw, heavy duty $55. Call

Monday thru Friday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. to 1 P.M.

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W. BIESTERFIELD RD.

ELK GROVE VILLAGC

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

529-7070

1957 Chou)? .2 dr: rebuilt '283
quad, 3 speed, Hurst.' Custom

interior, buckets, mugs., chrome

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

college
reverse. Must sell
bound. $500 or best offer.

OPEN SUNDAYS

exc.

Excellent condition. $495.
437 4086

Camper: sleeps 4, sink, stove,
ice box, electricity, 5550. La
cared at 2 N. Elmhurst, M.P.

4.

condition, $795.

Cox

259 4520

CL 9-4261

Twin beds, compl., 2 nite stands
& lamps; 2 L.R. chairs, brown
& orange print. 253-0955

Wanted: Used compact car, '64

to '66. Will pay $50 more than
dealer. 437-2704.

stroller,

To Rent: '69 Wheelcarnper, $75
wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279.5623
or 595.0090, after 6 p.m.

WANTED: SMALL, USED,

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

CHEST -TYPE DEEP FREEZER

259-1556

Complete Weight Lifting Set in
$15

For Sale
1965 Norton Atlas,
750cc, mint condition, after 4:30
call 297-2795.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment
ST. BERNARD PUPPIES For Sale

AKC registered. $125.
CALL 837 1430

26" boy's Schwinn. bike.
$25:
253-629A

2 single beds, covers, bolsters.
Can be used as couches, dbl.
desk w/chalr. 931 N Haddow AH

Green winter coat, $35; Brown
suede, $35; Navy all weather,
$15. 392.5767.

'67 Sears 250 cc .
W/helmet, low miles, "$265,
724.5770

40" Frigidaire elec. stove, 2
large utility drawers, excel.
cond. $50. 392.0781
Slightly used golf clubs (pur

CALL 439-2690

$450 or BEST OFFER. 392 0175.

lovable kittens, to good
homes. Litter trained.
255-1627
week
Mixed breed puppies.
old. $10 choice.
894-1046
FREE-

AKC Wire Fox Terrier pup, 6
man., all shots, Also Champ.
Stud service. 439.6896
FREE KITTENS. TABBYS.
LITTER TRAINED.

1967 Yamaha

1

Port. Kenmore dishwasher excel.

cond. $55; 31/2 hp. snowblower

calico kitten and 2 tan and

white

kittens. 10 weeks old.
FREE. CL 3 7344 after 4

Excellent condition
439 1976

5,000 BTU air condor, 3 yrs.
old, $95; 5,000 BTU air condor,
8 yrs. old $20. 259-6157

1969 Hotpoint copper tone dishwasher; Toro snowblower; 4 area

rugs, all approx. 1202', lighted

2 males, 8 wks.
766 1463

AKC, Sable & White
253-8108

5 pm. 359.1308

burners, griddle in center,
yr.
chrome cover, used
253 7542

$25. 358-0329.

scrambler

w/chitdren. MAKE OFFER. Also
sm. puppies, part Manchester,

'64 Chevy Impala 2 door hard
top. Std. Trans, Radio W/W
tires. $600 Eves CL 5 2056
1961 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN

cal cond. $750. 359 2719
like new tires, clean, $475.
894-2695
1953 PONTIAC, 6 cylinder,
stick, good condition.
Best offer. CALL 437.0765

66 Ford Galaxie 500, 4-dr., P/S,
vinyl roof, W/W, $1000.

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place
359-2251

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

437-2891
1963 Red VW
$500 or BEST OFFER
439..2963

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK
TAPE SELECTION

has

1

'fully carpeted, pool, sub let immediately. $170. 259 8232

own transportation. $20
person per week. 392-0870

New 1 2 Bedroom
'Apts. Ready Now

Bedroom Furnished. All Utili

Spacious rooms, color coordinated appliance kitchen, wall -

Gentlemen, References. S. side
Des Plaines. Room with private

to wall carpeting.

luxury...
plus elegant pool and

P/S,

P/B,' air cond.,

-

pool. $160 Rt. 83&62. Available
Sept. 5.437.8563
O'Hare Area
Sept. I occup. $150. 453 8307

.

recreation area, spacious landscaped grounds. Excellent park-

shopping and schools...
Rentals from $175 month.
ly include all Utilities except
electric.
Models open doily
and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Berkshire Trace is located
just north of Dundee rd. (Rt.
.

681,

Prestige 2 bedroom, Stonagate
area. Immediate possession.
Na children or pets. Call
Robert A. Caganp & Assoc.

I

incl. except elec.
b68-0369 or 968.0388
All

utilities

except

electricity.

Good location, plenty of yard
space, priv. parking. Immed. occupancy. $175 mo. 827-1110 or
824-9420 eves.

blk. west of Arlington

394 0246
By Kassuba
The Nation's No. 1 Landlord

Hts.rd..

766-4864

Schiller Park? bedroom

Georgian on 80 x 129' needs
work.
JURGEN

597 0550
Arl. Hts., 2 yr. Berkley Sq. Re

16 -To Rent Houses

Hoffman Estates. 3 bdrm, ranch,
att. gar., big yard, $200 per
month. 392.6818.

Arl. Hts. 3 bdrm. brick ranch. 2
full bsmt. Complete kitchen with
dishwasher. Att, gar., carpet/
drapes. Patio. Resindential area.
Near school/shop. 392 7587

gency mode/. Brk. & frame 3
bdrm ranch, 2 baths full bunt.,
att. gar., patio, Ige, fam, rm.,
many extras. lrnmed. occ.

Super Size

cluding appliances, heat,
cooking gas, master VT antenna,

patio,

balcony,

Trace

1-, 2-, 3 -Bedroom

Aparatments

rec.

Brand new and beautiful with
wall-to-wall carpeting, H. W.

r DOT.

SWIMMING POOL

Intimate privacy yet walking'
distance to shopping center.
290 N. West ate Rd. 253-6300

.

NEW BLDG.-STONECREST APTS.,

heat, private balcony or ter

Mt. Prospect by owner. 4 bdrm.
split level, gas heat, 21/2 baths,
red rm ,
2 car gar., paneled
wet bar, paneled lam. rm.,
frpl., cptg. & dishwasher, many
extras. $49,900. Appt. only.
CL 9-3281

Airy
transferred, 4

NOW SHOWING
By Arlington Realty
COMFORTABLE...All brick Geor
gian on beautiful tree lined
street is a sharp, quality built
easily maintained home.
&
i.rood room sizes including

separate DR & Rec. Rm., gar

age, patio & lovely landscaring. $27,900

INCLUDING:
Elevators
Parking

posi, extras. 392 5315

Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

'66 Mercedes 2305 4 dr. Sun

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

Model apts. open daily, 01 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887

FROM $180 MONTHLY
service. You can walk to buses.
O'Hare is 15 minutes away.
Higgins -Rd. (Rt.
721
direct to Hermitage Trace
Higgins
or Golf -Rd. (58)

Take

Rd., turn left 2 blks. Model open
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 894 7410
By Kassuba
The Nation's No. 1 Lndlord

Trace. Owner
bedrms., 21/2

patio, Mid, $40's. 437 5484

Mn, Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.,
split level, 11/2 baths,
gar., lg. rooms, gd.

11/2

att'd

storage,

panel fam. rm., sub basement,
patio, fenced yard, walk to train.
Open House Sunday 1-6.
$34,900. CL 5-0039.

RAMBLIN'...Brick ranc10,home,

3 bedrooms, 11/2 baths; big
family room, many, many ex
tras include carpet 8. drapes,

attch. garage & large, lovely

Grove

Village -Control

air

cond., 3 bedrms, 2 full baths,
den, built in appliances, attached garage, patio, lg. rear
yd, carpeting, drapes, s&s, many
extras, upper 20's, available
Sept.,

lot. Asking $30,500

439 0186

JUST LISTED

SPACIOUS
SHARP...Brick ranch on a lovely

half acre lot offers privacy and
room fo room. Three BR,, 11/2
baths, full basement (over 44
ft. long) has workshop, laundry
room 8. recreation area. "Ex

4 bedroom Colonial 2Va baths,
finished red room, separate
dining room, large living room.
Ideal for the large family.
Well landscaped lot. Good
location. Only $41,500.

Bruns Real Estate

tras" including carpeting and

QUINLAN & 'TYSON,
INC.

draperies. $33,500

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

Hermitage Trace.

Hermitage Trace is just a few
minutes from commuter train

Hts,

baths, Colonial, paneled family
rm, with fireplace, slate foyer,
carpeted, drapes, built ins,

Elk

race. -1-2 baths, color coordinated kitchen appliances. Ex
pact the most when you visit

725 W. Dempster, 1-2-3 bedrms.,

.2 baths In the 2 & 3 bedrms,

259 5282

$35,500.

Arl.

Hermitage

Westgate Apts.

Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apartments. Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in-

&

halt., fully landscaped, 75 X 183
lot. Financing avail. High 30's.

HOFFMAN ESTATES

259.0055
MT. PROSPECT

11/2

Wood Dale -4 bdrm. face brk.
ranch, 2 car att. gar full bsmt.,

Inc.

motor, sander. 773-0657

roof, like new tires, AM/FM
extras. Immac. cond. $2900,.
392 1636

.

ing facilities - minutes from

air cond., heat, appli.,

Air Conditioning

'68 Firebird 400, special high

.

'occur,. $125. 296.6873.
BR.

baths.

vote balcony and patios. Real

Des Pl. S. side 2nd fl. 2 bedrm.
I apt., stove & regrig.
mmed.
I

1-2

Superb sound conditioning, pri.

_

A/C apt. avail. immed. $160.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Berkshire
Trace

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

entrance. $15 weekly.
253-1927

per

BUFFALO GROVE

392 4873 after 6_pm.

, pool $165. 956-1656

Pioneer Park, 3 bdrm. brk.
car, cptg. remodeled kit.
bathrm. $29500. 392-7815

Modern, nice sz. 2 bedrm. apt.

Apt. to sub -let Sept. I in Mt.
Pros. 2 bdrm., 11/2 bath, A/C,

share with same. Age 2540 40.

Mt. Prosp. apt. sub -let Sept. I.
One bedrm., air cond., swimming
Bensenville -Wood Dale: 1 bdrm.

bedrm.
Buffalo Grove. Deluxe
apt. Air cond., all appliances,

ranch hoinii-

excel. clean; 3 wheel Bansaw

perf. engine, 4 sp., disc brakes,

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

'Bachelor

Pontiac 1964, Catalina, 2-dr.
1-1T, auto. trans., excel, mechani

5544usical Instruments

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

of days, 297-5568.

2.6 young children. Must have

14 -To Rent Apartments

5 pm. CL 5-4327

1963 FORD STATION WAGON,

gd.

$145, call Sun.; after 7 on rest

5425 or offer. Call John after

lent condition. $650.
299-0362 after 4:30 PM

DACHSHUNDS, AKC, 8 weeks
old, 3 males, Please Coll after
healthy, puppies,

super

'63 VW, radio, 'sun roof, excel

Young Parakeet, new stand
and cage, $15.
253-6622

Strong,

gear,

1960 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Biscayne,
original owner, good running
condition, 439 1976

COLLIE PUPS

30" Signature gas range, 5

'

der 500 miles, still on warranty,
trail

to town & train Des Pl., air cond.,

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

1

Hondo '69 SL90, Motocross, un-

rm. apt., deluxe bldg., walk

3

86 -Real Estate -Houses

I 14 -Ts Reid *Monts

14 -To Rent Apartments

carpeted, Ige. closets, swimming
pool, 2 blks, from shopping cen10-Roomsoard-Ilousekeeping
ter. $240. 394-0826
Teachers or working gals. Widow . Cooperative housing, food &
has 2 spore bedrooms. All home
day care in large Palatine home.
privileges. 255 5023.
Ideal for working widow with

GOOD CONDITION
824 6586

POODLES, AKC SMALL

rm. set, incl. breakfront; Exorciser
824.8002

Your Guide
To the best
Real Estate
Values in
The Northwest Suburbs!

ties paid.
Phone 537.1864

180 Electric

112 -Automobiles For Sale

437 4260 after 5

3

woods, matched set. 259 4726

Commercial

1966 Honda "305" Scambler,
top running cond., new paint.

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

1

METAL SKI'S AND POLES
STEP IN BINDINGS.
CALL CL 3 9461

ied REAL
ESTATE
Vacant
Residential

'68 Wards Camper. 4 sleeper.

Olds '66,

INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

CHEVROLET

'66 Mustang. Moss green. Low
mileage, V 8, 3 speed, inclu. 4
new studded tires & winter tires.
$1150. Please call aft. 6 PM.

103 -Auto Trailers & Carripers

SKAMPER, SLEEPS 8, good

trailer to sleep
Cadet or similar.
Tent

after 5:30 3929794.

chased May 19691 8 irons,

P/S,

excel. cond., low miles, 1 owner,
$2885437 1423

259-4016

.

16' Silverline, 95 h.p. Merc. tilt

condition.
Priced
Phone Cl 5 5844

P/B,

luggage rack, incl. snow tires,

call

$2200,

parch, furnished,
anytime 824.6941.

Car carrier, 2 maple end tables,
odd chairs, 5 pc. oblong dinette

55 -Musical Instruments

1

9 pass, A/C, radio,

Trailer for sale 2 bedroom, nice

16' Delta speed boat, 40 horse
Johnson, skis and many extras.

1

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technician

Holten B-47 Trumpet with case

DICK WICKSTROM

$1795.

W/W, Sacrifice.
234-4934

392 1374 after 6:30

Soft Water $5.00 o month
Johnson Water Softener
.255-1107
FL9-3200.

medical cabinet 394-2731

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technicians

83, Mt.

TRAILER, $65

AIR CONDITIONERS

excellent working conditions, we would like to visit with you.

&

RACING BOAT &

Hoover vac. -525, 12 x 18 beige

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc. dining

If you are seeking a position that offers top starting salary
and benefitsinteresting and varied job responsibilities plus

level

.31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

5115. 358 2324

OPPORTUNITIES

Ford '68 Country Squire wagon,'

F2/1-1,

08 -Mobile Homes

offer. CL 3-4315.

good

New $175 National folk guitar a
steal for $131 incl. case. ,E1 Rey
Music, 7W. Eastman.

& 253 9H 7.

seat. 437.6658

MACHINISTS -Experience. Able to read
blueprints, Operate material processing
equipment
CARPENTERS -Inside work
TRUCK DRIVER -Class "E" license required
SECRETARY -Sales office'
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

of

255-1313 or 629-0045.

and

'68 Dodge Coronet, 2-dr., hdtp.,
V.8, standard trans., P/S, P/B,

894-1934

FLEA MARKET SALE

Beautiful blonde dresser 9
drawers & 13 -flat Clarinet. Best

New cars, executive at demonstrator models

Student Viola, excellent condition, used one year. Yu price.
358.4374 after 4:30 pm.

2 yr. old set of white pearl drums;
cymbal, $150. 827
4 drums,
0321, ask for Dennis or Bryan

Sunday, Aug. 24 from 11 to 5.
bottle

on al11969's

'65 Buick LaSabre, 2-dr., hdtp.,
P/S, P/B, A/C, elec. windows,
vinyl top, gd. cond.MUST SELLI

P/S, A/T, block interior
MUST 5E11151500 or best.
774-3166 .

Antiques: Glass front bookcase,
gold coin scale, antique razors,
wicker couch. a 9-2445

machine, good condition, $55.

bikes,

Convert Good Condition
Being Transfered Call 392-2622

V28,

end mutes. $40.
394.2383

Hall lower
Town
Randhurst. Rts. 12

12"

1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU

'67 Chevy Impala, 2-dr., hdtp.,

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
AS IS, ANY OFFER.
392-9227

ANTIQUES

must sell. $125. CL 5-4413

HUGE DISCOUNTS

V-8, good condition. $700.
392-2669 after 6

34 -Arts and Antiques

crib, complete, high chair, car

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

Print Shop
Cook
Stationary Engr.
Dietary Dept.

pc.

stand $10; ironing board $5;
odd choirs $2 & 53. 537-1117

Masterwork 8 track tape stereo
player plus tapes, Great sound,

20"

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.

MALE

2

red

1965 Ford Custom 4 dr. Sedan,

1

w/attachments:$20. 358-1273,

Openings on day and evening shifts. Fully accredited nursing
home. Holiday and weekend bonus. Free Meals. New salary

2380 DEMPSTER ST.

$15;

Coupe,

radio, clean. 392-0482

$1250 or best. 255-2983.

winite
set, complete,
stand $75; 2 Hudson Bay Man
davenport
$15;
Eels $5 ea.;
3 pc. coffee tbl, 2 enclibls $10;
I Scotch Pine Christmas tree &

_

operated

attachmenys.

Porsche

1962

w/black leather interior, AM;FM

55 -Musical Instruments

bdrm.

Youth trundle beds; GE Hassock
floor fan; Bozo draperies; child's

Coin

NURSES AIDES

dinette set

stick,

6

4 dr. R/H, low mileage. $365.
827-4230

1969 Singer Zig Zag

Ward's humidifier, auto., $30;
pc.

Biscayne,

Chevy

'63

An. Hts. 255.1285

1

5

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

'61 Chrysler Newport .2 dr. H.T.
P/S, NT, radio, low mileage, 1.
owner. $395. 824-6423 aft 6.

bike

sidewalk

w/training wheels & basket -$20.
pedal dump tracky$5.
tricycle 12-53. 537-5049.

rocker. CL 5-5031.

392-9300

R.N.'s

girl

boy,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

No experience necessary. Paid training Monthly bonus.

2001 East Davis

misc. 537-1922.

cond., Roadster, overdrive,
$1600. 255-7200, ext. 43

Like new, used 3 months, 16"

dining rm., TV, stereo 8, 8 mm
projector & screen, crib, play
pen, Christmas tree & .all trimmings, toys, antique, & much

Local routes available for 7 to 9 A.M. & 230 to 4:30
We have urgent need for

-

OFFICIAL

'65 AUSTIN HEALEY, excel.

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9
pm.
469.7204

ie movie camera wilight bar,

ton.

259 8581

cond. $5...392.9288

or $5.32 down and 9 pay-

8 mm magazine loading Brown-

Dr., Mt. Prospect. 2 blks east of
Rand & 2 blks south of Kensing

cond., like new
tires. $1575. 259 3468 weekends;
after 5 pm weekdays.

power & air

/CHEVROLET/

'59 Studebaker Station Wagon,
6 cyl. stick shift, excel. running

$53.40 Tax Included

CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359-3200

Make our loss your gain. Comp.,

For '69 - '70 Season

.

JOHNSON WATER

Antiques, milk white, silver,
linens, clothes, soup to nuts,
8/23, 8/24, 9-5 pm, 601 Eastman

&

Radio.

Blue.

PM. $1150

Used machine in stylish cabinet, Does everything without

water softeners & water con-

MOVING! Everything must got

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

choose

.For information about the FINEST

thru 22 from 10 am. to 6 pm.

'

to

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

-

253-6214

1000's

U.

'66 VW, red with sun roof, like
new tires, Call 358-4855 after 6

1

from. Larger size also on sale.

Chevy

1962

1

EVERGREEN SALE

each.

St

table - Antigues. Misc. galore.
Cheap prices. Everything A ZI 15

children. Should have chauffeur's license or be able to

Harper College Food Service
has a few choice openings on

& Suits Sizes 5 7-14.
CALL 392 1311

DON'T MISS THIS ONEI
Collec
Rummage
Gigantic

pass Some.

Experience preferred but will
train the right person. We
offer a complete line of cam

iron bed, round top
Ansonia clock, child's

desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 -nice, misc. 347 Alcoa, Hoffman Estates. 529.4569

school

Grade

gero-tor $45. Fruitwood dining
room tel $175. Ladies Dresses

tras, & accessories, iniludes full

$1850. 439-9`209 aft. 5.

w.w. tires, Tonneau cover, stud.
ded snow tires, low mileage.

Good tires. Very good running

9 pc. Drexel Mahog. Dining Rm.
set; Leather top drum table, step tables; Occasional chairs. Excel.
Condition. 437-3176
2 blk. laquer liv. rm. tbls., 2
fruit wood liv. rm. tbls.,
3 drawer chest, antique drop
leaf tbl. fruit wood open -42" sq

For Sale. 11 cu. ft. G.E. Refri

Des Plaines.

To drive Morning and afterroutes.

ner420. 253 4984 oft. 3:30 PM,

161/4,

'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all ex

'67 White Austin Healy Sprite,

' cond. 392-3879 after 6 PM.

'

much miscell., 972 Lee Street,

Bus Drivers Wanted
noon

clothes

supplies,

ernbr.

0895. 439 9271

offer. 392-2539

covers, 529.4717.

dr.

convert.,

'62 CHEVY, good running condition, needs body work, Bost

pc. walnut family room set,
with custom extra pair zipper
dbl.

"300"

full power, A/C, gold, like new
brakes & tires, excel. cond.,

Corvette, '68, Coupe, 327-450,
A -speed, posirtraction,- $3900.---

2

t.

4-

Chrysler

. 358-7688 after 6 pm

\refrig.-$140.

Moving sale 8-21,22, 90m-51-1
Iv, tbls., bedrm. sets, crochet

Gar. Sale: Aug. 21, 22, 23. 10-51
Dinette set -$20, hi chair -$5, humidifie .$5, folding bed -$5. Oth
or ire us. 2308 Sigwalt, Roll.;
Mdws.

cu.

14.1

Horst

built eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259-9504.

8 cyl., 3 on the floor,
Gold, $2300. CL 5-1773

36" gas ange-585, 4 pc. blond bedrm. set, dbl
exc. cond. 10 X 15 brbc. nylon. dresser, glass tops, $75. Call
corp., w/pad-$65. Port. type'. after 5 pm or any time weekends.
255-0880
writer -$20. kept con. vac. cleo

parel, misc. items. 894.9052.

Navajo, Buffalo Or. Dundee Rd.
to Buffalo Gr. Rd. north to Bernard, west 1 blk. to Navajo.

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

RCA

"2133",

'66

1965 Dodge 4 dr. 6 cyl. Good
tires, ultra clean. Radio, power
steering, auto. trans, low mile.

speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, re.

1969 OLDS CUTLASS,

Closing -out. Best Offer Takes
437-6606

New in March. $160.
537-3229

,Chevelle,

299-1276

cond. $1250. 437 2623

after 5 P.M.
'64

ftest offer.

1

'65 Dodge AiCoronet 4- door,
good runner. Needs some body
Phone 259 0487
work. $550

439-4296

MODEL HOME FURNITURE

2 dr. 13.5 Cu. ft. regrig. w/large
top freezer, auto, defrost, slide
out shelves, GE 1969 model.

2 twin maple bookcase hdbds
children's & ladies coats & ap-

Gar. Sale: Aug. 14, 15, & 161317 ,

appliance
major
merged
distributor and offer UN
LIMITED OPPORTUNITY FOR

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

GAR. SALE: Aug.

Sale starts
Aug. 20. 717 Hellen Mt. Prospect

and take their orders on the
telephone. We are a newly

Gov't. surplus disposable plas-

20,21, & 22..
1314W. Hampton, Schaumburg.

crock, bed

41 -Home Fumishings-Fumiture

1. Falcon 4-dr -auto., -. --,--

Ford 1966 Galaxie 500, deluxe,
4 dr., 118, 392, tinted windows,
owner, excel.
P/S, P/B, R/1-1,

transmission, good condition.
$1100. 255-0451 ask for Greg.

'65 Chevy impala, clean, one
owner, 283 engine, full power.

ciser. 824-8002.

sales. 1232 N. Walnut, Ad. Hts.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Reasonably priced. 439.7739

.

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

22,23, 10.am to 4 pm. No early

Mr. Al Streich, Manager, or

If you have a pleasant speak
ing voice and enjoy talking to
people, you're the person we
want to greet our customers

__ __-

burst Ave;Mt:Prospect

For an interview, call

SALES ORDER CLERKS

clothing,

Moving,

toys, guitar, tools, misc., Fn.,
Sat, Aug. 22,23. 112 N. Elm-

than the average. Experience,
while desirable, is not a requirement -we can teach you.

for

Sale:

V-8, auto,
trans., good cond. $1100.
537 9822, Ask for Eddie before 5

aft. $2300. After 5.
358-5479

tires, $500, or best offer.
299-6940

'66 Ford Falcon Club _Wagon.seat- in. back, radio, standard

'66 Chevelle,

1965 Cadillac 4 dr. Calais with

1962 VW sunroof, radio, new

1960 Chevy, 6 cyl., stick
shift, $125.
358 1153

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue,
low miles, $1195.
394-2731 after 4:30 PM

tic liners. Commercial wr. Choice
Dining Rm. set 'w/48" buffet,
of szs. Call for price quo.
drop leaf tbl., 6 chairs, canopy
278-6534 or 529-7437 aft. 8.
bed -complete & misc. 437-1582
LOGAN LATHE, with accessories,
-Procunlor-Ta-p-OirTa-- -EMng room set,-2 twin beds,
dresser. After 5 PM.
Head, Milling Vise, Bench Vise.
255.0018
Other Misc. CL 3 9461

Sigwalt, Roll. Mdws,
Gar.

CC 3 5667

Clean. Red. $675.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Automobles For Sale

offer. Phone 541 2656

255 0885

ing. Eager willing dispositions.

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc. dining
rm. set, incl. breakfront; Exor

Gar. Sale: Aug. 21, 22, 23. 105.
Hi chair $5, humidifier $5, fold
ing bed -$5. Other items. 2308

selling is one of the highest.
Our salespeople earn more

OPPORTUNITY

boy's

clothes, misc. 824 4722

mission schedule for listing or

OUTSTANDING

desk,

Phono.,

Plaines,

could be earning upward of
$12,000 per year. Our corn.

392.7.150, Mt. Prospect office,
Mary McAndrew, Manager.

Call 359-5996

am/6 pm, 3150 N. 4th Ave., Des

office. If you hci.,e a pleasing
personality, like people and
are interested In their real real
estate problems, whether it is
buying or selling, you no doubt

833-8500
FEDDERS-NORGE

LAWN MOWER, self-propelled,
22', fine condition,

400 N. Mi.', M.P.

pa

has

Heater, Ex. Cond. $700 or best

'64 VW. Good running condition.

AKC COLLIES Family Compan
ions, right age for serious train

Sat. 15 & 16 from 9 'til dusk.

'64 AENAULT Dauph. AT, Radio

5 LEOPARD PUPPIES
VERY UNUSUAL $5.00 EACH

$50 ea. 439 8268.

Used only I season.
259-8120

items, accordion, & etc. Fri. &

1967 Cadillac CoupeDeVille,
Phone: 824-5866
after 5:30

Black Labrador Retriever pup
pies, 5 wks. old, ped. 1st shots.

air conditioners. 6500 BTU.

2

Gar. Sale: Clothing, household

large

volume; well established firm
with offices in Arlington Hts.
Prospect,

17 Cu. ft. copper tone refrig.
$100; de -humidifier $30; girl's
24" bike $15 like new 439-4888

Lutheran

Peter's

Church Gym, I 1 1 W. Olive St.,
A.H. Household items, clothing.

Wale or Female'
F B -K

St.

PM,

to gdod home, 6 years,

like min, collie, well trained.
392 1357

household items. CL 3-7893

Rummage Sale: Aug. 22, 9AM -

- --SALESMEN-

Free

skirts,

stole,

dresses, and shoes. Plus other

1107 2nd Ave., Des Plaines.

REAL ESTATE

mink

ranch

Dk.

1,000 ITEMS. Aug. 8, 9 to 9.

I

112-Anto, mollies For Sale

112-Autanohles For Sale

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

FAMILY STYLE...Five

255-6320
359-6500
894-8100

big bed-

rooms for a growing family.
This young, Well planned home
offers lots of living space In
top condition. Family room,
21/2 baths, 2 car garage, kitCh

en built-ins & eat area. Ask
ing $33,900

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

on

RESORT -BY OWNER
Lake MInocqua.

famous

New 2 bedrm. year round
home and carport. 5 fully
furnished modern 2 bedrm.
cottages. Also 5 alum, boats,
picnic area, beaut. grounds.

ARLINGTON REALTY
253 11100

.1100

3,7 5100

25.1515

$46430 terms. Lee
Minoru°, Wis. 54548

Bat,

SHORT RIBS

Tbe map
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
WHO'S LinArrEpr WE PLUS
KITCW1EN WINDOW FOR A START --

AIR CONDMONING
YOUR CAR, EMT 60017
IDEA IF YOU DON'T

AF -rep

THEN INTO THE LIMNS ROOMTO SET
US TO THE SIDEWALK-THEN INTO
THE OPPOSITE SIDE CF THE HOUSE ANO IF WE CA/4 DIG LIP A FEW MORE
EXTENSION CORDS WE CAJJMAKEJ
!TALL THE WAY DOWN
TO TERRY'S HOUSE

MIND BEING LIMITED
To VERY SHORT

TRIPS:

YOU'D BerrGR
START WEARIN'

YOUR seam AND
YARD RETIREMENT
tF Ntx.1

BE OUR

OFFICIAL HOUK_

-DeTECTIV

AGAIN, TWISES!

//71a aT5 OK, BOYS!

SOIZTA

TPAPPIN'

MIZ X WHILE
YOU WGPS
AWAY, THE
AAAOOR
PUPFEL7

IP-MOPE"

THAN A

,rumuW111111811111allllhluiitiuiln

HAR-uMPI-1!
PAY NO

MARATHONERS

FEET/

26 Pan ,American

2 News
5 News

in Nairobi, Kenya.
26 How to Invest

Show

9 The Fllntstones
11 Chronicle

7:30
2 Liberace Show

Sing" explore allega-

dienne Eve Arden,

Spangled Banner" is
unsingable.
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

and Mary Hopkin.
2 Julia
7 It Takes a Thief

"0 Say Can You

ATTT1-10SEENTION

To
aActe-ALs,
-rult

bum Game Reserve

6:00

tions that the "Star

6ssi

Guests are come-

-111NT

.,

THE WORRY WART

NS AND
NEEDLES

1

B.fq

NOTHING.

9 Mike Douglas

ir,neu.i.ausr

I RAM/ROSIN

e1J0.8101, AND f5OILOP

Asuusr RAN AND

11,161D0 ME- AND
WORKED ITS WAY
.T.OTHEIDP,A1.11/,,

RANI DIDNITI<NOW
OfZ CARE WHERE

III

was coin* /

I

FELT1./PPEWLY,

BETTER!

You" and "Sunny."

7 Mod Squad
91 Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
32 Baseball

ing his investigation
of a killing. Until 10

People
"Old Age

p.m.

Contemporary Society," examines new
methods being deve-

6:55
26 Market Wrapup

I

LEO (July 24 -Aug

6

LOOK, KID, GASP... PUFF...
AISIEEZE... HOW ABOUT
READIN' A

I'M READY FOR
BED, BUGS!
REMEMBER

StORYT' PUT

.

11 Bridge with Jean

of Hate." Until 2:15

Cox
26 A Black's View of
the News

a.m.

10:15
32 Movie

7 Perspectives

1:00

"Training Teachfor Inner -City
Schools."
ers

1:30

10:30
2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

7 Reflections
2:00

2 Late Report

"Square of Vio-

MORTY MEEKLE

"The most effective way to nip a mass protest Is to
single out the ringleader and serve him right awayl"

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct 23)

Keep yourself uncommitted

HE PRACTICALLY

OWNED EVERY
CCYJRT IN THE
COUNTRY.

enterprises You
will still be able to get in on the
ground floor after testing.
to untried

SCORPIO (Oct

24 -Nov.

INSTEAD OF
BOASTING,
ABOUT- IT I

WI-IAT5 60 "TERRIBLE
ABOUT' 1361Ne A
'TENN (5 CHAMPION .7

lence." Courageous
people fight a private

2:05
2 Meditation

war in a German occupied city during
World War II. Until

9 Five Minutes to

12:25 a.m.

Live By

2:15

EEK & MEEK

SHOULD -THINK
VOLVO BE

ASFIAMEC

22) --You are in no way bound
to prove yourself to those who
don't already know of your in-

I
g

IJSTEM! MCA) I
SAME I
FLAY TO WIN

PITCH A

AAJD IF 774AT MENJ5
I HAVE TO ItEAIJ EL/C-RY
HATTER THAT STEPS
114E.)

...11-1EM

,LOW STOP

I BEAN

CRY 11.1G AKIO
LETS FT -NY

EVER? tATfLR I

THE BOX...

HALL !

I

tegrity Keep calm
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

/

Dec 22) --If you know when to

hold your temper today, you

,,

may well gain unexpected support for an unusual project.
CAPRICORN (Dec 23 Jan 20) --Get around anoth-

er's objections by taking the
friendly approach Argument
will get you nowhere at this

THE BORN LOSER
MINE, Bur
I'LL TAKE
IT!

41t0

ACROSS
1 Masculine

/-11k1

nickname
5 Bullfight

cheer

8 Wharf
12 Unaspirated
13 Operated
14 In the year

present financial status if you
are especially careful about investments Don't buy a pig in a

ter involving friends in business There may be more than
meets the eye
GEMINI (May

(Latin)

15 Too

CAPTAIN EASY
Musrve NEEDED ARE. COSB'S
MESA TO RECVER THAT LOOT! THOSE
TOPROCK

CRUDE P161111:119 ON HIS CHART MISLED

ME, PICTO6RAPNts ARE SMALL!

22 -June

IT DIDN'T SeEM LIKELY
HE'D SPOT ONE FROM A
BALLOON! THAT SHOULD'VE

REMINDED ME OP AN ARTI-

CLE VD REACH WHERE:,
THE LIBRARY? -

21) --Make an effort to join

TURN
LEFT UP

MEAN

HERE IT 14.0EPTEMEER

THEN AFTER
f1IRU
A FEW YEARS
GOI

PAGE

1952.

MN etAtir BrFleuas

FOUND NNEEAR BLYTHE!

"ATIONAL
GEOFONGRAPHIC

tMeormist.

forces with one who has
recently shown himself to have

16 County
(Danish)
17 Desist
18 Small child
19 Frozen rain
21 High card
'22 Canvas

shelter

24 Saturate
26 Segment

much to offer you in new

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Look for the good quali-

A4R 1 A 0 R
T R S -r
E T
00 S
55 Allowance for
A
A
waste
ME0A
-r U fdA A
0
R A M L_ O
AN
DOWN
C
0
5S
1 Small plot of
A AO
IA;
ground
A X
012S
O Fi A L2 Spartan serf
O
M
0
AN,
El 1 5
L3 Foot part
R E
A PI E
4 Constellation EYCEfB
ID C)
E
10:I 5"
RED
5 Verbal
NI 0 A

a

not be so quick to label him an
enemy A day for friendship.

tit

30 Wine cup
31 Hostelry
32 Courtesy title
33 Nautical

align

and
clap
clang
clan
cling
slip

gain
nail
lapin
lain
lacing

ping
pain
plan
plain
pang
pacing
panic
pica
pail
paling
acing
aping

11 -CUBIC -FOOT
REFRIGERATOR--

dirk

43 Short jacket
45 Encourage
47 Written fonts
of mistress
49 Craft

117

8

lIl
16

Milli

9

10

11

-5

29
32
33

wallaba
46 Tenure

54 Oriental coin

sort.

2

42 Repulse
44 Brazilian

52 Interpret
(dial.)
53 Garden plats

41 Pierce with a

...

41 ObserVe

48 Consume food
49 Desert nomad
50 Asseverate
51 In favor of

30 King of Judah
33 Looked
askance
35 One who has
on, as a hat
36 Female ruff
37 Cries

A

34 Afresh
36 Renovates
39 Greek war god
WHEN YOU KNOW
WE ONLY NAVE A

40 Shovel of a.

9

18

record

CAMPUS CLATTER

27 Important

metal

4

2

I

38 Superfluous

25 Closer

6 Crippled
7 Penetrate
8 Dance step
9 Left entire
10Methuselah's
father (Bib.)
11 Stout cord
19 Outsider
20 Ultimate
23 Country

porgy

ties in another and you may

PLACING

4..

Answer to Previous Puzzle
P A LC

28 Rot flax
29 Oriental

ideas

Answers to
Hideaword

i

HORN

20) --You can upgrade your

21) --Let other things go by the
board as you investigate a mat

1
1

-------gy=p..

Scrambler

22 -April

TAURUS (April 21 -May

/

11

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

them, if not enjoy them. De-

poke

,,,..

\

.....

21) --Discover the reasons behind present turn of events and
you should be able to endure
pend upon logic
ARIES (March

I

I

...±

20 -March

(Feb

1

.r.

particular time
AQUARIUS (Jan 21 -Feb.
I9) --Don't carry a. Joke too far
today You could easily wound
another's feeling to the point
of spoiling a good relationship.
PISCES

Rare

from China, takes
Mr. Wong to the
mysterious "House

erables."

23)

Wong."

oriental gem, stolen

Part 2, "Les Mis-

Ts SLEEP?

Now is the time to clear away
as many debts of a material nature as possible You may soon
be needing good credit for other things
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)
Don't be afraid of taking the

deal

"The Mystery of

Mr.

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

NIA. lac T.M. Roc US. tat Off,

PROMISED!

sentimental approach to an other's difficulties Your moral support can mean a great

12:55
9 Movie

10:00

WHAT YOU

FOR WEDNESDAY

12:45

9 Paul Harvey Comments

9:45

BUGS BUNNY

Horoscope

12:30
5 Everyman

32 Town and Country Music

CARNIVAL

Your

12:25
9 News

32 Baseball Reiport

41.

.

12:15
32 News Final

a

problems of old age.

I

c Int I,

in

9:15
32 News

ternational
Steve Bedford. is
host.

7 Chicago Show

Action

mentary.

11 Escape to Samburu

The

loped to handle the

26 Motorsports In-

9 Hazel
it

11

for the link between
ancient and modern
man is described in
"The Talgai Skull,"
an Australian docu-

7:00

1

arc?

5 Midnight Report

Barrett

is discovered by a police lieutenant dur-

Washington to take
on the Senators.

5OTEAAWo! X REACHED
DOWN 7.',/itY1-0105
THAT SCREAM, ROBIN--

fighter

ites as "It Had To Be

Susan

through such favor-

11 NET Festival
The age-old search

swamp

leads a band of men

sing their way

and

is controlled by a cor-

at

"Distant Drums."
A

into the Florida everglades and paves the
way for an Indian uprising. Until 2 a.m.

rupt D.A. who later

White Sox are

Midnight
2 Movie

stars Buddy Greco

5 Star Trek

TheChicago

ROBIN MALONE

Mahoney, chairman
of the Conservative
Party of New York.

Gardens and a Dude
Rand the musical
A

F. Buckley's
Daniel
is

guest

From Cypress

racially uptight city
'

tive Party and the;_'
--Future-of the

ines how the female
generations
feel
about each other.
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 A Very Special Occasion

singers Matt Monro

8:00
5 Movie
"Deadlock."

6:30
2 Lancer s'

!

9:00
2CBS News Special
"Mothers
and
Daughters" exam-

Show

6:25
2 Editorial
26 Quiz

'11 Firing Line
"The Conserva-

7 NYPD

A visit to the Sam -

TONIGHT

WHEN I HUNG
UP MY BAPtSE.
IREAPING
EVEN QUIT
THE
LOST AND FOUND
COLUMN/

1

/T.

li

Tbe flropert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, a little cool,er, low around 60. Tomor-

Telephone
255:44.00

row: Partly cloudy and a
little warmer

Your 11:oTeNewspaper
Newsstand Price Ill Cents
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-Con Candidates to Debate
By Richard Crabh

The record field of Con-

stitutional Convention delefrom the
gate candidates
northWest suburbs will come

together this evening for the
first time in the campaign leading to the Sept. 23 primary.
There are 16 candidates for
the two northwest suburb scats
at the convention scheduled to

open

SPONSORING THE event
is the Wheeling Township Republican Workshop, informa-

candidates.

tional wing of the Wheeling

in Springfield Dec. 8.
Only one of the other 57 districts in Illinois has as many

At least 14 of the 16 candidates are expected to appear at

a con-cont candidates night in
Arlington Heights this evening at the VFW Hall at

Northwest and Yale, beginning at 8 p.m.

tions from the audience.
Eleven of the 16 candidates
are residents of Wheeling

Township. Two are from Bar-

Township Republican Organi-

zation. Arthur Olson of Arlington Heights, president of
speak for five minutes with
another five minutes for ques-

The Mount Prospect Village Board last night voted to

override a Zoning Board of
Appeals recommendation and
grant parking variation with
qualifications for property
southwest Of the Golf -Busse
Rd. intersection, where a
shopping genter is planned.
Trustee ',Robert Soderman,
building committee chairman.
reviewed the case. He said
that builder Salvatore Di-

Mucci's present plans arc for
a shopping center (B -I zoning)
on land zoned commercial
(B-3). The plans call for building area of 85.000 square feet

and parking area of 340.000
square feet.

This complies with B -I zonthat there

ing that requires

shall be "four square feet of
parking area for every foot of
floor area" in a shopping center.

Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman, candidate for Congress from the 13th District in the special Oct. 7
primary, in Evanston on the first of his "walks" through the eight townships of the district. He
made a 10 -hour walk through Evanston on Saturday and is seen talking to a woman who expressed
deep concern about rising taxes. Schlickman reported to her that his budget committee of the
Illinois House of Representatives reduced state spending by $100 million in the last four years.

building. He wants a

committee recommendations

DiMucci asked permission
to enlarge the building area

B- I

parking variation, not a zoning
variation."
Village Atty. John Zimmermann

said,

"His

planned

structure is a shopping center
and he does need a 4 -to- I ra-

tio."
Lewis said, "It is to the best
interest of the village to allow
variation because 13-3
property is being 'upgraded to

the

B -I.

After some discussion the
board passed a motion providing for preparation of an ordi-

nance that would override an
earlier board of appeals denial
of the variation.

Des Plaines; and Donald Pareira. 20, and Kenneth Rosma-

rin, 29. both of Miami.
An East Maine woman and
two Miami, Fla men were arrested yesterday when some
200 pounds of marijuana reportedly was seized in the
woman s apartment

Cook County Sheriff's Police said the three are Janice
lmber, 23, 9040 Federal Ct , in
an unincorporated area cast of

They were charged with
possession of marijuana. Miss
Imber was released last night

under a bond signed by her
parents. The two men were
being held in lieu of $15,000
each. A preliminary
hearing will he held in Niles at
9 a.m., Aug. 26.

bond

lier's apartment was led at 9:15

a.m. yesterday by Robert M.
Kahn of the state narcotics bureau, and Capt. James Walsh,
commander of the sheriff's

district office in Niles. Federal, state and county officers
participated.
Several officers stood guard

outside the apartment's winwhile others broke
through the door from a hall -

dows

Acting Village Managei
John Zimmermann told the
Village Board last night that
Mufich Buick largely has corn
plied with provisions that
allowed location of the agency
in a residentially zoned neighborhood
However the matte] was
referred to the board's Fire
and Police Committee foi
consideration at its Sept 8

meeting The committee was
charged

with

finding

some

way to adjust the height of a
fence along one side of the
property so that nearby
homeowners and John Mufich the car agency's owner
are satisfied

In answering complaints
made Aug 5 by Mrs Caroline
Hoppe a neighbor of the cal
dealer Zimmermann said he
mad met with Mufich on Aug
14 and found that the last time

autos were driven ovei the
parkway parallel to Henry St
was three weeks ago

He said that the outdoor
lights on the property were in
accordance with village requirements and appeared
properly dim in a check. at
11:30 Monday.
He said that there had been
no unloading of transport

trucks on Henry St.

in the

past two weeks. He said that
Henry St. (residential zoning)
was- no more crowded now
than before Mufich Buick
built at its present location.

He said that the 600 foot
brick
the

fence complied with
height variation granted

Gripe
Of The

Day
;;-`)

l;or

To make a big beuut ful
waffle and have it stic to
the waMe-iron,
D.S.

and is not unsightly. He referred to a 10 -foot buffer zone
between the fence and the rear
of adjoining residential lots.

However, residents at the
that

ing lot area.

known as the Flaming Torch
(formerly Blaz'r Steaks). This
license permits the serving of
alcoholic beverages at tables
only --no bar service.
In a tie vote broken

by
Mayor Robert Teichert, the
Village Board approved the
transfer of a liquor license to
Butch McGuire, the new own-

he

Mann.

Joseph Mathewson of Winnetka (right) spent the afternoon at
Randhurst. He is seen talking to Jim Hastings of Palatine and

"Butch McGuire's of
Mqunt Prospect," according
to McGuire's attorney, David
It denied to Mrs. Jack Gunnell. of Gunnell's Restaurant
at Illinois 83 and Kensington.

rebate on a liquor license issued May I, 1969.

Raid
apartment

Capt. Walsh said, "We feel

building, - which is north of
Ballard Rd. and east of Kennedy Dr.

they are the major supplier for
the northwest area and probably outside Illinois."

Police said they found 13

Also seized was a 1963 Ca-

way

' inside

the

plastic garbage bags and two
smaller bags filled with dried
marijuana, which had not yet
been "manicured." They estimated the 500 pounds of marijuana is valued at $300,000 to
$500,000 on the illicit market.

higher fence was referred to
the fire and police committee.

for. study. Residents

recommended study of what
they said was a higher straight

brick wars at MeMory Gar-

where the 6 -foot high fence is

dens Cemetery.

dillac which officers said was

used to transport the marijuana.

NEIGHBORS WHO were
startled out of their morning
routine by the sound of splintering wood, said Miss Imber
had lived in the apartment
only a short time.

Among other officers taking part in the raid, believed to
be the largest ever conducted

the county, were Joseph
Vanacora of the Federal Buin

reau of Narcotics, David Cook
of the U. S. Treasury Department and Lt. Joseph Carhona,
Sgt. Errol Levy, Detective
Donald Des Re'Maux and Patrolmen Willard Starr, Wil-

liam DeMarco and Earl Lundquist of the Cook ' County
Sheriff's Department.

Randhurst Shopping Center's mall is proving to be the most pop-

ular forum for 13th District congressional candidates campaigning for the special Oct. 7 primary. Hardly a day passes but one or

her application for a pro -rated

meeting complained
at

taurant on Rand Rd. now.

name of the establishment will

falls about midway between

a ger Cites Mufich Buick
Co pl. nee with Village Rules
Its Ben Clarke

It approved a Class R license for the Palos Plaza res-

minimum of 480 parking
spaces and not allowing more
than 2.000 square feet of pub-

lic seating area for consumption of food in the park-

_wrested in Dr
By Slade Lander
and Bob Burns -

It denied the application of
the Open Pantry restaurant at
Golf and Busse Rds.

ratio, but with provision for a 300 E. Rand Rd. The new

$500,000 in Marijuana Seized

THE RAID ON Miss Im-

in all cases.

er of Wayne's Redwood Inn,

(all under one roof) to a point
where the parking area ratio

The property was sold to the
L. Fish Furniture Co. in June.
1969. Finance committee

chairman

John

Kilroy.

more candidates come to Randhurst to meet shoppers. Yesterday,

Jim Buck of Wheeling Village. (Photo by Mickey ilirger)

SIMON

susurre

sans=

in

recommending the denial said.
"We have never given a business a pro -rated license refund
of any kind,

Des Plaines River is so polluted it will soon be classified as a fire
hazard.

Sewer Work at School
To Cost $1,370 More
The School Dist. 26 Board

of Education was told

last

night that an additional $1,370
must be paid for the work

done on installing a sewer at
the Shadrach Bond School,
350 N. Wolf Rd., Mount Prospect, because of lack of
communication by the 'Metropolitan Sanitary Dist.
Initial costs for the sewer at
Shadrach Bond, to tic into the
sanitary district main sewer,
was $22,415. The new costs
the board wily have to pay is
$23,785.

Wayne Fritch, architect for
Berger Kelly Unteed Scraggs
and Association of Palatine,
engineering consultants on the

sewer project, told the board
that the sanitary district had
approved the plan submitted
and issued a perMit to go ahead

with the work as planned. After work had begun on the sew-

er tie-in inspecting engineers

from the Metropolitan Sanitary District came out to inspect the work.

The inspectors found the

The fence is just being restored since wind blew it down
June 26. Frank Schoenberg,

105 N. Louis. said, "1 can
stand on my patio and see
right overahe six-foot fence."
Trustee Earl Lewis said that
the eight -foot top limit was set

to permit creating a proper
screening effect.

Teichert said that if the

board was in error in setting
provisions which allowed
Mufich Buick to locate in the
neighborhood. perhaps the vil-

lage should bear part of the
cost of a higher fence.
Meanwhile the question of a

Sewage was pumped

into a sump on the school

property and a truck would
come periodically to pump the

sewage out of the sump and
haul it away.

SCHOOL DISTRICT 26

Supt. Winston Harwood said
that when he was told of the
extra work and expenses that
were required for the sewer
tie-in. he gave administrative approval to expedite
the work, in view of the urgent

would have to be changed to

need for the tic -in.
Fritch said, "That

meet those regulations.
The tie-in was urgent for the

school. Up until the tie-in the

school had a temporary ar
rangement

for

sewage

its lowest elevation they

feet.

posal.

original plans were in violation of sanitary district regulations and work being done

dis

sewer

and the Metropolitan Sanitary

District confusion make this
one of the most ridiculous jobs
I've ever seen."
Supt.. Harwood added that
$20,173 of the costs of the sew-

can sec right over it from their
higher hack yards. They sug-

gested that the height of the
fence be increased to eight

(Continued on nage 2i

at a meeting Monday night.
It concurred with finance

the 3 -to -1

It would grant

caridislates-rlight this evening

.

IN OTHER business the
acted on liquor license applications that had been considered by its finance committee

a

lead to an endorsement of canWheeling
didates by the
Township Republican Organi-

I HAVE ASKED members
of our executive ' boart.1--ariil-precinct officess-tolatend the

Ate:

and 3 -to -I. He asked
for a variation that would
allow a parking ratio of 3 -to -I.
At last night's meeting
Trustee Earl Lewis said, "He
wants B-3 parking (3 -to -1) for

4 -to -1

and one from Palatine.
It is possible that the candi-

dates' night this evening will

the workshop, will introduce
the candidates. Each will

Board OKs Parking Plan
For New Shopping Center
By Ben Clarke

rington two from Inverness

zation. A decision on whether
to endorse candidates for the
constitutional convention will
be made by the Wheeling
Township GOP before Sept. I.

er tie-in had already been paid

leaving only $3,612 yet to be

New Manager Gets Look
At How Wheels Turn
Virgil Barnett, Mount Prospect's new village
manager, got a good look at how the wheels of
government turn here when he attended a meeting of the village board last night and sat on the
podium next to Mayor Robert Teichert.
He sat through a five -hour session that saw
action on items ranging from granting honorary
Mount Prospect citizenship to nine visiting Tu-

nisian students to consideration of zoning variations.

"1 was told that tonight's meeting was different," he laughed, " a little shorter than usual."
Barnett, who is from Wood River, Ill., expects

to take over his new post from John Zimmermann no later than Sept. I, and hopes to be here
earlier.

paid on the sewer.

Schools in School District
26 are: River Trails, Shadrach
.Bond, Euclid, Feehanville, Indian Grove, Park View, River

Rd., and River Trails Junior
High School.

Meetings
Tonight.
Mount

Prospect

Commission,

Village

7:30 p.m.
Mount l'rospect
Works

Commission,

lage Hull, 8 p.m.

Plan
Hall,
Public

Vil-

Sr.

.11..

Is

Con -Con Candidates
To Debate Issues
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Fingers Did Job
When Well Didn't
-meier was reached by tele-

jobs," she said.

780

Lincoln, Elk Grove
Township learned Monday after she called The Day.
Her well pump had not been
working since last Wednesday.
She had called every well firm
in the area and said, "I'm really up a creek."
Help came after Ronald L.
Bradley, the highway commissioner of Elk Grove Township,

phone on Monday afternoon,

ON THE SECOND day, she said, "do I sound happy?"

the problem was a clogged foot
valve and that he would return
to fit it that afternoon.

well's foot valye--riOt after she.
spoke tp.-dtr highway commis_..siortel. She said, "that's what I

Mrs. Hohmeier cal14.4ritir call service."
when he didn't_showim. "At

In any event ---Wheeling
Township ,,Repfiblicans may

me -he -Would not work on it be called. The Hohmeiers---cause it was another firm's
live in an unincorporated area, PUIllp:.

where there is' no city water.
_The- highway commissioner
got a well serviceman to fix the

The next day she reached a
serviceman who promised to
come early Monday morning.
Monday arrived; hut not the
serviceman. So her husband

well.

Mrs. Hohmeier said. "you
really don't know how had it is
to be without water. You can't

decided to call the man.

brush your teeth, wash your
face, do dishes.

THE HOHMEIERS, who

Hohmeier
talked to the man she said, "he
"When

have thtee children, were getting water by going to a
friend's house and filling

Mrs.

asked if it would be on a cash
basis. We said it would. Then
the man asked if we had dug

buckets, pots and pans.
When the well quit working.
Mrs. Hohmeier said, "I called
three well drillers who advertised 24 -hour emergency repair service. None of them

Obituaries

r

rrcandidates in the north-

Samuel A. LaSusa, 357
suburbs. Elk Grove Roberts Rd. Barrington.
Township Republican OrganiJohn G. Woods, 2 14 S. Belzation is holding a meeting mont, Arlington Heights.
Robert A. Bush, 726 DempMonday evening in Mount
west

18

S.

Edward,
Mount
Prospect, died yesterday at

Holy Family Hospital. He
was a printer.
Survivors

include

widow Evelyn and
Jeffrey of
pect.
Visitation

.

Pros-

will

after

be

T H A T'S WHEN Mrs.

will he at Memory Gardens Cemetery in Arling-

Township GOP.

N. Invcrway Rd., Inverness.
Annis F. Bush, 107 E.
Council Tr., Mount Prospect.

candidates night this evening
the candidates will appear in

On Sept. 23 citizens of the
3rd District, which includes
area from Barrington to Des

dorsement by the Elk Grove

a son

Mount

2 p.m. today at Friedrich's

Day.

the first step toward an en-

his

our own well. We told hirn
and he said he would come out
after my husband and I had
dug our own well."

Hohmeier decided to call The

Prospect. Mrs. Virginis Mac- ster, Mount Prospect.
donald -of Arlington Heights
Wilfred L. Robbins, 1808
and
R. Engelhardt of W. Pheasant Tr., Mount ProsInverness have been invited to pect.
speak.
Winn C. Davidson, 649 N.
THESE ARE the two can- Clark Dr., Palatine.
didates in the northwest subLester A. Bonaguro, 327 S.
urbs who mave been endorsed Forrest, Arlington Heights.
by the Cook County RepubliDonald F. Colby, 38 Glen can Central Committee. The brook Dr.,'Prospect Heights.
invitation to appear is likely
William R. Engelhardt, 416

I

John Thiede
John Thiede, 65,

Heights.

Douglas Roy Cannon, 8 N.
not be.thelirst to endorse con- Louis, Mount Prospect.

that time_:--shil;- said, "he told

was

came out. She also called others in the
area. "Some wouldn't even
take my name. I think they are

4

She explained that a service, --man came out and fixed- the

one did come out. He told her

Heights.
Madeline Schroeder, 1923 N.

tunity to compare the candi- Chestnut, Arlington Heights.
Thomas J. Johnson Jr., 98
dates in event it is our decision
to endorse con -con delegate Hawthorne Rd., Barrington.
LeMoine D. Stitt, Jr., 501
candidates," Richard A. Cow Wheeling Township Re- N. Inverway Rd., Inverness.
Virginia B. Macdonald, 515
pu bl i c a n Committee said
S. Belmont , Arlington
Tuesday.

However, when Mrs. Hoh-

too busy with much bigger

Local officials can be very
helpful, Mrs. Fred Hohmeier,

(Continued from Page 11
so that they will have an oppor-

At the Arlington Heights

the order in which their ac-

4;1

Funeral Home in Mount
Prospect. Services will be
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at
Friedrich's.
/ntombment

Preparing their friend Snoopy for "A Night in the Parking Lot" are (left to right) Mrs. James
He. Hoadley, 730 N. Stratford, Mrs. Donald C. Kendeigh, 409 S. Gibbons, and Mrs. John Ro.
O'Connor of 413 N. Wilshire Ln., all of Arlington Heights. The St. James Catholic church dance
will begin at 8:30 p.m. Friday. It will have a "Peanuts" theme, complete with costumes. Admission
will be $1 a person.

ton Heights.

ceptance was received. Candidates will appear in this order:
Eugen L. Griffin, 603

Thorn t ree Tr., Arlington
Heights.

Mary Jordan Carlson, 207

East

School

Ln.,

Prospect

Plaines, will vote in the special

primary to select delegates to
the constitutional convention.
The four receiving the highest

total of votes will run in the
special general election for
convention delegates to be

held Nov. 18.

Lutheran General PoisonControl Unit Kept Bus
A total of 5,875 children 12
or younger were accidentally
poisoned in the first six months
of 1969 in Illinois.
Of those 203 were treated at

the Emergency Poison Control Center of Lutheran Gen-

ter the proper medical treatment. We would never refuse
treatment, nor would we have
waited in an extreme emergency where life is at stake. You
do what you have to."

DR. MARVIN ROSSER,
eral Hospital, 1775 Dempster, one of the physicians on the
Park Ridge.
emergency staff, said more
The Center is part of the people are coming into emerprogram for the Prevention of gency for treatment than ever
Accidental poisoning of children, begun in 1956 by the Illinois Dept. of Public Health.
Dr. Norman J. Rose. chief of
the state's Bureau of HazardPoison
Control, is director of the
state's program.
ous Substances and

in

she

moved piece by piece before

bones.

the hand could be treated.
"ANNUALLY THERE has

emergency."

:idded. "Broken

sprains. cuts. overexposure to
the sun or an illness such as a
family doctor would see."
One case said Mrs. Herrick,

per cent
increase
the number of
eases treated by emergency.
The hospital had only 6,053
been a

involved a young boy who was
brought in with his hand stuck
in an adding machine. The ad-

"Emergency used to be for
only the extreme cases in immediate need of medical treatment. But, today's lack of
house calls on the part of general practitioners, with the difficulty

to find out the correct treatment or antidote for something children swallowed."

year of operation

in

making

appoint-

"They don't realize that if
emergency with an illness or serious emergency, such as a
injury for insurance reasons. had auto wreck should come
thinking their insurance will in. they will end up waiting
Some

1960.

people

come

into

longer than the wait in their
own doctors office. Mrs.
Herrick said.

Dr. Rosser added. "People
in the suburbs seem to have a
higher set of medical values
and affluence which influences

health conscious and want immediate medical attention.

They expect prompt. courteous attention for an illness or
injury. which emergency at
Lutheran General trys to
give."

1

Marsh.

t

"MONDAYS, WEDNESDAYS and the weekends are
our busiest, except for holidays," she continued. "People

swallow.

tal's emergency room for first
aid treatment during a holiday
period that could be taken care
of at home or by their family
doctors in their offices the next
day. "Non -emergency emergencies," Mrs. Herrick said.
The emergency unit is usually jammed on holidays with
highway accidents. injuries, or
injuries suffered at parties or

are children before the age of

picnics during
months.

causes.

Mrs. Herrick said these ingestions by children go up in
rainy weather when children
are kept inside or on Sunday
when parents are trying to get
a few extra hours sleep. Children tend, she said, to take advantage of these unsupervised
moments to find something to

MOST OF THESE cases

three, when little or no sense of
taste has been developed. "The

children swallow some things
parents couldn't even raise to
their lips, let alone swallow,"
she said.

"Children are a problem,"

said Virgil Marsh, associate director of Lutheran General
Hospital, "parents go away for
a weekend or a vacation, leav-

ing the children with a baby-

sitter and don't leave a note
permitting emergency medical
treatment for the children. We
try to contact the parents over

the phone, for a verbal mes-

the

their children or the babysitter," Marsh added. "Some-

reached, signed Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Doe.' "
"We had two little girls in
emergency a while back with
minor injuries," said Marsh.
"We had to hold off treatment
while we tried to phone their
parents. The girls weren't seriously hurt, but they were suffering.

in the United States, has closed
its doors.

e.

ing piece is mortised and
tensioned. Hardware 'is fully

plated to

resist rust. Cushions
match umbrella lining.

Special
5%

on any redwood furniture

order $100.00
or TON.

A DISTINGUISHED GROUP OF REDWOOD FURNITURE
6' REDWOOD

Save Another

has not decided which bidder

BARBEQUE SET
CLEAR
8/4 Redwood complete
with two Seethes. Toble
34" wide x 29" high x 70"
wide x
long. Benches
tb 1/2" high.

NOW

$2 77°

there when the home was

REDWOOD
CHAISE
LOUNGE

Nick D. Saris, director of
the home, said, "All of the

trying to contact their parents

descent. All children also
had to he at least 3 years old
and belong to the junior order

and took upon ourselves the legal responsibility to adminis"-,

of the
Union.

Croatian

Fraternal

roomy

comfort.

8/4 stock

for sturdy use

33" deep x 27" w,de x 30"

and wear. 45" diameter

deep x 47" wide a 36"

high.

28" high.

wide.

high.

Was $24.50

Was $22.50

Was $37.50

NOW

NOW

CURVED
BENCH

AO" 8/4 bench. Solid and

comfortable. 40" long
11" deep 17' high.
Was $8.50

Was 537.50

NOW

$2500

other homes." He said, one

were of Croatian or other Slav-

UMBRELLA
TABLE

CLUB
CV AIR
Superb,

children have been placed in

Most of the children who
lived there were orphans and

SETTEE

REDWOOD

NOW

$2500

$163°

$1500

j

MANY ITEMS
OUR ENTIRE INVENTORY NOW COLLECTED AT OUR ARLINGTON HEIGHTS YARD.
COME
1ST
SERVED.
ALL
SALES
FINAL.
ASSEMBLED. SOME IN ORIGINAL CARTONS.1ST

closed.

reason for closing'the home is
the high cost of operating such
a home.

REDWOOD
PADDED

Two cushion back settee
promises real comfort. 33"

Has 3 position back. Easy
roll wheels. 73" long x 26"

ty

Was $44.50

dren lived there at one time.

ic

"Finally %% e had to give tip

Certified, dry California Redwood, with super
sturdy frames. Each seat-

the Croatian Fraternal Union

Fourteen children were living

in an

Furniture inventory is
made from top-quality,

Croatian Children's
Home in Des Plaines, the only
children's home sponsored by

dren, John and Mary Doe,
if we cannot be

11'

'Pf Ali of our REDWOOD

The

note will authorize any doctor

or hospital to treat our chil-

11

b.

Tenant
Sought

will get the lease.
The home was established in
1924 and as many as 140 chil-

"This

y

1411
III

forgetting to leave a note,"
Mrs. Herrick said.

was closed April 23, the Union

ing.

'L11t'

"IT'S HARD TO watch

"IT WOULD help if par -

trying, the children arc suffer-

tail

51[."1

children suffering because of
an oversite by their parents in

en -is would leave a note with

acceptable. Sometimes we
can't reach the parents by
phone either, and while we are

I

summer

The Union, which has its
headquarters in Pittsburgh is
planning to lease the property
to another organization. Although the bidding on the
property, located on Potter between Dempster and Ballard,

sage over the phone is legally

emergency

in

fice.

year." said Marsh.

'

patients in emergency the first

According to the program
aspirins were responsible for
approximately 38 per cent of don't seem to realize that
the poisonings. Other internal emergency has to be kept open
medicines accounted for 26 and staffed 24 hours -a -day,
per cent, with household prep- =even days a week even on
arations and pesticides being holidays."
People come into the hospithe next largest contributing

ages eight and three,

15

the extent to which an emergency center is used. People
in the suburban area are more

REDWOOD
OUTDOOR FURNITURE SALE
3 ,ro
MIN

put more pressure on an emergency center than ever exited
ery hour from physicians as before," he said.
This view was supported by
well as worried parents calling

simply,

to

taken care of first. This could
mean a wait as long. if not

GENUINE CALIFORNIA

sons and the treatment or antidote for them. We get calls ev-

saying

10
in

hours as the worst cases are

before.

MRS. BARBARA HER - ments with family doctors and
RICK, head nurse of Lutheran the shortage of well trained
General Emergency, said "We physicians, even in the more
have a list of household poi- affluent suburbs, combine to

thing

cover them if treated by a
treating an average of 2.600 hospital.' nurse Herrick said.
persons a month. which would Other people come in. she
result in 31,200 cases being added, hoping to avoid the
treated by the end of this _Wail in their own doctors ofThis year emergency has been

ding machine had to he re-

"Of course we see everything

RP
5 S. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

CL 3-4910

OPEN DAILY 8 AM -5:3U PM
MON & THURS EVES 'TIL 9 PM
SUNDAY 10 AM -2 PM

NOW

$565

x

THE PROSPECT DAY
WednesdaY. August 20. 1969

Wolf Rd..

Main Street

Improvement
Plans Drawn

Tree Tapped

Final plans for the improve-

of Wolf Rd.

ment

in Des

Plaines are in the office of City
Engineer Edgar N. Fletcher.

till 1,'Ioros are

Corcuriets Win No-\ tironal Title
The

symptoms of Dutch elm disease.

that has an interesting story.

The Jarneckes called thd village to report the illness of the
tree, and someone came out.
Phoebe Jarnecke thinks it was
a private tree service, hired by
the village, that came out to in-

The tree stands in the parkway
in front of 110 N Emerson
_whet e Phcohe Jarneekr?,'Ilvec.

It's a beautiful-tree even
though it...has-tot a limb or two
and--rstit particularly wide

spect.
But

It's about WO feet

......-----"\preading

tall though, and has a trunk

the tree was not cut

down. Instead, about eight feet
from the ground, a pipe was inserted. The pipe is about a foot

about 18 inches in diameter.

ABOU I SEVEN or eight
The leaves were with-

long and about one inch in
diameter. It is tilted slightly

yellowing and falling.
The tree had all the classic

The tree kind of looks like

the

ago,

years
sick

tree

looked

downward.

ering

New ViP's

highway department Aug. 27,

won the National Champion-

he said
Plans call for a four -lane

ship in Philadelphia
score of 90.35.

someone got mixed up ,and
thought it was a sugar maple road from Touhy to Golf Rd.,

trying to get sap for with a four -foot median strip.
Included in the proposal,
when
IMMEDIATELY,
said Mayor Herbert H. Behrel,

and is

in a row.

_Petrelsaid he has proposed

-

The tree, in the -meantime,
got healthy-loOking and each

The team is sponsored by

the county that if no other
provisions can be made for
maintenance, the city would
pay half the cost if the county
would put a blacktop surface

the Arlington Heights VFW
Post 981 and the Arlington
Freights Elks Club. It won the
national championship in 1967
in New Orleans and finished
second last year in Detroit.

the road to carry traffic
year-hg grown strong firm on
through the winter. He estious since that pipe was in- mated the total cost at about
leaves. It has remained vigor-

523,000.

stalled.

ABOUT TWO WEEKS

ago, it appeared that the tree
was sick again. Mrs. Jarnecke
called the village, and a man
came out to inspect. He said
tliat it did indeed look unhealthy, and that he would he
back in two weeks to check.

He didn't come back yet,
but in the meantime that tree
has (pardon the pun) "turned

The Coronets have

Scouts at Camp

bringing

for Camp Napowan, Wild
Scoutmaster

Wis.

That the bus is late Saturday did not seem to bother Coronets color guard and drill team

Toni Foster and his nine
scouts will take part in a

members Betsy Muse, Nancy !trousseau, Mary Hickcox, Laurie Peterson, Sally Cassidy, Karen
Stephens and Viv Faity. With their hacks to the camera are Babe Muse and Karen Kastning. They

advance-

spent their time chatting at the Arlington Heights Veterans of Foreign Wars Post, Yale and
Northwest Hwy., about their trip to Philadelphia for the National VFW convention over the

wide range of activities including

scout

camp -

swimming,
tire programs and hiking.
ment,

over a new fear' and looks
quite healthy. The yellow and
withered leaves have blown
down and the rest of the tree

Si U.

SR

tree really didn't have Dutch
elm disease at all eight years

le ON OUR COIN -OP
S TYPE DRY CLEANING -

toms and it was a sick tree. It at

least had some sort of "virus."

the Franklin Park headquarters. Jacobs first joined Osco in

M Jacobs of 1318
N Salem Blsel has been appointed vice president of administration and finance. His
duties will include supervision

1967.

John P. Spurlock of.820 S.
Burton has been appointed
vice president of personnel. He
began with Osco in 1966.

4 Road

foul aiLa Il1L,111011%
\
I

Even if the "pipe" method

Village

the

of

The Prospect Heights Wel-

north to Willow Rd. in

Mourn Prospect.
There will be

aleit to sabots load lane

closures and harteadings.

meeting,

'

i

ql l 111 t

a

followed by

general
a fun

evening of Crazy Cards, with
prizes awarded.

All newcomers to Prospect
Heights or others interested in
joining the club should call

Mrs: William Pierce at 8246465 for further information.

Arlington Heights, recently was appointed assistant

cashier in the Customer Service Department of the Mount

at

State

Prospect

Dempster Junior High School,
120 W Dempster Mount

Lindstrom

is

Bank.

Prospect

a graduate of

attended classes at the
American Institute of Bank-

has

te troop will be offering

all the corn a person can eat.
for SI Hot dogs and barbecue
also ~sill be available

1 his is the troops only
,using activity of the
year

ing, Chicago. She joined the
bank in 1952 and since that
time has served in all operational
hank.

departments

4,

Mrs.

Moser Business College and

of

ATTENTION

CUB FANS

the

2ND ANNUAL

"We Lubs the Cubs"

HOME of the DAY
ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Baseball Special!
`'Meet Me in St. Louis and Possibly

'See the Pennant Clinching Gamesi.

Saturday Sept. 13, 1969
gSunday Sept. 14, 1969

V

8 West Miner Street

Arlington Heights, III.

MOVE IN BEFORE SCHOOL
This vacant 4 bedroom 2 bath brick & frame ranch features kitch
on wohIN,t in oven, range, dishwasher, disposal, slate entry foy
er, laundry, IRO room, attochechgarage, fireplace in living room,
carpeting anclarErp4s Choice location. Walk to schools, park, pool,
shopping, and church

ONLY $34,900

MUST SELL

$6 529
6.54'91*

Accemodotions

SALES COUNSELOR OF THE DAY

INCLUDES:

Air Conditioned Buses Free Beer,
Pop, And Snacks. Superior Rooms At

MILLE MORRIS
Camille and her husband Chet have
lived at 520 Walnut, Elk Grove Village

The Chase Park Plaza (Where The
Cubs Stay) Transportation To And

for the past 9 years. They have a poodle
"Coco Chanel" who thinks he's

From Both Games. Buses Will Depart
Approximately 11:30 A.M. Saturday
From: Mt. Prospect Vacations, Inc.

"people". Camille has been active in
the

Children's

PH: 394-1118

PERSON

$70.00

Aid Society, Women's

Club, and Masque and Staff. She is an
avid bridge player.

666 E. Northwest Highway
(Route 14)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois
And Return Same Location Sunday

OPENING WITH

NEW.

.

Approximately 9:30 P.M.
Depending On Length Of Game.
Night

S. E. CORNER
ARL. HTS. ROAD
OF HOMES
NORTHWEST

REALTORS

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

956-0880

MEMBER MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

FALL FASHION
for back -to -school

ALL TICKETS AWETERRACE BOX
SEATS FOR BOTH GAMES

& HIGGINS

MOUNT
PROSPECT
259-603(1

$2.70

'Vaal

and young career
SHIRTS, SKIRTS, PANTS,
BLOUSES, DRESSES, PANT -SUITS,
LEATHER, SUEDE, & ACCESSORIXS!

666 EAST NORTHWEST HIGHWAY

P.

i

t

1'111'11 ''' ' VITT ''''''''''

Palatine, Illinois
4 E. Palatine Rd.
Phone 359-3655

Pearl Lindstrom of 916 N.

sored by Dempster PTA will
hold its second annual corn

REG.

Spots-6nd ekanet

competed with 17 Illinois high school bands in the fair's "Salute to Youth" day last week. The
public can hear the jazz band's winning numbers at a special outdoor concert tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. at Grantwood School, 225 E. Elk Grove Bld.

Pine,

Boy

at

Newcomers

Club will meet at 8 p.m. August 21 at the Holiday Inn in

and motorists ale advised to

Sunday

Wagon

come

Northfield Foss nship
ion has started
I mist'

Scouts Plan
Corn Roast
Scout Troop 146 spon-

1

P.H. Newcomers Meet Aug. 21

I ownships and
Phingston Rd near West Lake

roast

3 TROUSERS
OR 3 SKIRTS
CLEANED & PRESSED

Gov. Richard OlgivIvie presents the first place trophy to Douglas Peterson, director of District

holes."
Hank: "Well, if they're
not holes, what are they'?"

Noi thfield

pm

13

qi

are these holes in the wood'?"
Frank: "They are knot-

C,Ieenwood Rd.
NA est to
near \ Ids\ ankee \s
West I ,ike As in Nlaine and

I

" " VALUABLE COUPON
BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL

Hank: "Say, Frank, what 214's Elk Grove High School jazz band. The group, selected from the school's 150 band members,

(,Icn,oc

he

E

MIN.

II

WITH COUPON - GOOD THRU AUG. 27, 1969

WORST JOKE of the Day:

from

Rd

3 OC 3113.

$2.00

only postpones the death of a
tree, it would be worthwhile,

Rand Ril north to Nlilssaiikee
I ake-t ook Rd near
\s
Cacao lias Rd east to Sheri -

As

per lb.

records that might shed some
light.

of
4%% .11 ded \rcole
Midwest ( or p of Fs anston a
5598 321 contact to resurface

in

mon concern, perhaps someone should check into this
"remedy."
Maybe Public Works Direc-

pert check the tree and any

/Wed
Illinois Dn. ision

Rd

14

1 ALL OF the elm

trees in the area and with dread
Dutch elm disease such a com-

have a knowledgeable tree ex-

flu_
11 ighss as s Iris

clan

'1,

ALL GARMENTS PRE SPOTTED, CLEANED, PUT ON
HANGERS & BAGGED

mtemommigi

tor David L. Creamer could.

Contracts

Ar

And, it appears that the pipe
seems to have cured it, or at
least postponed the death of
the tree.

$ 35

i Is

GOOD THRU AUG. 27, 1969

ago. But it did have the symp-

have been appointed vice presidents for Osco Drugs, Inc.

them.

DESr

Now,. it could he that the

William Jacobs
of the administration offices at

been

championship

The Coronets will return
Friday between 5 rind 6 p.m.
by charter bus and a special
welcome is being planned for

weekend.

has perked up and looks sound.

John Spurlock
Two Arlington Heights men

back

trophies to Arlington Heights
for several years. The drill
team is under the direction of
Lynn Lindstrom.

Boy Scout Troop 207,
sponsored by the Sunset
Park PTA, left Aug. 17
Rose,

a

won the Illinois State championship at the State Fair in
Springfield for the third year

the pip was inserted,,a clear is a provision that the -success the badly --ing from it. And to this day. (01 bidder maintain
road through- the
potholed
an
almost
constant
there is
dripping from that pipe in the winter.
water -like liquid started dripp-

Phoebe occasionally pokes it
in the pipe opening to he
is not clogged.

with

The 66 -girl unit of Arlington
Heights teen-agers last week

maple syrup.

tree.

Arlington Heights

Coronets girls color guard and
precision drill team yesterday -

beytnbsetnieocutniotyn
obefoopr theconstruction

Bidsaret

There's an elm tree in town

ge 3

Day Light
ribbean and Gulf of Mexico,
Anna and Blanche have preceded CaMille on the list of

By. Joseph Stubenrauch

---- Camille has been much iii
evidence these days.

names reserved Jor hurricanes
and tropical storms.

Not the musical tear-jerker
which was yesterday's equivalent of today's soap opera. And
not just a new gal in town, in
the words of the old ballad.
Camille is the official name

VIETNAM
AI3 M

IF YOU have dismissed
these

wrong.

wool_ DesECizECIATION

areas

tropical storms and hurricanes, according to Dr. Robert

II 1

I

Eve, Francelia, Gerda, Holly,
Inga, Jenny, Kara, Laurie,
Martha, Netty, Orva, Peggy,
Rhoda, Sadie, Tanya, Virgy,
and Wenda. "Francelia" jolts

bit, --not too brief, rather
elaborate-wouldn't just Fran
a

Seventy-three of the teach-

ers have a bachelor degree, 36
have a masters. degree or
above.

have been a better choice?

The university most of the

"In the words of Setae! Paige, Mr. President, 'Don't
look back, somethin' may be gainin' on you!"

Five other universities had

four or five graduates. Altogether, there are 48 colleges

Tbe Vro5pect Dap

and universities represented.

Friday.. by Day Publications, Inc.
The Da) is published daily. Monday through
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
' Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, 111. 60016

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. 517.1111 a year; S').0{) for six months
Newsstand price, Ill cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect. 111. 60056

losis, diabetes or a general run-

main in the lungs but the recovered victim is not handi-

down condition but more often no cause can be found.
This potentially serious disease should be treated by an
qpfithalmologist. Most cases
ban be cured, but there is always danger of a recurrence
unless the cause has been

capped by them.

Q-When my daughter, 9,
turns her head from side to side
there is a cracking sound.

What causes this? What is the
treatment?

found and eliminated.

A-A cracking or grating

sound in any joint is usually

Q-What is the best treat-

due to a roughening of the opposing surfaces or to a tendon
snapping across a bony promi-

ment for bilateral iridocyclitis

Des Plaines Theater Group
To Give 'Our Town' Drama
Des Plaines Theatre Guild
members and guests will see a

performance of Thorton
drama, "Our Town," at.
the August membership meet' ins.

The program will be held at
8 p.m., Aug. 27, at Guild Play620

house,

.

Lee

St..

Des

nlaines.

THE CAST IS mostly from
,.,,Theatre Eit'st of Chicago,
which toured Europe recently,

under the direction of Tom

.Ventriss. who also directs the
play..

Nancy Raus, 465 Oak, Des

board member and
ticket chairman for the Guild,
takes the leading role of the
stage manager. while another
guild member, Jackie Martin,
1308 Northwest Hwy., Park
Plaines,

Ridge, has the role of Mrs.
Soames.

The Forum," presented in association with Music On
Inc. of Arlington
Stage,

OTHERS INCLUDE Tom

Joanne Notz as Mrs. Webb,
and Bill and Pat Mages as
George Gibbs and Emily
Bill Mages of Chicago, has
one of the leading roles in the
Guild's opening production of
the new Season-the musical
comedy "A Funny Thing

ing Sept. 12 for four weekends, "Summer and Smoke,"
in November, "Barefoot in

Heights.

The Park" in January, "Wait
Until Dark," next March, and
"Tom Jones" in May.

VENTRISS, WILL also direct "A Funny Thing."

cruit more people willing to

Membership in Des Plaines
Theatre Guild is open to anyone in the area, and season
subscriptions for the five pro-

ductions of 1969-70 will be
available at the meeting on
Aug, 27.
For Si 0 members may see

"A Funny Thing Happened"
the Guild's first musical open-

"We are most anxious to rework behind -the -scenes on our

plays this year," says Guild
president Mrs. Kenneth Mac -

A Rockford engineer and a
Kenilworth dental hygienist

will join the Harper College
year.

William F. Hack, 33, was

hired as assistant professor in
numerical control technology.
He holds a bachelor's degree
in industrial engineering from
LeTourneau College, Tex.,
and a master's degree in man-

agement from Northern Illinois University.
The father of two children,
Hack also taught adult education in Rockford.

are hoping for a good turnout
at this first meeting of the new
season to enjoy "Our Town"

and learn' about the fun of
being an active member of our
group."

THAPCED
using all seven of these letters.

24 good, 30 excellent

Answer on Comic Pr-

'

A-Most cases of iritis also
involve the eiliarybOdy of the

nence. The best treatment is
,avoidance of sudden move-

eye in which case they are

ments of the involved joint.

properly called iridocyclitis.
For the best treatment, see
your friendly opathalmologist.

Q-Are uveitis and iritis similar?
A-Uveitis is an inflammation of the membranous layer just inside the
hard white capsule of the eye.
The uvea includes the visible

od.

Earlier tests, starting back
in 1948, and conducted with
"Esther" in 1961, and "Beulah" in 1963, provided indefi-

around, get it?
While we were mulling over

tion slipped into a rider to

has struck for the worm to
turn?

Thinking it over, we're willing to forget about switching
names in that hurricane list.
You can continue to have a
monopoly of those highly
feminine, frilly and dainty bits

conclusions, since the
seeding attempt was too limitnite

our duly elected representa-

display only their most gracious and feminine aspects.

A few

ed.

tives on the banks of the Potomac, another matter came up,

perhaps, a

tears,

gust or two of temper, but try

which has definitely diverted

Stormfury
current
The
program is a joint Department

us from this idea.

of Commerce -Department of

ly right to change your mind

EVEN WHILE

Defense arrangement aimed to

CaMille

improve storm prediction and
tee what can be done to

was raising havoc along our

to remember that your woman-

also allows you to flash smiles
of sunshine, too.

41

vt

4,4

it

that the snoring will damage
your son's hearing but I would
strongly advise giving him his
own room before he is six.

0 t'

Q-Otir son, 9, has psoriasis
on his hands and face. He goes

to the doctor's office for special light treatment. Could

ti

these be given at home?

A-A sun lamp (ultraviolet
light) has a beneficial effect on
the lesions of psoriasis. If you
purchase such a lamp, you
should follow the accom-

panying instructions very
carefully.

getf'3.1

;
,
0:> 1961

1-2c
"Then may I say, Congressman, that you're against
going Into debt but FOR deficit spending?'
MA, I6c.Tx sera US h.. Off.

HERE IT COMES ....

THE ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER'S

the back of the eye called the
choroid. Uveitis is ndtoriously
hard to cure.

Q-What is

the

cause of

chorioretinitis? Is there any
hope for a permanent cure?

A-This Inflammation of the
retina and the choroid is usual-

ly associated with kidney dis-

ease, diabetes,

pernicious
anemia or hardening of the arteries. The outlook for cure de-

men who teach dental hygiene
at Harper.
Bowling
attended
She
Green State University in
Ohio and received a bachelor's

vision in one eye as a result of a

degree from the University of
Michigan.

Q-I have recently lost the

RIDES GAMES! CONTEST! PONIES! GREAT BUYS!
7evedieed

See

THURS., FRI., & SAT - AUG. 21-22-23

vascular thrombosis near the
retina. What caused it? I am
taking an anticoagulant but

THURSDAY - Aug. 21

my vision has not improved.

Friday
Is Last
Day
Cook County Clerk Edward
J. Barrett today reminded voters who will vote in the primary election to nominate candidates for the constitutional
convention on Tuesday, Sept.
23, and those who will vote in
the special election in the 13th
Congressional District on Oct.

A-Clotting in the retinal

vessels may be associated with

ANTHONY IN GLASS glass blower

hardening of the arteries, valvular heart disease or kidney
disease. Anticoagulants'
should help to prevent further
.damage but will not restore
vessels that are already dam-

LANGE TROUPE - teaterboard artists
CARNIVAL
TRIO ANGELOS - aerial acrobatics
FASHION SHOW
ROLUNG MEADOWS BAND
THE PHENOMENA - teen band

aged.

Clark St., Chicago.
Barrett's election department is open from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. Moriday through Friday,
and Saturday from 9 a.m. to 12
noon.

..

1,14:GA I

IN( Y1'1( :ES
101'

Irg

21,1..rti-ing

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
9 30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
2, 4 & 8:30 p.m.
3 to 10 p.m.
3.30, 7 & 9 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

7:30 to 8:30 p.m.
8.30 to 10 p.m.

FRIDAY - Aug. 22
WELLS FARGO STAGECOACH & SPIRIT

OF THE WEST TRAIN kiddie rides

ANTHONY IN GLASS - glass blower
LANGE TROUPE - Natterbarad artists
CARNIVAL
TRIO ANGELOS - aerial acrobatics
FASHION SHOW
THE HAYMARKET RIDE teen band
SQUARE DANCING - caller, "Fog" Thompson

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
9 30 a.m. to 9 p.m.
2 4 & 8 p.m.
3 to 10 p.m.
3:30, 7 & 9 p.m.
6:30 p.m.
7.30 to 10 p.m.
8:30 to 11 p.m.

_5.1. I loo

SATURDAY - Aug. 23

registration is Friday, Aug. 22.
Unregistered voters may

register with their local, city,
village' or township clerks, or
with the county clerk, in room
230, County Building, 118 N.

WELLS FARGO STAGECOACH 8. SPIRIT OF THE WEST TRAIN kiddie rides

WELLS FARGO STAGECOACH &

NOTICE TO BIDDERS:

School District #25 is taking bids on
the following:
One International Scout
truck or equivalent.
for information contact Mr.
Pflughaupt CL 3-6100.

SPIRIT OF THE WEST TRAIN - kiddie rides

ANYTHONY IN GLASS - glass blower
CARNIVAL
FASHION SHOW & SEWING CONTEST
WATERMELON EATING CONTEST

LANGE TROUPE totsterboard artists
TRIO ANGELOS aerial acrobatics
DIAPER DERBY

10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
9:30 a.rn. to 9 p.m.
11 a.m. to 10 p.m.
12:30 p.m.
2 p.m.
1.30 & 3:30 p.m.
3 8. 5 p.m.
4 p.m.
7.30 to 10:30.p.m.

DANCING The Aristocrats

the above is legal 33798

..

.10

yt

Or.

of nomenclature, girls.
Just so all future storms,
Debbie, Eve, even Francelia,

iris and its extension toward

pends on the cause and the severity of the disease.

7, that the deadline for voter

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

and where can it be obtained?

Patricia Connolly, 23, will
join the 16 women and eight

t:

HIDEAWORD

16 planes of the

many as

Cowan of Glenview, "so we

2 Join Harper Sta
faculty for the 1969-70 school

Vcntriss as Dr: Gibbs, Tausca
McClintock as Mrs. Gibbs,
Dick Schultz as Editor Webb.

Webb.

Happened On The Way To

something about the weather,
in place of the weather doing

Q-My min, 5, sleeps with his
birds and bats. An attack conimmunity for mother who is a very loud snosome
fers
awhile, but heavy exposure to rer. Will all that noise damage
the fungus may cause a recur- his hearing in time?
rence. As is the case with tuA-There is little danger
berculosis, some scars may re-

Q-My doctor says I have
A-Iritis may be associated
with arthritis, gout, tubercu-

,t/wowing Editor

case of man literally doing

11141,0'

actue iritis. What causes it and
is there any cure?

William J. Kiedaisch

killer storms, then a new era
may well unfold.
You might say that it's a

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

Robert C. Smith, Genera/ Manager

John F. Stanton. Editor and rob/is/ter

property by eliminating the

yuen 'to -4;

Wednesday, August 20. 1969

l'age 4

year-

afoot plans to reduce the fury
of hurricanes, save lives and

Cause of Acute Iritis Often Hard to Locate

-- Marshall Field Ill

necessary

entists have been enabled to set

DOCTOR SAYS

the origami dream by always .nallots.sly
the paper's freed° m and intellectu«lintegrity.''

but

round weather watch, the sci-

the silver iodide, 7 -pound
something to him.
cans, each roughly half the size
of a beer can, Monday, with as
SHALL WE say, the hour

female in a rage. Storming

some Congressional bill before

with 10 per cent each.

THE "SEEDING"

with

gerous

ing plug about never to under- ' ESSA, U.S. Navy, and U.S.
estimate the power of a wom- Air Force taking part in the
operation which involved
an. He may even had a sly intention of suggesting that this dropping the "bombs" five
times over an eight -hour periapplied especially well to any

what with the stress on giving
women equal job opportu-

for the distaff side to stand up
and shout for "emancipation," and all that includes,
such as paying taxes, finding a
place to park the car, hanging
on subway straps or overhead

releasing

heat

energy into the storm system,
thus pacifying Debbie, dissipate the funnel-like "eye"
and kill off the storm.

ting the hurricane list to girls'
names may have been influenced by that old advertis-

the best way to get this sugges-

nitids, and the over-all trend

State University and the University of Illinois followed

ice crystals,

We can believe that whoever was responsible for restric-

NO MATTER, we have

other fish to fry. Actually,

graduates attended was Northern Illinois University, De Kalb, 11 per cent while Illinois

'the theory works, change supercooled water droplets into

zing?

says Simpson. The list for 1969
runs as follows: Anna,
-Blanche, Camille, Debbie,

teaching experience.

have dis-

into the clouds around the hurricane eye of Debbie, upset the
balance of forces there, and, -if

air, and Zaccheus a definite

of any particular individuals,
211

to

tinctive monikers, such as Hezekiah, Abiathar, Athelstan,
Hieronymus, Ichabod, Eustace, Maximilian, Sigismund?
Doesn't Aaron have a certain

The names, selected for
clearness and brevity, are not

stitute 51.3 per cent of the total, and 49 per cent have had

qtAvaAy

clarity, why not invoke our
timeless right

has been he missions -flown by
W.e at h e r Reconnaissance
Squadron Four, the U.S.
Navy's famous Hurricane
Hunters, whose prime task has

prevent the impact of Camille
or to inhibit its force.
But, this time, the aptly
named Project Stormfury has
dropped silver iodide particles

INSTEAD OF brevity and

bureau's national
hurricane center in Miami
where the storm names are as-

has made an analysis of its 109
new certificated employes.
Beginning teachers con-

-1111=11..

been to provide early warning
of tropical storms, since 1943.
If now, instead of this dan-

signed.

High School District

UP TO NOW, the most vital

against discrimination._ - Why can't we have tropical
storms named after us?

Jurm-Perharis this is the hour
for all males to strike a blow

weather

New Teachers

ens storms.

hurricane, Debbie, was formut
,
ing, way out to
buildnjg-ti o evil propor-

work done about hurricanes

H. Simpson, director of the

-bistrict 211
Analyzes 109

e of these

southernmost coastline, a new.

way and let them dominate the
field of hurricane -naming. ____--t ioria-.
There does not seem much
On the other lo_md,--mfi-Ybe
this is the_time-forthe worm to can be done by scientists to

Since 1953, girls' names
have been used to identify such

fringing the Gulf of

Mexico.
Since June 1, the official
opening of the hurricane season, 1969, which lasts through
November -in -the Atlantic, Ca-

we ought to yield the right of

makes the front page, you're

velocity and devastation highs
in its onslaught on coastal

POvErft4
.NTv
CI v

handgrips in' buses, and wearing pants in public, we suppose

the pressroom, as each disaster

!NFL/Mori
cAMPOS KEN OltYnOtA

'

girls' names as some

thing thought up by the boys hi

of the hurricane that hit new

vReAN PRourn

Turn of the Worm

......

.....

I

Counting Calories?

tiave Your Pie And Eat It Too
-'How's your

Peach custard 257
Rhubarb custard 308
Pillsbury Sprinkle 169
Sweet Recipe. - 165

summertime

figure? You're watching your
calories, you say, but your
sweet -tooth keeps nagging for
a treat. Diet or no diet, every-

To help you curb your calorie intake and still satisfy
your sweet -tooth. Pillsbury

one gets hungry fora juicy
piece of pie.

has developed several dessert,
salad dressing and canning
recipes which are available
free to you in booklet form. To
receive this booklet, send your
name and address to: Pillsbury
Lo -Cal Cook Book, Box 916,
Dept. 147, Minneapolis,
Minn. 55460. 's

With the help of a simple -to -

make special recipe and Pillsbury's sugar replacements,
you can enjoy just such dtreat.
Peach Custard Pie when made

according to most home recipes gives you about 257 calories per serving (one -eighth
pie). You can enjoy the same
moist custard, meringue topping and tender crust with just
169 calories per serving. This
caloric reduction is made pos-

1

cial meringue recipe.

1/2

IF YOU'D LIKE a slightly

barb for the peaches. Made

Clark was flower girl in yellow

gredients and place in shell.
Bake at 375 degrees for 30 to

Top with meringue, sealing
to edge of crust. Bake at 375
for 10 to 15 minutes until
brown. Cool.

Rhubarb
Custard Pic: In filling, substitute 4 cups cut-up fresh rhu-,

stiff peaks form.
VARIATION:

barb in f/2 -inch pieces for the 4

cups_ sliced fresh -peaches. -in-- -

creas e. Pillsbury Sprinkle
saucepan, combine -corn= -Sweet from 1/2' cup to 11/2 cups
starch, water and Pillsbury and Pillsbury liquid Sweet* I0
.

MERINGUE: --In

small

tablespoon to 3 tablespoons, Omit lemon juice and
nutmeg. Add six to eight drops
red food coloring. Made with
from

sweetener. Cook over medium
heat, stirring constantly, until
mixture thickens. Cool. In
small howl, beat egg whites until fluffy. Add cream of tartar:
continue to beat until soft
peaks form. Add cooled corn-

I

Sweet* 10. one serving has 165
calories. With Sprinkle Sweet,
one serving has .186 calories.

New Ways With

cup Pillsbury's All i'ur-

An Old Favorite

cup Pillsbury Sprinkle

tablespoon unsweetened
1
lemon juice
Vi teaspoon nutmeg
4 cups sliced fresh peaches
Meringue:

the Rhubarb Custard Pie will
give you only 165 calories per
serving, as compared to .308
per serving with a home sugar

Her

Roll out on floured surface.
Place in nine -inch pan.
Flute edge. Combine filling in-

starch mixture and beat until

1/4 cup skim milk

with this low -calorie recipe,

Mary Lou Meid and Anita

Vs teaspoon cream of tartar

No need to sift flour; measure by lightly spooning into
cup and leveling off. In small
bowl, combine flour and salt.
Stir' in oil and water, stirring
with fork until well blended.

-

35 minutes until filling is set.

Sweet or 1 tablespoon Pillsbury liquid Sweet*10
2 tablespoons flour
2 egg yolks

different pie, substitute' rhu-

Geraldine Therese Clark,

cup Pillsbury Sprinkle
Sweet or 11/2 teaspoons Pillsbury liquid Sweetel0
1,4

pose Flour
V2 teaspoon salt
cup cooking oil
3 tablespoons water
Filling:

and change in the shortening
used for the crust; use of skim
milk for the filling and a spe-

Geraldine Clark
Marries Teacher
From East

1/4 cup water

PEACH CUSTARD PIE

-Isible by the use of Sweet*I 0 or
Sprinkle Sweet; a reduction

There's no need to give up all sweets just because you need to count calories. With such helps as
Pillsbury's sugar substitutes, you can "have your pie and eat it too." (Photo courtesy The Pillsbury
Company)

2 teaspoons cornstarch

recipe.
Home Sugar -Recipe

2. egg whites

Page 5

PROSPECT DAY

We lie day. August 20. 1969
Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

..9U9-21.911.1.9

daughter of Mr and Mrs John Louise Edder, wearing yellow
A Clark of Mount Prospect, faille and carrying baskets of
was driven to her wedding in a summer garden flowers, at1931 Ford rumble seat coupe tended as bridesmaids. Nancy
decorated with daisies

groom, Robert Joseph Regan,
son of Mr and Mrs James V
Regan, is from Flushing, N Y
The Aug 2, 1969, wedding
was solemnized by Reverend
Edmond A Green at St Raymond's Catholic Church Music was provided by Barbara A
Steiner

The church was decorated

faille She carried a basket of

garden flowers
T w o butterfly

orchids

adorned the olive-green silk
suit of the bride's mother. The
groom's mother chose a short
suit of pink silk
Delicately browned meringues top this soft custard dessert, made quickly and easily with egg
custard mix. Serve it by candlelight, in pretty glass dishes, to reflect its heritage as a favorite

THE GROOM'S brother,
Peter, served as best man.

American dessert from the time of Jefferson. (Photo courtesy of Jell-O Golden Egg Custard Mix)

with white flowers and ribbons Charles L Short, Dennis G.
Carlson and Robert I. Reigle
on the aisles
were ushers
THE BRID1 'S silk organza

Floating Island

A reception for about 150
over taffeta ivory gown was
appliqued on top and bottom was held at the home of the
with lace and pearl She wore a brides parents
The bride is a graduate of
fingertip veil and a pearl
crown headpiece She carried Sacred Heart of Mary High
a long cascade of white plu- School in Rolling Meadows
and Ntarymount Junior Colmenia and stephanotis

is

an old

dessert favorite that goes as far
back as Thomas Jefferson.
One of his favorite French desserts was Oeufs a la Neige,
which appeared often at Monticello and the White House.
Somehow "eggs in the

Edith Ann Clark, wearing a lege of Virginia.
The groom, a graduate of
long blue faille gown and carrying ,i summer garden bou- Georgetown University is now
quet, was her sister's maid of teaching at Bishop O'Connell
honor Ruth Anne Clark High School in Arlington, Va.

snow" became translated into
English and American Cookery as "floating island." These
days it's considered more a

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Joseph Regan

homespun than a gourmet des -

Fashionable First
Class Scouts

its simplicity has
made it a classic.

serf, but

AS WITH MANY classic
desserts, there are pitfalls in
preparing it in the traditional
manner. You used to have to
poach the "islands" (the meringues) in milk --a rather delicate operation. Then you'd use
the milk to make the soft custard, and only if you were skillful would it come out perfectly
smooth.
Now there are new tricks to
help you with this famous dessert. The first is the use of JellO Golden Egg Custard Mix, a
sure way to a velvety custard.
The second is a broiler method

for preparing the meringues-you must have a sharp eye, but

in the long run -it's much less
tedious than poaching.
A family that's fond of custard will also enjoy Rich
Cheese Custard, delicately fla-

vored with lemon and cream
cheese. It's one of many desserts in a handy booklet of cus-

tard mix recipes. For a free

copy, send your name and ad-

dress

(including

zip)

to

"Bright Ways with Custard,"
1048,

Box
4.4

Ill.

FLOATING ISLA NI)
1

rR

Kankakee,

60901.

package (3 ounces) egg

custard mix
3 cups milk
2 egg yolks,' slightly beaten
1 teaspoon vanilla
2 egg whites
Vs cup sugar
Combine custard mix and

blespoons at a unto, beating
thoroughly after each addition. Continue beating until
mixture forms soft rounded
peaks.

Drop from tablespoOn or
pipe from a pastry hag onto
ungreased baking sheet. making six meringues. Broil until
lightly browned. Stir custard.
Place meringues on top of
chilled custard. Makes about

three and one-half cups custard and six meringues or six
servings.

RICH CI IEFSE CUSTARD
.1

11/2 cups milk

package (8 ounces) cream
cheese, cut in cubes

teaspoon grated lemon
rind
Blend custard mix and sugar

with milk in saucepan. Add
cream cheese and lemon rind.
Bring quickly to a boil, stirring
constantly. Blend with rotary
beater until smooth. Pour into
custard cups. Chill until set.
if desired, serve with fresh
sweetened berries, thawed frozen berries or canned cherry
or blueberry pie filling. Makes
two and three-quarters cups or
live servings.
To unmold, chill at least two
hours. Loosen around sides

with spatula and invert onto
serving platter.
I

cup of the milk in saucepan.
Blend in yolks. Add remaining
milk. Bring mixture quickly to
a boil, stirring constantly. Remove from heat. Add vanilla.
Place wax paper directly over
custard and allow to cool

about 30 minutes. Stir and

, pour into serving dish.
Beat egg whites until foamy

throughout. Add sugar, 2 to-.

Dinner
Dance
The Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce annual dinner' dance will be held at the
Arlington Carousel in the
Round 'Fable Room on Sept.
12.

r.

LEFT: Susan Lebsock mod-

els her old-fashioned granny
An outfit worn with pride-the Girl Scout uniform-is modeled
by Jean Gould (left) as she presents a special First Class rank
wooden plaque to narrator (center) Carol Kiner, one of 14 girls
in the troop receiving this highest award. Nancy Barto, (right)
models her handmade graduation dress in white cotton waffle weave pique with simple scooped neckline, short sleeves and
accented with self -fabric bows at the natural waistline. Others
participating in the special show were Carol Maier, Pat Miller,
Beverly and Kathy Hanna, Donna Friewer, Linda Dinsmore,
Karen Larson, Janice Mehlan, Kathy Miller, Linda. Munn and
Kim Strachan. Barbara Crockatt was dresser; adviser was Mrs.
H. Gary Strachan.

Entertainment will be pro-

vided

gown of mini -flowered flannel

Wearing ensembles they made themselves, members of Girl
Scout Troop 212, Mount Prospect, directed by Leader Mrs. David Hanna and Mrs. Victor Johnson, participated in a special
fashion show. Many, working with Mrs. Daniel Kiner, received a
special award for dressmaking. Alyson Furch, who models a
royal blue jumper with embroidered waistband over a longsleeved, white, cotton lace -trimmed blouse, shares a hidden secret with Kathy Johnson. Kathy made her suspendered cotton
culottes of red and white check trimmed with white pearl buttons
and also worn over a white blouse.

package (3 ounces) egg

custard mix
2 tablespoons sugar

with a matching nightcap and
dippets. The special event held
at St. Mark Lutheran Church,
Mount Prospect, gave the
troop a chance to demonstrate
to their guests the true meaning of Girl Scout attributes of
good grooming, social techniques, table decoration and
menu planning. Jackie Gould
furnished the musical accompaniment for the fashionable
show.

by Top Brass, recent

winners of a band competition
held at Navy Pier.
Tickets for the occasion are
$10 and can be obtained at the
following locations: Carter
Music, 27 W. Prospect; Annen
and Busse, 104 E. Northwest
Hwy.; Dobbs and Busse, 104

E. Northwest Hwy.; Northwest Staioners, 102 E. ProsSpecialities,
317. W. prospect; Esquire Bar-

pect; Seventeen

ber Shop, 1111 Mount ProsPlaza; Louie's Barber
Shop, 9 E. Prospect, and Randhurst Corp., Randhurst.
pect

New Gift-Sice l ered
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In a decade that_has_pro--

Antique Show

lava-chirditiiand flower
power, the growing influence

tomers will be able to see the
of flowers has become even gift merchandise exactly as it
more evident in the simple art will 'be delivered via the rapid
of doing the right Thing at the FTD network.
The Speed -A -GA program;
right time.
Sending flowers has a way which combi erriTlowers with a
ii

of being right to cheer -or corn=

thank,-congratulate or

1'

welcome and to make any oc-

casion -a little more special.

Florists' Transworld Delivery
Association has added a -new

dimension to the practice of
floral gift -giving.

'

, --

plete with forks ,and u chafing=

drinking mag,--a-Briatwood

a thank -you to a weekend host -

_-Whether -for birthdays, an watering can, an old-fashioned- -niversaries, housewarmings or
box, -a silent butler, a brass tea

kettle, a silver bowl, an Early
American coffee grinder and a
chrome and plaid ice bucket.

For the gourmet, the pro-

gram's Connoisseurs' Collecgift articles, suitable for men _tion offers a fondue set cornas well_ as women, has been
-planned to fit practically all
gift -giving needs and pocketbooks Jlor_the-2tradifiaaalist
national basis. The -selection of

ess, this unique service goes a
step further in the warm art of
gift -giving.

Participating in litis new
service is Busse's Flowers and

Gifts, Inc Elm St. and Evergreen, Mount Prospect.

accessories.
This new inter -city delivery
service is expected to be a boon

uled for Sept. 4 at St. Pe-

to the man or woman faced
with a last-minute social or

gance and permanency of the
useful container.

Great Books
Leader Course
The
Books

Course

Junior

-5M1111111WW

Great

Training
Leader
originally sched-

ter Lutheran School, Ill
W. Olive, Arlington
will start one
Heights,
week later. Classes are
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m.
Any adult interested in
conducting classes should
contact Mrs. Burton
255-8349.
Thompson,

qtr *

exit

A selection of flowers in one of 12 distinctive gifts, which will be
remembered years later, can be sent in or out of town within hours
via Florists' Transworld Delivery Association's new Speed -A -

Gift Service.

ROLLING MEADOWS

7
,

SHOPPING CENTER

41
show chairman. The two-day show in the Langendorf Park Community House, Barrington, will feature 30 antique dealers and on

a

dish.

was launched this month on a

idea of sending flowers, the
gift is enhanced by the ele-

gram eliminates the time-consuming and tiresome ordeal of
L,

THE ITEMS include

china pitcher and bowl set, a
china cup and saucer, a metal

---Whb- prefers the thoughtful

"right" gift for a relative 'or
friend out of town. The pro-

,

choice of 12 different gifts,

WITH THE introduction of
its new Speed -A -Gift Service,
the FTD organization presents
an individual approach to the
problem of giving the right gift
for all occasions, whether the
recipient is across town or
across country. The solution?
Flowers along with floral containers to combine the beauty
of fresh flowers with the permanence of home furnishing

business gift obligation, as well
as to the shopper in need of the

Barrington's Fall Antique Show Sept. 5 and 6 is moving to
larger quarters, announced Mrs. Lawrence Baker, left, general

e -t o -s t ore shopping,
wrapping and mailing. Cus-

September 5 from 8 to 10 p.m. 150 Persian and oriental rugs will
be auctioned. Mrs. Orville Bergnen, center, and Mrs. Frank Sag-

liandi, members of the Barrington Auxiliary, recently previewed
the variety of clocks to be displayed.

THURS., FRI. & SAT.

AUG. 21,22, & 23!

Survival Guide to Moving
A manual that helps the
housewife through the important phases of moving to a new
home --complete with detailed
checklists and reminders --has
been issued by Hertz as part of
its popular one-way truck renting service
Available free of charge, the
16 -page booklet, "The Hertz
Survival Guide to Do -It -Your sell Moving" is considered
among the first comprehensive

age room.

In addition, the booklet devotes two pages to the ten most

important tips on packing and
moving, what to do with heavy
items, fragile ones, in(don't
flammable material
pack!), and even tells how to
handle helpful friends and
tired children.

to move the family.
"The Hertz Survivial Guide

to Do-lt-Yourself Moving" is
available free without obligation to all Hertz truck rental

locatiohs or may be had by
Department

writing

TI -W,

the work of a hired profes- and Sunday, Aug. 30 and 31,

on the Mall at Oakbrook Center, Cermak Road and Rt. 83,
THE NEW Hertz manual is from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
The West Suburban Fine
organized room by room, including the contents of living Arts Alliance and Oakbrook
room, dining room, dinette, Center present the promenade
den, bedroom, nursery, kitch- each year. Most of the artists
en. laundry garage and stor- who exhibit were selected by a

jury from RIO memberships of
the 16 art leagues which comprise the Alliance.

MORE. THAN 150 painters, sculptors and potters will
exhibit their works in the outdoor gallery provided for the
Promenade by Oakbrook Center. A wide range of media and
schools will be represented.
All artists will be in attendance

both days, and most of the

Your Favorite ROWNG MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER on Kirchoff Road

MORE FUN FOR YOU!

The Hertz Corporation, 660.
Madison Av., New York, N.Y.
10021.

Fine Arts Promenade

The seventh annual Oakguides not only to packing and
moving the entire contents of a brook Fine Arts Promenade
home, hut also to overseeing will be presented on Saturday
sional as well

In issuing the manual, Hertz
notes that women make nearly
70 per cent of all inquiries
about truck rentals for families
concerned with do-it-yourself
moving. While expanding its
coast -to -coast one-way truck
service, the company has discovered that wives usually get
the job of finding the best way

works exhibited will be for
sale.

Oakbrook Center provides

cash and ribbon awards, which
will be presented to the artists
chosen by judges.
The. Oakbrook Promenade
will take place rain or shine, as

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS

Be a guest at your own party
and let us do the work!!
Expert service, fine food
for all parties, large and small.

GWEN-LOR
CATERING
near the post office

ON ALL SUMMER MERCHANDISE

Pis

CALL:
255-1080
3298 KirchoffRoad

stkolet

Rolling Meadows, Ill.

Phone: 392-1015

Zuclteds 13eatity Salm

FINEST PASTRIES OF ALL KINDS!

the mall has adequate shelter
for both exhibitors and viewers. Plentiful free parking is

S

?taws

DIAPER DERBY

available.

"A Crawl to the Finish"
on Sat, at 4 pm

BAKED FRESH DAILY
RIGHT HERE IN OUR OWN STORE!

oil ND OPENING

Call: CL 9-3115
TO ENTER YOUR BABY TODAY!

CL 5-7192

Special prizes & a wiglet for Mother.

FABRIC WORLD

1,

Phone:

DON'T MISS
OUR FULL PAGE AD
ON THE BACK PAGE!
Rolling Meadows'Store

MANETTI LIQUORS

WATERMELON
EATING CONTEST

255-7474

ALL FABRICS
*SEWING AIDS

ACCESSORIES
BUTTONS
*TRIMS

Sat., Aug. 23....at 2 pm

"Simplicity" FASHION SHOW
Thurs. & Fri. Nites

Hey Kids! Here's your chance to eat & win!

6:30 pm

HOMEMAKER FASHION SHOW & SEWING CONTEST

Rolling Meadows Market Plaza
Phone: 253-9918

Sim SAVE ON "MIRACLE" PRICES!

Contestants will model their own creations.
Saturday at 12:30 pm

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER CALENDAR

ROARIN WEST FEST
GIANT CARNIVAL DAILY!

GREAT BUYS! GREAT PRIZES!
GREAT FUN!

Rolling Meadows

SQUARE DANCING

BAND CONCERT

Friday evening 8:30-1 1
caller "Foggy Thompson"

Thurs. Evening 7:30-8:30

LANOE TROUPE
Teeterboard Artists

Brand Names Foundation Official Award
AMERICA'S NO. I LIQUOR
RETAILER OF THE YEAR!

DANCING
Sat. evening from 7:30
"The Aristocrats"

TEEN BAND
Fri. evening 7:30-10
"Haymarket Ride"
World's Largest Captain's Chair

PHOTO CONTEST

*TRIO ANGELOS
The Flying Motorcycle Trapeze

"BIG SCHOONER" BAR
CHUCK WAGON TENT
Bratwurst & Bar BQ Beef

o4 -H EXHIBIT

'oPRAIRIE OASIS
Hot Dogs & Sweet

Corn)

THE DAY
Wednesday, August 20, 1969

Page.7

St. Vfrator-Sacred Heart us Routes
Drop girls.
Then Central to Wilke, left

St, Viator and Sacred Heart
of Mary bus routes have been
released by Ritzenthaler Bus

Wilke to Euclid, right Euclid
to Dryden, left Dryden to St.

Lines.

Viator.

ROUTE 180, starts 6:30
a.m.

Start:

ROUTE 183. Starts 6:35

Golf and Mea-

a.m. Start: Route 83 and Golf,
cast on Golf to Marshall, right
Marshall to Dulles, left Dulles

cham, south on Meacham to
Schaumberg, right to Schaum-

bergwto Washington Blvd.,
right Washington to Pleasant
St., right Pleasant

back

to Bradley, right Bradley to

right

Bode to Grand Canyon, right

Grand Canyon to Flagstaff,

hurst (Route 83), left Elmhurst to Oakton, left Oakton

right Flagstaff to Mohave, left
Mohave ,to Glendale, left

to Pennsylvania, left Pennsylvania to Algonquin, right Algonquin to Wolf, left Wolf to

Glendale to Illinois, right Illinois to Kankaae, left Kankakee to Roselle Rd.,

left

right Arizpna Blvd. to Hig-

gins, left Higgins to Ash, right
Ash to Golf Rd., left Golf Rd.
to Higgins, right Higgins Rd.
to Glen Lake Rd.

Wolf, left Wolf to Emmerson,
left Emmerson to Stevenson,
Left Stevenson to Central,

Thursday, August 21st

right Central to Louis, left
Louis to Milburn, right Mil-

9:30 - 9:30

Roselle Rd. to Arizona Blvd.,

Right Glen Lake to Chip-

Chippendale
(turn around back to Higgins),

burn to Northwest Hwy., right
left Higgins to Golf, left Golf Northwest Hwy. to School,
to Highland Blvd., left High- right School to Central, left
land to Durham. left Durham Central to Elm, right Elm to
to Dennison, right Dennison Memory Ln., left Memory Ln.
to Edgemont. left Edgemont to to Pine, left Pine to Thayer,
to

Right Thayer to Prospect

Highland, right Highland to
Ashley, right Ashley to Hill -

Manor, right Prospect Manor
to Gregory, right Gregory to
Russell, left Russell to Foundry or Kensington, left Kensington to Gibbons, right Gibbons to Euclid, left Euclid to

Crest.

Bedford

right Hilldest to Ro-

selle, left Roselle to Algonquin, right Algonquin to Quin tens, left. Quintens to Old

Plum Grove Rd., right Old
Plum Grove to Meacham,

right Meacham to Briarwood,
left Briarwood to Long Acres,
right Long Acres to Circle,
right Circle to Park, right Park
to 'Westwood, left Westwood
to Algonquin, left Algonquin
to Magnolia, left Magnolia to
Brookmeade, left Brookmeade
to Central, right Central to Sacred Heart. DROP GIRLS.
East on Central to Linden.
tight Linden to Oak, left Oak
to Wilke, left Wilke to Grove,

right Grove to Reuter,

left

Reuter to, Campbell, right
Campbell to Dunton, left Dun -

ton to Euclid. Pick up boys at
train station, ,Right. Euclid to
Dryden, left dryden to St. Via tor.

ROUTE 181. Starts 6:25
a.m. Star,t: Palatine and Quin tens, weston. Palatine to Ela,

right Ela to

Baldwin, right

Baldwin to Northwest Highway, right Northwest Highway to Willowwood, left Willowwood

Tahoe,

to

right

Tahoe to Wilshire, right Wilshire to Northwest Hwy.. left
Northwest Hwy. to (Winston
Park) Baldwin, left Baldwin to
Anderson.
Right Anderson to Win-

Viator (drop boys).
Dryden back to Euclid,
right Euclid to Wilke, left
Wilke to Central, right Central

to Sacred Heart. Pick up all
girls along Euclid.

ROUTE 184. Start 6:40

a.m. Start: Rand, Willow, and
Thomas. Then East on Willow

to Schoenbeck, left Schoenbeck to Ridge, right Ridge to
Route 83, right Route 83 to
Willow, left Willow to Wheeling Rd., right Wheeling Rd. to
McDonald, left McDonald to
Mandel, left Mandel to Alderman, right Alderman to Chest-

Birchwood, then right Birchwood to Park,
Right Park to McDonald,
left McDonald to River Rd.,
right River Rd. to Foundry,
right Foundry to Lee, right
Lee to Bittersweet, left Bitters-

weet to Quince, right Quince
to Euclid, left Euclid to Westgate, left Westgate to Ironwood,

right

Ironwood

right Cedar to Illinois, left Illinois to Plum Grove, right
Plum Grove to Kirchoff, left

Euclid, left Euclid to Gibbons,

ROUTE 182. Starts 6:35
a.m. Start: Landmeier and

Ridge, south on Ridge to Devon, right Devon to Carlyle,
tight Carlyle to Brantwood,
left Brantwood to Kenilworth
Av., right Kenilworth to Lonsdale, left Lonsdale to Creighton, right Creighton to John F.
Kennedy,

Left John F. Kennedy to

Beisterfield, cont. Beisterfield
to Wellington, left Wellington
Banbury Av. (turn around and
return to Beisterfield), right
Arlington
to
Beisterfield
Heights Rd., left Arlington

Heights Rd. to Oakton, right

left

Woodcrest to Wildwood, left
Higgins,

left

Higgins to Arlington Heights
Rd.,
Right

Arlington Heights
Rd. to Seeger, right Seeger to
Belmont, left Belmont to Golf,

left Golf to Milbrook, right
M i 1 b rook to Chesterfield,
right Chesterfield to Pickwick,
left Pickwick to Highland,

7:30 - 8:30 p.m.

erick to St. Viatpr.

I

right Busse Av. to I Oka, right

Oka to Council Tr.,

left

St., left Main to Orchard, left
Orchard to Elmhurst Rd., left
Elmhurst to Golf, right Golf to
Waverly, right WaVerly to

fair to Bristol; left Bristol to

Fairview, right Fairview to
Burton, left Burton to Central,
right Central to Sacred Heart.

West-Fest Photo Contest .
Train & Stagecoach
Glass Blower
Guests of Carnival
Clearbrook Center
The Lange Troupe
on the Teeterboard
Carnival
Trio Angelos Aerial Acrobatics
Fashion Show
Rolling Meadows Band

-

ROLLING MRADOWS SHOPPING CENTER

Friday, -August 22nd
9:30 - 9:30
9:30 - 9
2 p.m., 4 p.m.
and 8 p.m.
8 p.m. - 10 p.m.
3:30 p.m., 7 p.m.,
and 9 p.m.

6:30
7:30 p.m. - 10 p.m.
8:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

West-Fest Photo Contest
Train & Stagecoach
Glass Blower
The Lange Troupe
on the Teeterboard
Carnival
Trio Angelos Aerial Acrobatics
Fashion Show
Teen Dance
Square Dancing

EST r
and Sale!
Giant Carnival Daily
RIDES

Saturday, August 23rd
9:30 - 6

10-9
9:30 - 6
11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
12:30 p.m.

right Gibbons to Oakton, left
boys. Then Oakton to Wilke,

left Wilke to Central, right
ROUTE 185. Starts 6:35

Hintz to Schoenbeck, right

3:00 p.m.'& 5:00 p.m.

The Lange Troupe
on the Teeterboard
Trio Angelos -

Aerial Acrobatics
Diaper Derby

4;00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:30 p.m. Dancing

A BIG "THANK YOU"

Schoenbeck to Glenbrook, left

Glenbrook to Sherwood, left
Sherwood to Hintz, left Hintz
to Schoenbeck, right Schoen-

West-Fest Photo Contest
Train & Stagecoach
Glass Blower
Carnival
Fashion Show &
Sewing Contest

Watermelon
Eating Contest

2:00 p.m.

Oakton to St. Viator. Drop

Kirchoff to Vermont, left Vermont to Euclid, right Euclid to beck to Dundee, right Dundee
-to Route 83 (turn around),
Rohlwing.
Right Rohlwing to Fre- right Dundee to Arlington
mont, left Fremont to Cardin- Heights Rd.,
Left Arlington Heights Rd.
al Dr., right Cardinal to Owl,
left Owl to Central, left Cen- to Henry, right Henry to Hightral to Sacred Heart (drop land, left Highland to Berkley,
right Berkley to Mitchell, right
girls).
Left Central to Jay, left Jay Mitchell to Brittany, left Britto Meadow, right Meadow to tany to Kennicott (check for

School, left School to Campbell, right Campbell to Wilke,
left Wilke to Euclid, right Euclid, to Dryden, left Dryden to
St. Viator.

2 p.m., 4 p.m.,
8:30 p.m.
3 p.m. - 10 p.m.
3:30 p.m., 7 p.m.
and 9 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

to

Wheeling, right Wheeling to

a.m. Starts: Palatine and Buffalo Grove Rd., north Buffalo
Grove Rd. to Hintz, right

right Cedar to Kenilworth, left
Kenilworth to Elm, left Elm to
Helen, left Helen to Cedar,

Wildwood to

left CanDota to Busse Av.,

nut, continuing Chestnut to

Helen, right Helen to Cedar,

Grove, left Plum Grove to

10 - 9
9:30 - 9
1 p.m. - 3 p.m.

10-9

ston, right Winston to Palatine, right Palatine to Plum

Woodcrest,

o irc-TiTO-CanDota

Rd., right Arliegton Heights
Rd. to Frederick, right Fred-

Dryden, right Dryden to St.

Central to Sacred Heart.

Oakton to

len, right Hatlen to Myrtle, left
Myrtla to Crestwood, right
Crestwood to Lincoln. left
Lincoln to -Arlington Heights

Princeton, right Princeton to

pendale, ' right

right

Council Tr. to George,. right

Route -I-87. Stints- 7 a.m. Start:

Cakelatax of Eueittd

Drake, left Drake to Cambridge, right Cambridge to

Bedford,

Lontiquist, left 'Lonnquist tci
George to Lonnquist, right Hatlen, right Hatlen to EsCentral and Arthur, left Cen- Lonnquist to School, left tates, left_Estates-to- CrestCrestwoodto Hattral to We Go, right We Go to School tsi_Sunset,-right-SmIscr,
Lancaster, right-Laneaster-to- to Emerson,. left. Emerson to - len, left Hatlen to Central I
er y, right BePeTidelton, left Pendleton to
Country, right Cout_g.a_to___Ca. ftSrtt
We -Go right We GLIILLin.,___Sons etrrighrbiniset to Main verly to Mayfair, Wright May-

SACRED HEART ONLY.

Elder tO Fern, ii-ight Fern to
Willow, left Willow to Busse
Rd., right Bussollcr.- to Lonnquist, left Lonnquist to Hat-

Farthing, right Farthing to
Millers Rd., right Millers Rd.
to Marshall.
Left Marshall to Algonquin, right Algonquin to Elm-

to

Washington Blvd., .right
Washington to Bode,

Pryden to Euclid, right. Euclid Central and Busse Av., east on
to, Dunton, right Dunton to Busse to Kenilworth, right KeCampbell (stop at railroad sta- ,nilworth to Lincoln, left Lintion). Right Campbell to Ken- coln to CanDota, left CanDota
nicott, left-Kennicott to Kir- to Busse, right Busse to .I Oka,
choff, right Kirchoff to Wilke, right I Oka to Council Tr., left
left Wilke to Central, Central Council Tr. to Louis, right
Louis to Lonnquist, right Lon-__
to Sacred Heart.
nquist to Waverly, left WaverS T .c3 'VIATOR ONLY. ly to Golf, right Golf to RobRoute 186. Start 7 a.m. Start: ert,. left Robert to Elder, right

TO THESE SPONSORS:

Rolling Meadows

BAND CONCERT

Thursday evening 7:30 - 8:30

LANGE TROUPE
Teeterboard artists

DANCING

Sat. evening from 7:30

featuring
"THE ARISTOCRATS"

TEEN BAND

Fri. evening 7:30 - 10

featuring the

GAMES
PONY RIDES
WESTERN DIP

SQUARE DANCING
Friday evening 8:30 - 11
Caller - "Foggy" Thompson

TRIO ANGELOS
The Flying

Motorcycle Trapeze

"BIG SCHOONER"
BAR

CHUCK WAGON
TENT
Bratwurst & flar-B-Q Beef

"HAYMARKET RIDE"
ARMANETT1

JEWEL FOOD STORE

BANK OF ROLLING MEADOWS
BROWN'S FRIED CHICKEN

LYNELL FURNITURE

DUCHESS BEAUTY SALON

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING
,
CENTER ASSOCIATION
ROLLING MEADOWS BARBER SHOP

FABRIC WORLD

RON-MEL CARD STUDIO

GWEN-LOR CATERING

SCHIFF SHOES

THE CRAWFORD DEPT. STORE

WATER (MELON),
TROUGH

PRAIRIE OASIS
Hot dogs & sweet corn

4-H EXHIBIT
GLASS BLOWER

Burr Oak), left Kennicott to

OTHER FRIENDS OF THE SHOPPING CENTER

Hintz,

Left Hintz

to

Arlington

Heights Rd., right Arlington

Heights Rd. to Rand, right
Rand to Kennicott, right Kennicott to Palatine Frontage
Eastbound, left Frontage east-

bound to Walnut, right Walnut to Chestnut, left Chestnut

BAIRD IL WARNER INC.
BARRINGTON TRUCKING
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
COOK COUNTY WREST PRISIRVI DISTRICT
ROLLING *RADOM PARR DISTRICT
ROILING MEADOWS GARDEN CLUB
FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY
ROLLING MEADOWS JUNIORWOMAN'S ClUi
ROLLING MEADOWS VOLUNTEER FIREMEN'S ASSOCIATION

WORLD'S LARGEST

CAPTAIN'S CHAIR

PHOTO CONTEST

-

to Maude, right Maude to Patton, left Patton to Maude,

right Maude to Chicago, left
Chicago to

Thomas,

right

Thomas to Race (Chicago),
left Race (Chicago) to Oakton,
left Oakton to St. Viator. Drop
boys.

Dryden north to Thomas or,
Willow, left Thomas to Hickory, left Hickory to Oakton,
left Oakton to Dryden, right

Moves Office
The office of Philip Lembo
& Associates, architects, has
been moved to 232 Anthony

AD

Ct., Buffalo Grove.

The firm, formerly headquartered in Chicago, has been

active in the development of
urban renewal projects, site
development,
residential
work, apartment buildings,

townhouses and commerical

right Highland to Fairview,
left Fairview to Kaspar, left

work.

Kaspar to Salem, right Salem
to Kirchoff, right Kirchoff to
Wilke, left Wilke to Central,
right Central to Sacred Heart.

own firm, was associated with
the firms of Ezra Gordon -Jack
Levin & Associates, Oak Park.

Lembo, before starting his

,Your Center of Activity

THE.,..DAY.

--

--Ebert-said.
_-A-Palatine-raident is seekSHE SAID the family that
ing a home for a 17 -year -old
Turkish boy who wants to at-

takes him in has as much to

tend school in America.

gain as

he can spend his senior year
studying in High School District 21 I or 214.

or are going to install the latest
crime -stopping device called

his

THE BOY,

Cenral

yioglu, is the son of a wealthy

ment Agency Data System.
"It is a network set up_insv
i..ry state and across the nation
which serves as a remote sending and receiving unit for gen-

He speaks fluent English because most of his classes were
taught in English.
Miss Ebert describes her

eral inquiries made by the lo-

teenager with rather long, dark

hair." He likes driving cars,
but can not yet legally drive in
Turkey. He plays basketball at
this school in Ankara.
Cemal is accustomed to living away from home, because

EACH STATE has a computer located in a central area

for statewide information. For
Illinois the computer is located
in Springfield

he attended hoarding school
for six years. He wants to come
to America to improve his

network is attached to another computer in
the

English and learn more of the

customs of Americans, Miss

Washington, D.C. called the
National Crime Information
Center As an added feature,

"HIS FAMILY is very enity to come to America;" she

nicate among themselves.

said.

Cemal hopes to be a me-

PRINCIPAL tool
used by the local police sta-

chanical engineer some day.

similar to a teletypewriter and is put out by the
Western Union Company.

terests

HE

The boy's "American" ininclude reading Mad

is

Magazine and listening to rock
groups like the Rolling Stones.

"I would like to place Cemal with a family who considers
themselves broadminded and
feels they can make some con-

Information is first typed
and a coded tape is made on a

/h.

another part of the machine
and the tape code is translated

into electrical impulses which
arc sent to the state and national computer centers.

Within 30 seconds after the
impulses are transmitted, the

information being sought returns from both places. Pre -

tri but ion to international

F Nethaway of
E Hawthorne, Prospect
Heights. executive director of
the Chicago and Illinois Hair-

Richard

viously it would take anywhere

July of 1970 will begin the
Golden Anniversary celebration year of the National organization, according to Neth-

said today that

away. The Chicago and Illinois affiliate association is
the largest affiliate in the
country, and will urge all other
affiliates to join in the drive to
convince the Post Office Department to honor the "Beauty of American Women."

dressers Assn is supporting
the efforts of the National

Hairdressers and Cosemetologists Assn to have a stamp

to commemorate the
Beauty of American Wom-

issued

LEADS can be used to find;

:RAH: OAR

420 KIIOCHLEN

SO

BWLID

Anyone interested in giving

Cenral a home may contact
Miss Ebert at 358-7880..

Man Named
To Governor's
Advisory Unit
presi-

dent of Recreation Supply Co.

(Home Economics 450)
will be taught at Forest View
High School, 2121 S. Goeb-

blity of the school

ics

lations is a graduate level
course, exploring the responsi-

bert.

leadership and interpret home relationschool -community

THE SCHOOL course will
begin at 6:30 p.m., Sept. 22

educational criticism.

Tuition for each course is
$45, payable to Northern Illinois University. Students
may register with Pat Randle,

Recreation Supply is a man-

District 214 director of adult

ufacturer and distributor of

education by mail, addressed
to the NIU Director of Extension, DeKalb, 60115, or in per-

swimming pool equipment.

to offer

ships, utlization of community

Design (Art 211) will be taught
at the Countryside Art Center,
407 N. Vail at 6:30 p.m., Sept.
I5.

playground, gymnasium and

receives

three semester hours of academic credit.
School and Community Re-

A third subject, Beginning

Gottschalk will serve in a
special advisory capacity for
two years on the construction
and operation of swimming
pools in Illinois.

EACH COURSE

extension courses in Arlington
Heights this fall.
School and Community Relations (Education 572) and a
Workshop in Home Econom-

qnd home economics will start
at 6:30 p.m, Sept. 24.

of 605 E. Kensington St., Arlington Heights has been appointed to the Governor's Advisory Council by Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie.

son at the first class meeting.

resources and evaluation of

THE HOME economics
course, for undergraduates
and graduates, stresses advanced techniques in the study
of various phases of home economics.
Beginning design offers a
comprehensive study of design
elements and principles

through the study of two-dimensional space with emphasis on inventiveness in the use
of various media.

articles, guns, license plates,
vehicles, wanted or missing
persons and even a man's alias.

S

L MAPLE

g in

heritage

T111.: INVITING

(i0 %Vt.:STERN!

fall value
savings sale

out information about small I

I OF

.t TI !ESTI(' COLONI.% I. STYLING!

K.110Ell

\ DOLE"

1,:ltOP:111.1.:11,10011: Ar

IN OPEN SI'POCK!

The system is still in its infancy and there are still some
bugs to he ironed out in the system. There are times a comput-

er must he shut down to make

readjustments and minor repairs. Overall, though, police
departments who have used
LEADS have been satisfied
with its performance.

B) MAGAZINE RACK
C) MAGAZINE RACK
D) TELEPHONE STAND
E) SMOKF,R
F) SNACK TABLE

!Jk*-

eb

1-16.

_.-A

Your Choice
$988
each

Sofa,

$20000 PHOTO CONTEST
Swivel -Rocker
'109.95 DETAILS IN TODAYS HERALD and Easy Chair

17i

Desk
Chair

'39.95

et7.4=7'.'"""PLI.4."'(:."...7...."::;71r.'.
CO

(:;;,11111,9

dred of other beautiful subjects of importance in our
country But to date, a stamp
commemorating the "Beauty

ARLINGTON PARK

of American Women' has never been issued."

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
Keep oeol-ell Waders eemplelsty elr.condldoned
Peel- Psradet Yew ant Thum 2130, Fel. SAS, lat. end Hof. 1:111/.16

Quinones Perfects

Tools Stolen

450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

Tools valued at $346 were
stolen from a truck of the Bishop Plumbing Co., 1861 Busse,
Des Plaines, late Wednesday
night or early yesterday morn-

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

ing as the truck was parked
near the company's office, police said

14.4

e.yliving

K 'itchier'
"Bots and

Saddle".

bed.

room gear is enough to plad
den the hearts of every hand

on the ranch! The golden
Autumn (Ink glows with all

HOLIDAY INN'S FAMOUS

GROUP PRICED FOR SAVINGS NOW!
Rrochler hoapitality suite ia ready for every homemaker who delights in
the nostalgic charm of Fatly Americana! The nufa oilers lie" of comfort.
with Its deep pillow back and down aoft polyurethane foam cushions. The
swivel rocker and perfectly scaled errs chair complete this ensuing group.
d tones.
The graceful authentic styling is highlighted with wm
which are reflected in lustrous cocktail table find two ender table, . jun,
one of on exciting collection of ( olonial pieces priced right now for Fell
value saying.,

95

coming up over the old cur.

tal. and the eolid and veteered fininhen are echoed in

extured plfistic.
Mar.' nips

.

-Can't

LOOK! All 4 Rugs One Low Price
and They Are 99% NYLON!
Budget Terms

The Perfect "Extra" Chair Swivel Rockers - All 4merican Comfort

lit

0

*89

$79

t l

ondrful nylon . tru el.

69

Heywood -Wakefield

Ride choice of colors anirrabrice.

5 -Piece
Maple
Dining
Set

..,

,

.

4.

441:Plow lo I

:-,514;riP .41 M 7.,--,,,ilk, .t-7:. 1

'

"'":.
';'.

''

OLD COLONY

Authentic
Early
American

..;..k_

at

Mates

to 54

Chairs.

4

Heat

resistant tom. or efl"

Buffet Hutch

.

$

1

*SAIL

SOLID HARDROCK MAPLF:
BEDROOM DINING ROOM, STACK UNITS

CORRELATED HANCII OAK, MAPLE, PINE.
ALL SALE PRICED. MOST PIECES
IN STOCK FOR FAST DELIVERY.

CHOICE of
FABRICS
AND COLORS

1 29

lot:pinta

Swivel Rocker
Not Shown

7 COURSE MEAL
11111.11
WEDDING CAKE
et
BAND
ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE ,

Sr. lirm maitre...a Heavy quilt tops.
lull vented. prehuilt borders. Guar..

Choice ,$299e5.

4

SAVE 10%
Wall Decor, Accessories

Fir -

A.

B. HEAVY DUTY BUNK REDS
Butler.' priced hunk beds M kiln dried Hard.
wood finished inple color. Features curved
top with flat spinmadles. Complete with link
springs. ladder, mattrenn and guard mil.

/111

be proud of your choice of
Colonial America ...
it's fdrever charming.

Your

Median.

teed.

Condon, good looks, reasonably priced.

WITH EACH PACKAGE PLAN THE
iBRIDE & GROOM WILL RECEIVE A
COMPLEMENTARY BRIDAL SUITE AND
A CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST

1011111144

Choom from medium firm. firm and en.

THE PERFECT MATCH
1.4

lipwagi

A. SERTA ORTIIOLVX BOX
SPRING AND MATTRESS SET
CHOICE OF
FABRICS
AND COLORS

LIQUOR SERVICE

C. DELUXE SERTA .1 PC. DOLLY -

Full Blasi

'289

WOOD RED ENSE51101.1:
Medium firm. amuoilitop twin .i.e mattress.
matching box Aping. metal frame, plus your
hake of headboard. Quilt top comfort.

Love Seal

Queen Slag

'169

'359

SolnMatic Sleeper. Deluge
Sofa Sleeper, comfortable to Pit
on. easy .lecoing. too.
Choice ril Isbrien end colon.

Your Choice

$99

in stock for last delivery

available for special
order in 100'n of assorted
fabrics.
or

-1=.

Name

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING INNTIII

OPEN SUNDAY

Address

.

Chair
s 109

42" Round Table

E.,,,d.

FOR THE .RECEPTION

INFORMATION FOR SPECIAL
PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

4 ."59

rF Int

awn,,,, Ualut pm* ft 7147

PACKAGE PLAN INCLUDES

RESTAURANT 956-1170

Superb Craftsmanship
in every detail...

1,,

From

the warmth of Spring .n

efi'14 '.1c -a6:40(81
PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

OPEN STOCK
SELECTION

Convenient Terms

C.,

11-5

City

ROARINt..',/ EST FEST_:,

Phone

- AND SALE!

Wedding Date
Mall to
ELK GROVE HOLIDAY INN
1000 Busse Rd.

I

Northern Illinois University will offer three 16 -week

FURNITURE

KE

MAPLEOCE

Western Union for eight hours
a day for three days.

Marcellin Harnew,
Mrs
president of the Chicago and
Illinois Hairdressers, said,
Stamps have been issued to
commemorate beautiful cities,
beautiful highways and hun-

Mr

visited there as an American

"'""It. EARLY AMERICANour count

wftde

en

kr1`)3%;91k

Miss Ebert met Cemal in

rugged, rustic, reasonable

ELK GROVE Village Po-

from 10-30 minutes or more lice have activated their
for the local police to get their LEADS machine within the
last week. Sixteen policemen
information.
from the station attended a
special school sponsored by

the Chicago and Illinois Hair-

dressers Assn

Turkey last summer when she

Sergeant William Kohnke of the Elk Grove Village Police
Department demonstrates the new LEADS system which has just
been activated there.

Stamp to Honor
omen Urged
1011

here.

help him meet people and adjust to life here.
Cemal, she said, would have
no trouble making friends.

University to Offer
3 Courses in Suburb

venient for the family.

Jere L. Gottschalk,

thusiastic about his opportun-

have the Leads can commu-

country. Some of these

MISS EBERT is moving to
Detroit, but she said Cemal
would come to her house for
Christmas if this is more con-

Ebert said.

the local police stations which

the boy comes so she could

for their hospitality," she said.
The boy is very eager to come

Miss Ebert said.

Turkish friend as "a typcial

cal police forces.

to America and would change
families, if necessary, to live

Field Service student.

"He also dates girls at his
school, and this is practically
unheard of where he lives,"

merchant in Afyon, Turkey.

special coding part of the machine Then the tape is fed into

,,

-

also try to be in this area when

"THE TURKS arc famous

things arc peanut butter, bathtubs and toilet paper.

Sa-

LEADS by police in Illinois.
I he technical name for this
new system is Law Enforce-

the boy. The visit

would not be expensive to the
family, she added.
Because Cemal's family is
wealthy, he is familiar with
many things that are scarce in

Chris Ebert, of 616 Hawk,
hopes to find the boy a home so

Police stations throughout
the Northwest Suburban area
and the nation are installing,

tions

,,,,,

friendship and peace,"_Miss__--She-added that she would

By Judy Ressler

By Jeff Clarkson

Also,

,,

:.-

Turkish Teen Hopes To Study Here

Police Using LEADS
Syste to F. ht CO e
-

-:

'
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Elk Grove Village, III. 956-1170

ROLLING MEADOWS SHOPPING CENTER ON KIRCHOFF ROAD

PHONE:
259.5440

A Small Deposit
Will Hold Your
Purchase For
Futuie Delivery

Hours:

Mon., Thurs. IL Fri., 910 to 9.30
Tues., Wed. d Sat., 9,30 to 6:00
Sunday, 11.00 to 5:00

----

-

I

PRICES EFFECTIVE

I

I

I

I.

I

I

plus
BuY5

WED., AUG. 20 THRU
SUN , AUG. 24, 19691

S

S

onto
new
Bonus
" ova pc0100,0001
too,sbea

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

iY

es

poces
vro6"s

'6°"s

monooncicnicerss'

cfficetionces

OM° s@lt""

'

'

igkpE

4')

5 TO 7 LB. - FULLY COOKED

,GROUND SEVERAL TIME DAILY

II

I

ank Ha

Grown Bee

kII
GOLD DISH

2 GAL

Ice Cream

CTN.

63c

p1K2GOZ.3 gc

LLOYD'S ASSORTED

Sugar Wafers

42 OZ. 54c

REGULAR OR QUICK

Quaker Oatmeal
CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF

Tomato Soup

CWAYN2

LB.

LB.

BOX

Grade "A" Cornish Hens. .
STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

J,A.Roz.5

SKIPPY

Peanut; Butter
WELCH'S

Grape Jelly

32 OZ.
JAR

54c

1 LB.

18c

CLUB HOUSE

White Bread

LOAF

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

Orange Juice

6CAONZ.

MEADOWDALE

Shortening

LB. CAN

20c
58c

69c

U S GOV'T INSPECTED

oz.12c

1 LB
PKG

Sliced Bologna
STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

LBIG$ 1 .58

Polish Sausage
U. S GOV'T INSPECTED FRESH-,

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

LB

)

Grade "A" Roasters

Skinless Franks

.58c

4 TO 6 LB FULLY

Cooked Butt Ham

LB

3 9c

.98c

DELICIOUS

Center Ham Slices

BETTY CROCKER

P19KG°Z.35c

Cake Mixes

wN° Ze& Zeli#
HOME COOKED ITALIAN STYLE

OZ.3 7c

KELLOGG'S

Roast Beef

18
PKG.

Corn Flakes
EXTRA STRONG

Saran Wrap

50
FT.
ROLL

BAGGIES

Sandwich Bags

PKG.
OF
80

35C

WITH
Va LB.

27c

A

FREE

GRAVY

Hi -C Fruit Drinks

OA

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

French Fries

::89c

FROZEN

BABY RUTH

Candy Bars

Banquet Pot Pies.. :1(GZ 17c

IN PKG10.moor ewo woor

BIRDSEYE FROZEN
SO SOFT

GRADE "A"

DOZ.4 9C

Medium Eggs

48c

Fabric Softener. .
GIANT SIZE

Tide Detergent. .

OZ 84

B'GAL
4T9L

Cool Whip

OZ
CTN.

On

Ar 7 C

KRAFT SINGLE SLICED

American Cheese 1!)2(:z*.59C
SWEET OR BUTTERMILK

BOX

ASSORTED COLORS

Kleenex Tissue. . . g20.26c
ASSORTED COLORS

Charmin Tissue...1:138c

Mel -O -Crust BiscuitsUi.19C

Ily")
DEL MONTE

Chunk Tuna

U.S NO 1 BULK

k

Red Potatoes
DEL MONTE YELLOW

Cling Peaches

DRESSEL'S BANANA

12 OZ. A9

Pecan Cake

PKG.

C

SALERNO

bi.BS

29 OZ.
CAN

2
Pears

DEL MONTE

DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE CUT

Potato Chips

Green Beans
CAMPBELL'S

Pork & Beans
GREEN GIANT

CALIFORNIA BARTLETT

EA

M Ott's ApplesauceItr22C
C17A610Z 25c
Fruit Cocktail.

DAISY

LBS.

Celery

ORCHARD FRESH

.j)
1 LB

LB

BAG

DES PLAINES

46 OZ. 3 8
CAN

46 OZ.4
CAN

C

SERVE HOT OR COLD

Duplex Cookies... .gg'39c

Prune Plums

CALIFORNIA PASCAL

V-8 Cocktail
Hormel

IARA LYNN CHOCOLATE, VANILLA AND

NORTHWEST GROWN

. .

CAMPBELL'S

Butter Cookies. . .:rz29c
..;4;

LIBBY'S

Tomato Juice. .

Niblets Corn
MEADOWDALE

Sweet Peas

IV)

g:26c
16 OZi3c
CAN

12 OZ 0/3C
CAN

lb

g: 18c

OAKTON & LEE

-

Spam.....2At?4Z. 51c

--
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Ste

School Cited
By Magazine

?t,t)mqsg$TRATt,

The Adlai E. Stevenson
School, 9000 Capitol Drive,
Des Plaines, in East Maine
School District 63 has been
n a med a "Newsworthy
School- by Instructor magazine.

In letters
Dagne and

to Supt. Frank
Principal

Jack

Cantor, E. Stanley Copeland
Publisher of Instructor,

Jr.,

said that the award was being
made "because it is a school
that considers itself an agent of
'change'

and

is

concerned

with preparing children for the

world of tbmorrow." These
goals, he said, are being met
through team teaching, -multiage grouping -and nongradedness.

action Co. of Des Plaines and educational
Edward P. BogdaJewicz, president of Egyp
Stevenson School will reete Constructors, made the first donation to Lake Land
ceive a certificate of special -chairman of the American Socie
olarship in construction courses. Rogdajewicz, (left) presents the
recognition-with- announce- College in Maftoon, Ill

checkott

meat of the award being made

.

udge, president of the college. At the right is Waltek S. Ricks, executive director

in the August -September issue_-utimerican Society of Concrete Construittors with offices in Des Plaines..
of The Instructor.
The Instructor is a national
educational publication with
wide circulation among teach-

ers, administrators and board
of education members.

TB Exhibit
The "Breath of Life" exhib-

Among the Des Plaines Art Guild board members working on the northwest suburbs and surrounding areas will exhibit works
plans for the group's 14th annual outdoor art fair in Des Plaines in the 1969 art fair, to be held Sunday, Sept. 7, in the Des Plaines
left): Be% erl Galandak, 801 N. Patton, Arlington_ National Bank parking lot, and along Ellinwood St. between Lee
are fr
Heights, treasurer; Kathy Moderow, 1838 Birch, Des Plaines, 7 ,,,,,,,,,,,,,, in downtown Des Plaines. Hours will be 11 a.m.
to 6 p.m. and there will be no admission charge.
corresponding secretary and Doris Beer, 9429 Potter Rd., Des
Plaines, past president. More than 125 artists from throughout

it will he at the Randhurst
shopping center mall from

Tuesday. Sept: 2. through Friday. Sept. 5.

The exhibit will he open
Tuesday and Wednesday 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. and Thursday

,

Four area high school
teachers recently participated
in DePaul University's depart-

attended the institute.
Morris J. Pumphrey, of 502
Oakton St., Elk Grove Village.

ment of physics summer in-

was another Elk Grove High

stitute
Ralph

School instructor who took

J

Naylor, of 109

Highland Blvd. Hoffman Estates, is one who participated.
He is a teacher at Forest View

High

School,

Arlington

Heights

A TEACHER AT

Elk

Grove High School, Michael

A Titre. of 302 N

Kapser

Ase, Arlington Heights, also

program. The
fourth participant was Robert
B. Bloom. 522 Yarmouth Av.,
part

in

the

Elk Grove Village, a teacher at
Elk Grove High.

The institute is part of the
Illinois State Physics Project
for Illinois high school physics
and physical science teachers.
It is sponsored by the Nation-

al Science Foundation.

Morning sessions covered
electromagnetism, atomic and
nucleur physics and relativity.

Afternoon sessions included
demonstrations, lab sessions,
discussion periods, visiting
lecturers and building of equipment.
.

The Illinois_ State Physics

The Former

and Friday. I to 8 p.m.

4 Teachers Take Part In Physics Institute

A health education

MARSHALL

con-

Featured in the exhibit will
be an individually activated
display on the effects of cigarette smoking.

FIELD

Featuring

sultant from the Turberculosis
Institute will answer questions
conccrning tuberculosis, em
physema, bronchitis, asthma
and other respiratory diseases.

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

BOB LOVELL

GUN CLUB
Fieldale it

at the piano

Higgins Rds.

in Hoffman

PRIME RIB of BEEF

Estates

$4.25

i

Open Daily at 11:30AM
Saturday at 5 PM

'

529-884(1

Project hopes to make physics
an important and exciting ex-

perience for students through
the development of teaching
methods, activities and equipment.

Meet
your next
Congressman....

twenty-five dollar minimum balance..

in

five per cent compounded daily.

no

PALATINE

minimum deposit.

THURSDAI AUGUST. 21st
6:45 a.m. Meet Alan Johnston and
have a cup of free coffee at Chicago &
NW Station. Palatine.
9 a.m. Town Square Shopping Center.

GOLDEN PASSBOOK

Palatine.

10:30 a.m. Coffee at the home of Mr.

& Mrs.

Charles Falkenburg,
Norman, Palatine.

0

1514'

I p.m. Fact finding visit to Clearhrook
School for Retarded Children.;
2 - 5 p.m. Shopping Center Appear-

WHEELING
TRUSTS. SAVINGS
BANK

ances.
6 p.m.

Dinner with
Township officials.

y

Village

and

8 p.m. Coffee at the home of Mr. &
Mrs. Marc Wallace. 2127 Davis, Rolling Meadows.

Anyone wishing to attend a coffee,
please call 869-4321

Alan Johnston knows the 13th Congressional District. And much of the
district knows him. He's lived in this A

s'

district since grammarschool.The things
that are important to you are important,
to him too. That's why in 1962 he ran

for the Illinois House of Representatives. He won,and he's won three times
Member
FDIC

since. His support has come not from
special power groups, but from a cross-

section of votera - thinking men and
women. You should meet him.

101

--
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and How About THIS! -:
tPk-

II

EXI

Extra!

tN

I

11

100

0

Or

A

Ar.

S.

"

"411."

a

$

/

/ A
//
YOUR PRESCRIPTION e
C°.."1

ID

dtlIM

IP

I

-

MT. PROSPECT

exes4 moat eocisevacott iteditaadieciari.

ARLINGTON HEIGHT-DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

Compliet Service at Low Cost

NOTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised
items, unless limited by space or local conditim

* Sorry! Limited quantities available to us at
special cost, so we must
limit the Bonus Buys to
be sure that everyone

millihale the savings.

__-THURSDAY THRU
SUNDAY SALE

U. S P Pure
5 -GRAIN

ANY Day -You Shop-Y.:Ai Save, Save, Save wit
OUSAND-TVE YVAN
WALGREENS TEN

Bonus Buy!

'Worthmore' (Limit one)

PRELL S-HAMPOO
7 DAYS a Week!.
WATCH YOUR COST oF LIVING GO DOWN!
...Deep DISCOUNTS!

CONCENTRATED, 3 -oz. tube

C

1 Size (t
one)

.

.

Extra Creamy -Rich

EVERYDAY

Box 12

KOTEX

Back -To -School
660 Pack 20 Pencils

REGULAR or SUPER

45c Size!

(Lzs;

WON DERPRICES!

33c

SIZE

DESERT -TONE. NO. 2 LEAD

$1

12 Color Pencils

SIZE

"greens
ICE
Delicious

COLORAY BY VENUS.

4x6" Coil Memo Books
3 -Ring Binders

0

(Limit two)

R *ff

Discounted to

89c

-7' 17c
99c

Discounted to :;-"

LOOSELEAF. CANVAS OR FABRIC.

Typewriter Paper

Discounted to

200 SHEETS, 81/2x11" SIZE.

Zipper Pencil Pouch

24c

WONDERPRICED

Discounted 11* =

PENWAY. 46 RULED SHEETS.

DIAL Bath SOAP

t

496

27c

Discounted to

41/4x91/4" SIZE WITH 5 HOLES.

Zipper Gym Bag

Discounted to

399

1-1

DELUXE QUALITY, 15x11x8"

COUPON

WON DER

BONUS BUY!
POCKET RADIO

Vanilla
Chocolate
Strawberry
Neapolitan

Cherry Nut
French Vanilla
Fudge Ripple
Spumoni
Strawberry Ripple
Toasted Pecan
Chocolate Almond
Chocolate Chip

Choice of 21 Flavors

Butterscotch Ripple
Choc. Marshmallow

HALF -GALLON

Banana Fudge
Raspberry Ripple
Pineapple Sherbet
Orange Sherbet
English Toffee
New York Cherry

Choice of popular flavors!

Black Walnut

'Date Mates.' Lipstick, Nail Polish, Compact Make-up or Liquid

BONUS BUY!

5 holes, wide rules, &

enamel finish hardwood. Now

9 Mennen Deodorant

has 3 subject dividers.

Pr.

Wonder -

SIZE PUSHBUTTON. 4-0Z. CAN.

975 Softique Bath Oil

C

$1E'Kurlash Pads

ASSIGNMENT BOOK

Discounted 22s

SIZE MOISTURE CREAM. 4-0Z.

WONDERPRICED

ii A 39' 35C

BRAD Beer
Draft or Regular.

8

Nytol Tablets
SIZE

SAFE SLEEP. PACK. OF 18.

$1

Correctol Laxative

SIZE

COUPON
DA

18 -oz. jar, with coupon thru
Sat., Aug. 23. (Limit two).

1 LI

Discounted 3607

143

$11! Vitalis with V7

Discounted 2807

97c

WONDERPRICES!

Pack of 252

.C/.

C

FOR WOMEN. 30 TABLETS

$191 Efferdent Tablets
SIZE

DENTURE CLEANSER. 40's

690 Sweeta by Squibb
SIZE

100 TABLETS OR 24cc LIQUID

$ 2.
SIzE

Medi-Quik Spray
FIRST -AID. 5 -OZ. SIZE.

mit DI -Gel Tablets
SIZE

ANTACID; ANTI -GAS. 100's

Q -TIPS
COTTON SWABS
$1.39 SELLER!

$311 Unicap Multivitamins. Discounted 780 = 2"
SIZE

Planters Peanut Butter

5.

77c

SIZE HAIRGROOM. PLASTIC, 7 -OZ.

UPJOHN. 100 CAPSULES.

135

Discounted 23°

EVERYDAY

DRUG DEPT.

1 54

$1
SIZE MAGIC MESH. SIZE CHOICE.

Brush Rollers

Seller

MEISTER

aT/14443144_41.

$2 Fabulous Fakes
$1.n Deep Magic

aq;;;Infilent

5V Size!

Discounted '15e=
4

71/2 x 5 -in. size. 50 sheet count.

-

WONDER

SIZE EYE MAKE-UP REMOVER.100's

SIZE BY HAZEL BISHOP,

Homework"must." Deluxe cover.

LIQUOR DEPT. SPECIAL

12 -oz. CANS
SIX-PACK .

Discounted 21# "f 79c
Discounted 21*=

SIZE PLASTIC BOTTLE, 3 -OZ.

priced

244

Quality -made! Durable baked

Cosmetic Dept.

WON DERPR ICES!

150 sheets, wire bound.

$3.29 Seller!

TOILET SEAT

EVERYDAY

8x101/2" 3 -Subject Notebook

c

Boxer style 'Surfer.' Zipper, with Ladjustable waist, knit supporter.

'1

CHARGE IT with your SAVE
Midwest Bank Card NOW!

BONUS BUY!
ONLY

o

ea.

WALGREENS

While They Last!
Boys' Swim Trunks

73,

Make-up.

With coupon
thru Sat., Aug.
23rd (Limit 2)

290 Seller

8 solid state Jade', with earphone, battery & carrying case.

$1

P

COSMETIC SALE

"

BiC Ball PEN

$4.69 Seller!

CREAM

Discounted 220= 44c

1

,

Discounted 16' ri:

4 no

Wonder -

I

priced!

Discounted 130 27 87c

260.= 83c
57c
Discounted 12C

DR. SCHOLL'S

Discounted

Discounted 110 -t-

1"

Discounted 304 149

8

FOOT
POWDER

Vow. Ia.
"WI. MOON Or

Dyy wore

n intik

FOOT POWDER
50c Seller!
3 -oz. shaker

WONDER PRICED! .

39'

-
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Planning A School
With New Ideas

Wednesday, August 20. !969

Corridor spaceIn__mos t-to. ar en the whole area. problem at home, or 'some-___areas-has-b-ati-aiminated. So Floor outlets have been gener- thing happens that is terribly
ously placed to avoid trailing important to a child --perhaps
have most walls.
-Mosi-men-plilif-s-chools with
extension wires.
he lost his puppy, or something
bricks and mortar.
Two additional rooms will emotional bothers him --par"WE HAD to make the deSome men get the chance to
for
fine
eventually
be
used
ents ought to know teachers
.cision early," says Minkoff,
plan schools with ideas.
arts, drama, or art activities. well enough to be able to tell
"between
a
self-contained
When you're the principal
Cook
School's
stage
has
been
them about it."
series of classrooms or the
of a brand-new school just
Minkoff praises his Cook
open school concept in physi- designed to open two ways:
about to open, when you've
into these two small rooms so School parent group, now.
cal structure.
had the freedom and the op"We think the kind of flexi- that plays can be given to small forming. It's headed by Mrs.
portunity to work closely with
bility that Cook's open design groups, or into the large multi- Karen Terrell, with Don Brenthe architect to make your
purpose room.
nan and I.uelcer-----Repl6gTe
provides will help the staff and
ideas into reality, then you're
children make decisions with- --Some-self-contai ryll_roanw,__- serciiiiTiS1iice-presidents.
set for an exciting and enthuAnd he feels that the entire
siastic adventure in education!- -out -being limited by classroom __Llo-exist-iri-the-Ve-hool. Each
kindergarten room is enclosed Cook School staff has a deep
"We want open -commu- (younger children may want commitment to respecting
more security from walls) but children.
nication between children,
Grove Village will open Sept.
By Jan Bone

00/CiThElk

2. And counting the days is
Principal Sol Minkoff, whose
educational 'philosophy did
much to set the physical struc-

ture of the new building.
Cook is primarily an "open
school."

'4:

Large abacus and other teaching aids are handy for youngsters

at Ilk Grove Village's new Cook School, opening in September.
Principal Sol Minkoff, 601 N. Eastwood, Mount Prospect, who
helped plan building, says children should have access to materials without walls and doors getting in the way. "Openness," he
says, "is a symbol of today's times in terms of communication."
Mmkoff, who has developed training programs for parents who
want to work with their pre-schoolers, will begin Junior Great
Books program at Cook School this fall.

staff members, and our parents
and community.

"AN OPEN school means
that children can have access
to materials and teaching aids

without walls and doors getting in the way. It helps break

munication.

ences.

a

closed, four -walled

"At Cook, we think our

create sensitivity for feelings
and groups. We can deal with
each other more directly instead of creating small kinds of
cubical societies."

MINKOFF says that archiFred Johnson designed
Cook School with direct entrances and exists for each
teaching station...partly so
that several hundred children
won't come into the building
tect

The Chicago Chapter of Parents Without
Partners has begun its annual search for the Outstanding Single Parent of the Chicagoland area.

by a few exits...partly as a safe-

ty factor.
Cook School has no corri-

The public is invited to submit entries on behalf
of any single parent
Entry forms are available upon request from
PWP or essay style entries of no more than two
typewritten pages may he sumbitted and should

dors. Instead, a "primary instructional area," in which
grades one through three are
taught, is a large learning cen-

state name, address and phone number of candi-

date, parent's and child's age, legal status and

-s,

ter -library. One section has
been deliberately left uncarpeted so artwork and science
activities can ' be carried on
without worrying about spills.

3

reason the candidate should be considered for the
award
The winner will be awarded a $100 US Savings

Bond and a citation at the city-wide chapter

The same learning center -library area also will serve intermediate grades four and five.

meeting Nov 5 Awards also will be given at 350
Chapters throughout the United States and Ca-

nada The winner will be entered in the International Single Parent of the Year Competition.

WIRING IN each was specially planned so that children

1

could see filmstrips and use au-

diovisual aids without having

Parents
.

- pipes, tile, and
What goes into 'a new school? Brick and mortar,
wiring -but most of all, the hopes and dreams and personality of
the man who heads it. Day photographer John Kruissink posed

Of Deaf
To Meet

.4

Principal Sol Minkoff symbolically at the center of the new
school. Construction photo was shot in June; building is being

The Northwest Suburban
Education \ District
Special

Parents of Deaf ChiNlren will
hold a joint meeting at 8 p.m.
tonight with the Northern
Suburban Special Education
Dist. Parents of Deaf Chil-

The two groups of parents
of deaf children will meet at
the Clearbrook Center for the
Retarded at 3201 Campbell,
Rolling Meadows, to discuss
the quality of deaf education
available

117 S. William, Mount Prospect, will begin teaching this

to

their

Boston State Hospital. He also

has worked as a sportswriter
for the Boston Globe and done

publicity work for the Boston
Red Sox.

Mental Health
Center Sets
Open House
An "open house" will

Concordia Teachers College,

DRYCLEANING

392-3878 -or- 255-6566

Arlington Heights

OPEN
NINE

437-7177

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
LIMITED, TIME ONLY!

3 Skirts, 3 Pants or 3 Sweaters for 1.50
Save $.75 on each item!

to

LUCKY 7" DRY CLEANS 6 LOADS GET 7th LOAD FREE!
8 LB LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE

NINE

day.

The face is familiar

3Jacit 3li

. .

and VIRGINIA LEMKE
is here to help

Nmmerb
REALTOR

with your
banking problems!

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

be

Mrs. Lemke counts many Arlington
Heights residents as old-time friends,
having lived here since 1954. She is
married to Ray Lemke, of Bruns Real
Estate and formerly of Gieseke's Store.

Virginia, one of our two assistant
cashiers, is well -qualified for her post.

She has had 26 years of experience
including service at the First Arlington

National Bank and the Old Mississippi
Valley Trust in St. Louis. Supervision of
our tellers is her main responsibility,
although her background includes a variety of experience in banking.
Even if you haven't known Virginia
*previously, slop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good
new!

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

hi Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
13 S. Wolf Rd.

s<1-

253-24601
956-1500

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights

vited

The expansion is part of a
long-range plan for providing
comprehensive mental health
services in Elk Grove, Palatine, Schaumburg and Wheel-

In Arlington Heights

358-5560

service to our customers, old friends and

7, 2-4 p m with all in-

ing townships

Give Us A Call:

Lams graduated last June from
,

In Palatine

held by the Northwest Mental
Health Center to give the public a look at their new expanded facilities at 1711 W.
Campbell, Arlington Heights.
The ceremony will be held
Sept

speak at the meeting Wednes-

Checks, Sales Tax Forms,
Journals, Ledgers, etc.

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.

A SIGN language class of
group has been cancelled on
Tuesday so that it's teacher.
Jerry Strom of Oak Park, may

we will prepare: Payrolls
at

Steward, Neb.

the northern suburban parents

rector of public relations at

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

Trinity Lutheran
School, Wausau, Wis. Miss
fall

Miss Sue Lams, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Lams,

children.

Robert M. Fried of 1127 S.
Wilke Rd., Arlington Heights,
has joined the public relations
department of the consumer
products division of Motorola,
Inc. He has been assistant di-

thomas wilnau associates

Professional Business Management

Teacher

dren.

presently

illAt 'BOOKKEEPING SERVICE

competed and Will open on schedule.

NORTHWEST exit & SaViAtrylBalAle,
311 S. Arlington. Heights Rd.

Arlington Heights

394-1800

conference

about parent -teacher

open -school concept will help
us work together and will

-ad.ff-

principal's office, and a par-

day's times in terms of com-

the fact that they have complete privacy and protection
within the walls.

fk.

NURSE'S OFFICE, speech
classroom,
correctionist's
ent -teacher -staff

classroom, children often can
tune out the teacher, despite

Sitgle Parent

joint projects.

down competition between
classrooms and competition
between grades.
"Openness is a symbol of to-

"In

Search On
For Outstanding

an expandable folding wall between the kindergartens lets
the classes come together for

1394-3500

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

"WE'VE GOT to

accept

the individual child," he says.
"We have to identify his
strengths without deploring
his weaknesses or

areas

in

which he is lacking.

"We must deal with him
constructively

and

con-

room all have walls for priva-

sistently, without rejection or

cy.

threats or punitiveness.

confer-

"All of us at Cook care
about relationships with human beings," he said. "Of

"Too often, they are meet-

course we care about academic

Minkoff has definite ideas

414
ings when crises suddenly develops," he says. "Perhaps
they should be held very early

growth, but we also have

in the year. Parents want to

"We hope that the way we
feel about children will be approved and supported by our
Cook School community."

know their child's teacher and
her background.

"IF THERE'S a personal

a

commitment to the importance of the individual child.

SALE

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING

i

SAVE NOW $
$19000

.2

Take 3 months to pay, no
interest Or payments of low

os 3I3 pqj. month. All work

fully guaranteed for I year.

(FULLY INSTALLED)

PHONE
NORTH AMERICAN
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONINGC0.965-8500 I

t:
.1.

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove

......*****..............."'-

FASHION

SHOW
RANDHLIRST

Collegetown USA Sir & Her, On Stage
Rags to rich looks! Snappy
looks! Wham -bang looks for
doing your own thing. The great
hour? 7:30 Thursday evening.
(that's tomorrow), August 21.
The place, Junior World. Real
music, real models and "great
ideas" for '69. Carsons Randhurst:
Elmhurst and Rand Roads, Mt.
Prospect. Show Monday through
Friday 10:00 to 9:30; Saturday
9:30 to 5:30.

--

BONELE

FRESH GROUND CHUCK 79k lb.

LB.

VACUUM PACKED
POINT CUT

CABBAGE
NEW

rfi

B EEF

We'

1/4 PORK LOIN

9 to 11 CHOPS
SUPER RIGHT

11

LB.

LB.

LB.

FANCY

SELF BASTING

PORK LINKS

BAKING HENS

TURKEYS

89

SUPER

80

SLICED

09

FRESH

MEATY

ORK CHOPS

GREEN

FLAT CUT

RIGHT

QUALITY

LB.

90

4 to 71b.
AVERAGE

10 to 14 lb. and
18 to 22 lb.
SIZES

A&P BRAND

LB.

LB.

MICHIGAN GROWN

PEACHES
Farm
Fresh
MARVEL BRAND

411111111.4110seki,i1,:_.,

A&P BRAND

A&P BRAND

UR CREAM

SAVE 16c

16 -oz. ctn.

AS*/%'/'

11-o. pkg.

5

SAVE 6c
SOCIABLES
CHICKEN IN BISKIT

el

,

r

A&P Regular or Drip

John's Frozen

SAVE 10c
Sara lee

:

CHEESE CAKE
17 -oz.
size

.

Pp

79c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
thru August 23rd, 1969

SAVE 10c

COLOMBIAN

PEACH HALVES

CUCUMBER PICKLES

C. H. B.

,or.y

y are -

SAVE 10c INM
Freeze -Dried

ROLL

WHITE BREAD

8oz. MAXIM

$149

20-oz.

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
thru August 23rd, 1969

ANISH BAR
CAKE

SAVE

39,

arvel -Assorted Flavors

THIRTEENTH WEEK -8 -oz. Cup -Only 29r

buostansim savings on misomng

90

Loaves

SAVE 10c

rriM

cow.

OUR

$200

S

MCI

RIOCI

H1.11 '1:11;'

RIM

ICE

ItO

.49

12 OZ. THERMAL MUG

]00

1.99

12 02 PILSEBIR GLASS

.69

10' SALAD MIX 'N SERVE
BOWL

2.00

.99

14 02. Kt TEA GLASS

49

11' SALAD TOSSER -S-ET

100

.69

1/2 CAL. THERMAL PITCHE

600 2.99

6' SALT & PEPPER SET

1.50

.99

4QT. rtIERMALICEOUCEE7

900

20' KING SIZE SERVING
TRAY

CREAM

colt. atw
PURL

1100

ec Off Label 6 %-9,
tube
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
thru-August 23rd, 1969

69c

.

SAVE 15c
AAP

SPRAY DEODORANT
7 -or,
can

64c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store

thru August 23rd, 1969

SAVE 15c
SAVE 10c

;

.99

IS' LAP .8, UTILITY TRAY

TOOTHPASTE

SAVE 30c

FOLLOW THIS WEEKLY SCHEDULE

Jane Parker
,r.

17;:z.

Parker

":"'C

25 Feet
S"

SAVE 50c

2

SAVE 10c

29 -oz.
cans

"44;11

By

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Store
thru August 23rd, 1969

SAVE 30c
Ultra Brite

12 Inches

12 -oz. btl. 61c

1 -LB. CAN

LIBBY FRESH SLICED

REYNOLDS WRAP

Scone

'car

sp,v00`

.

MOUTHWASH
Sc 011 Label

Nunicesacer

-

SAVE 50c

COFFEE

ocolnbi
COFFEE
....

Yellow Cling

Brand
I

Pkg.'

or BACON THINS

0

Cheese or
Sausage
15 -oz. size

SP,1'

SAVE 2c

NABISCO

PIZZA
10c

290

SNACK CRACKERS

TATO SALADioc
Mayonnaise or
Mustard - 2-1b. Carton

'

10°

1/2...,.59,
ctn.

SAVE

FRENCH FRIES
2-16.

39c

bag
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ASP Stare

thru August 23rd, 1969

SAVE 10c

3.99

Its
g
d StamP summer gtvtag.

9.

for
griegt
are

0

-THESE PRICES EFFECTIVE THRU AUG. 23, 969 IN ALL CHGO. DIVISION STORES
.

YOUR FRIENDLY A &P.SUPERAILARKETS AR111.0CATED AT

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

MT. PROSPECT
36 N. Main St.

IMMINGTON
300 N. Hough St.

ARLINGTON
1601 W.Ccimpbell'

DES PLAINES
815 Leo St.

-

,SCIEA

Hi

ns Road.
O0

ARLINGTOWNTS.

ELK GROVE

1818 N. State Rd.

Devon & Tonne Rd.

.

BRANDENBERRY
SERVICE STATION

o bil
M
CAMP McDONALD & RAND
RD.

253-9062
Electronic Engine Diagnosis
Guaranteed Mechanical Service
Road Service
Free Pick-up and Delivery

S1:601

.100.00,000,
With fill

IA 12

11

4-

up

(min. 10 gal.)

6 PAC COKE.
STARTER SET OF

4

ANC HOC GLASSES

BALLOONS & LOLLYPOPS

4. DOUBLE PLAID STAMPS

r ington Falls Second Time at Deerfield. 11-9
Both

By Jim Stuart

scored

teams

two

apiece in the fourth and fifth
innings. Jeff Kallman tripled
with one down in the Arling-

Arlington Heights dropped
an 11:9 slugfest. to Round
Lake last night and was eliminated from the Deerfield Invitational Pony League tour-

ton

fifth and came in on a

single by Vukovich. A passed
ball and a base hit by Eisenhuth brought in the second
run, but a pop out and a close

nament. The loss was the sec-

ond straight for Arlington in

play at the plate ended that rally.

tour-

the - double -elimination
ney at Deerfield.
Arlington starting pitcher

couldn't come up with any

ich walked and Eisenhuth was

more as Chris Webb put them
down in order in the sixth and

hit by a pitch, Brian Nelson

seventh.

AFTER GEORGE Vukov-

scored

two
himself
in

tallies
when

had come in to pitch in the

third.
Vukovich was the only consistent hitter for Arlington

Heights with three hits,
triples

though

by

al-

Nelson,

and
the
mis-

Round Lake shortstop
played John Caruso's ground

3
3

0
0

0
0

0

Pallard, 3b
Cox, 2b

3

I

I

0

Woodruff. cf

4

2

2

2

Benson, rf
Webb, ti
Totals

3

2

2

I

3

I

0

0
9

I

32 11 10

Barseman, c
Kaminski, ss

r

0

0

I

I

0

9

7

6

29

Obuchowski,

3B --Nelson,

SAC --Parker.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS(9)

ROUND LAKE (11)
ab

0

3

Kallman; SB--Cox. Woodruff;

It was on the mound that'

Player

I

PITCHING SUMMARY

strated the team's power.

Mancyk, lb

Round Lake put across an
insurance tally in the seventh

Heidensen, rt
Kaltman, c
Totals

Parker, if

Good and Kallman demon-

Arlington ran into trouble,
1VALKS TO Caruso and The four moundsmen gave up
Ray Heidersen, an error and a total of 10 hits and 10 bases
straight on balls, most of which led to
third
Vukovich's
single produced the Arlington important scores.
runs in the fifth, but they

Guy Eisenhuth gave up a run
on three walks and an error in
the Round Lake first. but his
teammates got three of their
own in the bottom of the first.

tripled

off reliever Obuchowski, who

It bi

5

2

2

1

5

.2

I

2

3

1

2

2

Player

ab

Vukovich, 2b
Eisenhuth, p -If
Dumke, p
Hardman, p
Nelson, lb
Good, I f
Obuchowski, p

3

r

2

3

0

0

0
0

WPiterber

h hi
3

2

1

01

I Eisenhuth

ip

h

172/31(2)
1/23

01

112181

01:01

0

0

7

5

2

4

1

0

HardmanDumke

ho

0
I

5

3

8-5

0

1

SO w

r-er

3

Caruso, ss

3

0

0

0

Davis, cf
Kunnen, 3b
Phipps, rf

3

1

O

4

0

O

0
0

(;11::)

3

(1:

Winner --Webb; Loser--Eis°e nbhuucth

ball.

Round Lake came up with

three runs in the second at the

expense of three Arlington
Heights hurlers. That put Arlington behind, 4-3, and the lo-

cal club never regained the
lead. Three bases on halls in
the inning contributed to Arlington's downfall.
Two more Round Lake runs

Arlington Heights first baseman Brian Nelson watches ball skip by as Ray Mancyk \beats out
fifth -inning hit during Pony League game at Deerfield last night.

in the third made the margin
6-3, but Arlington got those
two back in the bottom of the
inning when Nelson walked.
Paul Obuchowski tripled and
Curt Davis grounded to second.

ark Sokniewicz Kills Rally
Elk Grove Traveling Stars
ang On Over Lombard, 9-6
scoring five times in the .third.
By Mike lmrem
Stromberg led off with a single
Mark Sokniewicz came out
deep short., Bob Brunn
of the bullpen and put out a to
reached on an error and Mike
threat with the potential tying Brandt walked to load the
and lead runs in scoring position to pace the Elk Grove

bases with nobody out.

MILLNER followTraveling All -Stars to a 9-6 ed DAVE
with a grounder to first and

win over Lombard in the Thilthe first baseman's throw to
lens Statewide Boys Baseball first was too late for a force
Tournament in Chicago last_ out. The Catcher then tried to
night
cut down the runner at third,
the
The

but his throw went into left
Twins at 7 45 tonight. If they field and two more runs scored

win that one they will be one to give Elk Grove a 5-4 advanfrom the

of four survivors

tourneys original field of 50
teams

SOKNIEWICZ RE-

2

I

O

Millner, 1b

3

2

I

1

Ramano. 3b

3

I

2

2

Fleming, rf-p-rf
Roden, IF

2

2

1

0

3

0

2

1

Hammers, p-ss 3
2
Pritchard, c
.23
Totals

0
0

O

I

9

7

LOMBARD (6)
ab r
Player
3
I
Nolte, 2b
3
2
Crawford, rf

play

All -Stars

tage.

Lombard brought l'om Do min in to pitch and Randy Raman() greeted him with a long

Domin, ss-p
Pellitieri, I f

4

Burton, cf

3

Heinz, p-ss
Pollack, ph -I b
Hogan, I b

3

LIEVED John Fleming in the home run over the fence in
fifth inning with the score 7-6 center field. The blast gave the

in favor of Elk Grove. Lom- All -Stars a 7-4 lead and drove
bard had runners on second in what proved to he the winand third with one out, but ning runs of the game.
that s as far as they got. The
After Lombard closed the
young reliefer struck out the
to 7-6, Elk Grove got a
next two men to end the in- gap
pair of insurance tallies in the
ning, then pitched a scoreless
bottom of the fifth. Millner
sixth to wrap up the game.
Elk Grove got a run in the doubled to left -center and confirst on a walk to Glenn Strom berg and an error and another
in the second on Fleming's

walk, two wild pitches and Jim
Hammers sacrifice fly. Lombard. however, got two runs in
each of the first two frames for
a 4-2 lead

The All -Stars finally took
the lead by batting around and

tinued home when the center

fielder's throw went into the
dugout. Fleming then singled
and scored on Doug Roden's
double.

3

1

I

O

0
5

h bi
I

0

1

0

2
0
0

2
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

I

2
1

0
0
0
0

3

0

I

0

1

0

0

2

1

1

0
0

6

7

27

Jeff Kunnen fouls off pitch in Arlington's Pony League loss to
Round Lake. (Photos by Jim Stuart)

3

E--Millner, Brunn, Heinz,
Planert, Burton; 2b--Millner,
Rode n-HR--Ratnano; sac -Hammers,
min.

Planert;

sb--DoPage 15

PITCHING SUMMARY
ip
Player
I
4
Hammers
31/4 3
Fleming
Sokniewicz 146 0
I
2
Heinz
111

Domin

3

6

Winner --Fleming;
Heinz.

r-er bb so
4-0
2-2
0-0
6-4
3-3

0

3

5

5

2

3

3

4

0

5

RWAuegdtnisets(214171969

Jeff Kallman scores fourth -inning run for Arlington Heights
in their 11-9 loss to Round Lake at Deerfield last night.

Loser --

Host Cub at Banquet
ABOUT 130

Waycinden
players, relatives ' and
friends attended the Cubs -Sox

The Waycinden Area Boys
Baseball Association will hold

area

10th annual award night
this Friday with ace Cub relief

Boys Benefit game on Monday

its

pitcher Phil Regan as the guest
speaker.

2

2

I

0

3

I

0

0

ter this year with almost 730
boys participating in the program. Awards will be given to
the first, second and third

(1

0

0

0

place teams in each division.

h hi

r

ab

Folta, 36
Casper, ph
Planert, c
Totals

View Benefit Game;

The league had a record ros-

ELK GROVE (9)
Player
Stromberg, 2h
Brunn, ss-rf
Sokniewicz, p

0

Brandt, ct

night as an outing sponsored
by Will Seefeldt, president of

people who went had a great
time.

The Waycinden boys, who
have already had the opportunity to meet many top athletes and coaches, will be seeing

the league.

one of the National League's
top relief pitchers in Regan.

The turnout of Waycindenites was smaller than last

The

32 -year -old

year, partially because of Leo
Durocher's untimely decision

Year

and

to rest some of his stars, but the

Sitters' drive for the pennant.

"Vulture"

was the 1966 Fireman of the
is

now

an

in-

strumental part of the North
Young and old Waycinden Area Boys Baseball fans pause between innings of the Cubs -Sox Boys
Benefit game won by the Cubs, 2-0, Monday night, (Photo by Jim Stuart)

in Trophies in P Park District Gol

Hinsdale Tennis Draws
Several Young Entries
Several

area

netters

arc

competing in the Hinsdale
Open Tennis Tournament this
week.

Mark Didge of Des Plaines
did a fine job in the Boy's 18
singles, by winning matches,
6-1 and 6-0 in the second
round of play.
Skokie's Mike Wrobel beat
Jon Ferraiolo of Des Plaines
when they met in the Boy's 16

Wrobel won both
matches, 6-0. Barrington's Jay

contests.

V.7011WYGAIL

-

Morgan whipped Bob Hoffman of Western Springs, 6-0
and 6-I, in the same class. In
the second round of the 16
class, Greg Russell of Barrington was defeated by John Har-

ris of Lincoln.
Another Arlington boy, Jim
Merkle, was fortunate enough

to win his round by beating
Rob Corrigan of Hinsdale. 6-0

and 6-0. Merkle also won in
the second round as he beat

Rolling Hills' Mike Novick,
6-I and 6-4.

Behrens Gains on Loop Leader
Behrens Insurance, led by
the

par 36 rounds of Paul

Manning and Chuck Buehler,

c I osed

Heights Cleaners'
league -leading point total to

---watun*vembrogi4r.'
"41,44,2,-.

a

'

three last week in the Arlington Heights Twilight Golf
League.

The two 36 rounds tied for
low gross honors while Bueh-

ler copped the low net title
with a 29.

Horcher Decorators clobbered Binzel Industries 91/2 1/2 , in the big wipe of the evening.

The trophy winners of the 12-13 division of the Youth Golf
Tournament are, front row, from left John Scott, Mark Okuma
and John Buyers; second row -Mark Wegerer, Rick Nanning, Jay

Swob and Tim Halas; back row -John Appleton, Steve Gibbons,
Jack Keyser and Gary Willert.

With two weeks left to play,
the individual leaders are Bob
Hoffman, Chuck Staadt, Stan

Phil Regan will be appearing Friday at the Waycinden

Luczak, 'red Lindstrom, Jim

Boy's Baseball Banquet.

Markiewicz, Gail Webber and
Jack Grimm.

TEAM STANDINGS
Team
Heights Cleaners
Behrens Insurance

Pts
99
96

901/2
Baird and Warner
Arlington Structural Steel 89
871/2
Binzel Industries
85
Crest Heating and AC
831/2
Koops Mustard
City Welding Sales

and Service

82

Harris Pharmacy
81
Lauterberg & Oehler
751/2
Arlington Bank & Trust 731/2
Horcher Decorators
65

`Cheer'
Clinic
A
Midget

Mount
Football

Prospect
Cheer -

leading Clinic will be held
Aug. 25-26 at Lions Park.

The Clinic will

start at

9:30 a.m. For further information contact Director Lynne Bennett, 3925619.

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday. August 20. 1969
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WOW/ALMOST

YOUR TRYING TO ESTAB- 7OU, MOTHER

--THAT'S MORE
THAN 'JESTERGAY, ISN'T IT
PA?

--THIS ISN'T
A BIT -- LISH A NEW MILEAGE
RECORD EACH AMP EVERY A VACAWE
REALLY DAY SINCE WE LEFT
COVERED HOME ! ONE MORE AT- n-TrA TCRROSIF7:
COUNTRY
GROUND TEMPTAND rLL BE
ENDURANCE
ON THE NEXT PLANE
TODAY!

CHIEF I'M WILLING TO
TRAIN YDLIR MEN IN THE
ME11400! I-IAK-KAF

TO 4100 A 171e ,111

DEFENSE 10 THE 1200K4C-&.-

MR.X IS STILL HAVING RERUNS OF THOSE eELL.s.
HE WAS HEARIN':

Poi !

SAM!

he assumes,charge of
six., air -crash survivors' in the desert.

6:55

Until 10:15 p.m.
I1 The Life and

7 News
9 The Fintstones
11 The Miser

7:00

Paul Vilani,

9 Hazel
26 Luis Carlos Uribe

Christopher Murney
and

7:30
2 The Good Guys
7 The King Family

26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

8:00
2 Beverly Hillbillies

6:25
2 Editorial

Hawaii
Don Ho hosts the

Karen Shallo
star in Molicre's
comic portrayal of
man's greed.

5 Music Hall from
first of four shows

26

from
hYJ ARTHA

PACKS A

WALLOPa

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY

ws,,_,

-TIME TRIALS -

Coc.IRAN

no t. kg.

7
16,

ow O.

Here Come the

The White Sox are

VONS BALL PLAYERS FROM
POWH THERE /

KNOW FOR
.51JIRE,,,

Gor ro PO WITH
SAMANTHA CLAYMORE

Kalahari." An arrogant hunter tries to
prove himself when

'ME QUALIV OF THIS

YOUNG. SAL L
PLAYERS

Dodge but his opponent shoots him and
Bat steps in to bring
law and order to the

Russell
-The personality of
the 95 -year -old philosopher -mathematician is captured fritiro
'his own writings.

cow town. Until
12:10 a.m.

10:45
7 Joey Bishop Show

8:30

2 Green Acres

Midnight
2 Movie
"One' Desire." A
woman front the
wrong side of the

9:00
2 Hawaii Five -0
5 The Dutsider
9 Perry Mason
11 Chicago Festival
"Don Juan." The
Northwestern University Opera Work-

tracks. who wants to
change her ways,
tries to convince a

carefree gambler to
settle down. Until

as dealing with the

1:55 a.m.

5 Midnight Report

same legend --that of

Don Juan and the

12:10
9 News
32 News Final

stone guest.

32 Baseball Report
9:15
32 News

THOUGHT" YOUNG

LADIES moor BE
INTERESTEDJN

SCHOOL- FOR )17046 LAWS?

Times of Bertrand

perform excerpts from two oper-

x poor -mx 60E55S door

HICKORY! WHAT'S THAT

5 Tonight Show
9 Movie
at
"Gunfight
Dodge City." Bat
Masterson's brother
runs for sheriff of

shop

"Sands of the

9 I Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
32 Baseball

YOU'LL LIKE GEORGIA, KATHY!
110 GOTTEN SOME PRETTY 600C>

ler and Meant.

7 Movie

Brides

ROBIN MALONE

and

Goldsboro and Stil-

2 Taman
5 The Virginian

rtntIck

Hawaii

welcomes Bobby

6:30

Sfd

"

26 Market Wrapup

BUY MAYBE YoUtZ

WIFE WOULD TEACH SELF-

EVEN REDUCE M.-(' FEE -

2 News
5 News
_

Washington to
take on the Senators.
at

6:00

MAZOR, OR THE ALARM
BELL WILL RING FOR
THE BUNKO

HOOFLE CRIME. PREVENTION

RUN/

HOME!

TONIGHT

Oleo 7 CAREFUL,

WELLI'VE HAD IT WITH N( I'M WITH

YEAH,

500 MILESTODAY QUITE

~2.1S.19.u.s

Pow!

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
4

BANG!

AMMUNITION IS VERY LINEVa 1

12:15

5 Farm Forum
9 Paul Harvey Com-

9:30
11

ments

Tempo

CARNIVAL By Dick Turner

12:35

9:45

9 Movie

32 Town and Country Music
2 News
5 News

}0111.

''The Over-

landers." A cattle
in Australia
boss
drives his herd of

FOR 'THURSDAY
(July

24 -Aug.

23)

2,000 miles

Whatever time you need today to straighten out your personal affairs. take it. Business

1:55

2 Late Report
2:00

2 Meditation

invade.

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
Benefits may diminish rapidly

"I think prices are going up Taster than reports say,
... Dad's *no' answers are way ahead of reported

'

unless you learn quickly how
to manage them. Friends may

he of special service

1:45

7 Reflections

across

the country when the
Japanese threaten to

matters have to he shelved.

1:15

7 Perspectives
Care
"Health
Problems in Chicago."

10:15
7 News
32 Movie

GET WID OF THAT TWASH IN
YOUR YARD AT ONCE OR I'LL
WEPORT YOU 1

LEO

is pursued by the killers. Until 2:25 a.m.

9 News
11 R&D Review
26 A Black's View of
the News

BUGS BUNNY

lioroscopo

Warn-

"Storm

ing." A witness to a
Ku Klux Klan killing

10:00

increases!"

2:25

10:30
2 Mcry Griffin Show

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

at this

time.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Investigate rumors -but don't
.itlinp to conclusions until
you've really covered the field.
Smoke does not always indicate fire.
SCORPIO (Oct.
221 --Minimize the

MORTY MEEKLE
HELLO? STAR

YOZJI2 MOTHER 6 A WHIZ

601212Y I'M LATE! DINNER

NAPLES PIZZA
PARLOR

QUICK DELICIOUS
MEAL IN A JIFFY;

24 -Nov.

EEK & MEEK

OF

AT WHIPPING OPA

WILL BE ON THE TABLE
IN TEN MINUTES.

ITS A BLAND NEW

STA Oa C35 STEC L
CALL

inherent

confusion of the day by mak. Mg the right choice of companions. Select a settled few

4,

for confidences.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) -New methods of operation can he tried out today
with better -than -average re-

sults. Call on your natural resourcefulness.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 201 --If you are lacking the
funds you need for the present
project, bide your time. A

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Wealth

change for the better is in the
making.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
generous with both
heart and home. Invite an unI9) --Be

material and spiritual benefits.
PISCES

20 -March

(Feb.

21I -If you would succeed in
attaining your goal in the very
to

future, begin now
adapt yourself to change.
ARIES (March 22 -April
201 --In discussing your future
near

retribution

15 Binsartabnerc,efor

exists.

TAURUS (April

in your tracks. he best way to
overcome an obstacle now is to

yotrta. ADMIT THESE HUGE FIGURES OUT-

GAYS THEY'RE TOO LARGE AND

LINED MAYBE CENTURIES AGO BY INDIANS
ALONG THE COLORADO RIVER RESEMBLE

INDISTINCT TO REALLY MAKE
our FROIV% ON THE GROUNP.

HERE'S ONE

izo FEET TALL..

WITH ARMS Our-

THOSE LONG FURROWS ON MRS. COWS MESA,

MADE BY SCRAPING GRAVEL AWE. MUST
BE MORE OF THE EFFIGIES: WELL RENT

OTRETCF4F-O 158

TOPROCKS CHART?t

F5ETL

go around it.
(May 22 -June
GENI1N1
211 --You can't afford any forfeiture of principles at this
time. Ni ake moral integrity
).nu' chief weapon of defense.
CANCER (June 22 -July

,

23) -Don't ride on your reputation where dependability is
concerned.. What you have
commuted yourself to do, do-and without hesitation.

tinsw ers to
Hideaword
PATC FIED
patch
peach
path
pate
pace
pact
peat

death
date

depth
dace
heat
head
hate
heap
tape
teach
cape

detach chat
cheap

chap
cheat
cadet
each
etch
ache
acted
aced
aped
adept

A

T

A

0B

A PLANE AND 5E01

TI -10 DEMONSTRATORS HAVE

DEPARTED! THE GUARD
HAS GONE! THE NEWSPAPER
REPORTERS HAVE

RETREATED!

WE TELEVISION CREWS
NAVE LEFT! THE CAMPUS
HAS NEVER BEEN
SO SERENE

SO QUIET!

NJ

ER

S

: 7)

1 Russian river
2 Word of

0
Ca

R E NJ

S

1--I

M A

A P.1
A

W

Es
A P, A
ARAB

E ID E
TRET

40 Son of prefix;
41 Adjective
suffix
42 Slight hollow
44 Field
(comb. form)
45 Fish sauce
46 Basic color
48 Upper limb
50 Weapon
8

9
12

13

26

27

28

4

45

46

34
37

39

laughter

office
54 Of sound
DOWN

NJ 0

31

30

43 Go astray
44 Swiss river
47 Zoroastrian
sacred book
49 Foolish

T
E

!!!

30 Egyptian

{R

A
S

TV

T al 0

-rA \7/ F7j

bird
22 Venetian ruler 31 Unwelcome
plant
23 Heavy metal
man
24
Valley
(poet.)
36
Annoy
25 Apply
37 Fine wool
26 American
26 Pouch
38 Chinese civet
inventor
29 Algerian port
39 Exhorts
27 Too
30 Sick
31 Natural spring 0.11 2 3 4 5
7
6
32 Precious
.11
10
element
33 Useful insect
15
14
34 Otherwise
35 Compass point 16
19
18
36 Trifle
37 Juicy fruit
21
38 Saved
1125
40 Rich king of '22 Y3 24

51 Thurible
52 Habituated
53 Duration of
DOI

T

22 Biblical rich

Phrygia

CAMPUS CLATTEK
VACATION TIME! THE
FACULTY HAS FLOWN !
THE STUDENT
BODY HAS
SCATTERED!

E IV -IR-

MP...4

9 Possess

asunder
19 FoBreathe2
ea201 SmallTearisland

CAPTAIN EASY

21 -May

21 {-You may find a competitor attempting to stop you

7-

12 Precious'stone
16 Biped
28 Secluded
17 Refugee group 13 Noun suffix
valley
18
Wealth
(ab.)

with another, get straight to
the point. Make no secret of
present dissatisfaction --if such

R

SO

approval
1 Very rich man 3 Small roll
4 Wild parties
5 Malt brews
160 CoyWea l th 3'
6 Legal point
11 Infuriate
7 Belong to
14 Inflict
ACROSS

fortunate to share your own

0

1-

1

IV E

2334!

47
51

41

42

11143

llii"""

48

49

50

52

54

20

.`1711'3,7

10t`4-,

r.
eft
4-
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Bold plaid %poi midis e making the Lampus sLene this
fall reports the American Institute of Men s and Boy's
Wear This is a jacket ct ith a new look shape xtule

___..,-----------------_-,-_
---:-

lapels long length, hip pocket~ Colors are stoking blue

and yellow and he teams

it

Vt,

th

gray wool pants,

^7".
--------

high -collared shirt and wide tic

-..--,..-;
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Argyle is a new fashion focus for fall and fashionable
' - back:to-schoolers choose this double knit layered look dress

The Great S -Cape This ensemble by Lassie Juniors consists of a blight fire engine ied cape with tartan long scarf
and matching plaid slacks From Junior Coats & Suits at
Carson Pine Scott & Co

2

Sleeveless pleated all motion --it's the new fall look interpreted by Andiamo in easy -flexing, full-of-hfe knitted wool

A windowpane plaid knitted wool vest -jacket slitheis low
over a lighter weight knitted wool skii t that is a hunt of
moving pleats (Woolknit Associates, Inc photo I

"Eist-

available at all Carson Pine Scott stores.

The color coordinated look for boys begins with sweaters.
Sweaters to go with pants. shirts and jackets and all in a
sparkling spectrum of fall foliage colors. Sweater is Jacquard knitted in bold plaid pattern of 100 per cent orlon.
From Carson Pine Scott & Co.

BACK TO SCHOOL

II EDITION

A

THE DAY
Wednesday. August 20. 1969

P,

habit orming Time
With the school year about
to get under way you are prob-

ably thinking a lot about the
way you'd like to appear, so
we've put together some very
east y -to -acquire habits in
grooming that all of us might

try to 'master'
Start

by checking nightly

the condition of your favorite
lingerie and foundation garments It could make a big difference in the way you feel

about your appearance if you
take a minute to add a
small amount of bleach to the
wash water before your ling-

erie starts to turn that awful

those nights you set aside for
'housekeeping' to dernember

WHEN YOU are fully
dressed, check to see if your

what needs mending.

slacks that are meant to have a
fine crease really have one
your 'grooming grade' will

tumble if you go out looking
less than your best too often.

aside a few minutes each night
to slick on a coat or two of one
of the new translucent or
frosted nail polishes.
Each is so sheer and creamy

good. If you keep a note pad to
remind yourself of what needs
repair it will he a lot simpler on.

shade of grey.

than by experiencing the joy of
wearing a beautiful new dress!
REMEMBER
ALWAYS

her looks as half -chewed off
lipstick or chipping nails. Set

Tighten loose buttons and
snaps before they fall off for

that it's the small things that
you do about your appearance
that are added up in your final
good -grooming toll.

you'll marvel at the speed in
which your manicure is corn
plete. And, just by leaving
yourself a few minutes after

And, while you're busy repairing your wardrobe, don't
forget an everyday repair that can mean a great deal to your

Finally, keep in mind the
universally acclaimed saying
of fashion experts: "Most badly groomed people always have

lunch to re -apply your favorite
lipstick you can do more about
the way you feel all afternoon

over all appearance. Nothing
makes a girl seem as lazy about

something on (or off) that they

think they can get away with
one more time. They c

OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 84'8,
Sat. 8 to 6, Sun. 9:30 to 1:30

Your
Headquarters
EA

for
Youth
Football
Equipment

owitioluatt

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-1600

MOUNT PROSPECT
'44ACI HA
ARE,07

Famous Brand, Top Quality Selection

"Your Kids deserve the best"
Bobbie Brooks does it for teens. A long pull vest tops bright
navy, yellow and white plaid stove -pipe trousers From Carson
g juniors.
Pirie Scott Y

Light News

FOOTBALLS

WILSON'S CANTILEVER STYLING. BODY
AND CAP PARTS COMPLETELY PADDED

WILSON, THE POPULAR, INTERMEDIATE
INDESTRUCTO FOOTBALL. PROFESSIONAL

WITH SHOK-GARD. WEB HINGES. REINFORCED NECK PADDING. WEB CANTILEVER AND WING SWEPT EPAULETS
FOR MAXIMUM PROTECTION. ADJUSTABLE WEB BODY STRAPS WITH BACK

LOOKING, FULL GRAIN LEATHER COVER.
DOUBLE LINING. DURABLE SEAM STITCHING.

RUBBER VALVE BLADDER. TAN WITH TWO
WHITE STRIPES.

exams and term papers is to see
dark spots before his eyes. The
of learning has
business

eyestrain
A good study lamp can com-

ED BODY PARTS. STURDY WEB HINGES

MOST CLAM. problems

AND SHOULDER
EPAULETS
CONNECT
CAPS. BODY PADDING ENCLOSED IN CLOTH
LINING. ADJUSTABLE BODY STRAPS WITH
BACK EXTENSION...

which covers the bulb from
any viewing angle A good

WILSON'S CANTILEVER STYLED PAD WITH
WINGS WEPT EPAULETS. CORRUGATED
EPAULETS, SHOULDER CAPS AND BODY
PARTS. DURABLE SHOCK RESISTANT PAD
DING. STURDY WEB HINGES. LINED NECK.
ADJUSTABLE BODY STRAPS WITH BACK
EXTENSION...

EACH $8.00

lampshade also prevent., harsh

contrasts between lighted and
unlighted portions of the

room because it throws light

upward and downward over a
widi. area

EACH $6.75
KASSEL STUDIOS

& KICKING TEE

$2.50

OTHER SHOULDER PADS STARTING AT

NYLON CLEATS

$3.50

OF DANCE
Directed by

WILSON

$9.95

lop on the kit side of a
po son of on the right
I. of ,, 'student who writes

BALLROOM HAWAIIAN
PRE-SCHOOL

Beginning, Intermediate,
Advanced, 8 Professional.
]214AIgg

yy

in Rd.

Rolling Modew., Ill

SPAULDING

trast
Shadows may be softened by

proper placement of the study

Southland Shopping Conte,

CONVERSE BOYS
FOOTBALL SHOES

and help reduce glare and con-

REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON

$1 2.75

A retractor at the bottom of
the shade and a diffusing disc
at the top alleviate shadows

Sharon Kassel
PH: 392.2228
Classes start Sept. 1st!
Limited Class Sizes

HELMETS

SHOES
WISLON'S HIGH or LOW

\ ision--glare contrast,
siltRitIWN and inadequate light-

can be solved by a lampshade
with white or near -white Ikning
WILSON'S DURABLE YOUTH MODEL. MOLD-

KENTS FOOTBALL

the common enemies of

bat

ing.

$550

$1 2.40

without adding

good

EACH $11.00

SPALDING OFFICIAL
INTERCOLLEGIATE
SIZE & WEIGHT

headaches
unnecessary

enough

EXTENSION...

WILSON'S
INDESTRUCTO

'built-in

The last thing a student
needs in the midst of final

$6.60

lamp --I S inches from the desk

lelt-nando.1

A Si COY LAMP designed

meet then specifications
has been developed by Sears
to

Roebuck and Co ReLogniied
by

the

Beim.

Light

BOYS WEAR

CANVAS SHOE HAS BLACK DUCK UP
OUTSOLES,
MOLDED RUBBER
INSOLES. CUSHION HEEL,
ARCH SUPPORT.

1

PERS.

SPONGE

REG. $12.00
SALE

$10.00

PADDED
PANTS
$11.50

TURF -STAR OXFORD. RUBBER STUDDED
MOLDED OUTSOLE. FEATURES SOCCER

SPONGE INSOLE.

$9.25

Exclusively

SIZES 7-20
COMPLETE LINE
OF ALL

MAJOR
BRANDS

STYLE CLEATS. IDEAL FOR ALL FIELD
SPORTS. STURDY DUCK UPPERS. FULL

...

imominema11111011111RMIlp

ALSO:
TEETHGUARD - SINGLE OR DOUBLE
SNAPGUARD TEETH GUARDS
CUP SUPPORTERS
CUP PROTECTORS

Better

Sight Bureau the lamp conies
with the recommended white
shade and 200 -watt white
bulb I he new lamp is available in a variety of Lolors

PARK RIDGE

HEADQUARTERS

698-2133 .1
8 S. NCA,..1 irniVEST Si WY

PARK RIDGE, ILL.
OPPOSITE CITIZENS BANK
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Speedup for Study
It's buck -up time for gals
and guys who arc getting g.'
nized for the school us -Get

those rooms_tn-s ip-shape order so-Lbralthe deluge of new
fac-s and friends, new classes
and new homework can take
till of the attention during
opening semester.
Mop up the floor, and map
up the walls to get that geogra-

can be covered in polyester,

such as a snugly Velvet Plush
material by Glcnoit. The same

upholstery) on pull-up chairs

beams -polyure-

Scootet and Allied

Assoc tat ion
I he industry

group

has

urged adoption of a national
traning program for (friers and
passed a iesolunun las ming
special licenses tot motorcycle

and scootu operators based

appt opt tate testing meth-

an

ods Use of a salet helmet for
11111.:1`.

of

ans

11111.111011 01

tante is as also sit ongls
molded

dis-

1 -1 -11.1001 -

IRtIFI( St1 Ell

ex-

pel ts sas that motoreele safe ix depends as much on educat-

ing automobile dristis as

it

does on unmoving the Gists'
riding skills and habits
I Ins pi °Nem Is tesponsible

seseral points in the

Irn

in-

simply cannot keep pace with

,llssass keep sour e)CS tin

changes and developments, ac-

I

today's onrushing

world

the toad Alei mess s the most cording to educator and pubimpot tam single laetor in lishing authority Dr. E. W.
Ci rieshaber.
avoiding act itkrits
It takes too long to produce
2 Alssays \seat a saleo, helmet I or tt ips of am duration or a hook. Events are history bedistanee It ma be the differ- fore they can he recorded, says
ence Its pi eventing a sci ions in- Grieshaber in the current issue

of "Education Age." a bimonthly published by 3M

flux

WI' AR MA'AM ap- Education Press and read by
to suit weather condi- educators, school admi n istions and genetal salets con- trators. and teachers through3

parel

includes
I his
sultrauons
V. al m clothes .tdots and some
loth of eye pi otection
4 Ride in the v. heel track of
the cat ahead of sou Being on
the (mkt edge will enable you
to turn in time is hen an emergent), occurs

WWI

All clam papal auouliity
to aye ad Jilitif

possible.

DANCING DOLL

ferent context. No longer. in
sonic school systems, are they
considered the dominant, controlling instruments of instruction. Rather, they are
considered tools --tools that
should be used in conjunction
with other tools.

Shop

ruffles that make her feel like a fairy princess) are all
available at our Gift Shop for your convenience.

Ze1492elt edeA

SCHOOL OF DANCING

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CL 3-3500

PALATINE PLAZA

BARRINGTON

NORTHBROOK

TW 4-3833

835 2320

358-1459

In short, hooks are begin-

ning to be viewed now in a dif-

6

Dainty ballet slippers, tap shoes, leotard and to-tu's (the

Stylish

combo - Dots

and

checks make a happy mixture
in this smart three piece ensemble. litamdstoolb .cbecked

Michigan. (National Cotton
Council photo)
*.t.r....1

cotton corduroy' shapes anti

I

vest and skirt with a deep inverted front pleat. By Glen of

"Get Your Head Together-For Back to School!
Everything from Haircuts
to Razor cuts...Styled to
Groove with your scene!

WE RIDE OUR

TOM'S BARBER SHOP
26 S. EVERGREEN
EVERGREEN SHOPPING CENTER

Arlington Heights
CL 3-9879

atsseiflr

,

Bicycle Institute to be sure that
each young rider gets a copy of

and Mom pedalling away with
the coordination of a seasoned
athlete. It doesn't take long to

P tREN IS

LADIES BALLET CLASSES

parents are reminded by the

the point of origin During the
nippy autumn school weather,
a treat of hot chocolate makes
a perfect endlng

cost.

STUDENTS FROM 3 YEARS OLD TO ADVANCED.
SPECIAL TINY TOT CLASSES AGES 3 TO 6.
SPECIAL TUMBLING 8 TAP CLASSES FOR BOYS.

tile surface.

hopelessly out of date today.
Describing Venus as a "distant little-known planet- is a

Intel cst mg streets, etui ni ng to

.

REGISTER NOW FOR FALL CLASSES
CURRICULUM UNLIMITED

ed landing a probe on its hos-

containing maps of Africa,
published a year ago, is

the host's address, so that parents may "claim- their youngsters after the ride.
Future rides should include
parents of the cyclists, out on
their two -wheelers. too. Nothing bridges the generation gap

.

gracious --and so nice to know.

percentage of motorcycle accidents, so avoid them. If you
must reverse direction, pull off
the road to the right. come to a
complete stop, look around.
look again and make re-entry.

5

When the school cloud gets
together again pai tilts of hikes might want to organize a
Bike Bash-- an earls evening
group hike ride
One patent, acting as a
chaperon (on a bse}cle) volunteers to lead neighborhood
kids on a five -mile tour, over

"GIVE YOUR CHILD
WONDERFUL FUTURE!"

14. U-turns lead to a large

FOR INSTANCE, a 'book

Plan a B ike Bash

Regular 8 Brush -Up Courses

Give her dance training today. and be assured that in her
many tomorrows she will grow to be so lovely so

When brakes must be applied,
use rear brake first and then, if
required, apply front brake

out the U.S. and Canada.

Never take lot granted bit passe now that we have sent
that a car di iver sees son and a space probe swinuine last it
will give sou the tight of way. and the Russians have report-

PRESOUPTIONS

SOUVENIRS
WAVE
OOS

"--TY

?own

faster than a kid seeing Dad
jai

s.

Ci

learn.
back

With school upon us, bikes

vat ds might include a marshamallow roast, too

will be the dependable and predictable transportation, saving
Mother the job of chauffeur.

In promoting a Bike Bash.

677-6347

Low Tuition State Accredited
GI Approved Expert Instruction

A\

it will be kept in "picked eip"I

Books No Longer Key
The book, as we know' it,

9308 N. Skokie Blvd.
Skokie, Ill,

tress, but it's ready for roundthe-clock service.
And, as long as a room has ft
welcoming -company look, it
almost always guarantees that

13. Let the engine act as a

gently.

dustrs s saleIV tips to mo-

torts de and stouter riders.

diately blotted -up and sponged
away with light duty detergent
suds and water.

avoid skids.

your path.
S. Never follow too closely
behind vehicles. Rear end col-

I. Pass only when the road

room looks like it's ready to receive guests. It's only a box
spring and latex -foam mat-

12. ON WET pavements

brake whenever

I

room and readying it for
school and all kinds of social

rock'n roll dances. Spills disappear in a jiffy when imme-

passed vehicle.

7. WATCH FOR pedestrians. Sometimes they won't see

Br Slow down for all cur-

I -he girls. however, have a
special stake in dressing tip a

the

ers can get into the decorative

act and make sure that

BEAUTY CULTURE INC.

fiber can fare so well -even under the strains of popular

best, and you can give her the best for very little

and roads covered with snow.
ice or mud, refrain from sudden accelerations or braking to

ves.

tom -designed look.

ABSOLUTELY
ZINGY
are studio -type beds. The cov-

.

truck Mid often misses a small
vehicle like a motorcycle. Always be on the defensive.
6. When riding in groups, go
never three
w o -b y -two.
abreast.

traffic laws.

IT'S WISE to start with a
major item such as carpeting
and go on front there. An attractive bright blue carpet of
1(10 per cent Herculon olefin

She is so
She will never be a little girl again.
adorable -so precious --so energetic. She deserves the

ahead and to the left is clear:
alter passing, don't cut off the

lisions continue to be a major
cause of traffic accidents.
9. Observe speed limits and

feet

action. The more storage space

Remember, the car driver is
looking for another car or a

you and may step right into

four

I c n g t hs. These "Instant
Beams" of Paeco-Wood frame
of a room and provide a cus-

,,HAIR STYLING GROOMING
kERMANENTS COLORING

furnishings to size.

for all kinds of pin-ups. The

behind some very real,

BEAUTY CULTURE FIELD:

to tiiiap

a third shade of

material is available in 17 exciting colors.

e a s y -t o -put-up

toi cycle

covered in

AND FOR some good lighting effects, try a green -shaded
wall hang -tip. The wires can he
k e -wood

out a room on graph
paper -scaling the room and

material is great in two different shades of pink and for an
added boost, a wall can also be

pink --an ideal hang-up place

thane variety which come in

With so mam new I Ides on
the toad it is not surprising
that satet) education has numbet one [morns lot the Mo-

is ideal for an area rug. The'

for daily desk use.

run

Bike and Scooter Buffs:
Join the Light Brigade!

The vanity mirror need not
be centered. For an extra soft
touch, a cushion on the chair

at-

history -oriented

work table. Soil -proof, too, is a
washable suede -like material
called brontera, perfect for

Study, rooms also need a back -to -school wardrobe. Flowers and stripes in oranges and yellows
liven this room designed by Karl Steinhauser. The Sit 'n 'Sleep unit converts into a made up bed
and the Early Ameman desk and wall storage units hold all kinds of treasures. The vinyl tile floor
white, orange and yellow patterns are easy' to care for. (American Furniture Mart photo)

table makes the best type
desk -game -vanity -writing
of
table.

mosphere conducive to sound
study. Ideal for a boy's desk is
a plastic laminate all-purpose

phical.

A WORKABLE desk with
Even a white sleep sofa is
that is "neat" in both Senses of practical in a not -so -neat teen- :good lighting and sufficient
the word is about the best age
age room when upholstered in storage space is an additional
back -to -school present any a scrubbable material. Red '"must" for a well planned
youngster can have, and for laminated campaign chests study. sleep, guest and fun
that matter, any mother.
and mini -serving table can be room.
Co-cds are going patriotic wiped clean easily..
this year in their decorating
color schemes. A leading candidate is the red, white and
blue look, with coordinated accessories following the parade.
Want a Wonderful Future?
Always start any decorating
Start one today
project with;uplaii. You don't
LEARN THE LATEST IN THE
have to,be-an interior designer

order. A good-looking room

better. No matter how
cleverly one tries, there never
scents to he sufficient storage
space. Again, a plastic laminate all-purpose parson's -type

"TIME"

ay

FROM BULOVA

0° ae

0

la

"KRATES"

COLLEGIATE®

Off to school, or anywhere we have just the new Schwinn to fit every
need ... new junior bikes, with or without training wheels, bikes for
little boys and for little girls and bikes for high school and collegiate

PERMA PRESS
GIRL'S

BLUE GYM SUIT
VALUE
SALE

$6 95
$5.88

SHOP EARLY

riders. Wink says, "Ride the best ... ride a Schwinnl"
DEWDROP "AK"

Graceful advanced styling.
17 jewels. 10K gold. Yellow
or white

$49.95

/mg (9weleAs
PALk UNE PLAZA
NORTHWEST HWY.
PALATINE, ILL.

business.

We

know

bikes and we know

PRO SPORTS CENTER
359-5220 359-5221

We Sell and Service!
and bikes are our
.

SEA FLIGHT "K" '
Smart and functional. 17
jewels. Waterproof. Yellow

549.95
"When you know what makes a watch tick...You'il choose a BULOVA

PALATINE PLAZA
PALATINE

Over 150 bikes on display -fully assembled and ready to ride
Accessories

LEADING LADY "LN"
jewels.

Unusual design. 21
Yellow or white
$49.95

WINK'S BIKE SHOP - "The Bike Rider's Pal"
115 E. Davis

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

CL 3-0349

Open Daily 9-6, Mon. 8 Fri. to 8:30, Sat. to 5:30
PH:

. . that's why
we always recommend
Schwinn . .. . better

twenty .
Parts

Repairs

riding, and so much
more durable than ordinary bikes.
Ws honor all Midwest Bank Cards

358-6588

I= I

-s
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Curls and Swirls
For Co eds' Hair

Set
-Your

Hair

Many of the back -to -school

generation have been having
their uni-sex fling. Long hair is
as popular as last season --for
boys and girls alike --but many
smart girls arc making a
change. The latest word has it
that curls and swirls are coming out of magazine pages and
onto young co-eds' heads.
0 n leading hair -beauty

HEY STUDENTS!

firm,_John-HAreck, Inc., dis-

ACK-TO-SCHOOL

WelCome Students

coVered

SPECIAL

Save on all your school needs
Drawing

Boards -

Good Au

Sizes 12x17 to 31x42

11 tgru Au

30 60 - 45 degree
Angles
T Squares

29th

4.

Drawing Sets

Who says a longhair is a hippie? Here, a national hair styling
award winner models the latest for back -to -school long hairs. A
new creme rinse for blonds is used after shampooing to add special highlights. To create this style yourself, see setting pattern.
(Breck photo)

Drawing 'crape,
Tracing Paper

Rapiclograph Pens
Pointers
Holders

POLISH SAUSAGE

8.

ITALIAN SAUSAGE

Dusting Brushes

ITALIAN BEEF
BRATWURST
HAMBURGER
HOT DOGS
SHAKES
MALTS

DRIVE-IN

with every food order.
600 S. Milwaukee
Wheeling, III.
RINGS
FRENCH

STORE

13 E. Campbell Sr.
DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

FRIES

CL 3-1839

PH; 537-8866

berry, freckle rust, navy, along

ton details, rickrack.

bed look, the fake look, the
jumper, the accessory look,

ONION

MUELLER'S

with pins and long ties. The
fabrics: new pinwale cordu-

have the gypsy. the skinny rib-

BAR BQ
RIBS

is brushed into a soft
bounce. To achieve her pretty
effect, Janet winds crown hair

rest

on small rollers and sprays
each curl after it is wound to
assure a tight set.

She brushes dry hair vigorously to a loose prettiness and

then forms the curls with her
fingers.

Food for Thought
"Perhaps the most valuable
ability to make yourself do the
thing you have to do, when it
ought to be done, whether you

Ringlets are usully hairdo
accents. Some girls used ringlets to frame their faces while
combing back -hair smooth.

Others cut side -hair for ten -

vri..da=11111.

oke, Va., ties her crown hair
hack into ringlets while the

LONG HAIR HAD a two -to one edge over short. At either

Yarn "tic-ips" turn up often, usually at the crown. The
yarn tics keep hair neat --and
are a special fashion bonus for
the girl who wants style while
her bangs arc growing out.

roy, the tapestries, challis, furs pers, the shirt look. The deand suede trims.. The colors: tails: pocket treatments, but-

NATIONAL

BRECK'S

winner, Janet Howard of Roan-

result of all education is the

metric cuts with soft swirls.

with black, red and green and
then dusted off in soft shades
such as rose, faded blue, and
green...the Victorian colors.
The styles: the longer vest, the
pant jumpers, suspender jum-

Children's wear for fall will

in pincurls each night.

type.

length, 1969 is the year of
ringlets and ribbons. Short
hairdos have replaced geo-

Children's Forecast

FREE COKE

STATIONERY

rank

ringlets

were suited to their'active lives
as well as to their face and hair

HARCZAK'S

Templates

Lead

that

highest on a teen's hairdo list
when they tabulated their fifty
state entries in the second annual Junior Miss Hair Styling
Contest. High school seniors,
selected from local Junior
Misses, designed hairdos that

drils which they wrap tightly

like it or not; it is the first lesson that ought to he learned;
and however early a man's
training begins, it is probably
the last lesson that he learns
thoroughly." --Thos. H. Huxley (1877)

Fall Ties
Wide aCid

Washable
You can't miss seeing the

tics. Four to five
inches is the popular width for
new fall

today

fashion -conscious

boys, and they won't settle for
one-half inch less!

Stripes lead the way with
and blues coming on
strong. The traditional club
reds

tie, now wider, is still a necessi-

ty among the ivy league set.
Houndstooth checks add flair
to deep colored shirts.

THE WIDER tie is required
by fall's new shirts with widespread collars. The knots have

to he "plenty Vide" to cover
the new two -button collar that
gives added support to standup
collars.

In the fabric direction, poly

ester fiber makes life easier
for mothers. Ties are now
washable --so a favorite fie can
he reworn after ice cream

cones. Silk blends are still a
leader for the dressier tie and

matching

handkerchief.

Wool has entered the picture,

and you will he seeing more
and more on arty back-toschoolers.

Wider is the key word for boys' ties. This four -inch washable
polyester makes life easier for Mom, too. Right in the swing of
things with a brown and gold houndstooth, it is an asset to any
young man's appearance. Beau Brummell tie.

Good ties are those that
spend as much time around the
neck as on the rack, and there
seems to he a good share of
these ready for fall.

Shoes for Girls
Your little girl will stand tall
in

her

sturdy

new

leather

shoes, as pupil, playmate or

park ridge

party -goer.

The choice of textures in
young -set shoes has increased
greatly with the continuing development of new tanning fin-

children's shop

ishes.

6 S. NORTHWEST HWY., PARK RIDGE ILL.

TA 3-5811
We carry everything for the
new BABY practical or gifts.

ii1

11

I

I

I1

11

i1

'I "I. '

'A 1.11..1.1.1.1

COME IN
LET'S GET AQUAINTED
-

ow=

10% OFF

-44

ON FIRST PURCHASE
.1:tit;111; * ;

1.

,1

Tied up with polka dots, Jonathan Logan's ginger

Latch on to Jonathan Logan's slightly empired

colored Dacron and wool knit jumper with its
coordinated "off-white" knit blouse create the

orange dirndl dress of Dacron and wool knit

greatest scoop of the season. 5-15, $38

$24.

linked with gold for a precious look. Sizes 5-15

/I

I

; **

I

;

t1

1

Jr. -Editions, Slacks.

Phona 824-6164

r:

Oxford,

suits, Fieldston Coats, Renzo Italian knit
Imports boys & Girls.

nlric by 1-:L:
Complete line of linger;
Majesty,
d;i s wrapping & mailing service.
Wr;

I

TI

Elegant Heir suits, Kute Kiddies snow

of Carolina, Alyssa, A -Louise, Charles of
Miami, Polly Flinders dresses. Complete
line of sport wear by Aileen Girl.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES
1467 ELLINWOOD ST.

1I

Infants to 6x-7
Rob -Roy,

GIRLS DEPARTMENT

tt

I

Complete Boys
Department

Everything from infants to size 10 Ruth

-

I

LARGE SELECTION
of unusual Stuffed Animals

Gift that special
him with the
LeCoultre Memovox!
The alarm feature will re-

mind him of dates with
you and business appointments. Meirovox 1210, in
stainless steel, $89.95.

MITCHELL'S
4

it,

BR

20 S. EVERGkte,s

- 394.0820 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
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,

z

school outerwear is a belted
fur jacket, says the American
Institute of Men's and Boys'
Wear. This man on campus
chooses a black fake fur and
teams it with herringbone

-:Or

(1?111

BRAS AND
LINGERIE

Left: the newest in back -to

41;,),
$*

Petutokit

IP The Small Figure

The Average Figure
The Teenager

re.v.f4111111111880, I

The Expectant Mother
The Mastectomy Patient

flared pants and a white turtle-

1111110,

CALL JUDIE ROSS 392-5262

neck.

WELCOME TO:

MARGE'S
BACK -TO -SCHOOL

& FALL APPAREL

THEATRE OF FASHION

Step over the footlights to our....

"YOUNG VIEW POINT ROOM"
Here's a new look that
doesn't involve beads, long

hair, or flowers. Those who

used most often and most enthusiastically is, "Contacts
changed my whole life.' "

have it look better and they see
better, too.

adjustment, there has been one

Because they wear contact
lenses, and this is a revolution

NA'.

04

make the headlines. A vast ma-

jority of each year's 600,000

them.

25 and roost of them are in

-

their teens.

Why? John Cannon, OD.,
Contact Consultant at A Icon
Laboratories, explains it sim-

vated you must really want

Mod Alarm

them. It takes from a few days
to over a month, depending on

the individual, to get used to
"Minis ube" is a saptis Ming
charmer in the new Seth

them. Some people do not have
the patience.

!faunas tollestron of electric

"But a young person (especially a young girl) is willing to
make the effort for cosmetic
reasons. Afterwards, she dis-

bedroom alarms It comes in
bright blue with %%bite late and
blue numbers. in bright red

CONTACTS ARE fragile
and must he handled with care.
Extra handling means extra
risk. Yet absolute cleanliness is
a must for wearing comfort. A

young America wears! Sizes 3 Jr. Petite to 18.
LET MARGE'S FASHION COUNSELORS HELP YOU FIND YOUR WARDROBE.
..,ALWAYS AT LOW, LOW SAMPLE PRICES!

tiny case, the Swisher by Con -

thine, that holds lenses safely.
while they are being cleansed
and soaked (using pre -measured tablets). Lenses stay in
the Swisher overnight, and are
rinsed in the morning before
the wetting solution is applied.

Then they are replaced on the

SAMPLE
SHOP

10 N. Dunton Arlington Heights, III.

eyes. Only seconds a day keeps

the contacts conditioned and
more comfortable.

Phone: 392-2063

Thurs. nites til 9 pm

Mon. thru Sat. 10-5:30 pm

covers the other blessings of
contacts: better peripheral vi-

with white laic and red numbers, or in sparkling white Lase

sion, a greater feeling of freedom (no sense of being locked

with red fate and white number.

behind a

framed

window),

convenience. One of the lines

SCHOOL YEAR!"

UP YOUR

FALL FABRICS!

10110%

FASHION RIGHT!

SHOW

You can be a "Ritz Gag"

IT'S A
REWARDING

Wed. 2

4et, rhos.
Now at

,

<19

cr%

01.001
THIMBLE
sIW

WIDE, WIDE SELECTION OF

NOW

CORDOUROYS WOOLS

KNITS DOUBLE KNITS
FAKE FURS PARTY VELVETS

O

'

TERS, SUITS, CAR COATS, STADIUM JACKETS,
DRESSES, & CO-ORDINATES...for the look

solution is now at hand. It's a

ply.

"TO ADJUST to contact
lenses, you have to he moti-

2

BE THE "FASHION STAR" ON YOUR SCENE!
Dramatic, exciting, and colorful SKIRTS, SWEA-

converts to contacts are under

;

Fashion Pow Wow --In the Apache spirit a pinwale cotton corduroy ensemble of earthy brown.
Close -fitting Jeans, belted at the waist and belled at the cuff, are paired with a matching double pocketed body shirt. By I. velyn Situ for Stiletto. (National Cotton Council photo)

"SE

other problem. according to
Dr. Cannon, danger of losing
or damaging these tiny miracles in the process of removing, cleaning. and inserting

the campus that doesn't

on

.0011111101-.-

After the initial period of

See the largest selection ever in
back -to school or career -minded fashions..

FOP

saw
-To.

swot

EXPERIENCE'
:e withWe are asking you to do the community a public service and earn extr
is free to
out committing yourself to full-time work; having holidays aund s
spend with family and friends. We can offer you all of these luxuries and still have
.s a
most' of your daytime hours free. You need only to give us as little as two 1
day --two in the morning and afternoon or just afternoons only.
The increase in population has increased our school bus fleet. We arc therefore
asking you as citizens and parents to consider driving a bus. Before you sat'` no,
let me tell you a story about -a little lady. One of our long-standing and loyal dri-.
vers is Maria Utley.. Maria is all of four feet eight inches tall in her elevators. When she
was first approached to drive, she thought it 'was out of the quest' . She couldn't
imagine herself maneuvering a school bus. Being a positive person, she volunteered to learn. In a short period of time, Maria was able to master a school bus along with
the best of our drivers. The size of the bus was misleading, and she now looks hark 011
her skepticism with humor.
Children are the most precious cargo in the world. You will he paid for part .ttlitkr.ir, retiree,
work while doing a real service to the community. If you are a I
or just looking for an additional job, you're just the person we have in mind.

Join our family--cCill us now and. become
a "RITZ GAL" in September

Plus

IMPORT BUTTONS TRIMS BEADS
ZIPPERS PATTERNS ACCESSORIESt
Corner of Wolf &
Camp McDonald Rds.

Hours Open daily
9 30 to 5 30
Monday, Thursday,
& Friday nites til 8 30

Wheeling, lit.

PHONE 537-7212

PHONE:

392-9300
RITZENHALER BUS LINES, INC.
2001 E. DAVIS, ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
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Collars Reach a Point

4 -piece "Weekender" with fashion appeal four 'times over...new

and exciting outfit in Orlon acryliccbeautifully bonded for shape
retention. The solid -tone polyester and rayon blouse with long
sleeves, has a deeply pointed collar. Sizes 8 to 16 at Robert Hall.

The Clean Look is in!

t

r04

Gives
Back to School

:14

Apparel
the Top Grade
Look

of freshness!
It's so smart
to send
your laundry
when you
send your
dry cleaning

Call for

HOLIDAY'S
3/4 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY
SERVICE

LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS
MT. PROSPECT

412 W. NW HWY.

392-4554
Des*Plaines

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727

Instant Beauty
For Action Scene

FREE PICK-UP OR DELIVERY AS EARLY AS 7:00 A.M.

sig. gra cm aum al n'd 6,11__i iim wii Frd psi mai pm esi_i Fa Li\ te,'M

Back to school discoveries
from eheidt

0
5
0
5

Men's Crone! Skin Diver's
Watch with Calendar

0
5
0
4

$ 7. 8 8

-i

"TOURINO"

,

....

Travel Alarm Shatterproof

.a:21

,/

. r ..-

....,

$2.99

./..

..,-.....

s

ay,

ri

rir 0

',..,

girl, and so, just in time to
speed you on your way, come

If ever there was an active
generation, this is it. You may
not he in "the movement," but
you're moving every minute,
whether, gyrating along with a
Janis Joplin disk or flying halfway across the country for a
party weekend-or just zooming between classes and your
out -of -class project, be it pet
newspaper, glee club, what -

the new instant hair -setters.
Handy -dandy kits like Clairol's Kindness Instant Hair setter have electrically heated
rollers that do a dry set anywhere within ten minutes flat-

Completely "with it" plaid pants with flare -leg and sash just as fashion would have it for the young
set. In bonded -for shape acrylic, with contrasting colors brightening the plaid. Sizes 7 to 14 at Robert
Hall.

-less than that if you hair's fine
and short.

The "24," which has

own built-in mirror,

An Irresistible,
Quick Breakfast

its
24

has

have -you.

rollers, 14 of which are a new
medium size designed espe-

WONDER hishion's
Nt
look is lean, leggy, stripped for

dos. Designed like a smart blue
Schoolbells signal the start
attache case, it can fit into a of the frantic morning rush,

Summer Costume Jewelry 0

action. Pants make the scene
round the clock, bush jackets

breakfasts on the run, and the

"RING RIOT" Fashion Rings Latest "MOD" and antique styles 2 for $1.0061

skivvies shape skinny, ready -

bike basket along with your
books; travel anywhere with
aplomb. For a beauty on the
move, the instant hairsetter
has got to be part of the action
on campus this fall.

If you're at a loss for nourishing, quick hreaskfasts that
the youngsters will take the
time to eat before their sprint
to the door, as well as mean-

Men's Ronson
1

N
"g

"COMET"

Butane

\..,

ri

I

Lighter

__

Voroflome Control

.

w''11W1,81P

1/2 off on all

$3.99

\I

Ladies "MOD" Watch Bands. Latest Styles and Colors

Arlington Heights

392-4222

2 for $1.00 pl
fa

0

et,/

0 348 E. Rand Rd.

0

$4.88 0

Ladies "MOD" or Penelant Watches -Latest styles and Colon

ill
N

lik,.

I

Alarm In- Luminous Hands

Crystal -Sweep

IT
N

Westclox

But this is the electric age,

Whatever else school may
mean, these days one things is
sure: It's where the action is.

84 C South Waukegan Rdri
Deerfield Illinois

COMPLETE WATCH REPAIR SERVICE

498-2535

13.

are

cially for today's curlier hair-

and

boss,

shirts

and

for -anything dreSses.
s.ti

thing goes, and in

twinkling you switch to
groove:

newest
beads,

velvet

a

started in London's Portobello
Road, made the psychedelic

scene in New York and San
and

since

now,

"The Loves of Isadora," turns
on fashion everywhere.

i n g f u I after -school nourishment, here's a good tip.
Yesterday's leftovers, combined with a dash of imagina-

ster to learn about cameras is
to start with a simple instant loading model, such as the Kodak Instamatic 124 camera.
This is itn aim -and -shoot type

tion, can do both jobs beautifully. Take leftover cooked

that requires no adjustments
for properly exposed pictures

instant

a youngster's career or adult
enjoyment of everyday occur-

-that is, if you're hung up on

ences, picture -taking is a good
skill to develop at any age.

change, doing your
hair can be the ultimate drag-

curlers or chained to a dryer.

Start back to School

The best way for a young-

rice, for example.
Rice is a staple food you undoubtedly use often with meat
or fish, as a main dish, or as a
dessert. There arc many ways

in which leftover rice can be

BUILD YOUR

with fresh as new
clothing . . . You'll
look and feel better.

school snack, too.

REHEATED RICE

loses

none of the freshness of just -

afternoon.

in bright or hazy sunlight.
Whether a camera enhances

WITH ALL this action and

COME CLEAN!

when the troops return in the

Camera Skill

the
and
and

flowing skirts
scarves. "The antique elegance

Francisco,

familiar "I'm hungry Mom"

quickly transformed into a
tempting breakfast or an after -

FUTURE...

START WITH AN
AFTERNOON

cooked rice. Because of its

bland taste, rice is a great foil
for fresh, canned or' dried

fruits, as well as many other
nourishing foods.
One easy breakfast or after-

noon pick-up that's

a

cold -

weather favorite with New
Englanders is fluffy hot rice
sweetened with sugar or syrup,
glistening with butter, and
topped with fruit, raisings,
honey, marmalade, chopped

nuts, or any of a variety of appetite -tempters. Add cream
and it's a treat.

If the weather doesn't call
for something hot, surprise the

kids with something festive:
yesterday's chilled rice pudding scooped into a stemmed
glass topped with drained
pineapple cubes and a dollop
of whipped cream will get
squeals of delight - at breakfast, snack -time or any time.

For a breakfast that always

with butter and jelly. Turn the
oven on when you get up. com-

bine cooked rice with a few
wholesome ingredients that
provide all the nutrition a
child needs for an active morn-

ing, turn mixture into a muffin
pan, and pop into the oven. By
youngsters
t h e time the

scramble to the table, an irresistible breakfast will be wait-

ing. Don't worry about leftover muffins-just keep them
handy when the kids return
from school and see how fast
they disappear.
RICE -CHEESE MUFFINS
2 eggs

1 cup cold cooked rice
Vz cup milk
cup grated pimiento
1/2
cheese

1 cup sifted flour
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
'

Beat eggs until frothy. Stir in
rice, milk, and cheese.
Sift together dry

in-

gredients. Sift again into rice
mixture. Stir until blended.
Grease and flour muffin pan.

Fill half to two-thirds full of
hatter. Bake at 425 degrees for --

has takers, even on the run, try

20 minutes. Sere immediate-

hot rice -cheese muffins, split

ly. Makes 12 muffins.

ROUTE.

it

00_

Pop Art Lunch

We give "dazzle" clean looks to
clothes. Sport togs err formal
wear are "like new" garments,
after our cleaning.
FREE ESTIMATES!

OUR TRUCKS ARE IN YOUR
AREA DAILY
Phone: 296-6640
You'll earn money ... trips
prizes

...

Develop

...

responsi-

bility, business sense,

sales -

manship.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS CL 5--6174
7 N. Elmhurst Rd.

MT. PROSPECT.

(Rt. 83 &McDoncaid

CL 5-4600

662 E. Northwest Hwy.

20 Years ... the Choice of Northwest Subarbarl Families/

......mm.
722 'wed, 4.
Naar, III. 60015

Address

a.,d mail to the Day offices.

Town

your parents,

first.
When a route opens up in your
to

al.. ammo gman.

NAME

If you are ten or older, want a
route, fill out this application
Talk

omm..Imnso

MAIL TO
DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

immediate neighborhood,
we'll phone you,

Phone No.

LIfttlhdate

day

The gang from Laugh -In, plus Peter Pan, Gentle Ben, Archie,
the heroes from the Land of the Giants and the Wild, Wild West
are just a few of the exciting characters featured this year in the
extensive line of school lunch kits for children manufactured by
' Aladdin Industries, Inc.
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00 to Drive?
l he Lompumr ke board in a

which were then fed into the
computer. Some of the general
findings were interesting:-

coiner ot this utv s vast Call scum hsg,111 LhattLring and at

least one person watched sitth
ratetheinselves as
"safer driyerk" than do womconsiderable interest
Jack Smith the comput- en,_but- women have better
er began it you answeted the over-all driving records and
is- tend to have better Brig
questions hone stns
sponsss indidits that sour
habits. So much for "women
dri vers.OILLIO.sney, and
--Traffic violations related

itreOpls

alt1011S

dus,- Nii111

1111.1

tO IS-

that s out alertness is a definite

to driver attitude, mood Auld
personal outlook much more
significantly than to alertness

aid to ion %%hen (his mg
[notion - all
the

sonduilLd )tar iiv.01(1
of uallic siolations is quite
bad

1uc 1.otp thanks

I'nslli

capacity.

--Women over 45 who are
good drivers are 'very good
drivers.

SOU

1,11A1

Smith (lid

.11,11s.

isith the loiLgoing info' illation is a LoniLdui al 'tatter.
What IS glut is that tot the
hist tint in his hie 'smith

kiwi% s something about how
his pLrsonaliti nails Lan affix(
his dad,. di is ing
I he Italian inamitactiner

the questionnaires, created
industrial psychologist
Harry .1. \Voehr, were devised

psychologist -reports that contrary to popular opinion.
"alertness is not the most important factor in maintaining a

out

(IllsSt101111,111CS

better than those who
scored poorly in alertness. Obviously. alertness is At desirable
driving trait: however, test
findings indicate that traffic
violations are related more significantly to attitude, mood

-1,

arlt m Smith
BS
Ind Ri(hard Putnam Pratt

\\Laic last appioadung the
turn_ of SLai that puts a glint ui
ot a LLI tam kind of new

Lai husu HL is till satin_ guy
ho is ill toll art\ hal ttaltILI for
the dt mks-dont-Me ot nothing.

is a sport
is ho likr_s to uncut a little pizazz into an °them usv ioutine

In othd isotds

hl,

11115 Its

In this Last. h1 Siam," to pit

his bargaining skill against the
dodo ho is bLonning to get
uptight dhoti t all those 69s he
has to unload betoie thL 70s
shon up
I he game is simpli enough.
iLalli 111i; aim of the busLi is
to di ag his Ilet as long as
_aunt on tin, dealer's
Liu-nutL ari mg ilLspdation to
keep ILdue mg the pi 'Lc

WHIP, oil too long,

II III

and di Lurnstand. may
Lombiill to Lisa; the dealer's
lot 01 nto,t tit his 69s \sell
ahsad ot srhululu Viliwn this
happon, till slLaho dm hold
reOil pm,. Inn_ on the
maining oims iihile iiaiting for
ItiLk

11..%

OIL Last -to -sell 70s to at Iii e.

In this case our odds -playing ham gain hunter taps out
Its itsL11 this gait -,Ind -mouse
gamt might not Ill exiting

Linitigh to keep Out bus happy,

hut thus ale othLi elenicnts.
too It 001

111,111

13111 t,

a 6" at

tin_ end of till model Lai for
I xampli_ it sutIus II 0111 a11110St

of in-service training at
Wheeling High School, explained how seminars and

day fall workshop.

service education throughout

no

confirms the generally held

theory of relationship between
mood and personality and
driving record. Personality
has an effect on individual re-

actions to critical driver situations. Hopefully, the Pirelli
experiment will prompt fur-

by

s

fund;

a

1111112lt,

;111(1 gluing it.

Expan(I Sanitary

District

When you think about it, an

Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie has
a bill expanding the
corporate limits of the Metropolitan Sanitary District of
Greater Chicago.
Senate Bill 927 enlarges the

signed

ality has never really been

district. but

it

provides that

voters who would come into
the district may file a petition
for referendum on inclusion.
The district must publish a no-

tice to that effect within 30
days.

strike some
people as a rather cavalier attimight

The petition must be filed

within 30 days of the notice by
10 per cent of the voters. If no

tude toward the lives of citizens. Mier all, more than
50,000 people are killed each
year as a result of auto acci-

meeting was

OTHER SCHOOLS

I1111101111Ced.

Those prices are 4 cents per
carton for grades kindergarten
through fifth. 14 cartons for
S I in junior highs (6-8), and 10
cents at crirton for teachers.

At the Aug. 4 meeting, it
was decided to rebid for the
milk because of higher usage
quantities.

Bids

stayed the

same by the four companies
bidding.

Salaries for substitute teachers was upped .51 by' the board.

in order to put District 59's
rates on a competative basis

with

of surrounding

those

school districts. The pay rate
was formerly 525 a day.

nfusedaeeyy

considered by the district dur-

students.
ill

the

district include Juliette Low at
1530 S. Highland in Arlington
Heights. In Mount Prospect,

schools are Dempster Junior
High, 420 W. Dempster; Robert Frost, 1308 S. Cypress Dr.;

the 1969-70 :leaden -lie
year. -file tasks mentioned
ing

the

12 -month

school

year with a preliminary summer volunteer semester; addismoking

tional

ABOUT BUV1N

for

areas

Wheeling and Hersey High
S c h ool and attendance
boundaries for the proposed
Rolling Meadows high school.
Individual building person-

John Jay, 1835 W. Pheasant
Tr.

Confused by discount and
cut price point ads - by price
and performance claims -and

In Des Plaines: Brentwood.
26(1 W. Dulles; Devonshire.
1401 S. Pennsylvania: Albert
Einstein, 345 \V, Walnut; and
High Ridge knolls, 588 S.
Data James.

counter claims? Why don't you
let us help you with your paint
and decorating problems. This
is part of our complete, expert

service. No obligulion.

In Elk Grove Village: Admihal Richard E. Byrd, 265
\Vellington: Clearmont, 280
Clearmont Dr.; Grove Junior
High. 777 Elk Grove Blvd.;

RICHARD'S
PAINT & WALLPAPER

42 E. Palatine Rd.

Nlark Hopkins, 231 S. Shady wood I.n.; Lively Junior High,

ACTING Superintendent
Al Waltman said he hoped the
bstitUte s would receive a
more substantial raise in salary
next year.

999

1.eichasterA

Palatine, Ill.
PH: 359-6297

Ridge, 650

(Across From Hines Lumber Co.)

Ridge Ave.; Rupley, 305 E.
Oakum Rd.: Salt Creek, 65

0

Sure the Paint You're Buy/n'

Grant
Wood, 225 E. Elk Grove Blvd.

The board also agreed to

Blvd., and

Kennedy

work with the village of Nlount

petition is filed, the described
area becomes part of the district.

dents.

Murphy

SCHOOL OF DANCE
Hasbrook area

SALE DATES:

AUGUST 20, 21, 22, 23

chances arc he iv ill have had to

pay extra for them. On At '70,

for September classes

however. he will be likely to

get them as original equip-

Lessons from ages 4

ment.
Obviously, there are enough

through advanced

SUPER STERLING

EiGUREMATIC

SMOOTH ACTION;
PRECISION RESPONSE.

TAP BALLET CHARACTER
TUMBLING BATON

variables in this equation to
keep our friend busy figuring,
dickering and comparing for
many a happy hour. He may
even end up paying as Much

88 character keyboard with
full length tabulator key sets
and clears, a personal touch
selector and three positon

loititte

ribbon selector.

SCHOOL OF DANCE
1545 N. Kaspar Arlington Heights
Phone 259-3245

LIGHTWEIGHT ALLELEC

TRIC ADDING MACHINE
FOR HOME, STUDENT OR
PROFESSIONAL USE.
1111111

LIST PRICE $109.00
MURPHY'S REG. LOW PRICE $77.84

IgYrie

4 DAYS ONLY

LIMIT '64.00

.

cc c
CC r

LIST PRICE $86.50
MURPHY'S REG. LOW PRICE $66.16

$53?.00 LIMIT 1

MATCHBOX

Strass

4 DAYS ONLY

BRUSH ROLLERS

VEHICLES
//AL ON SALE IN OUR

of

Mount Prospect, Iii.

5 SIZES

TOY DEPARTMENT

HRS: Daily 9:31./ to 5:30

9 W. Prospect Ave.
CI. 3-7622

a

Electric brain does your adding, subtracting, multiplying, automatically!

tOW

"1,45
Ziainottd'elegam

the District 214 administrative
evaluation instrument include
some opportunity for -an evaluatee to work on his own evaluation with the evaluator.

school board meeting.
No change in prices passed
at the Aug. -1 school board

The bid for supplying Dis-

up as standard equipment in
19714 If our man gets fiber
glass belted tires on his '69,

for his car this way as he would
if he bought it with as little fanfare as till rest of us.
But, after all, every' ;nail
should have a hobby.

of evaluation approaches
used in other school districts
and highly recommended that

Supt. Edward Gilbert outlined prospective tasks to be

having

bought a '69.
On the other hand. some improvements available only as
options on most '69s may show

JENNESS reviewed a varie-

ty

were: a inaximum tax levy of
21. cents on the educational

point of view. some negative.

more of an edge

ule.

tually tenured personnel on a

at

added safety feature for the

evinced by officials in charge
of driver licensing. They, for
the most part, believe driving
up for that first year's de
predation Si. hilth will return to an automobile is purely a mehaunt him when he finally chanical function. If the driver
indicates he knows where the
trades the car in.
Other items enter into the brake is and doesn't forget to
calculations, too. Some are indicate turns, he'll probably
positive. from the buyer's get his license.
GENERA!. PRICE levels,
for instance. It is a good bet
that 1970 modes' will arrive
hearing an across -the -hoard
price increase. If so, our man
iv ill have gained that much

second year teachers and even-

training

e

He added that this would be an

interest in a driver's person-

This

of in-service
Prospect High

c o-orAlinator

may

Milk Co. of Fairmont, at 6.5
cents a half pint at last night's

container, scoring it to create II

receive counsel in the kinds:of
problems he is likely to encounter as a driver and what he
can do to overcome them.

based on merit salary sched-

there

and

(Tuesday

and today
Wednesday).

-

dustry to use the newly -develArnetek Hottendorf
oped
container making machine.
machine.
The new machines sim-

secured into the shape of

inations so that students can

some opportunity to involve

trators.
However,

Prospect in extending Lonnquist Rd. at Holmes Junior
High School, said Waltman.

ing the manufacturers message
On what will lie on the outside
of the box, slotting the
paperboard so that it may be

Woehr, in fact, suggests that
such personality tests could be
predriver examin
used

he

Johnson and NI Trill Clar,

video tayes will be used for in-

trict 59's milk needs was
awarded to the I.. Podesta

plifies the operation by print-

ther inquiry along these lines.

added.

container plant. 100 E. Oak ton, Des Plaines. is the firs'
paperboard facility in the in-

The Union Camp Corp.

THE WOEHR staff report

district meetings of
various co-ordinators with re,
Lawrence Jenness; Forest spective chairmen and diviVices High School principal, sion heads were also held duradvised the administrators to ing the workshop yesterday

volunteer basis, Johnson net and

explore more formal evaluation procedures. The district presently maintains a
informal" adminis"very
evaluation system
t
v
t r

"IN-SERVICE is primarily
directed at the new teachers,"
Johnson told the adminis-

Contr et

Machine

the alertness aspect."

newly

163

)isle 59

ew

and personal outlook than to

intimately with
hired teachers.

the district.

Using

In the

instant depredation.
space of a few weeks, it is last
year's car.
So. the year-end buyer is not
only looking for a discount. he
needs one big enough to make

administrative

,

At least 75 administrative

"In tact, their records ivere

Buyers ye Last
Of the 969 Cars

Mel Johnson. co-ordinator

personnel. including principals, assistant principals, d/rpartment chairmen, division

regard to violations.

ivere obtained. Woehr and his

were

trict tasks yesterday at a Iwo.

the best driving records with

[hey were.

1 -high

214

evaluation, and prospective disiPn

t

drivers do not necessarily have

to measure personality traits.
Drivers were asked to rate
themsel yes as to what kind of
person they honestly thought

in

attended the general session at
John Hersey High School.

briefed on in-service educa-

driving record. On the
basis of test information, we
can only conclude that alert
safe

REJECTING OR accepthad oiganilLd a DI su Pd- ing. or somewhere- in between?
sonaliti lest as OIL highlight Submissive or dominant? Hotof its exhibit at din. Into- blooded or cool-headed? Pessikutomolu IL `show mistic or optimistic? Sad or
national
and managed to prou_ss more happy? And so on.
After the individual answers th in 7 000 (Insets 1 he di nids

I illed

Administrators
District

School

School, will rotate among the
district's six schools working

heads, and athletic directors

By K. C. Radtke

staff studied the results. The

by

orlsh

Administrators a

Fri. 9:30 to 9:00

REG. 48c

NOW
4
DAYS
ONLY

from our collection of diamonds
chosen for color, clarity and bril-

BERKSHIRE

styles in all price ranges:

PANTY HOSE
& STOCKINGS

liance. Select front a large group of

'a Lt Marquis_ diamond ring
1,

ct Peat shariLd (Minion(' ring

4 for Si .00

ANNUAL SALE

BIG FOOT

LIST PRICE $1.00

LIMIT 4

30" x 15" x 12"

$1 .00

BED
PILLOWS
A

REG. $9.99

4

JEWELERS

DAYS ONLY
SUPPORT STOCKINGS

PANTY HOSE

tau)

1

SAI1 mce

33.19

$393

32.39

Rand & Central Rds.

NOW

$6.44

TireitOne

soft side and o firm

POLYURETHANE FOAM

you choose

side to let
your own special sleeping
comfort. Hand washable,
molded foam pillow is
18x251'2".

REG. $2.98 Each

NOW

$2.00

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS.

STOCKINGS

tKt

372.8923'

FOR

VINYL -

TRAY.

29 E. Madison (Suite 808)

2

BOUND,
LAMINATED
PLYWOOD,
WITH
PLYWOOD

CHICAGO

/

NOW 5 "v c

METAL

5595
3 50

MT. PROSPECT 1080 Mt: Prospect Plaza 394.1140

MURPHY'S REG. LOW PRICE 77c

LOCKER

8750

s

EACH

NO DEALERS & WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

AUG. 21- SEPT. 6

It found diamond ring with 2 tapered

I

liag tilt

27c

PAIN

33 3$

$1.09

33.25

$1:A

$1.19
SI.39

$3.55
$4.15

51 75

1

1

RAND AND CENTRAL ROADS - MOUNT PROSPECT PLAZA
Use Our No -Charge LAYAWAY PLAN.... or Midwest Bank Cards Accepted

STORE HOURS: Mon.

thru Fri., 9:30 o.m. to 9 p.m.

Saturday, 9:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. Sunday II a.m. to 5:30 p.m,

THE 01Y
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Shangri-La in Indiana

HAVE

A Place to Leave

Those Extra Pounds

YOUR OWN

When a movie star or

front Detroit, all repeaters.
One had lost her husband several weeks before and her three

a

member of the jet set gets to
feeling Wimpy or beset by the
cares of the day, she can pick
up her check book and head
for one of those fashionable
beauty spas in Maine or Florida or California. Here she is

GATHER those no longer used, but still -useable items from the closets, garage,
and attic. (Things like outgrown baby
toys,

routines

ballet

and

in

swimming pool. For all

the
this

she pays somewhere between

WANT AD! The Day will spread the word
throughout 17 Northwest Suburban communities and reach more than 200,000
potential cash buyers, many of whom are

looking for just 'those items you intend

dePartment store and a woman

who does volunteer work with

the USO and

more problem she'll go over

sign

.

.

.

FREE TO YOU WITH YOUR DAY

WANT AD! This large printed sign can
easily be posted in front of your house
or drive -way.

y.

as the clock neared 8 p.m. Bertha said she longed for a
corned beef sandwich and I, of
course, yearned for a hot fudge
sundae. Wanda and I had quite

discussion concerning the
advantages of a sundae as opposed to a pound of peanuts.
a

Wanda maintained you could
make the peanuts last longer.
When the girl came to take our
snack orders, I ordered the

and front $115 to $135 for
accomodations.
this figure are

asked for pink champagne and
Jan ordered a chocolate phospate. We all got a tall, icy glass
of lemonade, artificially sweetened if at all.
Beady eyes watched the girl
as she passed around a plate of
rye crackers, one to a customer

daily massage and steam bath.
rates don't

seem
neither are

Shangri La -like,
the accomodations. But as the
spa's general proprietor. Sel-

FREE

unless you could palm a second as it passed. Some were

day. Although it is for women
only, all the gals were in the
dining room when I got there

pretty good at that already. It
was the most delicious cracker
I'd ever had.

so my husband was allowed to

We lined up in front of the
TV later that night to watch

carry my luggage up to the
room one of the staff led us to.
It was a very small room, and
the kindest thing that could he

the first man take the first step

on the moon. "Gosh," said

said about the furniture was
that it wasn't very new. But is
was clean, and there was an

one woman. "All I can think

air -conditioner in the window.
"You sure you want to stay?"
my husband asked. I decided
to try it for a couple days, any-

ing on the moon weighed only

of is green cheese." When the

announcer said people walk-

1/6th of what they weighed
here on earth, the girls all felt it
must be a lovely place.

how.

I found that just about

every visitor to the spa starts
out with a thought something
ant

I

doing here'?" But by the second day you've settled right in
and Wonder why you have to

SALE SIGN!

go home. Many of Selma's cus-

tomers come hack year after
year. Some form permanent
friendships with other gals and

This

hold annual reunions at the

15 x 20 inch sign will attract

attention to your sale and bring you
(limit 1 sign for each 5 -day want ad).
Signs may be nicked up at any of THE
DAY'S offices in Arlington Heights,

GARAGE

SALE

Mount Prospect or Des Plaines.)

PLAN YOUR
SALE NOW!
and phone

AY PUBLICATIONS
CLASSIFIED DEPT.

AFTER BREAKFAST

I

chairs, a couple of old-fashion-

much or as little as you wish on

ed rockers, a color television the excellent machines availset, an air conditioner, and a able. I put in 20 minutes on the
group of assorted women. A exercycle while Jan tried the
few were in pajamas, most trim gym and Bertha and Wanwore robes, and all wore slip- da quivered in the clutches of
pers. They sat around talking, the massage belts. Ann encrocheting and watching the jcohyed the wooden roller maclock. Snack time comes at 8
We all kept an ear tuned to
p.m.
After Selma had weighed the buz2er and eye on the gal
me in and measured me, she who preceded us down to the

LUNCH IS SERVED at

12

noon, and Selma seldom has
trouble us 'th people being late
for meal. It consisted, that
lettuce, cottage cheese, pineapple slice, jello and a beve-

The house and the pool are lo-

cated on a bluff overlooking
Lake Michigan, and when we
got tired of swimming and sunning on the many chaises
around the pool, we sat in the

shade of the big patio umbrellas; chatting and admiring
the wonderful view.

Fat girls seldom go swimming in resort pools. but here,
after a few minutes of slouching around in your towel, you
realize that no one gives a darn

what you look like, so you re-

lax and begin to enjoy yourself.

I think that's one of the secrets of this place. You don't

have to complete with anyone.

'Women, many of them quite

pers

no one bothers about

cleaned, your bed is made for
you, meals arc served at given
front of you. If you want to ex-

ercise, there's a room full of
equipment. If you don't, so
don't. For a few brief, beautiful days you arc absolutely
free to do as you please.

Dinner is served at 5 p.m.
and consists, always, of a salad,

meat or chicken, a vegetable
and a beverage. That first
night the meat was liver. For
46 years I have hated liver.
That night I loved liver --it was
all that stood between me and
starvation.

Food is one of the favorite
topics of conversation at the
spa. The gals sit around exchanging recipes and the addresses of really good restaurants, but actually it's more
therapy than necessity. I was
never really hungry the entire
time I was there. But it's fun to

THAT EVENING we took
a walk along the Lake Mich-

Investigating Commission and

advancement and financial advancement there." He said he
had been interested in that type

a Mount Prospect resident,

of business for the past two

will begin a new career soon,
when he takes an executive
position with a Chicago com-

years.

modities brokerage firm.
Walker, of 1705 Willow

leaving the $20,000a -year post that he assumed
March I, to accept the vice
1.n., is

Walker served six years on
the Chicago Police force be-

someone might buy something

to eat some day and have to
share it with everyone. But we
never did. We didn't even stop
for a diet pop, because Selma
feels that liquid intake should

be limited to about a quart a
day.

The night before

I

was to

leave we heard of a bingo game

in town and five of us decided
to take it in. What a night. We
immediately disliked the skin-

ny woman across the table

from us who consumed six
bags of potato chips, two bags

of peanuts and innumerable
bottles of pop. Our dislike
turned to pure hate when she
pulled out a picnic lunch. She
was a real pro, watching 19
cards while she fed her face.
She came fully equipped with

suffering, and we all were exnerts at that.
igan beach and there was some

talking of roasting a couple of
alewives on a stick. It didn't
come to anything, though we
did make a few beach bathe uncomfortable

criers

as

we

stood on the outskirts of their
campfire's light and looked
wistful.

The days settled down to a
lazy

routine and we got to

know each other, though only
by first names. It was like
group therapy. Each one spoke
a little of her problems and lis-

tened to a little of the other

WE WERE USING

paper

our heavy
breathing, which started someand

where after her fourth bag of
potato

kept

chips,

blowing

them off the cards. After a
while, though, the cards were
so damp with drool the paper
markers stuck much better.

Ott the way home we decided to stop for a three -calorie Fresco with fives straws,
since we'd missed our 8 p.m.
1411,4i mark

at

tho pia that

night. The only place open
was a pizza parlor. Bertha
went in to get the Fresco but
came running back out again.

Everything had gone black,
she said, and she almost attacked _it man holding a pizza.

Angie wondered aloud if we

got a hot dog and cut it into
five pieces how many calories
we'd each get, and Vickie
mentioned that a martini split
five ways wouldn't he too bad,

either. But virtue. the buddy
system and Selma's training,
triumphed. We.settled for one
Jujube apiece, which Angie's
research

had

discovered

is

only one calorie, and went
home to the fat farm, as we had
by then learned to affec-

tionately call the sia, slender
in spirit if nowher else.
.he
So I passed five Jays
I met a lot of
Sheridan Spa.
gals and I asked most of them

why they :an back. year after
year. Jan, who comes every

,tmer for two weeks and
roses

20 pounds,

said

she

simply because "it
works." Others said they came
coeies

because the food was good-and -it is --or because this was

the one place they knew of
where they could really rest.
And some said they came because here they found "someone to listen." As Selma said,
"You don't get fat from happi-

the Crime

gal's troubles. Almost always,

Commission in 1964. As exec-

after one of these sessions you

ten" is a very unhappy thing.

utive director of the commis-

decided yours weren't so had
after all. It was a quiet, restful
way of life.

WHATEVER THE reason.
women flock to the Sheridan

fore coming

to

sion he headed up a staff of 14
investigators.

firm that deals in futures on
the Chicago Mercantile Ex-

Walker said that the 12 member board of the crime
commission will he Meeting

change. He is to begin Sept. 15.

Saturday to consider the mat-

Walker said he is making

ter of his successor. Walker

the change to this different career, "because there is more

said that the new executive di-

presidency of Staten and Co., a

gave up hoping that

markers,

for their next client.

Crime Unit Chief
New Career

girls

Those

packages.

never

so everyone is trotting around
in comfortable robes and slip-

make noises as though we were

times. Then she introduced me
to the other gals and left us to

one was waiting up to check

plastic markers, special marking, ink and teeth.

signed by a posted list to one of
the two expert masseuses, and
they buzz when they are ready

meal

and

knocked the handle off a milk glass pitcher.
When we got home, every-

,'ell -to-do, arrive well dressed.
expensively perfumed, with
lovely hair -dos, butt in a day or

me not to stand in front of the
at

wedge wood plates

the

After lunch many of us
changed to bathing suits and
went out to the very nice pool.

basement steam room and
massage center. Each girl is as-

dining room door

wandering through them. The
only unusual incident I recall
was when Angie found some
cookies in run antique cookie
jar. The "no -no" that shrilled
front the rest of us as she
reached for one cracked three

first day, of hard boiled egg,

gave nte a few directions about
where things were and warned

director of the Illinois Crime

99:6

found it

hours and you eat what's putt in

ficial sweetener and powdered
creamer. The entire day's calorie count is about 800.

er, and you are free to do as

Robert J. Walker, executive

2- -

I

relaxing and enjoyable.

a tablespoon of diet jelly and
coffee or tea. No sugar or
cream, but you can have arti-

plete with deep, comfortable

homelike living room com-

to hate it. Instead,

hair -sets, no one bothers about
is
room
anything. Your

ercise room. No one organizes
groups or suggests exercises to
music. The girls help each oth-

I

of the gals spend their evenings

came to let me out. I showered
and then braced myself for me
first massage. I was prc,,a1 ed

tion of cantaloupe, one slice of
toasted diet bread, unbuttered,

wandered down to the big,

ON MY FIRST evening

oxtra customers

Next morning I had my first
meal at the spa. Breakfast is
served front 8:30 to 10 a.m.
and consists of a quarter por-

followed the crowd to the ex-

spa.

tique shops and musty old
homes packed with all kinds of
musty old antiques, and many

rage.

sundae, Wanda ordered the
peanuts, Bertha ordered the
corned beef sandwich. Ruth

three diet -controlled meals a
day plus an evening snack, a

talk, as we left the show, about

what heaven a McDonald's
hamburger would be, even
without the bun. But we bore
up, were true blue. and came -

me in for awhile. It felt wonderful. After 10 minutes she

eight eyes watched hopefully

lodge run from $160 to $190 a
week for a private room during
the summer and from 15125 to
$145 on a semi -private basis.
In the adjacent cottages rates
are from $ 135 to $155 private

our row, and there was sonic

el around my neck and closed

there had been 33. Twenty-

It's in Michigan City, Ind.,
just a couple hours drive from
Chicago's northwest suburbs,
and instead of Shangri La it's

like, "What on earth

drink were consumed were accompanied by loud sobs from

sort

a

the steam bath, wrapped a tow-

ALL TOGETHER we were
14, although the week before

overhead."
I arrived at the spa on Sun-

LOCATE your sale to motorists and
passer-bys with an eye-catching "Sale"

the Salvation

Army.

the ragged edge, where is the
Shangri La she can visit without going into permanent
bankruptcy?

ma Heiman tells you, "You
aren't paying for expensive

to sell!

in the movie where food and

Ella Chandler, the other masseuse, who comes all the way
front 1040 N..Franklin-in-Chi- - home to the spa as pure as the
--(Jag() every day. She told me driven snow and as empty as
proudly that she was a gradu- Mammoth Cave.
ate of the Kelberg Institute of
ANOTHER NIGHT we
Swedish Massage in Chicago.
She waited while I got un- went out "antiqueing." Michdressed, then helped me into igan City abounds with an-

estate

as

works for the government and
who lives in Park Ridge, a supervisor in a large downtown-

pounds on her hips, or a housewife begins to feel if she has -tomore chore or solye one
-

the

excellent massage. Flora, who
has seven children of her own,
knows all about the problems
of the many mothers who wind
up on her table, and she serves

front Indianapolis, a gal who

But when a suburban businesswoman notes a few extra

If

the strongest willed, sat on the
aisle and kept an eye on all of
us so we wouldn't sneak out to
the candy counter. The scenes

mon-sense advice as well as an

clients.
When my buzz came, I went
clown to the basement and met

$500 and $ 1,000 a week.

semi -private
Included in

tered the theatre. Angie. one. 12f

popcorn machine as we en-

saleswomen, the

RATES IN THE main

your sale with a DAY

gives her own brand of com-

wife of a large restaurant owner front Milwaukee, a girl who
works in a bank, a housewife

called the Sheridan Spa.

ANNOUNCE

Fools." Jan had a whistle and
directed us forcefully past the

of resident psychiatrist to many of Selma's

real

learns to do yoga in the gym

Lemmon's movie "The April

Flora Hudson, who lives in
Michigan City, is the spa's top
masseuse. She has worked for
Mrs. Heiman for I years and
I

chers from the Chicago area, a

creamed and regimented. She

'S EASY AS 1, 2, 3 ...

musical instruments,
appliances and much more).

There were four women

friends had decided this was
the time for them all to get
away from things for awhile.
They shared a four -bed dormitory room.
There were two schoolteapamper ed. patted, dieted,

SALE

furniture,

get acquainted.

By Lois Czobakowski.

room for a future within the

rector will not be from within
the ranks of the present in-

job, and new opportunities for

vestigating staff.

But if you wanted to do
more, many of the women had
cars with them; and you could
always tag along with a few. Or

the bus into Michigan City
runs right in front of the spa.
One evening several of us

went in to town to see Jack

ness." Having no one to "lis-

Spa in increasing numbers and
Selma Heiman's slogan for her
spa tells the story: "Come as a
stranger --leave as it friend."
I felt I was leaving many
friends as I departed.
And I left something else,
too --eight pounds in five days.
Jan was right. It works.
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$700 to 5500 (1 Mo.
Na Fee

Your Ac! vo it appear doily in The Northwest Day,
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WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN
CL 5.8732
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13 Lost and Found
TMCI. 1111. area.

1 calico king n 6 vr Es old. car
rah
REWARD!
rail 5
CALL 358 4263

WEST SUBURBS.

clothing. Coll:

Rental plan 392 4570

either AM or PM to

Prys

need,

439
Des

Evanston wkdays,

hrs:
8 30 5 00 Refs exchanged.
492 7020 or 821 5217

DESIGNERS
Plant layout, mechanical, structural or

electrical.

Full

time,

steady 0.T., pension, vacation
and all fringe benefits.
298-5021

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE
Do you hove the ability and sin.
cere desire for management 'n

the near future? We have the
WIDE SCOPE

Palatine area
358 2699

298-5621

1 10 TECHNICIANS
$650'No Fee

BEGINNER S PIANO LESSONS

GIVEN IN MY HOME
894.4957
SCHAUMBURG

-

Bookkeeping,

Typing In conmction therewith

at my residence North Arlington
His Phone
259 2067

Troducts.
WIDE SCOPE

298.5021

$140 a week to start

Piano lessons

Accounting

i n[1110601

392 0870

opportunities. let's get together.

15 Instruction

11 -Business Services

and

TEST DRIVERS

WIDE SCOPE

ride;

Con,
tonies selling your GeminiMOS

facturing

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

Problem ,9 D,al Inspiration.
Phone 139 9110 anytime day or
night
RIDE WANTED Monday thru
or

he first year. Train inside for ten

EX-G.I.

ice on all makes Free loaners.

After 6:00 P.M.

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

and yearly bonus plan. MUST HAVE OWN TRANSPORTATION
Call 537-7100 or Apply

IL,

NO FEE
Adventurous opportunity open.
if you have a clean drivers license and a form D13214.
Buckle on the helmet and wat:i

the wheel for a top:Nett automotive specialities firm. They

want men who can develop
into chief test drive,.
Palermo 359-5800

HALLMARK
000 E. N.W. Hwy.

I

Aeon

Will
work.

1

HALOGEN PLASTICS
1'10 i.,riVlord
Ilk Gr O.' Village

439-7400
Ill O.

'

"rhimiby [114'111/11'

INSTALLERS
Elk Grove Village Area
wills some basic
eh, !mai micl plumbing knowl.
edge In a, ,,, ble mid illSt(III
freezers. Will train.
09,115
Yo, no Flinn

All benefit

Audio Communications

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicant. Company bene-

include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life
imurance, paid vacation 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for
year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
fits

1

$150-$170

days, seinkannual thereafter. APPLY:

Wheeling

needed. Your training will Con.

found

Any military

or

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

Palatine

ACCOUNTING

MANAGER
$11',000 to $13,500
No Fee
Set up new procedures in gen

school

training opens the door to this
above OVOIC190 career oppor
?unity. For further information

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN
Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

see or call:

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt, Prospect
253-6600

437-5920
There can be a big future in operating an offset press if

you make the change to our progressive company, a

leader in its field. A position with U.O.P. can assure you
advance according to your own merit.

We are seeking an individual to work an AB Dick and/or
Multilith equipment and some experience on this type
of equipment would be helpful.

U.O.P. can offer you not only a good job but also an
attractive salary and a full range of benefits that includes hospitalization and life insurance, paid vacations
and holidays, pension and profit sharing plans and tuition reimbursement. Check now on a future with U.O.P.,
call:

Mrs. Radicker RO 3-6000

Universal Oil Products
30 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

1

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

"Call Me When
You Get Home

We ure m internotiorml romaration expanding at the rate
of 18 to 22 offices a year and
Ore Currently It:eking o Mon
who can completely train to
be one of our office
managers. Initial training will
be ill one of Chicago offices.
After about 0 year. or less,
when the man is trained 111)01
111 5
income is in the
$12,000-515,000 range, he will

have the opportunity to relo.
cote if he wishes,
then 055U11112
He will

The

responsibility of an office sniff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office ochninis
notion, etc. Third year income

will exceed $35,000. A con,
alert.: fringe package including
2 weeks paid vaCritiOn, profit

sharing. and stock option potential if included.
The man we seek is mature
thinking, over 23, has good

eras and cost areas. Report

appearance, inquisitive_ (MACE,

directly to treasurer. -Plenty
of opportunity for advance
men?. Review in 6 months. Ex
teller)? environment ancl corn

mail of °Chen, Iwo years of
college or equivalent business
experience necessary. For CO,
f Mendel interview call:

pony benefits, make this one
you won't want to miss. Call

TED LEVERENZ

Ron Hold° at 394-1000
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

259-5010

anywhere.
tech.

296-1043
ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlaines Ave.
Desnoines, 111,

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

of a secure, steady job future and the opportunity to

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the Audio Co ,,,,, Tuniratiens
crocus. No previous exp.

engineers

Gaud salary wig]

iIlial thannr Iry advance.

POWER TOOLS

ASSEMBLY

weeks and Men contact manu-

766-7053

AAA I Hearing Aid Repair Ser17.'

PI

2985021

Salary I Bonus -T Car I Ex Tenses. You will earn $12,000

Sewing alterations for women's

14 -Personals

NU

Experienced in COBAL OR BAL
to assist in development of new

528.8450

IN THE NORTH-

392 2750
8378 nftcr 6 30 rn

THE DAY DOES IT!

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

SANDS OF PEOPLE

Friday in
Randhurst

,

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

babysitting. Transportation
needed. 359.1906

We are staffing new air conditioned plant. You will receive
a good salary and excellent benefits including profit sharing

Electronic

PPGIESSIGNA1 WIND,

11 -Business Services

out

light

AGE OPEN

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

GUTTERS, down spout, waterproofing. Masonry, foundation

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

21111 shifts

f,Iny, bon,: his COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
o, apply -

1

1444 S. Wolf Rood

of implant seminars and
on-the-job training with some
of the best electronics

Reliable woman wants to go

iort Trine

lst

riecei.sory

NECESSARY

OPERATORS -

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Window Washing

systems.
WIDE SCOPE

Frill

for

Nom

NO EXPERIENCE

259 6440

SALES TRAINEE

SAW THIS AD!
SO WILL THOU-

FA 'TORY

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

sist

cracks repaired. Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick

6.7/R CONDITIONED

I

For best results us
Day Want Ads

work. Free Estimate
Call Now

YOU

d

STARTING SEPTEMBER

MFG, OF TEFLON PARTS

439-5510

availABILITY

Trainee

n.0,956-1640

& IRON CO.
GrE1,.und

on 877 5673

&

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

05k DU

65 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village

experience

642-6943

fRK

desirable.

Welding

warerpronf on,
plosienno,
1,,,nclotkon, gln,OL Call day,

X -CELL FENCE

REMODELING

of

253-855

ing Back. block. vane, concrete,

- Fencing

1.0

LOST Mr (1110

RECOVERED

MASONRY

253.9792.

1111,,

courses

ing

111115 IRIS ISlln'AI
537 1244 sir 417 3160

,oror.,e,s

/37 N11 o51111.. Chicago, III

TO'

DES PLAINES

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS, INC.

Lecnn first hond while earning
mar is money. Sortie account

A.D.F. SECURITY
SERVICES, INC.

WOMEN

MEN

299 2206

to

OF 01 PS 1.6555INP

529 2478

port men

soire.

line of work,

259 9296

RESIDENTIAI SPECIAL,'

Co hob CI 9 C,r4I
I Do MY OWN WO.

cotplt04/111Co. hill or part time
for guard work in the Mt. Pros

A. H. ROBINS CO.

advance? (ref
Into company that is expanding
both in volume of business and
I, scope of service. Assist
areas.
various
controller,

Cl 3.5964

Electrical Contractor

PHONE 392 5208

Fee Paid

tree EionIIII,
Prrt Up!. (.11.4.,

827.4637

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & hiepirices

161.
curl
rme cp,

21 years rind over. WO must
be dependable and 1100t

241'

69 RAWLS ROAD

GUARDS NEEDED.

Si.,:URITY

An Equal Opportunity Employer M & F

437-4093

DINPTTE CHAIRS

EDMOND GRAY
0

$700-$1000 to Start

Upholstery

* Clc,,nneyt P roorred. Retool)
Alto Roof keporroot

E

0 e ret

FREE ESTIMATES

Masonry

1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60614

CrI

Remodel., and Repo.,

-4

If 11! -

sin

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

110O4CE 1011

Alterofirini nem R.6,1
235.0340

,,,,,st

.1 1411

k

Tile

Mailing Service

srylivg

and resort Mathes designed
Cnoidinared
order

lir

s

B ps,

C 111,1

O,,0100,11 e m bite,. r1,04r
5C1,1 Rulers & LAWN MOWER'
SIIARPENEf 358-0045

796.6709

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL
re
392 1492

Gt1,1,5

"Small Engine Repair"

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

AMERLINE

Several openings for young men for general
factory work, no experience necessary. Also
field travel opportunity offered in interesting

TRAINEE

Determine

LANDSCAPING

Wille Lumber Inc.
14 S. Wille St.,
Mt. Prospect
255-1600

Division of CERTRON

GENERAL FACTORY

077.7588

350.3534

,41

,1,4

i

E

Warehousemen
FOR LUMBER
DEPARTMENT

MANAGEMENT

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWNE PE

COMPLETE

S' 54

272 2400

PART TIME

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

S ,.(1,0.110,-,

1 PRICE SALE

nuir Northbrook
1970 Sher,

Call or send resume to Mr. O. Landman or Mrs. C. Clay:

& FIELD TRAVEL POSITION

Resale Merchandise

Melzer Hardware

253-2340

PARKER

19 Yrs. of Expert Service

1104,

Ex, eriitliced or irre will /rain,
opperlintily, interesting

ASK FOR TOSS

117 So, Emerson

(Color ar block 8 while)

erg 0 Yd Load 075.00
119i 4 Yd Loud 31560

160 /fIc

14

rr

1

Ideal lo, new lour,
I, Is & top dressing

255.1570

insurance

Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Like and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

include

can

New plant immediate
hiring. No fee, Call

Ray's

330.40139

,

experience.

T013 Wages
'

to
No

Full Tines

automating Or present manufacturing processes.

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR
VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

,

Ad

HARDWARE CLERK

We are an expanding plastics molding company engaged in

order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of Ile- benefits you will enjoy ore:
Experience

that of moving to Foreman of a 14 man crew..

Horne Ett o.,,

Refinishing

I on,.

9"27 6908.

A 1.17

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS

We need several men to work 01 our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment

Without previous experience you can now start
at $4 an hr. If you've had
some good trade school
training. Your future op-

Radio and T.V. Repair

546-5516

C1111.

OR

If you are a senior I.E. with a minimum of 5 years experience in
cost reduction, plant layout, process analysis, material handling,
and MTM practices, we can offer challenging opportunities with
excellent compensation. I.E. or M.E. degree or equivalent work

and life
insurance paicl. Salary open.

Health

cleaning.
ml,. 10

El

Even-

DRAFTSMEN

Benefits.

I

WAREHOUSEMEN

MAINTENANCE
START AT
$4.00 Hr. + O.T.

All Bunk Credit Card,

Pnl.r,or,15 weed line

£00019 & SCHNAUZER
GROOMING

Po nir, shape, thann4 low

I

Fintunied

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

Dog Services

Doti 'ono no
Inuallotront
woll oat, ,

t U4 N

E.

mt
pi ce
moth
nfing
2

SAV0 YOUR Ern'
it sI V Civic 1 up
Anrii"iii

CALL
253 2730

Carpet Cleaning

Skokie.

store

for

Saturday r. Sunday II ant.

348-1828

PLANT

CL 5.5692

AGES 25-55
FOR INFORMATION

lc

CALL ED. 358-5350

STUMP REMOVAL

SINGLE CLUB

rl

or.

Neotonolile Rot,

Erato.

no ant.ver

r1

302 0163

roll

101

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

PART TIME MEN
Hooded

Ex 37

DesPlaines,111.

portunity

Radio -TV Repair

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Plontoo & Design
Trimming f ert4,71,
POWER RAKING

514

359

967 5340

CooperaSve

Coll

only.

511,,

.0,

874,510

JOE ORTMAN

All type, au semen or ',Anton

,94 A

,,,,,,,,,,

1.7167h
S,

/no

,ob ton ono,

PULVERIZED atria< DIRT

"'wort., &

BLACKTOP SERVICE

sett!

REMODELING
Ce,lings, walls &

Landscaping

V,...11.1. SL Annl Er r,, Dame

1,111,

Lk,

ate

Smolt Jobs My Specially
Drywall Repairs
255.3821
DAN KRYSII

yorch Inr 021 1,111 loud%
orroble 350.3411.

R Pierce

nes ed

Hove Trowel Will Imre:

ome

Dancing Schools&Supplies

tes

Plastering

Consvit411
25S'43,
ler.r

nt
con

392.6817

Ned Williams

DULL DRAB DECOR?

types

Siinritarqn,

&

298-5021

WIDE: 5001'1: Pers.

333 E. Touhy Ave.
Des Plaines, Ill.

96 On CL 3,2236 or Cl 3-3304

Interiors

Blocktopping

ccorkon0

01 AUTY (3110.1ice

,

BODY FENDER & PAINTING 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE
Arlington Body Croft

co, to(1

1,0161050

Fringe

Work ironed.
259 5300

Plaines

Call Mr. Mathews 664-6113e2

Work in High School Dist. 214
Aciministrution Center. Mount
Prospect.

Blue c hip company.

C&A METAL PRODUCTS

529 2078

shift. Car necessary. Minimum
rate $2.10 per flour.

PROGRAMMER
IBM 1.101

ENGINEERING O'HARE
2720 DesPlciines Ave.

Piano Tuning Service

W. Don I

30.. OFF
It

moos, break bottlenecks,up set
oral I111131000 1110111.1100 %tunic) operations. Advance to
top Inciriciaermint! CALL
MIKE HANSEN

researrI4 Nee tuition in night
Need three 1714:11 now.

school

I

starting
Steady.

Dos Plaines Areo
827-202b

296-1043

Instruction

350-5346

BUY OR SELL CARS
GUAM`,
in
Spec

si

,,,,, roe 29114.

Ceramic Tile

2175 Arington Ho Rd
Arlingion Hero,.

I,

358.9038

Permanent Waves
10.

Auto Repoir a Equipment Clean Up Service

k

Shall Decoroling

Home Maintenance

91906:4,0153651,904any

Day Public or on, Inc

I

nononr
ond
gicipeGno
w
ring Allart,
avorameed

gie

ADyrt ono'

r

YJ

the development
Assist PIID
new preslucl. Learn testinq
of

Monday thai Friday

ings from 5 p.m. & weekend

8 to 12 noon

Sul, Mornings

CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

CALL: Jeff Marlow
299-6310

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING

PART TIME

you'll inove around the
plant, become familiar with all
operations, isvuesee all
production line processes.
Dims sped potential problem

rows it. III N. Limolit 10,0,
Arlington kits 302 56711

I

Des

his Owls seleC

tsF

ft, required each week.

per 17717.17k Of Milr.. if work WOr-

SET-UP MEN - 2nd Shift

298.5021

AFTER 3 PM CALL:

JANITOR

2

.

111011

want.. A I appearance
01 buildings and will pay SIO0

e55.

824-0166

First

16

Full Time Only. Opportunity to
Become Port Owner Of Bl15,1-

Ask For Doll

5700-51350 FREE

IL WINN CONSTRUC NON CO

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

11

392.1542

Free 1stncoit

766-1943

255-7200

0,

ctre1600 referent.,.6c,

All Ciotti Reporinil

te,Kollo Hee et
noon. ocors.ol
',ore Coll anytime

Corionoroo
and omen ter', ces
Conlon, Dick

11.113MIlibi

QUIlile

sit

Experienced Real
Estate Salesperson

To Work In Funeral Horne

TROUBLE
SHOOTER

NEAT,

r011

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Multiples

pat kage.

PRODUCTION

437-9214

030 Points Moo Rooms

ensml, Insured & Bonded
30 coon
CALL 760 5084
PA1I05, driveways. garage

Brochure Des gn

toot,

root

Fair estimates

ans

tetartieed Designs

We

PAINIINC, & DECORATING

II2 5 N
ce

Ad e ,,,,, pc, Lo,md F. A
Spot Illusnorions

I nu

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

298.5021

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

PARKER

ex-

to
110 jeer0tOrini work
unit apt. buildings.

About 20 In s

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Brown & Sharp

coptitucle and sincere
desire to brook into the cornrow or fief& Cornpcorly pays for training plus full fringe benefits

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man

S011.111

L mist lentil -MS

Math

THE DAY DOES IT!

move up, Coll:

SETTER OPERATORS - 1st Shift - Multiples

I.B.M. TRAINEE

298-5021

WIDE SCOPE Per,

OPERATORS

Prospect News Agency.
392.1830

No Board
Personnel department lends to
application or soles engineering.

01(0,5 in addition to su
perb training 0 real chance to

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Home Improvements

Nauss.

DRAFTSMAN

!ION

Your llome or 011,ce

r

Boys age 13 through 15 wanted
to stuff newspapers. Early Sot.
AM. 3 AM to 11 AM. Call Mt.

hr. Mr. Albers, 82,1:6830

probably won't find o
BETTER JOB rionywherii. You
-will be sent to the IBM school
.eit of charge and receive
your full salary while attending.
After trailing you will move
up to SySternS work. No pre
vinyl exp. needed. This IJOSi

17. So. Emerson

KANZLER & SON

ban his nes. tar

8,10

NEW WAY PAINTING

297.39E17

SERVICE

Lveek, 3 his. per nice. 92.00 an

You

tree Ett0.lf11COC. td Snw.niki
or
393.3450
CL 5.3991

109 5 Main, Mc Pratte,
Coll 397-4750

Ono., Worl.

ties.
WIDE SCOPE Pers.

$650 + FREE

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Prompt tense. Free eahmales

In"IncI`'`II6 art
'6
needs of NorrImet, too

New 360

0.601

CY.vtler

Part Eirne evenings. Vicinity Golf
A Northwest Hwy. 5 rites per

Contcrentroot wortrounthro

Hearing Aids

KANZLER BROTHERS

Train to Program

Dec 0,.9 & Remodeling

General Hauling

BREWER CONCRETE

2591039

i..

Ken's Painling & Derailing

Wayne's Furniture Servic

f HI,

LIEI, TN,

i

.1
&

ON

JANITORS (2)

IVO,

,fun in six Months. Local grow Intl comptiny.
2985021
WIDE SCOPE I'm,.

SCREW MACHINE

hon. Call 392-1830.

392.1830.

PRODUCTION CONTROL
Need

p.-nun°e and ready for super -

is a permanent port time pos./.

ASS'T CONTROLLER
fast growing division of mein plant monefacturer. General
accounting background quoli

24-11010 Wantcd Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

299-5021

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

noons, Saturday & Sunday. This

7AM, Monday through 'Saturday.
AM -13:30 AM on Sunday. Use
your vehicle or ours. Call

Go to School Free!

ocirohno.

JOHNSON PA/NT1NG SERVICE

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Alterations

e. al

&

irlrng C13-1110
RICK'S DECORATING

Geuroet Hew&A 6 sent ce

Aire, n

hours. Coll 392-1830.

ponelir,

---CHAR,LUNK_FENCE
bolnrs
Steel

o

'

CALL .137 41,

All

Rrotonohle

WALE PATE RING

Itliepur

439-4454

537.6122

Etierrnr Parro,,

&

rionIrG

at, All DC,'

r

Any experience in general or
cost accounting. Tuition refund
°voila/sir, for nongrods.

High School or college student
able to drive stick shift. After-

Man or boy to work 3:30 AM-

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Fencing

Accounting & Bookeeping I Carpentry -Remodeling

cur to deliver Sunday papers. 4
r'iM-8:30 AM. Goocl payshort

Excel
Supervisi
lent WM kin , rendition, Cm'
394-1000,
sit
Lorry Kriel,.
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

296-6640

OR

298-5021

WIDE SCOPE PERS.

Mon or boy with own truck or

,Trio

JR, ACCOUNTANT

-

7 men needed with mechanical
and or electrical experience. Top
salary plus outstanding benefits:

Station, 425 Devon, f'ark Ridge,

PRODUCTION

Let us help make your DAY

255-7200

MAINTENANCE

Station Arn.ndcint Port
full tem_ Apply et Texaco

Serv,i_.

I

244leln Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

An Equal Opportunity Employer

is your fut re

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. HICKORY

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

ASK FOR MR, ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER
23 -Employment Agencies -Male

259-5010

1 23 -Employment Agencies -Male

"ACCOUNTANTS"

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN YOU
FOR WELL PAYING JOBS
ON OUR 1st & 2nd SHIFTS

We will train men to become machine operators
& material handlers in our fast growing company.
This is your opportunity to learn a skill & progress
with our firm.
8 PAID HOLIDAYS
3 INCREASE FIRST YfAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
SICK PAY POLICY
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY'
c MAJOR MEDICAL

What's Going On?
7 Spots That Need To Be Filled In Accounting Departments Due To
Expansion.
Chief Accountant 3 to 5 Years Experience $12,000 to $14,uuu
2 Senior Accountants - General, Any Experience $10,000 to $11,500
1 Chief Cost Accountant $14,000
3 General Accountants With General Accounting Experience $700 to
$800 per Mo.
THE NEED IS NOW
CALL BOB VAN

PLAN
For further information come in or call:

296-1071

299-0111
COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

Business Men's Clearing House
Des Plaines, Illinois

2720 Des Plaines Avenue

2020 S. Mannheim Road
-

123 -Employment Agencies -Male

Des Plaines,

NOW

Wednesday. August 20, 1969

Rige 26

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

MEN WITH HIGH SCHOOL
MACHINE SHOP TRAINING
train several men (or production lathe machining of
plastics and teflon. Clean work in ideal conditions. Permanent
plant. Many fringe
positions no lay offs. New air conditioned SHARING. Coll or
benefits including COMPANY PAID PROFIT
apply:
Will

PROCESSING
ENGI NEERS

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and -plating is
urgently needed by one of -the leading electronic

TRUCK DRIVER
6 Wheel Dump
Experience Preferred.

537-1830

HALOGEN PLASTICS
.

manufacturers A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is
commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement Write Box A-28, Chicago

JANITOR

Elk Grove Village

150 Gaylord

439-7400

BUTLER

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

Apply cet the Personnel Office, Euclid and Rohlwing Roads,

Arlington Heights.

WAREHOUSEMAN

r

Air Freight Forwarder looking

Exi Kinser° of our headquarters group has created
an opportunity on Operations Analysis Staff.

for 2 capable mene-----

BA ele gree en Accounting or Business Administration
required Prefer 5 years experience in cost and
corporate economic analysis of manufacturing

--- -

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
A leading Northwest Chicago area manufacturer
of Quality Metal Products has immediate openings for Industrial Engineer to work on manufacturing problems and production standards for
various high volume automatic machine operations. Prefer 4 years IE or equivalent degree,
experience with standard time data, time study
and methods. Statistical analyst and manufacturing cost required. Reply in confidence giving
full qualifications and recent earnings or salary
required. Write Box 1212 c/o Day Publications,
217 S. Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

JOBS

US

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you Plus fine fringe benefits.

Apply to

Please Call

MOLDING PRESS
437-5400

OPERATORS,

Donlon
Engineering Co.

FINISHERS,

.

SHIPPING CLERK

421 439

BENCH WORK,

company. Potential available
in both positions. Good starl-

Call Terri, 299-7191

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

Expewienced
Machine Operd'ivErs
We have openings for experienced machine operators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,
where we produce tungsten carbide cutting tools
for industry Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will be

Subsidiary of
SUNBEAM CORP.

POTENTIAL $25,000
Looking for a challenging posi-

A solid growth young
you owner -partner now. No

tion?

Guaranteed escalating salary. Starting salary
investment.

57,800 a year while in training.

Effective

training program. Major medical insurance plan, paid vocation, and other fringe benefits.

OR CALL VA 4-6135

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

- An Equal Opportunity r'

439-0336

considered

Dos Plaines

MECHANICAL. PROBLEM?

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

.

Which way. wi I gear B move?
I

394-1212
Interviews will be conducted between 8:00 a.m.

and 4 00 p m Monday through Friday, or by
appointment
An Equal Opportunity Employer

ATTENTION! !

KROGER

!
_

$110 WK. NO FEE
Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be
working the greatest hours you
can imagine. You'll never find
a more exciting opportunity.
previous

No

experience

re

quired. Call for details.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Erner5011

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

-

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics,
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

If you have several yours experience in Machine Tool detail log from de egnrrs layouts and are looking for a position with
0 gror nem aggressive young company, call us ...

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/rnechanical aptitude for this rewording career.

We off, r cxcr Ilent solaries, frequent' reviews and fine fringe
benefits

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you can move into one
of sin interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and

Please contact Miss Gaffke

ability can take you up into management.

437-5400

ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave

Elk Grove Villafie

e

We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

FACTORY

WORK
Available
Immediately For
STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS
Apply
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

Illinois Bell.
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

TELETYPE
CORPORATION
5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois
on equal opportunity employer

OF

FICEoSKI LLS. We'll place you

Free.

counselors

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-0880
9 S. Minton

ING APPTS.

298-2770

inn

return pictures. Handle detail,

3 Blocks S. of station.
Pork Free
Des Ploines
940 ice St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 65688

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -FREE

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone,

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

Des Plaines

You'll work with

Upper Level
392 2700

Rainlhurst
Suite 23A

DESIGNER'S SECY

63 E A(10015. Chi

939 4/166

LIKE FIGURES?
MEETING PEOPLE
PROMOTIONS COME FAST
HERE

1.196 Miner, Des Pl.

297-3535

IVY

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des P1.

SP 4,8585

297.3535

Northwest Hwy. Mt.
16 W.
Prospect 13 doors west of

Firm, Friendly co work
Pleasant speaking voice
and neat appearance is need
ed to greet visitors and handle
Local
ens.

phone.
pushbotton
simple
Very light typing. 580 per
week. Free.

availABILITY

for

0880

3

966,0200

etc.,

all

care

highly regarded local firm
SOolo typing, but no shorthand
is reg'cl. This is a I riendly. con

genial office whore everyone
helps each other. Free

'

firm needs 0 and who inlays
etude,
bevorlety.

responsibilay
Nice

hoSS

Customer Service
$475
Handle
scientific

client

service

apparatus

Miss Paige

reedit!, deliveries.

966.0700

I

Ile teen

phone rolls and orders Very
interesting. 9 to 5

Receptionist

$520
A busy switchboard bent desk
public COOIOCI job Lovely new
O Hare ore, of fire. 9 to 5.

Real Estate

Variety - $600

RECEPTION

$500 MONTH

If you're good, you can

the

.11113031y,

so

you

appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Denton
394.0880
6028 Dempster

make top money anywhere. Why not work
where every day is c
new and exciting experience? Be a secretary for one of the top
television stations in the
mid -west. You can start

at $130 a week with a

guaranteed merit
increase after 3 months.
Call for details.

MISS PAIGE

966.0700

for

firm.

men tunic to you
for Men °quit mt. YOu err
ReSeOrr It

for

should hove a !leaf appear.
once rind a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and oth.
ens will come to you to chock

ond
dem

benefits.

Television Station
$130 WEEK

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

259-6440

9s.

g
1,,no,
nAtr,l
Ailing Ion Heits

$700

Secretary

You'll be the official greeter

NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

roomier,

6028 Dempster

STRAIGHT

board. CALL AMY 255-9414,

to sired. Free.

Recently Moved to becrimbil
new Officer.. MS fine suburban

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

pony benefits including pro
fit shoring. Typing required.
Will tram or, console switch

con jet to Acapulco. Note York
or Miami on vocations Or
frequent long weekends. 5498

Personnel Director
Needs Right Arm

GENERAL

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 5. Denton

offices or monagers.

k,e novel privileges rind you

6028 Dempster

port of this position for :moll,

lovely new offices located in
the O'Hare area. Good corn

there, what to Set! call Whnl to
hike along. Benefits include

Miss Paige

TO $465 PER MO.

259-6440

for help in deciding whire to
go for vocation, how to get

IVY
SP .1-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner. Dos. PI. 297.3535

public

availABILITY

You'll enjoy the e °name flow
of 'travelers who come to you

5520

$563 MONTH

helpful. Free.

WILL TRAIN

8

meeting people, you'll love the
husile.bustle of this all public
contr.t jpb in Doctor's of lice.
You'll learn to welcome & scat
patients- make Sure they're
c oral orlable 11 Doctor is
ready. Arainge allots. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doe.
tor. Type bills, few letters. Experience NOT NECESSARY.
Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A' friendly
manner is what he wantte.he'll
teach you everything else. Free

Phones, general office duties,

cutives and directthern to the

RECEPTIONIST

TRAVEL SERVICE

EDITORIAL

personable girl to handle
their reception desk. You'll
greet visitors, salesmen. exe

Rte 831

FOR LOCAL

ASSISTANT

Large busy company needs a

proper

RESERVATIONS

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

OFFICE

Local Editor who travels needs
friendly fund working girl
(3
to O10110510 his affairs. Her,
write inomiscreptS, coordinote
deadlines with winters and
Light
clerical skills
clients.

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

966.0700

Dempster

VARIETY
SP .1.8585

You'll help sales chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen

desk. 5115 Free to you.

117 So. Emerson

IVY

7215 W Toole/

ure work & meeting people.

callers when you help at from

LADY PARI(ER

Free to you.

Great job for gal who likes fig-

on theirs. Run adding mochiner
tapes. Greet steady slur um of

artists,

the

designers who dream Up Oxcining fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help 'meet dead.
lines, follow thru on orders,
delivery dotes. Get to see how
designs are born, brought lc,
market, sold. Its a job that
asks for co llllll on sense & lik
ing for "clay" people! 5575.

ister medication to ani-

In Arlington Heights
394 0880
9 S. Donlon

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
If you like working with

Park Free

will be trained to adminmals. Light, simple office
routine.

Type at your own speed in this
suburban office. No one looks
over your shoulder. A pleasant
phone voice will help your land
this great job. 5100. FREE TO
YOU Coll for CONFIDENTIAL

298-2770

an inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

keep

Miss Paige

6028

EVENING APPTS.

appoint-

keep

schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
ment

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
Interesting position and
ciddition to usual benefitt
you'll hove free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, guru: room, etc. Free.

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. 'foully
1496 Miner, Des PL Pb297 3535

966,0700

6028 Dempster

La Salle Personnel

$130 WEEK

La Salle Personnel

LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST

GENERAL

5 cloys, no Sots. 9525 MO. 10
start, with generous raise after
Com
short training ['egad
veanent neighborhood location.

You'll be sear/gory to the di-

3 Blocks S. of station.

Answer: Counterclockwise.

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

...-..nocu

MEN
$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

pubk contact. Hours are 9.5,

SECRETARY

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CI 6-5688

WAREHOUSE

P_UT-$400-500 IN
YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT
EVERY MONTH

This place really moves with
photographers, touch-up art,
& out to check
fists, writers
film or look for things in files.
You'll keep truck of photo
veniory. Get to know every -

940 Lee St,

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

Women pc -any age

LOCAL RESORT

TELLER TRAINEES

holmes & assoc.

CAN YOU SOLVE THIS

help !nuke them feel
comfortable lit the doctor's
free, then show. them to exam !fling roam where the clot tor's
nurStrtalreS over. Your position
us receptionist is primarily
"ems,

some hie typing. Free to you.

on the lake. 5550.

1500 Hicks Road

O

1510 Miner St

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

(*ELECTRIC

huh, patients and their par

LITE STENO

One -follow up vrlion they don't

If you are qualified, apply at:

GENERAL

You'll be trained In greet the

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

CLERK TYPIST

r

..

Shorthand desirable

'Typing

Employer

General Electric is well known for its fine benefit
plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experience will be considered when determining
the starting rates for these jobs.

BABY DOCTOR

to meet you in our plush,

inn

Call Jane, 299-7191

development

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

RECEPTION

IVY

259-6440

Girl Friday
$400 - $525

SP 48585
297-3535

to

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 13535,

availABILITY

GENERAL OFFICE

6 S. HICKORY

TRAINEES

IVY

it in
core. officers. All jobs FREE.
Cull for CONFIDENTIAL EVEN-

refer them to depart

outpatient clinic.
histories from

7215 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner, Des Pl.

over city & setsurtIS See you os
they enter showroom. You'll be

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

(2

Apply in person at

RECEPT
Decorators & clients from all

PROFESSIONAL

cote or skills helpful. Free.

LARSON EMPL,

in

Type. Free

SHOWROOM

a job near your horne...finest

meat heads who hire. Variety
of other duties. Light enterer!

Office experience

Type

APPLY

MANAGER

doors

Mt. Prospect. (3
west of Rte 831
FLvy.,

I.B.M. TRAINEE

$100-$120 WK.

MAINTENANCE MEN,

Good Salary. Free of Amy,
255 9414. 16 W. Northwest

cants.

who wish to be a part of a
growing plastic molding

OWNER -

rms./dirties.

Well established fast . aced
firm. Test, interview and judge
best white collar jab appli

LARSON EMPL.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

travel

PERSONNEL
$1 15 A Week

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Need 2 young, energetic men

255-5350

schedules, and figure rotes.
Marry company benefits _en
cludino

work

people who come in for treat.
Merit. It's a whole training pro,
groin. You'll greet everyone,
keep medico/ charts up 10
(late, call Doctor on duty, get
parents taken cure of fast!

Free

Airline company located at
O'Hare needs o pleasant
young lady to handle their
answer
carrespondences,
,hones inquiries, intake out

297 3535

Learn to take

everyone. Have them sign in.
Call salesmen to show them
,eting & folk
thru. It's a real
ing to people job They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO
experience needed! NONE!

259-6440

(Experienced)

Blocks From Arlington
Market)
Arlington Heights

to

the receptionist. Say "Hl"

availABILITY

SP 4.8585

HOSPITAL WILL
TRAIN BEGINNER

companies, Our MATURE,

CALL RUDY

DANA

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner, Des Pl.

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

TRAINEE
$103 Per Week

AIRLINES
GENERAL

V2 block south of Oaldon Sci

ing rate.

you

of ficc-

259 6440

OFFICE

(between Busse & York Rds.,

(Will Train)
7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.

Top notch(inn, small

RELATIONS

34 S. Main St., Mt. Prospect

125 Elizabeth Drive
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

FLOOR MAN

great job for a nice sormione
who enjoys working with and
helping people. $110 Free to

availABILITY

Fee paid.

Night work. Over -time
available. Over -scale
paid. Union or eligible.

$550-$600 MONTH

34 5, Main, Mt. Prospect

90% IrokliC COnfOCI. Manag
or, notion wide firm, will train
sparkly girl to resolve
customer inquiries, light typiroi.

OPERATORS

lion area running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a

rive position. Typing helpful,
but not necessary. 5 cloys.
Free.

CUSTOMER

LINOFILM

Experienced Help Only
Job Shop Production Work

MOLDED PRODUCTS

r=",

Des Plaines
9.10 Lee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5681E1

KEYBOARD

JANITOR,

/

We are a metal coating firm
looking for are individual who
has some high school or col.
lege chemistry; .oho is
rneclionically inclined; on

MACHINISTS &

Miss Gaffke

ENGINEERING COMPANY

TECHNICIANS

MACHINIST OPERS

practice. You'll be their
fret)t desk receptionist. Greet
patients. answer phones. set
1 appts., type bills, keep recep
0,,11

Injure interest in administra

3 Blocks S. of station.
Park Free

CALL OR WRITE

perience Before opening their

Manotjer will train girl with

La Salle Personnel

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.
TELEPHONE .139 2210

Mr. Matheson

.-.nocut®

298-2770

WINGS & WHEELS

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

EVENING APPTS.

clothes.

come- here to work, get ex.

Figure 'Aptitude?

JOBS.. TOP MONEY` 'FREE TO
YOU Call for -CONFIDENTIAL

-

training place for -young der,.
fists right. oUrof school they

SP 4.8585
297-353_,

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, De

Our .MATURE, PROFESSIONAL
counselors will place you ire

benefit package - free work

Dental Clinic
This well known cliericis.like- a

IVY

$500-$650

individual- who is willing to
worli"-the third shift after 8 to
10 weeks of training on days.
Quality control experience
helpful but not required. Good

Reception

Free to you.

companies with best benefits.
NEAR YOUR HOME, .TOP

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.

Headqueliews q05.

Des Plaine,

S'BOARD RECPT.

CONTINENTAL

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

Insurance, and Hospitalization.

You'll be #1 girl to Social Work.
ors in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special kno..vIto,
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents
& be of help to all. Salary hi.

TYPISTS -STENOS

1

EXPRESS, INC.

$100 - $150
1510 Miner St.

Plenty of Overtime, Free Life

III. 60005.

BORING MILL OPERATORS

.:___---1---DAYS
- NIGHTS

WORK -WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

LARSON EMPL.

3

& Shipping Deportrnents. En.
cellent starling salary & Irene.
fit program.

LAB

.

MACHINISTS

cell

686-7002

HOUSEMEN

on equal a portunity employer, M/F

Immediate opening on

Straight

TYPING -BILLING
KEYPUNCH

Call Mike, 299-7191

shifts in both our Production

9555 Soreng
Schiller Park

We have permanent openings in a variety of schedules for
men interested in 0 clicillenging field. Apply today.

distribution product and functional costs; however,
will consider person with MBA degree in lieu of
cxpericricr Knowledge of accounting, statistics
and report writing is important.
Attractive starting salary with excellent opportunity
for iiersonal development.
I !cost submit in confidence complete resume in
clucking salary requirements to Mr. J.A. Hoelscher,
CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY, 1800 W. Central
Rood Mount Prospect, Illinois.

troiril

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days
Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.

THE V.I.P.'S OF OUR BUSINESS...

COST ANALYST

No Experience
will
Necessary We

BAKING CO.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue; Oak Park,
III #60302

"

* PRODUCTION
0 SHIPPING

25 -Employment Agencies -Woman

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-fferp Wanted Men

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Congenial Off', Where you
will enjoy varied public con
tact liosition as aide tO the

mgr. Get in on the ground
floor of the fascinating world
of property sates and buyinch

Figures Your Field?

$400 to $650
We're swamped with spots in
accounts coyable, receivable,
payroll and full charge book
keeping. Many openings for
trainees en. records, inventory
and book kee pin, i r110CIlio,,.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT

437.5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
.YO 5.2400
5945 Dempster

OliARE
9.120 Foster at River

992.2111

Page 27.

Wednesday August 20 1969
26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

WANTED: Woman to core for

grade girl

MATURE LADY
lead to full
billing,

could

time, [01111101er

MANAGER

Ill,(10C0/ store. No experience
plus

necessary. $105
incentive after

Coll for interview;

253.7150

3

APPLY IN PERSON

REICHARDT CLEANERS

2301 Arthur Ave.

If yi

No Fee

ore

there

local -firms that need YOU!
Coll NOrelle
Widescope Personnel

Systems background and exposure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
fired Call Ron Halda of

.

RESERVATION

Good opportunities

CLERK

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

litternatainol firm new 1.1 the
O'Hare Me, needs sus-G>idt
.iirl with a.....Ktd-filiene voice
',ridli9ht-typina ability, YOLCH

FILE CLERK

.ore company executives rn

If you Faye little or no ofc. exp.
fluty variety, local firm will
their young ex
lode you

,

n

st

arrange
attere,nnu job

.triely.

yni:ling offices.

Call.Norene

,c1 start

Person, ci
298.502 /

FREE AT AMY, to
.

door

255 9414.

AIDES

26 -Help Wanted Women

WANTED BABYSIT1ER. 1-2 days
a week for child 17 months
537-8432 after 5.

Adult baby sitters wonted
Suburban Sitter nervice

elderly
Core of
e
Help
patients, including feeding
Will
shifts.
All
(Mid ',ogling
train p all areas.

dif (Cron'

eccisettr lob getting to meet penal,
Yard countries? If this is what you .I.

wEZEK, CL 3-3710

MRS

To Manager Wig Salon
392.7940
or
827 7940

OFFICE CLERK

Baby Sitter Wonted
8 AM to 2 PM Week Days
Hoffman Estates Call 894-5661

Housekeeper & child care to
live in; room, board plus salary,
Free weekends, call
279-1168

retail soles,
detail
service clerk,
order desk,
moil order desk, telephone
answerino or general tele
Light

_

439-6171

Full time

For Appointment

FILING CLERK

REGISTERED

Part time, should be. familior -.Wiiiioccountinii procedures.
Hoary can bc-coraged to suit your convenience.

NURSES

Staff nurses needed full time
- port time, oil three shifts.
No rotation. Shift differential,
fringe benefits, good working

Contact Mrs. Kobus

AG:101c1c, oaKt.

Our beautiful plant is conveniently located on York and Thorn dole Rd., Bensenville.

conditions and salary.

SECRETARY

$575 - FREE TO YOU

Would you like to be a "right

hand girl" to a young exec. in
plush new offices? Come in or

CLEANING

call

CORPORATION
YORK & THRONDALE ROADS

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

MEDICAL

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

BENSENVILLE, ILL.
an equal opportunity employer

Mature women, full or part
time.

298-5021

But Will Train. Full Time
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM, No
Saturdays.

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

298-2883

,

GET THE JUMP

IVOM?

ON FALL JOBS...

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

7-

Exiierienced. Full time and
tart time. All three shifts

Start to work now or later....

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

- no rotation. Shift differenAPPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT,

CLERKS

ALSO AVAILABLE

STENOS
TYPISTS

, l. \

tial. fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

No Experience Necessary

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

200,E Miner St.
DES I'LAINES, ILL.

CLERKS

McDonald s .-_-=,.1,.
9

NURSES AIDES

827-9919

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

look for Mr Cat,. Arrnoirintont wordy .r n. fhtet...ontry dry

HOLY FAMILY
HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Route 12 & 83
(Acre ss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

COME IN AND REGISTER

RECEPTIONIST
New Des Plaines office has

CENTEL
SYSTEM

1J10

No Fees - Top rotes

PART TIME

opening for young lady with
light typing skills and pleasant
phone voice.

central telephone company of Illinois

and

FULL TIME

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write
Parties, Inc., Avon,
Telephone I
Conn. 06001.
(203) 673 3455.

Santa's

DENTAL ASSISTANT
- RECEPTIONIST
General

Procti

boner's office in Polon", Ex
perience preferred. CALL Dr.
Wen I. Becker. 359-4676

ARLINGTON INN
9.t8 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

HOLY FAMILY

EKCO
PRODUCTS INC.
Currently has immediate openings for individuals

with good clerical skills to perform interesting,
variety of duties. No shorthand is necessary. We

offer an excellent salary and full fringe benefit
program.
For Further Information Please Contact
Jan Battaglia
53 7-1 100

777 Wheeling Road

Wheeling, Illinois

DAY SHIFT -- 7:30 A.M. -- 4:00 P.M.
IOUSEWIVES SPECIAL SHIFTS

9A

Dress & Sportswear Department
Steady & Part Time
Must Have Experience
Excellent Salary
Commission On All Sales

WE WILL T, ,-N
EXCELLEr

MUSIC WHILE YOU WORK

,,IEFITS

person 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday
ly 9 a.m. - 1 p.m.
Sat

Profit Sharing
APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL AFTER

Excellent company benefits,
Paid vacation.

Mount Prospect

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
Division of

V2 mile west of Meacham Rd. on Route 62

secretaries & clerk typists
who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

Des Plaines, III.
1 797 S. Winthrop Dr.
(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds.)

NOW HIRING - WILL TRAIN

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of
interest:

Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

Apply: Personnel Department

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

salary, automatic salary progression every 13 weeks and com-

Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m.

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

pany -paid hospitalization and life

P.m.

the hallicrafters co.

insurance.
These

5

positions

are career

-

if

you're career minded, stop in TODAY and tell us of your interc,is.

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

Pleasant Working ,Conditions
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Hospitalization

$2 70
.

.

$2.70

$2.08

hall craters coo
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

itaif.1inmor

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

APPLY IN PERSON

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

296-8116

job at Hallicrafters.

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
Rolling Meadows
392-3500

$2 96

Engineering Services Research
You'll enjoy an excellent starting

METHODE MFG. CORP.

J. C. PENNEY CO.
2300 Arthur Ave.
Elk Grove Village
9 AM to 5 PM
or phone

Schaumburg

601 E. Algonquin Rd.

Marketing Contract Administration

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Basic art schooling helpful but
not necessary. Excellent corn
pony benefits. (including
employee discount) and work.
ing conditions. Apply in person:

DART INDUSTRIES

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

ADVERTISING
LAYOUT GIRL

Miss Escher
439-7600

r

WOMEN

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

1625 E. Algonquin
439,7010

for appointment.

FOOD PRODUCTS CO.

111111116:1--exxo.
INSPECTORS

or Phone

POLO

Wm. A. Lewis

686-7578

ASSEMBLERS

Engineering Co.

956-1180

12 NOON

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK
Monday through Friday.
Light work.

Great Lakes

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person

Metropolitan Printing Co.

Employee Benefits & Discount
Pleasant Surroundings

392-2200
FULL TIME & PART TIME

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Runway &

UNIFORMS FURNISHED

Over Age 20

SALES CLERK

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

FULL TIME

General office. Will train for

3 P.M. OR 5:30 P.M. -- 11:30 P.M.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines,

Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

Plant.

SALESWOMEN

Randhurst Shopping Center

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.

For light line work in our modern NEW Food Processing

HOSPITAL
100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Ex 37

at 299-1141 For Appf.

BOOKKEEPERS
Full Time

(AGE IS NO PROBLEM)
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

Benefits.

PLEASE CALL MISS McGUIRE

LADIES

Wheeling, Illinois

Shield

TYPIST

HELP WANTED

PRODUCTS INC.
777 Wheeling Road

MT. PROSPECT

392-5230

EKCO

l'ERSONNEL DEPT.

Work varied.
259 5300

general

537- 1 100

APPLY IN I'ERSON

Work in High School Dist. 214
AcIntinistrcition Center. Mount

RANDHURST CENTER

Jan Battaglia

ential, fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

tions
Blue Cross -Blue

and Major Medical

Orr A MICIOICA., INCOITPORATIe0

counting Department which
clerical duties.
For Further Information Please Contact

,-art time, all three
shifts. No rotation. Shift differ-

PROGRAMMER
IBM 1401

White Collar Girls

We currently have an immediate opening in our
Accounts Payable Department for an individual
with previous accounting experience. WE ALSO
HAVE a part time position (4-6 hours) in our Ac-

Full time

I. Good Salary
2, Pleasant Working Condi3.

involves

LPN's

Preferred,

Experience

Des Plaines
299-7171

52.00 per hour
Apply in person

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

TRANSCRIBER.
Modern Doctor's Office
In Des Plaines, Medical

PANASONIC

LADIES

Call Norene
Widescope Personnel

HOSPITAL

ROLLING MEADOWS

FLICK -REEDY

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS
"hone 255 1611
Miss Mc Feely

PERSONNEL DEPT.

HOLY FAMILY

An Equal Opportunity Employer

766-3400

.r.

in. we now hove a position open in the V. .. lupe
kiv-ording Dept. Typing and shorthoncl experience 1. a must.
Good company benefits. Employee discount on all borne entertainment products.

_a:A

363 N. Third Avenue

APPLY IN PERSON

259-1620
1100 HICKS RD.

Call our Personnel Dept.

evenings or Saturdays.

after 5 pm. 253.8616

Fringe

CTA to Door

ORDER TYPIST

....T.T.Titibtfieirnbursement plan.

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

hone answering 'tondo'. No

Sitter for 7 yr. old boy after
school until 5prn. Jonas Salk
School, Rolling Meadows. Coll

Prospect.

customers, etc. PHONE:

Excellent starting pay.
Merit pay increases.
9 paid holidays.
Company paid hospital & life insurance.__,.... ..
Profit shoring.
Swim all yeals.bvnetii-Our indoor swimming pool.

iti

cot

hours open. For bookkeeping,
payroll, light typing, meeting

Oakton, Arl, His..

82.1.8538

in

Looking lot

Building contractor needs a
permanent part time girl. 4
hours a day, 5 day week,

THE LUTHERAN HOME &
FEli".FICE FOR THE AGED

WIG STYLIST

Wanted

SECRETARY---,..,...-

&

vet

snP

arlington \ark towers

GIRL FRIDAY
Work Near Home

Light typing required

Chicago
774.1515

rious duties including some statistical typing.

Arlington Heights.

HELP!!!

Hey out there, we need
OFFICE HELP

We have immediate openings in our order department and
purchasing department for mature experienced typists. Va-

Apply at the Personnel Office, Euclid and Rohlwina Rds,

$400 - FREE TO YOU

..ileimen around the
essay reser
nnpking .r.

595-0440

TYPISTS

for housewives and mothers whose children are in school, we
have schedules in our housekeeping deportment to fit your
special needs.
COMP and see us today to discuss your available rune.

LPN
EXCELLENT SALARY

Ample Parking Facilities
on our Premises

ROOM HOUSEKEEPERS

298.5021

394 -1000, -HALLMARK, 800 E.
NarthW6-st Hwy, Mt. Prospect.

HOURS TO SUIT...

BOOKKEEPER
Excellent opportunity for full
Good
charge. bookkeeper.

starting salary.

GENERAL OFFICE

Near Central

5555 N. Elston

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

298-5021

SVVITCHCRAFT INC.

& would like to

no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
port time. For app't call Mrs.

consultants,

Full or lira? tirlIC

Mangle. ,..rer of Tirctronic Components

,ontoct. hove

.

.,rig
the
Rion, switchboard,

$12,000 to $15,000

vations
mnets
with lots

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$450 - FREE TO YOU

SYSTEMS ANALYST

_

26 -Help Wanted Women

WANTED: 5 . Permyrich lingerie

LocalDr.'s office needs assistant
to set up oppts., type invoices &
do his bookkeeping.
Call NorenF
Wirlscope Personnel

GOOD TRANSPORTATION
Apply or Call Personnel
from 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

Elk Grove Village

26 -Help Wanted Women

ANIMAL LOVERS
$450.,,...FREE TO YOU

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
NEW CAFETERIA ON PREMISES

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS .

359-6661

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
PERMANENT POSITIONS
AIR CONDITIONED
COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.

Mr. Pavilonis

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
-

S/BD. RECP.

preferred, but not necessary. Will train for clean
ight (sit down) Assembly Work

Three man credit department needs a personable individual
including telephone. typing, filing,
to handle diversified duties figure aptitude hell '.I. Excellent
etc, Some shorthand and a
company benefits. Salary open.

women.

2120 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Day or Night Shift

SECRETARY

bonus
months.

51/2 days. You will be working
with 3 other neighborhood

North Arlington
News Agency

ASSEMBLERS MACHINE OPERATORS

hour before & 2

I

hours aft, r school. Area Dwyer
School, Ad. Hts. Call 392 1.164
after 6 pm.

To work in newspaper agency
office. Permanent, oar' time
position

I st

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

Monday thru Friday
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

NVednesday, August 20. 1969

Page 28

26 -Help Wanted l'Iomen

,

i ood Salary

64' 3

13

ASST HOUSEKEEPER

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

in...unto/31

I W. Cowbell, Arlington hits

Seine

New lin nl store No experience
necessary. 51'.. clays. You will

392 9344

359 6661

ten CL 3 5810

office. Good starting salon/.
Dulles include order ;slicing.

Growth oriented cOmpony in
Northwest Suburbs offers an
shorthand skills. Credit
accounting experience

rind

felp

Vacation, sick pay, insurance.

MACHINE

INC
Call Pat - 426 7933

PLEASE CALL 297-7770

OPERATOR

TEKTRONIX, INC.
An equal opportunity employer

Modern Doctor's
Office In
Des Plaines
Has Immedipte
Opening For
Medical
Receptionist

lace:stirs
1'0516011

rewording

and
noon in
.

Sr11011

SECRETARY
TO EXECUTIVE

PANASONIC

..the growth company
offers exciting. challenging

METHODE MFG. CO.

position to gal with good

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

Dictaphone Must be flex-

PLAN AHEAD

secretarial skills includieg
to

vision.

CASHIER
p.m

Full

time.

Taillard

F.

6 S HICKORY
12 blocks from

PANASONIC

Matushita Electric
Service & Parts Div.

& Rehlwing Refs., Arlington Hrs.

Arlin iton Huyhn
255 535'1

371 Noah 3,1 Ave
Des Plaines. Illinois

ARLINGTON PARK

BORED

An equal opportunity employer

TOWERS

HOUSEWIFE?
Nord Lew, .pegging money?

27 -Help Wanted Men or Women

solar ss at

Cashier

OUR PLACE

MALE & FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS

FULL TIME

RESTAURANT

DRIVERS
.10 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,
Commission,
Hospitalixation,
No Saturday or Sunday.
Must Be 21 Years of Age

1 S Wolf Rood
Pre,pect Heights
WE WILL TRAIN

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training
A.M. ROUTES

Part time r vi nings.

Haw tun -hilt you secirk
Call far omit 821 7100 oft

4

P.M. ROUTES

KINNEY SHOES

EARN $$$
Housekeeper
shifts

Short

Randhurst
Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

3040 S. Busse Rd.
21 -Help Wanted -Men

HOLIDAY iNN

ARLINGTON Firs, ILL
4391/923

Women

1000 Base Road

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
Local area routes available for 7 to 9 A.M. & 2,30 to 4,30 P.M.
We have agent need for
2 3n e 0.6 4,30 P.M. Drivers
No eAperlenCe neeessory. Pmel 'minim, Monthly bonus.

8 AM to 4 PM

SKILLED JOB
menu( echoer of
cs
flexible prickcioing inatenols
oh ovum clink i 0000115 open
for train", or experienced

men to operatc seb own;
rcquirr ci

tuck

bug mellow,

Mr c hanic al

gorse huts

Arlington Heights

2001 East Davis

APPLY IN PERSON

Sigwoll, Roll. Mdws.

Arkniifing Dept

For Appointment
call 439-7600

INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

O R.N.'s

e ORDERLIES

O NURSES AIDES

LIKE WORKING
FOR IBG
responsibility, who want to learn 011C1

grow, who expect to move up and net ahead.
IBC, is looking for people to fill these positions tttttt Cdiatelyi

Brookwood Convalescent Center
2380 DEMPSTER ST

DES PLAINES

296.3334

VARIETY
THE KEY WORD ... IN HOURS & JOBS

in

small

conoenial office for 0 parson
who enjoys a variety of octi
voles

include switch
public contact, hell!
billing and rnail dis

Duties

board
typing
Excellent
tribution
benefit program

Irina,

Hours 8 30 AM to 5:00 PM.

Call Personnel
Or Apply In ,'arson'

7 a.m.-3 p.m.

o FIELD ERECTORS
o EXPEDITER

o MECHANICAL ENGINEER

0 JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
o ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary
o MACHINISTS -Experience. Able to read

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

l,cd, round top
clock, child's
trunk, Ansonia
desk. collector's records. dresses
9110 nice. rinse 347 Alcoa, Hoff-

Antique.

on

man ES101, s 529N 564

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!
Colic:,
Rummage
Antigues Misc galore
treble

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS.

Apply Personnel Office, Euclid

thru 22 from 10 an

&

Rohl

rig. Roods, Arlington

Brand new. Cost 5160 -Can't use
In Cal. Sell for 5100, 537 0471

SI

frorn.- Larger sixes!also on sale,
FAITH NURSERY 26W 180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

Kenmore washer & gas dryer.
Model 70. Gd, Contd. $100 or

For information about the FINEST

best offer. 537-4490
new, Paid 579.
550.060. 255-5441

water softeners & voter con
I

ditioning equipment contact.

month, like
Selling for

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255 1107 or 359 3200

Royal elec. typewriter -565,
Norge window fon-525, kingsize
hdbrd. & misc. 358.6689

RCA

14

the

ft.

cu

1

clr

lf frig $140. 36" QC, (0/19e $85.

lu X 15

cond

exc

bite- nylon
Port, type

carpet w/pad.565

Air Conditioner Emerson, 7800
20" Signal fon, 3
$85
BTU'S
speed reversible. automatic

vereo$20. Leyt con vac. vice
ner-520. 253 4984 aft 3:30 PM.

358-4825,

Like

US. (I

110W.

girl

boy.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

3

16"

1110.1,11S,

bike

sdlesva/k

sr., training wheels & basket
pedal dump truck 55
tricyc'e 12" 5.1 537-5049.

5200 cuts. $35; hide abed cost

$300 sac, $130; bunk beds, 39"

1

$20: Distr. 251 7385.

Word's

4 antique captain choirs3I5 co.
Girl's 20" bicycle 55. Ono car.

c.

5

bdrrn.

rier-$5. Desk, camping cots.
537 6265

stand

humidifier, auto., $30;
c.
dinette set 515; 2
set,
complete, mnite
575; 2 F1'ucison Bay blue

ken $5 ea.;

davenport $15;
I
c. coffee tbl, 2 encilbls SI u;
Scotch Pine Christmas tree &
stand 510; ironing board 55;

Swim. pool, 20' thine lye. filter
units, voc., many acres 255 W

3

,

I

Norman Ln. Wheeling.
541-1083

odd chairs 02 6 03. 537 1117
55 -Musical Instruments

55 -Musical Instruments

10 6

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

1,111

milk white, silver,
Antiques,
linens, clothes, soup to nuts,

359-2251

8/23, 8/24, 9 5 tiro, 601 Eastman

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

RUMMAGE SALE
The W01111,11's Gulld of the

537-0020

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

Living Christ Lutheran Church.

Fri. Aug. 29, 6pro-9pro, Su, Aug.
8:30ammoon. COrninunIty
30,
Mort Shopping
Room, Rood
Center, Bid foie Grove. Illinois.

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

634-3131

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

ton.

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK
TAPE SELECTION

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

oor Guide
To the best
Real Estate

SECRETARY
Top notch girl wanted. Dictaphone secretary,

Sublet Oct.

I

extra lye.

GENERAL OFFICE
Severn! positions open in order processing, light

typing and general office work with an aptitude for figures and office skills.

11CIS 2 si.are bedrooms. All home
rivileges. 255 5023.

ranch home to
shore with same. Age 25 to 40.
392 4873 after 6 pm.

14 -To Rent Apartments

PLANT OFFICE
Handle

personnel

applicants,

I.

One bairns., air cond.. swi,ntning
pool 5165. 956-1656

ale,

records,

with

I.

S. side 2nd fl. 2 baler,

stove

regain.

&

antral

occup. 5125. 296 6873.
/

13R.

air

pool. 5160 Rt, 83662. Available

person.

Sept. I. 437 8563
Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow with

2 6 young children. Must have
$20
own transportation.
person per week. 392.01170

elegant pool and

sh Aping and schools ...
Rentals from 5175 month
ly include all utilities except
.

per

1

blk.

west of Arlington
394 0246

By Kossubn
The Nation's No. I Landlord

Hermitage
Super Size

Trace

1-, 2-, 3 Bedroom

Aparatments
wall to wall cements, H. W.
heat, private balcony or ter
race 1.2 berths, color coordi

noted kitchen appliances. Ex
peet the most when you visit
Hermitage Trace.

cimeerR
itoeuteld-

mfiany

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL. 60007

FROM $180 MONTHLY

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.

Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom wort,
moots Elevator building- Fully
corpeted

From

$237.50

in-

appliances, heat,
cooking gess, Master VT an
cluding

pogo,

balcony,

rec.

SWIMMING POOL
walking

privacy yen
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300
ntirnore

Ct. 9 3281

Arl

opt

Air cond.. all

1

becirin

oppliences,

fully carpeted, pool, sub let
realnitely 517Cr. 259 823:

ins

Hermitage Trace is just a few

Illinuies from commuter train
serVICC. You can walk to buses.

O'Hare it 15 minutes away.
721
Higgins Rd. (Rt.
Take
direct to Hermitage Trace
Higgins
Golf
Rd.
(581
or
Rd., turn left 2 blks. Model open
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 894 7410
By Kassuba
The Nation's No. 1 Lncllord

0.snen
Trace
Enciam,
2'

Airy

Fits

acinsfe, d.

4

bon,. Colorucd. F. -marled fonnly
With fireplace shoe foyer

,rooted.

flrOpe,

Mt

If

437 54/1.;

porno, Mot

Pr,sp. by ewe., 3 lap, .
I'

split level. 1'1 baths

NEW BLDG STONECREST APIS

cord
storage.

725 W. Dempster, 12 3 becirrns ,

gar

2 baths in the 2 & 3 beclons,

panel (OM nn.. sub Inisernent.

Air Conditioning

gel.

524.91 p CL 5.0039
Grove %/dingo Centrol air
cond., 3 bairn's, 2 full baths
do
built in Le arthritic es 01
'mined garagt polio la rear

Storcigp Lockers on ea. floor.

rigierng drupes A., inertly
extras" tap. r 2 's ovoilohle
.139 o fib

JUST LISTED

16 -To Rent Houses

Hof f mon Estates

3 Eden mall,

yard,
month. 392 6818
gem,

rooms.

Elf.

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances
Model opts open doily, 11 ern
to 6 pm. Telephone 439 7887

dirt

lg.

poi.o. fenced yard. walk m ecrin
Open House Sunday 3.6.

INCLUDING:

Log

0200 per

SPACIOUS
.1 bedroom Colonial 21,2 baths,
finished re c room, separate

dining room, large living room.
Ideal for the large family.
Well landscaped lot. Good

86 -Real Estate Houses

Brand new 011d beautiful with

restioe 2 bedroom, Sthoeirate
area. Immediate iessession
No children or pets. Call
Robert A. Cogan° & Assoc.

Baird', Grove Del On,

Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

Fits rcl..

frpl., cpty. & dishwasher, !many
extras. [49,900. Appt. only.

of cloys, 297 5568.

and Sunday, 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
68),

1,01,11,1 roc rm
2 car gar.,
wet bar, paneled faro. rat.,

to town & train Des Pl., air coal
5145, cell Sv11., otter 7 on rest

Elevators
Parking

Berkshire Trace is locatedjust
north of Dundee rd. (Rt.

Mt. Prospect by owner. 4 bdrm.
split level, gas bean, 21: hath,.

deluxe bldg., walk

rm. cipt ,

electric.
Models 01,00 daily

HOFFMAN ESTATES

cond., hear,

light typing and some clerical functions. Mature

GENERAL FACTORY
Several opportunities in shipping/receiving and
light manufacturing areas.

,31.5

,

sccipecl grounds. Excellent ',ark
tes from
irig facilities

Gentlemen. References. S. side
Des Plaines. Room with J,rivote
entrance. 515 weekly.
253.1927

Mr. Prosy. opt. sublet Sept.

,

recreation area, spacious land

(See Mr. Miloch)

(See Mr. Nelson)

Superb sound Conditioning, ten.

.

Bedroom Furnished. All Utili

ries (raid.

and expediting orders.

room. Also, handle sales literature - part or full

Spacious roans, color coach
noted appliance kitchen, wall.
to wail carpeting. 12 balls.
vote balcony and patios. Real

elione 537 1864

MAIL ROOM - PART TIME?
High school or college student for busy mail

-Apts. Ready Now

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments
1

Berkshire
Trace

BensenvilleWood Dole, i
A/C opt. avail- inneed. 5160.
Utilities incl. excel,' atec.
968 0369 or 960 0388
3

Pioneer Perk, 3 berm. this 11)
car, conj. remodeled kit &
bathers, 529500. 392 7815

bode,.

1

328.8801

New 1 2 Bedroom

luxury

O'Hare area deluxe

apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances.
Sept. 1 occup. $150. 453 83, 7,

elec. 5177.50

Bachelor has

Excellent opportunity for capable typist with
ability to maintain purchasing records, typing

brim..

BUFFALO GROVE

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

(See Mr. Nelson)

I

apt. A/C, pool, all ail. except

Teachers or workino gals. Widow

86 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

14 -To Rent Apartments

® Vacant

0 Conunerci d

0 Roidential
WOMEN

MEN

1,1110,

arlington \ark towers

CALL 3 .2 1311
EVERGREEN SALE
1000's
to choose
each.

SNOWBLOWER

124 Bernord. Buffalo Grove

259 0055

Heights:,

537 3229

For Salo. II cu. ft. .E Ref ri
545. Frestwood dining
`rotor
room
set S175. Ladies Dresses
S. Sias Sizes 5 7 14

Soft Wester $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
F19.3200
255 1107

Dr., Mt. Prospect. 2 blks east of
Rand & 2 bilks south of Kensing

o NIGHT DESK CLERK
O COMMISSARY MEN

New in March. Elba

Hoover voc..525, 12 x 18 beige
rug -565, Electrolux vac

tenth. 515

model.

1969

5),C1..er.--GE

Dar

offer. Cl 3.4315.

Chem] prices Everything A Z! 15

BANK

Inc.

12:00.8:30 a.m.

2.dr. 13.5 cu. ft. regrig. v,/large
top freezer, auto. defrost, slide

Gamine

ing Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

1601 NICHOLAS BLVD.
1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

erobr. supplies, clothes I 6V4,
couch misc ell., 972 Lee Street,
Des Plaines,

o CARPENTERS -Inside work
o TRUCK DRIVER -Class "E" license required
o SECRETARY -Sales office
o CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineer-

pleasant working conditions. Apply in person.

392 3500
METHODE MFG. CO.

Sigwolt, Roll.

8.21,22, 9am5pm
tv, this. bedrey sets, crochet &

sharing,
medical

salary. Profit
pension plan,
benefits.

2308

Moving sole

ities.

blueprints, Operate material processing
equipment

All positions offer fine career opportunities and

3 p.m. -11

Days
-

er items.
Mdws,

experience necesNo
sary. Excellent starting

TIME KEEPERS
position

Gar. Sohn Aug 21, 22, 23. 10.5
chair55, ho.
Dinette set
iniclifie».55, folding bed -55. Oth

Des

RECEPTION

sales. 1232 N. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

0 L.P.N.'s (by cicc,(),

1250 Pratt Boulevard
Elk Grove Village

SWITCHBOARD

22,23, 10 am to 4 pm. No early

MISS MARY KLIPPERT

Other Misc. 01 3 -1.161

Elm

N.

Naborhood Sale Camera equip.,
denary, Turn., misc. Aug 21

ask for:

Openings of, do.? (1/1,1 .. n1119 shit ts Fully or r edited me V11,1
iii/Itki, rind
berths 1 -roe M -.its N. v, salary

4 p.m.

112

hurst Ave., Mt. Prospect

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W BIESTERFIELD RD

clothing,
tools, mist., Fn.,

toys, guitar,
Sat, Aug. 22,23.

Heed, Millind Vne, Bench Vise.

Beautiful blonde dresser
drawers & Bdiat Clarinet. Best

Dehumidifier, used

Moving,

Sale,

Gar.

Monday thru Friday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. to P.M.

time.

11 ci.m.

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

Interesting

Hi choir 35, humidifier $5, fold
ing bed 55. Other items. 2308

Mechcal Transcriber

Engr.
Drenur y Dept.

Sr<atttt

purchase orders and filing. Will aid in buying

o PHYSICAL THERAPY AIDE(.11,--

fe

O

Cook

aj

Free benefits,

ton rail. and intuit advance

9 a rot
2 p 01

Gar, Sale, Aug. 21, 22, 23, 10 5.

Print Shots
Conk

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR

RITZENTHALER BUS LINE

We arc

sses

HOURS: 11 pm. to 7 am.

LO. AN IA AYE, with accessories,
rocrinier ICI, -ping
Drill i'ress,

°dash, TV, very

w;c11 lac liteerosS20. 356.1273.
4;

to

10

orni6 pin, 315P. N. 4111 Ave., Des
boy's
Phone., desk,
Plaines,
clothes, misc. 824 4722

Inhalation Therapy

tic liners. Commercial wt. Choice
of 515. Coll for price quo.
278 6534 or 529.7437 aft. B.

erred condition 575.
394 3760

sale, Aug. 20 thru 23, 9

Blunt,

Cashier
NCR Operator

Hriusekeepog Dept.
Print Slop

3929300

IN A

and

EKG Techn dun
Inhulntiwl Thu ropy
Pm. haring

Apply Don Weidner

WILL TRAIN YOU

23,

Brownie prof. Brunt; furniture &

10 -Rooms -Board -Housekeeping

For '69 - '70 Season

Apply in person
or call
437-6010

Gar. sale, Aug

will train.

speed & accuracy essential.
(See Mr. Miller)

ELK GROVE

St.,

A. hi. Household items, clothing.

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.

Lutheran

Peter's

St.

Church Gym, III W. Olive

MT (ASCP,
EKG Tec Imicions

MT (ASCP

2:30 - 5 p.m.

While your children are

PM,

9

more. 977 North Ave. Des P.

8:30 a.m.

6:30

CONTACT:

Mr. Kipker

wanted
available

FEMALE

MALE

rte p1,0,,,e who 1,ke

Apply Personnel Office. Euclid

Arlington Merkel)

(312)

299-8886

If evening hours ore your ,pre
furred schedules, these `jobs
might be just for you.

MOLDED PRODUCTS

Rummage Sale, Aug. 22, 9AM -

newspaper office
located in Elk Grove
exPrevious
Village.
For

EMPLOYEES
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

experience

S011112

helpful.

DANA

school

trainees Or

crock, bed
Sole steels

surplus disposable plos

Gov't.

Ccu carrier, 2 inn le end tables,

spreads & 11-115C,
Aug. 20. 717 Hailers Mt. ,'respect

NIGHT RES'T AUDIT

APPI Y

in

I

medicce cebinet 39.1 2731

space healers, retard
tables. cams, doors, wind dish
m Antiques. Misc. f I 9 0525

Admiral 23"

bed,

1969 Hotpoint copper tune dish
.,usher; Toro snowblower; 4 area
rugs, all W,pron. 12's12', lighted

Gas

9.

yrs.

old, 595; 5,000 BTU air concrer,

259-4530

odd chairs, 5 pew oblong dinette
set. 259 Pull

I

Position offers an excellent
starting salary with exceptional company paid
benefits program.

Part time, weekend relief, 3.11

11 yrs. old 520. 259 6157

1107 2nd Ave., Des Plaines.

job responsibilities plus
t11111 benefits, illiefl,f1119 <Ind
nw
war king a audition,. wi would like to visit with you

handle

many details at once & be
capable of working on
own with minimum super-

FRONT OFFICE

Don t get caught cash short'
for the coming holidays. Apply
now bs o PLASTIC PRESS OP.
No experience m.
ERATOR
purred Good hourly rote ;skis
hourly bonus 2nd Shift 3:30
p or to 11 45 p

enough

ible

296.2.103.

1,000 ITEMS. Aug. 8, 9 to
boys

AIR CONDITIONERS
BTU air cond'er, 3

5,000

DON'T MISS THIS ONE OVER

Single

rm. set, Incl. isrenkfront; Exorciser
824 8002

3 pc. sectional couch 575. Lady
Kenmore washer 2 yrs. old $125.

833-8500
FEDDERS-NORGE

1st Arlington

perience helpful or we

392-3500

298 2883

Mr. I'. Licko

1101 off niS 100 Starling salary
1it,t)

Mii am presently seeking hill tins° perso
experieiked For the following positions:

Bunk beck, cony,,; 8 i,c. 'Immo

6

Ill1F/1011
22" golden brown l00
hair fall. No..., Will sacrifice

For interview atenifornent call,

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

after

827 7413.

p.111.

1IOny benefits.

PROOFREADER

genial office for billing ma

5 Days A Week, No
Saturdays

Bc es

II you On. seeking a plisi11011

0115. 358 2324

or best offer. 3581584.

Full tune positions EXpOI.FICC
not neressory. Many benefits.

OPPORTUNITIES

con

chine operator. We'll also train
good typist. You'll hundle all
invairing as well us other
related clerical functions. For
f urrlier details coil or apply in

front loafing, fl mos old, $1,10

umbrella. 550.00 Coll

3

Port. Kenmore dishwasher excel.
cond. 555; 31,'5. hp- snowblower

portable dishy/el:her,

Kwon ore

irons,

ft

woods, matched set. 25-i 4726

5 pc. picnic set, redwood, with

PERSONNEL

GIOARLY1

cloned May 19691

24- bike $15 like new 439.1888

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

required. Approximately half days. Ability to work
with minimum of supervision.

BILLING

ft. copper tone refrig.
CW,
S/00; de,hunoildier 530; girl's
17

National Bank

Typing

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

r*Viragifk

Frigidoire elec. stove, 2
utility drawers, extel.
cond. 550.392 0781
Slightly used golf class (Poi
lc,.ge

Experience preferred but will
train the right person. We
offer 0 complete dine of C001

O BOOKKEEPING

READ anda

40"

32-Miscellzneous Merchandise

FOR

OPPORTUNITY
ADVANCEMENT.
LIMITED

METAL SKI'S AND e0LES
STEe IN BINDINGS.
CALL Cl 3 -1461

1000 Meadow Ln., MI, Prospect.
Behind Mt. Prosy. Shopping Con
ter. Thurs. Aug 21

OPERATORS

For, FAAttsul

515,392'5767.

Sole. loom mower, bed,
chest of drawers, misc. 11C1115.

appliance
offer UN

major
merged
and
distributor

MACHINE

',men winter c out, $35; Brown
suede, 535; Nervy all weother,

Gar.

arid lake their orders on the
telephone. We are cr newly

o TELLERS

household items. CL 3-7893

children's & ladies coats & ap-

If you have n pleasont speak
Ifni voice and enjoy talking to
era, le, you're the person we
wool to meet our CuSIOnlors

skirts,

stole,

mink

ranch

clresses, and shoes. Plus other

parel, unison items. 894.9052.

an

in

center.

service

for

JANUSZKO-c0159 4200.

for part

CALL JOHN JANUSZKO

Dk.

for

experienced salad preparation
woman E. 2 kitchen porters.
Good salary, benefits & work
Ma
conditions. Call- 'JOHN

259.8250

V eche° porter work.

Friday_Iype-opiiiig

Girl

elect/OS.1k

colre& ctions Party Plan

We also hove need

Arlington Heights

Elk Grove Village

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.
.139.2210

/Ploy/sou, Toy di monttrafors
average $5 per hour Sell toys
now to Deco mho r No ex
pcnct No cir ',cries. No

Js

early

or

32-riscclIzmcus El:rein-4115e

SALES ORDER CLERKS

1.109 E. Palatine Rd.

women and men interested in

SECRETARY
PART TIME

fLETAR.S, INC.

early morning
evening hours.

CHICKEN UNLIMITED

firtlf, and full time employees
wishing to work early Mantilla
of curly evening hours. ALSO

OUTSTANDING
OPPORTUNITY

or part time bus's. for

full

the

ORDER FILLERS, CASHIERS

NEEDED ore experienced soled

PRE FINISH

Job With
Over Time Pay

(I

Apply in person

Part Time -

has a few ape

ful. Excellent salary and benr.
fit program.

Happiness Is
A Part Time

Harper College Food Service
has a few choir e openings on

HARPER COLLEGE food service

209 W. Gateway Rd
Bensenville, Ill.
595.0440

the right girl. with typing and

--

Full Time

WORLD BATTERY
CORP.

for

opportunity

exceptianol

to

FULL OR PART TIME

299-4446

Must be good of detail.

Coll Wore nr

or be obi,

253-6214

.nail

in

person

perienced

spaNTArnr

Widescope Pr r
298 5021

leer's license
,mss same,

utitrn

Pleasant

Call tAr Hot !mon

opportunity for ex

Excellent

$525 - FREE TO YOU

011

nn

school

Should have chard

hildren.

,uppivisory

desirahl.

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

REICHARDT CLEANERS

KEYPUNCH OPR.

work

10

aces at cjimeral accounting

Grade

routes.

'10011

Minn in Des Flames. Telly paid
IOStlf0,11, prugrMa.

!radioed women.

Trainees or cm Expanding corm
ponies in this arts, ore seeking
girls to COrrIpic to the ir keypunch
staffs Lica arisont, moot 6
variety, This is it!

ll tt

Manager Palatine
$105 to $125
be werkine with 3 other meal

Woman ,orni d port time, Mon
day through Friday 3 or .3 his ci
day morning or ofti moon_ No
laundry 110 ml ,dows no child

To dove Morning and Mier

11,0111.11aC -

for,

Day & Evening Hours

art Time
TY' 1ST & BILLER
Full Time 11ItP,, Eno s bookkoc
pro

(,,.ma

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

GAR. SALE: Allq. 20.21, 6 22.
1314 W. Elornoton, Schaumburg,
2 twin maple bookcase hr.13;ds..

21 -help Wanted -Men *Woman

27 Help Wanted Men " Women

Women

Bus Drivers Wanted

ACCOUNTANT

WAITRESS
2641e1p Wanted Women

21 -Help Wanted Men

27 -Help Minted -Men " Women

26-1121P Wanted Wonmn

Arl. Hts. 3 farm bock ranch

2

full Issra Complete kitchen with
dishwasher. At,, LIM., carpet/
droves. Prato Resindential area
Near school sho, . 3.2 75117

Woocl Dale -4 briery loco brk.

Lonch, 2 car att. gar., full bsra.,
frisk., fully landscaped, 75 X 103

location. Only 541,500.

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN & TYSON,
INC.
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

2556320
359.6500

8948100

lot. Financing avail. High 3D's.
766 4864
Schiller , ark 2 bedroom
011 80
x
129' needs
work.

91 -Resort Properties For Sale

,C01,11011

JURGEN

Arl. Hes., 2 yr. Berkley Sq. Re
gency model. Brie & frame 3
1,1,1 Mulch, 2 baths full bsrth.,
ate gar., patio, lye.

fans. rm.,

rnony extras Irnmed occ
535,500.

RESORT BY OWNER
famous Lake Minacqua.
New 2 bedrr». year round
home and consort. 5 fully
furnished modern 2 bedrrn.
on

597 0550

259 5282

cottages. Also 5 alum. boots,
picnic area, beaus. grounds.
$46,000 terms. Lee Baker,
Minocgua, Wis. 54548

Page 29

Wednesday, August 20, 1969

Drexel walnut D.R. set, w/60"
buffet, 4 choirs. $200; 60x40
wall mirror. 535. 392-1350
8.1" Duncan Phyfe solo, beige &
rose cotton brocatel, good cond.!

Jacobson 21" reel mower $55;
Chainsow, heavy duty $55. Call
after 5:30 392 9794.
Twin beds, cornpl., 2 nite stands
& lamps; 2 E.R. choirs, brown
& orange print. 253-0955
20" and 12" bikes, stroller,

Complete Weight Lifting Set in

pc.

4

dresser,

515

$25.

blond bedrm. set, cibl
glass lei's, 575. Coll i

burners, griddle in center,
chrome cover, used I yr.
253 7542

Antiques: -Glass front bookcase,

gold coin scale, antique razors,
ANTIQUES

.

lower
Town Hall
Randhurst. Rts. 12

level

of

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
AS IS, ANY OFFER
392.9227

83,

Mt.

&

$1695

& 253 9117.

and writes. 540.
394.2383

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

$450.1324.6023.
1.6'

Silver/in°, 95 lip. Me:c. tilt
exc.

trail., fully equipt, skiis,
cond. $1800 or offer.

Air shocks, big engine, radio, hearer. 4 speed,
trans, stero tape, meg. wheels, low mileage,
very clean, special tire

1

Anrpeg Amplifier, Gemini II. 6
string Harmony guitar; B.Flat
clarinet, Normandy, wood. Excellent condition. CL 9 3973

Trailer for sale 2 bedroom, nice!
perch, furnished, $2200, call!

to good home, 6 years,

Free

like min. collie, well trained.
392 1357
5 LEOPARD PUPPIES

Excel.

$50 ea. 439 8268.
AKC registered. $125.
CALL 837 1430

'68 Words Camper.

CALL 439-2690

Mixed breed puppies.

Stud service. 439.6896
FREE KITTENS. TABBYS.
LITTER TRAINED.

white

kittens. 10 weeks
FREE. CL 3 7344 after 4

old.

2 males, 8 wks.
766 1463

.

DACHSHUNDS, AKC,

8

1970 MAVERICK

Excellent condition
439 1!/76

w.w. tires, Tonneau cover, stud,
ded snow tires, low mileage.
259 8581

'67 4-dr. HT landeou Thunderbird, full power, excel. cond.,
widow must sell. 439517(.6 or
after 6pm 298-6290
'67 Opel Station Wagon w/60
h.p., accessory package includes extra wheels, new studded

Small Toy white mole poodle, no
papers, $45; I small Min. jet
block poodle, fernele, excel. pedigree, $90. 537 07k7

1961 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN

GOOD CONDITION
824 6586

1967 MUSTANG, GT
Fastback. Factory AC. Bucket Console. Wide

$2095
$1895

$2295

Convertible, Full Power including Air Conditioning, Tape Player, Bucket Seats

1968 CORVETTE
STINGRAY CONVERTIBLE
With Two Tops, 4 Speed Transmission, AM -FM
Radio, Low Miles.

CL 3 5667

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue,

$50. 773-0304 after 6.

84" sofa, student's 5 drawer
desk, 21" black & white TV,
392.4247

Living room set, 2 twin beds,

Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Luggage Rack, Sharp

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.
537-1930

$2195

Going to Europe?

1964 RAMBLER

Ambassador. Reclining soot, V-13, AT, PS, R, H,
W/W. Only

1967 OLDSMOBILE

$2195

$3895

1969 Singer Zig Zag
Used machine in stylish cabi

net. Does everything without
attachments.

$53.20 Tax Included
or $5.32 down and 9 pay

50 DOWN

$3195

CASH or TRADE 36 Month to pay!

BENDER - RIEGER

'66 VW, re,/ wan sun roof, like
new tires, Call 358-4855 after 6

BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

01=

cond.,

1967 TRIUMPH G.T.

motor, sander. 773 0617

MonthF

r,erf. engine, 4 sp., disc brakes,

A

$1995

,

'66 Mercedes 230S 4 dr. Sun

V8,

'64 BUICK

469 7204

'63 OLDS
4 dr., hardtop, V8
automatic, powersteer-

112-Autornobles For Sale

ing & power brakes,
white

DRIVE A

DATSUN

Jim Aikey
OPEN

OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

1111111rWiralla
\ ARLINGTON HTS.
OPEN EVENINGS

<Wi.)

r - CHEVROLET

CLOSED SUNDAY

illORTHWEST Awv.

$1722.
(1) Cosh Price $519.23
(Tex $20.77)

$340.00
(21 Less: Cash Omen Payment

$30.00

(3) TrestIn
(4) TIMBI Down Payment

$5000

on al11969's!

AUTHORIZED
JEEP-DATSUN DEALER

136 W. Northwest H
Barrington, III.
381-6663
Open to 9 P.M.
Week Nights

The Price Fixture

Huge Discounts
AND

14

I.

'64

SEDAN
passenger,

autornatic,powersteerInti, black & red interior

power steering, white

MOTOR
SALES 8 SERVICE

Fastback, white

COUNTRY

4 dr., ye, automatic,

DECIDE!

VOLKSWAGEN

'63 FORD

4

392-6300

roof, like new tires, AM/FM
extras. Irmsmc. cond. $2900
392 1636

1

COUNTRY

Across from
The Arlington Park Race Track

posi, cairns. 392 5315

'66

dr., automatic
owner -blue

ARLINGTON PARK DODGE
1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

'68 Firebird 400, special high

Per Month

2

4 Speed, Wire Wheels.

-$34 44

'63

THE DODGE BOYS
SPECIAL!

cond. 555. 392 9288

excel. clean; 3 wheels Bonsaw

$1722.

381-6000

'59 Studebaker Station Wagon,
6 cyl. stick shift, excel. running

WORLD'S BEST $2000 CAR.
AND ECONOMICAL

ournON!Zto

Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

505 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

THEN

CLearbrook 5-6300

ORchard 6-1900

505 W. NORTHWEST HWY. 381-6000

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9
p.m.

MT. PROSPECT

530 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

BARRINGTON. ILLINOIS
( BENDER-RIEGER1

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

P/8, air

DOYNO MOTORS

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

'66 Chevelle, 2 In HT, V-8, auto,
and
$ I 100.
trans., good
537 9822. Ask for Eddie before 5

'66,/5,

See us now for Overseas delivery! Hove a Volkswagen there
to tour Europe.

$695

H, PS, P13. Clean Car.

low miles 51195.
394-2731 after 4:30 PM

Olds

seats, a four -speed synchromesh transmission, four-wheel indepen-

dent torsion -bar suspension, and an air-cooled engine that gets
about 27 miles a gallon.

PM. $1150
4

Look into a Volkswagen and you'll find adjustable front bucket

$2395

1968 MERCURY 9 PASS. WAGON

394-2200

'64 VW. Good runni ng condition
Clean. Red. $675.

Dining room table & 6 chairs, w/
pads & leaves. Good condition

Good Things Come In Small Packages

MT. PROSPECT

after 5:30

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

OPEN SUNDAYS

1968 CHEV. IMP. SS

JOHN MUFICH BUICK
801 E. RAND ROAD,

1960 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Biscayne,
original owner, good running
condition, 439 1976
Phone: 824-5866

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

tros, & accessories, includes full
power & air cond., like new
tires. $1575. 259 3468 weekends;
otter 5 pm weekdays.

Conditioned, Automatic Trans ,
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage

$1995 If3r!eji sg h t

The firmest sport car anywhere? A brilliant Blue
finish, complete with wire wheels. For the spec
lolly car buyer.

1967 Cadillac CoupeDeVkle,

41 -Home Furnishingsfurniture

529-7070

Factory Air

1968 JAGUAR XKE ROADSTER

tires. $600 Eves CL 5 2056

male. hsebroken, abed. tend,
good watch dog. AKC. OR
4.6270

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

snow tires. $1200. 259-9473
'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all ex

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

6333 N. HARLEM RO 3-1500
Just Minutes From Home!

'64 Chevy Impala 2 door hard
top. Std. Trans, Radio W/W

golden

dresser. After 5 PM.
255-0018
SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

'67 White Austin Healy Sprite,

Vista Cruiser Station Wagon. Factory Air. AT, R,

'59 Chevy, 4-dr Hdtp., standard
transmission $100. 537 4493

AKC COLLIES Family Cornpan
ions, right age for serious train
Mg. Eager willing dispositions.
Reasonably priced. 438-7739

DICK WICKSTROM

0895. 439 9271

Low mileage

NORWOOD FORD inc.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

525. 358.0329.

Retriever,

1965 Dodge 4 dr. 6 cyl. Good
tires, ultra clean. Radio, power
steering, auto. trans, low mile.

Catalina, 4 door, AC, AT. PS. PB. R. H. W/W

Service & Ready to go.

180 Electric

puppies, part Manchester,

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1

cond. $1250. 437 2623

1967 Yar110 Ina

Strong, healthy, puppies, gcl
wichildren MAKE OFFER. Also

on all 1969's

1967 PONTIAC

$125. CL 3 2005

weeks

door,

4

Ford 1966 Golaxie 500, deluxe,
4 dr., V 8, 392, tinted windows,
owner, excel.
l'/S, P/B, R/H,

ovals, AT, PS, PB, R, H, W/W. Perfect

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Go Cart, Fox frame 6 H.P., and
Mac engine. Good condition.

5 pm. 359 1308

Labrador

Coronet

after 5 P.M.
red

1.157 Chevy 2 dr. rebuilt 283
quad, 3 speed, Hurst, Custom
interior, buckets, mugs., chrome
college
reverse. Must sell
bound. $500 or best offer,
392 1374 after 6:30

5450 or BEST OFFER. 392 0175.

old, 3 males, Please Call after

sot

Dodge

good runner. Needs some body
Phone 259 0487
work. $550

894.1934

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS CL 9-4100

253-8108

Young Parakeet, new stand
and cage, $15.
253 6622

'65

52885. 437 1423

$2995

HUGE DISCOUNTS

'66 Ford Falcon Club Wagon,
seat in back, radio, standard
transmission, good condition.
51100. 255-0451 ask for Greg.

'66 Mustang. Moss green. Low
mileage, V 8, 3 speed, inclu. 4
new studded tires & winter tires.
$1150. Please call aft. 6 PM.

Lattof Chevrolet
800 E. Northwest Hwy.

1966 Honda "305" Scarnb/cr,
top running cond., new Daunt.

AKC, Sable & White

Coupe,

Ford '68 Country Squire wagon,'
pass, A/C, radio, I'M, P/S,
luggage rack, incl. snow tires
excel. cond., low miles, I owner,

Huge Discounts on all 1969's!
And on our OK used cars too!

724.5770

COLLIE PUPS

Porsche

Convert Good Condition
Being Tronsfered Coll 392-2622

CLEAN - UP

'67 Sears 250 cc
W helmet, /ow miles, "5265

POODLES, AKC SMALL

stick,

1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU

OFFICIAL CHEVROLET

1965 Norton Atlas,
For Sale
750cc, mint condition, after 4.30
call 297.2795.

calico kitten and 2 ton and

6

V-8, good condition. $700.
392-2669 after 6

Open to 9 P.M. Week Nights

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

437 4260 after 5
I

Biscayne,

w/black leather interior, AM -FM
radio, clean. 392-0482
1965 Ford Custom 4 dr. Sedan,

136 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
BARRINGTON 381-6653

'68 Pathfinder travel trailer, 16%1
self contained, sleeps 6, gas,l
refrig., range & furnace. 225 W.
Norman Ln., Wheeling. 541.1583.

AKC Wire Fox Terrier pup, 6
mon., all shots. Also Champ.

1962

AUTHORIZED JEEP 4 WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES
AND DATSUN DEALERSHIP

ur 595,0090, aft, -r 6 P.m.

'894.1046

1960 Chevy, 6 cyl., stick
shift, $125.
358 1153

SALES & SERVICE

259 4520

old. $10 choice.

Chevy

4 dr. R/H, low mileage. $365.
827-4230

BARRINGTON MOTOR

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, 575
wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279 5623

week.

1

'63

DRIVE A DATSUN THEN DECIDE!
WORLDS BEST $2000 CAR.
TROUBLE FREE & ECONOMICAL

condition, $795.

CL 9 2438

1962 VW sunroof, radio, new

$2895

Ram.Air, 428 engine, automatic, power steering, bright red. Ready to go.

SKAMPER, SLEEPS 8, good

$10 each.
394.2243

Asking

tires, $500, or best offer.
299.6940

'69 MACH I

537 6265

Pure breed German Shepherd
puppies. 8 weeks old $50 paper
trained

sleeper.

Right tent trailer. J.C. Higgins 2
bdrm. umbrella tent $85.

Mined breed puppies for sale, 5

offer. Phone 541 2656

'68 Chrysler New Port, 4 dr. Se.

750 E. Northwest Hwy.
827-2163

Excellent condition. 5495.
437 4086

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

weeks old

.1

Heater, Ex. Cond. $700 or best

299-1276

JIM AIKEY FORD INC.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES For Sole

after 4 pm. 537-3097
'64 RENAULT Dauph. AT, Radio,

9

child care. Age 21/2-5.
Diversified
play.
Supervised
creative activities. 255-7019

255 01385

537-5518

air. $2300. After 5.
358-5479

don, power steering.
52350.837-9122

CHEVY CLEAN U
SALE IS ON!

standard trans., radio, $780.

1965 Cadillac 4 dr. Calais with

4 door hardtop Full power, radio, automatic. Brand
new set of 4 ply whitewall tires. Balance of factory
warranty. Turquoise, Ready to GO!

6941ursery Schools - Child Care

Block Labrador Retriever liup
pies, 5 wks. old, pad. 1st shots

stick, $550 or best offer. Call

1967 OLDS "88"

anytime 824.69.11

VERY UNUSUAL $5.00 EACH

51695.392-1279.

PHONE 827-3111

.98 -Mobile Homes

4441ogs, Pets and Equipment

'64 Rambler Classic, 2.dr, 6 cyl.

LADENDORF OLDS
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS
DES PLAINES

537 7691

condition $375. 255-5553

1967 Chevy convert.
P/S, P/B, low mileage, 2nd car.

'68 PONTIAC GTO

2 yr. old set of white pearl drums;
cymbal, 5150. 827
4 drums,
0321, ask for Dennis or Bryan

16' Delta speed boot, 45 horse
Johnson, skis and many extras..

wagon, low mileage, excellent

FOR SALE

'61 Falcon 4-dr. auto.,
best offer.

175 North Arlington Hts. Rd.
Elk Grove Village
Phone 439-0900

Music, 7 W. Eastman.

437-2891

'65 Bel Air Chevy, 6 cyl., 4-dr.,

HOSKINS CHEVROLET INC.

New S175 Notional folk guitar
steal for $131 incl. case! .E1 Rey

Pontiac Tempest station

1963

827-3575

Completely & unconditionally guaranteed.

OFFICIAL

Call

horse Gilson Tractor -$155
766-6048

Air -conch.

1968 VOLKSWAGEN FULLY EQUIPPED

Holten 8.47 Trumpet with case

'59- Olds Wagon 1160: 66-7

1959 DESOTO ADVENTURER

Mt. Prospect, III.
CI -5-6300

eros,,ect. Adm. 50c. 392 0383

s.

530 W. Northwest Hwy.

FLEA MARKET SALE

Sunday, Aug. 24 from 11 to 5.

$2795

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

Student Viola, excellent condi.,
non, used one year. r,"2 price.
358.4374 after 4:30 pm.

wicker couch. CL 9-2445

1953 PONTIAC, 6 cylinder,
stick, good condition,

'66 Ford Galoxie 500, 4.dr., P/S,
vinyl roof, W/W, $1000.

55 -Musical Instruments
-

1959 PONTIAC, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, $125 .
537 0492

like new tires, clean, $475,
894-2695

SPORT CONVERTIBLE -brakes, factory air cond., etc

Mustang, 6 cyl., manual
trans. Jade Green. $800 or best
offer. 529-3634

'66

1963 FORD STATION WAGON,

_Bost offer. -CALL -4370765

Arl. Fits. 255:12135

34 -Arts and Antiques

1964,

1968 CAMERO RALLY
372" V8, auto. trans., power peer., power

1

6p m. 956-1969

Catalina, 2 dr.
HT, auto. trans., excel. mechani
cal cond. $750. 359 2719

622 E. Northwest Hwy. Rte #14
298-4220
Evenings till 9:00.

1

3U" Signature gas range, 5

'66 Chevelle Malibu, V.8, auto.,
P/S, good cond., $1050. After

DES PLAINES CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH

antique drop
3 drnwer chest,
leaf tbl. fruit wood open -42" sq.

253-6294

'63 VW, radio, sun ,roof, excel

Pontiac

OF YOUR CHOICE

after 5 pin or any time weekends.
255-0880
22 blk. laquer live an. ibis.,
fruit wood liv. rot. this.,

26" boy's Schwinn. bike.

112 Automobiles For Sale

lent condition. $650.
299.0362 after 4:30 PM

OR USED CAR

535.253-1208

seal. 437 6658
Priced
.condition.
,bone CL 5 5844

AUTO DEALERS FOR THE NEW

lowly -90 in.-ssfa,- beige, 2 cushions, s kirt,6"."yliust see. 550.
392.9659 evenings

crib, complete. high chair, car

good

SHOP THESE LEADING

41 -Home Furnishings Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

112 Autemobdes For Sale

.4100

Monday
&Thursday
Till
10 P.M.

(3) Unpold Sal. ad Cosh Price

$490.00
(6) Other Clumps.

tie ',met 0.1

License trencher $2.00

Tend OM*. Chem. $10.00
(7) &MIMI* PInented 1300,00

(I) finesse* atone $119.92
(9) Total .1 Payrnen% 0619.92
(10) Wowed Payment Prim
(1,6,1) $419.92
Annuel Penton, Bete 14.33%

SQUIRE
4 passenger, V8 auto-

$5166
Per Month
'67 CORVAIR
MONZA
automatic, red

'66 FORD
dr., hardtop, V8 automatic, blue, white
side walls

'65 FAIRLANE
hardtop, VB.
automatic, blue, white
side walls.
2

dr.,

$3444

(1) Cash Price $990.40
(Tux 549.52151,040.00
(2) Less: Cosh Down Payment
150.00
(2) Trade In

Ill Tool Down Payment
$50.00
(SI Unpaid Sol. Of Cash Price
$990.00
(6) Other Chorns:
Title Pees $1 V2

license I. emu., .1.04
Tend other charges 810.00

(7) Arnow,' financed
$1,000.00

(I) finance Charge $239.114
(9) Total of Payment
$1,239.84
(101 Deferred Pay Price

M6,1151.219.14

Annual Pct. Nolo 14.53%

'68 IMPALA
CHEVY
hardtop, V8,
automatic, powersteor.
ing, turboglide gold,
black vinyl roof
4

dr.,

'66

'68 GTO

MUSTANG

4 speed, 2 dr., hardtop, burgundy, black

Stick -6, white

matic, power steering

2

$8610
Per Month

'67 FORD
VAN
Windows -automat
blue & white

'67
VOLKSWAGEN
Fastback, red like new

$5166

interior

'68 FORD XL
Fastback, bucket console, V8, automatic,
power steering

'68 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT
4 dr., beige, black
vinyl roof, V8, automatic, -power steering,
power brakes, factory
air

$861°
(1) Cush Pried, $2419.05

Ill Cash trice $1462.67
(Tax 577.23) $1540.00
(2) less Cash Oewn Payment
530.00
(31 Trod* In
(41 Total Dawn Payment
550.00

(5) Unpaid Below. el Cash
Price 51490.00
101 Other Charges

tl T.,. 51.00
-.cense Canner 82.00
Total OtherChergett
$10.00
(7) Amount financed
$1500.00
(I) finance Charge 0351.76
(0) fetal of Payment $111311.76
(10) Defered Pay Price
(1,6,1.1$19011.76
ARMY*. Pet. Rele 14.33%

flax 5120.951 $2340.00
(2) less: Cash Down Payment
530.00
(3) Trade In
(41 Total Dawn Payment
$50.00
Unpaid Ital. of Cash Price
$2490.00
(6) Other Charges:
Till. Foes 56.00
Incense Lander $2.03
Total Other Comae.
$10.00
(7) Amount Pi mewed
$2500.00

(I) finance Chary $599.60
(9) Total al Payment
03099.60
(10) Deferred Pay Price

M10)53149.60

Annual Pet late 14.33%

BIG USED CAR
VALUES
A FOOT!

SAVE

BIGGEST

NOW

SAVINGS

alue Days!

seats, balance of factory warranty, whitewalls, showroom new.

$3495
$1495

Full Power including factory air, radio, turbine 400 automatic.
Low low mileage Balance of factory warranty. A aeautiful Bim-

Full power including factory air conditioning, 6 way seat, power
windows power rear antenna, gray with black vinyl roof, balance
of factory warranty.

2795

1964 OLDS 88
4 dr

budget! !

Power, factory warranty

4 Door with Automatic

$2995

'68 PONTIAC GTO Air shocks, big engine, radio,
heater, 4 speed trans, stero tape,

'68 CORONET

'64 OLDS
Red Jet Star '88

$995

1968 DODGE CORONET
RT 2 DR HARDTOP

4 speed block bucket seats, radio, 440 Magnum engine. Mag.
wheels Red Line Wide Ovals, A red ram with very low miles and

the balance of the factory

$2595

warranty

1968 TORINO FASTBACK
2 DR HARDTOP

'67 BUICK GT. CONVT. va engine, radio,
heater, auto. trans., power steerpower
one owner
ing,

whitewalls,
'very clean

$2395

mileage Balance of factory
warranty

1966 OLDS 98
4 dr, luxury sedan. full power including factory air, power windows & seats, radio, tinted glass, silver with block vinyl roof.

$2095

1967 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Full power, factory air conditioning, radio, automatic, all vinyl
interior, tinted glass, whitewalls, ivory with a black vinyl top.
Top notch condition.

$2395

1967 OLDS 88 4 DOOR

full power automatic, radio, factory air conditioning, tinted
glass all vinyl interior, prairie bronze with a block vinyl roof,

$1795

mileage,

low

Fully Equipped Sport Coupe

$1695

whitewalls,

$1295

'66 CHEVY CHEVELLE 2 dr., radio, heater, auto
trans, power steering, whitewalls,
one owner

$995

V8

whitewalls

green

seal

warranty.

$2195

1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
2 DOOR HARDTOP

'65 CHEVY SPORT VAN Radio,

heater,

$2195

1967 OLDS CUTLASS
SUPREME 2 DOOR

heater,

V8, power steering, power disc, brakes, red bucket seats, select
shift automatic, wide oval tires, radio, chrome Mag. wheels, low

1966 OLDS 98
4 DOOR HARDTOP

'66 CHEVY 1/2 TON PICK-UP 6 engine,

$2095

.

Full power including power windows & seats, factory air condi-

tioning, radio light mint green. Exceptionally clean. $1995

1967 OLDS 88
4 DOOR HARDTOP

standard

'66 CHEVY BELAIR 2 dr., V8 engine,
heater, auto. trans, power steer.,
power brakes,whitewalls.
power brakes, whitewalls

$1995

4 dr V8 power steering & brakes, radio, automatic, WW's ex-

1966 MUSTANG CONV

4 dr, V8 power steering & brakes, cruiseomatic, radio, WW's,
balance of factory warranty vintage burgundy.

$1795

1965 AMBASSADOR
2 DR. HARDTOP

$995

runner

$595

1963 FORD GALAXIE 500
XL CONVERTIBLE

V8, power steering, power brakes, automatic with floor console,
bucket seats, radio, whitewalls, orchid mist with a white top.

$795

4 Door Automatic

$295
$195
$245
$175
$345
$295

SPEED SPECIALS
'68 PONTIAC GTO 4 speed
'68 NOVA 325 H.P. 4 speed

The World's Largest Olds Dealership

'67 CHEVELLE SS 396 Equipt.
'66 CHEVELLE SS 396 Hydro.
'64 PLYMOUTH 383 4 speed

"WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T, HOSKIN"
WE

RENT

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS DES PLAINES

.

HOURS:
1

PHONE
827-3111

'
N

Stingray, 4 Speed

$4595
'68 OLDS 442
4 speed

.

Pik!ti
.

$2895
'68 CORONET RT

$2595

439-0900
SHOP HOURS

MON thru FRI
9 AM to 9 PM
SAT 9-6 PM

8-5 MON to FRI

383, 4 speed

Automatic ft power

$1395

$1995

CLOSED SUNDAY

'65 FORD GALAXIE "5UO" 4 DR. SEDAN

$1495

$695

Power Steering with Automatic Transmission.

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE
P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

- $1795

'67 L.T.D.'68 FORD FAIRLANE COUPE HARDTOP

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE
2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

$1195

2 dr.. hard top, V 8, ArT, light blue. Priced to sell!

$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM
2 :r. equipped with extras.

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE '

PONT 2+2
'65 PLYM. FURY 1:66
spend

$1795

9 passenger wagon

l'65 PLYM. FURY

$1295

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$1195

$1595

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

Cutlass Supreme 4 Speed

$1995

$1595

FACTORY EQUIPMENT.

'67 OLDS

4 door, hardtop

All White, SHARP!

$995
$1595

.

$995

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

$695

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON
Vacation Special Like New!

CLOSED SUNDAY

,4 Speed

$1395

ARLINGTON PARK
DODGE

392-6300

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN bAILY '71L
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

.

-1:e--_-__K_

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"
'67 CHARGER

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

HOURS

,

94.

-66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

440 eng., automatic

'66 CORONET H.T.

'66 OLDS '88

ti\ t.

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

1

N

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat 9 to 5, Closed Sundays

HOSKINS CHEVROLET INC.
175 NORTH ARLINGTON HTS. RD.

1\\\\\\t,11

-- -I.,

V.8, Automatic Transmission. White Wall Tires, Radio, Heol,,

"

'68 CORVETTE

$995

CARSET

FREIGHT

'66 FORD MUSTANG COUPE

HI-PERFORMANC

$1895

Coupe, Automatic

AND

--,

USED CARS

CORNER

'67 DART

HOSK I Ns/LEASE

---.4111MENI tink

111,'5

$1995

$1195
--cA/M-At.

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's.

DELIVERY

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

'66 DODGE WAG

WHOLESALE SPECIALS $95 to $395

tilt steering wheel, tinted

,-

'67 TR GT

V-8, 3 Speed

size white wall

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

IMMEDIATE

$495

9 passenger Polar°

'64 PONTIAC
'60 PONTIAC WAGON
'62 PONTIAC.
'62 COMET
'63 CHEVY
'63 CHEVY

$1995

Automatic trans.

Sedan

$4669

MAYERICK

VOLKSWAGON '62 COMET

$2995

USED CAR PURCHASED

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

10

kt'llk;110741°-

$495

$1595

Fact, air cond. convertible

floor console, Brown with a white roof. A rare buy for only

Rad a, 4 speed, perfect car for college student or second car fam-

'62 CHEVROLET

Automatic'trans.

$1395

V8, power steering, radio, stick with overdrive, bucket seats,

1963 VOLKSWAGEN CPE

'67 CAMERO

'67 DART

WITH EVERY

,/r/
Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

\Over

$595

Coupe, Automatic Factory
Warranty

S & H GREEN STAMPS

----

....;.

'66 CADILLAC

$1495

.2j11//

p

$1995

$1795

$295 to $1655

V8, power steering, cruiseomatic, radio, WW's, Tahoe Turq with
a white power top this mustang won't stay corraled long.

1967 COMET CAPRI

$995

,_.:;:=-----:5--------f-o--:;--)
--

-"lik,:"Ni,
,,::=

$3 5 90

---,

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

Perfect 2nd Car

'67 MUSTANG

PRICED FROM

$1395

,
,

radio,

10
STATION WAGONS

tires Balance of factory warranty. Turquoise, ready to go!

ceptionally nice family car.

radio,

-..,-\.

TO CHOOSE
FROM

V-8,

'62 TEMPEST

Automatic And

$1195

new paint

Full power, radio, automatic, Brand new set of 4 ply whitewall

1966 CHEVY IMPALA

transmission,

43

$495

'67 GTO

'67

-

V-8, Stick Convert

$1195
$1095

OVER

'63 IMPALA

$1995
Coupe,

NEW '69 FORD

,,-.:,t-,---------,..-,.--

$995

Automatic transmission

trans., very clean

Full power, automatic, black all vinyl interior, radio, brand new
set of whitewalls fawn beige with a black vinyl top.

$2095

auto.

-vs...._

.

1=7--_, COUNTRY SQUIRE

illa-

.\--A--...

and power

'66 CHEVY IMPALA 2 dr. hardtop, V8 engine,
radio, heater, auto. trans, power
roof,

.--.......,..

automatic,

Convert,

Power

steering, vinyl
tint glass

7---.."-z---",_ ..-.

'64 CHEVROLET

'68 MUSTANG

'67 FORD MUSTANG. Radio, heater, auto.
trans,

V8, power steering, power disc, brakes, red bucket seats, select
shift automatic, wide oval tires, radio, chrome Mag. wheels, low

whitewalls,

brakes,

_,_____

Alf-faral MI 1111M1IM

$995

'68 CHEVELLE

$2895

clean, special tire

EXAMPLE

$695

Automatic, power warranty

full power, automatic, radio, all vinyl trim, like set of

HT

WW's spare never on the ground.

ily

'65 FORD GAL.

$2295

mag. wheels, low mileage, very

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your .

'69 CHARGER

USED CARS

$3095

1967 OLDS 98
4 DR HARDTOP

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

DEMOS.

V8, power steering & brakes, radio, cruiseomatic, brand new

SE-

TERMS, NOBODY

EXECS &

Full power, factory air conditioning, radio, deluxe stato bench

ALL CARS IN INVENTORY
11
FOR IMMEDIATE 0si0

SELECTION, PRICES,

'69 CHEV

1968 TORONADO
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Irmo

Dodge Boys!

%%AY

STEP INTO A HUGE PERFORMING NEAR -NEW
CAR FROM LADENDORF

ini Blue finish

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

The Arlington Park

CHEVROLET

1968 BUICK WILDCAT
CUSTOM 4 DR HARDTOP

NORWOOD FORD

EVER...

IllInbeatable

WW s tires, candy apple red

rater
...... _

adendorf's

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 CONVERT

c

auto s opp,
Wednesday, August 20, 1969
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FORD INC.
6333 N. HARLEM

mmacclaz=
DEVON

RO 3-1500

,e NORWOOD FORD

Daily 9 to 9

41*

Ior Celli

*Ric, ."6". sr

JuSt Minutes

NORWOOD

FORD 'Used Cart
Kennedy Explssway

From Home!

ALL BRAND NEW 69's MUST
EXAMPLE

GOm®o

SAVINGS? YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!
EXAMPLE 3

EXAMPLE 2

1

BRAND N W
'69 CHRYSLER LUXUR
4 dr. sedan equipped with -automatic transmission, power
steering and brakes, light package, radio,
W.W., undercoat, special trimmoldings, etc.

'69 Barracuda 2 dr. Htop. "Top
of the line Cuda", auto. trans.
225" engine, Bucket seats,

69 FURY I 2 DR.
EQUIPPED WITH
AUTO. TRANS.

LOW AS

& PLYMOUTHS
IN STOCK

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Was $3028.10

$2397

MANY WAGONS

NOW

$3260000

OUR PRICE

NEW CHRYSLERS

wheel

radio, special striper,
covers, W.W. tires, etc.

s

$4140.65

Original list price

OVER 175

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

NEWPORT.

$2 5 8 2

& ROADRUNNERS

STATION
3 seat V8 automatic, po rrer steering Factory air blue finish, luggage
rack

2 door hardtop 396, V.8, Bronze fin

$1795

$995

steering, turquoise finish

mg Air Conditioned, White Finish

Red

gage rack, burgundy finish

..

power

seat 6 cyl , automatic
steering gold finish

$1795

automatic,

factory

$1695
1968 ROADRUNNER

327' V8, automatic, power steerfinish, black top

6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold
finish, Black vinyl roof

$1795

$1895

$1395

$995

4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
white finish

H.T.

V8, automatic, power
win-

$2195

1968 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT CUSTOM

1966 BELVEDERE

$995

dr.,

steering, factory air, power
dow, silver finish

1964 VOLKSWAGEN

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

$1495

1967 BELVEDERE II
2

2 dr., radio, red finish

$2495

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY

finish

$2695

V5, Blue finish.

4 DR, Hardtop, Full Power, Blue fin

F111101

2 dr., radio, rec/ finish

4 dr., H.T., 6 cyl., automatic, beige

$2795

1967 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER

4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, While

1966 VOLKSWAGEN

1961 CHEVY IMPALA
1965 OLDS VISTA CRUISER WAGON

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE

factory

1968 CAMARO RALLY SPORT CONVERT

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE
2 dr., H.T., full power, white finish,
like new

dr., Nord top, -289"-V-8, disc.
brakes, radio, red bucket seats, red

Balance of

ing, power brakes, factory air, gold

ish, has warranty

1962 CHRYSLER 300

2

$895

V B,

Finish,

warranty.

2 dr., 4 speed, radio, dark blue fin-

$1895

2 dr., V8, radio, blue finish

2

door,

DR, V8, Power Steering, Radio,

Green

air

1966 MUSTANG GT

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

4

1968 OPEL KADETT
4

eats

$2395

'1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III

$2595

2 dr., 4 speed, radio, beige finish

1968 DODGE CORONET

1966 CHRYSLER T & C
3 seat, full power, factory air, lug-

V8 auto. Power steering, Green fin
ish`black vinyl top

1968 SAAB

$2 395

Bucket

1966 PONTIAC GTO

$1795

.

Finish,

Sliver

$1195

1965 DODGE CORONET 500
2 door hardtop, V 8, P.olo.. Pow,"

Tri-power, black finish, white bucket

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE
10 Passenger, V8, Auto Power Steer

$1795

"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Biakes,

2 seat, V 8, Turquoise finish

V8, automatic, factory air,
white finish
dr.,

4

1967 DODGE CHARGER FASTBACK

..

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY II

1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE

1968 DODGE CORONET

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY III

4 door, full power, balance of far

$1395

tory warranty, green finish

$2995

4 door, V 8, Auto

622 E. Northvvest Hwy; Rt 14
Des Plaines, Ill Phone 298-4220
1/2 block East of Curnberland Station
Closed Sundays

Weekdays 9' til 9
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A "Fresh New Home" for that "Fresh New Crop" But Fresh New
Home or not, Chicagoland's most loved big car would look good
anywhere -- especially next to your home' Come see the fresh

.44

new crop in our fresh new home now when we can see you

coif IP

home for a lot less down and get you home free a lot sooner in
the way of payments too!

4.°

..---.'"--- ''',),,,,

O

'01,,,

1968 BUICK "225" HARDTOP

1967 BUICK LeSabre HARDTOP

Automatic
Power Brakes, Power Windows, Power Seat, Transmission, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Power Steering,

MBA

ranty.

Ed
at' E CITING
Deals on Double Check Used Cars!
1966 BUICK SKYLARK 2 Dr. 1965 BUICK SPECIAL SPORT

O

"330" Cu In V-8 with Automatic Trans.
i.

mission, Power Steering & Brakes, Push
Button Radio, White Wall Tires. A Black
Beauty with a White Vinyl Top.

9395

1965

BUICK

COUPE
A 6 cylinder with Automatic Transmission, Push Button Radio, and White
Wall Tires. Bronze beauty for the economy Minded!

SEAT 1964 BUICK ELECTRA "225"
2 Dr. HARDTOP.
SPORTWAGON

AUTOMATIC Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes, Luggage Rack, Push Button
Radio, Custom Coachwork interior. S!..room Fresh! A Green Beauty.

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Power
Ster.ring-Brakes-Windows-Seats, Console

$1395

$1195

$2195

TOP
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Power Steering
Brakes, Console with Automatic Transmission, White Wall Tires. Elegant Blue Charcoal Finish on this rare beauty.
&

$2295

"SPRINT" with overhead CAM "6", 4 Speed,

TOP

HARDTOP

Power Steering, Push Button Radio, White Wall

Automatic
Automatic Transmission, Push Button Radio, Transmission, Power Steering & Brakes, Push
White Wall Tires, Gorgeous Light Silver Finish Button Radio, White Wall Tires, Bright Blue
with Handcrafted Pearl Leather Interior, Finish with Black Vinyl Roof.
FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Power Steering,

FACTORY

AIR

CONDITIONING,

Tires. "A Hot One." Bright Red with a Black
Vinyl Roof.

1968 CHEVROLET CAMERO "396" 1967 OLDSMOBILE "425" HARD- 1966
SS
Power Steering & Brakes, Console, Push Button

TOP

Radio, Style Trim Package, and White Wall

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Power Steering
& Brakes, Automatic Transmission, Push Button

Tires. Luxurious British Racing Green Finish sets
off this Hi -Performance Machine.

Black Vinyl Roof.

$2195

$1795

$1895

$2595

$1095

3

1966 BUICK "RIVERIERA" HARD-

CONDITIONING,

1968 OLDS CUTLASS "S" 2 Dr. 1967 CHEVROLET CAPRICE HARD- 1967 PONTIAC LeMans HARDTOP

Factory Fresh!!

2

AIR

$3295

0

HARDTOP

FACTORY

Beautiful Blue Finish with Vinyl Roof. Cannot Push Button Radio, Light Gold Finish, with
be told from New. Balance of Factory War- Black Vinyl Roof with custom interior.

Also home of the....
t

Anll E

ack an'

Pe

lUCLID so.

KE

Radio, White Wall Tires, Silver Finish with a

$1995

"THUNDERBIRD"
LANDAU '

FORD

FACTORY AIR CONDITIONING, Console with

Automatic Transmission, Power

Absolutely the newest one in townl $1995

St
- IN -

SAVINGS!

Steer-

ing -Brakes -Windows -Seat, Premium White
Wall Tires, Snow White with Black Vinyl Roof.

OPEL!

-':i Seats. A Black beauty with
tlr,i,s vinyl Roof.

801' E. RAND ROAD * MT. PROSPECT * -39

BRAND NAMES FOUNDATION OFFICIAL AWARD
Open Saturday 'til 11 P.M.

America's No. 1 Liquor Retailer of_the Year

neighborhood Sell Service

As,

Store, wish stars *
har

DRIVE-IN
FREE PARKING
other. hove ample
.tree. parkleig
NORTH

1324 N Western Ave

tOP

ve r

2954 Milwaukee Ave
1, 2307 N Clark St

Lucky
Cart

Belden Park Plaza
NORTHWEST

5553 W Belmont Ave
5130 W Fullerton Ave
e
Dev. 4343 N Central Ave

Numbers

win immediate

SOUTN

1:). 3927 W 63rd St
WEST

prizes
all day

to t

b 5138W Division St
b. 5002 W Madison St
/). 6048 W North Ave
CARPIN

Thurs.,
Fri., and Sat.

ILLS

MEADOWDALE

Prices in this
ad good only
at our
Rolling
Meadows

Shopning Center
cvvvivrinsuiii iu
.IS PLAINES
8776 Dempster St
ELMHURST

0

Store

711 W St Charles

tgov

Olv 7550 Grand Ave

3 3 Sets

of Table
Silver

11:10 5425 S la Gr

p 1313W

ye

Winston Pk
Across 1r
ROILING MIAITOWS

Shopping Center
1:11.

.0

Fri22,
., Sat. & Sun.
&24
Aug. 21,

est Fest Days Aug.

During "Roarin"

11910111,1 5)

ROCKTORIP

tIlv COLONIAL VILLAGE `;;;;°,

Philadelphia or
3 Feathers

if

FREE 6 - 12 ounce
ROLLY POLLY
Hi -Ball Glasses

24
Iced

11

Gal. Dads Root Beer.

Not
Iced

57'

1/2 Gallon Brandy

$698

FaMous J. Begg, Imported

$995

1/2 Gallon Scotch

24
Buy all you want

100 - 6 Pack, Half
Quarts Canada Dry Pop

plus deposit

IMPORTED CERAMIC

Beer Steins

From the makers of Early Times

of the
WINE

King Whiskey

and
SPIRITS
GUILD OF

Excellent Quality

AMERICA

Fifth

Excellent Quality

Your Choice

Red Wines

'2'9
$299

Gin or Vodka

Large Bottle

FROM SPAIN - TORRES
Coronas Red Wine
i FROM FRANCE - J. CAGNIN
Beaujolias - Villages
" FROM FRANCE - NICOLAS
Sciatino (Rose')

Full Quart

94 Proof Oso Negro (Black Bear)

Imported Gin

o

Not Iced

Big 12 inch Pizza

iihp

White Wines

Ruth

Ellen

Church of the
Chicago Tribune

the

Your Choice

HANS FISCHER

Large Bottle

Oppenheimer Rhine
FROM SPAIN - TORRES

Vina Sol - Dry White

Bug 3

"Something for
everybody wine"

FROM GERMANY

Bottles
MATCH

n
Gat a

$
th

4Bow,

FROM FRANCE

99(

Imported Brandy
Imported Canadian
Imported Scotch

Hi Wire Thriller

Try it!

you owe it to your good taste!!

Rose d'

9
t

[0([

JH --

En d

Anjou

SA

Goes with
all Foods

Your

Taste it FREE!

Choice

WENTE

FROM ITALY

Chianti

FIFTH

Bavarian Style

or

Alpine BEER
-ounce
Bottles

2412
Holiday

bottle you
can't forget

BEER

Brewed with
imported Hops
12 -ounce

24

BIG
HALF
GALLON

24

CANS

Equal to
TWO LARGE
BOTTLES

OF WINE

Our Courageous
Fire Dept. Boys
Tap and Draw
a keg of
Holiday Beer
in Front

of our Store

N Appitit
12 -ounce

JUMBO
MAGNUM

: OTTLES
Dep.

LeBlanc DeBlancs

Wine

Garten Brau

Holiday

Bottle
A great
wine and

the beer that made Milwaukee

jealous. It is brewed by one of Wisconsin's oldest brewers, established in 1852

Fabulous

The all
purpose
White

we sponsored

Unconditionally Guaranteed to please

Long Neck

PRICES IN THIS AD GOOD ONLY AT ROLLING MEADOWS STORE
Excellent Quality

The daring

This is

FROM SPAIN - TORRES
San Valentin
were recently
written up by

dep.

I

Excellent Quality

The Torres wines

t

$289
FIFTH

ROSSI, Famous Sausage & Cheese

Coronas

O

(From Dads Root Beer)

Thermal Ice Buckets
and Glasses and Trays

CASE
1-2 oz. Bottles

Child's Size Running
Stutz Bear Cat Auto

Dozens and Dozens of
Bottles of Liquor

STROH'S BEER
Bohemian Style

5 STAR '.\

Iowa.

Quarts

12 oz. Cans

NO DEPOSIT BOTTLES

set/alit-it

HALF

24

QUART

A member

18 - Half Gallons
Dads Root Beer

+ dep.

FULL

1/2

6 Safety
Aluminum

Pepsi

Not

name

SY

9 Gold Tone
Pro -Power.
Golf Putters

Step Ladders

12 oz. bfls

Good
Whiskey
- good

When you buy 6

2,

Many Items Will Remain on Sale 'Till Aug. 31st - See Our Signs

Shopping Center
1LIikE RD .r s POWS

,

I

FROSTY
COLD

.

24

1 2 -ounce
ANS

*.

4:\

The Gourmet
magazine of
good taste

FREE
For the asking
ONLY at ARMANETTI

FREE

BIG NAME SPARKLING BARGAINS EVERYWHERE YOU LOOK, ESPECIALLY THIS WEEK at
Pi/

Pro5pect Dap

WEATHER
Tonight. Partl) cloudy,
low in middle 60s. Tomer-

255-4400

and

sunny

------wm--"1113
warmer

Telephone

Your Home Newspaper
NewSstand Price 10 Cents

16 PAGES

"Thursday. August 21, 1969

Volume 4, Number 86

New Look at Duties, Progr'ams

reams Unit Reassessment Urged
"I would like to see a reas-

By Ted Lacey

A reassessment of the duties

and activities of the Mount
Prospect Drainage and Clean
Streams Commission is being
called for by the Village
Board's public works com-

t

s,

.4

e'qr,ii : "':
ao

'a.

The study follows a request
by the commission to increase

1

1

"L,

E,(3 if*1

mittee.

1

,

i'''.1 '

0-

..

its membership from nine to
12 and a request by Village

4,.. 15'

4).

..

Atty. John Zimmermann to
constitute the commission by
ordinance rather than resolu-

'.4.

' V .14

sessment of goals coming from
them (the commission), to see

if there is a unanimity of purpose," He said also that the activities of the commission may
indicate it has strayed from the
original purpose set by the res-

Trustee Jack Kilroy, public

w

works committee member said

Yr

An artist's conception of the swimming pool complex that will
be voted on by Raver Trails Park District residents in a referendum Saturday. The diving area of the pool (just left of center)

Elnihurst
Road Will
Be Closed

extends south toward Euclid Av. The pool would he located in the
Woodland Trails Park, about two blocks west of the intersection

of Wolf Rd. and Euclid.

For River Trails Parks
By Ben Clarke

Voters in the River Trails
Park District will have the opportunity to approve expanded
recreation for next summer
when they go to the polls Sat-

urday to vote on a $475,000
bond issue that would provide

nights

ning the length of the pool for
swimmers only. An adjoining
area of the pool, 40 feet by 35
feet will be a diving area, with
diving boards at deck level,

agers.

that

The bond issue would cost
the homeowner of a house of

struction problems, the pool

Closures as now planned
Dempster, Friday, Aug:- 22

should be ready for swimming

and Monday, Aug. 25.

one meter and three meters.
There will he a separate
children's pool, with depths

his 1969 park district tax of

foot to

Park

There will he a bathhouse
designed for year-round use,
to serve as i warming house
for ice skaters, with a concession area and toilet facilities. There will be night light-

for

the

referendum,

open from 6 a m to 6 p.m.
District residents who
live west of Wolf Rd will vote
at Euclid School, /211 WheelPark

ing Rd Residents living cast of
Wolf will vote at Indian Grove
School, 208 S Lee, Prospect
Heights
The primary swimming
pool will be T-shaped The
main portion will be 471/2 feet

Traffic will be detoured in
accordance with signs to be

by 165 feet With two lanes run-

ranging from

There will be two polling

hurst, according to George
March, chief engineer tor
Dist. 10, Illinois Division of
Highways.

inclement
weather may cause a revision
in schedules of closures.

a swimming pool complex at
the district's Woodland Trails

places

Portions of Elmhurst Rd.
will he closed to northbound
and southbound throuah traffic on specific days beginning
Friday, to permit the paving of
proposed southbound
lanes on the west half of Elm-

I

21/2

feet.

ing and provision for parking.
The park district is planning
.

.

a full range of lessons, from

$10,000

for adults and teen-

equalized

assessed

valuation about $3 more than
$34.80

Should voters approve the
pool, contemplated almost
since the park district was
organized four years ago,

The park board has
with a reasonably mild
winter and no unusual con-

said

next summer.

At a public meeting held at
River 'Trails Junior High
School Tuesday night Weiss
and hoard members said that
a

plans should be no problem
according to Marvin Weiss,
director of parks and recreation.
COMPLETE

PLANS

by

Ralph H. Burke Inc. of Park
Ridge havebeen approved by
the park board since January,
1968. They were drawn up in
anticipation of a federal grant
of $475,000, which was never

swimming to life
saving, diving and synchronized swimming. There are plans
for a swimming team and there made, reportedly because of
will be separate swimming lack of funds.
beginning

crossing guard would he

hired for the swimming season
for the crossing of Euclid
Av. at Sycamore, which is
opposite the main entrance of
the proposed pool.

The park board also plans
to ask the Illinois Division

of Highways for traffic

sig-

nals at Euclid and Sycamore,
which is about two blocks west

of the Wolf Rd. intersection
with Euclid. The speed limit
along Euclid at this point is

Weller Creek in a clean stream
condition, and further, to
make necessary recommendations to implement this plan."
Village Engineer William
McManamon said "I don't
understand the 'clean streams'
part of the name. I've been at-

1967.

erected.

Rain

or

2. From Dempster to Algonquin, Tuesday, Aug. 26
and Wednesday, Aug. 27.

3. From Algonquin to Oak ton Friday, Sept. 5 and Monday, Sept. 8.

Gripe
Of The

Day,./
(

year now, and they never even

Gov. Richard B. Ogilvie
signed into law Tuesday three

annual meeting and he also has

hills sponsored in the 1969 ses-

late

sponsored

Regngr

more

than 30. bills in the legislative
session that ended June 30.

The session produced more
than 2,500 bills for Gov,
Ogilvie to sign or veto.
The governor who has been
considering about 150 bills a
week, still has more than 1,000
to process.

OF THE THREE Regner
bills signed, two of them re-

their foot on the brake

causing confusion behind.
E.A.R.

the responsibility to accumu-

ballots and total them.
This is extremely difficult
when the meeting and ballot
counting occur at the same
hour of the same day.

ALSO, THERE are always
citizens interested in the operation of the township who are
either judges or otherwise involved in the elections who are
not able to attend the annual
town meeting because they
have responsibilities to the

counting and tallying of ballots.

Of the new laws Regner

of local governments and the

feasibility of insurance joint
purchasing by local governments. The Commission is to
report its findings and make its
recommendations to the 77th
General Assembly.

"MANY STATES

have

been and arc going into a selfinsurance program resulting
in savings in the millions,"
Regner explained. "Our state

government is a multi -billion
dollar business and has hundreds of millions of dollars invested in properties.

"Any business of this magnitude would certainly be a

THE RESPONSIBILITIES
of this commission include a

A photo -enlarging lens
worth $50 was reportedly sto-

len early yesterday from the
editorial office of Day Publications, 117 S. Main, Mount

has occurred each fourth year

study to weigh the preferences
between the state being a
self -insurer of state owned real
personal property as
and

when the general election of
township officials and an annual town meeting is on the

opposed to purchasing insurance coverage from commercial insurers.

same date.

Another function of the
commission will be to study in-'
surance purchasing practices

The lens was taken from the
Day photo lab sometime after
employes left the office for the
night. The loss was discovered
by. photographers reporting to
work in the morning.

of the annual town meetings
held each April by the townships in the state.

The third law concern the
first comprehensive study yet
made of the insurance buying
practices of the State of Illinois.

THE BILLS relating to the

changing of the date of the an-

meetings of townships

Tuesday of April to the second
Tuesday of April. The change
avoids

the confusion which

The township clerk has spe-

cial duties (by statute) at the

50 miles per hour.

McManamon said attendance is good.

self -insurer in many cases. Today state government is big
business, and there is no reason why we can't operate with
the same efficiencies and economies as any big business. The
states which do operate a selfinsurance system show savings
from $ 60,000 to over

ferred to the same subject; providing for a change in the date

of the township from the first

Drivers who drive with

out projects.

said, "I feel this legislation is a
step forward to help bring
Township government closer
to the people by making participation easier."
ILLINOIS STANDS to
save thousands and perhaps
millions of dollars as a result of
an insurance buying study
called for in a new law signed
by Gov. Ogilvie and sponsored
by Rep. Regner.
This law creates a State
Property Insurance Study
Commission.

were House Bills 285 and 286.
The affect of these bills will be
to change the annual meeting
?

is good and three
more would help in carrying
members

3 Regner Bills
Signed By Ogilvie

nual

;-\
/,4

He said, though, that so far
thinks nine members is
enough for the commission.
Kilroy said an additional three
members would be valuable if
the attendance of the existing
he

tending their meetings for a

sion of the General Assembly
by Rep. David J. Regner (R Mount Prospect).

thc

Voters to Decide on Pool

commission.

ter conditions and maintain

The resolution the board

goals it is pursuing, the attendance record of its existing nine
members and the geographical
distribution of its members.

f

specifying the duties of the

plan to alleviate the storm wa-

created the commission at the
request of interested residents
shortly after the severe flooding in Mount Prospect in June,

It will begin by asking the

talk about Weller Creek".
Public Works Committee
Chairman Daniel Ahern said
he would favor an ordinance

goal the establishment of a

mission.
THE VILLAGE BOARD

commission itself to submit a
written report explaining the

irt

shall have nine members and
"shall have for its purpose and

olution establishing the com-

tion.

1,1-41

passed states the Drainage and
Clean Streams Commission

$1,000,000 annually. I'm sure

Illinois could show the same
kind of savings."

$50 Lens Stolen

Prospect.

on -Con Delegate Candidates Debate. Issues
vored expansion of home rule.

By Richard Crabb
In their first appearance on

There was surprising agreement on both the need for revising the judicial article but
also on the nature of the

the same platform, the large
group of persons in the northwest suburbs and the Third change. Most favor some form
Senatorial District running for of the "Missouri Plan" under
delegate seats at the Con- which a blue ribbon citizen
stitutional Convention pro- committee selects and recomvided a preview of the event mends three candidates for
scheduled to open in Decem- each judgeship with the gover-

appointing one of the

ber at Springfield

nor

Speaking on the issues,
there was both striking areas of

three.

The differences on the reve-

agreement and sharp seem- nue article were numerous
differ- and sharp. It is expected that
irreconcilable
ingly
ences
the revenue article will be the
Fourteen of the record 16 most difficult of all for the
candidates spoke at the VFW convention.
Hall in Arlington Heights yesSeveral candidates spoke of
terday evening The forum was the need for writing the new
sponsored by Wheeling Town- constitution in a manner that
Workshop.
Arthur Olson, workshop presiRepubbean

ship

dent, introduced the con -con
candidates

L L CANDIDATES

fa-

would win approval of

the

people. One candidate urged
the convention to "remove the
need of holding another conconvention" by
stitutional

SIMON

S

U R8
SAYS

Fat fellow on the next street has given up jogging barefoot.
Dog walkers using the same route.

making it possible to more easily approve amendments by
the people of the state.

Statements by the candidates follow:

EUGENE L. GRIFFIN,
603 Thorntree Terrace, Arlington Heights "I am not
ready to accept the permanent

need for an income time until
it is more adequately demonstrated. Last year $320 million
were collected under the per-

DER, 1923 N. Chestnut -St.,

leave all powers not specific-

THOMAS J. JOHNSON

ally delegated to the state government in the hands of, local
government. I do not favor ap-

JR., 98 Hawthorne Rd., Bar-

ation up to the General Assembly. I feel local government

pointing judges for life. Municipalities should have the

constitutional

has to he improved in Illinois.
The new constitution should

power to write their own char-

easier way to revise and bring

ters."

up

Arlington Heights-2'We
should have a revenue article
that leaves the manner of tax-

rington --"I know of no greater

waste of time than ,.oldine
conventions.

There has to be a better and
to date

the state

con-

By Ted Lacey

of which was paid by corporations. If we abolish the personal property tax, we will be
merely shifting the tax burden
away from corporations and
placing it upon individuals."

One of the finishing touches

to the $25 million Kenroy

Builders project, intended for

the west side of Illinois 83
south of Golf Rd. for nearly

MARY JORDAN CARL -

two years now, was supplied
by the Mount Prospect Public

SON, 207 East School Lane,

The "touch" was approval

Works Committee last night.

Heights --"Changes

of a sewer, to extend from the
78 -acre building site to an interceptor along Weller Creek.
Kenroy Builders had had
trouble designing a sewer that
would be economically feasible
while satisfying village require-

in the constitution developed
by the convention should be
short -clear and convincing so
the people will approve them. I
would propose that the power
of the governor be increased,

providing for appointment of

ments.

more officials by him. The

goi,ernor and lieutenant governor should he elected from

The major problem was that
there is quicksand at the depth

the same party. The method of
selecting judges needs to be reviewed. I favor annual sessions
of the legislature."

McManamon and representa-

the sewer would have to be laid.
Village Manager William

"This recommendation from your committee is one of the last

things necessary before we can start building," Kenroy Vice

MADELINE

SCHROE-

N. Inverway Rd. Inverness-- "Whether we recognize it or not we really have an
appointive system in suburban
Cook County of selecting
judges. The people of the sub 501

(Continued on page 2)

LEMOINE D. STITT JR.,

Kenroy Project Sewer Endorsed

sonal property tax, 80 per cent

Prospect

con1969
stitution. The
vention should take as one of
its objectives finding that way
so that another constitutional
convention need never be held
in the state."

President Roy Gottlieb told village trustees last night.

tives finally arrived at a mutually acceptable solution --us-

ing a lift station at Golf Rd.
-

That will permit sewage to
flow downhill to Golf Rd.,
where it will be pumped up to a

higher level to begin a downward flow again. This method
allows the over-all system to be
shallower than if there were no
lift station. It is also cheaper
than pressurizing the, entire
sewer line.

Kenroy will be responsible
for maintaining the lift station
for five years, after which time
the village will take it over.

Kenroy Vice President Roy

Gottlieb told the committee,
"This recommendation from
your committee is one of the
last things necessary before we

can start building."
His next step will be to get

Village Board Judiciary
Committee to okay the final
draft of the pre -annexation
the

agreement between Kenroy
and the village. He hopes to do

that next Wednesday.
Then he has to go to the Village Board for the final approval which he might do Sept. 9, he
said.

The project site, to be called

Huntington Estates when developed, will be annexed under

the planned unit development
ordinance Kenroy officials

helped Mount Prospect officials write.
.

urtentakon
For Parents
A -x

New familes enrolling their
children at Betsy Ross or John
Muir schools, arc requested to
attend an orientation meeting
at their respective buildings
Monday at 9 a.m.

They will be briefed by the
principals of each of these District 23 schools,

THE PROSPF,C-T DAY

Thursday, August 2E 1969
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Officials Here Challenge'U.S. Tax Reform Bill
Prospect municipal bond dealer. Niemen. an executive with

sons to escape paying their fair
share of taxes.

By Bob Casey

As part of its minimum income tax proposal, the tax re-

Canner Newman Securities
Co. of Chicago, has been
writing letters and contacting
local officials to Worm them

OPPONENTS SAY that
any tampering with the tax exemption would make the
bonds less attractive to investors, forcing a hike in bond
interest rates and, eventually,
"higher local real estate taxes.

form bill recently passed by
the U. S. House of Representa-

tives would limit the tax-free
portion of an individual's
come that could be_ deriVed
from municipal bonds.
Advocates of the minimum
income tax say that tax-exempt

of what he sees as dangers of
ending the tax exemption.

According to Niemen, tax-

ing of bond interest would
force municipal bonds, which

One opponent is Henry Nie-

municipal bonds are a loophole that allows wealthy per-

men,

a

have interest rates of five or six

Mount

semi -retired

THE RESULT, he
would

be

higher

The sale will be held from 9
a.m. to p.m. in the gymna-

Saturday will be the day for

the annual hook sale of the

1

sium of Central School, at
Central and Busse Av., with

Mount Prospect Public Library. when area residents
may purchase any of the some
5,000 volumes donated by patrons and friends of the li-

entrance from the Emerson St.

nations, as well as many paperbacks, college textbooks, trav-

side.

Mrs. J. Ross Clark, chair

brary.

el books and hard -cover nov-

Planners Can't Agree On Rezoning

sewer systems and hospitals.

"There's no doubt that real
estate

be approved by the plan commission and the Village Board.

The Mount Prospect Plan
Commission last night considButch
ered
rezoning for
McGuire's Redwood Inn, 300
E. Rand Rd; but was unable to
agree on changing the zoning
from single-family to com-

mission

change

the

name

North
Inn." Before any remodeling
McGuire's

"Butch

The matter will be considered again at the next commission meeting, Sept. 3 in Village
Hall.

McGuire told the planners
that he would furnish the proper screening, trees, shrubs, and

or changes can be made in the
present establishment it has to

meaning

Three commissioners voted
yes and three passed. There
must be five yes or no votes to
establish a vote.

dents stating they do not -want
such an establishment in their
area, said Young.

to

him,"

Chairman Malcolm

Young and said he would
present a petition from resi-

McGuire plans to remodel

on

shine
Cabai.

J. R. Cabai, 700 Windsor,
Mount Prospect, phoned com-

mercial.
and

lighting, "so no light would

rather -dim view" of ending the
exemption.
"We, with many other com-

Mayor John Walsh says that
higher interest rates resulting

munities, have been against
-lifting the tax exemption on
the interest from municipal

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

from such a' move woubd_be-

too high as a
result -6f the tight money mar-

taxes would go up,"

Merle Fadden, 51, of WayMinn., a former Des

zata,

the finest donations was a 200 -

Plaines resident, died Tuesday
at Northwestern Hospital in

Minneapolis. He was an operations manager for General
Prospect.
Mills.
Survivors include his wife,
Alma, a daughter Mrs. Mar"It's a marvelous cross-sec- garet Addison of Mount Protion of reference books, novels spect; a son, Kenneth of Arlington Heights; three brothers; a sister, and four
grandchildren.

Mrs. hutchings said that
Mrs. Rosberg gave her husband's collection in appreciaVisitation will be Friday betion of the policy adopted by tween 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. at
the library last year that allows Oehler Funeral Home in Des
free library privileges to members of the School District 214
Senior Citizens Club who live
outside Mount Prospect.

Plaines. Services will be Satur-

Mrs. Clark said that pro-

will be at Memory Gardens

day at 11 a.m. at Oehler, with
the Rev. Mr. Thomad
O'Conner officiating. Burial

ceeds of the sale will go for part
of the library's remodeling
program, probably furniture

tomehronismirrarlmcw In

for the children's room.

cost

of government. Illinois

needs an annual meeting of the
legislature, a system of select-

who do not understand the

ing judges similar to the Mis-

needs of the suburbs.

souri Plan and an expansion of

MRS. VIRGINIA MAC DONALD, 515 S. Belmont

home rule. Illinois needs to
free itself from the ruralism of
the present constitution."

Arlington Heights --"We
must keep in touch with the
people. Unless we commuSt.,

WINN C.

DAVIDSON,
649 N. Clark Dr., Palatine-"Let me call your attention to
the fact that the last new constitution drafted in Illinois lost

nicate with the people, we will

have failed and I doubt if the
new constitution could win approval. There is need to reasthe judicial situation.
sess
Judges of both parties feel that
selection of judges should be

by a vote of 185,000 for to
921,000 against. You can see

what is involved. To place a
limitation on the income tax

taken out of politics, but the
down state generally wants to
retain control for their people
and retain partisan election of
judges. There will have to be
some sort of compromise. I favor abolishing the personal
property tax".
SAMUEL A. LASUSA,
357 Roberts Rd.. Barrington-"The convention that drafted

would be a tragedy. Something
must be done to reduce the to-

tal units of government in Illinois. I would like to see state
for
representatives elected
more than two years."

LESTER A. BONAGURO,

the 1870 Illinois constitution
drafted a document in fear.
The delegates feared the governor. the legislature, the municipalities and the corpo-

rations. They drafted a constitution when the state was 80
per cent rural. Today the state

is only 13 per cent rural. We
need delegates who are not afraid. The new constitution
should give hack to the people

the right to decide how much
money is to he spent by government."
JOHN G. WOODS, 214 S.

Belmont Ave., Arlington
Heights --"I believe the revenue issue will be the most criti-

Eugene Kaczmarek, 57, of
600 S. Can-Dota, Mount Pros-

Aug. 28 and Sept. 13 from 9

pect, died Aug. 15 at Northwest Community Hospital.
He was the president of the
Greater Lawndale Con-

in the Nov. 18 general elec-

abolished."

tion. In the November election

CHEMICALS

Burial was at St. Michael the
Archangel Cemetery.
.0,11,sv it lie dim ran stmer.q.

"FIRST"
664 E. Northwest Hwy.
Palatine, Ill.
PH: 359-7100

Have it checked as soon as it is noticed.

We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
people rely on us for their health needs. We
when you need a delivery.

welcome requests for delivery service and charge
accounts.

say about Permanent Hair

Arlington Heights

RANDHURST
GEORGIANN CHAPMAN
Registered Nurse
Member of Illinois
Electrologist's Assoc.

R

392-4975
"The only Results
are Happy Ones"

PH. CL 9-1450

I

MingRVROREVRI7iR2RVRJR

local government is responsible for the complexity of

any state. I've seen several in-

stances in my work in which
unit school districts have dis-

Auto Stolen
At Randhurst

solved themselves into two districts so each could claim the 5

per cent bonding rate. I would
favor setting state elections
and elections for important local offices on dates when federal officers arc not being

elected. We have frequently
lost good officers for the state

ting a ceiling on the state income tax. Such a roadblock,
what could the legislature do
except increase old taxes and

because the federal election
swept good state people out of
office."

fine new ones. It is obvious the
present system of selecting
judges does not work. I favor a
graduated income tax. I am op-

ANNIS F. BUSH, 107 East

Meet
your next

A car belonging to Mrs.
Irene Stade, 4312 N. Pioneer,

McHenry, was stolen yesterday afternoon from the Randhurst Shopping Center park-

Congressman ...

ing lot, police reportea.

In the car were about $100

worth of clothes and a pole
lamp, police said.
Sta thdee

Council Trail, Mount Prospect --"The principal function
of a constitution is to provide a

posed to the flat rate income

framework within which the

tax we now have."

state government can function

she had leftMrs.
cartold
and the ignition on while she

openolicethat

-.04111\

was making several trips to the
car to load her purchases. During one trip the car was taken,
she said.

Savers Choose Best Deal

in

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

PALATINE
THURSDAY, AUGUST 21st
6:45 a.m. Meet Alan Johnston and
have a cup of free coffee at Chicago &
NW Station, Palatine.
9 a.m. Town Square Shopping Center,
Palatine.

10:30 a.m. Coffee at the home of Mr.

& Mrs.

Charles Falkenburg,
Norman, Palatine.

sw......wmtoswo

5.68%

YEAR

Arens* rlad I. 5

Welt

ances.
6 p.m.

SAVINGS

'v'EARN

A

1514

I p.m. Fact finding visit to Clearbrook
School for Retarded Children.
2 - 5 p.m. Shopping Center Appear-

REGULAR

*5 -YEAR CERTIFICATES

Dinner with
Township officials.

Village

and

8 p.m. Coffee at the home of Mi.. &

% CO6LIUNDED

Mrs. Marc Wallace, 2127 Davis, Roll-

DAILY

ing Meadows.

Anyone wishing to attend a coffee,

NI

1 111

please call 869-4321

rill

ON
AR
NATIONAL

Alan Johnston knows the 13th Congressional District. And much of the
district knows him. He's lived in this. j0

GOLDEN
PASSBOOK

district since grammar school.The things

,

MEMBER F.D.I.C.

DOWNTOWN PLAZA - ARUNGTON HEIGHTS
ALL CHECKING ACCOUNTS NO MINIMUM BALANCE EVER

THE FULL SERVICE BANK - ALL DAY LONG
OR%

'1

R

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Removal.

WILLIAM
R.
ENGEL-- number of votes will be seated
HARDT, 416 N. Inverway at the constitutional conRd. Inverness "The 5 per cent vention from the northwest
bonding limitation for units of suburbs.

SEE US
MON - FRI 8:30 - 5:30
SAT - 8:30 - 5:00

A WHISPER
Hearing loss can be very subtle and many people
just pass it off. It may be an accumulation of wax in'
the ears. A physician can do a great deal to correct
this problem. If it is just wax he will clean it out and
advise you to have this done periodically.
For more serious loss he might recommend one of
the new effective hearing aids. Each hearing loss is
individual and the just right aid must be selected.
Don't wait until not hearing becomes embarrassing.

Before you start treatments:
Ask Mrs. Chapman what the
Medical Profession has fo

the two getting the greatest

small government units we
have in Illinois --greatest of

V.

IT MAY NOT -BE -

of Mount Prospect and daughters Judith of Miami and
Debra of Mount Prospect.
Funeral Mass was said Sunday at St. Raymond de Pena fort Church, Mount Prospect.

WATER CONDMONERS

SWIMMING POOL

L

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE 1.18

difficult tax and it should be

327 S. Forrest Ave., Arlington
Heights "I am opposed to put-

1808

FOR YOUR SALT

7P.

R

Survivors include his wife
June; sons David of Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Eugene Jr.,

ing sales taxes on food and

mitted to being a full time dele-

a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Anyone with
about real estate be brought for proper identitaxes may visit the office for fication.

questions

years. He was an employee of
Scars, Roebuck and Co.

income tax, acceptance of the
new constitution would be
highly doubtful. I favor a revenue article that prohibits plac-

Trail,
W.
Pheasant
Mount Prospect --"I am com-

The real estate tax bill of
receipt showing the permanent
real estate tax number should

servation Committee for two

prompt abolition. I favor a
limitation
constitutional
against an unlimited state income tax. I believe that without such a limitation on state

WILFRED L. ROBBINS,

The Cook County Asses- information.
sor's mobile field office will be
at Randhurst Shopping Center

I

medicine."

At Randhurst

Available

Arlington

Eugene Kaczmarek

think the personal property tax
has to be one of the worst laws
ever enacted and I favor

'MU

in

Cool Pure Air Process

I am not in favor of personal
property taxes for either individuals or corporations. It is a

--"The new constitution is not going to be accepted unless there is something in it that the people want.
Heights

Senate "over my dead body."

REMOVED FOREVER

effectively. I favor a major expanding of home rule. In that
way we can get to know candidates and can influence them.
We need to bring government
back to the people."
At the Sept. 23 primary the
four candidates" getting the
highest total of votes will run

Glenbrook Dr., Prospect

vention that may run eight
months. I share the general
concern over the rapidly rising

urbs simply do not have any
say in the selection of judges.
As a result we have judges

cal before the convention.

DONALD F. COLBY, 38

gate to a constitutional con-

sure would get through the

UNWANTED HAIR

Candidates Give Their Opinions
(Cantiatted front Page I

very far-reaching over the next
15 or 20 years," Behrel says.

-

Heights.

head librarian, said that one of

volume libitary given by the
widow of Holger Rosberg, of
1715 E. eyelid, near Mount

linois mayors that such a me -a-,

Tax Advice To -Be

Cemeta r.y

Merle Fadden

Mrs. Mary Jo Hutchings,

pal bond interest. Percy told a
Washington conference of II-

Obituaries

els.

sen speak out against lifting
the tax exemption on munici-

"THE EFFECTS would be

already

ket.

r

more cost to taxpayers."
Local mayors recently
heird both Sen. Charles Percy
(R -III.) and Sen. Everett Dirk-

bonds," he says.

burden to local governments.
According, to__Wagb. interest
rates are

"It would mean more cost tO
thq, cities and villages- aiid

Des Plaines says he "take a

pose ending the tax exemption
for the same reasons.

Niemen says.

and classics," she said.

eight -foot fence and the proper

financing

costs for municipal improvements like schools, water and

Book Sale To Aid Village Library
man of the sal and a library
trustee, said "There will be a
little of everything." She said
that several sets of encyclopedias are included in the do-

says,

Mayor Herbert" ehrel of

Local officials don't need
much convincing. They op-

per cent, to compete with corporate bonds and other investments that return eight per
cent or more.

,

that are important to you are important

Ato him too. That's why in 1962 he ran
for the Illinois House of Representatives. He won and he's won three times
since.. His support has come not from
special power groups, but from a crosssection of voters - thinking men and '
women. You should meet him.
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IsE=>

ddir 400 rlr 1\

rr

COUPON

NI\

/l file

alid ,lug. 21.22-23 21
Mt Prospect Store Only

Coot

HAIR SPRAY

-Trn

quieter. longer.

222

aid 1ttg. 21 22 23.24

I 0111

S.T.P
Car runs smooth.

WIT!!
(:O1

144

99e Value! Your Cl

88e 'Value! Oil Additive

Jacquards, prints.

WITII
COUPON

shoe secti tttt s.
Coupon solid Aug. 21 22 2:3-24
Mi. Prospect Store Only

to

TERRY TOWELS E

BOWLING BAG

eAlID COUPON

3 99 Value! Queen Size

1.49 Value! Irreg. Can nun

2.47 Value!

aoffiqroi Ong

DISCOUNT WORTS.

01110) r rjr)

mscounur WORM

MniPPUMKPM rrrvrjrjrrrjvjrjrrrjr

-

4:041'ON

toirlor rdirrirrr gnm

noNT woOln

.... With hall and

COUPON

Mt. PrOs114.1.1 S101, telly

revrjrjrrdo y

40 y

...-7/S1111.I1, Math'. Zill

110,1'.It

37c

-

WITII

2 4 sizes.
Coupon valid Aug. 21 22 23 21
Mt. Prospert Store Only

I III1.

ewer Vi

GIRLS' SLACKS

r=4

hot tttttt s.

WITH
COUPON

Orr

(DM IO

GYM BAG

f<=1

SPRAY STARCH r
Coupon valid Aug. 21 22.23 24
MI. Prospect Store Only

2.95 Value! 18 -inch

88e Value! Al ttttt intim

1.28 Value! Cotton Print

rzol 1.g. 16 -oz. can
Reg. 38e

DISCOUNT WCOTO

otti ttttt solid %lig. 21 22 2:1 2 t
Mt l't iispe 1 1 SitireOnh

es -.4

mown vvvxv nrgiA

Y v rjrjr I 411011 y

Say -A -Day

.ca.1

Apounommvvvfivivo

LaRMYMNION

T" all pin p11,4
I oll. pan

19c

compun solid 'tog. 21.22 23 21
Mt. Prospect Store Only

49c

Mt. Prospect Store Only'

W1D1
CoUVON

-.1Asst(1. colors.
Reg. 29,

WITHCOUPON

Coupon solid Aug. 21 22 23 24

$1

CAULKING
COMPOUND

PARTY MINTS
Reg 39(

160 CT.
PAPER NAPKINS

Sofsheen

O 'CONN, WORM

SISCCNOTT TNOTITO

al lull 1 lb bag

)1)S.

ro.pect Store O nly

Del it

1

u -n o

WI-I-Il

wiTii

I 0111 lllll %Mill 111.: 21 22 23 2 4 2
Nit frost ,,I SlOrt 1)11

-c(11411

diD I COUPONTIONT

pp,_

36" COTTON
PRINTS
Lai assmt
patterns.

1)1111 River

sPI

COUPON

'km-. 21 22 13 14
Mt. Prospect Store Ottl

fO

4.0IRMONNIN

Idr

6 for 1111

ARMIN-MN-EN Y irorriorr),

acouvacord

2
I

Ea,_,

LEAF BAGS'
Ilea) gunge plastic
multi -purpose,
large size

49c

I'kg. of 10 Reg. 99c

,,

Photo 'bop

Heavy Duty Quaker State

MOTOR OIL E
10-20- 3OWT.

Beg. 52e

MOUNT PROSPECT

SWEATERS

3/$1

Beautiful selection
of styles.

.

IMEREIV f

ALL STORES OPEN

201 WEST RAND ROAD

10 AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY MT° 8PM

255-770(5

fellARGE IT

ACROSS FROM RANDHURST CENTER

WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

rzmoi

3.22 irg

Assortment of
fancy styles

Rt g 2 99 to 6 29

Beg. 3.811

Limit 6 Cans

mo-NNr r rjrjr o

Playtex

Ladies' New Fall

tVtitli

AMMOMMORMia

shopping, visit opt -SNACK BAR. Havc a snack,
While

lunch or supper...or one of
our superb desserts!
PLENTY 0$ FREE PARKING

Wanted: Ivory Towers

Day Light
theories, and
programs flooded into every
federal bureau during the

whose advice,

By Joseph StuhenrauchThere was once a time when
we paid respectful attention to

, FDR regime.

utterances issuing from ivory

Sometimes these took the
form of helpful pointers from
editors, usually "from the edi-

tant circles.

ing so.

ACTUALLY, JUST how
many college gads do you
know who keep up the in-

America
to describe. That's another storlemands

tor's easy chair," as though
any editor ever was throned

volumes -

tellectual way of life, continue
to study and workatmental superiority in their jobs, life pro -

ry from the point we'd like to

-

make.

More than ever before in_ grants, habits?
We fear, just from looking

OR AN EDUCATOR of

our history, our nation's-scheil-

national fame might deliver
some -weight bit of wisdom
from an ivy-festoned sanctum.

When FDR took over the
White House,

terms used to describe a sim-

'40s and the projected 40 per
cent of youth born in the '60s,
you may be misled into think-

WHAT THESE -MEN who
came down from the ivory
towers haVe produced in our

towers.

comfortably.

20 per cent of those born in the

there was

a

stampede of intellectuals to the
Oval Room, where they hand-

ed out the nuggets of knowl-

edge and wisdom they had
been mining in the seclusion of

their ivory towers.
F D R-- Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, to those under 30
who have not done their home-

work --made big -scale use of
the brain trust of intellectuals

around us, that once they have

ars are involved in current issuesrpolitics, industry, economy, government, social devel-

a diploma, many of our students throw themselves single-

mindedly into the big basic

opments. You seldom find any
of them in remote backwaters
or academic groves, and if you
do, it is because they find that a
good place from which to issue
their views.
Intellectuals are having a
heyday, it has been said. If you
study the statistics of college educated youth, up from about
eight per cent of the population born 1915 to 1919 to the

goal: the greenback.

In the religious area, a "retreat" is the -withdrawal front
everyday -life to a quiet, secluded place for a few days to medi-

tate on the more important,
spiritual meanings. While usually associated with the Catho-

lic Church, it has its counterpart in other faiths. "Re -thinking" is one of the excellent

11,7

Christmas Already?

Mrs. John Welles of 616 S.

week to mark its 75th year. All'
'sorts of events are marking the
occasion, including an automobile caravan through ad-

jacent suburbs, a carnival, a
parade, a jubilee ball, a historical pageant.
Plate collectors might be interested in knowing that com-

mer, a picture was taken which
she describes as "just beau-

tiful" --and so she's planning
to have it imprinted on Christ-

memorative plates hearing a

mas greeting cards this year.

sketch of the Wheeling Historical Museum are being sold as
keepsakes. They're available

THE PICTURE was taken
at Big Bend National Park and
has the Welles childre n, Linda ,
-Alison and Diana, in the foreground. They're eating breakfast at their campsite, with the

at

family camper and the beautiful park scenery in the back-

ing and headed for Wrigley
Field. They joined Camp Fire
Girls front the entire Chicago
area to see the Cubs play At-

ground.
Their vacation was a 4,000 -

mile trip through Texas. They
spent two 'weeks visiting every

lanta.

NEWCOMERS TO Pros-

pect Heights who would like to

They -included several exciting things in the trip. They
visited the Space Center in

Robert C. Smith, General Alanueer

William J. Kiedaisch

get to know other folks in the
area have a big opportunity
tonight. The Prosnect Heights
Welcome Wagon Newcomers
Club meets at the Holiday Inn

Houston just as the Apollo 11
astronauts returned to earth.
They visited the Hemisfair
grounds and had dinner in the
revolving restaurant there.
They also visited Six Flags at

.%/anit.eine Editor
The Day is published daily. NIonday through Friday. by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Nlain, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd.. Xrlington Heights, It). 60005
722 ('enter. Des Plaines, Ill, 610116

the Museum, 84 S. Mil-

waukee in Wheeling.
Mount Prospect Camp Fire
Girls hoarded buses this morn-

part of the big state.

John E. Stanton. Editor and PubliAlier

in Mount
o'clock.

Prospect

at

8

wel-

All newcomers
come. For more information,
are

Dallas.

call Mrs. William Pierce at

THE VILLAGE of Wheel-

tory can apply for the $25-

'

Tomorrow is the last day to
register if you're interested in
voting in the upcoming elections.

The primary election for

for Illinois Constitutional Convention will be
delegates

Sept. 23. The special 13th DisCongressional primary
tri
eleTiion is Oct. 7.

MOUN'I' PROSPECT residents may register tomorrow
at the Village Hall, 112 E.
Northwest Highway from 8:30
to 5 p.m.
Prospect Heights residents
and those living in unincorporated areas of Wheeling Township may register to vote at the
Wheeling Township Village
Hall, 1818 E. Northwest
Highway in Arlington

Heights. The office will he
open between 9 and 4:30 tomorrow.
Residents

of Elk

Cudney, director of instruction staffing, at the district's
central administration buildKensington Rd..
ing, 799
Mount Prospect.
It is not necessary to have

college credits in education,
Cudney said.

TEACHSUBSTITUTE
ERS who work 10 consecutive
days arc paid $30 a day.
Substitutes are listed with
each assistant principal and

'

titor:
i view of the religious unhetween Protestants and
atholics in Ireland. why

c, add not a movement be start-

"More
Tennyson wrote.
things are wrought by prayer

let's turn on this force in our
individual churches and our

City of Chicago acts as Daley's

separate homes and also in col-

H. Henry Van Wesep

late years in this country may

hopefully "rub off" on our
brethren in Ireland?

The moon landing was one
of the most intensely prayed
about events in history. This
was a little recognized factor
in its success. Let's see if we

can't do as much for the human spirit down here. "There
is nothing too hard for God"
says Holy Writ, and it is well
for us to remember it. Laymen
and clergy. in stated rallies and

home devotions can bring to
bear

this

most powerful of

forces. Although I feel God is
perfectly able to intercede in
such cases, I feel he may use

the turmoil to bring people
closer to Him and together
with each other.

lective demonstrations of unity!

Musical Group
Slated at Church
South
Jersey
a
Americans,

he

Young

of 21 teen-agers
who promote the Christian
group

through

message

will

appear

the

as

guests

Arlington

Evangelical

music,

Free

of

Heights
Church

Saturday at 9 p.m.
The
group is touring
Ohio,
InPennsylvania,
diana, Illinois and Michrep
igan. The teen-agers

M a y or Teichert, who
vaguely referred to "alternate
solutions" and further
clouded the West Park Rezoning issue, asked that the hoard
table the rezoning petition to a

to

future date. All members of
the board dutifully gave their

NINE

while awaiting
great pie in the sky.

consent

the'

WHAT ARE THESE new

pressures and what has
Village Planning Commission
and the Judiciary Committee
have both disapproved the rezoning

petition? What new

pect that residential property
will he used for residential. purCommissioner Norris suggested that if land is needed for

flood control, it can be condemned for public use.

Residents of Mount Shire
are not against the park itself.

More than half of our area

LUPRESE
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

residents arc in the park district, its our tax bills indicate.
It is time for the residents of
Mount Prospect to voice their
disapproval of tactics imported from Chicago. The
only way to do this is to com-

municate to
25 good, 31 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

and not babysitters,"
Cudney said.
NI a n y more substitute__
teachers are needed this -year
because the district-is allowing

teachers more released time
for profeSsional activities,
Supt. Edward Gilbert recently
told administrators. ---

CUDNEY SAID Project
English, a released -time activity for English teachers, will remove at least 15 English teachers from classrooms in one
school.
The six district schools are
Arlington, Prospect, Forest

View, Hersey and Wheeling
High Schools.

Channel

I

Last year the district em-

ployed ISO substitutes. About
05 persons attended a morning
workshop for substitute teachers yesterday.

'

Mondays

According to Chicago Area

t', will again offer

TV High School this year on
Wednesdas

and

from 7:30 a.m. to 8 a.m. and
also on Tuesdays and Thursdays on Channel 20 from 9:30
a.m. to 10 p.m.
This course has been developed for adults wishing to pass

'television, Inc., there is a need
far such a course since as an
estimated 53 million adults
(ages 25-65) and 17 million
young adults (18-25) in the (-N,
United States have never com-0
pleted high school.

.

their High School Equivalency examination.

The courses presented are:
English, science, . social stud-

ies. literature and math.

noon and I to 4 p.m.

ROAST BEEF

ANe REALTORC11
THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

poses." Village Planning

HIDEAWORD

"They function as backup

3Jark

changed the situation since the

"All of us have a right to ex-

Youth for Christ.

teacher.

OPEN
NINE

imitate Daley.

sored by the South Jersey

Jersey.

everyday

the

Channels 11, 20 to Offer
High School for Adults

Grove

lington Heights Road in Arlington Heights. Office hours
there tomorrow are 9 a.m. to

that

I

rubber stamp. On Aug. 5 the
Village Board of Trustees
showed Mount Prospect residents that Teichert intendts to

II
different
in southern New
are
sponThey

churches

possible-

world you re-enter will be a lot
easier for you to move about
in, with more mental security,
sounder self-confidence.

the aldermanic council of the

coalitions are now being
formed?
When Teichert was running
for office last spring,' he said,

r es e n t

change the world, but it's quite

tenderness!

Dislikes
Postponement
Of Park Decision
Editor:
We are all familiar with how

between Protestant and Catholic clergy and laymen -and
lk omen. of course, so that the
ecumenical spirit so evident of

You may never step out of
little edifice
with an earth -moving plan to
your self -built

try a little

than this world dreams of." So

ed for unity prayer meetings

the things you really should be
pondering.

eat

Letters to the Editor
Curb ("rarest

will pay you to be lazy. Only
center on one thing: that
you're in an ivory tower, far
away from all pressing demands. l.et your ,brain, heart
and imagination guide you to

able to step into the day's work
by the regular
as assigned

Township not in village limits
may register at the Elk Grove
Township office at 2400 S. Ar-

off. Don't get going on

them. This is one time when it

called early in the morning to
replace regular teachers for a
day. The substitutes must be

stage paid at Mount Prospect. 111. 611056

Urges UnrtV Prayer To

put

men

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Out of ton n
Newsstand price. 10 cents a copy
Second -the

are

teachers

English, math, biology or his-

824-6465.

ing is in the midst of a gala

ly was on vacation this sum-

Naturallyrthis will induce
refiectiOns on those about you,
-"things to do, chores you have

Area High Schools
Need Substitutes

a -day job. by calling Robert

Edward really plans ahead.
She's about to order her
Christmas carthi!
It seems that while her fami-

Page 4

doorbell or the phone or whatever will provide you a chance

high schools.

Li! Floros

-110nor the original dream by aliray%jealon,ly keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field III
Thursday. August 21, 1969

TV. You'll find that merely
hiding away from the front

to attend to that most_impOrself.
tant item of all: your

needed in the six District 214

c

Frye Prootrt Dap

out the blare of the radio or

Anyone with a bachelor's
degree and a major such as

1.1

paying CASH!"

THERE IS SO much going,.
on these days, with practically
every 24 hours crowded, that
it's a rare person who takes
time outulwe which way he or
she traveling.
The ivory tower we suggest
you head for is nothing more
or less than a few minutes of
privacy and quiet. Call it your
"retreat" or your time for "rethinking." Let your family
know that, short of dire emergency, you are not to be dislurbed.
You'll find you can do with-

Substitute

Main Street

"Poor devil! He must really be up against it-he's

ilar practice in some Protes-

the

Board of

Trustees, Care of Mount
Prospect Village Hall, your
opposition to rezoning for
apartments or any compromise
having the effect of increasing
the number of apartments.

LOTS OF SPECIALLY PREPARED JUICY,
U.S.D.A. CHOICE BEEF SLICED EXTRA
THIN AND PILED HIGH ON A BUTTERED
M -M -SIMPLY DELISESAME BUN .
CIOUS!
.

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-24601
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

394-3500

664zwek

.

(IN THE "HEART" OF)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
208
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS RD.

19

YANKEE DOODLE
DANDY
t,.1.1;

Look for us each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

ROAST BEEF 456eaaieh

4,4157149'71

er alads S rike Cool Note

its

4
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Weight Watcher's
Potato Salad
V2 cup sliced green onions
Va cup chopped parsley

Here's potato salad that is
low in calories yet very tasty.
"Weight Watcher's Potato

Dressing
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons cornstarch
1 teaspoon dry mustard
1/2 teaspoon salt
freshly ground pepper
teaspoon paprika

Salad" is seasoned with a tan-

gy, cooked buttermilk dressing. Sound unusual? It is, and
an easy recipe besides. It May
be served in both low -fat and
low -calorie diets.
Potatoes have many health giving nutrients and should

-

V2 cup water
1 tablespoon vinegar

be eliminated from the

not

2 tablespoons salad oil
1/2 cup buttermilk
Blend sug;ir, cornstarch,

diet. Actually they arc n61 high

in calories. It's what you put
on them --butter, sour cream,
gravy --that raises the calorie
count. Washington State po-

Award Winning Liquor Stores

mustard, salt, pepper, paprika
and water. Cook over medium

tatoes have an ideal texture
and flavor for good potato sal-

heat

until thickened, stirring

constantly. Remove from heat.
Stir in vinegar, then 'oil.-Orad-

ad.

WEIGHT WATCHER'S
POTATO SALAD

6 cups cooked, hot sliced

Famous Liquor Stores

Willy beat in buttermilk until
dressing is smooth and
creamy. Can he stored in re-

The Saving Is Yours!

frigerator and used as needed.
Makes one cup.

America's Quality

Salad

Washington State Potatoes (5
or 6);

BEER

Combine hot potatoes with
dressing, salt and pepper. Toss
gently: Add remaining ingredients, toss gently again.
Chill and serve. Makes 8 to 10
servings.

1 cup -dressing
1 teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon freshly ground
pepper
1 cup sliced celery

Tattrrines
4 Gating

FALSTAFF

The bottle -collecting craze

.185

2 1 c2a

began about two years
ago

California. Today

in

bottle -collectors are fa
natics, devoted to their hobby, as are collectors of stamps and coins. Rarest of Beam
bottles ore First Nationals, offered up to
52,000 each

Page 5

THE PROSPECT DAY

Chicago today is rated second only to California as a bottle -collecting center.

Begin your collection with this recent issue
of the Lombard Centennial Lilac Bottle of
Regal China which was especially created
for the Lombard Centennial and contains

The Saving Is Yours!

MEISTER BRAU
Draft or Regular Beer
Salad combinations are unlimited to the imaginative homemaker. A colorful "comprosition"
of tuna salad and Waldorf salad in Tuna Waldorf Salad, a flavor medley that's bound to please you.
Drain 2 cans (61/2 or 7 ounces each) tuna and break into large pieces. Combine with I cup diced
apples, 1/2 cup chopped celery, Vi cup chopped nutmeats, 1/2 cup mayonnaise or salad dressing.
Serve on a bed of lettuce. Serves 6.

Dolores Haugh - Woman's. Editor

L4ULSUL9q0 0

000

Thursday, August 21. 1969
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100 month old Beam Kentucky Straight Bourbon. Limited supply.

Case of
12 oz. dep.

I

bottles

1)95
Fifth

The Saving Is Yours!
The Saving Is Yours!

ICE

CUBE

BLACK LABEL

Bucket

Beer by Carlings

4 -Quart Capacity

NO DEPOSIT

''

6 12 oz.

-A111111._..&

bottles

Ice Cubes 16,
preserved

88c

'or hours

The Saving Is Yours!

DIXON

The Day's Prospects

SPRINGS
The Saving
Is Yours!

COLA''

Salads have been singing
cool notes for centuries Since
Romans nibbled salted herbs
and named them "sal" for salt
man has enjoyed crunchy additions to his usual meat and
potato diet

It was not, however, until
I800's that salads, also
called salats which referred to
any vegetable dish served raw
the

or cooked with tart dressing,
became a standard addition to
universal menus
The wonderful world of sal-

ads offers like musical notes

Vegetable variances in wide
range are offered at your local
produce department, roadside
stand or frozen food section.

For a harmonious change
try cold peas, corn or mixed
vegetable on greens, topped
with a favorite dressing. You
will be surprised at the flavor.
Seafoods, meats, cheese and

fruits also can combine for
luncheon, dinner or midnight

0 16 oz.

snack salads

None to Minors

oil, 1/4 cup vinegar, ?A cup
lemon juice, 1/4 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce and one cup
thousand island dressing.
Fruits of the season harmonize with or without dressing.
But here is a simple one that is

standby,

whipped

THE TRICK OF salad toss-

palate pleasing symand
phonies The secret of any

salad combine two cups grated
raw carrots and one cup seed-

ers is to have greens crisp and
fresh, all ingredients and dress-

salad is the crispness, variance

less raisins Mix together one

of texture and the all impor-

teaspoon sugar, Vz teaspoon

ing chilled and ready for final
preparation just prior to

salt, Vz cup mayonnaise and Vz

serving.

1 HERE ARE in addition to
the usual iceberg lettuce other
greens which should not be
overlooked,

Escarole,

ro-

serve on lettuce leaf.
A simple tossed salad or let-

more dressing' for zesty flavor. An Italian table wine makes a
pleasing accompaniment. Dessert? Spumoni served on sliced

Make Your Own
Lo -Cal Dressing

Mother nature has composed the melody by supplying

the ingredients, but only you
as a composer can make your
summer salads sing.

Watching your waistline?
No need to deprive yourself of
dressing on your salads if you
make your own salad dressing

this low -calorie way as suggested by the Pillsbury Company.

LO -CAL SALAD DRESSING
eight -ounce carton plain
yogurt Va teaspoon onion
1

salt
1

teaspoon

unsweetened

lemon juice
2 teaspoons prepared mustard

1/2 teaspoon Pillsbury liquid
SweetC10 or I tablespoon Pillsbury Sprinkle Sweet.

COCKTAIL MIX

69c

add liquor & ice
Whiskey Sour Collins

Daiquiri Margarita

Win Cubs Tickets
to Playoffs

BOX OF 10
one serving envelopes

79c

or Zenith TV sets

pound cake and a chorus of lyrical praises for the hostess.

Dilute mayonnaise with pine-

apple or any fruit juice. Use
yogurt or sour cream for fast
fruit dressing and, of course,

FOR A TASTE pleasing

cup American blue cheese.
Stir the dressing into carrots
and raisins, toss lightly and

Overture for an Italian meal is Romaine -Avocado -Tomato
Salad, perfect with lasagna, stuffed eggplant or any type of meat
or chicken. Peel mid slice one avocado, brush immediately with
Milani Italian Dressing to prevent discoloration. Tear one to twit
heads of romaine lettuce in large shreds. Add avocado slices and
three medium size tomatoes, sliced. Let guestS help themselves to

particularly good with fruit.

many variations, combinations

tant dressing

PERFECT HOST

Up dep. bottles

tuce wedge takes on a fancy air
when topped with I/2 cup
American cheese, 1/4 cup salad

the old
cream.

Z.. Fifth

Half Quart

Salad Scale
maine, bibb, chicory, endive
and watercress all can serve
solo, in a savory duet, trio or
full chorus of flavor.

979

DIET -RITE

Plan a Tasty
By Dolores Haugh

Whiskey -A Blend

"NAME THE DATE"

Chicago Cubs will clinch title

KIJAFA

The Saving Is Yours!

Imported Danish
Cherry Wine

KINGSBURY
Near Beer
NonAlcoholie

16db

6

fifth

12 oz

89

cons

BREW

Combine all ingredients in
jar. Mix well. Cover and store
in refrigerator. Serve with
tossed greens or potato salad.
Yields one cup dressing. ..
Calories: With Sweet. 10,
eight calories to I tablespoon
dressing. With Sprinkle Sweet,
nine calories to I tablespoon.

VARIATIONS: Add 2 tablespoons.chopped chives or 2
slices crisp, crumbled bacon or
I to 2 tablespoons bacon -fla-

vored bits. Try on vegetables
and baked potatoes.

CHICAGO

R.

Q YOR., S T 0

It IE S

1429 W. Taylor
CICERO

6105 W. Roosevelt
FOREST PARK

W. Madison

®Famous Liquor Stares-Ph. 287-6447
Right Reserved ro Limit Quantities

Beer & Beverages Spwrots Not teed

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs.: f ri., Sot. and Sun.

ARLINGTON HGTS.
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.
156 Broadway

LOMBARD
105 E. Roosevelt
FOREST PARK
7533 W. Roosevelt
ADDISON
85 E. Fullerton
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Cold, Cool World
JEWEL SALAD

By charlotte Erickson
Summertime -is -always considered "salad season" --prob-

ably for several reasons, the,
----abundant supply of So many
fresh ingredients, making a

salad does not heat up the
kitchen and their appeal on hot
days when appetites wane.
Remember, salads can be as

varied as the imagination will
allow.

There are

vegetable,

fruit, poultry, seafood, maritossed, molded and
combination salads, to name a

nated,

This colorful salad is just
right for serving on these sultry hot days.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings
I head iceburg lettuce

1/2 teaspoon salt

ad mixture. Toss lightly and

Vs teaspoon powdered car-

serve at once.

damon
Prepare lettuce by coring it,
rinsing it thoroughly and

2 medium size oranges
I medium size avocado
1/2 cup red grapes, seeded
3 tablespoons vegetable oil
11/2 tablespoons lemon juice
2 teaspoons chopped frozen
or freeze-dried chives or
1 tablespoon fresh chives
1/2 teaspoon sugar

few.

WE

For-a. Successful Salad Season
draining. Then chillin.plastic
bag or crisper.
Meanwhile, peel

oranges

and divide into sections. Peel
avocado, cut in half, remove

seed and slice. Add seeded
chilled lettuce
which has been torn into bite grapes

and

size pieces.

In a small jar or blender mix
the remaining ingredients until well blended. Pour over sal -

WILTED LETTUCE
Fresh tender leaf lettuce is
in abundant supply. Let's take
advantage of this opportunity
and serve good old-fashioned
Wilted Lettuce.

herbs (dill, garlic greens,
thyme, etc.)
5 bacon slices, diced
V4 cup bacon fat
Vs cup tarragon vinegar
1 teaspoon dry mustard
11/2 teaspoons sugar
Vs teaspoon salt

purpose, you will find the job

before serving, pour dressing

so much the easier.

over salad, tossing well.

'A teaspoon freshly ground
black pepper

in skillet over low heat until
crisp, pouring off fat as it

.

1 fairly large bowl full of

leaf lettuce, fresh tender spinach or swiss chard
Vs cup thinly sliced scallions or 2 tablespoons minced
onions
1 tablespoon snipped fresh

Vs teaspoon garlic salt
The most important part of
this recipe is to make sure that
your lettuce is absolutely
clean. Rinse out several times,
swishing it in the water. If you
have a basket designed for this

1 cup sour half and half or
sour cream
pepper to taste
chives, dill or parsley

A fter the lettuce has been
Several
VARIATION:
thoroughly cleaned, blot with
a clean towel and refrigerate, sliced radishes, cut up tountil ready to use. Tear lettuce matoes or hard -cooked eggs
may also be added.
leaves into large bowl, add

CUCUMBER SALAD

Peel cucumbers and slice in
thin slices. Combine cucumbers and onions and sprinkle
heavily with salt. Toss and let
stand for 15 minutes. Squeeze

Always cool, refreshing and
pleasing to the eye is this
simple Cucumber Salad.

moves any tart or bitter flavor in the cucumber.)

scallions and herbs. Fry bacon

Drain bacon and
crumble into salad bowl.
Return 1/4 cup bacon fat to
the skillet, add vinegar, mustard, sugar, salt, pepper and
garlic salt. Bring to a boil, stircooks.

ring constantly. Immediately

out the juice. (This -step reNow combine cucumbers

3 medium size firm cucumbers

and onions with sour half and

I small Spanish or Bermuda
onion
1 tablespoon salt

herbs.

half, adding freshly ground
garnish with
PePPer, and

ARE ALL familiar

with the combination salads
that have julienne ham and
turkey pieces in them. Last
week I was treated to a delectable salad in which sausage

Collection for Viet Nain

bits were found. Try adding
some cooked sausage in your
next salad.

The Camp Fire and Blue

Job Service
Snelling and Snelling, the
world's largest Professional
Service,
has
Employment
opened a Mount Prospect office at 1030 E. Northwest
Hwy.

Bird Leaders Association is requesting all leaders to begin
collecting items for The American Red Cross to send to servicemen

in

Viet Nam for

Christmas. Gift bags will be
distributed at the association's
first meeting Spet. 10.

s-

The deadline for shipment

needed are
toothbrush

NEW-

irs

to Viet Nam is Sept. 15. Items
toothbrushes,
small
holders,

writing pads, Wash 'N Dri,
chewing gum, ball point pens,
small plastic bags, paperback
hooks, plastic soap dishes and
dark terry cloth wash cloths.

BEST BUYS IN

EVERY WEEK
OF THE YEAR

BULLETIN

OM.

gingdeluxe

NO FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE Ail'

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE.

41IMM

INN

=MN

so beautifully styled, so richly
finished... it serves as a decorator piece in any room!

1

IMM

LUMBER PRICES

1"

p

Stops costly moisture damage...
protects

ARE DOWN

105 Days Same as ,Cash
FREE FINANCING

OTHER BEEF

CHOPS
STANDARD CUT

'val-

50

AVAILABLE
FROM 43' lb.

40 PORK

walls.

destructive

moisture, rust, mildew. Keeps
homes, offices, work areas drier,
more comfortable, too!

'Tsf.f

FREE

furniture,

uables against

No Payments Till Sept. 1969
'''ottte

®

DEHUMIDIFIER

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP FEES,

FREEZER? USE OURS - -

furniture -styled

GUARANTEED!
All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Meat Replaced. All

With Purchase of
Beef Half or More

meat sold Hanging Weight.

Call for Appointment or Come In. Hours: Daily 9 to 8; Saturday 9 le 5

BENSENVILLE FREEZER MEATS
1216 West Irving Park Rd., Bensenville

...%
Just west of

um' i

Route 83 on Route 19':QUANTITY

-

TOILET REVERSE TRAP

Phimg:.,160-6750

24 95

Vitreous China Wash Down

Now Open

WHITE $
No. C-4120

PORCELAIN ENAMEL

America's Number 1 chicken is in
your neighborhood at 815 North
1340 South Lee, Des Plaines
Take home Colonel Sander's portable feast..."finger lickin' good"
chicken and all the fixin's. It's ready
to go anytime you are.

SINKS
:
LAUNDRY TUBS
SINGLE

$ Ell 95

(Faucet
$5.00)
MOLDED POLYSTONE

$11 095

Resistant to acids and stains. Will keep
sparkling bright for years to come. Of
finest quality porcelain enamel over rig

: '

rigid 14 -gauge steel or sturdy cast iron.

32"x21" Porcelain steel double bowl
sink.

f

IDOUBLE

'

$3? -1-1,SHOWER STALLS
Complete with
Cabinet and Base
White Steel Shower

SUMP PUMPS by WAYNE
PEDESTAL TYPE

AUTOMATIC

SUBMERSIBLEo

95

Do away with basement
flooding and seepage. Made

to resist corrosion. Adjust.
able

float and fiberglass

rod operate starting switch.

32'

FREE

Parking

Built-in strainer and non clog impeller. Water rising
in pump turns It on.

WELCOME HERE

SPV400

The Barrel, 21 pieces of tender,
tasty chicken.

The Bucket, 15 pieces of chicken,
cracklin' gravy, pipin' hot biscuits.
The Thrift Box, 9 pieces of chicken.
The Regular Dinner Box, 3 pieces of
chicken, potatoes, gravy, slaw and
biscuits.
The Fixin's, the Colonel's delicious
side dishes come in pints and quarts.

1340 South Lee, Des Plaines

Lumber Building Materials
Plumbing Hardware Paints
Bedrkal Wiring Accessories

west)* toieifeeff

.MIDWEST
BANK CARDS

1111 MN MI

LGIN

TAKE GROVE AVE...2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF KIMBALL ST.

HOLESALE
CORPORATION
MN 520 McBRIDE ST. 741-5866
ELGIN, ILLINOIS

THE DAY

Getting Acquainted With Letters

Thursday, August 21, 1969

District 59 Schools
Near Completion

Talk With a Teacher
By Esther Culton
Today I am going to continue trying to help Mrs. T.B. and
atmother mothers whose chil-

jiren have trouble with short
vowel sounds.
When I teach children to

hear sounds of letters,

I

say

that we are getting acquainted
with the letters so that we can

print "egg." I would then ask
the child to say the word "ele-

Did you ever hear your
child struggle with "buh" -at
for bat, and "puh"-et for pet.

phant" after me. When he says

dren are taught that "b" has
the sound of "buh," and that
"p" has the sound of "puh,"
rather than being taught that
consonants must always have a
vowel.

Short E e
Learning short e sounds can
be fun. To help the children remember the short "e" sound, I

ards.

"consonant"

word

other

This difficult arises when chil-

ar what they are saying in
The

means "sounding with." I like
to tell the children that the
consonant is never seen out

would print on a plain white
card the word "elephant." On
another white card I would

playing alone. He always has
one or more vowels with him

The Law Serves You

'

ciation today reminded parents that any child to be enrolled in any Illinois school for
the first time must have a phys-

ical exatitination and immunizations for certain specified
diseases.

ninth grades.
a

The ISBA said the law re - child should not have certain
q u ireS innoculations for of the required innoculations
tetanus, can indicate that fact on the
measles, smallpox,
diphtheria, polio and whoop- physical examination form
ing cough in the case of a child and still satisfy the require-

enrolled for the first time in ments of the law.
any public, private or paroEACH SCHOOL is responchial school, unless exemption
sible for maintaining a cuis granted.
The immunization require- mulative record on the physiment is subject to medical ap- cal examinations and immuniproval and both the immuniza- zations taken by its students.

The Department of Public
tions and phyiscal examupon Health is authorized to arination are waived
request of parents based on range for the examination of a
conKtitutional
1SBA stated.

grounds,

the child, should his parents fail to

do so. However, no child will
be examined or immunized if
EAC4-I NON -EXEMPTED his parent or guardian files a

child iSfrequired to take a physical examination before he enters' kindergarten (or first
grade) an,d again before he enters th0 pfth and ninth grades.
Examembionl are also required for children of any
grade, level entering a new
school --if they, have not been

statement of constitutional ob-

jection and presents it to the
school board or Teachers College Board.

The fact that a child has

been exempted from a physical
examination or immunizations does not excuse him from
participating in his school's

previously examined accord- physical education programs,
ing to ,the law. Whenever nee- which are prescribed by law.
essai4y1Schbol authorities may In cases where a physical ex-

amination shows a physical or
emotional condition which
Immunizations against the pre v e n t s participation in

require 4additional
inations.

exam-

specified, diseases are required

plain to the child that this is the

courses provided for normal

for non -exempted youngsters children, special physical eduentering the Illinois school cation activities or a modified
systenk for the first time, course may be requested.

Junior Hi h should be finished school -

come to an old-fashioned
The Six Antonettes will per-

didn't hear

form on the mall during the

you." Fun! Oh, yes, and easier
to remember the short e sound.

Randhurst's 7th birthday celebration Aug. 14 through Aug.

I

Have the letter c traced in
the air with the fore -finger as
your child pronounces the

words "egg," "elephant" or
"elf." The older child can

baby, empty, boy, edge.

After working for

some

time with the above procedure

for "a" and "e" I would try
pronouncing words with the
vowel sounds in the middle.
Examples: mat, hat, pat, fat,

22.

Antonettes

The

are

a

New York.
Also performing in the
3 -ring circus are the Bisbinnis
Juggling Family, the Two Tor -

Set Refresher
Course for
Nurses Sept. 15
St.

Alexius Hospital, Elk

but needs knowledge of newly

developed equipment and
procedures.

and

A stipend will be offered to
participants.

letters.
This might be a good time to

Nurses may apply *to Mrs.
Maxine Rieck, St. Alexius
staff development co-ordina-

fun. Play games with your
child. Learn together.

Awards Plan
The Elk Grove Village
Board Tuesday gave Trustee

Richard McGrenera a vote of
confidence to pursue a plan to
present awards to plant owners
in the Centex Industrial Park.
McGrenera said the awards
would encourage good housekeeping and further good pub-

The hospital
Biesterfield Rd.

is

French Fries, Roll & Butter, too!

French Fries, Cole Slaw & Tartar Sauce, too.

all -u -can eat

A REAL ASSET TO
THE HOUSEKEEPER!
cuts down on dust in the home,
Adds life to draperies.

EVERY DAY-PASCAL BURGER
a children's hamburger served
on a toasted bun with french fries

$249.95

The

For the Hoy Fever and Asthma sufferers

Takes out 99% of impurifications

Red Balloon Coffee House
5960 Touhy Avenue/NILES
Rand and Central/DES PLAINES

(Clean The Air In Your Home)

ALSO: ROOM TO ROOM UNITS AVAILABLE

of the Week.

As announced last
Friday night over

WEXI 92.3 FM

Arlington Heights, the
Mount Prospect Federal Savings and Loan
Association salutes
Wheeling as Village of

AUGUST

community of

the
Northwest suburbs on
the occasion of its diamond jubilee.

such things as plant design,
landscaping, fire and crime

Wheeling's history

prevention procedures,
decor, said McGrenera.

present

runs from 1894 to the
although

its

LLIMILILLIN

WASHERS DRYERS DISHWASHERS DISPOSERS
245 SOLD

first settler arrived in
1833.

Our best wishes are
extended to the
community and its officials during its August
gust

announces the

PO \Y
LOUN GE
Come and Meet

JESSE LOPEZ

EASY TER

24

celebration.

It's a time for neighbors and residents as
well to participate in
the gala
events.

program of

WE INVITE YOUR
NOMINATIONS FOR MAN
OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS.
VISIT US FOR:

Home Loans
Money Orders

Save by Mail
Free Notary Service
Free Parking
Insured Savings

nightclub and television star

BRAND

ORIGINAL
NEW IN

ii

i
ItISO..

ILOOR

JAM RESISTANT
LARGE CAPACITY
WHISPER QUIET
EXCLUSIVE
AU. TYPES
OF FOODWASTEI

And
her provocative piano

DISPOSERS

Chicago's new suburban hotel

OR CNIPS

ON SOME

=.---; :k_

-\\

Dishwashers

GIANT CAPACITY .

.

.

NO NEED TO

........0

3 SPRAY ARMS

JET WASHING ACTION .

,`",1

TOP - MIDDLE - BOTTOM
ALL COLORS PLUS
DECORATOR PANELS

....
Mau=

BUILT IN DISHWASHERS

.

N

.., is .

PORTABLE DISHWASHERS

IN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

CURTIS BROS.

1615 N. Rand Road ( U.S. 12)

And Loan Association

IN SCHAUMBURG:

ACE

Call 392-2800

24 W. Golf Road
Calt894.1900
,?..".V47.7.77"1,:%:!:.".
{MOAT II

WASHER &

LISTAIT CREWT -a/MU - LOW RATES I

DRYER CO.

HOURS:

15 E. Prospect Ave.
CL 5-6400

arlington \ark towers

11

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

Call 394-2000.
-114

CARTONS!

1

Maytag Disposer

GRINDS

BONNIE DAYE

FACTORY

SMAPLESDEIAONSIRIOR.
Maytag

CUTTING BLADES

No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

ALL COLORS!,

15 through Au-

High Earnings

Show time from 5 p.m.

49

WHEELING
OUR VILLAGE

We honor this sister

arlington dark towers

-

EVERY FRIDAY-FRIED PERCH $119

CENTRAL SYSTEMS

in the air.

all -u -can eat

II

the Week.

and

EVERY DAY-FRIED CHICKEN $ 39

at 800 W.

lage and the industrial park.
Preliminary ideas include

ments, to reveiw the plants.
The panel would make recommendations on the basis of

FREE

ESTIMATES

tor.

lic relations between the vilpicking a panel of volunteers
from civic organizations and
the fire and police depart-

LOCATED AT
BAR & FLAME CITY
1034 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT

ELECTRONIC Mk CLEANER

the nurse who has not practiced for several years and
wishes to resume her career,

sound, but never separating

nothing in it (empty).
Remember, phonics can be

served day & night 'til closing.
Lunch! Dinner ! Family Party!
Any time you're really hungry!

nurses beginning Sept. 15.
The program is designed for

films
demonstrations,
clinical experience.

phant or egg (Edward, Esther).
I am thinking about a box with

EATIEAT

ICHAECS

259-3936

you pronounce these words
and others, say them slowly,

ing." I am thinking of a friend
whose name begins like ele-

Red Balloon

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING

Grove Village, will offer a refresher course for registered

catch, pet, met, bet, let. When

play the game, "I am think-

reanis and a unicycle, juggling will be no performance Sunday.
act, Les Blue & Yvette.
At 10 p.m. Aug. 22 there
Performances will be 10:30
a.m., 3 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. on will be a fireworks display in
weekdays, and 10 a.m. and the parking lot. There is no ad5:30 p.m. on Saturday. There mission charge.

teeterboard act that recently
closed the Latin Quarter in

The eight -week course will
include 240 hours of lectures,

emphasizing the "a" or "e"

school's walls and ceiling are
usually too wet to permit

painting, and fans are now
Juliette Low and Holmes being used to dry up the

phant" and letting them put
say, "Eh, eh,

moisture problems. The

September.

sound that starts "elephant."
You can do the same with
egg. Children then enjby having you pronounce "ele-

"e" and have your child shake
his head, clap his hands over
his ears, or show in some way
that he can distinguish the difference in sound. An example
would be; elephant, monkey,

ment of Public Health for students entering the fifth and

A physician who feels

did not hear you!" I then ex-

their hand behind their ear and

electricity hook ups .and by

Blvd., Mount Prospect; and
Dan Cook, 711 Chelmsford,
Elk Grove Village, will be finished by the second week in

hind my ear and say, "Eh, en, I

with short "a" sound. Pronounce words not beginning
with short "e" sound together
with those that do begin with

whether as kindergarteners,
first graders, or new state residents. Immunizations or
booster immunizations may
also be required by the Depart-

District 59, told the school be finished by the second week
board Monday that construc- in September.
tion on all three schools, JuThe construction delay at
liette Low, 1530 S. Highland,
Arlington Heights; Holmes Cook School was caused by the
Junior High, 1900 Lonnquist lack of a transformer for the

"elephant," I put my hand be-

print the letter only as he pronounces the word.
I WOULD THEN follow
the same procedure that I
talked about in my last column

Physical Exam
Required By
'State Schools
The Illinois State Bar Asso-

-

Dan DeBiase, director of by Labo'l1/4Day. Ten window
buildings and grounds and units will be missing at
new construction for School Holmes. Cook School should

con-

and sometimes
sonants.
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Free Parking Just
South of Our Offices

-

SHORT

a

Page 8

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
60012 NIGHT:

BAD /JEWS, GUYS -SOMEBODY FORGOT
TO TURK/ OFF THE
TV AND THE BATTERIES ARE SHOT!

Thursday, August 21, 1969

WHAT'LL WE

DO ALL
EVE/41/46r.,

YOUR BUBBLE PIPE,

DON'T TELL THOSE LOuTlsT1)

$30ARDERS,TWI6S5, BUT I
MAY OPEN A SCHOOL OF
CRIMINOLOGY( WITH THE
INCREASE IN THE NATIONAL
CRIME RATE, GRADUATES OF
1400PL6 ACAPENt? WOULD,

STRAWS-.

eu-r WHERE WOULD 4t7LI
STUPENT51
(set.
FOLIcE TAKE MORE
FOR LESS,
Hp.n.ictaG
E
MaY YkANA
WINGtOtt) WASHERS otst
sicy5cRAPERS!

BEIN DEMAND!

WOULD YOU GIVE AN

9 Mike Douglas
Show

32 Truth or Con-

111 OCCAstoN.L-LECTURE?..

---,,-,1,

I

.4

6:25

..... asik

n

.,..,.................

Id

A.:,..,,,,,,,,,..

,,,,4
0

e

HEROES ARE MADE -NOT BORN
-THE NEW BREED -

0-

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

8:00
2 Movie
"Diamond Head."
Heston,
Charlton

Lou Rawls, Stanley
Myron Handelman,

Agricultural empire,
rules his profession-

the Golddiggers.
7 It Takes a Thief
9 Time Tunnel
11 Our People
26 Wrestling

force. Until 10 p.m.

9:30
32 News

al and personal life
with arrogance and
7 This is Tom Jones

11 French Chef

26 Tony Quintana
Show

-

32 Movie

6:55

A5HIN6 H5 DREAM6

11-3J

26 Market Wrapup

19-2I

7:00
2 The Prisoner
7 That Girl
9 Hazel

ROBIN MALONE

kids who follov his

11 The Festival Or-

Tve goriv 6er
HER PACROP..,
MstiasA10E SURE

ear

WA NNA HEAR A STORY

vim/n.(1146
SHE ma-aps,

AV.

SEE THAT
6HO 6E1-6
6ETTLED
AU -RIGHT:,

it

CLAYMORE.,

chestra of New York
26 Cinema Special
3 2 The Honeymooners

8:30
5 Dragnet 1969

LOOK OVER HER.

0

Horoscope]
FOR FRIDAY

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)
With time, energy, and.lin-

aging angels who de-

cide to save a marriage but their plans
go askew.
7 Chicago Show
5 Midnight Report
12:15

32 News Final
12;20

9 Paul Harvey Comments
12:25

9 Movie
"The Great War."

At the outbreak of

32 Town and Country Music

World War I, a man

10:30
2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

center to get him deferred. Until 2:45

Apache chief marrys
a Mexican woman in
hopes of bringing

5 International Zone

AND CORRUPTION?
CARNIVAL

bribes a private at the
Italian
enlistment
a.m.
5 News

12:30
1:00

7 Perspectives

peace to his followers

' and the white man.

1:30

Until 12:20 a.m.

11 The Toy That

7 Reflections

Grew Up
"The Bells." Lionel Barrymore and
Boris Karloff star in
the 1926 film.
26 Open Line
32 Movie
"Paris Models."
A fashion designer
devotes too much

lett ti NIA, Mc. TM try. U.S. 1.1. Oft

BUGS BUNNY

Your

Comedy about two

10:00
2 News
S News
7 News
9 News
11 Focus on Sweden
26 A Black's View of
the News

GEE IF MORO'S

ANYTRINe LACKING.., 0141
THORO
ML.JCH
BE DONE,.

" F o r Heaven's

Sake." Amusing

" W a r Drums."

V\

Tt

HAVE -1-0

Rocio

stories expose a gang
of thieves. Until 9:30
p.m.

ABOUT CRIME, VIOLENCE

;1

TALK -1-0 MISS.

"Hue and Cry." A
witty detectiye-story
writer and a group of

Midnight
2 Movie

Comedy and mu-

sic presented by Gail
Martin, Paul Lynde,

Until

sequences.
12:15 a.m.

9:00
5 The Golddiggers

sequences

head of a Hawaiian

6:30
2 Animal World
5 Daniel Boone
7 Hying Nun
9 1 Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
3 2 The Addams
Family

1:1

11

S

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 Chronicle
- 26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

suffers the con-

Washington
Week in Review

7:30
lronside
7 Bewitched

TONIGHT
6;00

HATE TO BREAK.

SOME BODY'LL JUST
HAVE TO HIKE HACK
TO TOWN FOR NEW
BATTERIES, THAT'S
ALL --WE'LL DRAW

1:55

12 Meditation
2:45
9

to her career

time

SCHNOOGLES
DEPARTMENT
STORE

1:50

2 Late Report

Five Minutes to

Live By

and her personal life

COMAINTS

sight, this could be one of your
best days in months. Don't

waste any of the three on
trivia

VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23).
If you would be set apart from

''Hs Insists that aseordng to a recent court ruling they
are simply exercising their right of free expresekni"

the crowd today, employ your
skills as a businessman (or
woman) to the highest degree

EEK & MEEK

possible

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)
Make every effort to keep all
disagreeing factions physically
separated

MORTY MEEKLE

''TRIKE)

STRIKE

(STRIKE'
114REE!

TWO
__.,

ONE!

from each other.

That way, you can make prog-

.._..FoUgt,!

1CSS

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22) --Knowledge is not the first
weapon of defense against

competitors at this time. Try a
little tact instead
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec 22)--A relatively dull day
which can be sparked by gathe r i n g interesting friends
around you Don't leave coworkers in the lurch.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan 20) --Bolster the spirits' of
associates by letting your good

nature have full sway today.
Be a bearer of good cheer.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
I9) --Though others may criticize your way of living at this
time, you would be wise to lis-

i

gist

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ment scene can be easily gotten

over if you allow your natural

sense of right and wrong to

rule the scene
ARIES (March 22 -April
20)--A day when a friendly discussion could snowball into an
unfriendly argument. Choose
your words with extreme care.

/FM'S TO grevecctemm:LccrstuR.

ADDREcsipurAsa REMIT MAIM MID
itevolo3 wsga, cwc.ow.. THAT YOU

RERfasielt,

°116'0

CHACK MRS. COBWS ANIMA

ART, IR101

Ay
IND

WOLD

NO, MAKB

EPP1131051 TOO

BIG TO OW APO
ENJOY PROM
THE GROUND

them know of your special

feelings of affection. Bolster
another's morale.

CANCER (June

Be OFF -M.10#1,1-SLOSICI( ti -a)

CAPTAIN EASY
l7Ft THAT KING31211 PFwArnva

AND

HAD NO WAY TO 55! VIA FROM

-me AIR- 422LCI ON LOLA COSIPS WM/

22 -July

the frustrating delays caused
by another, do your best to remain calm

34

sere
seep
seer
slue
spree
sleep
slur
suer
seel

super
reel

purse
pure
pule
peel

peruse
pulse
puree
peer
plus
spur
sure

repel
rule
ruse
resue
rupee
rues
lure
leer
leper
else
user

$-1

15

R 0 EN M
58 Sea eagles
ACROSS
I=1
R
FR
E
1 Cape of Good 50Pints (ab.)
E
60 Clothes
5 King of Israel 61 Chair
M E L.
P
(Bib.)
DOWN
L./ E
9 Sargasso
A
1 Dwelling place M I c.62 ZAIC R
v S -1-_A G,
12 Musical
2 Gem
ENS
ENURE
composition
3 Knitting term
TERE M SOLNIC
13 Spiel Rio, 4 German city
5 European
14 Swiss canton
43 Baseball term
24 Ride the
mountain
15 The kangaroo 6 Raises
(2 words)
at Waikiki
is an Atm25 West Indian 45 Sahara palm
7 Asian sea
tralisin
fruits
shrub
8 Bundled, as
17 Whitney's
46 Glide
26 Situations
cotton
cotton
47 County in
28 Diminish
9 Proposed
machine
England
30 Arm bone
tentatively
18 Feminine
48 Hence (Latin)
31 Measure of
10 Great Lake
proper name 11 Springs (Bib.) paper
50 Ripped
19 HeavY
33 "Pied - of 51 Illinois city
16 Not level
hammers
52 For fear that.
Hamelin"
20 - Valley,
21 Arboreal
35 Greek capital 55 Wrong
California
home
(prefix)
40 Concluding
22 Warbles
23 Scottish river
9
10 11
5
4
8
2
3
24 Enervate
27 Passport
13
12
endorsement
29 Assyrian
deity (var.)

REPULSE

Eq;R NR
A
Na V

1

23) --Though you may be irritated to the point of anger by

Answers to
Hideaword

NA 0 0
M UR
v
G9

Here and There

THE BORN LOSER

20 -March

stinct for doing the right thing
even under stress. Don't be
persuaded to let standards fall.
GEMINI (May 23 -June
21) --Home is where the heart
is Contact loved ones and let

........e..._..,......... -....-

g aI

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

2I )--A crisis on the employ-

TAURUS (April 21 -May
21) --Be guided by your in-

,,

(11104/.1.10.........

ten only to the voice of your
own conscience
PISCES (Feb.

-

.....(-__..
1'

32 Sealed

J14

16

16

Is

Creek
36 Getting up

37 Alea
38 Cayse to turn

CAMPUS CLATTER
I'M
GOING

WITH NO COLLEGE TO
PICKET! AGITATE AND

DOWNTOWN! IF

DEMONSTRATE- THAT'S My BAG!

25 26

irit a '

over

X FEEL UPTIGHT,
HERE AT YOUR PAD,.

I DOWTSTART
MARCHING

ru. BLOW MY

MIND!

39 Son of Eve
41 High Aswan

----, Egypt

42 British brew
44 Require
46 Bordered, as
by trees

36
3gg

48 47

49 Brazilian,

seaport

53 Constellation
54 Sulphur
56 Hostelry
57 Sacrificial

fire

59

17

'

119

.54

48

r

1129

le

30

50

51

52

55

57

58

00

II
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Quarterback Fred Harth moves his squad downfield in one of yesterday's important running
drills. Harth may start for Arlington in this year's schedule. (Arlington photos by Mike Needle-

I

man)

Mike Pirron (with ball) and Bob Kaspar (13) lead their group through Forest View's tough tire
drill during the school's first day of football drills yesterday.(Forest View photos by Mike Emrem).
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111.,

Knight Bob Kline hands off to Junior Don Koehler while another junior, Scott Suds, fakes the play. Kline has varsity experience and is likely to start at quarter back for Prospect while
Koehler went both ways on the varsity as a sophomore. Szala is
up from the Jaycees. (Prospect photos by Linda Hamilton)

.4estr:

ti

'

11;1.- _tfr

Jeff Froysland (right) and Ron Fink fight over a pass during
Elk Grove's opening practice session yesterday. (Elk Grove

'

Skip Peterson takes handoff from Drake Williams during
backfield drill at Hersey yesterday morning. (Hersey photos by
Jim Stuart)

Senior George Halas of St. Viator tosses the ball to a friend in
order to develop his throwing arm. George has good possibilities

of starting as quarterback for the Lions this year. (St. Viator
photos by Mike Needleman)

photos by Mike Imrem)

Above-Ed Neimath executes rope drill in workout at
Wheeling yesterday. (Wheeling photos by Jim Stuart)

-1- I'1

r.

1

Prospect's Greg Sumner flies over a teammate while Tim Loeffel prepares to go over Sumner
when he comes down.

St. Viator coach Ron Sokolski leads a couple of Lions in some pre -season exercise drills.

,14

Back to. School

Preview

Forest View's Dave Long and assistant coach Fred Lussow
have a staring contest as Dave goes through an agility drill.

Meet in Person
BOATS, MOTORS, TRAILERS,
SKIS, SKI ROPES, SKI JACKETS,
LIFE JACKETS, SEAT CUSHIONS,
PADDLES, OARS, FENDERS,

2

GIFTS

AND ACCESSORIES.

FERGUSON JENKINS

DON KESSINGER

I

We Must Reduce Our Inventory
BUY NOW AND SAVE

Friday, August 22nd 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.

1,11iMOLSES01461"
MARINE INC."THE PLACE THAT'S DIFFERENT"

Store for Men
r'
44'

Au .4.

Arlington's head coach Bob Walther instructs Steve Chase

1122 Lee at Algonquin ltd.

HOURS:

Des Plaines, Illinois

and Scott Douglass on the proper way to do a drill.
S
A

955 RAND RD., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Tues thru Fri 9 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Sat., 8 Sun 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. Closed Mon.)

-

Jo Morrison

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, August 21. 1969'
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Bus Routes Listed
For Dist. 21 Schools
Prospect Heights students
who attend Robert Frost

129.

a.m. MilManchester,

Start 8:20

waukee and

School in District 21 will be south on Milwaukee Rd. to
picked up according to the fol-

noon.

FROST

SCHOOL:

Bus

West to Grego Com:L-6st on
-'Grego Ct. to Aldtrman to Patricia, s911firon Patricia Ln. to
R9se-,West on Rose to Coldren,

rbt.ith on ltoldren

on Alderman to Chestnut to
Aspen. north on Aspen to
_FroSt School.
Here are routes for Prospect
Heights children in other Dist.
21 schools:

WHITMAN

ANDL

HOMES SCHOOLS.

Bus -

I26. Start: 8:20 a.m. Wolf and
Alderman Sts.. east on Ald r man. Chestnut to BeechWood,
to

Beechwood

on

north

on Rose to Patricia Ln., north

on Patricia Ln. to Alderman,
west on Alderman -Grego to
Elaine Circle West, south on

Hickory. south on Hickory

Park. south on Park to

Camp McDonald Rd., west
on Camp McDonald Rd. to
Wolf Rd., north on Wolf Rd.
to Fox l.n.. circle block and
return to Wolf Rd., north on
Wolf Rd. to Holmes School.
Unload. Then east on High-

sister

in

bor Day, will have dinner at
5:30 and the curtain at 7:30

"Love in E-Flat" at Pheasant
Run -Playhouse through Mon -

p.m.

Mrs. Morrison, the wife of

David
director,
'playhouse
Morrison, has appeared in sev-

_

and Roberts Ln.; east on Roberts to Poplar, soutron Poplar
to Chestnut, east on Chestnut

to Park Av., north on Park to

Willow, west on Willow to
Beechwood, south on Beech wood to Maplewood, west on

Maplewood to Poplar to Indigo. to Willow to Wolf, north
on Wolf Rd. to Holmes

Poinsettias and a special study
being done at the University of

Illinois.

arc
Tuesday

presented

nightly

DiStrict 21 pupils come
Then east on Hintz Rd. to
Milwaukee, north on Mil--- mainly from the Wheeling and
Buffalo Grove areas, and from
waukee to Mors Av. west on
Prospect
Mors to Wille_Avr, north on
t h e section of
Heights which attends Robert
Frost School, 305 Aspen Dr.,
Prospect Heights.

lunch. For information call
584-1454 or tile Chicago number 261-7943.

north on Wheeling Rd.

Hintz by the way of Palatine

Holmes School ang_who-live
between Palatine --and Alder-

Frontage.

Man-Chesticut.

to

lrn School, unWille to Whian
load.. -Then west on Center St.

to Wheeling Av., south on

Jo Morrison

The program will cover cul-

adult and .children's theatre

PERFORMANCES

This bus picks up seventh

17, at the Seven Eagles restaurant, 1050 E. Oakton, Des.
Plaines.

sect control, new varieties of

shows --one at 6:30 p.m. and
one at 10:50 p.m. On Sunday
the curtain is at 7:30 p.m. The
doors open for dinner approximately two hours before curtain time.
On Wednesday there is a
matinee at 2:30, following a 1

on Camp
McDonald to Wheeling Rd..
McDonald, west

Day

arc an acting family
whose four children also have
appeared on the stage in both

and eighth -graders who attend--

Camp

The Poinsettia -Lily

Conference will be held Sept.

sons

through Friday at 8:30 p.m.
On Saturday there are two

to

tryouts for their first play of

tural practices, diseases and in-

productiOns.

Scheduled speakers are: J.
C. Mickkelsen, Ohio, Dr. Lester P. Nichols, Professor of

Plant Pathology at Penn State
University, Dr. M. C. Carbonneau, Extension Specialist

on Highland Av. to
Holmes School.
This bus will pick up grades

west

MEAT SPECIALS

and live on the west side of
South Milwaukee Av., north

and

several

WHITMAN

AND

Mors

from

waukee

Reservations may be
by

calling

the

Des

Bus

127. Start: 8:30 a.m. Dundee
and Milwaukee Avs.. north on
Milwaukee to Lake -Cook Rd.,
east on Lake -Cook to Sanders
Rd., south on Sanders to Forestview. west on Forestview to

Portwine Rd., south on Portwine Rd. to Dundee, west on
Dundee Rd: to Wolf Rd., south
on Wolf .. Rd. to Holmes
School, unload pupils. Then
east on Highland to Wille,

Oral on Wilk to Whitman
School:

This bus will carry Whit-

man and Holmes pupils grades
one through eight, who live on
the east side of Milwaukee Av.,

East Dundee Rd., the south
side of Lake -Cook Rd. and all

of Forest View.

WHITMAN

Can't turn
back the
calendar
Ever dream about the
"good old days?" Only
a mile to school. $25-a
month hired men. And
low, low auto insurance.

But there's no going
back. And who wants
to? Mud roads. Forty bushel corn. And auto
insurance with half the

benefits you get to

ARLINOTONPAIIK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
K.. cool -sit Interim anyhow/ atAcendlUomill

PAWParmis; Mrs. thru Thirs. IAA RI. SAS, lat. and Hof. 2:111 P.W.

Quinellas Perfects
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course
Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kenna
OtTrAS

tb Northwest ollwaY- Plaines office of the Univershy of Illinois Cooperative Ex- ,--IgfOuregagt:15-6(1
otension Service, 295-U0"

Bus

Swift Premium
Porter House
or T - Bone STEAK
Oscar Meyer
Thick Sliced BACON 2 Lb. Pkg.

Many Country Companies auto insurance

SMOKIE LINKS

available from most
you'd have to look a
lcng time to find better
rates.

Why not let me tell
you more?

128. Start: 8:30 a.m. at 12th St.

and Dundee, cast on Dundee

al- Wolf Rd., north on Wolf

turn around, east on Strong to

Wolf Rd., south on Wolf Rd.
to Holmes School, unload, rasaon,

9.69
7

12 Oz. Pkg.

A large selection
of home made
cold cuts in our
Delicatessen Dept.

other companies. And

Rd. to Milwaukee Av., south
on Milwaukee Av. to Strong
St., west on Strong to 12th,

9.19
9.39

PROTEN SIRLOIN STEAK

Oscar Meyer

coverages simply aren't

5/$1

(125 ft.)

Diamond FOIL WRAP

16.1a0rz" 2/89c

100z.

Companies.

day from Country

AND.

HOI.MES SCHOOLS.

5719.

south.

picked up first in the after -

Whitman students will he
loaded first in the afterndon.

HOLMES SCHOOLS,

tory, their own workshop at
110 W. Fremont behind the

tomologist of the University of
Illinois.
made

Auditions are also open to
anyone. Binki Wilson can furnish more information at 259-

New Hoffman House FRONTIER SALAD DRESSING

Rd., east side of South Mil-

Whitman
pupils.

--

Simon. They will gather in The Fac-

and Dr. James C. Appleby, En-

King size

side of Palatine Frontage, all
areas west of Wolf Rd., Hintz

pupils in first through eighth
grade who live in the Fox Ln.

special education

"The Odd Couple" by Neil

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

PESCH E'S

one through eight pupils who
attend Holmes and Whitman

enth -and eighth -graders who
attend Holmes School and live
south of Alderman and Chestnut. all Whitman and Holmes
area,

24, at 7:30 p.m. The play is

Wheeling Av. to Highland,

loaded first in the morning and

This bus will carry all sev-

the new season Sunday, Aug:

at the University of Illinois,

land Av. to Mille, north on Whitman students will be un-

Wille to Whitman School.

triss will direct this one.
Anyone interested in theater, acting, technical costum- --ing, properties is invited to join
the Theatre group.

lage Theatrb, Inc. will hold

eral Pheasant Run plays including "Cactus Flower" with
Peter Marshall. The Morri-

School.

to Camp Elaine Circle

--"/ McDonald. east on Camp
McDonald to Wolf Rd.. north
on Wolf Rd. to Alderman, east

of Abby Dalton's

new public library. Tom Ven-

The Arlington Heights Vil-

day, Sept. 1. The Monday performance, a special one for La-

Jo Morrison plays the role

HOLMES SCHOOL. Bus

Frontage,to--Molf
Rd., south on golf Rd. to
131. Start 8:30 a.m. Elaine Camp -INfttortald, west on
Circle and Camp McDonald Carlin McDonald to Coldren,
Rd.. north on Elaine Cycle north on Coldren to Rose, east
lOwing' schedule:

At Pheasant Ru

_130:- Start 8:30 a.m. at Wolf

Frontage, west.-ort-

Palatine
Palatine

Hold Play Tryouts

Durkee Grande!

SPANISH OLIVES

Good Luck

MARGARINE

Raggedy Ann

MUSHROOMS

59c

Jar
3 Lbs.

79`

4 Oz. cans

5/ 11

WHILE THEY LAST
$2.10

case of 24

all Flavors

CANADA DRY BEVERAGE

59c

Country Delight

SOUR CREAM

16 Oz.

Hills Bros. or Folgers

COFFEE

2 Lb. can

99c

(With $5 purchase or more not
including Cigarettes or Liquor)
ADVERTISED PRICES
EFFECTIVE

AUG 21 thru
SUN. AUG. 24

ILO 0.111.-

Your

Country

Companiese
Agent

Highland Av. to Wille Av.,

north on .Wille to Whitman

Meat Prices thru
Sat. Aug. 23

PESCHE'S

School:-

ALWAYS FRESH

This bus carrys first through
students from
Koeppens Market on Dundee
Rd.. Strong St., north Wolf
Rd. north of Strong St., 524 N.
Milwaukee Av., west side, and

t

eighth -grade

Meadow Ln. Whitman pupils

will he picked up first in the
afternoon.

WHI'T'MAN

AND

HOLMES SCHOOLS.

201 N Ounton
Arlington Heights, III
PHONE 253 6441

Bus

From Our
Liquor Dept.

6,4474/174aii

FOR BIG
AND TALL
MEN

899

to

Gal.

$17

LIT us PUE. YOU ON 'OUR MIMING UST

qv,

$11.119

$2.09

'

OPEN
1040

OliPe/t7414,2 "It/,30
°

MIDWEST RANK CARDer

Welcom Ho

HOFFMAN ESTATES 110 N.

ROSELLE ROAD

DES PLAINES 1507 RAND ROAD
DUNDEE 220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

clops

PRICES'

COMPLETE

SEND IN NAME AND 1.00tikSS

for

$1

MELONS

NEW LOW

12-12 Oz. No dep. bottles
ALTERATIONS
INCLUDED

3

HONEYDEW

AT

DREWERYS BEER

Permanent press Kodel''
polyester and cotton, Dacron®
polyester -and -wool; 100%
wool worsteds...in solids and
;'patterns. Bigs 94-58; tails 32-48.

Jumbo Size 23

PARTY NEEDS
PESCHE'S

1/2 Gal.

CALIFORNIA
CANTALOUPES

Delicious

ON ALL YOUR

WINE
QUALITY
TAILORED SLACKS
IN MOST -WANTED
FABRICS

IA

STOCK UP

Paisano
Red Table

up to size 58

tZAK04\

FM =

JIM DRAKE

MICHELOBE BEER

9.79
9.59

Large size

California

59c
BARTLETT PEARS
2 Lbs.

29`

All Purpose POTATOES

1°
Lbs.

6 Pack

Rep/a/44~

BASKETS MADE TO ORDER
A Perfect Gift For Hospitals, Home etc.

69C
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Ogilvie Proclaims School
'Safety Week,' Sept. 2-8
With about a million youngsters returning to schools in Il-

dren."

Gerald W. Cavanagh,

LEFT-Reno Tondelli

Club --AAA, in urging citizens
"to use the utmost care while

driving so as to protect the
lives of our most precious asset --our children."
Safety

Open

part

of

this

year's

"School's Open Safety Week"
campaign, the Chicago Motor

Week," Sept. 2-8, marks -the
start of the motor club's 22d
annual School's Open safety
campaign, conducted with the
support of other Illinois state,
municipal, police and school

RIGHT --Bea Abbott

to school and municipal officials, urging both youngsters
and adults to practice the basic
rules of safety during this critical period.

Ask your rich uncle
or a $5,000 loan.

presi-

dent of the Chicago Motor

"School's

said

bility to educate their children Club again is mailing thousands of traffic safety posters
in the ways of traffic safety."

Ogilvie has issued a "School's
Open Safety Week" proclamation.
The governor joined with

V

As

"parents
have" the continuing responsiCavanagh

linois during the first week of
September, Gov. Richard B.

44

Page II

44

officials and the news media.
IT IS this cooperation, Cav-

anagh said, that has been a
prime factor in reducing by
half the accident rate for

During the month of August, the Flying Car-

pet Motor Inn, 6465 N Mannheim Rd , Des
Phones, is entertaining patrons in the Hadji

school -age children since the
Chicago Motor Club founded
the permanent School Safety

Lounge of that restaurant
Reno Tondelli a well-known and popular musician in the Chicago area, plays the piano and

Patrol movement in 1920.

organ
On 1 uesda) Thursday and Saturday evenings,

"More than 18,500 lives
have been saved in Illinois and

Tondelli is joined by vocalist Bea Abbott

Indiana alone through the di-

rect efforts of 72,000 patrol
members in these two states-

'I

-and the efforts of thousands of

boy and girl Patrollers who

filk
-

Named To New Post
ttsf

ist

1

has been appointed manager of

both in the Chicago and New
York offices. He began working with the company in 1963

satellite services of the Mid-

as a computer operator.

west Stock Exchange Service
Corp , Chicago.

He attended Northwestern
University.
The
service corporation
computerized acprovides
counting services for broker-

James F Novacek, of 4734
Arbor Dr , Rolling Meadows,

Mrs. G. Allan Julin Jr. of
109 W. Sunset Rd., Mount

Prospect, recently was elected
a director of the Mount Pros-

pect Combined Appeal. Mrs
Julm was graduated from the

Novacek was formerly director of customer services.

The manager has worked

age houses.

preceded
said.

them,"

ALAN:

Cavanagh

He'll tell you
how he hit it big.

HE POINTED out that
"the School Safety Patrol, pio-

You'll get a real education. Like why didn't you save your
money when you had your paper route? And if you'd
invested wisely you'd have it made now. You can do
without this kind of help. You want action. So come and
see us. With more than 500 offices coast to coast we help
a lot of people. And if the financial genius wants to know
where you got all the dough, tell him you own a piece of
an oil well. Need money? That's what we're here for.

neered 49 years ago by the Chi-

cago Motor Club and now international in scope, has contributed immeasurably to the
safety of our school -age chil-

SECOND TIME

,

AROUND
THRIFT AND GIFT SHOP
(Benefits Lake Bluff Childrens Home)

See Commercial Credit

HALF -PRICE -SALE
on

Evanston Township High and
has a B.S from Northwestern
University.

Loans up to $5,000

SUMMER CLOTHING

We Stop Basement Leaks

STC

AAA WATERPROOFING

Residential.
Commercial,

IndustriI

Process will Stop Basement Leak
without Damaging Your Landscape.
Our NEW MIRACLAY SEALER

PROCESS will eliminate wafer leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leaks.

Li ASS

STILL IN PROGRESS
'

OPEN

11

TUES. THRU FRI. 10-4
SAT. 9-3

Phone: CL 9-3151

N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Credit Life and Disability Insurance Available to Eligible Borrowers
tit Commercial Credit Loans, Inc.

562 N. MILWAUKEE AVE.
WHEELING, ILL

II

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.

11111.W.

3419 Irvin Park, Chicago
2441r. Answerine Service

I wtaxil CALL 588-6642'
I

Credit Cords

I

Solsyrbs cell collect

FOR FREE Estimates'

Convenient Credit Terms

-A'w"\- 'Where's the best place in town

8'142 wall
or under $10.00?

ire p

Want to cut
waste in
Washington?

irek

el

KES
IS THE PLACE!

`NV

MING!
REGULAR $3.39

NOW SAVE

MOW

FULL 4'x8'

12/0
vim

YOUR CHOICE OF MINT WALNUT
OR ANTIQUE NORTHERN BIRCH

Lit

4 x8'
PANELS

WICKES COMPLETE LINE OF PANELING ACCESSORIES
More than 100 million dollars were cut from state
budget requests at Illinois House Appropriations
Committee hearings chaired by State Representative Eugene F. Schlickman in the past two ses-

sions of the legislature. He's prepared to fight
waste in Washington for you No other 13th Congressional district candidate can match his record
At age 39, 10 years as an effective legislator
5 on the state and 5 on the local level Chosen by

You fill in
the answer here.
Mr Ronald Wittmeyer, Finance Coordinator
Schllckman for Congress Fund
12 W Campbell, Arlington Heights, III. 60005

Rutgers University in 1967 as one of 36 outstanding

state legislators in the nation From block miller
to township committeeman, 13 years of dedicated
service to the Republican Party. Hundreds have
already volunteered to help him in this campaign,
but to win he needs your aid also Pledge it today

WORK AND VOTE FOR

Gene Schlickman
FOR CONGRESS 13TH DISTRICT

Paid political advertising sponsored by the EUGENE F SCHLICKMAN
for Congress Committee, Edmond M Shanahan, Treasurer

I want in Washington b man like Gene Schlickmen,
ri Yes,
experienced in cutting fat from budgets. To help him be
elected to Congress, I'm making this personal commitment:

$1.12

* Panel Adhesive

* Putty Sticks

TUBE

49c EACH

* Pre -Finished Mouldings

In Stock

a

* Switch & Outlet Plates
* Colored Nails
* Panel Life

From 89c EACH

98c Box
$1.59 BOTTLE

rl Enclosed is my contribution to the SCHLICKMAN FOR
l--1 CONGRESS FUND in the amount of S
will do volunteer werk for Gene Schlickman
ElI

NAME

WICKES

STREET ADDRESS
TOWN

STREAMWOOD

ZIP
I

I

\STORE HOURS:

Men they Thurs.

% mile west of Barrington Road

115130
Fri: I AM to 9 ONA

on Lake Street (U.S. 20)

Sat. 8 AM to 4 PM

837=6000

Sun. 9 AM to 1 PM,

Pagt. 12

-SINE S S

Service

24 -Help Wanted Men

Lost: Siamese female cat, white
waight gray. Name "Violet."

Veterinarian needs two reliable
kennel boys. Full time now, port

Russell, M.P. 255-4280

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, off,ered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

CL 943330

CALL: 358 4263.

C55.

Become Part Owner Of BU5111529 2078

Problems? Dial Inspiration.
Phone 439 9110 anytime day or
night

RIDE 'WANTED' Monday thru
Friday in either AM or e1.1 to
Randhurst. 392 2750 or 43'1
8378 after 6:30 one

Accounting &Bookeeping
BOOKKEEPING if. TAX REPORTS
for 5,11C1II

inn 5

111)

00/le ui

5

ri

Ridge Horne Improvernenrr
Wheeling, Ill.

pa r. hoed 419 7373

Air Conditioning

NO JOB TOO SMALL

rooms, kitchen remodeling.
Free estimates

Central Air Conditioning
Spring Rate:
Free Estimates
, CALL 437 4195 or 255-8532
Georges Heating & A/C service

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.
CL 9 3517

Palatine.
priced
CALL 358 6509

Ri asonably

Children's dress
Alterations & hem
ming all garments 437 3934

SPECIALIZED

making

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

Complete Catering for Weddings Banquets, Cocktail Parties. CL 3 u353

W. debugs our specialty,
Hull, Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal
Prospect Catering CL 5-4833

Arlington. Hts

111

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

439 3532

KANZLER BROTHERS
Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.

ART
SERVICE

297.3987

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest subtle ban business for

KANZLER 8 SON
Cement Contractors
Patios. Sidewalks, &
Fourthotions
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

Advertising layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

CALL 766.5084

driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
Timme. Call anytime.
PATIOS,

766-1943

Contact Dick Westgard

255-7200

Drweverys, gar. floors, forradat,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

ions, patios, sidewalks.

358.5346

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

KEY TILE CO.

Auto Repair & Equipment Clean Up Service
We Don't
BUY OR SELL CARS
Specialize in QUALITY

BODY FENDER & PAINTING. 24
HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W Campbell 259.6160

Blacktopping

Pierce

Dancing Schools & Supplies
005
Ball

room. Wooddthe Po 6 1953

stirnote

any

967 5340

Eniertoinment Service.
Le7 0171
1,7.1676

Dunung Supplies. Dorn Slater
Shoes Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine

359.c..514

Dolores Eder school of
Enroll now for fall class

ARLINGTON HTS.
BLACKTOP

call CL 3 3500 FL 8.13513

any connactor New driveways.
work

patch work and
of all

oilmen -or ccl

kinds. All
esti.

Free

melt" 21 hr se rvice. 439.6616

SINGLE CLUB

AGES 25-55
INFORMATION
FOR

Carpet Cleaning
CARPET

B.

shampooing,

FURN

Vz price w/this ad Installations,
tinting mach wall washing,
Painting drapery cleaning. Low

& Hail carpet clean
d 5,795 Sofa, cleaned 59.95

Li ince Run

to.. cost high quality can
Arti,tic Carpet Ruag

& Fermin, CI{ onus
537 8128

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

392 1492

Cull Vince

Custom Homes Room Additions
Garages Basement & Kitchens.
Call Chuck 259 4348.
EXPERT CARPENTER CALL

KEN ALL SIZE JOBS
159

Call
BEST'

I

1

159

255-2570
German Shepherds only

358-3534

Dressmaking -Sewing

Individualized

styling.

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
Coordinated wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand.
255-0348
hurst.
order.

Custom dressmaker,

alteration

service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359-1894

remodeling & additions. NG jobs
too small 766-8034

2 Exper'd seamstresses; °Perm
tions/gen. sw'g. Nr. Rand &
Palatine. 253,e 4476, 255.0751

Electrical Contractor

Carpentry & Cement Work

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392 5208

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

E & D CARPENTRY

additions,

and

garages 529 2470.
BILLS HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carper, er Work Tile Floors
C4I1 for Estimate

359-1906
REMODELING kitchen, both, 8
additions Home repairs inclg.
plumbing I. electrical. Free planning service Norbert Construe
Lion 827 5673

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Electrical work; air-cond.; out-

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
ere. 253-4792.

- Fencing
X -CELL FENCE

& IRON CO.
All types of fencing: Choinlink,
Stockade,
iron. 647.0220
Redwood,

Wrought

loc.

spricralist.

Get

Tic:fe-tinted offer, reg. 515 per
moment S 10 comp. MU 5 5.100

No Fee

EXECUTIVE TRAINEE

392-6817

'Jed Williams

Interiors

Do you have the ability clod sincere clesire for management irn

Plastering
in

tenor designer. 255.4374

Lisa's Interiors, Custom Slip Covers, Draperies, Upholstery.
II S Denton
253-52.19

the near future? We have the
opportunities. Let's get together.

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small -Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, BOO

Any

824-7510

Radio -TV Repair

LAWN CARE

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

STUMP REMOVAL
Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

546-5516
Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - 525.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

827-7588

systems.
WIDE SCOPE

Ray's

Radio and T.V, Repair
(Color or black 8 while)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. His.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692

Resale Merchandise
T/2 PRICE SALE

All work guaranteed. No job too

BARGAIN COUNTER

Bonsenvill.. Ill

"Small Engine Repair"
saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

827-4637

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964
T ckp
j, chimney repair

& brick work. All work guaran
teed & reasonable. 259-9246
REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

537 1244 or 437 3160

MASONRY

437-4093

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

Pick Up & Delivery

253-8551
PORTABLE WELDING SERV.

Alien: contractors & factories

Minimize down time. We spec
olize in 00 the job repairs oh
trucks, heavy equip'', machinery
etc Gosorc Helinrc 2.1 hr. sery
ALSCO Erecrors, Rolling Mead
ows. 359 3150.

Home inprovernents & remodel:
ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
plastering,
waterproofing,
CLEANING FREE with carpe!
foundations, patios. Call days :leaning.
296 1450
nights 956-1640.

For best results us.
Day Want Ads

FOR FULL TIME

HEAD PRODUCE

Will

Kroger

has

positions

outstanding
It will pay

an

benefit program!

train several men for production lathe machining of

plastics and teflon. Clean work in ideal conditions. Permanent
no Joy offs. NOW air conditioned plant. Murry fringe
benefits including COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING. Coll or
apply,

CLERK
you to investigate!!

HALOGEN PLASTICS

APPLY STORE MGR.

Elk Grove Village

150 Gaylord

439-7400
An Equal Opportunity Employer

0

0

GENERAL. MAINTENANCE MAN

4

4020 W. Oakton

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance 'in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after
1

,

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

GENERAL
WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

FACTORY

WORK

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

..100 N. HICKORY

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

Available
Immediately For

259-5010

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE
OPERATORS -

Full Time
Experienced or we will train,
work,

Melzer Hardware
ASK FOR TOM

3rocfuets.
VIDE SCOPE

ACCOUNTING

Set vi' new procedures in ,4V11
oral

272-2400

298-502I

and cost areas. Report

directly to treasurer. Plenty
of opportunity for advance
mem. Review in 6 months. Ex

colleen environment and corn
pony benefits, make this one
you won't want to miss. Coll
Ron Fialdes at 394-1000
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

JANITOR

Apply
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY

WIDE SCOPE PERS.

298-5021

O'Hare Field

Experienced Help Only
Job Shop Production Work

Plenty of Overtime, Free Life
Insurance, and Hospitalization.

Port time evenings. Vicinity Golf
& Northwest Hwy. 5 nites per
week, 3 hrs. per nine. $2.00 an
hr. Mr. Albers, 824.6830

Donlon
Engineering Co.

DRAFTSMAN

125 Elizabeth Drive
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

298-5021

an equal opportunity employer

fits

include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

insurance, paid vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

I

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS' CO.
100 N. Hickory

..

Arlington Heights, Ill.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

SCREW MACHINE

AVIATION

JANITORS (2)

Personnel deportment leads to
application or sales engineering.

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

BUTLER

,MAINTENANCE
7 men needed with mechanical
and or electrical experience. Top
salary plus outstanding benefits:

TELETYPE
CORPORATION

686-7002

MACHINIST OPERS

24 -Help Wanted Men

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicant. Company bene-

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days
Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.

MACHINISTS &

No Board

THE DAY DOES IT!

HARDWARE CLERK

names selling your companies

Welding

Window Washing

BUTLER

1970 Sherrner, Northbrook

No Fee
.1

DINETTE CHAIRS

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

MEN WITH HIGH SCHOOL
MACHINE SHOP TRAINING

IMMEDIATE OPENING

Apply In Person To

weeks mid then contact Mon,
facwriny and industrial com

MANAGER

Upholstery

Masonry

MECHANIC

oat opportunity, interesting

$11,000 to $13,500

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

FREE ESTIMATES

AUTO

O'Hare Field

Tile

595-0051

EDMOND GRAY

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Wails ana ridors
Remodeling and Repairs

---23:".153-4

arlington \ark towers

I

Outboards, mini -bikes, chair.

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

Arlington Heights.

255.5350

537-1830

NO Fee
Systems background and ex-

glory
Bonus
Car
Expenses. You will earn 012,000
he first year. Train inside for ten

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.
Mailing Service

Apply at the Personnel Office, Euclid and Roldwing Roads,

Skokie, Ill.

AVIATION

SALES TRAINEE

big or small. Free estimates.

296-6709

6 S. HICKORY

.

Blocks From Arlington
Market)
Arlington Heights
(2

6 Wheel Dump
Experience Preferred.

$12,000 to $15,000

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

All clothing Tk price
10 A.M to 4 P.M.
Closed Wednesday 8. Sunday
19 N Centre St

TRUCK DRIVER

EXPERIENCED

up new deportment. Excellent
Tian.
Call Ron Haldo at
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.

COMPLETE
Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees
installed Rototilling & Grading.

MOO interested in a challenging field. Apply today.

cleaning.

OR

298.5021

posure to 360 clinches it. Head

338-4084
home. Ref.
JOF'S REFINISHING

you

We have permanent openings in a variety of schedules for

OPERATIONS DEPT.

retinisneu

439-0336

11 am.

SYSTEMS ANALYST

Refinishing
Kitchen cabinets

store

Saturday & Sunday 8 on.. to
lla rel. 9276908. Ad No.

Experienced in CORAL OR BAL
to assist in development of new

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired, Home Service Culls.
All Dank Credit Cards Honored.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Monday three Friday 8 um. to

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMER

SAVE YOUR EYES!

392.8763

Effective
development
training program. Major medical insurance plan, paid vacation, and other fringe benefits.
ing.

51,USEMEN

DANA

PART TIME MEN
Needed for

pect.

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358.5359

57,800 a year while in train-

Arlington His. 392.5678.

E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

A solid growth young
you owner -partner now. No
investment. Guaranteed escalating salary. Starting salary

tion?

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

THE V.I.P.'S OF OUR BUSINESS...

$650 No Fee

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

company. Potential available
in both positions. Good startAPPLY
ing rate.

KROGER
REVOLUTION

are required each week.
Owner wants A I appearance
if buildings and will pay $100
per week or more if work war cents it. I II N. Lincoln Loire,

POTENTIAL $25,000

EXPRESS, INC.

who wish to be a port of a
growing plastic molding

JR. ACCOUNTANT

tion

Looking for a challenging posi-

WINGS & WHEELS

Need 2 young. energetic men

A-147.

10 TECHNICIANS

EXPERT PLASTERING

JOE ORTMAN

298-5021

WIDE SCOPE

& REMODELING

Landscaping

FLOOR MAN
(Will Train)
7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.

JOIN THE

Any experience in general or
cost accounting. Tuition refund
available for nomgrads,
298.5021
WIDE SCOPE Pers.

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

(Experienced)

About 20 hrs. of his own sales

Supervise 25 people. Excellent working conditions. Coil
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

OWNER -

1

253-2340

conscientious neon to
1110intC1111 and do janitorial work
16 unit opt. buildings.
or 2

$700 to $800 a Mo.

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,
your home. Permanent waves

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR
VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NEAT,

FOREMAN

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

LANDSCAPING

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds otter
otions. Reas. 358.7791

PRODUCTION

678-0670
an equal opportunity employer

TRAINEES

1.1

298.5021

DRAFTSMEN

Piano Tuning -Service

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

.

'the rest' than call 'WI
for expert carpentry,

Remodeling

Piano Organ
Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

GROOMING

by

Des Plaines Area
827-2026

He olth insurance and life
insurance paid. Solciry open,

298-5021

E. G. Hoover

Saturday, August 23
9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

WAREHOUSEMAN

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

MOLDED PRODUCTS

WIDE SCOPE

and hospitalization. CALL:

MANAGER

Meigs Field
922-5454

8 to 12 noon

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

DESIGNERS

counts in Chicago area. Salary,
bonus plan, expenses, com-

O'Connor &
Goldberg

SHIPPING CLERK

desire to break into the computor field. Company pays for !ruining plus full fringe benefits
package.

56.00 CL 3.2236 or CL 3-3384

263 2738

Dre5,111,1king, alterations, & (Ur
Re0100C1111, prices Call
10;11s
Bird, 579413074 Schaumburg

Carpentry -Remodeling

home

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
439.8614 or 815-385.8999

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

Sat. Mornings

Permanent Waves

NO JOB TOO SMALL

298.5021

-Exceptional

opportunity due to expansion
of sales force. Established ac-

AVIATION

PART TIME

Plata layout, mechanical, structural or electrical. Full time,
steady 0.T., pension, vocation
and all fringe benefits.

representatives,

Apply: Mr. Geurts

BUTLER

ex-

I.B.M. TRAINEE
Math aptitude and sincere

Permanent waves given in your,

Heating,

some

JANITOR

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

of the Nestle Company Inc.
seeks career minded sales

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

0 LINEMEN

vision in six months. local grow-

Golf & Mt. Prospect.
296-4625

Sholl Decorating
358-9038

DRYWALL hanging & toping.
P0101 work & remodeling.
Free estimate. 298.4028

With

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

392 0870

The Coffee Marketing Division

pany ear. Retirement benefits

0 DISPATCHERS

perience and ready for super-

Will do ironing in my home near

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering
and
pointing. All work guaranteed

Home Maintenance

man

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE.

Fully insured.

"Ted" Smith

POODLE 8. SCHNAUZER

& Up Expert Work 894.9141

359-4650

CALL
Dog Services

priced Des PI Sery 296.6365.

Fine zt

Screen & Storm Windows Rope{

Phone 537-1411

dancing.

Fall Special 20`',3 cheaper their
parking lots
sex' coating

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

voilable. 358-3411.

guaranteed.

ivartmg
Work
Phon, for tr,
rirm

Call 392-4750

Home Improvements

V1,011.5 SC/1001 Music Dance and

work downy
& save. No

blacktop
Call no -

a!I

August

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Speciolizing m all types of
cleanup. Horne owners, corn
tractors, and -so an. Call any
time HARROLD'S 299 7830.

Lc.bovsky Donee School.
steal, Ballet, Character &

R
BLACKTOP SERVICE
30°o OFF

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

REPRESENTATIVE

APPLY

528-8450

2' College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully insur
ed. Free estimate Offer 6 p.m.
392.1542

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

SALES

FOR LUMBER
DEPARTMENT

PORTER
Mornings
Full Time

437-5920

824-0166

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowiniki
392.3450
or
CL 5-3991

Warehousemen

Wille Lumber Inc.
14 S. Wille St.,
Mt. Prospect
255-1600

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

PRODUCTION CONTROL

ing Company.

NEW WAY PAINTING

electrical and plumbing knowledge to assemble and install
ovens and freezers. Will train.

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred.

Ask For Don

repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

Instruction

Ceramic Tile

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill

259-1039

I

PART TIME

298-5021

To Work In Funeral Horne

Need

PAINTING & DECORATING

Hearing Aids

130 5 N W.Hwy

R

I

Ken's Painting & Decorating

439-7400
An Equal Opportunity Employer

GOOD PAY

GUTTERS, down spout, waterproofing. ts'lasonry, founclotion
cracks repairer!. Chimney walls
work. Free Estimate
Call Nov,

in

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CL 5.8232

2.913,4586.

CREATIVE

On

FL 8-4543

General Hauling
WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Art Service

We

Wayne's Furniture Service
Burns &
Custom refinishing.
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
re -gluing

BREWER CONCRETE

Hemming &
Alterations

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully
n

35ti 1u67

inexpensively

After 6:00 P.M.

Elk Grove Village

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

INSTALLERS

clothi.

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man.

at my residence, North Arlington
Hts. Phone
259 2067

background

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

Inquire

RESTAURANT

ment.

WIDE SCO°E Pies.

Typing in connection therewith

lOualified college student can do

Furniture Refinishing

rater just for you;
394 2882

89.1.4957

11 -Business Services

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

CALL 297-2266

CAL'S ROAST BEEF

All benefits. Good salary with
excellent chance for advance-

259 5300

Accounting, Bookkeeping,

mate call 392-6604

rnterior painting
Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, 59.95 Corms_ 358.1588
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

JO LEE FOOD SERVICE

SCHAUMBURG

Inferior & exterior. For FREE esti

BAKING CO.

ties.

GIVEN IN MY HOME

&

JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE

Free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Floors

Cement Work

392 5410

0 Colors
0 Privacy

o Steel
o Aluminum

PUZZLED? NOT US

ALTERATIONS DRESS MAKING
fine clothes
Experienced in

Interior

Start $150 to $175 Week

Benefits.

Work varied.

accounting

BEGINNER'S PIANO LESSONS

exterior painting,
panelling 8 tiling. CL 3-1118
RICK'S DECORATING

439-4454
CHAIN LINK FENCE

Catering

ASS'T CONTROLLER
Fast growing division of multi
plant manufacturer. General

rates 671-0009.

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

537.6122

Work in High School Dist. 21.1

15 Instruction

Palatine area.
358-2699

ASSISTANT

Elk Grove Village Area

1401

Fringe

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.
Many frirthe benefits. COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Coil or apply:

. MANAGER

Young men with some basic

PROGRAMMER

secy
needs ride; Des
P1. -Evanston wkdoys,
8:30-5:00. Refs. exchanged.
492-7020 or 824-5217.

Piano lessons

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
top quality work. Reasonable
WALL PAPERING

PATCH'S PANTRY

Alterations

Painting -Decorating

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

Recreation, ,00015, powder

Call Mr. Mathews 664.6186

Prospect.

WIDE SCOPE Pers.

9555 Soreng
Schiller Park

ings front 5 p.m. & weekend
shift. Car necessary. Minimuni
starting rote $2.10 per hour,
Steady.

18M

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

298-5021

FULL TIME

Even.

Ex 37

Fencing

Carpentry -Remodeling

Skokie.

Administration Cent,. Mount

N.U.

appear daily in The Northwest Day,
Your Ad
-The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

&

1st & 2nd shifts

Blue chip company.

3

CONTINENTAL

OFFICE CLEANING
Plaines

train!

both our -Production
Shipping Departments. Excellent starting salary & bene'
fit program,

PART TIME
Des

STARTING SEPTEMBER
Full 8. Part Time

school. Need three men now.

&

Full Time Only. Opportunity to

AAA I Hearing r Aid Repair 5er:ice on all makes. Free loaners.
Rental plan. 392-4570

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW 8

& research. Free tuition in night

shifts in

LOST: Meadow Trace opl. ore°.
I calico kitten. 6 weeks old, coo
mel & white, mole. REWARD!

AFTER 3 PM CALL:

FOR ADVERTISING
296-6640
OR
255-7200

0 SHIPPING

Immediate opening on all

Experienced Real
Estate Salesperson

' 14 -Personals

24 -Help Wanted Mon

Assist PHD in the development
of a new product. Learnt testing

*PRODUCTION
No Experience
will
We
Necessary

time when school starts.

Found: Car keys in blue leather
key case on corner of Gregory &

24 -Help Wantedgen

CHEMICAL TECHNICIAN

13 -Lost and Found

'Reward. 824-6659.

Let us help make your DAY

August 21 1969

1 hut

(between Busse N. York Rds.,
1/2 block south of Oakton St.)

OPERATORS
HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

SETTER OPERATORS - 1st Shift - Multiples

WAREHOUSE

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Brown & Sharp

MEN
$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our ,Northiake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
programll' It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

.[_KROGE-R
555 Northwest Aye.
Northkike

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Multiples

SET-UP MEN - 2nd Shift

CALL: Jeff Marlow

299-6310

C&A METAL PRODUCTS

333 E. Touhy Ave.
Des Plaines, III.
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24 -Help Wanted Men

LINOFILM
MECHANIC
Immediate opening exists for ambitious man with mechanical
and some electrical background who will be trained to repair
specialized Medical X -Ray equipment. Good opportunity for
advancement with fast growing international corporation. Excellent starting salary with good company paid benefits and

PROCESSING
ENGINEERS

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding And plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic
manufacturers - A complete benefit program
including Hospitalization and Profit Sharing is
available to the qualified applicant. Salary is
commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

.10 hour week.

Elema-Schonander Inc.
Mount Prospect

249 E. Prospect Avenue

PRODUCTION. CONTROL

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Oak Park,
III #60302

WAREHOUSEMEN

COST ANALYST

KEYBOARD

$100-$120 WK.

OPERATORS

Call Terri, 299-7191
LARSON EMPL.

Night work. Over -time
available. Over -scale
paid. Union or eligible.

ROHDEN MANUFACTURING .

Expansion of our headquarters group has created
on opportunity on Operation; Analysis -Stuff.
BA degree in Aceauntirig-Or Business Administration

will consider person with MBA degree in lieu of
experience. Knowledge of accounting, statistics
and report writing is important.
Attractive starting salary with excellent opportunity
for personal development.
Please submit in confidence complete resume in
eluding salary requirements to Mr. J.A. Hoelscher,
,CHARLES BRUNING COMPANY, 1800 W. Central
Road Mount Prospect. Illinois.
an equal opportunity employer, M/F

DES PLAINES

& FIELD TRAVEL POSITION

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS, INC.
65 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village

Apply

ested applicants may contact;

(Desk A), on Mon., Aug. 25,
between 9 am 8 3 pm or

.......--,-,

437-5400

4.-ranocut

JOBS
Apply to

tem

,..,

MOLDING PRESS

FINISHERS

-

4

,

-s

experience.

Call or send resume to Mr. 0. Lundman or Mrs. C. Clay:

,

348-1828

1500 Hicks Road

AMERLINE

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

Division of CERTRON

' r GENERAL MOLDED

.1' '

.L'
Pq:.:

:.

;-.1

Subsidiary of

,,,].,:

1365 LEE ST
...

'.

...;,
S
vri7

-t I

1

C ali

Girl Friday
$400 - $525

7f''

DES PLAINES, ILL.
,,/,

k...7'

Employer

'''';',
I"

!

OIIIIIIIPIIIIMEMSIIIMRIEMWI
CAN YOU SOLVE THIS
MECHANICAL. PROBLEM?
Which way will gear B move?

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
o growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

Upper Level
392.2700
939-4866
63 E. Adorn, Chi.

CO

S'BOARD RECPT.

Free Blue Cross -Blue Shield.

Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

Free Life Insurance

Uniform allowance.

Please contact Miss Goffke

437-5400

TYPISTS -STENOS

Answer: Counter-clockWise.

This problem illustrates the basic understanding of mechanics,
necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer, the fact that you
tried hints that you may have a hidden interest in mechanics
which you've never known about.

benefits

Must be 21-34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals
of telephone technology. From there you can move into one
of six interesting communication craft specialties, including
linemen, installer repairmen and PBX apprentices. Later,
your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and
ability can take you up into management.

Wo offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every six
months until you reach the top weekly base, for your craft
specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in now. We're
an equal opportunity employer.

requirements.

Examination will lie held at the Algonquin Junior High School,
City of Des Plaines, at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.

Applications available at:
.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

City of Des Plaines
2375 Estes Ave

Elk Grove Villabe,

111111111

Illinois Bell
- Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Municipal Building or Police Station
Graceland and Miner Streets
ilOP

SP 4-8585
297-3535

$500-$650

Our MATURE, PROFESSIONAL
counselors will place you in

you

so

RESERVATIONS

EVENING APPTS.

You'll enjoy the constant flow
for help in deciding where 10

MISS PAIGE

go for vacation, how to get
111,e, W110/10 see 01,1 W/101 :c

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394.0880

6028 Dempster

966.0700

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

Large busy, company needs a
personable girl to handle
their reception desk. You'll
greet visitors, salesmen, exe
cutives and direct there to the
proper offices or managers.
Lovely new offices located in

the O'Hare area. Good corn
pony benefits including pro
fit sharing. Typing required.
Will train on console switch

board. CALL AMY 255-9414,
16

W.

Prospect
Rte 831

Hwy. Mt.
doors wrist a)

Northwest
'3

free travel privileges and you
con jet to Acapulco, New York
Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. 5498
to start. Free.
or

Miss Paige

RECEPT

In Arlington Heights

Decorators & clients from all

receptionist. Soy "Hl" to
everyone. Have them sign in.
Cull salesmen to show them
thru. It's a real meeting 8. talk.
ing to people job. They'll show
you how to bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires_ NO
the

NONE!

needed!

include

take along. Benefits

SHOWROOM

Free

IVY

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touliy
1496 Min'er, Des Pl. 297 3535

9 S. Duman

394-0880

6028 Dempster

966-0700

ASSIST

VETERINARIAN
$135 WEEK -FREE

Exciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
keep

phone,

appoint-

schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to
ment

LITE STENO
SECRETARY

keep an inventory of
medical supplies and

LOCAL RESORT

reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

$130 WEEK
You'll be secretary to the di_
rector of promotions and sales
f locarresort hotel. This' is an
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll have free access to their
facilities including SW/11111001g
pool, game room, et, Free.

will be trained to administer medication to animals. Light, simple office
routine.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Miss Paige

RECEPTION

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Denton
Dempster

6028

3 Blocks S. of station.
Park Free
Des Plaines
940 tee St.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST

WILL TRAIN
of travelers who COMIC to ye

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

FOR LOCAL

TRAVEL SERVICE

companies with best benefits
NEAR YOUR HOME. TOP
JOBS.. TOP MONEY. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL

NECESSARY.

Doctor will 0001 you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is what he wants -he'll
teach you everything else. Free

appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

desk. $115 Free to you.
IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

is

give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and oil,
ens will come to you to check

experience

LIKE FIGURES?
MEETING PEOPLE

You'll help soles chief get out
reports. Work with salesmen
on theirs. Run adding machine
tapes. Greet steady stream of
callers when you help at front

with promotional opportunities.
Retirement plan of half pay after
twenty years service and fifty
years of ago.
Two weeks vacation after one year.
Nine and one-half paid holidays.

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

company,

the

over city & suburbs see you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

Rondhurst
Suite 23A

Doctor

I

perience NOT

should hove a neat appear

ure work & meeting people.

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

Major Medical.

for

CLERK TYPIST

on the lake. 5550.

't

ready. Arrange appts. Answer
phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few letters. Ex

You'll be the official greeter

Great job for gal who likes fig-

0

comfortable

IVY
SP 48585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des. Pl. 297.3535

HERE

POLICE PATROLMAN

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
you like working With
meeting people, you'll love the
hustle -bustle of this all public
contact job in Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patients -make sure they're
If

$520

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located in

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

STRAIGHT

'41

7,/

,

00*

Career Civil Service status

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

,,...

-

cr

966-0700

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

Type at your own speed in this
suburban office. No one looks
over your shoulder. A pleasant
phone voice will help you land
this great job. 5100. FREE TO
YOU Call for CONFIDENTIAL

Call Jane, 299-7191
LARSON EMPL.

.

394-0880

6028 Dempster

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

Shorthand desirable

TvtAng

An Equal Opportunity

l'17,1,:ti"

GENERAL OFFICE

,,,41.

OR CALL VA 4-6135'

-, ei,-..
`.-::.

1

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

...-

SUNBEAM CORP.

','"'

9 S. Denton

once and a nice personality to

PROMOTIONS COME FAST

appointment
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SP 4.8585
297-3535

$500 MONTH

An Equal Opportunity Employer M b F

and 4 00 p m Monday through Friday, or by

IVY

ry.
,f7 di

Apply in person at

A

1800 W. Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 81.60614

Interviews will be conducted between 8:00 a.m.

In Arlington Heights

RECEPTION

291 E. Dundee Rd. - Wheeling
310 E. Rand Rd. - Arlington His.
Rand 8. Central - Mt. Prospect

Miss Paige

fast!

Type. Free

I I "

holmes & assoc.

ELECTRIC

patients taken co, of

1'''."7'

MAINTENANCE MEN,

Phones, general office duties,
public contact, etc., are all
part of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, congenial office where everyone
helps each other. Free.

to

up

charts

3 Blocks S. of station.
Park Free

beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

- If you are qualified, apply at:

medical

Des Plaines
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

P

OFFICE

date, cull Doctor on duty, get

940 Lee St.

ec,

the starting rates for these jobs.

keep

.1

We are an expanding plastics molding company engaged in
If you are a senior I.E. with a minimum of 5 years experience in
cost reduction, plant layout, process analysis, material handling,
and MTM practices, we can offer challenging opportunities with
excellent compensation. I.E. or M.E. degree or equivalent work

work in outpatient clinic.
take histories from
people who come in for treatment. It's g whole training pro.
grain. You'll greet everyone,

ma*

,

automating or present manufacturing processes.

BELOW

t,,,

PRODUCTS, INC.

erators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,

TRAIN BEGINNER

EVENING APPTS.

AT ANY LOCATIN LISTED

BENCH WORK,,,.

.

-

ATTENTION! !

...

JANITOR.,

Subsidiary of Tracer, Inc.

We have openings for experienced machine op-

MANAGER

,-;911

717*

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS

APPLY STORE

h -..

OPERATORS,

,..,

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

.

.

Des Plaines, III.

394-1212

you to investigate!!
.: ,ii.,

,.:_,

outstanding
It will pay

on

hos

benefit program!

Mr. Matheson

eresently we ore in need of on individual to act as u workin
su ervisor on our niyht shift, 4:30 PM col AM. who has had
experience in leading, directing and scheduling a production
department with female operators. If you are i. reseotly
working supervisor that is ideal. Salary would commensurate
with previoes exi .erience, ability and background, and this
job would be accompanied by fine employee fringe benefits.
Interested applicants who feel they have some or all of the
mialificotions may call Our; Sundt or stn by.

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

Kroger

GENERAL

$563 MONTH

7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Das Pl.

ASS'T
MANAGERS

GROUP LEADER,

.

GENERAL

,,',

IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY A LEAD MAN,

.

plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experience will be considered when determining

:'

I

824-1188

where we produce tungsten carbide cutting tools
for industry Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will be
considered
General Electric is well known for its fine benefit

'

KROGER
REVOLUTION
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR FULL TIME

r.-._

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Experienced
Machine Operators

g,,,

VARIETY

west of Rte 83)

Learn to

JOIN THE

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

doors

Prospect. (3

Mt.

Rvy.,

Des Plaines

940 Lee St.

16 W. Northwest

255 9414.

to

Headquarters for

JOB FOR YOU.

Miss Gaffke

Des

Oakton

3 Blocks S. of station.
Pork Free

OFFICE

Airline company located at
O'Hare needs ci pleasant
young lady to handle their
answer
correspondences,
,hones inquiries, make out
schedules, and figure rotes.
Many company benefits in
privileges.
travel
eluding
Good Salary. Free at Amy,

PINKERTON'S INC.

A Subsidiary of Tracer, Inc.
Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
An equal opportunity employer

US

LEAD SET UP MAN WE COULD HAVE A

1784

La Salle Personnel

HOSPITAL WILL

4,.,

439-5510

office,

counselors
PROFESSIONAL
want to meet you in our plush,
air con. offices. All jobs FREE.
Call for CONFIDENTIAL EVEN-

298-2770

GENERAL

Jim Deering

,

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

person at

inn

Plaines

LITTLEFUSE, INC.

rc

If you are looking for on opportunity to work with

our

Excellent employee fringe benefits and desirable working
conditions accompany this responsible staff position. Inter-

a job near your horne...finest
companies. Our MATURE,

ING APPTS.

Tues., the 26th, 10 are to 7 pm_

Several openings for young men for general
factory work, no experience necessary. Also
field travel opportunity offered in interesting

MACHINISTS

Please Call

Uniforms Provided
Paid Insurance
Profit Shoring
Vacation 1st Year

and assembly operation.

line of work.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you Plus fine fringe benefits.

$150 per week. Work full time
or supplement your present income by working part time.

tion capacity. Position requires 5 or more years Production
Control experience in a high speed, high volume fabricating

GENERAL FACTORY

YOUR BANK
ACCOUNT
EVERY MONTH

All you need are GENERAL OF
FICE SKILLS. We'll place you in

AIRLINES

suburbs. Con earn in excess of

Duties involve establishing a delivery date relative to customer's orders based on raw materials, availability and produc-

299 2206

BORING MILL OPERATORS

a job that

ing for "arty" people! $575.
Free to you.
IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
297-3535
'1496 Miner, Des PI

Des Plaines and surrounding

297.3535

Women of any age
PUT $400-500 IM

asks for common sense 8 lik

GUARDS

Increase in the work load of our Production Control Department resulting from increased sales have necessitated the
need for an additional planner.

A. H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS ROAD

work with the artists,
designers wino dream up exciting fabrics. Be secy to one
of top men. Help meet deadYou'll

Men needed to fill positions inn

.

SP 4.8585

1496 Miner, Des Pl.

follow thru on orders,
delivery dotes. Get to see how

421 439

PRODUCTION PLANNER

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

IVY

7215 W. Touliy

lines,

SECURITY

Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

A. be of help to all. Salary hi.
Free to you.

DESIGNER'S SECY

market, sold. It's

Chicago

4630 N. Lamon Ave.

fou'll be #1 girl to Social Workers in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents

designs are born, brought to

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:

required Pi;;fer 5 years experience in cost and
corporate economic analysis of manufacturing
distribution, product and functional costs; however,

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

CALL RUDY

Top Wages
Cr

Office experience

Type

299-6629

We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment.

WORK WITH KIDS
WHO NEED HELP

I.B.M. TRAINEE

We are a leading electronic component manufacturer who is looking for a man with possibly a
year or two of experience in production control
or a young man who is searching for a position
which presents good future possibilities. For further information call:

For Appointment Call Mr. P. Milker - 259-7206

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Straight
Reception

Dental Clint.:
This well known clinic

is

like a

training place for young dentists right out of school they
come here to work, get experience before opening their
own practice. You'll be their
front desk receptionist. Greet
patients, answer phones, set
appis., type bills, keep recep
lion area running smoothly.
COMPLETE TRAINING. It's a

great job for a nice someone
who enjoys working with and
helping people. $110 Free to
you

BABY DOCTOR

966.0700

You'l1 be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel
comfortable ill 'Inc' doctor's
free, then show them to OX001
111111g room where the doctor's

nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily

public contact. Hours are 9-5,
5 days, no Sots. 5525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
short training period. Con.
verient neigliborinuoil location.
Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton

394.0880

6028 Dempster

966-070C'

,

IVY

72/5 W. Toulty
1496 Miner, Des Pl.

SP .1.8585

297 3535
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TYPING -BILLING
KEYPUNCH

PHOTO STUDIO
GIRL FRIDAY

Tats, writers in & Out to check
film or look for things in files.
one -follow up when they don't
return pictures. Handle detail,
some lite typing. Free to you.
8585'
2973535

SP

Personnel Director
Needs Right Arm

$700
Recently moved to beautiful

call

-RESERVATION

298-5021

CLERK

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

International firm new in the
O'Hare area needs on alert
girl with a good phone voice
and light. typing ability. You'll

firm needs a gal who enjoys

AMERICANA BEAUTY

interesting. 9 to 5.

A busy switchboard front desk
public contact job. Lovely new
0 Hare area office. 9 to 5.

office where you

as aide to the

tact position

mgr. Get in on the ground
floor of the fascinating world
of property soles and buying.

Figures Your Field?

Help in care of elderly
patients, including feeding
and bathing. All shifts. Will
train in all areas.

LADIES

$400 to $650

Cashier

conditions and salary.
APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

FULL TIME

HOLY FAMILY

WIG STYLIST

To Manager Wig Salon
392-7940
or
B27 7940

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

MATURE LADY
To work in newspaper agency
office. Permanent. Dart time
full
position cgultil lead to
time, computer billing.

Sitter for 7 yr. old boy after
school until 5pin. Jonas Sulk
School, Rolling Meadows. Ca,

view.

WANTED: Woman to care for 1st

experience
consultants,
necessary. Free training, full or
port time. For app't call Mrs.

2120 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

LPN's

LANE BRYANT

part time, all three
shifts. No rotation. Shift differential, fringe benefits, good

fcindhurst Shopping
Center
Mount Prospect, Ill.

Full time

working conditions and salary.

Attendant for heating frozen
packaged pre-cooked type A

PROGRAMMER
IBM 1401

FULL OR PART TIME
3-4 or 5 DAYS

HOSPITAL

PER WEEK

woges,
starting
salary commensurate with
experience. Many benefits:
hospitalization, life insurance,
Excellent

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

Happiness Is
A Part Time

-

etc.
CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
OR APPLY IN PERSON

Job With
Over Time Pay

serving to students every school
day. No experience, be trained,

Mrs. Mott,

People

HOLY FAMILY

meals in high speed ovens &

simple operation. Need mature
person who can work quickly &
efficiently. 10:15 to 1:00 p.m. $5
per day. One each needed at
Iroquois, Plainfield & Cumber-

Has Immediate
Openings for Sales

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

no

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

Randhurst
Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

SEE MR. PARDYS

392.5200

/Playhouse toy demOn-strator;
overage $5 per hour. Sell toys
now to December. No
perience. No deliveries.
collections. Party Plan.

ex-

BAG CATCHERS

No

7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

Work in High School Dist. 214
Administration Center. Mount
Benefits.

Work varied.
259 5300

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
FOR WOMEN TO PACK/INSPECT PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES.

NURSES AIDES

Ex 37

KEYPUNCH OPR.

$525 - FREE TO YOU
Trainees or exp. Expanding companies in this area are seeking

girls to complete their keypunch,
staffs. Like advancement &
variety? This is it!
Call Norene
Widescope Personnel

LIGHT, CLEAN WORK IN A

Experienced. Full time and
oart time. All three shifts

MODERN PLANT. FULL LINE OF
COMPANY -PAID BENEFITS,
VACATIONS AND BONUSES.

fringe benefits, good
working conditions and salary.

APPLY IN PERSON

- no rotation. Shift differential,

in

General

Practi-

tioner's office in Palatine. Experience preferred. CALL Dr.
Wm. I. Becker. 359-4676

ANIMAL LOVERS
to set up appts., type invoices &
do his bookkeeping.
Call Norene
Widescope Personnel
298-5021

YOU
SAW THIS AD!
SO WILL THOUSANDS OF PEOPLE

IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS.
S/BD. RECP.

$450 - FREE TO YOU
If you enjoy public contact, have

the typing skills & would like to
learn switchboard,

there ore,

local firms that need YOUI
Call Norene
Widescope Personnel
298-5021

Route 12 & 83
(Acrc ss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

SALESWOMEN
Dress & Sportswear Department
Steady & Part Time
Must Have Experience
Excellent Salary
Commission On All Sales

HELP!!!

Hey out there, we need
OFFICE HELP

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

Full or part time

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Over Age 20

GENERAL OFFICE

Profit Sharing

Light typing required

METHODE MFG. CORP.
1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

ORDER TYPIST

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL AFTER

Full time

12 NOON

FILING CLERK

Wm. A. Lewis

Part time, should be familiar with accounting procedures.
Hours can be arranged to suit your convenience.

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS
ARE NOW OPEN FOR:

Contact Mrs. Kobus

Randhurst Shopping Center

ALM tlitc3 Olin a

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR - 6PM - lAM

Part Time Monday, Wednesday and Friday
Must have at least 2 years experience in alpha
ENGINEERING CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

Light typing is the only prerequisite. The job entails engineering charge orders, filing and blueprint recopying. No previous experience required.

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

ROLLING MEADOWS

1100 HICKS RD.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

along with some

knowledge in processing and checking billing.

FEMALE ASSEMBLERS

AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK
TYPIST - 8 AM -4:30 PM

Job involves telephone customer contact work
and individual candidates should be proficient

Permanent Positions
New Modern Building
Experience Not Necessary

typists. (Minimum 50 w.p.m.).
OFFICE SERVICE CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

Some typing is the only prerequisite necessary
for this job which involves servicing all our office
departments.

Light Assembly
Light Machine Testing

For further elaboration of these jobs existing in our accounting,
sales and engineering departments feel free in calling us. All
these jobs are accompanied by progressive and up to date
benefits and ore surrounded by ultra modern working conditions. Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich or Dan Sundt about these

No Experience Necessary
CLERKS

ALSO AVAILABLE
Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Holidays and Vacations
Free Hospital Insurance-,

jobs.

824-1188

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919

An Equal Opportunity Employer

HRS: 8AM to 4:30 PM
MOTHERS' SHIFT - HRS: 9AM to 3PM

FULL TIME DAY SHIFT

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

LITTELFUSE.

Mount Prospect

392-2200

259-1620

and numerical keypunching.

BILLING CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM
Some light typing required

-

Employee Benefits & Discount
Pleasant Surroundings

CENTEL

SYSTEM

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.

Des Plaines, III.

3737 Industrial Ave.

Mims=

Rolling Meadows

A Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

I

central telephone company of Illinois

HOLY FAMILY

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

HOSPITAL

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication
We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas - choose your area of

GET THE JUMP

CREDIT

interest:

Start to work now or later....

100 N. River Rd., Des Plaines

TYPIST'

secretaries & clerk typists

FULL TIME

ASSISTANT

General office. Will train for
other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

$450 - FREE TO YOU
Local Dr.'s office needs assistant -

BENSENVILLE, ILL.
an equal opportunity employer

9 A.M. - 11 A.M.
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

.

Wanted

CORPORATION
YORK & THRONDALE ROADS

APPLY IN PERSON
PERSONNEL DEPT.

29B -502I

DENTAL ASSISTANT
- RECEPTIONIST

FLICK -REEDY

..ry

Loot for Me Ootr Aisliee-rroorr qualify oven

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPEN-

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

766-3400

McDonald'`: 1..

Randhurst Shopping Center
MT. Prospect, Ill.

Call our Personnel Dept.

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

KINNEY SHOES

253.7150

1

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie

Mr. Kipker

Our beautiful plant is conveniently located on York and Thorn dale Rd., Bensenville.

,

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE
INSPECTORS

Good starting rates
Sa fo clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

Excellent starting pay.
Merit pay increases.
9 paid holidays.
Company paid hospital & life insurance.
Profit sharing,
Swim all year round in our indoor swimming pool.
Tuition reimbursement plan.

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

ASSEMBLERS

Call for interview:

hour before & 2
grade girl.
.iours after school. Area Dwyer
School, Arl. Hts. Coll 3921464
after 6 pm.

CONTACT:

North Arlington
News Agency

after 5 pm. 253-8616

Wanted full time dental assistant for childrens practice. Age
open. Call 392-5842 for inter.

Fringe

40 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,
Commission,
Hospitalization,
No Saturday or Sunday.
Must Be 21 Years of Age

HOSPITAL

Baby Sitter Wonted
6 AM to 2 PM Week Days
Hoffman Estates Coll 894.5661

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

DES PLAINES

220 GRACELAND DRIVE
827 6141

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

824.8538

MOM?

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

Adult baby sitters wanted
Suburban Sitter Service

Prospect.

PHOTO -FINISH LABORATORY

- part time, all three shifts,

WANTED BABYSITTER. 1-2 days
a week for child 17 months.
537-8432 after 5.

TYPISTS
We have immediate openings in our order department and
purchasing department for mature experienced typists. Va-

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

Experience not necessary. Pleasant working conditions. Liberal fringe benefits. Hours available:
6 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
12 Midnight to 8:30 A.M.
8P.M. to 4:30 A.M.
Some Short Hour Shifts

NURSES

26 -Help Wanted Women

299-7171

rious duties including some statistical typing.

$2.00 per hour
Apply in person

No rotation. Shift differential,
fringe benefits, good working

Des Plaines

363 N. Third Avenue

686-7578

439-0336

ARLINGTON INN

Staff nurses needed full time

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vacation.

1217 Thacker
Des Plaines
824-1146

WOMEN

Ford Employment

Recording Dept. Typing and shorthand experience is a must.
Good company benefits. Employee discount on all home entertainment products.

PANASONIC

Monday through Friday.
Light work,

time.

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Looking for an exciting job getting to meet people from,
different states and countries? If this is what you are intr.
ested in, we now have a position open in the Video Tape

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

APPLY

CONTOUR SAWS,
INC.

Ex-

MRS. PREZEK, CL 3.3710

REGISTERED

land Schools. Call
824.1136 ext. 24.

Mature women, full or part

-

Marry openings for
trainees in: records, inventory
and bookkeeping machines.

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
YO
5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

will

800 W. Ookton, Arl. Hts.

keeping.

work. We will train you to acquire the necessary skill.
Clean, modern plant and exceptional fringe benefits.

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

CLEANING

We're swamped with spots it
accounts payable, receivable,
payroll and full charge book

MOUNT PROSPECT

sales,

Phone 255 1611
Miss Mc Feely

AIDES

THE LUTHERAN HOME 8.
SERVICE FOR THE AGED

FULL TIME & PART TIME

conditions, free

benefits.
fringe
other
perience preferred but
train.

R.N.'s - LPN's

will enjoy varied public con

o king

SECRETARY

We hove 3 openings for
women who like production

meals, paid vacation, major
medical group insurance, and

evenings or Saturdays.

298-5021

arlington \ark towers

SALES CLERK

phone answering helpful. No

train you in their young ex-,
panding offices.
Call Norene
Widescope Personnel

Real Estate

for

opportunity

ambitious girls at GOLDEN
BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE. Fast

order desk, service clerk
moil order desk, telephone
answering or general tele-

FILE CLERK

$400 - FREE TO YOU

Variety - $600

retail

An Equal Opportunity Employer

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

If you have little or no ofc. exp.
& enjoy variety, local firm will

Receptionist
$520

Congenial

OFFICE CLERK

Good opportunities

detail

c

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level

Great Lakes

all phases of credits and
collections by letter and
in

Runway &

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

1625 E. Algonquin
439,7010

Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

Engineering Services Research

MEDICAL

salary, automatic salary progression every 13 weeks and corn -

Mon. - Fri., 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

the hallicrafters co.

These are career positions

Modern Doctor's Office
In Des Plaines. Medical
Preferred,

But Will Train. Full Time
9:00 AM to 5:30 PM, No
Saturdays.

298-2883

Apply: Personnel Department

insurance.

OR CALL Mk. LAWRENCE

TRANSCRIBER

Experience'

You'll enjoy an excellent starting
pony -paid hospitalization and life

APPLY IN PERSON

_..2.,

GENERAL

BATHROOM

PRODUCTS CORP.
2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

OT'

ON FALL JOBS...
WE NEED EXPERIENCED

Marketing Contract Administration

phone.

Engineering Co.

Rds,

Arlington Heights.

Tool Grinding

turnover. Excellent tips, pleas-

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827-6628

pedite deliveries, handle their
phone calls and orders. Very

WANTED
Excellent

nt

Light

special needs.
Come and see us today to discuss your available time.

Apply at the Personnel Office, Euclid and Rohlwing

Elk Grove Village

2301 Arthur Ave.

Precision Light

WAITRESSES

mission. Full or part time.

LPN

Research men come to you
for their equipment. You ex

439-6171
For Appointment

antee plus up to 70% corn.
SALON

Handle client service for
firm.
apparatus
scientific

Mr. Pavilonis

customers, etc. PHONE:

Experienced and sharp. Guar-

EXCELLENT SALARY

ROOM HOUSEKEEPERS
for housewives and mothers whose children are in school, we

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

Mount Prospect
.259-6458

hours open. For bookkeeping,
payroll, light typing, meeting

259.5020

Customer Service
$475

YANKEE DOODLE'

contractor needs a
permanent part time girl. 4
hours a day, 5 day week,

WANTED - HAIRDRESSER

west of Rte 83)

APPLY IN PERSON

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

Building

,

hove schedules in our housekeeping department to fit your

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

GIRL FRIDAY

1

and
responsibility
boss .great
Nice

people,
variety.
benefits.

Ideal for housewife or
college students

Work Near Home

Commissions. Call or write
Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673'3455.

Prospect, 255 9414. (3 doors

company benefits. Salary open.

j

Work now 'til Christmas. High

route company executives and
salesmen around the country,
making all necessary reser
nations and travel arrange
ments. Real interesting job'
with lots of variety. Good starting salary. FREE AT AMY, 16
Mt.
Hwy.,
Northwest
W.

new offices. This fine suburban

Call Noreen
Widescope Personnel

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS
DAYS

595-0440

hand girl" to a young exec. in
plush new offices? Come in or

Des Plaines

1510 Miner St.

You'll keep truck of photo in
ventory. Get to know every-

IVY
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI

Would ,you like to be a "right

Call Mike, 2 9 9-71 9 1
LARSON EMPL.

This ploce realty moves with
photographers, touch-up art

opportunity for full
bookkeeper. Good
charge
starting salary.

HOURS TO SUIT...

SECRETARY
Three man credit department needs a personable individual
including telephone, typing, filing,
to handle diversified duties
etc. Some shorthand and o figure aptitude helpful. Excellent

Excellent

SECRETARY

$100 - $150

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

BOOKKEEPER

$575 - FREE TO YOU

1 26 -Help Wanted Women .1

26 -Help Wanted Women

126

Woman for general housework
in Mt. Prospect. Wed. only. Own
transportotion. CL 3.8656.

-Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Vtaqted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

-

if

you're career minded, 'stop in TODAY and tell us of your Interests.

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better
job at Hallicrafters.

.669 haincra fters
A Subsidiary of Northrop Corporation

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No Fees - Top rates

Sub, of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008
on erivolopportunily employer

White Coital.. Girls

OP AMERICA, It4COOPOPIATOO
MT. PROSPECT RANDHURST CENTER
392 -5230

Page 15

Thursday, August 21, 1969
2141elp Waited Wane

LIKE PEOPLE?

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST &

ASSISTANT. Will train. 439.1500

Babysittei.boy 4. 8-5, Mon -Fri.
,My house. Mom & child OK. Mt.
P. Will pick up. 824-3060

2994/474

Day & Evening Hours

Excellent opportunity for exsmall
office. Good starting salary.

perienced

person

In

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

I W. Campbell, Arlington His.

REICHARDT CLEANERS

359 6661

a full or part time basis. For
early morning or early

evening hours:

TO EXECUTIVE

Need extra spending money?
Bea waitress at

position to gal with good
secretarial skills including

S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

Dictaphone. Must be flex-

WE WILL TRAIN

many details at once & be
capable of working on
own with minimum super-

I

shifts

Short
wanted.
available.

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

F.

Taillard

(3 1 2)

299-8886

ACCOUNTANT
Growing worldwide manufac-

turer needs on experienced
accountant

HOLIDAY INN

PANASONIC

ELK GROVE

Matushita Electric
Service & Parts Div.

1000 Busse Rood

tely half days. Ability to work
with minimum of supervision.

to

work

PLEASE CALL 297-7770

TEKTRONIX, INC.

Des Plaines, Illinois

An equal opportunity employer

An equal opportunity employer
27 -Help Wanted -Men" Women

21414 Waded -Men' Women

SECRETARY

desirable. Pleasant modern
plant in Des Plaines. Fully paid
insurance program.

for

opportunity

the right girl with typing and
shorthand skills. Credit and
accounting experience helpful. Excellent salary and benefit program.

PRE FINISH

Local area routes available for 7 to 9 A.M. & 2:30 to 4:30 P.M.
2:30 : .M. c 4:301-.M. Drivers
No experience necessary. Paid training Month y bonus.

TELLERS

392-9300

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK -GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

VARIETY

Don't get caught "cash short"
for the coming holidays. Apply
now as a PLASTIC PRESS OP-

APPLY

-

Over 21 Years of Age

Full Time
Top Earnings
Mr. Geurts
Apply:

Pleasant working conditions.
Liberal fringe benefits.

Full Time

rin. set, incl. breakfront; Exorciser
824 8002

MACHINE

wishing to work early morning'
or early evening hours. ALSO

TIME KEEPERS

women and men interested in
kitchen porter work.

CALL JOHN JANUSZKO
359-4200

PERSONNEL

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

1st Arlington
National Bank

DRIVERS

EMPLOYEES

ities.

6 S. HICKORY

No

experience

neat's-

sary. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

small

congenial office for a person
who enjoys a variety of acti
vines. Duties include switch.

board, public contact, light
typing, billing and mail die
fringe
Excellent
tribution.
benefit program.
Hours 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

Call Personnel
Or Apply In Person:

392-3500
METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows

FRONT OFFICE
CASHIER

so do people who like responsibility, who want to learn and
grow, who expect to move up and aet ahead.
IBG is looking for people to fill these positions immediately:

Some experience

If evening hours are your preferred schedules, these jobs
might be just for you.
Apply Personnel Office, Euclid
& Rohlwing Rds., Arlington Hts.

ARLINGTON PARK
TOWERS

EXPEDITER

MECHANICAL ENGINEER
JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary
MACHINISTS -Experience. Able to read
blueprints, Operate material processing
.

equipment
CARPENTERS -Inside world
TRUCK DRIVER -Class "E" license required
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.

634-3131

-

Mr. P. Llcko

833-8500

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

4;

more. 977 North Ave. Des P.

537-0020

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

Gar. sale Aug. 25-26, 9 to

5.

Clothes, fishld. items, misc. 1242
S. Highland, An. Hts.

HUGE DISCOUNTS

Bsrnt, sale, Aug. 20 thru 23, 9
am/6 pm, 3158 N. 4th Ave., Des

Earning Your Way Through School?
MAIDS
BUS BOYS
WAITRESSES
BELLMEN
GENERAL CLKS.
HOUSEMEN

boy's

Gar. Sale: Aug. 21, 22, 23. 10 5.

on al11969's

HI chair $5, humidifier $5, fold
Ing bed $5. Other Items. 2308
Moving,

clothing,

Gar.

Sale:

toys,

guitar, tools, misc.,

Fn.,

Sot, Aug. 22,23. 112 N. Elm
burst Ave,, Mt. Prospect

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

Naborhood Sale: Camera equip.,
clothing, furn., misc. Aug. 21,

22,23, 10 am to 4 pm. No early

These are just a few of the varied full time lobs open for
you to fit your clan schedule, day or evening. Apply at the

OPERATOR
rewarding

small con
position open
genial office for billing ma
In

chin," operator. We'll also train
good typist. You'll handle all
invoicing as well as other

related clerical functions. For
further details call or apply in
Person:

mor

arlindtSPiark towers

Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

OPPORTUNITIES

SECRETARY
Top notch girl wanted. Dictaphone. secretary,
speed & accuracy essential.
(See Mr. Miller)

DICK WICKSTROM

tales. 1232 N. Walnut, Arl. Hts.

Rummage Sale: Aug. 22, 9AM Lutheran
St. Peter's
PM,
Church Gym, 1 1 W. Olive St.,
AH. Household Items, clothing.
9

excellent working conditions, we would like to visit with you.

We are presently seeking full time personnel trainees or

FEMALE

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technician

MT (ASCP)
EKG Technicians

_Inhalation Therapy
Purchasing Dept.
Housekeeping Dept.
Print Shop
Cook
Stationary Engr.
Dietary Dept.

Inhalation Therapy
Cashier
NCR Operator
Print Shop
Cook

.

ity. 7305. Williams, Palatine.
CL 9-1185

typing and general office work with an aptitude for figures and office skills.

Medical Transcriber
,-Admitting Dept.

INTERESTED APPLICANTS APPLY
PERSONNEL DEPT.

Antique iron bed, round top
trunk, Ansonia clock, child's
desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 -nice, misc. 347 Alcoa, Hoffman Estates. 529.1569

tv, tbls., bedrm. sets, crochet &
embr.

supplies, clothes

and expediting orders.
(See Mr. Miloch)

Des Plaines.

parel, misc. items. 894-9052.

Rummage sale: radios, stereos,
cameras, luggage, clothes all
szs. men's, women's, children's,
much misc., 1074 E. Grant Dr.

MAIL ROOM - PART TIME?
High school or college student for busy mail
room. Also, handle sales literature - part or full

Antigues. Mitc. galore.
table
Cheap prices. Everything A Z I 15

time.

Antiques,
milk white, silver,
linens, clothes, soup to nuts,

personnel

applicants,

thru 22 from 10 am. to 6 pm.
124 Bernard, Buffalo Grove.

8/23, 8/24, 9.5 pm, 601 Eastman
Dr., Mt. Prospect. 2 blks east of '
Rand & 2 bibs south of Kensing

with
light typing and some clerical functions. Mature
Handle

records,

person.

GENERAL FACTORY
Several opportunities in shipping/receiving and
light manufacturing areas.

All positions offer fine career opportunities and
pleasant working conditions. Apply in person.

ton.
RUMMAGE SALE

Monday thru Friday 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
Saturday 8 A.M. 10 1 P.M.
1601 NICHOLAS BLVD.

1700 Hicks -Road

Rolling Meadows

ST. ALEXIUS HOSPITAL
800 W. DIESTERFIEW RD.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL 60007

Commercial

00 Residential

70-PmossleardMoesekesping

144 Rot Portends

Teachers or working gals. Widow
has 2 spare bedrooms. All home
privileges. 255 5023.

bedrm.
apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances.
Sept. 1 occup. $150. 453.8307.,

O'Hare area deluxe

Vacant

11-Apts. and Ream to Stare

I

'Bachelor has ranch hdiTqe. to:
share with same:Age 25 to 40.
'392 4873 after 6 pm.

Phone 537-1864

Swim. pool, 20' tank, Igo. filter
voc., many acres. 255 W.

BR. air cond., heat, appli.,
pool. $160 Rt. 838.62. Available
Sept. I. 437-8563
1

Des P1. S. side 2nd fl. 2 bedrm.
apt., stove & regrig. Immed.
occup. $125. 296.6873.

tenno,
room(

patio,

balcony,

SWIMMING POOL

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300,4

w/frplc, dining rm., 11/2 baths, 2

Inc.

259.0055

.2 baths In the 2 & 3 bedrms,
INCLUDING:

Air Conditioning
Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

gar.,

car gar., excel. location N. E. Park
Ridge. $275 mo. 259.4571

Arl. Hts. 3 bdrm. brick ranch. 2
full baths. Complete kit, widish.
washer. An. gar., carpet/drapes,
patio. Residential area.
school/shop 392.7587

Near

1161eal Estate4leuses

19.

storage,

gd.

rooms.

panel .fam. rm., sub basement,
patio, fenced yard, walk to train.
Open House Sunday 16.
$34,900. CL 5-0039.

bdrm.
4
tri-level, card garage, 21/2 baths,
panel fam. rm., 2 hitch.
ens/builtins, carpeting, drapes,

WOOD DALE '1g.

patio, gas grille, cyclone fence
Mc. Must see to appreciate.
Good for In-law. low low 540's.
6%, imm. poss. Private. 592 Roy
Dr. 595.0668

Doll House

rec.

per

own transportation. $20
person per week. 392 0870

Mt. Prosp. by owner, 3 bdrm.,
split level, Ph baths, 11/2 ott'd

cluding appliances, heat,
cooking gas, master VT an-

18 -Ts Red thou
31/2 bedrm. brick: living rm.

to 6 pm. Telephone 439.7887
Ilk

MT. PROSPECT

2.6 young children. Must have

Ideal for working widow with

Model apts. open daily, 11 am

Norman Ln. Wheeling.
541.1083

mediately. $170.259-8232

menu. Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in-

74 -Ts Reed Womb

NEW BLDG--STONECREiT APTS.

Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9.3200
255-1107

1

Ultra deluxe1line° ,4rrOotsm. apart.

725 W. Dempster, 1-2.3 bedrms

w/attachments.$20. 358-1273.

u111, except
328-8801

bedrm.
Buffalo Grove. Deluxe
apt. Air cond., all appliances,

ties paid.

Prestige 2 bedroom, Stonegote
ion.
area. Immediate po
No children or pets. Call
Robert A. Cog aim & Assoc.

rug -$65, Electrolux vac.

elec. $J77.50

1

MOVING! Will take any reasonable offer. 8 mm camera,
lights, projector & screen. Christmas tree, antiques, desk, hangIng lamps, chest, desk & night
stand set, clothes, toys, portable

Hoover vac. -$25, 12 x 18 beige

opt. A/C, pool, all

fully carpeted, pool, sub let im73 -Ts Rent Finished Apartments
Bedroom Furnished. All atili

The Women's Guild of the
Living Christ Lutheran Church.
Fri. Aug. 29, 6pm-9pm, Sot. Aug-.
30, 8:30om-noon. Community
Room, Rand Mart Shopping
Center, Buffalo Grove, Illinois.

32Miscelbesms Madmen

86 -Real Estate -Rouses
1

Sublet Oct. rextra tge. I bdrm.

Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home.

stereo, drapes. 537-1922

vg=o ,fiR

ied REAL ESTATE

c.

Dos P. Aug. 21, 22, 23, 9om 1117

DON'T MISS THIS ONEI
Collec
Gigantic - Rummage

PLANT OFFICE

OPEN SUNDAYS

much miscall., 972 Lee Street,

2 twin maple bookcase hdbds.,
children's & ladies coats & ap-

PURCHASING EXPEDITOR
Excellent opportunity for capable typist with
ability to maintain purchasing records, typing

529-7070
ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

161/4,

GAR. SALE: Aug, 20,21, & 22.,
1314 W. Hampton, Schaumburg.

(See Mr. Nelson)

'

METHODE MFG. CO.

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

1000 Meadow Ln., Mt, Prospect.
Behind Mt. Prosp. Shopping Center. Thurs. Aug. 21

-

392-3500

CHEVROLET

Everything. From
plumbing to clothes. Port charSomething of

Moving sale - 8.21,22, gam-5pm,

GENERAL OFFICE
Several positions open in order processing, light

(See Mr. Nelson)

If you are seeking a position that offers top starting salary
and benefits, interesting and varied job responsibilities plus

MALE

WOMEN

MEN

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

BILLING
MACHINE

.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

ear',4ti

OFFICIAL

For interview appointment call:

Gar. sale: Aug. 23, 10 to

purchase orders and filing. Will aid in buying

experienced for the following positions:

and

odd chairs $2 & 53. 537 1117

C H EV% RO

Gar. Sale: lawn mower, bed,
chest of drawers, misc. items.

For interview call: Lou Adamec

NIGHT RES'T AUDIT

Interesting

c.

AelliN

821 S. Burton P1. Arl. Hts.

FIELD ERECTORS

Part time, weekend relief, 3-I I

time.
helpful.

2

1

112-Amtsembies For Sale

pony benefits.

2:30 - 5 p.m.

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

kill

dinette set $15;

1

SWITCHBOARD
in

choose

to

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, III.

Experience preferred but will
the right person. We
offer a complete line of com

314bramage & Garage Sale

8:30 a.m.

Personnel Office, Euclid & Rohlwing Rds., Arlington Heights.

position

c.

5

set,
complete, w/nite
stand 575; 2 Hudson Bay bton
kets $5 ob.; I davenport $15;
c. coffee tbl, 2 endtbls 510;
3
Scotch Pine Christmas tree
stand SI .4 ironing board $5;

FEDDERS-NORGE

RECEPTION

Interesting

Port.

bdrm.

from. Larger size also on sale.

112-Antomobies Fix Sale

Sigwalt, Roll. Mdws.

arling ori-'1ark towers

Arlington Heights
255 5350

1000's

nylon
type

Ward's humidifier, auto., $30;

EVERGREEN SALE

each.

Ir. X 15 blur

writer -520. Leyt con vac. Cleo
nor -520. 253 4984 oft 3:30 PM.

& Suits Sizes 5 7 14.
CALL 3 -2 1311
$1

dr

dbl

It.

cu.

I

cond

carpet wiped $65

.E Refri
yerator $45. Fruitwood dining
room set 5175. Ladies Dresses
For Sale. 11 cu. ft.

yrs.

14

refrig. $140. 36" gas range 585,

New in March. $160.
537 3229

1969 Hotpoint copper tone dish
washer; Toro snowblower; 4 area
rugs, all approx. 12'x12', lighted
medical cabinet 394.2731

WHEELING
& SAvING3
TRUSTBANK

COLLEGE STUDENTS

AL
my

RCA
exc

train

Phono., desk,
Plaines,
clothes, misc. 824 4722

Heights.

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359 3200

ADVANCEMENT.

NEEDED
For our new modem facil-

P.M. ROUTES

NIGHT DESK CLERK

dilioning equipment contact.

water softeners & water :con

appliance
major
merged
distributor and offer UN
OPPORTUNITY
FOR
LIMITED

Garage Sale Aug. 22.23, 9 to 5.
MOVING - much miscellaneous.

12:00-8:30 a.m.

Rolling Me odows.

For information about the FINEST

8 yrs. old $20. 259 6157

If you have a pleasant speak
my voice and enjoy talking to
pea le, you're the person we
wont to greet our customers
and take their orders on the

cloth; vacuums; trailer; tow bar
and Unicycles. 2301 Wing St.,

LOt..AN LATHE, with accessories,
rocunier ToPi:inu
Drill Press,

old, $95; 5,000 BTU air cond'er,

SALES ORDER CLERKS

drop

paint sprayer;

mowers;

telephone. We are a newly

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL
439.0923

7 a.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m. -11 p.m.

Apply Personnel Office, Euclid & Rohlwing Roads, Arlington

(2 blocks from
Arlington Market)

for

NEEDED are experienced salad

Full time positions. Experience
not necessary. Many benefits.

6:30

AIR CONDITIONERS
5,000 BTU air cond'er, 3

Gas lawn sweeper & edger;

2 dr. 13.5 cu. ft. regrig. w/large
top framer, auto. defrost, slide
out shelves, Of 1969 -model.

Bunk beds, comp.; 8 pc. dining

OPPORTUNITY

Si 15. 358 2324

$20, Distr. 251-7385.

Double oven electric range $80;
Dehumidifier $40.

OUTSTANDING

cond. $55; 31/2 hp. snowblower

Other Misc. CL 3 9461

Part Time -

3

Port. Kenmore dishwasher excel.

Head, Milliny Vise, Bench Vise.

trays, seats 8, $25. 392.8409

8 irons,

woods, matched set. 25 : 4726

$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

12" Portable TV, UHF, w/stand
$25; cord table, felt top, ash

Des Plaines
827-6141

chased May 19691

temp. $15 358-4825.
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

and timer. $100. 541-2613

220 Graceland Dr.

40" Frigidaire elec. stove, 2
lc, ye utility drawers, excel.
cond. $50. 392 0781
Slightly used golf clubs lour

Air Conditioner Emerson, 7800
20" Signal fan, 3
BTU'S
$85
speed reversible, automatic

30" coppertone Kenmore gas
range. Used 8 mo. With clock

SERVICE

Randhurst Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

ortable TV, very

Lumber, new, 2"x12"x10', approx. 600 running ft. Pr. 14c ft.
Coll aft. 6 pm, 296-6709.

BERKEY PHOTO

O'Connor &
Goldberg

STE: IN BINDINGS.
CALL CL 3 '461

best offer. 537-4490

good condition $75.
394 3760

SHOE SALESMEN

METAL SKI'S AND :-OLES

Kenmore washer & gos dryer.
Model 70. Gd. cond. $100 or

set. 259 8911

Admiral 23"

Cook County

Days

MOLDED PRODUCTS

259-8250

253-6214

COMMISSARY MEN

DANA

Royal elec. typewriter -$65,
Norge window fan -$25, kingsize
hdbrd. & misc. 358.6689

Arlington Heights

or be able to

feur's license
Pals some.

re-

ERATOR. No experience
quired. Good hourly rate plus
hourly bonus. 2nd Shift - 3:30
p.m. to 11:45 p.m.

Car carrier, 2 ma le end tables,
odd chairs, 5 pc. oblong dinette

1409 El -Palatine Rd.

school

Brownie pro) 8mm; furniture &

THE KEY WORD ... IN HOURS & JOBS

PLAN AHEAD

Dehumidifier. used 1 month, like
new. Paid $79. Selling for
550-560.255-5441

has a few openings for part
time and full time employees'

A.M. ROUTES

Apply Don Weidner

439.2210

CHICKEN UNLIMITED

Gas space heaters, refrig.,
tables, chairs, doors, wind. dishes. Antique'. Misc. Fl. 9 0S25.

HARPER COLLEGE food service

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

iWe have urgent need for

RITZENTHALER BUS LINE
Arlington Heights
2001 East Davis

METALS, INC.

Apply in person

children. Should hove chauf

299-4446

SCHOOL BUS

For '69 - '70 Season
'

ORDER FILLERS, CASHIERS

22" golden brown 100% human
hair fall. New. Will sacrifice.
259.4530'

439-3759

MALE & FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
Growth oriented company in
Northwest, Suburbs offers an

Grade

routes.

$15. 392 5767: -

296-2403.

all

in

BOOKKEEPING

371 North 3rd Ave.

Apply in person
or call
437-6010
8 AM to 4 PM

Vocation, sick pay, insurance.

noon

areas of general accounting.
Some supervisory experience

OPERATORS

Elk Grove Village
Girl Friday type opening in
center.
service
electronic
Typing required. Approxima-

Bus Drivers Wanted

To drive Morning and after

Brand new. Cost $160 -Can't use
In Cal. Sell for $100. 537 0471

FULL OR PART TIME

Call Mr. Hoffman.

Position offers on excellent
starting salary with exceptional company paid
benefits program,

While your children ore
in schorl. Housekeeper

PART TIME

handle

to

vision.

EARN $$$

SECRETARY

enough

ible

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you work!
Coll for opp't 824-7100 aft. 4

298 2883

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

:seen winter coot, $35; Brown
suede, $35; Navy oft weather,

SNOWBLOWER

3 pc. sectional couch $75. Lady
Kenmore washer 2 yrs. old $125.

ROUTE DRIVERS

offers exciting, challenging

RESTAURANT

5 Days A Week, No
Saturdays

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

32'M shape Mordmedise

32-Albmibieses Merciamise

p.m. 827 7413.

WEEK DAYS, 11 AM to 3 PM

PANASONIC °
. the growth company

OUR PLACE

Modern Doctor's
Office In
Des Plaines
Has Immediate
Opening For (
Medical
Receptionist

experienced salad preparation
woman & 2 kitchen porters.
Good salary, benefits & work
my ,sonditions. Coll JOHN
JANUSZKO at 35, 4200.

SECRETARY

HOUSEWIFE?

209 W. Gateway Rd.
Bensenville, Ill.
595-0440

exceptional

Harper College Food Service
has a few choice openings on

We also have need for an

WORLD BATTERY
CORP.

PART TIME
INQUIRE

the

Must be good at detail.

BORED

5 pc. picnic set, redwood, with
umbrella. $50.00 Call after 6

WAITRESS -FULL TIME
DISHWASHER -FULL TIME
253-3300

TYPIST

37-1klp Wanted -Men' women

New local store. No experience
necessary. 51/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
borhood women.

392.9344

Duties include order pricing.

8. BILLER. Part Time or
Full Time, must know bookkeep
ing. Good Salary. 43 64:10

32411sallamoss Madman

21414 RatedIhe !Weise

Good Pay

Manager Palatine
$105 to $125

WAITRESS

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

2G-IteMWmted Women

2641ele Welted Women

*Help Wanted Women

PART TIME
FASHION MODELS FOR
SUBURBAN AGENCY.

37-He1p Wined Men Women

For the economy minded who
want carefree living) 2 bedroom -choice location in Rolling

Meadows. Garage and lots of
extras. Only $19,900.

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN & TYSON
INC.
255.6320
359 6500
894-8100

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

88 - Real Estate -Vacant

Elk Grove Village

Choice Lot

Schools, shopping. 437-0813.

An. Hts., 2 yr. Berk* Sq. Re.
panty model. Brk. & frame 3
bdrm ranch, 2 baths full bimr,
att. gar., patio, Ige. tam. rm.,

9141esat Properties For Sale

many extras. Immed. occ.
259 5282
$35,500.

on

Arl. Hts. Airy Trace. Owner
transferred, 4 bedrms., '21/2

baths, Colonial, paneled family
rm. with fireplace, slate foyer,
carpeted, drapes, built ins,
.patio, Mid.140's. 437 5484

-

110' X 150' - All Imp. Close to

RESORT BY OWNER

famous ,.Lake

Minocqua.

New 2 be&m. year round
home and carport.

5 fully
furnished modern 2 bedrrn.
cottages. Also S alum. boats,
picnic area, beaut. grounds.

$46,000

terms.

Lee

MInocqua,Wis. 54548

Baker,

1 hut sday August 21, 1969
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41 -Home Fundshingsfiumture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

FREE KITTENS. TABBYS.
LITTER TRAINED,

calico kitten and 2 ton and

1

Kenmore portable dishwasher,

front loarInm 8 mos old $140
or bust offer 358 15E14

Jacobson 21 re it .710V,Or $55;
Chainso,v he avy duty $55 Call
after 5 30 392 979 1

miniature, AKC,
Dachshunds,
7 weeks old. $65.00. 537-6674.

stroller,'
bikes
and 12
crib, conu,lese, lugh Chtiorra_r_ar
seat 437 6658
Set in
Corn ere Wt itiht Lifting
515
Paced
condition
good
boor CL 5 5841

55060. 439 8268.

I antique captain chairs $15 ea.
Girls 20 bicycle $5 Car carrier 56 Desk camping cots
537 6265

FLEA MARKET SALE

21 from 11 to 5.
of
MI.
392 0383
level
&

83

tic ',53 9117

Pure breed German Shepherd
puppies. 8 weeks old $50 paper

31 Boats and Manne Supplies

trained

Super Porpoise fibreglass sculboat & trailer Excellent,
1150 392 1383
15

H P MERCURY outboard,
7'
used very l,nlc $75
253 7008

95 h p Mc c

Silveriine

troll fully e gulp! skis
cond $1800 or offer

tilt

attachments.

,S450 or BEST OFFER. 392 0175.

50cc Honda, excel. cond. $125,
trailer for same, $30. Will separate. CL 5.8857 after 6pm.
Go Cart, Fox frame 6 H.P., and

Would like
259.7038.

or $5.32 down and 9 pay
meets of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

198 -Mobile Homes

Trailer for sale 2 bedroom, nice

p.m.

call

$2200,

parch, furnished,
anytime 824-6941.

469 7204

Retriever, golden
male, hsebroken, abed. trod,
good watch dog. AKC. OR
4-6270

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Tractor, single axle, 1963 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor;
trailers, 2 ea., 35' flat bed. Call
oft. 6pm, 296-6709

1930 Model A Ford
$1500
894-4249

Impala, convertible, MUST
SEE, low miles, all accessories,
'67

103 -Auto Traders & Comers

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

894-5665
SKAMPER, SLEEPS 8, good

1

TAPE SELECTION

9iYA-10-434;nt-VriM-.810.1..'ttt.'

.-trt

rit'SA-6

537-5518

'64 Rambler Classic, 2-dr, 6 cyl.

stick, 5550 or' best offer. Call
after 4 pm. 537-3097
'64 RENAULT Douph. AT, Radio,

Heater, Ex. Cond. $700 or best
offer. Phone 541 2656

1962 VW sunroof, radio, new
tires, $500, or best offer.
299-6940

$1695.392-1279.

1965 MOB Roadster, radio, excellent condition, 51500 or best
offer. 537-7562

'64 Chevy Impala 2 door hard
top. Std. Trans, Radio W/W
tires. $600 Eves CL 5 2056

'59 CHEVY, 4 -DR., HDTP.,
STANDARD TRANSMISSION

1961 VOLKSWAGEN SEDAN

$100.537 4493

GOOD CONDITION
824 6586

1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU

1960 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Biscayne,
original owner, good running

1960 Chevy, 6 cyl., stick
shift, $125.
358 1153

1960 Volkswagen. $400.
2670 Craig Drive, Des Plaines
827.2364

1967'Cadillac CoupaDeVille,
Phone: 824-5866

after 5:30

CL 3 5667

'66 Chevelle, 2-dr. HT, V-8, auto.
trans., good cond. $1100.
537 9822, Ask far Eddie before 5

PM. 51 150

Olds Wagon

$160.

66-7

horse Gilson Tractor -$155

Call

tires, AM/FM
cond. $2900

new

Ford 1966 Galaxie 50,,, deluxe,
4 dr., V 8, 392, tinted windows,
owner, excel.
P/S, P/B, R/H,
cond. 51250. 437 2623

1965 Dodge 4 dr. 6 cyl. Good
tires, ultra clean. Radio, power
steering, auto. trans, low mile.

'67 White Austin Healy Sprite,
w.w. tires, Tonneau cover, stud
ded snow tires, low mileage.
259 8581,

'r3 -7. --Opel Station Wagon w/60

low miles. CL 5.8857 aft. 6 pm.

h.p.,

60 MG MAGNETTE. Dark green,
4 dr., 4 speed, gd. cond., leather
interior, economical 2nd car.

snow tires. $1200. 259-9473
1957 Chevy 2 dr. rebuilt 282
quad, 3 speed, Hurst, Cotton

Lincoln

Continental,

accessory package includes extra wheels, new studded

interior, buckets, !nags., chrome

Ford '68 Country Squire wagon,'
pass, "s/C, radio, P/B, P/S,
luggage rock, inch. snow tires,
excel. cond., low miles, I owner,

9

Firebird, 400, special high
pert, engine, 4 sp., disc brakes,
Sun

after 5 P.M.

mint

'60

'68

posi, extras. 392 5315

door,

4

cond., full power, leather seats,

766.6048

$325. 439-0784.

motor, sander. 773 0617

Coronet

Dodge

good runner. Needssonie body
Phone 259 0487'
work, $550

'67 4-dr. HT Landeau Thunderbird, full power, excel. cond.,
widow must sell. 439. / 7c5 or
after 6pm 298-6290

Olds '66, P/S, It/B, air cond.,

excel. clean; 3 wheel Bansaw

'65

5895. 439 9271

1959 PONTIAC, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, $125
537 0492
'59

'66 Ford Falcon Club Wagon,
scat in back, radio, standard
transmission, good condition,
$1100:255-0451 ask for reg.

1

Convert Good Condition
Being Transfered Coll 392 2622

condition, 439 1976

roof, like
extras. In

standard trans., radio, $780.

$2350. 837-9122

827-3075

$3692, sell $2585. 359-2982

259 4520

digree, $90. 537 0797

'61 Falcon 4-dr. auto.,
best offer.
299-1276

Aircond. 1967 Chevy convert.
P/S, P/B, low mileage, 2nd car.

66 Mercedes 230S 4 dr.

'69 Plymouth Fury III, 4-dr. se don, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, list

condition, $795.

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

small Min. jet
papers, $45;
block poodle, female, excel. pe-

FOR SALE

1959 DESOTO ADVENTURER

'66 VW, red with sun roof, like
new tires, Call 358-4855 after 6

CL 5.3550

call aft. 6 p.m. 296-6709.

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

Labrador

shields -$35.

1963 FORD STATION WAGON,
like new tires, clean, $475.
894-2695

'65 Bel Air Chevy, 6 cyl., 4-dr.,

'68 Chrysler New Port, 4 dr. Sedan, power steering. Asking

'67 VOLKSWAGEN, light blue,
low miles, $1195.
394.2731 after 4:30 PM

1959 International dump, sgle
axle, brand new motor. Please

.

359-2251

437-2891

180 Electric

500 helmet w/2 face

condition $375. 255-5553

1964, Catalina, 2 dr.
HT, auto. trans., excel. mechoni
col cond. 5750. 359 2719

'66 Ford Galaxie 500, 4-dr., P/5,
vinyl roof, W/W, $1000.

station

Tempest

Pontiac

1963

wagon,' low mileage, excellent

lent condition. $650.
299-0362 after 4;30 PM .

1953 PONTIAC, 6 cylinder,
stick, good condition.
Best offer. CALL 437.0765

'64 VW. Good running condition.
Clean. Red. 5675.

Honda 125 Scrambler. Exc.
cond. Low mile. Best offer. Bell

102 -Trucks, Trailers

cyl.,

6

Mac engine. Good condition.
$125. CL 3 2005
1967 Yamaha

Excellent condition
439 1976

FOR RENT -2 bedroom mobile
home, vicinity Bartlett. Adults

Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place

AKC COLLIES Family Compon
ions, right age for serious train
ing. Eager willing dispositions.
Reasonably priced. 438-7739

teWItTrilai

1966 Hondo "305" Scambler

I top running cond., new paint.

toddler companion
for my child Monday thru Friday.

$53.20 Tax Included

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS

Small Toy white male poodle, no

ST BERNARD UPP1ES For Sale
AKC re gistere d $125
CALL 837 143,,

child care. Age 21/2-5.
Diversified
play.
Supervised
creative activities. 255-7019
Excel.

only. 894-6405

Stud service. 439-6896

537 7691

Used pachine in stylish cabinet. Does everything without

55 -Musical Instruments

55 -Musical Instruments

'67 Sears 250 cc
Wehelmet, low miles, "$265.
724.5770

69 -Nursery Schools Child Care

CL 9 2438

AKC Wire Fox Terrier pup, 6
mon , all shots. Also Champ.

exc.

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

1969 Singer Zig Zag

1965 Norton Atlas,
For Sale
750cc, mint condition, after 4:30
call 297-2795.

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel

Pontiac

manual
trans. Jade Green. $800 or best
offer. 529-3634

ur 595.0090, after 6 p.m.

Day Want Ads
Get Results

537-1930

B pc, walnut dining rm. set, cone
hocks, noughayde seats, like
new cond. CL 5-5622.

weeks old $10 each.
394-2243

wk. Dine & sleep 8, gas stove,
icebox, water supply. 279-5623

111 -Motorcycles add Scooters

4

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

253-3073

Mixed breed puppies for sale, 5

To Rent: '69 Wheelcamper, $75
-

F.,....thucking pick-ups, Bixby tailpiece plus case, excel. condition.
$285. 394-2476

gloss tops,

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

Gas range 42", good cond, $35;
Mangle $15; Nesco roaster $10.

CALL 439-2690

"

CL 5.4458

0321, ask for Dennis or Bryan

after 5 pm or any time weekends.
255-0880

84" sofa, student's 5 drawer
desk, 21" black & white TV,
392-4247

AKC BEAGLE PUPPY
TRI-COLOR $40.00

equipped, excel. cond,

steal fo1-111-Ercasel ,E1 Rey
Mostr.7 W. Eastman.
2 yr. old set of white pearl drums;
4 drums, I cymbal, $150. 827

Norman In., Wheeling. 541.1083

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

438-2425

1965 Apache tent trailer, fully

cellent condition. CL 9 3973

$25.358-0329.

FEMALE,

'66 Mustang,

6pm. 956-1969

Gibson hollow body guitar, twin

dresser,

Dining room table & 6 chairs, w1'

AKC,
TOY POODLE
MUST SELL. 575.

Right tent trailer. J.C. Higgins 2
bdrm. umbrella tent.5.8.5: ....

$75. Call

puppies, part Manchester,

$50. 773-0304 after 6.

P/S, good cond., $1050. After

'68 Pathfinder travel trailer, 16',
self contained, sleeps 6, gas,
ref rig., range & furnace. 225 W.

,

pads & leaves. Good condition

'66 Chevelle Malibu, V-8, auto.,

Excellent. condition. $495.
437 4086

Ampeg Amplifier, Gemini II; 6
string Harmony guitar; B -Flat
clarinet, Normandy, wood. Ex-

puppies, gd.
vvichilcIren. MAKE OFFER. Also
sm

price

1112 Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

117 Automobles For Sale

'68 Wards Camper. 4 sleeper.

Lovely 90 in. sofa, beige, 2 cushions, skirt, must see. $50.
392-9659 evenings
4 pc. blond bedrin. set, dbl

healthy,

Strong,

mos., AKC;

pies. 4 weeks old. $5.
259-1575

ANTIQUES

1.6

5

Beautiful part Lob Spaniel pup

34 -Arts and Antiques

67

DACHSHUNDS, AKC, 8 weeks
old, 3 males, Please Call after.
5pm. 359 1308

Yorkies, AKC, M & F, $200-5250,
Inc.
6 generctrian pedigree, 2
Chomps. 15 Champs. 392-3153

offer. 392-7641.

1

and cage, $15.
253.6622

x11°46,-

pies, .5 wks.

German Shepherd 6 mos. old.,
shots, good with children. Best

5

burners griddle in center,
yr.
used
ehroine cover
253 7542

lower
Holl
Randhurst Err 12
cct Adrn 50c

84" Duncan Ptyfee.soitevrIJOig-e'&-., os.e.so+ettiti tYr oca t e I, good cond.

Yo0ors.PclfEikeet, new stand

1/2

New $175 Nationalfolls_gatietarit"

535.253-1208

Retriever ',Up

Black Labrador

tion, used one year.

Drexel walnut D.R. set, w/60"
buffet, 4 choirs, 5200; 60x40
wall mirror. $35, 392.4350

AKC. Sable & White

AKC, reasonable. 529-4686

253 6294

Town

358-4374 after 4:30 pet.

COLLIE PUPS

5 LEOPARD PUPPIES

German Short Haired, 8 wks.,

$25

,

table $65. CALL 255-5707

2 males, 8 wks.
766 1463

392 1357

Black Labrador,

boys Schwinn bike

Suneloy Au

Student Viola, excellent condi-

255 0885

20

Signoture gas range

9x12 Chinese Oriental, $150;
29" round Wolnui occasional

POODLES, AKC SMALL

years,

VERY UNUSUAL $5.00 EACH

& orange print 253 0955

3e

kittens. 10 weeks old.
FREE. CL 3 7344 after 4

like min. collie, well trained.

Twin beds camel , 2 nice stands
chairs brown
8. lamps, 2 L R

26

to good home, 6

Free

White

--

OLD UPRIGHT PIANO
AS IS, ANY OFFER.
392.9227

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

437 4260 after S

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

55 -Musical Instruments

college
reverse. Must sell
bound. $500 or best offer

392 1374 after 6:30
Chevrolet Caprice, all ex
eras, I. accessories, includes full

$2885. 437 1423

'65

'66 Mustang. Moss green. Low
mileage, V 8, 3 speed, inclu. 4
new studded tires & winter tires.
$1150. Please cal/ a I t 6 PM

power & air cond.,

like

new

tires. 51575. 259 3468 weekends,
after 5 pm weekdays.

894.1934

392 1636

-.1:1011.153.t.

.7.01

the head

of ihe class with
of these back
to school boys.

mae

DEALER

ALL MODELS FOR

250 NEW FORD CARS IN STOCK FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST.

THE"MAVERICK" PRICE

1969
FORD CUSTOM 2 DOOR
6 cylinder. All standard factOry equipment

'69 CUSTOM 4 -DR.

2
Over 75 customs to choose from - some

equipment.

$
825
*kat

Full factory equipment
OVER 26 THUNDERBIRDS TO
CHOOSE FROM

§tM14.*"'"'"rE.BAB.

terAse,

Beep

Beep

'67 CHEVROLET IMPALA
4 -DOOR HARDTOP
Royal maroon, 283 V -B, automatic, radio, heater,
whitewalls. Full Price

$2645

$1695

# 4964-A

4541-A

2 -DOOR FASTBACK

$2695

#4870-A

conditioning.

Aqua, V-8, Automatic Transmission), Power Steer
ing, Radio, White Walls, Factory Air Conditioning.

$1795

#4962-A

'66 DODGE DART
4 -DOOR SEDAN

Fawn Gold, black vinyl roof, V8, Automatic, power steering, radio & heater, white walls. Full price

Emerald aqua, 6 cyl., radio, heater, whitewalls,
excellent for the little lady. Full Price

THE ' MAVERICK" PRICE

RANCH

WAGON

2245

6 cyl., power
steering, radio.
over 20 ranch wagons to choose from

'65 COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON
10 passenger. Champaigne gold, v 8, automatic

Aspen Green, V8, Auto. Power steering, Power
brakes, luggage Carrier, Full Price

$1545

#4884-A

COUPE

$995

White, black bucket seats, T -Bird V8, automatic,

power steering, power brakes, whitewalls. Full

4915-A

$1645

P-182

transmission, power steering, Luggage carrier.

$1295

P-256

'67 AUSTIN HEALY
ROADSTER
Import Specialty, 4 speed, radio, heater, white.
walls. Full Price

'67 FIAT WAGON

Firebird red, white bucket seats, vinyl interior.

Grand Prix Pontiac engine with all Grand Prix

Verde green, the Italian Delight, 4 speed trans.,
radio, heater, whitewalls, for the economy buyer.

gauges and occesories. IMMACULATE CAR, must
be seen and driven to appreciate, Full Price

Full Price

$1095

5023 A

$945
#4381-A

'64 GALAXIE 500
'69 TORINO GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Performance supreme, V-8, white, crimson red
bucket seat interior automatic, power steering,
radio heater, whitewalls, full factory warranty.
Full Price

$2695

#4726-A

SPORT COUPE
Royal maroon, black vinyl roof, 327 V-8, auto manic, power steering, power brakes, AM -FM
radio, wide oval whitewalls. Sharp car! Full

VII

Power ,tecring power brakes, white walls,

Brittany Blue black top. Sharp Car. Full price.

$2075

Price

'64 FORD GALAXIE 500
2 -DOOR HARDTOP
Marine Blue, V8, auto., power steering. NICE
CAR. Full Price

$895

3753-A

3648-A

The Trucks That Do
Any Job ,BETTER!

FORD

TRUCKS

'66 FAIRLANE 2 -DR.
SPORT COUPE

Meadowlark yellow, V-8, 4 speed, radio, heater,
whitewalls, bucket seats, chrome wheels. GT
equipped for the performance enthusiast. Full

Meadowlark yellqw, 6 cyl., automatic, radio,
heater, whitewalls, vinyl roof, extra sharp. Full

V8, automatic, power steering,
Yellow,
power brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls. Full

Price

Price

Price

$1465
1969 CHATEAU
CLUB WAGON

123" wheel base, 12 psgr., Wimbledon
white with coachman beige metallic

and regular deluxe tutone. 302-2V8,
rear door glass vent, ammeter and oil

4939-A

IN AUGUST

$995

WARRANTY ON
USED CARS

Fawn gold, V.8, Factory Air Conditioned, automatic, power steering, radio, whitewalls, wheel
disc. Full Price

#4935-A

$1095

'61 RAMBLER, Station Wagon ...$95

'61_FALCON, Station Wagon ...$100
'62 RAMBLER AMERICAN

'63 CORVAIR MONZA
6 cylinder, automatic, whitwolls radio. Full price

$625

'65

$375

FORD,

STATION WAGON
$795

SQUIRE

'62 VOLKSWAGEN
SUN ROOF

'62 RAMBLER, 4 door

$615
4830-A

SCHMERLER FORD

GOLF go
OAKTOni

A.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE
Phone 439-9500

$137.50

Red, 4 -speed, radio. Full Price

Ford's Newest CORTINA dealer

1200 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83)

$145

'62 PLYMOUTH Station Wagon $185
'65 FORD, 2 door

#5043-A

'65 FORD 4 DOOR
GALAXIE 500

1 YEAR

CLOSED

SUNDAYS

283,

$1345

pressure gauges, Cruise-0,Matic, dual
western bright metal mirror, high output
heater and defroster, inside day and
night mirror, radio, 42 amp alternator,
70 amp battery.
#5013-A

FULL PRICE $3345
Mon. thru Fri.
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sat 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.

'65 CHEVROLET
IMPALA CONVERTIBLE'

'67 FORD FAIRLANE GT
2 -DOOR HARDTOP

Slightly used
and not abused

\\\Ic4iir

$1395

$725

$1995

3428-A

4429-A

Full

price

4662-A

'67 CHEVELLE MALIBU

'68 CHEVROLET CONVERTIBLE

walls. Full Price

$1995

FASTBACK
Candy apple red, C stripes, for the PERFOR-

$2095

Marina Blue, radio & heater, white walls.

White, 6 cyl., automatic, radio and heater, white-

Red, black vinyl roof, VEI, automatic power steering. Full price

'68 TORINO GT
MANCE SPECIALIST 390 V-8, automatic, power
steering power disc brakes, radio, heater, whitewalls high rear axle lifts, wide oval tires on
chrome wheels Full Price

'67 VOLKSWAGEN

4 -DR. SEDAN

'67 G.T.O.

$1395

4889-A

'64 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

' '65 THUNDERBIRD

Price

$2095
5075-A

'66 IMPALA
10 PASS. WAGON

'67 MUSTANG

'67 G.T.O.

'69 MUSTANG
Candy apple red, V 8, auto. trans., power steer.
ing power brakes radio, heater, whitewalls
under factory warranty Full Price

from- some with factory air

'69

cfiVA:4

V8 4 speed, Racing Green, like

new Full price

Over 75 customs to choose

with factory air conditioning.

USED
b.....f.proplinw

'69 PLYMOUTH ROAD RUNNER

THE 'MAVERICK' PRICE

6 cyl., all standard factory

THE MAVERICK PRICE

1969 THUNDERBIRD

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

"In The Heart of Elk Grove Industrial Park"

kve

Girls Make Day For Wounded Veterans
the

If there's anyone who ap

mittec of that club, and Mrs.
Vernon Bergman, a member
of the club, chaperoned the

Republican -Women s

Club of Palatine Township,

preciates the friendliness and
smiles of five, pretty, young
girls, it's 50 wounded soldiers
-in a hospital.
And yesterday, the girls
went to visit soldiers and sailors in the Great Lakes Naval
Hospital. Their purpose was to
boost the morale of the men

were Charlene Franzone, 17,
of 109 N. School, Mount Prospect; Cindy Smith, 19, of 301
N. Williams, Palatine; Judy
Ressler,

girls.

MRS. COPPLE

-

they did just that.
THE GIRLS, sponsored by

at

1260 S. Brockway, Palatine,

and Mrs. Bergman live at 664
N. Benton, Palatine.
All the girls agreed with

19, of 1303 E. San-

born Dr.,. Palatine; Peggy Zajonc, IS, of 311 E. Norman,
Palatine, and Cindy Cipri, 17.
of 156 S. Greeley, Palatine.
Mrs. Thomas Copple, chairman of the Americanism Com-

and to cheer them up...and

lives

of the men is surprising," said
Mrs. Copple. "They feel lucky
to be back in the United
States." She said the wounded

--pital was the most rewarding

Only one ward was visited
yesterday by the girls, but often up to three or four wards
are covered. This depends, of
course, on the number of volunteers and donated gifts the

'appreciate any visitors and
friendliness that comes their
way.
4

ing my appreciation for -what

"When they ask us to come
back, we know they really appreciated our visit," she

next time a visit is planted.

club receives.

added.

should contact Mrs. Copple at

The Republican Women's

Many times the club spon-

Club has been involved in this

sors bingo games, and winners
get prizes,. which are donated
or_paid for by the club.

project for about four years,
the chairman said. Every third
Thursday of each month, the
club sponsors entertainment
for men who were wounded in
the war.

YESTERDAY THE club

Mrs. Copple when she said,
"Going to the hospital is one

donated cookies, --cold drinks
and cake -and the girls played

of our most rewarding pro-

games with the men to 'help

jects."

theril get acquainted.

-

experience she had ever had.
"It made me feel so good inside to know that I was show[-

they did," she said: She and the

other girls plan to return the

-

Any girls interested in taking part in one of these trips

MISS FRANZONE said

"THE MORALE of some

359-0995. The club is also ask -

Mt for donations.

she believed going to the hos-

Vro5pert Dap

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in lower 60s. Tomorrow: Mostly
sunny and warmer.

Telephone
255-440(1

Your Home Newspaper
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Schlickman's Taking Giant
Steps Toward Congress
jr

__s

Grove Township from Mount

a short distance of the Fox

views by dialing his Arlington

Prospect to Elk Grove Village.
of Arlington Heights. candi- . A week ago Schlickman made
date for congress in the 13th his first campaign walk in
is
Evanston
district,
congressional
Al' THE SAME time Saturpresenting another weekend
day that Schlickman is moving
and
"Spectacular" Saturday
through Elk Grove Township,
Sunday in his campaign for the
the
Youth-For-Schlickman
special Oct. 7 primary.
organization will make a cross
Tomorrow Schlickman will
take the second of his walks country run, co r,plete with

River at the western end of the
district.

Heights headquarters number,

By Richard Crabb
Rep. Eugene F. Schlickman

Frogmen John M. Wolfram (submerged) and Michael C. Mallory (diving) of the Moon Mission Recovery Crew dive in to dedicate the Arlington,Park Towers swimming pool fast night. Mrs.
Marjorie L. Everett, president of Chicago Thoroughbred Enterprises, held the dinner in honor of
the 18 -man team.

Mrs. Marjorie L. Everett
talks with her guests, the Moon
Mission Recovery Crew at a
pool dedication for the Arlington Park Towers. The 18 -man

team will stage a simulated

through a 13th district township,

moving

through

Elk

Jive torches, that will extend
from Lake Michigan to within

land."
Two of the "frogmen"
staged a diving demonstration

hotel's pool dedication.

Mrs. Marjorie L. Everett,
of Chicago Thor-

president
oughbred

Enterpises,

as

a dedication to the pool.

Seaman John M. Wolfram and
Quartermaster 3/c Michael

Inc.,

held the party in honor of the

G. Mallory donned wet suits

and dove into

the pool

begin the dedication.

to

-

THE FROGMEN for the

recovery crew volunteer for
the mission and go through a
rigorous 20 -week training pe-

equipment in since Aug. I, he
issued a stop order, for "violation of building codes."

A MOVE WAS made to
table final action of the matter
but it was called for a vote.
Reiter,
Trustees George

A waiver of the rules was
necessary to open discussion
on

the unscheduled

posal.

Donald

Trustees
Furst

Earl
and

Lewis,
Daniel

Ahern voted in favor of it. Tei-

of the campaign.

Citizens may hear his recorded

Wheeling parade

at

p.m.

2

Sunday.

musical group
"City Schli-

ckers" and by the "Schlick

Chicks." Balloons, buttons
bumper stickers and literature
will he given away.

Schlickman's walk will begin

tomorrow

morning

in

Mount Prospect at Main St.
and Central Ave. at 9 a.m. and

will conclude at the shopping
center in Elk Grove Village at

Kennedy Av. and Arlington
Heights Rd. at 3:30 p.m.

"TO SHOW our support for
Gene Schlickman, who is running for Congress, we're running for Schlickman," said

Greg 13 usch. Arlington
special

projects

day at Oakton and Lehigh in

The building firm of Callen) and Catino, Chicago, had intended to Intild the sewer with a 30 -inch diameter to serve its

water service to the subdivision, now served by the privately -

extensive swimming and running.
NI ate
I /c.
Boatswain's
Joseph 1.. I3oisvert said that
their training is the roughest in
the service. A veteran of six re-

The 18 men make up three
teams headed by l.t. Irve C'.
LeMoyne. Lt. LeMoyne said
the reason for the spacecraft
landing in the water opposed
to land is that there is a wider
safer area offered in the sea

with no possibility of crash
downs.

Lt. Clarence Hatlebert, the

ellen broke the tie in favor of

first of the recovery team to

the permit.

come in contact with the astro-

nauts, said the first words he
heard from the lunar trio was
"It will be good to take a show-

HATLEBART OPENED
the door and tossed in the astheir
quarantine
tronauts

He also was wearing
one, while the rest of the resuits.

Catino's firm was charged for 215 feet of water main laid

owned Fairview Utility Co., the public works committee will
recommend the reduction in cost.

were passed by the Mount

Prospect Village Board Tues-

Chicago area by invitation of

Mayor Daley and will

take

Night,
in Venetian
part
tonight. The crew will stage an
actual mock recovery in Grant
Park using a replica of Apollo

After leaving Chicago the
crew will he in Sacramento,
Calif., for the California State
Fair and then hack to recovery
training.

and Schaumburg and over to
Elk Grove.

THE RELAY RUNNERS

day.

The board also accepted the
bid from Engineer Bernard H.
R. Hemmeter of 112 S. School
for the engineering on bridges

are scheduled to arrive at the
shopping center at Kennedy

Ave. and Arlington Heights
Rd. in Elk Grove about 3:30

Board Earmarks Funds
For Bridge Construction

dred feet away.

The recovery team is in the

rate cross country team will
run through Hoffman Estates

red rose bush for a fireplug.

covery team was several hun-

Runners will carry a flaming torch through the villages
of Niles, Skokie, Evanston,
nilworth, G lencoe, Northbrook, Wheeling,Palatine, Arlington Heights, Mount Prospect and Elk Grove. A sepa-

Our dog Rover in trouble with the neighbors. Mistook their

School, William and Candota

Niles.

Wilmette, Winnctka, Ke-

SIMON \ SUBURB:
SAYS

Resolutions
earmarking
state motor fuel tax rebates for
bridges across Weller Creek at

coordinator of Youth-ForSchlickman. The marathon
run will begin at 10 a.m. Satur-

MEI' funds

are

p.m. Saturday in time to nice(
Rep. Schlickman at the end of

Ins walk through Elk Grove
Township.

being ear-

marked "just in case."
The board's fire and police
recomwhich
committee,
mended the bridges in the first

place, also recommended
Hemmeter's low hid for the

Busch, a junior at Knox
College; was captain of the Ar-

lington Heights High School
cross country team in 1966.
Schlickman in his walk,
(Continued on page 2)

engineering. Hemmeter will
charge 7.5 per cent of the con-

struction cost, so he

is

ex-

pected to get about $12,750.

at See -Gwen and George.

The other bridges at School,

The hoard had, after public
hearings attended by affected
residents, determined to pro-

Candota and William would
cost an estimated $245,000.

ceed with the building of the
two bridges. A conclusive decision has not yet, however,

The money would come from

the

been made for the others. The

basis.

village's share

motor fuel tax on a per capita

Gripe
Of The

(

Day
T. have the Good Humor truck go so fast that I
can't catch it.
S.S.

Lonnquist Blvd. Extension OKd

matter,

since only that morning it was
discovered bank facilities were
being moved into the building

without a certificate of occupancy.

Although the building is 75
per cent occupied, the bank
has not gotten a certificate of

Lonnquist Blvd. will be extended as a half
street 300 feet westward to Meier Rd., largely for

occupancy because the basement is not finished.
THE BANK has been leas-

the benefit of Holmes Junior High School at
1900 W. Lonnquist and Forest View School behind it.

ing part of the building for a
year, but has not been oper-

The Mount Prospect Village Board agreed

Bank officials testified before the board that they need
the facility operational to keep
the charter alive while awaiting construction of a permanent uilding further south
pires Sept. 20.

Then there is "just the plain problem of getting to the schools for any reason," that will be
solved, Garasha said.

The school district will also save money be-

building.
The School District 59 board Monday decided
it would pay roughly a third of the cost, because

A LONG-RANGE advantage will he that the
shorter route to the schools means that fewer

its schools will benefit directly from the new

children closer to the schools will burden buses.

accessibility.

"That could in the future have a very definite
bearing on the number of children to he transported to and from school," Garasha said.
The extention of Lonnquist to Meier also will

to $2,600.

The district's director of operator services,
Leonard Garasha, who worked with the school
board and the village to get the project set up, said

yesterday that the school district will benefit in
-

schools.

Police Committee, to proceed with the road

The road extention is estimated to cost
$7,500, of which the school district will pay up

on Golf Rd: The charter ex-

trucks, ambulances, police cars --to get to the

cause its busses will have shorter routes with easier scheduling.

Tuesday, at the recommendation of its Fire and

ating there.

Bank officials said they will
operate on a reduced basis,
while awaiting the new buildog.
When Building Director
Peter Retten discovered that
the bank had been moving

Robert Soderman and Jack
Kilroy voted against the pro-

issues

the

along the east side of Stratton Ln. to the western edge of Fairview
Gardens. But because the water pipe will facilitate future village

he had seen.

Mayor Robert Teichert's
vote broke a village hoard tie
Tuesday to permit the Countryside Bank to move into an
incomplete building at 300 W.
Golf Rd., Mount Prospect.

jor

a

as

Heights,

coveries in both the Apollo
riod after their basic training. and Gemini missions. Boisvert
They begin with four weeks of went on to say that Apollo I I
physical training; including was one of the better set downs

Mayor Breaks Tie Vote
To OK Bank Occupancy

heard by telephone on the ma-

morning, attend a brunch at
Union Hotel at 12:30 Sunday
and then take part in the big

by

At the meeting, Catino asked the committee to recommend the
Village Board reduce a charge against him for water mains in the
amount of $1,541.

Frogmen Tell of Apollo Splashdown
recovery team. The pool side
was decorated in an Hawaiian
atmosphere with entertainment by the "South Sea Js -

Beginning today and continuing through the balloting,
Oct. 7, Schlickman can he

panied
known

Saturday,
accom-

be

Mount Prospect is expected to ye a ,ubstantial amount of
money in the future by spending $3,645 now for the enlargement
of a storm sewer to run from Glenna Ln. northeastward across
undeveloped Northern Illinois Gas Co. property to the Feehanville Drainage Ditch.

The Village Board Public Works Committee met with Frank
Catino of the firm Wednesday and arranged to pay him $3,645
to oversize the sewer to 36 inches -pending Village Board concurrance-to accommodate future development in the area.
This will be substantially cheaper than having to install another sewer later, according to village officials.

Eighteen members of the
Apollo Recovery Crew were
guests of the Arlington Park
Towers, Arlington Heights.
last night and took part in the

13th district.

ON SUNDAY the Schlickman family will attend the an n i v e r s a r y celebration in
Wheeling all day. The Schlickmans will attend church in the

Money Paid Now for Sewer
Expected to Bring Savings
residential development between the Mount Prospect Shopping
Plaza and Fairview Gardens Subdivision.

landing and recovery in Grant
l'ark tonight for "Venetian
Night."

The runners will cross all
eight of the townships in the

253-107(1.

On his stroll through Elk
Grove Township
Schlickman will

several ways.

It will be easier for emergency vehicles --lire

benefit residential areas by getting rid of the
noisy buses now routed through them.

Only the south half of the street will be built
because LewisNeier, who owns the north half
and lives at the corner has not yet dedicatebhit
land, Garashallaid.

The field in the foreground will be crossed by Lonnquist Blvd., making *access to Holmes Junior High School, 1900 W. Lonngulst, estaigc.,

Engineer Expresses
Regret at Statement
Mount Prospect Village En-

gineer William McManamon
said he regrets a statement at-

tributed to him in yesterday's
paper concerning the village's
Drainage and Clean Streams
Commission.
statement,
The

which

McManamon made during a
discussion Wednesday in the

Village Board Public Works
concerned

Committee,

the

relationship of the commission's name to its function.
"I don't underStand the
'clean streams' part of the
name," he said then. "I've
been attending their meetings

.1111Na

Samuel H. Young. Republican candidate for congress in
the 13th district special Oct. 7

primary, announced the formation Thursday 'of a Teenage

Yesterday, however,

ticipated.

McManamon had reconside-

Activities were held at the
four playgrounds at Feehanville, Euclid, Indian Grove

rations.

"1 am uncertain what I said,
but if those were my words, I
regret it." he said.
He said he had intended to
say that while the commission

and Robert Frost schools, during the seven -week program
that ended Aug. 8.

Activities included archery,
arts and crafts, boys' and girls'
softball tournaments, family
nights, cartoon day and special

"name

keeping
implies
streams clean, discussion (in
commission meetings) is not
confined to Weller Creek only,

events.

and not that they never talk

Recreational
events.

About 300 boys and girls
went on a field trip to Santa's
Village in Dundee, and other

er teenage

volunteer group,

travels with the candidate on
his

bara Boyd, 614 S. Patton; and

Janis Hauptly, 540 S. Ridge,
all of Arlington Heights.
The group, headed by Gary

Pfister. 4736 Larch Ave.,

Glenview. is composed of 100
youngsters in the Distric.

eight townships. Ralph Lilly,
2006 Henley St.. Glenview, is

rounds.

campaign

The

Y -F -Y workers include a musical duet of Andy Olson and

tt '
;Iv

who

Peabody, Nimrod and Mrs. Shirley Mitchell.

writing the campaign theme
song, "San), Sam He's Our
Man."
The schedule Monday calls
for'the group to greet morning
commuters at train stations in

Palatine and

Arlington
Heights and the Skokie Swift
terminal.

John Nimrod of Skokie,
candidate for the Republican
nomination for the 13th Congressional District seat in the
special Oct. 7 primary. will
concentrate his efforts in the

shopping centers, business dis-

mette stations.

(Continued front Page II

Boyle, 915
St., at 9 p.m.

on Golf to Busse.

man Talking About?"

THE FIRST Schlickman
concerns

the

man and his entourage will go
by car to the shopping center

commentary

at Arlington Heights Rd. and
Higgins. Here they will have

cost of living. New statements
will be available once or twice

lunch and campaign until 1:30
p.m.
Resuming his walk,
Schlickman will go east on
Higgins, south and east on

a week.

Ridgewood, south on Crest,
west and south on Greenbrier,
west on Landmeier, south on
Ridge, west on Victoria Lane,

Students Save on
School Pictures
Students in School District
26 will get a 25 per cent saving

on school pictures this year,
the Board of Education decided Tuesday night.
The school district has been
receiving a 25 per cent rebate

from photographers, according to District Superintendent
Winston Harwood. The money has gone into an "activity
fund" used by individual
schools to support extra ex-

control of the rapidly rising

know, this
"As far as
means of communication has
never been used in a Congressional campaign before. I wish
it were possible to visit face-to-

Some $99 in coins was sto-

len from the office of Convenient Foods, 1703 Oakton,
Des Plaines, Wednesday evening, police reported.
Police said the coins had
unlocked
drawer in the store's locked ofbeen

kept

in

an

said.

to buying new uniforms for

store.

wood said.

NancyKolerus
Earns Degree

"I don't see why we, as a
n o n -p r o fit

organization,
should make money on the pictures," said Harold Haney,
board president.

"We could, and probably
should, include the funds for
the special activity fund accounts in our yearly budget,"
Haney said.

Michael Bozovich of the

Ellen

Kolcrus,

the home of Mr. and Mrs.
N.
2326
Niccum,
Brighton, Arlington Heights.

John

Diamonds
Watches
Jewelry

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS
Hours: M,T,,Sat.
W
9-6
Th.,

DEPEND ON US...
ed. Each funeral is conducted with quiet
dignity. Mindful of wishes and require-

Phone: 394-0820

Fri. 9-9

-

OUTSTANDING

SUPPLY CO.

.

C11!

DENTS may be recommended
for the program by school officials. department heads, teachers, counselors and parents.

Over a Half Century of Respected ,Service

D.C. 20515.

TIME

Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM

1010 East Central Road
Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

R

THE Northwest -Suburban Art Gallery
32 S. Evergreen

Arlington Heights
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
7 ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
E. Cortgs
Rembrandt
Compagneta !HOURS: M -S 10-6 1 Whistler
Millet
W. Bauer
TH 8 F 10-9

* CONTEMPORARY GRAPHICS
Buffet
Jansen,
Dali

Mt. Prospect, III. 392-4700

Lauterburg &
Oehler
FUNERAL

THOMAS J. DONOVAN, ROBERT E. SCHAER - Owners

FREE DECORATING SERVICE
Slip covers
Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirch Hardware
Window Shades
Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30-9
Sat. 9:30-5

2000 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 253.5423 ARLINGTON MTS. MT. PROSPECT

116 S. Northwest Hwy
Palatine - 358-6050.

Roofed itke Skop

a/a &loot oi

506 E. Northwest Hwy.

Serving Suburban Northwest For 17 Years.

Mt. Prospect,

BAND INSTRUMENTS RENTED
For School Music Program

Daily 9-5
Cl 3-5592

FRAMING

Your Custom Drapery Specialists

CARTER MUSIC SHOP
THE

.V. ARTISTIC CUSTOM

PALATINE ZAPF:Y:1 INC.

Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

MASER'

Further information may be
secured by contacting Cong.
Harold R. Collier (R -10th),
Room 2438 Rayburn House
Office Building. Washington,

S hang Alta

Carpets
Paneling

Century Supply Company
0

BC INVITATION

not be made until the presidential classroom registrar notifies the school that a space is
available.

STU..

Tile

Hours:

CENTURY/ Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM

menus.

27 W.
Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect

Horne of
the famous
CONN ORGAN

Your Franchised

Dealer

We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:

Phone

M -F 9-8

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

0 NATIONAL

SELECITI) MORTICIANS

HOME of the' DAY

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9-9

LEIDER

$6.95

5,000 sq. ft. bag normally $7.95

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC DELICACIES

LEIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177

PHONE: 259-9544

ONLY $31,900

SALES COUNSELOR OF THE DAY

VIRGINIA BURTT
Virginia, her husband Norm and
their three children Keith 22,

Kevin 16, and Karin 13, live at
85

f"fiet

f;4

Lonsdale

Road,

WELLBORN'S SHOES
IN OUR SHOES
Mon -Sat

25 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

9:00-5;30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

Grove

Elk

Village The Burtts have lived in
the village for the past 121/2
years

Kull cool-all Wetly, soinplidaty ile-coadltiombed
PoolParado: Mon. Rev Thum MCC Fri sill, lit. owl Hof. 2111 P.N.

Bicycles

Wink's Bike Shop

Quinellas Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lthted Golf Course

"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES & SERVICE
.

ti

: :

Hours: M d F 9:00 to 8:30 T,W,T-9:00 to 6:00 Sat. -9 to 5:30

115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights, III.
MEMBER MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE

CL 3-0349 - CL 3-0350

Turf

plus2

11NUPPER'S NURSERY

"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

PUT YOURSELF

$12.95

10,000 sq. ft. bag normally $14.95

10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
MOST FOR THE LEAST

CENTER

GARDEN

SCOTT'S WEED & SEED

Continental Delicatessen

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

der,tpai-

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedjrcr Tri-State
to Northwest Tothsoy
fo Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

Five one -week sessions are
in Washington from
Feb. 14 to March 21. 1970.
slated

o K. Moser

1

to provide assistance when it is most need-

CALL TODAY 956-0880

America's only re:reation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

ington, D.C.

Special parties Friday after- The official request must he
included bicycle pa- signed by the school principal
rades, hobo days and a Third or headmaster.
The program provides for
of July party.

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

100 students awarded degrees

ABLiNOTON PARK

ernment on the scene in Wash-

noons

Arlington Heights, Ill.

Yes, this home offers more square feet of living area than you II
find in any other Elk Grove home for this price Four bedrooms,
two baths, family room, two car garage Located on a choice lot
with mature landscaping

versity.

which outin
standing high school senior's
are offered an opportunity to
study the United States gov-

Listed Below Are Many Of The Area's Stores & Services And Their Hours Of
Operation - Refer To This Guide To Make Your Shopping Easier.

Families enrolling children

Frank Kolerus, 9 North Pine,
Mount Prospect; was one of
in August by Valparaiso Uni-

room for Young Americans

YOUR

at Betsy Ross, Ann Sullivan or
John Muir schools for the first
time are requested to attend an
orientation meeting at their respective "schools on Monday at
9 a.m.
They will be briefed by principals of each of these District
23 schools.

open and he was attending the
cash register in the front of the

Nancy

sional district.
Criteria for selection of the
student is that he or she must
be doing creditable work in all
classes, be known by the
school administration as one
who can take direction and can
profit from, studying the government and have good personal and discinlina ry habits.
The school will select the
student, but selection should

1970 Presidential Class-

the

Is

Orientation Set
For Parents of
Dist. 23 Pupils

store told police that the theft
occurred while the store was

daughter of Mr. and Mrs.

four students for each congres-

man, 302 E. Ivy Ln.

fice. The office door had been

forced open with either a pry
bar or a screwdriver, police

Applications are now being
accepted from high schools for

of ND. and Mrs. Phil Kauff-

that can't be done, my recorded views will give many thousands of voters the opportunity
to hear my views on a number
of subjects," Schlickman said.

From Store

boys and girls who gave their
time' as volunteer leaders on
each playground."

Applications Accepted in
Government Program

return to Arlington Heights
for a 9 p.m. coffee in the home

face with every voter. Since

Coins Stolen

Miss Sypult said, "The Riv-

'er Trails Park District would
like to thank the mothers and

OUR TIME

1

penses or activities not included in the budget.
"In the past the activity
fund has been used for everything from buying gifts for the
cafetria help at Christmas time
schools' sports teams," Har-

Carpenter

East

Tuesday at 9 p.m. Nimrod
will be a guest at a coffee in

south on Elk 'Grove and west
on Kennedy to Arlington

group.

dergartners held twice a week.
This program was handled by
the 15 playground supervisors,
who presented games, stories,
crafts and special activities designed particularly for this age

On Thursday Nimrod will

Green-

home of Mr. and Mrs. Torn

south on Main. west on Lincoln St., south on Elmhurst
Rd., west on Lonnquist Parkway, south on Waverly, west
and south on Glenn and west

AT THIS POINT, Schlick-

N.

wood St. at 7 p.m. and in the

Heights Rd.
Schlickman's recdrded comments on main issues can be
heard today, following the
advertisements
newspaper
which appear today under the
Schlickheadlines "What's

which begins at Central Rd. in
Mount Prospect will walk

600

Waldeland,

Schlickman Takes Giant
Step Toward Congress

'

In Suburbs

Young conduct voter information programs at train stations,

for

gram.

Nimrod to Campaign

in

collaborated

party the last day of the pro-

John Nimrod of Skokie, candidate for the Republican nomination for Congress in the. 13th District, began this past week concentrating Isis campaign in the western townships of the district.
Here he Ls seen in the Mount Prospect home of Mr. and Mrs. Roger Peabody. --Left to right, Roger

Mark Smith, both of Glenview,

excursions included trips to
Brookfield Zoo, a Chicago
Cubs baseball game and a
swimming and watermelon

.1
A

Morton Grove, Northbrook
and Glenview commuter sta- northwest suburbs next week.
tions will be visited Tuesday
Monday he will attend cofmorning. Wednesday the
youngsters will be at Ke- fees in Palatine in the homes
nilworth, Glencoe and Wil- of Mr. and Mrs. William

vice-chairman.
Teenage Republicans

were

horseshoes and track and field

and the members of the executive committee.

Roth. 537 S. Chestnut; Bar-

skills

taught in softball, volleyball,

tricts, public recreation and
other high -traffic areas in the
District.
"Youth for Young," anoth-

There were 87 children enrolled in the program for kin-

Program,

about Weller Creek.

Republicans for Young group
Members of the committee,
include from the western end
of the 13th district, Barbara

Cecily Sypult, recreation
supervisor of the River Trails
Park District, has released a
Nreport on the district's summer
playground program, in which
more than 600 children par-

sj,

for a year now, and they never
even talk about Weller Creek."
Creek."

Organize Teenage
Republicans for Young

F.

Recreation Supervisor
Reports on Summer Play

THE PROSPECT DAY
Friday, August 22. 1969
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& GARDEN CENTER
Everything You Need
For Better Gardening

41-1',
')--r

1

Hours: M -F 8-8

Sat. 8-6

Sun. 9-5

359-1080
Rand Rd. (US 12) & Duridee Rd., kdatine

BEEMACK
WORLD TRAVEL
Complete Reservation Service
at No Cost to You.
HOURS: Daily 9-5:30
Thurs. til 8.
Sat. til 2
Sun. by appt.

3427 Kirchoff Rd.
downstairs from Coach Light Inn

Rolling Meadows

253-4130

_J
It

The Day's Prospects

oca Families Welcome
Tunisian Guests
By Dolores Haugh

(First in a series on Experiment in International Living)

Jack Woods,

A 21 -day stay in the area for

ten Tunisian visitors

is

the

mainstay part of the International Living Experiment
Program

On Aug 5 accompanied by
State Department Escort Warren Cooke ten young men and
women from 1 unisia arrived

at 0 Hare Airport to be welcomed by arca host families

fHF VISIIORS

include

Khaled Ben Yahia Tunisian
leader Jouda Hammani Abdelwahed Azib Alia Hamzaoui

Charles Kimball, Mount Prospect; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Henderson, Mount Prospect; Mr.
Mrs. Burr Whitlock.
and
Mount Prospect: Mr. and Mrs.

Ferida Osma

Naima
Puigalli.

Catherine
Ayari
Fawzia hhenissi Hedi Guella
and Youscff Mokadden
Their host families respectively are Mr and Mrs Robert
Beckwith Community Leader Mount Prospect Mr and
Mrs Thomas Coombs Rolling Meadows Mr and Mrs.

Prospect

Heights: Mr. and Mrs. Newman C ryer, Arlington
Heights; Mr. and Mrs. George
Mount Prospect;
Peterson,
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gettings,
Arlington Heights; Mr. and

Northwest

Suburban

months.

Donald B. Watt. The idea was
families in all parts of the
world and directly absorb cul-

tural, educational and everyday ideas. These experiences
are then shared with others in
their homelands.
SIX REGIONAL offices

about

THE GROUP will

ning of each month. September to May. The new season
opens September 10, 8 p.m.
with a general meeting. HostetSr.C.S will he Mrs. 0. E. Taylor

membership chairman Mrs.
Joseph Stephens 821-1410

hens, Park Ridge, and Mrs.

Then on to New York for a
"city stay" until Sept. 3. A
Greyhound bus- will whisk

two

them from New York to WashEACH "EXPERIMENTER," ington, D.C., for another city
as they are called, spends one stay until Sept. 6. They will
""%.,Ig a v e for Tunisia on Sept. 8.
month as an adopted son or

The program offers many

daughter, sharing the everyday
advantages and
problems,

opportunities to young people
in regular groups, special in-.
terest groups and others in a

enjoyment of the home and
absorbing cultural and eco-

cooperative overseas and independent study programs.

nomic education first hand.

The group now in the area
arrived July 22 at Kennedy International and arrived the
next day in Bridgeport. Conn.

The U.S. Regional Office is

First baby for Mr and Mrs.,
Dwelle of Mount

Prospect

is David Eric horn

Des Plaines, Mrs. Joseph Step-

Peilettiere,

Daniel

Evanston, Ill.

Page 3

Mini -12111.

Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor
SISUULSULILLULLUJULJUULLIWUUUULAJU..9 W Q 0 U

Plaines

Another first baby in Mount
Prospect is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs William S Holtz.
Deborah Ann Holtz weighed 6

pounds 9 ounces at birth July
28 in Skokie Valley Community Hospital Proud grand-

parents are Mr and Mrs Ed-

ward Holtz of Des Plaines, Mr.

and Mrs George Luh,is of
Skokie and Mr and Mrs Joseph Williams of St Cloud.
F la

I

Mr. and Mrs. Jim Mc

Washington,

Ind.

Great-

grandparents Al Johnson and

Mrs. McGrath both reside in
Chicago.

Nurses'
Night Out
The Mount Prospect Nurses' Club will hold its summer
social Sunday, Aug. 31. Members of the club and their husbands will have a steak dinner

newborn son of Mr and
Mrs Robert J Schwandner of
Mount Prospect. loins him, 4

play "The Sun Begins and the

Jr

t

Cullough of Chicago and Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Schwandner of

together and then attend the

Judd

LW ILIULUS009 2 9 9

I

Schwandner

Robert

Friday. August 22. 1969

Great Turnout for X -Rays

and Kelly, 2. Robert arrived
at Northwest ComAug.
munity Hospital. His birthday
are

Des

Accent on Autumn

h18115is:00

pounds 13 ounces Grandparents are Mr and Mrs.
Charles Lubeck of Mount

Leonard Dwelle of

friends. Some of the special events are behIng shared by Jouda
Hammami, Youssef Moksidden, Alia Hamzaoui, escort Warren

Mount

weight was 6 pounds 13 ounces.
The children's grandparents

Prospect and Mr and Mrs.,

mnia ana Nalma Ayari. Coffees and get
acquainted gatherings are but a few of the affairs planned for the
welcome guests of our community.

There are happy, busy days planned for the wen 'num...
young adults now in our area hosted by our neighbors and

Prospect.

July 26 at Holt Family Hospi-

tal with a birth weight of 7,

IPPINIMM

41111111

located at 636 Church St.,

Bassin et Set
Leonard

leave

here Aug. 28 for Niagara Falls
and then proceed to Buffalo.

the second Wednesday eve-

of Arlington Heights. Co -hostesses are Mrs. Leon Henson,

Alpha Omicron Pi alumane
meet in members homes on

staying

the guests of honor.

PROSPECT DAY

by August 23 should call the

been phoned about the coffees

and consist of ten to 12 men
and women from 16 to 30

is no better way to make this
possible than by actually "liv-

for young people front other
countries to visit counterpart

homeland culinary artistry.
The local host families will be

Summer groups are under

the guidance of mature leaders

East,

1932 at Putney. Vt., by Dr.

On Aug. 24 the Tunisia visitors will host a dinner at the
Methodist
Park
Arlington
Church. Each will try out his

color.

tries in Africa, Asia, Europe,
Latin America and the Middle

ing in. The program was started in

Bridgeport.

carefully selected, as are' the
host families. There are no restrictions as to race, creed or

The purpose of the program
education
international
through understanding. There
is

.23 through

are

years of age. They travel each
summer to more than 40 coun-

Fall Series of
Evening Coffees
Alumnae Chapter will begin
its evening coffees Tuesday.
August 26 and Wednesday.
August 27 8 30 p m
Any alumna who has not

Young participants

July

Aug. 4 at .the Univereity of

tinents.

Prospect.

Mrs. John Remseh, Mount

They stayed

are maintained in this country
and in 60 countries or six con-

.0"
Reichard H. Doyle of the Mount Prospect Woman's Club reports that
there was a tremendous turnout-about 500 people-for free chest X-rays on Tuesday, Aug. 19,
Healin a_1111111MUI 1,115.

when the TB Mobile Unit visited Mount Prospect. Because of a truck breakdown, the unit failed to
arrive on Monday as scheduled and so did double duty on Tuesday. Mrs. Roy L. Duda and Mrs.
Howard Hamden, two of the volunteer workers from the Woman's Club, are shown registering
Patrick Packard of Mount Prospect as he prepares to take advantage of the free service offered by
the Tuberculosis Institute of Chicago and Cook County.

Lights Go Out" at the Shady
Lane Theater in Marengo.

A Bird in the Hand

PH Women Begin
Fall Activities
About 25 library volunteers
attended the annual picnic of
the Prospect Heights Woman's Club at the home of Mrs.
Wilbur Schlag on Aug. 6. Af-

ter a swim in the pool, the
women were served a buffet
luncheon. Mrs. Robert Lusk
and Mrs. John Johnson assisted Mrs. Schlag with the preparations.

nounced that there will be a
get -acquainted coffee for prospective members to be held

Sept. 17 at the home of Mrs.
Soderberg,

Dramatic accent for a cozy fireplace setting on crisp, fall evenings is this whimsical area rug
called "Floral Wheel." A circle of blue,_rtd and white flowers spinning against a moss green
ground, it was designed by Dorothy Liebes exclusively for Bigelow -Sanford, Inc. From the new La
Ronde collection of round area rugs, available in any size, any colors. This charming rug is set off
by an elegant expanse of wall-to-wall carpeting in a rich shade called "Martini."

a week in the fall, instead of the
present three days.
Mrs. Donald McGowan,
membership chairman, has an-

John

IMP

Linda Winther
Now Mrs. Benson

president.

The aims and purposes of the
club will be explained to those
attending.

Mrs. Lusk, chairman of the
Library Board of Prospect
Heights, announced that the
board will make every effort to
keep the library open five days

The club's annual fashion
show will be held Nov. 12 at
Henrici's O'Hare Inn, with
fashions by Queen's Ransom
of Barrington.

Register For
Outdoor School

An outdoor school, spon-

sored by Northwest. Covenant
Church, 302 N. Elmhurst,
Mount Prospect, will begin
Monday, Aug. 25, and contin-

ue through Friday, Aug. 29.
The school is open to children
who are going to be in grades

four, five or six. Registration
fee is 50 cents.

Sessions ire held at Fair-

view Park from 9 to 11:30 a.m.

-at

fr,

The outdoor school will feature many outdoor activities:
ball games, art fun, stories,
guest speakers and prizes. In
case of rain, the school will be
moved to Northwest Covenant
Church. Playclothes arc in order.

Information may be obtained by calling the church office,
255-4671. Registration will be
limited.

Ice Cream, Anyone?
The Senior Luther League
at Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church will hold its annual

"Ice Cream Social" tonight
from 6:30 to 10.
Cartoons will be shown for
the children.
At this time the new officers

Tame baby sparrow was adopted by Jennifer Pettersen, 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anton will preside. They are Larry
Pettersen, and Marcy Phillips, 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Russell Phillips, all of Mount ProsBrandau, Tim Poling, Diane
pect, after it had fallen from its nest and been abandoned by its mother. Thriving on the bread and' Eklund, Randy Hansen, Sandmilk they have been feeding it, the baby is starting to flutter its wings and soon it wilt be "bye bye,
ra Haugh, and David Crain.
Birdie."

The sponsors are Mr. and Mrs.

Ernie Holman and Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Morstad.
The church is located at the

corner of Wolf and Euclid
Rds., in Prospect Heights.

Youngsters from 3 through
11 will exhibit work done for
the past two weeks at Vacation
Church School.

The public is invited.

Mr. and Mr. Robert Winther of Mount Prospect announce
the wedding of their daughter, Linda, to Laurence Benson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Benson of Park Ridge. The wedding took

place at St. Paul of the Cross Church in Park Ridge on June 7.
The couple is now residing in Rosemont.

Day Light,

Now's the Time
--

By Joseph Stubenrauch
Round figures arc usually a

joy for operators in the realm
of finance.

They are also handled with
loving care by politicians and
bureaucrats.

Only if you. belong to the
not -so -exclusive club of taxfigures
round
do
payers
present sharp edges -which can
gouge or bruise.
U

THE 34th ANNIVERSARY

of the signing of the Social
Security Act was commemorated Aug. 14. In the third
of a century it has been in

In 1969 this figure_has-gone----Ali
WE KNOW THAT the cost
Up. -and other Calculations will
enter the picture. But we liked of the social security program
that "third of a century, $200 will keep moving up. We know
billion, one out of eight it is so much a part of our napeople." It was a compact way
of putting it.
Now's the time to sit --down
with an old envelopeand-a-stub

tional economy and way of life

of pencil, -atiirtot down a few
points to project these figures
into the future.

much will each worker pay
into it, and how much can he

We are not in the human
computer class, much less arc
we able to even cope with the
new math. Even the old math
defeated us many a time.

existence (from 1935 to 1968)

So we just offer this thought.
The population will keep

the program paid more than
$200 billion in benefits, with
one out of every eight people

booming away. Some pundits
barely clear their throats when
they declare it will be 300 mil-

in the U.S. receiving benefits.

lion here around the Year 2000

that there is no question of it
tieing. dropped. -

It's rather a question of how
expect to get out of it.

When the program began,
the employe contribution rate

was one per cent on max-

Ho! Ho! Watch out world!

"Well, if we extend the surtax, let's drop some of the

Here conies Beno!"

temporary taxes we've been paying since World War II."

eagles and is flanked by small
Anterican flags. It's lighted at
night.
Ina window of the house are
two service flags indicating
that two boys froth that home
arc in the service.
"Beno" is really Jimmy

The sign is decorated with

Z!rbe Prooett Dap

Ganze who has served

Vietnam twice. He
called home from California
been

-/ittitth' the th'iL'ittat denial by ithi'llVOC(1/0/1,/' Aeilht
the paper's freet/Oht and ihte//e( tool integrity.-- Marshall Field III

Robert (

John E. Stanton. Editor and Publisher

in

last weekend and announced
that he'll he home 'today.

While in California he managed to get together with his
brother Ricky, also in the ser-

I.ritlay. August 22. 1969
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his

country for four years and has

Smith. General i/um/ger

vice, and they had a

great

Ricky
just about to go to Vietnam.
weekend

together.

is

formance on the mall which
begins at 9:30. There will be
two more circus performances
tomorrow at 10 a.m. and 5:30
p.m.

The Ups N' Downs club of

Community Presbyterian
Church takes

a

boat cruise

down the Chicago River to-

,Hamichic F. -(Thor

and Mrs. Richard Ganze who
have two other children, Tom-

The Da s is published daily, Mondas through Friday, b) Das Publications. Inc.

I

p.m.

to Mount Prospect
from Prospect Heights two
months ago.
The sign was put up as a welmoved

Community interest in this
is high. People have
been contributing books for
the sale, volunteering to price

Branch Offices:
217 Arlington heights Rd.. Arlington Heights. 111. 60005
722 Center. I)es Plaines, lit. 000tt,

and stack the hooks and to man
the stalls. Proceeds will be

come to Betio. And today, as used to buy new books. Any
he arrives home, it's his birth- books the library can use will

Subscript ion rates: 35 cents a week, home delis ered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price. 10 cents a cops
Second -Class postage paid at N1ount Prospect, Ill. 61)056

day. Welcome home and hap- be kept.
py birthday, Beno!
Head librarian Mary
Big fireworks show tonight Hutchings, commenting on
at Randhurst! As a finale to the the remodeling and expansion

"I'll Open!"

Allergy Is Main Cause
Of Seasonal Headaches
W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

aches in the fall. They last for

tension, but I wonder whether
a brain tumor starts this way?

about six weeks. Believing that
they are caused by some pol-

is a wide variety of headache
relievers that contain no aspirin but they al! require a prescription. Why not have your

A --A person with a brain tu-

doctor first find the cause of

len, our doctor prescribed an
antihistamine. But it didn't

mor more often than not has

the trouble, then prescribe the
drug he thinks would he most

help. What would you suggest?
A --Seasonal headaches are
almost always due to an allergy,. Antihistamines sometimes

stages. When, because of its
size or location, the tumor
does cause a headache the
characteristics vary so widely
that the headache is of no val-

Q --For several years my
husband has had severe head-

relieve but never cure them.

An allergist may be able to.

then goes away. I blame it on

no

Q-1 am taking Hydropres.

in

the

early

ue as a diagnostic sign.

identify the offending allergen
and treat your husband by desensitization or other mean.s
What is it given for?
A --High blood pressure.

headache

Q --What
drome'?

is

you mean Horton's. This

A-Although the mode of

also known as histamine headache, a severe type that usually
occurs at night and wakens the
victim from a sound sleep. It is
caused by an excess of hista-

transmission of cancer is still
not well understood, there is
ample evidence that it is not
contagious.

Q --Why do I wake up with a
severe pain in my forehead almost every morning? Any
helpful suggestions?

A-Morning headaches are

can take for a headache'?

Cafergot tablets will relieve an
attack but desensitization to

,usually associated with chron-

ic sinusitis or chronic kidney
disease. The first step toward
relief is to determine the cause.

Q-1 get a slight pain in my
left or right temple (never
both) that lasts a few minutes,

A-The drugs mentioned all
contain aspirin, which in
Many

persons

irritates

the

stomach, especially (I) if the

lining of the stomach is already inflamed, (2) if two tablets are taken instead of one
or (3) if a full glass of water is
not taken with the drug. -there

HIDEAWORD

lasts 15 to 45 minutes, then dis-

It 'may occur every
night or at irregular intervals.
appears.

histamine gives more lasting
results.

Q-I am 70 and have had tinnitus for six years. The roaring
is worse when I am lying down.
What causes it and what can I
do to stop it'?

The Cherry Aids of Holy
Family Hospital --young girls
who work in the hospital and
help the auxiliary with its activities-- are having a I--satherDaughter square dance tomorrow night.

The Junior Luther League
of Grace Evangelical Lutheran Church in Prospect Heights'
is sponsoring a beach party on
Sunday, at Camp Augustan;,
Lake Geneva.
WORST JOKE of the Day:

Sue: "What cannot rum although it has three feet'?"

[me: "I don't know."
Sue: "A yard."

working away to tell us what
will happen in 2000
-NV E
,
IT'S QUITE
simple. As long as people like
you will take a real interest in
getting the statistics worked
out, 1 can put away that pencil
stub.

I just want to be sure that by

the time they get around to
putting me on that social security payroll. there'll still be
something left in the kitty so
the check doesn't bounce.

out a lot of foofarase, a census

had in mind to put on the bit of

of just how many senior citi- oblong official paper.
Now's the time to dream of
zens it now has on the social
security mailing list. This will ways to spend it.

VOICE OF EXPERIENCE
Dear lxe,
In a recent column a letter appeared from a girl who had
apparently decided to rebel against her society and moral code.
Yes, three years ago I did the same thing. Today I must admit that
I am neither proud nor ashamed of my past actions.
At the time, I was in my junior year of high school. I had just
become a varsity cheerleader, with plans of becoming class president. I was planning to attend college. Then I met my future
husband, a college senior who convinced me to change. Three
months later I was pregnant, and we were married.
We now have two beautiful children, and I thank God daily for
all that He has given us. -This fall I will be attending the local
junior college at night. It has been a long struggle for both my
husband and me. I pray that this letter may just help another
confused teen-ager.

Suburban Mother

The person who hasn't matte a mistake is yet to be born. It's
how the mistake is handled that counts. From one-third to onehalf of all teen-agers marriages are prefaced by illegitimate pregnancy. Obviously, you handled your problem well. Many are not
as fortunate. I'm sure your letter will help others.

NEEDS TO TALK

ing an archaic law permitting
the formation of vigilante

things.

I ant an eighteen year old who is mixed-up on not just a few
I have this strong desire to talk to someone about my
problems and about almost anything. However, I lack the nerve
to go ahead and ask this person (one of my former teachers) for
assistance. Is my desire normal? What do you suggest I do?

Waiting to Talk, Arlington
Of course it's normal. Call first, then go talk.
Send your questions hi Lee Janson. (.1, Dar
117 S. Alain St., Altnint Prospect, Illinois 60056.

The bill was introduced in
April after unrest in Cairo. Although no such groups were
known to exist at that time, the
bill effectively removes the
possibility of their being legally organized.

The face is familiar

Patents ask.. .

9

.

and LORRAINE TISCHER
is here to help

"...My eon, 3, is a
very poor eater.

Is

there a way to encourage better eating?"

with your
For the answers to problems

banking problems!

or questions about your child
read

Like the poor, the victims of
tinnitus are with us always. In
persons who are past 50, the

Make as many four letter' or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

cause.

smoking,
anemia, Meniere's disease and
working in very noisy sur-

Miss Tischer, one of our two assistant

cashiers and who heads our bookkeeping department, counts many Arlington Heights residents as old friends,

having worked in all phases since she
joined the Mt. Prospect State Bank in

graduating from school here.
Lorraine has full experience in gener-

Even if you haven't known Lorraine
previously, stop in at our new bank and
meet us all. We're here to provide good
service to our customers, old friends and

al bookkeeping and data processing,

new!

having lived here all of her life and

The GESELL INSTUTE column

1952.

Patents ask.
by FrancesL.I1g,M.D., andLouiseBatesAmes,PhD

Excessive

roundings are other causes. If

Answer on Comic Page

Just why do we want to have all
those computers and whiz -kids

And, of course, it would lie
munity took, quietly and with- nice to know what figure they

Dear Lee Janson,

covers hissing, buzzing, ringing and roaring head noises.

ditory nerve or the hearing
center of the brain. But in persons of any age, such drugs as
quinine, caffeine, aspirin and
streptomycin may he the

19 good, 25 excellent

I'I' MIGHT NOT lie a stu-

And you pop a question.
getting very sharp suddenly:

pid idea at all if each area COM-

Gov. Richard.B. Ogilvie has
signed Senate Bill 825, repeal-

A-Tinnitus is a term that

noises may be caused by hardening of the arteries in the au-

GRILATH

suburbia. which is doing its bit
to churn out its heavy quota of
the dollars that slip into the social security account, it's time
we did something about it, too.

and all.

ments.

mine in the blood but the underlying cause is not known. It

Likewise, with all the bright
boys busting out at the cranial
seams in all those bureaus
stacked like dresser drawers,
there's no shortage of federal

that we're spoofing you with
this chit-chat about Kohlrabi

Each group had to establish a
constitution and bylaws..

is

Bufferin and
Vanquish make my husband
nauseated. What would cause
this? Is there anything else he
Q --Aspirin,

ment.

is not moving of late, it could
just be because that social security check each month
doesn't stretch that far now.
So all right, you've decided

and the men he deputized.

A --Since my Encyclopedia
of Medical Syndromes. does
not list Hortel's, I must assume

Q --Is cancer catching?

surface, we've got the equip-

will be followed by a "get acquainted- time and refresh-

for the detection of
thieves, incendiaries
and all other criminals."
The law, passed in 1885.
permitted groups of 10 or
more to form and said that the
mantes of 10 could. be submitted to the county sheriff

Hodes syn-

minute device inside spacecraft a few feet above the moon

poor

The new director of music

groups
"horse

helpful'?

the Galapagos turtle or the ex-

a

thntsekohlrabi
for a hunch

ceeding. A brochure is being
prepared under the direction
of board member Mrs. Walter
Berg which will he distribmed

Ogilrie Signs
Bill to End
Vigilantes

DOCTOR SAYS

teries of computers available
for
everything including

showing

abte3c5csee
au

from individuals, organizations and business firms is pro-

at South Church, Community Baptist. Don Peterson, will
present an organ recital at the
church on Sunday at 4 p.m. It

my, II, and Kathy, 8. They project

117 S. Main, Mount Prospect. 111. 6(0)56

nation of library equipment

liner" at the Wrigley building
bridge and will spend two
hours out on the lake. Chair-

Library will hold its annual
used book sale tomorrow at
The boys are sons of Mr. Central School, froni 9 a.m. to

William J. Kiedaisch

Program to encourage me 00 -

soon.

at bargain prices tomorrow.
The Mount Prospect Public

DON'T TELL ME that nobody knows for sure. With bat-

Right here in our thriving

Ross Clark reports that the

If the local produce market
pricedprofit

personnel to work on this question.

currently being done at the library said. "The work is going
along just fine. The dry wall is
up."
Library board member Mrs.

uously employed group.

ment age by 2000 A.D.?

act moment to trigger off a

morrow night. They're board-.
ing the 'Wendella Stream-

men of the event are Bruce and
Bonnie Ersek and Joe and
Juanita Reynolds.
Used hooks will he available

continues

had moved up to two per cent
on maximum $4,200 earnings
and during 1968 it went to 4.4
per cent on $7,800 earnings.
These are all federally approved statistics.
The thing that puzzles us is

till HOMS
shopping center's 7th birthday
celebration, the display may be
seen at 10 p.m. in the parking
lot. It follows a circus per-

hack from 65 td 62, how far
back to the finance planners
calculate to shove the retire-

working out the life' cycle of

Here Comes Beno

Therd's a sign on a newly
built house at 400 N. Russel
Street that reads, "Hey! Hey!

produce more realistic facts
for village planners than just
announcing they have upped
their population to 25,000 or
whatever. These are the folks
who are not in the contin-

taxable earnings of
S3,000 a year. By 1955 this

imum

Main Street
(I;

this: how many .people will be
paying around 2000 A.D., and
how many will be getting how
much? Another query bugging
us: since the,partial retirement
'age has already been moved

yours is due to a cause that can

be eliminated, this should be
done. Otherwise, you will have

to learn to live with it. A mild
tranquilizer sometimes helps.

- NORTHWEST 'Ituat

ScwiAt9a130Atie

311 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
394-1800
Arlington Heights

RUNNING MONDAYS IN THE "SHE"
SECTION OF DAY PUBLICATIONS

Honor
Four
Scholars

Ice
Cream

Party

The Lutheran Church of the

Cross, 2025 S Goebert Rd ,

The annual ice cream social

Arlington

and pantry shower for Our

Heights,

has

awarded four Black American

Lady of the Wayside Catholic
Church, Arlington Heights,
will be held Sunday, Aug 31,
from 3 to 7 p m on the school

Scholarships

The

scholar-

ships grew out of a study on
"Attitudes" conducted by the

playground
Mrs Ronald Collins is in
charge of refreshments, which
will include ice cream sundaes,
cupcakes, pop and coffee
Games of skill for the children

social ministry committee
The scholarship -fund was

and a raffle with prizes esery
hour have been planned by
Mrs James Pmdras, games

man of the committee
During one of the discussions, people front Holy
Church,
Family Lutheran
Chicago, visited the Church of
the Cross From this meeting a

chairman
John J:Jv Ater is in
Mrs
charge of the, --pantry shower,
which Is -given for the Dominican' nuns who stall the school
Mrs William Ferguson and

Mrs Kenneth Grogan school
committee chairmen, invite all
parishioners and friends to attend and to take this oppoi tunny to meet Sister Mary
new principal of Our
Lady of the Wayside School

established, ' To help people

in need and to help ourselves
give and become concerned,"

states John Cornwell, chair-

Sunday
00

Concert

Sponsor
Outdoor

I

Miss Joanne Mayer mezzo
soprano, and Miss Kristine
Latton, pianist will present a
recital at 8 p m Sunday Aug
An outdoor school spon- 24 at I ,uth Lutheran Church
sored by Northwest Covenant 411 S Arlington Heights Rd ,
Church. 102 N Elmhurst Arlington Heights
Mount Prospect. will begin"
Monday. Aug. 25, and continMiss Mayer will sing selec-

School

ue through Friday, Aug. 29.

The school is open to children
who are going to be in grades

four, five or six. Registration
fee is 50 cents.

Sessions are held at Fairview Park from 9 to 11:30 a.m.

The outdoor school will feature many outdoor activities:
ball games, art fun, stories,
guest speakers and prizes. In
case of rain, the school will he
moved to Northwest Covenant
Church. Playclothes are in order.

Information may be obtained by calling the church office,
255-4671. Registration will be
limited.

Mayer as well as present sev-

To De Pau W
Lloyd Chambers,
406 W. Oak Dr., Arlington
David

130T11 YOUNG ladies are
music students at Illinois Wes-

Heights, who will be a freshman at DePauw University,
has been awarded a United

leyan University and will he
returning soon to complete
their senior year there. The

selves '

The recipients of the Black

Miss Latton's hometown is
Portage, Wis. Miss Mayer is a

Page 5

founder and president of ProfInc., will
it Improvement
speak to the Northwest Christian Business Men's Committee at its regular weekly
luncheon meeting Tuesday.
Aug. 26.
Langmade's topic will be

call Mrs. Helen Becker, CI 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar covers the week of Aug. 23-29.

I

pansion for total profitability.

p.m.

HIS COMPANY provides
management motivation of

p.m.

Country Club, 12:15 p.m.

I

p.m.

Randhurst Toastmasters, Randhurst Town
Hall, 7:30 p.m.
Township High School District 214, board
meeting, Administration Building, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Juyncees, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Prospect Chapter Order of DeMolay, 1104 S.

Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, 8
p.m.

Arlington Heights Chapter SPEBSQSA,
Knights of Columbus Hall, 8 p.m.

merger activity.

Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adelines International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

Lowell W. Langmade

Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping Center, Buffalo Grove,

THURSDAY
Extensioneers of Mount Prospect, Drop in
Center, Community Presbyterian Church, 10:30
to 3 p.m.

Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Cubs ball
game. Bus leaves Westgate School, Arlington
Heights, 10:30 a.m.
Harper College Board Meeting, 1200 VV. Algonquin, 8 p.m.

FRIDAY

Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.

numvsminitsmlamsommAsmiriAstnionsMIDASMIDASMIDASMIDASmtDAsmttrvA-1

sessions.

Tea
To Honor
Vicar
Grace Evangelical

Lutheran
Church, Euclid and Wolf
Rds., Prospect Heights, will be

honored at tea at the church

from 10 to

11 a.m. (between
the 9 and 11 a.m. services) on
Sunday, Aug. 31.
Meyer has served Grace
Church during the past year as

its first intern. He returns to

be ordained as a Lutheran pastor.

COMING FROM Texas.
where his father is a Lutheran
pastor,

Meyer joined Grace

as an inChurch last Sept.
tern -student. During the yea:'
he has gained experience in
.various areas of the Christian
ministry.
I

Meyer will he united in holy
marriage to Miss Dana Kaufmann of Texas in mid -September.

. . .

and the FAMOUS MIDAS

Members and friends of the
congregation are invited to
come to the church tea on Sunday to hid Godspeed to Meyer.

Lesson Topic

good coast -to coast, U.S.

9 Midas, Inc. 1968

"And the Lord said unto

teed for as long as you own your U.S.

Moses, Thus thou shalt say

make car. Replaced, if necessary, at any
Midas Muffler Shop for a service charge

unto the children of Israel, Ye
have seen that I have talked
with you from heaven."
This verse from Exodus is
part of the Christian Science
lesson -sermon, titled "Mind,"

only!

259-0421

990 N. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect

BRAKE SERVICE AVAILABLE

MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES
IIIILMSMIDASIIIMDASIIMiDASMiDASIIMIDASMiDASMiDASIMMiDASMiDASEMiDASMiDASII

agement personnel
corporations.

of major

He majored in mechanical

engineering and mirrored in industrial management at the
University of Minnesota.
An active layman, Lang made teaches a college Bible
class each Sunday morning at

The Church of the Cross
recently awarded three Mexican American Scholarships.

cation. He was in charge of the

program there from 1932 to -

ttends Course
Morgan, 1104

to be read in the denomin,
lion's churches this week. 'to
Services at the First Church
of Christ Scientist, 401 S.
Evergreen St., are at 11 a.m.
All arc welcome.

gion in Illness and Health,"
"Pastoral Counseling: Its Theory and Practice," "Psy-,
chiatry and the Bible" and
"The Meaning of Pastoral
Care."

television, seminars and lec- p

FIRST

Inspiration by Telephone
Vincent

formed Church located on
Golf Rd. in Mount Prospect.

president

By dialing 439-9110, any time
of day or night, the caller may
hear a brief inspirational mes-

an affiliate.

Peale,

minister

the

Reformed

An invitation is extended to
anyone desiring help or coun-

sel on personal problems to
contact the pastor, Rev. Randall B. Bosch. The purpose of
Inspiration Phone is to pro-

Methodist
605 Golf Rd.
Mount Prospect

vide help for daily living by

the
resources
highlighting
available through religion and
personal faith.

Worship Semi.: 6:15 AM
Como as you are Service

Nursery Provided For
All Services

U

Pastor: Albert A. Lucchi
CL 3-2407

I)

1211 W. Campbell 0

(10

Arlington Heights !

llyipfraine:39.1,-173.121,a.

Church of the Master -of Christ -Rand and Central

Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship

827.7229

'The Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

Community
Presbyterian

this

Church

Alb

It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:

PASTORS

7:00
WJJD
1160kc
7:30 a.m. WLS
890kc
820kc
9:30 a.m. WAIT
10:30 a.m. WJJD FM104.3mc

in Affliction"

Ili).

is

..Deriving Love's Valves.'

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series for some inter-

"God's Purpose

"Things Money Can,
and Cannot Buy."

11.,i

II li

WCO'rsn'ITiup"Skenno"incea:c9:3"10kAM

The Good

THE

Eveninf:0S0ervices:

0

,,-'

When Are

Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Worship Services

"Things Even God
Does Not Know"

Church School: 9:30 AM

vice offered by Dr. Norman

Pastor

'I

10:50

I

Dr. Robert E. Matthews
392.6346

The idea for Inspiration
Phone came from a similar ser-

on

Morning Worship:
U

Trinity United

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

BIBLE SPEAKS
TO YOU.

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PIIONE 392-3 i 11
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.
Child Care and Church School
9:15 and 11:00 a; m.

"Join In Sunday Worship"

Lutheran

.\,1

Church of the Cross

.* -'--A''
*

Discovery

Larry D. Lanford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

:-.

Worship Service
9:00 and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

I.

4

Nursery Provided at Both Services .

7eople Out 044 ermceut,
`,

,

'2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
NEXT TO FOREST VIEW HIGH SCHOOL

'40******************41.0.104P.

SAINT PAUL
LUTHERAN
CHURCH
PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CLIFFORD KAUFMANN
J. E. GOUSCH
Worship Hours 13,00, 9T30. 11.00 A M.
Sunday School 9.30 A M.
Christian Day School -Kindergarten Thru 8th

A word, a phrase, or a familiar Bible verse suddenly
becomes alive and is deeply felt. You take a step towards a greater love and understanding than you've
ever known before. You glimpse the all -encompassing presence of God. It's the kind of spiritual discovery that takes place for many at a Christian Science
church service. You are always welcome.

100

First Church

SOUTH
SCHOOL

of Christ, Scientist

STREET

401 S. Evergreen Street

MOUNT

Arlington Heights

PROSPECT

.Iirapri Torrorrl Shoring flu. Joy. CL 5-0332
Freedom. and I: ,,,,, mittiortit of
ihr CoNiii.1 with people.

I

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.

Church in America; of which
the Mount Prospect church is

sage which is changed daily.

esting insights
question.

CHURCH

New York City. Dr. Peale is
of

.

BAPTIST

of
Marble Collegiate Church in

A telephone ministry called
Inspiration Phone has been inaugurated by the Peace Re-

t 1115. 1.innenian 31i. Pra.qieel
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert

-..

His four books tire "Reli-

tures.

Tel. 137-3223 439.04 12

*

University.

W. Alexandria St., Arlington

one block south of Higgins Rd.
All men are invited to attend.

Lutheran Church

..

1942. During that time he also
taught part-time at Boston

room of the Nielsen Restaurant on Mannheim Rd. about

St. John

8:00 - 10:30
No Communion

of theology degree from Boston University in 1935 and received his clinical training at
Hospital,
Worcester State
Worcester, Mass., the birthplace of clinical pastoral edu-

building buildings."

Hours?

I

movement. His involvement
dates hack to 1929.
Dr. Wise received his doctor

Heights, recently completed a
6 -week economic education
course for high school teachers at DePauw University,
Greencastle, Ind.
The course included field
trips, a project thesis, a lesson
presentation for educational

the Wheaton Bible Church.
He is married and has four

I

the clinical pastoral education

church concerned to help
build up people instead of just

0

nationally, training top man-

`Mind' is

GUARANTEE,

and Canada: Midas Mufflers are guaran-

ated with an international consulting firm as vice-president
responsible for midwest operations. He traveled inter-

living person who has had a
continuous involvement with

the

on from here to become a

-

Fredrick C Meyer, vicar at

Lutheran School of Theology
in Chicago. At the conclusion
of his senior year, Meyer will

Fast, Free Muffler Installation

forming this company. langmade was associBefore

his senior year of studies at the

THE MIDAS TOUCH!

leadership

through

clients

training and decision -making

WEDNESDAY
10:30 to 3 p.m.

MI' TOPS, Mount Prospect Community Cen-

volvement in acquisition -

says

DR. WISE is a pioneer in
pastoral care and is the oldest

the Church of the Cross, "yet
it is a start and we hope to go

children, a son and daughter in
college, a daughter in high
school and a son in a Wheaton
elementary school.
Northwest CBMC meets every Tuesday from 12 noon until I p.m. in the main banquet

business and industry. Lang made involves himself with
both internal and external exThis entails systematic venture
evaluation in considering new
business growth as well as in-

MONDAY
Mount Prospect Rotary Club, Old Orchard

ter,

As a profit counselor for

TUESDAY

SATURDAY
Mount Prospect Library Used Book Sale,
Central School, 9 a.m. to

"Are You Alive'?"

TOPS of the Evening, Bank of Rolling Meadows, 7:30 p.m.
Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

to others,"

Charles F.

Lowell W. Langmade,

Calendar of Events

for the Clinical Pastoral Education program at the hospital

Rev Mr Cartford, pastor of

Jeannie Olman of 1443 S Fern, Mount Prospect manages to
get some Sukiyaki into her mouth with chopsticks at ti. .ar lion

Profit Counsellor Is
CBMC's Next Speaker

ings, leadership ability, active
churchmanship and personality.

and a member of Faith Lutheran Church.

will also serve as co -supervisor

Bridget Johnson, Miss Betty
Washington and Miss Shirley
Gilbert
"We have Just taken one
small step in the ministry of

EWS

on the basis of academic stand-

native of Arlington Heights

material for a new book, and

Scholarships ate
Sharon Woods, Miss

Miss

The scholarship is granted
by the Board of Education of
the United Methodist Church

gether for two and a half years.

from Garrett Theological Seminary, Evanston,
where he has been a professor
of pastoral psychology and
counseling since 1948
During his year's stay at Lutheran General, he will gather
leave

of assistance to us and to your-

Methodist Scholarship.

two have been performing to-

He is currently on sabbatical

Holy Family said, "Just showing concern for people in the
ghetto speaks loudly to them
A fund to help youth with their
education is a great way to he

bible school at the Lullieran Church of the Cross.

eral solos.

education, has joined the pastoral care staff at Lutheran
General Hospital, Park Ridge

Rev Mr Downing, pastor of

NE

Wins Church
Scholarship

and
re-

American

Friday. August 22. 1969

tions from Mozart, Mahler,

Dr Carroll Wise, the author
of four books and numerous
articles on clinical pastoral

ceived the scholarships The

Christ

Grieg and Leguerney. Miss
Latton will accompany Miss

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should

youth from this church

Religion

01]

developed,

was

bond

Even puppy dogs attended the Lutheran Church of the Cross Vacation Bible School. Allen
Holmes, 799 Haven, Arlington Heights holds his basset hound puppy while (left) Billy Bytek, 409
S Carlyle, Arlington Heights and (right) I ems Hollins, 4747 Dorchester, Chicago, have a chance
to pet him.

Dr. Wise

ee

Subject of this Sunday: "Mind"

rHE nAv
Friday. August 22. 1969
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BEIVEWILIE

It's All in the Cards

HIDDEN TREASURE
VISIT THESEBENSENVILLE
STORES AND FIND THE
"HIDDEN TREASURE"
CERTIFICATES WORTH
HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS.

Registration all tarpei 7o1.,;c take half a day
and processes 180 student; through the use of a
360 computer with four 2260 on-line viedo terminals. The admissions office has 37 workers assisting during registration which began Aug. 18

and will continue through Sept. 12. Gregory
Franklin, Ph.D., counselor gives students registration instructions. Each registrant is then given
a tour of the new six -building I larper complex.

SEEK & FIND

'HIDDEN TREASURE"
CERTIFICATES IN THESE
PARTICIPATING STORES
BEN FRANKLIN
BRENTWOOD FURNITURE
GREEN STREET SUPER MART

DOUGLAS' WILKINSON PHARMACY

YOU
CAN BE A LUCKY WINNER
HERE'S HOW TO WIN

-

Tuition, laboratory, student activity, and parking fees are paid in the final step of Harper
registration. Elk Grove student, Steven Rental!, 326 Brighton, hands cheek to cashier, Margaret
Weinert of Bensenville. The heaviest registration has been in the business, social science and
communications courses, a Harper spokesman said. Computer information as gathered from the
student records show twat 71 per cent of those thus far registered are planning to eventually
transfer to a four-year college; 17 per cent will get two-year associate degrees; 10 per cent have not
specified course study; 2 per cent plan less than 2 years of college; 16 per cent have had previous
college; and 84 per cent have had no college. (Photos by Leroy Myers)

Hidden
Each Participating Store Has Treasure Certificates
For Big SavIn Their Store As a Shopper, You Are Eligible
Each Cerings If You Can Find The "Hidden Trea$ures".

Savtificate Specifies Where To Get Your Redeerriable
---SEEK
&
FIND
THESE
ings In The Store. Join In The Fun
HIDDEN TREASURES.

Triton

tiatiLes
with the

The first step in registering for Harper courses is getting
schedule cards. Maine township student l'at Roth of Park Ridge
receives cards from Patricia Nilson, also of Park Ridge. Richard
Nelson, Prospect Heights, and Jolui Ledford, Elk Grove Village,
await their turns. So far an estimated 1,400 full-time students
have registered for the Harper fall semester, 75 per cent of them
arc males and 25 per cent females. Harper admissions personnel
said present figures indicate the full -lime registration will exceed

Right Look
School
l, you
for Back to
t schoohio
Fasn

your program foar
Whateverget top marks
when
want to
and
at no problem
That
spo rt coat

s..

this term.

expectation previously calculated at 2,200 full-timers. It now

your suit,

you choose our Triton collection.
carethat
blazer from with the extra fit you
with theprice you
Triton tailors
The Look
gives you
reasonable

looks as if there may well be 2,500 full-time students, they said.

want-and the combinationA great
like, too.
all for you.

It

Pat Strelka, Hanover Park, keys in the course schedule of Harper student SLISIM L. Kurtz, 1527

N. Casper, Arlington Heights, on a vidio terminal. Pat types Susan's social security

her

(which becomes her Harper student number) and the computer feeds back Susan's student record.
Pat then keys in the course selected by Susan and the computer either returns the message of a
conflict, error -free schedule or indicates alternate classes if a conflict exists. The computer also
presents a breakdown of Susan's fees.

8,300 Patients Visit Hospital in 1968
had

front Niles, 176 from Park Ridge, 164 from Roll-

patients-excluding newborns --during
1968, deem ding to the hospital's annual report

ing Meadows, 129 from Northbrook and I22
from Elk Grove Village.

Holy Family Hospital in Des Plaines
8,300

issued this seek
The hospital provided the equivalent of 66,664
days of service to these patients, the report continued
On the average there were 182 patients in the
hospital at one time, giving a 73.4 per cent occupancy
The typical patient stayed 8.1 days.
Them %vett. 1.218 baths during the year and

2,317 outpatient visits 1 he emergency room

There were 89 patients from Bensenville, 77

from Morton Grove, 38 front Skokie. 35 from
Barrington and 34 each from Roselle and Franklin Park.
According to the report, the hospital received
53 per cent of its income from daily care charges,
42 per cent from special patient services such as
laboratory, radiology, pharmacy, operating
room and physical therapy and 5 per cent from
medical and surgical supplies.

served 12,901 persons and there were 3,517 oper-

ations performed dui mg the year.
Hospital Looks prepared 178,725 dietary ser-

vice meals and I33,075 cafeteria meals. The
washing machines cleaned 1,036,8(10 pounds of
laundry
There %ken ',057 pat tents from Des Plaines.
335 front Arlington
801 from "di in Pi itspi
t

Heights 80
467 from Wheeling, 182 hum Palatine, 322 Ira ,i
Prospect Heights 211 from 113uffalo Grove .82

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES accounted for
56 per cent of its expenses, while I I per cent went

for maintenance, 9 per cent for meals, 8 per cent
for administration, 7 per cent for depreciation. 4
cot for mortgage interest and 5 per cent for
aer expenses.

Two hundred and seventy volunteers donated
-W.f.10 hours to patient care and other work and
the Hospital Auxiliary gave $33,000. The end of
the fiscal year in April saw the fihal payment of

the auxiliary's S150.000 pledge for air conditioning completed.
All of the auxiliary fund-raising efforts during
1908-69 have been directed Itwittrd the purchase
of a radio -isotope scmitinc 111111, the installation
of which is now assured.

Other highlights of the report:
--A nets' Civil Del ense radio alerts the hospital
to threatening weather conditions on a 24 -hour
basis. When tornadoes are sighted in Cook Coun-

ty, the admitting offices passes on the tornado
alert to the emergency room.
--The U. S. space program and Holy Family
Hospital have something in common, a wireless
telemetry system. Originally developed to keep a

running record on the physical condition of orbiting astronaunts, the system helps doctors get
advance warning of impending problems when
heart attack patients reach the up -and -about recovery stage.
--A new machine, the SMA- 1 2-00. provides a

chemical "profile" of the patient in a matter of
minutes, at a substantial savings over procedures
which were performed manually.

Stag Shop

113 W. Main St.
Bensenville

Across front the depot
9 6 Mon -Sat.
Fri. till 9
Phone 766-2004

12 Hidden Treasures
in our store
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BRENTWOOD FURNITURE

I .che

WRITING PAPERS

"Hidden Treasures"
in our store

Reid't /Waal Shop

2--for-1 L$ALE
Or

nue ph,' free! For
Or

future
/rime

al IL

0111 tz1,1111,11

h port. Erditr stock not Mangled.

lighthearted

decorative warmth to any room.
Use in ceiling instillations. as wall
pin-ups, or floor tnd table accent

BENSENVILLE

KEELING'S

SI

designed by Gemge Nelson
A series of modern lamps and lighting fixtures to add a welcome.

modern

BACK TO SCHOOL
LOOK OF FASHION

1011 11011 b11.11, Nit

II,

The Bubble Lamp Collection

airy

IN, el quality 1 lalbtrahl 'rotes
or

766.0429

lamps. Several di .Terent shapes, in

-

_

several sizes, from 12" to 36" in

Wool Jumpers with matching

diameter. Of lightweight steel and a
special translucent washable plastic

Turtle Neck Sweaters

Junior sizes $20.00

ALWAYS A REGISTEREO

ABE AFR I C

$12.00

Bensenville

SUPER -MART

York & Green St., Bensenville
Open everyday 9 a.m. til 10 p.m.

YORK & GREEN ST.

CANVAS SNEAKERS

FIRST QUALITY

GOLD MEDAL

WHITE -WASHABLE

SEAMLESS

FLOUR

121/2-3

SIZES 4-10

REG. $1.99

10 lb. bag

49c

King Size Bottle

89C

LEMON

Reg. 35c Box of 16

JOY
32 oz.

Crayola
Crayons

59c

HILLS BROS.

Pens

COFFEE
All Grinds 2 lb. can
Reg 29c LePages

69c

!III RC
111

Cola

plus
deposit

White

in

Paste

$

7

Shaeffer
Cartridge
Pen
with 7 free
refills

Note
Book

3for 89c

68

Redi-cut Spaghetti
7 oz. box

111

II

33

Paper Limit one per co t-,0,?

i

II

"Hidden Treasures"
in our store
OPEN

Friday & Saturday
Aug. 22 & 23

7 Days a week

till 10.00 PM

31C

24 color

OXFORDS

400 NEEDLE

REG. $1.99
sizes 11-2

9.77

REG. 29c

REG. $2.99
sizes T/2-6

$2.66

PKG. of 2
REG. $1.59

MEN'S BRIEFS

NYLON TIP
ASST. COLORS

77c

WOMEN'S - GIRL'S

BINDER ENSEMBLE'

OXFORD CLOTH

3 RING -Asst PATTERNS
MATCHING COMPONENTS

sizes 32-38
sizes 7-14

0

DRAW STRING 09 c

31C

REG. 49c

SHIRTS

T SHIRTS
$1 .5 a
PKG. of 2

77c

FLAIR PENS

PINEAPPLE STITCH
FITS SIZE 9-11
REG. 98c

44c

REG. $1.00

KNEE SOCKS

$1. 33

GIRLS OR BOYS

28 C

REG. 39c

MISSES STRETCH

REG. $1.59

17c

REG. 59c

$x.99

VALUE $2.98

NOW

ONWARD BRAND

FILLER PAPER

RETRACTABLE PEN

5 HOLE

2.27

99c

BALL POINT n/

VP

REG. 29c

SHOP AND SAVE
AT
-

Sole Dates

REG. 45c

(School)

DENIM WASHABLE

100

24c

SEAMLESS

GYM BAGS

10c

Limit one per coupon

99c

16 color

BASKETBALL

.

41f°r s1.00

PLASTIC BOX
REG. 35c

ELMERS GLUE

MEN'S KNIT
CREAMETTES

CRAYOLAS IN

LADIES NYLONS

BOY'S T SHIRTS

46 oz. can

ACCOMPANIED BY ADULT

BOYS & YOUTHS

HAWAIIAN

Strawberry Preserves
10 oz. jar

COUPON
300 sheets

5 hole
lined

1 25

Rosy Red

RAGGEDY
ANN

$1.49 value

$1.66

REG. $1.39

BOY'S BRIEFS

PUNCH

COUPON

FREE BOOK COVERS FOR CHILDREN
PANTY HOSE

Bensenville

Treasure chest
Coupons

Pak

766-6044

1U0 back -to -school
HIDDEN TREASURES
WOMEN'S & MISSES

Hidden in our store

Bic

ZuAiltf Alla Sale

York & Grand

STR T

Most Complete Selection
Lowest Discount Prices
On School Supply Needs

Reg 19c

Ziadtc Redaction lit/m.0d tAe State

GREEN

Has

12

,--",''..-..".`..2-1-`-.,-

Complete

2 S. Addison
Bensenville
766-1152

COMPLETE
PHOTO
DEPARTMENT

DOUGLAS'

pak
Popsicles

ICI1:1

REID'S

7itaiunal

$1 20
value

.,..i,. '..ft.
,..,1!!

$98.00

Quilted Cotton Robes

El LEEN STEWARD

20

$16.00 and Up
Complete with Springs
Guard Rail, Ladder,
Mattresses

$25.00 & up

GEORGE WILKINSON

Bensenville
766-0617

Specially Priced for this Event

TWIN SIZE BUNK BED

Pant Suits

LOOK FOR OUR
10
"HIDDEN TREASURES"

and

even glow of light.

$
Wool Mini Skirts
& Coulottesu.
Sizes 5 to 15 $10.00

7 S. Center St.

that virtually ensures a soft

Slacks -- wool, corduroy, arnel
from

PHARMACIST

w.

L./

8

Special

uner

117 W Main

4141 WO *SW ********** ** *** * 41*41 ***

BEN FRANKLIN

LI 33c

with 5FR0EE0BCAOLLUPONINTT PEN

PARK & SHOP PLAZA
DO WNTOWN BENSENVILLE

Store Hours: Open
EVENINGS THURS. and FRI. 9-9

DAILY 9 til 6
Closed Sunday

Classroom Use of Media,
YMCA to Hel Lose Pounds Challenging, Growing Concept

Page 8

Friday, August 22, 1969

had one motion picture projector for an entire college. In

By K. C. Radtke
"The big difference, now is

Registrations are being taken for the "Slim for Fall"
weight reducing course at the

the concept of the use of media

,

as part of the learning situation. Back then you had to

4-"L"....

Northwest Suburban YMCA,
300 E. Northwest Hwy., Des
Plaines.

V

The first meetings will be

convince people of the validity
of audio-visual instruction,"
said Cal Stockman, director of
Instructional Services at Har-

1

Sept. 8 from 7:45 p.m. to 9:45

per College.

p.m. and Sept. 10 from 9:15

The media Cal refers to are
films, slides, video tapes, photographs and television, acceptable instructional materials in most of today's space

a.m. to 11:30 a.m.

The program is for women
who want to lose weight, but
who feel they need a sound
program and the company of

cause that's when

Menu planning, diet, low

dad,

his

Verne Stockman, first began

calorie recipes, slimnastics,
tips on walking and good pos-

using audio-visual instruments
in teaching.

ture, skin care and makeup,
hairstyling, wardrobe planning, relaxation and other topics will be discussed.

TODAY, AS CAL BEGINS his new post at Harper,
he follows in his father's footsteps. His father is director of
audio-visual services at Eastern Illinois University, Char-

Each woman's problem is
' given special attention.
Women interested in taking
weight off is welcome to enroll
by phoning the YMCA at 2963376. Baby sitting service will
be offered during the Sept. 10
morning class.

leston.

Like father, like son, Cal
readily admits, but with sevoperational

big

eral

dis-

tinctions.

Ladies engage in body -toning exercises toltelp them lose weight and inches in the Northwest
Suburban YMCA "Slim for Fall" program.
Figures on the adult education program as compiled by HanPalatine
Maine
rahan's office are:
District
Twp.
High School District
21 1
District
Number
207
Percent of Time as
67

100

Director Adult Education
Secretarial Staff

5

more teaching materials.
In 1939 the elder Stockman

100
2

I

By the Staff of Forest Hospital

Teachers Employed
Summer 1968
Fall 1968
Spring 1969
Adult Basic Education
High School Credit
Americanization -English

4

0

I

0
73
77
0
116

81

0

52

191

32
0

62

1757

164

424

175
221

50
I

as a Second Language

General Educational
Development test - prep.
Junior College Credit

1

253

Lee Harvey Oswald lived in a fantasy world and spent his life
trying to master the feelings related to his father's death, an Ohio
psychiatrist observes.

129
131

26
130

Also, said James W. Hamilton, M.D., of the University of
Cincinnati School of Medicine, a study of Oswald's life "suggests strongly, though not conclusively, that Oswald acted alone
(in the assassination of President Kennedy) for it would seem that
he was far too paranoid and suspicious to ever trust other persons

t)

2326

864

2101

10815

3591

7646

15584

4767

10441

41

0
1876
1995
3871

0

3976
4224
8200

0
110

0
138

123

140

atory fears accompanying the passive position through play with
weapons and by grandiose fantasy."
Oswald's many fears, Dr. Hamilton says, stem "from the circumstances surrounding the heart attack death of his father two
months before Oswald's birth" and his subsequent boyhood ex-

233

278

periences.

AFTER DESPERATE years in the Marine Corps and an unhappy sojourn in the Soviet Union, Oswald returned to the

_

12850
4

370
449
823

Summer 1968
Fall 1968
Spring 1969

Total
Junior College District
Number

'

4

0

309
342
655

96

0
122

103

120

199

242

535

512

512

More Adults Go
Back to School
More adults than ever are
going back to school in the
northwest suburban area, ac-

cording to Robert P. Hanrahan, Cook County Superintendent of Schools.
Enrollment figures showed

a 22.3 per cent increase in
adult students in Cook County
for the 1968-69 school year. In
1967-68

school

han's assistant, said, "Many
adults are returning to evening
and Saturday classes today because more opportunities are
being made available through
the public schools and there is
a growing
realization that

adults meet their situation in
life better equipped through
continuing education."

year,

163,349 adults added classes,
compared to 199,777 for
1968-69.

Courses showing the greatest enrollment increases were
vocational, trade and business

Auto Stolen
From Residence
A car belonging to Nicholas
P.

Alban, 440 Leahy, Des

Plaines was

stolen

late

SOCIAL, RECREATION- Wednesday night or early yesAL, and special interest noncredit courses were most popu-

United States and later became interested in President Kennedy,
who became a "powerful father figure, being an ex -war hero who

Republicans begin
Young
their fall activities Sunday

with a pool party from 8 to
p.m. at the Country Acre
Apartments, 640 Murray Ln.,

William R. Gappert of Arlington Heights, president of
the Young Republicans for the
new year, will be in charge.

In event of rain the party
Dempster St. in Mount Pros

Earns Degree
University of

at the

degree

and Mrs. Robert Bush, 726

FRYE°1 N:EIC

TSISERIO:RD

ES

OMEOWNERS POLICY

BEEMACK WORLD
TRAVEL

requests

and

convert needs to useful instructional
materials --slides,
print reproductions,
films,

MELVIN A. DAHL

Sunday by Appointment

,

3427 Kirchoff Rd.

Rolling Meadows, III '""

255-4535

253-4130

' 3427 Kirchoff Road
Rell'ng Meadows: III.

glass and chrome were found

,,,,.

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS

at the scene. They assumed the

thief forced the vent window

ETCHINGS

open to gain access.

t

.

..,.1 c,

.,

, :

, ,,,,,

ARK

"

.

PETS

"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Ust"
of

a

Westing.

house split system can be
simple and economical. Get
the facts, call us for a no obligation system survey.

1

Fine a rt

for homeiofficeipl ant.

PH: 394-3083
Evergreen Shopping Center

Arlington Heights, Ill.

You can be
sure

if it's Westinghouse

JEWELERS

A-

"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 19471"

P

REFRIGERATION
203 So.EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

259-2727

buildings on the campus with

TV receptors

and

portable

overhead projectors," Stock-

III., 1961-63,

and was director of audio-visual and adult education for the
Crystal Lake High School District 55, 1963-66.

Before joining the Harper
staff, Stockman was director
of the audio-visual center at
the University of Chicago
Laboratory School.

tapes.

Instructional services will
then co-operate with the library in circulating these materials.
Cal's

department

OPEN
NINE

con-

is

veniently located in the new

to.

Harper Learning Resources
Center, a three-story blue -carpeted building with a spacious
library.
Prime concern of the in-

NINE

structional services staff will
organizing

lie

depart-

the

ment's television studios and
control room, the graphics
laboratory, master distributing
center, darkroom, small audio
studio and independent study
area.

process

rz Auck 3.1-L

011A1 REALTORe13

hopefully

Although television will be
used on a limited basis at Har-

per during 1969-70, Cal foresees closed circuit and video
tape productions available by
1970-71.

"We will have extensive TV
facilities, Cal added, "with

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-2460
956-1500

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

In Prospect Heights
Look for us

894-1800

,394-3500

-3 S. Wolf Rd.

delegate from the Elk Grove
to

In Palatine

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

Springfield over the Labor
Day weekend.
President Gappert will be a

Township YRs

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

each week in

The Home Buyer's Guide

the

IN THE DAY

Springfield convention.

when Henry Ford started
mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five" years!

. . .

check our quality!
V check our service!
Ni check the value!
GLASSES ONE LOW PRICE
NO EXTRA CHARGES OF ANY KIND

.N

CUSTOM FRAMING

Ins allation

cenlecture -demonstration
ters, and laboratories.
"We plan to supply all

School, Paris,

V satisfaction guaranteed!

"Call Dahl!"

Complete Reservation
Service at No Cost to Yoni

Phone:

while parked in front of his

Cent*ct ten5es

teachers'

take

During the discussion peri-

AND

terday morning, police said,

MAKES ALL THE DIFFERENCE
IN THE CLASS ROOM

eral student helpers, Cal will

od one of the matters under
consideration will be the annual state meeting of the
Young Republicans of Illinois
which will be held in

H

YOU ALREADY MAY

be all that you need.

in-

pect.

THAVEESE

mencement exercises today.

ducts may be entirely satisfactory for total air condition.
ing. An add-on system may

by remote control,

,---r3

Denver's summer com-

HOME AIR
CONDITIONING

1960 and a master's in educa-

from the LRC to classrooms,

technician, a photographer, a secretary, and sev-

Norma Boyer of 548 Web ford, Des Plaines, is one of 525
students scheduled to receive a

tion in 1961 from Eastern Illinois University.
He taught music and was
band director at Paris High

Des Plaines.

led in the womb -like setting of the warehouse (in Dallas), sur-

lar with suburban residents, home.
Police reported broken
compared with English as -a
second language, high school
and elementary classwork and
university courses in Chicago.
Arthur J. Stejskal, Hanra-

The Elk Grove Township

will be held at the home of Mr.

re-enacted the situation that he had omnipotently fantasied had
taken place two months before his birth, striking from above and
behind to control his own fears of such attacks on himself."
President Kennedy was liberal Democrat, but Gen. Edwin A.
Walker, whom Oswald allegedly shot at, is a conservative.
But, said Dr. Hamilton in concluding, "Just as the unconcious
has no sense of time, it also fails to recognize political opposites."

"The computer is big in our
thinking, Cal said.
Audio-visual services at
Harper eventually will operate
mation via films and tapes

visual

for a teacher to place a phone
call to instructional services,
turn on the appropriate receptor, and sit back with his class
and learn.
Stockman, 31, lives with his
wife and child in Crystal Lake.
He received a bachelor of sci-

ence degree in education in

an

TOGETHER WITH

man said, making it possible

services

Harper's computer
personnel.

electrical engineer, an audio-

shape by December, Cal said.

tion of Soviet missies in Cuba...."
Then, in November, 1963, Dr. Hamilton says, Oswald "nestrounded by cartons of books (he had been an avid reader), and he

STOCKMAN AND HIS
STAFF will work closely with

stantaneously pumping infor-

Fall Pool Party

had successfully confronted Nikita Khrushchev over the ques-

Your present furnance and

1968-69. Junior college academics are up 63 per cent.

point of view," Dr. Hamilton said, "there can be seen a frantic
need to defend against passivity and helplessness by refraining
from intimate ties with other persons, by displays of pseudo masculine aggression, and by attempting to control the retali-

being the ability to grow into a
retrieval system assisted by a
computer to remotely dial materials for students throughout
the campus."

will find everything in ship-

OWN 1/2 OF TOTAL

courses, up 67 per cent in

Eyes Examined

tribution."

Young GOPs Set

Touching on the highlights of Oswald's frantic and frustrated
life, Dr. Hamilton attempts to explain the accused assassin's motivations.
"Regarding the events in his life from a genetic and dynamic

Individual Enrollment

the

teachers, a job more in the area

of production and dis-

TIONAL

Palatine Police investigated
a false alarm Thursday at the
First National Bank and Trust

grandiosity accompanying the performance of such a feat singlehanded...."

Total Enrollment

Total
Brochure Listings
Summer 1968
Fall 1968
Spring 1969
Total
Actual Classes Held

tems rather than'the individual
media," Cal said.
"My job is to keep the materials related to instruction normally co-ordinated to the

THE ORGANIZA-

Investigate
False Alarm

Company at 2:15 p.m. They
said an employe apparently
sufficiently to be part of an intricate scheme, which would in triggered the alarm by stepturn mean that he would have to share the omnipotence and ping on the alarm button.

Zollege or University

6350
6459

While Cal's father spent his
early audio-visual days searching and sweating to get certain

equipment, Cal's most pressing chore is distributing the
equipment throughout the
school and making the mose
use of it through production of

,

TI(3)2iir,7 Psychologists Look

Summer 1968
Fall 1968
Spring 1969

"We're (educators) tending
to talk in terms of media sys-

Cal knows how it was "back

then" in the late 1930's be-

1png.

in Classes

tribution of remote video tape.

age classrooms.

other women.
Each session is two hours

Extension
Vocational, Trade,
and Business
Non-credit Classes

his son, Cal, worries
about scheduling the dis1969

one of our major problems

Bird & Small Animal loardingl
SORRY NO CATS OR 00051

PH: 255-4434
1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR, OR TINTED. OR SUNOLASS LENSES.

REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT. YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200

IN EXCITING
OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERING FRAME STYLES
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS, ALSO AN ATTRACTIVE CARRYING CASE.
be
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to
filled in the frame .of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.

MT. PROSPECT
22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
TELEPHONE: 259-9456
AREA OFFICES
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO
3 EAST WASHINGTON

ak pa dam

NORTH SIDE

PAUL'S
BARBER SHOP

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

MEN'S HAIR STYLING
RAZOR CUTS
CONVENTIONAL CUTS
MANICURES

PH: 253-4690

IM163
A411.1(#47(11
LOWER LEVEL

Corner of Donlon & Campbell
.Downtown Arlington Heights

Shop PH: 392-4100
Hotel PH: 394-2000

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

31 NORTH BROADWAY

WEST SIDE
6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th 3 CICERO. KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.

ti

THE DAY

Student Loan
Requests Exceed
Available Funds
"University funds have not
aid from students eligible for increased," he said. "We used
loans, awards and jobs have ex- our own funds at the same rate
ceeded-avaitahle funds by be- as last year."
----fween $500,000 and $600,000.
the University of Illinois at
A YEAR A(;O. no appliUrbana -Champaign said to- cations for aid front qualified
day.
students were rejected for lack
L%-the unavoidable fact of funds, he said.
that we have obligated all of
"We had far more appliApplications

Rep. Collier Accepting
Guard Applications

I

for financial

said. "And we have far more

mincial aids, said. "We are go-

nut i er of available jobs is un-

school year," Hugh NT Sat- applications
terlee, director of student fi- available
I .500 applicaMs who qualified

money."
Satterlee said proposed fed-

eral aid funds for the U. of I.
had been cut in Congress by
more than a half -million dollars to 52.231,00( this year,
amounting to only a slight increase front the more than 52
million available a tear earlier

Pronioted

United

det,

I

who are interested
worthwhile

Statok,..,,Coast

being accepted.
Candidates interested

rte
111

diet -44.

.135!.

for jobs than
%,--though the

proniltpro-

'Ilse Cincinnati -Forte Co., a leading
t to build a plant in
the
attributed
cessing equipment, is the first industria
Satterlee
s steel. The two adjoining
the Midwest almost entirely of SG
depletion of available aid
t in Arlington Heights, include a
hinds to an increase in the buildings shown here, bein
ice structure and a 42,000 -square -foot
number of students. higher glass -walled, two-st5tx.
costs, and "greater reluctance- manufacturing pain with I -1/2 -story brush finish stainless panels
on the part oisttMents to rely mu all sides. With buildings feature stainless fascia, mullions and
on their parents tor support."
trim, and-Kce brick as a base. Stainless -Steel was selected as_a"For the past four week:1,1_1Frimary construction material for its ability to retain a cletm-new
we; have been making awar s
fi-bin the funds made available
to us by cancellatibn of enrollment by successful applicants
who have decided not to enroll
here," he said. "The cancellation rate has not been as high
as we had anticipated, and the
federal government was
unable to restore a rather substantial cut in the Educational

ing to have to infoim.4,200-iii-changed."

for some form of assistance
that we don't have enough

and no special categories.
urge all qualified young men

Rep. Harold R. Collier (R 10th.) announced that applications for appointment as ca-

-- regardless of
changes in the industrial atmosphere. The new Cincinnati -Forte
facitities,-scheduled to be completed late this year, will more than
double the size of the company's present corporate offices and
plant at separate leased locations in Niles, Ill. The new plant site,
in Arlington -Industrial and Research Center, is near major traffic
routes -to assure faster delivery of metals processing equipment to
Customers throughout the nation.

appearance over an indefinite period of time

lion forms as soon as -possible

to the Director-aAdmissions
competing for appointment to 11-&--Ciiast Guard Academy.
the United State Coast Guard"-New London, Connecticut
Academy mu_t-sutificit 'their 06320.
To be eligible for the next
appltcatro orms to the acade--Mr before Dec, 15 and must competition for appointment
arrange through their secon- to the Coast Guard Academy.
dary school guidance coun- a candidate must be single, a
selor to participate in the pre- citizen of the United States, in
scribed College Entrance Ex- excellent physical condition
amination Board (CEEB) and must have reached his SeVentecnth but not his twenty tests.
Only those test results be- second birthday by July I.
fore or including the Dec. 6, 1970.
A high school diploma is the
administration of the College
Entrance Examination Board minimum educational rehigh
quirement, although
tests will be accepted.
"A ppointments arc made: school seniors assured of being
solely on a nationwide corn- graduated by June 30, 1970
are eligible to enter the coin petitive basis," Collier said.
There are no separate petition if they will have at
quotas for states or districts least I S credits by that time.

New Hoffman House FRONTIER SALAD DRESSING

loan Program, the loans are
Paul Miresse of Arlington made by private lenders and
Heights has been promoted to :ire guaranteed by the governthe newly created position of ment.
distributor sales manager of
automotive products for Lit defuse Inc. in Des Plaines,
western
had been
regional sales manager for
He

electronic distributor sales.

Even Dahlias
Have a Theme

Swift Premium

9.39
Thick Sliced BACON 2 Lb. Pkg. 9.69
Oscar Meyer
SMOKIE LINKS

theater.
NI iresse majored in business

7

12 Oz. Pkg.

C

A large selection
of home made
cold cuts in our
Delicatessen Dept.

Av., Arlington
Miresse will be responsible Heights, will participate in the
for expanding the firm's new 38th Annual Dahlia Show at
and established automotive the Garfield Park Conservaproduct sales in the automo- tory, Central Park Blvd. near
Lake St., Chicago.
tive replacement markets.
The annual show held by the
He has been with Littlefuse Central States Dahlia Society
since 1951, working in a num- in cooperation with the Chiber of manufacturing and sales cago Park Dist. will he Sept.
positions. Before joining Lit- 13. 14 and IS. Hours are 4
tlefuse. Miresse was office p.m. to 9 p.m. on Sept. 13 and
manager of a display manufac-

year will he, "What Makes
America Great? Faith. Hope

I

Porter House
or T - Bone STEAK
Oscar Meyer

.Kennicott

located in 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on the other
Chicago. A veteran of World two days..
The arrangement theme this
War II, he served in the Pacific

$1

PROTEN SIRLOIN STEAK

Fredrick K. Lahs, 139 S.'

turing company

Good Luck

MARGARINE

Raggedy Ann

MUSHROOMS

to by a 26 -hour tape of music pressing problems," she said.
to he played in the labor. deliv-

"THE TAPED music beery and recovery rooms and
the fathers' waiting room on gan during the Christmas sea-

maternity son about a year and a half ago,
in 1967, and we have had nothAnd what mastic did they ing but favorable comments so
choose? Semi -classical selec- far," Miss Anderson said.
In fact, the only complaint
tions recorded in Rome by
Skitch Henderson, orchestra heard so far came from the obstetrics staff, who purchased
leader and TV personality.
the tape.
the second -floor
center.

Aug. It), said she did not even

Family Field
Trip Slated

She said she was probably
too preoccupied to pay attention to it.
A family field trip to MalHead Nurse of the Maternity Center Miss Marilyn Tan- lard lake forest preserve,
ner says the music, along with southwest of Keeneyville, at 3

acoustical tile, helps tone p.m. Sunday will he sponsored
down the high noise level. by the Forest Preserve District
There are about 200 deliveries of DuPage County.
The preserve on Lawrence
a month on the second floor.
Patricia Anderson. director is about a mile south of -Lake.

of nursing for the maternity, A camp -fire dinner will he
pediatrics and adolescent cen- held at 5:30 p.m.

79`

4 Oz. cans

5/$1

Country Delight

SOUR CREAM

Hills Bros. or Folgers

COFFEE

$2.10

case of 24

all Flavors

CANADA DRY BEVERAGE

59c

16 Oz.

99c

,2 Lb. can

(With $5 purchase or more not
including Cigarettes or Liquor)
ADVERTISED PRICES
EFFECTIVE

AUG 21 thru

1111111111L4114.4_

SUN AUG 24

ED

4

From Our
Liquor, Dept.

DJ

8KIIMAGO

PE =

Li

CALIFORNIA
CANTALOUPES
Jumbo Size 23

3

for

$

Delicious

ON ALL YOUR

WINE
$1.19
Gal.

0

STOCK UP

Paisano
Red Table

-

They're tired of the music,
MRS. GEORGE ZAKOS,
1321 Brown St., Des Plaines, and they lack funds to buy a
whose second child was born new tape.

3 Lbs.

ALWAYS FRESH

Along with, Skitch
The maternity center at Lu- ters, said some doctors use the
theran General Hospital pro- music as part of the treatment
vides music to have babies by. in deliveries. "A few of them
The obstetrics staff at the even turn up the volume high
hospital, at 1775 Dempster, enough to draw the patient's
Park Ridge, pooled resources attention away front the more

59c

Jar

WHILE THEY LAST

and the Joy Experienced

Infalits Sing

ery room.

SPANISH OLIVES

PESCHE'S

a.m. Sept. 13.

notice the music in the labor
room or the delivery room.
She did notice it in the recov-

Durkee Grande!

Meat Prices thru
Sat. Aug. 23

administration :and marketing Through Friendship." The
while attending the University 1969 Dahlia Queen will be
of Illinois. He, his wife Pat- present.
Exhibitors can enter from
ricia and two children live at
1414 W. Grove in Arlington the evening of Sept. 12 to 11
Heights.

2/89c

16
0z.
Jar
10 Oz.

IN PAST YEARS, there

during this next year."
Under the Guaranteed

5/$1

(125 ft-)

and the National Defense Student Loan Program."

million would be borrowed

to

in

Diamond FOIL WRAP

King size

Opportunity Grant Program

Paul Nliresse

this

GROCERY DEPARTMENT

PESCHE'S
MEAT SPECIALS

were enough cancellations to
satisfy pending requests.
"We have very high hopes
that action will he taken by the
federal government to provide
an interest -subsidy to lenders
for the State Guaranteed Loan
Program." he said.
Satterlee said more than $3
million was borrowed by more
than 3,000 students last year
under the state's Guaranteed
Loan Program.
"This has increased 30 to 50
per cent each year," he said.
"If the funds are available, $4

in

profession

write for details and applica-_--'

Guard, class of 1974 are now

this year," Satterlee

the aid funds available to us for
distribution -in the 1969-711
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PARTY NEEDS

HONEYDEW

AT
PESCHE'S

MELONS

NEW LOW

$2.09

PRICES

DREWERYS BEER
12-12 Oz. No dep. bottles

Large size

California

$1.79

MICHELOB BEER
Bottles or Cans, your choice 6 Pack

Redd

1.59

59c
BARTLETT PEARS
2Lbs.

29c

All Purpose POTATOES

10
Lbs,

BASKETS MADE TO ORDER
A Perfect Gift For Hospitals, Home etc.

69`

Theatre Guild
Offers Our Town

THE'DAY
Page 10
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-----

What's Happening
By Tom Hamilton

will

The Underground Sunshine
and For Days and a Night will

be

the American Con-

What's Happening is a list mg of activities in the area for

be

Chase Wild Goose on Mon-

production of Chekhov's "Three Sisters."

youths. The activity may be

day ,_pox office opens'at 8 p.m.,
and admission is $3.

CHICAGO:

sponsored by a club, church,

appearing at the Chevy

school, park, or it may be a

'

The Cellar presents another
weekend of entertainment, beginning tonight with the FinchrOMOJ Tow night
ly Boys
the Human Beinz will perform
and Joel Sabastion of radio sta-

tion WCFL will MC and give
away 22 WCFL "Solid Gold"
albums The Cellar opens at 8
p m , admission is $2.50. The
Cellar is located at Salem and
Davis Sts

which is being presented in as sociation with Music On
Inc.
of Arlington
Stage,
Heights.

The program, open to anyone interested in theater, will
be .held at 8 p.m. on Wednes,'-

day, Aug. 27, at Guild Playhouse,
Plaines

St. Marcelline

play.

the
Next
Thursday at
Waukegan Wild Goose, Illinois
120 and Lewis, the Mead and
Oedipus Complex will be
presented at 8 p m Admission

soprano, perform in
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9

27. For $10 members may see,
in addition to "A Funny
Thing Happened" (the

in D Minor, Optis 125. Both
concerts will begin at 7 p.m.

will be $2
WHEELING:

Owens and the Buckaroos, in
one of their rare Chicago apAppearing with
pearances.
him will be Merl Haggert.

and the first Stella Holt Memorial Award. "Ceremonies"

On Wednesday, Aug. 27,

is being presented at the Murray Theatre through Aug. 31.

Ventriss as Dr. Gibbs, Tausca
McClintock as Mrs. Gibbs,
Dick Schultz as Editor webb,

emit more people willing to

romantic leads, George' Gibbs

are hoping for a good turnout
at this first meeting of the new
season to enjoy "Our Town"

Bette Howard (from left), Richard Ward, Joe Fields and Antonio Fargas, appearing in Lonne
Elder's play, "Ceremonies in Dark Old Man," being held at the Murray Theatre in Ravinia through

and Emily Webb!-Bill Mages, 5226, W. Re-

August 31.

serve, -Chicago, a singer as well

and learn about the fun of

as an accomplished actor, has
one of the leading roles. in Des
Plaines Theatre Guild's open -

group." Refreshments will be

being an active member of our
served.

00

a

TAKE

.

"HER"

eli.;" J.

Restaurant
of the Week

work behind -the -scenes on our

plays this year." says Guild
Joanne Notz as Mrs. Webb, president Mrs. Kenneth Mac and Bill and Pat Mages as -the Cowan. of Glenview, "so we

Joan Baez will be in concert at
the Aragon. Admission for the
event will be $2 at the door.

Coming up at the Murray
Theatre, Sept. 3 through 14,

subscriptions for theTive productions of -1969-70 will be

Guild's first musical opening
Sept. 12 for four weekends),
"Summer and Smoke," in No1308 Northwesy Hwy., Park vember, "Barefoot in the
Ridge, appears in the charac- Park" in January, "Wait Until Dark" next March and
ter role of Mrs. Soames.
Other leading players in the "Tom Jones" in May.
"We arc most anxious to re "Our Town" cast are Tom

Wells,

ceived the Outer Critics Circle
Award, a Drama Desk Award

to anyone in the area. ,Season

available -at the meeting Aug.

At the Aragon tomorrow
in Harlem. This play has re- night will be the great Buck

WAUKEGAN

Plaines Theatre Guild is open-'

NANCY RAUS, 465 Oak,
Plaines Theatre Guild, --takes
the leading role of -the Stagemana ger ,- while another
DPTG actress, Jackie Martin,

,,t

mezzo-soprano: William
Cochran, tenor, and Patricia

The Ravinia Festival opens
its 1969 theater season with a
of
engagement
t w o -week
"Ceremonies in Dark Old
award -winning
the
Men,"
Lonne Elder play of black life

"The Odd Couple," is also di-

Des Plaines, board member

and ticket chairman for Des

season ends as Julian Patrick,
baritone; Linda Matousek,

RA VINIA:

Tom Ventriss, familiar as a
director of numerous plays for
DPTG, and as the star of last

season's closing comedy,

Ventriss, who also directs the

1

for

On Saturday and Sunday,
the 1969 Grant Park concert

Des

under the direction of Tom

born pianist will ,perform Gi-

Church, 609 S. Spring Gscuth
Rd., at 7:30 p.m.

St.,

Europe for three weeks in July

Sheldon Shkolnik, a Chicago I

Lee

Funny Thing Happened On

The Way To The Forum,"

group mainly from Theatre recting "A Funny Thing."
First of Chicago, which toured
MEMBERSHIP IN Des

t A

Tonight in Grant Park at 8
nastera's Concerto No.
Piano and Orchestra.

620

The cast is composed Of a

Fish, MC5 and Tyrannosaurus
Rex. The Kinetic opens at 7:30
p.m. and admission is $5.

A dance will be held Saturat

drama "Our Town" at the Au-

night Country Joe and the

SCHAUMBURG:

day night

son --the musical comedy "A

The Kinetic Playground
presents tonight and tomorrow

commercial event. SencTinfor.- ALGONQUIN:
mation on what's happening to
The New Place presents toWhat's Happening, Day Pubmorrow night the Mauds and
-- lications, 117 S. Main St.,
Rhyde. Admission is $2.50
Mount Prospect, 60056. 'Fell
and the New Place opens at 8
us and the Day will tell others
p.m.
"What's Happening"

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS:

ing production of the new sea -

gust membership meeting.

Theatre's

servatory

Des Plaines Theatre Guild

members and guests will enjoy
a performance of Thorton
classic
American
Wilder's

OUT
TONIGHT!

WAYNE'S PIZZA
A pizza lovers heaven! Waynes Pizza in Arlington Heights has great pizza with good eating flacarry -out
vor. ---and, if you're the special kind who likes lots of different kinds....Wayne has them
service or nice dining inside. See you there for pizza soon!

EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

join
7,AK's
DRIVE-IN

1

I '

I

II

PICKWICK
HOUSE
The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

DINNERS COCKTAILS

PERFECT

'

PIZZA!

10 Northwest Hwy
Palatine, Ill
Phone 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

160L *EN:
E GLIE

In Milwaukee Ave in Wheeling, Ill.

Polish Sausage

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef
Bratwurst

elk

NOW FEATURING!

lc,-

THE

Phone: 537-8866

Formerly "The Laymen"
Entertainment starts Sat. July 5th

SS

B

Utz
KING'S LAIR LOUNGE
IN THE SHERATON O'HARE

ELK COLONIAL INN
--The place to be in Elk Grove--

DONT' MISS OUR FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY --ALL YOU CAN EAT!

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE
Package liquor & grocery store, too - always open.
Bar open 7:30 a.m. to 1 a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays.

on Wood Dale Road just north of Thorndale
CALL: 766-3230

FINE FOOD GOOD SERVICE

111 rf

COME
ENJOY

THE
BERRY'S
Tuesday thru Saturday

of.RTAINNEivi

1618 W Northwest Hw,
Arlington He,ghis

$

POPULAR PRICES
7 Beautiful

Banquet Roams far:

WEDDINGS
PARTIES
MEETINGS
15 to 600
PHONE - 827-0700
CHICAGO - 763-5590
OPEN DAILY 8 AM TO 3 AM

BREAKFAST

fir LUNCHEON

DINNER

40 LATE SNACKS

fast Service
Pick Up or Delivery

Dining that's
different and
delightful

OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
FROM 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

SWING INTO SPRING

AT Zappone:se

SCANDANAVIA ROOM

ratittplittr

featuring
Filet Mignon Nordic
WRAPPED IN BACON
WHICH INCLUDES LOBSTER
CRABMEAT NEWBERG
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

and
THE. VULCAN'S FORGE

RESTAURANT

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the
friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

CHAR -BROIL YOUR OWN STEAK
JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT -

FOR MEN ONLY!

MEN'S SANDWICH

With all the trimmings
MODESTLY PRICED

BUFFET
Hot

Carved

Sandwiches

served in the Brandywine
Noon to 2 p.m.
Lounge
Mondays thru Fridays

Country Club

MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 113c

Envoy your first glass of
frosty beer for only 10c

ITASCA, KUNOIS
RT. 53 (BATMAN RT. 19 & 20)

at the

VULCAN'S PORQ1 773-01110
.

StA14.04NAYI EIMA

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

DICK
CARROLL
He's versatility personified ...
comedian and musician ...

a great voice... and great
talent with accordion and
drums. You'll like himl

Phone: 956-1170

KS.

O'Hare Concord

MANNHEIM & HIGGINS RDS.

,n Elk Grove Village

'

DANCING
ROSEMONT
827-5171

1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
394-0765

2 fabulous restaurants at
Nordic Hills Country Club

Nordic Hills
6810 N. Mannheim Rd.

JOHN FRIEND TRIO

CL 5-2441

WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

"We Make Our Own
Sausage & Sauerkraut "

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge
NOW APPEARING:

WAYNE

NEUTRONS

CARRY -OUT SERVICE

CALL

in the

1A.101. Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove Village h

O

O

TAKE

j

"HER"
Restaurant
of the Week

OUT
TONIGHT!

MR. STEAK RESTAURANT
Mr. Steak Restaurant in Wood Dale loves Moms, Dads, and Kids, too. He has something tasty....ond
reasonable for the whole family. Plus, special menus, mats, and hats for the little ones. Clean,
appealing atmosphere....with fine, fast service.

EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

illimillINNOMMIS00==101.
FOR A DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNI

POLYNESIAN

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

Specialties
RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE
The Black Fox
Invites You Fnr

GOOD DINING &

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

ENTERTAINMENT

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

Luncheon Fashion Shows

OPEN 7 Days

Noon 'Til 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows, 111.

a_2604t Ca/tVed CL 5-4300

For Resv. Phone 259-5000

RESTAURANT

LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

a new addition to our luncheon dinner menu
... delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

Now Appearing Tue. thru Sat.
THE BIRDIE CASTLE SHOW
Stan. A Man. -- "The Swingers"

LAMER'S

RT. 83 8 RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

Chal_e,t/

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

Elk Grove, Ill.

STEAKS LOBSTER
PRIME RIB
BANQUET ROOMS FOR
UP TO 150

ENJOY ELEGANT DINING IN

DINE AT THE NEW ONE ...

RUSTIC ATMOSPHERE

Ettgiro

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

253-3300
II
: :

105U Oakton SC Just West of Mannheim
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp.
II

PHONE 299-0011
Make Your Reservations Now

259-4974

1

For the Younger Set
JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)
Whipped
and Beverage
Pancakes,

Butter,

Hot

0

Syrup

ri

All

Jr. Hamburger Plate -Hamburger Sand-

wich, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce, 0

I

I

I

DINNER

NOON

$1.69

$1.19

I

I

I

I

I

Slim -Trim Plate

$1 15

Chef's Salad

$1 35

Fruit Salad Plate

$,30

eel4 fat

oa

01,0

Good children who eat all their food can nike'their choice
from the candy basket.

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!

SUNDAYS &
HOLIDAYS

OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM

$1.99

CHILDREN UNDER 10 EVEN LESS

PANCAKE SANDWICH

kak

1018 int. ?'gaped ?h

3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Stripse C
7 eit,
of Bacon

?wed

Beverage

Look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

I

If

eitiof &u eel 1amilq ZIAMI

RESTAURANT in Rosemont
ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

IN A NEW ATMOSPHERE

WITH

World's Finest Pizza
Served Sizzling Hot
Carry outs available

LEON BERRY

Our Specialty: CHARCOAL BROILED BEEFBURGERS

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

FINE COCKTAILS DOMESTIC 8 IMPORTED BEER

LUNCHES DINNERS LATE EVENING SNACKS

Coloslol Sandwiches

Hours: 11 A.M. til 1:00 A.M. Sunday through Thursday
Friday and Saturday 'til 2 A.M.

6475 N. MANNHEIM RD. ROSEMONT. ILL.

Fine Dinners

it N*Putt

2733 Mannheim Rd. DesPlaines Phone 827-7818

NIELSEN'S 827- / 819

Business Mens Luncheon

I

The Cave Inn

THE EXCITING NEW FW11410014

"Old World Recipe"

766-1010
GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, ILL.

I

,

COME TONIGHT TO

YE OLD TOWN INN

open 7 days a week
Friday& Saturday til 1:30

9

DELICIOUS CHICKEN
SUCCULENT SWEDISH MEATBALLS
TASTY FISH EVERY FRIDAY

/V

Beverage

PALATINE, ILL. CALL 358-2800

SUMMER SALADS...FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH!

ours

Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk

Northwest Hwy. & Quentin Rd.

I.

ilowie 4 Jim,.
OM 7 Zaft a Week

RESTAURANT
f

I

I

smorgasbor:1)

'PANCAKE HOUSE

FASHION SHOW
LUNCHEONS
MON. WED. & THURS.
12 NOON

411110

I

I

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE
BILL PIERCE NOW APPEARING
NIGHTLY AT THE PIANO BAR
DANCING ON FRI. & SAT.

4111110

SO,

inn

MT. PROSPEC

COW
MEE
RESTAURANT

TIn. North trc,t Su Lurb..
Hna im yr, ri .P/1 n fN lllll

eiPea4 104 4/

7E.`VillageRAND

AT

igrataurattt

SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

THE FUN PLACE TO EAT

WITH A CASUAL ATMOSPHERE
The rustic splendor of the former

"BRING THE FAMILY"

MARSHALL FIELD ESTATE

is Now available to you at the

WE SPECIALIZE IN

PARD'NER
Now that you've tried our
PRIME STEAKS

.COCKTAILS

OUR

* (USDA CHOICE)

Entertainment

ASK FOR ANOTHER FAVORITE

Nightly

2

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

of the former
GUN CLUB
Fieldale & Higgins Rds.
in Hoffman Estates
1 V4 MI East of
Barrington Rd. on Rt. 71

ml

;Back By Popular Demand!

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

FISH & CHIPS

98c

Located on the site
MARSHALL FIELD

Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM
529-8840

*ROAST BEEF

Delicious Pizza
Juicy Sandwiches
Mouth -Watering Fish n' Chips
Beer from the barrel
Wine From the Keg
Soft drinks by the pitcher

"RANCH DOG

served in our special sauce
Give your taste a treat!

-

ALL BEEF WIENER

ON A WESTERN BUN

DINE IN
CARRY OUT

1711 RAND RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

LEE & OAKTON
Sun. thru Thrus. 11 AM to 10 PM
Fri. 8 Sat. 11 AM to 11 PM
PH. 827-5246

DES PLAINES

On Route 12 just 3 blocks South
of Palatine Road
Outs
255.9181
Come for lunch 11 a.m.

:,,..,,,mr...nmr,immm.,mrJ/MIMII==1=11MLI=

4q; 41'_ winswergiqyaluorE
-

stwhnum

r
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Amusement
Calendar

`Funny Thing' Next
For Music on. Stage

MOVIES

ARLINGTON THEATRE,

115

Heights.

N.

Evergreen,

Arlington

r.

The April Fools: Daily, 5:45, 7:55 and 10 p.m.; Weekends,
1:30, 3:55, 5:45, 7:55 and 10 p.m.
Elk Grove villager Ted
Weiss, 435 Birchwood: is

relations for the Illinois Bell
Telephone Company in Chi-

playing a leading role in the
combined Music On Stage.

cago.

Guild
Des
production of "A Funny
Thing Happened On The Way
Plaines Theatre

To The Forum-. The

side-splitting musical will open

on Friday. Sept.

12. in

the

Guild Playhouse on Lee St. in
Des Plaines. at 8:30 p.m.

Ted. who works in public

no newcomer. He

is

played the part of Jeff Moss in
"Bells Are Ringing." the

group's 1967 production. He
has also appeared with the
Best Off Broadway players in
"Flower Drum Song". "Any-

thing Goes" and "Kiss Me
Kate."
He has written. directed and

CATLOW THEATRE. 116 W. Main, Barrington,'
The Lion In Winter: Daily, 8 p.m.; Saturday, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

produced an original comedy
revue "Crab -grass". The
revue was aimed at the
Arlington Heights subur-

DES PLAINES THEATRE, 1476 Miner, Des Plaines.
My Side of the Mountain and Hook, Line and Sinker: Daily,
6:40, 8:25 and 10 p.m.; Weekends, 2, 3:30, 5:15, 6:45, 8:35 and

banites.

Reservations for "A Funny

10:05 p.m.

Thing" may be obtained by
calling ticket co-ordinators
Jim

Ciutzmer,

GOLF MILL THEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.
True Grit: Daily and Weekends. 2, 4:40, 7:15 and 9:50 p.m.
MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA, 827 E. Rand, Mount Pros-

259-3120 or

Joyce Walquist. LE 7-0297.
The musical will be held on
Sept. 12. 13. 19. 20. 26. 27

pect.

Barefoot In the Park and Romeo and Juliet: Daily and Week-

and Oct. 3 and 4.

ends, 1:15, 3:35, 5:25, 7:50 and 9:55 p.m.

PICKWICK THEATRE, 5 S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
April Fools and How to Commit Marriage: Daily. 6:45, 8:15

Part -Time Resident;
Full -Time Booster

and 9:53 p.m.; Weekends, 1:55, 3:30, 5:10, 6:51, 8:30 and 10:05
p.m.

mrE

PROSPECT THEATRE, 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.

Chitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Weekends, 7:02 and 9:30
p.m.

RANDHURST CINEMA, Itandhurst Shopping Center, Mount

"I was born in a house that
looked just like 'this." Jesse
Lopez told Mrs. George Lebbin of the Countryside Gallery
in Arlington Heights. "In fact.

"A Funny Thing Happened"-to Ted Weiss-"On the Way to the Forum." Ted, of 435 Birchwood, Elk Grove Village, plays Pseudolus, one of the important leads in the forthcoming production of the musical with the long title to be presented by Music on Stage and the Des Plaines
Theatre Guild four successive weekends beginning Sept. 12.

the town reminds me very
much of areas around Dallas.
the

In

two

months

Jewish Services Set

we've

spent here. I've felt very much
home.

at

Those

tree -lined

streets are so beautiful and so
is

Larry Todorofsky, son of

appearing at the

Bernard
and
Mrs.
Mr
Todorofsky, 9434 Ironwood,
will observe his religious ma-

Pony Lounge in the Arlington
Park Towers. He came for a

.

two-week engagement on July
3 and has been held over sev

turity at Maine Township Jew-

end times. He sings. dances
and plays the saxophone. He

ish Congregation. 8800 Bal-

is backed up by a swinging

F reind, Conant,
Palatine Highs
Ready to Go

iard Rd., Des Plaines, on Sat -

band.

Scores of suburbanites have

become frequent visitors to

the Towers. Few can resist
the rhythm of his music; fans
of all ages snap their fingers.
bounce in their seats, shake
their heads or tap their toes.

THEY CALL OUT their

favorites such as "Guantanamerit". "Michael, Row the
Boat Ashore". and "Spinning
Wheels." But what's Jesse like
off stage? What does a
part-time resident with topsy-turvey hours do in a suburban town?
He reads, explores and picnics when he has a few hours

The principals of Conant,

Off stage, Jesse Lopez, headliner at the Pony Lounge of Arlington Park Towers, studies the work of artists in other fields.
On a free afternoon he spent a quiet hour at the Countryside
Gallery in Arlington Heights.
way in the morning traffic to

bride - in her wedding dress had to be restrained from

the Channel 9 studios.

dancing on the chairs and

struments before making their

Family ties are very strong

in ,the Lopez family. When
Jesse arrived here after two
months in San Juan, he rushed

to the airport on his first days

to himself. At 25. he is slim

off and boarded a plane for

and energetic. His clothes are
mod but far from hippie style.
"A performer is really never
off stage." he says. He is boy-

Dallas to visit his mother and
father and four sisters. "I had
hoped T.rini would he there at

ish enough to clown with a
cardboard cutout of Richard
Nixon at the gallery. "Hey,
take a picture of me with the
President."

He's mature enough to he
responsible for the business
arrangements of his group and
transporting them and their
wives, "The easiest part of

tourists, taking in whatever
they can during their free

hours. Cameras are as much
standard equipment as their
instruments. Vic Stewart, the

door while developing film in
his bathroom. Charlie Lowe.

they are very close. Trini's ad-

the organist. was dismayed the

vice and counsel surely

other day when someone
broke into a car and took his

helped
polish

develop

Jesse

of

a

seasoned

has

the
per-

new Polaroid.

former. Sig Sakowitz. WGN
interviewer, told Jesse. "I saw
your brother a couple of
you

were going to make it big. Go

slowly, work hard and
will."

At the end of their day,
in radio interviews and television shows takes a lot of which may be one or two a.m.,
the musicians sit around and
time."
THE DAY THE group app- discuss their performances
eared on the Jim Conway tele- and what could be improved.
vision show, they weie up at 6 Occasionally the audience
a.m. to oversee the parking provides entertainment for the
and transporting of their in band --like the night a gay

Rolling Meadows Library
Plans Re -Registration

Fremd

and

Palatine

high

schools have announced that
their schools will he ready to

open Sept. 2 the first day of
school.

Freshmen will have a shortened day to acquaint them
with the school, school policy,

the bell schedules and lunch
procedures. Freshman Day for
all schools will be Friday, Aug.
29. Free lunch will be served.
Freshmen
Schedules for
Day arc: Palatine, 7:30-12
Conant, 7:30-12:20
noon;
p.m.; Fremd, 8:05-1:30 p.m.

urday, Aug. 30.

A special Labor Day Bar
Mitzvah service will be held in

honor of Howard Levey, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Levey.

days at 9:30 a.m.

MEADOWS THEATRE, 3265 Kirchoff Rd., Rolling Meadows
Slaves and Winning, no times available.
s3 OUTDOOR THEATRE, Rt. 12 and Hicks Rd., Palatine.
2001: Space Odyssey and The April Fools: Daily and weekends, 8:20 p.m.

The Jewish High Holiday

Paul Vinton the drummer,
and Doug Miter, bass guitarist, don't have as much time
for hobbies; their wives and
children are here. But, like
other parents of young
children. they see the town on

the way to the coin laundries
and the area's shopping cen-

No Way to Treat A Lady and True Grit: Daily and Weekends,
8:30 p.m.

season will be ushered in at the
synagogue with a Selichot

Night Dance at 9 p.m. on Sat9214 Barberry, Des Plaines, at urday, Sept. 6 and will be fol10 a.m. Monday, Sept. I.
lowed by it one -hour midnight
Maine Township Jewish religious service.
Congregation is the only synaMemberships and religious
gogue in the northwest subur- school registration for the new
ban area to conduct twice daily season can he made from 9
prayer services for the mour- a.m. to 5 p.m, during the week,
ners to recite Kaddish prayers. 10 a.m. to p.m. on Sundays,
Weekday worship is at 7:30 and 8 to 10 p.m. Monday and
a.m. and 7:30 p.m. and on Sun- Thursday evenings.

THEATRE
COUNTRY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
The Marriage -Go -Round: Daily, 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 7:30
and .10:50 p.m.; Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

e.
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RITA MORENO
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eMirade
cWorker

WOO
DONNA DAY

"ROAM WEST FEST"

Tues. Fri. 8:30 p.m.

FAMILY FUN!

Sat. 6 8 9:30 p.m.
Sun. 7 p.m.
Mat. Wed. 2 p.m.

8ew.-248.6800 .3000 N. Clark St.

740,1119 'NW Cntral,F.Ido.Wstels I C...tert!

guitarist, performed for two

Although there are seven
years between the brothers,

cal arrangements. rehearsing,
making contacts, participating

tions, which will help protect

THEY ARE INVETERATE

weeks with a gash on his forehead caused by running into a

weeks ago; he told me you

register all library card holders
beginning Sept. 15.
Head librarian Miss Virginia Connell, said "This
procedure is important to .get
more information on registra-

tables.

the same time, but he had other commitments," he said.

our work is on stage," Jesse
says. "Working out our musi-

The Rolling Meadows library will follow the recommendation of the American
Library Association and re-

True Grit: Friday and Saturday, 2, 4:35, 7:05 and 9:45 p.m.;
Sunday through Thursday, 2, 4:35, 7:15 and 9:45 p.m.

OASIS OUTDOOR THEATRE, Bensenville.

cool."
Jesse

Prospect.

Now Open
America's Number 1 chicken is in
your neighborhood at 815 North
1340 South Lee, Des Plaines
Take home Colonel Sander's portable feast..."finger lickin' good"
chicken and all the fixin's. It's ready
to go anytime you are.

There's a real "to-do" this weekend, pardners....for each and
every member of the family. The Rolling Meadows Shopping
Center on Kirchoff Road is holding their annual "West Fest"
Days. The fun started Thursday but it's not too late to get in

on the action. I'll be there enjoying the fun....and I want to
share the good times with you. Here's just a few of the things
going on: on Friday night a special carnival's in full swing til
10 p.m., a Wells Fargo Stagecoach 8 Train for the kiddies til 9
p.m., the Lange Troupe, teeterboard artists perform at 8 p.m.;

There's aerial acrobatics by the Trio Angeles at 9 p.m., a
fashion show by Fabric World at 6:30 p.m., a teen band and
a whirl of square dancing. And, here's more for Saturday:

special sewing contest at 12:30 p.m., Watermelon eating
contest at 2 p.m. the diaper derby at 4 p.m., and Lynell's
furniture is featuring "The largest Captain's Chair in the
World". Plus rides, games, bratwurst, corn and beer through
the whole fun -filled days. See you there, pardnerl

DICK CARROLL BACK

AT BRANDYWINE

Jesse and the boys like living in our suburbs and would
stay indefinitely if they didn't
have bookings elsewhere. Or
at least until the cold weather

Dick Carroll returns to Zappone's Brandywine Restaurant in
the Elk Grove Holiday Inn....by popular request! Dick is a
blend of everything...accordian, drums, vocal styling, and
comedy. He's a one-man show that adds up to a full evening
of delightful entertainment. If you missed him last
time,,.,here's your chance to get in on the fun.

sets in.
i:ORNER

the library against losses."
As the patrons take out
books, the old card will he taken and destroyed. A ,registration form will he tilled out and
when the hooks are returned, a
new card will he issued.

The numbers and color of
the cards will he changed.
"This will he done at no cost

to the patrons of the library.

Des'

THEATRE

COCKTAILS AT THE COUNTRYSIDE

Sensibly
AIR CONDITIONED

T . '"

3

.

Starts Friday
on our Wide

Have you stopped in to say hello to George and try some of
their cocktails....served in their newly opened and decorated

lounge? Try 'em today....cozy atmosphere and excellent
drinks. --The Countryside in Arlington Heights

BRILLIANT SCREEN

in Color

country C111.10
theatre

(gi

In the Old Orchard
Country Club
Rand 6 Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400

ter Resrvalions

DfNNER
THEATRE

ON OUR
STAGE...

$5.95
THEATRE

ONLY

from

4614farriage-Gos!f.

I

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

PARKING

RATED

G

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

SEVEN EAGLES -ALWAYS A TREAT!

(Family Entertainment)

There's something about the elegance and delicious gourmet

Teddy ECCLES
Theodore BIKEL
MY SIDE
OF THE MOUNTAIN

Weekdays
6:40, 10:00
Saturday & Sunday
3:30, 6:45, 10:05

r-ON.'

from

$3.00

This program

plus
Jerry LEWIS
Peter LAWFORD
HOOK, LINE & SINKER
Weekdays
8:25 Only
Saturday & Sunday
2:00, 5:15, 8:35

Best Show Bay in Out; PIH9

dining that makes an afternoon or evening at the Seven
Eagles in Des Plaines a real treat. And to top off an already
great time, two strolling violinists play -to your pleasure,

The Barrel, 21 pieces of tender,
tasty chicken.
The Bucket, 15 pieces of chicken,
cracklin' gravy, pipin' hot biscuits.
The Thrift Box, 9 pieces of chicken.
The Regular Dinner Box, 3 pieces of
chicken, potatoes, gravy, slaw and
biscuits.

UNCLE ANDY'S GREAT STEAKS
A simple word to the wise steak eater! Uncle Andy's
-,

Cow

Palace in Palatine has really fine steaks. Juicy, delicious,
smothered in mushrooms....it makes my mouth water to think
about it. Don't take my word for it....try it yourself and I'm
sure you'll agree.

The Fixin's, the Colonel's delicious
side dishes come in pints and quarts.

1340 South Lee, Des Plaines

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

Left-Bleacher Bum Frank Nuto of Mount Prospect shows

gymnastic ability as well as Cub loyalty as

he performs a head-

r- stand on the narrow wall in Wrigley Field.

r
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44 i
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Right-Pretty "Bumette" Kav Groebert, formerly of Arlington Heights, leads a cheer in front of a packed house Wednesday
at Wrigley Field. (Photos by Jim Stuart)

-

us o e
r :tr,

-""'"

st or 'Bums' from Arlington, Prospect
Frank and Kay are two of Sheffield and Waveland aveacross the street from
the more vocal of the official nues
the ban park.
Bleacher Bums: They have
Frank is a knowledgeable
been to all the Cub home
baseball fan who can tell you
games and have taken several who pitched for and against

Frank Nuto of Mount Pros- the only things they throw at
pect and Kay Groebert, form- the enemy are clever insults
erly of Arlington Heights. and jibes out of a piercing
are two of the wild, often loud -speaker.

hysterical group of Chicago
Cub fans known as Bleacher

NATIONAL. LEAGUE players, accustomed to being besieged for souvenir baseballs
during batting practice, arc

Bums

The Bums inhabit the left
bleachers

field

in

Wrigley

shocked

Field and are the nemesis of
every opposing left fielder in
the National League Contrary
to popular opinion, however,

when

the
any

Bums

"visitpromptly return
ing" ball that descends on their
terrain.

road trips svith their heroes.

Nuto is a part-time student,
part-time construction worker
and full-time Burn. His day
and

starts

ends

at

ICay's

KAY, A PRETTY, 21 -year old student at Northern Illinois University, is foremost among the female Bums.
When she is not at Ray's,
she can be found leading

the North Siders in every win

cheers on the narrow wall

this year. As for the World

that serves

Series,which no one has any

doubt will be in Chicago, he
plans to camp outside the
bleacher entrance after every

Bleacher Bar, the headquart-

game.

ers for the group located at

already looking for a ride to

but

"I was tired of calling in sick
every time the Cubs were at

Baltimore for the Series.

to seeing it yet."

have appeared in newspapers
and magazines all over the

to any of the male Bleacher

country, and now the articles
are such an everyday event

. Bums. She was one of the first

of the angry fans.

She quit a lucrative teaching job at the beginning of the

By Jim Stuart

Timely hitting and clutch
fielding by reserve outfielder
Ron Swanson and a superb relief stint by southpaw Paul

Kastner. gave Arlington

Heights a thrilling 3-2 win
over Skokie in the Highwood
Invitational Tournament last
night

The win was Arlington s

first against no defeats in the
rain -interrupted tourney, and
it puts the local club into the

SWANSON,

WHO

took

half of the fifth off starter
Schell, who had pitched shut
out ball for four innings. A

leadoff home run and three.

over in left field when Mark
Zakula departed in the fifth,
knocked in all three Arlington
runs. He broke a scoreless tie
in the top of the fifth by smash-

ing a two -out single to score
Bobby Thompson, who had
walked, and Ward Schell, who
had singled.

Skokie tied the game with
two runs on four hits in their

straight
those

produced
safeties
tying tallies, though

Jim Kabot for the first out, and

then with runners on second
and third due to a wild pitch.
leadoff batter Pete Traina sent
a high fly to left field. Swanson
fielded the ball, and with a per-

Schell then came hack to strike
out the side.

single and a walk after striking
out the first batter.

Player

ab

Traina, 3b
Saltzman, cf

3

0

I

1

0

2

base put the tying and winning

Rubin, ss

4
4
2
4
4
2

0
0
0
0
0

2
O

0
0
0
0

Skokie hitters in the sixth after

Arlington failed to score in
their half of the inning, and
Kastner was called upon to put

out the fire.

2

0

O

The left-hander struck out

0

I

I

run and saved the game.

IN THE TOP of the seventh, Ed Krause led off with a
walk, went to second on a wild
pitch and stole third. After
John Abbs struck out, Swari- -

Ballet Show will be held at the

Rolling Meadows Park District pool at 8 30 p m on Aug
17

The price of admission for
the event will be 25 cents.
with young children admitted
free. Refreshments will be
sold. If it rains on Aug. 17 the

back

reared

Goldman, 1 f
Hanson, rf

and

struck out the next two hitters

Miller, 2b

to end the game.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (3)
ab r h bi
Player
0
I
2 0
Damian°, rf
0 0 0 0
Helwig, rf
0 0 0
3
Wilson, cf

ballet will be held the next
day.

Smithern, ss

Thompson, lb
Schell, p-rf
Kastner, p
Krause, 2h
Abbs, c
Zakula, 1 f
Swanson, If

I

0

I

1

0
0

04

01

01

fixtures will be a relatively new

type and will be exceptionally
powerful.
Both schools are using multi -vapor lamps which have
been introduced by General
Electric. The cost for in-

stallation of these lighting sys-

will

somewhere
around $25,000 at each
school, with booster clubs raistems

be

ing the money.

ELK GROVE will have the

1

2

0
0

scheduled for Wednesday. (Photo by George Hulas)

ball League will be notified
this weekend what team they
are assigned to and start practice on Monday, C H Steiner,
chairman of the Boys Football
committee, said
The 480 boys competing in

the league arc expected to report for practice in shorts and

forced.

THERE ARE

three

T-shirts. The Boys Football leagues, the Senior with four
program provides most of the
necessary equipment for the

boys and it will be issued as

teams and the Varsity and Jun-

ior with six teams each. Players were assigned to teams ac-

soon as possible. Rules regard-

cording to age, weight and

ing the wearing of all protective equipment are strictly en-

evenly matched.

height so the teams would be

3

1

0

0

0

(01

2

3

in 24 years and their most
supporters,

loyal

the

Left

Field Bleacher Bums, are a
national phenomenon.

3

O

0

1

PKiiteciher

PITCHING SUMMARY

Kastner

ip h r-er so w
5 8 2-2 8 4
2 1 0-0 4 1

7 4 3-3 17 II

Winne r-Kastner; Loser -

Arlington Heights' Dave Heiwig leads off first base in 3-2

tourney win over Skokie last night at Highwood.

Kiel.

View before its opener on Sept.
19. No trouble is anticipated at
either school, though Elk

other high schools around the
country to install the multi -vapor lights in their stadium.

and the poles will have to be set

THE FALCONS' stadium

Grove's field is on low ground

very deep, according to athletic director Bob Tipsnord.
The new type of light gives

off much more light with a lot
less electrical power, he said.
Stadiums in Baltimore and
Cincinnati have the new setups, and, in this area, Carmel

High School in Mundelein
also uses the fixtures.

General Electric is planning
on using the Forest View setup
as an example in its national

advertising. Forest View will
thus be a showcase to persuade

The Mount Prospect Park
District will conduct a Novice
Swim meet Thursday evening,

trophy will
awarded to the pool scoring
the most points in the meet.
Swimmers living north of
traveling

he

Park Pool.

Northwest Hwy. will represent
Meadows, those living south of

swimmer who lives in the Park
District and can swim 25 yards
but has never swum competitively.

Golf Rd. will represent Kopp

The meet is open to any

Boys participating in the
Arlington Heights Boys Foot-

1

as

h bi

r

2

upon

0

0
0

home

Aug. 28, at 6:30 in the Lions

Teams Announced

3

0

MPPD Novice Swim Meet
,

24

28 2 9 2
Totals
2B --Hanson; 3B--Traina;
SB--Kiel,
H R --Hansen;
Thompson, Schell, Krause,
SAC --Wegner.
Wittmeyer;

game on Sept. 12 and Forest

lights before its first

Mary Nolan (left) and Beth Kugelman practice a hula for the number "Hawaii 5-0" in the
Rolling Meadows Park District water ballet production, "It's a Small World." The show is

Hansen, c
Kabot, lb

Schell
I

0
0

0
0
0
4

looked

Grens, Falcons Will Play Under Lights

Both Forest View and Elk
Grove high schools will have
lights in their football stadium
this season, and the lighting

2
2

Kiel, p

runs in scoring position, but
the lefty

I

1

SKOKIE (2)

A wild pitch and a stolen

all World' Company Tours
Foreign Lands, Meadows Pool
The theme for the show win
be "It's a Small World." It will
take a simulated trip from
country to country and stress
peace and unity.

Totals

tougher when he gave up a

`S

The Third Annual Water

Fantuzi, lb

0
0

1

be

"flakes." But the Cubs are
headed for their first pennant

0
0
0

Wegner, 3b
Wittmeyer, ss
Fogel, cf

fect throw to the plate he cut
down the potential winning

Schell walked the first two

0

son came through again with a
perfect bunt single that scored
Krause with the go-ahead run.
Kastner had the job of holding Skokie in the last of the seventh, and the task became

3

might

that Kay says nonchalantly,
"My picture was supposed to
be in the New York Times,

ones over that high wall following Ken Holtzman's nohitter Tuesday, and she is

wanson Aids in Arlington's Win
second round against Niles on
Saturday at 5:30 p.m.

the Bums en masse since the

to go to the big September beginning of the season. They
series in St. Louis.
Kay doesn't take a back seat

1

In a losing year Frank, Kay,
Bleacher Bum President Ron
Grousl, and "cheerleaders"
Dick Selma and Hank Aguirre

PUBLICITY HAS come to

home." She has made several
trips with the Cubs and plans

to protect visiting outfielders from the wrath

haven't gotten around

season because, as he says,

PARTICIPATION certificates will be given to every
swimmet who swims his event,
and ribbons will be awarded to
individual winners in first
through sixth place.
Swimmers will represent the
three park district pools, and a

and those swimmers living be-

tween Golf and Northwest
Highway will swim for Lions.
Relays will consist of interested swimmers who submit
their names to the pool director at their pool. The pool directors will set up the relays.

will have six poles around the
field with nine fixtures on one

of the poles and eight on each
of the other five. Original esti-

mates were that the fixtures
would give off 20-25 foot-candles of light in the stadium, but
the latest figure is 40-50 footcandles.

The money for the lights is
being raised by booster clubs
at Forest View and Elk Grove.
Ray Jelinek is in charge of the
committee at Forest View and
Jack (vans at Elk Grove.

Jewelers Skunk Electricians
Mount Prospect

Jewelers

defeated Mount Prospect
Electric, 10-0, in this week's

Monday

Golf

Twilight

League. Ye Old Town Inn beat
John Mufich Buick, 81/2 -11/2 .

Morton Pontiac edged Win-

kelmann's Shell 7-3.
In the closest matches of the

day, Annen and Busse Real;
tors defeated J and B Market,
61/2-31/2, Ed and Gil's Barber

Shop won over Mount Prospect State Bank, 6-4, and the

Kerstings Dui nps Loop Leader
Keefer

Pharmacy's

first -

place lead was shaved again
Tuesday night as 11th place
Kersting's
pulled a

Garden
61/2 -31/2

Mount Prospect

Center
upset in
Tuesday

night Twilight Golf League.
Second place George L.
Busse and Co. moved a shade

closer to the leaders by whipping Louie's Barber Shop, 81/211/2 .

Kirchhoff Insurance was

als2:isletracked by Mount Pros-

pect Savings and Loan, 7-3,
but maintained it's

grip on

third place.
LICHT'S PAINT Shop also

picked. up ground as they
slipped past Striking Lanes,

Applications and informa- 51/2 -41/2, while Illinois Range
Busse-Biermann
tion concerning the meet will clobbered
be available at each of the Hardware, 91/2-1/2.
,Carter's Music Shop drew
three pools.

into a seventh place deadlock
with Kruse's Tavern after
their 61/2 -31/2 victory.

Jim Driscoll and Burt Dahlstrom shared low gross scores

with 39's ad did Dave Shcan
and Gene Raasch in the low
each
net competition as
recorded a 32 total.

Kirchhoffs Insurance

Picket Paint, 5-5.

Individual honors went to
Ken Willert and Jack Martin
who took low gross with 37's,
and Alex McCornack who
captured low net at 27.

Dick Barstad recorded an
eagle on the 17th hole, and
birdies were posted by Jim
Werdell, Gene Goodman, Art
Carlson, Burt Dahlstrom, Karl

Pohl, Harry Patton, Kermit

Koci, David
Williams, Bud Goodline and
Roily Gerrard. League competition will conclude next
I.eMay, Dick

Monday.

TEAM STANDINGS

TEAM STANDINGS

Terim
Keefer's Pharmacy
George L. Busse & Co.

sponsored by Arnold
Palmer Cleaning drew with

team

Pts
1111/2

103
100

90
MP Savings and Loan
871/2
Striking Lanes
Busse-Biermann Hard. 851/2
841/2
Illinois Range
79
- Kruse's Tavern
79
Carter's Music Shop
661/2
Licht's Paint Shop
Kersting's Garden Center 66
63
Louie's Barber Shop

Pts
Team
103
Mt. Prospect Jewelers
Mt. Prospect State Bank 941/2

Winkelmann's Shell
,John Mufich Buick
Picket Paint
Morton Pontiac
Ed & Gil's Barber
Mt. Prospect Electric
J and B Market
Arnold Palmer Cleaning
Ye Old Town Inn
Annen & Busse Realtors

931/2

93

90
87
811/2
811/2
781/2

77

74
64

Tbe Dap
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
WE'RE IN LUCK!
THOSE WORKMEN

I REALLY SHOULDN'T GO

TO THE PARK TO EAT
LUNCH. IT'S SO QUIET
THERE THAT IT

Youcas PROBABLY wonic,59it4G
WHERE YoUvE SEEN ME BEFORE!
fl' siMPLY ONE OF

ARE DIGGING UP
THE STREET BY
THE PARK. AS LONG
AS THEY DON'T STOP;

SHAKES ME UP WHEN

I GO BACK TO

THE NOISY SHOP!

TI -1E ILLUSIONS OF MODERN
COMMUNICATIONS! -!AY-PICTURE-WAG EVERYWHERE AFTER I CAPTURED Anczx SINC5LEMANDEO!

IT WILL.-SOUNIOL...1.UST.

- LIKE. THE SHOP
AND `yOU WON'T

IIA s."--------......

NEED, TO REARJUST.r

(LOOK, FRIEND,
IF THERE'S
ONE THIKIE.
TVG LEARNED
ITS THAT EVEN
FISH WOULDN'T

if Judd for the De-

GET INTO-

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones

TROUBLE IF

THEY KEPT THEIR.
MOUTHS SHUT!

DID VDU REg-ize THAT HE
HAP COMPLETELY BAFFLED
THE POLICE

7 John
Show

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West

HicKoRY.'wHA-rs'\irgsvEN A M.!
ARE YOU POING
HERE 50 EARLY?

GEORGIA

7:30
2 Gomer Pyle
5 Name of the Game

9:45

32 Town and Conn try Music

gardless."
ployment

Show

8:00

2 Movie

"God's Little

Acre." Powerful
drama about a

Georgia farmer and
his family in search

of fulfillment. Until
10 p.m.

It

Re-

An emagency

of "carry on."

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

12:35

9 Paul Harvey Comments

26 A Black's View of
12:40

the News

9 Movie

"Cry Tough."

10:15

Puerto

Ri-

32 Movie

Young

"The Spider and
the Fly.- Espionage

can, an

agent hires a safecra-

is

cker to obtain important documents from

poor home life and

ex -convict

trying to go straight,
torn between

a

the pressures of a former gang.

Until

the enemy.
12:15 a.m.

I

On,

lives up to its slogan

10:00

11 Tonight in Person

g

SPE /WED

12:30

5 Movie
"Carry

7 Let's Make a Deal
9 1 Love Lucy
11
Grand Master

26 Market Wrapup

ON THE 131.1.5 FOR
s

9:30

11 NET Journal

9 Mike Douglas

6:55

I 11/5rPtli KATHY

12:15

9 News

26 Luis Carlos Uribe

Chess

ROBIN MALONE

12:10

Conversation

5 High Chaparral

26 Today's Racing
32 Baseball
The White Sox are
at Boston to take on
the Red Sox

Tiliii515 If? WHAT'

9:15
32 News

5 Midnight Report
32 News Final

With I."

6:25

1I1

performed and discussed
by
mimic
Marshall Dodgeon

"A

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

6,1 1. 10/

from Maine will he

cal downcast humor

26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

HABIT FORMING

doublecrossed by everyone in his attempt
to hold up an armored car.

11 NET Playhouse
9:00
5 The Saint
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 Perry Mason
32 Baseball Report

11 A Conversation
with I
Examples of typi-

World
"Assignment:
Manitoba."

&LL FISHERMEN
ARE Pi ILCSOPSERS
a,92., tYttereeem.

Cops -and -robber story about a man who is

fense

9 Hazel

11 Around the

11/

Davidson

1:00

7 Movie
"Illegal Traffic."
A government agent

10:30

CARNIVAL

2 Mery GriffluShow

ME TO .1 LAST
NIGHT / YOU WERE

5 Tonight Show

masquerades as a pilot to uncover a
smuggling gang.

7 Joey Bishop Show

OVE=RDOING

9 Movie

MOTHER Heri

"Stop, You're

Killing Me." A pro-

BUGS BUNNY

lioroscop,

TI4ESE"EDWAROIAN" SUITS
IS TI -I' NEWEST, ELMER , AN'
IT LOOKS GREAT ON YA !

FOR SATURDAY

LEO (July

23

24 -Aug.

OKAY, I'LL TAKE

Make whatever adjustments
necessary

are

hibition Beer Baron
tries to go "legit"
and
unwittingly

winds up with four
"bodies" and a half

2 Meditation

million in stolen loot.
Until 12:15 a.m.
11 Critique

9 Naked City

17!

26 Red
Blues

to keep your

plans running more or less on
may
Conditions
schedule.
change abruptly.
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23/
A healthy balance between

1:45

2 Late Report

Hot

1:50

2:15

3:15

and

9 Five Minutes to
Live By

Midnight
2 Movie
"Criss

3:25
7 Reflections

Cross."

work and play makes this a Sat-

urday to remember. You can
accomplish much in a short

"Can you spare something to tide me over, Senator,
until the government comes up with a program to
get rid of thirst?"

time today.
LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 231

%cent failures must not be
allowed to deter you from try-

MORTY MEEKLE

especially where
well-being is con-

EEK & MEEK

again,

ing

Gamily

cerned.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221 --Sensitivity and sensibility

are not at all the same thing.

5 AND
L17A2pKES

SNA

KNOW WHAT I'VE

GOT IN TH16

AND WARTY

TOADS!

BOX, MIM I 7.

NEVOZ KNEW

AN EMPTY

GAV,A1.1-1

BOX COULD BE

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

g

Dec. 221 --There is a sense of

---------,-- --,---

1.4

urgency about this day. For
the good of the entire family,

%MP

you would do well to heed it.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -

/at.

0

0

Jan. 201-Tensions within the

THE BORN LOSER

everyone lays his cards on the
20 -March

211 --Make every effort not to

extend your work -week into
Accept

weekend.

Tau

family solidarity at this time.
Turn a cold back toward up-

TAURUS (April
to

your

21 -May
present

course of 'action if you would

be safe in the long run. Momentary excitement may
you back.

CAPTAIN EASY
TOPROCK MUST'VE SEEN THE EFFIGY FROM THE,

BALLOON, IRIS...LATER USED IT TO MARK TH' LOCATION
OF THE 0010 HE BURIED:

set
THEN WHY
PIP HE HAVE
YOU GET MRS.
COBB TO HELP

GEMINI

(May 22 -June
211 --this should be a Saturday

LOOT

WOULDN'T 5E11.1 SMN A UGH?'
ON THE MESA,,, PROVABLY

fij21

BEW

FIRM A55

Accept no invitation that does
not involve everyone.
CANCER (June 22 -July
questions

TO GET HER AWAY WHILe

HE RECOVERED IT...AFTER 514E

SEARCH FOLOR TM'

enjoyed by the entire family.

23) --Present

are

only confounded by inexpert
answers.

Discuss the

matter

with one who has had much
experience m the field.

Answers to
Hideaword
ALRIGHT
light
trail
,liar

lair
lath

lira
grad

girl

'grit
gilt
gait
ghat

girth
tail

trial
trig

hair halt

`".1

CAMI'US CLATTER
141, POP

WHERE'S
GRUBBY

HE TOOK OFF
AN HOUR AGO. HE
SAID HE'D FOUND
A SCHOOL TO
PICKET.

alit
aril
aright
right
rail
hail
hart

hilt

Ni

1

is vital to your happi-

211 --Stick

MORE

-4/1"

I

439

PLANT

1.

Y1

givers
ACROSS
S "1- 0
V
1 River of Rome 7 Verb suffix
SA
ASUR
8
Alamos
BA T E
U rs4 0 B
6 River of Egypt
9 Adjective
RI
AT H NA
10 Greek letter
P
TH
F."
11 River of Brazil suffix
T
A
411M
13 Spanish region 11 Solar disk
R
0 NJ 0A T L
S
12
Box
to
hold
14 Most
L
M S TO E
hay
domesticated
N
AG
B NS
13
Donkey
P S TOGB
SEAT
15 Hang down
17
Land
in
lOosely
44
"-of
victory
site
northwestern
16 Greek goddess
Athens"
30 Conflict in
Africa
18 Nut covering
Greek drama 45 Happening
(3 words)
21 Feminine
46 Ethiopian title
19 Lower limb .32 Modern
name (pl.)
language
(ab.)
48
Man's name
20
Pound
(ab.)
25 River of Spain
50 Unit of energy
35 Betroth
27 Impede legally 22 Newspaper
51 Educational
36 Obtain
paragraph
28 Fused dross
group (ab.)
23 Love to excess 38 Keep
31 European
52 151 (Roman)
40 Artificial
24 Bridge
river
54 Ben language
26 Staff
33 Japanese
55 Brazilian
42 Retired for
28 European
outcast
macaw
rest
29
Napoleonic
34 Ship's record
35 Paradise
7
8
9
6
5
3
4
2
il
36 Goverment
2
11
employes
10
(coll.)
14
13
37 Embellish
39 Monster
15
16 1T
41 Sour liquid
1
43 Fur -bearing 18
22 23 24
21
19
mammal
'127
25
26
47 Forbidden
49 Herb eve
32
31
29
30
28
50 Confine
53 River of
3
34
London
40
56 Depended
38
37
57 Great Lake
44 45 46
43
42
41
58 Profit
59 Praying figure
49
48
47
DOWN
55
54
53
1 Law of Moses 50 51 52
4Ime
2 Picture
57
3 Ask for alms 56
1

ness and success that there he
setting outsiders.

0 P US

e0

in-

vitations for fun and you'll not
be in for regrets.
ARIES (March 22 -April
201 --It

.

A AB UR
SEAI
LORA
RSUPIAL
GI
L.. a NJast_aoses

0

M

able to progress today. See that

the

___

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Rivers

have the facts, you will not be

(Feb.

.

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

concerned

all

table.
PISCES

______----'.s.::-___'
-- _

home can. he eased by a soft-

19( --Unless

ITT CHOW
Al5OU SPNG

..--------r--------

EEEEEE E

sible.

the plans of others, especially
the young.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb

SORRY!T NOW

pr..ok.rr '1 WT!

THE EAU. OUT?

Employ the latter to the fullest
today; avoid the former, if pos-

ening of your attitude toward

I SAID I WAS

cots! soRRy

SO mool FUN.

TREES!

4 Freudian term
5 Hindu queen
6 Appellation

58

59

,ti
,

44,

\

%P.

7,f

tfir

N

..):.

A.

;
'

A

:"

Greiliaw--ilfig x-CdPs10m
Featured above:
Archaeological research to date shows continuous
occupancy of the Oldest House site from the early 1600's
to the present day. This house rose from the ashes of a
crude early structure of palm .thatch and wood, perhaps
destroyed in 1702. The house as you now view it is an
evolution from its early form, and the fabric of the house
'tells the story of a long and colorful past.
Many additions have been made to the Oldest House
during its long history. The result is a composite of sev-

eral different periods, rather than the product of any
single one. The first floor walls are solidly constructed
of coquina, a natural shell -stone found on Anastasia
Island, across the bay. Its tapia (tabby) floors, a mixture
of lime, sand and shell, are typically Spanish, and also
go back to a very early period. Few, if any, of our early
Spanish houses had fireplaces. The. Spanish used charcoal braziers. Fireplaces came with the British in 1763.

The Spanish covered their windows with projecting
lattices of wood, and used wooden shutters to keep out
their enemies and the weather.
Secluded patios were located to the rear of the houses,
and were well stocked with orange, lemon, pomegranate, fig and other fruit trees suited to the climate.
WI'

"-.1..

krr

Great Homes of Yesterday, and
today...featured each Friday
with the Day's Home Buyer's Guide

Photographs & story courtesy of
Saint Augustine Historical Society
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Break Ground For New

WE
Member of M A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Member of Northwest
Suburban
Board of Realtors

T
So. Our Display

eininerb

R

of Ham'

at tin Holiday Inn
in Mt. Prospect and
Rolling Meadows

REALTORS

D

----Groundbreaking

OPEN 9 TO 9

E

-/Ltrlingto'n -Heights ContiOminiu
f r igern. t o'r s and freezers,
Rouble oven and range, dish-

ceremo-

nies were held last week for

ERLY REAL ESTATE as advertised on WGN

washers, garbage disposals and

Hawthorne House, a new cond'Orninium building in Arlington Heights which will be built

double bowl sinks. Every unit
has a

formal dining room.

Sheltered parking is_ provided

by Edward Schwartz & Com-

for all residents with elevator
service from the parking level to each floor.

pany.

The location of Hawthorne
House is unique, although sit-

One -bedroom apartments 0.--the Schwartz developmenrWill
sell for $26,900, two=bedroom
units are listed-fi:om ,.$31,900,

uated in a comfortably resi-

dential neighborho-dd. It is
Only two bloclesqrom the Chicago & _Nifirthwestern Rail-

and_ ,the ----three bedroom con-

rqad.-Station and downtown

Arlington Heights. Con-

dominiums----are priced from

venient access to shopping and
Hawthorne House is lorecreational facilities plus ...,-$9.900
cated at 100 S. Vail. The site is
maintenance -free living are
expected to make the con- at the southwest corner of Sig-

walt & Vail, which is

dominium community attrac-

MOVE RIGHT IN

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

FIREPLACE in large FAMILY ROOM. 4 triple bedrooms, 2'/z full
baths, bit -ins, terrific carpeting, FENCED YARD included,

TWO & HALF FULL BATHS, 3 triple sized bedrooms, carpeting:
window coverings, bit ins, SEPARATE DINING ROOM included,

$40,900

nice sized patio, WALK TO SCHOOLS,

$34,900

of

three

Arlington

tive to buyers of all ages.

blocks

THE CONDOMINIUM is
a four-story elevator building
containing 23 units. Six seta -

south

wide variety of layouts in one,
two and three -bedroom con-

chores are available for in-

west

Heights Rd. and two blocks
of Northwest

Hwy.

Models are expected to be
ready by November.

for the new condominium in ArlingAt the groundbreaking
,ton -Heights were, left to right, Milton Schnair, sales manager,
spection now on the site. Addi= Edward Schwartz and Co.; Martin Munson, building commistional informati6n may-bi ob- sinner, Edward Schwartz, developer; Jack Walsh, mayor of Arlington Heights; Rudy Hanson, village manager.
tained by calling.392-8200.

A scale model and bro-

rate floor plans will offer a

dominium homes. The two and three -bedroom units will
have two full baths.

The Schwartz firm has an-

nounced that Hawthorne

House is already 20 per cent
sold and expects sales to out
pace their construction sched111111-1114111.(0,9

ule. Target

date for

., P . :

pletion of the project is early
1970.

Each apartment has been

SEEING IS BELIEVING

PLUM GROVE AREA

BARRINGTON, located on rolling 3/4 acres adjacent to INVERNESS, 4 giant bedrooms, 21/2 baths, FAMILY ROOM. FIREPLACES in L R. and F. R., full dry basement, attached 2t/2 car
garage, bit -ins, dishwasher, refrig. included,

FOUR BEDROOMS FAMILY ROOM with colonial FIREPLACE, all
carpeting CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING, sodded lawns included,
in showroom condition, IMMEDIATE POSSESSION,

$67,500

$54,900

SERVING ALL THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS WITH

5

358-5560

Prospect Heights

CONVENIENT OFFICES

OS 'Arlington Heights:

394-3500

13 S Wolf Road

Hoffman -Schaumburg
894-1800

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

10.

^

1.

j044:.

--------:--4'4iW"G\ --Cd4'er--

rir rIAIS

6

--':----

EL

wing" complete with an elegant hall and linen closet ad-

Okt

EACH UNIT has a private

OFFICES IN

728 E Northwest Hwy.

s' ,

planned to give the family the
amenities and conveniences
found in single family residences. The one -bedroom
apartment, for instance, has a
separate breakfast room, 21 foot living room, formal dining room and a "sleeping
joining the bath.

OFFICES IN

Palatine

li'S. r

,.

com-

6 E. Northwest Hwy.

253-2460

1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

956-1500

balcony and its own individual
system for heat and central air
conditioning. Laundry and additional storage for each apartment is located on every floor.
Units are fully carpeted.
Kitchens have frost -free re -

001111111111122r,

An artist's idea of Hawthorne House, new condominium now under construction in Arlington
Heights.

"WE'LL SELL YOUR HOME

COAST TO COAST"

44 *
111C,

THRU OUR EXCLUSIVE AREA ASSOCIATION WITH

NATIONAL MULTI -LIST SERVICE

r

-

A multiple listing service covering over 200 major com-

1-101,13EC1.413

.

P`037.

munities coast to coast whose members refer prospective buyers to each other and supply each other and their customers. A
monthly booklet entitled "Homes For Living" showing the best
offerings for that particular month.

692,4,keentaasFtni.at;i-T,...,,,,,,
211112212.4*

Nil

1,117

CZOL;

EXCLUSIVE WITH

MR. OR MRS. EXECUTIVE
DO YOU HAVE A GREEN THUMB?

KUNKEL

CLASSIC BEAUTY
One of the most lovely homes we have to offer! Eight room Colon-

with four large Bedrooms, two and one-half Baths. Central
Air and Electronic Air Filter with Humidifier for your year round
ial

comfort This home offers a Modern Kitchen with all Built-ins. Large

Panelled Family Room. Electric Garage door opener. This
charming home is located on a quiet cul-de-sac for your pleasure!

Here is your chance to find out. This lovely six room home offers a

large heated Green House. Three Bedrooms, two and one-half
baths. The living room has a lovely bay and there is a separate
dining room you will like. Large recreation with Ploy Area in the
Basement. This home has TWO fireplaces. A truly elegant home.

$49,500.00

Des Plaines

$47,900.00

Prospect Heights

Grand Opening
One bedroom apartments from $175
Two bedrooms from $225
Central aft conditioning and heating, wall -to -wail

Now ready for Immediate occupancy
Luxury apartments In a year-round resort setting that's
easy walking distance to shopping, golf and schools.
Roll and expressway travel to the loop are Just five
minutes away. The handsomely landscaped ten -acre grounds
of Town Square Include paved, private parking and a swimming
pool engin an extensive sundeck area. Buildings are

carpeting, fully applianced kitchens and ceramic -tiled
baths with built -In vanities are Included in each apartment.
Furnished models open 7 days a week from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
On Roselle Rd., V4 mile south of Schaumburg -Rd., 11/2 miles
south of Golf Rd. Call 894.8460. A Mor-Well Community.

fireproof and soundproofed for msxlmum privacy.

BR

LIV

12.x13,0*

11PRIrr

2
2

Des Plaines

Lots of space for Real Living. Attractive Brick and Pecan Panelling in the Family Room with Wet Bar. This good looking Seven
Room Split Level offers three Bedrooms, one and one-half Baths,
wall to wall carpeting. Built-ins in Kitchen. The chain link fenced
yard is a wonderful playground for the youngsters.

m
DIN

KIT

KIT

11

Des Plaines

$36,500.00

S'KUPIKEL

& CO., REALTORS

TWO CONVENIENT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

215 S. Elmhurst Rd.

253-5500

LIV

12E2124'

REDUCED $1,000.00

EXPANDABLE ATTIC
In this Six Room Brick and Frame Bungalow. This home has a new
modern Kitchen with PANTRY. Brand new Bath. Lovely carpeting
in Living Room and Dining Room. FULL BASEMENT -in this Nice Older Home and in a very nice neighborhood.

$33,900.00

BR in

BR#1
12'51411.

DES PIAINES

734 lee Street

298-5055

kt

ItA4t
°1

DIN

THE DAY

Predict Home"Needs for '70s

Home buyers of the '70s

will be more sophisticated in
their approach to modern liv-

ing And the average young
couple will want a house that

will serve them in all aspects of

prestige status. will

daily and leisure living --not technical aspects affecting the
one that demands or dictates world in which American consumers live and work were
how they will live.
Questions of environment probed in a comprehensive
and design, along with eco- study, "Design 1970", by the
nomic, social, political and Research Council of the National Lumber and Building

report
the
achievement,"
states. "Family centerism is
best reflected in planning

Material Dealers Association.

IN TAKING the nation's
pulse on housing needs, researchers learned that tradi-

r

galeclIda.

CA

rr

vide

annually.
The research report uses the
expression "family center -

sive use of interior and exterior
hardboard panels.

port, La. They feature -exten-

IN THESE HOMES, the
architect delineated many of
the wants expressed in the research study;- better traffic
flow, improved storage, children's activity center, clothes

ism" as a focus people have
Design '70--Shreveportnon

ty."
Based on findings of the Na-

single dwelling units started

mists foresee two million new

for their next home.
become
will
"Families
more family -centered, and

care, dressing area, indoor and
outdoor relationship and a
family living center.
More people than ever want
dwellings of their own. The report says:
"Evidence points in the di-

rection of more people proportionately living in single
family houses in the 70s. Ninety per cent of all families with
incomes over $15,000 now live

single family houses, and
this number is expected to inin

crease. Surprisingly, 85 per

cent of all families state that
their preference is to live in
single family houses, and this
figure includes some 64 per,
cent of the people now livinj
in apartments.

"Even among

MITAtit'

A look ahead to the '70s home shows preferences expressed in a survey of bows made ny the
Research Council of the National Lumber and Building Material Dealers Association. The exterior indicates ample space, attractive placement on lot, and separation of bedroom areas from the
living -dining -recreation -work segment. The low profile is supported by a pleasing combination of
brick and Masonite Ruf X-90 reverse Batten Siding, a rough -textured hardboard. The house, one
of the built by the Research Council under the name, "Design '70," is finished inside with
Masonite prefinished panels.

);

Specifics?These were

noted:

Two of these homes, co -sponsored by Masonite Corporation, have been completed at
Salinas, Calif., and Shreve-

be the trend for the 1970s,
when some housing econo-

bors' houses. They Want-6-6-patibility, not -sameness. They
want serviceable function related to site and environment
and prefer a house to be an expression of personality.

through the provision of multiple spaces for family activi-

tional Research Council, five
model homes were designed.

tional but care -free living will

7.

become

dominantly related- to family
centerism or personal family

young

Entrance halls should pro an

in-

impressive

troduction to the house and
distribute traffic.
Family kitchens are not
popular in higher -priced housing, where

noise and mess

problems arc unwelcome.
The current' inclination,
which is expected to continue,
is to provide space for walk-in
closets, pantry closets, big
laundry and hobby areas.

Built-ins are wanted in bathrooms, pantries and childrens

orientation of the house, pro-

for this research to provide

vision of overhangs above window walls and more than min-

couples with no children, 88
per cent would prefer to live in
single family houses," the
report says.
THE NEW GENER-

ceil in es.

must be different --but not too
different --from their neigh-

;',77

A look to the future is seen in the beamed, paneled living room of Design '70 house, a prototype
expressing home buyers' preferences for homes built in the next decade. Walls have been paneled
The light.tones
rather than dictate decorating in textured Marbletone, a prefinished hardboard with the look of travertine marble. in this room, is
furnish a dramatic setting for the Mediterranean -style furnishings. Spaciousness, as
appearance.
the home, a mud
PANTRY STORAGE must carried out elsewhere in the form of traffic arteries that separate the functions of
access to
he flexible for big packages room and storage area accessible from the garage, an off -kitchen family room and ready
outdoor living areas. The house, with seven rooms and bath, incorporates a gallery and. a bar area
and small appliances.
There must he an activity near the kitchen --all within 1,810 square feet.
area for women's leisure uses- rather than replacements for durability and easy mainte- 27 per cent; baths arrange-a place where sewing or hob- them.
nance, and they are widely' ment, II per cent; storage
areas, seven per cent;'size of '
bies can be pursued away from
"Houses are being seen as used in the housing industry.
other hciusehold activities.
Percentages tell the story of lot, 17 per cent; type of buildplaces in which to live, inBetter noise control is want- cluding recreational living and buyers' wants in the order of ing materials, 20 per cent;
ed. In design, this means better neighborhood entertaining," consumer importance in se- floor plan, 38 per cent; numseparation between the public the report says.
lecting a home. Most impor- ber of bedrooms, 38 per cent
and private parts of the house,
Many firms are spending tant features were,closet space. 11110 size of rooms, 37 per cent.
with better noise barriers.
money directly on research for
Greater control of humidity housing products rather than
winter
and
in
and warmth
applying products already decoolness in summer are de- veloped to housing uses, the remanded. These call for careful port continues. "We can look
rooms and wherever they suit a
direct storage requiremenr

imum insulation in walls and

ATION seeks more stimulating, functional houses that
promote the good life. They
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new textures and finishes that
will allow further systemized
development of house construction."
The co-sponsor, Masonite

THE STUDY IN-

large segment of the buying public
wants traditional houses for
traditional reasons: status, so-

DICATES that

a

Corporation, for many years
has been a leader in applied re-

presenting

terior products for housing
needs. As a result, its products
are leaders in styling, stability,

better implementation of
traditional designs are needed,

bureau home service experts.

. You've got a problem: con-

Condensation presents

densation.

Temperature has a pendulum swing in fall, one day

search of its interior and ex-

cial and the like. Therefore,

Vapor Condenses.
In Fall Air
the

more complications. Very

cold surfaces such as a single
pane of glass or a sliding glass
door collect humidity in the
form of frost. This melts when
the window warms up, causing
rotting and paint blisters on

homeowner

with a humidity problem, ttie
next day chilling the whole
house, is an annual item.

If you have

a

well-built

house, the humidity problem

wood frame windows.

can be a serious one. Water'vapors can not escape,. and normal household activity -throws

I

Remember us when you need
a friend in real estate

...

HOW CAN YOU solve it?
Prevent it. The big heat loss
through a window comes

from two to two and one-half
gallons of water into the air.
On washdays there can be as
much as five extra gallons of
water vapor.
PERSPIRATION FROM a
family of four adds ill ally one

through the glass pane itself,
about 90 per cent of the window space. So use double
panes.

A properly designed overhang or tree shading creates a
shieh! against the summer sun
butt mils entt of the winter
sun rays. Blind or drapes are

and one-half gallons daily, and

all this excess vapor creates a
mildew that will warp furniture, stain walls and rot rugs.
But you can solve the problem with strategically placed

'T3

also a big help. The exciting
new tinted glasseS in bronze,
green and gray reduce heat

transfer considerably. 'These

dehumidifiers, exhaust fans
and open windows when

double windOV.,. are more ex but quickly pay for
pens.

you're doing the laundry or

themselvi.s by controlling heat
and air-conditioning costs..

taking showers, according to.
the Architectural -Aluminum
au, CT

George Itutsse

-kilikikAitig,

f; Co.

1923

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

TON HEIGHTS
6 p m 608 W. Hintz Rd..Berkley Square
west to house. Just 3 yrs. old
ocks to Grade and Jr. High. A
41E,
bedroom Bi-level. 11/2

ti-NTO

Just 4 yrs old and located in beautiful Stonegate, on established
area. 3 bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen 'with built-ins, family
room. 2 car garage. Includes carpeting. Priced for quick sale by
,544(gX

baths 12 X 22 ft family room, large patio, garage. Pric
at $37 700, immediate possession

MOUNT PROSPECT
North on 83 to Highland, west to Prospect Manor, right to home.

A terrific location, loads of livability. 8 room brick and frame
Bi-level.3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1st floor beamed ceiling family
room. 20 X 15 ft. dorm -size room on lower level with double
closet for in lows guests, or teen agers Kitchen with builtins,
large patio, 2t/2 car garage Excellent value at $38,500, don't

reatiors and
insisrance
.GEORGE
R.
Home Phone:

CL 5-3932

miss this one

OUR
Hafer
MAN:,Bill
Hafer has over 40 years

Bill

1I11'7

Mom

of experience in real estate management. sales and insurance. He
has been associated with our office this past year and has already
developed a clientele and many

tiel

friends in the business. He is a

certified property manager obtaining this designation after many
required courses and exams by the National Association of Real
ngton Heights with his wife. Lce.1
o all new Coachlight area, lust 31/2 yrs ofd, this 3 bedroom
asernent Ranch has 2 ceramic baths kitchen with built-ins.

a home for the most &sal

Rambling 3 bedroom Ranch walking distance to everything.
Tree lined street, quality construction, plaster walls. Thermo
windows hardwood floors natural woodwork. Jalousied breezeway plus garage and private patio. This one will not last. Priced

AL AIR CONDITIONING Built in

at $36,900

ss Nov

Estate Boards. To improve his ability to serve. Bill has also
taken real .estate appraisal and law courses. Bill lives in Arl-

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

PALATINE
GROVE ESTATES

MOUNT PROSPECT

baths kitchen with built ins, 2
room with bar 2 fireplaces 2i/

floor fain rm 2i/2 car attached garage Includes curtains
draperies $39,900, immediate pass

landscaped lot Large patio A
1

or sooner

s

is
I am a quality constructed, brick split level located in a lovely
Mt, Prospect neighborhood. I have 3 good size bedrooms, 2 full
baths, a large family room and a 14' by 16' utility room with an

-7

outside entrance. My taxes are reasonable and my owner has
given me central air conditioning. TheiC, lots more could
tell you but why don't yoil rill one of the friendly sales people
I

6-401116

at George L. Busse & Co
think I am worth a lot mm i

WHEELING

2

A real home far newlyweds or retired. 3 bedrooms, one with
sliding glass doors to patio Includes washer, dryer, range, car-

ROLLING MEADOWS
An immaculate 3 bedroom Ranch in on area of well kept homes
2 car garage cyclone fenced yard Only $23 9L,0

FFALU G
where th
nth bri
I

8 250

n

um its

150 S. Main

392-7150

owner .ays I am worth $44,500, I

roam" but make it a
uminum Ranch that I can
love to ploy ping pang.

peting 11/z'car garage Only $21 900, immediate possession.

MOUNT PROSPECT

51.

Member Previews Executive Homesearch
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service
Open Weekday Evenings

Need room!C'tiec
ifs separate dining

1,is

garage. Lis well lo
distance to grade

.11
lit 'h s.

,..

4 liedroom brut

baseith

into

.:no

Cod with
attached

walking
',rod and
INS this one $33,900.

George )11usse
Vs Co.
Since 1923

realtors and Insurance
Mt. i'l.,)spect
12 E. Ilusst-

rlington
NGTON H
80

.

ITS
Member MAP Multiple Liming
Iteloration
A Nationviltle Referral Senlee

Member .111 1'
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End to Hand -painted Hand
bed in until hands are clean.

Clean-up hangups can 'be
sprayed away with a new aero-

sol foam hand cleaner developed by Illinois Bronze Powder and Paint C'o a Lake Zurich based firm.
The highly concentrated
"Painter's Formula 400" pro-

vides a foolproof removal of
wet or dry paint from hands
While being gentle to the skit e

spots can be removed from,

trolled white foam has the co -.
sistency of shaving cream,
contains lanolin and leaves

clothing merely by rubbing the
foam cleaner into dirt areas be ---

cording to William W. Hen-

to fabrics, as arc some con-

kel, vice president, marketing.
It is attractive to housewives,
who can avoid the messiness,
offensive odor and harshness

Iki11i11111411

of traditional paint removers
such as turpentine and paint

Or"

thinners.

IT WILL EFFECTIVELY
remove grass stains from
young athletes. remove grease

from professional or weekend
mechanics and get rid of
ground -in dirt front hands that
have

been

spring

cleaning,

gardening or changing a tlat
tire. Shoe polish gumming up
your hands, or pine resin left
over from wreath -making at
time? Reach for
Formula 400.
On almost any job, the new
hand cleaner conies to the rescue, disposing of printer's ink,
chlorophyll that stains florists'
hands, grease and dirt front
or
industrial
mechanical,

Christmas

building chores, carbon and
ink typists' lingers and adhesives and india ink smearing
the creative hands of commercial artists, photographers,
hobbyists 'and handymen.
Henkel says that because his

firm is expert in chemical formulation of paints and finishes. it was logical for them to
research the hand cleaner to
dissolve paint effortlessly yet
have a positive cosmetic effect.
11 I.: AEROSOL 11A ND

cleaner is dispensed directly
into the palm of the band, rub -

Count \ Recorder `mine\ R.
listed

25

teal

cstale

transters last \Neil in Wheeling and NI aine Townships

is indiLatLil ht S I in
for Lad'
revenue stamps
Pt

S 1000 of Mitt Ise( valuation
I hose in 1.),_s Plaitu_s were:
332 S Cumba land C hat les J.
Rouhik III to I aiirLnce NI.

mom.... IN ARLINGTON

Heights were: 116 E. Arthur.
Woodrow W. Adams to Robert Carlson. 846; 815 Berkley
Dr.. Earl D. Munson to Daniel
W. Yore. $16: 1508 N. Kas-

Ina. to Jamcs G.
I Lshe S33 50 1177 Wehstt_r,
lames H Strand to I I erbert A.
-u,-; cam_
Nlahan $11 so

hedge Elvev NI Galt& to William SCI1M, eittet S40 and 9244
Bat berry Ln 13u me Blown to

Leslie A Silvis

's14

to

est. James E. Turley to Kurt R.
Jamison. $24.50

$51.

Developers

Klaus Rosen Stern
George B. Lynch, $47.

L. McGrath, 89.511: 1525 E.
Campbell, Burton S. Ball to

Fail NI StepDrake I n
hanson to John I I ru.r. 53I :
Lstes

binger. $35.50 and 3(16 Dwyer,

In Buffalo Grove: 257 For-

D. Petersen. S53: 645
Burton, James F. McGinnis to
Eugene F. Gabardine, $48.50:
825 N. Douglas, John A. Can-

1715

Mertz to lidwin J. Dudzinski,
$16.50; 610 N. Wilshire. Carl
"Frtischke to Walter .1. Gum-

par, Robert C'. Cook to James

Brents SIO 50 287 N C ornJohn A C anna to I red t_11
crick G Schinidtke 549 219

Jack

Those in Mount Prospect
were: I 914) Ivy Ln., Ronald G.

Miller Builders, Inc. to Rob-

Metcalfe to William J. Nelson,
$16 and -01) N. Russell. Robert E. Kelly to Richard F.
Ganze. $41.50
Those in Prospect Heights
were: I 3 Kenneth, Nlunicipal
Nlortgage and Investment Co.,
Inc. to Donald A. Sema,
520.50; 201 Lonsdale, Cecil
G. Hendry to James E. Turley.
$34.50 ;ind 1406 Hollyhock

ert C. Bowman, $36.50; 1439
W. St. James, Frederick S.

James 0. Kaull. $39.50.

na to Raymond A. KUliViec.
946

Louis

Haddow,

E.

Metzger Jr. to John J. Sluga.
$16; 512 Stratford. Ronald B.
Jacoby

to Wilbur E. Men-

necke, $35; 510 Burr Oak Dr.,

'5

4,v-'r' '
0

-

fore the clothing is laundered.
The foam cleaner is not harsh

PRESTIGE RANCH WITH 3 ACRES

ventional cleaning fluids. Henkel said.
The new cleaner is available

A bedutiful home in a serene sourrounding this 4 bedroom, 3 bath home features ceramic
baths full basement, fire and burglar alarm, paneled office or den, 25' X 50' swimming
pool, mosaic foyer, air conditioning, special staircase, sun deck, breakfast room, recreation
washer, profesroom with wet bar, wet bar off the dining room, drapes, carpeting, dish
sional landscaping and many other items that make a house a home.

,

.

in eight -ounce cans retailing

for $1.49 in area paint, hard-

-

ware and department stores.

Expansion
IsCheaper
At the Top

$110,000
POSSIBLE LAND CONTRACT
H.2891

If you can find room at the
your home expansion
problems will he solved most
easily and inexpensively. Finishing an attic, says the Chi-

Beautiful,

3

with

bedroom

a

large

kitchen

and

all

of

the

builhins...including loads of kitchen cabinets. Full basement with 0
finished recreation room. High corner lot shut is 102' x 201'. low
taxes. Home features a back porch with a delightful yiev: of the

top,

countryside. Home is in excellent condition...what more could you ask
for.

cago Better Heating -Cooling
Council, is one of the least expensive home improvement

projects and one of the most
practical.

Adding a room to ;in existing home can he very costly,
especially if it requires additional foundation work. An attic, on the other hand, will
only require interior finishing
work, and this is relatively in-

OPEN TO OFFER
H-2906

Excellent location within walking to schools, shopping. transportation,
swimming pool, and park. This 3 bedroom home is in excellent
condition...kitchen has a large eating area and the living room has a
picture window that overlooks large shade trees and flowers. Home

features hardwood floors, carpeting, range, refrigerator. washer,

expensive. -

dryer and draperies, 2 car garage with cement drive.

IF YOUR HOME has hy(modern

hot

water)

dronic
heating, it may be easily expanded to the attic with a minimum of fuss and bother. In a
hydronic system, water is

heated in a boiler and .cireulated through finger -size tub-

4 BEDROOM HOME + EXTRA LOT

ing to baseboard heating panels mounted at ankle height on.

H-2872

This brick home is completely air conditioned has 2 baths, full base.
ment, water softner, carpeting, has been newly decorated inside and
out and is within walking distance of schools, and shopping. An extra
80' x 120' lot con be cut off and sold for approximately 59,000. Lot
features loads of lovely shade trees.

"outside walls.
To extend. heating to the

List Real Estate Transfers
Olsen

then wiped off with a papertowel or washed away with soap
and water. Soft plastic bristles
built into the cap help remove
paint or other stains from
around nails and cuticles.
On wash days housewives
will find the new land cleaner
particularly practical, since
paint, grease. ink. or other

the company says. Thelfin

hands soft and smooth, ac-

i,g

I-

lr

attic, the tubing can be snaked
through a closet without
disturbing the existing sec-

$36,500

tion of the house. By installing

it

separate

thermostat

or zone valve for the new
room, it can be kept comfortable without affecting the rest

of the house. This will keep
fuel consumption down to a
minimum.
Because the sun's rays shine

directly on the roof, the rooms
at the top tend to overheat in
the summertime. To keep out
heat during the summer, and
to keep it inside during the
winter, the attic should be well
insulated, the Council advises.

.

61

MULTIPLE LISTING

EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES

Harold M. Conway to

SERVICES

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER
PROGRAM

,Q8,22,

GIVE US A RING
GIVE US A CALL
WE GOT HOMES, FOR ONE & ALL!

HOMES -APARTMENTS

uinlam,REALTORS
and,Tys

INSURANCE

Inc.m,

FINANCING

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN
ESTATES AREA OFFICE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-MT. PROSPECT

SCHAUMBURG
7 W. Schaumburg Road at Roselle Rd. -894-8100

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255-6320

PALATINE AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Highway -359-6500

L'

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION

COUNTRY CLUB LIVING
Lovely ivy covered tastefully decorated located on'
PRCC 6 rooms 3 bedroom, 11/2 baths, full basement

Brick

8. frame 3 bedroom Ranch. Large kitchen

and pantry. Good sire patio, loss of storage space.
block hom Grade School
1

$25,900

$39,900

PERFECT FOR RAISING A FAMILY
3 bedroom ranch with V2 acre lot to give you room for

HOME SHOWS WELL!
Come see for yourself the values that come with

spacious living. large full basement, 2 car oversize attached
garage. Built-in oven/range, carpeting in living room and hall.
Drapes throughout. Hardwood floors in bedrooms.

bedroom

894-8100

359-6500

$29,900

PARK RIDGE
well cart il for 2 bi Broom Georgian has
separate dining 0,110 rind full basement close to
school, and shopping

ARLINGTON CLOSE TO TRAIN
charming Cape Cod in the heart

Lovely,

50 FEARS OF SERI10E

823-5108
Member NWSB
Multiple Listing Service

sa.

$38,900

$29,900
705 E. DEVON
Park Ridge

of

ARLINGTON, 3 Bedrooms. 2 both, 7 fireplaces,
i>010).
separate dining 10(,11,

I

home.

11/2

baths,

3

heated

$37,621.43

"%
This

TREES...TREES...TREES
this

garage.
Oven/range. Carpeting in living room, dining room, stairs and
hall. Area rug in family room. Drapes in living room, kitchen,
family room and all bedans.
split-level

This home is, o nature lover's delight. 3 bedroom Cape Cori, 2

cat garage. Home is on large lot. ()Met residential street
within walking distance to train and tirade schools Large
country kitchen (or that big Sunday breakfast. Dining area.
Carpeting in living room and bedroom.

$25,500

894-8100

MCAT IONS or EIGHT
T AREA 01-1 ICES
,,,\ 0 and

*

I OPE ST

r74,

tkf
NOM

PALATINE

259 E. Rand Rd.
(Rt. 12)
,Mt..Prospect
CL 3-7600
Member MAP

Multiple listing Service

Member, REOCA, Nationwide Relocation Service

I kW LCI

* vwn

EXECUTIVE'S DREAM
Beautiful white brick colonial in Scarsdale. 4 large bedrooms.
31/2 baths, 2 car attached garage with electric openers.
Centrally air conditioner/. Carpeted throughout. Florida room.

Huge kitchen with confer island sink, dishwasher and clis
posed. Full finished basement, recreation, room 30 x 23 with
wet bar. Enclosed rear yard. Convenient to schools, trains and

$85,900

INNEIMA

*

ARLINGTON

HE1GHEs,
FOANSI is

5,1,05 nags
,J5

SCHAUMBURG
1505C5Eflif55,

town.

255-6320

SERVING ALL 35

NOR EINVES I AND
5/111111 SHORE
COMAII /PO GES

FOSIILL

I

I

555

05A,

nmi

REPEATED SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: THIS IS THE QUINLAN & TYSON STORY

a

Gourmet Dining
In An Antique
Atmosphere

Endo, August 22, 1969

Bus Routes Listed
For St. Alphonsus

right Crage to Coldran, left

School.

ing Rd.
School.

The owners of the Seven Eagles are John Theodosakis, Alexander Ganaras and Tony Karlos. They, as well as Manager Bes-

.-

Seven Eagles Restaurant manager Peter Bebeas shows the antique double eagle herald imported
as a decoration for the restaurant lochted at Oakton and Mannheim in Des Plaines. The two young
ladies are Mrs. Florence Reif, 8321 N. Knight, Niles, and Mrs. Marlene Gafike, 840 Mason Lane,
Des Plaines. Mrs. Reif is secretary to John Theodosakis, one of the owners.

private dining rooms allow for spacious dining for 400.
A unique feature of the very very lovely private dining rooms
is the fact that small groups or large can hold meetings and lunch
from the daily menu selection instead of catering just one dish.

THE FOOD is supervised by Chef Mike Villa who came to the

Seven Eagles by way of Mexico. There is no special type of food
served.

"Anything that can be done with food," Besbeas said, "Mike
can do."
His menus include favorite dishes from the Orient, Greece,
Italy and France as well as many other countries and the Ameri-

Next to the past summer's
Fourth of July fireworks'
spectaculars nothing lit up the
sky. as brightly as the student produced, -directed and -acted

production of "Once Upon A
Mattress."

"Once Upon A Mattress"

only last Saturday in the St. Vi-

Greek galactoba rice among others.

SOME OF THE guests who have sought manager Besbeas out

to compliment him have included Vice -President Spiro Agnew,
Prince Tamislov and Princess Margaret of Yugoslavia, Charles
Governor Richard Ogilvie, Senator George
Siragusa,
McGovern, who wanted a quiet corner during the president campaign, and United Air Lines' W.A. Patterson.
An average of 1,000 diners are served daily and the wine list
according to Pete is one of the best in the state. A new Seven
Eagles Restaurant is in the planning stage for another northwestern suburb.

corded

ator School Auditorium. The
ticket sellers, the ushers and
the cast and crew were enchanted with the large audience who turned out. The
kids, in turn, enchanted the audience.

Sparkplugs for the happy
occasion were Mark Ganzel

and Chuck Tennes. Star of the

nigh was Karen Mason, who
gave an uninhibited display of
talent. She was beautifully
comic in the role of a princess
who couldn't sleep on a pile of

Instrument Operations
Dip for O'Hare Field

mattresses because. the wicked

old queen, played just right by
Kathy Schafer, had tested her
delicacy by placing a pea under the bottom mattress.

operations.

8 airports served by O'Hare
Sky Harbor, Glenview Naval
Air Station, Crystal Lake,
Fort Sheridan, Meigs, Mid-

GEORGE LILLY, who a
few short years ago wrote an
essay that made his dad Father

of the Year, played the minstrel and reminded us oldtimers that tempus does indeed

way and Chicagoland.
In each of the last four
months, the Chicago Air

fugit. He was poised and confident, and he sang very well
indeed. Steve Linsner gave a
yeoman performance as the

Route Traffic Control Center,
in Aurora, set operational

voice. Steve played the lead in

144,-

were handled.
In May 145,339: in June
147,190 and in July 150,952.

instrument

aircraft

mute king who regains

Music Man to be mute, but

NO installation charge
NEW fully automatic
softeners

PER MONTH

PHONE

TWO year option to buy
with FULL rental fee deducted

'

CL 9-3393

phonsus School.

7:30

ROUTE 148.

Dales Set
For Civil
Defense Series

ONE phone call can answer
any questions

that proved beyond any doubt
that he has whatever it is that is

Frontage to Maple -Arlington
Vista, right Maple to Lilac,
right Lilac to Rosehill, left
Rosehill to Buffalo Grove Rd. Windsor, left Buffalo Grove to
Jane, left Jane to Wilshire, left

Dates have been set for Civil
Defense courses at the Rand-

hurst Town Hall this winter.
Civil Defense units in Des
Plaines, Arlington Heights,

Wilshire to Lillian, left Lillian
to

needed to project and capture
the audience.
Sir Harry as played by Larry

Quinnett was right out of the
story book hero listings. He
was blonde, stalwart and in
love, and his enjoyment of his
romance with Lady Larkin
created a glow. Larkin was a
sweet little heroine played by
Linda RUSSUM.

Dave

Steffens,

cluded

ter, Barry Kemp; the wizard,
Rick O'Connell; Julie Eccker,
An i t r a Lindquist,. Cathie
Glesener, Linda Frostholm.!
Dupre, Linda Sikera,
Chris
Schalk and
Whibbs.
Steve
Pam

MARK GANZEL,

the

prince, was the cause of it all.
both onstage and off. He was
beautiful in "Carousel," another Viator production, and
he changed characters completely for
Mattress."

"Once Upon A

The chorus members who
kept the production whipping
along where Anitra Lindquist,
Julie Eccker, Linda Sikera,
Kathy Guthrie, Cathie Glesencr, Linda Frostholm, Pam

Bus routes for the six District 214 high schools will not

Toni .Grady,

schools.

brighter evenings of summer
entertainment. They thanked

everyone who helped them
with props, encouragement
and things on the back page of
their mimeographed program.
Those on the list, headed by

the sponsor Gus Holzrichter
of the Palatine Pro Sports
Shop, deserve much credit for

knowing a good thing when
they see it. The observant
people included Dave Harmer,

Kiwanis Club. Ken Erickson,
Bob Lemke, Randhurst Corpbration, Arlington Park District, Jewel Food Stores, National Tea Company, J. and E.

Art Co., Inc., Father Yarne,

Village
Theatre, Fremd High School,
James Murphy of Holiday
Cosmetics, Susan Tennes and
Mr. and Mrs. Russum.
V iatorian

teeman.

Vote for an effective legislator

Gene Schlickman
FOR CONGRESS

Republican, 13th District

potatol adyclising. sponsabd by Mb
EUGENE F. SCHLICKMAN for Conine. Com-

Route 83, north on Route 83

Paid

Polinyton 1101Mb.
12 W. Campb.11,
60305, Edmond M. Shynahan, Trbssuber.

ittee.

to Stonegate, left Stonegate

Iii

HIS & HERS
HILTON'S TRIUMPH

John

ers can take bows for one of the

block worker to township commit-

Start 7:25
Palatine and

Starts:

BOWLING SHIRTS

Quinn, Mary Ganzel.

THE TWO young produc-

Republican Party laborsfrom

ROUTE 149.
a.m.

pro-

sical. The fact that it was conceived by and dedicated to the

State Representative Eugene F.
Schlickman has prepared himself
for Congress through 10 years
service as an effective legislator
. 5 at the state and 5 at the
local level ... and by 13 years of

low to Wheeling Rd., left
Wheeling Rd. to St. Alphonsus
School.

an. Make-up was by Elaine
vided an almost flawless production. The stage crew in-

now generation makes the generation gap a formidable space
indeed. "The other players who
were so excellent were the jes-.

214 Won't
Publish Routes

Chapal, and the technical director,

253-1070

beck to Kenilworth, left Kenilworth to Route 83, right
Route 83 to Willow, left Wil-

the choreography like a veter-

There wasn't a dull role or
dull moment in the entire mu-

views on this subject, phone ...

left Dale to Palatine Frontage,
right Palatine Frontage to
Schoenbeck, right Schoen-

played a part, danced in the
chorus and also worked with he published in the Day to
Terry Farrelly on the sur- avoid problems for individual
have been the busiest gal in
town. Chris Whibbs created

Inflation!
For Gene Schlickman's recorded

Lilliam, right Lilliam to Dale,

5, 12, 19 and 26.

prisingly good costumes must

Grove -Windsor,

Sherwood, right Sherwood to
Waterman, left Waterman to

survival" will he held March

An it r a Lindquist, who

Buffalo

right Buffalo Grove to Palatine Frontage, right Palatine
to Stanford, right Stratford to
Lillian, right Lillian to Dover,
left Dover to Avon, left Avon
to Stratford, left Stratford to

event of bad weather.
Classes in "education for

Steve Dupre, Tom Barclay and
Pat Bosshart.

7:20

Route 83, west on Palatine

15 as an alternate date in the

Schalk, Tom Covington, John
Lilly, Jim Gillen, Gary Motta,

Start

a.m. Start: Palatine Rd. and

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-1600

Men's white, winter olive, blue, gold
& aqua tint. S-M-L-XL-XXL-XXXL

MOUNT PROSPECT

ACE

Ladie's shirts
sizes 30 to 48

OPENI, Mon 'Aso I,, 8 to 6
Sot ko 6, Son, 030 to 110

HIS & HERS

same color choice, with

His

Hers

$8.95

$7.95

BOWLING SHOES

BY AMF
HIS $11.95 sage brush & sand

HERS $8.95 celery green & sand
AMF BOWLING BAG
HOLDS SHOES & BALL

$9.95

Fathers

PLACE ORDERS EARLY!
TAKES APPROXIMATELY
THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

his

the Viator production of "The
Music Man" two years ago. It
hardly seemed fitting for the

,SOFT WATER RENTAL

'4"

McDonald to Wheeling Rd.,
left Wheeling Rd. to St. Al-

will be announced later.

watering, assemblage of French pastries, German chocolate,

716,849

School to Owen, right Owen to
McDonald Rd., right

Wheeling Rd. to School, left

Dates for shelter manager
radiological monitoring

can steaks and chips.
The catering manager is Bess Trihas who can handle any type
of wedding or social function. The pastry tray is usually a mouth

830

right Park to McDonald, right
McDonald to Wheeling Rd.,
right Wheeling Rd. to St. Al-

and

Was the lively musical picked
up by a group of young music
and song lovers called Tenzel.
Productions as their first offering. It was held for one night

records. During April,

right School to Euclid, left Eu
slid to Wheeling Rd., left

Medical self-help classes are
scheduled Nov. 3, 10, 17 and
24 and Dec. I and 8, with Dec.

Students' "Mattress"
Enchants Audience

tine to Wheeling Rd.,_ right
Wheeling Rd. to Sty Alphonsus
School.

ry, right Barberry to School,

left Larch to Poplar, right
Poplar to Maplewood to Park,

Start

right Prospect to
Route 83, left Route 83 to
Palatine Frontage, left PalaProspect,

left Clarendon to Schoenbeck,
left Schoenbeck to Willow,
right Willow to Route 83, right
Route 83 to Euclid, left Euclid
to Maple, left Maple to Barber-

Mount Prospect and Wheeling

amber ash trays that decorate each table. The tables are arranged
so that the restaurant is divided into three parts with a charcoal
broiler back to hack with a lounge bar. The chairs are red woven
leather with arm rests and the dining room holds 380 people. The

time during a fiscal year
Hare did reach the 700,000
mark when, in 1969, they re-

Dale, left Dale to Clarendon,

join in this effort.

C

THE HERALDIC symbol is repeated in the center of the

In fiscal 1968 there were

beck to Olive, right Olive to

ROUTE 146.

The name, Seven Eagles, was selected because of the countries
that are represented by an eagle. They include the United States,
Spain, Mexico, Germany, Austria, Poland and Albania.

682,141 instrument operations
as compared with 676,849
in 1969. However, for the first

to Schoenbeck, right Schoen-

a.m. Start: Hintz and Wolf,

phonsus School.

replaced by the Roman numerals for seven and the crest represents a double eagle. The double eagle cross was the symbol of
Austrian kings for thousands of years and originated before that
as a religious symbol.

istration.

Rand to Willow, right Willow
7:20

Start

return to Wolf, right Wolf to
Willow, left Willow to Mandel, right Mandel to Alderman, left Alderman to Larch,

owners for something different in design, something new and
something unusual. The three are happily met in an interior that
resembles perhaps most closely the uncrowded elegance of the
leisurely dining rooms of Europe or California.
Besides the notable chandeliers, the front interior doors in the
foyer arc highly carved and are from an old castle in Spain. The
present front door will shortly he replaced by a handcarved one
that will cost $5000. The hand carving is being done in Des
Plaines by George Marriott, a resident.

right Rose to Crimson, right
to Twilight, left
Twilight to Sherwood, left
Sherwood to Wildwood, right
Wildwood to north Wildwood,
west to Lynnbrook, left Lynbrook to Stoncgate, right to
Route 83, right Route 83 to
Drake, left Drake to Eleanor,
Eleanor to Oak, right Oak to

Crimson

7:20

Start

Startford to Wedgewood, right
Wedgewood to Rand, right

Alphonsus

Palatine Frontage to end and

THE RESTAURANT is the result of a special desire by the

Blaze, left Blaze to'
Peace, right Peace to Rose,
son to

a.m. Start: Euclid and Meadows Ln., right Meadow Ln. to

Palatine
Frontage Rd. westbound, right

from castles in Austria or Spain whose beginnings are lost in
antiquity.

radar, including Pal -Waukee,

St.

ROUTE 147.

south on Wolf to

beas, are Greeks and meeting the four has the flavor of a cruise on
the blue Aegean.
The decor was done by interior decorator Harold Pomeroy
who made three trips to Europe just to purchase the fascinating
array of massive chandeliers and colored glass shades that came

been reported by Paul S. Can nom, Chicago area manager of

to

ROUTE 144.

Plaines.

This figure includes reports from the other

bine,

Coldran to Rose, left Rose to
Patricia, right Patricia to
McDonald, right McDonald
to Wheeling Rd., right Wheel-

were imported from all over Europe to decorate the one year old
restaurant located -on -Oakton St. just off Mannheim Rd., in Des

A drop in instrument operations at O'Hare Airport during fiscal 1969 over 1968 hag

7:30

McDonald, north Elaine

THE PICTURE is just one of the very lovely antiques that

unsigned. "If the paintings were signed," Besbeas explained,
"they would he worth millions. As they arc, they still cost more
than $200,000."
The floor of the restaurant is enhanced with a crest that also
came from an Austrian castle. The original words have been

Larch, left Larch to Colum-

Circle (bear left to Crage Ct.,)

Start

a.m. Start: Elaine Circle and

Peter Besbeas.

THE ART work that can he seen on every wall is chiefly

Birchwood, left Birchwood to
Chestnut, right Chestnut to
right Columbine to
McDonald, right McDonald
to Wheeling Rd., right Wheeling Rd. to St. Alphonsus

ROUTE 145.

Wildwood east to Stonegate
west to Schoenbeck, right
Schoenbeck to Hintz, right
Hintz to Highland, right Highland to Garden, left Garden to
Sherwood, left Sherwood to
Twilight, right Twilight to
Crimson to Blaze; right Crim-

a.m. Start: River Rd. and
Woodview, west Woodview to

Bus routes for St. Alphonsus School in Prospect
Heights have been released by
Ritzenthaler Bus Lines,

There's a picture in a certain nearby place that everyone who
has any interest in art at all should go see.
The picture is that of an elderly man dressed in Medieval
costume --black with white ruff and cuff. It is very large and it is
unsigned. The frame is gold leaf and the age of the picture is lost
in the cobwebs from whence it came.
It is one of the antique pictures imported.by- the owners of the.
Seven Eagles Restaurant and it's gainedseveral names from employes because no matter where you stand in the elegant private
dining room in which it hangs, the eyes follow the viewer around.
It -is almost uncanny. It is the favorite of. restaurant manager

the Federal Aviation Admin-
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think future Save now
For your own trip
to the Moon

THE BANK
& TRUST COMPANY
of ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Mitten goff MI* Co.
216 E. Northwest Hwy., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
(RENT -A -SOFT)

in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900
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5 TO 7 LB. - FULLY COOKED

GROUND SEVERAL TIME DAILY

I

I

I

GOLD DISH

c1/2TNGAL

Ice Cream
LLOYD'S ASSORTED

120Z

Sugar Wafers

8PKG

REGULAR OR QUICK

Quaker Oatmeal
CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF

3

42 OZ.
BOX

54c
12C

CAN

18
JAR

Peanut Butter

U. S GOVT INSPECTED

WILSON'S CORN KING

32
JAR

CLUB HOUSE

1 LB.
LOAF

White Bread

4c
gc

60,. 20

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

Orange Juice
. .

BETTY CROCKER

.. .. LB.

Cake Mixes

Bacon,.

OZ.3

EXTRA STRONG

4 TO 6 LB FULLY

L.

4,*

IN PKG.

GRADE "A"

Medium Eggs

DOZ

3 OZ
PKG

A

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

FROZEN

3 9c

49c

U.S. NO. 1 BULK
Oryptmeng

,00109,

and

l you

le poor own poi wog, oml
%ect

C41,111. _11

:A89c

French Fries

Banquet Pot Pies. :g17c
BIRDSEYE FROZEN
41/4

SO SOFT

Fabric Softener. 1/2-48c
Tide Detergent. . . =z 84c
BTL

GIANT SIZE

Red Potatoes

Cool Whip
American Cheese g:z 5 9 C
CTN.

KRAFT SINGLE SLICED

SWEET OR BUTTERMILK

Mel -O -Crust Biscuits= 9c

'c',20026c

. .

ASSORTED COLORS

Charmin Tissue...

apKRGOLL

38c

DEL MONTE

CAMELOT

Chunk Tuna

SaltineCrackers
1 LB.

BOX

us*

DRESSEL'S BANANA

Pecan Cake
SALERNO

Butter Cookies. .

LIBBY'S

12 OZ.49c

Tomato Juice. .

PKG.

46 02.
. .

CAMPBELL'S

29c

V-8 Cocktail
Hormel Spam.

Duplex Cookies. ..g:z39c

CAN

3 8c

46 OZ.4 ic
CAN

SERVE HOT OR COLD

LARA LYNN CHOCOLATE, VANILLA AND

NORTHWEST GROWN

ASSORTED COLORS

Kleenex Tissue.

)'Zcota, "Buy

20
1,01

TAL

Jell -O -Gelatin

11})

bDuciltt 1 ruck locals of

LB.9 8 c

FOR A COOL TREAT

OF 80

BABY RUTH

Candy Bars

DELICIOUS

Center Ham Slices

\
#

7c

PKG. 2 7c

Sandwich Bags

LB

_fflon12

A

11

BAGGIES

pOltalo, ut n ,.m,

58c

C

50 FT.
ROLL

Saran Wrap

LB.BAG

Grade "A" Roasters

Ls?.AG$ 1.28

58
39c

2 $7

Polish Sausage
U. S GOVT INSPECTED FRESH

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

Skinless Franks

OZ.3 5 OR

18
PKG.

Corn Flakes

LB. 66

PKG.

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

1 LB.
PKG.

PKG.

KELLOGG'S

1

69c

58C

CAN

19

STOPPENBACH'S OLD WORLD

Sliced' Bologna

Cooked Butt Ham

CAN

MEADOWDALE

Grade "A" Cornish Hens.. LB.

lice

sa

OZ.5

WELCH'S

Grape Jelly

LB.

LB.

OZ.5 5os

SKIPPY

Shortening. .

63c

loizoz.

Tomato Soup

Shan Ha

Groun Bee

. .

12 OZ 5k

. CAN

ORCHARD FRESH

4I I} ")

M ott's Applesaucelm.22c
Fruit Cocktail. . . . g4.z25c
DEL MONTE

DAISY

Potato Chips
CALIFORNIA BARTLETT

Pears

L.

1

LB.

BAG

4

DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE CUT

Green Beans

Cl 6ANC)Z 26c

1603

CAMPBELL'S

Pork & Beans

N
CANZ.1

GREEN GIANT

CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL

Stokely Corn

12 OZ.03c.

Niblets Corn

CAN Ls

MEADOWDALE

17 OZ.
CAN

16 OZ.1 8 CI

Sweet Peas

CAN

a
MI

...........

rim

DAY

they work in

-Frees arc living things,
and, with proper care, the life

must

of a tree could be prolonged at
least for a span that far exceed

performed.

human life."
This is the basis on which
John Davey began his Davey
Tree Expert Co., a branch of
which is located at 725 E. Algonquin, Arlington Heights.

Davey wrote a book "The
Tree Doctor" which brought
many requests for Davey to
take care of trees.

SO MANY REQUESTS
scien-

Today the persons hired by
the company arc put through a
reouired training course if

Mrs. Dolores Luberda, 727 S. Dryden, Arlington Heights, demonstrates a new computerized question answering system which
began serving nearly 115,1300 customers this month in Commonwealth Edison Company's Mount Prospect area.

Symphony
Suburbanites I l elp Seeking
Organize New Bank Members

Application has been filed
in Springfield for a permit to
organize Bloomingdale State
Bank.

114-18

E.

Lake St.,

Bloomingdale, DuPage County.

Commissioner of Banks and

Trusts Roland W. Blaha said
the new hank's capitalization
of $750,000 will consist of
capital stock,
and
surplus

$300,000 in
$ 3 0 0). 0 0 0

The Northwest Symphony

$150,000 reserve for operating
expenses. There will be 30,000
shares of stock of a par value of
$10 each.

Orchestra, conducted by Perry
Crafton, has invited musicians
who wish to become members

Organizers are Leo D. La
Fleur, Bloomingdale; Lonard
J. Brow ark, Arlington
Heights; Edward S. Mraz and
Eugene C. Ernsting, both of

rehearsal of the 1969-70 sea-

to attend the orchestra's first
son.

This rehearsal will he held at
7:45, Sept. 10, at Iroquois Junior High School, located at
1836 E. Touhy Av., Des

Roselle; James M. Reed, Palatine, and Glenn E. Mensching,

Plaines.

Itasca.

At that time the orchestra
will begin to prepare for its

OKs Review of.

2 Join Marks'
Campaign Staff Building Codes
Gerald NI. Marks, candidate for the Republic.an nomination for Congress in the 13th

District's Oct. 7 primary, yesterday announced two key appointments in his campaign

and water pollution. She has
launched a one -woman cruflooding in the

western part of the 13th District.

In the eastern end of the dis-

trict, Mrs. Edward Foulke of
Wilmette was appointed to
serve at Marks' woman's division chairman. NIrs. Foulke

worked on Sen. Charles H.

Percy's 1964 and 1966 campaigns.

High School

South
rium.

been planned. They will

LO Cp
LO cr)

Let us help make your DAY

CJ (NI

the field, and

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Utility

services

comprise

about 60 per cent of the volume of work, with tree care itself comprising only 35 p,..r
cent and landscaping and other such types of service making.

up the remaining 15 per cent
of work volume.

FOR ADVERTISING

The men must go through a
training, school before they are
sent out into the field.

255-7200

The Prospect Day, and The Des Plaines Day.
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

limb; repair a cavity; care for
tools; identify leaves, twigs,
direct a spray
stream; feed brush into a wood
chipper; and maneuver a back
hoe or an aerial bucket.
insects;

and

Accounting & Bookeeping

Carpentry -Remodeling

BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

Ridge Home Improvemcert
Wheeling, Ill.

for small businesses. Done in m
private home. 439.7373

Some of ohe men continue

Central Air Conditioning

course that qualifies them to
For the most part, courses
arc technical but foremen are
also given sessions on salesmanship, complaint handling,
administrative reporting, and
employment practices.

The Davey organization is
composed of larger territories
having a supervisor and district manager, general foremen and a number of foremen
in charge of crews; and smaller
territories which may not have
a general foreman, and the su-

Community
Development
Parley Set

I at Maine East,
at Maine South and

I

at Maine West. All

p.m.

those of surrounding communities and report the results to
the Board.

The community orchestra is
comprised of non-professional
musicians and has brought live
symphoic music to the north-

Teacher Attends
De Paul Course

west suburbs for the last

17

yeiir.

A few vacancies exist in all
sections of the orchestra. Fur-

Michael A. Titrc, 302 N.
Kaspar, Arlington Heights, a

ther information may he ob-

Elk Grove High

tained from David McCoy the

School, recently participated

personnel

University's Department of Physics summer
DePaul

manager

of

the

Northwest Symphony. He can
be reached at 823-5669.

program.

PATCH'S PANTRY

CL 9-3517

Reasonably priced. Palatine.
CALL: 358.6509

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

392-5410

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987 .

SERVICE
Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:
Advertising Layout & Art
Spat Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

Driveways, gar. floors, foundations, patios, sidewalks,

358.5346

OF

Station WEXI

FOR

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ili.

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

HOUR TOWING SERVICE.

Arlington Body Craft
201 W. Campbell 259-6160

Mt. Prospect, Illinois, Room 156.
Physical agility tests will follow at

about 10:30 A.M. at the some location.

SERVICE (Must be able to travel)
ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS
BORING MILL OPERATORS
RADIAL DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

QUALIFICATIONS:

Applicant must be a United States
citizen of good moral character, and

he must be a high school graduate
or its equivalent. Applicant must be
of sufficient good health to pass the
physical examination conducted by
Commission

physician. Other physical qualficp
tions are:
Age: 21 to 35 years
Height, 5'8" to 6'5"
Weight: 145 lbs. to 250 lbs.
Note: Height and weight

WE NEED

Dancing Schools & Supplies

Blacktopping

Lobovsky Dance School. Clas
room. Wooddale Po 6 1953

BLACKTOP SERVICE

all blacktop work during
August. Call now & save. No
On

correspond in accordance with Fire
arid Police Commission regulations

guaranteed.
Work
for free estimate any

Dancing

SALARY:

$8760.00 to 510,200.00 per anBeginners start at $8760.00
with regular increases, based on
num,

merit, of $15 a month at the end of
each six month period, until top pay
is reached after four years of ser-

BLACKTOP

and physical fitness exams will be
given the medical examination and
the oral interview shortly thereafter.
so processing should be complete in
about two weeks..

Complete information and appli
cations are available at the Village
Hall, 112 E. Northwest Highway, Mt.

CARPET & FURN. shampooing,
Vs price withis ad, Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,

Signed: Jugust 5, 1969, Board of
Fire and Police Commissioners

Painting, drapery cleaning. Low

ajA @amEnTi. -[mmum

Chairman

Commissioner

Published in all
DAY PUBLICATIONS:

Friday, Aug. 2Z 1969

An equal opportunity employer

Fully insured.

Shell Decorating

358.9038

DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work & remodeling.
Free estimate. 298.4028

Permanent Waves
Permanent waves given in your
home

NO JOB TOO SMALL

electrical, plumbing,'
carpentry.
439.8614 or 815.385-8999

Heating,

Call

Barb 529.8074 Schaumburg

Individualized styling.

392.1492

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
wedding
Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand255-0348
hurst.
order.

Custom Homes Room Additions
Garages, Basement & Kitchens
Call Chuck 259.4348.

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina 4randelle 359.1894

EXPERT CARPENTER. CALL
KEN. ALL SIZE JOBS
.

2 Expr'd seamstresses; alto a
tions/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rand &

Call "the rest" than call
for expert carpentry,
remodeling & additions. No jobs
too small. 766-8034
BEST"

Palatine. 253-4476, 255.0751

Electrical Contractor

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

FREE ESTIMATES

PHONE 392.5208

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

and

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate

359-1906
REMODEUNG: kitchen, bath, &

additions. Home repairs inclg.
plumbing & electrical. Free planning service. Norbert Construe
tion 827-5673

'

Electrical work; air-cond.; out.
lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

- Fencing
X -CELL FENCE

& IRON CO.
All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Redwood,

Stockade,
iron. 647.0220

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR

'your home. Permanent waves

TurningRepairing
Used Piano Wanted

DULL DRAB DECOR?
Consult budget conscious

392.6817

Plastering
in-

ferior designer. 255.4374

Lisa's interiors, Custom Slip Covers, Draperies, Upholstery.
II S. Dunton
253-5249

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH
EXPERT PLASTERING

& REMODELING

Landscaping
PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
10E ORTMAN

Radio -TV Repair

LAWN CARE

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED..358-5359
SAVE YOUR EYES!

392-8763

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411

Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

546-5516

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
Ail Bank Credit Cards Honored.
Ray's

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or block & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Ad. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

CL 5.5692

Refinishing
Kitchen cabinets retinisnea
338-4084
your home. Ref.-.
JOE'S REFINISHING

Resale Merchandise
T/2 PRICE SALE
All clothing Va price
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

Closed Wednesday & Sunday

Sod - Evergreens - Shrubs - Trees

Dressmaking, alterations. L cur.
prices

Get

COMPLETE

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
ations. Rees. 358-7791
Reasonable

specialist.

offer, reg. $15 per

Ned Williams

LANDSCAPING

Dressmaking -Sewing

tains.

loc.

Piano Tuning -Service

827-7588

358-3534

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

by

manent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Piano Organ
Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

German Shepherds only

Carpentry -Remodeling

$20 Points Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering
and
painting. All work guaranteed

-

Home Maintenance

255-2570
SPECIALIZED TRAINING

& Furniture Cleaners
537 8128

additions,
garages. 529-2478,

359-4650

GROOMING

priced. Des Pt. Serv. 296-6365.

Remodeling,

130 S.N.W.Hwy

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

E & D CARPENTRY

Prospect, Illinois.

392-1542

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load . $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - $15.00

Dog Services

Carpentry & Cement Work

967-9660

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.'

"Ted" Smith

CALL
263 2738

359 1459

TO ARRANGE FOR AN INTERVIEW FOR ANY OF THE
ABOVE POSITIONS CALL: D. BENNETT or T. STEEN.

INFORMATION

FOR

finest low cost high quality car
iet cleaning. Artistic Carpet Rug'

CO-OPS INTERESTED IN FUTURE APPRENTICE
PROGRAMS, DUE TO START IN FALL OF 1970.

Call 392-4750

Home Improvements

Reasonable. Prompt service.
Licensed & Insured.

AGES 25-55

Carpet Cleaning

Call Vince

2

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

STUMP REMOVAL

SINGLE CLUB

parking lots, patch work and
seal Coating of all kinds. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates, 24 hr. service. 439-6616

SHEET METAL WORKERS

Applicants meeting the above
qualifications arid passing written

THOMAS ACKERMAN,
Commissioner
KENNETH O'CALLAGHAN,

call CL 3 3500 FL 8-1355

Fail Special 20% cheaper thar
any contractor. New driveways,

vice.

LAURENCE W. OSTLING,

Dolores Eiler school of dancing.
Enroll now for fall class

ARLINGTON HTS.

& Up. Expert Work. 894.9141

STOREROOM ATTENDANTS
TRAINEES - FOR ALL THE ABOVE

Supplies. Dorn Slater

Shoes. Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine 3590514

967-5340

ELECTRICIANS

JANITORS, OFFICE & FACTORY

Le7 0171

Le7-1676

Living Rm. S. Hall carpel clean
ed $17.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95

MATERIAL HANDLERS, HAND & LIFT TRUCK

College Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,'
excellent references, fully insur.

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

vailable. 358-3411,

Vivian's School Music Dance and
Entertainment Service.

30% OFF

WELDERS -BURNERS
must

Ballet, Character & Ball

sical,

R. Pierce

ASSEMBLERS

INSPECTORS, RECEIVING, IN -PROCESS & FINAL

Hearing Aids

Interiors

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all . types of
cleanup. Home owners, con.
tractors, and -so on. Coll qny
time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

BUY OR SELL CARS

POLICEMEN

The Village of Mount Prospect, Ill.
inois announces that it is holding open
competitive examinations for posi.
lions of policemen on Saturday, Sep.
ternber 6, 1969. Written examinations
wilt be held at 9:00 A.M. at Prospect
High School, 801 West Kensington,

255-1096

KEY TILE CO.

We Specialize in QUALITY
BODY, FENDER & PAINTING. 24

WATCH US GROW TAIL

PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

CL 5-8232

Instruction

Ceramic Tile

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

/ORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

time.

ANNOUNCEMENT

st de t co do
inexpensively

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
392-3450
or
CL 5-3991

General Hauling

Screen & Storm Windows Rep'd.

766-1943

We Don't

The CincinnatiForte Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Cincinnatti, Inc.
formerly the Cincinnatti Shaper Company, will soon be occupying their new
quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent to Radio

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
FL 8-4543
re -gluing

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured,& Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766-5084

Auto Repair & Equipment dean Up Service

(g0EgDEIRIn70,= POEUE

j

II

'Quality workmanship. Fully in.
sured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

Custom

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

PATIOS; driveways, garage
floors, stairs, sidewalks. Free es
timate. Call anytime.

255-7200

Furniture Refinishing

KANZLER & SON

Contact Dick Westgard

munities.

vangress,

COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS

Police

22X4.58_6
KANZLER BROTHERS

ART

plan for growth in their com-

IT")

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

NO JOB TOO SMALL

CREATIVE

Phone

and

Garage Floors, Driveways
Patios & Sidewalks

Art Service

terested in learning how to

LEGAL NO. 8076

Fire

BREWER CONCRETE

439-3532

waiting.

the

Cement Work

Hemming &
Alterations

The conference is for mayors, representatives of chamtiers of commerce and industrial development committees,
municipal and county officials,
land developers and others in-

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

(We cater just for you;
394.2882
358-1067
Arlington, His. III

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hem.
ring all garments. 4373934

Charles.

mate call 392-6604

CALL 297-2266

Ecklund Floor Service
interior pointing
Average Room, $9.95 Comp. 358-1588
Ref inish'g offered. 529-1211

JO -LEE FOOD SERVICE

SPECIALIZED:

sored by Northern Illinois Gas
Co. will be held Sept. IS, at the
Pheasant Run Lodge in St.

Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Floors

PUZZLED? NOT US

Weddings our specialty.
Bar, Buffet PITT Deal.
Prospect Catering CL 5.4833

ALTERATIONSDRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.

Classified #24 Too late to classify --

forlegel advertising
2554400.

Complete Catering For Wed.
dings. Banquets, Cocktail Par.
ties. CL 3 0353

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.

conference spon-

OI

o Aluminum

Alterations

A one -day community development

et Steel

Georges Heating & A/C service

may be the same person

WALL PAPERING

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

RICK'S DECORATING
CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
JOHNSON PAINTING SERVICE
Privacy Interior & exterior. For FREE esti
Free Estimates

Catering
1

1

pervisor and district manager

rotes 671-0009.

439-4454

537-6122

Exterior Pointing. All

S.

tali. quality work. Reasonable

CHAIN LINK SPECIALISTS

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Spring Rater
Free Estimates
CALL 431-4195 or 255.8532

Interior

STA-RITE FENCE CO.

rooms, kitchen remodeling.
Free estimates

Painting -Decorating

Fencing

Recreation rooms, powder

Air Conditioning

through a 10 -lesson extension

attend foremanship school.

296-6640

OR

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,

IN THIS SCHOOL they
learn how to tie knots and use a
rope; climb a tree; prune a

four concerts will begin at 3:30

compare Village codes with

in

be

Service Directory

CO

held on Feb.

Richard March
McGrenera said the firm will April 5
Trustee

teacher at

audito-

Three other concerts have

codes, at a cost of $150 a day.

chairman. Nirs. Reimer is a 17 year resident of the area and a
long-time fighter against air

sade against

for Sunday afternoon, Nov. 9 at the Maine

Elk Grove Village
Board, voted Tuesday to hire
the BOCA Organization to review the Village building

Marks. who was endorsed
last week by the Independent
Voters of Illinois, announced
that Mrs. Nlargreth Riemer of
18 S.. Hickory in Palatine will
be the Palatine Township

is

scheduled

The

staff.

concert

opening

which

CNI

follow strict written
procedures' for the services

came in the Davey started a
company trained to
tifically preserve trees.

BUSINESS

0
0
0

Care of Trees
im I f Se ooi

Page 2'I
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Wrought

Installed Rototilling & Grading.
All work guaranteed. No job too

BARGAIN COUNTER

19 N Center St.

Bensenville, Ill

"Small Engine Repair".

big or small. Free estimates.

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

EVERGREEN GARDEN
CENTER, INC.

.sows. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

Tile

296-6709

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Mailing Service
COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

595.0051

Waiis and rioors
Remodeling and Repairs
iFREE ESTIMATES

437-4093

!Upholstery

Masiinry

DINETTE CHAIRS

- Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing
EDMOND GRAY

'also SHARPENED. 358-0845

827-4637

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964
repair
,Tuckpointing, chimney

& brick work. All work guaran
.teed & reasonable. 259-9246
REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

537 1244 or 437 3160

MASONRY

RECOVERED

Free Estimates
Pick Up Si Delivery

253-8551
Welding
PORTABLE WELDING SERV.

Aden: contractors & factories
Minimize down time. We spec
ialize in on the job repairs of
trucks, heavy equip't, machinery
etc. Gasarc Heliorc. 24 hr. sere
ALSCO Erectors, Rolling Mead.
ovvs. 359 3150.

Window Washing

Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
waterproofing,
plastering,
CLEANING FREE with carpet
foundations, patios. Call days -leaning.
296 1450
nights 956-1640,

For best results use
Day Want Ads

THE DAY DOES IT!

Pi

Pdisi- 2'

tIrliq 2' 1069

.24 -Help Wanted Men .

23-Emplopmnt Agencies -Male

DESIGNERS

c

Full Time

. . .35
Air Conditioning
Apts and Rooms to Share .71
....34
Arts and Antiques
Auction Sales
...109
Aviation
Auto Parts and Access.. .107
Auto Trailers & Campers -103
Automobiles For Sole ...112
Automobiles Wanted . .101
_
Bouts and- -

1970 Shermer, Northbrook

Marine Supplies....37
Card of Sympathy
Card of Thanks

$700 to $800 a Mo.

ASK FOR TOM

INSTALLERS
Elk Grove Village Area

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

ovens and freezers. Will train.

.17

.

.

.

Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
Day Camp

9
8

10 TECHNICIANS

3

$650 No Fee

ment.

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
.... 23
Agencies Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
Equipment Rentals
Funeral Directors
24
Help Wanted Men
Help Wonted
27
Men or Women
26
Help Wonted Women
Home Furnishings.
47
Furniture
Industrial Property
83
(To Rent)
5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
. .
Investment Property
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments
Nursery School: 69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56
14
Personals
Real Estate -Apt Building 85
Real Estate -Bus Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91
Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted

.

.

.

94
88
96

$12,000 to $15,000
No Fee
Systems baCkground and exposure to 360 clinches it. Head
up new department. Excellent
firm. Call Ron Nelda at
394-1000, HALLMARK, 800 E.

70

Apartments

73
76

To Rent Houses

Northwest Hwy.. Mt. Prospect.

ACCOUNTING
MANAGER

102
92
42
82

DISPATCHERS

$11,000 to $13,500

aDAY
FAMILY

Set up new procedures in Jinn
eral and cost areas. Report
directly to treasurer. Plenty
of opportunity for advance
merit. Review in 6 months. Ex

AVIATION

PART TIME
Skokie.

Even-

$2.10

1

Results!

1

conscientious

unit apt. buildings.

Januszko.

WINGS & WHEELS

NU
PI

secy

ride;

needs

Des

Evanston wkdays,

hrs:
8 30 5 00 Refs exchanged.'
492 7020 or 824 5211.

for store

cleaning.

927-6908.

Ad

No.

A-147.

JANITOR
PART TIME

through Fri. Work in
friendly surroundings.
OUR PLACE RESTAURANT

GIVEN IN MY HOME
894-4957
SCHAUMBURG

Corner of Camp McDonald
& Wolf Rd.
Prospect Hts. Call for appt.

1-Situat

Wanted -Women
0 CHILDREN

4EEDli 3 FULL CARE.

- )2 0870
Will do ironing in my home near
Golf & Mt Prospect
296 4625

Experienced child core in my
home Days References. North side Des Plaines

827-8310.

Mature woman would like part
time clerking in Randhurst Shopping Center 394 2316

255-edr4s)

SET-UP MEN - 2nd Shift

Available
Immediately For

in-

surance program.

CALL: Jeff Marlow

$2.50 PER HOUR

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Apply
Monday thru Saturday
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM

TELETYPE
CORPORATION

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

(2nd Shift 3 -11 -Full Time)

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CA, L
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

JOIN THE

Paper Handlers

KROGER
REVOLUTION
IMMEDIATE OPENING

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

FOR FULL TIME

* Many Company Benefits

HEAD PRODUCE

Please Call

CLERK

* Excellent Starting Rates

Nick Niemiro

Kroger

has

on

outstanding

benefit program! It will pay

* Pleasant Working Conditions

you to investigate!!

437-540.0

APPLY STORE MGR.

* Steady Work

SHIPPING CLERK
(Experienced)

FLOOR MAN
who wish to be a port of a
growing plastic molding
company. Potential available
in both positions. Good startAPPLY
ing rate.

Ask For Don

DANA

824-0166

STOCK SELECTOR
PUNCH PRESS
OPERS

%

299-6310

300 N. Northwet t Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

647-0400

Need 2 young, energetic men

To Work Infuneral Home

WORK

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Multiples

An Equal Opportunity Employer

824-7100

Phone

GRILL MEN

an equal opportunity employer

(Will Train)
7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.

Young Retired Man
Or Young Man

FACTORY

SETTER OPERATORS - 2nd Shift - Brown & Sharp

MEN

7450 N. Natchez Ave.
Niles, III. 60648

BEGINNER'S PIANO LESSONS

at my residence North Arlington
Hts Phone
259 2067
After 6:00 P.M.
GUTTERS down spout, waterproofing Masonry, foundation
cracks repaired Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt Expert brick
work Free Estimate
528-8450
Call Now

FULL TIME DAYS

BORING MILL OPERATORS

Tues.

Typing in connection therewith

GENERAL

SETTER OPERATORS - 1st Shift - Multiples

SYSTEMS

DISHWASHER
Man or boy. 4 days a week.

Bookkeeping,

OPERATORS

AVIATION

BORG-WARNER
EDUCATIONAL

Des Plaines Area
827-2026

11 -Business Services

259-5010

5555 W. Touhy Ave.
Skokie, Illinois

YOUNG MEN

15 -Instruction

Accounting

555 Northwest Ave.
Northlake

Start Now

With mechanical ability. Train
with a newly formed division
of Borg-Warner Corp. elec
tro-mechanical product line in
an expanding field. Start now
and grow with our young organization. Modern plant with
liberal benefits.

Sat. Mornings - 8 to 12 neon

Palatine area.
358 2699

KROGER

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

OR

om.

MEN
$3.84 Hour To Start
Strong and healthy men
to work in our Northlake
Warehouse. Kroger has
an outstanding benefit
program!! It will pay
you to investigate! Apply
Personnel Office

MACHINISTS

11 am.

Saturday & Sunday 8 am. to

$3.90

Piano lessons

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

O'Hare Field

Monday thru Friday 8 am. to

-1

ONLY

100 N. HICKORY

LITTLEFUSE, INC.

A Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
Des Plaines, Ill.
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
An equal opportunity employer

WAREHOUSE

BUTLER

359-4200

RIDE WANTED Monday thru
Friday in either AM or PM to
392 2750 or 439
Randhurst
8378 after 6 30 pm

Jim Deering

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.
686-7002

PART TIME MEN

Rental plan 392 4570

Excellent employee fringe benefits and desirable working
conditions accompany this responsible staff position, Interested applicants may contact;

HAS IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS FOR

Apply In Person

14 -Personals

ice on all makes Free loaners.

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Duties involve establishing a delivery date relative to customer's orders based on raw materials, availability and production capacity. Position requires '5 or more years Production
Control experience in a high speed, high volume fabriCating
and assembly operation.

333 E. Touhy-Ave.
Des Plaines; Ill.

included. Please contact John

5 DAYS

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days

positions in Food Services. Good starting salary and
benefits, Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.

Needed

an equal opportunity employer

Increase in the work load of our Production Control Department resulting from increased sales have necessitated the
need for an additional planner.
y

C&A METAL PRODUCTS

to 4:30 p.m. Shift with meal

AAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Serv-

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

JANITOR

to fill

3 LINES

t

PRODUCTION PLANNER

N. Lincoln Lane,
rants it. I I
Arlington Hts. 392-5678.

key case on corner of Gregory &
Russell M P 255 4280

Dial Inspiration
Phone 439 9110

and hospitalization. CALL:

259-5010

EXPRESS, INC.

Found Car keys in blue leather

HELP FOR DAILY LIVING

pany car. Retirement benefits

Chicago

are required each week.
Owner wants Al appearance
of buildings and will pay $100
per week or more if work wartion

MEN NEEDED

Siamese female cat, white
w/light gray Nome "Violet."
Reward 824 6659

counts in Chicago area. Salary,
bonus plan, expenses, com-

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free

1

Lost

Exceptional

opportunity due to expansion
of sales force. Established ac-

678-0670

4630 N. Lamon Ave.

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

to

man

About 20 hrs. of his own selec-

13 -Lost and Found

representatives.

Saturday, August 23
9:00 AM to 5:00 PM

299-6629

ROHDEN MANUFACTURING

We are now interviewing neot alert men for the position of -

maintain and do janitorial work

at 2

'

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

Call Mr. Mathews 664-6186

Reaching

facturer who is looking for a man with possibly a
year or two of experience in production control
or a 'young man who is searching for a position
which presents good future possibilities. For further inforMation call:

1

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

per hour,

Steady.

16

The Coffee Marketing Division

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

Meigs Field
922-5454

shift. 'Car necessary. MiniMuni

for High

fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

GRILLMEN

ings from 5 p.m. & weekend

NEAT,

, REPRESENTATIVE

E. G. Hoover

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

WAREHOUSEMAN

OFFICE CLEANING

rote

SALES

SCREW MACHINE

---

starting

529 2078

We area leading electronic component manu-

ASSEMBLY

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

24 Help Wanted Men

&

253-2340

AFTER 3 PM CALL:

APPLY

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

Plaines

Full Time Only. Opportunity to
Become Part Owner Of Busin-

of the Nestle Company Inc.
seeks career minded sales

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

BUTLER

youw'on't want to miss. Call
Ron Halda at 394-1000

Des

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR
VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

preferred.

cellent environment and corn
pony benefits, make this one

,Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Experienced Real
Estate Salesperson

PRODUCTION CONTROL

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

Some knowledge of aircraft

DRAFTSMEN
Health insurance and life
insurance paid. Salary open.

-

ess.

-

vocation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

LINEMEN

No Fee

22
48
74
78

18

Travel
Trucks, Trailers
Vacation Places
Wanted To Buy
Wanted To Rent

439-7400
An Equal Opportunity Employer

31
21

To Rent Miscellaneous.. . 81
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
To Rent, Stores, Offices. . 77

150 Gaylord
Elk Grove Village

Port time evenings. Vicinity Golf
& Northwest Hwy. 5 nites per
week, 3 hrs. per nite. $2.00 an
hr. Mr. Albers, 824-6830

OPERATORS -

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.
Many fringe benefits. COMP..
ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.'
Call or apply:
HALOGEN PLASTICS

CL 9.0330

JANITORS (2)

-ENAMELING- SHOP - LATHE

insurance, paid vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

24 -Help Wanted Men

time when school starts.

CALL 10 1-7122

-Mt-Prospect
255-1600

Goldberg -

STARTING SEPTEMBER

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

Veterinarian needs two reliable
kennel boys. Full time now, part

a week, starting time 6:30 P.M.

Wille Lumber Inc.
14 S. Wille

O'Connor &

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

[SYSTEMS ANALYST

Rooms -Board -

Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale
Situations Wanted -Men. .
Situations Wanted Women
Sporting Goods
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property
To Rent Furnished

437-5920

Full & Part Time
1st & 2nd shifts

.

Real Estate -

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

pect.

93

Farms
Florists

Apply: Mr. Geurts
Randhurst Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

All benefits. Good salary with
excellent chance for advance-

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE.

24 -Help Wanted Men

FOR LUMBER
DEPARTMENT

GOOD PAY

Young men _with some baiic
electrical and plumbing knowledge to assemble and install

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

.66

.

.

272-2400

lent working conditions. Call
Larry Kriete at 394-1000,

_

.

FOREMAN
No Fee
_Supervise 25 people.- Excel-

.

Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.
Business Services

Melzer Hardware

PRODUCTION

24 -Help Wanted Men

-BOYS 16 yrs. or older to work
evenings at race track, 6 nights

Warehousemen

Full Time

Mornings

work.

N

PART TIME

PORTER

Experienced or we will train,
Good opportunity, interesting

298-5021

WIDE SCOPE

4

HARDWARE CLERK.

Plant layout, mechanical, structural or electrical. Full time,
steady 0.T., pension, vacation
and all fringe benefits.

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

--Anocuf/
ENGINEERING COMPANY

* Paid Vacations
* .371/2 Hour Week

Apply in Person Between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to:

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grave Village

855 Morse Ave.

Elk Grove Village

4020 W. Oakton
Skokie, III.

MOLDED PRODUCTS
6 S. HICKORY

296-6640.
our ed

girl

re

you

helP

TRUCK DRIVER

(2 Blocks From Arlington
Market)
Arlington Heights

255.5350

6 Wheel Dump
'Experience Preferred.
'Due

537-1830

to

expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

AUTO

Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield
Mr jor Medical
4. F ee Life Insurance
5. P lid holidays and vacations
6. P ofit sharing
7. f roduct discount
1.

MECHANIC
EXPERIENCED

Apply in Person To
OPERATIONS DEPT.

iASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

299-1141 For Appt.

BUTLER

AVIATION

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

O'Hare Field

An equal opportunity employer

Machine Operators

of a secure, steady job future and the opportunity to

We have openings for experienced machine op-

We are seeking an individual to work an AB Dick and/or

erators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,
where we produce tungsten -carbide cutting tools
for industry. Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will be
considered.
General Electric is well known for its fine benefit

plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experience will be considered when determining
the starting rates for these jobs.

If you are qualified, apply at.

GENERAL

MECHANIC
Immediate opening exists for ambitious man with mechanical
and some electrical background who will be trained to repair
specialized Medical X -Ray equipment. Good opportunity for
advancement with fast growing international corporation. Excellent starting salary with good company paid benefits and
40 hour week.

Elema-Schonander Inc.
249 E. Prospect Avenue

Experienced

GENERAL FACTORY

Mount Prospect,

For Appointment Call Mr. P. Milker

259-7206

There can be a big future in operating an offset press if
you make the change to our progressive company, a
leader in its field. A position with U.O.P. can assure you

j ELECTRIC

1500 Hicks Road

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

advance according to your own merit.

Multilith equipment and some experience on this type
of equipment would be helpful.

U.O.P. can offer you not only a good job but also an
attractive salary and a full range of benefits that includes hospitalization and life insurance, paid vacations
and holidays, pension and profit sharing plans and tuition reimbursement. Check now on a future with U.O.P.,
call:

Mrs. Radicker RO 3-6000

Universal Oil Products
30 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, Illinois
An Equal Opportunity Employer

394-1212
Interviews will be conducted between_8:00 a.m.

and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by
appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

is your future

L.K.4=t19?
rl
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I 24 -Help Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men

I 24-IIelp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

25-Employinent Agencies -Women

24 -Help Wanted Men

MANAGER
FULL TIME

HOUSEMEN

ENGINEERS

Ws have pertriarit lit openings inn variety of schedules for
no it um re sled in a r hallenging bold. Apply today.

Apply at rlie Pe rse !!
Arlington Heights

Office, Euclid and Roldwitio Roods,

!

Inquire

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

1

lien 1

.

,r1c

a

Win
rl
I

r

rt

I

to, Icereil but not required. Some

nj n, aro.

shift.

rid Pleollh !Moron. e

r

439-0336

AIRLINES

1.11uti

I. ALI. OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

P; I ,r rL

P. H. ROMPS CO.
[ 69 P ,

-

I

DES PLAINES

f -s(

2'.'9 1.7.'6

Excellent starting rate.
Automatic wage reviews.
Small congenial work force.
Eight paid holidays.
Group hospital, surgical and medical insurance.
Uniforms furnished.

UNION,

DAYS

c-ACTORY
PCS1T1ON

3.16 N. Wulf Rd.

Wheeling

PHONE 437-3700

cings for

nil

c.

factory

line of wed,

(oT

INC.

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN fur work as machine operators
aikid

inspectors. Our only requirements are

439-5510

Job security
Rapid advancement

IF YOU ARE PRESENTLY A LEAD MAN,
LEAD SET UP MAN WE COULD HAVE A
JOB FOR YOU.
t

tit

r

to it. need of on torlivid.,11 to act os cs workin
ing ht
t,
4:3i, M tot AM, who has hod

I

on

ri
anti scheduling production
r ding, d ire nn.,
le O. maims If sou ate resently a
der rim tit voln
or Mtn is Omit Solory would commensurate
pe r
orkirei
,,,,,, e. Middy and background, and this
Ili t rt sifi
t

rt. et

WAITRESSES

over city & suburbs See you as
they enter showroom. You'll be

Full and Part Time

the receptionist. Say -HI" to

Miss Harriet Cline

oll salesmen to show them
thro Its a real meeting & bilking to people jet. They'll show
you how to :bill on typewriter,
follow up phone inquires. NO

MAR77N METALS 0/V/S/ON
Call 5372180, or come see us at 250 N. 12th St. - Wheeling
(Off Dundee Rd. between Wolf Rd. & Route 83)
8:30 AM - 4 PM Mon. -Fri.

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Toohy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297 3535

1,16

Id I

IL

nr1:,..11111,1 fry firm er11110yee (anew benefits.

inn he ma: who feel they hove some or all of the
iy all Don !ninth., sto try.
ul fui oho :

In, IP Sll

I

ATTENTION! !

824-1188

antee plus up to 70% com-

PINKERTON'S INC.

In The House?

AMERICANA BEAUTY

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

We offer excellent salaries, frecluent reviews and fine

Des Plaines, III,

f

rig"

benefits.

Inn

General office. Will tiain for
other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Great Lakes

595-0440

DOCTOR'S
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

VVr

arc

ar

n inanding plastics molding company engaged in

out urnotine, or present moiled octuring processes.

If you craw toot I E. with u minimum of 5 yours experience in

MANAGER

-Anocuf

AT ANY LOCATIN LISTED
BELOW

Headquarters for

Rand &Centro! Mt. Prospect

Please Don't Wait

APPLY

ant working conditions, free
meals, paid vocation, major
'mance, and
medical g-

DANA

for your next job or your first
job. RIGHT NOW, companies
are making definite changes

CLERK TYPIST

in

personnel.

The

summer

Type 50 vs pos. Some gunned
olli e
expeller., lc located in

beautiful O'Hore Office Bldg.
on the Ink, 5550.

Mr. Matheson

POLICE PATROLMAN

holmes & assoc.

MOLDING PRESS

5660 irasoithlv to star!
r I 1,11/ r 36
tis

Upper Le,e/

n'ortflimrsi

OPERATORS,

63 L

is
Admits Ch,

342.2700

JANITOR,,

Core or Civol Service Shays

"Sheets"

v nri prarnotiarrolcpporrunities.

DESIGNER'S SECY

FINISHERS,

R. Ira meant I,I in of hall pay after
t irt My years service and fifty
years of age.

You'll work

BENCH WORK,

Two weals vacation after one year.

MAINTENANCE MEN,

Niro_ y..11,1104.1.11 paid holidays.

Frei Blue Ci uss-Blue. Shield.

Tice Life Insuronce

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

Druforto ollowonto.
I ,

rl t.1 yorms of row Inclusive and meet all physical

Subsidiary of

art

eft

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

Employer

market, sold.

It's

.

Free to you.
'VY
7215 W. Tautly
1496 Minor, Des Pl.

SP 443585

297,3535

LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST

Rik! 831

(3

SALARIES run 5400-5725
per month. We handle ALL of.
fice occupations.
PS

doors

west

26Help Wanted Women

Babysitterboy 4. 8.5, Monfri.'
My house. Mont & child OK. Mt.
P. Will pick up. 8^4-3060
LIKE PEOPLE?
DENTAL RECEPTIONIST

ASSISTANT. Will train. 439-1500

greet visitors, salesmen, env
canoes and direct them to the
lunatic, offices or monogers.
Lovely new offices located in
the O'Hare area. Good corn
puny benefits including pro
fit sharing. Typing required.
Will train on console switch
board. CALL AMY 255-9414,
16 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt.
Prospect

ARL. HTS.
4 W. MINER
PHONE ANYTIME
392-6100

a job that

asks for common sense & lik

Large busy compony needs es
personable girl to handle
their reception desk. You'll

SUNBEAM CORP.

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An EquatOpportunity

oriisis,

ing for "arty" people! $575.

Apply in person at

Molar Medical.

with the

designers who Memel up exciting fabric. Be secy to One
of top men. Help meet deadlines, follow thre nn ,orders,
delivery dates. Get to see how
designs am horn, brought lu

of

TYPIST & BILLER. Part Time or
Full Time, must know bookkeep
ing. Good Salary. 439-6400

Write

'go. 5 days. FL 8.2006

Sitter tor 7 yr. aid boy after
school until 5pm. Jonas Salk
School, Rolling Meadows. Co:

<die, 5 pen. 253.8616

255 5350

Servicing Corp. 230
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y.

Cashier

EARN $$$

In -Store

GIRL FRIDAY
contractor needs

in

40 Hour Week, Paid Vacations,
Commission,
Hospitalizotion,
No Saturday or Sunday.

Work Near Home
Building

While your children are

FULL TIME

10001. State phone.

school.

Must Be 21 Years of -Age

CONTACT:

hours open. For bookkeeping,
payroll, light typing, meeting

Mr. Kipker

customers, etc. PHONE:

HOLIDAY INN
ELI, GROVE
1000 Busse Rood

Apply in person
or call
437-6010

KINNEY SHOES

439-6171
For Appointment

Randhurst
Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

RECEPTIONIST

8 AM to 4 PM

RECEPTIONIST

GAL FRIDAY
opportunity for gal
right out of school or with some
experience. Will train on all
office equip. Answer phones -Excellent

greet public, etc. Active sales
office for the active gal.

Call Liz Elliott
299-7191
Des Plaines

RESERVATION

BAG CATCHERS

board. New buildtrig an

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPEN-

Exceptional fringe benefit program and stinting
salary.
Contact,

Northwest Highway.

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
FOR WOMEN TO PACK/INSPECT PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES.

LIGHT, CLEAN WORK IN A

APPLY IN PERSON
9 A.M. - 11 A.M.
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

Ideal for housewife or
college studerhs

YANKEE DOODLE

Mount Prospect
259-6458

LANE BRYAN
Randhurst Shopping
Center
Mount Prospect, Ill.

Precision Light
Tool Grinding

west of Rte 83)

We

have

3

openings

Has Immediate
Openings for Sales
for

women who like production
work. We will troin you to acquire the necessary skill.
Clean, modern plant and exceptional fringe benefits.
APPLY

CONTOUR SAWS,
INC.
1217 Thacker
Des Plaines
824-1146

OIL PRODUCTS

An equal opportunity employer

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

ments. Real interesting job'
with lots of variety. Good start.
ing salary. FREE AT.AMY, 16
Hwy.,
Mt.
Northwest
W.
Prospect, 255 9414. (3 doors

RO 3-6000
UNIVERSAL

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

route company executives and
salesmen around the country,
making all necessary reser
vations and travel arrange

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS

FRED MORRISON

MODERN PLANT. FULL LINE OF
COMPANY -PAID BENEFITS,
VACATIONS AND BONUSES.

CLERK

'

Receptionist for Palatine
office of r710i0, COrpOlUII011. Will train in open"tion of ZA desk top switch-

7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

International firm new in the
O'Hare area needs an alert
girl with a good phone voice
and light typing ability. You'll

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

Hoesekeeper
shifts

Short
wanted.
available.

a

permanent part time girl. 4
hours a day, 5 day week.

WANTED BABYSITTER. 1.2 days
a week for child 17 months.

537.8432 after 5.

(2 blocks from
Arlington Market,

439.0336

Arlington Heights

Arlington Heights
Once per month
only to American

DAYS

Help working mother in fatherless bome..4 children. Live in or

6 5 HICKORY

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

at

939 41166

BF/4E117S INCLUDE,

MOLDED PRODUCTS

TOPPS

notice. So these spots MUST BE
FILLED. (Trainees or experd.)

You can be interviewed now &
select your skirting date by
mutual agreement. Employers
are understanding & coopers.
five plus they pay the fee. NO
CHARGE TO YOU. Avail your.
self of OW excellent service, &
save time & money. Call for
your application or drop in to:

Ex aenefits.
preferred but will

train.

AND ORDER

people are leaving & giving

Apply to

Crocelond and Miner Streets

September!

pence,

TO INVENTORY

Get yourself ORGANIZED now

An Equal Opportunity Employer M & F

Municipal Building or Police Station

I

.

WOMAN WANTED

A tip to the wise is sufficient.

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

p.m. to 11:45 p

turnover. Excellent tips, pleas-

is

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Tottliy
1.196 Miner, Des. Pl. 297-3535

291 E. Dundee Rd. Wheeling
310 E. Rand Rd. Arlington tins

1800 W Fullerton Ave., Chicago, III. 60614

City of Des Plaines

Doctor

IVY

Division of CERTRON

Leo ttttt mrion will bb held nr the Algonquin Junior High School,
City of Li Ploines.
at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.
App hr otions available

I

phones, put calls thru to Doctor. Type bills, few fetters. Experience NOT NECESSARY.
Doctor will train you to his way
of doing things. A friendly
manner is whet he wants -he'll

Ti I

I

1

5520

AMERLINE

111.

&

ERATOR. No experience required. Good hourly rate plus
hourly bonus. 2nd Shift 3:30

Se' LOUNGE

reoclys Arrange appts. Answer

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Villabe

348-1828

for the Canning holidays. Apply
now as a PLASTIC PRESS OP-

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT

other

teach you everything else. Free

I. all or ss 1,1 r ...mem, to Mr. 0, Lundmon or Mts. C. Clay:

PLAN AHEAD
Don't get cough/ -cosh short"

for
opportunity
ambitious girls at GOLDEN
BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE. Fast

1 W. Campbell, Arlington His.

meeting people, you'll love the
hustle, bustle of this all public
contact Mb inn Doctor's office.
You'll learn to welcome & seat
patio nls.. ono ke sure they're

comfortable

ENGINEERING COMPANY

cost r, due non plant layout, process analysis, material handling,
and MIM practices, we crrn offer challenging opportunities with
esemi',
s', to compensotion. I.E. or M.E. degree or equivalent work
experutice

Des Ileums, Ill
An equal opportunity eillpIllynr

Excellent

392-9344

INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERS

299 1141 For Anat.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wulf Rood

WANTED
Day & Evening Hours

WILL TRAIN BEGINNER
If you like working with,

APPLY STORE

437,5400

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

WAITRESSES

Des Plaines

cr

Major Medico)
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit shoeing
7. Product cliscimot

1625 E. Algonquin
439.7010

opportunity for full
Good

bookkeeper.
charge
starting salary.

have

pew, modem,

I st your
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Runway &
Engineering Co.

Excellent

expansion

small group of co-workers mho
enjoy the following benefits:
I
Excellent Stan plus 3 raises

FULL TIME

BOOKKEEPER

to

openings in

air conditionedour facnlity. Join

TYPIST

WAITRESS

you to investiiiatell

Please confect Mr. J. De Sell,

GENERAL FACTORY
Due

Ken Larson and Assoc.
1510 Miner

benefit waggon! II will

Subsicltcny i,f Ti (lc or, In,

359-4200

mission. Full or part time.

FREE - 299-7191

,urstonding
pay

a

CALL MRS. GOODLING

595-0440

Experienced and sharp. Guar-

$550.$650
Dentists' Asst. $500-$600
$575-$625
Lab Tech
Dr.'s Recept. $400-$475

ASS'T
MANAGERS
Krogen

assisting others.

209 W. Gotewaj% Rd.
Bensenville, Ill.

Dr.'s Asst.

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR FULL TIME

in

WORLD BATTERY
CORP.

SALON

If you have several yours experience in MO( hive Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position WW1
growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

ex-

small
office. Good starting salary.
pricing.
include
order
Duties
Must be good at detail.

259-5020

REVOLUTION

ror

Excellent opportu.
person

REICHARDT CLEANERS

!

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

Ourtlificutionst Lx
collent typing; mature 111,011
having nubility no deal with
people. Desire for service in

borhood women.

Dr.'s Assistant

KROGER

Education, Henn, College.

perienced

necessary. 5t/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh

WANTED - HAIRDRESSER

JOIN THE

GIRL FRIDAY
4 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon Fr

GENERAL OFF ,E

New local store. No experience

Is There A

n

RECEPTIONIST

Receptionist -Typist -Clerk for
Dean of Evening & Continuing

Manager -Palatine
$105 to $125

Tues., the 2611i. 10 amto 7 pin.

.775-5276

692.4114

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

773-1700

(Desk Al. on Mon., Aug. 25
or
pin
brtween 9 am &

Park Ridge, Ill.

607 Devon

ARLINGTON INN

359 6661

1

t

52.00 per hour
Apply in person

I Itt.t Ocikton

office,

Plaines

time.

Madinah Country Club

Apply in person en our Des
.3

to It

NONEI

Free

Pond Insur one
Profit Sharing
Vacation 1st Year

Cull H. I. Petrie
Vice -President

FIRST STATE BANK &
TRUST CO.
of PARK RIDGE

Mature women, full or part

APPLY AFTER 11 AM

everyone. Have them sign in.

Uttifolons Pain:Wed

GROUP LEADER,

I

Decorators & clients from all

needed!

RECEPTIONIST
SECRETARIES
NCR PROOF OPERATOR

TYPIST

GUARDS

experience

open.
TELLERS

LADIES

Practi-

SECURITY

suburbs. Con mon in eat us, of
lull lime
51,0 per week
or supplement your present in
r. nine by working pail lime.

fringe benefits). Positions now

Wm. I. Becker. 359-4676

RECEPT

Men need,' to fill pOSillOnS ill
Des Plaines and surrounding

2 weeks paid vocation after 1 year
5 outoniatic pay increases I st your

General

in

Beautiful
(with

in

Bank

Growing

Fast

tioner's office in Palatine. Experience preferred. CALL Dr.

SHOWROOM

desire for permanent, secure, full time work, and
CURRENT OPENINGS on second shift 4 PM - 12:30 AM
Low cost group insurance
Overtime
9. paid holidays per
High starling pay

Wanted

INTERIOR
DECORATOR'S

a

the willingness to learn.

65 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village

tr

DAYS - 537-6020
NIGHTS - 634-3488

OFFICE WOMEN

For employment

CLEANING

DENTAL ASSISTANT
- RECEPTIONIST

doors

Mt. Prospect. (3
west of Rte 113,

PHONE,

.ung -men for general
;once .tecessary. Also

fir Id travel w trottuoilv offered in interesting

Good Salary. Free at Amy,
255 9414. 16 W. Northwest

WHEELING PLUMBING

Restaurant
1050 Oaktoo St., Des Plaines

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

CALL MISS HEUTON
827,1151
KARNES MUSIC CO.
Des Plaines
9800 Milwaukee

privileges.

travel

clurfing

2416 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, Ill.

Seven Eagles

THE PLAYHOUSE CC

aggressive Girl Friday. Transcribing experience helpful. Excel/en/ pay with secure future.

APPLY MANAGER

'

now to December. No experience. No deliveries. No
collections. Party Plan.

largest hand instr. dealer for

schedules, and figure rates.
Many company benefits in

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

Full Time or Part Time

/Playhouse Toy demonstrators
average $5 per hour. Sell toys

Full time position. Outstanding
opportunity with the world's

OFFICE

Airline company located at
O'Hare needs Cl pleasant
young lady to handle their
answer
correspondences,
"hones inquiries, make out

WORKING 6

HOSTESSES

Secy Credit Dept.

GENERAL

PLUMBERS

frozen.

Iroquois, Plainfield & Cumberland Schools. Call Mrs. Mott,
824- I I 36 ext. 24.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Dan Lee. 296.3376

Happiness Is
A Part Time
Job With
Over Time Pay

per day. One each needed at

Ken Larson and Assoc.

benefits.

SECRETARIES

packaged pre-cooked type A
meals in high speed ovens &
serving to students every school
day. No experience, be trained,
simple operation. Need mature
person who can work quickly &
efficiently. 10:15 to 1:00 p.m. $5

Call Liz Elliott, 299.7191

MOH- medical insuronce plan,
paid vocotion, and other fringe

MACHINE OPERATORS

253-5544

Sat.

Des Plaines

horning

for

Attendant

quail( y you for this exciting
position.

development ITC -lining W091,1111

Immediate full time openings on 2nd

Hididi

in ear

1

Ground floor opportunity v.4th
beautiful new suburban company in the home entertainment field. Light typing will

Guaranteed eSColuting
solory. Starting Saltily 57,800 a
year while in training. Effective

with

9

washer. 9-3 PM or full iirno. Call

CALL MISS TROKA,
827-1151
KARNES MUSIC CO.

9800 Milwaukee

you. Unique investment formula
profits, makes you
through

MATERIAL HANDLERS

to

5

827-7940 or 392-7940
BUFFFTERIA HELP YMCA. Cook,
!nonagon, salad girl, dish-

5 days per week including Saturdays. No Evenings. In
Arlington Heights. Start Immediately:

and/OR Sun. hours.

GEN. OFFICE

ment.

unil In 'Aching e.prinimetit

mon

Evenings,

ownetpartiter now. Nu invest-

alnom to work In our new warehouse. The
weight. We have
lean and
hi ,ale

ing and switchboard relief in
modern air conditioned store.

297-3535,

$455

It6it? A solid growth young
restourcsnl. chain it looking for

WAREHOUSEMEN

position chashier

Inte.resting

SP 4.85135

1496 Miner, Lies-Pl.

,0,,,,,, inr

III. #60302.

d,

Derital Assistant

PART TIME

7215 W. Touhy

P9TENTIAL
125,000
0101 rolling ptiSi

commensurate with experience. Send resume and
salary requirement. Write Box A-28, Chicago

Suburban Journals, 104 N. Avenue, Ouk Park,

Wr

Exp'd Chair -Side

299:0474

RECEPTIONIST

Free to you.

OWNER
MANAGER
TRAINEES

A complete benefit program
including. Hospitalization dna Profit 'Sharing is
availcible to the qualified applicant. Salary is

WIG STYLIST

TO MANAGE WIG SALON
IN BARRINGTON

WANTED

PART TIME
FASHION MODELS FOR
SUBURBAN AGENCY.

IVY

manufacturers.

arlIngtori \ark towers

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

Degreed individual with at least 2 years experience in metal finishing, bonding and plating is
urgently needed by one of the leading electronic

26 -Help Wanted Women r

26 -Help Wanted WoMen

824-8538

fou'll be #1 girl to Social Workers in clinic set up just for kids.
NO college or special know-how
needed to type confidential reports, check details for parents
& be of help to all. Salary hi.

Start $150 to $175 Week

PROCESSING

Adult baby sitters wanted
Suburban Sitter Service

WORK WITH KIDS'
WHO NEED HELP

ASSISTANT

THE V.I.P.'S OF OUR BUSINESS...

1 26-Itelp Wanted Women

People
FULL OR PART TIME
3.4 or 5 DAYS
PER WEEK

skirting
wages,
commensurate
salary
with
experience. Many
benefits:
hospitalization, like insurance,
Excellent

etc.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
OR APPLY IN PERSON
SEE MR. PARDYS

Randhurst Shopping Center
MT. Prospect, Ill.
392-5200

Friday, August 22, 1969

Page 24

Wperra full time rental

9-3 Counter Sales
day week, Good starting
pay, new stores in Palatine
5

consultants, no experience
necessary. Free training, full or
port time. For opp't call Mrs.

assis-

tant's -foe childrens practice. Age
open. Call 392.5842 for interview.

'and Arlington Heights.

REICHARDT CLEANERS
359-6661

HOURS TO SUIT...
fat housewives and mothers whose children are in school, we
hove schedules in 'vur housekeeping department to fit your

Experienced or Inexperienced...Adept at figures?
ye interesting work just for you!
We

special needs.

Corne and We us today to discuss your available time.

Apply of the Personnel Of lice. Euclid and Rohlwing Rds,

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK
LPN

Arlington Heights.

GOOD STARTING SALARY

--arlin-gto-h. \ark towers

EXCELLENT SALARY

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

Good opportunities

VERY PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
.
827.6628

ested in, we now have_ o_position open in the Video Tope
Recording-Dept:TYping and shorthand experience is a Must.
'Good company benefits. Employee discount on all home entertainment products.

SECRETARY

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Three man credit department needs a personable individual
to handle diversified duties including telephone, typing, filing,
etc. Some shorthand and a figure aptitude helpful. Excellent
company benefits. Salary open.

OUR PLACE
RESTAURANT

Des Plaines

363 N. Third Avenue
299-7171

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

Port time evenings.
Hove fun while you work!
Call for app's 824-7100 oft. 4

,---,

-

Interesting

position

small

in

congenial office for a person
who enjoys a variety of acti
Duties include switch.
board, public contact, light
typing, billing and mail dis
fringe
Excellent
tribution.

vities.

benefit program.
Hours 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

Call Personnel
Or Apply In Person:

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

ASSISTANT

EKCO

offer an excellent salary and full fringe benefit

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

TEKTRONIX, INC.

537-1100
Wheeling, Illinois
777 Wheeling Road

.

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MR. LAWRENCE

CASHIER

GENERAL

BATHROOM

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

PRODUCTS CORP.

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

time.
helpful.
Full

offer an experienced
teller an excellent salary
and many benefits.
Would consider a trainee
with right qualifications.

MOUNT PROSPECT

STATE BANK

Apply Personnel Office, Euclid
& Rohlwing Rds., Arlington Hts.

WEEK DAYS, II AM to 3 PM
'
Good Pay'
INQUIRE

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee & Oakton

Des Plaines

Harper College Food Service
has a few choice openings on
a full or part time basis. For
the early morning or early
evening hours.

We also have need for

an

experienced salad preparation

woman & 2 kitchen porters.
Good salary, benefits & work

2.1-14 Wanted Men Women

ing conditions. Call JOHN
JANUSZKO at 359 4200.

VARIETY

-

THE KEY WORD ... IN HOURS & JOBS
TIME KEEPERS

HRS: 8AM to 4:30PM
MOTHERS' SHIFT - HRS: 9AM to 3PM

FULL TIME DAY SHIFT

7 a.m.-3 p.m.
3 p.m.- I I p.m.

NIGHT DESK CLERK

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.

1.2:00-8:30 a.m.

Rolling Meadows

COMMISSARY MEN

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR 6PM - I AM
Part Time - Monday, Wednesday arts) Friday

Days

Must have at least 2 years experience in alpha

Heights.

Apply Personnel Office, Euclid & Rohlwing Roads, Arlington

arlington \ark towers

BOOKKEEPERS

Some light typing required along with some
knowledge in processing and checking billing.

Full Time

AUTOMOTIVE CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK
TYPIST - 8 AM -4:30 PM

COLLEGE STUDENTS

Job involves telephone customer contact work
and individual candidates should be proficient

Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

Some typing is the only prerequisite necessary
for this job which involves servicing all our office
departments.

and

FULL TIME

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person
or Phone

We currently have an immediate opening in our
Accounts Payable Department for an individual
with previous accounting experience. WE ALSO
HAVE a part time position (4-6 hours) in pur Accounting Department which involves general

For further elaboration of these jobs existing in our accounting,

These are just 'a few of the varied full time jobs open for
you to fit your class schedule, day or evening. Apply at the

sales and engineering deportment: feel free in calling US All
these jobs Ore accompanied by orbgressive and up to elate
benefits and are surrounded by ultra modern working con-

Personnel Office, Euclid & Rohlwing Rds., Arlington Heights.

Miss Escher
439-7600

ditions. Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich or Don Sundt about these
jobs.

clerical duties.
For Further Information Please Contact
Jan Battaglia

arlington \ark towers

824-1188

537-1100

Metropolitan Printing Co.

,f

EKCO

800 E. Northwest Hwy.

L I T.TELFUSE-

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

Earning Your Way Through School?
MAIDS
BUS BOYS
WAITRESSES
BELLMEN
GENERAL CLKS.
HOUSEMEN

OFFICE SERVICE CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

Des Plaices, III.

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

PRODUCTS INC.

An equal opportunity employer

253.3300

BILLING CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

PART TIME

MRS. KOKES

If evening hours are your preferred schedules, these jobs
might be just for you.

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Holidays and Vacations
Free Hospital Insurance

typists. (Minimum 50 w.p.m.).

259-4000

experience

Light Assembly

print recopying. No 'previous experience required.

Route 12 & 83
(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

"THE ENJOYABLE BANK"

Some

ARLINGTON PARK

Light Machine and Testing

Women

PART TIME

TOWERS

Light typing is the only prerequisite. The job entails engineering charge orders, filing and blue-

soot 2r rs. euro., Amfei-offer emu'm tom thsh.....7 d,

cinating work. We can

21 -Help Wanted -Men

ENGINEERING CLERK - 8 AM -4:30 PM

McDonald,

and
fas-

1700 Hicks Road

and numerical keypunching.

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

TELLERS

METHODE MFG. CO.

WAITRESS -FULL TIME
DISHWASHER -FULL TIME

NIGHT RES'T AUDIT

Permanent Positions
New Modern Building
Experience Not Necessary

3737 Industrial Ave.

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

= 392-3500

p.m.

Mount Prospect

FEMALE ASSEMBLERS

CLERICAL OCCUPATIONS
ARE NOW OPEN FOR:

MOM?

Person:

Parr time, weekend relief, 3.11

METHODE MFG. CORP.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

chine operator. We'll also train
good typist. you'll handle all
invoicing as well us Orti9r.
related. Clerical functions,"For
further details call or -ripply in

Rolling Meadows

FRONT OFFICE

Randhurst Shopping Center

Wage reviews every 90 clays
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incenti e & bonus jobs

and
rewording
Interesting
position open in small con.
genial office for billing= bra

PLEASE CALL 291,7770 --

APPLY IN PERSON OR CALL AFTER

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

all phases of credits and
collections by letter and

in

INSPECTORS

Currently has immediate openings for individuals
with good clerical skills to perform interesting,
variety of duties. No shorthand is necessary. We

For Further Information Please Contact
Jan Battaglia

is

Vacation, sick pay, insurance.

392-2200

ASSEMBLERS

program.

contact

tely half days. Ability to work
with minimum of supervision.

An equal opportunity employer

686-7578

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level

money handling

Girl Friday type opening in
center.
service
electronic
Typing required. Approxima-

Profit Sharing

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vocation.

PRODUCTS INC.

CREDIT

Public

Elk Grove Village

WOMEN

METHODE MFG. CO.

phone.

PART TIME

Wm. A. Lewis

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

MACHINE

SECRETARY
____

-

Monday through Friday.
light work.

392-3500

BILLING

OPERATOR

12 NOON

DES PLAINES

439-2210

2120 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE
220 GRACELAND DRIVE
827 6141

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAQE, ILL.

253-7150

Must Have Experience
Excellent Salary
Commission On All Sales.
II Over Age 20
Employee Benefits & Discount
Pleasant Surroundings

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

Experience not necessary. Pleasant working conditions. Liberal fringe benefits. Hours available:
6 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
12 Midnight to 8:30 A.M.
8P.M. to 4:30 A.M.
Some Short Hour Shifts

METALS, INC.

North Arlington
News Agency

Dress_&-Sportsweron-Cpartment

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

PHOTO -FINISH LABORATORY

ful. Excellent salary and benefit program.

To work in newspaper agency
office. Permanent. Dart time
position could lead to felll
time, computer billing.

--iii-SteacIv & Part Time

FULL TIME & PART TIME

SWITCHBOARD

shorthand skills. Credit and
accounting experience help-

PRE FINISH

YORK & TH RON DALE ROADS
BENSENVILLE, ILL.
an equal opportunity employer

An Equal Opportunity Employer

RECEPTION

for

the right girl with typing and

Call for interview:

SALES CLERK

Elk Grove Village

opportunity

exceptional

MATURE LADY

CORPORATION

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
2301 Arthur Ave.

MRS. PREZEK, CL 3.3710

SALESWOMEN

Mr. Pavilonis

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

WE WILL TRAIN

800 W. Oakton, Arl. Hts.

Growth oriented company in
Northwest Suburbs offers on

FLICK -REEDY

PANASONIC

APPLY IN PERSON
I S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

'THE LUTHERAN HOME &
SERVICE FOR THE AGED

Our beautiful plant is conveniently located on York and Thorn dale Rd., Bensenville.

Looking for on exciting job getting to meet people from
dif fCrent states and countries? If this is what you are inter-

3030 Cullerton, Franklin Park

HOUSEWIFE?

care of elderly
including feeding
and bathing. All shifts. Will
train in all areas.

Excellent starting pay.
Merit pay increases.
9 paid holidays.
o Company paid hospital & life insurance.
9 Profit sharing.
Swim all year round in our indoor swimming pool.
o Tuition reimbursement plan.

SECRETARY

(Div. of Jewel Companies)

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

AIDES
Help in
patients,

rious duties including sumo statistical typing.

766-3400

Osco/Tum-Style
BORED

We have immediate openings in our order department and
purchasing department for mature experienced typists. Va-

Coll our Personnel Dept.

Comein or Call Rose Hollis 455-8300

SECRETARY

R.N.'s - LPN's

TYPISTS

R t IM HOUSEKEEPERS

Ross. Ross Distributors.
392-5262

26 -Help Wanted Women

26-Help.Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

I

26 -Help Wanted Women

WANTED: 5 Pennyrich lingerie

-26-Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Waal_

26-Hekt Wanted WoMen

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

A Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.

So do we people who like responsibility, Who want to learn and

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

grow, who expect to move up and get ahead

SECRETARY

secretaries & clerk typists

TO EXECUTIVE

who expect rewards to match their
intelligence, abilities and dedication

PANASONIC

. the growth company
offers exciting, challenging

position to gal with good
secretarial skills including

...-__?"-iidti

We offer talented women a rewarding and exciting future. Sharp
gals with above average skills and the ability to accept responsibility are needed now in the following areas choose your area of

__...'.

FIELD ERECTORS

0

BOOKKEEPER- Experienced. through trial
balance. Familiar with general ledger.
OFFICE 'ASSISTANT -Advertising & promotional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.
Some typing.

GET THE JUMP

:f.td°-i

ON FALL JOBS...
'ill1777ta
Start work now or Ici1417..::7411:7--".-II:

interest:

EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.

Dictaphone. Must be flexible

enough

to

handle

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

many details at once & be
,capable of working on
own with minimum super-

Marketing Contract Administration

vision.

Position offers an excellent
starting salary with exceptional company' paid
benefits program.
CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

F.

Taillard (312)
299-8886

PANASONIC

Matushita Electric
Service & Parts Div.
371 North 3rd Ave.
Des Plaines, Illinois

An equal opportunity employer

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

rl

Engineering Services Research
You'll enjoy on excellent starting
automatic salary progression every 13 weeks and comsalary,

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

Mon. - Fti., 8:30 a.m. - 5 p.m.

insurance.

COME IN AND REGISTER
,

No Fees - Top rates

the hallicrafters co.

are career positions

-

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read
blueprints. Operate material processing
equipment.
CARPENTERS -Inside work

Apply: Personnel Department

r pony -paid hospitalization and life
These

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

if

you're career minded, 'stop in TODAY and tell us of your interests.

.

Sub. of Northrop Corporation
600 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows, III. 60008

...,
1

job at Hallicrafters.

gise ha &crafters coo
A Suboidlary of Northrop Corporation

1

For interview call: Lou Adamec

11

it

Bring a friend along, she'll appreciate the tip about a better

SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.

634-3131

White Collar Girls'.

OP AMIIIIICA., IN.CORPORATLIP
MT, PROSPECT.
RANDHURST CENTER
.

392-5230

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

y.

-

Pape 25

1-riday, Atigust 22. 1969

Top Earnings

Apply

Rondburst Shopping Center
Mount Prospect

working conditions.
Liberal fringe benefits.

Gar. Sale: Aug. 27-213 9-7 PM

BERKEY PHOTO

Rungeoge sole: radios, stereos,
cornett.. luggage., clothes oil
5 IS. men's, women's, children's,
much misc., 1074 E. Grant Dr.
Des P. Aug. 21, 22, 23, 9am til?

ORDER FILLERS, CASHIERS

SERVICE
220 Gracelond Dr.

CHICKEN UNLIMITED

Des Plaines
827-6141

1409 E Palatine Rd.
259 8250

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

clothing,

Moving,

Sole:

Gro ring worldwide manufac-

toys, mteor, tools, misc.,
Sat, Aug. 22,23. 112 N.
hers* Ave , Mt. Prospect

turer needs 011 experienced
occountont to work in all

Bsog. sole, Aug. 20 them 23, 9

Same sum IVIsory experience
desirable Pleasant modern

Plaines,

plant in De, Moines. Folly paid
insurance program.

MOVING! Will take cloy reason

Phone., desk,
clothes, 11115C. 824 4722

ter. Thurs. Aug. 21

Antique iron bed, round top
clock, child's
trunk, Ansonia
desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 nice, misc. 3.17 Alcoa, Hoffman Estates. 529,4569

elec. typewriter -565,
Norge window fan.$25, kingsize
lelbrd. & misc. 358.6689
Royal

ton.

Des Plaines.

embr.

supplies,

clothes

FOR SALE: Tont 7' X 9'. Like new
Used only once. 560.
361-7236

161/4,

much rniscell., 972 Lee Street,
GAR. SALE: Aug. 20,21, 8. 22..
1314 W. Hampton, Schaumburg.

Overhead garage door for
garage, 535 or best offer.

Moving & Gar. SnIe Aug. 23 &
24, Cabin trunk, desk, chairs,
chino cab., refrig., stove, dresser, rugs, porch glider, 21" TV,
hshld. utensils, mechanic & gar.
den tools, etc. 200
Prosy. Hts. CL 16303

stereo, drapes. 537-1922

Sliqhtly used golf

3

Port. KeernOre dishwasher excel.

cartel. $55; 31/2 hp. snowblower

I

w/attachenents$20. 358.1273

Other Misc. CL 3 9461

2 dr. 13.5 cu. ft. regrig. w/large

Call of t. b pm) 296.6709.

coppertone Kenmore gas
range. Used 8 nark With clock
and tem, $100. 541.2613
30"

yr/stand
cash

year old

rm. set, incl. breokf root; Exorciser
824 8002
.'"

For information about the FINEST

Carpets, plush nylon,.areqreen
tone. 11 x 2I.....6""Mo. old. Exp.
carpet.forOqly $125, Also 9 x 17
.nett plush nylon. Exc. for ploy

ea
a

ger-05. Desk, camping cots.
537 6265
34Arts and Antiques

rug -$65, Electrolux

vac.

Soft Water 55.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
119 3200
255 1107

shelves,

out

model.

1969

GE

ANTIQUES
FLEA MARKET SALE

Sunday, Au.:. 2.1 from 11 to 5
of
level
Hall le...
Town
RenclIturst.
ect.

RIm

Mt

83,

e.

../c.

392 0383

6 253 9117

For

Scale.

1

1

55 -Musical h,:.,t,uonts

55 -Musical Instruments

New in March. $160.
537 3229

ausTopallAUSiC

cu. ft, Ca.E. Ref ri

alert/tor 5.15. Fruitwood dining

CEMTERS
Palatine, Illinois

204 Hicks Place
359-2251

6 Soils SiJes 5 7 14,
CALL 392 1311

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

EVERGREEN SALE
each. 1000's to choose

$1

honk Larger size also on sale.
FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

Gus lawn sweeper

ditioning equipment contact.

mowers;

room, etc. 255-8592

4 antique captain chairs5
Girl's 20- bicycle $5. C.

up freezer, auto. defrost, slide

water softeners & water corm

paint

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

edger;
sprayer; drop
&

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

cloth; vacuums; trailer; tow bar
and Unicycles. 2301 Wing St.,

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.
255-1107 or 359.3200

1

Hoover vac. -$25, 12 x 18 beige

room set $175. Ladies Dresses

Bonk beds, cornim.; 8 tic. dining

or best offer. 358.1584.
30" Signature gas range, 5
burners, griddle in center
yr
chrome cover, used
253 7542

looks

LOGAN LATHE, with accessories,
Drill Press, urocunier Tapping

Lica& Milling Vise, Bench Vise.

Pr. 2.1c ft.

MAGNOVOX 21" console, orig.
price 5500 asking 5100 or best
offer. Has everything,
like new. 439-0420.

439-3759

2 55.6592

$115. 358 2324

very

$25; card table, felt top,

350.4825.

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
5200 smuc. $35; hide chbecl cost
5300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39
$20; Distr. 251.7305.

Double oven electric ronge 080;
Dehumidifier $40.

-

clubs (par

woods, matched set. 259 4726

Olive,

E.

$20,

yrs.

3

yrs. old $20. 259 6157

2"x12"x10', ap-

12" Portable TV, 'UI

AIR CONDITIONERS
BTU air cond'er,

old, 595; 5,000 BTU oir concl'er,

goys, scums 8, 525. 392-8.109

NEW ZIG-7A.G"
SEWING MACHINE
392-7904

Bicycle. Girl's 20".

chased May 1969) 8 irons,

car

I

437-9257

2 twin maple bookcase hdbds.,
children's & /ladies coats & apparel, misc. ileritt. 894-9052.

5,000

goocl condition $75.
394 3760
Lumber, new,

temp. $15

units, vac., moray recces 255 W.
Norman Ln. Wheeling.
541-1083

es. Antiques. Misc. Fl. 9 0525,

prox. 600 running ft.

Kenmore portable clishyramlicr
from loading, 8 11105. old, 5110

Swim. pool, 20' tank, Ige. filter

set. 259 8911

best offer. 537-4490

32 -Miscellaneous flerciiandise

Air Conditioner Emerson', 7800
BTU'S
$85 - 20" Signal fan, 3
speed reversible, automatic

seat. 4376650

space heaters, refrig.,
tables, chairs, doors, wind. dish.

TV,

stroller,

bikes,

12"

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

crib, complete, high chair, car

259.4530

Admiral 23" inortable

and

20"

add chairs, 5 pc. oblong dinette

KC11010, washer & gas dryer.
Model 70. Gcl. cond. 5100 or

choirs, brown

L.R.

2

& orange prim. 253.0955

Car comfier, 2 11101,10 end nobles,

$12.50 359-12.15

Moving sale - 8-21,22, 12am5prn,

& lamps;

Gas

Old Fashioned
School Desk

32-MiscclIzmous Marchandise

mils tree, antiques, desk, hang.
ng lamps, chest, desk & night
stand set, clothes, toys, portable

299-4446

SNOWBLOWER

1000 Meadow In., Mt. Prospect.
Behind Mt. Prost, Shopping Cen-

Living Christ Lutheran Church..
Fri. Aug. 29, 6pho9po1, Sot. Aug..
30,
8:30anhnoon. Community
Mort Shopping
Roorn, Rand
Center. Buffalo Grove, Illinois.

able offer. 8 ohm camera,
lights, projector & screen. Christ -

Call Mr Hoffman.

&

RUMMAGE SALE
The W01110(1'2 Guild of the

boy's

hair foil. New. Will sacrifice.

lawn mower, bed,
chest of drawers, misc. items,

iv, ibis., bedrm. sets, crochet 8.

Elan

22" golden brown I 00".$ 11211101

Sale:

Gar.

silver,
to nuts,

soup

Frigidaire elec.. hove, 2
utility -drawers, excel.
concl.$50. 392 0781
la. ge

Brand new. Cost $160 -Can't use
in Cal. Sell for $100. 537 0.171

8/23, 8/24, 9.5 pm, 601 Eastman
Dr., Mt. Prospect. 2 blks cost of
Rood & 2 blks smith of Kenning
Fri.,

arro6 pen, 3150 N. 4th Ave., Des

area, of as niral accounting.

white,

milk
Antiques,
linens, clothes,

Arlington Heights

Gar.

baby

items, toys
much manse. 320 N. Pine, Mt. P.

Clothing,

FULL OR PART TIME
Apply in person

ity. 730 S. Williams, Palatine:.
CL 9.1185

1303 Cottonwood, Arl. Hts. (off
of Harvord)

Pleasant

From

Everything.

of

Twin beds, corniml., 2 nee strands

296-2403.

40"

plumbing to clothes. Port chore'

GAR. SALE: Sot. Aug. 23, 9-3 pro.

Over 21 Years of Age

St.,

A.H. Household items, clothing.
Something

CALL Cl 3 9461

Lutheran

Peter's

St.

Church Gym, IIIW. Olive

5.

Clothes. hshld. items, misc. 1242
S. Highland, An. Hts.

ROUTE DRIVERS

ACCOUNTANT

to

PM,

reel mower 555;

Ghainsow, heavy duty $55. Call
after 5:30 392 9794.

3 pc. sectional couch $75. Lady
Kenmore washer 2 yrs. old 0125.

METAL SKI'S AND POLES
STEP IN BINDINGS.

Rummage Sale: Aug. 22, 9AM
9

-21"
JacohSorl-21"Sorm

15. 392.5767.

4;

to

Gar. sole Avg. 25-26, 9

1

5 pc. picnic set, redwood, with
6-umbrella. $50.00 Call

22,23, 10 am to 4 pin. No early

Brownie prof. Baron; furniture &
more 977 North Ave.'Des P.

Call or write"
Santo's Parties, Inc... Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

32-11:tc"..eeeeas Mercteellso

Green winter coat, $35; Brown
suede, $35; Navy all wecolmer,

sales. 1232 N. Walnut, Arl. Hts.
10

sale: Aug. 23,

C0101'11/31i0115.

O'Connor &
Goldberg

Naborhood Sale: Camera equip.,
clothing, fern., mist. Aug. 21,

021 S. Burton -Pr. Ad. Hts.

Work now 'til Christmas. High

Full Time
Mr. Geurts

_-

Garage Sole Aug. 22-23,..9.-fe 5.
MOVING - ramuch_rmSEellancous.

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

SHOE SALESMEN

31 Runinsge & Garage Sea

31 Rummage & Garage Sala

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

21 Help Wanted -Men * Women

324.1isccIte..-2sus Mercheitise

32-fliscellenaous Merchandise

TAPE SELECTION

Rolling Meadows.

Part Time Full Time
HARPER COLLEGE food service

has a few openings for port
time and full time employees
wishing to work early morning
or early evening hours. ALSO
NEEDED are experienced salad

women and omen interested in
kitchen porter work.

THE HOME
YOU WANE..

CALL JOHN JANUSZKO
359-4200

Could be

® MACHINE
OPERATORS

® BOOKKEEPING

31/2 bedrm. brick: living

bit nn.

w/frplc, dining an., 1 V2 baths, 2
car gar., excel. location N. E. Park
Ridge. $275 loo. 259-4571

nished.

extra Ige.

1

I

32E1.8801

Cooperative housing, food &
cloy care in large Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow with

2 6 young children. Must have
own transportation. $20 per n

patio. Residential area.
school/shoo. 392-7567

person per week. 392 0870

3 BEDROOM IN PALATINE

2

Bachelor has

ranch home to

10 -Roams -Board -Housekeeping

Teachers or working gals. Widow
has 2 spore bedrooms. All Flora,
irivileges. 255 5023.

MALE & FEMALE
13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

SCHOOL BUS

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

apt.,

1-Bedrm. furn'd
utilities, air cond'd, irnmed.
occup. Extras. Des P.
e_.
827-3296

A M. ROUTES

heat,

cooking gas, master VT an.

bdrok, light
Mt. P. studio apt.
cooking, nice for I or 2 adults.
Near railroad. $120. 253-1119
1

6 30 - 8.30 a.m.

appliances,

cluding

P M ROUTES

tennis,
ream.

patio,

balcony,

rec.

ntimote privacy yet walking
listance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

14 -To Rent Apartments

2.30 - 5 p.m.

1

BR.

coed., heat,

air

a opli.,

vol.P $160 Rt. 83&62. Available
Sept. I. 437.8563

Cook County

School Bus, Inc.
ARLINGTON HTS, ILL.
130 0923

Lake Area
bedroom Ranch. large porch,
On channel leading to Grass,
N.ppersin: ,,,,, I Fox Lake.
$15,500.

Inc

259 0055
Hum Grove
IN THE PLUM GROVE -

EMPLOYEES

Arlington

RESIDENTIAL AREA

Excellent starting
Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical

sary

salary

benefits

unity,

a

superbly landscaped setting.
Individual patios overlooking
wooded stream; private lake.
Underground parking.
Elevator; healed pool,

537-0020
Milwaukee Ave. of Dundee

Luxury

ditioners, cheery kitchen with builtin range & oven. Location
at its best, -a quiet cul-de-sac but just n short walk to schools.

FIVE Bedrooms Brick Tri-level,

baths, CENTRAL AIR
COND. Double closets in all
bedrooms. Beautiful condition.
Large kitchen, family room.

...Four bedroom Colonial in wooded area near schools
shops. Great room sizes for family living include large panel.
led family ream plus Rec. Rm. in bsrnt. Lovely kitchen with
blhins extras incl. fireplace, cinch. garage. and much more

story borne. North
side, II rooms. 7 bedrooms
baths, 2 car garage.
21/2
$27,9 00.

Older

3

OPPORTUNITY
for

SALES ORDER CLERKS

If you have a pleasant speak
ire, voice and enjoy talking to
peoi le you're the person we
want to greet our customers
and take their orders on the
telephone We are a newly
appliance
offer UN
FOR

units

with

you'll see and appreciate. $44,900
STONEGATE

...Lovely home, beautiful location, --what more could anyone
want? Three bedroom Colonial with family room or den 50(10. rate DR, dream kitchen with all the bit -ins plus breakfast area,
2 fireplaces, lm/2 baths, atich. garage. Centrally air conditioned plus elegant patio overlooking large yard area. Extras
galore, shows beautifully) $46,900
ARLINGTON REALTY
152.100
25s 1515

Prices include all hooting arid
air conditioning, carpeting,
underdrages; also indoor
parking.

POSSIBLE LAND CONTRACT

Prestige Plum Grove, Rolling
Meadows area. Schools, shop.
ping, medical and recreational
facilities.
Unexcelled convenience, Lo.
cared on Algonquin -rd., just i/4

Full

10 Thousand $ down will buy
this lovely three bedroom brick
Ranch. Full basement 2 car
garage. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION. $37,900.

Northwest

tollway

change. 30 minutes to the
Loop. 12 minutes to O'Hare.

Mt. Prospect
Large home for a large
family, 5 bedrooms 2n/2 baths.
Family room, Rec. room. 2 car
0

garage.
Furnished models open daily 9

for

an
appointment
255-1998.

833-8500
FEDDERS-NORGE

vv/1p., bsrmit, dble heated gar.
Exceptional yard w/Mexican
Fountain. Many luxury extras.

PHILIPPE BROS. 358-1800

I am a quality constructed, brick split-level

OPEN TO OFFER

the living room has a picture window that overloods large
shade trees and flowers. Home features hardwood floors.
carpeting, range, refrigerator, washer, dryer and draperies, 2
car garage with cement drive.

basement, water softener, carpeting, has been newly decor
ated inside and out and is within walking distance of schools,
and shopping. An extra 80' x 120' lot can be cut off and sold
for approximately $9,000. Lot features loads of lovely trees.
$36,500

lo-

I have 3 good size bedrooms. 2 full baths, a
large family room and a
14 x 16' utility room with
an outside entrance. My
reasonable
and my owner has given
me Central air conditioning. There's lots
are

why don't you call one
friendly salesat George L.

Busse & Co. My owner

says

am worth

I

$44,500,

I

think

I

am

,orth a lot more.

level

train,

to

3

11/2

bedroom hi
baths, I car

shopping,

schools

and jmork.

$36,000

&PETERS
company
REALTORS

HWT.

101 N. Arlington Fits. Rd

DII

fa't

walla

attached garage, short walk

Arlington Heights

296-665541'1"

295,1500

burglar alarm, paneled office or den, 25' x 50' swimming
pool, mosaic foyer, air conditioning, special staircase, sun

Choice Lot
MI ion, Close to
110' X 150'
Schools, shopping. 437-0813

Elk Grove Village

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY

608 W. Hintz Rcl.Berkley Square
Arlington Heights Rd. north to Hintz, west to house. Just 3 yrs
old in moo of new homes. Just a few blocks to Grade and Jr.
2-6 p.111.

1 ('a

Inchon Lake CC 156x128 corm r

golf course -lake nearby

lot,

Priced tight at $37,700, immediate possession.

VACANT -BEAUTIFUL
INVERNESS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
last 4 yrs old and located in beautiful Stonegote, arm °stab
//slier/ area. 3 bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen with
built-ins, family room. 2 car garage. Includes carpeting.
Priced for quick sale by transferred owner. $38,900, immediate possession.

acre hornesite setting very

a

I

high congeoncling scenic view

WHEELING AREA

large 4 bedroom brick
Cod, With its
Cape
separate dining room,

full baths, full basement and attached gar2

age. Its well located in
a

nice

to

$7,900
MOUNT PROSPECT

INVERNESS AREA

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY
2-6 pm.

614 N. Prospect Manor

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY 2.6 pen,

614 N. Prospect Manor.

acre

I

hornesite

partially

wooded. Call us today.

$8,500

Wirth on 83 to Highland, west to Prospect Manor, right to
home. A terrific location, loads of livability. 0 room brick and
frame Bilevel 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 1st floor beamed ceiling
family room. 20 X 15 ft. dornhsize room on lower level with
double closet, for &laws, guests or ieerhogers. Kitchen with
builtins, large patio, 21/2 car garage. Excellent value of

company
101 N Arl. Hts. Rd., Arl His

MOUNT PROSPECT

259-1500

Rambling 3 bedroom Ranch walking distance to everything.
Tree -lined street, quality construction, plaster walls. Thermo
windows, hardwood floors, natural woodwork. lalousierl
-

breezeway plus garage and private patio. This one will nut
lest. Priced at $36,900.

tance to grade and high
schools. Don't miss this

Georgeirtasse

90 -Investment Property

INVESTORS& DEVELOPER
MV 2.129

dis-

A Aare opportunity for the rejig

person or group to parlay

PALATINE
PLUM GROVE ESTATES
A prize winning sub. a home for the most discriminating. 3
bedrooms, 2 ceramic baths, kitchen with builtins, 28 ft. family
morn, 22 X 55 fh Rec. room with bar. 2 fireplaces, 21/2 car
elec. door garage. CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONING.
BuilhimBor-B-0. Half acre beautifully lancisccmpecl lot. Large
patio. A home you will love. . 564,500. Pass. Nov.

1

or sooner.

in

into a
l
moderate Macs
lorge holding. This ciportrritrzt
for 63
already
zoned
site is
units and ground is ready for
building. Choice highway Iron
100
to a new
mama...close
tn 11 lion tioller development
that is now underway.

C. NEAL
REALTY

12 E. Busse Ave.,
Mt. Pros.
(Next to the Library)

"

Priced

improvements.
sell at only
call

neighborhood

and easy walking

5110,000

lso

acre homesite with

Large

666 E. NW Hwy., Palatine
359-1232

house a home.

666 E. Northwest Highway
Palatine, Illinois

By

owner. $11,500. 766.558.1

ceramic &atlas, 12 X 22 ft. family room, huge patio, grange.

REALTORS

H.2901

A beautiful home in a serene surrounding, this 4 bedroom, 3
bath home features CC! OrrliC balks full basement, fire and

BB -Real Estate -Vacant

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Need Room? Check this

259-0200

CI.. 3 JAW)

HEIGHTS
Extraordinary

$38,500, don't miss this one.

PRESTIGE RANCH WITH 3 ACRES

Intercom Central

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

tzfetRigEo

$41,900

cated in a lovely Mt.
Prospect neighborhood.

(312)

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVF

Golf Rd, (Rte. 58 at 83)
255-3900

High. A CENTRAL AIR CONDITIONED 3 bedroom Eli -level.

of the
people

lighting systern.$49,900.

Mr. P. Licko

1.2f20@

5 LIR, 31/z B. Colonial. Forma, Rre.

with a finished recreation room. High corner lot that is 102' x
2011 Low taxes. Home features a back porch with a delightfitl
view of the countryside. Horne is in excellent conclition...whcat
more could you ask for.

to 7 -- Sun. 11 to 7 ... or call

For interview appointment call:

Located in lovely Berkley
Square area. 3 lye.
bdrms. Kit. wills table
area. Din. rm, Fin. rec
rm. with outside en-

$54,900

deck, breakfast room, recreation room with wet bar, set bar
off of the dining room, drapes, carpeting, dish washer,
professional landscaping and many other items that make a

inter.

ARLINGTON

only $36,9u0

one $33,900._
Elk Grove

mile east of the Route 53 and

Experience preferred hut will
train the right person, We
°He r u omplete line of corn
pony benefits.

Upper level unfinished.
basement. $26,950.

SPLIT-LEVEL

I
acre, just outside of
town. 9 ens, 5 bC1f1110, 3 broils.

more I could tell you but

H-2872

trains. 2 bedroom Cape Cod.

every-

25'a

&honing, immediate posses
sion. A must to see today.

On

Beautiful, 3 bedroom with a large kitchen and all of the
builtins...including loads of kitchen cabinets. Full basement

This brick home is completely air-conditioned, has 2 baths, full

Close to shopping, schools and

$33,600
PLUM GROVE
COUNTRYSIDE

IMMACULATE,

72 x 135 lot.

taxes

4 BEDROOM HOME - EXTRA LOT
Mt. Prospect

street. Walk to

& alum ext.-no niisirdenance.

Excellent location with in walking to schools, shopping, Ponsportatiork, swinuning pool, and pad.. This 3 bedroom home is
in excellent condition...kitchen ties a large eating area and

Chicago

,0021,11,1 WO mortgage.

car garage, control air con

2 car gar. Lot 100,280. Ceclor

ARL. HEIGHTS

Immaculate 4 bedroom It:
level with 2 full baths, separate
dining room, large family
room; ...cloy, many cKtros

3 bedrooms, 2 full baths

NEW 4 BR, 21/2 811,, den, imsne.

H- 2906

$ 56.500.

baths plus finished basement with roc room, 2 car garage. carpeting, draperies,
dishwasher, other extras. Tree
2n

trance. 2 full baths. att.
gar. Beautiful landscpd.

Stone hp. deck. $54,000

available.

Beautiful all brick ranch with

HEIGHTS

rand compare al 539,900.

NEW Rs& ranch. 2 lam. poss.
Fro'd dble. gar. Expertly built.

with many large trees. Terms

F.

31,

Arlington

every
amenity. One -bedroom units
from $200.
Twobedroorn from 5255.

OUTSTANDING

OPPORTUNITY
ADVANCEMENT.

...Looks like a ranch, but actually is a split-level with 3 nice size
BRs and a roomy, panelled family room. Two baths, 2 air con-

ARLINGTON

$38,750

PALATINE

appliances included on 1/7 acre

PAYMENT

thing. Move in condition. See

NEED 4 OR 5
BEDROOMS?

...Mature 7 room home, completely remodeled and modernized. There are 4 nice bedrooms, separate dining room, new
kitchen & I Vz ceramic baths. A mast attractive, well maintained home near schools and shops. Outstanding value,
Arlington Heights location.

253 mos
392 0102

2 n/z

Exquisite atmosphere in

734 Lee St., Des Plaines

255.6320
359 6500
894-8100

Palatine
Schaumburg

Comfort, Charm, & Convenience
Imam:chafe possession. lacks
nothing. Central air, 8 m001115

lined

TRADITIONAL

days. Full basement excellent
neighborhood, walk to every.
thing. $30,960.

Northwest suburban Chicago land's finest apartment cornrn

215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. Hts,
253-5500

06 -Real Estate -Houses

You can move into this 3 bed-

room Cape Cod within

QUINLAN & TYSON
Arlington Heights

3 bedroom Cope Cod with Iva
baths, 2 car garage, ninny

$29,000
ELK GROVE

Bruns Real Estate

LOW DOWN

298-5055

Mt. Prospect

FOUNTAINS

garden apartment suites

to

Des Plaines

on.

H- 2891

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVING
BANK

LIMITED

1

THREE

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

merged
major
distributor and

basement,

extras. Only 019,900.

appreciate.
Goocl for In-law. Low low 540's.
6"1, in,,,, . poss. Private. 592 Roy
Must see

etc.

HEIGHTS

For the economy minded who
WOW carefree living! 2 bed.
roormchoice location in RoIhng
Meadows. Garage and lots of

Dr. 595 0660 (Full Basement)

1

86 -Real Estate houses

storage space. $27.900.

neces-

experience

full

Close to everything. separate
lining room. good closet arid

ities

No

bedroom,

2

ROLLING MEADOWS

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

Wanted: 2 bedrm. unf urn. house
yr. Yg. businessman
for min.
well
& vet -college student &
trained dog. 525-9608 Bob Don -

SCARSDALE

Year around five rooms two

Prestige 2 bedroom, Stonegote
area. Immediate possession.
No children or pets. Call
Robert A. Cogann & Assoc.

3040 S Busse Rd.

02 -Wanted To Rent

$33,500
86 -Real Estate -Houses

bdrrn.

patio, gas grille, cyclone fence

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

253,7600

SHARP

SWIMMING POOL

4

tri-level, curd garage, 2n/z baths,
pa lie I fain. rm., 2 kitchens/be:Wins, carpeting, drapes,

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

G
s
By: ARLINGTONREALTY

Westgate Apts.

all

1st

Eq.

ARLINGTON
Doll House

INC,

REALTY

Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apartments. Elevator building, Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in-

Phone 537 1864

Nicely

outside.

$22,900,

Palatine. Has dining room
and den. Security deposit of

MT. PROSPECT

ties ;maid.

DRIVERS

Near

Storage Lockers on ea. floor

Bedroom Furnished. All Utili

I

bedrooms.

3

schools. Possession Sept.

666 E. NW Hwy., Palatine
359-1232

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances
Model apts. open daily, 11 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439.7887

ranch,

rm.

6

land
scope& Walking distance to

C. NEAL

Mosier TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

WOOD DALE

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decor-

in

Elevators
Parking

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT. G.I. MTG.

ated

one months rent on a one year
lease. 5215.00 per month.

Air Conditioning

'392 4873 after 6 pen.

1st Arlington
National Bank

'

INCLUDING:

share with same. Age 25 to 40.

Contact Bruce Dodds
at 259-7000

baths in the 2 & 3 bedrins,

Arl. Fits. by owner, good loco
tion, spacious 4 bedrm. Cape
Cod. $29,900. CL 5-3919

3

For Rent...7 room 2 story home

725 W. Dempster, 1-2.3 bedims.,
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

rem.

Arl. Hts. 3 bdrm. brick ranch.
full baths. Complete kit. w/disi.
washer. Att. gar., carpet/drapes,

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

Full time poetions. Experience
not nett ,sorry Many benefits.

Mt. Prospect -Rand Rd.

ranch, carport, near schools, Ige.
Lard. 5215. 392.6818

ale. A/C, pool, all util. except
elec. $177.50

PERSONNEL

f

1

suites
available.
office
Heat and air conditioning. Fur-

Sublet Oct.

in Today's
Real Estate
Classified
Section!

© TELLERS

Rolling Meadows, A/C 3 bdrrn.

bode&
opt. 1st floor, heat & appliances.
Sept. 1 occup $150. 453 0307.

O'Hare area deluxe

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate Houses

06 -Real Estate -Houses

11 -To Rent, Stores, Offices

16 -To Rent Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

Member MAP. Multiple Listing
Service. Member All Points Re.
location Service. A Notiothwide
referral service.

F.B.K. REALTORS

91 -Resort Properties For Sale
RESORT . BY OWNER

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ---CL 5-8000
MT. PROSPECT

392-7150

orm

famous Lae Minocqua

New 2 Ledo& year round
home and carport. 5 fully
furnished modern 2 bedrm

cottages. Also 5 alum. boats
plunk area, beout. grounds
846,000

terms.

Lee

Baker,

hriday, August 22, 1969

Page 26

to shopping

198 -Mobile Homes

Trailer for sale 2 bedroom, nice
31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Student Viola, excellent condi-'

15' Super Porpoise fibreglass sailboat & trailer Excellent,
'67

tion, used one year. V2 price
358.4374 after 4:30 pm.

$450. 392-4383.

H.P. MER-URY outboard,
used very little $75.
71/2

New $175 National folk guitar a
steal for $131 incl. easel, .El Rey

-

10'x55', encl. cabana, air cond.,
loc., conipl.
excel. cond. 8
furn'd, extfos. 827.5936

Music. 7 W. Eastman.

253-7008

2 yr. old set of white pearl drums;
cymbal;" $150. 827
4 drums,
0321, ask for Dennis or Bryan

Boat for Sole - 16 ft.
w/Mostercroft trailer, Elgin. 35

102 -Trucks, Traders

-1959 International durnp,__sgle--

mobile home, 12'x46',
bedrm, "like new, .----$e500 8

'68

1

HP motor Call 392-3473 after
BOAT FOR SALE

18' fiberglass, Deep V, 1 J0 HSP
Johnson, trailer w/brake, sleeps

NORWOOD FORD

axle, brand new-MOTO-i'. Please

colLafriP m. 296-6709.

-A- I5. from O'Hare
assume bal.M

sell by Sept. 10 -Confect
Ampeg Amplifier, Gemini II,_6-D. Messmer_horne-ph. 437.8340
string Harmony guitar; 6 -Flat
clarinet, Noonan -ay, wood. ExDay Want Ads
-cellonrc-Ondition. CL 9 3973

4,30 p.m.

2,

porcit, furnished, $2200, call
,anytime 824.6941.
FOR RENT -2 bedroom mobile
home, vicinity Bartlett. Adults I
only. 894-6405

554Au7ica Instruments

and transmission, Good condition. 5350. 255.4352

---SERVING PARK RIDGE-1010RTHEON SUBURBS

Get Results

Gibson hollow body guitar, twin,
humbucking pickups, Bixby tail-

full canvas etc. Will___ortside7-

Right tent trailer. J.C. Higgins 2
bdrm. umbrella tent $85.

'64.'66 compact car or 2 door

44-0ogs, Pets and Equipment

toddler companion
for my child Monday thru Friday.
259-7038.
112 -Automobiles For Sale

Yorkies, AKC, M & F, 5200-$250,
6 generation pedigree, 2 Int.
Champs, 15 Chomps. 392-3153

CL 5.4458

'68 Pathfinder travel trailer, 16',
self contained, sleeps 6, gas,
ref rig., range 8 furnace. 225 W.

Tractor, single axle, 1963 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor;
trailers, 2 c.a., 35' flat bed. Call
aft. 6 pm, 296.6709

Would like

$50 ea. -439 8268.

equipped, excel. cond.

102 -Trucks, Traders

creative activities. 255-7019

Block Labrador Retriever -pup
pies, 5 wks.old,-- Ped. 1st shots.

1965 Apache tent trailer, fully

CL 5-2778

Excel. child care. Ago 21/2.5.
Supervised.ploy: Diversified

Dachshunds, miniature, AKC,
7 weeks old. $65.00. 537-6674.

SALES

527 6265

hardtop. Private party.
69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

i MIME

103 -Auto Traders &Campers

101 -Automobiles Wanted

piece plus case, excel. condition.
5285. 394-2476

After 7.00 p.m.:

Norman Ln., Wheeling. 541.1083
112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

sEfol I CEO

AKC, reasonable. 529-4686

German Shepherd 6 mos. old.,
shots, good with children. Best
offer. 392.7641.

CHEVROLET

438.2425

AKC registered. $125.
CAA 837 1430

.174r.
--....,.,,-......,
,

FREE KITTENS. TABBYS.
LITTER TRAINED.

437 4260 after 5

on al11969's!

6 week old boxtrained KITTENS

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

FREE to good home. Phone:

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN EVENINGS

CL 9-4100

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$10 each.
394-2243

AKC Wire For Terrier pup,
mon , all shots. Also Chomp.
6

SANE O U

Stud service. 439.6896

AKC Min. Poodles, black & silver,

M 8 F, home raised, 9 weeks.
392-3286

Kittens free to good homes, box
trained, very pretty.
CL 5.0735

\\

$1995

THE

5prn. 359 1308

puppies, part Manchester,

525. 358-0329.

AKC COLLIES Family Compan
ions, right age for serious train
ing. Eager willing dispositions.
Reasonably priced. 438-7739

FREIGHT

..

inventory.

41 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

$695

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$2650

84" sofa, student's 5 drawer
desk, 21" block 8 white TV,

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

$895

'64 COMET
4 dr., tan with tan interior,
6 cylinder, automatic trans-

mission, radio.

Call us before its

253.3073

Qpc. walnut dining rm. set, cone
hocks, noughayde seats, like
new cond. CL 5-5622.

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
'66 VOLKSWAGEN BUS

Oriental, $150;
29" round Walnut occasional
table $65. CALL 255-5707
9x12 Chinese

Drexel walnut D.R. set, w/60"
buffet, 4 chairs, $200; 60x40
wall mirror. $35. 392-4350
84" Duncan Phyle sofa, beige 8
rose cotton brocatel, good cond.
835. 253-1208

Lovely 90 in. sofa, beige, 2 cushions, skirt, must see. $50.
392-9659 evenings
pc. bland bedrm. set, dbl
glass tops, $75. Call
after 5 pm or any time weekends.
255.0880
4

dresser,

$1095

business

6

'64 CHEVY II
cylinder, automatic trans.

mission, white, economy
lore. Perfect for
back to school

ga-

4

'65 DODGE CORONET
6 cylinder, automatic

dr.,

transmission, power steering,
good family car
ith

many reliable miles. White..

$795

'69 FORD TORINO

Midnight blue, white top, VB,
automatic transmission, power
steering,

power

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

$1595

$695

school teenager....

V8

power steering, tan. Reliable
transportation for
shopping 8. taking
kids to scnool

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT
$1695

interior. 350 engine, must
sell
while in season
SAVE

I

'67 "ELECTRA 225" BUICK
interior, automatic
transmission, power steering,
power brakes,
power windows,

$2695

$1895

$995
$1595

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON

CLOSED SUNDAY

1166 PONT 2+2
4 speed

$1795

9 passenger wagon

1'65 PLYM. FURY
4 Speed

$1395

Auto Power $1295

vinyl

wheel covers. Buc-

miles

ARLINGTON PARK

Red -black

DODGE

$2995

II

1ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

OPEN DAILY 'TIL

9, SAT 'TIL 6,

NORWOOD
FORD Rhea Carol
Kennedy Expressway

392-6300

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

se NORWOOD FORD
INA*, Can'
allair

4

$995

SKYLARK

-

DEVON

1

"500"

4 door, hardtop

'65 BUICK

Ie

1

'65 CORNET
I

$1195

$695

-

'66 OLDS '88

'65 PLYM. FURY

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

469-7204

Band breaks up. Must sell. 1 dual
Showman,
Bandmaster,
Bandmaster PA system. 537-4495

$1995

$1195

$795:

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

I

55 -Musical Instruments

383, 4 speed

roof, white walls,

interior; like new
very
with
low

$2595

'67 CHARGER

$1395

Vacation Special Like Newt

seat.

real prestige car...

$2595

Automatic & power

$995

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

transmission, power steering,
power brakes, ra-

440 eng., automatic

66 CORONET H.T.

.

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

2 dr hardtop, V8, automatic

'68 CORONET RT

9 passenger Polara

.

bucket
seats, white ovals,
vinyl roof, red block interior. A
real high performance runner

$SAVE

$1995

$2995

ket seats & center

white -black
top,
black interior. A

$4595
4 Speed

$1195

B cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

All White. SHARP!

black

Stingray, 4 Speed

-

"383" 4 barrel, VB, automatic
transmission, power steering,

dio,

'68 CORVETTE

$1295

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

$845

Custom

CORNER

Fact, air tend. convertible

$795

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

console
COUNTRY SEDAN
automatic transmission,

HI-PERFORMANC

'66 DODGE WAG

'66 FORD CUSTOM

radio, white wall
gold. Excellent family car

$495

$1595

'66 CADILLAC

$895

dr. sedan, V8, automatic
transmission, power steering,
4

ers,

Automatic trans.

Auto.

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'69 DART G.T.S.

power seats, de lux radio,
vinyl
roof, factory air,

disc brakes, blue

or $5.32 down and 9 pay-

p.m.

dr.

second car for
wife or back to

'67 CORONET 440

tires, wheel cov-

'64 POLARA

hardtop, V8, automatic
transmission, power steering,
radio, white and
red interior. Good
2

'62 COMET

-8, 3 Speed

STWGN

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

'69 CHARGER

CONVERTIBLE

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capital Credit Manager until 9

$395

'66 FORD STATION WAGON

537-193Q.,

$53.20 Tax Included;

Back

$595

teenager

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

Used machine in stylish cabinet. Does everything without
attachments.

shift.
stick
spe-

cial

Green 8 white. For the "large"
family or small

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4'

1969 Singer Zig Zag

school

67 MUSTANG

$1595

4 dr., red with red interior, 6
cylinder,

$495

'66 DART

2 dr.. hard top, V.8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

'64 FALCON

to

Huge discounts. 824 7353. Distr.

$695

sold at

'62 VOLKSWAGEN BUS

Radio, overhead heater, delux
interior
$495

4 Door Automatic

'67 CUTLASS

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

shift, sharp

'62 CHEVROLET

Automatic trans.

$1595

V.8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

3/4

'67 CAMERO

'66 DART GT

$1795

'67 L.T.D.

$50. 773-0304 after 6.

Gas range 42", good cond. $35;
Mangle 515; Nesco roaster $10.

$595

FACTORY EQUIPMENT.

Dining room table 8 6 chairs, w/
pads 8 leaves. Good condition

'64 FORD PICK-UP
ton, 6 cylinder, standard

Perfect 2nd Car

$1995

$1795

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

'60 GMC PICK-UP
4 speed
$245

'62 TEMPEST

Automatic And

Power

Auto., Fact. Warr.

'68 FORD FAIRLANE COUPE HARDTOP

GOOD CONDITION
865 - 359-4372

392-4247

Coupe,

$1995

2.dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$3082

KENMORE GAS DRYER

$495

'67 GTO

.

guards

SACRIFICE AT...

V-8, Stick Convert

$1995

4 Speed, Wire Wheels

Power Steering with Automatic Transmission.

6 cylinder 2 door hardtop, radio group,
protection group, automatic transmission, vinyl roof, whitewalls, bumper

vinyl roof, white wall tires, stick shift,
full factory warranty must clean our

'63 IMPALA

$1495

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

buckbt seats, with center seat, 318 V13,

$795

$2195

v.8, Automatic Transmission, White Wall Tires, Radio. Heater.

Radio, power steering, wheel covers,

Small Toy white male poodle, no
papers, $45, I small Min. jet
black poodle, female, excel. pedigree, 590. 537 0797

VOLKSWAGEN

'67 TR GT

'66 FORD MUSTANG COUPE

DODGE DART SWINGER

OR

'63

$1795
USED CARS

NEW 1969

NEW '69 CHARGER

golden
obed. trod,

'68 CHEVELLE
Fully Equipped Sport Coupe

akt -:/

'65 FORD GALAXIE "5W7 4 DR. SEDAN

Retriever,

$995

$2295

$1595

/ ---..- zoo. -7

DELIVERY

DODGE
BOYS -

healthy, puppies, gd.
w,children MAKE OFFER. Also
Strong,

AKC.

PLUS

IMMEDIATE

old, 3 males, Please Call after

mole, hsebroken,
good watch dog.
4.6270

i-

MAYERIbK

Young Parakeet, new stand
and cage, $15.
253 6622
DACHSHUNDS, AKC, P weeks

Red Jet Star '88

brakes plus many extra's.

%..._ .. ._....

DODGE

COLLIE PUPS

AKC, Sable & White
253.8108

'64 OLDS

Automatic, power warranty

Automatic transmission

Over- size white wall
tires AM -FM stern radio,
tilt steering wheel, tinted
glass, power steering, power

-!.-...-

'68 CORONET

'68 MUSTANG

$4669

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows-,

\> 1114./ F-----

POODLES, AKC SMALL

2 males, 8 wks.
766 1463

,'
_.

DURING GO SALE
GO

EV ,,,

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

161111

N`

CL 9 2438

---5'E.--'--

$995

$2495

---------'1 $3 5 V V

.-.I 1111".- r
\ .11)

ti\

Pure breed German Shepherd
puppies. 8 weeks old $50 paper

Labrador

r

Auto., Power, Fact. Warr.

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
)1,,
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
morel You can have air conditioning- just a little more.

, ....

TO CHOOSE
FROM

\ ARLINGTON Kid -

Mixed breed puppies for sale, 5

srn

-v

43

2

Old English sheep dog pups,
AKC, champion sired males.
297-7885

trained

''''.-4--..".-----._

.

'65 DART

'68 CHARGER

'"" --., COUNTRY SQUIRE

m''

OVE R

old, $125. 529.5636 after 5 pm.

TERMS, NOBODY

NEW '69 FORD

11...--::-"-iklk\

c=,..-,_

CL -5.0131

males, home raised, 8 weeks

SILLU ION, PRICES,
EVEN COMES CLOSE!

EXAMPLE

Huge Discounts

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES For Sale

weeks old

l
°,-E'it

FOR IMMEDIATE °

budget! !

tO/i

FEMALE

AKC,

Dodge Boys!

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

pies. 4 weeks old. $5.
259.1575

puppies,

The Arlington Park

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

Beautiful part Lab Spaniel pup

Poodle

EVER...

.

Ds?

ALL CARS IN INVENTORY

Black Labrador, 5- mos., AKC;
Gerrnan Short Haired, 8 wks.,

Foy

SAVINGS

-

trade on 26'..2EP_Cruicei
312-355-3634

AKC,
TOY POODLE
MUST SELL. $75.

BIGGEST

1955 FORD V2 TON, Olds engine

CLOSED SUNDAY

I

,'

as.

1-riday, August 22, 1969
1114totorc ydes and Scooters

Hondo 450, low miles Mint condition Must see, $650 or offer.
392-8838

'59 CHEVY, 4 -DR., HDTP.;
STANDARD TRANSMISSION
5100. 537 4493

Mini bike Rupp McCulloch 49C.
Lights, much chrome $200.

1966 Honda "305" Scambler,
top running cond, new paint.
$450 or BEST OFFER 392 0175.

50cc Hondo, excel cond. $125,
troller for sqme, $30 Will separate CL 5 8857 offer 6 pm.
Go Cart, Fox frame 6 H.P., and
Good

condition.,

$125 CL3 2005
1967 Yamaha

1960 Volkswagen. $400.
2670 Craig Drive, Des Plaines
827-2364

'59 Olds Wagon $160.
horse Gilson Tractor -$155
766-6048

112 -Automobiles For Sale

1966 Cutlass convertible. Automatic, power steering, power

'66 Mercedes 230S 4 dr. Sun
new tires, AM/FM
extras. Immoc. cond. $2900.,
392 1636
roof,

brakes. 253-6643 or 253-0597
Chrysler Windsor. Needs
body work. Full power.
Best offer. 537-6736
Olds '66, i'/S, P/B, air cond.,

'58 Plymouth Wagon. A/T, R/H,
snow tires, gd. running cond.
400 N. Fairview, Mt. Prospect.
Corvette '60, red, 2 tops,
mint condition $1800 or best
offer. 392-6433.

259 8581

'67 4-dr. HT Landeau Thunder-

1965 Dodge 4 dr. 6 cyl. Good
tires, ultra clean, Radio, power
steering, auto. trans, low mile.

1964

Pontiac Convert. Good
Reasonable. Call
Condition
392-3473 after 4:30 p.m.

'67 Impala, convertible, MUST
894-5665

'60

$895. 439 9271

'69 Firebird 400 convertible. Air
conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic
trans. For information Call

'69 Plymouth Fury III, 4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, list

cond., full power, leather seats,

JoAnn, 255-7200, Ext. 14

'68

Must sell. '65 Cadillac. Black, full
power, climate control, gar.

post, extras. 392 5315

'65

bird, full power, excel. cond.,

or

widow must sell. 439-171i5
after 6pm 298.6290
'67 Opel Station Wagon w/60
h.p., accessory package includes extra wheels, new studded
snow tires. $1300. 259-9473

Page 27

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

.

'66 Ford Falcon Club Wagon,
seat in back, radio, standard
transmission, good condition.
$1100. 255-0451 ask for Greg.

w.w. tires, Tonneau cover, studded snow tires, low mileage.

motor, sander. 773 0617

66-7
Call

like

'67 White Austin Healy Sprite,

excel. clean; 3 wheel Bansaw

1959 PONTIAC, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, $125
537 0492

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'57

1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU

Convert Good Condition
Being Transfered Call 392-2622

CL 3-2993

Mac engine

112 -Automobiles For Sale

Dodge

Coronet

4

door,

112Autornobles For Sale

.112 -Automobiles For Sale

SEE, low miles, all accessories,

-

good runner. Ne'eds some body
Phone 259 0487
work. $550

kept, low miles. $2100 or best

after 5 P.M.

Ford 1966 Galatiie 500, deluxe,
4 dr., V 8, 392, tinted windows,
P/S, P/B, R/H, I owner, excel.

Ford '68 Country Squire wagon,'
9 pass, A/C, radio, P/B, P/S,
luggage rack, incl. snow tires,
excel. cond., low miles, I owner,

cond. $1250. 437 2623

$2885. 437 1423

wagon, low mileage, excellent
condition $375. 255.5553

1957 Chevy 2 dr. rebuilt 283

65 Bel Air Chevy, .6 cyl., 4-dr.,

Firebird 400, special high
perf. engine, 4 sp., disc brakes,

quad, 3 speed, Hurst, Custom
interior, buckets, mays., chrome
college
reverse. Must sell

standard trans., radio, $780.
537.5518

64 Rambler Classic, 2-dr, 6 cyl.

DELUXE WAGON

bound.

stick, $550 or best offer. Call

o

bent

offer

65 Chevrolet Caprice, all ex

60 MG MAGNETTE. Dark green,
4 dr., 4 speed, gd. cond., leather
interior, economical 2nd car.
$325.439.0784.

FL 9-3212

$500

392 1374 after 6:30

after 4 pm. 537-3097

Chevy '66 Capiice_ 9 pass., 396
H.P., fact. air, P/S; P/B, cruise
cont., load levelers, luggage
rock, many extras,- ex. cond.
$1750 or best offer.

Tempest station

Pontiac

1963

mint

low miles. CL 5.8857 oft. 6 pm.

$3692, sell $2585. 359.2982

offer. 359-6178

Continental,

Lincoln

8. accessories, includes full

tress,

power 6 air cond., like new

tires. $1575. 259 3468 weekends,
after 5 pm weekdays.

180 Electric

Excellent condition
439 1976

ONLY

Honda 125 Scrambler. Exc.
cond Low mile Best offer. Bell

JIMAAIKEY

50 DOWN

500 helmet w/2 face
shields $35

750 L WiTlfNESTHINYARTL-1.4Thli-210

CL 5 3550

CASH or TRADE 36 Month to pay!

112 -Automobiles For Sale

We Buy Used Carsl
Arlington Motors Inc.
CL 3 2707

'64 Falcon cony 6 cyl stick, dk.
gr,/wh top, good cond $550.

OFFICIAL

.41=IM,

$»22'_Per
Month

894 8923

'63 VW, radio sun roof, excel
lent condition $650
299 0362 offer 4 30 i'M..
Pontiac 1964, Catalina, 2 dr.
HT, auto trans excel mechani
cal cond $750 359 2719
1963 FORD STATION WAGON,

like new tires, clean, $475.
894 2695

61 Falcon 4 dr auto.,
best offer

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

automatic
owner -blue

'68 Chrysler New Port 4 dr. Se.
clan, power steering Asking
$2350 837 9122

1962 VW sunroof, radio, new

Mustang

6

cyl

manual

V8,

'64 BUICK

ing 8 power brakes,
white

Jim Aikey

$1722

(1) Cash Price $519.23
(Tax 820.771
$540.00
(2) Lou: Cash Down Payment

The Price Fixture

Air cond

tires $600 Eves CL 5 2056

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

529-7070

'64 RENAULT Douph AT, Radio,

Heater, Ex Cond $700 or best

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

hone 541 2656
1960 Chevy, 6 cyl , stick
shift, $125
358 1153

$50.00
(3) Trade-in
(41 Total Down Payment
$50.00
(5) Unpaid Gal. of Cash Price
$490.00
(6)01hor Chargost
Title Fors $11.00
License Transfer $2.00
Total Other Charges $10.00
(7) Amount Financed $500.00
(I) Finance Charge $119.92
(9) Total of Payments $619.92
(101 Deferred Payment prix.

Monday
&Thursday
Till
10 P.M.

CHEVROLET

'64 Chevy Impala 2 door hard
top Std Trans, Radio W/W

condition, 439 1976

'65 FAIRLANE

hardtop, V8

(1,6.1) $419.92
Annual Percent late 14.53%

CHEVY
dr., hardtop, V8,
automatic, pow eeeee er4

ing, turboglide gold,
black vinyl roof

'68 GTO

MUSTANG

4 speed, 2 dr., hardtop, burgundy, black

Stick -6, white

interior

'68 FORD XL

'67 FORD
VAN

2

Fastback, bucket console, V8, automatic,
power steering

Windows -automat
blue 8 white

'68 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT

'67
VOLKSWAGEN

side walls.

Fastback, red like new

hardtop, V8 automatic, blue, white

$3444

(1) Csrsh Print 0990.46
(Tax $49.521$1,040.00
(2) less: Cash Dawn Payment
$50.00
(3) Trade In
(4) Tilt0I Deb,, Payment
350.00 ,
(5) Unpaid Bal. Of Cash Price
$990 00
(6) Other Charges:
Tide Fees $0.00
License Transfer $2.00
Totol ether charges $10.00
(7) Amount Financed
$1,000.00
(11) Finance Chary. $239.04
(9) Total ef Payment
$1,239.04
(101 Deferred Pay Prke

(1,6,1101,209.14
Annual Pct. late 14.55%

dr.,

4

dr.,

2

Per Month

'68 IMPALA

'66

'66 FORD

'63 OLDS
automatic,powersteer-

OPEN

1960 Chevrolet 2 Dr Biscayne,
original owner, good running

SQUIRE
4 passenger, V8 automatic, power steering

power steering, white

dr.,

$86'°

automatic, red

'64

dr., hardtop, V8 automatic, blue, white
side walls

4

DICK WICKSTROM

$1695 392 1279

Fastback, white

COUNTRY

4 dr., V8, automatic,

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1967 Chevy convert.
P/S, P/B, low mileage 2nd car.

'67 CORVAIR
MONZA

ior

827 3175

offer

passenger,

4

trans Jade Green $800 or best
offer 529 3634
FOR SALE

VOLKSWAGEN

SEDAN

on all 1969's

1959 DESOTO ADVENTURER

Per Month

COUNTRY

HUGE DISCOUNTS

'66 Chevelle Malibu, V-8, auto.,
6pm 956 1969

1

automatic,powersteer.
Mg, black 8 red inter-

1965 MGB Roadster radio, excellent condition $1500 or best
offer 537 7562

Per Month

'63 FORD

tires, $500, or best offer.
299-6940

P/S, good cond, $1050. After

dr.,

-$3444 _$5166
.66

'63 FORD
2

299 1276

'66

OfS PLAINES

IN

beige,

block

vinyl roof, VB, automatic, -power steering,

power brakes, factory
air

$861°

$5166

( 1 ) Cash Price $2419.05

(I) Cash Prise $1462.67
(Tax $77.33) $1540.00
(2)14ss Cash Down Payrnni

(Ta 012095) $2540.00

$5000

(31 Trade in
(41 Total Down Payment

(21 Less: Cash Down Payment

$50.00

. (31 Trade In
(4) Total Dawn Payment
$50.00

$50.00
Unpaid Dal. of Cash Price
$2490.00

(5) Unpaid Islam, of Cash

(61 Other Charges:
Title Foes $0.00
License Tronsfer $2.00
Total Other Charges

Price $1490.00
(6) Other Charges
Tide Foos $5.00
Ikons* Transfer $2.00
Total Other Charges
$10.00
(7) Amount Financed
$1300.00

$10.00
Ill Amount Finarovrd
$2500.00
(8) Finance Charge $599.60
(91 Total of Payment
$3099.60
(10) Deferred Pay Price

(11) fleas.. Chani $355.76
(91 Total al Payment 011154.76
(10) Defend Pay Prise

(1,44153149.60

(1,6,1,) $1901.76
Annual Pct. late 14.35%

Annual Pct gate 14.55%

OPEN SUNDAYS

IS

MAKING ROOM FO

70 MO J r ELS

FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL AMBASSADORS & JAVELINS
NEW

NEW

969

1969

AMBASSADOR
AIR CONDITIONED

The car
car with the sporty look for economical price. This

See the all new Ambassador with four doors, Factory

car has a V-8 engine with automatic transmission,
power steering, radio, white wall tires, visibil-

Air Conditioned, Power Steering, plus many other
extras. Get the Bonnie Low Price with big trade-in price!

$2

w

JAVELIN

995

CLEARANCE
SPECIAL

ity group, vinyl roof, full wheel covers, plus American
Motors standard factory equipment. Hurry in today
while the selection is the greatest.

$2871.90

NOW IN STOCK

OPN

1MME 'ATE DELIVERY
NMI

" YOU TAKE
THE HIGH ROAD (RTE. 14)

vi

,
"Got No Carrr?"
Give Us A Call
We'll Pick You Up!
358-5745

WE'LL TAKE THE

LOW ROAD (LOWER PRICES)."
Ask For
McTavish

RTE 83

Authorized Dealer

"Your Pal.... In Palatine"
500 E. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE, ILL 358-5745

RTE 53
is.BONNIE MOTORS

AMERICAN
MOTORS

11 mile Northwest of Arlington Park Race Track on Northwest Highway.)
Hours: Mon. Thru. Fri. 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5

and receive

FREE
A MINI
TRANSITOR RADIO
OR TRAVEL TRAY.

While Supplies Last.

THE DAY

Tile: Up from the Mire
Some 250 centuries ago a
ca eman took riverbank clay...
pressed it into shape, baked it
in the sun and made the first

pras-WiFused to say, to keep up

with the Joneses.
Problems most frequently
arise, curiously enough, with a

ohui the first bathroom was

consti tictid t:Ionicu me---tve__-tweerr2-7111-Vid 15(8) B C.. accord mg to \ anous estimates),
but it is k 110N n that many,
Greek Eg\ ptian and Babylonian forerunners of the mod n bathroom made extensive

sudden increase in the family

income. "We had no money
problems when we had less
money" is a common defense

of couples bewildered by the
Financial mess they are in.

AT MODEST income levthe most frequent provoker of financial troubles is
the man and hks automobile.
The family is kept in constant
hot water while he makes the
automobile the symbol of

use of ceramic tile on walls.
flooi s and even ceilings, according to the Tile ( ouncil of
kmerica

I IIRM (.11

111E

els,

cen-

times cu antic. tile built up a
it putatton as the ideal bath In fact.
loom surfacing

his self-respect.

notes the C mina today cebathioom tilt

known financial advisor, the
woman is oftenmore responsible for provoking the financial difficulty. Usually, it relates to feathering a new and

I'iacticalls has always been
tlit. 'Mint reason for ceramic
tiles pollutants in the bath loom It Lan turn walls and

moisture-

ploot surfaces which s espec kills important around tubs
and shots cis and it requires no
special Lai e or attention to
kccp a clean and sanitary.

But things ale changing, in-

cluding bathrioni design. No
longer do Lonstntion and tra-

dition

dictatc

the

schcmes dcLor, of our batha

sites

uate study during which they

On motoring vacations, the

family can save money by

breakfasting and lunching en route. When the meal is eaten
in the car, give each person a
little lap board made of Masonite !,i4" Tempered Presdwood
fitted with quarter -inch half round stops to keep dishes or.

and

shapes than ever before. And,

through modern technology,
methods and materials have.

install tile virtually anywhere
and everywhere in a bathroom.

Tray

.

meets a bathroom 5 functional
needs and at the same time.
pet nuts complete freedom of
design the File Council says.
available in more colors color combinations, detextures

portions of both those qualities in construction through the extensive use of ceramic tile. "The tube enclosure wall at left was turned
into an accent wall with ceramic mosaic tiks that contrast with the
light gray tones of the glazed wall tile on the other enclosure wall
and the ceramic mosaics in the recessed hook and utility shelf and
on the tub and floor.

easier, quicker, better and less
expensive than ever before to

neee-found popuai ite since it is one of the very,
materials available that
loos

signs

better nest.
Perhaps after years of grad-

been developed that make it

rooms And ceramic tile is en 105 nig

A truly beautiful bath is one that is just as functional as it is
aesthetically pleasing. This one, for example, was given ample

color

food from sliding off. In the
size 12)(18 inches, the boards
require little storage room.

"Suburban Migration

encouraged to make purchases with little or nothing conso

that_The-fulrimpact of what

apartment builders because if
offers the most comfort and is

With hydronics, hot water is
used for heating and chilled
water for cooling, making it a
compatible, comfortable sys-

the most practical to install.

tem all year long.

There is a new skyline in heating industry, cites the long
Apartment houses preference for hydronics by

they arc doing is delayed.

suburbia.

When a family reaches a are leaving the cities and going
higher -income bracket, the to the country.
man again is more likely to
The exodus from the cities
bring on the crisis. With a

$30,000 salary comes the im- has brought a startling change
pulse to join a country club to the suburbs. No part of the
and a downtown eating club. country has felt a greater imHe must be successful not only pact in population than suburto his associates and neighbors ban communities. To accombut to his family as well; he modate all of the new suburmore readily gives in to the de- banites, builders are putting up
sires of his children so that large apartment() house com-_
----- they may look good with their plexes.
The tenants of these apartpeers.

Crystal

Lake Estates

Quality Controlled Homes"

ment houses are either very

The apparent windfall of a
$5,000 increase 'in salary becomes instead a tornado that
sweeps the family into financial tragedy.

young or at the retirement age.
The young people are the socalled "swinging -singles" and

newly married couples. Both
age groups have some things in

In the middle -income levels,
according to a nationally

ramic ulc is often referred to as

floors into totall \

There is a status in our
society connected with the
things that money buys. Here-

in lies danger for the family willing tozo...all-oaTO be "in"

piece of ceramic tile
It is not know precisely

Apartments
Part of
,

Do You Buy For Status?

Friday. August 22, 1969

Page 28

survived on her wages and his
odd -job earnings, they seek to
buy a home as he acquires his

firt full-time job. Or the husband makes a shift of employers or receives a new assignment that means a big jump in

"THE THING explodes so common, primarily free time.
APARTSUBURBAN
fast. this move to a different
enviroment and new status," MENTS offer many convenience features which arc al-

our expert says, "that the family is almost completely unaware, or chooses to ignore, its

financial plight."
A curious thing about the final stage as families go under,
our counselor notes, is that, it
is usually accompanied by "a
whopper of a spending spree, a
final fling that families take

Unit #3 Now Open
Ranches
Split -Levels
Georgians

most impossible to find in city
apartments, things like ample
parking facilities and outdoor
swimming pools. On the other

Paved Streets
Top Rated School Districts
3-4-5 Bedrooms
Sensible Tax Rates

hand, according to the Chi-

Half acre wooded and unwooded lots available.
Select your future homesite now.

cago Better Heating -Cooling
Council, the suburban apart-

ment will retain the comfort
features which are offered in
metropolitan luxury
most
apartments, and that is bydronic heating and, in many

even when they know they
have made appointments to
come in and talk with us."
Other experts refer to it as

$33,900 and up

cases, coolin.

The Council, the area's in-

pay.

"the spending climax" When

people give final comfort to

formation center of the hy-

NOW THE HOUSE in the
suburbs is within range. With

their wounded egos.

dronic

From $1500 down

U.S. 14 Northwest toil'. 31.. 1 Mile N. on III. 31

Crystal Lake Estates, Inc.

Phone (815)159-2130

(modern hot water)'

it.411.+1,41.11.1146416416.1641146411411414.641114646.0414.41÷10........404,0*****40......164114,

its purchase comes a need for
more and better furniture,
then new draperies, next car-

.

-...i,r

id. :el

i'

4,

'

peting to go along with the
draperies. The location is re-

hardboard
odor -free
The
cleans with a clamp cloth. The

boards can double, too, for
children's games and for letter
writing or sketching.

public transfrom
portation and a car is needed.
Lawnmowers and garden tools
must be acquired.
Everywhere, the couple are
mote

4.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
3 bedroom brick ranch with full basement, 2i/2 car

You've been
sending your

Beautiful Hasbrook features this all brick 3 bedroom
ranch, 2 full baths, carpeting throughout. Priced to
sell at

garage, large sunny kitchen. New carpeting and all
appliances included.

$25,900

TOP LOCATION. $35,900

friends to us
for years, . .

I
aied we qtyreti.ede

ASSUMABLE MORTGAGE
AVAILABLE NOW
Beauty plus in this 3 bedroom ranch, 2 full baths,
fireplace in living room, large kitchen, family room
combination, 2 -car garage. Walk to schools, park

PALATINE
Maintenance free, all brick 3 flat in excellent condition. Walk to trains, shopping, and schools.

$60,000

and shopping center.

INCOIWORATED

$34,500

Invest in happiness

259-1500

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU SOUR

101 N. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights

Z

OPEN 9 to 9

MOUNT INIOSPECT

NOON AININGTON MONIS

cis Sit

39; 1160

SOUTH 4RUNOIT1314NEIONtS

Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

."C.11'17i09

PETERS
company
REALTORS

Make all your
ew home d ea ---s come true, faster.
New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account

at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -51A% Guaranteed Interest on

savings certificates (Bell even offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden

Ala

Guaranteed
Interest
on Savings Certificates.
Only 51000 Minimum Deposit, Choose
-month to 5 -year maturities... r" --k

1

A6

iii

0

0

416

Bonus Passbook account and 43/4% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too.
Build your tomorrows with Bell, today.

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

In the heart of Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,

Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6-1000

Warman Lone Democrat In Congressional Race
By Richard Crabb

Three members of the Illinois House are involved in

Edward
A.
Warman of Skokie is unop-

the 13th District congressional
race. The others are Represen-

State

Rep.

tatiVes . Alan R. Johnston of
Kenilworth and Eugene F.
Arlington
of
Schlickman

posed for the Democratic party's nomination_ for Congress
in the Oct. 7 special primary in
the 13th District to select a
successor to Donald Rumsfeld
who resigned to become an assistant to President Nixon.
Warman, one of three mem-

would have to
meet if I were to support an income tax for Illinois in 1969.

"The conditions were not
met and I could not in good

Asked to explain his "no"

Representatives elected from

vote, Warman told The Day,

the 4th District --made up of
Maine and Niles townships-serving his third term in the

"I am not philosophically

Warman said that his first

opposed to a tax based on in-

condition was - a- simple one.

come and I do support the concept. At the time Gov. Richard

All available money would

General Assembly.

group of Democrats and Republicans in the Legislature
tired repeatedly and unsuc-

man.

his own so that in total there

conscience vote the evenutal
comprise of 4 per cent on corporate income and 21/2 per
cent on individual incomes."

measure.

bers of the Illinois House of

"Further, Gov. Ogilvie ac-

we must. I feel that to tax more
than is needed in these times of
severe infla,*ln is unreason-

cepted practically all of the
programs and budgets of the
prior Democratic administration, some of which I opposed when they were originally introduced; and then
Ogilvie superimposed many of

cumstances

Republicans.
Heights,
Schlickman
and
Johnston
voted for the state income tax.
Warman voted against the

money in one year".
Warman pointed out that a

said.

which the final bill and cir-

both

he

"This was not done,"

B. Ogilvie called for an income
tax of 4 per cent on both individual and corporate incomes.
I set down certain conditions

" said War-

others

On national matters War-

with at-honie education pro-

Warman then charged that
Ogilvie was asking for more

thinks t he Safeguard(AiB Antisysballistic -Missile
tem is unwise and that the
phasis should be_ on -solving
pressing domestic problems
with special emphasis on curb-

able and

cessfully to cut the governor's

Along with

budget.

additional tax money than was
actually needed to fund the
record state budget.

Tbe Proi4pert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in mid

60s. Tomorrow: Fair and

history. The American

people have already detected
sufficient, waste of our resources in the Vietnam mess,"
said Warman.
"I favor helping ourselves

was a 45 per cent. increase in
"The truth is that no one
the state budget for 1969. Can
knows for sure how much
you imagine a 45 per cent inmoney the new income tax w11L-crease in one year? You'd fire
produce, L hold to-theidea that
your plant manager,. chastise
your wife or defy anyoricelse----- --we -1;yd levy as little as we need
and raise more money later if
who asked-for-thalihuch more

have to be utilized first.

our,

now. We especially

grams

need to protect ourselves front

the

inflation. Govspending programs
must- be more than slowed. -

ernment

They -have to-be-cift, and these
cuts must be reflected in tax re-

ing

lief, not in 1972, but imme-

1.111e ABM program just
voted by Congress may be the

diately. Then we will sec prog-

most costly white elephant in

flation," said Warman.

ress

in our fight against in-

ap

Telephone
255-44(1(1

continued 55 -arm.
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Advance
Housing

Project

Board Voice, Fulle

4

A charge that the Cook

By Ted Lacey
AIL

tion agreement for Kenroy's
S25 million luxury housing
Kenroy officials
and Mount Prospect Acting
by

Village Manager John Zim-

mermann Friday failed to find
reasons for further delay.
Kenroy, Inc.. officials asked

square miles of space," Fulle

is
"grossly malapportioned" and the suburban area
under -represent"woefully

said.

A

r

days when the present Illinois
constitution was adopted and
when the bulk of decisions ap-

plied to the fast-growing city
of Chicago.
"But it's no longer adequate
under today's changed condiNo! She's not judging a flower show. Seven year old Anita Wright Is waiting to go to the circus.

Randhurst held its seventh anniversary last week and a circus for celebration. Anita is from
College Corner, Ohio and is staying with Mr. and Mm. W. C. Butler, 314 Wilkins, Des Plaines.

Village Board to Study
`Recapture' Ordinance

HUNTINGTON Estates is
to be built as a planned unit
development. As such it will
have several different zoning
uses built under one special
zoning ordinance.
Of the 78 acres, 63 are to be
developed with residences.

THE SITE will also accommodate two office buildings, a
area, two restaurants. a 120 -unit motel, a lake
and recreational facilities.
Building the entire project is

shopping

exriected to take four or five
years.

Kenroy Atty. Buckley said
in one of the many past hearings that Huntington Estates

should add $12.5 million to the
village in assessed evaluation.
substantially broadening its

tax base. In fact as far as tax
goes, the project will be as big a
plus to Mount Prospect as

Randhurst Shopping Center,
he said.

At the onset of the planning
stage. Kenroy petitioned Des
Plaines for annexation. There
was a struggle between Des

Plaines and Mount Prospect
for the privilege of annexing
the project site, involving legal
action.
There is still a pending law

suit against Mount 'Prospect
by Des Plaines concerning a

up to the area if he ever devel
ops the strip.

By Ted Lacey

The Mount Prospect Vil-

OF THE Two

lage Board will have to choose

members

between two conflicting

reit de-

Kaplan -Braun

Builders

developing the land south of
Lincoln, west of Meier, with
homes, but a strip of land divided into nine lots which the
company does not own inter-

.

venes between two sections of
the project.
Richard Braun, represent-

-

village board's public
works committee last Wednes-

Richard Braun

day to recommend the village
hoard pass a recapture ordinance requiring the owner of

the intervening strip of land to

pay a portion of the cost of
running underground utilities

waranto" suit to determine
whether Mount Prospect has
the authority to :nines the
land.

That suit is not expected to
delay work on the main project.

laid at great expense up to the
Kaplan -Braun development.
Braun first asked for the ordinance May 21, but there was
some question as to the legality
ion was then requested of mu-

nicipal law expert Atty. Jack
Siegel.

A letter from Siegel read at
(Continued on page 2)

Coming In On A Wing
And A Prayer - - Maybe
If bad weather and mechanical failure
stay out of the way of Buren F. Herod.

ty, Des Plaines filed -a "quo

itary sewer and water main

of such a move. A legal opin-

ing the building firm, asked

By Keith Brown

pect annexed the same proper-

Braun said S9.000 would be
a fair share for the owner of the
strip to pay for the privilege of
tying into the storm sewer, san-

-441

claims to have annexed the

property. After Mount Pros-

committee
Trustee

it.

is

the

present,

Daniel Ahern, voted against
the recapture ordinance and
Trustee Jack Kilroy voted for

commendations when
cides whether to require future
users of Kaplan -Braun utilities
to pay a share of the present
cost of installation.

9 -acre parcel of land south of
the 78 -acre site. Des Plaines

smaller parcel. known as the
Dawnfresh Mushroom Farm

or responsible to the voters.

"NOT A SINGLE commissioner from Chicago has to put
his or her voting record on the
line for approval or disapproval of citizens whose
lives they affect the most,"
Fulle asserted.

tions. The population growth
is occurring solely in the suburban area, which consists of

he may be home in Mount Prospect Thursday.
Generally speaking, modern aircraft
can fly through or over most storms,

buy Herod is flying from California in a
1928 airplane he purchased just after hiS

discharge from the Navy a few months
ago.

He took off Saturday morning from

Meadowlark Field, 126 miles south of
Los Angeles) but ran into had weather and
mechanical trouble and was tarced to set
down in Kerney. Ariz.

He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Buren
C. Herod of 215 Pine, Mount Prospect.

Herod said that if weather conditions
prevail and the antique aircraft stays up
his son will land at Mitchell Field, Lombard (on Illinois 53) sometime Thursday..
Buren, (Bud) is a 1964 graduate of Prospect High School, while his 1928 airplane
is almost an alumni of Kittyhawk.

Judge Orders
Supervision
tenced to six-month court supervision terms Thursday in
Mount Prospect Circuit
Court.
Jeanne Tomasello, 18, of
Chicago was arrested Aug. 4 at

the Carson Pirie Scott depart-

ment store. Janice Bourbon,
18, of 504 N. Harvard, Mount
Prospect was arrested Aug. 9

at Carson's. And Michael J.

level

required

to

large field, money has become
exceptionally important
an

factor in helping to set one
candidate apart from the others," Roe explained.

"THIS IS a difficult thing
the face of an excellent grass=
roots response to our campaign. But I cannot let my supporters continue to undergo

this grueling struggle when it

efforts cannot be enough to
withdrawing in favor of any

three will be discharged if they are not arrested

again in the six-month period.
Non.i of the three had prior arrest records.

A

ten -year -old
sprayed with an

boy

was

ternoon by an assailant, police

reported, as the boy stood at
the corner of Busse and
George, Mount Prospect.

Mark Brown, 6 S. George,
Mount Prospect, told police
that a car occupied by three
males. 19 or 20, stopped by
him and asked for directions to

Mount Prospect Road. As he
was answering, he was sprayed

with an unknown liquid held
to

Dr.

Donald Kozil, 940 Lee, Des
Plaines for treatment, police
said. Dr. Kozil told police that
he found some acidic material
in Mark's eyes which he
cleaned out.

Roe added that he is not

cago and a part of the suburbs.

that has to be done because it
would still leave Chicago commissioners in control of the fu-

certainly

ture destiny of the suburbs,"
Fulle pointed out.

"WHAT WE NEED is

a

1

"This might not he the ideal

or ultimate solution, but it's
an

improvement

over the present method of
electing commissioners and is
one I will suggest for consid-

new system of electing com- eration to the Constitutional
missioners that takes in ac-

count (I) population (2) the
fact the majority of decisions
affect the suburbs and (3) the

Convention.

"It also would give

resi-

dents of each district a specific

representative to whom they

fact the suburban area is three can turn in case of problems,
times larger than Chicago and which would be an improveeventually will have a larger ment over the present at -large
method of electing commispopulation."
This might be done, Fulle sioners," said Fulle.

of the Office of Economic Opportunity.
Roe consulted with Rumsannouncing his
candidacy. Many of the Rumsfeld

before

feld campaign team including
Rutnsfeld's 1968 campaign
manager, later joined Roe.
The old Rumsfeld team,
however, has been divided be-

tween Roe and other candidates, particularly Rep. Alan

Johnston of Kenilworth
and Samuel H. Young of Glenview.
The financial support always available to Rumsfeld
has been dispersed and divided
R.

to a greater degree than Roe
had hoped. Roe is the second
major GOP candidate to leave
the campaign.

At the time Brian Duff of

Wilmette quit the campaign

late in June; it was said that
Roe would also leave the race

after he failed to get any organizational backing in New
(Continued on page 2)

SIMON

SUBUIla
SAYS
if you think miniskirts are creating a problem, don't worry
too much. If they go any higher the problem will he eliminated.

other candidate.

"The campaign has been
the most stimulating and enlightening experience of my
life, and I ant very glad that I
had the opportunity to run for
this important office. I still believe that public service is one

resident took a leave of ab-

unknown
acidic liquid last Saturday

in a plastic container.
Mark was taken

offset our lack of big money."

of the highest callings a man
can have, and definitely plan
to stay involved in public and
political life."
The 33 -year -old Glenview

Boy Sprayed
With Chemical

trict taking in a part of Chi-

portionment won't do the job

has become so clear that their

tine, was arrested Aug. 9 at the
Montgomery Ward department store.

said the

by
considering
Cook County as half a pie and
dividing the county into 15
pie -shaped districts starting at
Lake Michigan, with each dissuggested,

to have to admit about the po-

litical process, particularly in

Gale, 19, of 244 Smith, Pala-

All three arrests, reportedly
involved the theft of clothing.
Magistrate Leroy Winer

from the suburban area.
"But even this type of reap-

13th

"Because of the unusually

at Randhurst stores, were sen-

precept

District, today an- soon.
nounced his withdrawal from
the race.
ROE IS A friend of Donald
Roe said, "It has become in- Rumsfeld, former 13th Discreasingly clear to me that I trict Congressman who resigncannot meet the tremendous ed in May to become director
the

several candidates who are so
generously financed.

rested on shoplifting charges

one -vote

were to he followed, Chicago
would be entitled to nine commissioners with six coming

David A. Roe, one of 11 Newspapers to campaign for
candidates for the Republican the congressional seat. He will
nomination for Congress from he resuming his duties there

compete effectively with the

Three persons, who were ar-

one-man,

David Roe Quits Race
For 13th District Seat
financial

is expected Sept. 9.

the rest will be apartments.

been

fine in the horse and buggy

ironed out in a public works

fect only the suburban area

He predicted that the 1970
census will show Chicago has
are elected from the city .of some 60 per cent of the counChicago and five from the sub -- ty's population and the stibur:
urban area, Fulle, a suburban ban area 40 per cent.
This would mean that, if the
commissioner, told a group of
businessmen at a luncheon at
the Diplomat restaurant, Central and Fullerton, Chicago.

"THIS MAY have

-;

Last Wednesday, a problem
regarding the main sewer was

There will be. according to
latest plans, a total of 1.448
dwelling units. Of these,, 79
units will be townhouses and

method of electing

area."
Cook County is governed by
15 commissioners, 10 of whom

since getting this far has taken
almost two years.

committee meeting.
In Friday's informal sesslob, the mechanics for charging for the use of metered village water for the development
were established also Zimmermann said.
Final approval otThll factors

where they aren't answerable

commissioners is "unfair, inadequate and virtually disenfranchises the several million residents of the suburban

Rte. 83. south of Golf Rd..

President Roy Gottlieb found
the finished draft of the pre annexation agreement acceptable enough to send on to the
judiciary committee Wednesday for a recommendation of
approval to the village board.

T. Fulle of Des Plaines.
Fulle said he will appear bepresent

acre Huntington Estates project on the west side of Illinois

'Zimmermann and Kenroy
Atty. John Bickley and Vice

ed" was leveled this week by
County Commissioner Floyd

"Significantly, some 90 per
cent or more of the decisions
made by the Chicago -dominated county -board today af-

fore the Illinois Constitutional
Convention to testify how the

village officials last Tuesday to
try to expedite the last few
before the
steps necessary
building can begin on the 78 -

730 of Cook County's 956

County board of commissioners

A perusal of a pre -annexaproject
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sence from his position as publisher of the 10 Hollister

Con -Con Candidates
At lit. Prospect Club
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of
Arlington Heights and William R. Engelhardt of Inverness, 2 of the 16 candidates

in the northwest suburbs for
seats in the constitutional con-

vention to open Dec. 8, will
speak

this

evening

at

the

Mount Prospect Country

Meettttgs
Tonight <-;
District 59 School
Board, 2400 S. Arlington
Heights Rd., Arlington
Heights, 7:30 p.m.
Pr aspect Heights Park

Board, John Muir School,
7:30 p.m.
River Trails Park Board,
E.
Kensington,
1800
Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.

D is tr ic t 214 School
Board, 799 W. Kensington,
Mount Prospect, 8 p.m.

Club.
Sponsor of the 8 p.m. public
meeting is the Elk Grove
Township Republican Organization.

endorsement,

of both talent
and thought --essential qualifications in drafting the framework of gOvernment.In the Sept. 23 con -con
primary 4 of the 16 candidates
cross-section

in the northwest suburbs will
be chosen to run in the Nov. 18

special general election.

Gripe
Of The

dience may question and discuss issues with the candidates.

Day

Both Mrs. Macdonald and
able in the 3d Senatorial District, by the Cook County Republican Central Committee.

IN ANNOUNCING the

J.

"Those 38 candidates in the
county endorsed represent a

AFTER SHORT talks by
Mrs. Macdonald and Engelhardt, members of the au-

Engelhardt have been endorsed for the two seats avail-

Edmund

Kucharski, Cook County Central Committee chairman said:

'

".1

To feel like seeing a mov-

ie and find there aren't any
for Lids my age.
B.S.

inn Davidson Seeks
3d Dist. Con-COn Seat
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i dren, Dress Up or Parade

in the general election Nov. Legislature very wisely provided for nonpartisian elec18.
In the general election the tion. I hope the voters will

Winn C. Davidson, 649 N.
Clark Dr., Palatine, is a candi-

date for a seat at the constitutional convention
the northwest suburbs.

two persons getting the highest elect nonpartisian delegates so
number of votes will be that the convention will meet
awarded seats at the con- in a constructive atmosphere
and select convention officials
stitutional convention.

from

Davidson is a commercial

loan officer at the First NaStrange costumes were in order yesterday when the Coun-

try Club Terrace Homeowners

primary for
con -con delegates will be held
Sept. 23 in Senatorial District

nual Kiddie Parade. Winners
in the funniest costume division
(left) were Delray Dvoracek, 6

Plaines to Barrington and includes most of the northwest
suburbs. District 3 will send
two delegates to the constitutional convention scheduled to open in Springfield

Emerson and Delnay's brother,

Richard. Eight -year old Vicki

Emerson won

S.

first -place

a

dren.

.

Dec. 8.

prize for the most original cos-

tume. And still mare winners -(below) display their weird at-

DAVIDSON IS one of 16
candidates for the two con-

tire.

DAVIDSON SAID he believes the major need for a new

constitution lies in providing
for changes in governmental
officals and units.
He laid:

"It

which extends from Des

3

E Sunset, Judy Linduska, 803

of 802

Davidson_ is active in community affairs. He is a member
of the Kiwanis and Elks Clubs.
The Davidsons are the parents of five school -age chil-

The special

Association sponsored its an-

Veternick (right)

.on their individual merit."

tional Bank of Des Plaines, he
is active in the American and
Chicago Bar associations.

vention seats from the northwest suburbs. Four of the 16
candidates will be nominated
in the Sept. 23 primary to run

is

apparent that

the

REGARDING HIS can- present system has not kept
didacy and the holding of the pace with suburban areas such
convention,
constitutional
as the 3d District. People are
Davidson told The Day. "It is paying much too high a price
of utmost importance that the
governmental services beconvention be held in a non-' - for
cause of duplicate and inpartisian atmosphere. If most
efficient efforts of so many
candidates arc active in either
governmental units.
political party, the convention
"I would like to see some inwill be polarized into party novative thinking along these
camps as each part vies for lines. This is why I again emcontro of convention machinphasize electing delegates who
ery.

"To avoid this problem the

have no vested interests in the
present system."

'liver Trails Park Board
To Select Contractors

Mathewson Names
Key Campaign Aides

The River Trails Park
Board will meet tonight at

1800 E. Kensington, Mount
Joseph Mathewson of Win-

netka, candidate for the Republican nomination for Congress in the 13th District's Oct.
7
primary
yesterday an-

nounced the appointment of
key aides in the northwest suburbs
Four of those appointed are

in Wheeling Township.

George Burlingame, Arlington Heights village trustee,
and his son, Guy, are to handle
precinct co-ordination
the

work in Wheeling Township.

Mrs Thomas Hanlon of Arlington Heights will be activities chairman in the township.
David Hetke of Arlington
Heights will direct the youth
work for Mathewson in the
township

1 rier 1 ss p Instead, Roe stayed

in the race and intensified his
campaign efforts

ROE HAS BEEN frank

oper of the intervening strip
would be able to sell houses
more cheaply than him because the great cost of bringing
the

utilities up to the area

would not have to be added in.
"His fully improved lot

with his campaign audiences costs would be one half of
about the high financial cost of mine," Braun said. "The man
running for Congress in the across the street would reap a
special election and his own fi-

nancial situation Speaking in
Mount Prospect 10 days ago,
Roe said that the cost in running in the current campaign

bonanza."

Braun admitted that if the
intervening strip is never developed, he will not lose mon-

ey. He will recoup the total
will he between 50 and 75 cost of the utilities in the sale

thousand dollars

"this is money which I do
not have, he said. He ex-

price of the houses he builds.
AHERN SAID that con-

The Prospect Heights Old
Town Sanitary District board
will meet tonight at 7:30 at St.
Alphonsus School,
Wheeling Rd., to

N.

vote

on

whether to seek bids for constuction of a $900,000 sewer
system that would connect
with a Metropolitan Sanitary
District interceptor sewer system.

A vote on such

authorization was scheduled for last

Tuesday, but the three-man
board did not have a quorum
present.

The proposed S3.7 million

sought. Lateral lines from the

paign
In the 10 days since, some of
t h e candidates, especially
Johnston. Rep. Eugene
Arlington
of
Schlickman

above

expendures

any

pre-

vious level
Six weeks of the campaign

remain The primary is scheduled for Oct 7. The special
general election is scheduled

AND

41.1°

''''' I,..

..,,I., co., ...

,,,,,

lolling

lhan2.u.1 n

Southland Shopping C

the First

National Bank of

Mount Prospect, it is felt that
the additional $4,500 required
"is not excessive," according
to Weiss.

The board hopes to be able
to gain aother loan of $5,000
from the same source.
Weiss said yesterday that he
expected that the project
would be started within the
next three weeks.

The initial savings alone of
connecting with the Old Town
District system is estimated at
$10,000. Connection to the
Heights
system
Arlington
require a more exlift station arrangement, and there would be con.y,ould

pensive

tinuing operating costs to be

The new facility, and the ad-

ditional parking space it will

provide in the down -town
shopping area, were applauded

by merchants and Chamber of
Commerce officials Aug. 6
when the board gave its initial
approval to the plan.

Because II existing parking
spaces on Maple will be lost to
a driveway when the facility is

built, the hank will provide
public parking for 27 cars at
all times.

district

ARLINGTON PARK
America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!
Keep cool-ell Interlace estegtildlit 611,606d11106641
PostParaile: Moo. Ifiru MKS. 2*0, Fri. R%i, Sal. and Hot. 1:10 P.M.

Quinellas Perfecta
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course
Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tr! -State
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9.2500

(District 23).
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PETS
"Your Pet Will Find
a Friend in Us!"

Fine art.

for homeoffice,p lant.

PH:

394-3083

Evergreen Shopping Center
Arlington Heights, Ill. '

Bird & Small Animal Boarding!
SORRY NO CATS OR DOGS/

PH:

255-4434

1612 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, III.

4
4

arlington \ark towers

a you moue

PH. 392-2228
Classes start Sept. 1st!
Limited Class Sizes

':tanning, Intermediate,

expected approval this week.

the school

year loan of that amount with

meeting.

contemplated, until next summer, when a permanent connection could be made to the
Old Town District system,
should both projects gain the

born by

106 S. Maple.

While the board hoped to
keep the project's cost down to
$80,000, and negotiated a 10 -

The official action will be-

e;'

:7.

KASSEL STUDIOS

Advanced, & Professional.

is

''

255-4535

3427 Kimball Road

acirng *olvadows Ill.

'''''''''''

3427 Kircholl Rd.
Rolling Meadows, ill

ETCHINGS
CUSTOM FRAMING

PRE-SCHOOL

Arlington Heights system

OMEOWNERS POI.ICY

ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
ORIGINAL GRAPHICS

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN

the new system, as only a temporary sewer connection to the

$15,000 toward the expected
$17,000 cost of widening
Maple four feet on each side,
needed to accommodate the
increased traffic coming from
the drive -up facility.
Eventually bank officials
expect to expand the facility to
include 107 S. Emerson and

SERVICES; I

MELVIN A. DAHL

4.

REGISTER NOW
FOR FALL SESSIONS

MSD project.
The nearly completed Eisenhower school near Elm and
MCDonald would benefit from

pay

bids during the past two weeks.

taken at the next village board

mittee is expected to recom-

L71::rtttrs.T:n..1

253-4130

Directed by

district will stay "about one
month" ahead of the larger

also

reviewing and checking all

r

mend that construction bids he

"Call Dahl!"

Phone:

Sharon Kassel

once construction starts his

The bank will

tonight. The board's
building committee has been
made

board's engineering com-

TRAVEL
Sunday by Appointment

OF DANCE

RICHARD SCHULD,

board president of the Old
Town District, has said that

project, ranging from a low of

Nimmir

BEEMACK WORLD

\

interceptor.

THOMAS RECTOR, park
district president, said he felt
confident that a final decision

on the contractors could be

Six bids were accepted from
general contractors for the

THESE FINE STORES

imp'

for Nov 25

Old Town Sanitary District
system would "tic into" this

$59,874 to a high of $74,685.

Hai you TRIED '

,r3
A

Heights and Joseph Mathewson of Winnetka, have raised
the campaign tempo and the

2

411

one dollar each to my cam-

Braun said "it will be profit," but that it is only fair.

nance that will accomplish the
rezoning of lots at 109 and 11 I
S. Emerson and 108, 110 and
112 S. Maple.

I

Hearing Slated Tonight
On $900,000 Sewer Plan

MSD interceptor system plans
arc due for review by the MSD
board on Thursday. That

ey was yet to be raised. He said

Last Tuesday the village
board gave the first of two re-

quired readings of the ordi-

sequently, if the recapture ordinance were passed and the
further that what he like most strip eventually developed, the
would he to have 50,000 citi- $9,000 "would be gravy for
zens in the district contribute you."
plained that much of the mon-

The rezoning of several residential lots for a drive -up facility for the Mount Prospect
State Bank is half complete.

r
4..

parking area.

Rezoning for Drive -up
Bank Now Half Complete

1..

Board
To Study
Confirmed from Page I )
inmeeting

If the lowest bids are accept-

r

Robert W. McLallen of Elk
Grove Village will co-ordinate
Mathewson meetings to be
held in Elk Grove Village.

Utilities

. J

I

campaign.

dicated that a recapture ordinance "is permissible legally."
BRAUN SAID that without
the ordinance, a future devel-

(Connimed Pont Page 11

s..sr Casa

.

Wednesday's

Roe Out
Of Race

for the construction of a new
administration and recreation
building from bids submitted
Aug. 14.

television meteorologist of Arlington Heights, was named to
the 11 -member finance committee for the Mathewson

EARLD R, TOM Hanlon

'

Prospect. to select contractors

Mathewson's
Wheeling Township campaign
manager, and Jerry Peterson,
named

was

ed in each category-general,
plumbing, heating and electrical-the total cost would be
just under $85,000 including

JEWELERS
"Giving Expert Personal
Service Since 1947!"

PR: 253-4690 A
Corner of Dunton & Campbell
Downtown Arlington Heights

PAUL'S
BARBER SHOP
MEN'S HAIR STYLING
RAZOR CUTS
CONVENTIONAL CUTS

The Most Bealititui Clothes, anywhere, any season

e, MANICURES

Playboy Club Hotel
LOWER LEVE
7a/tiLotou

Shop PH: 392-4100

Hotel PH: 394-2000

Arlington. Park Towers

e Downtown Beloit
Beloit, Wis.

Arlington Heights

Lake Geneva, Wis.
,

,,,,,,, " "

.0"

CO,

The Day's Prospects

Symbol of International
CE)

U-hWerstanding A GOAL
INCOMING AND

By Dolores Haugh
(Second in a series on Ex-

periment in International Living)

The rewards of sharing in an
Experiment in International
Living are great for the
amount of the investment.
The Experiment is conducted on an independent.
nonprofit educational basis.
-

Since it was begun in 1932
25.000 young
more than

Americans have lived with
families on six continents. A

like number of visitors from
100 nations have enjoyed stays

'with families in the United
States

The headquarters of the
U S Experiment is in Putney.
Vt with regional offices in
Boston.

Chattanooga,

Chi-

cago, New York, San Francisco and Washington. EuroPean offices are located in
Brussels, Belgium, and
periment programs arc

exar-

ranged with and conducted
through national offices and
representations in more than

a

part of the overall experiment.
Cooperating with U.S. colleges and universities academprograms

ic

are

experiment ambassador from
abroad for approximately two

Brattleboro, Vt. Here the Ex-

months. They provide home

periment has trained more
Peace Corps units for overseas

families. The sponsor also pro-

ternational Training in

vides funds for a week's program in New York and Washington plus the cost of roundtrip travel from the place of arrival to the host community, a
total of from $125 to $350 de-

-

Training was established by
the Experiment in 1962 on a
150 -acre campus. The school

adjust to either a summer. semester or year abroad. Cooperative screening of applicants
and

U.S. travel involved.
The ambassador pays the
cost of medical insurance, Ex-

and language instruction facilities for 200 resident students.
In addition to preparing
outbound experimenters linguistically and culturally for
their experiences abroad and
their incoming counterparts
for their programs in the U.S.,

CO-EDUCATIONAL

This is the symbol adopted by the Experiment. The monogram is one of the oldest in the world
found on monuments at least 5000 years old in India, Iraq and Iran. It was found in Egypt in the
first decade of the Christian era and from the fourth to tenth centuries in Ireland, France, Scandinavia and northern Italy. The Turks carved it in marble in the fourteenth century and the Japanese
ten -yen note and Finnish coin use it today. The unbroken loops served as good luck charms
symbolizing infinity and the people of the world living together in harmony. To the program it
means world unity a goal being worked for by all participants.

homestay

derstands another people and

their culture by living among

during the summer months.

them as a member of the family, the experiment spreads in-

periment is the individual
homestay placements. This
provides a one -month home -

ternational understanding by
making ambassadors of each
participant.
requirethe
Tomorrow

stay for foreign students before they enter a U.S. college
or university.
IN THE SPECIAL interest

short -and long-term
instruction in English as a second language.

tensive

four -week

gram.
Convinced that one best un-

Another facet of the Ex-

15 -

a

form the core of each pro-

periment administration and
international travel. The program has largest participation

month program of training for
international careers, and in-

60 countries abroad.

programs overseas. The requirements of the institution

pending upon the amount of

provides orientation, training

a

particular interest and usually
participate in academic study
or educational travel.
The Cooperative Overseas
Program provides a variety of
services to colleges, universities and other organizations
for the administration of their

hospitality with one to four

service than any other private
voluntary organization.
The School of International

conducts

in communities for
three to four weeks. During
their stay they explore their

to stay

Host families welcome an

conducted at the School for In-

school

tives 'aetl professionals with
special interests are brought to
the U.S. in groups of 10 to 12

learn their homestay language,
again by practical application.

arranged

abroad, and intensive shortterm language instructions is

the

groups, young business execu-

summer language camps in
French and Spanish are held
13
for participants aged
through 16. During the eight week program experimenters

out-

bound programs are only

Honor Vicar
At Church Tea

ments for being a host to an
will be dis-

experimenter
cussed.
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PROSPECT DAY

To Wed

Fredrick C Meyer, vicar at
Grace Evangelical Lutheran
Church, Euclid and Wolf
Rds., Prospect Heights, will he

honored at tea at the church

from II) to 11 a.m. (between
the 9 and II a.m. services) on
Sunday, Aug. 31.
Meyer has served Grace
Church during the past year as

Monday, August 25, 1969

Dolores Haugh - Woman's Editor

ILSLCULILLULJUSLIL2-2111

00244929

COMING FROM Texas,
where his father is a Lutheran

pastor, Meyer joined Grace
Church last Sept. I as an intern -student. During the year
he has gained experience in
various areas of the Christian
ministry.

its first intern. He returns to

Meyer will be united in holy
marriage to Miss Dana Kauf-

his senior year of studies at the

mann of Texas in mid -Septem-

Lutheran School of Theology
in Chicago. At the conclusion
of his senior year, Meyer will

ber.

be ordained as a Lutheran pastor.

Members and friends of the
congregation arc invited to
come to the church tea on Sunday to hid Godspeed to Meyer.

Attention, Snackers
Here's news for snackers
and dippers. Four new snack
products, three of the chip type

and one of puffed corn, are
being introduced nationally by
Adams Corporation division
of Beatrice Foods.

treat with a crunchy texture
and rich cheese taste.
The Dippys arc 39 cents per
package. Suggested price of

Korn Krunch is 43 cents.

The three chip type snacks,

each in a popular flavor, are

Mr and Mrs. William A.
Zimmerman of S. Edward St.,
Mount Prospect, announce
of their
engagement
the
daughter. Marianne, to Frank
M Bonifacic of Chicago..
Miss Zimmerman is a graduate of Edgecliff College; Cincinnati, Ohio. She is currently
teaching at Lions Park School
ail -Mount Prospect.
Bonifacic is a graduate of

Krunch is anew puffed corn

Mr. and Mrs. Lee P. Barsi of
Mount Prospect are announc-

ing the engagement of their
daughter, Caryn Suzanne, to
David Richard Haney, son of
A

Xavier University in Cincinnati and of Loyola Law
School

The wedding will take place
late in September at St. Raymond Catholic Church in
Mount Prospect.

Mr. and Mrs. James R. Handy

of Arlington Heights.

Caryn, a 1967 graduate of
Forest View High School, attended Lincoln Junior College

in Lincoln, Ill.

ae

The wedding will take place
St. Raymond's sChurch in
Mount Prospect Sept. 6, 1969.

Dale Ann Ryndak of Riverside clowns around with Suzanne Warring, 4, and Maggie Lapcewich,
4, both of Mount Prospect. The tots were two of the many enthusiastic youngsters who attended the
St. James -Christie Children's Theater production of "Rumpiestilskin" at the Mount Prospect Community Center on Aug. 20. The touring company of talented teens was brought to Mount Prospect
through the efforts of Miss Sally Luettich of Elgin, program supervisor for the Mount Prospect Park

District.

Alumnae
Set Salad
Luncheon

Newlyweds Visit

Romantic Majorca
Their romance began in . highlighting a pattern of embroidered lace. Her double
Prospect High School, where
they met in 1964, and culmi- cathedral veil of silk illusion
nated in marriage July 19.

Margaret Gail Owen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Kingsley E. Owen of Prospect
Heights, became the bride of
G. Scott Paris, son of Mr. and

Mrs. George H. Paris of Ottawa, Canada, formerly of
Mount Prospect.
The double -ring wedding
ceremony, conducted by Pastor Edwin Stevens, took place

4 p.m. at South Church
Community Baptist in Mount
at

against

a

back-

ground of gladiolas and mums
on the altar, fern arrangements

Serving as matron of honor

assisting him were Anthony
De Rose of Chambersberg,
Pa., the bride's brother-in-law,
and Christopher Parker of To-

ledo, Ohio, and Ken Hosto of
Louis. both fraternity
St.

was Nancy De Rose, of Chambersberg, Pa., sister of the
bride. Her floor -length ice
blue crepe gown had bell

brothers of the groom.
Following the wedding, 150
guests were received at Itasca

sleeves and a French pleat in
the back. She carried a nosegay of purple astors, ice blue
baby's breath and ivy.
Wearing dresses identical to
the matron of honor's and carrying the same nosegays were

pagne reception
down dinner, with Tom Scott's
orchestra providing music.

Country Club for a chamand

a

sit-

Their wedding trip took the
newlyweds to Mikiprca for one
week, followed by two weeks

traveling through Spain and

bridesmaids Martha Paris of
Ottawa, sister of the groom,

bows on the pews.

Gale Phillips of Beckly, W.
Va., and Martha Boone, of

ORGAN MUSIC was supplied by Mrs. C. Brown, who

Hendei -on, Ky., both sorority

Bachelor of Arts degree in spe-

to each side and flowers and

also accompanied soloist Rob-

ert Bowker as he sang "Wedding Song" and "Wedding
Benediction."
floor -length

ivory peau de sole gown with
Mr. and Mrs. G. Scott Paris

cascaded from a beaded comb
a
headpiece. She carried
simple nosegay of white roses,
baby's breath and ivy.

Lawrence White of Barrington was best man. croomsmen

Portugal. They now make
their home in BlOomiiigton,
Ind.

bride's

eoshoi

(Special) - This is the revolutionary grapefruit diet that
everyone is suddenly talking
about. Thousands of copies

at

The

Lose 10 lbs. In
10 days on
Grapefruit
Diet

DAYS

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF.

HANEY, A 1966 graduate
of Arlington High, is a senior
at the University of Iowa.

Prospect,

LAST

Cheese Dippys, Pizza Dippys
and Bacon Dippys. Korn

Caryn Suzanne Barsi

Marianne Zimmerman

silk organza overlay featured a
bodice and front panel of
chantilly lace with seed pearls

sisters of the bride.

The bride was awarded

a

cial education by the University of Kentucky. She has been

THE BRIDE'S mother
chose a mint green silk Dunioni shantung coat and dress

and the groom's
mother wore a pure silk aqua

ensemble,

teaching in District 54 Fairview School and will teach speCial education in Blooming-

ton. The groom attained his

Beta Zeta Epsilon chapter

of Beta Sigma Phi will start
their season with a salad
luncheon on Wednesday, Aug.

27, at the home of Mrs. Ray
Copeland, Mount Prospect.

At this meeting, plans will
be made for the year's activities and programs.

Any Beta Sigma Phi in the.
in affiliatihg

throughout the

Because this diet reIly

works. We have testimonials
reporting on its success. If
you follow it exactly, you
,should lose 10 pounds In 10

'days. No weight loss In the

first four days but you will

suddenly drop 6 pounds on
the 6th day. Thereafter lose

one pound a day until the

10th day. Then you will lose
11/2 pounds every two days

until you get down to your
proper weight. Best of all,
there will be no hunger
patio. Revised and enlarged,

this net lets you stuff yourself with formerly "forbidden" foods, such as steaks

trimmed with fat, roast or

fried chicken, gravies, mayonnalse, lobster swimming In
butter, bacon fats, sausages
and scrambled eggs and still

lose weight. The secret behind this "quick weight loss"
diet is simple. Fat does not
form fat. And the grapefruit
juice in this diet acts as a cat-

the fat burning process. You
stuff yourself on the permit-

Mrs. Sig Haaland, 439-6430.

`Selichot' Set
By Beth Tikvah

alyst (the "trigger"), to start

ted food listed in the diet

plan, and still lose unsightly
fat and excess body fluids. A
copy of this startling success-

ful diet can be obtained by
sending $2 to

Citrus Diet Plan

Beth Tikvah Congregation,
275 Hillcrest Blvd., Hoffman
Estates, will hold Selichot services Sept. 6 at midnight.
It is eustomary to hold a ser-

vice at midnight the Saturday
night preceding Rosh Hashanah, Sept. 13-14.

ensemble.

University of Michigan and

Both mothers wore cymbidium
orchids.

will be completing his Ph.D. in
Psych,logy at Indiana.

Beth Tikvah Congregation are
invited to gather at 11 p.m. for
coffee and conversation.

dress

and offices
U.S.

with a chapter may contact

Members and friends of

and

to hand in factories, plants

area interested

Bachelor of Arts Degree at the

coat

have been passed from hand

6211 W. Jefferebn
L.A. Calif. 90016
Money -back guarantee.

If

after trying the diet you have
not lost 7 pounds in the first
seven days, another 6 pounds
In the next 7 -days, and Ws
pounds every two days there-

after, simply return the diet
plan and your $2 will be refunded promptly and without
argument. Tear out this message as a reminder. Decide
now to regain the trim attractive figure of your youth.

ORDER NOW!
CHARMING
HAND -PAINTED
GIFT MINIATURE
COPIES FROM
YOUR FAVORITE
FAMILY PICTURE
JUST 12.95.
COMPLETE IN
FRAME SHOWN.
If picture
is timeworn,
there are
additional
charges for
restoration.
Original
is returned

.

to you
unharmed.
Carsons
Photo Studio,
Monday, ThUrsday

and Friday, 10:00
to 9:30: Tuesday,
Wednesday and
Saturday, 10:00
to 5:30.

Main Street

Insurance Firm
Promtes Allen

Yellow Xs

L

Lil Floros
Lots of elm trees in town
have been painted with big yel-

low Xs on the street side of

William Q. Allen of 8829

their trunks. This is a result of
a complete survey of all village

Plaines,
Des
Robin Dr.,
recently was promoted to division manager in the Prudential
Insurance Company's LaSalle
agency, Chicago.
He has been with the com-

trees made by Herb Weeks, assistant to Public Wt.\ rks Direc-

tor David Creamers.
The yellow X indicates that
the trees are "suspect." Their
leaves are turning yellow and
dropping. But it doesn't neces-

pany since April. 1968,--as-Ti
special agent and recently was
to

re-

chosen by Prudential
ceive the 1969 Community
Service Award in recognition
of his outstanding activities in
local community affairs.
Allen is a native of
Tenn.,

Memphis,

and

sarily mean that they have
dutch elm disease.

"Some trees just lose their
leaves very early in the fall,"
Weeks said.

was

THE X MERELY identi-

graduated with a bachelor of

fies the trees so that expert tree
men can go up to a high branch
and strip it. If the core is spotty
or streaked, then the tree does
indeed have the disease, and it

science degree from Iowa State

University and a bachelor of
sacred theology degree from
Divinity School,
Berkeley

;

,

NIP

New Haven, Conn.
He

a member of the

is

is cut down immediately.
"This has been a particular-

William Q. Allen

school board of East Maine

ly had year for Mount Pros-

School District 63. He also is a

member of the Association of
School Business Officials, the

Illinois School Board Assn.,
and National School Board
and the Tri-County School
Board.

Allen is known in Episcopal

Church affairs for his ministerial and pastoral counseling activities and for the de -

tion

He

programs.

teaches

200 to

Christian education at St. David's Episcopal Church in
Glenview.

250 have been lost this year.
However, we're better off than
most communities."
The problem of bus service

Allen and his wife, Sarah,
are the parents of two chil-

to Randhurst is really no
closer to being solved now

d r e n --Catherine,

13,

Dasso did point out that

Randhurst has had many calls
and letters asking about buses
since

the

service

dis-

was

The Mount Prospect Public
+Library, which is closed on
Sundays during the summer,
will be open on Sundays again
starting in October.

continued.

SCHOOL DISTRICT' 57's
Education Association honored

its new teachers

at

a

Itasca

WORST' JOKE of the Day
(from Clyde Reed, 620 Prospect Manor):
Three astronauts were mak-

Country Club. The program

ing plans as to what each of
them hoped to accomplish in

was one of orientation.

the space field.

Church is holding an "out-

Said the first astronaut, "I
plan to be the first n an on

luncheon

today

at

Northwest Covenant

door school" this week. Children in grades four through six
will gather in the park area surrounding Fairview School.

300 N. Fairview, from 9 to
11:30 a.m. each day.

Mars."
Said the second ast onaut,

"I plan to he the first man on
Jupiter."
Said the third astronaut, "I
plan to be the first man on the

Open-air activities planned
for them include ball games,
art classes, stories and guest
speakers. If it rains, classes will
move into the church at 300 N.
Elmhurst.

sun."

"You can't do that," said
the other two. "You'll burn up
from the heat."
"Oh, no," said the third,

"I'll go at night."

trees,"

regarding elm
Weeks said. "About
pect

velopmcnt of Christian educa-

veloped.

SIDE GLANCES

than it was when the service

and

was discontinued on June IS.

Christopher, 11.

"The problem is not merely

one of getting people to the

"We met last week at Cocoa Beach
during countdown!"

shopping center," said Paul
Dasso, president of the Randhurst

Associ-

Merchants

ation. "It's a community problem."

be Pro5pect Dap

MUCH OF LOCAL

getting positions filled because
people cannot get to and from
jobs."

"Honor the 0 lteinal dream by always jettloirsly keeping
the impet's freedom mul intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III

"One of the facets of the

problem, too, is that this com-

munity is not a public transportation oriented one. It is an
automobile -oriented community, and enough people to
make it worthwhile just didn't

Monday, August 25. 1969
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Robert C. Smith, General Manager

WANTS HYPNOSIS

use the bus service that had

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

Dear Lee Janson,
Could you tell me where I can find a psychiatrist who is also a
qualified hypnotist? I have been unsuccessfully trying to solve a

The Do is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
60005
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights,

serious problem and I've come to think that hypnosis is the last
resort in doing it.
Please don't tell me to talk to my counselor, parents, physician, etc., because they would only try to talk me out of going to a
psychiatrist, and I need professional help.
Psyched

722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate, $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second.Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

seasons of the year.
This is only one facet of the
"deal. The residents of the
adjacent areas --Colonial

Commends Board
For Rejecting
Heights, Hatlen Heights and
DiMucci Offer
others who are propping DiEditor

Mucci's demand --should

The Mount Prospect VilBoard Judiciary Committee and the hoard itself

together and discuss the following question: What kind of
apartments DiMucci would
build there? How many apart-

lage

need to he commended for rejecting Salvators DiMucci's
controversial package deal in-

volving the aquisition of I8
acres

for

a

park site. Di-

Mucci's condition for ceding
this tract is the rezoning of an
adjacent five acres from single
family dwellings to apartments This unscrupulous de-

mand

has

branded

in

already been
this paper as

' blackmail "
Now, let's

examine that
"package deal" a little bit
closer
how
Everybody
knows

shrewd DiMucci can be. If he
could pressure in the Mount

get

ments can be built on five
acres? How many families
would they house?

Let me help you a little with
the figures.
An experienced builder like
DiMucci will cram in as many
apartment buildings as he pos-

sibly can. Assume he put up
there 20 buildings, each four
stories high, with two flats per,
floor. That's eight flats in one
building, and 20 buildings
would house 160 families. Es-

timate the average size of a
family and multiply the figure
by 160 and you have the approximate count of popu-

Prospect Village Board to give
him what he wants, he not only

lation.

would win the right to build

kids, some quite unruly, spill-

high-rise apartments on
those five acres, but he also
would have a park built as a
the

front yard to those apartments.

IMAGINE HOW this

would attract the tenants, espe-

cially the ones with large families, and what rents he could

extract out of them. You already know who would he pay-

ing for this rich harvest Di Mucci would reap in all four

Next imagine 500 to 700
ing all over the park from
those apartments oh week-

ends. Now you are ready to
ponder over to big questions:
How much space will there be

for your own children?
How will you and your chilleft

dren be welcomed to the park
if you are living several blocks
away? There is a good possibility that you may be considered as strangers. There is one

HIDEAWORD

thing that you may be sure of:
the apartment dwellers will get

Scared

There is another good reason why this rezoning should
not be granted. There is a con-

tinuous heavy airplane traffic
over that area. From where I
live, I have watched the western skyline, after the twilight,
and noted the airplanes coming in for landing. During two

until your sophomore year!"

RELOCATING?

mette, candidate for the Republican nomination for Congress in the special Oct: 7 13th
complete

hack -to -hack

six

days of campaigning in the
northwest suburbs.

Beginning on Thursday in
Wheeling, Marks moved on to

Buffalo Grove and Prospect
Heights. Friday he was in Arlington Heights and Rolling

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will

Meadows. Saturday, .Palatine
and Inverness were on his

rings.

tates. Tuesday he will be in Elk

campaign schedule.

visiting
Today
Schaumburg and Hoffman Eshe

is

please you.

THEN: We'll find you 'a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

no charge whatsoever
through our membership in
at

Grove Village in the morning
Sena' your questions to Lee Janson, elo Day Publication,,

and end the day

in

Mount

.

.

Prospect.

I 17 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

710ME7qpi

10 minutes. There is no need to

go on with the story what

would happen if a plane
crashed down in the apartment
area.

Think of it, and think twice
before you raise your voice in
Salvadore DiMucci's favor.
Anton Dvylis

A Bouquet
For Police
And Neighbors

Everyone
should have

Pates& ask...

a "sick

THE HOMEFINDING V SERVICE OF AMERICA

income"

"...Why does my child
have trouble with his

CALL

392-8100

reading?..."

Editor:

On Aug. 9, 1969, my husband, Raymond Endre, had a
accident while
working underneath his automobile in our garage. Only
with the grace of God and the

And a State Farm Medi-Cash

quick thinking and acting of
our neighbor, Kenneth Kit -

Medi-Cash pays you cash.

n e a r -fatal

Plan Is it. Extra income to
make your stay in the hos-

For the answers to problems

pital more comfortable.

or questions about your child

Use It for whatever you

zing, is my husband living tbday. Words alone cannot express our feeling for Mr. Kit -

need.
See me today for the facts

zing.

Plan.

I

would like to publicly

for the quick response to my
call for help. They were all just

read

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

The

HAROLD E. NEBEL
212 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

PH: 253-5678

I cannot thank them
enough for, their assistance.

GESELL INSTITUTE

in Palatine
column

I would also like to mention
that all my Elm St. neighbors
are the greatest people in the
world in time of need.
Mrs. Raymond Endre

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

in Arlington His. in Mount Prospect

Patents Gsk. . .

and

I hoKho one else has to go
through my 'experience, but it

Arlington Realty

about a low-cost Medl-Cash

SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

by FmncesLI lg, M.D., andLouiseBatesAmes,PhD
STASI FARM

State Farm

Is all you need

help is so close at hand.

Answer on Comic Page

"Promise me you won't fire the president at least

sort of transportation network
for the entire area can be de -

You can run, but you can't hide. You already know that running won't solve the problems of either of you. Contact Alcoholics Anonymous, who have special programs for the children of
alcoholics. School starts soon. I hope you're there when the bell

is comforting to know that
15 gohel, 20 excellent

apartment
complexes, etc., to see if some

hours of watching I have seen
a plane pass by every seven to

wonderful to Ray and myself,

using all seven of these letters.

cials, industry,

District primary, Tuesday will

nance of that park year round.

and the fire emergency squad

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word

to get if off my chest. You seem to be a very understanding

for the upkeep and mainte-

will have to live with is that

thank the police department

.BUIRETT

Dear Lee Janson,
This has been building up in me for the longest time, and I have

you --not the apartment dwellers --will have to foot the bill

the best and the most use of the

hopes to contact village offi

Gerald M. Marks of Wil-

person, and I know I can trust you.
My home life is rotten. My father drinks too much every day.
He beats my mother, and last night my mother threatened him
with a knife. I'm only 15, but I have decided to run away with my
boyfriend at the Army base. He is 18.
He thinks he can hide from the Army, but I don't want him to
go to jail. Please help me. I don't know what to do.

park. And the irony that you

been operating," Dasso said.
The Merchants Association
plans to wait until fall and then

Marks Stumps
Northwest
,Suburb Areas

You can get the help you seek by calling the American Medical Association.

NO HIDING PLACE

Letters to the Editor

in-

dustry," he said, "has trouble

INSUIANCI

to know about
Insurance.

STAY[ FARIS IlUTNAL AUT011011111 INSURANCE
COMPANY. NOME 01110E: 111C01111101011, 100015
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BUSINESS

Guardsmen Return Home

The Guardsmen Drum and

Bugle Corps has completed its
trip to Philadelphia where

I

members participated in the

Can't turn
back the
calendar

national contest, sponsored by
the Veterans of Foreign War.

a mite to school. $25 -a -

month hired men. And

Service Directo

The trip included an exhibition at Cedar Point, an amusement park in Sandusky, Ohio,
and a tour of the Philadelphia
Navy Yard and other historic

I

Auto Parts and Access...107
Auto Trailers & Campers. - 103
J_12 Automobiles For Sale

Automobiles Wanted. -" 101
Boats
Mariner Supplies

11

Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.

back And who wants
to? Mud roads. Forty

SALE 65c

ALATINE PLAZA

-benefits you get to

PALATINE, ILLINOIS

Cpcialynsca-

Companies.

255-7200

;

available from most
other companies. And

you'd have to look a
Icng time to find better
rates

Why not let me tell
you more?

for small businesses. Done in my
private home. 439.7373

Sometimes what seems like a bargain -- such as 's
1,000 tablet bottle of a medicine can prove to be
more expensive. Many drugs naturally deteriorate
in time, even aspirin. Long before they are used up'
they could lose potency. Certain medicines have
special storage requirements to insure potency and.

Typing- in connection therewith
-al rny'residence. North Arlington
--His. Phone
259 2067
After 6:00 P.M.

stability. We can advise you.
We suggest you buy only what you will need for normal use. However, if you have a chronic_ illness-tirl,

Alterations and general" sewing
plus remodeling"Of draperies.

Agent

0

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights

R

g

201 N. Dunton
Arlington Heights, Ill.

Weddings our specialty.
Hall, Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal.
Prospect Catering CL 54833

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

JO -LEE FOOD SERVICE

(We cater just for you)
358-i067
Arlington, Hts. Ill

392-5410

394-2882

Hemming
Alterations
439-3532

Driveways, gar. floors, foundations, patios, sidewalks.

ART CLASSES now forming
Morn or Eve Instruction.
CALL Belpulsi Studio. 537-0146

PH. CL 9-1450

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

358-5346

ART LESSONS, Oil Painting for
beginners. Day & Eve Classes
595.0039
Register Now

Art Service
SEE VAN'S. for complete line of
Artist's materials & Picture
frames. 1293 Oakwood D.P.
824-5803

...you'll like the

Materials & Supplies'
Amateur & Professional. Custom
Picture framing. Palatine Art

Artists'

0

Center. 401
358-1966

N. NW Hwy

-

CREATIVE

skipper

near Pros. Hi. 392-2331

Clean Up Service
Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so on. Call coy
time. HARROLD'S 2997830.

Contact Dick Westgard

255-7200

Dancing Schools & Supplies
labovsky Dance School. Clas
sical, Ballet, Character & Ball
room. Wooddale Po 6.1953

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

Vivian's School Music Dance and
Entertainment Service.
1,7 0171
Le7-1676

Dancing Supplies. Dorn Slater
Shoes. Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine 3594514

Blacktopping
DON'S BLACKTOP

Driveways -Parking

COMPOUNDED
QUARTERLY

Lots.

We

specialize in residential.
439-1794 (7 days a week)

Call

Ballet, Top & acrobatics in my
home at 714 Westrnere, Des

Register now for fall Calsses
824-2888
259-1117

SINGLE CLUB

*

BLACKTOP
Fall Special 20% cheaper thar
any contractor. New driveways,
parking lots, patch work and
seal coating of all kinds. All
work guaranteed. Free est.mates, 24 hr. service. 439-6616

On

30% OFF
blacktop work durrig
Work
for free

guaranteed.
estimate any

Misspend Emsrson

Living Rm. & Hall carpet clean
ed $17.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95

Kirsch

& Up. Expert Work. 894-9141

FURN. shampooing,

Carpentry -Remodeling
CUSTOM CARPENTRY

NO JOB TOO SMALL

392,1492

Call Vince

CD

r.trac7:::142:00 pm

a,

7' U1
0) V

WALK-UP HOURS 2:00 pre la 1;00 pet Monday.
Tuasaay Thuraday 1130 la 4.00 pm WednaadaYr
2X0 a sea Pre Fe Say Closed Saturday

0) tV
4=6

JI

0

rods,

installation.

823.8357

Dressmaking -Sewing

Finest low cost high quality c
..et cleaning. Artistic, Carpet Rug

EXPERT CARPENTER. CALL
KEN. ALL SIZE JOBS

359 1459

ZW.t:PHI r.37 urdil S.

358-3534

CUSTOM DRAPERIES made in
our own workroom. Fabrics.

priced. Des PI. Serv. 296-6365.

mount Prato:160%AR. CLeerbropk 0-4000

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

German Shepherds only

Carpet Cleaning

l/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach. wall washing,
Painting, drapery cleaning. Low

rr-

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alterations. Reas. 358.7791

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Custom

FL 8-4543

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling
Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991
or
392-3450

ROLAND E. JOHNSON
PAINTING & DECORATING

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214
College

2

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m..

CL 5.8232

Fully insured.

Gutters

Sholl Decorating

GUTTERS, down spout, waterproofing. Masonry, foundation

cracks repaired. Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick
528-8450

Hearing Aids

358-9038

Permanent Waves

Call 392-4.'50

home by

Screen & Storm Windows Rep'd.
359-4650
130 S N.W.Hwy

monent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

your home. Permanent waves
$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Piano Tuning -Service

NO JOB TOO SMALL

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.

and

garages. 529-2478.
REMODELING: kitchen, bath, &

additions. Home repairs inclg

EXPERT PLASTERING

& REMODELING

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.

plumbing & electrical. Free planning service. Norbert Construc
tion 827-5673

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant
Real Estate -Wanted
Rooms-Board-

Interiors

70
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men.. ;21
Situations Wanted22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished
73
Apartments
76
To Rent Houses
To Rent Miscellaneous.. . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices. .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

Lost: Siamese female cat, white
vs/light gray. Name "Violet."
.Reward. 824-6659.

Found: Car keys in blue leather
key case on corner of Grego r &
Russell, M.P. 255-4280

Schnauzer -Red sailor collar. Lost.

by Thacker
14 -Personals

LAWN CARE

All types -all season or vacation
only. Coll Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

ice on all makes. Free loaners.
'Rental plan. 392.4570

hrs:
Refs. exchanged.
492-7020 or 824-5217.

8:30.5:00.

15Instruction

358-2699

11 -Business Services

(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
17 S. Evergreen
CL 5-5692

GIVEN IN MY HOME
894-4957

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet
296.1450___,..,
cleaning.
1

22 -Situations Watted-Women

Resale Merchandise
1/2 PRICE SALE

Bargain Counter
Bensenville, Ill

"Small Engine Repair",

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

CUSTOMER

SERVICE

Slip Covers

Fast delivery. Workmanship
guaranteed. 829-8537

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

595-0051

Tile

Maintenance

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

---Wails ana moors
Remodeling and Repairs
FREE ESTIMATES

437-4093

FLOOR & WALL TILE

Linoleum & kitchen carpet.
Your materials or will supply.
H, HOWARD

541-1346.

Upholstery

DINETTE CHAIRS

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964
Tuckpointing, chimney
epo'

MASONRY

.

'also SHARPENED. 358-0845

slipcovers. Your fabric or mine.
Free estimates. Free arm covers.

Home inprovements & remodel-

my

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

Mailing Service

ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
Plastering, waterproofing,
foundations, patios. Coll days
nights 956-1640.

in

home. Days. References. North side Des Plaines.. 827-8310.
time clerking in Randhurst Shopping Center. 394-2316
charge bookkeeper, all
Full
office detail. Mature, capable
of volume. 296.1520

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.
Specializing in custom cloth

Individualized styling. Formals
and resort clothes designed to .1 & brick work. All work guaran
order. Coordinated wedding teed & reasonable. 259-9246
parties. Alterations. Near Rand -

Experienced child core

10 A.M. to 4 P.M.

IS N Center St.

8274588

827-4637

Golf & Mt. Prospect.
296-4625

Mature woman would like part

PROMPT DELIVF" . ANYWHERE

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

Will do ironing in my home near

All clothing th price
Closed Wednesday & Sunday

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

I

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE.

392 0870

Kitchen cabinets refinished in
338-4084
your home. Ref.
JOE'S REFINISHING

POWER RAKING

Pathco

Ues

SCHAUMBURG

Trimming - Fertilizing

daily contract basis.
Maintenance. 358-1555

ride;

PI. -Evanston wkdays,

SAVE YOUR EYESI

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design

/

needs

secy

N.U.

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

392-8763

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower.
beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load $25.00
Big 4 Yd. Load - .15.00

.

Dial Inspiration
Phone 439.9110
IAAA 1 Hearing Aid Repair Serv-

Refinishing

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

Re-

BEGINNER'S PIANO LESSONS

Landscaping

vailablie. 358-3411.

Dr.

Palatine area.

Coo_.Dolores

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Beau

/8.

ward -answers to Max. 437-8414

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358.5359

Radio and T.V. Repair
253-5249

96

Piano lessons

Ray's

11 S. Dunton

94
88

HousekeepingTo

Radio -TV Repair

Piano Organ -

EDMOND GRAY

Electrical work; air-cond.; outlets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

824-75I0

JOE ORTMAN

Instruction

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359.1894

Electrical Service

Real Estate -

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

14

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale 91

HELP FOR DAILY LIVING

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

439.8614 or 815-385-8999

Masortry

Palatine. 253.4476, 255-0751

392-6817

Plastering

DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work & remodeling.
Free estimate. 298.4028

Reasonable prices Call
Barb 529-8074 Schaumburg

2 Exper'd seamstresses; alterations/gen. sew'g. Nr. Rond &

Get

acquninted offer, reg. $10 per

Home Maintenance

can clean industrial offices on

Dressmaking, alterations & cur-

specialist.

Ned Williams

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

will do hemming and alterations

tains.

loc.

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Home Improvements

69
Child
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

13 -Lost and Found

Permanent waves given in your,

LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Due to increase in personnel we

in home. 394-1886

Students beginning(

5th summer in exterior pointing.)
Quality work, reasonable prices,;
excellent references, fully insur

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
Wallpapering
and
painting. All work guaranteed

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Heating,

in-

Reasonable. 259-1039

Ken's Painting & Decorating

392-1542

General Hauling

EXPERIENCED seamstress

.

E & D CARPENTRY
Remodeling,
additions,

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

255-2570

'Draperies

967.5340

CARPET II

Mount Prospect State Bank..

263 2738

Dog Services
GROOMING

& Furniture Cleaners
537 8128

'

CALL

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

waiting.

0(i)

AGES 25-55
INFORMATION

R. Pierce

August.. Call now & save. No
Phone
time.

FOR

BLACKTOP SERVICE

all

Birch, Oak, Hickory
Delivered & stacked
827-7456

BOB JAACKS

NurserycSchools-

Personals

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully

sured.

Eller school of dancing.Lisa's
ers, Draperies, Upholstery.

Enroll now for fall class
call CL 3 3500 Fl 8.1355

JUNE ROLD SCHOOL of Dance

Free Est. 837-1430
428-2809

0

358.1588

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

Interiors, Custom Slip

Sealing (Broom Applied)
Patching
Driveways
Chuck & Jim Waterworth

h'

' Fil.ewood

Qualified college stir -dent can do
interior painting inexpensively

Plaines. 437.8010. Adults also.

TWO -W'S BLACKTOP

ARLINGTON HTS.

CALL 297-2266

Yo-:
or Office
109 S. Maii.. t'' Prospect

LOVING childcare, for working
mothers, Mon. -Fri. my lic. home,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

0

255.1096

Child Care

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

'

83

5
In Memoriam
15
Instruction
90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
-- --Miscellaneous

32
Merchandise - 98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

Privacy

re -gluing

Reasonable

RICK'S DECORATING

Financing
Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

work. Free Estimate
Call Now

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

z

KANZLER & SON

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766.5084

KEY TILE CO.

SERVICE

uaver

Patios and driveways,
. sidewalks and steps.
Geroge floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

(Toen
Rt)

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CL 3-1118

Furniture Refinishiog

KANZLER BROTHERS

Ceramic Tile

ART

Aluminum

47

Furniture..
Industrialinstruct

WALL PAPERING

CHAIN UNK FENCE
Steel
Colors

27
26

Home Furnishings -

Interior & Exterior Painting. All
quality work.
rates 671-0009.

2

Help Wanted Women

Fencing

Wrought

24

Men or Women.....

Painting -Decorating

Floors

Cement Work

Art Instructions

.R.ingRVRCIREVRORgRVFinR

PHONE: 253.6441

PUZZLED? NOT US

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hemming all garments. 437-3934

accourats.

Catering
Complete Catering For Wed.
dings. Banquets. Cocktail .Par
ties. Ct 3 0353

SPECIALIZED:

promptly without extra charge. A great many
,People rely on us for their health needs. We

537 1244 or 437 3169

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted

1

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

25
57
93

farms

Call Bob CL 9.0641
100 MY OWN WORK

& IRON CO.
I

PATCH'S PANTRY

ALTERATIONS -DRESS MAKING

welcome requests for delivery service and charge

JIM DRAKE

I

537-6122

Rentals
'

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES- FREE ESTIMATES

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates

nc i es-Agencies

McBRI DE ELECTRIC

X -CELL FENCE

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

12

Agencies-MenEmployment

top

Recreation rooms, powder

Experienced in fine clothes.
Palatine.
Reasonably priced.
CALL: 358-6509

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE US
when you need a delivery. We 'will deliver

R

Wheeling, 111.

CL 9-3517

approves.

0

Ridge Home Improvement!

Alterations

you money. We can soli -ply -them if your doctor

Companies.,

3Day/Eve.
59-1906

Bookkeeping,

Accounting-,

tor can prescribe larger quantittes-which could save.

Country

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors/
Coll for Estimate

3

Women

Electrical Service

tectrical:Service

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

other need for continuing use of medicirir docYour

Carpentry -Remodeling

Accounting & Bookeeping

IS SOMETIMES UNWISE

coverages simply aren't

296-6640

OR

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
he Prospect Day, The Des Plaines Day, and The Arlington Day
Copy Deadline for Business Di ectory-Thursday 3:00 P.M.

LARGE QUANTITY ECONOMY

Many Country Companies auto insurance

8

pbbies

Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment
Employment

FOR ADVERTISING

VROREIRVIRgRVROR-

day from Country

17
9

Card of Thanks
Cemeteries & Lots

$3.10 I

REG. 75c

.

Card of Sympathy

SALE
with 1 l b. HARD CANDY

L

bushel corn. And auto
insurance with half the

37
38
66

Business Services

ASSORTED CHOCOLATE

REGI$3.50

But there's -no going

11:14-173.":',1,11!,

A

MRS. STEVENS

1:is

34
20
109

andA Aanletsiques

COMBINATION SALE

low, low auto insurance.

IMp IIOIIR5 500 sirs

Apts. and Rooms to Share 71

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

points of the city.

35

tCtionditioning
Air Conditioning

Let us help make your DAY

ANDES CANDIES

Ever dream about the
"good old days?" Only

Page 5

RECOVERED

Free Estimates

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supersmall clerical force to

vise

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any problems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Electronic
Tech

Mobile
Communications

Pick Up & Delivery

$160 week. Splendid oppor-

253-8,551

tunity for a person to get a

Welding
'

$145 to $165 To Start

PORYA-BLE WELDING SERV.

Atten: contractors & factories
Minimize down time. We spec

'ialize in on the job repairs al
trucks, heavy equip'', machinery;
!etc. Gas -arc Heliarc. 24 hr. sere
ALL CO Erectors, Rolling Mead;
tows. 359 3150.

solid foothold in this rapidly
moving area. No previous experience necessary. No fee.
Call: Ralph Williams

PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Monday, August 25, 1969

21.

..
24 -Help Wanted Men

23-Emnloyment Agencies -Male

PLANT

EXECUTIVE SALES

ASSISTANT

.1

Start $150 to $175 Week

MAINTENANCE

FULL TIME

WITH OR WITHOUT

Inquire

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

START AT
previous

Without

portunity can include that of
Foreman

to

of

PLUMBERS

"1ST"

15 -man crew. New plant, 'im-

DRAFTSMEN

Fringe benefits included.
Call for interview appointment.

mediate hiring. No fee. Coll:

Tyrone Helm

PARKER

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
,
253-6600

and life,
insurance paid. Salary open.

Health insurance

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR

VILLAGE -Or
_ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

STAFF ACCOUNTANT
$10,800 to $12,500

253-2340

GOLDEN BEAR
PANCAKE HOUSE

houry'i.

MEN WANTED
PART TIME
To

supervise boys delivering

the NORTHWEST DAY. Interesting work for those who
enjoy working with youth. 3:30

t6 7 PM.Hourly wage plus car

345 N. Wolf Rd.

allowance.
CALL: Glenn Carter

Wheeling
PHONE:

SUBURBAN BOY

742-1611

OPERATORS -

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

MECHANIC

A WONDERFUL PLACE TO WORK

g for a chl eng
,gin000

Loo PQTinENTIALo

WAREHOUSEMAN

117 So. Emerson
Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:
1

1

110 TECHNICIANS
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800
E. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros.
pert.

ferences, will qualify you

operations. Excellent opportunity with full benefits.

for this one job. Involvis local pickup and de-

NICHOLSON

medical & dental ins., paid vocations & holidays, liberal an-

No

areas.

bonus,

Call

Communications
exp.
previous

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and

on.theloh training with some
of the best electronics enanywhere.
found
gineers
Any military or tech. school

training opens the door to this
<Move average career oppor',Jelly. For further information
see or call: Jim Shoe

SYSTEMS

Station WEXI

7450 N. Natchez Ave.
Niles, III, 60648

ration expending at the rate,
of 18 to 22 offices a year and
ore currently seeking a man
who can completely train to
be one of our office
managers. Initial training will
I e in one of Chicago offices.

t

core if he wishes.
then assume
He will

the

responsibility of an office staff
up to 25, handle marketing,
advertising, office adminis
tronon, etc. Third year income

will cocked $35,000. A complete fringe package including
2 weeks paid vacation, profit
sharing, and stock option potential is included.
The man we seek is mature
in thinking, over 23, has good
appearance, inquisitive Mind,

man of action, two years of
college or equivalent business
experience necessary. Fur confidential interview call:
TED LEVERENZ

RADIAL DRILL PRESS OPERATORS
ASSEMBLERS.

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

439-7400

SHEET METAL WORKERS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

INSPECTORS, RECEIVING, IN -PROCESS & FINAL

2961043

INSTALLERS

14 -Help Wanted Men

DISHWASHER
Man or boy. 4 days a week.

through Fri. Work in;
friendly surroundings.
Tues.

OUR PLACE RESTAURANT

Corner of Camp McDonald
& Wolf Rd.
Prospect His. Call for appt.

2375 Estes Ave.

Experienced

Machine Operators

Outstanding opportunity for IE or ME with 2 to.

If you are qualified, apply at:

GENERAL

Cor-s7

ELECTRIC

394-1212
Interviews will be conducted between 8:00 a.m.

equipment analysis and justification.

appointment,
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Send complete resume including salary requirements to Box 1213, c/o Day Publications, 217 S.
Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts. An equal opportunity employer.

WE'LL DO ANYTHING
TO PLEASE YOU....
YOU CAN EARN
LIKE

MACHINISTS

with increase after 30 days. Steady year

around work, paid holidays - paid hospital & life insurance. Liberal Vacation new plant - pleasant working conditions.
We are now hiring and will train.

TRAINEES - FOR ALL THE ABOVE
CO-OPS INTERESTED IN FUTURE APPRENTICE
PROGRAMS, DUE TO START IN FALL OF 1970.-

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT

BORING MIl1 OPERAT
If you are looking -for on opportunity to work with

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL
US.

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations, Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

P.' WRAPPERS

& PACKERS

I,' MACHINE

437-5920
J

poration. Salary commensurate with experience
and knowledge. Excellent benefit package including profit sharing.

and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by

STOREROOM ATTENDANTS

meet,

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

ing present manufacturing processes and new

Fast growing Northwest suburban based cor-

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

All benefits. Good salary ith
excellent chance for adv$

NICHOLSON

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

4 years experience in medium or heavy machining
operation. Project work with emphasis on improv-

ORDER FILLERS

tablished firm.

willing to supervise small group of engineers.

considered.

JANITORS, OFFICE & FACTORY

opportunity to join a well es-

of the following areas: PRESSURE VESSELS, FLUID
FLOW, HYDRAULICS, PIPING DESIGN VALVES or
SEAL. Should also have growth potential and be

General Electric is well known for its fine benefit
plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experience -will be considered when determining
the starting rates for these jobs.

electrical MI4 plumbing knowledge to assemble and install
ovens and freezers, Will train.

Young raqn with some basic

available. Good starting salary.
Regular wage review. Full
fringe benefits, Clean modern
working conditions. Excellent

Ideal candidate will have about 2 years experience in Product Design and development in any

where we produce tungsten carbide cutting tools
for industry. Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will he

INSPECTORS

Shipping 8 Receiving

sibility for design and development of special
industrial products.

MATERIAL HANDLERS, HAND & LIFT TRUCK

Permanent full time position

Excellent opportunity for ME to assume respon-

Elk Grove Village

WELDERS -BURNERS

Elk Grove Village Area

GENERAL
WAREHOUSEMAN

PROJECT ENGINEER

ENGINEERING COMPANY

$141.40 PER WEEK.

ELECTRICIANS

Elk Grove Village

ENGINEERING O'HARE

2720 DesPlaines Ave.
DesPlaines, Ill.

ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS
MILLING MACHINE OPERATORS

BORING MILL OPERATORS

512,000.$15,000 range, he will

have the opportunity to -relo

-AAnocuf

WATCH US GROW TALL.

SERVICE MEN (Must be able to travel)

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.
Many fringe benefits. COMP.-.
ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.FI
Call or apply:

less,

when the man is trained and
his income is in the

824-7100

gkGrove Village

WE NEED

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

We are an international corpo-

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

100 N. HICKORY

1500 Hicks Road

Full & Part Time
1st & 2nd shifts

It

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

437-5400

Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Cincinnati, Inc.
formerly the Cincinnati Shaper Company, will soon be occupying their new
quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately odjocenr So Radio

BORG-WARNER
EDUCATIONAL

STARTING SEPTEMBER

"Call Me When.

COME JOIN US!

liberal benefits.

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

Mt. Prospect
253.6600

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

paid vacation (first year) and fine fringe benefits.

-Aknoctrir

@EIE@OR1EG14[1--PCDM4IA

An Equal Opportunity Employer

After about a year, or

437-5400

YOUNG MEN

117 So. Emerson

You Get Home

CALL NORMAN LAWTON

392-3389

647-0400

PARKER

We offee good starting salary, tuition refunds,

We have openings for experienced machine op-

with mechanical ability. Train
with a newly farmed division
of Borg-Warner Corp. eiec
tro-rnechanical product line in
an expanding field. Start now
and grow with our young org.
anization. Modern plant with

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance,. paid
vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

the future.

Excellent salary arid fine fringe benefits.

after 5:30.

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in

Our small growing company is the manufactuier
of The Exotic Electro-Chemical Machine Tools of

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

with mechanical and electrical background.

vgrOST,-.,

fits, include: stock plan, paid

$150-$170

and building DC power supplies.

erators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,

Bensenville area. Salary commensurate with ability. Bene-

nual

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwert Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

We are looking for an individual who has some'
academic background in the Electrical Field to be
trained in panel wiring, machine control wiring

precision instruments and gauges, preferably

2=000

Some heavy work involved.

Trainee

TRAINEE

The employee we seek will have experience with

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

work & phone handling, or we
will train qualified person.

Trainee

Northbrook

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

work record. The individual
who qualifies should have
some knowledge of paper

Electronic

in

CALL ED SUREK

WAREHOUSEMAN
getic man with an excellent

Audio

livery
area.

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830
We need an industrious, ener-

Audio Communications

Apply In Person

MR. ED STEAMPF

necessary.

Parker
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

and final inspection.

-

DRIVER

Training will cover a variety of
welding and grinding machine

Call George DeHavert
117 So. Emerson

We are a growing manufacturer of Electro
Chemical Machine Tools and are in need of an
individual experienced in receiving in -process

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
439-0336

The ability 'to handle a
small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving
record and good re-

TRAINEE
experience

$2.50 PER HOUR

Excellent opportunity for an aggressive young
man who would like to learn a trade with a solid

EXPRESS, INC.

Bonus

and profit shoring. This job requires no previous experience,
Your Own territory with no
troweling or night work. 5 day
week. If you qualify you could become the area soles
manager within the next 3
years. Dress like an executive
and smoke free cigarettes.

INSPECTOR

benefits.

WINGS & WHEELS

No

MERCHANDISER
TRAINEE
$145 WEEK NO FEE

the

tan? A solid growth young
restaurant chain is looking for
you. Unique investment formula
through profits, makes you
owner -partner now. No investment. Guaranteed escalating
salary. Starting salary $7,800 a
year while in training. Effective
development training program
Major medical insurance plan
paid vacation, and other fringe

Welder -Grinder

CIGARETTE

New car furnished +

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

$650 No Fee

,SufOnep program.

future.

259-5010

MANAGER
TRAINEES

O'Hare Field

Mt. Prospect
253-660Q

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

OWNER -

AVIATION

PARKER

Arlington Heights, in.

100 N. Hickory

BUTLER

alty company. Advancement
unlimited. Call: Jerry Bieglow

GRILL MEN

(We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent'
employee benefits, including paid vocations and free in-'

437-8181
1400 Busse Road (Rte. 83)
Elk Grove Village

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO

Apply in person

Work on your own as a special

investigator for the legal department of this major casu-

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of -

days, semi-annual thereafter. A?_RLYx------

1000 Busse Road

OPERATIONS DEPT.

+ Car+ Expenses

FULL TIME DAYS

Come In Or Call

------

year. 8 paid holidays per year, First wage-reGiew after 30

Apply in Person To

Desk Jobs
$725 Month -No Fee

'GRILL MEN

. . .

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

EXPERIENCED

Want

1,14.0.0.
Bensenville
380 Meyer Road
(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)
766-2250
Interviewing hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

We are seeking aggressive type trainee for discount department store. No experience necessary. Opportunity for management position.
Good starting salary with raises commensurate
with ability.

insurance, paid vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2.2..ex_e_eJ,s-fc171-

---Who Don't

learn valuable warehousing and material handling

skills from the nations leader in home fashion shows. Family
hospitalization, Christmas bonus and profit sharing programs
add to the security of our steady full time opportunities.'
Come grow with Beeline

964-1306

MR. EGAN

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Conipany beneinclude: Paid health and medical insurance, paid lif

HOLIDAY INN

dise,

vancement opportunity. Major cleaning company.

fits

AUTO

bUlk packaged clothing and supply order fillers with merchan-

Excellent opportunity for a reliable man to do
various cleaning jobs. Large, modern office
building in the Northwest Suburban area. Pleasant working conditions and steady work. Ad-

ASSEMBLY

DESK CLERK
Saturdays and Sundays

EX -6 -1-A----

STOCK MEN

Clea4 material handling duties in stock areas. Breakdown

UTILITY MAN

HAPPINESS IS .

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

PART TIME
Des Plaines -Area

able for men looking for a job with a future.

352-5920

Sat. Mornings . 8 to 12 noon

800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.t
Prospect.

We hove a number of permadent full time positions avail-

vehicle. CALL Wheeling News
Agency. 537-6793.

CARRIERS

DAYS'Ink7-6020
NIGHTS - 634-3488

3 TO 11

JANITOR

$2.10 per

rate

369 5349
439 0336

River Forest, Ill.
Des Plaines, Ill.
Elgin, Ill.

MEN

I

day thru Saturday. Use company

CALL LO 1-7122

DAYS

WHEELING PLUMBING

'

___. ---- "No Fee
Opportunity here for top management. I to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Holdo.
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,:

even-

wanted to`work early AM Mon-

a week, starting time15:30 P.M.

COI MT:Mathews 664:6186-)"'

Be part of the fastest growing
industry, Try the restaurant

359-4200

Janus zko.

Skokie.

BOYS _16 yrs. or olderto work
evenings at race track, 6 nights

'.Steady.

DAYS

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

field. We have an organized
training program to success.
We are the "1ST" to offer a 5
day week program for cooks.

included. Please contact John

a

starting

WORKING 6

COOK TRAINEE

to 4:30 p.m, Shift with meal

&

ings from 5 p.m. & vveeke'rucl:

827..7448

ices. Good starting salary and
benefits, Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.

school training. Your future op-

Plaines

. MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY

'shift. Car necessary. Minirou4

month. Call Mr. Fredericks or

to fill positions in Food Serv-

experience

CL 9.0330

UNION

MEN NEEDED

you con now start dt 54 hr. If
you've had some good trade
moving

-

PART TIME
OFFICE CLEANING

Des

men, over 25, Isliccustemed to
public contact. Early management. Salary to $1000 peril

Dos Plaines

Lee & pakton

$4.00 Hr. -4- P.T.

time when school starts.

We seek two career minded

MANAGER

._)

Veterinarian needs two reliable
kennel boys. Full time now, part

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-lielp Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441e1p Wanted Men

2441e1PWantet1Mett

24.13elp Wanted Men

TO'ARRANGE FOR AN INTERVIEW FOR ANY OF THE
ABOVE POSITIONS CALL: D. BENNETT or T. STEEN.

967-9660

OPERATORS
Apply daily 8:30 0.M.10 4 p.m.
Call for appointment or interview
on Saturdays or after 4 p.m. on
weekdays.

CRESCENT

@GFAMEGMITO-PCDGIVIII
An equal opportunity employer

(

CARDBOARD

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

(

Please Call

Nick Niemiro

437-5400

Anocuf

FNGINEERING COMPANY /

CO.
100 W. Willow R. Wheeling, Illinois
537-3900

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk

Grove Village

1

244Ie1p Wanted Men

244Ie1p Wanted Men

24 Help Wanted Men .

*-

HARDWARE CLERK.

GENERAL FACTORY

'ours

Full Time

to

Expenenced or we will train,
Good opportunity, interesting
work

Melzer Hardware
1970 Shermer, Northbrook

272-2400
ASK FOR TOM

Need 2 young, -energetic men

who wish -to be a part of a
growing plastic molding

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

in both positions. Good start-

294-1141 For Appt.

LINEMEN

company. Potential avallabIss
APPLY

An equal opportunity employer

299-01 1 1

Blocks From -Arlington
Market)
Arlington Heights
255.5350

Meigs Field
922-5454
ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

249 E. Prospect Avenue

KROGER
REVOLUTION

MACHINE OPERATORS
Immediate full time openings on 2nd

outstanding

an

benefit programl

It

. will pay

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

APPLY STORE MGR.

GUARDS
Men needed to fill positions in
Des Plaines and surrounding
suburbs. Can earn in excess of
$100 per week. Work full time
or supplement your present income by working part time.

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN for work as rtiClt ine operators

nts are a

and inspectors. Our only regv

work, and

desire for permanent, secure,
the willingness to learn.

cost,." 1{94051M(11114;
LefeY#41AA

Overtim

ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave 'I
Elk Grove Village

, or come see us at 250 N. 12th St. - Wheeling
StYff Dundee Rd. between Wolf Rd. & Route 83)
8:30 AM - 4 PM Mon. -Fri.

Call 537.

B.'F. GOODRICH
TIRE COMPANY

POLICE PATROLMAN

advance according to your own merit.

We are seeking an individual to work an AB Dick and/or
Multilith equipment and some experience on this type
el equipment would be helpful.

has openings for

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

DRAFTSMAN
With design experience
to assist in the developproduction
of
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information
ment

CALL ED SUREK

Retirement plan of half pay after

272-1000

some college. Qualified men will be trained &
developed for management & supervisory posi-

twenty years service and fifty
years of age.

tions (experience helpful).
COMPANY BENEFITS: Hosp-entire cost Pd; Life
ins. -Co. Pd; Pension Plan -Co Pd; Vacation; Tuition
Sharing; Long Term Disabl. & All Risk Ins, avail.

Two weeks vacation after one year.

Nine and one-half paid holidays.
Free Blue CrossBlue Shield.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Major Medical.

Mrs. Radicker RO 3-6000;

625-0500
All inquiries confidential
An equal Opportunity employer

G, N. HAYNES

Free Life Insurance

Universal Oil Product&

Uniform allowance.

30 Algonquin Road
Des Plaines, Illinois

office

Applications available at:

and

Graceland and Miner Streets

sis

-

fleadquaiters for

s

g

JOB

1 t'

Right this wa

Motorola
Grow

Together
And there's no better place to start your future than at

GENERAL FACTORY
ASSEMBLERS
MACHINE OPERATORS
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANS
STOCK HANDLERS
BUILDING CUSTODIANS
SECURITY GUARDS

Apply to
Mr: Matheson

MOLDING PRESS

We have IBM 360/65 (512K) with tape and disk, and three IBM 360/30 tape orient.
computors. We are seeking experienced operators however we will train.

OPERATORS

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS
,We will train individuals to operate Xerox and Multilith machines in our duplicating department. No prior experience required.

MAIL CLERKS
Busy Interesting jobs in our central mail room. Individuals awaiting military draft would

JANITOR,,

.FINISHERS,

be satisfactory candidates.

BENCH WORK,

UTILITY CLERK
Individual will have a variety of duties in our mail room including some chauffeuring.
Chauffeur's Class "C" license required.

MAINTENANCE MEN,

STOREROOM CLERK

ASSIGNMENTS
Register With us for
temp. jobs as typists-

stat and regular -secretaries -bookkeepers -NCR
operators -Dicta. operators -and many others.

From short to long assignments. Local areas.

avail

Full and Part Time'Days
Full time Nights
Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits

I3ILITY

259-6440

cor-

major

of

Excellent salary and exceptional fringe benefit,
package.
Contact:

FRED MORRISON

VARIETY
GENERAL

OFFICE

$563 MONTH
Phones, general office duties,
public contact, etc., are all
part of this position for small.
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, congenial office where everyone
helps each other. Free.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
,9 S. Dunton

394-0880

028 Dempster

966-0700

JOIN THE
KROGER
REVOLUTION

LITE STENO
$575
,

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
FOR FULL TIME

Kroger has

an

benefit program,

be

secretary

to

Vice President in small

friendly office. Variety
public

and

contact.

Des Plaines.

298-5051

outstanding
It

Rusty steno will do for
occasional short letter.
Will

ASS'T
MANAGERS

10400 W. Higgins

will pay

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

you to investigatell

WEST PERSONNEL

Motorola.
IMO

TEMPORARY

clude mail handling,
Xerox, supply distribution, etc. New building
on Northwest highway.

An equal opportunity employer

City of Des Plaines

s

in-

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.

at 7.30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.

Municipal Building or Police Station

seeking

I

tunity. Free to you.

poration. Duties will in.

UNIVERSAL
OIL PRODUCTS

Examination will h'* held at the Algonquin Junior High School,

otej

sions .. a I

vestments..all looking to your
boss for advice. You'll be his
right hand gal. A real oppor-

Office boy for Palatine

RO 3-6000

requirements.

City of Des Plaines.

30 year old boss owns 5 companies. Very dynamic guy.
Wants same kind of secy.
You'll get to meet clients from
different industries, profes-

34 S. MAIN Mt. PROSPECT

21-34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical

An Equal Opportunity Employer

COMPUTOR OPERATORS

966-0700

Dempster

OFFICE BOY

Must be

JOBS

6028

Call: 259-6440

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

Excellent career opportunities for sales -minded
men with potential who want to advance rapidly
with an industry leader. Min, high school grad,

with promotional opportunities.

cludes hospitalization and life insurance, paid vacations
and holidays, pension and profit sharing plans and tuition reimbursement. Check now on a future with U.O.P.,
call:

...mummy

PINKERTON'S INC.

Career Civil Service status

to outstandinff

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394.0800
9 S. Dunton

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

TERRITORY MANAGERS
COMMERCIAL SALESMEN
CREDIT & OPERATING MGRS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

U.O.P. can offer you not only a good job but also an
attractive salary and a full range of benefits that in-

110° ;1. ;t:

office, 1784 Oakton
(Desk A), on Mon., Aug. 25,
between 9 am & 3 pm or
Plaines

MAR T//19 ATM RIE7-1711
MAR*METALS DIV/SION

of a secure, steady job future and the opportunity to

.10

Apply in person at our Des

nasfter 1 year
es 1st year
Pay Increases

There can be a big future in operating an offset press if
you make the change to our progressive company, a
leader in its field. A position with U.O.P. can assure you

-

rector of promotions and sales
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and in)
addition to usual benefits
you'll have free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

SECT $600

'

4 PM= 12:31111

PHONE 437-3700

I Vi

Paid Insurance
Profit Sharing
Vacation 1st Year

Tues., the 261h, 10 am to 7 pm.

CURRENT OPENINGS on secori4sifilft,7,-;

4020 W. Oakton

SCOP

255-1600

$130 WEEK
You'll be secretary to the di-

Uniforms Provided

437-5400

2416 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village, III.

ill%

Wine Lumber Inc.
14 S. Wille St.,
Mt. Prospect

65 Scott Street
Elk Grove Village

439-5510

Please contact Mr. J. De Selm

BREAKER CONFECTIONS, INC.

t,

LOCAL RESORT

SECURITY

benefits.

Excellent starting rate.
Automatic wage reviews.
Small congenial work force.
Eight paid holidays.
,Group hospital, surgical and medical insurance.
Uniforms furnished.

Skokie, Ill.

SECRETARY

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

shift.

you to investigatell

LITE STENO

NEPTUNE SYSTEMS, INC.

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

MATERIAL HANDLERS

CLERK
has

PART TIME

Warehousemen
FOR LUMBER
DEPARTMENT

Several openings for young men for general
factory work, no experience necessary. Also
field travel opportunity offered in interesting

For Appointment Call Mr. P. Milker - 259-7206

HEAD PRODUCE

299 2206

line of work.

Mount Prospect

IMMEDIATE OPENING
FOR FULL TIME

Kroger

O'Hare Field,

Upper Level
Randhurst
392-2700
Suite 23A
939-4866
63 E. Adams, Chi.

DES PLAINES

GENERAL FACTORY

Elema-Schonander Inc.

JOIN THE

on the lake. $550,

holmes & assoc.

A. H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS ROAD

!

Experience Preferred,
Call Operations Dept.
686-7002

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

BUTLER

& FIELD TRAVEL POSITION

ATTENTION! !

4

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days

AVIATION

2020 5. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

Immediate opening exists for ambitious man with mechanical
and some electrical background who will be trained to repair
specialized MedicalX.Ray- equipment. Good opportunity for
advancement with fast growing international corporation. Excellent-storting salary with good company paid benefits and
40 hour week.

JANITOR

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

MECHANIC

AVIATION

Top Wages
Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

For further information
corn. in or call:

APPLY

BUTLER

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefit[ you will enjoy ore:

DANA

MOLDED PRODUCTS

CLERK -TYPIST

WAREHOUSEMEN
We need stiyemLmon-to--warit-Trriitir new warehouse. The
--stoc you willhandle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment.-

but not necessary. Starting rate will depend upon your experience. Permanent employment with
complete fringe benefit program.

(2

pent Agencies -Women

24 -He* Waded Mei

Excellent opportunity for men experienced in
machine maintenance. Knowledge of paper
coating and converting equipment desirable

6 S. HICKORY

LAWRY'S. FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred.

FLOOR MAN

(Will Train)
7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

DISPATCHERS

(Experienced)

ing rate.

f

MAINTENANCE
MECHANIC

SHIPPING CLERK

,

expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,.
air conditioned facility. Join
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:
1. Excellent start plus 3 raises

.

Page 7

Monday, August 25:1969-

; 24 -Help Waded Men

24 -help Wanted Men

2441elp Wanted Men

2441e1i Wanted Men .

APPLY STORE

MANAGER
AT ANY LOCATIN LISTED
BELOW

TELLER TRAINEES

$ 1 10 WK. NO FEE
:Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be
working the greatest hours you
can imagine. You'll never find

a more exciting opportunity.
No previous experience re
quired. Call for details.

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253.6600
291 E. Dundee Rd. - Wheeling
310 E. Rand Rd.- Arlington Hts.
Rand & Central - Mt. Prospect

RECEPTION

BABY DOCTOR
251.1epost Agencies4Vomen

of our storeroom. No prior experience necessary.

Individual will perform clerical duties in mall section of our large accounting department,

'

JANITORS
Evening hours $ p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary.

uni n

Pure Oil -Division
Union Oil Company of California:
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OUTSTANDING STARTING PAY

Apply in person at

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.
Subsidiary of
SUNBEAM CORP.

"1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

OR CALL VA 4-6135'
An Equal Opportunity
Employer.

,

AUTOMATIC INCREASES
FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS

RECEPTIONIST
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

Local Firm, Friendly to workers. Pleasant speaking voice

TOP VACATION PLAN

and neat appearance is needed to greet visitors and handle
simple pushbutton phone. Very
light typing. $80 per week.

RENOWNED PROFIT SHARING

Free.

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their par
ents, help make them feel
comfortable tit the doctor's
free, then show them to exans
ining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,
5 days, no Sots. $525 mo. to
start, with generous raise after
short training period. Convenient neighborhood location.
Free.

AND MUCH MORE

Miss Paige

MOTOROLA

In Arlington Heights
394-0880

9 S. Dunton

Algonquin & Meacham Rds.
359-4800
An wmi ePPOMoilly employer

Schaumburg

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

259-6440

6028 Dempster

966-070C

Monday, August 25, 1969
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Babysitter-boy 4..8.5, Mon.Fri.
My house. Mom & child OK. Mt.

r

their

Suburban designer needs all
around gal to help him make
keep

trips,

schedule

track of orders and bills. No
needed.

experience

different. Call for

Exciting,

reception

desk.

/ 298-2770

WOMAN WANTED

pany benefits including pro

fit sharing. Typing required.

help Saturday evenings and

AND ORDER

Sunday to inventory retail
store in your general area.

TOPPS

CALL 394-1823

doors

(3

Prospect

Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
3 Mocks S. of Station
Pork Free.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

west

of

LPN

Rte 831

Is There A

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

Friendly people to work for.
Typing skills helpful in getting

great job. Varied duties
make the day go fast. $110.

Good opportunities

Free to you. Call for EVENING
APPT. .CONFIDENTIAL

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

REICHARDT CLEANERS

FREE - 299-7191

WAITRESSES
Full and Part Time

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

CAREER SPECIALIST

APPLY AFTER 11 AM

Des Plaines

1510 Miner

EDITORIAL
TO $465 PER MO.

modern district office of national firm.
Will also be trained

/ in

Local Editor who travels needs
a

to handle reservations
and itineraries for ex-

write manuscripts, coordinate

ecutives' business trips.
NW suburb.

friendly hard working girl
to manage his affairs. Help
printers and
clerical skills

Excellent opportunity

ASSIST'
VETERINARIAN' .

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

txciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and
make out pet case histories. You will learn to

$455
GEN. OFFICE
Ground floor opportunity with
beautiful new suburban company in the home entertain-

qualify you

inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

position.

will be trained to admin-

ister medication to ani-

Coll Liz Elliott, 299-7191

Ken Larson and Assoc.

mals. Light, simple office
routine.

CAREER SPECIALIST

Des Plaines

1510 Miner

LADY PARKER
117 So. Emerson'

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

STRAIGHT
RECEPTION

FOR BABY DOCTOR
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

$500 MONTH
You'll be the official greeter
for the

company,

you

so

helping young Doctor. He
wants a gal who keeps cool I
You'll learn it all. To set appts,

8.

maybe

soothe

an

anxious

mommy at same time. You'll

MISS PAIGE

Doctor's ready. NO medical
experience needed-NONEI

In Arlington Heights
394-0880'

6028 Dempster

966-0700

Doctor

will

train you

com-

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

CLERK
International firm new in the
O'Hare area needs an alert
girl with a good phone voice
and light typing ability. You'll
route company executives and
salesmen around the country,
making all necessary reser
vations and travel arrange
ments. Real interesting job'
with lots of variety. Good start-,
ing salary. FREE AT AMY, 16Mt.
Hwy.,
W.
Northwest

Prospect, 2559414. (3 doors
west of Rte 831

1625 E. Algonquin
439,7010

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

Mr. E. Surek

For employment ill Beautiful
(with
Bank
Growing
Fast
fringe benefits). Positions now

RECEPTIONIST
SECRETARIES
NCR PROOF OPERATOR
Call H. I. Petrie
Vice -President

FIRST STATE BANK &
TRUST CO.
of PARK RIDGE

Park Ridge, Ill.
775-S276

607 Devon

692-4114

turnover. Excellent tips, pleasant working conditions, free
meals, paid vocation, major
medical group insurance, and
other
fringe benefits. Experience preferred but will

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

teach you the rest. Free to you

439-0336

Mature women, full or part
time.

WIG STYLIST

and figure rates
Many company benefits in,
Good Salary. Free at Amy,

Wanted full time dental assistant for childrens practice. Age
open. Call 392-5842 for inter-.

255.9414. 16 W. Northwest

view.

travel

privileges.

Hvy., Mt. Prospect. (3
west of Rte 831

doors.

BUFFETERIA HELP YMCA. Cook,

manager, salad 'girl, dishwasher. 9.3 PM or full time. Call
Dan Lee. 296.3376

If you like talking to people &
making plans, you'll love this

Help working mother in fatherless home. 4 children. Live in or

travel job. They'll teach you ev-

Full Time or Part Time

LIKE PEOPLE?

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST 8,

type confirming letters. Easy to
learn & once you do, you'll get
to travel too --5490. Raises to
$540 as you learn. Free
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des PI. 297-3535

"97-35Q5

1050 Oakton St., Des Plaines

Sitter for 7 yr. old boy after
school until 5pm. Jonas Salk
School, Rolling Meadows. Ca!

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE

Attendant for heating frozen
packaged pre-cooked type A

FOR LOCAL

TRAVEL SERVICE

WILL TRAIN
You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

meals in high speed ovens &

serving to students every school
day. No experience, be trained,

simple operation. Need mature'
person who can work quickly &
efficiently. 10:15 to 1:00 p.m. 55
per day. One each needed at
Iroquois, Plainfield & Cumberland Schools. Call Mrs. Mott,

9-3 Counter Sales
day week, Good starting
pay, new stores in Palatine
5

and Arlington Heights.

REICHARDT CLEANERS

359-6661
BORED WITH TRAVELING?

Want an interesting job close
to home? Gol applying should

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights

Duties

WORLD BATTERY
CORP.
209 W. Gateway Rd.
Bensenville, Ill.
595-0440

be

versatile; duties

Girl Friday type opening in
center.
electronic
service
Typing required. Approxima-

tely half days. Ability to work
with minimum of supervision.

394.0880,

capable of working with the

6028 Demester .

966-070

RED CLARE TELEVISION

public. CALL 9 to 5.

Free insurance
Automatic wage increases
Paid vacation
Paid holidays

Inc.

position to gal with good

107 N. Hickory
Arl. Hts.

Dictaphone. Must be flex-

114.1

secretarial skills including
enough

ible

392-5900

We have several openings for women with little
or no experience for general factory positionp.
Look At These Outstanding Benefits:

8 PAID HOLIDAYS
SICK PAY POLICY
3 INCREASES THE FIRST YEAR
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT
LIBERAL VACATION POLICY
.,.

Wage reviews every 90 days
Modern air conditioned plant
Background music

small

For further information
come in or call:

'

299-01 1 1
COLONIAL CARBON
COMPANY

/Y

No Skills Needed

Position offers an excellent
starting salary with exceptional company paid
benefits program.

Duties include switchboard, public contact, light
typing, billing and mail dis
fringe
Excellent
tribution.
benefit program.
Hours 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM.

2020 S. Mannheim Road
Des Plaines, III,

Call Personnel
Or Apply In Person:

392-3500

PLEASE CALL 297-7770

METHODE MFG. CO.
1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Taillord

299-8886

PANASONIC

.

Matushita Electric
Service & Parts Div.
371 North 3rd Ave.
Des Plaines, Illinois

An equal opportunity employer

_...

gram at Spotnails,
Inc., We have an
urgent

for
need
employ-

I

I

,i1A)

Algonquin & Meacham Rds. Schaumburg
30-4800
An Equal Opportunity EmploVi:I"--

,..-...7

woof

and is now a Machine Operator. ROSIE says,
work with.
"I like the work and the people
have bettered myself
Everyone is nice to me.

Automatic Increases
Major Medical Insurance
Vacation Plan
Profit Sharing

Q1/4_*) MOTOROLA

SPOTNAILS
Due to the continuing expansion pro-

viewing for PACKERS on both 1st and 2nd shifts.
The picture above is ROSIE CUELLAR, who has
been with SPOTNAILS since September,: 1968,

*Outstanding Starting Pay

(312)

...

AL.*

ees. We are inter-

Outstanding Benefits
F.

NEW JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
NOW AT

qualified

Light Assembly
Wirers Solderers

congenial office for a person
who enjoys a variety of acti
cities.

JOIN
THE.
SMART
SET

Women who work at Motorola

handle

vision.

SWITCHBOARD
in

to

many details at once & be
capable of working on
own with minimum super-

RECEPTION

position

/INSPECTORS

1700 Hicks Road (Near Euclid)
392-3500
Rolling Meadows

PANASONIC

offers exciting, challenging

TEKTRONIX, INC.
An equal opportunity employer

OPENINGS NOW AVAILABLE

. the growth company

Grigsby -Barton,,

Vocation, sick pay, insurance.

varied;

9 S. Dunton

359-0516

Elk Grove Village

GENERAL FACTORY

1ST SHIFT 7 - 3:30

FACTORY

ing conditions.

Interesting

SECRETARY
PART TIME

WOMEN

METHODE MFG. CORP.

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

TO EXECUTIVE

Must be good at detail.

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill ;
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

Route 12 & 83

Good starting rates
Safe clean work
Incentive & bonus jobs

PRODUCTS CORP.

SECRETARY

include order pricing.

MOM?

(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

1st shift - 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
2nd shift - 5 p.m. to 1 a.m.

GENERAL

small informal
in a
company with excellent work-

office. Good starting salary.

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

McDonald'8_-_--fhl,_

EXPERIENCE NOT NECESSARY IN THE ASSEMBLY
OF OUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

work

Excellent opportunity for experienced person in small

824-1136 ext. 24.

go for vacation, how to get
there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami on vacations or
frequent long weekends. $498
to start. Free

Restaurant

TYPIST & BILLER. Part Time or
Full Time, must know bookkeep
4,9. Good Salary. 439-6400

after 5 pm. 253.8616

1

Seven Eagles

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

APPLY IN PERSON

We can offer you interesting

ASSISTANT. Will train. 439-1500

Wheeling, Illinois

777 Wheeling Road

1775 Dempster Street Park Ridge, Illinois
692-2210, Extension 211

SOLDERERS

APPLY MANAGER

go. 5 days. FL 8-2006

erything. How to talk to travel
lines, make reservations. Get
rooms at hotels, resorts. Write
tickets. You'll answer phones,

'Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

ASSEMBLERS &

PRODUCTS INC.

LUTHERAN GENERAL HOSPITAL

ASSEMBLERS

BATHROOM

SECRETARIES

EKCO

look far me Golan 4,04e- Wm.. cruain, Ames eirs4...ftwi 4.i

OR CALL MR. LAWRENCE

HOSTESSES' S,

537-1100

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

COME IN OR CALL

3

1217 Thacker
Des Plaines
824-1146

:.

clerical duties.
For Further Information Please Contact
Jan Battaglia

NIGHT SUPERVISOR
benefits. Hours: 12 AM -8 PM

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

and

Full TIME

IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

To share full time supervision of entire hospital.
Salary based on experience. Generous fringe

phone.

CONTOUR SAWS,
INC.

Elk Grove Village

REGISTERED NURSE

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level
in all phases of credits and
collections by letter and

work. We will train you to acquire the necessary skill.
Clean, modern plant and ex.
ceptional fringe benefits.

Mr. Pavilonis

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SP

HELP US HELP!

ASSISTANT

APPLY

ARLINGTON INN

STATE BANK

An equal opportunity employer

related clerical functions. For
further details call or apply in

Call Liz Elliott
299-7191
Des Plaines

openings for
women who like production

MOUNT PROSPECT

1657 Shermer Road

CREDIT

have

APPLY IN PERSON

8:30 a.m. to 5:00 'p.m.

We currently have an immediate opening in our
Accounts Payable Department for an individual
with previous accounting experience. WE ALSO
HAVE a part time position (4-6 hours) in pur Accounting Department which involves general

OPERATOR

office equip. Answer phones..
greet public, etc. Active sales
office for the active gal.

We

company benefits. Salary open.

Would consider a trainee
with right qualifications.

Ca11424.,

1700 Hicks Road
Rolling Meadows

Tool Grinding

SECRETARY
Three man credit department needs a personable individual
to handle diversified duties including telephone, typing, filing,
etc. Some shorthand and a figure aptitude helpful. Excellent

PART TIME

MACHINE

opportunity for gal
right out of school or with some
experience. Will train on all

Precision Light

Rancriurst Shopping Center - Elmhurst Rd.
Mt. Prospect, ti.

offer an experienced
teller an excellent salary
and many benefits.

MRS. KOKES

chine operator. We'll also train
good typist. You'll handle all
invoicing as well as other

Excellent

PART TIME

FASHION MODELS FOR
SUBURBAN AGENCY.
299-0474

LEARN TO MAKE
TRAVEL PLANS
FOR COMPANIES,
VACATIONER

RESERVATIONS'

$2.00 per hour
Apply in person

TO MANAGE WIG SALON
IN BARRINGTON
827-7940 or 392-7940

schedules,

eluding

CLEANING

is

259-4000

rewarding
and
Interesting
position open in small con
genial office for billing ma

inour Personnel Department

cinating work. We can

"THE ENJOYABLE BANK"

METHODE MFG. CO.

train.

Stopfitsl

MONTGOMERY WARDenneIDe & CO.

and
fop:

272-1000

GAL FRIDAY

opportunity
ambitious girls at GOLDEN
BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE. Fast
Excellent

money handling

Call or Visit

392-3500

for

Ward Bent

Northbrook

RECEPTIONIST

WANTED

you will eceive a bdse salary and a percen age of all
sales. Ant, you don't forget about all those wonderful

2301 Arthur Ave.
contact

Public

BILLING

open.
TELLERS

-

IS

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

CLERK TYPISTS
MAIL CLERKS

WAITRESSES

pletely. You must type. He'll

26-Hetp Wanted Women

Airline company located at
O'Hare needs a pleasant
young lady to handle their
answer
correspondences,
phones inquiries, make out

SECRETARIES

Engineering Co.

LADIES

OFFICE

TRAINEES.

PC1.5011:

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

GENERAL

EXPERIENCED AND

cHOW SWEET

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

TELLERS

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

OFFICE WOMEN

RESERVATION

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per
hour to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

Phone Weekdays Only
Mrs. Bonde, 922-7227

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE

MODERN PLANT. FULL LINE OF
COMPANY -PAID BENEFITS,
VACATIONS AND BONUSES.

ise

motions a id supervise a small staff. As Manage of course,

GIRLS - WOMEN

GIRLS

CLEAN WORK IN A

439-2210

when the Candy Department is right in tiNteNcNettter of the
store! This means unlimited sale potential for the creative,
experienced gal who can devise unusual little sales pro-

For personal interview

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you work)
Call for app't 824.7100 aft. 4

IT

ing.

NEED! WE HAVE GOOD

1

Des Plaines, III.

new professional build-

Apply in person
or call
437-6010
8 AM to 4 PM

9 A.M. - 11 A.M.
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

IVY

AIRLINES

1000 Busse Road

BAG CATCHERS

Runway &

30 Algonquin Rd.

experience
NO
firm.
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

ELK GROVE

APPLY IN PERSON

SALARY -FLEXIBLE HOURS

who likes kids, meeting people

talk to kids. Hand out lollipops.
Just keep everyone happy 'til

9 S. Dunton

products.

ideal job for friendly person

appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free. .

FULL TIME

Great Lakes

25 women needed to demonstrate nationally advertised

HOLIDAY INN

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
FOR WOMEN TO PACK/INSPECT PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES.

General office. Will train for

3-4 Hours Per Day

school. Housekeeper
shifts
Short
wanted.
available.

All equal opportunity employer

LIGHT,

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

for

in

I. Excellent start plus 3 raises

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPEN-

TYPIST

WOMEN

It's in Baby Doctor's office. An

should have a neat appearance and a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check

Practi-

an

keep

Light typing will
for this exciting

ment field.

General

tioner's office in Palatine. Ex.
perience preferred. CALL Dr.
Wm. I. Becker. 359-4676

$135 WEEK 4REE

259-6440

in

Wanted

OIL PRODUCTS

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA

While your children are

7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

METALS, INC.

EARN $$$

299 1141 For Appt.

No

perience. No deliveries.
collections. Party Plan.

DENTAL ASSISTANT
- RECEPTIONIST

at Mannheim
O'Hare Office Bldg.

openings in our new. modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines, Ill.

/Playhouse Toy demonstrator;
average $5 per hour. Sell toys
now to December. No ex-

UNIVERSAL

An equal opportunity employer

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

10400 W. Higgins

BILITY

Good

595-0440

298-5051

WEST PERSONNEL

uvol

for full

bookkeeper.
charge
starting salary.

GENERAL FACTORY
Due to expansion we have

RESTAURANT

WE WILL TRAIN

678-2717

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vocations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

Job With
Over Time Pay

BOOKKEEPER

barrier.

no

OUR PLACE

S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

FOR APPT. CALL

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Happiness Is
A Part Time

Medinah Country Club

reception

desk

Front

255-5350

359-4200

Age

Salary open. Franklin Park lo

Arlington

4 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon: Fri.

CALL MRS. GOODLING

773-1700

from

blocks

Market)
Arlington Heights

Miss Harriet Cline

RECEPTION
RESERVATIONIST
$500
7,

ASSISTANT

(2

assisting others.

359-6661

Ken Larson and Assoc.

necessary.

cation.

GIRL FRIDAY
Receptionist -Typist -Clerk for
Dean of Evening & Continuing
Education, Harper College,
Palatine. Qualifications: Excellent typing; mpture person
having ability to deal with
people. Desire for service in

necessary. 5r/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
borhood women.

Des Plaines
940 Lee St.
3 Blocks S. of Station.
Pork Free

clients.
Light
helpful. Free.

1

New local store. No experience

$550-$650
Dentists' Asst. $500-$600
$575-$625
Lab Tech
Dr.'s Recept. $400-$475

MOLDED PRODUCTS

RECEPTIONIST

Manager -Palatine
$105 to $125

Dr.'s Asst.

N.Y.

6 S. HICKORY

CONTACT MRS. CHAPI1.
827-6628

In The House?

Ave., New York,

10001. State phone.

EXCELLENT SALARY

Dr.'s Assistant

this

Fifth

experience helpful. Excellent salary and benefit program.
accounting

PRE FINISH

FULL TIME -5 DAY WEEK. LITE

DANA

Corp. 230

Servicing

the righT girl with typing and
shorthand skills. Credit and

FRED MORRISON
RO 3-6000

typing. some billing, lite bookkeeping. No shorthand, Experience preferred but not

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

for

opportunity

exceptiopal

salary.
Contact:

OFFICE

APPLY

Oil

Exceptional fringe bene.
fit program and starting

1 GIRL_

HOUSEWIFE?

!Growth oriented company in
Northwest Suburbs offers an

tion of ZA desk top switch.

board. New building

BORED

SECRETARY

office of major corporation. Will train in operaNorthwest Highway.

Cleaning woman needed twi
a month, own transportation

WILL TRAIN

Arlington Heights
Once per month
Write only to American
In -Store

Jiffy's
Algonquin

2220

Rd., Rolling Meadows.

Plastic Press Operators
7:30'a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 p.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.
Clean work - Good rate

at

board. CALL AMY 255.9414
16 W. Northwest Hwy. Mt.

La Salle Personnel

deadlines with

TO INVENTORY

Job openings for permanent

Shop,

Arl. Hts. 437-8133

NO EXPERIENCE

r

PART TIME

Snack

Mr.

mornings.

Wonted

You'll'

Will train on console switch

APPT.CONFIDENTIAL

WAITRESS

1

392-9344

CALL 437-5180

greet visitors, salesmen, eon
cutives and direct them to the
proper offices or managers.
Lovely new offices located in
the O'Hare area. Good com-

EVENING

Commissions. Call or write
,Santa's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

I W. Campbell, Arlington Hts.

son.

RECEPTIONIST
Receptionist for Palatine

P. Will pick up. 9^4-3060

Work now 'tit Christmas. High

Day & Evening Hours
COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

' average salary for right per.

Large busy company needs a
personable girl to handle

$525
appts.,

Responsible young lady, small
office. Varied duties, including
typing. Full 5 day week. Above

LOBBY
RECEPTIONIST

FASHION LEADER
WILL TRAIN
GIRL FRIDAY

WAITRESS

ORDER DEPT.

25-EnmImment'111ncies-Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

,26-HelpWanted Women

It 26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

264ielp Waited Wow

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

2644 Wanted Women

through the Job Bidding System". For your future,
investigate what A Spotnails job opportunity

can do for you. ROSIE did, join her todayl Call
Millie Kobus, 259-1620, or come in. Our address
is 1100 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows. Millie is here

from 8:30 to 4:45 Monday thrO Friday and will
arrange evening or Saturday interviews by appointment. CALL HER NOWI We Are an equal
opportunity employer.
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THE VILLAGE STORE

EKCO

SALES CLERK

21 -Help Warted Men * Women

I

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26-HeM Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

&Help Wanted Women

214te1p Wanted -Men "Women

NEEDS

Checkers
Merchandise Pricers 8 Sorters

Cashiers

PRODUCTS INC.

GIFT SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

Currently has immediate openings for individuals
with good clerical skills to perform interesting,
variety of duties. No shorthand is necessary. We

FULL TIME & PART TIME

offer an excellent salary and full frinoe benefit

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

experienced salad preparation

Arlington Heights
259.8250

Various openings in Marketing Division for inskills.

dividual with top typing and shorthand

accountant

unien

Graceland Dr.

E. Golf Rd.

arlington \ark towers
FEMALE ASSEMBLERS

529-7700
An Equal Opportunity Employer

yo7177--41

this Electricarproblem?
How do you turn on the light?

.

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

Full Time

Rummage Sale: Aug. 28 & 29.
8:30-3. 431 S. Reuter, Arlington

has a few openings for part

Hts.

A.M. ROUTES

time and full time employees
wishing to work early morning
or early evening hours. ALSO

Garage Sale Aug. 25-29;

6:30 - 8:30 a.m.

NEEDED are experienced salad

etc. 342 S. Hart, Palatine

Rolling Meadows

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals of telephone technology. From there you can
move into one of six interesting communication craft
specialties, including linemen, installer repairmen and
PBX apprentices. Later, your on-the-job experience, ad.
vanced training, interest and ability con take you up into
management.
We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every
six months until you reach the top weekly base for your
craft specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in
now We're an equal opportunity employer.

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read

blueprints. Operate material processing
equipment.
CARPENTERS -Inside work
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

BOOKKEEPERS

interest in electronics which you've never known about.
Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

Full Time

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person
or Phone

HEY, OUT THERE

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
-`011111111.

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

439-7600

ON FALL JOBS...

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Bachelor hos ranch home to
shore with same. Age 25 to 40.
392 4873 after 6 pm.

16 -To Rent Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Rolling Meadows, A/C 3 bdrm.
ranch, carport, near schools, Ige.
yard. $215. 392-6818

Arl. Hts. by owner, good location, spacious 4 bedrin. Cape
Cod. $29,900. CL 5-3919

3t/2 bedrm. brick: living rm.

WOOD DALE Lg. 4 bdrm. brick

3 girls need a 4th to share 2
bdrm. apt. vic. Rolling
$68.75. "Karen". 437-2981

w/frplc, dining rm., 11/2 baths, 2

Mds.

Bedroom Furnished. All Utili

1

ties paid.
Phone 537-1864
1-Bedrm. furri'd apt., all
utilities, air cond'd, irnmed.
occup. Extras. Des P.
827-3296

exc.

location,

washer. Att. gor., carpet/drapes,
patio. Residential area. Near
school/shop. 392-7587

tri.level 2 years old, att'd garage, full bsmt., 21/2 baths, panel
lam. rm., 2 kitchens/builtins, car-

peting, drapes, patio, gas grille,
cyclone fence etc. Must see to
appreciate. Good for In-law.
Low low $40's. 6%; linm. pass,,
Private.
592 Roy Drive. 595-0668

82 -Wanted To Rent

bdrm., light
Mt. P. studio apt.
cooking, nice for 1 or 2 adults.
Near railroad. 5120. 253-1119
gentlemen

car gar., excel. location N. E. Park
Ridge. $275 mo. 259-4571

Art. Hts. 3 bdrm. brick ranch. 2
full baths. Complete kit. w/dish-

,73 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Arl. Hts. deluxe 5 rm. 2 bdrms.

BAG MACHINE ADJUSTER

TYPISTS
CLERKS

(Trainees)

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS

QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
JANITORS

WAREHOUSE ASSISTANTS
OFFICE CLERKS

FEMALE (Full Time only)

(White Collar Girls

or

couple, no children. $300. Refs.
& lease required. 255.5122

PACKERS & INSPECTORS
(2ND & 3RD Shift)

_

QUALITY CONTROL

.214101 Woad -Mon * Women

(All Shifts)

We offer Hospitalization & Major Medical Insurance,
Paid Vacations, Holidays, On the Job Training.

PART TIME
NICKY HOLLENBACH

EVENINGS

25S-7200

New openings created for dependable men and

14 -To Rent Apartments

berirm.
apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances.
Sept. 1 occup. $150, 453-8307.

O'Hare area deluxe

1

air cond., heat, appli ,
pool. $160 Rt. 83&62. Available
Sept. 1. 437-8563
1

2 or 3 bedrre. apt. or house,
clean, moderate rental. 2 children 7 & 9, 2 adults. Central
Schl area pref. 296.1520

Wanted: 2 bedrm. unfurn. house
for min. I yr. Yg. businessman
well
& vet -college student &
trained dog. 525-9008 Bob Dan 1

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT, G.I. MTG.
6

ranch,

rm.

3

bedrooms.

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decorated

outside.

Nicely

land-

scaped. Walking distance to
schools. Possession Sept. 1st.
$22,900.

011.

women. Work Monday through Friday for a
leading Contract Cie.:ming Company. Positions
open in the Northwest suburbs. Apply now for
this interesting, steady work where the pay is
better than average.

,

VISIONWPAP

NelkiNir
l'apuirnba"'

BY APPOINTMENT

3930 N. 25th AVE..
SCHILLER PARK, ILL.

678-9035 ASK FOR MR. BRISKY

your earliest convenience.

964-1306

An equal Opportunity Employer

Doll House
For the economy minded who

apt. Fully carpeted, all
paid except elec. $205.
394.1446 or 537-0937

room -choice location in Rolling'

util.

215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. Hts.
253.5500

wont carefree living! 2 bed-

298-5055

Meadows. Garage and lots of

Sublet Oct. 1 extra Ige. 1 bdrm.

apt. A/C, pool, all util. except

328-8801
elec. $177.50
Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home.

Ideal for working widow with
2.6 young children. Must have
own transportation. $20
person per week. 392-0870

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

734 Lee St., Des Plaines

Immed. occ. sublease 2 bdrm,

per

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.

.725 W. Dempster, 1.2-3 bedrms.,

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms,
Air Conditioning
Elevators
Parking

Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
'Beautiful Kitchen Applionces
Model apts. open daily, I1 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887
MT. PROSPECT

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON AT OUR PRESENT
LOCATION. INTERVIEWS TILL 10 PM, SAT. & SUN.

/9. Prospect, Bi-Level, 3 bedrms.,
11/2
11/2 baths, family room,
garage, new
car attached
decorated
eewly
carpeting,
$36,000. 259-1759

BR.

INCLUDING:

OP AMILRICA, INCORPORATIQ
MT. PROSPECT,
RANDHURST CENTER
392-5230

MR. EGAN

Commercial

Residential -

1

(Experienced)

you help us.

NI personally set up an appointment for on interview at

TAPE SELECTION

Cass zed REAL ESTATE
Vacant

BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS

'STENOS

I

ALSO FEATURING A HEAVY LP and 8 TRACK

:Milikaukee Ave. at Dundee

(Trainees)

Start to work now or later....

27 -Help Wanted Men * Women

.

Expert instruction on Guitar, Bass or Drums

537:0020

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS

We provide a good base salary with an attractive commission plan. Illustrative sales tools are provided to help

call me now

Palatine, Illinois

86 -Real Estate -Houses

No Fees - Top rates

If this looks like something you can handle

KUSTOM MUSIC CENTERS
204 Hicks Place

STOCKING THE FINEST IN EQUIPMENT TO MAKE
ANY SOUND REQUIREMENT FROM "BUBBLE
GUM" TO BLUES

(Experienced)

COME IN AND REGISTER t.

lob Mare important, we offer you an exciting, challenging
soles position in the dynamic newspaper advertising field.

55 -Musical Instruments

359-2251

(Experienced)

the newspaper business from the ground up.

You can make a mon-sized pay check doing a man's

WHEELING
AN

MALE

GET THE JUMP

stereo, drapes. 537-1922

err

;TRUSTB & SAVING-9k

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMAN

WE NEED EXPERIENCED
Our young dynamic group of suburban newspapers has
been expanding so rapidly that we need good qualified
salespeople. If you ore a young ;woman who is mature,
conscientious, ambitious, sincere, and have at least two
years successful sales experience you might be what we
need Advertising and/or newspaper experience preferred but our extensive training program will teach you

Elk Grove Village
437-9400
55 -Musical Instruments

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMAN

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
A MAN FOR US TO TREAT
YOU LIKE ONE!

MOVING! Will take any reason.
able offer. 8 mm camera,
lights, projector & screen. Christmas tree, antiques, desk, hanging lamps, chest, desk & night
stand set, clothes, toys, portable

1950 E. Estes

sary.

1st SHIFT - 7:30 AM to 4 PM
2ND SHIFT - 4 PM to 12:30 AM
3RD SHIFT - 12:30 AM to 7:30 AM

A MAN'S JOB?

w/4 choirs, ice skates, misc.
hshld. items, toys.

experience neces:
Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
,benefits.

4:No

PLANT HOURS

CAN YOU DO

Euclid & Wheeling). Card tble

RAINSOFT WATER

TRAIN.

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

1000 Meadow Ln., Mt. Prospect.
Behind Mt. Prosp. Shopping Center. Thurs. Aug. 21 continually.

Don Brandt

CONDITIONING CO.

ARE MAJOR PRODUCERS OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATE
RIALS AND OUR EXPANSION PROGRAM REQUIRES A SUBSTANTIAL PERSONNEL INCREASE IN MOST DEPARTMENTS.
THE BENEFITS AND WAGES ARE TOPS IN THE INDUSTRY.
HERE IS A CHANCE TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR AND
SECURE YOUR FUTURE. OPENINGS ON ALL SHIFTS. WE WILL

392-6600

chest of drawers, misc. items.

Gar. Sole: Aug. 27-28-29. 10.4.
604 Cedar Ln. Mt. P. (1 blk. S. of

ities.

IN EARLY SEPTEMBER WE ARE MOVING TO OUR NEW OFFICE
AND PLANT AT 250 S. HICKS ROAD, PALATINE, ILLINOIS. WE

Metropolitan Printing Co.

116 W. Eastman

friendly shop. No experience
,required. Good opportunity for
advancement. Paid vacations
and holidays. Hospitalization
and profit sharing.
SEE OR CALL

WE STILL NEED HELP

Miss Escher

CL 9-1185

Gar. Sale: lawn mower, bed,

EMPLOYEES

IN PALATINE!

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Everything. From

ity. 730 S. Williams, Palatine.

ASSEMBLER
Work close to home in a clean,

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL
439-0923

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

of

plumbing to clothes. Part char-

634-3131

Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

tine, 11/2 blks west of Wilke
Something

Cook County

,

to

Gar. Sale: Aug. 26, 27, 28, 9.5
pm, clothes, toys, f urn., misc.
5c to 55. 1441 E. Olive, Pala-

CALL JOHN JANUSZKO
359-4200

2:30 - 5 p.m.

1

machinist

trunk;

Old

cabinet; baby bed; mason jars,

women and men interested in

P.M. ROUTES

P.M.

6

kitchen porter work.

FIELD ERECTORS

BOOKKEEPER- Experienced through trial
balance. Familiar with general ledger.
OFFICE 'ASSISTANT-Advertising & promotional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.
Some typing.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

HARPER COLLEGE food service

3040 S. Busse Rd.

Answer Connect A to F, and close switch E, completing
This problem illustrates the basic understanding of electricity necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer,
the fact that you tried hints that you may have a hidden

FULL TIME --DAYS ONLY

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

School Bus, Inc.

Molon Motor & Coil Corp.

the circuit and lighting the lamp.

HOUSEKEEPER

827-6628

IBG is looking for people to fill these
positions immediately:

HRS: 8AM to 4:30PM
FULL TIME DAY SHIFT
MOTHERS' SHIFT - HRS: 9AM to 3PM

3737 Industrial Ave.

827-6628 .

MRS. LERMAN

Part Time -

LIKE WORKING FOR
IBG
who want to learn and

Pleasant Working Conditions
Paid Holidays and Vacations
Free Hospital Insurance

Contact
MRS. LERMAN

299-4446

DRIVERS

grdw, who expect to move up and get ahead.

Light Machine and Testing

FULL TIME -DAYS ONLY

Coll Mr. Hoffman.

SCHOOL BUS

So do we people who like responsibility,

Light Assembly

DISHWASHER

all

Contact

Personnel Office, Euclid & Rohlwing Rds., Arlington Heights.

Permanent Positions
New Modern Building
Experience Not Necessary

in

MALE & FEMALE

Pure Oil Division

Palatine

work

desirable. Pleasant modern
plant in Des Plaines. Fully paid
insurance program.

Des Plaines
827-6141

DES PLAINES

220 GRACELAND DRIVE
827 6141

to

areas of general accounting.
Some supervisory experience

SERVICE

These are just a few of the varied full time jobs open for
you to fit your class schedule, day or evening. Apply at the

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE

Positions are varied and interesting.

Can

Growing worldwide manufacturer needs an experienced

Pleasant working conditions.
Liberal fringe benefits.

Earning Your Way Through School?
MAIDS
BUS BOYS
WAITRESSES
BELLMEN
GENERAL CLKS.
HOUSEMEN

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

l

ACCOUNTANT

BERKEY PHOTO

SECRETARIES

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

ROUTE DRIVERS

686-7578

conditions. LiberExperience not necessary. Pleasant working
al fringe benefits. Hours available:
6 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
12 Midnight to 8:30 A.M.
8P.M. to 4:30 A.M.
Some Short Hour Shifts

WEEK DAYS, 11 AM to 3 PM
Good Pay
INQUIRE

porters.

ing conditions. Call JOHN
JANUSZKO at 359 4200.

COLLEGE STUDENTS

PHOTO -FINISH LABORATORY

clean doctor's suite. CALL:
259 9092 weekdays.

Good salary, benefits & work

Over 21 Years of Age

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

200

woman & 2 kitchen

'

537-1100
Wheeling, Illinois
777 Wheeling Road

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vocation.

We also have need for an

1409 E. Palatine Rd.

1400 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village
Southwest corner of Estes & Busse Rd.

Jan Battaglia

Monday through Friday.
light work.

MAN, WOMAN OR COUPLE to

PART TIME

CHICKEN UNLIMITED

MEL BERGER

437-8181

early, morning

the

253-3300

For

early

or

evening hours.

Pleasant working conditions. Good salary and complete
benefit program.

For Further Information Please Contact

a full or part time basis.

Apply in person

New unique store now open. Full or part time help needed.
If you are seeking employment or feel you need a change,

program.

WAITRESS -FULL TIME
DISHWASHER -FULL TIME

Harper College Food Service
has a few choice openings on

ORDER FILLERS, CASHIERS

don't hesitate to call or come In.

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

/7-Itely WantedMen " Women

FULL OR PART TIME

Westgate Apts.

Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apartments. Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in
.eluding appliances, heat,

cooking gas, master VT antenna, patio, balcony, rec.
room.

SWIMMING POOL

Intimate privacy yet walkin
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253.6300

extras. Only $19,900.

Des Plaines

Bruns Real Estate

QUINLAN & TYSON
INC.
Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

255),320
359-6500
894-8100

ARLINGTON REALTY
PRESENTS

HOMES FOR
SCHOOL KIDS

LOW DOWN
PAYMENT.
Comfort, Charm, I. Ca roniencc
Immediate possesswn. Lacks
nothing. Central air, 8 rooms
21/2 baths plus finished basement with rec room, 2 car garage, carpeting, draperies,
dishwasher, other extras. Tree
lined street. Walk to everything. Move in condition. See
and compare at $39,900.

With school just 1 week away

for most of us, many home
buyers are looking for imme-

diate possession homes,
Arlington Realty has them! We
ore now showing the greatest
selection of fine homes we
have ever hod, many with immediate possession or even
sooner.
EXCELLENT FINANCING

TOP LOCATION$
WALK TO SCHOOLS

ROBERT L.

NELSON
REALTORS
87,

Golf Rd. (Rte. 58 at 83)
255-3900

*FINE, ESTABLISHED HOMES

FROM $20,000 to $90,000
4 NEARBYOFFICES
MAP MULTIPLE LISTING

ARLINGTON REALTY,
INC.
392-8100
253.8100

359-4100
255.1515

;88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Elk Grove Village

Choice Lot

110' X 150' - All imp. Close to
Schools, shopping. 437-0813.

Indian Lake CC - 156x128 corner

lot, golf course -lake nearby. By
owner. $11,500. 766-5584

Monday. August 25. 1969

Page 10

111Matorcydes and Scooters

contemporary end
tables $125; area rug, gold
shag 6x9 $75; Call 299.5584 aft.

Honda 450; low miles. Mint condition. Must see, $650 or offer.

2' walnut
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

32-Allscellaneous Merchandise

1,

Gar. sale Aug. 25-26, 9 to

5.

Clothes, hshld. items, misc. 1242
S. Highland, Arl. Hts.

Air Conditioner Emerson, 7800
$85 20" Signal fan, 3
BTU'S
speed reversible, automatic

5.

temp. $15 358-4825.

$50. 773-0304 after 6.

GAR. SALE: Sat. Aug. 23, 9-3 prn.

1303 Cottonwood, Arl. Hts. (off
of Ha, vard)
Clothing, baby items, toys
much misc. 320 N. Pine, Mt. P.

541-1053.37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

Divorcee must sac. 110 h.p. inbd.

15' Super Porpoise fibreg
lass sailboat & trailer Excellent,
'67

man Estates. 529.4%59

Moving sale - 8-21,22, 9am-5pm,

tv, tbls., bedrm. sets, crochet &
supplies, clothes

embr.

161/4,

for Sale

Boat

tops,
red, 2
Corvette '60,
mint condition $1800 or best
offer. 392.6433.

ft.

16

-

4:30 p.m.

to Calif., must leave

BOAT FOR SALE

much behind. Exceptional values, unusual items. 179 Downing Rd. Buffalo Gr. East of Buffalo Gr. Rd., 4 blks. S. of

18' fiberglass, Deep V, 100 HSP
Johnson, trailer w/brakes, sleeps
2, full canvas etc. Will consider
Phone.312-355-3634

After 7:00 p.m..

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

5 pc. picnic set, redwood, with
umbrella. $50.00 Call after 6

3 pc. sectional couch $75. Lady
Kenmore washer 2 yrs. old $125.

space heaters, ref rig.,
tables, chairs, doors, wind. dishGas

Black Labrador,

es. Antiques. Misc. Fl. 9 0525.

German Short Haired, 8 wks.,
AKC, reasonable. 529.4686

Car carrier, 2 maple end tables,
odd chairs, 5 pc. oblong dinette
set. 259 8911

German Shepherd 6 mos. old'.,
shots, good with children. Best

Admiral 23" Portable TV, very

offer. 392-7641.

godd condition $75.
394 3760

TOY POODLE AKC,
MUST SELL. $75.

AKC registered. $125.
CALL 837 1430

and timer. $100. 541-2613

M & F, home raised, 9 weeks.
Kittens free to good homes, box
trained, very pretty.
CL 5-0735

Double oven electric range $80;
Dehumidifier $40.

6 week old boxtrained KITTENS
FREE to good home. Phone:

439-3759

CL 5-0131

golf clubs (Pur

Slightly used

chased May 1969)

irons,

8

3

Toy

AKC,

puppies,

2

moles, home raised, 8 weeks

woods, matched set. 259 4726

old, $125. 529-5636 after 5 pm.

'
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255.1107
F19-3200

Mixed breed puppies for sale, 5
weeks old $10 each.

or best offer. 358-1584.

394-22.43

5

burners, griddle in center,
yr.
chrome cover, used
753 7542

Pure breed German Shepherd
puppies. 8 weeks old $50 paper
trained 6. 9 2438
Min. schnauzer pups, Male &
Female. White & Solt & Pepper.

1

'

4 antique captain chairs -515 ea.

Girl's 20" bicycle $5. Car carrier -$5. Desk, camping cots.,
537.6265

AKC. Excel: pedigree. 824-3064,

COLLIES AKC, show and pet.

Jacobson 21" reel mower $55;
Chainsaw, heavy duty $55. Call

raised with
$50 and up. 259-3210
Shots,

after 5:30 392 9794.

children.

German Shepherd pups, AKC,

crib, complete, high chair, car

w/children. MAKE OFFER. Also
sm. puppies, -part Manchester,

bred for temperment & good
hips, home raised. 358-5016

seat. 437.6658

healthy,

SNOWBLOWER

AKC COLLIES Family Compon
ions, right age for serious train

Old Fashioned
School Desk
$12.50 359-1245

golden
trnd,

best offer. 537.4490

Small Toy white male poodle, no

MAGNOVOX 21" console, orig.
price $500 asking $100 or best
offer. Has everything, looks

papers, $45; I small Min. jet
block poodle, female, excel. pedigree, $90. 537 0797
Min. Schnauzers, excel. quality,
bred for temperament, champ.
sired, cropped, shots, health
celificate. 827-6530.

or

Gas range 42", good cond. $35;
Mangle $15; Nesco roaster $10.
253.3073

Used machine in stylish cabinet. Does everything without
attachments.

FOR SALE: Tent 7' X 9'. Like new.
Used only once. $60.
381-7236

Overhead garage door for
garage, $35 or best offer.

1

$53.20 Tax Included;

car

'or $5.32 down and 9

NEW ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
392-7904
1

pay.

ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

437-9257

p.m.

469.7204

year old.
112 -Automobiles For Sale

$20.

Auto., Power, Fact. Warr.

FOR RENT -2 bedroom mobile
home, vicinity Bartlett. Adults
only. 894-6405

1959 PONTIAC, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, $125
537 0492

10'x55', encl. cabana, air cond.,
cond. & loc., conSal.
furn'd, extras. 827-5936
'68 mobile home, 12'x46', 2
bedrm, "like new", $600 &
assume bal. 4 mis. from O'Hare.
Must sell by Sept. 10. Contact

'59

Olds Wagon

$160.

horse Gilson Tractor -$155
'766-6048

66.7
Coll

hardtop, V8
engine, P/S, exc. cond. $600 or

'63 Chevy 4

D. Messmer, home ph. 437-8340

$4250, Private. 824-2317
101 -Automobiles Wanted

Ford 1966 Galaxie 500, deluxe,
4.dr., V 8, 392, tinted windows,
P/S, P/B, R/H, I owner, excel.

toMpact -car or, 2 door
hardtop. Private party.
1B2 -Tracks; rallers

roof, like new tires, AM/FM
extras. Immac. cond. $2907
392 1636

4

1959 International dump, sgle
axle, brand new motor. Please

'67 White Austin Healy Sprite,

Red Jet Star '88

1955 FORD 1/2 TON, Olds engine

and transmission, Good condi-

$2195

trailers, 2 ea., 35' flat bed. Call

'67 4-dr. HT landeau Thunderbird, full power, excel. cond.,
widow must sell. 439-1705 or
after 6pm 298.6290

aft. 6 pm, 296-6709

'68 Mustang, vinyl top, radio,

Tractor, single axle, 1963 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor;

Phone 439-9794

60 MG MAGNETTE. Dark green,
4 dr., 4 speed, gd. cond., leather
interior, economical 2nd car.
$325. 439.0784.
1964 Pontiac Convert. Good
Condition - Reasonable. Call
392.3473 after 4:30 p.M.

1965 Apache tent trailer, fully
CL 5.4458

'68 Pathfinder travel trailer, 16',
self contained, sleeps 6, gas,
Yefrig., range & furnace. 225 W.

'69 Firebird 400 convertible. Air
conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic
trans. For information Call

Norman Ln., Wheeling. 541-1083

500 helmet

w/2.

$1995

'

shields -$35.

CL 5-3550'

Mini -bike Rupp. McCulloch 49C.
Lights, much chrome. $200.
CL 3-2993

under 700 miles. $150. 296-5384,
after 5:30 p.m.

Must sell 1968 Suzuki Sport
80 -4 -speed, excel. cond. $245 or
best offer. 296-7278

1965 Dodge 4 dr. 6 cyl. Good
tires, ultra clean. Radio, power
steering, auto. trans, low mile.

$1595

'66 Ford Falcon Club Wagon,
seat in bock, radio, standard
transmission, good condition.
$1100. 255.0451 ask for Greg.

$1595
'66 DART

'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all extras
& accessories. Includes full power

'67 CUTLASS
4 Speed

$2995

&

A/C.

Like

new

tires.

$1395

weekdays.

DELUXE WAGON

Mac engine. Good condition. . Chevy '66 Caprice 9 pass., 396
H.P., fact. air, P/S, P/B, cruise
cont., food levelers, luggage
rack, many extras,. ex. cond.
$1750 or best offer.

'66 OLDS '88
4 door, hardtop

$1195

FL 9-3212

$1195

.

'65 BUICK

machine. 392-7561

Auto., Power,

SKYLARK

EVERGREEN SALE

1000's

to

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North 1
Ave., Wheaton, III.

Huge Discounts

2 dr. 13.5 cu. ft. regrig. w/large
top freezer, auto. defrost, slide
shelves, GE 1969. model.
New in March. $160.
537-3229

water softeners & water cons

I

sweeper & edger;'
paint sprayer; drop
cloth; vacuums; trailer; tow bar
and Unicycles. 2301 Wing St.,

Gus ,,,lereiri

mowers;

Rolling MeadoWs.

2.dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$1695

LIKE BRAND NEW! Ready to Go...

$895

2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

\ ARLINGTON HTS. I
OPEN EVENINGS

$2595
167 CHARGER

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

800 L NORTHWEST HWY.

CLOSED SUNDAY

CL 9-4100

$1195

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"
2 dr.. hard top, V.8,'A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

..$795

'C6 FORD CUSTOM
2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

383, 4 speed

$1995
'65 CORNET

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$995

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

$1595

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

2 Dr. NJ., V-8, Stick.

All White, SHARP!

$1095
'66 PONT 2.1.2
4 speed

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

$995

'64. DODGE POLARA COUPE

.$795

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tires.

4 Speed, Max. Wheels,

$1795

$695

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON
Vacation Special Like Newl

'65 PLYM. FURY

CLOSED SUNDAY

ik

$1395

I

I

,ILCROiS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK
.

=veer awe

' 9, SAT. Ill 6,

CLOSED SUNDAY

$1295

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

' A
0

0

'
se NORWOOD FORD

'

S

*it

IN.* Cots)

11.181CI

NORWOOD

.."tAirt-.---r.

II

rem.

DEVON

I,

0
A

v

OPEN DAILY ?IL

$1595

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. /392-1300

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

'51795

'67 L.T.D.

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

ditioning equipment contact.

$1395

$1795

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

on al11969's!

out

.For information about the FINEST:

A

'67 Ford GALAXIE 50U 4 DR. SEDAN
Air Conditioning, Power Steering, White Wall Tires, Automatic Trans., Blue in color.

4 Speed

$1295

choose

from. Larger size also on sale.

$1695.

440 eng., automatic

'65 PLYM. FURY
9 passenger wagon

4

USED CARS

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

$1995

$1895
Automatic & power

DELIVERY

7.1-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'66 DODGE WAG. '68 CORONET RT

259-3468 weekends; after 5 PM

IMMEDIATE

'67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

$4595

Fact. air cond. convertible

'66 CORONET H.T.

FREIGHT

P.S., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

CORNER

'66 CADILLAC

1

each.

HI -PERFORMANCE

$1595

Fully Auto. GE elec. dryer, perfect cond. Snow tires 8.55 X 14
white wall, used I season. Frigidaire 2 oven elec. stove. Sewing

$1

$495

Stingray, 4 Cpeed

9 passenger Polara

-Vs

Stick Trans., All white with black top. SHARP!

Automatic trans.

'68 CORVETTE

STWGN

MgrERICK

'67 MUSTANG CONS ERTIBLE

'62 COMET

Auto., Fact. Warr.

'68 Buick Skylark 2 dr., air cond.
owner
vinyl top, P/S, P/B,
$2500. 299-5584 aft. 5.

brakes plu9, many extra's.

$495

'66 DART GT

$895. 439.9271

Go Cart, Fox frame 6 H.P., and
$125. CL 3 2005
1967 Yamaha
180 Electric
Excellent condition
439 1976

4 Door Automatic

Automatic trans.

1

50cc Honda, excel. cond. $125,
trailer for same, $30. Will sepal'.
ate. CL 5-8857 after 6 pm.

'62 CHEVROLET

kept, low miles. $2100 or best
offer. 359-6178

glass, power steering, power

$1995

$595

'67 CAMERO

Must sell. '65 Cadillac. Black, full
power, climate control, gar.

face

'62 TEMPEST

And

JoAnn, 255-7200, Ext. 14

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

$795

Power

heater, 6 cyl., excel. cond.

C17-6265

tilt steering wheel, tinted

Perfect 2nd Car

'67 GTO

259 8581

tion. $350. 255-4352

Over size white wall

'63 VOLKSWAGEN

'68 CHEVELLE

Automatic

$4669

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

$995

Fully Equipped Sport Coupe

Coupe,

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

tires, AM -FM stero, radio,

$2295

WM. tires, Tonneau cover, studded snow tires, low mileage.

Carprits, rkedi nylon, grey -green

mo. old. cop.
i
x 31.
carpet for only $125. Also 9 x 17,
red plush nylon. Exc. for ployroom, etc. 255.8592

Automatic, power warranty

'66 Mercedes 230S 4 dr. Sun

2 55.8592
tone.

'68 CORONET

'64 OLDS

tend. $1250. 437.2623

CL 5-2778

TO CHOOSE
FROM

$995

dr.

'69 Buick Electra sed., gold w/
blk, vinyl top, air, P seats, P/W.

Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
'Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more..

'65 DART

$2495

best offer. 3924391

'66 Sears motorcycle, like new,

1969 Singer Zig Zag

Royal elec. typewriter -$65,
Norge window fan -$25, kingsize
hdbrd. & misc. 358-6689

$1695.392.1279.

Honda 125 Scrambler. Exc.
cond. Low mile. Best offer. Bell

$30. 537-2416

Children's Sample Clothes for
sole by Idg. mfg. at sample
prices. 9362 Twin Oaks Ln. Des
Plaines. Daily 11-4. 827-8357

'68 CHARGER

98 -Mobile Homes

equipped, excel. cond.

23" Console TV -$80. Beautiful
condition. 5 piece kitchen set -

netian glass. 255-2121.

Bicycle. Girl's 20".

OR

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

2 lamps, triangular 2 shelf ibis
w/cane, orange liv. access., ve-

OVER

Get' em while they last!!

1967 Chevy convert.
P/S, P/B, low mileage, 2nd car.

Right tent trailer. J.C. Higgins 2
bdrm. umbrella tent $85.

male, hsebroken, abed.
good watch dog. AKC.
4-6270

259-0796
Club.
Nurses
253.0161, Will Pick -UP.

$3590

SAVE $800 to $1000

Air cond.

103 -Auto Traders & Campers

Retriever,

NEW '69 FORD
COUNTRY SQUIRE

39.

259-7038.

Reasonably priced. 438-7739

Kenmore washer & gas dryer.
Model 70. Gd. cond. $100 or

Wanted: any new or used items
for rummage sale. Arl. Hts.

827-3075

mg. Eager willing dispositions
Labrador

like new. 439-0420.

1959 DESOTO ADVENTURER

for my child Monday thru Friday.

gd.

puppies,

$25. 358.0329.

Brand new. Cost 5160Cssin't use
in Cal Sell for $100. 537 0471

FOR SALE

Would like toddler companion

call aft. 6 p.m. 296-6709.

Twin beds, compl., 2 nite stands
& lamps; 2 L.R. choirs, brown
& orange print. 253.0955
20" and 12" bikes, stroller,

Strong,

Mustang, 6 cyl., manual
trans. Jade Green. $800 or best
offer. 529-3634
'66

excel.

Old English sheep dog pups,
AKC, champion sired males.
297-7885

Kenmore portable dishwasher,
front loading, B mos. old, $140

30" Signature gas range,

Poodle

EXAMPLE

OUT SALE

DODGES

P/S, good cond., $1050. After

child care. Age 21/2-5.
Diversified
play.
Supervised
creative activities. 255-7019

392-3286

trays, seats 8, $25. 392-8409

-

NEW & DEMO'S

'66 Chevelle Malibu, V-8, auto.,

Excel.

VERB

VETS

SERAFOR IMMEDIATE

of ALL 1969

offer. 537-7562

' 69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

AKC Min. Poodles, black & silver,

11'1

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

6pm. 956-1969

30" coppertone Kenmore gas
range. Used 8 rno. With clock
12" Portable TV, UHF, w/stand
$25; card table, felt top, ash

CLEAN

1965 MGB Roadster, radio, excellent condition. $1500 or best

piece plus case, excel. condition.
1285. 394-2476

ST. BERNARD PUPPIES For Sale

Call aft. 6 pm, 296-6709.

posi, extras. 392 5315

budget!

tires, $500, or best offer.
299-6940

Gibson hollow body guitar, twin
hurnbucking pick-ups, Bixby tail-

pert. engine, 4 sp., disc brakes,

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

EVEN COMES CLOSE!

1962 VW sunroof, radio, new

cellent condition. CL 9.3971
FEMALE

CED

TERMS, NOBODY

$2350. 837-9122

Ampeg Amplifier, Gemini II; 6
string Harmony guitar; B -Flat
clarinet, Normandy, wood. Ex-

418-2425

Lumber, new, 2"x12"x10', approx. 600 running ft. Pr. 24c ft.

'68 Chrysler New Port, 4 dr. Sedan, power steering. Asking

2 yr. old set of white pearl drums;
4 drums, I cymbal, $150. 827
0321, ask for Dennis or Bryan

mos., AKC;

5

1960 Chevy, 6 cyl., stick
shift, $125.
358 1153

I:I III

'68 Firebird 400, special high

ALL CARS IN INVENTORY

SELECTION, PRICES,

1960 Chevrolet 2 Dr. Biscayne,
original owner, good running
condition, 439 1976
'64 RENAULT Dauph. AT, Radio,
Heater, Ex. Cond. $700 or best
offer. Phone 541 2656

1

1

$3692, sell 52585, 359-2982

interior, buckets, mags., chrome
college
reverse. Must sell
bound. $500 or best offer.
392 1374 after 6:30

Dodge Boys!

top. Std. Trans, Radio W/W
tires. $600 Eves CL 5 2056

Band breaks up. Must sell. 1 dual
Bandmaster,
Showman,
Bandmaster PA system. 537-4495

Yorkies, AKC, M & F, $200.$250,
6 generation pedigree, 2 Int.
Champs, 15 Champs. 392-3153

259.4530

69 Plymouth Fury III, 4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, list

The Arlington Park

537-5518

$100. Call after 6 PM
894-4423

$50 ea. 439 8268.

22" golden brown 100% human
hair fall. New. Will sacrifice.

'66 Ford Country sedan, 6 pass.
P/S, air cond., radio, luggage
rack, like new' tires incl. snow

EVER...

'64 Rambler Classic, 2-dr, 6 cyl)
stick, $550 or best offer. Call
after 4 pm. 537-3097
'64 Chevy Impala 2 door hard

SILVER TONE CORD ORGAN

(894-5665

condition 5375. 255-5553
1957 Chevy 2 dr. rebuilt 283
quad, 3 speed, Hurst, Custom

SAVINGS

standard trans., radio, $780.

Rey Music, CL 3-0180

Black Labrador Retriever pup
pies, 5 wks. old, ped. 1st shots.

296-2403.

'65 Bel Air Chevy, 6 cyl., 4.dr.,

Specially made $200 classic guitar, new, one only for $1101 El -

Dachshunds, miniature, AKC,
7 weeks old. $65.00. 537-6674.

-

.

55 -Musical histruments

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

827 7413.

1960 Volkswagen. $400.
2670 Craig Drive, Des Plaines
827-2365

I

Drexel walnut D.R. set, w/60"
buffet, 4 chairs, $200; 60.40
wall mirror. $35. 392-4350

trade on 26.-28' Cruiser

Dundee.

p.m.

Lovely 90 in. sofa, beige, 2 cushions, skirt; must see. $50.
392-9659 evenings
pc. blond bedrm. set, dbl
4
dresser, glass tops, $75. Call
after 5 pm or any time weekends.
255.0880
9x12 Chinese Oriental, $150;
29" round Walnut occasional
table $65. CALL 255-5707

wIMastercroft trailer, Elgin. 35
HP motor Call 392-3473 after

GARAGE SALE
AUG. 30-SEPT. 1
Moving

'58 Plymouth. Wagon. A/T, 120-1,
snow tires, gd. running cond.
400 N. Fairview, Mt. Prospect.

253-7008

Des Plaines.

excel. clean; 3 wheel Bansaw
motor, sander. 773 0617

wagon, low rnilecige,, excellent

$100. 537 4493

Closing estate. $1750. 296-5384
oft. 5:30 p.m.

Impala,'convertible, MUST
SEE, low miles, all accessories,
'67

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

'66, P/S, P/B, air .cond.,

Olds

model homes. Heavy nylon pile.
Huge discounts. 824-7353. Distr,

7V2 H.P. MERCURY outboard, used very little $75.

much miscell., 972 lee Street,

Best offer. 537-6736

Brand new carpeting mode for

-

$450. 392-4383.

Convert Good Condition
'Being Transfered Call 392-2622

BIGGEST

body -work. FUJI power: ------- --

condition. $175
537-3459

fitted trailer. 298-3188

dr.

Needs

Windsor.

Chrysler

'57

Blond Admiral console. Good

Correct Craft, mahog. out.

16'

2

1964, Catalina, 2-dr.
HT, auto. trans., excel. mechani
col cond $750 359 2719

112 -Automobiles For Sale

-

station

Pontiac Tempest

1963

tires w/extra whls, low miles.

1969 CHEVELLE MALIBU

Pontiac

'59 CHEVY, 4 -DR., HDTP.,
STANDARD TRANSMISSION

P/S, P/B. Snow tires. $895.
259-0238

84" sofa, student's 5 drawer
desk, 21" block & white TV,
392-4247

&

Antique iron bed, round top
trunk, Ansonia clock, child's
desk, collector's records, dresses
9/10 -nice, misc. 347 Alcoa, Hoff-

'65 Chevy Belaire 6 cyl.

GOOD CONDITION
$65 -359-4372

Norman Ln. Wheeling.

ale: Aug. 27-28, 9-7 PM

Gor.

KENMORE GAS DRYER

mint

like new tires, clean, $475.
-.4-, 894-2695

lent condition. $650.
299.0362 after 4:30 PM

112-AutomobBes For Sale

1966 Cutlass convertible. Automatic, power steering, power,
broken. 253.6643 or 253-0597

Continental,

1963 FORD STATION WAGON,

'63 VW, radio, sun roof, excel

pads & leaves. Good condition

Lincoln

cond., full power, leather seats,'
low miles. CL 5-8857 aft. 6pm.

,

894.8923

392-8838

Dining room table & 6 chairs, wd,

Swim. pool, 20' tank, Ige. filter
units, vac., many acces. 255 W.

'64 Falcon cony. 6 cyl. stick, dk.
gr,/wh. top, good cond. $550.

'60

112 -Automobiles For SZI3

112 -Automobiles For Sala

.112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

47 -Home Fumislings-Furniture

e4
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She pauses to
reflect in her luxurious white crepe
hostess pantsdress,
Palm Beach
.a
original sparkling
with rhinestones
and gold. Jewelry

by Joseph Mazer
and evening pants

from the Clothes

Horse Shop in the
Arlington Park

Ji

Towers Hotel.
Photo
By Jac
Stafford
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antique world

mystery, ingenuity and artistry
surround oriental rug weavin
warmth, or the facility with
which it can be spun and

By D
ST -r

nimal husbandry, chemistry, ingenuity, mystery and
artistry are all part of the story

of oriental rugs. Weaving a
masterpiece

is

no different

than creating anything of lasting value.
An artist does not just stand
at an easel and create. The art-

ist must have knowledge of
many things, and so it is with
the weaver.

twisted into knots, but because

the inhabitants of most of the

districts where the rugs are
made, are nomads and shepherds. As a matter of fact, in
some of the high valleys of cen-

tral Asia one can still see wild
bands of native sheep. Their
enormous horns and brownish -grey wool are beautiful
against the rocky cliffs. It is

from such bands that histo_----

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY,

rians believe the large flocks'of
western Asia originated.

may seem remote from an oriental rug, but the quality of the
ingredients used by the weaver

CHEMISTRY AND MYSTER, what do these have to do

and available to the weaver
will determine a great deal

with a woven masterpiece?
Man has been a chemist from
earliest times and is much

about the value of the finished
product.
Fine wool, silk, cotton, flax,

hemp, cotton, the hair of the

chemistry involved in the
preparation of dye.
The first consideration in

yak, cow, camel and the hair of
the human have been used to
make rugs. Interestingly
enough, it is where all of these
items are grown and how they

dying is the condition of the
yarn. Should it be clean? Many
weavers use it in its dirty,'
greasy state because it acquires a variation of hue.

are affected by climate, altitude, huinidity, and the fertil-

Much of the dye is extracted
from plants by fermentation.

ity of the soil that will give the
rug a distinct local characteristic.

Some dyes require as many as
ten fermentations. It takes
4000 stamen of crocus to

The finest wool, long and
silken -fleeced, comes from
cold, dry climates. In some
cases the sheep are sheltered

and covered with blankets to
make their wool silkier. Wool
from India is harsh and con-

In the Persian oriental rug
(above) the field, the manner
in which the overall design is

tains hairs that will not take
dye easily because of diet and
climate.
Yarns made from the fleece

framed, differs considerably

from the Sarouk rug below

of goats, whether they come
from Kashmir or Bokhorii, are
not desirable for rugs. On the
other hand, the finer grade of

which shows a symbolic representation of fire.

camel hair is considered more
valuable than that of the finest

r-

sheep.

The wool of sheep con-

stitutes the warp and weft of at
least half the oriental rugs and

the pile of about 90 per cent.

produce one ounce of safron
dye, and this same ounce will
tint seven -hundred times its
weight in water.
None of the three basic col-

ors have any national feeling
associated with them, yet the

Persians excel in the blues.
The Turkomans of Turkestan
and Asia Minor excel in reds,
and the best yellows are those
of the Chinese.

sun. The drying and dripping
time is a secret, but we do
know it varies with the color.

INGENUITY AND ARTISTRY are important in the
weaving

process.

Near the

tents of some of the nomadic
tribes one can see looms where

two trees suitably branching

ABOUT 1860 the western
analine dyes were introduced
and quickly adopted because
they are cheaper and less com-

plicated in their application.
These dyes make the fiber
coarse and brittle. When analine dyes are used the colors

and a few feet apart have been

trimmed to have a crotch the
same height in each tree. The
end of a pole is rested in. each
crotch and parallel to it is
placed another pole extending
at a short distance above the

rarely found other than in the

We are most familiar with

border.

the rug with a pile. It is this rug
that most tests the skill of the

The manner in which the

artist. In a previous article I
mentioned that antique rugs

over-all design

is

vary and can tell you Much

true. In the antique rug the colors used, knotting method and

about the rug. The field of the

design were far more stereotyped. Quality depends upon
material, dye and frequency of

Japanese

than the modern, and this

sarouk was like the roof tops of

individual

temples and. the
Khiva field was square.; Ancient weavers rarely strayed
from this framing. When they
were exposed to outifitte

weaver. Just as in art there

fluences and a greater market

can be a different techniques
in weaving. Thus certain char-

for their products the took
greater liberties in their work.

knotting, but artistic quality
depends

on

the

A modern rug is a bit more dif-

the rungs of two ladders and

ficult to identify.
The only instruments used

yarn by the artisans who guard

moved when the need arises.
Three different types of rugs

Many of the old Chinese

their secret carefully. We do
know that the homes of these
dyers are located on streams

are woven, kilimis, without
pile having only warp, weft

rugs contain symbols of Chinese deities. Those from Iran

and a few embroidered stiches,

where the waters possess mineral properties that make these
waters especially suitable sol-

vents. The yarns are dipped
into the proper dye vats, hung

to drip and then dried in the

ground. So that the weaver can
be seated, a plank is put across

soumaks, having a warp cov-

ered by flat stitches and a
thread of weft extending
across and back between rows.

of stitches and the rugs with
warp, weft and pile.

acteristics

are

nese. This Sin some of the rugs

by the weaver are the knife, to
cut the ends after each row of
knots has been tied; the comb,
to press each row of knots, and
the scissors to trim. These
three simple instruments in the
hands of a great weaver have
produced masterpieces hang=
ing in the same museums

swastika. In Indian rugs it

Picassos and Michelangelos.

have symbolic representations
of the elements, fire and water.

The S appears in most of the
rugs but never in the old Chi-

where one can find Reuben,

was combined to form the

is

twenty-five dollars minimum balance.
five per cent compounded daily.

no minimum deposit.
GOLDEN PASSBOOK

,Aer

IP 87"
THE NEWEST CONCEPT IN COMPLETE

BEAUTY CARE

PERMANENT WAVES STREAKING
HAIR STYLE ANALYSIS PERSONALIZED HAIR CUTS
FACIALS MAKE-OVERS WIGS LASHES

MAKE-UP ANALYSIS BODIFYING STRAIGHTENING

FLEETWOOD SHOPPING CENTER
Member

(Inc

4

is

the same al-

The dye is applied to the

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

is framed

called the field. These fields

can be categorized much more

though the individuality of the
artist shows through.

will be sharp and definite, and
This is not due only to its _ they fade rather than mellow.

THINK SMALL

This Sehnas oriental rug maae of camels hair is over 400 years old and is still in daily use.

405 N. Northwest Hwy. Palatine

-358-0022

111E DA1
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Part of the romantic look in
feminine fashions is old-fashioned smocking, now done by_
machine instead of, by hand.

add and subtract or fall fashion

'The approved technique for
'keeping -this decoration indented after laundering is to
hold

Doing your own thing has
become a way of life for most
women and women today
want to do it their way For the

young woman who wants to
swing zippy little stripes and
solids and prints in acetate
knits and boucles that arc carefree and never lose their fashion cool These dresses, pants
and tops move in tune with the
modern pace of life
The new meaning of di ess-

mg comes with the extended
play of dresses that go it alone

or lead snappy, happy lives
combined with pants, allowing
each wearer to create her own
fashion ambiance
The dress plus can mean
the difference between an en -

knotted neck scarf, or add a

fabric or color.
Wide width stripes or random stripings in paint -brush

hanced fashion wardrobe or a
sparse one Pants, the great
fashion piece de resistance can

goings and doings all -the -Way.

bright colorings are done in
ing dress and give it new mean- easy body shapes with self -

add depth to an already exist-

sashed

ing A girl can add up parts and

waists

or

gathered

Skimmy, skinny-ribbed tops
with -convertible necklines or

mbined

pants and skirts that can match

6.;

lightly on waistbands. S me: - scoop ones take to 'pull -on

points by matching, mating
and color coordinating her entire wardrobe, and stand alone
by being an individualist It's a
whole new manner of dressing

times solid skirts are.-

TEL DRESS plus is a no holds -barred kind of arrangement, with everyone finding
her own level of excitement

the body skimmers arc lashed

and pattern or can be of a com-

sa.___---

pletely different flavor.
Stripes can go with checks,

For those' who don't want
the solid markings of a waist,

can find happiness alone or
mated to a pair of pants that
match it or just have a running

acquaintance with the top via

da=0..

them in weave, color, texture

with stripey-topi and vice -ver-

The skinniest rib -knit dresses

two ends of the

neatly into place.

waist belt of her own choosing.

IN SEPARATES, it's great-

the

smocked section and snap it
taut. The "dimples" will leap

.p

up to the
minute fashion.

and pattern on solids is just an-

other way of expressing the

lightly with chains. Necklines
run the gamut from the cossack -inspired turtle to the zipas!y.ou-please flip shirt collar.
The accessorizing potential of
these dresses is unlimited and
the wearer can convert an already existing belt into a

CAPTAIN

wearer's fashion flair.
Stained glass patterned tunic tops in Arnel combine their
exotic colorings with solid
pants_ throwing new lights on

BY

the print story. It's a fun way
of expressing yourself.

Right: Here's 'a dress that
takes the world as its province
for smart girls on the go. Vivo

supplies coverage of a very

special kind in stripes that take

to a merry-go-round of daytime activities. The dress in an
acetate knit is sensitively
shaped with an easy body line

that is self -belted, with full sleeves to provide a nice counterpart to its slim shaping.

Available at Muriel Mundy
stores.

17 -jewel Identification
Bracelet Watch. Handsome link chain and Flor-

Lobster Newburg Elegant
can be prepared and easily
served in your dining or family
room. The meal is kept piping
hot with a Circa 21 Flambeau
Table Server.

A

Richard Butler,A.I.D. Director, Seers Home Fashions Council

The shine of chrome and
might cause our Victorian ancestors to arch a brow, but it's
a delight to all of us who like
living in the 20th century.
Chrome and steel have remarkable decorating advanthink it's ironic
tages --and
that designers have learned

this lesson from industry. At
first, chrome seemed appropriate only for headlights and
Then

material, introduced it to commercial and business interiors.

L11111111

tobe sap
Abu;;e: Vivo puts the plus
into dressing this fall with the
mini -ribbed acetate knit dress
and pants. The dress with

the jacket racket

into our homes. 'Some traditionalists at first might rebel
against this modern material,
but once they are exposed to
the excitement it adds to
room, they become fervent
converts.

T-shirt pocket performs admir-

You're still swinging in the sun, but it's time to
start putting the pieces back together for fall But
not just any piece
One must is the longest, skinniest sleeveless
jacket going Last year's jackets are too short and
square, so trade them in for one of the new 1969

ably on its own and can be
or chain -hung.
When combined with matching pull -on pants, it opens up
self -belted

new spheres of dressing. Available from
stores.

models This year's winners top up in skinny
sweater ribs, all sorts of wools fake fur and multicolor tapestry designs, with very cut -in shoulders, U -necklines, lots of mini -buttons down the
front or open fronts The longer they arc the better, pulled way down over pants or letting just a
few inches of skirt show beneath them
The sleeveless jacket is a great accessory for

Muriel

Mundy

The metals are at home in

both contemporary and classic

CHROME
mension to work with. The
polished, smooth textures of-

fer great contrast to today's
rough

shags

and

weavers.

When the metals are paired
with glass, as they frequently
are in tables, they also give
the feeling of lightness, plus

the see-through quality: -A

glass -and -metal

table

won't fill up a room the way a
wood one might. And it also
will permit a much better view

room settings. Nothing
looks more handsome than a

of important accent or area
rugs, whether Oriental. Mo-

traditional sofa and a pair of

roccan, or animal pelt.
But don't confine chrome to
tables. It can be used successfully wherever brightness and

French chairs arranged around a glass -and -steel cocktail table, which displays a

collection of faceted crystal
and perhaps a black lacquer
box for accent.
Chrome and steel have given designers a whole new di -

three.

e'7

SOAP MERCHANDISER

kitchen range in casserole in -

architects,

-that are attractive and feasible
for the average home.
The metals bring shine,
glimmer, brightness and gleam

rice or in lobster tail shell with
rice on the side. Serves two to

yolks and cream. Heat on

realizing the flexibility of the
Now it's been made available in forms-and at prices-

Vs cup chopped green pepper

set aside. Cut lobster meat in
large pieces. Saute for five
minutes. Add brandy and
blaze. Remove meat. Mix egg

1

bumpers.

or silver finish. $27.50

table and place on table
server. Serve, over steaming

2 cups cooked lobster meat
4 tablespoons butter
1/4 cup brandy
1 cup heavy cream
3 egg yolks
salt
pepper
Saute green pepper, remove,

stainless steel in today's homes

engraving. Choice of gold

Just before serving bring to'

LOBSTER NEWBURG

BY

entine finish plaque for

set in skillet or crepe pan partially filled with water. Stir
constantly until mixture coats
t h e spoon. Add lobster,
chopped pepper, salt, pepper
and heat. Do not boil.

A quick, yet elegant supper

gleam will "pick up" a room.
Think of it for picture frames
or mirror frames, for lamps
and lighting fixtures, for all

softness
everywhere

SOAP
BUDS

There's a new softness everywhere --in dresses and suits.
It can he in the fabric --jerseys,

Large
Floral

cut velvets, chiffons, lames or
in the cut. There's tucking and

Jar

smocking and a new fullness to
the skirt and sleeves. Suit jack-

ets stretch down and cling to
sweaters and most often look
like straight little cardigans.
s)r

There's a softness about col-

ors, too except for black. The

ip

wine and rose shades, the gray-

GOLDEN

DOLPHIN

v.
COORDINATED OATH PASHIONS

ed blues, browns, russets and

straight out of old tapestries
and have that well -weathered
look about them. Many of
them blend in tweeds and the
abundance of plaids.

11 S. Dunton Arlington Heights

plaques or hangings.

HOBBY
CORNER

whatever you're wearing And today the right

Dippity-glas Kit!

accessorizing can put you on the fashion map

of

This is a must for the hand

RANDHURST CENTER

craftsman, Dippity-glas
comes in kits or 'operate ac-

MOUNT PROSPECT, ILL.

cessory items.

Phone 259-6080

A liquid acrylic for making

6
100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

Ct S -1E00

MOUNT PROSPECT

floral arrangements, etc. for
the home. Easy, interesting,
& beautiful.

SUSIE WONG COATS
by
HIGHLANDER
Suede with Mink trim. Colors:
Mist, Antelope & Dark Brown.

KH $7.00

6-18.
Specially priced by Normans
Reg. $88.00

(
CLEARANCE
OF SUMMER
DRESSES AND
SPORTS WEAR
24 S. Evergreen, Arlington Heights
253-2290
HOURS Monday thru Thursday
Saturday 9 30 to 5 30

Open Friday Evenings

111900PM

(I,

it T

(SAVINGS OF $20. GOOD FOR AUG. 25 thru 28th
MON. TUES. WED. & THURS. ONLYI

it

tVtiIt

i'41,

%or Now

)01.

1h.

.

you've come a long way!

Monday, August 25. 1969
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craft corner

to comprehend this
We drove under the huge -yet somehow it seemed un
Alic e -in -Wonderland situsign, "You've Come A Long real. Slowly, it dawned on me trying
It was .early spring when I Way Resort," and Charlie just why 'it was so odd --there ation. "It doesn't seem right,"
read the advertisement in a said, "Why don't you take a were -no children or husbands I stammered.
"Come on now," she said.
small woman's magazine. It little rest? The kids and I will in sight, not even mine!
"You're a modern mother.
was almost hidden at the bot- unpack." I was shocked, but
A LARGE, attractive wom- Surely you believe that turn
tom of a page of hamburger glad to have a little time alone,
recipes. The small print guar- so I thanked him, and strolled an noticed my confusion and about is fair play, and equal
anteed the vacationing wife down to the shores of Green chuckled. "I'm Billie, the boss rights for all, and all those simlady here," she said as she ilar sayings, don't you? You're
that this resort would assure a Bay --alone.
a working girl, and surely you
As I walked through the shook my hand. "Welcome."
vacation for her, as well as her
wooded shore, I noticed sev"Thank you," I stammered, deserve a couple of weeks, a
family.
It said that all meals, clean- eral groups of women heading and then, I just had to know. year of rest and vacation.
ing and laundry, as well as ba- for the rolling golf course that "Where are all the husbands Right?"
"Yes, --but well --how did
bysitting would be done by adjoined the resort. They all and kids?"
"Don't worry about them, you ever get the men to change
male help, and that her rest, had large, expensive golf bags
fun and freedom would be' and carts, and they wore com- sweetie," she cooed. "They roles --to do all the dirty
guaranteed 24 hours a day --or plete and expensive golf attire. are all happy and contented, work?"
She laughed loudly and said,
and safe in the cabins. Why
money back.
I SAW SEVERAL laughing some are unpacking, some "If I told you that secret,
THAT SOUNDED so different from my many years of women holding up strings of washing, some cooking, many you'd be running this money
making resort. Right'?"
cottage vacations with four bass and perch. They all had are taking care of babies. Not a
"RIGHT," I
answered
kids that I decided to try it. I elaborate fishing gear, and one is doing anything we womweakly. "I'll just call Charlie,
sent the modest deposit and seemed to manage the motor en haven't done for years!
"And all these mothers hav- and tell him not to wait dinner;
boats very well. A few other
named the dates.
The long-awaited day final- girls, of all ages, were water ing fun and relaxation-well he can go ahead and feed the
sweetie, not a one is doing any- kids. iii meet you all in the
ly arrived at the end of July. skiing.
There were women swim- thing their hubbys haven't bar."
After a four-hour drive, our
She threw her arm across
family arrived in beautiful ming and others sunning. Two done for years. Come on, join
Door County, Wis., an air- were doing jack-knife dives us gals at the bar --you need to my shoulder and said, "Now,
cooled peninsula with rocky from the high board. I heard unwind. The girls always meet you're getting it, pal --you've
shores. We drove past fabulous happy laughter from the deck there before dinner, while the come a long way."
Then she whispered in my
the Swiss chalet type boat fellows get the kids cleaned up
Swedish restaurants, exclusive
dress shops, antique shops and house and noticed that there and get dinner on the table. ear, "My husband wrote that
art galleries. There was a fine were two tables of bridge, all Come on --you've come a long commercial, you know. He's
the cook here now. You'll love
way, baby!"
gift shop every mile. A wom- women.
It was a lovely, happy sceneI FOLLOWED her slowly, his homemade bread."
an's paradise!

By Gerry Walsh

the art of sand -casting
By Marilyn Shuman
Sand casting is an exciting craft and is
especially good when the weathr is still
warm so you may work outdoorsit's also a

great family project, simple to do, with
quick results --and this is important when
children arc involved It's a natural for the
beach, where the sand and water are close
at hand and you supply only the plaster and

a little ingenuity
Basically, a sand casting is plaster -of pans poured into a mold of your design

which is drawn, or imbedded, in sand.
Countryside Art Center, 407 N. Vail, Arlington Heights, supplies the following list
of equipment for a 9 -by -12 -inch sand casting

2 gallons medium to fine sand, from a
toy or pet shop
81/2 -by-111/2 -inch

sheet

of hardware

cloth, i/2 -inch mesh
5 or 6 pounds painter's or casting plaster
9 -by -12 -inch wood frame, 3 inches deep
with one side removable
6 inches picture wire
funnel
rubber gloves

Rocks, shells and even children's blocks can provide the beginning sandcaster with an interesting design for an attractive
sand casting. (Photo by Marilyn Heifers.)

old pail and dropcloth

grocery box and remove the bottom and

plaster just before you finish.
Mix the plaster by hand in a pail, using
five pounds of plaster to a scant two quarts
of water. As you pour, sift the plaster over
one gloved hand and stir to dissolve lumps.

loosen one side, so it can be removed when
the casting is dry. Of course, on the beach

moistened.

above this level, to guide you in pouring
the plaster evenly.
The wood frame can be made of one by
fours, or it might be easier to find a wooden

SUBJFCT MATTER: Almost anything
can be used in a sand casting: blocks,
sticks, driftwood, stones, shells, glass of
wire Combine like objects --this is a great
place for a youngster's rock collection! Re-

member the finished background will be

through a funnel, starting in one corner
slowly and carefully, so as not to disturb

ter to make room for the plaster.

the design. When you have filled the box to
an even depth of one inch or more, imbed

IF YOU ARE working indoors, choose

and one-half inches from the bottom with a
pencil, and then fill to this level with damp

coarse sand for large or heavy objects. To
make indented or raised designs in the cas-

your hardware cloth so that it is fully covered. Remember which end of your design
you want to be at the top, when you do,

ting, experiment 'with ordinary kitchen

because this hanging wire is permanent!

fine sand for small or delicate objects,

Mark your frame again one inch

utensils or tools, such as a spoon, pencil, jar

hour by gently removing one side of the
frame and poking away the sand. It may

take an hour to dry, depending on the

when you cast them. Designs oh the right
will be on thel,eft, and indented areas in the

depth of the plaster.
When you are sure it is fully dry, remove
the casting from the frame. Outdoors, you
can hose it off --indoors, a toothbrush will
help remove the excess sand.

sand will appear as a raised area in the casting. The part of the stone or shell you bury

in the sand will be what shows in the final
product, so remember to put the best side
in the sand, not facing you.

with a magnificent

WHEN YOUR DESIGN is complete,
twist the picture wire into the hardware

agriarlircpc.

Right Grade?' it seems to us

that he really isn't ready for
kindergarten.

cloth, about one-third of the way from the
top, to make a hanging loop. Set this aside,

but not out of mind, as it will be set in the

phone calls and talked to many
people, but the many teachers,

psychologists and child guidance clinics we spoke to, in-

have our boy tested, assume he

turbed.

corn cooker

:71-'111 TAPE

we are not starting him in
school before he is ready."

I'M SORRY YOU have had
runaround. It's not
such
much help to you now, but I
believe the day will come when
every parent like you who, reasonably, wants to check on her
child's readiness to start

Match the loveliness of autumn
with exciting new hair color! You'll
love the way our colorists leave
your hair looking so naturally

school will be able to find a

glorious!
A new multi -purpose cooker by United States Stamping

HOURS:

94:30 Tues. 8 Fri.
8-4 Saturday

Co. serves equally well as a
stew pot or
a vegetable steamer. Cookers

Ample Parking in Back

large capacity

Roy & Sharon

are available in brilliant blue-

psychologist or developmental
examiner who can make such
an appraisal.

Some communities, as for
instance
Patchogue,
L.I.,
N.Y., now of their own accord

avocado green and sunflower
yellow. With a four -quart capacity, cookers have tight fitting covers and easily remov-

BEAUTY SALON

1620 W. Northwest Hwy. Arlington Heights, Ill.

Records and Plays Anywhere
Lightweight personal portable-only 21/2 lbs. Take
this solid-state tape recorder to parties and outings
-it's the ideal companion for every member of your
family Monaural 2 -track model 111 with Automatic
Level Control, complete with batteries, tape, dynamic

microphone with remote on/off, plus convenient

537-8414

MARGSEA:S.
Dip

I I -4__rt

CL 3-2187
CL 3-2188

Doty 5,30 to 9, Saturday to 6
Claud Sunday

FREE PARKING

7001. Northwest Hwy. (Rt. 14), ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Home

Economist,

Jewel
explains

thing to picking your own in
your backyard." Jewel, in cooperation with agricultural
specialists, developed and controls a special seed to provide
the corn. Because it is grown in

304 Waukegan Rd
Glenview, Ill,
724-5665

Weed
SHOPAPPAREL

into the brilliance

of the newest fashions in

women's ready -to wear and sportswear at Marge's
Treasure Trove. All price ranges -all ages -all sizes!

10 N. Bunton PH: 392-2063 Arlington Hgts.
daily 10-5:30 pm & Thurs. nites 'til 9 pm

is closed for the summer, I ad-

chance in a hundred that a premature December 30 boy who
still lacks four months of being

five years old will be ready to
start kindergarten this fall.
IF, IN FIGURING his age,
you subtract for his prematurity, he would miss your
school's December 31 cut-off
date anyway. (And of course,
for that matter, a December 31
cut-off date is ridiculously

late. A good portion of the
boys who have trouble in
school

are those

December

boys who started school too
soon.)

So, get an exam for Jasper if

you can. If you can't, be assured that waiting an extra
year for him to start school will
be the safer course.
Copyright 1969 by the Gesell
Institute of Child Development, Inc.)
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boil
minutes. For
cooking a few ears, corn may
be placed in a large skillet in
small amount of boiling salted
water, covered, about 5-8 minand

utes.

Jane Armstrong,

RESTAURANT & COCKTAIL LOUNGE

TREASURES OF THE FASHION WORLD!
CONVENIENT TERMS

by Jewel.

COMPLETE LAUNDRY SERVICE

2 GREAT STORES
TO SERVE YOU

recorder on regular house current.
Model 9153, optional -$9.95

Northwest Salado' Loynd TV - Steno Special/Os

Jewel Food Stores in this area
has been developed especially

PICK-UP & DELIVERY

AC Power Supply Adapter-saves batteries, permits you to play your tape

COME IN TODAY Choose from over 200
Magi-,
Home Entertainment Values.

sweet

that this corn is the "next best

carrying handle Take it wherever you go!

amination done locally, and
since our own clinical service

farm fresh corn
corn that you find now in the

Park Manor Cleaners

38 W. Dundee
Wheeling, III

find it impossible to get an ex-

inner baskets
with dividers and handles.

7 A.M. 7 P.M. DAILY
7 A.M. 6 P.M. SAT.

C

you much right now. If you

able, elevated,

The "Farm Stand"

YOU'RE INVITED TO VIEW

probably have two good years
in kindergarten before going
on to first grade.

bell blue, tiger Lily orange,

AMERICANA
-

adjusted little boy who gets on
We merely want to be sure that

FOR FALL

259-5020

"This is not the case at all.
He is a normal, bright, well -

well with us and with others.

COLOR YOUR HAIR
BEAUTIFUL

RECORDER

would mean that he would

cluding the Board of Educa- vise you just to keep Jasper out
tion, either brush off our con- of school anyway.
There is no more than one
cern or, because we want to
is retarded or emotionally dis-

compact

ination. Not only that, they

But all of that doesn't help

"We have made dozens of

strips to the side, which will give it a completed look.
Your finished sand casting can be hung
indoors or out, on a porch, fence --or in the
family room.
(Editor's note: Courses in sand casting
are offered from time to time at Countryside Art Center.)

your authentic arrowheads, fossils or other
cherished items for a later project.

P.

book, 'Is Your Child in the

If you should want to frame your sand
casting, it can be done by gluing wood

Make your first casting simple. Save

give a good readiness exam-

"Can you help us'? Our only very sensibly provide not only
sop, Jasper, will be five years the usual kindergarten but also
old next Dec. 30 though, since a prekindergarten. This means
he was premature, we figure he that a boy like your Jasper
really might be considered would routinely be examined
and, since he is so very young,
even younger than that.
"He seem babyish to us, would probably be put into the
and from what you say in your prekindergarten. And that

hot as it hardens. You can test it after a half

sand. Remember all shapes will be reversed

Back -to -School

By Louise Bates Ames, Ph.D.

THE SAND CASTING will become

cover, clothes pin or children's blocks.
You may plan your design with a sketch
on paper, or you may work directly in the

Send them

what's best age
for kindergarten?

Pour the plaster from a pitcher, or

sand, and excavate deep enough in the cen-

Indoors, start with your dropcloth on a

table, on which you will put the wood
frame Mark the inside of the frame one

parents ask

Then rapidly stir until all the plaster is

you can set the loose boards right in the

the color of the sand

sand

I

ox

LOVES -

You Will Love Our Menu.

Illinois, it can he picked during the cool morning hours,
cooled in the fields and shipped under refrigeration to area
stores. The fresh corn is delivered daily.

Allow one to two cars for
serving. Use corn as
as possible for the
freshest eating possible. Reeach

quickly

frigerate in husks soon after
purchase. When ready to pre-

serve hot corn with choice of
seasonings and whipped butter
or seasoned butters such as onion, chive, dill, mixed herbs.'

Roast corn -in -the -husk:
Pull husks away from ears of
corn, caving husk attached at
stalk e d; remove silks. Place
corn, in luding husks, in cold
water 15-30 minutes. Rewrap
husks around corn and bake in
a preheated 450 degree oven,
or roast on grill over hot coals
turning occasionally, 20-30
minutes.

pare, remove husks and silk.

PREPARATION: In large
FASHION SHOW LUNCHEON kettle of boiling salted water
(one teaspoon salt per one

Every Monday Noon to 2 p.m.

Serving Suggestions: On the
cob --With tongs removed corn'
to heated platter and serve immediately, or first dip or roll in
melted butter, then serve. Or,

quart water) place only num-

Bacon Barbecued Corn:
Wrap one slice bacon around
each cleaned ear of corn; secure with a wooden pick. Grill
aver hot coals, turning occa-

Located at 3405 Algonquin Road in Rolling Meadows, III.

ber of ears needed for one ear
per serving. Cook second

sionally, about 20 minutes-until bacon is crisp and corn is

For Reservations Call: 259-5000

servings during meal. Cover

done.

TM; IVY
.; gost !..

,1 fis

plan a change of pare
.p.m.

ANTIQUE SHOWS
September 5 and 6-Antique show and sale
with Persian and oriental rug auction.

Rugs on display 6-8 p.m. with auction 8-10

Wheeling Manor Rcszaurant, Wheeling, first
Thursday of month.

p.m. Sept. 5. Antique show and sale continues 10

Arlington

Restaurant.

Friday-Corrado's

Wednesday --Arc Restaurant. Glenview, 12:30

THEATER MATINEES

pm

ARTSHOWS
August-30;31-Seventh annual Oak Brook
--L-Firte Arts Promenade, 10 a.m.-6 p.m. on the
mall, Oakbrook Shopping Center, Cermak Rd.
and Rt. 83.

and Lions Dr., Barrington (100 ft. south of Rt. 14
on Rt. 59). Donation $1.25. Luncheon served 1
2 p.M.

Heights. 12-3; 5-9 p.m.

p

freshments available.

a.m.-5 p.m. Sept. 6. Sponsored by Barrington
Auxiliary of the Chicago Maternity Center at
Langendorf Park Community House, Hough St.

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace. Palatine, 12:30

p.m.

Gifts, crafts, flea market and food booths
sponsored by Lake Bluff Children's Home Auxiliary. Free admission.
September 13-Second annual Station Wagon
Antique Sale, sponsored by Lake Forest Center
of Infant Welfare Society of Chicago, in the old
Leander McCormick Estate grounds, 10 a.m. to
6 p.m. Rt. 60 just east of Hwy. 41, Lake Forest.
Admission $1.50, children under 12 free. Re-

,

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace, Palatine, 12:30:
Thursday --Stouffer's Restaurant, Old Orchard, 12:30-2 p.m.
Lord's Restaurant. Palwaukee Airport,
Wheeling, 12:30-2:30 p.m.

Weller's Restaurant, Morton Grove, 12:30

Melody Farm, Libertyville. 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

Old Orchard Country Club, Mount Prospect:
luncheon 12:30 p.m. curtain, 2 p.m.

('orrado's Restaurant, Arlington Heights. 1-4
p.m. Friday, 12-3 and 5-9 p.m.

Uncle Andy's Cow Palace,. Palatine, 12:30
p m Monday, Wednesday, Thursday.
Tuesday-Ehlen's Green Tree Inn, Bensenville, 12:15 p.m.
Marshall Field & Co. Hawthorne Room, Old
Orchard, 1 1:45 a.m. for college set until fall.
Jim Saines Tralee Farm, see Monday listing.
Pickwick Restaurant, Palatine, 12-2 p.m.

September 13-Jubliee Bee, at Hawthorne

Wednesday --Ivanhoe, Chicago, 2 p.m,
Pheasant Run Theater, St. Charles, 2:304).m.

Edward's Restaurant, Old Orchard. 12:30

Weekly Fashion Showings
Monday-Black Fox Restaurant, Holiday Inn,
Rolling Meadows --noon.
Jim Saines Tralee Farm, Barrington Hills,
12 30-2 p.m. Monday through Friday.

cool it with fruit ice
Fruit ices were launched in-

to the world of haute cuisine
in Paris by a gentleman from
Sicily in 1660. The delicate

tiet06.

I
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By Olga
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Your
eekly Horoscope

.4

It'

sweet dessert spread through
Europe by the end of the 18th

ir4

Century. Today this refresh-

frozen piled high in the real
fruit skin, is usually called

-

Italian ice.

recipe for Italian Banana Ice
carries the name of another

VIRGO (Aug 23 -Sept. 22): You may find yourself a bit depressed in week ahead. Virgo. If so. get out and seek new and
exciting surroundings Fight against giving in to despair of any

Sicilian gentleman. Salvadore

D'Antoni came from Sicily to
America as a young man in
the late 1800s. He was fond

-

Americans were, too, when he

brought a shipload of them

from Central America.

Salvadore D'Antoni began the
Standard Fruit \ & Steamship
Company along with three
brothers named Vaccaro.

STANDARD 0 IGINATED
ashing, inspecting, trim Ong and packing
on the
bananas in boxes
ilnd testing
farm. Research and
such advance as as

consider themselves more learned than you.

CAPRICORN (Dec 22 -Jan 19): Try not to paint yourself

into a corner in week ahead. Cap. Walk the straight and narrow
foi a change The land of milk and honey is closer than you

company that D'Antoni

the lightning hug "
PISCES (Feb 19 -March 20): Do not regress in week ahead.

words Cavendish and banana.

view mirror As far as affair of the heart is concerned, use your

D'Antoni and his bananas is
a sweet success. This recipe

TAURUS (April 20 -May 20): As you are advancing in life.
Taurus you are gaining a keener sense of the value of time.
This is all to the good. Use your time in week ahead to solve an
old problem Go to the one you love and speak your heart.
GEMINI (May 21 -June 2(1): You may he tempted in week
ahead, Gem to speak only half the truth. And this in itself may
create a serious situation. Tell all or lie boldly. One or the other.
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: Try not to he so methodical
Moonchild This tendency could if carried to excess, drive you
out of your tree Relax a hit more. This is a good week to consider yourself a "majority of one."

LEO (July 2 Aug 221: Joy. comfort and contentment are
highlighted in week ahead, Leo. The fruit of love will ripen.
Desire will stir within you. Hoy, lucky can you get'?

the trailing scarf, a direct
result of the ' Isadora Duncan fashions, is one of the

7 -,

(most

100\
,

this young pediatrics
nurse maintain her stamina.

hit and excess would weigh

fast 'night take a tip from a

F "T'T r
11

INILKINS

FT

MUSIC CENTER & SCHOOL

ENROLL TODAY!

392-9020

.

920 E. NW. HWY.
MT. PROSPECT

Hrs. 9 A.M to 9 P M.
Sat. 9 A.M. to 5 P.M.

11/2 cups water

servings.

Freeze. Makes four generous

ashion Tree
Save 20% to 40%
on quality
Nationally
known Fashions

THE

GO -EVERYWHERE
DRESS

Banana Ice will be a sweet

Polyster
Double -Knit
WASHABLE
Pre mit Pleated

HAIR STYLING GROOMING
PERMANENTS COLORING

'

'

BLACK BROWN
Sells Elsewhere

SCHOOL OF
BEAUTY CULTURE INC.
Skdrie

Low Tuition State Accredited
GI Approved Expert Instruction

253-4601
MT. PROSPECT

Flea Market Sale
4th. Sunday of each Month
Town Hall, Lower level
of Randhurst
Rts. 12 8 83 Mt. Prospect
Antiques Etcetera Managers

, 4424-49i,N
IL
PPW.t
'7'' .1'3C
if ' ..>14 ral'."1-k

203 S. Milwaukee Ave.
Wheeling,

Phone 537-9874

01 this
energy is one of if,
meal. Other coot riblitiOirs
importam li siuunins. essential minerals and protein. Re-

search has shown that the basic

529-7169

breakfast. though quick and
easily prepared, is superior in
maintaining efficiency in the

- c e-rj<01111VC.1113W

S lvta s

.

17,
iff",

ti

"..rtg

ig$1111114m,

CL5-4680
Daily 8-6

lowers

DRYCLEANING'

--.Va....!../wap

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
UMITED TIME ONLY!
3 Skirts, 3 Pants or 3 Sweaters for I .50
Save $.75 on each item!

SAVE 30% to 50% OFF ON SECONDS
IMPORTED FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD
GOURMET COOKWARE

French Earthen Ware
Flan Pans

Au Gratin Pans
Cast Iron Casseroles
French Copper

LUCKY 7" DRY CLEANS 6 LOADS GET 7th LOAD FREE!

1teaut to 6e a mole
6mtild yak-

PLACE SETTING &
IMPORTED CRYSTAL
..mt.

-,

1(

Muriel Mundy's
Sportswear
Boutique.

AN

STONEWARE

Wut

Shop

MERLE noRmR n COSMETICS
16 W. Campbell
Daily 10:30 to 6
Closed Weds.

itlAuo fieCOn0

I8 LB LOAD $2.50 SELF SERVICE MACHINE
A Special Kind of

PHONE FOR YOUR

619

-:: '':: %

1316 1. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights

Antiques

NORTHWEST'S LARGEST
Antique Flea Market
Every 3rd Sunday 10 - 5:30
Holiday Inn Rte. 62
Rolling Meadows
Kay Knudson, Mgr.

HOURS: Sunday, 11S, Mon. 6 Fri. 10-9, Tues., Wed., Thurs. 6 Sot. 10-6

ADD THAT CERTAIN SOMETHING

253 9117

Barrel O'Bygones

Sometimes an egg or

4::

t 4:14 lit .14-

*fa. tileoit'-1
lc /.1t.%
i ;1'0 S.4.....
1 - /1,".0 ' '-s.

.

ADMISSION 50c

392-0383

$323°

859 Dundee Rd., Rte. 68
at Elmhurst Rd., Rte. 83
Wheeling, III.

ril AI.

ANTIQUES

Our Price

DUNHURST
SHOPPING CENTER

Regular 8 Brush -Up Courses

101 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE

$4500

677_6347

9308 N. Skokie Blvd.
Skokie, III.

Mt. Prospect
V&S Hardware

school. Now. however. ;in adequate breakfast is a necessity.

Arlington Heights, III.

255-1270

Stemware, Barglass
Serving Accessories
Gourmet Gadgetry
Picture Frames

\
I

(

12

FREE MAKE-UP CONSULTATION

WITH USE OF ANY INSTRUMENT
!,,2 Hr. LESSON $4.00 PER WEEK

scopped-out banana shell.

and smooth. Pile into

for simple D'Antoni Italian

DECORATORS ANTIQUES

her to eat before going off to

'T

M1;11111111

1

GALORE

pretty pediatrics nurse. In high
school. her mother had to nag

late morning hours.

you down

1 envelope unflavored gelatin
I cup sugar

not get up in time to eat break-

Quick I y available Iuud

helps

bowl; beat quickly until light

ANTIQUES

in the morning or simply do

breakfast meat is included.

thing that s unnecessary, since
cosmetics, et al, weight quite a

4 bananas
1/2 cup lemon juice

LEARN THE LATEST IN THE
BEAUTY CULTURE FIELD:

...4,4
7.1%,,NA

Young persons who dawdle

tern.

A serving of presweetened
When traveling, itemize all
the drugs and cosmetics you cereal and milk, plus toast and
use Ruthlessly eliminate any- orange juice In the morning

Stir sugar syrup into mashed bananas. Pour into freezer
tray; freeze until almost solid.

WANTON! ITALIAN
BANANA ICE

Want a Wonderful Future?
Start one today

e. .._''''
'' - ' .-:'

toast. jam. and a big glass ,)I'
milk to drink is her usual pat-

pack light

dissolves.

BEAUTY IS A BUSINESS

.1-

),

adequate morning meal. Juice.
cereal n ith milk. buttered

gctters

water. Heat until sugar

'-

Even on hectic early mornings, it takes no more than tin
minutes for her to prepare an

likely.
yourself) or trailing your scarf
along inadvertently stick to
more conventional attentionsomeone

working
girl's
breakfast

meal snacks.

about tripping someone, choking

The hint of Italian scenery behind D'Antoni Italian Banana Ice reminds us of the part of -the

world that gave us this dessert. ley sweet banana served piled high and frozen in the banana skin is
a delicately perfect ending for American meals.

weight. It has been demonstrated that there is less temptation
to overeat at the other two
meals. or to resort to between -

most stunning accessories to
, conic along 1 here s only one
problem-it's a little difficult
to navigate, and if you're shy

pulp. In small saucepan, mix
gelatin with sugar; stir in

The story of Salvadore

'I have to eat well." this reformed breakfast skipper admits, "or I would never get
through a busy morning's activities. We work so hard."
Although weight is no problem with her. eating an adequate breakfast. she has discovered, also helps to control

a la duncan

bags; set aside. Mash banana

sophisticated eaters alike love
the flavor.

brand a combination of the

Pisces Move ahead but always keep one eye on your rear-

follow old Olga s advice.

serving. Children and

pulp. Wrap scopped-out

can be made days ahead of banana shells in foil or plastic

helped found, introduced the
Cavendish -variety banana to
the U.S. and christened their

the almost right work is the difference between lightning and

ARIES (March 2 I -April 19): Tidy up your romantic life,
Aries You may not be aware of it, but things are in somewhat
of a mess Emotional cobwebs are all over your hoart. Get rid
of them This may take a bit of doing, hut you'll he glad if you

banana peel. Carefully remove

continued and, finally, the

think Frost Olga
AQUARIUS (Jan 20 -Feb. 18): Watch your words in week
ahead Aquarius Especially when around the one you love.
Remember this ' the difference between the right word and

mind to contrive and y our tongue to persuade.

Pull off top one-third of

a

of bananas and, found
-7".1131111..".-esse,

SCORPIO (Oct 23 -Nov. 21): In days ahead. Scorp, your
memory will he excellent, but your judgement poor. Realize
this and act accordingly. Don't allow your sweet IllerflOCeti to
play too great a part in your day-to-day activities.
SAGIl TARIUS (Nov. 22 -Dec. 21): You have good sense,
Sag and few pretensions. In week ahead, judge from intuition.
Thus you will avoid confusion. Turn a deaf ear to those who

is

Remove to chilled mixing

So it is appropriate that this

Aug. 25-31

LIBRA (Sept 23 -Oct. 22): You are going to get a second
chance at happiness Libra. Don't muff the deal. DOn't look
back The past is a cancelled check. That you can hank on. Tomorrow holds nothing but goodies.

too. The taste

tingle of ice mingled with
.mellow sweetened banana. It

ment, made with mashed
fruit, sugar and water, and

By Olga

kind It 1,, luxury you can ill afford.

success,

SOUTH
EVERGREEN

1...-44 W. Palatine Roud
in the Village Square in Palatine

PH: 358-7350

PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

'ME Nionday.
DAY
August 25, 1n69
.
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mother approved t.v.

_hair styles especially for 'she'

muted to the music of Hent- I
Mancini. Originally "Pinkie"

By Frances Altman

The addition of a postiche
(small wiglet) to a short hair-

Mothers should be de- yKasonly_pert-and-ink-skefai-e-s-.
lighted with- faIrs---new- MC= by David DePatie and Fritz
vision shows for children. Af- Freling, but now color and
ter two years of campaigning. slapstick have given him new
by women's clubs, church viva As its sponsor is Hasbro
groups and PTAs across the Industries, a long list of Pink
nation, the television industry, Panther pajamas, playwcar
finally has created a lineup of and toys should no doubt boost
--- Saturday morning programs_ his -popularity
IV AN TORS' "Jungle
that should _be both-entcrtaiii-

NBC' will premier five new
programs totaling three hours
and return three shows, including the widely acclaimed
Ba-

the

Presents

nana Splits Adventure Hour"
which started last fall.

PUPPETEERING
LIVE
will he introduced for the first
time in "H. R. Pufnstuf,"
slated for 10 a.m., though the
title may be changed. The pro-

duction will he an expensive

readers.

Small permanent wave roll-

named Terry Dexter and his
dog, Bip. They'll be adventuring in and out of fantasyland,
riding a dragon with an allergy

Marty Krofft.
Each character will have a
person inside making the pup-

pet talk and move. Including
such items as puppet trees, the
cast Will have about 200 people

and will star the young British
actor, Jack Wild, recently a hit

in "Oliver."
The Pink Panther has been
borrowed from the adult movie of the same name and ani-

the face. The crown portion of
the hair is set with larger rollers and small pin curls are used
to set the remaining hair.

When the hair is dry it

Saturday NBC lineup offering a sophisticated color production
created by David DePatie and Fritz Freling.

For evening a small wiglet is
placed on top of the hair using
a ribbon to complete a Grecian

The three returning NBC
shows will he "Heckle and
Jeckle," who will start off Sat-

urday morning earlier at 8
a.m., those favorite reliables
"The Flintstones" and a half
hour of "Underdog."

Wheels," an adventure with
boys and their cars; "The
Hardy Boys" based on the

ring Dick Clark.

popular juvenile mystery

impressive list of talented per-

books, and "Sky Hawks," an

sons has gone into the new kid-

FIVE NEWCOMERS will ' animated flying adventure.
Four of ABC's regulars will
be introduced by ABC: "The
Smokey Bear Show"; "The be back, "Casper," "GulliNashville Cats," featuring feline

teeny -hoppers;

"Hot

ver," "Fantastic Voyage" and
"American Bandstand" star -

is

brushed vigorously and only
lightly teased at the crown for
height. Each curl is handled
lightly during the combing out
to produce an arranged style.
Curly tendrils fall whisply on
the face to achieve a truly
feminine look.

The Pink Panther will be a refreshing new addition to the

and performing other antics
derland.

and

close to the face to produce
tendril curl that fall softly on

tari, to narrate the new animal -

by the internationally famous
Sid

ers are used to roll the hair

story show. Each week different animals will be featured.
The DePatie-Freling part-i
nership also will produce the,
3 0 -minute series "Here
Comes The Grump," an ani-I
mated cartoon featuring a boy

reminiscent of Alice -in -Won-

puppeteers

Beauty Salon in Arlington
Heights especially-for - DAY-

shall Thompson, star of Dak-

one for the moppet set, created
Greek

The style was created by
Roy Lax of the Americana

Tales" will bring back Mar-

-Mg-and education.

"Kellogg's

style changes the mood of thiscasual Grecian -style to an elegant evening coiffure.

effect.

A gigantic bankroll and an

dies' viewing. So Mom, you
had better be there. Saturday
mornings may be the only time
television will be worth watch-

itft Shwa :

ing.

Large Cultured

Pearl Ring with
Diamonds 14K

it's a woman's world

c 95

Priced! $ Al)
e.11 ...11
from

and

'

uP

Other pearl rings
(Not shown)

9 4.95 and up
REGISTER NOW FOR FREE
DOOR PRIZES FROM NOW

UNTIL JUNE 16th

MITCHELL'S

1
.................
-\ . Van of

mmilrommumsnuENTER ownerniummammattmatunsuunnint

colorrast, Saturday, Sept. 6.
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the food in your life
By Gaynor Maddox

Many young marrieds today
spend money for liquor on ad- She says:
"There is tremendous revice of their parents. It's the
thing to do, a status symbol, search in nutrition going on in
they are told. So often, they lay universities and laboratories.
out part of their food money We have volumes of these scientific findings. But to get the
for alcohol.
Many foreign -born Ameri- practical understanding of
cans continue to buy their food these findings to the eating
at the small stores run by fel- publiC is today a major problov, foreign -horn Americans lem of educators."
Co-author of "Introduction
despite higher costs than supermarkets. They like being to Nutrition," a text book for
able to cash checks, to get college students, Dr. Fleck obcredit, to speak and hear their serves:
own language and to find na"Being able to sell the imtive products.
portance of nutriton to young
Many young marrieds have people is a grave challenge--totheir milk delivered daily even. get them to realize that from
. though it costs more than di- the moment they are born nu-

rect purchase at the grocery
store. They pay only once a

- month for the milk delivery
when they get pay checks.

0"

about it," she says.

in them. If vitamin C is the

about

the importance of a

versity must have practical experience in helping urban families. For example, one group
worked with Puerto Rican
housewives in the Chelsea dis-

trict who did not use the dofoods. Our students
worked out special recipes
adapted to their tastes for these
nated

The bounce,
Designed to bring out the fe- signer has papered the wall in
male in every woman-Allis back with "Heather" red
pink and red room was created washable wallpaper and framby Karl Steinhauser AID/ ed the entire bed area un-

MID for Restonlc Corp. for der a half circle of plywood

the "America at Home" pro- hung from the ceiling papered
gram in the American Furni- in petals of the same red. A
ture Mart. Starting with a regal golden curtain rod behind the
king-size bed and an elegant bed is added for accent and
red tufted headboard, the de- holds a swag of sheeting that

source

is

These habits have deep-seated
family,
influences --ethnic,

and

interest.

status, religious or group consciousness," Dr. Fleck be-

How can we compete with the.
lure of sports, music, cars and

all other contemporary interests of the young? It's tough
going but we must make it."

and charms -

ions for style -minded moderns

is here, at our fabulous fall
opening. Come running.

g

'grasilionz

eautiful (lEatig
1713 E. Central Road (Convenient Shopping Center)

Corner of Busse I Central, Arlington His.

Adtetty

439-8070

Dunton
43 S. D
CI. 5-5543 Arlington Heights 9:30 to 5:30

,ewe
offers you the new "Pewter Look"

The 14th Century
Pewter Look

in

Mugs
Trays
Bowls

FRAMED
MIRROR
44759,
N DISPLAY IN OUR SHOWROOM
CUSTOM INSTALLATIONS

PLAIN BEVE_LED ANTIQUE

Aniory1

ALSO

IMPORTED

GERMAN.

Oar and rMii mNap

Carpet, Furniture- & Wall

Vases
Serving Pieces,

HAM AND
SAUSAGE

i1777,,,,77,14-,.%

Service Master

,aveleAs

Continental Delicatessen

C I' .a nina

IMPORTED a DOMESTIC DELICACIES
10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE

Visit our new showroom at
Palatine Plaza
Palatine, Ill.

PH: 359-1004

Open Dolly
R A.M.-6P.M.
FRI. 'III 9 P.M.

tli

,MAISON de ROYMAYNE

The way you arrange your table
is an expression of your individuality

Your hair should be'your crowning glory...if it's
suffering from neglect, too much sun, etc., our
;pecal treatment will give it new Mel

lieves. "We constantly study
methods to interest young
people in better nutrition:

piZZLIZ

ma of the best of Fall's new fash-

Coffee Set complete
with tray
Candlesticks

RUGS

672 E. Northwest Hwy
Palatine 358.1500

with areas of "Chateau" white
vinyl tile with inserts of pink,
red and azalea tones add foot

CONDITION IT!

Dr. Henrietta Fleck, chair. man of the Home Economics.

CARPET

linens. The opposite wall is
done in "Sandringham" paisley washable wallpaper. The
"Atavio" furniture is in offwhite. An azalea lush carpet

LET A PROFESSIONAL

canned

OWEN

i

di)

l)taN4likciA4SAWIA4)

grapefruit juice.
Department of New York
University's School of Educa-

matches the colors of the bed

"To change a person's eating habits is one of the most
difficult tasks in the world.

main question, the least expensive

gOW/0 lag

"Senior students in home
economics at New York Uni-

corporate them more and more
into their family meals.

pound for tomatoes, believing
they must have the vitamin C

pay as much as 49 cents a

'gs

it can k done if they think

plays a role in the quality of

should be flexible, not static.
"We must adjust to the chang
ing patterns of living. Breakfast, for example, is a lost
cause. Why go on preaching

Many young marrieds on a
limited food budget foolishly

Arlington Heights

fiV074.

in snacks or what have you.
Get some citrus, some firstclass protein --extra, yes. But

women how to prepare them.
As a result they began to in-

and then, pays off? That is the
job we are working on."
She believes the curriculum

... vciA4*Olg4M4"41,
.............**
*

fast during the rest of the day --

their entire life. Eating well, or
eating poorly or unwisely,

"Our job is to talk of benefits, not to scare young
people. How can we make it
clear to them that good nutrition every day, not just now

BEAUTY SALON

392-0062
. 214 E. Grove (behind the White Hen)

A

pers how to make up for the
foods they missed at break-

foods and then showed the

Among many of the under-

-.

people don't eat any more?
We must show breakfast -skip-

.

.. ArlingtonA

.
.

J

breakfast which most

trition has a vital impact on

their living.
privileged, government donated foods, such as pork loaf,
cheese, powdered milk,
though nutritionally needed,
are often thrown away because
the recipients don't know how
to prepare them.

good

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS.

1

Snorky, make their debut as hosts and stars of "Kellogg Presents the Banana Splits Adventure Hour"

lion, gives the above example
of the importance of education
in the buying and use of foods.

JEY.15.!!'EgIN

EVERGREEN SHOPPING

The sound of today will be beard when the Banana Splits, left to right, Drooper, Bingo, Fleegle and

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS. ILL,

PHONE 269-9844

2 N. Dunton Ave.

Arlington Heights

CL 3-4690

p
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Daily Dozen on Way to Work
Fir" -4717"4

Pedal POwer Is Popular.
ommuters
With

11',

A'

What's Biting Him," he devotes a chapter to bicycling.

By Robert Katz
When Richard Frisbie, of 631 N. Dunton, Ar-

lington Heights, goes to Chicago he takes the
Chicago & Northwestern Railway. It is air

conditioned and comfortable.
When Richard Frisbie goes to the railroad station he rides his bicycle. It's not so comfortable.
He also takes a briefcase, but so does everyone
else

From March through October, since 1954,

Frisbie has been riding his bicycle to thb station.
In his book, "It's a Wise Woodsman Who Knows

Bidycles are transportation machines largely

constructed of steel, with round rubber tires.
They rre not often seen below commuters.

M.tYBE THE OFFICIALS of the Chicago
and Northwestern Railway never noticed
Frisbie, but they did notice the other travelers.

"Our trains are so comfortable that I'm afraid
they may be contributing to the out -of -shape
condition of some of our commuters," said H.A.

Lenske, director of C& NW commuter services.

The railway recently announced plans to install bicycle racks at 16 stations. "We're encouraging our riders to get their exercise by riding
bicycles to and from their trains," said Lenske.
That's modernization. Frisbie remembers when
he used to hitch his bike to the post supporting
the station.
Frisbie said that about two weeks ago someone
tied a note to the handlebars of bikes parked at
the station announcing the start of an association
of bike riding commuters. More modernization.
Frisbie doesn't think he will join.

k

t-,
97
ra-

Commuter and writer Richard Frisbie rolls into the Chicago & North Western station
before the train rolls in.

is prof/say wan nor uecume an moue M the congressional race,
but bike riding committers still must park at make -shift hitching
posts at the Des Plaines Chicago & North Western station.
-v

.d'41iZgri

gar

,s 04,

RIGHT-Mount Prospect
commuters must chain their
bikes where they can. Here a
commuter train streaks by a
bike chained in the weeds on

1

Prospect Av. near Main St.

.44

AICDAY
PARKING

5O

ai

011ARTERS

0

./.7.);?

a

"'

-7116r

,

I

One smart commuter chained his bicycle to a parking sign in
Arlington Heights.

P

RIGHT-Arlington Heights' present bicycle racks are more
than full daily.

Scene: Palatine Chicago & North Western station. Time: More or less high noon. Action: None,
Just two commuters' bikes resting in the racks.
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The Law Serves You

Don't Wait to Get
Record of Birth

Dean's List honors were
earned by 3,807 students at
University of Illinois Chicago
Circle Campus during the
spring academic quarter. To
he named to the list by one of
the University's five under-

tions for obtaining evidenceof ------THE,--APPLIL AN 1 may
then obtain a certified copy of
the date and place of birth.

Any person who does not
have a birth certificate should
take steps now to obtain evi-

ORDINARILY, the ISBA

dence of his age father than

said, at least two documents
are required for the "Delayed
Record of Birth," one of
which may be an affidavit of

wait until he applies for Social
Security benefits or needs
proof of age for other reason,

the Illinois State Bar Associ-

personal knowledge. One

ation said today.

While a birth certificate is document must provide proof
the most generally accepted of parentage and this same
proof of age, the ISBA said, document and another, or two
persons whose. births never other documents, must prowere officially recorded can vide proof of the date and
obtain other satisfactory evi- place of birth.
Any document submitted
dence of date of birth. However, an individual should act other than an affidavit, must
be a public document created

before the trail grows cold,
other records are lost or persons who might provide evi-

five or more years ago. The
best proof of birth facts are

dence are deceased.

The bar group said the Illinois native, if horn prior to
1916, should ask the county

The completed form and

documents must be forwarded
to the State Registrar of Vital

If horn after January I. 1916,

he should contact the State
Registrar of Vital Records in
Springfield and ask him to

trar is required by law to tell
the applicant the reasons for
this and to inform him that he

courses.

may appeal the decision.

B.

Records for his approval. If
"Delayed Record of
the
Birth" is accepted by the State
Registrar of Vital Records, the
applicant will be notified and a

search his records.
Such a search will be made

for a S2 fee. If no record is

copy of the accepted certifi-

found, the person will be given
form called "Delayed
a

cate will be sent to the county
clerk of the county of birth.

Record of Birth- with instruc-

Seek Property
For Open Land

Program

Included were:

In Arlington Heights: Mary
Allen, 504 S. Donald;
Thomas E. Barrett, 2502 N.

Although a birth certificate
or "Delayed Record of Birth"
(together with the documents
used to obtain it) ordinarily
will expedite one's application

Raleigh:

Lautenschla-

Gary

ger, 2303 N. Burke Dr.; Marion K. Mason, 2049 Mulberry
Ln.: Wayne E. Schennum,
3234 N. Arlington Heights

4

for Social Security benefits,
the government will accept
other proof of age. This could

Rd.: Frank J. Shinsky, 3306

S

Arlington Heights

, ,,t.

?sr_

S

include school, employment,
military service records or
papers, passport, marriage certificate, and so on.

try in the family Bible.

This average does not include
grades in physical education

is

not approved, the State Regis-

life, such as a Baptismal cerfirst grade, an insurance policy
taken out early in life or an en-

clerk of the county in which he
was bairn to search its records.

fice of Vital Records. If it

census records, naturalization

tificate, record of entry into

erage of 4.0 or better (5-A).

county clerk or the State Of-

in

documents created early

graduate colleges, a student
must. achieve a grade point av-

record from-either-the-

the

Rd.;

Gregory E. Smith. I l l N. Waterman; Dale A. Theiss 1027
Drury 1.n.; Janet E. Gollberg,
319 S. Yale; Raymond S. Koss,

.5

210 S. Kaspar; Robert A. Ma-

riano, 1340 S. Evergreen, and

Patricia E. Wellborn, 21

E.

Regency Dr.
Elk Grove Village: Wallace
H. Gustafson, 503 Brynhaven,
and Michael J. Szczepanik,
1244 Aspen Ln.
Rolling Meadows: Linda K.

Hill, 2500 Hawk Ln:
Barrington: Margaret L.
Brown, 67 Dales Rd., and
Craig J. Hudson, 196 Kimberly.

Des Plaines: Pamela J. Bar-

ger, 112 Oakwood; Reinhold
0. Dankerl, 274 Columbia;
Ilene S. Glass, 9471 N. Hamlin; Barbara F. Hall, 836 Walter; Ruth H. Hcacock, 1330 E.
Rand Rd.; Kenneth J. Hempel,
2025 Laura Ln.: Diane B.
Hodorowski, 785 Timothy
Ln.; Natalie A. Holden, 33 S.
E. River Rd.; Toni A. Howard,

389 Des Plaines; Richard J.
Kappel, 875 Ingram Pl., and
Edmund P. Kawa, 9027 Capi-

tal Dr.

The ISBA said one Social
Security applicant established
his age by means of a photo-

LARGE QUANTITY ECONOMY
IS SOMETIMES UNWISE

tone. Since she had died in
childbirth, the date of death on
the tombstone was his date of
birth.

Final Service
Academy Exam
October 4

Sometimes what seems like a bargain -- such as a
1,00(1 .tablet bottle of a medicine can prove to be
more expensive. Many drugs naturally deteriorate
in time, even aspirin. Long before they are used up
they could lose potency. Certain medicines have
special storage requirements to insure potency and

Cal Stockman, director of Instructional Services at Harper College, adjusts a video tape in his
office in the new three-story Learning Resources Center. The sound and film material, on the tape

stability. We can advise you.
We suggest you buy only what you will need for nor-

mal use. However, if you have a chronic illness or

See

Russell H. Schlaufman of
536 S. Highland, Arlington

day, Oct. 4, Rep. Harold R.
Collier announced this week.

were given in July and August.

On the basis of the test results, Rep. Collier will nominate 10 candidates for each vaHome owners in the northwest suburbs may be

cancy at the Air Force, Mili-

contacted in the near future about giving donations of open land acreage to the Open Lands
Project Stewardship program.

tary, Naval and Merchant Marine academies.

The Open Lands Project is a group of residents

nomifor
Applications
nations must reach his office,

in the Chicago area trying to preserve as much
acreage of untouched open land as possible for

2437 Rayburn House Office
Building, Washington, 20515,

public use. The Project has started a Stewardship
Program to assist land owners in donating lands
to government authorities or private conservation organizations for public use.

no

pany

at

Western

you money. We can supply them if your doctor
approves.

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.

gan his career with that com-

aca-

demies have requested that
nominations be submitted by
Dec. I, the Civil Service Commission has revised its examination schedule. Tests also

other need for continuing use of medicines, your doctor can prescribe larger quantities which could save

The

Heights, is celebrating his 25th
anniversary with the Teletype
Corp., Skokie. Schlaufman be-

demies will be held on Saturthe service

,

will be played back on the television screen on top of the unit. The video tape unit and othera mho visual equipment inStockman's department will M. used prim.irily for production of instructional
materials.

preliminary
T h e final
for
screening examination
10th Congressional District
applicants for the service aca-

Because

R ER V ROR

ORER

graph of his mother's tombs-

Electric's

Hawthorne Works, in 1943.
He transferred to Teletype's
organization
manufacturing
six years later as an inspector.
He is now a manufacturing
difficulties inspector in the
Schlaufman

and

YOU OR YOUR DOCTOR CAN PHONE

welcome requests for delivery service and charge
accounts.

20 S. Dunton Ct.

Arlington Heights
3ntit

R

his

116ellE wronseir1419
Ar CONVENIENT

wife, Olive, have four children --a married daughter, Susan; Charles, who is a summer

j LOCATIONS

employe at Teletype; Nancy,
and William.

US,

when you need a delivery. We will deliver
promptly without extra charge. A great many
' people rely on us for their health needs. We

By

Quality Control Engineering
Dept.

0

PH. CL 9-1450

ILORgRVRIORETI/RingRVRCIR

than midnight,
later
Wednesday, Sept. 24. Those
received after that date will not

be considered.

UNDER DIRECTION of Rutherford Platt of
Chicago, the Project's staff attorney, the Stewardship Program will offer such land owners information concerning estate and tax benefits re-

llr

sulting from the donation of land. A comprehensive analysis of legal factors involved in
such donations has been prepared by Platt for use
by land owner, attorneys and accountants.

Jeffrey R. Short of Winnetka, president of the
Program, said the Program offers new means of

saving rapidly diminishing open space in this
area.

"Despite the tremendous pressure for residen-

tial, commercial and industrial land use in the
Chicago and suburban areas there still remains
hundreds of small, out of the way spots of great

natural beauty and scientific interest," Short

Easy -to -Use GLIDDEN Latex Paints
cuts working time from days to hours!

said.

ACRYLIC LATEX
SPRED® HOUSE PAINT

laiLikkhin

OPEN
NINE

I

__4

\SW

/

Not only saves you time-but
money, too, with one -coat cover-

98

ACRYLIC

LATEX

GAL.

age over soundly primed siding
and ONE paint for every exterior

surface. Dries to a hard, flat
finish that resists weather and
soil. 874 decorator colors.

NiciE

ort ',lack

sNIMMTFific-

VRIT2?

Dries in 20 minutes under good drying conditions!

SPRED SATIN®

2111111e REALTORela
THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

LATEX WALL PAINT
With this paint's fat drying and

$.
room by noon and use it that

minimum odor, you can decorate
in the morning, re -arrange your

evening. Looks soft, but gives

98

spred
satin
LATEX WALL PAINT

nwItiefixt

Glidden

you a tough, washable surface.

Jumping -Jacks®

2,694 colors.

In' Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

358-5560

In Hoffman -Schaumburg 894-1800
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

L

CHARGE ITI

Casual fashion favorites for all ages ...Jumping-Jacks' handsewn
vamp slip-ons. Easy looks bright with brass -toned trims, highly polished antique tini;h-s. Hand-crafted and designed to stay on
the foot ... snuggly. cnmfortably.

Buy now
and pay later
on a GLIDDEN
way -payment plan.

$11.99 to $12.99

DORN-SLATER SHOES

394-3500

Look for us each week in

IL

COUNTRY STORE

253-2460
956-1500

AND DECORATING CENTER
DUNTON CT.

CL 5-6369

'

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
OPEN THURS. & FRI. NITES

VILLAGE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
52 W. PALATINE RD.
PALATINE, ILL.

Phone 359-0514

Open
Daily 9-6, Fri. 9-9

raveling Stars Drop 2-1 Decision; Play Thursday
the local club will resume play
on Thursday at 5:45 p.m.

By Jim Stuart
Heights

Arlington

could

come up with only two hits
Saturday night and as a result
dropped an 8-1 game to Niles

ARLINGTON TRAILED
from the very beginning, as
Niles hit starting pitcher Joel

relief in the first, and he struck

out two of the next three batters to retire the side. But he
ran into control troubles in the
next two innings, giving up

Boys Baseball Tournament.

The losywas only the first
for Arlington in the double-

hits in the bottom of the first
inning. The big blow was a
home run by Ron Parker.

elimmati6n, tourney, and so

Niles pitcher Mike Walsh
completely baffled the Arlington hitters, going the route and

five more runs on three hits

Fantuzzi for three runs on two

in the Highwood Invitational

runs to clinch the victory.

Dave Smithern came on in

and four walks.
Smithern was severely hurt
by three errors on. the part of
his teammates in the third,

fanning 10 while hurling his
two -hitter. The only two safeties he allowed were a double
by John Abbs and a single by

around.

their only baserunner coming
on a walk to'Bob Thompson.
In the second, however, they
put together a two -out rally by
loading the bases on Smith-

Arlington cold in the fourth and
fifth, and the umpire stopped

ern's

single

and

walks

WALSH STOPPED

fifth because of darkness.

to

NILES (8)

Helwig.

(

the second
swinging for
-'straight time to end that threat.
Abbs' two -bagger in the

third with two down brought

Monday.
August 25.

PzIRTS

1969

Arlington Heights' entry in
Berwyn

Boys

Baseball

Tournament yesterday won a

berth in the finals tomorrow
by defeating Deerfield, 4-2, behind Ward Schell's five -hitter.

Both Deerfield runs were
unearned, but the Arlington

ing the ball was on the mound.
leadoff, the
Deerfield man suddenly found

Upon his

Wagner coming at him with
the ball.

shortstop Ron Swanson for the

good play in right by Dave
Helwig, a double play and a

tag.

Arlington Heights first baseman Bobby Thompson awaits lute
throw as Dave Scher of Niles beats out first -inning hit at High wood Tournament Saturday.

WITH A Deerfield runner
on third, third baseman Tons
Wagner held onto the ball, fak-

8

Totals

0

0 0
Q_0
0 0

.1

I

I

2

2

I

I

4

Schell,c
Abbs,3b
Wegner,3b

0

I

2

1

0
I

1

0
0
0

1

0

2
2

0

0

0

0

1

I

2

0

1

1

0

Zakula,lf
Kastner,If

2

0

0

I

0

0

0

Fantuzzi,p

0

0

0

0

3

0 -1

0

0

0

I

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

0
0
0

0

18

1

2B--Abbs; HR-Parker; SI3-ThoMpson, Smithern.

PITCHING SUMMARY
Pitcher
Walsh
Fantuzzi
Smithern

ip h r-er so w

/'

5 2 I -I 0 7

2 3-3 0 I
31/2 4 5-2 5 4

Winne r --Walsh; Loser-Fantuzzi.

Little Leaguers Treated To
Appearance by Cub's Regan

Regan entertained

be a hero in the bottom of the
fifth when he reached base on
a catcher interference call and
went to second on a fielder's

0

0

0

Bensenville. About 500 people
attended the ceremonies at
which Chicago Cub relief
pitcher Phil Regan made a personal appearance.

HEWIG TURNED out to

0

0

0

The eighth annual Waycinden Boy's Baseball banquet
was held last Friday night at
the Flick -Reedy building in

single.

2

Wilson, cf

1

3

-

r

1

3

Smithern,p
Wittmeyer,ss

h bi

ab

3

3

0

Player
Fogel,cf

Thompson, lb

Scher,ss
Walsh,p
Parker,c

0

6- Damiano,rf
Helwig,rf
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS (1) Krause,2b
20

Swanson, 2b-ss

0

0
0
6

crowd with a short but amusing speech in which he gave a
history of his baseball career
up to his present position with
the Cub organization. After
his

speech

Regan

helped

league president Will Seefeldt
pass out trophies to deserving
champions of the past season.

Seefeldt said that more than

the

200 awards were handed out in
the course of the night.

After ceremonies were over,

Regan took time to answer
questions from the audience
and sign autographs to a long
line of anxious fans. He also

promised a pennent for the
Cubs in 1969.

Wagner threw to catcher,
John Abbs, who tossed to choice. A walk put him at

defensive play also featured a
smart -thinking rundown.
1101

ing the Deerfielder into think-

I

0

3

Heights Enters Finals
At Berwyn Tournament
the

2

I

h bi

Stroka, If

in Thompson with the only Ar- Peota,cf
lington run of the evening, but Briars,rf
the team was already behind Jerger, 1 b
by three runs and no one couldcome up with -the big hit that
might have changed the game

Page 19

2

Foggia,3b
Totals

2

r

ab

Player

But Mike Fogel went down

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Arfman,2b

the contest in the middle of the

Ward Wittmeyer and Dave

Smithern.

when Niles picked up four

went out easily in the first,

Swanson singled in the fifth

and scored a run on Bobby
Thompson's double. Schell
drove in Thompson with an error, and then drove in the

fourth Arlington run on a

third, and then without warnHelwig too off for home

on his own. H made it too,
scoring the go- head run.
Arlington ru w takes on a re-

portedly monstrous Park
Ridge team in the Berwyn finals tomorrow night.

Baseball School a Fine Experience
Kaskaskia Hotel in LaSalle on
Thursday mooting, I found out

I was not the only one
from our area to attend the
that

school. From

s,,

Arlington

Heights, Mike Abinanti and
Steve Smith greeted me when 1
wandered into the lobby. 1 had
met these two young men
through a previous baseball

it kept you from looking "half
way."
During the meeting Rinker
stressed to the group the importance of hustling, both on

Mid -Suburban League. He applied for the Illinois Valley

Baseball Try -out School and
was accepted. After the school
had concluded, Mike was told
he had majot league potential,

something he has wanted to
hear all his life, by the owner of
the school, Wes Rinker. Mike
heads off to college in Missouri this weekend.

By Mike Needleman
Exactly what it takes to
break into the major leagues is
something that I have been try mg to find out for a good many

years of my life In my pursuit
I attended the Illinois Valley
Baseball Try -Out School in
Peru, Ill , last weekend.
The four -day school was
first started three years ago by

Wes Rinker, a former pitcher
and now a part-time scout for
the St Louis Cardinal organization Each boy that was to
attend was expected to pay a
fee of $49 for the four -day session In the cost was included

room, food and insurance.

RINKER SAID that

the

main obiective of the school
was to give young ballplayers
sufficient exposure to both
major league and college

scouts He felt that there are
many good ballplayers that
never get into the big time because they are not seen by the
proper people He said that his

school would not only teach
the boys good baseball, but
would give scouts a chance to

look at some of the material
coming from central Illinois
area

The thing that attracted me

most about the school was that

I could find out exactly what it

would take to make the big

time, and that after the four day session was over, I would
know whether or not I had any
major league potential.

When I checked into the

200 when attending a spring
training camp of a major league
team. The cost may differ as to

some one that is rooming in the

impressive to a scout, and that

ing role and hit .226 in the

at about 4 p.m. Before I left I
had a short talk with Rinker,

AFTER BEING put into a
room with strangers, we had

ing uniform was much more

ankle, Mike returned to a start-

pared to spend between $100-

-

and off the ball field. "Hustle
is one of the first things that a
scout may look for, and you
may be timed to a stop watch
whether you are going to first
base or to and from your position on ohe field." Rinker told
Us.

He also told us that if we
were to show consistent hustle,

We would probably play more
than the next guy.

AFTER THE meeting, we
were transported by bus to
beautiful Washington Park in
Peru, where we were to hold
workouts for the next four
days. The workout started
about

1

p.m. after the 65 boys

who were present were split
into two teams. There was no

set limit to innings that we
were to play, but we played as
many as we possibly could between I and 4 p.m.

Louis training camp.
We discussed things

scouts look for

at a

that
try -out

camp, and talked a little about
the

amount of money one

would have to spend to attend
such a camp.

RINKER SAID that scouts
always look for an all -about
ballplayer.
The scout notices if a boy was
talking it up and hustling to his.
position. He would also notice
awareness

in

the

little things such as running
over the brim of your bat with
your fingers.
This might not do too much

for your hat, he said, but it
would give the scout the impression that you know what
your doing. He also said that if
a hall is lying on the ground in
front of you, to trot up to it and
very casually scoop it with
your glove. This may show the
scout

that

you have "been

around" in the baseball world.
Clean shoes make you look
professional, along with taking
time before stepping into the
batter's box to he sure that you
are set to face a pitcher.

When batting, Rinker said,

the worst thing that a batter

sleep for a month.
I
got cleaned

up

and

who told me of a few things
that he thought was neccessary
for a boy of my size to work on.

how much one likes to eat.
Rinker said that it was necRinker said that many times cessary for me to develop a
players may be able to find good throwing arm. He said to
town and that would cut down
on some of the expenses.
The meeting was

over

around 9, and the rest of the
evening was free for us to do

what we wanted. My room-

stay away from lifting weights

After a short talk in the Red

Room we again went to the
field for our second workout.
We started at about I I a.m.
and ended at ahem 4 p.m. During the course of the afternoon, we stacked up about 20

innings of baseball. At the
workout, we could receive
help from any one of the scouts

that were participating with
the school.
1 asked for some help on my
slides as I kept scraping my

knee, and I found out how to
correct my problem.
After Friday's dinner, we
were back out at the park at 7
and worked out until 11 under
the lights. Rinker told us that
we should not complain about

should not be surprised.

I

The school will be held

again next year Aug. 14 at the
same location. I recommend it
to any ballplayer who is interested in professional baseball
as a career, or to anyone who
wants to get into a good school
where he can learn things that
ball.

some of my agility which is important to have. He also said to
have good running speed.

ONE OF THE WAYS he

body. He told me that two or

room.

I

thanked him and left.

are neccessary to play good

tel.

piercing ring of the telephone
from the front desk. Breakfast
in the dining
was served at

camp, I would have no trouble
signing with a ball club. He invited me again next year and
told me that if a club called me

muscles and make me lose

suggested to me to do so was to

FRIDAY MORNING was
brought to a start at 8 by a

to hit that way in a training

because they would tighten my

mate and I felt that it would he
to our advantage to get to bed
that night, and chose to
or time around the hosp

We were served dinner in
the hotel's Red Room before the long workouts each day,
we met for the second talk of because if we were going to
the day. At this meeting we saw make it into the pros, that
movies of the 1967 World was what each day would be
Series, and one about what a like.
ballplayer goes through at a St.

of the workout I was ready to

ONE SHOULD BE pre- checked out of the Kaskaskia

where the living quarters, and

ence. Rinker said that a play-

Mike Needleman wore No.
14 and played left field for
Prospect High School's varsity baseball team this past
spring After sitting out much
of the season with an injured

ball. I went to bat nine times
that afternoon, and by the end

experience, and it was nice to
know that I would not be in the
midst of total strangers.
about one hour before we were
to be dressed in uniform and to
go to a special meeting moons
for an introductory confer-

7

can do.is to bail out of the box
on a fist pitch. Scouts like hatters that try to challenge a
pitcher. not batters that like to
net walked.

go out and buy a pair of spikes

that could be tailored to my
feet like a suit would be to my

Frase and FV Go Well Together
"I think I have enough backMike has proven himself a ground in the sport to get the

years.

By Mike Imrem
Mike Frase started tackling
his duties last week as an assis-

tant football coach at Forest

three seconds may be lost in a
person's running time because
his spikes do not tit as well as
they should.

View, and it looks like he and

He did not stress hitting in

Athletic director Bill Beckman and head football coach
Paul Jordan have expressed

our discussion to an extent, but
he did say that in the old days a

person had to hit well over
.300 to break into a pro squad.
Today, a person can break into
the pros by hitting around
.250.

Before our talk was brought
to an end. I had to ask him if he
thought that I have what it
takes to play major league ball,
as that was one of the reasons I

had come to the school. He
told me that he, as a past ball
player and a scout, thought
that I did have the potential
and the thing to help promote
myself would be to visit as
many spring training camps as
possible so that I could expose
myself to the clubs.
Rinker also commended me

for my hitting display. I went
15 for 30 times at bat in the
four days. He said that if I were

Many anxious fans await their turn for the autograph of Cub Pitcher Phil Regan. Regan made
an appearance at the Waycinden Boy's baseball banquet last Friday at the Flick -Reedy building.

school officials are going to -be
able to set up a mutual admiration society.

extreme

pleasure

in having

Mike on their staff and it

is

easy to see why. The Arlington
Heights resident has excellent
credentials for the job.

WHILE AT Arlington
High School Frase collected
seven letters, with three in
baseball and two each in foot-

winner many times. He played job done. The most difficult
on the Arlington Legion team thing is learning the organizathat went to the national tour- tion part of coaching, like
nament in 1965 and then was a evaluating players, setting up
member of the Illinois State practices and drills and getting
team that won the NCAA the team ready for a game.
"The Forest View freshmen
small college division baseball
I've been working with this
crown this season.

week have been great. They

Forest really hustle and have great en-.
View is to have Frase, Frase is thusiaSin for the game. Right

AS HAPPY AS

just as elated to be on the Fal- now we're trying to evaluate
them and figure out what posicons' staff.
"I'M very happy about tion they're best suited for."
It seems like the perfect
landing the job," Frase said.
"I was interested in coaching
in this area because I know a
lot of people around here,
many of them at Forest View.
I
also like the size of the
tall

ball and basketball. He was all conference in baseball his last

school.

two years while playing infield
for the Cardinals.

about the same size."

After graduating from Arlington, Frase went to Illinois

State and earned a bachelor's
degree while majoring in physical education and minoring in
driver education. He played a

year of college football, then
gave it up to concentrate on
baseball, which he played four

I

student

in

Lockport, and the school was

has an ideal addition to

its

coaching staff and Mike Frase
has the type of kids and school
a coach likes to he associated
with.
Frase joins several other
area boys who have returned

from college to teach in District 214. Also at Forest View
are Fred LuSsow, Fred Empkie and Darryl Phillips, all of
whom graduated from Prospect in 1961. All played on
Beckman's undefeated Knight
varsity, and all are now coaching for him and the Falcons.

Canadian American
Auto Racing

The racing team of Robert
MotWilke and Lothar

While the greater part of schenbacher,

Frase's experience is in baseball, he doesn't anticipate
any trouble coaching football.

after

a

dis-

appointing start, is preparing
for some good performances
on the RA Can -Am auto racRight now he's working with ing circuit.
the freshman team and enjoyBoth men have impressive
ing it.
records. Wilke, who builds the

"I ENJOY COACHING

marriage then. Forest View

cars and sets them up for com-

football on the freshman and petition, has had three Insophomore level," Frase said.

dianapolis

500 winners, in-

cluding Bobby Unser's winning machine last year.

MOTSCHENBACHER IS
not only a top-notch driver
and a good mechanic -engineer
but also a distributor for

McLaren cars. McLaren cars
have been dominating the racing scene for the last few
year's.

Racing Put Aside for Softball Tonight

AT SATURDAY morn-

ing's chalk talk in the Red
Room, we were lectured by
Steve Zebos of the Pittsburgh
Pirate organization. Zebos, a

coach at Maine East, spoke
about some of the things that
he thought a ballplayer should
do to look "sharp" on the ball

field. He also congratulated
the group on the all around
hustle that he saw on Friday,
and said that he was pleased
with the attitude of everyone.
Saturday's workout schedule lasted as long as Friday's,

A

but they- eliminated the talk af-

ter dinner. Almost everyone
started to show a bit of weariness by the end of the night,
but we hit the hay as soon as
possible so that we would be
ready for the final workout on
Sunday.

We had two hours to spend
freely after Sunday's break-

fast, which brought about an
excellent time for me to go to a
nearby laundromat to wash my
uniform, as I had picked up a

considerable amount of dirt
sliding around on the bases.

SOON AFTER the dryer
stopped I was hack out on the
field playing some more base -

Willie Shoemaker rode In seven races Saturday including the

6:t1

Preston Madden's Pink Pigeon won the $50,000 -added Arlington Matron Handicap Saturday
at Arlington Park. Rolling Meadows Mayor Roland Meyer (left) presents the race's trophy to
jockey Wayne Harris, Mrs. Preston Madden, trainer Paul Parker and Madden.

featured Matron Handicap. His mount, Markey Flyer, failed in
the $50,000 -added turf race. Shoemaker will be one of the jockeys participating In tonight's annual Jockey -Newsman softball
game at the track. Admission is free to the public, and the game

will start at 7.
4

SHORT ,RIBS

Oetp
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PU111-IIS REWARD NO11C.E IN

A RACE WHERE EVERY MAN
IN -11:1WN WILL SEE IT.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
NOT ME --I'VE
HAD IT WITH
LOWS! THE TV BAT- CARPS! HAND
TERIES HAVE POOPED ME THAT BOX
OF CRACKERS,
OUT 50 ',DU MIGHT
LOOKS LIKE ANOTHER
ALL -PAY RAIN,
L-

GO
DON'T -GO
HIGHBROW ON

YEAH,ME -row THEN
YOU'D HAVE HAD SOME-

THING ELSE TO THINK
ABOUT BESIDE EATING!
AT THE RATE )0/.1'RE
AS WELL GETOUT WILL YOU, voLoiEr ATTACKING OUR6RLIB
WELL STARVE BEFORE
THE CARDSAGAIN, I WISH WED
THOUGHT 70
FAT./
WE CVENLEATIVE:ME
BP-ING A GAME
WITH US...
PC11110111
,
1p.ipt.

MY. WORD, BUT ITS-A"PLEASURETO-SEE YOU
BOr5_FINALLY READING
SOME BOOKS! it MAKES
ME FEEL THAT MY YEARS
OF COOP EXAMPLE

PERSONALLY,
19.6 DOING THE
ECOLOGY

ResuL-rst

6:00

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 Newport Jazz '67
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

HEAVIER THAN

THE RACING
FORAM

3 2 The

TONIGHT

YOU MOVE YOUR "NOW To CAMP
IN THE WILDLIPS WHEN YOU
ERNES G:'
REAP ANYTHING

ARE FINALLY

RAVING

US, MNIOR

AND I'M...N.

READING

MY CAR
MANUAL!

Honey-

JOURNAL will

7:30
2 Here's Lucy
5 Movie

focus on apartheid torn South Africa,
the current resistance efforts in that
country, and a comparison of the plight

"A Hole

in the
Frank Si-

Head."
natra, a middle-aged
widower, is threat-

ened with losing

6:25

venge, comes riding
hack for the fight he

didn't start arid the
girl he couldn't forget. Until 12:10 a.m.
32 Movie

"The Fallen

Idol." An ambassa-

of black men in the
African nation and

dor's son accuses the

America. (repeated 9:30 p.m. Friday, Aug. 29.)

butler of murdering
his wife. Until 12:15

8:30

Midnight
2 Movie
"Lucy Gallant."

in

a

small motel he owns
in Miami, and his son

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

a man, steeped in re-

August's BLACK

mooners

a.m.

unless he can support

i

.

11',

6:30
2 Gunsmoke
5 Pueblo: A Question
of Intelligence

rttr

L 1040W OUST
1'-lS PLACE/

I

A one -hour news
special takes a look at
all of the aspects sur-

.71ft,1/4

HEROES ARE MADE NOT BORN

,

j islreGus-s.uss'I

- $TIIZ CRAZY-

EPiTioN, BUSTER? o 8,25

8-25'

1

9 Mike Douglas
26 Turin Acevedo

2

Bobby

in

stars

about

a

of her ambition. Until 2:05 a.m.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

Author Josephine
Johnson's

band is having an af-

personal

observations of the

fair with a woman

12:10

9 News

changes in nature, as
described in her book

is

also having an affair.

"The Inland Island"
will be shared with

An adult affair -ridden picture.

12:15

32 News Final

host Robert Cromic.
26 Wrestling

8:00

7:00

romance for the sake

11 Book Beat

covers that her hushusband

who denies herself

and

Russell

Scoey Mitchill.
7 Dick Cavett Show
9 Perry Mason

woman who dis-

whose

prosperous oil town,

Guests include

32 Movie
Cardinale
this film

26 Market Wrapup

Jimmie Rodgers

Show

. Show

sel off the coast of

6:55

Jane Wyman stars as
a successful career
woman, living in a

9:00

Show

"The Magnificent
Cuckold." Claudia

7 The Avengers
9 I Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
Addams
3 2 The
Family

2 Family Affair

Until 10 p.m.

rounding the capture
of the American ves-

North Korea.

-ROBIN MALONE

them legitimately.

12:30

5 Memorandum
9 Paul Harvey Com-

2 Mayberry RFD

9 Hazel
11 World Press
26.The Deputy.

9:30
11 Fact of the Matter
32 News

7 The Outcasts
11 Black Journal

ments
12:35

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Rainbow Quest

Minim .................... nutt1111111411111111111

BUGS BUNNY

Your
110roscope
VIRGO (Aug 24 -Sept. 23)

t

personal relationship now --be-

fore they widen into irreparable gaps

32 Town and Country Music

making minor repairs of a

physical nature around home
or office Gear yourself for approaching change

"Speaking of people with fixed incomes, I understand
that Janie Jones really fixed your allowance on your

MORTY MEEKLE
Y01 -02E

SMILING,

I WONDER HOW
THEY FOUND
OUT THAT IAN

i IPS. ..

HIM 5MILE,
'. 'rNTI--IROP.

'Jr '

ACROSS
1 Yellow
leaves

7 Red -

22 -April

fails in his responsibility, however rests uneasily

TAURUS (April

,
4'.....'

21 -May

be

circumstance

forced
into

contact with one you would
rather avoid Put on a good

-J

Imo-IRsaO

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --You can ill afford not to
keep strictly to your word today --especially where children
are concerned Be worthy of a
trust

.a

-!-'-'4ittl
---....1
it -2C

*SPIRED Of JERRY tAl1442...FetrroN PatIUSiliNto CO 'CLEM.

,

..

CAPTAIN EASY

face
THAT ABANDONED ROAD ENDS,
IN THIS RUGGED HAVEN FOR WILD

HORBE5,EA.GYt

MIGHT'VE TURNED

THERE NERO
NO PLANE

THE TEAM LOOSE
TO JON 'EAt.

THEN TO SPOT
IVHERktIRUSH

Tti' HIJACKERS

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Correct recognizable errors early in the day. Plans

MIR
mow
ni

LOOK

THE

ormw CEDAR:

0 WA

RO1T13m

ew

yfi

eA5V,

THEY GOT -RID OP ire.° TODD'S
5TORY OP SEEING TIV BANDITS I'M SURE

EkcApING OVER PINON PA59
WOULD

I. SAW A
iN

HOLD UP-

'2N1111WRECKAGE

24 -Aug.

TS

arPN

Mil

us=ss.ssususs-s-_.

sider all consequences of your
actions

Answers to
Hideaword
TRIBUTE

1169

CAMPUS CLATTER
BIMO AND HIS
FRIENDS ARE
RUNNING ME

'...fAGGED

hire
rite
rube
rebut

utter

tribe
trite
tire
tier
true
tret
tube
tuber
butter
brute

T140061 -1T A DAY

HERE AT THE ZOO
WOULD HELP YOU
FORGET THEM
FORA WHILE.

attempt

24 Himalayan

state

cule (var.)

WA ON OPP

nized only by hindsight. ConI-

.e.

5.35

-

N3' I L E
5ER
OMEGA A MA MA E 0S N-r

ARAGON

TNAT REMINDS ME -Its
BETTER GET NOME
AND FEED CLAD!

11

Ow T...1. 111. 1st

34 Chinese
Communist
35 Light brown
37 Pastoral poem

(var.)
39 Argon, for
example
41 African
natives
42 Beautifier
44 Gem
47 Coloring

agent

Verdi

59 "- Fideles"

5
SLA
L0G
DO

ana R
O

infatuation

GjAl

thousand

abbreviation
19 Adventurous
deeds
22 Exhibited
emotion

A

measures

36 Narcotic
38 Jimmy
wind (naut.)
40 Grape variety 53 Beetle
43 Valley in
55 Finish

15

7

16

12

18

9

10

11 L

13

15

14

16

20

18

17

21

24

E iota

Argolis
44 Shoulder
(comb. form)
45 Part (Latin)
46 Fish sauce
49 Disease
(suffix)
50 Start suddenly
51 Away from the

29 A balsam
30 Cloth

23 Assembly
24 Summit

4

D

OR ANT

N1

ingredient

14 Time zone

3

R
EST0

R. NJ

8 High card
25 Marine
9 Human beings
mammal
10 Flannel
26 Wild plum
11 Shield
28 Fusel oil

2

O

N

ED N
N
E
O
ER
V INE A
V
T A 5 OO
1--I p. 1sA, E
gE
HURON
ROE AI" 2

6 Rented again
7 Thousand

25

23

122

26

28

27

29

30

50

51

33

31

35

34

36

37

40

39

4132

38

48 Opera by
52 Sickness
54 Of the mind
56 Its capital
is Salem
57 Whole
58 Frighten

SAG

DOWN
1 Heap
2 Norse god
3 Nuisance
4 To the side
5 Goddess of

32 Reply (ab.)
33 Gram mole-

THEN
PUSHED TH'

23) -

21 Second

instrument

may need to be updated in spite

prevent
Forethought will
those mistakes usually recog-

leaves
12 Form a notion
13 Glacial epoch
(2 words)
15 Narrow fillet
(arch.)
16 Northern
constellation
(gen.)
17 Grafted (her.)
18 Teleost fish
20 Gone by

27 Optimistic
31 Stringed

.J%

of their recent origin.

bitter
bite
butt
bier
butte

-......::-

cos

20 -March

gations toda) The Aries who

LEO (July

4;1

All

0

.:.:z____r:2__s- --01/

Fall Colors

than you'd hoped to meet obli-

may

Le ---,

Answer to Previous Puzzle

20) --It may be more difficult

through

OT'

THE BORN LOSER

,olts are concerned and you
II be better able to map the

21) --You

NOW CUT "THAT

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

21) --Put two and two together
insofar as past actions and re-

(March

2:10

.

.

... I. Ilk sus us sus

turn

future
ARIES

2 Meditation

111/
c,...

for him Do yourself a good
(Feb

ing." The
turbulent land -grab
days of the West and

IT PMYTHIAJC YOU CAA)
THROW!

23 CAPRICORN
20)--A bit of laughter
should go a long way today to
make your own and another's
chores lighter Keep in top
form
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
l9) --Repeat instructions
if

PISCES

2:05
2 Late Report

OW FREAKY / CAN

TICKLISH?.

Jan

yourself to do another's work

9 Movie
"Tall Man

dinner dater

coming

need be --but don't take it upon

Live By

Ridroaring,

SALES MEETING

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 -

9 Five Minutes to

7 Joey Bishop Show

NOt/L.TY CO,

Dec 22) --Color the day rosy!
Take the optimistic approach
in all that you undertake today
and success won't be long in

1:35

10:30

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)
Rearrange your schedule to
meet the unanticipated needs
of the day To be inflexible is to
lose out in the end
SCORPIO (Oct 24 -Nov.
22) --An excellent time for

1:30

7 Reflections

2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show

11

4, 1.

1:05

9 William Tell

the News

STREAML/NE0
\\V WATER PISTOL;

A stitch in time saves nine!
See to the minor cracks in a

1:00
7 Perspectives

26 A Black's View of

(THIS IS WHAT TN' WORLD'S
BEEN WA/71N' FER... A

FOR TUESDAY

9 Biography

10:00

CARNIVAL

42

44

43

45 46

52

56

158

47

48

53

49

55

57
59
25
4

Tbe Prooett

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in mid

60s. Tomorrow: Fair and
continued warm.

Dap
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Finance Committee OKs
15% Tax Levy Cut
sessed valuation for the tax
year 1970-71 was agreed upon
after Committee President
John K ilroy's proposal of a 20

By Robert Katz.

A motion to reduce Mount
Prospect's tax levy rate for the
fourth consecutive year was
passed last night by the Village
Finance Committee.
A reduction by 15 per cent
in the levy rate of equalized as-

per cent reduction was met
with disfavor. "I'm in favor of
a tax reduction, but I think we
should he cautious with it."
said Mayor Robert Teichert.

A levy

is

the amount of

money to be raised by the village through property taxes
for the fiscal year. Finance Director Richard Jesse reported
that the tax rate next year
would he .2998 per $100 of
valuation, as compared with .3500 for this year.
assessed

Ferguson Moving Up

To Central Principal
Mrs. Virginia Macdonald of Arlington Heights and William R. Englehardt of Inverness (center)
were endorsed for the Constitutional Convention Monday evening by the Elk Grove Township
Republican Organization. Committeeman Carl H. Hansen of Mount Prospect (left) and Richard
Hall of Des Plaines are congratulating the candidates (Photo by Mickey Birger)

Elk Grove Township GOP
Endorses Pair for Con -Con
The special primary for
con -con delegates will he held

Elk Grove Township Republicans broke the ice Mon-

a month from today. Sept. 23.
The four delegate candidates

of
votes will run in the special
total

evening, becoming the
first township in the north-

getting

west suburbs to endorse delegate candidates to the Constitutional Convention.

general election Nov. 18..The
two receiving the most votes
Nov. 18 will hold the two seats
allotted to the northwest suburbs at the Constitutional
Convention to convene in
Springfield Dec..8.

day

From the field of I6 candidates in the 3rd Senatorial Dis-

trict, Elk Grove Township Republicans endorsed as delegates, Mrs. Virginia Macnald of Arlington Heights and

William R. Engelhardt of Inverness.

Of the six townships in the
3rd district which extends
from western Des Plaines to
eastern

Elgin.

Elk

Grove

the highest

Elk Grove 'Township Republican Committeeman Carl
R. Hansen of Mount Prospect
announced the endorsements
Monday evening at the opening of a meeting of township
GOP organization.
Hansen

out

pointed

that

Townships is the first to en-

while the 116 delegates are

dorse. Other townships are ex-

being selected on a non-partisan basis, political parties as
well as individuals have the responsibility of taking an active
role in the electing of the dele-

con -con
delegates within the next I()
days.

pected

endorse

to

TownSCHAUMBURG
ship GOP leaders are meeting

this evening to consider endorsing

con -con

delegates

from the northwest suburbs.
"I anticipate that we will make
endorsements at our meeting
Tuesday evening." Dot -Tot-

ten. Republican Com-

in
Schaumburg
mitteeman
Township, said last evening.

ment was later presented to the

policy council. made up of all
precinct captains, and board
members. The council voted to
support these two candidates.

' COMMITTEEMAN. Hansen explained that careful con-

sideration was given to all 16
candidates running in the 3rd
district. Engelhardt and Mrs.
Nlacdonald won the approval
of the hoard because of their
fine background in community and civic affairs, because
of 'their practical and professional

experience

ecutive hoard met and unanimously voted to support these
two

candidates,

Macdonald

and Engelhardt, for the Constitutional Convention. This
recommendation for endorse-

Mount Prospect's Central
School will have a new princi- 57's plans to make Lincoln
pal when school opens next School the sole junior high in
Tuesday. Its popular, former the district, and this will be its
principal John Gatto will as- last full year of operation.
The buyer is scheduled to
sume the principalship of
take possession no later than
Westbrook School.
Gatto will be replaced in his March I, 1971.

BUT cATTo admitted to

post by Robert B. Ferguson.
like Gatto a Mount Prospect

mixed emotions in
Central. "I'll miss

resident, who has been assis-

students." he said. "Their's is

the past three years.

In taking over as head of a challenging age."
He said he would miss the
many activities always going
on at Central, mentioning the

for three years beginning in
September, 1964, before com-

basketball team, cheerleaders,
clubs and school plays among

ing to Central as that junior

these.

He

"Then too, there are a lot of

noted that he had initiated the
cultural arts program and other programs at Westbrook.

memories and a lot of senti-

school's principal.

ment connected with a school

like Central." He noted that

GATI'O SAID that he had the structure "is more than 40
been given the choice of re- years old," though the gymnamaining at Central or taking sium section is about 20.

14 students and two teachers,
all anxious to see the fair cities
of Moscow and Leningrad.
The flight to New York
from O'Hare Field was a good
one, according to the more experienced travelers in the
really wouldn't
group. (I

ing the need to improve the
present constitution of Illinois.
Both candidates, Hansen reported, have also received the
support of the Republican

Central Committee of Cook

Palatine Township and has
been very active in civic affairs. He has been actively associated with school district
activities in the northwest sub-

urbs for nearly twenty years,

We generally kept busy with
games of checkers, chess, or
cards, or in conversation. But
we were all anxious to go on.

OUR TRANS -OCEANIC
flight in a Sabena Air Lines
Boeing 707 began at 1(1:45
p.m.. New York time. There
was a cloud cover, so we really
couldn't see much.

know). The flight was highRandhurst. the Mount Pros-

seven hours. but the night was
quite short. Dawn was a 2 a.m.,

ney.

pect water tower, and Prospect

New York time.

High School during takeoff.
There was a four-hour lay-

33,000 feet above the North

By David Chakoian
(First in a Series)

over in New York. We were
given a large room in the

The flight was long, about

There's not

a

lot

to do

After the traditional "Do

United terminal to wait in, and

Atlantic. We read, talked,
played cards, or looked out at
the wing. the nothingness be-

for

were served Coke and cookies.

low, and the stars above us,

"good-bye"), we hoarded the
United Air Lines Boeing 727

Several people had visits from

and we tried to sleep (generally
unsuccessfully). But though

sveedanya's"

(Russian

that was to take us to New

relatives, and
phone calls.

others

made

the time passed slowly for us,
we landed in Brussels right on

Swimming Pool Bond
Issue Won By 5-1
River Trails Park
Board completed the canvass
The

of Saturday's swimming pool
bond

issue

referendum

last

night, and released the official
results..

The $475,000 bond issue
was approved by a 5 -to -1 mar-

gin by the 1,025 voters, with
418 affirmative votes and 167

schedule.

At Brussels we met our tour

negative votes. There were 10
defective ballots.
The breakdown by precincts was : Precinct One (Euclid School -voters west of
Wolf Rd.). 385 "yes", 38

"no", 5 defective ballots. Precinct Two (Indian Grove
School-vote.rs

east

of Wolf

463 "yes", 129 "no",
and 5 defective ballotl..

guide, a delightful British girl
by the name of Sheila Hamburger. We were told that
Brussels would be our last
chance to get Western goods.
(film cartridges, Coke, etc.), or
to get a letter home quickly.
So, quite a few of us wrote

and bought Coke, or tried to
buy it.

I

sat in a cafe for about

half an hour and was never
waited on.

THE NEXT LEG of
(Continued on page

)

the

He said the increase in sales tax

TEICIIERT SAID, "We're
the lowest tax levy in the area,

and we may someday get to
zero. But the worst position we

receipts from Randhurst may
start falling off as new shopping centers are completed. He
also said that new developments like Kenroy could

could he in would he to drop

mean a budget increase long

taxes and then increase them."
Kilroy said, "I believe in
Parkinson's law. The more
have the more you
you
spend." Trustee Earl Lewis

before the village could get tax
receipts from them.

we're in a po-

concurred, "I think a govern= gluon to control expenses !(--!,/
ment spends what you give it." the extent we think we can,
Teichert had reasons for not said Furst. "A tax reduction is
wanting the reduction to be essential, but we must be prutoo substantial. He said that dent."
once in the past the state legis-

lature froze tax levies, putting
a ceiling on expenditures. He

said he did not want to he

The levy will next go before
the village board Sept. 2d for

caught with a low levy if that

dicussion and again on Sept. 9
for passage. State law requires

should arise.

that levies be passed by the sec-

COMMITIEEMAN Don-

ond Tuesday of September.

At Westbrook Gatto will be
dealing with 660 students front
kindergarten through sixth

grade as compared with 350
students at Central. Gatto will
be beginning the 20th year of
his teaching career, and will
three

SIMON \

SUBURB
SAYS=

former students

front his days as an assistant

principal in a Chicago junior
high school as teachers under
his direction at Westbrook.

Wife won first prize this week in the corner filling station contest. If she's lucky I I more times we'll have a full set, if she doesn't'
break any.

THEY ARE Maria Pappas,
fourth grade, and Linda Paiml
and Mrs. Carol Muderlak, sec-

Fill Vacated
School Seat

ond grade teachers.
Ferguson, who has spent all
of his teaching career in

Mount Prospect, will he starting his 14th year in the district.

Troubles Delay Old. Plane
By Keith Brown

Buren F. Herod is alive and well

in

Kerney, Ariz.
Buren. son of Mr. and Mrs. Buren C.
Herod. 215 Pine. Mount Prospect. started home Saturday morning from California in a 1941 airplane he purchased just
prior from his separation from the Navy.
But. there were complications.

First he ran into had weather and then
motor failure. Now he is in Kerney work-

ing on his engine and doing anti -rain
dances. Barring further troubles, he is expected home by the end of the week.
The airplane is not a 1928 airplane as
previously reported. but a 1941 airplane,
28 years old. It is five years older than
the pilot.

Crane to Speak Tomorrow
At Carousel Breakfast
of Winnetka,

C'ranc

fl 'on/infect/ on page 2)

Bryan Junior High School in
Elmhurst. Here is David Chakoian's account of the jour-

lighted by some of us seeing.

like to stay

ald Furst agreed with Teicheit.

$388,744.

Elk Grove Township

treasurer is appointed by the
trustees. The Board holds two
annual meetings a year on the
cancy created by the resigna- 1st Mondays in October and
tion of Joseph Jennings, who April.
This was a special meeting
left the board July 22 to run for
called to appoint a new memthe District 59 School Board.
The trustee, Ned Basile, 61 ber. Basile will serve until JenSchool Trustees elected a new
member Monday to fill the va-

Republican candidate for con-

gress in the Oct. 7 primary.
will speak at a businessman's
breakfast tomorrow morning
at the Carousel Restaurant at
Arlington Park.
Wednesday Crane will attend three coffees in his honor
in Arlington Heights. At
p.m. he will be at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. William Burke, 8
N. Gibbons. At 8 p.m. he will
I

York on Tuesday afternoon.
July 22. There were 16 of us:

I

close to the youngsters. Any
higher up the ladder you lose
contact, and I kind of enjoy
knowing they're right around
the corner."

have

Westbrook, Gatto said yesterday, "I ant coining back home
again." He was principal there

high

principalship.

the

and

On Our Way to Russia,
First Leg of Long Journey
David Chakoian is one of 14
Prospect High School students
who, with two teachers, toured
the Soviet Union between July
22 and Aug. 12. The students
were accompanied by their
teacher of Russian language at
Prospect, Edward Swick, and
James Larson, a teacher of social studies and history at

leaving
dealing

with the junior high school

tant principal at Central for

knowledge they have regard-

County. announced in July by
gates as well as securing citizen County Chairman Edmund J.
Kucharski of Chicago.
approval for the new conEngelhardt is past president
stitution to be written by the
of the Village of Inverness in
convention.
Hansen reported that the ex-

Westbrook. Central
has been sold as part of District
chosen

Rey. opubilean'Or,gnzito.of

By Richard Crabh

GA'ITO ADDED, "I like a

the Westbrook post, and had

By Ben Clarke

0

)

The levy will be for a total of

Franzen said.
Franzen, 47, recently

re-

tired from his law practice of
20 years in Arlington Heights
in order to devote more time to
public causes. The Crane campaign is his first major effort in

what he calls his "new career
for others."
He is a former director and
vice president of the Arlington

Heights National Bank, assistant hank examiner in the Seventh Federal Reserve District
and for 10 years was treasurer
of schools in Wheeling Township.
Franzen

I th District
las
co -manager of the congressional campaign of Henry
1

Hyde in 1962 and the Gold-

Lansdale, Elk Grove Village
has lived at that address for

nings term runs out in April,

sub-

Mount Prospect by a Trust
Fund handled by the Mount

Basile's

name

was

mitted by Harold Erlandson,
Township School Treasurer.

Prospect State Bank.
The purchase has been apwho is also clerk for the Township Board of School Trustees. proved by the Board of School

District 57 and the township
THE BOARD IS made up school board ':of trustees, but
of three trustees who receive the deed has not as yet been
disperse all funds for
School District 59 and 57. The
and

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Village

Board -Judieiary Committee, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

River Trails School District 26 Board, 1800 E.
Kensington, Mount Prospect.

It's getting downright
risky to cross the street
Arlington
downtown
in
Heights on Saturdays. F.S.

Drive -In, 100 W. Ranch Rd.,
Mount Prospect, Monday, police reported.

The driver of one of the

cars, Christopher Totten, 332
Dale, Arlington Heights and a
passenger

in his car. Carol

Holm, 102 N. Evanston, Arlington Heights, were taken to
Northwest Community Hospi-

thy to succeed Don Rumsfeld.

tal, where they were treated

Along with many other de-

and released.
Driver of the second car was

voted Republicans throughout

believe Philip

William F. Geistlinger, 816

Crane is clearly the best qualified candidate.

Revere, Glenview.
Police said the accident oc-

eval-

cured as Totten was entering

Rand Rd. from the
McDonald's parking lot.

is

clear to me that Crane deserves

the full, active primary sup-

Geistlinger told police he was
westbound on Rand Rd. when
he saw Totten enter the road.
Geistlinger said he applied his

port of all real Republicans.

He is the only candidate on
record with the straightforward pledge that he will do
his utmost to join With President Nixon in stemming the
devastating tide of liberalism
and inflation in Washington
and throughout the nation,"

'1

a two -car collision on Rand
Rd. in front of McDonald's

said he "accepted the Crane
assignment after determining
that this is the man most wor-

uation of all candidates, it

,(

Two persons were injured in

Franzen, prominent Arlington Heights business and civic
leader, has been appointed
chairman of ,lhe Wheeling
Towriship congressional campaign for Crane.
Franzen, a veteran of many
victorious Republican campaigns in Northern Illinois,

objective

Day

2 Injured
In Collision

sen, 710 S. Casper.

"After an

Gripe
Of The

water presidential bid of 1964.

mont. At 9 p.m. Wednesday,
Crane will be at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Frand-

I

signed. The township trustees
are holders of -all school property.

he at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
A. H. Franzen, 504 S. Bel-

our district,

1971.

other business the
1n
four years. He is employed as
an engineer at Thermo -Care, Trustes discussed the purchase of Central School in
loc.. Chicago.

brakes but was unable to avoid
striking Totten's car. Police

Cars driven by William F. Geistlinger, 816 Revere, Glenview (left) and Christopher Totten, 332
Dale, Arlington Heights are shown after they collided on Rand in front of MeDonald's Drive-in, 100
W. Rand Rd., Mount Prospect Sunday. 'Totten and his passenger were injured.

reported that Geistlinger's car
left an 88 foot skid mark on the
roadway.

t.

Elk Grove Township GOP
EndorsesPair forCon-Con
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The Road
to Moscow
(Continued from Page I )
journey was to East Berlin, on

(Continued front Page I
having earlier served as a di-

rector of the Cook County
School District and as officer in the Illinois Association

The interior was a very cheap

We arrived at the border at
midnight. All of the compartments were checked, but

imitation of an American jet,
with the air vents and reading

our luggage was not searched.

a Polish airline. The plane itself was a Soviet -built prop jet.

lamps off to one side.
The flight itself was not very

good. The entire plane vibrated violently, and the noise

was deafening. The landing
was also most unpleasant. We

literature was checked, and some
was confiscated. This is where
we had our first real problem.

flight was over.
We stayed overnight in East

were immediately taken, and

Berlin. (We-ari:ived in the afternon) After securing visas,
we passed through customs
without having our' 1pggage

Prospect's
Swick,
Edward
teacher of Russian, who was in
charge of the trip, was led into
a building and taken to the end

_.-and the evening was ours to

relax or to see the city. Our

hotel was a few blockS_ from
the Bradenburg Gate, so many
of us went there.

AFTER BREAKFAST

at

the hotel. we were taken to the
train station, where we board-

ed the train which would take
us to Moscow. We had "hard
sleepers,

class"

which were

more than comfortable.

There were four berths in
rather

compartment,

each

than the six of Western European trains. We ate several

meals on the train. The food
was sickening, but that's another article.

We had no more trouble

Philip Crane of Winnetka, left, Republkan candidate for congress in the Oct. 7 primary, and
Bernard E. Pedersen, 220 S. Hale, Palatine, Crane for Congress campaign chairman in Palatine
Township. Pedersen is assessor in Palatine Township.

Finally, he was asked to sign

-

wheels were changed on the
train. Russia has a different
guage track than Poland. So,
the cars were lifted up, the old
wheels rolled out, and the new
wheels rolled into place, all
while we watched from inside
the train.
After three hours at the border, we were off. A short night
and a long day followed. Final-

Leningrad.)

(Tomorrow: Moscow and

would be sufficient, and bids
sub-

will be sought from the two

mitted Aug. l4 for the general
contracting phase of the project, and for the plumbing,

The low general contractor

Separate

bids

were

companies on this basis.
hid as from Aspen Enterprises Inc., a Morton Grove

heating and electrical work.

firm, who bid $59,874. The

The two km bidders for the

heating bid was from
Northlake Engineering Co., of
Addison, with a bid of $8,900.
Robert F. Phillips Inc., of
low

electrical work were Thorne
Electric 0., of Wheaton, with
a bid of $5,953; and M M Elec-

tric Co., of Skokie, with a hid
of $5,313. Specifications

Morton Grove, came in with

Yale Roe has already agreed to
speak about the grape boycott,

Cars from about 13 communities in this area will he part of

but other candidates have not
yet responded to their invitations.

a motorcade Sept. 8 celebrating the 1st anniversary of the
strike,

pickers

grape

said

Lynne Hcidt, of 6 Marberry
Ln., Prospect Heights.
The motorcade will leave at
11:30 a.m. from the southwest
corner of the Randhurst Shop-

ping Centerparking lot, near
the Jewel store, and will move
to North Ave. in Melrose Park
for a rally.

THE MOTORCADE,

on

the way to Melrose Park, will
link with other motorcades.
Mrs. Hcidt said the 300 cars

will

from" Arlington

be

Heights, Barrington, Buffalo
Grove, Des Plaines, Elk

WILLIAM SINGER,

ward, will also speak.
Grape strike supporters

have been boycotting Jewel
Food Stores in this area and
pickets believe if they turn
away enough customers, Jewel
will stop selling grapes.

THEY ALSO believe if
Jewel stops selling grapes, other stores will follow their action.

"We're trying to show Jewel that suburbia cares," Mrs.

Schaumburg,

About 14 stores in this area

pect, Prospect Heights, Roll-

have been picketed the past
few weeks. Mrs. Heidt, who

Wheeling aud Park Ridge.

leads pickets each Saturday at
the Jewel in Prospect Heights,
estimated that about $675

ing Meadows, Palatine,
CARS FROM JEWEL customers, church groups, relations councils and others may
also be there, Mrs. Heidt said.
The rally will be at I p.m. on
open property near Jewel
headquarters.

Some of the 13th congressional candidates will speak.

plumbing

hid

at

the hoard had allotted only
$80,000 for that purpose, securing a loan of that amount
from the First National Bank
of Mount Prospect.

Of the suggested changes
the hoard approved only three
minor ones that would effect a
savings of $600.
Board members expect to
meet further with the architect
and contractors before a special meeting Sept. 4, at which it
is expected final arrangements
will be approved on the building plans, so that construction
can begin immediately.

worth of groceries went unbought last Saturday by customers who turned away.
an

estimated

increase necessary," Bailey K.
Howard, president of the

pansion of the weekend edition, which contains many fea-

Enterprises, Inc., commented.

"We cannot compromise the
quality of our editorial prod-

copal Church Women. Also
politically, Virginia
Macdonald was Republican

Sunday newspapers," Howard
said. "Circulation of the weekend edition of the Daily News

uct; rather we strive constantly

is up in the city and suburbs

tures usually found only in

to improve it. This price in-

13,704 over a year ago."

crease that is passed on to the
newsstand reader is small compared to the value of the product."

The increase, first for Daily
News newsstand prices since
October, 1967, does not affect
home delivery or weekday

Howard pointed out labor'

MRS. MACDONALD and
Engelhardt made short talks
before the meeting Monday

newsstand prices.

(s)

in the Old Orchard

country C3.11.13
theatre

evening in the Mount Prospect
Country Club.

Country Club
Rand & Euclid Roads
Mount Prospect

CL 9-5400
For Oesenimione

Mrs. Macdonald told the
tax and that they are opposed
she is

first of all concerned

about bringing the citizens of
the northwest suburbs directly

into contact with the job of

eke

ON OUR
STAGE...

DINNER
THEATRE

f$rog5

been

growing," she

THEATRE

ONLY

dale Row
PRIME STEAKS AV

She said she hopes local nes-

RELOCATING?

The Former

papers will take editorial positions on the boycott and strike.
Church leaders, she added,

ntertainmen
Nightly

have already given sermons
about it.

s, LESur 5515W

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"The Invisible Dragon"
Starting Saturday August 2nd

PARKING

COCKTAILS

-ti. 117ge

-11

THEATRE for
CHILDREN
AMPLE

Restamaitt

thing to reckon with."

MARSHALL
FIELD

GUN CLUB
Fieldale &
Higgins Rd,.
in Hoffman

SPECIALTY of the HOUSE

iN

PRIME RIB of BEEF

Estates

About ' a week ago Mrs.
where

$3.00
,

added.

"There arc many liberal
groups around here, and all we
need to do is find each other.
Then we would really be some-

Heidt

4t9 442

from

".%

$4.25

attended a meeting
John Birch Society

members threatened to picket
the grape boycott pickets. So
far, she said, no counter pick-

Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM

529-8840

ets have appeared.

FIRST: We list your home with Arlington

Realty and find buyers that will

Official Greeters at
Northwest Trust

please you.

THEN: We'll find you a home in any of
4,000 communities surrounding
major cities of the U. S. or Canada

at no charge whatsoever
through our membership in

.

.

.

710MEklCA

"IF THIS GOES on for a year,

double date line is indicative of
the continued growth and ex-

Shore Service League of the
Chicago Maternity Center and
president of St. Simons Epis-

Chairwoman for Cook County
from 1964 to 1968. Wheeling
Township Committeewoman
from 1962 to 1964 and is currently vice president of the Illinois Federation of Republican Women.

cut costs. Total low bids on the
project totaled $84,500 and

Saturday -Sunday

"Continuing rising costs of
labor and material make this
Newspaper Division of Field

active

list of possible changes suggested by Conlon that would

"The

Sunday, Aug. 23-24 issue.

vice president of the North

Heidt said.

G r ove, Hoffman

Estates,
Mount Pros-

ation Kappa Kappa Gamma, a

costs have risen 12 per cent in
the past two years, and the cost
of newsprint was increased $5
a ton last January.

electrical service were brought

al-

derman from Chicago's 44th

Northwest AluMnae Associ-

The Chicago Daily News
has increased the price of its
weekend edition to 25 cents,
effective with the Saturday -

called for an "add-on" if the

Motorcade to Celebrate
Grape Strike Anniversary
By Judy Ressler

also has been president of the

THE BOARD reviewed a

M Electric added 51,395 to its
bid for this work. However, architect Charles Conlon, in
suggesting ways to pare costs,
suggested that direct burial of
the cable without conduit

handled as change orders.

the low
$10.365.

_

THE THORNE bid for this
was $259 extra, and M

trict's new adMinistration and
recreation building, and notify
all except the electrical contractor bidders that their bids
were accepted, subject to minor modifications that will be

books, etc.

countless times, and visas col-

duits.

tact the low bidders on -the dis-

gized for the insult, and that
we were bringing no Western
literature into the country.
We were allowed to keep
only dictionaries. Bibles, text-

ly, the next afternoon, we arrived in Moscow.

in underground through con-

Park

Board last night directed Park
Director Marvin Weiss to con-

ature was his, that he took full
responsibility, that -he apolo-

with East German and Polish
customs that we did in Berlin.
The passports were checked

River /Trails

The

a paper stating that the liter-

THE

P.T.A., the American Cancer
Society and the Arlington
Heights Womens Club. She

River Trails to Move
Ahead With Building

of a hall.
Several officials were in another room debating our fate.
Occasionally, one would come
out and question Mr. Swick.

MEANWHILE,

has been active as a worker in
numerous associations, such
as
the Arlington
Heights

$35,000

worth of groceries will be unbought," she said.
"The pickets have

really

sit

THE HOMEFINDING

FANS
ATTENTION

SERVICE OF AMERICA

CALL

392-8100

CUB
2ND ANNUAL

"We Lubs the Cubs"

41

Arlington Realty

Baseball Special!
%/Meet Me in St. Louis and Possibly
Vee the Pennant Clinching Games.

-a

rr+

4 WAYS TO SERVE YOU BETTER

4f Att;<

in Palatine

Saturday Sept. 13, 1969

NN,

$65
$70.00

MOU
PROSPECT
9-6030

in Arlington Hts.
NORTH

Left to right: Dave Falkenberg, Kathy Hurley, Flo Meyer, Donna Schmidt, Greg Harris, Jeanne McGeehan, John Frleburg III, Lynn Kirchhoff,
Steve Kiral, Mary Lamle, Juanita Smith, President W. C. Wolf, Cathy Cornell, Mildred Field, Vice President Jerald Milligan, Assistant Cashier
Lorraine Tischer, Cashier Fred Wolf, Assistant Cashier Virginia Lemke, Frank Begale May Smatry.

L Sunday Sept. 14, 1969

in Arlington Hts. in Mount Prospect
SOUTH

Member: MAP MULTIPLE LISTING SERVICE
HOMERICA, NATIONAL HOMEFINDING SERVICE

PER°
PERSON

III

SR.91*

AccomodotIons
111/

.1414%
amid
iAltmam

o

LOOK FOR US IN THE

HOME BUYERS GUIDE
sine.

fiGEAsTN(lgrHWESTHIGHWAY

-

Daily News Raises
Price on Weekends

Mrs. Macdonald is well
known for her interest in both
civic and political matters. She

One member of the group

book of party jokes. These

of an American highway bus.
We -had supper at the hotel.

Kappa graduate of the University of Chicago, and a member
sf the legal _honor fraternity,
Order -of Coif.

HOWEVER, ALL

had a Playboy magazine and a

of the city) by a bus, which
would rate as a bad imitation

Norman, Engelhardt, Franke
& Lauritzen. He is a Phi Beta

for some reason, once again

were all quite glad when that

checked. We were transported
to the hotel (the best in the cast

,f School Boards. An attorney,
he is a partner in the law firm

lected, but that was all until the
Soviet border.

getting a constitution that will
permit wide spread use of unit
Public hearings will be held on
each major question taken up - school districts under which
at the convention. She urged both grade and high school opthat persons exercise their erations are under the same
board and that we write a new
right to be heard.
constitution that will preserve
Engelhardt said he was convinced there needs to be found and improve the checks and
balances between branches of
a better way._of selecting judges, -that-he was interested in state government.

drafting a new constitution.
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Park Referendum
For Pool Is Approved

111

'St.

We

-

By Ben Clarke
The $475,000 bond issue to
build a River Trails. Park
District swimming pool gained
overwhelming approval Saturday. It splashed to victory by -a5 -to -I margin.

Unofficial returns from the
_1-.015 votes counted after the
polls closed

Saturday, gave

848 affirmative votes and 167
"no" votes. There were six
spoiled ballots. Canvass of the
election and a final recording

of the vote will he made
tonight.
-

Park district officials were
pleased but not surprised by
the results. Thomas Rector,
park board president, said, "I
don't think any of us (commissioners) were surprised, but we
were pleased by the significant

turnout." He said it was the
largest vote on any issue in
park district history.

time in 'October."

wasn't surprised because I
felt the people would come out
and support the pool -issue."
Pa rk ...Director Marvin
I

Goldsmith said that plans
working specifications
were complete, and that it was
and

just a matter of meeting with
the architect, "probably withyou get an overwhelming vote, in.a week" and "pulling it all
you know that the people go together."
along with the proposition."

"We were extremely well pleased. When
Weiss - said,

BURKE, A

Weiss added, "With reasonably good luck the pool should
be open sometime during the
summer season (1970), and I

Park

Ridge

firm, which has a history of -planning swimming pools and
recreational buildings, drew
up plans that were approved by

hope it will open early in the
summer." He said that the
opening date would he governed by conditions in the
building industry and weather

the park board in January.
1968, in anticipation of a federal grant that was never made.

park hoard had plans to get to-

The breakdown of the vote
by precincts was: For voters
west of Wolf Rd. --385 "yes"
votes, 38 "no- votes. For vot-

gether with Ralph H. Burke

ers

conditions.

RECTOR SAID that

the

tions.

MARVIN GOLDSMITH,

Rector said, "We hope to

a commissioner and chairman
of the building committee, said
of the results, "Fantastic. No,

announce for bids at the board
meeting in September (Sept.
11). with bids to come in some-

east

of Wolf

Rd. --463

"yes" votes, 129 "no" votes.
It has been calculated that
the cost of the 20 -year-.
$475,000 bond issue will cost
the owner of a home of

Inc.. architects and engineers,
who have drawn up plans for
the pool, for the purpose of updating the plans and specifica-

$ 10,000

equalized

assessed

valuation about $3 more in
1970 than his 1969 park district tax of $34.80.

Kris Bowers (left). 730 Cat en Eli., Des Plaines, and Kent
Schmidt, 1000 W 1.1a, Mount Prospect, as they roast corn during the annual corn roast of Boy Scout Troop 146, held at 1 p.m.

yesterday at Dempster Jr High School, 420 W. Dempster,
Mount Prospect.

Tommie Lucas of Glendale Heights, grapples with an car of corn at the annual corn roast of Boy
Scout Troop 146, yesterday held at 1. p.m. at Dempster Jr. High School, 42(1 W. Dempster, Mount
Prospect.

4

Expand Hours
At Library
accordance

In

with

last

New Navy Command
For Des Plaines Man

service, the Prospect Heights
Library board has announced
expansion of library hours

commanding officer of Group
Lakes.

"We are trying to give the

(apt. Evans

service," said

library will now be open on
and
Fridays.
from 11 a.m. to 6 p.m., in addi-

tion to the present hours on
Tuesday and Thursday, II
a.m. to 8:45 p.m.; and SaturThe library, located in the
Heights Shopping
Center, has one regular librarian and one assistant, and has
Prospect

just hired another part time

1 he Mount Prospect C ham -

NJ of C ommcrce ss ill hold its
annual,dinnci dancc Sept 20
at the A lington (. at oust.'

Music stillbe pros ided bs
Top Brass a brass band %%MO

won second place in the bank
of the hands competition held
recently

at Navy Pier

1 he

hand played for the Mount
Prospect Chamber of C ummerce at its last dinner dame

Tickets are SIO per person
and may be obtained by send-

last night in

tss 0 -car head-on

collision at Colt Rd and Al-

gonquin Rd

Arlington

Heights

Mrs Billie Pettit of C arpento
was admitted
Northwest Common its Hospital for observation because of
pains in her baLl, .1 hospital
tersville

spokesman said

reated at the hospital and
rcle,isi.d were Emmet R Pettit
and Rather yn Pettit 7 both of

Group to Meet
At Holiday Inn
All dental assistants are in-

vited to attend a social hour

p.m. The business meeting will

son. Nlount Prospect.
The accident reportedly occured when Pettit's auto, turn-

ing from the southeast hound
Zane of Algonquin to the east-

Ur also directs. monitors

The Northwest Dental Assistants will meet there at 7

active duty who have been as-

Show time from 5 p.m.

signed to the units under his

No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

Call 394-2000.

8/35 Theft

Dr. Edward S. Laskowski.
D.D.S.. will give a speak about

motiviation and psychology of dental assisting.
For reservations, contact
Adrienee Pollack at 965-1501.
The cost is $4 per person.
the

American Express Travelers Checks and cash totaling
S 135 were stolen from the
Drury Northssestern Motel.
'74 Lee. Des Plaines early yesterday morning, police report-

arlington \ark towers
Chicago's new suburban hotel

ed.

R.A.M. DISCOUNT CENTER

1 MILE
EAST OF
RANDHURST

RAND RD.
(RT.. 12)

SALE DATES: AUGUST 27 thru SEPT. 3rd.

Scanda House
WHERE

SCANDINAVIAN HOSPITALITY

6 E. CAMP McDONALD RD. -PROSPECT HEIGHTS

I

394-3100

A

PREVAILS

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Sat. 9-7

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TO SERVE ALL YOU CAN EAT.

with Mitchell's auto,
which was northwest hound on
Algonquin Rd.
l'ettit was charged with faillided

ure to yield the right-of-way.
lie is to appear in court on

COMPOSITION

WATCH FRIDAYS

DINING GUIDE
FOR OUR MENU
OF THE DAY

z smorgasbord

Closed Sunday

Thurs.-Fri.--9-9

II

bound lane of Golf Rd., col-

"BIC"
PENS 6c

BOOK 39c

Sept. 24.

300

LLEGE BOUND?
TYPING

PAPER 29c

CRAYONS

I

.1.
ROSS 2

So slop in soon.
Each depositor insured to $15,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

-1- NORTHWEST (JuvatS - Sao'

COUNT

FILLER PAPER 39c

If you are? Stop in and obtain your free checks. The minimum balance of S200 is not necessary and you may write
as many checks as you wish. No longer do you have to
worry about having funds on hand. Spend your worrying
time on getting good grades. You will find this is an excellent way to start building up a good credit background.

t

And
her provocative piano

is located.

command.

begin at 8:30 p.m.

bility." said Ullrich.

Carpentersville: and Michael
V. Mitchell, 1425 N. Emer-

BONNIE DAVE

protessional

"We feel that this dinner
dance will he a fine social
event for the business and professional people. The people of
Mount Prospect can get together for an evening fo socia-

nightclub and television star

dc clorm, w of the Naval reserve otliceis and men on in-

pn, Box 53. Mount Prospect.

4 Injured In Crash
Four persons were mimed

Capt. Charles R. u.saus Jr.

followed by dintier and a business meeting at the Mount
Prospect Holiday Inn Sept. 9.

ihg a check to Max Ullrich,

JESSE LOPEZ

Come and Meet

new concept in the reserve
program. The commander exercises broad military COMwand of all Naval Reserve
units attached to or supported
by the training center where he

day, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Chamber's Dinner Dance
Scheduled for Sept. 20

presi-

consulting firm in the field of
graphic arts. Ile had just finished a tour ;Is Chief of staff.
reserve destroyer division of
the Ninth Naval District.
The position of naval reserve group commander is a

Wednesdays

helper.

is also

dent of C'RE and Associates, a

Board Chairman Mrs. Robert
Lusk." who explained that the

Mrs. Jack Lobono holding Mario, seated across from husband
Jack, as they try to %husk and eat roasted corn yesterday at the
annual corn roast of Rot Swot Troop 146 at Dempster Jr. High
School, 420 W. Dempster, Mount Prospect, held at 1 p.m.

LOU\GE

Command 9-73 Nasal Reserve
iainine Center at Great

a -week, starting in September.

fr

PONY

Des Plaines. has taken over as

from 3 -days -a -week to 5 -days -

more

announces the

Capt. Charles R. Evans Jr..
USNR, 11)88 Oakwood Ave.,

month's promise to improve

people

arlington \ark towers

25u

couN,

BINDERS

Battle

3(1 SOUTH ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ROAD - ARLINGTON HEIGH1118, ILL. 00009
394.1800

79c

# 64

p

FOR

29c

49c

WPM'

SCHOOL PASTE
BINDERS

49c

Main Street

Lee Janson

Money Just Sits

LISTENS

c

TO YOU

Lil Floros
The "Hike for the Hungry"

BOY -OH -BOY

bear Lee,
There is a boy at the place where I work who just won't leave
me alone. The trouble is; I am also a boy. I've tried to tell my boss
about him but he just won't listen. What should I do?
Confused

- Tell the boy, in no uncertain terms, that you are not interested
in his "games." If that fails, tell your boss you are quitting at the
end of the week and let him know why.

ity Center, Biafran Relief and

a United Nations Food and to them.

Mount Prospect State Bank
waiting for legal technicalities

Agricultural

to be worked out before it can
be distributed.
It is almost unbelievable

Illinois law requires that - was not registered i s,obvidlisly
groups soliciting or receiving a human error.--ferhaps the
funds in the state -must register

FAO people" should have been

that this should be the case.
Almost five months ago,
1,500 concerned young people

with the state's attorney's of-

certain that all necessary
forms were filed since they are

found a way to help hungry
and have sponsors pledge a
specified amount of money per
mile hided.

Dear Lee Janson,
Isn't there anything a girl can do if she wants to make up with

THE KIDS went out and

her boyfriend, besides waiting and waiting? You see, my boyfriend and I had a fight, and I haven't seen him for five months.
The trouble is, I am very much in love with him. We had a great

got their sponsors. Then most
of them trudged the full 17
miles on Good Friday through
heavy all -day rain. They went
back to their sponsors and collected. They turned in a whopping $55,300.
agencies
The benefiting
were the Northwest Opportun-

understanding. He is 23 and I am 19. 1 would hate to give up now.
Help.

A.D.

You may have had a "great understanding," but apparently
he didn't. If he hasn't found his way back after five months, I
doubt if he ever will. Start circulating.

Organization

(FAO).

a receiving agency. Or, per-

AS A RESULT, the money

were clear so that funds they
collected could be distributed.

and none of the agencies have
benefited so far.
It is understandable and desirable that restrictions and

laws protect the public from
dishonest charities. It seems
impossible, however, that the
state's attorney's office can

that FAO needs and wants the
money. The Hungry group has

Prooett map

modern technology we are not

losing sight of the blessing of

stimulating work and its atfeeling of accomplishment. To the young man
it brings confidence and to the
aged it can bring peace of
tendant

"Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the oaper'slreefloin and intellectual integrity.-- Marshall Field Ill
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and thumb on the sides of the
throat and feel the throat muscles move as he says ',1" --Indian or igloo.

the child who has
trouble remembering the short
vowel sounds.

Short "o" is a fun vowel
sound to teach. From maga-

words beginning with the "o"
sound. emphasizing the "o"

zines, children can get pictures
of objects beginning with short

sound but never separating the
letters.

would help with spelling. Let
your child think too. "I saw a

AFTER YOU have spent
with beginning "o"
sounds, try words with . the

"See a pin and pick it up, good

about

vowel sounds and with consonant sounds.

I

like to arse a

picture of an octopus and tell

the children that "o" is the

octopus.

short "o" as the middle letter,
to tell if the child is really hearing the sound of the vowel. Try
block, sock, lick, pop and mop.
Have the child pronounce the
word, emphasizing the "o"

that

begins

trich. I then explain the sound

of short "o" by asking what
the doctor tells you to say

when he wants to see into your
throat. When the child answers -rah," I tell him that is
the sound that begins octopus.
ostrich or oxen.

THEN HAVE the child
open his mouth almost as wide
as he would for the doctor to
look inside and have him pronounce the word octopus, at
the same time tracing the letter

fat cat run after a little rat."
luck!" Good luck!

and hemoglobin). Depending
on your age and symptoms,
other tests may be necessary,
such as proctoscopy, electrocardiogram, chest X ray
and blood chemistry.
I

17 miles on that soggy April 4.

They tried to make Good Fri-

day a "good" Friday. And to
this day, all the money they
collected is doing no good at

con-

it become the whole of life.

treatments for it periodically.

all. It's just sitting in a bank.
"The establishment" has let
them down.

When the normal work day is

My doctor is giving me En-

finished you should leave your

tero-Viogorm. Could this drug
harm my heart in any way?
A -This drug should not be
taken by anyone who is sensitive to iodine. It will not dam-

"To me it says SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS A DAY ...
SEVENTY-FIVE DOLLARS A DAY . . ."

WORST JOKE of the Day:
Hungry girl: "Do you serve
shrimps here?"

Waiter: "Certainly. We cater to everyone."

age your heart.

neck and say "u" --umbrella.

the "o." Repeating this with

He should be able to feel where
the sound seem to be.

squandering ourselves for a
purpose."
Q -What does a routine medical checkup consist of?
A -It should include a careful history of past illnesses and

have at present, followed by a

thorough physical exam -

ei
Axe REALTORal

SHORT "I" can be taught
with the same method I used to
teach the short "u" sound.

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

Have your child put the finger

IIIDEAWORD
DUNHRED
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

"It's hard to get used to a
new way of life-especially
if you don't have the money
to do the.things you'd like with
the time that's now available."

of any symptoms you may

3Jach 3E.

the child's throat.

fore -linger, one on each of his

gain. Life owes us little; we
owe it everything. The only
true happiness comes from

NINE

The short "u" sound is felt

he moves to the left in making

greatest pleasure. As John Mason Brown so wisely put it:
"Existence is a strange bar-

to

For the short "u" sound, I

down in

and complete blood

OPEN
NINE

would follow the same procedure as I used for the other
short vowel sounds, using different words and pictures. For
"u" I would use umbrella, umpire and uncle.

Have him put his thumb and

sound adds a valuable sensory
cue to remembering. Children

dren could write some and this

ting letters.

finger or a_ pencil. Be sure that

Tracing a letter while saying, seeing and thinking the

with phonics. The older chil-

sound, but again not separa-

"o" in' the air with his fore-

ostrich and oxen will help.

Some fun sentences are
good at any time while helping

time

You could also use ox or os-

sound

WURM COMMENTED,

"It is a shame that the money
should be tied up. The people
of Biafra especially need the
money we have collected for
them. Sometimes laws make
things difficult."
It must be discouraging,
frustrating and disappointing
to the kids who walked those

ing at a job you like is life's

think of this kind of learning as
fun.
Follow the same procedure
mentioned in teaching short.
"a" and "e" sounds. Have the
children repeal after you

In Palatine

728 E. Northwest Hwy.
I

In Arlington Heights

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

In Hoffman -Schaumburg
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

358-5560
253-24601
956-1500

Three of every ten Americans 65 and older are living in poverty, a special United
States Senate report has disclosed. "Many of these aged people," it notes, "did
not become poor until they became old."
Pointing out that older persons now have disproportionately less income than
they had in 1961, the report observes that "the economic position of persons now
old will deteriorate markedly in the years ahead."

SAVE NOW... while you can

894-1800
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

f394-3500'

FEDERAL SAVINGS
& LOAN ASSOCIATION

Chartered by Me Unded Slides Government

Milfnbt, Federal Savings and Loan !moan. Corporal on
Member. LInded Stales Seeing' and Loan League
Member. Serino and Loan Foundation

Look far us each week in
8 good, 10 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

The Home Buyer's Guide
Y

IN THE DAY

a

was collected.

Count (red cells, white cells

Q -Forty years ago

"within

six months since the money

ination and such tests as uri
nalysis

that

month" the funds will be
available. That would make it

crease your efficiency. Work-

Talk With a Teacher
Today i am going to talk

Arlen Holmen, St. Mark
Lutheran Church youth director and treasurer for the Hike
project, said that he believes
that all of the necessary forms

enable you to retu?n to your
work refreshed and will in-

Short Vowel Sounds
By Esther Calton

the case.

hope fu I

mind.
One* must not, however, let

big a job or he is a poor organizer. Carrying a brief case
home every night may turn it
into a grief case and lead to insomnia, a heart attack, an ulcer or high blood pressure. For
this reason, it is essential to
have one or more hobbies with
which to fill your leisure
hours --preferably ones quite
unlike your daily occupation.
Using a part of each day for
recreation will in the long run

theran church, was the central

have now been filed. He is

tracted amebiasis in the Orient
but the diagnosis was not made
for six years. Now I must take

job behind completely. If a
man can't finish his work in
eight hours, he either has too

William J. Kiedaisch

Synod. David Wurm,

youth director at St. Paul Lu-

for the release of the money

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

life was work. I hope that on
this Labor Day in the midst of

souri

ney Kleinman, attorney for the
Walther League, is working on

And the circmstances are

Fill Your Leisure Hours
With Interesting Hobbies
A famous doctor once said

nized by the Walther League
of the Lutheran Church, Mis-

organizer of the project. Sid-

DOCTOR SAYS

that the secret of his successful

But that really doesn't matter.
The Hike project was orga-

circumstances.

.Send roar questions to Lee Janson, c/o Day Publications,
1 /7 S. Main St.. Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

why can't we ...'"

haps the Hungry group should
have been certain that all paths

hold up the money under the

home and be a deadbeat until a live one your age comes along.

"I would like to hear just one proposition not prefaced
by 'If we can put a man on the moon,

THE- FACT THAT FAO-

Unfortunately, FAO was
not properly registered.

SIDE GLANCES

Confidential to "What to I)o?" Quit robbing the cradle. Stay

-

It should be easily resolved.
.

fice.

people here and abroad. They
agreed to try to hike 17 miles

WAITS AND WAITS

the money and wants to give it -

money is still sitting in the

25 EAST CAMPBELL STREET. ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL. 60005 Phone: 255-9000

The Day's Prospects

Host Families Give and Learn
By Dolores Haugh

veniences are totally unfamil-

(Third in ,a series on Experiment in International Liv-

course is recommended. Individual family schedules should

the bathroom first, who sets
the table or cuts the grass, etc.

When a new member of the
family is added, there are

The most important part of
the family association 'is communication. It is the relating of
feelings, the answering of

bound to be a few questions
asked and many answered.

The main advice given to a
host family is to relax and be
natural. The entire purpose of
the homestay in the Experiment in International Living is to take home the image
of the everyday American

questions

ever,

homestay.

TO SOME VISITORS the

no language

perfect

In some countries pets are

not allowed in the home, as
dogs are unclean. Thus our

Oxford

ways must indeed be as hard to

all about you."
Political, religious and other
controversial subjects are discussed openly and accepted by

both parties, perhaps opening

new avenues of thoughts for
each.

Certain precautions must be
made as to the safety of visitors

from other countries, such as
prohibiting them to drive. Alcohol is avoided. Money is not
borrowed or lent, as the visitor

has his own budget. Lavish
gifts also are not permitted-they create a partonizing impression, conforming to the already established rich American stereotype.

_

HEALTH AND accident

accept as for us to find that
some cultures do not' bathe

insurance is already in effect
for the visitors, and serious ill-

more than once a week.

ness must of necessity become
the concern of The Experiment home office.
The investment of time, love
and attention in the International Living Experiment
overcomes problems. It is

AS FOR entertainment, the
program suggests moderation

well within the activities considered ordinary to the host

family. A semblence of like
age companions are a must.
The object is strictly "getting
to know you, getting to know

DIFFERENCES arc easily coped with

con -

the

also in the area of foods.

CULTURAL

TV, washing machine and othtaken -for -granted

is

in

matter of the daily bath and

gethers with fellow Experimenters and their host
families. Such activities are exemplified by the large number
of coffees and dinners given by
hosts and visitors during each
program.

environ-

ment, the happier he will be
and the more successful the

er

adoptive
home. This can be seen in the
tablished

Familiarity with sisters,
brothers, aunts and uncles is
important, as well as get-to-

schedules

mandatory

there

they speak
English.

in the family by participating
the

and the

problem for the current visitors from Tunisia. In fact,

should be avoided at first. The
quicker he becomes involved
in

family. At the same time the
visitor is bending to those es-

virtues. In some instances, language can be a problem. How-

The program points out that
the new arrivals may be tired
heavy

honestly

countries are known and
therefore accepted by the host

openness of faults as well as

home.
thus

training of the visitor and also
a necessary booklet and pre training of the host families.
'The practices of eating and
personal hygiene of the other

be discussed, such as who gets

ing)

and

when both parties are aware of
them. This, of course, is somewhat taken care of by the pre -

iar, so a quick home -study

through these three that the
Experiment is and will continue to be successful.

Catherine Cryer, and Tunisian visitor, Catherine Puigalh together with homestay hosts, Mr.
and Mrs. Newman fryer, were among the guests at the special dinner Sunday. Other host families

include Mr. and Mrs Robert Beckwith, community leader, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coombs, Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Kimball, Mr and Mrs Frank Henderson, Mr. and Mrs. Burr Whitlock; Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Woods, Mr and Mrs George Peterson, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Gettings and Mr. and Mrs.
John Remseh.
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Skewered Meat Combinations
From the Neat Fast Lome
the skewer -cooked tools shish

kebabs A well-kno,An \
can adaptation is h anks-ona-stick In the Fast lainh Lid
mutton are used tot sketsci

I -or something different, try
interesting skewered

these

cooking, but here onh, out

combinations chunks of ham
alteinated with quartered apples trankturter pieces with
pineapple chunks and green
olises, beef cubes with quar-

imagination limits the choice

tered tomatoes and mushroom

1-

caps, lamb- cubes with green

onions, bacon with cunks of
ned luncheon meat with ba-

low heat until browned and

Dr. Mazeski
Speaks at Workshop

Mothers, Children Develop
Motor Skills Together, at Y
- 4-

"Scientific data has shown

they get the feeling of free-

trampoline, the horse, rings,

school and in the early eve-

that the younger a child receiv-

scooter boards, balls, horizon-

ning.

opment, the ' better coordinated he will be when he is old-

dom."
THE LESSONS are coordinated with the gym class,
where the toddlers get used to

er," said Mrs. Nicki Doehler,

the

crawl

The three -and -a -half to five-

training,',M motor devel-

west Suburban YMCA, 300

etc.

"The early motor training

another in September called
Wee Folk Gym and Swim.

T H E PEANUT PROGRAM is for children between the ages of 9 months and

2 years. The Wee Folk will be
for children 2 and 3.years old.
These and other YMCA
courses will begin Monday,
Sept. 8; registrations are being
accepted now.
The Peanut program is only
open to members of the

YMCA. Classes will include
12 children and their mothers.
Thirty minutes will be spent in
the pool to get the children acquainted with water.
The tots will be divided into
walkers and non -walkers, and

three instructors will be on
hand along with volunteers to
guide the moms.

NICKI IS IN charge of the
program and specifically in

charge of pool activities.
"The younger a child is, the
What could be more fun for a 19 -month -old than to bounce on less fear he has of water," she
a trampline I aurell I oeppen, 409 IliLusi, Mount Prospect, and said. "By starting them at this
Mrs. David I oeppen are has mg a good time and Laurel! is learn- early an age, they get used to
at the same time.
the water and learn to love it."
ing motor (.01)111111.11
The Peanut class learns very

basic things. They walk down
the steps into the teaching

I al_cche
Prospect

trition are available through
the leagues loan librairy 1 n-

will meet Wedm,d,o. Aug 27
at 8 30 p m in iht Ironic of
Mrs Daniel Neligeltaisei 211 t
N Eastwood

torin icon on nursing, mothering, child care, childbirth and

Discussions at this meeting
fourth in a monthly series, will
include such topics as gradually weaning the breastfed

Mrs Robert Lange, curently leading the LaLeche
series, may he reached at 8271855 Mothers may call at any

iclattd subjects is also available

baby nutritional snacks and
well balanced meals tai the en-

time should they have any

tire family

m.ould like to talk over with

questions
i

on

nursing

they

and

through inner tubes, ladders,

also helps with a child's mental
development," she said.
The YMCA has begun a pilot program called Peanut
Gym and Swim and will begin

LaLeche League

equipment

acquatic director of the North-

Northwest Hwy.

Books and lit.

tume.

cooked through.

es

Mothers of the
of Mount

their host families Sunday at the Arlington Methodist Church.
Each visitor prepared his own homeland recipe and served it
Tunisian fashion while appropriately dressed in homeland cos-

nana sections. Cook these over

,

League

Mount Prospect, Arlington Heights and Prospect Heights. The
group of ten Tunisian young adults gave a reciprocal supper for

calves liver and cubes of can-

O

2

"Getting To Know You," could be the theme song for the
Experiment in International Living now being conducted in

pepper pieces and small whole

pool, which ranges in depth
from 18 inches to 4 feet. They
also bob in the water and the
mothers dunk them under water.

"Children instinctively

close their mouths when they
are dunked under water,"
Nicki said, "We say, 'one,
two, three and go' so they get
used to the instruction before

they go in. After a while the
mothers, let them suspend in
the water for a few seconds so

They bounce on the trampline, hang from the rings and
parallel bars, and in general,

get a broad base of physical
education.

The fee for the one -day a -week, seven -week course is
$8.75. The classes will be held

in the mornings, and children
must he accompanied by a parent.
The two -and three -year olds are not overlooked by the

YMCA program. Wee Folk
classes will be provided for
them in September. These will

be open to non-members

as

well as members, and there
will be two coordinated
classes, swimming and gym.

"The two -and three -year olds fear the water the most,"
said Nicki. "Nke will try to give
them a fun -oriented program
and teach them to love and en-

joy water."

MOTHERS WILL be required to attend the swimming
children will
lessons. The
spend a great deal of time ad-

justing to the water and becoming familiar with it. They
will be encouraged to blow
bubbles and learn to bob in the
water.

"We will do a lot of repetition," said Nicki. "Small children like routine, and they will

become used to what we do
and to the water at the same
time."
Dotty Koelling, assistant
women's

program

director,

will be in charge of the gym
classes for the Wee Folks.

Her instruction will be sim-

ilar to the Peanut gym session's, except it will be more
advanced. Mothers will only
attend the first and last classes.

They hope the children will do
as much for themselves as possible.

Equipment that will be involved in this program is the

tal

ladders,

tires,

balance

beams, ropes and the parallel

"Six and seven is the ideal
age for kids to become coordi-

bars.

year -olds will he eligible for
the Tiny Tots program at the
UMCA. Mothers are not required to attend the classes.

nated

swimming," Nicki

in

said. She added that they are
able to understand and carry

out directions, and they

se-

Dr. Conrad Mazeski, optometrist and educator affiliated
with the'Central Reading and

Speech Clinic, Mount Prospect, was a featured speaker
at the recent three-day workshop conducted by the Educa-

tional Aids For Better Reading Instruction held at Northern Illinois University Cgnter
in DeKalb.

riously want to learn the skills.
Many classes are available

will be open to non-members

Sponsored by the Educaaccording to skill: beginners, tional Aids Service, the workfloaters, Intermediate one, In- shop, said Institute Director
termediate two, Advanced one Emilye Hunter Fields, M.A.,

as well as members. The fee is

and Advanced two.

was

$3.75 for members and $8.75
for non-members.
Children will be divided
into classes according to abili-

The Advanced two students
are trained for the YMCA

introduce new concepts and

ty. There will be a beginner, re-

is amazing how many children

AGAIN, TWO classes will
offered, swimming and
gym. The seven -week classes
be

peat beginner, floater, swimmer and advanced classes. Different means of instruction
will he applied to each class.

to

encourage free

ex-

change of ideas, advance efficiency of the EDL user and to

the teaching of

methods in
reading.

ALSO
speakers

FEATURED

drews, reading curriculum di-

rector of the Illinois Training
School for Girls, Geneva; Mrs.

Lucille Kelly, elementary

reading specialist, and Mrs.
Ruth Robbins, director of

reading educational services,
Illinois Institute of Technology.
sessions were
include lecture presentations, workshop-prac-

. Workshop

planned

to

ticums and consultation periods.

swimming team. Nicki said it

fit, into this category at this

STILL THE BEST PLACE

young age.

Gym classes will use the
equipment to facilitate the
child's motor ability devel-

TO GET

opment. They will also be introduced to tumbling. Here,

AN

too, the classes will be divided
according to ability. In the advanced gym class, track skills
will be taught.

AUTO LOAN

A SMALL FRY class will
be held for the six -and sevenyear -olds

in both swimming

ALL. DAY LONG

and gym. This too will he a sev-

en -week course for members
and non-members, with fees of
$3.75 and $8.75. Classes will
be held in the afternoons after

KASSEL STUDIOS:
OIF DANCE

-

Diroctod by

See
The

Sharon Kassel
REGISTER FALL CLASSES

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.
By
31,6 3.

kill
C CONVENIENT
11

11119:114

j LOCATIONS

Mon.-Tue.-Wed.-Thurs. 9 to 6
9 to 8
Friday
9 to Noon
Saturday

in person
AUG. 26, 27 8 28th
Tues., Wed., Thurs.

or call

392-2228
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asr sAw 'Tie BIGGEST
DRAGON IN

vVORLD

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
YEAH, BUT WHAT WORRIES ME IS
THAT'S IT --KEEP THE BALL
THAT HE AIN'T BOTHERIN'
HIDDEN IN ',CUR GLOVES° THE
BATTER CAAFTSEE WHAT 10.10 TO KEEP ME 6UE5511-e
OF A PITCH YOU'RE 60ING ABOUT WHAT HE'S GONNA
DO TO TH' BALL IF HE
TO GIVE HIM/ KEEP
HIM GUESS I/J6i
CONNECTS WITH IT:

VACATION?

ABROAD BUT TO

111 II

SE ADDING TO THE
DOLLAR DRAIN 1

Dante AmYrHit,ls DRAIN, THIS LS
SINCE THE OWLS A PAY -AS -YOU GOT THAT CUE- 60 DEALPTIOLI
HAVEN'T GOT
CHALKING
ENOUGH TO
MACHINE!

MAKE rf 'II -ROUGH
THE FRONT DOOR!

INSTEAD I'LL GQ
CAMPING LurrH YOU!

6i55
26 Market Wrapup
32 Baseball
The White Sox
take on the Yankees
at New York.

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 Chronicle
Truth
"...The

AND SPEWING
oF'THE DOLLAR

YOLI HA.VEWT

I'D BEEN PLANNING

To VACATION AT THE
FAMILY ESTATES

TONIGHT
6:00

? 140W
LONG
LONG WAS I-15 ?

7:00

Shall Make You

9 Hazel

Free," features a
look at the theatrical

11 Ellington at the
Cote D'Azur
26 How to Invest

training given a
group of teenagers.
26 Spanish News
32 Look In

7:30
2 Liberace Show
Guests include Stu

Featuring a fash-

Gilliam, Anita Harris, Sacha Distel and

ion show of fall fash-

ions for high school

-

_

fig

r 1:4,.,..

LAIM

-----

--_--._._-

-

- - ---=------,,---.- -

-----..----:'---.7-

,..
--'

- ......,...0%.

HE

-..,------.-

CREDITABILITY

GAP

._--.---------_---'72-;,---

--7'=--.
THE woR tri WART
n

-

I..
am -2.,

e^aya.,MsGeOA:C.k.

c M.4...4TM. 4. or o.

Ir T. 4... 00 8.24

o

7 In the Dead of

6:25
2 Editorial
26 Quiz

Night
A young and beautiful secretary inherits an enormous Vic-

6:30
2 Lancer
5 Star Trek
7 Mod Squad
9 I Love Lucy
26 Today's Racing
32 News

"

-..-----.

the Duke of Bedford.
5 Julia

students.

torian house but

is

unable .to sell it because it is believed to
be haunted. Suspenseful drama.

9 Mike Douglas

Show

6:45
32 On Deck Circle

ROBIN MALONE

victs sometimes take

"Games.- A cosmetic saleswoman

upon being released
from _prison-Until

becomes the-unin:--- --Tr20 a.m.
II Firing Line
vited guest of a
The problem of
wealthy young
the turbulence becouple who have an
tween the Catholics
appetite for deadly
and the Protestants is
and macabre games.
debated by former
Until 10 p.m.
Prime Minister Ter11 NET Festival
rence O'Neill and a
"Leins6rf Recryoung intellectual
eates."
from the southern
26 Motorsports Inpart of Ireland.
ternational
10:45

8:30
2 Doris Day Show

32 Movie
"Christopher Columbus." Story of
Christopher Columbus, his plight from
captain to conquerer.

7 NYPD
26 Victor

Ortega
Pan -Am Show

9:00
2 CBC News Special
7 Dick Cavctt Show
9 Burke's Law
11 Action People

Midnight
2 Movie

"You're My Everything." A debu-

"New "thread for

Family Fabric?" features a look at family
therapy.

gio!

from

tante

Boston

runs away with

a

dancer and finds herself in Hollywood
where she becomes a
star.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

9:30
2 Speed: The Deadly
Drug
This special will

8:00

Ham
LIKE TO

5 Movie

focus on the shock-

of am-

abuse
phetamines,
ing

SEVEN1V FEET,
COU/411N6 FLAMES!

12:20

9 News

com-

monly known as

CARNIVAL

174-111r4.

abuse
"Speed" --an
which has led its

12:30
5 Everyman

users to broken lives
and insanity.
32 Baseball Report

9 Paul Harvey Com-

12:40
ments

9:45
32 News

12:45

9 Movie

10:00

"Cole
Younger,
Gunfighter."
Rough, tough Western about a gunfighter who helps

I1 Bridge with Jean

men get a fair deal

2 News
5 NeWs

Your
Horoscope

7 News
9 News

BUGS BUNNY
ONE HAS 10 USE

ONE'S INGENUITY

IN ORDER 70 HITCH

A RIDE THESE

FOR WEDNESDAY

DAYS, GUV'NOR1

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
the
underestimate
Don't
strength of the opposition. The
wise Virgo will see to it that his
investment is protected.

"Junior Higgins. you know better than to Interrupt
your father when he's listening to mei"

teAllAl I

M12. PRE -5I DENT;

A5 CHAIRMAN

OF THE CLUB-

II

I

try to excuse laziness on the
basis of lack of opportunity.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20)--A good day for establishing a good relationship
with one in authority. You can
worry about maintaining it later on.

HERE COMES MY
EAT -GENDER FTECH !

HADA FEELING
YOU WERE

PO LIKE 70 KNOW IF
'AA GOING TO GET
5CME RJNO5 70 FIX
THIS LEAKY ROOF?

HA!

is

HOUSE REPAIRS

\W-1

COAAMITEE

t(
omit

2-1,\

Tr
.1k 4 111 4. O. N. Dit

IMES

mum

S-26

23) --Though you may not be
vitally interested in civic affairs,

bring
worthwhile benefits if you participated in them.
it

might

THE BORN LOSER
IF '/OU FEEL tiou've>--4
LEARNED YOUR

ACROSS
1 Beach

.., BUT ONLY

AU. UNLOGIC
THIS DOOR AND

LGAINEO YOUg

LESSON!

15 Demolish
16 Plaything
17 Poker stake
18 Landed

CAPTAIN EASY
IF THS TOPItOCKS 212 UNLOAD THE
GOLD ON THE MEM, AND PUSH THE

'POSSIBLY

JAKE LEMON!.

WAGON OFF THIS CUFF, WHOSE 9011,
PIP ZOOS IN THE YfIXECNAGET

/ KIST TALK

TO SOMEONE
WHO KNEW

)1
YEEem..

JAKE Lou

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23)--A
day to be devoted at least par-

PI APpriatED"
1

tially to your physical wellbeing. A participation in

PRE5LIMAISL11
WHILE HELPING

HUNT THE
BANDITtEr

sports could have far-reaching
benefits.
ao. 1.11. Pe. Mt

HUNDRED
hered
hued
udder
under
dune
dude
nude
rend
rude
rune

1110 by MA, bet

CAMPUS CLATTER
HEY, MOM, LOOK AT THIS
CHART/ CLOD HAS BEEN

RATING YOUR
FOOD. YOU'RE
DOING

GREAT!

D

X KNOW, BIMO! I'VE
BEEN KEEPING A
CHART, TOO!

THIS REPRESENTS OUR
FOOD SILLS FOR THE
SAME PERIOD;

AR

F A -r
T

DOWN

6 Also

Russian ruler
44 Counsel
(dial.)
45 Brazilian
macaws
47 Fillip
48 Masculine
name
49 Negative
replies
51 Baseball club
52 Samuel's

teacher (Bib.)

8

24

30

31

33

34

36

37

17

5--..

I

28

29

48

49

32

39

38

40

42

47

46
51

50

27

35

45

44

11

14

j

141

43

10

1

25

hold

9

22

21

23

A G

20

19

18

L.

I

a

term

50 Wheys of milk
51 Wager
53 Preposition
54 Hebrew month
55 Moslem name
56 Palm fruit
Pluse

C

U

25 On top of
7 Pigpen
8 Visigoth king 26 Genuine
27 Bound
9 Grant use
property
temporarily 28 Sea eagle
29 Fathers
20 English forest 10 Italian city
31 Metheglin
21 Indian timber 11 Solar disk
37 Disclose
tree
19 Make lace
38 Poetic
22 Three times
edgings
contraction
(comb. form) 20 Constellation
39 Prevaricate
23 Nautical
22 Canvas
40 Intimate
term
shelter
42 Caper
26 Acted in
23 Fish sauce
response
24 Brilliant star 43 Former
30 Permit
7
6
5
4
3
2
11
31 Male adults
32 Masculine
13
12
appellation
33 Freudian
16
15

34 Consume food
35 Conclusion
36 Excellent
39 Puts goods on
a vessel
41 In the middle
(comb. form)
42 Be sick
43 Snares
46 Wrestler's

MA

L O
5 N -r
P
L_
R E
A L_
R
A S S A M R O S A -r
C L.
O A S MO
M AO
T A
D Y L L
L
L._ U S
A D O R fJ Ft
A L._
E A
A
M A L AD
M ts.J T A L
O
r\I T
O
R E
-r
A
5CA

1 Painful
material
2 Genus of
5 Possessive
fresh -water
pronoun
ducks
8 Athena
3 Arboreal
12 Heavy blow
home
13 Negative word 4 Has terror of
14 For fear that 5 Bury.

WHEN YOU TALL
ME YOU'VE

LET YOU OUT'!..,

Lessoo,kputai

P 0 I:,
L_

well

Answers to
Hideaword

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Mixups

good.

22 -July

152

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

0

things in which you are interested. It could do both of you

(June

r5'

- '

I

TAURUS (April 21 -May

handsomely.
CANCER

2:00
2 Meditation

1:55

2 Late Report

ITAIO

ME 'THAT?

2I) --Encourage another to
foster and promote those

GEMINI (May 22 -June
21) --See to a matter of adult
education, even if on the most
informal leve. A fresh start on
an old hobby could set you up

hard hitting action
shows the paths con -

Live By

SOUR MT- itk_NDER?

GOING "TO AGi<

the rules of the game. Your

well Within your reach. Don't

9 Five Minutes to

EEK & MEEK.

MORTY MEEKLE

prepared to meet an unplea-

PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21) --Wholesome activities are

2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie
is
"Foniorrow

Another Day." The

important to Scorpio today. Be

ability to change when change
is called for should make you a
winner.

1:30

7 Reflections

10:30

well.

sant situation head-on.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --If you employ your
analytical mind, you should be.
able to figure out how to be of
double service to a friend.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23Jan9 20) --Morning is the best
time for progress on your most
recent project. Old landmarks
prove your best help just now..
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Adapt your behavior to

7 Perspectives

try Music

-but laughter will dry up the

and/or after dark are most

1:00

10:15

32 Town and Coun-

gad

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)
Keep your sense of humor in
full force throughout the day.
Tears may rush to the surfaceSCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
dawn
before
2 2 )--Hours

from the law.
32 News Final

Cox
the News

63

52

56

55
i

59

-

2t

;,*

Injuries Last Year Forced Underclassmen to Play: Jordan

e ermen Flock Back to Forest View rid

By Mike Imrem
Predicting in August where
a high school football team
will finish in late October can
often he suicidal, and nobody
knows this better than head
coach Paul Jordan of 1 wrest
View

When the Falcons opened

practice drills last season they
were the defending Mid -Suburban League champions and,
although they lost a lot of good
ballplayers off the 1967 team.

they were looking forward to
another good year.
4

"I WAS SUITING right

here talking to a reporter at the

same time last year," Jordan
said yesterday.

"I -told him

how I thought we'd have a respectable team and then the
'next day the whole thing started caving in."
The reason for the collapse

was that same old bugaboo
that's been plaguing coaches
for vears-injuries. The Falcons lost four players for the
season before two- weeks of
practice was over and that set
the pattern for what turned out
to he a I -7-I year.

"It was unbelievable for
awhile." trainer Howard Porter said about 1968. "There
was a time when our whole
starting line missed a week of
practice because of injuries.
The training room looked like
a hospital "

fluke incidents, things that
couldn't be prevented, but
Jordan believes many of them
were caused by the players not

Jordan said cautiously, "but
you have to remember a lot of
these guys played last year
only because of our injury situation. We needed bodies at a

being in peak physical condi-

certain

A LOT OF injuries were

tion.

"They just didn't .show up
in good shape last year," the
coach said. "They wanted to
do the job, but they just
couldn't. We've always had a
summer conditioning program for the boys, but this
summer we really pushed it.
The players all showed up in

positions

and

they

filled the gap."
The biggest battle for a
starting job is in the key guarposition. Three

terback

se-,

niors are fighting for the job
right now, Dave Long, who
won a letter at the position last
year; Rich Olson, who lettered
at end last year; and Mike Pirron, a tine wrestler, all are vy-

fine shape."
Forest View lost some good
ballplayers through graduation, including all -conference slothack Jim Daggett,

men returning:7

"OUR NUMBER of lettermen is impressive on paper,"

In a Waycinden Boys' Base-

ball Junior American Division
All -Star Game, Team Two
outlasted Team One, 17-10, by

pounding out 20 hits.

P/1R T S

Head coach Paul Jordan of Forest View tucks the ball in Mark
Ennes' belly as he demonstrates ball -handling techniques during
practice. (Photo by Mike Imrem)

1969

hand catching a pass yesterday

and will have to refrain from
any heavy -hitting drills for
awhile, but Porter says he
should be ready fnr the season
opener at Deerfield Sept. 12.
offense looks like

the

said. "We're shooting for first
division in the conference. If

we don't have too many injuries and catch a few breaks,
we might do a little better than
that.

On defense, Swanson, Werner and Rich Possinger are the
linebackers; Kaspar and Mock
the safeties; Rick Weaver and
Larry Mainzer the corner-

RIGHT NOW the rest of

"The biggest differences between this season and last will

be in the condition we're in
and our greater experience.
The players also seem to have a

backs; Don Reid and Jan-

better attitude this season and
are really working hard."

this: - ckowski the guards; and Bauer

Keith Mallian and Paul Marsillo, while Dave Matzl, Dave
Kennedy, Alex Miller, Scott
Rossi and Jim Giannone paced
the losers.

In the league's final regular -season game, the Nelson
Pirates outslugged the Dog 'N'
Suds Jets, 18-14. Nelson put
the game away with seven runs

IN THE NATIONAL Divi-

August 26

the little finger of his right

the

Leading the way for

tempts. Paul Ban Buskirk
paced the losers with two hits.

Tuesday

fered some torn ligaments in

winners was Greg Jacobs, who

rapped out five hits in five at-

Page 7

Senior letterman Howard
Mock, a starter on defense last
season, has inherited Dagget's
slothack chores. Mock suf-

and Brown the tackles.
"We should definitely be
improved this year," Jordan

Final Waycinden Baseball

guard Chuck Smith and half-

back John Caltagirone, but
Jordan has a flock of letter-

Gary Werner and Wayne Meir
at the ends; Bill Michalek and
George Batter at the tackles,.
Jeff Brown and Greg Swanson
at the guards; Chris Janckowski at center; Mark Ennes
at fullback; and Bob Kaspar at
halfback.

ing for the position.

in the fifth. Bob Kunda and

tournament when

they

souka, Rick Haaning and Sean

dropped a 4-3 deision to the
19th District Junior Patrol-

Herbert one each for the win-

ners. Rick Martinek had two

men. Jim Altergott got a big
triple in a losing cause. Springer finished the tourney with
23 strikeouts and only seven
walks.

The Waycinden Senior All Stars went 10 innings with
All -Stars

Wheeling's

before

Greg Jacobs homered for the

eking out an 8-7 win. Mike

Pirates.

ence between tea two teams.

of the American Division, 9-2.

Buckley and Tom Maher started the winning rally with hunt
singles. Rick Haaning walked
to load the bases and Pete Ceraulo beat out an infield hit for
the winning run.
TWO DAYS later Wheeling

Other big guns for the win-

intra-city

game,

Sportsman's of the National
Division ripped Dog 'N' Suds
The Waycinden All -Stars
were ousted from the Thillens

evened the series with a 2-0
victory, but Waycinden came

oc e s Rally to Nip Newsmen, l2-11

back to win the i'ubber match,

Arlington
Park defeated the newsmen

The locker,

at

last night in the annual All Star press game with a last -in-

ning rally 12-11
The riders usually win the
contest but last night s game
featured a dramatic display of
power without the aid of light
The game was nearly called in

the sixth inning due to darkness but the iockeys asked for

another inning and their wish

ners were Terry Fitzpatrick,

the game at second
base.
Batting second, he
grounded out to short.
started

was granted.

DOWN 11-8 going into the
inning, the jockeys parlayed
several errors by the newsmen
with some clean hits to bring in
the final runs. Being the home
team, one run was all the jockeys needed to wrap up the contest

One of the most familiar
faces on the scene was that of
jockey Willie Shoemaker, who

a home run by former Cub
great Jim Brosnan and a single
and triple by Brent Musherger

she came out of the game for
another pitcher, the jockeys
teed off to win the game.

of WBBM.

Other sportswriters lending
their talents to the encounter
were Bruce Roberts, Elmer

Other jockeys playing in the

game were Bill Gavidia. Carlos Marquez,Eddie Arroyo,
Bobby Nono, Herherto Hinojosa, John Beebe, Martinez
Heath, Earlie Fires and Dave
Whited.
The

newsmen

featured

some heavy hitting, including

BROSMAN WAS relieved
of his pitching ch oes in the
middle of the game )y Chicago

Today's female sportswriter,
Lynda Morstadt. Miss Morstadt's

pitching baffled

the

jockeys for awhile, but when

-

Boudreau showed some his

old form at short, going into
the hole and tossing out several

batters while being one of the
few newsmen to go the entire
game.

Polzin, Tom Rivera, Dave
Feldman, Rick Tallym, Bob

Harris, Joe Hirsch and
all-time Cub great shortstop,
Lou Boudreau.

and Slatin singled and Jim Horan followed with a long
homer to left -center. Mark
Pastirik then clouted a homer
to left to put Owens ahead, 6-:).

Sunset.

Owens scored first in the top

then scored on Dan Horan's
out for the first run. Chindlund stole third and came
homw on Allan Slatin's fly.
SUNSET TOOK the lead in
the bottom of the inning. Tim
Craig
Dahle reached on an error.
Singles by Ron Romack, Mark
Paulluzzi, Mike Dyon and
doubled

Davies

and

John O'Brien brought in three
runs.
Sunset added two more runs

to its lead 'in the fourth. Romack, Pauluzzi, Dyon and
O'Brien

OW.

eftriNANats.

Chicago Today's Lynda Morstadt, a former editorial and
sports writer for Day Publications, lent some glamor to the annual jockey -newsmen softball game last night, taking over the
pitching chores from Jim Brosnan. (Photos by Linda Hamilton)

second base on defense. (Photo

the Chicago Cubs, gloves popup hit by one of the jockeys in
last night's annual softball

by Bob Hellerman)

game.

night. Polzin also saw action at

again

sparked

the

Owens came back with its

big fifth inning. Dan Horan

Once again Sunset fought
back to tie the score on a
single by Charles Peters and
Pauluzzi's triple. Pauluzzi
tried to score on the play but

urb of Dorval. According to

nada with a 2-4 record and a
healthy respect for Canadian

been more hospitable.

baseball.

Larry Nomellini's
club lost to Dorval. I -I and
7-3. lost to the Quebec repreCoach

1

sentative

to

the

Canadian

games. 7-3, heat St. Laurent.
4-3. and Verdun. 12-0. and
dropped its final to Dorval.
3-2.

Nomellini, they couldn't have

"THE PEOPLE were very
generous to us," the Lions'
coach said. "They took the
- players into their homes, fed
them and took care of them in
every way.
Steve Snyder pitched a six hitter and struck out 10 in Logan Square's 4-3 win over St.

IIT WAS A very enlight- Laurent. The Lions broke a

ening trip." Nomellim said.

"The people up there are very
attuned to the sport of baseball.

and their leagues are very organized.

"The most impressive thing

is how involved the communities are with their teams. Unlike our games at home when

3-3 tie in the sixth inning when
third baseman Bob Gilbert
drew a bases -loaded walk to
force in a run.

IN THE FINAL inning,

Owens came up with three

clinch the game.
Chindlund singled, Jim Horan
to

runs

tripled and Bill Novack hammered a long homer to give
Owens a 9-6 lead.

owEris (9)
ab.

Player

r

his own cause with

ners and Ricky Nolan, and
Pete !Wig:vein had two each
for the losers.

J. Horan,
Novack

4
4

2

2

3

I

I

2

Engihous
Pastieik
Brush
Kostka

4

0

0

0

3

1

1

1

3

0

I

(I

3

1

Chindlund
D. Horan

2

2

2

3

I

I

Slatin

3

1

I

'totals

30

0
0

I

I

9 10

h bi

h bi

Player
Romack
Pauluzzi
Dyon

ab

J. O'Brien
Ji. O'Brien

3

4

0

Schroeder
Davies

4
4
4
3

0 0
7 15

4
4
4

Dahle
Totals

34

REGULAR

*5 -YEAR CERTIFICATES
Willummak In 10 Dr")

A R 0/A A

utw

0
7

SUNSET (7)

4%
Ate

SAVINGS

""\ 5% COMDP0AmtrYIARee

**
III till
I
ON
AR
NATIONAL
BAN
MEMBER F.D.I.C.

helped

had two hits apiece for the win-

r

2
2

2
2

2

3

1

GOLDEN

PASSBOOK

ALL CHECKING ACCOUNTS NO MINIMUM BALANCE EVER

,...1

THE FULL SERVICE BANK - ALL DAY LONG

I

3

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

2
2

WITH SERVICE 9 A.M. TO 6 P.M. DAILY

DOWNTOWN PLAZA - ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

up in Canada,''
three hits. three runs scored
The Logan Square players _ ad an RBI.

.

Savers Choose Best Deal

0. The lanky lefty picked up

people at each game we played

The National League All -

Stars jumped out to an 8-0
lead, then held on to beat the
American All -Stars, 13- I I
Joe Dominick, Jeff Martinski,
Larry Dahl and John Skwared

Peter

beat the Verdun Athletics. 12-

only a few people show up.
there was a minimum of 500

homered in the game.

Horan.

Mike O'Donnell was the
whole show when the Lions

the win on a tive-hit, nine strikeout performance and

Lunak and Tom Ciesielski (2)

strike from right -fielder Dan

stayed w ith families in the sub-

turned from their trip to Ca-

dard, 16-4, on a I3 -run second
inning. Jim Miller's grand
slam and nine walks were the
key to the rally.
Dibbern Appliances heat
Zayre's Department Store, 139, wih a 17 -hit attack. Tom

was cut down on a perfect

Logan Square
Returns Home
With 2-4 Slate
The Logan Square Lions re-

Eddie Arroyo proved an able shortstop last night as the jockeys defeated the newsmen, 12-11, in
the annual all-star game at Arlington Park Jockey Club last night.

winners and Ken Mit-

for the Mount Prospect
Park District baseball title at

the frame with singles. Kostka

air

but won the game, 11-3. Jim
Raffelson had two key hits for

spurt with singles.

of the second. Gary Kostka
and Don Chindlund opened

major
L o u Boudreau,
league baseball's all-time living shortstop and presently
WGN radio commentator for

them on passed halls.
In an All -Star game, the National League was outhit, 10-6,

The powerful Owens baseball team scored four times in
'he fifth inning to edge Sunset,
7,

Elmer Polzin, Chicago Today sports writer, singled and
scored in the first inning in the
annual game against the Arlington Park Jockeys Club last

Dukewich walked and all
came around to score, two of

SIMONIZ CAR Wash clobbered Mount Prospect Stan-

Owens Little Leaguers
Nudge Sunset Boys 9-7

Marcus, Dave Condon. Arnie

2

9-2. Waycinden got enough
runs to win in the second inning without a hit. Kenny Mitsouka, Gary Martin and Mike

the

Jet Cit Thru Car Wash, 5-2.
Bruce Haaland, Tom Hadley
and Mark Schmidt had two
hits apiece and Tom Butler
had three. Di mitroff had two
hits for the Jets.

sion All -Star game, manager
Andy Calas club beat coach
Mary Meyer's team, 5-3. John
Springer's broken -bat double
with the bases loaded in the
sixth inning pro' ].d the differ-

IN AN

hits for the losers.
Minor -League,
In the
Mount Prospect Standard beat

1

0
0

6
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20 Districts
Lack Women

0
0
O ct
Cs1

LC)

CO

ct.

Lost: Siamese female cat, white
w/light gray. Name "Violet."

LI) a)

In the 4th Senatorial Dis-

Jeannette, Des Plaines is the
only women candidate in the

for 10 years. I have researched,

Belmont Av.,

255-7200 -

candidates. -

Most of the candidates felt
their biggest trouble was informing people about the purpose of the constitutional convention.

Mrs. Walter Netsch, a candidate from the 12th Senatorial District said, "I was surprised over how many people
are not informed about Con Con."

Accounting & Bookeeping
BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

for small businesses. Done ill my
private home. 439.7373

Accounting, Bookkeeping,
Typing in connection therewith

and political science, as well as

practical experience in local

2592067

Hts. Phone

government.

Oak Park majored in political

a legislative chairman for the

CL 9-3517

League of Women Voters.

ALTERATIONS.DRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes.

Many of the women said

Reasonably
priced. Palatine.
CALL: 358-6509

Li]

Mrs. Evans and Mrs. Reum
said they didn't realize how
helpful friends can be. Both

Children's dress
making. Alterations & hem
ming all garments. 437.3934
SPECIALIZED:

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

constitutional convention time during the day. Many
fhould be composed of non men, of course, can not do

SEE VAN'S. for complete line of
Artist's materials & Picture
frames. 1293 Oakwood D.P.
824-5803

Artists' Materials & Supplies'
Amateur & Professional. Custom
Picture framing. Palatine Art

mistic about their candidacies
and felt the experience is
worth the effort.
,et

N. NW Hwy

Center. 401
358-1966

interviewed were very opti-

CREATIVE

Whitegate Dr., Mount Prospect, has been elected president of the Men's Association
of Lutheran General Hospital,
Park Ridge. He is associated

with thq law firm of Reiff,

Reiff. and Pochis, Chicago.
Elected first vice-president

was Stanley Peterson, 615 S.
See-Gwun, Mount Prospect.
A. Edward Stein, Park Ridge,
was elected second vice-president.
Earl A. Anderson and Harry E. Mendenhall, Jr., both of
Park Ridge, were elected sec-

retary and treasurer respectively.

Elected for two-year terms
as directors of the organization arc George Bullen, 210
Ardmore, Des Plaines; E. Mel-

vin Ellingsen, Chicago: Waldemar A. Link, Park Ridge:
and Malcom E. Marsh, 1916
Rancho Lane, Des Plaines.

Post Offices
To Close
All area post offices will be
closed Labor Day, Sept. 1.

There will he no window

Daniel

M.

We

Lots.

Call

Work
guaranteed.
Phone for free estimate any
time.

967-5340

CALL

Finest low cost high quality car
..et cleaning. Artistic Carpet Rug
& Furniture Cleaners
53Z.0.1i8
CARPET B.

FURN. shampooing,
t/2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach, wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
priced. Des Pl. Serv. 296-6365,

or 95 cents a share, compared
with $5,589,885, or 90 cents a
share, for the same period in
the prior year.

Carpentry -Remodeling

Sales for the 26 weeks end e d July 2 6 , were
$227,155,960 compared with

NO JOB TOO SMALL

392 1492

Cull Vince

EXIT PT CARPENTER CALI
KEN ALL felld. JOBS

359 1459

255-2570
German Shepherds only

358.3534

I Draperies

0z

air

garoges. 529.2478.
REMODELING: kitchen, both, &

additions. Home repairs inclg.
plumbing & electrical. Free plan-

ning service. Norbert Constr.
lion 827.5673

c.

Y

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Call 392-4750

rods,

installation.

823-8357

Dressmaking -Sewing

Screen & Storm Windows Peter].
359-4650
130 S N W Hwy

Home Maintenance

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Heating,

electrical, plumbing
carpentry.
439.8614 or 815.385 8999

2 Exper'd SOOFOSIreSSet, alters,.
tions/gen. sew'g. Nr Rand &
Palatine. 253 4476. 255 0751

Formals

and resort clothes designed to
Coordinated

wedding
parties. Alterations. Near Rand.

By Professional Cl 5 6637

Interiors

out.

lets; yard lights; garages wired;
etc. 253.4792.

10 TECHNICIANS
$650 No Fee

pect.

III

Trainee

$150-$170

WITH OR WITHOUT
PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

START AT
Without

previous

experience

you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade
school training. Your future op-

Get

portunity can include that of

crcgeginteel of f er, reg. $10 per
manner $10 comp. MU 5 5400
LICENSED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

moving

Foreman

to

of

a

15 -man crew. New plant, immediate hiring. No fee. Call:
Tyrone Helm

your home. Permanent waves

Audio

areas.

No

onthe.job training with some
of the best electronics enanywhere.
found
gineers

Any military or tech. school
training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For further information

117 So. Emerson

PARKER

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Piano Tuning -Service

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

Used Piano Wanted

392-6817

'Jed Williams

Well!!!

Plastering
Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
DAN KRYSH
255-3822

Loa's Interiors, Custom Slip Covers, D reveries, Upheistery
11 S Dimmer

253-5249

Landscaping

$10,800 to $12,500
No Fee

SAY??
Are you tired of bringing home
the same small paycheck week

EXPERT PLASTERING

REMODELING

after week

-

think you are more

capable than your boss, worth
more than he is. Give "us" a
chance to tell YOU how to earn

LAWN CARE

All typesall season or vacation
Cooperative Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

Who Don't

,Opportunity plus!!

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Horne Service Calls.
All Bonk Credit Cards Honored.

i

If you're not interested in money
SS please don't call. If you are
call 298.5021 !red cask for Ron Or

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black & white)
19 Yrs. of Expert Service
.

Kitchen cabinets refinished in
338-4084
your home. Ref.
JOE'S REFINISHING

All c lothieg
price
10 A.M no 4 P.M
Closed Wednesday & Sunday

Tile

Pathco

Masonry
Chimneys Repented, Rebuilt
Also Roof Reporrencp
EDMOND GRAY
827-4637
Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3-5964

Tuckpninerci ,lit.
repair
& breck work All rvork Tanen
teed & reasonable 259.9246

MASONRY
trig. Bre., bloc;
ge concrete,
wuleiproofing,
plastering,
foundations. patios Call days
trighes
1,40

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Want aria Floors
Remodeling and Repairs
FLOOR & WALL TILE

Linoleum & kitchen carpet.
Your materials or will supply.
H. HOWARD
541-1346

DINETTE CHAIRS
RECOVERED

Free Estimates

POI:TAB( I r.."7LI DING SERV
iie
la, tie,

,'pairs

0.1 n1.1
[3

/.

advertising, office admires.

r11011

icreir

of

SYSTEMS BACKGROUND
298.5021

Wide

O'Hare
/Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

Des Plain

ss

of action, two years of

college or equivalent business
n-sOrInelln:n ner re-sory. For con to ;ennui
ei.i.
TED tEVERENZ

,i

ply - John Pugh, manager, Clyde
Beatty Cole Brothers Circus at

Lee and Oakton Streets,

,CREDIT TRAINEE. -$600 TO Start
298.5021,

Wide

"office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

(Higgins &
Mannheim)
Des Plumes, Ill.

.O'Hare

BUS BOYS
sieady Part Time during week
and weekends. CALL Irene be-.
tvveen 9-5pro 358.2800 for apps.
UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE

DRAFTSMAN
LOCAL

Wide,

O'HARE.

DesPkr

Des

Plaines, on Aug. 28th.

r

4

(Higgins Z.
Mannheii

ALL DEPARTMENTS: Free to travel,
see the country.
Salary,
meals, and berth furnished. Ap-

op to 25, handle marketing,

imie. rs included.
The man we seek is ,nature
rn thinking, over 23. has good
appearance, inquisitive mind,

253.8551
Welding

eat,

cate if he wallesc
He will
then assume the
responsibility of on office staff

slim Inn). 011..1 SIMS option pre-

Pick Up & Delivery

rte Gels urn /t .01

have the opportunity to relo-

nation, etc. Third year OICOIlle
will exceed $35,000 A. complete
par Kaye including
2 weeks 13.1,1 isl..(3/1011. prolrt

Upholstery

PO

ration expanding at the rate
of 18 to 22 offices a year and
are currently seeking a man
who can completely train to
b.e
one of our office
managers. Initial tanning will
be in one of Chicago offices.
After about a year, or less,
when the man is trained and
his encore, 'is in the
S12,000-515.000 range, lie will

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

Falco

II

We are an international corpo

Free estimates. Free arm covers.
Fast delivery. Workmanship
guaranteed. 829-8537

24 -Help Wanted Men

SR. PROGRAMMERS

"Call Me When
You Get Home

Slip Covers
slipcovers. Your fabric or mine.

Maintenance
daily contract basis.
Mointerionce. 358.1555

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

PARKER
117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

YOUNG MAN LIGHT JANITORAL
WORK evenings. CALL
825-3740

253-6600

"Small Engine Repair'.

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.
Specializing in custom cloth

595-0051

for a person to get a

PARKER

also SHARPENED. 358-0845

Mailing Service

alty company. Advancement
unlimited. Call: Jerry Bieglow

117 So. Emerson
, Mt. Prospect

Bensenville, Ill.

beds & top dressing
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
ANYWHERE

Mobile
Communications

Bargain Counter

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain

827-7588

investigator for the legal department of this major casu-

foothold in this rapidly
;cloying area. No previous experience necessary. No fee.
Call: Ralph Williams

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower -

PROMPT DELIVI-

Tech

solid

1/2 PRICE SALE

Desk Jobs
$725 Month -No Fee
Work on your awn as a special

$160 week. Splendid opportunity

Resale Merchandise

Want

+ Car + Expenses

Electronic

Arl. Hts.

17 S. Evergreen

19 N Center St

800 E. Northwest Hwy., Mt.
Prospect.

EX-G.I.s

,Small office

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Call

Opportunity here for top management. I to 3 yeors experience qualifies. Call Ron Holds,
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,

over $12.000

Radio -TV Repair

Refinishing

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

only.

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

WADDA YA

Ceilings, walls & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
JOE ORTMAN

Communications
exp.
previous

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and

see or call: Jim Shoe

PARKER

56.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3-3384

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in
the

Ray's

reamer, intirovermerres X. remodel.

Electrical Service

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

MAINTENANCE

Permanent waves given ire your

Plano Orgon'
Beennter rs nr Advoier ed

can clean inclustnal offices on

service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brandelle 359.1894

Parker
117 So. Emerson,

Electronic

$4.00 Hr.+ 0.T.

specialist.

Bonus

manager within the next 3
years. Dress like an executive

PLANT

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

Due tn Inc re se in personnel we

Dressmaking. ulteeations & cur
tarns. Rerosonoble prices Call
Barb 529.8074 Schaumburg

Des Plumes.

PERSONNEL

358-9038

loc.

t,

and profit sharing. This job requires no previous experience.
Your own territory with no
traveling or night work. 5 day
week. If you qualify you could
become the area sales

Audio Communications
Trainee

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

kXPERIENCED seamstress

in home. 394-1886

New car furnished

Students beginning

Permanent Waves
by

CIGARETTE
MERCHANDISER
TRAINEE
$145 WEEK NO FEE

O'HARE

5th summer in exterior panting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excelleter references, fully insur
ed. Free estercate after 6 p.m.
392-1542

Instruction

will do hemming and alterations

Electrical work, ,oircond.,

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
Free estimates
437-9214

DRYWALL /longing & firemen
Patch work & retnoelichteg

COMPLETE MAILING. SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
otions. Rees. 358.7791

order.

GRs0WcleeNG COMPANY/0Ffi
GROWING

home

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

TuenrergRepaireng

Home Improvements

Big 4 Yd. Load . 15.00

.

E & 0 CARPENTRY

additions,

Hearing Aids

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

Ind'v'duolized styling.
Remodeling,

528-8450

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537.1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Custom dressmaker, alteration

CUSTOM CARPENTRY

$202,174,324 for the same
period last year.

crocks repaired. Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick
work Free Estimate

392-8763

Dog Services

Kirsch

ASST. CONTROLLER

PAINTING & DECORATING

-

7 yards for $21. Half loads

CUSTOM DRAPERIES made in
our own workroom. Fabrics.

Carpet Cleaning
& Up. Expert Work. 894-9141

Vamwood.
;

work during
Call now & save. No

waiting.

for the same period last year.
Net income for the first half
of fiscal 1970 was $5,931,108,

t

foundation

vailable. 358-3411.

263 2738

30% OFF

compared with $112,321,415

Masonry,

824-2888

AGES 25-55
FOR
INFORMATION

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

CL 5.5692

SINGLE CLUB

all, blacktop

Living Rm. & Hall carpet clean
ed .$17.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95

supply center on Illinois 20 in

call CL 3 3500 FL 8.1355

GROOMING

Sales for the 13 weeks ended
July 26 were $124,406,341

It has a lumber and building

Dolores Eiler school of dancing.
Enroll now for fall class

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

ago.

will be

delivered.

R. Pierce
BLACKTOP SERVICE

for the second quarter a year

quarters arc in Saginaw, Mich.

and perishable mail

parking lots, patch work and
seal coating of all kinds. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates, 24 hr. service. 439.6616

$3,367,488 or 54 cents a share,

The firm's national head-

714 Westmere, Des
Plaines. 437-8010. Adults also.

Register now for fall Cal'ses

Fall Special 20% cheaper that
any contractor. New driveways.

1970 was $3,491,053, or 56
cents a share, compared with

se out

d

proof mg.

Ballet, Tap & 'acrobatics in my

home at

NEW WAY PAINTING

Decorating & Remodeling

Sholl Decorating

GUTTERS

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
E
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

392-0870

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
CL 5-3991
or
392.3450

Gutters

Dorn Slater

JUNE BOLD SCHOOL of Dance

BLACKTOP

cond quarter of fiscal year

service, delivery by carriers or
parcel post.
However, special delivery

Ballet, Character & Ball

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE.

1

College

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

toy

charge bookkeeper, all
office detail. Mature, capable)
of volume. 296-1520

Fully insured.

THAD'S HOME IMPROVEMENTS

Shoes. Village Squarer Shopping
Center. Palatine 359-0514

ARLINGTON HTS.

August.

CL 5-8232

in

Full

Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

2

handle all inquiries regarding
delivery dates and any prob-

ping Center. 394-2316

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
Wallpapering
and
exterior
painting. All work guaranteed

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

259.1117

On

General Hauling

Coll Now

Dancing Supplies

Free Est. 837-1430
428-2809

Fitz -Gerald

All tigures nave Ewen les.
tated to include companies acquired under poolings of interests through Aug. 6.

Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business
CALL 766.5084

room. Wooddale Po 6 1953

Sealing (Broom Applied)
Driveways
Patching
Chuck 8. Jiro Woterworth

chairman and chief executive
officer of The Wickes Corporation, has announced that the
firm's net income for the fe-

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
re -gluing
FL 8-4543
Custom

WE HAVE 1 TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Vivian's School Music Dance and
Entertainment Service.
Le7-I676
Le7 0171

TWO -W'S BLACKTOP

907

297-3987
KANZLER & SON

sical,

specialize in residential.
439-1794 (7 days a week)

Berns,

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates,

Labovsky Dance School. Clas

DON'S BLACKTOP

L.

KANZLER BROTHERS

Free ertrtnote 298 4028

Blacktopping
Driveways -Parking

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Ref inish'g offered. 529-121 I

Furniture Refinishing

Dancing Schools& Supplies

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 5. Arlington Hts. Rd.
Arlington Heights, III.

Ronald

358-5346

time. HARROLD'S 299 7830.

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Quarter Net
Income Up

LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing en all types of
cleanup. Home owners, con
tractors, and. so on. Call qny

255-7200

Men's Assn.

Floors

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Supervise small clerical force to

Mature woman would like part
Ra dl st SI op
t' c cl k'n

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR
Quality workmanship. Fully in
re

SERVICE
$145 to $165 To Start

home. Days. References. North side Des Plaines.. 827-8310.

358-4588

Birch, Oak, Hickory
Delivered & stacked
827-7456
BOB JAACKS

CUSTOMER

and smoke free cigarettes.
Call George DeHaven

child care

Experienced

Qualified college student can do
interiof pointing inexpensively

s

Clean Up Service

Contact Dick Westgard

Financing
Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Golf & Mt. Prospect.
296.4625

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

LOVING childcare., for working
mothers, Mon. -Fri. my lic. lion e
near Pros. Hi. 392-2331

Advertising Layout & Art
Spot Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Mailing Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

Wrought

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Steel
Colors
Aluminum
Privacy

Will do ironing in my home near

Interior & exterior painting,
panelling & tiling. CI. 3-1118
RICK'S DECORATING

All types of fencing: Chainlink,
Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647.0220

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

WALL PAPERING

Firewood

III

PHONE 255-7200

rates 671-0009.

CALL 297-2266

Child Care

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business for:

Wickes Corp.

PUZZLED? NOT US

Werldengs our specially.
Hall, Bar, Bullet Pkg. Deal
Prospect Catering CL 5 4833

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

SERVICE

President of

Par.

ties. CL 3 033

KEY TILE CO.

v.

Tim Granzerer, 1, of 314 S. Wine, Mount Prospect, was too

Wed.

dings. Banquets, Cocktail

Saturdays.

Painting -Decorating

":

PATCH'S PANTRY
Complete Coffering For

Ceramic Tile

ART

young to enter the Rolling Meadows West Fest watermelon -eating
contest, but he couldn't resist trying to compete. (Photo by LeRoy
Meyers)

537-6122,

Catering

_

Interior & Exterior Painting. Au
top quality work. Reasonable

& IRON CO.

ions, patios, sidewalks.

Art Service

z

Free estimates

FREE ESTIMATES

537 1244 or 437 3160
.

X -CELL FENCE

rooms, kitchen remodeling.

Driveways, gar. floors, foundat-

ART CLASSES now forming
Morn or Eve Instruction.
CALL Belpulsi Studio. 537-0146
ART LESSONS, Oil Painting for
beginners. Day & Eve Classes
595-0039
Register Now

dates, is not seeking endorse- so I don't have to worry about
ment from any politically aff- a babysitter. I can talk to
iliated groups. She feels "Kthe people in my district at any-

Recreation rooms, powder

be

Phrase check your ads and
notify us at, once. &aft.
Nom are erupted by phone.
9 to 9 weekdays & 9 to 11

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES

will

rectified by republication
'tenon* insertion.

Electrical Service

Fencing

Cement Work

Art Instructions

MRS. ANNE EVANS, as arc have an advantage. For inother women candi- stance, my children are grown

359-1906

ArlIng ton, Hts.

439-3532

female candidates

partisan delegates who will that."
N1ost of the women said they
represent all the people of
their districts and not just one were not able to finance a large
campaign. Most of the candispecial interest group."
However, a few women can- dates said they will meet most
didates have been endorsed by of their constituents through
local groups. Mrs. Walter informal tea or coffee parties.
All the women candidates
Netsch was endorsed by the In-

once in order the correction
can be made.in the event of
error or omission, the newspaper will re responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
insertion and only to the ex
tent of-dhe space that the ad

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

(We toter just for yogi
358- 067
394.2882

392-5410

"In fact," Mrs. Reum said,
think

their advertisement and fm
case of OM/ to notify `the
&miffed department at

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Ridge Horne Improvement,
Wheeling, Ill.

(Fleggens &

Mannheil n)
Des Plaines, ill.

Book.

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADSI
Advertiotes are requested to
check the first Insertion of

Errors

O'Hare
Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

4820

McBRIDE ELECTRIC

Remodeling Additions
Carpenter Work -Tile Floors
Call for Estimate Day/Eve.

298-5021

Widee,

keeping Tax Service, State Federal Payroll Tax Returns.

Electrical Service

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

JO LEE FOOD SERVICE

Hemming &
Alterations

said they had few difficulties in
getting their petitions signed.

Carpentry -Remodeling

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.

science in college and has been

many

dependent Precinct Organization, the Independent Democratic Co-alition and the regular Democratic Party from the

After 6:00 P.M.

Alterations

Mrs. Walter Reum Jr., of

"I

Accounting,

Monthly

requires.

at my residence. North Arlington

they had worked for other candidates for political offices and
felt it was quite an experience
to be on the other side.
M R S . MACDONALD,

107 S. N.W. Hwy. 825-6614

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, The Des Plaines Day, and The Arlington Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

written and spoken about the
Heights; Mrs. Elmer V. Car- many problems coming from
lson, 207 E. School Ln.. Pros- an outmoded consitution. I
pect Heights. and Mrs. hope to use this specialized
George E. Schroeder 1923 N. knowledge to improve governChestnut Av.. Arlington ment."
Heights are seeking the two
Other women candidates
delegate positions available in have formal educational backgrounds in American history
their district.
candidates said they have had
very little trouble getting their
petitions signed and their campaigns organized. In fact, Miss
Edith D. Graham, 316 Barry
Av., Chicago said, "I found
people were ready to give real
support to qualified female

bonded and insured workmen.
8253740
Call
MUSICAL Kindergarten Reg.
now. 3V2 to 6 yrs. L.M. Zonka

GIVEN IN MY HOME
SCHAUMBURG
894-4957

296-6640

OR

$12,000

leVIIX:1136WlN=---111,1G by

BEGINNER'S PIANO LESSONS

Day Want Ads

GENERAL
ACCOUNTANT '

296 1450

.1 -leaning.

FOR ADVERTISING

Arlington

MOST OF THE women

Palatine area.
358-2699

Refs. exchanged
492.7020 or 824-5217.

cOnsult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

MRS. SCHROEDER, said:

Alan H. Macdonald, 515 S.

firs:

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet

Service
uirectory
Let us help make your DA

1968.

"I have been interested in
the structure of government

PLEvartston wkdays,

23inmloyment Agericies-kblo

11 -Business Services

Piano lessons

BUSINESS

cNi

(Sen. Everett M.) Dirksen in

district, Mrs.

senatorial

3d

ues

8:30.5:00.

AAA I Hearing Aid Repair Service on all makes. Fr.ee loaners.
Rental plan. 3924570

Russell, M.P. 255.4280

According to Illinois Sec. of 12th Senatorial District.
State Paul Powell 524 persons
Many of the women candihave filed nominating peti- dates have had much extions in his office to he dele- perience and a longtime intergates to the Illinois Con- est in local and state governstitutional Convention.
ment. Mrs. Alan H. MacDoFifty. six of these candidates nald of Arlington Heights was
are women. But 20 of the 58 Cook County Chairwoman
districts lack female candi- from 1964 to 1968 and Womdates.
en's Division Chairman for
trict, Anne H. Evans. 986

Dial Inspiration
Phone 439-9110

Found: Car keys in blue leather
key case on corner of Gregory &

rider;

needs

ecy

HELP FOR DAILY LIVIN-G

.Reward. 824-6659.

15 -Instruction

14 -Personals

14 -Personals

13 -Lost and Found

298.5021
O'HARE

/Office Bldg.
ddirjorra &

PERSONNEL

!:,.s Flo.flo,

24414 Wanted Men

SALES TRAINEE

ASSISTANT

PERSONNEL

298-5021

Start S150 to El 75 Week

O'Hare

FULL TIME

Inquire

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Des Moines, Ill

YOUNG MEN

ices. Good starting Salary and
benefits, Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.

with mechanical ability. Train
with a newly formed division

to 4:30 p.m. Shift with meal

of

Borg.Warner

elec.

Corp.

tro-mechanical product line in
an expanding field. Start now
and grow with our young organization. Modern plant with
liberal benefits.

included. Please contact John
Januszko..

359-4200

EXECUTIVE SALEC
We seek two career minded
men, over 25, accustomed to
public contort. Early manageper

Young men with some basic
electrical and plumbing knowledge to assemble and install
ovens and freezers. Will train.

All benefits. Good salary with
excellent chance for advance-

STARTING SEPTEMBER

OUR PLACE RESTAURANT

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

Corner of Camp McDonald

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.

CALL MR. WIRTH
FOR APPOINTMENT
437-:,5920

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

MECHANIC

Elk Grove Village

EXPERIENCED

No

An Equal Opportunity Employer

3 TO 11

BUTLER

AVIATION

DESK CLERK

O'Hare Field

Saturdays and Sundays

HOLIDAY INN

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:
1

1

experience

include: stock plan, paid

medical & dental ins., paid vacations & holidays, liberal annual

bonus.

Call

437-5400

Top Wages

-Anoculte
ENGINEERING COMPANY

PaidiVacolion and Holidays
Free Life and Health InsuKtnce
Free Uniforms

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

A. H. ROBINS CO.
DES PLAINES

69 RAWLS ROAD

392-3389

299 2206

after 5:30.

Headquarters for

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

Start Now

JOBS
Can you solve

Paper Handlers

this Electrical problem?
How do you turn on the light?

Apply to
Mr. Matheson

* Steady Work

JANITOR,

* Paid Vacations

FINISHERS,

* 371/2 Hour Week

BENCH WORK,

and

good

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

272-.1000

Meigs Field
922-5454

OFFICE BOY

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

Office boy for Palatine ofmajor

corporation.

Duties will include mail
handling, Xerox, supply dis-

tribution, etc. New building on
Northwest highway.
Excellent

salary

and

4f

CALL ED SUREK

AVIATION

of

47

re-

area.

DAYS - 537-6020
NIGHTS - 634-3488

ex-

Outdoor Men Who
Prefer Year
Round Work With
A Future
Good wages and fringe benefits. Have need for experienced tree climbers, also
could accept qualified new
men for training. 18 -years minimum age. Farm background
helpful.
APPLY 8 AM to 4 PM

age.
Contact:

Monday thru Friday

FRED MORRISON

RO 3-6000

The Davey
Tree Expert Co.

UNIVERSAL

1901 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect

tablished firm.

OIL PRODUCTS

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
Elk Grove Village

855 Morse Ave.

TRAINEE
Excellent opportunity for an aggressive young
man who would like to learn a trade with a solid

MAINTENANCE MEN,
Answer: Connect A to F, and close switch E, completing
the circuit and lighting the lamp.
This problem illustrates the basic understanding of electricity necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer,
the fact that you tried hints that you may have a hidden
interest in electronics which you've never known about.
Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

Apply in person at

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.
Subsidiary of

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals of telephone technology. From there you can
move into one of six interesting communication craft
specialties, including linemen, installer repairmen and

SUNBEAM CORP.

future.

PBX apprentices. Later, your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and ability can take you up into

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.

We are looking for an individual who has some

management.
We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every
six months until you reach the top weekly base for your

OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity

trained in panel wiring, machine control wiring
and building DC power supplies.

craft specialty, and the famous Boll benefits. Come in

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Illinois Bell

the future.

We offer goad starting salary, tuition refunds,
paid vacation (first year) and fine fringe benefits.

an equal opportunity employer

COME JOIN USI

-A

Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

mi-660100

An equal opportunity employer

437-5400

11111211

and

MR. ED STEAMPF

Can YOU

-Anocut

Motorola

Fill Our Bill?

fir

ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave.

Grow.

YOU CAN -IF YOU'RE GOOD!

Together

Elk Grove Village

Right this way
to outstanding
JOBS
COMPUTOR OPERATORS
We have IBM 360/65 (512K) with tape and disk, and three IBM 360/30 tope oriented
computors. We are seeking experienced operators however we will train.

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS

Recent managerial promotions from
WE'LL DO ANYTHING
TO PLEASE YOU....
YOU CAN EARN
LIKE

$14t40 PER WEEK.
with increase after 30 days. Steady year
around work, paid holidays - paid hospital & life insurance. Liberal Vacation
new plant - pleasant working conditions.
We ore now hiring and will train,

, We will train individuals to operate Xerox and Multilith machines in our duplicating deportment. No prior experience required.

INSPECTORS ,

MAIL CLERKS
Busy interesting jobs in our central mail room. Individuals awaiting military draft would
be satisfactory candidates.

UTILITY CLERK
Individual will have a variety of duties in o_ur, mail room including some chauffeuring.
Chauffeurs Class "C" license required.

STOREROOM CLERK
our storeroom. No prior experience necessary.

Individual will perform clerical duties in mail section of Our large accounting department,

JANITORS
Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary.

um n

Pure Oil Division
Union Oil Company of California

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

fr° ORDER FILLERS

v WRAPPERS '
& PACKERS
ve MACHINE
OPERATORS
Apply daily 8:30 o.m. to 4 p.m.
Call for appointment or interview
on Saturdays or after 4 p.m. on
weekdays.

the sales department of the Northwest
Suburbs' leading daily newspaper The DAY have opened a sales position

for the right man. You might be this
man if you

are conscientious, am-

bitious, sales and management mind-

ed and have at least two years successful sales experience. Newspaper
advertising sales experience desired

but not essential as we'll teach you
newspaper
ground up.
the

business

from

the

We have a great product to sell and
can offer you not only excellent financial compensation but a challenging
and satisfying career in a dynamic
field.

You possibly are not considering a
change at this time as you are probably successful at your present position. Do YOURSELF a favor and call
me and tell me what it'll take to have
you join our exciting team. It could be

CRESCENT
CARDBOARD,
CO.

the best dime you've ever spent.

Call me, Dick Cline now

255-7200

100. W. Willow Rd.wheang, mob

and I'll personally set up an appoint-

1 block south of Palatine Rd. at Wolf

ment at your earliest convenience.

.

sW-31110

A

Employer

now. We're an equal opportunity employer.

Our small growing company is the manufacturer
of The Exotic Electra -Chemical Machine Tools of

437-4080

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, III.

Apply in Person Between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to:

academic background in the Electrical Field to be

ceptional fringe benefit pack.

437-2830

fits

(2nd Shift 3 -11 -Full Time)

PHONE:

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:

OPERATORS

345 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

NICHOLSON

and weekends. Hours to suit.
school

WAREHOUSEMEN
We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment

Please contact Mr. J. De Seim

work record. The individual
who qualifies should have
some knowledge of paper

work & phone handling, or we
will train qualified person.
Some heavy, work involved.
Bensenville area. Salary commensurate with ability. Bene-

964-1306

MR. EGAN

* Pleasant Working Conditions

WHEELING PLUMBING

opportunity to join a well es-

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

getic man with on excellent

MEN

ferences, will qualify you
for this one job. Involvis local pickup and dein
Northbrook
livery

DISPATCHERS

fringe benefits. Clean modern
working conditions. Excellent

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

We need an industrious, erter

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

full time position
available. Good starting salary.
Regular wage review. Full

Evening hours, after

vancement opportunity. Major cleaning company.

necessary.

DAYS

Permanent

&

ant working conditions and steady work. Ad-

MOLDING PRESS

EXPRESS, INC.

Shipping & Receiving

cleaning jobs. Large, modern office
building in the Northwest Suburban area. Pleas-

WAREHOUSEMAN

(H.J,J470,&
Ma nn h
n)

Excellent opportunity for a reliable man to do
various

benefits.

827 -2026

Des Plaines, Ill.

!

* Excellent Starting Rates

WORKING 6

GENERAL
WAREHOUSEMAN

ATTENTION! !

* Many Company Benefits

UNION

fice

DAYS

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

PLUMBERS

BUTLER

8 to 12 noon

Des Plaines Area -

!"Office Bldg.

16 YRS.
OVER

UTILITY MAN

The ability to handle a

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

APPLY

Sat. Mornings

CHEMICAL
298-5021
O'HARE

NICHOLSON

record

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred.

PART TIME

BOYS

a week, starting time 6:30 P.M.

1000 Busse Rood

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

LINEMEN

827-7880

PERSONNEL

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-lielp Wanted Men

day thru Saturday. Use company
vehicle. CALL Wheeling News
Agency. 537.6793.

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

JANITOR

ng.

Wide,

wonted to work early AM Mon-

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

Apply in person

WINGS & WHEELS

253-2340

Steady employment available
to you doing light office clean.

Northwest Hwy. 8. Wilke Rd.
Arlington Heights

DRIVER
WAREHOUSEMAN

PART TIME
EVENINGS

Training will cover a variety of
welding and grinding machine
operations. Excellent opportunity with full benefits.

Apply in Person To
OPERATIONS DEPT.

APPLY FINANCE DIRECTOR
VILLAGE OF
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

McDONALD'S

TRAINEE

Welder -Grinder

439-7400

Ill

Mr. Hersh or Mr. DeVos

ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.:'
Call or apply:

AUTO

Des Flames,

PERSONNEL

BOYS 16 yrs. or older to wor
evenings at race track, 6 night

DRAFTSMEN
insurance and life
insurance paid. Salary open.

Health

APPLY IN PERSON

Many fringe benefits. COMP-

824-7100

°

ment.

Full & Part Time
1st & 2nd shifts

Bldg..2

MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY

CALL LO 1-7122

CI. 9-0330

LAB TECH

7450 N. Natchez Ave.
Niles, III. 60648

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

& Wolf Rd.
Prospect Hts. Call for apps.

GOLDEN BEAR
PANCAKE HOUSE
369 5349
River Forest, III.
439 0336
Des Plaines, III.
742-1611
Elgin, Ill.

Elk Grove Village Area

An Equal Opportunity Employer

in

time when school starts.

Hj nqs
391;.
0E
H.
Mannheim)

Fringe benefits included.
Call for interview appointment.

SYSTEMS

827-7448

\Nide

restaurant

'INSTALLERS

647-0400

Tues. through Fri. Work
friendly surroundings.

the

field. We have an organized
training program to success.
We are the "1ST" to offer a 5
day week program for cooks.

BORG-WARNER
EDUCATIONAL

month. Coll Mr. Fredericks at

DISHWASHER
Man or boy. 4 days a week.

Try

industry.

Des Plaines

Lee & Oakton

to fill positions in Food Serv-

$1000

FREE TUITION

Be part of the fastest growing

(Higgins 8
Mannheim)

Salary to

"1ST"

Veterinarian needs two reliable
kennel boys. Full time now, part

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

/Office Bldg.

MEN NEEDED

ment.

JR. ACCOUNTANT

Page 9

Tuesday, August,26, 1969

4 24 -Help Waited Men

2441elp Waited Men

24 -Help Warted Men

2441e1PWantedHen,_

COOK TRAINEE

MANAGER

$600 To Start

Wide

2441e1p Warted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

And there's no better place

to

start your future than at

Motorola.

GENERAL'FACTORY
ASSEMBLERS
MACHINE OPERATORS
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANS
STOCK HANDLERS
BUILDING CUSTODIANS
SECURITY GUARDS
Full and Part Time Days
Full time Nights
Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits
OUTSTANDING STARTING PAY
AUTOMATIC INCREASES

FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

TOP VACATION PLAN
RENOWNED PROFIT SHARING

8 MOTOROLA
AND MUCH MORE

Algonquin & Meacham Rds.
359-4800
oppoounay employer

CA)

Schaumburg
4

uesday, August 26, 1969

24410 Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

241Holp Wanted Men

MAN

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

the NORTHWEST DAY. Interesting work for those who
enjoy working with youth. 3:30

able for men looking for a job with a future.

STOCK MEN

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE
OPERATORS -

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company benelife
fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid
in.urance, paid vocation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for
8a
paid
holidays
per
year.
First
wage
review
after
30
year.
days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:
1

company. Potential available
in bath positions. Good startAPPLY
ing rate.

CARRIERS
352-5920

DANA

CZ5j9jill'e

MOLDED PRODUCTS

JANITOR

....0.4cs.,rrc
380 Meyer Road
Bensenville
(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd-)
766-2250
Interviewing hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

6 S. HICKORY

Arlington
(2 Blocks From
Market)
Arlington Heights
255.5350

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days
Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.
686-7002

Arlington Heights, Ill.

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

GRILL MEN

FULL TIME DAYS

259-5010

AVIATION

We con offer permanent full time employment with excellent
employee benefits, including paid vacations and free insurance program.

the willingness to learn.

OWNER -

men & Engineers, See that
they get their messages, op

MANAGER
TRAINEES

orts, get their bids out. It's a
learning job! They'll teach you.

$2.50 PER HOUR

t7.4

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid

TERRITORY MANAGERS
COMMERCIAL SALESMEN
CREDIT & OPERATING MGRS

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

100 N. HICKORY

259-5010

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with
a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

299- / 141 For Appf.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

RECEPTIONIST
NO EXPERIENCE
NEEDED

simple pushbutton phone. Very
light typing. $80 per week.
Free.

$)--7

/

GEN. OFFICE
Ground floor opportunity with
beautiful new suburban company in the home entertainLight typing will
for this exciting

ment field.

qualify you
position.

PROJECT ENGINEER

industrial products.

Des Plaines

of the following areas: PRESSURE VESSELS, FLUID
FLOW, HYDRAULICS, PIPING DESIGN VALVES or

SEAL. Should also have growth potential and be
willing to supervise small group of engineers.

with promotional opportunities.

twenty years service and fifty
years of age.
Two weeks vacation after one year.
Nine and one-half paid holidays.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

4 years experience in medium or heavy machining
operation. Project work with emphasis on improv-

Free Blue Cross -Blue Shield.,

ing present manufacturing processes and new

Major Medical.

equipment analysis and justification.

Fast growing Northwest suburban based cor-

Must lie

21-34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical

requirements.

Examination will Ere held at the Algonquin Junior High School,

poration. Salary commensurate with experience
and knowledge. Excellent benefit package including profit sharing.

of 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.
Applications available at:

City of Des Plaines

Send complete resume including salary requirements to Box 1213, c/o Day Publications, 217 S.
Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts. An equal opportunity employer.

Municipal Building or Police Station
Graceland and Miner Streets

Mt. Prospect Cinema
827 E. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

EDITORIAL

WILL TRAIN
You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who conie to you
for help in deciding where to

TO $465 PER MO.

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
Miami on vacations or
Or
frequent long weekends. $498

to manage his °Hairs. Help
write manuscripts, coordinate

I.

with printers and
clerical skills

to start. Free.

Light
F

Attendant

go for vacation, how to get

Local Editor who travels necclt
ri friendly hard working girl

availA BTILITY

$540 as you learn. Free
IVY

land Schools. Coil
824-1136 ext. 24.

that boss writes out

in

he takes off (often). FREE insurance. Profit sharing. Free
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Minor, Des Pl. 297.3535

Register With us for
temp. jobs as typistsstat and regular -secretaries -bookkeepers -NCR

operatorcta.

opera-

many

others.

tors -and

From short to long assignments. Local areas.
Call: 259-6440

make the day go fast. $110.
Free to you. Call far EVENING

VARIETY

OFFICE

$563 MONTH
Phones, general office duties,
public

are

contact, etc.,

298-2770

34 S. MAIN Mt. PROSPECT

La Salle Personnel

259-6440

Des Plaines
940 Leo St.
3 Blocks S. of Station.
Park Free

LITE STENO

Chi., 7 W. Madison. CE 6-5688

Dr.'s Assistant
In The Hate?
$550-$650
Dentists' Asst. $500-$600
Lab Tech
$575-$625
Dr.'s Recept. $400-$475

SECRETARY

LOCAL RESORT

$130 WEEK
You'll be secretory to the director of promotions and soles
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and
addition to usual benefit,
you'll have free access to the,
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc, Free.

highly regarded local firm.
Some, typing, but no shorthand

is req'd This is a friendly, con
genial office where everyone

Ken Larson and Assoc.
CAREER SPECIALISTS
1510 Miner

Des Plaines

In Arlington Heights
394 0680

9 S. Minton
6028

Dempster

966.0700

EGULARLY!
ORDER DEPT.
Responsible young lady, small
office. Varied duties, including
typing. Full 5 day week. Above

average salary for right per.
Orl.

CALL 437.5180

WAITRESS

anxious

an

mommy at same time You'll

Day & Evening Hours

talk to kids. Hand our lollipops.

COUNTRYSIDE RESTAURANT
& LOUNGE

Just keep everyone happy 'til
Doctor's ready. NO medical
train

I W. Campbell, Arlington His.
392-9344

completely. You must type. He'll
Doctor

helps each other. Free.

will

you

teach you the rest. Free to you
IVY

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
39.10880

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

9 S. Duman

to inventory retail
store in your general area.

Sunday

CALL 394-1823

Start off /earning

old-fashioned office routine.
Type a little. Learn to trill, to
take orders over phone & from

people coming into office. An
ideal stepping stone to bigger
easy

RECEPTION

WAITRESS

BABY DOCTOR

Hours 8 AM to 1 PM
Excellent Starling Pay

surroundings

where you'll work with other
Mrmunies just like you! All re.
turner's to work! FIVI,

Miss Harriet Cline

773-1700
Medinah Country Club

Free.

BOOKKEEPER
opportunity for full
Good
bookkeeper.
charge
starting salary.
Excellent

In Arlington Heights
9 5. Minton
394-0660

595-0440

966-070C

Manager Palatine
$105 to $125

$650

give a trivorohle 11,r ilnpres

APPLY AFTER 11 AM

start, with generous raise after
Con
short training period
vement neighborhood location.

PERSONNEL

personcility to

WAITRESSES
Full and Part Time

5 days. no Sots. $525 nit, to

6028 Dempster

You'll be the official greeter
for thi company. so you
should hove u tient appear

CL 3-0353

comfortable nib the doctor's
free, then show them to eXOm
ming room where the clocior's
nurse takes over. Your position
OS
receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9-5,

Miss Paige

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Tuull,
1496 Miner. Des PI 297-3535

Rand & Arl. His. Rd.

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their par.
ents, help make them feel

IVY

once emit el

APPLY TO

PATCH'S GRILL

the swing of things is to Lin It!
And a good way to do it is to
learn customer service work!

things in

PART TIME
Job openings for permanent
help Saturday evenings and

9660700

Recently moved to beautiful
new offices. This fine suburban
fin, needs ci gal who enjoys
responsibiliiy
and

New local store. No experience
necessary. 51/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
borhoocl women.
REICHARDT CLEANERS

359 6661

variety. Nice boss.

R.N. or L.P.N.

oiSirrns and orb

Sion

ers will come to you to check
appointments, ask for inform',

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Lion ond di/001011S. Perfect, all

$475

public contact position. Free.

Handle
Reentific

6028 Dempster

yo

RECEPTIONIST

966.0700

$520

A busy switchboard front desk
public contact job. Lovely new
0 Hare area office. 9 to 5.

REAL ESTATE

$txciting opportunity for
an animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
appointschedule, and
keep

ment
make out pet case his-

tories. You will learn to
inventory of
medical supplies and
reorder hen stocks are
turning low. Later you
keep

to

pedite deliveries, boodle their
',hone calls` and orders. 9 to 5.

WEEK -FREE

phone,

Good opportunities
CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827.6628

for
client
service
firm.
apparaiuS

search men conic

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN

135

EXCELLENT SALARY

for their equipment, You ex

an

will be trained to adminmals. Light, simple office
routine.

Miss Paige

966-0700

experienceeeded-NONE!

ister medication to ani-

FREE - 299-7191

soothe

maybe

all

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

BILITY

READ and USE
DAYWANT ADS

li's in baby Doctor's office. An
icleal job for friendly person
who likes kids, meeting people
& helping young Doctor. He
wants a gal who keeps cool!
You'll learn it all. To set app's,

MISS PAIGE

avail

Mott,

.,
For', FaitResults

Miss Paige

non Dempster

GENERAL

$500 MONTH

adding machine. Make travel plans when

Mrs.

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Damon

FOR BABY DOCTOR
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

TEMPORARY

You'll have phone work

frozen

259-6440

ASSIGNMENTS

ess.

heating

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

The only way to get back in

If you like talking to people &
making plans, you'll love this
travel job. They'll teach you ev
erythirig. How to talk to travel
lines, make reservations. Get
rooms at hotels, resorts. Write
tickets, You'll answer phones,

for

pockoged pre-cooked type A
meals in high speed ovens &
serving to students every school
day: No experience, be trained,
simple operation. Need mature
person who can work quickly &
efficiently, 10:15 to 1:00 p.m. $5
per day. One each needed at
Iroquois, Plainfield & Cumber-

.

RECEPTION

Dr.'s Asst.

City of Des Plaines,

over.

ASSISTANT

STRAIGHT

Is There A

Free Life Insurance

Uniform allowance.

PART TIME
Cashier & Candy Counter Girl

Apply in person. Must be 16 or

TRAVEL SERVICE

LEARN TO MAKE
TRAVEL PLANS
FOR COMPANIES,
VACATIONERS

APPT. .CONFIDENTIAL.

Outstanding opportunity for IE or ME with 2 to

charge, priv. rat. TV. $60 wk. Ian.
mediateavailability. 824-7831.

FOR LOCAL

1496 Miner, Des PI 2973535

START AFTER LABOR DAY!

Friendly people to work for.
Typing skills helpful in getting
this great job. Varied duties

Career Civil Service status

SP A-8585

Shop,

Housekeeper. Live in. LOVELY
home,
lovely family, comp.

RESERVATIONS

IVY

WITHOUT STENO

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Retirement plan of half pay after

tunity Free to you.

It's a small office that handles
detail for big vending basin.

longhand, run

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

vestments.,all looking to your
boss for advice. You'll be his
right bond gal. A real oppor-

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

SMALL OFFICE

ters

POLICE PATROLMAN

Snack

Des Plaines
3 Blocks S. of Station
Park Free.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 65688

259-6440

to travel too$490. Raises to

plus reception duties. Type let-

Ideal candidate will have about 2 years experience in Product Design and development in any

WAITRESS

mornings. Mr. Jiffy's
2220 Algonquin
Rd., Rolling Meadows.

Wonted

940 Lee St.

different industries. prof es s io ris ..all seeking in-

34 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

BILITY

type confirming letters. Easy to
learn & once you do, you'll get

CAREER SPECIALISTS
1510 Miner

sibility for design and development of special

Arl. Hts.437-8133

La Salle Personnel

guy.

MOTHERS
RETURNING TO
WORK $100 WEEK

avail

$455

Excellent opportunity for ME to assume respon-

Cleaning woman needed twice
a month, own transportation.

experience needed. Exciting,
different. Call for EVENING
APPT..CONFIDENTIAL.

secy.
Wants same
You'll get to meet clients from

6028 Dempster

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

after 5 pin. 2538616

keep

schedule trips,

oppts.,

dynamic
kind of

Very

panies.

Local Firm, Friendly co workers. Pleasant speaking voice
and neat appearance is needed to greet visitors and handle

Ken Larson and Assoc.

-

around gal to help hit, make

part of this position for smolt,

of
production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information

272-1000

Elk Grove Village

Sitter for 7 yr. old boy after
school until 5pm. Jonas Sulk
School, Rolling Meadows. Cal'

Suburban designer needs all

30 year old bass owns 5 com-

f

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

2375 Estes Ave.

Dan Lee. 296-3376

298-2770

Free

ment

437-5400

Anocut

washer. 9-3 PM or full time. Call

$525

SECY $600

when to expect somebody. Be
all set to welcome & take them
thru exotic showrooms. ,Learn
to write, process orders.iit's a

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

Nick Niemiro

BUFFETERIA HELP YMCA. Cook,
',onager, salad girl, dish.

FASHION LEADER
WILL TRAIN
GIRL FRIDAY

coast to coast. Draw.,
comm. 57-10,000 first
year. Call M. Reich,
255-5084 Snelling and

clients.

Buyers from all over country
call & set app's to see the
special gifts your company is
known for. You'll know just

Please Call

1500 Hicks Road

appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

nation's

the

largest with 495 offices

100% PUBLIC CONTACT

Call Liz Elliott, 299-7191

and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by

are

We

deadlines

"BY APPT. ONLY"
GIFT SHOWROOM
GIRL FRIDAY

CALL ED SUREK

If you are qualified, apply at:

Interviews will be conducted between 8:00 a.m.

re

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

LIKE PEOPLE?

DENTAL RECEPTIONIST &

ASSISTANT. Will train. 439.1500

1.

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

394-1212

previous experience

LADY PARKER

With design experience
to assist in the develop-

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

ELECTRIC

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be
working the greatest hours you
can imagine. You'll never find
quired. Call for details.

expansion we have

DRAFTSMAN

BORING MILL OPERATORS

Machine Operators

GENERAL

to

An equal opportunity employer

US.

-

Due

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

MACHINISTS

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

General Electric is well known for its fine benefit
plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experience will be considered when determining
the starting rates for these jobs.

63 L Adrilins, Chi

ex-

go. 5 days. FL 8.2006

perience we will tram.

meeting people job that calls
for tact, good humor, typing.

tions (experience helpful).
COMPANY BENEFITS: Hasp -entire cost Pd; Life
ins. -Co. Pd; Pension Plan -Co Pd; Vacation; Tuition
Sharing; Long Term Disabl. & All Risk Ins. avail.

considered.

contact

Stilt, 23A

$110 WK. NO FEE

No

GENERAL FACTORY

Help working mother in father.
less home. 4 children. Live in or

Upper Level
392.2700
939.4066

rs'anciltierst

a more exciting opportunity.

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, Ill.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

some college. Qualified men will be trained &
developed for management & supervisory posi-

We have openings for experienced machine operators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,
where we produce tungsten carbide cutting tools
for industry. Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will be

TELLER TRAINEES

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
S. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Experienced

you

escalating

439-0336

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

625-0500

makes

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.

All inquiries confidential
An equal Opportunity employer

public

or

7215 W. Touhy

benefits.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

G. N. HAYNES

IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des P1. 297.3535

salary. Starting salary $7,800 a
year while in training. Effective
development training program.
Major medical insurance plan,
paid vacation, and other fringe

MARTIN METALS 0/VISION

Excellent career opportunities for sales -minded
men with potential who want to advance rapidly
with an industry leader. Min. high school grad,

profits,

Guaranteed

ment.

300 N. Northwett Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, Ill.

B. F. GOODRICH
TIRE COMPANY

Free

pOsi

owner -partner now. No invest-

:704,:&takPft

Call 537-2180, or come see us at 250 N. 12th St. - Wheeling
(Off Dundee Rd. between Wolf Rd. & Route 83)
8:30 AM - 4 PM Mon. -Fri.

c ooing

A solid growth young
restaurant chain is looking for
you. Unique investment formula

through

AVE-

.

P9TENTIALcha

tion?

Apply In Person

2 weeks paid vacation after 1 year
5 automatic pay increases 1st year

pointment changes. Make their
travel reservations, type re-

$25,000

Loo Pig for a

CURRENT OPENINGS on second shift 4 PM - 12:30 AM
Law cost group insurance
Overtime
High starling pay
9 paid hofidays par.

MARTIIV-

you have the ability
and desire to work with
people and have sales

track of orders and bills. No

make this Sales firm tick. Your
job will be working with Sales.

GRILL MEN

MEN

view.

holmes & assoc.

If

You'll be one of S gals who

O'Hare Field
We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of -

Job security
Rapid advancement

SALES
Employment counselor

Snelling for appoint.

DICTAPHONE
TRAINEE $120

BUTLER

Wonted full time dental assistant for childrens practice. Age
open. Call 392-5842 for inter-

on the loke. $550,

.

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

WE WILL TRAIN for work as machine operators
and inspectors. Our only requirements are a
desire for permanent, secure, full time work, and

D,.s Ilaines, 01

PERSOJANEL

who wish to be a part of a
growing plastic rnolding

TO MANAGE WIG SALON
IN BARRINGTON
827-7940 or 392-7940

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Locat d
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

Hg.ims P.

Need 2 young, energetic men

SUBURBAN BOY

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
100 N. Hickory

FLOOR MAN

allowance.
CALL: GlennCarter

bulk packaged clothing and supply order fillers with merchandise, learn valuable warehousing and material handling
skills from the nations leader in home fashion shows. Family
hospitalization, Christmas bonus and profit sharing programs
add to the security of our steady full time opportunities.
Come grow with Beeline

WIG STYLIST

Wid eScope/Of lice Bldg

(Will Train)
7:30 A.M. to 3:45 P.M.

to 7 PM.Hourly wage plus car

Clean, material handling duties in stock areas. Breakdown

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY

(Experienced)

To supervise boys delivering

quisite. 259-4830

CLERK- TYPIST

WILL TRAIN
298.5021
O'HARE

SHIPPING CLERK

PART TIME

We have a number of permanent full time positions avail -

Mature Girl over 30. Part time
office work, accurate typist re-

INVESTIGATOR

MEN WANTED

264Ielp Wanted Women 1

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

LADY PARKER
11/;,,mei son
Mt. Prospect
253-6600

.

$600

Congenial of f ice where you
will enjoy varied public con
tact osition as aide to the
Get in on the ground
floor of the fascinating world

mgr.

9-3 Counter Sales
day week, Good starting
pay, new stores in Palatine

5

and Arlington Heights.

REICHARDT CLEANERS

359-6661
BORED WITH TRAVELING?

Want an interesting job close
to home? Gal applying should
be versatile; duties varied;
.

capable of working with the
public. CALL 9 to 5.
RED CLARE TELEVISION

359.0516

of property sales and buying.

Figures Your Field?

$400 to $650
SKrilliped With spots in
at:co:pas ..ciyable, receivable,
ayroll and full charge book

keeping. Many openings for
trainees in: records, inventory
and bookkeeping machines.

Ford Employment
MOUNT PROSPECT

437-5090
1720 Algonquin
MORTON GROVE
-Y0 5-2400
5945 Dempster
O'HARE

9420 Foster at River 992-2111

TYPIST
GENERAL OFFICE
Excellent Opportunity for experienced person in small
office. Good starting salary,
Duties include order pricing.

Must be good at detail.

WORLD BATTERY
CORP.
209 W. Gateway Rd.
Bensenville, Ill.
595-0440
.

allelp Wiled Wow

TO INVENTORY

SECRETARIES

LADIES
Mature women, full or part
time.

APPLY MANAGER

Seven Eagles

948 E. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights, Ilf.

Restaurant

TOPPS

Ave., New York,

Happiness Is
A Part Time

10001. State phone.

Job With
Over Time Pay
/Playhouse Toy demonstrator;
average $5 per hour. Sell toys
now to December. No ex
perience. No deliveries.
collections. Party Plan.

No

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.
INC.
Call -Pat - 426-7933

-r

IS

IT

PROOF

urst Shopping Center - Elmhurst Rd.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Ran

for
opportunity
ambitious girls at GOLDEN
BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE. Fast

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827-4411

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS
DAYS

medical group insurance, and
benefits. Exother fringe
perience preferred but will

439-0336

TYPIST
FULL TIME

General office. Will train for
other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Great Lakes

Excellent benefit program in new modern air conditioned
office.

Runway &

COLART CHECKS,

Engineering Co.

INC.

Bank (with
Growing
Fast
fringe benefits). Positions now

Call H. I. Petrie
Vice -President

FIRST STATE BANK &
TRUST CO.
of PARK RIDGE

607 Devon

692-4114

Elmhurst, Ill.

279-9400
WIDE

Park Ridge, Ill.

775.5276

ing conditions.

Typing & Short Hand
are required. Small
and Large Offices.

Immediate Openings
in this Vicinity.

Free insurance
Automatic wage increases
Paid vacation
Paid holidays

Grigsby -Barton,
107 N. Hickory
An. Hts.

We

have

3

openings for
like production

women who
work. We will train you to acquire the necessary skill.
Clean, modern plant and exceptional fringe benefits.

GAL FRIDAY

keeping. No shorthand. Experience preferred but not
necessary. Age no barrier.

Salary open. Franklin Pork lo-

opportunity

for

the right girl with typing and
ful. Excellent salary and benefit program.

PRE FINISH

METALS, INC.
21 i E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.
1

Excellent start plus 3 raises

Major Medicol
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vacations
6. Profit sharing
7, Product discount
PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

299 1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des Plaines, 111.

An equal opportunity employer

GIRLS

Growing worldwide manufac-

THE MORE WE GROW'
THE MORE GIRLS WE

CREDIT

NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

ASSISTANT

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

At least one year experience
at wholesale or industrial level

all phases of credits and
collections by letter and
phone.

turer needs on experienced
accountant

for

GIRLS - WOMEN

1:30 or 4.8 pm. $2 per
to start. Women
needed immediately to
work for large national
firm.
NO experience
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104

Experienced or Inexperienced-Adept at figures?
We I. V. interesting work just for youl

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE CLERK

JOIN
THE
SMART
SET

299-4446

CMS

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Full Time
HARPER COLLEGE food service

has a few openings for part
time and full time employees
NEEDED are experienced salad

GENERAL

women and men interested in
kitchen porter work.

BATHROOM

CALL JOHN JANUSZKO
359-4200

_

PRODUCTS CORP.

1657 Shermer Road

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

TELLERS

Northbrook

ASSEMBLER
Work close to home in a clean,

contact

Public

money handling

is

and
fas-

friendly shop. No experience
required. Good opportunity for
advancement. Paid vacations
and holidays. Hospitalization
and profit sharing.

cinating work. We can

TO EXECUTIVE

MOTOROLA

Part Time -

wishing to work early morning
or early evening' hours. ALSO

Mr. E. Surek

272-1000

SECRETARY

Outstanding Benefits
*Outstanding Starting Pay
*Automatic Increases

Call or Visit

OR CALL Mk. LAWRENCE

Light Assembly
Wirers Solderers

need for
employ-

PANASONIC
. the growth company
offers exciting, challenging

position to gal with .good

SEE OR CALL

offer an experienced
teller an excellent salary
and many benefits.

Don Brandt

RAINSOFT WATER

Would consider a trainee
with right qualifications.

CONDITIONING CO.

secretarial skills including
enough

ible

to

handle

Many details at once 8. be
capable of working on
own with minimum supervision.

Position offers an excellent
starting salary with exceptional company paid
benefits program.

MOUNT PROSPECT

MALE & FEMALE

STATE BANK

SCHOOL BUS

"THE ENJOYABLE BANK"
MRS. KOKES

259-4000

viewing for PACKERS on both 1st and 2nd shifts.
The picture above is ROSIE CUELLAR, who has
been with SPOTNAILS since September, 1968,

CAN YOU DO

and is now a Machine Operator. ROSIE says,
work with.
"I like the work and the people
have bettered myself
Everyone is nice to me.

A MAN'S JOB?

I

I

through the Job Bidding System". For your future,
investigate what A Spotnails job opportunity

can do for you. ROSIE did, join her today! Call
Millie Kobus, 259-1620, or come in. Our address
is 1100 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows. Millie is here

from 8:30 to 4:45 Monday thru Friday and will
arrange evening or Saturday interviews by appointment. CALL HER NOW! We Are an equal

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE
A MAN FOR US TO TREAT
YOU LIKE ONE!

DRIVERS

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training
A.M. ROUTES

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON

Taillard (312)

1950 E. Estes

Elk Grove Village
437-9400

Dictaphone. Must be flex-

F.

An equal opportunity employer

299-8886
Women I

2lHelp Winted-Men

PANASONIC

6:30 -.8:30 a.m.
P.M. ROUTES
2:30 - 5 p.m.

PART TIME

Matushita Electric
Service & Parts Div.

WEEK DAYS, I I AM to 3 PM

371 North 3rd Ave.
Des Plaines, Illinois

INQUIRE

An equal opportunity employer

Cook County

Good Pay

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Lee & Oakton

Des Plaines

School Bus, Inc.
3040 S. Busse Rd.
ARLINGTON HIS, ILL.
439 0923

opportunity employer.
Our young dynamic group of suburban newspapers has
been expanding so rapidly that we need good qualified
salespeople. If you are a young woman who is mature,
conscientious, ambitious, sincere, and have at least two
years successful sales experience you might be what we
need. Advertising and/or newspaper experience preferred but our extensive training program will teach you
the newspaper business from the ground up.

BOOKKEEPERS

MAKE THE
We provide a good base salary with an attractive commission plan. Illustrative sales tools are provided to help

Full Time
Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

you help us.

DIFFERENCE

You can make a man-sized pay check doing a man's

AT
BRUNING

job. More important, we offer you an exciting, challenging
sales position in the dynamic newspaper advertising field.

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person
or Phone

Miss Escher

439-7600

Secretary
If this looks like something you can handle

call me now

NICKY HOLLENBACH

255-7200

Metropolitan Printing Co.

Keypunch operator trainee
Mail clerk
Clerk typist
Production Control clerk
Computer operators
4 PM - 12:30 & 12 - 8:30 AM
CALL

Osco/Turn-Style
1.

(Div. of Jewel Companies)

3030 Culloden, Franklin Park

255-1910

180 W. Central Road Mt. Prospect

VERY PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Come in or Call Rose Hollis 455-8300

all

Call Mr. Hoffman.

GOOD STARTING SALARY
EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS

in

SECRETARIES

new professional building.
For personal interview

work

desirable. Pleasant modern
plant in Des Plaines. Fully paid
insurance program.

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

MAIL CLERKS

APPLY IN PERSON

359-4800

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30hour

to

areas of general accounting.
Some supervisory experience

CLERK TYPISTS

Excellent salary with full
range of company benefits.

Algonquin & Meacham Rds. Schaumburg

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we have

ACCOUNTANT

No Skills Needed

Cik.

439.2210

678-2717

Des Plaines
827-6141

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you work!
Call for app't 824-7100 oft. 4

Type minimum 40 w.p.m.

Major Medical Insurance
Vacation Plan
Profit Sharing

NEW JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
NOW AT

urgent

Growth oriented company in
Northwest Suburbs offers an

FOR APPT. CALL

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Varied duties in
small or large
offices.

qualified

SECRETARY

cation.

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:

If you have varied
skills, beginners, or
experienced.

ees. We are inter-

exceptional

SERVICE
220 Graceland Dr.

Inc., We have an

shorthand skills. Credit and
accounting experience help-

typing. some billing, lite book-

CLERKS & TYPISTS $400+

gram at Spotnails,

1217 Thacker
Des Plaines
824-1146

Excellent opportunity for gal
right out of school or with some
experience. Will train on all
office equip. Answer phones --

FULL TIME -5 DAY WEEK. LITE

GENERAL OFFICE $475+

SPOTNAILS
Due to the continuing expansion pro-

CONTOUR SAWS,
INC.

BERKEY PHOTO

WE WILL TRAIN

Apply in person
or call
437-6010
8 AM to 4 PM

Women who work at Motorola

WE'RE OPEN EVENING HRS BY APPOINT.
SATURDAY'S 'TILL NOON
COME BY OR CALL NORENE 298-5021

APPLY

1 GIRL
OFFICE

,1

Tool Grinding

Days or Evenings,

Call Liz Elliott
299-7191
Des Plaines

PERSONNEL

BOOKKEEPERS $600+

Will Arrange Hours

greet public, etc. Active soles
office for the active gal.

sir

SECRETARY $550+

Precision Ligit-

HOLIDAY INN

S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

FACTORY

Like to work close to home?

small informal
in a
company with excellent work-

Will Train,

Palatine

299.4443 - A,.. Code 312

work

Counter or Grill

RECEPTIONIST

e

We can offer you interesting

392-5900

537-8866

. Des Plaines, III. 60018

Higgins & Mannheim

WOMEN

Harczak's Drive -In

200 E. Golf Rd.
529-7700

ASSEMBLERS &

Inc.

1.

299-4446

SOLDERERS

RECEPTIONIST
SECRETARIES
NCR PROOF OPERATOR

RESTAURANT

OUR PLACE

in

manufacturing and sales company
333 East Teuhy Are.

706 Industrial Dr.

open.
TELLERS

Due

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

An Equal Opportunity Employer

OFFICE WOMEN

For employment in Beautiful

Pure Oil Division

Good pay and excellent benefits. Permanent position with
printing firm located in the
Elmhurst Industrial Park.

Over 21 Years of Age
working conditions.
Liberal fringe benefits.

1

/union

DEPARTMENT. Individual should be familiar with figure work.

ROUTE DRIVERS
Pleasant

school. Housekeeper
shifts
Short
wanted.
available.
in

SECRETARIES

when you work for Berg Manufacturing Co. We need a sharp
gal with some typing to work in our ACCOUNTS PAYABLE

Arlington Heights
259.8250

While your children are

Positions are varied and interesting.

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATOR

1625 E Algonquin
439,7010

EARN $$$

DES PLAINES

BOUQUETS TO YOU

1409 E. Palatine Rd.

HOUSEWIFE?

Various openings in Marketing Division for individual with top typing and shorthand skills.

Mount Prospect
259-6458

ORDER FILLERS, CASHIERS

CHICKEN UNLIMITED

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

EL K -GROVE

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE

YANKEE DOODLE

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

255-5350

686-7578

FULL OR PART TIME

BORED

1000 Busse Rood

220 GRACELAND DRIVE
827 6141

train.

359-4200

Arlington

Market)
Arlington Heights

Excellent company benefits.
Paid vacation.

Experience not necessary. Pleasant working conditions. Liberal fringe benefits. Hours available:
6 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
12 Midnight to 8:30 A.M.
BP.M. to 4:30 A.M.
Some Short Hour Shifts

Ideal for housewife or
college students

ant working conditions, free
meals, paid vacation, major

CALL MRS. GOODLING

6 S. HICKORY

from

827.6628

Apply in person

MOLDED PRODUCTS
blocks

Contact

assisting others.

DANA

Monday through Friday.
Light work.

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

turnover. Excellent tips, pleas-

Des Plaines, Illinois

JEWELRY STOCK CLERK

PHOTO -FINISH LABORATORY

Excellent

Receptionist -Typist -Clerk for
Dean of Evening & Continuing
Education, Harper College,
Palatine. Qualifications: Excellent typing; mature person
having ability to deal with
people. Desire for service in

Unusual opportunity for salary & commission.
Uniforms supplied.

An equal opportunity employer

WANTED

WILL TRAIN

Plastic Press Operators
7:30 a.m. to 3:45 p.m.
3:30 p.m. to 11:45 p.m.
11:30 p.m. to 7:45 a.m.
Clean work - Good rote

FULL TIME & PART TIME

Des Plaines

WAITRESSES

MRS. LERMAN

(2

top in our Personnel Department.

MONTGOMERY WARD & CO.

First National
Bank of

GIRL FRIDAY
4 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon -Fri.

GIFT.SHOP - O'HARE AIRPORT

coive a base salary and a percentage of all
sales. An I, don't forget about all those wont erful Ward

Benefits)

RECEPTIONIST

NO EXPERIENCE

SALES CLERK

you will

DISHWASHER

1

APPLY

motions a d supervise a small staff. As Manager, of course,

4.

FULL TIME --DAYS ONLY

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

1695 River Road

when the Candy Department is right in the c ter of the
store! This means unlimited sale potential for t 10 creative,
experiene d gal who can devise unusual little sales pro-

5 Day Week
Excellent Working Conditions
Full Fringe Benefits.

Conn.

APPLY IN PERSON

.

cHOW SWEET :1

OPERATtA

Parties, Inc., Avon,
06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

Santa's

SALARY -FLEXIBLE HOURS

N.Y.

1050 Ookton St., Des Plaines

8-5, Mon Fri
My house. Mom & child OK. Mt.
P. Will pick up. P'4-3060
Babysitter-boy

No Experience Necessary

Phone Weekdays Only
Mrs. Bonde, 922-7227

21-lielpWartted-Men °Women

2611131p. Wide, Woolen

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

ASSEMBLERS

products.

Corp. 230

In -Store Servicing

Fifth

ARLINGTON INN

3-4 Hours Per Day
25 worsen needed to demonstrate nationally advertised

Arlington Heights
Once per month
Write only to American

Full Time or Part Time

$2.00 per hour
Apply In person

AND ORDER

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

PLASTIC PARTS

WOMEN

Page 11

Tuesday, August 26, 1969

16-Help.Wanted Women

I 26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

WOMAN WANTED -

HOSTESSES &

CLEANING

26 -Help Wanted Women

16 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

855, Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village

I'll personolly set up an appointment for an interview at
your earliest convenience.

Tuesday, August.26, 1969

Pale 12

31 -Rummage &Gzate Sale

sole Aug. 25-26, 9 to

or.

5.

typewriter, fully
overhauled, excel. cond., $95.

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

21-tielp Wanted -Men* Women

.,

Garage Sale Aug. 25-29;

I to
trunk; machinist
bed; mason jars,
342 S.b Hart, Palatine

P.M.

Old

caaby
6

HOUSEKEEPERetc.binet;

ULL TIME DAYS ONLY

214Ielp Wanted -Men * Women

Contact
MRS,LERMAN
827 6628

MAN, WOMAN OR COUPLE to
clean doctor's suite. CALL:
259 9092 weekdays.

I

FL 8-6947

Gar. Sole: Aug. 27-28, 9-7 PM

WASHER, DRYER, Kenmore,

Clothing, baby items, toys &
much misc. 320 N. Pine, Mt. P.

1 year warranty, $50 each.
392-0278

Gar. Sale: Aug. 26, 27, 28, 9-5
pm, clothes,

Turn., misc.

to $5.

Olive, Pala-

5c

toys,
1441 E.

EVENINGS
Work Monday through Friday for a
leading Contract Clecining Company. Positions
open in the Northwest suburbs. /Apply now for
women

this interesting, steady work where the pay is
better than average.

964-1306

THE VILLAGE STORE

Naborhood Gar. Sale -Anything
& Everything. Aug. 28, 29, 30.

FOR SALE: Tent 7' X 9'. Like new.
Used only once. $60.
381-7236

matching chest & dresser $40.

Overhead garage door for 1 car
garage, $35 or best offer.

Wing back lounge chair.
439-6965
Best Offer.

437-9257

Am. of Martinsville Sofa 2 yrs.

thorne Ln., Hoffman Estates

Bicycle. Girl's 20".

Garage Sale Thurs. Aug. 28, 9 to
3:30. Much misc. 1700 Winchester Ln. Weathersfield, Schaurnberg.

New unique store now open. Full or part time help needed.
If you are seeking employment or feel you need a change,
don t hesitate to call or come in.

Pleasant working conditions. Good salary and complete
bi_nefit program

Kingswood Methodist Rummage

Buffalo Grove Ranch

at

Sale

1400 Busse Rd. (Rte. 83) Elk Grove Village
Southwest corner of Estes & Busse Rd.

MEN & WOMEN NEEDED
FOR

WAREHOUSE WORK

ditioning equipment contact.

DES

414 E. GOLF ROAD

..-

.

..-ltiffi; ci

BOAT FOR SALE

ing Rd. Buffalo Gr. East of Buffalo Gr. Rd., 4 blks. S. of

Dachshunds, miniature, AKC,
7 weeks old. $65.00. 537-6674.

.

6 generation pedigree,

Int.

2

Champs, 15 Champs. 392-3153

Black Labrador,

5

German Short Haired, 8 wks.,
AKC, reasonable. 529-4686
TOY POODLE
AKC,
MUST SELL. $75.

p.m.. 827 7413.

392-3286

M & F, home raised, 9 weeks.
Kitten's free to good homes, box
trained, very pretty.

Lumber, new, 2"x12"x10', approx. 600 running ft. Pr. 24c ft.
Call aft. 6 pm, 296-6709.

30" coppertone Kenmore gas
range. Used 8 mo. With clock
12" Portable TV, UHF, w/stand
$25; cord table, felt top, ash
trays, seats 8, $25. 392-8409

Double oven electric range $80;
Dehumidifier $40.
439-3759

old, $125. 529-5636 after 5pm.
Old English sheep dog Pups,
AKC, champion sired males.
297-7885

Mixed breed puppies for sale, 5
weeks old - $10 each.
394-2243

SNOWBLOWER

tables, movie screen. Phone
437,6239
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
255.1107
F19.3200

Kenmore portable dishwasher,
front loading, 8 mos. old, $140

Et

wks

AKC. 259.6076

AKC COLLIES Family Compan
ions, right age for serious train
ing. Eager willing dispositions.
Reasonably priced. 438-7739

Labrador

Retriever,

golden
hsebroken, abed. trnd,
watch dog. AKC. OR

papers, $45; I small Min. jet
block poodle, female, excel. pe-

like new. 439-0420.

Min. Schnauzers, excel. quality,
bred for temperament, chomp.
sired, cropped, shots, health
certificate. 827-6530.

Wanted: any new or used items
for rummage sale. Arl. Hts.

41 -lime Furnishings -Furniture

or

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%
TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER
Arl. Hts

444 Rand Rd.

Fully Auto. GE elec. dryer, perfect cond. Snow tires 8.55 X 14
season. Frigwhite wall, used
idaire 2 oven elec. stove. Sewing
machine. -392-7561
EVERGREEN SALE

each.. 1000's to choose
from. Larger size also on sale.
SI

l

white males,

darling
5 mos.,

digree, $90. 537 0797

1

.Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

puppies,

Poodle

Small Toy white male poodle, no

Nurses
Club.
259-0796
253.0161, Will Pick -UP.

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES.

Lines & papers.
Reasonable. 253.5018

4 antique captain chairs -$15 ea.

MAGNOVOX 21" console, orig.
price $500 asking $100 or best
offer. Has everything, looks

634-3131

Owner returning Europe $1200.
Call 9 to 5, 299.7121, ext. 229

Ideal

'68 mobile home, 12'x46',
bedrm, "like new", $600

2

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

23" Console TV -$80. Beautiful
condition. 5 piece kitchen set -

modern

cocktail,

round lamp Ibis
w/formica tops, excel. cond.
$70. 766-1734,pfter 6 p.m.

Convert,

827-5240

1965 Apache tent trailer, fully
equipped, excel. cond,
CL 5.4458

'68 Pathfinder travel trailer 16'
self contained, sleeps 6, gas,
'refrig., range & furnace. 225 W.

JoAnn, 255-7200. Ext. 14

Norman in., Wheeling, 541-1083

kept, low miles. $2100 or best

50cc Hondo, excel. cond. $125,
trailer for same, $30. Will separate. CL 5-8857 after 6pm.
Must sell 1968 Suzuki Sport
80.4 -speed, excel. cond. $245 or

.725 W. Dempster, 1-2.3 bedrms.,

baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms,

65 Chevrolet Caprice, all extras
& accessories. Includes full pow
A/C. Like .new tires.
er &
259-3468 weekends; after 5 PM ,

to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887

weekdays.

Prestige

'65 Monza 2

Honda 450; low miles. Mint con-,
dition. Must see, $650 or offer.
!

R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl Int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439-

8060 .._
'156 Renault 4 dr. $225. College
student special, mechanically
perfect, needs some body work.
259-6086 after 7 p.m.
'68

Plym.

Rood

Runner

blue

printed 383; Ram, air, cust. int.,
elec. doors, extras.
Drafted. RO 4-2034

'66 Ford Country sedan, 6 pass.
P/S, air cond., radio, luggage

rack, Ilke new tires incl. snow
tires w/extra whls, low miles.
Closing estate. $1750. 296-5384
aft. 5:30p.m.

bedroom

outside.

Nicely

land-

scaped. Walking distance to
schools. Possession Sept.

1st,

$22,900.

734 Lee St., Des Plaines

For the economy minded who
wont carefree livingl 2 bed-

298-5055

room -choice location in -Rolling'

PAYMENT

INC.

Comfort, Charm, & Convenienc
Immediate possession. Lacks

255.6320
359.6500
894.8100

Schaumburg

nothing. Central air, 8 rooms
2i/2 baths plus finished basement with rec room, 2 car stooge, carpeting, draperies,
dishwasher, other extras. Tree
lined

street. Walk to every-

thing. Move in condition. See
and compare at $39,900.

With school just / week away

for most of us, many home
buyers are looking for imme-

diate possession homes.

MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.
Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apart-

4

ments. Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in eluding appliances, heat,

cooking gas, master VT an
balcony,

LOW DOWN

QUINLAN & TYSON

HOMES FOR
SCHOOL KIDS

259-0055

patio,

Des Plaines.

PRESENTS

apart.

No children or pets. Call
ROBERT A. CAGANN
ASSOC. INC.

tenna,

ated

215 S. Elmhurst, Pros. Hrs.
253-5500

ARLINGTON REALTY

ment. Immediate possession.

dr. HT, buckets,

bedrooms.

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

Palatine

STONEGATE AREA

Mini -bike Rupp. McCulloch 49C.
Lights, much chrome. $200.

3

see. 255.0573

Arlington Heights

Model opts. open daily, 11 am

built eng., like new tires
wheels, gd. cond. 259-9504.

ranch,

rm.

Bruns Real Estate

Storage Lockers on no. floor

'

ASSUME VERY LOW
INT. G.I. MTG.

extras. Only $19,900.

' Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

'64' Chevelle, "283", Herst 47
speed, 4 barrel, 295 horse, re-

Private.
592 Roy Drive. 595.0668

Meadows. Garage and lots of

,Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths
Soundproof

best offer. 296-7278

CL 3.2993

'

Air Conditioning

2

age, full bsmt., 2t/z baths, panel
tom. rm., 2 kitchens/builtins, carpeting, drapes, patio, gas grille,
cyclone fence etc. Must see to
appreciate. Good for In-law.
Low low $40's. 6%; Imm. poss.

bdrms Assume mom or cont.
terms. Low tax $34,000. Call to

Doll House

INCLUDING:

&

corner lot in town. Close to everything. Modern thru-out. 9 new
appliances go with hse. 3-4

NEW BLDG--STONECREST APTS.

widow must sell. 439-1705 or
after 6pm 298-6290

tri-level 2 years old, att'd gar-

A.H. older 2 sty alum sdg on

person per week. 392-0870

bird, full power, excel. cond.,

under 700 miles. $150. 296-5384,
after 5:30 p.m.

Hts. by owner, good loca-

tion, spacious 4 bedrm. Cape
cod. $29,900. CL 5-3919

2-6 young children. Must have
own transportation. $20 per

'67 4-dr. HT Londeau Thunder-

'66 Sears motorcycle, like new,

Arl.

Ideal for working widow with

offer. 359-6178
111411otorcydes and Scooters

WOOD DALE Lg. 4 bdrm. brick

Carpeting, air conditioner. Indirect lighting. Newly decor-

86 -Real Estate -Houses

btil.

Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home.

Must sell. '65 Cadillac. Black, full
power, climate control, gar.

1

6

In. 259-0055

'69 Firebird 400 convertible. Air
conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic
trans. For information Call

.V.t. Prospect, Bi-Level, 3 bedrms.,
11/2 baths, family room,
car
attached garage, new
carpeting,
newly
decorated
$36,000.259.1759

on.

free parking. Call
Robert A. Cogann & Associates,

60 MG MAGNETTE. Dark green,
4 dr., 4 speed, gd. cond., leather
interior, economical 2nd car.
$325. 439.0784.

8t/2'

520's. 253.6008

1

possession,

Phone 439-9794

Mt. Prospect nr. Randhurst by
owner. 2 bdrm. brk. ranch, basement, D.R., many extras, mid

Wanted: 2 bedrm. unfurn. house
yr. Yg. businessman
for min.
& vet,college student & I well
trained dog. 525-9000 Bob Dan.

Heights efficiency
apartment, close -in, immediate

'68 Mustang, vinyl top, radio,
heater, 6 cyl., excel. cond.

long, 2' deep. Spare tires. $85.

358-6034

Schl area pref. 296.1520

Arlington

owner. 5395. 824.6423 aft 6.

537.6265

1960 Alfa Romeo Spider Canyon, black w/red interior, good
cond. A real. Sports car.

clean, moderate rental. 2 children 7 8. 9, 2 adults. Central

1

apt. Fully carpeted, all
paid except elec. $205.
394-1446 or 537.0937

'61 Chrysler Newport '2 dr. H.T.
P/S, Aff, radio, low mileage,

Right tent trailer. J.C. Higgins 2
bdrm. umbrella tent $85.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

2 or 3 bedrm. apt. or house,

be4rm.

Irnmed. occ. sublease 2 bdrm.

'65 AUSTIN HEALEY, excel.

1964 Ted Williams Tent Camper
$225 4 Sleeping Bags $30
Call 259.4982

CL,5:2550

82 -Wanted To Rent
1

extra Ige. I bdrm:
apt. A/C, pool, all util. except
328.8801
elec. $177.50
Sublet Oct.

299-1141 - 894-7772, eves.

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

shields;$35.

all appliances. 219 S. Albert, Mt.
Prospect. 9 to 4 call LI 9.6900,
Ext. 558; aft. 6 p.m. 935.6272

shore house in Des Plaines.
References req'd. 296-8434.

cond., Roadster, overdrive,
$1600. 255-7200, ext. 43

500 helmet w/2 face

bdrm. bi level, lg. kitchen,
frplc., cathedral beam ceiling

Woman or woman w/t child to

Good
Call

V2

2

apt. 1st floor, heat & appliances.
Sept. 1 occup. $150. 453,8307.

whitewalls, good condition.

trailers, 2 eo., 35' flat bed. Call

Honda 125 Scrambler. Exc
cond. Low mile. Best offer. Bell

&

Pontiac

'65 Volkswagen, radio & heater,

Sofa bed $15; 6 yr. crib comp.
$12; Regrigerator $20; buggy

step

O'Hare area deluxe

tion. $350. 255-4352

Tractor, single,axle, 1963 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor;.

$125. CL 3 2005

Matching

14 -To Rent Apartments

condition $700. 253-6330.

and transmission, Good condi-

253-3073

Lovely 90 in. sofa, beige, 2 rush ions, skirt, must see. $50.
392-9659 evenings

Mercury Comet, 2 dr. 6
cylinder, A/T, R/H, very good

I

Ridge. $275 mo. 259-4571

Arl. Hts. deluxe 5 rm. 2 be ims.
gentlemen or
exc. location,
couple, no children. $300. Refs.
& lease required. 255.5122

1964

Gas range 42", good cond. $35;
Mangle $15; Nesco roaster $10.

baths, 2
car gar., excel. location N. E. Park

-Bedrm. furn'd apt., all
utilities, air cond'd, immed.
occup. Extras. Des P. 827-3296

body & interior

Reasonable.
Condition
392.3473 after 4:30 a.m.

1955 FORD I/2 TON, Olds engine

392-8838

w/frplc, dining rm.,

1

call aft. 6 p.m. 296-6709.

Go Cart, Fox frame 6 H.P., and
Mac engine. Good condition.

$9. 537-2253

3t/2 bedrm. brick: living rm.

'68 Buick Skylark 2 dr., air cond.
owner
vinyl top, P/S, P/B,
$2500. 299-5584 aft. 5.

1959 International dump, sgle
axle, brand new motor. Please

$30. 537-2416

ranch, carport, near schools, Igo
yard. $215. 392-6818

Mds.

'65

102 -Trucks, Trailers

5' wide,

Rolling Meadows, A/C 3 bdrm

;13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

1941 Nash Ambassador 4 door,
in gd. shape,
engine needs work. 439-0534.

'64-'66 compact car or 2 door

186 -Real Estate -Houses

16 -To Rent Houses

girls need a 4th to share 2

bdrm. opt. vic. Rolling
$68.75. "Karen". 437-2981

'67 Ford 2 dr. custom 6 cyl., A/T,
P/B, R/H. $1125. A-1 shape, low
miles. 358-6689.

&

101 -Automobiles Wanted

.

3

'69 Chevelle, R/H, A/T, P/S, vinyl
interior, 307, WW, 259.5144; aft.
5pm. 297-6679

assume bal. 4 mis. from O'Hare.
Must sell by Sept. 10. Contact
D. Messmer, home ph. 437-8340

Flat bed trailer
year.

male,
good
4-6270

rier -$5. Desk, camping cots.
537-6265

For interview call: Lou Adamec

I

or best offer. 358-1584.

Girl's 20" bicycle -$5. Car car-

CARPENTERS -Inside work
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.

children.

German Shepherd pups, AKC,

Toy

Zenith console TV, chair, Lane

equipment

Trailer.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

'66 VW convert., exc. cond.,

AKC. Excel. pedigree. 824-3064

Stud toy Apricot Poodle,

best offer. 537.4490

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read
blueprints Operate material processing

Female. White & Salt & Pepper.

hips, home raised. 358-5016

Model 70. Gd. cond. $100 or

Some typing
EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

$4250, Private. 824-2317

Min. schnauzer pups, Male &

raised with
$50 and up. 259-3210

Ciassified REAL
ESTATg
Residential Commercial VacanP

'69 Buick Electra sed., gold w/
blk. vinyl top, air, P seats, P/W.

aft. 6 pm, 296-6709

bred for ternperment & good

Kenmore washer & gas dryer.

BOOKKEEPER- Experienced through trial
balance Familiar with general ledger.
OFFICE ASSISTANT -Advertising & promotional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.

CL 9 2438

Shots,

Old Fashioned
School Desk
$12.50 359-1245

FIELD ERECTORS

Pure breed German Shepherd
puppies. 8 weeks old $50 paper
trained

OPEN SUNDAYS

66-7
Call

$160.

best offer. 392-1391

2

COLLIES AKC, show and pet.

Brand new. Cost $160 -Can't use
in Col. Sell for $100. 537 0471

positions immediately:

AKC,

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

dr. hardtop, V8
engine, P/S, exc. cond. $600 or

hardtop. Private party.
CI 5-2778

moles, home raised, 8 weeks

and timer. $100. 541.2613

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

259-7038.

horse Gilson Tractor -5155
766-6048

CL 5-0735

puppies,

Olds Wagon

'59

8x35'

COME IN AND REGISTER

So do we people who like responsibility, who want to learn and
grot, who expect to move up and get ahead.
IBG is looking for people to fill these

toddler companion
for my child Monday thru Friday.
Would like

camper.
$1150, Alum awning 17'xI3'. 14'
fibre gloss canoe. 298-3496

FEMALE,

4.111-2425

Poodle

529-7070

1959 PONTIAC, AUTOMATIC
TRANSMISSION, $125
537 0492

furn'd, extras. 827-5936

AKC Min. Poodles, black & silver,

Toy

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

$1695. 392.1279.

10'x55', encl. cabana, air cond,
loc., conipl.
excel. cond. &

Gas space heaters, refrig.,
tables, chairs, doors, wind. dishes. Antiques. Misc. Fl. 9 0525.

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

827.3075
Air-cond. 1967 Chevy convert.

only. 894.6405

mos., AKC;

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

MT. PROSPECT,

FOR SALE

1959 DESOTO ADVENTURER

'63 Chevy 4

5 pc. picnic set, redwood, with
umbrella. $50.00 Call after 6

392-5230

Ampeg Amplifier, Gemini II; 6
string Harmony guitar; 8 -Flat
clarinet, Normandy, wood. Ex-

FOR RENT -2 bedroom mobile
home, vicinity Bartlett. Adults

CL 5-0131

RANDHURST CENTER

$285. 394-2476

98 -Mobile Homes

Yorkies, AKC, M & F, $200-$250,

259-4530

OF AIIFIRICA. 'NOM° AAAAA

Mustang, 6 cyl., manual
trans. Jade Green. $800 or best
offer. 529-3634
'66

child care. Age 21/2-5.:
Diversified
ploy.
Supervised
creative activities. 255-7019

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

DICK WICKSTROM

6pm. 956-1969

Gibson hollow body guitar, twin
humbucking pick-ups, Bixby tailpiece plus case, excel. condition.

Excel.

6 week old boxtrained KITTENS
FREE to good home. Phopi:

White Collar Girls

'66 Chevelle Malibu, V-8, auto.,
P/S, good cond., $1050. Alter

6941ursery Schools - Child Care

22" golden brown 100% human
hair fall. New. Will sacrifice.

Ci"

offer. 537-7562

back w/2 10" Jensen sprs. $250
or best offer. Aft. 6 824-7004

P/S, P/B, low mileage, 2nd car.

trade on 26'.28' Cruiser
Phone 312-3553634
After 7:00 p.m..

296-2403.

No Fees - Top rates

1965 MGB Roadster, radio, excellent condition. $1500 or best

Fender Tremolux amp piggy-

2, full canvas etc. Will consider

3 pc. sectional couch $75. Lady
Kenmore washer 2 yrs. old $125.

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

$2350. 837-9122

1

cellent condition. CL 9 3971

to Calif., must leave
much behind. Exceptional val.
ues, unusual items. 179 Down-

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

'68 Chrysler New Port, 4 dr, Sedan, power steering. Asking

18' fiberglass, Deep V, 100 HSP
Johnson, trailer w/brakes, sleeps

mirror, misc. 358.6689.

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

[

ft.

16

4:30 p.m.

fan; redwood picnic
table; L.R. chairs, dressing table

ON FALL JOBS...

/!

-

w/Mastercraft trailer, Elgin. 35
HP motor Call 392-3473 after

Electric

- Start to work now or later....

$100. Call after 6 PM
894-4423
Band breaks up. Must sell. dual
Bandmaster,
Showman,
Bandmaster PA system. 537-4495

-

on all 1969's

'69 Plymouth Fury III, 4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, list

I

253-7008

rm. drapes rose beige,
lined, 12' x 7'. Good condition.
259-0889

GET THE JUMP

SEF,1ow miles, all accessories,
_
894-5665
$3692, sell $2585. 359-2982

1

7t/2 H.P. MERCURY outboard,
used very little $75.

for Sale

$550 or best offer. Call

Impala, convertible, MUST

'67

SILVER TONE CORD ORGAN

0450. 392-4383.

Living

(_

stick,

Rey Music, CL 3-0180

-

Boat

HUGE DISCOUNTS

637-5518

Specially made $200 classic guitar, new, one only for $1101 El -

15' Super Porpoise fibreglass sailboat & trailer Excellent,

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

---,

'64 Rambler Classic, 2-dr, 6 cyl.

55 -Musical Instruments

fitted trailer. 298-3188
'67

Dundee.

,,

-

drop

Moving

if -,4k.../....

.

p.m.

standard trans., radio, $780.

after 4 pm. 537-3097

Correct Craft mahog. out-

16'

GARAGE SALE
AUG. 30-SEPT. 1
PLAINES

'65 Bel Air Chevy, 6 cyl., 4-dr.,

Divorcee must sac. 110 h.p. inbd.

Aug.

mach., kit. tbl., ebony bdrm. set,
perfect for antiquing. Plus many
odd tbls. & misc. Turn. Clothing &
many new & used merchandise.
392-0564. 1846 Lilac Ter., Arl.
Hts. Off of Palatine & Windsor.

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

meets of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

469.7204

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

leather drum tbl. & 2 end tbls.
Pair of cutglass lamps. Sewing

(

1960 Volkswagen. $400.
2670 Craig Drive, Des Plaines
827.2365

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

Rolling Meadows.

DON'T MISS THIS ONE. Aug. 28
29, 9AM-4 PM, Wienman
&

MR. MODICA, After 4:30 P.M.

400 N. Fairview, Mt. Prospect.
Corvette '60, red, 2 tops,
mint condition $1800 or best
offer. 392-6433.

$53.20 Tax Included

cloth; vacuums; trailer; tow bar
and Unicycles. 2301 Wing St.,

Wheeling.

APPLY IN PERSON TO:

_

Sale:

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

'58 Plymouth Wagon. A/T, R/H,
snow tires, gd. running cond.

Gas lawn sweeper & edger;

27,28,29. D.R. set, buffet, china
cabinet; bed frame; dresser;
elec. stove; refrig; toys; baby
items; clothing; much misc. 36 &
40 Redwood (near Dundee & 83)

Hours 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Salary

(

Naborhood

Chrysler Windsor. Needs
body work. Full power.
Best offer. 537-6736

1969 Singer Zig Zag

JOHNSON WATER
CONDITIONING CO.

OFFICIAL

dr.

2

'57

Admiral console. Good
condition. $175
537.3459

water softeners & water con

'

P/S, P/B. Snow tires. $895.
259-0238

Blond

255.1107 or 359-3200

stand set, clothes, toys, portable
stereo, drapes. 537-1922

$1,000. 359.2616.

power,

Full

'65 Chevy Belaire 6 cyl.

attachments.

paint sprayer;

RAS! $2300, 259-1559

'64 Cadillac 4 dr. Fleetwood, full
power. Needs minor body work..

.auto shopping center

1966 Cutlass convertible. Automatic, power steering, power
brakes. 253-6643 or 253.0597

Used machine in stylish cabinet, Does everything without

mowers;

Ph. 827-4898.

894-3576

Air Conditioner Emerson, 7800
20" Signal fan, 3
$85
BTU'S
speed reversible, automatic

Gar. Sale: Aug. 27-28.29. 10,1
604 Cedar Ln. Mt. P. (I blk. S. of
Euclid & Wheeling). Card tble

Large

'65 Olds Convert.

Norman Ln. Wheeling.
541.1083

ing lamps, chest, desk & night

Full Time Only
Nights Only

x 21. 6 mo. old. Exp.

.For information about the FINEST

MOVING! Will take any reasonable offer. 8 mm camera,
lights, projector & screen. Christmas tree, antiques, desk, hang-

894.6074 after 5

'67 Firebird 326, P/S, P/B, Auto.
trans., gold, gold interior. $1795.

orig. owner. Excel. shape. Call

84" sofa, student's 5 drawer
desk, 21" black & white TV,
392-4247

Carpets, plush nylon, grey -green

9:30-8pm, Sat Sept 6, 9:30 -noon,

w/4 chairs, ice skates, misc.
hshld. items, toys.

$225.

255-3384

temp. $15 358.4825.

Mart Community Rm. Fri Sept 5,

MEL BERGER
437-8181

'65 Olds Cutlass, 2-dr., HT, A/T,
P/S, P/B, Buckets, console. $895.

GOOD CONDITION
S65 - 359.4372

Swim. pool, 20' tank, Ige. filter
units, vac., many occes. 255 W.

size 9-13. 303 S. Parkway Pros.
Hts. 8:30 to 4:30

'59 VW. Good mechanical coin--

DRAFTED: 1965 Corvette hardtop. Blue, perfect condition. EXT-

trans. srn, V-8, - Sharp, $200.
253-3674

'64 Falcon cony. 6 cyl. stick, dk.

KENMORE GAS DRYER'

carpet for only $125. Also 9 x 17
red plush nylon. Exc. for playroom, etc. 255-8592

MUST SELL clothes no more room
in closet. Hundreds of outfits

trans., P/S, good mechanic cond.
$650 or best offer. 359-2719

'63 Triumph Spitfire, buckets,
like new engine $750 or best
offer. 537-4753 after 5.

old Med. Green Gold cane sides
92" ex. cond $250 259 9041

2 55-8592
11

Lincoln

60 Chevy 4 dr., P/S, P/B, auto.

Maple Drop leaf dining table.

$20.

tone.

'63 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE
4 Door VEI.P/S P/B
827-7322
$375

1960 FORD

773-92111

year old.

1

'64 Pontiac 2-dr. HT, V-8, auto.

mint

Continental,

Maple twin bed complete with

NEW ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
392-7904

Sale: Many families
contributing large and small
items. Aug. 28-29, 10.5 pm, 503
W. Shabonee, Trail, Mt. Prospect

Checkers
Cashiers
Merchandise Pricers E. Sorters

827-8357

Royal elec. typewriter -$65,
Norge window fan -$25, kingsize
hdbrd. & misc. 358-6689

Gar. Sale: 21 S. Evanston, A.H.
corner of Evonston/Kennsington,
Aug. 30, clothes, toys, misc.

$100. 537 4493

Runs good - best Offer
766-5714

Chinese

Garage sale, 707 N. Elmhurst
Mt. Prospect. Aug. 28 & 29; 10
am to5 pm.

Oar. SoleGas range & misc. 10
tit dusk. Aug. 7 & 8. 207 Haw-

low miles. CL 5-8857 aft. 6 pm.

gr,/wh. tap, good cond. $550.
wall mirror. $35. 392-4350
894-0923
Dining room table & 6 chei.iss, w/ pads & leaves. -Good- condition '65 OLDS 442 fully equip. new
$50. 773.0304 after 6.
tires excellent cond. must sell
13650. firm. 255.3640

prices. 9362 Twin Oaks In. Des

Gar.

NEEDS

CL 3 3928

Drexel walnut D.R. set, w/60"
buffet, 4 chairs, $200; 60x40

sale by Idg. mfg. at sample

9-6. 906 Sumac, Mt. Prospect.

New openings created for dependable men and

Hype discounts. 824-7353. Distr,,,,
walnut contemporary end
2
tables $125; area rug, gold
shag 6x9 $75; Call 299-55134 oft.

cond., full power, leather seats,

'59 CHEVY, 4 -DR., HD1 P.,
STANDARD TRANSMISSION

'60

Good condition

Oriental, $150;
29" round Walnut occasional
table $65. CALL 255-5707

Children's Sample Clothes for

Rummage Sale: Aug. 28 & 29.
8:30-3. 431 S. Reuter, Arlington

1960 CHEVY BELAIRE

9x12

w/cane, orange liv. access., yeneti., gloss. 255-2121

tine, 11/2 blks west of Wilke

Brand new carpeting made for
model homes. Heavy nylon pile.

5.

2 lamps, triangular 2 shelf tbl.

Plaines. Daily

w PART TIME

MR. EGAN

Electric

IBM

lathes, hshld. items, misc. 1242
Highland, An. Hts.

1112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

.112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

47 -Home Furnishings -Furniture

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

rec.

roam.

SWIMMING POOL

Intimate privacy yet walkindistance to shopping center.
290 N. West ate Rd. 25.3-6300
16 -To Rent Houses

Palatine 3 bdrm. home, 1I/2 car
garage, $200 month. For information call 815.758-8757.

Arlington Realty has theml We
are now showing the greatest
selection of

ROBERT L.

NELSON
REALTORS

fine homes we

hove over had, many with immediate possession or even
sooner.
EXCELLENT FINANCING

TOP LOCATIONS
WALK TO SCHOOLS

Golf Rd. (Rte. 58 at 83)
255-3900

FINE, ESTABLISHED HOMES

FROM $20,000 to $90,000
4 NEARBY OFFICES
MAP MULTIPLE LISTING

ARLINGTON REALTY,
INC.
392-8100
253-8100

359-4100
255-1515

f
i 88 -Real Estate -Vacant

Elk Grove Village Choice Lot
1110' X 150' - All imp. Close to
'Schools, shopping. 437-0813.
Indian Lake CC - 156x128 corner

lot, golf course -lake nearby. By
owner. $11,500. 766-5584

.

PrOpert

WEATHER
Tonight: Fair, low in
lower 60's. Tomorrow:

Telephone

255-4400

Fair and warm.

Your Home Newspaper"
Noisstatid Price 10 Cents

20 PAGES
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lin on Plans Night Racin Frid
Sa

as would have been
secured if we had begun the
new schedule earlier. I would

Enterprises was recently acquired by Gulf and Western

hope that the experience

based conglomerate.

Friday evening at Arlington

would help us in our future

Park.

planning.

It would be the first time
;ince Arlington Park's track

THE MOVE toward night
racing comes as a result of

in time, we will have night

Jpened in the fall of 1927 and
the first time at a major track

racing Friday and Saturday
evenings, but racing on Labor

By Bob Casey
Ri
rabb

"""

"lio

4,4

season

Night racing may begin

.rosv,1/4,
t

in the United States that

the

night.

trying to get home on the

evening of Labor Day and it

ing that evening. We would
then have six days .of racing

with night racing

racing board secretary, has
scheduled a meeting of the

board for 10 a.m. Thursday

village

Eisenhower E School Will Be Ready By Tuesday

season at Arlington Park

system is estimated at $6,000.

ned to stay about a month

Cost of the water connection

ahead of the Metropolitan interceptor with which it will
connect, and next summer is

would begin at 7 p.m.
"I hope that we can get ap-

students on the first day of
school Tuesday, according to

Prospect Heights School
District 23 supt. Edward
Grodsky.

its

lines

with the Arlington
Heights sewer system .was

would be near enough

necessary because lateral lines
from the Prospect Heights Old

sewer connection possible.

Town Sanitary District will

both sewer and water projects
would continue Saturday and

nection

not be available to ac-

Eisenhower school to make a

Everett told The Day
Tuesday. "It is unfortunate'
that it is so late in the session,

late

would not expect as
much result this late in the
and

Stranger out of -the past showed up at the corner watering

to the school being built with

District has approved a

$900,000 sewer system that

of days.

McDonald and Schoenbeck

would connect with a $3.7

Rds. Grodsky said that he was
downtown yesterday securing

million Metropolitan Sanitary

Sewage would flow to the
tank, from which it would be

District interceptor system,

pumped out into a tank truck.

the necessary permits for

yet to be built.

"right down to the wire" installing sewage and water lines

state funds near Camp

completion of the work.

Water will be obtained

from the Arlington Heights
system, and there will be a
tempordry hook-up with Arlington

Heights

for sewage,

which will employ a pump.

Installation of the latter

comodate the school before
next summer.

The Old Town Sanitary

Grodsky said that the

The Metropolitan project is

school building won't be com-

to be reviewed by its board
of trustees this week, and

pleted on Monday, "but the
things that have to be done
will not interfere with the
students." He said these in-

hopefully advertising for construction bids will -be voted.

WORK ON THE Old
Town District project is plan-

Bud's

fire

in

Arlington

Heights on property, owned by
Salvatore Di Mucci, of Di

Mucci Home Builders, 1220

furnishings and such things as
chalkboards.

The fire was south of Golf

plane

developed

trouble and ran into bad weather earlier

in the week. He is coming home from

Bud is getting assistance and help from the

the service.

Grove Village Police and

rebuilt just prior to hiS separation from

A friend of Buds, from Meadowlark

special interest in him, according to Bud's
father, Buren C. Herod. 214 Pine, Mount

Field, where he originally took off is flying
him a carburetor and then Bud is scheduled to be in the air sometime Thursday.

Rd. and east of Goebbert Rd.,

Quick action by the Elk

California in an airplane he purchased and

residents of Kerney who are taking a

Busse, Mount Prospect.

Set Fire
To 'Rocket'

carburetor

Buren F. Herod and his 1941 airplane
are still in Kerney, Ariz. But, he reports
that the natives are friendly. It seems that

Prospect.

tried unsuccessfully last night to douse a
Firemen

clude installing minor

Plane Still Grounded
By Keith Brown

Firemen Spend 4 Hours
Battling Rubbish Fire
rubbish

community assistance yesterday led to the seizure of three
youths, after they reportedly

set fire to a "rocket" in Appleseed Park.

Three boys started a fire

It is Moscow and Leningrad
as we saw it.

2 and Aug. 12. The students
their

very wide, wider than in down-

accompanied

by

teacher of Russian language at

Prospect, Edward Swick, and

town Chicago. They are also
generally one-way. The lesser

DRIVERS DON'T seem to
yield to pedestrians. More than

wider than those in Chicago,
and there they aren't lined on

jured or killed by inches when

By David Chakoian

both sides by parked cars.
There is far less traffic there
than in any big city here, to my

(Second in a Series)

We spent a week in Moscow
and six days in Leningrad. The

out exception) taken up by

knowledge. It cannot be even
compared with Chicago. The
heaviest traffic I saw in the Soviet Union was a "traffic jam"

tours, and the afternoons al-

in Moscow. The traffic was

most always were free.
The evenings were

still moving at a fair pace, but

mornings were always (with-

ours

also, except for a couple of
trips to opera or ballet. We
were free to walk around in
our free time, so we saw a lot.

Yet we sawvery little. I nev-

er went to the outskirts of either city, except with the
group. I can only say what I
saw or was told, so what I say
might not be totally true.

four hours trying to douse the
fire before deciding that it
could not be extinguished with
the available equipment. Two
fire trucks from the South
Side Fire Station, 33 S

Arlington

Heights

Rd.,
Arlington Heights were used
against the fire.
Firemen said they were res-

ponding to complaints of residents in apartment buildings
southwest of the fire.

Gripe
Of The

all lanes were filled almost
bumper -to -bumper for a half block.

The intersections there are
about the same as here. The
signals of red, amber, and
green seem to be universal in
all the countries we visited. At
many of the major intersections, however, there are
underpasses like the one at

escaped

being seriously

in-

cars and buses came screeching around corners.
There are underpasses at the
major intersections to give safe
passage to pedestrians, but

that's only at the really big intersections. Generally, I'd say
that street crossing is saferhere
than there.

nounced, Mayor John Walsh

said that night racing would
be inevitable.

"While we might delay it,"
Walsh said, "we cannot prevent night racing at Arlington
Park. We have a ruling from
the attorney general (that Arlington Heights cannot legally

"Many things have changed
since night racing was last
discussed. Even the ownership
of the track has changed.

Chicago Thoroughbred

on the expressways there when

(there are no superhighways in

the cities). They are badly in
need of paving.

They are hilly, narrow, and
curby. The cloverleafs

are

small, slow, and clumsy. If
that's the best they can do,
(Continued on page 2)

off even more.
Harness racing is done at

night. Attendance and wagering has been up at the harness

sessions in the Chicago area
this summer. The 40 -night

Fox Valley Trotting Club

harness racing meet which
competed with the early days

experienced an attendance in-

crease of 3.5 per cent and a
wagering increase of nearly 10
per cent.

The most vigorous opposition to the night racing
petition at the racing board
hearing on Thursday is likely
to come from the harness racing tracks.
,

If night racing begins on
Friday and Saturday evening,
being done on those evenings

at -Spbrtsman Park 20 miles
away. After Labor Day there
would be direct competition
between thoroughbred racing
at Arlington Park and harness
racing at Washington Park,
0 Miles to the south.

School Board Gives Up,
Reverses Busing Decision
An irate group of parents
concerned about heavy traffic

and sloppy constuction conditions persuaded the District
214 board of education Mon-

for the group of at least 35
persons, told the board that
students living east of Busse

would have to cross Busse
Rd., which is "experiencing

day night to provide their

heavy traffic due to con-

transportation.

struction, on Dempster and
Algonquin Rds."

high schoolers with bus
Two weeks ago the board
decided to install a footbridge
and pathway on the school's
south property line so students

living withint the mile and a
half busing limit could walk
to classes.

THE PARENTS, who live

in Elk Ridge Villa, complained that their sons and

daughters would have to walk

too far too early in the morning (7 a.m.) and would have
to cross the busy intersection
of Willow and Busse Rds.

They claimed the proposed

HOUSING

CONSTRUCTION east along
Willow made the area muddy
and messy, Mrs. Waterhouse
said.

The groups refused to accept compromises offered by
the district allowing students

to ride route buses. as convenience riders for a fee of

$25 semester. They also
dismissed Supt. Edward

Gilbert's promise that temporary bus service would be
provided if the footbridge and
pathway are not ready when

several blocks, police

reported. They also said that

thus have my husband be

until problems are in the past
and

the

footbridge

is

ade-

quate."

living east of Busse Rd. be

Mrs. Ralph. Waterhouse,
1425 Birch Dr., spokesman

bused free to Forest View.

THEY APPLAUDED

destroyed it.

Twenty-five minutes later,
police captured three youths
whom they suspected of caus-

ing the fire. A short time later

seven children and their

when Mrs. Leah Cummins.
board
side.

secretary,

took

their

The board, Mrs. Cummins
said, should be "answering the
mandate of the people to provide more transportation.

"They are willing to pay for
transportation, but the
board should bring the busing
this

boundary closer," she said.

Mrs. Cummins' comment
was contrary to an earlier

statement made by Board
Member Dick Stamm, who

indignantly told the parents
that the district should bus all
or none of its students.

THERE ARE 6,000

students .throughout the
district (six high schools) who
must walk to school," Stamm
said.

"We should bus them all or

none of them and move the

transportation out of the

educational fund and into the
transportation fund."

Carrier
For Day
Honored
Doug Peterson, 2015

parents came into the station

Rosehill Dr., Arlington

and identified the three.

Heights, has earned a Day
Publications Knight of the

Lights Stolen

Day award for his efforts dur-

ing three years as an Arl-

Two parking lights were

ington Day carrier.

Doug just recently quit his
route, due to his many extra

stolen early yesterday morning from a car owned by

George Sluthridge, 400 N.

curricular school activities,

Eastwood while the car was
parked in, front of his house,

such as school plays, theatre

work and the working in the

police reported.

audio visual department at
Hersey High School, where he

will be a junior this year. His
hobbies include photography

We rode a couple, of times

we went out into the country

From mid -June until Aug.
attendance and wagering

petition with harness racing

To have the electricity
go off and not know and

which eventually

1,

there will be ditect com-

St. Flames coflld be seen for

blaze

June.

that's the way it is."
"I'm not sure that there are
feelings about the matter one
way or another," he said.

"delay the walking decision

late for work. P.G.

betweeen mid -May and mid -

oppose night racing) and

Shouting references to subzero weather, colds, doctor
bills, and high district bus
rates, the parents clung to
their demand that the students

the

Milwaukee and Dempster, in
Niles; one street goes under
the other, and there are lanes
along side the underpass for
turning.

High School in Elmhurst.

at Bryan Junior

spent

posed agreement was an-

determined adequate and
demanded that the board

rocket when the trio started

once a member of our group

cial studies

they

AT THE TIME the pro-

Day

a child was playing on the

streets, especially through residential districts, also seemed

James Larson, a teacher of so-

said

located at Crest St. and Verde

THE STREETS in the
downtown of the cities are

were

Firemen

previous. The amount

wagered was up slightly

of racing at Arlington Park

the Illinois Racing Board.

school opens next week.

children play on in the park

Moscow and Leningrad
David Chakoian is one of 14
Prospect High School students
who, with two teachers, toured
the Soviet Union between July

near the Lutheran Church of
the Cross, 2025 S. Goebbert,
Arlington Heights.

I

to going along with

night racing: The agreement
states ,that the village will
cooperate with whatever racing schedule is approved by

footbridge was not yet

under a toy rocket that

Visit to the USSR

of the 1969

and Saturday," Mrs. Marjorie

Sunday, if not on Labor Day place last night. White Sox fan.
itself. He said it might be .':,%17,5Z7=X1Mr.raCr=rrn.r:Str.7:17mtwrtv.
necessary to use a temporary
tank for sewage for a couple

Workmen will be working

days

time for night racing Friday

=

Grodsky said that work on

six

last

proval of the Racing Board in

SUBURB

year

August attendance has been

The proposed annexation
agreement between Arlington
Park and the Village of Arlington Heights commits the

If the petition is approved,
This Is the Arlington Park track where this Friday evening the nation's Krey. The view is to the north. Clearly visible are the 24 light installations
first night thoroughbred racing at major racing center may take place. This made earlier this year. Additional lights are mounted on the roof of the grands- racing at Arlington Park will
be
held in the evening on Friview of the track opened in 1927 was taken Aug. 5 by Photographer Steve land.
day. The racing programs on
Schmidt from a plane piloted by another member of The Day staff, Neil
Friday and Saturday would
begin at 7 p.m. Racing on
Labor Day would be in the
afternoon. Racing during the

that

was near last year's level
which was down from the

declined more than 5 per cent.

meeting.

earliest

began in mid -May, attendance

Everett.

East, it is expected that there
will be a quorum for the

the

ington Park season which

schedule" explained Mrs.

another on a holiday in the

A TEMPORARY con-

In the first 30 days of the Arl-

season.

hoard is in Europe and

Eisenhower Elementary
School will be ready for

left in this season during

at-

tendance at Arlington Park.

which we could use the night

Although one member of the

SIMON

would not be wise to have rac-

continual decline in

during eight of the final nine

to act upon the petition.

is estimated at $14,000.

is

Arlington' Park officials

TIMOTHY_P. Sheehan,

Despite rumors to the contrary, the new Dwight D.

afternoon. Everyone

Tuesday placed before the
Illinois Racing Board a petition to be permitted to ex-

days ,of the 1969 racing

r.i.:C.Mr.erTrz

Day will definitely be held in

thoroughbreds have raced at

periment

By Ben Clarke

"IF WE CAN get approval

Industries, Inc., a New York -

Meetings
Tonight
Mount Prospect Public

'Health and Safety Committee, study meeting, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

and raising tropical fish.

As a carrier for the Arlington Day, Doug took part
in every contest and in 1968
he sold the highest number of
orders, earning a four -day trip
-1 :11

1

to Cedar Point in Sandusky,
Circulation Manager Don Wavra, hands trophy and plaque to Doug Paterson, former Arl- Ohio. Cedar Point is conington Day carrier who recently gave up his route in order to devote more time to school sidered the "Disneyland of the
Midwest."

activities. Doug was honored for three years of outstanding service to his customers.

O
.5

-

Jimmy Is Home After
Two Vietnam Tours

THE PROSPECT DAY
Wednesday, August 27, 1969

Page 2

Discuss Head
Start Petition
head of the Office of_

The NOR:WE-WO- hoard of

direc

rs- will meet with

resentatives of the parents
Thursday to discuss a petition
given to them by the parents,
Aug. 13.
The four points in the petition are:.
..
.

A little more than a year
ago, Jimmy Ganze, 400 N.

-crucial," said Ron Saunders;

By Robert Katz

That the contract for

Community Action Agency,
which operates Head Start,
"It's the first time there has
been a chance for open com-

munication. Before the petition the parents felt they were
in the background. Now they.
feel more equal.

SAUNDERS DID NOT

Head Start funds no longer be
given to NORWESCO.

believe that NORWESCO will

Fankhouser as director of

Head Start. He-oald- that

2. Remove David

Head Start.

Russell, Mount Prospect, was
a lance corporal in the Marine
Corps. Now he is home after
four years of service and two
tours in Vietnam.
ationed at
While he
ountain (7 miles
Mar
rom Da Nang) he received 76
letters from Mrs. Morris's fifth
grade class, St. Alphonsus
School, Prospect Heights.

Economic Opportunity's

be divested of its controL-of
decision c

Start teacher in.-Arfington
Heights.

remove Mrs. Alice
Payne. a teacher in the
Palatine Head Start school.

NORWESCO in the first
place.

"Once the board of directors grants a contract it is not

"WE SAID WHAT we had

renegotiated except for

NORWESCO hoard) haven't
told us anything. We expect

the petition was drawn up",

an answer now." said Mrs.
Nancy DelToro, a parents

said Saunders. "After the
meeting I told the parents that

committee spokesman.

since NORWE§CO has the

Parents' protests, spurred:Y11y
the firing of Mrs. Adams,

power they are the ones to go

to.
It's
NORWESCO, but it's dif-

to say. They (they

closed area Head Start schools

for the last week of the summer session.

Mrs. Yolanda Lopez, com-

munity representative at
NORWESCO. said "The
are

.parents

quite disgusted

that they have been made to

wait so long and that their

children were precluded from

finishing the summer program. But this has made them
more resolved."
Mrs. Lopez said the parents

will not give in on points 2,3,
and 4 on the petition, but are

willing to compromise on

NORWESCO's Head Start
contract.

FALL HEAD START

classes are .schedtiled to begin

Sept. 8 .Mrs. Lopez said if the
NORWESCO board does does

not approve the main points
on the petition, it is possible
that the classes will not begin
on time.

"Thep arents would rather
start

later than rush

to an

unsatisfactory compromise",
said Mrs. Lopez. "There is no
danger to the program. There
is a need for the progi-am."

"The NORWESCO board

must realize that this

is

budgets", he said.

"I was at the meeting when

a

polarized now."

And NORWESCO's in-

decision over the past two
weeks is partly responsible for
the polarization.
"We listened carefully to

what the parents said, and it
takes a lot of our time," said
Mrs. Jane Broten, chairman
of NORWESCO. "We try to

use our best judgment, but
we're getting impatient."

MRS. BROTEN SAID the
parents' main objection was
that they had no roll in Head
Start. "The parents were not
dissatisfied with the program,
and we fell the program is the
main thing. However, parents'
participation is important."

"We've talked about this a
number of times", said Mrs.

so late in answering all 76 of
children took advantage of the warm weather yesterday and set your letters, which by the_way
The Lo Cuscio
up a fruit punch stand in front of their home at 321 N. Main, Mount Prospect, which grossed I received all in_the-saine day.
S5 cents in the first two hours of operation. Pictured are Carol Jr. (left) age seven and her It wasn't -that I didn't have a

sister Celeste, age nine. The stand's., first customer being served was the girl's brother Alexis,- chance to write back, because I
did have many opportunities.
age seven. (Photo by LeRoy Meyer).
It's just that whenever I have a
free moment I like to spend it
by reading or playing my gui-

'Review Master Plan
- --r-

A master plan for park de- the park district.
--developing a working relavelopment for the next six
years was reviewed by the tionship with the adjacent park
Prospect Heights Park Board district (River Trails) to share
equipment, personnel and inMonday.hep
The plan consists of three formation.
--purchasing seven acres adphases: immediate, which covers plans for the year 1969-70; jacent to the proposed high
intermediate, for the year school site for a community 1971-72; and long range, for wide park.
--purchasing a lot adjacent
the years 1973-75.

IMMEDIATE

justification," Mrs. Lopez
said.

is scheduled
p.m. at Wheeling

The meeting

for 7:30

High School

Moscow and
Leningrad

clude:

--renovating and repairing
Lions' Park pool.
--conducting a leisure attiinterest

tude,

they've got a long way to go to
catch up with the United
States.

THERE ARE A LOT of

trolleys and buses there. Because so few people can afford

cars, public transportation is
very widely used, There are
bus and trolley lines to everywhere from everywhere.
for travel
Even better

around the central part of the
cities are the subways. Unlike
the Chicago subways, you can

go from one line to the next
without cost. Escalators take
you the hundreds of feet from
street to subway and back.

and behavior

survey of Prospect Heights
adults and youth.
--purchasing, planning and

acres).

--developing a joint working
relationship with School District 23.
a. Securing a written park school agreement.

b. developing site plans for
the John Muir and Dwight D.
Eisenhower schools.
c. developing and maintaining leased school grounds.
-securing titles and deeds to
all lands dedicated as parks in

those in Leningrad. They for

the most part resemble the
parks in Chicago, only more

beautiful. You can walk in
them alone at night without
fear of having someone jump
at you from behind a tree.

Also, there the parks are

Mrs. Virginia Macdonald

of Arlington Heights and
William R. Engelhardt of
Inverness received their second township endorsement in

more numerous. Leningrad
has about 100 parks, everything from a beautiful area in
front of St. Issac's Cathedral
which is about the size of our
Emerson Park, to a seaside
park which is undoubtedly
bigger than the entire area of

24 hours Tuesday as District

Mount Prospect.

at

Three candidates for

Constitutional Convention
seats from the northwest
suburbs.

The Schaumburg Township

Republican Organization
unanimously endorsed them
a

special

meeting

late

yesterday. The same can-

The Moscow subways arc
famous for their beauty. They

Not to mention countless

didates were endorsed by the

are beautiful, but not as much
as I expected. There are, in the

stations, rows of pillars and

squares in the middle of large
intersections,
always
with
grass and shrubbery, and al-

Monday evening. They also
received the endorsement of

roofs, all kept very
clean and white.
They make the Chicago sub-

morial on a pedestal in the center.

arched

ways look like the holes they
are, but still Moscow's subways aren't as beautiful as legend makes them.

_ OOOOO

to Lions' Pool.
--conducting a public education program to acquaint
residents about the functions
and goals of the park district.

-building a sledding and
coasting hill from
sewer land fill.

INTERMEDIATE

sanitary
plans

include:
--developing a joint working

relationship with the Prospect

Heights Public Library District.
--planning, developing and
building a recreation field
house complex at Lions' Park
which would include space for

r.

Time passes so fast over here
and before I realized it a

--purchasing additional parcels -of three to five acres for
neighborhood parks.
-and expanding recreation-

al programs to include programs for all ages and desired
activities.

THE LONG range plans include:

--building a nature center
complex in the wetland area
near Hillside Ave. and Hill crest Dr.
-developing a joint working
relationship with High School

Dist. 214 which includes securing a written agreement to
develop a recreational play
space on the high school site in
Prospect Heights.

FOUR BASIC elements in-

cluded in the planning are:
area and facility analysis; a

month had gone by since I received your letters. So please
forgive me.

I would like to say a few

words on how nice it was to receive your letters. It was really
a very wonderful and unselfish
thing that you did. It really

makes a person feel good to
know that when you are over
here fighting, somebody back
home is thinking of you.
Now I'll try to answer some
of your questions. The question that was asked most was:

"How does it feel to be in a
war?" That is rather hard to
answer and after many hours
of trying to think of a good answer I

still haven't come up

with anything that would
come near to a good answer.

So I'm afraid I'll have to let
that one go unanswered.

As for the rest of the questions, here are the answers:

recreational program analysis;

How is the weather over

a comparison of the existing

here? -- When I first got here
believe it or not it was rather
cold. But starting last month

park

and

recreational

re-

sources with costs and meth-

ods of providing the desired

recreational opportunities and
a plan of action to accomplish
park and recreational goals.
The total, estimated cost
-building a battery of two based on 1969 figures which
tennis courts and a multi -pur- 'are now rising -at the rate of I

business offices for the park
and library districts and complete tofial 'ape recreational
facilitie?

per cent a month is $638,300.
For neighborhood parks the
master plan recommends purchasing 11 to 13 acres and for

pose area at Lions' Park or Eisenhower School.

-continuing to clean, landscape and develop all small

prox. 28 to 32.5 acres.

park areas in the park district.

thermometer has been
reaching anywhere between
90 and 95 degrees.
the

How far am I from Da

Nang? I am about 7 miles from
the heart of the city and about
4 Or 5 miles from the Da Nang
airport.
Have I seen any action? Unfortunately yes. When the Viet
Cong started their Tet offense

Elk Grove Township GOP

the Cook County Republican Township Republican Committeeman, reported that the
Central Committee in July.
THERE ARE 16 can- candidates were unanimously

didates running in the Third
District which extends from
the western section of Des
Plaines to Barrington. At the

endorsed.

"THERE ARE two reasons
that our organization wished

to make an endorsement of
special Sept. 23 con -con con -con candidates," Totten
primary, the field will narrow told The Day. "The first
to four. The four getting the reason is to reduce for our
highest total of votes will run citizens of our township the
confusion which
in the special general election naturalfrom
having a large
Nov. 18. The two individuals results

his brother Rickey who is on
his way to Vietnam as a Mathis war to end you should rine. Both boys went to
pray fu -the end of commu- Wheeling High School.

Lutheran Home
Festival Sept. 14

The Lutheran Home and

Service for the Aged, 800 W.

Oakton, Arlington Heights,
will hold its annual festival
Sept. 14 for the 210 residents
of the home and the public.

work. Nursing

Aged Lutherans in

Lutheran congregations in the
Chicago and northern Illinois

12 - 10 oz. BOTTLES .. NO RETURN

CHOICE OF 10 FLAVORS

$1 .1 0

per case

24 - 12 oz. CANS

skilled nursing areas also is
festival service at 2:30 p.m. available.
The home was founded by
The Rev. William T. Eggers,
administrator of the Home for a group of Missonri Synod

.4p=4
Wauwatosa, Wis., and presi-

area and, receives support
tion of Homes for the Aging, from these congregations as
will speak on "Contemporary well as individuals and
organizations.
Ministry to the Aging."
dent of the American Associa-

WHOLE HOUSE -NAME BRANDS

AIR CONDITIONING
$19000

iTake 3 months to pay, no
interest. Or payments as low

as 313 per month. All work
Fully guaranteed For I year.

6 FLAVORS, YOUR CHOICE

$2.5b

PER CASE

PLUS OUR REGULAR

7 oz., 10 oz. 8, 32 oz.

ALL FLAVORS

ARLINGTON BEVERAGE CO.
1326 W. Central
Mt. Prospect, III.

PHONE CL 3-0030.

(FULLY INSTALLED),
.

.

PHONE

NORTH AMERICAN
2'
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING CO.965-8500:

it

5915 W. Lincoln Ave., Morton Grove
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BRING KIDS
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"By becoming involved

through an endorsement of
candidates now, our GOP

g.

MOTHERS

t

Don Totten. Schaumburg

with this ad

,...0

JattaltaL Be,a,u,fy Sato
716 W. IRVING PK. RD.
BENSENVILLE
ABOVE CONVENIENT STORE

organization in Schaumburg

Township will be in a much

constitution when it is put up
for a decision," said Totten.

'471-1I74'

rr:POrie'V

cMztiveAaror

Party

BE OUR GUEST FOR

Coffee Hors d'oeuvres
Rekeshments Valuable Prizes

7 COURSE MEAL
WEDDING CAKE
BAND
ZAPPONE'S BRANDYWINE

Gifts
and Amazing Discounts

RESTAURANT 956-1170 LIQUOR SERVICE

WITH EACH PACKAGE PLAN THE
iBRIDE & GROOM WILL RECEIVE A

THURSDAY - FRIDAY - SATURDAY

COMPLEMENTARY BRIDAL SUITE AND
A CHAMPAGNE BREAKFAST

September 18

19 20

INFORMATION FOR 1PECIAL
PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

Name

1='ersint

Address
Phone

City

Brn Perrin

Moll to

truing Robliin

4e7

'ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
34 SOUTH DUNTON COURT
P.M.
OPEN THURSDAY AND FRIDAY TO

ELK GROVE HOLIDAY INN
1000 Busse Rd.

Elk Grove Village, III. 956-1170

1301:31z3i irt
eto

Wedding Dote

CL 3.7400

FEATURING QUALITY DIAMONDS ... AND THE FINEST IN WATCHES, SILVER, CRYSTAL. AND CHINA.

11

-441/40Cisiadostlaipo

4
-11

10111

HOLIDAY .INN'S FAMOUS
PACKAGE PLAN INCLUDES.

FI

766-1222

tj4
AMP;
uste

better position to 'sell' the new

FOR THE RECEPTION

solvw
'Acta

$1.00 OFF

parties to campaign vigorously for the adoption of the new

opens in Springfield Dec. 8.

C

t, BACK TO SCHOOL
1.

proval.

x

....,l.

'..C:4,%"'

sitA04

con itution when it is submitted to the people for ap-

:

SAVE NOW

"W e know that the

votes Nov. 18 will represent

PACKAGE PLAN WEDDING

P

the am-

bf the convention are
the district in the con- sponsors
stitutional convention that going to want the political

SODA by the CASE
BUY FOR THE
COMING HOLIDAY WEEKEND

in

bulatory, intermediate and

getting the highest number of field of 16 candidates.

HEY POP!
CASH'S CARRY

The 77 -year -old home offers a variety of services'.ineluding a full time chaplaincy
program, prefsssional social
work staff, physical and occupational therapy and group

A luncheon will be served
on the grounds from noon on
with a special Sunday outdoor

1.

al

there, he spent some time with

AF. 4 SHAMPOO, SET & HAIRCUT

ways with a statue or a me-

Tomorrow: System of buy ing merchandise in the store
different in the Soviet Union.

I
Jimmy Ganze came home
last Friday after receiving his
discharge in California. While

feel that instead of praying for

tivk

Mrs. Macdonald, Engelhardt
Getc3d District Backin

THE PARKS THERE really impressed me, especially

(Conlinucdfwm Pa.sie

in-

plans

to

For Parks

developing all small areas in
Broten. "The board has a the park district,
--purchasing, planning and
complicated response". She
said she hopes -a decision on developing wetland area along
the petition can be reached Hillside Ave. and Hillcrest Dr.
Thusday night. "We hope the just east of Ill. 83 (approx. 11.6

board sees the parents

say. In many of your letters
you said that you were praying for an end to the war. I

saying how sorry I am in being

test for

ficult because the people arc

questions concerning hiS well-

First of all let me start by

gave the contract to

Before I sign off there is

one more thing I would like to

swered them sincerely.
His reply read:

.3, Reinstate Mrs. Dorothy the- ard of directors of the
Adams, a recently fired _Head ----Cook County O.E.O., which

°

The letters were filled with

being and the war. He an-

rify be made the

mmunism
they hit here at Marble Mounto exist, there will
tain every night for about two
weeks. During this recent
e no end to war. It may stop
eration through
Shau here
in Vietnam. but it will
Valley
myself into a just start someplace else in the
e of close ones.
world.
How does it feel to fly? FlyWell, I really can't think of
ing to me is one of the most anything else to say. so I think
fascinating things in the world. I'll sign off now.
All I can say is if you ever get
May God take cure of you
a chance to fly in a helicopter
Jim Ganze
don't pass it up.

OPEN SUNDAYS.'
Wia

0

10 A.M. to 2 P.M.

ZUMBEFt C. COM PAT! 1%17

welcome here

Except DEPISONVILLE
MUNDELEIN

0

6 NEIGHBORHOOD YARDS TO SERVE YOU

HEED PANELING?
CHECK THESE VALUES!

rrl

Paneling increases the value of any home, you'll get back the cost of paneling and, yes,
your labor too ... when you sell There's no reason why you and your family can't enjoy
the beauty and comf' rt of a paneled room or Iwo, NOW. End the drudgery of Washing
walls, wallpapering or painting. Panel Nowl It costs less than you -Think.

(4%

11111

PLAYROOM
FINISHED BASEMENT

UNFINISHED
PHIE4IIPPINE MAHOGANY
H

NOW ONLY

the-BEST PhillIppine Mahogany panel we've been able to

purchase in years. Almost uniform in color ... no more wotries
about getting panels that "clash".
Some t'str aloe available at 32.79 per panel.

PREFINISHED
DANISH
WALNUT

PREFINISHED
ORIENTAL
ELM

ASPEN
CHIP
BOARD

Summer special - save

SAVE 20%1 Here's a

over 30%. This is o

A fine first quality

medium toned
panel. This is a

chip board Ideal for
use inside and out.
side. Ideal for base-

fine medium ton*
panel, light enough

for

your basement
rich
rumpus room,

paneling. Either sid
Usable, one sanded,

ing room. Face ve-

4.x17.

from Push or defects.
A firs* first quality

Add

NOW ONLY

panel. 4'x17.

THE LOOK OF 200 YEAR OLD
PAECO-WOOD BEAMS

which insures informality.

th other rough.

neers are clear, free

DO-IT-YOURSELF BEAUTY WITH

print on a hardboard product

ment ceilings or wall

enough for your liv.

$3 1 9
pc.
4'xi'

1/4" Thick

$200

NOW ONLY

th

charm

of

weathered timber beams
with these new lightweight imitation beams
you install yourself in
tools.
minutes -without

par

ft.

FIR PLYWOOD SPECIALS

LUMBER PRICES ARE DOWN!
HILL-BEHAN PASSES THE SAVINGS TO YOU!

If you've been putting off horn* project because of high prices, get your saw and hemmer reedy, be-

cause prices are down! NOW'S THE TIME TO BUY!

FRAMING LUMBER

ANOTHER HILL-BEHAN EXCLUSIVE

2x2

7.
glit

lin.

.

10 Ft. to 16 Ft... ft.
lin.

2114

10 Ft. to 20 Ft... ft.

SUPER STRONG
1/
/2

2x2's-11 FOOTERS
Clean, straight 2.2's, kiln dried.
perfect for panel installation or
any job calling for wood base.

hndyrnon. SO/

selottitsn elbowed
to restore yew satic.

fatties, Dry .nd

lin. 4104

044910. Pre-cut to

ft. di

10 Ft. to 20 Ft...

SPECIAL

2x4's
STUDS
my
rpsed
th
9rde

CONSTRUCTION GRADE

NOW

124..

ONLY

NOW
ONLY

4x1 Ft.

SPECIAL
ECONOMY

1/4" Sheets
Smooth L Sanded for In

STUDS

torler use.

NOW ONLY ....

WITH

OTHER 4x1 SHEETS

ACOUSTICAL CEILING TILE
TRUCK LOAD SALE
Improv. your home now with this

FREE

%-inch thick 4.49 Winch thick cco
15 -inch thick 6.99 44 -inch thick 9 49
Exterior Fir Pirrossed axe FOOT SMITS
Held oath we ttttt eel oleos.
Use lot serener porpesoa or

money saving special. Get rid of those
unsightly ceiling cracks for pennies. This

CASE

tile may be installed with mastic or

staples. !Note - we loan you a staple

1/4.1e4

teeter.

Voted.

gun free.)

Operates from 0-500 rpm in
forward -with Trigger speed

WEIGHS ONLY
344 LBS.

control. New double insulated tool has a convenient

SPECIAL

2 -prong plug. Compact, lightweight yet packs the power to
handle heavier duty jobs.
Rugged 3 amp motor, multi -

2

thrust bearing on chuck and
true double reduction gears
deliver more drilling torque.

Includes Free
Carrying Case

Has removable side hanclles.

leerier Fir Plywood

This tile is Vs" thick, 12"x112", it is pin

Lt

FREE

lx2 furring strips

CARRYING CASE

for less than 21/2c

iperforated for the "new style',,' look.

Used Beth Sides

painted bevel.

3 49.

Winch

10.39
13.49
13.79
11.39

VtInth

SHEATHING GRADE PLYWOOD
nth plyweed Is Nolo*

ONLY

end greened atoms doe

oleo. Ideal ler ate es
sob Oro, paneling

ONLY

NEW! NEW! NEW!

FIBERGLAS BRICK N

$4.95 VALUE

BUILDING PANELS

New plastic carrying case with larger
interior to accommodate drill and all

YOU JUST NAIL ON

backer . . . rotary ether
otos. Mad* with eaterier

1 3 1/2

o red oleo

tr

S,
1/4.11.144 SALE

Famous

2 -Speed Electric Range Hood

accessories.

Install -it yourself

Now do-it-yourself people can hove real brick
beauty without real brick cost. Roxite Brick in
4 beautiful colors looks and feels like expensive

GARAGE DOOR VALUES

4 WI Foot Shoots
Vc.leth

Tide Is the finest gred In.

lin. ft. 6' length.

#27999

aye

9.79
11A9

1.1 pliromod en the market. 46.1oth
Seth sides deer and sanded. 3/4.1oth

nsulated and soundproof. -White

'

6 79

where oselwre I. sweat

Gets Rid of Smoke and
Smells from Anything
You Can Cook Up!

masonry. Only those who know the cost know it's
not real . . . colors are so authentic ... textures
so rich!
Panels are pre -mortared . . seamless and self leveling . . . no mess . . . no special tools required. Patented, easy -lock flange makes it
waterproof . . . never needs painting or tuck .

353

Ov

pointing. Great for walls, dens, patios ... even

C

commercial applications. Come in today!
.

STANDARD FOUR SECTION DOOR
For

-

Colors: Colonial White, Antique Red, Terra Red, Palos
Buff. 48"x10" high . . each
ls

.

Each Panel Only

beauty, economy and, durability. This door has

the visual appeal of paneled, sectional doors.
1 -CAR DOOR SIZES
13'0"s7.0"

$64.50
$64.50

9'0"x6'6"
9'0"x7'0"
10.0"x6'6"
10'0"x7'0"

$67.50
$82.50
$82.50

8'0"x6'6"

;67.50

2 -CAR DOOR SIZES

15'0"x6'6"
15.0"x7'0"
16'0"x6'6"
16'0"x7'0"
18'0"x6'6"
18'0"x7'0"

ONLY

$43s

$144.50
$144.50
$144.50
8144.50

;194.50
;194.50

$3921plete

SPECIAL

8' 9' and 16' Widths in stock at all Hill -Behan yards. Prices based

"HOLLYWOOD"

on proper headroom (12" Clearance required) and extension
springs.
;;;1;1111;r

BATH
NM* VP MOM
*NMI
2 TOM UST
MAN MENKE
41.**1101DMIUMNI

for stiles and rails. All millwork construction mode with deep mortise and
tenon joints glued and steel doweled: meeting rails have rabbeted weather
joints.

Yes, we install 8', 9'
and 10' width door

$3500

15'46' & 1$' Width Door

54500*

'

\0.k. based . peeped, proporni wt...,

'Tr WAN MCI

3. PANELS -1/4" exterior type hardboard, guaranteed for the life of the door.
4. HARDWARE -Hinges and fixtures of rust resistant galvanized steel.
3. ROLLERS
floating hardened steel ball.bearing rollers used throughout

AVAILABLE IN OLIVE,

6. INCLINED TRACK -Roll formed galvanised steel track is slanted at just the
right incline to provide a weathertight closure when the door Is down, yet frees
door quickly for easy opening.
7. LOCK - Key.in-handle lock latches door securely at both vertical tracks.

CRYSTAL AND AMBER

IN STOCK AT
ALL HILL-BEHAN

P014111111111wAll sedloes ere prodrIlled tor lkordwore sod led sostheallso se speed 1.. 1111101104,

Illestreted lestrodlen arm pothoserl whit mods door.
WASISAITTIMwDeers ere goorootesol see ire yea. sealed shtlettive worlosseitshlp sted irerwim

Many range hoods have a "hidden price -the high cost of boring Own
installed. Sat thir Nautilus DSOKSP is a no -duct range hood that your
husband con put in himself on a Saturday morning. A convenient wall.
mounting bracket is included in the price.

"Wider HORS NE
MKS MANN
NYLON SAILIKAINS

ROLLIE% 'REEDS

ful fan sucks air through a big triple -mesh filter that really catches
grease. Its densely -packed activated carbon filter makes smoke and

88*

NOW
ONLY

only: 359.99 in 36" width. $64.99 in 42" width.
Cones in and see our exciting selection today. Sy this weekend smoke
and smells can be banished from your kitchen forever.

-

I

e

s,

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

9700 IRVING PARK

5601 ELSTONAVE.
Chicago'

336 N. MORRIS

Schiller Park

CHICAGO PHONE 625-0540

RO 3-4160

SUNBEAM PRONE 47149E0

peat Dell, I AJ:1,6'Ilic.
MAL Them hes.
9P.M.

Open Deily 11 AJ114:111 P.M.

Mos. a Golfs. km. III 9 P.M.
15 AMrt P.M.

Suuduy 10 A.AL.2

Mundelein, Ill.
366-3300

Oise ails 1
y

W4 P.M.

Salnor Park. Elston Ave.
Arlington Heights and Hanover Park

OPEN SUNDAYS

10A.Mato2P.M.

10 A.M. TO
2 P.M.

smells disappear like magic. The lifetime aluminum grease filter snaps
out for easy cleaning.
The DSOKSP Is available in white or blended coppertone In 36" or 42"
widths. Or cheese modern stainless steel with 'midterm splash plate for

YARDS

A

OPEN

SUNDAY

The Nautilus DSOKSP will add years to your kitchen point job. Its power-

SO LIMUMII MEM
MINT NOUS NE EAST
HTlIM 1100141111111
MALLS

ULF E03a*

for smooth easy action.

Abi

kitchen forever from cooking smoke and clinging smells. Saves expensive
installation costs.

ENCLOSURES

2. WOOD SECTIONS -Top grade 1%" thick west coast lumber used throughout

le 36"
end 42" Widths.
WHITE OR COPPER TONI

Never before has such a deluxe valuer been offered at a prke like this:
a real two -speed range hood with built -In -lighting, that helps free your

DOORS FEATURE:

I. EXTENSION SPRING COUNTERBALANCE -Highest ,quality springs are
matched to the exact weight of the door to provide a perfect counterbalance
for easy opening and closing of the door.

Milrilrl It sir

incIfaiss Well ktountlee
Bracket i Electric Cord

_}!
s

EXCEPT
BENSENVILLE

AND
MUNDELEIN

4,

NEI
010

e

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

HILL-BEHAN

5 S. Arlington Hts. Rd.

Rt. 20, Hanover Park
TI 7-2051

5 S. York Rd.
Bensenville
PO 6-1500

Arlington Heights
CL 3-4910

carpW[y s AA.4411 P.M.

AlpsofWays. Eras.

9 P.M.
Saaday 10 AAL.2 P.M.

Opus Dolly AAL.6 PAL
Mow. Eves. 'ill 9 P.M.
Seeley 10 AAL.2 P.M.

Ores Dolly
Il100 A.M.4s30 P.M.

All Day Salvnlay

Prisons and Tombstones
This Man Enjoyed
Two Great Successes
to make a living. He writes
In One Lifetime. One, We
Some of
Remember. One, We Don't

- -

The_years pass. The butcher's son is no longer a soldier.
Now, he has turned to writing

etery, dashes Daniel. Where
can he hide? Ah! There, behind an old worn tombstone.

By John A. Hurst
This man enjoyed two great
successes in one lifetime. One
we remember. One we don't.

He drops to the ground. He lies

quietly

...

novels and stories. Some of his

breathing heavily.

stories make friends for him.

Afraid to move, he lies per-

Let's turn around. Togeth-

his

fectly still.

er, we will look back 280 years.
It is July, 1685. We are standing on a battlefield in England.
It is a place known as Sedge moor.

Minutes go by. Then hours

KING JAMES' cavalry is
about to make one last at-

stares at the name on the old
tombstone. The letters have
been worn away by the wind
and the rain. It is so worn that

tempt. Once more they will try
to take the British Crown. The

it's hard to read. But, he stares

at it for so long that it almost

Duke of Monmouth's army is

becomes a part of him.

desk. He is working in

become world-famous. Nor does he know that

his desk, he goes to the door.
He opens it. There, he finds a
half a dozen uniformed guards
standing in the hall.

he will be the one to make that
name famous.

cap.

he know that the name on that
shaft will

Respectfully

he

are running away. He heads

of the cemetery. That day a

across the green fields.

monument to the dead actually
saved his life!

speaks sadly, "It's that last article that you wrote." Then he

boy -soldier creeps quietly out

Into an old, run-down cem-

else.

There, hour after hour, he
cell is cold and damp. But the
cell is to be his home for many

member him for something
WE KNOW HIM for something that started in that lonely
cemetery

written using real fac
at noveLcar------,
'To this
but one thought. Even the pris- ries--1 e name - the"s-oldierturned-writei saw on the old
on shall not silence hi

Day and night, he writes.--tOmbstone. You see, this has
From these writings he puts together a little fourtpage folder.
With the help of friends on the
outside he gets it passed
around. He writes enough to,
put the folder out three times a

been the story of Daniel Defoe,
the father of the newspaper
and the man who wrote the be loved story
of Robinson
Crusoe. (Copyright A 801429)

week.

AT FIRST he writes it all

Citizenship

Program

written by other writers. His
own articles tell the important
world news of the day. Others
cover the local news and the
social life in the city.

The Value of Trees

What a pleasure to talk with
David L. Creamer, director of
public works for Mount Prospect. He's a man who enjoys
his work and is proud of the job

-41

be Vropect Dap
Page 4

his department does. He's been
a village worker for 16 years.

John E Stanton, Editor and Publisher

"WE CARRY OUT the

Mount Prospect's Baseball for

Vision. They will, of course,

trimming and spraying pro-

on village property and we
take good care of them."

"We are

NICE OUTING

Mayor

Minor League A players of
Boys.

Thirty-four boys and

six

managers took a bus to Wrigley Field last Saturday to see
the Cubs beat Houston II to 5.
Each boy received a new major

perimenting 'with a chemical

noculate trees to try to cure

stand, behind first base.

which we are using to in-

Dutch elm disease. It's an exchemical, but

pensive

if

it

cures Dutch elm disease, it's
worth the cost. You can't real-

The mayor has long been a
booster for the Baseball for
Boys program. His son Bill
was an active participant.

He had several comments
about the elm tree at 110 N.
Emerson which appeared to
have Dutch. elm eight years

"THAT TREE," he said,
"definitely did not have Dutch
elm disease. It probably had
some form of wet -wood disease which was helped with a

W. G. BRANDSTADT, M.D.

drain. The dripping relieves
the pressure in the tree.

Pony tail hair styling, the
use of brush rollers or any-

it?

thing that exerts a steady pull

A-It Is normal for many

on the roots will cause ex-

hairs to fall out every day. Fortunately, in most girls they

cessive loss of hair. The hair
may also be lost temporarily
following a prolonged illness
:with fever or with a local scalp
1 isease.

Brushing your hair will
stimulate your scalp but
should be done in moderation
because excessive brushing
can also thin your hair. Diabetes is not a cause of thinning.

"Once Dutch elm starts,"
Creamer

said,

"there's

no

turning back. Sometimes,
some drastic trimming and
some spraying helps, but it's a
short time till the tree develops

a sort of hardening of the ar-

Q-I am a woman, 62. For
the past two years my hair has
been falling out. Could this be
caused by a lack of vitamins or
by using hair dyes?

Q-My daughter, 39, is almost bald on the top of her

ONCE IS ENOUGH
Dear Lee Janson,
My parents are constantly bugging me about everything. They
tell me to do something, and then they keep checking to see if I'm
doing it Because of their attitude, I feel like flaking off more than
ever

If they trusted me, you'd think they'd leave me alone. I wish
they'd get off my back. How can I get my message across?
Bugged

You just did. Show them this letter, then sit down with them
and TALK about it.

SCHOOL DROPOUT
Dear Lee Janson,

Two years ago I dropped out of high school. Since then I

have worked at a job I enjoy very much. But now I realize how
important it is for me to get my high school diploma. Because of
my job, I can't go back to regular high school. Is there any
special program that helps people like me so I can graduate? I
tell all the high school kids I see to stay in school so they don't
make the mistake I did.
Anxious to Graduate, Arlington

You're lucky. Your high school has a special program for
persons just like you, as do a number of 'high schools. Talk with
your counselor. Congratulations on your decision. After you get
,,,
your diploma, keep going. Good luck.

Send your questions, to Lee Janson, c/o Day Publications,
117 S Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

WORST JOKE of the Day:
Summer boy in steel plant:
"There's talk that the men are
going out on strike."

Classes will be held each
Tuesday evening from 6 to 7,
for 15 consecutive weeks.
Several prominent judges

and specialists in certain subject areas will conduct the
classes.

newspaper as we know it today. Few remember, though,
that our daily newspaper first
saw light of day through the

His friend: "What for?"

Summer boy: "Shorter

hours."

His friend: "That's good. I
always did think that 60 min-

Artist

Marion R. Trilling of 182
Kankakee, Hoffman Estates,

iron bars of a prison.
But, there is still another

was one of 560 artists from
across the nation to exhibit

strange fact. Few people re -

work at the Gold Coast Fair in
Chicago last weekend.

utes is too long for an hour."

ONLY 2 MINUTES NORTH OF RANDHURST
Case users will be especially happy to know they
can buy right locally. Come in and see!

Sale dates: August 27 thru 31st

OPEN til 6:00 P.M. LABOR DAY
BROWSE THROUGH

Prices & Quality To
Suit All Tastes
MIX OR' MATCH
ANY SIX BOTTLES
DISCOUNT

41t,-;,4:,
"cieselqe
flOSCHMAIIIM

letters.

DIffrILLED
DRY 01 N

Q-Baldness does not run in
straighteners cause it?

1

I good, 15 excellent

A-Chemical hair straighteners may make the hair brittle

irritate your scalp, but

Answer on Comic Page

they don't cause baldness.

FLEISHMANNS
GIN$7.191
DISTILLED DRY

is

seen most often in highly nervous persons. It must be diff-

erentiated from ringworm of
the scalp. In almost all persons with true alopecia areata,
the hair eventually comes
back. Meanwhile, massiige
and exposure of the involved
areas to the sun or a sun lamp
to produce a mild burn but no
blisters may be helpful.

Q-Would griseofulvin stop
my hair from falling out?
A-Only if the cause of the

The Editor
All letters to the editor must be signed, but
names will be withheld upon request. L e ti e r s
should be as brief. as possible. typewritten. if pos-

sible, and should contain
an address or phone number so their authenticity
can be checked.
IINOMMIOXIMISIONNISNOPIPIMINIMMII

QUART

10 YR. OLD

J.W.

$3.59

CHARCOAL

3 FOR $10.50

WHISKEY

DANT

Fifth

FILTERED

PABST BLUE RIBBON
Case 24-12 OZ. BOTTLES

$3.39

PLUS DEPOSIT

-...- -..

95c

HALF GALLON Averages Out To $3.19 A Fifth

CALIFORNIA BRANDY

NUSSXXVIAtraiMitelitsMatalirtlataittallentatIM

Letters To

80 PROOF

6 - 12 OZ. CANS OR THROW AWAY BOTTLES

90 PROOF

NATIONALLY

Q-What causes alopecia
areata? Is there any cure for it?
Will the hair come back in?
A --The cause of patchy bald

GORDONS

ALL YOU WANT

Make as many four letter
out of
these letters as you can.

my family. Could harsh hair

PHONE 255.7000

$3:49

OUR WINE DEPT.

VEELPOD

In addition, find the word
using all seven of these

dence that it does any good.

PROSPECT HEIGHTS SHOPPING CENTER
Rte. 83, N. Elmhurst Rd., & Camp McDonald Road

EARN 10%

hair. Gelatin is one of many
things tried as a remedy for
baldness, but there is no evi-

trouble is a fungus disease.

Natural-

In previous years, the prodier...turned writer...began the
"fourth estate!" He was the fa- gram was offered only to company employes and their famither of the newspaper!
"...and so the story goes... - lies. It is now open to the pubof the strange birth of the lic.

(NOT SPECIALLY TAGGED)

or more words

spots is unknown, but it

sol-

and

ization.

HEIGHTS4B01.1QUORS

Hideaword

head. Could the fact that she is
a heavy smoker have caused it?
Would taking gelatin help her?
A-Smoking is being blamed
for many ills but not for loss of

and

FOR YOU SEE this

have to do a good bit of remodeling before they can occupy
that store.

A-No.

Lee Janson
LISTENS
TO YOU

need for freedom, in all the nations of the world.

Taking over the current
bakery shop will be House of

Immigration

less."

Daily Loss of Some Hair
Is Normal in Most Cases
could make my hair fall out?
Would being a diabetic cause

This great force was born in

new store at the end of this a damp prison cell in London.

pipe -drain.

that your hair is thinning.

forces.

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST!

ly put a dollar value on a tree,"
Creamer said. "They're price-

DOCTOR SAYS

out So you need not worry unless there is definite evidence

fortunate to have him. He
knows trees well."

league baseball and an autographed picture of Ron Santo.
They sat in the upper grand-

ex-

even

cured with the insertion of

grow back as fast as they fall

has

best and strongest fight against
Dutch elm disease of any com-

ago and which was seemingly

Q-I am a girl, 18. What

Extensive remodeling

It's power has helped tell the

gram. We have 5,000 elm trees

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mall rate, $17.00 a year; 59.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, III. 60056

by Sept. I.

month.

munity in the area," Creamer
said. "I'm proud of our tree -

The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, Ill. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 60016

as our lead tree man. We're

its new space at 15 W. Prospect

Teichert arranged for the All
Stars of the Pony, Major and

the tree program conducted in

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor

have a man named Mr. Palmer

a pioneer. He fights for true dents to become United States
citizens.
patriotism and freedom of
The program will prepare
speech. Writing edito- residents
to meet the requirerials...fighting for changes. ments of the Department of
Little does he know that he has
started one of the world's great

Talking to him about village

Robert C. Smith. General Manager

once has to come down. We

THE HEINZ Viennese Pastry Shop, currently at 129 W.
Prospect, expects to move into

been done since Village Market moved out, but Heinz does
definitely expect to occupy the

elm trees in particular, he is
knowledgeable and boasts of

"Honor the yiginal dream by always jealously keeping
the paper's freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field III
Wednesday, August 27, 1969

teries and the tree dies."
"I love trees," Creamer
said, "and I feel bad whenever

Offered

The Flick -Reedy Corp.,
For nine years, that small
paper is read'on the streets of Bensenville, is offering a natuLondon. The pages of that ralization program, beginning
Sept. 9, to prepare local resilittle paper make that prisoner

Lil Floros

better pictures of Mars that might interest them!"

before.

years

This was the first novel ever

himself. Soon he adds articles

you tell me how to get to NASA? I have some
"Could you

...

DeFoe wrote over 200 books.
Yet, none is better known that
an adventure story he wrote.

months. In his mind there is

Main Street

eisws318W

King's name, Sir!"

paces the cold, stone floor. The

says,

"You'll have to come along
with us, Sir. We have orders
for your arrest." The soldier

the newspaper. Most of us re-

DEFOE IS arrested. His

One of them touches his

Hours later, it is dark. The

"We're' member DeFoe as the father of:

only doing our duty. So, please
come along quietly in the

writings have made more
enemies for him. He is thrown
into prison.

At last they stop outside his
door! Then, a clenched fist
bangs on it. Getting up from

A NAME! A name, on a

soldiers. He is the young son of
an English butcher. Daniel
and the rest of the Duke's men

continues. He says,

his

apartment in London. Suddenly, he hears the tramp of boots
in the street outside. The sound
echoes through the quiet
night. He listens.
The footsteps come closer.

granite shaft! Daniel will neverforget that name. Little does

The cavalry is winning the
battle. The Duke's men turn
tail and run!
A lad, named Daniel
DeFoe, is one of the Duke's

make

ONE NIGHT he sits at his

-pass. As he lies in the weeds, he

deep in the battle here at Sedgemoor. But, King James' cavalry is bigger and stronger.

stories

enemies for him.

HALF GALLON

$7.49

Averages Out To $2.99 A Fifth

1/2 GALLON
BLENDED
WHISKEY
OLD UNDEROOF

DREWRYS $3.09
CASE 24 - 12 OZ. BOTTLES

.

$7.29
86 PROOF

6 YR. KENTUCKY 41.1.LY
Fifth
STRAIGHT BOURBON

PLUS DEPOSIT

COCA-COLA
8 - 16 OZ. RETURNABLE BOTTLES
REG. 99c

NOW

69c

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS

COLD BEER- NO EXTRA COST

PLUS DEPOSIT
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,
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Fawzia Khenissi, 22, whips up a Tunisian entree for Pam Peterson, 19, and her parents Mr. and
Mrs. George Peterson, 609 S. Emerson, Mount Prospect, one of the host families in the Experiment
in International Living. Home-made cakes, pies and coffee cakes were a new treat to Fawzia, who is
more accustomed to the fresh fruit desserts served in Tunisia.

L

The Day's Prospects
During her stay at the Peterson's, Fawzia regularly sent letters home telling of her experiences
here. She is shown writing a letter in French to her father. A student at the University in Tunis,'
Fawzia speaks Arabic, French and English fluently, and majors in English and American Literature and Civilization. With her tri-lingual background and university education, she is eligible to
apply for a position at the embassy after finishing college.

verso es

ove

arriers'

eds

Donna Schneider
Iowa usic ajor

(Third in a series on Experiment in International Living)

"We

learn

more

from

them," said Mrs. George Peterson, referring to her visitor
Fawzia Khenissi, one of ten
Tunisian young adults living

in our area under the Inter-

national Living Program.
Working with exchange students and visitors from other

countries is nothing new for
Petersons.

the

They

have

served as host fatnilies when
busloads of foreign exchange
students under the American
Field Service program visited
Mount Prospect. In addition,
the family has welcomed Boy
Scouts from other countries
for the last three years.

"MY BOYS HAVE served

To the resounding strains of
Purcell's "Trumpet Tune,"
Donna Jean Schneider, daugh-

ered with a Dior bow. Her
three -tiered veil fell from a

headpiece which as
handmade by a friend.
Preceding the bride in
Schneider of Mount Prospect,
walked up the aisle to meet her 'simple A -line gowns of yellow
groom, Roger Becker, son of silk worsted were bridesmaids
Mrs. Dorothy Becker of Lost Janet Swiston, sister of the
Nation, Iowa. Mrs. Ted Jacob- groom, Eldora, Iowa, Leslie
sen at the organ accompanied Chisholm and maid of honor
Karen Snowberg, who played Kathleen Willert, both of
Mount Prospect. They carried
the trumpet solo.
The 4 p.m. double -ring can- colorful old-fashioned garden
dlelight ceremony was per- bouquets of purple asters, pink
formed by Rev. David J. Quill roses, yellow daisies and
at St. Mark Lutheran Church baby's breath backed with
in Mount Prospect on Aug. 2, leaves and ivy. Three -year -old
1969. Round, full bouquets of Michelle Pithan was a minwhite gladiolus and mums dec- iature duplicate of the attendorated the altar. The pews were ants. She carried a small boulined with greens tied with quet.
The bride's mother wore an
white satin bows.
ice green sleeveless jacket
pearl

ter of Mr. awl Mrs. Vernon

THE BRIDE'S gown was
fashioned of lace over satin in
an all-over rose pattern. Individual roses finished along the

edges formed the neckline.

Long sleeves ended in a point
over the wrist. The train was
attached at the waistline, coy -

dress with a wedding ring
stand up collar of white lace. A

pink nylon dress with accessories to match was chosen by
the mother of the groom. Both
mothers wore phalaenopsis orchids.

JACK BROMAN of Ma-

quoketa, Iowa, sang "0 Lord
Most Holy" before the ceremony, "Song of Ruth" before
the marriage vows and "The
Lord's Prayer" after the pronouncement of husband and

Northwestern University, are
included in this group, which
joined 5,000 Christian Science

college students from some

1,130 colleges and universities
in 31 countries.

Theme of the meeting

is

Marilyn Frohberg, 215 N. "Building in a Revolutionary
Russell, 'Mount Prospect, a Period." Topics under considsophomore at Carroll College eration include campus and
in

Waukesha.

and

Laura

Chen, 904 Hemlock, 'Mount
Prospect,

a

sophomore at

community tension, racial
conflict, the drug problem,

marriage and birth control,

"Language is no barrier,"
Mrs. Peterson continued. "Instead I feel a little funny about
my own, as all of these young
people speak perfect Oxford
English.

"I feel one of the most important parts of the homestay
program is for the host family
to be themselves and not put
on special parties and events
that they would not otherwise
participate, in, but rather just
show our visitarS that we ate

pany.

lunch as

liness," she said.

Lee Kitchens.
"We have visited museums

The Petersons tasted a delicious dish prepared by Fawzia. Mrs. Peterson hopes to
share her recipe for chocolate
chip cookies which will be
baked and served later in Tu-

THOUGH OF THE Moslem religion, Fawzia attends
church with the Petersons in
Arlington Heights at the First

Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor Wednesday, August 27. 196,

"The group was treated to
special guests

at

O'Hare International Airport,
and they also toured the Sara

and the Abbott Laboratories,
spoken with a Con Con candi-

date, taken a boat trip on the

Cynthia Brands
Engaged

Church of Christ Scientist.

"As far as the restrictions
on foods is concerned," Mrs.
Peterson said, "I try to tell her
what is in each dish, and she
eat it or not. There is never an
issue made about it, for there
are always dishes available of
fruits, vegetables and breads.
"I feel that the only way nation can come to know nation
is through programs that
deal directly with people -to -

there is one way for a family to
serve its country it is through

Page 5

PROSPECT DAY

has the privilege of choosing to

modern farm in Woodstock
and the Borden's Dairy Com-

(Photos by Eleanor Rives)

Northwest Suburban YMCA.
"All in all it has been a busy
time, but the amount of knowledge we have absorbed by having Fawzia live with us is just
as interesting to us as what we
have shared of our community
and way of life."

not all false.

The students have visited a

veiled in intricate white lace falling from a lacy headband.

and a splash party at the

"THE SCHEDULE we have
been on is a whirlwind one,
however. It is fun to share as
much of our interests as possible, and the stay is so limited.

events such as weddings. Her gleaming gold and red -striped tunic
and skirt are adorned with gold jewelry and ornaments, partially

people relationships such as

Experiment in International
Living. Expression of love to
their guests is the most impor-

tant part, for this is the universal language that overcomes all barriers."
If you are interested in joining in the Experiment call

Mrs. Barbara Lewis, 638 Hill-

Chicago River, stopped at Ma-

side Dr., Highland Park, or

rina City, had family picnics

call 432-0100.

Cynthia Brands
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Brands beginning his junior year at
of Beecher, III., are pleased to Aurora College.
A wedding date will be anannounce the engagement of
't he i r daughter, Cynthia nounced later.
Louise, to James Evans Hamilton of Mount Prospect. He is
See
the son of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne
Hamilton.

to,

wife.

The

Kevin Becker was best man

Miss Brands is entering her
junior year at Northern Il-

for his brother. Groomsmen
were Carroll Pithan and Steven Schneider, brother of the
bride. Ushering were Dean
Swiston, Neal Becker, William'
Rostal and A. Dan Stark.
A buffet dinner for 170 Ilk

guests was served in the Fellowship Hall of the church. a,
Following the reception, the
couple left for a week in Door

,

5. -

-toco

I.'

Northwest
Suburbs
As Advertised
on WGN, T.V.

linois University in DeKalb.
Hamilton, a 1967 graduate of
Forest View High School, is

The Sneeze

IOW

By

Scott Paper Co. has added a

11111.

new accessory to contemporary design in high fashion
clothes and furnishings. The
new facial tissue for the high
fashion sneeze comes in deep
tone colors of pink, blue, yel-

County.
The bride is a 1966 graduate

of Prospect High School. She
will complete her senior year

at Luther College in Deco-

rah, Iowa, while her husband,

Remmerly
C

11111.i

CONVENIENT

j LOCATIONS

low and green.

who received his degree in mu-

1149416111111121.08111MEM

sic education in May, 1969,
will begin teaching music at
Calmar, Iowa, where he will
assume the position of band director.

Area Students
Attend Christian
Science Seminar
Five college students from
First Church of Christ, Scientist, in Des Plaines are attending the eighth Christian Science biennial college meeting
Aug. 26-31 at the denomination's headquarters in Boston. -

prOpriate.

in the Armed Forces, and if
opening its home to foreign
visitors and sharing friend-

Mr. and Mrs. Roger V. Becker

Chocolate, flour and
sugar are abundant in Tunisia,
and so these cookies seem apnisia.

By Dolores Haugh

In Fawzia's native village of Zarzis in southeastern 'Tunisia,

this elaborate, colorful costume is worn to important social

morality, conscientious objection to military service and social work. The question,
"Does God make a difference
in the social arena as well as in
personal experience?" is being
studied.
Among speakers are Erwin
D. Canham, editor -in -chief of
"The Christian Science Moni-

tor," and Lord Gore -Booth,

recently retired as top permanent official of the British
Foreign Office.

1151ilillt
.

.
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OPEN

46

You'll be holding the winning hand at your next bridge'
club when you serve this light
and tasty combination. Start
with

Keebler's

EVERYDAY St NITE

5.

&pima loan tit eoilime

?weds

new Town

House emitters. Add your favorite cheeses and meat cut in
the shape of hearts, diamonds,

clubs and spades. Spear tomatoes, pickles, onions, mush-

INA &viz 6 St4

*

Mr. Lee, Mr. Ray, Mr. James,
Mr. Alex, Mr. Jan, Miss Doris

/4/C abet ittial3illie
670 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

rooms and shrimps for an interesting and colorful topping.

-

41

4

Large Cultured
Pearl Rings with
14 K. Diamonds

,

14:1

Priced $ c 95 and

111

from

5

11.0_

up

Other Pearl Rings
(not shown)

$14.95 and up

*

MITCHELL'S

44

:

PALATINE, ILL.

359-2525
*****************************0

JEWELERS
20 S. EVERGREEN
EVERGREEN SHOPPING
394-0820 ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CENTER

0

on Tues. Wed

8.

Sat. -9-6 Thurs

......

- ......

..,

I

Lake- tt Ladies Ready ubilee Bee
Over a thousand women of
Lake
Bluff/Chicago
Homes for Children Woman's
Auxiliary,. from the Wiiconsin.
the

wood and Mrs. John Brewer of
Barrington; Mrs. Lester E.

Comstock, Mrs. Bruno Karkula, -Mrs. James Miller and
border to the Indiana state line - Mrs. William H. Betts of Arand from Lake Michigan to lington Heights; Mrs. Harold
Hammerstrom,

Elk

Grove

Mrs. Herbert L. Anderson.
General chairman is Mrs.
Louis Cernetic, Morton
Grove.

metal sculpture, decoupage,
ceramics, tole painting, rug

the Home, the name -has been

hooking and dyeing, stained

Bluff/Chicago
Children.

Under three tents there will

tic, burlap, metal and paper
flowers and ornaments, civil

glass work,glass blowing, plas-

be a variety of beehives including

(over

changed to

Lake
for

' Homes

THE HOME first

estab-

lished in Lake Bluff is now

IN OTHER communities

balloons; delicious homemade

war cannons, needlework and
paintings and wall hangings.
"The Second Time Around
Thrift and Gift. Shop," a resale
shop operated by the Servide
League of the HomerWill fea- .
ture new,,handknit goods and
custom-made hats and purses,
as' well as a representative

leaders arc Mrs. Everett Glave

sandwiches and hot dogs for

sampling of the items on sale at

tion service, group home care,

sale; and a hive of live bees will

their shop on Milwaukee Av.

foster home care, an unwed
mothers program and coun-

adequate, permanent home for

and Mrs. Martin Pratt, Palatine; Mrs. William Powell,
Hoffman. Estates; Mrs. Donald Lloyd. Roselle; Mrs. John

every child."

Sloan. Schaumburg; Mrs. Wil-

Local leaders deeply involved in this fund-raising

liam L. Rice, Wheeling; Mrs.
John Gobeille, Mount Pros-

ARTISTS AND hobbyists
will be displaying andselling

event for the support of the

pect; Mrs. John A. Wagner Jr.

carvings, origami, rock jew-

and Mrs. Harold Piest, Des
Plaines, and in Park Ridge

elry, cut-out coin jewelry;
semi-precious jewelry, pinatas,

the -Mississippi Riv-er, are bus-

ily (engaged- in final, preparationirfOr a "Jubilee Bee" to be
held at the Hawthorn-Mellody
Farm in Libertyville on Saturday, Sept. 13, from 10 a.tn. to 5
p.m.
For 75 years the Lake
for
Bluff/Chicago Homes
Children has served the needs

of children without regard to
race or creed. The theme of
this anniversary year is "an

child-care program of the
Home are Mrs. JohnM. Rock -

baked

goods

Village; Mrs. Edwin J. Kroeger, Mrs. Vernon L. Sidler,

2500 items, plus 500 lbs. of

Mrs.

and white elephants. Over 50
local artists will be exhibiting,
demonstrating and
selling
their crafts.

Richard

Mrs.

Heiss,

Richard S. Ferris, Mrs. Richard A. Mucnow and Mrs. David Johnston, Glenview.

peanut brittle),

games,

toys

There will be clowns and

be on display with an apiarist

in Wheeling.
Founded in 1894, the Home
was first known as the Methodist Deaconess Orphanage. The

to explain the work of the bees.

handcrafted

candles,

name was then changed to
Lake Bluff Orphanage, and
then to Lake Bluff Children's
Home. Due to the expanded

wood

services now being offered by

moving into the city, and the
group homes in Zion, North
Chicago and Wilthette- ate
being replaced __by- gtoup
homes in _the 'Rogers ParkEdgewater area.
The Home, is a multi-serVice

organization, providing adop-

seling and family therapy.

Featured hourly during the
day will be the emergence of a

"Jubilee Bee" from

a

huge

beehive pinata which sets the

theme for the day's celebration.
Admission is free.

There is still time to fill a Christmas gift bag for a serviceman
In Vietnam. Pictured are suggestions from the American Red
Cross. Each gift "ditty bag" contains 12 to 15 items, such as cans

of nuts, candles, sewing kit, flashlight with batteries, cotton
swabs, chewing gum, small puzzles, disposable towels, self -seal
envelopes, joke books or plastic playing cards. To participate in

the "Shop Early" program, contact the American Red Cross in
Chicago at 43 E. Ohio. Mailing will be by September 2.

KASSEL STUDIOS

I ethnology has ~pawned a whole new generation of carpets that can literally go anywhere and
do anything. This one is a new introduction from Lees called "Bright Forecast." Lees dyes it in 12
colomays, including two smart grays,, oxford'and charcoal. The accent otherwise Is on a heather
look. 'Bright Forecast" has pile yarns of solution dyed acrylic, and is made entirely from synthetic
materials It is recommended as an outdoor carpet. It comes with its own waffle -type high density
foam bat k (no need to pay extra for a rug pad). And it costs just under $8 a square yard in retail

0iF DANCE
Directed by

Sharon Kassel
REGISTER FALL CLASSES

in person

stores

AUG. 26, 27 & 28th
Tues., Wed., Thurs,

Page 6

s If

Illing?
-

or call

ST. JOHN LUTHERAN SCHOOL
MT. PROSPECT

1101 LINNEMAN RD.

392-2228

KINDERGARTEN to 8th. GRADE

:

Limited Clan Sizes

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ENROLLMENT
CHRIST - CENTERED TEACHING

TAP BALLET TOE
MODERN JAZZ BATON
BALLROOM HAWAIIAN

SMALL CLASSES

KINDERGARTEN ENROLLMENT GUARANTEED NOT TO
EXCEED 15.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL THE PRINCIPAL,

Wednesday. August 27, 1969
01.11111.2.2.2.SUUL

PRE-SCHOOL

Beginning, Intermediate,
Advanced, & Professional.

MR. FORD, AT

Ceramic Show
The Chicago Ceramic Hobby Shov, will open Thursday,
Aug 28 .0 the Sherman

t. lark and Randolph
C hiLago. and continue
through Sunday. Aug 31, until p m

House
Sts

The show is designed to interest those seeking enjoyment
in ceramics as a home hobby.
Ten thousand pieces of art and

utility ware will be on exhibit
in the Grand Exhibit Hall and
on

the mezzanine. Ceramic

12111:14114=1:Lltili.

437-9726

South Bend, Ind., will direct a
Pageant ofiechiiiiques from 9
a.m. to noon-daiKAdmissioh
GRACE SAIGER, Chi- is free. Show hours are I to 9
cago, will direct the Midwes- p.m. daily and I; to -7 p.m. on
tern Amateur Hobbyist Com- Sunday.

clay, procelain, china
glass will be included.

or

439-2234

Southland Shipping earshot i

and

petitive Exhibit and Jan Hasse,

Murphy'

1

I

Sale Dates:

AUG. 28, 29, 30 & 31st.

ONEME PROUDLY ANNOUNCES THE...

NO DEALERS d WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

t

PENING
located in the RANCH MART

of their new Buffalo Grove Store

SHOPPING CENTER
RING -A -DING
BACK -TO -SCHOOL
SHOE FASHIONS...

FREE GIFT COUPONS

from pre-schoolers up through shoe sizes for

with every pair of

CAMPUS CAPERS. Nationally advertised brands for

comfort and wearability.

MEN'S SHOES

WINTUK
KNITTING

KNITTING
WORSTED
Reg. 99c
OUR
LOW PRICE

66 t

WORSTED

100% VIRGIN WOOL, 4 PLY FOR ALL TYPES
OF SPORTSWEAR, AFGHANS, ETC. MANY,

SKEIN

'POPULAR COLORS TO CHOOSE FROM
GUARANTEED WASHFAST COLORS ANC
MOTH PROOF, TOO.

A SHOE SHINE KIT FREE

NOW

SAVE 61c

8

COMPLETE 100% VIRGIN WOOL

AFGHAN KIT
Reg. $8.47

RED HEART

KNITTING

with every pair of

Selection
of Styles

WOMEN'S SHOES
PAIR OF PANTY HOSE FREE.

OUR
LOW
PRICE

WORSTED

YARN
Reg.

$1.69 value

$1.09

Good Thru Sept. 1, with coupon

4 -PLY VIRGIN WOOL KNITTING
WORSTED, WONDERFUL FOR
AFGHANS, SHAWLS, STOLES,
SWEATERS, AND SPORTSWEAR.

r

with every pair of

4C
SKEIN

NOW ONLY

$6.44

45" X 60"

OVER TWO POUNDS- KNITTING WORSTED FOR AN AP-

PROXIMATE 45" X 60" AFGHAN, BLENDING COLORS
IN EACH KIT.

ALL FULL RANGE OF COLORS.

BOYS' or

ri-iNFIE

SOFT SPUN

GIRLS' SHOES

in every

STAMPED TO EMBROIDER

group.

PILLOWCASES

GUARANTEED WASHABLE

RUG YARN

PACKAGE OF SOCKS FREE

OUR LOW PRICE
1110WIST

Good Thru Sept. 1, with coupon

1411 CARDS
WELCOME HERE

,COUPONS GOOD AT ...
1HREE STORES

4 OZ.
Reg. $1.19

COAT'S & CLARKS

Good Thru Sept. 1, with coupon

r

TRIPLE

MURPHY'S OWN BRAND
TRIPLEPoi".01 CHECK

Todd's

3 locations
to serve
you...

20 E. Northwest Hwy.

Arlington
Heights
253-4137

Daily, 9:30 - 6 p.m.
Friday, 9:30 - 9 p.m.
Saturday, 9:30 - 6 p.m.
Sunday, Closed

Mt. Prospect
Plaza
Rand & Central

' 9:30 - 9 Daily

hit

"The Home of Famous Brands"

Prospect

253-9010

9:30 - 6 Sat.
11 - 5 Sun.

Ranch Mart
Shopping Ctr.
Dundee & Buffalo Grove Rds.

Buffalo
Grove

541-2010

$1.99
NOW

Reg.

86$
-A

SKEINS74

PAIR
PERCALE CASES AND HEM -STITCHED
OR SCALLOPED TUBING STAMPED FOR
EMBROIDERY MANY DESIGNS.

70 YARDS TO SKEIN THICK HEAVY YARN OF 75% RAYON
AND 25% COTTON. IDEAL FOR MAKING RUGS, MATS ETC.
WHITE, BLACK AND MANY BRIGHT COLORS TO CHOOSE
FROM.

G. C. MURPHY CO. - First Quality Always

Daily, 9:30 -9 p.m....

Saturday, 230 6 p.m.
Sunday, 10 - 4 p.m.

imaine Nom ma

WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO UMIT QUANTITIES
AND CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS.

UN Oumr

RAND & CENTRAL ROADS STORE HOURS: Mon dim Fri. 9:30 a.m. fo 9 p.m.

MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

Sat. 9:30 a.m. fo St30 p.m.-Sun. 11 to 5130 p.m.

No am

o

tAY.AWAY
PLAN

or
MIDWEST
SANK

CA1101 ACCEPTED

$

s.

III

a

a

If you think you have to run up a

whopper of a food bill to do your Labor Day

And you'll be
Foods has a low discount price. Not lust today, but every day
make From our wide variety of quality
surprised what a total savings that can
foods you'll find everything you need for that picnic, cook -out, or holiday meal

drt)
' i I

it

*----..-- ......

....-

i

tu.-____ ::___:.....

4600

12

...\

.4b

Altilia
---

lipftwasi

P/us

ones

1.11
Ihilfesk

PRICES EFFECTIVE WED , AUG , 27 THRU SUN , AUG 31, 1969 AT NINE CONVENIENT
CHICAGOLAND LOCATIONS YOUR K MART FOOD STORE IS OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK

Bonus
Buys"are
ary tow prices
new temporanuacurers' establish ed thru

--mai

I ;7.-

iot

aliowances

Vfi

TO BETTER SERVE YOUR NEEDS WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

K mart Foods Will Be Open
Labor Day From 10 a.m. To 6 p.m.

prom

for extra savingsBuy these

mart tt s rua, ow) )

43:$6Avs,

A1111111/

buy at K mart
week -end shopping, think K mart Foods Because everything you

terosl

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"

uc

tea

iw

LB.

AGAR'S

Canned
Ham

CHOICE
U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"

AGAR'S

OSCAR MAYER

Rib Steak

Canned Ham

Skinless Wieners

LB. CAN

;269c

OSCAR MAYER

Sliced Bacon. .

PKG.86c

. .

OSCAR MAYER

AGAR'S

Canned Ham .

C3ALBN. 2.88

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE" ARM

Swiss Steak

LB.

68C

Sliced Bologna.

12

OZ. 68c

.

LB.

U.S.D.A. "CHOICE"

Ground Chuck. .

68c

DISCOVER K MART'S DISCOUNT PRICES ON
LB.

Picnic Values

LB.

CAN

CAKE BOX

PICNIC FAVORITE

Campbell's

0

MEADOW GOLD ZOOPER DOOPER

2489c

PKG
OF

Popsides
KEEBLER LEMON CREME OR CHOC.

160z. 402

Fudge Cookies .

Del Monte Tuna

110

PKG.

Cottage Cheese .

.

J)

'Bonus

69c

16 OZ.
CAN
SERVE HOT OR COLD

Hormel Spam. .

.

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

12 OZ. 5 lc

1/2 GAL

CAN
2 LB.
PKG

French Fries

})

INDIVIDUALLY WRAPPED KRAFT

BTL.

3 3c

MEADOWDALE

NEW XIS

Tide Detergent. . .V.)7z.84c
FOR WHITER WHITES

Cheer Detergent. . BOX

American Cheese

Ivory Liquid

MARSHMALLOW SWIRL

OZ.25

84c

Jell -Q Gelatin....
FLAVOR KIST DUPLEX

Sandwich Cookies

20c

BEG.

=53c

VLASIC

JAR

Lemonade

CAN

Heinz
Ketchup

TL

HOLDS FRESHNESS

Saran Wrap. .

;,'PC:LF1 59c

CUT RITE

CI6ANI)226c

REYNOLDS

Aluminum Foil ,2,yi730c
Sandwich Bags 'cr.027c
BAGGIES

DAISY

1" " 25c Potato Chips.
Wax Paper. .. ROLL

I LB.

.

. BAG

47,
0 ion.

YELLOW.CLING

CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF

APPROX
4 LBS

NEW GREEN

14 OZ 19c

MEADOWDALE

Tomato Catsup B

Del Monte Peachesg°4'32C
10
1/2 OZ. 2
CAN
Tomato Soup

Tomatoes
LB.18C Cabbage

BOX

17

DEL MONTE BLUE LAKE CUT

RED RIPE

,

LB.

Green. Beans

EARS
FOR

BASKET

THICK, RICH

09

CAMELOT

1

12

2

1.1L'I9Z 30c

SaltineCrackers

Sweet Corn

QUART

Sweet Relish. .

SQUIRE

Bonus

PICKED FRESH

BY WEIGHT

LeEic

(Bonus

Coca-Cola,
White
Paper Plates Tab or Fresca

6

Stokely Corn
17 07

170

GET ONE BOTTLE FREE

CHEF PACK

CREAM OR WHOLE KERNEL

CAN

I

MEADOWDALE FROZEN

51.25

/to

Nectarines

VLASIC HAMBURGER

EA.

*".

SWEET AND JUICY

OPEN PIT

Hardwood
Charcoal

AVAIL.
WED. &
THUR.
ONLY

PERT WHITE

Dinner Napkins PKG.CI 27c
Salad Dressing
32 OZ. 49c
Barbecue SauceI'43c Dill Chips

BTL

FoodCake

6
PKG.

36c

22 OZ. 56C'

GENTLE
SCHMITT'S

FORA COOL TREAT

Wiener Buns

Fabric Softener

VC2T21., 6 3 C

BORDEN'S

Pork & Beans

SO SOFT

ALL FLAVORS GOLD DISH

Ice Cream

}3

Hamburger or

16 OZ.

PKG.

OF 100

BTLS.

.

82

°

Gliwa Says First Game is Biggest Hurdle for. Viator
Dennis Foreman and John

by George Hales

Vandenberg, the team's co -

at any one position, ex-

captains, were all -conference
choices last year.

perienced substitutes are lack-

season with optimism. He has
what he feels is potentially
one of the best teams the

COACH GLTWA believes
that the -squad's strongest

point is overall speed. He also
rates the Lions' kicking game
many "ifs" are included.
as one of the best he has ever
The Lions have nine let- - had.- Depth in the backfield is
termen returning, including another strong 'point.
eight seniors and one junior.'
Lack of depth at some posi-

Lions have ever fielded, but

DeLaSalle, St. Francis

Although they are not weak

Saint Viator head football
coach Joe Gliwa is looking

forward to the upcoming

Marist, Argo, St. _Patrick's,

tions is the Lions' weakness.

DeSales and Joiliet West, will
work in the Lions' favor. "The

ing. Coach Gliwa said, "We

first game will 'be the

are not hurting at any one

toughest, and everything

position, but we would like to
have three men at every position."
Gliwa believes that St.

should work in our favor after
that."

Talking about the Hersey

far. Gliwa is also counting on
senior guard Steve Osterman
this season. He said, "It looks
as though Osterman is in real
fine condition, but we'll have
to see how he improves from

chances, he adds, with some
reservation, "Injuries will play

a big part. We have several

game to game."

It appears that if the Lions
stay healthy, they will be one
of the area's tougher squads.

THE SQUAD has not yet
been trimmed, and about 90
boys are still out for the team.
These include Mark Ameel,

The Lion mentor has not Mike Abinanti, Tom
Gliwa singled out junior _ _been impressed with his - Anderson, Steve Aylward,'
halfbn-elt Tim oillspie and seniors, but this is because he Ralph Andejewski, Joe Bomjunior receiver Mike Pet- expects a better -than -average bicino, Mark Browning, Tim
Browning, Mike Bucaro,
tenuzzo for their impressive performance from them.
people out already."

said,-"Contlitioning c-vilf be an

important factor for us. If we,
with the personnel we have,

cludes Marian Catholic,

performances in practice so

can best Hersey."

ALTHOUGH HE is optimistic about the team's

contest specifically, Gliwa

V iato'r's -schedule,-which
opens with Hersey and in-

can take the punishment, we

Mike Buckley, Keith
Buchholtz and Bill Byrnes.

Spirited Cards are Small; Must Rebuild
this season. Six sophomores
have been selected to condition with the varsity with

By Tom Rowe

The 1969 edition of the Ar-

hopes of making the junior

lington High School football

varsity or varsity teams. Walther has aspirations of one or
two of these boys of playing
with the varsity squad.
While the Cards are short
on experience and are counon some sophomores, a great
help to the team has been the

team has been labeled by head

coach Bob Walther as a "rebuilding" year, but the spirited young squad still poses to be

a threat for the Mid -Suburban
League crown.
One of the major problems
plaguing this season's group is
the lack of varsity playing ex.

addition of transfer student
Terry Foy. Foy is a backfield
man and Walther said Terry

perience possessed by the Car-

dinal gridmen.

will be a help on defense, too.

ONLY FIVE lettermen are
returning this fall to aid in repeating their MSL champion-

He added, "Terry will

see

some action with our ball team
and he'll be a great help."

ship. Mike DeZonna, Carl Anderson, Kevin Ellerston, Jack
-Huh and Mike Hadley are the
mainstays in the card offense,
being the only ones to play on

ONE OF THE great problems all MSL teams are faced

with is the fact all teams will
not meet each other in regular
season play. Walther said,

last year's undefeated team.

"There is going to be a great

The 61 boys that turned out
for last Wednesday's first
workout began with exercise

possibility of a tie this year because of the scheduling."
Coach- Walther was pleased

drills for the first three days.
Monday, contact work com-

with the new two -point conversion rule going into affect

menced as the squad worked
hard to attain perfection. Still
practicing as one group (var-

this season for the first time in

high school ball. He claimed
this would help the passing
game greatly, but would not
necessarily help Arlington

sity players have not yet selected ) coach Walther is experimenting with a new policy

overall.

View, Hersey and Palatine as

reams. "We're not as
small as we seem; we have no

A small coaching change

pass

has given the varsity a look at
their new line coach, Greg Alcorn. Alcorn was assistant
sophomore coach last season
but was brought up to the top
when former line expert Jack

the schools to beat this season,

and Wheeling, will prove to be
challanging for Arlington's

young team. Their first intra,squad game will be Sept. 5
three - while the first non -conference
first
Arlington's
games, Maine West, Palatine meeting will be Sept. 12.

and he added, "watch out for

fat." Arlington ts,expected to

Prospect."

be one of the fastest squads in

the area with their swift backfield. Walther labeled Forest

switch as a move to strengthen

ton's football. Walther added,
"This is one'of the best moves
I've made."

MIS

*e.t.

More
Sports

Suss, of 717 S. William; Bruce

M.' Remsen, of 700 Edgewood
Ln. are those who attended the

Ken Martin, Terry McBride,
Chris Monti, Greg Novak,

2 -day session.

ONLY 4 MORE DAYS TO PAY TAXES

ARNOLD SCHARRINGHAUSEN

ELK GROVE
TOWNSHIP
COLLECTOR
PHONE 437-0900

Office at 2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
(Just north of Northwest Tollway overpass)

Above-Coach Tom Pitchford of Arlington watches on
as two boys try to knock him
off the blocking dummy.

joyable than on Saturdays."
Walther said this year's

BILLS MAY BE PAID STARTING

i 0 a C'lial A i \II

ARLINGTON PAR

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.

Mop

437.7177

Pool-Ponolo: Moo.

2 SUITS
'PLAIN
2

performed the crew chores.

The butterfly is a 12 -foot

en,coo Wedgies onsolotot, olocondn000d
Thers.880, Fd.3511, Md. end Hol.2:11 OAS.

Northwestern trains
Drive Kennedy or TrI-S fate
to Northwest Tollway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9.2500

9

famous America Cup yachts.

for the

DAILY

2400 S. Arlington Heights Road
9:00 A.M. TO 3:00 P.M.

EXCEPT WED. ti SAT. 9:00 TO 12:00 NOON
or MAIL TO P.O. BOX 129, MT. PROSPECT
Penalty Date... 2nd Installment- Sept. lit.

Price

.

$1.60

of one

LB LOADS
8lf-Sery

THINK SMALL

$2,50

Operated Machines

Lake near Des Plaines. Their
next races are scheduled for

THE ELK GROVE TOWNSHIP HALL

olocene $1.75

ail Seice Coin

The Northern Illinois Fleet,
one of over 35 independent
groups in -the country, holds
its own competition on Duck

during banking hours only
and

.:.

DRESSES

sailboat, which competes

at the following:
BANK OF ELK GROVE
MT. PROSPECT STATE BANK

Quinones Perfects
450 Room Resort Hotel..
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

CLEANING SPECIALS
for the

2nd Installment AUGUST 1 through AUGUST 31, 1969

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

Arlington Heights

direct to track

A0
ST
THURS
3 DAYS ONLY: AUG. 2 8,R29, 3

Sept. 7 on the local water

According to Swanson, his
fleet -will "race until the water
freezei", and suggests anyone
interested -in Butterfly' com

son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles

Bill Madden, Pat McGrath,

to this area. Football games
should be played on school
(Friday) nights. The playing
conditions will be better, too
it will be cooler and more en-

competition, Swanson's 12 -

_

Doug Dahle, son of Mr. and

Mrs. W. B. Dahle, of 90 E.
Tower Dr.; Jeffrey N. Suss,
Recher, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Rudolph Recher, of 708 W.
Milburn Ave., and Jim Remsen, son of Mr. and Mrs. John

The addition of lights at all

IN. THE WINNEBAGO

-

mer.

Leahy, Scott Lindberg and
Mike Loccasio.

the District 214 schools pleases Walther. "This is one of the
best things that could happen

the basis of total points earned
in the four races.

12

Four, Mount Prospect resi-

up the jaycee coaching chores.

on. an 8-10 mile course, and
winners were determined on

Page

Attend Drake

lington, Bill Burke, will head

clay races. Each event was set

,

ALSO TOM D'Amico,

Mark Dimuzio, Jim Enright,

Also out for the team are

ends and safeties while Walther's attention will be drawn
to the backfield. A newcomer
to the coaching scene at Arl

2 FOR _1,.

under the same rules as the

Squires.

Paul Zimmerman.

Kelly, Tom Kell, Kevin

will be mainly on charge of

Prospect Heights Man
Fourth in Boat Races

tennial Celebration, consisted
of two Saturday and two Sun -

Lloyd Smith, Steve Smith,

Tom Smith and Malachy

ty.

Healy, Albert Houde, Ed KIingberg, Rich Komar, Kevin

rorowartiro!"*".

ASSISTING WALTHER
with the coaching duties is veteran Tom Pitchford. Pitchford

DRYCLEANING
--Utidi---01911-

scow, or flat bottomed

Mark Reed, Mark Rossi,

Greg Diem and Bill Dougher-

Hales, Mark Hoppe, Tim

r'

-...a.."l

The nationals, which were
held in conjunction with the
Oshkosh Yacht Club- Cen-

Richardson, Ken Rogers,_

Bianca, Bob Broweren, Dan John Vandenbergh, Mike
Casey, Joe Cook, Bill Gov- Wilkin, Jim Wendell, Pat
ington, Tom Cannon, Jim Walker, Jim Walker, Craig
Campbell, Brian Cosentino, Zander, Mark Zwolski and

Also playing are Jim Grenning, Joe Gunerman, George
&Mr

1969,

year -old daughter, Joy,

Larry Quinnett, Gerry

Also .Pat Stearns, Steve
Stamos, Mike Smedinghoff,
Alan Schwarz, Mike Theurk,

Gallagher.

the lower bracket of Arling-

August 27

Lake Winnebago, Wis.

ALSO OUT are Jim

O'Keefe, Mike Pettenuzzo,
Tom Perry, Bob Quinnett,

Franzen, Tim Gilespie, Mike freshmen accepted to attend
Georgen, Jim Georgen, Sam summer orientation programs
Galioto, Tim Grant and Ed at Drake University this sum-

Walther explained this

Wednesday

Illinois Butterfly Sailing Fleet,
finished fourth among 95 entries this past weekend in the
National Butterfly Meet at

Bill O'Donnell, Eugene
D'Sullivan and Bill O'Keefe.

Dennis Foreman, Mark dents are among nearly 900

Page 8

mander of the Northern

Osterman, Tim O'Connell,

Also out are Steve Balinski,
Dave Baron, Brian Brady, Joe

Dan Eigel, Roger Foehringer,

Cutlip was assigned to head up
the freshmen.

team will be different from

Herb Swanson, Prospect
Heights resident and com-

Mike Osterman, Steve

.-. ..

-

petition contact him at 255
-8327,

Mt. Prospect, Illinois

OPEN
' NINE

Professional Business Management

to

.

BOOKKEEPING SERVICE
thorras wilnau associates

twenty-five dollars minimum balance.
..

five per cent compounded daily.

no minimum deposit.

we will prepare: Payrolls

NINE

Checks, Sales Tax Forms,

:oumals, Ledgers, etc.

Give Us A Call:
392-3878 -or- 255-6566
p

GOLDEN PASSBOOK
....--

LABOR DAY

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

SALE

PAT. I

SI

NIA

Free
Patio
Sun Deck

L'

In Palatine
I

.

,,JJ, mama fluty

fattlira

Automatic Skimmer

won-Silp INchapool INAS

%oink. Stool Ladder
Safety Mara ham

20 Gauge Vinyl lino,
with 10 Wm Warranty

253-2460t

'13 Prospect Heights
S. Wolf Rd.

J._

BANK

1

956-1500
894-1800
1.394-3500-

Look for us each week in

\ Wheeling Plumbing Co.
345 N. Wolf Rd., Wheeling
537-6020

In Arlington Heights

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS

NI ALTORS .1

358-5560

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

, No mow/ Down
`Nom lo Foy

SWIMMING;

:,/,

728 E.Northwest Hwy.
6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

Good Aug.L
28 5 29 Only!

Check these outstanding/octanes/A
Rodwoml Construction,
Armed with Stool
tocli.up Steinway
N.S.P. Apprawrd Piller

'

REALTOR

SAVE

Member

The Home Buyer's Guide
/

,

IN THE DAY

s'.

FDIC
;

I-

E

ONELESS
Whole or Either Half

FULLY COOKED-ASP's SUPER RIGHT

LB.

'I

II

4th & 5th
Ribs

EL
1 1st THRU 3rd Ribs

- slmlb.

LB.

lopp

vcal;

Super Right

'v.

1/4 Pork Loin Sliced
9 to 11 Chops

Quality

LB.
Super Right

Right

to 3 -lb.

79c LB. BEEF tRIB STEAK

RIBS2Average

SSu eAr

Blade
Cut

$109 LB. BEEF CHUCK STEAK

69c LB.

t

II

VALENCIA
ORANGES

It

10 LB.

49c

II

/0"690

.1

72 SIZE

Brpnd
),

cr

11111114111k

r.

la

CTN.

SAVE 10c

SAVE 10c

LB.

ti

LB.

CTN.

SAVE lic
SAVE 5c

Aunt Wiles Whole
BEETS16.ox

19c
tar
With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store
thru August 30, 1969

*

z
,

.

INSTANT FELS
511/4.01.
box

iv Squirrel Brand

A OA

it.,,, August 30, 1969

SAVE 5c

SAVE 10c _ISSign
SAVE 10c
ALP Soft

MARGARINE
35ccon.

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store
thru A4gust 30, 1969

SAVE 10c

SAVE 5c.

Cheese or
Sausage
Three
in
Package

20 lb. Bag
a

Kingsford
Charcoal
Lighter
Fluid

Qt.39c

SAVE 9c

bti.

thru August 30, 1969

Scott Ultra

s

,

FACIAL TISSUE
150
19c
ct.

6 -Pack

JANE PARKER
POTATO CHIPS

Borden's

CHARLOTTE FREEZE

With this torpon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ARP store
they August 30, 1969

1/2 Gal. Gin.

Save 16c

our plaid

59

12 -Ch

L

IL

SAVE 5c
Dippity-Do
g

x

COFFEE

1818 N. State Rd.

36K Main St.

SAVE 50c

CAN

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store

It.,,, August 30, 1969

SAVE Sc.

stamp catalog features
CO.INC

YOUR FRIENDLY A & P SUPERhiARKETS ARE LOCATED AT

MT. PROSPECT

75c

2427

lilldreds of qiNsifEECEIIYA
ARLINGTONIITS.

GEL

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store
thru August 30, 1969

ALB
/95
wwCAN

Box

P13

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ARP store
thru August 30, 1969

i:ir

39c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store

go

AMMONIA
w. Otis.
20c

HILLS BROS.

HEINZ KETCHUP
26 -ox.

'68c

With this coupon and any purchase
at any Chicago Division ALP store

DES PLAINES
815 Lee St.

ELK GROVE
Devon & Tonne Rd.
.

SCHAUMBURG
Higgins Road.
8 be. 58 _

ARLINGTON FRI.

BARRINGTON

1601 W. Campbell'

.300 N. Hough St.

PALATINE
276 Northwest Hwy.

SHORT RIBS
Wednesday, August 27, 1969
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OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

STILL, WE

I HAVE MY OWN
LONG HAIR AND TURTLEIDEAS ON HOW KIDS
NECK SHIRTS MAKE FOR
DRESS TODAY -BOTTOIA PANTS, LESS NECK WASHING, ER
BUT IN THE INTER- ,t
MOTHER? AND SPEAKMA -THEY'RE
ING OF BIG FEET --TIGHT ESTOF KEEPING "4
GREAT FOR
PEACE AROUND HERE
PANTS CERTAINLY ACHIDING BIG
CENTUATE THE POSITIVE, I KEEP THEM TO MY FEET!
SELF --AND I SUGGEST
DON'T THEY.'
')DU TWO DO THE'

'ONE-MING

AWN IT BELL

Busro2, Hag COULD
YOU DREAM THAT I

THE WAY
HE SAYS
-merze MONEY"

WOULDN'T CARRY AA'?

YOU'D

t-IGATiot-15 ON OUR.

CRAWLED
OUT OF A

SHARE OF '-it-ke ce-

CAMPING TRIP? RUT

INSTEAD OF CONTRIBUTING MERE MONEY.
1349 ALL THE
I LLoOK'

SAME!

-n-IG STUFF

BAIT

MAY AS WELL
SURRENDERA.-

usuALLY-

aure-

TONIGHT

Fpeetom75
WITHOUT

The world of

wowiws!

CAN!

COOK ING/

a

new tool for use in
high energy physics.
26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters
6:25

in a three part documentary about the
drug world narrated
by Robert MitchuM,
Paul Newman

Rod Steiger./

26 Luis Carlos Uribe
h e Honeymooners

2 Editorial

_--

26 Quiz-,

Es -TRAINED

WHY MOTHERS GET GRAY
--To EACH HIS OWN -

It

Orana5e_n.1116'emick

vt ro au

7:30
2 The Good Guys
7 The King Family

6:30
2 Tarzan
5 The Virginian

9 Mike Douglas

7 Here Come the

9,27

32

ROBIN MALONE

11 1N College Pre-

Addams

The

romrs-roP, 065
Ct.AYmoR.'s!

t -ors °PLUCK !

2 Hawaii Five -0
5 The Outsider
9 Perry Mason
11 Chicago Festival
"The Stu Katz Bunky Green Quin tet."

2 Beverly Hillbillies

26 Market Wrapup

5-Miisic Hall from
Hawaii

Don Ho

7:00

w ith

9 Hazel
11 Premiere:

The

til 2 a.m.
5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

9:00

8:00,-6:50

HOP IN, MISS MALONE !

CHARLEY WILLTAKE CARE
OF YOU NOW, LITTLE LADY!

she is still alive. Un-

2 Green-AZei:es

sequences

Family

13111 -returns to Japan
and discovers that

8:30

32 Truth or Con-

9 I Love Lucy

is

guests
Cooper and

host
Pat
Rod

12:15

9 News
12:30

5 Farm Forum
32 News Final
12:35

9:30
11 Tempo
32 News
CARNIVAL

BUGS BUNNY

our
lloroscope
FOR THURSDAY

SUPER DUPER
CORP.

Undertake nothing of importance without the consent of
those who might in some way

stands
lems.

---\gik/rrilORgz.//

32 Town and Country Music

1:00
7 Perspectives

1

1:30

10:30

7 Reflections

2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show

2 Late Report

9 Movie

City."

"Carson
adven tur e
setAn against the
II

1:50

7 Joey Bishop Show

It

Whatever is considered desir-

own judge.
SCORPIO

prob-

their

the News

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct. 23)

able by all parties concerned
should be put into operation
immediately. Don't he your

termined social

Festi-

I WISH I COULD FIGURE OUT

by your per-,

influenced
formance.
he

in
the
Streets." A street
gang meets strong
opposition from a de-

worker who under-

I),

COMPUTER DIVISION

12:40

9 Movie
"Crime

Vineyard."
26 A Black's View of

''-:,:i' lic

DYNAMICS

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)

ments

val: Concert in the

HOW HE DOES THAT:

IS AT A STANDSTILL:

9 Paul Harvey Com-

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Chronicle
"Summer

I=amee.

THE COMPUTER EIWOkE DOWN
AGAIN: OUR WHOLE OPEWATION

A

agent from
is
given-- -a

secret

the
Scientists

9:30 p.m.

Show

view

Brides -

in'

earth
World."
drill into the core of double task to per form: convince a scithe earth 'but the
drilling threatens 10----entist to abdicate his
position as a ruler of
split the ear th in half.
Alphaville and locate
Unti 10 p.m.
a second earth agent.
1
Your Dollar's
Until 12:30 a.m.
Worth
"Prescription
Midnight
Drugs: Prices and
2 Movie
Perils."
"Tokyo Joe."
32 Movie
Bogart
Humphrey
"The Legend of a
stars as a man who
Gunfighter." A man
believes that his wife
takes up gunfighting
has died_j_n----ir
in revenge for his
concentratinh camp
parent's death. Until

world of the dope addict -will be explored

Linear Reactor,"

"Alphaville."

.

"Crack

speed,

and smack --the

" T h e Stanford

ENTHUSIASM

acid,

grass,

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 The Flintstones
11 R & D Review

32 Movie

McK den.
MOvie

Distant Drummer

6:00

1:55

storywi-

2 Meditation

in g Neveda capital
during the turbulent
1870's. Until 12:40

94gej
;

200.

9 Five Minutes to

"How do I communicate with her? I just keep dialing
,_,,,-..a.tn.
,untiltha
4upyl"

MORTY MEEKLE

Live,BY

,

24 -Nov.

(Oct.

actively interested in your decision regard221 --Persons

EEK & MEEK

ing an important business or
professional matter should be

RUBBER BANDS ARE
AGAINST 114 LAW!

taken into confidence.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 23 Dec. 22) --So long as it doesn't

interfere with your ability to

function to capacity on the
employment scene. socialize in

oit

(Dec,. 23 competition
20) --The
Jan.
may be of very high calibre today. See that you don't overCAPRICORN

-.1(tOti i)1.

q ------=.

...

evening.

111

%

1111

027

.,...-e.

estimate your own perform-

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ance.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
191 --Carry out directives to the

THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

letter. While working in the

Evergreen Trees

home, take care not to precipitate argument with family
members.
PISCES . (Feb.

R

20 -March

ACROSS

2I) --Judge another's abilities
by his own standards, not
He

yours.

may

be

1 Incense 6 Douglas
9 English -

less

blameworthy than you think.
ARIES (March 22 -April
201 --Keep your behavior representative of the best you

have in you. Now is one of
those times when others may
he judging you.

TAURUS (April

21 -May

21) --Should you be in a position to make appointments of a
high order, forget your personal perferences. Let merit alone

CAPTAIN EASY

decide.

GEMINI

(May 22 -June
expenditures
will be forgiven. Don't invite a
quarrel though spending without true need.
21) --Necessary

CANCER (June 22 -July
23) --Make every effort to perapother to act according
fake care.
to
however, not to apply force.

LEO (July 24 -Aug. 23) There is no need for you to

JAKE LEMON

VANISHED WHILE
HUNTING THE

JUO LEMON...WASN'T HE THE
TOPROcK.

ODDBALL HAND

TotERATED FO 50 LONG r

HIJACKER5,EASY..._
AccORDIN6 To
HIS 9014,..+11D.

ck

YEE. ..10 HAD A STRANGE NOLO OVER.
HE SPIED ON 'EM.,
EVEN RANSACKED THEIR. PREMISES...
WAS OPENLY HOSTILE TO TODIX.VET
STAYED ON TILL AGE FORCED HIM TO
BOTH TOPROCR51,

RenREI

r.

"*.

ir

7,04,

any misgivings concerning recent behavior so
long as you have acted in line
with your standards.

DEVELOP
peel

dole

pole
plod
pled
love
lode
lope
dope

deep
dove
delve
dele
elope
geode

vole

US 1s. On.

CAMPUS CLATTER
HERE COMES THAT CRAZY
ROGER, DRIVING WITH

ONE ARM AND HOLDING
HIS DATE WITH THE
OTHER!

SS

EST A T

57 "Aida," for

I T S A L.
NOT
LE
1- 0 Ne
A

A

instance

1001 A S T
111E1 -r

DOWN
1 Valid
2 Tago's wife

mac,.

E

C T a ID

CAP T
L A
12 Foretokens
I
I M
(pl.)
S
N
EL
(Shak.)
L 2 F. . Z. 71/4
13 Before
BEY
U
011
3 Toes, for
AIDAR A L. I 0 A T E
14 Compass point
example
TIC EP0S
11=1 E S 115 Sequoia
4 Duck genuS
(p1.)
(2 words)
5 Operated
24 Poem
17 Annex
39 Tidier
& Tentacle
25 Staff
18 Grecian
7 "Antony and 27 Vine fruit
40 Botanical
district
Cleopatra"
classes
30 More
19 Long, loose
character
cheerless
42 Come in
overcoat
8 Pauses
31 Entice
46 Nautical hail
21 Insect egg
9 Longed
47 Infold
32 Sack
22 Form of
10 Complete
48 Australian
33 Belonging
"to be"
bird
11 Married
to us
23 Spanish title 16 Soup dish
49 Obtain
34 Quarrel
of respect
20 More weird
51 To the Deity
37 Locomotive
26 More savory 22 English river 38 Glacial epoch
(Latin)
28 Refinish
29 Native metal
2
3
4
7
8
9
5
6
10
11
30 Volplaned
12
32 Archers
13
14
35 Regret
15
16
17
36 Subtle
emanation
18
19
37 Ear pendant
41 Grind coarsely 21
24 25
22
1123
43 American

0A

1

Ith

have

Answers to
Hideaword

MAYBE HE EUSPEcrEo TODD HAD DISPOSED
OP JAKE.,.BUT COULDN'T REPORT IT, IRIS:
AND THEY HAD SOMETHING To HIDE, TOO",
SOMETHING JUD KNEWI

R

humorist

26

1 II.

44 Letter of
SO WHAT?
LOTS OF
GUYS DO

THAT!

alphabet

45 Legal

121

k_-

minority

47 Estrange in
a way
48 Ovum
50 Very inferior
(comp. word)
52 Honey
(pharm.)
53 Eternity
54 Avid
55 Shoshonean
56 Grain

28

[31

36

37

38

41

43

44

45
48

39

40

46

49

51

52

53

54

55

56

57
27
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You'e Welcome to Walgreens Labor Day

.

Even Biefler-Pice

Cuts
arit-40NDERPRICES!

,_

-----

Yes, most Walgreens will be OPEN
and at your service on ffie-holitfai.-

tic inAt ge array of designs for the kid crowd.

KODAK "44"
INSTAMATIC

For Your
Barbecues!

New instant -loading
camera even takes
color snaps or slides,
uses 4 -shot 'cubes.

Charcoal Lighter

PLATES

19

$1.19 SIZE STYROFOAM

788

uY

LAST!

12 -exposure pack

13c

The

F

or Al

TWIN PACK

R

Limit 2 packs

I

OLD STYLE

6t9

12 -oz. no de-

posit bottles

Astronauts Armstrong,

Collins and Aldrin!
Hear the liftoff, descent, and

I ;

Bourbon

Scotch

86-preof
straight

Save on

C

86 -proof
Scotch

Whiskey.
Real buyt

import.

ENGER

6i62.

ALE
10 -oz. no -deposit bottles

San Monterey Brandy

touchdown; hear man on the moon!

10 -year -old Portuguese import.

FIFTH

FIFTH
r.4

8

3

339
n7s O.!

FIFTH

WITH $3.00

FREE

Fabulous flavors, terrific texture . . .
choicest ingredients make it GREAT!
Wonderpricedl
29c Pints

'

King William

.

Canada Dry

Of

Chicagoland Prefers Walgreens

ICE CREAM

I

Old Henry Clay

Voices

It's WONDERprice-Ful

C

0

Pure brewed beer-

Actual

43

VA -POUND RING

5c

I:1i

MGM Phono Record

POTATO CHIPS
SFARIT.,

CAKE

sts

(Prices Low as before August 1 tax increase)

550 Size KRUN-CHEE 10 -oz.

CtiouNyUSI

POUND

POUND PACK ORANGE

MAN II4NE MOON

44'

C

79` Size Pack!

29c Size
Pack!

99,

Featuring

THUR.,

75c
TIP TOP

uY

Gallon FOAM JUG
WHILE
THEY

35' Pack!

49

SLICES lioulyt

$12 Kodacolor Film
WONDERPRICED!

n ONUS,

10 HOTDOG BUNS or
12 HAMBURGER BUNS

n ONUS I

AJM Pack. Limit 1

WONDERPRICED!

1)

WITH SPOUT

BUNS

$r Size Tube!
100 WHITE 9" PAPER

39c QUART KINGSFORD

SAT.

UY

631' -oz. Family Size. Limit 1

EACH

FRI.,

BONUS BUYS

SAVINGS ON

CREAM

77

THUR.,

Thurs.!
Fri.!
Sat.!

Bottusi

Wonder priced!

117;71!

MAKE EXTRA

COLGATE DENTAL

Made of ru

(Limit

A

S

S

LUNCH,.KITV
"Metal or sturdy vinyl plas-

LIQUID

Us

..

GOES
OF
COST

BONUS BUYS

Pius

A'

PURCHASE

Wonder -Buys in School Supplies

OF SCHOOL
SUPPLIES

58 -Sheet
Coil -Bound

The "WONDERLAMP"

PENWAY
COMPOSITION BOOK

FOR

49c SELLER!

'1

HIGH INTENSITY LAMP

Half Gallon

73C

10 -watt GE bulb gives glarefree light. 100 -watt power!
Color choice

14' Zip Bag Binder Buy
9

Canvas 3 -ring model.
Wonder -

Wonderprice!

CHARGE IT with your SAVE
Midwest Bank Card NOW!

II

C

priced!

NOTEBOOK
150 coil -bound sheets,
5 -holes ... dividers.

29` TUCK TAPE

BONUS BUY!

roll, dispenser pack.
Thursday, Friday, Saturday

98' Seller!

YOUR PRESCRIPTION e
044 moat emfrentaot iteoomailazev.

Complete Service at Low Cost

MT. PROSPECT

* Sorry! Limited quantities available to us at
special cost, so we must
ROTE: Most Walgreen stores carry all advertised
Items, unless limited by space or local conditions. limit the Bonus Buys to
be sure that everyone
THURSDAY THRU
will share the savings.

ARLINGTON HEIGHT,DREYDEN
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS-NORTHPOINT

SUNDAY SALE

n

TWIN POCKET

PORTFOLIO
With Walgreen coupon thru

Thur., Fri., Sat.

WONDER

WONDER

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

8c

I/2 -inch x 1,000 -inch

Coil Bound

NOTEBOOKS

35c STENO

,

Aug. 30, 1969 (Limit 2)

_95e-1-133-MaMx

With Walgreen
coupon thru
Aug. 30 -(Limit 4)

COUPON

2 '0 35'

M-75-117- raTrVkA\
A

A

N(O.

They took

6-4.

JACK MARTIN shot the
low gross score of the week
with a 36, and Harry Patton

the league

championship with

109

total

Second -place John Mufich
Buick trounced Winkclmann's
Shell Service, 8.2. and closed

make him the most valuable
player for the season.

IN OTHER action Mount

tion downed Ed and il's
Barber Shop. 7½ -11/2
;

Paint. 61.2 -3½

Team

Pts

Mount Prospect Jewelers

109
101

John Mufich Buick

Morton Pont.c beat Picket

State Bank
M:
Wtndlemann's Shell

and Ye Olde

P.

Town Inn defeated Annen and
Busse Realtors, 6½.3½.

0
0

98½

.

95½
93½

Service

Picket Paint

Birdies were recorded this
week by John Werdell, Bill
Cameron, Dick Coci, Jack

Morton Pontiac..

93

Elec. Const.

M. P.

89
86
84

Earl ltoesenherg and Stan
Bolit.

Bolit. Dahlstrom, Robert

Page

0
-J
LU

2

Wednesday

S PG1RTS

August

A

U

Aircou oting.

Roe k keep

Typing in Connection therewith
at my residence. North Arlington
Ht. Phone
259 2067
After 6:00 pM

of several area athletes.

St. Viator, defensive back Dan

At Northern, Prospect High
School product Steve Niebuhr
is i iullhack candidate on the
Huskies soccer team and Bill
Treece, also from Prospect, is

Ron Hartley of Maine West,
split end Tom Bastable of
Wheeling, guards Mike Wad -

z

DeVito of Forest View and

w/,j

EOperieflcednfineclOthes
Reasonably
priced. Palatine.
CALL, 358.6509

Children's
making, Alterations &
ming all garments.

Cotemin

dings

9e5

.

H

Bar
e

II

rOsP

Arlington, Hts. Ill.

ions, patios, sidewalks.
bROtH CONSTRUCTION CO.

ART CLASSES now forrri:ng

KANZLER BROTHERS

SEE VAN'S. for complete line of
Artist s materials & Picture
frames. 1293 Oakwoad D,F.
Artists' Materials & Sopplies'
Amateur & Professional. Custom
Picture framing. Palatine Art

N. NW Hwy

CL 5-8232

084

work. Free Estimate

mothers, Mon -Fri. my lic. home,

Clean Up Service
ScreenS Storm

There comes a time in a golfer's life when

F

owners, von.
troctor.. and -soon. Call a,ny
time, HARROLD'S 299.7830,

proving his game. But there are still several
decisions remaining that will greatly influence

F-

the value of such lessons.

First, the potential student must find an instructor who is capable of correcting the
duffer's faults. In addition, the golfer must
make up his mind that he will have to adjust

-

Labovsky Dance School.

ADivisionof

1e7-1676

-.

Driveways -Parking

IT'S NOT TIlE student's role to tell the pro

0
0
-J

how a previous instructor had changed his grip
or his stance. The pro is not interested in some-

one else's opinion. His main interest lies in
correcting the golfer's faults and doing so as
soon as possible.

Another important phase of instruction concerns practice. The golf student is only fooling

himself and wasting his money if he doesn't
get out on the links at least once a week in
addition to his regular lesson. Here he can
make good use of his newly'acquircd techni-

We

in residential,
439.1794(7 days a weekl

Call

-

ti

o°o'
I

are thinking of taking a golf lesson,

nIl.

JUNE ROLD SCHOOL of Dance

Register now for fall Calsses
824-2888

-"'i'

259-1117

ARLINGTON HTS
BLACKTOP

-

SINGLE CLUB

seal coating of all kinds, All
work quaranteed. Free esti.

CALL
263 2738

R. Pierce.

-

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

GROOMING

'

--

Seco.d Round
W L

0

6

0

& Up. Eopert Work. 894-9141

2

4

2

4

2

3

4

3

3

5

2

M.V.W. Realty

2

3

2

3

4

2

4

CARPET 8,

2

3

4

0

5

0

2
7

Loren Tool
Tower Packaging

"ND."
Bella Pizza

.

Tally Ho

5

0

5

I

TheGuys
Inn
C.

,";'ors

0

Carpsntry-Remodeling

5

I

4

3

3

5

2

4

1

2
6
6

2

3

3

2

3

4

0

6

.2

5

L

1

W

L

3

2

5

0

3

3

.

'08

3

4

00

-

CUSTOM CARPENTRY

-

Barb 529.8074 Scfmaum urg
semn'ce. Eapert lilting.

EdwinaBrondelbe

21492

EXPER T CARP ENTER. CALL
KEN. ALL SIZE JOBS

'

'

aimd

REMODELING, kitchen, bath, &
immclg.

plumbing & electrical. Free plannisg service, Norbert Construc
lion 827-5673
,

tions/gen. sew'g. Hr. Rand
Palatine. 253.4476, 255-0751
styling.

Formals

rica
I Service

Electmical work; air.cond.; out.
lets; yard lights; oamoges wired;
etc. 253-4792,

phone

crc an ise
-

1/2 PRICE SALE

-- --

All clothing /2 price

'

-

mt,4

Bargain Counter

0tita4P
,IIhe p

Outboards, mini -bikes, chain
Riders & LAWN MOWERS
also SHARPENED. 358 -Out

827-7588

41I

FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.
in
custom cloth

Specializing

,

slipcover,. Your fabric or mine.
Free estimates. Free arm covers.

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

Fast delivery. Workmonship
guaranteed. 829-8537

595.0051

Tile

'

,

-

Due to increase in personnel we
con cle'an industrial offices, an
daily contract basis. Pathco
Maintenance. 358-1555

Masonry

..

Repaired Rebuilt
Also Roof R.polring

827.4637

CL 3.5964
Tuckpointing, cI:imney

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Yzaiis ano noon
Remodeling and Repairs
FREE EST)MATES

437.4093

FLOOR & WALL TILE

Linoleum & kitchen carpet.
Your materials or will supply.
541-1346.
H. HOWARa

Upholstery

_______________________

DINETTE CHAIRS

Brlck&Masenry
All types & Flr.pfoc.s
repair

& brick mark, All work guoran
teed & reasonable, 259-9246

FreE Estlmof

P'ck U & Delive

I1ERE

253. 55
Weldin

_________________________
PORTABLE WELDING SERV.

MASONRY

Allen: commlroctort A factories

Miniptize down time. We spec

Ham. Inprovements A r,mom.Mfiolize in On the iob repairs ol
Ing. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
trucks. heavy equip t, machinory.
plastering,
waterproofing,
etc Gas -arc Heliarc 24 hr. sam
foundations, patios. Call days
-ALSC5rrs, Rolling Meod.
'nIghts 956.1640.
'

-

2966640

Bens000ille, Ill.

SlipCovers

Mailing Service

Maintenance

ot

Closed Wednesday & Sunday

______________________

PROMPT DELIVI" ANYWHERE

M.y.rs

and resort clothes designed to
or or. Coord'noted weddin
d
parties.Aterotions. N C if n:

P

esa e

"Small Engine Repair"

Bigevd.Lood-825.00
Rig4Yd.Load-15.00

&

in

lOAM, to 4PM

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 531-1411
Planting & Design

S

.5

-

LAWN CARE

EDMOND GRAY

359.1894

_

338-4084
home. Ref.
JOE'S REFINISHING

your

358 -3411

All types -alt season or vacation
only. Call Caoperatiue Enterprises. 223-0352, if no answer

'

4

,

7 yards for $21. Hall loads a Kitchen cabinets refinished

2 Eeper'd seamslrelses; altera.

- lndioiduolized

8£ 0 CARPENTRY
Remodeling,
additions,

additions. Home repairs

Dmesrmok:ng, alleroi:omis. & cur'
loins. Reasonable proes Co

Arl. HIs.

Ref inisnung
'
- -.
,.,.

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Custom dressmaker, alteration

garages. 529-2478.

I

5

IC home. 394-1886

-

Call Vo

Landscaping

.

i

I:p Jon'.:

Misfits

L

6

3

6
6

Shakey's Pizza

W

priced, Des P1. Sore. 296-6365,

3

w

'learn

will do hemming and alterations

Pointing, drapery cleaning. Lov

3

Centennial League

EXPERIENCED seamstress,

FURN. shampooing
t,m5 price m/thls ad. Installations'
tinting, mach. wall washing'

19 Vii. of Expert Service
17 5, Evergreen

CL 5-5692

.

-----, Dressmaking -Sewing

I

.

PureOil

-

installation.

rods,

823-8357

Finest, low cost high quality car
el cleaning. Artistic Compel Rug Graduate So. American Fashion
& Furniture Cleanert
School designer. All kinds alter
537 8128
aliens. Reas.,il5B.7791

Vi t.ctunge

*

Kirsch

4

Sportsman's League
'V
L

7

Living Rm. & Hall carpet clean
ed 517.95; Sofas cleaned $9.95

6

Western Electric

-

Carpet Cleaning

Arlington Country Club
Arlington Park Dodge
ReadyMen
PineCrest
Harris Pharmacy
Eddie's Lounge
Arlington Jaycees

Z

Draperies

W

Radio and T.V. Repair

(Color or black & whit.)

.

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal far new, lawns, flomer.
beds & lop dressing.

358.3534

CUSTOM DRAPERIES made In
our own workroom, Fabrics,

Team

Ray's

Intem:oms, Custom Slip Coo..,
ems, Draperies, Upholster -j,
11 5. Ounmon
253-5249

19 N Center St.

German Shepherds oniy

Work
guaranteed.
tree estimate any

967-5340

Cla.'nlc League
I.

for

Phone
time.

Interiors
Lisa

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

SPECIALIZED TRAINING

waiting.

SAVE YOUR EYESI

It's TV Check-up time. Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Rank Credit Cards Honored.

-

blacktop work dori'mg

ARLINGTON HEIGHTh
PARK DISTRICI'
16" MEN'S SOFTBALL
STANDINGS

Reosonoble Rates

392.8763

Dog Services

BLACKTOP SERVICE

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

CALLED. 358.5359

Piano Organ
Beginners nr Advanced
By Professional CL 55637

'i bI e.

AGES 25-55
INFORMATION

-

mates, 24 hr. service, 439-6616

your best.

Id

______________________-

Chuck & Jim Waterworth

any contractor. New driveways. FOR
parking lots, patch work and

accept in your mind the fact that you will do
as told, when you are told, and the way you
are told. If you remember these points, I'm
sure the follwoing next game will be one of

0I

I

UCL 33500 F18- 1355

H

Radio.TV Re air

'

Enmo

Fail Special 20% cheaper limo,'

ques.

Damn

t390

-

Instruction

Plaines. 437-8010, Adults also.

Patching

Free Est. 837.1430
428-2809

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
'

Ceilings, woiis & patching.
No job too small.
824-7510
iOE ORTMAN

'

LeT 0171

ONLY

& REMODELING

439-8614 or 815-385-8999

Ballet. tap & acrobatics in my
home at 714 Westmere. Des

Sealing IBroom Appliedi
Dr:oeways

Heating,

.____ -

TWO -W'S BLACKTOP

Results!

255-

EXPERT PLASTERING

,

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Sloier
Shoes Villogo Square Slmopping
Center. Palatine 359.0514

Lots.

speciali2e

.-.
Supplies.

Dancing

DON'S BLACKTOP

to the changes in style suggested by the teacher,

-

-.Vivian's School Music Donce and
Entertainment Service.

_______________________
Blacktopping

-

5DAY

çH Repairs

DAN

CIas

room, Woodclole Pa 6 1953

Day Publications, Inc.
2175. Arlington HIs. Rd.
Arlington Heights, Ill.'

Wanted To Buy...........42
Wanted To Rent,,.,,,,.,82

Have Trowel Will Travul
SmalIJobs My Sp.clalty

Home Maintenance

Ballet, Character & Bell

sivol,

VacatIon Places,.,,..92

3 LINES

3594650

__________________________
DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work & remodeling.
Free estimate. 298-4028

Dancing Schools&Supplies

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

102

Wanted

Home

2 55 7200"

Contact Dick Westgord

Trucks, Trailers,.....

Turning -Repairing -

==

NWI'k

'"',j

'i'n
cleanup.

Reac hng

Travel....,............ 18

Ned

-

McilingPiec:i

for H'gh

P'lano To ning. Service

Home Improvements

near Pros, Hi, 392.2331

Advertising Layout & Art

-

Call 392-4750

k'

f

To Rent Miscellaneous, . - .81
To Rent Resort PropertIes. .79
To Rent, Stores, Off ices..,77

To Rent Houses,,,,,,,,,.?6

Permanent wanes given in your
home by bc. specialist. Get
TCI1U"i'mted offer, rag. $15 per
manerit Sl0comp,MU5.5400
LtCEED BEAUTY OPERATOR,

109 s. Main, Mt. Prospect

hid

To Rent Business Property. .78
To Rent Furnished

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

Child Care
NO

To Rent Apartments.....?4

Apartments ............73

____________________________

528-8450

Hearing Aids

Sporting Ooods......,...48

$20 Points Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
Wolipopering
and
eoterior
painting. All mark guaranteed

Permanent Waves

,

Call Now

WftIT

W:men .,....,,......22

Students beginning

392-1542

ut, w ICr'

osn a tI
cracks repaired. Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick

255-1096

437.9214

SItuation: W:nt:Me,. . .21

Rummage & Garage Sale, .31

Shall Decorating
358-9038

.

SERVICEInstalled A Repaired

0

First Round

d °wn p
proo ing. Masonry.

FAMILY

LoansMortgages ........94
Real Estate-Vacant,,,,,,88
Real Estate-Wonted..,..96

Housekeeping ,,,,,,....70

Fully insured.

GUTTERS '
-

Personals..,.,.....,..., 14

Rooms -Board'

ed, Free estimate after 6 p.m.

Gutters

Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble

Serving the commerciol art
needs of Northwest subi,r'
ban bu,siness far:

College

aEY

Nursery Schools'

h'

k

5th summer in eotetior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prces,eocellent references, fully insur

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

A RT-

392-3450

'

General Houlina

KANZLER & SON
Cement Contractors
Patios, Sidewalks, &
Foundations
Prompt Service
Free Estimates
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

824.5803

2

&

Musical insfwments,,,.,.SS

Real Estate -

PAINTING & DECORATING
C

&

: :

Resort Properties For Sale. .91

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

-fl°I3

em

es

-

or

Pro. eltimot.t

1

32

: :98
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
111

Real Esfate-Houses......86

d

Reasonable pric:s

'Wa' n' Fumitur. ServIc.
' hing.
urns
05 urn reinis

Patios and driveways,
sIdewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No lob too big or too small,
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates,
7.3987 -

______________________-

Olin & R
Free Estimates Ed

Furniture Refinishing

CALL Belpolsi Studio,

ART LESSONS, Oil Painting for
beginners, Day & tue Classes
5950039
Register Now

Moe Homei

Real Estate -Apt. Building .85
Real Estate -Bus, Property. .89

Refinish'8 offered. 529-1211

3585346

Loans'P.rsonal, 8usiness. .65

Office Fumitw'e-Device,., .56

D

-

LandscapIng ...,..,'...SO
Miscellaneous
ha dl
M

NEW WAY PAINTING

Ecklund Floor S.,vic.
Average Roam, $9.95 Camp.

Instruction .................. 15
Investment Property.....90

Quality workmanship. Fully' in'
sured. Reasonable. 259-1039
Ken's Pointing & Decorating

CLS.3991

Fl oors

wo

omen

Direways, gar. floors loundcs

(To Rent)...............83
In Memoriam.,,.....,.. -S

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

Birch. Oak, Hickory
Delivered & stacked
,
827-7456
BOB JAACKS

358.1(167

394.2882

Furniture.,,,,,,,,......47

Lost and Found,,.... 13

358.1588

"

.,__.

.ORA rio

Qualified college stodent can do
interior painting inexpensively

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

We cater ott for yool

Art Instructions

I

PiiiGo/J'CIub

So if you

Fit'ewood

JO -LEE FOOD SERVICE

Ceramic Tile

he feels he needs a lesson. Once he has made
such a decision, the golfer has successfully
hurdled one of the biggest obstacles to Im-

-

-

1,3 1118'

Painting & Decorating
and Wall Washing
George Klein 392-0803

CALL 2972266

Deol
CL 5.4833

i

esterior pointing,

&

paneII'ing & tI'

inum
Financing
Free Estimates
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

PUZZLED? NOT US

F

Industrial Propeily

:

cFk,,l
.

dress
hem.

SPEClALlZED

Home Furnishings -

CHAIIJ

'

ties.

-

T

-

Help Wanted Women ,,,,.26

Interior & Exterior Pointing. AS
top quality work. Reosonoble

Interior

Wrooght

Redwood, Stockade.
iron. 647.0220

Men or Women,.,, ,,,,,,., 27

Painting -Decorating

WALL PAPERING
.

PATCH'S pANTRY

Cartooning
and other services.

S

"0

I

Help Wonted

-

rates 671.0009.

All types of fencing: Choinllnh,

Catering
Compleme

-

X -CELL FENCE

537-6122

'.','.' :
D
Help Want.d Men........24

-

I DO MY OWN WORK

NO JOB TOO SMALL
Free estimates

Florists.

537 1244 or 437 3160

roormms, PoWder
rooms, kitchen remodeling.

CL 9-3517

Farms..................93

Electrical Service

RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Fencing

.

Women.................... 25

Equipment Rentals.......57

'

McuRlD1 eLeCTRIC

Ridge Home Irnprovenmnnmr

CREATIVE-

EIBy Jilt.

Agencles'Men ........23
Employment Agencies-

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES. FREE ESTIMATES

ClI Bob CL 9.0641

ALL

>-

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44

.

ClI for Estimate Day/toe.
359.1906

KEY TILE CO.

Rub '0' the Green

Day Camp.............12

'

Recreotion

Alterations and general sewing
pius remodeling ot draperies.

Center. 401
358-1966

zita of Arlington and Bob Rose
of St. Viator and tailback Dan
Gorman of Maine East,

Card of Thanks...........
Cemeteriss & lots.........3
Coins.Hobbies...........10

'lec,jcal Service

Wheeling, Ill.

Art Service

F-

.

-

Remodeling Additices
Carpenrer Work.TiIe Floorsi

to, small businesses, Done n
pricole borne 439.7373

_______________________

backer Dan Klingberg from

ts and Antiquos.,.,,.,34
Auction Sales

296-6640

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

1969

includes defensive end Rich
Strauss from Fredm, line -

on the cross country team,
Northern's football squad

--

Hemming &
Alterations

0

,

OR

Carpentry.Remodeling

Accounting & Bookeeping

27

Northern Lists 10 Boys
On Fall Sports Rosters
Northern Illinois University
are highlighted by a presence

ApIs. and Rooms to Share ,71

Yotir Ad will appear doily in The Northwest Boy,
The Prospect Day, The Des Plaines Day, ond The Arlington Day
Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M
Co
-

ALTERATIONS& HEMS
S& CO
ON ALL G392

C,)

The fall sports rosters at

Air Conditioning........33

FOR ADVERT1SNG

Alterations

Arnold Palmer Cleaning
Ed & 'Gil's Barber Shop
80½
Ye Olde lown Inn
8G
J & B Meat Market,
Annen & Busse Realtors 69

Martin, Warren Dahlstrom,
Gene Goodman, Bill Gruenes,

0
C')

FINAL STANDINGS

Prospect Electrical Construe-

:

F

total individual points to

out is season with 101 points,

______________

.

-

255-7200

got low net honors with a 29.
Dahlstrom picked up 27

points,

,..I,

PortS and Aess.. .107
AutoTrollsrs&CamPers..1O3

-J
-J

all had birds on hole 17 and
all three were in the same
foursome. Cliff Rezny carded

ss cek by defeating

-'

.

Consult this doily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
CALL ONE NOW!
business people In your community

Robertshaw and Ken Gruenes

MLIIt 'lospect Siate Bank,

Ruur

lVU

LOCO

(lihampionship
stayed on top of the Monday
di v i si on of t he Moo n t
pt Fssili ght Golf
Pi

..

Service
Directory
.. LI..

c'1(0

Mrmday Twilight
Mount Prospect Jewelers

TT1UINESS

00

Jewelers Grab

J

Wedne,day, August 27,
24 -Help Mend Men

23-Emnleirnent AfTrries-Male

13 -Lost and Found

Lost: Siamese female cat, white

w/light gray. Name "Violet."
,Reward. 824-6659.

GENERA)
-ACCOUNTANT
$12,000

BUS BOYS

Found::Cbr_keys_ in -blur leather
----key-r case on corner of Gregory &

298-5021

Russell, M.P. 255-4280

LOST: BlIck & white female cat
"Raisin"; lost near Forestway Dr.

Des Plaines.

PERSONNEL

Buff. Grove. Rev. ord. 537-3871

Steady Part Time during week
one weekends. CALL Irene be-

O'Hare
Office Bldg.
(Higgins &
Mannheim)

Wide

HELP FOR DAILY LIVING

trav-

country.

Salary,

Des

&

$600 To Start

Evening hours, after
APPLY IN PERSON

Mr. Hersh or Mr. DeVos

Plaines, on Aug. 28th.

AUTO

Piano lessons

Communications

Palatine area.

Job openings for permanent
help Saturday evenings and

$160 week. Splendid oppor-

Sunday to inventory retail
store in your general area.

EXPERIENCED

CALL 394-1823

Apply in Person To

tunity for a person to get a
solid foothold in this rapidly

Mount Prospect
$3.50 Per Half Hour
12 Years Experience
437.8312
B.A. Music

moving area. No previous ex-

PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet
296 1450
cleaning.

PARKER

Inquire

MUSICAL Kindergarten Reg.
now. 31/2 to 6 yrs. L.M. Zonka

$10,800 to $12,500
No Fee

107 S. N.W. Hwy. 825.6614

359-4820

800 E. Northwest
Prospect.

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

through Fri. Work
friendly surroundings.

home. Days. References. North.
side Des Plaines.. 827.8310.

fill positions

ices. Good starting salary and
benefits, Mon. thru Fri. 8 a.m.

investigator for the legal deportment of this major casualty company. Advancement

+ Car + Expenses
Work on your own as a special

Widee

O'Hare

/

0

PERSONNEL

1000 Busse Road

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Coll

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

Wide

CHEMICAL
298-5021
O'HARE

'Office Bldg.
Mannheur)

PERSONNEL

Des Plaines. Ill.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT
full time - Days
apply
606 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

Electronic
Audio Communications
Trainee

Trainee

298-5021

$150-$170

Widee

WANT ADS

Seldom found opportunity to
move into research group in

GET RESULTS,

the

QUICKER,

needed. Your training will consist of in -plant seminars and
on -the -fob training with some

PLEASE

.

CHECK YOUR AOSI

electronics enanywhere.
found

Any military or tech. school
training opens the door to this
above average career opportunity. For further information

,

Advertiserni are requested to

at
department
in order the correction

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

FREE TUITION

the first incorrect
lesettlen and only to the ex teat 9f-dite space that the ad
vequlirs
Errors
will be
by republication,
)nsertion.

Well!!!
WADDA YA

check ,your cis and

at. SWAP. Comic -

are accepted by phone.

.9, to 9.wesiltdays & 9 to 12

Sim*"

RHONE 255-7200

WORKING 6

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET INS.

WHEELING PLUMBING

ASST. CONTROLLER

CARRIERS
352-5920

e/Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

(Higgins &
Mannheen)
Des Flumes, Ill

$650 No Fee
Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Call Larry Kriete
at 394.1000, HALLMARK, 800

Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros-

pect,

Chicken Unlimited
1409 E. Palatine Rd.

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

traveling or night work. 5 day
week. If you qualify you could
become the area soles
manager within the next 3

117 So. Emerson

PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

START AT

Be part of the fastest growing
industry. Try the restaurant
field. We have an organized

training program to success.
We are the "1ST" to offer a 5
day week program for cooks.
Fringe benefits included.
Coll for interview appointment.
GOLDEN BEAR
PANCAKE HOUSE

Borg-Warner

el°,

BOYS -YOUNG TEENS

fro -mechanical product line in
on expanding field. Start now
and grow with our young org-

portunity can include that of

GAS STATION ATTENDANT. Full

of

a

15 -man crew. New plant, im-

mediate hiring. No fee. Call:
Tyrone Helm

PARXER

117 So. Emerson

Mt. Prospect

Part Time work, earn 515 to $45
per week. 478-7539

Pepsi -Cola

anization. Modern plant with
liberal benefits.

955 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

DRIVER

MR. RALLO

296-6111

OFFICE BOY
Office boy for Palatine office of major corporation.
will

include

handling, Xerox,

mail
supply

distribution, etc. New
building on Northwest

salary and exceptional fringe benefit
Excellent

package.
Contact:

FRED MORRISON

RO 3-6000

UNIVERSAL

Plaza Standard Service.

. SYSTEMS

OIL PRODUCTS

7450 N. Natchez Ave.
Niles, III. 60648

30 Algonquin Rd:

647-0400

The ability to handle a
small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving
record and good references, will qualify you
for this one job. Involin

Recent managerial promotions from
the sales department of the Northwest
Suburbs' leading daily newspaper The DAY have opened a sales position

Paper Handlers

are conscientious, ambitious, sales and management mindman if you

ed and have at least two years successful sales experience. Newspaper
advertising sales experience desired

but not essential as we'll teach you
the newspaper
ground up.

business

from the

We have a great product to sell and
can offer you not c-ily excellent financial compensation but a challenging
and satisfying career in a dynamic
field.

You possibly are not considering a
change at this time as you are probably successful at your present position. Do YOURSELF a favor and call
me and tell me what it'll take to have
you join our exciting team. It could be
the best dime you've ever spent.

Call me, Dick Cline now

255-7200
and I'll personally set up an appoint-

* Many Company Benefits

ment at your earliest convenience.

* Excellent Starting Rates

Can you solve

Steady Work

re-

c Paid Vacations

this Electrical problem?

* 371/2 Hour Week

Apply in Person Between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to:

How do you turn on the light?

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
855 Morse Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Northbrook

CALL ED SUREK

CULLIGAN '
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road.
Northbrook, Ill.

272-1000

Des Plaines, III.
An equal opportunity employer'

TRAINEE
Excellent opportunity for an aggressive young
man who would like to learn a trade with a solid
future.

We are looking for an individual who has some
academic background in the Electrical Field to be
trained in panel wiring, machine control wiring
and building DC power supplies.

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines

BOYS 16 yrs. or older to work
evenings at race track, 6 nights

An Equal Opportunity Employer

YOU CAN -IF YOU'RE GOOD!

* Pleasant Working Conditions

KAR PRODUCTS

BORG-WARNER
EDUCATIONAL

CALL LO 1-7122

has
for

bottle sorters.

livery
area.

PACKERS

time. Good Pay. Mt. Prospect

a week, starting time 6:10 P.M.
.

Corp.

Fill Our Bill?

vis local pickup and de-

highway.

YOUNG MEN

with mechanical ability. Train
with a newly formed division

24 -Help Wanted Men

Foreman

625-0903

Duties

369 5349
439 0336
742-1611

River Forest, III.
Des Plaines, III.
Elgin, III.

Without previous experience
you can now start at $4 hr. If
you've had some good trade
school training. Your future opto

Des Plaines Area

will be trained on the job.
If interested call:

"1ST"

of

$4.00 Hr.+ ;0 T

a line of solid state Patented

wages, profit sharing, excellent working conditions. Experience not necessary as you

$145 WEEK NO FEE

Parker

WITH OR WITHOUT

to run a small dept. producing

working men. You will be rewarded with excellent starting

COOK TRAINEE

quires no previous experience.
Your own territory with no

created openings

(Centex Industrial Park)

A good steady job for hard

Arlington Heights

259-8250

years. Dress
an executive
and smoke free cigarettes.
Call George DeHaven

PLANT
MAINTENANCE

Electronic
Engineer

Controls.

CIGARETTE
MERCHANDISER
TRAINEE
-1

Our expansion

AVIATION

Over 21, good salary,

New car furnished
Bonus
and profit sharing. This job re

2nd Shift

Lab Technician

MANAGEMENT

`John.

10 TECHNICIANS

BUTLER

TRAINEE

If you're not interested in money
SE please don't call. If you are
call 298-5021 jnd ask for Ron or

(2nd Shift 3-1 1 -Full Time)

$3.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benefits

OR

capable than your boss, worth
more than he is. Give "us" a
chance to tell YOU how to earn

,Opportunity plusll

GROWING COMPANY
298.5021
O'HARE

Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.
686-7002

to 7 PM.Hourly wage plus car

after week - think you are more

MEN

GENERAL

General Bottlers

SUBURBAN BOY

Start Now

DAYS - 537-6020
NIGHTS - 634-3488

JANITOR

EXPERIENCED

,Small office

345 N. Wolf Rd.
Wheeling
PHONE:

To supervise boys delivering
the NORTHWEST DAY. Interesting work for those who
enjoy working with youth. 3:30
allowance.
CALL: Glenn Carter

SAY??
Are you tired of bringing home
the same small paycheck week

appointment.
An Equal Opportunity Employer

for the right man. You might be this

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

O'Hare Field

PART TIME

benefits.

ENGINEERING COMPANY

DAYS

Des Plaines, Ill.

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

-Anocuf

Chris Lucent°

Mannheur)

over $12.000.

.

ability desired,
Good working conditions.

Rd.

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, cull us ...

437-5400

UNION

Elk Grove Village,

!

Please contact Mr. J. De Seim

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village
437-2830

PLUMBERS

(Higgins &

23 -Employment Agencies -Male

Wide

298-5021
O'HARE

and 4:00 p.m. Monday through Friday, or by

ASK 'FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

NICHOLSON

USED CAR PORTER

"Office Bldg.

PERSONNEL

Excellent

WAREHOUSE

JR. ACCOUNTANT

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

tablished firm.

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days

MEN WANTED

ONLY

working conditions.

437-2830

439 0900

827-7880

itaper*ill re responsible for

moving

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village

ing.

con briumadir. In the event of
omission, the newswait

E.

NICHOLSON

Steady employment available
to you doing light office clean-

Wide

PARKER

necessary.

operations. Excellent opportunity with full benefits.

PART TIME
EVENINGS

117 So. Emerson

Pied

teitify us

°,s Plmnes. III.

'Di

see or call: Jim Shoe

attack the first insertion of
thelr, advertisement and in
of error to notify 'the

1

opportunity to join a well es-

III.

Communications
previous exp.

best

Shipping 8 Receiving

Welder -Grinder

'N\O-1.7g,',HgriA,rieRsuE&)

PERSONNEL

-

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

GENERAL

175 North An. Hts.

DAY

394-1212

WAREHOUSEMAN

CALL:

LOCAL

Rolling Meadows, Illinois

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

ATTENTION! !

fringe benefits. Clean modern

Mechanical

DRAFTSMAN

1500 Hicks Road

Can YOU

TRAINEE

Training will cover a variety of
welding and grinding machine

ELECTRIC

GENERAL

259-5010

available. Good starting salary.
Regular wage review. Full

(Higgins &

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest

''ADVERTISERS

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred.

Apply in person

LAB TECH

If you are qualified, apply at:

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

100 N. HICKORY

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

PART TIME

$145 to $165 To Start

of the
gineers

LINEMEN

Saturdays and Sundays

experience

We have openings for experienced machine operators at our Rolling Meadows Metal Shop,
where we produce tungsten carbide cutting tools
for industry. Candidates with varied machine operation experience, and with knowledge of blueprint reading and the use of micrometers, will be
General Electric is well known for its fine benefit
plans and its competitive wage rates. Previous
experienEe will be considered when determining
the starting rates for these jobs.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

DISPATCHERS

Meigs Field
922-5454

No

Machine Operators

Interviews will be conducted between 8:00 a.m.

Permanent full time position

SERVICE

delivery dates and any prob-

392-3389

DESK CLERK

Sat. Mornings 8 to 12 noon

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super rise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding

Call

bonus.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Experienced

BUTLER

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

CUSTOMER

EASIER!

cations & holidays, liberal anafter 5:30.

HOLIDAY INN

Des Plain

Des Plaines Arca
827.2026

No

medical S, dental ins., paid va-

AVIATION

JANITOR

Mt. Prospect
253-6600

areas.

fits include: stock plan, paid

3 TO 11

SYSTEMS BACKGROUND
298-5021

117 So. Emerson

Audio

Bensenville area. Salary commensurate with ability. Bene-

nual

SR. PROGRAMMERS

PARKER

HOUSEWIFE,

Some heavy work

involved.

Warded -Man

considered.

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

APPLY

unlimited. Call: Jerry Bieglow

AND FOR THE

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

EXPRESS, INC.

4:30 p.m. Shift with meal

359-4200

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE.

BUSINESSMAN

work & phone handling, or we
will train qualified person.

WINGS & WHEELS

Jonuszko.

Desk Jobs
$725 Month -No Fee

FOR THE

work record. The individual
who qualifies should have
some knowledge of paper

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

Food Serv-

in

getic man with an excellent

included. Please contact John

time clerking in Randhurst Shopping Center. 394-2316
charge bookkeeper, all
Full
office detail. Mature, copoblei
of volume. 296-1520

392-0870

1

824-7100

Want

Mature woman would like part

THE FIDESTA COMPANY

a Division of Firestone Tire
& Rubber Co.
We need an industrious, ener-

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:
1

MEN NEEDED

Who Don't

my

in

in

Corner of Camp McDonald
& Wolf Rd.
Prospect Hts. Call for appt.

to

child care

PHONE 358-7460

WAREHOUSEMAN

OUR PLACE RESTAURANT

Hwy., Mt.

EX-G.I.s

Golf T. Mt. Prospect.
296-4625
Experiencedi

Des Plaines

Tues.

to

Will do ironing in my home near

Top Pay

O'Hare Field

DISHWASHER
Mon or boy. 4 days a week.

Opportunity here for top management. I to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Holda
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK;

Accounting, Bookkeeping Tax Service, State Federal Payroll Tax Returns.

Monthly

CALL Mr. John Cunningham
259-1819 or HA 7-8725
For Appointment

Will Train

AVIATION

-

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

B25-3740

Call

Experience Not Necessary

BUTLER

FULL TIME

Lee & Oakton

bonded and insured workmen.

High School Graduate, Successful Sales Background, Must
be Aggressive, Must present I Good Appearance, Good
Speaking Voice, Experience in Automotive -Retail Field
Helpful, 'But Not Necessary.

CUSTOM
DRAPERY INSTALLER

WAREHOUSEMAN

MANAGER

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect

WALL & WINDOW WASHING by

Opportunity for Rapid Advancement, Bonus Paid on
Performance, Liberal Insurance Program, Salary Is Commensurate With Background and Qualifications.

REQUIREMENTS:

MECHANIC

ASSISTANT
Start $150 to $175 Week

253-6600

n:&n)
AT;1n9gol,,,
Des Floines, Ill.

PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS DEPT.

perience necessary. No fee.
Call: Ralph Williams

11-BusidOss Services

Due To Rapid Expansion Malor Tire And Retail
Firm Has Immediate Openings In This Are
Assistant Manago
-ADVANTAGES:

McDONALD'S
Northwest Hwy. & Wilke Rd.
Arlington Heights

PART TIME

358-2699
PIANO LESSONS

298-5021.

school and weekends.--Hours-to suet.

Mobile

-

15 -Instruction

v

-CREDIT TRAINEE

OVER

ALL DE PA R TMENT.5,-Pree- r

Lee and Oakton Streets,

Tech

!Dial Inspiration
' Phone 439.9110

UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE

meals, and berth furnished. Apply - John Pugh, manager, Clyde
Beatty - Cole Brothers Circus at

Electronic

14 -Personals

tween 9.5pm 358.2800 for appt.

el;--seethe

16 YRS.

BOYS

,

-
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24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

.

Outdoor Men Who
Prefer Year
Round Work With
A Future
Good wages and fringe benefits. Have need for experienced tree climbers, also
could accept qualified new
men for training. 1ll years minimum age. Farm background
helpful.
APPLY 8 AM to 4 PM

Monday thru Friday

The Davey
Tree Expert Co.
1901 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect
437-4080
an equal opportunity employer

Our small growing company is the manufacturer
of The Exotic Electro-Chemical Machine Tools of
the future.

We offer good starting salary, tuition refunds,
paid vacation (first year) and fine fringe benefits.
COME JOIN US!

437-5400
MR. ED STEAMPF

-Anocuf
ENGINEERING COMPANY
2375 Estes Ave.

Elk Grove Village

Answer. Connect A to F, and close switch E, completing
the circuit and lighting the lamp.
This problem illustrates the basic understanding of electricity necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer,
the fact that you tried hints that you may have a hidden
interest in electronics which you've never knowh about.
Came in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

If you qualify, we'll train you at full 'pay in the funda
mortals of telephone technology. From there you can
move into one of six interesting communication craft
specialties, including linemen, installer repairmen and

PBX apprentices. Later, your on-the-job experience, advanced training, interest and ability can take you up into
management.
We offer you a good starting salary, raises at least every
six months until you reach the top weekly base for your
craft specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in
now. We're an equal opportunity employer.

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

^olgtiqt 27. Iorict

Wedne.,dav

Page 14

24 Help Waded Men

Veterinarian needs two tellable
kennel boys. Full time now, port

24 -Help Wanted Men

2441elp Warted Men

CL 9.0330

$600 To Start

,MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY'

298-5021

Be willing to work and sell
America's number one car -

wanted to work early AM Mon-

O'Hare

W i deeopeA, ffice Bldg.

day thru Saturday. Use company
vehicle. CALL Wheeling News
Agency. 537-6793.

(Higgins &
Mannheim)

FORD

Make up to $20,000 a year.

TRUCK HELPERS
Expansion at our new location has created excellent opportunities for young men on beverage
routes. Minimum age 18, no experience neces-

has openings for

GENERAL BOTTLERS

MR. BOB HENDERSON

GRILL MEN

Jim Aikey Ford
750 Northwest
Des Plaines, III.

(Centex Industrial Park)

FULL TIME DAYS
GRILL MEN

We con offer permanent MI time emploWifent with excellent

DRAFTSMAN

employee-benefitl, including paid vacations and free_ in- a.raPce program.

With- design experience
to assist in the_developof
production
ment
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information

---

0
$2.50 PERHOUR

--

Apply In Person

_developed-fornanagement & supervisory posi-

RETIRED MEN
-

We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of -

tions (experience helpful).
COMPANY BENEFITS: Hosp-entire cost Pd; Life
ins. -Co. Pd; Pension Plan -Co Pd; Vacation; Tuition
Shoring; Long Term Disabl. & All Risk Ins. avail.

MACHINING-OR'TATHE OPERATING EXPERIENCE
FULL OR PART TIME
Have several permanent positions open machining Teflon
parts. Will provide training in the machining of this plastic
material. Very light clean work. New and completely air
conditioned plant. All fringe benefits including company paid
profit sharing. Call or apply:

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
G N. HAYNES

BORING MILL OPERATORS

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

a rapidly growing company in doing your own
set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

PHOTOGRAPHY
DARK ROOM
LAB MAN
negatives
and prints for daily
newspaper. Experience
To

process

WE'LL DO ANYTHING
TO PLEASE YOU....
YOU CAN EARN
LIKE

POLICE PATROLMAN

$141.40 PER WEEK.
with increase after 30 days. Steady year

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

(pound work, paid holidays - paid hos;At.] I lit,. 111,/ mice Liberal Vocation new plant pleasant working conditions.
We aro now hiring and will train.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

Career Civil Service status

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for

with promotional opportunities.

a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to
you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

twenty years service and fifty
years of age.

Please Call

ORDER FILLERS
t# WRAPPERS

Two weeks vacation after one year.

Nine and one-half paid holidays.

a.m. Sunday through

Nick Niemiro

Thursday. Salary commensurate with ex-

& PACKERS,,

Free Blue Cross -Blue Shield.

MACHINE

Major Medical.

perience.
Benefits include:
Paid Vacation
Group Blue
Cross -Blue Shield Plan

n cut'

ENGINEERING COMPANY /

DAY

PUBLICATIONS,
2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

INC.

12

OPERATORS

Free Life Insurance

437-5400

Call Dan Balas

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE
OPERATORS -

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life
inburance, paid vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for

I

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30
days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

259-5010

INSPECTORS

Retirement plan of half pay after

hours -- 4:30 p.m. to 1

255-7200 after
noon

625-0500

380 Meyer Road
Bensenville
(1 block West of York Rd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)
766.2250
Interviewing hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

ASSEMBLY

An equal opportunity employer

US.

necessary. Working

ado to the security of our steady full time opportunities.

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS -

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

272-1000

skills from the nations leader in home fashion shows. Family
hospitalization, Christmas bonus and profit shoring programs

Elk Grove Village

300 N. Northwest Hwy. (Rts. 53 & 14) Palatine, III.

MACHINISTS

dise, learn valuable warehousing and material handling

439.7400

CALL ED SUREK

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

.

STOCK

All inquiries confidential
An equal Opportunity employer

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

TOPS COFFEE SHOP

;

able for men looking for ri

Come grow with Beeline

Excellent career opportunities for sales -minded
men with potential who want to advance rapidly
with an. industry leader. Min. high school grad
some college. Qualifiectmens=?Hill-be-tr-cilited &

Elk Gnive Village

955 Estes Ave.

- We hove a number ..t

24 Ilele Wanted Men

Clean, material handling duties in stmk moos. Breakdown

TERRITORY MANAGERS
COMMERCIAL SALESMEN
CREDIT & OPERATING MGRS

PEPSI -COLA

APPLY TO

1

24 -Help Wanted Men

bulk packaged clothing and supply order fillers with merchan-

sary.

Des Plaines, Ill.

PERSONNEL

":. GOODRICH
iirZE COMPANY

time when school starts.

SALES TRAINEE

AMBITIOUS MAN

Wanted Men

Vrn

2i i;11:-,

24-8ltpW3n;td Man

24 -Help Wanted Men

Uniform allowance.
Must be

21-34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical
requirements.

Apply doily 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Call for appointment or interview
on Saturdays or after 4 p.m. on
weekdays.

Examination will bb held at the Algonquin Junior High School,

CRESCENT

City of Des Plaines.

at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.
Applications available at:

CARDBOARD

City of Des Plaines

MEN
WE WILL TRAIN for work as machine operators
Our
only requirements are a
and inspectors.
desire for permanent, secure, full time work, and
the willingness to learn.
CURRENT OPENINGS on second shift -

4 PM - 12:30 AM
Overtime
High Mailing pay
Job security
Rapid advancement

Low cost group insurance
9 paid holidays pe.....01;
2 weeks paid vocation after I year
e 5 automatic pay increases I st year

T7IV JVIARIETlA

/1144

MARTIN METALS MV/S/ON
Coil 537-2180, or come see us at 250 N. 12th St. - Wheeling
(Off Dundee Rd. between Wolf Rd. & Route 83)
8:30 AM - 4 PM Mon. -Fri.

CO.
100 W. Willow Rd. Wheeling, Illinois

Municipal Building or Police Station

1 block south of Palatine 4d. at Wolf

Graceland and Miner Streets

Become a

COMMUNICATIONS

537-3400

EXPERT

Receiving Clerks

Automotive Clerks
JANITOR
STOCKMEN
DELIVERY MEN
STORES REPAIR MEN

We have job opportunities at our Arlington Hts. location, full
and part time days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.
Apply to Mr. Lamar Chiddisters
444 E. Rand Rd.
Rand & Palatine Rds.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

WORKERS
HAVE YOU PLANNED YOUR NEXT MOVE?
WE HAVF!
Honeywell's new air conditioned plant at 1500 W. Dundee Rd., Arlington Heights will be ready

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

827-9919

An Equal Opportunity Employer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

about Nov. 1st, 1969. (Rte. 53 & Rte. 68)

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!

central telephone company of Illinois

Train at our Niles and Lincolnwood plants for jobs paying...

ASSEMBLERS

PROJECT ENGINEER

$2.55 - $2.98 per hour

Righelhis wa
to outstanding

Excellent opportunity for ME to assume respon-

STOCKMEN
$2.66 - $2.98 per hour

JOBS
COMPUTOR OPERATORS
We have IBM 360/65 (512K) with tape and disk, and three IBM 360/30 tape oriented
computors. We are seeking experienced operators however we will train.

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS
, We will train individuals to operate Xerox and Multilith machines in our duplicating de.
partment. No prior experience required.

MAIL CLERKS
Busy interesting jobs in our central mail room. Individuals awaiting military draft would
be satisfactory candidates.

sibility for design and development of special
industrial products.

Ideal candidate will have about 2 years experience in Product Design and development in any

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS . . .
10 paid holidays and paid vacations

of the following areas: PRESSURE VESSELS, FLUID
FLOW, HYDRAULICS, PIPING DESIGN VALVES or

SEAL. Should also have growth potential and be
willing to supervise small group of engineers.

Company paid pension plan

Company paid life insurance
Company paid hospitalization for employees

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER

All openings are on the day shift

UTILITY CLERK
Individual will have a variety of duties in our mail room including some chauffeuring.
Chauffeur's Class "C" license required.

STOREROOM CLERK
our storeroom. No prior experience necessary.

Individual will perform clerical duties in mail section of our large accounting department.

JANITORS
Zvening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary.

urn n

Pure Oil Division
Union Oil Company of California

200 East Golf Road,
Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Outstanding opportunity for IE or ME with 2 to
Apply to:

MR. W. E. BECKER

966-5400

Honeywell
8330 Austin Avenue
Morton Grove, Illinois

4 years experience in medium or heavy machining
operation. Project work with emphasis on improv-

ing present manufacturing processes and new
equipment analysis and justification.

Fast growing Northwest suburban based corporation. Salary commensurate with experience
and knowledge. Excellent benefit package including profit sharing.

Send complete resume including salary requirements to Box 1213, c/o Day Publications, 217 S.
Arlington Hts. Rd., Arlington Hts. An equal opportunity employer.

An. Equal Opportunity Employer

.

'

---

It cdtll oil IS
21-Ilelp Vianted

I24112Ip Wanted Btcn

241Ie1p Wanted rcn

25-EmpInF2nt Age'nci2s-Wer.:cn

G?Ni'Tsl.

air <4mi/dimwit facility.
moll group of co-worker -

DAYS

enjoy the following be_rt tt:__-1._Ecel/enrstart plus 3 rams.
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Excellent opportunity for a reliable man to do
cleaning

joUs._ _Large, ',modern -office

budding m the Northwest Suburban area. PleasItl

..Lie

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vocations
6. Profit sharing
7. Product discount

ant working conditions and steady work. Advancement opportunity. Major cleaning company.

964-1306

MR. EGAN

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

299 114) For Appt,

-

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood
Des Plaines, Ill.

REPORTER -FEATURE WRITER --

An equal opportunity employer

write feature stories on assignment. Reporting experience necessary. Salary commensurate with experience- Benefits include:

25-Enltdomant Agendas -Women

To

INVESTIGATOR

1

WILL TRAIN
290.5021
O'HARE

PAID VACATION
GROUP BLUE CROSS -BLUE SHIELD PLAN

Bldg.
Wideso t, ,Other,,j.,,8.

Call George Hamilton

Del Howes, 10

PERSONNEL

Day Publicalions

SMALL OFFICE
WITHOUT STENO

255-7200 after 4 p.m.

It's a small office that boodles
detail for big vending busin.

WAREHOUSEMEN

ess.

We need save rot men to work in our new warehouse. The

You'll have phone work

plus reception duties. Type let.
boss writes out in
longhand, run, adding mac.
hine. Make travel plans when
he takes off (often/. FREE insur.
once. Profit sharing. Free

stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have

ters that

nioch rn mots sal handling equipment

ii order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of On br 01 fit, you will enjoy are:
Expi rni ncE

Top Wages

IVY

Paid Vacation and Holidays

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Fa, Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

DES PLAINES

Type 50 w.p.m. Sonic general
office experience. Located in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.

299 2206

on the lake. $550.

FOREMAN NEEDED

Randhurst
Suitt, 23A
63 E. Adams, Ch,

TECHNICAL

Upper Level
392.2700
939-4866

GEN. OFFICE
Ground floor opportunity with
beautiful new suburban coop
the home entertainpony

Our production facility is located in South Central
Indiana lust 40 miles from Bloomington. Here is
your chance to live in a small town atmosphere
and still enjoy the benefits of "Chicago wages".

i

ment field. Light typing will
qualify you for this exciting
position.
Call Liz Elliott, 299.7191

The low cost of living and housing costs will

Ken Larson and Assoc.

astound you Full relocation pay for the individual

CAREER SPECIALISTS

selected

Des Plaines

1510 Miner

DICTAPHONE
TRAINEE $120

Contact our corporated office for
more information and appointment.

You'll be one of 5 gals who

Phone 297-3400, Mr. George Pinder,

make this Soles firm tick. Your
job will be working with Salesmen & Engineers. See that

they get their messages, ap-

CORTRON INDUSTRIES, INC.
I

I

pointment changes. Make their
travel reservations, type re-

eon n Wino,: 60010
312. 2117.3400

orts, get their bids out. It's a
learning job! They'll teach you.

pro.it

right girl.
255-9414, AMY PERSONNEL,

opportunity

for

$550-$650
Dentists' Asst. $500-5600
$575-$625
Lab Tech
Dr.'s Receipt. $400-$475

for

83)

,

and

Motorola
Grow
And there s no better place to start your future than. at
Motorola.

GENERAL'FACTORY
ASSEMBLERS
MACHINE OPERATORS
COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNICIANS
STOCK HANDLERS
BUILDING CUSTODIANS

SECURITY GUARDS
Full and Part Time Days
Full time Nights
Enjoy ALL Motorola Benefits

Friendly people to work for.
Typing skills helpful in getting
this great job. Varied duties
make the cloy go fast. $110.
Free to you. Call for EVENING
APPT. .CONFIDENTIAL.

298-2770

La Salle Personnel
940 Lee St.
Des Plaines
3 Blocks S. of Station.
Park Free
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6-5688

30 year old boss owns 5 corn.
ponies. Very dynamic guy.
Wants same kind of secy.
You'll get to meet clients from

different industries, professeeking insions .. a I
I

vestments..all looking to your

boss for advice. You'll be his
right hand gal. A real opportunity. Free to you.
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

GIRL FRIDAY
To Owner of
Race Horses
Busy owner of many race
horses needs to add a girl to
his staff. The man needs a girl

Yes this brand new suburban
bank will completely train you
for this exciting public contact
position. In addition you'll be
working the greatest hours you
con imagine. You'll never find
previous experience
noised. Call for details.

In Arlington Heights
3940880
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

re

Woman Returning

Help working mother in fatherless home. 4 children. Live in or

To Work For
Customer Service

will

Doctor

teach you the rest. Free to you

LITE STENO

company benefits. CALL AMY
at 255-9414, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3 doors
west of Rte 83)

SECRETARY

$130 WEEK
You'll he secretary to the di-

keep

track of orders and bills. No

rector of promotions and soles
of local -resort hotel. This is an
interesting position and in
addition to usual benefits
you'll hove free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

experience needed. Exciting,
different. Call for EVENING

La Salle Personnel

MOTHERS
RETURNING TO
WORK $100 WEEK
START AFTER LABOR DAYI

The only way to get back in
the swing of Minas is to do it!
Arid a good way to do it is to
learn customs, service world

Start off learning

routine.

old-fashioned office

Type a little. Learn to bill, to
take orders over phone 8. from

people corning into office. All
ideal stepping stone to bigger
things

in

easy

surroundings

where you'll work with other
Mommies just like you! All

re-

turnees to work! Free
IVY
7215 W. Touhy

learn about all the
different tracks' schedules,
horses.

rules, distances, etc. FREE AT

AMY, 255.9414, 16 W. Northwest Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3

OUTSTANDING STARTING PAY

FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE

RENOWNED PROFIT SHARING

8 MOTOROLA
AND MUCH MORE

Algonquin & Meacham Rds.
359-4800

LEARN TO MAKE
TRAVEL PLANS
FOR COMPANIES,
VACATIONERS
If you like talking to people &
making plans, you'll love this
travel job. They'll teach you ev-

TOP VACATION PLAN

Schaumburg

Attendant for heating
zackinged pre-cooked

make out pet case hi
tories. You will learn to
keep an inventory, of
medical supplies and
reorder when stocks are
turning low. Later you

will be trained to administer medication to animals. Light, simple office

TYPIST

meals in high speed ovens &

eruing to students every school
day. No experience, be tanned,
simple operation. Need mature
zerson who con work quickly &
efficiently. 10:15 to 1:00 p.m. $5

FULL TIME

General office. Will train for
other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

per clay. One each needed at

R.N. or L.P.N.

SP 4.8585

VARIETY

1

Miss P..nige

In Arlington, Heights
394-0880
9 S. Dunton
6028 Dempster

Ideal for housewife or
college students

WAITRESS

"BY APPT. ONLY"
GIFT SHCWROOM
GIRL FRIDAY

Free

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

erything. How to talk to travel
lines, make reservations. Get
rooms at hotels, resorts. Write
tickets. You'll answer phones,
type confirming letters. Easy to
learn & once you do, you'll get

to travel too -.$490 Raises to
$540 as you learn. Free
IVY
SP 4-8585
7215 W. Tautly
14961Niner, Des Fl. 297-3535

firm needs a gal who enjoys

CUSTOMER SERVICE

$475

FOR LOCAL

A busy switchboard front desk
public contact job. Lovely new
O Hare area office. 9 to 5.

TRAVEL SERVICE

REAL ESTATE $600

WILL TRAIN

Congenial office where you
will enjoy varied public con

get

there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
or Miami en vacations or
frequent long weekends. $498
to start. Free.

as aide
in on the

n,osition

to

the

ground
mgr. Oct
floor of the fascinating world
of property soles and buying.

Figures Your Field?

$400 to $650
We're swamped with spots in
accounts payable, receivable,
payroll and full charge book
keeping. Many openings for
trainees in: records, inventory
and bookkeeping machines.

Ford Employment

Miss Paige

MOUNT PROSPECT

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton
394.0080

437-5090
MORTON GROVE
YO 5-2400
5945 Dempster

6028 Dempster

O'HARE
9420 Foster at River

966.0700

APPLY IN PERSON

openings

women who like

9 A.M. -

537-8866

RECEPTIONIST

GAL FRIDAY
WAITRESS
Excellent

DAY & EVENING
HOURS

Countryside Restaurant

opportunity for gal

right out of school or with some
experience. Will train on all

APPLY

Happiness Is
A Part Time
Job With
Over Time Pay

1 GIRL
OFFICE

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

SECRETARY
TO EXECUTVE

IMMEDIATE
POSITION
AVAILABLE IN
YOUR AREA
for

Branch soles of fir., located in
beautiful nevi Des Plaines offrce building on 10 ,vary lake,
j for 0
has immediate of
S1,01111,

Position otters ei- "gem stmt.
irig salary ,I111 CM 1,Centialltli

benef,i otogr,
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

GIRLS - WOMEN

CALL - JOHN MINOGUE

Choose your own hours
for part time work. 9:30-

298-4170

to

hour

start.

Women

needed immediately to
work for large national
experience
firm. NO
necessary, pleasant
working conditions in

KEYBOARD

TRAINING INC.
CYHIlf, Loh (),,,-, Plum
(,),,,,, A . fie, Plaines

2.100 E

new professional build-

EMPLOYEES

ing.

For personal interview

NEEDED

Call Mr. Edwards
at 297-8669 Ext. 104
CREDIT

ASSISTANT

'No eXpuritioCe necessary. Excellent starting

salary.
pensron

1720 Algonquin

992-2111

sharing,
medical

Profit
pion,

benefits.
At least one year experience
al wholesale or industrial level
ill oil phases of credits and
colleCtialTs by letter and
phone.

WHEELING
TRUST &'SAVINGS
BANK

Type minimum 40 W.11,/i).
FULL TIME -5 DAY WEEK. LITE

typing. some billing, lite book-

/Playhouse Toy dernonstratori
average $5 per hour. Sell toys
now to December. No experience. No deliveries.
collections. Party Plan.

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

CONTOUR SAWS,

& Lounge
Call Liz Elliott
299-7191
Des Plaines

I A.M.

proctor. 6011

work. We will tram you to acquire the necessary skill.
Clean, modern plant and mix
cephonol fringe benefits.

office equip. Answer phones
greet public, etc. Active sales
office for the active gal.

1 W. Campbell,
Arlington Hts.
392-9344

I

2 P.M. . 4 P.M.

for

1:30 or 4-8 pm. $2 per

Harczak's Drive -In

CALL 437-5180

No

keeping. No shorthand. Experience preferred but not
necessary. Age no barrier.

Salary open. Franklin Park location.

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

FOR APPT. CALL

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

678-2717

Excellent salary wilt) full
range of company benefits.

APPLY IN PERSON
OR CALL MR. LAWRENCE

537-0020
GENERAL

BATHROOM

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATOR

WAITRESSES

Research men come to you
for their equipment. YOu ex
pedite deliveries, handle their

tact

3

Des Nainms
82.1.1146

Will Arrange Hours

son.

for
service
Handle client
firm.
apparatus
scientific

RECEPTIONIST $520

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

COMIC- .YPAID RE NE F I IS,
VACATIONS ;,1-1 ,.1. NUSES

and

responsibility
tipple,
variety. Nice boss.
.

phone calls and orders. v to 5.

RESERVATIONS

PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES.
LIGHT, CLEAN WORK IN A
MODERN PLANT Rill LINE OF

Precision Light

Mount Prospect
259-6458

Responsible young lady, small
office. Varied duties, including
typing. Full 5 day week. Above

Recently moved to beautiful
new offices. This fine suburbon

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
WOMEN TO PACKeIN

Arl.

have

WE HAVE IMMI ['I...I E OPEN
FOR

392-5900

We

An ,.,,,,,II .,,,,, iity employer

SPECT

1217 Thacker

Days or Evenings,

PERSONNEL

tiro exotic showrooms. Learn
to write, process orders. It's a
meeting people job that calls
for tact, good humor, typing.

Inc.

Will Train,

ORDER DEPT.

$650

,.

7 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.

107 N. Hickory

WOMEN

773-1700

966.070C

I

BAG CATCHERS

Grigsby -Barton,

Counter or Grill

Miss Paige

100% PUBLIC. CONTACT

Buyers from all over country
call & set claim to see the
special gifts your company is
known for. You'll know just
when to expect somebody. Be

o Automatic wage increases
o Paid vocation
0 Paid holidays

YANKEE DOODLE

CL 3.0353

Free.

6020 Dempster

ing conditions.
o Free insurance

PATCH'S GRILL

Miss Harriet Cline

In Arlington Heights
394.0880

,

Excepticiiwil t..i gee bent
0,1 ',turfing
fit Brag

RO 3-6000

Rand & Arl. Hts. Rd.

APPLY AFTER 11 AM

9 S. ()union

Nciitl,.......,

FRED MORRISON

APPLY TO

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

ining room where the doctor's
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9.5,
5 days, no Sats. $525 MO. to
start, with generous raise after
Conshort training perlocl
venient neighborhood location.

t.,,,t ., open,

Vdill

?ion of /A in i .ie snitch
board. Me:. ii I -ling on

whey.

INC-

Hours 8 AM to I PM
Excellent Starting Pay

cortifortoble til the doctor's
free, then show them to exam-

966-0700

go for vacation, how to

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS
DAYS

8276628

Full and Port Time

You'll be tanned to greet the
little patients and their par
ems, help make them feel

RECEPTIONIST
Reception, I.., r',)Innone
°flit e of eant i urpota-

Cnntrni r

439.2210

Tool Grinding

average salary for right per-

Phones, general of lice duties,
public contact, etc., ore all
port of this position for small,
highly regarded local firm.
Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'd. This is a friendly, congenial office where everyone
helps each utile,. Free.

2111 E. PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, Ill.

4397010

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN

LADY PARKER

OFFICE

$563 MONTH

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.

WAITRESSES

BABY DOCTOR

_.-

hart

Runway &

Good opportunities

RECEPTION

GENERAL

Excellent salary and bene
fit program.

Great Lakes

EXCELLENT SALARY

routine.

1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

helpful.

compony with excellent work-

frozen

type A

359 6661

for
anan animal lover with lite
typing skills. Answer
phone, keep appointment schedule, and

and

30 Algonquin Rd.
Des Plaines, Ill.

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

rt u7pFit yREf
t i5n gWo pEpEol-i

shorthand skills. Credit
accounting experience

We can offer you interestingwork
a
small inforrool
no

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827.4411

An equal opportunity employer

REICHARDT CLEANERS

$1

the right girl with typing and

UNIVERSAL

1625 E. Algonquin

ASSIST
VETERINARIAN

for

opportunity

exceptional

OIL PRODUCTS

Engineering Co.

Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5688

Growth oriented company in
Northwest Suburbs offers an

SOLDERERS

New local store. No experience
necessary. 51/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
boyhood women.

966-0700

Apply

DAISY BOUTIQUE

ASSEMBLERS &

Manager -Palatine
$105 to $125

Dempster

necessary.

Des Plaines

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton
6028

Des Holm,. III.
An equal opportunity eroployer

exp. prefered. Salary open. Con-

Miss Paige

290-2770

83

exp.
Full time
Some

First National
Bank of

roquois, Plainfield & Cumber and Schools. Call Mrs. Mott,
824-1136 ext. 24.

APPT..CONFIDENTIAL.

299 I 141.Por Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S Wrilf Rood

Every Sat. Morning -Ages
.1 tiro 8
Exp. with children necessary.
Teacher with primary grade

pointment.

$525
trips,

5 Day Week
Excellent Working Conditions
Full Fringe Benefits,

tact Margaret Irwin Randhurst
Corp. Office 2550500 for ap-

LOCAL RESORT

FASHION LEADER
WILL TRAIN
GIRL FRIDAY

schedule

PROOF
OPERATOR

RANDHURST
CENTER PLAYSCHOOL
SCHOOL

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

and figure work. A variety of
duties requiring a mature and
responsible woman. Good

Resleurant

For New

IVY

TO

MANAGE BOUTIQUE

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUISE

1050 Oakton St., Des Plaines

PLAY SCHOOL
SUPERVISOR

pletely. You must type. He'll

You'll be trained completely in
the pleasant office to handle
the order desk. You'll answer
customer inquiries by phone,
take orders, some light typing

Seven Eagles

go. 5 days. FL 82006

needed -NONE!
train you com-

experience

$100 A Week

opals.,

ready. NO medical

20-28

5. Paid holidays and vocolion;
6. Profit sharing
7. Product ilns,,,nin

Full Time or Part Time

own tior.sportation.
Arl. Hts. 437.8133

talk to kids. Hand out lollipops.
Just keep everyone happy 'til
Doctor's

YOUNG GIRL

Major Medical
4. Free Die Insurance

APPLY MANAGER

a month,

on

392-1991

lit year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Cleaning woman needed twice

anxious
mornrny at same tittle. You'll
soothe

maybe

in :n0 -I PM.

.

SECRETARY

Mon-Eri.

P. Will pick up. P `4-306CV

You'll learn it all. To set appts,

117 So. Emerson
Mt. Prospect
253.6600

8.5,

My house. Mom 8 child OK. Mt.

helping young Doctor. He
wants a gal who keeps cool!

8

' LADY PARKER

4.

prf

(.10

SECRETARIES

`-'

26-Itzlp Wanted Women

Babysitter-boy

s mall group of co-workers who
solo y the following benefits:
I, Excellent start plus :1 raisos

HOSTESSES 8

966-0700

130.

air conditioned fin ilr.vty.

Phone Weekdays Only
Mrs. Bonde, 922-7227

MISS PAIGE

It's in baby Doctor's office. An
ideal job for friendly person
who likes kids, meeting people

a more exciting opportunity.
No

SALARYFLEXIBLE HOURS

FOR BABY DOCTOR
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

his corres-

pondence, answer phones,
keep charts and records on all

doors west of Rte. 83)

AUTOMATIC INCREASES

products.

public contact position, Free.

Des Plaines

1510 Miner

all set to welcome & take them

who con handle

25 women needed to demonstrate nationally advertised

Medinah Country Club

SECT $600

Together

3-4 Hours Per Day

sion. Clients, visitors and others will Conte to you to check
appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all

CAREER SPECIALISTS

TELLER TRAINEES

$110 WK. NO FEE

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

..,

WOMEN

Ken Larson and Assoc.

SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des P/. 297-3535

IV

you

so

give a favorable first impres-

IVY

i

359-0516

ance and a nice personality to

FREE - 299-7191

iipnnings in our ne. modtrii,

RED CLARE TELLVI0ION

should have a neat appear-

16 W. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

Prospect (3 doors west of Rte

company,

the

GENERAL FACTORY
to ixlionsioni .vi

Due

public. CALL

$500 MONTH

....

I

c sn pohn.

You'll be the official greeter

Free

l'tPP,

111111

I\

se?

Des Plaines
3 Blocks S. of Station
Park Free.

$455

ranks

Porn i

iilil

I

'

immn i"

r

Larrestionidence.
customers to dressing room ,,,
last minute touch-ups. A genii

DJ,

rt,tttrr,...nittt
T11

940 Lee St.

Electro-mechanical, television, or radio experience may qualify you for the many excellent
opportunities which now exist in our FOREMAN

Dr .t

r

Suburban designer needs all
around gal to help hirn make

holmes & assoc.

FINAL ASSEMBLY

INSPECTION

I

CLERK TYPIST

A. H. ROBINS CO.
69 RAWLS ROAD

76-Ualp Won`Pd VIrrirn

25-F.nipiap:nt Agenctes Women

25-Emplaymnt AgCTCI3S Wc-ri

REcEpTiof!ls7
VI
Pil0t09
7tuciin

1

ha,. I
Due
openings in our new, rm-:

1379LITY MAN

various

FACTORY

to expansion

r

WANTED
for
opportunity
ambitious girls at GOLDEN
BEAR PANCAKE HOUSE. Fast
Excellent

turnover. Excellent tips, pleasant working conditions, free
meals, paid vacation, major
medical group insurance, and
Exother
fringe benefits.
perience preferred but will
train.

Good pay and excellent benefits. Permanent position with
printing firm located in the

439-0336

2201 Touhy Ave.
Elk Grove Village
439-1800

COLART CHECKS,
706 Industrial Dr.

279-9400

Excel. Working Condi-

Employee Discounts

children in
ested, call:

school.

If

inter-

',Ill Of

We otter an ext ding position
to o sharp gal .slit I 3 years
e refund! en.
r e olio n.n lilt.

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

perfect job for women with

.

Full Time
37 Hour Week
Salary Plus Commission

Paid Vacations
Hospitalization

Excellent

emti h her in.
',Mons

and vacation pion, arid outo

Full & earl Time
1st & 2nd shifts

P.M.

e-

CASHIER

INC.

Ideal Job?
Here It Is
3

1elLy e:

,_orupony
ond life
insuromt, Mum live holiday

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

Starting salary. The 3 summer
months off. Pleasant working
conditions. We need 3 women
in our Packaging Dept, starting immediately. This is the

pects ne w,inch. t

31

Looking For The
9 A.M. to

SECRETARY
Personnel Depr
We seek 11 01i. ret.ey who ex-

t..

Elmhurst Industrial Park.

Elmhurst, Ill.

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

PRODUCTS CORP.

STARTING SEPTEMBER

No experience necessary. Will
train for light clean work.
Many fringe benefits. COMPANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Call or apply:
HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

KAR PRODUCTS

Elk Grove Village

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
MR. R. MINK
296.6111

An Equal Opportunity Employer

439-7400

tions

nabs raises.

511,

1

.r,,I short

hunt sxl's
You II hun.ln

.m., rotaries re-

gliill,111,1115 111,11011119 dictation,

correspondence, rtwintaining
records, and other challenging
work.

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

Call or stop in far on interview
appointment TODAY

Apply:

Personnel Dept.

KINNEY SHOES
Randhurst Shopping
Center

253-9392

A subsio

rep Corp

HALLICRAFTERS CO.
600 11

6,1

Rolling Mommo., 60008
An equal

Wednesday. August 27.-1969
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26 -Help Wanted Women

fl

2642;7 I:'.I.:!!!;!!111"!7!!

WC1111,d

2E PI'm

I

full time denial assis

.. L.

1.t.:!

iU MANAGE WiG SALON

view.

school until 4:30, Wed. Thurs. F'.
Mark Hopkins, Elk Grove Village.

BARRiNGTON

Experience not necessary Pleasant working conditions. Liberal fringe benefits. Hours available:
6 P.M. to 2:30 A.M.
8 A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
12 Midnight to 8:30 A.M.
8P M. to 4:30 A.M.
Sonic Short Hour Shifts

Hi,-

If you have been exposed to accounting, have good figure
aptitude, and want a permanent position:

---,----

CALL, WRITE OR VISIT DON ORTBERG

299.4146 - Arta Cade 312

60018

STEPCO CORPORATION
Elk Grove Township
250 E. Hamilton Drive
Between Higgins and Elmhurstfidq--Off of Oakton
An Equal oppErtunity Emyjoyer

PLASTIC PARTS
ASSEMBLERS

Like to work close to home?.
BOOKKEEPERS $600+

-

Immediate Openings
in this Vicinity. --

-

JO'

_

-

1

MANUFAC-TURING-CO.
Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

GENERAL OFFICE $475+

CLERKS & TYPISTS $400+

If you have varied
skills, beginners, or
experienced.

Varied duties in
small or large
offices.

WOMEN

Women who work at Motorola

Openings Now Available

WE'RE OPEN EVENING HRS BY APPOINT.
SATURDAY'S 'TILL NOON
COME BY OR CALL NORENE 298-5021

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

No Skills Needed

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

SECRETARIES

Methode Mfg. Corp.
_
Good starting rates
Incentive and bonus jobs

Air Conditioned Plant
Wage reviews every 3 months

METHODE MFG. CORP.

Union

1700 Hicks Rd.

Rolling Meadows
372-3500
Qk."

Pure Oil Division

MOTOROLA

Algonquin & Meacham Rds. Schaumburg
529-7700

.

359-480(1

NEW JOB
OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE
NOW AT

Palatine

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

and is now a Machine Operator. ROSIE says,
work with.
"I like the work and the people
Everyone is nice to me. have bettered myself

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

I

through the Job Bidding System". For your future,
investigate what A Spotnails job opportunity

duadry

41

Needs You I

from 8:30 to 4:45 Monday thru Friday and will
arrange evening or Saturday interviews by appointment. CALL HER NOW! We Are an equal

when you please, as long as

392-5230

CAN YOU DO

hand aptitude, improve your speed and accuracy on the

MAN'S JOB?

typewriter, comptorneter, other office machines.
Please visit us in our new Park Ridge offices on Touhy near
Prospect, just across the street from Citizens Bank. We can

put you in touch with other women like yourself who are
entering or returning to the business world and help pay for

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

YOU LIKE ONE!

Our young dynamic group of suburban
newspapers has been expanding so rapidly that we need good qualified salespeople. If you are a young woman who
is mature, conscientious, ambitious, sin-'
cere, and have at least two years successful sales experience you might be
what we need. Advertising and/or newspaper experience preferred but our extensive training program will teach you

temporary services
8254141

Park Ridge, Ill.
430 Touhy Ave.
BETTY GIROUX & DOROTHY CONNELLY

We have offices in
Chicago, -Oak Park, Elmhurst, Lake Bluff 8 Evanston

BOOKKEEPERS

the newspaper business from the ground
up.

Full Time

We provide a good base salary with an
attractive commission plan. Illustrative
sales tools are provided to help you help

Modern Air Conditioned office in Elk Grove Village
has openings for two full time Bookkeepers.
Permanent position.

US.

You can make a man-sized pay check
doing a man's job. More important, we
offer you an exciting, challenging sales
position in the dynamic newspaper ad-

Many Company Benefits
Apply in Person
or Phone

Miss Escher
439-7600

handle

ALSO AVAILABLE

BORED

HOUSEWIFE?

.

Need extrIS Spending morie-y-?

Be a waitress at

---- -----

FOR-'

__

---__

OUR PLACE

----

MEN & WOMEN NEEDED--

RESTRART

'

-----:-.77.

S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights
1

WE WILL TRAIN

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you workl
Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Salary

GIRLS
THE MORE WE GROW
THE MORE GIRLS WE

APPLY IN PERSON TO:

MR. MODICA, After 4:30 P.M.

NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH

1

EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

SECRETARIES

DES

PLAINES

CLERK TYPISTS
Call or Visit

Mr. E. Surek

272-1000

255-7200

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

TELLERS
contact

Public

money handling

EXPEDITER

MECHANICAL ENGINEER

is

and
fas-

cinating work. We can
offer an experienced
teller an excellent salary
and many benefits.

blueprints. Operate material processing
equipment.
CARPENTERS -Inside work
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

Would consider a trainee
with right qualifications.

MOUNT PROSPECT

STATE BANK
"THE ENJOYABLE BANK"
MRS. KOKES

634-3131

259-4000
An equal opportunity employer

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE

AT

BRUNING
central telephone company of illinois

CURRENT OFFICE POSITIONS
Secretary

I

21-Melp Wanted Mena Women

PART TIME
New openings created for dependable men and

NICKY HOLLENBACH

balance. Familiar with general ledger.
OFFICE 'ASSISTANT -Advertising & promotional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.
Some typing.

CENTEL
SYSTEM

something you can
call me now

women. Work Monday through Friday for a
leading Contract Cleaning Company. Positions
open in the Northwest suburbs. Apply now for
this interesting, steady work where the pay is

Keypunch operator trainee
Mail clerk
Clerk typist
Production Control clerk
Computer operators
4 PM - 12:30 & 12 - 8:30 AM
CALL

255-1910

180 W. Central Road Mt. Prospect

better than average.

I'll personal/ set up an appointment for an interview at
your earliest convenience.

MAIL CLERKS

CLERKS

EVENINGS

,

-

--

Elk Grove Village

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employei

looks like

Metropolitan Printing Co.

855 Morse Avenue
Elk Grove Village'

Davidsmeyer Bus Service, Inc.

No Experience Necessary

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

vertising field.
If this

_

Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

A MAN- FOR US TO TREAT

olsten

359- 4200----

ASK ABOUT OUR BONUS PLAN

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

that dreamed of vacation.
Stop in to see us soon. There is no fee or obligation. Let's
talk about your new job over a friendly cup of coffee.

CALL MRS. GOODLING___-- --

7-9 and 2:30-4:30

437-3767

-

.

OP AMERICA, INCORPO AAAAA
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

If you feel your skills ore rusty and you'd like to brush -up,
let us help you -at no charge of course! Ascertain your short-

assisting others.

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read

White Collar Girls

HOUSEWIVES, MOTHERS, CAREER GALS

requirements.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
& MINI BUS DRIVERS

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

I

you please, a few days a week, close to home. No age

Receptionist -Typist -Clerk for
Dean of Evening & Continuing
Education, Harper College,
Palatine. Qualifications: Excellent typing; mature person
having ability to deal with
people. Desire for service in

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.

No Fees - Top rates

opportunity employer.
1

vVe have fine jobs at surprising pay for Secretaries, Typists,
File Clerks, Keypunchers, other General Office Positions.

Work full time or port time

COME IN AND REGISTER

is 1100 Hicks Rd., Rolling Meadows. Millie is here

(Acrcss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

OiSten

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

can do for you. ROSIE did, join her today! Call
Millie Kobus, 259-1620, or come in. Our address

Route 12 8,133

GIRL FRIDAY
4 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon..Fri.

Arlington Heights

2513 E. Higgins Road

1

RECEPTIONIST

Apply- on Weidner
392-9300
-RITZENTHALER BUS INC

IBG is looking for people to fill these Dosi-1
tions immediately:
FIELD ERECTORS
BOOKKEEPER- Experienced through trial

,

I

Lod foe rite

Conn.

grow, who expect to move and get ahead.
.-..

viewing for PACKERS on both 1st and 2nd shifts.
The picture above is ROSIE CUELLAR, who has
been with SPOTNAILS since September, 1968,

MCDOnald$
._-_:,_.
OM. 6..A.....ry ai
Gold. &Ode...,

Parties, Inc., Avon,
06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

Santo's

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG
So do we people who like responsibility, who want to learn and,.

ees. We are inter-

CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

Work now 'til Christmas. High
CoMmissions. Coll or write

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

for
urgent need
employqualified

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

Local routes available for 7 to 9 A.M. & 2:30 to 4:30 P.M.
_,...,.
We have urgent need for
2:30 P.M. & 4:30 P.M. Driveri..----N experience necessary. Paid training---&Coonthly bonus.

_..----

Palatine

359.6661

rnPr

Inc., We have an

McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.

- -

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
For '69 - '70 Season

414 E. GOLF ROAD

gram at Spotnails,

IF YOU. WANT TO WORK PART TIME

MRS. LERMAN

--.2001 East Davis

stores.. in

.

we
Due to the continu(,I.
ing expansion pro-

MOM?

new

and ,,el.r13toreightS.
RE'C'HARDT CLEANERS

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SPOTNAILS

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

day week, Good starting

po.s.,

FUL. 7:ME-DAYS ONLY
Contact

Full Time Only
Nights Only

Automatic Increases
Major Medical Insurance
Vacation Plan
Profit Sharing

Experience not necessary in all d -p, laments.

Positions are varied and interesting.

5

WAREHOUSE-WORK

Outstanding Benefits
*Outstanding Starting Pay

OFFERS

Various openings in Marketing Division for individual with top typing and shorthand skills.

9-3 Counter Sales

HOUSEKEEPER

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Light Assembly
. Wirers Solderers

1st and 2nd Shift

200 E. Golf Rd.

-

AM & PM

JOIN
THE
SMART
SET

APPLY IN PERSON
Typing & Short Hand
are required. Small
and Large Offices.

"

:;CE PEOPLE?
DENTA_ RECEPTION:ST 3.

FACTORY

No Experience Necessary

& MC11111,101111

-

i------

quisite. 259-4830

827.6628

The person I seek will enjoy working on her own and will be
looking for the challenge variety brings.

manufacturing and sales company
. IN, Plait., III.

26 -Help Wonted Women

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women_

Mature (.,e, over 30 Part time
office work, accurat, typist re-

involved in other areas of general office.

299-4446

V

,

PERSONNEL

SECRETARY $550-h

LOVELY

enjoys
vecome

the volume of a busy office, and would like

Call nr Apply
Dail Haney

333 Errs, Taal, A...

8

in.

Lone, I:w.ix family, comp.
kliorge, priv. rm. TV. 560 wk: Immediate availability. 824-7831.

Algonquin

I need a capable woman who is good in figure

office.

827 6141

WIDE

liff,'s

Live

BILLER -CLERK TYPIST

when you work'for Berg Manufacturing Co. We need a sharp
N gal with some typing to work in our ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
DEPARTMENT. Individual should be familiar with figure work.
Excellent benefit program in no,. modern air conditioned

.

BERKEY PHOTO SERVICE
DES PLAINES
4
220 GRACELAND DRIVE

Mr.

22:.0

Rd., Rolling Meadows.

BOUQUETS TO YOU

PHOTO-HNISH LABORATORY

,g+.

a

neup,

Housekrieper.

ASbiSTA:i.7. Will train. 439.1500

CALL 437-7710

.s

Wu r,,7
Side

26 -Help Wanted Women ,1

26 -Help Wanted Women

Women

WAITRESS

non to care for
Live in, own
.isarn 1.V. Week ends off. Call
after 5 pm 437-2283
Father needs v,
two sm.

rani fii.
.

.

26 -Help Wanted

26 -Help Wanted Women

MR. EGAN

964-1306

CM] BRUNING

Page 17

Wedmsday August 27 1969
31 -Rummage & Garage Sate

26 -Help Wanted Woman ,

Garage Sole Aug. 25-29,

PART TIME

cabinet; baby bed; 01010n pas,
etc. 342 S Hint, Polotine

Apply m person Must be 16 or
over

GARAGE SALE START FRI AUG
29th until sold. Alto, Iii AM 1.1117
Arlington.
N. Hight(

Mt Proxpt r t Cinema

827 E Rawl Rd Mt Prospect

Patio Sale-Misc. Imo., Aug 30, 9
to 3. 827-8722. 9351 W. Laxly
Bird Lane, Des Mines,

ASSEMBLER
Work close to home in a clean,
friendly shop No experience
required Good opportunity for
advancement Paid vocations
arid holidays Hospitalization
and profit ;Fianna

Garage yard Sole, Thins. Aug.
28 only Itr to 6 C.lielenci, toy?
lc -1.00 CL 3.1620

Rum nog.' Sole. Anil 2/1 E. 29
8:30.3. 431 S Rode:, oilstone,
Hts.

SEE OR CALL

Geroge sole, 70/ N. Elmhurst
Mi. Prospect. Aug. 28 & 29, 10

Don Brandt

ant 10.5 WO.

RAINSOFT WATER

Elk Grove Village
437-9400

to

55.

tine, l'

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

Contact

Ir ,ity In drapes rose beige,
lined, 12' n 7'. Good condition.

Fncyclopeclios 1967, 20 vol. cost

Boot

$200 sac. 535; hide 0 -bed co,A
5300 SOC. 5130; bunk beds, 29 '

w;f2bcstercraft troller,

520; Distr. 251.7385.

.1:30 p.111.

25941889

fon; redwood picnic
toble; L.P. chairs, dressing table,
mirror, misc. 358.6689.

INQUIRE

sewing

Aug. 26, 27. 28, 9-5

and timer. $100. 541.2613

MAGNOVOX 21" console, orig.

12" Porroble TV, UHF, w/stand
525; cord table. felt top, ash

price 5500 asking 5100 or 130S1
offer. Has everything, looks

1441

(urn., misc.

Olive, Pala-

E.

hlks west OI Wilke

545; round oak table; chairs;
machine; sofa,
reasonable. 529 .1127

Double oven electric range 580;

Zenith stereo console
w/AM-FM radio, ex. cond.
437-8850 aft 3 pm
Also

1)..hurniddier $40.
Electric typewriter, fully
overhouled, excel. cond., 595.
IBM

604 Cedar Ln. Mt. P
ELK 1

vv/4

(1

& Wheelingi

1

e
chairs,
items, toys.

blk. S. of
Card tble

skates,

MISC.

tone. I1

red plush nylon.

WASHER, DRYER, Kenmore,

your warranty. $50 each

I

Many Model "A" & "T"

2 Ionia, triangular 2 shelf thf,

Sample Clothes far
mfg.

Ida.

by

at sample

ROUTE DRIVERS

MOVING! Will take any reason

prices. 9362 Twin Oaks Ln. Des
['looms Daily 11.4. 827-8357

Over 21 Years of Age

able offer.
lights, projector & st ter II Christ
mos tree. antiques desk. hong

01,1 Fashioned
School Desk
512.50 359-12.15

IISIIICI

8

conditions.

oorking
Liberal fringe benefits
Pleasant

BERKEY PHOTO

.o1

oer0,

Wonted, any new or used items
for

220 Graceland Dr.
Des Plaines
827-6141

40 Redwood :rotor
Wheeling

Dundeu,e & 831

MALE & FEMALE

SCHOOL BUS

leather drurn tbl. & 2 end tbls.
Pair of cutgloss lamps. Sewing
mach.. kit. !IA, ebony barn.. set,
perfect for rintiquing Plus molly
odd tbls. & mist form Clothond &
m 11 lllll
many new & used
Arl.
392-0564. 1846 lilac Ter
Hts. Off of Palatine & Windsor,

DRIVERS

Earn Extra Cash
Paid Training

,

A M ROUTES
GARAGE SALE
AUG. 30-SEPT. 1

8.30 a.m.

frame. 21,2 h.P., extras, exc.
cond; 21" TV w/stand. 255-0826

EVERGREEN SALE
1000's to choose

each.

51

from. Larger size also on sole.
FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave.. Wheaton, III.

CALL otter 6:00 CL 3.1.173

For information about the FINEST

water softeners & water con
ditioning equipment contact.

BEAUTIFUL REDWOOD PICNIC
TABLE AND BENCHES 512 CALL

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359 3200

Zenith console TV, chair, Lone
Phone

screen.

Gas lawn sweeper
mowers;

con, UIIIISUCII items

Cook County

Dundee.

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

Thlielp Wanted Men " Women

3

HEY, OUT THERE

IN PALATINE!
WE STILL NEED HELP

girls need a 4th to share 2

apt. vie. Rolling
568.75. "Karen". 437-2981

Mds.

gentlemen

-

in

O'HARE area. Oct.
Ex.

lg.

1st.

1

(Trainees)

Large 2 bedon. apt. for rent. 2

MAINTENANCE MECHANICS
QUALITY CONTROL INSPECTORS
MAINTENANCE ELECTRICIANS
JANITORS

WAREHOUSE ASSISTANTS
OFFICE CLERKS

FEMALE (Full Time only)
PACKERS & INSPECTORS
(2ND & 3RD Shift)

QUALITY CONTROL
(All Shifts)

We offer Hospitalization & Major Medical Insurance,
Paid Vacations, Holidays, On the Job Training.

Arlington

VISION -WRAP

BY APPCmi".,
isVE.
SCHILLER PARK, ILL.

WO' 3930 N. 25I
INDUSTRIES, INC.

678-9035 ASK FOR MR. BRISKY
An equal Opportunity Firoll(gcr

or

3 bedrm. apt.

or house,

per
.

725 W. Dempster, 1-2.3 bedrms.,

the 2 & 3 bedons,

boil brick res
silence, 7 rooms, 2 baths,
CUSTOM

divided barbt. Great

for growing family.

bonne

to

'

Storage Lockers on no. floor
Beautiful Kitchen Appliances
Model apts. open daily, 11 am
.106 par. Telephone 439-7887

QUINLAN & TYSON
255-6320
359.6500
894.8100

PRESENTS

HOMES FOR
SCHOOL KIDS
With school ;us!

I

week away

STONEGATE AREA

for most of us, rnony home

2
bedroom apartIrlitnediate possession.
No c hildren or pets. Call
ROBERT A. CAGANN
ASSOC. INC.

diale possession homes.

Prestige
ent

259-0055

buyers ore looking for inone-

Arlington Realty has them! We
are now showing the greatest
selection of fine homes we
hove ever had. many with im.
mediate possession or even
sooner.
EXCELLENT FINANCING

Westgate Apts.
Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apart.
merits Elevator building. Fully
minded From 5237,50 in.
nunhood es, heat,

q rers master VT an
roc.

SWIMMING POOL
SWIMMING

Intimate privn, y yet wclking
distance to shopping center.
270 N Westgate Rd. 253.6300

schools,

park

(swimming), shopping and
bus. Exceptional value

136 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
BARRINGTON 381-6653

Open to 9 P.M. Week Nights

incladit g

,totter

automatic if 01131111551011. WW's plus many op.
arasanty.
Save

Huge Discounts on all 1969's!
And on our OK used cars too!

Lattof Chevrolet
800 E. Northwest Hwy.
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS CL 9-4100

BENDER - RIEGER

SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION

OF ONE OWNER CARS

505 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

381-6000

AT

BARRINGTON, ILLINOIS

ASKING $32,900
DOOLEY

1630 Miner

824-3191

TOP LOCATIONS
WALK TO SCHOOLS

LOW DOWN
PAYMENT
Comfort, Choral, & Convenience
lonnedirde possession. lacks
nothing. Central air, 8 rooms
2' 2 barns plus finished base r...4 ....III le( 100111 2 cur ga
r °glinting. draperies,
cg
thshwasher, other extras. Tree
bocci Street. Walk to everything. Move in condition. See
and compare at 539,900.

MORTON PONTIAC

1967 FIREBIRD 400 COUPE
speed, Buckets, console,
Radio, Heater, Wide Oval
Tires, Ready to Go!
4

Only

$1995

FOR WIDEST SELECTION OF JAVELINS!
SEE BONNIE MOTORS FOR THE BEST
DEAL IN THE NORTHWEST TERRITORY.

1969 JAVELIN
Complete

.

$2871.90

NELSON

rl NEARBY OFFICES
MAP MULTIPLE LISTING

ARLINGTON REALTY,
INC.
392 8100
253 8100

359-.1100

255 1515

88 Real Estate Vacant

viiiage Choice Eat
110' X ISO' All imp. Close to
Schools. shopping. 437-0813.

Iodic., Lake CC 156,12E1 corner
lot gulf t aurselake nearby. By
owner ! 1 500 766.5594

1970 MAVERICK

$1

plus

7j freight

PALATINE

Just Minutes From Home!

NORWOOD FORD inc.

DOYNO MOTORS INC.

1968 BUICK ELECTRA
Custom 4 Dr. Hardtop, Factory Air Cond., Full Power, AM -FM Radio,

530 W. NORTHWEST HWY.
MT. PROSPECT, ILL.

Vinyl Roof, While Wall Tires.

CL -5-6300

$3695

1968 VOLKSWAGEN FULLY EQUIPPED
Completely & unconditionally guaranteed.

120-136 N/W HWY.

1695

PARK RIDGE 698-3334

622 E. NORTHWEST HWY. RTE #14
EVENINGS TILL 9:00. 298-4220

FINE, ESTABLISHED HOMES

FROM $20,000 to 590,000

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

Service & Ready to go.

6333 N..HARLEM RO 3-1500

DES PLAINES CHRYSLER PLYMOUTH
Golf Rd. (Rte. 58 at 83)
255-3900

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

BONNIE MOTORS
500 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

BUICK in PARK RIDGE
110A
44(4
RICHIERT

500 E N/W HWY.

1968 CAMERO RALLY
SPORT CONVERTIBLE
372" VO, auto.. trans., power steer., power
brakes, factory ilir cond.. etc

$2795

FOR THE VERY BEST IN

CAMPUS TRANSPORTATION ...
SEE

DICK WICKSTROM CHEVROLET
555 Irving Park Road
Roselle, Illinois
529-7070
HUNDREDS OF EXCELLENT
USED CAR BUYS

I

1

A

power

tit,

PONTIAC TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

BELIEVE IT!

Des Plaines

Bruns Real Estate

ARLINGTON REALTY

Cerctour Tile Baths
Soundproof

balcony,

AUTHORIZED JEEP 4 WHEEL DRIVE VEHICLES
AND DATSUN DEALERSHIP

4 BEDROOM
HOME

Realtors

Mils,. TV Antenna

patio,

$2995

Private.
592 Roy Drive. 595.0668

SEE IT

Palatine
Schaumburg

Elevotors
Parking

power

fed glass, FM AM radio. deluxe turbine 400

ing, bright red. Ready to go.

peting, drupes, patio, gas grille,
cyclone fence etc. Must see to
appreciate. Good for In-law.
Low low 540's. 690; 1mm. poss.

Close

Arlington Heights

Air Conditioning

.

Rom -Air, .128 engine, automatic, power steer.

tilt steering wheel, factory air conditioning, lin-

thieve! 2 years old, card gar-

Cod. 529,900. CL 5.3919

INC.

irict

mono,

WOOD DALE Lg. 4 bdrm. brick

extras. Only 519,900.

NEW BLDG-STONECREST APTS.
in

25' x 20', landscaped. Mortgage
available. 558,900. 439-7766

Mt. Prospect nr. Ronclhurst by
owner. 2 bdrm. brk. ranch, basement, D.R., many extras, mid

For the economy minded who
want carefree living! 2 bed.
room -choice location in Rolling'
Meadows. Garage and lots of

26 young chtldren. Must have

2 boths

Fall

Ad. Efts. by owner, .1 bedrrn. 21/2

Doll House

Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home.
Ideal for working widow with

transportation. 520
person per week. 392-0870

1969 BUICK CUSTOM LESABRE CONVERT.

'69 MACH I

s on 255 0573

plus

2/n. Prospect, Bi-Level, 3 bedrms.,
II/2
11/2 baths, family room,
new
garage,
car
attached
decorate,:
newly
carpeting,
536,000.259-1759

P.M. 38/.2950. 5175 per month.

Own

0 Vacant

age, full bsmt., 2172 baths, panel
fan, rm., 2 kitchens/builtins, car-

520's, 253-6008

& utilities paid except electric.
Couple preferred. Call after 5

'MT. PROSPECT

CALL OR APPLY IN PERSON AT OUR PRESENT
LOCATION. INTERVIEWS TILL 10 PM, SAT. & SUN.

kitchen,

Ig.

Arl. Hts. by owner, good loco
tion, spacious 4 beclan. Catty

blks. to train, in Barrington. Gar.

(Trainees)

PHONE 827-3111

86 -Real Estate -Houses

carpeted, all util.
pad except elec. 5205.
394-1446 or 537.0937

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESS

BAG MACHINE ADJUSTER

bi level,

bdrm.

on.

Fully

Heights efficiency
apartment, close -irk immediate
possession, free parking. Call
Robert A. Cogann & Associates,
In. 259-0055

(Experienced)

LADENDORF OLDS
RAND & CENTRAL ROADS

JIM AIKEY FORD INC.

CLEAN - UP

1

opt.

COME AND SEE

SALES & SERVICE

Wanted) 2 bedrrn. unfurn. house
yr. Yg. businessman
for min.
well
& vet -college student &
trained dog. 525-9508 Bob DO,

once. 5160 Htd. 439.3394

horned. arc. sublease 2 bdrm.

BAG MACHINE ADJUSTERS

rims.,

1

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMAN

Gleaming green

appliances, cornpl. carpeted,
patio, S/S, etc., centrally air
cond., 2 car gar., master becIrm.

Schl area pref. 296.1520

Bdrm.

rm. avocado appli-

liv,

1969 DUNE BUGGY

car gar., excel. location N. E. Park
Ridoe. 5275 ma. 259-4571

2

Plaines.

Des

MALE

(Experienced)

$2295

175 NORTH ARLINGTON HIS. RD.
ELK GROVE VIUAGE
PHONE 439-0900

OFFICIAL CHEVROLET

clean, moderate rental. 2 chit'
dren 7 & 9, 2 adults. Central

References req'd. 29641434.

Sublet- !Bolos. lease, 2 bdrm,
fully carpeted, pool, Meadow.
farce Apt,, Rolling Meadows,
5185 !no. Ph. 359.5338

FLEXOGRAPHIC PRESSMAN

1968 DODGE CORNET
AUTOMATIC & POWER
FACTORY WARRANTY.
ARLINGTON PARK DODGE
1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
Across from
The ArlingtOn Park Race Track

BARRINGTON MOTOR

82 -Wanted To Rent

WOMOn or woman w/I child to
house

81/2,

,

DRIVE A DATSUN THEN DECIDE!

all appliances. 219 S. Albert, Mt.
Prospect. 9 to 4 call LI 9-6900,
Ext. 558; aft. 6 p.m. 935-6272

or

couple, no children. 5300. Refs.
& lease required. 255.5122

.hare

wide,

:127 5240

baths, brick 9 an. Colonial. All

min

bolt., cathedral beam ceiling,

14 -To Rent Apartments

5.

long, 2' deep. Spore tires. 585.

1:1.1111:1,T

w/frplc, dining rm., 11/2 baths, 2

2

occup. Extras. Des P. 827.3296

location,

ir,1,,

HOSKINS CHEVROLET INC.

SPECIAL!

ARC. 259 6076

A.H. airier 2 sty altar) sdg on
corner lot intown. Close to everything. Modern thru-out. 9 new
appliances go with hse. 34
bcIrrns Assume moo. or cont.
Low inx $34,000. Call to

31/2 bedrrn. brick: living

furt.'d apt., all
1.Beclan.
utilities, air cond'd, Mimed.

exc.

(Experienced)

5

Palatine 3 bdros. home, 1'h car
garage, 5200 month. For infor-

ranch, carport, near schools, Ig e.
yard. 5215. 392-6818

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Ail. Hts. deluxe 5 rm. 2 bc ms.

1st SHIFT - 7:30 AM to 4 PM
2ND SHIFT - 4 PM to 12:30 AM
3RD SHIFT - 12:30 AM to 7:30 AM

-

TO.

CL 5.4458

rj,

4. E It LE Al

darling

puppies,

Poodle

white moles, 8 wks

86 -Real Estate Houses

Rolling Meadows, A/C 3 bdrm.

beclrrn. opt, to share
Western Engineer, 4698 Arbor
Dr., Apt 211, Rolling Meadows.
.222_4664

AND PLANT AT 250 S. HICKS ROAD, PALATINE, ILLINOIS WE
ARE MAJOR PRODUCERS OF FLEXIBLE PACKAGING MATE.
RIALS AND OUR EXPANSION PROGRAM REQUIRES A SUBSTANTIAL PERSONNEL INCREASE IN MOST DEPARTMENTS.
THE BENEFITS AND WAGES ARE TOPS IN THE INDUSTRY.
HERE IS A CHANCE TO GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR AND

PLANT HOURS

Toy

1965 Apache rent trailer, fully
equipped, excel. cond.

D. Messmer, home ph. 437.8340

392-6300

16 -To Rent Houses

mation call 815758-8757.

2

IN EARLY SEPTEMBER WE ARE MOVING TO OUR NEW OFFICE

SECURE YOUR FUTURE. OPENINGS ON ALL SHIP -TS. WE WILL
TRAIN

year.

Most so'l bY Sept.

THE DODGE BOYS

RIOISOrtOble. 2535018

0 Commercial

0 Residential

brio".

259 9092 weektla,

1

1.1'

DES PLAINES

1/° Uu,n

clean do, toes suite. CALL:

Gnomon Shepherd pups, AKC,
bred for tonipermerd & good

1964 Tod WilliCIMS Tent Camper
$225 .1 Sleeping Bags 530
Call 259 4982

g

Male &

children.

raised with
550 and up. 259-3210

Shots,

per

IN THE NORTHWEST S , URBS.

797-76E35

edger;
drop

Rolling Meadows.

ing Rd. Buffalo Gr. East of Bel
(ale Gr. Rd, .1 Wk;. S. of

MAN, WOMAN OR COUPLE to

&

sprayer;

2

COLLIES AKC, show and pet.

Icleal

'66 mobile home, 12',.46', 2
bechnt, "like 110W-, 5609 &
OSSuIlle bal. .1 mis. barn CriitIre,

1

L

Trailer.

51150, Aluni owning 17'x8'.
fibre glass COn0e. 2903496

Band breaks up. Must sell. / dual
Bandmaster,
Showman,
Bandmaster PA system. 537-4495

weeks

Female White & Salt & Pepper.
ARC Fit 'I 13edigree, 824-3064

8x35'

Coll

103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

TO BUY THAT NEW OR
USED CAR FR E ONE
OF THESE LEADING DEALERS

Old English sheep dog pups,
AKC. chornmort sired males.
pl/I,S,

Trostor, single axle, 1963 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor;
aodor',, 2 ea., 35' flat bed. Coll

ft aim, 296 6709

porch, furnished. $2200.
anytime. 824-6941.

Zildgen cymbals. CL 5-1258

old, 0125. 529-5636 after 5 pro.

MM. ,(hatolr

Lion. 5350. 255.4352

98 -Mobile Homes

sparkly, used 8 mos. ex. cond.

THIS C

TON, Olds engine

1955 FORD

licensed
mothers

Trailer for sale. 2 bedroom, nice

750 E. Northwest Hwy.
827-2163
'

2.30 - 5 p m.

ARLINGTON HTS, ILL
439 0923

paint

AKC,
8

(not transmission, Good condk

Slingerlond drums, 8 pc. sot, red

AKC Min. Poodles, block & silver,
M & F. home raised, 9 weeks.
Poodle puppies,

259-7038.

CHILD CARE irt my
home for working
894.6846

5100. Call after 6 PM
894.4423

4911.7425

males, home raised,

call oft, 6 p.m. 296 6709.

SILVER TONE CORD ORGAN

MUST SELL 575.

Toy

toddler companion
for my child Monday thru Friday.

Rey Music, C'e3.13180

FEMALE.

AKC,

POODLE

TOY

Good

tar, new, one only for $110! El.

Block Labrador. 5 oloS., AKC;
Gerinan Short Haired, 8 wks.,
ARC, reasonable. 529-4606

CL 5.2/78

Would like

1

door

1959 lidernotional droop, sgIe
rode, brand new motor. Please

55 -Musical Instruments

469 7204

2

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

.

Specially mode $200 classic gui-

or

pc rty

102 -Trucks, Trailers

-

merits of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

Yorkies. ARC, M & F, 5200-5250
6 cennerotion pedigree, 2 Int.
Chomps, 15 Chomps. 392-3153

Stud toy Apricot Poodle,
Lines & potters.

cloth; vacuums; trailer; tow bar
and Unicycles. 2301 Wing St.,

Soft Water 55.00 0 month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9 3200
255 1107

Moving to Gottf. noe.I leave
much beheld En, eto.-...1

3040 S Busse Rd.

AKC,
Dcichshinicls, miniature,
7 weeks old. 565.00. 537.6674.

hips, horns rctised. 358-5016

JOHNSON WATER

.137-2549

P M ROUTES

School Bus, Inc.

Arl. His

idaire 2 oven elec. stove. Sewing
machine. 392-7561

Homemade motor bike on 20"

rubles, movie
437 6239

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

'64'66 cOrrip0Ct cor

Olivette Printing Calculator. 2
Memory books .Troxis Model.
5450. Call 392.4918

537 3459

392-3266

Fully Auto. GE elec. dryer, perfect cond. Snow tires 8.55 X 14
white wall, used I season. Frig-

sale. Arl. Hts.
259-0796 or
Club.
Nurses
253 0161, Will Pick -UP.
rl111,11C1cIC

POOL TABLE STANDARD SIZE
COMPLETE. GOOD CONDITION

DON'T MISS THIS ONE. Aug. 2B
Wienman
29, 9AM-4 PM.
&

6.30

444 Rand Rd.

stereo, drapes. .537-1922

SERVICE

SWIM POOL CLEARANCE
SAVE 25%
TURN -STYLE FAMILY
CENTER

ing lamps, chest. desk & night
stood set, clothes, toys portable
Large Naborhood Sole: Aug.
27,28,29. D.R. set. buffet chino
cabinet. bed ban,. dresser,
elec. stove, whn: lays; baby
36 &
; much n
items; (loll

Forcl

parts, 1953 Mer., assorted antique pumps & woodworking
tools, MISC. items & antiques.
CL 3-0733
After 5

wjcane, orange liv. access., yenetio, gloss. 255-2121
sole

for play

Exc.

r00111, etc. 255 8592

392.02711

Children's

21. 6 mo. old. Exp

x

carpet for only 5125. Also 9 x 17

Admiral console.
condition. 5175
Blond

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

Carpets, plush nylon, grey -green

FL 8-6947

01 &Abdo Grove Rooth

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in 4
model homes. Will separcoe. We
deliver. Cash or Terms,
537 1930

$53.20 Tax Included

Zenith 21" B & W console TV;

yrs,

2

GOOD CONDITION
$65 . 359.4372

attachments.

WANTED GOOD USED CLASSIC
GUITAR NYLON STRINGS. CALI
CL 3.5253

101 -Automobiles Wanted

KENMORE GAS DRYER

used mochine in stylish cob;
net. Does everything without

' 42 -Wanted to Buy

piece plus case, excel. condition
5285. 394.2476
56 -Office Furniture -Devices

old Med. Green Gold Carle sides
92" ex. cond $250 259 9041

1969 Singer Zig Zag

After 7:00 1,111.

etc.

like new. 439-0.120.

nays. seats 8, 525. 392-8409

Arm of Martinsville Sofa

shag 6,9 575; Call 299 5584 aft.

BOAT FOR SALE

only. 894.6405
1,_">.551, encl. cohort°, air cond.,
conipl.
xcel, cond. &
furiCrl. extras. 827-5936.

439.6965

Best Offer,

walnut contemporary end
tables 5125; anent rug, gold

HP motor Coll 392-3473 after

Philco elec. stove; maple L.R.
set; bothan. sink w/cobinets;

modern cocktail,
round lamp this

mobilo
Adults

13artlett.

Gibson hollow body guitar, twin
hionbucking pick ups, Bixby ',nil

Maple Drop leaf dining table.
Wing back lounge chair.

2

Elgin. 35

3," copper tone Kenmore gas
range. Used 8 mo. With clock

Gar. Sale( Aug. 27.28.29. 10.4.

Des Plaines

IL

la

-

&

Mort Community Rm. Fri Sept 5,
9:30-8iste, Sot Scat 6 9.31

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT

Safe

Breakfront, mahog.,excel. cond.

Kingswood Methodist F2t tttttt tcnie
Sale

for

8

hem, viunuy

773.9218

w/forrnic a tops, excel. cond.
570. 766.1734,after 6 p.m.

trade on 26'.213' Cruiser
' Phone 312.355.3634

Hts. 8:30 to 4:35

WEEK DAYS 11 AM to 3 PM
Good Pay

step

253 7008

2, full coiwas etc. Will consider

MUST SELL clothes 110 more room
in .closet. Hundred, of outfits
Pro,
size 9.13. 303 S. Pink

PART TIME

dd.

255.8592

.139.3759

MRS LERMAN
827 6628

year

I

Matching

7' z H.P MERCURY outlsoci0L,
used very little $75.

$20.

Go r

FULL TIME DAYS ONLY

Girl's 20".

.Bicycle

matching chest & dresser $40,

$9.537-2253

5450. 392.43113.

11,014 It. by 18 ft. Complete will
liner. 550. Call 39?.4918

Maple twin bed complete with

Sofa bed $15,6-17. crib comp.
512; Regtigerotor 520; buggy

15' Super Porpoise fibreg
lass sailboat & trailer Excellent,
'67

NEW ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
392-7904

Lumber.

Sole. Many families
contain:ling lora.- and solo I
items Atro 28 29. la oak 503
W. Sholsonee T.1.1 Mt. Prospect

DISHWASHER

berg,

Chipresc-briental,

5150;
Walnut occasional
fable 565. CALI. 255.5707

47-11ame Furnishings -Furniture -

fitted trailer. 298.318E3

437-9257

in. Weathersfield, Schti;nn,

ter

Correct Croft mohog. out

16'

259-2498

clothes, toys,

pro,
5c

Gorcage Stile Thurs. Aug. 28, 9 to
130. MUCII MISC. 1700 Winches --

9,12

Trornolux

bedroom

RENI-2

FOR

amp piggy.
sprs. 1250
back' w/2
or best offer. Aft. 6 82,1 7004

Fender

tion. 392.5942

Divorcee must sac. 110 h.p. inbd

car

I

bothan. wash sink; laundry tubs.

Clothing, baby items. toys
much m/s:, 320 N. Pare. Mt. P.

Gar. Sale

cash. 259.1183

Overhead garage door for
garage, $35 or best offer.

BEDS COMPLETE. All good condi

health

sired, cropped, shots,
co, tilicate. 827-6530.

98 -Mobile homes

55 -Musical Instruments

Full size BED COMPLETE BUNK

SChaal/Z,S, excel. quality,
bred for temperament, chomp.

wood hull. full equipped, 5400
or best offer. Must sell. 766-8666

ed for my collection. Will-pby

253-3073

CL 5.0131

over

boot, fibergloss

Ski

T-4'

Gas range 42", good cond. $35;
Mangle $15; Nesco roaster $10.

6 week old boxtromecl KITTENS
FREE to good home Phone:

11.p.--

new, 2"n12"x10% op.
pron. 600 running ft. Pr. 24c ft.
Call oft 6 par, 296-6709.

. Mr Prospect,

Goy Sole: Aug. 2/ 311. 9 7 PM

214lelp Wanted Men * Women

extras. $1500,358-6298

75

Evinrude. Full coroner tap -and

IS' fiberglass, Deep V, TOO HSP
Johnson, trailer w/brokes, sleeps

9,6. 966 5

1950 E Estes

18'

Furniture, Gibson Elec. range,
Avoc. w/rotis. Ph. 537-3529

German WW II souvenirs Wont-,

Gor. Sale: 21 S. Evanston,
r urn, of EV011StoniKenosington,
099 SO, clothes, toys, Foe,.

fiberglass trailer,

Beautiful custom Scandonovian

Electric

Naborhood Gar. Sole Anything
& Everything. Aka. 20 29, 30.

CONDITIONING CO.

Lee & Oakton

machinist

trunk;

Old

P.M.

6

Cashier & Candy Counter Girl

Gar. Sale: Stereo, toys, doll fern.,
MISC. 1420 Rosehill Dr. Arl. Hts.
Th. & Fri. Aug. 28, 29

to

I

41 -flame Funushings-Furruture

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

31 Rummage & Garage Sale

----

Wednesday, Au

I age 18

w miles. Mint con" -1
st see. $650 or offer.

under 700 miles. $150. 296-5384,
after 5:30 p.m.

1967 HONDA 160 SCRAMBLER,
EXCELLENT CONDITION, BEST
OFFER. CL 33122

50cc Honda, excel. cond. $125,
trailer for same, $30. Will separate. CL 5-8857 after 6 pm.

(euip511000

....mRIDGE
120434W NOOTHWIST NWT.

1141-3334

B USSE - WIEDEMANN BURN

Winner National

'64 Pontiac 2-dr. HI, V-8, auto.
trans., P/S, good mechanic cond.
$650 or best offer. 359.2719

'60 Chevy 4 dr., P/S, P/B, auto.
trans. sm. V-8, - Sharp, $200.
253.3674

Sport
80 -4 -speed, excel. cond. $245 or

Mutt sell

Suzuki

1968

'67 Impala, convertible, MUST

SEE, low miles, all accessories,
694.5665

best offer. 296-7278

Mini -bike Rupp. McCulloch 49C.
Lights, much chrome. $200.

'69 Plymouth Fury III, 4-dr. sedan, auto. trans., P/S, P/B, list

CL 3.2993

-'Service Award

$3692, sell 52585. 359-2982

Honda . 125 Scrambler. Exc.
cond. Low mile. Best offer. Bell

'67 Firebird 326, P/S, P/B, Auto.
rrans., gold, gold interior. 51795.
Ph. 827-4898.

112-Aotookeiles for Sale-

Used Cars

'64 Cadillac 4 dr. Fleetwood, full
power. Needs minor body work.

-- 1960 CHEVY BELAIRE

Good condition

'68 BUICK ELECTRA

CL 3.3928

Custom 4 Dr. Hardtop,

FM Radio, Vinyl Roof,

'3695

'64 Falcon cony. 6 cyl. stick, dk.

1960 FORD

Factory Air -Conditioning, Full Power, AM -

White Wall tires.

$1,000. 359.2616.

gr,/ wh. top, good cond. $550.
894-8923

Runs good - best offer
766-5714

'65 OLDS 442 fully equip. new
tires excellent cond. must sell

'60 Chevy 6 cyl., automatic, $100
or best offer. 253-7579

$1650 firm. 255.3640

'62 V-8

'65 Olds Cutlass, 2-dr., HT, A/T,

Mercury Meteor, 4 door. $395.

'68 BUICK
LE SABRE CUSTOM
Dr. Hardtop, Automatic Transmission,
2

Power Steering

&

Brakes, Radio, white
wall tires, very low
miles.

$2695

Call CL 3.0478

P/S, P/B, Buckets, console. $895.
255-3384

'58 Jaguar 3.8 liter sedan, needs

'65 Olds Convert. Full power,
orig. owner. Excel. shape. Call

some body work. $450 or best

Coupe. Lime Green
Color. Operating console with Automatic
Transmi-,' on, Radio,
Heater and Power

894-3576

offer. Must sell 766-8666

'61 MERCURY 4 door P/B P/S
auto. trans, radio, heater. Good

'63 Triumph Spitfire, buckets,
like new engine $750 or best
offer. 537-4753 after 5.

cond. $150 358.6251

1966 Cutlass convertible. Automatic, power steering, power
brakes. 253-6643 or 253.0597

'63 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE

$375

'68 FIREBIRD

.

4 Door V8 P/S P/B
827-7322

'67 Chrysler convert, like new
brakes & tires, gold, air cond.,

1965 MOB Roadster, radio, excellent condition. $1500 or best

'67 CHEVELLE, 2 door Sedan, like
new. $1150
259-0273

dition. $225.
894-6074 after 5

Needs

392-3473 after 4:30 p.m.

body work. Full power.
Best offer, 537-6736

'58 Plymouth Wagon. A/T, R/H,
'snow tires, gd. running cond
400 N. Fairview, Mt. Prospect.
Corvette '60, red, 2 tops,
mint condition $1800 or best
offer. 392-6433.
1960 Volkswagen. $400.
2670 Craig Drive, Des Plaines
827.2365

'66 VW convert.,

'69 Firebird 400 convertible. Air

299 -1141 - 894-7772,_-

trans.

Pontiac Convert. Good
Reasonable. Call
Condition
-

'66 Impala Sports coUpe, vinyl
top. P/S, air-conditioned, other
extras. $1395. 894.3397

heater, 6 cyl., excel. cold.
Phone 439.9794

Save $1500 '69 Buick Electra

sed., gold w/blk. vinyl top, air, P.

-

1960- Ail. Romeo Spider Convert, black w/red interior, good
cond. A real Sports car,
358.6034

Road Runner blue
printed 383; Ram, air, cust. int.,
'68

Plym.

elec. doors, extras.

Drafted. 60 4-2034

seats, P/W. Private. 824-2317.

1964 PONT/AC CATALINA all
power, rebuilt trans. extra

wheels & snow tires, $470 or

For

information Call

JoAnn, 255-7200, Ext. 14

'68 Mustang, vinyl top, radio,

1964

best offer. 381-6024

'65 Volkswagen, radio & heater,

whitewalls, good condition: - -conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic

'59 VW. Good mechanical con-

Windsor.

Chrysler

112-Automobles For Sale

.

60 MG MAGNETTE. Dark green,
4 dr., 4 speed, gd. cond., leather
interior, economical 2nd car.
$325. 439-0784.

112-Automobles For Sale

112-Antanolies For Sale

'65 Monza 2 dr. HT, buckets,

'66 Renault 4 dr. $225. College

R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
$650. 439new tires, 1110 h
8060
"

student

Must -sell: '65 Cadillac. Black, full
climate control, gar.

"(Cower,

offer. 359-6178

'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all extras
& accessories. Includes full power

&

A/C.

Like

new

MAGIC NUMBER

tires.

259-3468 weekends; after 5 PM
weekdays.

'66 Ford Country sedan, 6 pass.
P/S, air cond., radio, luggage
rack, like new tires incl. snow
tires w/extra wills, low miles.
Closing estate. $1750. 296-5384
aft. 5:30 p.m.

cond.,

exc.

CLOSE OUT ON

Owner returning Europe $1200.
Call 9 to 5, 299-7121, ext. 229

ALL REMAINING

'69 Chevelle, 12/1-1, A/T, P/S, vinyl

interior, 307, WW, 259-5144; aft.
5pm. 297.6679

'69 PONTIAC'S

'67 Ford 2 dr. custom 6 cyl., A/T,
P/B, R/H. $1125. A -I shape, low,
miles. 358-6689.

1941 Nash Ambassador 4 door,
body & interior in gd. shape,
engine needs work. 439-0534.'65 Mercury Comet, 2 dr. 6
cylinder, A/T, R/1-1, very good
condition 5700. 253-6330.

'68 Buick Skylark 2 dr., air cond.
owner
vinyl top, P/S, P/B,
$2500. 299.5584 aft. 5.

SAVINGS GALORE

OFFICIAL

ON DEMO'S & HOUSE CARS

1

'66 Chevelle 2-dr. HT, V-8, A/T,
good cond. $950. 537.9822. Ask
for Eddie before 6 pm.
1963 CHEVY Convert. Clean, Gd.

mech. cond. Stereo tape deck,
New brakes, like new tires. Best
offer CL 3-4797 after 6:00

.

'63

'63 OLDSMOBILE

CAD.

CPE

BLACK

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!
HUGE DISCOUNTS

DEV.

GOOD SHAPE, P/S P/B P/W
P/SEAT A/T BODY, MOTOR EXC.

PRIVATE

296-1689

COND TIRES ALSO GAR KEPT.

'69 PONTIAC CATALINA
Dr. Hardtop, Factory Air
Conditioning, Hydromotic
2

Transmission, Radio, Power
Steering & Brakes,
Wall Tires, Vinyl Top.

Transmission,

Pcr.r.er Si,a r,ag, Power
White walls,
Radio, Air Condi-

Dr. Hardtop, TurboHydromatic, Console,
Bucket Seats, Wide Oval Tires, Power Steering
& Brakes, AM -FM Radio, Sharpl New Car Warranty

2595

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

1967 PONTIAC

tioning. Burgundy with
Black Vinyl Top.

1968 BARACUDA FAST BACK

'1895

DICK WICKSTROM

Air Conditioned, Automatic Trans ,
Power Steering & Brakes, Radio, Heater, Low
Mileage
Factory

'67 COUGAR
kl,.e Radio,
S,e, ring,. Power
B. !ht.!. J ',peed Trans. ,sion Whitewalls &
F u: fury Air Cond.

$2095
'67 VOLKSWAGEN
Roman Red color. Low
miles. Spare never
down. Radio, Whitewall Tires.

ONE OWNER CARS AT

Steering & Brakes, Automatic, Radio, Heater, "95

White Wall Tires. Nice Carl!

It's a beaut.

1968 MERCURY 9 PASS. WAGON
Automatic Transmission, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Luggage Rock, Sharp

1966 BONNEVILLE
2 Dr. Hardtop, Full Power, Radio, Heater, White
Wall Tires. Sharpll

$2195

$1595

Jeep
The 2 -Car

Cars.

1967 OLDSMOBILE

$2195

/Adlik

PONTIAC - TEMPEST - FIREBIRD

color.
Power

Whitewalls,
Factory Air

Conditioning.

'2295

CHEVROLET
555 IRVING PARK ROAD

529-7070

(BENDER-RIEGER)
1111ARRINOTON. ILLINOIS

BARRINGTON
MOTOR
SALES & SERVICE
136 W. NORTHWEST H.
BARRINGTON, ILL

SOS W. NORTHWEST HWY. 381-6000

381-6663

OPEN DAILY 9-9; SAT 9-5; CLOSED SUNDAY

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

OPEN SUNDAYS

"a beauty
in its day!"

CUTLASS
Supreme 4 Dr. Hardtop, Factory Air Conditioning, Power Steering
& Power Brakes, Vinyl
Roof, Radio, White

e)___4

$2195
'66 CHEVROLET
BelAire

4

Sedan.

Dr.

Cameo cream color. 6
Power

cyl.,

Huge Discounts

Steering,

Radio, New Whitewalls, Automatic Trans-

ona111969's!

mission.

'1245
'66 RIVIERA

AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

Metallic Fawn bottom
with Black Vinyl Roof.
Tilt Wheel, Radio, Power Steering, Power

Brakes, Automatic
Transmission and
Factory Air Condi-

tioning.

-A, ARLINGTON HTS.
CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN.EVENINGS

CL 9-4100

800.E. NORTHWEST HWY.

$2495
'65 RIVIERA
I

:I.-,
A

and for the beauties
of today, see The Day's

color. Radio,
Whitewalls,

,ornatic Trans-

mission, Power Steering, Power Brakes, Tilt
Wheel, Power seat and
Power Windows.

'1795
'65 BUICK ELECTRA
I

Good Things Come In Small Packages

Factory

Air Conditioning, Power Steering & Brakes,
Radio, White Wall

Look into a Volkswagen and you'll find adjustable front bucket

Tires.

about 27 miles a gallon.

seats, a four -speed synchromesh transmission, four-wheel indepen-

dent torsion -bar suspension, and an air-cooled engine that gets

$1095

Going to Europe?

Ceuta

See us now for Overseas delivery! Have a Volkswagen there
to tour Europe.

DOYNO MOTORS

120-136
N NORTHWEST HWY.

PHONE 698-3334

530 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

MT. PROSPECT

ORchard 6-1900

Clearbrook 5.6300

Expressway.

et,N DAILY 9 TO 9
SATURDAY 9 TO 5
1,

Authorized VOLKSWAGEN Dealer

liwto gkoPPing

All m041110

MAUI

1.-.x1 1.
S.I..lechen

.14.2k

Main Showroom
666 N.W. Hwy.
392-6660

'67 OLDSMOBILE.

Wall Tires.

-.4

11:3.

KAIZIR &SP CORPORATION

Wild( pt 4 Dr. Hardtop.
Mist

Pontiac
1416nOIRITIoiniplopirlitkleC

4 Dr.' Hardtop, V -B, Factory Air Cond., Power

H, PS, PB. Clean Car.

'67 BUICK

aforitcosi

1967 CHEVY. IMPALA

Vista Cruiser Station Wagon. Factory Air. AT, R,

'1395

$3295

SEE OUR HUGE SELECTION OF

on all 1969's

2

Catalina, 44 door, AC, AT. PS. PB. R. H. W/W
Low mileage

'2195

White

500 E. N. W. HIGHWAY

1968 PONTIAC GTO

'67 CHEVROLET
Caprice Coupe. Auto-

special, mechaniCally
perfect, needs some body work.
259-6086 after 7 p.m.

MORTONS

kept, low miles. $2100 or best

CL 9-3495

$2295

;,r:n.-,

'66 V.W. sun roof. Low mileage
$950, 437.1890

'57

112-Automobies For Sale

P/S, P/B. $1850. 439-9209 aft 5

offer. 537-7562

Steering.

matic

dr.

2

P/S, P/B. Snow tires. $895.
259-0238

RAS! $2300. 259-1559

shields -S35.
CL 5-3550

FINEST

'65 Chevy Belaire 6 cyl.

DRAFTED: 1965 Corvette hardtop. Blue, perfect condition. EXT-

500 helmet W/2 face

The World's

CL 5 8857 aft. 6 pm.

low

'66 Sears motorcycle, like new,

392 8838

,

mint

cond., full power, leather seats,

11141otercycles ad Scotto

11141otorcycles

Continental,

Lincoln

60

, Honda
diti

112-Automceles For Sale

112-Automobies For Sale

Used Car Showroom
500 E. N.W. Hwy:

259-6460

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
CLOSED SUNDAY

-1,

.
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Wednesday. August 27, 1969

autoshoppingcenter

NORWOOD FORD

BIG FEAT!

SAVE

What's your Bag?

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

If:endows
OUTSTANDING

NOW

I

USED CARS

WA&
11M111

/CHEVROLET/

A SWINGER

irokt?1,

Ladendorf's
Unbeatable

...A
SPORT

110;

I

LUV THEM

YOU'LL
FOR WHAT THEY ARE...

AWARE YOU

...A

/69

CHARGE

ALL CARS IN INVENTORY
segy ICED
D
FOR IMMEDIATE DE

budget! !

EXAMPLE

'68 CHARGER

'64 QLDS

Automatic & Power, Factory
Warranty.

Red Jestar '88

$3590

-;,---,----s-A,...,,,
----,---

,- . - - lc
Loaded with Fords
, ...
finest equipment, including Power
'.; jp,
Steering & Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning- just a little more.
5. 7.- .,.

OVER

'

39

TO CHOOSE
FROM

_

-

'68 CORONET

'64 CHEVROLET

Automatic IS Power, Factory
Warranty

Convert, V-8,

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

.0

,

'64 FORD WAG.

Fully Equipped Sport Coupe

Country Squire

$4669
Over- size white wall

t,
.

,

'

.-.?

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's.

.,-/

Hardtop

-

Automatic and

Power

$1995

-.- --

IMMEDIATE

$695

'67 MUSTANG

'62 TEMPEST

tioned

Out

$3495
1968 BUICK WILDCAT
CUSTOM.4 DR. HARDTOP

USED CARS

Full power, including factory air, radio, turbine 400 automatic.
Low, low mileage. Balance of factory warranty. A beautiful

$595

$1995

I'68

PONTIAC GTO Air shocks, big engine, radio,
heater, 4 speed trans, stero tape,

Bimini Blue finish

mag. wheels, low mileage, very

1967 OLDS 98 4 DR. HARDTOP

$2795

'

clean, special tire

'67 CAMARO
Automatic

Trans.

6

'62 CHEVROLET
4 Door, Automatic

Cyl.

Engine

..

$395

$1595

Radio, heater, automatic transmission, power steer-

'66 DODGE WAG. '62 COMET

USED CARS

Automatic Trans.

9 Passenger Polara

ing, whitewalls, tint glass, air conditioning, very
clean

V8 pd%ner steering, power disc brakes, red bucket seats, select
shift automatic, wide oval tires, radio, chrome Mag. wheels, low
mileage. Balance of factory warranty

$1095

'65 RAMBLER SEDAN
4 door, 6 engine, radio, heater, automatic transmission

$795

'65 COMET
2 door, 6 engine, radio, heater, automatic trans-

$595

'65 PONTIAC

4 door hardtop, 8 engine, radio, heater, automatic
tioning

condi-

$895

'62 CADILLAC SEDAN DEVILLE

Air shocks, big engine, radio, heater, 4 speed trans.,
stereo tape, mag. wheels, low mileage, very clean,
special tire

$2795
"66 CHEVY CHEVELLE

'67 Ford GALAXIE 500 4 DR. SEDAN

2 door, radio, heater, automatic transmission, power
steering, whitewalls, one owner

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

$1395

'68 CORVETTE

$1795

'67 L.T.D.
2 dr , hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires.

$1695

Conve,;

Air

LIKE BRAND NEWT Ready to Go...

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

$1595

VEI, Automatic Transmission, Power.

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE
2 door hardtop, Ready to go.

$2995

$1295

V 8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

'69 SUPER BEE

$995

'68 PLYM. GTX
440 eng., automatic

'66 OLDS '88

$2595

$1195

$1195

'68 CORONET RT
440 eng., automatic

2 dr hard too, V 8, AfT, light blue. Priced to sell!

..$795

'66 FORD CUSTOM

'65 BUICK

$2595

Skylark with Power

2 Dr equipped with extras.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

$995

8 cyl Auto , factory air conditioned, P.S.,P.B., radio. Many extras, White.

$1595

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE
All White, SHARP!

2 Dr Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tiles.

$795

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE
4 Speed, Mao Wheels

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON

Passenger
Wagon

FORD INC.
DEVON

Daily 9 to 9

$1995

Sta.

'67 IMPALA S5

$1195

41""

65 CORONET '501'
3 Speed Stick

$995
$995

'66 PONT 2 2

Just Minutes
/ORD (Used Caw>

[Ha lion4

.2 dr. hardtop, V8, power steering & brakes, automatic, radio,
WW's, This car was traded in by an old customer of ours with low
mileage. Midnight blue, balance of factory warranty

$1995
1966 OLDS 98 4 DOOR HARDTOP
Full power, including power windows & seats, factory air conditioning, radio, light mint green. Exceptionally clean

$1995
1967 OLDS 88 4 DOOR HARDTOP
tires. Balance of factory warranty Turquoise, ready to got

$1995
1965 OLDS 98 TOWN SEDAN

V8, power steering & brakes, radio, crviseornotic brand new
WW's tirei, candy apple red

$1495
1966 F 85

S & H GREEN STAMPS

4 dr. hardtop, V8, power steering & brakes, automatic, radio,
WW's, extra nice second car for the wife, silver mist

WITH EVERY

$1495

-

USED CAR PURCHASED

1965 PLYMOUTH FURY III
9 passenger wagon, V8, power steering & brakes, automatic,
radio, WW's, deluxe luggage rack, all vinyl interior, perfect car
for that big family working on a tight budget. Dark blue in color

WHOLESALE SPECIALS $95 to $395

green seal warranty

$295
1962 BUICK 2 door stick
Vi,
auto,
1962 BUICK STATION WAGON
$375
trans., radio, heater,
$175
'62 COMET
'63 CHEVY
$345
$295
'63 CHEVY

$1295.
1964 OLDS 98 TOWN SEDAN

Automatic, power steering & power brakes, radio, etc., If there
was ever a cream puff this is it. One owner with only few original
miles. Immaculate throughout. Pebble beige in color

4i095

"WHEN OTHER DEALERS CAN'T, HOSKIN"

HOSKINs LEASE
AND

4 speed

$1395

RENT

IS ....Pfet

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

CARS

600 ND

----

.

.,,,,,
,

'

.2

'

,,,,,,
.,,
+O..

..c.

'

HOSKINS CHEVROLET INC.

RAND

CENTRAL ROADS'

175 NORTH ARLINGTON HTS. RD.

DES PLAINES

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

HOURS:

1.400 E. NORTHWEST HWY. 392-6300.

CLOSED SUNDAY

NORWOOD

$2095
1967 CUTLASS

$1595

$295 to $1655

WE

ARLINGTON PARK

OPEN DAILY ?IL
9, SAT. ?IL 6,

$2295
1967 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE
2 DOOR HARDTOP

4 speed

DODGE

RO 3-1500

conditioning, tinted glass, radio, WW's, deluxe notch seats, burgundy with block vinyl roof, balance of factory warranty

$1895

'65 PLY. FURY

Coupe with Automatic

ORWOOD
MM.CLILS:=113N1=

Fury

9

'65 DART

CLOSED SUNDAY

383, 4 speed

'65 PLYM. WAG.

$695

-

Vacation Special Like Newl

6333 N. HARLEM

$1195

$995

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500

'67 CHARGER

2 dr. hardtop, V8, power steering, power brakes, factory air

1966 FORD GALAXIE 500 CONVERT

PRICED FROM

$2995

Automatic, power $995

4 Door Hardtop

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

10
STATION WAGONS

4 speed

'64 LeMANS

.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

CORNER

$2395
1967 OLDS CUTLASS SUPREME

4 dr., full power, radio, automatic WW's, dark forrest green,
newest '65 around

),

Conditioned

$895

$1095

HI -PERFORMANCE

'66 CADILLAC

interior, tinted glass, whitewalls, ivory with a black vinyl top. Top
notch condition

Full power, radio, automatic. Brand new set of 4 ply whitewall

'65 CHEVY SPORT VAN
Radio, heater, automatic transmission, very clean....

Factory

'67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

$995

4 Speed - 427 Eng.

$1795

P S,P 8,8 cyl, auto, w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

Full power, factory air conditioning, radio, automatic, all vinyl

$695

Stick Trans, All white with black top. SHARP!

Air Conditioning, Power Steering, White Wall Tires, Automatic Trans., Blue in color:

$2395
1967 PONTIAC EXECUTIVE
2 DOOR HARDTOP

Full power, automatic, black all vinyl interior, radio, brand new
set of whitewalls, fawn beige with a black vinyl top

8 engine, power full, 4 door

$395

$1895

$1695

'67 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

$2795
1968 TORINO FASTBACK 2 DR. HARDTOP

'68 PONTIAC GTO

DELIVERY

$3095

Full power including factory air conditioning, 6 way seat, power
windows, power rear antenna, gray with block vinyl roof, balance of factory warranty

'63 CADILLAC COUPE DEVILLE

mission

Perfect 2nd far

2+2, Factory Air Condi-

balance of factory warranty. Deep teal mist. Sharp inside and

transmission, power steering, air

----01.--27

FREIGHT

Sedan

$1995

/PLUS

'63 VOLKWAGEN

'67 GTO

tires, AM -FM stero radio,

tilt steering wheel, tinted

..--E-'1'---''.

$595

$2195

.

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

\

$995

'68 CHEVELLE

.04

1968 TORANADO

2 door hardtop, full power, factory air conditioning, power
windows & seats, cruise control, vinyl roof, radio, tilt & telescope,
steering wheel, brand new WW's tires, deluxe strata bench seats,

Automatic

and Power

$2295

-

tioning, tinted glass, FM AM radio, deluxe turbine 400 automatic
transmission, WW's, plus many options. Good original miles,
factory warranty. Save hundreds under original factory invoice...

DEMOS.

$995

$2495

NEW '69 FORD
air? ... . .........1.-----1:imim Ak\ , COUNTRY SQUIRE
-----,-.-

Full power including power seat, power windows, power rear
antenna, cruise control, tilt steering wheel, factory air condi-

EXECS &

DURING DODGE CLEAN-UP!

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

,-.----,.....:-.--7--z"

CHEVY

SAVE A BAG -FULL

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

Values! 'CZ°
1969 BUICK CUSTOM LESABRE CONVERT

55

.4

Monday thru Friday 9 to 9
Sat. 9 to 5; Closed Sundays

439-0900
HOURS
SHOP HOURS

MON thru FRI

6-5 MON to FRI

9AMto9PM
SAT 9-5 PM

CLOSED SUNDAY

PHONE
827-3111

I

IS

MAKING ROOM FOR 1970 MODELS
FINAL CLEARANCE ON ALL AMBASSADORS & JAVELINS
NEW

NEW

1969

1969

AMBASSADOR
AIR CONDITIONED

JAVELIN
The car with the sporty look for economical price. This

car has a V-8 engine with automatic transmission,
power steering, radio, white wall tires, visibility group, vinyl roof, full wheel covers, plus American
Motors standard factory equipment. Hurry in today

See ,the all new Ambassador with four doors, Factory

Air Conditioned, Power Steering, plus many other
extras. Get the Bonnie Low Price with big trade-ir

$2995

CLEARANCE
SPECIAL

while the selection is the greatest.

$2871.9C
NOW IN STOCK

lip

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

I°

VOW

" YOU TAKE
THE HIGH ROAD (RTE. 14)

"Got No Carrr?"
Give Us A Call
We'll Pick You Up!
358-5745

WE'LL TAKE THE

LOW ROAD (LOWER PRICES)."
RTE 83
ARUNGTON

d

.

sal

E

RACE
TRACK

NE

Ask For
McTavish

i

ICE

Authorized Dealer

.

....

AMERICAN
MOTORS

rin.: DAY

TRANSITOR RADIO
OR TRAVEL TRAY.

OPEN SUNDAY 12-5

While Supplies Last.

auto shopping center

CHRYSLER -PLYMOUTH
1016SitairfEall

DES PLAINES
--11L1114i
BRAND NEW

OUR PRICE
STATION WAGONS
1965 PLYMOUTH FURY Ill

$3260 00

$1795

rack

V8, autornatic, power steering, pow-,
er brakes, coral finish

1967 DODGE CHARGER FAS TBACK

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY II
2 ,eat V 8, Turquoise finish

$995

10 Passenger, V8, Auto, Power Steer-

ing, Air Conditioned White Finish

Tri-power, black finish, white bucket

$1895

V8, automatic, power steering, blue

dr., hard top, "289" -V -B, disc.
brakes, radio, red bucket seats, red

$995

$1695

1968 ROADRUNNER
2 dr., V8, radio, blue finish

$2695

1965 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN

$895

IN STOCK

FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

MANY WAGONS

$2582

& ROADRUNNERS
AIR CONDITIONED CARS

'1968 CHEVY MALIBU COUPE
VB auto. Power steering, Green finish, black vinyl top

$995

1968 PLYMOUTH FURY III
DR, V8, Power Steering, Radio,
Finish, Balance of factory
warranty.

$259

4

1968 SAAB
2 dr., 4 speed, radio, beige finish

1967 CHRSYLER NEW YORKER

$1795

2 door hardtop, V8, automatic, pow-

$1595

4 door hardtop, full power, factory
air, balance of factory warranty,
blue finish

finish, Black vinyl roof

$1895

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA COUPE
V8, Blue finish

$995

RALLY SPORT CONVERT.

2 dr., radio, red finish

V8, 'automatic, power steering,
wide -anal tires, yellow finish

$1695

$1495

1966 CHRSYLER 300
er steering, power brakes, factory

$995

air, black vinyl roof, silver finish

$1895

1968 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT CUSTOM

1966 BELVEDERE
4 DR. 6 Cyl, Auto, Power Steering,
white finish

Finish

2 door hardtop, V8, automatic, pow-

964 VOLKSWAGEN
2 dr., radio, red finish

1966 FORD GALAXY 500 CONVERT.

$2595

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY
4 DR. Auto, Power Steering, White

$1395

$2695

1967 CHRSYLER NEW YORKER

6 Cyl., Auto, Power Steering, Gold

1966 VOLKSWAGEN

$2795

er steering, power brakes, power

1967 CHEVROLET MALIBU COUPE

1968 CHEVROLET CAMARO
Full power, factory air conditioning,
gold finish

2 door hardtop, V8, automatic, pow-

windows and seats, factory air, balance of factory warranty, gold finish, black vinyl roof

1965 MUSTANG
vinyl roof

$2495

'Green

2

1966 PLYMOUTH FURY II

seat, 6 cyl , automatic, power
steering gold finish

1964 DODGE CORONET CONVERT.
finish

finish.

2 seat, V8 radio turquoise finish....

NOW

er steering, burgundy finish, black

1966 MUSTANG GT

$1795

$1495

1966 PONTIAC GTO
seats

1965 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE

$2395

$1095

1965 CHEVROLET IMPALA CONVERT.
V8, automatic, power steering and
brakes, red interior, white finish

& PLYMOUTHS

wheel

COMPACTS

2 door hardtop 396, V-8, Bronze fin

$1795

NEW CHRYSLERS

Was $3028.10

$2397

1964 PONTIAC BONNEVILLE CONVERT.

Seats

radio, special striper,
covers, W.W. tires, etc.

LOW AS

1966 CHEVELLE MALIBU

"440", V8, Power Steering, Power
Brakes, Silver Finish, Red Bucket

'69 Barracuda 2 dr. Htop. "Top
of the line Cuda", auto. trans.
225" engine, Bucket seats,

CONVERTS

4 -SPEEDS

ish

3 seat VB, automatic, power steering Factory air, blue finish luggage

$4140.65

Original list price

t.

69 FURY I 2 DR.
EQUIPPED WITH
AUTO. TRANS.

OVER 175

BRAND NEW

BRAND NEW

'69 CHRYSLER LUXURIOUS NEWPORT
4 dr. sedan equipped with automatic transmission, power
steering and brakes, light package, radio,
W.W., undercoat, special trim moldings, etc.

2

EXAMPLE # 3

EXAMPLE # 2

1

A MINI

(1 mile Northwest of Arlington Park Race Track on Northwest Highway.)
Hours: Mon. Thru. Fri. 9 to 9, Saturday 9 to 6

Vie ;Dap%

Wednesday, August 27, 1969

EXAMPLE #

FREE

500 E. NORTHWEST HWY., PALATINE, ILL. 358-5745

RTE 53
BONNIE MOTORS

Page 20

and receive

"Your Pal. . . . In Palatine 11

41395

4

door, full power, balance of fac-

tory warranty, green finish

$2995

622 E. Northwest Hwy; Rt 14

DES PLAINES

Des Plaines, III Phone 298 4220

PLYMOUTH

12 block East of Curnberlanci Station

Weekdays 9' til 9

Closed Sundays

.,s

-

Tbe iOro5pert

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

Telephone

255-4400

low in lower 70s. Tomorrow; Sunny, hot and humid.

Your Home Newspaper
Newsstand Price 10 ('ents

16 PAGES

Thursday. August 28. 1969

Volume 1, Number 91

F. Schlickman-Won't Quit,
`I'm Staying and I'll Win'
By Richard Crabb

Eugene F. Schlickman of Arl-

of the district -- for all these

unprecedented step in the cam-

siderable sum."

reasons we will stay."

Rep. Schlickman told his
press conference that one of

paign, making public his last
year's income and net worth staff, public relations counsel
statement and a report of the services, printed pieces, inamount spent in his campaign cluding bumper stickers and

gressman would be to see that
the Federal Corrupt Practices

up to Sept. I.

Heights put

to rest

tinued, "Well, I don't have the

congressional race.

either, and

in the week, explaining that
the cost of conducting an intensive campaign from May

The Mount Prospect
Judiciary committee Tuesday
recommended approval of the

regular single family zoning
(R -I).

On Aug. 6 the Plan Comrequest of builder Richard
Braun for annexation and mission recommended grantrezoning of two parcels of ing the request by a 6 -to -2
land from the highest rated vote.

River Trails District 26
Board Discusses Policy
River Trails School District
26 Board met last night in a
"policy meeting" to discuss
and make amendments in the
board policies that were revised Aug. 19, 1969.

A policy meeting can only
cover those matters included

so, no other
decisions on other matters
in

the policy,

could be decided upon.

In a discussion before the
meeting, several issues were
brought up.
The creek and field behind
Park View School are in poor

condition. Supt. Winston
Harwood recieved an estimate

to clear and grade the field
with an incline toward the

creek for $600. The rest of the

board agreed upon .the condition, but further discussion
and decision would have to be
made at another meeting.
"The acoustical condition

in the "all purpose room" at
Shadrach Bond is the worst I
have

seen,"

said

Harwood.

The hoard recieved an

estimate for $1400 for a concave tile wall, but wants to ex-

periment with hanging

blankets from the ceiling. The
blankets would act as a baffle
and control the sound waves,
if that were the problem.

The board then went on

Edmund J. Kucharski.
chairman of the Cook County

Republican Central Committee, said

a

seminar for

Cook County Constitutional
Convention candidates will be
held Sept. 4, in Chicago.

Kucharski emphasized that
the sessions will be strictly

non-partisan in character,

"with the purpose of the program to help inform candidates."

"Issues will be explored, but

no positions will be ad-

vocated. There will he no
polarization of candidates."
Kucharski said invitations
to the seminar have been sent

to each of the 244 Con -Con
candidates in the county.

He added that speakers
have been chosen "regardless

o f w h et he r they are
Republicans, Democrats, or
Independents."
Speakers, Kucharski said,

will include Samuel W.

as

An English teacher, head lidirector are needed in the District 214 high schools to com-

plete staffing for the 1969-70
school year.

Arlington High School requires an English teacher who
can also coach speech events.
Prospect High School is seeking a head librarian. Wheeling
High School needs an industri-

haven't the

this campaign. I must depAid

for my funds on the people
who three times elected me
their representative in the
Illinois legislature and who
gave me the largest vote totals
Schlickman said that the
easy way out would be to bow

out of the race, but he had
not at any time considered

become a special assistant to
President Richard M. Nixon.

gressional race.

noon in his campaign headquarters at 12 E. Campbell St.

in Arlington Heights. The
press conference was attended
by more than 20 reporters and
news photographers.

The Arlington Heights can-

quitting the 13th district con-

campaign. My family, my
friends, my campaign staff,

my volunteers, my youth
groups

have

constantly en-

couraged me and will be with
me right down to the wire.
"We're in to stay and we're
in to win."

Schlickman pointed out

that there are other important

dition," is 16 acres at the
southwest corner of Golf and
Linneman, with 900 feet fronting on Golf Rd. The plat of
subdivision shows 56 lots.

attractive articulate con-

The second parcel, known
as "Kaplan & Braun's 5th addition," is a 165 -foot strip
running west from Meier Rd.
about 660 feet. It lies 400 feet

south of Haven. The plat of
subdivision calls for nine lots

132 feet deep, with 33 feet
dedicated for a street along
the south side of the addition.

reports that he might retire,

race aggressively. He said:

saying:

"FOR THE sake of present-

"THIS PAST weekend, an

gressional candidate (David

the most qualified can-

ing

didate for the job in Congress
by virtue of my legislative ex-

apartments and make another

and rezoning of both parcels and William, and noted that
The parcels must be, R -X consultation with park district
when annexed, with the officials would be necessary
rezoning being allowed by the before public hearings are

residents just west of the proposed extension would object

to be drafted for the expected

approval and first reading at
the next meeting of the village
board of trustees, the first step

rezoning ordinance. Two
readings are required for

the existing policy.

passage of the ordinances.

Auto Vandalized
In Mt. Prospect

held on the matter.

Mount Prospect Park

District officials had been invited but were unable to attend.

The extension of Sunset
would provide another means

school necessary.

Teichert, who attended the
meeting chaired by Donald
Furst, said that Sunset Av.
to

the road, but noted that

the road would
Prospect's grid system layout
of streets.

"All persons would like to
live on a dead-end street," he
said.

He added that the road's

of egress for the landlocked

completion would aid ingress

A car belonging to Ronald
V. Follett, 203 E. Rand Rd.,

residents of the Golfhurst subdivision, whose only means of
exit at present is south to Golf

Teichert said that four years

the drive for approval of the dalized late Tuesday night or

Rd. The George St. bridge is
not expected to be completed

Witwer, a statewide leader in

Mount Prospect was van-

calling of a constitutional
convention; Peter Tomei,

early yesterday morning,

chairman of the Chicago Bar
Association's Con -Con com-

mittee; Sheldon Gardner,
chairman of the

of
directors of the Independent
Voters of Illinois; and Mrs.
board

Robert Ihrig. Con -Con
chairman of the Illinois
League of Women Voters.

"These people will not be
speaking in a partisan way."
Kucharski said, "rather, they
will be discussing in a frank
manner problems which will
face Con -Con delegates."

Witwer, for example, will

deal with convention

mechanics; Tomei will speak
on such topics as the state's

police said.

According to police, a solution of sugar, water and canned peas was poured over the
outside of the car and into the

car's battery, radiator and
crankcase as the car was parked in Follett's drivewaye.

Follett also told police that

three windows in his house
had been broken within the
past two weeks.

2=.'IMEINZMWM,ITZW- Wregn

Day

Robert Cudeny, director of
instructional staffing, said
teaching

requirements

are

filled at Forest View High. Elk
Grove High is sufficiently
staffed though it has an opening for a part-time speech correctionist, he said.

planning to spend ap-

until some time next summer.

The Day has learned.

Steal Auto's
Light Fixtures
Five car light fixtures

$89 were stolen
from a car parked in the lot
of Doyno Motor Body Shop,
valued at

1600 E. Davis, Mount

Prospect late Tuesday night or

early yesterday morning,

several months. About sev-

lights were removed without

enty-five pounds of marajuana
were confiscated in- the ar-

According to police the

damage

to

the

car.

Police

reported no other thefts from
the shop.

THE_PROPOSED road
would be a 300 -foot portion
of half street and a 375 -foot

stretch connecting with

William St. that would be a
full 66 feet wide, including
sidewalks and parkways.
The route cuts across an 11

village was laid out.

The cost of the project
estimated by the village
engineering department is

Names of those arrested

Detective Sgt. Joseph Bopp

SIMON

SUM

also would like to talk to park
district officials about their

extension.

Other matters to be settled
arc the financing of the paving of the east side of William

from Weller's Creek to

Golf Rd., which is only a half

the west side of the school
district acreage.

From

that

s perty owned by Kellen's
Florist.
It is felt that with the extension of Sunset, the widen-

ing of William may prove a
necessity, to ease parking and
traffic problems.

Cudney said 167 of the discated.personnel are new teach ers. Of these, 57 are first -year
psya
is
teachers. One

chologist, another a division
head, and six are part-time per sonnet.

The district will have 163
practice teachers (students
completing a teaching degree)
throughout the academic year.

This week's arrests arc the
second major narcotics arrests

in five weeks involving Mount
Prospect detectives. Four persons were charged with sale of
narcotics in an arrest July 18th

in the parking lot of the Red
Baloon restaurant, 55 E. Rand

Rd. State agents -md Mount
Prospect detedtives also were
involved in that arrest which

supplying ring in the North-

participation in this weeks arrests were expected to be released this afternoon in a press
conference at the Mount Prospect Police Station.

-

Newlyweds on our street social outcasts. He turned down a bid
from the Jaycees and she refuses to attend coffee klatches.

NORWESCO
Meeting in
Rolling Meadows
The NORWESCO meeting
at 7:30 p.m. today will be held
at the Northwest Opportunity
Center in Rolling Meadows.
It was incorrectly reported
in Wednesday's Day that it

would be at Wheeling High
School.

Seek Funds

For Park
Expansion
in an effort to acquire
funds and lands for more park
area,

representatives

of the

Prospect Heights Park

District appeared before the
Arlington Heights Plan commission last night.
Because Prospect Heights is

unincorporated, the park

district must get resolutions

plot owned by School
District 57, which has given

acre

from the planning committees
of Arlington Heights,. Wheel-

ing and Mount Prospect

saying that it does not conflict

of-way and the park district

with their plans for such an

yse of the land for an in-

area to receive funds from the

Department of Housing and
Urban Development.

plot of land east and north of

The property is located at
103 E. Clarendon and would
be used as an addition to

Prospect Rd. be zoned for

playground equipment and a

Lions' Park to allow
play area.

The Plan Commission

B.S.

trict's more than 800 certifi-

from the persons implicated.

SAYS=

reported plans to provide

parking on either side of the
west portion of the proposed

up several "controlled buys"

west suburbs.
Complete details of the
Mount Prospect detectives'

Control Commision.

COMMITTEE members

lice participating in this week's
arrests were led by the State
agents who had previously set

Mount Prospect detectives

tion over to the State Narcotics

the total cost to $16,000.

two weeks prior to the arrests.
The detectives and State Po-

they said smashed a major drug

formation of the drug activity
in the Elgin area and immediately turned their informa-

$23,500. However the committee noted that if the road
was for temporary use only,
curbs,, gutters and sidewalks
could be eliminated to bring

and Dectives Robert Barone.
Richard Pascoe and Richard
Yost, along with State agents.
staked out the home for about

dis-

immediately

several weeks ago obtained in-

street along that portion.
From Weller's Creek to just
south of Sunset the road abuts

grid system by which the

rests.

were not
closed.

ago the village board reviewed

Golfhurst and any future subdivisions, and concluded that
it was better to stay with the

Several persons were arrested this week by State narcotic agents in connection
with the sale and possession
of marajuana. None of those
arrested were from ohe Mount
Prospect area, but the marajuana from the Elgin source is
believed to have been distributed in this locality for

police said.

St.

one road in and out of

pect has led to a major narcot-

ics arrest in the Elgin area,

of emergency vehicles.

the possibility of leaving just

By Gary Shiffman

An extensive investigation
that originated in Mount Pros-

Golfhurst along Mount

imez:VSMS:312gnzoor.settstinarA

*

reporters that he is aware that
some Republican candidates

Marijuana Ring

building site, should a 25 -acre

in the passing lanes on the

School.

SCHLICKMAN TOLD

holding the land for use as a

article; Gardner will deal with
the executive article; and Mrs.

al education teacher trained in
power mechanics. The audiovisual director position is
available at Prospect High

"Nearly 85 per cent of the
congressional districts in the
U.S.", said Schlickman, "have
their representation decided at
the primary level."

Prospect Police
Help Smash

The school district is

Drivers who poke along

revenue article.

elections as well.

net worth to be $47,756.
He reported expenditures of
$34,934 in his congressional
campaign up to Sept. I, for

buttons, and advertising.

determinate time.

Gripe
Of The

expressways.

extended to apply to primary

than half that amount.

the village a temporary right-

bill of rights and legislative

Ihrig will discuss Illinois'

general and special elections is

Sunset Road Extension
Study Session Is Held
The Mount Prospect Public
Health and Safety Committee
held a study meeting last night
on the proposed extension of
Sunset Rd. between Edward

Now ordinances will have

Act which now governs

in the 13th district race are

"TOO MANY people urged
me to take this step and have
committed themselves to my

didate took notice of the reasons for continuing the

High Schools Still Seek Faculty
brarian, industrial education
instructor and an audio-visual

I

personal fortune to finance

Rumsfcld as congressman.
Rumsfcld resigned in May to

ference held Wednesday after-

and called the meeting and
made some minor changes in

Candidates To
Attend Seminar

Oct. 7 to name two men, one
of whom will succeed Donald

statement at a press con-

"Kaplan & Braun's 4th ad-

big money in my corner his first efforts as con-

any candidate for the
THE SPECIAL 13th of
House of Representatives."

district primary will be held

didates continue to campaign
for the October primary.
Rep. Schlickman issued his

square feet, and the minimum
lot size for R -I zoning is
8,125 square feet.
parcel, known
One

into October had proven to be
too high.

Nine Republican can-

minimum lot size of 17,500

Rep. Schlickman con-

the next Republican to quit

withdrew from the race earlier

The R -X zoning requires a

Rep. Schlickman reported
his past year's income to be
$36,525 before taxes and his

Schlickman then took an

David Roe of Glenview,

single family zoning (R -X) to

his

unrecognized, western portion'

the crowded 13th District

OK Annexing, Rezoning
Of Kaplan -Braun, Land

own campaign would cost not more
that

mention the amount involved,
saying only that it was a con-

reports that he might become

year such free examinations have been given. (Photo by Connie Blanchette)

dicated

from the increasingly
dominant, but as yet

ington

Swearingen of Mount Prospect, checks the blood pressure of one youngster. This is the second

proximately $100,000. He in-

maining as the only candidate

he 'could not compete with
the big money.' He did not

With those words Rep.

Doctors and nurses from Holy Family Hospital in Des Plaines gave free back -to-school
medical examinations yesterday to 426 children at Maryville Academy. Eight doctors and
four nurses from the hospital and four other nurses took part. One registered nurse, Mary

perience, for the sake of re-

arc in to win."

"We're in to stay and we

v

Roe) withdrew from the 13th
district race, because he said

rr

Meetings
Tonight

unanimously passed a resolution saying that it did not con-

flict with

its plans and that
they had no objection to the

acquision.

The representatives of the
park district will appear in

Wheeling to.night and in

Prospect Board
of Appeals, Village Hall,
Mount

Mount Prospect Wednesday.

8 p.m.
Prospect

District

Heights Park
Board,
budget

hearing, 9B N. Elmhurst
Rd., Prospect Heights, 8
p.m.
Harper ,College Board,

Harper Jr. College Center,
8 p.m.

Auto Stolen
This 1920 Nash was on a nonstop trip from North Dakota to the East Coast when it
was detained In Des Plaines Tuesday by a flat tire-on the trailer hauling it. Ed Wilmot
(right) of PortagevUle, N.Y., and his son Ken bought the car in North Dakota for $1,500,
with all its original equipment. They plan to install a new roof and new tires and repair
a window to restore it to its original condition, and estimate it will be worth $3,500 then.
But they do not plan to sell it. Only 70 cars of this model were made Wilmot told Photographer
Connie Blanchette.

A car belonging to Nancy
Krause, 515

S.

Na-Wa-Ta,

Mount Prospect was stolen
yesterday afternoon while it
was parked in a parking lot
at Golf Rd. and Central Rd.,
police said.

O
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Visit to the USSR

Stores Are Different in the Soviet Union
David Chakolan is one of 14
Prospect High School students
who, with two teachers, toured
the Soviet Union between July
22 and Aug. 12. The students
were accompanied by their

anywhere that sold Russian

teacher of Russian language

price we could even consider.

Edward Swick, and James Larson, a teacher of social studies

and history at Bryan Junior
High School in Elmhurst.
By David Chakoian
(Third in a Series)

store.
A pair of girl's shoes that
would cost perhaps $8 here

get a receipt. You take the
receipt back to the counter and
pick up your purchase.

wages will buy half a suit.

Add to all this the fact that
Russian

makes

able. We found only one place

in Moscow and one other in
Leningrad where we could buy
flags. We couldn't find a place
Policeman Melvin Mack of Elk Grove Village inspects stolen goods which police said were found
in the home of Daniel Marcucci, one of four men charged in a series of thefts from the Ampex Corporation. (Photo by Dan Batas)

4 Charged with Thefts
From Ampex Corp. Plant
Four men who appeared in
the Niles branch of Cook

County Circuit Court Tues-

day on charges of theft,

brought against them by Elk
Grove Village police, were
granted a continuation until
Sept. 16.

trucks driven by White.
The three would meet later,

2201 Lunt in Elk Grove

Village, which amounted to a
total of $9,377. in tapes, tape
recorders, speakers and other
equipment.

trinket was purchased for 30
kopecks in the upstairs of a
large department store in Leningrad. The same item was
later seen downstairs in the

Marcucci were
$3,500 bonds each, Bischoffer
was released on $2,000 bond.

The charges were filed

Police said that Marcucci

against Daniel L. Marcucci,
19, of 441 S. Dwyer, Arl-

had signed a statement saying

said some of the

Des Plaines; Bobby N. Bishop

police, said he was employed
at Ampex as a shipping clerk,

thefts

Ampex

at

The PTYO will put all

its

Joseph Yohanan, an

architecture instructor at
Harper College and a new ad-

and design of the building.

He, Mrs. LaSusa and the

clubs for ideas in designing

While on vkation

in

LaSusa
Mrs.
Wisconsin,
even visited some teen places

table. (All of the white bread
was always eaten before the

for the club while a

popular band was practicing a
song called 'Crossroads.' They

She said the teens visited
so

they can
build around their observathen

tions. "Our ideas are different," Mrs. LaSusa said.

The blacktop paving will
have white lines like a street

does, and these will look

Assistant Dean
David Groth, 2d'6 N. Brock-

way, Palatine, has been appointed assistant to the plan of
evening and continuing education at Harper College.

rated building that I now recall

pizza and hamburgers.

in Leningrad is a copy qf

BUILDINGS

They will continue this jog

"WE HAVE A very small
core of hard workers," Mrs.

said, "but it's not
easy to get the same group
LaSusa

of kids out to jog because the
idea is old and they need an
impetus."

"Many people have offered

but we only want to borrow
it."

She said the teens are not
looking for handouts and that
they want to pay back all the

money people might lend

Tomorrow: Meeting, ok not
SoThe buildings of Leningrad meeting the people of
and Moscow are generally viet Union.
rather plain, and what we saw
was mostly housing. (This is
aside from the ancient buildings that tourists traditionally
see. I'm talking about the

Attends Summer
Math Instituip

buildings that make up the
city)/

The buildings are generally

three

to

eight

stories

tall.

There arc no skycrapers. The
tallest buildings arc ones like
the Moscow University building, which is about thirty sto-

In most of the

A Prospect High School
teacher was one of 61 secon-

dary school matheMatics

teachers who recently

participated in a summer institute of mathematics at the
University of Montana.

Michael A. Nisen, of

buildings

there are courtyards, accessable by means of arched tunnels through the buildings (not

into the buildings). Inside of
the courtyards open doors to
lower-class housing.

by the National Science
Foundation.

It was created

to

enable

math instructors to increase

their knowledge of

mathematics, and to work

THESE BUILDINGS were
constructed

June 23 and ended Aug. 22.
The program was supported

very

toward the Master's Degree
for teachers of that subject.

The club's house is now

being used' for a "jam" place,

fltustral Arto tu.iiino

where teen bands can practice. The chairman said any
band may practice there if

they don't abuse the
privileges.

THE JOINT'S location

EXCELLENT MUSICAL INSTRUCTION

is

-

good because no matter how
loud a band is, it cannot be
heard at the highway, Mrs.

ir- , ..4°
--........, 71r-,,

LaSusa said.

/

,

PIANO GUITAR ORGAN
DRUMS* VOICE WOODWINDS

--r

Smith St., just off Northwest

lir

Hwy., Palatine.

To continue remodeling of
the club, the teens will need

CL9-4618

'

PTYO members raised
$60,000 on a "Jog for The
Joint," a drive to sell bonds.

555 Exmoor, Barrington

10 N. Dunton, Arlington Hgts.

more money. Last June,

A MUSIC SCHOOL, NOT A STORE.

/

Groth, married and the father of one child, has been an

administrative intern at Har-

Northern Illinois
Used Bicycle Sale
Bicycle enthusiasts will find
Northern Illinois University

in De Kalb is the place to be

The universities purchasing
department will accept sealed

announced a sale offering
some 45 hikes and assorted
bike parts which have been

fers will take place that same
noon. After that, the suc-

abandoned on campus during

cessful bedder has 72 hours to
remove the bicycles.
Interested parties may inspect the abandoned cycles at

the past several years.

The only probleM for a prospective buyer is that offers

giefaa4e

basis.

bids up to 10:30 a.m. of the
sale date. Opening of the of-

Saturday Sept. 6. NIU has just

per working directly under the
college president, Robert Lahti.

0.11cune

ON SALE

Official Greeters at
Northwest Bank

FANTASTIC ORIGINAL

the NIU security building

must be made on a total lot

during "reasonable hours."

AtA

DRYCLEANING

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177

-

4

2 FOR 1
CLEANING SPECIALS
for the

2 SUITS
PLAIN
2

loTiZe

$1.75

for the
price
of one

$1.60

DRESSES

8 LB LOADS
AN

Self -Service Coin

Operated Machines

Original Values from ;25 to $500

NOW REDUCED TO $5 to $275
5 year exchange privilege
OPEN: Daily & Sunday
We Show the Largest Collection
of Art Work under one roof.
111111611111111

@Nationwide Art

enter

1505 ELLINGWOOD ST.

$2.50
FRI. SAT.

3 DAYS ONLY: AUG. 28, 29, 30

Laft to right: Dave Falkenberg, Kathy Hurley. Flo Mayer, Donna Schmidt. Greg Harris, Jeanne McGeehan, John Frieburg Ill, Lynn Kirchhoff,
Steve Kind, Mary Lanais. Juenita Smith, President W. C. Wolf, Cathy Cornell, Mildred Field, Vice President Jerald Milligan. Assistant Cashier
Lorraine Tischer, Costlier Fred Wolf, Assistant Cashier Virginia Lemke, Frank Begale, Mary Sydaby.

DOWNTOWN DES PLAINES

7453 N. Western Ave., Chicago Ill.

4 Other Galleries in Chicagoland

NORTHWEST jt,u)t- S- Saotttcp Battle,
, ,..,
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Wilmette, began the program

ries.

generally

them.

Basal's Cathedral.

iridescent under a black light

The club is at the former

Herod.

1941 model he purchased just prior to his
separation from the service.

But we were all glad to get seen on old buildings, not cuback to America and Coke, polas. The only cupola -deco-

as soon as possible in Palatine
and Rolling Meadows.

site of Le Vade Ranch, 938 N.

ced to land for repairs. His aircraft is a

lars on the outside.
bonated.
In Leningrad, however, the
Eating the food of the Soviet
Union was quite an experience Western influence is unmisfor all of us, and we enjoyed it. takeable. Pillars and domes pre

"We need $25 from everyone,

ston.

ran into mechanical difficulty and was for-

very bitter water, highly car- with cupolas and without pil-

Tea or coffee were served
after lunch. n always there
were platters f b ad on the

points, and

there.

with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buren C.

bubble gum and bananas.

could see the good and bad

They visited The Kinetic

weather should be closer to home tonight.
Home is at 214 N. Pine, Mount Prospect

tasted like a cross between

site of the old LeVade Ranch,
938 N. Smith St., just off
Northwest Hwy. in Palatine.

Playground, Chicago, and It's Here, a coffeehouse in Evan-

Bud started home Saturday morning
from Meadowlark Field in California but

There, however,
Moscow's older buildings
they don't use paper cups, but (the Kremlin, cathedrals, mua glass which is rinsed out be- seums, etc) are what is thought'
tween users. Mineral water is of as Russian architecture,

machines.

Joint. The building is at the

their club.

lane Ready to Go

bought in bottles or from ma- little better than log cabins
chines, much like our Coke from Abe Lincoln's time.

THE NEXT course was

they

teens have visited many teens

months overloaded delivery next day.

HOUSES IN the country on
the collective and state farms
mented rye bread), and juice.
Mineral water is another are also small and unpainted.
popular drink there. It is From the train they looked

drink there, made from fer-

us a dollar at the door, but
a dollar won't do us any
good," the chairman said.

clerk at Ampex, had on many Bishop were arrested Aug. 21.
occasions in the last few Bischoffer was arrested the

Ariz. for a new carburetor and fair flying

ideas

gatherings, said Lorraine like a good idea."

and

Buren F., erod was scheduled to be on
the wing this morning.
Buren, who has been waiting in Kerney,

MRS. LASUSA said the
teens "were thinking of design

Joint.

dition to the Adult Advisroy
Board, is working with the
students on the architecture

employed as a group leader by

Ampex and knew about the

that he, together with alleged thefts.
Marcucci, White and
Bischoffer, also a shipping

Corp.

begun remodeling of the The

other teen centers

ington

27, of 102 N. Madern Circle,
Carpentersville, and Timothy
J; Bischoffer, 19, of 1216 N.
Walnut, Arlington Heights, in
connection with a series of

use crossroad signs and lights
as decoration.

LaSusa, chairman of the
Adult Advisory Board for The

Marcucci, according to
steal the items from Ampex.
Marcucci, according to police, said Bishop was

Heights; George G.
White, 56, of 2993 Curtis,

Organization (PTYO) have

Palatine Township Youth

thought that theme sounded

stolen goods were recovered
from Marcucci's home.

he was involved in a plot to

Teen members of the

Plans for The Joint are well
underway. The teens plan to
blacktop the dance area, and

By Judy Ressler

for dances and other social

ment.
Police

that sell bceer, kvass (a popular

Lavish Care on The Joint

mitted, and sell the excess

to police, said that they had
sold $3,000 worth of equip-

released on

buildings are little shacks, j3erFor drinks, there are stands haps 20 feet square.

vegetables.

to down day after day, so it often was left sitting on our
plates, even though leaving
food uneaten is considered
very bad manners in the Soviet
Union.

weal was over)
FOOD
Meats were fish, pork, and
I really don't know what the
average Russian eats in his beef. The beef and pork were
daily diet. All I know is what very often ground and formed

police said Marcucci adMARCUCCI, ACCORDING

BISHOP,_WHITE and

try filled with meat, fruit, or parts of the cities. Th6 slum

potatoes, and often peas. Beverage was a soft drink that

On thing that we noticed is
the great variation in prices. A

money into the remodeling of
the building that will be used

cargo.

they sell pirojoks--a heavy pas- ters scattered around the outer

some sort of meat and rice or

about $33 a week.

A lot of good there are hard same store for 40 kopecks.

to find, or simply not avail-

The slums are well -hidden
an - unbelieveable number of
ice cream stands. At others, there. They are in small ,Clus-

We found this course hard

cents to $2.27 a pound in one

the average

tall. These btkildings
stands where one can buy food looked modern, but l', really
;
and drink as a snack. There are couldn't judge that.
in the shopping districts are stories

cabbage soup, and always with
a little sour cream on top.

in the Soviet Union is far different than here. There, you
pick out everything you want cost about $26 there. A week's

Then you go to the cash register, pay for the purchase, and

there are what I belie,* to be

ALONG THE STREETS apartment buildings, at* tut 15

Lunch and supper were
both large meals, lunch the
E PRICES there are larger. Both were usually berathe high. Butter is about gun with an appetizer of fish.
$1.75 a pound in a Leningrad__ Then, _ for_lunch, we were store. Small -tomatoes are, or served soup, almost always
Small candies were from 70

to buy from in front of a counter (you don't touch the items).
The salesgirl totals up your
bill.

petizer, and beef heart one eve- are nets to catch fallingibricks.
On the outskirts of the cities
ning.

for tourists, since we couldn't usually coffe or tea, or often
find them anywhere else at a fruit juice.

were, $2.25 each in Moscow.

The system of buying things

hastily to provide housing in
Liver was not uncommon. mass in the 1950's. On a good
We had tongue once for an ap- many of these buildings there
into patties or balls.

we were served.

Breakfast consisted of eggs
dictionaries.
All of the balalaikas that we or meat, generally ham or othbought were in a special store er types of pork. There was

IN (3 T ()N 11 E IT( H T 'N. I L
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GOP Race Producing Instant Tremors
Illinois House of Represen-

does not propose to be the

tatives.

"last of tlib big-time spenders"

13th district congressional
primary is a tense affair in

Schlickman name has more

campaign expenditures.

produces instant repercussions

man in the race."

By'. Richard Crabb

The Republican race in the

which any new development

at every point on the campaign compass.

As one of his strong adversaries observed, "The

recognition and retention

value than that of any other

is

candidate in the field of 10

from the northwest suburbs,'
ussed a call Tuesday for a

press conference to be- held

to cut

parison to his expenditures,

Schlickman, considered from
the first to be one of the major
candidates in the 13th district

spending which he frankly admitted he could not match.

I hope other candidates do the

campaigning.

Main Stre

the spotlight on campaign

IT HAS _been popular for
candidates to report that it is
a million dollar campaign and

that it will take at least_

The reports stemmed from
the fact that the Schlickman
camp decided late last week
to cut back its advertising expenditures in the eastern end
of the district and concentride
hard -to -come -by campaign
townships where a majority of
the candidates agree the final
victory will be won.

and that his camto Sept.
paign contributions to this
time do not cover even that
1

amount.

HE MADE it clear that he

Lil Floros
The visiting Tunisian stu- two days shopping and predents leave the Mount Pros- paring the foods. They were
pect area today They're quite different and delicious, but

almond flavoring. These were
heavily coated with sugar.
The other dessert was a pas-

tract. The same thing hap-

a group to have as visitors!
Last Sunday night they pre-

worked all day on it. It ap-

try that looked like someone

earlier this week. The

peared to be a pie dough that
had been cut into narrow strips

billboard space contract was
taken over by another GOP

and rolled up, then baked, It

candidate running the the
13th district race.

pared and served a Tunisian

dinner for host families and
f r i end s I was fortunate
enough to be invited It was
quite an evening

MOST OF THE Tunisians
wore native costumes These
were flowing robes, full peasant skirts and long beaded
dresses Their dark skin and
black hair added to the beauty

of the costumes Each was
stunning

As we gathered, a "punch"
was served It tasted like delicately sweetened water with a
drop or two of almond extract.
With 'an ice cube, it was deli-:
emus

The Tunisian kids had prepared the dinner They spent

definitely not for a delicate
stomach.

THE MAIN COURSE was
a dish which looked like rice
with potatoe3. Actually, it was
more like a moistened corn
meal with browned potatoes.
A rich tomato sauce with carrots and onions was poured on
top.
A side dish was a stew -like

concoction made up mainly of
green peppers, heavily sea-

was marvelous.

Tunisians.

on home ground in the

The tea was served heavily
sweetened and with nuts floating on top. They're a tiny seed-

per. This was quite hot, and it
did burn my bland Norwegian
throat as it went down.

like nut, and fairly soft. They
taste a bit like cashews. The
Tunisians made a trip to down-

Few took seconds. Tasty,
dards.

By Laurie Rossi

Many persons remember
the Norman Rockwell "Saturday Evening Post" cover that
shows a girl with a black eye
outside the principal's office,

short program.
The Tunisians sang some of
their native songs in their na-

tive language. They clapped
hands enthusiastically as they

Gifts and momentoes
were presented to host fami-

served,

I intend-dc;the same in the

The

program

"MY_BUDGET was

somewhere around $25,000,
and as of this date 1 think we

warm and glowing moment.

of -the -doughnut with a mild

raised about $11,000.
We have committed only what
have

we have raised. We have
made sure that our expenses
are kept in line with our contributions.

FREE

ESTIMATES

CENTRAL SYSTEMS

"a

SCHLICKMAN is not only

western section of the district,

but he has twice in the last

A REAL ASSET TO
THE HOUSEKEEPER!
Cuts down on duet In the horns.
Add. life to draperies.

$249.95

For the Hay Fever and Asthma sufferers

Takes out 99% of Impurifications
in the air.

three years run up record vote

(Clean The Alr In Your Horne)

totals in this area in his successful reelection bids to the

ALSO: ROOM TO ROOM UNITS AVAILABLE

"THE FINEST IN QUALITY & SERVICE

AT OUR BRAND NEW LOCATION!"
New from General Electric!
Side -by -side refrigerator

with Custom Dispenser.

MIX AND MATCH

Automatically
fills your glass
with ice, or

correctly on the girl He ran
an ad requesting volunteers
with black eyes He was to
pay $5 to the owner of the

FOUR -PIECE

PURE WOOL SUITS

chilled_ watt%

eye used as a model

69.95
and
77.95

at a touch!

Hundreds replied and one
man even volunteered to give

all five of his children black
eyes so Rockwell could pick

This in-

Prospect library "The

Norman Rockwell Album."
MIS large, fully illustrated

WEEKLY FREEZER FLASH!
Did yciu know...that when you purchase a side of
beef at the J & B Freezer Meats, Hind and Fore

book was given to the library
by Mr. Gil Liebenow, and can

Quarter, 69c lb., you can get, as many as 50
1 -inch individual steaks and as many as 15

be taken out any weekday 9-9

boneless rolled beef roasts...31b. avg? Everything
for the grill or spit.

or Saturday 9-5 until the

library begins its new
schoolyear hours in October,

which means it will be open

SPECIAL ..

Many of the 300 Post

covers Rockwell did are in the

THIS WEEK

book, along with his com-

2

LOIN END

shahs, beef tenderloin and

series of photos showing the

gross weight, befori cutting.

ground b.ef. 2$ to 35 M.

births of many of his painYou'll be able to see his
portraits, with comments, of

TRY A BOX OF

Eisenhower, Nixon,

B FAMOUS
PATTIES!

nedy, his well-known il-

HALF CATTLE

Stevenson, and John Ken-

lustrtations of Franklin's four
freedoms, the making of "The
Golden Rule" - step by step

- and the controversial
mermaid picture that shocked
some when it appeared on the

This, unique man who has
reflected American life for the
past forty years tells about his

own life within the pages of
this fascinating book. It's a
book for all art lovers, all
parents, all children - and all
Americans

23.5 cu. ft. Americana Refrigerator- Freezer
Less than three feet wide! And no defrosting -ever!
Automatic lcemaker stores 10 lbs., about 260 cubes.

Freezer holds up to 295 lbs. Tempered glass shelves,
3 slide out, 1 adjustable Convertible meat pan, keeps meat
fresh up to 7 days - flip lever for extra vegetable storage.
ditioner with temperature control Cheese Keeper
Rolls out on wheels for easy cleaning 35%" wide,
66" high Harvest, Avocado, Coppertone or White.

Come in and see it today!

ALL AGED TO PLEASE
YOU

79c lb.
PUTATIN"

FREEZERMEATS
15-W. Busse Mt. Prospect

392-9260
LICENSED AND APPROVED BY
ILLINOIS DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE

_iangitueihr's
HOME APPLIANCES
1000 W. NORTHWEST HWY.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

.Open daily 9 to 6, Mon.,'Thurs., Fri. til 9 pm

You're on your own with this color coordinated dress or casual total wardrobe.
Pick the type you want to be. Solid
executive? Wear the jacket, matching
trousers and vest. Creative type? Reverse the
vest. Man -about -town? Skip the vest.
"Swinger"? Wear the solid slacks and
contrast -side vest. Of pure virgin wools,
wool worsteds ... in herringbones, cheviots,
country patterns. Regulars, shorts, longs.

(§)

'150 TO 160 LBS.
AVERAGE

"MEATS WITHA

J

Ault press glass against ice cradle. Ice tumbles out, two
cubes at a time until cradle is released. For water. press
glass against the water cradle. Release to stop. You can
wen use both dispensers et the same time?

HIND QUARTER

69eib.

cover of Post

nstant water, instant ice without opening the doors!

Six full width door shelves, 4 adjustable Butter Con-

99c

Includes *loin tip roosts, butt

how he solved them, and
tings to the finished product.

Provisioners

Member of National Institute of locker d F

on Sundays from 2-5

ments on them, specific problems with certain ones and

likel

259-3936

rest of us singing the Star
Spangled Banner. It was a

Rockwell needed a real

a

as

concluded

black eye in order to study the
composition of one to draw it

new book at the Mount

uarf

you

future.

LOCATED AT
BAR & FLAME CITY
1034 MT, PROSPECT PLAZA
MT. PROSPECT

with the Tunisians singing
their national anthem and the'

quite renowned

triguing story is found in

be as

lies.

Italian and Greek varieties,
and they were excellent. White
bread, cut in triangles, without
butter, was on the table.
The desserts were fabulous.
One was a sort -of large hole -

waiting to be called in. The
picture may look simple, but
the story behind it became

the best one

MEN...

After dinner, there was a

There were little sandwiches that appeared to be

sang.

Paintings

9:30

town Morrow's Nut House to
find the right nuts.

yes, but hot by American stan-

OLIVES WERE

9:30
'TM

ELECTRONIC AIR CLEANER

Congressional race into
brand new ball game."

soned with ground red pep-

OPEN

HEATING AND
AIR CONDITIONING

A Schlickman withdrawal
would have turned the 13th

TEA WAS SERVED. Tea
in Tunisia is made by depositing tea in boiling water and
then continuing the boiling.
Tea bags are unkown to the

cheese -y, with a slice of olive.
The cheese -y look, however,
was a butter -red pepper paste,
which again was hot.

Book Tells
Story of

pened to the billboard space
held by David Roe who quit
the race for financial reasons

EST 1940

!CHAR'S

WHEN_SCHLICKMAN
released his Evanston display
space as of Sept. 1, another
of the Republican candidates
immediately took up the con-

fice," said Marks.

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING cHAIN

"In addition, I congratulate
Gene for his frank accounting ---------of his campaign-eXpendiiiires.

Rep. Schlickman an-

nounced that he will have
spent just less than $35,000 up

useful ideas on building of a
better society than on the
spending of large sums of
money to buy a political of-

same.

$100,000 to win.

dollars in the wdstcrn

Dinner, Tunisian Style

In his press conference

ONE_CHICAGO

because of the high -cost of

Instrument about the size of a flashlight. It has four pushbuttons, marked for precisely calibrated
sound level, to control screening signals which sound like "tweet" of a bird.

reason to turn
away to less well known and,
with but one exception, men

"I AM GLAD to see that

dropping out of the campaign

Margaret Fischer, R.N., Mount Prospect uses a Zenith Neo-meter to check the hearing
of a new baby at Holy Family hospital, Des Plaines. Neo-meter is a lightweight, one-piece

without legislative experience.

penditures this afternoon in
an Arlington Heights press
conference.

Schlickman and who have

Gene Schlickman has followed my lead in releasing income figures for the last year.

race, would announce his

17.4441111..

found little

again and again for

try to guess the amount of

As far ax -/-am concerned,
a politicarjampaign should he
based on ability to contribute

even Schlickman is running a
gold-plated campaign.

Said candidate 'Marks, "I
have just heard that Eugene
F. Schlickman disclosed his
income and campaign ex-

Republicans who have voted

in this campaign. If Gene is
spending $35,000, I would not

announcement, another of the money being spent by the
candidates, Gerald Marks of three or four,big spenders.

dismissed the idea of his leaving the big race, but he turned

newspaper speculated that

N.

his

Schlickman not only quickly

Wednesday afternoon.

4

Within an hour after

Wilmette, issued a statement
which indicates that by com-

seriously into the bulging
Wednesday there were block of western district

tremors indicating a major
quake might he close at hand.
Rep. Eugene F. Schlick man of
Arlington Heights,' the lone

middle of the road course on

the

THE PROBLEM for
other candidates

"1 am shocked at the inordinate amount of money
but that he is holding to a that is apparently being spent

CL 5-0700,

2 Blocks west of Euclid

MIDWEST BANK CARD

Welcome Here!

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES
no W. ROSELLE ROAD

PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

DUNDEE
-220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

FREE parking

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

J

Day Light
By Joseph Stubenrauch
A man named Robert Q. Ty-

son last week said. "A tax cut
is the kindest cut of all."
Robert C. Tyson is the U.S.
Steel finance committee chairman, and he made his remark
in an address before the 20th
annual Governor's State economic development conference in Salt Lake City, Utah,
during which he discussed the

'TOBACCO UALIMMip

the

consumer

lion) 89 per cent or $288 million -is paid by corporations."
The new measure will relieve
corporations here in Illinois of
the personal property tax they
now pay, "for an income tax
easily, controlled by deductions for depreciation and

would,

ironically, pay for their own
tax relief, since the tax cost
would be passed on to him
through higher prices. By
1972, his figures show that tax
relief would add up to some $9

billion, for all individuals, but

presented -to the Messiah down

made quite a few statute miles

JOHN 0. MCCABE, presi-,
dent of the Northwest Subur
ban Board of Realtors, a me

ber of the NAREB, recently

announced in Arlington

to the present argle-bargle going on over. the proposed tax

But right in that community

Heights that NAREB will join
with HUD in opposing certain
sections of the controversial
reform bill before the Senate

away from Arlington Heights.
Eugene L. Griffin,- -Con-Con

reform act of 1969, nobody
has derived fun from paying candidate,- has

stitutional tax ceilings on inlition of the personal property
tax.

Bt_t_t__over the years we have

talks about tax reduction, it is
good strategy to read the fine
print.

CONTINUING with

the

analysis offered by Tyson, we

find that he is definite about

peal

e

William J. Kiedaisch
Managing Editor
The Day is published daily, Monday through Friday. by Day Publications, Inc.
117 S. Main, Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 Arlington Heights Rd., Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines, Ill. 60016
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FOR THE "H" sound,

To prevent your child from
saying, "buh-at" for bat, and

tell a child to open his mouth
and blow out a little breath as
he says the words after I say
them. Examples -hat, hot, hit,

"puh-et" for pet, teach con-

hunt.

For "k," hard "c" and hard
"g" sounds, have the child feel
the throat muscles as he pronounces the words after you.

The Village of Arlington
Heights lead both the suburbs
and the city of Chicago in the

value of homes being built,
according to a report issued
by Bell Federal Savings of

average price of $30,721 per

survey of new building.

new home built in the village.

SIDE GLANCES By Gill Fox

Schaumburg was the next

highest suburb with 545
homes valued at $13,269,752
for an average cost of $24,348

per home. Palatine had 285

homes built valued at

Patrick G. Breen, of 212 N.
Prospect Manor Ave., Mount

Prospect, is serving as

representative of the

He is serving during the
51st national convention of

the American Legion in
Atlanta, Ga.

LEGAL
NOTICES
for legal miser -6.41g

255-4.t00

Feel like a squirrel in a cage? Check those ads in the back of
this paper again. Not everyone asks for experience these days.

Notice of Proposed
Chonges in Schedules

with for a long time. When I came down from the bedroom to
answer the doorbell, my mother saw my dress. I'll admit it was a
little shorter than usual, but it wasn't all THAT short.

throat muscles and the tongue
touch the roof of the mouth at

hear the humming sound. This
is almost a singing sound. As

nounce the words slowly, em-

the same time as they pro-

the children hum and pro-

phasizing the

nounce the words, have them
close their eyes and trace the
letter "m" in the air. Then use

"I" sounds.

"t," "d" and

the same procedure that we
used for short vowel sounds.
Pronounce cat, dog, match,

the consonant sounds, I would
have the children make the let-

Mary, tick-tock, etc., and have
the child clap hands if they do
not hear the "m" sound.

per as

ter in the air or print it on papronounces

he

the

words. This helps the child re-

member the sound that

merce Commission on August

I'm afraid this guy will never call for a date again. What went

effect a general rate increase,

wrong?

cluding increases in charges in the
rates and riders for residential, cornmercigl, industrial and governmental
customers. Certain changes in terms
and conditions of service and other
provisions of the rate schedules also

Shorty, Elk Grove

I'm afraid you went wrong. You're too old to kid your mom.
Why try? Next time discuss with her what you'll be wearing
before your date arrives. And arguing with mom in front of a
boyfriend embarrasses him. Smarten up, curie, and don't blow
the next date.

MUCH TOO FRESH
Dear Lee Janson,

Wow! I need advice. Last night I went out with a boy that I
thought was a real gentleman. What a surprise. He really got
fresh, and was all over me before I even realized what was happening. I finally got him quieted down, but it took a while. I told
back, but what do I do if I meet another one of these guys?
Surprised, Mt. Prospect

A copy of the proposed changes
in schedules may be inspected by
any interested party of any business
office of this Company.
All parties interested in this matter
or who desire further information
with respect to these changes may
obtain information with respect
thereto either directly from this
Company or by addressing the Se

cretary of the Illinois Commerce
Commission in Springfield, Illinois,
62706.
COMMONWEALTH EDISON COMPANY

By Hubert H. Nexon
Vice President

Belt him one. He'll get the message.

Published in the

Send your questions to Lee Janson, clo Day Publications,
117 S. Main St., Mount Prospect, Illinois 60056.

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Thursday, August 28, 1969

hears for each letter.

I hope that I have been of

troublemakers), I tell the chil-

some help to Mrs. T.S. and oth-

dren to close the lips tightly,
then let them fly open with the
sound of a tiny expolosion as

er mothers. Please feel free to
send more questions about
phonics.

$7,3 29,9 15 for an average
cost per home of $25,719.

Buffalo Grove built 362

homes at a value of

OPEN
NINE

$6,721,200 for an average
cost of $18,567. Hoffman
Estates built 243 homes at a
total cost of $4,883,250 for an
average of $20,096 per home.

to

ARLINGTON_HEIGHTS
also leads in the number and

value of permits for

NINE

apartments being built in the

You've invested
a lot in your home.
Now grt something
out of it.

suburbs. Arlington Heights
has built 325 apartments so
far in 1969 with a total value
of $4,180,000.

The next highest suburb in
the

northwest

area

is

Des

Plaines where 54 apartments
were -given permits so far this

year at a total value of

REALTOR

Rolling Meadows
was next with 24 apartments
$825,000.

and a total value of $365,500.

In spite of this rise in the
value of both residential hous-

"Imagine, Edith, they're concerned about their schedule running seven -tenths of a second late. Goodness,
I'd have to be launched in my hair curlers!"

Hideaword
HECDDOR
Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letters as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.
13 good, 17 excellent
Answer on Comic Page

ing and apartment housing.
July marked the third consecutive month, according to

the Bell report, that the
building of single family
homes and apartment complexes has gone down, 25 per
cent for the homes and 28 per

cent for apartments

Ronald T. Hunt has

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

358-5560

In Arlington Heights

253-24601

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.
Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

re-

ceived his bachelor's degree as

a Specialist in Education from
the University of Florida.
Hunt, 920 Greenfield Ct.,
Mount Prospect will be among
1,429 students receiving degrees at the commencement
exercises Aug. 30.

emergencies and making major repairs on your home.
Commercial Credit also makes

In Palatine

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Earns Degree

care of unexpected family

THERE'S 5 KEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

In Prospect Heights
13 S. Wolf Rd.

956-1500
894-1800

;394-3500'

The Home Buyer's Guide
IN THE DAY

Credit. A second mortgage 500 from coast to coast.
loan can be a big help in putting your children through Need money? That's what

Nimmons/

we're here for.

Commercial Credit
11 N. Arlington Hgts. Road

Look for us each week in

4111MIIIMMI

Get up to $5,000 with personal loans of $1,000,
$2,000, $3,000 and more. Stop
a second mortgage
any Commerical Credit
loan from Commercial by
office. There are more than
college, paying off bills, taking

Phone: CL 9-3151

Credit Life and Disability Insurance Available to Eligible Borrowers
*Commercial Credit Loans, Inc.

in-

being proposed.

he

For "b" and "p" (the real

15,

1969 proposed changes in its rotes,
rules and

I answered the door and introduced the boy to my mother.
for electric public utility
Then she told me I'd have to change my dress before I could go regulations
service in all of the areas in the State
out. We had a big, noisy argument and I finally lost.
of Illinois served by the Company.
Because of the argument, my whole evening was ruined, and
Such changes involve and would

him to take me home immediately, which he did. He won't be

During all the teaching of

Commonwealth Edison Company
hereby gives notice to the public that
it has filed with the Illinois Comcharges, classifications,

dren put the fingers on the

and the children can easily

Patrons of COMMONWEALTH
IDISON COMPANY
To

Dear Lee Janson,
Last week I had my first date with a guy I've wanted to go out

esting sounds. Have the chil-

nounced slowly and carefully,

Chicago, in their monthly
Arlington Heights has had
478 permits for homes being
built this year at a total cost
of $14,684,400. This is an

"T," "d," and "I" are inter-

words with me. Moon, man,
mother and monkey are pro-

Arlington Heights Leads
In Value of Houses

letters

el sounds. Parents cannot be
full-time teachers, but they

a hum as they pronounce

Subscription rates: 35 cents a week, home delivered.
Out of town U.S. mail rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Newsstand price, 10 cents a copy
Second -Class postage paid at Mount Prospect, Ill. 60056

separate

Never

be used are bat, bell, bug, boo,
and penny, pat, pet, pitch.

to close the lips and try to hear

tells hint at least what one con-

mitgent thinks.

Attends Legion.
Convention

DRESS TOO MINI

here. Some words that could

To teach "m" I tell the child

of preferred candidates
next time he runs for office
list

available jobs. Shoe leather can also be used effectively.

My last column in this series
is going to be about consonant
sounds. I would use the same
method that I use to teach vow-

sonants as lip, tongue and
'throat sounds,

ation without representation."
Slicing a man's name off a

Also, check with your high school counselor who has a list of

they pronounce words after

can help when help is needed.

approved

Founding Fathers: "No tax-

"experience," but you can't get experience unless you get the
job. It seems to me it would be better for companies to train
people, and they wouldn't have to pay such high wages for experience. Everyone has to start someplace, but I'm wondering
how they do it.
No Experience, Rolling Meadows

to $30) for a larger income tax
bill ($200 to $400), which un-

me.

Robert C. Smith, General Manager

A referendum in Nov. 1970

has been

Dear Lee Janson,
How does one go about getting a job? All the ads say they want

Talk With a Teacher

Thursday, August 28, 1969

assessment.

NO EXPERIENCE

into trading a relatively small
personal property tax bill ($20

By Esther Culton

law is slated to take effect with
the 1970 personal property tax

the
the

Americanism Convention

"is now being duped

taxes,

1870s." Right now the new

federal levels?
We've always like
phrase that animated

Committee.

already strangled by real estate

tax

personal property tax, which
he referred to as "devised for
the farm. economy of the

civic needs at local, state and

o f Illinois o n the

Consonant Sounds

Honor the original dream by always jealously keeping
the papery.s freedom and intellectual integrity."
-- Marshall Field Hi

John E Stanton. Editor and Publisher

investment

credit, now a part of the tax
bill, "could well add up to an
'overkill' of the boom, and an
'underkill' of inflation in the
cost of facilities." His con -

Pro5pect Dap

Page 4

of the

the knife without interfering
with many of the social and

then

American Legion Department

tax reduction being the, "most
important long-range reform - - classifying real estate as to resifor the general well being of dential, commercial and inboth the public and private dustrial.
Griffin charges that the
sectors of the economy."
But, he points out, the re- homeowner in the 3rd District,

"Why couldn't we get into the stop -smoking business,
too-then we'd get 'em coming and going!"

Ogilvie declared the Senate
Bill 816, which he recently

The idea of a tax cut has

Meantime, Governor again, how far can you wield

LIST

Griffin says there should be
a shift in the tax burden if the
legislature puts together a flexible revenue article which abolishes the personal p_ropert
tax for individualsAns
, and apincome tax it
rates to individply_ diff
nd corporations, legally
u

learned that when someone

definite appeal --but

Lee Janson

come and a constitutional abo-

use a meat ajts_ortfax laws.

self.

challenged
conpropose

those- -who

taxes. Most of us are ready at
the drop of a dime to vote for_
candidate who plegges-ifewill

keeping rental housing real estate investment attractive, not
Constricted, he says.

signed, was an important move
to eliminate the antiquated

- says.

THIS STATEMENT was

when the coin of tribute was

Griffin

expense,"

the tax reform by the samej_d_ate-----business

posals for both.federal income would total some $5 Nihon in
partial payment-orihis
tax relief -and reform.
-There is nothing new about all but $1.4 billion of
}is
-reform coming from cortaxes and nothing new about
folks trying to get _stem" porations.
chopped down. From -the days

I

ventory. The NAREBis all for
achieving, a-healthy improve me rfl_oflife in urban areas by

-

What he says amounts to
this:

Springfield by the lawmakers,
calling for a constitutional
amendment to repeal the personal property tax. The bill
signed by Ogilvie exempts
from taxation household furniture and one auto per family,
but does not repeal the tax it-

der the new income tax statute which tlfey feel will lessen the
atifount of private capital inis a certainty."
He also.says that "of the to:.- vested in rental housing and
tal personal property tax col- even reduce the upgrading of,the
housing ---innation's
lected in Illinois ($360 mil-

tention alio is that the new bill
would favor individual consumers at the expense of investing corporations.

possible effects of curer renrp-ro-

1

Theindest Cut

The Day's Prospects

THE PROSPECT DAY

All Systems -Gil
,,,----Countdown Cookbook

Page 5

Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor

Thursday August 28 1969

1.1.112../UUL111.11JULJULL2-11.21.SULCULAII:

AMERICA S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN
EST 1940

9:30

411110-1,

'TIL

9.30

C

can sit down with the guests at

By Dolores Haugh

serving time and enjoy the

A new "Countdown Cookbook" will blast off bookstore
shelves on Sept. 4.
This 1969 space age wonder

cookbook by Florence Kerr

meal and the company.

watched Florence and

"1

husband

her

eating

ma

times. They both enjoy:- ood-he more as_an-cre-gant cater,
sllemorc---a's an analyst. This
esn't mean that she doesn't

Hirschfeld. who wrote "Cooking With Love" in ly65, -'Is---'gjoy it as much as he, but he
launched with a special -A =0K

by Chef L j.)uis--Zaihmary of
The 13- kery Restaurant.

in my private life, and as chef -

owner of a restaurant professionally." Chef Louie began.
"The title is very expressive.
gives
Hirschfeld
Florence
ample time for the preparation
of the meals and, very wisely,
starts with the item of the
menu which takes the longest

time to prepare so that

music lover who sits down in

the

and lets the chef, pardon me,
the conductor, and the kitchen
crew and the service personnel, I mean, the orchestra, do
the work.
comparable to the music lover who
takes along the scorebooks,

"FLORENCE

IS

watches how the viola under-

lines the first violin, how the
horns and tubas play the part
of the vegetable and the starch
around the piano --the main

an

is

understanding

teacher and above all_thut s e
enjoys what_st e-dts.
'_11-jer--instructions arc

ex-

exact. Still she has
pllctt
her own style and her warm
personality, her experience as

a world traveler and her fine
humor shines through her
writing.

as an cater is comparable to the
the concert hall, closes his eyes

"IT IS VERY interesting to
review a cookbook written by
somebody whose cooking I
never tasted done by her, but
whose recipes I frequently use
as a curious and finicky eater

habits,

HUNGARIAN,

"BEING

I always start reading a cookbook by the recipe for Chichen
Paprikash, and if it is not up to
my expectation, I just stop
reading. Her ecipe for Chicken Paprikash was excellent so I

kept reading. I liked everything I read. I enjoyed the few
things 1 tried and I know that
her book reflects her personal
and
knowledge
experience
presented so that it can benefit

any homemaker," Louie said.
The

book,

published

by

Houghton Mifflin Co., has the
"When you read any of menus arranged in sections of
Florence's books you feel that poultry, meat, fish,' etc., with
the person who wrote them not

cellently, leisurely, nothing is
left to chance, and the homemaker or the man who cooks

only knows cooking from personal experience, but also
knows housewives' cooking

plete meal using canned prepa-

rations to make up chowders
and entree stews. Variations of

old standbys are entitled "Another Way."

EACH RECIPE is a complete unit, and all arc interchangeable, to be included or
substituted in other menus,

with substitute "Quick Alternate"

desserts

using

chefs and restauranteurs, Flor-

ence Hirschfeld has created
another Space Age must cook-

Here is a pre -orbit Count-

fy Rice, Sauces, Fresh Fruit
and Cheeses, Wine

COOKING COUNTDOWN
60 minutes'
50 minutes*

11/2

pounds raw shrimp,

cleaned and deveined

1 pound beef tenderloin, or
boneless sirloin of beef cut in
1/2 -inch slices
1/2

pound whole medium -

size mushrooms
1 4 -ounce can water chestnuts, sliced.
1 1 pound spinach, green and
crisp

2 zucchini, cut in

3/4 -inch

40 minutes --prepare and arrange ingredients for Genghis
Khan
30 minutes" --cook rice

slices
3 raw chicken breasts,
boned and cut in 1/2 -inch slices

20 minutes" --prepare
lected sauces

raw)

se-

10 minutes" --arrange fruit
and cheese on platter
0 --Serve and have fun!

Sauces for Genghis Khan
may he prepared in advance.
This is a new member of the

fondue family. The broth for
cooking bubbles invitingly in
the electric frying pan, centered on the table; the individual ingredients to be selected
are arranged about it in attractive fashion. Each guest makes

his choice and then proceeds
as described in the recipe.

BROTH FOR COOKING
3 10 -ounce cans chicken
broth
3 chicken bouillon cubes
1 tablespoon monosodium
glutamate
1 teaspoon ground ginger

TO
INGREDIENTS
COOKED

BE

bubbles.

Arrange

raw

in-

consultant to "Melting Pot,"

raw food in the boiling broth
until cooked to desired doneness. The cooked morsel is
then dipped in the sauces and

eaten with rice. The dripping
juices moisten the rice succulently. Serves 10 to 12.
Make a choice of the follow-

PLUM SAUCE (DUK
SAUCE)
3/4 cup plum jelly
1 tablespoon sugar
1/2 cup chopped chutney
1 tablespoon sugar

THE "COOKING Countdown" from which the book
derives its title is designed for
cooking organization. Each

recipe fits into its own "time

slot," correlating the entire

menu for serving each crea-

tion at the proper serving time.
Most are geared to one hour or
less cooking time.

This new. "Countdown
Cookbook" will send you into
worlds of gourmet meals in
split-second timing, headed

for compliments that will fly
you to the moon.

You Can Eat
This Centerpiece.

SHERRY MUSTARD
SAUCE
3/4 cup dry mustard
1/2 cup dry sherry or hot water
1 tablespoon salad oil
1 teaspoon sugar
Combine and blend well.

SWEET SAUCE
3/4 cup apricot preserves
1/2 cup frozen orange juice,
defrosted

Combine and blend well.

HOT SAUCE
1/2

cup prepared barbecue

sauce

3 tablespoons catsup
4 drops tabasco
Combine and blend well.

A platter of cheeses and
fruit can he attractively composed. Place a ball of edam
with its red color in the center
of a doily -lined platter. Arrange an assortment of three
cheeses

ing sauces:

Chicago.

1 tablespoon tarragon vinegar
Combine ingredients and
blend well.

gredients around frying pan,
each in its separate bowl.
The guests make a selection
of raw food and sauce on individual serving plates, then
with chopsticks or forks, place

an ethnic cooking school in

housewives.

made individually or added to

6 cups cooked rice (2 cups

Heat broth ingredients to
boiling in electric frying pan;
reduce heat so mixture just

Florence Hirschfeld

book for thoroughly modern

Pre -Orbit Recipes
from the Countdown
Cookbook
down Cookbook Recipe showing a special method for Genghis Khan.
Menu: Genghis Khan, Fluf-

com-

patible pantry shelf items that
are readily available.
Through her lifelong hobby
of cooking and collecting recicontacts with interpes,
nationally famous hostesses,

recipes.
accompanying
There are separate sections for
appetizers, which may be
all

4

A section of various recipes
is snecially designed for a corn-

All of her research and testing was done in her own kitchen. She adds much experience
gathered through her cooking
classes for a national woman's
organization and serving as a

course.

whole cooking time is used ex-

men us.

in

cubes

or

slices

around the platter and alternate them with your selection
of fruits.
Sliced
bunches

apples,

pears

and

of grapes contrast
well with edam. Serve with

A clever centerpiece for patio or kitchen that fits the season Is made of fresh "cokes" on pussy,
willow stems, green grapes and sub zero ivy leaves. Placed on an old breadboard in an open
container, it is simple to make. The aroma of fresh cucumbers whets the appetite with its refreshing
pungency. Arranged by Mrs. Edna Crumbaugh for the Garden Club of Mount Prospect. (Photo by
Fern Schneider)

crackers and a bottle of wine at

Have a Tomato

hand.

Jam Session

Did you set out several tomato plants in the spring with
the happy idea of having luscious red, ripe tomatoes on

Prepare the tomatoes as follows: Scald, peel and grind 13/4

1/2 teaspoon cinnamon
1/2 teaspoon allspice

pounds green tomatoes. Mea-

1/2 teaspoon ground cloves

late in August you begin to feel
I ike Frankenstein, --you've
created a monster and now you
don't know how to stop it.
Iwo good recipes for Green

First prepare the tomatoes:
sure 3 cups into a very large
saucepan. Squeeze the juice Scald, peel and chop about 13/4
from 4 lemons; measure 1/2 pounds tomatoes. Bring to a
cup into saucepan with to- boil over high heat. Reduce
heat and simmer 10 minutes,
matoes.
Make the jam as follows: stirring occasionally. Remove
Thoroughly mix sugar into to- from heat. Measure two cups

Tomato Jam and Spiced To-

matoes

your table later on?! Around

mato and Pineapple Relish are

designed to help you out of
your dilemma. No need to
send the children on ceaseless

rounds of tomato -carrying to
the neighbors or to spend endless hours stewing over tomato
ketchup. Both the jam and the
relish make ideal hostess gifts
or most unusual condiments to
set on your own table.

The recipes are short -boil
ones using Certo and Sure -Jell
Fruit Pectins to get all that oldtime flavor without all that

old-time bother.

in

saucepan.

Place

into large saucepan.

over high heat, bring to a full
Then make the relish: Mearolling boil and boil hard one
sure sugar and set aside. Thorminute, stirring constantly.
Remove from heat and at oughly mix fruit pectin, pineonce stir in fruit pedtin. Skim apple, veingar, Worcestershire

comes to a hard boil. Immeprevent floating fruit.
Ladle quickly into glasses. diately add all sugar. Bring to a

PINEAPPLE RELISH

off foam with metal spoon.
Then stir and skim for five

1/2 cup lemon Juice (4 medium lemonS)

1 can (131/2 ounces) crushed
,pineapple

71/2 cups sugar
1

bottle (6 ounces) liquid

fruit pectin

99
each
Make yours crepe this season! For example,
our marvelous skirt of acetate and rayon
that's a mass of accordion pleats and flaunts
a dashing front -tie sash too ... sizes 5 to 13.
Now add the acetate and nylon creps.blouse
with a lavish lace jabot, long sleeves.
White, sizes 30 to 38.

MIDWEST BANK CARD

Welcome Here

Cover at once with one -eighth full rolling boil and boil hard
inch hot paraffin. Makes about one minute, stirring constantly.
I I medium glasses.
Remove from heat and skim
SPICED TOMATO AND

matoes)

3 cups prepared tomatoes
(about 13/4 pounds green to-

A WHIRLY
PLEATED SKIRT
AND FRILLY BLOUSE

off foam with metal spoon. sauce and spices into tomatoes
Then stir and skim for five in saucepan. Place over high
minutes to cool slightly and heat and stir until mixture

2 cups prepared tomatoes minutes to cool slightly and
(about 13/4 pound fully ripe to- prevent floating fruit.. Ladle
quickly into glasses. Cover at
matoes)
once with one -eighth inch hot
51/2 cups sugar
1 box (13/4 ounces) pow- paraffin. Makes about eight
medium glasses.
dered fruit pectin

GREEN TOMATO JAM

Stunning duet in chic crepe!

Note: This relish can be

made with canned tomatoes,

substituting one 16 -ounce can
2 tablespoons viegar
2 teaspoons Worcestershire tomatoes for the prepared
fresh tomatoes.
sauce

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES
110 N. ROSELLE ROAD

PLAINES
1507 RAND ROAD

DUNDEE
220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

-

..
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Cold Cool World

Toast the Last Days
with Koolers
of
By Charlotte Erickson

over hot water for 10 minutes.

Try these quick coolers on
hot August days when no one

with rotary egg beater or elec-

wants to spend more time in
the kitchen than is absolutely

thoroughly.

necessary. Delicious served as

coffee ice cream.

BANANA
CHOCOLATE
FLIP

tric mixer until frothy. Chill

can be used as a beverage or a
dessert.

an afternoon treat in the cool
shade on your patio, as well as
dessert at the end of your meal.

SPRITZERS

Guaranteed to refresh every-

truly refreshing and
thrist-quenching drink that is
rapidly gaining popularity.

one who partakes.

There is no trick to making
tea or iced coffee any
more now that we have all the
"instants- available. However. if you like to make your
iced tea and coffee "from

\

A

iced

Single Recipe:

Yield: 1 serving
4 ounces ('/2 cup) domestic
red wine, chilled

scratch.- here are, a few pointers to remember.

2 ounces ('/4 cup) club soda,
chilled
I.arge Quantity Recipe:
Yield: 14 servings

TO KEEP ICED tea clear,

1 quart bottle domestic red
wine, chilled

do not store in the refrigerator.
This only makes it clOudy.
Freeze leftover coffee in ice
cube trays, using these when
yoti serve your iced coffee

without diluting the mixture.

PEACH MELBA SUNDAE

2

unsweetened

squares

chocolate
3 tablespoons sugar
1 cup Strong hot coffee

as

1 'quart coffee ice cream
Melt chocolate over hot water, add sugar. Blend well. Add

hot coffee slowly while stirScald milk. Combine
with coffee mixture and cook

ring.

House, corridors of the Pentagon, in the Air Force Museum
at Wright -Patterson AFB, the

powder
Vz teaspoon lemon juice
1 tablespoon sugar

f-!

Air University at Montgomery, Alabama, and at the Air
Force Academy in Colorado.

glasses and serve at once.

If using freeze dried coffee,
reduce quantity to I teaspoon
for single recipe.

2 ounces creme de cocoa
(optional)
Triple Recipe:

Lb.

T -Bone and Porter House

tasty.

Yield: Serves 6
1 10 -ounce package frozen
raspberries, thawed
freestone peaches

vanilla ice cream
Scald and peel peaches. In

your prettiest goblets or sundae glasses place one scoop of

3 cups milk

hang regularly in the White

(optional)
Slice ripe bananas into elec-

not a dry wine.

4 large, firm, well ripened

Yield: 4-6 servings

1 tablespoon instant coffee

2,500 paintings and drawings,

6 ounces creme de cocoa

tric blender. Add remaining
ingredients and run blender
until mixture is thick and fluffy. Pour into well chilled tall

1/2 cup light cream

to 5:30 p.m. and on Sunday
from noon to 5 p.m. Many of
the works from the collection,
which now includes' over

Gallo Pink Chablis, which, is

Picture -pretty and just

meal, dessert.

9:30 p.m., Saturday, 9:30 a.m.

Any good red or rose wine

BRAZILIAN COFFEE Marvelously cool and re-

ice

hurst in the mall. This display
will be open to the public beginning Friday from 10 a.m. to

in a large wine glass or goblet.

may be used. My preference is

freshing, a perfect in-between
or end -of -the refreshment

pint chocolate ice cream

to;

hibit will be on display at Rand-

1 28 -ounce bottle club soda,
chilled
Pour Wine and soda over ice

The new freeze dried coffees
are marvelous for making iced
coffee quickly and easily.

CHOCOLATE

Single Recipe:
Yield: Serves 2
2 bananas
VI

"B-47s Over Old Tucson" the
artist depicts modern-day aircraft flying over the ruins of an
old Spanish mission. The ex-

3 tablespoons instant coffee
powder
1,4 teaspoons lemon juice
3 tablespoons sugar

This delightful concoction

glasses with a large scoop of

by-Hardk-Gramatryr-Entltre-d-

cream
11/2 cups light cream

tall

in

Serve

Yield: Serves 6
6 bananas
li/2 pints chocolate

with iced tea spoons.

Remove from heat. Beat

I4.

Shades of the Old West are

brought to life in this U.S. Air
Force Art Collection painting

vanilla ice cream. Slice two of
the peaches into the six glasses.

Then spoon half of the thawed
raspberries over the peaches.
Repeat, using all the ingredients. Serve immediately

Page
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$1.39

STEAK
Rotisserie and Sirloin Tip

Meat Prices thru

$1.29

ROAST
Rock Cornish

(22 Oz. each)

HENS

Swift Premium

FRANKS

1 Lb.

SLICED BACON

1 Lb.

Oscar Meyer
12 Oz. Pkg.

BOLOGNA

-v-

Swift Premium PROTEN

Sat. Aug. 30

79c

69c
85c

69c

OPEN

LABOR DAY
Mon. Sept. 1
9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

fhursday, August 28, 1969
5-

Bake -Off Entry
Deitdline Nov. 15
FOR THE SECOND year.
three grand prize winners will
be named. Champions in convenience mix, flour and refrig-

erated fresh dough divisions
each receive $10,000. An addi-

tional $15,000 is awarded to
one of these three as Best of the
Bake -Off for a total
of
$25,000.

Anyone 12 years of age or

more may enter any of the
three divisions. Entries will be
judged on: excellence of flavor
and taste; appearance; popular
appeal; creativity, including

practical, appropriate use of
ingredients; recipe ingredient
shortcuts; streamlined methods and short preparation

test

Nov.

closes

15,

a

two-way

thing, regionally American in
origin.
During hot weather, a cobbler is a cold, icy drink. It may

be made of champagne or

sherry, poured into a glass
half filled with cracked ice,
sweetened with a little super
fine or powdered sugar for

fast dissolving and stirred un
til the glass is frosted. Fruit
decoration is optional.

ciers Allbreed .Cat Show will
be held this year Aug. 30 and
31.

This year the charity benefit
will donate its proceeds to the

Lincoln Park Children's Zoo
and the Cat Fancier Association.

The event will be held at

Ford City, 7600 S. Cicero Av.,

Chicago, from 10 a.m. to 7

$1.29
99c

BEER

99c

6-12 Oz.
Pop top cans

butter and granulated sugar. If
fruit is very juicy, cornstarch is
mixed with the sugar for
smooth thickening. But generally, the cobbler crust is a rich
is

p.m. Saturday anti from ro
a.m. to 6 p.m. Sunday.

Over 300 cats and kittens

from around the world will
compete for the honor of "Top
Cat."

Admission is $1 for adults
and 25 cents for children. For
further information contact
Mrs. Gene Stevens at 622°

COLA

87C

CHARCOAL BRIQUETS 99c
Country Delight
HOT DOG

ow)cfeDQ:w2o

FrJECIALS

9'

U.S. No. 1
8 per pkg.

BUNS . .

49c

RED

POTATOES ......10 LB. BAG

Jays

POTATOE CHIPS 1 lb. box 49c

89c

topOz.cans

Aunt Jane

69c

6-16 Oz.
Throw away bottles

FRESH FRUITS

FLOWERS and LIQUORS

BASKETS

MADE
TO
ORDER
A Perfect Gift
For Hospitals,

California Seedless

GRAPES

2/89c

PICKLES .

Pay for 5
Take Home 6

baked

while the sugared, buttered
fruit cooks underneath.

1030.

COCA

29c

$1 19
1

HAMBURGER

Schlitz

BEERPop

top of fruit, precooked with

LAYER
CAKE

-

and

6-12

Cats C ompete
The Windy City Cat Fan-

PARTY NEEDS AT PESCHE'S

Old Milwaukee

A cobbler in cold weather is
a hot, hearty dessert -like pie,
only easier to make. A baked
pastry shell may be placed on

biscuit dough that

Old Diz

STOCK UP ON ALL YOUR

WITHOUT HANDLE

.

LIGHTER FLUID

/1

oven -range.

Variations
Of Cobbler
is

Quick Start Charcoal

LARGE WITH HANDLE

to San Diego for the Bake -Off,'
March 15-17 and $100 in cash.
General Electric awards each
finalist an Americana P-7

COFFEE

CAKE

are sold.

eligible, provided the use of

A cobbler

AUG. 28 THRU SUN. AUG. 31

Plastone Chests

finalists will be chosen. Each
receives an expense -paid trio

the ingredient in the recipe is a
practical one.
You may enter as many recipes as you wish, but the con-

EFFECTIVE

pounds or more or wherever
Pillsbury convenience mixes

incorporating the
use of alcoholic beverages are
Recipes

IL&

Entry rules and blanks are
available by writing to Pillsbu-

Pillsbury flour sacks of five

and Coconut)

ADVERTISED PRICES

Calling all creative cooks.
and bustling bakers! Have you
entered the Pillsbury Bake Off, 21st national cooking
contest? Entries will be accepted only until Nov. 15.

food stores, they will be found
in the refrigerated fresh dough
section of the dairy case, in all

(Boiled icing

Almond Strip

Good luck!

Of the entries received, 100

time.

18.

1969.

ry, Box 679, Dept. 110, Minneapolis, Minn. 55460. In

DEVILS FOOD

Codo 150

BEANSn

Large bajof

75c

ICE CUBES
Canada Dry

FLAVORS . . .

12 01 cam

Country Delight

6 Oz cans

19'

5/$1

10c

Garden Fresh

CARROTS

..

1 Lb. Celo Bag

10 C

California

Home etc.

le 4,

FROZEN LEMON AID I VC

NECTOREENS

1 Lb.

25,c

THE PROSPECT DAY
Thursday, August 28, 1969

race's Daze

Okay Smoking Areas At 3 High Schools

In Final Year

Teenage smoking throughout District 214 high schools
received a compromise solu-

tion recently when adminisAlthough he will probably
always continue to study, and
will certainly always be learning, David Schlaver is putting
in a final year of planned formal education before his ordination into the priesthood.
Right now David. the son of

and repacked by July 31, Kimberly left that day by plane for
Newark where another former

the Clarence 0. Schlavers, is in
Europe. where his studies are
centered in Germany and Holland. Earlier this summer, Da-

Mount Prospect family, the
Del Birrs. including daughter
Pam with whom Kimberly had
played as a little girl. gave their
guest

whirl befitting any teen's first
trip to New York.

vid received his master's degree in theology from the Uni-

versity of Notre Dame. On

commencement day he was
made a deacon in the Congre-

gation of the Holy Cross. the
order of Catholicism in which
he will he working, probably
doing more teaching than
preaching. He is a graduate of
Notre Dame High School near
Mount Prospect.

It was Donald Peterson of
Chicago in recital at the organ
in The South Church last Sunday, and afterward the young

musician and Mrs.

detailed

two-week

a

The Walter__Muls"os have
had visitors- from San Francisco. They are the couple's
daughter and her family, the
Albert Scholles, whose two
sons preceded their father and

trators and board members approved -smoking areas at three
schools and a policy change at

a fourth building.
Designated

on -campus

smoking areas will exist

at

Hersey, Wheeling and Forest

View High Schools and an
open campus policy will be
adopted at Elk Grover -High
School. __--

In' each instance, students
will be allowed to smoke only
before

classes begin

in

able results to students and fac-

approval of establishing smok-

ulty.

ing areas.

the

Principals at Hersey High

morning and during the lunch

and Wheeling High requested
the smoking areas to offset difficulties created when students
congregated on or off school_
property, frequently_ causing
traffic problems -rand degradz_

period.

ELK GROVE has been the
only district school to main-

tain the closed campus policy,
restricting students to the
building throughout the entire ____ing-StEool images,
school day.
STUDENTS AND parents
Forest-Vi'yv conducted an
experimental smoking area on were surveyed at both schools
with most reactions indicating
campus last year with favor -

---

- --

OPEN: Mon. thru Fri. 8 to 8,

plane. All returned to the West
coast the same way last week.

THIS WEEK FINDS

ily, Miss Clara Mulso, in Minnesota, where she is visiting

time serving as the regular or-

ganist and director of music.
All this as he continues his musical education.

HOME AND GLAD to he
there for 30 days was Cpl. John

T.N.T. (This 'n That)
State reports indicate school

vandalism increased twothirds last year. What a
scourge! There are campaigns

to fight most other ills. Surely
there must be an effective way
to battle this costly ailment.

to be stationed at Glenview
Naval Air Base. He is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. C.N. Beier, S.

CL 5-1600

100 WEST NORTHWEST HWY.

Aug. 17. It was her sexy voice
which not only said "come up

and see me some time,- but
also made the famous movie
ever
statement. "No man

And then there's that local

' ry him out, but no man ever
walks out!"
And speaking of movieland.
Looking at all those beau-

tifully coifed women at that
big party for the astronauts

and their wives in Los Angeles' Century Plaza hotel, one

Costello -said -the smoking deci-

sion was "too much of a burden to put on principals."
He urged the district to better educate its students and

adults to the hazards of smok-

ing even to the extent of requiring student smokers to attend special classes on smoking.

FOR

mow the grass. To a husband's
specifications!

Weeds -Away Sale
Save $2 10,000 sq ft bag reg jilr95 12.95
Save $1

OUR EMPLOYEES

Men and Women
of the Week

As

announced

our message each Friday night at 7:15 P.M.

Mount Prospect Fed-

served, we say with

their duties.

given by Mrs. Ernest Fisher of

Saving problems are
solved. Our customers
are greeted with a
smile and business is

Roger's

home town of Lost Nation.
Iowa, a shower by party -giver

par excellence. Mrs. Robert
Haugh of Mount Prospect and
one' hosted by Mrs. Kenneth

Willert and daughter Kathy
whose guests were that bevy of

close friends the Willerts and

Vernon Schnediers made

when all became neighbors on
S. See-Gwun and We -Go Tr.
many years ago. Several have
moved from the neighbor-

hood, but all returned for the
party. A catered rehearsal din-

ner for the groom's mother,
Mrs. Dorothy Becker of Los
Nation, gave took place at the
Schneiders' We -Go Tr. home
the night before the ceremony.

Nor did the romantic evening end on a tired note among
the wedding guests. It was Ka-

thy Willert who caught the
bridal bouquet and who along

with Daniel Stark of Farmington, Minn., promptly an-

2;500 sq ft bag 2.95
5,000 sq ft bag 4.95

Such recognition is de-

showers.

Chicago. one hosted by the

lawn for a full year too.

own employees
"Men and Women of

pardonable pride, because they are courteous to our increasing
army of savers and efficient in conduct of

The first, a dormitory party
at Luther College in Decorah,
Iowa, where Donna goes to
school, was followed by that

turn tail and disappear. Grubproofs your

as

like Donna Jean
Schneider whose early Aug.
marriage to Roger Becker was
preceded by five (yes, five!)
daughter

All it takes is a bag of Scotts famous COPE.
Spread it on your lawn and you can forget
about lawn bugs. Cutworms, sod webworms,
armyworms and a host of other insects will

Arlington Heights in

the Week."

closer than the wedding of a

"COPE"

over

WEXI 92.3 FM

slang goes. for the city's beauty salons. What a day the stylists must have had!
to

5,000 sq ft bag reg ....7.feA 6.95

Clear out damaging
lawn bugs now with

eral Savings and Loan
Association salutes its

things closer to home, what is

Say "good-bye" to 24
kinds of lawn weeds! And feed too...
with "TURF BUILDER+ Z"

disappear, the fertilized grass takes on new
beauty and vigor.

lic instruction, complete with
disgusted gestures, in how to

"little hairy,- as the current

might say it may have gotten a

INCLUDED ON SALE ARE ACE, ORTHO, TURF GROW &
GREENFIELD

- 20% OFF AVAILABLE STOCK ONLY!
SCOTTS LAWN SPECIALS ON SALE UNTIL SEPT. 2

conducted speedily.

You seldom have to
long

brave

lines

at

Mount Prospect Federal Savings and Loan
Association. Our savers are treated as valu-

able friends at an institution that prides itself on friendliness.

CANNING?

VISIT US FOR:

WIDE MOUTH PINTS

$1.65

$1.40 DOZEN

Home Loans
Free Notary Service
Free Parking
Insured Savings

High

QUARTS, WIDE MOUTH

$1 .29

HALF PINTS, Tapered

stance called

DOZEN

Houston
was so wild it was weird the day

PORCELAINIZED

the astronauts landed on the
moon, and the information
comes from three Mount Pros-

Mount Prospect
Federal Savings

HOME CANNER & PRESERVER

And Loan Association

36 QUART POT

15 E. Prospect Ave.

24 QUART POT

pating in such an eventful day.

The three went to Texas via
train to visit the Thomas Bruns
family, who moved there from

CL 5.6400

here, and who arranged for

their guests to be at NASA
headquarters when the history

Mount Prospect

"enzymes" which, if not
controlled, by blanching, will cause undesirable changes in color

and flavor and in the
texture

of the vege-

Since vegetables are

ALSO ASTRONAUTI-

10, im141/2, and Mark,
pressionable ages for partici-

blanched (immersed in
boiling water) before
freezing since they

tables when frozen.

CALLY speaking,

pectors who were there; Mrs.
Glenn Adams and two of the
Adams' children, Kimberly,

All vegetables should be

contain chemical sub-

$1.87 DOZEN

Earnings

engagement.

DOZEN

COOKER
OR
BLANCHER
IF YOU DO HOME FREEZING
YOU SHOULD HAVE A BLANCHER

PINTS, REGULAR
/-

Money Orders
Save by Mail

"WE HAVE EVERYTHING ... BUT THE LABOR"

CAN OR FREEZE JARS

WE INVITE YOUR

NOMINATIONS FOR MAN
OR WOMAN OF THE WEEK
AS WELL AS YOUR SAVINGS.

nounced their own brand new

was made.
Back in

-

grass a full -feeding at the same time. Results
are amazing. As weeds curl up and gradually

citizen who loves to teach summer adult education. Currently he is giving his wife pub-

walks out on me; they may car-

in

opinipn on- student smoking
a smoking area and only 215 - -pending evaluationsiLthe_Forest yjew-expefillient.
favoring it.
- The board does not have a
-Elk- Grove principal, -_Robert Haskell, said- the open ' set policy on whether a high
campus policy will hopefully school campus is open or
closed. It agreed to let each
aid in solving some of the
smoking problems previously principal formulate a smoking
regulation for specific schools
encountered.
rather than take a uniform acLAST SPRING about 250
Elk Grove students staged a tion on smoking.

Just fill a spreader with TURF BUILDER
PLUS 2 and take a stroll over your. lawn.
PLUS -2 goes right to work knocking out a
couple dozen common lawn weeds. Gives

MOUNT PROSPECT
=0,"ACE NA DWARE47

George St.
Mae West was 76 years old

family

board promised to give_some

horn Aug. 15.

his ears was the word he is now

groom's

ing area. At that time, the

SCOTTS LAWN SPECIALS

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stevens brought their fifth child
home from the hospital last
week. He is Geoffrey John,

who grew up in Mount Prospect. was on leave after 19
months in Viet Nam. Music to

back

At Elk Grove, 1,410 replies
showed
t o questionnaires
1,195 parent replies opposing

However, board member___
Jack Costello strongly urged
the board" -too make a unifor
district policy_ j_pn-ss mg,

relatives.

Beier. U.S. Marine Corps who
returned to duty Sunday. The
tall, brawny, red-haired John,

BUT TO GET

because their closed
campus did not have a smok-

MONEY SAVING

an-

other member of the same fam-

Peterson

sit-in

LAST CHANCE....

Sat. 8 to 6,16,-9:30 to 1:30

mother to Mount Prospect by

were guests of honor at a tea in
the church's fellowship rooms.
Next week (September is upon
us!) Peterson will begin the
substantial task he has elected
for himself: director -accompanist of all four of the
church's choirs. at the same

Page 1

Free Parking Just
South of Our Offices

20 QUART. POT

$6.65
$4.10
$3.20

less bulky after blanching, the process reduces the
amount of space a given quantity will occupy in the
freezer. This permits more total food to be frozen.
The perforated inset permits free circulation of the
boiling water to all of the vegetables. It also drains

quickly after blanching so the vegetables can be
chilled with cold water, an important step before
freezing.

1111111111111111

$3.65

111111111111111111.01.mmaINIMMarmi.1111111wola

ALSO:
LIDS, WAX, RINGS, JAR HOLDERS, CORN KERNAL
CUTTERS & FOOD PRESSES & FOOD MILLS.

So You Want to Be...
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Rebuilding America Beckons Planners
fields may also qualify for en Employment opportunities ities as schools, libraries and
trance level positions.
'
for graduates with-profes- -playgrounds. '
sional training in city and re- - These studies also provide
In early 1967, more than 40
gional planning are expected information on the types of in-- -c o I 1 e g e s and _universities

to be good all through the dustry in the community, popCity dwellers face a growing
number of typically urban
problems, such as deteriorat-

ing business and residential
areas, traffic congestion, air
pollution, inadequate parks
and recreation facilities and
shortages of suitable space for
industrial development.

About 6,500 people were
employed as professional urban planners in 1967, most re-

cent year of record, but the
number is much higher now.
The same is probably true in
the case -of salaries, which in
about
ranged from
1966
$10,000 in small cities to more

than $22,000 in cities with

populations of a million or
nigrA R N 1 N G S are often
high, and vary according to
the reputation and previous

work experience of individuals.

Professional urban planners

try to remedy many presentday problems by developing
comprehensive plans and proBack to school? You bet. With a new teacher who looks like Surae Thorney, it's no wonder John
Thomas, Jr (foreground) and Kenny Gilard (at rear) are anxiously loading up on school supplies at
Walgreens with obvious anticipation. The Walgreen "Back -to -School Sale" began today with
price reductions continuing on 10,000 items throughout the store.

College Money Sources

grams for the over-all growth

and improvement of urban
communities.
A community's policies and
goals for development are determined by its elected govern-

ing body. The urban planner
analyzes alternatives and proposes methods for achieving
an efficient and attractive

community within the frameBy Carlton Smith and

Richard Putnam l'ratt

If you re lucky the financial

aspect

of this

hack -to -

school period may he limited

price of new shoes.
books and clothing But if
to the

you re the parent of a college age child, such costs are all but
forgotten in the dash to dig up
the big money for tuition.
room and board
Let's hope that most of you
haven t waited this long to be-

gin to look for money. This
year particularly, the search
may have been a long and diffi-

cult one, however As a result,

you may still be at it In this

The interest rate is both a
prize and a problem. At 7 per
cent, it is marvelously cheap
by current borrowing stan-

dards. So cheap, in, fact, that
many financial institutions
have trouble making such
loans without losing money on
them.
Congress may soon increase
the rate to 10 per cent in hopes

of making the loans more attractive to lenders and thereby
more available to students.
Keep your eye peeled. Even at
10 per cent, such loans are a

the principal 'immediately.
Finance companies will

lend you money, too, but at

higher rates. Small
amounts can be borrowed under their usual lending armuch

rangement, but will cost from
24 to 36 per cent.
A better bet are the special-

ized college loans offered by
some of the larger firms. These

involve regular payouts over

these

four-year period and
monthly repayments. Rates
are generally higher than those

al-

of banks, but lower than the
standard rate for the Finance

the

bargain.

Methods --If

Other
first two loan possibilities fail,
are

alternatives,

case, here are a few sugges-

there

tions

ingly expensive. One- is a personal loan, or non -guaranteed

Life Insurance Loans --If
you ye got some of the money

loan from the
bank. The variety of terms is
infinite, but you can expect to
pay from 10 to 14 per cent interest and to begin repaying

educational

has 10 years to pay it off.

though they become increas-

but not all, consider
making up the deficit by borrowing against your life insurance Any cash -value policy
can he a source of immediate
needed

company's

own

short-term

loans.

work of these goals.

URBAN planners visualize

future conditions in light of
in

trends

the

population

growth and social and economic change; they also esti-

mate the community's longrange needs for land, housing,
community facilities, transportation, recreation, business
and industry.

they can produce

Before

plans for long-range community development, however,
urban planners must make detailed studies, including the
preparation of maps and
charts, which show the current
use of land for residential,
business and community purposes; the arrangement of
streets,

the preparation of illuStrative
materials.

They also prepare plans to
show how their proposed programs can best be carried out

and what the cost is likely to
be. Much of their time is spent

conferring with officials of
public agencies who do specialized planning, with private
land developers, and with civic
leaders.

They also may prepare materials for community relations programs, speak at civic
meetings, and appear before

legislative councils and committees to explain and defend
their recommendations or proposals.

EMPLOYERS consider

a

master's degree in planning
the most desirable educational
background for professional

work in this field. In federal
agencies, and in a growing
number of other government
agencies, two years of gradu-

ate work in city planning, or
the equivalent, is required for
most entrance level positions.
However, young people with
bachelor's degrees in city planning, architecture, landscape
' engineering,
architecture,
public administration, and
some other social science

that sutdents have under graduate degrees in fields such
as architecture, engineering,
ecnomics, statistics, sociology,

public adminstration, or city
and regional planning.
Nearly all schools require
students to spend considerable
time in workshop, laboratory,
or studio courses, learning to
analyze and solve practical
problems in urban planning.
MOST schools require can didates for the master's degree
to take two years of graduate
work and to prepare a thesis or
take a final comprehensive examination.
A few schools have recently
adopted a three-year master's

degree program. Nearly half
of the schools require some

Rebuilding America's older cities and developing entirely new

communities mean many opportunities in the urban planning
field.

practicat experience or in temship. This latter requirement

is usually fulfilled by regular

paid employment during sum mer months in a planning of flee approved by the school's
faculty.
A few schools which stress

physical design grant a master's degree on completion of
one year of graduate work to
students who hold a bachelor's
degree in architecture or engineering.

More information can be
obtained from the American
Institute of Planners, 917 15th

St. NW, Washington, D.C.
and the American
Society of Planning Officials,
1313 East 60th St., Chicago,
Illinois 60637.

20005;

HOME IMPROVEMENT LOANS

sTr

ST. JOHN LUTHERAN SCHOOL

I111 11

MT. PROSPECT

1101 UNNEMAN RD.

ON
AR
NATIONAL
.BANK

KINDERGARTEN to 8th. GRADE
NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS FOR ENROLLMENT
CHRIST - CENTERED TEACHING
SMALL CLASSES

KINDERGARTEN ENROLLMENT GUARANTEED NOT TO
EXCEED 15.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL
THE PRINCIPAL, MR. FORD, AT 437-9726 or 439-2234

DOWNTOWN ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
Member F.D.I.C.
PRICES GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 3,1969

g ALE

BEST BUYS IN

Ste.A100

rent conditions
OTHER BEEF

FREE

AVAILABLE

FROM 43' lb.

40 PORK
CHOPS
STANDARD CUT

the age of the policy You can
borrow up to 95 per cent of this

amount, usually at 5 per cent
simple annual interest. You

With Purchase of
Beef Half or More

can keep it as long you as like.
too, so long as you pay the interest

GUARANTEED!
All graded beef guaranteed tender
for 10 days or Moot Replaced. All

One caution you're borrowing against the payoff of
the policy itself, so your pro-

IT'S EASY WITH AN

KEEP AMERICNSI1OUTDOOR STORAGE BUILDING
At this low price you can't afford to leave
expensive equipment outdoors
all in this building. Includes floor.

meat sold Honging Weight.

tection is reduced by the
amount you have borrowed.
Guaranteed Student Loans-

NO CLUBS TO JOIN, NO MEMBERSHIP *FEES,

-You ye chosen a tough time

FREEZER? USE OURS - -

to get one. but the guaranteed
student loan is still a possibility These loans are made to

ities and land use and supervise

---

For entrance into the pro grams, most schools require

highways and water

lously low in the light of cur-

table of cash values pegged to

economic trends and other related information.
All PER they have analyzed
and evaluated the facts, urban
planners may then design the
layout of recommended facil-

-

awarded the master's degree in
planning.

and sewer lines, and the location of such community facil-

cash at a rate that seems ridicu-

To find out how much you
can borrow this way, look at
the policy It will contain a

ulation densities and characteristics, social features, income levels, employment and

.

,

.

store it

SIZE
BIGINSIDE
10'x7'
DIMENSION

NO FREEZERS TO BUY. DON'T HAVE A

6 MONTHS FREE STORAGE.

'188

Val

III

the student himself by banks
and savings and loan associ-

REG.

ations He can borrow up to
$1,500 a year to a maximum of
$7,500 He begins repaying

.

II

4 DOOR OPENING

I

I

RIK

the loan after graduation and

$159.88

1.

e I)

4 SHELF
UNIT

C 1'

30"x60"x12"

2/ $1 08g8EG.
$12.98

5 SHELF-36"x72"x12" $7.88

8'x6' METAL STORAGE BUILDING

stick out your

Ideal hideaway for all your garden and building accessories. Wide access doors offer weatherproof

CHEST
2

0

SVOBODA SONS
771104s. 06t*12 S. Gunton Ave. Arlington Heights, 111.
Phone: 255 2595
Open Monday & Thursday Evenings

protection for

ALL LAWNMOWERS

tools, bikes, etc. Heavysteel
construction complete with

LEFT IN STOCK

30%

floor. Easy to assemble.

Do it with'zest, when It's covered by
one of our much -remarked traditional
shirts. The new treasury is now open
for inspection, including such asshown
in this advertisement. Note especially
the resurgence of the pin collar, and
the nice strategy of the longer point
collar, created with doublebreasted
Jackets in mind. You will want several
of each.

.

5 SHELF -36 -x72 -s 18-$10.44

INSIDE DIMENSION

11

$88

88

RIDING & PUSH TYPE

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS

REG. $99.88

FOAM

WICKES
'

I

OFF

$188

STREAMWOOD
34 mile west of Barrington Road
on Lake Street (U.S. 20)
837=6000

TEMICAL$488

STORE HOURS:

Men. thru Thurs.

4.5:30

Fr: CAMte9PM
Sat II AM to 4 PM
Sun. 9 AM to 1 PM

Improved Individual Players Return

etter Backfield' Could Aid Knights in 1969 Effort
By Linda Hamilton
Sports Editor

Don Williams

is a

Gaffney's absence makes it

cautious. fellow when it comes quarterbacks_go,_as.big or bigto talking about his football ger than Gaffney who was 6-3
teams at Prospect. After los- and weighed in at 190. Kline

quarterback

and having a

Mike Gaffney ISO, but
losing record since then.

last year, Williams is doubly

cautious this year.

has grown some

Williams is high on Kline,
who saw limited action last

Gaffney moved to year. "We don't know what he
Cleveland at the end of the can do." he said, "but he comspring, and with him went pleted seven of II passes last
some of the security Prospect year. Kline has been following
had counted on for a strong Gaffney all through grade and
high school,

team this year.

now

but

will

he works."

to sit back and relax this year. himself. Williams hopes to
We knew what we'd do," said fool other teams into thinking
Williams, who had expected Prospect will be a strictly
his

senior year.

terball" last year according to Gebert 155.
In the line, Williams has six
Williams, has seen his weight
go up to 190 pounds while his lettermen returning, but not
height remains close to the 5- much size to show. John
year. Manning, who sat out much
10 he went at last
Koehler worked with weights of the year with a cast on his
all summer, tryine to shake leg, will he hack at tackle, and
off a knee injury.. and is now at 200 pounds is the biggest
man with experience. Tim
solid as a rock.
Loeffel a 175 -pound guard. is
in the experience line and
The Prospect head man next
figures Koehler to be ranker can be tough competitor.
among the better backs in the
Lauren Nelson, Don
state also, adding that he will
Rogers and Greg Sumner
be surprised "if he doens't
make something." Koehlerisas round out the rest of the
"tough" last year and will he Knight line with letters.
"tough" again this year, says Rogers started out on the

Dooley has been working
hard on conditioning himself
and now Williams says proudly, "We just can't wear him
down. He's always working.
He knows how to move and

"I thought I'd just he able have his chance to prove

Gaffney to be back for

Gebert are small, Szala
Koehler, "a little but- weighing about 150 and

Williams now says that he will
be one of the best ends in the
state if he lives up to his
potential. "If he isn't it'll
surprise me."

year measured 6-2 and

last

Williams said Dooley has
been working out with the
Chicago Bears when not practicing with his own team. The

gound attack team and then
be able to surprise them with

weights program that

Knight varsity coach Don Williams surveys his team as they spend the morning running

to help them on their climb back to the top half of the league standings. (Photo by Linda
Hamilton)

Cubs Kessinger and Beckert Undaunted
By Ball Club's Bad Cincinatti Series
Beckert was especially

Atlanta for a weekend series.
THE HOSTS for the affair
were the owners of Town

cheerful, coming up with such
Chicago Cub stars Don lines as "Where'd you get
Kessinger and Glenn Beckert those pretty blue eyes?" and
may he playing today s game "Aren't you glad school is
starting?".
with two pairs of sore hands.

the field and a lack of overall
hitting as the main reasons for
the slump, but he didn't seem
overly downtrodden as the
Reds are simply a tremendous
hitting team.

Carolyn. and his little son

Both seemed confident that

Moore, and they were assisted
by WLS-FM radio personality
Art Hillvcr.

today before traveling to

The money that Kessinger
and Beckert received for their

By Jim Stuart

the two signed ap-

proximate!) 2 500 autographs
last

Kessinger's pretty wife,

night during a personal Keith were on hand to add
moral support, and the slick
FOS!, n House

appearance at

FV 7243 Foully Park Ridge.
Concurrent with their team's

shortsopt calmly signed

bad luck for the past few days,

else on his mind.

both had also taken their turn

his

pictures as if he had nothing

the North Sidcrs would start
a brand new winning streak

House TV, Howard

Newhouse and Michael

appearance goes into a large
pool, which will he split even-

the one we had last year," are

the backfield. Williams terms
him "a good hack."
also says that Koehler and
Packard have been "running
like Demons. They give us the
things we're looking for."

Gebert.

Both men lettered though

starting out as jayvees last

year. Szala possesses the best

crikK411115
Award Winning Liquor Stores

ly among all the Cubs at the
end of the season.

That idea was thought up
by captain Ron Santo and approved by the rest of the club
at the beginning of the season.
Its purpose is to bring about
the greatest possible unity on
this, the Cubs' finest team.

There's a lot

of talk about
MILLER High -Life

Many of the older

the low prices

BEER

in the Wrigle\ Field autograph hounds were
autograph booth earlier naturally worried with the
Cubs' slump, and they weren't
sesterda)
fill GA I HERING at shy about voicing their conn House was a turn -away

Another junior, a transfer
from St. Viatro, will help in

Scott Szala and Mickey

juniors. One, another product
of William's weight -training,
is Don Koehler. Koehler went
both ways on the varsity last

1969

wind sprints The Knights have several lettermen back and some very promising individuals

Williams describes as "better

at this time of the year than

Adding to the Knight
ground game are three

August 28,

from the jayvees.

perienced backfield, which

with muscle now.

the

while

other two were brought up

Rounding out an ex-

benefitted Dooley, who has
replaced much of his weight

Thursday.

varsity last year

Willimas.

Williams ran all summer also
Page 9

speed 'on the club, while

Gebert rates between Szala
on both offense and defense and Koehler in speed and hitting power. Both Szala and
this year.

The Knight coach says he
must go to the air sometimes
this year because of a senior
end named Jim Dooley, Jr.
Dooley lettered last year, and

big Bob Kline, to finally take
pretty over the reins. Kline is big as

ing a potental all -state

year, and Williams can see no
reason why he won't use him

Kline's passing.

possible for another senior,

1 89

NO DEPOSIT

12 oz. btls. - case

case of 24- 12 oz. deposit bits. - 3.59

cern to Kessinger and

at Famous

I

12

Liquor Stores

Mau- with a line starting to Beckert.
p m Kessinger
4
and Beckert graciously agreed
minutes
beyond
to stay 15

form at

their scheduled two hours in
older to atcomodate ,is many
youngsters as possible

In spite of the Cubs current
disastrous series with the Reds

GLENN_P9INTED out

Brewed and Bottled
In Wisconsin

that most of the Cubs are hitting the ball well but right at
someone and said, "Our hits
will start falling in any time
now,. and when they do we'll
he right hack on the track."

.

BAVARIAN
CLUB Beer

He also said that in each
and the rapidly -tightening of the three losses to Cin-

Case of 24
12-0z.

pennant i,ice, Don and Glenn cinnatti. the Cubs needed only
were in good spirits and were a few more clutch hits to
constantly smiling for the change to outcome.
Kessinger cited mistakes in
children

Dep. Btls.

.

.

IT'S ALL.

0 89

TRUE! !

Lim

The Saving
Is Yours!

it>

AND

The Saving Is Yours

PEBBLE

SAVAS

FORD

Imported

Straight
Bourbon Whiskey
86 Proof

VERMOUTH
Sweet or Dry
Cub fan Jeff Hillyer stands between Don Kessinger and Glenn Beckett, holding a now -famous
Cub Power button.

Keefer's Wraps Up Tuesday
Twilight Title With Shut Out

r

Keefer's Pharmacy ended

the final session of the Mount

Prospect Tuesday night

Twilight Golf League last

Worshippers of Don Kessinger and Glenn Beckert, some
of whom had stood in line for over two hours, eagerly await
the doors to open so they can meet their heroes. (Photos by

crown by 181/2 points.

trophy.

Savings

Going into the action with

an eight and one-half point

Tankers Trip Allen's
As Twilight Play Wanes
Dick Tank s Team 7

in-

Allen's Store for Men to 61/2
points after last week's action
in the YMCA 1 wIlight Golf

one on the first hole, Max Po moiler and Dick Hoyt fashioned theirs on the 12th, Kurt Leis

drilled his home on the 13th
and Steve Stadnick scored on
on the 17th.

League

ream 7 has 33 points and
second -place Aliens' has 261/2.

team

Pts

Kunkel Realtors is third with

Team No. 7

33

231/2

and

Mount

with 20

Mount Prospect

State

Bank's Ed Nixon and Coldramic

Tile's

Max

Allen's Store For Men 261/2
23'/2
Kunkel Realtors
Mount Prospect State Bank 20
19
Coloramic Tile
181/2
Team No. 5
18
Novak and Parker
171/2
C. E. Jensen and Sons
17
Team No. 8
161/2
Kre-Ken Patterns

Prospect

State Bank jumped to fourth

Pemoller

shared low gross honors with
scores of 37 Mike Schwartz

took low net honors with 'a

score of 30
There were seven birdies for

the second week in a row:
Schwartz got two on the I4th
and 15th holes, Ray Snyder got

Keefers had the adrenalin

night with a grand slam 10-0
whitewash over second place
George L. Busse and Co. to
insure itself of the first place

Jim Stuart)

creased its first -place lead over

and the nightmarish remembrance of dropping their last
outing to last place Kersting's
flowing tonight to capture the
IN_OTH ER action, MP

Loan dropped

and

Kirchoff Insurance, 8-2, while

Illinois Range outslugged

Kruse's Tavern, 7-3.

Kersting's climbed out of the
cellar with a last-ditch victory

over Louie's Barber Shop,
51/2-41/2.

Both Striking Lanes and
Busse-Biermann Hardware

along with Carter's Music

Shop and Licht's Paint Shop
scored ties with 4-4 totals as
one member of each team failed to show.

Fifth

Team

Keefer's
Geog. L. Busse & Co.
Kirchoff Insurance
MP Savings and Loan
Striking Lanes
Illinois Range
Busse -Bierman Hard.
Carter's Music Shop
Kruse's Tavern
Kersting's Garden
Licht's Paint Shop
Louie's Barber Shop

AL

Fifth

The Saving Is Yours

PEPSI COLA

FINAL STANDINGS

spread over the second placers

r) 89

89c

Points
103

98
911/2
911/2
891/2

711/2
701/2
671/2

Novice Swim
Meet Slated
The Northwest Suburban

YMCA's Annual Novice

According to a recent and. Saturdays, the days that
OF 8,799 cars in the lot,

in the total. Wisconsin license finishers in each event and
plates showed next in the tally winners will probably be ask-

BRANDY
70 Proof

for

47C

6)89
A.

Fifth

none to owlets

OUR 9th STORE
Win Cubs Tickets

1307 Rand Rd. Arlington Heights

to Playoffs
or Zenith TV sets
"NAME THE DATE"

Chicago Cubs will clinch title

ORCHARD
Vitamin C Enriched

1E4 ORANGE DRINK

Swim Meet will be held Sept.
The low gross and the low 6 at the 'Y' in Des Plaines.
The meet, which will begin
net scores were captured by
John Hoppe of Keefer's. They at I() a.m., is open to any
also had the two leading point YMCA member between the
men in the league in Jim Price ages of 6 and 15 who was not
on the swim team last year.
(261/2) and Ed Lauing (231/2).
BOTH BOYS and girls are

welcome to swim in the
freestyle and backstroke
events in their respective age
total with 3,097, but the groups. Ribbons will be

BLACKBERRY

Is Yours!

6

1(12

83
82

The Saving
12 oz dep. bottles

1211/2

MONASTERY

Hall Gollon
No Deposit

CHATEAU
FOURNEY
1962 Saint-Emilion
Saint-Ernillon IS heov,er boded
ihon most claret.
and are known as
the "Burgundies
Fifth
of Bordeaux.'

3

Survey Shows\Track Popular Here
survey of license plates in the
parking lot at Arlington Park
Jockey Club, residents of the

northwest suburban area

the track runs its featured
races.
1,261

were from Arlington

make up about one sixth of Heights, Palatine, Mount

the race track
given duty.

crowd on a Prospect, Des Plaines and

other nearby towns. The

Doug Gilbert, publicity towns were determined from

director for the track, had the
surveys taken on Wednesdays

the city stickers on the cars.

Chicago sported the largest

nearby suburbs were second
line with

1,175, and

from

there the total dropped

awarded to the top six
ed to try out for the swim
team.

Entry fee is 25 cents and
shortly.
Gilbert said the Wisconsin entry blanks may be picked up

number might he due to the at the front desk of the 'Y'.
fact that there is no betting Entries must be in by Sept.
allowed there.
t.

5.

CHICAGO
1429 W. Taylor
CICERO

6105 W. Roosevelt

LIQUOR STORES
©famous Liquor Stores-Ph. 287.6447
Right Reserved to limit Quantities

FOREST PARK
7339 W. Madison

flew IL Beverages SpsePoll Not Iced

CASH AND CARRY SPECIALS: Thurs.:Fri., Sot. and Sun.

ARLINGTON HTS.
1307 Rand Road

MELROSE PK.
156 Broadway

® LOMBARD
105 E. Roosevelt

FOREST PARK
7533 W. Roosevelt

ADDISON
Full,

,n
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Family Fun -- A Night At The Movie
Rich is a junior at Forest View
____...---High School.

By Robert Katz
"The most fantasmagorical
musical entertainment in the
history of everything." The '
o the
what the poster in
et= said

Prospect

about

ast Thursday night. The mov-

ie was "Chitty Chitty, Bang'

fathers.

starring

Bang,

Dick

Van

Dyke.

Movies are popular in summers in the suburbs so there
was a full house at the Prospect

t al.

Theater with some of the customers being over 12 -yeas -old.

"I can tell you the phliosophy behind this place," said
the manager, "It's bascially a
family theater."

THE MOVIE itself is based
on a book by Ian Fleming.
There is a lot of singing. The
picture is rated "G -suggested
for general audiences. It sold

out for the 7 o'clock show all
week.

"It's O.K. if you're five
years old", said the theater's
projectionist and

custodian.

"My kids liked it."
It was 9:20 p.m. and the early show at the Prospect Theater was over. Another summer night had
passed.

e theater began to suddenly

fill with people. Groups of
three or four little children
scampered out and over to the
candy counter, trailed by their

vte that played inside

th

Mme

-----

-the lobby of
....0-g la P.M.

Rich Schumann, an usher,
said "It's a kid's movie. They
like it. You have to have a big
imagination if you're my age."

n

,1

"This must be the crummy
part", said cashier Pam Hall.
"Yea, this is where she sings
the song", said Kristian Anderson, an ex -usher. The singer he was referring to was Van
Dyke's charming co-star, Sally
Ann Howes.

Larry Zemko, 903 S. Louis St., oufil Prospect visits with Joe Mathewson (left) of Whutetka,
less in the Oct. 7 primary, when Mathewson visited Western
Republican candidate for
Electric in Rollhgt Meg ows yesterday.

The line at the candy counter grew to about 30, then slowly they sifted back to their

arlington \ark towers

scats.

SCHUMANN SAID that
generally the crowd is pretty
calm these days. "There's not
too much hanky-panky, going
on", he admits.
He

the

said

rarely

kids

PONY
LOUNGE

cause him more trouble than
spilling popcorn.
Schumann does recall one'
incident.

"It only happened once. A
couple was kissing in there. A

lady came out and said they
were offending her child. She

9 More

had a 12 -year -old boy.
We spoke to the couple once

0

Filmset
Library

and again about 10 minutes
later. They got up and left. The
guy looked pretty perturbed."

THE THEATER

JESSE LOPEZ

Come and Meet

manager

nightclub and television star

said a couple of years ago the

junior high students used to -

If you've been enjoying the

8 m.m. films available at the
Mount Prospect Public Li-

hang around the theater a lot,
especially on Friday nights.

brary, there are nine more you
can take out now, in a variety
of subjects and lengths.

"It's not a hang-out type of
operation anymore", he said.

One of the new arrivals is
"Bullfight La Fiesta Brava," a
fight at Mexico City. If you're

now. I guess there are more

in a traveling mood these films

of

Car enthusiasts will enjoy

High school couples left
holding hands.

ing." a collector's film featuring early races and other his-

Dick Van Dyke and Sally

show to do.

ain, Frontier Days, and the
treacherous Donner Pass are

Frank. McDade of 400 S. Emerson, Mount Prospect, received a National Aeronautics and
Space Administration Apollo Medal from Navy Captain R. A. Schauffier, commander of the
Defense Contract Administration Services Region, located at O'Hare Airport. McDade is a three tor of Contract Administration at DCASR, which is a field activity of the Defense Supply Agency.
The organization has provided contract management and product inspection services for the
NASA Apollo moon flights.

Letter Carriers, Clerks Sought

We Stop Basement Leaks
Ind":11411

WATERPROOFING

four clerk positions and

12

letter carrier positions,
Postmaster John F. Koulentes
faid yesterday.

Starting salary is $3.06 an
hour with periodic increases

to $4.19, plus excellent
benefits.

Civil Service exams will be

held at the post office,

fulltime positions to be filled
after applicants complete a

Graceland and Webford, on a
weekly baSis, with the first exam scheduled Thursday and

Civil Service examination.

another Saturday.

These are permanent,

arlington \ark towers

Ann Howes still had another

toric events. The Battle of Brit-

The Des Plaines Post Office
is accepting applications to fill

Call 394-2000.

with children waiting for their
dads, and dads and children
waiting for mom.

"The Early Days of Motor-

.

Show time from 5 p.m.
No cover charge.
Reservations suggested.

At 9:20 p.m. the early show
"Chitty Chitty, Bang
Bang" let out. Main St.,
Mount Prospect, was filled

the changing of the guard and
trooping of colors in England,
to Disneyland in California or
on a tour of the White House.

The library is open 9-9
weekdays and 8-5 Saturdays.

her provocative piano

things to do there."

will take you all the way from

the subjects of other new films
you can now check out or put
on reserve if you don't find
them in.

BONNIE DAYE

And

"The kids go to Randhurst

Process will Stop Basement Leak
without Damaging Your Landscape.
Our NEW MIRACLAY SEALER

PROCESS will eliminate wafer leakage caused by
foundation cracks and leas.

.4111.11111"

Chicago's new suburban hotel

21 Hr. Answerieg Service

I c.edit
eft C

Convenient Credit Terms

OPEN

ASSORTED FLAVORS

CANNED
POP

PANTRY
FOOD MART
DAILYTIL MIDNIGHT

WANZER

CHOCOLATE MILK

CALL 588-6642
Subsists call collect

FOR FREE Estimates,

The Clean Look is in!

25 e

FRANKS

WALL COVERINGS,

LAMP SHADES

Pick a fabric and soak it in liquid Decor
Shade. You'll be amazed at the body after
drying. Match, mix, & contrast like a true
interior decorator.

EASY AND INEXPENSIVE
NOTHING TO COLOR

NO PASTING
NO EDGES TO SEW

ALL MEAT WEINERS

Look

of freshness!
Call for
3/4 FAMILY
FINISH LAUNDRY
SERVICE

69c
$1.59

RAID HOUSE & GARDEN

-

9.09

1/2 lb.

69

4

ORDER YOUR SPECIAL
PARTY TRAYS

SHELL NO PEST STRIP

$1 .

59

SALES ENDS SUNDAY SEPT. 7
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

LIMIT QUANTITIES AND
CORRECT PRINTERS ERRORS

392-4554
Des'Plaines

-

79c

HOLIDAY'S

412 W. NW HINY.

CL 3-533&

OR

1 LB. PKG.

A RAID YARD GUARD

MT. PROSPECT

rhps

HONEY LOAF

iRAID ANT & ROACH KILLER

LAUNDRY &
DRY CLEANERS

SERVING THE COMMUNITY FOR 42

DELITE

IRAID FLY & INSECT KILLER

send your
dry cleaning

214 N. Denton, Arlington Heights
----Also at 135 Vine, Park Ridge

DELI -

PEPPER LOAF

Apparel
the Top Grade

It's so smart
to send
your laundry
when you

[fa

OSCAR MAYER

Gives
Back to School
PLACE MATS,

QT.

PURE BEEF

1 lb. 7"
VC
pkg.

PLUS, BASKETS,

EACH

em-rart.

OSCAR MAYER

"MAKE YOUR OWN DECORATOR
WINDOW SHADES!"

+NM. .41111.m. 4111.1111."

CANFIELD

AAA WATERPROOFING, Inc.
3419 Irvin Park, Chinte t w4,,,;:ri

= ceinlem.

411111INIDP .1111allem .11111M

652 W. ALGONQUIN
439-4727
FREE PICK-UP OR DEUVERY AS EARLY AS 7100 A.M.

BACK TO SCHOOL
TENDER TALK: NOTE BOOK
THEMEBOOK, STENO BOOK,

MOUNT PROSPECT
Across From Mt. Prospect Fire Dept.
Station No. 2 Corner of Golf 8 Busse

AS ADVERTISED IN "SEVENTEEN"

IALL THREE FOR
REG. $2.98 VALUE

1604 W. GOLF ROAD

$1 .89

mellnew .011N1111. eMINIew

.41111Meat

$

Thin sday. ,Nugust 28. 1969
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13
Lost and Found
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32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

. .-35

Air Conditioning
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34
Arts and Antlaaes
20
Auction Sales
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Auto Trailers & Campers 103
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Industrial Property
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CHEMICAL
298.5021
O'HARE

Wide

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

Experienced child care in my
home, Days. References. NortL
side Des Plaines.. 827-8310.

Advertisers are requested.to
Check the first insertion of

WILL BABY SIT 5 DAYS
A WEEK ELK GROVE AREA

paper will re twortellile for
incorrect
ONLY lise--first

WANTED CHILDREN

tions are -incepted by phone.
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PHONE 255-7300
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Service
Directory
Let us help make your DAY

298.5021
O'HARE
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De, Flames. ID

EXPERT
/66 2250
Interviewing hours: Monday lino Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

2501 E. Euclid Ave.
Arlington Fits.

No Fee

INVESTIGATOR
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WILL TRAIN
298-5021
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FULL TIME DAYS
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We are now interviewing neat alert men for the position of
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termed SO 515
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023 8357

Carpet Cleaning
"v

MAN for cleaning industrial offices, part time evenings in Roll.
ing Meadows. 18 hours a week.

BORING MILL OPERATORS

21..34 yeiirs of age inclusive and meet all physical

requirements.

Mr. Hersh or Mr. DeVos

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

McDONALD'S

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

City of Des Plaines.

Northwest Hwy. & Wilke Rd.
Arlington Heights

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

Applications available al:

MANAGEMENT

We are also in immediate need of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking for
a better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

Chicken Unlimited
1409 E. Palatine Rd.

Arlington Heights

ExaMination will be held at the Algonquin Junior High School,

US.

City of Des Plaines

you. Plus fine fringe benefits.

Municipal Building or Police Station
GrOCelOnd and Miner Streets

Please Call

Nick Niemiro

259-8250

437-5400
AUTO

EXPERIENCED

Apply in Person To

at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.

Anocute
ENGINEERING COMPANY

OPERATIONS DEPT.

/

WE'LL DO ANYTHING
TO PLEASE YOU....
YOU CAN EARN
LIKE

$141.40 PER WEEK.
with increase al ter 30 days. Steady year
around work, paid holidays paid hospital & life insurance. Liberal Vacation new plant - pleasont working conditions.
We are now hiring and will train.
.

PART TIME
Jab openings for permanent
help Saturday evenings and

BUTLER

inventory retail
store in your general area.

AVIATION

t

to

CALL 394-1823
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SALES TRAINEE

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Masonry
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Remodeling and Reach's
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2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

P. INSPECTORS

i- ORDER FILLERS

O'Hare Field
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BLACKTOP SERVICE
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'Storm Windows

59r 0051

SPECIALIZED

R Pierce

& lAWN MOWERS

ET

Major Medical,

Uniform allowance.

and weekends. Hours to suit.

MECHANIC

CALL 392-5345

Also SHARPENED 355-01145

HOC/KC (HAT,

253.2570

f me est,
41.1 6616

Part Time work, earn $15 to $45
per week. 478.7539

Oufboards, ogra Imkes, 1 hag

Free Blue Cross -Blue Shield.

MACHINISTS

school

TRAINEE

BOYS -YOUNG TEENS

"Small Engine Repair"
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mmtenme, 112K 13531
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ItiCti FERTILIZED SLACK SOIL

not

BOYS 16 yrs. or older to work
evenings at race track, 6 nights

Slip Covers

Ideal

AGES 25-55
FOR
INFORMATION

458 VT.

Bargain Counter

Nine and one-half paid holidays.

Free Life Insurance

Evening hours, after

GAS STATION ATTENDANT. Full
time. Good Pay. Mt. Prospect
Plaza Standard Service.

C.00perarge Enter
223 0352. .1 no answer
392 8763

prays
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home Ref
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Two weeks vacation after one year.

625-0500

OVER
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B uret
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years of age.
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Over 21, good salary,

Resale Merchandise

7 cards for sal Half loved. a
ve.oble 3511.3411.

3590511
.

DON 5 BLACKTOP
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Landscaping
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you're

ask for Ron or John.
Agency
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up hate Argehnas
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interested in
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SAVE YOUR Past

255-7200
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Reasonable Rotel
CALL ED, 2S1.5309

Raved Home Segae Culls

I, 0,

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Opportunity plus!

TV SERVICE & REPAIR

BOYS 16 YRS.

Retirement plan of half pay after

APPLY IN PERSON

I Small office

Radio -TV Repair

Instruction

we.

cdtcesb, Dome 5,`,

TSTII.Pron n. ohts

NO 1011100 SMALL

over $12,000.

teggors ot.c1
mt Con cloy
ham HARROLD 5 190 1030

rand orlw.,
°Misr service,
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L REMODELING
Cerl.ngh wolls 6 potch.ng
No sob too town
824-7510
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439 Bow or 015 385 0992
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EXPERT PLASTERING

tope.,

Omen, d 11.1 Awav

Ad -erring loyal, E. Art
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mothms Mon frc myI, home

SERVICE
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Home Maintenance

352-5920

SAY??

with promotional opportunities.

All inquiries confidential
An equal Opportunity employer

CARRIERS

Are you tired of bringing home
the same small paycheck week
after week -think you are more
capable than your boss, worth
more: than he is. Give "us" a
chance to tell YOU how to earn

Novo Trowel Will Trove,
small Jobs My Sper:alty
Drywall Repain
355.3822
DAN KRYSSI

Career Civil Service status

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT
G. N. HAYNES

.

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

tions (experience helpful)
COMPANY BENEFITS: Hosp-entire cost Pd; Life
ins. -Co. Pd; Pension Plan -Co Pd; Vacation; Tuition
Sharing; Long Term Disabl. & All Risk Ins. avail.

CALL: Glenn Carter

SUBURBAN BOY

WADDA YA

Plastering

Your Horne or 011A

Ceramic Tile
KEY TILE CO.

Well!!!

392.61/7

d W II

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

1.1e. Slum, Quarry. Marble
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520 11450

C.i11 Noe.
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toot, C1.3.2230 or CL 3.3354

Piano Tuning Service
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Sal..
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supervise boys delivering
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enjoy working with youth. 3:30
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PART TIME
To

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

Excellent career opportunities for sales -minded
men with potential who want to advance rapidly
with an industry leader. Min, high school grad,
some college. Qualified men will be trained &
developed for management & supervisory posi-

MEN WANTED

HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

POLICE PATROLMAN

TERR)TORY MANAGERS
COMMERCIAL SALESMEN
CREDIT & OPERATING MGRS

927-6908 ad #A-155

Per

GUTTERS

297.3987

KANZLEKL SON

has openings for

cleaning

AM to 11 AM.

ear S I U comet MU 5 5400
STD

store
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Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,

lo,Ncer alai Get
,Amtecl off, rag SI S pee
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for

central telephrsne company of Illinois

B. F. GOODRICH
TIRE COMPANY
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Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call
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limo=

1l 1321

delivery dates and any prob.

Permanent Waves

Gutters

F

Ma

11 AM

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super
use small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding

heg,rtchnp

Stoclems

CENTEL
SYSTEM

Monday thru Friday. 8 AM to

$145 to $165 To Start

amt., woek, reolonglele pmes,
eacellent refeences, full, mtur
ed Free eshomie ogee 6 pro
392. t542

CL 54231

Quoit* work
61
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PERSONNEL
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Pottos and dro.ways.
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Gorag floors & foundations
No gob Ma big or too smoll.
P
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EL 11-4543
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Cone,

2

Scrorches Removed Repo.,

x100010 CONSTRUCTION CO

Art Service
SEE VAN

Wayne'. Parnitune Service
Burns
Conon, relahsh.ng

TOPS COFFEE SHOP
300 N. Northwet t Hwy. (Ris. 53 S. 14) Palatine, III.

Wide

SERVICE

Shell Decorating
358.9030

Room. $095 Comp

Furniture Refinishing

KANZLER BROTHERS

ART CLASSES I'' lorrehm,

M

Eklund floor Soren..

offered 57P 1211

N
FREE TUITIO298.5(121

PART TIME MEN

320 Paints Most Rooms
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BOB TRACKS
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01.13al C ...HEW 5 6 COAL'
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Tr,

PAINTING & DECORATING
Conscremmus workroonshm
Reasonable paces

2004 MINER STREET
DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS

Apply In Person

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Fro. mtirnates

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

Pro,. r biome, CL

mat 437 3,34

eori rtir
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EXTERIORINTERIOR

259 1039
sucrd Pr cAuccol,e
Ken's Pointtna 8, Decorating

KAN I.,2
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1
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158 15

Firewood

<Mares

1.1e

RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

CALL 297-2266

PgICH

Aril RATIONS DRESS MAKING
r

rl

tree ,,,,, odes

$2.50 PER HOUR

An Equal Opportunity Employer

Any schooling or experience,
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. Pros
E
pert.

03o1.I.ecl r allege ,t.91

CHAIN LINK FENCE
Colors
SH1
F,003,1,
Mummy'',

nrg ottorgy

Perrscr

Wrough

,,,, 647,0220

T

a

ChocnIcoS,

Seceelmele,

surance program.

359-4200

$650 No Fee

Drmoroling & Remodeling
Fr, Eshrnales Ed SoreanA.
392.3450
CL 5.3991
m

IRON CO.
All *Per of Term.,

in

10 TECHNICIANS

NOW WAY PAINTING

X -CELL FENCE

Se
-.hog Addomm
Carp...e r Work Trie noon
smear, DnytEve
C
Igor
359.1406

kirk rake else 7373

employee benefits, including paid vacations and free in-

lanuszko.
Painting -Decorating

Fencing

CarpentryRemodeling

Dr's

We can offer permanent full time employment with excellent

fill positions in Food Serv-

ices. Good starting salary rind
benefits, Mon. thru Fri. 8 ant.
to 4:30 p.m. Shift with meal
included. Please connect John

1151,9.3 Ins &

Your Ad will appear doily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, The Des Plaines Day, and The Arlington Day
Copy Deadline for Business DirectoryThursday 3.00 P.M

Accounting & Beekeeping

to

-

GRILL MEN

gI1.1

1.45
.

MEN NEEDED

ore, Office. Bldg.
rideS

STORES REPAIR MEN

Bld
Shipi,j915 &

$12,000

FOR ADVERTISING

JANITOR
STOCKMEN
DELIVERY MEN

GRILL MEN

Hwy., Mt.

Wide

COMMUNICATIONS

Bensenville
380 Meyer Road
block West of York ltd., 3 blocks North of Irving Park Rd.)

MEMORY GARDENS

Opportunity here for top mon
°gement.
to 3 years experience qualifies. Call Ron Holdo
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,

Become a

.0

CEMETARY

800 E. Northwest
Prospect.

learn valuable warehousing and material handling

skills from the nations leader 10 home fashion shows. Family
hospitalization, Christmas bonus and profit sharing programs
add to the security of our steady full time opportunities,
Come grow with Beeline

GROUND MAINTENANCE

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

(Centex Industrial Park)

bulk packaged clothing and supply order fillers with merchan-

'Office Bldg.

$10,800 to $12,500

Elk Grove Village

955 Estes Ave.

Clean, material handling duties ill

Wider,,

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

GENERAL BOTTLERS

STOCK MEN
stock areas. Breakdown

FULL TIME
Permanent - Plesant Work

Icimes.111

PERSONNEL

PEPSI -COLA

able for melt looking for a job with a future.

0-103,j105 &

to 9 weelalays & r9 to 12
Saturdays.

sary.

We hove o number of permanent full time positions avail.

LOCAL

GROWING COMPANY

TRUCK HELPERS
Expansion at our new location has created excellent opportunities for young men on beverage
routes. Minimum age 18, no experience neces-

MEN

DRAFTSMAN.

ASST. CONTROLLER

Elk Grove Village

439-7400

An equal opportunity employer

255-7200 after 4 p.m.

392-0870
23 -Employment Agencies -Male

notify vs at once. Correc-

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

Day Publications

Full time - Days
apply
606 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

Please chock your ode 'and

FULL OR PART TIME
Have several permanent positions open machining Teflon -parts. Will provide training in the machining of this plastic
material. Very light, clean work. New and completely air
conditioned plant. All fringe benefits including company paid
profit sharing. Call or apply:

Call George Hamilton

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

NEEDING FULL CARE

for ono insertion.

PERIENCE

PAID VACATION

Des figing5 Ili

PERSONNEL

439.7912

insertien end only to the extent Of-rhe Wire that the ad
be
requires. Errors Will
rectified by ropublicution,

Streets, Des
Plaines, on Aug. 28111.

&

time clerking in Randhurst Shopping Center. 394-2316

once in order the correction
can be made. tts the wont of
error or emission, the rurtet;

RETIRED MEN

MACHINING OR LATHE OPERATING EX-

Lee and Oakton

GROUP BLUE CROSS -BLUE SHIELD PLAN

/Office Bldg.

Mature woman would like port

their advertisement and in
case of error it, notify the
at
department
classified

the

To write feature stories on assignment. Reporting experience necessary. Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits include:

LAB TECH

359.4820

ADVERTISERS

To Rent Miscellaneous. .
To Rent Resort Properties. 79
77
To Rent, Stores, Offices.
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Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent
.

Des Plaines Area
027.2026

keeping Tax Service, State Federal Payroll, Tax Returns.

see

REPORTER --FEATURE WRITER
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Book
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Monthly

--- PLEASE
--CHECHIQUR
ADS,

.

47

In Memoriam
Instruction
Investment Property
Landscaping

MUSICAL Kindergarten Rea
now. 31/2 to 6 yrs. L.M. Zonka

99

73
76
81

Apartments

27
26

(To Rent)

Dial Inspiration

Palatine area.

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale- 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

93

Farms
Florists

392.8962

Piano lesson!

Rooms -Board -

Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment
23
Agencies Men
Employment Agencies 25
Women
57
Equipment Rentals

PART TIME

HELP FOR DAILY LIVING

15 -instruction

94
88
96

Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant..
Real Estate -Wanted

3

Cemeteries & Lots
Coins - Hobbies
Day Camp

Gravel, Sand & Black Dirt

107 F. N.W. Hwy. 825.6614

Real Estate -Apt. Building
Real Estate -Bus. Property. 89
86
Real Estate -Houses
Resort Properties For Sale...91

UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE

JANITOR

DON BASS

Phone 439-9110

Steady Part Time during week
and weekends. CALL Irene be.
tween 9-5pm 358.2800 for apps.

11 -Business SePilces

14 -Personals

14
85

Personals

"

419.9237

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

vehicle, CALL Wheeling New
Agency. 537-6793.

12 Years Experience
437-8312
B.A. Music

Arra., rer

Chimneys Reported, Reburlt
Also Roof Repoinng
827-4637
DMOND GRAY

Meyers
Brick Et Masonry
All Types 6l drop,. et

.

ottron

[1 23964

t Pe
358.7791
EXlrEPIENCLD *omen"

g

',Moe & WWII IKE

I

298.5021

O'Hare
/Office Bldg.

Wide

Isj.3

541 1346

II HOWARD

Receiving Clerks

$600 To Start

437.4093

FREE ESTIMATES

&

MCHathete.
PERSONNEL

i Upholstery

Automotive Clerks

WRAPPERS
& PACKERS

MACHINE
OPERATORS

Des Flames, 111

s

rime

r6

511 dI Id_
CARPET II FURS shompooreg.
0)

Do'n

co borne 394 1886
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sme

MASONRY

dress ,,,,

hem,

Edeerirs Brondelle

350 11104
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r

and 0.0f1 OEM, debarked to
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Electrical Service
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Formals
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REMODELING

order

tryl.no

Home rnprovernents / remodel
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woteeprooltop,
plostefing,
foundarrons.

"MI I mg Home g act g metg
01.0,11.11 ,Bee, a col free Pl.
s. ce
Nobeet Constar
o 527 3673

McBRIDE ELECTRIC
RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bab Cl O 0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Call days

Ine1156

Pointing -Decorating
Integer E. Esteem, Pam., A
Reese:m.1A
top aceol.ry week
671 9009
WAIL PAPERING
Incroor L *ANN°, poenteng,
p

Imelt

panne

.II gillag

CL 3-1118
RICK'S DECORATING

Po.nhni. Decor ohm,'
and *all Washing
George Klein 392.0803

DISHWASHER
Man or boy. 4 days a week.

RECOVERED

Fred Emma,.
Pal Up & Dinner,

All 1,10 TREE ESTIMATES
537 1244 0r 437 Oa 1

gerMia oil Instollohons,
wall wash.ng,

Carpentry Remodeling

DINETTE CHAIRS

REVIPS MASONRY

math

draDe* OPP^ P to
nerd Des PI Sere 196.6305.

Cu, V

& Ito It
lee., A ,[01,0101,.. 259 9746

through Fri. Work
friendly surroundings.
Tues.

253-8551

Welding

Corner of Comp McDonald

A

M.,0004V 110A0 1.0Nr We
1.1 L8

co

in

OUR PLACE RESTAURANT

MI (1.6 St.,'
t0,0,0 ,0"

[10e0

oo Po 'od 'TON',

. 6 Gees ea. Hel

23 to

c

LA

524-7100

ee.

Window Washing

SR. PROGRAMMERS
O'Hare

t/Office Bldg.

296 1450

WAIT 6 WINDOW WASHING br

bonded et. /muted workmen
Coll

025 3740

Apply to Mr. Lamar Chiddisters
444 E. Rand Rd.
Rand & Palatine Rds.

SYSTEMS BACKGROUND
298.5021

PROVE 55/01161 WINDOW
CLEANING TREE

leuetmg

We have job opportunities at our Arlington Hts. location, full
and part time days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.

& Wolf Rd.
Prospect H1i. Call for apps.

A1SCO tg.ote 2,120.1 .6011
352 315,1

PERSONNEL

I

I 24-He1p Wfinted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

country,- Salary,
meals, and berth furnished. Ap.
Sly
John Pugh, manager, Clyde
Beatty Cole Brothers Circus at
el,

day thru Saturday. Use compan

$3.50 Per Half Hour

Delta Airlines folder with

ALL DEPARTMENTS: Free to trav-

BUS BOYS

wanted to work early AM Mon

Mount Prospect

St. Louis ticket.

Nursery Schools -

112
Automobiles Wanted. . .101

Automobiles For Sale

Boats and
Marine Supplies
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities.
Business Services

LOST -

MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY

PIANO LESSONS

MALE CAT LOST SCHAUMBURG
area rust color Tiger stripe.
UNDER MEDICATION 894-7619

P,Egci. l

24 -Help Wanted Men

24-HelP Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

15 Instruction

(H,9,pr,5 &
Mannhee
Des Plain

Apply daily 8:30 CI DI. to 4 p.m

Call for appointment or interview
on Saturdays or after 4 p.m on
weekdays.

CRESCENT

CARDBOARD
CO.
100 W. Willow Rd.Wheeling,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

1 block south of Palatine Rd. at Won
537-3400

Thursday, August 28, 1969
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MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY

UTILITY MAN
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24 -Help Wanted Men

Due to Rapid Expansion Major Tire And
Retail Firm Has Immediate Openings In
This Area For Assistant Managers

DAYS

ADVANTAGES:

Excellent opportunity for a reliable man to do
various

OPERATORS -

jobs.

cleaning

Large,

modern office

building in the Northwest Suburban area. Pleas-

ant working conditions and steady --work. Advancement opportunity. Major_clegicing company.

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS ASSEMBLY

964-1306

MR. EGAN

Excellent starting rote for qualified applicant. Company benefits

include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life
'for

inaurance, paid vacation I week for 6 months, 2 wet

I

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

WAREHOUSEMEN

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

We need several men to work in our new warehouse. The
stock you will handle is clean and light weight. We have
modern material handling equipment

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.
Arlington Heights, III.

100 N. Hickory

We are a well established Northwest
side company in the precision metal cut-

industry. We have excellent
openings for qualified engineers with a
degree in IE or ME plus 3 to 5 years
ting tool

experience in the metal removal industry.
Excellent company benefits plus opportunity for advancement. Submit resume
with past salary history to. Box 1214, c/o

Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington Hts.

Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

WE WILL TRAIN for work as machine operators

(Experienced)

A. H. ROBINS CO.

and inspectors. Our only requitaments are a
desire for permanent, secure, full time work, and

DES PLAINES

69 RAWIS ROAD

the willingness to learn.

299 2206

Must make set-ups on a variety of complex short run special
tools. Must know spiral milling.

CURRENT OPENINGS on second shift --

4 PM - 12:30 AM
Overtime
High mating pay
Job security
Rapid advancement

TRAINEE

Low cost group insurance

9 paid holidays per trar
2 weeks pold vacation after I year
e 5 automatic pay increases 1st year

MART/111 MARIETTA

Excellent opportunity for an aggressive young
man who would like to learn a trade with a solid
future.

We are looking for an individual who has some
academic background in the Electrical Field to be
trained in panel wiring, machine control wiring

MARTIN METALS D/V/S/ON
Coil 537-2180, or come see us at 250 N. 12th St. - Wheeling
(Off Dundee Rd. between Wolf Rd. & Route 83)
8:30 AM - 4 PM Mon. -Fri.

Our small growing company is the manufacturer
of The Exotic Electra -Chemical Machine Tools of
the future.

We offer good starting salary, tuition refunds,
paid vacation (first year) and fine fringe benefits.

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding,
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - 1 week for 6- months, 2 weeks for

1

COME JOIN USI

MR. ED STEAMPF

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

1

--Anocuf

WINGS & WHEELS

THE FIDESTA.COMPANY

EXPRESS, INC.

a Division of Firestone Tire & Rubber
Co.

3 TO 11

ATTENTION! !

DESK CLERK

!

Saturdays and Sundays

HOLIDAY INN

DETAIL DRAFTSMEN

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

1000 Busse Road

Apply in person

If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us ....

TRAINEE

Welder -Grinder

benefits.

experience

No

2375 Estes Ave.

259-5010

Elk Grove Village

Excellent Working Conditions

TOOL & GAGE CORP.

NICHOLSON

437-5400

Full Line Company Benefits

CRAFTS

operations. Excellent opportunity with full benefits.

Please contact Mr. J. De Seim

Opportunity for Advancement

Top Wages

FILE CO.

--Anocuf

BO Bond Street

Elk Grove Village
437-2830

ENGINEERING COMPANY

678-1220
9440 W. AINSLIE ST. SCHILLER PARK

JANITOR
4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days
Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

686-7002

BUTLER

Start Now
MEN

AVIATION

FOREMAN NEEDED
FINAL ASSEMBLY

INSPECTION

O'Hare Field
TECHNICAL

Paper Handlers

WAREHOUSEMAN
We need an industrious, ener-

(2nd Shift 3-1 1 -Full Time)

getic man with an excellent

Electro-mechanical, television, or radio experience may qualify you for the many excellent
opportunities which now exist in our FOREMAN
ranks.

work record. The individual
who qualifies should have
some knowledge of paper

work 8. phone handling, or we
will train qualified person.

Some heavy work involved.
Bensenville area. Salary corn.
rnensurate with ability. Bene-

* Many Company Benefits

fits include: stock plan, paid

* Excellent Starting Rates

* Pleasant Working Conditions

Our production facility is located in South Central
Indiana just 40 miles from Bloomington. Here is
your chance to live in a small town atmosph.rre
and still enjoy the benefits of "Chicago wages".
selected.

bonus.

nual

Coll

392-3389

after 5:30.

DISPATCHERS

LINEMEN

* Paid Vacations

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred.

Contact our corporated office for
more information and appointment.

* 371/2 Hour Week

medical 8 dental ins., paid vacations 8 holidays, liberal an-

The low cost of living and housing costs will
astound you. Full relocation pay for the individual

* Steady Work

WORKERS

necessary.

Training will cover a variety of
welding and grinding machine

ENGINEERING COMPANY

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

- DAYS

- NIGHTS

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

437-5400

8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

100 N. HICKORY

CALL Mr. John Cunningham
259r1819 or HA 7-8725
For Appointment

An equal opportunity employer

year.

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Field Helpful, But Not Necessary.

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe

This is a full time position and offers:

and building DC power supplies.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

I

High School Graduate, Successful Soles Background,
Must be Aggressive, Must present Good Appearance,
Good Speaking Voice, Experience in AutornotiveRetail

Mill Hand

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR. BURGETT

MEN

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

GROW WITH US

Top Wages

259-5010

Performance, Liberal Insurance Program, Salary Is Commensurate With Background and Qualifications.

Rd., Arlington Hts.

Experience in order filling is preferred but not required. Some
of the benefits you will enjoy are:

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

from 7 9 pm. 255-3582

WAREHOUSEMAN

Opportunity for Rapid Advancement, Bonus Paid on

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

Wanted for light janitorial work

APPLY

Phone 297-3400, Mr. George Pinder.

BUTLER

Apply in Person Between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. to:

AVIATION

HAVE YOU PLANNED YOUR NEXT MOVE?
WE HAVE!
Honeywell's new air conditioned plant at 1500 W. Dundee Rd., Arlington Heights will be ready
about Nov. 1st, 1969. (Rte. 53 8 Rte. 68)

METROPOLITAN PRINTING CO.
855 Morse Ave.

Elk Grove Village

CORTRON INDUSTRIES, INC.
Des Planes Illinois 6001E3
Phone 13121 297-3.100

ASSEMBLERS
$2.55 - $2.98 per hour

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

MAINTENANCE
Full time position available for
man with general mainteexperience, including
background in plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. Top opportunity. Excellent salary and
benefits. Apply: Monday thru
Friday, 8 to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8
nance

CHECK THE DAY... EVERY DAY

Can YOU

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
Train at our Niles and Lincolnwood plants for jobs paying...

Meigs Field
922-5454

:553 Tares Drive

Can you solve

to 1. Personnel Dept.

Fill Our Bill?

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

this Electrical problem?

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

YOU CAN -IF YOU'RE GOOD!

How do you turn on the light?
Recent managerial promotions from

STOCKMEN

the sales department of the Northwest
Suburbs' leading daily newspaper The DAY have opened a sales position

$2.66 - $2.98 per hour

for the right man. You might be this

...

man if you

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
10 paid holidays and paid vacations
Company paid pension plan
Company paid life insurance
Company paid hospitalization for employees
All openings are on the day shift
Apply to:

MR. W. E. BECKER

966-5400

Honeywell

bitious, sales and management mind-

ed and have at least two years successful sales experience. Newspaper
advertising sales experience desired
but not essential as we'll teach you

If you qualify, we'll train you at full pay in the fundamentals of telephone technology. From there you can
move into one of six interesting communication craft
specialties, including linemen, installer repairmen and
PBX apprentices. Later, your on.the-job experience, ad.
vonced training, interest and ability can take you up into
management.
We offer you a good starting salary, raises at beast every
six months until you reach the lop weekly base for your

craft specialty, and the famous Bell benefits. Come in

Arlington Heights 116 W. Eastman
392-6600

Illinois Bell
Arlington Heights
116 W. Eastman

An Equal Opportunity Employer

newspaper
ground up.
the

Answer: Connect A to F, and close switch E, completing
the circuit and lighting the lamp.
This problem illustrates the basic understanding of electricity necessary to become an Illinois Bell Communications Technician. Yet, even if you didn't know the answer,
the fact that you tried hints that you may have a hidden
interest in electronics which you've never known about.
Come in and we'll help you discover whether you have the
electrical/mechanical aptitude for this rewarding career.

now. We're an equal opportunity employer.

8330 Austin Avenue
Morton Grove, Illinois

are conscientious, am-

392-6600

business

from

the

EXPERIENCED

Electronic
Engineer
OR

Lab Technician
to run a small dept. producing
a line of solid state Patented
Controls.

Des Plaines Area

625-0903

STATIONARY
ENGINEER
(Licensed)

We have a great product to sell and
can offer you not only excellent financial compensation but a challenging

and satisfying career in a dynamic
field.

You possibly are not considering a
change at this time as you are probably successful at your present position. Do YOURSELF a favor and call
me and tell me what it'll take to have
you join our exciting team. It could be
the best dime you've ever spent.

Call me, Dick Cline now

255-7200
and I'll personally set up an appointment at your earliest convenience.

To take charge of night shift.
Will be responsible for complete power plant operation.
Should have general maintenance skills. Tap salary .and
benefits. Apply: Monday thru
Friday, 8 to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8
to I. Personnel Dept.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village ,

COOK TRAINEE

"1ST"
LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

Be part of the fastest growing
industry. Try the restaurant

field. We have an organized
training program to success.
We are the "1ST" to offer a 5
day week program for cooks.
Fringe benefits included.
Call for interview appointment.

GOLDEN BEAR

PANCAKE HOUSE
River Forest, III.
369 5349
Des Plaines, III.
439 0336
Elgin, Ill.
742-1611
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Line Servicemen
FULL TIME
Duties consist of loading, unloading and servicing aircraft.

Steady employment available
to you doing light office clean-

.O'Hare

Wide

optelpffi,:e Bldg.

ng.

827-7880

his staff. The man needs a girl
who can handle his ,correspondence, answer phones,
keep charts and records on all
horses. Learn about all the

Dos FIclines,

PERSONNEL

APPLY

owner of many race
horses needs 'to add en girl to
Busy

(Higihns &
Mchinhone;

0

Fringe benefits

Race Horses

OPERATIONS OFFICE

MOM
Work Part Time
At CORKY'S And Be

OWNER -

BUTLER

MANAGER
- TRAINEES
POTENTIAL 325,000

AVIATION
O'Hare Field

USED CAR PORTER
Mechanical ability desired.
Good working conditions.
CALL

Chris Lucente

HOSKINS
CHEVROLET INC.

175 North Arl. Hts.

tion? A solid growth young
restaurant chain is looking for

you. Unique investment formula
through profits, makes you
owner -partner now. No investment. Guoranteecl escalating
salary. Starting salary 57,1300 a
year while in training. Effective
development training program

Major medical insurance plan.
paid vacation, and other fringe
benefits.

Ill

GENERAL

439 0900

2nd Shift

TOP STARTILIG
SALARY

Our expansion

has
created openings for
BOTTLE SORTERS
53.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benefits

Full tint positions available in
our

Housekeeping

Dept.

Q. But what happens during
school vacations?

MR BOB HENDERSON

You'll have phone work

Jim Aikey Ford
750 Northwest
Des Plaines, III.

and good
ferences, will qualify you
for this one job. Invol-

re-

livery
area.

PACKERS

KAR PRODUCTS

UNION
PLUMBERS

WORRING 6

presenting proofs and typing
correspondence. You show
customers to dressing room for
last minute touch-ups. A good
opportunity for right girl.
255-9414. AMY PERSONNEL,

16 W. Northwest Hwy., Mt.

Prospect (3 doors west of Rte

Outdoor Men Who
Prefer Year
Round Work With
A Future

03)

CLERK TWIST

Good wages and fringe benefits. Have need for expeaenced tree climbers, also
could accept qualified new
men for training. 18 -years minimum age. Farm background

Type 50 w.p.m. Some general
office experience. Located in
beautiful O'Hare Office Bldg.
on the lake. 5550.

Upper Level
Randhurst
392.2700
Suite 23A
939-4666
63 1 Adams, Chu.

this

an equal opportunity employer

incoming supplies and maintaining stock room inventory.
Will receive additional training
on other areas of purchasing
operation Top starting salary.
Apply Monday thru Friday, 8
Saturday. 0 to I.
to 8 p or
Per,onnel Dept

ST ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
800 W Btesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

PHOTOGRAPHY
DARK ROOM
LAB MAN

GENERAL FACTORY
to expansion we have

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of coworkers whir
copy the follo,eng benefits:
I

Excellent start plus 3 raises

Thursday. Salary commensurate with experience.

Benefits include:
Paid Vacation
Group Blue

Call Dan Balas

2 Free Uniform,
3 Fret Blur Cross, Blue Shield
Major Mc &col
I Fret Lift insurance
5 Paid holidays mid vocations
6 Profit sharing
7 Product discount
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1936 S Wolf Rood
Dcs Plumes, Ill.

An equal opportunity employer

DRAFTSMAN
With design experience
to assist in the development

production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northof

west suburban location.
For more information

CALL ED SUREK

1657 Shermer.Road
Northbrook, Ill.

For scale and clerification analysis at
International Headquarters and Research
Center in

Northbrook. Degree
not required. Prefer
water treatment experience but will
train the right .per-

272-1000

You'll be the official greeter
the

company,

so

you

should have a neat appear once and a nice personality to
give a favorable first impression. Clients, visitors and others will come to you to check
appointments, ask for information and directions. Perfect, all
public contact position. Free.

6028 Dempster

966-0700

"BY APPT. ONLY"
GIFT SHOWROOM

Au equal opportunity employer

in

and

Phones, general office duties,
public

are all

contact, etc.,

part of this position far small,
highly regarded local firm.

FULL TIME

other duties. Excellent working
conditions. Permanent.

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
394-08E10
9 S. Dunton
966.0700

Dempster

Great Lakes

For New

Every Sat. Morning -Ages
4 thru 8
Exp. with children necessary.
Teacher with -primary grade

Runway &
Engineering Co.
1625 E. Algonquin

4397010

exp. prefered. Salary open. Con-

MOTHERS

RETURNING TO
WORK $100 WEEK

PART TIME
HELP WANTED

tact Margaret Irwin Randhurst
Corp. Office 255.0500 for appointment.

-NO WEEKENDS
SHORT HOURS -NO HOLIDAYS
DAYS

9-3 Counter Sales

START AFTER LABOR DAY!

The only way to get back in
the swing of things is to do it!
And a good way to do it is to
learn customer service work!

Start off learning

REICHARDT CLEANERS
359-6661

old-fashioned c nfice routine.
Type a little. Learn to bill, to
take orders over phone & from

Manager Palatine
$105 to $125

people corning into office. An
ideal stepping stone to bigger

New local store. No experience
necessary. 5h/2 days. You will

surroundings

be working with 3 other neigh

things

in

easy

where you'll work with other
Mammies just like you! All

Ideal for housewife or
college students

and Arlington Heights.

YANKEE DOODLE

Mount Prospect
259-6458

Counter or Grill

359 6661

IVY

Will Train,

I

Days or Evenings,

Good opportunities

Will Arrange Hours

Harczak's Drive -In
537-8866

WAITRESS

TRAVEL SERVICE

Hours 8 AM to 1 PM
Excellent Storting Pay

WILL TRAIN

DAISY BOUTIQUE

1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

8 W. Miner
Arlington Flt,.
39.1-1118-9

EMPLOYEES
NEEDED
Fores. our new modern facil-

ASSEMBLERS &

iti

SOLDERERS
work

in

a

informal

Satan

experience necessary.. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.
No

youir,,,,i

We can offer,

company will) excellent working conditions.
o Free insurance

o Automatic wage increases
o Paid vacation
o Paid holidays

Grigsby -Barton,

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS

BANK

Inc.

Nii.,.

107 N. Hickory
Ad. Hts.

392-5900
GENERAL FACTORY
Due to exponsion we have
openings in our 'WV!, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who

enjoy hue following benefits:
I. Excellent start plus 3 raises

537-0020
Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance

SECRETARY
Personnel Dept.

5. Paid holidays and vocaniorms

6. Profit shoring
7. Product disc 01110

299 1141 For Appt.
LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. WcIf Rand

An equal opportunity employer

We seek a secretory who ex
peas rewords to 111C1I01 her in
telligence, skill, and diciations
Our fast pace organization of
fens benefits like Company

paid hospitalization and lilt
insurance, attractive holiday
ancl vacation plan, and auto
manic raises,

We offer a
xciting position
to a sharp gal with 1.3 years
reasonable secretarial ex

ASSEMBLER

perience and possessing

required. Good opportunity for
advancement. Paid vacations
and holidays. Hospitalization
and profit sharing.

hand skills.

You'll handle all secretaries re

quit meats including dictation
correspondence. maintaining
records, and other challenging
work.

SEE OR CALL

Call or stop in for all interview
appointment TODAY:

Apply:

CONDITIONING CO.
1950 E. Estes

Personnel

Dept

8:30 to 5:00 P.M.
259 9600

RAINSOFT WATER

A subsidiary of Northrop Corp

HALLICRAFTERS CO.
600 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows 60000
Arm equal opportunity employer

Elk Grove Village
437-9400

APPLY TO

go for vocation, how to get
there, what to see and what to
take along. Benefits include
free travel privileges and you
can jet to Acapulco, New York
on vacations or
or Miami
frequent long weekends. $498

RECEPTIONIST

PATCH'S GRILL

You'll enjoy the constant flow
of travelers who come to you
for help in deciding where to

Rand & Arl. Hts. Rd.

BORED WITH TRAVELING?

Wont an interesting job close
to home? Gal applying should
be

versatile;

duties

varied;

capable of working with the
public. CALL 9 to 5.
RED CLARE TELEVISION

Excellent opportunity for gal

ASSEMBLERS

right out of school or with some
experience. Will train on all

No Experience Necessary

office equip. Answer phones..
greet public, etc. Active sales
office for the active gal.

359-0516

Call Liz Elliott
299-7191
Des Plaines

Part Time

Miss Paige

In Arlington Heights
9 S. Dunton
3940880
966-0700

PLASTIC PARTS

GAL FRIDAY

CL 3.0353

DENTAL ASSISTANT

6028 Dempster

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.

Apply

Don Brandt

EXCELLENT SALARY

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

9 A.M. - 11 A.M.
2 P.M. - 4 P.M.

friendly shop. No experienceHyping experience and 'ha'?

WOMEN

R.N. or L.P.N.

APPLY IN PERSON

necessary.

exp.
Full time

Work close to home in a clean,

REICHARDT CLEANERS

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1.196 Miner, Des PI, 297-3535

TO

Some

A

MODERN PLANT. FULL LINE OF
COMPANY -PAID BENEFITS,
VACATIONS AND BONUSES.

Des plainer, 111.

boyhood women.

re-

CLEAN WORK IN

LIGHT,

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

day week, Good starting
pay, new stores in Palatine
5

1 GIRL
OFFICE

Wednesday and Friday 1:30.
8:00 PM, Saturday 8:30.4 PM.
Will train. Randhurst.

392-1991
PERSONNEL

WOMEN

Recently moved to beautiful

know just

new offices. This fine sub orbs.,,

when to expect sorhebody. Be
all set to welcome & take them
thru exotic showrooms. Learn
to write, process orders. It's a

firm needs a gal wino enjoys

for.

You'll

$650
eople,
responsibility
variety. Nice boss.

and

meeting people job that calls
for tact, good humor, typing.

CUSTOMER SERVICE

Free

for
Handle
service
client
firm.
scientific
apparatus

IVY

SP 4-8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297.3535

genial office where everyone

RECEPTION

helps each other. Free.

BABY DOCTOR

$475
Resew,. h men come no you
for their equipment. You ex
pedite deliveries, handle their
phone calls and orders. ; to 5

RECEPTIONIST $520
A busy switchboard front desk
public contact job. Lovely new
O Hare area office. 9 to 5.

Miss Paige

REAL ESTATE $600

In Arlington Heights

Congenial office where you
will enjoy varied public con
tact position as aide to the

9 S. Dunton

394-0080

5028 Dempster

966-0700

SECY $600
30 year old boss owns 5 corm
ponies. Very dynamic guy.
Wants same kind of secy.
You'll get to meet clients from
profes-

sions..all seeking

General office. Will train for

827 E. Rand Rd. Mt. Prospect

RANDHURST
CENTER PLAYSCHOOL
SCHOOL

Buyers from all over country
call & set appts to see the
special gifts your company is

Some typing, but no shorthand
is req'cl. This is a friendly, con.

different industries,

TYPIST

Mt. Prospect Con -lento

FOR LOCAL

$500 MONTH

733 Lee St., Des Plaines
027-4411

ver.

RESERVATIONS

RECEPTION

known

in-

You'll be trained to greet the
little patients and their parents, help make them feel
comfortable nil the doctor's
free, then show them to examining room where the doctor',
nurse takes over. Your position
as receptionist is primarily
public contact. Hours are 9.5,
5 days, no Sots. 5525 mo. to
start, with generouS raise after
short training period. Coro
venient neighborhood location.
Free.

boss for advice. You'll be his
right hand gal. A real opporIVY
7215 W. Touhy
SP 4.8585
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

mgr. Get in on the ground
floor of the f asc honing world

3-4 Hours Per Day
25 women needed to demonstrate notionally advertised

APPLY IN PERSON

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.
Des Plaines, Illinois

1695 River Road

PERSONNEL

WIDE

$400 to $650
We're swamped with spots in
accounts
ayoble, receivable,
imyroll ancl full charge book
keeping. Many openings for
trainees in: records, inventory

Ford Employment

Miss Paige

MOUNT PROSPECT

In Arlington Heights
394.08E10
9 S Dunton
6026 Dempster

966.070C

1720 Algonquin

437.5090
MORTON GROVE
5945 Dempster
YO 5-2400
O'HARE
9420 Foster at River 992-2111

Higgins & Mannheim

keeping. No shorthand. Experience preferred but not
necessary. Age no barrier.

Like to work close to home?

Salary open. Franklin, Park lo
cation.

SALARY -FLEXIBLE HOURS

FOR APPT. CALL

Phone Weekdays Only
Mrs. Bonde, 922-7227

678-2717

Happiness Is
A Part Time

Job With
Over Time Pay
/Playhouse Toy demonstrators
average 55 per hour. Sell toys
now to December. No experience. No deliveries. No
collections. Party Plan.

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATOR
Good pay and excellent benefits. Permanent position with
printing firm located in the
Elmhurst Industrial Park.

COLART CHECKS,
INC.

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

706 Industrial Dr.

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

279-9400

of property sales and buying.

Figures Your Field?

typing. some billing, lite book-

products.

Elmhurst, Ill.

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW 8

HOSTESSES &
SECRETARIES
Full Time or Part Time

and bookkeeping nnochines.

vestments..all looking to your
tunity. Free to you.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

SP 48585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Des Plaines

Apply in person. Must be 16 or

7,a -FYI. - 3:30 p.m.

FULL TIME -5 DAY WEEK. LITE

$563 MONTH

ANALYTICAL

di-

turnees to world Free

100% PUBLIC CONTACT

Des Plaines

OFFICE

a

If you like talking to people &
making plans, you'll love this
travel job. They'll teach you ev
erything. How to talk to travel
lines, make reservations. Get
rooms at hotels, resorts. Write
tickets. You'll answer phones,

First National
Bank of

PART TIME

GIRL FRIDAY

CAREER SPECIALISTS

noon

272-1000
CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

LEARN TO MAKE
TRAVEL PLANS
FOR COMPANIES,
VACATIONERS

care, serve dinner, cleon kitchen,
near Tonne & Devon, Elk Grove
Village. 439.6284

PLAY SCHOOL
SUPERVISOR

6028

inter-

5 Day Week
Excellent Working Conditions
Full Fringe Benefits.

Lady wanted 2:45 to 7:45, child

BAG CATCHERS

MANAGE BOUTIQUE

PROOF
OPERATOR

Father needs woman to care for
two small children. Live in, own
room T.V. Week ends off. Call
after 5 pm 437-2283

Ken Larson and Assoc.

255-7200 after 12

Mr. E. Surek

Des Plaines
3 Blocks S. of Station
Park Free.
Chi., 7 W. Madison, CE 6.5680

940 Lee St.

Call Liz Elliott, 299-7191

INC.

Call or visit:

298-2770

La Salle Personnel

If

Co.

the

Cashier & Candy Counter Girl

to start. Free.

position.

GENERAL

son.

for EVENING
APPT..CONFIDENTIAL.

is

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
MR. R. MINK
296.6111

WIG STYLIST

addition to usual benefit.
you'll have free access to their
facilities including swimming
pool, game room, etc. Free.

Call

different.

immediately. This

'

PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES.

20-28

Excellent

KAR PRODUCTS

TO MANAGE WIG SALON
IN BARRINGTON
827-7940 or 392-7940

In Arlington Heights
394.0880
9 S. Dunton

Ground floor opportunity with
beautiful new suburban corn.
pang in the home entertainment field. Light typing will
qualify you for this exciting

VARIETY

299 1141 For Appt.

keep

position

P.M.

children in school.
ested, call:

Meadow Trace -Rolling Meadows
area. Ages 6 & 4. 358-3160

CALL 437-7710

LOCAL RESORT

Interesting

MISS PAIGE

PUBLICATIONS,

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

SECRETARY

3

"

SPECT

perfect job for women with

Bobysitter for 7 yr. old after
school until 4:30, Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Mark Hopkins, Elk Grove Village.

rector of promotions and sales
of local.resort hotel. This is an

$525

$455
GEN. OFFICE

DAY

CHEMIST

LITE STENO

You'll be secretary to the

Suburban designer needs all
around gal to help hio, make

for

Des Plaines
3 Blocks S. of Station.
Park Free
Chi., 7 W. Madison. CE 6-5688

1510 Miner

1st year

FASHION LEADER
WILL TRAIN
GIRL FRIDAY

1

a.m. Sunday through

SP 4-8505
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

$130 WEEK

great job. Varied duties

make the cloy go fast. $110.
Free to you. Call for EVENING

necessary. Working

Cross -Blue Shield Plan
Due

west of Rte 031

people to work for.

940 Lee St.

process

hours -- 4:30 p.m. to

IVY

ing

Babysitter wanted immediately

com-

to

Insurance

background helpful but not es sential. Downtown Palatine lo cation.

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
FOR WOMEN TO PACK/IN-

YOUNG GIRL

months off. Pleasant working
conditions. We need 3 women
in our Packaging Dept. start-

392-4430

STRAIGHT

La Salle Personnel

negatives
and prints for daily
newspaper. Experience
To

train you

teach you the rest. Free to you

company benefits. CALL AMY
at 255-9414, le W. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect (3 doors

Typing skills helpful in getting

437-4080

will

pletely. You must type. He'll

and figure work. A variety of
duties requiring a mature and
responsible woman. Good

RECEPTION
GENERAL OFFICE

1901 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect

298-2770
Excellent opportunity available
in our Purchasing Dept. for exo
perie nccd man or trainee. Will
be responsible for receiving all

Doctor

A.M.

benefits.

fringe

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPEN -

439 -2210

Storting salary. Time 3 summer

CLEANING LADY for one day a
week. Ivy Hill, Arlington Heights.

ready. NO medical
experience needed -NONE!

To Work For
Customer Service

9

go. 5 days. FL 02006

Doctor's

5540 as you learn. Free

APPT. .CONFIDENTIAL.

RECEIVING

talk to kids. Hand out lollipops.
Just keep everyone happy 'nil

IVY

The Davey
Tree Expert Co.

You'll learn in all. To set appts,
maybe soothe an anxious

SP 4-8585
7215 W. 'foully
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

to travel too -5490. Raises to

APPLY 8 AM to 4 PM

Monday 'bra Friday

who likes kids, meeting people

& helping young Doctor. He
wants a gal who keeps cool!
mormny at Same time. You'll

Woman Returning

' 2111 E. PRATT BLVD: ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL.

_

Looking For The
Ideal Job?
Here It Is

Help working mother in father.
less home. 4 children. Livc in or

IVY

type confirming letters. Easy to
learn & once you do, you'll get

holmes & assoc.

helpful.

Friendly

DAYS - 537-6020
NIGHTS - 634-3488

Free

Arlington Hts.
392-9344

7:30 p.m. to 6 a.m. Live in or go.
827.3070.

Attractive future. Exceptional

Phone 358-6510

PRE FINISH

Art. His. 437-0134

ideal job for friendly person

ful. Excellent salary and boom
fit program.

8, EVENING
HOURS

METALS, ONC.

Cleaning woman needed twice
a month, own troi.sportation

It's inn baby Doctor's office. An

shorthand skills. Credit and
accounting experience help-

& Lounge
1 W. Campbell,

BABY SITTER in Des Plaines front

Des Plaines

the right girl with typing and

Countryside Restaurant

quisite. 259-4830

RECEPTION
TRAINEE

track of orders and bills. No
experience needed. Exciting,

Photographer's
Studio

Manure Girl over 30. Part time
office work, accurate typist re-

for

opportunity

exceptional

WAITRESS

2641e1p dented Viva n

Male Or Female

Growth oriented company in
Northwest Suburbs offers on

773-1700

359 4200

ACCOUNTAIT

SEC-

Miss Harrier Cline

DAY

FOR BABY DOCTOR

make this Sales firm tick. Your
job will be working with Salesmen & Engineers. See that
they get their messages, op
pointment chunges. Make their
hovel reservations, type marts, get their bids our. It's u
leaning job! They'll teach you.

appts., schedule trips,

RECEPYIONIST

personable young lady to
handle the reception desk.
Duties include answering
phones, greeting people,

272-1000

WHEELING PLUMBING
PHONE

SP 4-8565
7215 W Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Local photographer needs a

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

DAYS

345 N Wolf Rd.
Wheeling

IVY

Northbrook

in

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

A good steady job for hard
corking non You will be re-

461 N 3rd Ave Des Plaines
MR. RALLO
296-6111

he takes off (often). FREE insurance. Profit shoring. Free

vis local pickup and de-

CALL ED SUREK

warded with excellent starting
wages
profit sharing, ,,,ers,
cellent working conditionL Ex.
perience not accessory as you
will be trams cl on the job.
If interested call:

boss writes out in
longhand, run adding machine. Make travel plans when

Palatine, III.

5575-5625
5400-5475

1510 Miner

You'll be trained completely in
the pleasant office to handle
the order desk. You'll answer
customer inquiries by phone,
take orders, some light typing

ters that

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving

55504650
Dentists' Asst. 55004600
Lab Tech
Dr.'s Recept.

Full and Part Time

HARPER COLLEGE

Dr.'s Asst.

$100 A Week

plus reception duties. Type let-

The ability to handle a
record

Market

Plaines,

It's a scroll office that handles
detail for big vending busin-

sell

APPLY TO

working

WITHOUT STENO

955 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Villoge

DRIVER
FORD

to

A. Excellent, clean, pleasant
surroundings. Attractive stylish
dresses. Supervised training
and good salary with raises.
Q. Where do I apply?
A. See the manager, Mr. Wener, TODAY. 725 W. Golf

ess.

Make up to 520,000 a year.

back

SMALL OFFICE

General Bottlers
(Centex Industrial Park)

America s number one car -

if

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

AMBITIOUS MAN
Be v.ihng to work and

you.

Des-

Madinah Country Club

You'll be one of 5 gals who

Place Shopping Center.

Pepsi -Cola

Personnel Dept.

at

school and you can be home
by 3 pm. They will never miss

Rood,

for

men with or without previous
experience Duties will include
general cleaning & floor finish.
mg Excellent working condihails Apply Monday floe Friday 8 to B p m Saturday,
to

.

lion). Full fringe benefits, 37h/2
Imr. week. Call Mrs. GoodlIng.

CAREER SPECIALISTS

DICTAPHONE
TRAINEE $120

conditions?

WAREHOUSE

General
Maintenance

get the bids off to school?
And what about when they

the youngsters go
school.
Q. What about

APPLY AFTER 11 AM

Ken Larson and Assoc.

To Work For You

you wish. Then rejoin us when

439-0336

Elk Grove Village,

perience cv plus but will train.
New facilities available 2nd
week in, August (some locm

FREE - 299-7191

Put Day Want Ads

ant.

A. Work while they are

Dr.'s Assistant

(3

west Hwy., Mn' Prospect
doors west of Rte. 831

O. How can I work and also
get home?

schedules,

rules, distances, etc. FREE AT
AMY, 255-9414, 16 W. North-

Q. What is CORKY'S?
A. CORKY'S is Walgreen's new
fast food, self-service, Restau-

A. It's your option, take off

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Rd

different tracks'

A Hero To Y.our. Kids

Looking for a chat enging nes,

Some payroll experience desir.
ed. Data processing ex-

In The House?

26-11elp Wanted Women

26-1:3Ip Wanted Women

WAITRESSES

Is There A

To Owner of

5600 TO Start
298-5021

25-114 Wald

PAYROLL

GIRL FRIDAY

CREDIT TRAINEE

PART TIME
EVENINGS

25-Enty;r:. nt Agenti.3s-17e=n

25-Enip!3rment Agencies -Women

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

STARTING SEPTEMBER

Full & eart Time
1st & 2nd shifts

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS
No experience necessary Will
train for light clean work.

Many fringe benefits COMP-

APPLY MANAGER

ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Call or apply:

Seven Eagles

HALOGEN PLASTICS
150 Gaylord

Restaurant

Elk Grove Village

1050 Oakton St., Des Plaines

An Equal Opportunity Employer

SECRETARY $550+

BOOKKEEPERS $600+

Typing & Short Hand
are required. Small
and Large Of fines.

Innmecliote Openings
in this Vicinity.

GENERAL OFFICE $475+

CLERKS & TYPISTS $4004

If you hove varied
skills, beginners, or
experienced.

Varied duties in
small or Imo°
offices,

WE'RE OPEN EVENING HRS BY APPOINT.
SATURDAY'S 'TILL NOON
COME BY OR CALL NORENE 298-5021

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL
MOM?
IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS
McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.
CLEAN PLEASANT WORKING CONDITIONS

McDonaldg -

inns Ibt nM GoMon itches, whore money snrps thsh...ry

439-7400

Route 12 & 83
(Across Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

'

I

l'aue

Thursday. Nugust 28..1969

I

26 -Help Wanted Women

IDEAL FOR HOUSE-

HAPPINESS IS
A WONDERFUL PLACE TO WORK
.

. .

We are seeking aggressive type trainee for discount department store. No experience necessary Opportunity for management position.
Good starting salary with raises commensurate
with ability

Come In Or Call

Re, eptionist- TypistCler k In
Dee o of Evening & Continuir
Educ anon, Harper College
Palatine. Qualifications: Ex

No experience necessary
Short Hours No Holidays
No Weekend;

cellent typing; aloof, perm:
ability to deal will
people. Desire for service

hosing

YANKEE DOODLE

10 E. N. W. Hwy
Mount Prospect
259-6458

ossisting others.

thru Friday. 8 to 8 p.m.: Sat.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

359-4200

If you
offers:

cellent opportunity, good salary, many company

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

OUR PLACE

time positions we hove avoil
able in our Dietary & House
keeping Depts. No Previous

experience required. Apply:
Monday thru Friday, 8 to
8 p.m.: Saturday, 8 to I. Per.

5. Wolf Rood
Prospect Heights

Elk Grove Village, Illinois

WE WILL TRAIN

5000C1 Dept.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Part time evenings.
Have fun while you work!

'all for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

SECRETARY

1,,inly

eNAITI.E5v
Mr.
Worrier, 1,10,1i0( s
Stack Shop, 2720

Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Telephone
Conn 06001
(2031 673 3455.
1

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

Apply in Person
Waterfall Restaurant
3245 Kirchoff, Rolling
Meadows

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

INHALATION

DRIVERS
Earn Extra .Cash

THERAPIST
TRAINEE

A.M. ROUTES

Paid Training

Mile or I alone

ter

110

ri

P.M. ROUTES

.1.111

t(169111 Inw to 'administer"

!ld

...V.A.!,

pe di, aerosols to pat., ts.
Regurros logh school gneterote.

HOUSEKEEPER

some

ELM TIME- DAYS ONLY
Contact
MRS 1ERMAN

calory

School Bus, Inc_

benefits.

ems(

Mortryly__.!Itrri
3 Ir. 8 '1.111. 5110,111, 8 r
Port. ..... terlp.vi

827 6628

Cook County

:.-foref.,,c1

I.

ellunt
Apply:

Excel/ea benefits,
Contact
Bill Bergmann

DISHWASHER

YEOMANS

WEEK DAYS
APPLY IN PERSON

1999 N. Ruby

Melrose Park

3040 S. Busse Rd.

I

Fay, ILL
.139-u923

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

GARACIE SALE START FRI. AUG
2911. 1,,,t,1 sold. After 10 AM 1407

800 W Ilmsterfahr Rd

Waterfall Restaurant

344-9600

Elk Or Ave 1/111111.1,

sA

298-4170

offic

FILE CLERK

Ise and 2nd Shift

Methode Mfg. Corp.
299.1446 - Au" Code 312

OFFERS

Air Conditioned Plant
Wage reidiews every 3 months

Needs You

Good starting rates
Incentive and bonus jobs

Experience not necessary in all d-pitrin.ents.

1700 Hicks Rd.

HOUSEWIVES, MOTHERS, CAREER GALS

olsten
temporary services
825-7141

BETTY GIROUX & DOROTHY CONNELLY

We have offices in
Ch cago Oak Park, Elmhurst, Lake Bluff & Evanston

our

$2.70

Sorter -Packer Starting rate

$2.08

Rolling Meadows
392.3$00

455-7111 Ext. 223

OFFICE SERVICE CLERK - 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
A diversified job for a young lady opening and distributing
mail throughout the company, dispensing office supplies and
other interesting duties. The only prerequisite would be
typing.

CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK - Part Time
An ideal lob for a mature woman looking for a part time job,
four to five hours per day, you may choose your hours during
the day. General office experience required.

This job would be of interest to an individual who enjoys
working with figures and believes she has o good figure

253-9392

apt. tic. Rolling
$68.75. "Karen". 437.2981

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS
COME IN AND REGISTER
No Fees - Top rates

contact
is

and
fas-

"THE ENJOYABLE BANK"

A MAN- FOR US TO TREAT

259-4000

opt.

MRS. KOKES

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments
I urri'd apt., oil
I-Bodo-rm.
Utilities, air CO1ldt0, immed,

vertising field.
If this looks like something you can
call me now
handle
earliest

NICKY HOLLENBACH

White
Collar Girls
OP AMERICA.
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

MT. PROSPECT

255-7200
VII personally set up 00 appointment for on interview of
your endrest convenience.

r

-011N
.15't

---

STONEGATE AREA

4 -To Rent Apartments

mined. occ. subleese 2 belon
util

maid except elec. $205.
394.1446 or 537.0937

brick

Coll

82 -Wanted To Rent

urge 2 bedrne. opt. for rent. 2

Wonted- 2 latIon

lks. to train, in Barrington. Gar.

utilities paid except electric.
outdo preferred. Cull after 5
'.M. 381.2950. $175 per month.

ooperatives housing, food &
lay core in large Polotine home.
deal for working widow with

.6 young children. Must have
transportation. 520
rson per week. 392.0870
eis

per

NEW BLDG.STONECREST APIS
725 A.' Dempster, 1 2 3 bedrmi.,

for

r11111

kit, hone

ilia,

V.1.11

It 011

1..

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Arl. Hts by owner, 4 balm). 2'')
Paths, brick 9 rny Colonial. All
comp!.

with style for zvtlote 6 rm. Gnu,
grt, Res. Corpted L R. D.R. stows
3
both,» garage

I

both

.

/

Model apts. open daily, 11 con
MT. PROSPECT

Westgate Apts.

bra deluxe 2 bedroom 'apart
nerds Elevator building. Fully
arpeted. From 5237.50 in.
luding appliances, heat,
ooking gas, master VT on
enna, .potiet, balcony, 11,
00111.

SWIMMING POOL

timaie privacy yet walking
stance to shopping center,
290 N. West ate Rd. 253.6300

bedrooms,

bilevel. Prestige urea Central
cli..tonce

to

all

schools losety pyrir;led family
room w th Am.! Larrung fire.

place. Seporme Mang non
buttes.
552,950

212

EKIrc".

011. 110N ..11'1

11111

pm.

BELIEVE IT!

DOOLEY

Realtors

alr 1_1,1111°.1

0112.11011 tit
Ism- homes w.
lime ever had. many with 111,
mediate possession or ever.

824-3191

1630 Miner

sooner.

EXCELLENT FINANCING
TOP LOCATIONS
WAIK TO SC tIOOLS
F1NE ES rAm ISHED HOMES
FROM S20 0 .0 ro 590,000
.1 NEARBY .71 FILES
MAP1411111PlI LISTING

005 Plaines

LOW DOWN
PAYMENT
c11.1011, & COOV0011.11

1 ,350351011. La 1:
I: llllll ill cos. B 10010S

1/01/0.1//1/11

y92 8100
253 8100

359 4100
255 1515

bow, p.hrs hotshot bas,.
.
111'1 .1.10 15, foam. 2 car g,.
r,upeting. drope/ies,
1115110051,1.r. other extras. Tree
haul street, Walk to every
111111.1

BARRINGTON-

011

1

MO. 0 111 011,1111011. 501.
ro nt $39 901,

CARY AREA
new

showner I

19'.:!

o[1,1

ioc

Priereite beach " Full
basement. Otik floors. Delivery
this year. $21,900 complete,
less thole 10°0 down. $152.75
per month, P. & I.

OPTION TO BUY
3
bedroom
C110110 F101.11

50 011/51/

..

511,1 0

1:1111 f1/1111./1

Gull Rd (Rh? 58 at 83)

TYSON, INC.

BRADSHAW

694-810Ct

F1111111

.C1/001%,

ASKING $32,900

1101111°.

QUINLAN &

559-6520

,,,,,,,,,,,,,
'

value

ott

:55 6320

res
2 Imaths

yinin1.g., shopping 111111
SEE IT

gnla1,.

Bruns Real Estate.

Artnegeori Heights
Palatine
SCIlounthurp

ii.. Iii

1_1

With st hoot im.s, I week away
for 111051 Of us, many hare

Now

Just Listed!
3

595-0668

brick

010111b,

abided bsrlit. Greco

PRESENTS

bedroom r.,.

air. Walking

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances

..

I

carpeted

OVOilnble. $58.900 439 7766

Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

u.der

4 BEDROOM
HOME

HOMES FOR
SCHOOL KIDS

25' x 20', landscaped Mortgage

Charming

Taxes

St 90 825 0.135 under 534,000

In law.

fur

ARI.INGTON REALTY

etc_ s snowily oir
cond., 2 1:01. gar.. 1110,101 Pedro,

Elevators
Parking

extras,530's

WANTED IN PARK RIDGE FAMILY

:Moe..

4 PM, inn It

ARLINGTON REALTY,
INC.

Emmet ms

Storage Lockers an no, floor

c

I

0111101 .100 525 .1 03 belt Doe
on

Air Conditioning

1

horn r.

I

appliances,
patio, STS,

Randhurst Ly
ranch, Pose

111

mony

25:1 6003

Adagio° Rer ay hat finial We

irn Inuit

& vet college sti.Llent &

INCLUDING:

4140it

1 010

251 057.1

WOOD DALE La

(hole pa- session

a/la/mid lllll ces. 219 5. Albert MI
Prosper I. 9 to 4 call LI 9.6900.
Ext. 553. alt. 6 tyro. 935 6272

In. 259-0055

- \ DAY..."

on

buyers me looking Ira mum,

Robert A. Cagonn & Associates,

"HELLO,
I SAW
YOUR
11WANT AD
IN THE
I.(

in

1301.01)0

oppreciale. Good
nor: low 5.10'.

Mt. Prospect, 3 bedon.
ranch, 11 a cur grrroge,
Craned. 8220. 593 5125

!Arm In, Itv1.1. Lf.
bpi( arthedrol Petal

effrcenrcy
martnient, close -in, immediate

baths in the 2 & 3

bdrnh 11...1111.. moil

Po, Di

2

Arlington Heights

:

Prosper t

1,1

cyclone fem.: tic. Must see to

259-0055

,

bee parking.

Cod 529,900. CI 5 3919

bream, drapes, patio, gas grille,

ranch, carport, near schools, lye.
yard. $215 392.6818

1011E155100,

older 2 sty alum srly

1110

tic

DR

01001 lot in to.sn Ouse to eve.
rything. Moth- .1 three end 9 es tru
Ardis Its,. 3 .1
<limbo., es g

f011.. 10,

I Its. by owner, good loco
si.o, mos 4 Perim,. Cope

Arl

0,111.1. 2 101011

tom. 1111.. 2 kitchensibuiltins, cwt

furnished, utilities paid. washer
& dryer, 2 adults & child OK.

cull

decant -it

a level 2 yews old, att'd gor "gel full bstnt., 21/2 baths. panel

Rolling Mecolows A,C 3 beton

carpeted,

cilloi111..1

2

No children or pets. Coll
ROBERT A. CAGANN &
ASSOC. INC.

Bensenville, Small 2 bedrnm. opt.,

Fully

A.F1

1"

iii

cjoroge,

Prestige 2 bedroom amid
mant. Inaredate possession.

tit
Palatine 3 bdnn 1100..
garage 1200 rminta for tiler
motion (till 815 758 11/57.

o 6 pm. Telephone 439.7887

`c,,,

Mir

2

truce Apts Rolling Meirdotss.
$185 mo. Ph. 359 53'38

u

room.

boil,.

or

gentlemen

Sounclieroof

con-

lease.

fully carpeted. pool, Meadcw.

76 -To Rent Houses

272-1000

Northbrook

8.1rin

I

& lease required. 255 5122

Call or Visit

1657 Shermer Road

1st.

couple, no children. $300. Refs.

CLERK TYPISTS

I'll personally set up an appointment for
your

location,

exc.

1

Mr. E. Surek

t.

rm.

liv.

Arl. Hts. deluxe 5 rm. 2 be Pos.

THE MORE WE GROW'
THE MORE GIRLS WE
NEED! WE HAVE GOOD

You can make a man-sized pay check
doing a man's job. More important, we
offer you an exciting, challenging sales
position in the dynamic newspaper ad-

orpetion,
536,000.259 1/59

between 6 AM & 2:30 PM

GIRLS

MAIL CLERKS

O'HARE area.
Ex. Ig.

86 Real Estate -Houses

Prospect Ili Level, 3 hector, ,
I12

i

Sublet, 181110s,

1

at

dr asses. sz 10 14 & misc. Berkly

Der Plaint,
house
Referee, e. reco ;ion 8434

shore

59.4664

Need roommates to share Ion.
furnished 3 beton. opt. with 3rd.
Vic. of Rolling Meadows. Call
Chip 686.3900 or Tiro 686.3122

pt.

TRAINEES.

e lilt ro

I

[woe ado opal!
once. $160 Hid. 4393394

to

150. CALL Mrs. Lynn. 766 8536

OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED AND

Woman or woman to

shore
/Western Engineer, 4698 Arbor
r., Apt. 211, Rolling Meadows.

SECRETARIES

an interview
venience.

Mds.

bdren,

US.

STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

Polo

E.

Go, Sole: Aug. 29,30. 12 110011
10 6 pro. lots of girl's & lady's

86 -Real Estate -Houses

14 -To Rent Apartments

girls need a 4th to share 2

3

TELLERS

-")

WE NEED EXPERIENCED

14.11

SS

Classified REAL ESTATE
11-Apts. and Rooms to Share

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

We provide a good base salary with an
attractive commission plan. Illustrative
sales tools are provided to help you help

ru

Dr. ,Ar I. Fits.

KINNEY SHOES

STATE BANK

up.

Start to work now or later....

5,

Square Addition, 5 W. Suffield.

the newspaper bysiness from the ground

ON FALL JOBS...

Autt 26, 27, 28, 9 5
pm, clothes. toys, burn., rasc.

Des Plaines, Ill.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds,)

An equal opportunity employer

GET THE JUMP

Sot Sept 6, 9.3(enm-yr,

9:30 8Ii
$011.

YOU LIKE ONE!

central telephone company of Illinois

Anett Me1111/(115/

.0 Bulltilo Grove Ranch
Mort /,t.rurarinty Rut. Fri Sept 3,

An equal opportunity employer

MOUNT PROSPECT

Our young dynamic group of suburban
newspapers has been expanding so rapidly that we need good qualified salespeople. If you are a young woman who
is mature, conscientious, ambitious, sincere, and have at least two years successful sales experience you might be
what we need. Advertising and/or newspaper experience preferred but our extensive training program will teach you

to

S1110

occup. Extras. Des P. 8273296

A MAN'S JOB?

I

machttest

tone, 0 u elks west of Wilke

Would consider a trainee
with right qualifications.

CAN YOU DO

trunk;

01c/

3.12 S Hort, Polanne

u.

Division of Dart Industries

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

offer an experienced
teller an excellent salary
and many benefits.

An equal opportunity elllpTyer

CENTEL
SYSTEM

' Goma,. Sole Aug 25 29:

Kii

Employee Discounts

money handling

824-11861

Selman,.

Weothercsfield

tur to
Lie rg

Hospitalization

cinating work. We can

2004 Miner St.
DES PLAINES, ILL.
827-9919
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Cestroge Stile Thurs Aug. 28. 9 to
3 3, Much tra. 1700 Winch.,

cabinet. baby bed. mason 01..

Paid Vacations

Public

Subsidiary of Trocor,
800 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines

CLERKS

/Neg. 30 e lathes. toys, nose.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.

bother,

I

Sole Stereo, toys, doll turn.1.121 Rusehill Dr. Arl. Hts
E.. Aug. 28, 29

t".1

Full Time
37 Hour Week
Salary Plus Commission
Excel. Working Cond.

aptitude. We would require an individual who has had some
general clerical work using figures: however no' typing skills
are required.
Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich

LITTELFUSE, INC.

&

S11:.` 21 S Evanston. A H
corner of Evanston; KennsIngton,

Life Insurance
Shill Premiums
Profit Sharing

296-8116

CASHIER

Randhurst Shopping
Center

numerical.

PRODUCTION CONTROL CLERK

ALSO AVAILABLE

Cy.ir

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

Hours are 6 p.m. or 7 p.m. to I a.m., Monday, Wednesday
,and Friday. Must have 2 years experience on Alpha' and

No Experience Necessary

leihy tams. toys
rag r nest 320 IV P,nu. MI. P

Monday thru Friday - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

The following jobs are available for interested applicants;

29, 30

Aug 27 28, 9-7 PM

Sole

Gor

Motor Medial
.

28

9 6 91,6 5.111111, MnProspect
Mr

APPLY IN PERSON

OFFICE OPPORTUNITIES

Evermithing. Aug

Z.

erns.
Fl IS

Interviewing daily 9.4
An Equal Opportunity Employer

'r

Nil .111.orl Gor. Sole Allyn ng

$2.18

Janitors, Day Shift

Elmhsrst
II)

N,

rr

Fn't

$2.70

Pleasant working conditions
Paid Vocations
Paid Holidays
Paid Hospitilization

VIX

SERVICE ASSISTANTS

707

Mr PrAug 28 & 29,

$2.96

Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate

3400 Wolf Rd.
Franklin Park

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS - Part time
Park Ridge, Ill.

430 Tautly Ave

in

master file. With your youngsters in school and mounting
expenses, feel the security of
full time employment with a
firm in your area. Salary is
competitive and all benefits vocation, insurance, profit
are company paid!
sharing
Cafeteria on premises. Call or

A.M. CASTLE

We have fine cobs at surprising pay for Secretaries, Typists,
File Clerks Keypunchers, other General Office Positions.

Work full time. or port time when you please -as long as
you please a few clays a week, close to home. No age
requirements
If you feel your skills are rusty and you'd like to brush -up,
let us help you at no charge of course! Ascertain your shorthand aptitude. improve your speed and accuracy on the
typewriter comptorneter, other office machines.
Please vistt us in our new Park Ridge offices on Touhy near
Prospect lust across the street from Citizens Bank. We can
put you in touch with other women like yourself who are
entering or returning to the business world and help pay for
that dreamed of vacation.
Stop in to see us soon. There is no fee or obligation. Let's
talk about your new job over a friendly cup of coffee.

Now hiring and we will train
Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate

apply

METHODE MFG. CORP.

f

POSITIONS OPEN STARTING IMMEDIATELY!

Wanted, mature lady interested in returning to the work-

manufacturing and sales company
kb. Prouty, Ilk 0013

FOLLOWING

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES COMPANY...HAS THE

ing world as a clerk

299-4446

Yord Sale. Thurs. Aug.
28 only 10 to 6. Clothing, toys
It 100 Cl 3.1820
Sale,: Aug 28 & 29.
Rua fff c
431 S Reiner, Arlington
30

2400 E. Decoy Ave., Des Plaines

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

11,

Carta,

O'Hore Lake Office Plaza

INSPECTORS

ASSEMBLERS

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

2ft 29.

t

Bird IC1111.. Des Plaines.

Openings Now Available'

Excellent benefit program -tit new modern air conditioned

suer',

oncl

Pm, 503
Troth Mt. Prospect
I', ta Stye Mrs: limn., Aug 30, 9
to 3. 827-8722. 9351 W. Early

TRAINING INC.

WOMEN

when you work for Berg Monufocturing Co. We need a sharp
m gal tunes sonic typing to work in our ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
DEPARTMENT Individual should be familiar with figure work.

f

tory,.

r mord...Fog

KEYBOARD

BOUQUETS TO YOU

Many

5(11e,

n

CALL -JOHN MINOGUE

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Arlington

11

Nri

3245 Kirchof,
Moorlows

An Equal Opportunity Employer

5 p.m.

2:30

the

-trams

8:30 a.m.

6:3U

the 1/11,01110Ili(01
Under the direction of
eclisterecl therapist. you

Full Ina

ACCOUNTING CLERK

secretory.

Position offers excellent starting salary with an exceptional
benefit program.

SCHOOL BUS

Here is yocr opportunity ro

Maeller's Stationery Store
13 E Campbell. Arl. Fits.

PART OR FULL TIME
ORDER CLERK

MALE & FEMALE

DAYS 0E117

C.ntsict
Mk!, IERMAN
421 6628

EXPERIENCED
STORE CLERK

21 -Help Wanted tien'or Worsen

Branch sales office located in
beautiful new Des Plaines office building on private lake,
has immediate opening for a

HAI rI/CE

lift,'s

21 -Help Wanted -Men Women

WAITRESS

11i"thl. WOMAN OR COUPLE to
idear clot lor's suite. CALL:
59 9092 weekdays.

DISHWASHER

Rd., RolliTici Meoclotys

TO EXECUTVE

Irdereseng & varied duties
Exc client working conditions
real job satisfaction,
Plus
visit with us about the full

1

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS

position 010

A top staling salary

Need extra spending money?
Be 0 waitress at

RESTAURANT

benefits

want a

Work now 'tit Christmas. High
Commissions. Coll or write

21 Help Wanted Men " Women -

Women

Wanted -Men

I OVEl
cornp.

Live

charge, wry.
IV. 560 wk. Int
mediate availobility. 824 7831

It pays to advertise
with Day Want Ads.

-DISSATISFIED?

BORED

ONE YEAR OR MORE EXPERIENCE DESIRED. Ex-

otsten

Monday

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk GroveVillale

IBM KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

371Eg. T.,uhr A.

to assist Director in all
facets of public relations, in
eluding press, community and
employee relations. Additional
duties include writing bulletins
and press releases. Excellent
skills

urday, 8 to I. Personnel Dept.

CALL MRS. DOODLING

HOUSEWIFE?

2301 Arthur Ave.

Need mature young woman
with good clerical and typing

opportunity. Apply:

home,

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

1

4 P.M. to 10 P.M. Mon. -Fri.

WIFE OR
HARPER STUDENT

437-8181
1400 Busse Road (Rte. 83)
Elk Grove Village

Housek..i

RECEPTIONIST
GIRL FRIDAY

HELP WANTED

26 -Help Wanted Weern

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women -

26 -Help Wanted Women

26 -Help Wanted Women

658-5661
646 5. Mom, Algonquin
(4 bl. S. of 62 ori 311

255-3900

88 Real Estate -Vacant

Village

E:k

li)

X

150'

Choice Lou

All imp. Close to

Se herbs slapping. 437 0813.

Mao, Ink, CC

156x 128 COCO,

10t, calf c 011,r -take nearby. By
0.11110 '111.500 766.5584
FOX RIVER GROVE. IN TOWN 72
It over frontage 220 ft. deep

510.000 Phone 894-9236

Page 15

Thursday. August 28, 1969
31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

31 -Rummage & Garage Sale

Bedding, baby items, furniture
& _Misc 714 W Elm St. Arl Hts
Sat Aug 30 noon to 5 p.m.

King size headboard; crib; 8mm
camera, lights & screen; Christmas tree, trimmings; walnut TV
table; commode; pictures; crock;
antique mirror; drapes; curtains;
blankets; much misc, left from

MUST SELL clothes no more room
in closet Hundreds of -outfits

size 9 13 303 S Parkway Pros.
1 -Its 8 30 to 4 3U

Gar Sale Aug 27 28-29. 10-4.
604 Cedar Ln Mt P I1 blk. S. of
Euclid & Wheeling) Cord tble
w/4 chairs, ice skates, misc.
hshIcl items toys

Large window air conditioner,

6 week old boxtrained KITTENS

Honda 450; low miles. Mint condition. Must see, $650 or offer.

'65 Volkswagen, radio Ei heater,

DRAFTED: 1965 Corvette hardtop. Blue, perfect condition. EXT-

299-1141 894-7772, eves.

RAS I $2300. 259-1559

'66 Sears motorcycle, like new,

'68 Mustang, vinyl top, radio,

under 700 miles. $150. 296-5384,
after 5:30 p.rq.

heater, 6 cyl., excel. cond.

'67 Firebird 326, P/S, P/B, Auto.
rrons., gold, gold interior, $1795.

excellent condition, $75.
537-81/B

FREE to good home. Phone:
CL 50131

Pool 4 ft. by 18 ft. Complete with
filter. $50. Call 392-4918

Min. Schnauzers, excel. quality,
bred for temperament, chomp.
sired, cropped, shots, health
certificate. 827-6530.

marked down,

All

Gar. Sale.

112 -Automobiles For Sale

32-Miscellaneoes Merchandise

111 -Motorcycles and Scooters

112 -Automobiles For Sale

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

bargains galore. 537-1922
DON'T MISS THIS ONE. Aug. 28
29, 9AM-4 PM. Wienman

beige,
lined, 12'1x 7'. Good condition.
259-0889

&

Noborhood Sale: Aug.
27 28 29 0 R set buffet, chino
cabinet bed frame; dresser;
Largo

elec stove ref rig, toys; baby
items clothing much misc. 36 &

40 Redwood (near Dundee 8 83)
Wheeling

leather drum tbl. & 2 end ibis.
Pair of cutglass lamps. Sewing
mach., kit. tbl., ebony bdrm. set,
perfect for antiquing. Plus many
odd tbls. 8 misc. turn. Clothing 8
many new 8 used merchandise.
392.0564. 1846 lilac Ter., Arl.
Hts. Off of Palatine & Windsor.

FL 8-6947

36" gas range with

School Desk
$12.50 359-1245

for rummage sale.
259.0796
Club.
Nurses
253.0161, Will Pick -UP.

Rugs: 11 x 20 & 8 x 11, side tbls,

noon

ladies luggage, hiking boots sz.

Community Room of Ranch Mort
Shopping Center Buffalo Grove

9. CL 9-1576

I year warranty, $50 each.
392.0278

2 lamps, triangular 2 shelf tbl.
w/cane, orange liv. access., ye-

AUG. 30-SEPT. 1

Moving to Calif must leave
much behind Exceptional values, unusual items 179 Down-

Children's Sample Clothes for

ing Rd Buffalo Gr East of Buf

foto Gr

Rd

4

blks.

sale

mfg. at sample

prices. 9362 Twin Ooks In. Des

of

S.

Idg.

by

Dundee

Plaines. Daily 11-4. 827-8357

2743elp Wanted -Men * Women

21 -Help Wanted Men or Women

Beautiful custom Scandinavian
Furniture, Gibson Elec. range,
German VON II souvenirs want-

ed for my collection. Will pay

5.

BEAUTIFUL REDWOOD PICNIC
TABLE AND BENCHES $12 CALL

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in

Zenith console TV, chair, lane

Arn. of Martinsville Sofa 2 yrs.
old Med. Green Gold cane sides
92" ex. cond $250 259 9041
Matching modern cocktail,
step 8 round lamp ibis
w/f,ormica tops, excel. cond.

1

garage, $35 or best offer.

Apply Don Weidner

437-9257

392-9300

NEW ZIG-ZAG
SEWING MACHINE
392-7904

RITZENTHALER BUS INC

.

Arlington Heights

2001 East Davis

537-1930

tables, movie screen. Phone
437 6239
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener
FL9 3200
.255 1107
Overhead garage door for car

Bicycle. Girl's 20".

Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost
$200 sac. $35; hide a -bed cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"

7-9 and 2:30-4:30

Elk Grove Village

437-3767

maple L.R.
w/cabinets;

PART TIME

a

leading Contract Cleaning Company. Positions
open in the Northwest suburbs, Apply now for
this mterestin6, steady work where the pay is

8060

1967 Cougar, lime frost, 289,
auto., P/S, vinyl top. $1700.
259.9068
1957 LINCOLN 4 -door, power
steering, power brakes, Sot.
after 2 pm. 529-9648

New 357 Ruger Black Hawk,

woodworking

tique pumps &
misc. items 8 antiques.

holster, 8
$100. 381-5430

shells,

tools,

After 5 p.m. CL 3.0733

964-1306

GOOD CONDITION
CALL 537-3587

idaire 2 oven elec. stove. Sewing
machine. 392-7561

WURLITZER ORGAN, SPINET.
LIKE NEW. Original price $1500
Sacrifice 5675. 392.5214
Slingerland drums, 8 pc. set, red
sparkly, used 8 mos. ex. cond.
Zildgen cymbals. CL 5-1258

EVERGREEN SALE
to choose
1000's

each.

SI

from. Larger size also on sale.

water softeners 8 water con

FOR

Full Time Only
_Nights Only
Hours: 4:30 P.M. to 12:30 A.M.
Liberal Company Benefits
Good Salary
APPLY IN PERSON TO:

MR. MODICA, After 4:30 P.M.

MAGNOVOX 21" console, orig.
price $500 asking $100 or best
offer. Has everything, looks
Carpets, plush nylon, grey -green
tone. 11 x 21. 6 mo. old. Exp.
carpet for only $125. Also 9 x 17

red plush nylon. Exc. for ploy

FIELD ERECTORS

BOOKKEEPER- Experienced through trial
balance Familiar with general ledger.
OFFICE 'ASSISTANT -Advertising & pro-

motional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.
Some typing.
EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER
JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read
blueprints. Operate material processing
equipment.
CARPENTERS -Inside work
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

634-3131
ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES

25 TO CHOOSE FROM

46 TO CHOOSE FROM

child core. Ages 21/2-5.
Supervised creative play. My
home. Licensed. 255-7019

FAIRLANE 500 2 dr.

HEADQUARTERS

Stock # 1919
Fully Far. Equip, as shown

Stock # 1550 Aqua Color Fully Equipt..

SHELBYS

$2760

$3160

GT 350
GT 500

16

Ideal

ft.

,4:30 p.m.

After 7:00 p.m.

64.'66 compact car or 2 door
hardtop. Private party.
CI 5-2778

' 42 -Wanted to Buy
WANTED GOOD USED CLASSIC
GUITAR NYLON STRINGS. CALL
CL 3-5253

tion. 5350. 255.4352

AKC Min. Poodles, black & silver,

M & F, home raised, 9 weeks.
392-3286
2

males, home raised, 8 weeks
old, 5125. 529-5636 after 5pm.

Old English sheep dog pups,
AKC, champion ;hied males.
297-7885

schnauzer pups, Male 8

Min.

Female. White 8 Salt B. Pepper.
AKC. Excel. pedigree. 824.3064

COLLIES AKC, show and pet.
raised with
$50 and up. 259-3210
Shots,

children.

German Shepherd pups, AKC

bred for temperment & good
hips, home raised. 358.5016

Stud toy Apricot Poodle, I year
Lines & papers.
Reasonable, 253-5018
Toy

Poodle

puppies,

white males, 8 wks

darling
5 mos.,

AKC. 259.6076

Kittens to be given away.

824-7076
10 gallon 8. 3 gallon aquarium
with stand & accessories. $20.
359 1284

1955 FORD 1/2 TON, Olds engine

and transmission, Good condi-

44 -Dogs, Pets and Equipment

'63 FORD
dr., automatic
owner -blue
2

Jim Aikey

1955 CHEVROLET HALF -TON

PICK-UP, good condition, best
offer. 537-8280

1959 International dump, sgle
axle, brand new motor. Please
call aft 6 p.m. 296.6709

.

Tractor, single axle, '63 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor,
trailers, 2 ea. 35' flat bed. Call

Flat bed trailer

5' wide,

131/2'

long, 2' deep. Spare tires. $852
111 -Motorcycles and Scooters
Must sell 1968 Suzuki Sport
80 -4 -speed, excel. cond. $245 or

best offer. 296-7278

Minibike,Rupp. McCulloch 49C.
Lights, much chrome. $200.

Monday
& Friday
Till
10 P.M.

best offer. CL 5-3550

,;,

V8,

'62 IMPALA
2

dr, hardtop, auto-

matic, power steering,
white radio & heater,

ing a power brakes,

$1722
(1) Cosh Price $514.29

(To. $15.71)
(2) Less: Casts Down Payment

'63 CORVAIR WINDOW VAN

'59 CHEV. IMP. 2 DR/HT
V8 AUTO.
'64 VOLKSWAGON-RED
BUG WITH FLOWERS

'67 VOLKS-

JETSTAR

WAGON

V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air

conditioning, bucket
seats,
new. Powder blue.
console,

like

'68 FIAT
dr., sedan, radio,
heater.
2

$3444
(I I Cash Irk. $920.4111

SPECIALS

..$695

250.00
(31TradmIn
(4) TM.) Down Poyment
$00.00
(3/ unpaid Bal. of Cash Pflug
$490.00
(61 Other Chariest
1114 Nos $0.00

(Toe $49.32i $1,040.00
(3) loess Coat Down Payment
$10.00
/3) Trade In
(41 Total Down Poynunst

$50.00
(3) Unpaid gel. Of Cods Pato
0990.00.

(6) Other Chaim,
Title P... 28.00
Dome Transfer 25.70

UM.. Tramiel 22.00
Total Other Clmovos $10.00
(7) Amount Nreettard 2500.00
Flemma Cheat. 2119.91
ill Total of Payments 1419.92
(10) Deferrod Payment Mae

(L6.6) 2619.92
Anntml Foment Kato 14.53%

MUSTANG
Stick -6, white

'64 OLDS.

'63 OLDS
4 dr., hardtop, V8
automatic,powersteer-

white

CL 3-3993

68 Honda, 125 Scrambler, excellent condition, low mileage,

mileage, one owned!

Total MM. Mom. $1: 00
(7) Amount %named
21.000.00
(111

%nem. Omit. 2239.24

(9) Toted of Porno rd
$1,281.14
(10) Wonted Pay Price

(1,6.2) 01.219.24
Annvol Pot. tale 14.35%

'68 CHRYSLER
STATION WAG
pass., "loaded",
very low mileage, one
owner, factory air
10

conditioning, -side

'66

n6n

automatic,powerstisering, black & red interior

$125

927-5240

passenger,

'67 CORVAIR
MONZA

'66 FALCON
Automatic, 4 dr., low

SEDAN
4

TRANSPORTATION

1964 Ted Williams Tent Camper
$225 4 Sleeping Bags $30
Call 259-4982

4 speed, power steering, V8

COUNTRY

The Price Fixture

aft. 6 pm, 296-6709
103 -Auto Trailers & Campers

CONVERTIBLE
1

'63 FORD

OPEN

102 -Trucks, Trailers

'65 DODGE GT

-1

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

Per Month

2

101 -Automobiles Wanted

Phone 312.355-3634

M11,

8.

trade on 26'-28' Cruiser

puppies, AKC,

$1722 _$3444 -$5144, $8610

296.6709

assume bal. 4 mis. from O'Hare.
Must sell by Sept. 10. Contact
D. Messmer, home 0.437-8340

STANDARD TRANS
AIR COND.
AUTOMATIC

$3260

$2690

x

mobile home, 12x46',
bedrm, "like new", $600

2, full canvas etc. Will consider

Poodle

Full Station Wagon Completely Equipt,
whits

From

10' Malondy. Deepfreeze 8 washer w/troiler
'65 50'

CONY. & HDT.

#17130 COUNTRY SEDAN

Aztec Aqua, Stock #1713

camper.

'68

18' fiberglass, Deep V, 100 I-1SP
Johnson, trailer w/brakes, sleeps

Toy

STATION WAGONS
90 TO CHOOSE FROM

1Cx55', encl. cabana, air cond.,
cond. 8. loc., conipl.
furn'd, extras. 827-5936

fitted trailer. 298.3188
-

Trailer

MUSTANG
30 TO CHOOSE FROM

excel.

BOAT FOR SALE

IBG is looking for people to fill these positions immediately:

730 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE. 14) 827-21ra

RACING

fibre glass canoe. 298-3496

extras. $1500. 358.6298
Divorcee must sac. 110 h.p. inbd.

w/Mastercroft trailer, Elgin. 35
HP motor Call 392-3473 after

grow, who expect to move and get ahead.

AIKEY

BRAND NEW GALAXIE

$1150, Alum owning 17'x8'. 14'

Full camper top and

- Boat for Sale

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

FORD
DES PEMNES

IN

BRAND NEW FAIRLANE

8x35'

h.p.

trailer, 75

fiberglass

Evinrude,

16' Correct Craft mahog. out-

So do we people who like responsibility, who wont to learn and

OPEN SUNDAYS

69 -Nursery Schools - Child Care

. 2 bedroom, nice
Trailer foi
porch, furnished. $2200. Call
anytime. 824-6941.

over

fiberglass

boat,

Ski

18'

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

ROSELLE, ILLINOIS

CASH or TRADE 36 Month to pay!

98 -Mobile [form

wood hull, full equipped, $400
or best offer. Must sell. 766-8666

DES PLAINES

529-7070

'66 Ford Country sedan, 6 pass.
P/S, air cond., radio, luggage
rack, like new tires incl. snow
tires w/extra whls, low miles.
Closing estate. $1750. 296-5384
aft. 5:30 p.m.

room, etc. 255 8592

14'

INC.T

555 IRVING PARK ROAD

Telephone evenings.
259-4905
cond.,

CHILD CARE in my licensed
home for working mothers
894-6846

.37 -Boats and Marine Supplies

(

Executive Driven 1967.68 Fleetwood Broughams. Both fully
equipped in excellent condition.

4

Excel,

like new. 439.0420.

CHEVROLET

CL 9.3495

56 -Office Furniture-Bnices
Olivette Printing Calculator. 2
Memory banks Troxis model.
$450. Call 392-4918

Breakfront, mahog., excel. cond.
$45; round oak table; chairs;
sewing machine; sofa, etc.
reasonable. 529 4127

P/W

P/SEAT A/T BODY, MOTOR EXC.
COND TIRES ALSO GAR KEPT.

1

1

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359-3200

DICK WICKSTROM

DEV.

CPE
BLACK
GOOD SHAPE, P/S P/B

CAD.

'63

"LY$50 DOWN

Band breaks up. Must sell. 1 dual
Bandmaster,
Showman,
Bandmaster PA system. 537-4495

ditioning equipment contact.

New brakes, like new tires. Best
offer CL 3.4797 after 6:00

'69 Chevelle, R/H, A/T, P/S, vinyl
interior, 307, WW, 259-5144; oft.
5pm. 297-6679

ARTLEY FLUTE

1

New cars, executive & demonstrator models

meth. cond. Stereo tape deck.

Owner returning Europe $1200.
Call 9 to 5, 299 7121, ext. 229

back w/2 lb" Jensen sprs. $250
or best offer. Aft. 6 824-7004

Fully Auto. GE elec. dryer, perfect cond. Snow tires 8.55 X 14
white wall, used season. Frig-

blue

Runner

TWO CADILLACS

6 -stick,

exc.

Road

1963 CHEVY Convert. Clean, Gd.

827-4230

'66 VW convert.,

Fender Trernolux amp piggy-

Flynn.

printed 383; Ram, air, cost. int.,

door, radio, heater, $350.

$100. Call after 6 PM
894-4423

on al11969's

358-6034

$750 358-1310

'63 Chevy Biscayne,

SILVER TONE CORD ORGAN

Tool ECT. CL3-9461

1960 Alfa Romeo Spider Convert, black w/red interior, good
cond. A real Sports car,

'63 TRIUMPH TR4
LIKE NEW ENGINE

Rey Music, CL 3.0180

LATHE,

BENCH

JOHNSON WATER

WAREHOUSE WORK

Phone CL 5-6526

Specially made $200 classic guitar, new, one only for $1101 El -

'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all extras
& accessories. Includes full pow
A/C. Like new tires.
er &
259-3468 weekends; after 5. PM

'66 Chevelle 2-dr. HT, V-8, A/T,
good cond. 5950. 537-9822. Ask
for Eddie before 6 pm.

best offer. 381-6024

elec. doors, extras.
Drafted. RO 4-2034

'60 Valiant, 4 dr, stick shift, 6 cyl.
Runs good, $125.

55 -Musical Instruments

offer. 359-6178

1

HUGE DISCOUNTS

wheels & snow tires. $470 or

school. 298-6795 6-8 pm.

holder,

Zenith stereo console
w/AM-FM radio, ex. cond.
437-8850 aft 3 pm

special, mechanically
perfect, needs some body work.
259-6086 after 7 p.m.
1964 PONTIAC CATALINA all
power, rebuilt trans. extra

'68

1965 CHEVY IMPALA, clean,
owner, 283 engine, full power.
5850.439-4295
1968 Dotson pick-up, low miles,
excel. condition.
381-5430
$1295.

Zenith 21" B 8 W console TV;

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave:, Wheaton, Ill.
For information about the FINEST

MEN & WOMEN NEEDED

shell

kept, low miles. 52100 or best

68 Buick Skylark 2 dr., air cond.
owner
vinyl top, P/S, P/B,
52500. 299-5584 aft. 5.

CHEVY CLEAN UP
SALE IS ON!

'66 Renault 4 dr, $225. College

'62 Buick, all equip. incl, air, excel, shape, fine for train or
1

parts, 1953 Mer., assorted an-

Must sell. '65 Cadillac. Black, full
power, climate control, gar.

condition $700. 253-6330.

student

1965 Monza, red, 2-dr. HT, buckets, R/H, auto. 110 h.p. excel
cond. 5850. 253-2526

48 -Sporting Goods

better than average.

Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. $650. 439-

'65 Ford, 9 pa s. station wag.

469 7204

small Horizontal Mill with Vertical Head, Pipe 8 Die Set, Du.
more Tool Post Grinder, Knurling

New openings created for dependable men and

414 E. GOLF ROAD

'65 Monza 2 dr. HT, bockats,

trans., P/S, good mechanic cond.
$650 or best offer. 359.2719
Exceptionally clean. 51300.
827-4786 aft. 6 pm

Many Model "A" & "T" Ford

CRAFTSMAN

EVENINGS

BANTAM BOOKS

'64 Pontiac 2.dr. HT, V-8, auto.

p.m.

Also

MR. EGAN

P/S, P/B. $1850. 439-9209 aft 5

259.2498

Davidsmeyer Bus Service , Inc.

women Work Monday through Friday for

extras. $1395. 894-3397

or $5.32 down and 9 pay

bath., wash sink; laundry tubs.

"-ASK ABOUT OUR BONUS PLAN

2513 E Higgins Road

'67 Chrysler convert, like new
brakes & tires, gold, air cond.,

meets of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

$20; Di 1r. 251 7385.
Philco elec. stove;
set; bothrm. sink

AM & PM

'66 Impala Sports coupe, vinyl
top, P/S, air-conditioned, other

$53.20 Tax Included

2 55-8592

' & MINI BUS DRIVERS

1966 Cutlass convertible. Automatic, power steering, power
brakes. 2536643 or 253-0597

attachments.

$20.

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

1964 Pontiac Convert. Good
Reasonable. Call
Condition
392-3473 after 4:35 p.m.

1969 Singer Zig Zag

year old.

1

cond. $150 358-6251

Used machine in stylish cabi
net. Does everything without

JoAnn, 255-7200, Ext. 14

'65 Mercury Comet, 2 dr. 6
cylinder, A/T, R/H, very good

OFFICIAL

MERCURY 4 door P/B P/S
auto. trans, radio, healer. Good
'61

$70. 766-1734,af ter 6 p.m.

engine needs work. 439.0534.

Needs

red, 2 tops,
'60,
Corvette
mint condition $1800 or best
offer. 392-6433.

4 Door V8 P/S P/B
827-7322

dition. $225.
894.6074 after S

4

'69 Firebird 400 convertible. Air
conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic
trans. For information Call

body & interior

.400 N. Fairview. Mt. Prospect.

'59 VW. Good mechanical con-

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

437-2549

Local routes available for 7 to 9 A.M. 8 2:30 to 4:30 P.M.
We hove urgent need for
2:30 P.M. 8 4:30 P.M. Drivers
No experience necessary. Paid training Monthly bonus.

5375

1941 Nash Ambassador 4 door,
in gd. shape,

trans. sm. V-8, - Sharp, $200.
253-3674

894-3576

'63 PLYMOUTH BELVEDERE

Maple Drop leaf dining table.
Wing back lounge chair.
439-6961
Best Offer.
end
2 walnut contemporary
tables $125; area rug, gold
shag 6x9 575; Call 299 5584 aft.

Avoc. w/rotis. Ph. 537.3529

'60 Chevy 4 dr., P/S, P/B, auto.

'58 Plymouth Wagon. A/T,
snow tires, gd. running cond.

'63 Triumph Spitfire, buckets,
like new engine $750 or best
offer. 537-4753 alter 5.

BEDS COMPLETE. All good condition. 392-5942

P/S, P/B, Buckets, console. $895.
255-3384

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'65 Olds Convert, Full power,
orig. owner, Excel. shape. Call

offer. Must sell 766-8666

best offer. 359-6660
Full size BED COMPLETE BUNK

'65 Olds Cutlass, 2-dr., HT, A/T,

112 -Automobiles For Sale

'07 Ford 2 dr. custom 6 cyl., A/T,
R/F1. $1125. A-1 shape, low
miles. 358-6689.

body work. Full power
Best offer. 537-0786

some body work. $450 or best

Shantung,

color -Bitter Sweet,

Windsor.

Chrysler

'57

Call CL 3-0478

French Provincial chair

cash. 259-1183

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
For '69 - '70 Season

'62 V-8

'5B Jaguar 3.8 liter sedan, needs

POOL TABLE STANDARD SIZE
COMPLETE. GOOD CONDITION
CALL after 6:00 CL 3.1473

neti...1 glass. 255-2121

253-7579

Maple trundle or twit. beds, 555;
small maple desk $10; bachelor

51650 firm. 255-3640

'67 CHEVELLE, 2 door Sedan, like
new. $1150
259.0273

'60 Chevy 6 cyl., automatic, $100
or best offer.

chest $15; 537-9171

894-8923

'65 OLDS 442 fully equip. new
tires excellent cond. must sell

P/S, P/B. Snow tires. $895.
259.0238

Mercury Meteor, 4 door. $395.

Homemade motor bike ion 20"

'64 Falcon cony. 6 cyl. stick, dk.
gr,/wh. top, good cond. $550.

'65 Chevy Belaire 6 cyl. 2 dr.

appointment only.
255.5707

frame, 21/2 h.P., extras, exc.
cond.; 21" TV w/stand. 255-0826

WASHER, DRYER, Kenmore,

GARAGE SALE

Hts
or

Arl.

$1,000. 359.2616.

296-1689

766.5714

Very good household items. By

Wonted: any new or used items

Good condition

PRIVATE

Runs good - hest offer

GOOD CONDITION
$50 359 4372

766-8098

Old Fashioned

'63 OLDSMOBILE

1960 FORD

KENMORE GAS DRYER

rotissery.

Good condition. $35 or best of-

1960 CHEVY BELAIRE

CL 3.3928

Sofa bed $15; 6 yr. crib comp.
$12; Regrigerator $20; buggy
$9.5372253

typewriter, fully
overhauled, excel. cond., $95.
Electric

'64 Cadillac 4 dr,Fleetwood, full
power. Needs minor body work.

1965 MGB Roadster, radio, excellent condition. 51500 or best
offer. 537-7562

112 -Automobiles For Sale

41 -Home Furoishingsfurniture

Ph. 827-4898.

Phone 439-9794

Day Want Ads

Males, AKC,
359-1308

mirror, misc. 358-6689.
IBM

392-8838

DACHSHUND

fan; redwood picnic
table; L.R. chairs, dressing table,
Electric

fer.

32 -Miscellaneous Merchandise

RUMMAGE SALE

The Womons Guild of The Living
Christ Luther! Church
Fri Aug 29 6 00 9 00 PM
Sat Aug 30 8 30 AM 12:00

Living r. drapes rose

whitewalls, good condition.

FASTBACK
Nice car, new muffler
system, radio heater.

'66 FORD LTD
4 dr., hardtop, white
blue interior like new
extra cleani

$5144

paneling trim, beautiful. like new

'68 GTO

4 speed, 2 dr., hardtop, burgundy, black
,interior

'68 FORD XL

Fastback, bucket console, V8, automatic,
power steering

'68 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT
4

dr.,

beige,

black

vinyl roof, V8, automatic, -power steering,

power brakes, factory
air

$861°

n) Cosh Price 21446.67
(Tax 177.23) $1340.00

111 Cosh Prim 12419.03
/Tam 2120.95) $2540.00
12) Less: Cash Down Payment

(21 lets 011.11 Down Poyment

$50.00

$50.00
(31 Trade In

(31 Trade In
(41 Total Down Payment

(4) Total Down Payment
$30.00

210.00
Unpaid Bal. of Cash Prim

Ill L void Ilalante of Cosh
Ifk. $1410.00
(6) Other Charges
7111.14.. 11.00

trans. Transfer $2.00
Toiol Other Chem.
$10.00
(7) Amount Financed
21500.00
(111) %nonce Change $331.76

(9) Total el Payment $1152.76

(10) Deland Pay /rite
(1,6.1,1$1901.76
Annual Id. Rate 14.55%

3249000
(61 Other Charges:
Title Fees $2.00
License Transfer 02.00
Total Other Charges
510.00
/7) Amount Financed

$2500.00

Ill Pinang. Charym $599.60
(9) Total of Payment
53099.60
(10) Deferred Poy Prim
(1,6,6) $3149.60
Annual PO Rote 14.55%

SHORT RIBS

Dap
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OUR. BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY
GUY WHO CATCHES THE READY CAUGHT
FOUR, FAT HAS
FEWEST FISH HAS TO
THREE, AND YOU .
CLEAN 'EM ALL, FRY
DON'T HAVE ANY YET,
'EM, AN' DO THE

DISHES AFTERWARD: OKAY?

(EIMPH! I'LL DUSTY MS HIS

ALL RIGHT! IVE AL- DON'T EVEN THINK!
WHY TURN THIS
PEACE AND PLEAS-

( TELL "EU WHAT! THE

Thursday. August 28. 1969

AND -UN --WAIT,
LET ME THINK
ABOUT THAT...

NOW DONT TRY 'CO PO
EVERYTHING WHILE I'M'
AWAY, MARTHA -LEAVE
THE. MORE DIFFICULT

URE INTO WORK AN'

WORRY!.' THE MINUTE IT BECOMES

COMPETITION GOLDIE'LL
HAVE EM .JUMPIKY IN-

(-(AVE TO LEARN

REGULAR

WITHOUT THE

HE PRO LONGS THE
FAREWELL

REFRIGERATOR.

TASKS FOR MY RETURN!
I WOULDN'T
14 txt4.- 1<AP E
DREAM OF GOING EXCEPT
FOR DOCTOR'S (DOPERS!

TO HIS LAP --SO
COUNT ME OUT!

DOOR OPEN-

INS AND. --

CLOSING!

TONIGHT

12OUTINE.

6:00

2 News
5 News
---Tistews
9 The Flintstones

\NEVE- GOT

'THE CAR

PACKE2!

11 Around the

-

HANDICAPS

826

face his hated governess. Starring Bette

dence.
a.m.

Until 12:15

Midnight
2 Movie
"Tripoli." In

Road."

a

large scale attempt to

desperate attempt to
capture Tripoli. a

smuggle narcotic

U.S. Marine Officer

into Egypt.
Until 9:30 p.m.

rallies an army of 600
and marches with his

drugs

sequences

his

mother helps him by
flooding the town to
wash away any evi-

Arab is the clue to a

32 Truth or Con-

26 Market Wrapup

murder and

The murder of an

Show

ROBIN MALONP

"The Last Days of

pol.w.04" A Welsh
lad is caught up in

Show

32 Movie
"Cairo

9 Mike Douglas

6:55

Canary." 1927
"-th[itter.
26 Open Line
32 Movie

Davis. Until 10 p.m.
7 This Is Tom Jones
11 French Chef
26 Tony Quintana

7:30
5 lronside
7 Bewitched

World
26 Today's.Racing
32 The Addams
Family

Nanny."

Get to

1

The Toy That

Grew Up
"The Cat and the

frie smilf-tWirefationship which develops
when a ten -year -old
boy ,returns home
from a school for disturbed children to

7 'That Girl
9 Hazel
11 The Rile of Spring
26 Cinema Special
Honey32 The
mooners

2 Animal World
5 Daniel Boone
7 Flying Nun
9 1 Love Lucy

11

Phoenix" and "Once
a Year Day."

the Time

6:30

READY To GO a

"The

on My Mind, "By

2 Editorial
26 Quiz

&eao05E.'Nt4C rMrck

This is the story of

Door in a one -hour
special with musical
highlights: "Gentle

6:25

;

Singer Kate Smith
joined by the
Tito
Charles
d

and the Kids Next

11 TV College Pre26 Spanish News
32 The Monsters

--,

8:00
2 Movie

is

view

,

7:00
2 Kate Smith Show

men across the

8:30

desert. Until 2 a.m.

5 Dragnet 1969
Washington
11
Week in Review

5 Midnight Report
7 Chicago Show

9:00
5 The Golddiggers

9 News

Gail

32 News Final
9 Paul Harvey Comments

12:10
Isar -MERE ANYTHING IN

M

THEY LIVE
AND BREATHE

TH15 couvry our HORSES?

HERE, MI55!

R awls and

CARNIVAL

our

12:35

9 Movie

"Herod, the

Great."

IGdianmade spectacle about

the kingdom of Herod.
1:00

7 Of Cabbages and

32 Town and Country Music

IT: we GOT A LOT OF.

I

POSTERS T' PUT UP
HASTEN
T' DAY:

YOU KNOW,\
GUV'NOR,
SOMEHOW

THAT'S THAT:
ON T' TH' NEXT
JOB!

TO DO

LOOK

"The Big

RIGHT!

"Henry has a way with kids. Notice as soon as ha
enters the room Junior starts to laugh!"

LIBRA (Sept 24 -Oct. 23)
Don't allow yourself to be-

7 Reflections
1:55

2 Late Report

Ca-

world "brain" con-

2:00
2 Meditation

ceives a masterplan
to clean out a small
town bank. Until

9 Five Minutes to

under-

An

pers."

gencies.

1:30

10:30

QUITE

pared to call on reserves of
energy in advance of emer-

Kings

2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show
7 Joey Bishop Show
9 Movie

IT JUST
DOESN'T

YOUR
BIDDING!

VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept. 23)
A day when your physical endurance may be tested. Be pre-

12:30

5 International Zone

10:00
2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News
11 Focus on Sweden

C'MON, SYLVESTER, GET WITH

FOR FRIDAY

Paul

It Takes a Thief
9 Time Tunnel
11 Our People
26 Wrestling

BUGS BUNNY

I /o rose() p e

12:15

G !Jests include
Martin. Lou

HORSES DOWN

2:30

Live By

12:10 a.m.

bored with another's
questions. In foraging for an-

come

swers.you may come upon important truths.
SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
221--A day when you can feel

EEK & MEEK
MORTY MEEKLL

A PUNT' NJ EASY

IF -HERE'S [XX TVIING A
FirCfEEK LOVES IT'S A St 10T

PICK -OFF AT FIRST!

free to give your opinion before being specifially asked
for it. Flints tell much of the

AT P, MOVING

I

tale.

SAGIFLARIUS (Nov. 23 -

Dec. 221 --Make every effort to

strike a common chord with
co-workers. To try to go it
alone at this time is futile.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 Jan. 201--Takc care not to become oveTly tired today, especially if traveling. Otherwise,
efficiency will suffer.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19) --Make sure that the facilities you need are readily available to you. To be caught short
could cause the failure of
present -projects.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
211 --Make an effort to he

unobtrusive at the same time
that you prove your efficiency
on the employment scene. Let
others come to you.
ARIES (March 22 -April
20) --If you would make a reality of a dream, make this a day

Kla I. T. 1. u

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to Previous Punk

F AND SO YOU CAN TAKE
YOUR JOB, PUT IT IN A 00)(i

TIE A No, PINK RIBBON ON
rr AND PROP IT INTO THE
DEEP, BLUR SEA!,,.
WHAT DO YOU HAVE TO

SAY TO THAT, FATGO'

is

ior is acceptable. Take care not
to cross the boundary line..
GEMINI (May 22 -June
21)--A situation of genuine

pathos may cause you some
concern today. Don't be overly upset by another's lack of
sympathy.

O 1.10

14 le TY G VI P.

OTC

CAPTAIN -EASY
YEP...MY OLD MAN HAD A PEG

LEG. WHY? JAKE LEMON'S
BEEN DEAD AGES:

CANCER (June 22 -July
231--A day which could yield
spectacular results if you play

!,

li

DIDN'T YOU

BLAME TODD
TOPROCK FOR
HIS DISAPPEAR-

AKE, JUG)?
WHY

HADN'T JAKE VANISHED WITH
THE LOOT AFTER A HIJACKING
HE'D PLANNED WITH TODD?

MATS WOT

HE W...2.M31 KILT PA AND HID THE GOLD! HIS
BROTHER NEVER ADMITTED TODD'S CRIME,
BUT SEEMED SORE AT TH' SKUNK! AN' PAID
Mt' PLNTY.,.NO DOUBT FROM TH. SWAO...NOT
TO BLAB MY SUSPICION!

'Vol" etsomeot

SAID PA POU8LECROS9E2 HIMI
HAVE CONTACTED

29 Communists
32 Harvester
34 Befitting a

ace.

24 -Aug.

23) -

poet
36 Be persistent

The greater the degree of your

perceptivity today, the greater

the degree of your success.
Keep a
change.

wary

eye

out

37 City in Texas
38 Pupil's writing

for

1

2

3

HE'S DOWN AT
THE CORNER,

CHORDED

cord
core
coed
code
chord
horde
herd
hero

1

41 Tier
42 Noun suffix
44 Mix
46 Felt through
a sense
49 Undraped

CORRESPONDENCE:

PICKETING
ANOTHER
chore

hoer
echo
rode
redo
ochre
odder
dred
decor
doer

inherits

CAMPUS CLATTER

SCHOOL

's

I

cheer

ce4oEcs___

54 Part of a
book review
56 Entangle
57 Flower
58 Tropical
1149 H NIA I.

plant

5

16

15

18
21

24

6

7

9

8

0

25

27

26

I

30

31

51

52

20

19

23

28

29

34

35

37

36

.41

II139 140

38

11

17

33

32

10

14

13

44

statues

53 Bullfight

ptAIL

4

12

table

39 One who

Answers to
Hideaword

N

A0

R

59 Abstract being N I T A FR
ACROSS
NJ
-r A 5 -r I E
1 School writing 60 Humid
0°101=11
61 Not as much
O RE G
0E
implements
M
R
DOWN
5 Class field
AR I NG
At' R A
RA
1 Used in
Y
CEE
O
NA
A N/
9 Studied in
G
cooking class
EGG -r H R R ATE
biology class
(pl.)
EON E A GER
M
12 Ellipsoidal
2 Wicked
T
RYE OF' ERA
13 Studied in
3 Appellation
40 Physostigmine
anatomy class 4 Frozen rain
22 Direction
43 Very swift
24 Dry
14 Brazilian
5 Musical
macaw
25 Unaspirated 45 Of the
syllable
country
15 Expedient
6 Book - for 26 Wicker
46 Undetermined
baskets
17 Equip
English class
amount
18 Slumber
7 Roman road 28 Divide
47 Enthusiastic
lengthwise
19 Tedious
8 Preens
ardor
21 Fork prong
9 Meteorology 30 Trick (coll.)
23 Term in
class gadget 31 Flat-bottomed 48 Ancient Irish
capital
mathematics 10 Old Testament boat
33 Spiny -finned 50 River valley
class
objects
51 Epic poetry
24 Ecclesiastical 11 Security
fishes
vestment
35 Propelling a 52 Females
16 Mortifies
55 Request
27 Pulls along
rowboat
20 More certain

after

ITS A WEI HE'D

your cards right. Don't depend
upon another's holding the

LEO (July

L Sr
S

ria

21 -May

a point beyond
which unconventional behav-

AS

I

L.

naive overreaching.

TAURUS (April

SOAR F I R
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G
A
E

In School

THE BORN LOSER

of definite action rather than
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Woods Proposes All State MeetingsIle Public
John G. Woods of Arl-

bodies, it has not observed'

adoption of a meaningful

work. The Woods proposal

the new constitution that will
guarantee the public's right to

such procedures in its own

ington Heights, candidate for
a seat at the constitutional

convention from the 3rd

would require that every func-

Senatorial District, made a
new and far reaching proposal
for the n_ewConstitution to be
drafted in 1970.

tion of the legislature be

Woods proposed that all
hearings, committee meetings

The con -con candidate

scheduled in advance with
notice being given to the press

and all other interested

and functions of the state

quate notice of such meetings
be given, and yet the General
Assembly excludes itself from

'open

the purview of such a law."

know what transpires when
the public business is being.
transacted," Woods told his

"I know of no justification

taken by a

legislature. The vast welter of

scheme of government.

legislative committee and why
that action was taken."

rendered almot meaningless

going legislative reorganiza-

that the legislative article of
the Constitution should con-

record keeping.

Constitutional Convention

why legislators vote the way
they do. It is generally ac-

what action

is

audience Thursday. "Cer-

empt the most important,

tain provisions relating to
records of legislative com-

of open meetings for the

from the open meetings

General Assembly.

in either logic or law to ex-

tainly there should be a policy

legislative body in the state

mittees operating in the

from the northwest -suburbs
made the proposal in an ad-

General Assembly as well as

statute. Certainly the work of

said Woods, "that the

"Unlike federal procedures,
the Illinois legislative practice
makes . no provision for effective legislative history upon
which concerned persons and

dress before the Arlington

public.

Heights Rotary Club Thurs-

day at the Carousel

legislature has imposed "open

Restaurant.

"I WILL work for the

meeting" upon other public

the General Assembly is of

all other public bodies."

"It seems strange indeed,"

_

interest to the
the public and citizens. should
overriding

be able to know how im-

legislature should insist that
meetings of all public agencies
should be open to the public

portant decisions are made.
The public is entitled to know

committee hearings are

tion is required, and that the

presents a unique opportunity
to make the Illinois General

"Citizens are entitled to

know what goes on in

legislative committees and

Assembly the effective

cepted that the most im-

citizens deserve.
WOODS ALSO pledged to
work for a constitutional limit

on the state income tax' fate;
abolishment of the personal
property tax and removal of

level. Yet, our citizens have
no real way of keeping track
of legislative committee ac-

state sales taxes from food and
medicine.

tion under our present Illinois

The Prooett map

WEATHER
Tonight: Partly cloudy,

warm, low in lower 70s.
Tomorrow: Partly sunny,

ih-

strument of government our

portant work of any legislative
body is done at the committee

the courts may rely in interpreting the intent of the

believe that thorough-

"1

through lack of effective

Woods also pointed out

persons and organizations.

legislature be open to the

Although the Illinois

and the press, and that ade-

meeting' provision in

Telephone

255-4400

Your Home Newspaper

warm, high in lower 90s.

Newsstand Price 10 Cents
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Park to Race
Under Lights Tonight

L -';'Arlington
By Richard Crabb

Arlington Park this evening

presents the first night

thoroughbred racing program

`this evening, tomorrow evening, Tuesday through Saturday next week and Sept. 8, the
final day of racing on the Arlington track this year.

that horsemen will find that
night racing solves problems
for them. The night schedule

Northwestern Railway trains

in early morning twilight.

THE SPECIAL

held at a major race track in
the United States.

Mount Prospect Detective Richard Pascoe displays several stalks of marijuana found in field Wednesday in the Champaign -Urbana area. Several of the diplomas framed ogle wall in the detective
once are for narcotics investigation courses taken by the detectives.

Destroy Marijuana Crop
To Climax Drug Case
middle of the field.

By Gary Shill -man

drug

extensive

An

Mount Prospect detectives
in-

vestigation, started a month
ago by Mount Prospect detectives, 'ended Wednesday in a
field in the Champaign -Urbana area where police found
wild 'marijuana said to be
worth at least $1 million retail.
Mount Propsect detectives,
state narcotics agents, Elgin

detectives and state police
were involved in the investigation.

The key events leading to
the discovery started with in-

formation uncovered by the
Mount

Prospect

detectives

and the arrest of an Elgin
youth last week
charges.

on

drug

SGT. JOSEPH Bopp of the

Mount Prospect Detective Bu-

reau tied together the events
yesterday explaining that "the

youth arrested was a major
supplier of marijuana in the
Mount Prospect area, as well as

in Elgin. His source was the

released news of the events surrounding the marijuana dis-

covery in a press conference
yesterday afternoon. Here is

Davies home for about two
weeks and set up a "controlled
buy" last Thursday night.

Elgin detectives and State
Police assisted Mount Prospect detectives in surveilance
and closed in on Davies moments after he sold 20 pounds
of uncut marijuana to Robert
H. Kahn, the state agent who
co-ordinated the probe.

Kahn posed as a potential
buyer and arranged for the

field of wild marijuana downstate."
sale. After several last minute
The youth, Michael Davies, changes of location, the sale
19, was charged with sale of was finally set up on a side

narcotics. He is to appear in
Kane County Circuit Court,
Geneva, though the date has

not been set.
The marijuana, growing in a
field more than two miles long
and 120 feet wide, was chemically destroyed yesterday by
agents from the State Narcot-

ics Control Commission. A

small creek flows through the

three blocks
Davies' apartment.
street,

from

POLICE VIEWED from a
variety of vantage points as the
sale was transacted.

Davies transfered the mari-

juana from the trunk of his
auto into Kahn's. Kahn paid

Davies $2,000 in marked money and the youth was counting

journed meeting of the Illinois
Racing Board Thursday.

evening schedule during the 8 -

day experiment with night
racing.

THE FIRST race this even-

Some horsemen have, ex-

ing will begin at 7. p.m. The
final race will begin at about

pressed concern and op-

permits horse raceing to take

10:30 p.m. Illinois law

position to' having -night racing atis big time track, fearing

mid-

that their ,labor costs would
rise and that there would be

Heights track opened in 1927

confusion in shifting from daylight to night racing.

place from noon until
night. Since the Arlington

racing has been done in

daylight.

Two thoroughbred race

fering an additional purse of
$1,000 per race ($9,000 for

have been racing at night for
years, but in the Chicago area
only harness racing has been

each night racing program).
Mrs. Marjorie Everett, head

held at night.

Labor Day -Monday, night
racing will be done at all of
lated area outside Elgin.
Aided only by general direc- the eight remaining days on
tions, Mount Prospect detec- the 1969 season at Arlington
Park.
Night racing will be conthe massive marijuana field
Wednesday and quickly made ducted at Arlington Heights
arrangements for destruction
of the crop.
The field was sprayed yesterday with chemicals to destroy the potency of the drug
and make the user violently ill

if smoked, kill the marijuana
seeds and sour the ground to
prevent the weed from ever

DURING THE 8 -day experiment Arlington Park is of-

With the exception of

Davies in the sale of marijuana

State agents and Mount
Prospect detectives staked out

ternoon will be shifted to the

cated an additional 60 pounds
of uncut marijuana in plastic

tive Richard Pascoe located

ities.

was granted at a special ad-

tracks in down -state Illinois

their account:
Mount Prospect detectives,
about a month ago, uncovered

to dealers in the Mount Prospect area.
THE DETECTIVES immediately turned the information over to the state author-

that have run to and from
Arlington Park in the af-

the bills when the police
sprung the trap. Davies offered
no resistance.
Within hours, police lo-

bags under a tree in a deso-

information implicating

Approval for an 8 -day experiment with night racing

of the Arlington Park in-

stitution, told The Day Thursday that she expects the night
racing schedule to eventually

The supplier of this part,

By Ben Clarke

opens Tuesday, if promises
made to Village engineer
William McManamon this

breath easier when school

week come to pass.

There would be traffic

signals in operation at the

Offices in Mount Prospect's

Village Hall will be closed

Monday, Labor Day. Acting
Village Manager John Zimmermann said that a skeleton
crew for the Public Works Department would be at work, in
addition to the Fire and Police
departments, whose members
will be fulfilling their duties as
usual.

Owen St. crossing of Central
Rd.

And if the lights are

in

with the defective unit
Wednesday.

McManamon said that Bell

& Gustus heard from Eagle

morning.

"The most important prospective advantage of all, to
our horsemen and their men
is the greater earnings that
night racing is expected to

way signals were awarded to
Rafel & Co., electrical con-

"Look what night baseball
has done," Mrs. Everett said,

susuas\
SAYS =

our attendance and our
revenue so an extent that the
purse money going to

, horsemen can be increased,"

Mrs. Everett explained.
ATTENDANCE at Arlington
Park and at most major

race tracks
across the country, all of
which have raced in the afternoon until now, has been
slowly declining for more than
a decade.

thoroughbred

Attendance at Arlington

OSCAR_GUSTUS told

McManamon that if the ship-

ment was not made by air

Girls who count calories deal ,with big figures.
MIZZISIttak7 1017211WWIM'N.'47`...ZWg;

Old Town Gets
Sewer Go -Ahead
construction bids Sept. 3. the
MSD board of. trustees fulDick Schuld, president of filled a promise made when
By Ben Clarke

the Prospect Heights Old Town
Sanitary District (PHOTSD)

they signed a contract with

the Metropolitan Sanitary District board voted the "goahead" on a $3.7 million interceptor sewer sysitem, with
which the proposed PHOTSD
system can connect.
"I feel great. It's good for
the community," said Schuld.

system.

was jubilant yesterday when

In voting to advertise for

Atain,,S:-VkisaaVar4-442,x

pany would drive again

to

. Iowa and get the vital part.

Gustus said that the lights

will be ready for operation
Tuesday morning if "at all

repair it or replace the unit,
promising to ship it by air
toward Mount Prospect on

McManamon said that the
contractors, Rafel Co., have
said they will work Monday
if necessary to complete the

By Keith Brown

What caliber of trouble is Buren F.
Herod in?

Well..., Buren took of from

Meadowlark Field (25 miles south of Los
Angeles)

last Saturday on his way to

Mount Prospect where he lives and made

it as far as Kerney, Ariz. where he was
forced to set down due to carburetor
trouble.
A friend of Buren got a new carburetor

for him, but it didn't fit, so they put
their heads together and took.a used 22
caliber cartridge to replace the main fuel

nozzle extension.
The results were profitable. Buren
takes off for home this morning if
weather permits.

Buren purchase his 1941 airplane just
prior from his separation from the service
a few months ago. He is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Buren C. Herod, 214 N. Pine,
Mount Prospect.

PHOTSD

Gripe
Of The
Day

( /
Q.:7 --c--,,,--:

'J.:

4
.

Taxes and high prices
that take away all of my
pay increase.
E.W.

installation.

that

stated

they

would build the $3.7 million
It was the first such contract
that MSD had ever signed with
a municipal body, according to
Schuld.

THE FIRST phase of the
MSD interceptor system will
at

begin

Wolf and Camp

McDonald Rds., where it will
"tie -into" an existing system.
It

freight on Thursday, his com-

will go west along Camp

McDonald to Wheeling Rd..
then north along Wheeling Rd.
to Willow and west along Willow to Hillside. Completion
date on this phase is set for
Aug. 31, 1970.
Monday night the PHOTSD
board of trustees voted to advertise for' construction bids
for phase one of its $900,000
project, which will "tie -into"
the MSD interceptor as work
progresses. Schuld described

phase one as "all of the district's area south of Willow

lY

Rd."

at

Schuld said that his district
would advertise for bids on
Sept. 8, with a bid deadline set

THE SIGNALS are being

30 days later. He said that once
work begins, PHOTSD intends
to stay "about a month ahead"

tractors of Chicago,
$27,000.

paid for by state motor fuel

of the MSD interceptor proj-

tax funds.

ect.

The state requires new in-

He's On His Way!

troducing night racing here at
Arlington Park, we are taking
a step that will eventually be
adopted generally by our industry."

SIMON

make possible. I am conficent
that night racing will increase

Equipment yesterday saying

Thursday if possible.
operating then, it will end
long story that began Sept. 23, .4
1968, when bids on the four-

million.

night baseball at first, but it
has saved the sport. By in-

people begin work in the

humanly possible."

that they had located the
defect, and would either

1968 totalled nearly 1.75

"There was lots of criticism of

about the time most other

Lights Should Be Ready
To Guard School Crossings

for several

Offices Closed

Their men can begin work at

in the area.
DESPITE THE static con -

drove to the manufacturer,
Eagle Equipment Co. in Iowa,

(Continued on page 2;

workmen to begin their day

"THIS IS really an educa-

at Mount Prospect's Busse
and Central Schools should

there in the first place," said
Bopp. When completely har-

no

tional program this year," said
Mrs. 'Everett, "I am confident

MARIJUANA had apparently been growing in the field
only speculate as to how it got

will

horsemen.

Bell & Gustus, Chicago, did
not have the part in stock but

years. "We can

it

longer be necessary for

Park this season has declined
more than 5 per cent despite
increasing over-all population

earn the full approval of the

Parents of school children

growing again in the field.

will mean that

dition, horse racing continues
to draw more spectators than
any other American sport.
Arlington Park Attendance in

stallations to include -not only
upright poles with signal lights
on the four corners of an intersection, but also overhanging
lights supported by mast arms
in the center of the intersection as an added safety
measure.
The installation was to have

SCHULD SAID that the
sanitary district which he heads
has been in existence for about

three years and has collected
taxes twice. He added that resi-

r-

Have A Happy,
Safe Holiday

three weeks ago,
McManamon said.

a defect was discovered in the
controller governing the timing.

paying taxes to MSD for 13
years without any services in
return.

been complete by the end of
last year. However, a long
strike by the manufacturer of
the mast arms delayed their
delivery and installation until

THEN TUESDAY, when
Rafel thought the job almost
complete and were checking
out the timing of the lights,

dents in PHOTSD have be.en

There will be no Issue of
book-they are all symb-olic of one sober fact for
The alarm set at 8 o'clock, the pencil, pen ruler,
northwest suburban students. Labor Day Monday will mark the end of another summer vacation'
and then It's back to the books again. (Photo by Connie Blanchette)

The Day Monday, Labor
Day.

Smash
Ring
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Board of Appeals Rejects
Variation for Apartments
cally to build 10 apartments

By Ben Clarke

The Mount Prospect Board
of Appeals last night recommended denial of a variation in

R-3 zoning that _would have
allowed a building containing
10 apartments, instead of nine,

into the structure, planned for
four units each on the upper
floors, with two garden apartments on the ground floor.
KEEFER NOTED that vacant property east of that being

to be built on an irregulary

considered, along Prospect is
also zoned R-3, and allowing a

shaped lot in the Centralwood

variation on the Kenilworth

subdivision. Their decision

property would set

rested on a consent decree issued in January, 1968.
The lot in question is at the

corner of Prospect and Kenilworth on the west side of
Kenilworth. Owner Enzo J.

grounds that the petitioner did
not present sufficient reasons
for recommending a change in

prece-

a

dent.

Keefer said that he did not
feel enforcement of the 2,400 square -foot requirement

would work any economic

Frediani petitioned that plans
be accepted to permit one

hardship on the petitioner. He
"We've got enough
said,
apartments in Centralwood.

unit per 2.370
square feet of lot area, rather
than the 2.400 square feet provided under R-3 zoning.

We don't

A number of Centralwood
residents appeared and protested the petition, prominent
among them Jack Keefer, a
longtime resident and phar-

this subdivision 40 years, and
there's enough noise from the
apartments already in."

apartment

need

any

extra

ones."

macist in Mount Prospect.

CENTRALWOOD lies be-

tween Central Av. and the railroad and Kenilworth and Lancaster, mostly zoned for single
family residences.
James Viper. architect for the

Mrs. Charles Verret, 107 N.

Waverly, said, "I've lived in

proposed building, said, "It's
more economically feasible to
build 10 units than nine." He
added that it was easier physi-

apartmetnts

consent decree of January 15,
1968.

This decree said tliat R-3

zoning requirements should be

strictly enforced on the lot in
question at 212 N. Kenilworth. Chairman George
Jacohsmeyer said that a variation could be allowed only by
amendment of the consent decree. The decree also provided
that successive owners must
abide by the R-3 zoning.
Koop then presented a petition for granting variations on
single family residences under
construction on five lots south
of the 212 address.

HE SAID that- building

plans had been approved earlier showing use of pre -fabric-

the greater

ated chimneys, and asked a

variation from the building
code that requires brick chim-

the

burden on homeowners." He
said there would be more chil-

dren and this would mean
more school taxes for homeowners.

IN THEIR decision

the

board unanimously agreed to
recommend

denial

on

the

neys. He said that it would.cost
$400 more per house to make

the changes and claimed that
he had not known the pre-fab
chimneys were in violation of
the building code.
Peter Retten,

probably fill 10 semi -trailer
trucks. There was almost complete saturation of the weeds in
the field and in many places it
had grown more than six feet
high." Bobb estimated. the value of the marijuana as "as least

in approving plans this did not
excuse the builder.
The board denied this vari-

a Cook County Circuit Ct.

Don Vertone, 113 N. Kenilworth, said, "No one has
brought up this fact, but the
greater the number of

(Continued from Page 1)

vested, the marijuana would

ation outright.
Koop asked the board for
another variation in fire escape windows in the two

$1 million."
Prospect
Mount

nilworth. He said the single

tine and Schaumburg Town-

Education is big business in
the northwest suburbs.
By school people's conservative estimates, more than
120,000 students will attend
classes this fall in the areas

served by Day Publications
newspapers.

This figure includes the
5,000 that Harper College expects to show up.

IT DOES NOT include any
parochial enrollments.
New giant in the area's elementary districts, serving kin-

dergarten through eighth

grade,

Hoffman

is

Estates -

Schaumburg District 52,
where approximately

12,000

students are expected.

Close behind are Elk Grove

District 59, with 11.800 students. Palatine -Rolling Mead-

ows District 15, with 11,500
enrollment expected, and Arlington Heights District 25,
with 9,300 pupils showing up

ship. This year it expects 6,200
students --most of them at Con-

ant High School in Hoffman
Estates.

High School District 207,

which serves Des Plaines, is
building Maine North to keep
up with its rising student population.
SCHOOL PEOPLE in several districts will have a busy

Esmond. "They originated the,

done an excellent job," said
information in this area and

THE BUILDING code re-

followed the investigation
through to its conclusion several hundred miles away."
Mitchell Ware, state super -

quires such windows to be 30
by 24 inches and within 2 feet
of the floor. Koop said he was
not aware of the violation until

intendant of narcotic control,

it was pointed out by the village building department. He

echoed the praise, pointing out

District 59; Longfellow

most helpful of all suburban
departments in working with
state agents."
Mount Prospect dets_ctives
worked closely. --with state

agents less than two months

director of

must enlarge the opening to

required size, but be
allowed to install concrete
steps, "not more than 8 inches
the

high" to bring them to a "suf-

Is

Public schools in the four township area of Wheeling,
Elk Grove, Schaumburg and

cupancy.
everybody's
By

figures,

and high schools were totaled.

education means money. Ano
the amount spont in the Northwest suburbs is getting bigger
all the time.

A comparison of those same
school districts shows that
82,127 pupils are expected
next week from the same area.

From Des Plaines to Barrington, from Wheeling and
Buffalo Grove to Roselle and
Medinah, budgets for the

of school expansion?
We're just beginning!.

1969-70 school year for public
than
more
total
schools
$105,200,000.

By the time Palatine:4011ing Meadows Districtl5 "tops
out" or reaches saturation
point, when all the available

Fifteen years ago District 52
Estates -Schaum(Hoffman
burg) had 217 students; next

land is built up according to

Tuesday

it

expects

12,000.

District 59 (Elk Grove) had
339 students in 1954-55; next

HIGH SCHOOL District
214 leads in the number of secApproxiondary students.

if zoning and other factors

that grade
don't
school district alone may well
total 22,000 children.
change,

The district will soon begin

building a seventh high school
in Rolling Meadows to take

care of rising enrollments.
Also constructing a new

YOU ALREADY MAY
OWN 1/2 OF TOTAL

HOME AIR
CONDITIONING
factory for total air condition-

ing. An add-on system may

NO EXTRA CHARGES

REGARDLESS OF THE POWER OF YOUR LENS PRESCRIPTION.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU NEED SINGLE VISION OR BIFOCAL LENSES.
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU REQUIRE TRIFOCAL LENSES.
OR TINTED, OR SUNGLASS LENSES.
to REGARDLESS OF WHETHER YOU DESIRE CLEAR,
YOUR CHOICE OF OVER 200
REGARDLESS OF THE FRAME STYLE YOU SELECT.

FRAME STYLES IN EXCITING
OF FASHION'S NEWEST, FLATTERINGATTRACTIVE
CARRYING CASE.
NEW SHAPES AND COLORS! ALSO AN
OPTOMETRIST'S prescriptions to be
Bring your EYE PHYSICIAN'S (M.D.) or
filled in the frame of your choice from our large selection. AT ONE LOW PRICE.
st

MT. PROSPECT

22 CHICAGO 1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA
TELEPHONE: 259-9486
AREA OFFICES
DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

WEST SIDE

3 EAST WASHINGTON

6001 W. NORTH AVENUE
3942 MADISON

REFRIGERATION
203 So. EMERSON
MT. PROSPECT

259-2727

3301 NORTH LINCOLN
4749 NORTH LINCOLN
4752 NORTH BROADWAY
1324 MILWAUKEE

NORTHWEST SIDE
4787 MILWAUKEE
2747 MILWAUKEE

DOWNTOWN AURORA

91 NORTH BROADWAY

SOUTH SIDE
4218 SOUTH ARCHER
6351 SOUTH HALSTED
9124 SOUTH COMMERCIAL
11127 SOUTH MICHIGAN
8641 S. COTTAGE GROVE
9515 S. WESTERN

WAUKEGAN

1825 WEST GLEN FLORA

CHICAGO SUBURBAN

OAK PARK
1115 LAKE STREET
BLUE ISLAND
13046 SOUTH WESTERN
OAK LAWN
87th & CICERO, KORVETTE CTR.
MT. PROSPECT

1074 MT. PROSPECT PLAZA

DOWNTOWN ELGIN

15 DOUGLAS STREET

OPEN DAILY MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 9:00 A.M. TO 6100 P.M.

THE Northwest Suburban Art Gallery

SUPPLY CO.

Daily 8:00 to 9:00 PM
Sat 9:00 to 6:00 PM

Carpets
Paneling

Century Supply Company

THE

32 S. Evergreen

Arlington Heights
11, ORIGINAL ETCHINGS
Rembrandt
'Campagnola " HOURS: M.510.6 I Whistler
Millet
W. Bauer
HI & F 10-9
K. Moser

-4' ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
so

E. Corts

* CONTEMPORARY GRAPHICS
Jansem
Buffet
Deli

-1;1. ARTISTIC CUSTOM

FRAMING

Tile

Hours:

Mt. Prospect, III. 392-4700

aad School of 72uaic

Your Custotp Drapery Specialists

FREE

DECORATING SERVICE

Slip covers
' Upholstery
Custom Made Draperies
Kirth
Hardware
Window Shades

BAND INSTRUMENTS RENTED

For School Music Program
27 W.
Home of
Daily 9-5
Prospect Ave.
the famous
CONN ORGAN Mt. Prospect
CI 3-5592

HOURS: DAILY 9-9, SUNDAY 9-9

116 S. Northwest Hwy
Palatine - 358-6050

Mon-Thur 9:30-5:30
Fri. 9:30.9
Sat. 9:30.5

Pitapat ilk Skop
506 E. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, III.

Serving Suburban Northwest For 17 Years.

Dealer
Your Franchised
We service all makes
Special Summer Hours:
Phone
M -F 9-8

312-259-4569

Sat. 9-5:30

LEIDER GARDEN CENTER
SCOTT'S WEED & SEED

Continental Delicatessen
IMPORTED $ DOMESTIC DELICACIES
10 S. EVERGREEN AVENUE
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

PHONE: 259-9544

5,000 sq. ft. bag normally $7.95

NOW $6.95

0,000 sq. ft. bag normally $14.95 NOW $12.95

LEIDER'S INC.
460 W. Irving Park Rd.
Bensenville, III. 766-1177

CO,
Turf
Builder
pIus2

"Specialists in Orthopedic Fittings"

KNUPPER'S NURSERY

WELLBORN'S SHOES

& GARDEN CENTER

PUT YOURSELF

IN OUR SHOES
25 W. Prospect Ave.
Mt. Prospect
CL 3-5757

Mon -Sat

9:00-5:30
Fri. 9:00-8:30

--5-cluu.A..n.. 'Bicycles

NORTH SIDE

A-P

CENTURY,

CARTER MUSIC SHOP

PRICE
GLASSES ONE LOW
OF ANY KIND

be all thot you need.

Phone: 394-0820

9-9,Sat.

& Fr

Over 1,000,000 Sq. Ft.
Tile in Stock
Near wholesale to you

-1 satisfaction guaranteed!

Your present furnance and

ducts may be entirely sotis

if it's Westinghouse

9-6

Mi.

11

check our quality!
V check our service!
1/ check the value!

building is High School Dis
trict 211, which serves Pala -

sure

Hours:

1010 East Central Road

at Lee Optical
we've been doing
the same thing for
over twenty-five years!

2,479 at Prospect, and 2,378 at
Wheeling.

You can be

Arlington Heights, III.

Rand Road-U.S. 12 at Central Road

.

mately 2,297 arc expected at
Elk
at
Arlington; 2,602
Grove; 2.423 at Forest View
High; 2,578 at John Hersey;

obligation system survey.

20 S. Evergreen Plaza

lowered the prices...
but not the quality!

may be on hand. In September,
1968, enrollment was 4,150.

the facts, call us for a no -

MITCHELL'S JEWELERS

school district projections, and

mass -production and
high -volume sales, he

pect 57, expects less students.
They believe that 4,080 pupils

Diamonds
Watches

Jewelry

when Henry Ford started

One district, Mount Pros-

simple and economical. Get

,

C.

on Tuesday.

Ins ciliation of a Westing.
house split system con be

Listed Below Are Many Of The Area's Stores & Services And Their Hours Of
Operation - Refer To This Guide To Make Your Shopping Easier.

all the enrollments for grade

Think you've seen the end

TIME

YOUR

week it will be up to 11,800.

Palatine had only 10,943 students fifteen years ago --when

TIME

OUR

ficient level as per the building
code."

till contractors gdt the
new school ready for safe ocsions

Meadows District IS.
Lake Louise School in Palatine, however, didn't make it.
The District 15 board has noti-

ago in an investigation that led
to the arrest of four persons in
the parking lot of a restaurant
at 55 E. Rand Rd. on charges
of sale of narcotics.

within the basements to effect
oil painting entitled
the floor level compliance.
Kitty Duarte of McHenry, a recent Randhurst visitor, stops to admire an will be held daily
On this variation request the Ready Line by Herb Mott at The U. S. Air Force Art Exhibit. The exhibit
board decreed that the builder through Sunday.

were scheduled to attend Lake
Louise will go to Virginia
Lake School on half -day ses-

hower in Prospect Heights
District 23, and Hunting
Palatine -Rolling
in
Ridge

that "The Mount Prospect department has been one of the

yt.-^

was common practice to cut
such openings larger with no
difficulty. He suggested that
concrete steps might be built

fled parents that children who

Tarkington in Buffalo Grove Wheeling District 21; Eisen-

(

11. ref

said that enlarging the window
space would weaken the foundation.
Retten told the board that it

code, and if they were missed

and

have

floor level.

the use of pre-fab chimneys
was in clear violation of the

new buildings ready to open.
Brand spanking new will be
Cook School in Elk Grove

"They

Yost.

16 inches and 5 feet above the

Richard

building and zoning, said that

Labor Day weekend getting

Robert Barone and

Pascoe,

basement windows are 32 by

Area Education: More Schools,
More Students, More Money
By Jan Bone

Police

Chief Newell Esmond heaped
praise upon detectives Bopp,

houses at 206 and 204 N. Ke-

Wink's Bike Shop
"THE BIKE RIDERS PAL"
SALES & SERVICE
Hours: M & F 9:00 to 8:30 T,W,T-9:00 to 6:00 Sat. -9 to 5:30

115 E. Davis St.

Arlington Heights, III.
CL 3-0349 CL 3-0350

Everything You Need
For Better Gardening
Hours: M -F 8-B

Sat. 8-6

Sun. 9-5

359-1080
Rand Rd. (US 12) & Dundee Rd., Pblatine

BEEMACK
WORLD TRAVEL
Complete Reservation Service
at No Cost to You.
HOURS: Daily 9-5:30
Thurs. til 8
Sat. til '2
Sun. by appt.

3427,Kirchoff Rd.
downstairs from Coach light Inn

Rolling Meadows
253-4130

The Day's Prospects.

SPECT DAY

erican Showcase
ree xhibit -at Randhurst

quite .simply, the belief that

EACH ONE viewing the
beettioaned by the Old Sttir- various exhibits will be given a
If you like antiques and --bridge ,Village, Sturbridge, souvenir replica American
Mass.; Plirrioth Plantation, Showcase newspaper.
American history you are
The antique reproduction,
for a delightful time at Rand- Plymouth, Mass.; Henry Ford
Museum and Greenfield Vil- printed in old type set on six
hurst Sept 4 through Sept. 7.
The American Showcase, lage, Dearborn, Michigan.: columnsIvith black and white
one of the most exciting and Stephen Foster ' Memorial, illustrations, will be a fascinatimportant historical exhibi- White Springs, Ha., The' ing item to antiquers and.those
tions sponsored by the Ameri- Gwinn Collection, Philadel- interested in the everyday
can Heritage Magazine, will phia, Pa.; The NeW York State items of bygone years in Amerbe open to the public from 9 Historical Assn. Coopers- ica.
The sponsoring magazine,
town, N.Y.; The Farmers'
a m to 10 p m daily
American sideritage, was first
The exhibit pays homage to MuseuM; the Cdrriage and
the genious of American in- Harness Museum; Grand. Ra- __published in hard covers. in
dustry and its constant strug- pids Public Museum, csantr December', 1954, and has apgle to produce better things, Rapids, Mich.; _Muselim of peared six times a year without
Fine Arts,...,Dosion, and the advertising since then. Publifor better living
THERE ARE TWO dozen Ohjo_HiStorical Society. Co- cation is geared to both juvethe American -Showcase have

By Dolores Haugh

ed..:."

The American Showcase,
exhibited in its own Apecially
designed 57 -foot trailer, will
tour the United States for five
years, visiting 200 major areas
from coast to coast. Its educa-

tional importance to schoolchildren is outstanding, and
teacherS are invited to bring
their students to the exhibit.I
The collection of antiques:is:
under the supervision of Fred6rick. L. Rath Jr:, vice director I

of the New York Historical I
Association, Copperstown, N.

SENIOR EDITOR Bruce

The exhibit is brought to

AMERICA'S LARGEST FAMILY CLOTHING CHAIN

ordinary folk of America have
done and thought and dream-

ni1Cand adtilt readers.

exhibit stages each 12 feet wide.,lumbus, Ohio.

and five feet high &plc -tilt" a
capsule histury_of--gi impor- our community as a nubile serand its products. vice of RandhurSt Corporatant in
_Feminine fashions trace the tion under. the direct Superchanging whims of women vision of Richard McCarthy.
through the centuries from

our hefitage is best understood
by a study of the things that the

1-1-itatty. August 29. 1969
Dolores Haugh- Woman's Editor
131.19.R.SULULSW1-41.1.11.941-4JUSLW/02-2-1112P001LCV e

Y., and Minor Wine Thomas'

Catton sums up the purpose of

Jr., assistant director . and'
chief curator of the New YOrk
State Historical Association.

the magazine and the American Showcase in his statement,
ic
'44-1.... faith that crteattiu

411111,

homespun to acetate

Nineteenth century

The Celanese Corporation displays fashion history in the
American Showcase exhibit. 1 he good old days depicting the
stark 19th century dress made of farm produced fibers of cotton,
wool, silk and flax, are a far cry from the no -iron carefree manmade fibers of triacetate, nylon, acrylic and Arnel of today.

greet -

mg cards by Norcross and Olivet typewriters by Underwood
are among rare items such as
Paul Revere silver, White
House china, musical instruments, food preparation
and many others sponsored by
such well known brand names
as Wurlitzer, Simmons, Royal
Crown Cola, Lenox, Hush
Puppies and H J Heinz.

'171

The antiques contained in.

The forerunner to today's

supermarket was the old gen-.
eral store Everything from

penny candy to farm implements, crackers in barrels to
kersoene by the can are included in the replica of the bygone
days of the pot bellied stove so-

,"

cial center store. Exhibit will

be open September 4 through 7
daily from 10 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.

Saturday from 9:30 a.m. to

/

5:30 p.m. Sunday noon to five.
Admission is free.

God's (Small) People
Take to the Woods

/4,

.,

to vacation church
school was launched this year
when St Mark Lutheran
proach

sy" story, Carolyn Kluxdal, 5, of Mount Prospect and Greg
Perkins, 4, of Chicago, listen intently to the myriad soft sounds of
the forest.

Church of Mount Prospect

Richard Looft of Arlington
Heights and Mts. William An- .
derson 'and -Mrs. Curtis Wen strand of ' Mount Prospect.
Serving as teachers were Mrs.

Jean Rossi of Des Plaines;
There the children of St. Mrs. Richard Wagner ,of ArMark romped and played, lis- lington Heights; Mrs. Ralph
took to the woods

tened and learned, worked and. Walberg, Mrs. David Kluxdal,
worshipped along with their Mrs. Raymond Rau, Mrs.
guests, the children of inner- Gene Shubeck, Mrs. Ingve
city Community Lutheran Bloomquist, Mrs. Kenneth
Church, who came by bus each Hohnberg, Miss Sharon Price

day froin Chicago. The ses(7

sions were held from 9 a.m. to
2 30 p m , Aug 18 through 22,
at Camp Dan Beard in Potawatomi Woods near Wheeling.

THE THEME OF

2 FOR -1

School Day Camp were Mrs.

A unique and different ap-

As Karen Olson, 16, of Mount Prospect, tells them a "wood-

DRYCLEANING

Ptincipals for ihe Church

By Eleanor Rives

the

Church School Day Camp,
"Be God's People," was expressed in opening and closing
worship service around the

campfire, in songs and Bible
lessons, and in working and
playing together with crafts.

and Miss Linda Herrick, all of
Mount Prospect. Twenty assistants also volunteered their
time,

" OPENING .AND closing'.

services were con .ducted by Arlen R. Holmen,
.youth director, and Pastor
Carl AndersOn, parish education director, Mrs. Kenneth
Larson, education secretary,
acted as coordinator. Accom-panying the Cc:immunity Lur
worship

hikes and other outdoor recre- theran children were. the Rev.
L. Torgerson, the Rev. D.
ation
West and Mrs..Frankie MontA few insects, toads and gomery.
That the Church' Saiool
frogs were caught on the side.
The children brought sack ' Day Camp Was a success wa,
lunches each day and on spe- noisily proclaimed by the
cial occasions were treated to shouts of children of both
soft drinks and ice cream. Sev- churches that echoed to the
eral classes roasted wieners forest Preserve treetops:
"Let's do it again next year!"
and marshmallows.

1133 S. Arlington
Heights Rd.
Arlington Heights
437-7177

CLEANING SPECIALS
for the

2 SUITS

2

opfriocene

PLAIN fporlict:e
of one

$L75
$1.60

DRESSES
8 LB LOADS

2 50

Self -Service Coin

Operated Machines

S

'
.

Intent

on

making

Prospect, and Bruce
Haupt of Arlington Heights.
(Photos by Eleanor Rives)

2

.

CAPITAL
OF THIS BANK

each

MONDAY THEY GO BACK TO 4.99
Your favorites down in price! Cotton
cOrduroy slacks with hi -rise waistline,.
fly -front, slightly flared legs... and
very new "football" pockets;
siZes 8-18. 100% cotton ribbed blouse
with long sleeves, button adornment,

fan new solid tones.

An Opportunity to
participate in the
development of Arlington

(I)

downtown bank.

Limited reservations
accepted now
subject to
issuance.

jr!I

ARLINGTON
NATIONAL
RIGHT-A young swinger,

3 99

scoop neck; sizes S -M -L. Both in

10 -YEAR

Heights', dynamic

Sherry Montgomery,

duly'

AVAILABLE NOW

clever

, Mount

AND RIBBED

LONG -SLEEVE SHIRTS

A TOP INVESTMENT

NOTES
wastebaskets from empty Icecream cartons are 10 and 11, year -olds Shirley Brandon of
, Chicago, 'Brett Campe01 of

CORDUROY SLACKS

$1000 Denominationi

3, of

BANK

Chicago gets a genUe push

MIDWEST BANK CAKD

Welcome Here!

HOFFMAN

DES

ESTATES

PLAINES

1 10 W. ROSELLE ROAD

1 507 RAND ROAD

DUNDEE
-220 S. DUNDEE AVE.

from volunteer assistant Cathy

Hallberg of Mount Prospect,
who

helped

supervise

three -to -six -year -olds.

the

DOWNTOWN PLAZA
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Member of F:D.I.C.

COMPLETE ALTERATIONS INCLUDED

The Ride Is Over
?.,W,V1.:77011eittLeie#,

Day Light
By Joseph Stobenrauch

The big Labor - Day parade
has steadily dwindled in size
and importance in many suburban communities.

Fringe Benefit

lighted ears to the marching
hands' music and to watch the
paraders step- by with professional expertise.

BUT FOR-MOSf families

_--the-first Monday in September
is the Great -Divide.
We all enjoy_watehingffi

annual--galti- put on by
the.
.
union members--eraltstnen
aod_affilittf6LWorkers in met-

ropolitan centers. We depend
on TV to bring these parades
to us, although there is always

hard core of parade buffs

a

who make their way to urban
Chicago curbsides to tilt de -

-Take the youngster in your
house. Since early June he's
played in the plains and lolled
in the lowlands of recreation,

had fiestas of family fun in the

foothills of. that pleasant period called vacation.
Ahead nosy tower the rocky
crags of "back to school."

Register at Roosevelt
Registration for the fall semester at Roosevelt University

begins Monday, Sept. IS. and
will continue through Saturday, Sept. 20.
Classes for the I 6 -week se-

t

mester will begin the following
Tuesday, on Sept. 23.

fe*

Approximately 40 fields of
concentration are now available at Roosevelt in the Col-

LAY PU$LICATIONS

Vie Pro5pert Dap

leges of Arts and Sciences and
Business Administration. and
the Chicago Musical College.

There are also graduate programs leading to master's degrees in 17 departments, according to Robert Cohen, associate dean of admissions and
records.

-Iloilo,- the orieimil dream by alwily% jetilottsly kcering
the pareCA licedom and littellcr tual imeerity.-- Marshall Field Ill

Friday. August 29. 1969

Page 4

Robert C. Smith, Genera/ Manager

John E. Stanton. Editor mu/ Pith/is/ter

William J. Kiedaisch
Ma/hieing Editor
The Day is

of General Studies degree is
available from the Division of
Continuing Education.
OTHER

UNDERGRADU-

ATE programs lead to Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of
Science, Bachelor of Science
Business

in

Administration

and Bachelor of Music degrees.

Applications and additional
information may be obtained
from the Office of Educational
Information, Roosevelt University, 430 S. Michigan Av.,

or evening classes.
Students seeking admission
to Roosevelt University for the

adopted in 1842 by Massachusetts and Connecticut, and

New Units
Keynote speaker for

the

tration period begins.

Sept. 24 at 7 p.m. at the Bruning Corp. in Mount Prospect.

gram specifically for adults 25

117 S. Slain, Mount Prospect. III. 60056
Branch Offices:
217 .kilington Heights Rd.. Arlington Heights, III. 60005
722 Center, Des Plaines. III. 6)1016

be Dr. Toni Haggai of High
Point, N.C.

The program will be held

T H E PROGRAM

will

years of age or older. Roose- bring together community orvelt is the first Chicago area ganizations from all parts of
univerkity to present credit for the council area to learn more
knowledge gained from life ex- about the scounting 'program.
perience, as demonstrated by It is hoped that through this,
successful test scores. Further 75 new Boy Scout units will he
information on the Bachelor organized this fall.

Subscription rates: 35 cents a neck, home delivered.
rate. $17.00 a year; $9.00 for six months
Out of Itmn
Neosstand price. 10 cents a cop)
Strond-floss postage paid at Mount Prospect. III, 61)1156

enough so they were worth
marking.

"Together We Organize" program of the Northwest Suburban Boy Scount Council will

published daily. Monday through Friday, by Day Publications, Inc.

,

2-3580, extension 319. Entering students should specify
whether undergraduate or
graduate admission is desired.

first- time should contact the
Office of Admissions immediately, Cohen said. This will
allow time for processing of
applications before the regis-

Since 1966 the University
has pioneered a degree pro-

the academic peaks.

Chicago 60605, Wabash

WORK COVERED and

credit given arc the same for
subjects carried in either day

specialized collection of more stemniedfrom ---the-firesidrathan ---400,000 books, period,- -matie-aemonstrat ions of the
grievances of the workingman.
It's not all: that- bad= He'll icals andrelated-paniphTets.
Today -labor and manage-.
enjoy= -being hack with his -- ------11iinking hack to that first ment have found the -confer,
group. swap_stories-abdiit what Labor Day in Chicago, it's also
he and they have done and seen forgotten that the marchers in MCC table_ the-sensiblii- arena
the parade were described as for `mediating their ` differin vacation, start planning
"anarchists" by - -reporters. ences.
ahead.
Even the forgotten Men of
Labor Day is aline occasion who noted that the banners Labor
Day will agree with us
for a parade, a picnic 'or even were "inscribed with revoluprobably the holiday's
just a siesta on the patio. For tionary mottoes" and the that
real worth 'is showing that it
the- more active types, there's aroma of gin and beer hung
may take time. tedium, tears
always the lure of a burn -out at heavy on the air. The speeches
even blood. but opposing
your barbecue backyard set- that day were of the "down and
groups can arbitrate their iswith the bosses" variety.
up.
sues to live told work together
The parade was comIT WASN'T always thus. paratively peaceful, which you peacefully.
Those forgotten men? Why,
When Peter J. McGuire, an Ir- could not say for the strikes they're
the ones who are on the
ish workingman in New York which had erupted on the job, helping
make NI r. Every City, urged the members of the American scene ever since the
man's Labor Day more pleaCentral Labor Union in 1882 first authenticated strike of surable: the men and women
to stage a parade and picnic to workers here. This occured in running the planes, buses and
mark the great advances of la- 1786 when Philadelphia print-. trains, telephones. newsbor, his idea was already 13 ers gained a minimum wage of papers. radio, TV stations, the
years old. ft was proposed by a $6 a week.
fun places. restaurants....man,
Bostonian whose name is lost
THE STRIKE, as indicated there's a lot of them! Funny
to history.
Chicago took three years to by social observers, is the one how we take it for granted that
and firemen and hospiget around to its first Labor weapon of protest that has be- police
tal workers are on the job.
Day observance an Sept. 7, come completely a part of our more so On holidays than on
1885. Another nine years went American organism. Today other days.
by before Congress made it of- sit-downs, sit-ins, walk-abouts,
Keep a warm spot in your
ficial in 1894 and set aside the stand -ups, all versions of pro- heart
Tor them. Sort of a fringe
first Monday in September as test. with or without violence. benefit of appreciation for
with
or
without
placards
and
the present national holiday.
own holiday.
Labor had actually made pickets, can claim to have your
advances by 1882, significant

when he is expected to reach

SIDE GLANCES By Gill Fox

BODELL

Take the first child labor
hour laws. These were only

DRY CLEANING
2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

proh ibit cd children from

working more than 10 hours a
day. Other states fell in line after 1842.
Or the first Federal 8 -hour day law passed by Congress.
This was in 1868. Even then it
applied only to laborers, workmen and mechanics employed
by or on behalf of the United
States government.
TO KEEP UP with the stat-

us of labor in today's economy, you'd have to sit down
with a specialist in the Department of Labor. The Bureau of

2 GARMENTS
CLEANED

Labor, started in 1884, later

became independent In 1913,
after having been under the Interior department, then part of
the Department of Commerce
and Labor in 1903.
To give you a clue as to its

FOR THE PRICE
OF 1
(WITH THIS AD)

(LEAST EXPENSIVE CLEANED FREE)
TWO FINE LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

reach, there are 49 men and

women executives heading up
various key departments in La-

'lain Street

b o r ---administrators,

PICK UP
& DELIVERY
SERVICE

577 N. MILWAUKEE - 845 W. DUNDEE
WHEELING

direc-

VOID AFTER SEPT. 13'69

tors, assistant secretaries. The
library of the department is a

Looking for Lodging

SOFTWATERRENTAL

Lit Floros
There's a big opportunity
available to a family interested
in having a foreign student liv-

SPEED, OF course, is the
important thing with school

Sun Begins and the Lights Go
Out" at Shady Lane Theatre in

ing with them. A boy from

starting next week.
Anyone who would he inter-

Marengo.

Iran is here in the area and is
anxious to find lodging.
The boy, John lieral, is 15
years old and is in his sopho-

ested in having the boy live
with them can contact Mrs.
Shoumer at 196-5352.
Bob and Anita Robertshaw

more year of high school. He is

the nephew of N1r. and Mrs.
Albert Shoumer of 909 Quince
Ln. in Mount Prospect.

John's family. anxious for
him to be educated in AmerAlbert's
family ss ould he able to house
him. They sittuld like to, but it
ica, thought Uncle
su 11.111, I. that

NI rti. Shoumer

finds timt the, is a difficult time

for her to have him.
small

children. She

is

about to go into the hospital
for major surgery. Her husband has just started a new
business

and

is

so. Their son, Robert W. Robertshaw. was awarded a $3.500
fellowship from Wisconsin
State University at LaCrosse.

from names of listeners who
requested WEXI window sti-

His school record is outstanding. He was graduated
cum laude on Aug. 8, earning a

away long

hours. And they have no room.
John's family will lie happy
to pay a family for housing the
boy. He speaks good English.

The Shoumers would preter
that the boy attend school
somewhere in the nearby area.
They live in the Hersey disrict. but it would not he necessary that the boy attend there.

He majored in psychology and
minored in biology. He was on

the dean's list every semester
at WSU and received straight
As two of the semesters.

ROBERT IS A graduate of
Prospect High. where he was
active in sports and the band.
He is married to Janet Warnecke from Melrose Park, also a
student at WSU, LaCrosse.
1 -he Mount Prospect Nurses
Club holds it summer social on

Sunday night. The gals and
their husbands will have a
steak dinner and attend "The

HIDEAWORD

ckers.

Betty 'Fait',

of 607 Can-

Dota, has been appointed to

the nutrition committee of the
Chicago Heart Association.
The Nutrition Committee
publishes food -facts and dis-

A
"He's really a sweet guy, Daddy; He dresses that
way as a protest against the determination of the
masses to stifle artistic expression:"

Make as many four letter or more words out of
these letter as you can. In addition, find the word
using all seven of these letters.

7 good. 9 excellent

fow

Safi

wafoh, C

0.

(RENT -A -SOFT)

tributes literature to nursing
homes and homes for the aged.

Happy Labor Day on MonCelebrate by working
hard.

day!

WORST JOKE of the Day
(from M.E. Kirchhoff, 1(17 N,
Elm St.):
Linda: "What do they call a
fish with two knees'?"

Mary: "I don't know."
Linda: "A two -knee fish."

,woo needs f II -service banking?
whao-o doesn't!
A FULL
SERVICE
BANK

Letters To

All letters to the editor umst he signed, but
names will he withheld upon request. L 'e .t t ers
should be as brie/ as pos.
.tible, ttpewritten, if pos-

sible. and should contain

Answer on Comic Page'

ONE phone call can answer
any questions

216 E. Northwest Hwy., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

The Editor
HEAVCIE

TWO year option to buy
with FULL rental fee deducted

CL 9-3393

WEXI, Arlington Height's

disturbed.

working with the emotionally

softeners

PHONE

to the Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago.

He will do graduate work,

75
PER MONTH

rick C. Meyer, at a tea on

Sunday. Meyer served as the
church's first vicar during the
past year. He will he returning

FM radio station, gives a dune
buggy to one of its listeners today. A winner will he chosen

Bachelor of Science degree.

SHE HAS A new baby and
two

of 316 N. Elmhurst are popping their buttons and rightly

$

Grace Evangelical Luther-

an Church in Prospect Heights
says farewell to its vicar, Fred-

NO installation charge
NEW fully automatic

an address or phone number so their authenticity
ran be checked..
wKarstalixtmeettAttatotomtamearatat

and along with Full Service we give you 4 or 5 per cent
interest depending upon the plan you select.

THE BANK & TRUST COMPANY
******* of ARLINGTON

HEIGHTS

in the Arlington Market
Shopping Center
900 EAST KENSINGTON ROAD
TELEPHONE 255.7900

/

AT>

Cuban Missitonary

Sing -Out Explosion

To tell

It hit a packed audience in
New York and left them fired up with enthusiasm. It made a
lot of young people in Louis-

Of Experiences
Dr. Herbert -Caudill, until
recently --a prisoner of Fidel

his missionary son-in-law, David Fite, were arrested and im-

churches.
On Sunday, Aug. 31, at 2:30

year.

p.m. he will speak at a rally at
First Spanish Baptist
the
Church in BerisenAlle. At
7:45 p.m. on Sept. 2 Dr. Caudill will address the congregation at the First Baptist

Church of Palatine, 1023 E.
Palatine Rd.

Dr. Herbert Caudill

Register
For Sunday
School
Four hundred children are
expected to register for Sunday

church school at the Lutheran
Church of the Good Shepherd,
1111 N. Elmhurst Rd., Pros-

pect Heights, on Rally Day
September 7.
Jack Moriarity,

Prospect

Heights, superintendent of the
school, announced that class

hours are 9:45 a.m. for children three years old through
adults or at I I a.m. for threeyear -olds through grade six.

A STAFF of 70 teachers
and officers will be installed
before the congregation at the
9:45 and 11 a.m. services.

The Rev. , Anthony Rodriguez, Bensenville, a native of
Cuba, describes their service
as one planned to interest the

prisoned until Feb. 7 of this

1969 they will retire from ac=
five missionary status. Two of
the Caudills' three children
are also missionaries of the
Home Mission Board.

Spanish Baptist Church. Chi-

Association,

Baptist

cated just west of Rt. 83 on
Foster St., Bensenville.

ncy at 358-4224.

Mrs. Caudill will speak on the
same topic at the First Baptist

Heights

'\

r

sounding off in "Sing -Out Palatine," to be presented 7 p.m.

Dr. Caudill had served in
Cuba, under appointment by
the Home Mission Board,

jorie Jacob Caudill,

a

11'

Lutheran Student Center and
Children from the commu- Chapel of St. Timothy the
nity who arc not members of Learner at Western Illinois
the congregation are encour- University, Macomb, Ill., with
aged to enroll.
a $1,000 benevolence grant
from Aid Association for Lutherans (AAL), fraternalife insurance society of Appleton,
Wis.

The new Lutheran student
center and chapel was dedicated in March and has the po-

tential of serving some 1,200
ippians: "Let this mind be in Lutheran students on the
you, which was also in Christ Western Illinois University
Jesus...For it is God which campus. The Rev. James T.
worketh in you both to will Cumming is campus pastor.
The benevolence grant is
and to do of his good plea-

one way the 900,000 AAL
members show their common
concern for human worth
through educational and religious enrichment.

This calendar is prepared as a public service by

the Mount Prospect Chamber of Commerce.
Any organization wishing to contribute should
call Mrs. Helen Becker, CI 3-7469. Deadline for
listing is Tuesday of the preceding week. This
calendar covers the week of September 2-5.

TUESDAY'
Prospective Waist-Aways, Friedrich's Funeral Home, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Village Board, Village Hall, 8
p.m.

VFW Prospect Post 1337, ladies auxiliary
hoard meeting, VFW Hall, 8 p.m.
Camp Fire Girls, District Committee meeting,
Mount Prospect Community Center, 8 p.m.
River Trails School District 26, Board of Education, Park View School, 8 p.m.
Mount Prospect Art League, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Country Chords Chapter, Sweet Adclines, International, St. John's United Church of Christ,
Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
Buffalo Grove Over 50 Club, Drop in Center,
Ranch Mart Shopping Center, Buffalo Grove,
10:30-3 p.m.
Women's American Far Acres O.R.T., Jack
London Junior High School Library, Wheeling,
7:30 p.m.
Teen Club of Parents Without Partners, Coke
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Lyons, Morton Grove,

vice

Bar Mitzvah. Michael will he

The Baha'i communities of
Arlington Heights, Palatine,
Inverness and Barrington have
named the co-chairmen of the

charge.

Cantor Lavi will chant the

beautiful melodies. Following

World Peace Day Planning the services Mr. and Mrs. Sal Committee for the four sub- berg will host the Kiddush.
urbs.

The co-chairmen arc Robin
Curtin, of 731 N. Pine, Arling-

ton Heights; Mr. and Mrs.
Daniel S. Allison, of 428 W.

Hellen, Palatine; Mrs. Warren

Kime, of 513 Ayrshire, Inverness, and Dr. and Mrs.
Dean H. Fraser, of 224 W.

Hebrew School resumes on
September 3, and Junior Congregation Services will be held
Saturday at 10 a.m. in the dual

purpose room. At 9 p.m.
"Get Acquainted Party" for
a

the new members will he held,
and at 11 p.m. a social hour

will be held, following Silchot

Russell, Barrington.

Services at 9 p.m. in the youth

sored annually by ,the Baha'i

a.m., Sunday school resumes.
Monday morning at 9:30 a.m.
nursery school resumes.

World Peace Day, spon- lounge. Sunday morning at 9

faith, will be observed Sept. 21.
Local public observances

are being scheduled for the
week preceding World Peace
Day in Arlington Heights,
Palatine and Inverness. Obser-

vances in Barrington will be
on World Peace Day.
The purpose of the day is to
emphasize the spiritual role of
America in the cause of world
4,

peace.

This year the Bahai's are ob-

serving Youth Year with the

of "Youth for

theme

One

World."

Introduce New
Color Film Line
The Charles Bruning Co.,
1800

New Members

At Southminster
Southminster United Presbyterian Church of Arlington
Heights has welcomed additional new members to their
congregation. Coining from

various parts of the country
are: Mr. and Mrs. Redge Hen -

line. Mr. and Mrs. Roger Ihssen, Mr. and Mrs. Frances

Central

Prospect,

has

Rd., Mount
introduced a

die Nunnelee, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur W. Peterson, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Stinson and Mrs.
Karen Tully.
The church welcomes all in
[crested persons to its worship

SLIDE PROGRAM
Mr. and Mrs. William Poling, of Mount Prospect, will
give a slide presentation and
lecture of their recent trip to

Church

`Happenings
Men from varied vocations
and denominations have come
together its CBMC, organizing

ness Men's Committee.
Hoermann is also president

in nearly 700 communities in
40 countries.
CBMC of Chicago has start-

of M.J. Holloway and Co. and
head of the confectionery

ed many separate meetings
throughout the Chicago area.

products division of Beatric.
He is a graduate of Yale University and a member of
CBMC of Chicago.

Some

meet

weekly,

some

monthly, some for breakfast

NORTHWEST CBMC invites all men to attend these informal luncheon meetings,
held each Tuesday at the Niel-

and some for luncheon.
I nformtion regarding the
time and location of other Chicago -area meetings may be ob-

sen Restaurant from 12 noon
to 1 p.m. The restaurant is located on Mannheim Rd. one
block south of Higgins.

tained from CBMC of Chi-

The first CBMC started in
1930 in Chicago. It was in-

How Justley

cago by phoning 236-2464.

Are You

tended to spark men to share

treated?

lives and works. Other cities

Pastor
137.3223 - 439-0412
Sunday School and Bible Class
9:15 A.M.
Morning Wonhip Services

8:00 - 10:30
No Communion

Listen this Sunday to the
Christian Science Radio
Series for some interesting insights on this
question.
It's on 36 Illinois stations
including:
1160kc
7:00 a.m. WJJD
890kc
7:30 a.m. WLS
820kc
9:30 a.m. WAIT
10:30 a.m. WJJD FM104.3mc

THE

Exploring God's love

services and other activitieS.

SPEAKS
BIBLE TO
YOU

new line of color film to the
to help schools and
business in visual aid mate-

market

The "starter pack" was de-

different colors and also contains sheets of reversing film
which enable positive images
to be reversed to negative, or
vice versa.

10:30-3 p.m.
Arlington Heights Over 50 Club, Drop in Cen-

ter, Pioneer Park, Arlington Heights, 10:30-3

Drake
IN PARK RIDGE
625 BUSSE HIGHWAY
698-3368

FRIDAY
Mount Prospect Chess Club, Mount Prospect
Community Center, 8 p.m.
Parents Without Partners, Knights of Columbus Hall, Arlington Heights, 8:15 p.m.

Games and refreshments will
he offered, announces Mrs.

and Rome.

Raymond Salazar and Mrs.
Raymond Krutwig, co-chair-

Arrangements for the tour

were made through Albert W.
Wcidlich, Pastor of Grace,
who will he leading a similar
tour as director next Oct. 20.
The Poling's will relate
their personal experiences in
Palestine, and share detailed
information about traveling
abroad. The traverogue, spon-

men and coordinators for the
event.

FIRST

4
BAPTIST

I CHURCH
I

Sunday School:
9:45 A.M.

U

Morning Worship:
10:50

i

"History's Best Bargain"

Trinity United ii
Methodist

*
*

.

Evening Services:
7:00

* III

605 Golf Rd.
Mount Prospect
Dr. Robert E. Matthews

"Devotion to Christ"

.*

Nursery Provided For
All Services
Pastor: Albert A. lucchi

Church3S9ch2o-6o3I:496:30 A.M.

.m
,I Worship Service: 8:15 A.M.'11

; Come as you are Service

CL 3-2401

!
,..

Service:

1211 W. Campbell
Arlington Heights

Church of the Master --

Reverend Keith Davis
10:45 AM Church School -Morning Worship

"The Friendly Church with the Vital Message"

*

------

Lutheran
Church of the Cross

.

,4.-'''4
'''
i\\..
.

.i I9:00

Larry D. Cartford S.T.M. Pastor
Phone 437-5141

.--1---

Worship Service

1

,I

and 10:30
Sunday Church School
9:00 and 10:30

..

*_--._-..--_,=--,
i'

?eople O(

Oily Coitcetd

2025 S. GOEBBERT RD., ARLINGTON HEIGHTS 4,
NEXT TO FOREST WEW HIGH SCHOOL

CHURCH
Worst t:

100

SOUTH
SCHOOL

MOUNT

i

Hours65. G: 0°0.191 S3C0H 11 00 A M

Sunday School 9-30 A M
Christian Day School.Kindergarten Thru 43111

(rim rf

A

STREET

PASTORS

E. A. ZEILE
CLIFFORD KAUFMANN

IN CHICAGO
561-6874

.

Nursery Provided at Both Services

..V.................
SAINT PAUL

&4011- FUNERAL HOMES
5303 N. WESTERN AVENUE

627-7229

Rand and Centro!

LUTHERAN

PROSPECT

mutt rd .Shari rtg the Joy, CL 5-0332

reetiorti. will I: nnunitnunt of

flu

(11111.1 with

We provide suitably dignified final tributes for families of all religious denominations.

111.11111e.

Community
Presbyterian
Church

Inspiration

PASTORS

Gilbert Bowen
Thomas A. Phillips

Phonc

407 N. Main St. - Mt. Prospect.
PHONE 392-3111
HOURS:

Worship Services 9:15 and 11:00 a.m.

and r,..

439-9110

u

i7:,,,,_,P.hitri.: 3.9..,1.7,,,,.1%,"!!

"Working

p.m.

Mount Prospect Library Board, staff room of
the library, 7:30 p.m.
Mount Prospect Lions Club, Board Meeting,
Village Hall, 8 p.m.

The pantry shower is given

annually for the Dominican
nuns who staff the school.

Ursi ed Chu rah of Chrixt

their faith in Christ by their

1100S. Lino...num - Mt. Prompret
Rev. Waldemar B. Streufert

31, on the school grounds.

the community.

1938.

Tuesday luncheon meeting of
the Northwest Christian Busi-

Lutheran Church

Mount Prospect, the Poling's
made the trip through Lufthansa Airlines "Bible Lands
Journey," a 14 -day program
covering Cairo, Beirut, Nazareth, Capernaum, Jericho, Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Corinth

:

pantry shower of Our

Lady of the Wayside Catholic
Church will be conducted
from 3 to7 p.m., Sunday, Aug.

Information about the tour
scheduled on Oct. 20 may be
secured by contacting Pastor
formed similar committees
(chapters) and CBMC Inter- Albert Weidlich at 824-7408.
national was incorporated in

John W. Hoermann, vicepresident of Beatrice Foods
Co., will speak on "Happenings Along the Way" at the

St. John

The annual ice cream social
and

sored by Grace Evangelical
Lutheran Church is open to

Along Way

McCurrach, Mr. and Mrs. Ed-

veloped to make it economical
to experiment with visual materials production. It offers 15

Extensioneers of MOLIDI Prospect, Drop in
Center, Community Presbyterian Church,

called to the Torah, and Rabbi
Charney will deliver the

the

pen, small writing pad, self -

Mrs. Lee Salberg, will have his

Center, 7:30 p.m.
Prospect Moose Lodge 660, VFW, 8 p.m.

THURSDAY

Kansas

will host the Oneg Shabbath.
Saturday morning at 9:30
a.m., Michael, son of Mr. and

rials.

Meeting, Village Hall, 8 p.m.

to

by

small puzzle or game, chewing
guns, toothbrush, hall point

vices Mr. and Mrs. Robbins

Plan World
Peace Day

tion, 824-7408.

Women: The items include:

zvah here. Following the ser-

and Cantor Gidon A.

and Chatter, Elk Grove Community Service
Mount Prospect Combined Appeal, Board

moved

welcomed

City, will have her Bat Mit-

H. Charney will lead the ser-

Roads, or you may call the
church for further informa-

being sought and would be

Beth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Seymour Robbins, who
recently

church, at Euclid and Wolf

tions of the following items are

portion of the services.

an-

Items may he brought to the

sacks sewn by the women of
the congregation. Contribu-

Lavi will chant the liturgical

nounces that Friday night services will be held September 5
at 8:15 p.m. Rabbi Lawrence

case.

cloth

special

in

Tuesday, Sept. 2, at 8 p.m. Refreshments will be served.
Long time residents of

holder, dark colored terry
washcloth and plastic cigarette

Items will he collected and

Services
Northwest Suburban Jewish Congregation, 7800 West

"Operation Shop Early" of
preparing gift hags for GI's in
Vietnam. Mrs. Marion Jensen
distributed

plastic
soap case, vacuum -sealed nuts,
candies, etc., pen -size
snapshot
small
flashlight,

flints, playing cards,

is in charge of the program.

Traditional

the Holy Land at Grace Evan-

nail

Shower
Sunday

windproof lighter, lighter gelical Lutheran Church on

Prospect Heights have
launched a program called

Friday. August 29. 1969

Pantry

clipper,

envelopes,

seal

of Grace
Evangelical Lutheran Church
in

books will be purchased for the

Of Events

2.1

on

The Grace Lutheran
Church Women

mis-

Numerous theological

Calendar

Grace Women Launch
`Operation Shop Early'

NEWS

I

Rd.,

adults, 50 cents for children.
Soloists in the group will he
Miss Chris Peterson and Miss
Debbie Drew, both of Palatine;
Miss Jan Craig and Gary Glazer, both of Arlington Heights.

Sunday, Aug. 31, at St. James Parish Center, 800 N. Arlington
Heights Rd., Arlington Heights.

people from throughout the northwest area are vocal
Young people

Religion

Church of Palatine, telling of

Arlington"
Arlington
Heights. Admission is $1 for
N.

800

Center,

The Rev. Mr. Caudill and

tion committee.

ergreen St., at 11 a.m.

in Sing -Out Palatine, 7 p.m.,
Sunday, Aug. 31 when its "Up
With People" program will he
presented at St. James Parish

cago Heights.

Broadview, and at 7:30 p.m.
that evening at the First Baptist Church, McHenry, Ill.
For further information
contact Rev. Charles L. Cha-

Books
Donated

of Christ Scientist, 401 S. Ev-

1

ning they will be at the First

politan

ment.

people to care."
THE SING -OUT explosion
will come to the northwest area

Sts., Chicago. At 7:15 that eve-

provide special music with the
Rev. Hubert Salinas, Chicago,
leading the song service and
playing the marimba. The
Spanish Baptist Church is lo-

their work in Cuba and of their
experiences leading up to and
during Dr. Caudill's imprison-

their conviction that "if more
people were for people there
would be a lot less people to
worry about and a lot more

9e.

I

On Sept. 3 at 10 a.m. they
will be at the Chicago Metro-

congregation. The
church has budgeted in excess

sure."
Services, which are open to
all, will be held at First Church

hope in thelt,-.gertiFration.
They-lielieve in a better
and they "sing-out"

While the Caudills are in the
Chicago area they will speak to
the congregations at the Rockwell Baptist Chapel at I a.m.

THE CHOIR OF the Spanish Baptist congregation will

year -old

"Christ Jesus" is the subject
of this Sunday's Christian Science lesson -sermon, It includes these verses from Phil-

across the nation.
Through a- program of toe tapping. high-spirited songs,
the young men and women responsible for these Sing -Outs
prove that they are not cora...cut-4-to sit back and let Alyteriffii. lose

THE CAUD1LLS live in
Atlanta, Ga. At the end of

Aug. 31, Rockwell at Hirsch

since 1929. He married Mar-

`God in you'
Lesson Topic

brotherhood. This is the Sing Out Explosion and it's spread
its "Up With People" message

Spanish-speaking people of the
area. A special invitation is extended to any Cubans living in
the area.

This is the largest teaching
staff in the history of the 12 -

of $2,000 for teaching materials. Mrs. William Means and
Lenord Anglada arc co-chairmen of the Christian educa-

April, 1965, Dr. Caudill and

speak at two northwest Baptist

Castro its Havana, Cuba, will

ville take a better Idok at today's youth. In Los Angeles it
started a whole new trend of

sionary and teacher there. In

I-1

"Join Us Ill

Sunday Worship"
Newest and Finest in the Suburban Areas

.....

ommunity
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DISCOUNT WORLD ONLY

Th4
el%
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41/70.

-

A :1
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UNDID' 10A.M. TO
Compare to 8.95

ABOR D

0,44%,,1/44

SALE of MEN'S

SWEATERS
Your Choice

Cardigan or
pullover styles
in

100% orlon

acrylic (ID.

As-

sorted colors.
S -M-1, sizes.

1.96 Values! Knit, Sport or Dress Shirts!

Our Regular 25c

Reg. 5e Ea.

HERSHEY BARS

10 for 31c

YOUR CHOICE SALE
BOYS' SHIRTS

9 -VOLT

KNIT .SHIRTS: All cotton, polyester/cotton; and acrylics®. Assorted

BATTERIES

SPORT SHIRTS: In polyester/cotton.

styles, colors. 6-18.

Assorted styles and colors. Size

For transistor radios.

to 18.

DRESS SHIRTS: Regular oy button
down collar styles. Assorted fabrics,
colors. Sizes 6-18.

SUNDAY AND LABOR DAY SPECIAL

..

Ohr REgular 34c ,Pr.

4

/

MENS'
WORK GLOVES
White canvas.
Sturdy..

Our Regular 3.99

Simulated Leather

GOOSE NECK
LAMP

FOOTBALL

2.99
Ili -intensity;

, -

5
lb

0

4

...

,

1

t

a

29e

.

BROWN

2.95
Value!

1.57

Official size and weight

on -off switch.

SUNDAY AND LABOR DAY SPECIAL

2.95 Value
Each!
PERMANENT PRESS

Reg. 3 for 1.28!
Boys'
automatic Wake-to-Musir-

PHHA:0
CLOCK RADIO

PLASTIC
TABLECLOTH

Reg. 2.57

11 188
I_

19.95
Value!

52x x 70" Size

Value!

1. 47

Gay prints. Felt backed.

T-SHIRTS,
BRIEFS

1.39 Value!
Boys' Cotton

3 $1

KNIT SHIRTS

far

GIRLS' DRESSES

$1

Shrink resistant

cotton.

Ma n.y. styles,

Sizes 3 to 6X; 7.to 12

able. Sizes 6-16.

1'1411, and 'pleasingly priced dresses
in a satiety of colors and styles: even
big and little sister_styles. Easy -care,
nashikble, need little or no ironing.

colors. Wash-

sizes 6.16.

3.96 Value! Boys'

I9e \ alu .! Your CI

e

JOHNSON
SHOE POLISH

SWEATER
SETS
One -Gallon

`11.e2gi
11 41

1

I' I'

41 I

$3 44

COLEMAN FUEL

89 c

Patterned sweater; tussled ski
cap. Washable.
Sizes 3-8

For stoves, lanterns. Safe.
2 gallon limit

3

types, .$ colors.

Famous

While

1.49
CANVAS
SNEAKERS Value!

1.28
Value!

1.88

49c

Spray wash, wax 4 cars.

Fine 'quality

197

Many

S.M-h sizes.

patterns.
3 to

Trim -fit models

of 100% cotton.
Sizes 6 to 16.

White/colors.

201 WEST RAND ROAD
255-7700

BSS FROM RANDHURST CENTER

ALL STORES OPEN

10 AM to 10 PM
SUNDAY MAM TO 8PM

CHARGE
WITH ANY MIDWEST CARD

shopping, visit our
SNACK BAR. Have a snack,
While

lunch or Supper...or one of
our

$1

Bell
bottoms.

house paint.

MOUNT PROSPECT
4c :Fly

1.98 Value!

Floral
prints:

Your el

PURITAN
PAINT

TURTLEWAX

GIRLS'
SKI
P.J.'S

BOYS'
PANTS
or JEANS

2.44 Value! Gallon

0,1

Washable Cotton Flannel

2.59 Value!

(los se.71.5:

PLE!',.!77 OF FREE PARKING

colors,

98 -Year -Old Republican,

1111 1151

,cc,ird

a a,

I he oljlesi

'al :m1,1 as a Re-

.old Alb,"

01/

Arlington HeigIns. has accepi.
ed a place on the team ttnrkine
to

Rep:

elect

Eugene

1

.

L.Schlicknian-to-cotii,ress- in the
13th district.

do anything can hit
Gene Schlickinan. said Vol,.
I

"He's been a good Republican

for a long timti and I want to
see him in the Congress.Schlickman responded by
appointing Vol, head of the se d it (siren of (Inc
(40r
Schlickman campaign team.

publican has I - en passed oil hr
one of the most astute Itcpuhlicouldn't he
cans in Illinois.
more pleased.
Vol, rollneck scr ed Iwo
I

ture. Along ma ith Former coun\V illiam
ty
commissioner,
Vomit Prospect.
ot
Busse

brought about the creation and deve:opment of the
Noilk,e'1 I Pints ay. Ihc ma-

jor

ihrough the nortIn est suburbs

from Park P.idge to liarrim,i-

-"IDE til'PP()IIT
VAL- said Sehlieldnan.

ill

ton.

olz.. 98 -year -old Arlington Heights man and the oldest active Republican, in the

citing

il

NI

signify to the Taber k ORA', in

Albert F.

extending

ay a

i

Rep.

sons.

candi-

Republican

Sept. 21, at.8 p.m.

has closud JIe t!;1...
Ih.
gill he A.1
public.II
accompoilicd
lail

Ellington. who celebrated
his 70th birthday this year. will

to Rosary College. Pubbc

present a jazz concert in the
auditorium on the campus in
River Forest. III.

was attended by about 100 per-

Other

dates appearing in Evanston
incl u LI e d Joe Mathewson.
Philip Crane and Yale Roe of

youths. The activity may he

The Ravinia Festival con-

sponsored by a club, church.
school, park, or it may he a
commercial event. Send infor-

tinues with the American Consuperb
servatory. Theatre's

staging of "Three Sisters" by
Anton Chekhov, Sept. 3-14.
Directed by William Ball, this

mation on what's happening to
NVhat's Happening, Day Publications, 117 S. Main St..
Mount Prospect 60056. Tell us

is one of the world's great
plays in a magnificent produc-

tion which vividly depicts the
mixed moods of joy and sad-

and the Day will tell others
"What's I la ppen i

ness.

Featured is the same

brilliant cast that earned unan-

imous raves from California

11111.INGTON HEIGHTS:

critics.

Tonight the Cellar presents
The Joe Kelly Blues Band. The
entertainment tomorrow night

CHICAGO

will he provided by the Soul
Machine. Both nights WCFI.
Summer Gold albums will he
given away free to 22 lucky

The Kinetic Playground
presents tonight and tomorrow

persons. The box office opens
at 8:L5 p.m. and admission is
52.50. The Cellar is located at
Salem and Davis St,.

known for their present single.

night the Byrds. Cat Mother
and the All -Night Newsboys
and Taj Mahal. Cat Mother.

Skokie. Samuel H. Young of
Glenview. and Rep. Alan
Johnston of Kenilworth.

Tomorrow night the New
Einchley
Boys with their I2 ft. Boa Constrictor. Th)s pl'usa Mini -Skirt
Contest for 82 admission.
Place

presents

the

Cryan' Shames and the Roots
of Evil is ill he playing. file
Deep End opens at 8 p.m.

p.m. and. of course. there is

728 E. Northwest Hwy.

turing Jerry Lee Lewis and

In Arlington Heights

Gene Pelican.

6 E. Northwest Hwy.
1111 S. Arlington Heights Rd.

The first of the end -of -sum Lakeside Promenade
mer
Concerts will be held at the

In Hoffman -Schaumburg

Lincoln Park Zoo. south of the
Reptile House. Sunday at 3:30

SEE

Higgins -Golf Shopping Plaza

MIDAS FIRST-FOR.

p.m. Dieter Koher will con-

A TROUBLE -FREE TRIP!

duct the Chicago Chamber Orchestra in a program which the

Have a happy Holiday - give your

entire family will enjoy.
The concert will be repeated
on Labor Day at the south esplanade of the Museum of SciPark.

MiOAS MIDAsMiDASIIIMitTASSIMIDASM10.1S11

mi0Assinte.151EminA

ATTENTION ALL ARTISTS!

CHECKING ACCOUNT

Calling all artists! The Rolling Meadows Shopping Center on
Kirchoff Road is sponsoring an Art Fair on Sept. 13 and 14th
The Center is encouraging all interested artists to sign up to

FOR YOU... WHEN YOU JOIN OUR

just display your work and sell it, if
commission, no prizes
you like. Contact the Rolling Meadows Chamber of Commerce

CHARTER CLUB

Office or call Ron Reese at 259-6120 to enter. All artists are

be a part of this great art fair. There is no entry fee, no

welcome....so come one, come alll

WHAT A CHOICE OF FOODS!
The Scanda House in Mt. Prospect Plaza has a fantastic choice

of foods. (Poor me -on a diet with all those goodies!) They
all
have a 24 foot table with [food running on both sides
the good things you can think of....salads, hot vegetables,
meats, potatoes, breads, fruits, and pastry desserts! There's
something to please everyone. And, with so much to choose
you'll have a ball!
from

FAMILY BANKING MORE CONVENIENT AND ECONOMICAL

OPEN AND MAINTAIN

FREE CHECKING ACCOUNT

A REGULAR SAVINGS
ACCOUNT OF $2,000.00
OR MORE, AND
YOU WILL RECEIVE:

YOU MAY OPEN A CHECKING ACCOUNT
AND HAVE UNLIMITED USE, NO MONTHLY MAINTENANCE OR CHECK SERVICE

BOBBY AND ANNA AT THE TOWERS
Bobby and Anna and the Family Circle are coming, after

CHARGE, STATEMENTS MAILED MONTHLY
(LIMITED TO ONE CHECKING ACCOUNT)

Labor Day holidays, to the new Arlington Park Towers. The
setting is gorgeous in this new hotel and the group is singing
and swinging. Perfect atmosphere and entertainment for an
evening of music enjoyment.

AN AUTOMATIC PERSONAL LOAN PRIVILEGE
AN AUTOMATIC LINE 6F CREDIT OF
$2,500.00 WILL BE ESTABLISHED FOR

THE THREE TWINS
The Three Twins are still wowing them at the Allgauer's

YOUR IMMEDIATE USE.

Concord Inn on Mannheim. Zany comedy, clever vocalizing,
and audience fun make them one of the best groups in our
area. They're one of my favorites see them once and they'll

'7r3

ilsresrr:tmin7seweanlimPovarsc,e11

11011111111111111....111011w

'SANE

"...Haw can I get ay

or En.molunsT

be yours, too!
ELMHURST, ILL.

TORK AND GRAND

FOR YOUR

HERE COME'S SEPTEMBER!

APPLICATION FOR NEW ACCOUNTS

daughter to

For those of you who need a reason to have a party here's o
list of possibles: September is National Pancake Month; September is Potato Bread Month; How about Grand Dad's Day
on September 7th; National Tie Week starting September

CONVENIENCE

core home on tiai --

CLIP THIS HANDY

when other kids don't?"

APPLICATION AND

20th; and last, but certainly not least, National Sweater
Week starts the 15th! Party anyone?

WE'LL MAIL YOU Till
TYPE OF ACCOUNT

NECESSARY PAPERS
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MUFFLERS/PIPES/SHOCKS/BRAKES/ TIRES

A FREE

by FrancesL. Ilg, M.D., and L ouiserlatesAmes,PhD

r
,

990 E. Northwest Highway
Brake Service Available

Kelp esel-all (Merles esesaalsh arneendafensd

Paten& 05k...

394-3500

IN THE DAY

PMI-Parade: Yen. ell Thum LSO, Fri. 3:4$, Set. end PI el. 2:11 P.M

column

894-1800

The Home Buyer's Guide

A PROGRAM DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY TO MAKE YOUR

America's only recreation center featuring thoroughbred racing!

GESELL INSTITUTE

4

Look for us each week in

A FREE

ARLINGTON PARK

The

A

BANK OF ELMHURST HAS

est performers including B.B.
King. How 1 inwolf. Muddy
Waters. Big Mama Thornton
and many others. The Festival

or questions about your child.

253-2460
956-1500

13 S. Wolf Rd.

259-0421

ence and Industry in Jackson

val takes place, tomorrow at the
Grant Park Bandshell. Featured will be all of blues' great-

For the answers to problems

358-5560

In Prospect Heights

rnr n Midas Touch Safety Check-up!
It's FREE-and takes only a few minutes. Car okay? Drive it away! If not,
Midas will fix it FAST!

happens at 4812 N. Clark.

teenage

3

Broadway and Lawrence. fea-

mer show is only 53. All this

Patents ask.. .

4

nunerl

In Palatine

Sunday night Barney Pip
hosts a shot's at the Aragon.

ground opens at 7:30 p.m. and
admission for this special sum-

Northwestern trains
direct to track.
Drive Kennedy or Tri-State
to Northwest Toliway
to Route 53 (North).
Information WE 9-2500

.4

no admission charge.

14 and 21 at 3:3(1 p.m. Admission is free.

Quinellas Perfecto
450 Room Resort Hotel...
Gourmet Dining Rooms... Lighted Golf Course

III

THERE'S 5 VEMMERLY OFFICES
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED TO SERVE
ALL THE NORTHWEST AREA

lasts all day from 10 a.m. to

Chicago's first Blue Festi-

The Deep End at 7(12 Toohy
tonight presents For Days .e A
Night. Tomorrov, night the

3Jach 11.1.

REALTOR

OLIDAY CHECK -U

drix.

PARK RIDGE:

iiiest.

NINE \c,/

endorse one of the candidates
Ater Labor Day.

MIDAS FREE

Subsequent concerts in the
series will he held at Fullerton
Pavilion. Fullerton and the
Outer Drive. Sundays. Sept. 7.

The box office at the Play-

I

60635.

to

'I'he Young Republicans of
Evanston Township hope to

frr

"Good Old Rock and Roll"
and Taj Mahal. an under-

ground blues rock hand. are
both produced by Jinn Hen-

ALGONQUIN:

''mil 55.

el
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What's Happening
RAVINIA

by a check and stanipcJI return
ens elope. should he ;id& esseLl

OPEN
NINE

Winnetka. Gerald Marks of
Wilmette, John J. Nimrod of

northYest suburbs yesterday joined 11w 13th congressional district campaign team of Rep. Eugene F.
Schlickman. \ olz and Schlickman's daughter, Nloncia, arc seen adjusting the candidate's arnt band.

What's Happening is a listing of activities in the area for

di.,

Duke Ellington: hand leader. pianist and composer. n ill
bring his orchestra to Rosary
College on Sunday evening.

Schlickman appeared at the
candidates night in Evanston
sponsored by the Young Republicans of Evanston 'Township. The. event was held in
Evanston High School and

terms .is m.o. or Arlington
Heights And duce (oils as a
member or the Illinois legisla-

7

Jazz Concert tit Rosary Collegp

Joiiis Schlickman Team
can ul the nortlis%cst tibiii

L

1

HI" At" "" 29 19"

PHONE 033-9100

to

NAP

Here's your chance, Sports Fans! Bobby Hull, of hockey fame,
Dick Butkus of the Bears, and many other famous names in
the sport world will be at the Chicago -O'Hare Holiday Inn in
Schiller Park on September 11th. A big dinner is planned and

you are invited. Just give the Holiday a call and be part of
this once -in -a -lifetime evening.

FASHION AT UNCLE ANDY'S
Fashion and fine dining are combined, every Monday,
Wednesday, and Thursday at Uncle Andy's Cow Palace in
Palatine: Popular area stores provide up-to-date fashions to
please the most ardent shopper. A delightful way to enjoy
good dining and discover what's new in the clothing market
P.S. Uncle Andy's is now open til 4 a.m. for you night-time
swingers!

"HAVE A GREAT WEEK -END!"

t4

c

TAKE
=-11E
'Cc

Restaurant
-

of the Week
EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

The Scanda House in Mt. Prospect Plaza is a real hospitality house. A large entry way welcomes you with artistic paintings....and once, inside, you have your choice of a tasty smor.
gasbord of food 48 feet long....salads, hot begetables, breads, meats, and more!! The Scanda
plus special prices and servings for children. A pleasure to
House serves lunch and dinner
dine there....and fun to choose from all the fine foods.

RESTAURANT
& COCKTAIL LOUNGE

REACH

OVER

GOOD DINING &
ENTERTAINMENT
I Jncheon Fashion Shows

63,000

For Resv..Phone 259-5000

NOW FEATURING!

.

THE

NIELSEN'S 827-1819

SNACKTIME

Northwest Hwy. B. Quentin Rd.

PALATINE, ILL. CALL 358-2800

FREE

ANYTIME!!

TOOTHPICKS, One to a customer,

We're Open 24 Hours Every Day! Fine
1880 Higgins Rd.

while they last, at

--The place Pb be in Elk Grove--

DONT' MISS OUR 'FRIDAY NITE
FISH FRY --ALL YOU CAN EAT!

Only two miles West of Mannheim Road

1

iii

'

The Prestige Name for

NOW

V'

Weddings & Private Parties
Formal Elegance ...

OPEN

DRIVE-IN

It

ours

I

Ope4 7 Gaya

AT zappone:s,

NOON
In Milwaukee Are. in Wheeling, III.

Polish Sausage

Italian Sausage
Hamburgers
Italian Beef

Bratwurst
CARRY -OUT SERVICE

"SEE

Phone: 537-8866

AT
THE

Reservations
Help us to
serve you

CLUB"

CL 5-2025

PICKWICK
HOUSE
The Ultimate in Gracious
Dining and Elegant Atmosphere.

RAIL
KING'S LAIR LOUNGE
IN THE SHERATON O'HARE

SPECIAL BUSINESSMAN'S LUNCHEON

DINNERS COCKTAILS

Palatine, III.
10 Northwest Hwy
Phone 358-1003 for Reservations Tonight!

Y

World's Finest Pizza
Served Sizzling Hot
Carry outs available
Business Mens Luncheon
Colossal Sandwiches

fine Dinners.

NOW APPEARING

COME
ENJOY

THE c--1

RUMORS
Tuesday thru Saturday

JOHN FRIEND -

TRIO
Businessmen's Luncheon
Fashion Show Daily

Complete Dinners

RESTAURANT & LOUNGE
394.0765
1432 N. Rand Rd., Arlington Heights
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK FROM 11:00 A.M. to 4:00 A.M.

friendliest atmosphere you've ever known.

ea,t fat

DINNER

$1.69

SUNDAYS &
HOLIDAYS

MEN'S SANDWICH

$1.99

BUFFET

CHILDREN UNDER 10 EVEN LESS

Hot

1018 Igt. ?moped %

6810 N. MannIsiolm Rd.
ROSEMONT
827-5171

Carved

CARROLL

Sandwiches

served in the Brandywine
Noon to 2 p.m.
Lounge

*tad ?aped

He's versatility personified ...
comedian and musician .

Mondays thru Fridays
MICHELOB DRAFT BEER 10c

a great voice... and great
talent with accordion and

Enjoy your first glass of
frosty beer for only 10c

drums. YOu'll like him!

Phone: 956-1170

Dining that's
different and
delightful

in the

ZIOUAe® Rte. 83 at Landemeier Rd., Elk Grove yillage

dale. Roue

2 fabulous restaurants at
Nordic Hills -Country Club
PRIME STEAKS
SPECIALTY of
the HOUSE

WRAPPED IN BACON
WHICH INCLUDES LOBSTER
CRABMEAT NEWBERG
WITH ALL THE TRIMMINGS

and
THE VULCAN'S FORGE
CHAR -BROIL YOUR OWN STEAK
JUST THE WAY YOU LIKE IT -

MARSHALL FIELD

GUN CLUB

With all the trimmings
$ 1 25
prices start of

Fieldale IL Higgins Rds. ,
In Hoffman Estates
114 mi. East of
Barrington Rd. on Rt. 72

Entertiiinment Nightly

Coun'try Club

ITASCA, ILLINOIS
RT. 33 (BETWEEN RT. 19 & 20)

Ras.
VULCAN'S FORGE 773.0810

....5cA.WPANIWIANQQM 77? -0925_ ../

COCKTAILS

Located on the site
of the former

Noplic U it
DANCING

NOW FEATURING NIGHTLY:

FOR MEN ONLY!

SCANDANAVIA ROOM
featuring
Filet Mignon Nordic

YE OLD TOWN INN

"Old World. Recipe"

$1.19

Give yourself an unforgettable night out at Zappone's Brandywine
Restaurant. Enjoy excellent food, wonderful entertainment and the

"We Make Our Own
Sausage & Sauerkraut "

BRASS

NOW OPEN!

Igraub. mint

Week

a,

DELICIOUS CHICKEN
SUCCULENT SWEDISH MEATBALLS
TASTY FISH EVERY FRIDAY

Consult our Professional Staff
Complimentary Champagne Served
to Celebrate Your
Anniversary or Birthday

Make Your Reservations Now

SWING INTO SPRING

'

11 &ae 4 ,Rodp.

Ali oa

Country Club Atmosphere

PHONE 299-0011

439-2040

Banquet Facilities for All Occasions up to 200

I

t

105U Oakton St. Just West of Mannhenx
And Only 5 Minutes from the Kennedy Exp

RT 83 8 RT 72 (Oakton at Higgins)

_smorgasbord

RAND & EUCLID RDS. MT. PROSPECT

Norritirr,t Slam do.
H,,,,g1,,t11,;IIIIA

THE GALAHADS

C) I

Orchard
COUN TRY CLUB

/Restaurant

Starting Sept. 2

WEEK

.

rnrit Eaglr

Now Appearing Tue. thru Sat.
THE BIRDIE CASTLE SHOW

EACH

on Wood Dale Road just north of Thorndale
CALL: 766-3230

DINE AT THE NEW ONE

LUNCHEON -DINNER -COCKTAILS
ALSO SERVING SPECIAL SUNDAY DINNERS

Elk Grove, III.

Package liquor & grocery store, too - always open
Bar open 7 30 a.m to I a.m. Close at 2 a.m. on Saturdays

905 E. Rand (Rt. 1 2) Mt. Prospect

DINING -DANCING -ENTERTAINMENT
7 NITES 'TIL 4 A.M.

OUT

BANQUET HALL AVAILABLE

SCOTS RESTAURANT

Elk Grove Village

PHONE: 437-6526

DINE -

ELK COLONIAL INN

EAGLE

12 NOON

Pick Up or Delivery

OUR

Entertainment starts Sat July 5th

mat

MON. WED. EL THURS.

6475 N. MANNHEIM RD. ROSEMONT, ILL.

IN

Formerly "The Laymen"

Friday& Solurdpy of 130

featuring the BILL PIERCE TRIO
NIGHTLY AT THE PIANO BAR
DANCING ON FRI. & SAT.

FASHION SHOW
LUNCHEONS

Food -Snacks or Complete Dinners

WITH
PAUL KRAUSE, VOCALIST

open 7 days a week

'T1L 4 A M

RESTAURANT 8 COCKTAIL LOUNGE

AT OUR FRIENDLY ORGAN BAR
TUESDAY THRU SATURDAY!

CL 5-2441

OPEN

CENSE

LEON BERRY

1618 W. Northwest Hwy.
Arlington Heights

NOW

gas ad*

RESTAURANT in Rosemont
ENJOY THE LATE SING -A -LONGS

111!

WITH

HOMES

NEUTRONS

\'

UP TO 150

Fast Service

Noon 'Ti! 2 pm Mondays
Location:3405 Algonquin Rd., Rolling Meadows,

YOU

-AT

WAYNE

The Black Fox
Invites You Fnr

I

CALL

r

STEAKS LOBSTER
' PRIME RIB
BANQUET ROOMS FOR

RUSTIC ATMOSPHERE

aft'

PIZZA!

ry

ENJOY ELEGANT DINING IN

COME TONIGHT TO
THE EXCITING NEW

PERFECT

,

OUT
TONIGHT!

SCANDA HOUSE

.00

Open Daily at 11:30 AM
Saturday at 5 PM
529-8840

DAY.

THE
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At Ivanhoe

Moreno Works a Miracle_ -the Ivanhoe's

Only on rare and wonderful
occasions does everything go
right with the production of a

play A playwright somehow
capsulates part 01 the essence

of life A director assembles a
cast matched to each other and
matched to the parts they play.
technical people clothe and

equip the actors give Mem a
setting to work in lights to
work under Then an audience
assembles and a bit of magic
takes place Ss nthesized life

takes on a genuine life of its
ow n

That s the way it was with
the Miracle Worker."
William Gibson s recreation of the bush of understanding in the blind, deaf.
mute vegetable that was Helen

theatre -in -the -

silvery flashes of laughter in
every

D A V ID WHITAKER'S
tortured but brash James Kel-

.

moment of great and genuine
theatre that left spectators
nearly as exhausted as per-

er. a -star.

ler was an excellent piece of
acting.

she was always an actress, nev-

formers, but not too tired to

The girls from the Boston

V N N HOLLY pantomimed Helen Keller's anger, confusion, and awkward
mischief with authentically
blind mannerisms. Her sign
language, her insecure walk,

MORENO WAS

tough, ingenious. warm, hucompassionate-

-in the unsentimental way that
a teacher of the handicapped

he compassionate. As
Annie Sullivan she wrestled,
pushed, beguiled a blind and
must

deaf child out of dark confusion into the beginnings of
understanding.

She was a defiant little Irish

Amusement
Calendar

She fought Annie Sullivan
(Miss Moreno) every step of
the way. but when she finally
Rita Moreno

every heart in the auditorium
could see the blinding shaft of
light that had entered her in-

acterization. Together, the two
typified parents that are in ac-

tellect.

EVERY ONE of the supporting players was right, and

I he April Fools Daily. 5:45. 7:55 and 10 p.m.; Weekend.

exterior. Maureen Lee's Kate
Keller was an excellent char -

Evergreen,

Heights

30, 3 15 5 45, 7 55 and 10 p.m.

piece of theatrical literature,
and tailoring it to complement
Ivanhoe's

the

he Lion in W inter: Daily. 8 p.m.; Saturday, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

GO1 F M ILL 1 HEATRE, 9210 Milwaukee, Niles.

MOUNT PROSPECT CINEMA. 827 E. Rand. Mount Pros-

School Night for Scouting,
a recruiting program for. Cub
Scouts, Boys Scouts and Ex-

pect

plorers, will be held Sept. 30, it

1 rue Grit Daily and Weekends, 2, 4:40, 7:15 and 9:50 p.m.

Pop: Dail and Weekends, i :45, 3:50, 5:55, 8 and 10:05 p.m.
PICKWICK 1 HEATRE. S S. Prospect, Park Ridge.
I he %pill roots and How to Commit A Marriage: Daily, 6:45.
1 5 and 9 53 p m

PROSPECT THEATRE. 18 S. Main, Mount Prospect.
hitty Chitty, Bang Bang: Daily and Saturday, 7:09 and 9:14
p m Sunday - 5 05. 7:09 and 9:14 p.m.
RANDHURS I CINEMA. Randhurst Shopping Center. Mount

was announced by Art Leu,
1320 Dorothy Dr., Palatine,
organization

extension

and

chairman for the Northwest
Suburban Council.

Boys who want to he in

scouting, and their parents are
invited to attend a meeting at a

set-

tuality a handicapped child's
greatest handicap.
In the character roles of

goer in search of excellence.

ance by any and every theatre-

Perhaps he, in the_finaranalysis, is the real. Miracle Worker.
The Ivanhoe is less than for-

Aunt Ev and Anagos, Viola

Berwick and George Womack
added a very personal depth

and dimension, as did Paul

Tomasello as the doctor, And
Melva Williams lent.an appropriate hit of comedy when, en-

tirely in character as Viney,
the serving maid, she chased

ty minutes from most Northwestern suburbs. To make dinner or theatre reservations call
248-6800. Performances are
Saturday 6 and 9 p.m.; Sunday
7 p.m. other nights 8:30 p.m.

Bright Offerings
When the Illinois Community Theater Association's
Festival of Plays is held in Old
Town next month, one of the

13, at 2 p.m.

by a handful of players backed
by a group of good technicians
from the Arlington Heights
Village Theatre, Inc.

at tend

The VT productions will be
two one act plays directed by
Arnold Nelson. Herb Braden
and Jack Ellis will appear in
"The Shiny Red Ball." Dennis
O'Donnell and Robert Scaja
who are new members of the
little theatre will appear in
"Betticelli."
The two one acters will he

11IEATRE

Scout Packs and Boy Scout
Troops will explain the scout
program and enroll new

countrytheatre
club

scouts.

Tickets may be purchased
by anyone who would like to
which will include one

els, call the Box Office -in 2593200.

peeled that this program will
provide an opportunity for
3,000 boys to join local scout

Sensibly 1'.
AIR CONDITIONED

THEATRE

Starts Friday
on our Wide

PH: 255-2125

BRILLIANT SCREEN

in Color

Richard
HARRIS

Vanessa

In the Old Orchard
Country Cfub

REDGRAVE
it

CL 9-5400

3

CAMELOT

ON OUR
STAGE...

DINNER

units.

THEATRE

IRC41.11101.05. ..VEN Antall./

E

THEATRE

00`
.4194tarriage-G°iii-"1"

AMPLE
PARKING

..---

WEDNESDAY
MATINEE

"The Invisible Dragon"

00

6:20, 9:10
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
1:00, 3:45,
6:30, 9:20.

in

$3.00
THEATRE for
CHILDREN

ii

SHOWS -WEEKDAYS

5:45-7:50-10 PM
SAT. & SUN.

!P
.A

Weekdays

Jack Weston &Charles Boyer
Peter Lawford & Myrna Loy

Resv:248.6800 3000 N. Clark It.

TIckto TrtIC......1d.,1.4.<.lor0 Stembst

p

"The April Fools"

0
1.

Jack Lemmon'
Catherine Deneuve

ONLY

from

i

E

E

$5.95

Oe

F

It C.O.00tOR PAN.13.10.4

from

I

THEATRE

27egs'''

Alain aim

-

1:30-3:30-5:45-7:50-10 PM

It

li

G General Audience Rating

Hest Show Buy in the Area

co

TAKE

II\

1W7

Diulsror

"HER"
OUT
TONIGHT!

--.1111r)

Restaurant
of the Week

act

plays other groups during the
same time schedule. Foriielc.--

44

:3 S a.;

CORNER a.

performances

the

for Reservations

;

rO,

performances.

the northwest suburbs. It is ex -

Fri. 8:30 p.m.
Sat. 6 6 9:30 p.m.
Sun. 7 p.m.
Mat. Wed. 2 p.m.

41;

ginning on Thursday, Sept. 5,
and continuing for three more

Rand & Euclid Roach,
Mount Prospect

School Night for Scouting
will be held in 200 schools in

Tues.

OUN I RY CLUB THEATRE, 700 W. Rand, Mount Prospect.
Ilse Marruige-Go-Round: Daily. 8:30 p.m.; Saturday, 7:30
and 10 5(1 p m Sunday, 7:30 p.m.

the one act play, "Botticelli"
which will be seen at the Old
town Theatre in Chicago be-

With so much in common
they just have to fall in love.

Miracle
Worker

I he Guns of the Magnificent Seven and The Bridge at Remagem slim.; starts at dusk.
-

8:30 p.m., and Sunday, Sept.

bright offerings will be given

local schoo ,Leaders of Cub

the

If and I he Odd Couple: no times available.

OASIS DRIVE-IN

presented on Friday, Sept. 5, at
8:30 p.m.; Saturday, Sept. 6. at
2 p.m.; Thursday, Sept. I I, at

He has a wife.
She has a husband.

RITA MORENO

ows

shown above passing on helpful hints to actor Dennis
O'Donnell. Nelson is directing

*NOW THUR THURS.*

ospect

I rue Grit Li id,iy and Saturday. 2. 4:35, 7:05 and 9:45 p.m.;
Sundae through Thursday. 2. 4:35. 7:15 and 9:45 p.m.
MEADOWS 1 HEATRE. 3265 Kirchoff Road, Rolling Mead-

,

physical

tings. His efforts merit attend-

Director Arnold Nelson is

Scout Recruiting Night Sept. 30

CM LOW THEM RE. 116 W. Main, Barrington.

8

to the continuity with interesting color combinations.
Producer -director George
Keathley has succeeded in
bringing to the Ivanhoe a great

ground out her nearly inarticulate,
"wahh...Whahhgh..." (water)

Arlington

N.

William Fosser's settings
were both tasteful and functional. His subtle lighting was
in keeping with every mood,
and it softly dimmed and
changed without flaw. Georgianna Jorden's period costumes contributed beautifully

her fixed gaze were those of a
blind child.

MOVIES
115

were perfect.

gestures,,

her clumsy flailing

every one of them gave a great
performance.
Don Marston :s rasping, oft enraged Captain Keller somehow conveyed a warm and human man beneath an arrogant

RI iNo-roN 1 HEATRE.

Perkins School, Pierre Morrison, Dawn and Tom Bradley

-

accord Rita Moreno and Lynn
Holly a standing -ovation.
And. hoW they deserved it!

morous ---and

dog) offstage.

interjecting

She was an indefatigable.
Titan, all five feet of her. And

Keller as a child took on a

I

dream,

possible

round.
It was a libertaing, a stirring
monumental
experience, a

MISS

the only bad actor (a barking

girl making reality of an im-

warm and opalescent glow at

By Herb Braden

LANDER'S CHALET
several separate dining
Lander's Chalet in Elk Grove Village is many good things in one
areas under one roof, plus a large cocktail lounge featuring dancing and live festive entertainment. The gourmet food is served for lunch and dinner....with even special dining on
Sundays. Lander's is a full evening of fun for anyone....and well worth the time.

EACH WEEK A NEW RESTAURANT WILL BE FEATURED.

I

CALL

740 E.
RAND RD.
MT. PROSPEC

S.

255-7200
YOUR -AD -COULD
APPEAR HERE
FOR A DIFFERENT LUNCH OR DINNE

POLYNESIAN
Specialties
a new addition to our luncheon dinner menu
. delightful Polynesian specially prepared in
our new Polynesian Kitchen

MAK

PANCAKE HOUSE

RESTAURANT

Slim -Trim Plate

$1 15

Chef's Salad
Fruit Salad Plate

$1 35

9 39

EASY ON THE WAISTBAND!
EASY ON THE POCKETBOOK!
GREAT TASTING!
OPEN EVERY DAY
FROM 11 AM TO 9 PM
766.1010

OPEN 7 Days

?GEORGETOWN SQUARE
SHOPPING CENTER
WOOD DALE, ILL

Lilt

Cftweeti

CL 5-4300

For the Younger Set

SUMMER SALADS...FOR THE LIGHT TOUCH!

Restaurant and Cocktail Lounge

DANCING FRIDAY AND SATURDA1

s

Village
bin

PH

259-4974

JUNIOR PLATE (10 years and under)
Choice of 1 Egg or 2 strips of Bacon, or
Sausage, served with 3 little Buttermilk
Pancakes, Whipped Butter, Hot Syrup Ift
of
and Beverage

253 RAND RD. MT. PROSPECT

253-3300
SPECIALIZING IN:
BUSINESS MENS LUNCHEONS
COMPLETE DINNERS
MIDDAY & LATE SNACKS
GROUPS & SMALL PARTIES
COMFORTABLE DINING

edpea4 104 yea!

Jr. Hamburger Plate -Hamburger Sand
with, French Fried Potatoes, Applesauce, 0
,

Beverage

Good children who eat all their food con take their choice
from the candy basket.

PANCAKE SANDWICH
3 Pancakes with One Egg and Three Strips

.7

of Bacon
Beverage

.

Look for the Village Inn With the Yellow Roof

s

Reach 9 out of 10 households with
"OUR" DINE -OUT - ADVERTISING CALL 255-7200

Edge Kopp by 11 Points

m o Novice Championship
By George Hales

end of the meet. Miss Mount
Prospect, Nancy Wangerin,

the winner with an identical
winning time of 24.8. John

It was a new experience for
more than 150 aspiring athlet-

was on hand to present the

McGough was second in 26.0,

ribbons.

third with a 26.2.

es when they participated in
the First Annual Novice Swim

The evening's first event
was the eight and under, girls
25 freestyle. Joan Russo was
the winner of this event with a

Meet sponsored by the Mount
Prospect Park District last
night at Lions Pool.

All the swimmers, ranging
from four to 17 years old.
were awarded certificates of
participationg, and those who
finished among the top six

faking off at the start of his 25 -yard freestyle race is Eddie Boutet of Meadows Pool. Eddie was
seventh in his event with a 31.2 time.

then John Neylon came in

time of 24.8. Not far behind
was Leslie Pankau with a 26.1,
Lederleitner
and Maragret
was third with a 33.3.

FOURTH PLACE in the

and.oply .1 seconds behind was

Elaine Wool fitt in 18.1. Kathy

land was fifth in 27.6, and
Brian Halvorsen was sixth

with a 30.4.
Betsy Bristol had the fastest
Finishing fourth was Jane time in the 9-10 girls -Clash, a
places went home with rib- Treiber who had a 36.5, while 26.7, Taking- econd was Patty
Eilleen McGouh was fifth - --Fisher- who had a 27.9, and
bons.
with a 38.4 and Barb-TijOka third went to Lisa Olman with
a 28.6.
was sixth with a-39.7.
ALL THE races were 25
Barb Sievert grabbed fourth
In the -boys eight and under
yards in distance, with eight
relays of 100 yards each at the., contest, John Altergate was with a 29.0, while Sue' Walsh
was fifth with a 30.7 and Mary

Tom Meher won the 13-14

defeated Mary Wolf for the 15
and older crown. Diana's time
was a sizzling 17.3 clocking.
Although the names of the

run in the east of the seventh to

edge the very tough squad of
Illinois Range, 6-5.
The first two innings for the
Auto Wash looked very bad, as
a series of errors allowed
Range to grab a quick two -run
lead. In the last of the third inning, however, Auto Wash rallied for three runs. Bruce_
Rofhert, Mike Needleman and

Ken Balinski all came through

runs.

The Auto Wash crew did
not score again until the bottom of the fifth inning, when
they once again rallied for 2
more runs to tie the score at
5-5. Jeff Suss, Cazzie Kaltman,
and Dave Johnson were all big
hitters for the Auto Wash, with

Johnson and Kellman coming
across the plate with runs.

lund tied for second in 23.4.

Taking the third place ribNancy Wangerin, Miss Mount Prospect, smiles while present- bon was Wendy Weaver in

ing the first place ribbons at the First Annual Novice Swim Meet 23.9, while Erna Santeler was
held last night at Lions Pool. (Photos by George Hales)
fourth in 24.4. Jane Bare and
Donna Marsolais finished fifth
and sixth. Jane had a 26.6 and
Donna had a 27.4.
Page 10

mied the Range squad. Also
helping out in the outfield positions, with lots of good

TsFriday

August 29

hustle, were Rechert and Needleman, who pulled in a few to
help the cause.

1969

THE PRESSURE mounted
when the last of the seventh

came around but the Auto
Wash players did not let it
bother them. With one out,

ts

swam gems "VW
r-

it"

110

The 9-10 boys age group
featured some very fast times.

Announcing a new
mutual fund.

DREY

LEVE
FUNDING

fifth with 15.6 and Al Vinson

Lori had a 32.1, and Cindy was

age group with a 21.2, while
Michele Bitta and Barb Hed-

submitted in full color.
To ,..et full details about reproduction rights and rules of
the contest, write to the,Office
of Conservation- Education,
Bureau of Sport Fisheries and
Wildlife, Washington, D.C.

had a 14.5. Kim Courtney was
third with a 15.0.
Mark Alsterda finished
fourth with a 15.2, Bob Barone

sixth in 16.7.

showing for his blue ribbon,

partment's Bureau of Sport
fisheries and wildlife. For the
first time, drawings may be

ahead of David Richter who

blue ribbon in 21.9, while Lori
and Cindy Aukerman finished
second and third, respectively.

fine

Artists have until Dec. I to
submit drawings or paintings
for the 1970-71 Migratory
Bird Hunting Stamp contest,
according to the Interior De

Cin y Williams was second in

age group with a fast 13.6, way

a

Bird Hunting
Stamp Contest

for
13-14 girls, was won by Kim

with a 25.3. Mark Mokate was
sixth with a time of 26.8.
While the preceding groups
were labeled beginners, the
more accomplished eight and

gave

their very best this season.

I ,

while John Leusch was fifth

but he

gift cash from the team: Aukerman spent many hours of
his own time, without pay to
help his swimmers to be at

20240.

EVENT NUMER I

21.6 and Lynda Nero was third
in 23.2.

MP Youth Softball
Crown to Auto Wash
Wash came up with one big

tecki finished third in' 16.9.
Martin "Bucky" Fisher
was fourth in 17.0, and Dennis

third in 23.1.
Right behind Aumann was
Jeff Nitschneider with a 23.4,

event,

nings. A couple of fine catches
by spunky Scott Crawford sty-

Jim Vaura was the winner in
15.6. Terry Ruff placed second in 16.4, while Mark Kan-

Lot ery in the time of 18.7.

finishing with a 31.6.
Mary Whitney was the blue
ribbon winner in the 9-10 girls

stop the strong bats of Illinois
Range in the top of the fourth
and Range scored three quick

was sixth with a 19.6.
In the 11-12 boys age group

Mark Aumann placed

JEFF WEAVER was the

Wash team during the top of
the sixth and the seventh in-

Curtin and Denise King tied
for fifth with 19.1. Mary Arko

17.4.

only swimmer in the sixth

Bruce Timko was unable to

north was Eileen
eEfo-nough in 18.6. Joni

Finishin

FIRST PLACE in the 9-10
boys age group went to Dan
Gillogly who had a 19.7. Tim
Ward was second with a 20.8

Approaching the finish of the beginner boys eight and under 25 -yard freestyle is Bob Holloway of
Lions Pool. Bob finished ninth overall with a 43.5 clocking.

In the Mount Prospect
youth softball league title
game last night, the Auto

third- rn

18.4.

Mitchell was fifth with a 17.3.
Tom Diaferio was sixth with a

timed in 33.6.

Illinois Range was stopped

finished

Anderson

31.2.

under girls swam in the fifth
event. Diane Wilke took the

by the fine defense of the Auto

18.0,

race went to Ken Conran who
had a 27.0, then Charles Nie-

and

for the Auto Wash with hits in
the'attack.
AUTO WASH hurler

came John Malek in 22.8. Jim
Kantecki was sixth ire 22.9.
Joan Buyers won the 11-12 .

girls category with an

Dickey finished sixth with a

By Mike Needleman

PATRICK MURPHY

grabbed fourth in 21.5, then

In the battle of the Titans,
Diana Wolf stroked out and

The Dreyfus Leverage Fund is a speculative
fund in which management hopes to make
your money grow and
uses sophisticated
market techniques
toward achieving
that objective.

members of the relays were not
available, Kopp Pool won sev-

en of the eight, falling only to
Lions in the beginners girls
9-10 relay.
In the inter -pool competition, Lions took the trophy
with 108 points, Kopp was second with 97 and Meadows had

Prospectus free from:

Bill Radtke
12 E. Busse
Mt. Prospect

21.

THE MOUNT PROS-

259-0200

PECT Park District Swim

Geo. L. Busse & Co.

which
organization,
hosted the meet, honored the

Team

Gentlemen:
I would like to receive a free
Prospectus and information.

coaches of the park team for
their. work this summer. Assis:.
tant coaches Jim Campana

Name
(PLEASE PRINT(

Kevin Lutsch was the winner' and George Hales received
in 17.3 and Bill Gianopolus whistles as a token of -appreciatook second in 20.7. Third tion from the team members.
Head coach Gordon AukerPlace went to Joe Chapa in
man received a plaque and a
20.9.

Address

City
State

A.,

LIVING INSURANCE

Needleman's hit sent Rocky'
Farquhar to second base to put

the winning run in scoring po-

ierr

sitions. Kalinski then
grounded

to

third

11141111Er-ftett

to
force out Farquhar and adbase

...FROM EQUITABLE

vance Needleman to second

base. Albert Jeff Suss then
waited for his pitch, and with
two outs, rapped a shot which
the Range shortstop couldn't

BEN BALDWIN

handle. Needleman rounded

Nip

third and scored easily with the

End a Great Summer
with a Great Week -end....

winning run for Auto wash.
This was the first championship for the Auto Wash team.

MP Golf
Closes Out

Safely
-

Campaign

Phone: 259-4409

1404 Dogwood Lane - Mt. Prospect
',..U141;

First -place S&H Packaging
1111Inuls Range's Terry Cullen slides into third but third baseman, Jeff Suss was ready and in position for the tag. (Photos by
Bob Privratsky)

Products

and

BEN BALDWIN.

4e. 44'

second -place

Jake's Pizza both lost their final matches of the season but
still finished 1-2 in the Mount

Phone: 321.5235

401 N. Michigan Ave. - Chicago
Scott Crawford successfully reaches second as Tom Renno scrambles for the ball and Charly Walsh looks on.

The EQUITABLE Life Assurance Society of the United
Home Of lice:1285 Avenue of the Americas, N.Y.19,N.Y.01963

Prospect Friday Night Golf
League.

S&H was soundly beaten by

Willie Lumber, which jumped
to third place with the victory.
Jake's fell, 61/2 -31/2 , to Bainbridge Apartments, the eighth place finisher.

IN OTHER matches, Busse
Food and Liquor ripped Doy-

no Motors, 8'1-11; Mount
Prospect State Bank whipped

Clayton Courts, 61/2 -31/2 ;
Kruse's Tavern topped Keefer's

6-3;

Pharmacy,

and

Town and Country Barbers
tied F.B.K. Realtors, 5-5.

S&H wound up with 86

points and runnerup, Jake's
had 781/2. Members of the
championship

team

were

Chuck Lynch, Al Stone, Joe
Szostek and John Milnamow.

Al Beckstrom took low net
honors on the league's final

night with a 31, followed by

Pete

Tsolinas

and

Ing

Bloomquist with 32 and Don
Quigley with 33. Lynch had
the low gross score of 36.

Auto Wash's Bruce Recher hustles to beat out an infield hit
but Illhugs Range's first baseman, Steve Carley wins race and
tags the base.

BIRDIES WERE

first, Don Campbell on the
eighth, Al Gilso on the seventh, and Lynch on the second
and seventh.

All

league

members will

compete in an 18 -hole tourney-'

at Mount Prospect Country
Club on Sept. 7 and Sept. 13
and league activities will con-

COLLEGE BOUND?

clude with a dinner dance Oct.

4 at Indian Lakes Country
Club.

MOUNT PROSPECT

FRIDAY NIGHT
GOLD LEAGUE
FINAL STANDINGS
Team

S&H Pack.
Jake's Pizza
Willie Lumber
Busse Food and Liquor

FBK Realtors
Kruse's Tavern
M. P. State Bank
Bainbridge Apartments
Keefer's Pharmacy

Town & Country
regis-

tered byBil Mottweiler on the Clayton Courts
14th hole, Bill Harner on the. Doyno Motors

Pts
86
781/2

7345
701/2

651/2
631/2

60

56
56
Barbers
481/4

46
421/2

If you are? Stop in and obtain your free checks. The minimum balance of $200 is not necessary and you may write
as many checks as you wish. No longer do you have to
worry about having funds on hand. Spend your worrying
time on getting good grades. You will find this is an excellent way to start building up a good credit background.
So stop in soon.
Each depositor Insured to $15,000 by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

Dap
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A 1RIP AROUND THE WORLD.

OUR BOARDING HOUSE

OUT OUR WAY

BUT IS THAT
THE ENGINE

THE MORE GUS YELLS

COME ON, MACK
MOVE IT, WILL YA-1!?/
YOU'VE ESEEN
WORKING ON
THAT MACHINE

FOR.

SHORT RIBS

AT HIM, THE SLOWER
HE MOVES! HE HAS
KIPS AT HOME
AND NEVER. GETS
ANY ATTENTION. HERS
HE FEELS NEEDEC,

,

2 HOUR.St

114ERES NC71HIN6 QUITE

µLIMAN NG

TONIGHT

CAN'T YOU
IT,
BUSTER? OUR
VACATION MAY
t3E OVER
BEFORE WE

6:00- -

OR OUST
AS NICE AS HUMMING
THE
ALONG THE OPEN ROAD
RADIATOR
AT THE START OF
ROILING
OVER GET THERE!
A VACATION
TVG SEEN HIPS
AGAIN"?
PEDAL. FASTER
GOING TO THE
DENTIST

ANC, PLAYS HIS PART
TO THE
HILT!

G?)
GREAT! ARE YOU
BY BROOM

2 News
5 News
7 News

1.1 Around the

Two Ameran ad-

9 Baseball
The Cubs face the
Braves at Atlanta.

in jeopardy. Until I0
p.m.

venturers

II Anna Pavlova
The famous ballerina is the subject of

fense

.son

World

the biographical re-

"St.
Moritz in
Summer."
26 Spanish News
32 The Munsters

port.
26 Luls Carlos Uribe
32 News

as
revolution
sweeps the country.
Until 12:45 a.m.

11 NET Playhouse

"Madras House,"
is a play about the
generation gap in a
family who owns a

Midnight
2 Movie

"Left Handed

chic fashion house in
London.

Gun." Billy the_Kid "avenges' the "murder

7:15

2 Editorial

7:25
32 Baseball
The White

26 Quiz

411r

11/41

117Ex

",'ES
AS FAR AS

4101011011°
1

ROBIN MALONE

2 Movie

26 Market Wrapup
SAMANTHA

7:00
John Davidson
7
Show

CLAYMORE TURNS

our THErtme6rRIDER5 OFANY
6CHOOL. MIME

ments
12:25

9 Movie
"Hell to

India." Tarzan is
summoned by a Maharajah to attempt to

the News
32 Baseball Report

raised by a Japanese

save the lives of thousands of elephants

10:15
32 News

edge of the Japanese
language invaluable

whose valley home is

10:30

and other wild life

family in Los Angeles, finds his knowl-

during WW II.
12:30

2 Mery Griffin Show
5 Tonight Show

COUNTRY, MISS

MAI.ONE!

5 Movie
"The Frightened
City."

7 Joey Bishop ShoW

9 Movie
"Fury
down."

Show-

at

12:45

Nowbody

32 News Final

knows how Showdown got its name,

CARNIVAL

1:00

but the name's grimly symbolic for a man

7 Movie
Can't
"Interns
Make Money."

who has just done
time for killing a man

who had forced him

BUGS BUNNY

Your
Horoscope

to draw.
p.m.

A

FORA

BATH:

details

2 Meditation

has been described as

2:35
7 Reflections
2:55

U.S." is the subject.

day for the Virgo who gives

26 Red Hot and

of

2:05

James

"probably the best
poet under 50 in the

23)-An immensely enjoyable
attention to the

2:00
2 Late Report

12

of
Wright"
James Wright, who

CICERO: I MAKE IT
FAST: I'M
CAN I
TAKING
COME IN
MINUTE?

Until

11 Critique
"The Poetry

IT'S me_ ( WELL, /-

For Saturday,
VIRGO (Aug. 24 -Sept.

9 Naked City -

Blues

home projects. Consider

3:55

10:45

children.

LIBRA (Sept. 24 -Oct.

Etern-

ity." A young man.

26 A Black's View of

"Tarzan Goes to

6:55

12:20

9 Paul Harvey Com-

10:00

8:00

9 Leadoff Man
With Lloyd Petit.

9 News

2 News
5 News
7 News
9 News

VI Po

6:45

Kid. Until 2 a.m.
5 Midnight Report

9:30

7:30

Family

B-79
131JSTEgrana5e....k.tA/Gemick.

COMPENSATION

N

EAST.

Newman starts as the

9 Twilight Zone
11 Black Journal

2 Gomer Pyle
5 Name of the Game
11 Tonight in Person

26 Today's Racing
The Addams
32

is

sanctuary.Paul-

9 Tenth Inning

land Indians at White
Sox Park,

Madero
given

to

escapes

where he

9:15

Sox

take on the Cleve-

Cast

-THE MIDDLE

ICE TRY,

8.29
YIM

6:30
2 Wild, Wild West
5 High Chaparral
7 Let's Make a Deal
I1 Memorandum

of his employer and

9:00
5 The Saint
7 Dick Cavett Show

32 On Deck Circle

6:25

the

save

life of a president's

7 Judd for the De-

9 Five Minutes to

32 Movie

rva

Juanito."

"Viva

23)-A day during which you
'can bring your inventiveness

Live By

into full play. You may be

called upon to take the original approach.

SCORPIO (Oct. 24 -Nov.
22)-Make every effort to

"Another thing that causes loss of confidence In -the
dollar, Pop, Is the appetite of my steady:"

MORTY MEEKLE

work as skillfully at unimpor-

your well-being. Good work
habits pay off.

KNOCK ITOFff. RAN CM..

/ HA HA! THATG A GOOD
ONE... I'LL HAVE 10
THAT ONE!

RANDY SAID HIS
FIRST WORD
700A`A.. HE SAID

tant chores as at those vital to

"DISADVANTAGEOUS."

SAGITTARIUS (Nov.

DISADVANTAGEOUS!

23 -Dec. 22)-Take up chores

in the order of their importance. Otherwise, you may
find yourself accomplishing a
great deal of trivia.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 23 -Jan.

20)- Ingenious means to
achieve quite ordinary ends
could enliven this Saturday

Ir
C

ra*

Ito

fik

JI
CAVAL1-/

considerably. Set your mind to
work on it.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 21 -Feb.
19)-You can make this a Saturday well distinguished from
all others by aiding others in

EEK & MEEK

NOBODY BELIEVES
Us, ANYWAY.

SK"

at

sap

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
THE BORN LOSER

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Football

the accomplishment of a goal.
PISCES (Feb. 20 -March
21)-Not the day to back
away from a promise long given. Others may tempt you, but
duty must have the final say.

ARIES (March 22 -April

12 Cow's first
stomach
13 Hawaiian

20)-Go back over your plans
for the day before you begin
to put them into action. You

pepper

may prevent error this way.

TAURUS (April

14 Zuider
15 Sluggish

21 -May

21)-A near -perfect day for

16 - pass

the Taurus who does not insist

18 Army officer
20 Public

upon having things his own
way. Giving is your best way
of getting.

GEMINI (May 22 -June

21)- Refuse to go further into

debt if you really don't have
to. A day when you could be
persuaded into making a bad

PROBABLY ON THE MESA! NEARBY.,
IF .IUD IS
EXAMINING THE GIANT EFFIGIES,
RIGHT', EASY,
WHERE WAS MR. HE'D SEEN FROM THE BALLOONS
TOPROCK DURING
THE CRIMES HE'D

LEFT DENVER

bargain.

CANCER (June 22 -July
23)-A Saturday to devote to
home and family. Don't rush
into ventures which exclude

storehouse

CAPTAIN EASY
T. FIGURE TODD LEFT ON SOME
PRBTEKr..HELPED JAKE HIJACK THE,
"OLD AO RANNOCH THEY UNLOADED
IT NEAR TN' CANYON/ AND warm

AND PLUNGED WITH TH' WAGON

TO HIE DEATH: TODD WAS
HE NEEDED JAKE SAN

PUSHING TN' WAGON OFF WHEN JAKE

MUST'VE tzar HIP FOOTINGI,,,

NTH TODD!

p-29

his behavior.

chive

arachnid

27 The same

(Latin)

3 So be it!

CAMPUS CLATTER
TT'S THE FENSTER FOUNDATION.
THEY WANT TO INVESTIGATE US,
IN OCTOBER, REGARDING THAT
GRANT WE'RE SEEKING!.

TACTFULLY 'TRY TO
GET THEM TO COME

NOW- DURING
VACATION -WHILE
IT'S CALM AND
CALNET

PRESIDENT POMP SAYS WHY
DON'T YOU COME AND LOOK OVER

OUR CAMPUS NOW- WM 1 La

WE STILL HAVE ONE

32 Not amateur
33 Greenland
Eskimo
34 Stir
35 Dutch ounce
36 Russian czar
37 Binds
39 Soak
41 Pastry
43 Writing fluid
44 Electric unit
47 Cut with

shears
51 Perturb

57 Epoch
58 Worthless

table bit

59 Counsels

(dial.)

Bum

R1=3

0 LMA

S

R

R

AR
1=1

SA

EP

S
NJ
RA
RIS

Ds

T IC

00

Mili=t 0 toy
LI

CD E S

AAL0PEH
D A K LESS

EN

24 Moslem judge 40 Joiner
stature
42 Western state
Siouan
7 Uncle Tom's 25 Indian
(var.). 44 Visage
friend
26 Trieste wine 45 Culture
8 Consumed
medium
measure
9 Biblical book
28 Prima donna 46 Cosmic order
10 Low tide
29 The state (Fr.) 47 Irish clan
11 Remove
48 Lop (Scot.)
17 Toiletry case 30 Lion's neck
49 Monster
hairs
19 Fatty
50 Light beams
22 Of knowledge 36 Tedious
52 Sailor
38 Gaiter
23 Get out!
3

4

6

5

12

13

15

16

19

18
21

23

24

25

61 3235

31

A---'-

..
45

7

_

11

22

27 .28

29 30

33

26

...

36

40
A.2

U

46

8

20

39

38

37

53 AngloIndian vehicle
54 Feline animal 44
55 Chance
56 Grinding
51

agent

TO

A
S

S'E

4 Of the brain
(comb. form)
5 Ensnare
6 High in

senator

low's shoes. Only then should
you make a decision regarding

ache
each
cave
cave

RUN 70 HIE.

BROTHER FOR

antelope

23 Venomous

E3

V

1 Self-sufficient
person
2 Geometrical
D
figure

31 Roman

23)-Consider how it would
be to walk in the other fel-

vice
heave
hive
have

fill RIGHT:

HE'D PANIC..

HELP TO HIM
THE LOOTI

LEO (July 24 -Aug.

ACHIEVE

Y011 MAY

AND A CROOK..BUT NO MURDERER!

those near and dear to you.

Answers to
Hideaword

21 Evil
22 African

1-r

L IR E E A A
T MESAVERE R M G
S L E PU R S0
N.0
NJ B
0

DOWN

ACROSS

1- kick
6 - formation
9 - run

EN

52

48

49

50

63

54

55

56

67

68

69

29
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Visit to the USSR

n

in er

4

o Ta
David Chakman is one of 14

_

Prospect High Students who
with two teachers toured the
Soviet Union betv.c.m July 22

and Aug 12 I he students
were accompanied by their

0

entire stay in the Soviet Union,
I

saw only a couple of teen-

agers

Dress there

is

very

plain

There are no bright colors or
lively patterns Skirts above

teacher of Russian language at

the knee are uncommon in

Prospect, Edssard Smek and
James Larson a teacher of so-

Moscow

cial

studies

and

history at

Bryan Junior High School in
Elmhurst

Lenningrad, and very rare in

Although the Western in-

fluence

unmistakable

is

in

Leningrad's clothes (one of
the first things 1 noticed when

We really didn t meet the
people of the Soviet Union Although there were several conservations there was little
communication The people
there seemed afraid to talk to
swindlers

the Americans

Swindler (in English): "Do

you speak English?"

American "Yes "
Swindler: "Arc you American?"
"Yes
"Do you have any dollars to

sell? I will give you two rubles
to the dollar."

"No thank you "
"But

we arrived there was that the, ban ."
"No thank you "
hemlines were raised-fran
"Why not?"
Moscow's),-cts still con-

By Day C hakoian
(Last in a Series)

Westerners
Only the

the other approaches one of

servariVe Slacks are not worn
there by girls, and nobody
wears shorts

The people there seem to
like Western clothes, but they
wren t available

"SWINDLERS"

had

no inhibition about talking to

Although the official rate of
The people there seem to exchange is 90 kopecks to the
lack initiative I would say that dollar, the buying power of the
ruble is about that of 10 cents,
this is caused by the system
In a store the customer goes according to experts So, the
to the salesgirl she doesn't Russian black market wants
say "Can I help you" ' or go dollars and other Western cur-

US

out of her way to make the
sale What difference does it
'Make if her store gets the business or not?

owned, what has she to gain
from making the sale?

I

have

"Don't worry. I am not the

police." There are many such
police agents making such approaches to catch tourists who
sell money.

American "No,"
"Do you have any clothes to
sell? Levis?"

"No'"
And so on and so forth

They always worked in pairs,

and always in English They
approached the students in the
group, but very rarely the

rencies

adults

However, it is legal to exchange money only at curren-

They were more numerous
in Moscow, but far more per-

cy exchanges.

sistent

SO THE BLACK market
wanted our dollars. And the

be strictly illegal, so we wanted
nothing to do with them.

THE PEOPLE here don't people, especially the students
usually),
smile. In one of the few con- (college students
versations, someone asked, wanted our clothes, chewing
-why not?" The reply was that gum, cigarettes, and ball-point
only playboys, prostitutes, and
tourists smile in the Soviet
Union.

"I don't want to

enough rubles "

pens.

They tried to get them by

swindling.

Here is a typical approach

by a "swindler." Two memaged people when we were bers of our group had been
there. We learned from one walking in Moscow, talking.
There were no high school -

Two college -age boys came
conversation that all, literally,
of the young people were on up near them. One swindler
vacation in the country. In our stays a few steps away, while

in Leningrad. To sell

them clothes or money would

THERE IS A LOT left out
of this series of articles, but
space is limited. There is still
a lot left being unsaid that
should be told.

In conclusion, I was surprised at what I saw. It was a
good experience, seeing what
things are like under Communism.

I wish that all of those here
advocate Communism
could live there for a while. It
might change their minds.
who
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is yours at

The local chapter of the American Association ,of Retired Persons (AARP) celebrated its

first anniversary and installation of officers at a, dinner Tuesday in Villa Olivia Country
Club, Bartlett. At the dinner were (Standing: left to right) George Drysdale, director; Avis
Giver, Hoffman Estates, president; Dorothy Ronk, of Prospect Heights, corresponding

secretary; Ruth Minucciani of Hoffman Estates, first vice president, Verda Frass of Roselle,
second vice president; Helen Mork of Bartlett, recording secretary. Seated, left to right, are
Walter Frees of Roselle, treasurer; Mary Short of Itasca, assistant treasurer; Clarice Simmons

APPLE CANYON LAKE

of Hoffman Estates and Larry Hintze of Elk Grove.

Tuesday Is Last Day
For Vietnam Gift Bags
It is still not too late to do

bags can be obtained from the

your Christmas shopping. And

Red Cross and filled by you,
your family or organized

particularly if you are taking

Plunkett, 1969 chairman of
Operation Shop Early. Christmas can be such a lonely
dreary time for the serviceman
away from his family, but

Red

group. Over 28,000 of the

Cross Operation Shop Early,
you have until Sept. 2 to comto a serviceman overseas for

"ditty bags" will be shipped to
Vietnam this September in
time for the holidays.
"These small thoughts from

this Christmas.

home mean so much to the

EACH GIFT bag contains

boys overseas," says Mrs. Paul

12 to 15 items from the following list: toothbrush, toothbrush case, ball point pen,
writing pad, self -seal envelopes, dark colored wash cloth,

in

part

the American

plete a small gift hag to he sent

The red and green denim

Historical Exhibit
At Randhurst Thurs.
American Showcase, a trav-

eling historical exhibition. will

visit

Randhurst Shopping
Center Sept. 4 through Sept. 7
during normal store hours.
The exhibition is sponsored

by American Heritage, a history magazine, and depicts the
changes that have been made
in various products from early
times.

The exhibition contains 23
including antiques
such as early guns, fashions,
displays

appliances and
implements.

fire -making

THERE WILL be original

silver made by Paul Revere,.

china which has been used in
the White House, cosmetic jars
predating the birth of Christ
and

a

Civil War medicine

chest found on the battlefield
of Bull Run.
Also shown will be a banjo

these gifts help brighten his
day."

nail clipper, paperback book,
3 -inch reel of recording tape,
small plastic bags, windproof
cards, plastic cigarette case,

minstrel, Oscar Mann, and one

chewing gum, small puzzle or
game, plastic soap case, pre moistened disposable towels,
instrument,
small
musical

tique newspaper will be distributed without charge.

THE TRAVELING museum contains thousands of
dollars worth of antiques provided by some of the nation's
leading museums.

It has been created to pay
tribute to American industry
and its constant effort to pro-

The incomparable beauty of Apple River Country inspired
the Indians to name it "Manitoumi"... the Land of God. And
here in the embrace of the ancient hills lies a sparkling new
jewel ... spring -fed Apple Canyon Lake, a private recreation

snapshot
penknife, plastic
holders, pre -moistened shoeshine cloths, small cotton
swabs, metal mirror, sewing
kit, small address book.

To participate in the "Shop
Early" program, contact the
American Red Cross in Chicago at 43 East Ohio Street, or

duce better products for more

one of the seven regional of-

people.

fices nearest you.

the past at your recreation home in glorious Apple River Country ... the shining new private lake made just for you.

Where the Indians and the early settlers once trod the hills
and valleys, you'll find zestful living by a deep blue, spring -fed
lake among the sunwashed hills. And you'll find time to dream
a bit of the rollicking days long gone because the proud ghosts
of the past still walk the towering clouds that drift across the

bright skies of Apple Canyon Lake.

Select your homesite at the "Big One".
Over 400 acres of water, up to 70 feet deep.
More than 15 miles of shoreline surround the 3-mile
long lake,
Private "Canyon Club" recreation center. Membership is
automatic when you purchase a homesite.

LOTS START AT ONLY $3,400

Only 2 Hours from Chicago
Drive out Today!

WITH LIBERAL BANK FINANCING

Take 1-90 to U.S. 20 bypass before Rockford
(Freeport -Cherry Valley exit). Stay on 20 through
Freeport and Stockton and follow signs.

FREE Colorful Brochure

Oft

Apple Canyon Lake

APPLE CANYON LAKE
GALENA
STOCKTON

small sealed cans of nuts, can-

dies, fruits or foods, pen -size
flashlight with batteries, small

Select your home site Now! Live it now! Live the present and

home site development beyond compare.

lighter, lighter flints, playing

once owned by the famous
of the first television sets sold
in America.
A souvenir replica of an an-

Now Under Construction by the Branigar Organization, Inc.

ROCKFORD

Freeport -Cherry

-

Valley Exit

FREEPORT

CITIES

The flranlgar Organization. Inc.
Dep4. ADP -8-29

SAVANNA

QUAD

Please send me FREE colorful brochure on Apple Canyon Lake,
showing Greenway concept.

Irving Park & Madinah Roads
Medinah, Illinois 60157

Another Development of The Branigar
Organization, Inc., Medinah, Illinois.
Over 50 years of land development leadership. CHICAGO
Office) Area 815-594-2231
Syr (Lake
(Chicago) Area 312-625-8200
(Suburbs) Area 312-894-1400

NAME
AdDRESS
CITY

STATE

ZIP

PHONE__

777,W
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"great American _Homes"
Great Homes of Yesterday and Today...
featured each Friday with the Day's Home Buyer's Guide

Feature Above:
Gunston Hall, Lorton, Virginia

Iston Hall: Palladian Room

Gunston Hall, home of George Mason, author of the
Virginia Declaration of Rights which was carried into
the United States Constitution as the first ten Amend-

ments, is in Fairfax County, Virginia near Lorton. It was
built between 1755 and 1758. The architecture and
actual labor were done by William Buckland,
remorkable craftsman who had come from England as
an indentured servant. The house built of brick, Georgian type. From the outside the house is graceful, but

4'

neither 'large nor imposing. The interior, however, is
one of the most impressive found in any home of the
Colonial era. The superb formal gardens were restored
by the Garden Club of Virginia.

Gunston Ha II: Dining Room

.

.0

Photographs and story courtesy of:
Board of Regents of Gunston Hall,
National Society of The Colonial Dames of America

THE DAY
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At Winston Kn

Friday, August 29. 1969

toneer Families Move In
Like hundreds of other familieS in the Chicagoland .area,

Eau

gym
mia

new homes.

350 acre tract at Ela and Al-

moved this summer in order to

gonquin Rds.

year starts. But not only did the
Ehlers' move into a brand new
home, they were the first family to move into Winston

-

pected to be settled in their

for 770 families, is located on a

Roger Ehlers and his fanilly
get settled before the school

15.11 110.0.

will eventually provide homes

Knolls, a $20 million commu-

nity of homes being built by

Louis Buonpane,

Sales

Manager of Winston Knolls,
welcomed the Ehlers family,
Roger, his wife Barbara, and
their three children, Alan (age
9), John (age 7), and Julie (age
6), to the new community.

Corporation is the largest
home builder in the Chicago -

Other homes available in land area. In addition -to -Wit -1 Winston Knolls are the Avon,- -storrKridlls, the firm's current
include:
Hunting
a four-bedroorri: two and a half projects
bath mid -level home with Ridge, a community of 472
more than 1900 square feet of custom built homes in Pala living area; the Bristol, a three- tine; Winston Hills, a commubedroom ranch with two full nity of 1800 homes now in the
in
baths and over 1600 square final sleo_Lileseel
feet of living__space-i--thc---Wriddridge; Winston Towers,

Their new home, the Doverris- -Gherlseii.-6-1-1 eight -room, two
and one-half bath split level
a ten room, two:story colonial'
with 1900 square feet of living
-with two and a half baths and
tates.
area, and the Eden, an eight Opened' in January this 2,400 square feet of living
room mid -level with three
year, Winston Knolls, which area.
the

Development

Winston

Corporation in Hoffman 'Es-

mi !Him
11180

II

iiirn

I

I

NN1

baths and 2400 square feet of

Set Sale
Records

THE EHLERS weren't the
only one's in Winston Knolls
for long. Since July 15, more
than 17 other families have

Home appliances set new
sales records in the first half of
this year.
Factory sales of major appliances, up to 13 per cent,
rose 1.6 million units over the
1968 record with a new figure
of 14 million units for the first
half of the year, according to
the Assn. of Horny Appliance
Manufacturers (ARAM), Chi-

Cr:

cago -based national group.
NEW RECORDS are also
being set in the first three

-.ANNUM=

months of the second half of
this year, with the volume and
percentage lead still kept by

room air conditioners, which

totaled close to four million
units in the first six months,
728,000 units in June alone.
Other home appliances list-

ed by the organization in the
order of popularity were:
and

Louis Buonpane, sales manager, shows Winston Knolls' very
first family their new home. They are (left to right) Julie Ehlers,

6, John Ehlers, 7, Alan Ehlers,

9,

Visitors are getting their

feet dusty in the new Apple
Canyon Lake now under construction near Galena, Ill.
To date, not a drop of water
has begun to form the lake itself. Prospective buyers are
seeing the development from

the ground floor on up, for

sales offices and lake headquarters are temporarily located at the bottom of the lake.

Next summer, it will all be un-

refrigerators.

Barbara Ehlers and Roger Electric and gas dryers, automatic washers and

Ehlers.

electric

ranges 'registered gains.

der water.

UNDER
CURRENTLY
construction by The Branigar
Organization, Inc., the Chicago -based firm which sold all
1700 lots at Wisconsin's Lake
Redstone in three years, Apple

Remember us when you need
a friend in real estate ...

NAN

PALATINE
BEAUTIFUL PLUM GROVE
*WOODLANDS

LAKE ZURICH

TON HEIGHTS
locally landscaped,
elec door garage, free form patio You must see it 547,9

commercial rentals in Pala-

900 to $38,400, all five model
homes in Winston Knolls are
open for inspection daily
from 9 a.m. until dark.
The Winston Development

condominiums
h i g h -r i s e
opened in February this year.

tine, and Winstion Towers in
Miami Beach, Fla. a $70 million 'development of seven

Canyon Lake is the company's
first major second -home lake
site in Illinois. This season, visitors drive their cars down into

what will eventually be the
deepest spot (about 70 feet) of
the lake. From there, representatives offer guided tours from
the lake bottom as well as the
wide valley rim. Next season,

pontoon boats will tote prospective
lake.

around

buyers

the

Elmer Swanson Jr., vice
president Of The Branigar Organization, Inc., heads a sales
force of 30 sales representatives. The 30 -man staff, which
makes up the nucleus for the
multi -water projects Branigar
is planning in the near future,
are full-time salesmen at Apple
Canyon Lake.
In four week -ends in May,
the sales staff sold more than

lake," Swanson said.
property owners will
have access to the water and
none of them will need to cross
a road to get to the lake. Only
loped

"All

15 per cent of the homes will
actually be on the shoreline,
which means that 85 per cent

of the shoreline will remain
untouched."
Three subdivisions

have

opened to date, consisting of 363 lots. The total debeen

velopment will include 2200
lots, according to Swanson.
Prices start at $3400 and lot
sizes go from one-half acre on
up. Several buyers plan to start
summer,
construction this
Swanson said, so that when the

lake "opens" next spring, they
will be ready to use it.

THE LAKE itself, completely spring -fed, will average

$1 million worth of property. about 40 feet in depth when
Half of the sales, now offered completed. The three-mile
at discount prices, have been long lake will contain over 400
to local residents who live acres of water and 15 miles of
within a 40 -mile radius of the shoreline. When it is half-filled
lake. Other buyers have come next summer, the lake will be
from Chicago, Rockford and as deep as Lake Redstone was
the Quad Cities.

at 'completion.
Construction of a huge ear-

THE BRANIGAR Organization is the first known land development firm in the country to incorporate the "cluster
concept" on a water site. Similar to the "cul-de-sac" street
design in exclusive residential
communities, the plan, in this

then dam, 80 feet high and
1000 feet long, twice the size of

the dam at Lake Restone, began in July. Nearby Hell's
Branch Creek and numerous
springs in the valley, plus

melting snow and rain in the
spring, will contribute to the

case, means large areas of lake

formation of the new lake,

shore frontage will remain in
their natural state to form a

which is expected to reach its

'greenbelt'

permanent depth in two years.
the lake" sales offices are open

throughout the property and seven days a week from 10 a.m.

_

2'/ ceramic baths Built in
d family room Everything

living area. Priced from $29,

continuous

Nt -

-

condominium developments on Chicago's north.:
west side; Willow Creek, a development of high-rise apartments, office building and
cessful

Next Year, All This.
Will Be Under Water

dishwashers,

dehumidifiers,
disposers,

moved into the community. By
fall, some 75 families are ex -

one of the country's most suc-

100 X 200 ft lot makes this Cape Cod a very
desirable home for the growing family 2 blocks to private beach
on Echo Lake Garage, chain link fence and fruit trees. Only
FOUR BEDROOMS

along the water's edge.

until dusk. To get to Apple

"The 'cluster concept' will
make Apple Canyon Lake
look like a natural undeve-

Canyon Lake, take highway 20
west through Freeport and
Stockton, and follow the signs.

is setting for this expandable Ranch 100 X 200 ft garden with
17 mature trees 2 large bedrooms, could be more Paneled and

beamed ceiling family room 2 car garage plus garden shed
$47,500

/./
Need room! Check this large 4 bedroom brick Cape Cod with
its separate dining room. 2 lull baths, full basement and attached
garage. Its well located in a nice neighborhood and easy walking
distance to grade and high schools. Don't miss this one $33,900.

MOUNT PROSPECT
A WE -GO PARK GEM

Since 1923

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

NT PROSPECT

realtors and hasuraRee

3/4 acre prates

living in a park with estate atmosphere
ly manicured garden 3 bedroom brick and aluminum
full basement, 14 ft kitchen with loads of cabinets 38 X
h
Rec room, 2 fireplaces, 2 car garage Could divide and

me and stone home in desirabl
elevel, 21 ft family room,
landscaped 75 ft lot Priced for
1

Close to public and Catholic grade schools, train and shopping 3
bedroom Bi level, 2 baths, kitchen with built ins, dishwasher
disposal, refrigerator Family room, fireplace Oversize garage A
real value at $36,900

George Busse
re CO.

dune possession

on or sell extra 75 X 140 ft lot $53 500

12 E. Busse Ave. Mt. Prospect
(next to the lamas")

259-0200

Member 31 31' Multiple I.inting ...entre
Member All POilliN Ite101.11ii111.

% 1IIii1,11Milk Referral .,Anil',

Crystal
Lake Homes"
Ilual:ty ControlledEstates

al=

R

MOUNT PROSPECT
Rambling 3 bedroom Ranch walking distance to everything
Tree lined street, quality construction, plaster walls Thermo
windows hardwood floors, natural woodwork Jalousied breeze
way plus garage and private patio This one will not last Priced

UNT PRO

BUFFALO GROVE
"Oh give me a home, where the Buffalo roam' but make it o
smart 3 bedroom 2 both brick and aluminum Ranch that can
afford with a full basement, as I love to play ping pang
Beautifully landscaped, patio, garage Only $28,250
I

5pm

1

quilt,
and

110 Sunset

east of 83 Deluxe quali
bedroom Bi level on large
office and den,
e kitchen with

$33,900 and up

oracle DELUXE

at $36,900

OOL BATH A
oesession

rl

Unit # 3 Now Open
Ranches
Paved Streets
Split -Levels
Top Rated School Districts
Georgians

3.4.5 Bedrooms
.

I)

Half acre wooded and unwooded lots available.
Select your future homesite now.

From $1500 down

krib4TP-ous,
150 S. Main
MOUNT PROSPECT

392-7150

U.S. 14 Northwest to III. 31.. 1 Mile N. on III. 31

REALTORS
Member Previews Executive Homesearch
Member M.A.P. Multiple Listing Service

rlington
NGTON

-800

Open Weekday Evenings

0
ai

Sensible Tax Rates

.i=n11=M1111M1111111WWItpwswiewir

Crystal Lake Estates, Inc.
Phone (815)459-2430

I

t-Fixture

ut in asy Li
A five -step procedure can
solve your overhead ceiling
light fixture problem
eng- ark corn With A

ou, inpany experts a.
ew tile ceiling can
sta
e a pleasure for the weekend
home redecorator. Well, if not_
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THE LIGHTING fixture is
much lesi painful than if you the chief bug,a-bo0 for most
tried to do it all by your own home--htifidymen, so today's
pure pleasure, at least it will be

- lesson will concentrate on
that.
The reason why do -it -your-

self.

.

selfers frequently have trouble
installing a lighting fixture is

'

that it wasn't made for a tile
ceiling.

But now the Armstrong
people have provided a fixture
made expressly for a tile ceiling, called Tilemate. It can be
'obtained from most local lumber dealers and building supply stores for less than $15.
Gone for good are the frustrations of the weekend redecorator' in his lonely struggle
against stubborn misfit parts.
This light fixture is 12 -by -12
inches, same as a standard ceiling tile.
THE WOOD GRAIN type
frame and simple classic lines
make it fit into practically any
decor, and Tilemate is easily
inserted in place of a tile dur-

ing ceiling installation.
Remember when you come

to the wiring that rhany light

fixtures specify 80 degree wire
for the junction box but do not
provide it. Many homeowners
'will simply use ordinary 60 degree house wiring, an unsafe

practice. The Tilemate junc-

tion box comes pre -wired with

high -temperature 145 degree

wiring, which with the

,

14

gauge steel used in the junction

box meets the nation's most
stringent building codes.

41111..

Grand pening
Luxury apartments In a year-round resort setting that's
easy walking distance to shopping, golf and schools.
Rail and expressway travel to the loop are just five
minutes away. The handsomely landscaped ten -acre grounds
of Town Square Include paved, private parking and a swimming
pool set in an extensive sundeck area. Buildings are
fireproof and soundproofed for maximum privacy.

Central air conditioning and healing, wall to ..au
carpeting, fully applianced kitchens and cer.,:mc-Fled
baths with built -In vanities are Included in each apartment.
Furnished models open 7 days a week from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
On Roselle Rd., V. mile south of Schaumbnr,3 Fi0 11: miles
,

south of Golf Rd. Call 894-8460. A Mor-1N. ,.:^.mrsc-try.

'

OPEN LABOR DAY

/

STEP ONE. Attach the exclusive adaptor plate to the
furring strips with four wood
screws. The adaptor plate is
_Tilernate's secret of effortless

r"#

One bedroom apartments from $175
Two bedrooms from $225

Now ready for immediate occupancy

BR #1

as

LIV
IS' it 17'2'

12'x1]'10-

12Itive

'

LIT

SR .2
1011'A 121 -

installation. It fits into the
tongue -and -groove tiles that

surround it and serves as the

'.416,e'.

.base for the fixture's other

I

the
This is step two in installing a light fixture in a tile ceiling. The junction boic Is dipped to
adaptor plate, and existing wiring is hooked up to it.

Plan Courses for Realtors
The thirteenth session of the
Northwest Suburban Board of
Realtors Real Estate School
will begin on Sept 8, at John
Hersey High School, 1900 E
Thomas, Arlington Heights
Classes will be held each Monday evening between 7 30 and
9 30 p m thru Oct 27
The curriculum includes
lectures on the history of organized real estate, explanation
and interpretation of the realtor's code of ethics, brokerage
practices and procedures, legal
descriptions, deeds and conveyances, evaluation of property, listing property, financing, forms used in real estate
and closing procedure

tadt and Robert G. Loeffler of
Des Plaines; Michael I, Del Re
of Mount. Prospect and Richard A. Cowen of Chicago.
Ted Wrobel of ParkiRidge is

Chairman of the Education

Committee, consisting of John
Sontag of Mount Prospect,.

John B. Richey of ' Palatine,
Robert Zaun of Buffalo

Grove, Mary Sanders of Niles,
Sylvia Bocskay of Park Ridge
and Howard Kagay of Arling-

ton Heights..
The course is open to anyone desiring to attend al-

though it not designed as a

preparation for the realestate
salesman's or broker's examination, but rather to broaden

THE FACULTY is made the knowledge of those already
up of qualified realtors in- engaged in the real estate field.
cluding Jack V Keller, Albert This is in keeping with the
C Peters and Albert L Gun- Realtor's Pledge - "To seek
delach of Arlington Heights,
Arthur W Pipenhagen, Ralph
H Martin, Robert J Darms-

parts.
STEP TWO. Trail the exist-

ing house wiring over to the
adaptor plate. Hook it up to
the Tilemate's junction box.

KIT

KIT

DIN
II

IMIN43

STEP THREE. Clip the

junction box on to the adaptor
plate, 'a 10 -second operation.
Remember what we said about
the 145 -degree wiring, which
members arc required 'to at- guarantees safety.
STEP FOUR. Snap the re- tend one term and pass the
written examination with a' .flector dome'onto the adaptor
grade of 70 per cent or better. plate and screw in a 100 -watt
Certificates .will be awarded bulb.
for satisfactory completion of.
STEP FIVE. Fit the lens
the course.
frame on to the body of the fixAdmission, to class will be ture. This requires no more
by registration only. Members than squeezing two tension
of the Northwest Suburban springs on the frame, slipping
Board of Realtors may attend theM into slots on the adaptor
these classes free of charge.. plate. The frame slips out the
There will be a fee of $10 for same way it goes in for fast
members of other boards. and bulb replacement. Push the
$25.00 for any one else desirframe in place.
ing. to attend. Booklets reThe job is done.
quired for the course will' be
supplied at the time of registra-

THE FIRST 12 terms of the
board real estate school had a
combined registration of over.
1150. All provisional associate

tion and are included in the
fee. Application

registration
may be made at' the Board of better to represent by clients fice, 311 S. Arlington Heights
by building my knowledge and - Rd., Arlington Heights, before
- Sept. 8.
competence."

DIN

I

4.711rja

P1 til
I

k

11101ALL

APARTMENTS
MULTIPLE LISTING

NORTHWEST SUBURBAN COMMUNITIES
EIGHT AREA OFFICES SERVING CHICAGO'S NORTH SHORE AND

SERVICES

EXECUTIVE TRANSFER

BRUNS REAL ESTATE IS NOW AFFILIATED WITH

PROGRAM

(D-8/29)

HOMES APARTMENTS

niniam, and,Tys o n.,,Ine.

A McCABE HOME
IS A HAPPY HOME!

FINANCING

REALTORS

.

ARLINGTON' HEIGHTS-MT.' PROSPECT
SIGN
OF
SERVICE

INSURANCE

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
AREA OFFICE
1714 E. Northwest Hwy. -394-4500, 255-6320

SCHAUMBURG-HOFFMAN.
.ESTATES AREA OFFICE

SCHAUMBURG

7 W. SchauThurg Road at Roselle Rd; ---7894-8100

.

-

PALATINE .AREA OFFICE
132 S. Northwest Higiiivay-359-6500

r.-41.:

c't

ELK GROVE - FULL BASEMENT

CLOSE TO SCHOOLS AND SHOPPING
Full
.

PERFECT PLUS CONDITION

MOVE IN THIS WEEK!!!

$29,900

Excellent traffic pattern

'fariffraW

ti'?.

Tastefully decorated two bedroom Georgian.
Ranch Large kitchen with built in oven and range. Basement, Patio, Separate Dining Room.
Ten Thousand Down will buy this three bedroom Brick

Owner will help in financing 'this 4 bedroom L -skipped' ranch.

$37,900

2 baths, 11/2 car attached garage with double drive. Many
extras --carpeting in living room, dining room, hail and
bedroom. Built-in oven/range. Refrigerator. Beautifully landscaped -EXTRA LARGE LOT. Best locution In Elk Grove -walk to
pool and park.
all schools, library,90
1

$32.500

This'3 bedroom ranch is in GREAT condition Inside and out. 21
'car attached garage. 'Oven/range. Carpeting in
baths,
living room, dining room, hall and all bedrooms. Beautifully
endowed With. nature's beauty. Fenced yard with complete
1

IN THE HEART OF VIRGINIA TERRACE

,

Ideally located 3 bedroom br,cli,
asking. Carport. Carpeting in
room is paneled for easy moitl!Mr.i

.

,,,r, se yours for the
and hall. Family
this buy for

yourself.

privacy.,

Call 359-6500

$32,900

$26,900

Call 255-6320

2

EIGHI
I OtAi.OFIS
T ARIA OFFICES
;AL st

Y.

\*,
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Fwe Bedroom Brick Tri Level, 21/2 baths, Centro) Air

Cond Large kitchen, with built in oven and range.
Family room A large home for a large family.

$56,500

NEED ROOM

Member HMS
Multiple listing Service

COMMUNITIES

sea

All kinds of extras.

$49,900
'

823-5108

Nonni SHORE

Li., 1011:11

This 5 bedroom Colonial will give you room to room.
The large kitchen hos built in oven and range. 1st floor
family room, Rec. room in basement has built in Bar.

50 YEARS OF SERVICE

705 E. DEVON
Park Ridge

,CRVING 011.-.35

NOP I IIWIST AND

MCCABE

11 REALTY

259 E. Rand Rd.
(Rt. 12)
M I. Prospect
CL 3.7600
Member MAP
BlidtipTe Listing Service

Member, REOCA, Naltionwide Relocation Service

HOW.ABOUT A COOK -OUT?
CoMe prepared. This 4 bedroom brick and frame ranch has a

large' patio with a very nice yard for your family's Sunday

.

cook -outs: 21/2 car garage. 2 baths. Carpeting in living room,
'dining room, family room and 2 bedrooms. Draperies through.
out home except in the living room. For the family that needs a
lot bf ROOM.

,Call 894-8100

$29,500

*

SHARP WITH A CAPITAL "S"

Extremely SHARP 2 bedroom ranch. Central Air Conditioning.
Carpeting through -out. Beautiful stone fireplace in living

HEIGHTS,.

room. Relax In your paneled and enclosed porch. Nicely

landscoped-surrounded with the splendor of nature's greeneTY-

Call 894-8100

REPEATED SERVICE TO SATISFIED CLIENTS: THIS

w

ON

ISMS
C1111110,),: IA
SCHAUMRURG

$21,900

"J'"'

ARLINGTON
RDUING
VIADOAS

,

ur

PiLtla

IS THE QUINLAN & TYSON STQRY

THE DAY
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Compyle-rtores and Research ers
Jan Forces in a Customer Hunt

identification"
."Location
is a mouthful. If you're deciding wbere-to-locate a store to
- -attract the kind and the num-

less than 20 years ago with

plus items, now handles "short
merchandise ---lines," which
ber of customers you need, you - -mayrun all the way from bedwant to identify such customer spreads, slippers, women's apfactors as income, age,Jamily parel, to limited quantities of
size, occupation and housing original sculptuies,-imported
before'... you' hang out your collections-ofart-just about
anything that the average
shingle.

--

The principle remains the

same, whether you are big and
arc already widely established,
or whether you are a small
businessman offering retail

Patios Tame the Outdoors
Americans love of the outdoors has led to one of the most

beautifully.

'INSULATING GLASS is

consistent building trends in
recent }ears extensive use of

recommended for patio doors,

patios, decks, atriums, terraces
and balconies
These features in homes and
apartments are a proven sales

doors of ponderosa pine, in-

attraction And, recent remodeling

studies

show

patios

leading the list of home additions

ims SfRE.SS on outdoor

features is not surprising. They
expand the home s recreation
and relaxation space, make
views accessible and offer the

because of the large
areas. Obtainable in

glass

patio

sulating glass plus the natural

insulation

of wood

sash

and factory' -applied weatherstripping -- offers maximum
protection against heat loss,
heat gain and bothersome condensation.
Ponderosa pine units, available in stock sizes at local turn-

her dealers, also come with

undeniable attraction of fresh
air and sudshine When properly planned, they also enhance the home s interior

tempered glass (for safety) and
tinted glass (to cut sun glare).
Visibility should also be choosing
when
considered

windows for the wall adjacent
to the patio. Casements, sliders, awnings or hoppers use in

series or stacked from floor to
ceiling make a handsome window arrangement and give the
widest possible view. They
have the added advantages of
easy operation and maximum
Ventilation. Like patio doors,
they come in stock sizes of
ponderosa pine, and with in-

willing to plank

shopper is

down money for.

acteristics such as age, income,
housing, education, family

chain stores had mushroomed

time lived in an area, while

their chain store operation in
the California area from one
outlet in 1954 to 14 in 1968,

other details dug into included

customer loyalty, advertising
effectiveness, competitive of-

they turned to Stanford Research Institue, Menlo Park,

ferings from other stores.
From the 4,000 people

Calif., and asked the research-

ers there to come up with the
answer.
The SRI people, whose
range of investigation has become legendary in recent

size, occupation, and length of

interviewed, a typical Akron
customer profile emerged. His
annual inconie is about

$12,000; he has 14 years of

education; he is a professional
or technical workeroand he is
scientific
including
years,
ready to drive as far to shop at
study of earthquakes, trans- an Akron store as to stop and
portation problems, bio-sonar
a regional shopping
and related techniques such as shop at
how discriminating are the au- center. He first dealt with the
or more
ditory senses of seals, penguins Akron chain five
and whales, took the request in years ago.
mirrors. Computers. The trick
their stride.

The Akron firm, starting in using the machines is

sulating glass.

to

patio view can become the

highlight. A
patio can also provide the opportunity for effective decorating schemes It all depends on

room's

visual

careful selection of windows
and doors

As enures, patio doors in

wood sash are a popular
choice Their uninterrupted
glass area gives an expansive

view They slide open on easy

wesi portion of San Bernardino county. Factors used
in identifying new store locations were population, number
of families, number and types

.County Recorder Sidney R.
Olsen

listed

estate

real

27

transfers last week in Wheeling and Maine Townships.

Price is indicated by

n

revenue stamps for each $1

)0

in market valuation.

THOSE IN

Des

Plaines

were: 625 Yale Ct., Alfred L.
Forsyth to Joseph M. Florey,
$26.50;

1378

Jeanette

St.,_

Willis W. Gardner to William

R. Barnard, $36; 136 E. Drake
Ln., Ronald 0. Wcingartner to
can he painted different colors Kenneth B. Ritter, $35.50;
to blend with interior and ex- 1084 Woodlawn Av., Edward
terior decor, frames a view. K. Janis to Richard R. Such -

gliding tracks for convenient
access The wood sash which

717 S. Chestnut, Willard H.
°ma $15.50, and 960 Margaret. William A. Williams to Larkner to Alice Maschoff,
$31.50; 521 S. Prindle Av..
William B. Wagner, $10.
Mary L. Scalock to Roy
'I hose in Arlington Heights Grimble, $34; I N. Prindle,
were: 2630 Bel Aire Dr., How- Charles E. Conlin Jr. to Jack
ard G. Stiefenhoefer to David H. Semple, $15; 115 N. Keni-

A. Morris, $29; 912 E. Oak - cott, Robert G. Swin to Berton, Ralph Kramer to Calvin nard F. Guentner, $48.50; 623
C. Hilton, $31; 703 Gettys- S. Ridge Av., Michael P.
burg, Joseph E. Ubert to Rich- McPhee to John S. Langdon,
ard P. Hauser, $32.50; 614 N. $41; 18 S. Mitchell Av., John
Haddow, William A. Tubbs to V. Westwood to Harry E. JaForest C. Saemrow, $48; 1011 cobs, $28, and 2630 Bel Aire
Brookwood, Ivy Hill, Inc., to Dr., Glyn McCord to Chester
Randal L. Troch, $54.50, and: K. Hayes, $42.
1010 W. Thomas, Leslie C.
THOSE IN Buffalo Grove
Kippincott Jr. to R. John Riwere: 461 Diane Dr., Robert
ley, $34.

M.

Halun

to

Quentin

E.

Grubb, $25, and 352 Haw-

presenting the Akron owners
with specific locations considered most practical, and even

A simulhtion model, later
tested against sales in the two
Bay stores already existing, re-

suggesting what the sales
times could be expected to be
i in the San Francisco Bay area,
In the Los Angeles area, 37.
loCations were lined up and 19

sulted in the very low figureof
one per cent understatement of

sales for one store, nine per
cent for the other.
This process seems' simple,

separate computer

runs
churned out the data needed.

but the overall method only
has been indicated. Actually

Some details are important:
the bulb should be a 150 watt

eye level, or at whatever height

size, can even be bigger in

striking the student's eyes.

for the young scholar be a

Put the lamp where it

It's important that the scat

'prevents the bulb glare from
.If pin-up lamps are Anted.
you can use two of them. re-

some cases. Avoid sharp.glare,
harsh rays, heavy shadows.
does

ducing the 150 wattage to 100

conifortable one, not too conducive to slouching br lounging, but helpful in bracing the

some good. Don't worry about

watt bulbs, and holding them
apart on the wall until the student tinkle the best 'illumim-

back and providing correct

make sure the shade is one that

lionv-Fils7ic n them there. prob-

posture.

irs ALSO GOOD to keep'

the decorative effect. If the
student wants a table lamp,

lets the light go up as wellas- ably from two - to three
down on the printe_d_pageF.

FAVOR _WHITZ or ivory-,
noise away from the student's
home study area. If the loca-1 'lined shades, preferably more
Lion is too close to a heavy traf-

tthan a foot in diameter. The

fic part of the house,

shade bottom should hit about

apart.
-"Remind

feet

student

your

to

keep other lights on simultaneously. to avoid sharp shadow and contrasts.

simple solution such as sound-

proofing the door or ceiling
may reduce the distractions
and interruptions of family activities.

Alphonse W. Shers, $40.50.

Those in Prospect Heights

gar.

were: 411 W. Clarendon,

Jr. to Richard
$10.50.

zynski, $40; 105 S. Maple Ln.,

Those in Mount Prospect
were: 90? Tamarack Ln.,

followed in a study of the San
Francisco Bay area.

To help your young student
get going on those home study
sessions, see to it, quietly, that
he or she gets the right light.

thorn Rd., Charles S. Parnham

L. Weidman,

18- potential store locations
were indicated and 35 separate
computer runs completed-,

income. The same process was

Picture Tube(Not a StudyLamp

List 27 Real Estate Transfers

beauty

For example. a patio can visually expand the dimensions
of the room adjacent to it. The

T H E STUDY AREA.

called the Akron study 1mie,
included about 2,000 subdivisions in most of Los Angeles
and Orange counties and the

THE PROBLEM' involved: 'of dwelling units, and family
these factors: customer char-

wares.

WHEN THE AKRON

know:What kind of piaternutte

marketing of tires and war sur-----1-1-feed in.

ert 0. Sward to Stanley Puc- Kathryn L. Morhardt to Floyd

E. Smithberg Jr., $27; 103 PaClayton G. Emmel to John 0._ tricia Ln., Richard F. Ganze to
Robert D. Letsch, $36.50, and
Becker, $43.50; 1719 Heather
Ln., Gary R. Landau to Myron - 214 Park Rd., Coach Light
Manor Homes, Inc. to James
H. Caplin, $41.50, and 403 N.
Oak Av., James W. Burke to R. Carlson, $8.

'INVEST YOUR TIME in
REAL ESTATE
It's a booming business. You nen make it pay
if you know how. Let us help you prepare to be a
full.fledged, state.licensed real estate salesman or broker.
Choose from two efficient methods of preparation. Benefit from
experienced businessmeninr*.uctora.
'DA 11-2S
Pm interested in
CLASSROOM A proven, Intensive mune to help you pre.
p.m M fast 4 nights for M.

C, CLASSROOM

monthly State exams. Next sessions: Tues., Sept. 9, Glenbcook

Name

South High School, Glenview;

Address

John Marshall Law School Build-

ing, Chicago Loop. Wed., Sept
17, 9 am., SlossIlees Restaurant, Old Orchard.

HOME STUDY

.

A

a HOME STUDY

oily
Zip

State

State -

approved course to prepare you
at hem* In your spare time.

rod (787-0488

yo,
e..o

:.itpagtod prolestion. for Mobs
d (-bonen nos, Iltsre 7s no obtigotion.

_

-

REAL ESTATE EDUCATION CORPORATION
Iii West Monroe Street, Chicago, Illinois 60603

(Aneroved by the Office el the Superintendent of Public Inshuttion)

SLEEPY HOLLOW -DUNDEE

Thinking of
Buying or Selling?
4-

THINK OF
US!

PRESTIGE CONTEMPORARY WITH 3 ACRES

A beautiful home in a serene surrounding. This 4 bedroom, 3 bath home features ceramic
baths, fire and burglar alarm, paneled office or den, 25' x 50' swimming pool, mosaic foyer,
air conditioning, spiral staircase, sun deck, breakfast room, recreation room with wet bar,
another wet bar off the dining room, drapes, carpeting, dishwasher, professional landscaping and many other items that make a house a home.

$110,000

411Lialtig
I

Ur-

XS

to be appreciated. Asking price

rare opportunity pass you by. This charming six

room Ranch has three nice sized bedrooms. Lovely carpeting in
the Living Room and Dining Room. Unusual indirect lighting from
Cathedral Ceilings in the Living Room, plus indirect lighting in the
Dining Room and Kitchen. This home is within walking distance
to schools and shopping. Nicely landscaped and newly c:tinted.
this home is an exceptional buy in today's market. Immediate
possession

$22,900.

Rolling Meadows

$29,900

COVERED PATIO

ASSUME 43/4% Mortgage
Don I let tills

OWNER WILL CONSIDER LAND CONTRACT

AND enclosed porch are offered in this five room, three bedroom
Ranch Home. Carpeting, and Drapes throughout. The full base.
ment boasts a lovely recreation room; tiled and panelled with
wet/dry bar and cedor.lined storage closet. Many good extras
included. You will really be'amazed.Let us tell you about them
today.

OPEN TO OFFER

$34,000.

Des Plaines

tl

11.2906

Excellent location within walking to schools, shopping, transportation,
swimming pool, and park. This 3 bedroom home is in excellent
condition...kitchen has a large eating area and the living room has a
picture window that overlooks large shade trees and flowers. Home
features hardwood floors, carpeting, range, refrigerator, washer,
dryer and draperies, 2 car garage with cement drive.

-,

a

4 BEDROOM HOME + EXTRA LOT

ALL BRICK HOME WITH FULL BASEMENT

THE CYCLONE FENCED

Very attractive clean Seven Room, Three Bedroom, one and one.

Yard is an ideal place for your youngsters to play safely. This

half bath home. Paved Patio mnd attached Aluminium garage.
All built ins in a lovely modern kitchen. Carpeting and drapes. All
plastered walls and hardwood floors. Newly decorated inside
and out Panelled family room. Planter in entrance foyer. Large
dining 'L" This home is in excellent condition. Owner has been
transferred Asking only

$36,900.

Arlington Heights

Country living, yet only 11/4 miles to shopping and train. Frame ranch
situated on a high corner lot 201' x 102' 3 bedrooms, full basement
with finished rec room. Large kitchen with many birch cabinets.
Built-in range and oven. Home is in excellent condition. Must be seen

H.2872

This brick home is completely air conditioned has 2 baths, full base- .
ment, water sof tner, carpeting, has been newly decorated inside and
schools, and shopping. An extra
out and is within walking distance of
80' x 120' lot can be cut off and sold for approximately 59,000. Lot
features loads Of lovely shade trees.

Brick and Aluminum Ranch offers six rooms, Three bedrooms, one
and one-half baths. .Carpeting. Bullt.ins in the kitchen. Covered
Patio and Automatic flood light system. These are lust a few of the
"extras" you will find in this charming home.

$36,500

$38,000.

Mt. Prospect

w'L.KUNKEL se CO., REALTORS
TWO CONVENIENT OFFICES TO SERVE YOU

PROSPECT HEIGHTS

215' S. EIrnhuitt Rd.

2534500

DES PLAINES

7,144E4, Wein

2984055

tt

se

ka
II

\ ;wt. .1 2

I

BUSINESS

LASSIFIED

Service
Directory
Let us help make your DAY

INDEX
35
Apts. and Rooms to Share 7134

Air Conditioning

Consult this daily guide of reliable services, offered by reputable
business people in your community ... CALL ONE NOW!

Arts and Antiques
20
Auction Soles
109
-Aviation
107
Auto Parts and Access.
Auto Trailers 8 Campers 103
112
Automobiles For Salo
101
Automobiles Wanted.
Boats and
37
Marine Supplies
38
Boat Storage
Business Opportunities. . 66

296-6640

Agencies -Men
Employment Agencies Women

Your Ad will appear daily in The Northwest Day,
The Prospect Day, The Des Plaines Day, and The Arlington Day
Copy Deadline for Business Directory -Thursday 3:00 P.M.

Accounting & Bookeeping

RemActing Additions
Corperver WorkTile Floors
CJI1 for Estimate Doy/Eve.
359-1906

for small busimsses Done in rns
private home 439 7373

Bookkeeping,

Accounting

Typing in connection therewith
at my residence North Arlington
Hts Phone
259 2067

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Alterations and general sewing
plus remodeling of draperies.

PAINTING & DECORATING

Birch, Oak, Hickory
Delivered & stacked
827-7456
BOB JAACKS

PUZZLED? NOT US

Weddings our specialty.
Hall. Bar, Buffet Pkg. Deal
Prospect Catering CL- 5.4833

dress
hear

Children's
Alterations &

SPECIALIZED

wing all garments 437.3934

Floors

JO.LEE FOOD SERVICE

ALTERATIONS & HEMS
ON ALL GARMENTS & COATS

(We cater j list for you)
358.1067
Arlington, Hts. III

394-2882

392 5410

Cement Work

439-3532
2 Exper d seamstresses; alteroflans/gen sew g Nr. Rand &
Palatine 253 4476 255.0751

Driveways, gar, floors, foundations, patios, sidewalks.
LORDEN CONSTRUCTION CO.

Patios and driveways,
sidewalks and steps.
Garage floors & foundations.
No job too big or too small.
Quality Work
Prompt service, Free estimates.
297-3987

ART CLASSES now forming

Morn or Eve Instruction.
CALL Belpulsi Studio. 537-0146
ART LESSONS Oil Pointing for
beginners Day & Eve Classes
595-0039
Register Now

KANZLER & SON

cement Contractors

Art Service

Patios, Sidewalks, 8.
Foundations
Free Estimates
Prompt Service
Licensed, Insured, & Bonded
30 years in business

SEE VANS for complete line of
Artist s materials & Picture

1293 Oakwood D.P.
frames
824 5803
Artists Materials & Supplies'

Dorn

Blacktopping

Slater

Lots.

We

specialize in residential.
439 1794 (7 days a week)

Coll

Sealing (Broom Applied)
Patching
Driveways
Chuck 8. Jim Waterwlrth
Free Est 837.1430
428.2809

JUNE BOLD SCHOOL of Dance
Register now for fall Classes.
824-2888'
259 1117

SINGLE CLUB

AGES 25-55
FOR INFORMATION

patch work and

parking lots
seal coating of all kinds. All
work guaranteed. Free estimates 24 hr service. 439.6616

263 2738

255.2570
SPECIALIZED TRAINING

time

Kirsch

rods,

Dressmaking -Sewing

Living Rrn & Hall carpet clean

Graduate So. American Fashion
School designer. All kinds alter
ations. Rees 358-7791

8. Up Expert Work. 894-9141

Finest low cost high quality car
,et donning Artistic Carpet Rug
& Furniture Cleaners
537 8128
CARPET LL FURN. shampooing,

V2 price w/this ad. Installations,
tinting, mach wall washing,
Pointing, drapery cleaning. Low
Priced Des PI Serv. 296-6365,

Carpentry -Remodeling

EXPERIENCED seamstress

will do hemming and alterations
in home. 294-1886

Dressmaking, alterations. & curReasonable prices Call
Barb 529.8074 Schaumburg
tains.

Custom dressmaker, alteration
service. Expert fitting.
Edwina Brondelle 359.1894

Individualized styling.

CUSTOM CARPENTRY
NO JOB TOO SMALL

Formals

and resort clothes designed to

392 1492

wedding
Coordinated
parties. Alterations. Near Rand order.

EXPERT CARPENTER. CALL

KEN ALL SIZE JOBS

359 1459

Electrical Service

.

additions,

air'cond.; outlets, yOrd- lights; garages wired;
etc. 253-4792.

Electrical work;

E & D CARPENTRY

Remodeling

and

garages 529-2478.
REMODELING: kitchen, bath, &
additions Home repairs inclg.
plumbing & electrical. Free planning service Norbert Construe
non 827 5673

McBRIDE ELECTRIC
RESIDENTIAL SPECIALIST

Call Bob CL 9.0641
I DO MY OWN WORK

Pathco

469-7204

FAMILY

for High
Reaching

Salary -Draw.

1

MEN WANTED

WANT AD!
23 -Employment Agencies -Male

Bargain Counter

SUBURBAN BOY

$10,800 to $12,500

CARRIERS

No Fee

352.5920

CUSTOMER

Chicken Unlimited

HOLIDAY INN

1409 E. Palatine Rd.

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

SERVICE

Arlington Heights

1000 Busse Road

259-8250

Apply in person

lems the customer might have.
Excellent growth opportunity
for the right individual. Call

Gregg Stafford at 394-1000,
HALLMARK, 800 E. Northwest
Hwy., Mt. Prospect.

MAINTENANCE

TRAINEE

Full time position available for
man with general maintenance experience, including
background in plumbing, electrical, carpentry, etc. Top opportunity. Excellent salary and
benefits. Apply: Monday thru
Friday, 8 to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8
to I. Personnel Dept.

Welder -Grinder

255-42°

TS

or

also SHARPENED. 358-0849

Storm Windows

296-600..

359-4650

1130 S.N.W.Hvvy

827-4637

Meyers
Brick & Masonry
All types & Fireplaces
CL 3.5964

chimney repair
& brick work. Alt work guaran

Tuckpointing,

253-8551

537 1244 or 437 3160

Painting -Decorating
Interior & Exterior Painting. Atl
top quality work. Reasonable
rates 671.0009.
WALL PAPERING

Interior & exterior pointing,
panelling & tiling. CL 3.1116
RICK'S DECORATING

Painting & Decorating
arid Wall Washing
George Klein 392.0803

Welding
Atten: contractors

&

factories

Minimize down time. We spec
iolize in on the job repnirs of
trick s, 'wavy equip't, mor..11inory

etc. Gasarc Kenai, 24 hr. set,
ALSCO Erectors. Rolling Mead
ows. 359 3150.

Window Washing
PROFESSIONAL WINDOW
CLEANING FREE with carpet
296 1450
sdeaning.

WALL & WINDOW WASHING by

bonded and insured workmen.
Call

825.3740

desired.

JANITOR

more than he is. Give "us" a
chance to tell YOU how to earn
ever $12,000.
.'

Srnall office

Opportunity plus!
you're

not

interested

4 A.M. to Noon - 5 Days
Experience Preferred.
Call Operations Dept.
686-7UO2

Rd.

BUTLER

in

money $5 please don't call.
If you are call 298.5021 and

AVIATION

III.

O'Hare Field

439 0900

PACKERS
A good steady job for hard
working men. You will be rewarded with excellent starting
wages, profit sharing, excellent working conditions. Experience not necessary as you
will be trained on the job.
If interested call:

KAR PRODUCTS
296-6111

MR. RALLO

WAREHOUSEMAN
We need an industrious, ener-

getic man with an excellent
work record. The individual
who qualifies should have
some knowledge of paper

work 8 phone handling, or we
train qualified person.
Some heavy work involved.
Bensenville area. Salary cam.
rnensuratei with ability. Benefits include: stock plan, paid
medical & dental ins., paid vacations 8 holidays, liberal an.

will

noel

bonus.

Call

392.3389

after 5:30.

-'Receiving Clerks

Automotive Clerks

ADVERTISERS
PLEASE
CHECK YOUR ADS!
Advertisers an requested to
cheek the first insertion of

We have job opportunities at our Arlington Hts. location, full

cam of error to notify the

and part time days. Excellent benefits, paid vacations.

their advertisement and in

PORTABLE WELDING SERV.

ability

Good working conditions.

24 -Help Wanted Men

Upholstery
DINETTE CHAIRS
Pick Up & Delivery

437-2830

Elk Grove Village,

SAY??

If

FILE CO.
80 Bond Street
Elk Grove Village

175 North Arl. Hts.

Are you tired of bringing home
the seine smolt paycheck week
after week -think you are more
capable than your boss, worth

FLOOR 8 WALL TILE

RECOVERED

nights 956-1640.

will help

NICHOLSON

USED CAR PORTER
Mechanical

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines

Linoleum 8 kitchen carpet.
Your materials or will supply.
541-1346
H. HOWARD

Free Estimates

.

go'

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

' HOSKINS
CHEVROLET INC.

WADDA YA

ask for Ron or John.
Agency

437-4093

FREE ESTIMATES

REVERS MASONRY
ALL TYPES FREE ESTIMATES

MASONRY

ad gPa"

Tile

teed & reasonable. 259-9246

' Home inprovements & remodeling. Brick, block, stone, concrete,
waterproofing,
plastering,
foundations, patios. Call days

our

operations. Excellent opportunity with full benefits.

Chris Lucent°

Phone

"Small Engine Repair"

necessary.

Training will cover a variety of
welding and grinding machine

CALL:

Well!!!

Free estimates. Free arm covers.
Fast delivery. Workmanship
guaranteed. 829-8537

experience

No

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Slip Covers
FASHION SLIPCOVER CO.
in custom cloth

Saturdays and Sundays

Over 21, good salary,

delivery dotes and any prob-

slipcover:. Your fabric or mine.

DESK CLERK

TRAINEE

NO FEE
Set up new procedures. Super.
rise small clerical force to
handle all inquiries regarding

Specializing

3 70 11

MANAGEMENT

pect.

Bensenville, Ill.

EXPRESS, INC.

CALL: Glenn Carter

STAFF ACCOUNTANT

Any schooling or experience
qualifies here. Company will
completely train. Opportunity
for R&D Dept. Coll Larry Kriete
at 394-1000, HALLMARK, 800
Northwest Hwy., Mt. ProsE

All clothing 1/2 price
10 A.M. to 4 P.M.
Closed Wednesday & Sunday

WINGS & WHEELS

to 7 PM.Hourly wage plus car
allowance.

$650 No Fee

1/2 PRICE SALE

- DAYS
- NIGHTS

FOR INFORMATION
CALL PAT - 299-0116

PART TIME
To supervise boys delivering
the NORTHWEST DAY. Interesting work for those who
enjoy working with youth. 3:30

10 TECHNICIANS

Kitchen cabinets- refinished in
338-4084
your home. Ref.

WAREHOUSEMAN

1

Opportunity here for top man
to 3 years experiagement.
ence qualifies. Call Ron Holdo
now at 394-1000, HALLMARK,
BOO E. Northwest Hwy., Mt,

3.90

19 Yrs. of Expert Service
Arl. Hts.
CL 5.5692

800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

Air Freight Forwarder looking
for 2 capable men:

AL 1-5400
Ask for Steve Horvath

USE A DAY

Results!

3 LINES

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Closed Sunday -Guaranteed

BUDGET

AD!

Friday, 8 to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8
to 1. Personnel Dept.

1 -Married
2 -Age 22.35
3 -Desire to succeed
NOR -SHORE AUTO DEALER

FOR YOUR

WANT

(Licensed)
To take charge of night shift.
Will be responsible for complete power plant operation.
Should have general maintenance skills. Top salary and
benefits. Apply: Monday thru

QUALIFICATIONS

SOME CASH

$145 to $165 To Start

17 S. Evergreen

19 N Center St.

STATIONARY
ENGINEER

Excellent sales opportunity for
aggressive young man with or
without experience. (Will train).

DRUM UP

Prospect.

Wails and Floors
Remodeling and Repairs

Chimneys Repaired, Rebuilt
Also Roof Repairing

'

CALL MR. SULLIVAN

1

DICK'S TILE SERVICE

Masonry

EDMOND GRAY

Carpet Cleaning
ed 51795, Sofas cleaned $9.95

can clean industrial offices on

installation.

823.8357

967.5340

Due to increase in personnel we
daily contract basis.
Maintenance. 358-1555

CUSTOM DRAPERIES made in
our own workroom. Fabrics.

Salary plus commission. No experience needed.

FAMiti

MORE

HOME IMPROVEMENTS
'Screen
Screen & Storm Windows Rep'd.1

Maintenance

August

76
To Rent Miscellaneous. . . .81
To Rent Resort Properties. .79
To Rent, Stores, Offices, . .77
18
Travel
102
Trucks, Trailers
92
Vacation Places
42
Wanted To Buy
82
Wanted To Rent

saws. Riders & LAWN MOWERS

595.0051

GROOMING

(Draperies

73

Outboards, mini -bikes, chair,

COMPLETE MAILING SERVICE
BOOKCELLAR

POODLE & SCHNAUZER

On all blacktop work doting

guaranteed.
estimate any

PROMPT DELIVERY ANYWHERE

Dog Services

BLACKTOP SERVICE

Call now & saw. No

Pulverized & weed free.
Ideal for new lawns, flower beds & top dressing.
Big 8 Yd. Load - $25.00
Big 4 Yd. load - $15.00

Mailing Service

358-3534

30% OFF

RICH FERTILIZED BLACK SOIL

827-7588

German Shepherds only

R Pierce

CHUCK JONES LANDSCAPING
Phone 537-1411
Planting & Design
Trimming - Fertilizing
POWER RAKING

Last

We trained him - we can train
you also. We will evert pay you
during your training period.

JOE'S REFINISHING

LAWN CARE

CALL

"

Fall Special 20% cheaper thar
any contractor New driveways.

Call Vince

vailable. 358.3411.

392-8763

ARLINGTON HTS.
BLACKTOP

7 yards for $21. Half loads a

Plaines. 437-8010. Adults also.

call CL 3 3500 FL 8-1355

Our Top Man

Resale Merchandise

Ballet, Tap 8 acrobatics in my
home at 714 Westmere, Des

TWO -W'S BLACKTOP

70
Housekeeping
Rummage & Garage Sale 31
Situations Wanted -Men. . 21
Situations Wanted 22
Women
48
Sporting Goods
74
To Rent Apartments
To Rent Business Property 78
To Rent Furnished

Radio and T.V. Repair
(Color or black 8 white)

All types -all season or vacation
only. Call Cooperative Enterprises. 223.0352, if no answer

Delores Filer school of dancing.
Enroll now for fall class

DONS BLACKTOP

94
88
96

ONLY

PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT

Jim Aikey Ford
750 Northwest
Des Plaines, III.

apply
606 W. Northwest Hwy.
Mt. Prospect, Ill.

AUTO SALESMAN

Ray's

Landscaping

APPLY TO

MR. BOB HENDERSON

Full time - Days

aDAY

5 DAYS

Lisa's Interiors, Custom Slip

Make up to 520,000 a year.

SERVICE STATION
ATTENDANT

IAUNCH

91

sell

FORD

Week!

It's TV Check-up time, Antennas
Repaired. Home Service Calls.
All Bank Credit Cards Honored.

ers, Draperies, Upholstery.
253.5249
.11 S. Duman

Be willing to work and
America's number one car -

Made $600

Reasonable Rates
CALL ED, 358-5359

Interiors

AMBITIOUS MAN

359-4200

WILL BABY SIT 5 DAYS
A WEEK ELK GROVE AREA
439.7912

SAVE YOUR EYES!

Piano Organ
Beginners or Advanced
By Professional CL 5 5637

Januszko.

392.0870

TV SERVICE & REPAlf$

Instruction

included. Please contact John

WANTED: CHILDREN
NEEDING FULL CARE.

Radio -TV Repair

electrical, plumbing,
carpentry.
439-8614 or 815.385.8999

Shoes Village Square Shopping
Center. Palatine 359.0514

Arlington Heights,

22 -Situations Wanted -Women

824-7510

JOE ORTMAN

Heating,

Le7 0171

Dancing SUpplies.

359-4820

Apartments

fill positions in Food Services. Good starting salary and
benefits. Mon. thre Fri. 8

to 4:30 p.m. Shift with meal

27
26

83

625-0903

to

Book-

24

47

Des Plaines Area

MEN NEEDED

keeping lox Service, State Federal Payroll Trix Returns.

2

Controls.

PART TIME
Sat. Mornings 8 to 12 noon

6 yrs. L.M. Zonko

to

to run a small dept. producing
a line of solid state Patented

JANITOR

Des Plaines Area
827.2026

Monthly Accounting,

93

Ceilings, walls & patching,
No job too small.

NO JOB TOO SMALL

Vivians School Music Dance and
Entxrminnient Service.

A Division of
Day Publications, Inc.
217 S Arlington Hts. Rd.

Work
for free

DRYWALL hanging & taping.
Patch work &.remodeling.
Free estimate. 298.4028

time. HARROLD'S 299-7830.

Le7-1676

EXPERT PLASTERING

OR

Lab Technician

N.W. Hwy. 825-6614

107

& REMODELING

Dancing Schools & Supplies

CREATIVE ART
SERVICE

Have Trowel Will Travel
Small Jobs My Specialty
Drywall Repairs
255-3822
DAN KRYSH

Home Maintenance

Cleanup & Haul Away Service
Specializing in all types of
cleanup. Home owners, contractors, and -so on. Coll qny

255-7200

Plastering

Call 392-4750

Labovsky Dance School. Clas
sicol, Ballet, Character 8. Ball
room. Woaddale Po 6 1953

392.6817

Ned Williams

no), 31/2

To Rent Houses

Turning -Repairing
Used Piano Wanted

Your Home or Office
109 S. Main, Mt. Prospect

Clean Up Service

Contact Dick Westgard

$6.00 CL 3-2236 or CL 3.3384

Piano Tuning -Service

HEARING AIDS FOR RENT

mothers, Mori. -Fri. my tic. home,
near Pros. Hi. 392-2331

Advertising Layout & Art
Spat Illustrations
Letterhead Designs
Brochure Design
Moiling Pieces
Cartooning
and other services.

LICENSED BEAUTY. OPERATOR,
your home. Permanent waves

Hearing Aids

LOVING childcare, for working

Serving the commercial art
needs of Northwest suburban business far:

Get

specialist.

loc.

rnanent $10 comp. MU 5 5400

GUTTERS, down spout, water.
proofing. Masonry, foundation
cracks repaired. Chimney walls
repaired or rebuilt. Expert brick
work. Free Estimate
528-8450
Call Now

Child Care

SERVICE

by

=a:minted offer, reg. $10 per

CL 5-8232

255-1096
Tile: Slate, Quarry, Marble
Installed & Repaired

ART

home

Gutters

KEY TILE CO.

CREATIVE

Permanent waves given in your,

CALL 394-1823

MUSICAL Kindergarten Reg

Real Estate -Apt. Building 85
Real Estate -Bus. Property 89
86
Real Estate -Houses

Real Estate -Wanted

- Electronic
Engineer

Sunday to inventory retail
store in your general area.

392-8962

23

Rooms- Boa rd -

Permanent Waves

WE HAVE I TON TRUCK
AND 2 STRONG MEN

Ceramic Tile

NW Hwy

392-1542

General Hauling

CALL 766.5084

Amateur 8 Professional. Custom
Palatine Art
Picture framing

ed. Free estimate after 6 p.m.

FL 8-4543

re -gluing

358-5346

Art Instructions

Phone

Wayne's Furniture Service
refinishing. Burns &
Scratches Removed. Repairs &
Custom

EXPERIENCED

help Saturday evenings and

DON BASS

14

Resort Properties For Sale
Real Estate Loans Mortgages
Real Estate -Vacant

Job openings for permanent

Gravel, Sand & Block Dirt

69
Child Care
Office Furniture -Devices.. 56

358-9038
Students beginning
5th summer in exterior painting.
Quality work, reasonable prices,
excellent references, fully incur

LO 1-7122

After 5 PM and Weekend
255-3788

17 -Business Services

Nursery Schools -

College

2

CALL

PART TIME

Mount Prospect
$3.50 Per Half Hour
12 Years Experience
437-8312
B.A. Music

15

Personals

BOYS 16 years or older to work
at Race Track 7 AM to 3:30 PM.

358-2699
PIANO LESSONS

90
Investment Property
50
Landscaping
Loans -Personal, Business. 65
13
Lost and Found
Miscellaneous
32
Merchandise
98
Mobile Homes
Motorcycles and Scooters .111
55
Musical Instruments

Sholl Decorating

Ecklund Floor Service
Average Room, $9.95 Comp.
Refinish'g offered. 529-1211

KANZLER BROTHERS

$20 Paints Most Rooms
All Cracks Repaired
exterior
and
Wallpapering
painting. All work guaranteed

day thru Saturday. Use company
chicle. CALL Wheeling News
Agency. 537-6793.

5

linn,NItruemoioorniam

Fully insured.

Furniture Refinishing

Hemming &
Alterations

Driveways Parking

Conscientious workmanship
Reasonable prices
437-9214
Free estimates

SEASONED FIREPLACE LOGS

ties. CL 3 U353

priced. Palatine
CALL 358 6509

waiting

ROLAND E. JOHNSON

Firewood

.

(To Rent)

EXTERIOR -INTERIOR

CALL 297-2266

Complete Catering For Weddings. Banquets, Cocktail Par.

Reasonably

Funeral Directors
Help Wanted Men
Help Wanted
Men or Women
Help Wanted Women
Home Furnishings Furniture,
Industrial Property

Quality workmanship. Fully in
sured. Reasonable. 259.1039
Ken's Painting & Decorating

PATCH'S PANTRY

CL 9 3517

N

358.1588

free Estimates
Financing
RESIDENTIAL AND COMMERCIAL

537.6122

Catering

ALTERATIONS DRESS MAKING
Experienced in fine clothes

Center 401
358 1966

Qualified college student can do
interior painting inexpensively

CHAIN LINK FENCE"---- Colors
Steel
Privacy
Aluminum

nuns kitchen remodeling.
Free estimates

Wrought

Redwood, Stockade,
iron. 647-0220

Recreation rooms, powder

Alterations

making

& IRON CO.

Free Estimates Ed Sowinski
or - "392-3450
CL 5-3991

All types of fencing: Chainlink,

Ridge Home Improve ti's 11,
Wheeling, Ill.

After 6:00 P.M.

Decorating 8 Remodeling

wanted to work early AM Mon

St. Louis ticket.
439.9237

Palatine area.

Florists

NEW WAY PAINTING

X -CELL FENCE

BILL'S HOME REPAIRS

BOOKKEEPING & TAX REPORTS

I Painting -Decorating

Fencing

Carpentry -Remodeling

Elmuipsment Rentals.

LOST - Delta Airlines folder with

24414 Wanted Men

MAN OR HIGH SCHOOL BOY

Piano lessons

9
Cord of Sympathy
8
Card of Thanks
3
Cemeteries & Lots
.10
Coins - Hobbies
12
Day Camp
Dogs, Pets and Equipment 44
Employment

FOR -ADVERTISING

24 -Help Wanted Men

15 -Instruction

17

Business Services

OR OR

Page 17

069

MALE CAT LOST SCHAUMBURG
area rust color Tiger stripe.
UNDER MEDICATION 894.7619

FOUND: Pair brown rim glasses
Lions School, Mt. Prospect. Sundoy. 253.6674

.

255

I

13 Lost and Found

at
once in order the correction

clossitiod

dopcirtment

can be made. In the event of
error or omission, the flows paper will re responsible for
ONLY
the first incorrect
intortion and only to Ste ex1
lloben
"relenctuiriflkled4."bg;""sPetsrethuitroviablico"
ad

Apply to Mr. Lamar Chiddisters
444 E. Rand Rd.
Rand & Palatine Rds.

far one insertion.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
9 forL1vonicriays 1 9 to 12
P

425S-7200

Friday. August 29. 1969

Pace

Part Time work, earn $15 tO $45
per week. 478-7539

:30YS

Line Servicemen

l t

Line deroig week
Steady
ana weekends. CALL Irene be-

FULL TIME
Duties consist of loading, unloading and servicing aircraft.

tween 9 'pm 358-2800 for oppt.
UNCLE ANDY'S COW PALACE
SALESMAN FOR
CONTACT WORK

APPLY
OPERATIONS OFFICE

weekly guarantee to mon meetWrite

requirements.

our

Manager. Box 4117, Cleveland,
Ohio, 44123.

,

11 AM
OR

Saturday and Sunday frbm 8
AM to 11 AM.

Try

industry

the

150 Gaylord
439,7400

An equal opportunity employer

MEN

1495 River Road

POLICE PATROLMAN

cleaning jobs. Large, modern office
building in the Northwest Suburban area. Pleasvarious

ASK FOR MR. KATLICKY

Two weeks vacation after one year.

Nine and one-half paid holidays.

GENERAL FACTORY
to

Due

expansion we hove

Free Blue Cross -Blue Shield.

openings in our new, modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
small group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits:
Excellent start plus 3 raises
1st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

TECHNICIANS
Tape Recorder service Technicians for
company warranty station. High wage outstanding benefits include life, major
medical, dental, and disability insuran-

*Experienced Mechanic
*Experienced Parts Counter Man
Used Car Mechanic
Used Car Lot Man
New Car Get -Ready Mechanic

Tire Man
Afternoon Drivers & Delivery Men

299 1141 For Appt.

SONY/S(JPERSCOPE

259-5010

B. F. GOODRICH
TIRE COMPANY

834-7764

Elmhurst, III.

APPLY IN PERSON

LADENDORF MOTORS, INC.

Examination will Ide held at the Algonquin Junior High School,
at 7:30 P.M. Tuesday, September 2, 1969.

Applications available at:

DES PLAINES

77 RAND ROAD

PUNCH PRESS - SPOT WELDERS fits include: Paid health and medical insurance, paid life

insurance, paid vacation - I week for 6 months, 2 weeks for
'

a rapidly growing company in doing your own

A solid growth young
restaurant chain is looking for
you. Unique investment formula

TRAINEE

you

owner -partner now. No investGuaranteed escalating
salary. Starting salary $7,800
year while in training. Effective
00,10100010M training program.
Major eiedical insurance plan,
paid 0.0 0t100, 011d other fringe

US.

Excellent opportunity for an aggressive young
man who would like to learn a trade with a solid
future.

you. Plus fine fringe benefits,

tions (experience helpful).
COMPANY BENEFITS: Hasp -entire cost Pd; Life
ins. -Co. Pd; Pension Plan -Co Pd; Vacation; Tuition
Sharing; Long Term Disabl. & All Risk Ins. avail.

days, semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

set ups, operating lathes, mills & grinders, CALL

We are also in immediate need Of someone experienced in Boring Mill Operations. Looking fora better salary & future? Anocut can offer it to

lion?

I

year. 8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after 30

If you are looking for an opportunity to work with

,000

with an industry leader. Min. high school grad,
some college. Qualified men will be trained &
developed for management 8 supervisory posi-

Excellent starting rate for qualified applicant. Company bene-

BORING MILL OPERATORS

Graceland and Miner Streets

Looking for a chat enging pose

Excellent career opportunities for sales -minded
men with potential who want to advance rapidly

ASSEMBLY

MACHINISTS
Municipal Building or Pofice Station

MANAGER
TRAINEESs

TERRITORY MANAGERS
COMMERCIAL SALESMEN
CREDIT & OPERATING'MGRS

OPERATORS -

City of Des Plaines

OWNER -

has openings for

ENAMELING SHOP - LATHE

An equal opportunity employer

makes

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

New modern working facilities, paid holidays and vacations,

21.34 years of age inclusive and meet all physical

City of Des Plaines.

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.

100 N. HICKORY

Contact Mr. Neilson

requirements.

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Road
Des elaines, Ill.

profits,

WEBER STEPHEN PRODUCTS CO.

Must be

PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

through

30 days, Semi-annual thereafter. APPLY:

ces.

Uniform allowance.

Major Medical
4'. Free life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vocations
6. Profit shoring
7. Product discount

POTENTIAL

Some knowledge of plumbing, electrical, welding
and preventative maintenance in assembly and
enamel shop. Excellent starting rate for qualified
applicant. Company benefits include: Paid health
and medical insurance, paid life insurance, paid
vacation - 1 week for 6 months, 2 weeks for 1 year.
8 paid holidays per year. First wage review after

ELECTRONIC

Paid insurance, Employee DISCOUNTS.

1.

GENERAL MAINTENANCE MAN

964-1306

MR. EGAN

Major Medical.
Free Life Insurance

255-7200 after 4 p.m.

Bensenville
380 Meyer Road
(1 block West of York Pd., 3 bli,ks North of Irving Park Rd,)
766 2250
lhterviewing hours: Monday thru Friday 8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.

GARAGE HELP NEEDED!

twenty years service and fifty
years of age.

Day Publications

I ZwOl 411t.

with promotional opportunities.

Meigs Field
922-5454

Call George Hamilton

467;AC

Excellent opportunity for a reliable man to do

Career Civil Service status

Retirement plan of half pay after

I AID VACATION
GROUP BLUE CROSS -BLUE SHIELD PLAN

.

DAYS

BENEFITS INCLUDE:

BUTLER

To write feature stories -on assignment. Reporting experience necessary. Salary commensurate with experience. Benefits include:

skills from the nations leader in home fashion shows. Family
hospitalization, Christmas bonus and profit sharing programs
add to the security of our steady full time opportunities.
Come grow with Beeline....

'UTILITY MAN

APPLY

AVIATION

REPORTER --FEATURE WRITER
positions avail-

dise, learn valuable warehousing and material handling

EARN: $660 monthly to start
$764 after 36 months

LINEMEN

,

3700 W. Lake PA 4.6100 Glenview, Ill.
(Just West of Glenview Air Station)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

STOCK MEN

vancement opportunity. Major cleaning company.

Some knowledge of aircraft
preferred

SIGNODE CORPORATION

.

Clean, material handling dunes 10 stock areas. Breakdown
bulk packaged clothing and supply order fillers with merchan-

Des Plaines, Illinois

ant working conditions and steady work. Ad-

742-1611

DISPATCHERS

Elk Grove Village
(Centex Industrial Park)

'all
We have a number et
able for Men looking fur a rah vith ri tutu,.

JORDAN MANUFACTURING CO.

-

369 5349
439 0336

Des Plaines, III.
Elgin, III

EXCELLENT FAMILY BENEFITS

GENERAL BOTTLERS
955 Estes Ave.

BASED ON

FINEST WORKING CONDITIONS
OUTSTANDING PROFIT SHARING PLAN.

PEPSI -COLA

Elk Grove Village

GOLDEN BEAR
PANCAKE HOUSE

River Iciest, III.

sary.

-

HALOGEN PLASTICS

Fringe benefits included.
Coll for nt.;rview appointment.

WAGE INCREASES
PERFORMANCE

WANTED

FULL OR PART TIME
Have several permanent positions open machining Teflon
parts. Will provide training in the machining of this plastic
material. Very light clean work. New and completely air
conditioned plant. All fringe benefits including company paid
profit sharing. Call or apply:

field. We have an organized
training program; to success.
We are the "1ST" to offer a 5
day week program for cooks.

827-7880

Skilled an Unskilled

PERIENCE

restaurant

celle,

APPLY.IN PERSON

MACHINING OR LATHE OPERATING EX-

"1ST"

Exporp,io,. rd

ing.

MACHINE OPERATORS

-

CALL 392-5345

Be port of the fastest growing

has created exfo i,uncj tm-m on beverage
portur
routes. Minimum age IR no experience neces-

L,geviou doing light office clean.

PLASTIC EX rRUSION

927-6908 ad #A-155

RETIRED MEN

Basic duites include maintenance of production machinery of
the type found in large machine shops. Excellent opportunity
with a fast growing company.

Jrl

Steady employment available

256-1:. Euclid Ave.
Arlington Hts.

,-.---

'ng Meadows. 18 hours a week.

LOOKING FOR A CHALLENGE?

----

PART TIME MEN

O'Hare Field

COOK TRAINEE

CEMETERY

for store ,cleaning
Monday thru Friday. 8 AM to

AVIATION

MAN for cleaning industrial of
(ices, pal: time evenings in Roll,

MEMORY GARDENC----

Needed

BUTLER

I

GROUND MAINTENANCEi_

MkAr4TRIANCE MECHANIC

AO-111W
EVENINGS

FULL TIME
Permanent - Pleasant Work

GAS STATION ATTENDANT. Full
time. Good Pay. Mt. Prospect
Plaza Standard Service.

Fringe benefits.

Needed by credit firm to help
establish new accounts. $150
ing

BOYS -YOUNG -TEENS

24Help Wanted Men

24-0e101'2;lted Men

124 -Help Wanted Men

24-114 Wanted Men

12d -Help Wanted Men

14 Help Wanted M**

24 -Help Wanted Men

24.HeIp Walled Men.

24 -Help Wanted Men

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

Arlington Heights, Ill.

100 N. Hickory

.

625-0500

G. N. HAYNES

ASK FOR MR. ANDERSEN OR MR. BRUNNER

All inquiries confidential
An equal Opportunity employer

259-5010

ment.

-

benefits

We are looking for an individual who has some

Please Call

academic background in the Electrical Field to be

trained in panel wiring, machine control wiring

Nick Niemiro

and building DC power supplies.

IT'S

CALL FOR APPOINTMENT

439-0336

Our small growing company is the manufacturer
of The Exotic Electra -Chemical Macttine Tools of

RECEIVING

the future.

Excellent opportunity available
in our Purchasing Dept. for experienced man or trainee. Will
be responsible for receiving all

We offer good starting salary, tuition refunds,
paid vacation (first year) and fine fringe benefits.
COME JOIN USI

incoming supplies and maintaining 'dock

f0001 inventory.

437-5400

Anocute/
.

JOB PICKING

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Will receive additional training

in other areas of purchasing

to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8

to

I.

Personnel Dept.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL
800 W. Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

TIME AT

437-5400

operation. Top starting salary.
Apply: Monday thru Friday, 8

2375 Estes Ave.
Elk Grove Village

MR. ED STEAMPF

-Anocuf

PURE OIL

Headquarters for
COME OUT AND REAP

ENGINEERING COMPANY

General
Maintenance

2375 Estes Ave.

TOP STARTING

THE BENEFITS

JOB

Elk Grove Village

SALARY
Full time positions available in
our Housekeeping Dept. for
men with or without previous
experience. Duties will include
general cleaning & floor finish.
ing. Excellent working conditions. Amply: Monday thru Fri
day, 8 r., 8 p.m., Saturday, 8
to I. Personnel Dept.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

800 W Biesterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

CHEMIST

ANALYTICAL

WE'LL DO ANYTHING
TO PLEASE YOU....
YOU CAN EARN
LIKE

around work, paid holidays - paid hospital & life insurance. Liberal Vacation
new plant - pleasant working conditions.
We are now hiring and will train.

JANITOR,

UTILITY CLERK
Individual will have it variety of duties in our mail room including some chauffeuring. Chauffeur's Class "C" license
required.

FINISHERS,

DRIVER -MAIL TRUCK

Apply in person at

OPERATORS

537-3400

Evenings hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary.

SUNBEAM CORP.

Pere Oil Division

1365 LEE ST., DES PLAINES, ILL.
OR CALL VA 4-6135
An Equal Opportunity

CO.
I block south of Palatine Rd. at Wolf

JANITORS -

Subsidiary of

CRESCENT

100 W. Willow Rd. Wheeling, Blinds

Supervise and work t. in; small group of janitors. Evening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m.

GENERAL MOLDED
PRODUCTS, INC.

Apply daily 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Call for appointment or interview
on Saturdays or after 4 p.m. on
weekdays.

CARDBOARD

Chauf fors 1.cense required for job driving company mail truck. Other related assigned duties involved.

CREW LEADER -JANITOR STAFF

MAINTENANCE MEN,

& PACKERS

Call or visit:

1.

BENCH WORK,

son.

165/ Shermer Road
Northbrook

MAIL CLERKS
Busy interesting jobs in our central mail room. individuals awaiting military draft would be satisfactory candidates.

ORDER FILLERS

MACHINE

a

DUPLICATING MACHINE OPERATORS
We will train individuals to operate Xerox and Multilith machines in our duplicating department. No prior experience
required.

OPERATORS
.3

I,' INSPECTORS

quarters and Research Center in
Northbrook. Degree

272-1000

We have IBM 360/65 (512K) with tape and disk, and three IBM 360/30 tape oriented computors. We are seeking
experienced operators however we will train.

MOLDING PRESS

with increase after 30 days. Steady year

WRAPPERS

Mr. E. Surek

COMPUTOR OPERATORS

Mr. Matheson

$141.40 PER WEEK.

For scale and clerification analysis at
International Head-

not required. Prefer
water treatment experience but will
train the right per-

Apply to

MIS

01.

Employer

.

Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

An Equal Opportunity Employer

I.)(0)

I': nizt
244ielp Wanted Men

1

I

24-11eip Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

24 -Help Wanted Men

-

ADVANTAGES:
Opportunity for Rapid Advancement, Bonus Paid on.
".

Performance, Liberal Insurance Program, Salary Is Corn.

High School Graduate. Successful Sales Background,
Must be Aggressive, Must present Good Appearance,
Good Speaking Voice, Experience ill Automotive Retail
Field Helpful, But Not Necessary.

;schcol and weekends. Hours to suit.

EXPERIENCED

Mt. Hersh or Mr. DeVos
Northwest Hwy. & Wilke Rd.
Arlington Heights

AVIATION

PLEASE CALL OR VISIT MR BURGETT

CALL Mr. John Cunningham

Outdoor Men Who
Prefer Year
Round Work With
A Future

O'Hare Field

vet. 259-1819 or HA 7.0725

A. H. ROBINS CO.

For Appointment

69 RAWLS ROAD

THE FIDESTA COMPANY

DES PLAINES

DRIVER

299 2206

a Division of Firestone Tire & Rubber

The ability to handle a

Co.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

INDUSTRIAL -METHODS

ATTENTIO 0 H

ENGINEERS

We are a well established Northwest
side company in the precision metal cut-

DET IL DRAFTSMEN
If you have several years experience in Machine Tool detailing from designers layouts and are looking for a position with
a growing, aggressive young company, call us

We offer excellent salaries, frequent reviews and fine fringe
benefits.

small van, a chauffeurs
license, a clean driving
good

re-

ferences, will qualify you
for this one job. Involvis local pickup and deNorthbrook
in
livery

experience in the metal removal industry.
Excellent company benefits plus oppor-

tunity for advancement. Submit resume
with past salary history to Box 1214, c/o
Day Publications, 217 S. Arlington Hts.

272-1000

created openings

for

53.23 Per Hour
Plus Excellent Benet its

Mill Hand

Pepsi -Cola

(Experienced)

General Bottlers

Must make setups on a variety of complex short run special
tools. Must know spiral milling.

955 Estes Ave

Elk Grovo Village

2375 Estes Ave
Elk Grove Village

!Centex Inclustriol Park)

Full Line Company Benefits

TECHNICAL

Electro-mechanical, television, or radio experience may qualify you for the many excellent
opportunities which now exist in our FOREMAN
ranks.

Our production facility is located in South Central
Indiana just 40 miles from Bloomington. Here is
your chance to live in a small town atmosphere
and still enjoy the benefits of "Chicago wages".
The low cost of living 'and housing costs will
astound you. Full relocation pay for the individual

,

quisite. 259-4830

Drive
Dir.:, Plaines Heal, 60018

Phone .312, 297-3400

work

Interesting

in

small

in-

formal modern air conditioned
office. Will train
Saturdays 9 til
open.

437-4080

CRAFTS

of
production
packaging for several
new product lines. Northwest suburban location.
For more information

good typist.
5, weekdays

TOOL & GAGE CORP.

678-1220
9440 W. AINSLIE ST. SCHILLER PARK
An equal opportunity employer

Village. 439.6284
WAITRESS

process negatives
and prints for daily
newspaper. Experience

mornings. Mr. Jiffy's
2220 Algonquin
Rd., Rolling Meadows.

necessary. Working

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED
1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, Ill.

hours -- 4:30 p.m. to 1

a.m. Sunday through

tigress
lora
WATCH US GROW TALL

SERVICE MEN (Must be able to travel)
MILUNG MACHINE OPERATORS
BORING MILL OPERATORS

the sales department of the Northwest
Suburbs' leading daily newspaper The DAY have opened a sales position

RADIAL DRILL PRESS OPERATORS

for the right man. You might be this

ASSEMBLERS

are conscientious, am-

bitious, sales and management mind-

ed and have at least two years suc-

ELECTRICIANS
SHEET METAL WORKERS
INSPECTORS, RECEIVING, IN -PROCESS & FINAL

but not essential as we'll teach you

WELDERS -BURNERS
MATERIAL HANDLERS, HAND S UFT TRUCK

business

from

the

We have a 'great product to sell and
can offer you not only excellent financial compensation but a ,challenging
and satisfying career in a dynamic
field.

ably successful at your present position. Do YOURSELF a favor and call
me and tell me what it'll take to have
you join our exciting team. It could be

JANITORS, OFFICE & FACTORY
STOREROOM ATTENDANTS
TRAINEES - FOR ALL THE ABOVE
CO-OPS INTERESTED IN FUTURE APPRENTICE
PROGRAMS, DUE TO START IN FALL OF 1970.
TO ARRANGE FOR AN INTERVIEW FOR ANY OF THE
ABOVE POSITIONS CALL: D. BENNETT or T. STEEN.

255-7200
personally set up an appointsnd
ment at your earliest convenience.

392-5900

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
Need niriturr, yo rig Wornun
with good clerical and lyping
skills to assist Director in all
facets of public relations, HI
chiding pros,. community and

FULL TIME

General office. Will train for
other duties. Excellent working
conditions: Permanent.

enialnyee ri.1011011:. Addition, 11

Great Lakes

Runway &
Engineering Co.

._

dints mrlude writing bUlletirit
and press aleases. Excellent
opportunity.
thro Friday.
urday. 8 no

Elk Grove Village

WOMEN

Counter or Grill

CALL MRS. ROGERS

Call Dan Balas

Will Train,

DAY

Manager Palatine
$105 to $125

Days or Evenings,

New local store. No exinnence
necessary. 51/2 days. You will
be working with 3 other neigh
borhood women.

INC.

255-7200 after 12

C SHIER

Harczak's Drive -In

Employee Discounts

WAITRESS

Photographer's
Studio

Local photographer needs a
personable young lady to
handle the reception desk.
Duties include answering

phones, greeting people,
esel,tong proofs and typing

correspondence. You show

Apply in Person
Waterfall Restaurant
3245 Kirchoff, Rolling
Meadows

DENTAL ASSISTANT
Part Time

$400-$650

Sharp girls

to work in

corn.

INC.
Elmhurst, Ill.

expar15100 we have
openings in our new modern,
air conditioned facility. Join a
Mall group of co-workers who
enjoy the following benefits!
I. Excellent start plus 3 raises

shorthand skills. Credit and
accounting experience Leh,

I st year
2. Free Uniforms
3. Free Blue Cross, Blue Shield

PRE FINISH
METALS, INC.

varied;

duties

versatile;

capable of working with the
public. CALL 9 to 5.
RED CLARE TELEVISION

359.0516

9-3 Counter Soles .
day week, Good starting
pay, new stores in Palatine

5

and Arlington Heights,

REICHARDT CLEANERS

359-6661

Due

ful. Excellent solar., and bene
fit wagon'''.

Major Medical
4. Free Life Insurance
5. Paid holidays and vocations
6. Profit sharing

2111 E PRATT BLVD.
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, ILL

439-2210

7. Produc t discount
PLEASE CALL MISS MC GUIRE

j

WAITRESS

FILE CLERK

LAWRY'S FOODS, INC.
1938 S. Wolf Rood

Wonted, ',nature lady inter
esiecl n. returning to the Work

Des Plaines.

Hours 8 AM to I PM
Excellent Starting Pay

Ins world as a clerk inur
master fill, W.111 your gown

An equal opportunity employer

APPLY TO

PATCH'S GRILL
Rand & Arl. Hts. Rd.
CL 3-0353

Work close to home in ct clean,

friendly shop. No experience
required. Good opportunity for
advancement. Paid vacations
and holidays. Hospitalization
and profit sharing.

and figure work. A variety of

CONTACT MRS. CHAPIN
827 6628

EXCELLENT SALARY

Good opportunities

duties requiring a mature and
responsible woman. Good
company benefits. CALL AMY
at 255-9414, 16 W. Northwest
Hwy.. Mt. Prospect (3 doors

In baby Doctor's office. An

ideal lob for friendly person

WOMEN

Phone Weekdays Only
Mrs. Bonde, 922-7227

YOUNG GIRL

Looking For The

TO

Ideal Job?
Here It Is
9

A.M.

to

3

P.M.

Excellent

Starting salary. The 3 summer
months off. Pleasant working
conditions. We need 3 women

in our Packaging Dept. starting

immediately. This

is

the

perfect job for women with
children in
ested, call:

school.

If

13

exp.
Full time
Some

INGS ON OUR FIRST SHIFT
FOR WOMEN TO PACK,'IN-

9 A.M. - 11 A.M.
2 P.M, - 4 P.M.

Apply

DAISY BOUTIQUE
8 W. Miner
Arlington Hts.
394.1 I 18-9

CUSTOM-MADE
PAPER BAG CO.
1250 Pratt Blvd.
Elk Grove Village

PLASTIC PARTS
ASSEMBLERS
No Experience Necessary

First National
Bank of

APPLY IN PERSON

Des Plaines
733 Lee St., Des Plaines
827.4411

At, equal opportunity employer

JORDAN.MANUFACTURING CO.
1695 River Road

A

MODERN PLANT. MU LINE OF

APPLY IN PERSON

KAR PRODUCTS

5 Day Week
Excellent Working Conditions
Full Fringe Benefits.

CLEAN WORK IN

LIGHT,

necessary.

461 N. 3rd Ave., Des Plaines
MR. R. MINK
296-6111

his corres-

answer phones,
keep chords and records on all
liaises Loran about all the
....rat trucks' schedules,
dirainces, etc. FREE AT
AMY, 255-9414, 16 W. North-

pondence,

3:30 p.m.

COMPANYPAID BENEFITS.
VACATIONS AND BONUSES.

inter-

Race Horses

his staff. The man needs a girl

7 a.m.

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE OPEN
PRODUCTS AS THEY
COME OFF OUR MACHINES

MANAGE BOUTIQUE

PROOF
OPERATOR

To Owner of

20-28

BAG CATCHERS
I

SPECT

anxious

GIRL FRIDAY

Interviewing doily 9.4
An Equal Opportundy Employer

1950 E. Estes

Elk Grove Village
437-9400

SALARY -FLEXIBLE HOURS

You'll learn it all. To set appts,

5P 4-8585
7215 W Toully
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Franklin Park

products.

helping young Doctor. He
wants a gal who keeps cool!

needed -NONE!
train you completely. You must type. He'll
teach you the rest. Free to you

3400 Wolf Rd.

CONDITIONING CO.

25 women needed to demon.
shore nationally advertised

&

adtr lent- e
Doctor will

Ore C01,111any IJai,:i

A.M. CASTLE

SEE OR CALL

Don Brandt

RAINSOFT WATER

who likes kids, meeting people

nionnny at same time. You'll
ilk to Lids. Hand out lollipops.
Jest keep everyone happy 'til
Doctin's ready. NO medical

haring

Cafeleriri on premises. Call e,
apply

455-7111 Ext. 223

3-4 Hours Per Day

FOR BABY DOCTOR
RECEPTION
TRAINEE

stets in 501001 and rnountin,)
expenSt.S.. feel the security of
full tune lllll ployinent with a
firm in your area. Salary is
competitive and all benefits
sciCuhan. insuYance. pro1,1

ASSEMBLER

R.N. or L.P.N.

doors west of Rte. 83)

to

299 1141 For Appt.

You'll be trained completely in
this pleasant office to handle
the order desk. You'll answer
customer inquiries by phone,
fake orders, soNse light typing

west Hwy., Mt. Prospect

he right girl with typing ant

GENERAL FACTORY

$100 A Week

who can handle

Growth oriented
Suburbs offers on
txcepliOnal opportunity for

279-9400

Want an interesting job close
to home? Gal applying should

392.2700
Suite 23A.

an

SECRETARY

706 Industrial Dr.

392-1991

To Work For
Customer Service

soothe

253-9392

BORED WITH TRAVELING?

Woman Returning

maybe

Randhurst Shopping
Center

COLART CHECKS,

Will train. Randhurst.

plete training programs. Free
travel, all expenses paid. Age

Randhurst
Professional Level

KINNEY SHOES

Good ;say and excellent benefits. Permanent position with
printing firm located in the
Elmhurst Industrial Park.

Wednesday and Friday 1:308:00 PM, Saturday 8:30.4 PM.

be

airlines
reservationists
typists
secys.
- figure clerks

CONTACT Mr. Lipker

PRINTING PRESS
OPERATOR

FULL TIME OR PART TIME

owner of many race
horses needs to add a girl to

An equal opportunity emp,oyer

Paid Vacations
Hospitalization

537-8866

359 6661

Busy

©01R1.0003Gfairll -PCDEVEN

Full Time
37 Hour Week
Salary Plus Commission
Excel. Working Cond.

Will Arrange Hours

REICHARDT CLEANERS

noon

Apply: Monday
Sol.
to B
Personnel Dept.

800 W Biesterfiefil Rd.

PART TIME

PUBLICATIONS,

El
1

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

1625 E. Algonquin
439 7010

KARNES MUSIC CO.
Des Plaines
9800 Milwaukee

967-9660

the best dime you've ever spent.

Call me, Dick Cline now

Inc.
IP/ N Hickory
iu/. He.

TYPIST

Interesting position with cashier relief. 5 til 9, Mon. thru Fri.
Excellent starling salary.

IVY

You possibly are not considering a
change at this time as you are prob-

Grigsby Barton,

No

room T.V. Week ends off. Call

west of Rte 83)

cessful sales experience. Newspaper
advertising sales experience desired
the newspaper
ground up.

Pai(l

ex

INC.
Call Pat - 426-7933

SWITCHBOARD
OPERATOR

perience.
Benefits include:
Paid Vacation
Group Blue
Cross -Blue Shield Plan

WENEED
ENGINE LATHE OPERATORS

man if you

....11fil
Aoki ,
PO41.40 01,1

/Playhouse Toy demonstrators
overage $5 per hum, Sell toys
now to December. No
perience. No deliveries.
collections. Party Plan.

ristiranci

0f

Over Time Pay

Shop,

after 5 pm 437-2283

Thursday. Salary commensurate with ex-

customers to dressing room for
last minute touch-ups. A good
opportunity for right girl.
255.9414. AMY PERSONNEL,
16 W. Northwest Hwy., Mt.
Prospect (3 doors west of Rte

Th. Cincinnati -Forte Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of Oncinnattf, Inc.
formerly the Cincinnotti Shaper Company, will soon be occupying tlwar new
quarters in the Arlington Research Center, immediately adjacent 10 Radio

Recent managerial promotions from

ing 10ridilit:11,

Father needs woman to care for
two small children. Live in, own

holmes & assoc.

YOU CAN -IF YOU'RE GOOD!

in a small informal
company with 1,11.111,1 Work-

work

Job With

18-45.

Fill Our Bill?

We

Wanted
Snack

an after you init.r...lin,1

THE PLAYHOUSE CO.

Lady wanted 2:45 to 7:45, child
care, serve dinner, clean kitchen,
near Tonne & Devon, Elk Grove

To

CALL ED SUREK

272-1000

Station WEXI

SOLDERERS

Happiness Is
A Part Time

Babysitter for 7 yr. old after
school until 4:30, Wed. Thurs. Fri.
Mork Hopkins, Elk Grove Village.

25 -Employment Agencies -Women

©01E@GRIEQ4G-FP13241A

Can YOU

ASSEMBLERS &

439 7400
An Equal 0 portundy Employer

Mature Girt over 30. Part time
office work, accurate typist re-

83)

1555

678-2717

Elk Grove Village

7:30 p.m. to 6 a.m. Live in or go.
827.3078.

an equal opportunity employer

ment

Contact our corpo(ated office for
more information and appointment.

CORTRON INDUSTRIES, INC.

FOR APPT. CALL

ANY PAID PROFIT SHARING.
Call or apply:

Cleaning woman needed twice
month, own tior.sportation
a

1901 W. Algonquin Rd.
Mount Prospect

With design experience
to assist in the develop-

selected.

Phone 297-3400, Mr. George Pinder.

Many fringe benefits COMP

work.

clean

light

827-1151

Opportunity for Advancement

Excellent Working Conditions
FINAL ASSEMBLY

INSPECTION

5540 as you learn. Free

Callan

xperience necessary Will

1 SO Gaylord

Monday thru Friday

DRAFTSMAN
Top Wages

to travel too -4490. Raises to

train -for

No

26 -Help Wanted Women

APPLY 8 AM to 4 PM

This is a full time position and offers:

FOREMAN NEEDED

Salary open. Franklin Pork lo

-

HALOGEN PLASTICS

PHOTOGRAPHY
DARK ROOM
LAB MAN

BOTTLE SORTERS

ENGINEERING COMPANY

1st & 2nd shifts

MFG. OF TEFLON PARTS

BABY SITTER in Des Plaines from

GENERAL
2nd Shift

-Anocuate

typing same billing, line book.
keeplinj Ni, shorthand Ex
perience preferred but not
necessary, Age no harrier.

CALL 437-7710

Our expansion has

GROW WITH US

FUR IIME5 DAY WEEK. LITE

JOBS AVAILABLE NOW &

type confirming letters. Easy to
learn & once you do, you'll get

Arl. Hts. 437-8133

WAREHOUSE.
437-5400

OFFICE

!

STARTING SEPTEMBER
Full e. art Time

helpful.

The Davey
Tree Expert Co.

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook, III,

I

Mien,ngc Forrn background

CALL ED SUREK

CULLIGAN
INCORPORATED

Babysitter wanted immediately
Meadow Trace -Rolling Meadows
area. Ages 6 8. 4. 358-3160

IVY
SP 4.8585
7215 W. Touhy
1496 Miner, Des Pl. 297-3535

Good wages and fringe benefits. Have need for experienced tree climbers, also
could accept qualified new
int, for training. 18 years rnin.

area.

ting tool industry. We have excellent
openings for qualified engineers with a
degree in IE or ME plus 3 to 5 years

Rd., Arlington Hts.

Please contact Mr. _I De Seim

and

record

1 Gigi.

392-4438

erything. How to talk to travel
lines, make reservations. Get
rooms at hotels, resorts. Write
tickets. You'll answer phones,

DUTLER

r

week. Ivy Hill, Arlington fi,:glm

travel job. They'll teach you ev

McDONALD'S

T ! OP 'N.' rSsnn lDEPT.

'I ViOPI_RA

CLEANING I ADY Ion

If you like talking to people &
making plans, you'll love this

APPLY IN PERSON

Experience :n order filling is pro iei
of 11, benefits you will enjoy or,
Top Wages
Paid Vacation and Holidays
Free Life and Health Insurance
Free Uniforms

mensurale With Background and Qualifications.

;Ev,ning hours, after

MECHANIC

We need several men to wort. in our new seurehoitse. The
clean and light weight. Wi leave
.tor.k you will handle
n, lllll renal liaridl.r.0 wtninnr ,r

LEARN TO MAKE
TRAVEL PLANS
FOR COMPANIES,
VACATIONERS

cR

AUTO

WAREHOUSEMEN

26 -Help Wanted Women

&

YRS.

7(3
.

Due to Rapid Expansion Major Tire And
Retail Firm Has Immediate Openings In
This Area For Assistant Managers

75-Employ/mat Aginetes-Women

24-lieln Wanted Men--

24 -Help Wanted Men

Des Plaines, Illinois

-.^
I

26 -help Wanted Women,

111911,1

1111:1.,

I

I 9ti'r

WAITRESS

Male Or Female

DAY & EVENING

Attractive future. Exceptional
fringe benefits. Insurance
background helpful but riot es-

HOURS

Countryside Restaurant
8 Lounge
1 W. Campbell,
Arlington Hts.
392-9344

sential. Downtown Palatine lo
cation.

Reliance Insurance
Co.
Phone 358-6510

_

_

GENERAL OFFICE

26 -Help Wanted Women ,1

ACCOUNTANT

76-HOn Waltei!

________
PLAY SCHOOL
SUPERVISOR

75 :10.1n

For New

IDEAL FOR HOUSE-

on with good figure aptitudi
to perform a variety of inter

RANDHURST
CENTER PLAYSCHOOL

WIFE OR
HARPER STUDENT

Every Sat. Morning -Ages
4 thru 8
Exp. with children necessary.
Teacher with 'primary grade

Nis, experience necessary
Short Hours No Holidays
No Weekends-

tion. Excellent' pay with comp
any benefits.
CALL MISS MITCHELL

exp. prefered. Salary open. Con-

766 9320
LYONS MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.
2399 Devon Elk Grove Village

MOM?
IF YOU WANT TO WORK PART TIME

11 A.M. to 2 P.M. WEEKDAYS
McDonalds has a few openings for ladies to fill
----orders at lunchtime, 3 to 5 days a week.
CLEAN PLEASANi. WORKING CONDITIONS

pointment.

Route 12 & 83
(Acre ss Randhurst Shopping Center)
Mt. Prospect, Illinois

I

hand aptitude, improve your speed and accuracy on the

that dreamed of vacation.
Stop 41 to see us soon. There is no fee or obligation. let's
talk about your new job over a friendly cup of coffee.

Oil Division

I st and 2nd Shift

Methode Mfg. Corp.

An Equal Opportunity Employer

PUNCH PRESS OPERATORS

825-7141
Park Ridge, Ill.
430 Touny Ave.
BETTY GIROUX & DOROTHY CONNELLY

We have offices in
Chicago, Oak Park, Elmhurst, Lake Bluff & Evanston

benefits.

Frigidaire Sales Corp.

Need extra spending money?
Be a waitress at

DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

RESTAURANT

BOUQUETS TO YOU
__when-you-work-forBerg-MantifaCfuring Co; We need a sharp

s gal with some typing to work in our ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
DEPARTMENT. Individual should be familiar with figure work.
Excellent benefit program in new modern air conditioned

Part time evenings.

Hove fun while you workl
Call for app't 824-7100 aft. 4

office.

Call or Apply
Dail Haney

INHALATION

299-4446

THERAPIST
TRAINEE

manufacturing and sales company

Here is your opportunity to enter the paramedical field.
Under the direction of a
registered therapist, you will

333 East Teel, Art.

21 -Help Wanted -Men * Women

be taught how to administer

8 to 8 p.m.; Saturday, 8 to I.

better than average.

NEEDED
For our new modern facil-

ON FALL JOBS...

typing.

& MINI BUS DRIVERS
AM & PM

Immediate Assignments Available for

MACHINE SKILLS

CLERICAL

WE NEED EXPERIENCED
STENOS
TYPISTS
CLERKS

7-9 and 2:30-4:30
ASK ABOUT OUR BONUS PLAN

Davidsmeyer Bus Service , Inc.
437-3767

WHEELING
TRUST & SAVINGS
BANK

827-8154

LIKE WORKING FOR IBG

So do we people who like responsibility, who want to learn and
grow, who expect to move and get ahead.

SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS

COME IN AND REGISTER

the eta /. General office experience required.
No Fees - Top rates

KEYPUNCH OPERATORS - Part time

*Need
'

I

Girl 4 Hours a Day, 4 Days a Week-

IBG is looking for people to fill these positions immediately:

537-0020

Light Bookkeeping

FIELD ERECTORS

*Marketing Assignments in new car Show Room.

BOOKKEEPER- Experienced through trial
balance. Familiar with general ledger.

Milwaukee Ave. at Dundee

Sharp gals Work only 4 days.
*Work only 'til Christmas --Typists

a.ni Monday, Wednesday
Hours are 6 p.m. or 7 p.m. to
Fridciy. Must have 2 years experience on Alpha and
on
I

numerical.

OFFICE 'ASSISTANT -Advertising & pro-

SECRETARY
Personnel Dept.

This lob svould he of interest to an individual who enjoys
working with figures and believes she has a good figure
aptitude We would require an individual who has had same
general clerical work using figures: however no typing skills
are required.

We seek a secretary who expects rewards to match her in-

White Collar Girls

OP AMERICA, INCORPORATED
MT. PROSPECT
RANDHURST CENTER

392-5230

Stop by or call Dorothy Ulrich

TELL'
SERVICES

606 LEE STREET

DES PLAINES, ILLINOIS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

telligence, skill, and dictations.
Our fast pace organization offers benefits like Company
paid hospitalization and life
insurance, attractive holiday

and vacation plan, and auto.
matic raises.

We offer an exciting position
to o sharp gal with 1-3 years
reasonable secretarial ex-

LITTELFUSE, INC.

perience and

Subsidiary of Tracor, Inc.
800 E. Northwest Hwy. Des Plaines
824.1188
An equal opportunity employer

typing experience and shortYou'll handle all secretaries requirements including dictation,

CAN YOU DO

HARVEST

A MAN'S JOB?

OF

FALL

A MAN- FOR US TO TREAT
YOU LIKE ONE!

Our young dynamic group of suburban
newspapers has been expanding so rapidly that we need good qualified salespeople. If you are a young woman who
is mature, conscientious, ambitious, sincere, and have at least two years successful soles experience you might be
what we need. Advertising and/or newspaper experience preferred but our extensive training program will teach you
the newspaper business from the ground
up.

We provide a good base salary with an
attractive commission plan. Illustrative
sales tools are provided to help you help

You can make a man-sized pay check
doing a man's job. More important, we
offer you an exciting, challenging sales
position in the dynamic newspaper ad-

SWING ON OUT
WE'RE HAVING
A HOE DOWN
AT PURE OIL

JOBS
Come reap

I'll personally set up an appointment for
at

your

earliest

con-

correspondence, maintaining
records, and other challenging
work.

Call or stop in for an interview
appointment TODAY:

Apply:

Personnel

Dept.

motional dept. Good phone personality.
Ability to initiate & complete projects.
Some typing.
EXPEDITER
MECHANICAL ENGINEER

JOB CAPTAIN -Architectural drafting Dept.
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTSMAN -Experience
necessary

MACHINISTS -Experienced. Able to read
blueprints. Operate material processing
equipment.
CARPENTERS -Inside work
SECRETARY -Sales office
CLERK TYPISTS -Traffic Dept. & Engineering Dept.
For interview call: Lou Adamec

8:30 to 5:00 P.M.
259 9600

634-3131

A subsidiary of Northrop Corp

HALLICRAFTERS CO.
600 Hicks Rd.
Rolling Meadows 60008
An equal opportunity employer

ICKES-BRAUN GLASSHOUSES
Aptakisic Road
(Off Milwaukee, North of Wheeling)
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Mein WantedNen Women

,

the benefits Various openings in Marketing Division for individual with top typing and
shorthand skills. Positions are varied and interesting,

MAIL CLERK
Individual desirous of position with variety of duties would enjoy this job' in
our central mail room,
TELETYPE OPERATOR
We are seeking individual who has Teletype dxperience.
JANITRESSES
Eliening hours 5 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. No prior experience necessary.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES COMPANY...HAS THE FOLLOWING
POSITIONS OPEN STARTING IMMEDIATELY!

Now hiring and we will train
Machine Operators Starting rate
Carton Set -Up Men Starting rate
Print Machine Feeder and Trainee Starting rate
Sorter -Packer Starting rate

Janitors, Day Shift

$2.96
$2.70

$2.70
$2.08
$2.18

Pleasant working conditions\
Paid Vacations
Paid Holidays
Paid Hospitilizotion

Major Medical
Life Insurance
Shift Premiums
Profit Sharing

APPLY IN PERSON

296-8116

vertising field.
If this looks like something you can
call me now
handle
an interview
venience.

possessing

hand skills.

YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE

'

PEOPLE WHO LIKE PEOPLE

CALL NOW

CUSTOMER SERVICE CLERK - Part Time

PRODUCTION CONTROL CLERK

Elk Grove Village

2513 E. Higgins Road

STENOS

TYPISTS

KEY PUNCH OPERATORS

An ideal job for a mature woman looking for a part time job.
four to five hours per day, you may choose your hours during

964-1306

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS

No experience necessary. Excellent starting
salary. Profit sharing,
pension plan, medical
benefits.

PART TIME and TEMPORARY

Start to work now or later....

A diversified job for CI young lady opening and distributing
mail throughout the company, dispensing office supplies and
other interesting duties. Tfie only prerequisite would be

21 -Help WantedMen * Women

women. Work Monday through Friday for a
leading Contract Clecining Company. Positions
open in the Northwest suburbs. Apply now for
this interesting, steady work where the pay is

Tired of Staying Home?

Rolling Meadows

GET THE JUMP

Area Cede 3t2

New openings created for dependable men and

Personnel Dept.

EMPLOYEES

METHODE MFG. CORP.

OFFICE SERVICE CLERK -'8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

299.4446

EVENINGS

ities.

The following jobs are available for interested applicants;

I

60018

PART TIME

Requires high school graduate,
some college preferred. Ex.
cellent salary and benefits.
Apply: Monday thru Friday,

Caught Up In Your Own Apron Strings?

Be a Kelly Girl

OFFICE OPPORTUNITIES

Des Plain., III.

MR. EGAN

Experience not necessary in all d-p.tart.ents.

372-3F.00

Elk Grove Village, Illinois

2301 Arthur Ave.

800 W. Eilesterfield Rd.
Elk. Grave Village

Good starting rates
Incentive and bonus jobs

1700 Hicks Rd.

cellent opportunity, good salary, many company

HOUSEWIFE?

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

OFFERS

girl

ONE YEAR OR MORE EXPERIENCE DESIRED. Ex-

BORED

oxygen and var;ous there
peutic aerosols to patients.

temporary services

school

high

1

typewriter, comptorneter, other office machines.
Please visit us in our new Pork Ridge offices on Touhy near
Prospect, just across the street from Citizens Bank. We can

put you in touch with other women like yourself who are
entering or returning to the business world and help pay for

or

needed for lite housework few

IBM KEYPUNCH OPERATOR

Santo's Parties, Inc., Avon,
Conn. 06001. Telephone
(203) 673 3455.

WE WILL TRAIN

olsten
Union Oil Company of California
200 East Golf Road,
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700

hours Fri. or Sat. CL 3.0820

I S. Wolf Road
Prospect Heights

If you feel your skills are rusty and you'd like to brush -up,
let us help you -at no charge of course! Ascertain your short-

giving your experience and salary requirements.

INSPECTORS

Woman

to babysit weekends, holidays or
after school.

requirements.

Write in confidence to Employment Department

Pure
Yuni76

76 -Help Wanted &too

CALL 298-5196 ASK FOR TERRY

OUR PLACE

We have fine jobs at surprising pay for Secretaries,, Typists,
File Clerks, Keypunchers,-otherGeneral-Office Positions.
--WOAfull time or part time - when you please, as long as

_We -are expandirig-aur programming staff and
are looking for experienced programmers to
work on commercial applications. We would

Openings Now Available

Air Conditioned Plant
Wage reviews every 3 months

2399 Devon, Elk Grove Village

26 -Help Wanted Women

Work now 'til Christmas. High
Commissions. Call or write

HOUSEWIVES, MOTHERS, CAREER GALS

WOMEN
ASSEMBLERS

CALL MISS MITCHELL
766-9320
LYONS MUSICAL
INSTRUMENT CO.

you please, a few days a week, close to home. No age

puters.

TOYS & GIFT
PARTY PLAN

open.

olsten Needs You I

If you want to enjoy working in the suburbs, come
see us. We have an attractive benefit program including profit sharing.

look No Po CoMan Arch... Mon MEN NAM E.& ENN

Part Time

Interesting work in small informal modern air conditioned
office. -Will train good typist.
Saturdays 9' lit 5, weekdays

10 E. N. W. Hwy
Mount Prospect
259-6458

prefer individuals with some Cobol background.

McDonald8 -

GIRL FRIDAY

YANKEE DOODLE

tact Margaret Irwin Randhurst
Corp. Office 255.0500 for ap-

We have an IBM 360/65 (512k) computer with
tape and disc (2-2314,$). We are running our
Cobol programs under OS in MET 11: We also
have two IBM 360/30 (16k) tape oriented com-

charge, priv. rm. TV. $60 wk. Immediate availability. 824-7831.

-

COMMERICAL
PROGRAMMERS

KIDS BACK IN SCHOOL

Housekeeper Live in. LOVELY
family, comp.
lovely

Lome,

HELP WANTED

Excellent opportunity for pers.
esting duties. Full time posi

Wanted Weii1111:

76 Help W411.-,1iVt'ren

Monday thru Friday - 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

THOMPSON INDUSTRIES CO.
- Pure Oit Division

Division of Dart Industries

Union Oil Camp3ny of California

NICKY HOLLENBACH

255-7200
personally set up an appointment for on Mterview at
your earliest convenience.

200 East Golf Road,

Palatine; Illinois 60067
Telephone (312) 529-7700
An EgualOpporfunity Employer

1797 S. Winthrop Dr.

Des Plaines, III.

(S. of Oakton St., between Wolf & Mt. Prospect Rds,)

An equal opportunity employer

A
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RECEPTIONIST
Light switchboard and typing
required. New office near
Mannheim . and Touhy. permanent position. Experience
preferred but will train.

STANLEY KNIGHT
CORP.
1600 E. Birchwood Ave9
Des Plaines
296-5586

DISSATISFIED?
tf-y-du want a

position

that

offers:

A top starting salary
Interesting & varied duties
Excellent working conditions
real job satisfaction,
Plus
visit with us about the full

time positions we have available in our Dietary & House
keeping Depts. No previous
experience required. Apply:
Monday that Friday, 8 to

8 p.m.; Saturday, 8 to

1.

Per-

sonnel Dept.

ST. ALEXIUS
HOSPITAL

Your Guide'
To the best
Real Estate
Values in
The Northwest Suburbs!

14 -To Rent Wands
Woman or woman w/I child to
shore house. in Des Plaines.
References req'd. 296-8434.

Bensenville, Small 2 bedrm. apt.,

furnished, utilities paid, washer
-&- d ryer,--2-odults-&-c

Mds.

w/Western Engineer, 4698 Arbor
Dr., Apt, 211, Rolling Meadows.
359-4664

Need roommates to shore Ige
furnished 3 bd., apt. with 3rd.
Vic. of Rolling Meadows. Call
Chip 686.3900 or Tim 686.3122

800 W. 8resterfield Rd.
Elk Grove Village

between 6 AM & 2:30 PM

MOM
Work Part Time
At CORKY'S And Be
A Hero To Your Kids

13 -To Rent Furnished Apartments

Q. What is CORKY'S?
A. CORKY'S is Wolgreen's new
fast food, self -servi,,,, Restou-

couple, no children. $300. Refs.
& lease required. 255-5122

rat.

ekc

gentlemen

location,

Sublet-I8mos. loose,

trace Apts. Rolling Meadows,
$185 mo. Ph. 359-5338
O'HARE area. Oct. 1st. I Bdrm.
ES. 19. liv. rm. avocado appli-

you.

Q. But what happens during
school vacations?

A. It's your option, take off if
you wish. Then rejoin us when
the youngsters
school.

go

0. What about

bock

to

working

conditions?
A.

Excellent,

clean, pleasant

surroundings. Attractive stylish
dresses. Supervised training
and good salary with raises.
Q. Where do I apply?

A. See the manager, Mr. Wener, TODAY. 725 W. Golf
Rood, Des Plaines, Market

Place Shopping Center.

bdrm,

fully carpeted, pool, Meadow -

ance. $160 Htd. 439-3394
Cooperative housing, food &
day care in large Palatine home

Ideal for working widow with
2.6 young children. Must have
pe

own transportation. 520
person per week. 392.0870

HOFFMAN ESTATES

Hermitage Trace
Super Size
1-, 2-, 3 Bedroom

Aparatments
Brand new and beautiful with
wall -to wall carpeting, H. W.
heat, private balcony or ter
race 1-2 baths, color coordi

noted kitchen appliances. Ex
pect the most when you visit

SECRETARY

Hermitage Trace.

TO EXECUTVE

FROM $180 MONTHLY

Branch sales office located in
beautiful new Des Plaines of-

Hermitage Trace is just a few
minutes from commuter train

Position offers excellent starting salary with an exceptional
benefit program.

service. You can walk to buses.
O'Hare is 15 minutes away.
72)
Higgins Rd. (Rt.
Take
direct to Hermitage Trace
Higgins
or Golf Rd. (58)
Rd., turn left 2 blks. Model open
10 a.m. to 8 p.m. 894 7410

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION

The Nation's No. 1 Landlord

fice building on private lake,
has immediate opening for a
secretary.

CALL - JOHN MINOGUE

Prestige

TRAINING INC.

2

bedroom

bedrm.

3

brick

ranch, Ph car garage, avail.
immed. $220. 593.5125
bdrm. bi level, lg. kitchen,
frplc., cathedral beam ceiling,

close

home,

to

train and shopping. Immediate possession, 2 year lease.
$285 per month.

NEED! WE HAVE GOOD
OPPORTUNITIES AT OUR

INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS FOR BOTH
EXPERIENCED AND
TRAINEES.

cluding appliances, heat,
cooking gas, master VT an
tenna,
room.

patio,

balcony,

rec.

REALTY
McCABE

available.
office suites
Heat and air conditioning. Fur-

ROLLING MEADOWS
RESIDENTIAL AREA

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect

Custom

unity.

FULL TIME- DAYS ONlY

Contact
MRS. LERMAN

827 6628

EXPERIENCED
STORE CLERK
Male or Female
Full Time

The Golf Mill Slot.
is looking IC

..

perienced tellers. Work
close to home, 5 day
work week. Excellent
working conditions. See
or contact

Garage. Modern Kitchen. Newly Decora-

Chicago

110 Sunset

Owner transferred. Asking Only

.

.

.

Older 3 story home. NorthSide,
II rooms,. 7 bedrooms, 2t/2
baths 2 car garage

.

$36,900

5 ACRES
F2878
Property has 2
two-story, 30' x 100' newer

barn that is in A-1 condition. 2
septic tanks, lots of trees and

Located 2 miles west of Palatine on the main rood to town.
Excellent terms.
$55,000

CARY, ILL.
90 acres near vil#1236
lage limits. $2,800 per acre.

$30,900

ted inside and out. Paneled Family room.

Excellent terms.

$27,900

C. NEAL

Mt. Prospect
Close to shopping, schools and

train. 2 bedroom Cope Cod.
Upper level unfinished, room
for two more bedrooms. Full

REALTY
666 E. NW. Hwy., Palatine

359-1232

basement

Wm. L. Kunkel & Co.

Brick and Frame 3 bedroom
ranch with large kitchen, pantry, lots of ' storage space.
Close to grade school imme-

MT. PROSPECT --,-392-7150

diate possession

$25,900

259 E. Rand Rd.
253-76b0

253-5500

A beautiful home in a serene surrounding this 4 bedroom, 3
bath home features ceramic baths, fire and burglar alarm,
paneled office or den, 25' x 50' swimming pool, mosaic foyer,
air conditioning, spiral staircase, sun deck, breakfast room,
recreation room with wet bar, wet bar off the dining room,
...-----...shopes,'carpeting, dishwasher, professional landscaping and
many other items that make a house a home.

transportation.

C. NEAL

11 REALTY

215 South Elmhurst Road
Prospect Heights

(V.'

12 acres with

cre zoning plus 4 bedroo s,
bath home. Home has full
sement, 5 car garage, 'fireplace, dining room and large

Within minutes of town and

MCCABE
3

OPEN TO OFFER
VF(IP)988

kitchen. Property also includes
2 barns and out buildings.

Ins if ills, of I HS It f

298-5055

CHECK THE DAY...EVERY DAY
PRESTIGE CONTEMPORARY WITH

904nrestment Property

Hoffman Estates

REALTY
666 E. NW. Hwy., Palatine

359-1232
86 -Real Estate -Houses

5110,000

NW

This gracious brick home is located on a large
corner lot on a quiet street in Palatine. Newly decorated
H2915

inside and out, finished basement, gas heat, 21/2 car garage
with plenty of storage space. Owner transfered out of state is
the only reason for selling.
Reduced to $30,900

built

brick

res-

to

schools,

ASKING $32,900
Realtors

Luxury units with every
amenity. One -bedroom units
from $200.
from

$255.

Prices include all heating and
air conditioning, carpeting,
underdropes; also indoor
parking.

Prestige Plum Grove, Rolling
Meadows area. Schools, shopping, medical and recreational
facilities.

1101. NORTHWEST HWY.

ASSUME 43/4% MORTGAGE
3 bedrooms, full basement with Ph car garage
on o 60' x 115' lot that is fenced on three sides. Within a

ROLLING MEADOWS

DES PLANES

11101. NORTHWEST HWY.

406 W. CENTRAL

3423 KIRCHOff RD.

II N. BROADWAY

A14.1.1 MAP Moodkplol.no Sotto,.

Avnbrot srl MAPM.hPY Inlog Unite

CL 54535r.,p Str.k.

ARM., IMAP Atodtple

BARRINGTON-CARY AREA
Now showing new 1970 3
bedroom rustic cedar ranch
Private beach. Full
basement. Oak floors. Delivery
model.

year. $21,900 complete,
less than 10% down. $152.75
this

BEACH POWER!
Sailboats keeled over in the off shore wind. Spray
this is the serene view from
glistening in the summer sun
this 2 bedroom ranch style home that is 1/2 block from private
beach on Three Lakes in Lake Villa, Illinois. Completely mod-

em with knotty pine walls, modern kitchen and fixtures. 2
additional lots are available with property.
$25,000 plus lots

TRACT
Country living but only 11/4 miles to shopping and
trains. Lovely ranch situated on high corner lot 201' x 102'. 3
bedroom, full basement with finished recreation room. Large
kitchen with many birch cabinets. Built-in range and oven,
Home is in excellent condition. Must be seen 'to be appreciated. Owner will consider land contract. Asking price
H-2891

$29,900

per month, P. & I.

bedroom Spanish Stucco
Chalet. Fireplace. Call todoyl
3

IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
COZY .3 bedroom ranch close to schools and
#-2911
shopping. 11/2 car garage and very clean.

interchange. 30 minutes to the
Loop. 12 minutes to O'Hare.

REAL VALUE!!!
Picturesque

site

MAINTENANCE FREE

overlooking

Kimball Hill Park and Lake 2
blocks to school and shopping.

Clean 3 bedroom ranch 2 car
Is

newIllKitchen with wood cabinets, ceramic backsplash,
counter tops, panelled and
new floor. Carpeted living
room panelled wall and
Popular avocado exterior. Won't last.
air -conditioner.

$23,900

PICTURE PRETTY
Beautiful ranch with 2 car garage, air-conditioned living
room is carpeted, very efficient kitchen with electric
range, 2 twin -sized bedrooms,
freshly painted thruout, attrac-

tively landscaped 60 x 167
landscaped grounds; Very
ent home. Close to schools and
shopping.

C. NEAL REALTY

to 7 - Sun. 11 to 7 ... or call
for an appointment (312)

BRADSHAW

658-5661
646 S. Main, Algonquin
bl. S. of 62 on 31)

299.0191

Membr of NW Maple

Swvoes

666 E. Northwest Highway
Palatine, Illinois

' 3.59 1232

Two bedroom bi-level that's
aluminum sided, locate on a
shaded lot )6 Des
Plaines. Carpeting, drapes,
appliances, air.conditioners.
Panelled living room walls
reflect the charm of this home.
Attached carport. Located on
children.
a safe street for
Owner asking
$28,900
lovely

PALANOIS PARK
brick Cape Cod
residence feat res a full basement, family ro nt (panelled),
FOUR bedrooms Taxes are
only $482. The beautifully
landscaped 60' x 188' lot hos
This charmin

a

chain linked

fenced rear

GREAT LOCATION
Seven room area -two baths.
Kitchen with built-in oven and

range, refrigerator -freezer,

dishwasher and washer dryer
combination. Combination fireplace in living room. Close to
school, shop and park.

$28,500

yard, blacktop driveway and
there are many custom feat-

Call CL5-3535

ures. Asking

$27,900

Call 358-0110

Call CL3-7660

Call 255-4200

economical starter or retirem-

Furnished models open daily 9

255.4200

CL 3-7660

Blanket Coverage of the
Northwest Suburbs with
Convenient Member
Offices

523,000

OWNER WILL CONSIDER LAND CON-

Northwest tollway

THREE FOUNTAINS
AT PLUM GROVE

MOUNT PROSPECT

block of schools and shopping. Located in Buffalo Grove.

824-3191

east'of the Route 53 and

MR. KUENSTLER

350.0110

Afriaket ol MA? Mokirl lkik. sewn

em

ARLINGTON NTS.

H2855

garage. Everything
1630 Miner

N

me

PALATINE

OPTION TO BUY
Unexcelled convenience. Lo.
Wed on Algonquin -rd., just 1/4

bright new ideas in Real Estate

$29,500

park

DOOLEY

Two -bedroom

3 BEDROOM BRICK & WOOD
This well kept home is located in Palatine on a
large 100' x 300' landscaped lot It baths, full basement
and utility room. Built-in oven and range with lots of kitchen
H2877

H2852

Underground parking.
Elevator; heated pool.

255-1998.

824-2116

You can move into this 3 bedroom Cape Cod within 30
days. Full basement excellent
location, walk to everything.

real value at reduced price of 555,500, immediate possession.

SEE IT - BELIEVE IT!

superbly landscaped setting.
Individual patios overlooking
wooded stream; private lake.

Mueller's Stationery Store
13 E. Campbell, Arl. Hts.

-

(swimming), shopping and
bus. Exceptional value -

a

clean doctor's suite. CALL:
259 9092 weekdays.

DISHWASHER

This beautiful 169'
x 132' corner lot is located in
Palatine and is close to town.
The lot, with large shade trees,
has everything needed to start
building...ond is the only vet cant property within this group
of beautiful homes. Priced below market.
VR2914

room for your dream home.

Mt. Prospect

KIDNEY -SHAPED HEATED POOL. JACUZZI WHIRLPOOL BATH. A

3.4

idence, 7 rooms, 2 baths,
plus divided bsrnt. Groat
home for growing family.

21-110 Wanted -Men c Women

MAN, WOMAN OR COUPLE to

$15,500

rooms, 11/2 baths. Paved Patio, Aluminum

cabinets. Owner moving out of state.

Close

Apply: Col's Roast Beef Restaurant, Lee & Ookton, Des Plaines.

Nippersink and Fox Lakes.

Very attractive. Clean 7 rooms, 3 bed-

BUFFALO GROVE

4 BEDROOM
HOME

Northwest suburban Chicago land's finest apartment comm

Exquisite atmosphere in

hse.

see. 255-0573.

DESIGN BY SCHOLZ

PART TIME evenings & weekends. Young adults 16 or older.

ATTENTION BUILDERS

4 BEDROOM - 3 BATH

bdrms Assume mart- or cont.
terms. Low tax $34,000. Coll to

FOUNTAINS

,

On channel leading to Grass,

86 -Real Estate -Houses

Mt. Prospect, Bi-Level, 3 bedrms.,
family room, 11/2
11/2 baths,
attached garage, new
car
decorated
newly
carpeting,
536,000.259-1759

appliances go with

garden apartment suites

1657 Shermer Road
Northbrook

358-1800

$20,000

Rambling 3 bedroom Ranch - walking distance to everything.
Tree -tined street, quality construction, plaster walls. Thermo
windows, hardwood floors, natural woodwork. Jalousied breezeway plus garage and private patio. This one will not last. Priced
at $36,900

corner lot in town. Close to everything. Modern thru-out. 9 new

THREE

MAIL CLERKS
272-1000

Stone fp. deck.$54,000

A.H. older 2 sty alum sdg on

CLERK TYPISTS
Call or Visit

basement,

full

bedrooms Ranch, Large porch,

3

MCCABE
REALTY

Fin'd dble. gar. Expertly built.

$27,900

734 Lee Street
Des Plaines

Mt. Prospect --Rand Rd.

SWIMMING POOL

Plum Grove
IN THE PLUM GROVE -

Mr. E. Surek

bedroom,

close to everything, separate
dining room good closet and

Lake Area

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS ---CL 5-8000

259 E. Rand Rd., Mt. Prospect
CL 3 7600

Outside of

NEW Rsd. ranch. 2 Fam. poss.

253 7600

Intimate privacy yet walking
distance to shopping center.
290 N. Westgate Rd. 253-6300

SECRETARIES

2

storage space.

ACRES

Westgate Apts.
Ultra deluxe 2 bedroom apartments Elevator building. Fully
carpeted. From $237.50 in-

Arlington

basement

$26,950

MT. PROSPECT

THE MORE WE GROW'
THE MORE GIRLS WE

full

F.B.K. REALTORS

nished.

259-0055

2400 E. Devon Ave., Des Plaines

GIRLS

with

Year around five rooms, two

$250 per month.

Arlington Heights

255.6320
359.6500
894-8100

MOUNT PROSPECT

2 blocks south on Lonnquist, 2 blocks east of 83. Deluxe quality -built Lannon Stone and brick 3 bedroom Bi-level on large
beautifully landscaped lot. B rooms. includes office and den,
family -room with Crab -orchard fireplace, large kitchen with
Chambers Range, dishwasher. 2 car attached garage. DELUXE

acre, just

I

town. 9 rms, 5 BRs, 3 baths.

FOX RIVER GROVE. IN TOWN 72
ft. river frontage 220 ft. deep
$10,000. Phone 894-9236

TYSON, INC.

or sell extra 75 X 140 ft. lot. $53,500.
build on or sell extra 75X140 ft. lot. $53,500

OPEN HOUSE SUNDAY, 1-5 p.m.

On

88 -Real Estate -Vacant

QUINLAN &

full basement, 14 ft. kitchen with loads of cabinets. 38 X 14 ft.
Rec. room, 2 fireplaces, 2 car garage. Could divide and build on

3

on

BR, full bsnt. Garage.

PHILLIPPE BROS.

Arlington Heights
Palatine
Schaumburg

acre professionLike living in park with estate atmosphere ally manicured garden. 3 bedroom brick and aluminum Ranch -

MOUNT PROSPECT

brick ranch

most beautiful lot in Capri. 3

Charming 3 bedrooms,,

HOME

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Park Ridge
bedroom townhouse, 11/2
baths, basement. Good locaAvailable* Sept. 15th,
tion.

Exceptional

Just Listed!

bedroom Bi-level, 2 baths, kitchen with built-ins, dishwasher,

"Oh give me a home, where the Buffalo roam" - but make it a
smart 3 bedroom 2 bath brick and aluminuM Ranch that I can
afford - with a full basement, 'as I love to play ping -pang.
Beautifullylandscaped, patio, garage. Only $28,250.

PALATINE $34,500

BRICK

Close to public and Catholic grade schools, train and shopping. 3

all appliances. 219 S. Albert, Mt.
Prospect. 9 to 4 call LI 9.6900,
Ext. 558; oft. 6 p.m. 935.6272

520's. 253.6008

Bruns Real Estate

A WE -GO PARK GEM

2

apart-

ROBERT A. CAGANN
ASSOC, INC.

O'Hare Lake Office Plaza

mation call 815-758-8757.

bedr.00m

gian Res. Carpted L.R. D.R. stairs
& hall. 3
bedrm. garage &
comb. windows. Taxes under
$490. 825-0435 under $34,000

ALL

11-Te Rent, Stores, Offices

ment. Immediate possession.
No children or pets. Call

KEYBOARD

Palatine 3 bdrm. home, 11/2 car
garage, $200 month. For infor-

avoiloble. 1,58,900. 439-7766

with style for sedate 6 rm. Geor-

at only $35,500, immediate possession.

16 -To Rent Houses

3

25' x ;0', .andscoped. Mortgage

WANTED IN PARK RIDGE FAMILY

Mt. Prospect nr, Randhurst by
owner. 2 bdrm. brk. ranch, basement, D.R., many extras, mid

$52,950

Quality -built brick, frame and stone home in desirable neighborhood. 4 bedroom Bi-level, 21 ft. family room, 19 ft. kitchen -dinette. Beautifully landscaped 75 ft. lot. Priced for, quick sale

Beautiful Kitchen Appliances
Model opts. open daily, 11 am
to 6 pm. Telephone 439-7887

vu', comp!. carpeted,
5/5, etc.. centrally air
2 col gar., master bedrm.

patio,

room with wood burning fireplace. Separate dining room.
baths. Extras galore!
21/2

MOUNT PROSPECT

Soundproof

Prospect,

530's. 255.4637

disposal, refrigerator. Family room, fireplace. Oversize garage. A
real value at 536,900.

Elevators
Parking
Master TV Antenna
Ceramic Tile Baths

Mt.

. baths, brick 9 rm. Colonial. All

bi-level. Prestige'area.- Central

By KasSuba

STONEGATE AREA

298-4170

2 baths in the 2 & 3 bedrms,

owner, 3 bedrm., brick Colonial
with den, 11/2 baths, Ph car garage, walk to everything, Low

air, Walking distance to all

beamed ceiling family room. 2 car garage plus garden shed.
$47,500.
MOUNT PROSPECT

NEW BLDG--STONECREST APTS.

725 W. Dempster, 1-2 3 bedrms.,

Art. Hts, by owner, 4 bedrm. 21/2

Listing,

PALATINE
BEAUTIFUL PLUM GROVE WOODLANDS
mature trees. 2 large bedrooms, could be more. Paneled and

or

get home?

Private.
592 Roy Drive. 595-0668

blks. to train, in Barrington. Gar.

Storage Lockers on ea. floor
2

peting, drapes, patio, gas grille,
cyclone fence etc. Must see to
appreciate. Good for In -low.
Low low $40's. 6%; Imm. poss.

86 -Real Estate -Houses

86 -Real Estate -Houses

by

1ST

Only $26,500,

Large 2 bedrm. opt. for rent. 2

P.M. 381-2950. $175 per mopth.

WOOD DALE Lg. 4 bdrm. brick

Mt. Prospect,

schools. Lovely paneled family

is setting for this expandable Ranch - 100X200 ft. garden with 17

& utilities paid except electric.
Couple preferred. Call after 5

Meal Estate -Houses

desireoble home for the growing family. 2 blocks to privote
beach on Echo Lake. Garage, chain link fence and fruit trees.

In. 259-0055

Arl. Hts. deluxe 5 rm. 2 bt ms.

get the kids off to school?
And what about when they
school and you con be home
by 3 pnt. They will never miss

Robert A. Cagann & Associates,

Air Conditioning

14 -To Rent Apartments

at

Coll

free parking.

INCLUDING:

0. How con I work and also

A. Work while they ore

FOUR BEDROOMS 100X200 ft. lot makes this Cape Cod a very

possession,

apt. to share

bedrm.

apt. Fully carpeted, all util.
paid except elec. $205.
394-1446 or 537-0937

Heights efficiency
apartment, close -in, immediate

girls need a 4th to share 2

2

Just 1t/2 yrs old - 3 bedroom Bi-level, 2t/2 ceramic baths. Built-in
Kitchen, 21x14 ft. walnut paneled family room. Everything
de -luxe, -includes carpeting. Professionally landscaped. '2 car
elec. door garage, free form patio. You must see it - $47,900

LAKE ZURICH

86 -Real Estate -Houses

tri.level 2 years old, ott'd garage, full bunt., 21/2 baths, panel
-.fem. rm., 2 kitchens/builtins, car-

ARLINGTON HEIGHTS

Immed. occ. sublease 2 bdrm.,

Arlington

bdrm. apt. vic. Rolling
$68.75. "Karen". 437-2981

86 -Real Estate -Houses

$150. CALL Mrs. Lynn. 768-8536

11-Apts. and Rooms to Share
3

86 -Real Estate buses .

$22,900

Call 255-4200

HUGE FAMILY ROOM

FINANCING AVAILABLE

This

new three bedroom
mid -level home features two

EXCELLENT TERMS offered on
room

sized

full baths, family kitchen with
built-in oven, range and dish-

kitche, appliances, utility room,

washer, oversized 21/2 car ga-

FIRST OFFERING
This home has must ,recently
been decorated inside and
out, ready for the new owners.

Two bedrooms, good

aluminum awnings, panelled
screened porch attached to
the 11/2 car garage, Ideally located in Mt. Prospect. Owners
asking....,

$25,900

Call CL3-7660

HOMES N

by

N

this STONE faced four bed-

Don't miss this outstanding vol.

charmer. Living room
BAY. Separate dining
room. Generous kitchen. Basement, glazed -in 25 ft. porch,
and two car garage. EXTRAS.
Owner wants action.

$36,900

Call CL5-3535

rage, slate entry foyer, beau-

tiful 90' lot. Loads of extras!

has

$32,500

Call 358-0110

"the best wag to go

for real estate!"

i
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27-14 Planted -Men * keen

32-Miscelbreous Merchandise

31-Par image & Garage Sale
GARAGE SALE START FRI. AUG

214Ielp Waded*. Women

PARTTIME :

27 -Help Waited Men' Women

29th until sold. After 10 AM 1407
N. Highland Arlington.

WEEK DAYS, 11 AM to 3 PM

Good Pay

DISHWASHER

INQUIRE

HOUSEKEEPER

WEEK DAYS
APPLY IN PERSON

41.1..1

1i V: -DAY`. )NLY

Waterfall Restourcett

Gor. Sale: 21 S. Evanston, A.H.
corner of Evaniton/Kennsington,

.

CAL'S ROAST BEEF
RESTAURANT
Des Plaines,

Lee & Oakton

3245 Kirchoff,
Rolling Meadows

Aug. 30, clothes, toys, misc.

Rummage Sale: Aug. 28 8. 29.
8:30-3. 431 S. Reuter, Arlington
Hts.

MALE & FEMALE

Garage sole. 707 N. Elmhurst
MI. Prospect. Aug. 28-8. 29; 10
am to 5 pm.

SCHOOL BUS
DRIVERS

SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
For '69 - '70 Season

raid Training

We hove V/.11,10 ii, -.(t In,
2 30 P.M. 5. -I 30 1,

to 3.

6::34,

:4nt.s.

Apply Don 1.VeiLitter

Gor. Sole: Aug. 27.28-29. 10-4.
604 Cedar In. Mt. P. (I blk. S. of
Euclid & Wheeling). Card tble

8:30 a.m.

choirs, ice skates,
hshld. Items, toys.

60/4

P.M. ROUTES

392-930C
RITZENTHALER BUS INC

2:30 - 5 p.m.

Arlingtor, Heights

Moving to Calif., must leave

School Bus, Inc.
ARLINGTON HIS, ILL.
439.0923

Dundee.

3I4dummage &Garage Sale

NORTHWES'l 1).A1
.;

Salary commensurate 0;41,
include

,

F

r

t

.

I

I'.

rime

clan

Paid vacation and Group Bk..
CALL 100,111 If

much behind. Exceptional vol
eat, unusqal items. 179 Downing Rd. Buffalo Gr. East of Buf
fob Gr. Rd., 4 blks. S. of

3040 S. Busse Rd.

FULL & PART TIME

misc.

GARAGE SALE
AUG. 30-SEPT. 1

Cook County

REPORTERS WANTED

827-8722, 9351 W. Lady

Bird Lane, Des Plaines,

A.M. ROUTES

No experiencenecessa:;Tt

2001 East Davis

9.6. 906,Sumac, Mt. Prospect.
Patio Sole-Misc. furn., Aug 30, 9

Earn Extra Cosh

s. 4

Local routes available for 7 to t. %. M s 2

Naborhood Gar. Sale -Anything
& Everything. Aug. 28, 29, 30.

Bedding, baby items, furniture
& Misc. 714 W. Elni St. Arl Hts
Sat., Aug 30, noon to 5 p.m.

Gar. Sale: Stereo, tr.vs, doll fern.,
misc. 1420 Rosehill Dr. An. His.
Th. & Fri. Aug. 28, 29

oL

DAY PUBLICATIONS, INC.

Garage Sale Aug. 25-29;

255.7200 after 4 p 111.

6

Old trunk;

P.M.

1

to

machinist

cabinet; baby bed; mason lots,
etc. 342 S. Hart, Palatine

Kingswood Methodist Rummage
Sale

MEN & WOMEN NEEDED

at Buffalo Grove Ranch

Mart Community Rm. Fri Sept 5,
0:30-8pm, Sat Sept 6, 9:30 -noon,

FOR

King size headboard; crib; 8mm
camera, lights & screen; Christmas tree, trimmings; walnut TV
table; commode; pictures; crock;
antique mirror; drapes; curtains
blankets; much misc. left from
Gar. Sale. All marked down,
bargains galore. 537-1922
DON'T MISS THIS ONE. Aug. 28
9AM-4 PM, Wienman
& 29,

leather drum tbl. & 2 end tbls.
Pair of cutglass lamps. Sewing
mach., kit. tbl.. ebony bdrm. set,
perfect for ontiquing. Plus many
odd tbls. & misc. furn. Clothing &
many new & used merchandise.
392-0564. 1846 Lilac Ter., Arl.
Hts. Off of Palatine & Windsor.

Gar. Sole: Aug. 29,30. 12 noun

to 6 pm, lots of girl's 8. lady's

WAREHOUSE WORK

dresses, sx 10-14 & misc. Berkly

Square Addition, 5 W. Suffield,

Full Time Only
Nights Ord!"

Dr.. Arl. Hts.

Oilantic

Rummage Sale:
clothes; antiques; antique Mercedes Benz; turn.; lg. & sm.
appliances; dishes. Sept. 5,6 &
7. 524 Wellington, Elk Grove Vil-

12:36 .::.M.
Hours 4:30 P.M.
Liberal Corilpei.,, But., 'its
Gooci Sulury

lage. 437.3442.
Aug.

Naborhood Sale:
27.28,29. D.R. set, buffet, china
cabinet: bed frame; dresser;

Large

APPLY IN PERSON TO:
MR. MODICA, After 4:30 P.M.

elec. stove; refrig; toys; baby

items; clothing; much misc. 36 &
40 Redwood (nem4Dundee & 83)
Wheeling.
RUMMAGE SALE

The Woman, Guild of The Lining
Christ Luthern Church.
Fri. Aug. 29 6:00 9:00 PM

(

BANTAM BOOKS INC.

Sat.
noon

7

Aug. 30 8:30 AM 12:00

Community Room of Ranch Mart
Shopping Center. Buffalo Grove

32-Miscallameis Merchandise
Boy's & Girl's 26" standard
Schwinn bikes. Very reasonable.
827-2521 or 298.5044.

2 lamps, triangular 2 shelf tbl.
w/cane, orange liv. access., yeneti...4 glass. 255-2121
Soft Water $5.00 a month
Johnson Water Softener

2551107

FL9 3200

RELAXACISOR
USED ONCE EXCELLENT CONDITION $65. CL 3.9461

Rugs: 11 x 20 8. 8 x 11, side tbls,

ladles luggage, hiking boots sz.
9. CL 9.1576

Frigidaire washer as is; 7 yr.
old refrig./freezer in coking

--I's

Sample Clothes for

at sample
prices. 9362 Twin Oaks in. Des
sale

by Idg. mfg.

4741emm Firishiepareitin

geld* Nimes

Min. schnauzer pups, Male &

excellent condition, $75.

Female. White & Salt & Pepper.

Sofa bed $15; 6 yr. crib comp.
$12; Regrigerotor $20; buggy

AKC. Excel. pedigree. 824-3044

50, 537.2253

Trailer for sole..2 bedroom, nice
porch, furnished, $2200.. Cull
anytime. 824-6941.

AM

urr inst

nr

e v eStrbe: anOi

.5144-297.6679

Living em. 'drapes: rose beige,
lined, 17 x 7'. Good condition.

2 Danish Choirs, blue green, rev.
ersible. I Jade green English
Carriage. 297-6953
Encyclopedias 1967, 20 vol. cost

$200 iac. $351 hide-a.bed-cost
$300 sac. $130; bunk beds, 39"
$20; Distr. 251 7385.

fon; redwood picnic
table; L.R. chairs, dressing table,.
mirror, misc. 358-6689.

259-0889
Philco elec. stove; maple L.R.
set; bothrm. sink w/cabinets,

bath m, wash sink; laundry tubs.
259.2498 .
.

Many Model "A" & "1" Ford

Electric typewriter, fully
overhauled, excel. cond., $95.
IBM

Very good household items. By
appointment only.

darling
5 mos.,

puppies,

call aft 6 p.m. 296.6709

Tractor, single axle, '63 Chevy
Diesel, newly overhauled motor,
trailers, 2 ea. 35' flat bed. Call
aft. 6 pm, 296-6709

255.5707

103-Arte Trailers G Tamers

color -Bitter Sweet, Shantung,

1964 Ted Williams Tent Camper
$225 4 Sleeping Bags $30
Call 259-4982

Poodle,

white males, 8 wks

Zenith stereo console
w/AM-FM radio, ex. cond.
437-8850 oft 3 pm

824-7076

Also

CRAFTSMAN

small Horizontal Mill with Vertical Hedd, Pipe & Die Set, Du
more Tool Post Grinder, Knurling

best offer, 359-6660

10 gallon & 3 gallon aquarium

Full size BED COMPLETE BUNK

with stand & accessories. $20.

BEDS COMPLETE. All good condition. 392-5942

359-1284

LATHE,

BENCH

-

Lhasa Apse puppies. Tiny Tibetan lion dog. AKC. $150 and up.

Homemade motor bike on 20"

idaire 2 oven elec. stove. Sewing
machine. 392-7561

'

.

frame, 21/2 h.P., extras, exc
cond.; 21" TV wistand. 255.0826

EVERGREEN SALE

St

POOL TABLE STANDARD' SIZE
COMPLETE. GOOD CONDITION
CALL after 6:00 CL 3-1473

each.

choose

to

1000's

34 -Arts and Antiques

German WW II souvenirs want-

September 5 & 6. Persian Rug

S5 -In osical

Specially made $200 classic guitor, new, one only for $1101 El -

Auction. Sept. 5 6.10 PM Lagen
dorf Pk. Commun. Hse. Lions
Drive nr. 14 & 59 Barrington

BEAUTIFUL REDWOOD PICNIC
TABLE AND BENCHES $12 CALL

31 -Boats and Marine Supplies
Ski boat, fiberglass over
wood hull, full equipped, $400
or best offer. Must sell. 766-8666

Phone

18'

Girl's 26" bike $20; High -Youth
chair, BobeeTendo & chair;
portable slicer. 359-0185

fiberglass trailer, 75

Evinrude,

h.p.

Full camper top and

extras. $1500. 358-6298
Divorcee must sac. 110 h.p. inbd.

36" kitchen table with 2 chairs,
outdoor playpen, Play & Feed

16'

Correct Croft mahog. out-

fitted trailer. 298-3188

training

1966 - 14 ft. Starcroft runabout,
40 HP motor. Best offer.

Bar &" 2 stools; Danish modern

438-7036 after 6 pm.

odd chair; 36" wicker tbl, 2
chairs & stool; Spanish bed-

Antique dresser & wine press;
120 bass Italian made accordion $50; 21" console TV $55;

water softeners & water con
ditioning equipment contact.

1960 FORD

WURLITZER ORGAN, SPINET.
LIKE NEW. Original price $1500
Sacrifice $675. 392-5214

Runs good - best offer
766-5714

'60 Chevy 6 cyl., automatic. $100
or best offer.
253-7579

'62 V-8

Mercury Meteor, 4 door. $395.
56 -Office Furniturelerices

Call CL 3-0478

Olivette Printing Calculator. 2
Memory banks Troxis model.
$450. Call 392-4918

'58 Jaguar 3.8 liter sedan, need:

66 Bus

Antique 6 pc. Birdseye Maple
bdrm., glass tops. Cmplt. 4 pc,
Cherry bdrm., glass tops. Duncan Phyfe 8 pc. dining, glass
top. Hammond Chord organ. 5

some body work. $450 or best
offer. Must sell 766-8666

63 Triumph Spitfire, buckets,
like new engine $750 Or best
offer. 537.4753 after 5.
'65 Volkswagen, radio & heatei.s

Opportunities

THE OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFE
TIME COULD BE YOURS LET US
SHOW YOU THE WAY. 537-1892

whitewalls, good condition.

89-1Iursery Schools - Chid Care

heater, 6 cyl., excel. cond.
Phone 439.9794

299-1141 - 894-7772, eves.

27 -Help Wanted Mena Woo

WantalMen * Women

=Al

83) Prosp. Hrs.

child care. Ages 7/2-5.
Supervised creative play. My
home. Licensed. 255-7019

1965 MitB Roadster, radio, excellent condition. $1500 or best

CHILD CARE in my licensed
home for working mothers
894.6846

'63 OLDSMOBILE

Excel.

1969 Singer Zig Zag

ottachments.

$53.20 Tax Included

offer, 537-7562
PRIVATE

296-1689

'65 Chevy Belaire 6 cyl.

'65 50' x 10' Molondy. Deepfreeze & washer w/trailer

or $5.32 down and 9 pay
ments of $5.32 per month. For
free home demonstration, call
Capitol Credit Manager until 9

8x35'

Ideal

Trailer.

camper

'66 Ford Galexie, 4-dr, HT, air

$1150, Alum owning 17x8': 14

469 7204

cond., P/S, P/B,
$1195. 437-5484

fibre glass canoe. 298-3496

JIM

11.150 DOWN

HAVE YOU PLANNED YOUR NEXT MOVE?
WE HAVE!

BRAND NEW FAIRLANE

BRAND NEW GALAXIE
46 TO CHOOSE FROM

DES

RACING
HEADQUARTERS

EXAMPLE

EXAMPLE

FAIRLANE 500 2 dr.

Stock # 1919
Fully Fac. Equipt as shown

Stock # 1550 Aqua Color Fully Equipt..

IN

SHELBYS

$2760

$3160

GT 350
GT 500

about Nov. 1st, 1969. (Rte. 53 8 Rte. 68)

GET IN ON THE GROUND FLOOR!
Train at our Niles and Lincolnwood plants for jobs paying...

MUSTANG

STATION WAGONS

30 TO CHOOSE FROM
EXAMPLE

90 TO CHOOSE FROM EXAMPLE
Full Station Wagon Completely Equipt,
white

From

ASSEMBLERS

$2690

$2.55 - $2.98 per hour

...

Company paid pension plan

Company paid life insurance
Company paid hospitalization for employees

dr., automatic
owner -blue

Jim Aikey

1

CONVERTIBLE
4 speed, power steering, V8

'63 FORD

OPEN

SEDAN
passenger,

4

MUSTANG

mileage, one owner!!

'64 OLDS.

Mg, black & red interior

JETSTAR

'62 IMPALA

2 dr. hardtop, automatic, power steering,
white radio & heater.

ing & power brakes,
white

TRANSPORTATION

seats, console, like
new. Powder blue.

$1 722

'68 FIAT
dr., sedan,
heater.
2

radio,

'63 CORVAIR WINDOW VAN

$125
'59 CHEi. IMP. 2 DR/HT
V8 AUTO.

(1) Cash Pd. 0514.29

(TN $49.521$1,040.00

(Tea $15.711
(St Lem Cosh Down
830.06
(3)
141 Wei 00.071 Payment

(2) Less, Cash Down Payment

810.00

(5) Unpaid lel MUNN..
8490.00
(6) Mhos CANN..
TItle Pees $11.00

Llama trassfet $2.00
TONIC/Ow
$10.00
(7) Amount flnenc..4 8500.00

(I) Iinanse ChoN $119.92

'64 VOLKSWAGON-RED

..$695
art

(9) kW al
2619.92
(10) DOMANI P.m.. MN
11.6.1) $619.92

Ann.! Pffinsni 6.77 14,55%

Stick -6; white

'67 YOLKS WAGON
FASTBACK
Nice car, new muffler
system, radio heater.

'66 FORD LTD
4 dr., hardtop, white

blue interior like new
extra clean)

$ 3444
(1) Cash Prim $990.411

SPECIALS

BUG WITH FLOWERS

V8, automatic, power
steering, factory air
conditioning, bucket

'63 OLDS
4 dr., hardtop, V8
automatic, powersteer-

automatic, red

Automatic, 4 dr., low

crutomatic,powersteer-

Monday
& Friday
Till
10 P.M.

'67 CORVAIR
MONZA

'66

V8,

$30.00

(3) INN. In

(4) TON Down INN..
830,00
(5) Unpaid IN. 01 Cash P.m
112/90.00

(6)00.se Cher9N.
TIN. /Ns $1.00
Mons. Trends. $3.00

TOM NANA.... $10.00
(7) Amount FN....
$1,000.00
(11191nones Choi). 2329.54
(9) Tana of Pwrnent
$1,239.114
(10) Defews.1 Pay Peke

(1.6,1)41119.1
Annu.IPM left 14.55%

Per Month

Per Month

'66 FALCON

COUNTRY

The Price Fixture

966-5400

c rtunity Enip.oyer'

Per Month

'65 DODGE GT

'63 FORD
2

EXCELLENT FRINGE BENEFITS
10 paid holidays and paid vacations

_$3444 -$51144 - $8610,

Per Month

$2.66 - $2.98 per hour

CONY. & HDT.
STANDARD TRANS
AIR COND.
AUTOMATIC

$3260

$1722

STOCKMEN

A

#1780 COUNTRY SEDAN

Aztec Aqua, Stock #1713

8330 Austin Avenue
Morton Grove, Illinois

tires,

750 E. NORTHWEST HWY. (RTE, 14) 127_2141

25 TO CHOOSE FROM

Honeywell's new air .0,.dttioned plant at 1500 W. Dundee Rd., Arlington Heights will be ready

Honeywell

snow

FORPt AINIS
D

AIKEY

CASH or TRADE 36 Month to pay!

WORKERS

MR. W. E. BECKER

dr.

'67 CHEVELLE, 2 door Sedan tike
new. $1150
259.0273

296.6709

p.m.

2

P/S, P/B. Snow tires. $895.
259.0238

98-Mobie Homes

auto shopping center
I

Apply to:

top, raid

68 Mustang, vinyl

pc. chrome kit. Sun., Mon til 5
PM only. 405 N. Elmhurst (Rte

Used machine in stylish cabi
net. Does everything without

Min. Schnauzers, excel. quality,
bred for temperament, chomp.
sired, cropped, shots, health
certificate. 827-6530.

Breakfront, mahog., excel. cond.
$45; round oak table; chairs;
sewing machine; sofa, etc.
reasonable. 529 4127

CL 3-3928

CALL 537.3587

sparkly, used 8 mos. ex. cond.
Zildgen cymbals. Cl 51258

old Med. Green Gold cane sides
92" ex. cond $250 259 9041
Matching modern, cocktail,
step & round lamp tbls
w/formico tops, excel. cond.
$70. 766-1734,after 6 p.m..

Males, AKC,
359-1308

Good condition

Slingerland drums, 8 pc. set, red

537-1930

DACHSHUND

JOHNSON WATER

CONDITIONING CO.
255.1107 or 359 3200

4

Am. of Martinsville Sofa 2 yrs.

AKC $125
837.1430

1960 CHEVY BELAIRE

GOODCONDITION

model homes. Will separate. We
deliver. Cash or Terms.

ST. BERNARD PUPS

112 -Automobiles For Sale

ARTLEY FLUTE

47 -Home Furnishings -Entire

44 -Dogs, Pets ad Equipment

misc.

827.4230
For information about the FINEST

under 700 miles. SI 50. 296.5384,
after 5:30 p.m.

back w/2 Is" Jensen sprs. $250
or best offer. Aft. 6 824-7004

lover. Call 394-3025

WANTED GOOD USED CLASSIC
GUITAR NYLON STRINGS. CALL
CL 3-5253

'66 Sears motorcycle, like new,

Fender' Tremolux amp piggy-

a home, no charge to a cat

' 42 -Wanted to Buy

broiler.

best offer. CL 5-3550

$100. Call after 6 PM
894-4423

CALL CL 3-2984

14'

Zenith console TV, chair, Lane

68 Honda, 125 Scrambler, excellent condition, low mileage,

SILVER TONE CORD ORGAN

MIN. SCHNAUZER PUPPIES
AKC EARS CROPPED. SHOTS.

SELLING OUT FURNITURE in.

437-2549

best offer. 296-7278

Instruments

Rey Music, CL 3.0180

weeks, males. 297.7885

ANTIQUE SHOW SALE

cash. 259-1183

Must sell 1968 Suzuki Sport
80 -4 -speed, excel. cond. $245 or

Old English Sheep dog 'pups.
AKC, champ. sired, shots, 7

Beautiful Brown on White Mole
kitten. Box trained is looking for

Furniture, Gibson Elec. range,
Avoc. w/rotis. Ph. 537.3529

t1141etercydes and Scooters

shell holder,

&

HOME. CALL
458-2425

FAITH NURSERY 26W180 North
Ave., Wheaton, Ill.

ed for my collection. Will pay

holster,
$100. 381-5430
shells,

VERY REASONABLE TO GOOD

from. Larger size also on sale.

Beautiful custom Scandinavian

927.5240

New 357 Ruger Black Hawk,

TOY POODLE FEMALE MUST SELL

81/2'

long, 2' deep. Spore tires. $85.

48Sporting Goods

255-0847

Tool ECT. CL3-9461

or

Flat bed trailer 5' wide,

Plaines. Daily 11-4. 827-8357

414 E. GOLF ROM,

All openings are on the day shift

"

1959 International dump, sgle
axle, brand new motoi. Please

French Provincial chair,

Fully Auto. GE elec. dryer, perfect cond. Snow tires 8.55 X IA
white wall, used I season. Frig-

generator;

Stud toy Apricot Poodle, I year.
Lines & papers.
Reasonable. 253.5018

offer, 537-8280

Kittens to be given away.

Wanted: any new or used items
for rummage sale. Arl. Hts.

3500 wan

5.

Zenith 21" B & W console TV;

766-8098

spread; Black Angus
537.3447

hips, home raised. 358.5016

1955 CHEVROLET HALt.TON

PICK-UP, good conditide, best

2

AKC. 259-6076

Items & antiques.

After S p.m. CL 3-0733

,

high chair, Nursery
chair. 894.3551

bred for temperment & good

walnut contemporary end
tables $125; area rug, gold
shag 6x9 $75; Call 299 5584 oft.

Gertlean Shepherd pups, AKC,

tools, misc.

Good condition. $35 or best of-

screen.

102 -Tacks, Trailers

439-6965.

Best. Offer.

Maple trundle or twin beds, $55;
small maple. desk $10; bachelor
chest $15; 537-'771

FL 8.6947

tables, movie
437 6239

children.

raised with
$50 and up. 259-1210
Shots,

Toy

r
36" gas range with rotissery.

259-0796
Club.
Nurses
253.0161, Will Pick -UP.

Maple Drop leaf dining table.
Wing back loudge chair,

COLLIES AKC, show and pet.

parts, 1953 Mer., assorted antique pumps & woodworking

Electric

fer.

537-8118

-

Pool 4 ft. by 18 ft. Complete with
filter. $50. Call 392.4918

r

I year warranty, $50 each.
Ch

44-Oogs, Pets and Equipment

Large window air conditioner,

cond. Best offer. 537-8347

WASHER, DRYER, Kenmore,

392-0278

32-MisceWean Merchandise

'68 CHRYSLER
STATION WAG
10 pass., "loaded",
very low mileage, one
owner, factory air
conditioning, side

paneling trim, beautiful, like new.

'68 GTO

4 speed, 2 dr., laird top, burgundy; black
interior

'68 FORD XL

Fastback, bucket console, V8, automatic,
power steering

'68 CHRYSLER
NEWPORT
dr.,

4

beige,

black

vinyl roof, V8, automatic, -power steering,

power brakes, factory
air

$861°

( 1) Cosh Prise $1444.67

(P.. $77.23) $1540.00
121 loss Cast, Dawn Payment

Ii

Cash Prise $2419.0.
$120.95) $2140.00

t Cash Dawn P.s....nt

$50:00

(3) T,.4.
(4) T.NI Down taymerd
$50.00
(S)Urop.ld 11.1.ne..4 Cash
Prise 51490.00

(6) odour dries
TIN. Fes $1.00
Llama Trensfs $2.00
TM. 011wor Charges

$10.00
(7) Amount Hemmed
81500.00
(11)11,..... Champ $3.12.76
19) TON of hymen $$$$$$ .76

(10) MINN' Per Pr..

Mkt) $1905.76

'An...1PM ewe 14.55%

,u toe.."Peyrmont
110.00

Unpaid MI. MGM hit.
12490.00

(61 OM. Chem..
TIN. Fes 0.00
Lk... Trendy. $2.00
TOW Other Chem.
810.00

(7) Amount 'Immo.
$2500.00 -

(6) NOM. Chew 4399.60
191 TN* a Payment
$1099.60
(10) DMINNIPay Psis.
11,40/ $2149,60
Annual NI Rate 14.55%

'

40.
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.:,pulkohoppingcen
barrel 289,
'64 Comet HT,
4-sp, 5575; oil stove wit -pool
coso, 275 gal tank. $40.

trans. sm. V.8, - Sharp, 5200.
253-3674

'

'63

4

'60 Chevy 4 dr., P/S. P/B, auto.

595-0338

BLACK

CAD.

CPE

GOOD SHAPE; P/S P/B ' P/W

like new tires.
& A/C.
2593468 weekends; after 5 PM

What's your

er

P/SEAT A/1 BODY, MOTOR EXC

SERVING PARK RIDGE & NORTHERN SUBURBS

weekdays.

CL 9495

a

14

,,,,....,

'63 PLYMOUTH EIELVEDERf

4 Door V8 P/S P/B
827-7322

$375

.

NORWOOD FORD

'65 Chevrolet Caprice, all extras
& accessories. Includes full pow

DEV.

. COND TIRES ALSO GAR KEPT.

64 Firebird 400 convertible. Air
conditioning, p/s, p/b, automatic
trans. For information Coll
JoAnn, 255.7200, Ext

112-Auto!nobies For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112 -Automobiles For Sale

112-Automobles For Sale

%WM

'59 VW. Good mechanical condition. $225.
A94-6074 after 5-

APPIPARE YOU

NI

'66 Impala Sports coupe, vinyl
top, P/S, air-conditioned, other

A SWINGER

...A

extras. 51395. 894-3397

SPORT

'64 Pontiac 2-dr. HT, V.8, auto.
trans., P/S, good mechanic cond.
$650 or best offer. 359.2719

'65 Ford, 9 pass. station wag.
Exceptionally clean. $1300.
827-4786 aft. 6 pm

ALL CARS IN INVENTORY
sERV I CED
FOR IMMEDIATE 1:1

on al11969's!

1965 Monza, red, 2-dr. HT, buck-

ets, R/H, auto.

...A

Huge Discounts
AND ON OUR OK USED CARS TOO!

I 10 h.p. excel.

cond. $850. 253.2526
auto., P/S, vinyl top. 51700.
259-9068

1957 LINCOLN 4 -door, power
steering, power brakes, Sot.
after 2 pm. 529-9648

\ ARLINGTON HTS.

f

EXAMPLE
CL 9-4100

1965. CHEVY IMPALA, clean, I
owner, 283 engine, full power.
5850.439-4295

arr.."'"....::'-

Runs good, 5125.
Phone CL 5-6526

Good Things Come In Small Packages

4

Look into a Volkswagen and you'll find adjustable front bucket

cond.,

exc.

Owner returning Europe 51200.
Call 9 to 5, 299 7121, ext. 229

seats, a four -speed synchromesh transmission, four-wheel independent torsion -bar suspension, and an air-cooled engine that gets
about 27 miles a gallon.

'69 Chevelle, R/H, A/T, P/S, vinyl
interior, 307, WW, 259-5144; oft.
5pm. 297.6679

.-:

jp,

-

,,
Loaded with Fords
finest equipment, including Power
Steering IL Brakes, Power Rear Window, Radio and
more! You can have air conditioning lust a little more.

..: ...

v 111111111i1111111.,_.k
7tx .---latOii,z-

See us

'65 Monza 2 dr. HT, buckets,

in,--__..

tilt steering wheel, tinted
.

,

8060

glass, power steering, power
brakes plus many extra's.

i

'

cond. $150 358-6251

MT. PROSPECT

-530 W. -NORTHWEST HWY.,
ORchard 6-190,-;

'65 OLDS 442 fully equip. new
tires excellent cond. must sell

CLearbrook 5-6300

totharizedVOLKSWAGEN Dealer

5165, firm. 255.3640

$1995
00,11.181

'65 Olds Cutlass, 2-dr., HT, A/T,
P/S, P/B, Buckets. console. $895.
255.3384

DRAFTED: 1965 Corvette hardtop. Blue, perfect condition. EXTRAS! 52300. 259 1559

A44tAtt

'67 Firebird 326, P/S, P/B, Auto.
rrans., gold, gold interior. $1795.
'64 Cadillac 4 dr. Fleetwood. full
power. Needs minor body work.
'61 CHEVY, 4 -door sedan,

$75 or best offer.
1953 black Cadillac,
Automatic transmission.
Runs well. $75. Phone 392-1711

'69 Buick Electra 4 dr. custom,
low miles, air-cond., tilt wheel,
other. Reas. 894-1049.
'67

Oldsmobile

Delmont

425,

4-dr. HT, P/S, P/B, excel. cond.
1967 IMPALA. RED 2DR. H/TOP
BLACK VINYL ROOF. LOW MILE.
AGE. CALL 827-1888

'67 Ford 2 dr. custom 6 cyl., A/T,
P/B, R/H. $1125, A I shape, low
1941 Nosh Ambassador 4 door,
body & interior in gd. shape,
engine needs work. 439-0534.

'65 Mercury Comet,

2

dr.

6

cylinder, A/T, R/H. very good
condition 5700. 253-6330.
'68 Buick Skylark 2 dr., air cond.
owner
P/S, P/B,
$2500. 2995584 aft. 5.

vinyl top,

1

'66 Chevelle 2-dr. HT, V-8, A/T,
good cond. $950,537-9822. Ask
for Eddie before 6 pm.
1965 TRIUMPH, SPITFIRE,
RADIO, NEATER, WIRE
WHEELS. 358-6878

1964 PONTIAC CATALINA all

power, rebuilt, trans. extra
wheels & snow tires. $470 or
belt offer. 381-6024

1960 Alfa Romeo Spider Convert, black w/red interior, guod
cond. A real Sports car.
358-6034
Plym. Road Runner blue
printed 383; Ram, air, cust. int.,

'68

elec. doors, extras.
Drafted. RO 4.2034
1963 CHEVY Convert, Clean, Gd.

mech. cond, Stereo tape deck.
New brakes, like new tires. Best
offer CL 3.4797 after 6:00

TWO CADILLACS
Executive Driven 1967.68 Fleetwood Broughams. Both fully
equipped In excellent condition.
Telephone evenings.
259.4905

Beloved & exp'd 1962 Corvoir
4-dr. sedan, like new tires 8.

steering, Stock # 2075

$1795

'67 PLYMOUTH WAGON

$1695
$1595

$2850

USED CARS

$1295

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power Steering.

1965 G.T.O.

2 door hardtop, red with black vinyl roof, automatic, power steering. SHARP

$1395

Small V8, automatic, new tires. Blue

1961 CORVAIR GREEN BRIAR
Window von, 9 passenger

6

'62 CHEVROLET
4 Door, Automatic

Cyl.

$395
Automatic Trans.

$395

$1895

'68

CORVETTE

Factory Air
Convertible

$495

'64 DODGE POLARA COUPE

$2995

$1595

$795

4 Speed, Max. Wheels.

Vacation Spec ial Like N -w I

A_I

I

$1195

I.

'

4

$1195

'68 CORONET RT

$2595
'67 CHARGER

$1195

383, 4 speed

$1995

'65 PLYM. WAG.
Passenger
Wagon

Fury

9

Sta,

'67 IMPALA SS

$1195

4 speed

'65 CORONET '500
3 Speed Stick

$995

'66 PONT 2
4 speed

2

$1 795

'65 PLY. FURY
4 speed

$1395

$995

ARLINGTON PARK

-

DODGE

II

1966 MONACO 500

2 door hardtop, vinyl roof automatic, factory air conditioning, full power

'68 PLYM. GTX

$2595

Coupe with Automatic

011

A

I

$1695

$2995
440 eng., automatic

'65 DART

CLOSED SUNDAY

$795

4 speed

'66 OLDS '88

$695

'63 CHEVROLET WAGON

4 door, factory air conditioning, power steering, power brakes, automatic

'69 SUPER BEE

$995

$995

2 Dr. Hardtop, FACTORY AIR CONDITIONED, Radio, Heater, White Wall Tiles.

1965 DODGE CORONET SEDAN

CORNER

Conditioned

'64 LeMANS

$995

'65 FORD GALAXIE 500.

4 door 6 cycle power steering radio heater White Good for college student

Eng.

HI -PERFORMANCE

'66 CADILLAC

Skylark with Power

All White. SHARP!

$1395

$345

Speed - 427

4

'65 BUICK

$795

'67 FORD MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

$1795

.

$595

440 eng., automatic

2 -Dr. equipped with extras.

2 door hardtop, fire engine red, In, am radio, power windows, power steering,
power brakes, factory air, full power

transmission radio hooter Blue

Perfect 2nd Ca

Condi-

Trans.

$1195

'66 FORD CUSTOM

1966 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

1966 PONTIAC

2+2, Factory Air
tioned

4 Door Hardtop

8 cyl. Auto., factory air conditioned, P.S., P.8., radio. Many extras, White.

1963 BUICK SPECIAL

'62 TEMPEST

'67 MUSTANG

2 door hardtop, Ready to yo.

'65 CHRYSLER NEWPORT

4 speed, 327 V8 engine, radio, heater. Yellow, A REAL BUY

$695

$1995

$895

'64 BUICK, LE SABRE

'66 FORD GALAXIE "500"

1965 IMPALA SUPER SPORT

Sedan

Automatic, power $995

2 dr.. hard too, V 8, A/T, light blue. Priced to sell!

Call 259-5932 Sat. & Sun.

oft. 5:30 p:n1.`

$1395

2 dr., hard top, vinyl roof, full power, white wall tires

$2895

whitewalls, wheel covers

Automatic and

$1795

'67 L.T.D.

Radio, power steering, 340 4 barrel,
automatic, vinyl roof, whitewalls, wide

battery, good 2nd car. $188.88.
'66 Ford Country sedan, 6 pass.
P/S, air cond., radio, luggage
rack, like new tires incl. snow
tires w/extra whls, low miles.
Closing estate. $1750. 296-5384

'smatic Trans., Blue in color.

'66 FORD COUNTRY SEDAN WAGON

4 door, V8, automatic, power steering,

$2395

'

V-8, Automatic Transmission, Power.

NEW '69 POLARA SEDAN

NEW '69 CORONET COUPE
2 door, 6 cylinder, automatic, power

-

$1695

'66 FORD COUNTRY SQUIRE WAGON

ovals, Stock # 1078

Hardtop
Power

LIKE BRAND NEW! Ready to Go...

NEW '69 DART SWINGER 340

radio, power steering, power
vinyl roof, whitewalls, wheel
covers, Stock # 2176
$2895

'63 VOLKWAGEN

'67 GTO

9 Passenger Polaiii

P.5., P.B., 8 cyl., auto., w.w.'s. Sharp one owner.

NEW CARS
brakes,

$595

$1595

'67 FORD XL CONVERTIBLE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR EXTENDED WARRANTY!
HURRY WHILE THE SELECTION IS GOOD!

V8,

Country Squire

'66 DODGE WAG. '62 COMET

Air Conditioning, Power Steering, White Wall Tirer

YOUR CAR WILL NEVER BE WORTH MORE!

NEW '69 CHARGER

'64 FORD WAG.

Fully Equipped Sport Coupe

Automatic
Engine

..

'67 Ford GALAXIE 500 4 DR. SEDAN

Come In And Let Us Show You
Why You Should TRADE NOW!

miles. 358-6689.

'68 CHEVELLE

Stick Trans., All white with black top. SHARP!

BEAT THE PRICE INCREASE

asking 51900. 253 6942

IMMEDIATE

'67 MUSTANG CONVERTIBLE

FOR THE '70's

PRICED LIKE '68's

253 9098

,

FREIGHT

AO' -

USED CARS

NEW '69 DODGE

$1,000. 359 2616.

$995

'67 CAMARO

PLUS

DELIVERY

WERE
CLEANING HOUSE

.1

Ph. 827.4898.

$2295

MIVERECK

894.3576

'61 MERCURY 4 door P/B P/S
auto:Vont, radld,'lleoter. Good

Automatic

and Power

$1995

DOYNO MOTORS

Full power,

Convert.

orig. owner. Excel. shape. Call

Convert, V-8,

tires, AM -FM stern radio,

.

R/H, auto, deluxe vinyl int., like
new tires, 110 h.p. 5650. 439Olds

$4669

President Blue, with 2 doors,
vinyl roof, power windows,

w for Overseas delivery! Hove a Volkswagen there
to tour Europe.

'64 CHEVROLET

Automatic 8 Power, Factory
Warranty

$2195

NEW T'BIRD
LANDAU

Going; to EtIrtqw?

P/S, P/B. 51850. 439-9209 aft 5

$995

'68 CORONET

to,

Over size white wall

'67 Chrysler convert, like new
brakes & tires, gold, air cond.,

'65

$3 5 90

,......

,

TO CHOOSE
FROM

'63 TRIUMPH TR4
LIKE NEW ENGINE

Red Jetstar '88

$2495

COUNTRY SQUIRE
i;la '''""--, ...___

OVER
39

'60 Valiant, 4 dr, stick shift, 6 cyl.

'64 OLDS

Automatic 8 Power, Factory
Warranty.

-,. ...._____.

...

..-.....,,-,......,,,,...1.......

381-5430

'68 CHARGER

NEW '69 FORD

..,--

-'41111iiiiim.
`\".."--- -....."1",....,._......5,,,,,

1968 Datsun pick-up, low miles,
excel. condition.

5750 358-1310

DURING DODGE CLEAN-UP!

budget! I

800 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

school. 298-6795 6-8 Pm.

'66 VW convert.,

SAVE A BAG ---FULL

We have the Wagon and specifications at Prices to meet your

CLOSED SUNDAY

OPEN EVENINGS

'62 Buick, all equip. incl. air, excel. shape, fine for train or

'63 Chevy Biscayne, 6 -stick,
door, radio, heater, $350.
827.4230

't

OVER PURCHASED FROM THE FACTORY

1967 Cougar, lime frost, 289,

$1295.

ttll

CHARGE

1400 E. NORTHWEST HWY.
OPEN DAILY 'TIL
9, SAT. 'TIL 6,
CLOSED SUNDAY

392-6300

ACROSS FROM THE ARLINGTON
PARK RACE TRACK

npr

THE DAY

°using Suffers Most from,Inflation
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"TIME AND AGAIN
"While we are going to the
moon, the nation is crawling housing has been the major
along with a horse and buggy sufferer in the nutcracker of
financial structure," Jack S. inflation that periodically
Kepler, president of the Home seizes the country. The cure
Builders Association of Chi- usually invoked by the na
cagoland ' (HBAC) charged tion's financial community is
recently in a statement an- about as bad as the ailment,'
nouncing plans to try to meet Kepler said.
the current housing crisis in

William Kamphouse, 261
Lylet Dr., Palatine, hai been
appointed by Realty Company

of America as a sales

21.5
sultant for Hinsw
unit develmillion
to be opened this Sep- ..tuber in DuPage County. His
education includes six years of
engineering study at Chicago
Technical College and Illinois

Kepler announced that

Kepier said it was- ironic

HBAC would devote its general meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 2,

that so soon after Congress es -

at the Furniture Club to this
problem.
PRINCIPAL SPEAKERS
will be John A. Stastny, president of John A. Stastny & Co.,

tighter money policies ofihe----federal Reserve Bnard:"

tablished 'goals of 26 million
homes for the next ten years,
credit for mortgages has be -

ACCORDING TO Kepler,

the housing industry is pro-

zome almost -unobtainable ex - ducing at a lower rate than five
cispt at extremely high interest years agp. It ought to be pro
.ducing at least 50 per..-ce t
rates.

:above the current level, he
a past HBAC president' and
Kepler said the fault lay in said. - - current Vice President-TreaAfter calling for a "per- surer of the National Associ- many directions, such as limitthe Chicago area.
"Inflation is pricing people
Kepler said, "People in this manent cure," Kepler said ation of Home. Builders less public demands, the war in out of the housing market. It's
heavy borrowing by
area who need new housing, that "in the meantime, if home (NAHM: Martin Bartling, Vietnam,
affecting
middle income purwhether it be by purchase of a builders are ever to get an op--- Vice President, U.S. Gypsum, big businessfor-ekPansion and chasers and renters. Cruelest
a
Past
President
of
NAHK,..--"higher
interest
rates
imposed
portunity
to
meet
our
nation's
single family home or renting
of all is the effert on housing
an apartment, are having to do housing needs- and goals, we and Ray Watt, President of the by -lenders." He added, "Part for, low -and moderate -income
in
the
at
lies
Housing'
Partnerof
the
fault
National
m
t-ithti
how
to
survive
the
without because of the present

Institute of -Technology.

fatnilies," he said.

cure for inflation, the

ship.

current crisis."

money crunch.

all your

ome rea---s_come true, fast
New furniture, landscaping, or even that down
payment, happens faster with a savings account
at Bell. We give you up to 10 days extra earnings
free. Because at Bell, all savings, in by the 10th
earn from the 1st. And we pay the highest legal
rates in Chicago -5'A% Guaranteed Interest on

A

savings certificates (Bell even -offers a Tax Deferred Interest Plan), 5% on Bell's Golden

erest

_

o pounded
Daily!

Bonus Passbook account and 434% on regular
passbook savings ... all accounts compounded
daily, paid quarterly. Your money is insured safe
and backed by over $580 million in assets. Or, if
you're looking for a mortgage, come in and see
one of our Mortgage Loan counselors. You'll find

that home owning can be easy and fast, too..
Build your tomorrows with -Bell, today.
lnthe heart of 'Bell Town, The Weather Bell Corner, Monroe and Clark,

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association

Chicago, Illinois 60603 Phone: Financial 6.1000

.3e-1
".f.V4.4g11,KMIRE31-^"
nyge slraipaszule.i,

kr_

4
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by

1.

FINANCING AVAILABLE

REAL VALUE!!!

EXCELLENT TERMS offered on this STONE faced

Picturesque site overlooking Kimball Hill Park
and Lake 2 blocks to school and shopping.
Clean 3 bedroom ranch, 2 car garage. Everything is new!!! Kitchen with wood cabinets, cer-

fain' bedroom charmer. Living room has BAY,
Seperate dining room. Generous kitchen, Basement, glazed -in 25.ft. porch, and two car garage. EXTRAS. Owner wants action.

$32,500

amic backsplash, counter tops, paneled and
new floor. Carpeted living room paneled wall..

HOMES NxNW

and air -conditioner. Popular Avocado Exterior..

DI---

Won't Last

$23,900

yY-

255-4200

HOMES NxNW

CL 5-3535

IN

PALATINE

DES PLAINES

IN

110 S. NORTHWEST HWY.

358.0110

299-0191

406 W. CENTRAL

Member of NW Multiple listing Service

Member of MAP Multiple Listing Su*.

IN
ARLINGTON HTS.

88 N. BROADWAY

MOUNT PROSPECT
,

.(1-37660

Marnber of MAP Multiple Listing

IN
'""*.ROLLING MEADOWS

1810 E. NORTHWEST HWY.

CL 5-3535

Member of MAP Multiple Listing Stnise

3423 KIRCHOFF RD.

255.4200

Member el MAP Multiple Listing Service

bright new ideas in Real Estate
PICTURE PRETTY
Beautiful ranch with 2 car

Blanket Coverage of the
Northwest Suburbs with
5 Convenient Member

garage,

air-conditioned living room is carpeted, very efficient kitchen with electric range, 2 twin -sized
bedrooms, freshly painted thruout, attractively
landscaped 60x167 landscaped grounds. Very
economical starter or retirement home. Close to
schools and shopping.

$22,900
255-4100

HOMES NxNW

GREAT LOCATION

.

two baths. Kitchen with
'Seven room . area
built-in oven and range, refrigerator - freezer,
dishwasher and washer dryer combination.
Combination fireplace and living room. Close to.
schools, shop, and park.

$28,500
CL 5-3535

HOMES NxNW

Offices
-rti

FIRST OFFERING'

MAINTENANCE FREE
Two bedroom bi-level that's aluminum sided,
located on a lovely shaded lot in Des Plaines.
Carpeting, drapes, appliances, air -conditioners.
chcirm of
Paneled living room walls reflect
this home. Attached carport. Loco ed on a safe

This home has lust recently been decorated in-

street for children. Owner asking

located in Mt. Prospect. Owners asking

side

and out, ready for the new owners. Two

bedrooms, good sized kitchen, appliances, utility

room, aluminum awnings, paneled screened
porch attached to the 11/2 car garage. Ideally

$25,900

$28,900

HOMES NxNW

14ThiMES N
41.1.11.21INGItin.Vmstpcsahlableeto

HOMES NxNW

CL 3-7660

6Y

N

CL 3-7660

HEART OF PALANOIS PARK

A 26' X 24' FAMILY ROOM!

This charming brick Cape Cod residence features a full basement, family room (paneled),
FOUR bedrooms. Taxes are only $482. The
beautifully landscaped 60' x 188' lot has a chin
linked fenced rear yard, blacktop driveway end

This new three bedroom midIevel *home -features two full baths, family kitchen with built-in
oven, range and dishwasher, oversized 21/2 car
garage, slate entry foyer,, beautiful 90' lot.
Loads of extras! Don't miss this outstanding val.
ue.

there are many custom features. Asking

$27,900
HOMES NxNW

$36,900

358-0110

HOMES NxNW

"the best way to go

for real estate"

358-0110

